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For the first time ever...

Developers stars

Metro Council

The Governing Councillors

perform their

"Openness Caper

Presents

inducts

\

1
Pierre Trudeau...

"Anybody can

get a job"

William Davis sings "There's nowhere to go but up

In concert together!
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
noon
Free ooon dim: "Occurance al Owl Creek

Bridge" and When Angels Fall". Trintty Square

twesl ol Yonge Iwo blocks south ol Dundas).

1:10 pro

Confronialion: Technology and Iho Social En-

vironment, a lecture by Melvin Kraniberg,

Georgia Institute or Technology. Convocation

Hall.

TUESDAY
noon

Free noon films: Arthur Upsett Feslival. in.

eluding "Fluxes". "FreelaH" and "21-87". 10

Trinity Square.

Anyone Interested in Working lot Radio Varsity

this, year may come to a general meeting No ex-

perience needed. Radio Varsity. 91 St. George.

3rd floor.

4:30 p.m.

People Interested in a Ward 6 door lo door

dinlogical schooling survey, perhaps leading to a

irustee campaign, inviled lo 97 St. George, back

of 1st floor. If unable to come, call Dan Leckie at

487-3546.

FiTst meeting ol Millel Student Council, 1B6 SL

George. Open to all.

B'nai Brith Student Council meeting. Hillel

House, 166 St George

Movie: "I Never Sang for My Father", with

Metvin Douglas. Gene Hackman. McLellan Lab

202. Sponsored by Hillel. Admission 75c.

Take advantage of

this column to publicize

your group's activities

on campus free. Forms

are available at 91 St.

George, and the

deadline Is 1 PM the day

before publication.

Committee recommends

restructuring of Food Sci

By DAVID AITKEN

The Faculty of Food Sciences,

which came close to being dissolved

in 1 97 1 will survive and is in the

process of being restructured.

Last Wednesday, the Academic

Affairs Committee of the Governing

Council passed a recommendation

by Vice-president Don Forsler that

an implementation committee be set

up to advise on how to reform the

faculty, based on a report which was

made last June. The recommenda-

tion will be forwarded to the Ex-

ecutive Committee.

In January 1971, Vice Provost

(Health Sciences) John D.

Hdmilton proposed that the faculty

be phased out. He claimed that there

was an insufficient demand for

graduates, a high cost to the un-

iversity to maintain the faculty and

that it was superfluous in view of the

availability of similar courses

elsewhere in the province.

Academic Affairs Committee to impose

penalty on non-registering graduates

The Academic Affairs Committee of the Governing Council voted last

Wednesday to recommend that graduate students who fail to re-register pay

a penalty. „ . . ..

The recommendation goes to the Executive Committee before arriving

at the full council for a final decision.

Until now, a graduate student studying away from Toronto was not

penalized for failing to re-regisler each year. If his department and the

Council of the School of Graduate Studies recommended him, a simple

payment of the total re-registration fees which he owed would render him

eligible for his degree once his thesis was completed.

Assistant Dean Sherk claimed at the meeting that the university was

losing roughly $3000 per year in government grants for each student who

was not registered. Accordingly, the committee adopted an SGS council

recommendation that there be a re-registration fee for each year in which a

grad fails to re-register.

The harshness of the penalty was lessened, however, with the

acceptance of three other proposals. Brian Morgan's motion that there be

guidelines for leaves or absence established was passed, as was his suggestion

that ihere be differentials in the peantly fee for students with varying

personal circumstances.

The committee also decided that students should be informed of the

means of appealing the penalty fee.

WINNER 1972 CANNES FILM

FESTIVAL JURY PRIZE AWARD
Only American Film to be so Honored

UORGS ROV HIU Pi

SLAUGHTERHOUSE -piVE

pictures evet

made ^

NOW ! * BrHCSEi I Daily at 2:00 - 3:55

B10OR-Y0NGE SUBWAY 924 2600 5:45 - 7.35 - 9:30

Immediately, students, faculty

and alumni protested Hamilton's

recommendation to the Senate. The

Senate established a committee to

look 'into his charges, which

reported in June.

The committee found that,

contrary to Hamilton's opinion,

there is a demand for dieticians,

nutritionists, food chemists and high

quality secondary school teachers of

home economics.

It also found the university could

combat the high cost by increasing

the freshman enrolment from 60 to

75 "with very little additional cost."

in addition to increased tuition fee

revenue, the faculty would thus

qualify for more provincial grants.

Hence the report concluded that

"the overall financial effect on the

faculty would be favourable."

A third major recommendation

was that Food Sciences should up-

grade its academic standards by

"encouraging the development of a

strong Graduate Department of

Food Chemistry and Nutrition with

the aim of creating a centre of

excellence".

The implementation committee

recommended by Forster would be

charged with examining the

feasibility of the report's recommen-

dation and mechanisms for their

implementation.

HART HOUSE
ART GALLERY
JOHN McEWEN

Until Sept. 17th

Weekdays 11-5

Wed. evening 6-9

Sat. and Sun. 2-5

CAMERA CLUB
Open Meeting

October 5/72

Music Room

7:30 P.M.

YOGA CLASSES
Thursday and Sunday

7-9:30 11-12:30

Wrestling Room

Weds.. Sept. 13

8:30 - 11:30

Alexander
Ragtime Reed

Black Hart Pub

open every Tues..

Weds., and Thurs.

from 12 00 Noon

to

12:00 Midnight

H.H. Revolver
Club

Safely Instructions

for new members

Wed., Sept. 13

7:30

Greal Hall - All Welcome

HILLEL

ORIENTATION WEEK
HILLEL INVITES YOU TO A

FOLKSING
JAM SESSION

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 13 - 8:00 P.M.

HILLEL HOUSE
186 ST. GEORGE ST.

BRING GUITARS, VOICES AND COMMUNAL SPIRIT

FOOD SNACKS AND LIQUID REFRESHMENT

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Student Subscriptions

$3.00 for the Three Productions
Hart House Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $3.00 for the
three All-University productions. The student rate will be $1.25 for a
single performance. Subscribers are assured of the same seats and
performance evenings for the season. Two subscriptions only on
each A.T.L. card.

1 972-73 SEASON
THE MISANTHROPE by Moliere, translated into English verse by

Richard Wilbur Directed by Donald Davis
Thursday, October 19 to Saturday, October 28
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

ROSMERSHOLM by Henrik Ibsen, translated by F. and L. Marker

Directed by David Gardner
Thursday, November 23 to Saturday, December 2
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

HAMLET by William Shakespeare Directed by Martin Hunter

Thursday, January 25 to Saturday, February 3
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Box Office opens September 18, 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. - 928-8668

USHERS
Volunteer Ushers are required for the three Hart House Theatre productions,

Please telephone 928-8674 or call at Theatre offices.



Library stacks decision
1

could depend on views
of top administrator
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Don Forster has a habit of recommending committees that report to him.

By LINDA McQUAIG
The power to determine who will

use the new $45 million John P.

Robarts Research Library may fall

almost entirely into the hands of
Don Forester the university's vice-

president and provost, if a
recommendation by Forester is

accepted.

The recommendation, made to

members of the Academic Affairs

Committee of the Governing
Council September 6, calls for either

an advisory committee to report to

him, a subcommittee, or
both. Forester indicated, however,
a slight preferance for the former. A
subcommittee would report to

Academic Affairs, not him.
The committee would grant stack

passed to undergraduate applicants
who proveded their 99 academic neec

to the committee's satisfaction.

Undergraduates not granted

passes by the committee will lose
direct access to the 900,000 books
now in the Sigmund Samuel Library
stacks when the collection is moved
to the new library in May.

All students, except freshmen
now this collegion — the larges. The
communitee, proposed by Foster,
would replace the nowdefunct

'Library Council which last year
created a controvery on campus
when it turned down a request,

backed by petition signed by 7,000
students, for undergraduate access
to the library stacks.

The advisory committee would
include only four student represen-
tatives on a 12-person body
similar to the 35-member Library
Council which contained only 12

student seats.

Other members of the committee
would be faculty administrators

and librarians.

The proposal for an advisory

committee to report to Foster
brought some unfavorable responses

from members of the Academic
Affairs Committee who feared it

might give Forster, who is con-

sidered to be one of the most power-
ful men in the U of T administra-

tion, too much control over the

controversial issue of library access.

Access to the stacks in the
Robarts Libary will be restricted to

graduate students and staff, and to

undergraduates, who are able to li-

ne up stack passes.

A collection of approximately
250.000 books — the amalgamation
of library collections from various

colleges and faculties on campus will

replace the Sig Samuel books as an
undergraduate collection.

Organizers of fees strike optimistic

By one observers' estimate, about 80 per cent of these students paying their fees at the Drill

Hall paid in two installments. For a background story on the campaign against the fees hike
I across Ontario, see page 21.

Committee ups daycare cost 20%
After approving a proposal that

would hike parent fees at the cam-
pus daycare centre by over 200 per

cent, the Governing Council's ex-

ternal affairs committee meets
today in Simcoe Hall's Council

Full-time, part-time library

staff hit by budget cuts
In an attempt to meet budget cutbacks, the U of T library system will

probably hire fewer students this year for part-time work, U of T associate
librarian David Esplin said last night.

The system comprises most libraries on campus, excluding those at the
federated colleges.

Esplin added that this year's cut in the library budget, the third in three
years, forced the library lo lay otT some full-time workers last May at the
beginning of the 1972-73 fiscal year. He said he could not estimate off-hand
now many workers had been affected except that he believed there were less
than 20. Neither would he divulge what the amount of the budget cut was.

He says no further lay-offs were expected but positions which become
vacant over ihe year may not necessarily be filled.

There will be no cut in library hours for the rest of this academic year,
however, Esplin said, contrary to reports last year that this might be one of
the services cut in the case of a budget squeeze.

In addition lo staff cuts, supplies and equipment for library
administration have been hit by the budget tightening, Esplin said.

He pointed out also that although the allotment for buying books has
not been cut, the purchasing power of this amount has greatly decreased
w"h spiralling book costs.

Chambers to decide the issue of

parent control.

On Thursday the committee
approved funding proposals that

would levy a fee of $85 a month per

child at the daycare centre.

Fees charged by the present

parenl-conlrolled centre is a

minimum $40 a month, depending
on parental income.

But committee members say that

parents will be able to apply for

provincial assistance if they cannot

meet daycare fees.

Parents in the campus community
daycare centre have demanded that

parents be given full control of

daycare facilkes for their children.

But the university has been

reluctant to grant parent control,

and in a proposal drafted by Vice-

provost Robin Ross ha suggested

that control be given to a university

department.

Under the Ross proposals though,

an advisory committee on programs
would be set up, consisting of three

people from the internal affairs

Organizers of a proposed second term fees strike at U ofT are cautiously
optimistic about student response to their campaign.

SAC vice president John Helliwell, a key U of T organizer, said last

night thai about 90 per cent of the students he asked at the Drill Hall last

week were .paying their fees in two installments. The proposed strike is to
protest luiton fee increases.

However the overall figures may be lower since many students paid by
mail before they were fully informed of the campaign.

SAC Communications Commissioner Debra Lewis reported that it

seemed at Victoria College about 80 per cent of the student were paying by
installment. (Students at federated colleges paid there rather than the Drill

Hall.) Some of those who paid all at once were forced to do so in order to

recieve money from scholarships.

Clerks at the Drill Hall could not estimate what proportion of students
were not paying all their fees at once. One accountant commented that the
proportion seemed higher than last year.

Paying by two installments was prime focus of the campaign last week,
since a proposal for a total fees boycott was dropped in the summer. SAC
was instrumental in having this dropped, as it knew students could not

register without paying fees.

The campaign is primarily one of publicity directed against the Ontario
government, which last spring announced tuition increases in all university

courses. These amounted to about $100 for undergraduates and about $400
for graduate students studing all year.

At the same time, the Conservatives increased the loan portion in all

OSAP award to $800 from $600.

As its part of the province-wide Ontario Federation of Students'

campaign against ihe fee and loan hikes, SAC sent out 22,000 letters to

nearly all undergraduate students at U of T urging them to pay only their

first installment. These arrived after the university's fees form, however, and
many students may have paid by the time SAC's letter arrived.

In 1000 of the letters, SAC put postage paid return cards asking the

recipients to indicate how they were paying their fees.

Out of about 290 replies, 209 students said they would pay in two
installments, according to Helliwell. And, of the 72 who said they were
paying in one swoop, about 25 said the SAC letter had arrived too late to

allow them to pay in two.

U of T officials have refused to provide more accurate results until

late September.

However, the administration has cooperated in other respects. It has

already agreed to reduce the penalty for paying by two installments lo $10
from $12, and will reduce it a dollar more if it can afford lo do so. This

would require about a 70 per cent participation rate by students.

As well, Vice Provost Robin Ross told a SAC meeting on July 15 that

the simutlaneous.increases in fees and the reduction in the bursary part of

student awards was "totally unjustifiable".

SAC's campaign will continue with teath-ins and publicity on student

financing and the increases. In October, there will be a referendum on
whether students should hold up payment of the second installments.

Although the referendum question may demand a rollback of the

increases, Helliwell admits the real point of the referendum is to'

demonstrate that students object strongly to the Conservatives' action.

Thus the government will be deterred from raising fees again soon.

There will be a teach-in on the OSAP program this Thursday at 7 p.m.
in Alumni Hall, Victoria College.

committee, four parents, and
4one

froni the university administration.

Although the advisory committee
would be authorized to control ad-

missions (within university
guidelines), actual control of staf-

fing, and the daycare program
would lie with the university

department.

And according to committee
chairman Paul Cadario, the Ross

proposal will pass today.

Thursday, the internal affairs

committee considered funding

proposals for the daycare centre,

approving a formula that would see

the university paying $42,000 of

renovation costs, with the remaning

$15,000 to be raised by the levy

against parents.

Cadario says he hopes the levy

can be reduced.

All decisions of the committee

must be approved by the Governing

Council.

The meeting is in the Senate

Chamber, Simcoe Hall at noon

today.
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So long as the Is world divided Into classes,

the press will remain en Instrument ot class

struggle.

The Varsity, a member ol Canadian

University Press, waslounded In iBflO

end is published by the Students' Ad.

mlnlstrative Council ol the University

ol Toronto and Is primed by Dalsons

Press Ltd. Opinions expressed In this

newspaper are not necessarily those ol

the Students' Adminlsirailve Council

or the administration ol the university.

Formal complaims about the editorial

or business operation of the paper may
be addressed to the Chairman, Cam-
pus Relations Committee, Varsity

Board ot Directors, 91 St. George St.

What change?

GC doesn't practise true openness
WHAT'S THE"

PASSWORP?

rm—
SENT tfE.

The Students' Administrative Council has
called it "The Year of the Change". And, student
governor Paul Cadario, writing in the Change
Handbook, has described the Governing Council,
the universtfy's new top governing body, as "The
Biggest Change of All?

- Either they know something we don't or their
idea of change is pretty myopic. The council,
lauded as a cepresentative body which would give
students, teaching staff, administrative and support
staff, and community representatives a meaningful
voice in running this university, has done little to
encourage optimism about its responsiveness to its
constituents.

Indeed, the council wasted quite some time
debating whether its committee meetings whould
be open, something readers of the U of T Act can
be forgiven (Council meetings themselves are
required by law to be open unless they are in
committee of the whole.)

Wednesday's Varsity will detail the content of
this controversial debate..ln short, significat minori-
ty of governors, notable among them the carry-
overs from the closed-meeting Board of Gover-
nors, were concerned lest their constituents be
able to make their views known at a sufficiently
early stage in council deliberations to affect the
eventual outcome.

"My real concern is that the committee
discussions of any particular issue will be dis-
cussed in the press and elsewhere" before com-
mittees even make decisions, Board of Governors
veteran John Tory told one meeting.

Other governors lamented the possibility that
publicity given to committee meetings might allow
concerned individuals within the university to
pressure their representatives to advocate certain
views. It's all fine and well, they seem to be saying
for our constituents to stamp us with- their sign of
approval once every year or so in elections but
that's where their role should stop.

We disagree. Strongly. The Governing
Council— in theory at least—was set up to repre-

sent the community, not the personal views of

those few persons who managed to get themselves
elected or appointed to the council.

And, let's not forget that 24 of them were not
even directly elected by their respective con-
stituencies. (Another two are handpicked to repre-
sent the president.)

Eight of them supposedly represent the
university's alumni. In fact; they were elected by an
electoral college composed of representatives of

the constituent electoral alumni associations. Most
alumni were never consulted about the choice.The
other 16, intended to represent the public interest,

were appointed by the provincial government.
It would be sheer folly to suggest that these

24—and indeed most of their 26 colleagues—could
ever hope to ascertain, divinely or otherwise, their

constituents' perspective on the many issues which
will confront the council.

Having lost the fight to deny committee access
to the public, the conservatives sitting on the
council's Executive Committee are apparently
planning to at least make the acquisition of
information on council and committee meetings
and documents as inconvenient as possible by
stalling Varsity requests to be included on the
council's mailing list. (Nine university groups, in-
cluding the three campus reference libraries and
organizations representing the estates afforded
seats on the council, were addecLto.the list last
month. But, a Varsity request was apparently never
even discussed by the Executive Committee.)

One reason for this, we suggest, is that The
Varsity, as a left-wing paper, has a reputation for
being consistently critical of the undemocratic
nature of university governing bodies, and of many
aspects of the university policies which they set,
both internally and in'relation to the social role that
the university plays. And often, as the significant
allotment of corporate executives on the Governing
Council, are aware, The Varsity carries facts and
editorial comment that question corporate
hegemony in the university and society —

something rarely to be found in the commercial
media with which these men are accustomed to

dealing. Their response to criticism, it seems, is to

suppress facts that could be subject to scrutiny.

Council apologists have suggested that finalcial

consideration limit the size of the mailing list.

The Varsity as the one media serving the whole
university certainly merits being added to the
council's mailing list, even if it's going to cost a few
cents more a mailing to keep the university

community informed about council developments.
While the issue of openness is probably a minor

one when seen in relation to other matters that the
Governing Council will have to deal, the way in

which it has been treated is perhaps indicative.

The reaction of at least the council
conservatives has been — predictably — to con-
tinue long-ingrained habits of secrecy and elitism.
It is- a pattern that can be expected to continue in all

spheres of decision-making, given the un-
representative nature of the members of tht body
and the underlying assumptions that they seem to
work with. Power in the university has not been
significantly transferred. Rather, the old
heirarchical structures have been given a more
modern, stream-lined form.

In one sense, the Executive Committee's
response to The Varsity application, now slated for
Wednesday, can be seen as a test of how it

responds to pressure from the constituencies it

supposedly represents.

In a deeper sense, however, it can be seen as
an indication of how far from +he ideal of
participation — let alone control — by the university
community and the general public the realty is, and
how difficult the battle to realize these ideals in the
university and in society will be.

Front ptgi pastor photos, by Dnltf Lloyd. Mlchul Cowgir

and Doog Hamilton.

Back pigs photo by Frank Rooniy.
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Parents fight Simcoe Hall

Day-care issue remains unresolved
As the new term commences, one of the>

major problems facing the university com-
munity remains the issue of day care.

It exploded at U ofT in the spring of 1 970
when day care supporters occupied Simcoe
Hall to force the administration to provide

the money needed for rennovations at the 12

Sussex under-two centre. The building at 12

Sussex itself was illegally occupied by a group
of women's liberationists after prolonged
negotiations for a building with the ad-

ministration failed to produce any results.

The sit-in at that time finally produced
what months of going through "the proper
channels" had failed to get: minimal finalcial

backing from the university.

At the same time, however, the

administration, under then President Claude
Bissell, took pains to emphasize that it con-

sidered its backing a response to a specific

situation, not a general policy implying con-

tinuing commitment for the provision of day
care at U of T. A Iso in order to relieve student

pressure, the Presidential Advisory Com-
mittee on Social Responsibility was sent up to

recommend on the university's responsbilities

to its own and the surrounding community.
The committee, although seen as an

attempt at co-option by many of those in-

volved in the sit-in, produced recommen-
dations that the administration found un-

acceptable. It recommended that the un-

iversity carry out a comprehensive survey of

campus daycare needs and accept a major
share of responsibility in meeting those needs.

Finally, last winter, all the members of the

committee resigned en masse, declarating the

committee ineffective because of inadequate

funding and other obstacles.

Meanwhile, another issue had come to the

forefront. The successfull Campus Co-
operative Day Care Centre (the Sussex Cen-
tre) had produced twenty 'graduates' —
children over two years of age whose needs

could not be met by the under-two centre.

(Provincial law requires the two age groups to

be separated.) Parents from the Sussex Centre
now sought another building within the un-

iversity which could house a centre for these

children, and for other children aged two to

five.

The university's response to their requests,

however, was bureaucratic inertia, while all

the while professing sympathy. There were no
buildings available, it said. The matter would
have to be 'studied'.

Finally, in April, after months of red tape

and runaround, and after an intensive publici-

ty campaign of lobbying, leafieting, news-

paper articles, and demonstrations, parents

and supporters took matters into their own
hands. They occupied an empty clubhouse
behind the Meteorology Building at 315 Bloor

St. W., a building the administration later

admitted was "eminently suited" to day care.

According to the university, it was slated for

unspecified other uses, although it has stood

empty for a year.

The new location was rapidly turned into a

well-functioning, albeit illegal, over-two cen-

tre. The university officially took no action

other than to warn the occupers that they were
tresspassing. Since April, however, parents,

volunteers, and sympathizers have maintanied

a 24-hour occupation of the building, fearing

that they would be locked out by university

police if they left it.

For his part, U of T Registrar and Vice-

President Robin Ross, who negotiated on

For several years parents in the university community have fought an up-hill battle against the U of T administration to obtain

adequate day-care facilities for their children.

behalf of the administration, told the oc-

cupiers that he would not discuss the future of

the over-two centre until the clubhouse was
vacated. He also stated that he did not

recognize their negotiating committee as a

legitimate body.

At the same time, however, the

administration continued discussions with

SAC, and a Day Care Board created in the

spring by the administration, met to consider

the problems. In mid-May, the university

produced a document which admitted that

there was "a clear and undeniable need for

increased day facilities," while professing

uncertainty as to the university's responsibili-

ty and ability to meet this demand.
By a remarkable coincidence — Ross

denied the occupation had anything to do with

it — the document suggested the use of the

"available" clubhouse at 315 Bloor as the best

site for a centre. It made no reference to the

fact that a day care centre was already

occupying the premises, nor did it explain

why the building, which earlier, according to

the administration's claims, had been slated

for other uses, was now suddenly available.

It proposed that any centre to be esta-

blished there should be operated must be

licensed, and that it be managed by a board of

directors composed of representatives from

SAC. GSU, APUS, the U of T Faculty

Chifdren play outside the second centre. They have occupied the building since last

April.

Association, the U of T Staff Association, the

university administration, and the Social

Planning . Council of- Toronto. It further

proposed that students have first priority

in using the centre, staff (both faculty and
support) have second priority, and that

remaining space, if any, go to community
members.

The university would meet the cost of
renovations "not directly the result of adap-

ting the building as a day care centre" and

would make it available rent free for the first

three years. Users would have to pay for

changes required by the province, and for

operating costs.

Finally, it suggested that 'graduates' from
the Sussex Centre and children from the St.

Andrews Centre which was scheduled to close

within two or three months because its

building was being taken over, share the

clubhouse facility.

Although the administration attempted to

present the proposal as a major concession to

day care, it came under immediate attack.

Members of the occupying group pointed out

that at present 63 children were being served

by the two centres, while the university's

proposed centre would lower this number to

30 — less than half. This at a time when, for

example, a random survey of university

workers taken in March by Cheryll Seaman
indicated that twenty-six families with thirty-

two children would place their children in a

estimated S100 per month under the. uni-

versity's plan.

married students' residence alone there are

550 children in need of daycare.

As well, the financial burdens imposed by

the need to pay for renovations would have

been too heavy for many low-income families

on campus or in the surrounding community.

Costs for the centre, presently $40 per month

minimum per child, would have risen to an

estimanted $100 per month under the un-

versily's plan.

The university's proposal would also have

removed the feature of parent control of the

centre, replacing it, as the Campus Co-

operative Day Care Centre put it, with "an

official alphabet soup day care board" with

no experience.

Finally, the requirement that any centre in

the building be licensed was seen as an attack

on the philosophy of the Campus
Co-operative group, which has been unable

over three years to yet win a license for its

centre. The reason for this lies in the

government's requirement that any centre

have trained staff, with credentials which can

only be obtained in training courses based on

a completely different philosophy of child

care than taht favoured by the Campus Co-
operative group.

Day car supporters also pointed out that

the adoption of this proposal by the new
Governing Council, coming into office July 1,

would in all likelihood mean that the un-

iversity would then accept no further respon-

sibility for day care. They claim that the

university's role as an employer and residence

for thousands, and as a landlord and builder

makes it responsible for the social welfare of

all those within its boundaries. As an
educational institution committed to the

education of all society, the university must
play a special role vis a vis women, given the

care than that favoured by the Campus Co-

already unequal role which they face, co-op

In the face of opposition from the St.

Andrew and Campus Co-operative group, and
from the GSU and SAC, the administration

proposal was held in abeyance, and the entire

matter went to the Internal Affiars Com-
mittee of the new Governing Council.

The committee brought down policy

recommendations which provide that the un-

iversity provide capital subsidies but not

operating costs for day care facilities for the

university community, that the centres be
licensed, and that admission to them for

university parents be on the basis of need.

Although the new proposals mention the

principles of access on the basis of need and
"parental involvement", opponents point out
that the proposed form of day care would

have significantly less parental and" volun-

teer involvement, and considerably higher
operating costs.

Although the Internal Affairs Committee
had unanimously recommeded the policy to

the Governing Council, there was con-

siderable debate at the council meeting of

Aug. 31. Faculty conservatives, like Charles

Hanly and William Coutts, and others who
admitted they believed the university had no
day care responsbilities, realized they had lost

thai battle.
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Dick & Jane
learn about

The Varsity

Chapter 1 : The Workers

Look, look. See The Varsity people.

They do all kinds of interesting things.

Some of them are reporters. They go places and find out what's

happening.

They cover news, sports, and cultural things. Sometimes, they write

longer stories called features.

Anybody can be a Varsity reporter. All you have to do is go to The Varsity

office and say you want to help.

See the people with cameras. They are Varsity photographers.

They go to the same dind of places as reporters and take pictures. Their

pictures illustrate The Varsity stories.

You can be a photographer, too. They work in the same place as the

reporters. The SAC Media Building, 91 St. George Street )two buildings north

of Harbord and St. George, opposite the new library), second floor.

There are even more things to do at The Varsity than write or take

pictures. Some peoples do drawings to go with features and editorials.

Others help design the paper.

There is something for everybody to do at The Varsity.

Chapter 2: Editors All

Look, look. See the other people who work at The Varsity.

Most of the time, they don't leave the office when they are working.

They are called desk people because they sit at desks.

They help get the other people's work ready to go into the paper. All of

them are editors.

There is a city editor and a news editor to help the news reporters.

The city editor asks the reporters to cover stories. Then, he edits their

story with them, showing them how they can make their stories better and
making sure they have everything in them that they need.

The news editorgets thestory when thecity editor is done. He checks the
spelling and grammar, and doubleckecks the facts. When that is done, he
tells the layout editor where in the paper the story is going.

Sports people have an editor, too. He does the same things the city and
news editors do.

People who write features and do reviews work with their section's
editor and associate editor. Surpriese, surprise! They do the same things as
the city and news editors do.

See the man who wirks in the darkroom. He is the photography editor.
He makes sure that people take pictures of the all the things of which the
paper needs pictures.

After the pictures are taken, a duty photographer develops them in The
Varsity's very own darkroom. The Varsity supplies the film, chemicals, and
equipment. The duty photographer and the deskpeople decide which
pictures will go in the paper.

When all these people are done with their work, the layout editor
decides how to design the newspaper pages to get everything on them and
make them look as nice as possible. She does this for most sections of the
paper. Sometimes, she has helpers.

Chapter 3: Top Dog
Look, look. There is only one person left in the office. He is

the editor. The editor is the person responsible for making sure

the paper gets done three times a week. He is The Varsity's

general co-ordinator and business manager. He takes care of

letters-to-the-editor and editorial pages, and is in charge of

features.

The editor is not a student. He is a full-time employee of the

paper. (This year, so is the city editor.) He has to apply for the

job the spring before he begins work. Then, the people who
work on the paper and the people who direct business affairs

interview the people who want the editor's job.

The workers suggest one of them for editor and the directors

decide whether to accept their suggestion. If they don't, the
workers have to make a second choice. This has never
happened.

The editor is hired for one school year. He can only be fi-

red if both a majority of the workers and the directors

agree.
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Chapter 4: Big News
Look, look. See the funny ma-

chine.

It is a telex machine. It lets the

people at The Varsity and other uni-

versity and community college

newspapers keep in instant touch.

It is how The Varsity sets the CUP
news trom across the country that it

prints in every issue of the paper.

Cup also provides The Varsity

with news from outside Canada
from Quebec and around the world.

That news has the name CUP1, Cana-

dian University Press International

at the beginning of the story.

CUP meansCanadian University Press

It is the national cooperative of the

student press in Canada.
CUP does more than just send out

news. It has an office in Ottawa whe-
re people work on news , features,

and helping member papers with all

the problems they have.

The people who work for CUP have lots of experience. They come from

the member papers and are elected at the annual national conference.

The conference takes place at different universities every year. People

from al all the member papers come together to discuss their problems, the

role of the press, and learn about all kinds of things, like how to put out

better newspapers.

CUP had has three different regions - the Maritimes, Ontario, and the

West. Each region has a fieldworker who travels from paper to paper to help

them with their work. Once a year, each region has a conference to get to

know each other better and exchange ideas and information about

producing a paper.

CUP also has a national advertising co-operative owned by the

participating members. The Varsity belongs to it. Its name is Youthstream.

Youthstream gets The Varsity national advertising which ehlps pay for

the paper. Without Youthstream, The Varsity couldn't reach all these

potential advertisers and get their ads. Youthstream makes The Varsity an

awful lot of money.

Chapter 5: Far Away

Look, look. See the man in the car. He is the copy runner. He takes the
material for The Varsity to the printer.

vVhen the copy runner brings the printer the copy, the printer gives it to
someone to typeset. The Varsity is typeset on computer equipment. The
typesetter sits at what looks like a big, big typewriter and types the copy,
using all the proper codes to make it look the way The Varsity wants it to

look.
Instead of getting the type in hot metal chunks. The Varsity's copy is

developed on photographic paper. Then, the stories are cut out and pasted

down on paste-up sheets. There are red windows left for the pictures and
they are done separately.

When the paste-up is done, the printer shows the page to The Varsity's

proofreader. The proofreader works at the printers. He checks to make sure

everything is done the way it is supposed to be, indicating typographical and

other errors. Then, the printer and the typesetter correct the errors and

show it to the proofreader for approval.

sometimes, somebody makes a mistake at The Varsity offices and a story is

too long or too short. If it is too long, the proofreader has to cut something
out so it will fit.

When the page is done, it is taken to a camera room. Here, they take a

picture of the entire page and make an aluminium plate from the negative

That is why this method of printing is called photo offset.

But everything isn't done yet. The Varsity delivery people have to pick

up the paper and distribute it to the 75-plus delivery spots on the St.George

Scarborough, and Erindale campuses.

Chapter 6: Boreds
Look, look. See the Students' Administrative Council people. They are

the publishers of The Varsity.

But, they are the government and the government isn't supposed to

control the press. So, they don't really control The Varsity.

They give the paper a lump sum grant every year, less than a third of its

operating budget, and in return get to appoint people to the paper's Board

of Directors.

Most of the money for The Varsity comes from advertisers. The paper

has its own advertising office and the people who work for it solicit and

prepare the campus and local advertising.

The Varsity Board of Directors is an independent body. It looks after the

business management of the paper and receives formal complaints about its

editorial or business management.
People dissatisfied with the paper's response to their complaints should

write the Bond's Campus Relations Committee at 91 St.George Street,

Toronto 181.

The committee investigates complaints and recommends appropriate

measures to the Board. ...
But, The Varsity Board of Directors and the Students' Administrative

Council cannot interfere with the paper's editorial policy.

The editor is responsible to the Board for the paper's journalistic

integrity. Speak to the section editors and then the editor if you have a

complaint about something the paper did or didn't do.

Look, look. See all the people who work on the paper. They

are the staff or editorial collective.

They are the only people who control the paper's editorial

policy.

Anybody can be a member of the collective. All they have

to do is work on a minimum number of papers.

In late summer, the staff decides what the broad policy

guidelines for the paper should be. All later decisions have to

be made within this -framework unless a weekly staff meeting

decides otherwise.

The weekly collective meetings determine major editorial

and business matters. Meetings held the day before the paper is

published, production days, approve the next day's editorials

and rate stories as to their relative importance.

This story is very short. That's not because it's unimportant.

It's because the workers control the paper's editorial

policy. That's called staff democracy.

We like it. That's because we believe people should control

decisions affecting their own lives.
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Move to Sussex Street

New building approved for Innis

By BRIANENASIMOK
With final university approval for a new

building, Innis College ends eight years of

being a boarder at U of T.

Presently the college is in the former home

of Sir John A. Macdonald, a three-storey

white brick house on St. George St. owned by

Knox College. .

And Knox has let it be known that lnms

College will not be welcome there after

August 1 974.

But since its inception in 1964, Innis

College has strayed form some of the

traditional ideas of what a college should be at

university.

To accomodate residential requirements,

for instance, Innis rented a number of older

houses along Huron St. and formed student

co-operatives.

And under the Innis aegis, interdisciplinary

courses with no fixed format, and often no

teachers made their first appearance at the

university.

Named in honour of the late Professor

Harold Innis, a pioneer in the areas of

economics, history and communications

theory, innis College, along with New

College, were established to releive the over-

population of the existing colleges.

Both were planned as residence colleges,

with Innis to be housed in one of the New

buildings. In 1964, the first New building was

complete, with the second phase under con-

struction for Innis.

The then Principal, Robin Harris, along

with the College Council recommended that

New be given both buildings, and that Innis be

allowed to establish a separate site.

Meanwhile the doors to the college opened

in September, 1964, as Innis occuped a tem-

porary building, constructed in 1 948 as a

bookstore, on Hart House Circle. Old un-

iversity maps and the Music Faculty

Freshman Handbook still show the spot as

Innis College, Space was scarce as the college

consisted of an enormous common room,

some athletic lockers, and the offices of the

Principal and the Registrar, surrounded by

240 students.

In 1 965 a Users Committee was

established, to find a permanant home for

innis.

Original architects' plans called for two

towers of residences, with each group of

twelve sharing a common room, and three

sections, 36 residents composing one house.

Non-residents would be assigned to a

house, along with dons. Overnight bunk beds

could be used by non-residents, with the

lowers being joined by administrative wings,

and the library, beneath which a Common
Room, a middle quad, with grass, and student

facilities were planned.

The cost of the building was estimated

between 16 and 18 million dollars. The

University asked the users to pair down the

cost to $ 1 0 million, but after getting rid of the

Deans, the Dons, and making the residences

Co-Educational the estimated cost was 1.6

million dollars over the amount the Federal

Government was willing to spend.

Acting Principal Peter Russell, and the

College Council held an open meeting at

which it was decided that Innis would stop

enrolling new students, if the university did

not find the funds. The College was already

overcrowed in its space, and many facilities

were lacking.

Within two days then-university President

Claude Bissell found the money, and the

college was given the go-ahead.

But the election of Pierre Trudeau to

Ottawa brought a cutback on proposed ex-

penditures, one of these being the building of

innis College.

In 1968, the university provided additional

space to Innis by giving the college the first

and second, floors of 63 St. George, the

Macdonald-Mowal historical site, on Knox
College land. The college existed in two places

at the same time for a year and a half, at

which lime the college gol exclusive use of the

building, and left the Hart House Circle.

In 1970 Harris announced his retirement,

with Peler Russell succeeding him in the fall

of 1971. On his return from teaching in

Uganda, Russell established a building com-

mittee to discover if the 63 St. George site was

adequale as a permanant home. The Building

Committee, composed of students, faculty

and administration, looked at other available

locations on campus, and travelled to other

campuses for new ideas.

•

After eight years in an old St. George Street house, Innis College will move to a 'new building to be erected on this site.

Innis College wishes to integrate its building with the surrounding community. Sussex residents are wary of such developments.

Their decision on staying at 63 St. George

was made simplier when Knox College said it

wanted the building back by 1974.

The College could have fought to keep the

St. George site, but a majority of the Building

Committee wanted the College to construct a

new building, plus use the existing buildings

on the Sussex-St. George ste. In January,

1972, the College published "Towards a Per-

manant Home For Innis College" which was

a report on the work of the previous six

months, outlining the Colleges suggestions on

the new building.

The qualities the college listed as the ones

it hoped the building will foster, are a small

modest building, with a variety of design, with

an absence of long, gleaming corridors. The
report states that the college should be open

24 hours, as much as possible, and it should

not be "fortress
1

like, providing some needed

commercial or social services for our

community".

When the report was distributed the

question of the existing houses was discussed.

The College does not want to level the site,

but hopes to integrate the surrounding com-
munity, including the Day Care Centre, at 12

Sussex, and the other houses managed by

Crown Trust, and inhabited by students and

families.

$1.2 million Innis building to

be erected on parking lot
Eight years after its birth, Innis College

has obtained approval to construct a SI.

2

million building, on the north side of Sussex

Ave. at St. George St.

Although University officials have not yet

approved concrete plans, the Innis building

committee is presently screening 16 possible

architects to design the new college . Meetings

are open to all members of the campus and

public.

Five final names will be chosen and

submitted to the university's Governing

Council.

Inc

In one of their last acts as supreme

authority in the university, the old Board of

Governors approved in principle last June a

report from the Innis College user's com-
mittee, recommending the construction of a

24,000 square foot building.

And according to Art Hall, assistant to

Innis principal Peter Russell, the whole
building will be financed without one dollar of

provincial funds. Hall said money would
probably be obtained from sources like the

Varsity Fund, the university's alumni rainy

days cookie jar.

Construction of the building will be
counted as part of the university's available

floor space with the Ontario government
cutting down the amount of money available

for constructing new buildings"

The planned college will be built on the site

of a present parking iot, created several years
ago when houses were torn down to make way
for the anticipated building.

But no new residence space will be

created by the building. In their report, the

Users' committee recommends that the un-

iversity seek outside funds from government
housing agencies to construct any residence

space.

The proposed building will contain 24,000
square feet of classrooms, administrative and
student union offices.

In approving the plan, the Board made no
firm committment to keep existing houses in

the Sussex block adjacent to the present

parking lot. Instead they suggested that the

architect should investigate integrating ex-

isting structures on the block into the college.

All property between St. George and
Huron St. along Sussex is owned by the

university and reserved for possible Innis

expansion.
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# Abortion uproar sweeps SMC

Kelly assails birth control info
By MARINA STRAUSS

Controversy at St. Michael's

College erupted during orientation

because birth control and abortion

information was distributed to

freshmen.

The discovery of the Abortion

Counselling and Birth Control

Collective phone number in the

freshmens' "survival kits", given

away on the first day of orientation,

triggered off a handful of complaints

from parents and college president

Father John M. Kelly.

On Kelly's insistence, the Roman
Catholic college's student union,

responsible for the kits, inserted in

the remaining kits letters from both

Kelly and from the union president

Al Nigro.

Nigro's letter included the phone

number of Birthright, a pregnancy

counselling service that advises

women to have their babies, which is

associated with the Catholic church.

Birthright's number was not in-

cluded in the kit.

In his letter, Nigro justifies the

inclusion of the abortion and birth

control number by stating "we feel

that providing all sides of a question

is essential in order to make a

rational judgment". He apologized

for any offensive information con-

tained in the kits.

Kelly's letter expresses his

administration's stand against abor-

tion, and makes it clear that "the

student union alone is responsible

for the inclusion of the information

on birth control and abortion".

Paucity of votes cast in

Arts and Science election
By NADIM WAKEAM

The Faculty of Arts and Science committee

elections, held last May, resulted in a less than seven

per cent return of ballots by students, in great part due

to the late timing of the elections. In contrast, most

SAC-run elections elicit in at least a 20 per cent vote.

According to the faculty office, of 1 1,250 ballots

sent by mail to students, only 778 were returned.

Victoria College students voted the least often for

their own college representatives, with only 65 votes

coming in from 2650 being mailed out. St. Mikes

students voted most' 94 out of 2200 eligible voted. Only

82 of 2150 at University voted. (Some students may

have voted for committee, but not college

representatives.)

Innis, New, Erindale and Trinity College's

representatives were all acclaimed. Scarborough is

independent in curricual and thus its seats are vacant.

The elections were held at the end of the academic

year, one of the busiest times in university.

Nominations for committee seats closed on April 7.

This was also the last day of term. Ballots were then

sent out by mail and were to be returned by May 8.

During this period students were heavily involved

in writing essays; term tests and preparing for final

exams which began April 17 and lasted to May 5.

As well, The Varsity had ceased publishing by the

time nominations closed. Therefore, although

statements from the candidates were sent out with the

ballots, the paper could not cover the election.

Of the 34 positions open on the faculty council

commiltes, 16 students won by acclamation and one

seat on the Life Sciences Curriculum Committee

remains unfilled.

In some cases candidates were elected with as little

as 51 or 53 votes.

The faculty voting was substantially better than

student voting. Of approximately 1300 arts and science

faculty, ballots sent out 479 were returned. There were

23 acclamations and 20 elections. It would seem that

faculty interest was also affected by the late date of the

elections.

The policy on the conduct of the Council elections

is that voting takes place in the spring of the preceding

academic year.

Assistant Dean William Foulds claimed Saturday

that the administration was expected to run the

elections but it was occupied with the Library Council

and Governing Council elections.

Instead, the faculty ran its own elections. And,

"It takes time to get things done" Foulds commented."

Kelly wrote that "on the abortion

issue, the administration thinks that

it is an unjustifiable destruction of

innocent human life".

Kelly's move was sparked by, he

later said, "fewer than a half dozen

calls" he received on one day.

"A lot of these students' parents

have taken public stands against

abortion", Kelly said.

He admitted that he himself has

not as yet seen the survival kit. "It's

all second hand information I got".

The information which caused

the controvery was included in a

listing of services' phone numbers in

the Toronto region. The list. was a

reprint from titled "A Survival Han-

dbook", produced by Guerilla.

The York University Student

Clinic was the only other listing that

mentioned abortion and birth con-

trol counselling and referral.

Kelly claims laht "only one

aspect was presented, with complete

disregard of the other side".

Kelly objected to the fact that

"the single Catholic college on cam-

pus had not included any counselling

service that Catholics conduct".

He feels that what was presented

was "a leaning of the student

opinion" and "the approval of

liberal unmarried sex". Kelly

himself said he is not in favor of pre-

marital sex.

"I went through this (complaints

from parents) last year with the

inclusion of the Birth Control Han-

dbook in the freshman students'

kits." Kelly recalls.

"This handbook was doubly bad

last year and completely out of

taste. It included illustrations and

drawings that 1 thought were in

outrageously poor taste."

The Birth Control Handbook,

published by McGill University

students and distributed across

Canada in the few last years,

provided information about in-

tercourse, birth controk, abortion,

and venereal disease.

Referring to the student union's

autonomy, Kelly begrudgingly said'

"I hate to admit it, but I have no
control over the student union." He
added that he finds their lack of

consultation "discourteous".

"If I tried to pull that on the

students, they would be after me",
he said.

Former studnet union president

John O'Grady describes Kelly as a

"shrewd conservative, not a reac-

tionary, who wants to retain the

status quo".

"His position of power is

unassailable at St. Mike's, and has

been for the past 15 years",

O'Grady added.

Last year he refused to accept

student demands for an academic

majority on the college's top gover-

ning structure, the Collegim, which

presently composed entirely of

Roman Catholic Basilian Fathers.

And again, last March, he

strongly opposed giving into

students pressures at the Simcoe
Hall occupation over undergraduate

and public access to the new John P.

Robarts library.

Kelly objects to student tactics in

achieving their aims, although he

did not comment on the aims

themselves.

"you don't do anything immoral

to get something you want", he

charges. "It's a very serious mistake

in moral judgment for achieving

your aims". Kelly feels that the

college's administration and its stu-

dent union are working at "cross-

purposes".

As classes get underway, calm

seems to have returned to

St. Michael's College.

"The inclusion of his (Kelly's)

letter in the survival kit satisfied him

and, along with our letter, satisfied

us also", said student union vice-

president Tim Hamer.

Evans forms committee to study New Program
By MARI-LINN ASBURY

The New Program in arts and

science instituted in 1969 is

scheduled to come under intensive

review this year.

U of T President John Evans

announced in July he was forming a

Presidential Advisory Committee

on the New Program will make its

first report on February 1, 1973.

The first meeting of the

Committee, will start to scrutinize

financial and academic aspects of

the New Programme. It is scheduled

for Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the

Council room of the Pharmacy

Building.

The review committee is a parity

body consisting of fourteen

members recommeded by: the

Students Administrative Council,

the Association of part time

Undergraduate Students, the

Graduate Student Union, Provost

Don Forster and the Dean Greene.

Seven are faculty members

including the chairman, Daniel

Berlyne (Psycology), Frank Watt

(UC English), Paul Fox (Political

Economy), P.P.M. Meincke (Erin

Physics) and Robert Jervis

(Chemical Engineering). Three are

full lime undergraduates Linda Hajl

(Vic. HI), Ron Struys (Innis III)

and Robert Anderson (UCIV). The

extension student is Kurt Loeb, the

graduate student' from extension is

Rita Mifflin (OISE), and the

graduate student is Pamela Chellew,

a teacher. One other recent graduate

will be added to complete the

committee.

Much controversy has arisen over

the expense and academic results of

the New Programme. Bob Greene,

dean of arts and science, said that

many of the older conservative

faculty members feel a more highly

structured program is preferrable,

resulting in a closer fellowship

between Professors and students,

and students and their colleges.

They also feel that the range of

subjects is too wide and the students

tend to feel lost because of in-

adequate counselling. Dean Greene

considers the formation and

decisions of the committee will be

the most important events in the

Arts and Science Faculty this year.

The New Program was an

extensive liberalization of the arts

and science course structure.

Implemented after a report

headed by Political Economy
professor C.B. MacPherson
recommended sweeping changes, the

eventual result was considerable

liberalization. The distinction

between four-year honours and

three-year general courses was

abolished and students were allowed

to choose practically any com-

bination of courses to lead to a

degree.

Rigiaity in a number of programs

was lessened in several departments

and a trend away from emphasis on

exarns began. Another result was the

flowering of many new courses,

including some that involved more

than one department.

While the reaction from students

has generally been favourable to the

changes, others have been upset by

the proliferation of "easy courses"

and genrally higher marks. The in-

creased emphasis on essays has also

contributed to higher incidences of

lending and selling term papers.

The review committee will

examine the general regulations of

the New Programme and the re-

quirements for standing as outlined

in the Calandeer. Evans urged com-

mittee members to recommend, "in

the light of both student enrolment

patterns and the experience and

views of faculty and students, such

changes as may seem appropriate".

Topics to be discussed include, the

statistics of enrolment patterns in

the New Programme as compared

with previous ones, student and staff

attitues towards the New
Programme, the role of colleges, the

effects of separately-financed

divisons teaching part of the un-

dergraduate curriculum, the role of

fourth year, modes of instruction,

and the aims of undergraduate

education in the Faculty of Arts and

Science.

Summer ins and outs of SAC

safe deal not ratified
Besides working on developing a U ofT response on

the fees hike, SAC kept busy over the summer on other

matters, Some of the more notworthy goings-on were:

SAC — owned Hogtown Press refused to sell 175

copies of Origin of the Family to the University

Bookstore because the Bookstore was going to sell the

publication at a profit. In making the decision the

Education Commission said there would be nor resale

for profit on U of T campus. :Hogtown Press has been

owned by SAC since last spring. It reprints educational

material.)

SAC had three general meetings over the summer,

the most in recent memory during a summer.

SAC Services Commission decided to undertake a

systematic study of food price and quality at the various

campus cafeteriae. The study will be conducted by

Food Science students,

SAC received approximately $1,000 from Warner

Brothers for aiding in the filming Class of '44", the

sequel to "Summer of '42". SAC was given $400 for

rental of its building, and $600 for cap and gown rental.

In addition, SAC received a free interior paint job, and

was due to get a 1 944-style phone booth to use as a free

phone. . ,

It was discovered that the 10-year contract with

"the funny little obnoxious man" who handles the

prophylactic machine in the SAC office was never

ratified and that details of the commitment would be

searched out since the product leaves something to be

desired in the opinion of some.

A decision was made through SAC initiative to set

up a committee to review the New Program in Arts and

Science.

At the third SAC executive meeting on May 17

vice-president John Helliwell and Communications

Commissioner Debra Lewis moved that Ulli Diemer

and Ernie Hobbs be named Handbook Editors. At the

Fourth executive meeting, SAC president Eric Mighn

and vice-president John Helliwell moved that the

motion regiarding editorship of the SAC Handbook be

reconsidered. The motion to designate Hobbs and

Diemer as handbooks editors was defeated. It was

moved that SAC undertake the co-ordination of the

handbook under the direction of John Helliwell, and

that he be directly responsible to the SAC for the

production of the handbook. SAC justified the motion

on the grounds that the SAC Handbook provides the

initial contact between the SAC and the students and

represented a vital and important means of com-

munication on the part of SAC.
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Teaching excellence to be stressed

Scar principal calls for closer ties with UofT

Ralph Campbell was named to succeed A.F.W. Plumptre as new

Scar chief last May.

By DOUG HAMILTON

The new principal of Scarborough College hopes to

preserve close ties with the St. George campus during his term

of office.

Ralph Campbell said that until the college is sufficiently

mature to depart from the orbit of the U of T, "it should be

closely integrated with the university."

A symbiotic relationship between Scarborough and the

main campus exists, he said in an interview Friday. For

example, the university gains from the research undertaken by

Scarborough College faculty, and the college benefits from

being a component of a long-established university.

Campbell succeeded A. F. Wynne Plumptre as the new

principal of the college last July.

Plumptre, principal for seven years, retired from the

college's administration to take up a teaching post in Ottawa.

Campbell's firm endorsement of continued affiliation with

the U of T may relieve the anxieties of some faculty and

students who believe the university's largest satellite campus is

slowly creeping toward separation from St. George.

When asked if Scarborough could survive as
_

an

independent university, Campbell replied; "I think that it is

possible." However, he emphasized that "it would take a

major operation in terms of effort in promoting accreditation

for a graduate programme. This would be a major hurdle.

"It would be chancey getting students to become part of

such an institution. It would be quite an effort."

Like his predecessor, Campbell possesses considerable

administrative expertise.

He served as Associate Dean of the Faculty of Arts and

Science from 1964 to 1968. The governments of both Jordan

and Kenya have employed him as an advisor on economic

planning.

However, Campbell gained notoriety throughout the

university community as chairman of the Presidential Ad-

visory Committee on Disciplinary Procedures which convened

in 1 968 at the most intense period of student discontent on

campus.

The committee was formed, in Campbell's words, "because

not much attention had been paid to disciplinary procedures

over the previous decades."

A growing amount of student unrest focused attention on

the Caput — a committee comprised of 24 administrators

which ranks as the highest disciplinary body over students in

the university, judged infractions of the rules committed by

students.

The committee's report advocated sweeping reforms of

disciplinary procedures, but it was never adopted due to

hostility from some faculty and administrators who wanted to

make no concessions to student activists.

Are the' recommendations still valid today? "Yes," said

Campbell. "But some modifications are desirable."

Because "faculty and administration moved pretty rapidly

to make changes in the structure," student radicalism has

subsided, he asserted.

"The overt action era generally has waned, Campbell

added. "Whether it Uhe student movement^ has gone

underground, I am not close enough to these affairs to say."

At Scarborough College, Campbell should experience little

hostility from the student body. Student leaders at the college

have traditionally eschewed direct action and have opted

instead for promoting reformism.

Campbell has taken a cautious approach to the question of

parity. "It is, certainly, in items like discipline, an absolutely

desirable principle." But, "it is not a principle that should

prevail in all organizations."

Introducing parity to all of the college's legislative

committees "is something we will have to look at," he said.

Campbell has proposed a number of changes affecting the

power structure of the college. An official has been appointed

lo "supervise budget preparation and financial analyses."

Under Plumptre, budget preparation was his own

responsibility.

Tories slash stipends of para-med students

interns stipends
By PAT REDICAN

The elimination of living

allowances for students interning in

para-medical professions may cause

a shortage of these workers in On-

tario hospitals, according to a brief

from the Students Administrative

Council.

The brief, written by University

Commissioner John Creelman (Scar

II) and SAC rep Irene Miller (Food

Sc. Ill) will be presented to the

Ontario Ministry of Health. It has

already passed trie'SAC executive,

and will come before the full council

for endorsation this week.

Student nurses in diploma

programs, registered nursing
assistants, technicians and other in-

terns including therapists now all

receive either free room and board

or living allowances while in

training. These are all being cut off.

while the work they must do in this

period is not discontinued.

In addition, nurses and nursing

assistants previously paid no tuition.

Now nurses are required to pay $250

and nursing assistants $150.

Nurses at university are not

subject to these regulations. Instead,

like the rest of university students,

iheir fees went up in the general rise

last spring.

The removal of the stipends is due
to "constraints on financing" ac-

cording to a letter from Ontario
Health Minister Richard Potter to

the heads of institutions affected by
this policy. However, the SAC brief

argues that in the long run the

cutbacks will hurt the Ontario
economy.

The presentation, which is

specifically concerned with
dieticians and physical and oc-

cupational therapists, cites the fact

The Newman Centre

Roman Catholic Chaplaincy
serving students and faculty of

The University of Toronto

89 St. George Street - 922-3230

The staff of the Centre is at the service of the
members of the University community

Its facilities are open during the day and evening
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The St. Thomas Aquinas Chapel at 50 Hoskin Avenue is

open during the day and evening. Daily mass is

celebrated at 7:10 and 7:45 am, and 4:30 pm, Sunday
masses are at 10 am and noon. A coffee hour is held in

the Centre after Sunday Masses.

that Ontario already imports large

numbers of personnel in these

categories, and that most of these do

not stay longer than two years.

Because the living wage for interns

has been discontinued, it will

become more expensive for a

physiotherapist or dietician to ob-

tain a diploma, and will act as a

deterrent for students to intern in

Ontario hospitals. Therefore, the

cu rrent shortage will not be
alleviated and may well be in-

tensified, the report argues.

One important area such a

shortage may affect is the trend

towards medical teams. This con-

cept emphasises using specifically

trained para-medics in order to free

doctors for services only they can

provide. Since para-medics charge

less, the team approach leads to

much lower medical costs.

Creelman will present the brief to

the health ministry on Wednesday.
Potter is on vacation and will not be-

available until the end of September.
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Manager rips-off Erindale's money

SAC-sponsored book store project flops
By MARINA STRAUSS

A project for a permanent,

centrally-run, campus-wide used

book store system Tell through this

summer due to both lack of work by

the organizer and lack of support

from local student councils.

Rob Morningstar, who was to be

paid $450 by SAC to organize it, has

left Toronto with $120 of Erindale

students' money, after doing little

work on the project.

Morningstar had run a sale, called

Students Association for Levelling

of Expenses (SALE) , at Erindale

for the past two years. The third

year Erindale student was employed

by SAC to study the feasibility of a

cross-campus SALE during the

summer and report back to council.

Last May, Morningstar had
approached SAC with the sugges-

tion that the seven arts and sciences

colleges and SAC support the non-

profit store.

Students bringing in books to sell

would quote their desired prices.

SALE would try to sell these texts

with a five per cent surcharge, and

return the price asked to the seller,

less five per cent. The ten per cent

commission would be used to

provide operating funds, including

paying staff.

The expected savings to stiiiients

would be substantial.

Morningstar hoped to have five

stores, covering all three campuses,

located in various art colleges. If

successful, the stores would even-

tually sell records.
.

tapes, clothing,

and handicrafts.

In principle, al) colleges and SAC
heartily supported the concept of a

student-run store for buying and

reselling of used books among
students.

Unfortunately, plans collapsed in

mid-August when SAC finally

realized Morningstar had done little

more than contact college and the

engineering faculty councils in late-

late-July.

In early summer the SAC
executive had voted a total of $ 1 ,050

for SALE, including Morningstar's

salary, pending a detailed report by

Morningstar on SALE and local

councils financial support of it. The

executive agreed that local councils

would have control over store

operations in the first year, and

SAC would 1 not necessarily take

control later.

Morningstar reported back

regularly to SAC services com-
missioner Bill Streadman, respon-

sible for the project:

"I took his word for it, and waited

for his final report", Steadman ex-

plained with disappointment.

He could not reach Morningstar

the week before his report was due.

However Morningstar had earlier

assured Steadman that "it looks like

things will be all set up".

When Morningstar did not show

up with his report on August 12,

SAC defeated the motion to give

him any money.

"By that time 1 was getting

complaints from St. Mike's and

Trinity, asking what Morningstar

was doing", Steadman recalled.

"Morningstar tried to put

something over on us", he con-

tinued. "He did not honor an agree-

ment, and I had placed my trust in

him.

Meanwhile, Morningstar had

collected $125 from the Students'

Administrative Government of

Erindale (SAGE), money which,

SAGE president Paul Moran says,

it will never gel back. No other

council had agreed to give Mor-
ningstar the $120 he requested from

each.

Morningstar left Toronto at the

end of August, is now attending first

year law at Queen's University, and

cannot be reached. The only ex-

planation Steadman ever received

from Morningstar came two
day after he was refused payment by

SAC. Morningstar claimed he had

"problems of cooperation", and

couldn't follow through. "A few

things have changed since I talked

to you last", he told Steadman.

Moran explained that SAGE gave

Morningstar the $125 because

"SAC approved the plans. But com-

munications between SAC and us

are not so good. It was both our

faults".

"We definitely want a co-co-

operative type of used-book sale",

Moran said. "But we already set up

a bookstore here at Erindale, and we

don't need another level of

bureaucracy."

"We're still willing to help and co-

operate with other colleges,

although we ourselves have no need

for a central-run campus store",he

said.

Morningstar, a former SAGE
vice-president and one-time defeated

presidential candidate, was faced
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with the major disadvantage of

seeking money for a project during

the summer when most local council

members are not around to make
such decisions.

Admitted Scarborough student

council president David Onley' "The
matter was not discussed by council

because it was difficult to get a

quorum in the summer".
"It was a great idea", Onley

conceded, but "we decided to wait

until Morningstar gave us a full,

detailed report. All we had received

so far from him was one letter of one

page. We weren't going to risk the

money ourselves, and we waited for

SAC to react to his report".

The reaction of other local

councils was similar.

"I thought it was a good idea",

said Victoria University Students'

Administrative Council (VUSAC)
education commissioner Rick

Gregory. "People are getting ripped

off all the time at the Textbook

Store".

But, "VUSAC was unable to get

a quorum," explained Gregory. "By
the middle of August we hadn't done

anything. Things always fall apart in

the summer."

The Engineering Society was also

very much in favor of the idea,

although it could not see its being

implemented.

"In Engineering, there aren't

many who want to get rid of their

text books, except perhaps first year

students", said the Society's presi-

dent Scott Joliffe. "We'd be lucky if

we could transfer 1,000 books".

Joliffe sent Morningstar a letter

in the first week of August ex-

pressing enthusiasm over the project

and promising to look into the

scheme more closely. The Society

never received a reply from him.

Joliffe suggests that major plans

be made for "one big good used-

book sale on campus.

The University College Literary

Society did not look into the matter

until mid-mid-August.

"We would have had the sale, we
thought it was a good idea, but our

college is being renovated and we
Could not get any room for it",

exprajned the Lit.'s president Vicki

Grabb.

However, St. Michael's Student

Union is not so enthusiastic about

the project.

"We decided unanimously against

the idea" said the union's vice-

president Tom Hamer. He preferred

his college's system of operating its

own annual used book sale. "Our
college book sale is not in it for the

profit. We sell books at the seller's

price, and at no more than 50 per

cent of the original cost".

St. Michael's Union felt that if a

used book store was not subsidized

enough, to put a mark-up on the

books was pointless. St. Michael's

own book sale is heavily subsidized

by its student union.

New College council, although

supporting it in principle, was wary

of SALE'S benefits for its college,

because of the large number of

professional students at the college

who tend not to sell their books.

Meanwhile, SAC plans to set up a

committee to look into setting up a

bookstore.

SAC ran a used book exchange

quite successfully for many years,

until three years ago. Then it ex-

panded to sell new books as well,

lost money and was closed down.

In, the long run, says Steadman,
the onus will be left up to "local

college initiative" in coordinating an

amalgamation of used-book stores

lo serve the university.

Although the possibility of a

central, student-run used-book sale

has been aborted for this year, four

colleges are holding their own sales

within the next few weeks run by

thier respective student councils.

Trinity College is running its

fourth annual sale. A three-day

collection period begins on
Wednesday, and the sale will be held

for one week beginning next Mon-
day at Cartwright Hall at St.

Hilda's College. Students ask for a

price for their books, and if they are

not sold, the books are returned to

their owners. The books are usually

sold at about half the original price.
" The St. Michael's College sale, at

Brennan Hall, Room A, will start

selling its books today. Students can

charge any price up to 50 per cent of

Jhe original cost, and if the book is

not sold, it is returned to the seller.

The sale will run until the course

change 'deadline October 6.

The Scarborough College sale

takes a ten per cent commission on

sales for operating charges. The sale

will run for three to four weeks

starting next Monday at the coun-

cil's reception office.
"
Erindale's "Ministry of Plenty"

store charges 5 per cent on the price

that the student put on his or her

book.
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Old, new faces people top
First of a series...

With all the pomp and dignity befitting the occasion, the new

governors of the University of Toronto somberly gathered together on July

fourth for their first forma! meeting. Only three days before, the 50 had

taken control of the country's largest university from their predecessors,

the academic Senate and financial Board of Governors.

The move threw the university's varied estates - students, teaching

staff, administrators - support staff, alumni, and government community

representatives - together in a permanent body for the first time in the

university's history. And, it precipitated a shake-up of the administration's

top hierarchy and parallel office switches.

The new University of Toronto Act creating the Governing Council and

laying down the guidelines for its operations was passed amidst

accrimonious student-faculty debate before the provincial legislature's

Human Resources Committee. Students had championed equal student-staff

representation on the new governing body, while U of T Faculty

Association representatives had threatened to close down the university if

the government gave in to the student demands. In the end. then Colleges

and Universities Minister John White gave in to the faculty pressure,

leaving faculty with 12 members to the students' eight.

During the clash, students and faculty had initially agreed on one

area; that there should be an academic majority on the council (there isn't -

with 16 government appointees and eight alumni) and that-the so-called

community representative should not be government yes-people. (Nearly

half the government appointees were Board reappointments, and most are

businesspeople.)

Despite the prestige attached to the new jobs, the government

reportedly had some difficulty in finding people to fill its slots, although no

effort was apparently made to satisfy the student demand that government

appointees more accurately reflect the socio-economic composition of

Ontario. There were some minor exceptions, but not really of the kind the

students wanted.

Lynn Williams, United Steelworkers of America District 6

representative, was their concession to student calls for labor

representation. Williams is not exactly the picture of the working man

students probably had in mind. A bureaucrat, Williams sided with

conservative unionists in denouncing the NDP's Waffle wing.

The government appointments came straight from the office of

Premier William Davies, bypassing Universities Minister George Kerr.

Simcoe Hall insiders diagnosed it as a blatant attempt to appease the press

by picking four media people: Maclean's editor Peter Newman, CFRB

Radio's Betty Kennedy, Southam Press Vice-President Gordon N. Fisher (an

uncle of Mrs. Evans coincidentalty), and Toronto Sun publisher Edward A.

Dunlop (a former Conservative MPP and Cabinet Minister).

McMaster University Medical Centre trustee Marnie Paikin, who

worked with Evans while he was Health Sciences vice-president and dean

of McMaster's medical School, was among the relative unknowns

-included in the government's honors list.

U of T Medical Faculty Associate Anthony Cecum relinquished his

position with the university to accept government appointment.

All the others' claim to fame, like their Board of Governors

predecessors, lies in their business acumen, there apparently still being a

feeling that you need hard-headed businessmen and lawyers to run a

university. They number seven in businessmen (plus two of the media

people whose jobs are more management tfian journalistic) and two

lawyers.

Chairing the council is former Board vice-chairman C. Malin Harding,

chief executive officer of Harding Carpets Limited and director, like his

fellow business appointees to the council, of a string of corporations.

Harding solemnly advised the council's first official meeting that

members would "have to make sure we spend our time at these meetings

as profitably as passible." He also presents the image of being always

disorganized, unsure of what's about to come up next. Depite several

erroneous rulings, council members have been reluctant to challenge him.

He always seems somewhat perturbed by the time some members

spend questioning what he apparently regards as minor, details.

Former Board chairman and now vice-chairman Bill Harris, often

accused of being less sympathetic to student causes in the past, has shown

himself in the open coulcil meetings to be a liberal, clashing with the more

conservative elements of the council . An investment dealer, Harris has

several directorships under his belt.

Liberal Senator Daniel Lang accepted council appointment,

though like many of his Board compatriots, he distrusts the council's

unicameral (one-tier rather than two) system of government, dismissing it

as a lot of "jingoism".

Fellow Board veterans -alumni John Tory and Sidney Hermandt seem

to have a contest going to see who can be the most conservative. Tory,

according to a close associate, has described Radio Varisty as "communist".

"I would plead with this council ... to forget the words

unicameralism and bicameralism", Hermandt told the council's first meeting

On another occasion, he announced, "I would like to go every further to

the right than Mr. Mackenzie:

Former Board member W.O. Twaits. chairman of Imperial Oil

expressed his current knowdege of university affiars at one melting.

'The academic year beings in early October doesn't it?" deadpanned

Twaits.

Most government appointees are •content to let the administrators

carry the bag.

Speaking to a meeting of the Ontario Federaton of Students,

Universities Minister George Kerr said lay people were "overimpressed" by

university administrators.

The government appointees, reflecting their divergent philosophies,

apparently have not attempted to form as a cohesive caucus. Teaching staff

members, on the contrary, seem to vote together, led by their most

conservative elements. Philosophy's Charles Hanly and Political Economy's

Harry Eastman.

Hanly has been the campus' resident champion of the academic guild

mentality, with a zeal that has probably discredited him in the eyes of his

fellow governors by now. Hanly has sat on the Ontario Confederation of

Faculty Associations executive for many years and was recently appointed

by the Governing Council to represent the university on the Ontario Council

of Universities.

Hanly, who contested the seat on the unicameral body doesn't like

unicameral bodies.

He blames it for what he calls the "disastrous breakdown of

planning at the College of Art" (referring to the incident fast spring where

conservative faculty engineered the outster of the college's radically

innovative president).

He insisted that the government was very skeptical about

unicameralism, citing this spring's bicameral University of Waterloo Act as

proof of his thesis. (Part-time council rep Joyce Denyer corrected him,

pointing out that bicameralism was requested by the U of Waterllo

administrators and not specifically favored by the government.)

Eastman, like Hanly. has been less than discreet in his irritation at the

council to allow faculty majority on its Academic Affairs Committee,
he argued that. the council "really needs people whose business has
been professors" and have taught. Warming to his case, he said the
non'academic majority structure would be taken as a "sign that the
Governing Council distrusts" teaching staff on the committee.
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echelons of Gov Council

y Association colleagues, passionately defending the

seeking an academic majority on Academic Affairs, a

he was to become chairman.

if an Academic Affairs sub-committee delegated to draft

jncil members to be co-opted to complement the

ership. Shepherd dealt himself a fatal blow when he

ow sub-committee members at council meeting,

that day droned on incessantly, starting off a tone point

g The issue by arguing both sides, and ending up at

me. A classifical scholar, his logic seemed to evade

embers regard him as an ineffective chairman

i th^advice of administration university vice-president

a and support staff reps John Parker and Gwen

iif participation from a wider perspective, representing

interests only when a matter requiring them to

:t>me up. Parker particularly has made repeated efforsts

ib discussion, although often on procedural matters.

been made to co-ordinate the student caucus, but

3<ped to failure with the resignation of the students'

ildent governor has a distinct personality and unique

sought a council seat, and consequently little basis for

'I*- Where it does, they forge a relatively powerful and

he fights to resist the faculty's attempt to gain control

tffairs Committee and ensure openness of- committee

°t>9 their most significant group efforts.

aids on the council are Arts student Brian Morgan and

(jadario. Interestly, both were SAC executive members

life golden-haired ex-president of the U of T Debating

vociferous student advocate, while the aspiring Cadario

i P' the Internal Affairs Committee and make usually

t« ^terventions in the council's general business.

s the grandmotherly chancellor of the university.

*T
m the chancellor' I don't vote, she told a puzzled

vote didn't tally with the number of governors
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No booze at Sid Smith: LLBO cans SAC pub

Drinking hole dlres up' A ruling by the Liquor Licencing of Ontario Board has effectively killed a SAC-sponsored pub at Sfd Smith.

SAC requests administration grant

to reactivate information bureau
By HEATHER-JANE SANGUINS
Starling today, the SAC

Information Bureau will again be

operating at the new SAC number
of 928-4911.

To be directed by Services

Commissioner Bill Steadman and
SAC Vice President Ross Flowers,

the bureau's main function is to

assist students after normal SAC
office hours. Services provided will

include information about on-and-

off campus events, facilities and aids

to students.

At the beginning, the bureau will

operate from 5 pm until 9 pm,
Monday to Thursday. Later, if it

proves successful, Steadman hopes

the service will expand to include

Sunday evenings and Saturdays
throughout the day.

Four or five workers, to be paid

two dollars an hour, will be recruited

by advertisement to man the phones.

The Services Commission has
budgeted $1060 to run the bureau.

Last year SAC received

approximately $400 from the U of T
administration to help fund the
bureau. Simcoe Hall cooperated
because it reduced the load on their

own staff.

This week, Steadman and
Flowers plan to request 51200 from
administration coordinator of stu-

dent services Lois Reimer. Rather
than augment the service, whatever

is received will save SAC money.
Last year, says Flowers, the

LLOYD EDWARDS

YAMAHA MUSIC ACADEMY
231 Danforth Ave. Toronto

PLAY FOLK GUITAR BEFORE THE SUMMER IS OVER

beginners group classes, 2 hourly

lessons per week

for 4 weeks $30.
(Guitar supplied if you don't have one!}

private lessons too, by experts

CALL MIKE ROBERTS IN THE

GUITAR CELLAR: 461-2467

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

POSITIONS OPEN
The Students Administrative Council is soliciting applications tor the
following positions'

1) EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
- will act as a general bureaucratic assistant to the President and Vice-
Presidents, and to trie Council as a whole
- (contact: Eric Miglin, John Helliwell or Ross Flowers)

2) EDUCATION ASSISTANT
- will act as a bureaucratic assistant to the SAC Education Commission
- lamiharijy with course unions and evaluations and with current
educational issues would be helpful
-(contact: Marty Stollar)

3) SERVICES/COMMUNICATIONS ASSISTANT

n™"
aCt

.'

as
I

bureaucratic assistant to the SAC Services andCommunications Commissions
*»viw» <ma

-familiarity with journalism, advertising work, computer survey techniquesand services related work would be helpful

leunmques

; - (contact
1

Bill Steadman or Oebra Lewis)

Starting salary for all positions Is /95.00/week

For further information call 928-4911
s
?
oulfl

«!
nc,ud

?
a curriculuf" vitae and a several hundredword statement on the applicant's Ideas on the position.

Applications must be received in writing by 5:00 p.m., Monday Sepl 18 it-
Student's Administrative Council

12 Han Houso Circle

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

bureau's staff were somewhat in-

experienced and the service was
inadequately publicized. This year
he hopes for improvements in both

areas.

Steadman intends to carry the

bureau one step further and act as

an unofficial ombudsman for

students. He feels such a service is

needed because the university does
not have an ombudsman.

There will be no pub on the eastern plaza of Sidney Smith Hall this year
due to an unexpected, last-minute ruling of the Liquor Licencing Board of
Ontario. The ruling prohibits the sale of liquor in outdoor locations which
are not adjacent to licenced indoor premises.

The refusal came as a disappointment to the Students' Administrative
Council which hoped to repeat the successful pub held there last September.
SAC Services Commissioner Bill Steadman said the final refusal came

Sept. 1 after he had worked six weeks planning and arranging the project.

The university police, U of T Health Services, Arts and Science Dean Bob
Greene and U of T Vice-President and Provost Don Forster had all given
written endorsement of the pub.

Any presently licensed building on campus could be licensed for an
outdoor pub, however, according to an official from the Liquor Control
Board.

Several campus buildings already have indoor pubs. SAC Vice President
Ross Flowers, said the late refusal for the Sid Smith Plaza left no time to
devise a plan for an alternate location.

The pub, which would have served food and beer, was to be open from
noon to midnight six days a week from Sept. llth to 29th.

A pinball machine and other games were to be set up on the site. Flowers
said when he asked the board why it had allowed a licence for the same
location and activities last year, he was told that the agreement made last

summer was a mistake due to a failure in realizing the true nature ofSAC's
intentions.

Regulations state that outdoor vending of liquor may take place only in

connection with a building which is already licenced. In such cases, although
the drinks are served outdoors, sales are considered an extention of indoor
activities.

While some concessions on outside liquor sales are made for banquets and
special occasions permits lasting several days, SAC's request was for loo
long a time period, the official said.

The Liquor Licencing Board has recently received a number of similar
applications from other universities, he noted. While all have been refused,
they have caused the Board to begin a study "to revise the whole question of
liquor on campuses". New guidlines favouring the creation of temporary
outdoor campus pubs may be created, he said.

PART TIME WORK AVAILABLE
drivers and service

stations attendents

needed

21 years, chauffers licence
OUflBT Eft-CENTURY OF SERVICE

good driving record

CALL 363-5619
METRO CAB CO. LTD.

811 KING ST. W.

Whenyou think

of pizza-

Thinkofpizza
twice!
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Capitalist "welfare bums'-major issue: Lewis
By HELEN GOSS

David Lewis, federal NDP leader,

lashing out at " corporate welfare

bumbs" pledged to the party's

provincial council yesterday to

make taxation the major issue in the

upcoming federal election
campaign.

The long-awaited tax reform bill,

according to Lewis, worsened the lot

of the average Canadian while

leaving corporate taxes untouched.

The corporations sighed with relief

after seeing the new law, he said,

quoting Stelco's annual report thai

"the new law is not expected to have

any direct effect on Stelco's

operation." He noted that personal

income taxes will go up 3% as of

Jan. I, 1973.

"Deferred taxes," through which

corporations can withhold taxes due
indefinitly, were denounced by
Lewis as a "corporate community
chesl-most of which is coming from
hard-working Canadians." The
council applauded when he spoke of
"improvershed corporate directors

driving to Ottawa in Lincoln Con-
tinentals to collect dough amounting
to hundreds of millions."

He emphasized that he was not
talking about small businesses but
about giant corporations. Up until

the end of 1 968, the total amount or

deferred taxes was $3.6 billion. At
the same time, the total budget of

the Department of Health and
Welfare, including all social
assistance programs with the ex-

ception of old age security
payments, was only $2.6 billion-one

billion less than is owing in defsrred
taxes.

He pointed out that six

corporations accounted for one-
third of all deferred taxes — Inco-
$238 million, Stelco-$l6l million,
Bell Canada-$224 million, Alcan-
$132 million, Dofasco-$104 million
and Imperial Oil-$144 million.

' The government provides the

corporations with the loopholes and
the corporations provide the
Liberals and Conservatives with the
money for their election cam-
paigns," he said, adding, "They
both hold hands in your pockets.''

While Lewis' hard-hitting speech
was enthusiastically received, some
party members criticized him for
not taking a strong socialist

position.

The position of the left dissidents

is that increasing corporate taxation
would act like a band-aid.

Until the basic structures of
society are changed, they say, the
problems that concern Lewis —
poverty, unequal distribution of
welath, and the corporate rip-off of
the people, will continue.

Prof invents recyclable plastic

commercialrightsassignedtoUofT

Come and visit our store

and see the new collection

of suits for fall - plaids

and plains - pants -

sweaters - dresses -

gowns - beautiful back to

college co-ordinates.

Drop in to say hello to

Sally and Jean.

LADIES FASHIONS

473 Yonge St.

(at Westbury Hotel)

Tel. 964-1254

A non-pollutant plastic has been
developed by James Guillet, a U of
T chemistry professor. The new,
plastic reduces pollution by dis-

integrating gradually into a powder
which can be attacked by bacteria

and converted into carbon dioxide

and water.

This process is achieved by
introducing a light sensitive

chemical into the long chain of

plastic molecules. When the
chemical absorbs ultra violet light

from the unfiltered rays of the sun,

the chain breaks. However, plastic is

unaffected by artificial light or
sunlight filtered through glass. The
time for the process of dis-

integration can be adjusted during

production.

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

"Poetry Realised in Nature: Humphrey Davy and
Samuel Taylor Coleridge" by Trevor Levere,
Professor, Institute for the History and Philosophy
of Science and Technology, University of Toronto.
1:10 p.m., Room 103, MacLennan Laboratories on
Tuesday, 12 September. Sponsored by the Varsity
Fund.

The chief advantage of the plastic,

known as Ecolyte, is that it will

automatically recycle into the earth.

Thus, it offers a partial solution to

the garbage disposal and Utter

problems. Since Ecolyte is stable, it

can be safely used for food
packaging.

Guillet has assigned all rights and
titles to Ecolyte to the University of
Toronto. In turn U of T has granted
Ecoplastics a world licence.
Ecoplastics signed an agreement in

May 1 97 1 with a Dutch company
granting it the right to manufacture
Ecolyte.

ATTENTION EARLY BIRDS

MEN'S SALON
232A BloorSt. West 924-7633

[icrois from Varsity Stadium]

Is offering a back to classes special to
students producing their ATI cards. For the
next month, the maximum rate for a complete
hairshaping or trim will be J3.00. but only
between the hours of 8 am. and 11 am. on
an/ business day. As always, special atten-
tion is given to the longer hairstyles. . , no
production line work here. And for you girls*

show ffiis ad to your guy. . . he may thank
you. Call the above number for further
inquiries, out please, no appointments.

(CImwI Mondays!

1972-73 Ontario Student Awards Programme

THE AGE AT WHICH A STUDENT WILL BE CONSIDERED

INDEPENDENT FOR PURPOSES OF OSAP HAS BEEN REDUCED

FROM 25 TO 24.

IF YOU TURNED 24 BEFORE SEPTEMBER 1 AND HAVE ALREADY

APPLIED FOR OSAP, PLEASE CHECK WITH THE OFFICE OF

STUDENT AWARDS THAT YOU WERE ASSESSED CORRECTLY

IF YOU TURNED 24 BEFORE SEPTEMBER 1 AND HAVE NOT YET

APPLIED FOR OSAP BUT NOW WISH TO DO SO, PLEASE BEAR IN

MIND THAT THE DEADLINE FOR APPLYING IS SEPTEMBER 30.

OFFICE OF STUDENT AWARDS
ROOM 106, SIMCOE HALL

TEL. 928-2204, 928-7313
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(ADVERTISEMENT)
(ADVERTISEMENT)

COURSE EVALUATIONS: get yours!

The following course evaluations in Arts and Science are now ready

and may be picked up at your college registrar's office, the office of the

Department involved or the Arts and Science Union office (2nd floor East

Lounge, Sid Smith):

Anthropology
Biochemistry*
Chemistry*
Erindale
French
Geography*
History

Linguistics

Math, Physics, Astronomy, Computer Science

Philosophy*
Political Economy
Psychology*
Religious Studies

St. Mfkes
Scarborough
Sociology
U.C, English*
Vic

* These evaluations were not available at the time ot going to press but should be ready

by 11th September.

SACircuit
INFORMATION SERVICE

The Students' Administrative Council this year will be providing an extensive

information service lo students. Trie service will be run out of Ihe S.A.C. office,

but information will be made available to Scarborough and Erindale studenls

through their own student governments as well. During orientation, a booth will

also be set up in Sid Smith (100 SI. George St.), so that a broader scope of the

campus is served. On September 7, 8, 11, 12, various organizations will be set-

ting up tables lo provide information to the student body. If you are interesled in

an organization, chances are you'll find them at Sid Smith on those days. It will

be a chance to meet the people who are most intimately involved with student

clubs and associations.

In conjunction with ihe information service, there will be a liaison resource

person available to handle any bureaucratic problems or difficulties experienced
on campus. Any difficulties may be reported to the S.A.C. office (either in person
or by phone). From (here, your difficulty can be handled through Ihis office lo

aid in establishing a satislactory solution. We hope that if you need information,

you call theS.A.C. office (928-4911) or drop in personally (12 Hart House Circle).

DAVID CROMBIE: Zl
Al 12:00 noon on Thuiicaif. September 14, 1972.

Mi. David Cromble Hill be sddrguing the university

community at Convocation Hall Mr. Ctombig hai
been known aa a dynamic, progressive member of

the Metro Council Trie past three yean he baa
represented Ward 1 1 (which is trie northern pan ot

me City ol Toronto) White no one else had
Oeclared up to September lit it Is wxMty
speculated thai both TonyO'Oonohue (Ward el and
David Roumtwrg |Woid 11) mill declare tfieli can-
didacy. Mi. Cromble has been very co-operative to

take time out to appear on campus. Issues such aa
puOdc transit, downtown development, and com-
munity development tie pertinent to all atuOenu

shapes up lo be the most dramatic municipal elec-

tion In recenl hialory. Be sure to near Oavid Crom-
ble, mayorality candidate speak on the coming
municipal election. This torurn Is lo take place
Thursday. September 14 at Convocation Hall al

IIM noon. Thii is the tirai ol many SAC. loruma

LEGAL AID
On the second floor of 44 St. George St. is located the Campus Legal Aid Cen-

tre. The centre, run by funds obtained from the S.A.C, provides a wide range of

legal counsel and advice. One of the main areas of concern is the landlord-

tenant act, since many legal difficulties eminate from abuse of this piece of

legislation. The centre is run by studenl volunteers from the Faculty of Law,

whose time and dedication allow the programme to continue to operate. Never
feel that any difficulty is too minor to handle. In fact, much of their work is

processing legal forms for various purposes. In an effort to provide added ser-

vice this year, a lawyer is being commissioned to aid the centre for a few hours
per week. Such an effort will provide added expertise to the facilities already

available.

If ever you need legal help, the Campus Legal Aid Centre is here to help you.

It is on the second floor of 44 St. George St. The Phone number is 928-6447.

FREEBIES!
The following publications are available (free ) in the SAC office:

Birth Controf-Handbook-You and the Law-Handbook Volumes 1.2-Rules of the Game: a hand-
book for tenants and homeowners-SAC Career Expectation Study

MEETINGS: We need people!

The following are the next scheduled meetings tor the SAC council, executive and commissions. Each com-
mission is badly in need of support, so if you are interested in any of the following areas, come to the meeting.
All meetings, unless otherwise noted, are at 7:00 in the SAC office. Everyone is welcome.

Communications Commission
Tues. 19th Sept.

Survey

Radio Varsity

Group Interview Programme
SAC Circuit

Education Commission
Thurs. 21st Sept.

Arts and Science Union Conference
Commission Priorities

Hogtown Press

University Commission
Mon. 11th Sept.

University Researcher
Discipline Sub-Committee
Approval ot Campus Clubs

Finance Commission
Tues. 12th Sept.

Fall Budgets

Services Commission
Tues. 12th Sept.

Information Bureau
Food Service Study

Priorities

teach-in:

student aid
SAC is sponsoring a teach-in on student aid on

Thursday, 14th September at 7:00 in Alumni Hall Vic-
toria College. Representatives of local college and
faculty councils and any interested members of the
community are encouraged to attend. Interested people
should register for this event by 12th September. For fur-

thur information, or to register for the teach-in, contact
Debra Lewis or Ross Flowers in the SAC office.

CONCERT
Free! Thursday

SAC is sponsoring a free concert from 12:30 to 6:30 on Thursday, 14th
September on the hill behind the SAC office. Three groups (Dixie Rump Roast,
Cherri and Grease Bali Boogie Band) and a number of folk singers will be perfor-
ming continuously throughout the afternoon.

CAMPUS CLUBS: where are you?

The SAC University Commission is now accepting
campus club constitutions. These will be reviewed by
the commissioner between October 1 and 15. Approval
allows clubs to book rooms through SAC and receive
reduced Varsity ad rates. Appeal procedures are now
being considered and will be published at a later date.

Send constitutions or requests for further infor-
mation to John Creelman, University Commissioner
SAC office.
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VARSITY BOARD

E^MhT rf"™"'
a,e" U0S °' eomm"" tea"°" *"* <l" PW. !«.».. Editor. ,he Suff or me Ssi.y Boar Tm,™bora of Ihe community are encouraged lo forward their criticisms to any ol those UoDle

the BlarVw^ lf™™« ^^ * «* SAC mee„n
g:

S positions appointed by SAC
1 position appointed by (he Graduate Students' Union
1 position appointed by the President ot the University
1 position appointed by the U of T Faculty Association
1 position appointed by the support stafl

Ihe Editor

the Past Editor

1 position elected by the Varsity staff

2 positions appointed by the beard itself

APPOINTMENTS:

i^flT^ «r P
«

Si,l°nS
°,T °k"

,h6 VarSi,y B0ard
-
APP |icati°™ should be sent to Debra Lewis, Communications

Commissioner. SAC office, no later than Friday, 22nd Sepber.
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(ADVERTISEMENT)

HANDBOOK
PLEASE MAKE THE FOLLOWING CORRECTIONS TO THE PREFIXES
OF THE TELEPHONE NUMBERS IN YOUR COPY OF THE STUDENT
HANDBOOK VOLUME 2:

Page 17 and 20
Page 20
Page 20 and 21

Page 22 and 23
Page 23

Page 23

Men Intramural Office through Women's Athletic
Association 928-nol 923
Faculty Offices 928-not 782
New and Innis College Registrars are 928-not 921
Residence phones in Devonshire, Innis Massey and
New are all 928-

Residence phones in University College are 928-
not 921

Victoria University phones are 928-nol 964
lor St. Michael's phones call the college switch-
board 921-3151

Trinity College phones are 928-not 924

UNIVERSITY SWITCHBOARD IS 928-2011

SAC: CALL 928-491

1

Student Directory

Anyone who wishes his

name deleted from

the student directory

should notify the SAC of-

fice no later than

22nd September.

HOGTOWN PRESS
WANTS

Hogtown Press, U of T's distribution of political and educational articles and reprints is looking for
an editor. The position involves the solicitng and editing of material for Hogtown Press. The Editor has
the final say regarding what does or does not get printed. There is an honorarium attached to the
position.

If this sounds like the right position for you, apply in writing to the Education Commission office by
4:00 p.m., Friday 15th September. Inquiries should be directed to Debra Lewis or Martyn Stollar in the
SAC office.

SAC General Meeting
Priorities meeting Wed. 13th Sept.

Faculty Council Chamber, Room G-202

Galbraith Building

PUB: what happened?
The SAC Services Commission had hoped to operate a licenced area Last year by cheating a little, we were able to set up the pub-this year

in the Sid Smith Plaza from September 11th to September 29th. However, they caught up with us. The Services Commission is currently in-
due to the Licencing, Board's refusal to grant a licence (it is illegal to vestigating possibilities for a permanent pub. If you have any ideas con-
temporarily licence an outdoor area) the project has been cancelled. tact Bill Steadman, Services Commissioner.

APPOINTMENTS

The following SAC-appointed positions are currently available. Apply in writing,

c/o Debra Lewis, SAC Communications Commissioner, by 22nd September at 4:00.

1. Women's Athletic Directorate.

2. Hart House Board of Stewards.

SACircuit
SACircuit will be a regular feature of the SAC Com-

munications Commission to keep you informed about
what's happening at SAC. Your comments and
criticisms are encouraged.
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No responsible community role to play

Sewell damns students at St. Mike's forum

Students cannot develop a true sense ot community spirit, claims Alderman John

Sewell

By PHILIP FISCHER
and ALEX SHEVCHUK

Reform Alderman John Sewell

lold about 40 students last Thursday

that they can't play a responsible

role in the communities in which

they live.

The Ward 7 alderman told a St.

Michael's College orientation forum

that lofty ideals, a tendency to tran-

science and disinterest prevent

students from developing a true

sense of community values.

Unless someone has lived in a

community for a number of years,

he doesn't really have a stake in it,

he said. The- only people he trusted

were working class and over 30.

"This is just a fact of life we have

to accept."

However, there are a lot of

I* "juicy" issues that students can get

£ their teeth into, he added. One of
£ these is the University of Toronto's

I
policy of tearing down habitable

|j
buildings in order to qualify for

^, construction grants.

* Sewell, smartly attired in a

French underground jacket and

UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE

PLAYHOUSE
Invites applications for bookings of

the Playhouse this year.

Available for free lunch-hour productions as well as

evening productions

Please submit applications by Friday, September 22 to:

Mr. Robert Cleverley,

Student Administrator,

University College Playhouse,

79A St. George St.,

Toronto 181 928-6307

Any individuals interested in joining Playhouse productions or
workshops should also drop by.

unclassified
BICYCLE REPAIRS: reasonable, on cam-
pus. Expert wheel trueing. Phone Duncan
964-6995.

SELMER SAXOPHONES: one new
soprano Mark VI. bought in Paris, with
mouthpiece S325.00 also one Selmer
Bundy tenor, re-lacquered and padded
S200.00. 922-8488,

WANTED: Computer person with good
knowledge ot JCL, and familiar wilh PL/I
lor pad time evening work. Payment on
job by job basis. Quanlity ot work uncer-
tain. To work at U ot T Computer Centre.
Send short resume to: Educorp, 224
McCaul, Toronto, Atl. John Helliwell.

CHEM 120- ANSWER BOOKLETS 1972-
1B73: now available in Lash Miller toyer
Tuesday 9-1 p.m. Never printed or
distributed belore. Contains. ALL exams,
tesls, complete with answers. Recommen-
ded on'72-73 course. Includes 1972 final

+ correct answers. -

WHY FREEE2E THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats trom S10.OO Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of lun turs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

FAMILY OVERSEAS ? We offer voice
contact at minimal rales. 50% off after

firsl call. Send requirements, your
telephone No. to: Radio MAC, 11325 Blix
St., No. Hollywood, Calif. 91602,

HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental
can solve it. Complete apartment or just
the pieces you need. Ideal for two or more
sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.
Marly Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485
Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433,

VARSITY UNCLASSIFED ADS cost a
mere 52.00 per 25 words, and can be
placed by mail or in person at the Varsity
office, 91 St. George at almost any time
during the day. The deadline is noon,
Ihree working days prior to publication.

THE AUDITORIUM
Davenport and Dupont

Live Entertainment Nitely

RIP-OFFTIme7-9pm

Prices reduced 30%

EVERY MON PUB NITE

Prices 9 - 1 am

JUG 2.20

MUG .55

SHOT .90

50 CENTS OFF T-SHIRTS
WITH THIS AD
Group Rale Available

visibly worn jeans, appeared relaxed

as he answered students' questions

such as "Who is my alderman?"

In a more serious vein, Sewell

said that he is afraid that people are

losing control of their communities.

Over the objections of many
citizens, the pro-development City

Council, led by Alderman David

Rotenberg, has continually ap-

proved street widenings and high-

rise re-zoning applications.

He stated that such issues affect

residents much more than matters

dealt with at the provincial or

federal levels. To Sewell, garbage

collection was of more immediate

concern than Canada's diplomatic

relations with China.

When asked about the upcoming

Dec. 4 municipal election, Sewell

predicted that only six or seven

"closely-knit" reform candidates

would be elected to the 23 seal City

Council.

He also predicted that Rotenberg

would lose his bid for mayor. When
asked who would be a viable alter-

native for mayor, Sewell quipped,

"Try Tony O'Donahue, I guess,

because he's stupid."

Neither Rotenberg nor

O'Donohue have yet announced

plans to contest the mayoralty, but

both are expected to in the near

future.

GRUMBLES
*7l *Itvx*vi« KtH uvim

This week

HUMPHREY

AHD THE DUMP TRUCKS

Next week:

BUKKA WHITE

HILLEL ORIENTATION WEEK
PRESENTS A

FILM NITE

'I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER'

WITH

MELVYN DOUGLAS GENE HACKMAN

TUESDA

K

SEPTEMBER 12

8:00 P.M.

Room 202, McLennan Lab (New Physics) Bldo,

Huron and Russell Streets

ADMISSION 75(

CUT THIS OUT

THURSDAY EVENING CINEMA
730 O.SA. 9:30

SEP

SEP

SEP

OCT

OCT

OCT

OCT

14 THE WAR OF THE WORLDS (US'53) WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE

21

28

5

12

19

26

(US'51)

MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS
(US'42) A. Baxter

ACCIDENT (Br.67)

D. Bogarde

ZERO DE CONDUITE (Fr33)
by Jean Vigo

from H.G. Wells

CITIZEN KANE (US'41) -Welles-
J. Cotton, O. Welles

THE GO BETWEEN -Joseph Losey-
J. Christie, A. Bates

IF . . . (Br.69) by Anderson
Malcolm McDowell

THE CONFESSION (70) Costa-Gavras SLEEPING CAR MURDERS
Y. Montand, S. Signore.t Y. Montand, S. signoret

JOE HILL (70) Bo Widerberg ELVIRA MADIGAN (Sw'67)
Pia Degermark

ROSEMARY'S BABY ('68) Polanski CUL DE SAC (GB'fifil
M. Farrow, J. Cassavetes rj. p|easence

At OISE auditorium, 252 Bloor St. West
$1.50 for both shows, $1.00 for second show only
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Prairie councils call for national student union
OTTAWA (CUP) - Canadian

student council representatives will

meet in early November to attempt
to initiate a new national student
union, Ibllowirtfe several nationa-
wide meetings during the summer.

But it appears that major support

Tor the new organization comes
from western Canada, with little

interest in Ontario and almost none
in the Maritimes.

The new organization would
either replace or ressurrect the now-
defunet Canadian Union of

GEOGRAPHY
COURSE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Urbanization and Regional Development in Latin America (GGR 341)

Milton Santos, Visiting Professor Ip Latin American Studies - This
year onlv.

Africa (GGR 245F) and the Middle East (GGR 246S). Two one-term
courses have been substituted tor the full-year courses listed in
the Calendar. Emphasis will be placed on planning and traditional
society*

Cultural Contact and Landscape Change (GGR 102). Attention is
drawn to the new first-year course in Cultural Geography to be of-
fered for the first time this session.

For further information on Geography courses consult staff advisers in
the Department or the Geography U ndergraduate Student Office (SSHRoom 5052).

THE RECORD RIP-OFF

FIGHT IT
So far you've been fighting, pushing and shoving

for so-called "specials" from the downtown big-

gies. You know all about it. Forget it!

We have an alternative - no pushing, no shoving,

no rip-offs. We are RECORD-RENT, and we have

hundreds and hundreds of stereo records for rent.

That's right, rent\ 50c rents* any stereo record

from our well-stocked library of jazz, classical,

folk, rock popular and comedy albums.

Stop fighting the downtown crush. Fight the

rip-off. Come see our alternative. Great records,

great locations, great hours and great prices. And

next time the biggies advertise a special, tell'ern

you already heard it and returned it to

RECORD-RENT
2347 Yonge 488-81 44 Eve's 5-9

at Eplinton 694-4691 Sat. 10-5

"(Student membership $5 - 6 mths.)

Students (CUS) which collapsed in

1969, amid charges that it had
adopted loo radical a political
stance.

A preliminary meeting at the
University of Windsor in May set
the bail rolling, with the formation
of a national steering committee,
mandated to solicit proposals for the
new union and write a draft
constitution.

Delegates from Ontario's larger
universities questioned the feasibili-
ty of establishing a national
organization and said they preferred
to consolidate and improve the
fledging Ontario Federation of
Students (OFS), which was formed
last, spring.

Few representatives from the
Atlantic provinces attended the
Windsor conference, while the main
protagonists for a national union
were delegates from Simon Fraser
University, the University of
Saskatchewan (Regina campus), the
University of Manitoba, and the
host University of Windsor.

At a conference of prairie student
councils in Regina on July 14-16,

representatives' from eight un-
iversities and technical institutes

agreed that a national students' un-
ion is the best vehicle for tackling
problems that face students.

Only the University of
Saskatchewan opposed this resolu-
tion. Delegates passed a statement
of principles listing priorites in for-

ming a new union, although no
delegation had the power to commit
its students' union to definites plans.

The prairie schools indicated a

regional association will be—

organized even if a national body is

not established.

Meanwhile, plans for the
November conference are well
behind schedule.

Bruce Cameron, president of the
Carlelon University Students'
Association and a member of the
national steeering committee for the
new union, said the committee had
hoped, to have a preliminary draft of
a constitution sent to member coun-
cils by now, but the person drafting
the document at Simon Fraser was
lied up working for the New
Democratic Party in the recent
British Columbia election.

"By our original timetable we had
hoped to have a draft constitution
sent out, feedback returned, and a
new document produced, on which
councils could have then mandated
delegates to act upon in november,"
he said in an interview.

"Now I don't know how
successful this timetable is going to
be."

Cameron noted "a certain
amount of arrogance" among On-
tario university student councillors
toward the idea of a national
organization.

"In Ontario, there's a feeling that
we've got to get OFS off the ground,
and in dealing with the Wright
report, we find the national issues tie

in anyway, and there's a certain
amount of arrogance that we can do
it ourselves," he added.

There's a feeding that national
issues can be dealt with by Ontario
as Ontario, and with only informal
relations with other provinces."

Cameron added that the

Maritime provinces were "very
suspicious" about anything
happening west of the New
Brunswick border.

The problem with the Atlantic
provinces is that the universities are
now in a fairly conservative state
and are suspicious of CUS and
anything like it."

Cameron asserted that the
November conference will probably
see an organization form with
representatives from most
provinces.

Indications are that conferences
will take place in Ottawa, but final
plans have not been made. Steering
committee members are chasing
various sources orfunding, including
ihe federal government.

Originally, students planned the
conference in Toronto during -the

annual meeting of the Association of
Universities and Colleges of
Canada, but apparently they now
want the new union lo be born free

of administration connections.
Another factor in the move from
Hogtown is a disastrous national

conference on university financing
held there in July.

FILMS AT O.I.S.E
TUE., SEPT. 12th

7:30

P.M.

Lola

Monies
by Ma* Ophuls

with Marline Carol.

Peter Ustinov

Oskar Werner

9:30
P.M.

The
Lovers
by Louis Malle

with Jeanne Moreau

4 / *

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

0ISE AUTID0TRIUM
252 Bloor St. W. at St. George

ADMISSION: $1.50 at 7:30 (both shows}

$1.00 at 9:30 (one show only)

Sponsored by G.S.S.A. O.t.S.E.

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informed
helpful
staff

H
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

GOOD FOR A
FREE GIAIVT OATMEAL COOKIE WITH

MEAL
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
BENSON BUILDING-320 HURON ST.

REGISTRATION - SEPTEMBER 1 3 - 14

TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

9:00 a.m.
Contemporary Int.-D.S. Contemporary 1 - D.S.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Contemporary Int.-D.S. Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

10:00 a.m.

Contemporary 1
- D.S.

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

Tennis Adv. -S.G.

Ballet 1- D.S.

Golf-G.C.

Intermediate - Pool

ociiiur - root

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

Ballet 1
- D.S.

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

Slim & Trim -L.G.
Tannic AHv - ^
1 CI N Mo nUV. u.U.

Ballet II - D.S.

Golf-G.C.

Non-Swim - Pool

Senior - Pool

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

11:00 a.m.

Archery Beg. -A.R.

Golf-G.C.

Jazz 1
- D.S.

Junior - Pool

Slim and Trim -L.G.

Synchronized - Pool

Badninton Beg. -U.G.

Ballet 1
- D.S.

Bronze - Pool

Golf-G.C.

Non-swim -Pool

Tennis -Beg. -S.G.

Archery Beg. -A.R.

Award/Distinction - Pool

Badminton Int. - U.G.

Contemporary 1
- D.S.

Golf - G.C.

Senior -Pool

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Fencing Int. - F.G.

Badminton Beg. - U.G.

Bronze - Pool

Golf-G.C.

Intermediate - Pool

Junior - Pool

Jazz 1 - D.S.

Archery Beg. - A.R.

Award/Distinction - Pool

Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Golf-G.C.
Slim & Trim -L.G.

Tennis Int. - S.G.

Senior - Pool

12:00 noon

Apparatus - L.G.

Archery Beg. - A.R.

Bronze - Pool

Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Dip-Pool

Fencing Adv/lnt. - F.G.

Golf-G.C.

Tennis Int. - S.G.

Archery Int. - A.R.

Badminton Int. -U.G.

Contemporary 1 - D.S.

Dip-Pool

Golf-G.C.

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Tennis Int. -S.G.

Apparatus -L.G.

Archery Beg. -A.R.

Badminton Beg. - U.G.

Bronze - Pool

Dip - Pool

Fencing Adv/lnt. - F.G.

Golf-G.C.

Jazz II -D.S.

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

Archery Beg. - A.R.

Badminton int. - U.G.

Dip - Pool

Golf-G.C.

Self Defense -F.G.

(cont'd to 1:30)

Archery Int. -A.R.

Dip - Pool

Golf-G.C.

Jazz 1 - D.S.

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

1:00 p.m.

Badminton Int. - U.G.

Contemporary 1
- D.S.

Dip - Pool

Fencing Int. - F.G.

Golf-G.C.

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Tennis Adv. -S.G.

Archery Int. -A.R.

Badminton Int. - U.G.

Contemporary 1 - D.S.

Dip -Pool

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

Archery Beg. -A.R.

Badminton Beg. -U.G.

Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Dip - Pool

Golf - G.C.

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Tennis Int. -S.G.

Archery Int. - A.R.

Badminton Int. - U.G.

Contemporary I -D.S.

Dip - Pool

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

Self Defense (begins - 1 :30)

Badminton Int. -U.G;

Dip -Pool

Fencing Int. - F.G.

Golf-G.C.

Scottish C. Dance - D.S.

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Tennis Adv. - S.G.

2:00 p.m.

Badminton Beg. -U.G.

Contemporary 1
- D.S.

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

Intermediate - Pool

Junior -Pool

Tennis Beg. - S.G.

Bronze - Pool

Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Stroke Correction - Pool

Badminton Int. - U.G.

Contemporary 1
- D.S.

Diving - Pool

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Intermediate - Pool

Junior - Pool

Tennis Beg. - S.G.

Archery Beg. - A.R.

Bronze - Pool

Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

Non-Swim - Pool

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

Seif Defense - F.G.

(cont'd from 1:30)

Badminton Beg. - U.GT

Contemporary 1 - D.S.

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

Golf - G.C.

Intermediate - Pool

Junior - Pool

Special Aquatics - Pool

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

3:00 p.m.

Contemporary Int. -D.S.

Diving - Pool

Golf-G.C.

Non-swim -Pool

bum & Trim - U.G.

Tennis Int. -S.G.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Intermediate - Pool

Jazz 1
- D.S.

Junior -Pool

Badminton Beg. - U.G.

Bronze - Pool

Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Golf-G.C.

Modern Gym Level 1
- L.G.

Non-Swim - Pool

Tennis Int. -S.G.

Contemporary I
- D.S.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Junior -Pool

Synchronized - Pool

Tennis Int. -S.G.

Ballet 1 - D.S.

Dip -Pool

Fencing Int. - F.G.

Tennis Int. -S.G.

4:00 p.m.

Badminton Rec. -U.G.

rencing deg. - r.b.

Golf-G.C.

Jazz II -D.S.

Leaders - Pool

Modern Gym Level 1 - L.G.

Senior -Pool

Apparatus - L.G.

Badminton Rec. - U.G.

Bronze -Pool

Distinction/Award -Pool

Golf-G.C.

Non-Swim - Pool

Scottish C. Dance -D.S.

Tennis Rec. -S.G.

Badmington Rec. -U.G.

Jazz 1
- D.S.

Leaders - Pool

Modern Gym Level II -L.G.
Rplf Rpfpn<!P - F ft

Senior - Pool

Badminton Rec. - U.G.

Distinction/Award - Pool

Diving - Pool

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

uOIT - U.U.

Gym Club -L.G.

Jazz II - D.S.

Tennis Rec. -S.G.

Tennis Rec. - S.G.

Self Defense -F.G.

(4:30-6:30)

(Int. & Adv.)

5:00 p.m.

Contemporary Club -D.S.
Fpnrinn Rat* Q P

Golf-G.C.

Ballet 1- D.S.

Dip - Pool

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Folk Dance Co-Ed. - D.S.

Golf-G.C.

Leaders - Pool

Self Defense (cont'd-5:30)

Ballet III -D.S.

Dip - Pool

Gym Club -L.G.

Table Tennis Rec.

6:00 p.m.
Contemporary Pert. - D.S.
Fencing Rec. - F.G.

Jazz Perf. - D.S.

Karate Int. - F.G.

Karate Rec. -F.G.

7:00 p.m.

Badmington Rec. -U.G.
Contemporary Perf. - D.S.

Karate Adv. - F.G.

Modern Gym Club -L.G.
Tennis Rec. - S.G.

Jazz Perf. - D.S.

Karate Int. -F.G.

Badminton "Gal & Guest" - U.G.

Ballroom Co-Ed. -L.G.

Folk Dance Rec. - D.S.

Karate Rec. -F.G.

Tennis Rec. - S.G.

Table Tennis Rec. -F.G.

8:00 p.m.

A.R. - Archery R

Badminton Rec. - U.G.

Karate Adv. - F.G.

Tennis Rec. - S.G.

ange D.S. -Dance Studio F.G. - Fencmg Gym G.C. - Golf Cages L.

Badminton "Gal & Guest" - U.G.

Ballroom Co-Ed. -L.G.

Folk Dance Rec. -D.S.

Tennis-Rec. - S.G.

S. - Lower Gym Pool - Pool S.G.

Table Tennis Rec. -F.G.

- Sports Gym U.G. - Upper Gyrr
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Oppositions mounts

OFS launches campaign against fee increases

By KRISTINE KING

As Ontario post-secondary students return to classes, a
major campaign is being organized among students and the
public to oppose the provincial government's increase of
tuition fees.

Last spring, Colleges and Universities Minister George
Kerr announced that all college and university fees would be
increased by $100. At the same time, nursing schools began
charging fees and residence for the first time, and graduate
fees were increased by about $400.

The vehicle being used for organization of the campaign
is the newly-formed Ontario Federation of Students
successor to the Ontario Union of Students.

OFS consists of the membership of 18 student councils
It was founded just after the announcement of a scheduled
fees increase last March. Although OFS was intended to
place more emphasis upon communication between its
members and less emphasis on political activity, it has since
found it necessary to plunge into direct political action.

The 18 student council members of OFS held two
meetings over the summer to discuss the situation and pass
various resolutions. In order for resolutions to become OFS

policy, a majority of local councils must later pass them.
In the second general meeting held July 24 at OISE theOFS rejected the concept of a September fees strike whichwas proposed at the earlier meeting in June at Guelph This

stand was fe |t to be too militant as it would endanger stu-
dents registration. Fees must be paid prior to registra-
lion at most universities and colleges.

At this time the OFS decided to encourage a province-
wide study day in October 10 followed by a two day
referendum m which Ontario post-secondary students will
decide whether to protest the increased tuition costs by a
second term fees strike. Nearly two-thirds of the I8-member
councils had preferred this method of fighting the province
while only two councils favoured the immediate strike.

The campaign was introduced at the individual student
evel by a mailing of 50,000 pamphlets asking students to pay
their tuition fees in two installments Thus the option of
opposmg the Ontario government by witholding second
installment due in January, is left open.

The OFS education campaign specifically focusses on
two demands:

deferral of the tuition fee increase until there has been full

consultation of affected groups about the financing of post-secondary education, and the final report of the province's
Commission or. Post-Secondary Education has been relesed
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level of $600 and reducing the age at which students areconsidered to be independent of their parents from 25OFS members have presented these demands in meetings
with government officials.
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ve student members of the OFS executivecommittee including Eric Miglion. OFS treasurer and U of TSAC President met with Ontario's Minister to these demandsof Colleges and Universities George Kerr. Kerr's response to
these demands was a flat and unequivocal "no", but he made
^personal committment to keep fees from increasing in the

The OFS feels that there is more at stake than a $100 feeincrease: the threat of further more substantial increases
which will continually lesser the low-income student's
accessibility to higher education in Ontario

OFS also met with Gordon Parr. Chairman of theCommittee on University Affairs, ft had scheduled an
appointment with Darcy McKeough, Provincial Treasurer
but ^ "signed from his post just before the meeting was
scheduled, last Thursday.

One result from the OFC confrontations with thegovernment is that the age at which students are conside
to independent of their parents has been lowered to 24 from
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OFS met with the executive of the Ontario Federation ofLabour at which time the OFL endorsed their support ofOFS

d^OcUerT S£nd repreSentatives« campus study

The study day will play a crucial part in discussing the
strategy to be taken in January. OFS intends to encourage
students not to attend classes on this date so that they will
tamihanze themselves with the issue. Students will be able to
hear and talk to various speakers and groups on their
campuses.

No! all Ontario post-secondary educational institutions
are members of OFS. The Universities of Windsor
McMaster, Brock and Waterloo Lutheran have yet to join the
organization. J

In the first general meeting of OFS, the University of
Ottawa and Laurentian University were adamant in their
support of an immediate fees strike. The University of Ottawa
later withdrew from the federation because it felt that the
stand being taken then was insufficiently strong (There is a a
higher proportion of students from low-income families
attending both Ottawa and Laurentian.)

Other universities are more actively involved in the OFS
campaign. The University of Toronto Students' Ad-
ministrative Council printed and sent out its own copy of the
the phamplet urging students to pay in two installments

The York University student council, made the OFS
education campagian a part of their orientation, discussing
the importance of opposing the government's fees increase

Loyola College survives,

but will merge with SGWU
MONTEAL (CUPI) - Loyola College of
Montreal won a fight to ensure its conti-
nued existence during the summer after the
institution's students, faculty, and admi-
nistration hoined forces to oppose ac-
ceptance of a report by the Quebec Council of
Universities (QCU),

Education Minister Francois Cloutier
announced in mid July he would not follow
the QCU recommendations which called for

the phasing out of university level instruction

at Loyola by 1975. The recommendations
were based on expected space re-

quirements of the college compared
with those of other post-secondary institutions

in the area. It was suggested the facilities be
turned over to a French speaking community
college (CEGEP).

After announcing Loyola's new lease of
life, the Quebec government entered the

merger negotiations already underway
between Lyola and Sir George Williams
University (SGWU). Cloutier said the QCU
report did not take human factors into ac-

count. The uniqueness and assets of Loyola
were heavily stressed in protests mounted
after the report was leaked to the Montreal
Star July 5. By July 10 the oppostion
movement had gelled into a highly organized
mechaniam.
The minister's announcement followed

meetings he held with Loyola president

Patrick Malone and student representatives.

During the short campaign the movement
charged the QCU with irresponsiblity and
unfairness. Malone said statistics used in the
37 page document were inaccurate.

"They're set down to make a case," he
charged.

The Loyola Students Association started a
massive campaign to obtain support in the
Montreal community. Information booths
were set up at major shopping plazas to col-
lect 30,000 signatures on a petition to be
set to Cloutier protesting the recommendations.

Expressions of support came from other
student unions in the Montreal area, as well as
from other sectors of the city community.

It appears the public protest forced the
government to make a quick decision on the
report, which critics condemned for jeopar-
dizing the SGWU-Loyola negotiations in

progress since 1969.

The first tripartite merger meeeting held
August 15 merely brought the government up
to date on the situation. A joint statement
released afterwards said the " Education
department will have put together the main
elements of the file that the Minister of
Education wishes to receive before he an-
nounces more specificially the government's
views regarding the creation of a new :

university. !

The University of Toronto
Incorporated announces the ap-

pontement of Donald Forster, John
D. Hamilton, Robin Ross, Alex G.
Rankin, Frank R, Stone, John H.
Sword, David Claringbold, to new
positions within the university's

administration.

Forster, formerly acting vice-

president and provost, becomes vice-

president and provost with non-
voting membership on the Gover-
ning Council's Academic Affairs
Committee. Forster sacrificed his

planned sabbatical to stay around to

be of further assistance to the com-
pany and its new president.

Hamilton becomes vice-vice-

provost (Health Sciences), Ross

vice-vice-provost (Student Services),
Rankin vice-president — Business
Affairs, and Stone assistant vice-

president. Each will work with the
appropriate Governing Council
committee.

Twice acting president Sword gets
moved down the hall to become
vice-president — Institutional
Relations and Planning. His fun-
ctions include acting as the company
representative at official gatherings
and planning long-range policy.

These appointments involve
establishment of a new division —
Institutional Relations and Plan-
ning — and simplified designations
for existing administrative areas.

To serve us better
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sportalU
The OUAA football League has

been rearranged for the 1972-73

season. Last year the league was

divided into two sections, with two

divisions in each section. After

Laurentian University decided not

lo participate in football, the league

was reorganised into two sections,

with four teams in the east and seven

in the west. The Blues will play

Carlelon, Ottawa, and Queen's in

home and away games, while each

learn in the Western Section will

meel the other members of the

section once. At the conclusion of

the regular schedule, the first-place

team in the east will meet the third-

place Western Section team in one

semi-final game. The other semi-

final puis the first-place Western

Section team against the second-

place team in the west. . . . York

Yeomen- head coach Nobby
Wirkowski had over 30 returning

players at training camp this year.

These included quarterback Doug

Fraternity—

A Together

Way of Life

Women's Fraternities

Information Meeting

Hart House Music Room

Wed. Sept 13, 5-7 p.m.

THE GREAT SEARCH IS ON
for

Books, sources, references, reading

lists, authors, titles, subjects etc.

Why not cut down on your searching time
and increase reading time . . .

We have three programmes to help you
1. Library Tours
2. Audio-Visual Presentations
3. Reference Seminars

Inquire at:

- Main Circulation Desk
- Reference Department
- Science and Medicine Department

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO LIBRARY

Philp and offensive end Steve Ince,

an OUAA All Star last year.

Wirkowski will be looking to his

experienced players to improve on

the team's total offence. The
Yeomen had the second highest

number of interceptions in the

OUAA last year and undoubtedly

this record will have to be improved

if York is lo make a play-off berth.

.

. . Tickets for tonight's game

between the Blues and York at CN E

Sladium are available for $1.00 at

the athletic office ticket wicket,

Han House The Ontario Rugby

Union decided recently that begin-

ning this Fall Ihe word RUGGER
has been dropped in favour of the

word RUGBY Anyone wanting

to practise with the intercollegiate

rugby team should go to the back

playing field at 5 pm any day this

week. . . . The inferfaculty golf

lournamenl — one of a number of

qualifying tournaments for cham-

pionship play — scheduled for last

Friday was rained out. It will be

rescheduled in the near future. . . .

Practices and tryouts for the Varsity

water polo team begin today and

continue throughout the week at 5

pm," Hart House pool. . . . Tryouts

Tor the Argonaut Rowing Club on

Ihe St. George campus and the Don
Rowing Club, Erindale, begin today

al 5:15 pm Registration is at the

athletic office, hart House. . . .—ed.

from page 23

men's athletic complex has been

buihj the University of Toronto

Men's Athletic Association will

move their offices and activities to

that building. Although locker

rooms in Hart House will be re-

quired for teams using the adjacent

playing field, most of ihe North
Wing will be available for new
programs.

Redevelopment includes

retention of Ihe pool, locker room.

showers and squash courts, which

with the addition of a sauna would
provide on one floor an area devoted

lo casual athletic programs for both

men and women.
The Men's Athletic

Association stressed the need for

recreational athletics. It expressed

doubt that, even with the proposed

new men's athletic complex, there

would be adequate space lo meet
this need, and observed that no

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

"Confrontation: Technology and the Social En-

vironment", by Melvin Kranzberg, Professor,

Georgia Institute of Technology. 1:10 p.m., Con-

vocation Hall on Monday, 11 September. Spon-

sored by the Varsity Fund.

WOMEN'S

INTERCOLLEGIATE TRY-OUTS

BEGIN
ARCHERY

Tuesday, September 12th at 1:00

p.m. Archery Range Benson
Building

FIELD HOCKEY
Wednesday, September 13th at 8:00

a.m. at Varsity Stadium

TENHIS
Monday, September 11th at 4:00

p.m. Sports Gym Benson Building

university of more than 18,000
students on this continent has been

able to meet the demand for

physical recreation. This argument
suggests that even with a new men's
athletic complex there would still be'

an important use for the gymnasia
in Harl House, not as an overflow

area for organized programs but as

the home of more casual athletic

recreation.

"In view of Ihe cosl of renovation

and in consideration of the general

demand for physical recreation, it

appears desirable to proceed ex-

perimentally in the North Wing.
When Ihe Men's Athletic Associa-

tion moves out, a certain amount of

space now used for business offices

would be released for other uses, but

Ihe main gymnasia, pool and
locker—shower areas should be
used for new programs of
recreational alhlelics. At the end of

a trial period of about five years, an
assessment of the success of and
need for the program should be

made. If, at llial lime, the use of the

North Wing for casual athletics

appears less important than the

redevelopment suggested by the

Board of Stewards, the plans for

remodelling can be implemented.
"Our sixlh recommendation is

thai, when the Men's Athletic
Association moves into its new
premises, ihe Board of Stewards
arrange to use the north wing for

casual athletic programs which
should be co-educational and that at

the end of a trial period of not longer

than five years the use of the north
wing be re-examined by the Board of
Stewards."

Although the decision has finally

been made to build a new complex,
Harl House will still have to meet
the men's athletic needs for the

immediate future.

VOLUNTEERS
MEN AND WOMEN

URGENTLY REQUIRED TO
WORK IN INNER-CITY

WITH CHILDREN 5 TO 12

YEARS OF AGE,
APPROXIMATELY 3 HOURS

PER WEEK.

CALL CENTRAL
NIEGHBORHOOD HOUSE

925-4363
FOR APPOINTMENT

STUDENT FOOTBALL
THREE HOME GAMES -

TICKETS
$1.50

SEPT. 16 (SAT.) OTTAWA 2:00 P.M.

SEPT. 30 (SAT.) QUEEN'S 2:00 P.M.

OCT. 14 (SAT.) CARLET0N 2:00 P.M

(HOMECOMING)

COUPON BOOKS, admitting to the student section on a "first come best seat" basis will be sold at
the following locations:

Varsity Stadium-Gate 3, Wed. and Thurs. Sept. 13 and 14. 1 0:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

- Gate 8, Sat. Sept. 1 6, 1 0:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M.
ENGINEERING STORES SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE - ERIN0ALE COLLEGE ATHLETIC OFFICE, ROOM S418A PHYS ED

cT,m^
B °DKS EACH STUDENT MAY PURCHASE ONE ADDITIONAL BOOK WHICH WILL ADMIT A GUEST TO THF™ E™

T "f
*CESBARILY A MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY. GUEST BOOKS ARE SOLD A^T THE ^AM

E

rARn Tim-rc ra .!!/,
H0LDER 0F AN ATHLETIC MEMBERSHIP CARD. BRING YOUR ATHLETIC MEMBERSHIP

LAHU-TICKETS CANNOT BE PURCHASED WITHOUT ONE.
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York Yeomen challenge Blues tonight
By PAUL CARSON

Something old, something new, something

borrowed, and it should add up to a good
night for the Blues in the seasofls opener al 8

pm against our northern neighbours, York
Yeomen, on the artificial turf of the CNE
Stadium.

The old are the veterans, particularly all-

Canadian quarterback Wayne Dunkley and a

corps of speedy, effective receivers. The new
are perhaps the finest collection of high school

grads the Varsity coaching staff has ever seen.

The borrowed is the single wing, a venerable

passing formation made popular by former

Varsity athletic director Warren Stevens

when he introduced the forward pass to

Canada in I93I.

Games against York used to be little more
than a heavy workout however, this year's

edition of the Yeomen have size, experience

and the ability to score points—many points.

York opened its season Saturday, trampling

RMC 48-0, and according to Varsity head

coach Ron Murphy, the score is an accurate

reflection of YorRs improvement.

"York has an excellent football team,"

Murphy said after the game. "Most of their

key players are back from last year, and they

have the additional advantage of already

playing one real game compared to our

practice scrimmages."

Due to the numerous graduations among
offensive linemen, Dunkley will probably have

to throw frequently until the running game
slowly comes into shape. Key receivers should

be sophomore Barry Wagdin, who sparked

last year's comeback against York, plus Dave
Quick, John Raimey, Brent Elsey, and Libert

Castillo.

Dave Quick moves into tight end, replacing

veteran Stew MacSween who's returned to

the defensive secondary where he starred for

two years before making the switch to offense

in I97l. Two other familiar names from the

offensive backfield, Cor Doret and Guido

lantorno, will also spend most of the 1972
campaign on defense, but since turnabout is

always fair pjay, defensive tackle Jake Lipsett.

has traded roles and is now working as an
offensive guard,

Murphy and his assistants Dave Copp,
Tom Walt, John McManus and Doug Wyles
hope that tonight's game will provide some
answers to their lineup problems in time for

this weekend's home opener against Universi-

ty of Ottawa.

Fourly-nine candidates are still in the race

for the twenty-four starting positions, but
versatility and depth can certainly com-
pliment, but never replace, solid ability

among the members of the starting units.

The football Blues have never lost to York,
although last year Varsity needed three

touchdowns in the final quarter to gain a 24-

12 victory.

Looking back on the past two weeks of

rugged training. Murphy expects his team to

be ready for tonight's activities.

"We have excellent personnel and without

doubt the smartest group of rookies I've ever

coached. Also, we've been lucky since there

are relatively fewer injuries compared to past

years."

So far, most of the publicity has focused on
Wayne Dunkley, the fourth-year PHE student

who is unquestionably the key to Blues
1

offensive strategy.

Shaking off a painful ankle injury late in

the 1971 season, he completed a phenomenal
60 passes in the final two games against

Queens as Blues narrowly missed the playoffs.

Perhaps that's why there are no traditional

starting rosters for tonight's game. As
Murphy said after a recent practice, "with so

many positions up for grabs we will be doing a

lot of substituting and experimentation."

Offensively, speedy veteran Paul Kitchin

has shown well as a running back behind the

blocking of rookie tackles Jim Blainey and

Mike Sokovnin.

Blues practice last week on the back playing field for tonight's exhibition game against York.

Sokovnin is also in the wide-open race to

replace last year's standout kicker Donny
Thomson who hasn't fully recovered from
that serious knee injury in Kingston.

With so many excellent rookies and the

ixlensive lineup juggling that's been a feature

of most practices to date, it's both unfair and
virtually impossible to single out many
players for special attention. However, in-

terfac fans might watch for former Vic half-

back Aarne Kartna who's raised several

coaching eyebrows with his outstanding
broken field running on the kickoff and punt
return teams.

Defensively, it's three familiar faces and
rookie Ken Hussey on the front four.

Veterans Jim Nicoletti, Nick Grittani and
massive Walt Dudar all are looking over their

shoulders apprehensively since some changes
must be made when svelt Jim Orfanakos
comes off the injury list. Orf was headed for

his finest training camp before defensive end
Jon Dellandrea stepped on his ankle during a

scrimmage.

Linebacking is again solid with returnees

Hartley Stern and Bob Bloxham, and 1970

all-star Peter McNabb should be back to his

old form.

McNabb, who sat out most of last season

following a freak injury in the York game, is

temporarily sidelined with a pulled hamstring,
but he should be ready for Ottawa on
Saturday.

Blues' prospects look bright, as the talent

and coaching are first-rate and if Murphy
could dress all the capable rookies, who
knows how high the scoring could get.

Realistically, if Varsity can eliminate the

perennial problems of injuries and foolish

penalties, we could be in store for three

playoff games at the Stadium.

But that is the future. The present is York
and kickoff is eight o'clock at the CNE.

BLUES NOTES: Murphy was unable to

get any practice time on the artificial turf but

apparently York has encountered similar

problems . . . veteran trainer Howie Ringham
doesn't expect many problems with the

footing since most Varsity players are already

using the rubber cleats; however, Ringham
says, he does foresee numerous painful arm
and leg burns from sliding along the turf . . .

assistant trainer Ed Armstrong and student

manager Sandy Henderson are also back for

another year . . . several former Varsity

players such as John Chapman, Walt Sehr

and Vic Alboini are involved in the Toronto

Touch Football League which is packed with

former CFL stars.

Hart House to be replaced

New facilities planned for men's athletics on Harbord
By BOB GAUTHIER

A new $6,000,000 men's athletic

building will be constructed on the
south side of Harbord Street to the
west of the Benson Building.

According to the U of T Bulletin
"It is hoped that the building will be
ready for use in September 1974."
However Athletic Directorate Presi-
dent Dr. G. E. Wodehouse said that
this date is "unrealistic. It will be
ihree or four years at least", he said.

"Underground construction will
have to be done and a detailed
engineering letter was sent out to the
consultants last week." Wodehouse
said thai the future of the Spadina
Expressway may also affect the con-
struction of the new building,
The sports complex will have

1 10,000 square feet of usable space,
with some facilities shared by the
Benson Building.

"This is 70,000 square feet less of
usable space than was suggested in
1967" said Wodehouse. The
building will include a new gym-
nasium, a 50 meter, eight lane
Olympic swimming pool, with one,
three and five meter diving facilities;
squash and handball courts, rooms
'or boxing, wrestling and other
lorms of exercise, showers, and ad-
ministrative space.
The present site of the new

building is owned by the university,
<h the major part being presently

used as a parking lot. Construction
may necessitate demolition of three
buildings on Spadina Avenue which

currently being used for
ademic offices. The new building

Site of future athletic facilities on Harbord Street, west of Benson Building.

and the Benson Building will be

combined in some manner, but "it

will be difficult lo join them
physically from the west side",

added Wodehouse.
A portion of the $6,000,000 cost

of the building will have to be raised

ihrough public subscription.

Wodehouse said that member of the

Governing Council C. Mackenzie

King is the , provincial appointee

charged with the raising of funds. At
the present time $1,000,000 is

available from the provincial

government on the condition that

the new complex is open to the

premier's office. Wodehouse ex-

plained that although King was in

charge of fund-raising, "all of us will

be asked to help raise money".

Wodehouse said that the sale of

Connaught Laboratories by the un-
iversity "does not affect the new
building. It only affects the un-

iversity as a whole."
The new facilities will be almost

solely for the use of the university

community. "We expect the
building to be used to capacity, with

some weekend use of the building on
a Tree basis" said Wodehouse. There
will be no extension of the facilities

lo the surrounding community.
"There will probably be some public

things", said Wodehouse, "but it's

doubtful we'd throw the doors
open."

"Hart House will be used to a

greater extent by faculty, staff and
support staff, although this requires

amendments lo the 'tradition' of
Harl House", asserted Wodehouse.

However, the north wing of Hart
House, which has been almost the

sole centre for men's athletics and
other recreational purposes since

1920 is inadequate. The present gym
is not of regulation size, the swim-
ming pool is far below standards

required for swimming com-
petitions, and it doesn't provide for

high-diving.

Hart House will continue to be
used for voluntary mixed athletics

outside the organized programs of
(he School of Physical and Health

Education for the Men's and
Women's Athletic Association.

"There will be no reinstitution of

a first year compulsory athletics

program", Wodehouse said, "I'm in

favour of getting rid of any regula-

tion which can't be supported on a

concrete basis", he saia. IThe first

year compulsory program was dis-

continued because of the lack of

facilities at Hart House. The
women's athletic department
dropped its equivalent regulation

two years ago.

The Board of Governors made the

decision on the new athletic complex
following several surveys and
reports which indicated the pressing

need for new facilities. The board
reported that the university's indoor

learns had lo hold their in-

tercollegiate home games outside

Ihe campus due to the lack of proper

facilities.

The Board of Governor's decision

is the conclusion to a series of events

which began in the early 1960's with

the first User's Committee Report

on Hart House. In 1962 the report

indicated that the university was in

dire need ,pf expanded athletic

facilities.

In 1969 the proposals for a new
athletic facilities building receiveo

lop priority. However, none of the

money for university capital ex-

penditure for that year was slated

for athletics. The same year a

feasability study on the Second
User's Committee Report was com-
pleted and sent to the Property
Committee of the Board of
Governors.
The Report of the Presidential

Advisory Committee on the Future
Role of Hart House added further

stimulus for the construction of the

new complex.
Completed in May 1971, the

report stated in part that "... Hart
House was built lo serve the needs of

a community less than a quarter the

size of the present University. Any
realistic assessment of the future of

the House will involve con-
siderations of space.

"The first area of concern is th.e

athletic side of the house. ... At
present the North Wing of the

House, used as the main centre of
the men's athletic program of the

University, is totally inadequate for

(his purpose. The need for new
athletic facilities has been fully

documented in reports of other com-
mittees and we are confident that

Ihe University will move with all'

possible haste to build a new men's
athletic complex.
"We understand that when a new

— See 'Report', page 22—
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Administration-run day care accepted
By ERIC MILLS

The internal Affairs Committee
of the Governing Council Monday
recommended a proposal which left

the running of the university's future

day care centre almost entirely up to

the U of T administration.

The committee adopted a

proposal by vice-provost Robin
Ross thai left an "Advisory Com-
mittee on Programmes", half com-
posed of parents, only the power to

run a volunteer aid programme and

to decide on admissions. However,
even this power of admissions has

been limited, as the Governing
Council has excluded anyone not

connected to the university, and said

admission should be on the basis of

personal and financial need. As well,

the committee Monday decided that

ehildren now usingthe present Cam-
pus Co-Op centre on Devonshire

Place, the St. Andrew's University

Day Nursery, the Charles St.

(Married Students' Residence) Day
Nursery and the Sussex centre

should have first priority in the new
centre.

Other than these limited powers,

Ihe advisory committee could only

advise the university administration

on how to run the centre. A second

model drawn up by Ross which

would have let the parents of the

users run it, subject only to Gover-

ning Council policy, was defeated 4-

3. In this plan, the parents of the

children using the centre would
have been required to pay half the

costs of renovating and equipping

the Devonshire building, estimated

by a contractor at $57,000.

Under the recommended plan, the

university will pay $42,000 for

renovation and the parents will have

to foot the $ 1 5,000 equipment bill in

addition to subsequent operating

costs, estimated at $53,000
annually.

Some of the users will likely be

eligible for municipal subsidies, but
even the university, said Ross, has
been unable so far to determine
what the rules regarding subsidies

are. Bob Davis, a parent and
member of the Campus Co-Op
group occupying the clubhouse
behind the Meteorology Building,

told the committee that few children

get subsidies, and that the process of
obtaining them is difficult.

The first model was accepted by
(he Si. Andrew's nursery, who said

in a letter to the committee that

they believed "both models provide

for full involvement of parents in the

development and routine running of

day care programs. They assumed
"the university acts in good faith"

and in fact were pleased that the

proposal would relieve them of
responsibility for "administrative

functions."

Even committee chairman Paul

Cadario admitted "there's a
difference between parental in-

volvement and control."

The decision represents a further

defeat for the Campus Co-Co-
Operative Day Care group, whose
basic principle of running day care is

that the parents should be in com-
plete control. However, Davis points

out that the real battle was lost last

week when the committee rejected

the recommendation of a university

day care advisory board that there

be separate centres for each of St.

Andrews and Campus Co-Op. The
decision to have only one centre

means that groups with sharply con-

flicting philosophies of day care

must be combined.

Chairman Cadario cut off debate

whenever the issue of philosophies

came up. "I don't think we need

concern ourselves with that," he said

at one point after Marnie Paikin had

asked how parents could decide

whether to register their children

"when they don't know how it will

be run".

Another occasion. Norma

This occupation ot Slmcoe Hall led to the first day care centre. Now another occupation has won another one
see pages 4. 6 and 7.

but unlversfty-run. For more on day care,

Gnndal asked the committee to

realize they were dealing with two

differente groups. Cadario stopped

discussion with; "we are discussing

policy, not specific people or

groups."

Committee member Ian

Morrison told Cadario that how the

centre was to be run "was made
an issue by those who are now using

day care, and you are trying to

pretend they don't exist."

The decision means that the

demand for places in the centre will

probably, far exceed the 50 places

available. Davis told the committee
thai the eligible children from St.

Andrew's and Campus Co-Op
total 49. and that there are many at

the St. Charles St. nursery eligible.

The advisory committee on the

centre will be composed of seven

parents of users; one representative

eachs from SAC, GSU, Association

of Part-time Undergraduate

Students (APUS), University of

Toronto Staff Association (UTSA),
U of T Faculty Association
(UTFA), Internal Affairs Com-
mittee and the labour unions on

campus and a non-voting assessor

from the administration. Until the

university officially runs the centre,

Ihe parents' representatives will be

prolem appointments. There will be

two each from the St. Andrew's,

Charles St. and Campus Co-Op
over two centres, and one from the

Campus Co-op under two centre on

Sussex St.

The committee's recommenda-
tion now goes to the Governing

Council's Executive Committee,
after which it must be ratified by

the whole council.

Cadario expects the decision to be

passed by the council at its meeting

September 21.

"I think it will pass", he said,

smiling.

After that, John Wintjes of

contracting firm Fairwin Construc-

tion estimates it could take as long

as three months for the necessary

renovations to be completed.

iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiimiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimii

Residence requirements clarified

Students can vote: Chief Electoral Officer
OTTAWA (CUP) — University students may vote

where they live while at school, if they consider that dwelling

their "ordinary residence", Canada's Chief Electoral Officer

said yesterday.

The statement by J.M. Hamel appeared to contradict

earlier indications that enumerators would hinder students

attempting to register to vote in their university

constituencies.

"If a student tells the enumerator his ordinary residence

is room 105 in a certain university residence, well, that's it,"

he said.

"We cannot ask any more from a student than we can
from any other citizen. We don't ask any other people for

proof of age or of citizenship. So we cant' ask for proof that

a student is really on his own. If a student says he's on his

own, then we'll have to accept that."

Under the new Elections Act of 1970 students lost the

right to be enumerated in both their parents' home
constituencies and in their university ridings. Instead,

parliament gave them the right to vote by proxy in their

parents' consituency if they couldn't be there on election

day.

Regulations from Hamel's office directed enumerators to

determine whether students living "away from home" were

"on their own." If they were, they could vote in their

university riding, but if they lived elsewhere they could be

enumerated only at their parents' home.

"All we are asking enumerators to do if they are in

doubt is to ask students if they would be willing to take an

oath about the location of their ordinary residence if

challenged on election day," Hamel said in an interview.

"it's a personal decision a student must make by his

own conscience," he added.

In directives sent to local returning officers last January
Hamel said "enumerators should be instructed that

whenever an occupant of a dwelling describes his occupation

as 'student' they should determine which of the four basic

situations applies to that person by determing the

relationship of that person to the occupants of the dwelling

and the nature and frequency of that person's occupancy."

(The four situations were married, single living at

home, single living away from home, andjingle on their

own.)

The tone of Hamel's instructions indicated enumerators
would be scrupulous in ensuring. that only students who were:

financially independent of their parents would be
enumerated in university ridings.

But Hamel said today that students would vote in

university ridings if they wanted to.

I want to emphasize that we're not going to submit
students to a means test," he said.

Local returning officers have contacted university

residence officials to determine "which students, if any,

should be enumerated," according to Hamel's earlier

regulations.

Hamel explained today that the move was designed to

save time, and that any student who was not included on the

list provided by residence officials would meet an

enumerator in a residence common room and get placed on

the voters list.

"In Edmonton this morning, we got a report that

authorities in a university residence said that 150 students

might claim the building as their ordinary residence, but

now there will be as many as 700 on the list," he said.

"So residence authorities have nothing to do with the

result. They're just saving us the time needed to knock on

every residence door and allowing us to allocate the

appropriate number of enumerators."

The Election Act itself only mentions students in its

section on proxies. All other rulings for student voting are

interpretations from Hamel's office.

National New Democratic Party secretary Clifford

Scotlon said today he is certain students can choose where
they want to vote and is unaware of Hamel's memos
indicating anything to the contrary.

"I have a daughter at York and I provide support for

her but consider her on her own. I expect she will vote

there," he said.

The unquestionable right to vole where the student

pleases must be established."

Hamel claimed such a principle violates the spirit of the

Election Act but that students would not be prevented from
considering their university dwelling their ordinary residence

if they were willing to swear il on election Day.
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HERE AND NOW
Here and Now Is a tree service to

organizations and individuals

wishing to publicize events. Notices

must be submitted in person to The

Varsity offices, 2nd floor of 91 St.

George St., no later than 1 pm
before the day of publication.

No phoned-in insertions will be

accepted.

TODAY
8:30 am

Varsity Christian Fellowship Prayer

meeting. Come out and start your day by

talking to God, your Heavenly Father and

meet other Christians on campus.
Everyone is welcome lo come. Hart House
Chapel.

9 am
Varsity Christian Fellowship Booktable.

Stop by and look at books, pick up more

informalion about coming VCF events

and meet more friends on campus. Bap-

ping encouraged. In front of Slg Sam
Library. Till 4 pm.

10 am
Trinity Booksale - we buy and sell

books at your price. St. Hilda's, Devon-

shire Place. Till 4 pm.

noon
Varsity Christian Fellowship Open Air

Meeting. Come and sing with us and join

in our talks about Jesus Christ, the Son of

Our Heavenly Father. Meet more
Christians on campus. Hart House Circle,

lawn in front.

York Christian Fellowship Jesus Rally If

you're up our way today, please drop In.

Humanities Building, Central Square, East

Bear Pit. Till 2 pm.

1 pm
SOS Radical Campus Tour. Welcome

Freshmen and everyone else. Dave Depoe
points out the library you can't use, the

Faculty Club you can't get inlo, War
Researchers, Racists and other sights

never before seen on a campus lour

Leave from SDS table in Sid Smith.

"Communism is Inevitable", a talk by

Phyllis Clarke, U of T Communist Club.

Sid Smith 1021.

4 pm
Departmenl of Astronomy presents

"Density Waves and Star Formation", a

lalk by Dr. P. Biepmann. McLennan

Physical Laboratories, room 137-

4:30 pm
The slide show. "Our Trip to Nassau",

starring prominent Varsity personalities,

will be shown. Photography by H.

Kldeckel, narration by anyone who knows
what they're talking about. Varsity Ad Of-

fice, 91 SI.' George.
5 pm

Informalion Meeting for those in-

terested in Women's Fraternities. Hart

House Music Room.

6:30 pm
Greek 3-decker dinner for 75 cents. Buy
your ticket around 6 pm because Ihey sell

pretty fast. A slide show on Greece will be
presented by the U of T Studenls for a

Free Greece. The show is free and open
to all. International Student Centre, 33 St.

George, f
7 pm

SAC general meeting. Galbraith, room
G-202.

8 pm
Hiltel Folksing Jam Session, Bring

guitars, etc. Refreshments will be served.

186 St. George.

THURSDAY
8:30 am

Varsily Christian Fellowship Prayer
Meeting. The besl way to slart your day.

Hart House Chapel.
9 am

Varsity Christian Fellowship Booktable.
Books, information and talking. In front of

Sig Sam Library.

11 am
Trinity Booksale - we buy and sell your

books - name the price. St. Hilda's Devon-

shire Place. Till 4 pm.

MPSCU Math/Physics Party. Come and

meal professors and fellow students.

Refreshments. In front of McLennan Lab

Building.
noon

SDS Radical Campus Tour. David

Depoe, notorious tour guide, will show
you sights never before seen on a cam-

pus tour. Sid Smith Lobby.

SAC Forum. Hear David Crombie. Ward
II Alderman and mayoralty candidate,

speak In Convocation Hall.

12:30 pm
Free SAC concert with Dixie Rump

Roast, Cherri, and Grease Ball Boogie

Band. Behind the SAC office till 6:30.

1 pm
SDS Opening meeting of the year. We'll

discuss active ways of combating racism

at U of T, opening the stacks and other

issues concerning students.

6 pm
Free freshman supper. Singing, skits,

more information about Varsity Christian

Fellowship. Everyone is welcome to come
and find out more aboul VCF and to meet
other Christians on campus. St. Paul's

United Church, 121 Avenue Road, seeya
there I

6:30 pm
Hillel lecture series presents Prof. Ted

Friedgut on "Absorption of the Aliya from

the Soviet Union". 186 St. George.
7 pm

SAC-sponsored teach-in: "Student Aid

and Post-Secondary Financing". Alumni

Hall, Victoria College. For more infor-

mation call the SAC office (978-4911).

7:30 pm
Old Mole Red Forum on the fees in-

crease, the Wright Report and how to

fight government "rationalization" of the

university. Cumberland Room, Inter-

national Student Centre, 33 St. George.

War Measures humanitarian: Sharp
Mitchell Sharp, Secretary of State for External

Affairs, last week described the use of the

War Measures Act in 1970 as "humanitarian."

in an informal visit to The Varsity offices last

Friday, Sharp compared Germany's recent action

against Arab terrorists to Trudeau's handling of the

'Critics of us must have second thoughts."

FLQ crisis.

"It looks as though we handled this pretty well",

he said. The Trudeau cabinet took a hard line in

negotiating with the FLQ when British Trade Com-
missioner James Cross was kidnapped on October 5.

Five days after Quebec Minister of Labour Pierre

Laporte was kidnapped, Trudeau reactivated the War
Measures Act, intended strictly for wartime use.

The act curtailed the civil rights of all Canadians in

an attempt to aid police forces in capturing the

kidnappers. Hundreds of citizens were arrested and
many were interned incommunicado for up to three

weeks. Several media outlets, including The Varsity,

were censored in the name of the act.

Nevertheless, Sharp claimed "it was a very

humanitarian way to handle" the crisis. "We got Cross
off and captured the terrorists".

He did not mention that Pierre Laporte died the

day after the act was invoked.

"Those who have been more critical of us must
have second thoughts about what we did," he added.
"Obviously we handled this one correctly."

51 Asked whether he thought the threat of violence in

<: Quebec has dissipated, Sharp responded that there has

| been "no further trouble". Even former FLQ
. revolutionary Pierre Vallieres has renounced violence,

3 he pointed out.

= Would he advocate using the War Measures Act

1 again in a similar situation?

"I don't know," he replied.

— CUT THIS OUT

THURSDAY EVENING CINEMA
7*30 9.30

SEP 14 THE WAR OF THE WORLDS (US'53) WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE

SEP 21

SEP 28

OCT

from H.G. Wells

CITIZEN KANE (US'41) -Welles-
J. Cotton, O. Welles

THE GO BETWEEN -Joseph Losey-
J. Christie, A. Bates

(US'51)

MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS
(US'42) A. Baxter

ACCIDENT (Br.67)

D. Bogarde

ZERO DE CONOUITE (Fr.33)
by Jean Vigo

OCT

OCT

OCT 26

IF . . . (Br.69) by Anderson
Malcolm McDowel!

THE CONFESSION (70) Costa-Gavras SLEEPING CAR MURDERS
Y. Montand, S. Signoret Y. Montand, S. Signoret

JOE HILL (70) Bo Widerberg ELVIRA MADIGAN (Sw'67)
Pta Degermark

ROSEMARY'S BABY ('68) Polanski CUL DE SAC (GB'66)
FaiTO*. J- Cassavetes D. Pleasence

At OISE auditorium, 252 Bloor St. West
$1.50 for both shows, $1.00 for second show only

HCO
HART HOUSE
ART GALLERY
JOHN McEWEN

Until Sept. 17th

Weekdays 11-5

Wed. evening 6-9

Sat. and Sun. 2-5

H.H. Revolver
Club

Safety Instructions

for new members

Wed.. Sept. 13

7:30

Groat Hall - All Welcome

YOGA CLASSES
Thursday and Sunday

7-9:30 11-12:30

Wrestling Room

CAMERA CLUB
Open Meeting

October 5/72

Music Room

7:30 P.M.

Black Hart Pub
open every Tues.,

Weds., and Thurs.

from 12:00 Noon

to

12:00 Midnight

Weds., Sept. 13

8:30 - 11:30

Alexander
Ragtime
Reed

BRIDGE CLUB

every Tues. from Sept. 19

East Common Room

6:45 p.m.

Open Mooting

Weds.. Sept. 27 a! 5:00 p.m.

Bogmnirs Clout*

every Weds, in Oct.

Brckoratoth Room
6-7 p.m

Superior
Optical

JSC
Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE

PLAYHOUSE
Invites applications for bookings of

the Playhouse this year.

Available for free lunch-hour productions as well as

evening productions

Please submit applications by Friday, September 22 to:

Mr. Robert Cteverley,

Student Administrator,

University College Playhouse

79A St. George St.,

Toronto 181 928-6307

Any individuals interested in joining Playhouse productions or
workshops should also drop by.
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Yesterday, a crew from CICA-TV, Channel 19, began filming interviews of students and faculty.

The educational television station Is producing a show on the university for broadcast In the near,

future. This Interview Is being taped outside Hart House, facing the Back Campus.

Grad students

urged to fight

higher tuition
The Graduate Students Union is waging a campaign against higher

tuition fees similar to SAC's campaign for undergraduates.

In an attempt to combat a proposed $392.50 fees hike, the executive of the
GSU is asking its members not to pay the full portion of fees now, and to

withold payment of $100 of the second installment of their fees.

This year the graduate students have been hit with the same $100 fees

raise that the undergraduates must pay.

The GSU is recommending that the $100 be put in a trust fund to be
administered by a trust company, and should be subtracted from the second
term fees installment, in January.

In addition, all graduate students studying in the summer, beginning
this year, are being charged 9892.50 for the summer semester. Previously

g there was no officially recognized third semester. For the summer of 1973,
" only, the university is picking up the remainder of the fees, under the name

of a special tuition bursary.

T Other graduate schools met with the University of Toronto Saturday
I- with a majority showing their support for a strike. Guelph will be taking

| similar action, while other universities pay fees in different methods and will

| have to find other approaches to endorse the strike.

All graduate students have been asked to attend a meeting on October
3, 7:30 pm at the GSU. 16 Bancroft Street to discuss the strike. Organizers
hope to president Evans and members of the Department of Colleges and
Universities on hand.

Contracting out still disputed

Service Employees, university near agreement
ByZOYA STEVENSON

The University of Toronto and the

Service Employees International Union

Local 504 seem to be close to agreement
on a new contract.

The major point of contention still left,

according to the union, Is a confidential

memo circulated among top ad-
ministrators last May which hinted at con-
siderable job losses would occur on cam-
pus among service employees.

A copy of the memo In The Varsity's

possession shows that U of T
Management-Labour Relations head John
Parker, who is also a member of the

Governing Council, was to have received

it. But Parker denies ever receiving the

memo.

At the time, it caused a great furor, and
made the threat of a strike very real. To cut

operating costs and save $525,000, it

proposed layoffs, cutbacks, reduction of

working hours, and contracting out work
to commercial outfits, most of which are

non-unionized. These administrative
decisions would have been taken at the

expense of union workers.

The union defended their jobs by trying

to force the university to ban contracting

out. However, in one case, it was already

too late. At Erindale, administrators have

contracted out jobs to Charterways, a
unionized bus company, because ap-

parently tney needed new buses and did

not have the necessary capital.

Some of the drivers affected by the

move, have transferred to Charterways,

but in the process have lost their years of

seniority accumulated with the university.

Some have been given jobs with com-
parable wages in other departments, and
two have taken pay cuts amounting to 35
cents per hour but may get substantial

raises when the contract is settled.

Don Barclay, chief negotiator for the

SEIU feels he has a responsibility to the

workers to prevent this from happening on
a wider scale in the future and that a

banning of contracting out must be part of

any settlement.

Jobs were also phased out at

Scarborough College because busing ser-

vice was cut down . Normal T.T.C. vehicles

will now have to replace the major part of

busing services for Scarborough students
to the St. George campus. Service Union
Employees will drive university buses
when they run, but have been transferred

to work on the grounds most days. None
have lost their jobs and none will suffer

wage cuts.

So except for monetary Issues, which
neither Parker or Barclay would discuss,

progress is being made. Barclay hopes to

conclude negotiations In two weeks.

Quebec NDP settles rift just in

time to begin election campaign
By JULES LEBLANC

MONTREAL (QUEBEC-PRESSE) — The
internal dispute betwen the Quebec wing of the NDP
and the federal NDP led by David Lewis, which came
lo the surface last June, showed signs of disappearing in

Montreal only eight hours after a Canadian general

election was called for October 30.

The leader of the Quebec NDP, Raymond
Laliberte, reported this to Quebec-Presse two hours

after the end of the party's special two day convention.

Approximately 200 people attended the convention,

which was called to deal with the conflict.

The crisis was brought on for the most part by the

concept of federalism which the Quebec NDP ad-

vocated, in particular the distribution of power between

Ottawa and the provinces. Disagreeement also arose

over the more or less implicit understanding that

Quebec will one day be independent. A third area of

dispute revolved around the autonomy of the Quebec

wing, and the possibility of it establishing a separate

programme to take to the electorate.

On this last point Raymond Laliberte was explicit:

the convention had shown without doubt that it was up

lu him to formulate his own electoral platform.

However, he was aware enough of the situation to know
that federal elections were imminent, and this probably

determined his actions. Contrary to expectation no

serious rupture occurred and no great debate on

alignment shook the convention which finished two and

a half hours later than expected.

With regard to "independece", the official platform

of the Quebec NDP will continue to emphasize the

necessity for building "a new society" — somethijg

which the national NDP doesn't object to. However,

the latter wishes to add "and a new country"— a plank

which tose attending the convention refused to ratify.

On the other hand the national NDP was startled to

see a sentence which began with the words "When
Quebec independence occurs . .

." It wished to replace

it with "However if the country splits into two . . ."The
convention kept the initial wording.

One noteworthy resolution — "It is necessary to be

ready for independence, but it doesn't have lo be

encouraged" — was scheduled to be discussed at a later

convention.

As for the controversy over the division of powers

between Ottawa and the provinces, the federal NDP
statement was very vague. The Quebec convention

finished discussion on an eventual reduction of federal

spending and of Ottawa's powers in the areas not

specifically reserved for the provinces in the con-

stitution. However, the decision that the provinces must

have the desired power to retain the initiative in the

social and economic spheres was opposed by the federal

NDP.

With these exceptions, the Quebec NDP accepted

the statements of the federal NDP, sometimes with

minor changes.

At the end of the convention, Raymond Laliberte

reiterated that there were other points of disagreement

between the Quebec NDP and the federal branch of the

party. However, he had no opposition to the leadership

of the federal party. The possibility for some
disagreements was furthermore foreseen by the NDP
federal constitution..

Arts and science students will be organized Into a union, If a

conference next week agrees. Here, full-time organizer Phil Dack
discusses the proposal outside the union's office. See page 13.
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'The first duty ot a revolutionary Is to build

a society geared to children."

— PaulAdams, "Children's Rights'

Lib otthe Child"

THE

varsity
TORONTO-^

Adminplan throttlesDevonshirites

The Varsity, a member of Canadian
University Press, was founded in 1880

and is published by the Students' Ad-

ministrate Council of Ihe University

of Toronto and Is printed by Dalsoos

Press Ltd. Opinions expressed In this

newspaper are not necessarily those of

the Students" Admin isirallve Council

or the administration ol the university.

Formal complaints about the editorial

or business operation of (he paper may
be addressed to the Chairman. Cam-
pus Relations Committee, Varsity

Board ol Directors, 91 St. George Si.

Self-righteously congratulating itself on

drafting this university's non-policy on

daycare, the Governing Council's Internal

Affairs Committee may have painted the

final touches on one of the most sordid

chapters in U of T's history — Its refusal

and then begrudging acceptance of some
form of social responsibility.

Backed into a corner where realistically

they could do little else than offer some
support for daycare, the architects of the

university's proposal have sculpted a

document that manages to pay token
acknowlegment to the day care principle

while shafting the people who precipitated

their action.

The plan calls for university rennovation

of the Devonshire site now occupied

(without university consent) by the Cam-
pus Community Co-operative Day Care

Centre Number 2 and establishment in It

ot a university-run day care centre with

room for 50 children, one more than the

total eligible children now attending Cam-
pus Co'op 2 and St. Andrew's Day Care.

The scheme doesn't specifically call for

the eviction of the Devonshirites. It merely,

in the shortsightedness that is.

characteristic of bureaucracies, overlooks
& or so they would like us to believe — the

fact that the building is now occupied.

The proposed centre, displacing the

Devonshire centre by its formation, would
have a 14-member advisory board com-
posed of seven parents and seven un-
iversity community representatives, but

would be administered on a day-to-day
basis by the university officials and would
not allow the Devonshire parents to con-
tinue their high level of involvement in

determining what king of day care their

their children receive.

Many of these parents occupying
Simcoe Hall in the spring of 1970 first

forced the administration to take a stand
on day care. The shock and resentment
resulting from the first occupation of a U of

T building and then-president Claude
Bissels's surrender to student demands
for use of a building for a day care centre
never gave away. They couldn't just forget

its existence, what with the centre located
on nearby Sussex Street.

Things would probably not have
worsened terribly had not the day care
children, sin of sins, grow somewhat old
with age, old enough that the province's
day care guidelines required them to be
separated from their under-two
playmates. This aging sickness
precipitated the parent's request for an
unused clubhouse the university had
had recently acquired.

When Simcoe Hall replayed the 1970
game with them (months of unproductive,
insincere meetings and discouragement
dressed in poor excuses), the parents
finally resorted to a replay of their 1970
strategy — but with a difference. They
occupied the site that supposedly was
unavailable. Not surprlnslngly, they found
it empty and unused.

Still scarred from the first day care
capitulation and fresh from the wars with
students opposing the restrictive stack
access policy for the Robarts Library, the
Simcoe Hall mandarins stayed their hand.
They neither sought the occupiers' evic-
tion (it can be pretty brutal, they probably
realized, to try to drag out two year-old
children even if you do It in the early hour
morning hours), nor legitimized their oc-
cupancy by giving them the building's use.
Instead, they waited, hoping the occupiers
would tire of their struggle and leave the
building unattended just long enough for
the campus police stationed outside it to
rush in and lock the parents and children
out.

With time running out and the incoming
Governing Council expected to be more
sensitive to the university's social respon-
sibilities, the administrators needed
another ploy. Their yentcle, similar to that
used by governments in appointing royal

"But Seymour... You can't take Bbd 200 — Advanced Blockbuilding because you failed Ddl 100 — Elementary Dribbling

Last year. Now, if you had taken our Remedial Bedwetting you could take your prerequisite Tantrum ISO, which would .

.

commissions, was to appoint a Day Care
Advisory Board.

But, even this failed as the independent
board recommended that the first phase
of the university's day care policy should
be to provide required space for the
existing day care centres serving the un-
iversity, Campus Co-op and St. Andrew's.

The only recourse left to the
administration was to assemble its big
whigs for the tight in the Governing Coun-
cil's Internal Affairs Committee and have
them convince the governors to ignore the
proposals which would create a minimum
of two day care centres and threaten to
reward trespassing.

They succeeded, even though
traditional conservatives like committee
member Gus Abols, a former SAC presi-
dent, came out in favor of initially respon-
ding to the Immediate needs of the ex-
isting centres.

Vice-provost (student services) Robin
Ross, campus co-ordlnator Lois Reimer,
and committee chairman Paul Cadarlo
managed to fend off that whim, delaying
action until a later meeting for which they
could muster all their altrusltlc arguments
about there being no point In dealing with
specifics when a general, long-term policy
was needed.

Not surprising, that Ross and Reimer
were the administration officials who had
been reportedly been most unco-
operative about the day care requests.
And, in return, the angry, impatient
parents had launched a counter-offensive
to provoke a decision being made, in-
cluding obstructing both Ross and
Reimer's entrance to their offices on at
least one occasion.

As for Cadarlo, an ambitious student
governor, the university's social respon-
sibility has never been one of his top
priorities, notably not so during his stint
last year as SAC's tight-ftsted finance
commissioner challenging most council
grants to external groups.

And, when four of this year's SAC
executive wrote a confidential letter to
Governing Council chairman C. Malim

Harding recommending Cadario for the

chairmanship of the Internal Affairs Com-
mittee, they assured him that the council
need not worry about any radical Cadario
leanings.

"In the face of strong opposition from
certain interest groups, Paul supported a
day-care policy advocating the provision

of facilities to those members of the un-

iversity community most in need. There
would be no special consideration, he
argued, to any group basing a claim for

day-care on precedent, previous support,
or unlawful occupation and intimidation

position; he has supported It persuasively

and in many cases he has supported It

successfully," president Eric Mlglln, vice-

president Ross Flowers, university com-
missioner John Creelman, and services
commissioner Bill Steadman wrote.

"The whip will be cracked whenever
there's trouble from Campus Co-op," he
told a few friends one evening this summer.

With this attitude from the key figures in

the committee debate, it's not surprising
the committee debate, it's not surprising
that the retributive plan to deny the day
care parents the type of day care to which
danger themselves and their children has
been proposed.

His voice rising to a near pitch,

governor Father Kelly. St. Michael's
College president, observed, "Negotiating
under the duress of having buildings oc-
cupied at least reminds me of blackmail."
He, like governor John Tory, had sought to
have the council If not take a decision on
unauthorized use of daycare facilities at

least let the administration know how they
felt about it. And, neither was very
pleased.

Their philosphy and the philosophy
perhaps of many of the others who have
supported not rewarding the agitation of

the occupying parents has been one that
will not tolerate appearing to give In to
pressure tactics no matter whether one
becomes convinced of the justice of the
casue to which the tactcs are directed (not
that Kelly or Tory would likely otherwise
accept the co-op demands).
The attitude represented by the

proposed policy can at best be described
as sincere but misguided and incorrect

belief that authority cannot give In to
pressure. (After all, the final composition
of the Governing Council was affected by
the conservative faculties' threat to close
down the university If they didn't get their

way. And, none of the governors seem
quick to Insist that their council lacks
legitimacy.)

More accurately and less generously,
the policy is revealed as an unjust and
unreasoning Insitence on punishing those
who have forced the university to act
faster than it was wont on a matter that

had been too long fgnored.
To play liberal political games about

long-range policies Is not to hide the
pettiness and Injustice of attempting to

shoo people out one door so they can be
reprocessed through another and shaped
Into the mold the administration has
ordained.

,

Pareantal/votunteer day care Is not
necessarily for everyone. Campus Co-op
never suggested it should be shoved
down the throat of other members of the
university community who preferred a less
involved program. Similarly, run-of-the-
mill day care should not be forced upon
progressive parents who want to share In

their children's upbringing and Inculcate
different values In them. Yet, that is what
an administration-run, parent-advised day
care centre would be doing to the Campus
Co-op children. i

The Day Care Advisory Board proposal
for university assistance to the existing
centres and establishment of additional
centres should be implemented. The
Governing Council should not be content
to let petty feuding between ad-
ministrators and parents determine their
policy.

Regardless of the Governing Council
decision, the Devonshire parents have
said they will stay put. Should the council
or the administration act against them
within the framework of its Inadequate
policy members of the university com-
munity should support Devonshire In

resisting them.
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Write -on is a page of letters and opinion which Is open to

readers. Preference will be given to letters which are typed,
double-spaced, on a 64-stroke line. All letters must be signed.

Can't tell studentgovernors from admin
After a while, I got tired of moping around

the refectory, and dropped out of school to

find myself. That was three and a half years

ago, and this fail I finally gave up and came
back to UC.

It's more depressing than ever. All the

friends I never had in the refectory have

graduated. Worse, I can't even bring myself'

to sit alone there and reflect on the passing

scene, writing letters to newspapers, because

the riew purple and green paint job gives me a

headache.

So, I thought I'd join the college elite in the

JCR, but it looks as if they've all been

replaced by this ugly new furniture.

I was really happy when The Varsity finally

came out Monday, because for a slow and
careful reader it provides silent com-
panionship three mornings a week. I can

hardly wait till Here and Now gets bigger.

Still, each page seemed longer to read,

somehow. Funny.

But, what I wanted to write about was the

group portrait of the members of the Gover-

ning Council. You know, I couldn't tell from

the drawings which -'ere the students and

which were the faculty or administrators.

I think that student politics must have

really come to a sorry state when that

happens. Do you remember the last sentences

in Orwell's Animal Farm? The pigs were

having a meeting with the neighbouring

farmers, the animals' supposed enemies, but

the pigs and farmers were really getting along

fine, drinking and laughing together. The pigs

had long been wearing human clothes. The
other animals, peering through the window,

looked from the pigs to the humans, and from

Ihe humans to the pigs, and found they

couldn't tell which was which.

That really gets me down. Thanks for

listening to me.
Myra Fflrenbeck UCI(still)

Forgets left, SAC
opts for Burkers
Whether or not it was an oversight, it.

amounts to political censorship that not only

the University o f Toronto Communist Club,

but all of the recognized left political clubs

failed to appear in the SAC Handbook '72,

"The Year of the Change". No description of

our club was solicited. It certainly could not

have been out of aversion to "extremism" in

all its forms, since the Western Guard, our

local racist fascists are listed.

Brian Mossop, chairman,

U ofT Communist Club

Poet has thirst

for Varsity verse
The sparsity

In The Varsity

Of versity

Is a prosaic situation of considerable

perversity.

If the occasional line

Contains some pterodactylls (winged feet of a

pedestrain nature) that's fine,

It'mo disaster;

Little Milton was called a poetaster.

Let me digress:

I confess

That of your pages of student news some
Is interesting, but most is gruesome.

If a student newspaper gets too serious

The effect can be awful and deleterious;

On the other hand, if it gets too joyous,*

The effect can be sticky and cloyous.

So, O Editor,

I don't know whether you'll credit it or

Not, but for a maximum and optimum of-

felicity

I suggest you employ a useful duplicity

Of styles, arid castigate society

With drunken sobriety and stain impropriety.

Let me continue:

The sin you
Commit is not solely

Yours; it is wholly

Ours: students of arts

Seem to divide their lives in parts

And never apply their learning

Where the need is burning.

Outside of class they smile their smiles

seraphic

And discuss parking or traffic.

If they'd only essay something beyond their

essays

They might get less A's,

But we could learn from each other

Without the aid of the great Alma Mother.

Will someone please teach the rudiments

Of writing to English studiments?

I may be an amateur
But I'm assure

Of one fact as of the fact that I take maths:
Somewhere a few campus Cohens or Plaths

Are hiding their lights under a very large

basket.

My verse sickens

And must be carted off in a casket,

But, somewhere, studying Dickens or

chickens, is some dolt who should be
the poems that inspire the reader so that

his cares lift from his troubled brow, his

breast heaves, bowels move and pulse

quickens.

Gement Kent
*See the Toike. UC IV (Maths)

Oops!

We goofed
The Varsity goofed. It got conservative

Governing Council teaching staff twins
Charles Hanly and Harry Eastman switched
when describing Eastman's appointment as U
of T's rep on the Council of Ontario
Universities.

TCCCNT€*$ CLGI6INAL ffAEUILCUS IEaVP

Now Under New Management

Jeattrriny
THE BEST feoCIK BANDS AROUND!
NOW HEAR THIS:
Foot In Cold Water
(Sept. 11-13)

See our
hideous sign

Take in the

coming:
DR. MUSIC
APRIL WINE
WAYNE COCHRANE
& THE G C RIDERS

LONG JOHN BALDRY
CHUBBY CHECKER
GREASE BALL
BOOGIE BAND

THE NEW

THE SAME OLD PLACE.

464 SPADINA
(JUST S. OF COLLEGE)

Offend
A Friend

Bring
meone!

Rock 'ft' Roll on itou n to the
EAEULDIJS re-cpening

WEDNESDAYSEPTEMBER 13, 1972
I (3RM.-7RM.)F

PLEASE PRESENT THIS INVITATION AT THE DOOR!
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kicking us out isn't day care answer

The Governing Council's Internal Ailairs

Committee has adopted a day care policy

which will displace the Devonshire Day

Care Centre with a university-run facility

and will in the process deprive any of

the Devonshire children who choose to

attend the official centre of the experience

of co-operative daycare. Below. The Var-

sity reprints a letter the Campus Com-

munity Co-operative Day Care Centre

Number 2 sent to President Evans re-

questing a meeting to discuss this policy.

We are writing to you because the

Governing Council's meeting ot August

31st made it clear that day care is now in

the hands of the University of Toronto

administration. Furthermore, the kind or

flagrant railroading that is being con-

ducted by Robin Ross' department —
backed by Paul , Cadario, the student

chairman of the Internal Affairs Com-

mittee, who seems more zealous for the

interests of the administration than the

administration itself — suggests that Sim-

coe Hall is trying to engineer every last day

care detail, if it can get away with It.

Furthermore, your firm identification, on

August 16th, with a policy that had been

formed before your arrival was un-

fortunate. Some of us had expected that

new imagination would improve things.

We write now with our reactions to the

new day care policy, with our Intentions for

the next few weeks, and with a request

that you meet with representatives of our

centre within this week.

Because of a continuing 51
/* month

occupation of the Meterological

Clubhouse behind 315 Bloor St. W., the

Governing Council has passed a policy

supporting day care for university

students, teachers and support staff. Of-

ficial day care support by the Universi-

ty of Toronto must be backed by all people

who believe that education cannot be

provided without the necessary services

which make it possible.

However, all people with their eyes

open must examine the disgraceful terms

in which the administration and Its sup-

porters on the Governing Council are

trying to bring In this policy.

CLOBBER CAMPUS CO-OP, CRUMBS
TO THE REST

Despite the fact that this policy would

not exist without the tenacious action and

lobbying of the Campus Community Co-

operative, the university Intends to break

up this centre as a parent/volunteer-

controlled group, kick out permanently

the 11 community children in the centre,

and send the 14 university-affiliated

children off to god-knows-where while the

building is renovated. The Sussex Centre

and many others have been renovated

with programs continuing. So It is clear

that the eviction Idea Is meant simply to

make a show of ending an embarrassing

occupation. Notice, too. that the university

wants to starts Its centre in the very

building it declared was unavailable for

day care last spring.

Campus Community Co-operative

Daycare Centre Number 2 Is an open

living association ot volunteers, parents

and children who are building — through

joint experience — an effective approach

to raising children together. We're not

willing to be broken up. We are a whole

entity deserving full recognition and

ongoing support.

Further, St. Andrew's Day Care Centre,

which the University of Toronto has sup-

ported for five years, was no longer con-

sidered as a whole entity deserving

ongoing support, once It was discovered

that their lease would probably be ex-

tended for this year.

As a sop to these two centres, the

administration Is suggesting that the first

priority at the new 50-chlld day care centre

be given to the university-affiliated

children In the two existing centres.

This fact raises the other main outrage

in the plan — If eligible Campus Co-op

and St. Andrew's parents were to accept

this offer, the result would be that the 35

university-affiliated St. Andrew's children

(total enrollment 45) plus the 14

University-affiliated Campus Co-op

Number 2 children (total 25) would fill 49

of the 50 places at the proposed new

university centrel

One extra place would be available tor
,

one new child as yet uncovered by day

care on campusl THIS IS WHAT THE
ADMINISTRATION IS TRYING TO PASS

OFF AS NEW DAY CARE ON CAMPUSI

One additional space for children not yet

covered, and 11 children presently ac-

comodated kicked out!

CAMPUS WORKERS ALMOST LOSE
OUT

There Is not much doubt that this

Governing Council, where power Is held

by a combination of rich government ap-

pointees (called community members!),

university administrators, and con-

servative professors gave In to day care

very reluctantly. Professor Hanly of

Philosophy, once a progressive in the

early sixties bringing teach-ins to the

University of Toronto, gave a speech

against any support for day care what-

soever. Senator Lang called day care a

welfare matter having nothing to do with

education.

Campus workers are fortunate they are

even covered by the plan. The familiar mix

of conservative professors and rich

businessmen tried to insist that campus
support staff should bargain directly for

day care. It was only when John Parker

pointed out that only 10 per cent of the

campus was organized into unions that

the idea was dropped.

Four things particularly bug these elite

governors regarding Campus Co-op:
• OUR COMMUNITY PEOPLE. Why Is

it that Hart House, which operates with an

annual subsidy of $100,000 can have

community members, but day care cen-

tres cannot? Anyone with a degree from

anywhere in the world can belong to Hart

House, whether he has affiliation with the

University of Toronto or not.

We have constantly made the point that

a university that serves mostly middle and

upper class students yet gets 80 per cent

of its money from the average taxpayer

has an obligation to give more knowledge

and service back to those same taxpayers.

We do not quarrel with campus people

being the main focus of day care

coverage. But, It would clearly be a

retrograde step to drop community In-

volvement, especially tor those already

enrolled In campus day care centres.

The Governing Council turned down the

presence of community people by only

one vote. This aspect of policy must be

adjusted.

• OUR TACTICS OF OCCUPYING A
BUILDING. Perhaps the university would

care to debate which Is more criminal —
setting up a day care centre In an empty
building unstated for other uses, or

building a second and unnecessary men's
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sports centre for $6,000,000? Perhaps

they would debate which Is more
reprehensible: setting up a day care cen-

tre in an empty building, or pretending to

establish day care on campus when

potentially only one new vacant space

could be available to new children!

• OUR DETAILED EXAMINATION OF

THEIR POLICIES. Part of our role on

behalf of hundreds of people who need

day care on this campus was to feature the

Issue of the coata of the service. The

university has had to face that In Its policy.

But. . . just to continue some of our

sleuthing of their stated plan:

The big wigs sounded very self-

righteous at the Governing Council when

they decided that the university could

support initial subsidies but not operating

costs. Once again: why can they support

health and culture up to $100,000 per year

at Hart House, but not do It for day care?

The administration Implies that all those

in financial need will get Metro subsidies

so that nobody will have to pay a high fee

who cannot afford it. Let them publish

what Income you have to have to qualify

for a Metro day care subsidy. If they can

find that out, hundreds of people needing

day care In Toronto will be Indebted to

them. Up to this point, Metro has been

unwilling to tell anyone In the public how

they arrive at eligibility for subsidy.

Something which is that much of a secret

usually has a good reason for being so.

Until the University of Toronto gets this

Information to the campus, there is no

guarantee whatsoever to the users of day

care that their fees will be low. Campus

Co-op fees have been kept low by the

committment of the people Involved: co-

ordinators working at low salaries, 50

unpaid volunteers contributing their time

eacn weeK, parents who can pay as

much as they can. Guarantees must stacK

up to this sort of committment.

• SUSSEX CENTRE LICENCE FIGHT.

It has annoyed people whose Interests are

so similar to the government's that Cam-

pus Co-op Number 1 (Sussex Centre)

disputed Canadian Mothercraft s

monopoly on training of under-two year

old nursery supervisors. We went to an

Ontario government appeal board In tne

fall of t972, and the government has aim

to Inform ua of Ha declelon. They don

seem to think our children are In Imminent

^FoT Campus Co-op Number 2

(Devonshire Centre) we anticipate no rou-

ble in getting a license. We accept the

Governing Council's Insistence on a

provincial license.

CHANGING DIAPERS

Finally there is the question of who Is to

run a day care centre, if administrators

want a major part In decision-making

about the centre, they should come to the

centre and change diapers. The proposed

management board, with half the seats

given to the university, puts major

decisions In the hands of people not

directly involved in the centre and with the

children. Control should rest with the

university's members involved In the cen-

tre as volunteers and parents, a respon-

sive type of decision-making similar to

that being advocated In many institutions

in our society. Let the University of Toron-

to take a lead in trusting its students and

workers. A University which has room for

Innis College, Interdisciplinary Studies,

SHOUT (Student Health Organization of U

of T) , and the Advisory Bureau has room

for parent/volunteer-controlled day care.

It also seems weird to us, that while

parents have the know-how, and the un-

iversity has facilities and funds, the un-

iversity proposes that It should run the day

care centres, and the parents pick up the

tab!

CONTRAST YORK

Contrast these features with the

proposed new day care centre at York

University. Their centre presently serves

65 children.

Their proposal:

Size — $300,000 centre for 150

children!

Variety — Part to be parent-

controlled co-op. part straight

professional service.

Connected to Student Education —
Departments of Psychology and new

Department of Education to be observers

with parent approval.

MODERATES IGNORED

The moderates on the Internal Affairs

Committee and on the Governing Council

have raised some of these points and

many others:

• How can you set up day care policy

without first having a complete survey of

campus needs?
• Why was the policy rushed through

before fall classes recommenced?
. Why were briefs not invited from people

and groups who know about day care?

• Shouldn't a new policy contain provision

for continuing support for centres already

established on campus?

How Is it that offensive lobbying tactics

are being used by the administration such

as handing the Internal Affairs Committee

a detailed 21-page plan "A" versus plan

"B" outline at the beginning of a meeting

on September 7, and pushing that com-

mittee to decide on one of the alternatives

in two hours?

All important points, but so far the

moderates have not been organized and

not been able to make these points stick.

DAY CARE BOARD IGNORED

But, they are not the only ones speaking

against the official lobby. The Students'

Administrative Council's current stand is

significant since this year's council is

moderate. The SAC executive recently

recommended to Internal Affairs that the

needs of St. Andrew's and Campus Co-op

be dealt with bafore a general policy was

formed. The Graduate Students' Union

consistently supported the two groups

and the need for a general survey.

But, most significant of all: A Day Care

Board appointed last May by the un-

iversity itself recommended in August that

St. Andrew's and Campus Co-op Number

2 each be provided separate facilities by

the University and that a permanent day

care board Investigate with surveys

developing a general policy.

The Day Care Board was shunned and

their report ignored by the administration

with the help of their supporters on Inter-

nal Affairs. This Is the same tactic that the

administration used with the former

President's Advisory Committee on Social

Responsibility (set up two years ago) and

its report on day care. Appoint a group,

ask for reports, then shelve them If you

don't like them. Then, preferably, shelve

the group too.

SPINNING THE WEB

We are not Impressed by the earnest

pleas of Ross and others on the Internal

Affairs Committee about how "you've got

to start somewhere". "We've got to start

somewhere," said the spider, as he

started to spin the smallest and tightest

possible web around a bunch of delicious

flies.

We won't allow this to happen to day

care without a good fight, and we believe

that we have supporters on campus who

agree with us.

To sum up: You should not advertise as

new policy, even as a pilot project, what is

little more than a stick with which to

disperse Campus Co-op, antfpa few

crumbs for others.

We believe that you should Immediately

recommend to the Internal Affairs Com-

mittee that It prepare and administer a

comprehensive survey of campus day

care needs.

We believe that you should settle with

Campus Co-op and St. Andrew's with two

separate and equal facilities as

recommended by SAC, GSU, and the

University Day Care Board. We are not

convinced by Buildings" boss Gregory's

statements that little space is available.

These estimates have proved wrong In the

past.

We believe you should settle with

Campus Co-op and St. Andrew's In addi-

tion to starting your pilot project, so that at

the very least, 50 entirely new places will

be open on campus this fall.

We believe you should immediately

investigate ways of clarifying and Im-

proving the questions of cost and

decision-making parts in your plan.

We believe that you must recommend

to the Governing Council on September

21 changes necessary In the official policy

on the questions of the variety or kinds of

day care offered, the position of com-

munity people, and the question of costs

so that giving priority to people In financial

need is really a possibility.

We suggest, in view of your immense

reluctance to accept more than the

smallest responsibility for day care, that

you consider becoming a lobby on the

provincial government for free universal

day care.

URGENT

We would like to see these matters

settled this month.

To discuss these matters, we ask you to

meet with representatives of our group

this week. We do not wish to meet with any

other members of your administration

unless you are present. We have gone that

road before.

Until you do this, and we jointly make a

satisfactory settlement, we will continue

offering day care to 25 children in the

Meterological Clubhouse and we will

continue the 24-hour occupation.

We will also seek others on campus —
students and workers especially — to help

us.

WE DO NOT WANT POLICE ACTION

ON THIS MATTER WE HOPE THAT YOU
AND ALL INTERESTED PEOPLE ON
CAMPUS WILL HELP US TO CREATE A

PEACEFUL SOLUTION
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Governments plan to shift &
By WAYNE ROBERTS

In the course of the summer a

number of graduate students were plan-

ning to donate blood to the Red Cross as

they registered for the year. They thought

a bleed-in was the most dramatic way of

expressing their feelings of being bled dry

by thier $100 share of the $392 fee hike for

graduate students. Undergraduates,
whose fees are also going up more than

$100, might have considered similar ac-

tions. For if present trends continue, there

won't be much left but solid stone in the

years to come.
It is crucial to recognize that this

year's fee increase is only the first of a

series designed to turn students into

hemopheliacs in a continual bloodletting

ritual planned by the federal and provin-

cial governments. The intention of

government to force more and more of

the burden of post-secondary costs onto

students is made abundantly clear in two
government-sponsored reports of major
significance — the provincial Wright and
the federal Peltchinis Reports.

The Wright Report, commissioned by
the provincial government in April, 1969
to investigate the future of post-secondary
education in Ontario, created widespread
panic when its. draft report was released

last spring. The report is peppered
throughout with a pastiche of cliches,

sentimentalism, and expressions of high

ideals. We read for instance'

The paramount value which the

commission has brought to its evaluation

of post-secondary education is its com-
mitment to the individual. The com-
mission wants to emphasize the im-
portance of the individual in education:

the individual must be central... We must
preserve and cherish the fragile, ex-

quisite, special animal of this earth we call

man.
Similar phraseology tells us of their

committment to an educational process
that lasts through a whole lifetime, to

"universal accessibility to post-
secondary education at all ages as our
first principle, and to an educational
process free from the scourge of
beaureaucracy.

But as Star columnist and former
NDP education critic Walter Pitman noted,
they must have had a different person
writing the actual recommendations. Veri-
ly, what they gave with the left hand in

their posturing on principle, they took
away with the right hand in actual policy
formulation. Their dedication to lifelong

education becomes concretized in a
recommendation that employers permit
their workers a six-month leave of
absence from work every five years, paid
out of a fund based on 10 per cent
deferment of each worker's salary)

Their distaste for bureaucracy is

transformed into a morass of need-test
formulas for the individual and a govern-
ment supervising body that would reduce
autonomy in the university network to
matters of administrative discretion. As a
Treasury Board document leaked last
January indicates, the techniques of this
body will be blunt. Phyllis Grosskurth
resigned from the Advisory Committee on
University Affairs in protest against this
Treasury Board document which was
drawn up without consultation with CUA
and was simply handed down to CUA with
requests for advice on "constraint {re
cutback) alternatives."

A citation illustrates how they plan to
infringe on the essence of university
autonomy while respecting its forms:
A freeze on the Basic Income Unit

value would constitute an important cost-
saving technique since .autonomy (the
quotes are in the text) makes It difficult for
the Government to pinpoint areas where
possible savings should be made. Holding
down of grants would force (sic) the
institutions to economize and improve
their productivity.

It is clear, then, that their concerns in

regard to costs will not stop even with

increased fees for students. On the con-

trary, the fee hikes are part of a coherent

attack on the norms and values currently

attached to education in this province.

In similar fashion, their devotion to

that fragile animal man proves rather

facile in the scramble for more scholar for

the dollar. Educational investments are

cynically placed in the marketplace where
you pay to consume education just like

you pay for stocks in a land company and
where the social value of education is

ultimately judged relative to manpower
needs.

Meanwhile, the dedication to

universal accessibility is translated to en-

compass correspondance courses nd

part-time study. The older . .open-dooP

policy whereby a student was supported

to his level of competence is replaced by a

more callous equation of competence
with ability to pay and a more conscious

direction toward profitable occupational

training. Both the Treasury Report and the

Wright Report are quite explicit on both

points. On the latter point, the Treasury

Board makes clear its intent to "shift

their (the universities) emphasis":

De-emphasizing undergraduate,
non-professional courses by reducing
weighting would force universities either

to reduce enrolment in these courses or
selectively raise fees, thus putting
pressure on for reducing enrollment.

For the courses that are still

available, the Wright Report suggests
shifting of public sudsidies for operating
costs from the institution to the individual.

All students would be assigned 50 per

cent of operating costs. (It is difficult to

understand exactly how the 50 per cent

figure was arrived at — one scholar

suggested they subtracted the magic
number 7 from the number on any Heinz

ketchup bottle). Then, a sliding scale of

grants and loans would be made available

to each student according to both his

parents income. A.part from enforcing
child dependence on parental income,
these recommendations have the added
feature of providing free education to that
"quartile" of the population whose pa-
rental incomes generally remove them
from the educational system far before
university.

It is a cheap gesture indeed!

Furthermore, whllethe reduction of
grants to institutions are specific and
eagerly anticipated, the increase of grants
to needy individuals are yet to be
witnessed.

Unless we become too anxious in

anticipation, the Wright Report adds a
necessary caveat: "There does not seem
to be any way to achieve social mobility —
except through the combination of public
help and individual effort."

When it gets down to specifics, the
Treasury f?oard once again saves us from
undue speculation on the course charted
by the Wright Report:
Limiting enrollment will mainly affect
those students entering the system who
are the Mast employable of the 18-24 age
group. In terms of the 1972-73 projection,
this will reduce the freshman intake by
16,000, and may result in a shift to part-
time education....

Increasing the loan portion will
discourage poorly motivated students on
the one hand but It will also affect students
from lower income groups unless a con-
tingent repayment feature is
introduced

Their reverence to universal-
accessibility can be fairly easily
measured: by their fees ye shall know
them. Their words give little indication of
what they are up to.

The more recently available
Peitchinis Report, commissioned by the
federal government for the 1971 Federal-

Provincial Conference is, if anything,
more ominous than the Wright Report. It

recommends everything from the ending
of all grant portions of loans after second
year to the breaking up of 'conglomerate'
post-secondary institutions into their con-
stituent parts to save administrative and
teaching costs. It concludes with the
ringing declaration of recommendation
31:

The general subsidization of post-
secondary education should be ter-

minated forthwith. To the extent that it is

socially desirable to subsidize certain

programs or some students, the subsidies
should be made specific and should be
related to the attainment of the social
goals. When pursued as a consumer
good, post-secondary education falls into
the category of a luxury good. In this

context, it is grossly inequitous to sub-
sidize the consumption of luxuries when
large segments of the population lack
necessities:

(Lest these reports seem to be
outside of a national re-orientation, it is

worth noting that the B.C. Socred govern-
ment was preparing a similar one. The
Worth Report in Alberta takes its stand in

calling for an end to university expansion
and an 11 per cent increase .in costs
assigned to students. Its charm is cap-
tured in such comments as "Students
need to escape the shelter of irrespon-
sibility that basic education presently
provides" and "The proposed changes in

education should allow a more rapid and
precise adaption of schooling to the shif-
ting demands of the labor market.")

Together, these reports constitute a
sharp reversal in the received wisdom of
the past decade on the value of education.
In the sixties the popularity of Galbraith's
Affluent Society and the first report of the
Economic Council of Canada made the
concept of education as a public In-
vestment virtual household coinage. From
the Massey Commission to the Bladen
Report, funding recommendations were
based on the central importance of post-
secondary education as a stimulator of
Canadian cultural and economic growth.
The Cold War helped, too. The Wright
Report sums up the experience:
It was definitely the use of post-secondary
education as a social escalator and, for a
time, as an indispensable tool in the race
with the Russians that justified the un-
precedented infusion of resources into

post-secondary educa
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The concept of higher education as a right

was never accepted by higher
government officials even in the heyday of
university expansion. Now, it will become
a privilege with all the dressings of a

suitable privilege — its luxury cost will

restrict its users to the wealthy. And, it will

be a privilege with a vengeance from
the point of view of government
demagogues. For, they will be able to

entertain themselves with self-images as
fee-hiking Robin Hoods, redressing social

balances by removing students in lower-
middle incomes from their wanton
educational pursuits.

Although some of the revisions in

official government thinking began as
early as 1969, an atmosphere of crisis and
panic exudes from their documents now.
With exclamation points galore, Peitchinis

opens his study with statistics showing
that enrollment had tripled and costs per
student had doubled from 1960-61 to

1969-70!

One suspects that the motive here is

panic-creation rather than presentation of

startling new evidence. The fact is that

these figures were anticipated with un-
canny accuracy as far back as 1962.

The difference is that in 1962 people

were trying to promote some kind of

rational, long-term planning. Now, they

are simply manoeuvring with statistics

that will outrage and shock us into a

passive rejection of previously valued

social goals.

All of this is done with little

documentation. You can count on your

thumbs the number of references which
attempt to disprove the relationship

between education and future manpower
needs. There is not even an attempt to

refute the relationships between educa-

tion and social benefit. There is no

attempt at a critique of the Canadian
economy's inability to fully utilize the skills

developed at universities. There are not.

even projections on long-term manpower
needs of the economy. We are merely

jolting to a halt. Too bad for those who are

crushed in the braking process.

One social group will have to pick up

the tab — the students. Where is the
alternative source for funding the un-
iversities? asks Peitchinis. "There is only
one potential alternative source and that
Is the students."

We even have to bear the brunt of
their liberalism.on universal accessibility.

Reasoning that since most lower income
students are eliminated from the school
process far before the university stage,
they are reversing strategies to promote
accessibility by getting at school children
in the early years. While their utterances
on this level are confined to innocuous
gestures, they raise the most visible
barrier to accessibility tuition. Perhaps,
they would consider tuition for high school
academic programmes which are also too
late to engage minds already destroyed
by poverty. They are capable of doing
anything to avoid fighting for accessibility
on the fronts where the war is being
waged. For them universal accessibility
becomes a cruel rhetorical gesture — a
weapon in the fight for higher tuition.

Nowhere do they consider the poten-
potential for alternate sources of funding
and alternate government priorities which
could permit a coherent attack on a class-
biased educational system. The percen-
tage of federal government revenues
derived from corporations has decreased
6.4 per cent in the last three years. The net
provincial revenues from taxable income
in Ontario zoomed from $151,844,000 to
$948,000,000 between 1962-63 and 1970-
71

.
Meanwhile, corporations took a gentle

slope from $185,718,000 to $457,000,000.
A 70-million dollar grant to ITT highlights
last years federal government subsidies
to wealthy corporations. Last year's
defence budget was $1,946,000,000 or
600-million more than all government
funds on education.

Conservative Minister George Kerr
defended the raise in fees, speaking in

the Ontario Legislature.

It is simply one of the ways for this

government to raise more revenue. You
know, you can only increase taxes on
gasoline and park fees and licence fees
and booze and tobacco so much without

generally increasing taxes in certain other
areas such as corporations, because of

the unemployment we have at the present
time. It was felt that there could be some
increase in tuition fees without dis-

couraging or making it too difficult for

those students who wished to go to un-
iversity, regardless of their family income.

A number of highlights emerge from
a consideration of government policy on
post-secondary education. First, apart

from the conscious attempt to reduce
enrolement and costs by raising fees, the

whole system is chaotic and unpiannedd.
Apart from the lack of long-term planning,

short-term planning is a crude juggling,

act. Liberal critic Bullbrook asked George
Kerr why the government was spending
21-million dollars on a student employ-
ment program and then exacting 23-

million dollars in tuition. Government is

running very fast to go backward.

Secondly, the scorched earth policy

toward universities is likely to be an en-

during one. Successive Canadian
governments have shown a continuing

inability to solve problems traditionally

allocated to the public sector — par-

ticularly housing and education. Now,
they have given up trying and are begin-

ning a frontal attack on those who hold

them responsible for high levels of social

well-being.

Peitchinis rises to eloquence on this

point:

The interpretation given by many to the

concept of the 'affluent society' has been

misleading and illusory; it has resulted in

an increase in economic and social ex-

pectations far beyond the capacity of the

economy to meet. It would be instructive

to all in society, therefore, if from time to
time we were to face the real constraints
of scarcity. This will cause us to realize

that inasmuch as there may be a general
affluence, it is not possible to satisfy all

social and economic needs at the same
time. Even if the economy were to operate
close to its potential capacity, it would still

be necessary to make choices amongst
alternative social needs.

Since governments are unwilling to
solve the problems of financing the public
sector by taxing corporations

, they will

follow the same policy as in welfare
matters — tax the lower middle class level

incomes of stably-employed workers and
poorly paid professionals. Students fall

perfectly into this category. Therefore,
they will be assigned the brunt of their

own costs plus the costs of government
genuflections to those less fortunate than
themselves.

The gateway to opportunity will

become a tollgate. Students face the
prospects of increased reliance on
parents — an umbilical cord welded in

gold is a useful social sanction in the
government's war against student ex-
perimentation with different social ideals
and practices, as well as a degradation for

students of our age group.
Women will be the first to suffer. It

should not be forgotten that it is women
who have accounted for much of the
percentage increase in university atten-
dance. Any attack on increased enroll-

ment must of necessity strike them first as
the most vulnerable sector. And any of us
who are responsible for our own fees will

partake in the Wright Report's dedication
to the work-study concept of education —
working as waitresses, clerks, or laborers
throughout the year (rather than just the
summer months) to pay for our initiation"

fee into privileged domain.
Finally, although the governments'

steps backward are marked by chaos,
they are decisive. The Wright Report
argues firmly against the concept of free

tuition as a completion of a historical

trend toward equalizing opportunity
through taxation. "The commission can-
not accept the belief that we are helpless
victims of linear projections of history.

Surely, if we think a social trend un-
desirable we should be able to change it

or, at least, to modify it."

Governments are moving to take
their stand against history. It is now up to

students, who occupy a decisive sector of

this society's economy and future, who
are situated in the vortex of a
government's all-out attack on the whole
educational system, to begin to fight back.

Numbers and action are of the

essence. The committment of the govern-
ment to cut back on education and,
launch an attack on students will only be
changed in the face of mass pressure. For
those who delight in the apathy of the U of

T campus, it is worth recognizing that

apathy is an interesting and creative form
of protest against student bureaucratic

politics. But, it will not pay tuition fees.

Since last spring, students have
engaged in a number of protest activities

raning from a graduate students strike, to

demonstrations of 1000 in Ottawa and a
demonstration of 1500 in Queen's Park.

We are engaged in a long-term battle with

federal and provincial governments on
the rights of students and all that these
might imply for a society geared to max-
imizing outlets for creative expression.
The struggle ahead promises to be a long

one. It will even have its dull an d routine

moments. But as the Wright Report noted,

"our Commission was established In dif-

ficult and turbulent times for education." It

is up to us, the students, to determine its

future.

Wayne Roberts is a graduate
student in history and a member
of the General Council of the

Graduate Students Union.
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INFORMATION SERVICE

The Students' Admin islralive Council this year will be providing an extensive
information service lo students. The service will be run out ol Ihe SAC. oftice.

bul intormation will be made available to Scarborough and Erindale students
through their own student governments as well. During orientation, a booth will

also be set up in Sid Smith (100 St. George St.), so lhat a broader scope of the
campus is served. On September 7, 8, 11, 12, various organizations will be set-

ling up tables to provide information to the student body. It you are Interested in

an organization, chances are you'll tind them at Sid Smith on those days. It will

be a chance to meet the people who are most intimately involved with student
clubs and associations.

In conjunction with the information service, (here will be a liaison resource
person available to handle any bureaucratic problems or difficulties experienced
on campus. Any difficulties may be reported to the S.A.C. office (either In person
or by phone). From there, your difficulty can be handled through this office to
aid in establishing a satisfactory solution. We hope that If you need information,
you call the S.A.C. office (928-4911) or drop In personally (12 Hart House Circle).

(ADVERTISEMENT)

CONCERT

Free! Thursday
SAC is sponsoring a free concert from 12:30 to 6:30 on Thursday, -14th

September on the hill behind the SAC office. Three. groups (Dixie Rump Roast,
Cherri and Grease Ball Boogie Band) and a number of folk singers will be perfor-
ming continuously throughout the afternoon.

SACircuit
teach-in:

student aid
SAC is sponsoring a teach-in on student aid on

Thursday, 14th September at 7:00 in Alumni Hall Vic-
toria College. Representatives of local college and
faculty councils and any interested members of the
community are encouraged to attend. Interested people
should register for this event by 12th September. For fur-
thur information, or to register for the teach-in, contact
Debra Lewis or Ross Flowers in the SAC office

VARSITY BOARD•ma
5 positions appointed by SAC
1 position appointed by the Graduate Students- Union
1 position appointed by Ihe President of the University
1 position appointed by the U of T Facufty Association
1 position appointed by the support staff
Ihe Editor

the Past Editor

1 position elected by the Varsity staff

2 positions appointed by Ihe board llself

APPOINTMENTS:

SAC General Meeting
Priorities meeting wed. 13th Sept., 7:00 p.m.

Faculty Council Chamber, Room G-202

Galbraith Building

DAVID CR0MBIE: T
1
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y- September 14, 1972Mr. David Crombie will be addressing the university
communrty at Convocation Hall. Mr. Crombie ha
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0T 33 3 dynamic
-
Passive member of•he Metro Council. The past three years he hasrepresented Ward 11 (which is the northern pari*the C.ty of Toronto). While no one else haddeclared up to September 1st, it is widelyspeculated that both Tony O'Donohue (Ward ? an2Dav,d Rotenberg (Ward 11) will declare their cand.dacy. Mr. Crombie has been very co-operative ^take time out to appear on campul Issued si asPublic transit, downtown development, and

l commumty development are pertinent to all studentswhether or not you are from the Toronto aria Th s

Thursday, September 14 at r~ P
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STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

POSITIONS OPEN
1 ) EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

(contact: Eric Mlglin, John Helliwell or floss Flowers)

21 EDUCATION ASSISTANT

i ^Tl'
m aS$ ' S,an ' 10 the SflC Educat™ Common

^S^SavSrSii 8™' evalua,ions anfl wllh w™
-(contact: Marty Slollar)

3) SERVICES/COMMUNICATIONS ASSISTANT

CoZ^ti^nVcolSf^ '° ,he SAC S«"*» *«*

(contact' Bill Steadman or Debra Lewis)

Starling salary for all positions Is /95.00/week

BSKBff 3 °' 1973 * which lim° "«* b. extended by

For further Information call 928-491

1

Applications must be received in writing by 5:00 « r,

Sludml'i Admlnliirnlvi Council

lZHirt House Circle

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

- Sapi. IB it:
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Farmer union launches

iBjl^iBflpT Ontario boycott

OTTAWA (CUP) — Wander
through your local supermarket
or corner store some day and
take a look at the variety of

brands In the dairy products and
salad dressing shelves. You'll find

small Kraftco labels on almost all

cheeses, and salad dressings.
Kraftco Corporation has a vir-

tual monopoly In this area of the
food industry; it either makes the
products or owns subsidiaries
that do.

The National Farmers' Union
has taken on this monopolistic
giant In a boycott that Is In-

tensifying across the country as It

enters a second year.

The boycott was called In

response to dairy farmers'
demands for better prices for

their products through a collec-

tive bargaining agreement and
the refusal by Kraft to discuss the
matter with the NFU.
The NFU is fighting to enable

farmers to negotiate In regional
groups or on the national level

with marketing boards and
processors for the prices paid on
farm products by the marketing
boards and corporate business.
Farmers have often been forced
to sell their products at below
production cost.

The NFU says that unless the
present system is changed, the
Task- Force on Agriculture's goal
of removing two-thirds of the pre-
sent number of farm operators
and replacing them with cor-
porate farms will be achieved.

Collective bargaining Is the
vehicle to stop rural depopulation
and strengthen rural com-
munities, says the farmers'
organization.

Locals are encouraged to

formulate policy for their area
and the national good of all

farmers since local decision-
making Is an important part of

NFU policy.

against Kraft monopoly
The Kraft Boycott Is Important

to the NFU because It Is the
means through which farmers
may obtain collective bargaining
rights.

In 1966 there were 22,206 dairy
farmers in Ontario; by 1971 7,664
of them had been squeezed out
of business. In the fast two-and-
a-half years, 44 Canadian co-op
and* independent cheese fac-
tories closed down. They handled
a combined volume of 600 million

pounds of Industrial milk.

While that was happening,
Kraft received a $250,000
interest-free, forgiveable loan
from the Ontario government to

build an addition to its Ingleside

Ontario plant. (A forgiveable loan
does not have to be paid back.)
The same company that was

virtually given a quarter-of-a-
mlllion dollars Is the largest North
American dairy monopoly. The
American-owned corporation has
branch plants in more than 100
countries— It controls 80 per cent
of the Canadian cheese
production.

In 1970, Kraft moved from
32nd to the 28th largest cor-

poration In North America with

sales of $2,751 ,129,000 and a net

profit, of $82,006,000. The com-
Dany's net orofit Increased to

$91,300,000 in 1971. The
president's salary was $318,000.

Meanwhile, the farmer's share
of the food dollar has steadily

decreased from 57 cents In 1949
to 37 cents in 1 970. Between 1 968
and 1971, total farm income
declined by $137 million or eight
per cent, while last year alone
food prices increased by 7.4 per
cent. The Canadian farmer's
average net income In 1970 was
$3700.

Ontario dairy farmers must sell

their milk through the Ontario
Milk Marketing Board (OMMB).

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY
"Science, Engineering and Technology - Some
Distinctions," by James M. Ham. Dean of the

Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering,

University of Toronto. 1:10 p.m.. Convocation Hall

on Wednesday, 13 September. Sponsored by the

Varsity Fund.

unclassified
KATE SURVIVED but we need a suc-
cessor to babysit (6,4,2) and help In

professor's large house by the zoo.
Reward: Free room and board. 964-1328

CAR POOL forming In Sheppara-
Balhurst-Flnch area. Call Arlsne at 226-
1932

ISM SELECTHIC Your essays theses
professionally typed. Per page • 40c.
Creative work, graphs, math, work by
arrangm, Phone 532-7291 Save this adl

CHM 120 1972-1973 TEST AND ANSWER
BOOKLETS now available FRIDAY,
SEPT. 15 in Lash Miller Foyer 9 - 1.

Recommended on 72-73 course. Con-
tains: all tests, exams, with answers since
1970, Including 1972 final.

WHY FREEEZE THIS WINTER? Used rur

coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202

Spadlna Ave. between Queen and Dun-

das. Good selection ot fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental

can solve It. Complete apartment or just

the pieces you need, ideal lor two or more

sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.

Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485

Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.

VARSITY UNCLASSIFIED AOS cost a

mere $2.00 pet 25 words, and can be

placed by mail or in person at the Varsity

office, 91 St. George at almost any time

during the day. The deadline Is noon,

three working days prior to publication.

JThe OMMB also allocates the
amount of milk cheese factories
may received through a quota
system. Introduced in 1969. Each
processor was assigned quotas
which could be bought and sold,
thus encouraging the corporate
monopolies to take over sma.ll
plants.

In Leeds County near
-Brockville, Ontario, there were
once 92 small plants; there are
now two. The Plum Hollow co-op
is one.

Local dairy farmers bought
Plum Hollow In 1967 and Invested
$60,000 to make the plant a
paying proposition. In 1970 the
co-op paid an eight per cent
dividend to its members. Its loca-
tion allowed neighbouring
farmers to ship milk to the plant
for considerably less than If they
shipped to the closest Kraft
factory.

The new quota system limited
Plum Hollow to receiving four
million pounds of milk in 1971,
half the amount it processed a
year earlier. Once the quota was
filled, farmers — who are in turn
operating under a system that
financially penalizes them for
producing over their own quotas
— are required by law to ship
their milk elsewhere.
The OMMB price paid to

farmers for milk flucutuates
greatly. Here Is how the prices
changed in a one-year period for
a hundred-weight of industrial

milk.;

January 1971 $3.70
September 1971 $4.75
February 1972 $4.48

While the consumer was
paying more — not less — for
milk products, the prices farmers
receive can change monthly.
The NFU approached the

Canadian Dairy Commission, the
OWC and the OMMB with
statistics showing dairy farmers
are nQt paid enough for their

produce. The figures also
showed the corporations could
well afford to pay farmers more
out of the enormous profits taken
from processing the milk.

The-government agencies only
offered excuses why it couldn't
be done.
To bring attention to their

plight, dairy farmers who were
also NFU members, initiated a
picketing action at the Kraft

Ingleside plant on July 28,1971. It

was the culmination of seventeen
meetings attended by some 4000

farmers held throughout Ontario.

The OMMB district represen-
tative, Sarsfield O'Connor, res-
ponded by setting up his office
inside the plant. When the bulk
milk truck drivers refused to
cross the picket line, O'Connor
attempted to coerce the drivers,
many of whom were independent
operators. He reminded them
their contracts could be ter-
minated and that under the terms
of their contract, they were
responsible for the milk In their
trucks.

O'Connor did this, even though
the NFU had given the Ontario
Milk Commission a list of small
cheese factories willing and able
to handle all the milk diverted
from Kraft. Some of these plants
had even offered to pay up to fifty

cents per hundredweight above
the market price. They were
willing to pay the higher prices
since they suffered under the
OMMB milk quota system.
The milk was finally diverted,

but not to the small plants. It was
sent to the Ault's plant at
Winchester, Ontario. (Ault's Is

owned by Labatfs Breweries
which is also In the chicken and
egg business.)

At one of the second day's
picketing, the OMMB announced
a price increase of $1.15 per
hundredweight for industlral
milk. The farmers decided to

remove the picket line and hold a
mass meeting the next day.
The following morning over

1000 people assembled in the
parking lot across from the Kraft
plant for a meeting called only 19
hours previously. Knowing the
OMMB could change the price

the next month, the farmers
decided to demand collective

bargaining rights with Kraft,

without any government
intermediaries.

The decision was reached'
realizing, the farmers contend,
that the government agencies are
merely vehicles through which
corporation were assured a
cheap supply of milk.

On August 19. 1971, the NFU
called for a national-wide boycott
of all Kraft products to back the
farmers' call for collective
bargaining rights.

Kraftco has refused to talk with
the National Farmers' Union.
However, people writing the
president of Kraft of Canada
receive a form letter reply. (R.J.i

Fraternity—

A Together

Way of Life
Women's Fraternities

Information Meeting

Hart House Music Room
Wed. Sept. 13, 5-7 p.m.

Greenwood, 9600 Devonshire
Road, Montreal 307 Que.)

Although Kraft refused to
publicly discuss the Boycott,
associations to which Kraft
belongs or over which it has in-

fluence have attacked the NFU.
With tne help of concerned

citizens, the NFU is now wldeing
its boycott activities, establishing
urban support committees
across Canada to carry out ac-
tions in urban areas. These
groups are presently Involved in

informational picketing and
leafletting at supermarkets.
The Moose Jaw committee

circulated a petition which
thousands signed, demanding
the provincial government order
the organizers of the
Saskatchewan summer games
not to purchase or use any Kraft
products.

The provincial minister of
youth and culture responded by
writing to the chairman of the
organizing committee, asking
him to seriously consider not
using any Kraft products and to
avoid purchasing Kraft products
with the government money
allocated to the games. The
Saskatchewan caucus of the New
Democratic Party has also given
moral support to the boycott.

Its position represents a switch
from the provincial NDP con-
vention last December when paid
party organizers had members of
the Regina City Police seize
Boycott material from an In-

formation table operated by
Boycott co-ordinator Don
Kossick.

By the end of this year the NFU
hopes a solid network of urban
support committees will be
operating across the country.

Once the network is established,

co-ordinated actions against
Kraft will take place across
Canada.
The Kraft Boycott is essentially

a power strauggle, If it succeeds,
some power will be taken away
from the corporations and
redistributed Into the hands of

small Canadian farmers and con-
sumers. If the Boycott fails, the
quality of food will continue to

deteriorate and prices will con-
tinue to rise, with little opposition

to corporate power.
Since profits are the major

consideration for the corporate
decision-maker, Kraft will

grudgingly press for legislative

changes when the Boycott starts

to hurt seriously. Because the
laws now favor Kraft and the
company has money to tap from
its other subsidiaries around the*

world, the struggle could likely

continue for years.

The American United Farm
Workers' Grape Boycott required

five years to win collective
bargaining rights for California

grape pickers. But the grape
workers did win and so can
Canadian farmers — with the
help of the Canadian consumer.

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO

Largest local distributor

ot quality reference
material

Thousands of
manuscripts on file

call 964-7328

752A Tonga St
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UofTgraduoteswillaftemptto form labour union

By ELAINE KAHN
The Graduate Students Union is

attempting to organize U of T
teaching assistants into a labour

union.

If successful, the University of

Toronto Graduate Assistant

Association would be able to

bargain collectively with the ad-

ministration on matters such as

medical insurance, workmen's com-

pensation and wages. The associa-

tion would also, under certain cir-

cumstances, have the right to strike.

The decision to form a union was

based on a recommendation in a

report on graduate assistants passed

by the GSU in May. According to

Larry Hoffman, former GSU presi-

dent and chief organizer of the

campaign, a labour lawyer who was

consulted said formation of the un-

ion would be legal.

The first step is to have the

Ontario Labour Relations Board

accept a definition of the bargaining

unit and the association as a

legitimate union.

Then, if 65% of the assistants in

the bargaining unit have joined the

Association, for the nominal fee of

one dollar, there should be im-

mediate certification. Hoffman
hopes the required number will have

joined by Christmas.

The university, in the person of

Don Forster, vice-president and

provost, was asked in the spring to

recognize voluntarily the graduate

assistants union. It refused, Hof-

fman says, because it believes the

students want to unionize only in

order to be able to strike. This has

been denied by the GSU.
Graduate assistants have no

official status in the university,

being represented on no academic

body, except through the GSU,
which is also composed of non-

teaching graduate students.

This gives them no vehicle with

which to collectively bargain with

the university over their grievances.

A union would give them such an

instrument .

• Graduate assistants are in,

essence university employees.

Spencer,Leckierunfor Board of Ed
By RANDY ROBERTSON

Bob Spencer, past Students'

Administrative Council president,

and Dan Leckie, his former Educa-

tion Commissioner, are contesting

Ward 6 Board of Education seats in

the December 4 municipal elections.

Spencer said the team would

withdraw if candidates favourable to

them and with a better chance of

success should declare themselves.

Leckie is organizer of the

university's Interdisciplinary

"Alternatives in Education" course.

Spencer, defeated for re-election,

in last spring's SAC elections and

presently working with Screen Gem
Productions, emphasized their cam-

paign's importance would lie more

in the impact it might make on the

community than in the team's possi-

ble victory at the polls.

He wants to bring to public

attention the "appalling" state of

the Ward's schools and the ways in

which they are failing both students

and parents. Some of the money
spent on surburban schools should

be spent on inner city schools, he

said.

Leckie said the team was an
alternative to the incumbent
trustees. . .We don't accept the pre-

sent status of most the trustees.

Their relationship to the area is one

of paternalism.

Spencer campaigning last year

ATTENTION EARLY BIRDS

MEN'S SALON
Z32A. Bloor St. West 9Z4-7833

(across from Virttly Slsdiuraj

Is offering a back to classes special to

sludents producing (heir ATI cards. For the

next month, the maximum rate tor a complete
hairshaping or trim will be $3.00, but only
between (he hours of 8 am. and 1 1 am. on
any business day. As always, special atten-

tion is given to the longer hairstyles. . . no
production line work here. And tor you girls;

show this ad lo your guy. . . he may thank
you. Call the above number for further
inquiries, out please, no appointments.

(Cloud Mondiyi]

$
WOMEN - want extra money

The Women's Athletic Building requires staff

for evening building supervision. First Aid
training or interest is an asset.

For information or interview call 928-3447,

8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Hundreds of

Poplin, Nylons,

Leathers, Meltons,

Corduroys, Jackets

SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95

WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT

CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO.

PHONE 486-0997
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO

He claimed that the team has "a

great number of ideas and thoughts

— on how schools should be run

internally."

Spencer said he had discovered, as

SAC president, thai people learn to

react to oppressive institutions and

that he was sure they would do so at

election time once they were aware

of the situation.

Ward 6 is the city's biggest

municipal constituency. It is

bounded by Bloor, Palmerston,

Sherbourne Streets and the

lakefront, and according to Spencer,

contains two-thirds of Toronto's

inner-city schools.

The Leckie-Spencer team intends

to appeal to U ofT students for their

votes. Spencer said that students —
as former members of the system

and as future parents — could not

help but be concerned in this

election,

However, they are provided with

neither workmen's compensation

nor medical insurance under a un-

iversity plan.
• They have no say over tutorial

size or course content.
• There is no programme to

show them how to teach, because the

prevalent attitude among faculty,

according to Hoffman, is that

teachers are born, not made.
• Twenty-eight percent of all

graduate students are women yet

only 16 percent are teaching

assistants.

Unionized, the graduate students

could fight to change these

situations, as well as ask for higher

wages.

The GSU report states that 30 to

40 per cent of the teaching done at U
of T is done by graduate assistants.

Hoffman says this is a conservative

estimate and that the real percen-

tage is closer to 50.

The report was mailed toall faculty

and graduate students in the spring

and distributed again, along with a

flyer stating the main reasons for

unionizing, during registration.

Membership in the association was

also solicited at that time.

A broad spectrum of students has

joined the association, says Hof-

fman, including some from
departments such as chemical
engineering and physics, which are

usually apolitical. Graduate
students at McMaster University

are also investigating the possibility

of unionizing.

Glasses lost

A pair of glasses was lost last

Saturday al Hart House Farm. An-
na Laterman says they had brown
octangular frames and were left on

top of the piano.

She needs them badly and has

offered a reward. Anyone able to

help call 633-7365.

NEW COURSE AND SYMPOSIUM
IN NON-VERBAL, SPONTANEOUS
COMMUNICATION THROUGH ART.

It would be of interest to students in child care work, social

work, psychology, education, and related disciplines, and to

all those considering a career in the helping professions.

Please contact immediately:

DR. MARTIN A. FISCHER
TORONTO ART THERAPY INSTITUTE

921-0636

Sunglasses

that get

darker

as the sun

gets brighten a

OPTICAL

PHOTOSUN
IJ UPllt-AL SlORt 1

.

IHHOUI.HOUI Mt I HO
roNsuii ihi .mow p.v,i

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Student Subscriptions

$3.00 for the Three Productions
Hart House Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $3 00 for the
three All-University productions. The student rate will be $1 25 for a
single performance. Subscribers are assured of the same seats and
performance evenings for the season. Two subscriptions only oneach A.T.L. card.

1 972-73 SEASON
THE MISANTHROPE by Moliere, translated into English verse by

Ricnard Wilbur Direc|ed by Dona|d Davjs
Thursday, October 19 to Saturday, October 28
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
ROSMERSHOLM by Henrik Ibsen, translated by F. and L. Marker

Directed by David Gardner
Thursday, November 23 to Saturday, December 2
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
HAMLET by William Shakespeare Directed by Martin Hunter
Thursday, January 25 to Saturday, February 3
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Box Office opens September 18, 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. - 928-8668

USHERS
Volunteer Ushers are required for the three Hart House Theatre productions.
Please telephone 928-8674 or call at Theatre offices.
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Students support Kelly's letter

Abortion crisis met with little reaction at SMC
By BRENDA McNEELY

Many St. Michael's College

students seem to feel that it was
legitimate to include birth control

and abortion referral information in

the orientation information kit.

Controversy arose when a small
number of parents of those students

receiving the kit complained to Prin-

cipal John Kelly. Kelly demanded

tht information about an anti-

abortion counselling agency,
Birthright, be included in the
remaining kits.

Father Kelly also insisted that he
be allowed to include in the kit a
letter explaining the college's official

The second instalment of The
Varsity's Governing Council feature

series will not appear as scheduled,

today.

Keep heart, good readers. It

returns Friday.

Remodelling and
Alterations

- A Specially -

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners and Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards
MEMBER OF INDEPENDENT

CLEANERS ASSOC.

position, which is against both abor-
tion and birth control.

Orientation organizers complied
with both demands.

In a random series of interviews,-

few students were surprised by the.

inclusion of Kelly's letter. They
accepted the fact that he, as the

president of a Catholic college, had
a position to defend and a right to do
it. No one seemed disturbed that the
student union had met his requests.'

Michael Signer, a graduate
student, expressed the views of most

Co-op

teach-in

The Campus Co-operative
Daycare Centre thinks children
should be seen and heard.

That's why they'll be holding an
all-day teach-in tomorrow — with
the centre's children — in the foyer
of Sidney Smith Hall.

The teach-in is to explain the
centre's position on U of T's new
daycare policy.

The policy adopted by the
Internal Affairs Committee of the
Governing Council, calls for less

parental control at the centre and a
substantial fee increase from par-
ticipating children.

Women's Intercollegiate Try-Outs

Archery

Field Hockey

Tennis

- Outdoor at Varsity Stadium
Tuesdays and Thursdays 8:00
- 9:00 a.m. Wednesdays and
Fridays 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

- Intermediate and Senior at

Varsity Stadium Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays 8:00
- 9:00 a.m.

- Mondays and Wednesdays
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. Victoria

College Tennis Courts

COME OUT AND TRY FOR A PLACE ON THE TEAMS.

interviewed in sayin g that the in-

formation was valuable. But he

added, Father Kelly had a definite
right to express his opinions at the

Catholic college. He said that it was
necessary to present both sides of an

issue.

In contrast, Mike Brehl, a first

year student, denounced the in-

clusion, "I did not think it proper to
include the information. I objected
strongly to the abortion in-

formation. Abortion is murder," he
said. Such information "should not
be included in a SMC survival kit—
a U of T kit, perhaps,"

Brehl added that he looked for

information regarding Birthright.

Arts & Science studenf union proposed
fo co-ordinate poiiticai activities

By BOB BETTSON
A union of Arts and Science

students may be formed soon to

coordinate student political and
educational activities in the faculty.

Representatives of student

organizations in the faculty will

meet on Saturday September 23 to

decide whether the Arts and Science
Student Union will be established.

Assuming they vote for a union,

they will then decide what form it

will take.

After the conference, the union
must be ratified by three quarters of

student councils and bodies such as

course unions.

The proposed new body is mainly
the result of the SAC constitution

adopted last year which prevents

SAC from intervening in individual

faculties. In previous years SAC had
spent much of its energy organizing

arts students.

To fill the vacumn created in the

faculty by this action, a group of

students approached SAC and
received a grant from the education
commission to hire two full time
staff to work over the summer.

Phil Dack. last year's SAC vice

president and now full time field

worker in Arts and Science was
hired during the summer and helped

lay the groundwork for the
conference.

TERMPAPERS
SERVICE

DUPLICATE PAPERS

1.85 per page
FOR REFERENCE AND
RESEARCH ONLY

Our Termpaper Service Is

Quick And Highly Professional

A well Qualified Staff of

College Graduates Will

Research, Write And Type
Your Order At Reasonable

Cost

PHONE (416) 638-3559

Suite 906
12 GOLDFINCH CRT.,

WILLOWDALE, ONT.
A Canadian Company

STUDENT FOOTBALL TICKETS
THREE HOME GAMES - $1.50

SEPT. 16 (SAT.) OTTAWA 2:00 P.M.

SEPT. 30 (SAT.) QUEEN'S 2:00 P.M.

OCT. 14 (SAT.) CARLET0N 2:00 P.M.

(HOMECOMING)

COUPON BOOKS, admitting to the student section on a "first come best seat" basis will be sold at

the following locations:

Varsity Stadium - Gates 5 and 8, Wed. and Thurs. Sept. 13 and 14, 10:00 A.M. to
6:00 P.M

- Gate 8, Sat. Sept. 16, 10:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M.
ENGINEERING STORES, SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE ATHLETIC OFFICE

(ROOM S418A). ERINDALE COLLEGE (PHYS. ED. SHED)

GUEST BOOKS. EACH STUDENT MAY PURCHASE ONE ADDITIONAL BOOK WHICH Will ADMIT A GUEST TO THE

STUDENT SECTION NOT NECESSARILY A MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY- GUEST BOOKS ARE SOLD AT THE SAME
PRICE. ONE ONLY TO EACH HOLDER OF AN ATHLETIC MEMBERSHIP CARD. BRING YOUR ATHLETIC MEMBERSHIP

CARD-TICKETS CANNOT BE PURCHASED WITHOUT ONE.

He said the conference " will have
a great effect on the level of student
political activity in the faculty of

Arts and Science for the next few
years."

Asked about opposition to the

union, Dack said that Michael
Steinberg (SMC HI), a member of
SAC's education commission,
proposed that no union be formed
and that its function be performed
by a sub-committee of the education

commission. Although some people
support Steinberg, Dack said he
expected that a large majority of

representatives would support a un-

ion in some form.

At the conference, debate is

expected to focus on the question of

whether the union will operate as a

policy making body or only an

information and co-ordinating

one. Dack said one proposal for

which there is considerable support

"

entails an executive with elected

president and vice-president with

other members appointed by college

councils, course unions, SAC and
Faculty and Governing Council stu-

dent representatives.

He said the size of the executive

would depend on whether the new
union would be a strong body with
wide ranging powers or only per-

form a limited function.

The budget for the new
organization would come from the

two dollar per capita education levy

that is part of the SAC fees and
would probably be used to hire three

or four part time workers to co-

ordinate various areas in Arts and

Science. The total budget would be
about $20,000.

Dack qualified his remarks by
saying that there are a wide variety

of proposals expected and the
strength of the new union depends
not only on the decisions of the
conference but on the enthusiasm of

college councils and other
organizations.

When asked whether the new
union was being set up to counter to

SAC, Dack said that "there are

much more important things to do."

During the summer, an ad hoc
steering committee was formed. A
major conference was held at Erin-
dale in early June with represen-
tatives of course unions, college

councils and faculty council
representatives as well as arts and
science. SAC reps. As a result of the

conference, working groups were set

up on course evaluations, the new
programme review, and course un-
ions. Work was also done with

faculty council and orientation

people.

Over the summer Dack and Rick

MacFarlane, who was hired as the

New Program review researcher,

worked out of the union's office in

the second floor lounge at Sid

Smith. Besides laying the
groundwork for the formation of an

arts and science union, Dack and

other student volunteers were in-

volved in "most major areas of
political and educational concern to

students in the faculty."

The office was also a centre for

information and counselling.

HILLEL LECTURE SERIES
PRESENTS

PROF. TED FRIEDGUT
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF RUSSIAN STU DIES OF THE

HEBREW UNIVERSITY JERUSALEM, ISRAEL
ON

ABSORPTION OF THE ALIYA

FROM THE SOVIET MM
Thursday, September 14

6:30 p.m.
SUPPER AVAILABLE AT COST OF $1.00

PLEASE RESERVE BY NO LATER THAN MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

SEE YOU THERE!!

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

"'Wretched Metaphysics' and the Progress of

Science" by L. Pearce Williams, Chairman, Depart-

ment of History, Cornell University. 4:10 p.m., Room
2102, Sidney Smith. Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.
Thursday, 14 September.
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
BENSON BUILDING-320 HURON ST.

REGISTRATION - SEPTEMBER 13-14
TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

9:00 a.m.
Contemporary Int.-D.S. Contemporary 1

- D.S.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Contemporary Int. - D.S. Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

10:00 a.m.

Contemporary 1 - D.S.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Tennis Adv. -S.G.

Ballet 1 - D.S.

Golf -G.C.

Intermediate - Pool

Senior - Pool

Tennis Beg. - S.G.

Ballet 1 - D.S.

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Tennis Adv. -S.G.

Ballet II -D.S.

Golf -G.C.

Non-Swim - Pool

Senior -Pool

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

11:00 a.m.

Archery Beg. -A.R.

Golf -G.C.

Jazz 1
- D.S.

Junior - Pool

Slim and Trim -L.G.

Synchronized - Pool

Badminton Beg. - U.G.

Ballet 1
- D;3T

~

Bronze - Pool

Golf -G.C.

Non-swim - Pool

Tennis -Beg. -S.G.

Archery Beg. - A.R.

Award/Distinction - Pool

Badminton Int. - U.G.

Contemporary 1 - D.S.

Golf - G.C.

Senior - Pool

olim & 1 rim - L.G.

Fencing Int. - F.G.

Badminton Beg. - U.G.

Bronze - Pool

Golf -G.C.

Intermediate - Pool

Junior - Pool

Jazz 1 - D.S.

Self Defense
(cont. to 12:30)

Archery Beg. - A.R.

Award/Distinction - Pool I

Contemporary Int. - D.S.
;

Golf -G.C.
Slim & Trim -L.G.

Tennis Int. -S.G.

oU MUI - rOQI

12:00 noon

Apparatus -L.G.

Archery Beg. -A.R.

Bronze - Pool

Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Dip-Pool

Ppnrinn Ari\//lnt . F R

Golf - G.C.

Tennis Int. -S.G.

Archery Int. -A.R.

Badminton Int. -U.G.

Contemporary 1
- D.S.

Dip-Pool

Golf -G.C.
Qlim J!. Trim 1 (5olllll C 1 1 Mil - L.u.

Tennis Int. -S.G.

Apparatus - L.G.

Archery Beg.-A.R.

Badminton Beg. - U.G.

Bronze - Pool

Dip - Pool
Pon^inn ArJw/Int C PrcHL-iijy rtuv/inT. - r.b.

Golf -G.C.

Jazz 11 - D.S.

Tennis Beg. - S.G.

Archery Beg. - A.R.

Badminton Int. - U.G.

Dip - Pool

Golf -G.C.

Self Defense - F.G.

(Begins 12:30
cont. to 2:00)

Archery Int. -A.R.

Dip - Pool

Golf - G.C.

Jazz I - D.S.

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

1:00 p.m.

Badminton Int. - U.G.

Contemporary 1- D.S.

Dip - Pool

Fencing Int. - F.G.

Golf - G.C.

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Tennis Adv. -S.G.

Archery Int. -A.R.

Badminton Int. -U.G.

Contemporary 1
- D.S.

Dip -Pool

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

Archery Beg.-A.R.

Badminton Beg. - U.G.

Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Dip - Pool

Golf -G.C.

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Tennis Int. -S.G.

Archery Int. -A.R.

Badminton Int. - U.G.

Contemporary I
- D.S.

Dip - Pool

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Tennis Beg. - S.G.

Self Defense (begins -1:30)

Badminton Int. -U.G.
Dip - Pool

Fencing Int. - F.G.

Golf -G.C.

Scottish C. Dance - D.S.

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Tennis Adv. -S.G.

2:00 p.m.

Badminton Beg. -U.G.

Contemporary 1
- D.S.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Intermediate - Pool

lnnior - Pnnl

Tennis Beg. - S.G.

Bronze - Pool

Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Sfroke Correction - Pool

Archery Beg.-A.R.

Badminton Int. - U.G.

Contemporary 1
- D.S.

Diving -Pool

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Intermediate - Pool

Junior - Pool

Tennis Beg. - S.G.

Archery Beg. - A.R.

Bronze - Pool

Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Non-Swim - Pool

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

Self Defense - F.G.

(cont'd from 1:30)

Badminton Beg. - U.G?

Contemporary I
- D.S.

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

Golf -G.C.

Intermediate - Pool

Junior - Pool

Special Aquatics - Pool I

Tennis Beg. -S.G.

3:00 p.m.

Contemporary int. - D.S.

Diving -Pool

Golf -G.C.

Non-swim - Poo!

Slim & Trim -U.G.

Tennis Int. -S.G.

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

Intermediate - Pool

Jazz 1 - D.S.

Junior - Pool

Badminton Beg. - U.G.

Bronze - Pool

Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Golf -G.C.

Modern Gym Level 1
- L.G.

Non-Swim - Pool

Tennis Int. -S.G.

Contemporary I
- D.S.

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

Junior - Pool

Synchronized - Pool

Tennis Int. - S.G.

Ballet I - D.S.

Dip - Pool

Fencing Int. - F.G.

Tennis Int. - S.G.

:'

4:00 p.m.

Badminton Rec. - U.G.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Golf -G.C.

Jazz II - D.S.

Leaders - Pool

Modern Gym Level 1
- L.G.

Senior - Pool

Apparatus -L.G.

Badminton Rec. - U.G.

Bronze - Pool

Distinction/Award - Pool

Golf -G.C.

Non-Swim - Pool

Scottish C. Dance -D.S.
Tennis Rec. -S.G.

Badmington Rec. - U.G.

Jazz 1 - n

Leaders - Pool

Modern Gym Level II - L.G.

Self Defense -F.G.

Senior - Pool

Badminton Rec. - U.G.

Distinction/Award - Pool

Diving - Pool

Fencing Beg. - F.G.

Golf -G.C.

Gym Club -L.G.

Jazz II - D.S.

Tennis Rec. - S.G.

Tennis Rec. -S.G.

Self Defense - F.G.

(4:30-6:30)

(Int. & Adv.)

u.uu p. III.

Contemporary Club - D.S.

Fencing Rec. - F.G.

Golf -G.C.

Ballet 1 - D.S.

Dip - Pool

Slim & Trim -L.G.

Folk Dance Co-Ed. - D.S.

UOIT - u.u.

-eaders - Pool

Self Defense (cont'd-5:30)

Ballet III - D.S.

Dip - Pool

Gym Club - L.G.

Table Tennis Rec.

6:00 p.m.
Contemporary Pert. - D.S
Fencing Rec. - F.G.

Jazz Perf. - D.S.

Karate Int. - F.G.

Karate Rec. - F.G.

7:00 p.m.

duimnyion nec. - U.u.

Contemporary Pert - D.S
Karate Adv. - F.G.

Modern Gym Club -L.G.

- Tennis Rec. -S.G.

Jazz Perf. - D.S.

Karate Int. - F.G.

badminton "Gal & Guest" - U.G
3allroom Co-Ed. -L.G.
:
olk Dance Rec. -D.S.

Karate Rec. - F.G.

Tennis Rec. - S.G.

Table Tennis Rec. -F.G.

8:00 p.m.

A.R. - Archery R;

Badminton Rec. - U.G.

Karate Adv. - F.G.

Tennis Rec. -S.G.

nge D.S. - Dance Studio F.G. - F ;ncing Gym G.C. - Golf Cages L.i

badminton "Gal & Guest" - U.G
3allroom Co-Ed. -L.G.
Folk Dance Rec. - D.S.

Tennis Rec. -S.G.

i. - Lower Gym Pool - Pool S.G.

Table Tennis Rec. -F.G.

Sports Gym U.G. - Upper Gym
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BOUNCY

BAILEE!

A—Bouncy Tie
Tan leather

Black leather

B—Bouncy Loafer
Copper leather

Black leather

Blue leather

Both only $17.00

Open Thursday and Friday Nires

C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cords honored

Fairvlew Mall

Oshawa Shopping Centre

Adams Apple Boutique

126 Blooi St. West

Shopper's World, Brampton

•"Design and Word Trade Marks in Conodo of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

Poor freshmanturn out
throughout university

for orientation day fun
!

By PHILIP FISCHER

Over sixty per cent of the freshmen interviewed by The Varsity did not
attend any orientation program last week.

However, of the 40 per cent of the students who joined in their college's
activities, the majority said that they were satisfied with the events.

The reasons given by students for non-involvement ranged from having
jobs, to passionate disinterest and a lack of information.

Brigit Braune and Anne Rebane both of Victoria College said "We got
to know the kids at Vic and now we feel like we're a part of the university."

For others, its significance was oh a more pratical level, "I couldn't
have gotten around without it", explained Roger Simbert an engineering
student. "It explained about buildings, timetables, and just how to get
around."

Holly Henderson (New I) enjoyed her orientation program, offering the
opinion that ".

. . the most important thing is meeting people."
The size and complexity of the university and red tape proved to be a

bewildering experience for Rita Romano of St. Mikes.
"When I came to register I didn't have a clue where I was," she said

"but now I know what I'm doing."
Some of the activities that freshmen participated in were campus tours,

sleep-ins with all night movies, sensitivity sessions and frisbee throws. Innis
College freshmen spent the weekend at Innisfree farm near Delhi, Ontario
where according to Roy Moore (Innis I), they ate and drank all night and
just talked to each other.

The successful programs appeared to be those which encouraged people
oriented activities, designed to cushion the initial shock of university life in
an atmosphere of fun and friendship.

Reform mayoralty candidate
to speak here tomorow

Mayoralty candidate David
Crombie will speak tomorrow noon
at Convocation Hall on municipal
politics in Toronto.

The Ward 1 1 alderman, although
usually considered as one of the

reform caucus on City Council, has
won respect from other sectors of
the council because of his moderate
and reasonable arguments.

Although he normally votes

against contentious developments

when they threaten working class

homes, Crombie has been chosen to

mediate important disputes in

Trefann Court and South of St.

James Town.

Crombie is the only announced
mayoralty canadidate so far,
although pro-development aldermen
David Rotenberg and Tony
O'Donahue are expected to join the
race soon.

Study queries value ofmarks
The value of marks is being seriously questioned by a study being

conducted at Trent University.

In a three-year research project commencing this fall at Trent, the
usefulness of marking as a predictor of students' future performance-is being
challenged.

In this, the first study of its kind since the mid nineteen-fifties, grade 13

students are being admitted on criteria developed by the research group.

The 600 students in the study at Trent were divided into six groups. To
each group the following criteria was applied; performance on SACU
scores, mid-term Grade 13 academic results, an in-depth questional to the

applicant's Grade 13 teachers and personal interviews with the applicants

themselves. The traditional criteria of admission — a summary of the

student's achievements in grades 12 and 13, and school recommendations,
were also included.

The traditional university admission criteria have been cast into doubt
by the end of provincial ly-administered grade 13 examinations, the

subsequent flexibility of high school programs and the introduction of new
subjects into the grade 13 curriculum. This study is an attempt to assess the

value of the "traditional yard stick" as well as other criteria.

INSTRUCTORS SCHOOL
Red Cross - Royal Life Saving Society

Registration Benson Building

Wed. Sept. 14

Thurs. Sept. 1

5

Late - Room 230

Course Sept. 29 - Dec. 15

Fridays 6:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Prerequisite Bronze Medallion

Red Cross Leaders
Must be member of W.A.A.

Cost of Course $20.00
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sports
Blues come out on top at CNE

9 -* 0

Editor Bob Gauthler

Phono 923-4053

• wis

'

Aarne Kartna carries for Blues Monday night against York. Tight defensive play held both teams to low scores

By STAN CAPPE

The day is fast approaching when

U of T will not have to look all the

way to Kingston for a football rival.

It'll only have to look over its

shoulder to the country club that

calls itself a college, York Universi-

ty. The gap between the two was

further tightened Monday night on

the CNE synthetic rug as the Varsi-

ty Blues managed only a 14-7 vic-

tory over the Yeomen.

York football has come a long

way in three years since the 38-2

drubbing in 1970. No one will forget

the Yeomen's famous first half

flurry in last season's league en-

counter. Monday night's third edi-

tion could very well have been theirs

had it not been for some bad breaks.

The first of these came on the

opening kickoff when Chris Sam-
mut, too intent on running with the

ball rather than holding on to it,

fumbled into the hands of Charlie

Wright to set the Blues up on the

York 13 yard line. Varsity quarter-

back Wayne Dunkley wasted no
time in getting his team on the

RugbyBlues openerSaturday
By GRAEME WYNN
Art JOHN BARCLAY

- The U of T Rugby Blues hope to better their 1971

record with improved consistency and more play of a

winning nature. According to captain John Drummond
the team had about a 50-50 win-loss record in 1971.

The team practices each evening beginning at 5 p.m.

(Monday to Thursday) on the back campus playing

field. Anyone interested in playing should report to

coaches Jim McClements, Neville Nankivell, or

Graeme Wynn at the playing field.

The Blues are rebuilding this year following the

graduation of many of the 1971 team. For the coming

UK Rugby players demonstrate the "Scrum*

season there will be two teams, witn games on most
weekends of the fall term.

The rugby team(s) will play teams from RMC,
Trent, Queens, and York for the Gilbert Turner
Trophy. The final game is November 11.

Rugby is an English sport which has not gained a

considerable following around campus, but it is gaining

increased popularity throughout North America.

To some people rugby first resembles "a

disorganized cross between football and soccer, with no

padding and protection." A brief outline of the game
should help lessen confusion.

To begin with, a rugby team has 1 5 players who must

play both offensive and defensive positions with no

substitutions allowed during the entire game. Every

player has the opportunity to run with or kick the ball,

tackle, and score, in spite of having to play a specific

position.

Although the coaches teach broad strategies as well

as individual and positional skills, they have little

control over the actual game. Games are therefore

much faster and more free-flowing than football, with

numerous opportunities for individual initiative. As a

result the play looks chaotic, but such "broken field"

running and passing is an essential part of the game.
Speed and skill are at least as important as size

alone, since every player has a number of roles to play.

However, the skills are easily learned, and anyone who
has played some football, hockey, basketball, or soccer

can play rugby. .

Injuries are not a serious problem, despilethe fact tht

neither team has padding or helmets. Tackling is more
skilful and less traumatic than football, and blocking is

illegal.

Rugby is more complicated than the foregoing

description. However, further details of the play is best

explained by the coaches and captain. The first game is

Saturday when RMC plays the Blues on the back
playing field.

scoreboard hitting halfback Paul

Kitchen on a swing screen pass.

Kitchen, returning after a year of

absence, legged it the required dis-

tance taking advantage of a key

block by end Dave Quick. Kicker

Mike Sokovnin missed on the extra

point.

After that the game became a

"battle of defences". AlthougMhe
Blues held the territorial advantage

throughout the first quarter, they

could only manage a single point for

all their labours — that on a wide

field goal attempt by Sokovnin.

The Blues' only other scoring play

came early in the third quarter."

After forcing the Yeomen back deep

into their own zone, a short punt and

a no yards infraction gave the Blues

possession at the York 21. From
there they advanced to the three

yard line on runs by rookie back

Henry Tobias and a "keeper" by
Dunkley. Tobias took it in for the

score, going off tackle. Sokovnin

made the convert to put the Blues in

front 14-0.

Though the Varsity aerial attack

lacked the punch it has had in the

past, the ground game was good
enough to carry the night for

Murphy's squad. Running backs
Paul Kitchen, Libert Castillo and
Henry Tobias consistently tore up
large strips of yardage following the

crisp, positive blocking of the offen-

sive line. It would appear that head
coach Ron Murphy has found some
able replacements for the vacancies

created by last year's graduates.

However, the passing attack

couldn't get itself off the ground
with Dunkley completing only 4 of

13 attempts for 30 yards. York's
pass defence was excellent — split

—second tackling and finger-tip

deflections kept Varsity from moun-
ting an effective performance.

For the York team the situation

was the reverse. The Varsity defen-

sive front four completely stifled the

Yeomen's running game. None the

less York was able to consistently

complete screen passes and 10— 15

yard tosses to bail themselves out of

trouble on second and long yardage

situations.

Varsity demonstrated a lack of

confidence in their defence against

the York running attack in the

second half when York successfully

elected to throw for the first down
on a second and less than two yards

situation. Despite their ability to

complete passes, Blues still managed
to pick five interceptions and the

defensive line managed to get to the

York quarterback twice.

Varsity's overall defense — in

particular the front four — should

not be overlooked. York only
managed to pick up 43 yards run-

ning and virtually none of this was
made between Varsity's defensive

ends.

Individually, Hartley Stern and
Guido lantorno presented very im-
pressive performances. Their heads

—up play and fierce tackling were

highlights of the evening.

However, the York defensive

crew had little to be ashamed of.-

The defense limited a team whose
offense averaged over 350 yards per

game last season to 260 , and never

let the Blues work up any momen-
tum. The Yeomen offense came
closer than in previous years in

mounting anything resembling a

sustained drive against the Blues.

Looking ahead to Saturday and
beyond , it is certain that the Blues

cannot afford to make another
lacklustre offensive showing if they

want to get anywhere against Ot-
tawa or Queen's.

Blues Notes' In other OUAA
exhibitions games, Western downed
McMaster 14-10 while Waterloo
Lutheran took Windsor 22-8... A
pair of twins faced each other at

CNE Stadium Monday night —
York's Dave Sammut and his

brother Chris with the Blues...

Attendance was in the vicinity of

2.500.
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Violence flares outside Guard meeting
A bloodied demonstrator Is hauled away by police in Wednesday night's melee left and ethnic groups against fascism and racism continued after the fight was overoutstde a Western Guard meeting on "white society'. A demonstration by a number of For more on the meeting and demonstration, see pages 8-9 and editorial page 4.'

Executive tries to push it through

Vote on day care may not be permitted
The contentious day care policy worked out by the

Governing Council's Internal AfTairs Committee is not
planned to come up for a vote at the council, according to

committee chairman Paul Cadario and executive member
Brian Morgan.

Instead, it will merely be reported to the council as

"information". The only item that will have to be voted on is

the committee's recommendation that $42,000 be spent to

renovate the centre.

However, if there are objections to the report, it is

expected that a motion of adoption will be moved. If this

occurs, the council may then show its displeasure at the

"implementation" of its general policy by referring it back
to committee.

The plan to replace the present parent-run day care

centre on Devonshire Place with an administration-run one
represents merely an administrative detail, according to

Cadario.

The Executive Committee apparently agrees, as it has
approved that status of the recommendations in time for it

to be reported at next Thursday's council meeting.

Committee member Clarice Henschel and Morgan are
known to object to the fact that the internal affairs report is

not planned to come up for a vote.

Contacted last night, two other committee members,
Ian Morrison and Norma Grindal, stated they objected to
the procedure by which the policy is being herded through
council.

In fact, Grindal thought the report could not become
policy.

"I don't see how it can be put into force," she said. "I
don't think it would be legal unless the Governing Council
votes and approves it."

The status of a report classified as being for
"information only" is that it can be accepted, refused, or
referred back to committee. A report representing "policy",
on the other hand, is a matter for Council to discuss and votei

on.

In theory, committees of the Governing Council exist to

implement policy decisions which the council has made. And
according to Cadario and the Internal Affairs Committee

their report is only the administrative working out of the

details of present day care policy.

The report recommends that the clubhouse behind the
old meteorological building, presently under twenty-four
hour occupation by parents from the Campus Co-op Day-
care Centre, be used for university-run day care centre. The
proposed centre would give preference to children presently
in the Campus Co-op, Married Student Residence and the

St. Andrew's Centres, but would give management control

to the university.

The plan has the approval of the St. Andrew's people,
but has been sharply opposed by the present occupants of the

building. The Campus Co-op people believe strongly in the

concept of parent control, and want to operate a centre run
along more libertarian lines than traditional centres.

To Cadario and the Internal Affairs Committee,
however, their three-page report, which replaces one kind of
centre with another based on a fundamentally different

philosophy, is not a policy matter at all. Their view is shared

by the Executive Committee.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY

8:30 am
Varsily Christian Fellowship Prayei

Meeting. Everyone welcome. Hart House

Chapel.

9 am
Varsity Christian Fellowship Booktable

in (ront of Sig Sam Library. VCF future

events informalion. Until 4 pm.

10 am
Trinity Booksale — we buy and sell

books at your prices. Collection period

continues. Sale starts Monday. St. Hilda's,

Devonshire Place. Till 4 pm.

2 pm
Innis College wine and cheese party-

Come and meet students and faculty. Innis

College 63 St. George St.

4 pm
GSU wine and cheese parties will return

tor another year. Free admission to the tirsi

party. Everyone welcome. Till 7 pm.

7-30 pm
SMC Rim Club presents Glenda

Jackson and Peter Finch in 'Sunday.

Bloody Sundayl Admission $1.00. Carr

Hall.

9 pm
DSS sponsored dance at Hart House,

featuring 'HOMESTEAD'. Till 1 am,

SATURDAY
10JO am

Actors, singers and dancers, male and

female needed for late October production

of a Ben Jonson Masque. Auditions in

room 216, Edward Johnson Building,

Startling facts revealed
By PAT REDICAN

Do you know that Don Forster, U
of T Vice-President and Provost

started as a lowly don in a Universi-

ty College residence?

Do you know that the new S43

million library is 40 per cent waste

space and that it has closed circuit

TV? Do you know you can't even

peek in the front door of the Faculty

Club without a tie? And not even

with a tie if you're only a student?

You would have found out all

these things yesterday, at least, if

you'd joined the Students for a

Democratic Society's Radical Cam-

pus Tour.

The one-hour tour which ran

Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday

from the SDS table in the Sid Smith

foyer, featured a running com-

mentary by well-known campus

radical, David Depoe. Visits were

made to:

The faculty lounge, where the

group was kicked out.

The U of T police headquarters.

(There are almost a hundred police

LIFE OFDAVID
studies on Sunday
mornings at 9:45
in the lounge.

with plenty of rap
and good times...

BE THERE.

avenue rcl. church
student fellowship
545 avenue id.
064 8693

WRITERS
INTERESTED IN

BEING PART
OF THE INNIS COLLEGE
WRITER'S WORKSHOP

ARE INVITED TO LEAVE
MANUSCRIPTS AND/OR
PORTFOLIOS AT THE

WRITING LAB

ROOM 303,
INNIS COLLEGE
63 ST. GEORGE.

VICTORIA

COLLEGE

CHAPEL

Sunday, Sept. 17th

Opening Service, 10 A.M.

PREACHER:
The Rev. Eilert Frerichs

Reception in Alumni Hall

following service.

.n the force and, according to

Depoe, they spend 90 per cent of

their time sitting around drinking

coffee.

Simcoe Hall "See where the old

Senate Chamber doors were

smashed by police breaking into an

occupation for open library stacks

last year!' and look at the new John

Robarts Library!"

In spite of all they had to offer,

the lours attracted few students each

day. Depoe plans to continue the

lours next week.

Faculty of Music, or call Mary Glllln al 922-

1293.

7 pm
Lecture series on The Logic ot Spiritual

Life' given by Swami Chinnayananda,

religious leader, scholar and speaker.

Medical Sciences Auditorium. Admission

tree.

7 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship Island

Social Meet. Ferry leaves docks at 7:15 pm
sharp. Bonfire, hotdogs, singing and fun.

Bring a friend. Everyone welcome.

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents 'Sunday,

Bloody Sunday' in Carr Hall. Admission

$1.00. Till 10 pm.
SUNDAY

10 am
Sunday masses at 10 am and noon!

Colfee hour after each mass. Newman
Center Chapel, Hoskln and St. George.

1 1 am
Hart House Chapel Service offers a

variety of liturgical forms stressing par-

ticipation and fellowship In informal

worship. Meeting In map room. All

welcome.
6:30 pm
MSSA sponsored Malaysian supper and

film. International Student Centre. All

welcome,
7:15 pm
SMC Film Club Sunday night series

begins with Truftaut's "Shoot the Piano

Player." Series tickets S3.00 for 20 films.

Till 9:30 pm.
Kol Nidrei Services — bring your

"machzor" if you have one. Hillel House.

186 St. George.

NEW COURSE AND SYMPOSIUM

IN NON-VERBAL, SPONTANEOUS
COMMUNICATION THROUGH ART.

It would be of interest to students in child care work, social

work, psychology, education, and related disciplines, and to

all those considering a career in the helping professions.

Please contact immediately:

DR. MARTIN A. FISCHER
TORONTO ART THERAPY INSTITUTE

921-0636

PRAISE
GOD

WITH FELLOW-
STUDENTS
AT THE

HART HOUSE

CHAPEL SERVICE
Bible-study, fellowship,

discussion, coffee

SUNDAYS, AT 11 A.M.

UUUl

(7

UNiVEWlTY If7UEMN

OUR PROGRAMS: SUNDAY EVENINGS
SEPT. 24: The Naked Ape and Christian

Understanding of Man.
OCT. 1: B.F. Skinner's "Beyond Freedom"

And Christian Freedom
OCT. 15: Genetics: Working Toward Super-

race? Distinguished Panel
OCT. 8-22- KOFFEEHAUS in Chapel
Nov. 12 Music, study of "For Life of

The World," by Alex Schmemann
Eastern Orthodox-7 Pm

Wednesdays Study of Healing
7:30 P.M. Miracles of Christ.

The programs begin with brunch at 5:30, for 5uc, followed by
speaker and discussion. A distinguished group,of professors
and psychologists will be featured speakers.
Sunday Service at 11 A.M., lively preaching, lyric music,
hi-spirit worship, warm welcome.
The Rev. Lawrence Martin. Chaplain for the Lutheran Church.
Master's in Psychology of Religion.

610 Spadina Ave. Across from New College 922-1884; 535-0396
Although Lutherans represent the flrsl Protestant ChurehTThey »tsnd within
the Roman Catholic, Anglican, Orthodox historical tradition or worship and
theology.

hou;
HART HOUSE
ART GALLERY
JOHN McEWEN

Until Sept. 17th

Weekdays 11-5

Wed. evening 6-9

Sat. and Sun. 2-5

H.H. Revolver
Club

7 p.m., Mon., Sept. 1B

Firing instruction for new
members Rifle Range

r'AMCDA t~* i tin 1

Open Meeting October 5/72

Music Room

7:30 P.M.YOGA CLASSES
Thursday and Sunday

7 9:30 1 1-12:30

Wrestling Room UNDERWATER
CLUB

Club Socitl in Ih*

Muilc Room

7 00 pm. Mon., Sepl IB

All dimJ end would-

be divers welcome

: k
U of T Rifle Association

Milkthili Shooi 1
4 00 p m Weds Sept 20

Rill > Flange

TABLE TENNIS CLUB
T;O0p.m.W«k.Stpi2O 1

Fencing Room 1

BRIDGE CLUB |
B OO. Tun. Sipi 19 1
fill Common Room I
Partners Provided

BLACK HART PUB
Open evtrj Tubj_ Wedi. and Thtin

(ram 1 2:00 Noon to 1 7 00 Miilnighl 1

The Newman Centre

Roman Catholic Chaplaincy
serving students and faculty of

The University of Toronto

89 St. George Street - 922-3230

The- staff of the Centre is at the service of the

members of the University community

Its facilities are open during the day and evening
for relaxation and study.

A varied programme of events is offered throughout

the academic year.

The St. Thomas Aquinas Chapel at 50 Hoskin Avenue is

open during the day and evening. Daily mass is

celebrated at 7:10 and 7:45 am, and 4:30 pm. Sunday
masses are at 10 am and noon. A coffee hour is held in

the Centre after Sunday Masses.

UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE

PLAYHOUSE
Invites applications for bookings of

the Playhouse this year.

Available for free lunch-hour productions as well as

evening productions

Please submit applications by Friday, September 22 to:

Mr. Robert Cleverley,

Student Administrator,

University College Playhouse,

79A St. George St.,

Toronto 181 928-6307

Any individuals interested in joining Playhouse productions or
workshops should also drop by.
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SAC execs under fire

Secret letter led to censure try
By BOB BETTSON

A motion censuring president Eric Miglin and three
other members of the SAC executive was defeated 15-10 at

the council's first fall general meeting Wednesday night.
There were 10 abstentions.

The motion, by UC SAC rep Bob Anderson, was
sparked by knowledge ttiat the four had written a written a
confidential letter, on SAC stationary, to Governing Council
Chairman C. Malin Harding recommending Student gover-
nor Paul Cadario for the chairmanship of the Internal Affairs
Committee of the Governing Council.

Details of the letter, signed by Miglin, vice president

Ross Flowers, University Commissioner John Creelman and
Services Commissioner Bill Steadman were revealed in a
Varsity editorial Wednesday.

SMC SAC rep Michael Steinberg asked Miglin to
explain to council the circumstances surrounding the letter.

Steinberg questioned the propriety of writing the letter,

stating it implied that the contents were SAC policy.

Miglin replied that "the letter sent to Harding was sent

on the part of four individuals suggesting Cadario as

chairman. People at SAC knew that Harding was selecting

the committee chairmen and thought it would be good to have
a student as chairman of a committee."

"Of the student governors we felt Mr. Cadario was most
competent to be a chairman", he said, "We wanted to do what
we could to get him selected. The letter was sent purely on
behalf of four individuals."

Steinberg retorted that "the letter would have been read
as an official act whether you wanted it to or not."

Anderson added "I don't feel it is proper to take a
position that could be taken to mean council support."

Steinberg and Anderson both pointed out that this is the

second time Miglin, Flowers and Creelman have been caught
sending a letter without council authorization.

In June the three executive members hurriedly sent a
letter to George Kerr on SAC letterhead. The letter

questioned an earlier one written on SAC letterhead by
Toronto Union of Students worker Paul Johnson recommen-

ding Wynton Semple and Bob Spencer for Committee of
University Affairs appointments.

The letter written by Miglin, Flowers and Creelman,
questioned the effectiveness and representivity of Semple
and Spencer.

In this case Miglin was instructed by the executive to
write another letter to Kerr stating the letter was the
individual opinion of three members and that the executive
had not discussed the matter. As well, the letter was to regret
that they implied that SAC questioned the effectiveness and
representivity of Spencer and Semple.

Creelman replied that the Cadario letter was specific in
saying that it was not a SAC position.

"Unless we sent the letter Mr. Cadario would not have
been considered with as much interest and we might not have
gotten a student governor as a committee chairman,"
Creelman said.

The complete text of the controversial SAC four
letter Is printed on page 7 of today's Varsity.

Communications Commissioner Debra Lewis also said
"it was not a good idea to keep the letter secret." She
criticized her fellow executive members for sending the letter
on SAC stationary, signed with their positions, without the
approval of council.

However engineering SAC rep Don Buchan bluntly
countered that "it is not our business to discuss what
anybody's position was on anything". He and some other reps
who opposed the motion of censure seemed to regard the
motion as a personal attack on Miglin.

Finance Commissioner Vince D'angelo said he was "not
overjoyed" with the action of his fellow executive members
but did not feel it was deserving of censure.

Education Commissioner Marty Stollar stressed that
steps must be taken to make sure that a similar incident does
not take place in the future.

Steadman said that he would feel obligated to resign if

the censure motion was passed, but defended the action by
saying that he often wrote letters with title and letterhead. He

didn't see this as being outside a person's right as an
individual.

In summing up, Anderson said that a letter written by
lour members of the executive would inevitably have more
weight than just a personal opinion. Though the action was
serious it did not warrant resignations, he said

Alex Podnlck's team Is skating on thin Ice! Varsity
staff meeting at 1 pm today.

Come one, come all. It's fun, it's healthy — and
it's necessary.

Today at I pm the first general Varsity staff

meeting will be held in the Varsity offices, 2nd floor, 9I

St. George. The weekly meeting discusses just about
anything to do with the paper and is The Varsity's

major decision-making body.

For this week, it is rumoured that the editor is

threatening to discuss this week's issues, and the

production hassles which have delayed the Monday and
Wednesday papers.

All staff are urged to attend this regular event.

New security company moves in

Rochdale into receivership - Supreme Court
By BILL MacVICAR

Security guards from the

Community Guardians protection

agency replaced Rochdale College's

own security force at four pm yester-

day.

The Clarkson Company Ltd.,

appointed receiver of the con-
troversial high rise residence
Wednesday by the Ontario Supreme
Court, engaged the private agency.

Four men will be employed on each
of the three shifts. Rochdale's
security force numbered five full

time guards and two part time.

Residents voiced apprehension

about whether the new guards would
be able to maintain adequate securi-

ty. Rochdale's own force, they said,

had learned to recognize and ex-

clude undesirable elements such as

heroin addicts, motorcycle gangs,,

thieves and drug traffickers.

The Rochdale community was
unhappy with the decision to let

Clarkson oversee its administration

and financial affairs, Rochdale
spokesman Bob Nasmith said at a

press conference yesterday after-

noon. Charges of mismanagement,
he stated, have long concealed an ill-

advised and punitive mortgage
structure.

The greates+ fear was that

Clarkson, in its attempt to make
Rochdale "pay for itself", would
overcrowd the building and leave no
room for the educational facilities of
the college. About eight percent of
rentable space is given over to the

community's various projects. The
rest is tenanted at 98 per cent oc-

cupancy, Nasmith said, and rent

collection is about 96 percent.

These figures are based on
Rochdale's system of allotting fewer

people to the suites than originally

intended. Rochdale was designed as

student housing, pointed out Jay
Boldizsar, another Rochdale resi-

dent, which is to say substandard

housing. The Kafka suites, for in-

stance, were to have housed three

people in double and single rooms,
both very small, with no kitchen

facilities. Occupancy of these ill-

designed suites ran about 30 per

cent, before Rochdale installed'hot

plates and converted the double

rooms to singles at a slightly higher

rent.

Nasmith admitted that Rochdale
was partly to blame for the financial

situation which led to receivership.

Bui, he doubts that Clarkson can
make Rochdale pay for itself.

The company expects to collect

$62,000 in monthly rents, of which
$24,000 will go for operating ex-

penses, $30,000 for mortgages, and
$8,000 to paying the tax debt to the

city. About $42,000 is presently

collected each month.

Even if this plan proves feasible,

Rochdale could not sustain a possi-

ble $12,000 increase in taxes which
the city wants. Clarkson might be

able to negotiate with the city on this

point. Residents pointed out that the

immensely profitable colonnade
pays no taxes, because it stands on
property owned by Victoria College.

Rochdale's early problems such
as tow occupancy and undesirable

tenants stem largely from the bad

publicity the press has given it,

Randell said. The drug problem at

Rochdale was exacerbated by the

constant linking of the college's

name with drug use.

The community which has grown
up at Rochdale is one drawn
together along defensive lines,

Nesmilh said, not more positive

bases. In this respect, he continued,

Rochdale could be called counter-

revolutionary

•mm
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"To hear incorrect views without

rebutting them . . . Is the sixth type (of

liberalism).

"

—Meo

The Va/slty, a member ot Canadian

University Press, waslounded In 1630

and Is published by the Students' Ad-

ministrative Council ot ihe University

of Toronto and is printed by Oaisons

Press Ud. Opinions expressed In ihls

newspaper are not necessarily those ot

the Students' Administrative Council

or ihe administration ol the university.

Formal complaints about the editorial

or business operation ol ihe paper may
be addressed to the Chairman, Cam-
pus Relations Committee, Varsity

Boafd ol Directors, 91 St, George St.

Passivity breeds racism

.Now, what was it you were saying about crushing the inferior hordes

beneath the jackboots of our invincible supermen?"

SAC four abused their

positions in secret letter
The Students' Administrative

Council decided Wednesday that con-
fidential letters written on SAC
stationery and signed by members of

the executive with their titles are not
attempts to misrepresent individual

opinions as the opinion of council.
-Or, that's what their decision not to

censure four executive members who
wrote Governing Council chairman C.
Malin Harding advancing the cause of

Paul-Cadario-candidate-for-chairman-
of-the-lnternal-Affairs-Committee
represents.

The four,— president Eric Miglin,

vice-president Ross Flowers, un-
iversity commissioner John
Creelman, and services com-
missioner Bill Steadman — glowingly
cited Cadario's merits.

Wednesday night, they embar-
rassedly tried to paper over the
incident. No, Miglin did not have a
copy of the letter. But, as he recalled,
the letter did not purport to represent

the views of the council.

By checking page seven of today's

Varsity, readers will discover, to the

contrary, that the letter, printed on
SAC stationary , fails to make mention
of the fact that it does not represent
council policy. And, the four
signatures make no secret of the

individuals' executive positions.

Well, then, why the titles? (That's if

you accept the hypothesis that there

was no attempt to misrepresent coun-
cil policy.) Miglin, after accepting The
Varsity's word that the titles were used
(he couldn't remember, he told coun-
cil), admitted that the four realized

that, nonetheless, even unofficially

their opinions would carry more
weight than those of ordinary
students.

That's the point of the whole thing.

The four, individually and collectively,

know that their opinions will be ac-
corded special treatment by a system
used to respecting titles.

Andrthe very confidential nature of

their letter seems to belie the fact that

indeed they were hoping their letter

would receive such attention.
Otherwise, why would they have
written it? Harding hadn't solicited

nominations from the four or from
SAC for the position.

Whether or not Cadario should
have the job is not at question in this

debate. What is in question is whether
four student bureaucrats should have
interfered in the selection process of

the Governing Council on behalf of

any one individual without soliciting

council approval, aware, as they were,
of the implications of their sending the

letter.

Perhaps, the letter was confidential

and the authors were so visibly upset
by its leak to The Varsity, because
they knew that not only were the very
ethics of writing it doubtful, but also
that they were violating the will of the
council. In June, the executive had

A hundred and fifty people turned

out to protest a meeting sponsored by

the right-wing Western Guard, dis-

cussing whether or not Canada
should be kept white.

That only 1 50 people were there is a

sorry reflection on the passivity with

which our society accpets racism. The
Guard, successor to the Edmund
Burke Society, preaches a gospel of

racism and hate, frequently using

terrorist tactics to put their beliefs into

action. They claim the basis of Cana-
dian society is "western Christian

civilisation."

In the past year, Toronto has been

the site of a revival of racism along the

lines of the Guard, the Ku Klux Klan,

and other factional groups. The ethnic

and political minorities persecuted

and taunted by the racists seem to be

alone in fighting the growth of this

movement.
Wednesday night's meeting was the

place to confront the issue and the

bigots advlncing the cause of the

Western Guard. But, when it came
down to the crunch, only 150
people— mainly members of ethnic

and leftist organizations—showed up.

Complicity of this kind in 1920's

Germany allowed Hitler and the

National Socialists to rise to power.

The fight against fascism is one
which must involve us all. The left

cannot but be a major part of this

struggle.

Yet, those who were there did little

enough to mobilize their members to

turn out in force. And, two of the most
regular demonstration attenders, the

Young Socialist League and the Cana-
dian Party of Labor, were notably

absent. Such indifference cannot be
excused.
As for the ultra-revolutionary

Maoists, they did little to advance the

cause by making themselves into

pathetic martyrs as they tried to crash

through police lines and Into the

meeting. This mindless masochism
must stop. All efforts in this vein

should be redirected to stamping out

racism and fascism.

The like of the Western Guard will

not go away by themselves. They will

only continue to fester as a sore on
humanity.

implicitly repudiated sucn per-

sonalized letter writing on SAC
stationery by groups of the executive

when they made Miglin write a letter

all but recanting from a position ad-

vanced in an earlier letter from
Flowers, Creelman, and himself to the

provincial government.

Council's Wednesday decision not
to censure the SAC four for their

letter-writing was wrong. The ex-
ecutive — and this was a theme of the
Miglin ticket election campaign —
should not, openly or secretly, be
acting on behalf of students without
having first made some effort to con-
sult them.

At the very least, council should
reconsider this whole matter and
adopt strict policy guidelines which
will prevent such things from reoc-
curring in the future.
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One final note for people who like to

plan ahead. Elton John Is scheduled to

make, an appearance at MLG on Oct. 5.

Tickets are likely to go quickly so watch for

the first day of sale. Further in the future,

Neil Young will perform at the Gardens on
Jan. 14.

77je Just Assassins (Los Justes),

Camus' fine play about revolutionaries

(but not revolution) In Russia In 1905, Is

being presented at the Global Village

Theatre, 17 St. Nicholas Street, by W W
Theatre Products. Wed through Sat at

8:30. Students, $2.00, others $3.00. 964-

1031.

Tarragon Theatre Is presenting Leaving
Home once again, and once again It Is

praiseworthy. The theatre Is at 30
Bridgeman Street, with performances
Tuesday through Sunday Saturday at 8'30.

Friday and Saturday, $2.50 students,

$3.50 others. The other days, fifty cents

less in each case. If you're really strapped,

go to the Sunday Matinee at 2:30 and pay
whatever you can.

First-run:

Fiddler on the Roof is the best show In

town. There. True, It is shmalzy and
shticky and the orchestra is far too big, but

still it towers over everything else at the

first run theatres, because it is large, not

only in budget, but in conception. The
Jews of Anatevke may act like horses'

asses, like fools, but they never lose their

dignity or their love for one another. They
receive the respect of their creators, and if

this doesn't sound so rare, try and think "of

a film since Murmur of the Heart where the

director does not think he is better than

his characters. Even Fiddler's
student/revolutionary — the butt of fat old

Hollywood's snidest jokes — has courage
to match his callowness, and an innate

sense of justice that Redford's liberal The
Candidate knows nothing about.

So the women are not conceived of as

clearly and heroically as the men; so the

music, while better then most musicals, Is

not all that much better, largely slipping by

on the strength of the Jewish scale; so —
it's a musical, and doesn't pretend not to

be, which is a kind of strength itself. When
Fiddler was released, Pauline Kael

described It as Jewish Hollywood's tribute

to its grandparents. Maybe that's why they

didn't bungle it. University Theatre, $2.50

for the Wednesday Matinee, up to $4.00.

The Candidate. The filmmakers are as

devoid of social consciousness as are the

image makers the film Is about. (The

moment when Robert Redford "lays It on
the line" is humourously pathetic.) But

given that, It Is a very slick, very funny,

entertaining movie, as well as an un-

fortunately accurate account of how Davis,

Trudeau and the Kennedys got where

they are today. Uptown, $2.50.

Slaughterhouse Five is pure Vonnegut,

brilliant, funny, black, absurd, but un-

moving. We can't be touched because

there are no people in the film to touch us,

just very clever caricatures. That's

probably just as well, since SH5 centres

on the bombing of Dresden. Timely.

Towne Cinema, $2.50.

Revivals*

Citizen Kane' Orson Welles (who was
25! created, directed and superstarred In

this extravaganza based (fibellously) on

the life of William Randolph Hearst. (The

working title, by the way, was American.)

It's a great film, all right, and It changed

the look of movies, but in 31 years not a

frame or a line has gone stale or campy.

This Is the movie to see, no matter what.

Astonishing. With Joseph Cotton, Dorothy

Comlngore, Everett Sloane, and a razor-

sharp script by Herman J. Manklewlcz.

The Magnificent Ambersons, Welles'

second film, lacks the verve of Kane,

possibly because he stays off camera.

Still, a good antfdote to the solid, small-

town Arcadia that Hollywood spooned out
through the 'thirties. The studios didn't let

him finish, so you may think the ending
has arrived rather suddenly. You're right.

(Hitchcock's fine Shadow of a Doubt owes
a lot to this film, I think). With Joseph
Cotten, Agnes Moorehead, and Tim Holt.

QISE 252 Bloor West, Kane at 7'30,

Ambersons at 9'30. $1.50 for both, $1.00
for the second only.

Poor Alex: Canadian films are better

than you thought. Tonight through Sun-
day, noted Quebec documentary film-

maker Pierre Perrault's Un Pays sans.
Sense. Tuesday through next Sunday, a
Morley Markson double bill, Zero the Fool
and Breathing Together. Markson will be
there in the flesh on Tuesday. Bloor and
Brunswick, $1.50 per film.

Cinema Lumiere: tonight, Z; Sat,

Visconti's The Damned; Sun, Bergman's
The Passion of Anna' Mon, A Fistful of
Dollars' Tues, WAiJW (?); Wed, Truffaut's

Mississippi Mermaid; Thurs, Henry the

Fifth, with Olivier. College at Spadina,
$2.00.

Albert White Gallery: Primitive Art of

Nigeria, Sept. 16-Pct. 5 (tentatively). This

Is an exhibition in their new (as of this

summer) Gallery of Primitive Art.

Art Gallery of Ontario: French Master
Drawings of the 17th & 18th Centuries in

North American collections, to Oct. 15.

Artist Gallery (275 Richmond Street):

Bill Kort, one-man exhibition of paintings

and prints to Sept. 16.

Eaton's Art Gallery: Frank Henry, who
works in plastics, to Sept. 23.

Hart House Gallery: John McEwen,
"Boundaries Bare Wire and Other
Markings" is one of the paintings In this

exhibit' closes Sunday.
Morris Gallery' Tim Whiten, sculpture

and drawings, to Sept. 23.

Scarborough College' Arcadla-
Olenska-Petryshyn, paintings, to Sept. 29.

Shaw-Rimmington Gallery Irene Waller,

from Birmingham England: tapestry, em-
broidery knitting, collage and macrame.
Closes this Sunday.
A Space: Peter Kennedy and Mike Parr,

two Australian artists, have mailed a show
comprised of. sound tapes, film and film

loops, photographs and written In-

formation, to Sept 27th. Walter Wright, a
Canadian living in New York, will show his

Eighth Stratford International Film Festival

runs Sept 16 to 23, with only opening night

sold out. Afternoons there are old

musicals; evenings, national entries. For
more info, call 429 4100, ext 122.

Fiddler's Green Coffeehouse provides

fine folk entertainment at the cheapest

prices around ($1) if you can find it, It's

carefully tucked away behind the YMCA
on Eglinton near Yonge, across from the

York theaters. It only operates two nights a

week (Tues. and Frl.) with a new act each

night. Path, from Montreal, entertains

tonight and Andy Cohen gets into ragtime

and blues on Tues. Sept. 19. For more call

489-3001

.

Grumbles, 71 Jarvis above King (368-

0796), has a bluegrass group from Saska-

toon, Humphrey and the Dump Trucks this

weekend. Bluesman Bukka White takes

over next week.

Harry Chapin continues to Sept. 17 at

The Rlverboat, 134 Yorkvllle (922-6216).

He's followed by Bobby Whltlock (late of

Derek's Dominoes) and his band begin-

ning on Sept. 19.

Vic is bringing Sha-na-na to Varsity

Arena on Sun. Sept. 17..Tickets are $3 and
are available from the VUSAC office (928-

3820).

If you want some quality Canadian

talent to supplement your beer next week,

the El Mocombo, at Spadina below

College features Dr. Music, Sept. 18-20,

and Brave Belt on Sept. 21, 22 & 23.

Concert goers can find Maple Leaf

Gardens hosting Ten Years After, and

Edgar Winter on Wednesday, September

26.

color video tapes until Sept. 30.

Toronto Gallery of Photography: (11

Charles Street), started new season on
Sept. 2.

F Stop Gallery: photos by Jack
MacAulay, until Sept 28.

Trinity Square Gallery: Marty Dunn,
collage, until Sept. 22.

Thursday Afternoon Series, Sept. 14, 2

pm. Lecture Recital: Walter Buczynskl,

"Canadian Piano Music"; no tickets re-

quired, no charge either.

The Conductor's Workshop meets for

its fifth year this term. The principal in-

structor is the regular assistant to the

Toronto Symphony, Victor Feldbrill. Guest
conductors will include Karel Ancerl, Boyd
Neel and Ernesto Barbfni. Preliminary

auditions to select conductors for the 8-

month course will be held 4-7 pm, Frl.,

Sept. 22 in the Concert Hall of the Edward
Johnson Building. Conductors wishing to

audition are asked to telephone 928-7042

or write to the Performance Department of

the Faculty of Music for application forms.

Auditions for advanced players In the

repertoire orchestra will be held in room
078 of the EJ building at 9:30, tomorrow
morning.

dance
This Sunday, September 24 at 8 pm,

Edward Johnson Recital Hall, the Dept of

Sanskrit and Indian Studies co-sponsors
the premier dancer Balasaraswatl in a

This has been a sneak preview

of L'Hebdo,

new weekly supplement-coming

Monday.

concert of South Indian Classical Dance.
Tickets are on sale at the Edward Johnson
box office after 5 pm, $1.00 for students,
$2.00 for others.

The Toronto Dance Theatre's Fall

Season runs from Oct 3 to Oct 14 at the St
Lawrence Centre. Their extensive
repetoire and recent success in Paris have
put them in an unparallelled position

among Canadian dance companies, and it

promises to be a very exciting season.

Report from Engine Co. 82
(Doubleday, $6.95) is a personal
documentary by a young New York City

fireman, Dennis Smith. It contains, ob-
viously a lot of lurid detail about
fireighting! how and why fires start (or are
set) and how touchy and perilous an
operation it is to put them out.

The book's extraordinary popularity

(and the sheaf of praise-filled reviews,

from William Buckley all the way left, it got)

can be explained by the fact that, in-

cidentally, it is a broader, more resonant
documentary. It's a naive, eloquent state-

ment of what it is to be lower-middle-

class, to be worried, and yet to try to be a
good citizen. Smith, as a matter of fact, is an
authentic voice from the Middle America
that Spiro presumes to speak for, that

Archie travesties.

Engine Company 82's firehouse is in the

South Bronx, a true Marxian lumpen-
proletariat if ever there was one. Smith
realizes how hopeless day-to-day life

there is, and he doesn't mind the

countless runs to administer first aid to

heroin ODs, or to break up street brawls.

But he cannot come to understand or

forgive the kids who set fire to the same
vacant slum night after night, or the ones
who, after calling the firetrucks, almost
killed him by dropping a full garbage can
six stories down at him.

But then he didn't come by his

compassion, his social conscience easily.

An Irish Catholic punk, a wise-ass, he
grew up in his own ghetto, hating dagos
and kikes and niggers. He straightened

himself out, sent himself to college, joined

the department. His repugnance for

roaches, which infest the slums and teem
on warm furnace-room walls, stems from
his own tenement beginnings. Roaches
are his Proustian madeleine, bringing

back the acute squalor of his childhood.

Smith now lives, wife and kids, In a
placid little upstate town. Still he comes
back to the Bronx, and accepts the risks

and the soul-corrosion. This Is where he
epitomizes that middle America: he does
have pity, he does try to understand, he
will go a long way to help. But he has little

use for suave mayors with discreet com-
missions who don't, in his view, do or care

worth a damn. He has a stern sense of

justice, or retribution, as when he
recommends a mandatory one-year
dentention for kids who turn In the hun-

dreds of thousands of false alarms every

year. A colleague fell from a truck on Just

such a false run, killing himself. The men
of Engine Co. 82 painted the firebox black

and added a plaque telling, in English and
Spanish, of that man's death. Somebody
turned in another alarm before the paint

was dry, for a thrill.

theatre:

film:

rock:

art:

music:

dance:

books:

rob martin

bossin et al

allan mandell

ian scott

ian scott

isabelle peacock

bill macvicar
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U. C. LITERARY AND ATHLETIC SOCIETY

ELECTED POSITIONS

— TREASURER
— 3 FIRST YEAR REPS
— 2 FOURTH YEAR REPS

NOMINATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE LIT

OFFICE DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS IS 5:00 P.M.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 22.

ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD FROM 9

SEPTEMBER 28.

4 THURSDAY,

IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ON ANY OF

THESE POSITIONS, PLEASE COME TO THE LIT OFFICE OR
CONTACT A MEMBER OF THE LIT

APPOINTED POSITIONS

— U. C. PLAYERS GUILD DIRECTOR
— SNACK BAR MANAGER
— SNACK BAR HELPER
— 23 POSITIONS ON THE

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE COUNCIL
LEAVE APPLICATIONS WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OF YOUR INTEREST AND CAPABILITIES FOR THE
POSITION IN THE LIT OFFICE BY 5:00 P.M. FRIDAY,

SEPTEMBER 22.

THE LIT OFFICE IS LOCATED IN THE SOUTHEAST CORNER
OF THE JUNIOR COMMON ROOM IN SECTION G. OUR
PHONE NUMBER IS 923-6256.

LIT FINANCIAL SUPPORT

THE LIT WISHES TO ASSIST ANY GROUP OR INDIVIDUALS

WITH CLUBS OR OTHER PROJECTS WHICH INVOLVE U. C.

STUDENTS WITH PUBLICITY, FUNDS ETC. ALL GROUPS
WHICH DESIRE LIT FUNDING FOR THE COMING YEAR
MUST SUBMIT FIVE (5) COPIES OF THEIR PROPOSED
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR TO THE LIT OFFICE BY 5:00 P.M.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29. GROUPS SHOULD ALSO BE

PREPARED TO SEND A REPRESENTATIVE TO THE
MEETINGS OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE MONDAY OR
TUESDAY EVENINGS OCTOBER 2ND AND 3RD AND TO
THE LIT BUDGET MEETING THE FOLLOWING THURSDAY.
THE NEXT LIT MEETING WILL BE HELD THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 5TH AT 6:00 P.M. IN THE JUNIOR COMMON
ROOM.

1972-73 Ontario Student Awards Programme

THE AGE AT WHICH A STUDENT WILL BE CONSIDERED

INDEPENDENT FOR PURPOSES OF OSAP HAS BEEN REDUCED

FROM 25 TO 24.

IF YOU TURNED 24 BEFORE SEPTEMBER 1 AND HAVE ALREADY

APPLIED FOR OSAP, PLEASE CHECK WITH THE OFFICE OF

STUDENT AWARDS THAT YOU WERE ASSESSED CORRECTLY

IF YOU TURNED 24 BEFORE SEPTEMBER 1 AND HAVE NOT YET
APPLIED FOR OSAP BUT NOW WISH TO DO SO, PLEASE BEAR IN

MIND THAT THE DEADLINE FOR APPLYING IS SEPTEMBER 30.

OFFICE OF STUDENT AWARDS
ROOM 106, SIMCOE HALL

TEL. 928-2204, 928-7313
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SAC executive four

laud Cadario merits

in confidential letter
Wednesday. the Students'

Administrative Council defeated a
move to censure four members of its

executive for writing Governing
^Council chairman C. Maiim Har-
\ding a confidential letter advocating
*the choice ofstudent governor Paul
S Cadario as chairman of the Internal

Affairs Committee of the Governing
^Council. The complete text of
S the secret letter, a paragraph of
£ which was printed in Wednesday's

_ Cadario: letter's subject editorial, follows:

4^ Students' Administrative Council
rri Consell Admlnlstrallt des Etudiants

^.^Wt™,^,^.
~ ,. „ .. „, .

June 27, 1972
Mr. C Malim Harding, Chairman,
Governing Council University of Toronto.

CONFIDENTIAL ,

Dear Mr. Harding,

We understand that you will be meeting with the Executive
Committee of the Governing Council in the near future to fix the
membership of the standing committees of the Council and to appoint
chairman.

We wish to recommend Mr. Paul Cadario for the chairmanship of

the proposed Internal Affairs Committee of the Governing Council. In

presenting the recommendation, we do not support the claim, expressed
by some, that there "must" be a "student" chairman of at least one of

the committees. We are suggesting Paul because he has the experience,

competence and interest required for this critical position.

During his three years at the University of Toronto, Paul has
served at all levels of student government. As SAC Finance
Commissioner during the 1971-72 academic year, he took a keen
interest in all phases of the Council's activities as well as performing
admirably as chairman of the Finance Commission. Paul ensured that

all material concerning the Council's financial policy was adequately
researched and presented in a clear, unambiguous and understandable
manner to the Council for its consideration. At no time did the financial

deliberations of Council become bogged down with trivia and
unnecessary detail, as Paul had left such matters to the attention of the

SAC accounting staff. Thanks to Paul's careful preparation fo the

estimates, debate at the annual SAC budget meeting was succinct and
remarkably cogent. He has acquired, we feel, a well-deserved

reputation for thoroughness, fairness and honesty in his dealings with

the Council and with others, such as university administrators, with

whom he came into contact. Paul insisted publicly and privately on
the rule of reason and moderation during the recent library incidents,

and we believe he will continue to be a forcefull advocate of reasonable

disciplinary reform within the university. We refer to his timely

remarks to the Senate on April 14 when he criticised the extremists who
resort to confrontation tactics: "It is time for the university to return lo
its rightful role of being an institution based on the conflict of ideas and

principles, not a conflict of personalities and power."

Paul has pressed successfully for student ombudsman services both

within the Faculty of Engineering and again at several SAC meetings.

On numerous occasions he has acted as intermediary for students with

academic or other personal problems by undertaking personal research

or, at the very least, referring the student to the proper university

authorities. He is thorougly familiar with the ancillary services

structure and facilities provided by the university.

In the area of the university services, Paul has becofne involved with

parking, the campus centre, the bookstore, day-care, and has served as

a member of the Career Counselling and Placement Centre Board. In

the face of strong opposition from certain interest groups, Paul

supported a day-care policy advocating the provision of facilities to

those members of the university community most in need. There would

be no special consideration, he argued, to any group basing a claim for

day-care on precedent, previous support, or unlawful occupation and

intimidation position; he has supported it persuasively and in many
cases he has supported it successfully.

Paul's familiarity with the suburban campuses, in addition to his

extensive detailed knowledge of activities on the St. George campus,

would be invaluable in all dealings with student organizations. He has

served on numerous committees with members of the faculty and the

administration (most recently, the current Search'

Committee for a new Dean of the Faculty of Applied Science and

Engineering), and his gained wide respect for his careful preparation and

articulate presentation of issues. The confidence and wide support

Paul enjoys from students in the Professional Faculties have been

evidenced by his decisive victory in the Initial Elections and articles in

the responsible student press. He is also well-known and respected in

the Faculty of Arts and Science, having attended many meetings of the

Arts Faculty Council and General Committee. Many Arts and Science

SAC reps also urged Paul to run in the recent Presidential Elections.

We propose Paul Cadario as chairman of the Internal Affairs

Committee because we are confident that he can effectively guide the

committee through what will undoubtably be a varied list of aims and

objectives. He will bring, we believe, good-natured, hard-working

experience to -the demanding responsibilities of this position. Paul's

confidence and desire to see the Governing Council function

successfully and effectively in this, its very important first year of

existence, will be a great asset to the Council and to the Internal Affairs

Committee.
Sincerely,

(Signed)

Eric J Miglin President

(signed) (signed) (signed)

Ross W. Flowers John E. Creelman Bill Steadman

Vice-President University Commissioner Services Commissioner

Residence students can

vote at U of T: official
By LINDA HALL

Students living in a university residence south of

Bloor St. will definitely be allowed to vote in the

Spadina riding in the federal election Oct.30, despite

earlier reports some would be forced to vote in their

parents' home riding. The ruling, issued earlier this

week by Canada's chief electoral officer and reported in

Wednesday's Varsity has been accepted by Spadina
riding returning officer Terrance Mott.

In one student residence at U of T, enumerators
were given less than one-third the number of forms they

would need to enumerate all of students in that

residence.

Returning for more forms, the enumerators were
reportedly told by Mott that not all students would be
eligible to vote in this area.

When they insisted they needed more forms, Mott
is reported to have said "Oh well, they can't all vote.

It's not their permanent residence."

However, following news of the statement by the

chief electoral officer which suggested that enumeration
criteria for university students would be relaxed, Mott
denied that enumerators under his direction would
hinder students who declared their residence home to be
their ordinary residence.

"We are making every endeavour to see that any

student who wants to vote here, can vote" he said.

Mott is responsible for enumeration of all

university residences south of Bloor St. since they all

fall within the Spadina riding boundaries.

The relaxation in procedure will likely necessitate

establishing many more polling stations on campus
than under the previous policy.

Students who are not enumerated at this time may
have their names placed on the voters' list during the
revision period October 11 to 13. Voters lists will be
posted in each poll before then.

The original restrictions on enumeration appear to

have been based on a booklet for enumerators issued by
chief electoral officer J.M. Hamel.

The booklet interprets the residence of a single

student as "normally, the home of his parents" and
makes no exception for students in residence. "If he is

away from it while attending a recognized educational
instituion, his parent's home is still his ordinary
residence," the booklet reads.

However, a statement issued by Hamel this week
suggested that students would be enumerated according
to the same regulations which affect other electors.

In that case, the definition of ordinary residence
would simply be "the place where he sleeps".

Enumeration of students in residence has been
continuing on that basis, says Mott.

Crombie shies away from attacking

developers, but admits can 'shatter' areas

By DOUG HAMILTON

Reform alderman David Crombie
yesterday refused to take an

aggressive stance on uncontrolled

development which has blighted

many parts of Toronto.

Crombie, the only declared

mayoralty candidate for the

December election was speaking at a

SAC-sponsored civic forum held at

Convocation Hall.

When he was childed by a student

spectator for not vehemently

denouncing developers, the alder-

man replied that the solution to the

city's planning problem entailed

more than "a good guys and bad

guys" analysis.

"It would be dead easy for me to

talk about those rotten developers,"

he mused. But under questioning

from the audience, Crombie con-

ceded that several multi-million

dollar development corporations

"had shattered a number of
neibourhoods" in the city.

He placed blame for the city's

development dilemma on the official

plan which outlines density restric-

tions and green space requirements.

The planning process, said the

Ward 1 1 alderman, doesn't in-

tegrate high-rise developments into

long established communities. The
solution, he added, involved

changing the "official plan where it

is necessary," to permit citizen par-

ticipation in the planning process.

Although he at one time favoured

the banning of automobiles in the

city core to relieve air pollution and

congestion problems, Crombie said

that he did not support that position

today.

He suggested that the number of

cars on Toronto's roads could be

restricted by refusing to widen

streets and destroying communities

lo make way for automobile routes.

Crombie added that banning cars

was not practical.

The candidate deftly evaded

questions from sociology professor

Alan Powell who asked why he was
running for mayor. He asserted that

"it was important to do it now" but

offered no other concrete reasons

David Crombie, the only announced mayoralty candidate, says a
"good guys and bad buys" analysis Is inadequate

except that he possessed twenty

years of political experience.

Community Organization for

1972, a coalition of civic reformers

who are fielding several aldermanic

candidates, came under fire from

Crombie for stating that the mayor
was not an important figure on

council. (CO '72 does not intend to

run a mayoralty candidate.)

This position, he said, is based on

"a total misunderstanding between

power and influence" The mayor
can "have tremendous influence for

good in the city," Crombie
continued.

When questioned further,

Crombie revealed that his

ideological position "is essentially a

conservative one." He emphasized

that he favoured "conserving" dow-
ntown neighbourhoods, and he op-

posed the bureaucratization of

municipal politics.

In an interview with The Varsity

after the meeting, Crombie clarified

his position on public housing.

"We must increase the supply of

housing and de-centralize it," he

said. But he stressed that he was

against large scale public housing

developments because "it ghettos

the poor," and "creates intimidation

between them and government."

He thought "the amount ol state

intervention in people's lives is ap-

palling," and claimed that housing

projects could be built cheaper by
private enterprise.

State-controlled housing is "far

more expensive than private housing
and it is not as good," added the

junior alderman from north Toron-
to. "To be beholden to the state

is bad."
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Police protect racists froir

Under the slogans of "Outlaw Racism"
and "Racism Equals Fascism", 150 peo-
ple protested a meeting Wednesday night
of the right-wing Western Guard at the
Latvian Hall on College Street.
Angered by the provocative "Do We

Need- A White Canada?" slogan, demon-
strators came from Toronto's Black and
^East-Asian groups, the Committee For A
Democratic Spain, and Toronto's various
left political organizations.

Shortly before the meeting began, a
scuffle broke out when the Canadian Nazi
Party leader Martin Weiche and a
recognized Western Guard tough Jerry
Doyle appeared on the steps of the hall.

After Weiche made several provocative
gestures at the demonstrators, he was
rushed by a number of known Maoists.
Immediately, police with drawn billyclubs
and several on horseback rushed to his
defense and broke up the crowd.
The resulting melee left injuries to both

police and demonstrators. Twenty-eight
people were detained and 16 arrested
The police then pushed the remaining
demonstrators away from the front of the
hall when they tried to resume picketinq
and leafletting.

One of the leaflets distributed quoted
the most recent Western Guard publica-
tion as saying "believing in the equal value
and equal potential of all races and of any
member of a given race . . . jeopardizes
the only true basis for man's existence in
the universe."

The Western Guard had selected the
College-Bathurst area, now highly pop-
ulated by Italian and Portuguese im-
migrants, as the meeting site. They direct
their mobilizing attempts at new im-
migrants, a group ^specially high hit by
unemployment or often relegated to poor-
ly paid jobs when they are employed.

After a few minutes, the demonstration
managed to re-form further down the
street, singing anti-facist songs and
speaking with some of the several hun-
dred people from the surrounding
neighbourhood who had gathered as the
area in front of the hall was being
cordoned off by more than 100 police.
One onlooker asked why the peaceful

pickets were prevented by the im-
pregnable wall of police from marching in
front of the hall. He said that demon-
strating should be allowed if Canada were
really a free country and saw the meeting
inside as a facist threat to his rights as an
immigrant.

Meanwhife, inside the near-empty hall,
a long-haired, young man dressed in a
military-type shirt paced nervously about
swinging a baseball bat. An old man
poked gleefully at the torn communist flag
which had been taken from some of the
demonstrators, while a younger one
proudly exhibited the 2-by-4 which had~
been its base.
A suave young woman set up a book

table featuring Race and Reality The
Biology of the Race Problem, and None

Dare Call it Conspiracy titles.

The meeting began with the initial 25
present standing to the Canadian national
anthem. The Canadian flag was flanked
by two black, white, and green banners —
the Western Guard symbol recently evi-
dent on "White Canada" and "Abortion is

murder" billboards.

Western Guard chairman Don Andrews
began his remarks by boasting proudly
that the organization "stands on guard for
Canada' for^ the Canada of a European
heritage ... not a guard for Nairobi or
Kampala, but on guard for Europe."
Joe Genovese, another Guard, member

stated that Western Christian civilization
had created all the worthwhile
achievements in science, technology, and
medicine, and denied that any like
achievements had occurred in Africa.
Questioned about the existence of early
advanced West African kingdoms and
Egypt, he reduced the statement to cover
only "primitive" Africa.

While the Western Guard believes in
Christian ideals, Andrews said it need not
believe everything that is contained in the
Bible, especially that which might stress
the Jews as "chosen people". He noted
that in the real world "we don't practice it

^Christianity) because we have to com-
pete" and "survival is what concerns us."
Opponents say that an example of

Western Guard survival tactics is the
severe beating of an'old man who sells
books at the Great Wall Book Store a

supplier of Chinese C
and other material.

Continuing, Andre1
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The speaker emphasized that he didn't
hate these other people, but recognized
the natural order of things. He said that
God had created different races with
different ideas toward life.

A listener who was not quite as
sophisticated on the subject of equality
said vehemently, "An architect can wash
dishes, but a dishwasher cannot be an
architect." The same man contended that
women don't have enough pride in their
race and that Prime Minister Trudeau is

the most dangerous man in the country.
No doubt he had read an article, reprinted
by American Opinion, and sold at the
booktable, which is an "expose" of'
Pierre's real ideology and which "demon-
strates" the process by which the "Com-
munists" have taken over Canada.
A reluctant East German expressed the

view that "Canada is getting not just pink,
but red, because people are getting
moved by propoganda laid on them as
heavily as It is in East Germany." He said
he believed that if "people don't want to
act as responsible citizens they should
move back to the jungles of Africa,"
supporting Andrews' idea that "the only
thing that oppresses these people is their
own brains."

A jumpy youth argued that the cause of
World War Two was not Hitler. He con-
tended that "Hitler was a guy who didn't
horse around; he was a determined and
resourceful man. He was not well-liked,

-but he did his job." That job, of course,
had started with an assault on the Com-
munjsts and the Jews as the cause of the
problems that had overtaken the German
state.

Twenty-seven years later, Andrews
remarks that "the Western Guard is going
to do everything physically possible to
maintain Western European heritage",
stressing the motive of "love of our own
people in creating a nucleus of white
identity."

Meanwhile, under the guise of fighting

"anti-freedom" legislation, Western
Guard gangs continue their campaign
against non-white, immigrant, and
progressive communities. Their cam-
paign Includes repeated disruptions of-

public meetings with mace, clubs, black-

jacks, and other forms of intimidation. The
wreckage of books at Bookworld, the
Communist Party of Canada bookstore,
and the recent shotgun blast through its

window as well as the looting of the
bookstore run by the Communist Party of

Canada (Marxist-Leninist), plus
numerous attacks against the head-
quarters or progressive organizations like

Praxis Corporation firebombed in

January. 1971 have been credited to the

Guard.
Assault and threats of attack against

individuals, including various black
leaders, homosexuals, and members of

left-wing groups in the city are attributed

to the Guard.

Varsity photos
David Lloyd

by Frank Rooney and
Western Guard chairman Don Andrews, centre wearing sports Jacket, stands outside Latvian Hall
where Wednesday night's "Keep Canada White" meeting was held.
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Scar seeks Seagrams grant for library
By LORNE SLOTNICK

Scarborough Student Council is

seeking a grant from Distillers

Corp.-Seagram to build a much-
needed new library. The college

administration supports the move,

but appears to be letting the student

council line up the funds.

The students have sent a brief to

Seagrams asking for a substantial,

but unspecified, grant for the

project.

The brief was endorsed by former

Scarborough Principal A. F. W.
Plumptre in a "very warm" letter

sent to Seagram's, says David
Onley, president of Scarborough

student council. However, new prin-

cipal Ralph Campbell who knows of

the brief, seems content to "let it

sit".

The brief, sent to Seagrams'
donations committee in Montreal

about three weeks ago has not been

answered yet, but Onley isn I

Toddlers invade Sid Smith to

dramatize day care need
ass

Campus Co-Operatlve parents and children held a day-long "day
care-in" in the Sid Smith lobby yesterday to gain support.

TRINITY BOOK SALE
Sell your used books

at your price

Buy books from students at

reasonable prices.

Collection period continues from

WED. SEPT. 13 10 A.M.-4 P.M.

SALE BEGINS MONDAY SEPT. 18 10 A.M.-4 P.M.

ST. HILDA'S COLLEGE
DEVONSHIRE PLACE

Back by Popular Demand

INNIS
FILM SOCIETY

Sept. 22 Woody Allen's

TAKE THE MONEY AND RON, 7?

Sept. 29 Bunuel's THE MILKY WAY

Oct. 13 THE RAVEN and COUNT YQRGA, VAMPIRE

Oct. 20 CANDY
19:00 p m on,y)

Oct. 27 NO BLADE OF GRASS, 75°

Showings on Fridays at 7:00 and 9:00
at the Medical Sciences Auditorium

ADMISSION $1.00 UNLESS OTHERWISE POSTED

Plus Fellini's THE CLOWNS,

KING OF HEARTS, GODZILLA in

November and December

By DAVID WISE
In an attempt to dramatize the

need for university-sponsored day
care, the Campus Community
Cooperative Day Care group yester-

day set up a demonstration day care

centre in [he Sid Smith foyer.

The group, composed of about six

adults and ten toddlers ate lunches

of boiled egg and cheese sandwiches

played games and rode tricycles in

the train-stalion-like foyer.

The co-op group has spent the

entire summer trying to elicit some
response from the university ad-

ministration, after occupying an un-

used building last April.

The Governing Council last week
voted to support a day care centre

which would exclude children whose
parents were not directly connected
to the university. A committee
recommendation that only one cen-

tre be set up to accommodate the
co-op group and three other day

discouraged.

Seagrams' Toronto office doesn't

know of the brief, but a secretary

said, "Everybody asks us for

money—it's pathetic."

Scarborough's present library is

on the fifth floor of the building, in

an area designated for office space.

This system was only supposed to

last until 1968, but it has become
clear, Onley says, that there won't

be a new library for quite a while

unless there is at least some private

funding.

There are not sufficient

government-funds available now to

proceed without private grants, he

said.

Half the books in the present

collection are in storage, and
someone wanting to take out a book

must wait a day, Onley says. Prin-

cipal Campbell indicated in an in-

terview with The Varsity that he

doesn't see the need for a new
library as terribly urgent. He seems
content to wait until Scarborough's

third building, in which a library is

planned, is finished.

Onley estimates the new library

outlined in the brief would cost

around $10 million, and believes it is

possible that Seagrams may donate

the entire amount.

"The tax write-off would be

phenomenal," he said.

Seagrams was picked, says Onley,

because they are Canadian, have

large assets, and have a reputation

for funding many projects. Recent-

ly, Seagrams offered to build a

football stadium for McGill.

The company's assets last year

were $1,350,380,000, sixth largest of

any corporation operating in

Canada.

No other company has been

contacted by the council yet.

care groups is expected to pass the

council next Thursday.
Yesterday's peaceful

demonstration was an attempt to

win support from the student body.

According to spokeswoman Suzan-
na Pratt, the response was
"satisfactory".

"We will not let this issue rest

until the university administration

responds lo our demands," she

added.

Present facilities at the occupied

day care centre on Devonshire Place

are stretched to the limit, and there

is a long wailing list for places in the

centre.

The centre also needs volunteers

lo help care for the children. Those
interested in helping should visit the

centre opposite Varsity Stadium, or

call 925-7495.

PART TIME WORK AVAILABLE

drivers and service

stations attendents

needed

21 years, chauffers licence

good driving record

DUiRTEfl-Cer.TURr OFEESVlCe

CALL 363-5619
METRO CAB CO. LTD,

811 KING ST. W.

""in %

We print anything while-u-waif Hundreds of Jackets and Slopp Shirts
always in stock

SCHOOL OPENING

SPECIAL

CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS '9.95
(Incl. individual course names)

Nylons, Leathers, MeHonSi Corduroys Sweat-
shirts and T Shirts

WHY PAY MORE!

CRESTING
WHILE
U WAIT

Canadian Novelty Shirt & Sportswear Co.

2462 Yonge Street / Telephone 486-0997 / 486-0999
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'Welfare bums' attacks continue

Lewis: fax aids wont create jobs

fJDP leader David Lewis was Interviewed by Liberal MP Robert Kaplan at Holy Trinity yesterday.

$ A CLUB EMBASSY
I £ \

A Bloor and Bellair

*
m C34 FRIDAY AND

* J > L Ifr^r* SATURDA

Y

phct
STARTING MONDAY, COLDWATER

NO COVER, NO MINIMUM
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN

to thinkhow it all got started?

Get some straight facts about the different methods
of birth control and some historical anecdotes in the

FREE "How-Not-To" booklet. Written in simple,

easy-to-read language. From Julius Schmid, makers
of quality contraceptives for men.

Ask for these well known brands at your drug store.

FOUREX • RAMSES • SHEIK

JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED

32 Bermondsey Rd .Toronto 16. Ont.

Pl9ese send me FREE •THE-HOW-NOT-TO-BOOK

(Pflnl clearly)

Address.

City

THE
HOW-NOT-TO

BOOK

Corporate lax concessions do not

help Canada's unemployment
problem. New Democratic Party

leader David Lewis charged
yesterday.

He continued his series of attacks

against "corporate welfare bums." in

an interview with Liberal MP
Robert Kaplan (Don Valley) at Ho-
ly Trinity Church's Noon on the

Square.

Lewis added that corporate tax

concessions are not justifiable for

the "financial risks", which cor-

porations claim they are constantly

taking.

He pointed to farmers as one
sector of society which takes more
risks than corporations, yet obtains

far fewer concessions.

Asked whether corporations

should pay the same tax rate as

individuals, Lewis answered that it

was not the tax rate of corporations

that he wanted to change, but the

huge tax concessions that often

resulted in many corporations
paying, essentially, no taxes at all.

Lewis pointed out that since the

economy is in private hands the

people of Canada are at the mercy
of corporations. He maintained that

he was not against the private sec-

tor, but merely objected to them
having extra priveleges. Cor-
porations, he said, simply do not

need the extra tax concessions.

When asked by Kaplan why he
was not satisfied by the tax reforms
recently passed, Lewis replied that

these new laws did not apply to

corporations until 1976 and that the

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses!

IS*

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

corporation were wasting no time in

taking advantage of the delay.

Lewis said that the "corporate-

welfare-bums-issue" was also tied

up with the very important question

of foreign ownership, by making it

easier for foreign corporations to

extend^ their control.

The government bias towards
corporations was also reflected in

the favouritism it shows towards
developers, at the expense of
meeting real housing needs, Lewis
said.

On the question of un-
employment, Lewis rejected the
idea of a shorter work week as a
temporary solution and suggested

instead that income tax be reduced

for lower income people. He added
that projects should be started to

satisfy people's real needs — homes
and pollution control. Lewis did not

agree with the suggestion that these

too were temporary solutions.

The NDP leader criticized those

women pressing the abortion issue -

by saying that it was divisive. He
said, however, that he objected to

the fact that women and doctors

were criminals under present laws,

but was unwilling to talk further on
the subject.

Lewis' support of the working
class had its limits in the B.C.
dockworkers strike which was
recently ended by the government
with NDP support. Lewis justified

his position by claiming that the

government was not criticized by the

dockworkers themselves. He also

claimed that the grain industry and
the future of the wheat farmer
depended on the termination of the

strike.

"The interest of Canada as a

whole must first be taken into ac-

count," he said.

Drug Values Every Day

KINGSWAY
DRUGS

The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.
and

700 Yonge St., at St. Mary

Price Kingsway First for Vitamins

SMC Film Club presents
a Joseph Janni production of John Schlesinger's Film

Simday^^taxfy Sunday"

s M T W T F S

GlendaJackson FfeterRnch
MurrayHead

UnlI8dflrtiSfs

FRIDAY, SEPT. 15 & SATURDAY, SEPT. 16

7:30 and 10:00 P.M.-Admission $1.00
CARR HALL, ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

SMC FILM CLUB presents:

SUNDAY NflE SERIES OF FRANCO-AMERICAN FILMS

(10 FRENCH FILMS AND 10 AMERICAN FILMS)

S3. 00 FOR ALL 20 FILMS.

Starts September 17 with Truftaut's SHOOT THE PIANO
PLAYER
7:15 and 9:30 P.M. Carr Hall Series tickets $3.00 at the door.
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U of T rates less than some

Day core fees near commercial rates
By PAULMcGRATH

Although the University of

Toronto's day care proposal will

approximately double Campus Co-
Op's per child charge, the new fees

will still be less than those charged

by expensive commercially-run day

care centres in the city, according to

Co-Op parent Bob Davis.

The university plans to up the fee

from the present minimum $40 a

month per child to just over S85 a

month. Davis says most commercial

centres in Toronto charge $100 and

over, with some at S85 a month for

smaller children.

Although the new fee places a

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject
well-informed
helpful

staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707YONGEST
Below Bloor
923-3551

Unclassifieds

SISTER ELIZABETH, reader and advisor,
invites you lo cross her palm with silver
any weekday from 9 to 5. For a token con-
sideration of $2.00. she will print ab-
solutely (fee and at no extra charge ONE
CLASSIFIED AD of up to 25 words (in any
known tongue)- Deadlines three days in
advance of publication.

FEMALE STUDENT - room and board in
exchange for babysitting 2 small children.
Private room and bath. Bayview-Lawrence
area. 485-3710

TRINrTY BOOKSALE We'll sell your used
books at your price. Buy at low cost from
students. Collection period on now 10
am.-4 pm. Sale starts Monday 10 am.-4
pm. St. Hilda's-Devonsh ire PI.

KATE SURVIVED but we need a suc-
cessor to babysit (6.4,2) and help in
professor's large house by the zoo.
Reward: Free room and board. 964.1328
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats Irom $10.00 Paul Magder Furs. 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Ourt-
das. Good selection ot (un furs sizes 8-18.
Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)
363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sat,

OVERLOOKING U OF T CAMPUS Movem now - rest of month rent free. One
bedroom apartment in luxury block - pool
saunas. lennis courts, shop. S203 per
month. Call Lane 928-3181 betore 5 00
weekdays. 964-7063 after 7.30 and
weekends

bigger financial burden on student-

parents, Davis sees the real problem
as the difficulty the parents face in

obtaining provicial subsidies to

alleviate financial need. The govern-

ment provides funds for. parents who
can't pay day care costs but, ac-

cording to Davis, last year's funds

ran out quickly, and latecomers

found it very difficult, if not im-

possible, to arrange a subsidy.

The decision as to who is eligible

for subsidies rests in the hands of the

Metro Social Services Dept., who
use a standard means test. It is not

clear, however, how the information

is used.

The City decides what constitutes

financial need in a family where
both husband and wife are working

or studying.

The social services department
told The Varsity that it will provide

funds in a case where a mother is

studying lo qualify for employment
to add to the family income, but will

not subsidize the family if the

mother is studying without intentions

of employment.

In contrast to the U of T

situation, York University day care

people seem to be making a smooth

transition from a centre run and

controlled by parents to a larger,

parent-controlled centre with no rise

in the $55 fee.

Co-ordinator Maria de Wit says

York will subsidize the administra-

tion costs arising from the larger

number of children being cared for.

The York centre sill handle 150

children, while the proposed U of T
centre sill take in only 50.

Compunding the difficulty for

parents is the lack of financially

practical alternatives to day care.

Private babysitting, while it can
cost as low as $15 a week, usually

runs to $25, bringing the monthly
charge to a par with commercial day
care centres.

York University subsidizes Its day care centre's operating costs, but U of T won't

0

In the course of a game,
your skate is punished
by sticks, skate blades
and pucks. So you need
a skate that can take it

... a skate made by
Daoust.
Daoust protection
The famous Daoust boot
is made of high quality
materials — like finest
Kangaroo leather —
chosen for strength and
durability. Inter-lined
with ballistic nylon mesh
and lined with English
kip leather provides
all-round foot protection.
The rigid box toe is

guaranteed. And on top
of all this ... the Daoust

Daoust performance
Just as a player must
perform under pressure,
a skate must perform
under punishment . . .

and Daoust skates do
just that. An example is

the Daoust National 300
— illustrated above.
Before this skate leaves
the plant in Montreal,
the blade is tested for
strength and resistance
on the Rockwell scale.
It must register a reading
of 58 to 60 — guarantee-
ing the DAOUST standards
of excellence.

With over 75 years of
experience, DAOUST has
created an impressive
line of skates — ranging
from the superb National
300 to the rugged Junior
Pro . .

.
the skate for the

future superstar.
The DAOUST line

V also includes
\ lady's skates.

w— Of solid
^s**5^ construction

and elegant look, this
model - the Ice Ballet -
is a Daoust top seller

The ofticial skate of the
National Hockey League
Players Association.
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Everybody wants committees

Priorities SAC meeting drones on forever
By BOB BETTSON

The year's priorities were the

chief order of business as SAC
began another year of marathon
meetings Wednesday night.

The final area of discussion

proved the most contentious.

Services Commissioner Bill

Steadman stated that the decision

by the Governing Council Internal

Affairs Committee on daycare made
redundant his intended proposal to

have SAC investigate the day care

problem and present its views to the

Governing Council. The decision

has already been made, he said.

However, SMC rep Michael

Steinberg said that SAC should still

spend some energy to investigate

what the university has done in

regard to social responsibility and

parental control.

He called Internal Affair's day

care policy "shitty".

hducation commissioner Marty
Stollar said SAC should decide

whether the Governing Council
answers are correct, and press its

demands if there is disagreement.

Paul Cadario, chairman of the

committee that passed the day care

recommendations, said he supported
its recommendations. There will be
a review of the policy sometime in

the future.

Council decided to set up a

committee to study the day care

situation.

Steadman said the chief

priority in his area Is to push the

university into expanding student

services, as well as setting up more
student-initiated and student-run

services. Council accepted his

recommendation that a five person

committee be set up to study present

student services and report back on
possible additional areas of concern.

President Eric Miglin said' that

in the area of financing of post-

secondary education, there are two -

major concerns' "ensuring that

there is a continuing year to year
expertise in the field, and increasing

student awareness of the problems
involved. We don't have much hope
of succeeding if students don't know
about financing." He added that

despite SAC's efforts to talk to

students about the fee increases and
other issues involved, the problem of

communication was still a major
one. Miglin recommended that a

committee be set up to delineate the

areas of post-secondary financing in

which SAC should concentrate its

research and study activities.

,
University Commissioner John

Creelman said that although dis-

cipline had been around as an issue

for four years, "we now have a

chance of getting a liberal, in-

telligent policy through the Gover-
ning Council, hopefully by Christ-

mas." He recommended that a sub-

committee be set up to draft a SAC
position paper on discipline to sub-

mit to the internal affairs committee
of Governing Council. Steinberg

recommended SAC set up a com-
mittee to deal with the library ques-

tion with the warning that "if we
don't do something about the

library, thre will be a lot of other

people who will." The committee
would research all arguments
presented and recommend further

SAC action and tactics.

Stollar echoed Steinberg's

sentiments, stating that "nothing is

being done" on the library. "It

hasn't been discussed".

Vice presidente John Helliwell

said that in the area of university

planning SAC needed to decide
what the future of the one dollar

campus centre levy on all students

would be, possibly with a new
referendum.

He claimed that every piece of

research work has shown the cam-
pus centre is a bad idea.

Helliwell joined the rest in

recommending yet another com-
mittee be set up to do background
work on student involvement in all

types of university planning.

Unexpectedly near the end of

the meeting, Marty Stollar resigned

as Education Commissioner. Stollar

said that he was resigning for per-

sonal reasons that had nothing to do
with SAC.

The meeting also gave the

Varsity Board Constitution second

and final reading. This significantly

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

"History and the History of Science" by
John W. Abrams, Director, Institute for the

History and Philosophy of Science and
Technology, University of Toronto. 12:10

p.m., Room 102, MacLennan Laboratories,

on Friday, 15 September. Sponsored by the

Varsity Fund.

Ilolonial
203 Yonge St.

THIS WEEKEND
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

JAMES COTTON
STARTING MONDAY

WORLD'S GREATEST
JAZZ BAND

coming attractions

Mary Clayton
John Lee Hooker
Chuck Mangione

Br&wedftdmpuiBspringwater?

changed representation on the

board, which is ultimately respon-

sible for the Varsity.

Five directors will be appointed

by SAC, the same number as before,

two will be appointed by the board
(down from three), one from the

GSU (same), one from The Varsity

staff (same), the current editor.

Single new appointments will be
made from the teaching staff, the
support staff, and from the
retiring editor and the president of

the university.

The board oversees the
operations of The Varsity, par-

ticularly financial matters.

And that's the tiuth!

your

It's tennis any day for you. Even

during your period. Tampax
tampons free you to be as active

as you please. They're worn

internally to give you efficient,

invisible protection. Tampax
tampons keep you in the game.

Not on the sidelines.

Our only interest
-

is protecting you.

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MAOE ONLY 8Y
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..

BARRIE. ONTARIO
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New hope for eaters

SAC plans probe of campus eating
By LILLIAN MERSHEIN

The quality of campus eating

facilities may be studied in a joint

project of the Students' Ad-
ministrative Council and U of Ts
Faculty of Food Sciences.

The proposed survey, to be

carried out by the faculty, is ex-

pected to be more comprehensive

and beneficial than the superficial

examination made by a presidential

advisory committee a few years ago.

SAC vice-president Ross Flowers,

expects the survey to discover ways
to improve the services. The
nutritive value, price, quality and
variety of food served would be

studied by the Faculty of Food
Sciences, which SAC approached

This year, the Varsity will carry a regular Friday weekly

supplement, L'Hebdd. L'Hebdo will carry In-depth articles on a

variety of topics more Interpretative and of greater length than

the news format of the Varsity makes possible. In addition,

L'Hebdo will carry reviews of music, books, theatre, films, and
other cultural activities, and a 'Watsup' section that lists coming
events.

In Its first Issue, appearing on Monday, L'Hebdo will carry a

special community guide, dealing both with the university

community and with the broader Toronto community.
Writers, artists, and other talented people are needed If

L'Hebdo Is to function well. Interested persons should call Ulll

Dlemer 923-6741; 999-3091 or Bill MeVicar 923-8742; 920-2473.

w

THE
LOWEST
PRICES
ON

GROOVY
ROUND
THINGS

New York Pizza House
WINNER:
1970 1ST ANNUAL TORONTO
PEZZA AWARD MORNING
AFTER SHOW CflC
STAR WEEK'S JUNE 71

PIZZA CONTEST

925-1736
Dining Room OPEN 11 AM-
1 AM MON-SAT
SUN 3 PM-1 AM
TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM S PM-1 AM

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

POSITIONS OPEN
The Students Administrative Council is soliciting applications for the

following positions'

1 ) EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
- will act as a general bureaucratic assistant to the President and Vice-
Presidents, and to the Council as a whole
- (contact: Eric Miglin, John Helliwell or Ross Flowers)

2} EDUCATION ASSISTANT
will act as a bureaucratic assistant to the SAC Education Commission

• familiarity with course unions and evaluations and with current

educational issues would be helpful

- (contact: Marty Stollar)

3) SERVICES/COMMUNICATIONS ASSISTANT
- will act as a bureaucratic assistant to the SAC Services and
Communications Commissions
- familiarity with journalism, advertising work, computer survey techniques
and services related work would be helpful

- (contact" Bill Steadman or Debra Lewis)

Starting salary for all positions is $95.00/week
Positions are until April 30, 1973 at which time they may be extended by
next year's Council.

For further information call 928-4911
Applications should include a curriculum vitae and a several hundred
word statement on the applicant's ideas on the position.

Applications must be received in writing by 5:00 p.m., Monday. Sept 18 at-

Studml's Administrative Council

12 Hart House Circle

UNIVERSITY Of TORONTO ,

because it felt an expert, scientific

study would result in specific

recommendations.

Although a definite decision by

the faculty on its participation has

not yet been reached, it appeared

from an interview with Dean I. L.

Armstrong that the only real

problem left was planning the study.

The faculty may see the study as a

way of proving its relevance to U of

T following unsuccessful ad-

ministration attempts to phase it out

[wo years ago.

Both staff and students at the

faculty reacted enthusiastically to

the idea, according to Flowers.

ft has been suggested that

carrying out the study might be part

of a food science course.

Services Commissioner Bill

Steadman said that the food services

on campus were failing to meet

student needs. He felt, for example,

that there was not sufficient service

at certain times when it was needed.

Except for the Arbor Room in

Hart House and some smaller

cafeterias ' most campus eating

facilities are available only for a

ited time at lunch and supper

hours. Steadman suggested that

restaurant-style facilities or short-

order lunch stands might be

alternatives.

A decision by the food sciences

faculty may be forthcoming next

week.

Add weekly forums

to GSU luncheons
Weekly forums on issues involving the university will begin next

Wednesday with Governing Council member John Morton and Clarice
Henschel.

The forums will be held in the GSU upper lounge 11:30-2:00

Wednesday. At least one of the two, both members of the Governing
Council, will be present at each forum. A gamut of topics relevant to the
university, especially those concerning the Governing Council, will be
discussed.

ATTENTION
Early-Bird Students

MEN'S SALON
232A BloorSt. West 924-7833

(cross (ram Varsity Stadium)

By producing ATL cards, the

maximum rate for a hairshaping

will be $3.00, effective between 9

a.m. and 11 a.m. to Oct. 14. As
always, special attention is given

to longer hairstyles. Just drop In

- no appointments please.

(CLOSED MONDAYS)

THE AUDITORIUM
Davenport and Dupont

Live Entertainment Nitely

RIP-OFF Time? -9 pm

Prices reduced 30%

EVERY MON PUB NITE

Prices 9-1 am

JUG 2.20

MUG .55

SHOT .90

50 CENTS OFF T-SHIRTS
WITH THIS AD
Group Rate Available

WANTED
Women's Intercollegiate Team Managers

There are several openings for team managers to assist

and travel with Women's Intercollegiate Teams. Needed
immediately - Field Hockey Managers Apply W.A.A. Of-

fice, Room 102, Benson Building.

REFEREES WANTED
FOR ALL MEN'S INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Football, Soccer, Touch Football

are starting Sept. 26

w INTRAMURAL OFFICE,
APPLY- ROOM 106,

HART HOUSE.

Discover
the
freedom of

CONTACT
LENSES

BRADDOGK
OPTICAL
170 St George St. 925-8720
2917 BloorSt. W. 233-2611
Centenary Plaza 282-2030
Bayview Village Centre 222-5791

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

STUDENT FOOTBALL TICKETS
THREE HOME GAMES $1.50

SEPT. 16 (SAT.) OTTAWA 2:00 P.M.

SEPT. 30 (SAT.) QUEEN'S 2:00 P.M.

OCT. 14 (SAT.) CARLET0N 2:00 P.M.

(HOMECOMING)

COUPON BOOKS, admitting to the student section on a "first come best seat" basis will be sold at

the following locations:

Varsity Stadium - Gates 5 and 8, Wed. and Thurs. Sept. 13 and 14, 10:00 A.M. to
6:00 P.M.

- Gate 8, Sat. Sept. 16, 10:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M.
ENGINEERING STORES, SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE ATHLETIC OFFICE

(ROOM S418A). EHINDALE COLLEGE (PHYS. ED. SHED)
GUEST BOOKS. EACH STUDENT MAY PURCHASE ONE ADDITIONAL BOOK WHICH WILL ADMIT A GUEST TO THE

STUDENT SECTION, NOT NECESSARILY A MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY. GUEST BOOKS ARE SOLD AT THE SAME
PRICE. ONE ONLY TO EACH HOLDER OF AN ATHLETIC MEMBERSHIP CARD. BRING YOUR ATHLETIC MEMBERSH'P
CARO-TICKETS CANNOT BE PURCHASED WITHOUT ONE.
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New men's athletic facilities building unveiled
ThsVarsityreceivedaprevlewotthenew men's athletic building, an aerial view of which is shown here. The sports complex will contain 70,000 square feet of useable space sonte

devoted to tennis courts as can be seen.

U of T Sailing Club meets Tuesday
By IAN BROWN

The U of T Sailing Club's Fall

schedule begins next Tuesday
(SepL.I9) with a general meeting at

Hart House. Racing sailors,
recreational sailors and beginners
are all welcome to attend.

Trials for the sailing team will

be announced at that time. Last year

the team competed in five regattas.

winning the OUAA championship,
and the Ontario Spring Regatta.
The ultimate goal is the Canadian
Championship, which takes place
annually on Thanksgiving weekend
at Kingston.

The Kingston event was won by
the University of British Columbia
last year, but Toronto stands an
excellent chance this year. Several
top sailors have already expressed

interest. The winning school will

likely sail in the North American
Intercollegiate Championship next

June.

Later in the season Wayne
State University in Detroit is the

focal point for competition for the

Hudson International Trophy. The

top Canadian team from this

competition automatically qualifies

for one of the premier intercollegiate

regattas the Timme Angsten, which
rounds out the season early in

November.

The Ontario Spring
Championship was a new event in-

itialed by the U of T Sailing Club
this past Spring. It was part of a

massive revision of the sailing

program which has been rather

limited in the past.

Further information concerning

the sailing club wiil be available at

next week's meeting.

Injury clinic at Benson

to begin September 79
By JANICE McKELLAR

Athletic injuries lurk wherever sports events take place. All too often,
though, team-mates, managers, coaches and officials are not familar with
proper treatment procedures. In order to remedy the situation, the U of T
Women's Athletic Association is hosting its first Athletic Injury Clinic.

The first course begins September 29 and continues through to October
5. Sessions will be held every Tuesday and Thursday evening from 6 to 8
p.m. in the third floor study room of the Benson Building. The instructors

will be members of the St. John Ambulance Corps and Ed Knowlekowski,
head trainer at York University.

Knowlekowski is skilled in properly treating all athletic injuries. He
does not confine his talents to disabled football stars and will help to explain

women's injuries in such sports as gymnastics, volleyball and basketball.

A second course will be given starting the week of October 23 and
running for six weeks, one night a week. This session will be under the

auspices of Sharon Wilson, instructor and basketball coach at the Benson
Building.

The clinic has been organized in-order to enable women to recognize the

seriousness of an athletic injury and, at the same time, to diagnose and treat

the problem.

The programme will include basic first aid, the treatment of skin

splints, blisters and charley horses, methods of taping injuries and possible

procedures for rehabilitation. The clinic will be largely practical — more
doing than listening.

Both of these clinics are open to intercollegiate and interfaculty

coaches and managers, nurses and physiotherapists as well as anyone else

interested in athletic injuries. AH women who wish to find out more about

these courses should contact Sharon Wilson in the Benson Bldg. as soon as

possible. Act now. First course enrollment will be limited to 15-20 women. The U of T sailing club needs able-bodied individuals In order to retain their OUAA championship.
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World Champ Fittipaldi at Mosport
By BOB GAUTHIER
Aod COLIN PILMER

* World championship Formula l

Driver Emerson Fittipaldi (Brazil)

will lead the field of contenders at

Mosport on September 24 when the

Grand Prix of Canada is run.

However, at this stage of the

competition the final two races

(Mosport and Watkins Glen, N.Y.

on October 8) will be somewhat

'anliclimactic. Fittipaldi has already

shown himself to be a racing "hero"

in I972.

At a reception in his honour at

Labatt's Toronto plant Wednesday

cnano prix

Emerson Fittipaldi to race In Grand Prix September 24.

You don t have to be Evonne Goolagong to play tennis. Participate
In the Women's Interfaculty Tennis Tournament. The deadline lor
entry is September 21 at the Benson Building.

evening Fittipaldi said that motor

racing was on the increase in his

native Brazil. There are going to be

some circuits built
1
', he said, "and

there is a new circuit at Brasilia, ihe

capital". Brazil receives Formula 1

racing by Telstar full-time from

Europe. This is very important for

the future of motor racing in

Brazil."

Fittipaldi also mentioned that

"The government subsidizes sport.

The president is a great motor sport

enthusiast; he sends me a telegram

after every race", he added.

(One wonders if a Grand Prix race

will be scheduled soon for Brazil. At

this lime the only Grand Prix race

to take place in Latin America is in

Argentina.)

Commenting on the development

of the auto industry in Brazil Fit-

tipaldi said that "General Motors is

involved in Brazil" and
"Volkswagen is turning out 1,800

cars per day Tor the market".
"There is a tax on imported cars",

he added "and prices are quite ex-

horbitant. Nearly 50% of the price

of imported cars is tax," he said.

Fittipaldi confirmed that-

"General Motors supports motor

racing (financially), but doesn't of-

ficially race," Some of the major

backers are the petroleum com-

panies — Esso, Texaco, and Shell"

as well as such native industries as

"Banco do Commercio e Industria

de Sao Paulo", he added.

Speaking of the stability of Brazil,

Fittipaldi said that the "political

situation is much better since 1964.

(The liberal-leaning but unstable

Goulart government was deposed

thaPyear by a right-wing coup.)

"The new Brazilian government is

promoting new schools and helping

the poorer people", Fittipaldi said.

"Before 1964 Brazil was going

downhill economically, but that's

why we had the revolution", he

added.

"There are no restrictions on

what people try to do internally in

Brazil", he said, but admitted that

"there is some trouble with the press

because of communist infiltration".

Fittipaldi added tht the coup in

1964 has not "affected me personal-

ly or any of my family or friends."

He affirmed that he was not directly

restricted by the government in

anything he might say outside the

country, and expressed confidence in

the new Brazil. "I'm only investing

in Brazil now", he said.

• • •

With five Grand Prix champion

wins to his credit so far this year

Fittipaldi has a long-shot chance at

equalling the record for the most

number of wins in a single year.

(The late Jim Clark won 7 in 1963.)

Fittipaldi clinched the 1972 world

title last weekend with a win at

Monza (the Italian Grand Prix). He
had previously won Grand Prix

races in Spain, Belgium, Britain and

Austria. His present total of 61

pojnts is more than double that of

Jackie Stewart (27), last year's

world champion. Fitttpaldi's closest

rival has been Denis Hulme (31

points at present).

• • •

At 25 Fittipaldi is the youngest

driver ever to win the World Cham-
pionship in Formula 1. When asked

Wednesday evening what con-

tributed more to a Grand Prix win,

the car or the driver, Fittipaldi

tactfully replied that it was "about
50-50".

Fittipaldi, who has only been

racing in Formula 1 competition

since 1967 appeared slightly

overawed at the reception held in his

honour Wednesday evening. He
gave the impression of a successful

man who had been quickly pushed

before the world spotlight — a

situation which he may or may not

have completely enjoyed.

However, his relaxed manner
indicated that he was not entirely

averse to large gatherings of ad-

mirers. His tactful and patient

handling of most of the typical

personal questions from the Toronto
and surrounding area press was
commendably handled.-

Fittipaldi said that "Nurgurbring
(where the German Grand Prix is

held) is my favorite circuit". It is the

most challenging circuit for a driver,

with 1 25 different corners. To
memorize all the breaking points is

very difficult."

Asked abouL track safety at

Nurgurbring - Fittipaldi replied that

it "is very safe for the moment"
because of added safety features,

"but the course is essentially the

same circuit that it was a year ago.
"

(The German circuit has been

criticized in the past by for its poor

handling of safely precautions, most

notably by Jackie Stewart.)

Fittipaldi said that "Jackie

Stewart is the best driver in racing

today". He echoed Stewart when he

said that "when you are in motor

racing you have to switch off the

outside — it's like being in a

different world."

"I have an exclusive contract with

Lotus; therefore I won't race at

Indy," Fittipaldi said. He added

that "it is difficult to say whether or

not Indy is harder to race at than a

Grand Prix circuit. I just watch
films on television. I have spoken to a

lot of people racing at Indy. You
need a lot of concentration on the

oval track and it's hard to be

relaxed."

Fiuipaldi said that his first

experience in motor racing on a

major scale had been in "Group 1, in

Brazil in 1965", and he drove his

first Formula 1 car only two years

later. However, his family has had
racing "in its blood".

The world champion's mother

raced in the I950's and won a 24-

hour race for production cars.

Emerson's brother, Wilson (28),

drives a Brabham on the Formula 1

tour.

Fittipaldi said tht his "father was
a motoring journalist for many
years. Father took me to meetings

and I developed it from there", he
added. The senior Fittipaldi has

been broadcasting racing in and to

Brazil for over a quarter-century.

Fittipaldi's father will be at

Mosport, September 24, when his

younger son makes his second
appearance at the Canadian circuit.

(In last year's Canadian Grand Prix

Fittipaldi finished seventh).

The race at Mosport is 11 in a,

series of 12 World Championship
races. The final race takes place at

Watkins Glen, N.Y., on October 8.

Fittipaldi said, "We're going to do it

one second quicker than Jackie
Stewart."

AOSC flights fo Moscow
By STEWART GOODYEAR

Through its contacts with student unions in the
USSR the Association of Student Councils arranged a
charter flight and tickets for 180 people for the
remaining games of the Canada-Russia hockey series in
Moscow.
These contacts result from the International

Association of Student Unions—both the Russian
Student Travel Bureau and AOSC are members.
According to Rod Hurd, Director of AOSC, the tickets
were acquired "by the simple use of a Telex to reach
our Russian counterparts".

While students were given preference for the tickets,

lack of student response caused AOSC to open sales to

the public on a first come, first served basis. Hurd said
the price for the flight is S649, equal to a similar charter
package under Hockey Canada auspices.

He admitted that a few students have received a
lower price, but stated that there hasn't been a policy to

give special student discounts. Hurd said he doesn't
know the details of how the lower rates were arranged
'and voiced a fear that knowledge of them might raise a

clamour from those who paid the regular price.

The arrangement for a chauer flight through Finlay
Travel Flight Limited enabled AOSC to decrease an
original cost or$730 which had been set for group fares.
The project was set up in late August when tickets

arranged by Hockey Canada to distribute to the
Canau.. -h|i c through travel agents were sold out

and a large waiting list developed. AOSC has arranged
charter flights for students for three years, but this

flight is considered unique, since it was done in short
lime and includes the tickets.

"Hurd said AOSC is "proud to get seats where
others couldn't", bypassing official channels.

Between one-third and one-half of the tickets sold
went to students. The Russian group showed no
opposition to the sales to non-students. These were
opened to the public only after AOSC had written to
organizations in contact with students "such as Hart
House and the athletic department at Ihe U of T", said
Hurd. He accounted for the low student response by
referring to the high costs and the inconvenient time of
the year.

1 ncluded in the arrangements are r rn airfare from
Toronto to Moscow, accomodation at tourist class
hotels and tickets to all games and excursions A total
of nine days will be spent in the USSR, covering the
lime of the games, Sept. 22, 24, 26 and 28
Though visas have not yet been received, Hurd said

there have been no problems in arranging for them.
Profits made by AOSC will go to pay for a tour of

Canada for Russian students. This will repay an old

?q*7 h £r Umon of Students
.
^""ed i"

967 when 26 Canad.an students spent a month in the

nt t ?h
Cr l
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i
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r
0f the Russian sludent union.One month m Canada for a similar numer of Russian

students should cost AOSC from $10-15.000. Hurd
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Ottawa ruling rejected,

enumeration botch-up

at Devonshire residence

Action against fee
hikes spreads
at Ottawa
universities

OTTAWA (CUP) — Most students at Carleton University appeared
to be withholding their second installment of tuition fees this week,
while University of Ottawa student representatives urged their students
lo follow suit, despite the school's withdrawal from the Ontario
Federation of Students (OFS).
OFS is organizing the appeal to withhold the second installment to

provide the possibility of a fees strike in January. The strike would be
designed to force the Ontario government to retreat' from tuition fee

increases announced last spring.

Carleton Students' Federation president Bruce Cameron estimated
that 75 per cent of the returning students who registered paid in

installments.

The "overwhelmingly good response" confirms original plans to seek
cancellation of classes for a province-wide day of study of the issues

October 10," Cameron said.

Meanwhile, University of Ottawa student council president Peter
Beach said his organization supported the OFS campaign because it

had no choice,

"We were forced to take the OFS line," he said. "We feel there must
be some solidarity."

In several summer OFS meetings Beach had demanded an
immediate fees strike in September but most other student councils
oplcd for the more cautious installment-paying approach.

About 5000 students have signed a petition calling for the
cancellation of tuition fee increase, he added.
The disagreement was a major reason for U of O's withdrawal from

OFS. But Beach conceded that a September fees strike by U of O alone
would have been futile.

"We had hoped that Carleton would support us but because Bruce
Cameron is on the OFS executive they followed the OFS line," he said.

Beach said his council had mailed pamphlets to all registering

students asking them to withhold their second installments, but the

person running the campaign had been in a car accident and could not
organize around the issue while students were actually registering.

He had no idea how many students had followed the council's plea

About 5000 students have signed a petition calling for the cancellation

of tuition fee increases, he added. U of O will hold its study session on
financing October 4.

In Toronto, the Graduate Students Union is joining undergraduates
in urging the withholding of second term fees. In addition, as a symbolic
project, the GSU is proposing that $100 of second term installments be
held back and placed in a joint trust fund administered by a trust

company. Fees for most U of T graduate students rose by $100 this

year. Other graduate unions, including the one at the University of
Guelph, are reportedly proposing similar actions.

Contrary to the policy of the chief returning officer in
Canada, and Spadina riding returning Officer Terrance
Mott, in at least one student residence, students are not
being enumerated unless they are financially
independent.

Mark Laughton (APSC I) told The Varsity that the
enumerators for Devonshire Place claimed "accepting
money from your parents means you must be
enumerated in your home riding."

Last week, Canada's chief electoral officer, J. M.
Hamel, stated that students could vote in the riding in
which what they considered their "ordinary residence."
In doing so, he appeared to overturn an earlier
interpretation of voting regulations that stated that
students' normal residences are where their parents live.

The Devonshire enumeration occurred Wednesday
evening, according to Andres Mand (APSC II).

Hamel's Tuesday statement on enumerating students
was reported in Wednesday's Varsity.

On Thursday, Mott indicated that he had accepted
Hamel's ruling. "We are making every endeavour to
see thai any student who wants to vote here, can vote",
he said.

Yet, according to Laughton, the enumerators at the
Devonshire residence maintained that if a student
receives any money from his parents, he can only vote

in his parent's riding, by proxy.
"Only three or four in all of South House" were

enumerated, says Laughton

Harry Dunstan (APSC III) agreed that about three
had been enumerated. There are about 80 residents in
South House, one third of the whole residence, he said.
Mand, of East House, and John Stinson (FOR II) of

North House, stated that they were enumerated in
Spadtna only because they were independent from their
parents.

Several other students contacted by The Varsity said
no enumerators had been in touch with them
Gary Avain {APSC III) said that he didn't know

anything about getting enumerated here. He thought he-
would end up by voting in his parents' riding
John McCaugherty (FOR I) commented that he had

not seen any enumerators.

Returning officer Mott, reached yesterday, said that
he did not know Devonshire House had been
enumerated in that fashion. He promised to check with
the enumerators and enumerate it again, if needed, or
any other residence he found had been improperly 1

enumerated.

"I'm determined to allow every student who wants to
vote to vole," he said. If necessary, "I will ask authority
to extend the enumeration period."

Blues Cor Dorat (34) was Toronto's main threat against Ottawa In a gams Saturday In which the Gee-Gees showed both an effective offence and defence.

Ottawa wins 24-7

Students will mass today: ask that charges be droped

Nineteen students and supporters were arrested last year when police stormed Slmcoe Hall.

A demonstration tomorrow against the U of T
administration is being planned concerning the library crisis

which erupted in three occupations last spring.

Called by an informal defense committee for four persons
arrested in the break-up of the first occupation,
demonstrators will rally in the Sid Smith lobby at 1 pm and
March to Simcoe Hall. There they will demand that <he

admistralion use its good offices effectively to have the

charges dropped, as was promised by then Acting President

Jack Sword after the second occupation.

Facing a charge of assaulting police are Bill Getty, Mark
Goldblatt and Randi Reynolds. Tom McLaughlin and
Goldblatt are charged with obstructing police.

Their trials come up Tuesday September 26. The four are

asking that as many people as possible attend their trials,

which are slated for 10 am in the Old City Hall, court 33.

The university did stop charges of trespassing against 19

people as promised.

The issue of stack access has not yet been entirely resolved.

A Senate decision last spring would allow undergraduates
access to the books if they had established "academic need".
U of T vice president Don Forster recently recommended to

the Governing Council's Academic Affairs Committee that

they set up a committee to report to him on what "academic
need" should be defined as.

This and the trials are expected to be discussed at an open
meeting following the demonstration in the International

Student Centre, 33 St. George, Pendarves Lounge. Last year's

Open Stacks Committee, which helped organize the cam-
paign, may be revived.
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TODAY
all day

Radio Varsity needs new staff. If you are

Interested In becoming an operator, an-

nouncer, newsperson, sportsperson, etc.,

come up to the studios on the third floor ol

91 St. George anytime today.

8 pm
The Vic Music Club Invites everyone to

Its open meeting today. Entertainment and

free food provided. Wymllwood, Victoria

College.

Hart House Underwater Club, open

meeting. Movies shown and refreshments

served. Music room, Hart House.

TUESDAY
all day
11 am

Trinity Booksale: sale and collection

both continue — check us first for used

book needs. Till 3 p.m. St. Hilda's.

Devonshire Place.

noon

Trinity Square presents "The Things I

cannot Change". Bring your own lunch or

enjoy our menu. Two blocks south of

Dundas, west of Yonge.

1Z'30 pm
U of T Sailing Club Meeting. Anyone

Interested In racing on the U of T team

should plan to attend. Beginners and

recreational sailors also welcome. Debates

Room Hart House.

1 pm
Rally at Sid Smith and march to Simcoe

Hall to demand open access and to sup-

port Ihe lour people facing charges stem-

ming from the library bust. Sid Smith foyer.

"Marxism and Studying History", a

discussion with Chamle Cunningham, U of

T Communist Club. Sid Smith, room 1032.

Innls' 'Bossin Room', discussion and

planning of student action regarding tuition

hikes.

2 pm
Meeting to plan support for the four

people still lacing charges from the Simcoe

Hall arrests. Pendarves Lounge, Inter-

national Student Centre.

5 pm
Last day to sign up for GSU Gold Day to

be held at Plnetree Golf Club on

September 22. Lists are posted at GSU
registration table In Drill Hall and at Ihe

GSU. 16 Bancroft Avenue.

5:30 pm
Varsity Chrisllan Fellowship first general

meeting. A Smorgasbord supper for only

50 cents. Theme: Sharing the summer

experiences of students who travelled this

summer. All are welcome, especially

freshmenl Wymllwood Music Room, Vic.

6:30 pm
Preliminary meetln for course in

"Spontaneous Non-Verbal Expression

through Art." 216 St.Clalr W.

7:30 pm
Organizational meeting of the U of T

Historical Club. Blckersteth Homm, Hart

House.
,

Seminars, lolkslnging, and dance

sponsored by Latvian Student Club. "Atnac

Satlklies". Latvian House, 491 College.

Meeting to plan for Humberto Pagan's

upcoming visit to Toronto. Devonshire Day

Care Centre, Devonshire Place across

from Varsity Stadium.

THERE MAY BE AN

ARTS & SCIENCE UNION

On Saturday September 23 all Arts and
Science students are invited to Hart House Music
Room at 10:00 A.M. to decide whether we want an
Arts and Science Student Union.

This union would be responsible for either
creating or helping implement student educational
and political policies in Arts and Science. Course
evaluations and course union funding would also
be handled by this organization. We must invent a
constitution for this body.

At this conference students in each subject
area will have a vote either through the course
union or through an ad hoc caucus.

If you are in Arts and Science and interested

in the Union or just interested in finding out what
going on politically - please attend - absolutely no
previous political experience is necessary.

If you are taking courses in Anthropology,
Psychology, Sociology, French, German,
Philosophy, Zoology, Botany, Fine Art, English,
Geology, Religious Studies or East Asian we need
you to participate in a caucus. Please call: Phil
Dack (928-4903) or Marty Stollar (928-4909) if you
wish to take part in a caucus.

, MIXTECA
IMPORTING

BASKETS
GIFTS

CLOTHES
THINGS DIFFERENT
FROM MEXICO

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

WE'RE AT
174 BRUNSWICK
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921-4097

all the
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VVhenvoufriink
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Thinkofpizza

twice!

9STOR

$1.00 OFF ON PICK UP
50° ON DELIVERY

MINIMUM FOOD ORDER (3.00

925-241

1

NICKELODEON
279 Yonue a* Dundas Squ;

THE VARSITY ADVERTISING OFFICE IS LOCATED AT
91 ST GEORGE ST., ROOM 101, AND IS OPEN FROM
9-5, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY. DEADLINES ARE

PUBL?CATION
REE W0RK 'NG °AYS ,N ADV^Se 5f
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'To be human Is the main thing, and that

means to be strong and clear and ol good
cheer In spite and because of everything. .

.

— Rosa Luxemburg

The Varsity, a member of Canadian
University Press, was founded In 1B30
and Is published by the Students' Ad-

ministrative Council of the University

of Toronto and is primed by Oalsons

Press Ltd. Opinions expressed In ihis

newspaper are not necessarily those of

the Students' Administrative Council

or the administration of the university.

Formal complaints about the editorial

or business operation of the paper may
be addressed to the Chairman, Cam-
pus Relations Committee, Varsity

Board of Directors. 91 St. George St.

Varsity steps

into infogap

Today, The Varsity publishes a special

community guide theme issue of I'Hebdo.

The things contained in it — valuable

information both for returning and new
students about living in Toronto — could have
been included in the Students' Administrative

Council Handbook. They weren't.

Surprising, considering that the Eric

Miglin-John Helliwell-Ross Flowers ticket got

elected to SAC on a platform emphasizing
communication and service.

This service-oriented SAC broke with

recent tradition and decided against ap-
pointing an independent editor for the Han-
dbook. Instead, an executive committee
headed by vice-president Helliwell supervised
production of the book.

The executive had, albeit momentarily,
appointed two students to edit their publica-
tion, but began reconsidering their decision
when some members had second thoughts
about the control the executive could hope to
exercise over the outside editors even with the
rigid supervision guidelines they had
adopted.

Past councils have been burnt by
adverse public reaction to previous Han-
dbooks edited by persons not currently sitting
on the SAC executive. And, this year's ex-
ecutive felt that they didn't want to chance a
rerun.

So, they set to work preparing an
executive-supervised "apolitical" Handbook
which sought to merely represent within
available space limits the groups offered
space in the publication. The result has been
relatively usless, uncontroversial filler for the
advertising copy abundant in both volumes of
this year's effort.

The book, by its ommission of a
significant community guide, assumes that
university students lead a rather restricted
iife, seldom venturing off campus. In those
few areas where it pretends to supply some
information, there seems to be little reason to
trust its accuracy. In its section on bookstores

Students' University
Administrative 0f
Council Toronto

HAND
BOOK VOLUME1

THE YEAR
OF THE

CHANGE

the generally more expensive U of T
Bookstores come off looking best. L'Hebdo's
community guide tells a different, more ac-
curate story.

Where to buy books and get a cheap,
half-decent meal aren't the only keys to the
basics of survival for U of T students. The
Handbook falls down badly in its lack of
discussion of the key educational and social
issues facing the campus students. By ab-
dicating this responsibility, it leaves students
to wallow in an informationless vacuum.

Before setting its budget next spring the
council should seriously evaluate wheter it

believes it really is worthwhile publishing a
student handbook. If it decides in the af-
firmative, it should not pretend that a useful
document will likely be produced by a
politically sensitive SAC.

The choice, at least in the near future lies
between having a creative, independent
editor produce a useful book or a SAC
committee hammer out something of little
value.

Ad policy
Readers may be a bit

puzzled by The Varsity's
readiness to criticize some
regular advertisers in its com-
munity guide. They shouldn't
be. Advertising and editorial
policy are two separate things
at The Varsity.

In order to publish, the
paper must earn revenue
through accepting paid adver-
tising. It would be hypocritical
and economically impractical
for The Varsity to attempt to
assess relative political or
moral acceptability when
soliciting advertising.

Any which does not violate
the paper's restrictions
against ads requesting pay-
ment in advance of receipt 0/
goods, non-AOSC charter
flight ads, and ads which are
judged to be misleading.

The Varsity reserves and
indeed exercises the right to
editorially criticize any adver-
tisers it deems deserving of
such action. Varsity adver-
tisers will not be allowed to
Influence the paper's editorial
policy in any way.
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Eat, drink, and be merry
Toronto is a city where you can eat well without

spending a fortune, thanks to the various ethnic

groups which have, among other things, given

variety and verve to the city's restaurants.

As everywhere else, Chinatown is where to
begin searching for top-notch food at low, low
prices. Usually, you don't have to search too long.

The remnants of Toronto's Chinatown lie along
Dundas Street between University and Bay. Sai
Woo is the best, don't let anybody argue with you.
But if you like a beer to wash down your
won-tons, go to the Kwongchow, which will help

you out with pages of pre-programmed meals for

any number of persons. Moon Wah, west of

Spadlna, is excellent too, if a little barny, Every
one has a take-out service, some deliver, if

erratically. If you just can't budge, call the South
China (481-6101) which only delivers; stick to

mundane Items, and you'll be OK.

Pizzas, are filling, no-worry fare, too, and as far

as I know, all pizzerias deliver. New York Pizza

House has the tastiest pie around (925-1736).

Pizza Pizza will put such things as
marshmallows, pineapple and cherries on your
order, If your tastes run that way, and there is a

ten percent discount on orders picked up — they

have branches all over the city. (Their -1.75

lasagna Is just a heated 39 cent can of the stuff,

though.) The Pizza Patio, on Bloor diagonally

across from Varsity Stadium, is overpriced, but
then it's the only place In town you can get a beer
with your pizza.

restaurants

Other places for pizza (some will deliver more
substantial food as well — ask) are Papa Micelii at

920-2201, Mr. Pizza (Dupont and St. George) at

962-5001. If you're in the mood for a true Italian

meal, where pasta is only a first course and veal is

cooked as only Romans can cook it, go to

Capriccio's, 580 College Street. Not too ex-

pensive, licensed for beer and wines, and very
worthy.

There are several robust Hungarian dining
rooms on Bloor down near Bathurst. The Con-
tinental, 521 Bloor West, is the best. For less than
$2.50 you can get a bowl of earthy homemade
soup, a goulash or wiener schnitzel with a
peppery salad and potatoes or dumplings, a slice

of cheese strudel and coffee. On weekends try

their crunchy roast duck with red cabbage and a
spicy stuffing. Good for the soul. Go before five or
after eight: the Hungarians are very loyal to this
place, and there aren't many seats.

A little further east there's the Rajput, which is a
purveyor of Indo-Pakistani dishes. The solicitous
staff will guide you through the multiplicity of
dishes; do be sure to order a birlyhani.

The Old Spaghetti Factory, tucked away behind
St. Lawrence Centre, is a huge, glitzy place
chock-a-block with tiffany lamps and all manner
of oddments. You can get spaghetti in a dozen or
so styles, mixing several on your plate, if you wish.
It's cheap, It's fun, but the pasta could be lots

better (don't get taken In by the cheese and burnt
butter version, that supposedly kept Homer alive
while he was churning out the Odyssey).
Licenced, and usually full. Reservations,
864-9761.

There will be times you'll want to splurge.
Winston's, The Westbury, Three Small Rooms are
all unparalleled, but who's kidding whom — they
are not students' hangouts. La Chaumiere, which
is full every night of the week, will give you a
four-course French dinner for as little as $4.00,
and the wine list is extensive and reasonable.
Your mom will love it when she comes to town
(Church & Charles 922-0500). Lunch at the
Copenhagen Room, 101 Bloor West, can make a
Danophile out of you. Those irresistable
open-face sandwiches don't cost much at all and
you can have a Tuborg, or some askuavit frozen in

a barrel of Ice. Go for lunch, though; dinner prices

go up on exactly the same items. When spring
comes again, and you're on the verge of

graduating, wander over to the Park Plaza one
day and have lunch, or brunch, on their roof.

Really not too expensive, and a terrific view. You
can sit In a lawn chair and sip coffee, or amuse
yourself with their putting green.

For a refreshing alternative, try Etherea foods in

Rochdale. An imaginative variety of vegetarian
and health foods. Expecially good are their fruit

juices and colourful desserts.

On campus, go to the Huron Groceteria, on
Huron one block above Harbord, for take$out

sandwiches that are infinitely better than the

plastic stuff you'll find in the university's

cafeterias.

If you just want protein, and are in a hurry, you'll

be able to find the string of places that will sear
you a hamburger. Harvey's, Mr. Zum's, Harvey
Wallbanger's ... the list, alas, goes on.

Bill Mac Vicar

markets
So you've had your fill of

boiled turnips at Hart House?
So you think that not every
damn meal has to include

crinkly, soggy French fries?

So you decide to invite the

gang over for Feijoada or Veal
Prince Orloff. Where do you
begin?

Well, there's no sense
running around the city for

brown sugar or ground chuck
or converted rice; It's the
same all over, so save the

trouble. Dominion and
Loblaws and Power all have
stores near the campus, and,
anyway, you can't go far

without coming across one.
The milk stores, Mac's and
Becker's, ditto. These arei

convenient for such things as
cigarettes at 10:30 pm, and
some of them can supply you
with a bag of ice in a pinch.

But if you want something
special, or just like shopping
in places that haven't yet

learned that chickens grow,
disjointed, in sealed plastic

rectangles, where do you go?

Well, for starters, you could

walk over to Kensington
Market, west of Spadina,
south of College. Fruits and
vegetables line the streets at

the various vendors' stands,

and you can poke about for

hours deciding exactly which

tomatoes and oranges you

should choose.
Butchershops, poulterers, fish

markets and cheese shops

are there too, and don't pass

up the bakeshops which
might have fresh- baked
bagels. Have you ever tried a

fresh-baked bagel? Do.

The St. Lawrence market,

down east of the centre of the

same name, is housed in an
old brick building which Is

usually thronged with shrewd
shoppers. Some crisp Satur-

day morning this fall, take

yourself down there. You can
get chickens and turkeys with

heads and feet still attached

(not all. Thanksgiving fowl

More — p. 14

wines

The monopolistic Liquor
Control Board of Ontario
doesn't have to offer sale
prices to draw customers, as
you might expect. (In fact, it

often seems as though the

whole point of the board was
to keep customers away, but
this is changing.

Still, you can find bargains

among its ever increasing
stock list. You can get a good,
reliable bottle of wine for less

than three dollars. The trick is

knowing what's what among
that baffling cardboard forest

of chateaux and varietals. Go
to the self-serve store at

Yonge and St. Clair, look at all

the pretty bottles, and take

your choice. Here are some
worthy buys.

Red wines: Naoussa from
Greece (1786B) might be the

best wine bargain on the

boards at $2.10. Close are
Chianti Brolio (1066B) which,

having jettisoned its raffia

flagon, goes for $2.45 in a
respectable-looking bottle.

Seppelt Chalambar Burgundy
(951 B) is $2.30. (Australian

wines, like this one, are in-*
expensive and good; worth
trying). A bit classier is

Sichel's delightful Beaujolais
(993B); You can serve It

slightly chilled and nobody
can fault you for it. If you want
a dark, sumptuous wine of
true quality, you can't do
better for the money than
Barolo (1047B) at $3.40.

If you're cautious about
your wine and want to stick

with a safe rose, Bouchard's
Vin Rose (942B) at $2.30 is a
sturdy and safe buy. Por-

More — p. 14
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Reading between the lines
The Toronto Star

The Star calls itself "The First".

Thfs superlative could mean just

about anything, but in The Star's case

it means that it sells more papers and
makes more money than any other

newspaper in Canada.

Its spanking blue trucks and posh
new building at Toronto's most
impressive address. One Yonge
Street, Toronto 1 , are there to

remind the public that it really Is

the General Motors of the news-
paper world.

"There's more for you In The Star",

is another slogan they love to repeat
— again a statement sufficiently am-
biguous that is is not technically in-

accurate. In terms of pages, the state-

ment is true — The Star is definitely

the heaviest paper in the city.

However, no promise of quality is

made in the paper's slogan.

This isn't hard to understand,
however, when one considers the

stress The Star places on accuracy —
a certain type of accuracy, that is.

And, in its own terms, it does fairly

well — it probably spells fewer names
incorrectly, makes less grammatical
errors, and has fewer headlines at-

tached to the wrong story than just

about any other Toronto paper.
As far as other types of accuracy

go, however, such as whether all the

significant details of a story are
brought to light, or how accurately an
issue is presented to the public. The
Star doesn't score quite so well.

Some of the most dramatic proof of

this can be found in Its recent
coverage of the Western Hospital

worker's strike. The Star can take a
considerable share of the credit for

effectively killing any possible public
support for the 350 fired workers.
The Star gave little attention to the

real issue — the fact that the workers,
mostly Immigrants who spoke little

English, were being paid rock bottom
wages for long hours of menial, un-

pleasant chores.

Instead, The Star played up the

inconvenience that the strike was for

doctors and nurses, by forcing them
— Heaven forbid to perform the

worker's degrading tasks, (Including a

full—fledged surgeon who swept the
floor) To illustrate the horror of this

situation. The Star ran huge, tear-

jerking photos of doctors and nurses
with mops. This, The Star reasoned,
was more Important than the fact that

some hospital workers were forced to

live on $70 a week, and now on
nothing. They can't even collect un-
employment Insurance.

Or, more likely. The Star realized

this might be too shocking for its

readers, since, after all, one of its

main purposes is to create a smug
satisfaction with what's going on in

Toronto, among Toronto's newspaper
readers, just the way Father Knows
Best managed to do it for TV
audiences.

Which may partly explain why The
Star runs dry, lifeless features on what
Metro people are doing — like

whether there was a crowd at the
island this weekend, how many kids
got lost at the Ex — while more
significant issues, such as how Toron-
to is being gradually destroyed by
developers or how our economic
system is failing to solve un-
employment, are not adequately
analysed.

Apart from the fact that this makes
for a boring, bland newspaper, it is

just plain misleading.

On August 7, The Star ran a front
page banner story with a flashy
headline saying Metro air was getting
cleaner by the day, which turned out
to be mostly an interview with David
Rotenberg, a strongly pro-develop-
ment alderman and a probable can-
didate for mayor In the December

electfon, who made some un-
substantiated comments about how
great the pollution situation Is.

Or, there was the "Insight" feature

in July on the new supermlnlstrles

created by Premier Bill Davis In his

cabinet reorganization earlier this

year. The article, headlined, "New
supermlnlstrles quieten most critics",

turned out to be nothing more than a
series of comments by the new super-

powerful ministers on how much they

were enjoying their new, more power-
ful jobs. They seemed fairly pleased,

the article revealed, and came out
with some classic lines like "Well, it

brings us closer to the people." The
Star made no comment.

Ironically enough, though, The Star

still likes to portray itself as champion
of the underdog. That's why they run
front page stories about a woman who
needed $10,000 for a heart operation
and the next day report that, thanks to

generous Star readers, the money has
been raised. Or carry on huge cam-
paigns for downtown children to get
out of the city In the- summer.
Although these may well be
worthwhile projects, they are decep-
tive In that they encourage a
patronizing approach to the "less for-

tunate" rather than examining the

system that makes them less
fortunate.

The Star does of course stray

beyond charity for its big crusades.
There is Its perpetual campaign for

the Spadina expressway, and its

obsession with an independent
capitalist Canada.

And, although the paper often
sounds like the NDP between elec-
tions, once the writs are issued, there
is always a sudden conversion to the
Liberals.

Then there was the campaign to
correct that major Injustice that
prevented Bobby Hull from playing for
Team Canada. Although The Star's

continual hammering on this issue
failed to win Its goal, it did manage to

get the prime minister into the act,

voicing his support for Including Hull

on the team.
Which actually Isn't entirely

surprising, when you consider all the
favors The Star does for Trudeau,
including running such gems of

analytical journalism as the front page
story revealing "Trudeau says
Liberals unite nation."

But, then when you've got the best
classified ad section In Toronto, you
can get away with a lot.

Chi* <&hhr »int> itlail

The Globe Is so significantly better
than The Star, that It probably
deserves significantly less criticism.

That Isn't to say that It Is very
progressive In Its editorial policy or
generally portrays an Issue but It does
mean that Its approach to reporting Is

on the whole more honest and less
patronizing to the reader.

There are exceptions — notably Its

coverage of the May general strike in

Quebec, when The Globe ran vivid

stories Implying that mental patients,
left unattended by striking hospital
workers, were running wild through
the streets of Montreal, foaming at the
mouth.

Or, their completely misinformed
editorial comments which continued
throughout last year's crisis over
access to the John P. Robarts
Research Library, which moved John
Crlspo. dean of the Faculty of
Management Studies, to refer to their
arguments during a meeting of the
university Senate as being "right in

thrust, though wrong in content."
(Crispo, of course, missed the fact

that they were also wrong in thrust —
that the Globe tried the old "It was just
a handful of radicals" trick, despite
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* in the commercial press

mmthe fact that a petition had been
signed by 7,000 undergraduates, won
the support of the Student's Ad-
ministrative Council, the Graduate
Students Union, Metro Council, the
United Electrical Workers, the Ontario
New Democratic Party, and many
others.)

The Globe often joins The Star In Its

quest for the mundane local color.

Car accidents, especially those in-

volving fatalities, automatically merit
coverage, according to standing
Globe orders. They don't, however,
often delve beneath the sensational
level of the Incident and try to find out
why there are so many accidents and
If car companies, which can be
counted among newspapers' most
lucrative clients, have Ignored safety

to maximize profit.

However, The Globe, at least, does
have the guts to come out with ex-
poses on government, where The Star
usually restricts Its exposes to small,
rip-off outfits.

Not unexpectedly, The Globe does
not long tolerate reporters whose
stories continually don't jive with the
paper's editorial policy. One-time
Globe Quebec correspondant
Malcolm Held, recognized as one of

the best English language reporters
filing from Quebec, was given the
choice last year of heading home to

Toronto for re-asslgnment or quitting

when his articles persisted In presen-
ting a picture of Quebec life which
dln't agree with the paper's editorial

policy. *

With the demise of The Toronto
Telegram, The Globe raced The Star
to pick up former Tely readers. "You
make the choice", The Globe's
posters proclaimed. They lost, badly.

However, The Globe may have the
last laugh. The Star's expensive new
presses have been breaking down all

the time. Most of tthe Star's papers
are printed at the Tely building, which

they have leased until next year. And,
The Globe owns the building after the
Star lease expires. The Star has
reportedly asked The Globe for an
extension of their lease for another
year. Without the lease extension and
the use of the Tely plant, The Star may
not be able to print enough papers to
meet demand. And, many of the un-
served readers will likely switch to The
Globe.

THE*
TORONTO*

Little can be said about The Sun
that Is not obvious — that it's short,
chauvinist, and usually misses the
point.

Its preoccupation with sports, sex,

and violence usually prevents It from
adequately Informing Its readers any
better than CHUM's "news" broad-
casts could.

Reportedly funded by Toronto
developers wanting a mouthpiece for
a municipal election In which criticism
of developers will play a key role, The
Sun sits at the extreme right of Toron-
to's professional press. (Two Sun
directors are also directors of
development corporations, one is a
former Conservative MPP; the list of
Conservative connections goes on.)

Interestingly, The Sun is printed at
a plant in which The Star now holds a
majority Interest. The plant,
Newswebb-Enterprise Limited, also
prints the recently popular Star
tabloid inserts.

Adele Morehead

THE
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U of T student will be allowed this
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OFFER EXPIRES * SOFT DRINK
OCT. 31, 1972
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A student's garden of politics:

left, right, and centre

In a society racked with contradictions, it is understandable
that young people, especially, should become politically active

in order to change an intolerable status quo. Social problems,
and personal problems that turn out to be widespread social

problems, demand a response. Often the response is to move
to the left, although occasionally the ideas of the right appeal.
Religion, the 'counter-culture", despair, or cynical acceptance
of the status quo also claim recruits.

However, the student moving to the left often finds that

socialists are split into many factions, quarrelling over
seemingly obscure theoretical points, and unable to relate
effectively to the "masses" in their practice. Relations between
people on the left turn out to not be idyllic, but fraught with
conflict and tension, although not as barbaric as the inhuman
interactions found in most of the rest of society.

This should not be surprising. The left seeks to overturn the
entire world order. The task of finding the right path to
defeating the massive power of the capitalist status quo cannot
be an easy one, and theoretical questions acquire enormous
strategic and practical importance when seen in this light. And
the mutilation of human beings that poisons human relations
cannot be overcome through will alone, but requires thought
and on-going social practice. Complete change cannot come
until the causes of the mutilation are removed.
To understand and participate in the social change that is

necessary, it is crucial to relate to the left and its enemies. This
guide is intended to provide help to that end.

Communist Party of Canada
The CP is heir to the mantle of Lenin and the Russian

Revolution; the Canadian section of the "international corn-

Movement and the Canadian Peoples' United Front Against US
Imperialism, are Maoist, although admirers of Mao have been

mun.st conspiracy". Once a potent force on the Canadian
polecat scene, the CP declined under the influence of decades
or btalinism and control from Moscow. Increasingly it hasbecome a cautious, non-revolutionary, reformist party, con-cerned with elections and united fronts on liberal-progressive
ssues. Its deserved reputation as an apologist for the Moscow

12™, rH?:!l?
US the l0SS 0f much of its ,abour base in the1930s and Cold War era have made it increasingly a party of

gISexSrhetlat9
" *^ ^«

On campus, it functions as the U of T Communist Club
operating a book table and turning out leaflets on on-and off-campus issues. They have been active in major struggles oncampus such as the library crisis, but their small numbershave limited the effect they have had.

Communist Party of Canada (Marxlat-Lenlnlst)
The CPC(M-L) and its front groups, the Toronto Student

known to suggest that the party was started by the CIA to
discredit Maoism. Be that as it may, they are in many ways
caricatures of leftists, specializing in the mechanical chanting
of slogans the production of wild rhetoric, (rival groups are
"hens pecking on dung in the backyard of the working-class
movement"), and suicidal attacks on police, they publish Mass
Line and Peoples' Canada Daily News. Their activities include
the holding of "mass democracies" in which they harangue
audiences in Sid Smith lobby, and forums sponsored by
another front group, the Academic Activities Committee. Two
recent clashes with police have left many of them facing stiff jail
terms.

Although their political impact is approximately nil, they must
be taken into account because of their complete
unpredictability.

Canadian Party of Labour
In many ways a carbon of the (American) Party of Labour

the CPL pushes a militant, pro-working class, revolutionary
perspective. It believes that both the USSR and China have
sold out to imperialism ("Nixon, Brehnev. Mao-Tse Tung All
the Bosses Must be Hung"). They view all nationalism as
reactionary.

Despite (or because of) their revolutionary theory however
in political practice they concentrate for the most part on
narrow economist issues (higher wages, shorter working week
etc.).

On campus, they will operate primarily this year through the
Students tor a Democratic Society, (again U.S.-inspired) in
which they play a leading, but not controlling role. They will
focus on the issue of racism, and on campus issues such asaccess to the library and support for library workers. They also
give much of their time to supporting labour struggles offcampus.
A group which operates as a caucus within SDS, but whichmay split soon is called Bad Apple. Their differences with SDS
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Old Mole
The Old Mole Is one of the few campus political groups whichhas no ties with off-campus organizations. Formed about ayear ago, the group is still in the process of working out itsposiion on many questions. However, it does define itself as arevo utionary socialist group participating in the world com-
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struggles elsewhere, through
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ision of political topics.

b for Socialist Action
League for Socialist Action) is

rtth Fourth International, but
the European Trotskyists.

i vanguard group,' they are in
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:ation Committee, which they
J.S. withdraw all troops from
ft calls for victory to the NLF)".

they push the single issue of

lg to raise broader issues of

t the NDP on the grounds that

i organization of the working
s spent trying to infiltrate the

)dalist and Labor Challenge,
guard forums. They are quite
imselves in most issues that

i Movement
sdlcated to the liberation of
Although they say in their

sendence and socialism are
in practice, they tend to

concentrate almost exclusively on nationalist issues devoid of
socialist content. Their major campaigns have been for an 85%
quota of Canadian professors, and for independent Canadian

unions. This has tended to ally them with bourgeois (but
nationalist) professors and graduate students, and with reac-
tionary Canadian business unions.

They are not very active on campus, but occassionally
sponsor speakers or forums and sell their paper New Canada.

NDP/Waffle
With the formation of the Waffle group in the NDP, the

campus NDP club became a Waffle group. The group' was
active in sponsoring teach-ins and other activities supporting
an independent socialist Canada, but now, with the split of the
Waffle into a left caucus within the NDP and an external Waffle
Movement for an Independent Socialist Canada, the future is

unclear. It is expected that Waffie/MISC will organize on
campus in much the same way as the old Waffle did, since the
group derives much of its support from students and
academics.

University of Toronto Liberal Club
The U. of T. Liberal club is the official party organization on

campus. In the main, ft consists of aspiring Pierre Trudeaus,
and reflects the parent party, although it sometimes deviates
from party policy on minor Issues such as the legalization of
drugs. They can be expected to be active in the federal election
campaign, and the municipal if the party runs candidates.

University of Toronto Progressive Conservative Association
Like the Liberals, the party organization on Campus. They

too are active In elections and party conventions.

Pollution Probe

Raises ecological issues. Concentrates on educating the

public about pollution, and pressuring various levels of

government to do something about it. Generally raises the

problem of pollution as separate from larger political

questions. The urban team has done some noteworthy anti-
developer work. Members tend to be reformist liberals rather
than radicals.

Community Homophlle Association of Toronto
CHAT seeks to raise consciousness among gay people and

remove sexist anti-gay structures and attitudes in straight
society. It operates a community centre at 58 Cecil St., does
counselling, sponsors speakers and dances, and holds regular
weekly meetings. Includes both men and women.

Toronto Gay Action
More politically oriented than CHAT, although many TGA

members are also members of CHAT. Holds demonstrations
and other actions in support of gay lib. Has an analysis that ties
sexism to the repressive nature of capitalist society. Contains
few women. The gay paper Body Politic is put out
predominantly by TGA people.

Christian World Liberation Front
Uses the rhetoric of revolution and the counter culture to

peddle a reactionary form of Christianity. Says the world's
problems can be solved through love and devotion to Jesus,
rather than through active opposition to oppression and
exploitation. (If only we love the imperialists, and teach them by
our example to love us, all will be well!) Although a completely
different religion, they can be compared to Hare Krishna for the
way in which they boil down a major religion into a few vague
platitudes, and for the way in which they foster personal
salvation at the expense of social commitment.

Western Guard
A fascist group which seeks to promote racism ("We need a

White Canada"), anti-semitism, and anti-communism. Known
for the disruption of meetings and physical attacks on leftists,

gay people, and drug users. Seeks to build a base among
immigrants from Eastern Europe. Not a campus-based group,
but has disrupted meetings on campus.

1
1^
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Hundreds of

Poplin, Nylons,

Leathers, Meltons,

Corduroys, Jackets

SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95

WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT

CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO

PHONE 486-0997

If

Export A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

FREE §
GIANT g

LIP-SMACKING
CREPES

CASSEROLES
SOUPS
SALADS
BREADS
BAKING

WE MAKE 'EM RIGHT HERE
PICKLES - STRUB'S
CHEESE BUFFET
NOT TO MENTION

SECOND-HELPING-CREAMY-GOOD
ICE CREAMS

{LICORICE OR PUMPKIN ANYONE?)

154 CUMBE
T
R
U
LAN

N
D
T OWNED-0^ATED-COOKED

A WELCOME
CHANGE!

7 DAYS

WITH
MEAL

925-1977

UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE

PLAYHOUSE
Invites applications for bookings of

the Playhouse this year.
Available for free lunch-hour productions as well as

evening productions

Please submit applications by Friday, September 22 to:

Mr. Robert Cleverley,
Student Administrator,
University College Playhouse
79A St. George St.

Toronto 181 ' 928-6307

SSadS^,^01^ P'^°use Productions or

Tripping about in

the inner city...

Harmful Drugs
Some drugs are addictive. You need to take

them In order to function normally. Addiction
however, has as much to do with economics and
social position as It has to do with biochemistry,
though the press pretends this is not so. If you get
strung out on things, you could get strung out on
drugs. If you don't get strung out, don't worrv
about it.

7

Heroin, cigarettes, speed, coca-cola, cocafne
alcohol, m.d.a., t.v., opium, white bread, tran-
quillizers, and candy are all physiologically har-
mful In large or frequent doses.

Marijuana

Grass and hash are illegal and erotic. Hash is

M T or>9*r

t

tnan 9rass, depending on the grass and
^Pending on the hash. Marijuana costs $20 and

nfLS,^™?'
V
?,

ryln9 wlth the retai,er and the

?D ^.
H
!f

h S6lls for $65 and «P ^ ounce Af^p^
wear^ hlgh 8Choof footba|| J^™*™
black shoes and rubber soles. Polk* vibrate like

LSD

rJl
C
nl

ha
!

80 "P96*1^ effect on editors,
parents, and people In politics (with exceptions).
H Is iHegal. Otherwise there is no verifiable
evidence of physiologically harmfu. properties
(Cohen's famous "chromasomal damage" con-
clusions were retracted after further research
arthough the retraction was not widely reported

Ion fr^T th6 Case wlth most LSD horror
stories.) The fact Is, scientists do not know whaLSD does or how it does It, only that It does It Inspades. It is not considered addictive, althoughsome people use It a lot.

0

Most people who take acid find their
perceptions altered somewhere between slightly

!^E!sr n 90me cases
'

There are different conceptions of the "trlD"varying from a completely Individual thlnp toLeary-s orderly procession through a unlversS
religious experience. An acid trip is usuaNy consldered over after eight to 12 hours, although this

T*Z
a
:
b,trary

-
Tne cnemlcat cannot ^ ?racedin the body after an hour or two. The effects amusually noticeable 20 minutes to two hours aHer

Ingestion, and remain particularly strong for one
to five hours after that. Then you come down
The first trip Is often disorienting, liberating to

some, frightening to others. Many find It im-
portant to have a friend around to lean on. Some
recommend a light dose for the first trip, others
recommend a heavy dose. One-half to one tab of
street acid (40 to 100 mlcs, clinical) Is light. One to
four tabs (200 to 300 mlcs, clinical) can be heavy
Above 300 mlcs, there appears to be no further
effect. If acid is taken In the presence of those
who are uncomfortable about It, that will become
part of the trip. "Guides" seem to have gone out of
fashion.

In purchasing, note that LSD salesmen are no
different than any other drug salesman In ap-
praising their product. A careful consumer
chooses acid recommended by friends. Howeverwe have not heard of "bad acid" In some time
Orange Sunshine has a reputation for strength
Acid costs between $1 and $2 a hit regardless of
quality. Discounts for bulk purchases. Store awav
from light.

We have seen no evidence of flashbacks butwe are waiting.

Other Drugs

Mescalln and psylocybln are psychedellcs tikeLbD Some say mescalln Is physical, psylocvbln
perceptual, and LSD conceptual. But, it is a bit
like comparing elephants. Many use street
rnescalln as a gentler Incursion Into psychdellcs
although a sufficient doese of mescalln can fill
your head with some very strange pictures

Mescalln and Psylocybln retail for the same
price as acid (or slightly higher). Sometimes they
are organic. Note: It may be called mescalln and
not be mescalln.

Unless they have changed the law, It Is our
understanding that mescalln and psylocybln areegal to possess but not to sell. We wouldn't want
to argue the point with a cop, though

addictive

13 8 8peed"type drtJ9' energizing and

STP Is not done by university students

miSSf
iS

.t
"9ht pnyslcal tr'P and has beencaHed Instant happiness. Instant happiness costs

$10-a h It and Is addictive If taken Immoderately
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harmful
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•••and coping with the law
When approached by a policeman, two things should be alwavsremembered: the man has a lot of power and the power can beoDUSGu.
The Individual must be aware that he has certain civil rights and the

Individual must also be aware that some of these civil rlohts will be
refused by Individual police actions.
Remember Tactic Number One: If things are uncool, play along with

the police.

You never have to tell a police officer your name, age or address
unless you have been 'lawfully' arrested.
You never have to tell a police officer whether you have a place to

stay or a Job.
K

You never have to carry or show a police officer your wallet or anvmoney you have with you.
You are under no obligation to stand and talk to a police officer If

you do not wish to talk to him, you may walk away. He cannot force you
to remain with him unless he makes a 'lawful' arrest.

If you are accused of a crime, and you are not guilty, a simple denial— and no more — should be made. Your silence cannot be held
against you.

Insist on speaking to a lawyer before answering any questions
whatever. This Is your right: Insist on It. {It may also be common sense
especially If you do not understand what Is happening and the police
officer does.)

Generally, you are under no obligation to answer any question the
police officer might put to you — with two exceptions:

1) If you are the driver of a vehicle — not a passenger - you must
produce a Driver's. License, and an Automobile Insurance Card

2) If a police officer asks you what you are doing; that Is If he asks
you to justify your presence In the place where you are found you
must tell him what you are doing. Walking, If you are just walking.
There Is no such thing as an arrest "for suspicion" or something Ifan officer tells you this, you may walk away and continue your legal

business^ The officer Is obliged to tell you If you are arrested and the
charge. Remember - the police officer is the only person who can useforce and generally get away with It.

You do not have to submit to a search of your person unless the
officer has probable and reasonable grounds. But, the officer does not
have to Inform you of these grounds. Unless arrested, the officer can
only frisk you, but not enter your pockets or have you empty them
When under arrest, he can then "lawfully" search your person
clothing, bags and car.

To enter a private residence for reasons of search, the police officer
must have a search warrant accurately describing the premises —
address, room number, etc., the reason for the search, the offense
that has been committed, and a description of the goods to-be
searched. The search warrant Is only good for the day it has Indicated
on It. The police officer also needs a search warrant to search your car
The following Is a list of organizations in Toronto offering legal

advice and representation. Some of these will only handle certain
kinds of cases, for example law students are only authorized to appear
as counsel In Provincial (Magistrates') Courts and in Small Claims
(Division) Courts. For many non-Indictable and summary conviction
offenses, you will not require a lawyer to represent you In court but
you should definitely get legal counselling anyway. For indictable
offenses - get a lawyer] All of these services can give a client
nformatlon on obtaining Legal Aid Certificates and direction on what
kind of assistance his or her situation demands.

Handy names and numbers

Popcorn palaces

for movie freaks
Black Information Service Committee, 1088 Bathurst, 536-9113.

Open evenings only, six — 12 pm, providing Info on legal services,
emergency housing, medical aid, etc., black community.
Campus Legal Aid Centre, U of T, 44 St. George St., 928-6447. Open

Monday to Friday, 11 am to five pm. Staffed by law students.
Canadian Civil Liberties Association, 1554 Yonge St., 929-5775.

Weekday office hours, phones answered 24 hours. A private
organization with a limited number of lawyers, Interested primarily
with cases of civil rights and civil liberties. Does not take people served
by Human Rights Commission or Legal Aid.
Community Legal Aid Services Program, York University, Osgoode Law

School, 667-3143. Involved in various community projects, will counsel
regarding small claims or division court, non-indictable cases, traffic
convictions and other summary items, and civil suits underr $400, some
welfare and family court cases but not divorces.

Landlords and Tenants Advisory Bureau, 67 Adelaide St. E., 367-8572.
Answers Inquiries and seeks solutions to landlord-tenant problems.

Ontario Human Rights Commission, 74 Victoria St., 965-6841. Run by
the Department of Labor to protect Individuals against discrimination
on the basis of race, religion, nationality, sex and age In housing,
public accomodation and service, and employment. The Women's
Bureau has a separate office.

Ontario Legal Aid, 73 Richmond St. 366-9631. You must go here, In

person, to apply for legal aid. They provide service for Provincial,
County, Supreme and Appeal Courts as well as advice about bail,

pleas etc. Amount of aid negotiable, but you must be a resident of
Ontario.

Operation Family Rights, 310 Danforth Ave., 461-3801. Open
weekdays 9:15 am to 4:30 pm, staffed by volunteers receiving welfare
and family benefit allowances. Interested In proper welfare and family
rights primarily. 1

Parkdale Community Legal Services, 1267 Queen St. W., 533-3508.
Open nine am to nine pm Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday;
one to seven pm Thurrsday* and 10 am to two pm Saturday. Open to
residents of the Parkdale community only, who don't qualify for Legal
Aid and can't afford a lawyer.

Toronto Free Youth Clinic, 252 Dupont St. 925-6223. Open Monday
and Wednesday 7.30 pm. Staffed by articling lawyers.

Toronto Anti-Draft Group, 920-0421. To give legal and other kinds of
advice to those In Canada who left the US due to the draft.

Except for foreign language,
porno, and Canadian films, pretty

well everything Is guaranteed a
fair run In Toronto. If you miss It

first time round, It might well be
back soon (and chepaer) at the
Park, Fox, Mount Pleasant or
some other neighbourhood
house. If you have patience you
can see The Godfather at popular
prices. Festivals abound (Chaplin
at the Egilnton, Canadian films at

the Poor Alex, etc.). As well there

are now flve^to 10. film series
running old classics, kinky, and
catch-all programs. And, watch
The Varsity's Here and Now
column for films shown by Innls

College. St. Mike's, Hlllel, etc.

First-Run Houses
Expect to pay $1.75 to $2.75,

plus 10 cents for a Star or Friday

Globe and Mall. Fridays' Watsup
in the Varsity will carry selected

recommendations. Theaters to

watch: Clneclty, Hollywood,
Hyland, International Cinema,
New Yorker, Towne Cinema, Up-
town. York. All easy to get to by
subway.

Repertory and festival houses
These have grown to too many

for us to keep up with each week
in Watsup, so call the theatres

and get on their mailing lists, if

you have waited for a movie for

years, It is bound to rurn up for

one night (Zero pour Conduits,

October 5, OJSE), but you have to

be on top of It, You might also try

requests.

The Roxy, Danforth at

Greenwood subway, 461-2401. A
"Turned On Festival". From
Viridiana to Strawberry State-
ment. Bedazzled, October 5.

Saturday midnight shows, too.

Ninety-nine cents.

Rochdale, Bloor and Huron,
921-3166. Esoterlca including
Disney. Two and three night
stands. Watch for the posters and
the audience. $1.

OISE, Bloor and Devonshire.
Tuesday and Thursday double
bills, classic and trendy. Pro-
jection facilities leave much to be
desired. $1.50 for double bill, $1
for second half.

Ontario Film Theatre, at the

Science Centre, Don Mills and
Egilnton, 929-0454. Classics on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays. $1, $.50 students. Go
early and play with the toys
downstairs.

Toronto Film Society, at the St.

Lawrence Centre. Season starts

September 25. Season
membership only — $10
students, $12 others, $22 two
others.

Festival houses: Avenue,
Avenue Road at Davenport, 964-
1017, Bogart; Crest, Mount Plea-
sant, north of Davlsvllle 488-8000.
Hollywood golden oldies' Egiln-
ton, Egilnton at Avenue Road
487-4721. Chaptin; Revue, 400
Roncescalles. 535-4100, Dietrich.

OPPORTUNITY

HOUSE
JUVENILE

HALFWAY HOUSE

Requires Volunteers

Mature 3rd - 4th year
MEN AND WOMEN

Seeking Relevant
Involvement and Experience

PHONE

465-7455

WrLff
CONTACT LENS
CONSU LTANT

FOR BETTER VISION

10% DISCOUNT
TO STUDENTS

2875 BLOOR ST. W.
233-7273

WRITERS
INTERESTED IN

BEING PART
OF THE INNIS COLLEGE
WRITER'S WORKSHOP

ARE INVITED TO LEAVE
MANUSCRIPTS AND/OR
PORTFOLIOS AT THE

WRITING LAB

ROOM 303,
INNIS COLLEGE
63 ST. GEORGE.

Unclassifieds
ONE WEEK FREE RENT. AI Campus Co-
Op. Residence. Double room with board,
167 Lowther Ave. We must move im-
mediately. Call and leave message at 485-
4638 v

NURSERY SCHOOL lor 4 yea/ olds at
Bloor Street Church Nursery, 478 Huron
St. Mornings 9-12. Afternoons 12.30-5.30
Phone 921-4857

VISITING PROFESSOR with family wants
house or apartment. Mid-Oclober-June
928-3089 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

GIGANTIC FLOOR CUSHIONS 36
- '

Square Corduroy from $9.00 each. Other
fabrics and sizes available. Call Rod 368-
6664 anytime.

SPRING BOARD DIVER wanted to in-
struct children part time. Prefer qualified
Red Cross Instructor. Can lead to summer
employment. Call Toronto Aqualic In-

struction at 223-5656

COMPUTER EXPERTS OR PACKAGES
wanted for course evaluation tor private
college. Send details re: Cost.
Methodology and Experience in related

fields to J. Hart, 9 St. Patrick Sq.

CLASSIC GUITAR - new Yamaha - hard
case, foot rest, instruction book - all for
5100.00 or best offer. Owner too busy to
learn. Larry Scott 928-2420

ROOM FOR GIRL in student house $15
weekly, all meals included, linen, kitchen,
TV. room. Call Andrea 9 am.-12 noon, 4
p.m.-6 p.m. only 444-4333

EX-CAROLINA EXCHANGE MEMBERS:
interview help needed. Call Marilyn at

922-9920 evenings.

KATE SURVIVED bul we need a suc-
cessor to babysit (6,4,2) and help in
professor's large house by the zoo.
Reward: Free room and board. 964-1328

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of fun Furs sizes 8-18.
Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)
363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental
can solve It. Complete apartment or just
the pieces you need. Ideal for two or more
sharing. As low as 810,00 per month.
Marty- Millionaire Furniture Renfals. 485
Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.
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STILL THINKING ABOUT APPLYING

FOR AN ONTARIO STUDENT AWARD?

Then it's time you did!

m
As OSAP applications are

assessed by computer it's essential that your

application form be filled in COMPLETELY .and ACCURATELY.

WANT INFORMATION OR HELP?

Call in at the Office of Student Awards,
Room 106 Simcoe Hall,

or telephone 928-2204
928-7313

U. C. LITERARY AND ATHLETIC SOCIETY

ELECTED POSITIONS

— TREASURER
— 3 FIRST YEAR REPS
— 2 FOURTH YEAR REPS

NOMINATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE LIT
OFFICE DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS IS 500 P M
FRIDAY, SEPT. 22.

ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD FROM 9-4 THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 28.

APPOINTED POSITIONS

— U. C. PLAYERS GUILD DIRECTOR
— SNACK BAR MANAGER
— SNACK BAR HELPER
— 23 POSITIONS ON THE

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE COUNCIL
LEAVE APPLICATIONS WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OF YOUR INTEREST AND CAPABILITIES FOR THE
POSITION IN THE LIT OFFICE BY 5:00 P M FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER 22.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ON ANY OF
THESE POSITIONS, PLEASE COME TO THE LIT OFFICE OR
CONTACT A MEMBER OF THE LIT

THE LIT OFFICE IS LOCATED IN THE SOUTHEAST CORNER
OF THE JUNIOR COMMON ROOM IN SECTION G OURPHONE NUMBER IS 923-6256.

LIT FINANCIAL SUPPORT
22u ? WISHES TO ASSIST ANY GROUP OR INDIVIDUALS
WITH CLUBS OR OTHER PROJECTS WHICH INVOLVE U CSTUDENTS WITH PUBLICITY, FUNDS ETC. ALL GROUPSWHICH DESIRE LIT FUNDING FOR THE COMING YEARMUST SUBMIT FIVE (5) COPIES OF THEIR PROPOSED
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR TO THE LIT OFFICE BY 5:00 P M
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29. GROUPS SHOULD ALSO BE

PREPARED TO SEND A REPRESENTATIVE TO THE
MEETINGS OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE MONDAY ORTUESDAY EVENINGS OCTOBER 2ND AND 3RD AND TOTHE LIT BUDGET MEETING THE FOLLOWING THURSDAY™ N

D
E
C
XJ L,T MEETING WILL BE HELD THURSDAY

nSI?,
5™ AT 6:00 P M

"
,N THE JUNIOR COMMON
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Games people play: Boozing in Toronto
There are 37 valid reasons for

going drinking, and Toronto has
enough of a variety of drinking
places to fulfil anyone's
requirements.

The most publicized,/ and
recently the most successful, are
the so-called "swingers' " bars.
These are reported to attract am-
bitious or horny young men and
women, dressed In style and
willing to pay a substantial (for
poor students) cover charge, In

order to hear good music and to
try to pick each other up. Thelr-
long-term goal Is monogamous
companslonshlp while pursuing a
career of boredom and ladder-
cllmblng. Examples are the Coal
Bin, Queen and Bay, and the
Nickelodeon, Yonge near Dundas.

Similar to these, but different In
style, are bars which appeal to
young, together people, primarily
from the suburbs, who go mostly
In small groups looking for a
good time, ordering jugs of beer,
listening to local hard rock or
good blues bands (such as
Toronto's Downchild's Blues
Band), and bopping out to an

adjacent alleyway for a toke
between sets. Clothing is Informal
but nevertheless with-it, and
pfck-ups are often made here as
well. Examples Include the
Gasworks, south of Yonge and
Wellesley, and the newly-opened
Generator, Yonge and Egllnton
(both owned along with the Coal
Bin, by the same fast-rising
young man).

Other similar bars which cater
both to suburban hippies and to
young people living downtown,
are Forbes Tavern, Mutual and
Shuter (near Jarvls), and The
Attic in the Beverley, Queen near
Beverley, (A favourite hangout of
campus revolutionaries).

Establishments which aim to
re-create the Old Country at-
mosphere right here in Toronto
are the Brunswick House,
Brunswick and Bloor, downstairs,
which offers chintzy decorations!
and fifth-rate music (although up-
stairs has Dixieland jazz); the
Chez Moi, Charles east of Yonge
providing terrible singalong
piano and Jock, straight clientele'
and the Red Lion Public Inn

Jarvis south of Wellesley, which
comes the closest to a real
English pub atmosphere.

Taverns providing a congenial
atmosphere for relaxed con-
versations with friends, In-
tersperesed with various kinds of
entertainment (from either the
stage or the audience) Include
the Clinton, Clinton and Bloor,
(the quiet rooms upstairs) and
Grossman's Tavern, Spadlna and
Cecil, which Is excellent for a
cheap supper with a beer, and
which offers good-time music
and a clientele of street people,
workers and American exiles.

Middle-class students may
nave an interesting experience In
the Hotel Winchester, Winchester
and Parliament, a decidedly un-
pretentious enterprise serving
the needs of the workers and the
unemployed of Cabbagetown.
Authentic country music and a
lively crowd and dance floor en-
sure an entertaining evening to
the student who knows his place.

Developments to watch Include
the El Mocambo, Spadlna south
of College, (under new

management), which Is close to
the university, and is promising
such top-notch artists as Long
John Baldry and the Grease Ball
Boogie Band. Their slogan Is "Of-
fend a Friend, Bring Someone".

Many deserving
establishments must necessarily
be passed over In such a review,
but ommlsslon Is Intended for
some. In particular, the expensive
bars which cater to the already-
established bourgeoisie are
beneath contempt, along with the
sexiest topless bars, seccetlons
of a degenerate society that they

Hoechst Research
Safety
Early perception of danger
points and easy identification of

traffic signs so that their mes-
sages can be instantly recog-

nized, are two of the greatest

problems of road safety.

The fluorescent colours now
used ^o mark highways often

fade after a short time. But
Hoechst research has devel-

oped persistent fluorescent

dyestuffs which have the valu-

able attributes of maximum
lightfastness and striking visual

impact. The qualities of these

dyestuffs improve identification

of highway danger spots, men
working, traffic signs, railway

crossing and unlit roads In fact

there is an almost inexhaustible

number of identification uses.

This is a major contribution by
Hoechst to future road safety.

Increases Highway

Ahead through systems
thinking

The new fluorescent dyestuffs

are the result of Hoechst
know-how and experience in

many fields. They are the

product of collaboration be-

tween physicists and techni-

cians engaged in research into

dyestuffs and plastics.

Systems thinking is the

Hoechst strategy. Research,

development and product ex-

perience in many areas are

concentrated on the solution of

specific problems.

To keep ahead — to solve the

problems of today and to-

morrow — Hoechst employs

10,300 people in research and

development with a research

investment of more than 150

million dollars.

Helping Build Canada

Products and ideas from
Hoechst have touched and im-

proved the quality of people's

lives in every area around the

world, in a hundred countries

on six continents As an affiliate

of the worldwide Hoechst or-

ganization, Canadian Hoechst
Limited has a full century of

research and achievement to

draw upon. In Canada, Hoechst

is an autonomous company
employing Canadians to serve

Canadian needs

Hoechst in Canada concerns

itself with supplying both the

present and future needs of

Canadians, The range of prod-

ucts and services covers the

spectrum through industrial

chemicals, dyestuffs, plastics,

printing plates, human and
veterinary medicines, pharma-
ceuticals, and textile fibres.

Hoechst products and services.

Hoechst techniques and
know-how in these fields,

combined with a large interna-

tional fund of experience, have
given the company a reputation

for expertise which takes con-
stant striving to live up to.

Hoechst thinks ahead.

HOECHST
Canadian Hoechst Limited
4045 Cote Vertu
Montreal 383, Quebec

40 Lesmill Road
Don Mills. Ontario
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Best in browsing More markets

If you're new on campus, you

might make the common mistake

of doing all your browsing at the

University Bookroom. That's all

right if your interests reside on

the well-stocked shelves of

literary criticism, drama, poetry

or art. But don't expect any real

bargains, don't expect books hot

off the presses, and be prepared

for curious emphases (the occult,

for instance, and children's

books), for odd gaps.

Fine all-purpose bookshops
are the two Book Cellars, one at

Avenue road and Yorkville, the

other at Yonge and Charles.

These stores keep up with things,

and they stock more periodicals

than you'd ever want to read

(though they're fun to leaf

through). Good section (par-

ticularly in the Yorkville shop) on

film too. There is, by the way, a

store that specializes only in film:

Cine Books, 692-A Yonge Street.

Britnell's, Yonge a block above

Bloor, is a fine, old-style
bookshop with gracious clerks

and lots of burnished wood.
Hard-covers are the big trade

here, and they're pretty sure to

have almost any newly-published

trade book' they keep their stock

longer than most places, too, I've

found, so you might try here for a

title published a year and a half

ago. The clerks are endlessly

helpful about finding out things

for their customers (or callers),

too.

The Book Centre (their big sign

says "Books and Music" so don't

be confused, has a very lopsided

stock, leaning to political

ideologies of every description

(though mostly left) and non-
political ideologies, like the oc-

cult, as well. They have a

smattering of current releases,

however, and the silver lining is a

substantial 20 per cent discount

on almost all their books.

There are other good, general

bookstores around the city,

notable ones like Classics Books

(the nearest one In the Colon-

nade on Bloor Street), W. H.

Smith, and Coles. Coles biggest

shop is at Yonge and Charles and

they have surely the biggest

paperback stock in the city, but

they also have tables littered with

bargain books, usually remnants

of best-(or non-) sellers, or

technical textbooks and han-

dbooks one edition old.

The SCM Book Room, in the

Rochdale building (ground floor,

separate entrance) Is a very good
store with a knowledgeable staff.

It they get discounts from the

publishers, they will pass them
along to you. No such things here

as mysteries or sci-fi, and general

fiction is pretty Jejune, but history,

social sciences and philosophy

compensate.
There are a few specialty

shops around, like Cine Books,

already mentioned, Hachette

Toronto Is a French and German
bookstore at 607 Yonge.
Longhouse Books stocks only

Canadian titles, and Is bigger

than you think. There are more
recherche specialties, too take

walk down Yonge Street, with

your eyes open, and hang a right

at Queen. You'll find what you're

after.

Second-hand shops do not

abound in this city, as they do In

some others, but walk over to

Volume One, on Spadina near

College. They keep a stock of

second-hand scholarly books,

textbooks and the like. You could

find something there unavailable

elsewhere, if you were pessistent.

Batta's Books, at 668 Yonge, has
no extraordinary hard-cover
selection (give it a once-over,

what the hell), but this Is a print-

have grotesque white meat
breasts pre-injected with

cooking oil), and all manner of

things like ducks, geese and
game, though these are liable

to be frozen. At the back of

the market is a feast of

seafood — oysters, lobsters

and giant prawns, banked on
beds of crushed Ice. You'll get

good cider here before almost

anywhere el?e.

Tired of ground beef and
the colonel's unvarying
chicken? The Elisabeth
Delicatessen on Bloor just

west of Brunswick will always
have fine, European-type veal

scallops and boneless roasts

(expensive, though), plus

addict's paradise. Mysteries, sci-

fi, very current fiction, all paper-
back, throng this tiny store, and
prices start at half the marked
price. I've found stuff like The
Godfather, new thrillers, even
serious fiction on their shelves

within a week of release. The best

part is that they will BUY your old

books, hard and soft, at sub-
stantial prices. Keep this place in

mind.

Old Favorites, 250 Adelaide
West, keeps old schoolbooks that

nobody will every buy, decrepit

Playboy mags and sets of old

books. If you hunt around, it's just

possible you might come across
a set of Macaulay or some such,

but wear your old clothes. Don't
bother selling your books here;

they give you lots better value if

you apply it to new purchases
(even that value is stingy) and
you'll end up with some godawful
book you'll never look at again.

Sorry, Old Fave, but Batta has It

all over you.

Bill MacVicar

such nutritious delicacies as

calve's liver, brains, veal

kidneys and tripe.

Just next door is the

Budapest Bakery (they have
another branch down in the

Kensington Market area)
which has a calorie-chocked

display case of pastries,

strudels and tartes. Also, they

have a big selection of

sausages and smoked meats,

which are sliced as you order
them, and Infinitely preferable

to even the best cellophaned
brands. Try the smoked
turkey, and the pork loin

stuffed with onions and
peppers.

Down on Harbord, two
blocks west of Spadina, the

Harbord Bakery has ex-

cellent Jewish breads and
pastries. They also make
good sandwiches.

Steak women (and men)
will, I hear tell, scour the city

for a thick enough slab of beef

to singe over the coals.

Pickering Farms, on Yonge two

blocks north, of Bloor, buys
absolutely first-rate beef and
cuts it thick and competently.

You'll pay, however. This

store is more expensive than

most, but they earn every cent

by stocking unusual items and
being reluctant to pre-
package vegetables. You can
always get Schweppe's Tonic
Water there, too.

If you're interested in such
things as fresh wheat germ,
cold-pressed oils, and un-

processed peanut butter, with

bone meal or brewers yeast

added (and you should be),

go to Home of the Gourmet at

550 Yonge. Even If you're a

decadent, you can get
lusciously rare sliced roast

beef and make yourself the

greatest sandwich In the

world. Or they'll make one for

you.
Bill MacVicar

More wine

tuguese roses are sweetish,

fizzy and cheap. Good cham-
pagne goes for prices com-
parable to black-market pen-

nicilin during World War I. If

you're set on a bubbly
splurge, try Spanish Perelada

at $4.10, or their extra dry

model at $4.50.

White wines of quality are

skyrocketing in price, and If

you've developed a taste for

Chablls or Pouilly-Fulsse,

save your pennies. A decent
white burgundy is Bourgogne
Aligote (1349B) at $3.40.
You're better off elsewhere in

France: a nice enough Graves
(1020B say,) can cost two
dollars and change; Crystal

d'Alsace, a crisp, dry wine
(303B) is $2.60.

Germany and Austria put

out pleasant white wines In

litre bottles: Winzertanz
(1069B) at $3.30, Blue
Danube $3.10.

Half-gallon bottles of

Canadian white, red and rose
wines are available from
about S3 to $5, at wine stores

and the LCBO.
Bill MacVicar

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

from $4

from $2

V JEANS

V T-SHIRTS

V BAGGIES

V SWEATERS

V BLAZERS

V SMOCKS

V GOWNS (values to $45) $10
V BLAZER & BAG SUITS from »22

V MEN'S SUITS (values to $110) $45

(values to $30) $8-18

from $4

$5-18

-$10 18

YOU SAVE ON

warehouse surplus

factory overstock

ends of line

broken sizes

BECAUSE WE ARE

VOLUME BUYERS

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

NO FANCY DECOR, SERVICE IS POOR, BUT YOU WILL SAVE!
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Trends in student financing

"anything but encouraging"

says student awards office

By BARBARA SHENSTONE

U of T's student awards officer
last Thursday described the im-
plications of the present trends in

student financing as "anything but
encouraging".

Pulrick Phillips was Speaking at a
teach-in on student aid and post-
secondary financing sponsored by
the SAC Fees Increase Tactics
Committee ai Victoria College.

The purpose of the meeting was to
provide students with a basic un-
derstanding of the issues behind the
recent fees hike. Four guest speakers
took pari; Phillips, Wynton Semple
(former coordinator of the Ontario
Federation of Students), Ceta
Rumkhalawansingh (member of the
Ontario Committee on Student
Awards), and Craig Heron (present
eo-ordinalor of OFS).

The provincial government's
tendency to increase loans and
decrease grants in the Ontario Stu-
dent Awards Program (OSAP) was
stressed by all four speakers as one
of the immediate issues for concern.

Phillips stressed that with the
great dependency of students on
OSAP, and the instability of its

policy, the welfare of a great many
students is at stake, Thirty to 35 per
cent of university students are
enrolled in OSAP he said.

Semple fell that the whole future
of post-secondary education is at
slake.

! T.
ht Prospect of going into

debl
, he said, "acts as a dis-

incentive to enrolment." He was
speaking on the notion of
accessibility, and how the present
loan system is "inadequate" in en-

suring equal opportunity of enrol-
ment lo all members of society.

Ramkhalawansingh said that
OSAP funds are comprised of loan
moneys supplied by the federal
government, and grant funds
supplied by the Ontario government.
Last year, $14,000,000 of $43
million budgeted grant money was
never used, she said, but was instead
pul back into the provincial
treasury.

The grant budget was lowered this
year lo $32 million but it still will
probably not be entirely spent, she
charged. The surplus will
presumably again be put back into
(he provincial budget.

Il is convenient for the provincial
government to rely on the federal
funds, as loans, she claimed, and to
use ihe saving on their own educa-
tion funds to balance their budget.

Ontario grads form
new student union

By RANDV ROBERTSON

The Ontario graduate student unions which pulled out of theCanadian Union of Graduate Students (CUGS) formed a new
association last Saturday at Guelph.
The Ontario Union of Graduate Students is the successor to

wISewVrom C°UGS
0mmHtee ^

OUGS will deal with the problems confronting graduate students at
the provincial leveL According to Stephan Kogitz, it will be more
effective than CUGS would have been in lobbying against the fee hikes
and subSldy cutbacks facing graduate students. These problems exist at
the provincial level said Kogitz, last year's Graduate Students' Union
president at the U of T.

The member universities, Queen's, Toronto, Waterloo, WesternGudph and MacMaster, found CUGS "not relevent" and "completely
ineffective", Kogitz said.

Mi«i»«wfjr

Kogitz predicted the collapse in the near future of CUGS, and statedthat many universities which are outside the Ontario union at presentwould soon join it. He believes that universities in other proving wiUalso form provincial or regional associations.
He said that in a few years there might be a need, again, for anational union. He cited the need for national graduate organization in

the event of a readjustment of the amounts of money the federal
government returns to the provinces each year
OUGS will meet periodically on the campus of a member university

It has no permanent headquarters.

The Ontario government is

negotiating now with the federal
government for one billion dollars,
from the Fiscal Transfers Act. ac-

cording to a member of the
audience. He said he expected a
significant amount of this to end up
as educational funds.

Faculty backlash provokes probe

PAC recommendations may revise

the New PROGRAM
By NADIM WAKEAM

The committee whose
recommendations may lead to ma-
jor changes in- the arts and science
New Program began its work last

Thursday night.

Appointed by president John
Evans to undertake a major review,
the Presidential Advisory Com-
mittee on the New Program began
discussing the aims and objectives of
the review.

(The institution of the New
Program three years ago included
abolishing honours-general dis-
tinctions and reduced the emphasis
on exams. Since then there has been
a conservative faculty backlash
against the "lack of standards".)
U of T president John Evans

prefaced the meeting by com-,
menling that the role of the com-
mittee was "to make explicit

problems in the faculty" and recom-
mend changes if feasible.

The underlying themes of the
report, Evans stated, will focus on
the machinery and approach lo

academic planning, and the goals of
the curriculum.

The report itself Evans said must
be "succint", and "clearly un-
derstood to readers" with "no mis-
inierpretation". He went on to say
lhat suggestions in the report should
be specific and practical.

The report is to be submitted to

the president by March I, 1973.
Until March I the faculty of Arts
and Science will review the report.

During ihe summer, when most
students are off campus, the Gover-
ning Council will review the report

and implement those changes which
are feasible by Sept. 1973.

According to Evans the "value of
the report will be influenced" by its

promptness.

Committee member Bob
Anderson (UCIV) asked why these

changes could not be implemented
in 1974. Evans replied that some
recommendations could be easy to

implement by September 1973,
while others such as printing calen-

dar changes could not be made in

one year.

"It gives you a target and forces
ihe committee to sort out what can
be done and what cannot be done in

the lime alloted," said Evans.

Robert Jervis (Chemical
Engineering), a faculty member of
the committee, asked how the presi-
dent was likely to deal with the
recommendations. Evans replied
thai ihe machinery for the im-
plimentation of proposals should be
prepared beforehand by the ad-
ministration so that recommen-
dations will be implemented as they
are received.

At the beginning of the meeting,
the committee, under chairman
Daniel Berlyne, discussed whether
ihe meetings were to be open or
closed to visitors. It was decided
after a 15 minute discussion behind
closed doors, to have open meetings,
bul with the provision that they can
he closed by a majority vote.

Material distributed to the
members of the committee included

a list of 'terms of reference' or topics

for investigation. Topics include stu-

dent and staff attitudes towards the
New Programme, the role of the
fourth year, and the aims of un-
dergraduate education in arts and
.science.

Others include the role of the

colleges, part-time studies and the

process of curriculum decision-

making.

Further topics may be discussed if

the committee feels there is a need.

The rest of the committee meeting
centred on suggestions as to how
opinions would be solicited and what
terms of reference would be
discussed.

After a lengthy discussion it was
tentatively decided, to solicit views

in writing from all aspects of the

university community.
The committee also decided,

again, tentatively, to use polls and
surveys lo gather opinions from full

and part-lime students, faculty and
alumni. In an interview after the

meeting Bob Anderson, one of the
three undergraduate representatives
on the committee, commented on
the first meeting.

"I'm sceptical about the time
allotted lo the committee," he said.
'Ml seems lo me unnecessary to push
it this hard because any substantial
change can't be implemented by the
fall or 1974."

"More time," he said "is needed
on the report but one has to work
within the deadlines that have been
given."

Anderson concluded, "I'm
relatively pleased with the way
things are going."

The next meeting is scheduled for
Tuesday al 4 pm in the council room
of ihe Pharmacy Building, at Huron
and Russell. Topics to be discussed
will include the surveys and what
terms of reference will be in-

vestigated first.

Wright Commission repor

to be released on time
The final report of the Commission on Post-Secondary Education

will be completed and released as scheduled, Vincent Kelly, a member
of the commission, told The Varsity on Saturday.

Known by the name of it's former chairman, Doug Wright, the draft
report issued last winter recommended, among other things, that
students pay a substantially higher proportion of the costs of their
education.

Kelly reported that no unexpected delays have been encountered in
drawing up the final draft. Any slowdowns so far have been strictly
procedural.

Public hearings on the commission's recommendations "dragged
out until March and some members of the commission were absent
during the summer months, according to Kelly. However, he said, the
report is presently being rushed through to meet the proposed deadline
nf this fall, probably late October.

A spokesman for the Department of Universities and Colleges
confirmed that the final report is scheduled to be released on time.

Exclusion of women from
Catholic ministry not
objected to at St. Mike's

By DAVID WISE

An informal poll of women at a St. Michael's
College residence indicated most are completely in-
different or only vaguely object to Pope Paul's edict
excluding women from the Catholic ministry.
The pope's move last week was seen as a rebuke to

iberals in the church, in order to preserve what he
labeled a "venerable tradition"
Many of the Catholic college's women-in Loretto

College had not even heard of the edict, although it
received much publicity in the media
The edict "doesn't matter to me," said a first year

student who refused to give her name. "The pope's too
separated from the masses."

Another student, when told of the edict, objected to
the pope s decision.

"I think women should be allowed to do anything
they like in the church," she said. However she too did
not want to be named.
The only student interviewed who was familiar with

the edict and spoke with any kind of conviction about it
agreed with the Pope. Nancy Walla (SMC II) who

considers herself to be a devout Catholic, felt for

"religious reasons" that the Pope was correct in

continuing the exclusion of women from the ministry.

"Christ, by choosing men for his apostles, chose men
lo be the ministers in his church", she stated. "Since it

was Christ's decision, I don't think that we have the

right to change it."

She believed that since the church was structured

solely upon the word of Christ, to drastically revise the

order of the church is to deprive it of its logic.

In contrast the nuns interviewed did not lake this

authoritarian view.

One said, with considerable asperity, that she felt

"very strongly" about the pope's decision, but was
unwilling to elaborate or give her name.

Sister Frances Nims very soft spokenly affirmed that

she was "neither alarmed by, or indignant at the pope's

decision". She added that il was a "sociological thing"

and a "temporary state of affairs".

Nims also asserted that the women at St. Michael's

were "not discouraged" by what they considered to be a

decision which only "reflects the present situation" in

the church.
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Blues offence lacking in 24-7 loss

Ottawa trounces Blues

The Blues keep to the ground with draw plays, such as this, which where thwarted by the excellent defensive manoeuvres of the Ottawa Gee-Gees.

By STAN CAPPE and
LARRY EISEN

Precision play and good
breaks earned the Ottawa Gee-
Gees a 24-7 victory over the host

U of T Varsity Blues Saturday.
Ottawa combined a consistent

ball-control offence and a stingy

defence to end Blues home
record of no losses in the past

three seasons. Although the
Blues never gave up, -as ex-

emplified by the work of the
team's linebackers, they were
plagued by inexperience and in-

juries al key positions.

The game was won and lost in

the third quarter. Ottawa out-

scored the Blues 17-7 in the

quarter. Ottawa quarterback
Dan Smith directed a

predominantly aerial attack, and
a loose Varsity defensive
backfield was unable to cope
wilh it.

A key pass from Smith
through the hands of Varsity
back Doug Ball hit Jeff Avery,
to bring Ottawa into field goal
range. Neil Lumsden's field goal
attempt from Toronto's 37 yard
line was good.

Toronto came back to score
on their next series. Cor Doret
turned what appeared to be an
innocent off-lackle play into a
65-yard touchdown run. This put
Varsity on the scoreboard for
the first and only time in the
game.

At this point the Blues
appeared to be getting on track.

However, Ottawa quickly

snuffed out any Toronto hopes

by scoring on the next series.

The drive hinged on Ottawa
quarterback Smith who
scrambled for a first down, and
then threw to Bill McNeely for

another important first down.
The drive was completed by a
touchdown pass to flanker Barry
St. George. Lumsden then con-
verted to give Ottawa a ten point
lead.

Ottawa's second touchdown
of the quarter came off of a
Henry Tobias fumble. This set

up the Gee-Gees on the Blues 16-

yard line. Smfth wasted no time
in setting up Jeff Avery for the
six points, taking advantage of
Blues loose pass coverage.

Varsity tried to mount a
comeback in the fourth quarter,

but was slopped by Ottawa's
omnipresent defence. A very

strong Ottawa pass-rush
harrassed Toronto's aerial-
attack quarterback Dunkley,
who was unable to find his dow-
nfield receivers. The harass-
ment forced him to go to the

short passes. Although Dunkley
completed 11 out of 13 passes in

the final quarter, they only
resulted in short yardage.

The Gee-Gees successfully

contained Toronto for the rest of
the game. Defensive back Ron
Armstrong stopped the Blues on
two occasions, recovering one
fumble and picking off an
interception.

In the first half of Saturday's
match, Ottawa outplayed

Toronto chiefly on the power
running of fullback Neil
Lumsden. The Gee-Gees es-

tablished their running game,
going up the middle. The Blues

defence was unable to contain

Lumsden.

Smith successfully took to the
air in the second quarter. He hit

Barry St. George to put Ottawa
into Toronto territory. Lumsden
then brought the Gee-Gees down
to the 14-yard line where Smith
again connected with St. George
for the touchdown.

Blues offence came in spurts

in the first half. When they first

took possession Dunk ley

scrambled for 22 yards.
However, the only other close

play was a screen pass to run-

ning back Libert Castillo which
he almost broke for a

touchdown.

Blues take on Ottawa's

crosstown rivals, the Carleton

Ravens next Saturday in

Ottawa.

Blue Notes: Blues Walt Dudar
was shaken up in the third

quarter, but finished the game....

Barry Wagdin of Toronto suf-

fered a concussion in the first

quarter, which detracted from
the team's passing attack... Neil

Lumsden (Ottawa) and Libert

Castillo (Toronto) both spent

their high school days at

Northern Secondary, Toronto....

Honourable mention to Blues'

linebackers Guido Iantorno,

Alex Markobrada, Hartley
Stern, Rob Bloxham and to Gee-
Gees Neil Kumsden, Dan Smith,

Barry St. George, and Paul
Kilger for fine efforts... In other

games this weekend, it was
Lutheran 27, York 7; Western
31, Guelph 8.

Rugby Blues lose 22-1 5;

RMC in better condition
By JOHN BARCLAY

Superior conditioning led RMC Redmen to a narrow
22-15 win over the University of Toronto Rugby Blues
Saturday.

An inexperienced Blues team was unable to
overcome a narrow 7-6 half-lime deficit..Even though
the team gave a promising display of skill and
determination, it included only three veterans from last
year.

The first half of the game was evenly contested in
both scrums and lineouts, with RMC scoring an
unconverted try and a penalty goal. The Blues
responded with two penalty goals by newcomer Rick
Hodder.

In the second half RMC look advantage of their
excellent physical fitness. Skillfully placed kicks by
their standoff and inside centre moved the game rapidly
up and dbwn the field. By the end of the game, a tired
Toronto team had only been able to add 9 points to
their score.

Roger Wright scored the season's first try after
strong rucking by the Blues forwards near the RMC
goal line. Rick Hodder converted, and shortly
thereafter added a third penalty goal. RMC managed
two converted trys and a field goal.

In spile of the losing score, coaches McClements,
Nankiville, and Wynn feel the team shows promise for
the seven remaining league games.

Blue seconds fell before a strong RMC second team
in a game that was a repitition of the first match, The
Blues played well in the first half and led narrowly at
half-time, but the RMC cadets' conditioning carried
the day in the second half.

Veteran Dave Palmer with his strong scrum play led
an interesting melange of old salts and absolute
neophytes. Newcomer Richard Brookes gave a strong
performance and scored a first-half try.
The Blues host Trent University's teams in two

games at 1 pm next Saturday. Practice will continue
during the coming week at 5 pm on the back plavine
field.

1)1



Army spies on Quebec unionists
By DOUG HAMILTON

Enraged Quebec labor leaders bitterly denounced the
secret report compiled by the Canadian army on the political
activities of trade union militants opposed to the Trudeau and
Bourassa regimes.

The dossier was released Monday night by the Parti

Qucbecois executive members Rene Lesvesque, Pierre Marois
and Dr. Camille Laurin.

Marcel Pepin, president of the 220,000-strong
Confederation des syndicats nationaux said the report was
designed "to discredit the CSN in the eyes of English-
Canadians, to elect liberal candidates in the federal election

Few students turned out for a demonstration at Slmcoe Hall. They called for the remaining charges to be dropped.

and to prevent the central committee (of the CSN) from
organizing the civil service".

This report about the activities of the CSN "which are
public and known to everybody, obviously is intended to
depict us as a secret and subversive organization, Pepin
added.

"As in October 1970, he continued, the federal
government is trying to spread fear."

The report, said Pepin, was worded in a similar manner
to a document compiled by the CSN's rival union federation,
the Confederation des syndicats democratiques.

"Here is another example of the association between the
three Ds {Dalpe, Dion and Diagle — the leaders of the CSD),
the Liberal Party, and the Canadian army," asserted Pepin
angrily.

Pepin was referring to the fact that the Quebec Liberal
government recently granted certification to the CSD in a
sitting of the National A«=*mblv

He denied that the information in the army's dossier was
accurate and ridiculed the suggestion that the CSN and its
Common Front allies, the Federation des travailleurs du
Quebec (FTQ) and the Corporation des Enseignants du
Quebec (CEQ) would form a labor party to contest the 1974
Quebec provincial election.

FTQ, president Louis Laberge joined the chorus of labor
voices denouncing the report. He said that it is "scandalous"
that the army would devote its resources for the purposes of
spying on trade unionists.

But, the most inflamed statement was issued by PQ
leader Lesvesque. He denounced it as "repugnant and
ridiculous at the same time.

"Such activities are usually carried out by military
regimes in occupied territories, but they are rather surprising
in peacetime and in a country supposedly under the rule of
law, added the PQ chief. He described Mobile Command as a
"mini Gestapo".

Neither Lesvesque nor the other members of the PQ
executive would disclose how the document fell into their
hands, but a Montreal political analyst told The Varsity that
it may have been released by an officer of the Quebec City-
based Van Deuxieme Regiment.

The report was drafted by the Mobile Command units of
which occupied Quebec during the 19J0 October crisis. The
army claimed yesterday that it is intended for internal use
only and was not to be submitted to the Trudeau government
as a research paper.

OFS calls for provincial strike referendum
By PAUL McGRATH

The Ontario Federation of
Students yesterday announced a

province-wide referendum to seek
support for a second-term fee strike

in most Ontario universities.

The referendum to be held on
October 1 1 and 12, will ask students

if they will support witholding tui-

tion fees in January to protest the

government's tuition fee increases

and changes in the Ontario Student

Awards Program. In addition, it

threatens a full fee strike in 1973-74
if "further detrimental changes" to

OSAP are announced.

The referendum will involve

100,000 students in member un-

iversities, including graduate
students. Similar votes will be taken

in non-member universities, such as

the University of Ottawa, which

withdrew from the OFS in dis-

agreement over the OFS's cautious

approach to the fee increase.

Eric Miglin, OFS executive
member in charge of press relations

and U of T SAC president, told a
press conference that the issue was
much larger than just protesting the
fee hikes.

Accessibility to post-secondary
education for all income groups is

also at stake, he said. He feels tht fee
hikes, along with shifts in the loan

ceiling of the awards program are

Registrar warns Law, Medicine

may not accept Innis courses
By LORNE SLOTNICK

Innis College registrar David King has warned
students enrolled in Medicine and Law that some
courses offered by Innis may not be accepted by the
professional faculties.

Rumours to this effect have been circulating

around the campus for some time. Last week King
visiicd several classes to caution students that Innis and
some sociology courses may not be accepted as credits.

The rumours have resulted in Arts and Science
Dean Bob Greene calling a meeting of registrars and
undergraduate secretaries in the near future. The
meeting will discuss the whole problem of getting

accurate information to the student about admissions,
whatever that information is, says Greene .

The meeting was requested by Medicine Dean of
Admissions J.W. Steiner, after Innis College Principal

Peter Russell indicated to Steiner his concern that Innis

and other courses would be given less weight than other

arts courses by the faculty when admissions were being

considered.

Russell told The Varsity that he had received some
"intimations" from Innis students going into medicine
that less weight would be given to what were deemed
"Mickey Mouse" courses. These apparently included

Innis College courses.

Since then, rumours have spread, and King has

said that all Innis courses, some sociology and classics

courses, and other suspected "Mickey Mouscrs" may
not be accepted as credit by some or even all of the

professional faculties.

Law dean Martin Friedland denied that his faculty

was not accepting certain courses offered by Arts and

Science.

He said that as far as he knew there was no
subslance in the rumours.

Dean of Medicine, A.L. Chute says the

requirements for admission to medicine have not been
changed. He said that "Mickey Mouse" courses, "if

there arc any", would be so designated by the Arts and
Science faculty, not by Medicine. Only then would
courses be weighted.

Medicine's dean of admissions, Steiner "doesn't

normally talk to students", his secretary said. She
added, however, that Steiner told Russell courses would
be weighted only if it "comes down to the crunch, if

everything else is equal" between two applicants.

Dean Greene says he shares Russell's concern that

Medicine may not count some courses offered by arts

and science.

Chairman of Sociology Irving Zeitlin hasn't heard
any stories that sociology courses won't be accepted.

According to Russell, there is no definite list of
courses suspected by Medicine and Steiner "certainly
didn'l name any" (courses).

Any department's courses could be suspect, he
added because "we don't have a monopoly on Mickey
Mouse courses."

Mng said that Innis "had a feeling all along" that

there may be problems because of the nature of Innis

courses.

Innis courses are generally unstructured anu
experimental, often with students doing their own
projects for the whole year. This has sometimes led to
charges that they are "soft" courses.

discriminatory.

"At stake is the very future of
post-secondary education in the
province," he said.

The vote will be proceeded by a
three-week intensive information
campaign, and a day of province-
wide study sessions, seminars and
teach-ins to inform students and the
public of the issues surrounding the

protest.

Miglin said this was necessary, as
the students themselves are not fully

aware of what is involved in the
vole.

SAC feels that without the
cooperation of college councils- in

organizing the students to vote, it

will be a disaster.

Although past referendums have
met with little support, Miglin said,

he feels this one will attract support
due to the direct monetary effect of
the proposals on each student.

"The government feels our
demands are just self-serving, and if

[he students are not solidly behind
this, ihey may feel they can walk all

over us," said Miglin.

Students have already shown wide
support across Ontario for the .

strike, Miglin asserted. Unofficial

reports indicate that between 70 and

90 per cent of their students paid
their fees in installments. An un-
official SAC survey at U of T put
Ihe number at 70 per cent.

Miglin says there is staff and
administration informal support as
staff members would be put in a
"difficult position" by giving en-

dorsing publicly the nrotest.

However, as SAC vice-president

John Helliwell has admitted before,

the real reason for the OFS actions

is to demonstrate to the Ontario
government that students are con-

cerned about these issues. Rollbacks
of the fees hikes and OSAP changes
are not expected, but it is hopea mat
future such actions will be
prevented.

The ballot will seek yes or no
answers to three questions.

Do you support demands made
by the OFS/FEO to the Govern-
ment of Ontario?

Will you support witholding your
tuition fees in January if OFS/FEO
negotiations with the Government of
Ontario are unsuccessful?

Would you support witholding all

of your 1973-74 tuition fees if the

Government of Ontario announces
further detrimental changes in the

Ontario Student Awards Program?

Day care's tomorrow
The university's top governing body, the Governing

Council, meets at 4:30 Thursday afternoon in Medical Sciences
3153 to consider its day care policy.

According to a proposal being sent to the council as

information by its Internal Afairs Committee and Executive

Committee, a university-run day care centre, rejected in its

current form by both of the existing university day care centres,

would be established in the club house behind the old

Meteorology Building on Devonshire Street, displacing the
Campus Co-operative Day Care Centre Number 2 now
occupying the building.

Students, support staff, and teaching staff should attend the

meeting to let their elected representatives know how they feel

^bout the issue.

See editorial on page 4
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HERE AND NOW Unclassifieds

TODAY
10am

Trinity Booksale continues. Books are

still welcome. St. Hilda's. Devonshire

Piece.

NOON
Free dixie land Jazz concert In the Hart

House quadrangle. From noon tq 3 p.m.

Draft beer and food will be available.

The Climax Jazz Band from the

Brunswick Tavern will oerform.

Wednesday on the Square pesents

"Community Parole — a new approach."

Make leather clothes with Jim Neff from

noon to dark. Trinity Square, two blocks

south of Dundas, west of Yonge.

1pm
"Marxism and Jhe Natural Sciences"

bilio. discussion and books with Frank

Cunningham, U of T Communist Club.. Sid

Smith, room 2114.

First meeting of the U of T Committee
to end the War In Vietnam, with the NAR-

MIC slides, guest speaker and organizing

discussion. Sid Smith, room 1072.

Toronto Student Movement presents

.
.Significance ot the Federal Election with

speaker Arnold August. CPC (ML) can-

didate fcrVancouver Centre. Sid Smith,

room 1021.

4:30 pm
UC needs football players. Come out

and practice. Back playing field, UC.

5 pm
Last day to sign up for GSU

Golf Day to be held at Plnelree Golf Club

on Sept. 22. Lists posted at GSU registra-

tion table in Drill Hall and at GSU, 16

Bancroft Ave.

6:30

SMC seminar in volunteer services

Wed. SepL 20 till 8 pm in Brennan Halll

Lounge: free coffee and donuts, dls-

cussons, speakers.

7pm
"How to Survive Post-Orlentatlon

Blues". South Sitting Room, Hart House.

Table-tennis season opening evening

play session featuring Canadian Cham-

pion, Vfoletta Nesukaills. Fencing Room,

Hart House.

Male actors needed for major roles In

medieval plays. Reading on Wednesday

evening. 29A Queen's Park rescent East.

7:30 pm
Interested In theatre? Come to the

open meeting of the Victoria College

Drama Club and meet Jack Medhurst,

director of major production.
Refreshments and discussion. Rm. 3 New
Academic Bldg. Vic

Two films by Orson Welles: ..Citizen

Kane1

at 7:30 and . .Magnificent

AMBERSONS. . AT &:30. Both sows S1.50

or S1 at 9:30. OtSE Auditorium.

8 pm
A party! ... at U.C. Playhouse, 79-A

St. George. Find out about plays and

workshops happening this year. Have a

free beer and some foodl

9 pm
After the party, U.C. Playhouse

presents Edward Albee's "Zoo story" 79-

A St. George.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs. 202

Spadina Ave. between Queen and Don-

das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18.

.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental

can solve it. Complete apartment or just

the pieces you need. Ideal for two or more

sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.

Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485

Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.

THURSDAY
noon

avid Rotenberg, mayoralty

candidate speaks on th square at Trinity

Church.

Hear Paul Heilyer, (M.P. Trinity) speak

In Hart House South Sitting Room. Spon-

sored by the U of T Progressve Conser-

vative Association.

1 pm
Put Marxism In your Courses!

Marxism and the Humanities: A discussion

with Brian Mossop, U of T Communist
Club.

GSA

wk
THURSDAY rvriVIIMG CINEMA

PRESENTS TWO FILMS BY ORSON WELLES

citizen kane
7:30

THURSDAY
SEPT. 21

9:30
OISE AUD. 252 BLOOR W.

$1.50 BOTH SHOWS, $1.00 AT

WHY BE ALONE? Homophile Dating

Association. Fully confidenlial, males and

females welcome. For complete details

and free appllcafion form, write Box 717

Adelaide Station, Toronlo 210, or call 862-

1133

COMPUTER EXPERTS OR PACKAGES
wanted for course evaluation for private

college. Send details re: cost,

methodology, experience In related fields

to J. Hart, 9 St. Patrick Sq.

TRINITY BOOKSALE: Sale continues 10

am.-4 pm. Used books are still being ac-

cepted for sale. Try us for your used book
needs. St. Hilda's - Devonshire PI.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.

Going out of business after 42 years.

Pearl Furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind

new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

WANTED SUPERVISOR for after four

program at Hlllcrest Public School. Every

Weekday afternoon from 3:45-5:15 p.m.

Also instructors in chess, square dancing,

weaving, macrame needed. Will discuss

salaries. Interested persons call Sue
Russell. 533-1851

PARTY: Introduclory U.C.

Playhouse Player's Guild Party See
what's happening this year. Sign up (or

plays and workshops see Albee's Zoo
Story. Drink free beer. 79-A Si. George.

Thurs. Sept. 21 - Beer from 8:00 p.m.

FOR SALE 1968 BMW Motorcycle. Good
running order. Recent motor work 500

CC. S900.00 Call Terry at 869-6650 or 889-

5391

BABYSITTER wanted for two lively

children. 2-1/2 and 7 months, 2-3 half days

per week. Please call 486-0048 mornings

or evenings. (North Toronto)

ENGLAND, Sept. 30! Anyone wanting to

fly BOAC to London (tree bar on plane)

you can have my ticket for S85.00 Phone
921-9789 days.

EX-CAROLINA EXCHANGE MEMBERS:
interview help needed. Call Marilyn at

922-9920 evenings.

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

UNDERGRADUATE CALENDAR ADDITIONS

HIS 308F - Between Assimilation and Nationalism: The
Jews of Europe, 1880-1904. J. Shatzmilier. 2L: TR12.
(Open only to third - and fourth - year students.)

HIS408S - The Jews of Provence in the Xlllth and XlVth
Centuries. J. Shatzmilier. 2S: Arr. Prerequisite:
Knowledge of Latin or Hebrew.
HIS 473 - The U nited States and the Americas. Revised
version of HIS 373 offered during the 1972-72 session. A
reading knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese is helpful
but not essential. Prerequisite: Previous university-level

course in United States or Latin American history. Ex-
clusion: HIS 373 (1971-72). S.J. Randall. 2S: 7 4-6
HIS 377 - Themes in American Expansion. S.J. Randall
2L. TR 11, IT: N.

UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE

PLAYHOUSE
Invites applications for bookings of

the Playhouse this year.

Available for free lunch-hour productions as well as
evening productions

Please subrrvt applications by Friday, September 22 to:

Mr. Robert Cleverley,

Student Administrator,

University College Playhouse,

79A St. George St.,

Toronto 181 928-6307

Any individuals interested in joining Playhouse productions or
workshops should also drop by.

all the
latest in

fashion
and
custom-
made
eyewear

OPTICAL
I." OPTICAL STORED
THROUGHOUT METRO
COMSt'lT THE UlLOW. P.\l,l:

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Student Subscriptions

$3.00 for the Three Productions
Hart House Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $3.00 for the
three All-University productions. The student rate will be $1 25 for a
single performance. Subscribers are assured of the same seats and
performance evenings for the season. Two subscriptions only oneach A.T.L. card.

1 972-73 SEASON

Marker

THE MISANTHROPE by Moliere, translated into English verse by
Richard Wilbur D ir6cted by Donald Davis

Thursday, October 19 to Saturday, October 28
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
ROSMERSHOLM by Henrik Ibsen, translated by F. Marker and L.L.

Directed by David Gardner
Thursday, November 23 to Saturday, December 2
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
HAMLET by William Shakespeare Directed by Martin Hunter
Thursday, January 25 to Saturday, February 3
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Box Office opens September 18, 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. - 928-8668

USHERS
Volunteer Ushers are required for the three Hart House Theatre productions.
Please telephone 928-8674 or call at Theatre offices.
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Subcommittee gets Robarts headache
By BOB BETTSON

The power to determine whether
undergraduates will have access to the new
$45 million John P. Robarts Research
Library will be assumed by a sub-committee

of the Academic Affairs Committee of the

Governing Council.

Members of the Academic Affairs

Committee yesterday rejected with little

debate university vice-president and provost
Don Forster's recommendation that the

1

com-

mittee only be advisory to him.
However Forster along with chairman

R.M.H. Shepherd, classics professor at UC
and student vice-chairman Norma Grindal,
will present recommendations to the com-
mittee on October 5 on the composition of the

U of T president John Evnas,

Scarborough principal Ralph Campbell
and Scarborough controller Gus Harris

yesterday officially opened a major new
building at Scarborough College.

The new building is officially phase 2A
of the college building program. It consists

of about three quarters academic and
office space, and one quarter recreational

facilities. Previously, there were no indoor

athletic facilities at Scarborough,- only

outdoor courts and playing fields.

The inside of the building has not yet

Scar's new building opened
been finished.

The academic portion of the building

consists of 24 seminar rooms. There are

also offices, lounges, and a cafeteria.

The recreational portion, 40,000 square
Teet or the total 167,000 in the building,

feature is a flexible gymnasium that can be
adapted for volleyball, tennis, badminton
and basketball.

Phase 2B ol the building program will be
the construction of a library building. The
library is at present housed in the first

building in temporary quarters.

The Scarborough student council,

moved by the apparent need for an ade-

quate library building and lack of action

on the part of the administration, has
requested $10 million from Seagram's
Distillers to privately fund the library.

In the picture above, Evans and
Campbell are in the foreground. Peeking
-over Evan's shoulder is Governing Council

chairman Malim Harding, with vice-

president Jack Sword and his wife to

Harding's left.

Rekindles student Interest

Stacks committee is reactivated
By STEWART GOODYEAR

Following a march to Simcoe Hall
yesterday, an informal committee developed
plans to re-kindle student interest in the open
stocks issue and to protest charges laid last

spring against four demonstrators who oc-

cupied Simcoe Hail.

The committess's major concern is to

build support for those who will come to trial

next Tuesday.

Tom McLaughlin, one of the four,

asserted that two of the trials will be political,

that the charges of obstruction and assault

laid by the police falsely reflect the true issues

behind the arrests. He defined the real issues,

as the university's "elitism", its identification

of property belonging to the public as its own,
and the question of limits of protest.

To present these issues to the court

McLaughlin and Bill Getty intend to conduct
their own defences. The committee hopes to

influence students to attend the trial to show
their support, for the defcndents.

McLaughlin stated that such a show of

support will validate his defence and may lead

to a more favourable judgment.
The committee also intends to demand

that the administration use its offices to have
the charges dropped, as Acting President Jack

Sword promised it would do last spring.

The arrests were made in the break-up of

the first occupation supporting open access to

the new John Robarts library. While the

university did stop the charges of tresspassing

against the 19 involved, the more serious

charges were not removed.
Facing a charge of assaulting police are

Getty, Mark Goldblatt, and Randi Reynolds.

McLaughlin and Goldblatt are charged with

obstructing police.

Although the march was joined by only a

small number of people the organizers

remained optimistic. McLaughlin said that

the open stacks issue last year began with a

similar small nucleus of people, the Open
Stacks Committee, who developed support

throughout the campus.

But by appearances at least, yesterday's

demonstration was an anemic one. A Sid

Smith rally was attended primarily by radical

campus groups. Choams and McLaughlin
made short speaches summarizing the history

of the library access issue and the meaning of

the trial.

A group of thirty then marched to Simcoe
Hall carrying posters and shouting slogans

such as "Open the stacks".

Two demonstrators were chocsn to enter

Simcoe Hall to present their case to the

administration.

The were stopped at the doors by U of T
police, who said a day care delegation had

already been granted an audience. While
other students periodically entered Simcoe
Hall without difficulty, the demonstrators
were kept out.

Questioned later, the police sergeant who
had barred the protesters said vaguely that the

decision had not been his own. He would not

give any indication from whom the orders

came.

One short flurry of excitement occurred

when U of T vice-president Alex Rankin

rushed past the demonstrating students.

When they called out to ask what the

university intends to do about the charges he

smiled, turned his head away and said "I

dunno."

High school students end strike
PETERBOROUGH (CUP) — A series of

rotating strikes by Peterborough high school

students has been called off, after their

teachers reached a tentative contract settle-

ment with the Peterbourough Country Board

of Education yesterday.

The strikes began as a full-scale walk-out

September 1 1 to protest a work-to-rule cam-
paign by teachers, which had been depriving

students of normal extra curricular activities

since the begninning of the school year.

About 3,000 of an estimated student

population of 7,400 joined the city-wide

strike, which was shifted to a rotating basis

subcommittee. Forster's earlier recommenda-
tion had been that only four students sit on a
12 member body.

This nominating committee will also
suggest specific persons to sit on the
subcommittee.

The new committee would take over the
policy function of the now defunct Library
Council which last year turned down student
demands for open access to the stacks at the
Robarts library.

This action eventually led to the bitter
confrontation of last March when students
occupied Simcoe Hall three times as their
demands for open access were repeatedly
denied by the administration and the now
defunct Senate. A compromise reached
during the second occupations failed to be
ratified by the Senate.

As the policy now stands,' automatic
access remains a privilege for graduate
students and faculty. Undergrads will line up
for slack passes to be granted on the basis of
"academic need. The definition of academic
need was left to the Library Council now to be
superceded by the subcommittee.

The Academic Affairs Committee also
discussed prosals by Shepherd on the power of
the committee and its relationship to the
faculty and college councils.

Shepherd recommended that power be
delegated to the various faculty and college
councils so that they will continue to operate
as autonomous bodies. However he also said
the committee should scrutinize all decisions.

Shepherd's paper, which will be discussed
further at the October 5 meeting,
recommends that the Academic Affairs com-
mittee have ultimate power over all academic
matters in the university, but that "various
faculties colleges and shools be given a
reasonably high degree of flexibility in their

operations."

However "all changes or new proposals
with respect to curriculum regulations, and
general policy and practice should be referred

to the committee."

Forster and chairman Shepherd will play
powerful roles under the recommendations,
having wide powers to determine the agenda
and what matters will be referred to the
committee for ratification.

York builds

while U of T
cuts day care

when student leaders realized they could not

sustain a general strike. In the final stages,

student council representatives were planning

to run their own extra-curricular activities,

rather than continue the strikes.

Todays agreement was reached after more
than seven hours of negotiations. The
proposed settlement will be presented to

teachers today, but they will not vote on the

contract until at least Thursday.

Meanwhile, a work-to-rule slowdown by
Ottawa high school teachers continues with

students considering further strike action

after a one-day walkout last Friday.

In contrast to U of T's proposed 50 day
care places, York University has responded to

an apparent need by planning a 150-place

centre for next September.

York's centre already accommodates 65

Children, while the proposed U of T centre on
Devonshire Place will actually reduce the

number of places available in university-aided

centres. The occupied Denvonshire Campus
Co-Op centre, together with the St. Andrew's
Day Nursery (which must move from its

present location) already have a total of 49'

children eligible for the new centre. In addi-

tion, each has many others, who because their

parents are merely from the surrounding
community and not directly connected to the

university, are not eligible.

Maria de Wit, a spokesman for the York
parents, says that the university plans to pay
for about half the construction costs of the

building, while the other half plus the

operating costs must be born by the parents.

By combining day care with academic ac-

tivities within the centre, York vice-president

Bill Small says the university will be eligible

for government formula financing grants.

De Wit says the proposal allows the parents

to control policy at the centre, again in

contrast to U ofT's proposal, which would set

up an advisory board half composed of
parents, with extremely limited powers.

At present, York's temporary centre is run

day-to-day by seven full-time staff and three

parent co-ordinators.Once a month, a general

meeting of parents sets policy.

However, a portion of the centre will be
alotted to commercial day care, for parents

who do not wish to become involved in the
running of the centre. It will be more expen-

sive than the parent-run section.

U of T's Internal Affairs Committee of

the Governing Council rejected a report

recommending that the university support

more than one kind of day care.
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Who should university's day care policy serve?
Tomorrow afternoon, the Governing Council's

Internal Affairs Committee will try to sneak through its

controversial report establishing an unwanted

daycare centre on he premises now occupied by

Campus Co-operative Day Care Centre Number 2.

The committee's plan, which would displace the

Devonshire day care centre for a university-run cen-

tre, was to quietly shove their report through the

Governing Council as a matter of Information rather

than introducing recommendations on which the

council would have the opportunity to vote.

Manouevre strategist Paul Cadarlo, student

chairman of the committee, reasons that the specific

proposals do no more than Implement the general

policy adopted by the council at Its last meeting and

do not require full council consideration.

This Is not the case. Although August 31 motions

intentionally sidestep recognizing the children and

parents occupying the Devonshire site, they do not

blueprint a centre where parental control In Its day-to-

day operations would be minimal. The committee's

proposals create this type of centre, the antithesis of

everything for which the Campus Co-op people have

Deen working!

It's true that the St.Andrew's Day Care people,

who operate the other centre serving the university

community, do not endorse as much parental control

as the Campus Co-op does. But, the solution to this

impasse is not to dictate that Campus Co-op children

and parents cannot receive the kind of day care they

want, but to offer the university community a choice of

approaches that was the recommendation of the

university-established Day Care Advisory Board, but

Internal Affairs rejected It. (An earlier editorial has

dealt with some of the probable reasons leading to

this decision.)

And, St. Andrew's in a letter published on page 5

of today's Varsity, clarify their position, explaining that

they too find the Internal Affairs proposal
unacceptable.

One starts to wonder who the new policy Is

desgined to serve: the consumers of the service or the

administrators?

Students, support staff, and progressive teaching

staff should attend today's Governing Council meeting

to let their representatives know that the proposed day
care solution Is no solution.

And, governors should seriously question the

propriety of the committee and the Executive Com-
mittee trying to get the proposals adopted without

adequate council debate.

The time: 4:30 Thursday afternoon. The place:

Medical Sciences 3135. If you care, be there.

Ah, ha! Just as 1 thought! Polish sausage and Hungarian
goulash!! Better put him on the list, captain!

Gov't snoopers characterize police state
When the Trudeau government

turned Quebec into a police state during
the 1970 Quebec crisis many Canadians. It

themselves believe that the suspension
of civjl rights and the dawn raids on the
government's political opponents were a
passing occurrence demanded by the
gravity of the situation.

They were wrong. All that had
happened was that the shroud of secrecy
under which government agents spy on
dissidents and activists could be
momentarily lifted. Indeed, because of
the mass scale on which the 1970
Quebec inquisition proceeded, It would
have been difficult to have kept the large
scale raids secret.

But, most Canadians, unaffected
by the ravages of the government's un-
founded attack, couldn't or wouldn't
believe what was happening. And, with
the passage of a little time, they found it

easy to forget all about it.

Sunday's release of secret defence
departmnt intelligence files on top

Quebec labor leaders may case them to

think again. For once again, the govern-
ment, unintentionally, has been forced to
show its hand, forced to prove that,

despite all the myths we hear about living

in a really democratic country,
government opponents here are as
practically limited In their freedom of
activity by (government surveillance) as
detractors claim the communist coun-
tries are.

Describing the internal affairs of the
Quebec-based, activist Confederation ot
National Tade Unions, the government
snoopers accused the CNTU of asslstlna
"various separatist and communist
elements". That may well be. But, since
when is the non-violent political activity
of any organization the realm of govern-
ment Inquiry In a supposed democracy?

What we do know tor tact is that the
CNT and its leaders have been among
the forefront of Quebec activism and
thus by definition the harshest critics of
the policies of the Trudeau and Bourassa
governments. Since Trudeau is fond of
denigrating his opponents by claiming
they lack popular support. It's Important
to recall that the CNTU, the Quebec

Teachers Corporation and the Quebec
Federation of Labor as the Common
Front mobilized thousands of Quebec
workers this spring to nearly paralyze
Quebec when they were pressing their

contract demands.
To suggest that the Common Front

then enjoyed and its one-time con-
stituent members now enjoy broad sup-
port cannot be debatable. It's equally
obvious that the governments which pre-
tend to represent the people of Quebec
are not prepared to allow the Quebecois
to determine their own destiny ad have
stepped up their surveillance of
dissidents.

Canadians cannot repeat their 1970
complacency. They must demand an end
to the army's spying on Innocent citizens.

The Quebec labor caper Is

undoubtabry Just the tip of the spy Iceberg,
an Integral element of the web of fntrlgue
and deception practised by government
agences on all levels. (A Globe and Mail
report on last week's clash outside the
Western Guard meeting detailed the
presence of police surveillance teams

photographing the protestors. And, a

police official told that paper's reporter

that he recognized many of those pre-

sent from mug shots taken at earlier

demonstrations.)

What this Incident illustrates Is the
desperate struggle by those in power to

repress reform and change from within
the system, let alone from without.

Varsity editorial policy. is approved
at production day staff meetings. It Is
shaped within the guidelines set by a
general policy staff meeting, held In late
summer, ana the weakly staff meetings.

Varsity editorials do not necessarily
represent the personal opinions of the
editor.

The existence of the staff or
editorial collective. In which all staff

memoars who have demonstrated their
commitment to the paper, have an equal
voice, does not presuppose that
paper's staff is politically monolithic.
However, it does assume that the paper's
published editorial policy posiions
represents its official editorial policy.
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57. Andrew's doesn't

like admin plan either

Friday's Varsity states that

university's day care plan has the ap-

proval of St. Andrew's- University Day
Nursery. This is incorrect. Moreover,

there seems to be some misunderstanding

as to the role St. Andrew's has played in

the current day care situation. We would,

like to acquaint you, first, with the part

we have played in the past in day care in

this university, secondly, with our role in

urging the administration to formulate its

current policy, and thirdly, with our

feelings about that current policy.

In I967 St. AndrewVUniversity
Day Nursery was established as a day

care centre serving, mainly, children of

University of Toronto graduate students.

Rent-free space was provided by St.

Andrew's United Church, and the

renovations were paid for by the Univer-

sity of Toronto. In January of this year

St. Andrew's Church informed us that

their building would be torn down within

the year and that we would, therefore

have to seek new accommodation. We
made a long and thorough search in the

general area of the university and were

completely unable to find any suitable

space. In April, therefore, we approached
the administration requesting that we be
provided space in the university. We were
willing to pay some rent for this space
and to undertake the cost of renovations
ourselves, since money had been set aside

by our parents over the years for the
relocation we knew would probably be
necessary after our first five or six years
of operation.

Another proposal that had been
made earlier to the administration came
from the Department of Psychology. It

requested that space be provided them fo

child research facility, with the intention

that St. Andrew's become that facility.

Again, some rent was offered for his

space. Both proposals those of St. An-

drew's and the Psychology department
were turned down because day care had
become an important issue in light of
requests for space that were coming from
the Campus Co-op. In response to he
occupation of the Devonshire building by
the Campus Co-op and to our requests

for help the administration first in-

dicated, in May, its willingness to provide
space and suppprt for day care on this

campus.

A committee set up in July to study
the situation made recommendations
that were generally acceptable to both
St. Andrew's and the Campus Co-op.

During a series of meetings in July

between our two day care centres it had
become evident that our philosophies ot

day care were so different as to make it

impossible for a joint program to be
set up. This was recognized by the com-
mittee in its recommendation that

separate facilities be offered to the two
groups so that the two programs, both
proven successful, could continue. The
committee also recognized the greater

ability of St. Andrew's to pay a large part

of its own way. The administration,

however, has chosen to ignore the
recommendations of that committee for

separate facilities.

St. Andrew's did support a much
modified version of the model for day
care that was approved by the Internal
Affairs Committee last week. It should
be noted, however, that our proposed
modifications were not accepted by that

committee. The position taken by us

then was that if there were to be only one
day care centre our modified version of

Model I would be the model that

would be most acceptable to our
parents. But we are absolutely opposed tc

the model of day care finally accepted

by the committee as well as the more
general day care policy they approved.

We have been offered something
that is unacceptable to both of the groups

now providing day care to the university

community. You are aware of the Cam-
pus Co-op's objections. Our own are as

follows. First of all, we regret the waste

that is involved in doing away with a

successful and unique program. St.

Andrew's has established a reputation for

excellent day care, and there are very

few, if any, private or co-operative day

nurseries in the vicinity of the university

that are able to match it. Secondly, the

university's proposal will probably help

only a few of or parents. Because of the

fact that access to the 50 spaces provided

will be on the basis ot financial and
personal need, many of our graduate

students will simply be too "rich" to

compete with undergraduate and staff

parents (although they are too poor to

buy a house in the downtown area or pay
$700 or $800 a month rent for suitable

space). Thos who are not accepted into

the university's centre simply have no
place else to go that matches the quality

of St. Andrew's. Third, it is extremely

difficult to see how a program can be set

up in the university's new day care centre

that would be very appealing to both the

kind of parents that would have been at-

tracted to St. Andrew's and the kind that

would have been attracted to Campus
Co-op.

Certainly the Campus Co-op has

little to gain from the university's new
policy. We have probably less to gain. It

is unfortunate that, with minimal
assistance, we could have continued to

provide a valuable service for at least one
segment of the university community.
We are glad the university has formally

recognized the need for its involvement in

day care, but we feel strongly that the

particular policy it has formulated is

wasteful because it does not make use of
resources already available, and that it

will certainly be of little benefit either to

us or the Campus Co-op.

St. AndrewVUniversity Day Nursery

Executive Committee

SA C Handbook
sorry left left out

In reply to Brian Mossop's
letter about non-inclusion of leftist

groups in ih Handbook, I wish to

sincerely apologize for my negli-

gence in this matter.

A lot of the assembly of

Handbook submissions from cam-
pus groups was left to other people
working on the book. It was my
understanding that all the groups we
could locate were contacted. I have

checked and been assured that this

was done, but unfortunately the

contacts were mostly by phone and

were not adequately recorded, so I

cannnol demonstrate that the effort

to conlacl leftist groups was as

vigorous as the effort to contact the

groups which were included. Cer-

tainly, there are other campus
groups which were not included

because the member who was con-

tacted and who assured us he would
arrange for a submission failed to

do so.

Nonetheless, the overlooking of

all leftist groups was inappropriate

in a Handbook that was intended to

reflect the diversity of campus opi-

nion, and 1 apologize for not making
a special effort to get submissions

from leftist groups to ensure Ibetter

balance in the Handbook.

John Helliwell,

Handbook Editor

Chairman dislikes

bureaucracy

Perhaps some clarification-

regarding my position on the Arts

and Science Union would be helpful.

I have tried in the past to keep my
criticisms private, as 1 am chairman

f the ad hoc steering committee;

but now that I have been mentioned

and my opposition cited, I guess I'd

belter own up.

I began the summer convinced

that an Arts and Science Union was
not only a constitu'ional necessity; I

fell it would aid immensely the work

of course unions, college education

groups, and other stuenl groups

within ihe faculty. I am no longer so

convinced. An organized union,

from my point of view shared, I

might add, by a great number of

people would amount to a middle-

level bureaucracy, nothing more.

The diversity of the faculty creates

organizational problems no .co-

ordinating unit can deal with; an

organized, structured union by its

own logic would create policy for

such undertakings as course

evaluations and participation on

departmental committees. No
representative body can avoid

legislating.

To be sure, co-ordination and
aid in these undertakings were the

intended functions of an Arts ad

Science Union. But, we had con-

ceived these matters to be the

province of informal working grups.

To create a governing body with

elected presidents and executives

would be to set up a monster; it

would in no way aid such efforts, but

would through frustration alone,

perhaps attempt to bring these un-

der its control.

It seems clear to myself, and to

d number of other concerned hacks,

that a subcommittee of the Educa-

tion Commission, with guaranteed

autonomy, would facilitate informal

contact among groups in the Arts

Faculty without multiplying gover-

ning bodies, executives, hired

fieldworkers, and policy resolutions

to the point of absurdity.

I ought to add that this is in no
way the opinion of the Arts and

Science Steering Committee, nor

the official policy of the St. Mike's

Students' Union, nor the stand (not

as-yel taken) of SAC or its Educa-

tion Commission; and that it does

not reflect on the energy or the

quality of the work Phil Dack has

done through the summer.

Michael Steinberg

SMC III

SA C tasters pick

best Toronto pizza

I wish to point out a grave

oversight committed by Bill

MacVicar in his article "Eat,

drink, and be merry" in Monday's
issue of The Varsity.

Let me first point out that it is

not my intention to criticize

MacVicar on grounds of lack of

comprehensiveness. For it was quite

obvious that the reporter in question

was not attempting to be com-
prehensive in his treatment of

Toront's gastronomica. And indeed

one would and should not demand
or expect comprehensiveness in such

a matter!

However, I do believe that the

readers of The Varsity have a right

to demand and expect throughness

and taste!

Now, I fully agree that New
York Pizza House has a "tasty pie"

indeed, it has a very "tasty pie".

But, for MacVicar to refer to the

-mentioned establishment's product

as "the tastiest pie around" reveals

not only his lack of experience and
worldliness but also testifies to his

ignorance in matters of campus
politics.

If MacVicar had more
thoroughly researched his article, he
would have known that on Agust 10,

1972, after months of extensive and
costly research covering two con-
tinents, the Education Commission
of the SAC passed the following

motion. "Posillipo Pizzeria makes
the best pizza in Toronto". (For the

information of editor and reader,

Possillipo Pizzeria (531-5213) is

located at 1140 Davenport (at

Ossinglon). Though the location is,

not overly convenient for most peo-
ple, Posillipo Pizzeria does offer

fast, reliable delivery).

At the September 1 3 meeting of

Council, the SAC accepted this mo-
lion as official SAC policy!

Now, [ grant you that the

adoption of this important policy

stand did not go entirely unopposed.
Charles Vickery, SAC rep from the

Faculty of Applied Science and

Engineering, moved to table the

minutes in question undoubtedly so

as to allow himself the opportunity

to research the matter more
thoroughly an earlier motion to ta-

ble so as to allow a pizza to be or-

dered having been censuriously

defeated. Though Vickery's motion

failed when the policy was finally

adopted, a number of oppositions

were recorded. However, it should

be pointed out that of those who vot-

ed against the motion had had the

opportunity to be seduced by the

wicked charms of that tasty dish

known so endearingly as a

"Posillip pizza".

I would further mention that

any readers who are interested in

pursuing the matter at greater

length are cordially invited to the

Arts and Science Conference to be

held this Saturday in the Music
Room of Hart House, where there

will undoubtely be a proliferation of

pizzas palpitatingly perfectly

produced by the proprietors of the

pizza palace known as "Posillipos".

I trust that the oversight in

MacVicar's article will be corrected.

Dare to order: Dare to eat!

Marty Stollar

Loretlans do care

about church role

Spurred into reaction by David

Wise's Varsity article of last Mon-
day, we feel the need to question the

definitely misleading headline as

well as to clarify and express opinion

on theissue he presents.

While the article makes it fairly

clear that only a few women of

Lorelto College were informally

polled, the headline, "Exclusion

of women from Catholic ministry

not objected to at St. Mike's, leaves

(he casual reader with the distinct

impression that the opinion is shared

by the entire community of women
here, not to mention men.

Perhaps our first reaction to the

decision in question was dismay at

the apparent setback in defining the

role of women in the Church, but

like Sister.Frances Nims, quoted in

the article, we recognize the
sociological cause influencing the

pope: namely, that the status of

Latin women is among the lowest in

the world. We fell that instead of
prohibiting the bishops throughout

the world from officially using

women in any type of recognized

ministry. Pope Paul should have

given them the power to decide

within their own dioceses the role

and need for women in their

geographical areas. Perhaps a

greater awareness of the situation of

women in North American nd
elsewhere would have changed his

decision in this regard.

We can't agree, however, with

those who hold "religious reasons'

to be excuses for the continued

exclusion of women on the altar. To
those who do, we can only recomm-
mend the book. What Every I

Modern Catholic Believes About
Women by Sister Albertus Magnus,
which clearly and thoroughly

presents the life-style and teachings

of Jesus Christ as positive rein-

forcements for the equality of

women.

Mary Berz,

Diane Ferron,

SMC II

We had so much info for tha

Community Guide that we had
to save some of it for Friday's

Varsity. Make sure you watch
for it and keep tha Friday in-

sert as part of your complete
Community Guide.
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By PAUL HOCH
Avery Brundage, kingpin of the

international sports establishment,

recently told the assembled throngs at

Munich that this year's Olympic Games
had been subjected to what he called two

vicious attacks. One, he said, was the

threatened boycott by African states {and

black American athletes) if white-

supremecist Rhodesia was allowed to

compete. The other was the chain of

events that led to the deaths of the Israeli

athletes. TV commentators covering the

games expressed much shock that the

'Olympic peace' had been shattered. And,

there were ioud laments on all sides that

'politics has Invaded sports'.

One may of course wonder about the

sort of mentality that equates a peaceful

boycott against a racist regime with a

commando action which leads to 11

deaths. And, the people of Vietnam may
be excused if, in the midst of the dally hail

of American bombs and deaths, they

wonder what the American news media

mean when they say that the 'Olympic

peace' has been shattered. Nor was there

any 'Olympic peace' for the hundreds of

student demonstrators who were simply

rounded up and shot by Mexican troops

at the 1968 Mexico City Olympics.

It's interesting to review the record of

the sporting establishment that weeped

such plentiful tears at Munich. Once
before there was a German Olympics.

And, then too, the Olympic kingpins

charged that politics had invaded sports.

The incidents which at that time sparked a

mass movement in America to boycott the

1936 Berlin games are eloquently

described in Professor Richard Mandell's

book The Nazi Olympics. At that time, the

issue was whether Hitler was barring

Jewish athletes from the German Olympic

team.

The American Olympic establish-

ment repeatedly claimed that the Nazis

weren't discriminating against Jewish

athletes or, if they were, it was irre-

levant. Eventually, as the movement to

boycott the Olympics gathered momen-
tum in America, they sent General Charles

Sherrill (a member of the American and

International Olympic committees) to

Berlin to negotiate with the Nazis. Sherrill

vigorously opposed the boycott and, upon

his return, discussed the reasons for his

mission:

7 went to Germany for the purpose

of getting at least one Jew on the German
Olympic team and I feel that my job is

finished. As for obstacles placed in the

way of Jewish athletes or any others in

trying to reach Olympic ability, I would
have no more business discussing that in

Germany than it the Germans attempted

to discuss the Negro situation in the

American South or the treatment of the

Japanese in California."

He also claimed that he knew many
Jews who opposed a boycott and who
feared that it would »be overplaying the

Jewish hand in America as It was
overplayed in Germany before the pre-

sent suppression and expulsion of the

Jews were undertaken. The next day,

Frederick Rubin, then Secretary of the

American Olympic Committee announced
his position'

"German are not discriminating

against Jews in their Olympic tryouts. The
Jews are eliminated because they are not
good enough as athletes. Why there are
not a dozen Jews in the world of Olympic
calibre."

General Sherrill later appeared
before the Italian Chamber of Commerce
in New York and praised Mussolini as "a
man of courage in a world of
pussyfooters," adding, "I wish to God he'd

come over here and have a chance to do
that same thing."

The president of the American
Olympic Committee (and close colleague
of Sherrill and Rubin) was Avery Brun-
dage. He has remained at the top of the
Olympic establishment ever since, and is

presently head of the International Olym-
pic Committee. He opposed the anti-Nazi

boycott just as he was later to oppose the
black boycott. He opposed exclusion of
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1896. Professor Mandell points out that
though Baron Pierre de Coubertin, the
founder of the modern Olympic Games Is
usually depicted as some sort of saint
concerned solely with the welfare of
mankind, he was in reality a French
jingoist, nursing a grudge against Ger-
many for her victory in the 1870 Franco-
Prussian War. Baron de Coubertin ex-
plicitly proclaimed that he saw the Olym-
pics as a badly needed way of rein-
vigorating French youth, and toughening
the nation up for another round with
Germany. A position, Incidentally, not so
different from that of President Kennedy,
who saw competitive sports and the
Olympics as a good way to build up the
'national fibre' for the Cold War with
Russia.

American Association of University
Professors last year, the University of
Tulsa football coach declared that "foot-
ball prevents communism". The
rationale for this kind of thinking was
given a few years ago by Homer p
Babbidge, president of the University of
Connecticut. "Our teams and our
players", remarked Babbidge to the
National Association of Collegiate Ahletic
Directors, "by and large, are the^guys in
the white hats they keep their hair cut
short, they're clean, they're orderly, aware
of the importance of law and order and
discipline. The students and others who
come to watch us play are the people who
respect tradition and institutional pride..."

Similarly, in a recent speech to the
Touchdown Club of Birmingham

American and Italian athletes take victory salute with German
during "apolitical" 1936 Munich Olympics.

A couple of years ago, paraphrasing
the Duke of Wellington, the deputy editor
of the London Sunday Telegraph,
Peregrine Worsthorne, noted that what he
called "the race of Imperial Men that built

the British Empire" was formed on the
playing fields of Eton and Harrow, the elite

English prep schools. Peter Mcintosh in

his able book Sport in Society notes
that the militarized games like rugby
that gained popularity during the re-

naissance of British imperialism In

the latter part of the nineteenth century
"encouraged just those qualities of co-
operation and conformity to the needs of
the herd which were so much prized by a
middle class which was establishing its

power and Influence throughout the
world."

In our own increasingly turbulent
era, there are many Important voices In

the athletic establishment who look upon
sports almost as a weapon of class war-
fare. "To me", sais Washington State
University football coach Jim Sweeney a

couple of years ago, "football and athle-

tics are a fortress that has held the wall

against radical elements. I look for them
to continue to play that same role".

Speaking before a chapter meeting of the

Alabama, in which he attacked critics of
thn snorts establishment, vice-president
Splro Agnew remarked that, "Sports all

sports is one of the few bits of glue that
holds society together..." But, whose con-
ception of 'society'? And, where there is

disagreement about which forces In
society should predominate, how much
does the present organization of
American sport give support to one side
of the argument over the other? What
Berkeley sociology professor Harry
Edwards calls the "plantation at-
mosphere" of American sports with black
athletes on the bottom and white officials
and coaches on the top has already given
rise to athletic strikes, boycotts and dis-
ruptions at over 100 American colleges,
as well as threatened boycotts at the last
two Olympics . Oberlln athletic director
Jack Scott says that a nationally promi-
nent track coach told him that "unless" we
can find a way to separate the decent
Negroes from the troublemarkers and
militants, we're going to stop recruiting all

Negroes."

"Football is not a democracy," says
University of Pittsburgh grid coach Carl
DePasqua. "There's nothing to debate.
The players can debate in political

science class." Syracuse's Ben
Schwartzwalder agrees. He says that, as
coach, "you look upon yourself as a kind
of benevolent dictator."

Richard Nixon could hardly have said
it any better. His press releases on Viet-
nam constantly depict the war as a sort of
football game, in which we are all ex-
pected to give undying loyalty to our
military team' and to our 'field generals"
Defense Secretary William Laird
described the blockade of Haiphong as
operation linebacker.' And, Nixon in
diplomatic communiques refers to himself
as 'quarterback'. Presumably Americans
should not disagree too loudly on Vietnam
because, as in football, only the qurter-
back talks in the huddle.

On the other hand, when people like
Olympic discus-thrower Olga Connolly
start complaining about the
repressiveness of the sporting es-
tablishment, the coaches and writers
complain that the athletes are becoming
"political."

Back in the days when the jocks at the
University of California, Columbia, and a
score of other institutions were beating up
student demonstrators, there was no
great fear that the athletes were "political"
Jim Bouton, in his book Ball Four, points
out that as long as professional baseball
players could be depend upon rabidly to
support the Vietnam war, the army the
generals, and the flag, no one in
baseball's establishment worried about
what they were saying or whether it was
"political".

In 1 970, for the first time in history, the
American Broadcasting Company (ABC)
refused to televise the half-time show of
the Holy Cross-Buffalo football game
because it was "political". The Buffalo
marching band had scheduled simulated
formations of smoking factories and ex-
ploding bombs and would play such "con-
troversial" songs as "We shall overcome"
and "Give peace a chance". A few weeks
later, ABC and the NCAA proudly
televised the half-time at the arny-navy
game, complete with a squad of army
Rangers who had just returned from an
abortive raid on a North Vietnamese POW
camp, and greetings from the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. Nothing "political" about that.

Similarly, when the two balcK
American trackmen Wayne Collette and
Vince Mathews were evicted from the
Munich Olympics, many American
sportswriters complained that it was
because they were trying to make a
political demonstration. This may well be
true. But, the fact is that the playing of
national anthems at an international spor-
ting event that claims to be above politics
is, in itself, a highly political act. The tact
was then that Collette and Mathews were
thrown out, not for anything they did or
didn't do in the acutal Olympic com-
petition, but because their casual
behavior was regarded as an unwarranted
interference in what amounted to a
political demonstration by the in-
ternational Olympic establishment.

Nor is the Olympic competition itself

all that apolitical. Though the actual
athletic events themselves be as pure as
the driven snow, when you introduce
nationalistic tv commentators to root for
their national teams, spend millions of
dollars on build-up and promotion, fill the
stands with thousands and thousands of
fans (not to mention the multi-millions of
tv watchers around the world), you end up
with something which is so overblown and
overpublicized that it becomes what the
Roman emperors used to call bread and
circuses for the masses.

Paul Hoch. a former U of T graduate
student, Is an assistant professor
specializing in sport sociology at Ober/in
College. He is the author of the
forthcoming Doubleday Anchor paper-
back Rip Off the Big Game, on the political
sociology of sports and their relation to
society.



HART HOUSE ORIENTATION OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULE
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
SEP?EMBWT0 SEPTEmIeR 21 SEPTEMBER 22

11

a.m.

11 A.M. - 5 P.M., 6 - 9 P.M.

exhibition of recent acquisitions to the Hart

House permanent art collection.

Art Gallery

11 A.M. - 5 P.M.

exhibition of recent acquisitions to the Hart House

permanent art collection. Art Gallery

11 A.M. - 5 P.M.
exhibition of recent acquisitions to the Hart

House permanent art collection

Art Gallery

12

noon

12 - 3 P.M.
Jazz concert and pub'Quadrangle

12 - 2 P.M.

Farm Committee information

Map Room

12-2 P.M.

Table tennis display
'

Fencing Room

12 - 2 P.M.

Films sponsored by the Art Committee

East Common Room

12 - 2 P.M.

Farm Committee information

Map Room

12-2 P.M.
Films sponsored by the Art Committee

East Common Room

12 - 6 P.M.

Farm Committee display

Map Room

2

p.m.

2 - 4 P.M.

Hart House Chorus information

Map Room

2 - 4 P.M.
Hart House Chorus information

Map Room

2 - 6 P.M.

Milk Shake Shoot-Rifle Association

Rifle Range

4:45

4:45 - 6:30 P.M.

Buffet supper - all your plate can hold, $1.50

Great Hall

6
Ll.lllu

6 - 6:30 P.M.

Yoge demonstration

Wrestling Room

6 - 10 P.M.

Archery demonstration

Rifle Range

6 P.M. ON
Freshman special - hamburg and milkshake. 65c.

Arbor Room

8

p.m.

Debate - Resolved that this House believes the

maintenance of an intellectual elite within the

university to be in the best interests ot the com-
munity.

Debates Room

8:30
Black Hart Pub - Diamond Lil, honky -

tonk music Arbor Room
Black Hart Pub-Mark Sebastian, folk music

Arbor Room
Pub and Dance,

Great Han

Another First for PAPA MICELLI!

SPAGHETTI IN A BUCKET
Always Delivered Piping Hoi!

4 TREMENDOUS
SERVINGS 3.95 2 TREMENDOUS

SERVINGS 2.25
PAPA MICELLPS FAMOUS PIZZA MENU

Weekdays: 12 noon to 1 a.m. - Sat., Sun. and Holidays: 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Please specify Thin, Medium or Jumbo Pastry

Basic Papa Micelli, Sauce and Cheese

Add 1 Choice

Add 2 Choices

Add 3 Choices M

Add 4 Choices

SUPER DELUXE PIZZA

Small

$1.50

1.70

1.90

2.10

2.30

2.50

Medium

$2.00

2.35

2.70

3.00

3.35

3.50

Large

$2.50

2.90

3.30

3.70

4.00

4.50

Pepperoni

Salami

Anchovies

COMBINATION CHOICES
Mushrooms Onion Rings Ham

Green Peppers

Bacon
Fresh Tomatoes

Olives Sausage

"THE BEST PIZZA

IN TOWN BAR NONE"

89 AVENUE ROAD

FOR FREE DELIVERY
Phone 925-2201

or 925-2202

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Clip this ad (or a complimentary serving of
spaghetti for one, with every large or
medium pizza ordered.
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Rotenberg runs for mayor, rejects money
from developers that will prejudice him

By DAVID KENNEDY
To ihe surprise of no one,

Alderman David Rotenberg
declared his candidacy for th
mayoralty of the City of Toronto
yesterday at Cily Hall.

"I bring a clear commitment to

continue the prosperity and well-

being of our city," said Rotenberg.

He will join his Ward II collegaue
David Crombie in the race for the
city's top post.

While many people are
questioning the philosophy of
growth and the health of the com-
munities below Bloor, Rotenberg
sees the major issue as the manage-
ment of growth of Toronto and of

A rare new collection of memo-
rabilia adorns, the walls and an

engaging mixture of patrons raise

their glasses. Lunch from noon
'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a

delightfully different daily special.

Surrounded by The Sutton Place,

on Wellesley at Bay.

The Bull and The Bear

GIGANTIC
FLOOR CUSHIONS

36" square corduroy from $9.00
Other fabrics and sizes

up to 54" square -

Mackenzie Fabrics Ltd.
646 Adelaide St. West

CALL ANYTIME
368-6664-

shoe lovTt^ue

Black leather with rust suede.
Navy leather with gold suede.

only $30.00

byHOWMARK

jsfjoe ?liopuej5

Open Thursday and Friday Nites

CO D. orders occepted. Credit and Chargex cords honored

262 Yonge SI.

1475 Yonge St.

101 Bloor St. West
Shopper's Wolrd, Brampton

Fairview Mall

Oshawa Shopping Centre
Adams Apple Boutique
126 Bloor St. West

Ihe Toronto-centered region.

He denied he was part of the
Establishment at City Hall but he
revealed he had the support of the
majority of sitting alderman and of
key election workers of Mayor Den-
nison. Walter Tedman, Dennison's
campaign manager, Rotenberg said,
is helping him.

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informed
helpful
staff

C
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

In an apparent response to
charges made by Alderman John
Sewell about where his capaign
funds came from in 1969, Rotenberg
announced that he would not accept
money from developers.

Rotenberg claimed that his
fund-raising "bagman", Dan Kert,
of Kert Industrial Chemicals, has
been directed not to accept any
money that would prejudice or limit
his action.

Rotenberg is generally
conceded to be the leader of the pro-
development forces on City Council.
He has consistently voted in favour
of controversial developemnts
against the wishes of community
groups.

"I encourage citizen groups,"
Rotenberg said. "Ratepayers'
groups give individuals a voice at
Cily Hall."

An elected representative
should not be bound by the feelings
of community groups, he
emphasized.

SO LOWEST PRICES
Tfl On QUALITY OFFSET

^9 PRINTING

impress
ACCOUNTS WEICOMF

1ST SERVICE • LOWEST PRICES

Hi (416) 967-1110
open 9-6 Oaily

7 Charles St. West

YOU ASKED FOR IT,

YOU'VE GOT IT.

THE

HART HOUSE

CHORUS
TELLS ALL!

(DURING OPEN HOUSE)

The Newman Centre

Roman Catholic Chaplaincy
serving students and faculty of

The University of Toronto

89 St. George Street - 922-3230

The- staff of the Centre is at the service of the
members of the University community

Its facilities are open during the day and evening
for relaxation and study.

A varied programme of events is offered throughout
the academic year.

The St. Thomas Aquinas Chapel at 50 Hoskin Avenue is

open during the day and evening. Daily mass is

celebrated at 7:10 and 7:45 am, and 4:30 pm. Sunday
masses are at 10 am and noon. A coffee hour is held in

the Centre after Sunday Masses.
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Campus computer info system soon operational
By MARI-LYNN ASBURY
UofTINFO, a computer

system which will disseminate in-

formation to the whole university

wilt be operational as soon as Finan-

cial difficulties are ironed out, says

SAC vice-president John Helliwell.

The system was designed by

Bill Smook, a U of T student, and

SAC hopes to install terminals in

public areas such as foyers, lobbies

and lounges.

UofTINFO will enable anyone

within the university community wth

no previous knowledge of computor

Prof attacks

distortion

Marxism is only included in

university courses to be vulgarized

and ridiculed, philosophy professor

Frank Cunningham charged
Monday.

"Since the university is paid for

by the people, the Marxist point of

view, which is held by one third of

the world's people to be the correct

interpretation, should be dealt with

as a legitimate alternative."

programming to obtain information

easily.

Facts will be released on music,

news events, movies and pubs.

At present, only one lerinal is in

operation, in Sir Sandford Fleming
(Old Physics) Building room 1 27.

Students who wish to use the service

must get in touch with SAC in order

to obtain account numbers. Com-
putor lime is charged to these
numbers.

There are two costs involved in

the financing of UofTINFO, SAC is

hoping Tor material support from

IBM lo help cover the cost of ren-

ting the terminals. IBM already

supports the university in computor

research and may decide to donate

or rent the terminls at a reasonble

rale. Helliwell claimed. SAC may,
however, have to absorb the costs of

the terminals for a trial period at

approximately $100 per month.
The second basic cost is

computor lime. A report prepared

by Helliwell states that an average

individual session of 10 minutes costs

$.50. At the level he claims the
system is warranted, at 100 users per

day. the cost per month would be
$1000.

There will be daily up dates of

information. It will also be possible

for users lo comment on the system

or to reply to advertisemrnts or news
announcements.

Helliwell claims UofTINFO is

designed to supplement rather than

compete with The Varsity and

Radio Varsity.

Several people at the meeting

suggested that many students who
write papers from a radical point of

view are cheated out of the grades

ihey deserve by professors who

:fuse lo accept their point

legitimate.

of view

W.W. Theatre Productions
presents

THE JUST ASSASINS
(LES JUSTES)
BY ALBERT CAMUS

GLOBAL VILLAGE THEATRE
17 ST. NICHOLAS ST.

RUNS UNTIL SEPT. 30
WED. - SAT. 8:30 P.M.

TICKETS $3.00, S2.00 (STUDENTS)

964-1031 for reservations

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO

Largest local distributor

of quality reference
material

Thousands of

manuscripts on file

call 964-7328

752A Yonge Si

U.C. PLAYHOUSE

PLAYER S GUILD

PARTY
Find out what's happening in the Playhouse Sign up for

productions and workshops.

Watch Albee's Zoo Story.

DRINK FREE BEER

EAT FREE FOOD

U.C. PLAYHOUSE 79-A ST. GEORGE
THURSDAY SEPT. 21

FREE BEER FROM 8:00 P.M.
THE ZOO STORY AT 9:00 P.M.

IN PERSON

ROBERT

CHARLEBOIS
MASSEY HALL

SAT., SEPT. 23, 1972

8:30 p.m.

Tickets: $3.00, $4.00, $5.00

Available at:

SAM the RECORD MAN (downtown)

EATON'S ATTRACTIONS OFFICE
(Queen St.. College St., Yorkdale, Sherway)
LA CHASSE GALERIE

1972-73 Ontario Student Awards Programme

THE AGE AT WHICH A STUDENT WILL BE CONSIDERED

INDEPENDENT FOR PURPOSES OF 0SAP HAS BEEN REDUCED

FROM 25 TO 24.

IF YOU TURNED 24 BEFORE SEPTEMBER 1 AND HAVE ALREADY

APPLIED FOR 0SAP, PLEASE CHECK WITH THE OFFICE OF

STUDENT AWARDS THAT YOU WERE ASSESSED CORRECTLY

IF YOU TURNED 24 BEFORE SEPTEMBER 1 AND HAVE NOT YET

APPLIED FOR 0SAP BUT NOW WISH TO DO SO, PLEASE BEAR IN

MIND THAT THE DEADLINE FOR APPLYING IS SEPTEMBER 30.

OFFICE OF STUDENT AWARDS
ROOM 106, SIMCOE HALL

TEL. 928-2204, 928-7313

1

c
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Governing Council may veto plan

Med and Ed students will try to leave SAC.
By ED PODGORSKI

Two faculties, Medicine and
Education, plan to try to withdraw
from the Students' Administrative
Council this year, according to their

student presidents.

However, these requests may
run into difficulty at the Governing
Council, which must approve all

withdrawals.

Motions put forward to the
council by the Medical Society and
the student union at the Faculty of
Education to withdraw from SAC
will probably be denied, according
to SAC finance commissioner Vince
De Angelo.

The Governing Council only
wants to deal with SAC, the
Graduates' Student Union, and the
Association of Part-time University
Students, he maintained.

Paul Cadario. chairman of the
council's Internal Affairs Com-
mittee, to which such requests must
be submitted, said last night that he
"has no knowledge that withdrawal
motions) are even pending. There

have been no applications since July"
when the council came to office, he
said.

If requests were made, he
indicated the committee would not
deal with them until after Christ-
mas, since withdrawals could not be
effective until next year.

Michael Ginsberg, president of
the Medical Society states that his
society's motion "is not very high on
(the Governing Council's) priority
list and probably won't be con-
sidered for quite a while". However,
"the society is still anxious to get
out," he says.

Disagreements with SAC over
financial autonomy for local coun-
cils and politics provoked mer'ical
and Faculty of Education students to
withdraw from SAC in referendums
lust year.

These were the same issues
which prompted Eric MigHn, as
president last year of the
Engineering Society, to lead a fight

Tor u 50 per cent rebate on engineers'
fees paid to SAC. SAC rejected the
demand.

This year's society president,
Scott Joliffe. savs the Engineerine
Society "has scrappped the issue of a
50 per cent rebate on SAC fees".

Although Joliffe expects eacn
council this year will receive a

$4,000 rebate, he says "money isn't

the only issue. They (SAC) haven't
involved themselves in fantastic
political isses."

' Last year's president of the
student union at the Faculty of Educa-

tion. Christina Dobrowolski, says
"the union received an unsual
amount of co-operation during the
past summer (from SAC)."

However, they still wish > to
withdraw, she said.

Residence students can vote
in civic contest for first time

For the first time in Toronto,
students living in residence will be
able to vote in the municipal
elections.

Due to the lowering of the
voting ge to 18 years and a more
liberal approach to enumeraton,
more people will be eligible to vote
in these elections than ever before.

Students who want to vote in

the ward in which they are living for

**************************

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO

JACKETS

LEVI'S and LEES

BLAZERS and CRESTS

CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

401 YONGE ST. (at Gerrard) TORONTO 200, ONT.
PHONE 368-7729

^*********************^^**^^^^^^^^%^^^ :i:;(;j(;;f;;i:;(;^

the school year will be able to do so
simply by stating that their present
address is their permanent address,
and they no longer consider their
parents address to be their per-
manent address.

Accrding to Bob Baylee, a clerk
at the provincial enumeration office
for the municipality of Toronto,
the only problem that faced the
enumerators was mat students did
not know if and how their parents had
registered them.

Enumeration ended last Friday,
bul if you missed being enumerated
then you still have the opportunity
to regsler to vote.

To do this, you must write the
Toronto assessment office at 222
Yonge Street stating your year of

birth, religion, residential status
(owner, or permanent or temporary
tenant), citizenship and sex.

The voters lists will be posted on
trees or telephone poles in local
areas, probably 'not until at least late
October. Baylle refused to even es-
timate when this would be.

If you discover on the posted
lists that you have not been
enumerated, you must go to the
clerk's office at City Hall before the

election and swear out an affidavit

containing the necessary
information.

both procedures are more
difficult than the federal procedure
for getting on the voters list.

Federally, you merely have to call or
visit the local riding returning office.

FASHION
WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

JEANS—
< T-SHIRTS

V BAGGIES _

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

$4

$2
(values to $30)

Jjjg.^ 5

from $4

$5-18

$8-18

$18

< BLAZER & BAG SUITS_$22-30

V SWEATERS

V BLAZERS-

V SMOCKS—
V GOWNS

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

Interfaculty Track & Field

MEET
Tuesday - September 26th - VARSITY STADIUM

TIME: TRACK EVENTS:

1:30 p.m. 400 Metres Hurdles

1:40 p.m. 100 Metres Heats
1 :55 p.m. 800 Metres Final
2:05 p.m. 110 Metres High

Hurdles Heats
2:15 p.m. 100 Metres Final
2:25 p.m. 5000 Metres
2:30 p.m.

2:45 p.m. 400 Metres (timed

final)

3:00 p.m. 1500 Metres
3:10 p.m. 110 Metres High

Hurdles Final
3:15 p.m. 200 Metres (timed

final)

3:30 p.m. Sprint Relay (4x110)
3:45 p.m. Mile Relay (4x440)
4:00 p.m. 10,000 Metres

FIELD EVENTS;

Discus

Pole Vaults

Long Jump

Shot Put
High Jump

Javelin

Triple Jump
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sports Editor Bob Gauthier

Phone 923-4053

By John Mc Murtry

The following article analysis analyses

football from a political, alternative, view-

point By including the article in the Varsity

we ffo not mean to indicate that It's

contents are to be applied to Canadian

intercollegiate football. We have little in-

formation to indicate that this is so.

However, we believe the comparison

which McMurtry makes between the NFL
and the CFL is, to some degree, valid. The

article should not be tossed aside lightly,

but deserves considerable attention.

Comments by letter would be
welcome.

A few years ago, I played professional

football I was a corner linebacker

for a team called the Calgary Stampeders.

The Stampeders, as well as the eight other

teams lhat form the equivalent in Canada to

the NFL, are much like any pro team in big

— league football. Any difference between

them and say, the Minnesota Vikings, is

essentially thai they have some Canadian

players, whereas the Vikings have none at all.

Indeed, the similarities in this particular

case are extensive when one considers that the

Vikings* ex-quarterback Joe Kapp, their

general manager Jim Finks and their coach

Bud Grant all performed these functions in

Canada (two of them for the Stampeders

when I played) for longer than they've been

with the Vikings. In short, professional foot-

ball is much the same in principle and practice

on both sides of the 49th parallel.

Like most players I did not seek to

become a pro from some personal quirk. I

acted, rather, upon the dominant imperative

of North American male culture, which is to

show how tough and competitive you are.

Recognizing lhat being a top dog in a

violent game tent one much the same magic as

packing a Tasl gun in Tombstone. 1 trained,

weight-lifted and backed people down until I

was a well-publicized fullback, being drafted

by the pros. I made the team the only

Canadian college player in my year to break

into a starting lineup— essentially because

I had developed the obsessional com-
petitiveness and agile cunning required for

success in any elitist structure.

At first, I rarely reflected on these

prerequisites of the game, but as time went on

The tremendous rise in popularity ofpro
and college football in America since the

second world war is a result of people not

having anything on which to act out their

aggressions during the cold war.

the concealed became more and more
manifest to me—lhat pro football was not so

much a sport as a sick society's projection of

itself into public spectacle. It now seems
obvious to me that the increasingly popular
Sunday contests -between sophisticated
systems of big—.-men power - - the pro football

games - - should not be viewed as mere
weekend diversion buth rather as a growing
religion, an idealization into morality play of
the bellicose American way before a con-
gregation of tens of millions.

Support can be marshaled for this claim
almost as soon as one pauses to look. To
begin with, the first major principle of foot-

ball is possession - - holding onto the desired
object (lhe ball), protecting it by rule-
governed violence from the other team.
"Possession" the key to football: "private

property" the key to our society; legalized
violence lhe sanction of both.

It is no accident. When one considers as
well that the inevitable conclusion of such a
game whether gridiron or social is monopoly
by the mosl powerful, the analogy then
becames more compelling.

Bui the similarity does not end there. In
football one must no only try to keep
possession, one must also try to gain it from
lhe other side. This is done, literally, by
forcing the opponent off his territory, yard by
yard, until he has nothing left. When that

occurs, the scoring, side acquires abstract
points, and the contest begins again.

The likeness of this process to the
capitalist law of increasing what is owned by
outmaneuvering others of what they own and
thereby gaining abstract assets called
"money" is too obvious to comment on. In
both "games", the goal is more and more
abstract value, without upper limit or concern
for the competitor.

The role of the competitor is indeed
interesting enough in both spheres. In fool-
ball, the truly professional altitude Is not to

Football —
andwhat
it means

think of the opponent as a human being at all
1

he is a "position" to be removed as efficiently

as possible in order to benefit the team's
corporate enterprise of gaining points. The
mask over his face and the other protective
equipment he wears reinforce this status of
non-humanity: while if all that is not enough
official fines for "fraternizing" with the other
side diminish any points of contact that might
remain.

Of course, one need hardly elaborate how
this resembles life outside the stadium the
business or political opposition as simply
something which must be removed in order to
secure corporate, part or national interests,

whose representatives are generally in

somelhing like a conventional coverall un-
iform and head style, and with whose products
or agents it is unwise to associate. The only
difference is thai in football, the antagonism
is overt.

The circumstances and manner in which
rootball is played are also suggestive. Millions
of dollars are spent on the most lavish
technology and expertise of entertainment,
while huge segments of the population live in
squalor. An infinitesimal elite plans in secret
and plays the game, while the rest watch from
•he sidelines. The participants are concerned
not with the activity as such but with the cash
payoff.

The qualities most universally celebrated
in the game are a combination of fear of
failure "hates to lose" and ruthless aggres-
sion "mean". The onlookers feel that it is

"their" team though they have nothing
whatever to do with its function. A suppressed

Football as a part oftheA merican way of
life Is closely connected to the political struc-

ture in the US. President nixon hands out
trophies to winning teams and is the . . typical

middle-American spectator, while defense
secretary Melvin Laird and Billy Graham.
Nixon's . .spiritual enfidante. are parade
marshalls for bowl games and Lockheed
Aircraft sponsors the half-time show,

sexuality keeps expressing itself in concealed
forms (bottom-touching, pile ons, clutching
embraces and virginal girls twirling batons).

The Iheme of the field is reinforced again
and again in he commercial ads for cars that
are ever bigger, faster and more powerful (the

predator nomenclature for both football

learns and cars is worth noting.

The language or war is habitually

employed "field general", "long bomb",
"boys", "blitz", "front line", "pursuit",
"good hil" on ritual and grandeaur, on the
national anthem and the pre-game hush that
cast a spell or religious sanctity upon the
whole event. And so forth:

—
Bui perhaps most important to footbal is

aulhorily: lhe strict hierarchy of the club and
its exhaustive control of every aspect of the
game and. even, the personal lives of the
player employees. The unforgiveable sin of a
player is lo question someone above him if he
does that he's fnished. The chain ofcommand
moves from the owner (who is almost never
seen), down through the general-manager, the
coach, lhe quarterback and trustworthy
velerans.

Unlike any other game, every pattern of

movement on the field is strictly dictated by

nonplaying superiors detailed formation,

movements of formulation (i.e. plays), and

every possible decision on the field are all

given from above. Similarly, patterns of

Sports should be human, human and
spontaneous, just the way work should be, just

the way university should be. That's the

revolution, man.
People should be participating, not just

watching a lot ofguys beating hell out ofeach

other. .

."

behaviour off the field are strictly regulated

the bedtimes of the players, their physical

pleasures, their travelling clothes, their habits

of speech (my old coach formally prohibited

all "cussin"), the mode and times of their

relations with the public (commercial, social

or political activity that is not to the

authorities' liking may lead to fines or

dismissal).

Even lhe learn one plays for is decided by

higher officials the player being "drafted"
(this lerm is revealing) by a club through a

procedure in which he hs no voice whatever.

Any defiance of any part of this whole
structure of cammand means permanent ban-

ning from the game.
Though there are certain evident

resemblances between the football cor-

poration and other types of corporation, the

more striking similarity is of course to the the

military, or indeed to political conservatism

bordering on "fascism". In all three spheres,

absolute obedience lo higher authority is

required in every aspect of life, the principles

of uniformity and order are rigidly enforced,

and destructive violence is the fundamental
mode ofextra-group communication.

The correlation between the growing
tendency toward extreme right poliics in

North America and the increasing pop-
ularity of big-league football should not be

overlooked. If this appears fanciful, consider

the widespread coincidence between devotion

lo football and to socio-political conformity

in American learning institutions and in the

people as a whole.

Nationalistic displays are conspicuously

and increasingly evident at football games
(recently there was an official period of silence
for US military personnel held captive in

North America). And the late dean of
coaches. Vince Lombardi, outlined football's

mission as follows: "We must regain respect
for aulhorily. We must learn to respect

aulhorily. A man must be part of a group an
subject himself to that group. Discipline, that

is what football is."

If the connection between football and
politics still seems ingenious rather than
substantive, ponder this remark by the former
California superindentent of public in-

struction. Max Rafferty: "Critics of college
football are kooks, crumbums and commies
hairy, loud-mouth beatniks. Football is war
without killing ihey are the custodians of the
concepts of democracy. As football players,

ihey possess a clear, bright fighting spirit

which is America itselT

And then consider lhe words of President

Nixon after US troops recently and un-
expectedly invaded North Vietnam:
"Sometimes you have to take them by
surprise,. It s like lootball. You run a play

and it fails. Then you turn around and call the
same play again because ihey aren't expecting

il"

The connections between right-wing

polilics and the mania for football are too
many lo be ignored: bolh ground themselves
on a property seizing principle, apotheosize
struggle and competition, publicly idolize

victory and the powerful, make authority
absolute, and relate lo opposing groups by
violent aggression.

When the president of the United States

compares war maneuvers to football plays
and lhe head of the education system in one of
the richest stales suggests that war principles

of football represent "America itself," the
associations become somewhat sinister. One
might be excused for wondering whether the

"game theory" so popular with Pentagon and
White House strategists might not be in-

structively fleshed out into a football model,
with the world as gridiron, the game plan as
"possession" and America as history's
"greatest ever" football machine.

John McMurtry is a former CFL rookie of
the year with the Calgary Stampeders and
presently lectures in the department of
philosophy at the University of Guelph.



Administration day care architect vlce-provost Robin Ross (extreme right) prepares notes as chuckling vice-president Don Forster and campus co-ordinator Lois Refmertake places.

Council ignores day care objections
After two hours of seemingly

futile debate, U of T's Governing
Council decided yesterday, by a vote

of 19 to 10, to accept the report of
the Internal Affairs Committee con-
cerning the running of the
proposed day care centre on the

campus.

The report recommends the

establishment of one
adminislration-run centre, and was
objected to by two existing day care
groups, Campus Co-Op and St.

Andrews nursery.

About 60 people from Campus
Co-Op, whose occupation of ah
unused building forced the Gover-
ning Council to agree on a policy of

some kind, were at the meeting,
clapping on occasion and jeering at

the ineptitude of the debate.

Paul Cadario, chairman of the

Internal Affairs Committee,
presented the report -calling for a

university-university-operated cen-

tre with space for 50 children, but

excluding children of parents not

connected to the University. The
plan also will result in doubling the
minimum fees that parents are
paying at Campus Co-Op, from $40
to about $85 a month per child.

A few council members opposed
what they thought were the in-

equities of the report. Student Joyce
Denyer recommended that the cen-

tre be equipped to handle a- larger

number of children, specifically the
65

s
children in the existing centres,

the two Campus Co-Op centres and
the St. Andrews Day Nursery. Ad-
ministrative staff representative
John Parker added that the parents
of these children should also run the

centre.

The other administrative staff

rep, Gwen Russell, who was also a
member of the administration-
established Day Care Board whose
report was ignored by the ad-
ministration, recommended that the

committee give the mauer further
thought.

Brian Morgan, student member
of the council, proposed that the
report be sent back to the committee
to amend the com mi t tee's
recommendation concerning paren-
tal involvement. The new policy

requires that the .University be
financially and legally responsible

for the centre, and that parents be
involved essentially by way of an
advisory board. Feeling that an
advisory board half composed of

parents, with extremely limited
powers, was not enough, he asked
that it be sent back. The motion was
defeated 17 to 16.

Further debate was crowned by
the ramblings of president John
Evans on such policy questions as

the danger of allowing one group to

have philosophical control over the

centre.

"It'S going to be difficult to

accomodate all these groups," he
added. In this, he echoed St. An-
drew's, Campus Co-Op and the Day
Care Board. Their recommendation,
however, was that more than one
centre be set up, to allow each group
to run its own centre.

A move to reopen the policy

concerning parental control met

with confusion from council

members. One stood up and said "I

don't understand what we're doing

here."

Applause and shouts of "We
don't either" came from the Cam-
pus Co-Op people observing the

meeting.

As 7 pm neared, the committee by

this time throughly tired and con-

fused, decided to vote to accept the

report.

The Campus Co-Op group is

dissatisfied with almost every aspect

of the report.

According to Julie Mathien,

former co-ordinator with the group,
there is not nearly enough room for

the number of children already using
day care around the campus.

The new day-care centre will

exclude many of the children
already involved in day-care,
notably those whose parents are not
members of the "university
community".

Campus Co-Op has been running
their centres successfully on a
parent-controlled, parent-operated

basis. The role of the parent would
be significantly downplayed in the
university's plan.

Yet, John Evans feels the policy is

very flexible.

"Yes. but they (the

administration) have got the flex."

replies Tom Mathien.

The council seemed to ignore the

fact that the site of their future

centre is occupied presently by Cam-
pus Co-Op for their over-two day
care centre. Co-Op people look up-

on the plan as a move to get them
out of the way without providing a
satisfactory day care program.

Bob Davis, coordinator with the
Co-Op, said, "They won't get this

through without a lot of trouble."

Possible picketing of Simcoe Hall
is planned, and other demon-
strations are being considered.

One thing is certain: they are not
leaving their building voluntarily.

They left the meeting shouting
"You'll have to arrest our children."

Marxist scholar denied
Canadian entry visa
By MARK BOEKELMAN
and MARILYN SMITH

DOWNSVIEW (CUP) - An internationally known
professor hired to teach York undergraduate and
graduate political thoery courses has been refused entry
to Canda for "security reasons", Excalibur learned last

week.

The case of Istevan Meszaros, Marxist theorist,

literary critic, political scientist, philosophy teacher,
teacher of philosophy and esthetics, is under review by a
special committee, said York dean of arts John Saywell
earlier this week.

Meszaros, a British subject since 1965, comes from
Hungary. He was a member of the 1956 provisional
government and fled to Italy when the Russian
Stalinists regained power in Hungary. He has been
leaching in the social science department at the
University of Sussex for the past six years.

York hired Meszaros last spring as the hub of a new
graduate program — social and political thought. He's
already scheduled to teach two undergraduate courses,
said Mel Hill, head of York's social science
department.

In June, according to York officials, the Canadian
embassy in London refused to give Meszaros a visa,

saying thai Meszaros' entry was not "in the best

interests ot tne country".

According to Ed Fanning, the district admissions
supervisor of the immigration branch office in Toronto,
immigrants can be refused entry visas for having a*

criminal record, medical reasons, and security reasons.
He said the latter category is subject to interpretation
by immigration officials and may include persons
supected or "treason, espionage, and deserting a ship".

Saywell has been negotiating with government
officials since June, but would not comment on the
talks.

York president David Slater said Wednesday "the
matter is being actively worked on. We're not engaging
in public debate over the matter because we've found in
the past that beyond a certain point, this does more harm
than good."

Neither knew when the review decision might be
released.

Meanwhile, according to Hill, Meszaros is waiting
in London with his family for the final word. He hadn't
thought Ihere would be any difficulty and resigned his
position at the University of Sussex and sold his
household goods.

Fifty York faculty members have circulated a
petition urging Slater to take action and the Canadian
Association of University Teachers have expressed
their "concern" to Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
ell day

Carolina Exchange, a unique

experience open to all U ot T students.

Applications at the Undergrad Office, Hart

House. Deadline October 2.

10am
Trinity Booksale continues. Last day

of sale. St. Hilda's, Devonshire Place.

11:30 am
Information Dooms for University of

Toronto Outing Club for enthusiasts In

skiing, hiking, caving climbing, canoeing,

theatre-going, etc. Club memberships

available at booths. Sid Smith, Slgmund
Samuel, Hart House.

noon
U of T Outing Club canoe race. Centre

campus.
Discussion and film about UNITA, an

Angolan Liberation Movement with Jorge

Sangumba, foreign secretary ot the move-
ment. Music Room, WymHwood, Vic.

1 pm
Weekly Varsity staff meeting. Second

floor, 91 St. George.

4 pm
Today and every Friday from now on

fantastic wine and cheese party. Everybody

welcome. Graduate Students Union. Till 7

pm..

7 pm
Woody Allen's "Take the Money and

Run Is the premier feature ot the Innls Rim
Society. Cost 75 cents. Medical Sciences

Auditorium. Again at 9 pm.

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents "The

Go-Between", starring Julie Christie and

Alan Bates. Admission SI In Carr Hall.

Again at 10 pm.

6 pm
Seminar of Sufism, regular readings

of works of the great Sulis. International

Student Centre.

"Yoga for Peace ot Mind", a lecture on

the universal as well as esoteric aspect of

the Yoga science by an International lec-

turer. Brother Anandamoy. King Edward

Hotel Ballroom.

SATURDAY
all day

Claremont Centre workshop on T'al

Chi. Actors Studio, 85 Spadlna Rd.

1:30 pm
Trinity Booksale: pick up of books

and/or money. St. Hilda's, Devonshire

Place. Till 5 pm.

Zpm
Bicycle tour leaves front TJl Hart

House.
7:30 pm

SMC Rim Club reruns "The Go-

Between". Admission $1 In Carr Hall. Again

at 10 pm.
SUNDAY
10 am

The Newman community attempts to

create liturgy, which Is an expression ol our

faith, In a university setting. Sunday

Masses at .St. Thomas Aquinas Chapel,

Hoskln and St. George. Coffee and con-

versation after each mass In the centre.

Again at noon.

11 am
You are Invited to Join fellow-students

in worship at the Hart House Service —
singing, Bible-study, discussion, and

fellowship. Hart House.

1:30 pm
Trinity Booksaie: pick up of books

and/or money. Till 5 pm.

York urged to recruit

more worker students
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) —

York Univeristy's part-time college

should recruit more working class

students, a report to the dean from

the college's political science

students' union says.

The report recommends that

Atkinson College conduct a

recruiting program in factories and

at union meetings,, and advertising

in union periodicals.

Dean Harry Crowe was
unavailable for comment.

The 17-page report was given to

Crowe in August and circulated to

Atkinson political science
professors, with the demand that a

student-faculty committee study it

and suggest a future course for

Atkinson "as a part-time in-

stitution of higher learning for

working people."

The administration has taken

no action yet but the student union

meets this week to discuss it.

CANADIAN FILMS
THIS WEEK-END TWO FILMS BY

MORLEY MARKSON

Breathing Together:
Revolution of the Electric Family

ALLEN GINZBERG, BUCKMINSTER FULLER, AND ABBIE HOFFMAN

ZERO THE FOOL (8 pju
WINNER 1st. PRIZE ANN ARBOR FILM FESTIVAL
ADMISSION: $1.50 INFORMATION 920-8373

BRUNSWICK
AT BLOORPOOR ALEX

UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE

PLAYHOUSE
Invites applications for bookings of

the Playhouse this year.

Available for free lunch-hour productions as well as

evening productions

Please subnVt applications by Friday, September 22 to:

Mr. Robert Cleverley,

Student Administrator,

University College Playhouse,

79A St. George St.,

Toronto 181 928-6307

Any individuals interested in joining Playhouse productions or

workshops should also drop by.

Besides the recruitment of

workers, the report suggests "more
courses which are relevant to in-

dustrial workers"—such as class and

race relations, union history,

organization and structure, and the

literature, politics, and history of the

working class in Canada.

Atkinson should also sponsor

pre-university courses to upgrade

any worker students who lack

reading and writing skills needed for

university work, the report says.

The docuifiesnt reveals that out

of 1523 students in this summer's

term, only 1.5 per cent were
workers. And out of 2,235 students

in the 1971 winter term, only 2.6 per

cent were workers. The majority

were professional, mainly teachers.

U.S. CITIZENS

VOTE FOR
PRESIDENT
THIS YEAR!

Attend a workshop in absen-
tee voter rights to be held
Monday night, Sept. 25, at

8:00 P.M., in University
Lutheran Student Centre. 610
Spadina Avenue. For infor-

mation call: 920-4339 or 922-

1664. Sponsored by
AMERICANS ABROAD FOR
McGOVERN.

THE

AUDITORIUM
Davenport and Dupont

Live Entertainment Nltely

RIP-OFF Time 7-9 pm.
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN

EVERY MON. PUB NITE

NOW APPEARING

"THE WATT
NEXT WEEK

"NITE CAP'S"

50 CENTS OFF T-SHIRTS
WITH THIS AO

Group Rate Available

HABT HOUSE ART GALLERY

RECENT ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 6

Mon. - Sal. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Weds. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Sunday 2 p.m. lo 5 p.m.'

YOGA CLASSES
THURSDAY

7 pjn. to 9:30 p.m.

Wrestling Room

SUNDAY EVENING
CONCERT
SEPT. 24

FESTIVAL SINGERS

9PM
GREAT HALL

ORIENTATION DANCE
TONIGHT!
GREAT HALL

CAMERA CLUB
OPEN MEETING

OCT. 5, 1972
MUSIC ROOM - 7:30

HART HOUSE CHORUS
AUDITIONS
TUES. SEPT. 26

WEDS. SEPT. 27

7:15 P.M. GREAT HALL

MEAL TICKETS

are avai lable for use at lun-

cheon and dinner in the Great

Hall. Enquire at the great Hall

cashier.

$30 for 24 meals.

BLACK HART PUB
Open every Tues., Weds., and Thurs.,

from 12:00 Noon to 11:30 p.m.

qRAM] pRI?£ WINNER
AT 1HE

C'>W> IiIm IbUvaI

juliECHRiSTiE/AUlN bATES

THE qobETWEEN

SMC Film Club
PRESENTS

The Go-Between
Friday, Sept. 22

AND
Saturday, Sept. 23
7:30 AND 10:00 P.M.

CARR HALL,
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Admission $1.00

CH/4PM4N
BROS,

Our classic solitaire, modern.
beautiful. $400.00
Registered Jewellers American Gem
Society

we sell diamonds

CAnpmon BROS LIMITED. 26I Yonge St. (souih of Dundas) 364-7664. Dia-
mond merchants for 5 gcnerulions. Come in for yesterday's elegance and low
diamond prices, Diamond engagement rings from S75.00

Discover
the

freedom of

CONTACT
LENSES
V

MRADDOCK
OPTICAL

1 70 St. George Si. 925-8720
2917 Bloor St W. 233-261

1

Centenary Plaza 282-2030
Bayview Village Centre 222-5791

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
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Audience paying more, unimpressed

• Kerr defends fees hikes, attacks foes

The Varsity 3

By EXCALIBUR Staff

DOWNSVIEW (CUP) - Speaking to
approximately 200 York students yesterday, Ontario
Minister of Colleges and Universities George Kerr
called recent statements by student leaders leaders
"inaccurate", and attempted to dispell "misleading
impressions" about government policy on universities.

He implied that many of the full-time student
politicians responsible for the statements are jusL
organizing the fees strike "to justify their jobs". But,
judging from the occasional hisses, laughter, and brief
putbursts during the two hour session on the crisis in

post-secondary education, the audience was not very
impressed by his argument.

Kerr classed as "fiction" a recent statement in'
McMaster University's student newspaper The
Silhouette which suggested that the province had
cutback its support of education. He told the audience
that in fact the education budget has increased and that
the two billion dollar expenditure represents a major
portion of Ontario's live billion dollar budget.

Kerr explaiowd thai the rationale behind the $100
tuition fee increase this year was to "charge the user a
slightly higher proportion of the cost of education".
He said that the Ontario taxpayer has already been

asked to "dig deep in other areas" and referred to tax
increases on alcohol and gasoline.

"We couldn't ask a man struggling to support a
family," to pay more for the cost of education, he said.

(Shouts from the audience called for taxation of
'corporate welfare bums'. (NDP leader David Lewis
has made the key point of his election campaign the
charge that corporate giants are living off the working

man by accepting large grants and avoiding taxes.)
Kerr pointed out that students pay.only 15 per cent of

the cost of education through tuition and that tuition
fees have not changed in seven years.

He criticized the charge made by Ontario Federation
of Students spokesmen that the tuition hike will affect
the goal of universal accessibility and used as a counter-
argument the fact that there have been more
applications for student aid this year.
He said that the fee hike would not "deter low and

middle income students from the goal of post-
secondary education", and argued that since two out of
every five students qualify for assistance, "we're
achieving the goal of providing education to all strata of
this society".

He also stated that although the loan ceiling for the
Ontario Student Aid Program had been raised from
$600 to $800, the Ontario program is still the most
generous in the country. He added that the age of
independence had been lowered from 25 to 24.

York president David Slater later pointed out tht low
income students do not enjoy the advantage of these
loans because they don't reach university. He suggested
that changes were necessary in the whole system and
not just in post-secondary loan financing.

Kerr's final point was that university enrolment has
not declined in the past year except in three or four
institutions. He said that enrolment has gone iip at U of
T, Western, Queen's, and Guelph, and suggested that
this was an indication students had not been deterred
from university by the fee hike. He mentioned only
Carleton and Windsor as universities which have
experienced a drop in enrollment.

Art and Science
students to meet,
consider new union
By FERNANDO TRAFICANTE

The St. Michael's College
Student Union has called for a non-
bureaucratic, yet non-policy-making
arts and science union.

However, the Victoria College
Students* Administrative Council
(VUSAC) sees a need for a stronger
body, which while still not having a
large bureaucracy, would have the

ability to initiate and press policy.

The union's fate is to be decided
tomorrow at a constitutional con-
ference in the Hart House Music
Room, beginning at 10 am. If the

conference wants the union, it then

must be ratified by three quarters of
college student councils, arts and
science course unions, and similar

bodies.

The SMC council does not sec

arts and science students as a

cohesive whole, separate from the

professional students* faculties.

Its brief said "it seems that the

most important issues that will face

the students, at least in the
forseeable future, will face sUidents

generally rather than those in any

particular faculty."

It further stated that the union
should not make policy statements
since these are more precisely the

role of college councils and course
unions.

A VUSAC brief, proposed by
vice-president Debra Lewis and
education commissioner Rick
Gregory, whose principles were
adopted unanimously last night,

tries to evolve a structure for the

union from the needs and functions

of such a body. Its basic premise is

that a union should not develop into

a new bureaucracy but be decen-

tralized with coordination and
policy initiation functions.

It proposed setting up a system

whereby more than a simple ma-
jority of representatives to the union

would be needed to set any policy. It

wanted to set up guarantees of sup-

port, such as that if two thirds of any

one estate disagree with a policy, it

be implemented.

Since SAC is prevented from
interfering in the various faculties by

its new constitution, a need for

union of arts and science students to

coordinate the functioning of the
various college councils and course
unions was seen.

The student representatives on the
General Committee, of Arts and
Science although elected in

administration-run elections to a
committee which students formally
don't recognize, may also be tied in

to thejiroposed union.

If passed, the union will have a

budget of about $20,000, raised by a ,

SAC levy of two dollars per studentT

Some of the money has already been

spent in summer research, including

paying workers Phil Dack and Rick
MacFarlane.

Dack, whose term as fieldworker

expires tomorrow, says that "given

the problems in arts and science,

something must be done to maintain

gains". One such gain is the New
Program, currently under review

(and perhaps attack) by a presiden-

tial advisory committee.

The conference promises to be a

day of "heavy politicising" and may
develop into a "theatre of the ab-

surd", Dack says.

Creelman knocks bourgeois press
for not fighting stipend cuts

Colleges and Universities Minister George Kerr said at York that
students should pay a highe r proportion of education costs.

The Varsity errs;

Steiner wronged

By PAT REDICAN
SAC university commissioner John Creelman

criticized the "established press" this week for refusing

to "take on" Richard Potter, Minister of Health, over

the issue ofdropping stipends for para-medical interns.

The remark came after a meeting last week

between deputy minister Stan Martin and a SAC
delegation which included president Eric Miglin, Food

Sciences student president Rosie Fuss, SAC rep Irene

Miller, Creelman and a few other "interested

students". SAC submitted a brief on the stipends to the

health ministry at the meeting.

Martin "conceded many points in the brief," said

Creelman. "More important, he didn't defend the

government action. He acted like he had nothing to do

with it and had no sympathy with it."

It was announced last April that the living

allowances for students doing work as interns would be

abolished, because of "financial considerations".

The SAC brief argued that the action would create

a shortage of para-medical personnel and, in the long

run. damage the province's economy. According to the

brief, para-medicals are becoming more important in

medicine today because they can do work doctors
would normally do, at less cost.

Miller reported that Martin, after much
persuasion, finally admitted that cutting off the
stipends would be a "disincentive" to students planning
to study in Ontario.

She adds Martin said he would "make the Cabinet
aware" of the SAC brief. Martin could not be reached
to confirm this.

Creelman said that, in light of this, "efforts have
been redoubled" to arrange a meeting with Robert
Welch, Minister of Social Development, and his

colleagues.

Meanwhile, the minister of health. Potter is

presently out of the country and will be unavailable

until the end of the month.

An article in Wednesday's Varsity

incorrectly implied that Medicine's-

Associate Dean J. W. Steiner does
not normally speak to students.

Responsible for admissions to the

faculty. Dr. Steiner's work closely

parallels that of arts and science

college registrars. As~ a matter of
course, Steiner's assistants handle
queries directed to Medicine's
Students Affairs office unless they

are unable to provide the requested

information or the inquirer insists

upon a direct contact with Steiner.

Steiner's office receives more than
500 telephone inquiries a day and is

responsible for student affairs, in-

cluding admissions, for the 4,000-

member faculty.

The article in question dealt with

a warning by Innis College registrar

David King that Medicine and Law
might not look as favorably upon
experimental Innis and Sociology

courses as they would upon the more
traditional arts and science courses.

In an intreview subsequent to the

story's publication, Steiner pointed

out that he had requested guidance
from [he Arts and Science Faculty

in weighing the relative difficulty of
various courses offered by the facul-

ty for admission purposes for the

closely-contested places in the

medical school, some time ago. The
faculty declined his request and he
has since resubmitted it for review.

The information, Steiner
explained, would be used by.

Medicine's admission committee to
decide between applicants with
equal academic records applying for

admission to the school.

Unless the faculty provides the

information, the school's admissions

committee, less familiar with arts

and science courses, must attempt to

weigh their relative difficulty. Arts

and Science faculties in some other

Canadian universities already supp-
ly this information to professional

schools.

The Varsity regrets any
embarassment or confusion the in-

correct information may have
caused Dr. Steiner.

Varsity staff trots
The Varsity team is off to the

races as another year of weekly

production meetings is well under

way.

Post time is 1 pm today in The
Varsity offices. All types of
wonders, four-legged and otherwise,

are bound to turn up.

Last week, some stafters weren't

too pleased when the horses crossed

the finish line when they weren't

looking, so make sure you're present

or forever hold your peace.

In the running, among others, are
women and their pages, SAC peo-
ple, and nationalists, with increased

accuracy rated a favorite.
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"This university should be
abandoned.

"

— Prof. W. H, Nelson, long-time
opponent of staff-student parity on
university governing bodies. He was
commenting during his American
history class on the flickering oflights
In a New College lecture hall.

Trie VaraMy, a member of Canadian
University Press, was founded In 1880
and Is published by ihe StudentB' Ad-
ministrative Council of ihe University
of Toronro and Is primed by Daisons
Press Lid. Opinions expressed in this

newspaper are noi necessarily those of
ihe Students' Administrate Council
01 ihe administration of tha university.
Formal complaints aboul ihe editorial
or business operation of the paper may
be addressed 10 ihe Chairman. Cam.
pus Relations Committee. Varsity
Board of Directors. 91 Si George St.

Murphy's coaching is

a 'comedy of errors
9

The lime has come for a re-

evaluation of the questionable
lalenis of football coach Ron
Murphy. After Saturday's comedy
of errors against Ottawa University,

one just can't help but wonder who
is the coach and who is the water
boy.

Il is hard to believe that out of

26.000 students at the LTofT cam-
pus the players are not of at least

equal calibre to those of the op-

posing learns. In other words, there

is no doubt that Murphy has more
raw talent to draw from than any
other coach in the league. Indeed,

that talent has remained
just that — raw; and so it seems
from Saturday's performance, it is

quickly going bad. Come, on.
Murphy.

Promising stars were left on the
sidelines while old favorites were
allowed to play no matter how poor-
ly Ihey performed. We cannot re-

main silent aboul one of these sen-
timental has-beens, Cor Doret.
Doret's dismal performance" was
characterized by instinctive nose
dives into the turf at the slightest

shadow of an Ottawa uniform. His
fear or injury could be offered as an
excuse for his poor play. But, a full

game of poor play is inexcusable
when during all this time sitting on
the bench was Paul Kitchen whose
brilliant performance against York
was distinguished by gaining almost
100 yards in the first half. (This was
before Murphy benched him for the
second half.)

YS insists

its not LSA

youth wing
The Varsity's article on .U of T

political groups has once again reaf-
firmed our view that nobody can
represent the program of the Young
Socialists better than ourselves. Just
for the record of your press and for
students at U ofT. we would like to
lake up a few lines to correct the
"errors^, "oversights", and "ex-
aggerations" of your political writing
staff.

To begin, the YS is not the "youth
wing or the League for Socialist
Action". We are an independent
student group having chapters es-
tablished in high schools and on
campuses across both Canada and
Quebec. We are the biggest
revolutionary youth organization in
Ihe country and support the LSA
because we realize that students
cannot change society by themselves
but must form an alliance with
Canada's working class and the
nucleus of their revolutionary
leadership.

The article asserts that the
Vietnam Mobilization Committee
(VMC) is controlled by the YS. This
is the type of byline that has been
used consistently by people opposing
the anti-war movement, women's
liberation, the gay movement, or
anything else they happen to dis-
agree with. Call it "communist-
controlled" or a "Trot-front", and
immediately these struggles are sup-
posed to become irrelevant. This is
known as red-baiting. In fact, theVMC is a coalition of various

Dave Quick wasn't too swift
either. On the one occasion he did
catch the ball, he nearly had to be
restrained from kissing his team-
males in uncontrolled elation as if he
had just scored the winning goal in

ihe Stanley Cup. This isn't hockey.
And. it doesn't look much like foot-
ball xilher.

As for our all-star quarterback,
his Tabled passing arm proved to be
no more than a grim fairy tail

tucked between the legs of centre

groups and individuals, all opposed
to the war in Vietnam, and working
together to end it. Drop out to the
next meeting and find out first-hand.

'

You next say that our demands in
the anti-war movement are for
withdrawing U.S. troops, "(while
ihe rest of the left calls for victory to
the NLF)" If you were at all in tune
with the Canadian anti-war move-
ment you should realize that its

central demand is "U.S. Out Now"
— meaning all American personnel,
military equipment, and material
support to the Thieu regime in
Saigon. Who, may we ask is the
"rest of the left"? — the Old Mole?
On this latter demand we would like
to note that it is not the task of
revolutionaries to tell the Viet-
namese that the NLF will win their
battles for them or to provide
cheerleaders for their victory
celebrations. Anti-war activists in
Canada must mobilize people
around concrete demands against
the complicity of the Canadian
government, against the genocidal
policies of the Pentagon, and in
solidarity with the massive
American antiwar movement.

On women's liberation The
Varsity claims that we refuse to
raise anything except the abortion
issue. This is enlirly false. Marxists
have a full program against
women's oppression, and we carry
Ihis both in our press and election
campaigns. The YS, however,
emphasizes and supports the
abortion-law repeal campaign in
particular because it has been raised
by women all over North America
and Europe as the central issue of
ihe women's liberation movement, il

unites women from right across
Canada and Quebec, and most im-

Russ Mitchell. Surely, every
quarterback is entitled to an off day,
but it is the coach's responsibility to
recognize this and make corrections
as (he game progresses. Where was
Sieve Kerr who more than filled

Dunkley's shoes against York? Is

it necessary that Dunkley be injured
before Kerr can be played? Think
aboul il. Murphy.

Although mediocrity was the
order of. the day, ihere were some
who played very well. Libert

portanily. it poSes mass actions
challenging the Canadian govern-
ment — the only way in which
women can hope to achieve full
liberation.

The Varsity concludes this stream
of conciousness by parroting right-
wing attacks on our movement by
the NDP brass — attacks designed
to stifle political discussion and dis-
agreement inside the Party. The
Young Socialists is the only
revolutionary student organization
in Canada that supports the NDP,
the polilcal arm of the Canadian
working class. We campaign for the
NDP in our press and defend it at
meetings. We don't have to "in-
filtrate" the NDP as your article
claims— we are already a part of it,

and will continue to build it until it

wins power in Ottawa.

CliffMack
Young Socialists

CPL not

complicit in

Maoist tactics

The Varsity editorial on Friday
September 15. "Passivity breeds
racism", claims the Canadian Party
of Labor's "indifference" to the

Sgi"! Gua^ meeti "8 last sion tnWednesday
,s "mexcusable". Our—Italian

Castillo demonstrated what second
effort is all aboul. The few limes he
was given the ball. Are you listening.

Doret? Other players who deserve
recognition for a fine afternoon were
Neil Lumsden and Torris Cross. It's

loo bad they played for ihe Gee-
Gees.

Back to Murphy. What excuse
can he offer for consistent mediocri-
ty which in professional football
would have cost him his job long
ago? (A pret ty good argumenl

call to action, nor did you even
mention this demonstration in your
Wednesday issue. According to your
editorial. The Varsity must arso be
called "a sorry reflection on the
passivity with which our society
accepts racism."

There are several reasons why we
did nol allend the demonstration.
Certainly, we have no intention of
leading people into a blood bath
created by a sect of provocateurs,
the Maoites. Did il occur to you that
their antics, not "indifference", may
keep people away from such
demonstrations.

Varsity, like most liberal journals,
only sees fascism and racism when it

wears a Nazi armband. Conse-
quently, you see in Western Guard
ihe rise of reaction, rather than
looking to ihe far more vicious and
institutionalized racism m this socie-
ty. The Canadian government, the
Workman's Compensation Board,
and ihe University or Toronto com-
mit more racist acts in one hour
<hun Western Guard does in a year.
At ihis university Prof. Ian

Hector or the Medical faculty wrote
a report Tor the Compensation
Board claiming an injured Italian
construction worker was "culturally
predisposed io feign injury". This
resulted in the man getting only 25
per cenl of his compensation pen-
sion. Another example: Mutual of
Omaha insurance company is
refusing to pay an Italian worker
also permanently disabled, a pen-
sion ihul he deserves, because he is

absence al the demonstration
tiled as evidence lhal we intend to
sil by idly while racism and fascism
grow m strength.

You do nol mention The Varsity's
indifference, for you also gave no

(even office workers
Mutual agree thai this is the
reason). Students for a Democratic
Society have been having demon-
strations at Mutual's office every
Wednesday al noon. This is where
ihe racism is. This is where we

against giving tenure to Varsity
coaches?) Talent should be
recognized and ultimately utilized to
best advantage. This is the job of the
coach. And, despite Murphy's good
example, he shows to his players of
being a good loser — a very good
loser — a very regular loser; what
we need for the Varsity football
team is a good winner.

Blair Christie (APSCIII)

JefTHayes(Trtnlll)

should concentrate our fight. May
we presume that The Varsity's com-
plete indifference to these struggles
is coming to an end, since "passivity
breeds racism"?

If you are concerned about
contenders for a fascist movement,
you should look more widely. Many
"left wing" nationalists, for ex-
ample, have basically the same
chauvinistic and racist slogans as
Don Andrews and the Guard. An-
drews hates blacks, and Jim Laxer
hales Americans. On this campus
people have tried to organize around
quotas on foreign professors. How
aboul saying there are too many
Jewish professors, instead of too
many Americans? Then people
might be prepared to call racism
what up 'til now goes under the
euphemism of "anti-imperialism".
But Varsity, ironically, instead of
attacking these racists, has a record
of promoting them over the last two
years.

We want to fight racism and
fascism, but at its source: in the heart
of the ruling class, not amongst a
small sect of lumpens. Western
Guard's meeting last Wednesday is

actually an indication of fascism's
decline, ir numbers are to mean
anything. Nazi John Beattie used to
gel more supporters out in Allan
Gardens 10 years ago. All this talk
or "untied action or the left" will do
what il did in the 1930's; gel
revolutionaries and leftists to ally
with "progressives" in the fight
against fascism. But the
"progressives, as in the I930's
(where ihey included FDR, de
Gaulle, etc.) turn out to be Tar more
effective sources or racism than the
lar right weirdos.

William Schabas(SGS)
Canadian Parly of Labor
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Today's Community Guide supplement is

detatchabte. Remove it and insert it In

Monday's Community Guide.

Albert White Gallery—Primitive Art of

Nigeria, to Oct. 5.

Art Gallery of Ontario—French
Master Drawings of the 17th & 18th Cen-

turies in North American collections, to

Oct. 15. Also, Ontario Society of Artists

exhibit.

Morris Gallery—Tim Whiten,

sculpture and drawings, closes tomorrow.

Eaton's Art Gallery—Frank Henry,

who works in plastics, closes tomorrow.

Hart House Gallery—Recent
Aqulsltions, to October 6.

Scarborough College— Arcadia-

Olenska-Petryshyn, paintings to Sept. 29.

A Space—Peter Kennedy and Mike
Paar. two Australian artists; their mailed

show continues until Sept. 27. Walter
Wright's colour videos until Sept. 30. F

Stop Gallery—photos by Jack MacAulay,
until Sept. 28.

Trinity Square Gallery—Mary Dunn,
collage, until Sept. 22.

Victoria—Douglas Martin, paintings,

until 20.

Isaacs Gallery— Indian Miniature and
Tantrlc Art, Oct. 7.

theatre
W.W. Theatre Productions Is

currently staging an exceptional piece of

theatre by the French author Albert
Camus. "The Just Assassins - are terroists

In pre-Revolutlon Russia (1905) who are
scheming to assassinate a grand duke,
and eventually to wrest Russia from the
clutches of the Czar and restore It to the
people.

The characters attempt to justify their

terrorist methods and their killing, and
they do develop a concept of justice which
renders their conscience Innocent and
their actions Just. It Is Interesting to com-
pare with this the thorough moral lam-
basting delivered by today's media to
current terrorists. Their argument can be
made to sound convincing.

The production itself Is well-

conceived and smoothly executed. The
director and actors have worked together
to produce the existentialist point of view
from which the play was written. The
actors deliver their lines in a very per-
sonalized, frank and" open manner, and
come across as Individuals with a cause.
The director has created a world with a
mood of hostility and confusion, so that
the audience understands and sym-
pathizes with the characters' alienation.

You may not leave the production
with schemes of planting bombs In the
trashcans behind Slmcoe Hall, or under
the limousines of our esteemed gover-
nors, but any lurking discontent that you
may have previously had with our
educational system may creep toward
some unexpected realization.

by Maris Mc Allater

The Rothschilds is a dull and dreary
son of Fiddler on the Roof. Monday
through Saturday at 8:30 p.m. with
matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30 p.m. Closes Sept. 30 at the Royal
Alexandra Theatre.

Godspell has left the Alex for the
Playhouse Theatre, 1605 Bayview Ave.
Tuesday through Friday at 8:30 p.m.,
Saturday at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m.. Sunday at

3 and 7:30 p.m.

Leaving Home has come back home

to the Tarragon Theatre, 30 Bridgman
Ave. after a summer hiatus. Tuesday
through Saturday at 8:30 p.m. Sunday at

2:30 p.m., It's pay-what-you-can.

The Hypochondriac This production

of Mollere's classic Le Malade Imaginalre

Is rather sickening. Tuesday through

Saturday at 8:30 p.m. and Wednesday
through Friday at 2:30 p.m. In the Colon-

nade Theatre.

Foul Play by west coast playwright

Lawrence Russell at the Factory Theatre

Lab. Performances Tuesday through Sun-

day at 8:30 p.m. Sunday's show Is pay-

what-you-can.

The Just Assassins: Mistranslated

from Albert Camus' Les Justes, this

production appears at the Global Village

Theatre, Wednesday through Saturday, to

Sept. 30. Tickets $3 and $2.

Yonge and Egllntoh, features the Putnam
String County Band of John Cohen (of the

New Lost City Ramblers) tonight. Admis-
sion Is only $1. String Band entertains on
Tues. Sept. 26.

Bobby Whitiock Is quite a keyboard
talent. He was one of the members of

Derek and the Dominoes and has played

with Delaney & Bonnie and Friends. He
and his band will be In town till Sunday at

the Riverboat, 134 Yorkvllle (922-6216).

Doors open at 8 pm. with an admission of

S3. 50 and the first set starts about 9 pm.
Eric Anderson takes over from Sept. 26 to

Oct. 1.

Grumbles, 71 Jarvls above King (368-

0796), offers Bukka White - lor blues fans -

today and tomorrow only. Perth County
Conspiracy will be In residence from Mon.
to Sat. of next week. Admission Is $3 and
the first set starts at 9 pm.

Brave Belt Is at the El Mocombo,
Spadina at College, (961-2556) tonight

and tomorrow. Next week you can hear

Bananas and Whiskey Howl. No cover.

Ten Years After, Edgar Winter and
Peter Frampton will attempt to conquer
the accoustlcs of Toronto's hockey palace

on Tues. Sept. 26.

Caf Stevens hasn't been heard of in

at least a year, but a new album on A & M,
called Catch Bull at Four should be
released in a week or two. Stevens will be
in Toronto on Nov. 10 and 11 to do two

shows at Massey Hall.

Morley Markson directed Breathing Together at the Poor Alex

The End: John Palmer trudges
turgidly onward at the Toronto Free
Theatre, 24 Berkeley St. Tuesday through
Sunday at 8:30 p.m. It's free but reser-
vations are required.

Mime: The Canadian Mime Theatre
opens Its repertory season Tuesday with
Visual Delights 72 and Wednesday with
The Vagabonds at the Central Library
Theatre.

Robert Charlebois, Quebec rock
singer ventures onto the Massey Hall
stage tomorrow night. This appearance
closely follows the release of Charlebois'
new album on Barclay/Polydor which
marks his English singing and writing
debut. It should be an Interesting evening.

Fiddlers Green, (489-3001) near

CBC Muslcscope tonight at 6 pm
features the National Youth Orchestra In
their concert from Quebec City. The same
taped show is on at 8:03 on the FM
network In stereo next Thursday.

The Canadian Opera Company
continues Its season with Alda this Satur-
day at 2 pm., the opening night of Tosca
this Tuesday at 8:15, Siegfried on Wed. at
8 pm sharp, la Boheme on Monday at 8:15
and Eugene Onegln Thurday at 8:15.

The Ontario Youth Choir sings In
Metro United Church this Sunday at 8:30
pm. Another choir, the Festival Singers, Is

concertizlng In Hart House this Sunday at
9 pm. They have six more concerts to
come this year In Metro.

The resourceful Melville Cook
commands the monstrous Casavants pipe
organ again this year at Metro United

Church. Bach will be booming at hie

concert this Monday, 8:30 pm.
The Edward Johnson Building hosts

a Thursday afternoon concert of Jazz

music by the McGIII University Faculty of

Music. At 2 pm. While at 8:30 In the

evening the re-grouped Oxford Quartet

stages Its first concert in a while with

Dvorak and Mozart, who will be available

after the concert to sign autographs.

N.B. Balasaraswati In a program of

South Indian Classical Dance will perform
Sunday at 8 pm. In the Edward Johnson
Recital Hall. Tickets will be available until 5
pm. today in rm 308 at 280 Huron Street,

at Sunday from 5 pm. till concert time at

the EJB.

CANADIAN film-makers are the

racial equal of any other country's film-

makers, and contrary to cant a Canadian
picture Is not an automatic box-office

disaster. This has been merrily borne out

by the season of Canadian movies now
winding down at the Poor Alex. Tonight

through Sunday, are the last days for

Breathing Together, which won first prize

at the Ann Arbour Film Festival. While not

so hot as film, it Is a solid, gloriously

biased documentary on the halcyon days
of the youth culture revolution com-
bination. With those days gone, Breathing

becomes first-rate cultural history par-

ticularly, because director Markson had
the good sense to let the figures he
documents hold forth In long unedited

bursts. Since these Include Allen
Ginsberg, Klaes Oldenberg, Fred Ham-
pton, Abbie Hoffman, Jerry Rubin, William

Kunstler, Buckmlnster Fuller and Timothy
Leary, a very theatrical cast to begin with,

Markson really just had to hold the
camera steady and keep the mike in close.

He did, and the result Is funny, Ironic,

Informative and sometimes very sad when
you consider the fortunes of the speakers
(and of America) In the four years since

the film was shot.

Markson's first film, Zero the Fool,

shows at eight o'clock, but unless you are
given to experiments In dramatic
form—with no redeeming content—you
would probably better enjoy the evening
by Just arriving at ten for Breathing
Together. $1.50 at the Poor Alex, Bloor at
Brunswick. Through Sunday.

Everything you Always Wanted
to Know About Sex: Woody Allen has
chosen seven rubrics from Dr. Reuben's
dumb, dumb book and turned them Into

something like comedy. There Is a classy
send-up of an Antonlonl film (appropriate-
ly about frigidity), subtitles and all; a love

story about a man and a sheep which is

elegaic, not bucolic; and a mission-control
center skit about scoring, complete with
crises and camaraderie. When the gags
fall, this movie begins to look very

smutty Indeed. But then Allen has always
been a scatter-shot comic. Uptown. $2.75
for about $1.25 worth of entertainment.

Play It Again, Sam: Many of the gags
are at the Playboy level, but Woody Allen
and Diane Keating turn their characters
Into real mensches, so this becomes a
nice movie. Uptown, $2.50.

L'Hebdo Is the Varsity's regular
Friday supplement section. It will carry In-

depth and Interpretative articles on a
broad variety of topics, as well as reviews
of music, books, theatre, and other
cultural activities.

Persons wishing to write, draw, take
pictures, or assist in any other way with
L'Hebdo are asked to come to a meeting
Monday at 1 p.m. In the L'Hebdo office on
the first floor of 91 St. George. If you are
unable to attend the meeting, oall UNI
Dlemer (923-8741; 966-3091( or Bill

MacVlcar (923-8742; 920-2473).

Editor

Assoc. Editor

theatre

film

rock

art

music

dance

books

UNI Dlemer

Bill Macvlcar

rob martin

bossln et al

allan mandell

ian scott

Ian scott

Isabel le peacock

bill macvicar
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guide to the music scene
popular
records

Looking at any ten block square area
In Toronto you're likely to find at least one
store selling records. If you're Interested In
good selection and low prices you'll
probably do your shopping at a discount
record store on Yonge or Bloor.

I took a stroll one morning to price
some recent releases on different labels
that listed at $6.29 and one double album,
the Rolling Stones' Exile on Main Street'
which lists at about $10.98.

The worst prices were quickly found
at Simpson's with the 629's at an Inflated
$4.98 and "Exile" going for $8.98. These
prices should eliminate this department

f store from any futher serious
consideration.

The Yonge St. pair, Sam The Record ManA&A came out with Identical prices on all
Items with 629's at $4.49 and "Exile" at
$7.95. Between the two stores you can get
almost any record you may want — the
variety and amount of stock is staggering
and Includes many imports) at wallet-
busting prices of course). Both stores
feature weekend or 15 minute specials (at
9 am) which can net you a top selling
album for $2.99 to $3.49. The special Is the
cheapest but most painful way to buy
records.) Many manufacturers' delisted
albums are available for $1.90 at both
stores. If you 're trying to decide whether to
buy a sale priced album at Sam'sorA&S
you might remember that A & A Is owned
by the American based CBS corporation
(Columbia Records).

Eaton's prices are now the same as
Sam's. There seems to be a reasonable
amount of stock but you can^t expect 629's
on sale for less than $3.99. The main
advantages of this outlet are simply those
of any department store. Phone orders
and COD's are possible and payments can
be delayed using a charge account.

Target Tape stocks very few records
but of those available 629's were being
offered at $3.99 and "Exile" was $6.29.
The store's main business Is tapes so so
the record shelves are sparse. On the day
I visited, I could find no Columbia discs.
My guess Is the $3.99 price tags won't last
very long.

Round Records Is easily my pick as
the best place to shop. With a 34 per cent
discount applied to the list price of all

albums, 629's were being sold at $4.15
and "Exile" was a very low $6.75. It's a
small personable store with consistently
low prices. Many delisted albums are also
available at $1.90 as well as used albums
(some recent and In fairly good condition}
at about the same price. If you're tired of
your old records they can be sold to
Round.

With the store being so small the
stock Is alas limited, but you can order any
album that's not In, and usually receive it

in a day or so. You still get regular 34 per
cent discount off the list price. Round
owner Larry Ellenson can rap with you for
hours about records, music or anything
else that might turn you on. It's a one man
operation, with no big business ties, no
supermarket style shopping aisles, and
most Important, no rip off prices.

People who are short of money can
listen to records at and borrow them from
any North York Public Library. Collections
are small and releases take many weeks
to appear. Classical fans can choose from
a complete llbrarary set up In the Edward
Johnson Building to listen to music.

There are many defects In the albums
that are being sold today. If you thought It

was your hearing when that album you
bought sounded scratched on Its very first

spin around the turntabfe, you can stop
worrying,

Many of today's new discs are
carelessly pressed, resulting In bubbles In

the vinyl that cause pops or skips. The
new thin discs and the elaborate triple

fold'out five-poster extravaganza Jackets
result In some unusually shaped records
these days.

At the kinds of prices you have to pay
for records, you should rebel against such
shoddy practices. The first thing you
should do after buying the album Is place
the bill In a safe place. If after a first play
you think the record would be more com-
fortable In a boomerang collection, or If a

few pops or skips appear, don't be afraid
to return the defective item to the store
with the bill. Demand a new copy. And if
that one's defective, take it back too, until
you're satisfied.

If the store refuses to exchange
albums, tell them that you'll never be back
again. Then call up the distributor {any
record store can tell you what company
distributes a given label). If for some
reason the company refuses to send you a
new record, write a letter to the manager.
That s always good for some action. The
main thing is to let people know that you
wont be passive while you're being given
shoddy goods at fancy prices.

..- Allan Mandel

classical
music scene

Just as Toronto is now considered a
miniature New York In the world of theatre
so too the city has suddenly become a
miniature London In the world of serious
music, chamber, choral and symphony
concerts abound, although one evening
In the orchestra here often costs as
a week of Festival Hall concerts in London
Prices are, not unreasonable, however,

the fullest slate of music events in the city
Phone 928-3744 and watch The Varsity's
"Watsup" for info.

International Artist Series at Massey
Hall. This is probably the second most
enterprising classical series In Toronto
Six concerts will feature artists such as
Victoria de Los Angeles and Zubin Mehta
conducting his old orchestra, the Israel
Philharmomonic. You can do almost as
well prlcewlse as the TS series too:
$16.50. Two separate concerts feature
Segovia and the Vienna Boys Choir in the
special events of the series.

St. Lawrence Centre. There are
chamber concerts all through the year
usually, and this year the town hall is
hosting the International Quartet Series
from November 2 to April 16 of next year'
The quartets will be the Amadeus, the
Quartetto Italiano, the Lasalle (renowned
for their recording of modern music
having just completed Bartok's string
quartets), the Bartok, the Orford, the
Czech, the Borodin. Phone 366-1656 for
information. Prices are $3.50 and $4 50
Subscription Is sold out.

The Candlan Opera Company at
OKeefe. Unfortunately we have to wait
until 1976 even to hear Berg's Lulu
Wozzeck, considered by many the best
opera written in this century, is stilf
presumably too radical at the ripe age of

concerting process going on in the music
industry which I call "Great Distortion
bhin. Ten years ago records were thick
flat, robust things which lacked only
superior play-back equipment to do them
justice. In the last five years audio hi-
fidelity has become a precise description
of countless stereo components at
moderately high prices, when it used to be
a merely optimistic label on every Eaton's
home console.

But here is the irony: records have
become thin, flimsy sheets of plastic
sometimes warped into absurd convexity'
At the same time, prices continue to go
up- Angel (EMI) Records is a perfect
example. They are the largest recordinq
company in the world and once produced
a sumptuous, unrivalled sound. No more
Recordings are often cheaply and/or bad-
y miked, and (my biggest gripe) are ashm and out of shape as the cardboard
they are packaged in.

Only London Records and Deutsche
Grammophon Gesellschaft consistently
retain the "full" sound for classical and
perhaps Reprise and Elektra (among
some others) are being fair much of the
time to rock and jazz. Bargain classical
labels such as Mace, Nonesuch Tour-
nabout, Ace of Diamonds (with sound
equal to the best - it's London's bargain
label), Seraphim (Angel's bargain label
often competing with its fullprlced peer)
Monitor and Everyman are un-
questionably the mainstay of the classical
audiophile.

A trip to New York or Detroit makes
the bargain-hunter from Toronto tem-
porarily woozy, but chances are In the rest
of Canada there's no street like Yonge
Street for low prices and wide choice.

The following list Is by order of
preference, based on price, selection, and
to some extent atmosphere.

Round Records (110 Bloor West near
Bay) second floor. The on-hand stock is
exclusively rock, but the proprietor will
order any classical record (the Swann
Catalogue is on the desk) and easily
undersell A&A (who are equally obliging
about ordering). Their discount Is 34 per
cent off list except DGG, discount for
which is one quarter. If you know what you
want, this is clearly the best place to order
from.

Continued on Page 15

especially for some of the more
^radically" programmed concerts.

It has been estimated that with the
advent of FM stereo the classical audience
in large cities has risen 10 per cent taking
into account the rise in population of
course) and it Is evident that by the
increasingly interesting programs and
slate of top-name artists, musical en-
trepreneurs in Toronto are doing
something to fill the more in-depth re-
quirements of a larger and yet more
discriminating audience.

The following list comprises musical
enterprises and Institutions, with some
minimum admission prices.

Toronto Symphony: last season was
the 50th anniversary of the TS and ap-
parently the orchestra enjoyed a near
capacity audience for the series A and B
concerts. Besides Maestro Karel Anceri,
Erich Leinsdorf, Seji Ozawa and Rafael
Fruhbeck de Burgos will conduct the 100
or so musicians. Guest artists include
Jacqueline De Pre, Emll Gllels, Rudolph
Serkin and Yehudl Menuhln — almost all

visiting regulars now. Some Interesting

programs are also promlsed:Mozarr's
stunning requiem finally gets a Toronto
hearing (June 23-4) after being passed
over several times for Verdi's secular
lament. Shostakovich's ninth symphony
(April 3-4) and Somers' brilliant
Passacaglla and Fugue (January 16-17)
are two more anticipated works to be
performed.

The two top series of 12 concerts
each are A and B, costing $20 for the
gallery. The B series is split in two at a cost
of $13.50 for gallery seats. Phone 368-
4631 for their brochure, or watch for full-

page ads In the Toronto papers.
Hart House and the Edward Johnson

Building. There is of course the Hart
House Orchestra and Boyd Neel, as well
as Sunday evening concerts in the Great
Hall. The Edward Johnson Building has

50. But music-lovers will have the com-
pany's production of Wagner's second act
in his Ring Cycle, Siegfried, as well as the
usual fare of re-processed Italian left-
overs to look forward to Tosca, Alda and
La Boheme. Eugene Onegln in English will
prove a faux pas, I believe, as it turned out
to be with the 1970 English production of
Figaro. However, some outstanding
singers, including Louis Quilico and Judith
Forst. can't help but make the uninspired
fare quite palatable.

The cheapest seats are on opening
night in the balcony at $9, but a better bet
is really Wednesday or Thursday at
$14.50. Saturdays In the rear or middle
balconies are also a good bet at $18 for
the series.

Metropolitan Church. Many

,

churches In Toronto sponsor chamber
recitals, and this is only one of the more
ambitious of them. Students get in for a
dollar. Imagine Bach's St. Matthew Pas-
sion (April 14) for a buck (which is still a
buck more than Bach's fellow parlshoners
had to payl). Watch Watsup for dates.

Wymllwood, The Royal Conservatory
of Music, the Royal Ontario Museum and
the Art Gallery of Ontario all have free
concerts at some time during the year,
and not so unprofessional as you might
think. Also check with Goethe House
(924-3327) for their surprisingly good
programs (e.g. I believe Karlheinz
Stockhousen Is to be hosted again this
year) By IAN SCOTT

listening
to folk

classical
records

By IAN SCOTT
For all the attractive bargains and

wide selection on the Toronto record
market these days, there Is a dls-

Folk, wooden or chansonnier music
is still hanging in, maybe even rallying
allghtly. The Rlverboat on Yorkvllle. and
Grumbles on lower Jaryls Street bring in

big names (Van Ronk, Hartford, Walker,
Browne, etc.) at big name prices. When it

is crowded you have to leave after one
extended set; weeknights you can often
stay for two. In between names and
sometimes on the same nights are local
musicians. Watch for Rolf Kempf at the
Riverboat.

Fiddler's Green on Tuesday and
Friday nights, through the parking lot

behind the YMCA. a block east of Eglinton

(

and Yonge, has the best in traditional
music and local performers. The at-
mosphere Is friendly and anyone can get
up and play a few songs. Never costs
more thaan $2, most of the time less. 489-
3001.

The Whistle Stop operates Sunday
nights In the house beside Fiddler's
(through the parking lot, etc.). Local per-
formers, most often quite good, plenty of
guest sets, informal atmosphere. $.75.

The Stanley Steamer operates
Monday nights In the basement of Neil
Wycik College, Gerrard, two blocks East
of Yonge, the big red multi-story building.
Local musicians, guest sets, loose at-

mosphere, $1, 1 think.

Fat Albert's runs Wednesday nights
in the basement of Bloor St. United
Church, Bloor at Huron, on the same
policy as Stanley Steamer and the Whistle
Stop.

And way out on Eglinton Just East of
Markham Road is The Coffeehouse, good
local musicians on Friday and Saturday
nights. $1.

All of the above get going In the
vicinity of nine o'clock.

Bob Bossln
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A guide to university curriculum
By GARY WEBSTER

Here it is fall again and, as In past

years, thousands of freshmen are entering
the Arts Faculties of Ontario universities

expecting educations they arenl going to

get. Many, perhaps most, believe a B.A.

will make them prime contenders for

choice Jobs In Industry, government and
education.

A lot of them are in for

disillusionment — not because the In-

dustrial and bureaucratic elites wouldn't

like to absorb them, but because the

branch-plant Canadian economy simply is

not geared to use the abundant human
resources which the high schools and
universities disgorge every year.

Those who are in for an even greater

disappointment, however, are the minority

who come to university with the primary
purpose of learning what the world Is all

about. These are the fdealists— admitted-
ly the high schools produce less and less

such naive types each year— to whom the

unlverlsty, especially the Unlveristy of

Toronto, appears as a temple of the higher
mysteries, a sanctuary of truth, where a
carefully groomed priesthood pain-
stakingly initiates the new generation of

the elect into the secrets of the way the
world runs.

There are, unfortunately, many ways In

which the University of Toronto does
resemble the most hierarchical of
churches and these have not been fun-

damentally changed by the revisions of

the top structure. U of T Is authoritarian

and elitist In the style and form of its

teaching-learning functions and of Its

government. It is notably defensive about
criticisms of its privileges and of Its role In

the Ontario community emanating from
the unenlightened — those who are not
members of the priesthood, regardless of

whether or not they are among the less

than 10% of all Ontarians who have ever
attended a university. But the worst aspect
of this whole inflated metaphor is that the
eager freshman will learn as much about
the way the world really works In his
classes at Toronto as he might have
learned about heavenly truth In the cor-
rupt Church of the Medici popes.

The arts and social science students
will be the chief victims of this gap
between reality and the gospel according
to most U of T professors (there are a few
heretics of course — we're very liberal —
but don't mention institutional political

commitment, it's worse than birth control).
The scientist will learn a lot about his

physical environment and will probably

become a fairly good employment
prospect, even though he will get little Idea

of the social implications of his knowledge
or of the means by which It will be
expropriated for the benefit of the very

few.

The arts student will study the

intellectual playthings and the ideological

emanations of all of Western man's past
and present ruling classes. He will en-
counter hardly any of the literary,

philosophical, visual or with their
"intellectual limitations," have obtained or
expressed their awareness of their en-
vironment. Unless his specialty Is esoteric,

he will hardly even awaken to the ex-
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Colonial
203 Yonge St.
THIS WEEKEND

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
WORLDS GREATEST JAZZ BAND

FEATURING

YANK LAWSON

STARTING MONDAY:

LABELLE
formerly PATTI LABELLE
recorded with LAURA

NYRO
"... the comparison with Tina
Turner is obvious..."

N.Y. Times

BOB HAGGART
PLUS 7 MORE OF AMERICA'S TOP

JAZZ MUSICIANS
Starting Oct. 2: STAN GETZ

istence of that European phenomenon,
culture, In the non-Western world. In

short, most of his old class and cultural

prejudices will be expanded upon, up-
lifted, and dignified by a flattering patina

of intellectual jargon.

The failure of the arts subjects to

transcend the boundaries of upper-class
Western culture Is compounded by the
tendency of the academic disciplines to

divorce all forms of artistic and Intellectual

expression from the social and political

milieu In which they developed. English

and classics professors should not be
sociologists, say the rules of the game
(see Bronwen Wallace's excellent article

on this subject in Winter, 1970, This
Magazine is About Schools). The result of

often a fraudulent transformation of the
messages of spokesmen for particular

classes and personality types within a
society Into the spirit of a whole age.

It is as if we took the views of The
Globe and Mall or the New York Times as
the quintessence of the attitudes of all

Canadians or all Americans. Add to this

factor the fragmentation of culture Into

'Literature', 'Philosophy', 'Fine Art
'Music' — ifs even a separate Faculty —
and the dimensions of the problem
become even clearer.

The student trying to understand the
world might hope that the social sciences
would offer some sort of antidote to this

incapacity of the university to comprehend
man's experience in any given age as both
diverse — in terms of the activities of

different classes, races and sexes (how
many women does history record?) — and
integrated — in the sense of interplay both
among these groups and among their

various modes of self-expression, i.e. art,

politics, economic activity and Intellectual

creation. The social science curricula af-
ford scant fulfilment of that hope.

Anthropology courses focus chiefly

on the exotica Ignored by other
departments although this Is one dis-

cipline in which a capacity for dealing with
the integrity and interrelatedness of
human experience has not entirely
disappeared.

Psychology, sociology and political

science all suffer from a tendecy to Im-
pose the norms of mlddleclass behaviour
and existing social arrangements on the
subjects of their study. Their essential
goal is to orient students to the Idea of
society as a reconciliation system In which
all interests and viewpoints can be, ac-
comodated without messy conflicts and

Continued on Page 15

INNIS Film Society
PRESENTS

WANTED
FOR ASSAULT,ARMED ROBBERYAND

COMMITTING A LEWD AND IMMORAL DANCE
WITH ACHOCOLATE PUDDING

WGOGt HUN'S

"TAKETHE MONEY AND RUN"
WOODY ALLEN JANET MARGOLIN

Friday, Sept. 22, 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.

MED. SCI. AUDITORIUM
Admission 75c.

i
clip out

I
Upon presentation at Harvey's any
U of T student will be allowed thisWELCOME BACK OFFER

* HAMBURGER

Welcomes Students

New & Old

Back to U of T

We cordially invite you ail to drop in
to any Harvey's in Toronto. Bring this
coupon with you to get our

WELCOME BACK OFFER

OFFER EXPIRES
OCT. 31, 1972

FRENCH FRIES

SOFT DRINK
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Fragility in Tchaikowsky work

Forst, Thomson and Rldeout fn Eugene Onegln

The operas of Tchaikowsky are rarely performed
and seeing Eugene Onegln staged last Saturday was a
treat on this account. It Is an Intriguing opera, based on a
story by Pushkin and changed by Tchaikowsky Into a fln-
de-slecle conversation piece. The effect Is Interesting
with Pushkin's tragedy dipped Into Tchalkowskys sugar-
plum fairy powder, but emerging looking a little too
refined. The contrasts of story and setting were not unlike
an icon, with cold, Impassive visage framed by ornate
glitter.

After such a verbose preamble. It would be
redundant to stress the weakness of the plot But one
became aware of the burden placed on the singers who
had to contend not only with Intricate {and ofter
Inconsiderate) arias but also weak characterizations for
all the main roles, save Tatyana.

The acting Inability of Victor Braun was painfully
exposed, as he sang the role of Onegln. As the haughty,

self-assured playboy he was convincing; but In the final
act his desperate pleas to Tatyana and crushing rejection
by her were much less plausible. On the other hand Mr
Braun was vocally superior and dominated the huge
stage with his beautiful baritone voice.

Heather Thomson as Tatyana sang and acted

Zhlahthf^'f:
b6dr0°m arl8 ln Act

1 was per^ps
highlight of the evening. Somewhat weaker wasmezzo-soprano Patrice Rldeout as the nurse, FlllpyevnaM ss Rldeout has difficulties In the lower rangewK 8hestrains to project. We noted this difficulty first with her

interpretation of Suzuki in Madame Butte^rflyTasTyear

wmln* p [°ductlon as a wnole was coherent andstaging problems were adeptly solved. The orchestra

nlght^Sion,
0"'9 ,,9hty PaC6d

'
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Southern Comfort: it's the only way to travelJoin the fun on the S.S. Southern * ««J IV liaVCIi
Comfort. The party takes off any
night and the only baggage you
need is some Southern Comfort
ice, and mix.
See you on the levee. >

Arrivals from the South:

Cold Comfort

Pour Vh ounces of Southern Comfort
over crushed ice. Add a twist of lemon.

Comfort Screwdriver

Pour V/2 ounces of Southern Comfort
over ice. Top up with orange juice.

Comfort Collin*

Mix iy2 ounces of Southern Comfort
with the juice of a quarter of a lime.
Add some ice. Fill the glass with
lemon-lime drink.

Try these, too:

Comfort 'n' Cola,

Comfort and Tonic,
Comfort Daiquiri, etc., etc.

Sexual

Awareness

SEPIEMNI
25TH-29TH
A Week of Discussions, Displays
and Films to Explore Our
Sexuality - Facts and Fantasies -

Pleasures and Problems.
Sponsored by The University
Health Service and The Students'
Administrative Council.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26TH
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28TH
2:00

5.-00

P.M.

LASH MILLER Building Room
161 (St. George And Willcocks
Sts.)

Two Afternoons of Informal
Discussion, Displays and Film
Presentations.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26TH
Medical Sciences Building
(Large Lecture Theatre)

"SEXUALITY"
Presentations from a Panel of
Doctors, Sociologists and
Students, with Opportunity for
Questions and Discussion.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH
7:00 Medical Sciences Building

PHH
(Large Lecture Theatre)

"CONTRACEPTION"
A Look at Family Planning
Methods and Problems.
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China comes

to the Ex;

glut infects

the midway

"Do they know?" This was my first

question at the startling announcement
last year that the People's Republic of
China were coming to the Canadian
National Exhibition. The bamboo curtain
was splintering, yes. and China was
anxious to display the fruits of its collec-
tivlst labor to jaded capitalist consumers
But, surely, they had been somehow
misinformed the "National" In the name
had thrown them off, maybe, made
them think that this was to be another
Expo '67. another Flushing Meadows
Fair, a little more folksey and loose
possibly, but a big deal nonetheless.

What would they say, then, when
they arrived to find among their
neighbors the sheep and swine pavilion,
the stand where you could squirt
mustard and catsup against a whirling
canvas to make kaleidoscopic designs
that "look and smell like the CNE", or the
round-the-world rides on the midway,
depleting their country as a never-never-
land where buck-toothed coolies
shuffled along under the benevolent
smiles of Buddha? Heads would roll.

There was a reason to go to the Ex
now, at least a pretext. It was quite all
right to gawk reverently at the lacquer
were, even to supress a smile at the
Chanman's sturdy homilies which I

wrongly expected, would plaster the
walls. But, though I was eager to see just
what notes China would strike amid all
the ricky-tlck of the fair, the rest of the Ex
was starting to lure me, too. The midway
is something of a twingelng tooth for me
and my tongue keeps nudging over to
prod it.

fmm
Mo

h
st

(

o1 my life. I lived a few milesfrom what was billed as the second
biggest country fair In the U.S.A To oowas tantamount to a civic obligation and
in a town without much else to do it waseasy to find excuses for returning asecond and a third time. It never oc-
curred to me that I was free not to gothough I hated it, as I had hated (a IlL
kid parades and circuses which in-vana bly , left|n tears . Why they affected

had 17
00

!

d6a
-
SUr6ly

'
dumb kid

'
1had no inkling of the behind-the-scenes

doings of carny folk. Craven dishonesty
Common-law jealousies. Mlckies of rye

Jl;

de"a
V°"

ed UP wi,h th« 'ent-canvasand unfurled half a continent away.

waJrL!!
WaSn

,' t 1 started 10 sneak-watch late movies when I should havebeen In bed. and Nightmare Alley stuck

2« 6
',°

r We8ks
' ,hat 1 was abloto put

:
eaS°ns t0 mv qye'ms. (Tyrone Poweends up as that ghastly after-hour spec-

tacle, a geek. Usually a terminal

alcoholic, a geek horrifies the yokels by
biting the heads off Ifve chickens).

Once I got over that picture, that
melodrama about things and ways of life

which I could not, then, imagine, the
same old fairs began to attract me for
precisely the same reasons that had
repelled me before. It had been quite a
while since I had let myself indulge a
leering curiosity; China had now given
me a pretext. One Friday afternoon I

jumped on a Bathurst car and rode
down; I would get the China pavilion out
of the way at the start, leaving the night
for voyeurism.

The queue, rather surprisingly,
completely circled the Queen Elizabeth
Building, but It was moving along ef-
ficiently. People were not loitering. I

surmised. In The People's Republic
Pavilion. The good Dr Bethune was there
to greet us among the photo-studies of
friendly solidarity. Beyond the foyer you
couldn't help being struck by the heavy
artillery: Lathes, gear nobbing machines
and (my favorite) a bore core sample
tracer. All were contoured, as If of
plastic, in no-nonsense battleship grey.

The walls were alight with color
ransparencies. Oil refineries loomed
large, making China look as exotic and
inviting as Bayonne, New Jersey You
could follow, as If in a World Economy
schoolbooK the whole process from
drilling to packaging. "Number 1505 drill
team chalked up a new drilling record "

boasts one photograph, In good idiom
Nearby Is a display of petroleum
products, of every hue, gleaming In their
flasks as opulently as the shelves of
Nquers aboard the SS France: Vacuum
Sealing Grease Number 3 and 4 Anti-
Ftusting Agents Number 3 and 4' What
had happened to one and two?

Agriculture was conspicuous "The
capital construction of farmland is beinq
vigorously carried out in the spirit of self-
reliance and arduous struggle" Yes
indeed. Meticulous reconstructions of
terrain, the kind over which a spoonful of
water, poured over high ground, will
sluice in proper channels and not seep

S£j$! °V
h6 tiny bufldin 8S- Erosion.

Scientific ploughing. Irrigation. Straight
from that battered grade nine textbook'
production of grain, of oils of
vegetables.

Further on, another under-the-
Christmas-tree model settlement- "The
newly built village of Tachal". Tachal was
no doubt a dream of efficiency and ahappy home for its people, but I wasn't
bowled over. But then, I'd seen It before
and so have you. Do you remember the

long, drab terraces of adjoining shacks,
coal-towns, In How Green was My
Valley? (You can see the same thing in
the newsclips from Londonderry and
Belfast.) Tachal was a company town. No
doubt It was spanking clean and had free
clinics, but the spectre of robber-baron
industrialism was there.

Leaving the rather sombre
economic lessons behind, I stolled over
the domestic displays, of the sort you
might see a cross the way in the Live
Better Electrically Utopia. There was the
"Snowflake" refrigerator (no automatic
ice-makers yet.) Two chubby phones,
baby blue and canary yellow, every bit as
ugly as Bell's "futuristic" instruments.
The "Typical" sewing machine, (looking
just like the one that gathered dust for
years in my aunt's attic, but without the
foot treadle), intricate gold filigrees
curling up its sturdy frame.

So far
| had been peering at all

these proudly selected exhibits with a
kind of snide amusement; all right, with
smug Western condescention. This is
quite unfair. I know; we find this national
pride rooted in bumper crops and oil
refineries a little naive (but then have you
taken a look at the back of the new ten-
dollar bills?). Friends of mine who know
these things, who can tell about
machinery and electronic gear by
looking at it, were impressed. Not quite
up to western standards yet, clunkily
designed, to be sure, but an enormous
technological leap easy for us to forget It

would be churlish to belittle their ac-
complishment and to guy their pride
Still, it is disquieting to see China
steaming headlong Into the same sooty
fallacies as the West. If it's good for the
economy, its good, period.

These were morose thoughts. There
was still the rest of the exhibit, han-
dicrafts and amusements, and the
mechanisms of culture and leisure It
would have been hearteningto see more
of these things, but it was something that
they were there at all. Five years ago Idoub whether we would have seen
anything of them.

The Chinese liked tobacco (too
much, I hear) and alcohol. This wasobv.ous. Cigarettes with names like
Coco Palms and Golden Camel caught
the eye with sultry Arabian scenes, like
Ang o-Amerlcan brands in the twenties- Mecca, Egyptian Prettiest, Fatimas -
when smoking was still a foppish
Eastern vice. (Westerners like to orlen-
alize their vices; the Chinese get theirs
trom the decadent West).

There were varieties of Chinese

vermouth, Special Fine Brandy, Chee
Foo White Wine which came in
something looking like a catsup bottle
Other brands came in lavishly decorated
pottery crocks. I wondered if we would
soon be seeing Mao-tal, the brackish
sorghum brandy, at the LCBO.

A semblance of a queue still colle-S
through the pavilion, kids poking at the
scale models, women with shorts and
varicose veins pushing baby strollers
past the valve seals and anti-rustlng
agents. The only real thickening of the
line occurred arould the artifacts; often It

was hard to get close. (You could have
shot a cannon at the gear hobbing
machine with only property damage
resulting, by contrast). The clolssone, to
my untrained eye, looked every bit as
finely crafted as the Imperial lac-
querware In the Royal Ontario Museum.
There was a grouping of musical In-
struments; how the violins and basoons
would sound when accompanying such
revolutionary masterworks as Taking
Tiger Mountain by Strategy I don't know
but they looked splendid.

There were more artifacts, knick-
knacks really, and these were less In-
spiring. Figurines, every male torso
bearing the ruddy cheeks and rippling
musculature of socialist realism (I ke- V
remembering Alex's ransacked lobby ufA Clockwork Orange, More carvings
polntlessly Intricate dust-catchers. Have
you ever seen those toothpick models of
the Taj Mahal or Notre Dame that
somebody has spent seven years and
400,000 splinters of wood? You oh and
ah over the craftsmanship and think
god, what a monstrosity.

The cascade of fabrics had scant
appeal to Western eyes. The designs
various stylizations of foliage, mostly'
were close and busy, the colors'
themselves hot and faded. Imagine a
room upholstered and draped with these
fabrics, fill it up with the lacquer cigarette
boxes, some cloissone, a few laclly
carved figurines. Throw a richly woven
rug on the floor and a tepestry of
admirable handicraft along the wall You
might as well be in some barrister's
study in the days just after Victoria, when
dusty orlentalla cluttered the mansion-
fiats of the realm. All the artifacts, all the I

skillfull weavlngs, seem geared to a
fading market, an imperial opulence a '

sense of booty and destinies that has
almost totally let us. The East Is n-\
mysterious, the exhibit seemd J
proclaim, it is deja-vu. We've been this
way ourselves, 15, 20 years ago, a half-
century even.

As we left the pavilion,
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loudspeakers from the grandstand
played some bittersweet wartime song
purring with saxophones. Sentimental
Journey, Dreams? Or maybe Slow Boat
to China? Nearby passed a man who
might have stepped out of my junior hiqh
school.

A Shirt with short sleeves rolled up
"nree turns {a pack of smokes tucked
over his bleep), he left It unbuttoned over
the whlte-bread-and-beer belly. Still
using vaseline of his hair; not the
stauchest sprays of the tv commercials
could hold up that mid-fifties do, even If

he used them. The whole mass the coy
descriptive phrase, duck's ass, suddenly
became clear to me) does bear an eerie
resemblance to a duck, even down to the
oiled feathers.

How disorienting. These were the
guys whom f, little brush-cut kfd, kept
away from in school. The guys who took
the auto-auto-mechanics course but
wanted cars only for noisemakers, and

damn the precision machinery. The ones

This one's married now, trying tokeep check on two little demons racing
from the Zipper to the Wild Mouse. The
wife sequined eyebrows on her
sunglasses, a lumpy beehive of straw-
colored hair, trails behind, bored. They
looked so much older than me In high
school I used to despair. They still doand l had a pang of compassion for all
the wise toughs from those days who had
sneered themselves into crummy
installment-pian lives.

All this sent me off to a reverie
Sentimental journey, I mused, time trips
County Fairs, exhibitions - what were
they supposed to do? Bring the life of the
cities, gaudy and neon-bright, to the
hinterlands. Bring the future of
sophisticated appliances, scientific
marvels, new designs to the workaday
present, The twenties and thirties with
their mad, just around-the-corner
dreams for the good life: just sit in your
penthouse and push buttons, all day
long. The Shape of Things to Come Ditto
the well-oiled fifties, space-age fantasies
every week In the magazine section in
Lite and Collier's.

Somewhere along the way the
machinery got stuck in reverse. The
hinterlands come to big cities, we step
back a decade, or two or three. The
sideshow lures us with clippings from the
Arkansas Gazette, and we don't gawk
we titter. We find out that those people
from years ago are still around; where
else do we see them anymore? The
biggest attraction of all on the midway —
go back, wherever you want. The fifties.
The forties. That time between the wars.
It's all there, waiting to be sniffed out.

And how well The People's Republic
blended in. At such forward-looking ex-
travaganzas as Expo, China would have
looked country-cousin Indeed Im-
poverished little countries squandered
their treasuries to keep up with the great-
power Jonses, like Bette Davis in The
Catered Affair. You couldn't imagine
China doing that, even if it had begun to
break out of Its self-made shell. So they
chose the blowsy old CNE. Who would
notice the chunky sets with screens the
color of egg yolks boiled too long? Not
the tired lines of people who spent their
brief youth watching American Ban-
dstand on just such a set. Or the
unstylish dry goods, the garish bric-a-
brac? Not the people who still see this
stuff in Honest Ed's and who furnished
their first flat with three rooms of fur-
niture from a post-war emporium with
easy budget terms, and who still had the
end tables.

Clever people (as an old expression
marvels), these Chinese.

The cooking smells along the
midway were thick and exotic, like a
brochette of innards smoking over coals
in a North African bazaar. But we opted
for the reliable fare over at Ontario Place
which looks worlds away. "Labyrinth"
was playing - it had been the hit of Expo
67 I had heard - so we joined the lines
snaking Into Clnesphere. That damn
music from A Clockwork Orange
ushered us In, (ominous, that), and we
fidgeted through a third of an hour of
split-split-screen lyricism, half Midnight
Cowboy, half National Geographic "Is
the last room empty?" asks the bilingual
narrator, apropos of nothing, "or Is It
filled with all the shapes and sounds In
the world?" Good question, that I

decided I was ready for a bracer stiff as a
double bourbon: the fatty, Philistine
lures of the midway.

All day the sky had been the color of
hot zinc, without a breeze. A singular
odor collects over the fair on such a day
and is the same all over the country It

may vary a little, depending on which of
its components predominates -
manure, machinery oil and ozone can-
vas, blackening grill grease. The essence
remains, however; they could bottle It asnow they bottle pungent raw musk-oil' as
Carnival Cachet. This particular night a
blanket of charcoal smoke, gritty with
carcinogens, lay over the lights, and the
stench of food sizzling In long-rancid fat
cut easily through the other ripe smells.

The genteel afternoon crowds
those who had come for Better Living
Electrically and the Food Pavilion and a
browse through Cina, had mostly dls-
appered, gone home or packed in the
grandstand for the skirl of pipes and the
swirl of kilts. The kids now possessed the
midway, just a few days before the
schools redevoured them 'til June.

The younger they were, the less
distinguishable. The boys* jeans flopped
over white shoes with four, or two or five
stripes, they all wore t-shlrts with funny
things on them, and they rakishly jerked
the hair out of their eyes. Their girls'
almond-shaped faces peeped tentatively
out from symmetrical cascades of hair
They kept rhythm in their strides and In
the mastication of their gum. Queueing
up for the rides, It was boy-girl, boy-girl,
boy-girl, only occasionally broken up by
a gaggle of stag-visitors, who horsed
around in the lines and only rode things
that turned upside-down.

Or there were the women, who
travelled, like extra-careful nuns, in
threes and who all wore pants suits.
Mother and sister and daughter, or the
three plain girls from the office. Mostly
they walked up the midway and down
again, shrelklng when one of them
suggested they have their weights
guessed, then blew the rest of the night
on Bingo. One trio, out for laughs, ca-
joled each other into a spree on the Wild

cat. They bought their tickets only to find
out that the seats were for two, and
empty space is no way to run a business
The odd-glr-out was shunted aside
looking forlorn, soon to be paired off with
one of the stag males, who endured the
furtive japes of his companions.

We strolled over to the side shows
The Ape Girl, Princess Something, in an
electronically sealed cage" would
change into a gorilla, sprouting hair
before you very eyes. $1000 if not true
the come-ones wheedled, $1000 Further
on, you could see such mutants as a
sheep with five legs, and more arresting
fauna. Rivalry ran high between the
chicken with backward feathers and the
one with fur Instead of feathers. The star
attraction was the giant jungle rat-from
the sewers of Hong King."

The various neons of ferris wheels
twisters, and all the whirling tourture-
mstruments, glared and shifted against
all the facades: Rattle Dattle Char-
burgers, Laff in the Dark, a lurid sound
and-llght show through the smokey
haze. Peak feeding hours were past the
high rancidity of the air had subsided to
a point where any further diminution
would have left me disappointed This
chip-oil smell of badly run concessions
usully apalls me. That night, It had hair)
activated an odd set of cravings.

There are genteel grandmothers
(bless their twinkling blue eyes and blue
hair) who won't miss the wrestling on
their color consoles. There are people
like myself who in mid-January, open the
windows wide and douse the lights to
squeeze every possible shiver from a twoam horror movie.

People, a lot of people I'll bet, go to
these fairs and exhibitions and carnivals
precisely to savour that perverse
glamour. We crave vulgarity, the game
savour of the raffish, mush as our bones
crave calcium or our blood Iron.

It's a relative thing, I suppose That
woman with the beehive hair and
sunglasses was right to be bored; the
street she lives on probably dishes out
every week as mush of the seamy side as
I get to see all year. And spending
evenings with Middlemarch or The Cam-
bridge Ancient History probably Induces
severe psychic deficiencies. Is It any
accident that academics are the most
voracious consumers (and producers) of
shameless thrillers? There's some In-
verse ratio at work here, even as the
most successful flights of prose-poetry
usually have the heavist ballast of the
earthy, the clinical, the Philistine, or as
the most charming cities (Venice, New
Orleans) have their most elegant byways
and palazzos abutting on the sordid and
jazzy night towns.

We have come to an attraction
called The Chambre, which from the
pictures of loosely veiled, uberously
breasted women In every sort of con-
tortion, seems to be a psychopath's wet
dream. Loudspeakers coaxed us In.
"See a young girl hung on a meathook,"
the voice rasped engagingly. "See a
young girl on a bull-wheel being roasted
alive." Cute little buys, pride of the cub
scouts, were counting out their quarters.
We began to move away. "It's a groovy
happening," the voice "wheedled plain-
tively, to our backs. Glut was beginning
to set in, fast.

The fireworks were spattering the
sky as we milled down to board a street
car, jammed with pastel pandas and
outlandish sombreros. Stop and go up
Bathurst, windows open to the close
night. Outside the Wheat Sheaf Tavern,
at King Street, a very drunk young
woman in crimson hot-pants, very un-
steady on her high-heeled black boots,
shreiked after a gaunt laborer who was
deserting her. Outside the Paddock, at
Queen, somebody lay spread-eagled on
the pavement. Nearby, a very old man
poked vlslously through green garbage
bags with his cane.

At the Bathurst station, someone
collapsed on the platform after smashing
a bottle down against the tracks, putting
a furtive mouse to flight. On the train, two
kids, 13 or 14 at most, necked furiously.
As the train braked to our stop, I watched
a tired looked woman with a babushka
lean forward to speak to the girl. A
reprimand, I was sure. But no, she
seemd to be the girl's mother, asking a
question. Satisfied, she settled back to
stare at the tunnel walls, and her
daughter rejoined the embrace. The
boy's t-shlrt asked the cutely stenciled
question: "Wanna ball?" Glut had set in.

By Bill MacVicar
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Continued from Page 14

without departing radically from existing

institutional and economic models.
Deviant behaviour and social disruptions

are treated as anomalous problems
rooted In the personal or group failures of

the individuals or "minorities" concerned
or as temporary abberations in the es-

sentially correct functioning of the system.
There are exceptions to this pattern of

analysis among Individual professors, but
we are speaking of the general Impression
conveyed by the curricula of these
departments.

Economic courses by and large

ignore the exploration of radical alter-

natives to the existing mode of production
and distribution of wealth, treat capital as
an entity with a life of Its own rather than as
the product of socially mobilized labour

and human will, and bypass the political,

social and cultural effects of American
ownership of Canada.

Non-development of the third world

is interpreted in nearly every discipline as

a failure of the indigenous social systems
(which are usually not even studied as

they were before outside Incursion) rather

than as a by-product of centuries of Im-

perialism and the capitalist organization of

the world market. If only all peoples and all

classes could be as rationally bureaucratic

as the Western elites! (See, e.g., David

Apter's Politics of Modernization, which
tells us they Inevitably will be).

It is a commonplace among those

who have had experience of this and other

universities to note that their government
and the educational process within them
are undemocratic and conducive to the

development of master-servant
relationships between teachers and
taught, graduates and their fellow

Canadians.

It Is less frequently pointed out that

the very content of our education fails to

acquaint student with the real life,

thoughts and social experience of the

mass of humanity in this and every other

age. The articulate, the privileged and the

victors of history are paraded before us

year after year as the only real represen-

tatives of life on this planet. And since

most of us expect to join one or all of those

categories, small wonder that we accept

this fauous and untruthful version of past

and existing reality, as the classicists ex-

poind the virtures of stave-based, Imperial

Athens, the medievalists tout scholastical

hierarchy and feudalism, and the political

scientists tell us the benefits of the war In

Vietnam.

Plato, Aristotle, Locke, Churchill,

Franklin Roosevelt, Harold Wilson and
pierre Elliot Trudeau are slyly pawned off

on us as contributors to the development
of the democratic Ideal, while Stalin and
Brezhnev are passed off as the logical

products of Marxist approaches to
political problems. Major contributors to

the growth of the democratic Idea such as
Marsilius of Padua, Herder, Thomas
Paine, Rosa Luxemburg and Frantz Fanon
are virtually Ignored.

And In an era when minor variants of

the fascist form of government are main-
stays of the free world and the Russian
bloc, it is all but impossible to find a
course In any department which deals with

the history, politics, economic base (In-

variable support by the biggest In-

dustrialists, including British and
American), psychology and sociology of

the well-documented Instances of full-

blown faclsm in the 1920's and "30's.

These and other deficiencies of the

university curriculum are commonly
blamed on the evil machinations of the

corporate elites who supposedly dominate
the universities through their boards of

governors. They have played their part In

(he past, but in the present the buck need
no longer be passed so far. Universities

are controlled from within, and the enemy
of free thought Is within.

The fact is that It Is the faculty

members, aided by a largely quiescent,

unquestioning, upper-class or aspiring

upper-class student body, who are
responsible for the shoddy state of the
academic community. Those professors

who have the tenure and concomitant
security which should enable them to act

independently are themselves, for the

most part, the internal pole In the un-
iversity of the antl-democratlc,
manipulative Canadian and American up-
per classes (and NDP affiliation does not

exonerate most professorial members of

that party from this Indictment).

If real changes are to be made, they
will be made by the students In concert

with a small minority of the present faculty.

The method of achievement of such
changes remains an enigma. The type of

reforms from above attempted in the last

classical record
Continued from Page 13

A & A Records (2 locations: 351
Yonge above Bloor and 131 Bloor West, In

the Colonnade). The Yonge Street store

(upstairs) Is the best classical mart In

town. It has frequent manufacturer's
clearance sales, very wide selection of old

releases, and a progressively campaign-
like eagerness to stock recent releases.

They will order records, but if It comes
from Europe you'll know it by the stiff

price. Prices are otherwise reasonable:

$4.50 - 5.50 for regular releases and 99
cents - $3.00 for bargain releases. Also a
fair selection of 8-track cartridges and
cassettes. Some reel to reel tapes, but at

twice the price of an album — no wonder
they're becoming obsolete.

Sam the Record Man 347 Yonge,
nudging A&A). Good classical section at

the back of the first floor, with the

standard bargain labels and prices (e-

quivalent to A & A most of the time). A
well-stocked renaissance and medieval

music section is a nice surprise.

Eaton's (190 Yonge at Queen). We
shouldn't blame department stores for

high prices, shallow selection. It Is the

price the buyer pays for the convenience
of having every other commodity at his

disposal at the same location. Apologies
aside, prices are high, choice limited.

Chances are, record buffs don't require

"every other commodity" and should
know better. *
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few years will clearly not work. We must
rethink.

If we want a democratic education, a
democratic, informed and Independent
Canada, and a world In which men can
again live as men we must canvas every
alternative. And we must not be afraid to

include the Ontario public, in whose name
education Is conducted so duplicitously

today, In our attempts at transformation.

In this, as in most other aspects of the
transformation. In this, as in most other
aspects of the transformation of educa-
tion, we have failed up to now.

Gary Webster was a doctoral student
in political science at U of T. He was a
member of the Commission on University

Government (CUG} which recommended
democratization of university structures.

He now teaches at the University of Prince
Edward Island.

Reprinted from the Victoria

University 1970 Handbook.

Simpson's (176 Yonge at Queen).
Here Is a partial exception to the rule.

While the rock section Is poor, the
classical section Is not bad at all. If you
don't know quite what you want, here Is a
place to begin without being overwhelmed

by an infinity of choices as is the case at A
& A, for example. There Is a good
selection of classical DGG cassettes, too,

at regular (high) prices.

The Book Cellar (2 locations: in the

Charles Promenade belowBlooron Yonge,
and on Yorkvllle, two blocks above Bloor

off Avenue Rd.). Both stock exclusively

classical records. The Charles St. location

is poorly stocked with only Seraphlms
which selling for a dime less than the

regular bargain price of $2.39. The
Yorkville location devotes a whole room to

records. The setting is attractive, but the

choise is limited to full-price ($5.00)

Angels and DGG's.

Target Tape (corner of Isabella and
Yonge, 1 block south of Charles), A fairly

good classical selection In cassettes and
8-track, as well as a well-stocked rock

section makes this the best tape mart
downtown, but the prices seem somewhat
ungenerously high for an all-tape store (in

classical music).

Circle of Sound (Toronto Dominion
Concourse, King at Bay). High prices (e.g.

Tournabouts, of which they have a fairly

large stock, are selling for nearly $4 while

A&A and Sam's price is about $2.75, fair

selection in cassette and 8-track, In an
attractive setting-you get what you pay for.

Ian Scott

STARTING MONDAY:

VIRGIN DAWN

CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

BANANAS
Toronto's Lowest Priced Night Club

PART TIME WORK AVAILARLE

G% D
OUAHJER-CEWTUm OF SERVICE

drivers and service

stations attendents

needed

21 years, chauffers licence

good driving record

CALL 363-5619
METRO CAB CO. LTD

811 KING ST. W.

THE
nV LOWEST

*>&\ PRICES
\t>* ON

GROOVY
ROUND
THINGS

ARNOLD/KENNER presents

erienee! ^

THE WORLD RENOWNED
FLAMENCO GUITARIST

Also Featuring

ANITA SHEER

"has captured the soul' of 'ha Flamenco Guitar"

MASSEY HALL
Saturday,

September 30
8:30 p.m.

— Men I ay a

"males you feverishly wish for

odjectivei to sing her

virtuei."

— the late Nolhon Cohen

Ticketn $3.90, $4.50, $5.50 tax included

Available alt Mnsiey Hall, A&A Records, Eaton'!,

The Book Cellar. Target j

Tape Store * __^^f^B
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the theatre
Theatre's version of Russian roulette, the

subscription series, is upon us again. The theory is that

you save a lot of money by paying a lump sum at the

beginning of the season for which you receive seats at a

discount. The butlet in the chamber is the quality of the

shows themselves. A series ranges from four to eight

shows and all the entries may be excellent. Or there

might be one bomb, or two, or. . .

The Royal Alexandra. 260 King St. W. (363-4211), as
usual. Is first off the line; its series has already started,

badly, with The Rothschilds. However, subscription rates

are still being offered on the remaining live road shows.

How the Other Half Lives, Irene. Henry IV, end Voyage
Around My Father. For students, subscribing is about the

only way to see these shows at a decent price. Seats for

The Rothschilds vary from $15 for a pew in the orchestra,

evenings, to a low of $4.50 for a seat up with the gods at a

matinee. Subscription prices are $39 top down to $12.50

for the five shows. These amounts are slightly above half

price and are better than average for theatre ticket

discounts in Toronto.

The O'Keefe Centre, Front and Yonge. (363-6633),

offers the largest subscription series with eight shows.
Seven of these have been revealed to date: The Sound of

Music, Two Gentlemen of Verone, Two by Two, Follies,

The London Palladium Show, Ballade and Gone with the

Wind. The price range Is stunning, from $60 for weekend
orchestra seats to $18 for the rear balcony, only an
Olymlc record javelin throw away from the stage. There
are no student discounts on subscriptions because the
prices have already been reduced. The O'Keefe does
offer a good deal on its many non-subscription
attractions like the Canadian Opera Company and the

National Ballet.

Students are admitted for half price to Wednesday
and Saturday matinees and to evening performances on
student standby after 7 p.m. if ticket sales are slow.

The best place to see straight drama, although it is

not always the best drama, Is the St. Lawrence Centre,
Front just east of Yonge, (366-7723). Toronto's only large
rep theatre this year offers five plays in its season: The
Trial, Twelfth Night. A Touch of the Poet, Electra and Les
Belles Soeurs. It is a conservative selection, designed to

eliminate memories of previous experiments that ended
in disaster and to consolidate a growing corps of
followers. The St. Lawrence keeps Its prices reasonable
at $25 top for the five shows and if you want to go to
Saturday matinee previews, it's $5 for the lot. That's
cheaper than a good many movies around.

Several of the smaller companies have also gone
the pay now. play later route. Oldest of these is Toronto
Workshop Productions, 12 Alexander St. (925-8640).
Students can pay $10 to see five plays: Hey Rube!, The
Inspector-General, Indiens, Letters From the Earth and

The Good.Soldier Schweik. Three of the plays are either

original material or adapted by the workshop which has a

long standing reputation for innovative and exciting

productions.

The University Alumni Dramatic Club, after years in

coach houses all over the city, seem to have found a

permanent home in the new Flrehall Theatre, Adelaide
and Berkeley. (241-0112). Oddly enough, the theatre is a
converted 19th Century fireball and a piece o? local

architectural memorabilia. To celebrate, the UADC offers

its first subscription series of four plays: The Plough and
the Stars, Le Temps Sauvage. The Women and The
Zykovs. A subscription is $8 but does not save the
student any money unless he wants to attend on Friday or

Saturday night when the standard student price goes up
from $2 to $3.

The Menagerie Players has a four play subscription

season at the Central Library Theatre, College and St.

George, (924-8950). If Oh Dad, Poor Dad, the first In the

series, Is any indication, this group's productions should
be taken one at a time and after careful consideration,
rather than In a lump on speculation.

One other group, Classic Stage Productions, has
begun an eight play season, no subscription, at the
Colonnade Threatre. And It Its first production Is any
Indication, it is just as well that no series has been
offered.

The only organization on campus that has thus far

announced a season Is Hart House Theatre. Now that the
economic crunch has come, Hart House has abandoned
its policy of presenting seldom-seen {often with good
reason) plays and Is trying more well-known and popular
fare In order to increase Interest and box office. Only
three plays instead of the usual four win be presented this

year: The Misanthrope. Rosmersholm and Hamlet.
Watch the Varsity and posters tor announcements of
productions by other campus groups.

The other theatres in Toronto seem to work, in

public at least, on a pro tern basis. Two of them are now
presenting works. Tarragon Theatre, 30 Bridgman St.,

(964-8833) has Leaving Home, a successful piece being
revived from last season. Wednesday a new Canadian
play, Foul Play, opens at the Factory Lab Theatre, 374
Dupont St. (921-5989).

Other experimental small theatres are Theatre
Passe Muralile, 11 Trinity Square (366-3376); Global
Village, 17 St. Joseph St. (964-0035); Studio Lab, 209
Adelaide St. E. (366-6451); Actors' Theatre. 390 Dupont
St., (923-9792). These can offer most absorbing and
creative theatre.

The Theatre In the Dell, formerly the only surviving
home of the revue In Toronto, will present a double bill of
straight, non-musical comedies, opelng October 2 for a
three month run.

when you

need someone

to talk to

Community Switchboard 923-0944

Bilhunt-Bloor Information Cntn
531-4613

Community Information Ctntn of

Matropolftin Toronto 863-0505

SMint's Admlnlitntlvi Council

926- 491

1

Connection (drug ind modioli) 595-6100
Action Service Contact Contra (crisis

Intirvontlon) 255-7746

Toronto Free Clinic

252 Dupont 925-6223

Birth Control Infonnitton 469-9006
University of Toronto Dentil Clinic

926- 2764

VD Ho! Lino 664-1011
Vlllipo Hullh Centra

lOeScollardSt. 925-3843

Will-Biby Clinic

64 Augusta 920-1793
Distress Centra 366-1121
Distress Contra Two 486-1456
Advisory Bureau 928-2684

U of THhIHi StrvlM— Mm 928-2459
U of T Hullh StrvlM - Women 92f
2456

Welfira Action 741-6595

Lindlord-Tonint Advisory Bureiu

367-8572

Career Counselling and Placement, U of T
928-2537

Housing Strain. U of T 926-2542

Plinnod Pirenthood 924-3761
Pollution Probt 928-6155
Toronto Transit Commission 487-2424
Toronto Women's Caucus 368-6563
Woman's Llbtratlon Movement

:ibortlon rtftrnl: 533-9006
Any Day Now :frea store:.

26 Oxford St.

St. Jamestown Fret Store.

375BlMcksr 921-4788
Cimpus Co-optratlvo Day Cire Cantra 12
Sussex 925-7495
University Sattltmnt House 364-9133
Toe Vanity 923-8741' 923-8742

QUAKER MEETING
21 k '

Quak
.

6
'
W0,Ship ia an hour ol silent*' We lind lhal in thisscience there may be a real meeting ot people, one with another, and each withsomething deeper. The experience may be refreshing, challenging, disturbing ormerely dull, according lo what each brings to it. Any ot those present may beremoved to speak, on Ihe meeting may find its strength .n silence

Meeting tor worship every Sunday at 11 a.m. Coffee hour after the meeting

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
60 LOWTHER AVE.

(east of St. George, north ol Bloor)

Phone 921-038B lor information about Sunday classes tor all ages, and weekday

FASHION
WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

IN PERSON

ROBERT

CHARLEBOIS
MASSEY HALL

SAT., SEPT. 23, 1972

8:30 p.m.

Tickets:

$3.00, $4.00, $5.00

Available at:

MASSEY HALL BOX OFFICE

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

$4

$2

V JEANS

V T-SHIRTS

V BAGGIES —(values to $30) d»o * e

V SWEATERS
ffom$4

V BLAZERS

V SMOCKS !?"].

V GOWNS ^3
)/ BLAZER & BAG SUITS $22.30

^shion .

WAREHOUSE

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6
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Intransigence threatens Loyola-SGW
MONTREAL (CUP) —

Intrasigence and traditionalism
from the Loyola Faculty of Science
may scuttle merger negotiations
between Loyola College and Sir
George Williams University.

Although spokesmen claim the
top-level talks are going well, the
Loyola science professors are bitter-

ly opposed to their administration's

willingness to eliminate an honors
program from Loyola's science
offerings.

A proposal from Loyola vice-

president Joe Burke during the
summer called for a Faculty of
Science at Sir George, containing
honors, majors and interdisciplinary

programs, while the Loyola division

of science would have only majors
and an interdisciplinary program,

According to the Burke
document, the new federated un-
iversity would contain faculties of
arts, science, commerce and ad-

ministration, and a Loyola faculty

which would specialize in the
humanities, social sciences.

technology, commerce and the
natural sciences.

The science faculty here is being
unrealistic about its position,"
Loyola's domestic committee
member Mark Tigh said. "They're
not willing to compromise one bit
by fighting to keep the honors
program."

He termed identical science
faculties on each campus
"unfeasible" as long as enrolment
continues to decline.

Although the Burke proposal was
rejected by Sir George Williams
officials, it stood as the working
document for the merger talks. The
negotiating committee has now
agreed on another document which
retains the features unacceptable to

Loyola's science faculty.

It calls for faculties of arts and of
science at Sir George, two
university-wide faculties of com-
merce and business administration
and of engineering, and the faculty

of Loyola College with divisions of
arts and science.

merger

Canadian complicity

in Vietnam attacked
By DAVID WISE

The Executive Secretary of the

Vietnam Mobilization Committee
Wednesday attacked Canadian
complicity in the war.

Speaking to a meeting of about 25
people sponsored by the U of T
Committee to End the War in Viet-

nan, Rivhard De Gaetano said that

despite world-wide opposition to

American escalation of the air war
and their bombing of the dikes,

"Canada continues to apologize for

the Americans and pretend that (hey

are scaling it down".
In fact, he continued, "The U.S.

is dropping bombs and killing Viet-

namese at an unparallelled rate."

According to De Gaetano, most
Canadians are resistant to any no-

tion of Canadian guilt concerning
the war. "The fact is," he stated,

"that Canada is the U.S.'s largest

supplier of war related materials and
the world's third largest exporter of

war supplies."

De Gaetano said that the actions

of the antt-war movement and the

impact of world opinion has led

American troops to engage in what
amounted to "open rebellion against

their officers".

Incidents in which soldiers would
refuse en masse to obey the orders of

a superior officer and numerous
outright attacks on officers with

fragmentary bombs, "were the
direct result of the actions of the

anti-war movement," he claimed.
These also "eventually forced Nixon
to change his strategy."

He said that because of the

consequent escalation of the air war
and the bombings of the dikes, the

war is now entering a critical stage.

"With monsoon rains expected to

be heavier than ever because of

American seeding of rain clouds, if

the United States does indeed
succeed in destroying the dikes, as

many as fifteen million people could
consequently die by drowning or

starvation."

De Gaetano emphasized that the

North Vietnamese will never sur-

render to the Americans, but that

even if they win on the ground,
facing America's "automated and
computerized air war with outdated

weaponery" they can only win a

Phyrric victory."

The Vietnam Mobilization

Committee plans to stage demon-
strations across Canada against the

war on November 8.

The document ended a threat to

Loyola's Faculty of Commerce
which had been slated for complete
integration with the Sir George
faculty, eliminating what is general-
ly considered one of Loyola's most
innovative departments.

The plan was approved recently

by the Sir George Board of Gover-
nors and received Monday by the
Loyola Board of Trustees.

Loyola science professors
consider their honor students their

"best students". They fear the loss of
their honors program in the merged
university would represent a loss in

importance for the faculty.

But Loyola spokesmen say the
general trend in science is toward
interdisciplinary studies along liberal

arts lines, while the need for specializa-

tion is declining. The Loyola Science
faculty appears obsessed with
specialization.

Students wont equal hiring say
REGINA (CUP) - Students at

the University of Saskatchewan
Regina campus plan to nominate
their own candidate for the position

of vice-principal of Regina campus.
The move was initiated after the
student demand for parity on the
selection committee was rejected by
the university administration.

The position became vacant when
the former vice-principal Ray
Harvey was appointed deputy
minister of the newly-created
Saskatchewan Department of Con-
tinuing Education.

Student members on the
committee contacted 1 1 people con-,
sidered progressive and asked them
to allow their names to stand for

nomination. Only one has agreed to

stand,

The selection committee chosing
the vice-principal is composed of
two Board of Governors members,
two members of the Regina campus
administration, two faculty
members and two student
representatives.

The students demanded equal
representation on the committee but
were turned down on the grounds
that students already had "parity";
that is the same representation as
other groups. The student represen-
tatives felt that students should have
six members because they comprise
the majority of people at the
.university.

The vice-principal is the chief
administrative officer of the cam-
pus. The committee has decided to

hire a Canadian if the candidate has

qualifications equal with a non-
Canadian. Only a person from

*Seerswanted\
Two of the four people

arrested last March after the
first occupation of Simcoe
Hall are asking tose who were
part of the occupation par-
ticipate in their trials next
Tuesday.

Bill Getty and Tom
McLaughlin want
"testimony" from as many
people as possible.

Call 921-7937 or 861-1233
or leave your name at the

SDS table in Sid Smith if you
want to testify.

Hellyer says Tories will

end inflation, unemployment
By ELAINE KAHN

"Elect Bob Stanfield and the government that will
change the course of Canadian history," urged Paul
Hellyer yesterday afternoon.

Hellyer, conservative candidate for Trinity and a

former Liberal cabinet minister was speaking at a
meeting sponsored by the U of T PC club in Hart
House. Only a dozen people attended the meeting.

Hellyer said he joined the PC's because the party
will change the direction of the management of Canada
and is the most open of all the parties to new ideas.

He asserted that the business cycle is not
inevitable, instead advocating solving unemployment
and inflation by control over monopolies.

"We have the worst run economy in the Western
world," he charged, using graphs and charts of
comparative wages and prices in Canada and fourteen
other countries, to support his point.

He staled that inflation can be reduced to three per
cent in Canada. "1 think it would be closer to two per

cent," he added "but I pick three because it's a
Conservative figure." Several members of the audience
giggled.

Hellyer's controls would not be used on small
businesses, only unions and big corporations. He

posited that if all wage increases were limited to the real

average increase in productivity in industries such as
steel, glass and automobiles, there would be no
inflation. His three per cent figure is based partially on
the fact that 30 per cent of the goods Canada consumes
are irriports.

The minimum wage could be brought up and jobs
provided to eliminate unemployment, Hellyer said.

Thus the "paternalistic Big Brother" attitude of

bureaucracies toward the unemployed could be
eliminated.

People would have a greater range in housing
choice, he claimed.

p

Though a great deal of media support would be
needed to convince Canadians of the need for controls,

Hellyer does not think it will be hard to sell the idea,

because of its advantages. He said it is simply a
"question of thinking through something that is

rational" and claimed that 70 per cent of Canadians
already favour such controls.

Asked what he would do to prevent situations like

the high density apartment growth in downtown Toron-
to and landgrabbing by major developers, Hellyer said

that he is opposed to the rezoning of single family

dwelling areas.

Education faculty expands

Huron parkette slated to disappear

This park at Huron and Washington will vanish If expansion plans go ahead.

The Huron-Washington parkette

has been given only 18 months to

live. The death sentence was ap-

parently confirmed this week by
Keil Gregory of the U of T's office

of business affairs.

Alan McAllister, spokesman for

the Committee on the Huron-
Washington Parkette, originally

reported that the U of T planned to

let the park exist only 18 months.
The Faculty of Education

building, at Bloor and Spadina, is

\ planned to expand to encompass the

whole block containing the park.

The parkette, just opposite several

Campus Co-Op residences, came
into being when local residents dis-

covered that the vacant lot was not

going to be used for building in the

^ near future.

; % The land on which the park was

§ established is apparently owned by
the provincial government, although

' Gregory was not able to explain its

o- status. The college will have money

^ available for the extension to its

§ crowded facilities, and it is only a

matter of time before architects'

plans are drawn up and construction

is started.

At first, Gregory said there would
be a "college extension built in two
to three years".

Asked about the 18-month
deadline for the park, he then ad-

mitted that it was "quite possible".

However, Gregory did not know
what body was making the decision

on the Faculty of Education
extension.

Present plans for the extension

require the entire north side of
Washington Ave. As of last April,

the provincial government had
bought all required land with the

exception of one house.

Despite residents' complaints and
suggestions that the building extend
only to backyard lines, the plan has

not been changed.

Gregory said Monday that he was
"quite sure that the architects are

thinking of eliminating the
parkette". Questioned as to whether
or not the architects had considered

building the extension vertically in-

stead of laterally, Gregory
answered, "I'm sure they will have
considered everything."
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Hospital "oppressive

Mental health care under fire as archaic
By MARK BOHNEN

"Mental hospitals are

dinosaurs that have outlived their

usefulness", according lo Don
Weilz, i psychologist who is a

Conner staff member at the Queen

St. Mental Health Centre.

He was speaking Tuesday night

at a forum sponsored by the

Psychiatric Hospital Patients'

Welfare Association (PHPWA), a

citizens' lobby, held at the Con-

sumers Gas building on Toronto

Street.

Unclassifieds
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coals tfom S10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202

Spadina Ave. Between Queen and Dun-

das. Good selection ot tun lurs sizes 6-18.

Cleaning and repairs (lur and lur fabric)

3S3-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sal.

HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental

can solve it. Complete apartment or just

the pieces you need. Ideal lor two or more
sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.

Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485

Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.

Going out ot business after 42 years.

Pearl furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind

new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver

Bargains Bargains.

BABYSITTER wanted for two lively

children. 2-1^2 and 7 months. 2-3 hall days
per week. Please call 486-0048 mornings
or evenings. (North Torontol

EX-CAROLINA EXCHANGE MEMBERS:
interview help needed. Call Marilyn at

922-9920 evenings.

PRIVATE TUTORING Need any help?
Private tutoring in first and second year

physics, mathematics. Sudhir Joshi (M.S.)

35 Howland - 925-0203. Be sure and suc-

cessful.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD with pay for

female student for babysitting and light

household duties. Apply, Mrs. Griffin 487-

9274

ATTRACTIVE MODELS WANTED Phone
964-1575

ARE YOU ATTRACTIVE and like meeting
new people? Would you like to earn extra

money doing this? Call Xanadu Escort

Service tor details 363-4958

MALES AND FEMALES (min. 18) willing

to consume alcohol, wanted for
psychology experiment. Minimum pay
54.00 Call 595-6146 Before 5;00. Addiction
Research Foundalion

FEDERAL CAMPAIGN Manager wanted.
Full or almost full lime for Oct. Iniative

and drive needed for lots ol responsibility.

Honorarium. Phone 489-5933 night.

GIRL 21, looking for another girl to share
a 2-Bedroom apanmeni this year. I am In-

terested in music and would like to have
piano in the apartment. Keep calling, and
leave message 781-5911

FOR LADIES: Massage - pedlcur-facial by
cosmetology. R.M.S. Parviamen. 713
Spadina Ave. (2nd lloor) for appointment
924-3022 '

OPEN CASTING CALL
FOR

THE
PAPER
CHASE

A THOMPSON - PAUL Production
for Twentieth Century Fox

STARRING
TIMOTHY BOTTOMS

Beginning Oct 18 - Dec. 19
Casting for these 4 major
roles plus supporting parts:
FORD: male, 22-25, clean-cut

preppy type, an organizer,
must be able to play comedy.

KEVIN: male, 22-25, clean-cul. sen-
sitive and intelligent.

BELL: male, 22-25, heavy ex-jock
type, loud and intimidating,

must be able-to play comedy.
ASHELEY: female, 21-24. attrac-

tive, wholesome, not a model
•ype-

Contact Bob Thompson or
Roderick Paul at 363-4122

or 964-6511

Weitz charged that mental

hospitals are "archaic institutions,

more anti-therapculic than

therapeutic, more oppressive than

ameliorative,"

He went on to outline many of

the dehumanizing features of mental

institutions, features which "control

rather than liberate" the patient.

Among them were pacification

by drugs and shock treatment, in-

timidation through the use of psy-

chiatric interrogation and'

withdrawal of basic rights. Patients

are often deprived of the right to

leave their rooms or even to wear

their own clothes, he said.

Under such circumstances, he

charged, they soon begin to feel like

"irresponsible, mad children."

Criticizing government policy,

Weitz noted that during oc-

cupational therapy, patients are

often paid "less than one third of the

minimum wage in Ontario" for their

work.

Jan Dukszta, former staff

psychiatrist at the Queen St. Centre

and NDP, MPP for Parkdale,

asserted that the time is past for

lengthy incarceration. "For too

long," hej said, "we have tolerated

the approach 'out of sight, out of

mind". We put away people who

bother us."

According to Dukszta,, many
people seek out psychiatric help

more "because of social causes —
differences at home, differing work

situations, and less from what has

been called mental illness."

He advocated the concept of a

community support system as the

only viable alternative to an in-

stiiutional one. Under such a

system, he felt, community workers

would increasingly replace "over-

i rained professionals".

Other speakers at the forum

complained about poor or in-

adequate hospital facilities, over-

drugging of patients and an un-

responsive or inaccessible hospital

staff.

Panelist Edward Greenspan, a

Toronto lawyer, was highly critical

of the 1970 Mental Health Act,

which allows victims to be easily

deprived of their civil rights.

He singled out one "dreaded"

section which permits a review

board lo determine privately,

without patient consultation,

whether a patient will be released.

One slated speaker, a

psychiatric patient, failed to appear.

Tori Salter, chairman of the forum,

explained that the patient feared

recriminations if she publicly

criticized the hospital where she is

being treated.

The PWPWA has prepared a

brief calling for the establishment of

legal clinics in psychiatric, hospitals

to inform patients of their rights.

The brief is addressed to the

Minister of Health, the Attorney

General and the Canadian Bar

Association.

U of T second in car contest
Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses,!

IS* ^Sr

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.

924-2159

Canadian teams took the first

three places in the recent Urban

Vehicle Design Competition open to

Drug Values Every Day

KINGSWAY
DRUGS

The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.

and

700 YongeSt., at St. Mary

Price Kingsway First tor Vitamins

North American universities.

Preliminary results announced

at the close of the competition had

suggested three Canadian un-

iversities finished first, third and

seventh. There were 60 cars entered

in the race.

U of T's entry. Miss Purity II,

listed in the preliminary results as

New York Pizza House
925-1736WINNER:

1970 1ST ANNUAL TORONTO
PIZZA AWARD MORNING
AFTER SHOW CBC
STAR WEEK'S JUNE 71

PIZZA CONTEST

Dining Room OPEN 11 AM
1 AM MON-SAT
SUN 3 PM-1 AM
TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM S PM-1 Al

WRFTE ON
7 Charts* St. W.

967-1110

Open 9 lo 9. M-F
11-5 Sat.

TERMPAPERS
Canada's largest library ot prof-tested

papers from SI 75 per page. Also expert

custom research papers Irom S3.95 PER
page. Plus TRANSLATIONS, TUTORING.
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
PROGRAMS, EDITING AND RESEARCH. 4c.

XEROX FOR STUDENTS.

third, was upgraded to second place

in the final results recently

announced.

The University of Western

Ontario came first, while the

University of British Columbia was

third. The Massachusetts Institute

of Technology whose students

organized the contest, by contrast,

was 29lh.

Cars were rated in accordance

with a number of tests, including the

level of exhaust emissions, safety,

cost space utilization, fuel ef-

ficiency, and a variety of per-

formance tests.

All raw data were multiplied by

a factor. Miss Purity II was
awarded a very high factor which

enabled her to gain second place,

despite an undiagnosed fault that

limited speed and prevented Miss

Purity II from participating in four

of the tests.

Brewedfidmputespringwater:

And that's the truth!
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Scar expressway proposed

1,200 homes threatened
By VAL ROSS

A spectre haunts at least 1200 homes in

east Metro: the proposed Scarborough ex-

pressway. Whether it will be temporarily

defeated depends on the unknown strength or

east-end Torontonians, and the new tactics

heing used by Metro to push it through.

The Scarborough is to be a continuation

of the Gardiner Expressway eastward, in-

tended eventually to link up with Highway
401. Twelve hundred working class homes,

many or them already owned by Metro, and
acres of valuable parkland are threatened by
the proposal.

The expressway was first conceived in

1943. Its functional plan was approved by

Metro Council in 1957, and $30 million was
voted for the Scarborough with the proviso

that ".
. .$2,100,000 is to be debentured for

acquisition of land only." Approximately 150

acres of land was acqured at this time.

The Ontario Municipal Board's original

order was animended in 1965 to provide a

further $3 million for land and engineering

costs. In 1967 the functional design of the

expressway was approved by Metro Council.

Metro proceeded to acquire another 220

properties between Leslie and Birchmount

(making it east Toronto's second largest land-

owner). Jusl four years ago, the OMB ap-

proved Metro's application to build the Scar-

borough from Leslie to a point 3000 feet east

of Birchmount at a cost of $102.5 million.

The expressway seemed to be a fait

accompli, but opposition to the Spadina

Expressway was beginning to change the

acquiescent temper of east-end home-owners.

Pending the decision of the Ontario cabinet

on the Spadina, the OMB spurned Metro's

previous application for funds.

Under section 42 of the Ontario

Municipal Board Act, the OMB has the right

to review its own decisions. It has ordered

Metro to make a new application and report

justifying the Scarborough Expressway. But

Metro, recalling past battles, is un-

derstandably wary of the OMB; its Scar-

borough strategies are quite different from

those that may have lost Metro the Spadina.

Metro has chosen not to comply with the

OMB order to reapply for and rejustify the

expressway. Rather it has gone to the Provin-

cial Court of Appeal. It claims that section 42

of the OMB Act is illegal, and that the OMB
does not have the right to review its approval.

"Metro is playing this quietly," said

Dorothy Thomas of ForWard 9, a local

citizens' group.

"That's why they're going to court

instead of to the OMB, They want to avoid

any discussion on the merits of the ex-

Canadian

West and North

These workers' homes are among the nearly 1200 that would be destroyed by the Scarborough Expressway.

pressway." ForWard 9 is preparing to fight

for an OMB review as far as the supreme
court if necessary.

Dorothy Thomas is running for alderman
in the '72 municipal elections on a platform of

opposition to the expressway.

Reid Scott, the incumbent alderman,
holds basically the same position: "The
proposal as it stands isn't adequate. 35,000

cars are coming off the Gardiner into the area

every night and there' certainly is a traffic

problem; but we need more study to get the

best" solution."

Andrew Brewin, MP, and Tom Wardle,
MPP. have both conducted polls which show
2: 1 support in Ward 9 for the expressway.

However, Scott points out that the polls were

loaded with questions such as, "Are you in

favour of the expressway to cut down

pollution?" "The majority of those living in

the path of the expressway oppose it," says

Gerry Thompson of ForWard 9, "as do those

who are aware of the route or its effects on
the area."

What are the merits of the expressway?

The Joint Technical Transportation Planning

Committee has prepared a report, not for the

OM B. but for the Metro Chief Executive. Not
surprisingly, the report recommends that "an
active programme for the protection and
ucquistion of the right-of-way (i.e. buying

houses) be reinstated immediately. .
."

While the report states that present

traffic in the east end is "not enough to justify

the construction of costly additional

facilities", there are other reasons for its

construction.

The Scarborough, also described as "the

St. Lawrence Corridor

and Maritimes

This map in the Joint Committee report indicates that the Scarborough Is part ot a large transit system.

easterly extension of the Frederick G. Gar-
diner Expressway", has acquired a new title in

the report: "the Lakeshore Transportation

Corridor". The expressway, then, is seen as an

element of a province-wide tourist and com-
merical transport network. Its construction

will make it easier for commercial traffic

from the east to reach the downtown, and will

provide a transport route to and from dow-
ntown Toronto and the cottage country to the

Northeast.

The expressway also serves to fill a gap in

the city's cross-town linkage system, carrying

suburban traffic from east and north Scar-

borougn and Pickering to central Toronto,

and to other expressways in the Metropolitan

area.

Kingston Road, the present link between

the Gardiner and the 40I, is a "grossly

inadequate" part of the grand scheme. Yet a

1 967 engineering study promises that the

Scarborough expressway's special ramps and

interchanges will actually generate traffic on

Eastern Ave., Queen Street and Kingston

Road, instead of lightening the load.

Secondly, "the improvement of the

transport system within the Borough of Scar-

borough and east of Metro is an important

i ncenti ve to economic expansion . .

.stimulating the eastern corridor to a higher

growth rate, "The expressway is an important

part of the Toronto Centered Region Plan to

urbanize from Bowmanville to Hamilton by

the year 2000.

The importance of the expressway is

underlined when the report explains that

urban problems — sprawl and social

problems — far from being the result of hasty

commercial developement and lack of social

planning, are caused by "inefficienceies in the

provision of economic, transportation and

service networks."

Thirdly, the recreational needs of

Scarborough and southeast Toronto require

transportation to the cottage country and to

downtown. Ironically, however, if the ex-

pressway is constructed, it would affect east

Toronto's three major parks. Eastwood and

Oakcrest parks would be destroyed; both are

(he only parks in their respective areas.

The ambiguity of the merits of

expressways will be obvious to Scarborough

College students, while the route of the ex-

pressway has not been disclosed past

Birchmount, it will cut diagonally somewhere
just south of the College to join with the 401

further east. If the Scarborough is built,

students will travel to the College quickly and

easily. They will have more access and closer

links to the downtown. However, if it is built,

it may disturb local ravines, add to the volume

of traffic and raise nearby land values.
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Rotenberg wonts more power
By L I LI DIEMER

"I wanl the power and prestige of

the mayoralty." executive alderman
and candidate for mayor David
Rotenberg told an audience at Holy
Trinity Church yesterday.

He explained that if he were
elected. Toronto could expect thai

he would use the "power and
prestige" of the position to continue

the policies he has been pushing in

his three years on the city executive.

In his term, he said, city

government would function in. "a
belter and more open manner",
;illhough he did not elaborate on
how this would happen.

Rotenberg didn't disagree with a

statement from interviewer Stephen

Clarkson Liberal candidate for

mayor in 1969 that in the past three

years, Rotenberg, as budget chief

and executive alderman, has already

been "the real power at City Hall".

The position of mayor, he said,

would make it easier to carry out his

policies because of the weight at-

tached to the post.

Questioned about the

controversial issue of high-rise

development. Rotenberg avoided

dealing with the problem directly,

but stated that he followed the

Toronto official plan on this ques-

tion. Where the official plan per-

mitted high-rises, he said, he voted

for them, where it didn't he voted

against them.

He said that he thought that a

"reasonable balance between low
and high density housing" now ex-
ists in Toronto, and denied that he
was either "pro-developer" or "anti-

developer". {Rotenberg is con-
sidered one of the chief "old guard",
pro-development members of coun-
cil by citizens' group).

On the question of how plans and
policies or development should be
formulated, he indicated that
decisions should be made by the

"elected representatives" rather
than by citizens' or neighbourhood
groups.

The city government should be
advised by its own planning board as
now, he said, (A majority of present
planning board members are present
or past aldermen).

He did say, however, that panels

of citizens should "provide feed-in"
for the planning board, on which it

could partially base its decisions.

He reaffirmed his support for the
Spadina Expressway, which he said
would help solve the "major traffic

problem" in the northwest sector of
Metro, something rapid transit

could not do alone.

Rotenberg denied that his

connections within the Conservative
Party (he was a senior organizer of
ex- Provincial Treasurer Darcy
McKeough's leadership bid) would
play an important part in his cam-
paign or would have an effect on his

relations to the Tory government in

Queen's Park after he is elected.

"National political parties have
no basis at City Hall", he said.

•

*
•

if*

David Rotenberg says he will Improve Toronto city government If elected mayor

our misteak!
Information about stack access to the Roberts Library, and

Faculty of Education Student Union plans to attempt to withdrew
from membership in the Students' Administrative Council
published in Wednesday's Versify was fneccurate.

The library story incorrectly stated that stack access to the
Roberts Llbrery will be automatically granted to teaching staff and
graduate students. According to plans adopted by the academic
Senate last spring, no one will have automatic stack access.

Instead, all members of the university community wishing
entry to the stacks will have to apply for e steck pass. Passes will be
issued, technicelly, according to academic need and not
academic rank. The passes will be tor periods of time varying
from one day to one year.

tn practice, teaching staff and graduate students will
probably have less difficulty in securing extended stack passes
than other members of the university community, especially In
light of university plans to refurbish the Sigmund Samuel Library
as a central undergraduate library.

Faculty of Education Student Union withdrawal plans have
apparently been dropped over the summer, es relations with SAC
have improved.

A withdrawal request would have to come from the Student
Union Assembly, which has not been elected for this year. j

STILL THINKING ABOUT APPLYING

FOR AN ONTARIO STUDENT AWARD?

Then it's time you did!

As OSAP applications are

assessed by computer it's essential that your

application form be filled in COMPLETELY and ACCURATELY.

WANT INFORMATION OR HELP?

Call in at the Office of Student Awards,
Room 106 Simcoe Hall,
or telephone 928-2204

928-7313
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Rowing Club

future in doubt:
boatmen needed

Poor turn-out for the U of T
Rowing Club in past years is one of
the reasons why practice sessions

have been changed from morning to

evening. New recruits are badly
needed,

However, "There are a number of
other reasons for the switch", said

Geoff Wright, last year's Varsity

captain.

"Last year the Argonaut Rowing
Club (the rowing team's point of
departure for practice) obtained the

services of Tudor Bompa, former
Romanian National Coach", said

Wrighl. "Tudor offered us his ser-

vices last year but he was only free in

the evenings", Wright added.
"Tudor also felt that an evening

training regime is more
physiologically sound."

These reasons, plus the fact that

for years people expressed interest in

rowing but showed disdain for early

morning practices, caused the
change to evening practices.

However, according to Wright,

the "turn-out for practices this year
is terrible, and we may have trouble

boating crews. Part of the problem
was caused when some of the more
experienced oarsmen graduated. In

addition, a number of those who are

interested have evening classes

which conflict with the practices."

"The problem is compounded,
Wright added, "because there is a

genera! shift away from organized
intercollegiate sports, Furthermore,

the transformation of the St. George
campus into honours, professional,
and graduate courses, and away
from a general program serves to
eliminate interest in the less well-
known sports."

"The distances are extreme for

students from either Erindale or
Scarborough while students on the
downtown campus who are closer to
the Argonaut Club have appeared
to lose interest."

"We anticipated this possibility",

Wright said, "and tried to start

rowing at Erindale College, situated

only one-half mile from the Don
Rowing Club. We thought that it

would catch on there, since it allows
Erindale students to participate in

an intercollegiate sport located
much closer to their campus — and
yet. the participation at Erindale has
been no greater."

According to Wright, the Rowing
Club offers a variety of competitive
categories. These include categories

based on weight (under 1 55 lbs. and
heavyweight), and experience
(novice, junior, and senior).
"Although we need people in all

categories", Wright explained, "we
are most anxious to attract people in

first or second years".

The Canadian rowing clubs are
now starting to prepare for the

Montreal Olympics in 1976 and new
recruits are the people most likely to

attend, according to Wright. In ad-
dition, the Sports Canada athletic

Hundreds of

Poplin, Nylons,

Leathers, Meltons,

Corduroys, Jackets

SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95

WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT

CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO.
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO

PHONE 486-0997

FOOTBALL PLAYERS

Needed for U.C
LEAVE NAME AT UC LIT OFFICE

or PHONE 922-1262

sK i cycle cAnoe hi Ke cLimb
caVe swiw

EVERYONE WELCOME TO THE
FALL GENERAL MEETING OF THE

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
OUTING CLUB

TUES. SEPT. 26, 7:30 P.M.

Cody Hall — School of Nursing

Sign up for our big cabin weekend Sept. 30 - Oct. 1

:REE C°FFEe anD DONUt
s st

lDES 7A L(<S

sportatk
After a few qualifying rounds the U of T golf team

will send several participants to the Trent Invitational
match next Monday. Next Friday the East section gold
championship will be held at Queen's; the West section
championship will be played at Waterloo. The finals
take place Thursday and Friday, October 5 and 6..,.

Also, this weekend 16 golf teams compete in the First
Annual O'Keefe Invitational College and University
Gold Tournament. Teams representing seven colleges
and seven universities from Ontario and one college and
one university from Saskatchewan will participate. The
match takes place today and tomorrow beginning at 9
am at the North Halton Golf Club in Georgetown.
There is no admission charge and spectators are
welcome. Each team consists of three players and will
compete for the O'Keefe Cup. Sheridan College, host
Tor the tournament, will present the individual winner
with the Sheridan Cup, and the North Halton Cup will
be awarded to the team best-ball champions. This will
be the first competition between colleges and un-
iversities on a provincial level. The tournament spon-
sors hope that the event will grow into a national sports
event with representatives from post-secondary in-
stitutions from across Canada.... Interfaculty football
begins next week with a new league structure. Division
I begins Tuesday at 4 pm with Vic playing Phys Ed on

the back campus playing field. Wednesday at 4 pm
Engineering plays St. Mike's — same location. Divi-
sion II was originally divided into A (UC, Trin, Dent,
Scar) and B (New, Med, Forestry, and Pharmacy)
sections. However, when Pharmacy and Dentistry
dropped out it was decided to make the two sections into
one, with six teams, four of which will make the
playoffs. The schedule for Division II has also been put
back one week.... Interfaculty Soccer Division I consists
of six teams — Senior Engineering, St. Mike's A,
Erindale, Phys Ed, Vic, Scarborough. Round one (of
two rounds) opens Tuesday on the front campus field
with Senior Engineering playing St. Mike's A at 12:15
and Erindale against Phys Ed at 4: 15... The Interfaculty
Tennis Tournament begins Monday.... The Interfaculty
Track Meet begins Tuesday at 1:30 pm.... the Table
Tennis Club meets to play each Wednesday from 7-10
in the Fencing Room, Hart House.... U of T Sailing
Club hosts the Ontario Championships this Saturday
and Sunday.... The Yoga Club meets in the Wrestling
Room, Hart House, Thursdays at 7 pm and Sundays at
II am.... Archery Club nights are Tuesdays and
Thursdays in the Rifle Range (Hart House) from 5-10
pm.... Bridge Club meets each Tuesday night at 6 in the
East Common Room (Hart House). Beginners lessons
begin Tuesday, October 3 until October 31 in the
Bickersteth Room. — ed.

grants go mainly to undergraduates,
thereby making it more ad-
vantageous to begin rowing in the
first year at university.

Time is extremely short until the
first regatta at Western on October
9. The rowing season is quite brief,

with successive regattas at Trent,

Brock, and McMaster, while the

OUAA final is at Brock on
November 4.

Rowing practices will continue
through September at 5:15 pm in the
hope that anyone interested can find

the time to participate. For further

information, contact the athletic of-

fice, Hart House.

Carleton students

delay building
OTTAWA (CUP) — Carleton

resident students are threatening to

delay the construction of a new
building on the site of the only

grassing playing field in the
residence area.

A decision will be made Monday
about the playing field. The students

intended to occupy the field with

continuous football games, cam-

pfires, and tents until the university

had found another site for the

building.

Carleton president Michael
Oliver assured residence students

that construction would not begin

until the Buildings Advisory Com-
mittee had dealt with a dissenting

brief, presented last Wednesday.

IsYoga
the answer?
Yoga meditation is the missing link between religion and realization.

TWO PUBLIC LECTURES
by BROTHER ANANDAMOY of

SELF-REALIZATION FELLOWSHIP

founded by Paramahansa Yogananda,
Author of "Autobiography of a Yogi"

YOGA FOR PEACE OF MIND
Friday, September 22, 8:00 pm

THE SCIENCE OF YOGA
Sunday, September 24, 5:00 pm

'.
. . a unique opportunity to (ind out (or yourself exactly what Raja (or Royal) Yoga is all

about and what is meditation.'

. , . SECRETARIAT NEWS, United Nations Headquarters. New York

3 EVENING CLASSES . . . Sept. 25th, 27th, 28th

• Recharging the Body with Energy
• The Science of Concentration

• An Advanced Method of Meditation

For information please telephone:

459-1281 or 889-2767 or 481-4866

KING EDWARD SHERATON 37 King Street East, Toronto
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

Other Teams - Eastern Section
This year is shaping up as a

repetition of lasl year's final con-

frontation helween Western

Mustangs and the Ottawa Gee Gees.

While Western poses as a long-

range threat lor the Blues, the im-

mediate challenge is to gel past

Queens and Ottawa. The only other

teuni in the Eastern Section the

Carleton Ravens have not displayed

atiy improvement so far this year

over their past season's showing. At

the least, the Blues should finish

third.

The Gee Gees, who defeated

McMaster Marauders I8-9 in the

semi-finals last season, were

defeated by Western Mustangs 13-0

in the final.With the new league

structure. Ottawa comes into con-

tention with Queen's in both home
and away games. The competition

should be hottest between these two

teams this vear.

Although only 18 players from

lasl year's Gee Gee squad have

relumed, two of the returnees are

tight end John Rodrigue and Paul

Kilger on defence. (Both are OUAA
and All Canadians in their positions).

Also, Gil Sabourin (OUAA All

Star) will return as defensive half-

back. Quarterback Dan Smith

has had experience with the McGill

Redmen and appears capable in this

position, as demonstrated by his

performance in Toronto last Satur-

day. Fullback Neil Lumsden also

looked promising lasl Saturday

against the Blues. He ran for 120

yards on 19 carries, handles the Gee

Gees' punting and place-kicking

chores, and was even available to

block in the Oltawa team's

backfield.

This so-called Ottawa "rebuilding

year" may result in a team that is

stronger than the lasl one, and

almost certainly no weaker. A good
indication should come tomorrow
when the (ice Gees play Queen's in

Kingston. Last year, Ottawa
defeated Queens 26-17 in Kingston.

Queen's University Golden Gaels

35*
(
33* plus 2t tax)

are. in a word, strong. Although the

K ingston squad lost in the semi-final

lasl year 42-3 to Western, it

nevertheless finished ahead of

Carleton and Toronto last season.

Although Queens lost narrowly to

Toronto at Varsity Sladium 31-29,

the Gaels defeated Toronto in

Kingston 28-25.

The rivalry should be continued

again this year, although Queen's

appears from its first game last

Sunday to have another strong

team. The Gaels defeated Carleton's

Ravens 33-0.

Frank Tindall, starting his 25th

year as coach will have a veteran

backfield, but the progress of the

offensive line will be important to

Queen's overall success. The offen-

sive back fielders pose a serious

threat to an opposing team's

defence. However, if last Sunday's

game is any indication of future

play, ihe Gaels offence will be chief-

ly along ihe ground. Against

Carleton the team had only 37 yards

passing, but 207 yards rushing.

Gord McLelland and Brian

Warrender lied for the scoring lead

in the OUAA last season. Their 12

touchdowns (each) set a season touc-

down record, as welt as a season

scoring record. Last Sunday
Warrender gained 84 yards on 16

carries and Dave Hadden had 62

yards on 1 1 carries. Doug Cozac,

Gaels' kicker and punter, moved to

within five points of the all-time

team scoring record, kicking two
converts and one field goal in the

game. Gaels quarterback Tom
Taylor was 5 for 16, two of which
went for touchdowns.

At the moment, Carleton Ravens

appear to be the weakest team in the

east, even though quarterback Dave

Redmond is equally adept at passing

or running. However, he is begin-

ning his second year as a starter and

could prove to be a valuable leader

for the Ravens. Receiver for Red-

mond's passes is often Don Gormley
(OUAA All Star) who averaged

34.4 yards a reception last year,

catching 15 passes.

Outside linebacker Chris Harber
(another OUAA All Star) is also the

Ravens' kicker. Lasl season, he led

the Eastern section with an average

of 40.5 yards per kick. Last season,

the Blues lost their season opener to

the Ravens 12-3 , but gained a win in

early October at home, downing the

Ravens 22-2.

Only the top Eastern Section

team will make the play-offs this

season because of the restructured

league. Queen's and Ottawa are

likely contenders for first Place,

with Toronto and Carleton coming
third and fourth. . . ed

Scarcity of facilities alters Intramural Program

ATH LETIC 0 1 RECTOPATE

CO-ORDINATOR INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS, &
Secretary, Intramural Sports Committee

INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS OFFICE

INTRAMURAL SPORTS COMMITTEE
I College & Faculty Representatives)

STANDING COMMITTEES

Hockey-Football-Touch Football-Soccer-Rugger- Lacrosse-Volleyball
Basketball-Water Polo-Squash-Gall-Tennis-Swimming-Track

Officials, Coaches, Managers, First Aiders

Structure of Intramural Sports bureaucracy

The intramural (interfaculty) sports program
begins another season next week with a reaorganized

structure.

By this fall the "Sub-Committee on
Restructuring", appointed by the Intramural Sports

Committee in November 1971 issued its report, It was
set up "to study the present intramural organization

and to consider some restructuring of the program".

The report states that "the sub-committee met on
three occasions" and "The members recognized that

the existing program was structured along solely com-
petitive lines and there was considerable discussion as to

the desirability of moving towards a more recreational

approach."

Furthermore, "the committee was aware of the

looser, less structured programs being offered at other

universities and was concerned with the lack of purely

recreational activities being offered at U of T."

Secretary of the Intramural Sports Committee
Dave Copp, "pointed out that the present program had
evolved over a period of 35 years and was really an
inter-college league", said the report. The report added

that "facilities had placed severe limitations on the

development of activities. To maximize use of in-

adequate facilities, it becomes necessary to plan virtual-

ly every minute they are available. This severely

restricts their recreational and unstructured use."

In effect ihe Sub-Committee made the following

recommendations:

•"lhal the present competitive program should be
continued with certain minor modifications."

•"lhat activities of a more recreational nature be

sponsored by the UTAA through the Intramural
Department",

•"that co-ed activities be sponsored in co-opration with

the WAA",
•"thai since the Benson Building at present closes at 9

pm. arrangements to be made to run activities there

belween 9 and 1 1 pm."
The intramural program covers almost a dozen

team sports including football,soccer, and lacrosse as

well as several "individual" sports, such as golf and

tennis. Almost all of the schedules are underway by
mid-November.

Lasl year the Intramural Sports Committee
successfully undertook three new activities. Twenty-
four teams took part in the recreational touch football

league, started last September. A co-ed tennis our-

nameni was held on the St. Hilda's courts, and
recreation skating at the arena attracted between 135

and 210 skaters each Sunday evening for nine weeks.

A Snow-Bowl Football game was played on
January 21 between the Mulock Cup winners

.
(the

winners in the interfaculty football league), Victoria

College, and a team of Interfaculty All-Stars. (The
game was a "Charity Bowl" with the receipts going to

ihe Indian-Eskimo Association of Canada.)
For the 1 972-73 season, a ski club and a

recreational inner-tube waterpolo league is being con-
sidered. The touch football was expanded from a total

uf 24 teams last year to a present 30. Two games will

have to be played per field because of the lack of

facilities. (That is, the team with the ball moves from
centre field to goal line.)

Il is a tribute to the intramural program that it is

siudenl-run for the most part. The students intramural
program is as much an exercise in democracy as it is

in running a league. They run the program and sit on
the board which handles all the appeals and programs.
....... ed.
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Small conference
votes to set up
arts student union

By BOB BETTSON
Forty sludcnls representing

student organizations in the Faculty

f or Arls and Science almost un-

animously decided to set up a facul-

ty student union on Saturday.

Only St. Michael's College

students opposed the union which

will represent all 13,000 students

registered in Arts and Science.

The Tounding conference at Hart

House set up a committee of six to

draft a constitution by October 2.

Their proposal will then be

submitted for ratification to college

councils and course unions in the

faculty. Three quarters of these

bodies must approve the con-
stitution before the union can be

formed.

After a long, dreary debate

marked by constant procedural

wrangles, the delegates passes a

number of resolutions to guide the

constitutional drafting committeee

on the purposes, duties, and struc-

ture of the union.

The conference formally limited

the union to a service, information

and co-ordination role for students

I and student organizations in the

faculty.

Paul Moran of Erindale voiced

the sentiment of a number of

delegates when he said that "a

policy and decision making role

would destroy the union."

A proposal, which would have
committed the union to a policy-

making role was defeated 8-6.

However any decision is a matter of

policy, and the union would decide

in each case how far it would go on
indivjdul issues.

There was a consensus on the
duties of the new union, as yet not
formally named.

It will have an $18,000 budget
Irom the SAC education levy, to

organize new course unions, support

existing unions, research and co-

ord inulc services for Arts and
science student representatives on
various university bodies.

There was general agreement that

the union should be completely

autonomous from SAC. Only SMC
representatives Pat Redican and Al
Nigro dissented.

Redican explained "students can't

identify with the Faculty of Arts and
Science. This body would be
meaningless to the average student

on campus."

SAC rep Bob Anderson said the

SMC idea that the union be es-

tablished as a sub-committee of

SAC's education commission would

entail many difficulties.

"It is better to have power on our

own", he said. "We should only go

Hart House's Music Room hosted the founding conference of the arts and science student union.

under SAC if there is no other way."

Redican later challenged the

legitimacy of the conference saying

"the way delegates have been ac-

credited is a joke." He charged a

number of delegates did not repre-

sent their consituency properly.

A number of delegates were

voting Tor departments in which no

course union exists.

Delegates agreed on a structure

consisting of a large council of ap-

proximately 50 people with

representatives from college coun-

cils, course unions and the faculty

General Committee student caucus,

and an executive.

However, a proposal by David

Freedman or New College, which

hud been accepted in principle,

caused disagreement on the number
representatives suggested from each

constituency.

The final decision on the coun-

cil's composition was left to the

recommendations of the con-
stitution drafting committee.

Apology
Due to a serious mechanical

breakdown at The Varsity's

printers, much of the content of

today's paper had to be dropped

at the last minute, and
proofreading of what was left

abandoned. The Varsity
apologizes to its readers for this

and the paper's late delivery.

Committee debates issue

Final examinations for history may return
By PAUL McGRATH

Should University of Toronto

history students be required to write

final examinations?

Should exams be required in

lecture courses over a certain size?

A special committee set up by the

U of T history department will meet

"sometime this week" to discuss

these and other related questions in

an attempt to arrjye at recommen-
dations for an examination policy

for the department before its next

meeting on about three weeks.

The committee was requested by

faculty head J.B. Conacher and

other department members at the

last department meeting September

II, in order to clarify the

department's vague position on the

matter. No guidelines have been set

for the committee to follow.

The committee will consist of two

faculty members. Kenneth
McNuught and Milton Israel; one

undergraduate student, either Jim

Lungo or Gus Richardson, ex-

ecutives of the History Student's

Union, and an unnamed teaching

assistant.

The faculty stands divided on

what the policy should be. Ac-

cording to Israel some members
feels an examination is necessary,

while others don't.

Some feel exams should be

required in large lecture courses that

have no tutorials because there is

little way of knowing individual

students. A combination of in-

creasingly larger classes and more

emphasis on essays has led to the

blossoming of the pirate essay

trade.

Conacher says "at present, some
students may be getting course

credit for two essays they may not

have written."

Some faculty members, having

tried courses without exams are

switching back.

"There are 70 members of the

department", says Israel, "and

about 68 different opinions."

He added that previously the

Faculty of Arts and Sciences had

required final examinations for all

first-first-year students, but all

professors who wanted to waive that

were allowed to do so. Some faculty

members feel the policy should be

the responsibility of departments,

and not left up to individual

professors, said Israel.

In preparation for whatever the

committee might recommend,
Conacher has aked professors

leaching large first-year courses to

make no commitments about final

exams, unless, of course, they have

already staled there will already be

one. He too feels that there is some

doubt about the accuracy of a mark

given on two or three essays in a

course where the professor does not

know the student.

"There .may have to be a rtlrend

(sic) tn the whole area," Conacher

says. "We have made no decision as

or yet: we'll rely on the committee

for some ideas,"

He added that for large courses,

there aren't many alternatives to

exams.

Professor W.H. Nelson sees other

considerations in the matter: "If the

material covered is mainly factual,

examinations seem sensible, but if

the course relies on original work by

the student, it can be judged on the

papers."

In his course last year (History

370), Nelson required students to

write a take-home exam, with a time

limit of a week. He hopes to repeat

the practice this year.

"There seems to be little purpose

for an exam in a tutorial course," he

says. "If the tutorial leader doesn't

know the student after a year,

there's something wrong."

Longo says the History Student's

Union member on the committee

will bring the student voice to the

meetings. Early this week the union

will distribute questionnaires to

history students concerning exams,

so their position will be better

represented on the committee.

Longo expects many no-exam
votes.

St. George today
St. George campus of University of Toronto lacks centre say. Wednesday's feature details

facilities which would help turn university Into a true background of student centre plans,

community, proponents of campus as campus
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Caroline Exchange - a unique
experience open to all U of T students.

Applications at the Undergrad Office, Hart

House, till Oct. 2.

Varsity Christian Fellowship prayer

meeting, praying In particular for the Varsi-

ty Christian Fellowship October weekend
retreat with Dave Ward. All welcome at

Know College Chapel.

Additional VCF prayer meeting at Hart

House Cahpel.

11:30 am
Pick up of money and/or books from

Trinity Booksale continues through Satur-

day. No pick up after that date. SI. Hilda's

Devonshire Place. Till 1:30 and again from

4 30 till 5:30 pm.

Information booths for University of

Toronto outing club for enthusiasts in

skiing, hiking, caving, climbing, caneolng,

theatre-going, etc. Club memberships
available at booths. Slg Sam and
Engineering Annex. Till 1:30 pm.

Free Noon Film: Chaplin, Keaton,
Laurel and Hardy, Fields comedy films.

Trinity Square, two block south of Dun-
das, west of Bloor.

Last day to reserve for kosher
suppers for Wednesday the 27th and
Thursday the 28th at Hlllel House, 186 St.

George.

4:30 pm

Track and Field wourkouts for men
and women. Varsity Stadium. For more
into contact Andy Hlgglns, coach at Hart
House. Till 5:30 pm.

7 pm
Fees Strike? SAC organizational

meeting for the OFS Referendum on Oc-

tober 11 and 12. We need people. Hart

House, Debates Room.
7:30 pm

Plan the Hlllel Coffee house for the

coming year. Hillel House, 166 St. Geoge.

Fall general meeting of the outing

club. Free donuts and cooffee, slides,

movies, etc. Everyone welcome. Cody Hall,

School of Nursing (St. Geroge and
Russell).

B pm
Canadian University Service

Overseas: general Information meeting.
Film: "A CUSO science teacher in East
Africa. ISC, 33 St. George.

Meeting of interested students for

Project Greenllght (for perceptually han-
dicapped teens). Hlllel House, 186 St.

George.
Meeting of America War Reslsters and

friends sponsored by the staff of am EX -

Canada to raise money for the magazine.
Entertainment and refreshments. Friends
Meeting House, 60 Lowther.

1 pm

Meet your Member of Parliament,

Perry Ryan (Spadlna) sponsored by U of T
Progressive Conservative Association.

South Sitting Room, Hart House.

Talk of "Suflsm" with Prof. M. Qadeer-
Shah Balg. Harl House, Debates Room.

4:30 pm
Track and Field workouts for men and

women. Varsity Stadium. For more info:

Andy Hlgglns, coach, Hart House.

5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship meet at

Convocation Hall. Go for supper and be

briefed on Escobar meeting.

Informal liturgy and supper for all

students and faculty members. A chance to

meet members of the Newman community.

Newman Centre, St. George and Hoskfns.

6:30 pm
Paint posters for Slmchat Torah Rally

at City Hall. 186 St. George.

7 pm
Copout. Meeting of the student college and
faculty presidents. SAC office.

0:30 pm
Kosher Sukkot Wine Stomping.

Admission: 12. At Hlllel House, 186 St.

TUESDAY
0:30 am

Varsity Christian Fellowship prayer

time. Start your day the best way - talking

with your Lord. Also will be praying for the

Samuel Escobar meeting at Convocation

Hall, Tuesday night, all welcome. Hart

.House Chapel.

Information booths for U of T Outing

Club tor skiing, hiking, caving, climbing,

canoeing, iheatre-golng enthusiasts, etc.

Club memberships available at booths. Sid

Smith, Hart House, and Slg Sam.

9 am
Rally in support of the four people

facing charges arising from th open stacks
crisis. Slmcoe Hall.

10 am
Trial of the four detendents still facing

charges arising from the open stacks
crisis. Old City Hall, 60 Queen W„ Cour-
troom 33.

noon

Free Noon Films' Chaplin, Keaton,
Laurel and Hardy, Fields comedy films.

Trinity Square, two blocks south ot Dun-
das, west of Bloor.
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FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY
sponsored by ihe Bnai Brith Hillel Foundation < th* Unrvenity

of Toronto and the Jewish Student Federation at York Unrversity.

COURSE OFFERINGS

1. DISSENT IN JEWISH HISTORY — a study ot We Sadduccees, Christians, Karaites. Anti-

Maimonisis, Fust session, Monday. Oct. 16. 8.30 pm. at Hillel House - RA8BI WITTY

2. JUDAISM AND Marx ism - a religious eontiont.iion with the Marxist interpretation ot

nuliiy. F»it session, Tuesday. Oct. 10. 1.00 pm. U ol T campus — RABBI STROH

3. THE FUTURE OF JEWISH IDENTITY IN CANADA - covers "Ouebec & Separatism'. The
Fever ot Ethnicity', and 'Aspects of Jewish Education

-

. First Session. Weds.. Oct 16. t 00
pm, U ot T campus _ RABBI ROSENBERG

4. THE JEWISH LIBIDO - discusion of the basic human drives, needs and emotions as they
confront Jewish teachings and moral positions F ml session Thurs Oct 12. 7 30 pm. Hlllel

Hom - RABBI KELMAN
5. AESTHETICS OF JEWISH PRAYER - aims toward comprehension of the emotrve and

poetic ot woohip. Fust session. Tubs.. Oct. 10, ? 30 pm, Hittal House - RABBI FEDER

6. RADICAL JUDAISM - the avant-garde in Jewish religious and communal thinking. Writings
utilized will inctude Waskow and others. First session Thursday. Oct. \Z. I 00 pm. U ot T
^C"1 - DAVID SADOWSKI

7. TALMUDIC DIALECTIC - a study ol selected portions nl the Talmud in original and trans-
lated texts utilizing the methods of the School ol Brisk. No prior training required. First

session. Wednesday. Oct 11, B:00 pm. HillrH House. - HABBI DREB1N
B. MOROCCAN SEPHARDIC JUDAISM - the history, culture and customs ol this N. African

community, its anility to survive in ihe open society. First session, Thursday. Oct 1 2. 8 00
pm.Hillal Housu _ RABB | SERELS

9. JEWISH ESCHATOLOGY - views on file atlet death, the Messianic Age, resurntction ai they
appear in the prophets, such as Daniel. Nehemiah. Isaiah, etc First session. Thursday. Oct. 12,
6:00 pm. Hillel House. - RABBI BERGLAS

to. HALACHA AND REFORM - , two-smion "ectu.e on the new approaches o( Reform
i of Jewish Law as expressed in the Shutkhan Anikh. Lecture dates

- RABBI PLAUT
A TAM FUN HONIG - the structure and idiom of the Yiddish language with emphasis on the

^ion, Tuesday. Oct. 10, B 00 pm, Hillel House.

— MR. KAYFETZ

imicablr I

12. SYNAGOGUE AND COMMUNITY . itioue ol present day Jewish institutions and oroani-

WORLDS IN CHAOS -
i

mined in terms ol his rele

11, 7:30 pm. Hillel House

latins with a view of proposing improvements in that ttructute based on the concept of
KehiUa. Will deal with d.ssat,, tactions with ihe 'Jewish Establishment" . First session Monday
Oct 9.430pm,eBY0Buiidirv3.i5HoveStreet. _ PROF, DAVIDS

arwiniln theories of physicist Emmanuel Velikovsky txa-
Bible. Talmud and Midr ash. Fust session. Wednesday. Oct.

- RABBI ARNOLD
CHAVURAT ZEMEA-a group forming to develop a type ot Jewish musical expression
sutted to th. modem idiom of folk and rock. Musical skills n0, required but helpful (voice
lyrna. guitar, other mstrumenti). First session. Monday. Oct 9. 8:00 pm, Hillel House.

- YAACOV STETTIN
PHILOSOPHIES OF JUDAISM — the conrrlbut.or., ot M.imonides. Halevy Mendellson
Butwr, Kaplan and Keschel. Assigned leadings. Firs, ^on, Thursday Oci 5 Rm 238
Winter,. Yore. Univ. - PROF. TANENZAPF
CONVERSATIONAL YIDDISH - . basic course in learning ,„ .peak Yiddish. A t«, will be
s»d. F,„t session. Wednesday. Oct. 1 1 . 8.30 pm. Hillel House. _ M fl. MIT2MACHER
THE JEWISH WOMAN - . discussion ol the role ot women in Jewish lifer today: the impact
ol Wons.il s Liberation; religious possibilities. Fi.st session. Monday, Ocl 16 8 00 pm Hillel
House. Instruction to be announced. For women only.

JEWISH MOVEMENTS TO PALESTINE 6th-IB* CENTURY - tradn, ,h. hi.tory p. Ally,
over historical time. Firs! session to be announced.I announced.

WAR ft VIOLENCE —SOME JEWISH ATTITUDES
pm. Vanier College, flm

. 350, York Univ.

F,.sl on. Monday. Oct 9. 3 00
— PROF. BROWN

ADVANCED TALMUD SEMINAR - to. tho» with a working knowledge of Gem... Spon-
sored by Yavnth Students Org. Session dates to be announced.

PRINCIPLES IN JEWISH LAW-l** coocrot. in H.l.khic o-oom of Response. Sess.cn
dale, to be announced. Sponsored by Yavneh. _ fiABB| A S1LVER
CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS OF ISRAELI SOCIETY - First session, Tuesday Oc, ,0
1 00 cm. Ross Building. York campus. - DAVID KRETZMAN

tgn nation procedures:

This catalog llsucour which denote a tirtt meeting or sua ion time and place. Thegroup will,
nine (he day. time, and place lor subsequent sessions.

Free Jewish University

166 St. George Street

Toronto 6. Onsano

i direct any questions to the above address or lo 923 S86I

HART HOUSE ART GALLERY

RECENT ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 6

Sat.

Weds
Sunday

11 a.m. lo S p.m.

11 a.m. lo 9 p.m.

2 p.m. lo S p.m.

YOGA CLASSES
THURSDAY

7 p.rr.. lo 9:30 p.m.

Wrestling Room

CHESS CLUB
NOVICE CLASS
TOURNAMENT

Starts Friday, Sept. 29

ORIENTATION DANCE
TONIGHT!
GREAT HALL

Enquire at Great Hall
cashier about meal

tickets. $30 for 24 meals

HART HOUSE CHORUS
AUDITIONS
TUES. SEPT. 26
WEDS. SEPT. 27

7:15 P.M. GREAT HALL

THE GREAT HALL
will not be open in the
afternoon ot Thursday,
Sept. 28, but dinner will

be available in the Arbor Room
The Gallery Club will be open

for dinner from 6-7:30 p.m.

as usual.

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TUES., WEDS., AND THURS.

FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

UNDERGRADUATE CALENDAR ADDITIONS

HIS 308F - Between Assimilation and Nationalism: The
Jews of Europe, 1880-1904. J. Shatzmiiler. 2L: TR12.
(Open only to third - and fourth - year students.)
HIS 408S - The Jews of Provence in the Xlllth and XlVth
Centuries. J. Shatzmiiler. 2S: Arr. Prerequisite:
Knowledge of Latin or Hebrew.
HIS 473 - The United States and the Americas. Revised
version of HIS 373 offered during the 1972-72 session. A
reading knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese is helpful
but not essential. Prerequisite: Previous university-level
course in United States or Latin American history Ex-
clusion: HIS 373 (1971-72). S.J. Randall. 2S: 7 4-6
HIS 377 - Themes in American Expansion. S.J. Randall
2L. TR 11, IT: N.

SKI
CYXLE cANOE HIke cUMB CAVe $w|M

EVERYONE WELCOME TO THE
FALL GENERAL MEETING OF THE

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
OUTING GLOB

TUES. SEPT. 26, 7:30 P.M.
Cody Ha LI — School of Nursing

Sign up for our big cabin weekend Sept. 30 - Oct. 1

FHEE
CO^Ftg

Af4f)
DONu

Ts sLlOES
TA|_Ks

Hundreds of

Poplin, Nylons,

Leathers, Meltons,

Corduroys, Jackets

SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.

WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT

CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO
n(J«..„

2462 YONGE ST. TORONTOPHONE 486-0997
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Waffle to wage campaign for fed election
By NAOIM WAKEAM

York university professor
James Laxer announced at a press
conference Thursday that the Onta-
rio Waffle Movement for an Inde-
pendent Socialist Canada will wage
a political campaign during the
federal election.

However, the Waffle will not
field any candidates for the Octber
30 contest.

"We are not a political party."
According to press release, no

political party is dealing seriously
with the vital issue of the in-
dependence of Canada,

The release states that "it is
almost unbelievable, that the parties
have said so litle about the effects of
Nixon's economic policies on
Canada, the criical trade talks still

proceeding between Canada and the
United States, and the quesion of
Canadian resourse policy, par-
ticularly in the far north."

THE Waffle campaign, said
Laxer, will be one way the in-

dependence movement can put
forward its views.

The press release stated that the
movement "opposes the Trudeau

concept of federalism" and suggests
|laht "only be recognizing the right

;of self-determination for both of
Canada's peoples can be built a new
alliance between English and French
ito deal with our common
problems."

i

Laxer continued, "we intend to
run our own campaign. We are not
(going to tell people how to vote".

GSU miffed at Miglin invitation to ceremony

Wafflers who were running
under the NDP banner have
withdrawn "because we were no
longer in a situation to change the
policies of the party we were part
of," he said.

"The point of our campaign is

to bring attention to those issues
being ignored by politicians."

Unclassifieds
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coals from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadlna Ave. between Queen and Oun-
das. Good selection ot (un furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (for and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental
can solve it. Complete apartment or )ust
the pieces you need. Ideal for two or more
sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.
Marty Millionaire Fumllure Rentals. 485
Queen St. W, 366-8051 or 366-6433.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.

Going oul of business after 42 years.
Pearl Furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind
new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

BABYSITTER wanted tor two lively

children, 2-1/2 and 7 months, 2-3 half days
per week. Please call 466-0048 mornings
or evenings. (North Toronto)

PRIVATE TUTORING Need any help?
Private tutoring in first and second year
physics, mathematics. Sudhir Joshi (M.S.)

35 Howland - 925-0203. Be sure and suc-
cessful.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD with pay for

female student for babysitting and light

household duties. Apply: Mrs. Griffin 487-

9274

ATTRACTIVE MODELS WANTED Phone
964-1575

ARE YOU ATTRACTIVE and like meeting
new people? Would you like to earn extra
money doing this? Call Xanadu Escort
Service for details 363-4958

MALES AND FEMALES (min. 18) willing

to consume alcohol, wanted for

psychology experiment. Minimum pay
$4.00. Call 595-6146 before 5:00. Addiction
Research Foundation

ACCOMODATION AVAILABLE for one
male in campus CO-OP residence, phone
964-1961, or apply 395 Hurron St.

NEED ROOMATE - preferably female to

share a two bedroom apartment close to

Avenue Rd. and St. Clair Call 924-2710

PERSONS TO HAND OUT FLYERS. In

Downtown Area. Afternoons and nights.

Call: 367-9750 or apply on 5 Elm. St.

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT, special

student rates, $5.00 month ly. Free
delivery, phone 486-6029. Associated Of-

fice Services.

BEAUTIFUL ROOM, quiet five minute

walk to Jane subway station. $60/month.

Phone: 676-7915.

MALE GRADUATE STUDENT desperately

needs living accommodations. Must have
own room. Will share bath, kitchen,

glrlflend, stash, vibes. Co-Op great! 636-

5421. Leave message - Howard. 636-5421.

INVOLUMENT IN TUTORING A night

school student be a volunteer with the

Earlscourt Community Project, a student

is wailing for you. Please call Alec - 532-

3303.

PROFESSIONAL ESSAY and thesis

typing. 40c. per page. Call Janet. 277-18

07, after 8.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD plus $30 mon-
thly for female student In return tor baby
sitting duties. Close to University. 920-628

8.

GIRL 21, looking for another girl to share

a 2-bedroom apartment this year. I am in-

terested in music and would like to have
piano in the apartment. Call Feme and
leave message with answering service

635-6954 from 1 1 -5. After 5, leave message
al 633-1391.

FOR LADIES: Massage - pedlcur-faclal by

cosmetology. R.M.S. Parvialnen. 713
Spadlna Ave. (2nd floor) for appointment
924-3022

By ELAINE KAHN
The Graduate Students' Union

has expressed concern over the ad-

ministration's decision to invite
SAC president Eric Miglin to speak
as the sole representative of the
entire student body at the installa-

tion of president John Evans this

Thursday.

In a letter o presidential

assistant, N.S. Dickinson, GSU
president Wendy LeBlanc said that

Miglin "in no way represents or
speaks for the close to 7,000
grauduate students" of the
university.

She was also perturbed that she
had not been conulted before the

choice was made.
She was informed of the choice

of Migin, she says, by receiving a

copy of a letter sent to the Associa-
tion or Part-time Undergraduate
Students, saying he had been picked.

Larry Hoffman, GSU
executive assistant, complained tat

the university has begun Evans' term
here "by disenfranchising graduate
students." He admitted that SAC
represents more students thn any
other student body but thought
LeBlanc should have also been given

the chance to speak.

Dickinson said he supposed the
group who chose Miglin had not
thought it necessary to consult

LeBlanc because of the non-
political, non-academic nature of te

event.

"Nobody should get uptight

about it," he said.

He stressed the simplicity of the

installation ceremony and added
that it would take six or seven hours
to let every duly constituted body on
campus speak, even though the

Former U of T president

Claude Bissell has had a busy few
months basking in international

glory.

Earlier this year summer,
Bissell received his 15th honorary
degree from St. Andrew's Universi-

ty in Scotland.

He then preceeded travelling to

PIZZA PATIO Continues to
grow in Canada and as a matter
of corporate policy continues to

offer employment to students on
a part-time basis throughout the
school year. PIZZA PATIO
operates in Toronto two Pizza
Pubs with entertainment at no
additional charge. Delivery ser-

vice is also available in most
areas of the city. Those students
seeking part-time employment,
male or female (over 21 years of

age for drivers) - apply in person
at 210 Bloor St. W., after 7 p.m.,

Tues., Wed., Thurs.

As a movement, "We do not
iplan to support any candidates in

any campaign."

iHowever, both Laxer and U of T
.political economist Mel Watkins,
another Waffle leader, stated they
personally would vote for the NDP
.on October 30. Each also intends to
remain a member of he New
Democratic Party.

speeches will be about one minute
.long.

Miglin, who represents more
than 20,000 undergraduates, said

that he didn't think anyone had
deliberately intended to slight

LeBlanc by not asking her to speak.

Miglin added that he would have let

her or anyone else from other stu-

dent organizations speak.

England where the University of

Leeds honoured him wit the cance to

teach a course in Canadian history

mext spring. An English professor

of the old schoo,, Bissell also taught
a course in Canadian-American
studies at Harvard in 1967.

Since his retirement as

president in 1971, Bissell has been
active in the business world, too,

collectng directorships in insurance

and other corporatios.

Now he is at the University of
Lethbridge in Alberta, collecting his

16th honourary degree.

TORONTO'S FINEST

liiatsr&ads
o WANTED

mattresses from $22.50
o SAFETY ENGINEERED

frames from $37.50

o COMPLETE BEDS
FROM $95.00

Hsffg anJ low turn i imfv
534 MT. PLEASANT RD.

489-7711

ECUMENICAL
SERVICE OF PRAYER

SEPT. 27
12:15 p.m

NEWMAN CHAPEL
HOSKIN AVE AND ST. GEORGE ST.

SPEAKER

PROF. E. BEST
DEPT. OF RELIGIOUS STUDIES

VICTORIA COLLEGE
SPONSORED BY

Campus Ministries Foundation
89 ST. GEORGE ST.

TO MARK THE BEGINNING OF TERM

LOCATIONS

• 234 Bloor St.

• 1415 Yonge St.

• 2990 Eglinton East
• 362 Yonge St.

Welcomes all Students

new & old back to

the University of Toronto

you are cordially invited to drop in to

any Swiss Chalet Bar BQ in Toronto.
Bring this coupon with you to get our

WELCOME BACK OFFER

•clip out

A QUARTER CHICKEN PLATE !

INCLUDES you pay only

• Quarter Bar BQ ChickenA^
• roii $i in
• Fresh French Fries Ifll^tf
• Famous Bar BQ Sauce ^^
• Beverage RE^ PR,CE

$1.45
OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 31, 1972 - DINING ROOM SERVICE ONLY

Busy Bissell picks up more
academic, business honours
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They moved; we

didn't know it

I wish to inform you of an error
in the September 18th issue of The
Varsity.

The correct address for the

Ontario Human Rights Commission,
and the Women's Bureau is 400
University Avenue rather than 74
Victoria Street, their former
location.

Their telephone numbers remain
unchanged.

Esther Kulman

'Stuff peddled

is not mescaline"

In reading the section on drugs
in your "Community Guide"
(September 18). I noticed that

several popular miscnceptions had
been included.

The information on mescaline

and psilocybin was factual.
However, it is important to note that

despite the widely held belief that
both thse substances, as well as
peyote and THC. are readily
available in Canada, there seems to

be virtually no basis in reality for
this assumption.

Over the past three years,

numerous samples of substances
alleged to be mescaline, both orga-
nic and inorganic, psilocybin. THC.
and peyote have been analysed bv
the Addiction Research Foundation
in Toronto - and none of these

drugs has ever been detected. The
majority of such samples actually
turned out to be one of three things:

LSD. PCP or a combination of
the two.

PCP Iphencyclidene) is a drug
for which the only current phar-
maceutical use is as an anestheticfor
animals. Adverse reactions for
humans can include "speedy" sym-
ptoms, such as increased heart rate
and blood pressure, as well as
nausea, vomitting. and visual
hallucinations (the latter action
partly explaining why PCP turns up
as a counterfeit for the "exotic
hallucinogens). It is. in short, a
potentially harmful drug.

The article also mentioned that
MDA is a speed-like, addicting
drug. It is, however, classified scien-
tifically as a hallucinogen rather
than an amphetamine, and there has
been no evidence to date that would
indicate the use of MDA causes
physical dependance.

I hope you will decide to re-
inform the students in these areas I
have outlined. Drug information is

only useful when it is factual.

Lynn Cunningham
Connection

Flattered mate,
not great mate

Though flattered by the printed

word

Describing me as wife of Sword,

I must disclaim that honour

great

No mate am I save office-

mate.

Frances Ireland

U W T
DEBATING UNION

OPENING MEETING

HART HOUSE

SOUTH SITTING ROOM

TODAY 8.00
Open to all except those
easily shocked by the

most explicit debating techniques permitted.
Topic to be announced

Refreshments

all the
latest in

fashion
and
custom-
made
eyewear

Posilippo's victim
of imperialism

Confound it. Maledictions on
thee, lackies of imperialist running
dogs! Under the cunning disguise of
bourgeois tolerance. The Varsity
{September 20) has prined Mr.
Stollar's note on the pure
paradasical proletarian pizza,
Posilippo's. Yet, the class struggle,
though hidden, continues unabated.
Opportunistic benders of the truths
THE IDEOLOGICALLY
CORRECT PHONE NUMBER
OF Posilippo's is 531-5313, not
5213!! Down with bourgeois
deviationism! Long live chairman

GRUMBLES
71 Jai-vis inn a?ar.

This week

PERTH COUNTY
CONSPIRACY

Next week:

Beverly Glenn Copland

with LENNY BREAU

Ruggiero's mass line in pizza-
making!

Michael Steinberg
People's Action Squadron for

Tomato Sauce and Anchovies

(Marxist-Leninist)
Ed.'s Note: And. Papa Mieeltis
phone number is 925-2201 instead of
the number printed in last Monday's
community guide.

Prof wants 5W's,

not quarter loaf
Haifa loaf is not always better

than none, and the quarter loaf
served in Wednesday's Varsity,
"Prof, attacks distortion" made so
little sense that even I had trouble
figuring out what f was supposed to
have declared. I recall, also, that
articles should answer who, when,
where, why and what. As the who
involved I want especially to deny

BRADDOCK
OPTICAL
12 OPTICAL STOREb
THHuUl,HOU7 MfcJFlO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PA L,i;.

MAIN STORE
-Sn BLOOR SI WEST 90? 'OJfi

TERMPAPERS
SERVICE

DUPLICATE PAPERS
$1.85 per page
FOR REFERENCE AND
RESEARCH ONLY

Our Termpaper Service Is

Quick And Highly Professional

A well Qualified Staff of
College Graduates Will

Research, Write And Type
Your Order At Reasonable

Cost

PHONE (416) 638-3559

Suite 906
12 GOLDFINCH CRT..

WILLOWDALE, ONT.
A Canadian Company

thai Marxism is only taught here to
be "vulgarized and ridiculed", since
I firmly belief that at least one
course in Marxism does not do this,
namely my own.

The comments I made which
sparked the article were made at a
lalk sponsored by the U of T Com-
munist Club last Monday at Sid
Smith to discuss ways of putting
Marxism in more U of T courses,
(where, when, why). As to what I

said. I recall it to be mainly a
cniicism of the view that Marxism
should be studied in extra-
curricular, counter-courses. In my
opinion, this would deny students
the right to study Marxism as a
legitimate university subject.

Correction
Birth Control
Information

533-9006
Please cut out and attach to

community guide phone list.

ALL GIRLS
For art

photography,
hostess service,
nude modelling
EXCELLENT PAY

PART TIME, FULL TIME

Call 920-3551
ANYTIME

AFTERNOON OF THURSDAY, SEPT 28
Erindale and Scarborough Colleges from 2 p.m

St. George Campus from 3 p.m.

to enable Students and Staff to attend

the Installation of John Robert Evans

as the 9th President of the University

t

FRONT CAMPUS AT 3.15 P.M.
-r

""»"*»> * * fen*, Uw„, Hart House Circle
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To aid executive members

SAC hires more office assistants
By LINDA HALL

In a move designed to aid its

executive members, SAC plans to

hire office assistants to fill two
existing positions and create one or
possibly two positions of a similar
nature.

SA C will fill the executive

assistant's position, and will also

hire an education assistant for a post
created in 1967. As well, an assistant

will work for both the services and
communications commissions.

Present executive assistant

Paul Carson is re-applying for his

job, along with approximately 30
others. The education position was

filled during the summer first by last

year's education commissioner. Dan
Lcckie, then by interim com-
missioner Bob Anderson and most
recently by present commissioner
Marty Stollar.

The positions were advertised

in a $30 Globe and Mail adver-
tisement, as well as in campus
media, President Eric Miglin later

said he regretted the move, as the ad
brought forth many applicaions

from people with little knowedge of

U of T.

Stollar said last week that if the

Arts and Science Union does not

come into being, SA C will need a

second paid assistant to share the

duties that would fall under the

education commissoner's juridica-

tion. A conference Saturday decided
to form the union, but to get un-
derway, it requires ratification by
various student bodies and a SAC
grant.

The position of university

researcher, created during the
summer to serve the student
members of the Governing Council,

was terminated when researcher

Craig Heron resigned. to work for

the Ontaro Federation of Students.

A SAC executive meeting on

September 1 decided that the stu- The executive assistant, for

dent caucus for the Governing example, Miglin said, is 'occupied

Council was not making effective w 'lh a lot of things that come up
use or the university researcher, and around the office". He said there are
that the SA C uniersity commission no major projects planned for the

Quebec law students meet today,

may decide on general strike
MONTREAL* C U PI)—

A

general strike of Quebec law
students at the Quebec bar now
seems imminent, following a

meeting Saturday night at the

University of Montreal.

An ultimatum from the U of M
students demanding the restructur-

ing of the bar examination was ig-

nored last week.

Consequently, law students at

the University of Montreal, the

University of Sherbrooke, Laval
University, the University of
Ottawa and McGill University are
considering strike action.

William Friedman, president

of the McGill law undergraduate

society has called a meeting today at

which he will ask for student support

for the strike.

If they agree, they wll join more
students who have already begun
picketing the Palais de Justice.

Bar examinations have been
scheduled during the time of demon-
strations, yet the doors have already

been barred by angry students.

The lawyers' guild, however,

has a police permit to demonstrate
between 8:30 am and 12:30 p.m.

The major objections of the

striking students are aimed at the

structure of the bar exams. Six tests

are given both morning and after-

noon on three consecutive days;

each lasts three hours.

Fifty-eight per cent of those
tested in Quebec earlier this year
failed.

The strikers hope to pressure

members of the bar into restruc-

turing the exams at a meeting
planned for next Tuesday.

could not by itself provide sufficient

work to justify the hiring of a full-

lime assistant.SA C also employs
two general secretaries as well as an
assistant to the accountant.

At a SAC executivemeeting
early this month, Miglin expressed
the philosophy behind the prolifera-

tion of paid assistants. ideally every
commission should have a resource

person to handle bureaucracy and
research, but not policy formation,
which must be the role of the elected

students."

In an interview this week,

Miglin asserted that for its size and

significance, SAC has a relatively

small paid full-time office staff.

executive assistant this year.

The major responsibility of
the one or two education assistants

is information dissemination. The
assistants will also organize course
evauations and non-editorial work
on Hoglown Press, which SAC
acquired last March.

The newly-created position of
services and communications assis-

tant is desgned primarily for work
on a number of surveys planned
by both commissions.

Hiring committees to consider
the applicants were being es-

tablished last week. 'We hope to
have filled the positions by the end
of the month" Miglin said.

ENCOUNTER
NEMAYA FARM GROWTHCENTRE
At the tarm-Weekends of gentle intro. to encounter,

for couples and individuals using gestalt

transactional analysis and other

"here and now" approaches

In the city-weekly workshop for couples based on
current bestseller "Open Marriage"

Conducted by Dr. S.W. SMverberg, B.A., M.D.
For further info, call: 483-1777 or 537-2527

Bananas Sept. 25 - 20

Whiskey Howl Sept. 25 - 28

Mainline Sept. 29

Fludd Sept. 30

April wine Oct. 2 - 7

King Biscuit Boy Od. 9-15

Grease Ball Boogie Oct. 16- 21

Wayne Cochrane Oct. 23 - 20

John Baldry Oct. 30 - NOV. 4

Ban Hicks NOV. 20 - 25

Chubby Checker Dec. 4 - 9

THE EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Spadina at College

NO COVER - NO MINIMUM

TUESDAY EVENING FILM SERIES
OISE Tuesday, Sept. 26th.

7.30

Sunday, Bloody Sunday

BY JOHN SCHLESINGER
WITH GLENDA JACKSON

PETER FINCH

9.30

No Love For Johnny

WITH PETER FINCH
(best actor

Berlin Film Festival)

O.I.S.E. Auditorium
252 BLOOR ST. W.

AT ST. GEORGE
Adm. $1.50 at 7.30

(DOUBLE BILL)

$1.00 at 9.30

(2nd. SHOW ONLY)

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Student Subscriptions

$3.00 for the Three Productions
Hart House Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $3.00 for the
three All-University productions. The student rate will be $1.25 for a
single performance. Subscribers are assured of the same seats and
performance evenings for the season. Two subscriptions only on
each A.T.L. card.

1 972-73 SEASON
THE MISANTHROPE by Moliere, translated into English verse by

Richard Wilbur Directed by Donald Davis

Thursday, October 19 to Saturday, October 26
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
ROSMERSHOLM by Henrik Ibsen, translated by F. Marker and L.L. Marker

Directed by David Gardner
Thursday, November 23 to Saturday, December 2

(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

HAMLET by William Shakespeare Directed by Martin Hunter

Thursday, January 25 to Saturday, February 3

(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Box Office opens September 18, 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. - 926-6668

USHERS
Volunteer Ushers are required for the three Hart House Theatre productions.

Please telephone 928-8674 or call at Theatre offices.
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"We wanted to end the sit-In because it had

no purpose."
— Jack Sword explaining why he called

police on campus to evict Slmcoe Hall

occupiers.

The Varsity. S member of Cjnadlan

University Press, was founded in 18S0

and is published by [he Students' Ad-

ministrative Council of ihe University

of Toronto end Is piinted by Dalson3

Pres3 Lid. Opinions eiptessed in ihls

newspaper are not necessarily those ot

ihe Students' Administrative Council

or (he admi nisi railon ol ihe university.

Forma! complaints about the editorial

or business operation of ihe paper may
be addressed to the Chairman. Cam-
pus Relations Commlnee. Varsity

Board of Directors. 91 SL George St.

We are all on trial

Drop charges against library four
Although John Evans hat

been U of T prealdent since

July first, the veatlgea ol the

turbulent reign of caretaker

president Jack Sword etlll

linger. Tomorrow, four people

arrested during the police

aaaault on laet March's first

Slmcoe Hall occupation
come to trial.

The four, along with

between 25 and 100 com-
patriots, had occupied the

university's main ad-
ministrative building when
the academic Senate re-

fected student end communi-
ty demands for unlimited

access to the stacks of the

John Roberts Library.

The occupation followed

months of futile debate, first

In the Library Council and
then the Senate, all falling on
deaf ears. It was like a rerun

of the previous summer's U of

T Act legislature debate. The
students had all the reasoned
arguments; the conservative

faculty the clout to prevent

the students from winning

their point.

More than 7,000 students
manifested their support for

the open stacks campaign,
signing petitions and
coupons. A wide variety of

community groups voiced
their support for the student
campaign In letters presented
to the Initial Senate meeting
which rejected student
demands.

But when acting president
Sword thought student
numbers were sufficiently

low, he ordered Metro end
campus police to evict the
occupiers, early on a droway
Sunday morning. For the se-

cond time In his one year
tenure as Claude Bissau's

temporary successor, Sword
had given In to Impulsive
reaction and broken with
long-standing tradition by
bringing Metro police onto
campus.

The police esaault was
quick and brutal. Despite
alleged orders to U of T. chief
constable J.F. Weetheed to
Inform each student that he
had the right to leave the
building voluntarily, no war-
ning was given to the Slm-
coe Hall occupiers.

Rejecting negotiation, the
phalanx of campus and Metro
police crashed up against the
omate, wooden doore of the
Senate Chambers, eventually
beating a panel through to
obtain entry. Despite student
cries to avoid fighting
between cops and students,
Metro cops began attacking
the students, punching and
kicking wildly In all
directions.

Students mass outside Slmcoe Hall before reoccupylng Senate Chambers to protest then acting president Jack Sword's action In

having police evict occupiers.

In the bitter irony that

charecterlzea riot police
offensives, people resisting

police attacks were beaten all

the harder. And, persons who
came to their rescue were
charged with assaulting
police.

Nineteen people were
arrested for trespassing
however the university later

dropped the chrgee following

the re-occupetlon of Slmcoe
Hall by more than 600
atudenta protesting
Sword's action.

Charges against four of the
occupiers for aaaault and ob-
struction were, however, not
dropped by the police despite
e public statement by the
university's top ad-
ministrators that "the In-

terests of both the university

community and the public

would be beet served If all

charges were dropped. These
are the charges which come
up Tuesday.

The four open stacks
supporters shouldn't be on
trial. Instead, the cope who
assaulted the occupying
atudenta should be standing
In the docket. It's time
overzealoua head-buatera
were made to own up to their

actions.

The university, too, ahould
Join "Metro's finest" In the
docket. It ahould never have
called police on campus to
settle an Internal matter.

The occupation,
expressing the Just dis-
content of thousands of
students, waa a legitimate
vehicle of dleaent and was not
Interfering with the universi-

ty's operations. In fact, the
occupiers restricted them-
selves primarily to the Senate
Chamber area so that the
university would be able to
carry on Its normal functions
when Its business offices
reopened Monday morning.
There are serious doubts

that the university has pur-
sued the dropping of these
chargea aa vigorously ae It

could have. Vice-presidents
Sword and Donald Foreter

(now the undisputed number
two men In the ad-
ministration) end vlce-
provost Robin Rosa have
been subpoenaed to testify at

the trials. They ahould seize
the opportunity to reassert
firmly the university's deelre
that proceedings be dropped.

All three signed a March 13
statement admitting that
"there was some mis-
understanding and dif-
ficulties of communication
because of the circumstances
under which the police had
(sic) to act". There need be
no room for "misunder-
standing" now. The unlveraity

was wrong In calling police.

The police were overly
enthouslastlc In carrying out
their orders. And, the charges

have no basle In fact or

Juatlce.

Aa long aa the four remain
charged, we are all on trial

because the must face legal

sanction for defending our
principles, so should we.

When the trials begin et 10
am Tueaday In courtroom 33
of the Old City Hall, the 7,000-
plua atudente who signed the
open etacka petitions and
coupona ahould be there, es
well aa new etudents who
support the struggle to make
the university serve the
community.

And, feet Slmcoe Hell
bureaucrats think otherwise,

let them be fully waware that
Roberts Library etacka la not
Roberts Library stacks la no
yet aettled. These trials,

should they be allowed to

continue, ere Just a detour
elong the way. The etacka
must be open to everyonel
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Sword, Forster, Ross to testify
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A parade- 0f U of T stars ,s
expected to visit City Hall tomorrow— in a trip to court.

But first a parade of supporters of
people arrested in the first "open the
slacks occupation last spring is
expected to arrive, after assembling
at 9 am in front of Simcoe Hall -!
the scene of the arrests
The trials of the four people

arrested in the break-up of the first
occupation are due to come up in
court 33 of the Old City Hall at I0am. The arrests came after a group

the
" Senale cha^s

ol the chief administrative buildinam support of open access to the
slacks of the new John Robarts
Library.

Charges of trespass against IK
persons were later dropped when the
administration responded to a se-
cond and more massive occupation
«y giving in to some of the demands

Jack Sword, then the acting
president who called police on cam-
pus to evict the protesters after the
Senate had refused their demands is
expected to appear as a witness

'

According to one of the accused
vice president Don Forster and vice-' I
provost Robin Ross, who were in-' I
volved ,n the decision to call police Im w'll also testify. Deputy chief fconstable of campus security J C fIrwin has also been subpoenaed ' I
As well, last year's SAC president ,?

'

hod Spencer, many students and
members of the surrounding com-
munity who supported open access
are also expected to appear as
witnesses.

Facing charges of assaulting

Goldb att and Randi Reynolds,
lorn McLaughlin and Goldblatt are

HaMbrass to appear at Tuesday trial

V^-pre^en, John Sword, seen here « occupeCoTs^ Ha„

° Tells Student* firof

charged with assaulting police
McLaughlin promises that his

and Getty's trails will attempt to
raise some of the political issues
involved in the arrests. These in-
Icude rights of the community to use
university resources, particularly

libraries, the rights of dissenters on
campus and the ability of the ad-
ministration to call polic e on
campus.

(In response to the second
occupation acting president Jack
!>word promised he would not again

last year will appear at the trail of four occupiers.
call Metro Police on campus "unless
there is clear and present danger to
the essential functions of the un-
iversity" and, where possible, con-
sultation "with the students directly
involved."

(However president John Evans

has stated he does not feel bound by
Sword's statement, reached after
negotiations with students.)

McLaughlin and Getty intend to
conduct their own trials
McLaughlin said. He expects the
trials to take several days.

O'Donohue says that he will run for mavorBy PAT REDICAN " " "WI IQ IF
a . _ interview followino J* Tnr- .„ at. .

By PAT REDICAN
Alderman Tony O'Donohue

ended months of speculation Satur-
day by admitting he intends to run
for mayor of Toronto. He said an
official announcement of his can-
didacy can be expected "soon".

This disclosure came in an

interview following de Toronto
lapmg or "Crossfire", a television
show similar to Under Attack.

In the introduction to the CHCH-
TV show, O'Donohue allowed
himself to be referred to as "a
candidate for mayor" in the
December 4 municipal election

After the show, which is intended fo.

broadcast later this week or next
week, he said he was unaware while
Hie show was being taped that
reporters were present.

However, he confirmed his in-
tentions to an reporter after the
.show.

Provinces want more paperwork
in Canada student loan plan
OTTAWA(CUP) - The provinces have established
tough new regulations for the Canada Student Loan
plan which could further restrict access to post-
secondary education.
The regulations include a requirement for

photostated copies of T-l income tax forms of both
students and their parents to be included in loan
applications. The forms are supposed to be private
information for the Department of National revenue
but the law protects a citizen from, misuse of that
information only by that department and no other If
copies of the T-l form are not provided, the loan will
not be granted.

Some western Canadian student unions are
reportedly consideering legal action on the clause as a
breach of privacy. But the regulations were made by the
provinces, not by the federal government.
Some of the changes benefit students. The maximun

annual loan was increased to $1400 from $1000 while

$7500°
tal b°rr0wing limit was raised *««n $5000 to

But the most controversial new regulation requires
students to save a certain amount of money from
summer work. The exact amount is determined by a
chart based on a student summer employment survey
conducted in 1971 by the Department of Manpower
and Immigration.
The provinces all agreed to this change and to the use

of the chart.

However, British Columbia governement officials
appear to be backin away after student protests over the
rule began.

Seymour Archibold, provincial student affais
department superintendent in Victoria, claimed that his
department eased the regulations despite opposition
from. Ottawa. He said that expected earnings had been
cut by $100 across the board.

Federal officials told CUP that British Columbia isnow using the chart prepared for Alberta B.C had
earlier agreed to use its own chart which called for
students to save an average of $875 over the summer.
The expected savings vary according to sex and the

number of years of study completed. All student loan
applications will be processed on the assumption that
everyone worked during the summer. Students wishing
to appeal the decision must do so through the
appropriate provincial authority.

Ontario students may have the hardest time getting
appeals processed because of their large number of
Canada s university sutdents attend Institutions in
Ontario.

The Canada Student Loans Act was passed by the
federal government in 1964 to allow more young people
to attend post-secondary institutions. The act outlined
certain mmimun regulations the federal government
felt were necessary.

Because the act is administered by the provinces, the
ten provincial educational representatives meet and
decide under which regulations they will administer the
act. Unanimous agreement must be reached before
changes can be made. A federal Department of Finance
representative chairs the meetings.

The new regulations were effective July I, the
beginning of the plan's fiscal year.

The provinces will meet again in November to
discuss the B.C. decision not to use the previously
agreed upon tables.

Student opposition to the new regulations may be
able to force the governments to retreat. The B.C.
example indicates that it can be done

His campaign will emphasize the
importance of family and com-
munity in modern society
O Donohue said, although
reformers and some of the " Old
Guard" feel the real issues are urban
growth and development.
The ward 4 alderman, who is also

on the city executive, repreatedly
asserted that the breakdown of the
nuclear family the biggest probelm
lacing society today.

One solution to "this problem, he
claimed, was a deeper commitment
by parents to their children. He
rejected the notion that the com-
munal family is an alternative.

O'Donohue also said that a
lightening of discipline in the
schools was necessary, although he
later admitted he knew "very little

about school systems. I can only go
by my own experience."

O'Donohue was educated in
Ireland, in what he decsribed as a
strict educational system.

Much of the programme centred
on Rochdale.

O'Donohue, a long-time foe of the
high-rise co-op building, claimed it

"sets a bad climate for Toronto's
young." Although "99.99 per cent of
the kids are good kids", Rochdale
gives youth a bad name, he stated.

O'Donohue referred to Rochdale
as the "up of the iceberg" of the
breakdown of the social order that
he is making the main theme of his
mayralty campaign.
O'Donohue elaborated little on

ihc other possible campaign issues
He said he didn't think the Spadina
Expressway would be an issue
because "Davis has said no".
O'Donohue was in favour of the
expressway when the issue was
before city Council in 1970
Questioned his chances of winning
the election, he merely state that he
"couldn't by the election"
He added that Alderman David

Rotenberg "is certainly not short of
money. 1 am not in his position, I'll
have to win it another way"
Rotenberg, along with Alderman
David Crombie. is a declared
mayoralty candidate.

Asked about how the "reformers"
will do in the December municipal
election, O'Donohue said "I don't
consider someone who is against
development a reformer. Every new
alderman considers himself a
reformer and as far as that goes I
guess there will be a couple on
council next year."

O'Donohue also promised to
reveal his campaign expenditures
hdure the election is over.

Meeting Daze
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The Varsity intends to devote considerable space this year tocoverage of community politics. People wishing to write on
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YOUR HELP
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

The Ontario Federation of Students fees referen-

dum has been reported already in The Varsity. If

there is to be any meaning to the referendum,
the turnout must be massive, and awareness
must be very high.

Your help is needed. The referendum is less than

three weeks away. Come tonight if you can work
on the referendum. If you can't make it, call John
Helliwell, SAC office, 928-4911.

DEBATES ROOM , HART HOUSE
7:00, MONDAY, SEPT. 25

TONIGHT

Sexual

Awareness

SEPTEMBER
29IH-2STH
A Week of Discussions, Displays
and Films to Explore Our
Sexuality - Facts and Fantasies -

Pleasures and Problems.
Sponsored by The University
Health Service and The Students'
Administrative Council.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26TH

2:00

5:00

P.M.

LASH MILLER Building Room
161 (St. George And Willcocks
Sts.)

Two Afternoons of Informal
Discussion, Displays and Film
Presentations.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26TH

7:00

P.M.

Medical Sciences Building
(Large Lecture Theatre)

"SEXUALITY"
Presentations from a Panel of
Doctors, Sociologists and
Students, with Opportunity for
Questions and Discussion.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH
7:00 Medical Sciences Building

PHH (Large Lecture Theatre)

"CONTRACEPTION"
A Look at Family Planning
Methods and Problems.
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Consistent aggressive play by the
scrum led the Rugby Blues to a 24-3
victory over Trent University Satur-
day on the back campus playing
field.

The Blues were greatly improved
from their game against RMC the
previous Saturday. The team was
ahead 10-0 at half time and con-
tinued to dominate in both loose and
set play, holding Trent to their own
half of the field for most of the
game.

Blues captain John Drummond
scored early in the first half of play
with a run from the base of the
scrum to the blind side from the
Trent five yard line. John Barclay
later added a second try following a
scrum drive over the Trent goal-line.
Rick Hodder converted for a 10-0
score at halftime.

Rugby Blues defeat Trent 24-3, 34-7

The Varsity 9

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informed
helpful
staff

<Z
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGEST
Below Bloor
923-3551

In the second half, marked by
powerful rucking by the scrum and
solid running in the backs, scrum-
half Drummond added two more
tries for the day's only "hattrick".

Late in the game, wing forward
Neil Sorbie scored the final try for
the Blues, and Hodder added two
points with a field goal. Trent's only
points came in the second half with a
penalty goal by Keith Burton.
The Blues now stand l-l in league

competition, with six remaining
games.

Blues' second team
complemented the first team's win,
by trouncing the second Trent team
34-7. Duncan Taylor and Diego
Gaueli led the scoring with two tries
each.

The remaining points were scored &
by Bill Procunier, Mike Braney, ^Greg Sprick, and Richard Brookes |.— all with one try. Trent replied§
with a lone try by Peter Adams, and a I
a penalty goal by Tony Sherman. 1 I
The Blues host the University of

*
Michigan Rugby Club from Ann fIArbour next Saturday afternoon in 2 %
annual exhibition play. (Last year £

'

the Michigan team defeated the
Blues in Ann Arbour.)^ i<ian>ii wiui

University of Toronto barred women from
meSra

sch001 in 19th century: organizer
RwailSC nhf line n n>A_ C-i

By AGI LUKACS

The University of Toronto
blatantly discriminated against
female students in the 19th century,
asserted Jackie Larkin at a forum
on the history of women, sponsored
by the Department of Inter-
disciplinary Studeis.

Larkin, a mbmer of the NDP
women's caucus cited the case of
Emily Howard, a woman who
attempted to enrol in the U of T's
medical school in I860.

BENSON BUILDING
HOME OF WOMEN'S ATHLETICS

REQUIRES MEN
FOR

BALLROOM &
FOLK OANCE
Wednesday Evening 7 - 9

REGISTRATION FEE $5.00

BALLROOM COURSE OFFERED

FALL TERM ONLY
To those men who previously registered and paid
$10.00, please check at Room 230, Benson Building for
your rebate

Because she was a woman, Stowe
was refused entry to the University
of Toronto's medical school. She
was told by one offical: "The doors
of the university are not open to
women, and, 1 trust, never will be."

Larkin spoke to a large crowd in
the Faculty of Eduction auditorium.

Stowe, Larkin said, got her
degreee in New York, but was
almost prevented from practising

medicine in Ontario because her
degree was not Canadian. In fact,
the first medical degree granted to a
Canadian woman in Canada went to
her daughter.

But the U of T had tried hard to
fight this, Larkin stated. It had
helpd to establish a 'separate but
equal' medical school for women in

Toronto, which evolved into today's
Women's College Hospital.

In the 19th century, women who
attended secondary school were con-
sidered worthy of only half the
government grant that applied to a
men. Until around 1920, fewer
women went to high school than
men and for thse women, Larkin
asserted ther was special treatment:
courses in "needlework and

morality

QLarkin discussed why most wome
did not go to school as much as men
in the nineteenth century.

Even if they weren't busy making
clothes, soap, candles, bread, and
preserves from their gardens, their
place was considered to be in the
home. There were children to take
care of, and probably usually many
of them, because sons were needed
to do the farming. Childbirth was
dangerous, given the scarcity of
doctors.

The importance of women was
recognized in an 1870 legal decision,
when a husband was awarded $500
for the loss of his wife's labour after
she fell on ice and broke her leg. She
received nothing.

About this time, Larkin told the
audience, a woman lost her
nationality, property and wages if

she married She had no legal power
over the apprenticeship or adoption
of her children. If she committed
adultery, the law could forbid her
access to her children. The same
thing did not apply to a husband
who "sinned". It was not until this

century that a wife could sue for
desertion or child support.

When women began to get paid
jobs in numbers, their jobs, not
surprisingly, were extensions of the
home duties wheh they performed so
well: they became servants,
housekeepers, and textile workers.
As the latter, Larkin asserted, they
often worked 16-18 hours a day, and
sometimes were excluded
fromunions on grounds which ar
reminiscent f the present: women are
not steady workrs; they leave to get
married.

Their wages remained below
those of men. In 1907 female
workrs' wages averaged only two-
third of male workers'.

Since then, the percentage of the
labour force which was female rose
from about 15 per cent to 15 per
cent. During the Second World
War, women became involved in

work not usualy deemed suitable for
them. Mothers were granted flexible

hours or daycare centres, because
their work was needed. These
necessities largely disappeared after
[he war.

FASHION
WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

SPORT OF JUDO
Timetable changes!

CUSSES COMMENCE TODAY,

12:00 NOON TO 1:00 P.M. DAILY

Women students holding coloured belts

will be accepted on a limited basis.

Call at Office 107, Athletic Wing, Hart

House, between 11:00 A.M. and 1:00

P.M. for details.

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

J JEANS

v T-SHIRTS

4 BAGGIES _

$4

$2
(value! to $30)

<gg_-fl g

from $4

-$5-18

$8-18

$18
t' BLAZER A BAG SUITS_$22-30

v' SWEATERS

V BLAZERS_

V SM0CKS_
it GOWNS

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNDASj

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

WRITE ON
7 Cfiarfea St. W.

967-1110

Open 9 lo 9, M-F
11-5 Sal.

TERMPAPERS
Canada's largos! library ol proMesled
papers (rom $1.75 per page. Also expert
custom research- papers from $3.95 PER
page. Plus TRANSLATIONS, TUTORING
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
PROGRAMS, EDITING AND RESEARCH 4c
XEROX FOR STUDENTS.

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses.!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

,
.
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AVAILABLE
IN THE SAC OFFICE

Handbook (Vol 1)

Bird) Control Handbook

VD Handbook

You and the Law

Career Expectation Study

SAC General Meeting
WED., 27TH SEPTEMBER

MUSIC ROOM HART HOUSE
7:00 p.m.

THE VARSITY BOARD:

TIME IS RUNNING OUT
Applications for the

four SAC seats on the Var-
sity Board must be
received by 4:00 Wed-
nesday. Send Applications
(or requests for further in-

formation) to Debra Lewis,
Communications Com-
missioner, SAC office.

SACircuit
PRIORITIES

At the last general meeting of SAC, the coun-
cil decided upon a number of areas which require
our immediate and intensive attention. Committees
are being organized to investigate the following

1. STUDENT SERVICES: Those working in this
area will be involved in evaluating the quality of
present SAC and University student services and
making recommendations to SAC concerning
existing and possible additional areas of student
services. If interested in this area, contact Bill
Steadman, Services Commissioner.

2. FINANCING OF POST-SECONDARY
EDUCATION: The purpose of this working group is
to ensure a continuity of student expertise and
competence in the field of post-secondary finan-
cing and to increase the general awareness
among the student body as a whole with regard to
issues in this field.

Contact: Eric Miglin President.

3. DISCIPLINE: With discipline soon to be an
issue in the Governing Council, it is essential that
SAC issue a position paper on this topic It will
report to council by October 1. Contact: John
Creelman, University Commissioner.

4. THE LIBRARY: SAC feels that the question
of the Robarts Library is still very much an issueand one in which we must take an initiative. The
Library Committee will be surveying the arguments
concerning the library and presenting their
evaluation of these to council by October 30 Fur-
ther actions may be taken upon adoption of a SAC
policy Contact: Michael Steinberg

5 UNIVERSITY PLANNING: Since the idea of
a single campus centre has been rejected by manyo those concerned, SAC has turned its attention to
Planning of the University as a whole. SAC com-
mits .self to analysing students' needs and desiresw th respeel.to physical planning, and commits it-se f to seeking the broadest possible student in-volvement in long range university planning. Con-
tact: John Helliwell, Vice President

mm£
DA

TCARE: ln tne 'ight of recent develop-
,n

t

thl
i area

-
discussion of this topic wastabled until the next general meeting.

• We need people to work in all of the above

t

a
h!

a
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£

f thG C°ntaCts Can be reached thr°ugh

EvJnnO
0fflCe (92M911

'
12 Hart House Circle).Everyone is encouraged to help.

THE FEES

REFERENDUM

OCT. 11, 12
As a member of the On

tario Federation of Students,
SAC at U of T has already ex
pressed support of two OFS
demands on fees: that the fee
increases be deterred until

those affected are consulted
and until the Wright Com
mission Report is discussed,
and that the OSAP changes
be reversed, so the loan
ceiling would return to $600.

Now OFS is asking all

students in Ontario for sup-
port for these demands, and
for an opinion on the tactics

proposed for realizing the
demands. A province-wide
referendum is being held Oc-
tober 11 and 12 asking three
questions:

1- Do you support the
demands made by the Ontario
Federation of Students to the
Government of Ontario?

2. Will you support
withholding your tuition fees in
January if OFS negotions with
the Government are un-
sucessful?

3. Would you support
withholding all of your 1973-
9174 tuition fees If the Govern-
ment of Ontario announces fur-
ther tuition fee increases or fur-
ther detrimental changes in

OSAP?

The way your education
.s paid for will be one of the
great educational debates of
the seventies. It is an issue
that affects everyone in On-
tario. For this reason, student
actions now are extremely
important. They must be
carefully thought out; they
must be reasonable and
responsible; and above all,

they must have the support of
the great majority of students.

This referendum is your
opportunity to tell student
organizations what you think
of their proposals. The issues
are complex, and SAC wili
seek to present them as fairly
and as clearly as possible.
Each of the questions must
be understood and voted on
by an informed student body.

SAC will make clear all of
the consequences of a yes orno
vote to each question, but you
must make up your own mind.

VOTE ON OCT. 11 & 12

COPOUT MEETING
(PRESIDENTS OF ALL U Of T STUDENT COUNCILS)

Tuesday, 26th November 7:00

SAC office (note change ol location)
Inquiries to Eric Miglin or
Debra Lewis, SAC office.

We Need Help
The organization of a major referen-

dum requires a lot of manpower. There are
major tasks-organizing forums, preparing
written material, etc., - and there are minor
tasks - like putting up posters and man-
ning ballot boxes. Please call JOHN
HELLIWELL at the SAC office - 928-4911 -

if you are willing to help. Your college or
faculty student council will also want help
- contact them too.

MONEY
AVAILABLE

People interested in working on the Infor-
mation Service provided by the S.A.C. are to
contact the office by phone (928-4911) or in
person. We are looking for people with
knowledge of the campus, typing ability and
desire to work 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. one night
during the week. Salary is $2.50 per hour.
There are openings for 4 people. Inquires
should be directed to Bill Steadman, SAC Ser-
vices Commissioner.

SACircuit
SACircuit will be a regular feature of the SAC Com-

munications Commission to keep you informed about
what's happening at SAC. Your comments and
criticisms are encouraged.
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YOUTH
PAK'72

FOR YOUNG WOMEN ' FOR YOUNG MEN
• DESERT FLOWER HAND & BODY LOTION 4 oz. I

• NATURAL WONDER SKIN CLEANSER 4 oz.

PLAYTEX DEODORANT TAMPONS 8's

• CEPACOL MOUTHWASH 3K oz.
1

• DESERT FLOWER BUBBLE BATH 4 oz.

• NUVOLA HAIR CONDITIONER
• CONTAC C 4 capsules

• CERTS CANDY BREATH MINTS i

• RESDAN DANDRUFF TREATMENT 6 oz.

• SCHICK INJECTOR RAZOR KITSW
WITH 3 BLADES

o CONTAC C 4 capsules

• OLD SPICE BUR LEY DEODORANT STICK
• NUVOLA HAIR CONDITIONER 2oz.

• CEPACOL MOUTHWASH 3%oz.
• OLD SPICE AFTER SHAVE 4% oz.

• CERTS CANDY BREATH MINTS

1Q
oo

VALUE

FOR JUST

WITH
THIS

COUPON
198

|

EACH PAK

r
LIMIT ONE

PER CUSTOMER

SHOPPERS DRUG MART
YOUTH PAK '72

FOR HIGH SCHOOL

AND UNIVERSITY

ABC STUDENTS

1

THIS OFFER IS AVAILABLE ONLY ON PRESENTATION OF COMPLETED COUPON
WITH EITHER STUDENT ACTIVITY CARD OR DRIVER'S LICENSE

OPPORTUNITY
FOR YOUTH
CONTEST

NAME PHONE
(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) CITY PROV.

ADDRESS
AGE SEX

fifiHoni MALE FEMALE

L
Present this coupon at your, nearby SHOPPERS DRUG MART and $1.96
to receive your YOUTH PAK '72 - - and qualify for valuable prizes

THIS OFFER EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30, 1972
Ll

This coupon is your entry Ballot in

the Opportunity for Youth Contest.

Hurry: Contest closes September 30, 1972

Full details at your near by Shoppers Drug Mart

Prizes include a Toyota Celica ST Car, Spalding Golf Clubs, Panasonic Radio TVs,

Kawasaki Mini Bike, Encyclopedia Americana sets, and $200 Air Ganada travel vouchers.
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Phone 923-4053

Blues blank Waterloo 4-0 in season opener
By PAUL CARSON

Varsity Blues combined an outstanding

defensive effort with two first half touchdowns

to defeat Carleton Ravens 14-6 before 1500

noisy fans Saturday in Ottawa.

The victory evens Blues
1

season record at 1-

I and puis them into a second-place tie with

Ottawa Gee Gees who lost 16-13 to Queens in

Kingston.

Although Carleton mounted a furious drive

in the final two minutes, the game was

actually decided during a fifteen minute span

in (he first half and the opening portion of the

third quartes.

In the first half. Blues were leading 7-0,

thanks to Cor Doret's two-yard plunge, when

penalties and two Carleton end sweeps carried

the Ravens to the Varsity one yard line.

Captain Hartley Stern stopped Raven
fullback Joe Colvey on second down, an with

third and goal Blues entire defensive front

four (Jim Nicoletti, Jim Orfanakos, Jon

Dellandrea, and Jim Blainey) plus Stern and

Rob Bloxham piled up Colvey again and

Blues took over the ball. One series later

the Ravens were back inside Blues' 15 but

linebacker Alex Markobrada threw Mon-
lagano for a sis-yard loss. Carleton kicker

Derek Roberts was then wide and short on a

24-yard field goal attempt.

Blues couldn't move the ball and were hit

for a "no yards" penalty on de ensuing punt, .

then a roughing penalty on Carleton's first

play. The Ravens were back in a familiar spor

— the Varsity 15 — but again had to settle for

a 24-yard field goal attempt. Stern broke

through to cleanly block it and carried the bal

out or danger to the Varsity 40.

On the next play, Dunkley lofted a pass to

flanker Aarne Kartna who raced the

remaining yards down the sideline pasto two
surprised Carleton halfbacks. Dunkley kicked

his second convert of the day an Blues went
into the dressing room leading 14-0

Ravens opened the third quarter with three

quick first downs but successive blitzer by
Nicoletti and Bloxham set them back 22 yards

an forced a punt.

On the next series montagagano hit Raven
halfback Bill Mason on a screen to the short

side an Mason rambled to the Varsity seven-

yard line Stern again was in the right place

intercepting a seconddown pass on the goal-

line to keep Carleton off de scoreboard.

iLL^i It i
-

Cor Doret puts Blues on the scoreboard In the first half of Saturday's game against Carleton In Ottawa.

for 30 yards on two crucial completions.Ravens kept Blues' offensive unit pinned

inside the Varsity 15 for [he next few minutes

but midway through the quarter rookie Brent

Elsey recovered a fumbled punt on the Tronto
35 and Blues were out of danger.

A Bob Billinghurst interception pi us inside

running by Doret and Libert Castillo main-
tained Blues favourable field position until

one of the seemingly endless "-no yards
"

penalties put Carleton on de Varsity 47 with

about eight minutes remaining in the fourth

quarter.

Montagano moved the ball well and hit

flanker Scott Alexander on a key third down

gamble before passing 19 yards to Alexander
for the touchdown. The convert sailed directly

over the right goal-post and Blues led 14-6 but

Ravens had five minutes to get another
touchdown and try the optional two-point

convert provided in college rules.

Ravens picked up the ball once more on a
fumble and wtth rookie quarterback Steve

Kerr at the controls (Dunkley left the field in

the fourth quarter with a painful rib injury).

Blues' offensive squad kept the ball on the

ground. Carleton finally regained possession

on their own 16 with 1:34 to play and
Montagano again combined with Alexander

After another completion, Montagano ran

twice himself for thirty yards, but ignored two
opportunities to run out of bounds and time

ran out with Carleton on de Varsity 25;

Overall, Ravens scrimmaged inside the

Varsity 25 on no less then seven separate

occasions and came away with only six points.

Blues were in the similar position exactly once
in the entire game and made it count with

Doret's touchdown capping a 65-yard march
late in the first quarter.

Blues defeat Carleton 14-6
By JOHN COBBY

The soccer Blues began their

defence of the OUAA Western Divi-

sion championship with a 4-0 win

over the University of Waterloo
Warriors Saturday.

Gong into the game at Varsity

Stadium, the Waterloo squad had
already completed one league game,
beating McMaster 2-0. Any dreams
the Warriors had of recording a

second shut-out were quickly
shattered.

In the first minute Blues
1

Mario
Darosa just failed to convert a good
scoring opportunity. DaRosa made
good shortly after when, with the

game only two minutes old, he
intercepted a Waterloo pass, and
squared the ball to Vito Polera, who
prompptly hit a fast rising shot

beyond the goalkeeper's ustretched

hands.

The hard, uneven pitch made
accurate interpassing difficult, but
the Blues continued to press. At the

twenty minute mark Blue's Vicen
lerullo played a penetrating ball to

DaRosa, who moved powerfully
forward before striking a ground
shot into the corner or de Warrior
net to give the Blues a commanding
2-0 lead.

Despite the opportunity of
handing the Warriors a real drub-

Vlto Polera scores soccer Blues third gola against Waterloo toward the end of the first half

bing, the Blues lost their composure,
and the Waterloo squad began to_

carry the play.

Even so, with Bob Cazzola paying
a sturdy defensive game on the left

flank and Tim Burns making timely

interceptions in his role of
"sweeper", very little real danger to

Blues' goaltender Joe Dattolico
emerged from the visitors' pressure.

On two occasioss the goalkeeper
made key saves, handling an
awkward bouncing shot, and then

clutching a high cross from among a

thicket of players.

Suddenly the flow of the game
changed and the Blues began to

string together a series of passing
plays, several originating from
Bruno Bruni in left midfield. Close
to the half time break the Blues'

attacking play pressured the
Waterloo player-coach, Hans
Weisner, to concede a corner kick.

The kick was accurately crossed to
Vito Polera, who immediately
relayed the ball to the back of
Waterloo's net.

Holding a 3-0 lead the Blues
began the second 45 minutes with
confidence, but were soon into
another period of indecisive play.
Joe Dattolico worked hard to
preserve his shut out , making one
save at point blank range, and ob-
taining assistance from a friendly

crossbar on a Warrior lob.

However, neither the goalkeeper

nor the woodwork were requiered to

repel the greatesj Waterloo threat, a

penalty shoy conceded by Eugene
Konarski who tripped a goal-bound
attacker. The unfortunate Warrior
penally laker hit his shot harmlessly
wide of the net.

The lucky escape restored the

Blues' momentum, and within-

minules team captain Vito Polera

completed an interpassing move
with DaRosa to enable him to notch
his "hat trick" and the team's fourth

goal. During the remaining seven

minutes the Blues went on to

successfully preserve Dattolico's
shut-out.

Coach Bob Nico! was satisfied

with the results, considering it was
Blues' first league g^ me. Nicol said

that he feels that, as ore games are

played, the coh veness and
leamwork shown in spurts will

become consisttent throughout a

game.

Blue Chips — Blues Ron Misurka"
was helped from the field after

receiving a blow to an already
weakened ankle Canadian college

championships take place at York
University from November 17 to

19. ...Blues Ken Franco has suspect
wrist fracture and may miss three

games....Next game is Wednesday
at 3 pm when the Blues take on
Brock.



Sword testifies he
never intended
to charge protestors

Trial of four denounced
Support was sparse for the "Open Stacks
Four." Several students shouted slogans and

then, moved to the court house to verbally
assail vice-president Sword.

May solve day care impasse

by house rental to Co-op
New proposals which may wholly or partly free the

two major campus day care centres from the yoke of
the Governing Council's day care policy have been
formulated.

The major proposal, as far as the Campus Co-Op
group occupying the Devonshire clubhouse is con-
cerned, is the possibility that the university may rent a

house to them on a similar basis to that of the first

centre on Sussex Street. The centre, for children under
iwo, is in u university-owned house which is rented at a

subsidized rale to the co-op.

This possibility was first raised even before the final

decision of the Governing Council on day care policy

was made last Thursday.

In reply to a letter from the Campus Co-op group,

also printed in The Varsity September 13, U of T
president John Evans arranged a meeting last Tuesday.

According to Bob Davis, a spokesman for the

occupying parents, the co-op's suggestion that the

university could rent a house to them was greeted

favourably by Evans. The president pointed out, says

Davis, that the Governing Council policy could not

likely be changed at such a late date.

However, a solution to the impasse might be found

if it did not conflict with the council's policy. The rental

or a house would be purely a real estate matter and not

lull under day care policy.

However, there were still several problems.

First, the university must be able to find a suitable

house that will shortly become vacant.

Such u house would probably be one of the

universily buildings currently rented out for residential

purposes. Under an agreement made with the local

ratepayers group a couple of years ago. the university

must discuss plans to convert a building from

residential to university use with the ratepayers.

Fvans apparently repeated an offer the

administration had earlier made to loan the co-op

money lo renovate and equip Ihe house, if the loan

could be made lo a legally liable body..

Administration Campus Co-ordinator Lois Reimer,

who has heen working closely on the university's day

care policy, confirmed last night that a house might be

made available if all obstacles can be overcome.

However, the university's emphasis now seems to be

i>n a proposal to allow both Campus Co-op and the St.

A.idrew's Nursery to buy portable building units to be

installed <>n the Devonshire property.

Under this proposal, made by vice-provost Robin
Ross last Saturday, both groups would have to finance
the portables. While the groups would have more
autonomy in these than in the centre to be established
by the university in the Devonshire building, they
would still be subject to the advisory board set up run
the university centre, says Davis.

Although Reimer said she personally feels that
portables are not the answer, St. Andrew's is very
interested in the idea, the vice president of the parent

executive last night said.

Gertrude Currie continued "It looks good, but we'd
like lo know what we're getting before we accept
it." She said the proposal was "very vague", and did
nut have any estimate of the costs or a suggestion of a
guarantee of occupancy of the land. -

Si. Andrew's has setup a committee to investigate

the details, particularly costs, she said. St. Andrew's
probably has space for its centre at least until next
May, and thus is not in a great hurry.

On the other hand. Campus Co-op Number 2
which is still maintaining a 24 hour occupation of
Devonshire after five months, is wary of the portable
proposal.

The primary objections the co-op has is the cost and
the lack of complete independence which the proposal

entails. In addition, they object to what Ross
descrihed as the gradual "phasing out" of community
non-universily children.

The co-op told the administration that under certain

conditions the house offer would be acceptable, says

Davis.

The house must be in reasonable shape, so that
renovations are not prohibitively expensive. As well, the
need an interest-free loan and low rent with payments
arranged in such a way that the co-op's present low
charges to parents do not have to be raised.

Davis says the co-op's position is that any proposal
is unacceptable "if it leaves our case in the hands of the
advisory committee". In addition, they are concerned
that the matter be settled soon.

Campus Co-Op's response has been outlined in a
letter senl to the administration.

An administration reply is expected soon.
Meanwhfle. the co-op plans a demonstration at
tomorrow's mstallation of U of T presideent John
Fvans protesting the university's inadequate policy on
social responsibility.

By ZOYA STEVENSON

U of T vice-president Jack Sword yesterday testified that he
authorized the use of Metro and campus police to clear the March 13Woe Hall Senate Chamber occupation with the understanding
that the occupiers would not be considered trespassers

They were simply to be evicted from the building after sufficient
warning had given been, he said.

i nstead, 1 9 people were charged with trespassing,although these
charges were later dropped at the request of the university

Four persons remain charged with more serious offences Bill
Getty Mark Goldblatt, and Randy Reynolds are all charged with
assaulting police, while Goldblatt also faces an obstruction chargeTom McLaughlin has been charged with obstructing police

Their trials are being held this week and next. Sword was
leslilying at Goldblatt's trial yesterday afternoon

Reynolds and Goldblatt are represented by prominent local
lawyer Austin Cooper. Cooper acted as prosecutor in the Karleton
Armstrong extradition case. Getty and McLaughlin, facing trail
October 4, chose separate trials and will act as their own advocates
planning to emphasize the political nature of their trails

Sword recounted that he had ordered campus safety and
security officer J. F. Westhead to call in police at 10:20 the morning
of the raid.

a

The next witness, U of T's chief security officer Gordon Huff
testified that he had been instructed by Westhead to summon police
at nine am that morning. He said he understood the instructions to
mean that "people who did not leave were to be assumed
tresspassers." contradicting Sword's interpretation of the orders.

Huff said that two groups of police were assembled before the
raid. One third of their number were to go inside and ask the
occupants to leave while the rest were to enter by the main doors and
"escort

1

them out, ensuring that they leave.

He said he led the second group up the stairs and it took them
rrom two to three minutes to get to the hall directly in front of the
Senate Chambers. Although he reported that the first group was to
give the warning, he said he still felt it necessary to shout a warning
in the hall because of the noise.

Within seconds, he said, his group was at the Senate doors
which had been barricaded by students and supporters. Questioned,
he admitted that under the circumstances, it may have been hard to
hear warnings.

Huff said the upper panel of the Senate door was knocked in by
police when they were trying to force the doors open. The space left
gave police access to the inside of the chambers where a number of
struggles occurred.

When asked whether the police had been peaceful or aggressive
in gaining entrance to the occupied quarters, Huff replied that "the
police had a duty to perform" and that he hadn't seen any excessive
use of force because "people were resisting police". Yet, he could not
remember specific instances and had no recollection of who was
involved even when shown explicit photographs.

The defence used pictures taken by Varsity photographer Frank
Rooney which showed police manhandling students, pulling their
hair, and throwing them bodily out of the building.

The prosecution on the other hand, used photographs
reminiscent of the physical situation at the hall taken by Police
Detective Brown, a photographer with the force at 52 Division.
However, Cooper made Brown admit that not all of the pictures he
had taken were being offered as evidence.

The photos he exhibited pictured the disarray and disorder of
the Senate Chambers and surrounding halls devoid of people,
following the raid. The police officer repeatedly pointed to the food
left about, the papers strewn over the floor, and the blankets and
sleeping bags which had accomodated the overnight stay of the
students and other supporters of unrestricted access to the stacks of
the Robarts Library.

The broken upper door panel was the subject of at least three
pictures, though it was the only property damage which occurred
during the occupations and was not done by students.

Other police photos showed some of the slogans posted by
students in the windows of the chambers, saying "Open the Stacks"
and "Come Join Us".

There were no police photos of people being taken out of the

building during the round-up, though they were later introduced as a

result of pressure from the defence. These photographs tended to

confirm other evidence of police violence, but some did not picture

(he action, only the faces of students.

Called to the stand, Sword suggested that at the roots of the

matter were "differences of opinion about how the Robarts Library

should be administered" and "irreconcilible differences about
methodology".

He agreed with defence counsel that the occupation had been a
reaction to a decision taken by the Seante which had endorsed
differentiated access. He said that negotiations with students during

the occupation did not deal with occupation of the chambers, but had
forced discussion of the access issue.

The judge intervened at this point stating that the main legal

question before the court was "did the occupants, in the law, have

the right to resist the eviction?"
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
•II day

Carolina Exchange, _ a unique

experience open to all U olT students.

Applications at the Undergrad Office. Hart

House. Deadline, October 2.

£30 am
Double Varsity Christian Fellowship

Prayer Meeting. Both at the same lime.

One at Knox Chapel tocuslng In on the

October weekend with Dave Ward, the

other at Hart House Chapel, a general

prayer meeting.
11 am

Trinity Booxsale: pick up of books and

money continues through Saturday. St.

Hilda's, Devonshire Place. Till 1:30. Again

from 4:30 to 5:30.

11AO am
Rap session with Graduate Student

representatives on the Governing Council.

GSU. Upper Lounge.

noon

Bible Study dealing with violence In

the Old Testament with Rev. Ellert Frerlchs.

Student Christian Movement Office, Hart

House.
An ecumenical service of prayer to

mark opening of university ferm. Prof. E.

Best of Vic religious department, is

speaker. Newman Chapel.

Demonstrate against racist Mutual of

Omaha Insurance Co. — for tour years

Mutual of Omaha has refused to pay a

disabled Italian worker the benefits they

owe him. Sponsored by Students for a

Democratic Society. 500 University Ave.

First event In the "Synergetics 73'

series: a panel of consulting engineers will

conduct a seminar on their profession. At

the Galbralth Building, Rm. 120.

1 pm
First meeting of the Anthropology

student union. Sid Smith, room 561A.

Meeting for those Interested in writing

on community politics for the Varsity. Var-

sity Offices, 2nd floor. 91 St. George.

U of T Committee to end the War In

Vietnam: meeting to plan campus activity

against war research and an educational

programme on the bombing, dikes,

Canada's complicity, etc. Sid Smith, room

1067.

4:30 pm
Track and Field workouts for men and

women. Varsity Stadium. Till 5:30 pm.

e pm
Meeting of all students Interested in

appearing as panelists on "Under Attack"

tapings on October 4th and 5th. Guesls

include a radical rlghtwtng "Mlnuteman",

Ihe publisher of "Penthouse", a fun-

damentalist minister, and an anti-Waffle

union leader. University College. Junior

Common Room.
6:30 pm

Paint posters Slmchat Torah Rally at

City Hall. 166 St. George.

7 pm
Planning meeting for Conference on

Jewish Communal Service. Open. 1B6 St.

George.

A film and discussion on our role in

world development with Dennis Adair

from the United Nations Association. The

Cave, ISC. 33 St. George.

SAC General Meeting. Decision re:

position on a lees strike. Everyone

welcome. Music Room, Hart House.

8pm
Ukrainian Students Club meeting, first

of the year. Hart House, Debates Room.
Organizational meeting tor the Free

Jewish University. Hillel House, 186 St.

George.
Canadian Liberation Movement

presents U of T York speakers on the "Fee

Surcharge and US imperialistic squeeze".

Cumberland Room. ISC, 33 St. George.

Auditions for Vic Drama Club

production "Feiffer's People". Bring short

audition piece and snapshot If you can.

Music Room. Wymilwood.
THURSDAY

1 pm
Fees Strike Meeting. SAC

Organization meeting for the upcoming

referendum. We need people. Sid Smith

Foyer.

3 pm
March centering around Installation

of U ot T president John Evans, to protesl

university's inadequate daycare and social

responsibility policy. Assemble In front of

Convocation Hall.

4:30 pm
Varsity Stadium Track and Field

workouts for men and women. A special

effort is being made this year to start a

women's team. Interested? Come to a

workout or speak to Andy Higglns (coach)

at Hart House.

**************************************

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO

JACKETS

LEVI'S and LEES

BLAZERS and CRESTS

CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

401 YONGE ST. (at Gerrard) TORONTO 200, ONT.
PHONE 368-7729

^c*^c s^c sjcjjcs^* *Jc sjc ijcsjc sfc j(c^^ 5y* *j* ^jjf^ sSis^c sfcsl^ *}5

U^gftack
Canadian National Campus TV Show

Guest's:

JOHN MUNRO
Minister of Health and Welfare.

BOB GUCCIONE
Editor and publisher of Penthouse-

"The International Magazine for Men"

DENNIS McDERMOTT
Vice-President and Director for

Canada of the United Auto Workers

ROY FRANKHOUSER JR.
a KKK Grand Dragon and member

of the paramilitary right-wing Minutemen.

RADIO PASTOR PERRY F.

ROCKWOOD
Fundamentalist who believes in the literal

truth of the Bible.

Taping date: Wednesday October 4, 1972
Thursday October 5, 1972

Time: 7:00 p.m.

Place: Victoria College
Room 3, Academic Building

FREE TICKETS

AVAILABLE AT

SAC OFFICE AND
VUSAC OFFICE.

MEETING TO
TALK TO

PROSPECTIVE
PANELISTS

Wednesday September 27

6:00 p.m.
University College JCR
All interested

welcome.
students are

HART HOUSE ART GALLERY

RECENT ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 6

Mon. - Sal. 11 a.m. to 5 p

Weds. 11 "jti. to 9 P-m-

Sunday 2 P-m- '« * P

CAMERA CLUB
OPEN MEETING
OCT. 5, 1972

MUSIC ROOM - 7:30

YOGA CLUB MEETING
Sept. 28-7:00 «nd 8:45 p.m.

Members only

New applicant* will tw

notified ot time

and piece by mall

University beginners

chess tournament
Sept. 29, 30, Oct. 1

Registration on Friday

Sept. 29
5:00 p.m. - Chess Room
Free entry - Prize money

Unrated Novice Only

TABLE TENNIS CLUB
Open. Mealing, Weds. Sept.. 2

Rim on table tennis

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Open meeting Tuesday,

Oct. 3, 0:00 p.m.

Music Room

HART HOUSE CHORUS
AUDITIONS

will be held on
WEDS. SEPT. 27

7:15 P.M. GREAT HALL

THE GREAT HALL
will not be open in the

afternoon of Thursday,

Sept. 28, but dinner will

be available in the Arbor Room.
The Gallery Club will be open

tor dinner from 6-7:30 p.m.

as usual.

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TU ES„ WEDS., AND THURS.

FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

]

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

FASHION
WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

$4

$2

r
7 JEANS

V T-SHIHTS

V BAGGIES (value* to S30) 53.^ 5

V SWEATERS
,rom$4

V BLAZERS
$5.18

V SMOCKS $8.18
V GOWNS $18

v BLAZER & BAG SUITS $22-30

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6
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Only four Vic students sign up

Civic enumerations slow at U of T residences
By RANDY ROBERTSON

Only four people out of more than

500 students and staff living at

Victoria College have been
enumerated for the December 4

municipal election, according to the

enumeration office.

Jack Frye, an assessor working

for the provincial assessment office,

which is responsible for the

enumeration, said yesterday that

his office had four signed forms

from Victoria, He would not say

whether these forms were from

students or not.

Frye contended that the

enumerators had used the names of

people listed in the assessment

hooks as occupying the college.

Assessment roles normally indicate

who the owner and chief tenants of

any property are.

Enumeration ended almost two
weeks ago.

"There are a lot of people we

didn't get: we know that," he said.

"The best thing to do now," he said,

"is to wait until the lists come out."

Those who want to vote must then

register with the deputy returning

officer or the city clerk.

This requires sending a letter to

the returning officer (222I Yonge

Street) listing date of birth, religion,

residential status, citizenship, and
sex. or a visit in person to the clerk

at City Hall. Many people have

eompljined that this is a very in

convenient procedure.

The voters lists will appear at the

end of October.

Larry Whalen, a senior don at

Vie. said thai the dons of the male
residences had themselves collectec %
the signatures of the male students

for the enumeration office. Having

done so. the dons thought they had

done everything required to get

residents on the voting list.

Margaret Penman, Dean of

Women at Victoria said that no

enumerators had come to the
womens' residences. Several dons
and students contacted agreed they

had not seen any municipal
enumerators.

Penman added "I trust it is a

mistake and not discrimination

against any of the students." She
noted the confusion in many
students' minds about the municipal

and federal elections, and their

rights in each.

There are 68 students living at

Annesley, 200 at Margaret Addison,
the two women's residences. There
are some 250 male student residents.

Reports that New, University and
Trinity college residences had been

overlooked in the enumeration
could not be confirmed.

However, the porteress at St.

Hilda's College thought the

residence had been enumerated for

the federal, but not for the
municipal election. A New College

men's residence porter said that the

residence had not been visited by the

municipal enumerators.

No deans of residence could be
reached. Porters at other residences

were not able to say whether or not

enumerators had come.

There are no longer any property
or minimum period of tenancy
qualifications for anyone to meet.

Any Canadian student over 18 who
wants to vote in the ward in which he
is living has simply to state that his

present address is his permanent
address.

Sex enters classroom
A classroom in the Lash Miller Building yesterday played

host to displays, discussions, and films on birth control as
part of Sexual Awareness Week, sponsored by SAC and the

Health Service. Tonight, a look at contraception will take

place in the auditorium of the Medical Sciences Building at 7

p m.

Cite reputation at U of T

Ryerson students assail appointment of Sword

A student coalition will demonstrate against Swnrri tonight.

TORONTO (CUP) — A coalition of Ryerson
students has organized a strong protest over the

appointment of John Sword to their Board of
Governors.

They started the action Monday by asking for the

removal of Sword. Since the, over 1,200 students have

signed a petition calling for the immediate removal of

the former acting president of the University of

Torohlp.

There has also been widespread support from the

faculty of the of the school who feel Sword could

damage Ryerson. Other campus groups such as

Woman's Liberation and the Students for a
Democratic Society have indicated they will be sup-

porting the action to the end.

The coalition is calling for a demonstration tonight

when Sword officially takes his position on the Board.

The demonstrators will confront the Board of

Governors at the meeting to present their grievances and

the petition.

The students don't want Sword because they feel he is

unacceptable for several reasons, which stem mainly

from his action as U of T president.

During his ter.rt, he called police on campus

twice. Once during July 1971 to evict the residents of

Wueheea, a summer transient hostel program,and again

last March during the John P. Robarts Library dispute.

The students are also questioning the fact the

University of Toronto has an appointee on the R,yerson

Board. The appointment is a provision of Bill 81 of the

Ryerson Charter. Under the same bill the Association

of Professional Engineers of Ontario also has a

standing member.

The coalition feels the Act is outdated and Ryerson is

sufficiently large to govern itself without outside in-

terests. They would like to see the bill revised to include

four students, four faculty and four outside members

plus the president. At the present time there are only

two students and faculty, eight outside members

(including a U of T member and the engineer) and the

president.

If the students don't receive any satisfaction at the

Wednesday night Board meeting they will

demostrate on Friday when Minister of Colleges and

Universities George Kerr visits the institute.

Studeni union president Dave Guptill said, " John
Sword is wrong for the school. I don't feel he can serve

the best interests of Ryerson given the political climate

that has been generated around the man."

Tony Cote, editor of the Eyeopener and one of the

organizers of the coalition, says of the Wednesday night

meeting, " We won't settle for anything less than the

removal of Sword from the Board and a change in Bill

XI to make sure this type of situation doesn't occur

again."

When confronted with this statement, Ryerson president

Mordell said he would do everything possible to change

things. He admitted that he hadn't thought of student

reaction to the appointment.

Hverlhing possible meant that Sword would not take

his seat on the Board. Mordell said he would go to Kerr

ir Sword did not resign on his own initiative. It has

become apparent that Mordell didnt follow this couse

of action and probably never intended to.

In several meetings held yesterday, Mordell and his

associates have stated they did not want to see any

trouble on the campus, and stated they could handle the

Ryerson students but they feared groups from off

campus..

Several groups are expected from the University of

Toronto to show up and support the action..

I
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"/ disapprove ol what you say. but I will

defend to the death your right to say It.

"

— Voltaire

"It liberty means anything at all, it means
the right to tell people what they do not

want to hear...."
— George Orwell

Tbe Varsity, a member ol Canadian

University Press, was lounded in 1B80

and is published by tne Students' Ad-

ministrative Council ol the University

ol Toronto and is primed by Daisona

Press Ltd. Opinions eipressed in ihis

newspaper are noi necessarily those ol

the Students' Administrative Council

or the administration ol tbe university.

Formal complaints aboul tbo editorial

or business operation ol ihe paper may
be addressed to the Cbairman, Cam-

pus Relations Committee. Varsity

"Board ol Directors. 91 Si George St

Compulsory finals offset recent reforms

Varsity won 9

t censor letters
Writing In today's Varsity, Blues football team captain

Hartley Stern indicts the paper for not verlfyng facts In a letter

criticizing the team published Friday.

By referring to the letter as an article, Stern apparently
missed the point of the Write on logo which appears on all

Varsity letter pages. The symbol indicates that the views and
opinions expressed in reader contributions are solely those of

the writer, ana tnat tne paper does not necessarily endorse the
published letters.

No newspaper does or could endeavour to check reader
contributions for accuracy. The most we can do Is ensure that

traditional libel and slander conventions are respected.

A letters page is designed to allow a paper's readers to
express themselves. It is a reader's service. And, as such, it

would be presumptious of the paper's editor to begin
censoring contributions.

Indeed, the paper's staff does not enjoy the luxury of having

the necessary time to doublecheck the veracity of all claims

made In readers' letters. It's enough of a hassle doing all the

other odds and ends required to publish a paper.

The only criteria, short of legal considerations, used in

determining whether to publish letters are space available,

.immediacy of letter topic, length of letter (The Varsity prefers to

avoid editing letters for space), and whether the letter is

submitted in usable form (typewritten preferably, and signed).

As for "false accusations", it's a tautology that two people
seldom see anything exactly the same way.

And, when Stern starts talking about "inaccurate thinking", It

reminds us of the imposed orthadoxy of totalitarian states. The
only way The Varsity could satisfy this demand would be to

censor readers' contributions, denying those whose views
differ from The Varsity's a forum for their opinions.
The Varsity rejects all these possibilities. We will not

knowingly be compllclt In the printing of unchallenged,
inaccurate facts. But, we will also not jeopardize our readers'
right to self-expression or the paper's ability to function by
attempting to police all reader contributions.

The letters page frequently carries incisive criticism of
Varsity coverage and editorial positions, as well as advancing
positions with which we stand In substantial disagreement.(The
85% Quota Committee letter published on today's Write On
page is an example of such a letter.)

That the Friday letter drew a critical response Is not bad. It is

healthv. Wr trust that, without encouraging Inaccuracy, the
Varsity's letters page will continue to host a variety of views on
current topics.

This newspaper remains open to the views of Its readers.

History may
reinstate them

Conservative history department

teaching staff are leading a move to

reinstate compulsory final exams in

large enrolment lecture courses to

combat the supposed threat posed by

the booming pirate essay trade.

The proposal would deal the New
Program reforms, Introduced but a

few years ago, a serious blow, sen-

ding the department back to the

feudal days when what counted was

not original thought but the ability to

regurgitate course material.

(Conservative faculty early thls-

spring manoeuvered the creation of a

presidential advisory committee to

review the contentious New Program

which they claim has reduced stan-

dards by eliminating the honours

program and de-emphasizing exams

and lecture courses.)

Consideration of history's final

exam policy, currently being studied

by a departmental committee,

curiously coincides with professor Jim

Conacher's takeover of the history

department chairmanship. Although

Conacher may not have initiated the

move himself, he has given some
indication of where he stands on the

matter by asking professors teaching

large first year courses to defer

making any decision to scrap finals

until the committee reports back.

"I see a swing to the right In

curriculum matters over the next few

years," history professor Bill Nelson,

Conacher's only rival for the depart-

ment chairmanship, said last year,

"and t think Jim would join it more
enthusiastically than I". And, he

added, "Conacher had deep reser-

vations (about the New Program)".

But, the debate goes much further

than the personalities involved in the

current episode. The whole question

of the purpose of university education

is thrown into doubt by the con-
servative faculty's offensive.

Examinations have enjoyed a
revered status in educational in-

stitutions because they supposedly
prove that a student has been diligent

in his or her work. In reality, they only

measure which students have been
able to cram and can parrot the

course contents in reply to generally

irrelevant questions under stress

conditions.

The exam advocates undoubtedly
would be content to reduce their argu-

ment for finals to a defence of honesty

and integrity In meeting course re-

quirements. While the existence of

pirate essay companies may suggest

that increasingly large numbers of

university students are submitting un-

original work as their own, the answer
is not to be found in ruling out exams
where profs don't know their students

closely enough to definitively con-
clude whether thev were the ac-

tual authors of the work they submit.

Instead, the flourishing plagiarism

should encourage teaching staff and
students to re-examine the purpose of

university education and within that

context decide on the appropriate
(

ethics to govern their behavior.
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Captain disputes

critical letter

That Ihe severest criticism of athletes and

sports teams often comes from those who
know the least of what they are talking about

disturbs me. but does not surprise me. Such

was the case in the September 22 issue of The

Varsity in the article "Murphy's coaching is a

'comedy oT errors'" byMr. Blair Christie and

Mr. Jeff Hayes. However, I find it in-

comprehensible that the editors of The Varsi-

ty who are responsible for checking articles

for accuracy could allow the glaring errors,

Talse accusations, and inaccurate thinking to

be printed.

The poor performance of the Varsity

football team against Ottawa is acknowledged

by the players and coaches. However, the

players who came under the heaviest

criticism, Wayne Dunkley and Cor Dorel,

were curiously the players who performed
husi for the Blues. This can be borne out by

statistics, films, and a reasonable un-

derstanding of football.

Dorel gamed II5 yards rushing, caught

three passes, and was the Blues' best punt

returner. In anybody's terms, those are ex-

cellent statistics. The accusation, that Dorel

look "nose dives into the turf" is a fantastic

creation of someone's perverted imagination.

No one who has ever seen Doret run and who

knows anything about football could accuse

him or that. If Mr. Christie or Mr. Hayes

would like to see films of Doret running, I am
sure something could be arranged. Doret was

our finest offensive player in the Ottawa

game, in the opinion of players, coaches, and

others actively concerned with Varsity sports,

such as former Varsity sports editor Paul

Carson.

There is no "fairy tale" regarding Wayne
Dunkley's ability to pass a football. To watch

him throw in any game is enough proof. In the

Ottawa game, he was rarely given enough

time to throw. Receiverswere running poor

patterns and dropping passes. Had Messieurs

Christie and Hayes paid a little more atten-

tion to the game and/or asked some of the

players, they would have known this. Steve

Kerr will eventually be a fine quarterback.

However, he himself would admit that at

present he has neither the skills nor theinsight

into the game that Dunkley has.

For Mr. Christie and Mr. Hayes' benefit,

Russ Mitchell plays guard, not centre as they

maintained. That is something else they would

have learned, had they watched the game a

little more closely.

Another disgusting feature of the article

was the use of cute puns purely for literary

effect without regard to meaningful state-

ment. To say that right end Dave Quick,

undoubtedly one of the most dedicated and

hardest working member of the Blues,

Blues Chris Sammut topples Ravens Marc Brule In Ottawa last Saturday.

"wasn't too swift" because he became excited

over making a fine catch in the game does not

make sense. The attack is unrortunate

because Dave is a sensitive person who is truly

bewildered by the thoughtless insult.

Ultimately, the blame for a football team's

failures, whether injustified or not, is always

absorbed by the coach. I do not intend to

discuss coach Murphy's assets and shor-

tcomings as a coach, but Mrs. Hayes and

Mrs. Christie would be advised to forget their

cliches and euphemisms and do their

homework, researching some facts. In every

season since coach Murphy has been at

Toronto, the Blues have either won a cham-

pionship or have been eliminated in tHe-last

game or second last game. He is not a loser.

It is difficult to defend against unjust

criticism without sounding like sour grapes.

The best method of deterring detractors is to

win. HopeTully, the process has begun with

this Saturday's victory over Carleton.

Perhaps in this way. Mr. Christie and Mr.

Hayes, aided by some uninformed Varsity

editor, will be forced to eat their own words,

which 1 believe is equivalent to eating shit.

Hartley Stern (Meds III)

Captain, Varsity Blues Football Team

CLM doesn 't like

US arts dean
Dean Greene has lived in Canada

for 14 years and yel remains an

American citizen. Thus, he remains

part of the ever growing number of

foreign citizens, in particular

Americans, who leach in our
schools. The 85% Canadian Quota
Committee recognizes this trend as

pari of the increasing domination of

Canada hy the U.S. This take-over

has reached the point where only

49.9% or our professors are Cana-

dian citizens. The Quota Committee

interviewed Greene September 7,

with the objective of getting Greene

to commit himselT one way or the

other on the issue of Canadianizing

our universities — and he did.

Greene agrees that the United

Stales is an imperialist country and

C anada is a colony. He also states

that independence is a "very

laudable end." But like all liberals,

that was as far as he would go. He
would not accept any concrete ac-

tion — like the 85 per cent quota or

taking out Canadian citizenship

himself — to build a Canadian

university.

Dean Greene tried to play down

Ihe importance of his position,

saying that his powers were greatly

exagerraled.

"Conciliation, persuasion, and

exhortation" were his only tools.

But everyone knows that if you

don't listen to a Dean when he is

"persuading" then you are in

trouble. The real reason for trying to

make his position unimportant must

be that Greene did not want to lake

any responsibility on the question of

Canadianization of the university.

The Dean of Arts and Science at

the University or Toronto - the

largest faculty in the largest Cana-

dian university - has an enormous

responsibility to all Canadians.

He must make sure that the

university serves them. This is very

important in a colony like Canada,

where specific action must be taken

to fight U.S. domination - im-

perialism Dean Greene, however,

says. "1 am not as emotionally

committed as you are to righting all

these wrongs."

Greene also slated that he found it

outrageously inhuman to sacrifice

individuals lo art ideology, when

referring lo the 85 per cent Quota.

But Ihis ideology is Canadian in-

dependencce. which Greene agrees

with. The individuals are not citizens

of Canada. Greene forgets that

Canadians are being sacrificed to

an ideology- continentalism, which

means U.S. control. A colony

struggling for its independence

does have the right lo make
demands on individuals.

Why then would Greene reject

ihis ideal? It is because he is one of

ihe individuals who does not want to

give in to the demands of

Canadians. The clue to this jumps

out or Greene's admission, " Iwon't

change what I am by becoming a

C anadian citizen." This follows

logically from his statement that he

considers himself a Boslonian, and

thai citizenship to him is an in-

tensely emotional thing.

This is the true feeling of all

reactionary non-citizens who refijse

lo become Canadians. To them,

rejecting their old citizenship, their

emotional attachment to the U.S. is

not a mere rormalily. Taking out

Canadian citizenship would mean

changing their allegiance, com-

mitting themselves lo the Canadian

people, and their struggle for in-

dependence. By maintaining their

American citizenship Dean Greene

and his cohorts are committed to an

ideology - that of the U.S. and the

U.S., by Greene's own admission, is

an imperialistic country. He does

not want to "sacrifice" himself or

his friends to the ideology of

national liberation for Canada.

Greene tries lo lead us on, though,

when he says that he would be

"scrupulous" in hiring that

Canadians should be given

preference, ll is obvious that to do

this, he would have to submit in-

dividuals lo an ideology, something

thai he says he is loathe to do. This

is a contradiction. Dean Greene

would not and could not possibly be

serious aboul hiring Canadians.

1 1 is clear that he cannot be left t
rt

Ins own scruples. Stronger, more

direct action is Ihe only way lo force

Greene, and people like him, lo

accept the fact that Canada must

have Canadian universities. Because

Greene refuses to accept this he says

lliat he is "oul of sympathy with an

85 per cent quota."

Canadian students must ask

themselves whal an American who

has emotional ties with the im-

perialist country that is oppressing

Canadians, is doing in the position

of Dean of Arts and Science in

Canada's biggest university.

He is a part of our problem. By

Dl laking our side - the side of

SAC didn't pay

Anderson salary

1 wish to correct an error which

appeared in the September 25 issue

of The Varsity.

The article concerning the

hiring of office assistants by SAC
implied that, while I was acting

education commissioner, I was

employed by SAC. This is in fact

not the ease; at no lime was 1 paid

by SAC.
Bob Anderson

UC SAC representative

GSU supports

fees referendum
The Graduate Students' Union

welcomes the initiative taken by the

Ontario Federation of Students in

calling for a referendum on the fee

increase. Actions, of this kind,

leading to more substantive

measures among the undergraduates

is extremely encouraging.

While we are not participating in

Ihe referendum, we, as with un-

dergraduates, are faced with severe

Tee increases. Despite bookkeeping

arrangements which the province

has forced upon graduate schools,

we have had our fees increased by

$392.50. This year we are only

paying $100 of that increase; next

year we may be paying it all.

Furthermore, there is good reason

to believe that within the next five

years, graduate fees will be up to

$1500. To stop the province from its

arbitrary use of power, action is

necessary on all fronts. Hence, we

of the Graduate Students' Union

support the referendum. It aims

specifically at the problems now

encountered by the province's un-

dergraduates, and should receive

overwhelming undergradule

affirmation.

We look forward to a resounding

"yes" vote on the 1 1th and 1 2th of

October, and anticipate working

closely with the OFS/FEO and un-

dergraduates in planning and co-

ordinating all actions aimed at

eliminating the fee increases.

Graduate Students Union

Canadian independence- his only

alternative is lo be against us. .

There is no other way. We all must

choose sides.

The 85% Canadian Quota

Campaign demands I hat Dean
Greene resign from his position and

step aside so ihat a Canadian can

lake his place. This is a democratic

demand, one made by a people

struggling for national liberation.

85% Canadian Quota Committee.

Innis registrar

states position
Permit me to clarify and

correct some of the stalements and

impressions contained in Mr. Slot-

ruck's story on page one of The

Varsity (September 20lh) aboul the

acceptability of some Arts and

Science courses for admission to

professional faculties.

"King visited several classes to

caulion students that lnnis and some

Sociology courses may not be

accepted as credits" is not quite'

true. My statements to the classes

and lo individuals who enquired

emphasized thai laking any course

nol direclly connected lo the in-

tended profession, and particularly

those of an experimental nature,

may involve a certain risk, and that

students who were concerned about

the degree or acceptability of their

course choice should consult the

admissions office or the faculty or

school to which they intend to apply.

The offerings of the

Department of Classics were at no

time mentioned in my telephone

eoversalion with Mr. Slotnick. This

has been verified by my associate.

Miss Patricia Cole, who was present

in my orfice during the entire

conversation. David B. King

Registrar and

Academic Coordinator

Communist Club
dislikes garden

Your nameless wanderer in the

political garden displays all the anti-

communisl and anti-soviel attitudes

of a typical student in capitalist

Canada.

The Communist Parly is now, as

il has been throughout its history, a

revolutionary parly whose aim is the

achievement of socialism in Canada.

The onslaught or reaction through

ihe years of the cold war (a period

ignored in your article), both outside

and inside Ihe labour movement,

was directed againsl our party

because of its revolutionary anti-

imperialisl program and one would

he n live lo suggest that reaclicn did

nol score some success.

But. we have no apology lo make

lor being the first party in Canada lo

raise such issues as: Canadian

sovrcignly; the right oT self-

delermination of Quebec; the need

for a united front against the war

plans of U.S. imperialism; the

autonomy of the Canadian labour

movement in the struggle against

Canadian, and U.S. monopoly

capital. We also reject the elitist

view that socialisl trasformation will

come through a small, valiant band

of revolutionaries and project as the

road lo socialism a broad coalition

of all anti-imperialist and anti-

capitalisl forces led by the working

class.

As for your blatent anti-

sovielism. the hislory of the last 55

years of socialisl advance should by

now have proved that anti-sovietism

is the weapon of the capitalists to

divide and weaken ihe revolutionary

struggle and when it is taken up by

sections or the left only betrays the

extent to which Ihey are still

prisoners or capitalist ideology.

Brian Mossop

U ofT Communist Club
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i
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become part of The Varsity.

Some people offer

to pay their staff.

We don't. Because our

readers are our staff.

It's your paper. Be a part of It.

People from Erlndale and

Scarborough are especially needed.

Drop In to our offices,

91 St. George Street
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SMC faces financial woes
m BOB BETTSON

St. Michael's College is facing

bankruptcy, according to Arts and

Science Dean Bob Greene.

SMC and the other federated

colleges. Victoria and Trinity, are

faced with a financial crisis which he

predicted will probably result in the

termination of their present

autonomous status.

He was speaking to about 50

students Saturday at the founding

conference of the arts and science

student union.

The crisis comes as a result of

steadily growing deficits for

religiously affilated colleges which

receive less than full provincial

grants per student. In order to

receive full grants they would have

to relinquish their autonomy and

religious connections.

When reached Monday Father

John Kellv. president of SMC.

agreed with Greene "it's an annual

tight to stay alive. We live from one

year to the next."

He added that "I haven't heard

of any threat to our autonomy. St.

Michael's is certainly not prepared

to go secular."

Greene, who took office July I,

also said that he could see "no

possible rationale" for the present

division of subjects within the facul-

ty between six college and 22 un-

iversity departments.

He said this division of subjects

was based on old academic prin-

ciples which no longer have any

meaning.

Asked whether the value of a U
of T degree had diminished, Greene

replied, "rumours like this persist

because or the nostalgia or certain

faculty for the old honours courses."

"The New Program has been

traumatic for some faculty," he

admitted.

The New Program, which

aholished the distinction between

honours and general courses and put

less emphasis on exams, is under

review by a presidential advisory

committee.

Conservative critics claim that

academic standards have diminished

since its implementation three years

ago.

Greene said that the total

budget of the faculty or the

departments is not public in-

formation. He added it was up to

each department chairman to set his

department's budget.

Greene said faculty salaries make

up 70 per cent of the budget.

He also pointed out that the

increase in ^grants yearly has been %
exceeded by increases in faculty f
salaries, therefore cuts have to be

shifted to other items.

Arts and Science dean Bob Greene says that colleges with religious

affiliation may face bankruptcy.

Few students at demo
Bv DIANA WEST

ana KIM RICKETTS

Approximately 20 people

yesterday morning rallied in front of

Simcoe Hall in support of the foui

students arrested at last year's first

"open the stacks" occupation.

After the rally, they went down to

Old City Hal! court 33 where the

trials are taking place.

Bill Schabas ol the open stacks

Committee said that he "hopes the

crowd will make sure the judge is

fair, hy their presence."

The twenty demostralors vocally

supported the accused and chanted,
" Drop the charges. Jail Sword'

open the stacks."

Steve Moore, who had been at the

first occupation las March stated at

the rally that "the university is

supported by the society as a whole

and lives oil it like a parasite, but

when it comes to the university

doing anything - like day care and

opening the library - for the com-

munity, it doesn't contribute."

Using a loud speaker, Renate

Manthei, who had also 'been at the

first occupation, expressed the

gruoup's support of the four on trial.

"We're here to support the poor

people who were arrested last year

while supporting open stacks, she

said. We were all part of the occupa-

tion so we should have been arrested

Evans raps little

staff support for UA
"We who work in the university

are in the informed and privileged

group that should carry its full

responsibility in caring for the less

fortunate," according to president

John Evans.

This admonishment came in a

statement kicking off the beginning

of the I972 United Appeal cam-
paign at U of T. He criticized

university stall for their lack of
support in previous years.

"In I97I only 2,682 persons

contributed to the $147,041 raised

within the university", he wrote, but
there were more than 9,000 persons

on our payroll."

The letter stated that "if 400 of

the 6,400 persons who did not con-

tribute through our campaign last

year will do so, this will represent an

increase of 1 5 per cent and enable us

to meet our share of [he increased

need."

"The welfare of the unfortunate
members of our society... is the
responsibility or all those who are
able to help, whether their con-
tribution can be large or small", he
said.

"Regular payroll deductions of
even a small amount can produce a
helpful annual total."

DANCE
GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

1 6 BANCROFT AVE.

ADMISSION: FREE!
DRAFT BEER! PIZZA !

HOT DOGS!

FEATURING:

FERGUS & FLASJ

EVERYONE WELCOME
SEPT. 30

Records from 5-9; Fergus from 9-1 a.m.

m
m

CANCELLATION OF LECTURES
AFTERNOON OF THURSDAY, SEPT 28

Erindale and Scarborough Colleges from 2 p.m.

~
St. George Campus from 3 p.m.

to enable Students and Staff to attend

1 the Installation of John Robert Evans

as the 9th President of the University

FRONT CAMPUS AT 3.15 P.M.
A reception follows in Hart House and on Observatory Lawn, Hart House Circle

jig:
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Campus Centre stalemate:

By STEWART GOODYEAR

For over 10 years, the University of

Toronto's lack of a student centre has
been a source of frustration for the

Students" Administrative Council, a con-

cern which has received much thought,

planning, and negotiation without
success. This university Is one of the few
major campuses In North America to

lack such a centre.

One viewpoint asserts that without a

focus for student activity the U of T
cannot become a true community, while

the opposing one argues that the size

and diversity of this university make a

single centre a simplistic and impractical

answer.

These basic divisions of thought

have determined campus centre plan-

ning at U of T. The former held

prominence until early 1969 and nearly

led SAC to success In obtaining a cam-
pus centre building.

The latter emerged from study and
re-thinking of problems of the U of T
environment which took place after the

collapse of the previous plans. Having a

broader perspective, it considers the

university environment as a whole and
relates campus centre planning to the

university's position and social respon-

sibilities within its urban environment, to

the general planning of the university,

and to the purposes of campus life. This

viewpoint holds precedence today.

THE DIVERSITY AND LACK OF
cohesion at U of T is partially due to its

growth as a federation of colleges. First

University College was established as

part of the university, then the sectarian

colleges of Victoria, St. Mlchale's, Knox,

Wycliffe, and Trinity became linked with

U of T, leading to the development of

professional schools and faculties. In

1906, the University of Toronto Act es-

tablished the university's present
framework of administration.

From the federations until 1950,

there was gradual development of the

university and expansion of the city. The
originally rural university was enveloped
by an urban environment for which It had
made no provisions. U of T's tendency

became to turn Its back on the sur-

rounding city.

In the late 1950's and early 60's, the

growth of student population forced the

university to break the boundaries it had
previously accepted and to expand west

across St. George Street. First the

School of Nursing, then plants to provide

for the university's physical needs, then

Ramsay Wright, Sidney Smith Hall, New
Physics, the McLellan Labs and New
College were constructed. While
providing excellent facilities, these

buildings turned the university into a

bastion of single functional ism.

There was no consideration of the

city, no effort to Integrate or com-
municate with surrounding communities.

Nor, was there thought of creating a true

university community In the area west of

St. George. Expansion tactics were the

arbitrary weilding of power. The Univer-

sity became even less integrated within

Its urban context.

TWO THEMES CENTRAL TO
present campus centre planning

reflect these conditions: the university

must open itself to a greater variety of

\ .II mZ

e

Looking north on Huron Street, this picture shows the north-west area of the St. George campus
Turn to page 9 for how It could look,

university,. Another massive building

would create merely another campus
focal point which would further disperse

activity, said the manual, and would

separate non-academic activities from

other university activities, thus reflecting

the attitude that non-academic time Is

non-educational -time. Doubt was also

voiced whether the cultural and leisure

activities of the large and diverse cam-
pus could converge upon one focus.

cultural and commercial services if it is

to provide a rich and communally-
shared educative experience in both

academic and non-academic life; and
the university must integrate within its

urban context, offering greater educa-
tional and cultural services to wider

society.

The basic guidelines for present

campus centre planning were set last

October when SAC published "The

CAmpus as the Campus Centre", a ma-
nual prepared by members of the de-

partment of Architecture. Employed by

SAC through the summer of 1971, this

group, composed of Professor Doug
Engel and five students, made a detailed

study of campus facilities and student

life. An unsuccessful Campus Centre

Advisory Committee, with representa-

tives from SAC, the faculty, the adminis-

tration, and the Board of Governors,

was set up by SAC to supervise the team.

The manual re-lnterated the

position that no single student centre
should be built, that Instead the campus
as a whole, particularly the southwestern
area, be carefully studied and markedly
changed. The main area studies, west of

St. George and south of Harbord, ac-

comodates the most concentrated stu-

dent activity on campus. The architects

deplored the "monolithic features" and
"single functionalism" of the massive

Ramsey Wright, Sidney Smith Hall, New
Physics, and the MacLellan Physical

Labs. St. George, they felt, Is a cold

freeway which cuts the campus In half.

Supporting their vfew that

improvements of the campus should
take the place of a single student centre

building, Engel's group argued that

focusing activities in one centre would
be done at the expense of the rest of the

THEREFORE, THEY CONCLUDED
that effort should be aimed at

"defining the features of the university

which have best potential to ac-

commodate a broad range of activities".

The attempt should also be made to

"develop an urban character" and to

"suture the university's frayed edges
back into its urban context". Specifically,

It was proposed that St. George be
turned into a boulevard, that a winter

garden, and pub be built on the eastern

plaza of Sid Smith and that the western

plaza become a summer terrace; that the

four massive buildings be linked by a

series of "Interventions" which would
contain restaurants, banks, theatres et

cetera; that Huron and Wilcocks streets

be closed; and that a park-and
amphitheatres be created at their

intersection.

These suggestions and the project

Itself were a continuation of the work
started by Wayne Richardson as SAC
campus centre co-ordinator during the

two previous years. In one sense, they

develop his philosophy of campus plan-

ning into concrete plans. Yet, In another

sense, they narrow his campus planning

themes.

Faculty attending a Department of

Architecture meeting strongly criticized

Engel, accusing him of raising no

political demands in his manual. No
concern had been shown for the sur-

rounding community, no brakes upon
university expansion had been planned,

few principles about general university

planning had been put forward, they

said.

Contrasting with these reactions

was that of Toronto architect George
Banz, who wrote an article giving un-

qualified praise to the project's results,

calling them an "enriched development
approach scaled down to the needs of

human individuals rather than
Institutions".

INTERVIEWED RECENTLY
Engel admitted the limited scope

of the manual while stressing its practical

nature. Essentially, the purpose was to

determine student needs and then plan

to fulfill them. Engel said that he and the

students involved had debated the scope
of their report. While supporting the

wider themes In principle, he stated, the

study was meant to contain concrete

plans of action to be presented to SAC
and the administration with hopes of

their realization. So, It was meant to

avoid alienating possible support:

Engel also asserted that the report

does have a dynamic and political im-

portance as an alternative to the con-

ventional building and development
method the university uses. It offers "a

decentralized concept of campus plan-

ning", he said.

The beginning of this concern for

capus planning rather than campus cen-

tre planning occurred in early 1970 when
SAC decided on the need for a campus
centre co-ordinator, choosing Richard-

son who had been a leading student

negotiator in earlier attempts to attain a

campus centre building. This move
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genesis of a community conce|

followed almost a year of relative In-

activity, the aftermath of losing a student

centre SAC had felt was within its grasp.

The renewed study of campus needs and

facilities and the development of a new

philosophy of planning were partially a

reaction to this failure.

There are differing views of the

negotiations which led to apparent

success and then to failure. These vary

from a feeling that both SAC and the

administration truly attempted to create

the centre, but failed due to mistrust,

lack of communication, and cir-

cumstances, though neither was actually

to blame, to a feeling that the administra-

tion and the Board of Governors caused

the failure thr'ough the manouevering of

business interests and the fear of stu-

dent radicalism and power.

BY FALL 1967, SAC HAD a final

design for the proposed centre, which

was to be built on the vacant lot at the

corner of St. George and Russell. They

had received promises that the provin-

cial government would fund half of the

required $4 million and that the ad-

ministration would pay $250,000. Bids

were obtained from the Bank of Montreal

and the Canadian Imperial Bank of

Commerce to fund the remainder of

needed capital, some$1 3
/« million. When

SAC accepted a B of M offer of

$1,837,000 for 8,500 square feet in the

student building for exclusive rights to

on-campus banking for 50 years, they

felt the centre was in their hands. It was

to contain social and commercial ser-

vices In inadequate supply on campus,

and was to become the seat of student

government ad the hub of student

activity.

But, the Board of Governors

declared the agreement unsuitable

because it required exclusivity, and they

told, SAC to re-open the bidding. This

angered the students who accused the

board of stalling the centre. They noted

that Canadian Imperial Bank of Com-
merce directors outnumbered B of M
directors on the Board and that the

CIBC was the university's banker.

They also charge that the administration

was stalling because it feared student

success in these negotiations might

provide the radical student council with

greater power.

While the administration claimed to

be enthusiastic about a student union

building and had provided some of the

funding, SAC dismissed their claims of

good, will, citing the Board, failure to

offer any satisfactory solution of finan-

cing to replace the B of M offer.

Then, in March, 1968, the province

granted 95 per cent of funding for non-

commercial space in the campus centre.

The Board of Governors offered to pay

for the remainder of such space. Feeling

the students were now In a better posi-

tion, the administration expected SAC to

accept the new arrangements. But, the

students continued to refuse to re-open

the bidding, sure that the agreement with

the B of M was still the only course of

action which gave certainty of providing

all needed funds.

IN FEBRUARY, 1969, THE
provincial government decided that

U of T would be given no more revenue
for new construction and revoked the

agreement to fund the campus centre.

There was another serious problem
In negotiating for the centre. While the

argument over financing was still raging,

the city decided to adopt a get tough
attitude toward U of T and enforced a

bylaw requiring 20 foot building setback

from the street. The campus centre had

been planned to extend to the sidewalk

of St. George. Remembering a past

history of city concessions to the uni-

versity, the administrators, architects,

and students had not worried about the

bylaws. Arrangements had already been

worked out with the departments of

public works and roads. But, the City of

Toronto Planning Department decided

that St. George was too important an

artery to be encroached upon.

SAC then proposed that the

building be redesigned as a narrower,

higher structure which could retain all

previous facilities, but U of T Physical

Plant stated that the site could not withs-

tand a taller building. Therefore, unless

the traffic flow along St. George was

eased or the physical structure of the

street was changed there could be no

campus centre at this location. The un-

iversity found there was little it could do

to change these conditions.

A final obstacle was the Toronto

Library Board who objected to the stu-

dent centre being built immediately

neighbouring the Central Library and

were ready to oppose a building permit.

Considering its problems, the university

made little actual effort toward applica-

tion for a permit.

Although the university adminis-

tration and SAC did collaborate to

an extent in negotiating with the city,

their communication was poor and the

administration's actions appeared to

result only after the repeated insistence

of the students.

TWO AND A HALF YEARS after the

construction of the campus centre was

originally slated to begin, the project had

reached an impasse. Then SAC presi-

dent Steve Langdon, said In March, 1969

that little more could be done: there

would be no campus centre for at least

two more years.

When SAC hired Richardson, in

early 1970, he was requested to recon-

sider the identity, purposes, and plan-

ning of the campus centre. In May of the

same year, SAC also commissioned
Brian Carter, an architect just graduated

from the university, to work under

Richardson's supervision, and asked
him to make a study of infilling the area

around Ramsey Wright and Sid Smith

with facilities that might constitute a

campus centre. Already, the question

was whether a single building could

satisfy campus needs or whether the

improvement of an area of the campus
by the addition of desired services and
facilities was preferable.

To obtain the revenue necessary to

pay for these studies and the work in-

tended to follow them SAC held a

referendum which requested students'

permission to levy an additional dollar In

SAC fees per student each year until a

campus centre was built. The students

agreed and the first levy as set for the

academic year of 70-71, giving SAC an
additional $20,000 annually.

Richardson and Carter worked
through the summer and brought out a
report In September which set o.uLlhe.

alternatives SAC could follow in planning

a campus centre. Stating that SAC must
establish planning principles for the uni-

versity to express their wishes con-
cerning the physical development of the

entire campus, Richardson argued that a

single building was unsuitable. Despite

its facilities it would merely be another

monolith - inflexible, with no provision

for campus development or links with

the surrounding community, he said.

While the university had facilities for

study and meditation It lacked "the

proprer environment for discussion and

experimentation" needed by the in-

dividual to educate himself.

Carter's report suggested that new

facilities should be located in the most

intensely used area of the campus, so as

to attract the greatest numbers and act

as the true focus of student life. In this

report, the area bounded by St. George,

Huron, Harbord, and Wllcocks was first

set out as the location for campus centre

planning. Carter described a plan to use

the space between the massive
academic buildings which was the

forerunner of the interventions set out in

"The Campus as the Campus Centre"

report.

RICHARDSON CONCLUDED THE
report by suggesting that the uni-

versity develop a consensus about its

position in society which could guide

further planning. To determine policy he

proposed a committee of students,

faculty, and administrators. An architect

should be chosen by SAC to analyze

previous planning campus centre plan-

ning and then devise a detailed plan to

satisfy the new objectives, said Richard-

son. Finally, he suggested that some

sources of income other than the student

levy should be investigated.

In December, Richardson

presented the "Campus Centre Project

Manifesto" which summarized the

philosophy behind the previous report,

linking the concept of a campus centre to

wider concerns of the university. He

aligned the theme with that of turning U

of T into a complete educator. The

"broadening of individual perspectives",

enriching "the appreciation of life", and

"stimulating critical faculties" are best

accomplished in an invironment offering

wide choice, he said.

This university "limits the expres-

sion of life" by its tendency toward

a single academic function and by its

turning away from the city. It has become

a place of academic business which

closes at night, he stated. The campus
centre project's purpose then was "to

nurture new life by breaking down single

functionalism".

Richardson felt the lack of services

at U of T reflected an ivory tower

approach which must be erased before

the university could become an attractive

place to live. Commercial operations on

campus are thus necessary to provide

variety as well as services. Adding that

the university's desires and plans of

expansion were driving variety and

richness of life from the surrounding

community, Richardson equated a plan

to improve campus conditions with one
which would attempt to stop that ex-

pansion and make the facilities of the

campus open to the wider community.

He also attributed "the shallowness In

the quality of life" here in part to the

transience of studens and stated a desire

to plan an environment conducive to the

creation of "a body of citizens".

RICHARDSON ASKED A NUMBER
__ of architecture firms to study the cam-

pus planning situation at U of T and to

present a summary of their feelings to

SAC. These were received in January.

1971 and studied as SAC considered

hiring one of the firms to fully develop
the new concepts. Richardson also put

forward motions that SAC ask the uni-

versity administration to establish a plan-

ning body students could communicate
with and that some revenue be put into

small scale Improvements such as

benches and trash cans around campus.

In February, SAC president Ron the e

Hurd began conferring with Department ^.he
i

of Architecture chairman Peter Prangell. Tiing

Prangell asserted that his department mitte

could handle the job of developing the Slm(

concepts, chose Engel as project co- to ai

ordinator, and set out a preliminary line

scheme of the work that would be re- Whe
quired. The next month, SAC agreed to mee
pay $18,000 for the work outlined, set of pi

aside a budget allotment for the kind of told

small scale Improvements Richardson tact

had suggested, and determined to con- Boai

tinue the student levy. for e

So was born the "Campus as the told

Campus Centre" report and the ac-

companying Campus Centre Advisory arra

Board. Bob Spencer, who sat on the and

board as SAC president for the 1971-72 groi

academic year, recalled that soon prof

students had further cause for dls- theii

iltusionment with the administration. only

While both Simcoe Hall and the Board of Gov

Governors consented to place represen- adrr

tatives on the advisory committee, these give

men vice-president and provost Don view

Forster and Board of Governors chair- had

man William Harris "could never make Boa

themselves available" for meetings. As
fc

-?tat<

an effective means of communication %*an

and debate of view concerning campus and

planning, student needs, and the un- of it

iversity's place in the urban environment *ra,i

the advisory board became a "farce", "wh

said Spencer. mai

One of the proposals which met rnai

favour and offered a chance to publicize and

the report was the winter garden and wht

pub suggested for Sid Smith's eastern into

plaza. SAC obtained permission to hold

a temporary pub there in September. It bet

was fitted with a dramatic ramp which me

had pannelled sides picturing the plans Evs

developed by Engel's group. This was to rec

enable students to visualize what the

project's implementation could lead to, cor

while the pub itself was meant to preview tior

the pleasant atmosphere, convenience, ' nf

and potential for social focus offered by fan"

the plans. Pla

It was perhaps too great a success, dls

overshadowing the other proposals in Ga

the manual. Noting the pub's popularity, wet

Simcoe Hall approved the principle of a %yw
permanent enclosed pub in front of Sid coi

Smith. The Board of Governors gave the By

go-ahead for its planning and ordered lefl

the Physical Plant to check Its feasibility. air

By the end of October, executive vice- fac

president Alex Rankin was presenting a sta

proposal to SAC that the administration kn>

provide $250,000, arrange for design or

and construction of the pub, and appoint wo

a full-time manager. A combined stu- pu

dent-faculty body could fix prices and tyii

service policy, he said. SAC felt the ad- sti

ministration was pushing the issue to-

ward its own ends, and Spencer stated off

that students would accept adminlstra- th<

tive financing only if SAC controlled the re
l

arrangement and actlvltes of the pub. P r '

THE READY ADMINISTRATIVE "si

acceptance of the pub also caused sa

both Spencer and Engel to voice fears He

that the Board of Governors was using tru

the pub as a concession which would ca

enable It to scrap the more Important so

features of the report. Engel called the

pub "a panacea to real environmental P>"

problems facing the campus" and stated be

that plans called for a true winter garden ne

on the eastern Sid Smith plaza rather Jo

than a mere enclosed pub. Later, *-*e

Physical Plant was to find that the plaza t°

foundations cannot withstand the kind of re

structure called for in the report, and the d<

search began for an alternative site. tc

I
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SAC had good reason to feel that

the administration had little concern for

'he i^'ues raised about campus plan-

ning. » he failure of the advisory com-

mittee meant that SAC had to approach

Slmcoe Hall and the Board of Governors

to argue for the project without a ready

line of support and . communication

When Spencer phoned to arrange a

meeting with Board members in charge

of planning, he says he was put aside an

told they would contact him. Such con-

tact never came. Finally, he walked Into a

Board meeting to assert SAC's desires

for a forum on campus planning He was

told to write a letter.

The meeting was eventually

arranged, though only Spencer Engel,

and one of the students in the planning

group were allowed to speak to the

property committee of the Board. To

their disappointment, they were met by

only two actual members of the Board of

Governors plus a number of Simcoe Hall

administrators. The student reps were

given a short period to explain their

views. Although copies of the manual

had been sent to administrators and

Board members, few of them had read it,

stated Spencer. He added that while

showed knowledge of the project

and offered support in principle for some

of its proposals, he opposed the decen-

tralized concept of campus planning

"which was the central theme of the

manual". The property committee

made no concrete recommendations,

and referred the question to the time

when the Governing Council would come
into effect.

When a meeting was arraned

between the campus centre project

members and new U of T president John

Evans, Evans appeared concerned and

receptive but made no commitments.

SAC CONSEQUENTLY
concluded that serious mobiliza-

tion of students would be necessary to

influence university planning. To
familiarize students with the new campus
planning concepts, the student council

distributed 19,000 copies of a special UC
Gargoyle describing the manual. Hopes

were that students might become well

k^nouh) Informed that a referendum

could'be held to endorse the proposals.

By the end of the spring term, SAC was

left with a detailed planning report which

aimed at basic changes in campus
facilities and planning with negotiations

stalled once again, without sure

knowledge of general student awareness

or desires concerning the Issues. The

work by Engel's group, the pub, and the

publicity had cost almost $30,000, emp-
tying SAC coffers of funds gained by

student levies.

The student council which took

office this spring offers less support for

the Campus as the Campus Centre

report than did last year's SAC. This has

prompted Spcner's criticism that they

"shelved the project for the summer". He

said that SAC vice-president John

Helliwell was to present a policy study to

the student council executive concerning

campus planning Issues, but failed to do

so.

Helliwell didn't make a formal

presentation, but he did put a motion

before SAC asking for affirmation of the

new planning designs. This motion failed

jo pass because some SAC members
Oelt $ pport of the report would tie them

to a philosophy advocating wider social

responsibilities, a halt to expansion, and

decentralized campus planning. Motions

to once again reject the concept of a

single student centre building and to set

up a committee to examine the feasablli-

ty of the manual's suggested services

and facilities were passed. According to-

Helliwell, this committee was a total

failure, having objectives which were

"overly ambitious".

Another of Spencer's criticisms

concerns a SAC failure to obtain 315

Bloor as the home of a permanent cam-
pus pub. Apparently, the administration

showed some willingness to give

students this building, but the new SAC
didn't approach Simcoe Hall to request

it. Located beside Varsity Arena, this pub
would have been "a great boon" and
"would have made a mint" over the

summer, said Spencer.

Helliwell admitted SAC could

possibly have gained control of the

building If it moved sooner, but stated it

was undesireabe, being far from the

focu of campus activity and requiring

much renovation. The desires is to

create a true tavern restaurant on cam-
pus rather than a simple pub, he said,

maintaining that the SAC services com-
mission Is continuing to negotiate for

such facilities. The administration may

and a long process of forums and dis-

cussion hopefully will provide the In-

formation. A referendum may be held to

determine whether the one dollar cam-

pus centre levy should be continued.

Helliwell said it is probable nothing

concrete will be accomplished for a long

while because it will require time for the

new Governing Council system of plan-

ning to become established and known.

The administrative policy toward the last

year's campus planning manual Is a

unknown, stated Helliwell, though SAC
feels the university may now be using it

as a partial planning guideline for plan-

ning wider facilities must evaluate it

quickly to attain a consensus which will

enable SAC to have a firmly based policy

supporting or dissenting with possible

developments, he said.

ASKED, WHETHER THE MANUAL
now guides some of Simcoe Hall's

designs, Planning chairman Frank

Hastle said that administrative go ahead

has been given for the reserching of the

physical feasablllty of a few of the

manual's suggestions and favourable

findings may lead toward
implementation.

new structures are still In the processes

of development and that the Issues

which confront them will leave time to

consider any advancement toward
themes in SAC's campus planning

manual.
SWORD NOTED THAT IF SAC

does decide to present alternative of

campus planning to students, the ad-

ministration would desire advance con-

sultation. Rankin said that Simcoe Hall

now looks to SAC for collaboration on
plans and guidance concerning student

needs.

After three years of developing

themes and designs of campus planning,

SAC may this year gain a mandate from
students to determine Its policy. There
will probably be a campaign to develop

student interest and knowledge. Whe-
ther these efforts can lead to a more im-

portant role for students In university

planning is questionable. There is almost

total lack of communication between
Simcoe Hall and the student council

concerning these Issues. Whlfe the ad-

ministration speaks of a desire to work
with SAC and to have student needs
revealed, past history would suggest that

This artist's sketch shows how the Campus Centre Team proposed to turn

the campus into campus centre.

have already budgetted money for this.

DURING THE SUMMER,
the university gained ownership of

the Central Library building. Hellwell

indicated a fear that the administration

may offer these facilities to SAC as a

campus centre. The student council

would refuse the offer, he said.

The intentions of SAC this year will

be to develop a true student consensus

concerning campus planning, said

Helliwell. While he and others on the

student council hold the same
philosophy and desires as last year's

report, they feel simple ratification of its

proposals would be too ar-

bltrary.Therefore, SAC Is taking "a step

back" before determining a policy of

student Involvement In the planning

process, according to Helliwell, attem-

pting to avoid "the built In prejudices" of

the campus centre report.

This review will include further

analysis of student needs, much publici-

ty to present the alternatives of campus

planning, and a full survey of student

opinions on these issues. The problem

will be to fully and fairly present the

alternatives. It will be difficult to cover all

possibilities, let alone present the pros

and cons of each, said Helliwell.

The current SAC feels that holding

a referendum is too simplistic a method

to account for student opinion In such a

complex issue as this. Rather, the survey

Contrary to SAC's speculation,

there has been no turn-about bringing

administrative favor to rest upon the

suggestions of the campus planning

manual. Rankin said that the project

"intrigued" the Board of Governors and

the administration, but had led to few

thoughts of implementation. Construc-

tion of the facilities proposed would take

"25 years", he stated, and would require

much capital.

Presently, the university hasn't the

funds needed to construct already ap-

proved academic services (Innis

College, mens' athletic facilities), he

added. The provincial government con-

tinues its determination to give U of T no

more funding, feeling It has surplus

space and sufficient facilities. So, there

is little chance of the manual's themes

becoming anything but a dream for a

long while.

At the moment, costing studies of

the suggestions are pointless, said

Rankin. He added that the only hope for

revenue could presently come only from

campaigns for donations.

Evans has re-arranged senior staff

to include Jack Sword as vice-president

in charge of planning and thus intends to

wed physical and academic planning

together more formally. The Governing

Council has a sub-committee for

resources and planning which will

decide ultimate policy and priorities.

Both Rankin and Sword assert that these

it is actually reluctant to consider these

things.

If there is to be collaboration and

communication. SAC will have to press

for it. With non-academic services low on

the list of the university's priorities, If

SAC does manage to advance to a point

where costing estimates and funding are

required it may have to arrange for these

things on its own. If negotiations with the

university prove partially successful.

SAC. will then face further negotiations

with the city.

There will be no single campus
centre. The new philosophy with its

themes concerning campus planning

and the purposes of the university

chances greater opposition from ad-

ministrators than did desires for an in-

dependent building. If the new themes

are to become reality, there must be

some merging of student and general

university planning, closer working with

and influence upon the administration.

Previous administrations have desired to

wield their power without student in-

terference. Even if some of the facilities

suggested by the manual are to be

implemented, they will effect the campus

as a whole rather than one centre. Again,

there must be change of general un-

iversity planning.

PROSPECTS THAT THE THEMES
or even the suggested facilities will

become realities for the university in the

near future appear dim.
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U of T bodies receive grant to study cities

By STEWART GOODYEAR
Two U of T bodies will receive

;i federal grant to study municipal

government and financing, it was

announced last week.

According to William

Michaelson, director of the Centre

for Urban and Community Studies.

Urban Affairs Minister Ron

Basford himself agreed to the grant.

Research will be the joint effort

of the urhan and community centre

and lite Institute for the Quan-
lilative Analysis of Social and

liconomic Policy, said institute head

Albert Breton, who will direct the

study.

As yet not contract has been

signed and no money has been

received. Breton stated.

Michaelson believes that full

notification of the size of the grant

and Ottawa's requirements will be

received next week.

He was unable lo verify a

Toronto Star report fixing the grant

al $2.12.095. The Star article also

slated that research is to focus on

the financial situation of Winnipeg,

Toronto and Halifax to determine

the effects of federal and municipal

grants on municipal spending, the

use of municipal services by sub-

urban communities and the effects

of /iminc on land markets.

Farmers' union seeks city aid for boycott
OTTAWA (CUP) — The

National Farmers Union (NFU) is

moving lo consolidate urban sup-

port of its boycott against Kraft

products during the next two

months.

National boycott co-ordinator

Don Kossick told CUP Saturday

that urban support committees

should he established in most major

Canadian cities by the end of this

year.

Kossick had just arrived from

Toronto where he met with the

newly formed Toronto boycott com-

mittee. He was in Ottawa to talk to

members of the local committee

here and left yesterday lo meet with

the Kingston organization.

He plans to use the next several

months to strengthen the existing

urban support committees and to

establish new ones. The process is

slow because ihe NFU's only source

of operating hinds are farmers

willing to pay S25 a year in

membership fees. During Ihe

summer, collection slows down
because people are out working the

land. Imougli money is now coming
in |o permil an acceleration of the

campaign.

The Manitoba New
Democratic Party government

appears to have backed down from

ils plans lo assist Kraft in the con-

slruclion of a rapeseed oil plant,

Kossick said. The NDP incurred the

wrath of parly members (who

voted to support the boycott) the

Manitoba co-operative movement

which owns its own rapeseed plant,

and the NFU.

If the plant is scrapped, the

Nl-U docs not intend lo let the NDP
off lightly. It wants a public an-

nouncement that the government

has dropped ils plans, along with a

message of support for the boycott.

The Saskatchewan NDP was

forced into a similar position after

the Moose Jaw support committee

circulated a petition demanding that

ihe government not allow Kraft

products to be used al the

Saskalchewan summer games.

The NFU has learned that the

Saskatchewan governmen I has

slopped using Kraft products, at

least in the Regina area. No public

announcement of this decision has

been made.

Kossick also said that the

spectacular rise in the cost of food

this summer was a direct result of

increased corporate control in ihe

food industry. The so-called

rationalization of agriculture is

being stepped up, with more farmers

being forced off the land.

Kossick said that large

multinational corporations like

Kraft arc able lo dictate their own
profits while the farmers and con-

sumers suffer.

Dcspile the continual rise in

food prices, governments have

refused lo consider taking action.

Because of this, people must con-

sider [he corporations and the

eovcrnmcnl as their enemies, he

said.

Prime Minister Trudeau said

recently lhat his government has no

intention of introducing food price

controls.

It appears the new British

Columbia NDP government will

introduce provincial regulations to

try to control the spiraling cost of

living al an emergency session of the

legislature. Kossick added.

He believes that costs will

decline only when people actively

seek alternate food processing and

disinbution methods by confronting

monopoly control that the cor-

porations now hold.

In regard to the latter, a recent

study by management consultants

Price Waterhouse for the Borough
of York showed that the financial

benefits of high-rise apartment con-

struclion were almost neglibible.

Proposals for the study were

made X months ago by Richard

Sobernian. then director of the Cen-

tre for Urban Studies. Six areas of

research were set out:

•possible means of financing city

urban expansion, *a I tern a live

solutions to urban fiscal problems, •

restructuring of local government as

an alternative to purely fiscal

solutions, • the influence of the

fiscal system and land use controls

on urban land values. * the effect of

transportation investments on land

values and the potential for finan-

cing ihem, and • a detailed study of

problems and prospects of urban

public economy of Metro Toronto.

Michaelson predicted that the

sludy will lake four years and stated

llial further grants will probably be

required as il develops.

I* Elections

Canada

PROXY VOTING

Students "away from home"

Lhc lisl itrt Lhc polling diiiiion in whi;h >pu ordinarily

iciide. These lisis arc posted in each Polling Division

and copies arc mailed lo each household in urban

Whefe ii my place of cxd friary residence?

* Married >... ;--.> \\ .:
-.- no) matter il boOi

hiuhand and tile ire iludenl*, nor don il

miller if yew lire in one room, w in a tludenu"

residence of aj the borne at pamlL Your

place of ordinary rciidcncr is where >ou arc

phyitca!L> nriJinc on enumeration da> n J <,..,.-

name thould be on ihe Inl of clecloes in ihai

Polling Division.

You should be

Polling Divisior

during cm flection I toen >

aiiendDnce at a recognized educational utiiim

in Canada during an academic lenti, yai may i

YOU MAY VOTE BY PROXY

there lor only relatively ihofl period*

lime each ycai Your name thculd be

ihe bfl of clcelors in ihe Foiling Divi-

<n in which j-our home is localed.

w can I be i

if Double.

Whol it o ret^nued'edvcptwnol BTjtituncm?

— an) ofiinjjtrfm, wiihm reason, ihjj leachn

iou ale if your mam reason lot bemj j*j>

from home i* lo allend a icoogniad educational

insuiuikwi, evtn if you ji irtmr oihet

rob pan of Ihe lime.

the Regisiu t (* your

enti "on thru awn": Your place of

itdenoe is where yon are phyiicaHy

cnurneriljon day and you arc en-

on Ihe liti of erector* in thai Polling

: attendance

: by proiy;

* Regular full-time students in the Faculty of
Arts and Science may obtain a Registrar's
Statement form and a form 47 from their
College Registrar.

All other full-time students may obtain both
forms from their Faculty (or School)
Secretary.

Copies of the Proxy Voting folder shown
above have been distributed in College
Faculty, School, SAC and GSU offices.

a praptriw rrfLVfirJ tull-umr ituJrnl- 3ml

• , . - form «'* from a RETURNING OF-

FICER. All il In and iltsch ihe kt,™™.
iiaicmeni. That piper* mmi be han&d in

penon by youi ptojj voter or yovrsell to your

RETURNING OFFICER taA home rV(o«

10 PM of ihe Friday prieeilmt polling day.

Who eon bt my pioxy voter?

Any penon «Ao it m ihe >,< of (Jrciorc ol ihe

iamt Polling Divnion at yovnelf and nai appointed

proty nxtr lot another elector.

Paid Advertisement Placed by
The University of Toronto
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Decision to be made by Metro

Marks attacks meeting on Spadina s future
By VAL ROSS

Alderman June Marks denounced the

Monday night special Works Committee
hearings on the uses of the Spadina ex-

pressway ditch,

"In ihe light of Metro's refusal to hold

public meetings hearings, this meeting is

redundant," she said. "These hearings are at

the city level but the decision will be taken by
Metro." she added.

At present the Spadina (officially named
the William R.Allen Expressway) ends at

Lawrence Avenue. Metro Council has

proposed ah "arterial road"(four-lane as op-

posed to the expressway's original six) to be

extended to Eglinton.

The "arterial road" has been dubbed the

"mini-expressway" by reformers who see the

road Spadina's return, thinly disguised.

Ying Hope agreed with Marks that while

it was Metro's decision, Metro Council

should reopen hearings.

"Metro's legality is at question tonight,

whether we oppose or support the ex-

pressway", he said.. The Premier has ruled

that the province will not participate in any

construction of the Spadina, but Metro has

$1.5 million of its own which it may use to go
ahead with construction.

He concluded, this would be
unprecedented and unconscionable.

Countering the anti-mini expressway

iroup were residents from North Forest Hill

he area near Bathurst and Lawrence Streets,

including Esther Shiner leader of the Go
Spadina campaign.

They spoke of traffic congestion and the

danger to school children in their area

resulting from traffic pouring off the Spadina

spur through their streets. In all, six

delegations, claiming the support of 40.000

people, urged the paving of the arterial road,

U ofT professor DavidNowlan.co-author

of "The Bad Trip" abook devoted to the case

against the expressway outlined some of the

options to attack these problems.

"The Allen Expressway should be closed

The future of the Spadina Expressway has not yet been decided. Pro-expressway groups want It paved.

south ol Vorkdale" he advised. "This is an

inlerin solution to stop traffic on residential

streets until mass transit is built." A subway is

planned to be built on the site before 1980.

The ditch may be transformed into a park

and large commulor parking lots. It may also

be the site of Buckminster Fuller-designed

apartments, or a scenic boating canal.

Related to the future of the Spadina ditch

is the choice of rapid transit route. On
September 8 Metro Council recommended
that the subway line be constructed by the cut-

and-coyer method through Cedarvale Ravine.

It desired "proper resoration" of that ravine

and the Nordheimer Ravine.

Board of Education trustee Fiona Nelson

pledged support for the Bathurst, as opposed

to the Spadina. rapid transit route.

"The ravines are irreplacable', she said I

know" that the city is already all but

unanimously in support of the Bathurst route'

I am here to strengthen your resolve."

A new theme at this meeting was strained

relations between Metro and the province

over the arterial road, and between the city

and Metro over the subway route and Metro's

decision against public hearings.

"Premier Davis is a dictator" claimed

pro-expressway Shiner. By reversing Metro's

decision to build [he Spadina, he has made a

monkey out of Metro.

A supporter added, "Metro should secede

from Ontario."

Ward 5 aldermanic candidate Colin

Vaughan countered that "Metro wil be
respected only if it respects its component
parts. 1 f Metro ignores the wishes of the City

and the Borough of York in this matter, it

may mean the destruction of Metro."

STILL THINKING ABOUT APPLYING

FOR AN ONTARIO STUDENT AWARD?

Then it's time you did!

As OSAP applications are

assessed by computer it's essential that your

application form be filled in COMPLETELY and ACCURATELY.

WANT INFORMATION OR HELP?

Call in at the Office of Student Awards,

Room 106 Simcoe Hall,

or telephone 928-2204
928-7313
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First students graduate

Halifax community legal course a success

HALIFAX (CUP) — Twenty-

seven Halifax laymen have

graduated from what appears lo be

Canada's first community course in

para-legal work.

The program to aid working class

citizens in Halifax's north end area

was undertaken by the Dalhousie

University legal aid service.

After five weeks of intensive legal

(raining, the majority of the

graduates were put out to work as

part-time counsellors to assist legal

md clients seeking divorces. Another

two were hired on a full-lime basis in

a legal aid centre to assist, advise,

research and counsel in family court

problems.

The program concentrated on

training divorce counsellors because

the local Matrimonial Counselling

Association has just published a

detailed do-it-yourself divorce kit to

reduce the cost of legal action for

poor people. The counsellors will

help people to use [he kits. Sixteen

of the graduates are working for the

association on divorce cases out of

the local family service bureau,

"it s absolutely essential that lay

people be trained to handle routine

law office matters and assist in

counselling clients," said Dalhousie

criminal law professor and legal aid

service di rector Ian Cowie.

"Otherwise there is just no way to

cope adequately with the demand

being made on legal aid services."

The training program is an

innovative one, and a smashing

success. Cowie added.

The graduates included a retired

clergyman, nurses, social workers,

high school counsellors and

members of the north end com-

munity who never made it past high

school. More than 100 people

applied, including three lawyers.

"We could have filled our

program with university graduates

but we wanted a good cross-section

of people with varying academic

backgrounds and experiences,"

C owie explained.

Most applicants wanted to join

because "they could see the need for

this kind of program. There is also a

fascination for the law on the part of

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

LITERARY AND

ATHLETIC SOCIETY

ELECTIONS
for first year reps.

Thursday, Sept. 28

IN

the J.C.R. & Refectory

ALSO: DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION
OF BUDGETS TO THE LIT.

IS FRIDAY, SEPT. 29.

College of

Jewish Studies

1700 Bath urst St.

Toronto 10, Ont.

An organizational meeting and registration

will take place on Weds., Sept. 27, at 8:30
p.m. in the Board Room of the Beth Tzedec
Congregation, 1700 Bathurst.

We are offering a meaningful and exciting
year of Jewish thought and fellowship.

COME AND JOIN US

lay people and many felt this would

he a good opportunity to learn

something about how it operates,"

Cowie asserted.

The demand for service of the

para-professional has been "con-

i'lnilent and r. increasing' the direc-

tor added, and the legal aid clinic

sees the need for training more

people.

The course was designed and

taught .by seven second and third

year Dalhousie law students. They

also interviewed and selected the 27

who finally took the course.

Since it was set up almost three

vears ago. (he clinic has handled

some 2K00 cases, not including

telephone enquiries, clients handled

on a referral basis or given summary
advice. Apart from its training

program, the clinic also has its

law student^ in court every

day. Many of them are involved

through a credit course from the

Dalhousie university law faculty.

This summer, evelen students

carried out research projects and

assisted in the clinic's legal aid work

through an Opportunities Tor Youth

grant. Five persons looked into the

need Tor legal aid service in the

province's mental hospitals and

future plans involve a training

program Tor para-legal professionals

right within local prisons.

It's the special or innovative

programs that keep Ottawa in-

terested in funding the clinic. Last

vear Health and Welfare minister

John Munro contributed $35,000

from his department to keep the

agency operating and agreed to pay

some of' its bills again this year.

*

THEATREPUMP

2-tone Navy with Green Leather
Rust with Brown Leather

All Black leather

outran*rags
Only $20.00

Open Thursday and Friday Nites

C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored

262 Yonge St.

1475 Yonge St.

101 Bloor St. West
Shopper's Wolrd, Brampton

x Fairview Mall
Oshawa Shopping Centre
Adams Apple Boutique
126 Bloor St. West

'•Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd
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Runs roughshod over requests

Carleton admin to build on student field
OTTAWA (CUP) — The

(arlclon University administration

lias run roughshod over student re-

quests and yesterday began con-

structing a new building on a

residence playing field.

A threatened confrontation this

morning was averted this afternoon

when Carleton president Michael
Oliver intervened to reverse a Board

of Governors decision.

The Board had decided earlier

yesterday to renege on an agreement

not lo start work before eight am.

each morning.

The Building Advisory Com-
mittee Monday decided to proceed

with plans for a new classroom

and office building for affiliate

St. Patrick's College on the only

large playing field in the residence

area of Carleton's campus.

Students had delayed construc-

tion by threatening to occupy the

field with continuous football games
and camp fires, but the committee

said Monday that costs and time

factors prohibited the choice of

anv alternative site.

Residence students agreed before

the meeting that further opposition

would be futile, but came deman-
ding ! 7 concessions to minimize
harmful effects of construction.

The committee approved all

demands except one in principle,

and referred them to a sub-
committee for further discussion.

But. notice that one of the

concessions would be broken came
yesterday afternoon, residence coun-

cil president Leonard Greenspoon
said in an interview. "The secretar)

SEXUAL AWARENESS WEEK
A WEEK OF DISCUSSIONS, DISPLAYS AND FILMS

TO EXPLORE OUR SEXUALITY - FACTS AND FANTASIES

PLEASURES AND PROBLEMS.

SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE AND

THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH

7:00 P.M.

MEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING
(LARGE LECTURE THEATRE)

"CONTRACEPTION"

A LOOK AT FAMILY PLANNING
METHODS AND PROBLEMS.

of the Board of Governors called to

say that due lo contractual
obligations, construction would
have to start at seven am every

day." he said. Otherwise, the un-

iversity would have to pay overtime.

"My position is tht we are

allowing our living conditions to be
completely disrupted this year, so

they should be able to fork out some
money for overtime to make things

bearable."

Students were considering

obstructing the bulldozers when they

arrived today to enforce compliance

with the agreement.

Bui. Greenspoon phoned Oliver,

who culled back to say construction

would be moved ahead to eight am
as previously agreed.

"We hope the administration will

meet the concessions," another

residence spokesman said. "If it

doesn't, we'll see what has to be
done."

Other conditions agreed to by the

administration include university

responsibility for residence expense

for maintenance and rodent damage
due lo construction, a delay in a

road extension until next year, and

replacement of the field on a smaller

scale by next September I. The un-

iversity also agreed not to build or

change the use of residence buildings

without "direct consultation with

the residence council."

Greenspoon condemned adminis-

trators on the building advisory

committee for showing little con-

sideration for the residents' needs.

"One of them called us 'little

kiddies playing games'. They have
no regard for the fact that this is our
home."

St. Chris needs you
St. Christopher House is

looking volunteers to work with

various groups. Anyone willing to

work with arts and crafts groups,

athletics or interest .groups is asked

to help. Interested persons should

BANANAS &

WHISKEY HOWL
SEPT. 27 & 28

MAINLINE
Sept. 29,

FLUDD
Sept. 30

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Spadina at College

NO COVER -

NO MINIMUM

Welcomes all Students

new & old back to

the University of Toronto

you are cordially invited to drop in to

any Swiss Chalet Bar BQ in Toronto.

Bring this coupon with you to get our

WELCOME BACK OFFER

———————clip out———™
A QUARTER CHICKEN PLATE

LOCATIONS

• 234 Bloor St.

• 1415 Yonge St.

• 2990 Eglinton East

• 362 Yonge St.

I INCLUDES

j • Quarter Bar BQ Chicken
I • Roll

j
• Fresh French Fries

| • Famous Bar BQ Sauce
j • Beverage

you pay only

$
1.19

OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 31, 1972

REG. PRICE

$1.45

DINING ROOM SERVICE ONLY

contact Tony Souza al 364-8456. St.

Christopher's is located at 67 Wales

Ave. (Dundas and Bathurst).

Campus day care

needs volunteers

The Campus Community
Co-operative Day Care Centre

needs volunteers to supervise child-

ren under the age of two vears.

Visit the centre at 12 Sussex, or

phone 925-7495 and ask for the

coordinator.

Bahai Club

First Meeting

All Welcome

Sid Smith Lounge 4 P.M.

Thursday 28 Sept.

lfcr3#*lferjk
A rare new collection of memo-

rabilia adorns the walls and an

engaging mixture of patrons raise

their glasses. Lunch from noon

'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a

delightfully different daily special.

Surrounded by The Sutton Place,

on Wellesley at Bay.

The Bull and The Bear
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Enrolment down, Carleton U hit by deficit

OTTAWA (CUP) — Carleton

University faces a possible 1 972-3

deficit of $3,000,000 because of a

decline in enrolment.

C-jrlelorTs new president Michael

Oliver said lust week that about 600

fewer full-time students registered

than were expected at the time the

university's annual budget was

prepared. Administrators expected

;in increase of four per cent, but

absolute enrolment actually declined

Kid students from last gear's figure

of I0;690.

An enrolment decrease means less

provincial money for the university

because government grants are

based on enrolment figures.

Oliver said he was concerned that

tuition fee increases may have

prevented many interested and

qualified students from enrolling.

The decline is uneven, with

enrolment in arts and graduate

studies dropping, while registration

ui journalism, commerce, science,

architecture, and music increased.

The deficit means staff cut-backs

mav be inevitable.

A university Senate committee on

redundancy said at Tuesday's

Senate meeting it would be un-

reasonable to cut staff for budgetary

reasons except as a last resort.

The committee reported that

academic expenditures should take

precedence over other university ex-

penditures, such as administration

and maintenance. If cuts become

necessary, the report recommends

that the Senate be the only body

with power to cut programs or

personnel.

No cuts should be made until a

special Senate committee reviews

the entire budget and ensures the

university's money is being allocated

wisely, the report says. The docu-

ment, which was prepared in May,

has not yet been adopted by the

Senate, although some faculty

members are seeking its speedy

passage, in case cutbacks become

necessary this year.

RCAAP expands narcotics squad
One hundred men will be added to the RCMP

narcotics squad by next year, bringing the total number

of officers engaged in drug-law enforcement to more

than 400

"We used to have 185 - 190 drug enforcement

officers across the country, in 1969" said Inspector

flordon Tomalty." and the number has jumped

sienificanlly each year."

Tomalty. the officer in charge of the narcotics

squad, said only a few men were engaged in undercover

investigations. He would not specify how many men

were engaged in these activities, because to do so, he

said, would jeopardize their positions.

Because training procedures for municipal and

provincial police forces have improved considerably in

recent years, the RCMP has abandoned much of the

routine drug detection work and is now concentrating

on the apprehension of traffickers.

The drug law enforcement section is presently the

largest uroup within the RCMPs criminal investigation

branch. Us operations are directed from the force's

Ottawa headquarters.

According lo an RCMP spokesman, the use of

marijuana in Canada is levelling off, but the use of

"hard drugs" such as heroin is increasing. Coccaine

trafficking has also increased recently.

The number of persons charged with marijuana

nfl'cnees during the first six months of 1972 decreased

by 5.7 per cent from the same period of 1971. The

RCMP also reported that many drug users have

switched from marijuana to hashish.

The spokesman asserted that liquid hashish is now

being smuggled into Canada because it can be imported

in farce quantities and brings greater profits to

traffickers.

Meanwhile, Sir George Williams

University in Montreal was affected

more drastically by enrolment

decreases. Registrar Kenneth

Adams said Tuesday that the decline

from 17.221 last year to 15,560 this

fall was attributable to phaasing out

the community college program.

The projected enrolment was 15,850

for (he school year, he said, adding

that this should be surpassed when

late registrations are completed.

At the same lime, however, the

total number of first year un-

dergraduates in the day division rose

about 300 from last year's 1200.

The decreases in both enrolment

and projected enrolment at un-

iversities around the country were

e\peeted to affect community

colleges, as, students chose lo leave

the larger institutions in favor of the

colleges.

En Ontario, this did not occur

according to projections. The

province's community colleges

enrolled 4000 fewer students than

administrators had expected. The 20

college had predicted a growth rate

of 25 per cent, based on the number

of early applications last winter, up.

from their original 14 per cent

estimate.

An Ontario government

telephone survey Tuesday showed

the earlier prediction was more

realistic. So far, the growth rale for

community colleges is 13 per cent,

and is not expected to increase. This

is the same growth rate as last year.

Three colleges — Lambton in

Commercial use for

biodegradable plasfic
By early 1 973. plastic coffee cups,

meat trays, and egg cartons in

superm;'ri',ls may be made of

Kcolylc-S. a biodegradable, plastic

invented by a U of T chemistry

professor .lames Guillet.

Since it breaks down into a

powder which can be further

changed into carbon dioxide and

water by bacterial action, the new

plastic can help solve problems of

litter. Plastics in present use do not

break down.

The federal Food and Drug

Directorate recently announced that

1 ctilylc-S may be used in com-

mercial packaging, the only man-

made biodegradable plastic to be

allowed for use in packaging food.

All rights to the new plastic have

lieen assigned by Guillet to U of T,

which has reassigned them to

I eoplaslics of Toronto in return for

royalties. This company has joined

with a Dutch firm to form Van Leer-

licoplastics Limited.

According to results from tests

made in the Van Leer main

laboratories in Passfield. England,

Lcolytc-S has mechanical properties

comparable precisely to similar un-

modified plastics. Its time of dis-

integration can be controlled to vary

between hours and months.

According to Paul Wright,

president of Van Leer- Eco plastics

l imited, the new plastic will be

available commercially in Canada

early in 1973. It is expected that the

l-.colvle plastics will be about 10-15

per cent more expensive than con-

ventional plastics.

ANTHROPOLOGY
STUDENT UNION

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

SID SMITH, 56IA

WED., SEPT. 27th., 1 p.m.

All anthropology students are urged

to attend this important meeting

/
Sunglasses

that get

darker

as the sun

gets brighten a

OPTICAL

PHOTOSUN
ONMa I imi YUtfjv. ?;

Auditions
VIC DRAMA CLUB
FEIFFER'S PEOPLE

directed by Jack Medhurst

Music Room, Wymilwood

150 Charles S. W.. Victoria College

TONIGHT
WED. SEPT. 27th., 8-11 p.m.

AND
THURS. SEPT 28th., 7-11 p.m.

Phone Deb McFarlen at

964-8936 for audition appointment
or come as you are. Try to have

an audition piece prepared.

UNCLE SAM
WANTS YOUR MONEY
STOP THE STUDENT SURCHARGE

PUBLIC MEETING
TO DISCUSS

ECONOMIC CAUSES OF FEES HIKES,
POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE

AND WHY MUST FIGHT BACK
Speakers: Pete Havers

CLM, U of T
Anita Sachanska

CLM, York
CUMBERLAND ROOM

International Student Centre (33 St. George)

WED., SEPT. 27 8:00 p.m.
CANADIAN LIBERATION MOVEMENT

BOX 41, STN. "E"
TORONTO 4, ONT. 964-1174

Surnia. Niagara in Wetland and

Northern with three campuses in

northern Ontario — have actually

registered decreases in enrolment,

l our showed small gains and only

two went over their predictions.

( itiorge Brown in Toronto

realized only a 25 per cent increase,

although it had predicted 63 per

cent. Metropolitan Toronto's

Centennial College had predicted a

su per cent increase, but only got

another Id students, an increase of

one-one-eight of one per cent

Unclassifieds
DYNACO SCA-35 STEREO Amp-Preamp

$90. Dynaco FM-3 stereo tuner S80. 2 AR

4ax speakers S100. As package^ $250.00

firm all work perfectly. 534-7696 after 6.

FOR SALE - lady's standard bicycle. 1-

year old, $30. Phone 928-4844. Mon-Fri.

GRAD STUDENT seeks lemale lo share 2

bedroom apl. at 154 Walmer Rd. Call 925-

1357

ANTHROPOLOGY STUDENTS: important

student union meeling, Sid Smith 561A

loday 1 p.m. please come lo help us

organize the union.

THIS SCHOOL IS VERY COLD and

lonely, and I could use some companion-

ship. Someone please call Don. 279-1562

evenings.

LIKE BOOKS? Selling appro*. 600

volumes on Political Science. Marxism

Sociology Planning. Toronto, Science

fiction, Biographies... and olher places I

have been call David Peters; work: 363-

4395; Home: 699-7895.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST term essays,

reports, theses. Reasonable rates. Call

anytime: 482-6606

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats trom S10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202

Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-

das. Good selection ot fun lurs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (tur and fur fabric)

3t3-6077. open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental

can solve it. Complete apartment or just

the pieces you need. Ideal for two or more

sharing. As low as S10.00 per month.

Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485

Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.

Going out of business after 42 years.

Pearl Furniture. 29 Centre Ave. (behind

new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver. .

Bargains Bargains.

PRIVATE TUTORING Need any help?

Private tutoring in first and second year

physics, mathematics. Sudhir Joshi (M.S.)

35 Howland - 925-0203. Be sure and suc-

cessful.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD with pay for

female student for babysitting and light

household duties. Apply: Mrs. Griffin 487-

9274

ATTRACTIVE MODELS WANTED Phone
964-1575

ARE YOU ATTRACTIVE and like meeling

new people? Would you like to earn extra

money doing this? Call Xanadu Escort

Service for details 363-4958

PERSONS TO HAND OUT FLYERS. In

Downtown Area. Afternoons and nights.

Call: 367-9750 or apply on 5 Elm. St.

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT, special

student rales, S5.00 monthly. Free
delivery, phone 486-6029. Associated Of-

fice Services.

INVOLVEMENT IN TUTORING A high

school student. Be a volunteer with the

Earlscourt Community Project, a student

Is waiting for you. Please call Alec - 532-

3303.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD plus $30 mon-

thly for female student In return for baby
silling dulies. Close lo University. 920-

6288.

FOR LADIES: Massage - pedlcur-facial by

cosmetology. R.M.S. Parviainen. 713

Spadina Ave. (2nd floor) for appointment

924-3022

WHY BE ALONE? Homophlle Dating

Association. Fully confidential, males and
females welcome. For complete details

and free application lorm, write Box 717

Adelaide Station, Toronto 210, or call 862-

1133
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Participation emphasized in track and field
By PAUL CARSON

Participation has become the

dominant feature of a new Varsity

co-educational track and field'

program, according to coach Andy
Higgins.

Over 50 students, alumni and

just general track buffs are par-

ticipating in the daily afternoon

workouts at Varsity Stadium super-

vised by Higgins and other Toronto

area coaches.

Higgins formed the University of

Toronto Track Club during the

summer as a method of expanding

the existing track program which he

fell was lied too closely to the

annual OUAA championship meet

in October.

"We had an excellent program

while il lasted, but once the league

meet was held most of our better

athletes were forced to continue

their training programs at other city

clubs," Higgins said yesterday

The new program allows Varsity

athletes to continue training

together on campus for almost the

entire year.

"Fortunately, the facilities at the

stadium are not in use most of the

lime, so we are not depriving any

other sport of its practice time,"

Higgins said.

A weight-training apparatus has

been installed in one of the unused

football dressing rooms and, as

Higgins points out, the minimal

annual membership fees cover all

the operating expenses and help

defray the costs of travel to provin-

cial meets.

"Varsity Stadium has become, in

effect, a multi-use facility with track

and field practicing in late afternoon

before the football team takes

over," Higgins said.

Formation of the UTTC should

be a boost for women's track since

Ihe campus already contains several

highly regarded female performers

and track will soon be an official

sport in the women's intercollegiate

program.

Orillia's Doug Reid won the first

annual Club Decathalon last

weekend amassing 6101 points to

edge oul Ron Nastiuk, Dave Barrett

and Dave Watt.

Interfaculty Track and Field Meet

September 26 — Varsity Stadium

First Place Winners

Track Even is:

400 Metres Hurdles— Abo Albo (Vic)

KO0 Metres Final — G. Feeney (PHE)
100 Metres Final— Hung Dcr (Dent)

5000 Metres— John Sharpe (Vic)

400 Metres (limed)— Bill Johnson (Vic)

1500 Mclrcs— Joe Saz(PHE)
100 Metres High Hurdles— Abo Albo

200 Metres (timed)— Dave Howes (Trin)

Sprint Relay (4 k 1 10) —(PHE)

Mile Relay (4 x 440)— (PHE)
10 000 Metres— Brian Armstrong

F><-lrf Events-

Discus— MikeSokovnin (PHE)
Pole Vault— Dave Barrett (PHE)
Long Jump— Eric Little (Scar)

-Shol Put— Mike Sokovnin

High Jump— Eric Little

Javelin — John Pozhke

Triple Jump— Dave Watt (Vic)

GSA THURSDAY EVENING CINEMA

PRESENTS

TWO FILMS BY JOSEPH LOSEY

jllliE C^iRiSTiE /aIaN bATES

^Hf
—

^GOfbETWEEN
ff 7:30

%

accident
THURSDAY

SEPT. 28

9:30

OISE AUDITORIUM 252 BLOOR W.
$1.50 BOTH SHOWS, $1.00 AT 9:30

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

Student Subscriptions

$3.00 for the Three Productions
Hart House Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $3.00 for the

three All-University productions. The student rate will be $1.25 for a

single performance. Subscribers are assured of the same seats and

performance evenings for the season. Two subscriptions only on

each A.T.L. card.

1 972-73 SEASON
THE MISANTHROPE by Moliere, translated into English verse by

Richard Wilbur Directed by Donald Davis

Thursday, October 19 to Saturday, October 28

(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

ROSMERSHOLM by Henrik Ibsen, translated by F. Marker and L.L. Marker

Directed by David Gardner

Thursday, November 23 to Saturday, December 2

(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

HAMLET by William Shakespeare Directed by Martin Hunter

Thursday, January 25 to Saturday, February 3

(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Box Office opens September 18, 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. - 928-8668

USHERS
Volunteer Ushers are required for the three Hart House Theatre productions.

Please ««i»nhnnA 32B-8674 or call at Theatre offices.

The men's intercollegiate team
swings into action Saturday in the

McMasler invilational and then

travels to London October 3 for a

dual meet against Western, last

year's OUAA runner-up.

Higgins expects many of

Toronto's points will come from

pole vauller Bruce Simpson who
finished fifth at Munich, OUAA
record holder in the discus Grant
Tadman, Dave Watt in the triple

jump, plus distance specialists John

Sharp and Peter Pimm.

Simpson and fellow Olympian
Tony Powell are perhaps the biggest

names on the UTTC but Higgins

stresses lhat publicity and building

reputations is not the aim of the new
program.

"We're trying to create a program
thai will attract novices whether

they are students, graduates or

whatever. Most of the fun in track

comes from participating and that's

what we are encouraging."

Daily practices start about 4:30 at

(he Stadium.

Golf team 4th at Trent
The University of Toronto golf

learn finished second to Waterloo's

threesome last weekend at the

O'Keefe Invitational College and

University Golf Tournament, and

fourth al the Trent Invitational

Monday.
The Toronto threesome finished

with a 471 total for 36 holes with

John Bays leading the team at 154.

The other two Toronto players,

Doug Findlay and Tony Sergautis,

finished with scores of 158 and 159,

respectively-.

The U of T team also placed

second in the best-ball event with a

137 lotal. three over Waterloo's 134

winning total.

The team did not fare as well on

Monday al Trent placing fourth out

of seven participating universities. U
ol T had a combined score of 314 for

Ihe IX hole match with front-runner

Waterloo scoring 301, Queens and

Lakehead tying for second at 305,

and Carlelon coming third at

306.(<Fotir of the best scores- on the

live man teams comprised the total.)

The best four for Toronto were

Paul Skinner with 77, Geoff

Morawitz, Steve Johnson, and Glen

Placido. all with 79. Placido ex-

pressed regret yesterday at Toron-

to's poor showing and said that a

stronger team would be field ed for

ALL GIRLS
For art

photography,

hostess service,

nude modelling

EXCELLENT PAY
PART TIME, FULL TIME

Calt 920-3551

ANYTIME

the next tournament.

In Georgetown last Friday and

Saturday U of T. fell 16 strokes

behind the first place University of

Waterloo team. The Waterloo
squad's success was largely due to

Tim MeCutcheon's Saturday
charge. Warriors finished with a

threeman gross of 225 on Friday to

lake seven stroke lead over second

place finishers, Lakehead
University.

MeCutcheon led and Brian

Harrocks tied from Algonquin

College tied in the first round at 75

each. However, MeCutcheon was

lliree under par on the outgoing nine

Saturday to pull away from all the

other individual challengers.wilh the

exception of Harrocks.

Harrocks played 74 on the next

nine for a 36-hole score of 149, three

shots behind MeCutcheon.
Waterloo's Ed Heakes placed third,

and U ot T's Bays fouth.

The O'Keefe tournament,

conceived by Sheridan College's

athletic director John Cruickshank,

wil seeks lo become an annual event.

Cruick.shank's senior aide, Dick

Rusehiensky, commented last

weekend that the everil would

probably lake place the weekend

after Thanksgiving next year at the

end or the regular season and the

college leagues.

The tournament sponsors hope to

bring in the top two teams from each

college section. The sponsors had

also hoped to make the event a

national competition, but the cost

proved to be too prohibitive.

As for the future, this Friday the

U of T golf learn will travel to

Kingston for the east section finals.

Toronto's learn will be represented

by Doug Findlay. John Bays. Tony

Sergautis. Richard Hughes, and

Paul Skinner. The top four teams at

Kingston move on to the finals at

Carlelon on October 5 and 6.

Anthroposophical

Society in Canada
Invitation (o a Public Lecture

on
"From ideas lo ideals: a Break-

through in modern thought"

by

Alan Howard
Time: Friday Sept. 29, 1972, 8.00

p.m. Place: Oise Hall, Rm. 204,

252 Bloor W. (parking under the

building: enter from Prince Ar-

thur.)

Admission: $1.00, students 50c.

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO

Largest local distributor

,of quality reference
material

Thousands of

manuscripts on file

call 964-7328

752A Yonge St

MlSTEAKS
The Varsity made

nonsense of this ad in

last Friday's paper. With apologies

to the Society of Friends, we herewith

try again.

QUAKER MEETING
The common torm of Quaker workship is an hour of silence. We find

that in this silence there may be a real meeting of people, one with

another, and each with something deeper. The experience may be

refreshing, challenging, disturbing or merely dull, according to what

each brings lo it. Any of those present may be moved to speak, or the

meeting may find its strength in silence.

Meeting tor worship every Sunday at 11 a.m. Coffee hour after Ihe meeting

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
60 LOWTHER AVE.

(east of St. George, north of Bloor)

Phone 921-0368 lor Information about Sunday classes for all ages, and weekday

aciiviiies.
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Editor Bob Gauthier

Phone 923-4053
sports

The Other Teams -Western Section
Western Mustangs once

again lead the Western Section

of the OUAA as the midway

mark of the intercollegiate

regular season approaches.

The Mustangs have

defeated last year's semi-final

contenders — the McMaster

Maerauders — twice — once in

exhibition play and again early

in the regular season. In

Hamilton the exhibition score

was 14-10, while the Mustangs

won at home 21-3. Western's

only other game so far resulted

in a lopsided 31-8 victory over

Guelph.

Unless there are some

major injuries on the UWO
squad, it will be hard to displace

lust year's Yates Trophy
winners. (Western went on to

beat University of Alberta

Golden Bears 15-14 to capture

the Canadian College Bowl).

The Mustangs appear to be

the Queens equivalent in the

Western Section. The team has

only lost three first-team players

from last year and that speaks

for itself as an indication of

strength. (Furthermore, over

two-thirds of last year's players

have returned.)

As was foreseen at the

beginning of the season, an im-

portant part of Westerns offence

will depend on the kicking of

Paul Knill, who picked up seven

points in the season's opener

against Guelph — one field goal,

plus four converts- Knill led the

Western Section last year with

51 points (on 11 field goals, 14

converts, and four singles).

Western's kicker averaged 40.1

yards per punt, while standing

third in the west and fifth overall

in the OUAA in punting.

Last season Western had a

2-1 rushing versus passing

margin, and their game is likely

to be along the ground again this

year for the most part. In the

first game of the season, total

offence along the ground was
169 yards, while quarterback Joe

Fabiani made 10 passing
attempts for 72 years. Dave
Kerr, third best rusher in the

west last year with 552 yards is

also back.

While Western did not have

an extremely powerful offensive

squad last year (although they

were first in the west in this

category), their defence shone,

concceding only 80 points in

eight games.

However, the Mustangs

also led the Western Section in

yardage lost because of fumbles

(34 yards on 16 fumbles) and

penalties (837 yards).
Nevertheless, end Don Dulmage
(OUAA and All Candian All

Star) and defensive back Jim

Budge have returned to bolster

the team.

With few exceptions, the

Mustangs look like the most

complete team in their section.

They should make a good run at

league title again this year.

McMaster Marauders will

fight it out with University of

Windsor Lancers for second

place in the west. At this time of

the season, and based on the

Marauders' past performance,

one would expect the team to be

playoff contenders for the se-

cond consecutive year.

A key reason could be the

return of Jack Kennedy as

coach, while head coach Ray
Johnson is on a one year leave

of absence. (Johnson has

coached the team for the past

four years.) Kennedy was head

coach of the team before

becoming director of athletics at

McMaster, and guided the

Marauders to the Canadian
College Bowl in 1967 (where

they lost 10-9 to University of

Alberta Golden Bears).

Last season Marauders

finished first in the (old)Central

Division of the Western Section,

with 1 1 points, one point greater

than Western, the first place

holder in the other western

division.

The Marauders are

potential threats chiefly because

ihey finished second in the west

lasi season in both rushing and
passing totals. However, the

team's game was, for the most

part, along the ground with a net

gain of 1454 yards rushing, and

940, passing. Overall, the team

was second in yards gained for a

2894 total.

On offence, Barry Findlay

is expected to continue at

quarterback while half-back

Greg Higson (OUAA All Star)

has also returned. Higson was

second in the west last year with

556 yards on 62 carries.

For McMaster's defence,

Paul Perras, returning to

strengthen the team joins Derek

Forbes.

The only questionable part

of University of Windsor Lancers

this year is its defence.

Offensively, quarterback,

Andy Parichi (OUAA All Star)

was the leading passer in the

west with 1,095 yards to his

credit on 71 completions (of 105

attempts). Jim Wakeman, while

only placing sixth as Windsor's

leading rusher, was the second

highest scorer in the section.

Mike Urban placed second in

the west as receiver with 24

completions for 383 yards.

Lsst year, Windsor tied

with Wes[errT"in the Western
Division of the section with iden-

tical wins and losses (five and

three, respectively). However,

the Lancers had an offensive

point total of 127, while the

de fence gave up 147.

McMaster's 155 for and 129

against looks more promising.

Also, if initial showings are any

indication, the Marauders
dumped Windsor 27 to 14 in the

opening game.

The other four teams in the

Western Section are likely to

fight it out for the remaining

four positions, — none of which

lead to semi-final playoff games.

(The third place Western Sec-

lion team meets the first place

Eastern section team.)

Across the road rivalry

between Waterloo Lutheran and

the University of Waterloo will

probably decide fourth and fifth

spots in the division. The
Lutheran Golden Hawks have

only 18 returning players.

However, the quality of the

veterans is impressive.

Offensive halfback Gerry

Blacker, who led the section in

rushing yardage last year (579

yards on 104 carries) is back, as

is defensive halfback Stacey

Coray (OUAA All Star.) Last

season, Lutheran also placed

first in the west in team rushing

and first downs (2082— net, and
127 yards respectively) yet

finished only sixth in passing.

Linebacker Wally Parker

also handles Lutheran's place-

kicking chores. Last season he

finished second in the west, with

success on seven of 10 attempts.

Lutheran should be able to

capture fourth place if the

defence holds firm and there is

some improvement on offence.

Last season, Lutheran was 148

for and 133 against, while

Waterloo was 97 and 133 by

comparison.

Up to now University of

Waterloo Warriors have only

played Guelph, won by
Waterloo 11-3. To add to

Waterloo's troubles a new
quarterback has had to replace

Chuck Wakefield. The
Warriors' running game will de-

pend upon Brian Beatty and

Rick Howse this year.

In 1972, Beatly was third in

the west in receiving (17 com-

pletions for 189 yards), while

Howse wss fourth in rushing

with 479 yards on 104 carries.

(Howse finished fourth despite

starling the season as a flanker.

He didn't really begin to carry

the ball until halfway through

the season.) Even though offen-

sive tackle John Buda (OUAA
and All Canadian All Star) has

returned, the defence will take a

great deal of building lo put the

Warriors in contention.

It is difficult lo say at this

time which team — the York

Yeomen or the Guelph Gryphons
— will end up in the Western

section cellar by season's end.

York has switched from east to

west this year, and remains

somewhat of an unknown quan-

tity. Yet past performance in-

dicates that York's only com-

petition will come from Guelph.

Last year, the Gryphons

were undergoing a "rebuilding

program. The inexperience

showed in the team's season

record of one victory, six losses

and one tie. Gryphons hope to

improve upon their meagre 79

point offence with help from

their leading rusher from last

season, Bruce Morris. (After one

week of play Morris was the

fourth leading rusher in the

west.)

AH in all, head coach Dick

Brown is relying upon the

maturation of his football team.

He'll need it to put York
Yeomen in the cellar.

York was mentioned a

couple of weeks ago in con-

nection with the Blues-York ex-

hibition game. Since that loss,

York has also gone down to

defeat twice (a 27-7 loss to

Lutheran and 11-2 lo Windsor).

The only bright star after one

week of play appeared to be

Gerald Verge, who led the

league in passing with 231 yards

on 26 attempts. (Steve Ince also

looked good with 121 yards.)

If the present season

continues in the same pattern,

Windsor will likely meet Queens

or Ottawa in one semi-final,

while McMaster and Western

decide who will represent the

Western Section in the OUAA
final November 1 1.



UC principal Archie Hallett and Arts and Science dean Bob Greene (hidden) assist In the

gowning of president John Evans yesterday. Also seen on the platform are (from left)

Engineering dean James Ham, vlce-provost Robin Ross and Governing Could!

chairman C. Malim Harding.

Evans installed amid protest
By EDWARD PODGORSKI

Ignoring two groups of student protestors and dismissing

the serving of subpoena on him with joke, John Evans

delivered his firts major address as he officially became U of

T's ninth president in a regal ceremony performed on the

front campus yesterday.

Nearly 4,000 spectators sat through the hour-plus

performance, remaining fairly indifferent to small groups of

students protesting the university's day care policy and the

current library trials and finally warming to a 1950's style

performance by the Engineering Society's Lady Godiva

Memorial Band.

Sharing the platform with Evans were Ontario Premier

William Davis, Lieutenant-Governor Ross MacDonald, U of

T Chancellor Pauline McGibbon, Governing Council chair-

man C. Malin Harding, assorte dignitaries from other

universities, and U of T's administrative big wigs.

Seconds before Evans was to begin his inaugural address,

Tony Leah and Bill Schabas, students active in the defence

campaign for the library trials, mounted the platform. Leah

moved swiftly towards Evans, presented him with a subpoena,

and asked him to read it. (Legally, a person being presented

with a subpoena must be made aware of its contents when it is

served.)

Simultaneously, Schabas handed vice-provost Robin

Ross a similar subpoena. . . _

The subpoenae require both men to appear at the trial 01

Tom McLaughlin and Bill Getty, arrested during the March

12 police raid on the Simcoe Hall occupation.

Leah later explained that Evans is wanted to explain to

the court on behalf of the university what constitutes

trespassing on university property. ... ,„

Platform speakers frequently had to raise their voices to

be heard above the protestors, who were chanting various

slogans. About forty demonstrators supporting the campus

Co-operative Day Care Centres, threatened with eviction by

the Governing Council's day care policy, shouted, "Police

out, day care in" and "Two, four, six, eight; day care cannot

wait".

A smaller contingent marched separately to draw

attention to the library trials.

Evans" speech, the only substantial remarks delivered at

the inauguration, contrasted markedly with the non-

controversial platitudes of other platform guests, including

SAC president Eric Miglin and the premier.

Taking careful aim at the smiling premier, a former

football chum of the president when both were U of T

students, Evans chastized him for his government's refusal to

fund the university's federated colleges at the same level as

university colleges, and deplored the recent tuition fee

increases.

He received loud applause when he told Davis:"Let them

(students) go now and pay later, not through the discharge of

burdensome loans but through the established practice of

aftcr-the fact taxation."

Evans reasoned that higher tuition fees and limited

bursary assistance deter individuals of certain social groups

from attending university.

Evans asked Davis "to reconsider the implementation of

this approach to the sharing of the costs of education through

litgher tuition fees on the basis of accessibility."

"It is true that there is justification for asking those who

benefit directly from higher education to accept a larger share

of its cost," he admited, but society is the principal

beneficiary oTtheir education," Evans said.

In asking for full provincial grant support for church-

affiliated colleges, Evans told his audience that "economic

developments of recent years have made Victoria, Trinity, and

St. Michael's into depressed areas receiving inadequate

equalization payments".

"It is our strong hope that the plight of these colleges

niav soon be alleviated, and that the Ontario government will

recognize financially something that has been a fact

academically for 85 years, that is, the equal status of the

students enrolled in church-related colleges. Action by your

government would be timely, Mr. Premier, to say the least.".

Also, in his speeech, Evans said that "our attention must

be strongly focused on the anticipation of future needs." And,

he acknowledged the New Program in arts and science as one

of the prerequisites for success in making changes in the

university.

The president added that the university should also

reconsider revamping its traditional PhD program.

The speech also praised last year's acting president Jack

Sword.

"Dr. Sword has had the kind of experience that the post

requires, and his steadfastness, integrity, and evotion to the

university have no parallel or which I am aware." Sword who

last year called Metro police on campus twice, is now vice-

president — institutional relations and planning.

The installation ceremony has occurred at the U of T

only two other times in the last 40 years.

The "coronation" ended as the Lady Godiva Memorial

Band paraded onto the field to serenade Evans and Davis, and

perform some of their well-known childish antics.

Presenting Evans with a construction hat, the apparent

leader of the group, welcomed more warmly than the

protestors and under circumstances apparently pre-arranged,

advised, "This hard hat is to lead the university with."

Accepting it, Evans concluded, "I'm sure this is the most

important part of the academic dress."

Concluding their exhibition, other engineers and friends

parodied The Godfather movie, mimicking an Italian im-

migrant's accent amid scattered crowd objections to the racist

nature of their performance. None of the platform guests

seemed offended by their the display, and Evans later claimed

to have been oblivious to it all.

The afternoon concluded with four o'clock tea on the

bitck campus,
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Carolina Exchange — a unique

experience open lo all U ol T students-

Applications at the Undergrad Office. Hart

House. Deadline October 2.

8:30 am
Varsity Christian Fellowship prayer

meetings. Knox Chapel prayer meeting

majors on October Mlni-yo-wee weekend

with Dave Ward. Hart House Chapel prayer

meeting cover all topics. All welcome.

Sam
Toronlo Aclors Studio fourth annual

book sale. Books, records, and magazines

from 25 cenls on every subject. Ten per

cenl discount to U of T students on

purchases over $3. 390 Dupont St at

Brunswick.
11 am

Trinity Booksale: final two days to pick

up books and/or money. St. Hilda's,

Devonshire Place. Till 1:30. Again from

4:30 to 5:30.

1 pm
Defence Committee meeting tor "Open

Stacks Four". Report on trial, proposed for

continuing activity for student defence. Sid

Smith, room 2106.

2:30 pm
Minister ot Environment Jack Davis and

Liberal candidate Bill Kent (Peel South): a

discussion. Erindale College, room 292.

4 pm
Weekly GSU wine and cheese party. 16

Bancroft. Till 7 pm.
4:30 pm

Track and Field work-outs for men and

women. A special eftort is being made Ihts

year lo start a women's team. Interest?

Come to a workout or speak to coach Andy

Higgins at Hart House.

6 pm
Men interested In dancing In a PLS

production of a Ben Jonson masque,

please come to audition at dance studio,

second floor. Benson Building, or call

Mary Gitlin, 922-1293. No experience

necessary.

7 pm
The Innis Film Society presents Bunuel's

"The Milky Way". Admission: S1- Med Scl

Auditorium.

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Mike Nichols'

•'Carnal Knowledge" starring Jack

Nicholson, Ann Margaret, and Art Gar-

funkel. Admission: $1. Carr Hall. Again at

10 pm.
8 pm

Toronto Anthoposophical Society

present Alan Howard speaking on the

possibilities of new knowledge latent in

human thought. OISE Hall, room 204. Ad-

mission S1, students: 50 cents.

Free street dance featuring "Core". Beer

and pizza. SMC. outside the Coop.

Seminar on Sutism. Readings of the

prose, poetry, and. music of the Sulis. ISC,

33 St. George.

U of T Communist Club Party: beer-

wlne-liquor bar. Rims: "The Selling of the

Penlagon" and "The Fall of Berlin". Ad-

mission: 50 cents. Upstairs. GSU.
9 pm

'The Milky Way", a Dim by BunueT.

Admission: $1- Med Sci Auditorium.

SATURDAY
all day

Audllions tor the Trinity Dramatic

Society's production ot Shakespeare's

"The Winter's Tale". Please call Ed Reed,

stage manager, at 465-7986 Friday for an

appointment. Seeley Hall, Trinity.

1:30 pm
Last day to pick up books and/or money.

St. Hilda's, Devonshire Place. Till 5 pm.

4:30 pm
Oktobertest Parly. Free admlsslonl

Foodl Your favourite Oktobertest beverage

on tapl Muslcl Funl Graduate Students

Union. Till 1 am.
7 pm

Bowling, volleyball, basketball, table-

tennis, broom-ball. Speaker Greg

Livingston. 630 Spadina, at Harbord.

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Mike Nichols'

'Carnal Knowledge" starring Jack

Nicholson. Ann Margaret, and Art Gar-

tunkel. Admission: M. Carr Hall. Again at 10

pm.
B pm

Graduates and faculty meet to

consider "The Christian and His Mind".

South Silling Room. Hart House.

9 pm
OSRS dance. Dance to the Steitones steel

band. Bar and Buffet. Admission: 50 cents.

ISC. 33 St. Goerge.

SUNDAY
9 am

Colour Tour: Tour of Muskoka and the

Haliburton Highlands. A stop will be made

lor lunch at Mattabanik Inn. Cost $6,

includes transportation and lunch. Bus

leaves from International Student Centre,

33 St. George.

10 am
The Newman community attempts

forms of worship which are expressions of

our faith In a university setting. Sunday

masses are at 10 and 12. Coffee and

conversation after mass, St. Thomas

Aquinas Chapel., Hoskln and St. George.

11 am
Worship and idolatry are subjects that

will be considered In connection with the

second command, in the Hart House ser-

vice. Join fellow-students In spirited

singing and fellowship. Hart House.

4:30 pm
Supper, speaker, singing, slides,

followed by a church service then Coffee

House at 8:15. 630 Spadina and Harbord.

5:30 pm
Dr. Bruce Alton speaking on B, F.

Skinner's book, "Beyond Freedom and

Dignity" Dinner: 60 cents. University

Lutheran Cahpel, 610 Spadina.

7 pm
SMC Film Club presents Francois

Trutfant's "Mississippi Murmaid" starring

j ean-Paul Belmondo and Catherine

Oenevue. Admission by series ticket. Carr

Hall. Again ay 9:30 pm.

7:30 pm
Free public forum with Andrew Brewln

(NDP), Ron Afkey (PC). Robert Kaplan

(Lib), and mayorallty candidate David

Crombie, cross-examined on political

response lo environmental Issues and their

own positions. Med Scl Auditorium.

8:30 pm
Simchal Torah Rally. Bring voices,

noise, and various other vocal cords.

Nathan Philip Square.

CAMERA CLUB
OPEN MEETING
OCT. 5, 1972

MUSIC ROOM - 7:30

HART HOUSE ART GALLERY

RECENT ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 6

Mon. - Sal. 11 a.m. to 5 pjr>.

Weds. 11 a -m - to 9 P-m -

Sunday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

MEAL TICKETS
are available for use at lun-

cheon and dinner in the Great

Hall. Enquire at the great Hall

cashier.

$30 for 24 meals.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Open meeting Tuesday,

Oct. 3, 8:00 p.m.

Music Room

University beginners

chess, tournament

Sept. 29, 30, Oct. 1

Registration on Friday

Sept. 29
5:00 p.m. - Chess Room
Free entry - Prize money

Unrated Novice Only

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TU ES., WEDS.. AND THURS,

FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

ixescns - * M*« MOB'S Frtm Hairing

I "I was sorry

! to see I

| Carnal Knowledge* I

I
end." b

v 'Vincent Canby, New Yotk Times f

i Urnta Bergen,ArthurGarfunkl J

? AruvMagrefandJutes ftifia |

I Carnal Knowledge. f

i m- An Avco Embassy Picture

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

FILM CLUB

presents

CARNAL

KNOWLEDGE
Friday, Sept. 29,

7:30 and 10:00 P-m-

Saturday, Sept. 30,

7:30 and 10:00 p.m.

CARR HALL

ADMISSION SI .00

THE lit ME

THURS. SEPT. 28 to WED. OCT. 4

DAILY OPEN 5:30 at 6 - 8 - 10

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY:
OPEN 1:30 at 2 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 10

STUDENTS $1.50 to 6:30 p.m. MONDAY to THURSDAY

Want to knowmoreabout
Birth Control?

The most outrageous

character this side of Jesus.

If you want to know more about
birth control send for the free

"How-Not-To" booklet. It gives

the facts in plain language. It's

FREE from Julius Schmid. makers
of quality contraceptives for men.

Ask for these well known brands
at your drug store.

FOUREX RAMSES SHEIK

JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED
32 Bermondsey Rd., Toronto 16, Ont.

Please sent) me FREE "THE-HOW-NOT-TO-BOOK
(Prim clearly)

TO: Name.

Address

|
City.

|
Y_S-272j newywizer 651 YONGE ST.

925-6400
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Ryerson
TORONTO (CUP) — A group

of 59 Ryerson students met with

campus administrators Wednesday

in a bid to have Jack Sword
removed from their Board of

Governors.

Sword, former acting president of

the University of Toronto was

named as Ryerson governor under

Bill 81, the Ryerson Charter, whi;h

stipulates U of T must appoint a

representative to the board as an

academic advisor.

Students protested the fact Sword

had called police to the U of T
campus last year during the John P.

Robarts Library dispute. They felt

he might be able to institute similar

action at Ryerson.They also con-

demned Sword for saying that

"most or all women borrowers" will

default on loans for education.

Sword is also against student parity

with faculty on decision making

bodies.

Student union president David

Guplill presented Ryerson president

Donald Mordell with a petition

bearing 1600 signatures against

Sword and Bill 81. Mordell said he

would make sure that Sword
received the petitions.

Mordell said he agreed with

student demands to change Bill 81

and would notify Queen's Park im-

mediately but due to the tight

schedule of the Ontario government,

Present petition to president

students demand removal of Sword
action should not be expected before

November and may lake up to as

long as a year.

Mordell said it was not within his

power to have Sword removed. He
said he felt the man could give sound

academic advice to the institute and

until Bill 81 was amended Sword
would remaiii as governor. In the

birthday parly atmosphere of the

confrontation, students reacted with

uncertainty over the outcome.

The president pledged his support

for student action but rejected

demands lo have Sword removed.

Afler the confrontation, the board

convened and discussed the

evening's events. They unanimously

passed a motion lo present to the

new Minister of Colleges and

Universities, Jack McNie, to

change the composition of Ryer-

son's board.

The motion, calling for a new
board consisting of four students

four faculty, four alumni and four

lay appointees was to be presented

lo McNie as soon as possible.

Dick Reid, Chairman of Ihe

Board, said he would present the

petition and an outline of what went

on al the meeting to Sword as soon

as possible.

The board was under the opinion

this action would force Sword to

resign or at least be an absentee

member until the bill could be

amended.

Student governor Mike Walton addresses other

members of Ryerson's board Wednesday evening.

Sitting at near right Is board chairman Dick Reid,

with President Donald Modell next to him.

During the meeting Mordell read

a letler from Sword which said he

(Sword) fell compelled by law to sit

on the Ryerson board.

The board will sil in two weeks to

discuss the Sword issue and bill 81.

in the meantime the students al

Ryerson are still demanding

Sword's resignation. Organizers of

the action against Sword and the bill

say they would like to confront the

new minister with the issue.

Conflicting evidence heard ot Goldblatt trial

By ALEXANDRA
MERCER

Yesterday's third session of the

trial of Mark Goldblatt on charges

of assaulting and obstructing police

during the break-up of last spring's

first occupation of Simcoe Hall

focused on whether the occupants

were legally charged with

trespassing.

On Tuesday, U of T chief security

officer Gordon Huff testified that he

called in police assumpting that the

occupiers of Simcoe Hall were

trespassers.

Huff maintanied that he had

obtained his instructions from cam-

pus security and safety officer

Weslhead. Bui, university vice-

president Jack Sword, acting presi-

dent al ihe time, said ihe same day

lhat he ordered police into Simcoe

Hall believing the occupiers would

not he considered trespassers.

Yesterday, two prosecution

withnesses who had both recorded

the ciritical conversation between

Westhead and Sword when Sword

gave the orders for police in-

volvement gave differing evidence as

lo the use of the trespassing order in

Sword's statement.

Theresa Falcioni, a university

employee describing herself as a

communications secretary, stated

that her notes of what Sword said

were: "Go ahead in five minutes:

around 1 1 o'clock: no individual

arresls: only those who resist should

be arrested."

U of T policewoman Joanne Pug

who was listening in on another

telephone extension noted the same

ilems as Falcioni. However, her

record of the conversation also con-

tained the statement "advise them

thai ihey are trespassing.'*

Later, Pug could not recall the

Marxist prof fights entry denial
By MARK BOEKELMAN
and MARILYN SMITH

DOWNSVIEW (CUP)— Although unable to assume

his leaching duties, because of his legal "vistor" status,

eminent-Marxist scholar Istavn Meszaros, hired by

York University but refused a Canadian entry visa by

the Canadian Government, has nonetheless established

close liason with York since his surprise arrival in

Canada last Tuesday.

Seven University of Toronto and 14 York faculty

members yesterday sent an open letter to Minister of

Mapower and Immigration Bryce Mackasey asking for

a "comprehensive review" of Ihe case in view of

Meszaros' anti-Stalinist actions in the 1956 Hungarian

uprising and his security clearance by both Italian and

British officials subsequent lo his leaving Hungary.

After waiting 26 weeks for a reply to his appeal to

Mackasey, Meszeros decided to come to Canada to

fight his case and bring the reasons for the denial into

ihe open.

Lawyer Paul Copeland, who successfully fought a

case Tor York history professor Gabriel Kolko in 1970,

has laken on the battle to get Meszaros accepted by

Canadian immigration officials. York president David

Slater met with Meszaros and Copeland for the lirst

time Tuesday and told them "York intends to support

you in all reasonable applications and appeals .

Slater has written to Mackasey on behalf of York

asking for a "an urgent and sympathetic rev.ew of the

Cll

And the York faculty have established an Ad Hoc

Committee Tor Freedom to Teach.. The group is

holding an open discussion Monday with several of the

supporting faculty. . ,

Although York continues to deposit his more than

$20,000 a year salary in a bank account Meszaros

cannot draw from the account as officials could accuse

him of working illegally. The strain on Meszaros is

intense and in an inlerview earlier this week, he

appeared tired and nervous.

i was never told what the reasons were for my

refusal. Who know what is in'that file?

"Under the cloak of secrecy, I have no power to

challenge it (the decision.) For the last 26 weeks my

family and I have been the victims of arbitrary and

bureucratic action," he charged.

"A terrible allegation had been made about me-that I

am a security risk. I don'l think it's any of their

business to censor my political beliefs".Meszaros lold

hxealihur. the York student newspaper.
l
I am here to defend my integrity and my family's

dignity''. „
Asked how long he would stay, Meszaros replied, as

long as necesary".

He staled he had the support of his wife and three

children still in England and the support or his former

employer, the University of Sussex, as well as the entire

intellectual community in Europe.

Meszaros told the York student newspaper that a

close friend, Hamza Alavi, a social anthropologist

hired to teach at Queen's University recently, was

refused a visa for security reasons, He said the delaying

luetics and the "disheartening political interviews

smacked of political inquisition."

Alavi became discouraged and decided not to persue

his career in Canada. However Meszaros says he will

fight to the bitter end.

The prominent U of T faculty who signed the letter

include political scientist C.B.Macpherson, English

professor Northtrop Frye, Law dean Martin Friedland,

Vic principal John Robson, lnnis principal Peter

Russell, and Graduate dean Ed Safarian.

Signing at York were Graduate dean Michael Collie,

political science chairman Edward Dosman, Social

Science chairman Mel Hill, Science Faculty dean

Robert Lundell, philosophy chairman John Yolton,

Glendon College principal Albert Tucker, and Atkin-

son Coliegedeaii Harry Crowe.

The leller was also signed by political science

professor Neil Wood, who interviewed Meszzaros

in England last year before York hired him,

content of the notes which she had

just finished reading when she was

cross-examined by defence counsel

Austin Cooper.

At one point, Coooper asked her

if she was certain that she was on

duly ihe morning of March 12 when

the conversation between Sword and

Westhead occurred. She stated that

she was adjourned, after only one

hour of testimony.

Earlier during the shorl court

session. Cooper attempled to in-

voke the Canada Evidence Act

therre limes in response lo the

prosecution's use of the secretary's

and the policewoman's notes as

direct evidence.

One point of contention, as

Cooper saw it, was that Felicioni

and Pug presented evidence in

writing concerning a withness's

testimony which ihe witness had nol

first approved. Such a presentation

would be inadmissible under the

Canada Evidence Acl, he claimed.

However, judge Charles Drukarsh

ruled that ihe Felicioni and Pug

evidence was valid because "they

were witnesses to the scene." He
added lhat they were not presenting

statements written by the witness

(Sword), but had made notes of his

actual statements.

Once the court admitted the

iwo sets of notes as evidence,

the defence examined extensively

the disparity in Ihe trespassing

evidence.

Goldblall's trial will be continued

on November 12, while Ihe trials of

Bill Gelty and Tom McLaughlin,

also charged in the March 12 raid,

are slated for next Wednesday at 10

am.

For a report of Wednesday's (rial

session, see page 7.

No discussion on stipend

cuts with SAC, says Welch
By NAD1M WAKEAM

Minister of Social Development

Robert Welch has refused to meet

wilh a SAC delegation to discuss the

culling of living allowances for para-

medical interns, claiming lhat it 13

nol his department's responsibility.

He asserts that the matter "falls

squarely within the responsibility of

the Ministry of Health", with which

SAC has already dealt.

In a letter to SAC university

commissioner John Creel man,

recieved yesterday morning, Welch

said "ll would be most appropriate,

therefore, for you to continue your

eorjsullalion with officials in that

ministry."

The letter was in reply to a

request for a meeting submitted with

a brief on the stipends by SAC.
The brief argued againsl last

April's announcement that the living

allowances for students doing work

as interns would be abolished

because of "financial
considerations".

Welch's reply comes in the face of

a statement by Roberl Sirman, Ex-

ecutive Officer(Secretarial) for

Social Development. According lo

Sirman, once SAC had gone

through the Ministry of Health,

their brief could then be considered

by Welch.

The brief was in fact submitted to

Deputy Minister of Health Stan

Martin last week.

Creelman commented on the

letter yesterday morning, "If Welch

isn't concerned with something of

this magnitude, what is the man

doing?

"Is he merely sitting on his butt

writing Ihis sort of letter?"

Welch, as one of our "super

ministers", oversees the ministries

of Colleges and Universities,

Health, Education, and Correc-

tional Services.

Varsity staff (sic)

The fall is upon us

There's a chill in ihe air

The Varsity staffis meeting again

So be there!

Air conditioning is guaranteed al

the third weekly Varsity staff

meeting today at I pm, 91 St.

George, second floor.
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"Big deal yesterday, huh?"

"Yeah, but there was a bigger deal in

Moscow".
— campus cop replying to student

question following installation ol president

John Evans

The Versify, a member of Canadian

Untvershy Press, was founded in 1680

and Is published by the Student;." Ad-

ministrative Council of the University

of Toton to and is printed by Daisons

Press Lid. Opinions expressed in this

newspaper are not necessarily those of

the Students' Administrative .Council

or the administration of the university.

Formal complaints about the editorial

or business operation of the paper may
be addiessed to the Chairman, Cam-
pus Relations Committee, Varsity

Board ot Directors. 91 Si George St.

'Society is

the principal

beneficiary of

education
7

Dr. John Evans yesterday delivered his

first major address as president of the

University ot Toronto. His comments
focussed on the college system, recent

fees increases, and planning within the

university. Excerpts from his speech are

printed below:

In this university, the federation of

church and state colleges was the basis

for institutonal development. From the

very beginning, Toronto has given full

academic recognition to all its Arts and
Science students without reference to

their colleges. Unfortunately, the
economic developments of recent years

have made Victoria, Trinity and St.

Michael's the three church-related
colleges into depressed areas receiving

inadequate equllalzation payments. It is

our strong hope that the plight of these

colleges may soon be alleviated, and that

the Ontario Government will recognize

financially something that has been a fact

academically for 85 years, that is, the

equal status of the students enrolled in the

chuurch-related colleges.

Action by your government would be
timely. Mr. Premier, to say the least! It

would endorse an academic reality, and it

would enable us to preserve and build on
a valuable inheritance. The legacy of

separate colleges can be turned to our
advantage in an institution of this size. One
of the early decisions of Dr. Claude Bissell

after he became President of the Universi-

ty was that the college system should be
the basis of the undergraduate expansion
which began its steep climb at this un-
iversity in the late 1950's. There had been
a plan for a massive high-rise dormitory
development which would have created
two different kinds of university bisected
by St.George Street.

Dr. Bissell made a persuasive case for

keeping to the concept of the small unit

and thus establishing a structural
safeguard against the disadvantages of

bigness. This was only one of the far-

sighted actions that marked a presidency
of great insight and imagination. It is

infesting in 1972 to find strong ex-
pressions of Interest in the United States
in college systems as a means of

"avoiding the inflexibilities associated with

excessive bigness".

In spite pf their important social role
most of our colleges, however, have not
devoped a distinctive educational

character. An interesting analysis made
this year by the Registrar of Trinity showed
that social, denominational and
geographic considerations, rather than
academic, govern the applicants' choice
of college in most cases, and my own
conversations with students tend to con-
firm that finding. Indeed, It is difficult for

advisers in the high schools to help
students choose among the various
colleges and to identify significant
differences between them.

Moreover there is evidence that the

subjects which at Toronto have
traditionally been identified as college

subjects are on the wane in the free

market that now exists in the secondary
schools.

It seems to me highly desirable for the
colleges to attempt to establish a dis-

tinctive educational flavour, and I

recognize that this may be Impossible to
accomplish within the framework of the
traditional college subjects. The problems

involved in making changes should not be
minimized, but I suggest that some of the

prerequisites for success are already in

our hands. We have the flexibility given by
the New Program in Arts and Science'

the multi-faculty concept at New
College and Innis College;and the tradi-

tion of the sharing of resources which is

well established, though restricted in its

application, between University College

and all the other colleges.

I have made separate comments about
full-time students, part-time students, and
graduate students, but there is one com-
mon theme that is currently of concern to

all students. That is the policy direction

taken by your governement, Mr. Davis, in

asking students to assume additional

responsibility for the cost of their educa-
tion through the tuition fees they pay. it is

true that there is justificacion for asking
those who benefit directly from higher
education to accept a larger share of its

costs, but society Is the principal
beneficiary of their education.

Furthermore, a countervailing

argument of even greater significance is

the influence that this policy of your

government's may have on accessibility to

university education and this applies not

only to full-time, but also to part-time and

graduate studies for mature students. The
combination of higher tuition fees and
more limited bursary assistance will act as

a serious deterrent to individuals from

lower income groups, from large families,

and from those families who have come
recently to Ontario and who are least

certain about their future.

I hope, Mr. Premier, that your

government will be, willing to reconsider

the implementation of this approach to the

sharing of the costs of education through

higher tuition fees on the basis of Its

impact on accessibility. Let them go now
and pay later, not through the discharge of

burdensome loans but through the es-

tablished practice of after-the-event

taxation.

Planning is not an activity that is

confined to the centre, although there is

much work to be done centrally In the

handling of information and integration of

concepts. But a major share of the dis-

cussion and definition of objectives must

be a grass-roots activity. Given the dimen-

sions of the task, it will take time and make
heavy demands upon the energies of al of

us.

Different groups will have different

contributions to the determination of ob-

jectives, and there wll be conflicts and

abrasive differences of opinion. Such con-

fict is essential to generate the energies

that are required to cope with change and

achieve reform.

The thing to watch is to ensure that the

conflict is task-oriented, and not merely

directed against other groups or other

individuals. Conflict becomes sterile -

indeed, counter-productive If it is

focussed on other Individuals or groups. A
tug-of-war doesn't cover much ground.

But the process of resolving genuine

differences of opinion should evoke the

best and most creative potentialities in the

powers of all concerned, and set off the

sparks from which new Initiatives and
conceptual breakthroughs originate.

The planning problems of a large

university today are inevitably linked to the
problems of the whole country as It tries to

cope with the post-Industrial society, and,
indeed, linked to the planning problems of

a world facing the implications of total

responsibility for the world environment.
The Munich tragedy, and Ulster, and Viet-

nam, illustrate that the world scene, like

our own, is plagued with conflict that Is

focussed on other Indlvluals and groups
rather than on the crucial tasks to be
done. These considerations are within the

frame of reference of the new generation
of students, and their views, arising from
their sense of sharing world responsibility,

should be part of the planning process.

The challenge ahead Involves
maintaining or Increasing quality and a-

dapting much more rapidly to new needs
in education, research and public service,

without an enlargement of purchasing
power in real terms. As I have safd, our
ingenuity is obviously going to be severely
taxed, but this is preferable to taxing more
severely the Income of the public which
supports us.
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Reader can't find

distortion inpress

I read yor article about Toronto's

newspapers and was completely

"ripped olT". Firstly, I do not un-

derstand how yo can criticize The

Star just because it is a large

newspaper.

However, what turned me off

roost were your comments about the

Toronto Western Hospital dispute.

I find il hard to believe the extent to

which you were "sucked in" by the

"sob stories" of the unionists. I have

spent two and a half months as a

patient at that hospital in the pasj

two yerars. Also, my sister is a

nurse and observed the situation

First-hand,

I can tell you that those workers

are so la/.y and slow that they don't

deserve to be paid on par with hard

working, native born Canadians.

(The orderlies used to come and
watch Football games with me in my
rooniiOh, what a "menial task")

What also "turned me off" were

your cynical remarks about doctors

mopping floors. Do you realize how
much money the Canadian govern-

ment (people) have invested in their

training and how much time worker

these doctors have spent in their

training Do you also realize that it

Costs an incredible amount of money
(also thai of the Canadian people) to

run these hospitals? Do you also

realize lhal many of these doctors

are al the hospital, operating or

doing rounds, el cetera for 1 6 hours

a day (My doctor was in at seven

am and sometimes didn't leave until

lifter three am.) Yet, you believe it is

good FoMhem to have to spend their

time mopping floors. (I was told

thai the doctors did the job in a

Iriiclion of the time that it took your

"underprivileged workers".)

One thing I would like to mention

is lhal now ihe hospital finds it

cheaper to use disposable sterile

equipment than to hire people to

sierili/e ihe old equipment (and

that's a fact). They are just not hir-

ing people for all the old jobs be-

ihe cosl of labour, and that is the

fault of ihe union.

Now, I ask where are the union

leaders now? Why, off to cause

trouble somewhere else, leaving the

poor worker sranded.

I have written all this to show you

(hat your biased and untruthful

report has permanenntly marred my
belief in the validity of any articles I

read in The Varsity from now on.

You have written what I am sure

vou consider beautiful criticisms of

The Star, Globe, and Sun , but I

have never read such distorted and

perverted deceptions in any of these

papers. You insult me by suggesting

lhal just because I am a university

student thai I like to read second

hand propaganda.

Addison Collier

MORE ON DAVID...
studies every sunt lav

morning at ten to ten

in our txHuufiil lounge

HAY RIDE ! at six-

thirty, Saturday night*

RE THERE 5CftO>»>

avenue id. chwch
/tydCAt f«lloui/hip

shoe ftovTraue

WELL STACKED

rown Iear

ndwrched (

nly $33.00

Open Thursday and Friday Nites

COD orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored

262 Yonge St.

1475 Yonge St.

101 Bloor St. West

Shopper's World, Brampton

Fairview Mall

Oshawa Shopping Centre

Adams Apple Boutique

126 Bloor St. West

GSU only wanted

to be consulted
September 26, 1972

Dear Editor:

It appears that The Varsity

missed the central point of the letter

"which I sent to Mr. Dickinson regar-

ding the choice of Eric Miglin as

spokesman for all the students of the

university at Dr. Evans' installation

ceremony. Kahn created the

erroneous impression that 1 whished

to speak at the ceremony.

My central point was that the

university took it upon itself to

designate Mr. Miglin as spokesman
without consulting the Graduate

Students' Union or the Association

of Part-Time Students. The problem
was one of simple courtesy, not

pretension. I have never had a desire

to speak at the president's in-

stallation; it will be long enough

without additional speakers. What I

did desire was that graduate
students be consulted and informed

before decisions are made for them
in the name of the university.

Wendy Le Blanc

President

Graduate Students' Union

Hart House invites you to a

ST. PAUL'S RIDING

CANDIDATES MEETING
1 PM , OCTOBER 2

DEBATES ROOM , HART HOUSE
RON ATKEY
MARY BOYCE
ELIZABETH HILL

KAY MACPHERSON
IAN WAHN MP.

PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
NEW DEMOCRAT
COMMUNIST
INDEPENDENT
LIBERAL

MEET THE CANDIDATES IN AN
RAP SESSION. ALL WELCOME!

INFORMAL

it s MICHAELMAS
at ST. THOMAS

TODAY: Eucharists: 7 and 10 a.m.

Solemn Eucharist 6:15 p.m.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1

Eucharists: 7, 8 and 9:15 a.m.

Procession and Solemn Eucharist 11 a.m.

Solemn Evensong, Procession and Devotions 7 a.m.

ST. THOMAS' ANGLICAN CHURCH
Huron Street, South of Bloor

(One Block West of St. George)

UNiVEkllTY LfrHEkAN tH&El
610 SPADINA AVE. TORONTO 4, ONTARIO

1 1 Dinner And Discussion

Would you like to be psychologically controlled and con-

ditioned like rats in a laboratory? Not even for the sake of a

better society?

Behavioral psychologist's book "Beyond Freedom and
Dignity" suggests the only way we shall improve our society is

by compelling persons to make a conditioned-response.

Trinity College's Dr. Bruce Alton, philosopher of religion

and culture, will speak on this topic, and suggest alternatives

for a different kind o( freedom.

Dinner 5:30 (60c.) Speaker and discussion 6:30 P.M.

Sunday evening Oct. 1. The Lutheran Campus
Center is across from New College, below Harbord.

Lawrence E. Martin, University Chaplain

Available for conversation and counselling.

Salon Regis

Hairstylists

Park Plaza Hotel

170 Bloor St. W.
924-2153

Haircut Blow-Set Color

Have it done by professionals

4 CO/ Discount to

| t) fO U of T Students
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Mass protest again exam rules

Quebec law sfudents boycott classes today
MONTREAL (CUPI) — Quebec law students may have

pained some support in their fight with the provincial bar

association.

Provincial justice minister Jerome Choquette appeared

sympathetic in a meeting with students Monday night. He

lolil the students to go through the normal channels in their

negotiations, hut to return to him if they failed.

The students are protesting bar admittance exams which

5X per cent of the students writing failed earlier this year.

Thev say the exams are an attempt by the bar association to

maintain its privileged position as a select professional group.

Students must regurgitate their entire law studies during three

intensive davs of tests.

Fearful" that their years of study may be in

vain. Quebec undergraduate law students and graduates who

have not been accepted to the bar sent an ultimatum to the bar

association two weeks ago calling for the abolition of bar

exams.

.lean Moison, battonnier of the bar, refused to consider

the demand. "Law rules and resolutions of the bar oblige us to

hold exams," he stated, "and you must understand that our

answer to your request must be negative."

In response, the students passed a resolution Thursday

asking the National Assembly to pass a private bill doing

away with the law.

Moisan's decree was handed down on Thursday, one day

before the latest set of bar exams were to be written.

MeGill Graduate students responded by boycotting the

mid-torm tests and setting up pickets outside the Quebec Bar

School and the Palais de Justice in Montreal. They were

joined by undergraduate law students from the University of

Montreal and- MeGill, making a group of over 1000

demonstrators.

The day before, 700 of the 1000 University of Montreal

law students voted almost unanimously to abolish the bar

exams and join the picketing. The MeGill Law
Undergraduate Society also voted unanimously to boycott all

classes today "to show our support for the action of the bar

students."

On Monday, three students representing Quebec's 4,500

law students met with Choquette and came away saying, "The
Minister was extremely sympathetic to our cause."

Graduates and Faculty

meet to Consider:

THE CHRISTIAN

AND HIS MIND

S. Sitting Room
Hart House

Sat., Sept. 30

8 p.m.

FIRST UNITARIAN CONGREGATION
175 St. Clair Avenue West

(31 Avenue Road)

Sunday Morning Service and Discussion

TOPIC; LET'S LOOK AT THE
UNITED APPEAL
Participants:

Bill Schaeffler. Director of

AHocaiions and Agency Relations

United Community Fund ot

Metropolitan Toronto

Bill Fisher. Community Worker

Moderator: Dorene Jacobs

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1972

11.00 A.M.

Coftee and Discussion following Ihe

Service. The public is welcome

TRINITY COLLEGE CHAPEL

SERVICES

SUNDAY
9.30 A.M. SUNG EUCHARIST

and Address
WEEKDAYS

Eucharist daily at 12.15 p.m. except

Friday - Sung Eucharist at 7.30 a.m.

Martins and Evensong 8.30 a.m. and
6.00 p.m. Wednesday Evensong 6 p.m.

Festal Cathedral Evensong with choir

- preceeded by Organ Recital at S.45

Chaplain: A.B. Slaved

Tel: 928-3288

VOLUNTEERS
MEN AND WOMEN

URGENTLY REQUIRED TO
WORK IN INNER-CITY

WITH CHILDREN 5 TO 12

YEARS OF AGE.
APPROXIMATELY 3 HOURS

PER WEEK.

CALL CENTRAL
NIEGHBORHOOO HOUSE

925-4363
FOR APPOINTMENT

DAOUST...

THE
BREAKTHROUGH
SKATE BROKEN

This is Daoust's. National
300 — without the kangaroo
leather casing. Constructed
of top quality materials —
tested for strength and
durability — this boot gives
you the comfortable fit

Daoust is famous for. When
you ask for the National
300. you're asking for the
best — a skate you can
depend on . . . year after
year.

Daoust distinction

With over 75 years of

experience, Daoust has
created an impressive line
of skates — including the
superb National 100 and
the rugged Junior Pro . . .

the. skate for the future
superstar.

k
The Daoust line also
includes ladies'

skates. Of solid

construction
and elegant
look, this

model— the Ice Ballet -
is a Daoust top seller.

2. Snug heel fit pattern.

3. Full ballistic nylon mesh
interlining for maximum
foot protection.

4. Fully lined with English
kip leather.

5. Leather outsole rein-

forced at shank with
special pegs for extra
strength.

6. Pro style leather sole
with heel lift.

7. Rigid box toe —
guaranteed.

8. Long moisture-resistant

counters.

9. Tough resistant tendon
guard.

14. Unbreakable tempered
steel safety guard.

15. Steel and two anti-rust

copper rivets at heel
secure boot to blade.

16. Rockwell Test blade
reading of 58-60.

17. Shoe treated with
Sanitized^ process.

The official skate of the

National Hockey League
Players Association.

Unclassifieds
DYNACO SCA-35 STEREO Amp-Preamp
$90. Oynaco FM-3 stereo tuner S80. 2 AR
4ax speakers $100. As package $250.00

firm all work pertectly. 534-7696 alter 6.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used tur

coals from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202

Spadlna Ave. between Queen and Dun-

das. Good selection of tun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (tur and lur fabric)

353-6077. open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

1971 OPEL KADETT, deluxe wagon, ex-

cellent condition, 4 speed, $1,850 or best

offer private 694-4475

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses, essays-French, Latin-experienced

typists-electric typewriters, 713 Spadina

Ave. (south Bloor) 922-7624

TRINITY BOOK SALE: Saturday is the

last date for pick-up ot books and/or

money 1.30 pm.-5.00 p.m. Si. Hilda's,

Devonshire PI. (Friday hours 11.00-1.00 •

4.30-5.30

DAY CARE CENTRE with flexible Mon-
tessori Program. New. parent co-operative

near Bathurst and Queen. Ages 2-1/2 (o 5.

Possible municipal subsidies. 922-5296 al-

ter 5. Open Nov. 1,

BEN'S MENS H AIR ST Y LI N G
(specializing in long hair) In the Clarke
Institute ot Psychiatry. 250 College St..

Tel. 924-6811. Ext. 560

BEAUTIFUL ROOM, quiet tive minute
walk to Jane subway station, $60/month.
Phone: 767-7915

HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental

can solve it. Complete apartment or just

the pieces you need. Ideal for two or more
sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.
Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485
Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.

'

SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.

Going out of business after 42 years.

Pearl Furniture. 29 Centre Ave. (behind

new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

PRIVATE TUTORING Need any help?
Private tutoring in first and second year
physics, mathematics. Sudhir Joshi (M.S.)

35 Howland - 925-0203. Be sure and suc-
cessful.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD with pay for

female student for babysitting and light

household duties. Apply: Mrs. Griffin 487-
9274

ATTRACTIVE MODELS WANTED Phone
964-1575

PERSONS TO HAND OUT FLYERS. In

Downtown Area. Afternoons and nights.

Call: 367-9750 or apply on 5 Elm. St.

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT, special
student rates. $5.00 monthly. Free
delivery, phone 486-6029. Associated Of-
fice Services.

INVOLVEMENT IN TUTORING A high
school student. Be a volunteer with the

Earlscourt Community Project, a siudenl
is waiting for you. Please call Alec - 532-

3303.

2 ROOMS IN CO-OP HOUSE for Oct. 1st.

Suitable for single at $100/month or
couple at $l20/monlh. Close to Chester
subway 463-4819 after 6.

ANTIQUE SHOW - Sale New Agricultural
Building, Woodstock. Ontario. Oct. 6, 7 - 8
;
Friday, open 6 p.m. - Sat. and Sunday at

noon.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD plus $30 mon-
thly for female student In return for baby
Sitting duties. Close to University. 920-

FOR LADIES: Massage - pedlcur-fadal by

cosmetology. R.M.S. Parviainen. 713
Spadina Ave. (2nd floor) lor appointment
924-3022
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Sword's testimony contradicted

Orders given to arrest trespassers: police
By STEWART GOODYEAR

Campus safety and security

officer J.F. Westhead yerterday dis-

agreed with U of T vice-president

Jack Sword's previous assertions

that he authorized police to evacuate

Simcoe Hatl with the understanding

that charges of trespassing would

not be laid against occupiers.

According to Westhead, when

Sword phoned his orders for the

evacuation he made no mention of

trespass but gave no explicit in-

structions that demonstrators not be

charged.

Instead Sword instructed that

police were to enter Simcoe Hall,

order demonstrators to leave,

alloow a short period for valuntary

evacuation, then remove those who
remained, arresting resisters, stated

Westhead.

He interpreted these instructions

to mean that all occupiers removed

by police from the Senate chamber
should be charged with trespass.

During the March I3th

evacuation 1 9 people were arrested

for trespassing, though these

charges were later dropped at the

university's request. Four were

charged with more serious offences:

Tom McLaughlin and Goldblatt

with obstructing police, Bill Getty,

Randy Reynolds and Goldblatt with

assaulting police.

Appearing as a witness for the

crown Westhead stated that he

relayed Sword's instructions to chief

univrsity security officer Gordon
Huff to organize the evacuating

force. The eviction began 40 minutes

later.

Westhead said that his

conversation with Sword was
recorded by secretaries listening in

on other lines and that he will be

able to present a transcript of the

orders to verify his statements.

Questioned by the Crown
attorney, Westhead said the stu-

dents had broken into Simcoe Hall

after a rally in Convocation Hall on

Friday March llth in what he

described as an illegal occupation.

Campus police were dispatched to

the upper floors to seal off rooms,

particularly the office of the vice-

president, said Westhead. He
added that he witnessed
aggressiveness and "throwing of

fists'* by the students when they

were restrained by police.

The Crown attorney then

suggested that this was represen-

tative of the tone of the entire

occupation.

During the weekend
demonstrators barred entry to Sim-

coe Hall to all but their supporters,

Westhead asserted.

He stationed campus police

nearby to inform those entering that

they were doing so illegally.

While in Simcoe Hall during the

eviction, Westhead didn't witness

the entry into the Senate chamber,

but said he watched demonstrators

leave via the main hall and stairs.

_ Most left peacefully, he said,

though some were in "various stages

of resistence", shouting and
struggling. He stated that the police

were "restraining" a few of the

occupiers, but that he saw no signs

of violence.

When shown photographs of

police manhandling demon-
strators, Westhead became vaque

and repeated that he saw little

violence.

At one point during his testimony.

Judge Charles Drukarsh told

Westhead that rather than reporting

hearsay, he should merely speak

factually of what he himself had
witnessed.

Later, he identified the woman

SAC to finance campaign for

upcoming fee strike referendum
By FERNANDO TRAFFICANTE

SAC, while narrowly voting to support in principle

a fees strike in January if Ontario Federation of

Students demands are not met, steered clear of

conducting a strong "vote yet" campaign in the

upcoming referendum.

Instead, the council voted Wednesday to finance to

the extent of $1150 a campaign, that according to

communications commissioner Debra Lewis, would be

"factually oriented".

"We will try to present as clear a picture as we can,

she said. "The committee running the campaign will try

to explain both sides of the question."

The last time an issue of this nature errupted was

in I969 when SAC ran a referendum on the now

defunct Canadian Union of Students. Conservative

forces on council strongly objected when SAC voted

$500 more to the pro- than anti-CUS organization.

The parallel was strongly in the minds of at least

some at Wednesday's meeting. This time, however, a

council committed to supporting the OFS demands and

fees strike decided to run both a for and against

campaign.

The stand adopted by council was the watered

down version of a motion originally moved by president

Eric MigHn, vice-president John Fielliwell, Lewis and

university commissioner John Creelman.
Ammendments were passed that explicitly committed

SAC to publicize the rationale for voting against the

fees strike as well as changing from outright support to

support in principle.

Earlier, a motion by UC SAC rep Marty Stollar to

finance a campaign by those members in SAC that

oppose the fees boycott was defeated. SAC is

constitutionally forbidden to give grants to any external

groups, and thus would have had to find an opposition

group among SAC members.

A further motion asking that half the money

allocated for the campaign be allowed for

representation of the opposing vietpoint was also

defeated.

The decision to hold the referendum was nearly

unanimous, while the motion to "accept in principle a

fees boycott in January" if the OFS demands are not

met passed only by 20 to 1 7.

The vote supporting the eventual motion to hold

run the "factual campaign" was by a margin of two to

one.

In the debate, Miglin said that "SAC must be

prepared to take a meaningful role vis-a-vis the fees

boycott."

He added that although he does not believe that

the referendum or a fees boycott would cause the

government to reverse their decisions regarding fees

and loans, a strong stand by the students might

reduce the size and number of future fee increases.

In other matters, a constitutional amendment

which would allow SAC to give grants to groups both

within and without the university was referred back to

the constitutional committee, Straw votes had revealed

that Council was deeply divided on the question.

Law SAC rep George Strathy defeated UC rep

Seymour Kanowitch in the election for education

commissioner to replace Marty Stollar, who resigned at

the previous meeting.

John Simopoulos, the Erindale representative on

the executive, resigned for personal reasons.

Minister refuses to discuss fees

increase with Miglin, students

By BRIANE NASIMOK

Former Minister of Colleges and

Universities George Kerr refuses to

come on campus and discuss the rise

in tuition fees, with students, says

SAC President Erie Miglin.

"It's an inoppurtune time to

come," replied Kerr's aide, Gord

Hampson, in a phone conversation

with Migiin, "'just before a

referendum."

Miglin, along with university

comissioner John Creelman, has

been trying to get members of the

government to talk at forums, on the

fees hike planned for the week of

October 5, with little success. It

seems that most of the members of

the Department of College and

Universities are busy, or out of town

during the proposed forums.

Creelman first approached Gord

Hampson when Kerr spoke at a

forum last week at York University.

At that lime Hampson said that he

didn't see any reason why the

minister could not come, Creelman

says it was simply a matter of

checking his timetable.

Miglin telephoned the next day,

but it look iwo or three days for the

Minister to return his call. Finally

Hampson told Miglin that the

timing was "inopportune".

Miglin asked if someone else was

available and received a negative

replay. On Wednesday Creelman

and Miglin ihen tried to contact the

deputy minister, but have not yet

received a reply to messages. Miglin

next phoned the premier's office to

register a complaint with his assis-

tant, Clair Wescott, again with no

response.

Miglin attempted to talk to

Premier Davis, at president John

Evans installation yesterday, but

was unable to confront him,

SAC is still trying to arrange

government speakers, but have

found that Allan Grossman, Doug
Wright and Robert Welch will all be

out of town.

Officials in the Department of

Colleges and Universities could not

be reached for comment.

who was taken out of Simcoe Hall

by two police with her sweater

pulled up to expose her breasts.

Westhead first stated that he
observed the woman apparently

rolling her sweater upwards as she

turned to- descend the stairs.

Although he said he could see the

position and motion of her hands,

Westhead added that he had a poor
view of the woman and couldn't see

whether she was leaving peacefully

or being restrained.

Under cross-examination by
defence lawyer Austin Cooper,
Westhead admitted that she was
being forcibly brought down the

corridor, in the grip of two officers.

When shown a photograph he ad-

milted that both of her arms had
been tightly held.

After more questioning,

Westhead finally stated he couldn't

swear what had happened with the

sweater, because his view of the

situation had been a poor one.

When questioned about the

effectiveness of Huff's warning to

demonstrators that they were about

to be evacuated and that they had
the opportunity to leave voluntarily,

Westhead said that he heard the

announcement. But under further

examination he admitted that there

was much noise and confusion out-

side the Senate chamber and that

occupiers may no have understood

their position.

Westhead added that he was

unable to identify Goldblatt.

The Crown then called inspector

David Sproule of the 52nd precinct

of Metro police to the stand.

Sproule stated that he led the city

police in their actions during the

evacuation.

Arter being called by Huff at 8: 1

5

Sunday morning, said Sproule, he

was given a brieffing by Westhead

and the chief of the campus police.

According to his testimony he was
told that students were trespassing,

that they were to be given a chance

to leave voluntarily and if they

remained in Simcoe Hall they were

to be removed, farcibly if necessary,

and arrested.

Sproule emphasized that

Westhead was clear in his request

that the occupiers be charged with

trespass.

Metro police followed the

unversily police to the 2nd. floor of

Simcoe Hall where they found that

some demonstrators had retreated

to the Senate chamber, barricading

the door, said Sproule.

There was disturbance in the

corridor, and though he was able to

observe a police detective apparently

speaking to the occupiers through a

small opening of the Senate door,

Sproule said he was unable to hear

what was said. Nor did he hear the

warning allegedly given to the oc-

cupiers by Hufr.

The door was then shut, said

Sproule; to force entry police broke

one of the door panels, knocked it

out and climbed through the

opening.

According to Sproule any

violence had subsided by the time he

entered the chamber; police were

"restraining" demonstrators and he

saw no assaults. He escorted one

person from the building and waited

outside until all occupiers were

gathered. The demonstrators were

then photographed and taken to the

police station.

When questioned by the defence

Sproule agreed that the photographs

exhibited represented the kind of

action he had seen, but maintained

that police had held themselves in

check, "guiding" occupiers from the

building.

If donors agree, Rotenberg

will publish their names

By LORNE SLOTNICK

Mayoralty candidate David Rotenberg said Tuesday night that he is

willing to make public a list of all campaign donors who agree to have their

names published.

This apparent change in policy came at a Citizen's Forum meeting of

about 70 people at City Hall on the problems and politcs of wards 5, 6, and

9.

Rotenberg, remained for only a few minutes, but the audience had a

chance to challenge him on the subject of campaign funds. The question had

originally been directed to aldemanic candidates in the three wards.

Rotenberg said that "if a person has a right to a free and secret ballot,

then he has a right to a free and secret campaign contribution."

But he added that he agreed with a proposal set forth by Ward 6

candidate Dan Heap with regard to campaign fund disclosure Heap had

said he would disclose all names except those of people who specifically

wished to remain anonymous. The amount of each amonymous contribution

would be published.

Even though Rotenverg said he agreed with this, it was clear that he

meant he would only give a list of people who wished that their names be

published. Some spectators indicated they had already received letters from

him asking for money, with no mention of disclosure.

Several aldemanic candidates in wards 5, 6, and 9 attended the meeting

but there was little disagreement about issues, because most of the

candidates are part of the "reform" group. Only ward 5 Alderman William

Archer provided some controversy.

Archer said he would not publish a list of contributors, because some

people will not donate to his campaign if he does. He said that it didn't make

any difference in an aldeman's performance no matter who give him money.

Ward 6 candidate Rose Smith said she would disclose her souces of

funds, as did ward 5 candidates Colin Vaughan and Ying Hope, and

Dorothy Thomas and Reid Scott, running in ward 9.

Archer made it clear that he is switching to ward 6 this time, but says he

has "no lack of confidence in being able to take ward 5".Ward 6 includes the

whole U ofT area south of Bloor.

Heap says he is running to aid the movement for resident control or

neighbourhoods, and to help stem the "overdevelopment" of southern

Ontario. He said the present Metro governmental structure has the effect of

subordinating the needs of the city's people to those of the people in the

suburbs.

The Spadina Expressway was an example of this, he said.

He also said that there is "far more for an alderman to do outside City

Hatl in the ward than in City Hall."

Dorothy Thomas said she is running because she felt "incredible

Trustation at trying to be heard at City Hall."

Vaughan said it was his "absolute promise" to fight" anything that

makes this city less habitable."
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Part-time student succeeds Kerr
Perhaps signalling a change in

emphasis within the department,

Hamilton West MPP Jac McNie, a

one-lime U of T student who has

been working on his BA in extension

course at McMasler University,

\eslerdav became Minister of

C olleges and Universities.

He replaces George Kerr who

lakes over the super-ministry of

Provineicial Secretary of Justice

vacated by Allan Lawrence when he

decided to contest the current

federal election.

McNie, who only learned of his

appointment at noon yesterday,

look a vear of university at Victoria

(•'oiiegc following the Second World

By MARK BOHNEN

In response to increases in

graduate student fees, the Council

of Ontario Universities (COU) has

been meeting with the Ontario

government in an attempt to per-

suade it to revise its fees structure.

U of T's assistant dean of

Graduate Studies F.A. Sherk said in

an interview Wednesday that the

COU has been trying to persuade

llie government to lower the tuition

fee formula, wich the govenenl con-

siders graduate students to have

paid, lo "about $600 for all

graduate students.

He added that most Ontario

universities and graduate deans are

m favour of this action.

The government formula

announced last spring requires full-

time graduate students to pay

S877.50, or S292.50 for each term.

Previously students studying in the

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses.!

7/J'BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

4 C
lor students

XEROX
6 lo 9 daily

7 Charles St. W.
Impress (near Yonge)

967-1110
Impress is now offering after-hours

copying al 4e per copy. This service is

by appoinlment only. Please call

before 6:00 p.m., one day in advance. |

TORONTO'S FINEST

lUaterrjads
O WARANTEED

mattresses from $22.50

o SAFETY ENGINEERED
frames from $37.50

o COMPLETE BEDS
FROM $95.00

Ubib and Idui F luirnmiK
594 MT. PLEASANT RD.

489-7711

War. President of a Hamilton

advertising and public relations

company, he lell U or T and full-time

university attendance after finishing

highest of 500 first year students in

his Held.

He still has one credit logo before

gelling his BA from McMaster.

McNie"s first steps in the political

arena were at U of T where he

became a vice-president of the

Progressive Club when he went to

their first meeting, later, he

graduated lo the vice-presidency of

the Ontario Young Pregressive

Conservatives and later its presiden-

cy He also married the OYPC
secretary.

In an exclusive interview last

summer were not requird to pay

extra tuition..

Sherk coud not predict how

successful the COU campaign

would he. In fact, he stated that the

government might increase its for-

mula fee again in 1973-74.

A major question, he said, was

MAINLINE
Sept. 29

FLUDD
Sept. 30

El Mocambo Tavern

Spadina at College

NO COVER - NO MINIMUM

night, McNie described himself as

"not a highly partisan person."

-What makes this portfolio so

inieresting". he said, is that it deals

with the priorities of living.

"We want to be sure we're doing

the .things we're doing because they

should be done" not just because

they're the most economical, he

commented when questioned about

his priorities.

Noting that it was easier for him

lo, go on record about an issue

before his appointment lo the

diluent. McNie reported that he has

criticized some government policy

inialives. including last spring's

graduate tuition hike.

It was "too stiff a hike", he said.

The government, he reasoned at that

whether the university could afford

not lo charge the students the full fee

in the event the increase is not cut

back.

for l his year only. U of T is

absorbing the summer fee hike of

$292.50. Thus the present fee Tor U.
ofTsludentsisS585.

Alt GIRLS
For art

photography,

hostess service,

nude modelling

EXCELLENT PAY
PART TIME, FULL TIME

Call 920-3551

ANYTIME

lime, should have a better un-

derstanding of the contribution

graduate students make.

Me Nie also questioned the

disproportionate government ex-

penditures on the five lo 20 age

group compared to the 20-80 age

category. Speaking of "amentiies

and programs", he suggested the

latter group has been overlooked in

the past, although stressing that this

attitude did not mean that he fell

spending on ihe under 20 group

should necessarily be cut.

biseussing the undergraduate

.indents' protests against last

spring's tuition hikes. McNie coitf

men led, "I know there's

dissatisfaction."

He avoided discussing details of

Ihe issue and the Ontario Federation

of Students' demand that the Tees

hike be rolled back, but said that

consultation -of parlies concerned

before hiking Tees would probably

be ihe best approach. "In the final

analysis, the government must make
this determination," he concluded.

Although he saw "some

justification" for the fees increases,

McNie admitted that "there are

persons who because of no fault of

their own can't meet Ihe increases".

Students from low-income families,

familiar with the debl cycle in which

many of their parents are caught,

arc "very often reluctant to get

involved in loans."

McNie was reluctant to discuss

Ihe Robarls Library controversy.

He did say, however, that "as a

matter of principle, I subscribe lo

the view that the facilities should be

;is widely available as possible"

without prejudicing ihe interests of

the persons for whom they were

created.

COU urges government to

revise grad fees structure INNIS FILM SOCIETY

presents

Bunuel's

MILKY
WAY

7:00 AND 9:00 P.M.

Friday, Sept 29

Med. Sci. Auditorium

$1.00

Heidelberg
Biewedfidmpulespringwater?

And that's the truth!
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Political consciousness permeate

all aspects of Cuban daily life

Jose Marti International Airport in Havana is Cuba's window to the rest of

the world, but only Russian-constructed aircraft (mainly the propeller-driven

variety) travel its runways. It's a fairly small facility — neat, clean,

unsophisticated — but it proudly bears the name of Cuba's most celebrated

statesman of the 19th Century, the independentist Marti, who led the fight

against the Spanish.

That's one of the first things you notice when hou come to Cuba — the

names, and the banners, the posters, statues, and memorials everywhere.

"Solidarity with the Vietnamese Revolution," some of them proclaim. Over busy

factory gates, "Long Live Proletarian Internationalism". A roadside plaque in

Havana's university district comemorates the fact that " — a comrade fell here

leading the attack on Batista's palace." And, where you might expect to see a

Coca-Cola sign, instead you are reminded that this is the "Year of Socialist

Emulation", part of the drive to step up producition for ail the people.

The visitor to Cuba is immediately struck by the vivid, colourful and

assertively political art. It is a marked and welcome contrast, to the dreary

commercialism that a North American is so accustomed to. But, it is only one

reflection of a much deeper phenomenon — the degree to which the Cuban

people, even at the grass roots level, are very politically and historically

conscious. Bred of desperate and costly struggle to overcome foreign and

domestic exploitation, this consciousness becomes evident In any conversation

with students, with soldiers, with ordinary working people. It is common for

heated political discussions to occur almost anywhere: at the airport check-out

counter, along the sultry urban boulevards, lining up for ice-cream in Lenin

Park, or on the smooth white beaches.

The foreign visitor, especially, encounters a friendly willingness to engage

in discussion (for me, in part English, in part Spanish, and in part ad-libbed

sign language). The political and general curiousity of ordinary Cubans led to

more than one invitation for suppers of minced meat and rice and conversation

into the early morning hours. Vietnam, Chile, Peru, Algeria, or Quebec, and the

struggles going on in all these nations are the perennial topics of the day, and it

goes on from sunrise to sunset.

The Cuban people seem to be acutely aware that the future of their own
society depends very much on the progress of the world socialist revolution,,

so they follow developments elsewhere closely. They know the balance of

forces in the world must shift decisively if they are to break out of their Latin

American isolation and Insecurity to gain access to new markets and new
resources, and — though the Cubans never officially admit it — to dissolve

their massive and harmful dependence on the Soviet Union.

Though the Cuban revolution has not degenerated in the manner nor even
near to the degree that the Bolshevik revolution did as a result of Its Isolation

and economic and cultural backwardness, Cuba is in constant danger of

drifting in such a direction.

There are some indications of such trends occurring. One is the
requirement of being "fully integrated with the revolution" through membership
in the Communist Party, or deep Involvement in the mass organizations, like the
neighbourhood-based Committees to Defend the Revolution CDR's as an

informal prerequisite to access to, or advancement in, school or work. {The

CDR's, elected at the city block level, not only guard against burglary, but also

organize for the big political rallies and tend to the health needs (eg.

innoculatlons) of the community.

Another is the minor privilege-taking that the political and military

leadership indulges in, for example, in access to better transportation, driving

most of the Russian and East German imports. (Remember, most of the

automobiles in Cuba date before 1959 and, with no spare parts, are kept

running on little more than sheer ingenuity.) The leadership also have access to

(relatively) better clothing and food, and are often able to bypass the

omnipresent line-ups. But, these practices are not blatantly performed, and

although the masses seem to be generally aware of them, they do not arouse

excessive indignation.

What is important is that no one wears the latest Parisian fashions In

Cuba, or eats caviar at mealtime. Everyone has more than one change of

clothing and shoes; everyone eats meat and -vegetable* regularily; all the

children are guaranteed a quart of milk per day; and good housing continues to

be constructed rapidly to try to keep up with a faster growing

need. Entertainment (movies, nightclubs, etcetera is quite inexpensive, but the

line-ups, as in Canada, can be long.

The central reality is that the vanguard that led the revolution is still

intact. It still pursues a proletarian internationalist foreign policy (Cuba sends

more aid to Vietnam, per capita, than the Soviet Union, China, or any other

individual country.) Nor has it experienced traumatic turnovers of power or

purges (only the expulsion of a minor micro-faction, led by the Stalinist, Anibal

Escalante in 1968, and this was seen as an anti -bureaucratic action). The
leadership still commands the respect and admiration of the people. Among
those that I spoke to, even the most discontented still affirmed their general

support of the revolution.

It is clear that, despite whatever fantasies the CIA and Cuban exiles may
harbour, any changes that occur in Cuban life wilt not be In the direction of re-

capitalization of the economy. The gains of the revolution are too great, and the

memories of "Yankee Imperialism", based on drugs, prostitution, and resource

plundering, are too bitter for that to happen.

The over-riding concern expressed by Cubans was always that of the need

to continue to build up the economic substructure of the island through

industrial advancement, power resource development, and agricultural diver-

sification. Cuba is still basically a one-crop island (tobacco and coffee take a

back seat to sugar), and long-term contract commitments to the USSR at prices

below the world market don't provide a stimulus to diversification. Second-rate

equipment from the eastern bloc have made industrial transformation a slow
and arduous process, as Cuba attempts to undo four and a half centuries of

colonial deformation.

The accomplishment of these tasks are seen as something that could

make a lot of difference-in-the lives of the people. They would deal with the

problem of food and clothing scarcities directly, or through trade, and the

present imbalance in Cuba's foreign account could be offset. And, In the long

run, it would mean increasing freedom froi

allowing them the time and energy to demoo

open up the political process to other current

in art and culture, and to assist further jr

throughout Latin America.

In the meantime, the Cuban peor.*ad;

revulution has meant for them: free educ;

students on their own; free medical care: fi

parents: free birth control information, dev

guaranteed minimum standard of living that i

the mentally disturbed: indoor plumbing an

many parts of the country): housing that is \

participate in decision-making to a significan

the factories (eg. in questions of promotion, i

in the schools (universities employ a paralle

both faculty and student constituencies on

The people are quite convinced tha

economy in 1961, despite the sanctions th

world, none of these things would have been

poor one by our standards and the danger of bui

The most consistent bulwark against

spirit of the people themselves. They live v

struggle in which 20,000 of their rankest
the repelling of a ClA-organzied invasion,

Camillo Cienfuegos and Che Guevara.

Nevertheless, the times ahead will be d

of the objective economic and military com

history. The Cuban revolution was rurally

character. The July 26 Movement, embodylr

structured, politically uneven, and perform

There was an absence of experience or mean

would prepare the masses to administer the

unchallenged the development towards the

'

his revolutionary colleagues rather than the

institutions. It has also lead to political incon

junta regimes in Peru and Panama) and ;

movements across the world.

Only a complete opening up of the politi

problem the encouragement of opposition j

ideas with free access to all foreign leftwing

it remains unlikely that these developments

the state's economic priorities, plus the inf

This was the assessment not only of ma

political refugees resident In Cuba with wh

discussion I had was with Jacques Lanctot, f

as a translator for the Cuban government.
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the drudgery of menial labour,

itize production and Party life, to

, to experiment even more widely

the spreading of the revolution

J fitly defend the gains that the

ion plus a living allowance for

e day care facilities for working

:es, and abortion on demand; a

eludes the old, the disabled, and

electricity (for the first time in

lually rent-free: and a chance to

degree in the neighbourhoods, in

wards, etcetera), and especially

power structure giving vetoes to

nportant matters).

without nationalization of the

t it evoked from the imperialist

ossible. But the country is still a

aucratization is ever present.

ureaucracy Is the revolutionary

th the memory of a tremendous

%r lives in the liberation are, of

and of revolutionaries such as

ficult for Cuba, not only because

tions, but a also because of its

ased and fairly spontaneous in

the vanguard, was very loosely

d primarily a military function,

of creating consciousness which

own society. This absence left

ersonal" leadership of Fidel and

mergence of lasting democratic

istency (eg. support for the "left"

certain isolation from workers'

al process in Cuba can solve this

oupings to form and debate their

ublications is clearly central. But

/ill occur In the short run, given

lence of the Soviet Union.

/ Cubans, but also of many of the

n I spoke. The most interesting

merly with the HQ, now serving

to too was quite critical of the

Revolutionary slogans, like this one urging solidarity with Vietnam, punctuate Cuban streets.

USSR's influence, but maintained that Cuba was still the best of the workers'

states (e.g. those countries that have socialized their means of production), and

that it continued to enjoy relative autonomy In the field of foreign policy, never

stooping to the reactionary "peaceful co-existence" line of Its bureaucratized

big brothers.

Of course, we talked about Quebec and English Canada too. Lanctot felt

quite optimistic about the future of the radical movement in Quebec, seeing last

spring's general strike plus the recent adoption of socialist manifestoes by the

Common Front unions recently as real turning points. He predicted a split from

the petit bourgeois nationalist Parti Quebecois of its lefwing elements in the

next couple of years to coincide with the emergence of a mass labour party

from the local Political Action Committees (CAP'S).

His orientation now was towards mass action politics, having rejected his

terrorist past. He said that the only value that his cell's action two Octobers ago

had was in that it was politically educational, showing Ottawa's determination

to crush any growing independentist sentiment and that it led to the dissolution

of the disunified and incoherent FLQ. Now, most of its former activists are

operating at the trade union base.

Although Lanctot looks forward to the day he can return to an independent,

socialist Quebec, he made it clear that he was comfortable In Cuba, that he

enjoyed its slower pace of life, and liked particularily his access to information

on world events. He said it was like "being at the centre of things."

Despite CIA-inspired myths to the contrary, political refugees, like

Lanctot, are being treated well in Cuba. They have work, housing, and a steady

income. The only problem is that it tends to overburden an already weak

economy, and so the Cubans are now reluctant to welcome such immigrants.

As well, they'd feel relieved to be able to get rid of most of the bourgeois

elements disinherited by the revolution who also prove a nagging burden on the

state, but the United States won't take them, nor will anyone else.

When will prosperity come to Cuba! When will the revolution be complete!

And how can socialists elsewhere aid the Cuban cause! Perhaps the best

answer to these questions came from Jacques Lanctot. The day before I left

Cuba to return home I asked him, in the presence of some Cuban comrades,

what could be done in Canada to best aid the Cubans in their struggle. "Make

the revolution here," he replied. The comrades nodded their agreement.

Bim/WtUM*

Barry Weisleder is a student at

Glendon College. He visited Cuba in

August.

Jose Marti airport symbolizes the unity of the revolutionary traditions of the past and the struggles of the present
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Elton John's fireworks flash through lyrics

Before fame and fortune

found Elton John, he was just a

pudgy keyboard man known as

Reginald Dwight, Reggie was an

unspectacular boy who often

worked as a studio sideman. Ear-

ly experience in the recording

studio was gained in a most un-

likely manner - he recorded cover

versions of pop songs - you know

those albums you find in the

supermarket with "30 top char-

tbusters" and the like. Well

somebody somewhere has a

copy of Elton John trying his

damdest to sound like Little

Stevie Wonder.
Reggie wasAt doing all that

well when he saw an adver-

tisment looking for composers to

set lyrics to music. He could write

music but never had much luck

with lyrics so he answered the ad

and was Introduced to a lyricist

named Bernie Taupin who
couldn't write music. The rest is

history.

Taupin writes the lyrics first.

He starts with a title idea and

expands from there. The com-

pleted lyrics are then sent to

Eiton John who composes the

melodies from the first line down.

The pair always work completely

separately. Elton writes the music

at an unbelievably ferocious pace

and most songs are completed in

a half to three quarters of an

noun some sooner. You can ap-

preciate the genius of the com-
position by following the words to

some of their better songs. The

phraslngs are woven into the

melody with a deftness and

Stonesare rolling downhill

The front cover of the Rolling Stones double album, Exile on Main

St is made up of a number of photos of circa 1930 sideshow acts and

freaks The pictures are black and white and grainy. The back cover

blends into the front but is made up of fuzzy shots of the Stones with

torn edges. It's a sloppy package, indicative of the production and

composition to be found Inside.

This album is a four sided disappointment. The vocals have been

carelessly miked rendering almost all the lyrics muddy or Inaudible -
a far cry from the excellence and clarity of the Stones last few

Were the only difficulty with this set the atrocious vocal quality. I

might be inclined to be somewhat forgiving (albeit frustrated], but the

compositions - all by Jagger and Richards - are second rate musically

(perhaps lyrically as well if they could be deciphered). Most of the

blame for the final product rests with Mick Jagger and the rest belongs

to producer Jimmy Miller. The musicians include Nicky Hopkins, Jim

Price and Bobby Keys - they accompanied the Stones on tour too. The

melodies and arrangements are trite and offer few opportunities to

exploit the band's talents.

The better tracks are oddly the first and last cuts on each of the

four sides, and only side four is bearable in its entirety. The fillers on

the first side are disgraceful examples of static rock.

It's strange that such a weak album, offering an ineffectual Mick

Jagger was released before the Stones American tour. In concert in

Toronto, Jagger was a dynamic satanic force, smoothly manipulative

and unshakably in control. I can only surmise the album was rushed to

release. You might be able to put together a short album by

discriminating choice from among the eighteen songs on Exile, but

even at that, most cuts would need more work to bring them up to

standards.
Allan Mandell

balance that's absolutely
uncanny.

Honky Chateau (MCA), is

the sixth and latest album for

Elton John and Bernie Taupin.

Like each of its predecessors this

is a distinctive sounding work

which carefully avoids tried and

true production paths.

Personnel on this album has

been limited to a small core

group consisting of Nigel Olsson,

Dee Murray and Davey John-

stone (all of whom are with Elton

on his current tour). Gus
Dudgeon, Elton's Indispensible

control room wonder, is producer

once again. There are some

notable omissions too. Arranger

Paul Buckmaster who added the

lavish string sections to many of

Elton's successful recordings is

missing as is guitarist Caleb
Quaye, who until Honky Chateau
played fantastic lead riffs and
accoustic rythms on all the studio

produced albums. Allan Mandell

Applause thunders for Charlebois
Quebecols singer Robert Charlebois'

controlled performance at Massey Hall last

Saturday night evoked two encores and a

standing ovation amidst thundering applause

from the predominantly French-speaking

audience.

Fuzzi-haired Charlebois, 28, in a white

Indian shirt and brown and white palomine,

studded trousers began the concert with

"Conception", a bouncy, carumba-llke song

off his new album. He was backed up by a six-

man group which gave a free^lowing jazz

flavour to the music.

Charlebois' movements on stage give the

semblance of being calculated to produce a

super-star effect. His energy Is not total and his

physical involvement not complete, but rather

comes in spurts.

Undisputedly, Charlebois does possess a

good strong voice which carries itself In

English as well as French but his chansons

francaises were soothingly sentimental and
had more interesting musical arrangements.

Charlebois, who said in a press

conference that he was interested In com-
munfcatlng in another language, alternated

introductions in French and English and sang

two new English compositions "Hallowe'en in

Hollywood" and "The Greatest Idea".

It is somewhat confusing, however, as to

just what Charlebois wishes to communicate.
The lyrics in "Hallowe'en in Hollywood" lament

the passing of a gloried Hollywood era.

Often the music to his songs will be
serious, whereas the words are absurd, and he

frequently uses joual, a slang peculiar to

French Canada.
Although Charlebois is the only rock hero to

emerge recently from French Canada, he

j| surprisingly did very little political material.

That may not be his objective at all. His
audience was more than satisfied with the style

| and content of Saturday evening's concert.

^ Christine Soanowakly

Quakers Believe

lhat there is something ol God in everyone. We cannot prove this, but we do
know thai when people acl as it it were true their irusl is justified.

meeting lor worship every Sunday at 11 a.m.

Coffee hour atler the meeting

The Religious Society of Friends

60 Lowther Avenue
(east of St. George, north of Bloor)

Phone 921-0368 for information about Sunday classes tor all ages, and
weekday activities.

Discover
the

freedom of

CONTACT
LENSES

i
BRADDOCK
OPTICAL
170 St. George St. 925-8720
291 7 Bloor St. W. 233-261

1

Centenary Plaza 282-2030
Bavview Village Centre 222-5791

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

New Programme Review Committee Solicits Views
The Terms of Reference of the Committee include:

1) GATHERING OF INFORMATION:
a) Enrolment patterns

b) Staff and Student attitudes to

the New Programme
c) Views on objectives

2) ORGANIZATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
FACTORS INFLUENCING EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMMES: a) Effects of sponsorship of

teaching by separately financed Divisions
b) The Role of the Colleges
c) Counselling

d) Part-time Studies
The Committee would like to receive written statements oTviews
and relevant documents from individuals or groups of in-

dividuals. They should be sent, before October 30, 1972, to the

3) CURRICULUM :

a) Specialization, Generaliza-

tion, and Suggested Program-
mes

b) The role of the Fourth Year
c) Pre-professional Programmes
d) Standing and Credit System
e) Procedures for Curriculum
Development

^ Interdisciplinary Studies

4) MODES OF INSTRUCTION
AND EVALUATION

Secretary to the Committee, Mr. R. Dolan, c/o Office of the
Dean, Faculty of Arts and Science, Sidney Smith Hall.
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Women rewrite history. .

.

$UFf-BAGtTTt>

The Canadian left has often been
criticised for its U.S.-oriented analyses of

Canadian society and the problems that

confront It. While much of this criticism

has been directed to writing off what the

left has to say as somehow irrelevant to

Canada, nevertheless, It has been taken

seriously. In response, independent
progressive groups have begun to gather

the relevant facts and formulate their own
theories and strategies.

To do so, ft has been necessary to

investigate such questions as the roles

that the bourgeoisie played in the

economic development of Canada, and to

understand the history of labour
movements, suffrage movements and
antl-communlst attacks. In order to

develop a strategy, the history of Canada
needs to be re-Investigated and fun-

damentally re-wrltten.

Women Unite! Is an early product of

that process. The history of women has
been written to a large extent by men —
exceptions are primarily the journals and
diaries of the ladles of the privileged

classes. Existing volumes of Canadian
history make very little reference to the

day-to-day lives of women and the
working class. As history reveals it, they

were not involved In the establishment of

this country.

Women Unite! attempts to fill part of

the gap In Canadian women's history. This

anthology represents the first major
bringing together of experiences and
thoughts of Canadian women. Some of the

material in this volume has been floating

around in left circles for several years, and
has undergone a process of criticism and
rethinking and rewriting. All the work done
to produce the book comes from women
who have participated in the women's
liberation movement — people who
believe that oppression can be overcome
only through a radical and fundamental
change in the structure of our society. The
strategy for such a change varies from

place to place and from woman to woman.
Women Unite! provides a view of an
overall strategy with varying components.

The introduction to the book
chronologically outlines and analyzes how
the women's movement in Canada
emerged from the peace movement in the

early 60's. The first section of the book is a

chronological account of women's role in

Canadian history, However, there is a time

gap between the suffrage movement and
the beginnings of the New Left.

The rest of the book is directed to

strategy and discusses (1) alternatives to

the family, (2) ecomics of working women,
and {3) politics of sex. This anthology, like

other women's anthologies, presents

theoretical, historical, personal, and ar-

tistic pieces of work. The significant

difference between this book and other

women's books is that Women Unite! is

distinctly Canadian.

The writing, editing, proof-reading, et

cetera were done by the press collective. It

is significant that women have had to

produce their own material for their ex-

istence to be recorded. At the same time,

Women Unite! does not attempt to flatter

or exaggerate the role and contributions

that women make or have made.

The social criticisms are levelled not

at Men — but rather at the capitalist

system. The book emphasizes the need
for human beings to function co-
operatively, for children to be treated like

people, and for men and women to break

down stereotyped Images of themselves.

Articles criticize the loss of sensitivity and
emotion particularity in the male and the

repression of overt aggressiveness and
decisiveness in the female.

JBBk. * irti

The Press Collective makes no
pretence that the women's movement has
been centered anywhere except in the
university and the middle class — and the

book reflects this. Nor does it address
itself to questions about native women or

to Quebec. Even so, many basic questions
are raised about the direction of social

-change.

The critical analysis and questioning

in Women Unite! is of a completely
different order to that in the Lace Ghetto.

The Lace Ghetto to some extent is a
personification of imagery of a woman —
glossy, frilly, expensive. It's a swank coffee

table book which somehow legitimizes the

discussion of "what do the women want
anyway" for the upper middle classes

more than a cheap paperback might.

Both the Lace Ghetto and Women

PIZZA PATIO Continues to

grow in Canada and as a matter

of corporate policy continues to

offer employment to students on

a part-time basis throughout the

school year. PIZZA PATIO
operates in Toronto two Pizza

Pubs with entertainment at no
additional charge. Delivery ser-

vice is also available in most
areas of the city. Those students

seeking part-time employment,
male or female (over 21 years ot

age for drivers) - apply in person

at 210 Bloor St. W.. after 7 p.m.,

Tues., Wed., Thurs.

Colonia
203 Yonge St.

THIS WEEKEND

LABELLE
formerly PATTI LABELLE
recorded with LAURA

NYRO

"... the comparison with Tina

Turner is obvious..."

N.Y. Times

STARTING MONDAY

STAN GETZ

Hundreds of

Poplin, Nylons,

Leathers, Meltons,

Corduroys, Jackets

SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS

SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95

WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT

CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO

PHONE 486-0997

PART TIME WORK AVAILABLE

drivers and service

stations attendents

needed

21 years, chauffers licence

good driving record

CALL 363-5619
METRO CAB CO. LTD.

811 KING ST. W.

01.i 1'ltn-LLNTUH* OF '..LfiVICt

There is only ONE...

OFFICIAL
University of Toronto

CREST PIN

SIGNET RING
ana

they are supplied only through

STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
S.A.C. Building

or

A. EARL EDWARDS
1534 Bayview Ave. Phone

(Office at rear, off Millwood) 483-4212
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. . . examining the role of women
Unite! claim to be the first Canadian

women's liberation publication. One is a

fun book full of pictures, the other is full of

words and ideas. They compliment each

other very well.

The Lace Ghetto offers no analysis —
the pictures and reproductions of adver-

tisements speak very clearly for

themselves. The authors very skillfully

chose and organized statements and pic-

tures and Interviews so that the reader

very easily feels empathy tor the

"repressed women". The book describes

the world as it is and the power of the book

forces an awareness of what Is. It does not

provide any analysis, explanations, or

suggest alternatives.

The historical section of the Lace

Ghetto is Its most interesting. In it, the role

of violence is discussed by Nellie Hall-

Humpherson, a militant organizer for the

Women's Social and Political Union {an

English suffragist group). Even though she

herself has smashed windows, was jailed

et cetera she feels that she had a right to

do so, because women then had no part in

making the law. But — the Interview

reveals — she feels that women now have

the vote so that they participate in some

way in making laws, therefore women's

liberation groups should not break any

laws.

The pictures and statements from the

1900's show a marked similarity with pic-

tures and advertisements in 1970's

magazines. The Lace Ghetto provides a

visual presentation of the fact that

women's rights and social positions and

roles have not substantially changed.

However, the appearance of these

books Is a strong indication that women
are not prepared to tolerate their oppres-

sion much longer.

Ceta Ramkhalawanalngh

Women Unite!, Toronto Women's
Educational Press, $3.00. The Lace Ghet-

to, by Maxine Nunes and Deanna White,

New Press, $7.95

© 1971 Publishers-Hall Syndicate. TM (R).

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informed
helpful

staff

<S
- CLASSIC

BOOKSHOPS

707YONGEST
Below Bloor
923-3551

FASHION
WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

$4

$5°'3«"$12

V JEANS

v' MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS

V BAGGIES (values lo $30) $g_-J 5
V SWEATERS jrom$4
V BLAZERS

V SMOCKS

V GOWNS

V BLAZER & BAG SUITS

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

The great search is on

for

Carolina

Exchange Members

open lo all u ol T students

Applications are available at

the Undergraduate Office

Hart House.

Deadline. (Hon. October 2nd.
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Women in love: frustration, pain, and rage

ISN'T IT FULFILLING TO BE IN LOVE?

She:

He:

She:

He:

She:

He:

She:

He:

She:

He:

She:

He
Shi

He
She

He
Sin

He
Sin

He
Stu

He
She
He
Sh<

He

Shi

He
Sin

He
Sin

He
Sin

He
She

I think he loves me.

Do you love me?
Yes, I love you.

You are beautiful.

I feel so good. He loves me.

I urn worth something.

I feel so good,

I love him.

I love you but I have important things to do.

Talk to me, because I love you.

You are a good listener, but I have to read the

newspaper.

(The newspaper is more important than I am.)

Your liberation is impossible without my liberation.

So what is important is I should strive for your
liberation.

You're always trying to prove you're equal.

No, I'm always trying to remind you I'm equal.

You seem to forget.

You're very bright. How amusing!

You're very bright. I am impressed.

Does that mean you love me?
Sometimes I think I hate you.

You're castrating.

My psychiatrist calls it penis envy.

What's the matter with you?

I'm hot sure. I'm always dissatisfied.

What do you want anyway?

A friend. Some intellectual stimulation.

I can give you stimulation.

I am not a sex object.

You can't take a joke.

You are a joke.

You're very hostile.

Your problems are of their own making.

What's the matter with me?
Let me tell you...

You always want to be on top.

That's where I belong.

Because you love me.

That's right.

But I'm despicable. What's the matter with you?

I like you in spite of yourself.

Thank you, thank you very much. I love you.

You're so kind.

(Somehow, I'm not sure).

Lynn Lang
reprinted from Women Unite!

Canadian Women's Educational Press

1972

MY FRUSTRATION

I am not in this world to live down to your expectations

vour flirtations

your imitations

—

to abide by your decisions

In accept your derision

of my decisions

lo believe your accusation

of castration

to deny my frustration

to condone your endless evasion

lo believe your protestation

that your intention

isn't circumvention

it's not why I'm here

it's not

it's not

it's not

FOR A SISTER

Finally the dishes are done.

Floor swept

Children bathed and put to bed.

At/lust there is time for coffee, cigarettes

And quiet taik between us.

('Woman stuff — the men would say).

Tonight you tell me how it was when you

were young and single (as the saying goes)

Describing parties, dances, love affairs

Ytiur face alive and laughing

Willi memories of what seems faraway

—

Until you rise, your body heavy with another child,

And I remember:

You are not yet twenty.

Bronwen Wallace

reprinted from Women Unite!

Canadian Women's Educational Press

1972

v 1971 King Features Syndicate. Inc. WoHt) Rights Reserved..

MYrHitir^m&AeairetuarW

YOU ARE WELCOME
Saturday September 30

Basketball, Volleyball, Bowling - Speaker Greg Livingston

Sunday October 1

SUPPER, SPECIAL MUSIC
'What we're all about" - Blake Walker. John Graham. Ian Smith

KNOX CHURCH • 630 Spadina at Harbord

He (Jesus) said to them, But whom say you that I am?
Peter answering said, The Christ of God

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Unfurnished one-bedroom apartments are available in the

Married Student Apartment buildings (30 and 35 Charles

Street West). Rents from $149 to $164 per month include heal

and utilities (except telephone). Leases to August 31, 1973 are

required. Married students, both full and part-time may apply

to

University of Toronto

Housing Service

49 St. George St.

Tel. 928-2542

any weekday between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

New York Pizza House
925-1736WINNER:

1970 1ST ANNUAL TORONTO
PIZZA AWARD MORNING
AFTER SHOW CBC
STAR WEEK'S JUNE 71

PIZZA CONTEST

Dining Room OPEN 11 AM-
1 AM MON-SAT
SUN 3 PM-1 AM
TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM S PM-1 AM

UNIVERSITY

HEALTH SERVICE

SATURDAY CONSULTING HOURS

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THE HEALTH SERVICE OF-

FICE AT 256 HURON ST. WILL REMAIN CLOSED ON
SATURDAYS.

STUDENTS WHO WISH TO CONSULT A PHYSICIAN

-ON SATURDAY MAY TELEPHONE THE INFIRMARY
NURSE (928-2458) AND ARRANGE FOR AN EARLY AF-

TERNOON APPOINTMENT WITH THE DOCTOR ON IN-

FIRMARY DUTY.

THE INFRIRMARY IS LOCATED AT 42 ST. GEORGE
ST. (WEST SIDE, JUST. NORTH OF COLLEGE) AND IS

OPEN DURING THE ACADEMIC TERM ONLY.
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Farm's fresh air triumphs over Foul Play
, n'nH b« The show Is a collection of vignettes. Orange Day parades

Two new shows of some significance

opened last week. Foul Play at Factory

Theatre Lab and The Farm Show at

Theatre Passe Muraille.

Foul Play admirably describes

Lawrence Russell's play. It Is chock full of

dirt of various sorts, sexual perversion,

weird fantasies and enthusiastically

degenerate decadence. It Is definitely an

urban comedy, replete with those strange

freaks one sees skulking around corners

in the inner city. In fact, some of the five

separate scenes that make up the play

seem to be so shrouded in urban smog

that their meaning becomes totally

obscured. .

In refreshing contrast to this urban

blight stands The Farm Show, which, to

dust off the hoary cliche, Is a breath of

fresh air.

The show Is a collection of vignettes,

skits and monologues about country life.

The cast gathered their material during a

summer's sojurn In the Clinton area of

southwestern Ontario. The author, Paul

Thompson, should actually be called an

editor because all the dialogue consists of

the words of the people of the region

talking about their way of life.

The show could have been a rip-off of

farm life by presenting only a superficial

romanticized view gained from a short

visit. Fortunately, editor Thompson seems

to have been aware of that danger. In

addition to the folksy barn dances and

Orange Day parades, he provides sights

of the other side of farming. He Includes a

sequence on the dreariness and enforced

insularity of winter with people crawling

around from box to box on the stage. The

troupe also mimes a farm accident In

which a man Is killed while trying to repair

a moving binder.

The atmosphere surrounding the

farms folk of Clinton is dignified, decent

and much more desirable than that which

cloaks the characters In Foul Play.

Rob Martin

Two French-Canadian plays

zero in on Quebec's despair

Valrl Eromfleld and David Clement frolic In Lawrence Russell's Foul Play.

The Theatre du P'tlt Bonheur

started off an ambitious second

season last Thursday night with two

disturbing plays by Quebec
playwright Jean Barbeau. Both

Solande and Goglu bring us Into the

world of a lonely individual who finds

no gratification in the reality of his

milieu. Each main character Is a misfit

who has resorted to fantasy and il-

lusion in order to survive. At critical

moments, however, they cannot hide

thier misery and frustration. In the

silence of a barren forest where we

see a single park bench, we learn of

their dreams and disappointments.

Louise Nolan gives a very

engaging portrayal of Solange. In her

monologue, she takes us, her im-

aginary listeners, through her past.

We learn of the influence convent life

has had on her, not only from the

details given, but also from her wide-

eyed glrllshness. She is now a twenty-

seven year old woman, who, despite

her background, has encountered

sexual perversion, censure, and re-

jection. The different aspects of

Solange's character make us laugh at

one time, and shock us at another. A
profound sensitivity to the character's

way of thinking adds to its dramatic

potential.

In Goglu, we witness an

exchange between a nervous, sex-

ually frustrated young bachelor, and

his easygoing buddy, Godbout. As

Goglu, Daniel Daylva stresses a sense

of feeling trapped by his hyperactive

manner. The character tries to fill the

space and silence around him, just as

he tries to fill his inner emptiness with

fantasies. He cannot pretend In-

definitely that he is satisfied. As his

emotional crisis Intensifies, it stands

out in relief beside the insensitive

complacence of Godbout. The ex-

changes between the two friends have

been well timed by director Jean Van

Curek, Less original and polished a

performance than Solange, on the

whole, Goglu still makes its point

about lonleiness.

The milieu described in the two

plays is distinctly Quebecols. Those

francophones attending will Im-

mediately notice the dialect and

idioms used by French Canadians.

There are numerous references to

traditional pillars of Quebec
society—its church, its rural attitudes,

and Its long-term rejection of the new

and different.

Eleanor Colemen

Export A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

FREE

COME AND DISCOVER
YOUR

PIZZA PUB
Sing-Along

WITH

Bob Mills
AT THE PIANO

EVERY NIGHT
(EXCEPT SUNDAY)

From 9 to 1

TASTY PIZZA AND
LOTS TO DRINK

PIZZA PATIO
210 BLOOR ST. W.

(across from Varsity Stadium)

STREET

DANCE
OUTSIDE THE COOP

Featuring "CORE"

Bob Mills has entertained long

enough to become somewhat of

a tradition at the Heylott.

ST. MIKE'S PUB
PIZZA and BEER

8:00 D.m.

Friday, Sept. 29
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Cartoon-like hero time-trips to war

Slaughterhouse Five laysgrim Dresden holocaust to comic rest
Billy Pilgrim, the hero of Slaughterhouse Five, Is

lying unconscious in a double hospital room in the late

1960s. He shares the room with a Harvard military

historian who is visited by his young Radcliffe-student

wife. The two of them are discussing the old hawk's
recent book on the bombing of Dresden, and how
publication was so long delayed by all the bleeding-heart

liberals. Billy comes alert for the first time when he hears
what they are talking about and says quietly, "I was
there." This isn't heard, and the old man continues to

praise the military operation. "I was there", Billy says
again.

"What's he say?" asks the old hawk.
"He says he was there", his wife answers.
After a brief silence, the historian says, "Well, let him

write his own book!"

The scene Is like one a rural friend of mine regularly

creates by announcing in the presence of guests that

there are too many people around. We all then pretend

nothing was said, or nothing personal was meant, or

anything that will side-step the obvious knives. It is Kurt

Vonnegut's and screen-writer Stephen Geller's artistry

that they parry with such elan; It is their failure that, like

us, they have no Idea what else to do.

So It goes with Slaughterhouse Five. It is such clever

satire that one almost forgets that Is all It Is, that one
musn't look for passion, drama, heart or balls, because
that is not the kind of show one has gone to. Think of

Slaughterhouse in terms of Strangelove, not All Quiet on
the Western Front.

Having said that, I am robbed of much of my copy,

because character Is not an element of satire, and I

respond primarily to character. With the exception of

Billy, everyone is a type, sometimes a very funny type,

sometimes a dead horse type. And Billy, while he has a

history, wears It In a way that invites little empathy.

Billy Pilgrim has seen the horror and it has turned

him off like a faucet. He has an accepting, vaguely stunned

manner, like a 1972 version of The Pawnbroker. The
difference is (and perhaps It Is a dlffernece between the

sixties and the seventies), it doesn't trouble him much,
and therefore doesn't really trouble us all that much. At

one point we share Billy's premonition of the imminent

crash of his plane, but It doesn't raise goose bumps
because Billy is essentially a cartoon (or at least a

devotee of a philosophical sect so different from ours

that he is like someone from space), and we all know that

cartoon characters do not die.

So we can watch the scenes of bombed-out
Dresden and not be horrified, which, if it seems like some
kind of moral failure on the film's or on our part, is also a

serious relief. (I write that having last night seen

Deliverance which affected me not unlike bad stomach

flu. and which 1 would recommend about the same way I

would recommend sleeping with someone who has

gonorrhea.)

Enough nay-saying. You won't go wrong seeing

Billy Pilgrim scours ruins of fire-bombed Dresden for wartime mementos in Vonnegut's
Slaughterhouse Five

Slaughterhouse Five. It provides more to think about

than most current films. Tralfamadorian philosophy

(conceived by Vonnegut and proscribed to by Billy

Pilgrim) makes as much sense as common knowledge

does. Ondricek's photography visualizes the film's dif-

fidence well, Glenn Gould's music adds, and the actors

do what they are given to do. Director George Roy Hill

(Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid) very deftly keeps

the incredibly intricate plot from tripping over itself,

which is no mean feat. And, some of the laughs are deep,

healthy and uncomfortable, comedy laughs as opposed
to gag (Woody Allen Is a first-rate gag writer, Vonnegut
writes comedy.) Slaughterhouse Five is really quite a

good film. It's just that Neitzche seemed to have it in mind

when he wrote that a joke is the epitaph of an emotion.

bob bosaln

EVERYONE CAN,

and should,

participate in "free

for ALL", a one-hour, live,

open-forum, on CITY-TV, every

Sunday, starting October 1st

from 11 p.m. to midnight. Free

time for free expression, on any

issue, (no libel of individuals,

no inciting violence, no

soliciting money, and no un-

necessary obscenities).

It's freedom of speech, with

responsibility.

Doorsopen from 10 to10:45p.m„

99 Queen Street East.

DANCE
GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

16 BANCROFT AVE.

ADMISSION: FREE!

DRAFT BEER! PIZZA !

HOT DOGS!

FEATURING:

FERGUS & FLASH

EVERYONE WELCOME
SEPT. 30

Records from 5-9; Fergus from 9-1 a.m.
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A Fan's Notes has Its premiere (and

possibly only) engagement starting

tonight at the International Cinema. One

wants to say something nice about it, in

part because Eric Till lives here, in part

because his previous movies Hot Millions

and The Walking. Stick) were pretty

humane tor their genres, and In part

because a good comedy director has

decided to really do something serious.

Mainly, however, one wants A Fan's Notes

to succeed because of the hassles and

butchery the film has gone through in the

three years since it was begun. Scenes cut

by the studio distributor because they

made the hero less sympathetic, that kind

of thing.

So, one wants to say something nice,

but I'm sorry, it is an awful movie, and not

just because of studio censorship. You

just can't fill all the extra and bit parts with

starlets, you can't make nearly every

scene an interior decorator's dream, you

can't get away with satire, glib dialogue,

sharp focus technicolour, easy listening

music and expect to say something about

an alcoholic failure. I am not universally

down on slick, big-screen serious pic-

tures. In fact, I am a sucker for them. But it

takes a juggler like Schleslnger or Losey

to keep it all balanced, and, though his

intentions are admirable. Till is just not in

that league. With Jerry Orbach and a very

sympathetic performance by Patricia

Collins. $2.50.

II. . . It struck me recently that I had not

learned to hate until high school, and that

my five years at N.T.C.I. had taught me
rebellion. So I am a mark for II. . . I like the

movie so much I make no pretence at

being objective. I think that it must be a

good film and that Lindsay Anderson

deserves his reputation, and I am sure that

he sees how limited, how reactionary, the

film's vision is. But that is all defence. The

fact is, that's me up on the roof giving it to

the principal right in the middle of his

status-quo, liberalizing forehead.

On the same bill is Zero de Condulte,

Vigo's short 1933 film of a schoolboy

rebellion, which I hear Is even better than

II... Showing Thursday, $1.50, at OISE,

rightln the belly of the beast.

Bedazzles. Dudley Moore as Faust in

the guise of a London postman, asks Peter

Cook as Satan, also dressed as a post-

man, to explain The Fall. Cook says he will

demonstrate and hops up on a mailbox,

assuming the role of God on His throne.

"Now, dance around praising me", he

says. Moore shuffles a bit singing, "You're

great! You're terrific!", then stops. "Go

on", orders Cook. "No", answers Moore,

"I'm getting bored." "Exactly!", says Cook,

jumping down off the mailbox. Roxy, Thur-

sday, 99 «.

Naked Came the Maple Leaf. This

weekend two experimental films, David

Cronenberg's sparse, eerie Crimes ol the

Future, and Joyce Weiland's film of Pierre

Vallieres' words and mouth. Also Bob

Fotherglll's CBC news special from the

day Canada joined the United States,

Countdown Canada. Vallieres and Coun-

tdown at 8:00, Crimes at 10:00, Poor Alex,

$1.50. Starting Tuesday, Peter Rowes

Neon Palace, with Rowe present opening

night, in the flesh.

Eric Anderson is back at the Rlverboat,.

134 Yorkvllle (922-6216) until Sunday.

Accompanying himself on guitar and oc-

casionally piano, Anderson weaves a

poetic web over an enthusiastic audience.

His set on Tuesday included older

material as well as songs from his new

album Blue River. His compositions are

gentle and thoughtful, with Blue River

and Faithful being standouts that night.

Violets of Dawn was an unexpected

opening bonus that was smoothly and

emotionally performed and brought back

acres of good memories. It's probably be

crowded so get there early. The Columbia

album Blue River is well produced to the

point of old-shoe-comfort. Piano and

background vocals, especially on Round

the Bend and the title song are perfect in

every way. Peter Thorn, a native Mon-
trealer with an even, pleasant voice and an

album on U.A. to prove it's also on the bill

with Anderson. Sonny Terry and Brownie

McGhee will be featured October 3 thru

22.

The Canadian Opera Company

faithfully continues its productions of "our

favourite operas": Tosca at 2 pm Saturday

and Siegfried that night at 8 pm sharp.

Alda is on Monday night at 8:15, La

Boheme, Sunday night, 8:15, -Tosca

(haven't I seen that name somehwere

before?) on Wednesday evening, 8:15 and

Alda Thursday evening. 8:15.

The Metro United Church is hosting

their first "Chancel Concert" this Sunday

at 8:30 pm at $1 for students. There's a

Monday organ recital by Me! Cook at 8:30

pm at his favourite organ, $1 for students.

A reminder that October 2 is the date on

which free reserved tickets for the October

21 concert of the U of T Symphony

become available.

I am going to try to make mention of

CBC-FM highlights here every week, as

the best musfcal offerings In the city can

often be had at 94.1 mlllihertz on your FM

dial CJRT also has ample classical selec-

tions, items like their recent "Bruno Walter

Legacy" being pure Inspirations on

someone's part. Actually, Allan Ludden is

the program director and deserves a hefty

pat on the back for his devotion to the

airing of serious music.

On CBC, watch for the Atlantic

Symphony's first concert next Friday, at

6:30. Saturday's New Records at 4:00 Is

one of the most enjoyable programs on

the network and serves the purpose of a

record column, but with audio ac-

companiment. Always, if you can, tune In

to BBC Concert on Sundays at noon. The

concerts feature name-brand

orchestras, conductors and soloists who

appear regularly In London. Bob Kerr's Off

the Record, weekdays at 11:00, Is an

absorbing, unpretentious but not un-

educating hour of his own records — a

mile and a half above Clyde Gilmour's

cozy, docile my-favourite-tenor flummery

and his card-index of records no longer in

the catalogue.

Try to avoid Afternoon Concert, unless

you can suffer the insufferable, stifling

antics of the two prissy hosts, always

neatly stepping on each other's toes and

apologizing to no end for no reason. They

are the reigning Embarrassments of the

CBC, but I don't think they know it. The

problem is, the music is usually first-rate

— for example, one current theme is Great

Chamber Music and they have dared to

play Bartok's third string quartet. Usually

there has to be some audacious pretext to

play things "radical".

Listen for the CBC Vancouver Chamber

Orchestra with John Avison. They are a

masterful little group of musicians who

know as well as some of the best chamber

groups from Germany what they are doing

when the play Haydn.

Aggregation Gallery — gallery one,

major works by Gallery Artists in a wide

variety of media are planned; gallery two,

David Barnett, Soft Focus Realism is the

focus of his acrylics on canvas. Both are

from October 4 to 21.

Albert White Gallery—Continues with

Primitive Art ol Nigeria until October 5.

Art Gallery of Ontario — French

Master Drawings of the 17th and 18th

Centuries In North American Collections,

until October 15. We are still planning a

review of this and the following show:

Ontario Society of Artists Exhibit.

Artist's Workshop — Rather proud of

the fact that its their twenty-first birthday

this year, the gallery is offering over 100

courses and a new Craftmen's Workshop.

A new gallery, Gallery Three and an Art

Supply store are to open in late

September (around now) at Bloor and

Brunswick.

Hart House Gallery—Recent

Aqulsitions. Until October 6.

Scarborough College — Arcadla-

Olenska-Petryshyn, a show of paintings,

closing today.

Morris Gallery — The Romantic

Friday, September 29, 1972

Century: 19th Century European
Drawings and Small Paintings. This is

their second show of this kind, included in

which are a few oil paintings from the

School of Fontalnebleau — Diaz,

Daubigny, Harpegnles. The drawings

cover the whole period from neo-

classicism to art nouveau. It opens

tomorrow and closes October 14.

Toronto Gallery of Photography —
Just to let photo buffs know that the

operation is alive and receptive. Their

gallery bookstore now stocks over 200

titles.

Victoria College — Douglas Martin,

paintings, until October 20. (We led you to

believe It closed September. 20 last week.)

Isaacs Gallery — Indian Miniature

and Tantrlc Art, October 7.

N.B. We are looking for art reviewers

(because they are obviously not looking

for us) and although a familiarity with the

local art scene is preferable, a willingness

to respond (to use the current lingo) is all

that Is absolutely necessary. Phone Ian

Scott at 231-0673 or 923-8741.

Ian Scott

theatre
Solange and Qolgu are two one-act

looks at life In Quebec (in French) at Le

Theatre du P'tit Bonheur, 95 Danforth

Avenue, until October 7.

The Rothschilds fold their money

bags and silently slip away Saturday at the

Royal Alexanda. How the Other Half

Loves opens Wednesday. 363-4211.

Godspell has left the Alex for the

Playhouse Theatre, 1605 Bayvlew Ave.

Tuesday through Friday at 8:30 pm Satur-

day at 6:30 and 9:30 pm. Sunday at 3 and

7:30 pm.
Leaving Home is back home after a

summer vacation, at the Tarragon

Theatre, 30 Bridgman Ave., Tuesday

through Saturday at 8:30 pm Sunday at

2:30 pm, it's pay-what-you-can.

The Hypochondriac, a translation of

Moliere's Le Malade Imaginaire, finally

dies Saturday at the Colonnade Theatre.

Wednesday Carlo Goldoni's Mlrandollna

opens for a month's run. 925-4573 for

tickets.

Foul Play is sometimes funny but

more often just foul at Factory -Theatre

Lab, 374 Dupont St. Performances

Tuesday through Sunday at 8:30 pm Sun-

day's show is pay-what-you-can. 921-

5989.

The Just Assaslns from Albert

Camus' Les Justes at the Global Village

Theatre, closes tomorrow. The GVT
Players will present four fables today in

Queen's Park at noon and tomorrow at the

Eastern Branch of the Toronto Public

Library, 137 Main St. at 2 pm.

The End, a play by last season's most

produced playwright, John Palmer at the

Toronto Free Theatre 24 Berkeley St.

Tuesday through Sunday at 8:30 pm It's

free but reservations are required.

Editor
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sportalk
Queen's Golden Gaels

1 Doug
Co/tic became the all-time scoring

leader at Queen's University last

Saturday when he scored nine

points. This gave him a career total

of 1 56. This belters Queen's old

scoring record held by Ron Stewart

(14?). However, Queen's University

officials feel that there's a three

point difference between theOUAA
and their own records. More to

lionie when the matter's clarified....

McMaster Marauders are in

trouble. The team lost six players

during the game last Saturday
against Western, including their en-

tire starting backfield. Outstanding

running back Greg Higson suffered

a broken leg, while quarterback

Doug Finlay broke his collarbone.

Both are out for the season. Andy
Roy also left the game with bruised

ribs.... McMaster's football injuries

will undoubtedly affect their play-

off chances. Look for Lutheran to

make a bid for a contending spot in

the Western Section.... In games
this weekend, Carleton will play

Ottawa, while in the west Western is

at York tonight, Windsor visits

Lutheran, "and Waterloo travels to

McMaster Saturday,... More on the

Inter-faculty Track Meet last

Tuesday — The Rowell Memorial
Cup (team championship award)

moved from Scarborough to PHE,
and the Cody Trophy, given to the

individual with the most points,

went to Eric Little of Scar-

borough..., The U of T Sailing Club

was narrowly defeated by a

strong [cam from Queen's Universi-

ly in the Ontario Championships
held here last weekend. The
Kingston team won the event with

.1° poinls. followed by Toronto with

43, while McMaster and Waterloo
lied for third with 66 points each.

The four best teams qualify for the

Canadian Championships
Thanksgiving weekend in Kingston.

The Varsity team, chosen in a series

of trials at Port Credit Yacht Club,

consists of skippers Jim
Schoenhardt in A division and Ian

Brown in B. Crewing for
Schoenhardt is Charlotte de
Hcinrich, while Brown's yeoman is

.lay Nicholson. The team is con-
sidered to be strong, and should do
well at the Canadians 1

....

Recreational sailing will also be
continued. For further information,

call Bruce Butlimore at 483-9332 or

Ian Brown at 924-0354.... The
weather affected the Interfaculty

Tennis Tournament held Monday,

but approximately 50 of the 64

entries showed. There is still time to

enter the mixed doubles tournament
which starts Monday at St. Hilda's.

Information is available from the

intramural office, room 106, Hart
House. Matches begin Monday at

noon. A basketball referees' clinic

begins Tuesday at 7:15 pm at the

Centennial Building (Keele and
hglinlon Avenue W.). The clinic will

continue for four consecutive weeks,

one night per week. Anyone in-

terested in qualifying as an approved

official Tor the 1972-73 season is

invited to attend. Meetings are being

conducted by the Metropolitan
Toronto Board of Approved Basket-

ball Officials. For further in-

formation, contact Ron Pleasance

(243-4690 — nights) or Bob Little

(459-3615 — nights).... An Olympic
handball clinic will be held
tomorrow from 10 am to I pm in the

Benson Building gym. The clinic will

include a demonstration of the game
and a breakdown of the- various

skills and rules. The clinic is spon-
sored by the School of Physical and
Health Education, the Men's and
Women's Departments of Physical

Education and Athletics and the

Ontario Team Handball
Federation.... On the lighter side,

despite carrying 12 engineers in their

18 foot bath tub, the LGMB (the

Lady Ciodiva Memorial Band to the

uninitiated) was unable to beat the

U of T Outing Club's valiant canoe
porlagers in their intra-campus race'

last Friday.

Blues vs Gaels: a must game
The 1972 football season will be

ruade or broken tomorrow when the

Blues host Queen's Golden Gaels at

Varsity Stadium. Kickoff is the

usual 2:00 pm.

Ciaels are in first place atop the

OUAA eastern division with con-

secutive victories over Carleton and
Ottawa, while Blues are tied for

second with a 1-1 record following

last week's 14-6 win over Carleton.

The new playoff arrangement

provides for a sudden death final

between the first and second place

teams; hut if Blues lose tomorrow
they will be 1-2 with only three

games remaining, Varsity hopes

would then rest on the unlikely

possibility of winning alt remining

games including Queens and Ottawa

on the road.

Win-or-else situations involving

Queen's have become almost second

nature lo coach Ron Murphy and

his team since 1968. Each season has

seen Varsity's title hopes crushed in

the key game. Last year was perhaps

one of the most painful as Blues

blew a [6-point lead in Kingston and

lost 28-25. The team then re-

bounded to beat Queens 31-29

in the final game of the schedule

at home, but by then the payoff

pairings had been decided and

Blues were out.

As Blues prepare for Saturday's

game. there are several parallels with

the situation which confronted them

a year ago. Varsity quarterback

Way tie Dunkley is on the limp from

painful rib injuries and Blues offence

may have problems getting

untracked.

On defence. Blues will need all the

outstanding performances they got

last weekend, since Queen's has

demonstrated a powerful attack

with all five starlers returning from

1971. Gaels" leader Tom Taylor

usually concentrates on runners

Brian Warrender, Dave Hadden and

(lord McClellan and can count on

flanker Stu Lang for needed passing

yardage.

Queen's also boasts an excellent

two-way kicking game with their all-

lime scoring leader Doug Cozac

handling punts, field goals and con-

\erls. McClellan and Lang have

hurl Varsity badly in the past on

punt returns, and Blues must be con-

cerned about their somewhat erratic

downficld tackling evident so far

[his year.

Varsity gol excellent kicking last

season from rookie Don Thomson
until he was injured in Kingston,

fins time. Blues' strategy will de-

pend on another rookie, Mike

Sokovnin. or veteran Peter
McNabh.

However, one key difference from

the Varsity standpoint will likely be
evident in game tactics. Last year

Blues went with a shotgun in the two

Queen's games and Dunkley com-
pleted a phenomenal 60 passes in

120 minutes of football. So far this

year. Blues have concentrated on
developing a running attack in the

victory over Carleton, Dunkley and

rookie Steve Kerr atempted only 13

passes comparedlo39 running plays.

The loss of sophomore flanker

Barry Wagdin leaves Aarne Kartna
,is Varsity's only deep pass threat,

but Blues have had some success

going to tight ends Dave Quick and

Fsleban Andrewojwcz.

If Blues experienced defensive

unit can repeat their miracles of last

weekend. Varsity could be in a

three-way lie for first place after

tomorrow's game. However, a loss

could portend a very short football

-chedule before 1972 becomes
mother year to forget.

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

AUDITIONS
David Gardner will hold Auditions for

ROSMERSHOLM
and

Martin Hunter will hold Auditions for

HAMLET
Hart House Theatre, October 11, 12 and 13

For an appointment call 928-8674 or drop in

at Theatre Offices
Open to all students - both graduate and undergraduate

CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

VIRGIN
STARTING MONDAY:

Pepper Tree Toronto's Lowest Priced Night Club

Welcomes all Students

new & old back to

the University of Toronto

you are cordially invited to drop in to

any Swiss Chalet Bar BQ in Toronto.

Bring this coupon with you to get our

WELCOME BACK OFFER

LOCATIONS

• 234 Bloor St.

• 1415 Yonge St.

• 2990 Eglinton East

• 362 Yonge St.

•———clip out-

A QUARTER CHICKEN PLATE

INCLUDES

• Quarter Bar BQ Chicken
• Roll

• Fresh French Fries

• Famous Bar BQ Sauce
• Beverage

$

you pay only

1.19
REG. PRICE

$1.45

OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 31, 1972 - DINING ROOM SERVICE ONLY
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Editor Bob Gauthier

Phone 923-4053sports
Interfac Football Opener: PHE routs Vic 8-0
llll^l IMV ^ —awe Competition for the Mulock Cup got underway

Bruce Kennedy scores only touchdown In game Wednesday which saw PHE defeat Mulock champs Vic.

Competition for the Mulock Cup got underway this

week with Phys Ed downing defending champions Victoria

College 8-0 In the second game of the interfaculty season

Thursday, it was St. Michael's College 17, Engineering 6.

In the first football game of the interfac season, PHE

won a largely defensive battle. During the first quarter, _the

Vic punt receiver was forced into his end-zone and tackled by

Terry Nedoszytko for a 2 point safety touch

Only four minutes into the second quarter Vic had the

ball on it's own twenty-five yard line when PHE defensive end

Bruce Kennedy broke his tackle, intercepted a rushed pass

and raced in for the game's only touchdown.

Viteo Sinopoli's convert attempt was blocked by Vic and

the score remained 8-0 at the half.

In the third quarter the Vic squad missed a field goal

attempt and was stopped twice in the last three minutes of the

game on the PHE 20 and 2 yard lines, respectively.

As the score indicated, both teams displayed rather

ineffective offensive play, but countered with strong defensive

work on the muddy back campus field.

Wednesday afternoon it was St. Mike's making a

comeback to defeat Engineering, which had led 6-0 at the half.

The Skulemen kept the St. Mike's squad off the

scoreboard until the second half when they ran up 17 points,

mainly on two touchdown plays.

3 K iien and Hoo went for 6 each, while MacConnell added

« three on a field goal attempt. MacConnell and Des.rn.ni both

f added one point to bring the score to its final 17-6 total.

1 Next Week — There are four games in Division I next

| week beginning Monday, with PHE playing Eng. Other

| eames have U.C. against New College, Tuesday, St M.ke s

| plays Vic Wednesday, Forestry meets Meds Thursday and

£ Trinity plays Scarborough out in the east end the same day.

All games begin at 4 pm.

Blues look solid against Brock

Blues record second consecutive shutout
U of T Blues soccer team recorded their second

shutout in as many games by defeating Brock

University 5-0 Wednesday at Varsity Stadium.

The score indicates how one-sided the game actually

was with the Blues dominating all but fifteen minutes of

the game.
Bruno Bruni opened the scoring for the Blues five

minutes into the game. Picking up a loose ball, he

slammed a low shot that caught the inside of the post.

Mario Da Rosa then carried the pay, picking up the

his first hat trick of the season. He fired in two

rebounds from shots by Vince Ierullo and Ian Harris,

then released a flying shot high into the corner of the

net after a pass from Vito Polera.

Blues' scoring was completed in the second half

t when Polera sped down the left wing and around the

Brock defence. He then passed to Vince Ierullo on right

wing who just tapped the ball into the open net.

Brock only threatened in the first fifteen minutes of

the second half. Playing most of their men on the

attack, they were able to hem the Blues in their own

end. Although Brock pressed in this period. Blues

leftback.Bob Cazzola, upset the St. Catherines team

attack, preventing them from any consistent harrass-

menl of the Toronto goal-

Brock's only scoring chance came in the final

minute of play. However, the Blues' crossbar stopped a

long shot from just ouside the penalty area from finding

its mark.

Blues' goalkeeper Joe Dattlico was untested in the

first half, and the team's second-half goaltender. Bob

Ho. was only called on once to make a save. He picked

ofr the ball by diving at the feet of a Brock forward.

This year Blues team appears to be balanced in all

positions. The forward line of Polera, Peter Hillier, Da

Rosa and Vince Ierullo possesses great speed on the

wings as well as strength up the centre.

Halfbacks Bruno Bruni, Tim Burns and Ian Harris

have demonstrated skill in playing the ball out to the

forwards even when under considrable pressure. With a

9-0 goals for and against record, the goalkeeping and

defence of Bob Cazzola, Eugene Konarsky and Ed

Cartes also speaks for itself.

Blue Chips — Vito Plera and Mario Da Rosa now

lead the Blues (and the Western Section) with three

goals each after two regular seasons games ... In the

Western Section last weekend two other teams earned

shutouts, with Guelph defeating Laurentian 3-0 and

Waterloo downing McMaster 2-0..; As of Wednesday,

Guelph, Toronto, and Waterloo were tied for first place

in the west... In the Eastern Section York was out in

front. In games in the east last weekend it was York 2, f
Queen's 0; Trent I, Carleton 1; and Queen's 3, Ryerson g

3... This weekend Ryerson is at Carleton and Trent
|

plays at Queen's in the east, while Western is at Brock, «

Guelph travels to Waterloo, and Toronto heads to

McMaster. Mario Da Rosa scores one of three goals as Blues win 5-0 Wednesday.

Intramural Touch Football

Results of the first two days of the Intramural touch football league

were as follows:

Tuesday September 26
Gonads 12 vs. Stompers 6

Rlhts19 vs. Team 50 12

Maulers 0 vs. Ball Carriers 13

Tachycards14 vs. Arrhythmia 0

Wycllffe12 vs. Idiots 0
Pure Crap 7 vs. Selects 20

Wednesday.September 27

Team Terrifies 33 vs. Jocks 6

Slackers 26 vs. Canucks 13

Heat It & Beat It 6 vs. W. 2 Associates 0

Interfaculty Soccer

Results of the Interfaculty soccer league so far this week are as

follows:

Division I Sr. Egn. I vs. St. Mike's A 1

Erindale 0 vs. Phys. Ed. 3

Division II Univer. Coll. 1 - vs. Meds. 2

Dent. 1 vs. Jr. Eng. 0

St. Mike's B 3 vs. Trin. A 1
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Sfudent support for SAC

campaign against high fees

pleases Helliwell, Miglin

Protest condemned
A demonstration which interrupted the

instalation ceremony of president John
Evans was sharply attacked four SAC

executive members and Governing Coun-
cil member Paul Cadario. See letter page
5.

By MARK BOHNEN
SAC vice-president John Helliwell said Saturday that he was pleased

with the extent of support shown by undergraduates for the first stage of the

SAC campaign against higher tuition fees.

Helliwell, a key organizer of the campaign, based his opinion on
statistics released last Friday by the U of T comptroller's office. 56.8 per

cent of undergraduates (10,053 students) have paid their first instalment, a
figure significantly higher than last year's, which was about 30 per cent-

Many professional faculties produced returns higher than 60 per cent

opting for payment in two instalments as Child Study had 73 per cent,

followed by Architecture (71), Rehabilitation Medicine (64) and Music (63).

Final figures from the federated colleges have not yet been announced.

Of the arts colleges which have reported to date, Scarborough shows the

highest proportion of students paying by instalments (60) while University

College is the lowest at 47 per cent.

SAC president Eric Miglin, commenting on the figures, said that "there

is no doubt that students paid attention to the letters from SAC and their

local councils."

Letters were sent to all SAC fees-paying undergraduates in late summer
to urge them to pay their fees in two instalments. This enables them to have

the choice of withholding the second instalment to protest the government's

action.

A SAC survey during the summer indicated that about 70 per cent of

the undergraduates would withhold their second instalment, he said.

However many graduate students who hold scholarships are forced to

pay their entire fees before registering according to the conditions of the

scholarships.

A letter to vice-provost Robin Ross from the director of U of T's Office

of Student Awards, Patrick Phillips, confirms that students paying in two

instalments will be charged a penalty of $10 by the fees department, down
from $12 last year. It adds that the late payment penalty, imposed after

_, January 15, will be maintained at $15.

And, in the event that a fee strike does occur, the fees department will

a pay the second instalment of student awards to students entitled to them
* whether or not the second part of their fees have been paid. The decision was

| ^ announced by vice-provost Robin Ross in a letter to Miglin. Previously the

I 5 administration had required that the remainder of their awards be applied to
—

their second instalment fees.

Students receiving OSAP money have signed a declaration promising

"lo use the proceeds of any award granted for payment only for educational

and living costs directly related to his/her course of study. . .and further,

agrees that first use of such proceeds will be to pay his academic fees."

However, the university does not act as a policeman for this regulation

and a student could pocket the cheque if he or she is supporting a fee strike.

Harsh sentences imposed on three

Students guilty in Waterloo trespass trial

WATERLOO (CUP) Amid a

flurry of conflicting evidence, three

defendents charged with petty

trespassing from the occupation of

the University of Waterloo business

office last March were all found

guilty.

The sit-in was the result of a day

of discussion and contemplation on

the situation of the students within

Ontario universities. In particular,

attention focused on the then pen-

ding University of Waterloo Act

and the Wright Commission interim

report.

Found guilty at Waterloo

provincial court Wednesday,
September 27, were Chantal Tic-

Ten-Quee, Michael ,Gertlcr and

Edward Hughes. All received

relatively harsh sentences con-

sidering the 'pettiness' of the

offense. Reinhold Lade, the fourth

person charged failed to show for

the trial.

Tie-Ten-Quee was put on

probation until September 1, 1973

and banned from any campus except

for the use of the libraries of Sir

George Williams and McGill in

Montreal where she resides.

Sentence was passed with the

knowledge that Tie-TenrQuee was

not attending university this year,

hut will be returning in 1973.

Both Gertler and Hughes are still

attending the University of

i Waterloo and for that reason, a fine

of $100 plus court costs was

imposed.

The pattern for the trials was

basically similar, the Crown
attempted to prove that the accused

had no right to be in the business

office, while the defence counsel

argued that the students had a "fair

and reasonable supposition that they

had the right to be there."

At the beginning of the

occupation students had moved into

the office and had been told by the

administration president Burt

Mathews that he was willing to let

them stay as long as they wished in

order to avoid a confrontation with

security. However, the following day

as the staff returned to the offices,

the security police arrested four of

the remaining 30 demonstrators.

The question of possible acts of

violence resulted in a discussion of

the throwing of paper darts. A
witness stated that he had seen Tie-

Ten-Quee seated on a filing cabinet,

toss "roughly one" of these lethal

missiles, while the security officer

who aprehended her slated he had

seen "at least four or five" thrown

over a period of ten minutes. There

appeared to be no 'other violence

commiled on the officials present or

upon university property.

A high point in the trial of Gertler

came when he was asked in cross-

examination whether he had ever

participated in any previous demon-

strations. Gertler cited the motor-

cades and other activities of political

party campaigns, visibly unnerving

the Crown attorney by the associa-

tion between conventional politics

and the tactics of 'sub-political

groups.

The bias of the court became

apparent in the Crown attorney's

questions as he labeled the demon-

strators "hoodlums". When Gertler

in the course of the trial was asked

to identify a young lady as one of the

business office secretaries, he was

unable to do so definitely but noted

that, she did look like a secretary.

"She's clean and neat and tidy."

Shot Judge Kirkpatrick, "Is that

.how you tell a secretary from a

student?"

In the sentencing of Tie-Ten-

Quee. Kirkpatrick commented, "To
guard our freedom we must insist

that protest be done within the laws

of democracy," and on these

grounds and on the urging of the

Crown counsel, the maximum fines

were levied and a rather harsh

probationary period imposed on one

of the three defendents.

Engineering Society censures

SAC for fees strike stand

Engineers attacked Mlglln's stand on strike.

The Engineering Society executive unanimously

passed a motion, Thursday night seconded by SAC
president Eric Miglin's brother Sven, censuring SAC
for its stand on the fees strike. The executive felt that it

was improper for the SAC to take a stand supporting a

fees strike before the referendum occurred.

The motion stated that "the secretary send a letter

from. the executive to the SAC censuring them for tak-

ing a stand on the fees strikeand for not searching more

extensively for alternatives to a fees strike. This

executive feels this is a decision that each student

should make for himself."

"This was not a motion of censure or condennation,"

said Engineering Socety president Scott Jolliffe. "We
were not happy with the SAC motion (which supported

a strike), and had decided last week, at an engineering

executive meeting, that we would not take a stand until

getting the results of the referendum, in order to

represent the students' decision." He added."as a

representative body, the SAC has no right to take a

stand."

In response to the motion SAC president Miglin,

himself an engineer, reaffirmed that it was SAC's duly

lo take a stand on this issue in order to gain as strong

support as possible.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
noon

Last day to reserve (or kosher

suppers for Monday October 2nd and

Tuesday October 3rd at Hillel House,

186 St. George.
3pm

Auditions for a new Canadian play,

"Old Friends". UC Playhouse, 79A St.

George. Till 6 pm.
4 pm

Council meeting of the Combined

Departments of English. Rooms B

and D, Upper Brennan Hall, SMC.

Spm
7:30 pm

Planning a meeting for the

Greenlight project at Hillel House. 186

St. George-

Spm
Drama planning meeting at Hills!

House. 186 St. George.

TUESDAY
5:30 pm

Varsity Christian Fellowship Bible

Study on Isaiah 1-5 and presentation

of the lordship of Christ to determine

a Biblical viewpoint on wars and par-

ticularly the war in Vietnam. This will

be led by the Evangelical Committee

for Social Action. Wymllwood Music

Room.
Regular Tuesday evening Informal

eucharlst followed by supper and

fellowship. Newman Centre, Hoskins

and St. George.

evening

Community Homophile Association

of Toronto meeting. 58 Cecil Street.

Hardinq's carpet profits double
I*,. _,iY.,.-tii>. at the hpuinni

Harding Carpets Limited of

Brantford reported profits more

than doubled in the nine month

period ending last July 31, to

SI. 69 1,5 1 6. Sales rose 22 per cent,

to nearly $29 million.

C. Maiim Harding, chairman of

the U of T's Governing Council, is

the chief executive officer of the

company which is Canada's largest

carpet manufacturer.

Profit per share over the nine

month period rose to $1.02 per

share. Analysts say the year's profit

will likely meet the projected $1.40

per share.

Harding Carpet "A" shares

closed Friday at $23,125, close to

the high for the year of $24.50.

Following tax concessions made to

corporations in the last federal

budget, the company has revised to

two million dollars from $1.7

million its intended capital

expenditures.

In spite of its seemingly sound

position, the continued growth of

the company seems uncertain.

Lower corporate income tax

rates, effective at the beginning of

next year, will be an aid to Harding

in its next fiscal year when sales are

expected to remain bouyant.

However, the three per cent personal

income tax surcharge, to be reim-

posed next January 1, is expected to

have some inhibiting effect on con-

sumer spending.

University of Toronto

Staff Members:
The Varsity Board of Directors has requested

that a member of the staff be appointed as a

representative on the Board. This is a new position

created as a result of a reconstruction of the Board.

The Board will be responsible for the editorial

integrity, financial and business management of The

Varsity. The Board will consist of five SAC
appointees, one member from the Graduate

Students Union, one member from the University of

Toronto Faculty Association, one members of the

University of Toronto staff, two members appointed

by the Board, one member appointed by the

President of the University of Toronto, one member

elected by The Varsity staff, the current and past

editors of The Varsity. The term of office is from

appointment until June 30, 1974. Gwen Russel and

John Parker, members of the Governing Council,

have been delegated by the Board the responsibility

of making the appointment to the Board.

Staff members who are interested in being

appointed to this position should forward their

application not later than October 1-6, 1972 to:

Varsity Board Staff Election Committee, c/o

John Parker, Room 814, 215 Huron Street.

IMC
/orKsnops

"open to all

"

AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT
(film and slide projectors, etc.)

PORTABLE VIDEO TAPING
(lets you produce TV programs)

SUPER EIGHT FILM MAKING
(put your ideas into living colour)

PETER ROWE in person

TUESDAY NIGHT
8:00 AND 10:00

% CANADIAN
7 FILM AWARD

WINNER!

neon
PfllACI

TECRMCOLOR'

Rim continues to Sunday, Oct. 8

POOR ALEX
Brunswick and Bloor

Information: 920-8373

CAMERA CLUB
OPEN MEETING
OCT. 5, 1972

MUSIC ROOM - 7:30

HART HOUSE ART GALLERY

RECENT ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 6

Mon. - Sat. 11 a m. to 5 p.m.

Weds. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Sunday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

MEAL TICKETS
are available for use at lun-

cheon and dinner in the Great

Hall. Enquire at the great Hall

cashier.

$30 for 24 meals.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Open meeting Tuesday,

Oct. 3, 8:00 p m.

Music Room

REVOLVER CLUB
Mondays and Wednesdays
Revolver Club - 7:00 p.m.

Rifle Range

Safety Instruction -

8 :00 p.m.

Ride Range

BLACK HART PUB
J EVERY TUES-, WEDS., AND THURS.
FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

coeqe
copu

76 CHARLES ST. W.
923-8115

85 EGLINTON AVE. E.

486-8663
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR LEGAL,

3 HOLE PUNCHED AND COLOURED PAPER

COPIES
MADE >

ON

XEROX
EQUIPMENT

,
EACH

C 1st thru 5th

copy per original

EACH
6th thru 10th

copy per original

EACH
11th and additional

copies per original

20%
CERLOX BINDING

FREE COLLATING
WHILE-U-WATT OR OVERNIGHT

QUALITY GUARANTEED

STUDENT
DISCOUNT *W /O

(TO STUDENTS ON
STUDENT WORK)

NOTE:
FEDERAL (12%) NAD PROVINCIAL
(5%) SALES TAXES APPLICABLE

ON ALL WORK

REDUCTIONS

CHARLES ST., W.

Maximum original size 24" x 36"

MON.-THURS. 8.30 AM 9:PM

FHI., SAT 8:30 AM - 6;PMHOURS:

CAT # 1) "Comedy-Erotic"

# 2) "Social Conscience'

further
information call: Greg Allen 928-6049

Sponsored by

Media McGill

and Bellvue Pathe

Media McGill

3434 McTavish

Montreal 112
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Puerto Rican held for nearly a year

Pagan allowed to consult Montreal lawyer

mi
Pagan speaks here at 8 tonight.

OTTAWA (CUP) Puerto Rican Independentista

Humberto Pagan has finally been given permission to consult

his new lawyer, Bernard Mergler, in Montreal.

The Immigration Department granted approval

yesterday following threats Pagan would go anyway, thus

possibly causing some embarrassment if he were arrested once
in Montreal.

Since Pagan's former lawyer, Clayton Ruby, is now
studying law in Berkeley California, Mergler had to talk to

Pagan about the appeal hearing on his deportation to be held

before the supreme court in Ottawa tomorrow.

Pagan was arrested in Ottawa nearly a year ago on a

charge of killing San Juan riot chief Juan Mercado during a

riot at the University of Puerto Rico on March II, 197I.

Humberto Pagan will bespeaking tonight at 8 pm in the

Hart House Debates Room.

Since then, both his extradition and deportation hearings have

s been stalled and taken months to complete. The extradition

|j
hearing judge decided Pagan should be sent out of Canada,

=: but the deportation hearing hit a snag.

I American authorities have tried to obtain permission to

S deport the student to Puerto Rico, but in a precedent-making

¥ decision June 27, Carleton court judge A. E. Honeywell
" refused the application. This is the first time a Canadian judge

has refused an American deportation request.

Honeywell virtually said he did not believe witnesses who
said they saw Pagan shoot the riot chief. Since there was not

enough evidence to bind him over for trial in this country, then

he should not have to stand trial in Puerto Rico, Honeywell
said, and therefore he should not be deported.

Shortly after that the supporter of Independence for

Puerto Rico was freed on $3000 bail, but has not been allowed
to travel outside Ontario under terms of that bail. Hence the
problem seeing Mergler who could not take time off his work
to visit his client here.

In an unusual move, the counsel for the U.S. appealed
Honeywell's decision to "the federal court (formerly the

Exchequer Court) on August 3 but was turned down. He
based the appeal on the grounds that this was "a case of
extraordinary importance".

The hearing tomorrow will merely be held to determine if

ihe supreme court wilt allow the appeal to be heard in the
lower court. The same arguements are again being used by the

Americans.

Mergler would only say today he thought the Americans
had no grounds on which to launch an appeal.

If the supreme court denies the American request

Tuesday, Pagan should then be free to leave Canada for the

country of his choice.

Cuba, Chile and Algeria have said they would accept

him. If the court decides to allow the appeal, Pagan could be

in Canada for up to another year, waiting for the hearing to

take place.

Administration lends helping hand

Hold fees referendum in class time
SAC's campaign against higher

fees strike has received significant,

though formal, support from the U
of T administration.

Simcoe Hall assisted in producing

a mailing list so that SAC could

mail out letters to all un-
dergraduates asking them to pay

By BARBARA SHENSTONE
Labour unions at the U of T are

to decide among themselves who is

to represent them on the con-

iroversial day Care Advisory Com-
mittee. There had been earlier ad-

ministrative difficulties about the

method of selection of the unions'

representative.

There are nine labour unions at

the U of T, of which the Canadian

Union of Public Employees and the

Service Employees International

Union (SEIU) are the two largest.

The unions will not be permitted

complete freedom in choosing their

own representative, according to

Governing Council Internal Affairs

their fees in two installments. Then
it allowed SAC to put information

tables in the St. George Drill hall,

where many students paid their fees.

As well, the university said that if

it would not lose any money, it

would lower the penalty for paying

in two installments. Last week Sim-

Committee chairman Paul Cadario.

Their choice must not be a

business agent of a union, he says,

hul "an employee of the university."

Internal Affairs recommended the

university's day care policy, and is

overseeing its implementation.

The chosen representative would

be one of seven representatives of all

the constituencies of the university

on the Day Care Advisory Com-
mittee. The committee has the

power to run a volunteer aid

program, decide on admissions, and

advise the university on how to run

the centre.

The other constituencies asked to

participate on the committee are

coe Hall confirmed the late fee

would be two dollars less than last

year, since added income from a

higher proportion of students paying

in two installments made up the

difference.

Now that the Ontario Federation

of Students referendum on a fees

SAC, the GSU, The Association of

Part-time Undergraduate Students

APUS, U of T Staff Association, U
of T Faculty Association, and the

Internal Affairs Committee. There

will be seven parents on the com-

mittee as well.

The GSU executive has decided

not to appoint a representative to

the committee, said executive assis-

tant Larry Hofman yesterday,

although the policy is under review.

The GSU agreed with the Day
Care Board set up last spring by the

administration that separate

facilities should be set up for

separate groups.

On the other hand, Campus Co-

op Day Care, which has con-

sistently fought the administration's

policy and is still occupying a

formerly unused university building,

has decided to accept its two seats

on the committee.

It's mainly a matter of

expediency, explained Co-op
spokeswoman Julie Malhien last

night.

"While we don't agree that the

committee should run university day

care", because it forces different

groups together, "its decisions may
effect us", she said.

strike, which involves witholding

second term fees instaements, is

coming up next week, the ad-

ministration is stil cooperating,

although without violating any

agreement with the government.

Vice-president Robin Ross said

last week that Ontario Student

Award Program cheques would be

distributed outright to students who
would be particpating in the strike.

Previously, the money was only

given to the student for the purpose

of paying fees.

SAC'S plans to co-ordinate an

intensive educatiional and in-

formation campaign prior to the

referendum received another boost

last week in a letter from vice-

president Don Forster to principals,

deans, and directors throughout the

university.

SAC wanted to set up a system of

student speakers to cover all

classrooms for about five minutes

this week. Forster formally re-

quested all teaching staff "to

cooperate with the speakers sent by

the Students' Administrative Coun-

cil and allow them between five and

ten minutes of classroom time to

address classes."

Forster also invited the teaching

staff to participate in a SAC-

sponsored forum on the increase in

tuition fees and the OSAP loan

ceiling scheduled for Tuesday Oc-

tober I0 at I pm in Convocation

Hall.

Miglin hopes that newly

appointed Minister of Colleges and

Universities Jack McNie will attend

the October 10 forum. President

Evans, Liberal MPP Jim Bullbrook

and former NDP education critic

Walter Pitman have already

accepted invitations to speak.

"It will probably be McNie's first

official speech as minister, so we

hope he will come," Miglin said

yesterday..

Government officials have so far

refused to participate in either of

this week's schduled forums
featuring NDP education specialist

Floyd Laughren on Wednesday and

Liberal leader Robert Nixon Thur-

sday. Both will be held at I pm in

Convocation Hall.

Simcoe Hall has also agreed to

allow balloting to take place in

classrooms when the referendum

occurs on the I lth and 12hh of

October, he added.

SAC voted last week to endorse

the call for a fee strike on the

Toronto campus, pending results of

the referendum.

Library trials Wednesday
The trials of two more persons arrested in the police break-up in

the occupation of Simcoe Hall last spring come up on Wednesday

morning.
, . .. , A

The trial of Bill Getty, charged with assaulting pohce, is expected

to come up first, while Tom McLaughlin's trial on a charge of

obstructing police is also slated for Wednesday.

The two are encouraging supporters of open stacks m the new

Robarts Library to attend their trails, which w.ll start at 10 am in

courtroom 33, Old City Hall.

Faculty association to

champion cause of marxist

The Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Associations^

(OCUFA) has decided to champion the cause of Professor Istvan Meszaros'

who was hired by Yor k University but refused Canadian landed immigrant

status for "security reasons".

The explanation of immigration officials in London, that Meszaros'

entry was not "in the best interests of the country", was sufficient to satisfy

neither Meszaros nor OCUFA.
As a result, to support the eminent marxist scholar, a telegram was sent

to Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau and Manpower and Immigration

Minister Bryce Mackasey on Friday, criticizing "the actions of the

Canadian government in failing to provide any acceptable reasons for Us

dismissal refusal to grant landed immigrant status to professor Meszaros."

After waiting 26 weeks in England for a reply to an appeal of his status,

Meszaros decided to come to Canada as a visitor to fight his case openly and

strongly.

Since his recent arrival, pressure has built up on the federal government

to allow him to teach. Support from for the anti-Stalinist Hungarian marxist

has come from not only York University administration and students, but

also from prominent faculty at both York and U of T.

OCUFA, which represents university teachers across Ontario, has

called for a full investigation.

Kanowitch runs against Hallett;

charges committee'rubber stamp'
Former SAC cultural affairs commissioner Seymour

Kanowitch last night announced that he would

challenge UC principal Archie Hallett for the position

of vice-president of the General Committee of the

Faculty of Arts and Science at its meeting this

afternoon.

In doing so, he charged that the striking committee,

which recommended two or its own members as

candidates (including Hallett) was merely attempting to

"rubber stamp their selection of themselves."

He called the striking committee "perfect example of

senior faculty seeking to perpetuate their own strangle

hold on the General Committee."

The striking committee nominated only two students,

one of them SAC Services commissioner Bill Stead-

man, both for the minor positions of proctor.

Innis student Briane Nasimok intends to run against

these two and the third nominee for one of the

positions.

Kanowitch also charged that many of the student

members of the committee did not receive proper

notification of today's meeting

Labour unions pick day core rep
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Thursday's day care demonstration at the

installation of president John Evans sent pens quivering

in U of T land. Five SAC reps, including the chairman of

the Governing Council committee which recommended
the university's Inadequate day care policy, were suf-

ficiently upset by the spectacle, a small but vociferous

group protesting their grievance, that they wrote The

Varsity (see the opposite page for the text of their letter)

to condemn vehemently the action. {They took pen (n

hand not as SAC reps, but as members of the university

community.)

It's understandable why student governor Paul

Cadario would like public criticism of his committee's

policy kept out of the limelight. But, it's more
disconcerting that four other students, active in campus
and all members of the SAC executive politics should

have allowed themselves to share his rationalization for

attacking the protestors.

The five would have preferred the day care people

to have blended into the background and not bothered

the assembled guests with the plight of Campus Co-

operative Day Care Centre Number 2 or any other

socially relevant topic. They were there for the coronation

of the new president and felt that for these few minutes

the world should stop.

Embarassing problems, so the liberal credo goes,

should not impose themselves upon us. They should

fade away as if they never existed at all.

To do otherwise, as the persons demonstrating in

support of their principles did Thursday, is to breech the

accepted social etiquette surrounding official university

functions. And, this is never to be accepted by people

like the letter writers.

Dragging the red herring about supposedly

exploiting "forced (child) participants" Into their letter,

the five further reveal the shallowness of their position.

Taking children for an afternoon stroll (i.e. the

demonstration) can't be seriously called detrimental.

Besides, the children are at the very core of the

dispute and should be present. Perhaps, the letter

writers would have felt more at ease In Ignoring the

children's plight If they hadn't been present at the

installation.

Apparently less Irritating to the five was the 1950's

college style humour of the Engineering Society's Lady
Godlva Memorial Band which delayed the official

recessional for at least 10 minutes. (The day care

demonstrators, by contrast, while forcing the platform

speakers to raise their voices did not impede the

progress of the program.)

That the LGMB performance was apparently pre-

arranged with Slmcoe Hall Is not surprising. Aside from

poking irreverent fun at the president and the premier of

Ontario, the "demonstration" was designed to be political-

ly irrelevant.

But, its creators failed in that aim. Part of the

performance satirized The Godfather movie, mimicking

an Italian Immigrant's accent and suggesting that Italians

and the Mafia are one.

That's the type of racist humour in which many from

other ethnic backgrounds may unintentionally Indulge.

And, we would not go as far as to suggest that the

engineers meant to be particularly antl-ltatlan by in-

cluding the skit.

But, the whole complexion of the matter changes

when despite adverse audience reaction protesting the

racist nature of the satire, the engineers continued their

performance. Some of their number, In fact, responded

to legitimate criticism by threatening to pummel their

critics.

All the while, the platform guests and assembled

masses ignored the objections, grinning broadly as they

continued to lap up the cheap humour.

That the tetter writers tound no cause to criticize this

performance perhaps reveals their Insincerity when they

talk about "principles Involved" and just causes. What

they really desire Is a return to the Irrelevant days of yore,

in which the university detached Itself from society and

its problems and housed Itself in "ivory towers".

The university's social problems demand just

solutions. Ana, wnen these solutions are denied as In the

day care case, the plaintiffs have cause and, In fact, the

duty to continue to advance their struggle in every

possible political arena. They days when the university's

internal political problems can be swept under the carpet

are gone never, hopefully, to return.
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Don't like Co-op

Day Care tactics

The day care demonstration

during the installation of the presi-

dent Thursday is just the latest in the

theatrical antics which have

dominated the day-care issue on

campus. The justice of their cause

increasing accessibility of women to

the facilities of the university, and

providing a needed service for

students and low-paid university

Letter writers disapproved of day care demonstrators' presence at president Evans'

installation Thursday afternoon.

employees is not aided by the

shameless exploitation exhibited by
recenl protests. The "adults" in-

volved in this issue are hiding behind

their children in the promotion of

their cause; they drag them to every

possible location on campus to set

up temporary day-care centres.

While the Campus Co-op parents

have insisted that any move from

their present quarters will un-

necessarily and harmfully upset

their children, surely their cross-

campus performances 'with babies*

are as detrimental to their children

as are the other events surrounding

their activities the "constant fear"

of eviction and the alleged

^, "recalcitrance" of university of-

3 ficials. Only when the issue is fought

i» on the basis of the principles in-

"volved, and not on the cheap
>.theatrics of a travelling show with

g innocent, forced participants, can

^Campus Co-op hope for their

£ "reasonable (for them) settlement".

Debra Lewis, Vic IV

Paul Cadario, APSC IV

John Creelman, Scar II

Vince DeAngelo, SMC II

Bill Steadman, UC III

Maybe capitalistic,

sports not sexual
This letter is in response to John

McMurlry's analysis of football

from a political, alternative view-

point, published in The Varsity on

September 20th.

The analogy of the football

system, with regards to regulation of

plrtv and to the ideological aspects of

performance, to that of the develop-

ment of capitalist interest and

political theory appears to be an

excellent analysis. This opinion

w as reached only after I had

managed to negate myself from any

form of sociological determinenls

(hat would have influenced a biased

tendency towards the socially accep-

table premise. Instead, I realized

thai an abstract philosophical ap-

proach was required in order to

understand, as well as accept the

fact that football has been used as a

means of developing 'socio-political

conformity in American learning

institutions and in the people as a

whole.'.

Its developement as a sport for

the masses follows both the

capatalislie overtones of big

business both on and off the field as

well as the projection of a large

segment of society's need to ex-

perience self-identification with the

struggle that is ensuing on the field

of bailie. In itself, there is a feeling

of accomplishment akin to that

struggle fell in the tackling,

blocking, and competitive nature of

the capitalist machine.

However liberal I might have

been in accepting your references to

fcolbiill as a capitalistic political

expression of a socialogically sick

society, I ean'l help but feel you've

uvcrslaled your case with the

reference 10 suppressed sexuality

being expressed in concealed forms.

Here sport, both professional and

amateur, would suffer from such an

encompassing generalization for

who could now deny the obvious

implications of a "hole in one' or a

'birdie' in golf; a 'lay-up' shot in

basketball: ihe maul in rugger; the

rhythm of sculling.

The hierarchy of ihe football club

is undoubtedly a reflection of the

political and financial control thai

operale in the interests of

capitalistic competition. As a result,

"he who pays Ihe piper, calls the

tune' which invariably leads to the

conclusion that if you don't want to

play by the rules don't play

Competition sets itself out as per-

formance of one entity against

another, to which Ihe rules of sport

do nol totally apply. This level of

sport is a business whereby the joy

of effort is made more joyful by

winning.

Fred Harrington

PHEW

Health Service is

only luxury
I wonder how many of us realize

that we are all being taxed SIO a

vcar lo provide a luxury service for

the privileged few who use it.

The university Health Service has

no advantage over ihe governmental

OHIC plan except that medical

attention is available without the

appointment most doctors require.

|1\ the way. in case anyone didn't

know it. OHIC is free to anyone

i>\cr 21 who had no taxable income

last \car. So. if you can, go get it.

perhaps the Health Service was

necessary back in the dark days of

private insurance, hul today it

remains as an anachronism which

ilself needs ihe immediate attention

ii offers the student.

lei ihe Health Service pay its

own way through OHIC like any

other clinic and not continue its

charmed survival on the dollars ar-

bilrarik siphoned from we starving

students.

David Stanley

WHOLESALE
FASHION WAREHOUSE

CHECK THESE GRCAT BARGAINS

/ JEANS $4

V MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS-ss* 3-512

V BAGGIES (««•• *° s30>$8-1

5

V SWEATERS -from $4

V BLAZERS $5-18

V SMOCKS — $6%18

V GOWNS «0-20

V BLAZER & BAG SUITS_$22-30

_ Fashbn .

Whirl
WARIHOUSE

210 SPADINA AVE
(BELOW DUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

ALL GIRLS
For art

photography,

hostess service,

nude modelling

EXCELLENT PAY
PART TIME, FULL TIME

Call 920-3551

ANYTIME

GRUMBLES
*71. Jairvis a«s 079*1

HELD OVER!

PERTH COUNTY
CONSPIRACY

Next week:

ELLEN MclLWAINE
"Greatest slide guitar

player since Elmore

James-" Esquire

Centre for the
Study of Drama HART HOUSE THEATRE

PRESENTS

MEETING
AT G.S.U.

16 BANCROFT

ON TUES. OCT. 3rd.
7.30 p.m.

DECISION TO BE MADE
ON

2nd INSTALLMENT FEES

DEAN SAFARIAN

and Vice President FORSTER

WILL BE AMONG THE SPEAKERS

THE MISANTHROPE
by MoHere

Translated by Richard Wilbur

Directed by Donald Davis

October 19 - 28 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50 Box Office 928-8668

Students $1.25 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Sudent subscriptions still available - $3.00 tor 3 productions
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Evans: image politics at top

For your own personal pin-up,

turn the page. It's tree for the taking.

By ALEX PODN1CK

Amid the pomp and ceremony befitting the

regal event John Robert Evans Thursday

afternoon became the ninth president of the

University of Toronto.

The man who only months earlier had

seemed completely lost when asked to com-

ment about major problems facing U of T

("I'm not really very familiar" with the issues

was his usual rejoinder the night his ap-

pointment was announced), has swiftly and

smoothly moved in to decisively take over the

reigns of Simcoe Hall.

Evans had resisted the appointment,

reputedly only agreeing to accept the

presidency when his former U of T football

buddy, Ontario premier William Davis, per-

sonally intervened and asked Evans to accept

the position.

Talking in his cosy yet unostentatious

second floor Simcoe Hall office early one

morning last month, Evans told the Varsity,

"I'm still amazed at the size of the institution.

The size is much greater than the numbers

would suggest. It's all the different packages,

groups, units, all these elements which give an

understanding of what they mean."

That's the familiar refrain one hears from

Evans, his constant awe at the size of the

institution. While that may well be the case,

he hasn't been shy about shaking up the

Simcoe Hall bureaucracy and aggrandizing

more and more power unto himself.

He tries, effectively, to camouflage his

takeover behind a cool, indifferent facade as

when he pretends to canvass student and

faculty opinion on the various issues con-

fronting the university and refusin to commit

himself publicly on any almost any issue.

Evans' office has been the site of

innumerable, precedent-setting meetings with

the "little people" who make up the un-

iversity. He seems to grant interviews to

anyone who calls up and asks for one.

Evans maintains an incrediblly low profile

in not committing himself to positions, trying

to dazzle his listeners with his style rather

than by engaging in detailed debate.

Cool and cagey, Evans skillfully avoids

giving himself away by working in quiet, yet

effective ways in the backrooms of Simcoe

Hall.

And, by presenting what should in fact

be policy proposals as informational details

and thereby creating the illusion that he has

power he doesn't really epssess. 'Evans

solidifies his empire

Some members of the Governing Council's

Academic Affairs Committee were more than

a Utile annoyed when Evans dropped in to the

committee's first meeting to tell them that he

had decided to appoint a presidential advisory

committee on the New Program rather than

seeking the committee's approval for his

move. (The Arts and science Faculty Council

had voted to request the committee's es-

tablishment, but the structure of the Gover-

ning Council seemed to suggest that such a

committee should really be established by its

appropiate committee.)

Image has been the key word with Evans.

Always going out of his way to praise the

university's new Governing Council, Evans

slyly reserves for the administration major

powers.

"I really think it's (the Governing Council)

done a good job of trying to organize itself to

do something other than study process," he

told The Varsity. His inaugural address also

lauded the council.

Varsity photos by David Lloyd.
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"I see the Governing Council as the body
responsible for majormattersof policy in the

university, particularly in the area of broad
controversy. I see the administration as

responsible for implementing the policies that

arc established by the Governing Council. I

see things like committees in different areas,

like say in the library area, as responsible for 1

the sub-policy issues within the major policy

established. And, I see the administration

within the library area (for example) as

responsible for implementing those sub-

policies," he added later.

The size ofthe problem determines whether

an issue is a major or minor issue, he
continued. "There's always latitude and in-

terpretation and so on," he cautioned, war-

ming to his subject.

Evans described his job as making "sure

that we don't get a situation where the

Governing Council is pitted against the ad-

ministration. That won't do the Governing
Council any good and certainly will be suicide

for the administration to get into that

situation."

Although Evans has seldom revealed his

own stance in public meetings, he asserted

that the president "shouldn't hide behind

anonymity" in making his views known.

Covering all bases, he noted that it would

be wrong to construe Governing Council

decisions going against his views as being

votes of non-confidence. "We shouldn't ex-

pect them (our views) to be carried," he

declared,". . .this is not my university."

Evans surprised some Thursday when he

publicly chastized the premier of Ontario for

the government's failure to subsidize federat-

ed colleges at the same level as university

colleges and for its tution fees hike last spring.

But. in retrospect, it wasn't all that daring a

move. First, the positions advanced were not

particularly radical and are probably shared

by his collegues across the province. And

secondly, the brashness of openly ad-

monishing the premier can be risked when

you're on a first — name basis with him.

Nonetheless, the manoeuvre had the desired

effect: making his audience believe that Evans

had taken a particularily adventurous and

progressive position.

Discussing Governing Council policies,

Evans said, "We have to make these policies

work once we've adopted them."

Still, he had his qualifiying clause. "I don't

think that any issue is ever settled." "I think

that you make a judgment at a point in time

and I don't think that it's a victory or a defeat

six months later that your judgment no longer

fits the situation because I think the ex-

perience and the attitudes change in the

inverval."

He was answering questions relating to

disposition of the John Robarts Library

stacks access question, pointing out that the

matter will be reviewed by the Governing

Council's Academic Affairs Committee this

fall.

"[ don't think anything has been finally

settled. I'm sure that the experience (of last

year's debates and occupations over the

library issue) will influence decisions. ! don't

mean in an exclusively negative way."

"1 would state," he continued, "that

whatever decisions are made this fall about

the library still won't be the final decisions;

that when one gets into the place, into the

building, and one has experiences with it, one

will make different types of decisions. These

will be based on new force fields outside and

inside the library."

Pressed about the type of "impartial"

recommendations that can come out of a

committee headed by one of the chief con-

servative spokesmen against unrestricted

access in last winter's Senate debate, classics

professor R. M H Shepherd, Evans opined,

"We should be prepared to accept that no one

can be 100 per cent objective."

As Tor his hypothesis that changing

circumstances and experiences can influence

the Governing Council to alter its policies,

"Evans, who reportedly harboured a distinct

preference for the parent-controlled day care

model, has told associates that he doesn t

believe the council's official limited parent

input model will work.

In practice, he advised them, the university

won't be able to run the adopted mode

effectively and the parent-controlled model

would end up being the reality.

The day care issue may have represented

Evans' first major defeat on a policy matter.

Although he had restricted himself to the low

profile role of summing up all the possible

shortcomings of the university-administered

centre at the council meeting, he had confided

to the people responsible for working out the

accepted proposal with the Internal Affairs

Committee that he preferred the parent-

conlrolled model.

Yet, just days before the council was to

ratify the university-run model, Evans told

The Varisty that the university's Day Care

Advisory Board's recommendation in favour

of the continued existence of the St. Andrew's

and Campus Co-op day care centres would

not be "as easy to carry out in practice as it

sounds in theory".

Apparently brushing off the strong

opposition of Campus Co-operative Day Care

to the proposed university-administered cen-

tre, he said. "I would be surprised if every

major group would be satisfied" with Govern-

ing Council policy. "It doesn't mean,"

he continued, "that the policy of either day

care centre is wrong."

Evans has worked hard to keep his image

untarnished, probably suitably impressed by

the alacrity with which last year's acting

president Jack Sword got himself in hot water

by overreacting to issues.

As campus conservatives press for police

action to evict the Campus Co-op Day Care

Centre Number 2 residents from their il-

legally occupied home, Evans shies away from

responsibility for taking action.

Totally non-commtttal on the matter

publicly, he appears certain to avoid calling

police himself, instead leaving that move to

the Governing Council so that he can avoid

responsibility for the action should it feel the

need.

Evans has refused to commit himself to his

predecessor's guidelines for necessary con-

sultation before calling police onto campus to

deal with an internal matter. Following

Sword's debacle in calling police to end the

March 12 Senate Chambers occupation.

Sword agreed that all concerned parties

should be consulted and warned before police

were called on campus.

In his Varsity interview, Evans would not

aecept the Sword policy as binding.

Discipline, he stated, would be reviewed by

the Internal Affairs Committee. But, surely

there must be some interim policy, he was

asked.

Yes, he did have some interim ideas, but he

would go no further than point out that it

wouldn't practically be possible, in his opi-

nion, to consult all parties before summoning

police as new groups were constantly creating

themselves in such a situation and it would be

impossible to cover all bases and know which

to consult.

(Sword's policy had dealt with this

possibility, calling for him to consult student

government leaders.) While Evans' strategy

may be working in the university generally,

it's reportedly having less success within the

walls of Simcoe Hall. Giving the image of

delegating authority to his subordinates,

Evans has apparently kept them well in line,

checking any unfavoured ambitions, and

throwing the administration into disarray by

shifting personnel and offices. For instance,

most lop administrators' titles and some

responsibilities were changed over the

summer.
Often viewing others with disdain, Evans

has the habit of turning up unexpectedly at

various meetings at which his subordinates

should be taking charge. Nobody talks about

his usurping their power, but the malaise

permeates the building, especially at lower

and middle levels of the bureaucracy.

'Constantly checking up on top level

correspondence, Evans has also sent shivers

through the lower echelons, atomizing their

legions. A clear, unmistakeable knowledge of

the hierarchy has been burned into their

consciousness. Simcoe Hall, never the best of

places to work, has become even less tolerable

for its employees.

Behind the image of "Mr. Nice Guy" lies

1

the dilettante of Simcoe Hall, cast much in

the mould of Pierre Trudeau: the same ap-

parent supposed pragmatism and logic, the

same era of charisma, and the same grasp of

real power, power that will not easily be given

up
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U of T embarrassed by 'corporate nature'

Connaught Labs sale to CDC closed Friday

By ERIC MILLS
As of Friday, the University of Toronto

became $26 million richer and a medical

research division poorer when It sold the

Connaught Laboratories to the Canada

Development Corporation.

U of T's former Board of Governors'

intention to sell the Connaught Medical

Research Laboratories, part of U of T

since its Inception as the Antitoxin

Laboratory In 1914, was first announced

last May by its chairman William Harris.

Under the terms of agreement released

at that time, research in both human and

animal disease will continue to be an

important function of Connaught. Produc-

tion of manufactured biological products

will be continued, perhaps on an In-

creased scale, under the profit-oriented

CDC.
Connaught has been described as a

major commercial operation" engaged in

the development, manufacture, and sale

of biological products. Named Connaught

under the terms of a grant from Colonel

Albert Gooderham in 1917. the labs grew

to do major work in the fields of

diphtheria, smallpox, tetanus, whooping

cough, and other diseases. It Is perhaps

best known as a major producer of in-

expensive insulin.

The CDC. In its first purchase since its

creation In 1971, acquires 165 acres of

land at the main Dufferln division and 500

acres at a Bolton farm, Including over 90

buildings. Connaught now uses only a

small part of its familiar building on

Spadina Crescent.

In a press release announcing the sale,

vice-president business affairs Alex

Rankin stated as one reason for the sale,

"The university will be unable to supply

much needed capital for the improvement

of manufacturing facilities and for the

desired acquisition of allied operations."

He added that the CDC proposal

"appears to offer the most promising

solution to the future growth and stability

of Connaught."
Connaught director Dr. Robert Wilson

told The Varsity that the labs wanted to be

able to borrow money, in quantities which

its profits, which have financed all ex-

pansion since near the beginning of the

labs, could not generate. The CDC is

Women work at packaging drugs, which along with manufacturing. Is a dominant activity

prepared to invest more money, he said.

According to Harris, reports that the

CDC is willing to Invest $10 million are

"more or less accurate."

However, It seems the main reason for

the sale was that U of T was embarrassed

by this division of the university that in

many respects acted like a business-

oriented corporation.

"It had to be self-supporting from the

beginning," said Wilson, thus creating a

strong incentive to make profits.

According to Rankin, Connaught is

"primarily a manufacturing and
packaging" operation, although much
research is always going on. Former chair-

man Harris explained the Board "didn't

feel the university should be actively

engaged in business.

At the same time, the university said it

was also embarrassed because as an

aggressive sale corporation, under the U

of T, Connaught was not subject to

property or income taxes. Thus, it had an

unfair advantage in competing with com-

mercial firms. The Board feit that under

taxable ownership, Connaught "could

compete more aggressively."

The Board had been looking for a buyer

for some time when the CDC indicated

interest last spring, added Harris. Con-

scious of both its and Connaught's public

reputation, the Board wanted a

benevolent buyer who would continue the

public service aspects of the labs' opera-

tion, including research, relatively cheap
production of drugs, and Canadian
ownership.

Indeed, one of the stipulations of the

agreement is that Connaught "will always

remain under the control of Canadians".

Another "guarantees the continuation of

Connaught has been primarily located at Its Dufletin division, with 165 acres, for several years.

the present role of Connaught In the field

of public health," according to the May
press release.

Where will the $26 million from the sale

go?

It hasn't been decided yet, vice-

president Rankin said on the weekend. "It

will probably go Into a trust fund" under

the direction of the Governing Council. He
refused to state what he would recom-

mend it be used for.

Along with the sale price, a trust fund

built up by past profits of Connaught will

remain with U of T. The amounts of neither

the fund nor Connaughfs normal profits

could be determined, as financial data of

the labs has never been published in the U
of T's presidnet's annual report, even as

part of the overall university statement.

Rankin Indicated that the reason for this

is the U of T's dislike of being thought of as

a financial giant, when compared to other

universities.

Wilson said he hopes the fund will be

used as in the past, mainly for research. Its

former function of providing expansion

money will, of course, be discontinued.

The Board believed the sale to the CDC
"would ensure the continuation of close

collaboration with the university". The
primary means of collaboration will be In

the research and teaching fields. U of T
will benefit by the continuation of cross-

appointments of research personnel as

teachers.

There are about six researchers at

Connaught at the present who teach at the

university, said Wilson. Although the un-

iversity only pays them a token salary,

about $500, he believes the CDC is willing

to subsidize teaching.

Rankin believes that the Canada
Development Corporation, although by Its

charter committed to investing to make
profits, will continue this practice, Ad-
vantages to the corporation of "close

collaboration" include access to the un-

iversity's library.

The staff of tne labs, which has

numbered between 750 and 900 since

1945, Is expected to remain at Its present

level of about 800.

AUDITIONS
FOR A NEW

CANADIAN PLAY

"OLD FRIENDS"

Monday October 2nd

3-6 p.m.

U.C. PLAYHOUSE

"
1

! 4C
for students

! XEROX
Impress

6 to 9 daily

7 Charles St. W.
(near Yonge)

967-1110
impress is now offering after-hours

copying a! 4c per copy. This service is

by appointment only. Please call

before 6:00 p.m., one day in advance

APRIL WINE

OCT. 2-7

KING BISCUIT BOY

OCT. 9-15

EL MOCAMBO
Spadina at College

NO COVER-NO MINIMUM

TORONTO'S FINEST

tUatsrtads
o WARANTEED

mattresses from $22.50
o SAFETY ENGINEERED

frames from $37.50

o COMPLETE BEDS
FROM $95.00

Hsia aid Inn Entircnnnarits
594 MT. PLEASANT RD.

489-7711

STUDENTS!!
EXTRA CASH

It you know people who are

buying Canada Savings
Bonds this year, why not act

as a Savings Bond Sub-
agent!? We will pay the

highest commissions possible

to students whose friends or

relatives purchase bonds
through them as our
representatives. Interested?

Call Andry Spiece, 364-2231.

Bell Gouinlock and Co. Ltd.
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Turn in a pusher program comes fo Toronto
By STEVE SHARATT

Turn In a Pusher (TIP), a

London, Ontario organization set

up to receive anonymous phone calls

regarding drug pushers and pass the

information along to the police, has

begun to encourage calls from
Toronto area residents.

TIP was created about six months
ago by a group of business, civic and
religious leaders in London to com-
bat the traffic of hard drugs, es-

pecially heroin, in the area.

According to an advertisement

placed in newspapers, the program
is being extended to Toronto on an
experimental basis. To turn in a

pusher, Toronto residents will have

to call a London number, paying the

long distance tarif themselves. The
caller need not identify himself as

code names will be assigned.

The information will then be

passed on to local police and, if it

leads to the conviction of a pusher,

the caller may receive a reward up to

%500.

The results of the program so far

have been somewhat less than spec-

tacular. In its six months of opera-

tion TIP has received about 200
leads, according to spokesman Colin

Brown, but these have only led to

eight arrests

He admitted the majority of those

arrested have not been heroin

pushers but rather dealers in

amphetamines and hallucinogens.

No convictions have yet resulted

from TIP leads and organizers ad-

mil that the program has not dried

up the supply of hard drugs in the

city.

According to Dr. Mario Faveri,

chairman of the London Board of

Education's task force on drugs.

Tip's activities have had the result

of inhibiting the work of drug treat-

ment programs in London by es-

calating the level of fear and mis-

trust among the area's drug users.

Faveri explained young people are

now reluctant to contact his

organization for fear that in-

formation given to task force

workers will be passed on to the

police.

Official reaction to TIP has been

markedly cool. Although Metro
police have agreed to look at TIP
leads they have refused to give the

program, official endorsement.

In addition, police and RCMP in

the Calgary area have voiced serious

reservations about a proposed TIP
operation in that city. After
studying the results of the London
operation, these agencies have con-

cluded that TIP would show very

poor returns for the amount of work
required for its implementation.

Calgary's Drug Information

Centre has also opposed the
program, charging that TIP could

only have an adverse effect on drug
rehabilitation activities in the city by
erroding the trust on which this

work depends.

'It does my heart good, son, to see you stone drunk rather than
hopped up on grass.''

The great search is on

for

Carolina

Exchange Members

open to all u of T students

Applications are available at

the undergraduate Office

Hart House.

Deadline Extended to October 6

Enrolment figures at St. George
exceed last year's predictions

By DIANA WEST -

While registration is down in

fourth year arts and science, first

year and overall enrolments on the

St. George campus are well above

figures projected last year for

December I. 1972

In a statement released last week,

the Facility of Arts and Science said

total registration of 9502, as of

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses.!

IS* ^9
OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.

924-2159

September 22. exceeds the projected

figure by 250. When (he figures

Irom Scarborough and Erindale are

added, the total arts and science

enrolment fur the whole university is

14.110(1.

l irst year St: George registration

is up 400 from the projected figure

of .1101). although the number of

students in first year arts and science

may drop by December.

I mirth year arts and science

enrolment, however, is 275 below

the projected figure of 1530.

University College registrar L.

W_ [-orguson commented that the

government has been asking for the

projected registration figu res

"earlier and earlier" each year so

that they are becoming increasingly

less valid, "It's almost," he
remarked, "like pulling a number
mil of a Jiiil."

This year's figures were projected

even before they hud the final figures

Irom the previous year. According-
ly the faculty did not know the

number of students eligible to go on
in second, third and fourth year.

I orgiison explained the drop in

fourth year enrolment by the fact"

thai the number of students leaving

in second and third year arts and
science to join faculties such as

medicine and law is increasing

greatly. This gap left in the arts and
science registration is not being

111 led by (he number of students

transferring to the University of

Toronto from other universities, he

said.

The drop in registration of fourth

year students is not expected to

affect the total government grant to

the university. Forguson said he

believed the number of un-
dergraduates is much more signifi-

cant in the assignment of money
than the distribution according to

veiir.

ON-CAMPUS JOB INTERVIEWS

PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
ARTS - GEN. SCI - C&F - M.B.A. PROGRAM

OCT. 30 - DEC. 15

Most employers require pre-submitted application forms prior to granting an inter-

view. Deadline for these forms is THREE WEEKS prior to a company's arrival on cam-

pus Exact interviewing dates and information on employers recruiting 73 grads will

be listed in binders located in college Registrars' offices and departmental offices

throughout the campus, as well as at the Placement Centre early in October.

Employers will also be on campus in Jan., Feb. and March. Check with the Placement

Centre in the winter term for further details.

To obtain more specific information regarding various kinds of employment ottered

by employers coming on campus, ATTEND THE CAREER TALKS!

Fed. Gov't Admin. Trainee Program Med. Sci. 3153

On-Campus Interviews and the Job Market

Erindale Campus Rm. 245

Introd. to our Services and On-Campus Interviews.

Scarboro Campus Rm. H-214

Fed. Gov't Foreign Service Program Med. Sci. 3154

Tues. Oct. 3

Wed. Oct. 4

Thurs. Oct. 5

Fri. Oct. 6

This is onlv the first week of the program. Check the Varsity and the Placement Cen-

tre for the rest of the "Career Talks" which run from Oct. to Jan.

Career Counselling * Placement Centre

581 Spadina Ave.

THE M0ND0 NUDO CINEMA

569 Yonge Street

(At Welfesley)

UNCENSORED EUROPEAN STRIP FILMS

Admission $1.00 with this pass

In your spare time . .

.

EARN UP TO $1000 OR MORE
(Our top sub agent earned $2500 last year)

Be an Authorized Sub Agent
for the distribution of

CANADA SAVINGS BONDS
—contact—
TIM SYME

McLeod, Young, Weir & Company Limited

362-7311
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Women launch media group
By LINDA HALL

A group of ten women working

from an office in Rochdale have

produced ten video tapes which ex-

amine various issues such as welfare,

rape and the history of women in

Canada, from a female perspective.

The group, the Women's

Involvement Program, is financed

by a Local initiatives Program grant

for the development of women in the

mass media.

Its members are involved in both

the content of the programs and in

the technical aspects of the produc-

tion. The women do all the

researching, writing and taping

themselves on portable video

equipment.

Their purpose, according to Ebe

Durlach, one of the members of the

group, is "to demystify the media

and to demystify women's
relationships to society and'to other

women." She cited rape and abor-

tion as two issues involving "basic

myths" which programs have been

designed to combat.

"Women have been kept from

finding out about themselves

through the media and through

other aspects of their lives," Durlach

said.

The rape program, for example,

begins with a scene of a woman

OPTICAL
12 OPTK AL MORE!*
IHHOUGMOUl METRO
I'ONSl'lT T Hi VfUOW

being raped. At the end of the tape,

there is a similar scene, but the

woman fights back. "We want to

show that women are strong,"

Durlach explained. "They're not

appendages."

The group regards their work with

media as an alternative to com-

mercial media. Their philosophy is

that "anyone can be on camera,

anyone can operate or direct the

tape. Television should be there for

anyone who wants or needs it."

The group's success has already

disproven the pervasive myth that

women are less technically com-

petent than men. Only two or three

had previous experience in the

media, but with the help of RCTV,
the Ryerson TV station, and Keeble

Cable they produced ten shows in a

few months.

The women agreed that the

possibilities offered by television as

a medium are of prime importance

to the women's movement, which

has until now neglected TV,
focusing on print and on vocaliza-

tion in groups. They felt that the

presentation of images possible

through television could, by ex-

pressing clearly and dramatically

the reality of situations shared by

women, elicit responses from
women in the audience.

Several members criticized

commercial television for not being

able to create responses. Images of

real women do not appear in TV so

women watching do not identify

with them, they said. The group

planned its own programs so that

the audience would relax and
respond.

They often tape outside studios.

"If you take things out of the studio,

it is just like someone else talking,"

said Michelle Marcil, who joined the

group with experience in radio and

television arts.

Their message? "We don't have a

line." said Durlach. Most of the

women had never been in any'

women's group before the project.

"We research and formulate what

we think," explained Marcil.

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

AUDITIONS
David Gardner will hold Auditions for

ROSMERSHOLM
and

Martin Hunter will hold Auditions for

HAMLET
Hart House Theatre, October 11, 12 and 13

For an appointment call 928-8674 or drop in

at Theatre Offices

Open to all students - both graduate and undergraduate

Unclassifieds
DYNACO SCA-35 STEREO Amp-Preamp

S90. Dynaco FM-3 slereo tuner S80. 2 AR
4ax speakers $100. As package $250.00

lirni all work perfectly. 534-7696 after 6.

A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250

College St. (Clarke Institute) 924-5937.

Come in and see our monthly special.

DRIVER NEEDED tor carpool in Finch-

Bathurst-Sheppard area. Phone call

Arlene al 226-1932.

WANTED - RELIABLE student to sit three

children ages 1, 3, 5. Regularly on
Tuesdays 11 am, - 5 p.m. York Mills and
Yonge, references required, Mrs. Jeftery

487-7419.

FLAT RATE computer programming Free
estimates. Low student rates. Call 222-

2826, 24hr. service.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202

Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

333-6077, open 9-6 Mo n.-Sal

1971 OPEL KADETT. deluxe wagon, ex-

cellent condition, 4 speed, $1,850. or best

offer private 694-4475

DAY CARE CENTRE with flexible Mon-
tessori Program. New, parent, co-operative
near Bathurst and Queen. Ages 2-1/2 to 5.

Possible municipal subsidies. 922-5296 af-

ter 5. Open Nov. 1.

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING
(specializing in long hair) In the Clarke
Institute of Psychiatry, 250 College St.,

Tel. 924-6811, Ext. 560

HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental

can solve It. Complete apartmenl or just

the pieces you need. Ideal for two or more
sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.
Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485
Queen St. W. 368*051 or 368-6433.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.

Going out of business after 42 years.

Pearl Furniture. 29 Centre Ave. (behind
new city hall), 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

ATTRACTIVE MODELB WANTED Phone
964-1575

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT, special
student rates. $5.00 monthly. Free
delivery, phone 486-6029. Associated Of-

fice Services.

FOR LADIES: Massage - pedlcur-faclal by

cosmetology- R.M.S. Parviainen. 713

SINGERS NOTE!

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB

AND U. or T. CHORUS

HAVE NOW COMBINED FORCES AS

HART HOUSE CHORUS
MUSICAL DIRECTOR: LLOYD BRADSHAW

FIRST REHEARSAL GREAT HALL

TUESDAY, OCI. 3, 7 P.M.

Places Still Available For Both

Men and Women
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Laurentian studenf council fakes over paper
SUDBURY (CUP) Laurentian

University's student council is

attempting to take over the campus
newspaper.

To cover up financial problems,

Laurentian's Student General
Association (SGA) is reducing its

subsidy grant to the newspaper, the

Lambda.
The Lambda's grant will be cut by

some 51 per cent, according to a

budget report from the SGA ex-

ecutive. The budget cut was one of

many submitted by the executive for

adoption by the students council.

The SGA found itself in a

financially embarrassing position

earlier this year and offered this as

justification for the cutbacks. The
executive has also decided to

manage the paper's advertising sales

through a central advertising

bureau. The revenue will then be

retained to help ease the
association's financial problems.

Lambda editor Lyn Downer
pointed out to the council that all

budget proposals concerning the

paper are contrary to the SGA
constitution. He cited pertinent

clauses from the Lambda
publications brief, including a con-
stitutional by-law which said "all

surplus revenue will be retained by
Lambda for the purchase. of equip-

ment and to meet future deficits."

Brian Gatien, managing editor.

VICTORIA (CUP) Three
British Columbia universities have
heen asked to form an educational

network with a US college which
would involve having American
military aircraft land at the Cana-
dian universities.

The communications system,

called Can-Am I for Canadian-

American Instruction, was proposed

by Dr. Herbert Taylor, dean of

research and grants at Western
Washington State College in

Bcllingham.

He envisages twice daily

helicopter runs, computer hookups,

educational broadcasts and the

sharing of library resources among

reiterated that under the present

constitution, Lambda is to receive a

minimum of $3 per head from the

student fee levy. This represents

some $2000 over the amount
proposed in the budget.

SGA president Yvon LaChapelle

the participants. In BC these would
be the University of Victoria, the

University of British Columbia and
Simon Fraser University. Several

community colleges have also been

approached by Taylor.

Direct funding would be entirely

by American funds. Taylor is asking

the US Senate for $7.5 million over

a five year period. One-quarter of.

this amount would reimburse the

universities for lost faculty time and
one- fifth would cover operational

expenses.

The remainder would be used to

purchase computer equipment.
During the first five years there

would only be indirect costs, such as

the mutual sharing of transportation

expenses, to the BC universities.

In the fifth year of the program
the US federal grant funding would

be phased out and those institutions

deciding to remain in the system

would use their own budget.

TERMPAPERS
SERVICE

DUPLICATE PAPERS

$1.85 per page
FOR REFERENCE AND
RESEARCH ONLY

Our Termpaper Service Is

Quick And Highly Professional

A well Qualified Staff of

College Graduates Will

Research, Write And Type
Your Order At Reasonable

Cost

PHONE (416) 638-3559

Suite 906

12 GOLDFINCH CRT.,
WILLOWDALE. ONT.
A Canadian Company

responded to the constitutional

points with disdain.

"Don't bother me with trifles. If I

have to ignore the constitution, then

damn it, I'll do it," he said. "We've
probably broken the constitutional

rules ten times today," added

The program would be governed

by a senior faculty committee drawn
from the three Canadian universities

and western Washington, plus a

representative elected by the
American community colleges.

The technical aspect would be

supervised by the directors of those

colleges and universities with com-
puter facilities.

According to Taylor, "no one has

denied an interest yet." He added
that "if we have opposition from
students of a university, we won't

want to start."

He admitted that the most likely

objections would be over the provi-

sion of helicopter transportation.

The helicopters would be obtained

from the US department of defence.

Alternatively, service would be

provided by US Army copters on

regular training missions. Both

avenues are currently being ex-

plored. Taylor added that he is

extremely hesitant about the

possibility of American armed
forces lending auxiliary aid.

"We have to convince students

that we are not part of a military

program. We have to convince them

that it is not part of an American
military ploy, or we must call the

whole thing off. If we do use

military equipment, there must be

token Canadian contingent
involvement."

LaChapelle.

Although the council ignored all

arguments put forth by represen-

tatives of the newspaper, and passed

the budget, the Lambda staff

pledged to continue the fight against

the SGA.

Aside from the helicopter

question, there are other areas of

possible dispute in the Can-Am I

scheme. The initial funding is entire-

ly of U.S. origin, and success or

failure depends entirely on the

American authorities.

There is no mention of Canadian
costs after the initial five year
development period. So far no ap-

proaches have been made to either

the BC or Ottawa governments.

Taylor regards this as the job of the

Canadian participants.

According to Taylor the ultimate

goal is to develop close Canadian-
American educational links.

For Canadian administrators the

question of whether they want this

closer relationship may be the ul-

timate question in whether they

participate in Can-Am [.

A study done last year by
professor Bill Livanl of the Univer-

sity of Regina, detailed the rise of

interest in the US of Canadian
studies.

Left out
Inadvertantly omitted from

Friday's watsup. Ellon John will

make his first Toronto appearance
on Thursday at Maple Leaf
Gardens, and Cajun singer Bill

Russell will be a Fiddler's Green
tomorrow night only.

SALE
Sweaters and Skirts

$6°°
Reg. $15.00

Duchess of Westbury
473 YONGE ST.

TORONTO

ARE YOU GOING AROUND IN

CIRCLES?

We have three programmes to help you

1. Library Tours

2. Audio-Visual Presentations

3. Reference Seminars

Inquire at:

- Main Circulation Desk
- Reference Department
- Science and Medine Department

^^^^ UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO LIBRARY ^^^^

Canadian-U.S. program may have CIA links

St. Michael's College Student Union Elections

(1) Senate: 14 seats to be filled.

4 in natural sciences constituency

6 in humanities constituency

4 in social science constituency

(2) SAG Rep: one position on SAC

Nominations close: 4:30 p.m. Tue, Oct. 4.

campaigning opens: Wed., Oct. 5

campaigning closes: Tue., Oct 11.

Election: Wed. Oct. 12 & Thurs., Oct. 13.

Pick up application forms at SMC Student Union office.

(All candidates must attend meeting on Tue, Oct. 4, at 5 p.m.)
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Counsellors to sef up governing body
The elite of the profession of

suchll work, having failed once to

ptiin control of their profession, are

(ryng once ugain with an attempt to

set up an Ontario College of Social

Workers.

The Ontario Association of

Professional Social Workers, whose

membership is restricted to those

with a Bachelor or Master of Social

Work, wants to prevent social

workers with diplomas from Ryer-

Capitalists profit from CDC
By TOM-TOM

Imagine a government agency

that is designed to build up a

Canadian-owned economy.

Then imagine that this agency

purchases a corporation whose

president is the son of one of the

directors of the Crown agency.

Imagine further that the Crown

agency pays S4.5 million out of the

$8 million equity in the company but

settles for 35 per cent representation

on the company's board of directors.

If you can imagine the Canada

Development Corporation, you can

imagine the above scenario —

Golf team retains

eastern championship
The U of T golf team

successfully defended its Eastern

Section championship last Friday in

Kingston, with a 27hole score of

•W.I.

Queen's placed second nine

slrokes hack at 470, and York was

third with 48 1.

Doug Findlay was low man for

Toronto, while Tony'Sergautis and

Paul Skinner tied at 1 16. Richard

Hughes and John Bays finished at

119 each, with one of their two

scores dropped to make a foursome

total (licst four, high man out).

The final holes of the scheduled

.Vt-hole tournament were rained out,

enabling Toronto to preserve its

lead.

Other universities represented at

Queen s were Carleton, Trent, Ryer-

son. and Ottawa. The best four

teams travel to Ottawa this weekend
lor the OUAA championships.

Last year Toronto lost by two

strokes to Western Section cham-
pions Waterloo at Brock.

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Unfurnished one-bedroom apartments are available in the

Married Student Apartment buildings (30 and 35 Charles
Street West). Rents from $149 to $164 per month include heat

and utilities (except telephone). Leases to August 31, 1973 are

required. Married students, both full and part-time may apply

to

University of Toronto

Housing Service

49 St. George St.

Tel. 928-2542

any weekday between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

INTERCOLLEGIATE

SQUASH
Practices Mondays and Thursdays 4.20 - 6.20
P.M: Beginning - Monday October 2nd.

New Players will be welcome for tryouts
Thursday October 5th.

UNIVERSITY

HEALTH SERVICE

SATURDAY CONSULTING HOURS

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THE HEALTH SERVICE OF-
FICE AT 256 HURON ST. WILL REMAIN CLOSED ON
SATURDAYS.

STUDENTS WHO WISH TO CONSULT A PHYSICIAN
ON SATURDAY MAY TELEPHONE THE INFIRMARY
NURSE (928-2458) AND ARRANGE FOR AN EARLY AF-
TERNOON APPOINTMENT WITH THE DOCTOR ON IN-
FIRMARY DUTY.

THE INFRIRMARY IS LOCATED AT 42 ST. GEORGE
ST. (WEST SIDE, JUST NORTH OF COLLEGE) AND IS
OPEN DURING THE ACADEMIC TERM ONLY.

because it's true.

Last week the CDC made its first

venture into the real world of

private industry, to buy a company'

called, appropriately enough,

Venturetrek.

It was the type of venture that no

doubt earned CDC director Douglas

Kendall's family holding company

a handsome profit. It is Kendall's

family company that set up Ven-

turetrek, and Kendall's son Jeremy

who is president of the investment

company.

Interestingly enough, the senior

Kendal] is still president of Herme
Electronics, a company in which

Venturetrek has a large financial

stake.

Venturetrek companies have

received more than $2 million in

federal aid through loans, grants,

and research and development

contracts.

sun. community colleges and in-

service from getting jobs that are

"semi-aulonomous".

Graduates of these institutions

have changed the shortage of staff in

the profession in the recent past to a

surplus.

Like (he legal and medical

professions who have similar power,

the assou'itjjn says it wants to

restrict these jobs to degree-holders

for the staled purpose of giving the

public an adequate level of service.

According to Mae Harman,
executive director of the association,

diploma graduates would not be

able to gel accreditation from the

proposed college. '

In early September, . the

association asked the province for

the right to set up a self-governing

body, but were turned down.
The association also proposes that

ihc college carry out periodic testing

to "weed out" those who cannot give

the public an "adequate" level of

Hart House invites you to a

ST. PAUL'S RIDING

CANDIDATES MEETING
1 PM , OCTOBER 2

DERATES ROOM . HART HOUSE
RON ATKEY
MARY BOYCE
ELIZABETH HILL

KAY MACPHERSON
IAN WAHN MP.

PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
NEW DEMOCRAT
COMMUNIST
INDEPENDENT
LIBERAL

MEET THE CANDIDATES IN AN INFORMAL
RAP SESSION. ALL WELCOME!

TUESDAY EVENING CINEMA
Her knee was sharp,

narrow, smooth,

delicate... within

reach of my hand."

Admission: $1.50 (both shows) $1.00 at 9:30

PRESENTED BY GSSAVOISE

TUESDAY, OCT. 3
Two Films By Eric Rohmer

7:30

"My Night at Maud's"

with Jean-Louis Trintingant

9:30

"Claire's Knee"
with Jean-Claude Briaty

0ISE AUDITORIUM
252 Btoor St. W.
(AT ST. GEORGE)

THE

UNIVERSITY HEALTH & ACCIDENT PLUS LIFE
SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE

• YOUASKED FOR IT !

!

• YOU HELPED DESIGN & DEVELOP IT ! !

• WHY DO YOU NEED IT ? ?

STUDENTS DO HAVE ACCIDENTS - STUDENTS DO GET SICK

PLAN I

SUPPLEMENTAL
ACCIDENT & SICKNESS

Single

$11.00

THE PLAN IS EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE STUDENT
OFFERING THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE PROTECTION

AT LOW LOW RATES

TWO PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM
BENEFITS'

•1. Dental accident
"2. Dismemberment
•3. Life insurance - Repatriation
*4. Prescription drugs
•5. Private duty nursing
'6. Private or semi-private hosp.
*7. Chiropractor - Osteopath
*8. Physiotherapist
*9. X-Ray — Ambuiancu
10. Wheelchair rental

1 1 . Crutches, special braces and
other medical appliances

12. I ii f if mar

y

Married

$19.00

PLAN II

SUPPLEMENTAL
ACCIDENT ONLY

Single

$2.50

Married

$5.00

- 'These benefits apply only when the provincial plans do not cover them.

BROCHURES ARE AVAILABLE AT THE STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICE
OR CONTACT

JOHN INGLE ADMINISTRATOR - 700 BAY STREET, TORONTO - 364-4114

A HISTORY TO BE PROUD OF

OVER 13 YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE
STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

M.H. Ingle & Associates Insurance Agency Limited
Underwritten by: Life Insurance Company of North America
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Soccer Blues tie AAcAAaster
————

Marauders 2-2 in hard-fought £PO
defensive game in Hamilton

By JOHN COBBY

The intense rivalry between the

Blues and the McMaster Marauders
produced an exciting struggle on

Saturday in Hamilton, and Tor the

third time in four years the two

soccer clubs played to a tie (a 2-2).

As in their two previous games
this season, the Blues pressed from

the start and were rewarded with

the lead after three minutes. A fierce

free kick, taken by Bruno Bruni,

could only be parried by the

Marauder goalkeeper and Mario Da
Rosa alertly cracked the rebound

into the net.

For the next five minutes the

Toronto squad continued to carry

the play, nearly increasing the lead

after another free kick. Vito Polera

headed the ball across the goal to

DaRosa, whose shot was kicked off

the goal line by a defender.

Aided by consistent hard running

McMaster began to play some
skillful soccer and radically reversed

the momentum of the game. For the

first time this season the Blues'

defence came under sustained

pressure, and the assault created

havoc which at times resembled

panic. Were it not for an obliging

stop by the crossbar the Blues would
have conceded the equalizing goal

earlier than they did.

As it turned out, Mac scored

fifteen minutes into the game. The
goal was a direct result of the

ceaseless harrassment of the
defence. A poorly hit back pass

from Eugene Konarsky was caught
by Marauders Brian Pirie who
rounded the stranded Blues'
goalkeeper to easily score the first

goal conceded by the team this

season.

Encouraged by the turn of events,

the Marauders continued to swarm
down the slight slope, and Joe Dat-

tolico was hard pressed to prevent

the Blues from falling behind.

McMaster threatened Blues' most
vulnerable point, the middle of the

defense, where Konarsky was not

displaying a willingness to apply

himself to the primary task of a

centre back, that of close marking
the opposing centre forward.

Yet Toronto came back

surprisingly to take the lead 30

minutes into the game. A precise 40

yard pass by Bruni was cleverly

carried forward by DaRosa. His

angled shot beat the amazed
goalkeeper, who was caught failing

to cover the near post.

Within five minutes McMaster's

centre forward Pirie also obtained
his second goal, showing great speed
and strength to reach a through pass
and skilfully push the ball wide of
the advancing Dattolico. The
Marauders would have had a com-
manding lead at halftime were it not
for some fortunate interceptions by
lurello and others, helping out the

defence. Luckily the Blues survived

the hectic mauling on even terms.

Soon after the break Dattolico

made two courageous saves at the

feet of the sleek McMaster
forwards. His efforts appeared to

help the Blues, whose defence began
to show more composure. Coming
off the bench, Herb Dubsky marked
the dangerous Pirie relentlessly and
starved him of the ball. Tim Burns
was thereby released to deal with

crosses, which becamse fewer as Bob
Cazzola's tackles won more of the

ball on the left.

Under pressure the Marauders
became less accurate in their dis-

tribution, and allowed Blues' mid-
field to pick up more possession.

Although there were few openings

to score, the soccer display did prove

to be both skilful and exiciting. The
nearest attempt at goal came after

an intricate dribble by Polera. His
pass to Ian Harris was hit firmly but

just scraped the crossbar.

Forwards tired as the game
progressed and neither defence came
any hint that the tie would be
broken.

The Blues will have to work hard
to defend their Western Section

championship, but they have both
the ability and resilience to do so.

Even when playing below potential,

the team was able to withstand all

that their fiercest and cleverest rivals

could muster, and remain un-

defeated in trying circumstances.

Blue Chips — Blues' Giuseppe
D'Antoni made a creditable
debut.... Buffalo State visits Varsity

Stadium on Wednesday at 3 pm for

an exhibition game.... In recent

games, it was York at Trent in a l-l

tie last Wednesday and on the

weekend it was Queen's over Trent
3-

1 in the Eastern Section. In the

west it was Western over Waterloo
5-0 last Wednesday.

Toronto wins McMaster Invitational
U of T won the track meet

Saturday at McMaster University

in Hamilton with a total of 130

points. Queen's was second with 92,

Western third with 87, and
Waterloo fourth with 69 points.

Eleven teams from 1 1 universities

competed at the day-long event.

The following is a summary of the

first place winners in the men's

events. U of T did not send a

women's team.

Tuesday Toronto travels to

Western for a shortened com-
petition, and Thursday the team

heads for the Waterloo Invitational

Meet.

100 metres Tony Powell, (York),

200 metres

(Queen's), 21.5.

400 metres

(Toronto), 49.7.

Hugh Fraser

Gerry Feeney 800 metres Frank Aguanno

(Toronto), 1:56.9.

1 .500 metres

(Brock). 4:00.8.

Brian Stride 5,000 metres

(Toronto), 15:26.

10,000 metres Peter Camani
(Western), 32:30.4.

400 metre relay U of T, 44.00.

1,600 metre relay UofT,4:23.8.
110 metre hurdles Dave Jarvis

(Queen's), 14.6.

High jump Craig Pritchard
(McMaster), 6 ft.

Pole vault Bruce Simpson
(Toronto), 16 ft. 9 in.

Long jump Willy Clark
(Western), 21 ft. 6.5 in.

Triple jump Willy Clark
(Western), 47 ft. 1.5 in.

Shot put Harvey Barkauskas
(Western), 49 ft. 2.25 in.

Discus Harvey ' Barkauskas

(Western), 152 ft. 6 in.

Javelin Folgo Delia Vedova
Brad Murley (Laurentian), 212 ft. 3 in.

-30-

Rugby Blues lose 12-6 to Michigan in exhibition play
By JOHN BARCLAY

In a hard-fought, evenly-

contested match, the U of T Rugby
Blues lost 12-6 to the University of

Michigan Rugby Club in exhibition

play Saturday on the back campus
field.

The first half of the game was

markedly even. Though outweighed

by the Michigan scrum, the Blues

were able to hold their own in both

loose and set play.

Both teams came close to scoring

several times, until Michigan was

able to capitalize on a defensive

error by the Blues in the middle of

the first half. One of the Michigan

forwards kicked the ball through

and fell on it under the goal-posts. A
successful conversion made the

score 6-0.

Within minutes the Blues evened

the score inside centre Rick Hodder

scored with a picture-play try.

Hodder also followed up by con-

verting his own try.

Due to the muddy condition of the

field, the remainder of the play in

the first and second halves was born

largely by the two scrums. The

Michigan scrum held the edge in

play in the second half, preventing

the Blues' scrum from delivering the

ball to their own stronger backs.

The clean play of the game was

tarnished by an incident in the se-

cond hair. Blues' veteran scrapper

David Palmer was found fiat on the

field following a swift upper cut to

the forehead from an unknown
American assailant in the midst of a

loose ruck. He was unable to finish

the game.

In the final play of the game,

Michigan perseverance paid off, as

the visiting team capitalized on a

blocked kick from the Blues' end-

zone, scored a try, and then con-

verted. The game ended 12-6 for

Michigan.

In the follow-up game the Blues'

seconds lost to Michigan's second

team 6-3 in a game marked by

Toronto superiority in nearly all

aspects of play. However, the

Toronto team was unable to com-
plete any of its scoring plays, mis-

sing six penalty shots. Eric Seery

scored the Blues' only points with a

penalty goal in the first half.

Scrum-half Greg Sprick was the

standout player in the game for the

Blues, playing well on both offence

and defence. Nevertheless,
Michigan scored late in the second

half to win the game.

In an exhibition game earlier in

the week the Blues defeated the

University of Guelph 1 3-6 at Varsity

Stadium. Hodder again figured

predominantly, scoring of the con-

trolled kicking of standoff Ian

Lindsey. Roger Wright added a

second try later in the game. The

second team defeated Guelph 1 5-6

with trys by Nick Bala and Peter

Ballem'.' The next Blues' game will

be Wednesday at 8 pm, when the

teams host York University, a.string

team in the intercollegiate

league. (York recently had a

successful Yugoslavian tour.)

In last week's Western Section

game it was Western 37, Waterloo

6, and in games this weekend in the

east RMC lied Trent in Peter-

borough 6-6 and Queen's lost to

York 10-0 in Toronto.

OUAA Rugby
Eastern Section Games Won Lost Tied For Agst Pts

York 2 2 0 0 24 0 4
RMC 3 1 I 39 35 3
Toronto 2 1 0 39 25 2
Trent 2 0 1 9 30

Queen's 0 0 0 10 0
Western Section

Western 0 0 37 6 2

Waterloo 2 0 14 40 2
McMaster 0 1 0 3 8 0
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sports
Blues upset Gaels 46-18

9

Editor Bob Gaulhfer

Phone 923-4053

By PAUL CARSON
The football Blues spent a pleasant

Saturday afternoon practising kick-offs

as ihey'defeated Queen's 46-18 before

8,000 Tans al the stadium.

Tackle Mike Sokovnin booted the ball

a total of seven times during the game,

while his team-mates scored six

touchdowns.

To protect quarterback Wayne

Dunkley's injured ribs. Blues' coaching

staff decided to abandon the running

game in favour of the shotgun offence

that worked so well against the Gaels last

year. Dunkley and back-up quarterback

Sieve Kerr passed 50 times (27 com-

pletions) for 412 yards (net) and called

only seven rushing plays for a net loss of

28 yards.

Guards Bruce Parrack and Russ

Mitchell provided the blocks for Libert

Castillo and Cor Doret on short plunges

in the first half following timely tur-

novers engineered by Blues aggressive

defensive unit.

Doret scored Varsity's opening

touchdown for the third successive game

as he look a short pass at 2:46 of the first

quarter and scampered 45 yards behind

excellent downfield blocking. A Peter

McNabb interception paved the way for

Castillo's touchdown later in the quarter,

and Queen's fumbled on their own one-

yard line to set up Doret's second major.

Gaels recovered well from this shaky

start, as co-captain Gord Squires in-

tercepted a Dunkley pass and quarter-

back Tom Taylor hit flanker Stu Lang

for a quick six points.

Lang had another touchdown

cancelled by a penalty against Queen's

shortly before half-time and Doug
Cozac's 27-yard field goal cut Varsity's

lead to 22-10.

Dunkley amassed 227 yards in passing

during the first 30 minutes, but Blues had

lost flanker Aarne Kartna and end Mike

Clark with serious shoulder injuries by

lhal lime. Gaels offence was also hurting

as halfback Dave Hadden didn't dress

and speedy Gord McClellan was carried

off in pain in the second quarter after a

40-yard kickoff return.

Determined not to repeal last year's

script when they blew a 16-point lead to

Queen's, Blues turned the game into a

roul early in the third quarter, scoring

two touchdowns within 93 seconds.

Helped by a sizeable gain from a pass

interference penally, Dunkley passed to

rookie Mark Ackley who was all alone in

the end zone after Queen's safety Darryl

Penner slipped on the wet grass.

Bob Billinghurst intercepted Taylor on

the next series and Dunkley immediately

capitalized on the opportunity with a

quick pass to Brent Elsey who made a

leaping catch for the touchdown, in spite

of close Queen's coverage.

Sokovnin added a 20-yard field goal a

few minutes later and Blues had a com-

fortable 39-10 lead.

Gaels refused to quit but McNabb and

Billinghurst each picked off their second

interception's and defensive end Walt

Dudar slopped another drive with a

fumble recovery. Dunkley received an

ovation when he left the game midway

through the final quarter and the

applause quickly multiplied as Kerr fired

a 37-yard touchdown pass to John

Rhamey on his first play of the game.

Coach Ron Murphy substituted freely

after that, and Lang finished the scoring|

for the day on a short pass after three g
successive Varsity penalties took Queen's

|
to* the Blues' five-yard line. |

Taylor and his replacement, Raold
|

Serebrin, combined for 17 completions*?

on 32 passes ( 1 67 net yards) but the aerial £
show produced by Blues' shotgun attack^

was clearly more impressive.

Murphy said the team had been

practising the unique offence for several

weeks, "but with so many rookie

receivers it took a long time and a lot of

patience to finally develop."

Dunkley received most of the attention

following his 26 completions, going for

380 yards and three touchdowns.

Rookie Mark Ackley eludes Queen's Joe Pal (24).

However, in the Blues dressing room
after the game he was the first to stress

that the win had been a complete team

effort.

"Credit must go to all 34 of us, since

the defence set up at least three of the

touchdowns and I got fantastic blocking

from the offensive line all day," Dunkley

said.

"I was getting pretty tired in the fourth

quarter but it certainly felt good beating

Queen's the way we did."

The rookies definitely matured

Saturday as Ackley finished with eight

receptions for 130 yards, Elsey caught

four for 57, and Esteban Andryjowicz

two for 24. Doret led the veterans with

40 yards from five catches, Castillo

added 35 from four, tight end Dave

Quick grabbed three short passes for 15

yards and Rhamey had one touchdown

catch for 37 yards.

Sokovnin contributed ten points from

his kicking game by converting all six

touchdowns plus the field goal and one

single. He also nullified Queen's ex-

plosive- punt return strategy by con-

tinually kicking out of bounds. Even so,

Sokovnin edged Gaels' punter Dave
Campbell in the final averages, 31.2 to

29.3.

To_ make the Varsity domination
complete. Blues ahd a 22-14 advantage in

first downs and took only 75 yards in

penalties compared to 92 for Queens.

The result leaves both teams with
identical 2-1 records and tied for first

place in the OUAA Eastern Section with
Ottawa Gee Gees, who demolished
Carleton 30-0 in Saturday's other eastern
game.

Blues take on Gee Gees this Friday
night in Ottawa as the season has become
a three-game showdown to decide the two
playoff contenders.

In Western Section play over the

weekend, York lost 24-0 to Western,

Waterloo edged McMaster 7-6, and Win-
dsor defeated Waterloo Lutheran 26-11.

Blues Peter McNabb runs into Don Gordon near Queen's 15 yardllne.

OUAA Football

Eastern Section Games Woa Lost For Against Points

Ottawa 3 2 67 23 4

Toronto 3 2 67 48 4

Queen's 3 2 67 59 4

Carleton 3 0 3 6 77 0

Western Section

Western 3 3 0 76 11 6

Windsor 3 2 1 51 40 4

Waterloo 2 2 0 18 9 4

Lutheran, 2 1 38 43 2

McMaster 3 2 1 36 42 2

Guelph 2 0 2 U 42 0
York 3 0 3 9 62 0
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Rosle Douglas (left) and Humberto Pagan (right) called for a prolonged struggle against imperialism.

Political exile describes

American grip on homeland
By ZOYA STEVENSON

Puerto Rican exile Fiumberto

Pagan, himself fighting American
attempts to get him deported from

Canada, began a U of T speech

Monday night with a moving in-

dictment against imperialism.

Speaking before I50 people in the

Hart House Debates Room, Pagan
said, "I have come here tonight to

speak not only of the Puerto Rican

independence struggle, but in the

name of people all over the world

who are willing to endanger their

lives for their freedom ... in the

name of people who have said, 'It is

enough,' that it is better to die on

your feel than to live on your knees

as a slave."

"I come in the name of Vietnam,

Laos. Cambodia, and all the coun-

tries of Latin America and Africa to

make this accusation against im-

perialism," he continued.

Pagan was introduced by Rosie

Douglas, a prominent member of

Toronto's black community who
also faces extradition.

Douglas said that in his own case,

"the Canadian government is re-

writing its laws to extradite me
hecause I have a criminal record as a

result of my activities fighting dis-

crimination at Sir George Williams

University in Montreal." In 1 969,

during an occupation at Sir George,

millions of dollars of damage was

done lo the computers.

Douglas staled, "the government

knows lhal as long as I'm here, I will

organize the black community and

attempt to relate that struggle to the

world-wide struggle against im-

perialism." He noted that the Viet-

namese people were at the forefront

of the struggle.

"Those," he said, "who are

dedicated to a life of political

struggle should view as their respon-

sibility the creation of a reality

where the liberation of all will be the

condition of freedom for all.

"Humberto Pagan has so

dedicated himself," Douglas added.

"The extradition of brother Pagan

lo Puerto Rico would be similar to

allowing the loss of someone in the

mould of Che Guevera. Complete
support and solidarity are needed to

end this case and the others like it,"

Douglas continued.

An example of real support, he

said, is Bernard Mergler, the promi-

nent Montreal lawyer defending

holh Douglas and Pagan. He has

offered his services almost free of

charge lo Douglas for about three

years, and has defended people

charged under the War Measures

Act in October 1970.

The meeting, called in support of

Puerto Rican exile Pagan, un-

animously passed a resolution

protesting "the government's policy

of deporting anti-imperialists like

Karelton Armstrong, Subir Roy, Ed
Hogan. and others for their anti-

imperialisls actions, and also for the

deporting of individuals who are

victims of discrimination as

members of persecuted immigrant

groups in this country."

The resolution was presented by

Daniel Goldstick. professor of

philosophy at the U of T.

Pagan gave a brief history of the

struggle of the Portugese Puerto

Rican people against foreign

domination.

Puerto Rico has lived under

colonial occupation for nearly 400

years since the Spanish invasion and

genocide of the island's three native

peoples, he said. He emphasized

that the people have nol been

passive in their acceptance of

colonial domination. At least three

uprisings were squashed under

Spanish rule and many more since

the United Slates takeover of the

island, after the Spanish-American

war.

"Three times in its history," he

said, "the island has selected a

government which would break

Puerto Rico's ties with the L)§ in a

move towards independence and

three limes, the V§ military regime

has refused to recognize the man-

date of the people and allow them

independence."

Pagan also cited a history of

uprisings against the US military

regime in which many were

wounded and killed, while others

were put in jail and further repres-

sion followed. In 1948, he said, the

US sent 26,000 troops to quell one

such uprising and bombed the areas

taken by rebels. He called it

'terrorism on the part of the govern-

ment towards the people."

"'In 1954, Puerto Ricans attacked

ihe U.S. House or Representatives

and wounded four Congressmen."

Pagan said. Those who took part in

the attack are still in jail — some
with sentences of up lo 460 years, he

informed Ihe audience dryly.

Demonstrations took place in

1964 at the University of Puerto

Rico: thousands were wounded and

two were killed. In 1967, two
students and a taxi-driver were
killed, while 81 were. wounded in the

demonstration.

In 1968. Puerto Rican Jews

refused lo join the U.S. army, he

said. And in 1969 and 1970, other

confrontations occured without

dampening the support of the Puerto

Rican people for the left in-

dependence movement.

A 1971 demonstration of 120.000

(according to official statistics)

shouted "Yankee Go Home" at

American government
representatives.

Earlier that year, the commander
of the chief of police, a police

sargeant and a Regular Officer

Training Core member were killed

during student demonstrations,

while four ROTC officers were

wounded. Pagan is charged in Puer-

to Rico with the killing of the police

chief.

Pagan said that any one of the

8.000 demonstrators of the 14,000 in

the university could have actually

done ihe killing. "More important."

he said, "is that whoever killed htm

shot a soldier of U.S. imperialism,

an enemy of the Puerto-Rican peo-

ple, and was a soldier of national

liberation."

He said that while Puerto Rico is

a U.S. colony under direct rule, the

resl of Latin America except Cuba
and Chile is held in the grips of neo-

colonialism, under indirect rule,

"Frtlm Mexico to Argentina,

guerilla warfare is being carried out

and Puerto Rico is not an
exception."

"In the imperialist exploitation of

Latin America, 5,000 children die

every day of incurable diseases,

while .10 million Brazilians are dying

of starvation," he reported.

In Guatemala, 70 per cent of the

people can't afford a pair of shoes

and the United Fruit Company con-

trols 700,000 acres. One third of

Nic ^raguan land is in foreign hands.

Shell. h:iso and Standard Oil own
100 per cent of Latin American oil

production and make gigantic

profits as a result.

"In Puerto Rico," Pagan noted,

"the U.S. owns 90 per cent of the

economy and made profits of $50
million in 1971. Yet, Puerto Rico
owes the U.S. $2 or $3 billion and
wilt owe them $5.5 billion by 1975."

Vic cancels Klu

Klux Klan foping

to ovoid violence
By DAVID WISE

Due to the threat of violence, tonight's scheduled taping of a

television show at Victoria University featuring a prominent offical

of the Klu Klux Kllan has been cancelled one day before it was to go

on.

The decision to cancel the segment was a joint decision of the

pgoducers of Under Attack, Victoria president J.E. Hodgetts, and

Vic's student council (VUSAC).
Hodgetts said yesterday he was apprehensive about the

possibility of violence when he was first informed last week that Roy
Frankhouser, Grand Dragon of the Pennsylvania KKK, would be

one of the guest. He said that evidence of potential violence provided

by "official police forces" and threats received by VUSAC led to the

cancellation. These threats consumated his fears that the taping

would become, "a rallying point for the left. ..an excuse for a hoe-

down."

VUSAC education commissioner Rick Gregory stated that the

council had no concrete evidence that any groups planned violent

activities in response to the tapings. He said a woman from

Canadians Against Fascism had informed him of her organization's

intention to peacefully picket the taping.

This woman, whose name Gregory did not know, "thought"

that the Maoists and the right-wing Western Guard, two violently

opposed groups who clashed at a near-riot three weeks ago, "might

come".

Gregory said that although the evidence did not constitute

"substantial grounds" for cancelling the show, the "implicit" threat

in the well-publicized appearance of a speaker representing an

organization as provocative as the KKK justified the cancellation.

John Martin, producer of Under Attack, concurred "we did not

want to be a party to violence just to put together a TV show." He
said that Under Attaack plans to fil the Frankhouser show later at

another university.

According to Hodgetts, the decision to allow five segments of

Under Attack to be taped at Victoria was made with the "full

knowledge of the student body." However, it was not until last week

that he was informed of who the guests would-be.

Despite Frankhouser 's political views (he advocates "race

War"), Hodgetts maintained that it was the KKK official's right to

be given an open forum to advocate his view, in the exercise of his

right to free speech.

Gregory and VUSAC vice-president issued a statement

yerterday, ratified last night by the council, supporting the

administration's decision to cancel the taping.

They stressed that they supported Hodgetts only because of the

threat of violence. "It is our firm belief that all men and women have

the right to speak without censorship," the statement continued.

According to Gregory, there was some dissatisfaction with the

statement among some members of VUSAC. He said they believed

the KKK segment should not have been allowed to be taped in the

first place for "political reasons."

Forster hits fee hike
By DIANA WEST

U of T Vice President Don

Forster charged last night that after

the government had cut back the

scholarship program from $5

million to $3 million, increasing the

student Tees was "the last straw"

and the issue should be brought

before the public.

Speaking to about 35 people at

the GSU, Forster said that although

the administration had accepted the

$100 increase, it would fight against

further increases "with every bit of

vigour we have."

Ultimately, he said, any further

increases would depend on any

changes made in the government's

policy.

Graduate dean Ed Safarian stated

that the Ontario Committee on

University Affairs had accepted a

proposal that a formula fee of $600

be withheld by the government. The

Committee agreed lo recommend it

to the Conservative government.

The government's increase in

student fees has led the GSU to ask

students to withold $100 from their

second term instalment to "show

our determination to oppose Ihe

educational policies," stated GSU
president Wendy LeBlartc.

Students and administration must

fight together, she continued, to

ensure fees do not rise again next

year.

Asked what would happen to

those students who did withold $ 100.

Forster replied, "One crosses

bridges when one comes to them."

Minister of Colleges and

Universities Jack McNie had been

invited to speak at the meeting, but

the GSU mever received a reply

from his office.

J
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Carolina Exchange — some applications

still available in Undergrad Office, Han

House. Deallne October 6.

noon

Number two in the Engineering Society'8

series ol seven Wednesday seminars en-

titled "Synergetics 73"- Professor R. H.

Milts of the U of T Civil Engineering

Department will speak on the topic. "Why

Engineering Education?". Galbraith

Building, room 120.

Jazz Concert wllh Puss Little. Till 2 pm.

Hart House, East Common Room.

Meeting to discuss strategies of

resistance to tuition Increases and educa-

tion cutbacks for those dlssalisfied with Ihe

SAC approach. Called by Old Mole. Third

Roor, Innis College.

Scarborough College Forum on the

Government's tuilion fee Increases,

1 p.m.

SAC Forum on the Government's tuition

fee increases with Floyd Laughren M.P.P.

and N.D.P. Universities and Colleges Critic.

Sid Smith Foyer.

4 p.m.

Department ol Psychology presents

professor Clyde H. Coombs speaking on

"Psychological measurement Iheory

applied to fertility research — attitudes

toward family size and sex In family com-
position". Sid Smilh room 1069.

Organizational meeting for an

experimental course on the investigation of

environmental problems being developed

under an Interdisciplinary format.

Members of Pollution Probe will appear.

Ramsay Wright, room 432.

7:00 p.m.

Taping of Under Attack Jn Victoria

College. Academic Building Room 3, with

guests Bob Gucclone (Editor of

PENTHOUSE magazine) and radio pastor

Perry F. Rockwood.
Evening table tennis play. Memberships

are available. Ladles are welcome, at the

lencing room. Hart House.

7:30 p.m.

Organizational meeting for all those who

signed Bridge and Chess lists at GSU
reglslratfon. All other Grad Students in-

terested in those activities also Invited.

GSU, 16 Bancroft.

Forum on Ihe tuition fee increases and

upcoming referendum organized by the

New College Sludent Council. Wilson Com-
mon Room. Coffee and donuls.

8 p.m.

A panel of all women candidates running

in Toronto ridings, chaired by June

Callwood. Sponsored by "Women for

Political Action". OISE, 252 Bloor W-

THURSDAY
noon

Reform alderman Karl Jalfary will

discuss the upcoming election and other

issues. Al 10 Trinity Square.

1 p.m.

Robert Nixon, Leader of the provincial

Uberal Party, speaks at SAC Forum on

Suede Coats 6950

Sheep Skin Coats 7950

(FULL TRIM)

Sheep Skin Rug. ^ 1

0

00

SUEDE AND LEATHER FOR CRAFTSMEN

SKIN AND BONES (2 Blocks South of Bloor)

ASK FOR STUDENT DISCOUNT

SPEED READING
Classes on campus

starting Oct. 16-17-18

See full details

in this paper
on Oct. 11, or phone

SAC at 928-4911

the fast& inexpensive

eating place

fordcfwntovvn people
BLOOR &
YONGE

BLOOR
& BAY

BLOOR &
ST. GEORGE

A Very Special Offer

Mr & J ll tt^ p0" and pre "

I
7£22/sent to the
^mmmmm^ cashier at any
of the three Mr. Zum's locations.

COUPON You wi " receive a tuM 500 dis~wll counl on any sa je ol j 1i5q or
over. One coupon per sale only. Valid any day after

2 p.m. and ail day Monday.

^ OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 1972

I

alter

tuition Increases. At Convocation Hall.

7 p.m.

Weekly Eucharist with Prof. Joblln. Hart-

House Chapel.

GSU Films presents "Bonnie and Clyde"

with Faye Dunaway and Warren Beatty.

Admission: $1. Med Scl Auditorium. Again

at 9 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Taping ol Under Attack In Victoria

College, Academic Building Room 3. with

guests DENNIS McDERMOTT Canadian

director tor Canada ot the U.A.W.. and

Health Minister JOHN MUNRO.
Organization meeting for all those who

signed sports lists at registration. Grad

students interested In any sport or in-

forming Intra-mural teams should also at-

tend. GSU, 16 Bancroft.

7:30 p.m.

United Nations International Survey

presents "Canada and the Declaration of

Human Rights". Free. OISE, 252 Bloor W.

Two films: "II..." with Malcolm McDowell.

(7:30) and "Zero de Conduite" (9:30). Ad-

mission: $1-50 for both films or $1 al 9:30.

OISE Auditorium.

B p.m.

CUSO Information meeting for

prospective volunteers Interested In ser-

ving in Ihe Caribbean. 33 St George.

University of Toronto Homophlle

Association first meeting. Women and men

invited. Med Scl, room 3163.

U.C. Lit budget meeting, in the Junior

Common Room at University College.

First In a series of Leonard Beaton

Memorial lectures: Sir Robert Thompson

on "Modern Revolutionary War". Med Scl,

room 3154.

Since The Varsity wilt not publish on

Monday Here and Now copy lor Monday
and Tuesday will be accepted lor publica-

tion Friday. Deadline lor all copy is noon

Thursday.

CAMERA CLUB
OPEN MEETING-
OCT. 5, 1972

MUSIC ROOM - 7:30

HART HOUSE ART GALLERY

RECENT ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 6

SalMon.
Weds.
Sunday

11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

2 p.m. lo S p.m.

MEAL TICKETS
are available for use at lun-

cheon and dinner in the Great

Hall. Enquire al the great Hall

cashier.

$30 for 24 meals.

YOGA CLASSES
7-8 p.m. Beginners

8-9 p ii> Intermediate

9-10 p.m. Advanced
For registered mombeis only

NOON HOUR CONCERT
Oct. 4

East Common Room
Rusa Little

REVOLVER CLUB
Mondays and Wednesdays
Revolver Club - 7:00 p.m.

Rifle Range
Rifle Range Safely Instruction

B:00 p.m. Rifle Range

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TU ES.. WEDS., AND THURS.

FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

HUNGARIAN

HELICON CLUB
FIRST MEETING
ALL WELCOME

245 COLLEGE ST.

8 P.M.
FRIDAY

6 COTOBER

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Unfurnished one-bedroom apartments are available in the

Married Student Apartment buildings {30 and 35 Charles

Street West). Rents from $149 to $164 per month include heat

and utilities {except telephone), Leases'to August 31, 1973 are

required. Married students, both full and part-time may apply

to

University of Toronto

Housing Service

49 St. George St.

Tel. 928-2542

any weekday between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

This is it.

Your heart stops to let your new world begin. And
you know what every day of your life has been leading up to.

On the practical side, Birks can help you. Our ring settings

have many lovely personalities. And our diamonds are priced
lower, for the same quality, than in other stores.

But our best promise is this : no matter what grade
of diamond you buy. . . no matter how little

you spend. . .your Birks diamond will be
the best value available for your

money.
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Ottawa trying to exclude radicals: lawyer
By MARILYN SMITH

Excalibur
DOWNSVIEW (CUP)— "It's

the Canadian government's policy

to keep out individuals who don't

agree that the capitalist order is the

best' form of government," said Paul

Copeland, lawyer for Marxist
professor Istvan Meszaros, the

Hungarian born professor hired

by York University and refused

an entry visa to Canada.
Speaking at a Monday rally of

100 students and faculty at York,
Copeland announced Meszaros

was refusing the federal
government's offer of a one-year

work permit. Copeland said the

offer was made contingent on the

withdrawal of immigrant applica-

tion, and also meant Meszaros

couldn't apply in the future without

an order-in-council passed by the

Cabinet. ,

In addition, Meszaros felt the

offer didn't clear his name of the

security risk label attached to his

original application made in

England last June. He entered the

country two weeks ago as a visitor to

fight the*case and bring it into the

open.

Copeland asserted that, "the

Meszaros case is of great im-

portance to Canada and Canadian
universites."

To date, the government has given

no reasons for declaring Meszaros a

security risk. He is a British subject

who underwent British and Italian

security clearance since he fled

Hungary in 1956.

Meszaros has had no chance to

argue against the charges because

under Canadian immigration law,

an applicant from abroad has no

right of appeal.

"The government is exercising

their bureaucratic privilege of

secrecy, It's important that they not

be allowed to use vague
phrases," Copeland stated.

Mel Hill, chairman of the social

science department where Meszaros
was hired to teach said: It's strange

to note the times Meszaros has had
to step forward to defend civil

rights—once under the Stalinist

regime in Hungary, and now under

the Liberal government of Canada.
"In Hungary they called him a

dangerous bourgeois ideologist,"

added Hill.

With the federal election just

three weeks away, Copeland com-
mented that the time was right to

fight Meszaroos' case because "the

government is vulnerable on its im-

migration policy".

Ian Lumsden, a political science

professor at Atkinson college said

the Meszaros case was interesting

because "York is coming forward as

the advocate of true liberalism and it

receives favorable publicity." But he
said the liberals weren't challenging

the conservative liberal image of

York.

Lumsden, who was injured by a

truck in the Texpack strike in Bran-

tford last year, said Meszaros and

Gabriel Kolko, another York
professor and client of Copeland's
who has immigration trouble in 1970,

are not radicals.

He described them as Marxist

scholars, tolerated by liberals. He
commented that no Canadian
Marxists could get jobs in

universities.

"There's no radical Marxists

employed by this university. The
problem is not merely the govern-

ment, but right here at York,"
Lumsden said in a plea to broaden

the issue.

He urged students, whom he said

had no real weight with the govern-

ment, to put pressure on York ad-

ministration where their influence

mattered.

York-wide support for Meszarons
continues with a unanimous senate

statement of support, and numerous
faculty petitions. The Canadian
Association for University Teachers

has added their voice, and York
president David Slater continues to

pressure Mackasey's office. Istvan Meszaros has received support from York, U of T faculty.

Constitution for arts and science union

soon to be submitted for ratification
A draft constitution for the Arts and Science Student Union has been

drawn up and will be submitted, beginning this week to various student

bodies for ratification.

The constitution was drawn up by a six person committee on general

guidelines set by the founding conference of the union on Saturday,

September 23. Three quarters of arts student bodies, including college

councils, course unions and a caucus of student members of the General

Committee, must approve the constitution before the union comes into

existence.

The union "is to provide services for the political and educational work

of representative student organizations in the faculty."

The draft constitution clearly restricts the union to this service and

administrative function. If the document is ratified, the union will have an

$18,000 budget from the SAC education levy to organize new course unions,

support existing unions,, research and co-ordinate services for arts and

science student representatives on various university bodies.

The draft constitution calls for at least three meetings of the about 60
member council a year. Each college council will have three representatives,

course unions two each, as well as five from Erindale and 14 representatives

from among the student members of the General Committee. All members
will be chosen by their own organizations.

The council's main functions will be internal policy-making and
approval of the budget. Its five person executive will meet more frequently

than the council and will handle day to day work.

The executive is to be responsible for the hiring of workers, calling

council meetings and preparation and administration of the budget. Three
affirmative votes will be required to pass any executive motion.

The draft constitution is now being circulated to the college councils

and course unions for ratification. If, as expected, most ratify it, the union

will then be formed when SAC approves the transfer of money, indications

are now that of the colleges, only St. Michael's has strong objections.

Independent woman attacks old-line parties
By ERIC MILLS

Independent federal candidate

Kay Macpherson Monday criticized

political parties for failing to allow

women to run for Parliament in

constituencies where they have a

good chance of winning.

Speaking at an all-candidates

meeting at Hart House for the

riding of St. Paul's, the wife of U of

T political theorist C.B. Macpher-

son, asserted that "I am speaking

particularly of my two colleagues

here,"

Mary Boyce (NDP) and Elizabeth

Hill (Communist), like Macpher-

son, are given little change of

defeating incumbent Liberal MP
Ian Wahn.
Boyce and Hill did not dispute her

charge, although the NDP candidate

later said that as an independent,

Macpherson could not be a very

effective MP.
Wahn, who has represented the

riding for 10 years, opened his

remarks with a repetition of the

Liberal themes of "integrity" and

the strength of Canada.

"We must work very carefully to

continue to build a strong and in-

dependent Canada"; but on the

other hand, he added, "Canada

must play its full part in the world."

Boyce and Progressive

Conservative candidate Ron Atkey

attacked Wahn for supporting the

Trudeau government's foreign

ownership policy. (Wahn was chair-

man of a Commons' committee

which recommended that 5 1 per cent

of the shares of corporations in

Canada be controlled by Canadians.

Trudeau ignored most of the'eom-

mittees recommendations.)

The Liberal's foreign take-over

bill was "a copout, almost a joke,",

charged Atkey, a lawyer teaching at

Osgoode.

Wahn explained a large part of

the reason why the government had

not acted strongly on the foreign

investment problem was that

Quebec Liberal MPs are con-

centrating almost exclusively on

fighting separatism.

He said these MPs saw the

situation in this light: "when your

house is burning down, you don't

bother trying to buy a fire insurance

policy." He said the separatist

"situation" is less critical than two

years ago", in October 1970.

Atkey suggested that social

justice did not mean invoking the

War Measures Act.

Macpherson said she is running

for Parliament because there is only

one woman in the House at present.

The past president of the Voice of

Women said more women are

needed to promote the needs of

women. She noted that fewer

women are running this year than in

1968.

She explained why she was not

running as a party candidate.

"There are elements in each party

platform I might want to support,"

she said, adding that she did not

want to be bound to party discipline.

She would press for legislation

"that will improve the lot of the

little guy and stop the corporate rip-

off," she stated, borrowing some of

NDP leader David Lewis' rhetoric.

Wahn also defended the handling

of the economy by Trudeau and his

finance ministers Edgar Benson and

John Turner.

"Even the Toronto-Dominion

Bank has paid tribute to the fact

that this is one o'f the best run

economies in the world," he stated,

He hoped that the unemployed,

"those who don't participate fully in

the economy", would be better off in

the near future.

Boyce countered "I'm sure that as

far as the T-D Bank is concerned,

we do have a well run economy."

However, she said that it was not

run in the interests of the working

class, of which she said the NDP is

largely composed.

"We in the New Democratic

Party are not afraid to offend big

business", she asserted.

Communist Party of Canada

(Marxist-Leninist) candidate Craw-

ford McNair challenged Boyce,

saying that while the NDP claims to

be socialist, "it props up and pumps

blood into capitalism." Hill's party,

the Communist Party of Canada "is

neither Marxist nor Leninist," he

contended.

As for the Conservative's and

LibeTals, "can the people who
provided the problems provide the

solutions?"

Communist Hill charged that the

Liberals and Conservatives "have

been mainly attacking the un-

employed instead of un-

employment." She called for a

meaningful program to create jobs.

Asked how much he would spend

on his campaign, Wahn answered

about $15,000. Atkey is estimated to

spend approximately $10,000, while

Boyce said that she would spend

$2500, all to be raised by the local

riding association.

Macpherson is spending at about

the rate of $50 per day over the 60
day campaign, she said, while Hill

will spend $1000, not including

literature distributed by the Com-
munist Party. McNair, said he
would spend about $450, of which

$200 would pay the candidate's

deposit.

PC Ron Atkey denounced the imposition of the War Measures Act.

Trial of two to begin
Trials of two persons arrested in the occupation of Simcoe Hall

last spring begin -this morning.

Bill Getty, charged with assaulting police, is expected to be tried

first, while Tom McLaughlin's charge of obstructing police is to follow.

Procedures are expected to continue for several days.

The two are. encouraging supporters of open stacks in the new

Robarts Library to attend their trials, which start at 10 am in

courtroom 3.1, Old City Hall.
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Collective bargaining undermined

Public mislead into accepting anti -labour bias
Over the past few years,

management and their media

supporters have managed to

deceive the public into believing

that labour is the ogre in labour-

management conflfets and
thereby discrediting it in the

public's mind.

This task has been made that

much easier as growing union

militancy and strikes on the part

of some unions, particularly in the

public sector, have increasingly

inconvenienced larger numbers

and disrupted people's day-today

lives more than past actions.

Rather than realizing that the

real cause of the disruptions is

management's intransigence and
unwillingness to share a

reasonable portion of Its profits

with its staff, the public has been
content to oversimplify the situa-

tion and hold labour responsible

for their troubles.

Management and media,

meanwhile, have supported this

misconception by exploiting

these relatively minor in-

conveniences to the point where
instead of identifying with the

workers, the public associates

itself with a management and
adopts an anti-labour stance.

Today's centre-spread feature

on strikebreaking points out that

this developing anti-labour at-

titude has so entrenched itself in

the public mind that it sanctions

strikebreaking tactics which at-

tack the very nature of the collec-

tive bargaining ethos.

Not surprisingly, the

government has not been slow to

act to prevent strikebreakers

from violating the principles sup-
posedly behind its labour
legislation. As the article il-

lustrates, the government has In

fact been com pi lei t in the
development of strikebreaking

operations like Canadian Driver

Pool by overlooking their In-

fraction of their own laws.

That they do so should not be
surprising considering where
their largest campaign con-
tributions come from: big
business.

It's time people began thinking

of the long-run implications of

strikebreaking and their accep-
tance of it rather than the short-
term inconvenienece they endure
during a stike.

Students, for example, should

refuse to allow themselves to be
exploted into being
strikebreakers during summer
strikes when struck companies
try to continue operating and
avoid serious negotiations with

their workers by bringing in Job-

hungry students. This
phenomenon, which has

Police hold back people protesting use of student strikebreakers.

recurred for the past few
summers, must be stopped:
students should not be trying to

get around the government-
created low employment
economy by jeopardizing the

livelihood of strikers.

Strikebreaking must be

outlawed. Management should
not be allowed to use this ad-
ditional club to beat collective

bargainingrto death.

And, we, as consumers, should
support boycotts of struck firms

and offer whatever assistance the

workers feel necessary.

Sought to avoid explanation

Meszaros should be granted immigrant status
Without elaborating a detailed reason, the

Canadian government continues to deny Marxist
political scientist Istvan Meszaros an entry visa to

teach at York University.

Citing ambiguous "security reasons", the
government refuses to come out in the open and
really say why they don't want Meszaros in the
country.

Canada has a bad record on this score,
characteristically hiding its reasons for denying
individuals entry visas behind the "security
reasons" facade.

At York alone, East European academics have
regularly had to do battle with the federal
government to get into Canada to teach. And, none
cf them flaming revolutionaries.

Monday's government offer to exchange
Meszaros' withdrawal of his entry visa request (now

that he's In Canada, the government would have to
make public its reasons for denying him the visa)

for a special one year minister's permit belles the
fact that the government knows that it has nothing
to fear from him and confirms the suspicion that it

has no grounds that would stand up to public
scrutiny for keeping htm out of the country.

That Meszaros spent several years living in

both Italy and Britain and that he was granted
British citizenship in 1965 strongly-suggest that
ideological and not "security reasons" are behind
the government's reluctance to give him an entry
visa.

In recent years, Canada has become a haven
for American rightists while making it increasingly
difficult for foreign dissidents to gain entry. This
inequitable and unjust policy, cannot but be
deplored.

The government should stop scheming to find

a way out of disclosing its reasons for resisting
Meszaros' entry request. And, It should re-examine
the politfcal considerations which have motivated it

to try to keep Meszaros out of Canada.
Meszaros' colleagues have rallied to his

defence, notable among them not radical
professors but liberals who Insist that a democracy
cannot sustain the attack waged upon It by the
imposition of unjust criteria.

Other Canadians should join them in

demanding that Meszaros be immediately granted
landed immigrant status and that the minister
responsible, Manpower and Immigration Minister
Bryce Mackasey, should be called to account for
the government's behaviour in this matter.

Political criteria should no longer determine
whether an immigrant gains entry to Canada.
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GovernmentfaUs

to act honestly

Every sludenl in Ontario is

affected by the tuition fee increases

forced by the Government of On-
tario and by the detrimental changes

in the Ontario Student Awards
Plan. Concern has been voiced by

SAC, by college and faulty councils,

and by individual students, through

the Ontario Federation of Students,

through The Varsity, and at student

gatherings since the start of this

term.

The Ontario Federation of

Students has made two demands
which were ratified by U of T.and by

most OFS members. The first de-

mand is "all tuition fee increases in

posl-seondary institutions for 1 972-

73 be deferred until full con-

sultation has been held with

affected groups, and, in particular

thai no increase be approved until

full public discussions have been

held on the Wright Commission

Report.".

The second demand states that

"regulations governing the Ontario

Student Awards Program be

amended to facilitate greater access

to the program: that part-time

students have access to the program;

that the loan ceiling recently raised

10 SHOO he lowered to a maximun

level of $600 and that the age ot

independence by reduced."

These demands were presented to

the government in August. The only

concession so far has been the

lowering of the OSAP age of in-

dependence from 25 to 24. This

move could benefit only 2,000

students among the 176,000 in

Ontario.

The quarrel is not with the

universities. Although the un-

iversities of Ontario were not overly

vocal in protesting the fee increases,

they generally agree that the finan-

cing changes are wrong and they

support, sincerely we believe, the

student desire to have them
corrected.

The principal villain is the

provincial government which in-

itiated the changes when they were

politically popular.

The Government of Ontario may
honestly believe its actions are in the

best interests of the people of the

province. If so, this government

should honestly state its reasons for

its belief and should honestly debate

its belief with the students and with

the public of Ontario.

Premier Davis in the legislature

stated that he docs not believe the

changes will prevent students from

continuing their education — yet his

own cabinet documents suggesting

the cutbacks predict an enrollment

drop of 16,000 for 1972-73.

The government claims it cannot

afford OSAP, but loan money com-

es from the federal government and

the OSAP fund in 1971-72 was

underspent by some SI 2,000,000.

The government further

emphasizes that those who reap the

benefits of post-secondary education

should pay the costs. The govern-

ment has failed to demonstrate just

what fraction of the benefits of the

post-secondary educationnal system

accrue to the graduate, and what

fraction to the general public, to the

employers of graduates, or to the

government itself in the form of

important research.

We do not claim that the

government has no points in its

favour. We do claim that the

government has failed to deal

honestly and fairly with us and with

the public.

If the only way to confront the

government is through the presenta-

tion of demands with the threat of a

January fees boycott, then we sup-

port the demands and the fees

boycott.

SAC encouraged all U of T
students to "keep their options

open" when paying fees. The 57 per

cent undergraduates who paid by

instalment now have the option of

using that second installment as a

lever in January.

SAC has given support in

principle to a January fees strike,

which is the best tactic available at

this time. If a boycott is to have any

effect, however, it must be sup-

ported by a large part of the U of T
student body and by most students

in Ontario.

The referendum on October 1

1

and 1 2 is your chance to voice your

opinion on the OFS demands and on

Free Jewish University

JUDAISM AND MARXISM1

Tues. Oct. 10, 1:00 p.m.

Sid Smith, 3045
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the boycott.

This is our opinions; tell us yours.

John HelHwell

Eric J.Miglin

Ross Flowers

SAC abdicates

leadership role

As members of the university

community who are strongly op-

posed to the cutbacks in education

spending initiated by- the

Ontario government, we are in-

terested in meeting with other in-

dividuals and groups to consider a

campaign, both to bring out a "yes"

vote in the October referendum on a

second term fees strike and to pur-

sue further courses of resistance

which would involve students in a

more active way.

We believe that the non-partisan,

informational campaign being con-

ducted by SAC is an abdication of

the leadership which will be needed

in the upcoming defensive struggle

against the state (and university)

apparatus.

All those interested in meeting to

discuss alternatives should come to

Innis College, third floor,

Wednesday, 1 2 noon.

Phil Dack
Bob Storey,

Sociology Students* Union

Young Socialists

Gord Barnes

Old Mole
Gary Viner, Arts & Science IV

Cliff Mack, Extension

U, of T. Communist Club

Greg McMaster,
.Graduate Engineering

Student, GSU Council Member
Brian Nasimok,

Innis Student Council member
Larry Hoffman,

GSU executive secretary

Letters to Write On should be
typed, double-spaced on a 64-

character line. The Varsity does

not publish unsigned letters.

Letters may be edited for

space reasons. They are not

necessarily printed in order of

receipt.

THE HART HOUSE
MUSIC CONSORTIUM

PRESENTS:

"RUSS LITTLE IN CONCERT
THIS MOST SPECIAL EVENT SHALL
TAKE PLACE TODAY BETWEEN

12 NOON AND 2:00 P.M. IN THE EAST
COMMON ROOM

WANT TO FIND OUT WHAT
CAN BE DONE ABOUT

ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS?
POLLUTION IS NOT A FAD. ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS
WILL NOT DISAPPEAR IF PEOPLE STOP TALKING ABOUT
THEM. THEY ARE SERIOUS PROBLEMS AND WE HAVE TO
SOLVE THEM TO MAKE THEM GO AWAY.

BUT - THEY CAN BE SOLVED.

HOW DO YOU DO IT?

THAT IS WHAT AN EXPERIMENTAL COURSE IN ENVIRON-

MENTAL STUDIES IS ALL ABOUT. IF YOU ARE IN THIRD OR

FOURTH YEAR AND WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE
INVESTIGATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROBLEMS COME TO A MEETING TODAY AT 4 P.M. IN

ROOM 432, RAMSAY WRIGHT LAB. OR PHONE 928-3509.

THURSDAY tVfKING CINEMA
7=30 G.S.A. 930

OCT 5

OCT 12

OCT 19

OCT 26

NOV 2

NOV 9

NOV 16

NOV 23

NOV 30

IF . . . (Br'69) by Anderson

Malcolm McDowell

THE CONFESSION (70)-Costa-Gavras

Y. Montana
1

, S. Signoret

JOE HILL (70)-Bo Widerberg -

ROSEMARY ;

S BABY ('68)-Polanski-

M. Farrow, J. Cassavetes

CITIZEN KANE (US'41) Welles

J. Cotton, O. Welles

FACES (US'68) Cassavetes

PASSION OF ANNA - Bergman

Von Sydow, Ullman, Anderson

CATCH 22 (US'69)-Nichols~

Arkin, Perkins, Welles

EASY RIDER (US'69)

Hopper,- Fonda, Nicholson

'65)

ZERO OE CONDUITE (Fr'33)

by Jean Vigo

SLEEPING CAR MURDERS
Y. Montand, S. Signoret

ELVIRA MADIGAN (Sw'67)

Pia Degermark

CUL DE SAC (GB'66)

D. Pleasence

THE TRIAL <Fr.'63) Welles

Moreau, Perkins, Welles

HUSBANDS (US'69) Cassavetes

Folk, Gazzara, Cassavetes

HOUR OF THE WOLF - Bergman

(Sw'67) Von Sydow, Ullman

WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLFE?
Burton, Taylor, Dennis

MONTEREY POP
Joplin, Hendrix,

Series tickets available at $1 .00 per evening (minimum 6)

At OiSE auditorim, 252 Bloor St. West
,

$1 ,50 for both shows. $1 .00 for second show only

Shaving & Registration

Noon Oct. 11 on the

Front Campus

Judging - March 1,

Prizes for Length,

Originality etc.

Come See The Greats Shorn

Of Their Facial Adornments

- Eric Miglin

• Dean Ham

- Scott Jolliffe

A Centennial Caper

Sponsored by the

Engiieeritg Society

Open to all Students
1Q0 Years of Engineering
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Study exposes strik
By DAVID CUBBERLEY

reprinted from The Chevron

A 322 page report charging the provincial government,
numerous local police agencies and the press with encouraging
and permitting the rise of strikebreaking activities throughout the

province was presented to the Ontario Federation of Labour on July

21, 1972. Prepared at a cost of $30,000 over a six month period, it

was authored by former Toronto Telegram labour reporter Marc
Zwelling.

The study, commissioned jointly by the OFL and the Metro
Toronto Labour Council Is premised in the belief that the current

rise of strikebreaking "may threaten the balance of collective

bargaining and the security of the community" and concludes that

"strikers, management, the police and the government are all

potential victims of professional strikebreakers."

The body of the report outlines the prominence of

strikebreaking as an accepted management practice in Ontario. It

illustrates both the way in which the corporate bias of existing law

and of provincial agencies encourages such activities", and the

extra-legal methods strikebreaking agencies employ. Zwelling's

research culminates in a lengthy list of indictable offences on the
part of such agencies — most of which were known to authorities—
that points to a pattern of government and civil complicity in anti-

labour affairs.

Despite the mass-of criminal evidence elicited, Zwelling argues
that "an investigation — even of this scope in time and resources—
can barely open a crack in the wall of mystery that shields
professional strikebreaking rackets and labour-spy rings operating
in Ontario today." He concludes that "only the government has the
capacity to conduct a definitive investigation."

From labour's vantage, organized and legally protected
invasion of the picket line is easily the most potent tool available to

management. Since 1965, over 50 legitimate unions have been
broken in Ontario alone. Parallel to this Is the massive growth of

privately owned, provincially licenced "security agencies"; Ontario
sports over 200 registered agencies which in turn command an
army of 16,000 men. Many of these firms provide security for struck
plants, supply drivers, dockers and equipment or simply break
picket lines. Other firms (McDougall Associates, W. R. Broak and
Associates, et cetera) specialize in maintaining labour spies -r-

permanent infiltrators inside the union — who make weekly reports
on union activities for a fixed fee.

Rent-a-cop is a booming business in Ontario — licences are
remarkably easy to come by and the "standards" security agents
are required to meet are abysmally low. Salaries also remain low—
usually around the federal minimum — except in the case of highly
specialized operations involving continual risks. Characteristically
the three largest security agencies are American owned
(Pinkerton's of Canada, W. J. Burns International Detective Agency,
The Wachenhut Corporation) and all three are actively involved in

strikebreaking. Anning Investigations Ltd. (now Wachenhut)
"boasted" working 35 strikes in Ontario in a three year period;
Anning claimed a gross profit of $1,000,000 in 1969, a figure said to
double each year of operation.

Despite the ease with which licences are acquired, operations
which specialize In trampling the rights of labour could not succeed
without a willingness of the part of provincial and civic officials to
aid their operation or at least Ignore their activities.

Indeed, without hinting at a conspiracy, the study outlines a
pervasive indifference on the part of elected representatives and
public servants towards the machinations of strikebreakers
Nowhere is this more evident than in the case of a highly organized
and often employed strikebreaking firm like Canadian Driver Pool
Limited. Zwelling's investigation shows the Driver Pool operation to
be, if not typical, illustrative of the direction strikebreaking is takinq

Z the practices engaged, the types of men used and the conditions
they are subjected to, not to mention the enormous profits reaped

rnD < ?POrt eatS away the 9,ossy image. of Richard GrangeCDP founder created and publicly flaunted by the press. He hasbeen pictured as a hard nosed Individual, a graduate of the Ontario
College ot Art and the messiah who will save industry from the

lnl £ ?
f

J
n,ema,ional unionism while becoming a millionaire byage 27. This Immaculate picture is sullied somewhat by his early

^history of vandalism outlined In the study - Including a trai£

a^eZl'ng ^ ' °" "^ °*

The OCA business is a fabrication which the press swallowed
whole. Grange's final escapade before his mature career was a
partnership in C & C Sales, a Toronto front for a Mafia-connected
stolen car ring in Buffalo; the cars were rebuilt and re-licenced inCanada and sold for a handsome profit. Smashed in 1968 by Metro
police. Grange's partner and three employee-friends were
sentenced but Grange himself managed to stay clear

Testimony given during his trial for illegally wiretapping union
phones at Redpath Sugar recently indicated that Grange had
destroyed evidence which would point to his role in the stolen car
ring.

A criminal past is a poor brush with which to tar a person's
present; however in Grange's case there is no break onlySI
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nt° ,he truckinQ business which
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Cart-Rite Cartage Ltd. - through which Grange raided

established haulage outfits and occasionally ran overloaded riqs -he became actively involved in strike work. While the existing legal

structure is receptive to this type of move, Grange managed to

overstep even Its limitless bounds In the following manner.
• Zwelling notes that inter-city trucking licences are hard to

obtain under the Public Commercial Vehicles Act. However by

setting up two corporations, "one company to lease drivers and
another to rent trucks", one can still gain an almost legal entry to an
"already overcrowded and fiercely competitive business."

In late 1970, Grange requested and was permitted to

incorporate both Canadian Driver Pool and Intercontinental Con-
tainer Leasing under the auspices of the provincial government.
The report notes that the application was routinely forwarded to the

Department of Labour for Inspection, but that no investigation of

the range of CDP's activities was undertaken. Given the
wideranging and nonspecific terms of reference for CDP on its

application and Richard Grange's past record, the report chargesthe government with gross negligence for not investigating

"

"limited ?
Ta
H
ge W9S 9ranted tne le9al r'9 ht '° call CDP alimited company he flaunted the law by advertising It as such Aletter mailed out to numerous prospering businesses billed CDP as

n/rSTH I
0/"?d tW° yearS 390 due t0 circumstances whichnecesSltated the formation of an organized company" Had hegovernment investigated, these facts would have becLe clear

• Zwel ng notes that Grange was not above misleading
prospective clients from the outset of his career, in the widely
circulated letter, Information about the number of previous strikeInvo vements under his belt, the number of successes, and the level
of plant Productivity achieved during a strike was all fabricated.
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Gr*ng *'* ,etter offered "a separate security
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°ther SerViCeS
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one whicn was the "most
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in th,S f,eld on the Nortn American
continent

, specializing in "crowd control and plant security" and

employing "the latest electrons
corporate charter granted at a r

have the legal right to advertise se

• After performing security worl
applied for a licence in June of

along with a Metro policeman, f.

withdrew his application. A day
applied for a security licence fro

swore out an affadavlt that he woi
that it had no connection with Gra
days later the applicant signed
another Grange associate (again*
raised in the Ontario Leglslai"
action.

• Illegal use of the corporate ter

Grange, who went on to employ
Warehousing and Metro Car Leaf
with the strikebreaking operation
government roster of limited corp

• CDP regularly did security woi
report notes one instance in whicl
"trucking services" during a strike

)

was spent checking company ph
giving "some additional consultail

• CDP's operation requires cend
employs a large two-way radio
"according to the Federal Transpo:
have the "citizens' band licence n

These infractions point not on
administering corporate law. but ;

favour of as contentious and vlole
This is attested to by a refusal on
and officials — from a succession
and Bales, through the Attorney
Ontario Provincial Police — to
thoroughly Investigate flagrant vloi<

could never achieve their alms wii
many lower level civic and pro* in

to on-the-job incidents.

Struck corporations empl< in

over zealous aid of the press, lei.

picket line violence. The report p
charging that for the most part r.

placed themselves on the side c

structures, having as their keypoin;
would seem to push officials in thai

framework these Institutions have fa

Strikebreakers understand iha
strike must be prolonged signlfican
One former Driver Pool employee
going to pay for anything if there's
adds that "professional strikebreak.
for trouble. Trouble is their busines
it". Reams of charges are laid again
The report charges that strlkebreal
creating the circumstances within \

CDP has had the full support
kept its actions minimally within the
parameters have been oversteppec

• Even with the odds heavily on th
up a long list of Infractions. To date,
against CDP for having "hit stri!< ->s c
charges were laid". These driving
rented trucks stormed union lines,
occasions upon which strikers
assaulted, or beaten.

• The instance of a strike at Cen
clearly indicates the position of polk
union president's car was flrebc
headquarters, a rented trailor, wa
identified the assailants as CDP pers
peace refused to pursue the matter
provided. On other occasions, pollc

complaints have been filed, but no

Many CDP drivers have Incredibly
them work regularly with no permit
files, Investigators found the licence
permanently "unrenewable" — tl

convictions in less than five years.

• Interviews with former CDP emplc
one time better than 90 per cent of th
a regular facet of their employ. Mc
fascination many CDP regulars hav(
which has encouraged their use to I

not to mention their recreational
resulted In shootouts against Imagi
warehouse.

In other regards the report speah
ove. lap between Grange and th jnst
justice. Former employees claim tr

police officers at his disposal and
policemen and their home numbe
attended parties thrown by Grange, ai
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equipment". Even under the

ch later date, Grange did not

irity services, or to utilize them.

Hegally for some time, Grange
71. After Grange was charged
an Illegal wiretap, he quickly

.rller, a Driver Pool employee
the OPP; to cover himself he
be sole owner of the firm and

ie The licence swiftly granted,
/er 75 percent ownership to
illegal move). The matter was
b& *he goverhment took no

"limited" seemed to appeal to

t with Pro-Con Consolidated
— both of which were tied in

Neither firm was listed in the
ations.

with or without a licence. The
(Imberley Clark was billed for

:he plant. In reality, CDP's time
les for bugging, devices and
on security".

i7ed control for which Grange
item The report notes that

department". Grange does not
ulred by law".

eo government's gross laxity in

well to a widespread bias in

vlty as strikebreaking,

e pen of numerous agencies
)ur ministers like Carton

enural and on down to the
; '.er speedily prosecute or
ns of the law. Strikebreakers

lut the active co-operation of
elate; especially in regard

strikebreakers have, with the
full blame on the unions for
its quite a different picture,

iss, police, and courts have
management. Existing legal
e sanctity of private property,
irection. Yet, even within that
id to play their parts honestly,
i order to make their money a
and there has to be trouble.

>tes that "the company's not
othing happening". Zwelling
; will do more than just hope
and they know how to make
picketers especially by CDP.
ig outfits are responsible for
Ich the violence occurs,
the police so long as it has
v. However, even when these
the police have been kind.

' side, CDP heavies have run
even charges have been laid

qfpsed them so narrowly that

mences all occurred when
he report also notes many
)re molested, threatened,

il Precision Limited in 1972
and courts. At that time, the
bed and later the strike

attacked. Union members
mel, but a focal justice of the*

iless actual names could be
have been given leads and
arges have ensued,

•ad driving records. Some of
all. On checking provincial

)f one CDP driver listed as
man having run up 27

Jes resulted In claims that at

drivers were using drugs as
t Insidious than this Is the
vlth guns, a preoccupation
mldate several individuals,

lue which has reportedly
ry Invaders In a Grange

of an Informal but operative
lions of administration and
Grange brags of having

i CDP manual ilsts "key"
Reportedly, police have
Grange has gained access

both to classified government information and restricted police
information.

Also interesting Is the unique mix of men said to comprise the
work force used by the strikebreaking operation. Typically former
police, security, or military types co-ordinate much of the tactical
area while the drivers and cameramen are often men with a lenqthy
criminal background.

As background to the Idea of an overlap between police and
strikebreaking agents, the report quotes Syd Brown of the Toronto
Police Association as stating that "several hundred" officers have
left the force to go into security work "In the past several years".
Zwelling also adds that "the three Ontario g'uard companies bought
out and merged by American guard mogul George Wackenhut in
1971 all were headed by ex-pollcemen".

Much of the drawing power of firms like CDP can be attributed
to money. Drivers often work from 60-80 hours a week and overall
paychecks may hit $400 a week. Rewards are juicy for the
corporation as well. Court records from Grange's wiretap trial

indicate that Redpath Sugar Limited paid out as much as $75,000
for CDP services; the report also notes that during the recent,
lengthy strike at Gldon Industries Limited, Grange was picking up
$4,000 a week.

However, working conditions In the Grange operation are far

from pleasant. Apart from the violence and danger built into the
job, working relationships within the firm appear fiery and short
lived. The study quotes a long line of "former" drivers, most of

whom have nothing good to say about the conditions they
experienced. Further, even In his capacity as employer, Grange has
few qualms about overstepping the law.

• Part of the strikebreaking service Is the firm's capacity to

resume production, using "scab" labour In face of union pickets
This serves both to defer the economic leverage the strike gives theunion In Its bargaining and demoralizes those who man the pickets
from day to day. In this regard CDP has been instrumental in the
recruitment and transfer of immigrants, staying In Canada on
visitors permits without the proper legal status to take on
employment to operate production lines at struck plants like Gldon
The report claims that Grange does not inform the Immigrants
concerning either the labour dispute or their legal status before
hiring them on to the job.

• The report charges him with evasion of the provincial laws onwage exploitation, vacation pay and hours of work" CDP
operatives work well over the stipulated weekly maximum; Grange
protects himself by breaking down the total monies owed to each
driver into smaller amounts, each of the remaining sums paid by
cheques from different corporations he controls. The report states
that the Department of Labour knows of the practice, but has done
nothing about it.

• Driver Pool continues to employ, in a management capacity a
non-Canadian who has no work permit and who has reportedly
been refused one by federal authorities.

Zwelling takes pains to show that strikebreaking is bad for
everyone involved, not least of all the struck firm. He makes a case
which proves that It Inevitably brings violence, negative publicity
and a prolongation of settlement.

The report Indicates that Grange has a way of endearing
himself to the struck company, a method of making his services
once employed, essential to the further progress of the strike. His
initial draw on the corporate mind can be attributed to the many
services he professes to provide — sold to management as a
combative to the strength the international unions seem to
represent, a means by which to tip the balance in bargaining in their
favour.

Once in action, Grange would seem to control further
developments. "When a management's telephone lines have been
swept for non-existent taps, when floodlights are up, when Grange
astonishes them with the exploits of his crew, the company is under
his spell. He becomes their security advisor, a confidante of
presidents, a Rasputin in the corporate castle."

There is no doubt that thus far Grange's work has been
impressive for a good portion of the business community in fact
he has been actively courted by none other than the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association which, under the auspices of a high
ranking Honeywell executive, has arranged speaking engagements
for him and publicly endorsed his efforts.

There's no gainsaying the accuracy of the information
presented in the report or the necessity of making It public. It is
quite clear from the materials documented within it that Ontario is
rife with legally supported, anti-anti-labour practices to which for
the most part, public servants lend support by their refusal to use
available powers to curb them. Further, inasmuch as the press has
lent its assent to this situation, the report Is a potential forum for
focusing discussion on the secrets surrounding strikebreaking
labour spying, and slave and scab labour markets. Finally,'
considering the nature of the evidence presented, which implicates
at least four provincial agencies, the call for a full scale publicly-
financed investigation is entirely legitimate.

Certain other aspects of the report are less satisfying. For the
better part, it centres directly on the development of CDP while the
numerous other outfits currently providing similar services — all

equally worthy of description even if they are less cavalier in their
style than CDP — are mentioned mainly in passing. Because of this,

the study tends more to examine violent excesses of one particular
group, than it raises the question of the social and legal conditions
which make possible the growth of such activities. Out of this, many
sympathetic readers may be encouraged to look more closely at
the nature of existing law and the interests its current
administration serves. However given the exigencies of time and
money, the report is probably best viewed as a hasty but necessary
response to pressing social evil.

Getting the Ontario government to move on the matter is quite
another battle, one requiring massive doses of public pressure.
This summer's OFL convention In Toronto presented a resolution to
its delegates calling upon the legislature to "outlaw professional
strikebreaking and anti-union espionage in the public interest".
Members were asked to take the resolution back to their local
councils to rework it and then to attempt to pass It through their city

councils. OFL president D. B. Archer characterized the strategy as
a "winning of public support plus legislative backing and approval".

Early Indications are that labour executives will concentrate on
gaining "legislative backing" on the focal level, a strategy which In

the absence of a strong bid to create open discussion among rank
and file unionists and the community at large entails a number of
dangerous pitfalls.

When labour places its case before city councils across the
province, its arguments will fall on disinterested ears. Councils are
often dominated by "good corporate citizens", individuals who in

the absence of a vocal community pressure will "note and file"

petitions at will. Barring that, some will pass "versions" of the
original resolution distinctly not In labour's Interest.

Strikebreaking does not arise as a simple function of legal
loopholes being utilized by certain social misfits. The entire social
fabric must be receptive to its rise before it can ever reach the
proportions Indicated In Ontario. A real solution can only arise from
the creation of a socially conscious citizenry.
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Survey reveals strong opposition

History students reject final examinations
By PAUL McGRATH

Results of a questionnaire

distributed at several classes show U
of T history students almost un-

animously reject the idea of formal

exams at the end of the year.

The questionnaire was handed out

last week by the History Students'

Union to evaluate student opinion

on the matter. Jim Longo, an HSU
executive, will take the results, in the

form of a draft of resolutions, to the

first of three meetings Thursday of a

committee set up by the history

department to determine its position

on academic requirements.

Longo feels there may be conflict

Free school

needs volunteers
A North York free school,

Alternative and Independent Study

Program (A ISP), needs volunteers

who have some knowledge of science

to act as "catalysts" with students.

Grades ll to 13 level courses in

biology, chemistry, physics and en-

vironmental science need upper-year

undergraduates or graduate

students.

Call 222-3371, extension 232, and

Lisk for Baxter Garcia to offer to

help.

G.S.U.

FILMS PRESENTS:

BONNIE

6 CLYDE
Faye Dunaway
Warren Beatty

Directed by: Arthur Penn

AT: MEDICAL

SCIENCES AUDITORIUM

ON: WEDNESDAY, OCT. 4th.

7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

ADMISSION: $1.00

's Sport Centre

606 BLOOR ST. W.
TORONTO 4, ONT.
(Near Palmerston)

Tel. 537-3813
10% off for U. of T.

STUDENTS (with card)

General Sporting Goods

LEVI'S
ADIDAS

TRAVEL BAGS

ALL GIRLS
For art

photography,
hostess service,

nude modelling

EXCELLENT PAY
PART TIME, FULL TIME

Call 920-3551

ANYTIME

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO

Largest local distributor

of quality reference
material

Thousands of
manuscripts on file

call 964-7328

752A Yonge St

on the committee.

"The staff may find it difficult to

accept the student position," he

says. "This Thursday will decide

whether we're on opposite sides."

Representing the staff on the

committee are Kenneth Macnaught,

and W. J. Callahan. Longo and

Steve Speisman will represent un-

dergraduate and graduate students,

respectively.

In a preliminary meeting last

week, MacNaught asked each

member to draft a policy outline for

the department on four subjects:

first, second, and third- and fourth-

year exams, and plagiarism.

Although there is feeling among

the faculty that exams are on the

increase, according to Longo, a fact

sheet given to the committee by

MacNaught show no first-year

exams at all last year.

In contrast to this, 64 per cent of

second-year courses had a three-

hour final. However, only six out of

35 third-year courses, had a final

exam.

"When you break down the

figures, it doesn't seem to be what

MacNaught is saying," says Longo.

He feels the committee will

probably have to present two reports

to the department committee, one

for and one against exams. The final

decision rests in the hands of the

department committee, made up of

70 staff and 14 students.

"I don't think they're trying to

come up with a blanket pro-

examination policy, just a clarifica-

tion of departmental position," says

Longo.

Among the alternatives put

forward by many of the students

who voted against formal ex-

aminations were take-home exams,

additional essays, or a different

weighting of the term mark.

A second part ' of the

questionnaire asked about course

evaluation. This year the depart-

ment suggested that the staff be

allowed to contribute to the

evaluations. The system last year

was a course evaluation put out by

the students, with a departmental

handbook representing the staffs

opinions on history courses.

Students voted, again almost

unanimously, against the

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informed
helpful

staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

Remodelling and
Alterations

- A Specially -

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners and Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards
MEMBER OF INDEPENDENT

CLEANERS ASSOC.

NOW APPEARING

APRIL WINE

OCT. 9-15

KIN6 BISCUIT BUY

EL M0CAMB0
Spadina at College

NO COVER-NO MINIMUM

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

SMC ELECTIONS
Nominations are now open for the SMC
student elections. Available seats are:

4 Natural Sciences

5 Social Sciences

6 Humanities

1 SAC Representative

Nomination forms are available in the
Student's Union office.

The nominations close Friday, Oct. 6 at
4:30. Campaigning opens Oct. 10; closes
Oct. 16. Elections will be held Oct. 17 and
18

department's suggestion. Most felt

that the system of an independent

student committee for this purpose

was essential.

Pressure for exams by some
members of the faculty has risen due

to the blossoming of the pirate essay

business. The knowledge that some
of their students may be evaluated

on essays they didn't write

themselves is distressing to staff

members.

Longo feels the problem may be

exaggerated. He could remember
only one plagiarism case brought

before the Standards Committee

last year. Either the essay selling

business is not as large as the faculty

fears, or the bulk of it is undetected.

Unclassifieds
DYNACO SCA-35 STEREO Amp-Preamp
$90. Dynaco FM-3 stereo tuner $80. 2 AR
4ax speakers $100. As package $250.00

lirm all work perfectly. 534-7696 after 6.'

A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
College St. (Clarke Institute) 924-5937.

Come in and see our monthly special

WANTED • RELIABLE student to sit three

children ages 1. 3, 5, Regularly on

Tuesdays 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. York Mills and

Yonge. references required. Mrs. Jelfery

487-7419.
,

FLAT RATE computer programming

estimates. Low student rates Call

2826. 24hr service

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs. .

Spadina Ave. between Queen and Oun
das. Good selection ot lun furs sizes 8-'tt

Cleaning and repairs (fur and tur tabu
)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.; Ill 800
Thurs. and Fri.

FOUND: A PAIR OF WIRE-FRAME
GLASSES in a red leather case reading

"Wigston - Timmons" were found Monday
at 16 Hart House Circle. The ownei may
phone Miss McNeely at 928-5015 to

reclaim them.

WOULD ALL THOSE WHO SIGNED UP
for the shiur by Rabbi Silver, please return

their registration forms and fees as soon

as possible. Contrary to the Yavneh

newsletter. Nsiv Olam is not a section ot

the Free Jewish University,

BEN'S MENS HAtRSTYLING
(specializing in long hair) In the ClarKe
Institute of Psychiatry, 250 College St

Tel. 924-6811, Ext 560

HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental

can solve it. Complete apartment or just

the pieces you need. Ideal (or two or more
sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.
Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485
Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture (or sale.

Going out of business alter 42 years.

Pearl Furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind
new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

ATTRACTIVE MODELS WANTED Phone
964-1575

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT, special
student rates. $5.00 monthly. Free
delivery, phone 486-6029. Associated Of-

fice Services.

FOR LADIES: Massage - pedlcur-faclal by
cosmetology, R.M.S. Parviainen. 713
Spadina Ave. (2nd floor) for appointment
924-3022

HONEST HEAD'S Co-operative consign-
ment store. Hand-cratted goods by local

craltsmen. 93A Harbord St.

PRIVATE TUTORING need any help?
Private tutoring in first and second year
physics, mathematics. Sudhir Joshi
(M.Sc.) 35 Howland Ave - 925-0203. Be
sure and successful.

G.S.U. FILMS PRESENTS, Bonnie and
Clyde, Faye Ounaway and Warren Beatty.

Med. Sci. Auditorium, Wednesday 4th.

Oct. at 7 P.M. and 9 P.M. Admission $1.00.

IF YOU'VE GOT IT - FLAUNT IT Come to

auditions lor OAFFYOIL (Med's annual
review) 7:00 • 9:30 p.m. Oct. 10, 11, 12.

Medical Alumlni Louge second lloor.

Medical Siences, Bldg. anuona welcome.

STRAIGHT, MATURE-(22-30) outgoing
person wanted to share large furnished
home in Bayvlew - Eglinton area with 3

young men compatable environment, con-
fortable surroundings. Approx $100
month, 425-4440.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses, essays-French, Lalin-experienced
typists-electric typewriters, 713 Spadina
Ave. (south Bloor) 922-7624-

ANTIQUE SHOW - Sale New Agricultural

Building, Woodstock, Ontario. Oct. 6, 7-8
;
Friday, open S p.m. - Sat. and Sunday at

noon,

EXPERIENCED TYPIST term essays,

reports, theses. Reasonable rates. Call

anytime: 462-6606.
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Student challenge crumbles

Kanowitch fails in bid to oust Hallett

Former SAC commissioner Seymour Kanowitch challenged principal Hallett for chairmanship
of the General Committee.

by BOB BETTSON
Former SAC cultural affairs

commissioner Seymour Kanowitch
was defeated 68 to 31 in his bid to

challenge University College prin-
cipal Archie Hallett for the vice-

chairmanship of the General Com-
mittee of the Faculty of Arts and
Science on Monday.

Kanowitch told the committee he
was running because it "has
operated in a state of chaos. Faculty

have tabled all important
legislation. The committee is not
functioning effectively because there

is no trust between students and
senior faculty."

He charged that there could be no
trust while students operated in a
minority position and senior faculty

continued to seek to maintain a
stranglehold on the committee.

_j Of the other two students who
» challenged the all-faculty striking

g committee's recommende slate only
third year Victoria college student

I David Laughton was successful, get-

g ting a seat on the steering com-
5 mittee. Second year New College

§ student Howie Levitt was defeated

in his bid to upset geography
professor W.G. Dean for the post of
chief proctor.

FASHION
WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

^JEftMS $4
V MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS-^** sl2

V BAGGIES (ualues to S30) Jg -|g

V SWEATERS from$4
V BLAZERS- $5-18

$8-18

$10-20

>' BLAZER & BAG SUITS_$22-30

V SMOCKS

V GOWNS.

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

Centre for the
Study of Drama HART HOUSE THEATRE

PRESENTS

THE MISANTHROPE
by Moliere

Translated by Richard Wilbur
Directed by Donald Davis

October 19 - 28 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50 Box Office 926-8668
Students $1.25 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sudenl subscriptions still available - $3.00 for 3 productions

[PITJ. Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

AUDITIONS
David Gardner will hold Auditions for

ROSMERSHOLM
and

Martin Hunter will hold Auditions for

HAMLET
Hart House Theatre, October 11, 12 and 13

For an appointment call 928-8674 or drop in

at Theatre Offices
Open to all students - both graduate and undergraduate

Last year's chairman, political

science professor Ken Bryden, was
acclaimed as chairman of the
general committee and Victoria
College principal John Robson was
second to Laughton in the balloting
for the two steering committee
positions.

A motion to reduce the quorum
for the 200 member General Com-
mittee from 70 to 50 members by
physics professor Bob Logan was
defeated handily as conservative

faculty joined most of the students
in opposing the move.

Logan said that is is important
that the General Committee "get on
with its important work". He
pointed out that three meetings last

year were unable to be held because
of lack of quorum.

New College Principal Donald
Ivey said he was "irritated" that he
had to second the motion but he felt

that it was necessary. He suggested

some sort of compuslory attendance
mechanism be established.

However, fourth year Trinity

student Phil Merton charged that

reducing the quorum would allow
faculty to call a meeting such as one
held last spring during exams. He
pointed out that at that meeting,
which was adjourned because of
lackof quorum, faculty had passed a
controversial motion requestiong a
review of the new program.

Classics professor R.M.H.
Shepherd also argued against the

motion on the basis that less than a

third of the membership was not

adequate to conduct the business of

the faculty.

Arts and Science dean Bob
Greene reported that the faculty was
in a "vulnerable" position on dis-

cipline problems. He said that in

expectation of action on the
Campbell report on "discipline, the

faculty had set up no mechanism to

deal with discipline.

He pointed out that in a recent

case it was discovered that the

CAPUT, the university disciplinary

body, had no jurisdiction over in-

dividual faculties and a special sub-

committee of the committee on
standing had to be set up.

Greene added that the discipline

problem as well as action on the

General Committee's recommen-
dations arising out of the Presiden-

tial Advisory Committee on Ex-

tension report were awaiting the

attention of the Governing Council.

New Programme Review Committee Solicits Views

The Terms of Reference of the Committee include:

1) GATHERING OF INFORMATION:
a) Enrolment patterns

b) Staff and Student attitudes to

the New Programme
c) Views on objectives

2) ORGANIZATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
FACTORS INFLUENCING EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMMES: a) Effects of sponsorship of

teaching by separately financed Divisions

b) The Role of the Colleges
c) Counselling

d) Part-time Studies

The Committee would like to receive written statements of views Secretary to the Committee, Mr. R. Dolan, c/o Office of the

and relevant documents from individuals or groups of in- Dean, Faculty of Arts and Science, Sidney Smith Hall,

dividuals. They should be sent, before October 30, 1972, to the

3) CURRICULUM :

a) Specialization, Generaliza-

tion, and Suggested Program-
mes

b) The role of the Fourth Year
c) Pre-professional Programmes
d) Standing and Credit System
e) Procedures for Curriculum

Development
f) Interdisciplinary Studies

4) MODES OF INSTRUCTION
AND EVALUATION
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"AESTHETICS OF
JEWISH PRAYER"

TUES., OCT. 10,

7:30 P.M.

HILLEL HOUSE -

186 ST. GEORGE

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

shoe ftouTnjue

stoned

pljoe sfiopyes;

Smashing in Black or Brown Leather
Only $25.00

open Thursday and Friday Nites
C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored

262 Yonge St.

1475 Yohge St.

101 Bloor St. West
Shopper's World, Brampton

' "Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada of the Villager Shoes Shoppes Ltd

Fairview Mall
Oshawa Shopping Centre
Adams Apple Boutique
126 Bloor St. West

REFERENDUM
The Questions:

1. Do you support the demands made by the Ontario

Federation of Students to the Government of Ontario?

2. Will you support withholding your tuition fees in

January if the Ontario Federation of Students
negotiations with the Government of Ontario are un-

successful?

3. Would you support withholding all of your 1973-74

tuition fees if the Government of Ontario announces
further tuition fee increases or further detrimental

changes in the Ontario Student Awards Programme?

The President's

Installation Address:
"I have made separate comments about full-time

students, part-time students and graduate students,

but there is one common theme that is currently of

concern to all students. That is the policy direction

taken by your Government, Mr. Davis, in asking
students to assume additional responsibility for the
cost of their education through the tuition fees they
pay. It is true that there is justification for asking
those who benefit directly from higher education to

accept a larger share of its costs, but society is the
principal beneficiary of their education. Furthermore,
a countervailing argument of even greater
significance is the influence that this policy of your
Government may have on accessibility to university
education - and this applies not only to full-time but
also to part-time and graduate studies for mature
students. The combination of higher tuition fees and
more limited bursary assistance will act as serious
deterrent to individuals from lower income groups,
from large families, and from those families who have
come recently to Ontario and who are least certain
about their future. I hope, Mr. Premier, that your
Government will be willing to reconsider the im-
plementation of this approach to the sharing of the
costs of education through higher tutition fees on the
basis of its impact on accessibility. Let them go now
and pay later, not through the discharge of burden-
some loans but through the established practice of
after-the-event taxation."

SAC FORUMS
Wednesday 1:00 p.m. Sid Smith Foyer
Floyd Laughren NDP Universities

and Colleges Critic

Debra Lewis SAC Communications
Commissioner

Peter Havess Canadian Liberation

Movement
Phil Dack SAC V.P. (1971-72)

Thursday 1:00 p.m.

Convocation Hall

Robert Nixon

John Helliwell

Joyce Denyer

Craig Heron

Leader, Provincial

Liberal Party

SAC Vice President

Member, Ontario Ctte.

on Student Awards
General Co-ordinator,

O.F.S.
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Puerto Rican war inevitable says Pagan
By ELAINE FARRAGHER

"A revolutionary war of the

people of Puerto Rico is necessary

to defeat the U.S. imperialists now
controlling their country," asserted

Puerto Rican independent is ta

Humberto Pagan at a Monday press

conference.

He predicted the outbreak of civil

war in "two or three years" which
would conclude the long struggle for

freedom.

Pagan, who was in Toronto for

speaking engagements at the U of T
and at York University, faces depor-

tation and possible extradition to the

U.S. to face a murder charge which
rose out of his participation in

NEA endorses

McGovern
The executive of the National

Education Association, (NEA), an
American university student move-
ment, will support George
McGovern and Sargeant Shriver in

the upcoming American presidential

elections.

In doing so, the twelve member
executive committee encouraged the

80,000 members of the NEA to vote

Democratic on November 7th. This

is the first time that the NEA has

backed any ticket.

NEA president Thomas D.

Creighton. in making the an-
nouncement, noted that
McGovern's record "shows his com-
mitment to our country's youth and
their concerns", He asserted that the

1 2 million new voters produced by

the recent 18 year old vote legisla-

tion "can and will determine who
resides in the White House for the

next four years".

McGovern, a one-time school

teacher, is a "liberal" of long stan-

ding who tries to appeal to young
people.

Driver Pool scabs

are convicted
Four employees of Canadian

Driver Pool Ltd. have been con-
victed of public mischief and await

sentencing on October 6, while

similar charges are still pending
against four other co-workers.

The controversial company
provides services such as drivers,

watchdogs, photographers and
security guards to companies whose
workers are on strike. It has become
the focus of a campaign by many
unions, particularly the United
Steelworkers of America, to outlaw

strike-breaking.

Christopher Paynter, Jack Blair,

Peter Gallagher and John Carrigan
were found guilty of damaging a

trailer which was being used as

strike headquarters by a Steelworker

local on legal strike against Central

Precision Ltd. of Etobicoke. Three
union members were confined to the

trailer for an hour by the attackers

last February 2.

Canadian Driver Pool president

Richard Grange was previously

fined $500 for conspiring to wiretap

a union strike headquarters, as well

as being convicted with the company
of supplying security without proper

licensing this summer.

4 C
for students
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March 1971 anti-war riots in Puerto

Rico. After the riots, in which 61

students were wounded and a police

chief killed. Pagan was arrested

during a mass round-up and charged
with murdering the police- chief.

Pagan related to reporters that

after he was released on $30,000
bail, several attempts were made on
his life by police and right-wing

groups which forced him to flee, first

to the U.S. and then to Canada under
an assumed name. He arrived here
in September of 1971 and was
arrested soon after for illegal entry.

He spent the nine months until July

in jail awaiting his deportation
hearings.

Canadian courts have refused the

American request to extradite

Pagan for trial because there was
insufficient evidence to prove that he
committed a criminal offence. But
he has been ordered deported and
under the Immigration Act he could

be sent to the U.S. unless Immigra-
tion Minister Bryce Mackasey in-

tervenes and grants Pagan's request

to travel to Chile or Cuba. Once in

ihe U.S., he would probably be

detained by police to face tfie

murder charge.

Discussing social conditions in his

country. Pagan cited many ex-
amples of U.S. exploitation. On a per
capita basis, he said, more Puerto
Ricans than other Americans have
been killed in the war in Vietnam.
The United States occupies 13 per

cent of Puerto Rico's land space
with its military bases, he added U.S.
control over the economy has in-

creased to such an extent that 90 per
cent of all investment in Puerto Rico
is now American.

Living conditions in the country
have not improved under American
domination, says Pagan. One-third
of the country's population lives in

slums. The cost of living in the past
twenty years has risen 34 per cent,
he said, while the per capita income
has only risen six per cent. In a
country of four million, 224,000 live

solely from public assistance and
many have been forced to leave the
country in order to obtain a
livelihood. The average salary of a
Puerto Rican worker is a third to a
fourth that of an American worker.
Pagan stressed that with the

gradual lessening or U.S. control of
its Asian and African colonies,

Canada and Latin America are

In your spare time...

EARN UP TO $1000 OR MORE
(Our top sub agent earned S2500 last year)

Be an Authorized Sub Agent
for the distribution of

CANADA SAVINGS BONDS
—contact—
TIM SYME

McLeod, Young, Weir & Company Limited

362-7311

CURLING
Mens' Intercollegiate Curling Club to start soon.

Come into the Athletic Office, Room 101 and sign up,

or phone Dave Kennedy evenings at 921-2011.

Depending on degree of response there will be a
week to week league play or a knock-out tournament.
Meeting to be called at a later date.

INTERCOLLEGIATE

SQUASH
Practices Mondays and Thursdays 4.20 - 6.20

P.M. Beginning - Monday October 2nd.

New Players will be welcome for tryouts
Thursday October 5th.

WOMEN'S
INTERCOLLEGIATE TRY-OUTS

Try-outs for the following sports begin:

BASKETBALL
Senior and Intermediate try-outs begin Wed-
nesday, October 11th at 5:00 p.m. in Sports
Gym, Benson Building. Practices are held
Mondays and Wednesdays 5:00 - 7:00 p.m

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY
First meeting to be held on Tuesday, October
10th at 5:30 p.m. in the Board Room, Benson
Building.

VOLLEYBALL
Senior and Intermediate try-outs every Mon-
day and Wednesday 5:00 - 7:00 p.m. begin-
ning Wednesday October 11th, Upper Gym -

Benson Building.

COME OUT AND TRY FOR
THE SPORT OF YOUR CHOICE

becoming increasingly important to
American imperialist interests.

"Canadians should realize how
much U .S. imperialism is taking over
this country."

When questioned on Puerto
Rico's cultural domination, Pagan
replied that much as the U.S. has
tried in this respect, it has never
succeeded. In 1969 English was
declared the official language of
Puerto Rico in a supreme court
decision. However he said that
although for 52 years the people

have been .educated in English,
today less than half the population
can speak it. "The imperialists can
never destroy our national feeling,"

Pagan said.

Polarization of Puerto Rican
society is occurring rapidly, he
asserted, as the contradictions of
imperialism and capitalism are
becoming more obvious to the peo-
ple. "In order

for the U.S. to defeat us," says

Pagan, "it will have to destroy much
of the population of Puerto Rico."

There is only ONE...

^fet OFFICIAL
/fj&j^^^\ University of Toronto

CREST PIN
or ^ -/

"

SIGNET RING
and

they are supplied only through

STODENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
S.A.C. Building

or

A. EARL EDWARDS
1534 Bayview Ave. Phone
(Office at rear, off Millwood) * 483-4212

SPORTS SCHEDULES -

WEEK OF Oct. 9-13

SOCCER
Tubs. Oct. 10 12.15 North For vs. Emman Barbosa

12.15 Trin Trin. B vs Arch Cappe
4.15 North New vs St. M. B Homatidis

Wed. Oct. 11 12.15 North Vic vs Sr.Eng Carllne

4.15 North PHE vs St.M. A Robinson

Thur. Oct. 12 12.15 North Med vs Dent Ho
12.15 South Eng.l vs Knox Bielecki

4.15 North Pharm vs Innis Cappe
4.15 Erin Scar vs Erin (Ref provided

by Erin)

Fri. Oct. 13 12.15 North Trin.A vs Law Basta

4.15 North Jr.Eng vs U.C. lerullo

RUGGER
Tuas. Oct. 10 1.15 West Trin.B vs PHE. B

5.00 at Scar Eng.l vs Scar

Wed. Oct. 11 1.15 East PHE.A vs St.M.

Thur. Oct. 12 1.15 West Eng. II vs Law

Fri. Oct. 13 12.45 West Wye vs Innis

1.15 West Trin.A vs Eng.l

LACROSSE
Tues. Oct. 10 1.00 PHE. B •VS U.C.

6.30 PHE.C vs For

7.30 Innis vs Scar

6.30 Dent vs Knox

Wed. Oct. 11 6.30 Dev. Hse vs Eng

7.30 Vic vs St.M

6.30 PHE.A vs Erin

Thur, Oct. 12 6.30 Scar vs PHE. S

7.30 For vs Dent

8.30 Trin vs PHE.C

Fri. Oct. 13 1.00 Knox vs U.C.

TOUCH FOOTBALL
Now that Rugger has started, teams must be on time

Tues. Oct. 10 E. 12.15 W2 Associates vs Jocks Grittanl

W. 12.15 Skule7T5 vs Athletic Supporters Andryiowicz

E. 12.45 Idiots vs Nads Grlttanl

E. 12.45 Heat It B lat it vs Gofers Kliman

E. 1.15 Coopers Lig vs Canucks Miman

Wed. Od. 11 E. 12.15 Monks vs RhilS Plastlna

Fri. Oct. 13

W. 12.15 Team Terrific vs

E. 12.45 Pure Crap vs

W. 12.45 Ball Carriers vs

E. 12.15 Gonads vs

W. 12.15 Tachyards vs

E. 12.45 Skule7T5 vs
W.12.45 Nummles vs

E. 1.15 Selects vs

E. 12.15 Bourlton Goldens vs

W. 12.15 Arrhythmia vs

E. 12.45 TlCatS vs

E. 1.16 Yankees vs

Wycliffe

Athletic Sup

Heat It & Beat It

Arrhythmia

Idiots

Maulers

Dodgers

Stompers

Team 50

Rhits

Canucks

Slackers

Andryjowicz

Nuppola

Nicholson

Grittanl

Bernholtz

Bernholtz

Doret

Doret

Castillo

Friend

Wagdin

Wagdin
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"Leotard set" challenged

Myth of women's sports inferiority debated
By LESLIE McINTOSH

and Excalibur

The problems and bias women

Tace in sports was discussed recently

at the annual Women's Athletic

Association workshop.

The attitude of sport as an

"unladylike" activity and one not

socially acceptable still exists

despite women's active athletic par-

ticipation. Guests spoke on the im-

age of women in sport and the

attitudes holding back their progress

and acceptance.

Dorothy Harris of Penn State

University (Pennsylvania) said that

"Many people believe that the

serious female athlete cannot be

feminine". Harris is a leading

authority in psycho-social dimen-

sions of physical activities.

Harris suggested that female

athletes experience a psychological

dilemma because their athletic abili-

ty is generally considered to be a

male characteristic, She said this

had led to a "labelling" process.

Women were conditioned to feel a

negative response to athletic

achievement, reflected in the drop-

out rate among
,
promising women

athletes.

Harris raised the question of

whether or not women athletes and

women in general see sports as a

threat to their sex roles. "The
problem becomes one of the

relationship of sexual-social roles",

she said.

"The woman who chooses

competitive sport, who becomes

committed to the pursuit of ex-

cellence within her own limitatins,

within sport, usually has problems in

terms of society's expectations. It's

just not fit and proper, supposedly,

for a young lady to be willing to

sacrifice all the other things ladies

are supposed to do for the sake of

developing excellence in sport. I

think this is the source of all ensuing

problems", Harris said.

Male and female athletes possess

the same "psychological set" which

enables them to succeed in

sports Harris claimed. She made the

point that the performance of the

female athlete must not be judged by

comparison with that of her male

counterpart (or vice versa), but by

the limitations of the individual.

As for limitations, Harris said

that these had gone untested. She

pointed out that women athletes are

playing a "catch-up" game as far as

national organization and levels of

competition are concerned. Women
are breaking records which men set

twenty years ago.

In summing up, Harris urged

female athletes to abandon their

prejudices against one another.

Women in the "leotard" sports such

as gymnastics consider the "gym
suit" athletes (in such sports as

basketball and ice hockey) to be the

lowest form of feminity. Conversely,

"gym suit" athletes have a mental

block against achievement in the

"leotard" sports. In reality, the

same strength, speed and co-

ordination is required for all sports.

Mary Keyes, from McMaster,

talked about the historical problems

women faced in breaking into

sports, In the earliest Olympic

games, women were not even

allowed to watch, much less par-

ticipate, she said. It wasn't until the

nineteenth century that women

began to openly participate in some

form of physical activity and such

activity was considered
"unladylike".

By the turn of the century women
were participating in gymnastics,

but modesty prevailed—participants

had to keep their anatomy covered

with long bloomers and sailor

PHE continues to win along

the ground; defeats Eng. 24-0
PHE conlinued its winning ways

into the second week of interfaculty

football play by downing a weak
Engineering squad 24-0 Tuesday.

The team relied almost

exclusively on its rushing game to

dm'e the Engineering squad back,

while the defensive line was able to

dampen any skulmendrives.

However, even with its two wins

10 dale PHE has not shown any
evidence of an aerial attack.

Converts were missed on all four

touchdowns, and a field goal
attempt late in the game went wide.

(In its first game of the season last

week, the team was also unable to

convert its lone touchdown.)

At halflime. PHE was ahead 18-0

on a touchdown by Bagg and two
more by Malchett. The Engineers
came into the second half deter-

mined to defend, but still managed
to drop another six points in the
third quarter to PHE's Ross. (Only
minutes before scoring, the same
Ross' had been helped off the field

with a head injury.)

Despite several penalties for

considerable yardage loss in the

fourth quarter, the PHE team
almost broke through on an in-

terception Tor another six. However,
the interception was ruled in-

complete and the ball reverted to the

Engineers, who ran out the final four
minutes of the clodk.

In yesterday's game, it was UC
over New 27-0 wifli most of the

scoring taking place in the first half.

blouses.

As golf and tennis became

acceptable, and then the bicycle in

the I920's, women still weren't con-

sidered athletes. The main attrac-

tion of women's sport activities in-

voved courting and matchmaking,

with athletic prowess a secondary

issue.

"The general pattern of separate

facilities, separate programs,
separate organizations for sports is

symptomatic of the distinction

between sexual poses and social

roles within the society", Keyes

said.

"If we really begin to treat sport

as something, that's beneficial to

human beings, then this whole

parallel separate structure is

somewhat ridiculous in terms of

servicing the needs of human
beings", she concluded.

The conference also discussed the

"myth" that portrays the female

athlete as a strong, aggressive, large-

muscled individual who may not be

alt woman. She is someone playing

out her suppressed male tendencies

and seeking dominance over men.

There's also the female athlete

apologist, who sweats and is un-

ladylike while involved in physical

activity. But as soon as she goes to

shower and puts on her min-skirt,

she's pretty and delicate and

apologizes for her competitive self

by showing all the feminine traits.

Femininity and masculinity, as

culturally determined qualities,

differ in each culture and society. In

North America, the feminine

woman is a spectator; she cheers for

her man on the sports field, but any

deviation from this role carries a

negation of her feminine self.

Women help to perpetrate the

passive feminine attitude in their

own feelings towards women par-

ticipating in sports by not rebutting

the image of women athletes

presented in newspapers and
magazines.

Medical and physiological data

has not produced any evidence to

indicate that vigorous, competitive

activity is harmful to women. So'

physiologically, a woman is free to

do as she athletically pleases, limited

only by her own body potential.

Furthermore, while sports is

interpreted in a man-woman jux-

taposition, with the emphasis on
masculinity, the female needs sports

as much as the male for basic human
psychological and biological needs.

York University's Women's
Athletic Council hosted the con-

ference, which included members of

the Ontario Women's Inter-

collegiate Athletic Association.

There were 25 participants from U
of T. Other universities represented

included Queen's, Ottawa, Windsor,
Western, Waterloo, and McMaster.

Intramural Touch Football

Correction Tuesday, September 26

Gonads 6 vs. Stompers 12

Correction Wednesday, September 27
Team Terrifies 33 vs. Jocks 6

Thursday, September 28
Skule 7T5 vs. Athletic Supporters-rescheduled

Boulton Goldens 12 vs. Dodgers 44
Friday, Septebmer 29

Yankees 32 vs. Cooper's Ligaments 6
Monks vs. Pharmacy (Pharm. won by default)

Nummies 0 vs. Gophers 32
Monday, October 2

Heal It & Beat It 0 vs. Stompers 12

Ticats vs. Pharmacy (Pharm. won by default)
Boulton Goldens vs. Cooper's Ligaments (won by default)

Ball Carriers 12 vs. Nads 7
Tuesday, October 3

Team Terrific 33 vs. Athletic Supporters 12

Idiots vs. Maulers (rescheduled)

PHE's Ross (34), downed In Tuesday's game, went on to score.

Interfaculty Soccer

Division 1

Thursday September 28

Scar O vs. Vic. 3

Monday, October 2

Vic O vs. St. Mike's A 2

Sr. Eng. I vs. Erin 3

Division II

Friday, September 29
Law 2 vs. New 1

Monday, October 2

St. Mike's BO vs. Law 1

Division III

Friday September 29
For 1 vs. Trin B 2
Pharm. 1 vs. WycO
Monday, October 2

Arch 0 vs. Innis6



Western Guard plans

to disrupt all radical

and black meetings
VOL 93 NO. 12
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The Western Guard has threatened that all campus
meetings Featuring Marxist or black speakers will be
disrupted.

The decision represents a return to their policy of a

year and half ago, when they attempted to fight left

politics by disrupting meetings. The move is a result of
the cancellation Tuesday of the scheduled taping of a tv

program Wednesday night featuring a prominent of-

ficial of the Ku Klux Klan.

Vic president J. E, Hodgetts cancelled the taping on
the strength of rumours that the Guard and the extreme
left-wing were planning to demonstrate. He feared
violence would result, as it has in past.

In an unsolicited call to The Varsity on Wednesday, a
person identifying himself as Emilio de Bono said "the
Western Guard will be on the lookout this semester and
next for any Marxist or black... I mean radical black
speakers."

As to what the Guard would do about such speakers,
he continued, "We'll leave it up to the imagination,
from past experience."

In the spring of I971, the Guard, then known as the
Edmund Burke Society, briefly broke up a packed
meeting at Convocation Hall listening to radical
Quebec unionist Michel Charlrand and lawyer Robert
Lemieux. They threw mace into the hall and in the fight

that ensued door panels were smashed and several
arrests made.
The Burkers have attempted to disrupt many other

lefi meetings, including one featuring Chicago 7 lawyer
William Kunstler.

Last night. Kevin Boyd, who answered the Guard
telephone number, confirmed that de Bono is a member
of the organization. Although he was not sure that de
Bono's statement was official policy, he stated that "I
understand that it came down from the advisory council
(of the Guard), so I presume it's official." He added
that he had heard favourable discussion of similar
proposals among Guard members yesterday.

Asked what action the Guard would take at a radical
meeting, he said "It could be anything from a
demonstration to a disruption."

Con Hall nearly empty for Nixon
By ELAINE FARRAGHER

Less than a dozen students went
to the 1763-seal Convocation Hall

to hear Ontario Liberal leader

Robert Nixon speak yesterday on
the increased tuition fees.

Nixon commented on the scarcity

of students, suggesting that perhaps

students were not interested in

voicing their disapproval. "In
looking at these empty chairs, I

sense that there is something less

than a total commitment of the

student body," he said.

SAC president Eric Miglin later

expressed concern that the turnout

was so poor, but credited it solely to

the lack of publicity it was given.

Next Tuesday, he said. Jack McNie,
the new Minister of Colleges and

Universities would be speaking at

Convocation Hall.

"The next turnout had better be

good. " said Miglin " or the govern-

ment is going to think that the

students are not interested."

In an informal discussion with the

students present, Nixon said the

demand of the Ontario Federation

of Students that the fee increase be
deferred is not "unreasonalbe or

extreme".

Although he stressed that he was
in favour of student mobilization

against the government stand, he
thought the best thing that could be
done would be to withold the one
hundred dollar increase. (This is

what U of T's Graduate Students'

Union is urging its members to do
next term).

Nixon said the government had
made a "serious mistake" in in-

creasing the fees. He claimed that

plans for a similar increase next year

had been thwarted by strong student

sentiment against it.

Nixon was apparently referring to

a report that Premier Bill Davis last

week told a group of students in-

formally that there would be no fee

hike in 1973-74.

Although the report itself has not

been contradicted, the new Minister
of Colleges and Universities, Jack
McNie, said last night that it was
not government policy. "I hope they

won't go up." he said, but he refused

lo go further.

Nixon pointed out that the fee

increase will only contribute 23
million dollars toward meeting the

519 million dollar deficit of the

Ontario budget.

He asserted that the Conservative

government probably had no
"ulterior motive" for increasing the

fees.

"They just needed the money" he
said.

He said that the program on
which the provincial Conservatives

ran their election campaign was

'PC's court PQ'
Former top Trudeau aide Marc Lalonde yesterday charged the
Conservatives are courting separatists. See page 3.

"purely electoral".

Alter the election had been won,
he said, the people of Ontario were
hit with a series of "bombshells,"

including the fee increases.

Ultimately. Nixon said,

poslsecondary education should be

tuition-free. Questioned on whether

corporate taxes should pay for in-

creasing education costs, Nixon said

that personal income taxes would
also have to bear the extra burden.

The meeting Tuesday, at noon in

Convocation Hall, will feature presi-

dent John Evans and McNie, as well

as Liberal MPP James Bullbrook

and former NDP education critic

Walter Pitman.

Organizers of the meeting
consider it a coup to have McNie
give one of his first public
statements here.

McNie himself said last night, "I

look forward to the meeting."

Court lets U.S. appeal Pagan extradition
OTTAWA (CUP) — Puerto

Rican independentista student
Humberto Pagan will be spending

another year in Canada.
The Supreme Court of Canada

decided yesterday the United States

should be allowed to appeal the

decision on Pagan's extradition,

following a short hearing Tuesday.
The appeal will be heard in the lower

federal court sometime within the

next year. The court is fully booked
this year and most of next.

Pagan was arrested in Ottawa a

year ago after he fled Puerto Rico
where he is charged with killing San
Juan riot chief Juan Mercado during

a riot at the University of Puerto

Rico March II, 1972. He does not

want lo return to Puerto Rico
because he fears for his life there.

During the past year, extradition

proceedings went smoothly for the

Americans, but the deportation

hearing hit a snag. On June 27,

Carlelon County Court Judge A. E.

Honeywell refused the American
request lo deport the student lo

Puerto Rico, selling a precedent in

Canadian-American deportation

relations. Pagan, who was kept in

jail from Ihe lime of his arrest, was

freed on $3000 bail in early July.

The counsel Tor the U.S. went to

the federal court on August 3,

asking for an appeal on the grounds

lhal Ihe case was of extraordinary

importance.

The federal court refused to hear

the appeal because it contradicted a

1955 Supreme Court ruling which

prohibited a country seeking a

deportation to appeal a case. The
U .S. then went to the Supreme
Court Tuesday asking that it allow

Ihe appeal to be heard in the lower

Pagan was consulting his lawyer

Bernard Mergler in Montreal today

and was unavailable for comment.

H owever, a Pagan Defence
Committee member in Ottawa said

the decision to allow the appeal was
based on one of three things. Either

the court disagreed with the 1955

Supreme Court ruling, it agreed

with the American counsel that the

case is of extraordinary importance,

or it felt the federal court's ruling on

the appeal was incorrect.

Another possible result of the

Supreme Court decision, he said, is

lhal the Americans may ask for a

warrant to put Pagan back in jail.

However, Judge Honeywell, who

disallowed the first American depor-

tation request, is the person who
would sign the warrant and reliable

sources report he has already
refused to do so.

The Pagan Defence Committee
and Mergler are expected to issue

statements in the next few days on
Iheir future plans now that the

appeal has been permitted.

Committee deciding on stack access chosen
By BOB BETTSON

After a 45 minute session, in camera, the Academic Affairs Committee
of the Governing Council yesterday decided who will sit on the
subcommittee with the power to determine whether undergraduates will

have access to the Robarls Library.

The committees suggestion must still be ratified by the Governing
Council.

The 15 member subcommittee recommended by university vice,

president Don Forster, classics professor R.M.H. Shepherd and part-time

student Norma Grindal includes four faculty members, three deans, one
principal, one librarian and one alumni representative? Five students, include

iwo undergraduates, two graduates and one part-time student.

The committee will take over the policy function of the now-defunct
Library Council, which last year turned down student demands for open
access to the stacks at the Robarts Library.

As ihe policy now stands, everyone will have to apply for stack access

on the basis of academic need. One of the committee's responsibilities will be
lo define academic need.

The committee will be chaired by history professor Michael Israel. The
live students are: Kathy Feldman (Law), Academic Affairs committee
member Brian Morgan, graduate students M. Evans, Governing Council
member Clarice Henschel, and part-time student L. Ayoub.

Other faculty include P.E. Burke (Engineering), W.M. Dick, and J.W.
Scoll (Medicine), and dean Bob Greene of Arts and Science. Graduate
school dean Ed Safarian and Library Science dean F.G. Halpenny are also

on the committee.

The other members of the committee wilt be U.C. principal Archie
Hallet. Erindale librarian H.L. Smith and an alumni representative.

Chief librarian Robert Blackburn and two of his associates will be non-
voting assessors.

Shepherd explained that the session was held in camera because "we
had lo discuss individual person's qualifications and make a choice between
certain persons."

The committee refused to consider, by a vote of 8-6, a motion by Brian

Morgan which would have condemned the Ontario government for

increasing tuition fees and thrown support behind Ontario Federation of
Student demands.

The motion will be discussed at the next meeting if Morgan is

unsuccessful in getting the Governing Council's executive meeting to discuss

it.

Several faculty members said that they would like more time to think

about the motion.

Further discussion of a paper by chairman Shepherd on the Academic
Affairs Committees powers was left until the next meeting.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
ell day

Carolina Exchange— some appllcallons

still available In Undergrad Office, Hart

House. Open lo all U of T students.

Deadline today.

10 am

Day-long workshop with Bill Shutz,

author ot "Joy" and many other books

relating to human potential. Explore your

energlesl Royal York Hotel Ballroom. Till 6

1 pm

The Career Counselling and Placement

Centre continues Its series ot Career lalks

with a talk by represenlatlves ol the tedeial

government on the Foreign Service

Programme. Sign-up tor the Foreign Ser-

.vice examination (Oct. 19, 1972) will take

place afler the Career talk. Med Scl, room

3154. Till 2 pm.
Cantlna 72 — pub sponsored by U ot T

Italian Club. Admission free. Enter-

tainment. SMC, Upper Brennan Hall. Till 6

pm.

4 pm

Ever-popufar Wine and Cheese party,

today and every Friday. Everyone
welcome. GSU, 16 Bancroft.

6:30 pm

All those going on Ihe Varsity Christian

Fellowship October Weekend please meet

with sleeping bags and luggage in front of

Hart House.

7 pm

"Sense-us". an evening ol sharing,

enjoying and learning from Toronto's

Spiritual Community. Sponsored by Clare-

mont Centre and SAC. Varsity Arena. Till

midnight.

7:30 pm

Important discussion and Introduction to

meditation of Guru Mahara) Jl. Free. 76

Lowther Ave., 2 blocks north on St.

George.

8 pm

Hungarian Helicon Club Meeting, first of

the year. 245 College.

10 am

The Newman Centre attempts to express

lis Christian belief In the context of a

community devoted to the exploration of

various modes of worship. Masses are at

10 and 12 noon. St. Thomas Aquinas

Chapel. Hoskln and St. George. Coffee and

conversation follow.

7:30 pm

Intermediate Hebrew Course beginning

tonight at no cost. Hlllel House.

8 pm

Wine and Cheese party for Grads et al at

Hlllel House. 186 St. George.

MONDAY

midnight

"The Fourth Tower ot Inverness', a

chilling mystery serial begins tonight and

continues every weeknlght on Radio Varsi-

ty, 820 AM In residence.

TUESDAY

1 pm
Mammolh forum on the tuition

Increases. Newly appointed Minister ol

Colleges and Universities, Jack McNie, will

speak. Also Walter Pitman, Jim Bullbrook,

president John Evans and SAC president

Eric Mlglin. Convocation Hall.

"Judaism and Marxism", sponsored by

the Free Jewish University. Sid Smith,

room 3045.

6 pm
The Troupe Cafe-Theatre dB U of T will

hold a meeting In the Copper Room,
Wymllwood, Vic.

7:30 pm
"Aesthetics of Jewish Prayer",

sponsored by the Free Jewish University.

Hlllel House, 186 St. George.

Tuesday Film Series presents "The
Trojan Women" starring Michael Cacoyan-

nis, Katheilne Hepburn, Vanessa
Redgrave. OISE Auditorium, 252 Bloor St.

West. $1.50.

8 pm
"A Tarn Fun Honig". Free Jewish

University. Hillel House, 186 St. George.

Toronto Citizens' Forum with ward

candidates and ward issues as they relate

to city-wide Issues and policies. Today:

Wards 2 and 4. City Hall, Committee Room
No. 1.

9:30 pm
More movies. "The Uon In Winter" with

Katherine Hepburn and Peter O'Toole.

OISE Auditorium, 252 Bloor Street West.

$1.00.

New York Pizza House
925-1736WINNER:

1970 1ST ANNUAL TORONTO
PIZZA AWARO MOANING
AFTER SHOW CBC
STAR WEEK'S JUNE 71

PIZZA CONTEST

Dining Room OPEN 11 AM-

1 AM MON-SAT
SUN 3 PM-1 AM
TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM S PM-1 AM

Genevieve John
Bujold Vernon

in

Paul Almond's film

Also starring Gale Garnell and George Sperdakos
Songs by Luke Gibson

An Aslral Commumcalions Release

Starts
FRIDAY
OCT. 6th

REMEMBER ELVIS,
TEEN TOWN,

THE EDSEL, TRICKY-
DICKY AND MR. FIXfT..

^'CANADIAN
7 FILM AWARD

WINNER!
Ml

neon
PfllAC€

directed by Peter Rowe associate directo'

Jim Lewis associate producer Tony Hall

TECHHICOLOR*

Film continues to Sunday, Oct. I

POOR ALEX
Brunswick and Bloor

Information: 920-8373

HART HOUSE ART GALLERY

RECENT
ACQUISITIONS

UNTIL OCT. 8

OPENING OF
WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE

OCT. 10

Mon. -

Weds.
Sunday

Sat. 11 a.m. to S p.m.

11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

MEAL TICKETS
are available for use at lun-

cheon and dinner in the Great

Hall. Enquire at the great Hall

cashier.

$30 fpr 24 meals.

POETRY
READINGS

Begin In Ihe Library,

Thurs., Oct. 12
12 - 1:00 p.m.

Anyone Interested in reading
their own works, please con-
tact the Warden's Office, 928-

2436 or Drew McKae 928-3282.

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TUES., WEDS., AND THURS.

FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

I))

Colonial 3!203 Yonge St.

THIS WEEKEND

STAN GETZ COMING SOON
STARTING MONDAY JOHN LEE HOOKER
OSIBISA CHUCK MANGIONE

Discover
the

freedom of

CONTACT
LENSES

BRADDOGK
OPTICAL
170 St. George Si. 925-8720
2917 Bloor St. W. 233-2611
Centenary Plaza 282-2030
E Village Centre 222-5791

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

STARTING MONDAY:

Sea Dog

CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair

NOW
APPEARING

MANCHILD
Toronto's Lowest Priced Night Club

Htl: Open 5:30 ot 6-6-10 SAT., SUN., MON.: Open 1:30 at 2 4-6-8-10.

PART TIME WORK AVAILABLE

drivers and service

stations attendents

needed

OUEfUER-CEWTURY OF SERVICE 21 years, chauffers licence

good driving record

CALL 363-5619
METRO CAB CO. LTD.

811 KING ST. W.
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Magic: more jobs of less cost

Liberals give Canada the LIP - again
OTTAWA (CUP) — The

Liberals are trying to dent the un-

employed ranks by setting up the

Local Initiatives Program (LIP) for

a full year.

Manpower and Immigration

minister Bryce Mackasey an-

nounced Wednesday the federal

government will continue to con-

tribute 85 million to the 1972-73

program, down from $80 million

last year. It will come into effect

December 1 and last until May 31,

1973.

Decisions will not be made on

which programs will receive support

until December I, so no charges of

political patronage can be made, the

government hopes. The program is a

supplement to the $40 million

iraining-on-lhe-job program the

minister announced last week in

Toronto.

Tighter criteria will be used this

year. Mackasey said. The emphasis

will be placed on creating more job

opportunities and the betterment of

community services, rather than the

quality of life theme.

Projects created under the

program should be capable of star-

ling 15 days after they receive ap-

proval so the main employment
impact can occur between December
1972 and May 1973. The govern-

ment hopes about 50 thousand new
jobs will be created during this time.

"Projects must create

employment for unemployed
people," the LIP information

pamphlet tells applicants. "This

employment should be over and
above that which would normally

take place during the December to

May period."

Project sponsors must use

Manpower centres to hire un-

employed people and show that they

intend to hire those receiving un-

employment insurance or social

assistance and seeking work.

Last year's program included

three extensions of funds for 5700

projects and created more than 92,-

000 jobs, the government claims.

This year's appropriation is lower

because of the tighter regulations,

Mackasey said.

"A higher figure could well strain

our resources," he commented. He
did not know if the 85 million

represents the total amount that will

he allocated for the renewed scheme.

The tighter regulations include a

decrease in the maximum con-

tribution allowable per project "in

order to allow more money for

smaller and more diversified pro-

jects", the minister's press release

said.

Only projects which do not

require federal funding after May 31

will be approved. Those that wish to

continue must show they have alter-

nate funding before approval is

Trudeau's protege leaves nest
By BOB GAUTHIER

Marc Lalondc told a group of Toronto businessmen

yesterday that "the NDP and the Conservatives are

courting the separatist vote — probably more the

Conservatives than the NDP."
Lalonde said that "the Conservatives have one

language for Quebec and one for the rest of the

country". He fell that "when it gets down to not singing

the national anthem at their (Conservative) meetings,

it shows" how the Conservatives are appealing to the

separatist vote. (Lalonde quoted a Toronto daily as his

source.)

The Liberal candiate for Montreal's Outremont
riding added, "Insofar as the Liberal Party is

concerned, we are going to oppose the notion of

separatism in Quebec with all the energy we can muster

for the very simple reason that we are convinced that it

is the wrong option for Canada, the wrong option for

Quebec, and the wrong option for French-Canadians in

particular."

Lalonde did not indicate what "all the energy"

would consist of.

He said this stand reflected "not arrogance, but

clarity of thought."

He also mentioned that Wagner's speechwriter and

one of his advisors was formerly chief of the Parti

Quebecois secretariat and in 1967 "a co-founder with

Rene Levesque of the Mouvement Souverainete

Association.

However, earlier on in his speech, Lalonde also

made the point that "Mr. Levesque and Mr. Wagner
were sitting in the same provincial Cabinet".

Lalonde accused the Conservatives of being

"exceptionally indifferent to Quebec. In fact", he

continued, "they have lost touch with it for decades and

have neglected to establisch any roots in French

Canada between elections, as if the province of Quebec

did not exist ouside as part of Canada.

"They seem to believe that by buying or hiring at

the last minute some big guns' when an election is

called, they will get the support of Quebec voters. Time

after time, the big guns' turn into mere "pea-shooters'

and this time will be no different from the last one. In

fact, I would bet my shirt that this time will be even

worse for the Conservatives in Quebec."

Lalonde was attempting to counter-attack Wagner's

speech of last week in which he is reported to have said

that, according to Lalonde, "if the people in Quebec

ever elected a government that favoured independence,

he would go along with it."

Lalonde said that he felt "that relations between the

Quebec government and the federal government have
never been as harmonious as in the last few years". He
said that "in several areas, the problems which had
afflicted federal-provincial relations between Ottawa
and Quebec have now been resolved. There are many
other areas where problems no longer exist."

Lalonde criticized Wagner's statement 'that federal-

provincial relations would improve under a Conser-

vative government, making the vaguest allussions to

greater consultation and the allocation of powers

between governments."

The former executive assistant to Trudeau in the

secretive Prime Minister's Office, Lalonde said that

"Mr. Wagner's recent statements here call for a dis-

tinction between fact and fiction and for a realistic

description of federal-provincial relations in Canada".

Lalonde, considered by some to be the second most

powerful man in the country after Trudeau, moved into

the Prime Minister's Office in March, 1967 as the

principal secretary and assistant to Lester Pearson.

Lalonde met Trudeau in the I950's and taught law

at the University of Montreal at the same time as the

prime Minister.

In 1959, he went to Ottawa as special advisor to

Davie Fulton, Conservative Minister of Justice. In the

early I960's Lalonde served with three Royal Com-
missions, and in 1966 he was hired on a special contract

by the Privy Council as head of a task force on

corporate disclosures and securities legislation, and also

as an advisor on federal-provincial constitutional

matters. From there he went directly into Prime

Minister Pearson's office as chief policy advisor.

When asked Thursday how he foresaw his role in

federal politics if a Liberal government were returned at

the end of the month, Lalonde replied, "No plans,

that's the Prime Minister's prerogative.

"The prime minister never talks to anyone about

these things". Lalonde continued. "He hasn't talked to

me and as far as I know he hasn't talked to anyone else.

He may send me to Timbuktu or even to Toronto."

In 1970 Lalonde said, "In all my life since I

completed my studies, 1 have never planned on

committing myself for much more than two years

ahead. Modern man must be mobile." It appears that

Lalonde is now ready to commit himself to Trudeau's

brand of federalism.

Simcoe Hall occupation trials postponed
The trials of two persons arrested

during the occupation of Simcoe

Hall last spring were postponed

yesterday when the Crown attoney

failed to subpoena his witnesses

despite ample warning of the date.

Bill Getty, who is charged with

assaulting police, and Tom
McLaughlin, charged with ob-

structing police, were prepared to go

ahead with their defences yesterday

and hud successfully subpoenaed

some of the university's top ad-

ministrators, including President

John Evans.

However, both sides agreed that

for the trails to come up in regular

court, where they would be mixed in

with a number of other cases, would

ential considerable delay and in-

convenience. Accordingly, they

agreed to ask for a special session of

a court, which would hear their

trials and no others, until their

conclusion.

The trials, originally scheduled

for last April have now been put off

until Januarv. 1 5 to 17.

Getty complained to the judge of

the delay, pointing out that he had

made extensive preparations to con-

duct his own defence and had been

forced to lake the day off work.

He said the Crown had no excuse

for not calling his witnesses since he

knew the trial was to proceed

yesterday.

The two were arrested along with

17 others when police raided a two-

day occupation of Simcoe Hall last

March, a result of the university's

refusal to grant public access to the

slacks of the Robarts Library.

Charges of trespassing brought

against 19 of those arrested were

dropped last spring. The trials of

Randi Reynolds charged with
assaulting police, and Mark
Goldblatt, charged with assaulting

and obstructing police, will continue

November 12.

given, thus effectively cutting down
on long-term benefit work.

Projects suggested by the

information pamphlet include ex-

panding and improving community
"store-front" services by repairing

facilities or adding support staff,

groups organizing employment for

themselves by providing new ser-

vices for their communities,
development of services for children,

the elderly or the handicapped, en-

vironmenlal improvement
programs, employment of natives by
native groups to improve com-
munity facilities and services, ex-

tension of cultural and social

organizations' programs, minor
repairs to substandard housing, and
employment of people in non-profit

making projects by organizations

with limited revenue.

No project that involves profit-

making or subsidization of a profit-

making enterprise will be supported.

Other project types that will not

receive support include those giving

financial aid to employed people,

those supporting "leisure activities"

solely for the sponsors, and large

construction projects.

Any project affecting the "social

objectives and spending priorities of
other levels of government" will be
subject to consultation between the

federal government and the province

concerned. Applications from
municipalities must have prior ap-
proval from their provincial
governments.

Besides a maximum wage of $100
a week per person, projects may
spend up to $ 1 7 per person per week
on operating expenses, such as rent,

supplies, unemployment insurance,

Canada pension and workmen's
compensation.

A project must involve at least 15

man months of employment or
something equivalent to three
months employment for five people.

Last year's scheme hardly made a

dent in the unemployment figures

which ahve been rising on a

seasonally adjusted basis almost

continuously over the last year.

Critics of the LIP program say they

don't expect this year's scheme to do
much better, especially because
none of the projects will provide

more than a bandaging of problems
and a token effort at community
improvement.

Rand expert claims

Vietnamese losing
By GREG McMASTER

and PETER MATILAINEN

The present Vietnamese offensive

has already "failed completely",

and the South Vietnamese economy
is so healthy that the Thieu regime's

territory is "seething with tractors,

Hondas, transistor radios, and
televisions", according to British

"counter-insurgency" expert Sir

Robert Thompson.
Speaking to a seminar in the

Medical Sciences building in front

of a large map of South East Asia,

Thompson added that Japanese
business had "made a killing out of

5

the situation". f
The seminar was organized by the^

International Studies Centre as theJ=

first in a series on "Strategic

Studies" which will feature further J

"distinguished seminar leaders con-

cerned with the Third World and^
questions of war and peace".

The 150 people who attended

were given leaflets by an ad hoc

group detailing Thompson's history

of putting down anti-colonial up-

risings in Malayya and Vietnam.

The leaflets accused Thompson of

planning a British anti-resistance

strategy which resulted in the death

of over 8.000 people in Malaya, and

of advising U.S. President Richard

Nixon to wage a "low-cost, long-

haul war" in Vietnam with a "high

contact kill ratio".

Thompson refused to respond to

the leaflet when an audience

member challenged his right to

speak at U of T.

Thompson referred the audience

to U.S. Senate reports as evidence

of the "human cost of communism",
suggesting that communist ex-

ecutions have far outnumbered the

loll from incidents like My Lai and

the years of American bombing and

defoliation. He said the communists

killed over 5.000 people in Hue
during the Tet offensive. "We know
because we found the graves."

Contradicting other reports which

lay the blame on U.S. bombing,

Thompson said that communist
shelling reduced An Loc to rubble.

A heckler ihen interjected that "the

Vietnamese didn't bomb London or

Washington".

He followed this with a brief

outline of the strategic need to con-

lain communist expansion which, he

said, is more sophisticated now than

during the Cold War period after

w'hieh the U.S.A. was "popular"

throughout the world (except, one
student shouted, in Cuba, Malaya,
Vietnam. Laos, Cambodia, South

America, and the Middle East).

The Rand Corporation expert

then gave ihe following equation as

a sample of his conceptual analysis:

A nation's power equals manpower

Sir Robert Thompson

and applied resources times "will"

where "will" is less than or equal to

one.

He said that, by this formula,

Russian power has been increasing,

and that of the U.S.A., decreasing,

in recent years. The necessary

response to all this is summarized by

the Nixon doctrine, whereby the

"nuclear deterrent" applies to all

U.S. allies, the U.S. guarantees all

treaty commitments, and the U.S.

will assist those allies who provide

manpower for their own defense.

The present implementation of

this doctrine against the Vietnamese

revolution consists of the Viet-

— See 'Offensive' page 19 —

Meeting greeting
"Freedom's just another word for

nothin' left to do," is a familiar

strain around the Varsity office.

Tomorrow, the hard-working

Varsity staff will once again assem-

ble at 9 1 St. George St., one hour

after noon for their weekly meeting.

Topics under discussion will be

the Varsity's representation at the

Ontario Region CUP conference

and staff democracy.

Exercise your franch
there!

"J
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Make-workprograms obscureunemployment
Wednesday's government

announcement that the Local

Initiatives Program has been ex-

tended into a year-long project is

the logical conclusion to the

government's entry into the youth

make-work field two and a half

years ago.

Alarmed by secret

government documents in-

dicating that 25 per cent of all

university graduates from 1976

on will end up jobless, govern-

ment strategists quickly hatched

the Opportunities for Youth

program as a test run for what

they anticipated — correctly —
would eventually become a year-

long necessity. Their plan

allowed them several years to

refine the program so that It

would cause little friction for

government priorities, including

its re-election, and to socialize a

skeptical public into accepting

the necessity and desirability of

such make-work schemes.

OFY was designed to appear

courageously radical and
progressive. Indeed, the govern-

ment proclaimed, the program

would seek out creative
dissidents who felt their society

needed improvement and fund

their projects. And, it succeeded in

nurturing this illusion for the first

summer of OFY.
With a few notable exceptions,

the motley collection of year-one

OFY schemes filled the bill the

government set for them.
Relatively innocuous, they earned

modest praise from the public

and significantly alleviated the

feared summer student un-
employment crisis.

Those projects that drew
public criticism were swiftly dealt

with — or retribution was saved

until the final payments were due
and they were denied. And, when
the program came up for renewal

the next spring, the government
conveniently changed the terms

of reference so that their

protestations to the contrary, the

troublesome, more political pro-

jects were no longer eligible.

During the interval between
OFY's first and second summers,
the government adapted the

program for use as a winter job-

finder for adults, although a
preponderance of young people
again worked on the projects.

Slightly different than OFY, the

Local Initiatives Programsought

to quieten critical politicians and

established interest groups by

giving make-work grants to

municipalities and clubs in addi-

tion to individuals. Under-
standably the tenor of the ap-

proved programs was less

political.

(To combat election year

criticism that it had ignored the

country's aged, the Trudeau
government introduced Its New
Horizons sop for the over-60 set

this spring.

These programs try to obscure

the reality of the country's soaring

unemployment rates by pulling

thousands of people out of the

unemployed sector and giving

them make-work jobs. They are,

in fact, a recognition of the

government's inability to manage
the economy in such a way as to

eliminate high unemployment, in-

flation, and recession.

This cycle in which the country

is caught directly results from the

collapse of the capitalist

economy, a cycle from which the

country cannot extricate itself

within capitalism.

The government has designed

its make-work programs to oc-

cupy the highly educated, mobile

youth who are graduating into a

jobless economy with high ex-

pectations, so that they won't be
frustrated by their plight, start

questioning their society's values,

and end up doing something to

rectify the situation.

Unfortunately, their plan has
been working. Large numbers of

young people are being kept per-

manently employed and content

by the government's make-work
merry-go-round. And, this

appears likely to show up In the

federal election results this

month. Polls conducted by all

three national parties show that

the Liberals, the architects of the

country's unemployment crisis,

enjoy the greatest support from
the 18 to 24 age group.

Not only have the programs
managed to pacify large numbers
of young people who may other-

wise have beun to critically

question their society, but they
have also drawn in many activists

who have felt they could exploit

the programs and use the
government's money (If not
against it, at least to provide

necessary services which the

government has been ignoring).

Even where these dissidents'

projects have filled a useful func-

tion, their involvement in them
has diverted their energies from

real political activity. (And this

again was one of the purposes of

the government schemes.)

Politically active people must
resolve this dilemma so that the

government does not succeed In

its ploy to eliminate creative

political work by preoccupying

dissidents with make-work pro-

jects. Whether to continue to

accept government hand-outs or

not is a question which can no
longer be avoided. The risk of co-

option has become so great that

leftists must seriously consider

abandoning their participation In

the pacification programs.
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'Hospital workers consistently

and ruthlessly exploited
9

I should like to comment on that part of
Addison Collier's letter (The Varsity,
September 29) which dealt with the Toronto
Western Hospital strike.

In that letter, Mr. Collier called the striking

workers "lazy and slow" and implied that

their demands for higher wages and better

working conditions were unjustified. I have
worked in hospitals as an orderly over.the last

four and a half years and therefore feel

justified in offering a reply to Mr. Collier.

The workers that he criticizes in his letter

are largely immigrants who for reasons of
language barriers, et cetera, are forced to start

at the bottom of the economic ladder.

Hospitals in particular make use of this

source of cheap labour in filling out their

staffs in housekeeping, central supply.

Workers on strike at Toronto's Western Hospital attempt to convince a truck driver not to cross their picket line.

operating rooms, et cetera. The work that

they do is hard and dirty and the pay they
receive is almost universally bad.

Judging from my experience, these people
are consistently and ruthlessly exploited in

every possible manner. Their pay scale, days
off, et cetera are all subject to the whims of
the budget and administration. In most cases,

they have absolutely no grievance procedure
to correct abuses which almost inevitably

result from this.

I would guess that the lowly position

accorded to hospital workers in general was
particularly bad at the Western. Indeed, I

heard comments to that effect even before the

strike took place. This impression was further

heightened in my mind by the arrogant and
condescending attitude displayed by the

hospital administration.

In passing, those doctors which Mr. Collier

praises so much (and in many cases, rightfully

so) are among the highest paid people in our
country. It is their inflated salaries (plus the

inefficiency of hospital administration,

government, and private industry) that ac-

count for the annual deficit in hospital

budgets.

And yet, because they are an influential

segment in our society, they can virtually

dictate their own financial terms. The strikers

at the Western Hospital, however, because
they are immigrants and politically powerless,

are forced to fight for a decent salary for work
no "native born Canadian" will do. Un-
fortunately, their fight seems to have been
unsuccessful.

Mr. Collier's remarks concerning the strike

are clearly those of someone who has only a

vague idea of what the strike involves. I hope
this letter will in some way stimulate him (and

others) to look into the problem before

making sweeping generalizations and
accusations. Rick Buttf

Erin III

Readers debate merits of Day Care demo
May learn reality

by working shift

We were frankly amazed at the

loial ignorance shown by the writers

of Monday's letter to the editor

concerning last Thursday's day care

demonstration. They apparently

have no concept of what our "little

peoples'" likes or needs are. This is

regrettable considering that these

letter writers (especially Mr.

Cadario) are involved in ad-

ministrating a policy which so

directly affects these children.

We would like to extend an

invitation to these five people to

volunteer for regular daytime shifts

at either of the two centres on

campus. They might start to un-

derstand that "parent control" and

"community involvement" aren't

just phrases to be used or discarded

us the feeling moves them. Doing a

shift or two might even temper their

politics with a little reality.

Campus Community Co-operative

Day Care Centres

Critic dismisses

racismashumour
Although I don't entirely agree

with the tone of the letter in Mon-

day's issue of The Varsity con-

demning Co-op Day Care tactics, I

found that the accompanying

editorial required several readings

before I could convince myself that

the writer was serious.

The fact that the LGMB

performance was pre-arranged with

Simcoe Hall and enjoyed by the

platform and crowd, fully justifies

its delay of the official recessional.

It should also be noted that the first

drum beat was not heard until the

conclusion of all speeches. To label

the skit as real, though un-

intentional, racist humour can only

be done by taking obviously irrele-

vant humour seriously. The
engineers' intentions were all good,

and the purpose of the exercise was
simply fun for the participants and

entertainment for the spectators.

I fully realize that the political

and social problems of this un-

iversity require the attention and

concern of all of us. However, there

is a wrong way, as was shown last

Thursday by the day care demon-
strators. A demonstration is fine if it

can make a positive contribution

towards the interests of the

represented group. Day Care un-

fortunately failed here by purposely

antagonizing all present and con-

sequentially turning public opinion

against the co-op through the

observers' natural reaction to their

behaviour. This is shown in the letter

from Lewis, Cadario, Creelman,

DeAngelo, and Steadman which

says . that Campus Co-op cannot

hope for a reasonable settlement

unless "(he issue is fought on the

basis of the principles involved, and

not on the cheap theatrics of a

travelling show..."

My only hope is that those people
who are dealing with the problem of
day care will not hold Thursday's

mistake against Campus Co-op
when making decisions. If they do,

it's only human, and it's too bad.

Luther Holton

APSC II

Forget day care,

learn birthcontrol

That those people who espouse a

cause get tripped up over their shoe

laces and lose sight of their ob-

jectives in relation to the reality

which surrounds them is a phrase

which is an number of those who
attended the installation ceremony

might well have remembered in-

stead of making the most complete

idiots of themselves and instead of

misrepresenting their causes so

foolishly, f am of course referring to

the Day Care Centre people, the

Liberate the Library for the revolu-

tion people, the Stop the Trial peo-

ple, et cetera ad nauseum et ab-

surditum (sic)....

What did those people expect?

Must the whole world stop because

some graduate students and others

have been proliferating instead of

reading up on birth control

methods? Must everything come to

a complete standstill because a few

stultified individuals had a run-in

with the police?

By demonstrating at the

installation ceremony without any

support from the student body at all,

these people showed to Premier

Davis and other outsiders that stu-

dent issues need not be taken

seriously and that to do so would be

foolish as no one really and truly

cares anyway!

I am in favour of opening the

stacks in the new John Robarts
Extravaganza to all in the university

community. I also am opposed to

the rise in fees, and other issues

represented in that petty demonstra-

tion at the installation ceremony;

but I am damned if I will ever

support any issue that is made into a

great political contest. Why does

everything have to thrown into one

great potpourri called the

"revolution", and why don't those

who want stack entry, lower fees et

cetera realize that there would be a

hell of a lot more people showing up
for demonstrations if politics were

discarded entirely.

In other words, to quote some
annonimous grafitti, "It is not their

left-wing views I dislike, but their

omni-phobia."

Chris Rogers

Vic III

Force replaced debate
Following an open SAC forum

on the current fee referendum

Wednesday, a discussion of

members of the Old Mole and

Young Socialists with the Canadian

Liberation Movement ended with

my being physically attacked by a

member of the CLM. This was

witnessed by several students.

Incidents like this poison the

atmosphere on campus at a time

when open and democratic debate,

leading to concrete solutions, is es-

sential. The YS organization, for

one, feel that any trend toward

replacing such debate with brute

force and physical attacks cannot

continue. Any hint of such a trend

seriously undermines our ability, as

students, to halt the Ontario

government's attack on the

availability of education.

The discussion between myself

and a member of CLM was
hindered throughout by illogical

"Trot-baiting" and open threats of

violence. The brief scuffle which

ended the "debate" was an un-

fortunate incident, but nevertheless

reflects the incorrect direction of

CLM in their efforts to persuade

people to their point of view. I

witnessed their penchant for such

efforts during their crude attempt to

break up a peaceful anti-war rally in

Ottawa last spring. I see only a

continuation when I hear them as a

group threaten myself and members
of the Old Mole with physical harm,

as they did Wednesday. Such tactics

should stop if CLM wants their

arguments to be taken seriously.

In the midst of a struggle to

defend students against the recent

fee-hikes, grant cut-backs, and

overall drop in enrolment, an at-

mosphere of groups fighting among
themselves can only dissuade people

from becoming involved. If we can-

not build a concerted campagin

against the government policies,

inen they will feel at liberty to take

further chops at the overall

availability of education.

In the interests of a full,

democratic discussion, I challenge

the CLM to an open debate around

the topics raised so dramatically last

Wednesday' that is, on the question

of Canada, yS imperialism, the fee

hikes, and related topics.

Mike Edwards

Innis SAC rep

YS member
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Summer scabs at Hydro

Students cross picket lines by telephone
Adapted from the Chevron

The use of student scabs this

summer was one of the things which

kept the Ontario Hydro strike,

which began July 21, out of the

public eye. The strike, in which

formal collective bargaining was

abandoned after two weeks, is still

going on.

When workers go on strike, it is

usual procedure on the part of the

company to continue operations by

use of a skeleton managerial staff.

In this case, however. Hydro hired

university and high school students

to do jobs such as reading hydro

meters.

Some of these students crossed

picket lines via the telephone wires.

They were interviewed and hired in

private homes, sent around in un-

marked cars, and reported directly

to management by phone.

Others were hired directly as scab

workers. They were caught in the

middle, in a sense, because for the

most part, they were regular, often

reluming, summer help. Once they

crossed the picket lines, however,

ihey became strikebreakers. These

students were then blacklisted by the

Ontario Hydro Employees' Union

and by all affiliated unions.

A CUPE spokesman said

yesterday that she was aware of the

use of student scabs especially from

the University of Waterloo in the

Kitchener-Waterloo area, and that

elsewhere the hiring of students to

fill regular summer jobs went on.

This, she said, "made it easier for

the company".

In Waterloo, the union contacted

the University of Waterloo Federa-

tion of Students. They wanted to

know if the federation could stop the

students from crossing picket lines.

The federation turned to the un-

iversity's Department of Co-
ordination • and Placement which

found alternate jobs for these

siudenls. but they chose to stay with

Hydro.

The Waterloo placement office

was placed in an uncomfortable

position. It values its good
relationship with the unions, since a

large percentage of students in the

co-operative program are placed

with unions which sometimes make
exceptions to accommodate them.

On the other hand, it must have the

support of company management to

continue its co-operative program

successfully. Generally, the student

is offered alternate employment,

and then has to make the choice

himself.

With most students, except some

from the co-operative program at

Waterloo, now back at school,

however, the strike is still going on.

The latest company offer, made on

September 24, is now being voted on

by the union membership. The

results will be announced Tuesday.

The union executive, however, un-

animously recommended rejection

of the proposal which still contains

the major components, pushed by

the company, that the union is ob-

jecting to.

There are three main issues in the

strike, according to the union, and

two of them represent attempts to

push the union backward. One is

that of shift work. Management
wants a work week which would

force 4,000 tradesmen to work any
live days, any eight hours between

seven am and seven pm. This would

replace the regular, Monday to

Friday, nine to five work week.

Convenient as this may sound to

management, it would be very dis-

ruptive of people's lives.

Hydro workers at the Pickering generating station, like their colleagues throughout the
province, are on strike.

A second issue is that of job

security. One of the things that the

company wants is a protection

clause to be put into the contract.

This would force the union to

change its constitution which now
provides that any union member
may sue any other member who
contravenes the interests of the un-

ion, for example, by crossing a

picket line. The provision that the

company wants would make this

impossible. The union is at present

prosecuting the company under the

Ontario Labour Relations Act for

this move, which constitutes an

attempt to interfere in internal union

affairs by forcing changes in the

union's constitution.

Also involved in job security is the

contracting out of design and con-

struction to outside contractors.

Hydro formerly did all of their own
design and construction. The com-
pany's new plan includes a built in

potential for loss of jobs. An ex-

ample is the distributing station at

Niagara Falls which was contracted

to H. G. Acres Co. This alone will

affect 1.000 union members.

The third issue is that of wages.

Management wants a raise of four

to six per cent to be applied unevenly

on different levels. The union wants

to keep the wage increase even

across all levels to prevent fragmen-

tation of the membership due to

discontent.

The fact that there has been no
lapse of hydro services during the

strike, somerhing made easier by the

use of student scabs, has meant that

few people are even aware of the

strike, something made easier by the

explained, "We are striking against

the employer. Up to this point, we
have not taken action against the

public and do not intend to do so".

By delaying bargaining,

management has put financial

pressure on union members who are

presently forced to survive on $30 a

week strike pay. "I feel it is a matter

of staying with it until Hydrro is

willing to come to the table and
negotiate in reasonable conscience,"

said Vincer.

Fees fight is middle-class, soys NDP critic

Floyd Laughren, NDP critic for Colleges and Universities.

By HEATHER-JANE
SANGUINS

The NDP critic for Colleges and
Universities Wednesday criticized

not only the government, but also

the students for their role in the fees

hike.

Floyd Laughren advised students

to "raise hell and raise the political

consciousness of students across On-
tario in the next six months."

The Nicklebelt MPP said to an
audience varying from 45 to 60
students that he was somewrtat
"cynical and disturbed" because of
the lack of earlier action, making
the student** resemble a "middle
class lobby with middle class

aspirations".

Laughren stated that "the answer
is not to increase tuition fees, but to

decrease them until there aren't

any.". He described the fees hike as

a "reaffirmation of the hierarchal

structure of our society" and "class

legislation".

At the end of the meeting, a fight

hroke out between Peter Havers, a

M member of the Canadian Liberation

o Movement, and Young Socialist

Mike Edwards, who is also an Innis

^ SAC rep.

g In a speech which followed
> Laughren's during the meeting,
£ Havers asserted that the Ontario

Government needs money because
of reduced revenue due to American

president Richard Nixon's sur-

charge last year.

Cliff Mack, the first speaker for

the Young Socialists, criticized SAC
for its nonaction on the fees hike.

SAC should have a campaign
culminating in a big meeting, he

said.

"What we have now isn't a

campaign, it's an apology".

SAC vice-president John
Hclliwell, who chairs the meeting,

replied that SAC could only conduct
a limited campaign as it had
adopted this policy from the

beginning.

As for the fight, which naturally

broke out in the midst of a heated

political discussion, it wasn't clear

who won. One result was that two
pairs of glasses were broken.

Farmers may get real union
SASKATOON (CUP) — The Liberal government has opened the

possibility of granting collective bargaining rights to farmers, prompting a

challenge from the National Farmers Union (NFU) for opposition parties to

declare themselves on the issue.

Federal Agriculture minister H. A. Olson said in Wingham, Ontario
Sept 28 that the Liberals would "seriously look" at legislation giving the

NFU full bargaining power for all farmers, if the union had the backing of
51 per cent of the farm community.
NFU President Roy Atkinson wired to NDP leader David Lewis and

Progressive Conservative Party leader Robert Stanfield October 2, asking
them to declare their parlies respective positions on Olson's statement,

Lewis told CUP in an interview last month that the NDP favoured
collective bargaining for farmers.

"With-a-slight amendment, that's all we want," Atkinson said of
Olson's statement.

"We think it would be appropriate for the government to set up enabling
legislation first, then we would have a positive position with which to go out
and sign up farmers. The legislation would not become operative until the

NFU would have more than 51 per cent of the farmers signed into

membership," Atkinson said.

He said farmers would have an improved chance of winning collective

bargaining rights with this procedure because they would have a visible goal
before them to work towards.
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« SENSE-US §w Friday, Oct. 6, w
? 7;00 psn. - 12:00 a.m. ?

§ VARSITY ARENA -

cd John Mills- cn

Cockell and the Choir =j

Kundalini, Yoga Centre q
£ Sivananda Yoga Centre c
e Krishna Temple
£ Claremont Centre c§

j£ Plus a variety of musically and w

JD otherwise talented friends to ex-Jg
pand your knowledge and 3

^ awaken the possibilities within $

§ ADMISSION FREE §

g Info: 921-7777 or 928-4911 g
Sn-9SU8S Sn-3SU9S Sn-3SU9S

GO
TEAM

It's the third quarter. Your

team is surging ahead. Your

cheers are lifting their spirits.

They depend on you. And
during football season, with

games every weekend, there's

just no time out for your

period. Tampax tampons

were made for that reason.

Andfor pH'the jumps, splits

and turns you have to

execute.

Because Tampax tampons

are worn internally, you can

move in comfort and confi-

dence. And they expand in

three directions to really

protect you.

When your team's depending

on your "GO, GO, GO!"
it's good to know you can
depend on Tampax tampons
— and reo//ygo.

Our only Interest is protecting you.

XEROX
9 to 6. Mon. - Fri.

12-5, Sat.
7 Charles St. W.

Impress (near yonge ,

967-1110
Impress is now ottering after-hours

copying at 4c per copy This service is

by appointment only. Please call

before 6:00 p.m.. one day in advance. |

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses.!

IS* *£r

way?
"^OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

Unclassifieds
A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 230

College SI. (Clarke Institute) 924-5937.

Come in and see our monihly special.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs. 202

Spadma Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of fun furs sizes B-18

Cleaning and repairs (fur and (ur fabric)

363-60??. open 9-6 Mon.-Sat ; lil 8:00
Thurs. and Fri.

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING
(specializing in long hair) In ihe Clarke
Instilule of Psychiatry. 250 College St
Tel 924-6611. Ext. 560

HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental
can solve il. Complete apartment or |usi

the pieces you need Ideal for two or more
Sharing. As low as 510 00 per month
Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 465
Queen St. W 368-8051 or 366*433.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture tor sale
Going out of business alter 42 years
Pearl Furniture. 29 Centre Ave. (behind
new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains

ATTRACTIVE MODELS WANTED Phone
964-1 5?5

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT, special
student rales. S5 00 monihly. Free
delivery, phone 486-6029 Associated Of-
fice Services.

FOR LADIES: Massage - pedlcur-fadal by
cosmetology, fi.M.S. Parviainen. 713
Spadina Ave, (2nd floor) for appointment
924-3022

HONEST HEAD'S Co-operative consign,
men! store. Hand-crafted goods by local
craftsmen. 93A Harbord St.

PRIVATE TUTORING need any help?.
Private tutoring in first and second year
physics, mathematics, Sudhir Joshi
(M.Sc.) 35 Howland Ave - 925-0203. Be
sure and successful.

IF YOU'VE GOT IT - FLAUNT IT Come to
auditions for DAfFYDIL (Med's annual
review) 7:00 - 9:30 p.m. Oct. 10. 11, 12.

Medical Alumini Louge second floor.

Medical Siences. Bldg. anuone welcome.

ANTIQUE SHOW - Sale New Agricultural
I

Building. Woodstock, Ontario. Oct. 6, 7 - 8 :

; Friday, open 6 p.m. - Sat. and Sunday at

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY Bl
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.

BARRIE, ONTARIO

FREE One Black and While [female) cat - %
approx. 6 mons, of age - found cruelly %
abandoned in the Great North Woods, %
now residing in Toronto . free to good *
home, TOILET TRAINED! Call 964-6050. •<

evenings. tjl

THE LAST OF THE ORDER by Richard %
Benner. A play of wild humour and *
outrageous theatricality. Previews Sun. 8 :•:

and Mon. 9th at 8.30. Opens Tues. Oct. 10 £
Tarragon Theatre, 30 Brldgman Ave., t-I

Bathurst and Dupont. 964-8833.
f|:

3,23 YEAR OLOS Want someone to share ::

lour bedroom luxury townhouse. Bayview %
and York Mills, air-conditioned, quiet %
S111/month including phone, utilities, #
449-6219 or 449-2961.

2 PERSONS, individuals or couple, wan- y
ted to share large 4 bedroom house with 3 ¥
Students. 5 minutes from campus, 177, 5
Harbord St. approximately $70/mo. :

:
;

531-6638. Available immediately. :

I;

FOR RENT small room S45 mo. share flat £
with couple Annette and Runnymede fl

762-5970. :

Into desolation of

Fat City, Houston

breathes gentle life

D
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Fat City is about Stockton, California, a
town full of single men In the state's central plain
— drab agricultural flats a world away from the
golden fringe of the coast, just a few miles west.
There isn't much to dream on, but .California
port is cheap, and people get by somehow.

This is forbidding stuff; the desolation and
dead ends are there, all right, In this superbly
photographed and acted film. John Huston has
salvaged something from the shards of despair.
Not much, but something. There is, for Instance,
a resilience and a humor left In the characters;
we find ourselves harboring little pockets of
affection for them, hoping the movie will do
them justice. The film's one great ac-
complishment is that It does.

Stacy Keach gives an Intelligent and
admirably controlled performance as Billy Tully,

who once had a wife and something of a
reputation as a boxer. Nowadays he drifts

around town, taking a Job now and then as an
onion-trimmer or walnut-picker. Most of his
days are Idle, spent lying on his bed, sucking
beer out of cans, or sitting In Stygian,
clandestine barrooms. Sometimes he wanders
down to his gym with vague plans for getting
back Into shape. His dreams of fat city are no
longer bright enough to give him back his

purpose.

ONE DAY DOWN AT the Y he spots a
promising young boxer called Ernie Munger;
easy game, thinks Tully. (There Is a craven
streak of the swashbuckler In Tully, which grows
on alcohol.) They spar a little, Tully pulls a
muscle, so Ernie can spare some flattery: "I saw
you fight once."

"Did I win?" Jokes Tully, beaming.

"No."

Winning (never mind how or over whom)
obsesses Tully. In a comeback fight he struggles
mightily to win a decision over Mexican boxer
who has to go through with the fight even though
he is painfully III. "Did I win?" Tully manages to
ask, his eyes puffed into slits, as the loser throws
his arms wearily around Tully's neck.

THIS IS A STORY largely about men, and the
lives of Its women are inflected though
masculine paradigms, but much of Its percep-
tion is shrewd and feminine. Tully meets up with
a barfly, drunk on self-pity, whose dress is

zipped just as far up as she can reach, splaying
sloppily the last six inches. There is a crone's
attention to the bickering and ellipses of their
common-law life: peas shoot across the table
during one mealtime tug-of-war about nothing
and Oma, desperately soused and skittering
along the edge of some terrible, booze-filled
abyss, butts her cigaret in her cream sherry.

Oma's role is pure, broad, burlesque, but
Susan Tyrell manages to give it a wild,

tatterdemalion charm, too. I'd like to see her do
something else before making any judgements,
but it was wonderful to watch her trying to move
her bloated, glistening face through some
lugubrious play of features.

The young boxer who, by virtue of his white
skin becomes "Irish" Ernie Munger and who
gets his nose fractured, has the most sense, the

least reason for losing. It's a role without too
much in it, and Jeff Bridges has played it before.

He does it better here, concealing a surprising

canniness in this amiable dumb guy, giving him
a sense of compassion that goes beyond
chumminess.

ONE NIGHT, TOO slow to slip away unseen,

he is hailed by Tully. "Have a drink with me,"

Tully cajoles, a drunk's dare In his tone. But

Ernie's got to keep in training, so they settle for a

cup of coffee in a green-walled dive full of lonely

card-playing men. Tully, as they sit at the

counter, seems to realize that It's a waste of

energy to go on deceiving himself. We see him

as a sententious old codger, just thirty,

muttering whiskey-scented aphorisms, trying to

excuse away his life by plundering whatever

folk-wisdom he can remember. Ernie squirms.

They sit a few minutes >ln silence. "Hey, stick

around a while," Tully asks, Just short of

pleading. Ernie does, and the movie ends. John

Gardner wrote the script from his spare,

somewhat cold novel. His writing is never glib or

contrived, his ear for drunk and sober dialogue

Is flawless. John Huston has thawed out

Gardner's story a little, without letting it melt into

sentimentality or pathos. He knows the

difference between humor and comedy and is

chary of cheaply secured effects. The direction
is underexplicit and impeccable; a sort of avun-
cular kindness holds this unlikely story together
and turns it into something rather gentle and
memorable.

IN 1941 THE Hollywood firmament flashed as
if with meteors. There was of course Citizen
Kane. Orson Welles hit the town with an
earthquake and tidal wave unparalleled before
or since. But not even that extravaganza could
submerge another director's amazing debut:
John Huston's The Maltese Falcon.

Kane, nowadays, tops everybody's top-ten
lists, while Falcon has become the campy
kickoff to countless Bogie festivals in

neighborhood theatres where the water foun-
tains never work. One we revere, the other we
hoot at. But movie critic Pauline Kael, then a
college girl, writes of the excitement of seeing
this stylish, cynical thriller and of how Kane,
after the high publicity tides, seemed shallow.

The careers of Welles' and Huston have been
similar. Neither man has made a film equal to

his first. Both acquired, as they moved into

middle age, organ-pipe voices, Gargantuan
bulks, and formidably bearded sage-faces. In-

creasingly these two giants lend their prestige to

bit parts in juvenile, slick movies.

WELLES' DECLINE has been legendary
and vertiginous, a clean slash down a sheet of
graph paper. (After Kane and The Magnificent
Ambersons, to be sure, he had a frightful way to
fall). Huston's fortunes have been more erratic,
more baffling. He never had to fight the
strength-sapping, humiliating battles for cash
and credit that finished Welles. But he careened
through moviedom with as little purpose and
discrimination as a neutron through a reactor.

Falcon, The Treasure of the Sierra Madre,
one or two more, are masterpieces. Under
Huston's credits we can find many professional,
polished entertainments like Key Largo, The
African Queen, Beat the Devil. Then there are
the others: The Barbarian and the Geisha, Night
of the Iguana, The Bible. . . Not quite trash, but,
like tunafish salad three days old, enough to
make you wonder about the wisdom of fine
distinctions.

Huston has never had a signature style, like

Hitchcock or Ophuls, Kubrick or Antonioni. His
talents have always (except, oddly, in Falcon)
been unobtrusive. Other directors, the best of

them, play around with their films, use plot as a
clothesline for stringing up whiter whites and
brighter brights, treat actors as ambulatory
props to be wheeled here and there for setting

up some classy shot. Huston's films move along
with his characters, at their own pace, in their

own medium.

THERE IS AN immense amount of fun, of

course, in obtrusiveness, in the seamy-side-out
artistry that made Kane such an enjoyable
masterwork. Judging by the success of such
directors as Kubrick and Hitchcock and Nichols,

people prefer this ingeneous sort of movie.
Huston's quiet style is a little out of fashion now,
and Huston himself, in his late sixties, is no
longer a young-man-on-the-make. He can do
just what he wants to do, and he eschews the
gimcrackery of camera angles and portentious

pans and jazzy cutting.

Fat City is not a prepossessing film, not one
that people will line up in the rain to see,

certainly not one that will gladden the hearts of

Columbia execs like The Godfather did over at

Paramount. Yet I can't help liking it far better

than, say. Bogdanovich's The Last Picture

Show, to which it bears a startling resemblance.
You don't get that embarrassing highness of

purpose in Fat City, that Ill-concealed lust for

greatness that makes you cringe. (It's a look that

has become altogether too common of late.)

Yet It is inspiring to see this Hollywood
veteran come out of a long drought (as

Hitchcock, rather less felicitously, has done with
Frenzy) to show the elegant young directors who
write columns and fancy themselves oracles that

moviemaking has not been left to them alone.

Fat City Is not a great film (though it has
assurance, artistry, and style) but it is un-
mistakably the work of a man who has — or had— greatness In him.

Bill MacVlcar

The Romeros
Sun., March 4

Spain's 'First Family of Guitar' will delight and thrill

you with their incomparable virtuosity. "4 Romeros
on 4 guitars— perfectly glorious"— New York Times.

Tickets: S3.50 and S5

All seats reserved

Telephone now for a free descriptive folder

Box Office: 491-8877
Mon: 11 a.m. — 9p.m., Tues-Fri: 11 a.m. — 5 p.m.

Seneca College, Mfnkler Auditorium
1750 Finch Avenue East, Wlllowdale, Ontario
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Canada-Soviet

series over...

winner in doubt

"Freedom," crowed an ecstatic Nancy Eagleson,
"always wins out in the end."

Her outburst came after Paul Henderson firmly
established himself as a Canadian folk hero by slipping
a puck under Vladislav Tretiak in Moscow in the final

minute of play last Thursday. The goal, of course, gave
Team Canada a dramatic 6-5 win in the eighth and
deciding game in the series against the Soviet National
Team. The victory, close though it was, at least partially
restored Canada's self-image, shaken by years of
humiliation in international 'amateur' competition, and
by defeats at the hands of the Soviets earlier in the
series.

But what was involved was much, much more than
a contest between two groups of superb athletes, or
tremendously exciting entertainment for millions of
spectators around the world, or even the pride of a
small nation establishing supremacy over the Soviet
goliath in at least one sphere of activity.

It was. as Nancy Eagleson. and her husband Alan,
executive director of the NHL Players' Association, and
spokesman for Team Canada, never lost an opportunity
to point out, a highly charged, if largely symbolic,
political clash between two nations on opposite sides of
the Cold War, between different value systems,
different attitudes to sport, and different life styles.

On the one side, there were the forces of light, the
Canadians, defending their national pride, and
representing the values that were billed as the
keystones of Western Civilization: individualism, free
enterprise, and the prestige of the National Hockey

League.

On the other side, there were the forces of

darkness, the big red machine of godless communism,
representing machine-like precision, iron-clad dis-
cipline, dead seriousness, and faceless teamwork. For
them, too, national prestige was at stake, for sport is an
important component of Soviet foreign policy in an era
when the accommodation with imperialism that is

legitimized with the label of peaceful co-existence has
taken the place of the theories of international
proletarian revolution that the Kremlin bureaucrats long
ago carefully buried in Lenin's tomb.

It has long been clear, of course, despite the
fantasies of the Avery Brundages, that sports and
politics are inseparable. On one level, this is true
becuase sports events, especially on the international
level, have been systematically used to make political
points. This is made inevitable by the very nature of
international sports, where the competition is between
nations, not athletes, and where the glare of publicity
makes winning everything, and the development of
sportsmanship and mass participation in sports
nothing.

On a more fundamental level, sports are political
because they are a reflection of the societies that
produce them. Different class structures, different value
systems, different cultures, produce different ap-
proaches to athletics In a nation. And as well, sports
play a role in the social fabric of a nation. It is no
accident, for example, that the campus 'jocks' moved to
attack the radicals when a student rebellion shut down

Columbia University, or that Richard Nixon uses foot-

ball analogies to explain his latest move In the game of

genocide he is playing in Indochina.

Even before the series began, politics were very
much in evidence. In Canada, Bobby Hull, J.C.
Tremblay, and Derek Sanderson were banned from the
team because they had exercised their rights as free-

enterprisers in a way that was beyond the pale —
signing with the World Hockey Association. The
patriotism of the NHL did not quite extend to the point
of relaxing Its vindlctiveness towards those who were
threatening its profit position. Among NHL owners, only
Harold Ballard spoke In favour of going "To Russia With
Hull". It is probably only coincidence that the favourable
publicity he received did much to obliterate the memory
of his recent fraud conviction from the public mind.

In the Soviet Union, meanwhile, Anatoli Tarasov,
the man who built Russian hockey into a powerful force,
was in disfavour, and excluded from any role in the
series. Along with him, top Soviet stars Vitaly Davydov
and Anatoli Firsov, known to be loyal to the old regime,
did not travel to Canada.

Pre-series statements by the two sides were
among the first contrasts that appeared. Canadian
hockey writers, coaches, and assorted experts were
virtually unanimous in proclaiming that Canada would
win by a lop-sided margin. Team Canada, they said,
had the edge in almost every department. The players
were perhaps less boastfully arrogant, but all in-

dications were that they too, for the most part, did not
take the Soviets too seriously.

But then they were going on little more than a
report prepared by Toronto Maple Leaf coach John
McLellan and scout Bob Davidson, who, with no
previous experience in International hockey, spent a
mere four days in the Soviet Union, and saw two games
in that time. On the basis of this experience, they
reported that Soviet goalie Tretiak was woefully weak
(in the one game they saw him play, he allowed eight
goals). They did not realize his poor play was the result
of an off night produced by nervousness over his
upcoming wedding the following day. And most of their
other evaluations proved^to be equally far from the
mark. The organizers of Team Canada, with typical NHL
arrogance, didn't consider it worth their while to consult
with Canadians who had experience with the Russians
and international hockey, such as former national team
coaches David Bauer or Jackie MacLeod.

The Soviets, on the other hand, displayed a
markedly different approach. They hoped, they
modestly said, to be able to learn from the Canadian
professionals. They did not expect to win, but they were
confident that they would be able to put up a good fight.
To what extent this was designed to lull the Canadians
into a false confidence, and to enable the Soviets to
save face if they did lose a series they really expected to
win, is not clear,
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It Is certain, however, that they approached the
eries like the professionals they are, while the
Canadian professional hockey establishment ap-
iroached it in the most amateurish way. The Russian
couts spent two weeks in Canada watching Team
lanada practice, and took copious notes on all aspects
f the team's play while they were there. The questions
leu asked sometimes flabbergasted the Canadians:
l^joviets were concerned with things that Canadian
oaches had never even considered, such as recovery
ites, pass completion ratios, and distance skated. But,
len, all this attention was flattering for the Canadians.

The play In the series proved a number of things. It

roved that the Soviets were better, a great deal better,
lan anyone had expected. In teamwork, in play-
laking, and on the power play, they were clearly
jperior to Team Canada/The illusions of a decade ("if

ily we could play our pros") were shattered by the 7-3
jmiliation in the Montreal Forum, and nothing Paul
enderson and Phil Esposito could do could quite
ake it up.

At the same time. Team Canada's victory should
)t be attributed to luck. The Canadian pros showed a
smendous ability to rise to the task that faced them
id to come from behind to establish themselves as the
itter team. For better they were, and by a larger
argin than the final outcome might indicate. Playing in

iptember, when their physical and mental con-
tioning was far below the level of the Soviets, who
iin year-round, made a major difference to the
madians. Much of the lack of teamwork, too. should

t ...

be attributed to the fact that Team Canada was hastily
thrown together from players who had never played
together before, rather than to "individualism". The
refereeing, of course, went "From Badder to Vorst"; it

was almost as biased as it was incompetent. And finally,
the presence of Bobby Hull and Bobby Orr would have
made considerable difference.

But this does not diminish the tremendous strides
that the Soviets have made. And more importantly,
there is every reason to believe that Canadian hockey is

deteriorating, or at best static, while Russian (and
European) hockey is steadily improving. If Team
Canada's victory is taken as grounds to maintain the
smug self-satisfaction of the past, then the victory will
have been pyhrric indeed.

The reasons for this, of course, are not hard to
find. In Canada, coaching techniques and approaches
to the game have not significantly altered in decades. In

Europe, on the other hand, the stress has necessarily
been on improving what was at one time a dismally low
level of play. The result has been that the Europeans
are willing to learn from anyone, while Canadian
coaches have seen no need to improve on their game
or to learn anything. Consequently, the Euopean (and
especially the Soviet) game is in a constant process of
development, always looking for more ways to improve,
never satisifed with the level achieved.

The approach is decidedly scientific. Russian
coaches have to pass extensive tests to become
qualified. Players are given training in theory, and in

physical education fundamentals, as well as in actual
play. An elaborate structure that now boasts ten million
registered hockey players in the Soviet Union has been
built up, and on all levels, the stress is on constant
improvement. And the Improvement, of course, has
been phenomenal. The series with Team Canada
should give added impetus to the process.

In Canada, on the other hand, the
commercialization of hockey, its position as an enter-
tainment product, rather than a mass participation
sport, have changed the nature of "Canada's national
game".

The emphasis In Canada, even for the youngest
players, Is on playing games, not on learning skills and
fundamentals. (And not just on playing games, but on
winning them at any cost, including dirty play and no ice
time for half the players.) Says Lloyd Perclval, one of
the few Canadian physical educationists to dissent,

"the idea of development through coaching, testing and
evaluation and problem solving, is, with few exceptions,
given no attention."

The entire structure of hockey Is a pyramid leading
up to the NHL, and hockey on all levels Is controlled by,
and geared to the needs of, the NHL franchises. And
those priorities, needless to say, have to do with the
making of profits, not the development of community-
oriented sports programs.

The difference can be traced to what Bruce Kidd
has pointed out Is the difference between commercial
sport and professional sport. A professional athlete
(and both the Russians and the Canadians are that)
plays his game for a living. But, In commercial sport, the
goal is to make profits for those who pay the athletes,
and the result is the introduction of many factors

extraneous to sport. And things which are irrelevant to
the making of profits, or which create competition for
the NHL monopolists, such as senior hockey leagues,
or the development of a Canadian national team, are
ruthlessly axed.

Team Canada proved that it could rise to the
challenge of changing conditions. Off the ice, the late-
night drinking and partying ceased as the players took
the Soviet team more seriously. On the ice, teamwork
and two-way play replaced the sometimes more spec-
tacular, but also, against the Russians, spectacularly
inefficient individual virtuoso performances. In the
process. Canadians learned that in team hockey, the
Ellises and Parises were more valuable than the high-
scoring Vic Hadfields and Richard Martins. Some, like

Hadfield. responded with childish petulance, others
learned the lesson. Said Harry Sinden: "If I'd gone for

complete hockey players (in selecting the team) a lot of
the guys from the first three all-star teams would have
been missing." Canadian coaches, and Canadian fans,
were finding that the Russians could teach them, as
well.

But while Team Canada learned some lessons (as
well as teaching some to the Russians), it was not as
clear if the Canadian hockey establishment was
listening. Many, it seems, have let the euphoria of the
hard-won victory wipe out the memory of the scare that
the Russians inflicted on them.

The series, however, represented a meeting of

cultures as well as a clash of hockey teams. On one
level, this was apparent in the Swedish games. The
Swedes specialized In subtle spearing and
melodramatic hysterics when the Canadians retaliated.

When the Canadians, used to taking the law into their

own hands, retaliated, they were denounced as
"criminals" and "gangsters" by the Swedish press (as
well as by such astute hockey observers as the
Canadian ambassador to Sweden and Wilder Penfield).

More important was the contrast between
Canadian and Russian society that the series Il-

lustrated. Predictably, the traditional Cold War hostility

was still in evidence, especially among the Canadians.
"Nyet, nyet, Soviet" they chanted in Moscow. "The
Russians," said Alan Eagleson, "have only one
philosophy, only one system. That Is the muscle
system. I'd rather be a bum In Toronto than a major
general in Russia." This, after Russian police took him
into custody for jumping from his seat and knocking
two of their number to the ground. Said Eagleson, "I

was in their dressing room after the last game and
some of them broke down and cried. I'm really sorry for

them for being stuck In Russia."

But Eagleson, for all his persistent and insulting

remarks about the Soviets, did not set the tone of the
series.

Other indications pointed in other directions, and
they predominated. There was the advertising
prominently displayed on the boards of the Moscow
rink. Or the scrupulous rule-consciousness of the
Russians, a reflection, perhaps, of the same mentality

that enabled Stalin to sell out communist-led resistance

movements in Europe for the sake of keeping his side in

a deal he had made with Churchill to split the continent.

Paul Mendelssohn
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Toronto art offers sumptuous variety of works

A potpouri

at Hart House
Diverse in style, technique, and media

yet continuous as a whole: This may best

describe the overall effect of the Recent

Acquisitions Exhibition 1969-72. showing

in the Hart House Art Gallery. The show
offers a wide range of media, from

acrylics, oils and watercolors to pencil, ink

and crayon. Air brush, hard edge, and

heavy impasto are used, in many of the

works. The show, leaving little to the

imagination, includes everything from ab-

straction to naturalism, and more con-

ceptually, from fantasy to reality. For ex-

ample, Albert de Kergommeaux's "A

System of 12 Blue/Violet" displays the

modular, Paul Emile Borduas' "Le Temps
se Met au Beau" the use of tachism, Louis

de Niverville's "Still Life With Love" an

almost metaphysical style, and Oscar

Cahen's "Ancient Throne", abstract ex-

pressionism. Accompanying these are a

host of others which yield naturalistic

studies either figuratively or through lan-

dscape. Of special mention are the gifts

from the Douglas M. Duncan Collection,

the prize possessions from which are four

David Milnes. It doesn't take much con-

centrated looking to realize why many
Canadians have so eagerly acquainted

themselves with his works. Hart House has

a total of 14 Milnes in its Permanent

Collection including seven acquatints

which have received especially high

praise.

Although the gallery is filled with works

of art by many different artists of varied

backgrounds, the whole display presents

itself as a total visual experience. Skilfully

hung, the works display a pleasing in-

teraction, with small, medium, large, and

very large all harmonizing into one

mosaic. The variety of colour ranges from

garish reds through blue azures to blen-

ding whites, and contributes to a vivid

orchestration of hues. And while the works

of more serious artists such as Jack Bush

and Marcel Barbeau tend to dominate

intellectually, the op and pop works by

Greg Curnow and Joce Wleland offer a

Variety, then, is the key note In this

exhibition, presenting a good cross-

section of the quality and extent of the

whole Permanent Collection. The closing

date of the show Is October 8, this Sunday,

and Hart House is hoping that as many
people as possible will make a point of

sense of dramatic relief. The Curnow, seeing it. The viewer should feel en-

David Milne's "Winter Clouds"

entitled "Landscape Calamity Corners",

which is balanced bilaterally with a Ronald
Bloore on the west wall, looks puristic

from a distance, but up close, very close,

one sees a message few people notice

and rarely read. After that, turn to Joyce
Wieland's "O Canada" which Is almost as

good a joke as It is a painting.

couraged to walk around Hart House at his

leisure (after all, he pays for it and its

upkeep) to take in the rest Of the

Collection which is one of the largest

privately-owned collections of Canadian
art anywhere.

Chris Ralph

Olitsky 's bold

paints exciting

I approached the Olitski exhibit, now on
display at the David Mirvish Gallery on
Markham Street, with high expectations, for

Jules Olitski is considered to be one of the

leading Abstract painters on the art scene

today. In his most famous work, layer upon
layer of delicately colored acrylic paint was
sprayed onto large canvases, producing ex-

quisite atmospheric effects, and an almost

mystical sensation of space.

In this show, Olitski seems to be following

the recent trend towards more "painterly"

surfaces, by using thicker layers of pigment,

in some pieces completely abandoning the

spray technique for which he is noted.

Unfortunately, the thicker paint presents

certain problems for the viewer. Whereas in

earlier works, the eye was able to penetrate

the fragile surfaces of gently swirling pastel

mists, in many of these pictures the opaque
paint tends to bring the eye to a dead stop.

This prevents the detail and drawing at the

edge of the work from relating lo the now
solid, central area of color.

However, in a more successful piece, such

as "Radical Love 12", the yellow paint has

been worked with broad strokes, which break

the surface into several facets, and allow the

eye to move freely among the newly created

planes. This results in a visual excitement that

is further enhanced by the subtle patches of

lemon paint that emanate fr6m the rich

surface. The slash of golden pigment at the

top seems to force its way through this

substantial mass to be magically transformed

into a thin line drawn on the left. This

interaction tends to further integrate the

painting.

It is works such as these that assure us that

our expectations are not vain, for the high

quality of the paintings is evident.

Sandra Wolfe

U.C. LITERARY ft ATHLETIC SOCIETY

NOMINATIONS
ARE OPEN FOR:

ONE 4™ YEAR REP.

ONE SAC REP.
Deadline is Friday Oct 13
Election for These Positions Et 1st Year
Reps Will Be Thursday Oct 19

APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING ACCEPTED
FOR POSITIONS ON THEHD.C. COLLEGE COUNCIL
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Flux in American politics helps nobody but Nixon

flfl RfturuB aI n a. . _i _ _ » .Changing Source* of Power.
American Politics In the 1970*«

by Frederick Dutton;
McGraw-Hill Ryereon.

Changing Sources of Power is an
examination of some of the ways that
traditional American power bases are shif-
ting. Sudden gusts of public emotions
have always worried professional
politicians because they upset the most
careful calculations of even the shrewdest
of stateglsts. However, the dislocations In
political thinking today have created ad-
ditional problems for those who must
assess America's mood during the elec-
tion year.

It Is obvious that Vietnam, inflation,

unemployment, unrest among whites and
the young, the emergence of blacks as a
political force, all are having significant
and crucial effects upon voting patterns.
There are, for example, signs of a serious
breakdown In party loyalty. All these fac-
tors make any accurate predictions vir-
tually Impossible. The Imponderables are
so many that only the amateur would
attempt to say just why the voters are
doing what they are doing.

Frederick Dutton, an aide to Robert
Kennedy In the 1968 primaries, clearly
recognizes that, while there has been a
shift In the power balances within
America, It would be unwise to forecast
what will happen later in the seventies.
He is careful not to do so. He surveys

the changes in public thinking, however,
and, although he doesn't reach any major
conclusions, gathers supporting evidence
to Justify the title of his book. Changing
Sources of Power is worth reading for Its

grasp of the possible reactions of a
seriously disturbed nation and the effects
both Internal and external stresses are
having on the two party-system.

It is historically accurate to say that the
broad center has usually decided elec-
tions In the States, even though the center
Itself has moved time and again. Dutton

does not dismiss this theory but he cites
consldrable evidence to prove that the
past Is not a reliable guide to the future.
A third and perhaps a fourth major party,
each with strong constituent support, may
lie ahead and may be strong enough to
break the hold of the Democrats and
Republicans. Of the newly enfranchised
young voters Dutton writes:

"The potential Impact of all the young
people coming of age in the 1970's lies not
in just their numbers but In the dis-
tinctiveness of much about them ...These
young people know the Depression,
World War II, and most of the cold war as
only episodes in the history textbooks.
They have been shaped instead by the
greatest material outpouring for almost an
entire society that the world has ever seen
capped in the 1960*s by the longest-
sustained prosperity this country has yet
had. And so the conditioning and the
expectations they bring Into the electorate
are as different from the
Depression rooted attitudes and in-
securities as the ICBM Is from the Model

Women, too, have taken a greater
interest In and are more Involved now than
they ever were In the political process.
Organized labor, with all Its money and
manpower resources, Is a vital factor,
despite the rank-and-flle's split on foreign
policy. Union leadership is not only of the
older generation but was conditioned by
the events preceding WWII and the
aggrandizement of the Soviet Union in the
years that followed it. The so-calied
."military-Industrial" complex is more ac-
curately Indentifled, Dutton Insists, as the
"industrial-military-organlzed labor-
sclentiflc-hlgher education-
coalition Roughly ten per cent of the
entire labor force has come to owe its

paychecks directly to defense spending,
and practically all of that group is un-
ionized. It provides a firm buttress for the
AFL-CIO's hard-line foreign policy
stance." Edward Reed

WAREHOUSE
CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

^BAG PANTS $8
JEANS ss $5.50

J TflP^ SHIRTS, SWEATERS
J nm U SHRUGS

-BLAZERS

tSM0CKS_
/G0WNS_

FLANNEL, PLAID,
-VELVET, CORD-

DRESSES
TOPS

*5

_*8

* BLAZER SUITS w/DAGS
i MEN'S SHIRTS

CORD, PLAID,

WOOL BLEND

KNIT.

$10- $20
*22-*30

*5-3/-*l2

2 10 SPADINA AVE*
(BELOW DUNDAS)

Open Holiday Monday from 9-9

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9 - 0
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Elizabethan court the wonder of its age."

John Hollander provides the lyrics (they will

be good, he is a first-rate poet and scholar)

and the New York Pro Musica the music. It's

in the MacMillan Theatre, at 8:30 pm, and $2

student tickets are available at the box office,

although these are in short supply.

An exhibition honouring the late Healey

Willan has been set up in the Alumni
Common Room, second floor, Med Sciences

Building until December 3. Memorabilia,

pictures, scores, recordings of his music and

the compo^f's awards are included in the

exhibit.

Cheech and Chong's debut album was a

comedic bomb and a commercial success. So
with nowhere to go but up, the pair has made
a more realistic effort at provoking laughter

in this era of uncertainty with Big Bambu (A
& M). As in the previous LP much of the

material centres on the drug culture, but

unlike its predecessor, Big Bambu doesn't get

into three or four minutes of boring dialogue

aiming at a thin punchline.

Not all the cuts work but most of them are

at least interesting. Ralph and Herbte offers a

particularly funny look into a canine world.

The conception is innovative and well per-

formed. The T.V. parody, Let's Make a Dope
Deal is another piece of right on humour.

In keeping with their image Tommy Chong
and Richard Cheech have put their record in a

cover designed like a package of cigarette (?)

papers and have even included one super-sized

paper. It's still a comedy-novelty album and
like all the others, the jokes lose their sparkle

after the initial listening.

I'm told that much of the humour is visual.

You have a chance to find out for yourself on
Oct. 10 when C. & C. are slated to appear at

Massey Hall.

The Riverboat, {922-62 1 6), 1 34 Yorkville, is

featuring the super blues duo Sonny Terry and
Brownie McGhee tonight through October 22.

Admission is $3-50 and the first set starts

about 9 pm.

Fiddlers Green, near Yonge and Eglinton

(489-3001), presents contemporary folk artist

Jack Schechrman tonight and Chris Rawlins
on Tuesday night.

Canadian jazz guitarist Lenny Breau can be

heard at Grumbles, 7 1 Jarvis above King (368-

0796). tonight and tomorrow. Next week,
beginning on Monday is the 'Honky Tonk
Angel 1

, Ellen Mcllwaine. Admission is down
to S2.50.

Thirsty rock-fiends can content themselves

at the El Mocambo Tavern, Spadina at

College (961-2558), with April Wine this

weekend and King Biscuit Boy beginning
Monday. No cover is required but beer prices

go up a bit when the band goes on.

Starting on Sunday, October 8 at 3:03 pm,
CBC-AM Radio begins a special 13-week
series of one-hour programs entitled The
Beatles Story. Having taken over a year to

produce by the BBC. the series promises to
present many fresh interviews and a lot of
music, including some extremely rare recor-

dingSfirr'tracing the rise and fall of the Beatles.

A plethora of new releases should be
.arriving in the record stores today. WEA
Music has promised me you can find the
following; Gordon Lightfoot's Old Dan's
Records, the Jethro Tull double live album
Livin* in the Past, John Prine's Diamonds in

the Rough, a double set from Deep Purple
entitled Passage, John Hartford's Morning
Bugle, and a new Yes effort, Closer to the
Edge. Yes will also be in concert on Oct. 3 1 at
Maple Leaf Gardens.

Just a few years ago, a determined record
buyer could, with luck, find six or seven
recordings of Mahler symphonies. Today,
there are over ninety available. To appreciate
just how much work these records represent,
consider what goes into recording a
symphony. If the work being recorded is by,
for example, Mozart, a day or two is needed,
and some twenty to seventy players are
involved, depending on the wishes of the
conductor. Compare this to Mahler's greatest
achievement, the eighth, popularly called the
"Symphony of A Thousand". This involves
two Tull choruses, a children's choir, a brass
choir at the back of the hall, piano, organ,

harmonium, eight vocal soloists, four harps,

and a nearly double-size orchestra. Add to

this the tremendous length, complexity, and

intensity it possesses and you are faced with a

gigantic recording project. Yet in spite of this,

there are six recordings of this work available,

five of which have been recorded in the past

four years!

Certainly the most popular recording of a

Mahler symphony available today is the

Third, as conducted by Jascha Horenstein.

This is a top-selling, superb album, mixed
using the Dolby noise reduction system, which

makes for an almost noise-free recording. The
symphony itself is a six-movement sonic orgy,

with the ending of the first movement more
than enough for the kinkiest stereo buff. This

movement is a panorama of summer
"marching in", with blaring horns, mystical

themes, a riotous march, and percussion

everywhere. The other five movements, while

less muscular, are no less magnificent. Every

l rick in the Mahlerian symphonic bag is here,

from the children's choir to the big choral

Neon Palace. Nostalgia is a sweet pleasure,

but it's one-shot, which is why Neon Palace

can draw spontaneous applause at the very

point that I am thinking of leaving if it doesn't

perk up. It was in 1967 that I re-began singing

Peggy Sue and found it sprang out of

uncontrollable memory, perfect to the dotted

quarter-note. It was 1968 when good old Dave
Harding dispelled the Cuban boredom with

Catch a Falling Star and Put it in Your
Pocket, 1970 when AI Mattes laid me out with

the (old) news that the thing she was looking

for, that took her life that night, was a high

school ring. Etc. But it palls, and now, in

1972, there are few touchstones that remain

unturned. "We had a quarrel..." begins the

quavery, oh my God, familiar tenor, and I

shoot backwards, once more desperately in

love with Joky Vink, and fully re-integrated in

lime to add "a teenage quarrel..."

But that was the only such moment for me

movement to the faraway post-horn solo. The
third and fourth movements feature the Am-
brosian Singers, the Wadsworth Children's
Choir, and the gifted contralto Norma Proc-
tor. The London Symphony Orchestra plays
superbly and with great love for the music
throughout, making this the ideal way to get a
start with Mahler. There are several other
excellent recordings of the third available, but
none of them feature this set's price: just S5.39
for two Ip's.

If you think you'd like to take the plunge,
the complete edition worth getting is the one
on Deutsche Grammophon, conducted by
Rafael Kubelik. The fourteen discs in this set

are near-perfect both musically and sonically,

and right now A&A's on Yonge has it at

S29.00 (usually S56). Other symphonies worth
the money are the Second, conducted by
Bruno Walter, the Sixth, by George Szell, the
previously mentioned Eighth led by George
Soltj and the Ninth, with Leonard Bernstein,

(Dave Baskin)
The Canadian Opera Company will not

give up and La Boheme will be staged tonight
at 8:15, Eugene Onegin tomorrow at 2 pm,
Tosca at 8:15 pm and again on Monday same
time, Eugene Onegin on Tuesday at 8:15 and
Aida on Wednesday at 8:15.

Melville Cook never gives up either, and I

wonder when CBC-FM's Organist in Recital
series will take note of this fact again. He's
about due for the series and there have been
all these recent opportunities, for example last

Monday, or this Monday at 8:30 pm.
Students pay $1. At Metro United Church.
The Faculty of Music's season of Thursday

Evening Concerts opens with An Enter-
tainment For Elizabeth, a "production with a
cast of 24" which "celebrates the unity of
poetry, song, music and dance which made the

in Neon Palace, and since the movie has the
structure and style of a school show (the skits,

the energy, the theme without viewpoint), I

found myself slaying, as with the school show,
out oT loyalty. But, again, that is my
jaundiced reaction to the "fifties trip, sixties

trip". A fresher viewer might well be carried
off on the extraordinary power of internalized

bad art. At the Poor Alex through Sunday, 8

and 10 pm, SI. 50.

King of Hearts is the movie equivalent to
Gibran's Prophet, treacle to a few, the best
movie ever to many. It is too dim in the
memory to choose camps. By DeBroca, with
Alan Bates and Genevieve Bujold.
Cinemalumiere, Tuesday at 7 and 9:30,

Note. There are now so many reper-
tory, festival and old movie programmes that
we can no longer run them all, hence this

year's digest format. This gives us space for
more short reviews, counter-reviews, letters,

dialogue, and complaints. Feel free.

Aggregation Gallery — gallery one, major
works by Gallery Artists in a wide variety of
media; gallery two, David Barnett, Soft Focus
Realism isJjjejQcus of his acrylics on canvas.
Both are to October 21.

Albert White Gallery — As far as we know.
Primitive Art of Nigeria should still be there
for a while yet.

Art Gallery of Ontario: French Master
Drawings of the 17th and 18th Centuries in

North American Collections, until October 1 5.

And Ontario Society of Artists: 100 Years

(until October 29) and Toronto Painting 1953-

1965 (coming in November). I mention the

latter a month ahead of time because the

gallery plans a series of five lectures to

complement this and the Ontario Society

exhibit; unfortunately, information con-

cerning the lectures reached us a bit late and

the first lecture was yesterday, entitled Parties

and Pasttimes a Century Ago. (Psychologists

tell us we are edified to find out what we
missed.) The next lecture is October 12, so

you will have to wait until next Friday to pick

up this week-old paper to find out what you
missed. It is entitled Toronto: No Mean City

to be delivered by Eric Arthur.

As a timely salute to A. Y. Jackson who
celebrated his ninetieth birthday on Tuesday,

the gallery has set up a special exhibition

which includes a selection of Jackson's oil

paintings, sketches and water colours from

the AGO Collection, as well as a number of

books illustrated by the artist. It runs until

October 24.

Erindale College: There will be as many as

three shows running at various times in the

next week: until October 21 is Graham Can-
tieni's large lyrical canvases. The young
painter is from Quebec and he exhibited last

season at the New Brunswick Museum. To
the 25th is 3000 Years of Chinese Art, which is

a colour photograph exhibit of the ROM's
extensive collection, considered one of the

best in North America. Starting next Thur-

sday will be a one-man show by young
Toronto painter William T. Kort.

Craft Gallery, on Prince Arthur: Stephen
Hogbin, Canadian Design Award winner, has

a show here until October 28.

Cedarbrae District Library: Pedro R. Leon
exhibits his prints at the Scarborough branch
on Markham Road until November 10, and
the exhibit starts Monday.

Press Porcepic: Joe Rosenblatt, a poet and
artist, is exhibiting 100 drawings at 102 Bloor
West, 15th floor until October 17.

Morris Gallery: The Romantic Century:

19th Century European Drawings and Small
Paintings. This is their second show of this

kind, included in which are a few oil paints

from the School of Fontainebleau — Diaz,

Daubigny, Harpegnies. The drawings cover

the whole period from neoclassicism to art

nouveau. It closes October 14.

Victoria College: Douglas Martin exhibits

his paintings until October 20.

Show-Rimmington Gallery: (Bunny, so they

tell me) Wilson and Jack Joel are exhibiting

paintings, sculptures, constructions and
serigraph until October 15.

HENDRY'S DOUBLE HEADER:
Canadian playwright Tom Hendry has two
one acters at Ihe Theatre in the Dell, a bar
that normally presents musical revues. One
good thing about the Dell is the fact that you
can drink during the performance and this is

essential during the first play. Seance. It's a
silly little wedding night farce about. a ghost
who balls up the nuptuals. It was a good idea
in Hendry's head but it bombs on the boards.
Since they won't serve during the show stock
up on drinks beforehand to keep up your
spirits. You Smell Good to Me, the second
play on the bill is much better; perhaps even
good enough to sil through sober but by then
it may be too late. The piece is all about an
unhappy hooker with a heart of gold who
humanizes a computer programmer's digital

brain. Reservations, 368-5309.

POOR OLD WORLD, WE LOVE YOU
ANYWAY. This schlock monster about a
group of North American dope-fiend kids
who learn what real life is like on a kibbutz in

Israel will make the worst tripe you ever saw
in high school look like a Tony award winner.
At ihe TWP Playhouse. 925-8640.

CANADIAN MIME THEATRE is

presenting two shows in repertory through
Oct. 28 al the Central Library Theatre. The
first is Visual Delights '72, a series of skits and
sketches that is much better than its stupid
title. The second show is The Vagabonds, a
sentimental tale about two bums who help a
down-and-out girl on her way to fame and
fortune. The plot is trite but very well
executed by the company of four. 924-8950.
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Parties ignore environment issue in election
By RANDY ROBERTSON

Prominent environmentalist Tho-
mas Beckett claimed Sunday
night that no political party in

Canada has seriously campaigned
against pollution.

Beckett, a Hamilton lawyer, was
speaking to about 200 people at a
meeting sponsored by the En-
vironmental Law Association in the
Medical Sciences Building
Auditorium. Along with two others,
including Toronto mayoralty can-
didate David Crombie, he cross-
examined three federal candidates
from the major parties.

He claimed that government and
industry were "too chummy".
Donations from industry to party
coffers paid off "obviously", he
said, in the failure of government to

enforce its anti-pollution laws. He
did not, however, implicate any
specific corporations. He was not
alluding to acutal instances, he said,

but to the general attitude of the
government, to the corruption of its

responsibility to the public.

Beckett asked the candidates

whether each, expressing a personal

opinion, did not believe that there
was a relationship between the
donations that industry made to
political parties and the protection
these industries received from the
party when in power.

Liberal Aideen Nicholson said, "I
don't know".

Conservative Ron Atkey said, "I
don't know".

But, NDP MP Andrew Brewin
said "I do know."

Beckett later asserted that the
NDP had no right to present itself as
an environment-conscious party
simply because it was left-wing.

David Estrin, a lawyer working
with the Environmental Law
Association, supported Beckett in

his charges.

Ward I ] alderman Crombie who §
is running for mayor, called for a «
pragmatic approach to combatting J
pollution. He suggested there be a

|

widely publicized telephone number £
for citizens to call in a pollution S
emergency. He also urged that there |be pollution fighters on standby at
all times. Beckett said talking
about pollution means talking in

terms of the whole world - he cited

Mayoralty candidate David Crombie (left) and lawyer Thomas Beckett on pollution pane!

SPEED READING
Classes on campus

starting Oct. 16 - 17 - 18

See full details

in this paper
on Oct. 11, or phone

SAC at 928-4911

the fact that two thirds of the
world's population was starving "to
put things in perspective" - and
about pollution in relation to pop-
ulation, industrial growth, food
supplies and non-renewable
resources.

"We have to realize", he said,

"that our resources and food
supplies are limited and that

therefore we ourselves have to im-
pose limits on population and in-

dustrial growth".

Pollution, he added, is a symptom
of the problem, not the problem
itself. The problem is the. failure to

impose limits.

"Our society will collpase

within 100 years at the most," he
claimed, "if we continue to operate

as now".

He asked the candidates what
plans "looking 30 years ahead" each
candidate's party had to offer and

1+ The Government
of Canada

offers

Careers for Graduates
in

General Administration

Personnel Administration

Financial Administration

Management Analysis

Foreign Service

Qualifying Examinations:

Thursday, October 19 - 7:00 pm

Pre-Registration Essential

Applicants must contact their

Placement Office by October 10.

what limits to growth each party
would impose.

Atkey, Progressive Conservative
canaidate in St. Paul's riding, called
for "access to redress" for citizens
through an environmental bill of
rights or through an environmental
rights commission like the Ontario
Human Rights Com-
mission. Brewin, who is seeking
re-election in Greenwoods, was "not
too sanguine" about a bill of rights.

He favoured serious enforcement of
already existing laws and massive
financing by the federal government
of anti-pollution research.

"Technology must defeat the
technology that is causing
pollution," he said.

Nicholson, Liberal candidate in

Trinity, urged co-operation between
citizens and their governments at all

three levels - between the
governments themselves, between
government and industry, and
between the federal government and
foreign governments.

She cited programs instituted by
the Liberal government within the
past four years which embodied this

principle, such as the equal con-
tribution anti-research program
begun this year by the federal
government and the pulp and paper
industry and the y§ Canada Great
Lakes agreement signed this spring.

She proposed that the federal
government actively invite the par-
ticipation of citizen's groups in en-
vironmental impact studies- and in

preventative measures.

Beckett suggested that the federal

government provide unconditional
funds for these citizens' groups.

Beckett claimed that the
provincial government was diverting
the public's attention to peripheral
concerns through campaings like the
"Keep Ontario Beautiful" publicity
campaign. Paper on the ground may
make an untidy environment, he
said but it does not make a
dangerous one.

Free Jewish University

33JUDAISM AND MARXISM
Tues. Oct. 10, 1:00 p.m.
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NDP's Harney cheered of forum

Canadian sweat earns Americans dividends
By VAL ROSS

"Every Canadian works three

weeks out of ihe year to pay off the

"Yankees" dollars, charged federal nually in pure dividends for the $60
NDP candidate John Harney on hillion the Americans have invested

Tuesday. "We pay S3, 5 billion an- in this country."

Woman prof at Guelph dismissed

amidcharges ofsex discrimination
GUELPH (CUP) — Amid

charges of sex discrimination, a

woman zoology professor has been

forced to resign her position at the

University of Guelph.

Anne Dagg was fired in

November of 1 97 1 and appealed the

dismissal. Soon after winning the

appeal, she was told by the ad-

ministration that she would not

receive tenure and would not have

her contract renewed in 1973.

Dagg obliged and submitted her

resignation last April, but it was not

made public until last month, effec-

tive the end of last summer's
semester.

Students plan to question the

dean of the College of Biological

Sciences about the Dagg affair when
he returns from a holiday in Greece

on October 21.

Dagg had been at the university of

Guelph for three years.

Earlier this year a university

tenure and promotion committee

charged that Dagg was not available

for consultation with students, her

research was poor, her university

participation was minimal and she

did not take a part in community
life.

Dagg claims the dean told her

tenure was refused because she lived

15 miles out of town and had a

family.

She feels a major reason for her

dismissal was her opposition to the

dean's choice for a new Zoology
Department chairman in 1970. His

choice was eventually rejected, but,

she says, three of the other seven

professors opposing the ap-

pointment were later forced to

ALL GIRLS
For art

photography,

hostess service,

nude modelling

EXCELLENT PAY
PART TIME, FULL TIME

Call 920-3551

ANYTIME

Pete, WycLff
CONTACT LENS
CONSULTANT

FOR BETTER VISION

10% DISCOUNT
TO STUDENTS

2675 BLOOR ST. W.
233-7273

The Religious Society of Friends

QUAKERS BELIEVE that "true Godliness does not
turn men out of the world but enables them to live
better in it, and excites their endeavours to mend it."

Meeting for Worship every Sunday at 11 a.m.
Coffee hour after Ihe Meeting.

60 LOWTHER AVENUE (east of St. George, north of
Bloor) Phone 921-0368 for information about Sunday
classes for all ages, and weekday activities.

Centre for the
Study of Drama HART HOUSE THEATRE

PRESENTS

THE MISANTHROPE
by Moliere

Translated by Richard Wilbur
Directed by Donald Davis

October 19 - 28 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50 Box Office 928-8668
Students $1.25 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sudent subscriptions still available - $3.00 lor 3 productions

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

"AESTHETICS OF
JEWISH PRAYER"

TUES., OCT. 10,
7:30 P.M.

HILLEL HOUSE -

186 ST. GEORGE

resign.

Dagg said her research work has

been impartially judged as excellent

by a representative of the Canadian
Association of University Teachers

and her students rated her a good
lencher. She also said that women
were not allowed to participate on
university committees. The only

remaining charge is that she lives 15

miles from the university and has a
family.

"To find that my work counts for

nothing because I have a family and

live outside Guelph, the only ac-

cusations that I have received that

are based on fact has been totally

demoralizing for me", Dagg said.

There was no doubt that the

Scarborough West candidate got the

most enthusiastic response from the

uudience at a forum on foreign

ownership held in a Political Science

202 class. Harney, Jim Gillies, the

Conservative for Don Valley, and

Boh Kaplan, the Don Valley riding's

incumbent Liberal were present to

outline their parties' positions on the

foreign ownership question.

"The Liberal party has been

conlinentalist since 1945 '"continued

Harney. "What exactly do the

Conservatives offer to regain control

of our economy, a higher rate of

exports?". "Guatemala has a high

export quotient of bananas."

The Conservative candidate in

Don Valley, James Gillies, described

his party's policies to counteract the

American takeover of Canada's

economy as: increasing exports, and

rationalizing secondary industries in

Canadian hands. He added that a

low interest rale would discourage

foreign investment and strengthen

the economy internally.

His incumbent Liberal opponent,

Robert Kaplan, sporting a red and
blue ceramic maple leaf pin,

defended the Liberals' record. He
cited tha creation of the Canadian
Development Corporation and
Canadian content regulations in

broadcasting as evidence of the good
intentions of his party on the issue.

Harney insisted that the way to

regain control of the Canadian
economy was to develop a strong

internal economy through govern-

ment planning and intervention.

Ed Reid, an interviewer from the

CBC commented later that he found

that an overwhelming majority of
students had already decided who to

vote for. "They all seem to be

Conservative or NDP," he said. "I
can't seem to find a Liberal in the

class."

WE INVITE SINGERS
INTERESTED

IN WORKS OF THE
BAROQUE MASTERS

TO AUDITION FOR 1972-

73 CONCERTS

PHONE 488-0832

THE TORONTO
CHAMBER SOCIETY
ANN EG RET WRIGHT -

DIRECTOR

CAN YOU REMEMBER
OR EVEN RESURRECT
THE GLORY THAT
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IF NOT,
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HILLEL HOUSE 186 St. George

CAREERTALKS
1 - 2

What does one do in these fields? What are the employment opportunities?
Where are the employment opportunities? FIND OUT AT THE CAREERTALKS!
Have you always wanted to work with children? Do you want to work in a
hospital? Have you wondered what you could do in the field of education if .you
didn't want to be a teacher?
COME TO THE CAREERTALKS AND FIND OUT!!
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Fed. Gov't Foreign Service Program
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Fed. Gov't Bio-Physical Sciences
Program
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Graduate Schools and Funds to Go
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Medicine
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Medicine

Hospital Careers
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)
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Day Care
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Environments
Social Work
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Med. Sciences 3154
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McLennan Physics 203
McLennan Physics 20C
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MORE TO COME AFTER CHRISTMAS!!!

Career Counselling & Placement Centre
581 Spadina Avenue, (Across from New College)
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Archer will shoof for easier target this time
By JULIA ELCOCK

Ward 5 alderman William Archer
last week announced his intention to
seek election in Ward 6 in the
December 4 municipal election.

In Ward 5, Archer would have

faced a strong challenge from in-

cumbent Ying Hope and reform
candidate Colin Vaughan. The
Ward 6 contest for the two alder-
manic seats is among incumbents
June Marks and Horace Brown,
along with Dan Heap and Rose

Bomb threat scares college
resides;S:n^otClaSSeS

" h°Ur empUed NCW C0"^
The threat, phoned into the main U ofT switchboard at 1 :50 pm said abomb wou d go off at 2:30 somehwere in the college. The callerL not say

alleged bomb was due to blow up.
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? r
?
and Police informed building

users of the threat and suggested they leave the building At 2 25 the firealarm was set ofl and the building was evacuated
When the explosion did not occur, at about 2:50 pm, police againallowed re-entry, at one's "own personal risk

"
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Chief
Si Preven
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tion °fficer HF
- Gladney said there was noway the caller could be traced.
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r\\bomb lhreat occurred, in 1971 at the Lash Miller
buildings, it too failed to materialized.

Smith and others, and now Archer.
Archer said in an interview

yesterday that if he had remained in
Ward 5 he feels sure that he would
have done well. In fact, he said, he
was asked by several people to run
again in view of what he called his
"wonderful record". However, he
sees Ward 6 as a challenge for
reform in downtown renewal.
He said the Yonge Street Mall, a

project he worked on during the
summer, is one of his main con-
cerns. He talked of seeking answers
to the traffic, pedestrain, and
delivery problems of the mall.
He also mentioned the southeast

Spadina area as one of special con-
cern. This region, largely composed
of Chinese, Portugese and Anglo-
Saxon people, is continually fighting
the incursion of high density housing
and institutional buildings.

At one time, he said, the
University of Toronto planned to
expand southwards but since then
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the idea has been scrapped, leaving
the area without a plan for
"reform."

Archer was concerned with park
maintenance and the possible
building of a community centre for
the area. He added that this would

be in accordance with the wishes of
the community.

Explaining his roots in Ward 6 the
junior Ward 5 alderman said he
works and pays taxes in it. At one
time it was part of the old Ward 3
which he represented before the
boundaries changed in 1969.

A & S caucus formed
By NADIM WAKEAM

Student members of the Arts and
Science General Committee decided
yesterday to form a caucus in order
to raise issues which concern
students, but which are ignored by
the faculty members of the
committee.

The students organizing the
caucus will try to decide a policy on
issues before each meeting of the
committee.

NOW APPEARING

APRIL MD YENMOR

WINE BLUE
FROM OCT. 9-14

KING BISCUIT BOY
BACK BY SPECIAL REQUEST

HEARTACHES RAZZ BAND

*M
EL MOCAMBO
SPADINA AT COLLEGE
NO COVER-NO MINIMUM

TWO ROOMS TWO DANCE FLOORS

The General Committee,
composed of 52 students and ap-
proximately 1 50 faculty and ad-
ministrators, deals with course
changes, exams and curriculum in
the faculty.

Various speakers advocated
formulating proposed changes in
such a way that they are acceptable
to liberal faculty on the committee.
Dave Laughten, who acted as

chairman of the meeting, said that
at present every student proposal is

voted down by faculty opposition.
Earlier in the meeting, the student

committee members voted un-
animously to ratify the constitution
of the new Arts and Science Student
Union. However, the meeting
recommended to the constitutional
drafting committee of the union that
the quorum for meetings be reduced
to one third from a half.

Asked why the executive of the
union is to be composed of only five

people, Phil Dack, until recently
full-time fieldworker in arts and
science, replied that a larger ex-
ecutive would be unwieldy and could
not meet often.

The caucus also decided to ask the
Faculty of Arts and Science if va-
cant student seats on the General
Committee could be filled by
election.

THURS., OCT. 12, 7:30 P.M
HILLEL HOUSE, 186 ST. GEORGE

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

CAMPUS LEGAL ASSISTANCE CENTRE announces
its reopening for the fall term. The centre is located
at 44 St. George, telephone 928-6447. Hours of
operation are 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. CLAC will assist
without charge, with any minor legal problems - land-
lord and tenant, summary criminal matters, etc. It is
staffed by law students from the Law School. Please
feel free to drop in when assistance is needed.

SPORT OF KARATE
Beginners including graduates are welcome. Classes
start Wednesday, October 11th from 12 noon to 2:00
P.M. Upper Gymnasium, Hart House.

Other classes as follows: -

FFNPINP RDflM
FrWa* " 5:00 P,M<

rtNllNb ROOM
Saturday . 2:00 P.M.

UPPER Monday- 5:00 -6:30P.M.
GYMNASIUM Wednesday - 12:00 noon

- SELECT AT LEAST TWO CLASSES -

° MEN'S *
HAIR STYLIST

6 CHAIRS

Experienced Stylists to Serve You
Specialized in Razor Cut

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS

HAIR COLOURING - MANICURE

131 BLOOR ST. W. at

Tel. 921-1933
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A*A RECORDS

WORLD'S LARGEST

351 YONCE 75001

75002

JACQUES BREL

2LP
STEREO
SETS

OF THE BEST
IN FRENCH VOCALISTS

JEAN PIERRE FERLAND

& s4.79

RENEE CLAUDE

80062

JEAN PIERRE FERLAND
CHARLEBOIS

80123

INCLUDING

• TROUVEZ MEUX
• CONCEPTION
• LE MUR DU SON
• FAIS TOIZ'EN PAS
• FU MAN CHU

OFFENBACH SOAP OPERA

80051
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sportalk
A key game in the Eastern Section of

OUAA football will be played this evening in
Ottawa when the blues meet the Ottawa Gee
Gees. The only other time the two teams
clashed Ottawa came out on stop, 24-7. In the
other eastern game, Carleton travels to
Queen's. In the Western Section, Guelph goes
lo Windsor. McMaster travels to Lutheran,
and Waterloo meets Western in London.
Waterloo defeated McMaster 9-7 last
weekend, and along with Western is the only
other undefeated team in the west. In the Mac
game. Waterloo's offence failed to score on
lour occasions from inside the Mac defence
30-yard line. Look for an improved attempt
on this against Western.

. The OUAA Golf
Championship is being held this weekend at
the Carleton Golf and Yacht Club in
Manolick. Ontario. The tournament consists
ul five players from four universities in the
Western Section and four from the east. The
best four of five scores are totalled lo get the
teams' scores. At the Western Sectional
eliminations last weekend at Waterloo, the
University or Waterloo retained its cham-
pionship. The teams played only 30 of 36

holes due to rain, and Waterloo had a best-of-
lour total of 497. Western finished second
with 509. McMaster was third with 522, and
Brock fourth with 533. This weekend,
Waterloo will be attempting to win its third
championship in four years. They were
defeated last year by McMaster in the finals.

Teams will be competing for the Ruttan Cup,
while the McCall Cup goes to the individual
champion. As Western Section winners, U of
T is sending Richard Highes, Doug Findlay,
Tony Sergautis, Paul Skinner, and John Bays.

The Eastern Section Tennis Championship
continues today at York University. The
Western Section Championship was held
Monday and Tuesday at Western, with
Western taking first place. U of T was the
sectional winner last year and hopes to retain

its title. The OUAA championship will be
held at the University of Guelph, Saturday,
October 14. . .The Chevron informs us that
the cross-country invitational track meet in

Waterloo this week Saturday has been
cancelled because of the Oktoberfest
Marathon and the 5-mile Bier Doktor's Jog.

The University 0 r Waterloo and the com-
munity are sponsoring the races in an effort to
stimulate interest and participation in run-
ning. Entries have come from as far away as
Ohio to the south, and Sudbury to the north.
Both races begin at 1 pm from the U of W
campus. The jog consists of three laps around
the university's "ring road", while the
Marathon winds through Waterloo County. .

Intramural Rugby and Lacrosse began this
week with two divisions and two cham-
pionships in lacrosse, and two divisions and
one championship in rugby. In lacrosse, divi-
sion I consists of PHE A, Vic, Devonshire
House. Erindale, Eng, and St. Mike's. Divi-
sion M includes PHE B, Innis, Scar, Knox,
UC. For. Dent, Trin, and PHE C. There are
five teams in Rugby Division I — Eng I, PHE
A, Scar. Trin A, and St. Mike's. Division II

consists of Law, PHE B, Eng 11, Trin B,
Wycl'iffe (tentative). More coverage to follow^
staTf allowing. . .In the Intramural Sports
Committee elections last Monday, Bob
Healley was elected as the ISC representative
lo ihe Athletic Directorate in his first year on

the committee. Mike Penman, serving a
second year on the ISC was elected chairman
of that body, while Marty Ahermae was
elected vice-chairman.

. .96 free pre-season
hours were distributed to the intramural
hockey teams on a rotational system. . .Prac-
tices Tor the U of T Wrestling Team begin
October 10 in the Wrestling and Judo Room,
Hart House, from 4:30 to 6 pm. The team
chances look good this year with the return of
three veteran medalists, John Davis, Ken
While, and Chris Preobrazenski. Davis, PhD
candidate in psychology, contends there's a
strong analogy- between wrestling and a game
of chess. A person in good shape can defeat a
much stronger opponent simply by the use of
belter ladies. . The Judo Cub is accepting
female members for the first time. The lessons
are free with coaching headed by Goki
Uemura. Canadian lightweight champion
(150 lbs), and ihe holder of a fifth degree Dan
Black Belt. The captains are Henry Pasma
and Chris Preobrazenski (Ontario
Heavyweight Brown Belt Champion). Classes
are held regularly from noon to 1 pm in the
Wrestling and Judo Room, Hart House.

Track team halts UWO
challenge; wins 75-52

The University of Toronto Track Team was able to defeat Western
invitational challenge meet by a score of 75 to 52 (points) Tuesday evening.

In the Waterloo Invitational meet yesterday, U of T placed fourth out often
learns with only six members of the team deciding to travel to Waterloo.

In Western on Tuesday U of T placed first in 1 1 of 19 events, and second
in 9 or 19.

In the sprints, Peter Spitz placed first in the 100 yard event with a time of
10.4 seconds. Teammate Dave Colbert was second with 10.5, and Dave
Howes, also of Toronto, finished al 10.9. In the 220, Colbert came second in

23.2 lo Western's Terry Rotondo :22.6;

In the 440, U of T's Bill Johnson was first at 51.8 and Tony Rockingham
third (52.5).

In the middle distance runs Toronto's Gerry Feeney came first in the 660-
yard event in a time of one minute, 21 seconds, even. U of T's Matt Duncan
came in third at 1:23.9 U.W.O.'s Dave Best was second in 1:21.2. In the 880
it was Duncan in 2: 10.9 and Larry Hoo (U of T) in 2: 1 1 .3. Toronto's Joe
Sax. Frank Aguanno, Paul Glynn and John Sharp took the top fouur spots

in the mile run (in that order) with Sax's best time of 4:21.5 minutes. In the

ihree mile run, Toronto again captured the first three places, with John
Sharpe's best time of 14:23.8 (Peter Pimm and Brad Morley finished second
and third, respectively). Western won the six mile run with Peter Camani's
best time of 31:55.5

The 120 high hurdles were won by Toronto's Avo Albo at 16.9 seconds.
Brian Anderson and Ray Anthony of Western placed second and third. In
ihe 440 hurdles Toronto's Albo again placed first and Paul Glynn
(U of T) was second in 62.6.

In the 4 x 1 10 yard relay Toronto's team was first in 44 seconds. Western
entered two teams finishing second and third. In the 4 x 440 relay Western
came first in 3:30.7, while U ot T entered four teams and won the next four

positions.

Western and Toronto split the jump events, with U of T winning the long

jump, and triple jump, and Western the pole vault and high jump. In the long

jump it was Hung Der first (21 feet, one-quarter inch), and Erik Little,

second (19ft. 10 in.). Dave Watt won the triple jump with 43 feet, 10

inches. Watt also placed second in the high jump at 5 feet, 10 inches, with

UWO's Ray Anthony going for 6 feel, 5 inches. Western swept all three pole

vaull positions with a lop height by Scott White, 13 feet, 6 inches.

Finally, in the throwing events it was Western the winner in all three.

Harvey Barkauskas placed first in the shot put (51 feet even) and the discus

(148 feet. 3 inches), while Al Northcott won the javelin with 192 feet, 4.5

inches.

In yesterday's Waterloo Invitational meet U ot T only sent six team

members bul managed one first, three second, and one third place finishes

(oul of 18 men's events)*to enable the team to gain a fourth place berth.

Toronto finished with 51 points. Waterloo was first with 96, Western

second wilh 90. and Queen's third with 75. York followed U of T with 40

points. For the women's events it was Laurentian first with 73, Western

second, 56, and York third with 30.

Toronto's Bill Johnson finished first in the 400 metres with a time of 51.8.

Boh DeGrool was second in the 100 metres with 1 1 .2; Spitz was third in 1 1.3

Matt Duncan was second in the 800 metre with 15:8.4, and the Toronto

team placed second in the 4 x 100 metre relay in 44.3.

U ofT does not have a women's intercollegiate track team.

With this weekend's cross-country invitational cancelled, the next meet is

ihe Western Invitational next Friday, followed by the York Cross-Country

Invitational on October 14.

York defeats Blues' rugby team

First place leaders York Yeomen defeated the scored all 9 of Toronto's points. The seconds had
rugby Blues 15-9 Wednesday. Rick Hodder better luck, defeating York.

Offensive failed due to lack of

support by Chinese and Soviets
• from page three

narrii/ation and pacification
programs. Thompson stressed that

the pacification program in the

countryside involves all government
branches, not just the military and
the police.

As to the progress of the war,

Thompson detailed several previous

stages of fighting, saying that the

National Liberation Front (which he
referred to as Viet Cong) were
destroyed in the 1 968 Tet offensive,

resulting in the present offensive by
ihe Nortlr Vietnamese Army. He
characterized the latter as an "in-

vasion", accepting the division of

Vietnam into separate countries.

He claimed the offensive has
failed due to lack of Sino-Soviet
support and underestimation of
American weaponry.

"Laser bombs are more accurate

than any artillery", he said proudly.

Answering questions, he said that

ihe bombing of the North was
directed at their "logistic system",

thus justifying the use of fragmenta-

tion bombs on the Ho Chi Minh
(rail.

Any bombing of dikes was
"accidental", and the Vietnamese
were partially to blame by using

smoke screens to deflect the laser

bombs from their intended military

targets.

In answer to questions,

Thompson reiterated his defense of

attacks on Vietnam saying, "Quite

definitely, I shall be more certain of
peace over the next four years if

President Nixon is re-elected."

He predicted that there could not

he "an invastion of this sort again

within three years", while warning

that North Vietnam is little more
lhan an extension of China. (He
incorrectly claimed that Vietnamese
language and culture are basically

Chinese.)

He closed by telling an interested

student of counter-insurgency that

yes, the lessons he learned in Viet-

nam are "in broad detail applicable

anywhere". He said "the Portuguese
have learned a lot of the lessons in

Mozambique and Angola", and in

response to a direct question,
justified the Portuguese-directed ac-

tions in the last of the African
colonies.

A curious student wondered what
contingency plans the Rand Cor-
poration has worked out for
Quebec.
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sports
Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

Blues lose to Buffalo in exhibition play
The Slate University of New

York at Buffalo played with

neophyte enthusiasm and all-

Americun zeal lo defeat the Blues 3-

2 at the stadium Wednesday.

The learns were relatively equal in

score throughout the game.
However. Buffalo demonstrated its

superior play when it scored the

winner with only six minutes

remaining in the game.

The goal was scored off a free

kick after Blues had been penalized

late in the game. A dummy runner

w;is sent over the ball, past the

Toronto wall, and into a gaping hole

left by the inadequate Toronto
cover. The kicker merely slid the

ball alongside the open runner, who
lifted the ball over an isolated

goalkeeper.

Wednesday's game opened in

predictably scrappy fashion,

different styles taking time lo size up

their opponents. A pilch scarred by

football practices, and the forthright

thrusts of the Buffalo learn tended to

disturb the Blues' composure.

However, while ihe visitors'

attack showed brisk aggressiveness

in moving the ball down their left

flank, the learn demonstrated a

dangerous tendency towards
squareness at the back.

Fifteen minutes into the game the

Buffalo learn scored their first goal. £
A sharp break down the Buffalo left -|

provoked only lax and hesitant "s

cover from the Blues. The Buffalo ^
winger then crossed the ball hard, z
was able to control it, and then %
hooked a volley back into the far »

corner of the Toronto nel. Toronto
goalkeeper Brand only managed to

get an unavailing fingertip on the

ball.

The Buffalo goal appeared to

arouse ihe Blues, who played their

best in the final 30 minutes before

halliime. A barrage of shots rained

on the Buffalo net as the Blues

pushed forward, fighting to restrict

their opponents' freedom in their

own end.

Hillier's running and DaRosa's
persistence led to a series of corner

shots and narrow escapes for the

visitors. However, 3 1 minutes into

the game, following a hectic ex-

change involving four blocked ef-

forts. Bruni struck a low shot from
the edge of the area, hitting a

Blues score one of two goals against Buffalo in an exhibition game Wednesday. Buffalo went on to win 3—2 on strong team effort.

defender's fool. The rebound caught
ihe near corner of the net, well out

of reach of the goaltender (who had
anticipated the shot's original

direction).

One minute later Polera's

hovering corner shot was coaxed
home by DaRosa's head from the

edge of the goal to put Toronto in

front.

Buffalo struck back before the

end of the half. Toronto's defensive

sloppiness was again demonstrated
when the middle of the defence first

lost the ball and then disastrously

hacked off well into the penalty

area. This afforded the Buffalo

winger a chance to cross and score.

Buffalo's Ardry, running from an
oblique angle, eluded cover and then
simply lapped the ball past Brand.

Both the pass cross and the

conversion were examples of poor
concentration and irresolution by
Toronto. The Buffalo defense, while

crude and unsophisticated, dis-

played application, positional
soundness, and the ability to get in

their challenges early.

With the exception of the third

Buffalo goal, the second half of play
turned into a rather formless affair.

Buffalo was able to stay out of

trouble by playing the ball simply
distributing it and making it do Ihe

work for the team. However, their

forwards' eagerness tended to get
the better of ihem, and the team was
forced lo give up possession of the

ball as they neared the Blues* goal.

On the other hand, the Blues,

came close several times, but mainly
on sporadic individual forays, rather

than cohesive team movement. The
Toronto squad showed little

evidence of playing as a unit. With
iheir non-aggressive style, the Blues
were forced to meet their opponents,
and as a result often found
themselves isolated on solo runs as a

result of pressure and not choice.

Buffalo's efficiency and
organization clearly came as a shock
lo a sluggish and possibly over-

confident Toronto side. While the
Blues have clearly demonstrated
superior individual skills, the Buf-
falo performance exemplified the

soccer virtues of team-spirit, fitness,

mobility, and directness. Despite
their unbeaten league record, the
Blues have yet to demonstrate these
qualities. .

The game comes as a blow to the
Blues' morale at a time when they
face a tough match at Western
lomorow.

Vic loses second in row to St Mike's J 6-0
Mulock Cup champions Victoria

College suffered their second loss in

as many starts by losing to St.

Mike's 16-0 on Wednesday.
In two games this year Vic has not

heen able lo score a single point.

(Last week PHE defeated Vic

the season opener),

Vic's defensive team

SSKSSSBSs:esse £rrwn
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reasonably efficient, holding St.

Mike's to a single touchdown.
However, the team's offensive drive
was repeatedly halted by a solid St.

Mike's defensive squad.

St. Mike's MacConnell put the
bluemen on the scoreboard early in

the first quarter with a field goal.
Before the half was complete
Krilivacius had made it over the Vic
goal-line in between a swarm of
players. The convert was good and
the half ended with St. Mike's in

command. iO-0.

The game was marked by sloppy
play, with consistent ball-dropping
and fumbling. For example, St.

.
Mike's receiver Klein dropped two

|£» first down passes. In the second
r | quarter blues' Chepsiuk barely mis-

1^ sed an interception and the pass

fe^ was ruled incomplete.

3 & Vic quarterback Johnson was
8 impressive, but was forced out of

p bounds on several carries by the
alert St. Mike's defensive squad,

inside Late in the first half a series of

fumbles left play centred around

mid-field. Vic dropped the ball

enabling St. Mike's to pile on top of

it. Later a St. Mike's pass was
intercepted, but Vic fumbled. When
the players picked themselves off the

field, Vic's Sergeant had the ball.

St. Mike's narrowly missed
another field goal minutes before
hairtime, but the ball sailed wide of

the goal posts.

The second half was more of the
same. Vic's defence was able lo stop
the blucmen's offensive squad more
often, but MacDonnell was able to
and another three points to the St.

Mike's total. Fabrizio completed the
scoring with two points on a safety
touch.

The ball looked slippery and the
back campus field was in its usual
muddy shape but both teams were
still on the whole unimpressive. It's

early in the season but Vic has a
long way to go to retain tis posses-
sion of the Mulock; and St. Mike's
will have to improve its ball
handling to get past PHE. St.
Mike's plays PHE at 4 pm Tuesday.



Poll on fees to be held today

The Conservative government of Bill Davis will come
under fire today in the province-wide referendum on the fees

strike.

The Ontario Federation of Students is demanding a) that

1972-73 tuition fee increases be deferred until after full

discussion, b) that the Ontario Student Awards Program be

amended so that the loan portion of grants is lowered to $600

from $800, the age of independence is lowered and part-time

students are eligible for grants.

The OFS ballot asks 1) do you support the OFS

demands? 2) will you support withholding your second

instalment of fees if negotiations with Davis' government are

unsuccessful? and 3) would you support withholding all 1973-

74 fees if further changes financially detrimental to students

are announced?

Polling will take place today and tomorrow in most

major buildings used by students, from 9 am until at least 5

pm today, and from 9 am til! 2 pm tomorrow. The

Association of Part-time Undergraduate Students (APUS)
plans to keep polls open until 10 tonight in Sid Smith, Lash

Miller, New Physics and the Medical Sciences Building.

SAC also intends to carry out some classroom and

residence polling in major buildings.

All students are eligible to vote, although only ballots

marked as undergraduate will be counted in determining

SAC's position. (Graduate students and part-time students

are not SAC members; their's will be an informal poll.)

Counting will be done in the St. George Drill Hall

immediately after the polls close at 2 pm tomorrow. The OFS
province-wide results will be announced tomorrow evening.

Student skeptics greet McNie
By ZOYA STEVENSON

Newly appointed Minister of

Colleges and Universities Jack

McNie yesterday stated that he is

"confident" that university tuition

fees will not be increased next year.

Asked later whether this "com-
mittment" would apply to increases

in the OSAP loan ceilings, McNie
replied, "I would expect so."

The audience of about 150

students al the Convocation Hall

forum on accessibility to and finan-

cing of post-secondary education

were skeptical of his committment

to higher education.

One man asked if the

government's withholding of money
was not the same as "withholding

concern". Another sarcastically

asked if the minister's confidence

that fees will not rise in 1973-74

would be shattered with the im-

plementation of the Wright Report.

Last winter the interim report

recommended that fees be raised

more than this year — from $50 for

arts students to $800 for graduates.

The minister began his speech

cynically saying, "I suppose un-

iversity educations are good for

something." He did not elaborate on

this statement but instead explained

that he had not completed university

after the war because, affected by
the pre-war depression, he felt he
should be out earning a living. He
added, "I feel thai whatever I lost at

the time in not pushing my educa-

tion. 1 gained in many other ways."

He said that "government

committment over the past ten years

has been to accessibility," and cited

a 400 per cent increase in student

enrolment as proof. Yet later he

admitted, "I don't think there's any

question that fees increases had an

affect on both graduate and un-

dergraduate enrolment, but they're

the first increases in eight years."

He claimed, "the fees increase

should not be a really important

consideration with the more serious

student because of the number of

alternatives that exist in the way of

loans and grants."

SAC president Eric Miglin later

contended that increases in fees and

the loan ceiling were important con-

siderations for students thinking of

attending post-secondary in-

stitutions. He said that "increases

are definitely a deterrent, especially

to those students of lower incomes."

Former NDP education critic

Walter Pitman agreed with Miglin's

point. He said "the emphasis on

loans does not mean that education

will be more accessible."

"It is ironic," he said, "that fees

were increased because it was

believed that people who go to un-

iversity and graduate will im-

mediately get jobs and pay back

thctr loans."

McNie responded that it was

probably a good thing for people to

have to contribute to their educa-

tion. He remarked facetiously, "a

lot of young people are finding out

what risk capital is" this way.

Bui U of T president John Evans

voiced a difference of opinion.

"I believe that the combination of

circumstances in the increased tui-

tion fees, the decreased loans, and

change in the age of independence

are real deterrents to attendance at

post-secondary institutions," he

said. "The groups affected already

have the lowest rates of

participation."

Evans argued that it was "not

valid to equate the cost of education

with the return to the individual."

He explained that "at least some of

the return in technological cir-

cumstances may be reflected

See "FEES', page 3
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
7 am

Every morning from 7 till 10 wake up with

U of T Radio. 820 AM In residence and

closed circuit on campus.
noon

"Violence In the Old Testament", a Bible

study. Student Christian Movement Office,

Hart House,

"Religion, Vietnam and the War", a

forum with three North Vietnamese

Catholics. Music Room. Hart House. Till 2

pm.
Rap with your student reps on the

Governing Council. GSU Upper Lounge,

Manchild" at Hart House, playing till 2

pm. East Common Room.

Socialist Revolution, every student

and/or worker welcome. Called by the

coalltio n of Socialists. Communists, Moles,

Anarchists and Outside Agitators. At

Queen's Park.

1 pm
David Currey. Director of the Career

Counselling and Placement Centre will

outline "On-campus Recruitment and the

Job Market (or Engineers". Convocation

Hall.

"Simchat Torah Shenei" with a

procession leading up to Hlllel House,

followed by festivities and refresh ments.

Sid Smith.

4 pm
"Attention in Visual Processing", a talk

by Professor Richard M. Shlffrln,

Psychology. Sid Smith room 1069.

5 pm
The Recorder Club is planning to

expand Into a Renaissance Music Club. All

Interested musicians welcome. At the Mor-

ning Room International Student Centre,

33 St. George.

6 pm
Audition tor new production of

"Dracula". Potential remuneration for

some roles. Technical people, especially a

costume designer, needed as well as ac-

tors. UC Playhouse, 79A St. George. Till 6

pm.

7 pm
"Our rote in World Development", a

discussion with Janet Rosenstock from the

United Nation's Associatlon.ISC, 33 St.

George. GSU movies presents "Joe"

with Peter Boyle. Admission: 51- Med Sci

Auditorium. Again at 9 pm.

"Daffydil, Med's annual review, Is

holding auditions In the Medical Alumni

Lounge. Everyone welcome.

7:30 pm
First meeting of the U ol T Wine-Making

Guild. Demonstration by Mr. Arthurs,

proprietor of Wine-Art Stores on "How to

make your own beer and wine at Home".

GSU, Upper Lounge, 16 Bancroft.

Frank Capra Rim Festival: "It Happened

One Night". Admission free. Wilson Hall,

NC, Room 1016.

First practice of the Challl Ensemble. 186

St George,

"Worlds In Chaos", Free Jewish

University. Hlllel House. 186 St. George.

8 pm
Win grease, albums, combs, and tickets

to the Rock and Roll Revival. Volume Two

at Maple Leal Gardens. "The Grease

Show" In co-co-operation with Cymba

Productions offer three hours of 1950's

rock and roll every Wednesday Night on

Radio Varsity. Grease request line 964-

1484.
"First time Voters Meeting" with Liz Hill,

Candidate for Communist Party of Canada,

St. Paul's, and Maggie Blzzell, candidate

for Communist Party of Canada, Spadina.

Huron Street Public School, 541 Huron.

"Talmudlc Dialectic", free Jewish

University. 186 St. George.

8:30 pm
"The Jewish Woman", free Jewish

University. 186 St. George.

THURSDAY
10 am

"Expectancy Models for Memory

Scanning", a talk with Professor Richard

M. Shlffrin, Psychology. Sid Smith, Room

51

A

1 pm
Representatives from the Career

Counselling and Placement Centre will

discuss "On-campus Recruitment and the

Job Market for Arts and Science Grads".

McLennan Physics, room 102.

"Radical Judaism". free Jewish

University. Sid Smith, room 3045.

"Drug Manufacturing In the 19th

Century", a talk by G. R. Paterson. McLen-

nan Physical Labs, room 103.

2:30 pm
The Innls Herald presents "A Day at the

Opera", O'Keete Centre. Come to 63 St.

George today to pick up tickets for Eugene

Oregin at $2.50.

3:30 pm
"The Basics of Christianity" a weekly

study session about what we believe. SCM
Office, Hart House.

4 pm
Linguistics students of all years Invited to

organizational meeting of 72-73 Undergrad

Linguistics Course Union. Student

members ol Curriculum committee also

being chosen. New Lounge, 2nd Floor, 47

Queen's Pk. Cres. E.

7 pm
Celebration of the Lord's Supper with

Rev. Stuart Coles. Chapel, Hart House.

Auditions will be held for "Oatfydir,

Meds Annual Review, In the Med Alumni

HOWARD KAYIAN i MARK VOLMAN
THE PHORESOfT LBXH KEDOE
hdutfaiThougrfe Ho*l™d/Who But I

liWiBom Agan/Tfiawlbu Si bsnaly

Howard Kaylan &
Mark Volman
The Phlorescent
Leech & Eddie
Reprise album MS 2099

Born of Turtles, raised by Mothers,

Messrs. Kaylan and Volman now
arrive at yet another identity with

this album of surging electrified

love songs featuring their smooth
and varied vocal blend.

APPEARING MASSEY HALL OCT. 11

the fast&inexpensive

eating place

fordowntown people
BLOOR &
YONGE

BLOOR
& BAY

BLOOR &
ST. GEORGE

r

i

AVery Special Offer

Clip this cou-

pon and pre-

sent to the

cashier at any

ot the three Mr. Zum's locations.

IPOKI ^ou w'" receive a fu " 50c d'S-WPI count on any sale ot $1.50 or

over. One coupon per sale only, Valid'any day alter

2 p.m. and all day Monday.

^ OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 1972

IJy ctuei

^^^p

Lounge, Till 9:30 pm.
7:30 pm

International Survey, "The Third World,

Development, and the Environment".

Sponsored by UN. Free at OISE.

Frank Capra Film Festival: "Mr. Deeds

Goes to Town". Free. Hoom 1016 Wilson

Hall, NC.

Two Films by Costa Cavras. At 7:30 The

Confession" and at 9:30 "Sleeping Car

Murders". Admission: $1.50 for both

shows. $1 for second show only. OISE

Auditorium.

"The Story of Calico", a 90 minute

recreation in words and music, ol the spirit

of a silver mining boomtown in Its heyday

on Radio Varsity. 820 AM in residence.

"The Jewish Libido". Free Jewish

University. 186 St. George.

8 pm
Meeting of the U of T Homophlle

Association. GSU lounge upstairs, 16

Bancroft.

"Jewish Eschatology", Free Jewish

University, 186 St. George.

"Moroccan Sephardic Judaism". Free

Jewish University. 186 St. George.

Italian Film Club presents "La Strada".

Admission: $1 at the door, $4 for series

ticket (8 films). Carr Hall, SMC.
8:30 pm

"Le Vietnam el la culture francaise.

Problemes de mutation et de modernisa-

tion d'un pays du Tiers-Monde." Heliconian

Club, 35 Hazellon Ave.

Kraft convicfed
MONTREAL!. CUP) — Kraft

Foods Limited, a consistent target

of the National Farmers' Union,

October 4 on a charge of misleading

advertising in its "Explore Canada"

contest.

The promotion contest offered

participants "
1 5 big chances to win"

trips to any Canadian city, free use

lif a vehicle. S 1 .000 spending money,

and a set of luggage.

Chief Crown prosecutor Louis-

Philippe Landry said no contestant

had "15 big chances to win" and

1 20.900 or the 27 1 ,000 entrants had

simply wasted a postage stamp.

HART HOUSE
ART GALLERY

WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE

Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Weds. 11 B.m. to 9 p.m.

Sunday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

MEAL TICKETS
are available (or use at lun-

cheon and dinner in the Great

Hall. Enquire at the great Hall

cashier.

$30 for 24 meals.

REVOLVER CLUB
Monday and Wednesday
Revolver Club - 7 p.m.

Rifle Range
Safety Instruction - 6 p.m.

Rifle Range

POETRY
READINGS

Begin in the Library,

Thurs., Oct. 12
12 - 1:00 p.m.

Anyone interested in reading

their own works, please con-

tact the Warden's Office, 928-

2436 or Drew McKae 926-3282

TABLE TENNIS CLUB

TONIGHT
Evening Play

Fencing Room 7-10 p.m.

Membership Available

Ladles Welcome

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TU ES., WEDS., AND THURS.

FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

NOW APPEARING:

King Biscuit Boy &

Heartaches Razz Band

STARTING OCT. 16:

Grease Ball Boogie

& Flying Circus

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Spadina at College

2 Rooms - 2 Dance Roots

No Cover - No Minimum

The Department of French, University College, presents

TWO PUBLIC LECTURE SERIES
by Visiting Professors from France

1. TAnalyse de I'enonce litteraire"

Professor Henri Mitterand,
UNIVERSITY OF PARIS

Wednesdays at 4.10 p.m., Room 122, U.C.

2. "Le Roman d'analyse au

18eme siecle avant

la NOUVELLE HELOISE"

Professor Henri Coulet,
UNIVERSITY OF PROVENCE

Thursdays at 4.10 p.m., Room 122, U.C.

STUDENTS, STAFF AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC
ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

CAT # 1) "Comedy-Erotic"

# 2) "Social Conscience"

Sponsored by

Media McGill

and Bellvue Pathe

Media McGiil

3434 McTavish

Montreal 112
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Increased fees is a real deterrent: Evans
through the providence of industry,"

and went so Tar as to suggest that

industry should pay part of the costs

of education.

Liberal education critic James
Bullbroook said he couldn't see how
else the government could have

Tound the $23 million needed for

education as long as the present

system of taxation existed. He
added "the government is respon-

sible for digesting priorities and for

telling the people who spend the

money how they are able to finance

them."

Ignorance caused the government

difficulty in deciding allocation of

funds, Bullbroook claimed, because

the university's budget is not

available until two years after the

fact.

Evans countered that a pattern of

spending in a large institution like

the university is obvious and does

not change drastically within the

space of two years.

Pitman noted that "while higher

fees restrain the number of people at

university, the universities must sup-

port themselves through the number
of students onthe campus and thus

try to attract students."

Miglin estimated that already

many students pay 60 per cent of

their education costs, including tui-

tion fees books, residence and tran-

sportation as well as foregoing

savings by not working.

He said that 10 million allocated

for student loans was not spent by
the government last year. As a

result, the total amount allocated to

cover grants and loans was cut $10
million this year.

Joyce Denyer, one of the founders

of the Association of Part-time
Jj

Students association, spoke from
Jj

the floor requesting a committment §
from McNie which would grant

"f

part-time students access to finan-
|j

cial aid.
J»

McNie only replied that he would £
be "very disappointed if there is no

aid."
President John Evans, right, and new Colleges and Universities minister Jack McNie share

chuckle at yesterday's" forum. SAC president Eric Miglin looks up at McNie's right

Marathon meeting resolves Utile

Wage dispute delays support staff agreement
By ELAINE FARRAGHER

A dispute over wages is all that is

delaying an agreement between the

University of Toronto and the Ser-

vice Employees International

Union. Negotiations resumed last

Thursday morning and continued

until 7:30 the next morning without

resolving the dispute.

The contract with the 700

maintenance worker local ran out

June 30. The workers have since

been working under the provisions

of the expired contract.

The extent to which wages and

benefits in the new contract will be

applied retroactively is another

bargaining hurdle.

Negotiations are slated to resume

tomorrow.

John Parker, manager of

Management-Labour Relations for

the university, seemed optimistic

yesterday that an agreement would

soon be reached, but the chief

negotiator for SEIU local 204, Don
Barclay, seemed much less so.

Although Parker would not

comment on progress in the

negotiations, Barclay said that only

the pay increase was now in the way
of a final agreement. He said that

the union wants the basic cleaners

rale of $3.09 per hour increased to

$3.50.

In spite of the present slump in

the progress of negotiations, a

serious obstacle to a new contract

has been overcome.

Three weeks ago, a major point of

contention was a threat that the

university would "contract out"

work to commercial firms. Most of

these contractors are non-unionized

and can charge less because of their

lower wages.

An agreement on maintaining

union jobs has been reached, but

neither side will release the details

until a total agreement is reached.

Barclay called the resolution of

this matter "satisfactory" pending

the outcome of the wage
negotiations, as either side may
attempt to change it later on if it is

not satisifed with the wage
agreement.

In response to a memo circulated

within the university this summer
suggesting which jobs could be con-

tracted out the union defended the

workers' jobs by trying to force the

university to ban contracting out.

At Erindale, bus driving has been

contracted out to Charlerways, a

unionized bus company. Although

no SEIU drivers lost their jobs,

those drivers who transferred to

Charterways lost years of seniority

accumulated with the university.

Earlier this summer, York
University reversed a policy of con-

tracting out some jobs when it found
that doing so would not involve

"substantial savings", but would
mean laying off many workers.

Committee hears three faculties

From left, Joyce Denyer, vice-president Jack Sword, president John Evans and SMC president John Kelly listen attentively at yesterday's

Planning and Resources Committee meeting.

By HEATHER - JANE SANGUINS

The Planning and Resources Committee of the

Governing Council met yesterday afternoon in Simcoe

Hall to hear presentations from three faculties.

Chairman J.D. Lewis asserted that topics such as

"problems in enrolment", changes in undergraduate

admission and the university's relationship to Scar-

borough and Erindale Colleges would be reviewed by

the Planning and Resources Committee.

Arts and science dean Bob Greene told the

committee that the enrolment ceiling has been reached

in his faculty. However there are dramatic shifts in

course choices from year to year, he said, as shown by

this years' heightened interest in natural rather than

social sciences.

Dean of Engineering J.D. Ham raised the issue of

contract research for private corporations. He said this

lype of research will likely require increased emphasis

in the future due to demand.

John Crispo, dean of the Faculty of Management
Studies, urged the committee to recommend the ex-

pansion of academic facilities for his faculty. He
suggested constructing a building for the joint use of

Management Studies and Department of Extension.

He said that he was "green with envy" over York's

business buildings.

Lewis announced that the committee would be

making a presentation to the provincial Committee onf

University Affairs on November 28.

The purposes of the brief to the.CUA are to report

on the implementation of the university's new govrning

structure and problems of both U of T and all

universities.

Internal Affairs

discusses discipline

By DAVID WISE

With chairman Paul Cadario setting an optimistic Christmas goal for

reaching a recommendation, the Governing Council's Internal Affairs

Committee started discussing the issue of discipline last week.

Scarborough principal Ralph Campbell, who chaired the Presidential

Advisory Committee on Disciplinary Procedures, defended its report, which

was never implemented, at the meeting.

Campbell, who has spent the last two years in Africa, said that volatile

conditions on campus forced his committee, formed in February 1968, to

perfunctorily complete the report in a single week in September 1969. (A

mass meeting that fall forced then-president Claude Bissell to retract a

statement he had made regarding calling police on campus.)

However, he said that upon recently rereading the report tor the first time

in two years, he was "struck by the logic and good sense of it."

Campbell explained that the committee was set up because the basis for

and mechanism of disciplinary procedure was considered "inadequate."

That system, which still exists, is based on the principle of "in loco

parentis". In the abscence of parents, the university assumes what it

considers to be the parents' responsibility for the behaviour of students.

Caput, the supreme disciplinary body, is composed exclusively of

administrators and deans.

Ascording to Campbell, the report seeks to get away from the ambiguous

definition of the university's function that is implicit in "in loco parentis".

Instead, it defines the role of the university as purely academic and conceives

or the students and faculty as being equal participants in this process.

The report advocates the establishment of a systyem of disciplinary

procedures based on these definitions. It recommends a similar disciplinary

system for faculty and students. Academic misconduct and penalties should

be flexible enough, it says, to take into account minor transgressions so as to

not endanger rapport between students and faculty.

Professor Michael Grapko stated that vaguely defined rules of conduct

and flexible disciplinary procedures would become so diluted over time that

they would become meaningless.

Sydney Hermant, vice-chairman ofcommittee, disagreeed with Grapko.

"Broad principles are what we are concerned with," he said. "When you

try to codify things, for each problem you solve, you create four more."

Campbell emphasized that certain crimes, while not deemed serious by

civil courts, are taken seriously by academic authorities. He cited stealing

essays, theses, and exams as examples of such misdemeanors.

CampbelLexplained the report's recommendations concerning university's

responses to both peaceful and violent demostrations on campus. According

to the report, police should be called on campus only if a demonstration

interferes with the educational functions of the university.

in all such cases, however, mediation concerning the grievance at the

source of the demonstration should be tried, before coercive methods are

used.

Chairman Cadario questioned the logic behind requiring mediation fo

disputes before calling police on campus.

He asked why a group with a grievance "should go through the regular

channels when a disruption" will ensure that its grievance will be addressed

by the university.

Hermant commented, "that's not the rule of law; that's the rule of

anarchy."
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Students should support referendum position
Beginning today, Ontario

undergraduates will be voting on

whether to support Ontario

Federation of Students' demands
about the financing of post-

secondary education and tactics

proposed for the eventuality that

the government does not con-

cede to the student position.

The referendum may well be

the first province-wide sampling

of undergraduate opinion on any

topic. The topic is well| suited to

that distinction, critically affecting

the future of post-secondary

education in the province.

Last spring's government

moves to increase post-

secondary tuition and decrease

the amount of funding available

to assist students financing their

own education represents an

attempt to limit accessibility to

post-secondary education and to

deplete the ranks of post-

secondary students, and most

crucially affects students from

low-income backgrounds. On the

one hand, the government denies

this effect; on the other, it admits

that the changes may likely effect

this result.

The cutbacks most seriously

affect students of community
colleges. A relatively recent in-

novation, the colleges offer

vocation-oriented courses which

appeal more heavily to students

reluctant to invest a considerable

sum of money on a university

education which may leave them
unemployed. While most post-

secondary institutions (U of T Is

one of the few exceptions) have
suffered major enrolment drops
since the government changes,

community colleges have been
the hardest hit.

The government's posture in

this matter belies a lack of un-

derstanding of the social benefits

of post-secondary education.

Opportunistically, it has sought to

satiate the taxpayers' demand for

tighter education budgets by
slashing its post-secondary
programs rather than responsibly

trying to explain why the govern-
ment should subsidize post-

secondary education.

The manner in which the

changes were Implemented —
without.con sulfation of any of the

affected parties, slipped Into the
spring budget as one of Its cost-

saving moves — reveals a blatant

example of the worst In cen-
tralized, n on- participatory
decision-making. A decision as
consequential as this one should
never have been made In an
opinion void, but only after ade-
quate consultation with those all

concerned.

Furthermore, the decision was
certainly premature, coming as It

did, in advance of release the

opportunity for ample public

comment on the soon-to-be-
released, final report of the Com-
mission on Post-Secondary
Education, a commission whose
recommendations will potentially

drastically alter government
education policy.

And, if students are sincerely
committed to their legitimate
demands for a repeal of the fees
hike and amendment of the On-
tario Students Award Program to
facilitate greater accessibility to

the program, they should be
willing to cross the threshhold
from theory to practice and do

Rand Corporation expert Robert Thompson began International Studies Program series on counter-insurgency Thursday.

something concrete to back up
their demands.

That's what active student
support of the OFS position —
not only on referendum day —
represents. Action In January

(witholding the $100 tuition In-
crease) to Insist upon withdrawal
of the fees hike. Action next fall if

the government ignores student
protests, protests supported by
Opposition political parties and

other public groups, and an-
nounces further tuition fee in-

creases and additional detrimen-
tal changes in the OSAP.

All eligible students should
vote In the referendum, replying

affirmatively to all questions on
the ballot.

To paraphrase a one-time SAC
cliche, "It's time that the govern-
ment started taking the students
seriously."
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Fee hikes do

hurt accessibility
Much discussion has taken place

during the last few months regarding

the provincial government's increase

oT tuition Tees and changes in

OSAP. These discussions have in-

evitably dealt with the question or

accessibility to universities, given

the recent governmental actions.

Accessibility, in this context is

primarily a question of the financial

availability of post-secondary

education to those who fulfill the

academic qualifications of such in-

stitutions. Accessibility has
inidiiionuly been thought of as a

matter most affecting those students

who uorrte from families with low

incomesUhose families who are un-

able to contribute financially to their

child's education. The general public

has demonstrated a desire not to

allow financial barriers to prevent

those who are intelligent enough

from attending post-secondary

institutions.

The provincial government

claimed in the study paper
"Accessibility-1970" that "It

appears from recent data that the

under-representation of the lower

income groups at the post-secondary

level has changed significantly over

the last 10 years."

The study went on to claim that

post-secondary education has

become accessible to the various

income divisions of the general

populace.

Unfortunately accessibility to

universities in the province of On-
tario has not been as representative

as the government would have us

believe. The government figures

used to rationalize the true

accessibility situation have several

serious Raws.

First, the data used was collected

on a volunteer basis from individual

students with the result that the

figures such as family income are

not necessarily very accurate.

Therefore, the proportion of

students attending post-secondary

institutions coming from higher in-

come families could be much higher

than the government figures would

indicate. The government's
accessibility data is unintentionally

misleading concerning the represen-

tivity of universities in relation to

similar family group incomes within

the province at large.

Second, the data used failed to

differentiate between university

accessibility and accessibility to

community colleges. Whereas com-

munity colleges appear to be a fairly

representative institution as far as

social class is concerned, the

amalgamation of community
colleges accessibility figures in a

total post-secondary accessibility

study make university accessibility

appear much more representative

than il actually is.

Raising tuition fees and

increasing the loan portion of

OSAP. thereby increasing a

students' indebtedness, is an obvious

disincetivc lo students who need

financial assistance for their educa-

tion. The government has fully

recognized this, admitting in a con-

fidential Treasury Board report

that' : "Increasing the loan portion

will discourage poorly motivated

students on one hand, but it will also

affect students from lower income

groups."

The off-hand manner in which the

government is prepared lo dis-

enfranchise students whose families

are not in a position to provide

financial assistance, is inexcusable.

It is no secret that increasing costs

and subsequent increases in in-

debtedness, provide a significant

deterent to students from lower in-

come families.

High tuition fees and loan

oriented aid schemes do little to

make the image of post-secondary

education one of being very open to

lower class students referennce:

(Clark-Cook Report).

The recent government actions

have a potentially wider effect on the

question of accessibility than simply

the availability of a university

education lo students from low in-

come groups.

First, as tuition fees increase —
and there is every reason lo believe

thai there will be further $100 in-

creases next year (or perhaps the

$1000-1500 tuition recommended in

the Wright Report — , the number
of students who must look foi

government financial assistance in

order to attend university will also

increase substantially. Therefore,

financial accessibility barriers will

become meaningful for more than

just the lower income groups.

Second, accessibility is a real

issue for those who are presently in

university. Students who intend to

be al a university again next year
may be prevented due to lack of

funds or at least significantly dis-

couraged due to the prospect of

increased indebtedness. Those who
were able lo make ends meet this

year may not be able to next year.

How many students could afford a

further $100 fee increase. More
important how many students could

afford a further $200 per year debt

which would be the result if the

government implements last years

suggestion that the loan ceiling be

increased lo $1000.

Accessibility is not sole-

ly a questiion fo the availability of a

university education for students

from lower income families. The
recent OSAP changes and increases

in tuition fees have made the ques-

tion fo financial accessibility a sub-

ject which must be of concern lo all

students.

Ross Flowers

McNie analysis

gets challenged

As a member of the dismayingly

small audience al Convocation Hall

on October 10, I would like lo offer

a few comments on statements made
by Mr. McNie. the Ontario
Minister of Colleges and
Universities.

In his opening address, Mr.

McNie made four points, by my
count, pertaining to "the

government's educational cutbacks.

Number one, he stressed the pop-

ulation aspect of the problem.

Enrollment in Ontario universities

has gone up fantastically in the last

decade. This, of course, is true, but I

can't buy the idea that the sudden

Anybody who would look at pop-

ulation figures for the span of 1948-

5.1 would notice the baby boom that

occurred at this time. I have not

noticed any strong efforts by either

the federal government or the

provincial government to curb pop-

ulation growth, the problem behind

the problem, as il were.

The second point, Mr. McNie
mentioned that he didn't think that a

$ 100 increase would seriously bother

a lol or university students. He cited

an example of Sweden (which he

recently visiled) where education is

government-subsidized, Said Mr.

McNie, even they have access

problems. Maybe so, say 1, but I'll

bet they're not as serious as ours.

Given a fertile imagination, a man
can find problems in any given

situation, regardless of how Utopian

it may be.

Mr. McNie's third point was that

there are more important matters

that are inhibiting free access to all

classes of people to our post-

secondary educational institutions.

He mentioned the SACU tests as a

prime culprit. He granted that there

were problems of evaluation in ad-

missions offices, but he still lam-
hasted SACU. Exactly how this

matter related to the question of

increased financial expenditure is

beyond my humble realm of com-
prehension. When he did get back to

discussing finances, he stated that

the government made up 80 per cent

of (he cost of post-secondary educa-
tion, the student only 20 per cent.

His source for these figures was the

tuition: costs ratio of spending.

However, I would have to agree with

Eric Miglin (SAC president) that

there are other expenditures that

enter into the picture and in fact,

the student's money problems are by
no means over when he pays his

$650.

Lastly, Mr. McNie stated thai we
spend as much on education as any

country in the world. True, but this

does not lake into account that our

student population is triple to that of

the countries that he named. And so,-

in Tact, we spend one-third propor-

tionally of what our fellow

developing countries spend. Mr.
Walter Pitman, one-time education

critic for the NDP, said during his

Planned to stop

KKK program
In regard to the once-

scheduled,now cancelled interview

of KKK Grand Dragon Roy
Frankhouser, who is also a member
of the militant and armed U.S.

fascist Minutemen organization

(Varsity, October 4), we wish lo

correct the false and timorous at-

titude of VUSAC as reported in

your paper.

Our organization did not say we
would "peacefully picket" the

program; we said emphatically lhat

the program would be slopped.

Whether or not there would be

violence was not up to us.

Free speech in Canada is not the

law of the country. It is a custom of

the Canadian people and has

definite limitations which the Cana-

dian people have enforced; such as

the incident in Allen Gardens early

in the 1960's when 5000 people

gathered to stop a Nazi from
speaking. True, the right to free

speech is included in the Canadian
Bill or Rights, bul the Bill of Rights

has not been confirmed by a single

provincial parliament and since il is

a constitutional mailer in which the

provinces find jurisdiction it has no

status in a court of law. So,

speech that the government was
slowly but surely changing its

philosophy and attitudes towards

education and that this change was

reflected in their actions of the past

few years. Mr. McNie, in rebuttal,

denied that the government's at-

titude as to the importance of

education had changed. And then,

lo my complete confusion, he turned

around and stated that the govern-

ment had decided to redefine its

priorities, and education, in effect
,

was the loser (my words, not his). I

asked him how these two con-

trasting forces could co-exist and he

said no, lhat the withdrawal of

monies had nothing lo do with the

government's attitude and concern.

He refused absolutely to agree

with my theory that the monies
allotted lo the universities was a

barometer of the government's con-

cern. He said he wouldn't accept

that notion at all.

When I grow up, I want to be
smarl just like Mr. McNie. Maybe
then. 1 can understand his

reasoning.

Michael Freeman

therefore, the Canadian people have

the righl to go on enforcing free

speech and it's limitations in the

present and future as they have done

in (he past.

Not only is Frankhouser a fascist

who spreads the ideology, theory,

and practical application or racism,

haired, and methodical murder, he

is furthermore an American fascist

and agent of U.S. imperialism which

is taking over not only our country

but all facets of Canadian life. This

man would not miss an opportunity

lo organize his murderous
Minulemen ir allowed into this

country.

it is shameful (hat VUSAC has

taken such a cowardh attitude and
backed down from the fight to

prevent Frankhouser from entering

Canada and contaminating our

country's or concern for the Cana-
dian people bul on fear and fear

alone.

VUSAC judge yourselves as

others now judge you.

Canadians Against Fascism

'Force' letter is

denounced as lie
1 am writing to answer Ihe

assertion made by Mike Edwards of

the Young Socialists that the Cana-
dian Liberation Movement has been
replacing debate wilh force.

This assertion is a lie. CLM has

been debating and organizing to

light the student surcharge for well

over a month.

Thererore, Edwards' invitation to

debate is irrelevant and diver-

sionary. We do not intend to waste

our time by having debates in a
vacuum. We will, however, continue

lo carry on as we have in the pasl,

explaining and defending our
positions on all things.

In order to refute Edwards'

assertion, we can look at the two
examples he cites in his letter: the

SAC forum last Wednesday and the

Nixon visit last spring.

He neglected lo mention that,

during the forum, there was not
limii to the open date that went on,
where two YS'ers and one Old Mole
spoke. One person from the CLM
spoke twice. He also neglected to

mention that it was he who said we
shouldn't argue about who was an
imperialist power, but should plan

tactics for the fee hikes.

He neglected lo mention that it

was he and two friends who came
over lo us at the 85 Canadian Quota
Campaign literature table. The
"discussion" that ensued was not

ahoul ihe fees hikes (student sur-

charge), but was an attack on the

quota campaign. During this attack,

Edwards accused us of keeping him
off the Governing Council, because
he is not a Canadian citizen.

He neglected to mention that it

was he who pushed me in his frustra-

tion while he was complaining about
(he Governing Council.

Finally, it was only after he
swiped me in the face with his

newspaper lhat I retaliated and the
sciifile broke out.

This is ample proof, I think, to

show thai there was indeed free and
open debate, and the scuffle which
followed was not an attempt to force

Edwards into accepting our argu-

ment. Il was simply retaliation.

The truth of the matter is that we
in CLM were trying to let the

denionslralors know that they had

been duped. The YS and the VMC
had been advertising for months

about a "Confront Nixon" demon-
stration where in fact they had never

had any intention of carrying it off.

The YS buses arrived in Ottawa

the same time as the CLM buses.

The CLM actually did confront

Nixon, and had a demonstration

that clearly showed that we did not

want him in Canada. There can,

therefore, be only one reason for

their not being there when Nixon

was — that the YS did not want to

confront Nixon in the first place.

They even had a paper mache' dum-

my or the imperialist leader to "con-

front the whole thing was planned

from the very beginning.

When we attempted to go to the

front and speak, we met a solid wall

of Trolskyite marshals. Where was

Iheir desire for "open debate" then?

In the US embassy? In this instance,

100. a scuffle broke out.

1 think that these facts will show

lhat ihe CLM wished to have open

debate, and it was not until we were

attacked lhat we retaliated.

All in all. I think lhat from

Edwards' very own examples it can

he shown thai the CLM has not had

a history of trying lo force people to

its way of thinking. 1 might just

repeal that in the light of this, 1 see

no reason lhat we should set up a

special debate. In the struggles that

come up. the YS will be either on

our side or against us. If they are

againsl us, I see no reason why we

can't carry on the way we did at the

forum last Wednesday, with one

exception. After the debate is over,

Edwards should leave well enough

alone and continue on in his own

way.

Peter Havers, CLM
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Strikers want equal pay for women

Major food chains back Dare boycott

By CANADIAN
UNIVERSITY PRESS

"Don'i Dare" — a slogan

appearing on an increasing number

of lapels and bumpers lately— is the

bailie cry of Dare Cookie workers in

Kitchener who have been on strike

Tor over three months.

The slickers and buttons plus the

picketing of local stores are part of a

campaign to boycott Dare products

and back the union in its long, hard

struggle against the company.

A union official in Toronto,

Norm Wilson, said last week that no

contract meetings have been held

since August 22 and no meetings are

planned for the immediate future.

He said, however, that a boycott

of Dare products is becoming in-

creasingly effective since, what he

called, the "more responsible

employers in the food distributing

industry" have agreed with their

respective unions not to purchase

Dare Koods cookies. He named A &
P. Steinberg's. Dominion, Loblaws,

and IGA as being among the chains

boycotting Dare products.

Wilson said that cookies are being

sold by such stores as Safeway, Red

and While, and small groceterias

while cookies are being shipped to

the U.S. and Manitoba.

The union has gained the support

of the Ontario Federation of Labour

and a wide range of labor unions.

hvery strike-breaking trick in the

book has heen used to undermine

the power of the workers — court

injunctions, strike breaking, and in-

limidalion tactics — since the 377

members of Local I73 of the United

Brewery. Flour. Cereal, Soft Drink,

and Distillery Workers of America

(UBW) voted to strike May 27.

By a vole of 97 per cent, the

membership rejected the 25 cent

hourly wage increase offered to both

ihe men and women.

In reply, they demanded an eight

hour day rather than an eight and

one-half hour day; a wage increase

of 40 cents an hour for each year of

ihe contract and parity between men
and women; belter working con-

ditions including removal of

working supervisors, and in-

stallation of fans to lower the I30

degree temperature in the plant; and

the lermi nation of occasional

production speed-ups.

The strikers demanded that relief

people be brought in when a worker

is absent or on a break. Before the

strike, this relief work was per-

formed by foreladies and foremen.

Other demands included sick pay

after four days of illness instead of

after eight days; company health

plan contributions regardless of in-

creases in premiums; and more un-

derstanding from the immediate
supervisors, especially for women
with children.

Dare has taken a tough stance and
blames the union for the worker's

troubles.

In the June 10 Kitchener-

Waterloo Record, an advertisement

staled:

"It would seem that some
workers do nol have a serious in-

terest in their jobs and are willing to

be influenced by forces within ihe

union that feel going on strike is an

easy way of getting what they want

provided they show sufficient

force."

Violence and property damage

resulted when Dare brought in the

Canadian Driver Pool, a group in-

famous for its breaking of unions

and strikes, often through the use of

illegal tactics.

hut more fundamentally the ex-

istence or the union itself. Dare

management makes no effort to

conceal this fact.

"It is not a legal requirement and

we are determined that it will never

he necessary that you have to be a

member of any union to work for

Dare Biscuits." one company state-

Since the damage to the plant and

removal of CDP from active par-

ticipation in the strike. Dare has

offered ihe following settlement:

No rel roaclive pay (at one time, it

was to be 30 cents per hour); no

check-off of union dues making it

very difficult for the union to collect

them: no union shop; the union must

pay S45.000 damages to Dare

properly and products; a wage in-

crease of 45 cents over two years for

women and 55 cents for men and a

continuance of the eight and one-

half hour day.

At the heart of Ihe strike is not

nicrelv the current union demands

ment said.

It was to ensure that cookie sales

would not be hurt and to break the

union that the Canadian Driver Pool

was called in by executive vice-

president William Thorn.

And. it was with the

commencement of the Canadian

Driver Pool activities that violence

broke out.

! Damage to the CDP-driven

^trucks and Dare property was ex-

tensive and the union found itself

llghling the company. CDP. and the

Kitchener police department.

On June 7, the Dare management
called off its forces, but was able to
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secure an injunction from the

Supreme Court of Ontario
providing protection for the move-

ment of finished products.

The strike quieted down for a few

weeks but through a letter and

phone calls, the company induced

some workers to return. With the

appearance of the first scabs on

July 6. violence on the picket line

broke out. Each morning as the

scabs arrived they were escorted by

Dare supervisory personnel and the

Kitchener police force.

The renewed violence prompted

ih» granting of a second injunction

which staled that only four strikers,

half of them women, could picket

four entrances of the Dare factory.

The court order, which look effect

July 14. paved the way for an influx

of scab labour. To date. Dare has

been able to atlracl 150 workers —
enough for one shift. About 39 of

the union membership have broken

ranks to return to work.

The rest of the Dare workers have

refused to pay heed to the

management's phone calls and

letters which attempt, through

demoralisation and promises of

higher wages to attract strikers to

return to work.

The protection afforded the scab

workers bv ihe court injunction is

not the only thing contributing to

their increasing numbers. The local

manpower centres have been

referring job-seekers to the Dare

factory.

A company letter date June 21

promised job security, improved

benefits, and wage increases

averaging 30 cents an hour. This

means that a "packer" (all women
are classified as packers) will receive

S2.75 per hour as opposed to the

per hour she was given before

the strike.

The letter ended with a hope of

unity and brotherhood. "We look

forward to having you work for us."

As Tar as Local 173 is concerned.

Dare has been bargaining in bad

faith for many weeks by the use of

intimidalion tactics.

Ads in the K-W Record have been

a significant part of the Dare

strategy to discourage workers,

break their morale, and make the

union look ineffective. Scabs are

made to think the plant is working

normally and that the working con-

ditions outlined by Thorn in the ads

are acceptable.

The Aug. 8 letter inviting Dare

workers to return to work, played on

workers' friendships.

"The majority of the people

working in the plant are people who

you know have worked for us prior

to the strike."

Phone calls to workers threaten

firings and stress how good working

conditions are.

Although the Ontario Labour

Relations Act states that "the

employer is free to express his views

on union mailers so long as he does

nol use coercion, intimidation,

threats, promises, or undue in-

fluence," Dare Foods stated in an ad

June 19. "the union has not helped

either ihe company or its employees

over the past few years and its

interference can no longer
be tolerated.

We have reason to believe that

many employees do not agree with

compulsory membership as a con-

dition of employment."

So. as the economic hardships of

a prolonged strike and the

demoralizing tactics of the com-
pany threaten lo weaken the union,

supporters are hoping for a

successful boycott.

Oh Dare was a place

That kept women in place

By raising the pace

On the belts.

The women complained
They were hot and they pained
They called Dare insane

Because theyfell angry.

strikers' poem

TRUST

1. At least three awards of a possible value of up to

$500 are being offered to students, graduate or un-

dergraduate, of any faculty who served or whose
father or grandfather served in the University of

Toronto Contingent, COTC, during the period 1913

to 1967. Awards will be based, primarily on high

standing.

2. Letters of application should be addressed to the

Office of Student Awards, Room 106, Simcoe Hall,

and should give the following information:

(a) Name and date of service in COTC of self or of

parent or grandparent. In the case of parent or

grandparent give fullest possible details.

(b) Faculty, course and standing obtained in the
1971-72 session.

(c) List of scholarships, bursaries or POSAP loan or

grant received during the present session.

3. Final date for submission of applications 1 Novem-
ber, 1972. The announcement of winners will be
made by the Selection Committee on or after 15
December, 1972.
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Date set for founding conference

National student union may soon be formed
OTTAWA (CUP) — A date has

been finally set for the founding

conference of the proposed new

national student union, while

provincial students unions have

already been formed on Canada's

cast and west coasts.

The national conference will be

held in Ottawa November 2-5.

Despite suspicion from schools in

the Atlantic provinces, the con-

ference will probably see the forma-

tion of a new national organization.

Canadian students have been

without a dominion-wide union

since the demise of the Canadian

Union of Students (CUS) in 1969.

Meanwhile, students representing

five post-secondary institutions in

Nova Scotia look preliminary steps

toward establishing a Nova Scotia

Union of Students last weekend.

The decision to set up the

provincial body came after a

meeting between student represen-

tatives and the minister of educa-

tion. Universities present were

Dalhousie, St. Mary's, Mount St.

Vincent and Acadia. The Nova
Scotia College of Art was
represented by St, Mary's and

College Ste. Anne by Acadia.

Another meeting is scheduled

October 18 in Halifax at Dalhousie

University to complete plans for the

union.

British Columbia student councils

have also established their own
provincial organization.

Representatives from four post-

More Varsity's

to be dropped
The Varsity has upped its

circulation due to reader demands.
Persons knowing of drop-off points

where not enough papers are being

dropped or where too many are, are

asked to relay this information to

the Varsity Circulation department.

Please phone 923-8742.

secondary institutions met at Prince

George last weekend to establish the

B.C. Association of student

councils.

Teri Ball. External Affairs Officer

of the University of British Colum-
bia's student council, said one of the

association's first goals will be a

student bill of rights.

The association's aims are to

pursue matters of concern for B.C.

students, create greater com-
munication between campuses, and
allow use of resources by other

students.

The now-defunct B.C. Union of

Students failed because it was too'

structured. Ball claimed. She said

the new association will have a

procedure manual and operate

informally.

She said the new association will

give voice to the smaller colleges,

claiming that students on smaller

campuses will not be recognized by
the proposed national student union.

Ball said B.C. will be represented

as a block at the upcoming national

conference, with schools working in

co-operation.

When the Nova Scotia union is

formed, it will join the New
Brunswick Union of Students (U-
nion des Etudiants Nouveau
Brunswick) to form a Maritime
Union of Students. Student councils

in Prince Edward Island and New-
foundland will be asked to join,

according to University of New
Brunswick student council president

Roy Neill. UENBUS was formed in

July.

"A Maritime union would give us

a stronger voice," said Dalhousie
student council president Brian

Smith.

This would be valuable with the

advent of a national union, he
added. "A number of us question

the validity of a national student

union."

"Ontario and Quebec are the

'haves' while the Maritimes are the

'have-nots', and the former tend to

dominate any national organization

of universities," Smith said.

Learning experience is merely

playing with ideas, says Fuller
By PAUL McGRATH

The renowned futurist Buck-

minster Fuller Destroyed the basic

precepts of mathematics, physics,

architecture and education in a live-

ly two hour meeting Monday night

at Convocation Hall.

Demonstrating his faith in the

"almighty imagination", he did not

sketch his ideas on a blackboard,

but described his concepts with such

clarity that the structures could be

virtually seen forming inside every

head in the hall.

Taking exception to today's

educational experience in the

teacher-student form, he described

his learning experiences as just

playing with his own ideas.

"I've become extremely

encouraged by the resources for

thinking we all have, and the power

to arrive at concepts. Thinking is

dismissing the macro and
microcosmic irrelevancies and

arriving at the center of the

problem."

He dismissed mathematics as "a

nice game, but it doesn't work."

HILLEL is getting together a "CHALIL ENSEMBLE"
to teach you how to play this instrument and to per-

form as well. A chalil is a recorder and is human-

powered by blowing into it.

Come to the first Practice. The instructor may be

helpful in purchasing one if you have not one.

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 11

7:30 - 8:30 P.M.

HILLEL HOUSE

Superior
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Frame styles
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"Mathematical concepts assume
forms such as the straight line/.

There are no straight lines in the

universe, but we talk about them as

if they're easily observed."

He described his theory that the

tetrahedron was the "minimum fun-

ctional stable structure in the un-

iverse." The tetrahedron is a struc-

ture with an equilateral triangle at

its base, with three equilateral

triangles based on these meeting

above.

Fuller has been in the vanguard of

creative and functional design for

approximately 50 years, and he is as

fresh today as he was in 1927 when
he presented the first pre-packaged

home. His ideas still provoke

applause and astonishment.

Years ago he pioneered the idea

of a letrahedronal city that floats.

"We have learned that the most

stable structure is the tetrahedron,"

he has written. "Following this

design-science we find that a

tetrahedronal city, to house a

million people, is both economically

and technologically feasible. Such a

vertical tetrahedronal city can be

constructed so that all of its 300,000

families have balconied outside

apartments. All of the organic

operative machinery can be housed

within the tetrahedron.

Kook or genius? Fuller mystified crowd at Monday night meeting.

"Salvage of materials from

obsolete buildings on the land can

produce enough of these floating

ideas to have relays of them in

various sizes around the centers of

the earth. It •.vill permit mid-ocean
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00
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cargo transfer within the city's calm

harbours, extraordinarily increasing

the efficiency of distribution of the

world's raw and finished materials

as well as aiding passenger traffic,"

he continued.

The Japanese are already

interested in the idea, however far-

fetched it may seem.

He spoke on freedom for a while,

but ended with a typical terse

summation.

"The universe is not get-out-

able," he said.

Opinions on Fuller run from

"crackpot" to "genius". If you

thought he was either of these two,

our opinion wouldn't have been

hanged after the evening. Either he

i an impractical oddball or he's 50

vears ahead of his lime.

Interested in Spending a

Shabbat with a Jewish Poet?

HILLEL HAS JUST THE OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU

POET DANNY SIEGEL
WILL BE SPENDING A SHABBAT AT HILLEL HOUSE

OCTOBER 20 - 21

DANNY SIEGEL WAS NORN IN WASHINGTON, DC, IN 1944 AND STUDIED
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U.S.

DANNY SIEGEL WRITES ABOUT LOVE, RUSSIA. RABBI AKIVA, THE

HOLOCAUST, THE BEATLES, THE LATE-COMING MESSIAH Come Spend

A SHABBAT with DANNY SIEGEL at Hillel House.
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Register: by Tuesday. October 17th at 923-9861.
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Woman candidate calls for all-party caucus
by GRETCHEN ROEDDE

If women want to end the

domination of the House or Com-

mons by men, says Kay Macpher-

son, "we will have to work very hard

to get to the House, and form a

cross-party women's caucus to once

we get there."

Speaking to a forum of women

candidates in the federal election

last week sponsored by Women for

Political Action, the independent

candidate in St. Paul's riding added,

"This kind of co-operation will be

essential to fight for the issues we

believe tn."

"Dr. Margaret McCready, the

NDP candidate in Wellington

South, stressed the need for com-

munity health centres, and family

day care centres staffed by senior

citizens of the community. This

would resemble the old pattern of

grandparents caring for young

children, she suggested.

The only female Liberal

candidate running in the Toronto

area, Aideen Nicholson (Trinity),

agreed, speaking from her ex-

perience as a social worker and day-

care centre organizer.

Women's rights are a key issue to

Aline Gregory, running as an in-

dependent in Rosedale. Mary
Boyce, the St. Paul's NDP can-

didate, considered this a minor issue

compared with the need for a

socialist government. "The election

of the NDP is the most important

issue at this time," she said.

The Communist candidate in St.

Paul's, Elizabeth Hill, agreed that

sex discrimination is one element of

economic capitalism.

Maggie Bizzell, who is running

for the Communist Party in

Spadina, stressed the importance of

ending Canadian complicity in the

war in Vietnam. She also expressed

concern over the recent cutbacks in

democratic rights, particularly in

the right to strike.

Probe needs you
If you are an eco-activist, or want

lo become one, this is your chance.

Volunteers are needed to help with

an independent project to co-

ordinate community recycling and

re-use groups throughout the city.

I f you are interested, contact

Pollution Probe at 928-6476.

Canada aids fascism

| says federalist head

Female candidates from several parties met last week to denounce the male domination of parliament.

Controversy still simmering over

socio! worker job classifications
By JOHANNA BERTIN

A number of social work teachers

have claimed that their main con-

cern in pressing for "professional

status" for social workers is not to

set up a hierarchy with the Masters

of Social Work as the elite, but

rather to ensure that the workers

providing services are qualified to do

so.

The proposal to have bachelor

and M.S.W. graduates designated

"professional social workers", says

W.A. Bourke, past president of the

Ontario Association fo Professional

Social Workers, is to indicate a

distinction in the use of the title and

to place a "reservation" on the

qualifications of a professional

social worker.

Bourke, a professor at U of T's

Faculty of Social Work, says that

there is "no empirical evidence to

show that an unqualified person can

do as good a job as a professional

social worker." Both he and
Professor AJ.O. Farina feel that

social workers prove themselves

through practice, not through
credentials.

[fa Ryerson social work graduate

can fill a job designated for a Master

of Social Work, Bourke said he

personally feels that government

should "close down every school of

social work tomorrow, because they

would represent the biggest fraud

ever perpetuated on society."

Farina said that U of T social

work students are "presumably
educated to ask questions, to deal in

principles and priorities.". For that

reason our graduates are not the

most comfortable employees to

have", he said. "They are not

trained lo work as an employee of

an agency, but to question that

agency."

A.C. Cutcher, of the Ryerson

Department of Social Services,

slated thaf'we've never said that

we're equal lo the M.S.W. Our

graduates work under the guidance

of an M.S.W."

Concerning unemployment,

Culcher, added that until last year

"there was no problem in hiring".

This year there is "a tight job

situation and greater numbers of

graduates," he said.

He felt that "people didn't get the

variety of job offers that they had

last year". He admitted "a few

students have had problems getting

jobs."

According to Bourke, there is

"continuing interest in having peo-

ple with M.S.W. qualifications, and
employment opportunities are

expanding".

By JULIA ELCOCK

Canadians are apathetic towards their country's role in world politics, a six

member audience decided at a Thursday night forum at the Ontario Studies

in Education.

The topic at the forum, sponsored by the World Federation of United

Nations Associations, was "Canada's role in the U.S. vis-a-vis those

countries nol living up to the basic covenants ratified in the U.S." Janet

Rosenstock, the president of the Toronto branch of WFUNA, cited South

wAfrica as a prime example of the Canadian double standard. Canada morally

condemns South Africa's apartheid policy, yet is increasing trade with this

£ country, for example, in sugar where South Africa enjoys commonwealth

tariff preference.

Harold Head, a South African journalist at one time editor of Contact

magazine, called South Africa a "pigmentocracy" and illustrated Canada's

confusing policy towards South Africa with a copy of the Anglican

Churchman. He called the paper a strong anti-apartheid paper, yet on the

back page there was an advertisement for a tour of Africa including the

South African cities of Johannesburg and Cape Town.

Rosenstock mentioned Greece as a "police state" in which human rights

are being ignored, yet Canada sits with Greece in NATO and continues to

conduct trade with her. She said that there are other countries are ignoring

the U.N.'s bill on human rights, such as Uganda, Brazil, Portugal and

Spain.

She said the purpose of the series of forums is to promote public interest

in foreign affairs.

The WFUNA hopes to educate voters with "non-partisan" information

hoping that they will ask the federal election candidates questions on foreign

policy.

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject
well-informed
helpful

staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGEST
Below Bloor
923-3551

COULD YOU DEFEND YOURSELF?
LEARN HOW WITH HUPKIDO KARATE

by Master K. YEO, 7th Degree Black Belt
(Foimef Instructor. Korean Police Academy)

o HUPKIDO is the best art of sell-defence, physical

(itness. self-confidence,

o In the basic art of HU PKI0O, there are more than
3O0 techniques.

o Learn new techniques every day!

o Modern spacious gym. New floor mats.

Drop In or phone 923-8700 - 489-891

6

If no answer

C.C.B. HUPKIDO KARATE ACADEMY

1170 Yonga St. (Just below Summerhlll Subway

Station. Free Parking) COME, SEE, LEARN

"RadicaMudaism"
1st Session Tomorrow,

Thurs.

Oct.

12.

1 P.M.
Sid Smith
Rm. 3045

FASHION
WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

£M1 pAlfr lift ?^ it-S? <|fc M\ lr!f'

"Nation shall not lift up sword
against nation nor learn war any more"

| "Jewish Eschatology"
™ THURS., OCT. 12, 8:00 P.M.

HILLEL HOUSE
186 ST. GEORGE

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

BLAZERS

SMOCKS

GOWNS.

v BLAZER SUITS w/BAGS

* MEN'S SHIRTS „

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;

SATURDAYS FROM 9-6
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Whyevery investor should
put his money behind the latest

revolution in South America.
The greatest revolution ever to take place

in Latin America is happening in Brazil.

It's a business revolution. An economic
miracle.

And anybody with money to invest really

owes it to his bank balance to find out a little

more about this economic explosion.

And how the European Brazilian Bank
has been newly-formed to help Europeans take
advantage of the tremendous investment
opportunities.

An economic explosion.
Brazil is the stablest country in Latin

America.NCrS THOUSAND MILLION

The present

government has
controlled the

destiny of Brazil,

unchanged, for

over 8 years.

What have
they achieved

besides political

security?

A growth in

the National
Economy of almost 50° u over the last 5 years.

What's more, it is a steady growth (1971

saw an 11.3% rise).

Exports are booming. Last year they

jumped by 17%. They are confidently

expected to maintain the same rate of

expansion this year. And next year. And the

next decade.

Brazil sells watches to Switzerland.

Instrumentation to West Germany.
Shoes to Italy.

Computer parts to the U.S.A.

Investing in Brazil today is as shrewd as

your Great, Great, Grandfather investing in

England at the start of the Industrial

Revolution.

The European Brazilian Bank Limited -

London.
The European Brazilian Bank opened in

London in April 1972.

Shareholders : Banco do Brasil S.A.

,

Brasilia, Bank of America Limited, London,
Banque Ameribas S.A., Luxembourg,
Deutsche Bank A.G., Frankfurt, Union Bank
of Switzerland, Zurich.

Capital : £4,000,000. £2,000,000 Paid up.

It's objective is to help and advise

investors interested in taking advantage of the

booming economy in Brazil.

All you need to commit is time.
Obviously, Brazil is a lot more than coffee

beans and Pele.

And, obviously, you will

want a lot more specific advice^

and information on Brazil.

Why not 'phone or write to

Rik Verhagen, Managing Director

of the European Brazilian Bank for

an appointment. Tel. 01-623 8281.

At this stage, all it will take up is

an hour or so of your time.

It could be the wisest (and most
profitable) hour you ever spent.

The European Brazilian Bank Limited.
(Shareholders: Banco do Brasil S.A., Brasilia, Bank of America Limited, London, Banque Ameribas S. A., Luxembourg,

Deutsche Bank A.O., Frankfurt, Union Bank of Switzerland, Zurich).

St. Helen's, 1 Undershaft, London EC3A8HN. Telex: 887012/3

For the inside story on this ad

...turn the page
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The greatest revolution ever to take place

in Latin America is happening in Brazil.

It s a business revolution. An economic

miracle.

And anybody with money to invest really

owes it to his bank balance to find out a little

more about this economic explosion.

And how the European Brazilian Bank

has been newly-formed to help Europeans take

advantage ofthe tremendous investment

opportunities.

An economic explosion.

Brazil is the stablest country in Latin

America.

The present

government has

controlled the

destiny of Brazil,

unchanged, for

over 8 years.

What have

they achieved

besides political

security?

A growth in

the National

Economy of almost 50°., over the last 5 years.

What's more, it is a steady growth (1971

saw an 11.3% rise).

Exports are booming. Last year they
jumped by 177..- They are confidently

expected to maintain the same rate of

expansion this year. And next year. And the

next decade.

Brazil sells watches to Switzerland.
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Instrumentation to West Germany.

Shoes to Italy.

Computer parts to the U.S.A.

Investing-in Brazil today is as shrewd as

your Great, Great, Grandfather investing in

England at the start of the Industrial

Revolution.

The European Brazilian Bank Limited -

London.
The European Brazilian Bank opened in

London in April 1972.

Shareholders : Banco do Brasil S.A.,

Brasilia, Bank of America Limited, London,

Banque Ameribas S.A., Luxembourg,

Deutsche Bank A.G., Frankfurt, Union Bank
ofSwitzerland, Zurich.

Capital: £4,000,000. £2,000,000 Paid up.

Its objective is to help and advise

investors interested in taking advantage of the

booming economy in Brazil.

All you need to commit is time.

Obviously, Brazil is a lot more than coffee

beans and Pele.

And, obviously, you will

want a lot more specific advice^

and information on Brazil.

Why not 'phone or write to

Rik Verhagen, Managing Director

ofthe European Brazilian Bank for

an appointment. Tel. 01-623 8281.

At this stage, all it will take up is

an hour or so ofyour time.

It could be the wisest (and most
profitable) hour you ever spent.

The European Brazilian Bank Limited.
(Shareholders: Banco do Brasil S.A., Brasilia, Bank of America Limited, London, Banque Ameribas S.A.. Luxembourg,

Deutsche Bank A.G.. Frankfurt, Union Bnnk of Switzerland. Zurich).

St. Helen's, 1 Undershaft, London KC3AfiHN.Telex:887012(3

Before anybody ponders emulating

the entrepreneurial spirit of any of

their relatives, as this advertisement

in the Economist urges, he or she

should take a closer look at what the

same magazine repeatedly refers to as

the "exciting case of the successful

application of the principles of the free

market economy to the

problems of a developing country".

The recent Brazilian boom is founded on the

government's basic policy of creating ar^in-
(

vestor's Utopia whatever the cost, i he

government's program, therefore, has included a

tremendous amount of state participation in the

economy, for the purpose of building an

infrastructure (highway development, hydroelec-

tric projects, steel works, et cetera) which is

considered as a minimum dowry for any

economic minister requesting the hand and

favour of the international financial and business

community.
But, of course this is not all. The so-called

'Brazilian model" comes with other standard

features. In addition to formidable tax incentives,

credit facilities, and favourable profit-remittance

laws, the investor receives what any capitalist

(especially if he operates in the Third World)

cherishes most: social and economic security.

Yes, in fact, as the advertisement boasts,

Brazil has been the stablest country In Latin

America for the last eight years. No dangerous

Marxism a la chilena (like in Chile) or irritating

nationalism a la peruana, (like In Peru) slmmu

"order and progress": the positive's paradw J,

Social security has been attained by what is

now recognized as one of the principle

characteristics of the Brazilian model. This con-

sists of establishing a horrendous regime of

torture and organized violence, determined on

suppressing any form of opposition to the regime.

In recent months, the Brazilian government has

tried to give the impression that political repres-

sion and torture have subsided. This campaign

takes on many forms, Including strict censorship,

legal charades, and forced confessions. News

about political repression is banned from all

Brazilian media.

But, despite all these impediments, reports

on what goes on inside the country's Jails and

torture chambers do manage to leak out and

provide concrete evidence of the truly barbaric

and ruthles nature of the "gorilla's" regime.

The mainstay of the military's guarantee of

economic security is the fostering of a strong

local market for luxury and semi-luxury goods.

This is achieved primarily through an incomes

policy which literally takes from the poor to give to

the rich. As a result, the portion of the na*nal

income gathered by the wealthiest 20 per cent of

the population increased from 65 per cent to 72.5

per cent in the 10 year period from 1960 to 1970,

while the percentage going to the poorest 50 per

cent of Brazilians fell from 15 per cent to 12.5 in

the same period.

This policy, achieved mainly through freezing

wage levels, has the added advantage of

providing the economy with an extremely cheap

labour force, at a time when North American

corporations are desperately seeking cheap

labour to withstand Japanese and West German

competition.

Large international corporations did not

delay in taking advantage of the generous

Brazilian offers. A wave of take-overs and

bankruptcies immediately hit the frail Brazilian-

owned industries, and when the waters had

receded, what remained was an impressive

industrial structure almost totally controlled and

owned by foreigners. The meagre and optimistic

national bourgeoisie fell, one after another, 'Pihe

smothering embrace of foreign capital. The

national entrepreneurs were becoming Brazilian

managers of North American and European firms

before they knew it.

Brazilian industry is no longer Brazilian, and

the Sao Paulo-Rio area, where most industry Is

concentrated, has become an integral part of the

North American capitalist system.

The most dynamic sectors are naturally

those which attracted most foreign Interests. And,

these very sectors — automobile, electric

appliances, petrochemicals, et cetera — provide

the main contribution to the high economic

growth rates. While, for instance, the automobile

industry has been growing at approximately 28

per cent per annum, the "traditional sectors" —
textiles, foodstuffs, clothing, et cetera — have

been petering along around the 1 per cent mark

Need it be said, that it is also in these foreign-

owned dynamic sectors, that production is mos (

sophisticated technologically, and therefore con-

tributes little more than nothing to deflating the

country's explosive unemployment rate.

Very few Brazilians really understood the

significance of the present regime when \\0)yo\>

power in 1964. The coup did not occur because

the armed forces were intent on defending the ole

agro-exporting oligarchy allied with the I9tr

century-style imperialism. On the contrary, th*

military dictatorship (although it protected thest
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groups from a reformist movement intent on their

jjestruction and offered them a path of forceful

adaptation) viewed its mission as that of

modernizing the economic, social, and political

structures so as to clear the way for international

and national monopoly capital. The regime's

violence and politics of force were not based on

its caudillos (military bosses) and on the

demoralized strength of the old latifundios,

(estates) although they did not refrain from using

them, but on the modern and efficient police and
armed forces of the contemporary monopoly
state.

The essence of the Brazilian model, then, is

the maintenance of an extremely high con-

centration of income in the upper 20 per cent of

the population, providing an excellent middle

class value-oriented market for the dynamic sec-

tors of the economy which, In turn, churn out

incredible numbers of automobiles, stereo sets,

televisions, and the like. The middle class is

invited to "step into the ruling class", as an

advertisement for the Brazilian-made Dodge Dart

outs It.

Although this market represents

approximately 20 million people (Brazil's total

population Is about 100 million) and Is likely to

provide the necessary stimulus for some years to

come, ths government has done all it can to foster

exportation of these goods to reach the other

'upper 20 per cents' throughout Latin America,

the Carribean, and Southern Africa.

Foreign exchange has also been sought

through fostering the exportation of goods
produced by the "traditional sectors". As was

noted the growth rate of these portions of the

economy are negligible compared to the dynamic

sectors under foreign ownership. Therefore,

increases in the exports of these goods are bound

to have repercussions on the internal con-

sumption patterns. The most revealing example is

that of beef, 18,500 tons of which was exported in

1964 and 79,000 in 1970. This large export

capacity was facilitated by restrictions on domes-

tic consumption, brought about ny an increase

in government-controlled prices, while the price

of beef on world markets dropped considerably.

f> The political counterpart of this need for

foreign markets, consists of an aggressive foreign

policy. This form of "sub-imperialism" is sup-

ported by the officially sanctioned doctrine of

"ideological frontiers", as expounded by General

Golbery do Couto e Silva, principal ideologist for

the "Brazilian revolution" (and president of Dow
Chemical do Brasil), which allows for intervention

of Brazilian troops wherever the country's

"ideological security" is threatened.

This was the case when Brazilian forces, in a

joint opeation with those of the United States,

invaded the Dominican Republic in 1965 " to

restore democracy". More recently, Brazilian

complicity in the overthrow of the relatively

progressive Bolivian president Juan Torres in

1970 is now an open and accepted fact.

Furthermore the anxiety over the possible victory

of a Uruguayan "Allende" in last year's elections

would have gone farther than military exercises

along the border had the centre-left coalition

candidate won.

In this sphere of foreign policy, one must not

forget to mention the close relations between the

Brazilian government with that of Portugal, which

has gone so far as to produce a treaty by which all

citizens of each country are legally also citizens of

the other. Need it be said also that the Brazilian

government provides complete support and

military cooperation with the Portuguese
colonio--racist policies in Angola, Mozambique,

and Guinea (Bissau)?

The Brazilian armed forces have

experienced a tremendous growth in numbers,

and by the beginning of this year had reached the

200,000 mark. The maintenance and supply of

this enormous body — apart from eating up 17

per cent of the national budget — provides for a

very important source of demand for the deve-

lopment of heavy industry, armaments, aero-

nautics, et cetera.

What else is new? Indeed, the high level

attained by these Industries is reflected in the fact

that ever since 1965 Brazil has been supplying

military equipment the Saigon war effort.

The very cosy relations between the military

and industry has allowed for the creation of the

r Permanent Group of Industrial Mobilization

formed "to achieve" as one member put it, "the

interlinking of the industrial standards and the

needs of the armed forces". The president of this

group remarked that in "co—operating in the

extermination of the Viet Cong (Brazil) makes use

of the idle capital in her factories and allows for

the creation of another 180,000 jobs. We fight

communism and our unemployment problems

simultaneously." Doesn't that sound familiar?

The high and Increasing level of

militarization in Brazil, therefore, serves various

essential purposes. It provides an important

stimulus for a large portion of Brazilian industry; it

gives the industrialists effective support in their

search for foreign markets; and finally it maintains

the "peaceful atmosphere" and security

businessmen love so much.

It must be said, however, that the

government is a lot more sophisticated than one
would imagine. The program of maintaining social

and political peace involves a lot more than pure

brutal repression. The other principal weapon In

this context has been very effective smoke-
screening socio-economic contradictions by

fostering nationalistic sentiment. The regime sells

vanity to the middle class, and Illusions to the

lower class majority. "Brazil, I love you", "God
must be Brazilian", "Brazil, you're unbeatable",

and "Brazil, love it or leave it" are only some of the

slogans one sees on every other car's

windshields.

And, of course, the impressive performance

of Brazil's soccer team in Mexico two years ago

was exploited to the extreme by the government,

with the obvious intention of identifying the

athletes' skill with the government they live under.

No doubt Emerson Ffttipaldi's talent on the

world's speedways will also be exploited as a

booster to the gorilla's regime.

Politically, of course, the government never

ceases to point out through their considerable

propaganda machinery the Internal and externa!

threat of communism. In fact, the climate created

by the press at the time of last November's

Uruguayan presidential elections guaranteed

public support for military intervention in the

neighbouring country had the outcome not been

favourable.

The big Brazilian boom has not arisen from

the process of solving the country's internal

contradictions. On the contrary, the basis for this

businessman's revolution extracts its energy from

aggravating these socio-economic conflicts. The
poor become even poorer as the 900,000 at the

apex of the social pyramid usurp a greater income
than the combined income of no less than 72

million people. Misery, squalor, poverty, and

disease are all living and flourishing for any tourist

willing to deviate a few miles from the beaten

track of post-card Brazil.

The next few years will see a growing effort

on the part of the military government to seek

some sort of legitimization for the regine as it

battles with the effects of the deepening con-

tradictions it is fostering. Any move to "re-

democratize" the political process is bound to

supply the government with programs as it will

reflect the level of increasing opposition it faces in

the country so that no significant or meaningful

step can be expected In that direction.

It is very likely, however, that legitimacy will

be sought through an increased emphasis on an

aggressive foreign policy in combination with

attempts to unite the nation in a corporative style.

The militarization of Brazilian capitalism is

neither accidental or circumstantial. It is the

necessary expression of the monstrous logic of

the system, just as Nazism was for Germany.
Brazil is heading toward a period of crisis, in

which the only possible solution the military

dictatorship will find consists of the creation of a

fascist state.

This state, which is already in an advanced
embryonic stage, will be distinct from the classical

fascist and Nazi models only insofar as its

nationalism will be directed solely against other

dependent, capitalist Third World nations. Brazil,

unlike Nazi Germany, does not have the

autonomous technological and industrial base

necessary to challenge the pillars of world

capitalism in North America and Europe. It is

inconceivable that the Brazilian version of fascism

would carry with it a strong tinge of economic

nationalism because of the extreme level of

dependency on external technology and capital

(Brazil is $6 billion dollars in debt) and the almost

total foreign domination of the economy.
Brazil is then destined to become a colonial

fascist power, operating in the interests of world

capitalism. The United States need no longer

be embarassed in the international community by

having to send her marines to straighten things up

when they get out of hand in any part of Latin

America. Brazil will do it for her.

77?fe article was prepared for The Varsity by a

Brazilian national attending the University of

Toronto and cannot, for obvious reasons, include

a byline.
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Scab leader crusades for change in unions
By LORNE SLOTNICK

Richard Grange, founder of the

strikebreaking firm Canadian

Driver Pool, has launched an ex-

pensive "crusade for responsible

unionism."

The media crusade began Sunday

nieht with the taping of a Channel

1 1 show "Crossfire" featuring

Grange facing an 1 1 man panel. The

program, to be aired this week, is

similar to Under Attack.

After the taping, Grange said he

has sold all his companies to release

enough money to "take our case to

the people". He will have about

$100,000 to use, he claimed.

Canadian Driver Pool specializes

in providing services such as securi-

ty, watchdogs, drivers and

photographers to companies whose

employees are on strike. Several of

its employees, including Grange,

have been convicted of illegal ac-

tivities connected with

strikebreaking.

The 27 year old Grange remained

calm throughout the program as he

and his employees were charged

with breaking almost every law on

the books. Many panelists based

their evidence on a mammoth study

of strikebreaking prepared this year

for the Ontario Federation of

Labour.

Sam Fox, of the Amalgamated

Clothing Workers, charged that a

majority of Driver Pool's employees

have long criminal records. Grange

retorted that it was only a "small

percentage
1 '.

One panelist reviewed Grange's

personal criminal history, which he

said includes involvement in a

Mafia-connected car-theft ring, and

concluded that Grange has always

been and still is connected with

criminal elements.

Grange said he no longer provides

actual strikebreaking service.

Instead, he runs a "consulting ser-

vice" to companies with labour

problems.

He said he believes in the right to

strike, except in the public service,

but also believes in a company's

right to keep operating during a

strike.

Sam Tugham, a management

spokesman from G.H. Woods and

Co., said he received a letter from

Grange outlining his services before

a union contract came up. He said

he refused the service because it

always left scars long after the dis-

pute was over.

"The true cost of using your

service is greatly above the saving

that you could provide," he said.

Rick McDowell, a U of T labour

relations teacher, said he did a study

of strikes in which Canadian Driver

Pool was involved, He said that

these strikes lasted two to three

times longer than average, and wage

settlements averaged the same as

those in companies not using

strikebreakers.

Grange suggested that McDowell

"go back and do another study". He

said his firm shortened strikes, not

lengthened them.

In an interview after the taping,

Grange said that "lower and middle

management" union officials must

be replaced.

"These guys just aren't educated

enough," he complained. "How can

they sit opposite an industrial

relations expert?"

THURS., OCT. 12, 7:30 P.M.

HILLEL HOUSE, 186 ST. GEORGE

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

in the course of a game,
your skate is punished
by sticks, skate blades
and pucks. So you need
a skate that can ta'ke it

... a skate made by
Daoust.
Daoust protection
The famous Daoust boot
is made ot high quality

materials — iike finest

Kangaroo leather —
chosen for strength and
durability. Inter-lined

with ballistic nylon mesh
and lined with English
kip leather provides
all-round foot protection.

The rigid box toe is

guaranteed. And on top
of all this ... the Daoust

Daoust performance
Just as a player must
perform under pressure,

a skate must perform
under punishment . . ,

and Daoust skates do
just that. An example is

the Daoust National 300
— illustrated above.
Before this skate leaves
the plant in Montreal,
the blade is tested for

strength and resistance
on the Rockwell scale.

It must register a reading
of 58 to 60 — guarantee-
ing the DAOUST standards
of excellence.

With over 75 years of

experience, DAOUST has
created an impressive
line of skates — ranging
from the superb National

300 to the rugged Junior
Pro . . . the skate for the
future superstar.

The DAOUST line

also includes
lady's skates.

m~-— 01 solid
*«Wjbw%«4 construction
and elegant look, this

model — the Ice Ballet —
is a Daoust top seller.

The otticial skate of the
National Hockey League/ tkMEJf§_t%A
Players Association. (-

He said that unions needed

business administration graduates

trained in psychology.

Grange was asked why he did not

work with unions if he wanted to

improve them. He replied they

wouldn't want him, but, "if they

asked. 1 would probably work with

them." . . v
His verdict on the unionists on the

panel was that he had "put them in

their place."

Unclassifieds
A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250

College St. (Clarke Institute) 924-5937.

Come in and see ouf monthly special.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used (ur

coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202

Spadlna Ave. between Queen and Dun-

das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-1 B,

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077. open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.; til 8:00

Thurs. and Fri.

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING
(specializing in long hair) In the Clarke

Institute of Psychiatry, 250 College St..

Tel, 924-6811, Ext. 560

HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental

can solve It. Complete apartment or just

the pieces you need. Ideal for two or more

sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.

Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485

Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.

PRIVATE TUTORING need any help?

Private tutoring in first and second year

physics, mathematics, Sudhlr Josh I

(M.Sc.) 35 Howland Ave - 925-0203. Be

sure and successful.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.

Going out of business after 42 years.

Pearl Furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind

new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver,

Bargains Bargains.

FOR LADIES: Massage - pedlcur-faclal by

cosmetology. R.M.S. Parviainen. 713

Spadina Ave. (2nd floor) for appointment

924-3022

3,23 YEAR OLDS Want someone to share

tour bedroom luxury townhouse. Bayview

and York Mills, air-conditioned, quiet

Sin/month including phone, utilities.

449-8219 or 449-2961.

2 PERSONS, individuals or couple, wan-

ted to share large 4 bedroom house with 3

students. 5 minutes from campus, 177.

Harbord St. approximately $70/mo.

531-6638. Available immediately.

HANDYMAN WANTED part time for

renovations on house near campus. Call

Foster 921-1358

GSU PRESENTS 'Joe", with Peter Boyle.

Weds., Oct. 11, 7 and 9 pm., Med. Sci.

Auditorium. Admission $1.00

WIN FREE TICKETS to the Rock and Roll

Revival, Vol. II, Oct. 20 at Maple Leaf Gar-

dens, by listening to 'Grease" Wed. Oct.

11,8 p.m. on Radio Varsity. Courtesy of

CYMBA Productions.

WANTED - Mature bassist and drummer

(or tasty, original group. We have it

together. Must be well-seasoned. Vocal

helpful. Phone Scott 922-5041

FREE - SHARED accomodation for girl

willing to do house-cleaning for bachelor

operating rooming house. Phone 921-

0563

HOMECOMING PARTY at Phi Oelta

Thela Fraternity, 165 St. George Si. (2

blocks north of Bloor) Saturday. Oct. 14,

8:30 to 1.00 Bar and Band. Everyone

welcome.

YOUNG, out-of-town professor wants

friendly, inexpensive place to slay In

Toronto on weekends. 967-1620

CALCULATOR Commodore AL1000 wllh

square root. 32 step programming and

four exlra memory and accumulating

registers, programme to do statistical,

engineering or business compulations

automatically. Price $750. Phone 444-7840

MICROSCOPE TASCO STEREO zoom.

Perfect for dissection and fine technical

work. Retail Price S600. Selling for only

S345. Phone 444-7840

THE LAST OF THE ORDER by Richard

Banner. A play ol wild humour and

outrageous theatricality. Tues. to Sat. 8:30

Sun. at 2:30. Tarragon Thealre, 30

Brldgman Ave. Bathurst and Dupont 964-

8833.

SKIS FOR SALE, used metal, Head

Masters (205 cm.), Fischer (195 cm.).

Gresvig (195 cm. with binding) Erbacher

(wooden, 195 cm.), phone after six 481-

2169

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE %
These, essays-French, Latin-experienced

typists-electric typewriters, 713 Spadina

Ave. (south Bloor) 922-7624

FLAT RATE computer programming Free

estimates. Low student rates. Call 222-

2826. 24hr. service.

0)
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Unemployment hits l out of 4 grads: survey
By JONI SEAGER

About one quarter of 1 97 1 U of T
graduates had not found jobs seven

months later, according to a Place-

ment Centre survey.

The results of the survey, which

consisted of 4250 letters sent out to

graduates (excluding law and

medicine) became available last

week.

Of the 1900 who replied 52 per

cent had gone back into academic

study while many graduates looked

for work. Of the latter only 75 per

cent were successful.

Placement Centre director David

Currey, who released the study, says

that most of those who obtained

employment got full-time jobs,

although some may have been only

temporary.

Commenting on the results, he

said that the economy "isn't ex-

panding fast enough to absorb the

number of young people in the job 1

market." He added that prospects

for employment this year are "about

the same" as last year.

The survey showed that 80 per

cent of the respondents to the

questionaire got jobs which were

satisfactory to them. Three quarters

of these were within 50 miles of

Toronto.

The Placement Centre appeared

to have been a positive factor in

finding jobs, as 89 per cent of the

graduates receiving job offers did so

with its help.

Currey said on-campus
interviews, which tend to be for

more traditional, conservative jobs
are quickly losing their importance.

Although the Placement Centre is

serving an ever increasing number of

students (2,600 graduates registered

last year, as opposed to 1,500 the

year before) the emphasis must be

on a student's own initiative, main-

tains Currey.

U.S. troops tricked by government: dodger
By DIANA WEST

The United States "suffers from a

crisis in democracy," according to

Dee Knight, the editor of the

magazine, American Exiles in

Canada (AMEX). He explained that

he meant that the Americans are no

longer in control of their

government.

Knight, a draft-evader himself.

appeared on the television program
Crossfire, to discuss the "morality

of draft-dodging".

He cited the use of "lies and

deceit" by the U.S. government to

force men to fight in Vietnam as one

example of the breakdown in

democracy.

When Knight was asked by a

panelist whether draft dodging was

jsljoe ptjoppes

THE
PtK-UP

Hanra Shoe Corp.
Navy
stripes

stripes

stripes

In High Wedge
leather with walnut

. Red leather with wheat

. Tan leather with black

Only $20.00

Open Thursday and Friday Miles

C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored

Fairview Mall

Oshawa Shopping Centre

Adams Apple Boutique

126 Bloor St. West
774 Yonge St.

'Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

262 Yonge St.

1475 Yonge St.

101 Bloor St. West

Shopper's Wolrd, Brampton

fiar to those who had already died,

he answered, "their loss was a great

waste" but the U.S. government was

responsible for their death.

Those who died. Knight said,

were "tricked and forced into their

death" by the government's unfair

reporting of the war. Concealment

of the real situation allows the

government to continue the war, he

added.

He suggested that "deserters are

among the bravest men in the

world". Those men had gone to

Vietnam and had the courage to

follow their convictions after they

had seen what it was like.

One woman attacked Knight,

claiming that draft dodgers and

deserters were bad citizens in their

homeland and would be the same in

Canada.

In reply, Knight pointed out that

the Canadian government had

opened its doors to dodgers and

deserters in I969, after dis-

crimination against them had been

brought to light.

"The question of good or bad

citizenship is debatable," he stated.

He added that he was willing to

leave that question up to The Cana-

dian people.

Knight affirmed 'support of

universal amnesty for all draft

dodgers. Draft dodgers, he said,

simply knew that "the war was
wrong".

WEDS.

OCT. 11

7:30 p.m.
HILLEL HOUSE

186 ST. GEORGE

"WORLDS
IN

CHAOS"

A Theory of

THE SCIENTIFIC

BIBLE of

Velikovsky

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

The New College Social Commission
PRESENTS A:

FRANK CAPRA
FILM FESTIVAL

WED., OCT. 11

IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT
- CLAUDETTE COLBERT - CLARK GABLE

THURS., OCT. 12

MR. DEEDS GOES TO TOWN
- GARY COOPER - JEAN ARTHUR

FRI., OCT. 13

MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
- JAMES STEWART - JEAN ARTHUR

All films are FREE to U of T students.

ROOM 1016, WILSON HALL, N.C.

7:30 p.m. every night

RABBI W. GUNTHER PLAUT

WILL SPEAK ON HIS RECENTLY ANNOUNCED CONCEPTS CON-

CERNING THE FUTURE OF REFORM JUDAISM. A NUMBER OF

MONTHS AGO, WRITING IN THE C.C.A.R. JOURNAL RABBI

PLAUT INDICATED THAT REFORM RABBIS MUST BEGIN TO RE-

THINK THEIR ANTIPATHY TO HALAKHIC JUDAISM OF THE

SHULKHAN ARUCH. THIS WOULO MEAN THE POSSIBLE IN-

TRODUCTION OF ORTHODOX PRACTICE BY REFORM RABBIS

INCLUDING SHABBAT LAWS, CONVERSION AND MARRIAGE

AND DIVORCE PRACTICES.

RABBI PLAUT WILL PRESENT HIS VIEWS
AND ENTERTAIN QUESTIONS.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15
8:00 P.M. HILLEL HOUSE
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Munro cites high living standards

Government not inept says Liberal minister

» OPTICAL

Smiling health minister John Munro defended Trudeau's policies.

Sunglasses

that get

darker

as the sun

gets brighten

PHOTOSUN

By STEVE SHARRATT
The Liberal government's

management of the economy was

defended last Thursday by National

Health and Welfare Minister John

Munro on an Under Attack televi-

sion show at Victoria College.

Munro contended that Canada's

standard of living had risen

•'dramalically" during the Trudeau

administration and produced a

barrage of statistics as proof.

Real incomes, he said, are up 30

per cent since 1 968 and savings are

up 50 per cent. About 240,000 new

jobs were created last year making

Canada's labour participation rate

the fastest growing in the "free

world". At the same time the cost of

living rose only three per cent, one

of the lowest increases in the in-

dustrialized west.

When student panel members

charged that Canada's Old Age

pensioners were not sharing in the

benefits of this prosperity, Munro
claimed that in "a relative sense"

Canada was doing better than most

Tree world countries with its $150.00

per month grants to single pen-

sioners. He admitted, however, that

this income would place the

recipient well below the poverty

level established by Statistics

Canada.

Panel members then charged that

the Liberal government has used its

welfare programs as a political

lever. Munro admitted that, in one

instance, a Local Initiatives

Program project scheduled to be

terminated several weeks before the

October 30 election was extended

until two weeks after the election.

However he flatly denied any

political motivation for the

extension.

He also admitted that funding of

a welfare rights group in the

Hamilton area had been cut when

recipients had become so outspoken

as to "polarize the community".

He was then asked to state his

position on the removal of penalties

for marijuana possession. Munro
explained that he and his depart-

ment were not prepared to recom-

mend the legalization of pot, Tearing

that such a move would lead to an

increased use of the drug.

He said he believed that

marijuana use often leads to the use

of harder and more dangerous

drugs, and that its use "on a con-

stant basis" poses a serious threat to

health.

•QNSULT 1H1 VELLOW

MAKING MONEY

FOR YOURSELF & YOUR FRIENDS

IS EASY

WHY NOT BECOME A SUB-AGENT FOR THE 1972/73

Canada Savings Bonds
Male/Female Sub-Agents Required Immediately. You Wil

Build Up a Following of Satisfied Clients Over a Short Period

of Time.

CAMPAIGN ENDS ON NOV. 15/72

For more information, complete sales

kit and help in organizing your sales

Call - C.B.S. Dept. 863-1811 Ext. 216

C.J. HODGSON SECURITIES LTD.

ROYAL TRUST TOWER SUITE 1205

TORONTO - DOMINION CENTRE
STOCKBROKERS SINCE 1912

FREE CHEST X-RAYS
The University Health Service, in co-operation with the Provincial Department

of Tuberculosis Prevention, is once again sponsoring The Annual Chest X-RAY SURVEY.

During the next two weeks a mobile van will be stationed at various points

around the campus and we invite all members of the University community

to take advantage of this opportunity to have a CHEST X-RAY.

chest x-rays are required for the following:

1 . Medical Students in All Years.

2. School of Nursing Students in All Years.

3. Rehabilitation Medicine Students in All Years.

4. Dental Students in Their Final Two Years.

ALL FIRST AND FINAL YEAR STUDENTS ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SURVEY.

THE MOBILE VAN WILL BE STATIONED ON THE EAST SIDE OF THE FRONT
CAMPUS NEAR THE LIBRARY ALL THIS WEEK.

PROTECT YOURSELF PROTECT OTHERS
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UAW leader slams student critics

Internationals present no threat to Canada
By STEVE SHARRATT

Dennis McDermott, Canadian director of

the powerful United Auto Workers' Union

(UAW) denied charges that his international

union was a threat to Canadian independence

at a taping of the television program Under

Attack last Thursday.

A largely hostile student panel and

audience charged that the UAW is essentially

an American union, pursuing the objectives of

U.S. labour leaders, and thus cannot repre-

sent the best interests of Canadian workers.

McDermott dismissed these allegations as

"nonsense," stating, "we are not an American

union, we are an international union. There's

a difference."

He claimed that labour organization on an

international level was needed to bargain

successfully with multi-national corporations.

An independent Canadian union, he felt,

would only serve to "fragmentize" labour to

the advantage of the co rporate establishment.

He claimed that Canadian workers have

received more out of the UAW in terms of ra

ises and benefits than they have contributed in

dues.

Discussing the right of public employees to

strike. McDermott contended that society

does not have the right to deny collective

bargaining procedures to any segment of the

labour force. And since bargaining is

meaningless without the recourse of a strike

to back up labour's demands, he felt, all

workers, including police and firemen, should

be allowed to strike.

COLLEGE OF JEWISH STUDIES

BETH TZEDEC CONGREGATION

1700 Bathurst St.

ACADEMIC YEAR COMMENCES

WEDS., OCT. 11

Courses:

TALMUD

MODERN JEWISH

THOUGHT

EHCOUNTER OF

JUDAISM

CHRISTIANITY

THROUGH THE AGES

Rabbi B

6:20 - 7:00

Prof. Emil Fackenlteim

7:00 - 8:15

Prof. Arnold Ages

8:30 - 9:20

A small registration fee allows you to register for all

courses. All courses meet Wednesday evenings.

Maoists, Guardsmen fail to show
By PAT REDICAN

The first night of tapings for the

Under Attack television show began

on schedule Wednesday night

evening when demonstratio ns by
two rival political groups failed to

CARAT
DIAMOND RING

^Set$295°0

Your choice ol twenty-live eiciling
.I,!'.. Yellow or white gold. In-

eludes: — diamond ring, malcWng
wedding band, registered appraisal
certificate and insurance.

20% Student Discount

HUGH PROCTOR & Co
jewellers* Gemmologiits

' 1430 T0NGE ST.

PATIO 0E0R0 PLAZA • 921

Just South ol St. Clair

The chill tingle of a crisp autumn afternoon lingers in the air.

Sunlight falls softly over the bulging sacks of stone ground

flour, and sparkles gaily on the coloured glass jars. You

discover the open barrels and baskets of fresh organically-

grown fruits and vegetables, black beans, chick peas, brown

rice, mung beans and popping corn. All the warmth and the

healthy, down-to-earth stock of a country general store in the

heart of cosmopolitan downtown Toronto. It's called the Tree of

Life.

At the Tree of Life, you'll find Toronto's largest selection of

Natural Foods. We have all the staples of a healthy, balanced

diet and great eating, including: fresh fruits and vegetables,

four different kinds of brown rice, wheat germ (2 lbs. for 25c), a

wide variety of nuts, dried fruits and honey, and a refrigerator

loaded with yogurts, cheeses and eggs. We also carry a com-

plete range of macrobiotic foods.

If your tastes run toward the exotic treat' yourself to a real

Oriental wok for $1 .99, try a soy bean bread or stock up on

Tamari Soy Sauce.

We also have an up-to-date, well stocked library of books on

natural food cooking and diets.

And if there's a vitamin or dietary supplement that Adelle

Davis recommends - the Tree of Life has it.

So come in and browse. We're sure you'll enjoy the at-

mosphere, the wide selection and the low prices - all at the Tree

of Life.

o
TUBE ©F LIFE

LIMITED

Nutrition Centre, 83 ST. NICHOLAS ST. Toronto 5, Ont.

(416)923-5071

materialize.

A Maoist organization and the

Western Guard were rumoured to be

ready to square o ff.

<3n Tuesday the taping of a show

with a Ku Klux Klan grand dragon

had been cancel! ed by Victoria

College for fear of violence. The
left-wing Internationalists and the

rightist Western Guard, who had

met in a bloody clash earlier this

year, were rumoured to be ready to

disrupt the program.

The guests who were scheduled.

Radio Pastor Perry F. Rockwood, a

fundamentalist, and Bob Guccione,

editor Penthouse magazine, a

publication similar to Playboy,

provided a dull night for the students

who crammed the Victoria College

auditorium .

The Rockwood show was

superficial and repetitive with every

question terminating in a flurry of

often-contradictory biblical

quotations. Most of the audience

laughed at Rockwood's views. He
asserted that "long hair is a commie
plot"; Christ did not have long hair

and social justice should not be an

area of interest to organized

religion.

"Pierre Trudeau is a communist,"

the pastor added.

The Guccione show was only

slightly better received. It centred

around the topic of women's libera-

tion, but again quickly became
repetitive and appeared to bore the

most of the audience.

TERMPAPERS

UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO

COMPLETE
EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES

qca 7O0D 752A Y0NGE
904-7328 (at Bloor)

First Time Voters Meeting
WED.-11 OCTOBER-8:00 P.M.

HURON ST. PUBLIC SCHOOL
541 HURON STREET

SPEAKERS: Liz Hill
Condldale foi Communiil patty

at Canada SI. Paul]

Maggie Bizzell

-Candidal* lor Communul Part, ot Cuudi

evertbddV welcome

Sponsors: YOUNG COMMUNIST LEAGUE
TORONTO CLUB

FO LKSINGEB
REFRESHMENTS

Inlormatlon 922-B3Q9 or 934-4435

A STRANGE CONFRONTATION
ANDRE KOLE UNMASKS THE UNKNOWN-
REVEALS THE TRUTH BEHIND THE OCCULT
IN A FULL STAGE PRODUCTION DEALING
WITH THE FANTASY AND REALITY OF THE
SUPERNATURAL WORLD. £

CONVOCATION HALL (University of Toronto)

Friday, Oct. 13 - 8:30 p.m.
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT DOOR

Price $1.50
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REFERENDUM
ONTARIO FEDERATION OF STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY. Oct 1 1 , 9 a.m. till 4 p.m. plus 6:30 p.m. till 1 0 P.m.

THURSDAY. October 1 2. 9 a.m. till 2 p.m.

OFS DEMANDS
1. AH tuition fee increases in post-secondary institutions for

1972-73 be deferred until full consultation has been held

with affected groups, and, in particular that no increase

be approved until full public discussions have been held

on the Wright Commission Report.

2. Regulations governing the Ontario Student Awards

Program be amended to facilitate greater access to the

program; that the loan ceiling recently raised to $800.00

be lowered to a maximum absolute level of $600.00; that

part-time students have access to the program; and that

the age of independence be reduced.

QUESTIONS ON THE BALLOT
1. Do you support the demands made by the OFS/FEO to the

Government of Ontario?

2. Will you support witholding your tuition fees in January if

OFS/FEO negotiations with the Government of Ontario are

unsuccessful?

3. Would you support witholding all of your 1973-74 tuition

fees if the Government of Ontario announces further

tuition fee increases or further detrimental changes in the

Ontario Student Awards Program?

BALLOT BOXES will be located in Architecture, Dentistry, Engineering, Erindale, Faculty of Education,

Food Science, Forestry, Hart House, Innis, Lash Miller Law, Medicine, Music, New College, New Physics,

Pharmacy, SAC Office, Sid Smith, St. Michael's, Scarborough, Trinity, University College, Victoria,

Zoology. On Wednesday, October 11, Ballot Boxes will be located in the evening in most Residences and

in Sid Smith, Lash Miller, New Physics and Zoology for Part-Time Students.

VOTES win be counted at 2:00, October 12, in the Dritt Hall, 119 St George. Poll Clerks and Vote

Counters are urgently required- Contact your local Council or the SAC Election Office, 928-4911.

SACircuit

Volunteer

Corps

The S.A.C., through the Services Com-
mission, is helping in recruiting people for

various volunteer service organizations. One
project presently being organized is the High
School Tutoring project that is being co-
ordinated with the Big Brothers of Metro
Toronto. Anyone interested in tutoring a high
school subject for two hours a week, leave
your name and phone number at the S.A.C.
office. For further information on this and
other projects, contact BILL STEADMAN,
Services Commissioner, at 928-4911.

Information

Services

SAC is running an

extensive information

service for students,

operative daily from 9

a.m. to 9 p.m. (4:30 on

Fridays). This is

available to any
student facing
bureaucratic problems

or other difficulties on

campus (as well as in-

formation on campus
events). Come in to the

office (12 Hart House
Circle) or call 928-

4911.

STUDENT DIRECTORY
Anyone who wishes his name deleted from the

student directory should notify the SAC office no

later than 22nd September.

U of T Info Needs You
The Communications Commission of SAC is currently

investigating Ihe possibilities for implementing for a com-
puterized information service called U of T Info. We are

looking for people who would be interested in working on
putting this into practice. Computer experience is not a
necessary prerequisite. If interested, call John Helliwell in

the SAC office or leave your name and phone number with

the receptionist.

SACircuit
SACircuit will be a regular feature of the SAC Com-

munications Commission to keep you informed about
what's happening at SAC. Your comments and
criticisms are encouraged.
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' your 1
decision; BOYCOTT

ONTARIO-WIDE STUDENT REFERENDUM

THE DEMANDS:
t. All tuition fee increases in post-secondary

education for 1972-73 be deferred until full

consultation has been held with affected

groups, and, in particular that no increase be
approved until full public discussions have

been held on the Wright Commission Report.

2. Regulations governing the Ontario Student

Awards Programme be amended to facilitate

greater access to the programme; that the loan

ceiling recently raised to $800.00 be lowered to

a maximum absolute level of $600.00; that part-

time students have access to the program and

that the age of independence be reduced.

THE QUESTIONS:
1. Do you support the demands made by the On-

tario Federation of Students to the Government
of Ontario?

2. Will you support withholding your tuition fees
in January if Ontario Federation of Students
negotiations with the Government of Ontario
are unsuccessful?

3. Would you support withholding all of your
1973-74 tuition fees if the government of On-
tario announces further tuition fee increases or

further detrimental changes in the OSAP
programme?

WHAT CAN I DO?
If you've already paid all your fees, you can't withhold

anything. But you can support the demands made by the

Ontario Federation of Students by voting YES -to the

first question.

If you are prepared to withhold second term fees and

support the negotiations with concrete action, vote YES

to the second question.

The government has hinted at further detrimental changes

in 1973-74. A YES vote to the third question is an explicit

threat of future action if the Government plans

become a reality.

TODAY and

THURSDAY
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Blues defeat Queen's for soiling championships
U ofT Sailing Club captured first

place with a low score of 14 points in

the Canadian Intercollegiate Sailing

Championships held in Kingston

last weekend. The event was hosted

by RMC.

Queen's was Toronto's closest

competitor, finishing with 16 points.

The other participants were far

behind.

The sailing championships began

Saturday but Sunday's races were

cancelled due to hazardous wind

conditions.

Sunday's inclement weather

forced the race committee to

reschedule — thus upsetting Toron-

to's team showing. Blues' skippers

Jim Schoenhardt, and Ian Brown,

and one crew, Bruce Buttimore,

were unable to sail Monday due to

unbreakable previous commitments.

However, a substitute team was

organized around remaining crew

member Jay Nicholson, with John

Lazier and Peter McBride the

skippers. Brian Hobbs was the other

crew.

Early Monday morning the U of

T team broke a mast while sailing in

winds gusting up to 40 mph. This

then forced the race committee to

reevaluate the team's position; they

decided to cancel all further racing

for the day. The final races take

place al RMC on October 21 and

22.

Participating in the regatta this

weekend were sailing clubs from

RMC, Universite de Laval, McGill,

McMaster, Queen's, Trent,

Waterloo, U of T and College

Militaire Royale. Teams were also

expected from Memorial University

in Newfoundland, Bishop's, and

Intramura
Wednesday October 4

Jocks 46 vs. Pure Crap 12

Rhits 28 vs. Slackers 13

Thursday October 5

Skule 7T5 32 vs. Wycliffe 7

Monks 7 vs. Canucks 7

Stompers 26 vs. Nummies 6

I Touch Football

Friday October 6

Gophers 18 vs. Gonads 0

Dodgers 1 2 vs. Yankees 7

Selects 13 vs. W2 Associates 6

Tuesday October 10

Jocks 28 vs. W2 Associates 6

Athletic Supporters 13 vs. Skule 7T5 6

Nads 32 vs. Idiots 6

Gofers 32 vs. Heat It & Beat It 0

********:*#**************^

*
*

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO

JACKETS

LEVI'S and LEES

BLAZERS and CRESTS

CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS
'

f/
1

401 YONGE ST. (at Gerrard) TORONTO 200, ONT.
PHONE 368-7729

When everything becomes clear.

Suddenly you realize the meaning of belonging. You and

someone special are together. . .today, tomorrow, forever.

If your plan includes a diamond ring, Birks can help you be

very practical. Our volume enables us to sell diamonds at

lower prices. Whatever your budget, you can choose your

diamond in one of Birks' many qualities.

And we promise that your
diamond will be the best

value available.

UBC. Kingston in the Canadian sloop

Next weekend, the Blues take on finals — the winner of this race also

CM R McGill, and Trent at goes to Fort Worth.

CURLING
Mens' Intercollegiate Curling Club to start soon.

Come into the Athletic Office, Room 101 and sign up,

or phone Dave Kennedy evenings at 921-2011.

Depending on degree of response there will be a

week to week league play or a knock-out tournament.

Meeting to be called at a later date.

FREE

JEWISH
UNIVERSITY

WEDS.

OCT. 11

8410 P.M.

TALMUDIC

DIALECTIC HILLEL HOUSE
186 ST. GEORGE

HILLEL FILM INC.
PROUDLY PRESENTS FOR YOUR PERUSAL

GARDEN OF THE

FINZI CONTINIS
WITH DOMINIQUE SANDA,

LINO CAPOLICHIO

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14th

8:30 P.M.
Room 202, McLennan Physics Building

Corner of Huron and Russell Streets

Admission $1.00

GSA THURSDAY EVENING CINEMA

Presents 2 films by COSTA-GAVRAS

THE CONFESSION
7:30

SLEEPING CAR
MURDERS 9:30

THURSDAY OCT. 12

OISE AUDITORIUM
252 BLOOR W.

$1.50 BOTH SHOWS
$1.00 AT 9:30

NEW COLLEGE STUDENTS

Individual

Tutoring
IN

Physics & Chemistry

Monday — Thursday
3:30 - 5:30

ROOM 125
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Blues lose lead-and game to Gee-Gees 30-13
By PAUL CARSON

Despite their 30-13 loss last

Friday to the powerful University of

Ottawa Gee-Gees, the football Blues

could wrap up a playoff berth this

weekend thanks to an unexpected

assist from their Homecoming op-

ponents. Carleton Ravens.

While Blues were floundering in

the mud Friday at Lansdown Park,

Ravens were preparing for what

turned into the season's biggest up-

set, a 26-23 squeaker over Queens

Saturday afternoon right in

Kingston.

As a result. Blues could clinch

second place this weekend if they

defeat Carleton while hoping that

Ottawa also beats Queens. Should

both Blues and Gaels win, the

playoff herlh will be decided in the

season finale in Kingston October

21.

Blues had enough chances to win

Friday's game in the first 30

minutes, but could escape with only

a 10-3 lead. The coaching staff

decided to stick with the unique

shotgun formation that confounded

Queen's in the previous game, and

for most of the first half the Gee-

C.ees were in a similar predicament.

Varsity maintained excellent field

position during the first half and

grabbed a 10-0 lead lhaks to a nine-

yard touchdown pass from Wayne
Dunkley to Brent Elsey, plus a Mike
Sokovnin convert and field goal.

However, Blues then got careless

and wasted several additional

scoring chances that could have put

the game out of reach.

At one point, Varsity had a first

down on the Ottawa one yard line,

hut look a foolish holding penalty

and came away empty-handed.

In spile of ihe steady downpour
and sloppy field conditions, Dunkley

managed to pass with continual

accuracy but his receivers developed

itchy fingers, Passes were dropped,

and dropped, and dropped and two

apparent touchdowns went

figuratively down the drain.

Gee-Gees made the most of these

unexpected Varsity blunders, and

narrowed the score to 10-3 with a

field goal in ihe final minute of the

half.

Ottawa took the opening kickoff

and systematically plodded down
ihe field until quarterback Dan
Smith evened Ihe score on a short

run.

Varsity players and coaches think

ihe game was decided on ihe next

play when Gee-Gees tried a short

kickoff and the game officials ap-

parently became confused about the

SPORTS

WEEK OF

SCHEDULES

OCT. 16 to 20
SOCCER
Mon. Oct. 16 12,15 North PHE vs Vic Robinson

12.15 South Law vs Dent Cappe
4.15 North Erin vs St. M.A Homatidis

Tues. Oct. 17 12.15 North Irtnis vs Eng. Ill Sialtsis

12.15 Trin Emman vs Trin.B Bielecki

4.15 North Knox vs Wye Ho
4.15 South Pharm vs For lerullo

Wed. Oct. 18 12.15 North Jr.Eng vs Trin.

A

Sialtsis

4.15 North U.C. vs St.M.B. Simmonds
4.15 at Scar Sr.Eng vs Scar (provided by Scar)

4.15 al Efin PHE vs Erin (and Erin)

Thurs. Oct. 19 12.15 North For vs Eng.lll lerullo

4.15 South Trin.B. vs Pharm Dragonieri

4.15 North New vs Med Simmonds

Fri. Oct. 20 12.15 North St.M.A. vs Sr.Eng Homatidis

12.15 South Arch vs Emma Carline

4.15 North Scar vs Vic Zakaluzny

4.15 South Wye vs Innis Robinson

RUGGER
Mon. Oct. 16 1.15 East Wye vs Law

1.15 West St. M. vs Eng. I

Tues. Oct. 17 1.15 West Scar vs PHE.A
Wed. Oct. 18 1.15 West Eng. II vs PHE.B.

Thurs. Oct. 19 1.15 West Wye vs Eng. II

4.30 at Scar St.M. vs Scar

Fri. Oct. 20 1.15 East PHE.A vs Trin, A

LACROSSE
Tues. Oct. 17 1.00 Eng vs PHE.A Trafford, Cuthbert

6.30 Erin vs vic Bullock. McGuey
7.30 St.M. vs Dev. Hse Bullock. McGuey
8.30 Dent vs PHE. B Bullock, McGuey

Wed. Oct. 18 6.30 U.C. vs Innis Tamm. M. MacNeil

7.30 Knox vs PHE. C Michie. Sorichetti

8.30 For vs Trin Michie, Sorichetti

Thurs. Oct. 19 6.30 PHE.A vs St.M. rrafford, Cuthbert

7.30 Erin vs Eng Traltord, Cuthbert

8.30 Vie vs Dev. Hse Trafford, Cuthbert

TOUCH FOOTBALL

Tues.

Wed.

VOLLEYBALL

Tues. Oct. 17

16 12.15 East Ball Carriers vs Canucks Zendel

12.15 West Boulter Goldensvs Slackers Wagdin

12.45 West Dodgers vs Rhits Wagdin

17 12.15 Easl Arrythmia vs Heat It Andryjowicz

12.15 West Tachyards vs Team 50 Castillo

12.45 East Pure Crap vs Wycliffe Castillo

12.45 WestTeam Terrific vs Maulers Doret

1.15 East Selects vs Gofers Doret

18 12.15 East Jocks vs Stompers Andryjowicz

12.45 East Yankees vs Monks Plastina

1.15 East Idiots vs Pharmacy Grittani

19 12.15 East W.2 Associates vs Athletic Sup. Castillo

12.45 East Gonads vs Dodhers Kliman

12.45 West'Skule 7T5 vs Nads Doret

1.15 East Coppers Lig. vs Nummies Montgomery

PHE.
Erin

Dent

Oct.18 5.00 St.M.

6.00 Pharm
7.00 For.A

Melnyk

Thurs. Oct. 1! 4.30

8,00

9.00

Music
Trin

Emman

vs Eng.

I

vs Knox
vs Med.

vs Law
vs New
vs Eng. II

vs Vic

vs For.B

vs Wye

Leshchyshen
Bodnaruk
Bodnaruk

Mojsiak
Melnyk

Lansdowne
Malicki

Malicki

blocking rules, awarding the ball to

Ottawa. Blues were totally dumb-
founded and before they recovered

Smith had scored again and Gee-

Gees were ahead to stay.

Blues' offensive unit just couldn't

gel untracked and Gee-Gees stuck

to their powerful rushing game to

maintain field position and run out

Ihe clock.

Halfback Conrad Cozak made it

23-10 on yel another short run and

Wayne Terry added the final

humiliation, running back a pass

interception late in the fourth

quarter.

"We played very well in the first

half, but then went lo sleep for about

len minutes in the third quarter and
that cost us the game," commented
assistant coach Dave Copp.

"That bad call on the short kick

really hurl but, realistically, we had

enough chances to win in the first

half and didn't, so we can't blame

[he referees completely."

Blues can still achieve that

coveted playoff berth with a win

over Carleton at the Stadium on

Saturday.

1 n olher games this past weekend.

Western defeated Waterloo 35-8,

Guelph lost to Windsor 36-22, and

Waterloo Lutheran injury-riddled

McMasler suffered another setback

al Ihe hands of Waterloo Lutheran,

29-17.

Rugby Blues lose to RMC and

York; record now 1 and 3
By DUDLEY CARRUTHERS

The U of T Rugby Blues

experienced the "agony of defeat"

on Iwo recent occasions, losing lo

boih the York Yeomen and the

RMC Redmen.
Last Saturday the club travelled

lit Kingston to avenge the defeat by

the RMC team in the season's

opener. However, the Toronto
squad was defeated 8-0.

The Varsity team paid the price of

inexperience by giving away an early

try through an error in defense. The
RMC cadets played a spoiling

game, capitalizing on every mistake,

and tackling as if their lives depen-

dend on if!

On three occasions the Blues

pressed hard on the RMC goal-line,

hut each time Ihey lacked the finesse

lo hil the scoreboard.

However, near the end of the

game RMC again scored an un-

spectacular try, making the final

score 8-0.

The Blues seconds surprised even

themselves by downing their RMC
counterparts. In a close-fought

game which marked the reactivation

of Graham Wynne, ihe scratch team
from Toronto gained a well'earned

victory, scoring Iwo picture-book

tries, while playing short-handed for

much of the game.

In last Wednesday's closely-

fought game on the back campus

field neither Toronto nor York were

able lo cross their opponents' goal-

BASKETBALL REFEREES
ATTENTION

GET YOUR APPLICATIONS IN NOW-
INTRAMURAL OFFICE, HART HOUSE.

FIRST RULE CLINIC IS SCHEDULED FOR MON-
DAY, OCT. 16th AT 7.00 p.m. IN THE FENCING
ROOM, HART HOUSE. ATTENDANCE IS MAN-
DATORY FOR ALL WOULD-BE OFFICIALS.

HOCKEY REFEREES
ATTENTION

FIRST CLINIC IS SCHEDULED FOR OCT. 23rd. AP-

PLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT INTRAMURAL OF-

FICE. HART HOUSE.

SPEED READING
CLASSES START OCT. 16, 17, AND 18

ON CAMPUS
Register al the SAC Office

or phone 928-4911 for

information

lines. Officious refereeing slowed

down what could have been an ex-

citing game. Instead, a contest

hetween rival place kickers
developed.

York's Mario Rapponi clearly

had the edge, scoring fifteen points

from considerable distances. Blues'

kicker. Rick Hodder, responded

with nine points, leaving the final

score al I
5-9.

In general, the home learn

displayed great determination,

lackling well and continually thwar-

ling the hetter-drilled moves of the

Yeomen.
The Blues second team displayed

the same traditional spirit, upsetting

their rivals by a score of 6-3, Neil

Sorbie scoring the crucial try.

York's only compensation resulted

from a penalty goal.

Despite the Rugby Blues I -3

record, enthusiasm and morale is

still high and flourishing. This

Saturday al 1 :30 pm, the team meets

their traditional rivals from Queen's

on the back campus field.

DO THE DEAD

RETURN?

ANDRE KOLE

KNOWS

A rare new collection of memo-

rabilia adorns, the walls and an

engaging mixture of patrons raise

their glasses. Lunch from noon

'til 3. And from ihen 'til closing, a

delightfully different daily special.

Surrounded by The Sutton Place,

on Weltesley at Bay.

The Bull and The Bear
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sports 4v Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923^1053

PHE downs St. Mike's 17-0
Undefeated PHE met the only other undefeated team in interfac

football's Division I
— St. Mike's — and came out on top 17-0 yesterday.

PHE has now played three games this season, without allowing a single

point.

For the most part the game was a crunching, defencive battle, although

the score was not indicative. St. Mike's seemed to come out of the game in

worse position, with one player suffering a shoulder separation and another

limping off the field.

PHE again relied on its rushing attack, although some evidence at

aerial power was shown when Keith Bagg caught a noticeably long pass late

in the second hair to put PHE within striking distance of the St. Mike's

goalposts.

St. Mike's also played along the ground, but making little headway

there, they attempted to resort to a passing game, only to be stopped again.

PHE could have been on the scoreboard earlier were it not for a poor

call by the referee. Late in the second quarter, Keith Bagg intercepted a St.

Mike's fumble and ran 20-odd yards for an apparent touchdown.

Unfortunately, the referee whistled the play dead too early. However, the

Phys Ed squad regained the ball where Bagg had picked it off, and on the

next series of plays Ed Matchett went across for the touchdown. Terry

Nedoszytko converted to make the score 7-0 at halftime.

In the third quarter a determined PHE team quickly added to the score,

with another touchdown, this time by Stan Gal. Nedoszytko again added a

single. Nedoszytko rounded out the score with a field goal early in the fourth
^

quarter. ^
St. Mike's looked most impressive late in the game, but were unable to ^

go beyond a solid PHE defence. <§

In effect, the game turned out to be a letdown to the expected "close a-

contest" between the two strongest teams of the present interfaculty season. J
Elsewhere — In Division II play last week it was Meds over For 21-14,

£

and Scar defeated Trin 9-0, both games last Thursday. Today, For meets

UC, while on Thursday Trin goes against New, and Vic goes against Eng. Keith Bagg (PHE in foreground) heads over the St. Mike's goal-line for disputed touchdown.

Soccer Blues earn first place, win 2-0 over Western
to

By JOHN COBBY

In their best performance of the

season-the soccer Blues visited Lon-

don Saturday and defeated the

University of Western Ontario

Mustangs 2-0.

Prior to the match both teams

were tied for first place in the

OUAA Western Division, both un-

beaten in three games. The match

assumed great importance for the

Blues, coming as it did after a loss to

Buffalo in exhibition play.

The early play was mainly

confined to midfield as both teams

sought out weaknesses in their op-

ponents' lineups. Many promising

moves broke down in the face of a

tricky wind which, aided by a dry

field, made ball control difficult.

However, on two occasions the

Blues were able to direct penetrating

passes to Peter Hillier, whose con-

stant running made him an excellent

target for the quick break. Breaking

clear on a through ball from Ron
Misurka. he slotted a pass to Mario
DaRosa who took the ball in full

stride, but was halted on an offside

decision.

The Mustangs also decided that

the darting run, rather than a series

of inlerpassing plays, was the way to

create scoring chances. Midway
through the half they tested

goalkeeper Jack Brand severly with

two hard shots, one along the turf

and another heading for the top

corner of the net. Even so neither

team could expose any weakness in

the opposing defences.

The one apparent weakness on
the field was the officiating, with the

referee demonstrating an
astonishing ability to see in-

fringements that were more im-

agined than real. For a while this

appeared to unsettle the Blues, who

were finding it hazardous to make
tackles of any credibility.

The irony of the situation was
exemplified by a sortie started by Ed
Carter, who centred the ball to

Misurka. He, in turn, attempted to

place himself for a shot, but was
crudely treated by three Western

defenders who accurately realised

that his effectiveness when spread on
the ground would be nil. This in-

cident was indicative of the game.

The Blues were playing their best

soccer of the season, with the

offence a considerable menace, as

Hillier foraged ceaselessly and
sprayed accurate passes to both

wings. Meanwhile, in defence, Tim
Burns was cooly collecting the many
misplaced Mustang passes, as Herb
Dubsky's efforts disrupted much of

the home team's attempt at an

organized offence.

Perhaps the half time break

disrupted the Blues' concentration,

for Bob Cazzola was strangely hesi-

tant in cutting out a through ball.

The Western shot from five yards

brought forth an incredible one-

handed save from Brand. Such an

individual effort inspired the Blues

— particularly Giuseppe D'Antoni.

On two occasions he moved with

speed and verve past his opposing
fullback only to see one shot
grabbed by the Western goalkeeper
low at the post, and a second drift

just over the angle of the post and
crossbar.

The harassed Mustangs then

conceded a free kick thirty yards

from goal. Fittingly, when Bruno
Bruni hit the ball hard and low, it

was DAntoni who darted from the

set position to deflect the drive into

the corner of the net, giving Torento
a 1-0 margin at the 60 minute mark.

However, the Western squad

immediately showed the character

expected of a team high in the league

standings. First, a cross from the left

was headed narrowly wide, then a

well executed passing play left an

attacker with only the goalkeeper to

beat; he blasted his shot high from
only ten yards out.

But the Blues were not to be

denied. Phil Oldfield moved the ball

down the left to D'Antonio who
again rounded his unhappy defender

before placing a pass in the path of

the onrushing DaRosa. He made no
mistake, and obtained a just reward

for constant effort, continuing his

record of scoring in every game.

Soon after that 70th minute

goal, an incredible series of incidents

occurred. A Western attack was
halted on a routine tackle by Old-

field, who conceded a corner. The
referee, possessing eyesight that

would make a hawk burn with envy,

decided otherwise from his vantage

point half a length of the field away,

and awarded a penalty shot to the

Mustangs.

The joy in Blues' camp when
Brand dived to save the shot was
soon dispelled when the linesman

decided that the Toronto team had
infringed the penalty area before the

kick was taken. Amazingly, Brand
also saved the second penalty shot,

only to have the linesman-repeaLbis

previous performance.

The referee, either realising that

Brand was unbeatable or in

deference to the pride of the twice

thwarted Mustang penalty taker,

ignored the linesman and allowed

play to preceed.

However before long Blues'

captain Burns was ejected from the

game for protesting, another
refereeing decision. The adversity

enable the short handed Blues to

demonstrate a coolness in play and

to control the game up to the final

whistle, for the final ten minutes,

they were the fitter and more enter-

prising of two good squads.

In this game the Blues showed a

purposeful spirit, deservedly over-

coming strong opponents and the

frustations of inconsistent of-

ficiating. Coupled to the spirit was

an excellence in play that suggests

the team could repeat last year's

championship performance.
Leading the league, the Blues need

only fear overconfidence.

Blue Chips — defenders, such as

Ed Carter and Joe Varelas, who
play quiet but effective games, rare-

ly receive just acclaim Ron
Misurka enjoyed beating his old

team Ian Harris and Eugene
Konarsky are suffering from sore

ankles next game is today at

Guelph whilst Bob Cazzola
would have been delighted to score

against Buffalo, the caption below

last Friday's picture should have

indicated a goal by the
visitors Saturday's victory was
particularly notable, being the first

time in the past five games that the

Blues have defeated Western.

Help Needed
Although sports has been "adequately" covered so far this year this

has been mainly due to the help of only a few of the loyal staff from last

year. We now need people to cover most interfaculty sports — lacrosse,

soccer, rugby, football, hockey, and basketball.

Women reporters are needed for basketball, volleyball, and field

hockey, as well as general information from the Benson Building.

Scarborough and Erindale Colleges should also be represented if

anyone in the east or west is able to contribute.

We also need several reporters — no experience required and very

little training involved — for the following intercollegiate sports —
volleyball, basketball, gymnastics, wrestling, squash, fencing, and water

polo,

PHE students and former players are especially welcome to add

their experience.

The Varsity relies on its readers for contributors. Without your help

we will not be able to cover all sports this year. If you care at all please

come and discuss reporting with no necessary obligation.

The office is located at 91 St. George St., second floor. Drop in

today from noon to 5 pm, Thursday from noon to midnight, or Friday

from noon to 4 pm or, phone 923-4053 and leave your name and phone

number.
Sincerely,



Students vote yes to OFS

OFS general coordinator and returning officer Craig Heron announces the referendum results.

'Professors still to decide exams'
By PAUL MCGRATH

A committee set up to examine

academic requirements for history

courses has decided the present

policy on exams is suitable.

The question of whether exams

wil be required in courses will thus

be handed back to the department

council al its meeting today.

Three of the four committee

members agreed last week that the

present system, with the decision on

exams left up to the individual

professor, is sufficient.

This non-decision is expected to

dismrb some members of the

department who fee! that policy on

exams should be the concern of the

department as a whole, not in-

dividual professors.

Committee, members W.J.

Callahan and Kenneth McNaught

of the staff. Steve Speismann of the

Graduate Student's Union, and Jim

I on go oT the History Students

Union, were asked to prepare

positions on first, second, third and

fourth year exams.

Callahatn decided that the present

svslem is desirable. "I prefer the

present flexibility, rather than

making a sweeping policy," he said.

McNaughl originally called for

first year exams in seminar courses

alter the lecture portion of the

course, exams in all second year

courses, and flexibility in third and

fourth year courses.

Later he amended his position to

agree with Callahan's.

Speismann also agreed with the

present flexibility, although he

suggested a few amendments. One

such amendment called for exams to

he more informal to make them less

sirenuous for the students. However,

he later decided to go along with the

faculty committee members and not

press his amendments.

Jim Longo. on behalf of the

undergraduate students, presented

ihe only differing opinion. He ad-

vocated abolition of exams, agreeing

with most undergraduate history

students, who voted almost un-

animously against exams in an HSU
poll two weeks ago.

"It's hard to judge a student on

material that is basically a

regurgitation of secondary sources

or the professors lectures," says

l ongo. He added that he feels

writing an exam is "such a stress

situation,"

Longo feels the HSU dissenting

opinion will probably be tacked onto

ihe end of the report as presented to

ihe department.

The department council can

accept the report or send it back for

more concrete proposals.

Department chairman J.B.

Conacher declined comment until he

sees the report.

Longo is worried the department

will accept the report without any

discussion of the dissenting HSU
position? "I have a feeling it will be

bounced around," he said. If it isn't,

I'm going to stand up and force a

discussion.

The council will

aflernnon at 3 pm
Wright room 432.

meet this

n Ramsay

With over half the results in from a two-day province-wide referendum,

Ontario students have overwhelmingly sanctioned the use of a January fee

strike to protest a S 100 tuition increase and cuts in student aid.

Seventy-six per cent or students voting who have paid only their first

installment say they will withhold their fees in January should negotiations

between the Ontario Federation of Students and the provincial government
break down.

Ninety per cent voted to support the demands hammered out by the

OFS this summer and presented to an unresponsive provincial government
The demands called for an easing of the province's stringent student aid

program, and an embargo on this year's and future fee increases until the

government has consulted all "affected groups".

About two-thirds of those returning to post-secondary institutions next
year said they would withhold all fees if the government further harmed
students financially.

A fee strike could cost Ontario post-secondary institutions an estimated

$10 million — approximately 10 per cent of their annual operating budgets.

Al press time last night, 33.000 out of an estimated 77,000 full-time

university and community college students from II institutions had cast

ballots, a turn-out unprecedented in recent campus elections.

So far. only one university, Trent, voted against a fee strike.

U of T students turned out in droves during the two-day referendum.

Out or 2 1 .000 undergraduates. 1 1 ,600 cast ballots, while 450 part-time and

250 graduate students voted in simultaneous polls.

Graduate students are not members or OFS, while the Association or
Parl-lime Students and SAC are members.

U or T undergraduate returns matched those across the province almost

to a lee. Ninety per cent supported the OFS demands, 74 per cent agreed to

withhold fees, and 74 per cent said they would support a total fee strike next

year, should the province hike the price of post-secondary education.

OFS will take the referendum results to the province before they meet

to decide what to do next.

But, previous approaches to government ministers on the issue of

student aid and fees have had cold receptions.

A Wednesday night meeting between new Colleges and Universities

Minister Jack McNie and members of the OFS executive produced only a

re-ileration of the government's intention to maintain the present fee

increase.

_ But. OFS treasurer and U of T SAC president Eric Miglin said McNie

| was receptive to complaints about the student aid program. McNie told U of

^ T students Tuesday that he is "confident" fees will not be raised next year,

*f Students are asking that the government reduce the present loan ceiling

|T from SHOO to $600. make part-time student eligible for student aid, and

5 reduce the age of independence from the present 24.

*~ The present high loan ceiling means that students who apply for student

aid will he awarded their first $800 in loans only, before they are eligible for

government grants. Student leaders argue that this discourages low-income

students from attending university.

The age of independence refers to the upper limit of parental

contributions. In other words, a student under the age of 24 is assumed to be

supported by his parents, whether or not he actually is.

Even iT the government continues to cast a pallid light on student

demands, a provincial-wide strike will not result automatically.

Referendum results will be studied by individual campus student

councils who will decide if they will support a strike. If enough do, they will

gather within the OFS fold to plan joint action.

And. Miglin repeatedly told last night's press conference that no action

would he considered until the negotiations with the government are

exhausted.

"But. we'll take a hard look in late November if the government

appears to be stalling," he said.

Leftists dismiss Guard threat
By KIM RICKETTS

Radical campus groups have generally dismissed a

Western Guard threat to disrupt leftist meetings as "the

standard attempt or the ultra-right" to intimidate the

left.

In a typical reaction. Bill Getty of Students for a

Democratic Society described the Guard as "an in-

significant loud group of fascists, amounting quan-

titatively to nothing but qualitatively to even less."

The threat is a direct result of last week's

cancellation, because of rumoured violence, of the

laping of a television program featuring a Ku Klux

Klan official. A Western Guard member later an-

nounced the group intends to disrupt all campus

meetings featuring Marxist or black speakers.

The Communist Party or Canada (Marxist-

l.eninist). who have clashed in the past with the Guard,

also thought the threat was not worth worrying about.

A CPC (M-L) spokesman declared that "fascists

have no right to speak in Canada." Smash fascists

through active resistance was their solution to the

problem.

Frank Cunningham of the U of T Communist

Club dismissed the threat as "no big deal", but rather

an assertion that the Western Guard intends to continue

previous policies. "They've been blackmailing campus

groups ever since they've been in existence," Cun-

ningham declared. He complained that the Western

Guard has never attended a left wing meeting with the

purpose of presenting their views, but only to disrupt it.

Cunningham considers it "a mistake for the

administration or any campus body to buckle into their

threats."

The Young Socialists' reaction was similar,

although less military than the CPC's (M-L).

Not at all intimidated, the group intends to

continue meeting. Having had experience with the

Western Guard on past occasions, they say they know

what to expect, and will set up a defence guard should

ihe necessity arise.

Another campus left group, the Old Mole,

considers the issue to be important but has not yet

reached an official position. One member said,

"Historically the correct way to fight fascism is through

united action by the organizations of the working class

and ils leadership."

SAC president Eric Miglin defined the Western

Guard as a •small determined rough crew of people

who have been known to resort to violence."

"1 don't know how seriously we can lake them," he

said, but he feels it necessary "to have people around

that arc prepared to deal with them."

SAC is occasionally asked to sponsor leftist

meetings or obtain rooms Tor them.
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HERE AND NOW
Effective with material submitted

for inclusion in Wednesday's Here

and Now, announcements for this

column will only be accepted if they

are submitted on the forms provided,

typed on a 64-character line. The

new forms are now available in The

Varsity editorial offices, second

floor, 91 St. George Street.

TODAY
7 am

If you have trouble getting up In the

morning — and who doesn"t — and you live

on campus, then let Archie Hunter. John

Varr and Rob Gregory wake you up mor-

nings on U of T Radio 820 AM in campus

residences.

noon

Last day to reserve for Hillel supper

Monday and Tuesday. 186 St. George.

1 pm
Steven H. Comforth will address

students interested in a career in

Chartered Accounting with regard to ad-

mission requirements and the nature of

work involved. MLellan Physics, room 203.

4 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship float

building for the Homecoming Parade.

Bring a bag luch for supper. In front of Hart

House.

GSU Wine and Cheese Party. 16

Bancroft.

7 pm
Innis Film Society presents Edgar Allan

Poe's The Raven". Admission: S1. Med Sci

Auditorium.

7:30 pm
Frank Capra Film Festival: "Mr. Smith

Goes to Washington". Admission free.

Room 1016, NC
St. Michael's College Film Club present

Francois Tru Hart's "The Wild Child". Ad-

mission: $1. Carr Hall. Again at 10 pm.

9 pm
"Count Yorga Vampire" special Friday

the 13th thrills by the Innis Rim Society.

Admission: $1 (free with 7 pm movie). Med

Sci Auditorium.

SATURDAY
9 am

Varsity Christian Fellowship requires

people to help hand out pamphlets tor

Homecoming. In front of Hart House.

4 pm
"A Turnabout In Aesthetics to

Understanding", the Inaugural address of

Or. Calvin G. Seerveld upon his ap-

pointment to the laculty of the Institute for

Christian Studies. Convocation Hall.

7 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship October

Social. It's a hayrlde out in the country.

Please bring friends and cars. Cost: $1.

Meet In front of Hart House.

7:30 pm
St. Michael's College Film Club presents

Francois Truffant's "The Wild Child". Ad-

mission: $t. Carr Hall. Again at 10 pm.

8:30 pm
Hillel presents movie nite: "Garden of

the Finzi Contlnls". Admission: $1. Physics

Building, room 202.

Homecoming Party at Phi Delta Theta

Fraternity with bar and band. Everyone

welcome. 165 St. George.

SUNDAY
10 am

The Newman community Is open to all

who wish to share In exploring and ex-

pressing belief in a University setting. Sun-

day Masses are at 10 and noon. St.

Thomas Aquinas Chapel.

11 am
"How do we know God?" will be

discussed at the Hart House service. You

are invited to |oln fellow students in

worship. Hart House.

Worship service in the morning; Dinner

at 5:30 (60 cents); and a panel discussion:

"Genetic Engineering". University Lutheran

Chapel, 610 Spadina.

2 pm
Meeting lor a choir specializing In Jewish

music. 186 St. George.

3 pm
General meeting for supporters of Dan

Heap's candidacy for Alderman in Ward 6.

Bathurst Street United Church, 736

Bathurst.

7 pm
St. Michael's College Film Club present

John Ford's "The Grapes of Wrath", with

Henry Fonda. Admission by series ticket.

Carr Hall. Again at 9:30 pm.

7:30 pm
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew.

186 St. George.

8 pm
Sunday Evening Concert: The Czech

String Quartet. Great Hall.

Heap to reveal donor names
Dan Heap, an aldermanic

candidate in Ward 6 in the

December 4 municipal election, has

reversed an earlier position and

decided that all donations to his

campaign fund will be made public.

In an interview yesterday. Heap

said that he had changed his position

because opinion at a Citizens Forum
two weeks ago was in favour of

publishing the names of the donors.

Originally he had decided thai all

donors would have their names
made public except those who
specifically requested to remain

anonymous. This, he said, was
because publishing their names
might prove awkward due to the

nature of their employment.

HART HOUSE
ART GALLERY

WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE

Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Weds. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Sunday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

MEAL TICKETS
are available tor use at lun-

cheon and dinner in the Great

Hall. Enquire at the great Hall

cashier.

$30 for 24 meals.

REVOLVER CLUB
Monday and Wednesday
Revolver Club - 7 p.m.

Rifle Range
Safety Instruction - 8 p.m

Rifle Range

CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT

John Cahill
and members of the

TORONTO SYMPHONY
Sun., Oct. 15, 8 p.m.

Great Hall

SPADINA RIDING
CANDIDATES MEETING
MON., OCT. 16, 1 P.M.

DEBATES ROOM

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TUES., WEDS., AND THURS.

FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

SMC FILM CLUB
PRESENTS

a film by FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT

Friday, Oct. 13
f#f€y

wild Saturday, Oct. 14

child"
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

7:30 & 10:00 pm

CARR HALL Admission M.00

VOLUNTEERS
MEN AND WOMEN

URGENTLY REQUIRED TO
WORK IN INNER-CITY

WITH CHILDREN 5 TO 12

YEARS OF AGE,
APPROXIMATELY 3 HOURS

PER WEEK.

CALL CENTRAL
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE

925-4363
FOR APPOINTMENT

HART HOUSE INVITES YOU TO A

SPADINA RIDING
CANDIDATES MEETING

1 P.M. OCT. 16

DEBATES ROOM, HART HOUSE
BOB BEARDSLEY
MAGGIE BIZZELL
PERRY RYAN
PETER STOLLERY

NEW DEMOCRAT
COMMUNIST

PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
LIBERAL

5 0

SPEED READING
CLASSES START OCT. 16, 17, AND 18

ON CAMPUS
Register at the SAC Office

or phone 928-4911 for

information

Making the most ofa good thing.That's Bacardi.

A private place. Free time. Maybe someone special. And definitely Bacardi rum.
You sec, Bacardi white-dry is a natural for cola, tonic, orange juice,

tomato juice, even dry vermouth.
So you can really make the most of it.

Best of all, since anything goes with Bacardi, Bacardi goes anytime.

BACARDI rum
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Biggest furn-out in province

Ten:one U of T margin backs OFS position
By EDWARD PODGORSK1
By a margin of over 10 - 1,

University of Toronto students

have given overwhelming sup-

port to the demands of the On-

tario Federation of Students in

its campaign against higher

tuition fees.

Students also stated that they

would withhold fees in January

by about 3 - 1 if OFS is unsuc-

cessful in negotiating with the

provincial government.

Members of the Students' Ad-

ministrative Council, which in-

cludes all full-time un-

dergraduate students, had over a

50 per cent turn-out. This was

the highest percentage turn-out

of any university in the province-

wide referendum.

The Association of Part-time

Undergraduate Students, which

is also a member of OFS, voted

approximately 8 - 1 in favour of

the OFS demands.
Following the trend across

campus, graduate students also

voted 10 - 1 in favour of OFS
demands. Since the Graduates'

Student Union is not a member
of OFS, graduate students

balloting is regarded only as an

opinion poll.

On the demands question,

10,599 SAC members were in

favour of the demands, with 936

against.

Students also said "yes" to the

second question which asked

students to withhold their

tuition fees in January if OFS
negotiations with the Ontario

government prove unsuccessful.

Favouring withholding fees were

5.372, 1,790 against, and 4,386

had already paid their full

tuition.

In response to question three,

students unexpectedly supported

withholding all of next year's

tuition fees if the Ontario gover-

nment announces further fee in-

creases or if there are further

detrimental changes in the On-
tario Student Award Program.

For the boycott were 6,637 ,

2,612 against, and 1,958 said

they would not be attending next

year.

This came as a surprise to

SAC vice-president Ross
Flowers. "Students must realize

that students who don't pay

tuition fees can' t register.

Students must be really very,

very concerned."

Flowers wonders whether
students who said they were

prepared to withhold their fees

in January will in fact do so.

A formal decision on whether

to back a fees strike will be made
by SAC at next Monday's
meeting.

The poll held by the

Association of Part-time Un-
dergraduate Students showed
that extension students suppor-

ted the OFS demands strongly,

but either were not able or not

willing to back them up.

Support for the demands was
indicated by 329 voting "yes"
and only 41 against.

Liberals stick with

unemployment tactics
By PAT REDICAN

The Liberal candidate in Spadina, admitted last night that he

was "as puzzled as Mr. Trudeau" about the recent rise in unem-

ployment, but assured his audience that "the Liberal party will go on

doing what is has been doing" to meet this crisis.

Peter Stollery, speaking to about 75 people at an all candidates

meeting at the St.Joseph's residence in St. Michael's College, urged

voters to "look to the future" on election day.

Statistics Canada announced that the seasonally adjusted unem-

ployment rate in October went up to 7 .1 per cent, the highest recor-

ded since 1962. In response. Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau said he

was "puzzled" by the rise.

His opponents including incumbent Conservative MP Perry Ryan

(who won as a Liberal in the last election) NDP candidate Bob Bear-

sdlye, along with two Communist candidates, blasted the Liberal

government on unemployment, inflation and the sellout of the

eCOn

SteJlery charged the Conservatives have "no platform", but

failed himself to offer any solutions to the economic woes of the coun-

try. . .

Beardsley criticized both Liberal and the Conservative policies

which he said allow the "sell-out of the economy to the Americans."

Both Maggie Bizzell of the Communist Party and,Mitchell Bornstein

of the Communist Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist) agreed that

this was the factor basic to all the economic problems of the country^

Ryan asserted that better relations with the United States and

Great Britain were the solution to this problem diplomatic relations

with these countries now, he said,"were never worse".

Bornstein charged that the parliamentary system was irrelevant

and said that the CPC(M-L) is fielding^ candidates to "bring the

message or the revolution to the people"

Bizzell called for a coalition of anti-monopolist forces including

the communist party and the NDP,

Volunteer workers count the results of U of T's referendum on the fees strike yesterday in the

Drill Hall. As on other campuses, U of T undergraduates strongly backed the CFS demands.

New Vic pres not pro-student;

tries to keep everybody happy
ByEERNENDO theology student. There were requirements for fede

TDtLir*NTi? four facultv reoresentatives on colleges to meet in order l

create a socialist state..

By EERNENDO
TRAEICANTE

Goldwin S. French, chairman of

the history department of

McMaster University, has been

appointed president of Victoria

University effective January 1

succeeding John Hodgetts.

Although known as conser-

vative, French has a reputations

of being well liked by his

students. Debra Lewis, VUSAC
vice-president and a member of

the search committee which

recommended him said "He does

not take a strong student stand,

but he tries to keep everyone

happy."

French was chosen by a 13-

person search committee which

included four students, one of

whom was an Emmanuel College

theology student. There were

four faculty representatives on

the committee, four from the

Board of Regents and one alum-

nus.

The regents ratified the choice

in August but it was not

released, according to Hodgetts,

because they wanted to find a

good picture of French to go with

the official announcement.
French's appointment comes

at a time of financial crisis for

the federated colleges t>f the

University of Toronto. Efforts

to overcome inadequate govern-

ment financing have pre-empted

restructuring Victoria College;s

government, says Hodgetts.

A report on restructuring, the

"Mini - Commission on Univer-

sity Government" was tabled

awaiting provincial government

Degree of emphasis on tutorials undecided
By RANDY ROBERTSON
The New Program Review

Committee agreed yesterday that

emphasis on tutorials in arts and

science courses is not as great as

the Macpherson Report had

recommended. It could not

agree, however, that the propor-

tion of couses with tutorials ad-

vocated by the report actually

could be or should be achieved.

The committee met in the

Pharmacy Building to discuss to

what degree the recommen-
dations of the Macpherson

Report had been implemented in

the New Program.

The 1968 Macpherson Report

urged sweeping changes in the

structure and methods of

teaching in the faculty. A large

number of its proposals were im-

plemented in time for the 1969-

70 academic year.

David Warren, a recent arts

graduate and researcher for the

review committee claimed that

due to a lack of money there are

not enough faculty members and

graduate students assistants to

supply instructors for tutorials.

Political economy professor Paul

Fox said that the best graduate

students were not available to

teach because they had accepted

fellowships or research grants.

Associate arts dean James

Cruise said that differences bet-

ween departments in staff-

student ratios forced some
departments to conduct their

courses entirely by lecture.

Graduate history student

Bruce Bowden wondered if

students were capable of the

tutorial system (sic). He said

that students were not perpared

to do the day-to-day assignments

necessary for good tutorials.

Since the students often have no

background knowledge, he

claimed the tutorial turns into

"either a mini-lecture or a

pooling of ignorance". He doub-

ted that students were respectful

of other students and wondered

if they ever listened to others'

opinions and learned anything

from them.

But, chemical engineering

professor Robert Jervis said that

students were not getting what

they were paying for. He said

that there were very few actual

"contact hours" for students

with members of the faculty.

Students deserve, he said, 10 or

12 hours a week with their

professors.

UC English professor Frank

Watt said that "in English at

least, the value of tutorials died

with the disappearance of

honour students." Attention in

the old program was devoted,

through tutorials, to honours

students, he noted. The quality

of the teachers and students, and

the shared background because

the students were in the same

year and had taken the same

courses, meant that "you could

do things" with these students.

Innis College student Ronald

Struys suggested that different

teaching methods might be ap-

propriate to different years. He
said that since the groundwork

was being done in the first and

second years, lectures might be

more appropriate in them than

in tutorials.

Fox said that there was a basic

lack of rooms in the university

for tutorials.

The committee considered the

relationship between attendance

at classes and wich method of

teaching is used.

Warren claimed that it was

possible to document a decline in

the past few years of regular at-

tendance at lectures, despite the

fact that the number of lectures

per week has been reduced as the

Macpherson Report recommen-

ded. He said thet students were

doing the necessary work, but

not going to the lectures.

The Macpherson Report regar-

ded lectures as an unsatisfactory

way to transmit information.

Yet, they are used for this pur-

pose in the New Program as they

were in the old, one committee

member said. If lect ures do .not

change, they are rather

irrelevant, he suggested.

req uirements for federated
colleges to meet in order to ob-

tain increased funding. However,
Hodgetts expects the government
to clear the issue up soon, so that

active consideration of restruc-

turing can resume.

French comes to his position

with impeccable academic
credentials. He holds three

degrees from the University of

Toronto and is a winner of Vic-

toria's Regents' gold medal in

history.

After teaching for 17 years at

MacMaster, in 1964 he became

chairman of the history depart-

ment.

He also presently holds impor-

tant positions on historical

bodies, including the chairman-

ship of the archives committee of

the United Church of Canada
(Victoria College is affiliated

with the United Church).

He is the author of "Parsons

and Politicians :The Role of the

Wesleyan Methodists in Upper

Canada and the Maritimes from

1780 to 1855" and is com-

pleting another work.

Hodgetts is retiring a year

before his term was due to ex-

pire. He explained the reason

was "acute schizophrenia caused

by teaching and performing an

administrative function"

He intends to continue

teaching political science.

Varsity

talkathon
Talk, Talk, Talk. Talk

about ORCUP. Talk about

things you want to do with

The Varsity's sports policy.

And, we'ii talk about

anything else you want to

talk about.

So, come to the staff

meeting in The Varsity office

at 91 St. George St. at 1 pm
today, and let's talk about

this.
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The Varsity, jmber ol Canadian

Monday marks the second

anniversary of the Trudeau

government's use of the War
Measures Act to deal with a sup-

posed "apprehended in-

surrection" in Quebec.

University Press, was lounded In 1680

and is published by ihe Sudanis' Ad-

ministrative Council ol ihe University

ol Toromo and is primed by Dalsons

Press Lid. Opinions expressed in ihls

newspaper are not necessarily ihose ol

ihe Students' Administrative Council

or ihe administration ol Ihe university.

Formal complaints aboul ihe editorial

or business operation ol ihe paper may

be addressed to the Chairman, Cam-

pus Relalions Commitieo, Varsity

Soard ol Directors. 91 Si George St.
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Writerdocuments

Brazil torture
In Wednesday's Varsity article on

Brazil, only brief reference is made
lo the terrible torture practised by

the present government of that

country. Details of 1,08 1 cases of

torture, carefully and critically

eross-cheeked, have recently been

published in a 91 page report by

Amnesty International.

The Amnesty report is based on

signed depositions and letters from

prisoners, accounts by direct

witnesses, lawyers, journalists, and

churchmen, and stories in both the

Brazilian and international press.

The report details repeated instances

of severe beatings, electric shocks

administered to the sexual organs of

male and female prisoners,

simulated executions, near drowning

and suffocation, pentolhal in-

jections, psychological torture, use

of the "pau de arara", torture of

children in front of their parents and

or parents in front of their children,

and other violations by Brazilian

interrogators of Article 5 of the

Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. The report notes that torture

goes on in practically all Brazilian

prisons and lists the main centres. It

names not only tortured prisoners

and witnesses, but also the more

notorious torturers and members of

the Death Squads.

All previous approaches lo the

Brazilian government by Amnesty

International and by other in-

lernalional bodies seeking an in-

vestigation into the allegations of

torture have met with a negative

response from the Brazilian govern-

ment. Following the publication of

the Amnesty report, the Brazilian

government prohibited all mention

of Amnesty International by

Brazilian newspapers.

David Savan

member, Amnesty International

Gov't exploits

labour: Breton
Earlier this year, in a speech

praising the Liberal federal govern-

ment. Mitchell Sharp said, "We
have sought to preserve the quality

of our environment for present and

future generations of Canadians."

For the people of Cape Breton,

however, these are empty words.

This northernmost portion of

Nova Scotia has been one of the

traditionally exploited regions of

Canada. Unemployment is very

high here, the existing jobs are

usually tedious and exhausting, and
ving costs are exhorbitant. A quart

of milk, for example, costs 37 cents

home-delivered and from 40 cents to

46 cents in the store, thanks to

processing industry-inspired price

fixing by the Liberally-appointed

N.S. Dairy Commission.

What is worse, the federal and

provincial Liberal governments have

joined forces lo exploit the labour of

Cape Bretoners for profit while ex-

hausting the region's non-renewable

resources and poisoning our air,

water, soil, and food.

Some years ago the provincial

government took over the Sydney
Steel Corporation (Sysco). The
federal government, through the

Cape Breton "Development" Cor-
poration (Devco), look over the coal

mines and coke ovens here. The coal

mines bore deeper and deeper under

the ocean floor, while the coke ovens

and steel mill make Sydney's air the

most polluted in Canada.

Instead of installing smoke-

oontrol devices, the Liberal

politicians in Halifax and Ottawa

have chosen to create additional

bureaucratic smokescreens:
departments of the environment.

With election lime approaching, the

governments have also sponsored a

series of environment hearings in

preparation for a do-nothing
resources conference.

The air over Sydney, Cape Breton

is cleaner for the moment, but only

because the sleelworkers are on

strike. Their provincial employers,

Sysco, refuses to give in to their

wage demands, and air pollution

hasn't even been discussed yet.

Nova Scotia isn't the only

province whose ecology is suffering

under a partnership of Liberal

governments. Quebec, Trudeau's

home province, is continuing with its

plans lo flood vast areas of Indian

hind around James Bay in order to

sell hydro-electric power to the

United States. Meanwhile, the

federal government has issued a

scries of postage stamps honouring

the Plains Indians.

These are just some examples of

what has become a standard Liberal

ploy: appear concerned while

backslabbing.

Walter W. Plaut

Engineer offers

prank apology
Let me begin by stating that not

only am 1 an engineer, but a par-

ticipant in the presidential in-

auguration caper (limousine, slide

rule, "Mr. Big", et cetera) that

seems to have provoked a flurry of

criticism, primarily from your
paper. In your editorial of October

2. you have been particularly

entertainment. In ihe petulant con-

text from which this quote is taken,

one gathers that the whole God-
damn world should shut up unless

whatever is being said fits your

particular constraints of political

relevancy. One detects the scent of

rampant holier-than-thouism.

One of the most shamefully

distorted aspects of the entire affair

has heen the point of spontaneous

audience protest. As a participant, I

recognized no more than two district

voices of protest, one of which fell

raised. (My sources tell me that the

most determined "orator" was not

Italian.) If, however, any Italian has

felt him/herself offended by our

caper. I invite ihem to write me, in

care of Engineering Stores,

Haullain/Mill Building lo arrange

for a personal apology, in two

weeks. 1 will report on how many
people have laken me up on this

offer.

While I realize that the main
thrust of your editorial has been in

criticism of the letter from the five

Did Lady Godlva Memorial Band occupy Slmcoe Hall? Their prank was pre-arranged with

administration, writer says.

vitriolic in your condemnation of

this caper. In ihis letter, I would like

to question some of Ihe points and

observations made.

You begin your treatment of the

caper by implying that we had

ollcnded and inconvenienced the

platform party by delaying the of-

licnl reee:::aundl. This would be a

rather tenuous conclusion lo draw

from vour editorial since in the next

sentence you state, accurately, that

the caper was prearranged with Sim-

cite Hall. Since this is the case, how

was ihe official parly supposed to

have heen inconvenienced by a

scheduled event?

The editorial continues by

erilici/ing the caper for "poking

irreveranl fun at ihe president".

What ihe hell, then, do you call your

own cenlrespread of the same issue?

You also seem lo charge that the

caper was "politically irrelevant",

ignoring its primary purpose of

silent after ihe first yell. The other

was, not too kindly, hooted down by

ihe Band. Yet. out of an estimated

100-500 Italians in Ihe audience, the

only ethnic group who have any

right to feel offended, no voices were

SAC reps, your distortion of the

events of ihe inauguration caper was

too rank to have gone unchallenged.

M. Vasilkovs

Ind. Eng. M

zz- rr

Export A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

rjtOUinil WHOLESALE
rAoHlUN WAREHOUSE

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

• BAG PANTS

JEANS &&

.TOPS =!

.BLAZERS

v SMOCKS

.GOWNS

. BLAZER SUITS w/BAGS SS S3£
5M -

s30

.'MEN'S SHIRTS *5 3/- $ 12

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;

SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

NEW COLLEGE

WRITING FACILITY
• Individual advice on written expression.

This programme is intended to assist students with the presentation of

written work for all departments.

• This programme is also available for those writing in French

Room 121 New College

928-5157
Regular Hours:

Monday 2-4

Tuesday 10-6

Wednesday 10-6 (French, 2-4)

Thursday 10-6 (French, 2-4)

Friday 2-4
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U of T will seek more money from business
By BRIANE NASIMOK

The External Affairs Committee

of the Governing Council adopted a

report Wednesday that recommends

the establishment of a body to solicit

greater private financial support for

the university.

The hody. to be known as the

University of Toronto Private Sup-

port Board would be split into two

sections, internal and external, and

would be chaired by the president of

U ofT.
II' passed by the Governing

Council, the internal section's main

function will be to "consider and

assess what appeals should be made

to the private sector, establish

priorities as needed, provide policy

guidance and help to ensure co-

ordination of appeals".

The external section will try to

secure the "maximum potential sup-

port from the private sector" with a

core of volunteers. The report cited

the Varsily Fund Board as an ex-

cellent example of what it proposes.

The Varsily Fund, the

organization which collects and ad-

ministers money donated by the

university's alumni, except Trinity's,

will not be affected by- this report.

The Private Support Board would

canvass from private corporations

and business only, and would not

inlerfere with research grants given

lo the university.

President John Evans suggested

that some people in the university

mav have doubts about the ef-

ficiency of such a body, feeling that

the individual approach would be

more successful.

Fvans questioned the role of the

board, wondering how much it

should be a policy body, or an actual

fund raising group. He also

questioned the cost of running such

an organization.

Chairman Walter J. MacNeill

compared the board lo the United

Appeal, a combined appeal. This

would eliminate duplication of

appeals lo one firm in a short space

of time.

York will clamp down on thieves

Bobby Seale may speak here

Bobby Seale, national chairman

of the Black Panthers and a member

of the national steering committee

of National Peace Action Coalition

(NPAC). has agreed to speak in

Toronto on November 3.

Seale is best remembered for the

part he played in the 1968 Chicago

anti-war protests and the subsequent

"conspiracy" trials. He spent a

number of years in prison awaiting

trial on charges that were eventually

dropped or dismissed.

A letter has been written to the

Minister of Immigration asking that

Seale he allowed lo enter Canada

for ihe speaking engagement. He
will he talking on the war in Viet-

nam and black liberation struggles.

Seale has disassociated himself

from ihe Democratic Party and the

MeGovern campaign. He is present-

ly running for mayor in Oakland,

MOW-. OX DAVID...
studies every sundry
morning ;it iejuotcn
in our ixfaulilu] loiuige

PR\ci:in\
r

ii-:rx\M
GARTH HUNT in

,

ixrson! mom lav iolvidn\
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California.

Seale's speech will precede a two-

day cross-country conference of the

Student Mobilization Committee, a

co-ordinating body for the anti-war

movement on campuses and high

schools.

avenue rd. church
student fellowship
~43 avenue id.245 auenu
964 6693

JINGLES JINGLES

- PHOTO -PAUCE -

Attractive

Models
Required
for Nude

Photography

CALL: 964-1742

279 YONGE ST.

JINGLES JINGLES

4 C for students

XEROX
9 to 6. Mon. - Fri.

12-5, Sat.
7 Charles St. W.

Impress (near Yonge>

967-1110
Impress is now ottering after-hours
copying al 4c per copy. This service is

by appoinimeni only. Please call
before 6:00 p.m., one bay in advance. |

VICTORIA UNIV.

Men's Residences has

VACANCIES
for Grads. or Undergrads

ROOM & BOARD
ONLY

Apply Dean of Men's Office

Rm. 102 N.A.B.

or call 928-3809.

York University's administration has decided that

if a person is found committing a crime on campus he

will he subject to arrest and prosecution.

Previously, problems with criminal activities were

referred within the university to a college master for

"counselling", according to administration student

liaison officer John Becker. Now they will be referred

directly to Metro police, a statement released in

September says.

John Dunn, head of security at York, says that

York "was slow in reaching this point" but that it was a

necessary step because of a "substantial amount of

theft on campus.

In a similar move, Rodger Shute, McLaughlin

College president wants to set up a volunteer student

security service to fight crime at York. He hopes to use

Ihe service not only at dances and pub nights but also to

check Ihe campus at night for any vandalism or theft.

Student council president John Theobald said

Wednesday that he was in agreement with the policy of

hringing police on campus lo deal with crimes. It was

"simply a .reaffirmation of the laws of the land", he

siiid.

He refused lo comment, however, on the volunteer

sludenl security force proposal beyond saying that there

were several people working on it.

Use of police on campus is a major component of

the University of Toronto's discipline policy now being

reviewed by the Internal Affairs Committee of the

(ioverning Council.

it£ not work-
ing. let's turn
off the lights.

n's GOT fet£ in the
FM FRONT END FOR,
TOP SENSITIVITY AND

SO HAVE I.

LETS TURN
OFF THE
LIGHTS.

IT HAS AN EXTRAWIDE
TUNING DIAL WITH AN
OVERSIZE TUNING METER.

SO HAVEyou.
LETfe TURN
OFF THE
LIGHTS.

FOR a$239.95
RECEIVER WITH SO
WATTS, n"!>GOT LOTS

FEATURES.

SO HAVE YOU.

LET'S TURN
OFF THE
LIGHTS.

<H>PIOMCEOR
THE NEW SX-424 AM-FM

STEREO RECEIVER- ONLY $239.95

C0NT/-CT "YOUR LOC/L PIONEER DFAL EXCLUSIVE AGENT FOR CANADA
S. H. PARKER COMPANY

67 LESMILL RD.. DON MILLS, ONTARIO. PHONE 416. 445-8530
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you can find out

what he found out...

see page 10
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Elton John crackles

with raw electricity

at monumental concert

flHHMHMflHHHU^MHHH

Elton John has always been firmly

entrenched as one of my musical favorites

but after his premier Toronto appearance

last Thursday it's unimaginable that

anyone could overtake the number one

position that he so deservedly won that

night.

From the moment he came on stage, in

an unlikely outfit of a red, blue and silver

striped and sparkled top hat and tails, with

matching platform shoes, Elton John out-

flanked the wildest expectations of the

audience of more than fifteen thousand.

Seated at the keyboard of the grand piano

his first two, self-accompanied songs, Tiny

Dancer and Daniel, were completely jux-

taposed in theme and atmosphere to his

outlandish attire. With the introduction of

the band complete, all hell broke loose.

As the utterly complete performer that

he is, he knew exactly what the audience

wanted to hear and he gave that and

more. Most artists have to be coaxed,

usually for the encore, to play their best

known pieces. But not Elton John. He put

down at least one song from each of his

five albums and the crowd was, in fact,

stunned when he gave them Your Song,

so early in the concert.

His backup group, included Dee Murray

on bass, Davey Johnstone on guitar, banjo

and mandolin, and Nigel Olsson drums.

Olsson's percussive display rivalled the

exquisite gut-thumping standards on

Elton's studio albums. The overall sound

was remarkable, not just for Maple Leaf

Gardens but for any rock hall In this city.

Every instrument as well as the vocals,

were sharp and clear and very expertly

balanced. A number like Rocket Man was

performed with more delicacy than I

thought possible, outside of the confines

of the studio. Davey Johnstone's Slide

guitar was a marvel to listen to as it

weaved through the crowd and hearalded

the chorus with a stinging clarity.

When Elton got to the rinky-tink break

in / Think I'm Going to Kill Myself, a certain

"Legs" Larry Smith, long-haired and

mustachioed tap-danced onto the stage

wearing a strange outfit that included a

black football helmet with a white pompon

and black and white penny loafers. That

song was appropriately followed by an

unbelievable version of Can I Put You On,

where Elton kicked away the piano stool

and worked the crowd to a frenzy, as he

ran from one side of the stage to the other

and returned to pound the keyboard as he

knelt before it.

The concert passed the one hour mark

as the crowd thundered. Elton said he'd

be back for what everyone expected

would be the finale after a quick costume

change. He reappeared in about two

minutes to do a freaky version of Singing

In The Rain with "Legs" while a painted

lady threw silver sparkles into the

audience. But that was not the end.

Elton got as caught up with his act as

the crowd did and he never held back his

obvious pleasure at their enthusiasm. His

disbelieving fans kept bringing him back

as the concert stretched to a phenomenal

two hours and fifteen minutes. Apart from

his earlier moments of commanding stage

presence, the last few songs stood out as

monumental displays of raw electric

energy as he crackled through turned-on,

stops-out versions of Whole Lotta Shakin'

Going on. Take Me To The Pilot and finally

Hercules.

With the house lights on, Elton was

stripped down to his shirt and now wore

red and white striped socks and winged

boots as he broke down all inhibitions with

his stange antics. His hands on the

keyboard and his face contorted in

grimaces of intensity, he kicked his feet

straight out back into the air as he shouted

out Bernie Taupin's lyrics. The Gardens

revelled in glorious waves of climax after

climax, as Elton John lept upon the

Steinway and hurled himself across the

stage.

When the last note triumphed through

the air, the audience and performers were

at the ,JOint of complete exhaustion. Peo-

ple fll'sred onto Carlton Street smiling and

shak ng their heads in amazement.

I think everyone got their money's

worth.

9

THIS WEEKEND
WORLD'S BIGGEST MULTI-MEDIA SHOW

SONG & SCRIPT
AND

A & M RECORDS
are celebrating our
10th anniversaries

SPECIAL OFFER ON THE
LATEST CAT STEVENS AND
LORENCE HUD ALBUMS

CATCH BULL AT POUR

9 BIG PERFORMANCES
ST. LAWRENCE EXHIBITION PAVILLION

(Directly Across From St. Lawrence Market - 95 Front East)

FRIDAY, OCT. 13- 8 P.M., 10 P.M., MIDNIGHT FREAK SHOW
SATURDAY. OCT. 14- 3 P.M., 10 P.M., MIDNIGHT SHOW
SUNDAY. OCT. 15- 8:00 P.M., 10:00 P.M., AND MIDNIGHT

ADVANCE TICKETS S3.00 AND $3.25 AT THE DOOR: $3.50

ADVANCE TICKETS AT ALL EATON'S ATTRACTIONS OUTLETS
AND AT SAM THE RECORD MAN LOCATIONS

LIMITED QUANTITIES

OUR REGULAR PRICE $4.29

ANNIVERSARY PRICE $
3.98

SONG & SCRIPT
98 Bloor St. W.

(with this ad}

(next to University Theatre) 923-3044
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Last of the Order"lacks divine inspiration
Sensitive to the Jesus

movement in the streets and rock

and roll religion in the musical

theatre, straight dramatists are

showing an increasing interest in

the relationship between God
and man. It is unfortunate that

this interest cannot be shared by
the audience In its relationship

with this play.

Richard Benner's The Last of

the Order, which opened at the

Tarragon Theatre Tuesday, Is a
perfect example of a work that

has forgotten what It was that

made shows like Qodspell.

successful. Their secret lay in the

playing, not In the preaching.

Godspell went light on God and
heavy on spell-binding enter-

tainment. Everyone got the

message - everyone knew that

anyway - not from the content of

Ihe show but from the style, which

was lightning fast.

Not so Mr. Benner's opus. Two
and a half hours, not counting

intermission, Is a long time to

watch three characters, even if

they are brilliant In a play with

dialogue that cracks like a whip.

Benner's whip Is sometimes limp

and there are long passages on
the qualities of suffering and
sacrifice during which one can

only shuffle one's feet and wish

for more pleasant things. After

all, one can hear such sermons in

church for free and usually at less

length.

Part of the feeling of being

preached to comes from the fact

that the play Is set in a deserted

church in Mexico. The church is

run by an old priest who is the last

member of his religious order,

the Brotherhood of the Sacred

Hands. His congregation has long

deserted him and he is left with

only one follower, a woman he

wronged long ago who
nevertheless remains with him

and acts as his altar boy during

mass.

She is an increasingly unwilling

servant as she recognizes the

futility of celebrating the

eucharist for a non-existent con-

gregation. Abraham, the priest,

does not see the uselessness of it

all. He has faith that some day
some one will come along to be a

novice and continue the work of

the order. In the meantime he has
sacrificed his life and all his

worldly possessions in support of

the poor - seemingly a very un-

grateful poor for they won't even
come to church to give thanks
for their pastor's generosity.

Finally the old priest's prayers
are answered in the form of a
matador whose concept of

sacrifice consists of Impaling
others on the end of his sword.

The concept of ultimate

sacrifice that is wrapped up in

Abraham's supposed martyrdom
makes very questonable
theology. A martyr by definition is

a man who does not want to die

but who, being forced, makes of

his death as much of a full,

perfect, and sufficient sacrifice,

oblation and satisfaction for his

sins as it is possible for a mortal

man. Abraham is just too willing

to die. Having sacrificed
everything, he falls to make the

ultimate sacrifice which is to con-
tinue living when everything is

lost. Playwright Benner unjustly

murders his hero for the sake of a

dramatic ending that is reminis-

cent of the firl Beckett and ends
with a tableau that is a steal from

a badly painted thirteenth station

of the cross in which the dead
Christ is mourned by his mother.

There were some light

moments that provided blessed
relief from the otherwise single-

minded pursuit of a very heavy
theme. Helen Hughes was often

delightful as Abraham's earthy

housekeeper. Lucy. She did

house work in the middle of

mass, sang silly ditties of the

Jesus saves his money in the

Bank of Montreal variety and
brought ecclesiastical Latin to

new lows in lines like "Dominus
vobiscum and beat it".

J.B. Douglas occasionally

brought humanity to an otherwise

saintly role especially in scenes

during which Lucy reminded him
of his very mortal failings. Un-

fortunately his role shackled him

with too much nobility and
dialogue that sometimes re-

quired him to shift from earth to

heaven with such rapidity that the

transition caused unintentional

laughter.

Ardon Bess as the mad
matador had a role that was as
paper-mache as the Christ above

the altar and he was un-
derstandably unable to bring it to

live.

Rob Martin

Dance program ambitious
"The modern dancer is not interested

in spectacle, but in the communication of

emotional experiences, Intuitive percep-
tions, and elusive truths". This is the final

statement from the quotation which
appears at the head of the program given

out at performances of the Toronto Dance
Theatre. Judging from the first of three

programs offered by the company of four-

teen dancers, they do not always live up to

their credo. There were moments, in fact,

during the varied program of October
fourth, when spectacle seemed to be
replacing communication.
The most explicit of their compositions,

thematicalfy, is The Amber Garden. In a
stylized setting which defines the space
quite liberally by means of a stool, a
revolving bench, and a single, suspended
window— all In white— two couples
become entangled in romantic Intrigue

The form reminds one of Anthony Tudor's

dance-melodrama, The Lilac Garden, a

favorite with the National Ballet, but the

emotional states dealt with, come closer to

a choreographed version of R.D. Laing's

Knots. Each dancer portrays a particular

emotional makeup, with enough detail in

the choreography to avoid boring
stereotypes. There is a particularly sen-

sitive study of the playgirl-troublemaker

whose need to attract sets off an unhappy
chain reaction, and who finishes alone,

caught in pitiless self-examination. Milton

Barnes' musical score for string ensemble
suggests the intensity of the emotions
throughout the changing moods of the

solos, duets, ensemble numbers.
Thus, if we are looking for thematic

content and the communication of

emotional states, The Amber Garden is

their most successful offering.

Very interesting production-wise,

though more ambiguous from a thematic

point of view, was another newly
choreographed work. Soar, River, Moon.
The set consists of the boat and moon in

question, again stylized constructions,

with a film sequence and electronic music
to create the sensuousness of the river by
night. Again we see four characters, this

time stereotyped in the oriental dramatic
tradition—Boatman, Warrior, Woman and
Priest. They dance out a fantasy of sexual

desire, temptation, struggle for power,
and, inevitably, murder in the space
around their boat. The content is not

convincing. The choreographer doesn't

live up to his exotic subject matter, and,

this being the case, the aid of other media
creates a "spectacle" of the genre the

company seems anxious to avoid.

Their Baroque Suite, featuring music of

Pachelbel and Corelli, suggests to us
certain moods without being overly

specific. David Earle, the choreographer,

opens the number with a very fluid solo. In

his blue silk costume, he seems to slither

around the stage expressing both peace
and joy. As the lights dim, he is still in

eternal motion. The number which follows

a lament, changes the mood to one of

heaviness of spirit, thorough the slow,

dragged and agonised movements of the

seven women, clad in sumptuous, long

gowns. A more energetic duet concludes
the suite.

The least valuable work on the program
was a solo performed and choreographed

by Peter Randazzo- Starscape. A
monotonous visual effect whereby the

dancer moved slowly about the stage with

four strings joined to his waist and

stretching out towards the infinities of the

stage crew above, gave us another ex-

ample of "spectacle" for its own sake.

Program Three, which plays until the

fourteenth, promises intriguing fare in the

way of themes. The Last Act, and Los

Sencillos . .The Simple Ones) both deal

with a play within a play, and The Silent

Feast features Salome, John the Baptist

and a host of other biblical favorites. More

ambitious undrtakings by a company that

is learning through experimentation.

Eleanor Coleman

LE CERCLE FRANQAIS
DE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

WINE AND CHEESE PARTY
musique dansing

Mercredi, le 18 octobre

20h
JCR University College

WrCftf
3

CLASSES Wednesdays
8:00 P.M.

UNITARIAN CHURCH
175 St. Clair Ave. W.
(near Avenue Road)

For further intormation

Tel. 929-0930

Colonia
203 Vonge St.

THIS WEEKEND

DR. MUSIC
in the Meet Market:

Chickoree

Southern Comfort: it's the only way to travel.
Join the fun on the S.S. Southern

Comfort. The party takes off any

night and the only baggage you

need is some Southern Comfort,

ice, and mix.

See you on the levee.

Arrivals from the South:

Cold Comfort

Pour lya ounces of Southern Comfort

over crushed ice. Add a twist of lemon.

Comfort Screwdriver

Pour IVi ounces of Southern Comfort

over ice. Top up with orange juice.

Comfort Collins

Mix V/2 ounces of Southern Comfort

with the juice of a quarter 6f a lime.

Add some ice. Fill the glass with

lemon-lime drink.

Try thwe, too:

Comfort 'n' Cola,

Comfort and Tonic,

Comfort Daiquiri, etc., etc.
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Making it big in the God

a past master tells how tc

Marjoe (Mary-Joseph) Gortner started his

amazing career as preacher-evangelist at the age of

three-and-a-half. By the age of four, he had performed

his first wedding ceremony. (It wasn't until after this

wedding that California law was changed to state that

the legat age for ministers conducting weddings should

be 21.) From four to 14, he was taken on tour

throughout the States by his domineering parents,

hitting the regular Bible circuit saving souls for Jesus,

and collecting a sum in the region of three million

dollars. At 14 he decided to quit. After a while he took

up living with an older woman, subsequently married,

fathered a daughter and drifted from Job to job. Short of

money, he returned to the circuit a couple of years back

and began again to make a name for himself. He

needed the money but also wanted out and the

opportunity came when he met Howard Smith, a

columnist from The Village Voice, who suggested a

movie based on Marjoe's life and "business". He
subsequently gave up Bible preaching for good and is

now trying to make it as a straight actor and singer.

The movie Marjoe, now playing at the New Yorker,

makes an impact on two obvious levels. One is the

exposure of the evangelical con-game that literally

takes millions from the poor and naive every year.

Marjoe quite openly says that at no point in his career

did he believe in God or think it a miracle that he

preached. He was in it for the money — pure and

simple. He believes that the majority of evanglical

preachers think the same. This might shock some
depending on how they feel about religion.

The second aspect of the film is more disturbing.

It's the man Marjoe himself who could coldly collect the

money from his congregations and treat it as if it were a

mere Sunday school prank. The incredible repression

and guilt which he was laying on these people is

washed over with a smile and an "oh well, if I didn't do it,

someone else would". The power this man had is no
less frightening though on a much smaller scale, than

Hitler's.

Consequently, when I went to interview Marjoe, I

expected a high-powered manipulator, ready and on
the defensive. Surprisingly, instead I met a tired, very

relaxed, pleasant person, soft-spoken and immediately

likeable. Although he was obviously fed up with

interviews, Marjoe answered all questions in a sincere,

straight-forward manner. He had done a lot of thinking

about his past and it was definitely behind him,

although he constantly slipped into the present tense

when talking of his preaching days, probably due to

fatigue more than anything else. He had thought of the

aspect of power and repression but never went deeply
into it. The basic attitude was what is past is past, so let

it die.

Do you feel the film Is an honest representation of

what you were doing?
Yeah.

Time magazine said the film was a rip-off, that you
set up those meetings, then took the money.

I didn't book any special meetings for the film. At
the time of the film I was booked two years ahead on the
gospel circuit. Except for the summer. I was taking the
film crew to meetings that already existed, that were
booked anyway. There was nothing in the film that

didn't happen anyway. It was all very, very real.

Do you feel that the film ended up making a
mockery of the people you were filming?

Absolutely not. I really feel sorry for anyone who
sees it that way, because you're looking at a piece of

culture. The people are in a state of ecstasy. They're
having a good time; they're getting off; they're jovial;

they believe. I was very surprised that when the film first

opened that a sophisticated, very hip New York
audience could laugh at the people. There were lots of

funny things in the film, like the guy preaching about the
Cadillac. But to laugh at the people per se, they're part
"of American culture; they're more to be observed as
what they are rather than laughed at. The ones we
wanted to get to were the preachers. Those guys who
are using those people and doing that to them.

What about the money that you actually collected
during the film?

What, the money counting scene on the bed? That
was not my money, that was the film's money.

The Implication was. .

.

Well that's something that I've done. That's a

scene. I've done that with my own money. That was just

a scene to show. . ,

Was there any money made during the sermons

shown on the film?

Oh, yeah.

And what happened to that money?
It went in my pocket.

You don't feel. .

.

What about the money I made before the film?

What difference does that make? I didn't collect any

money 'till after it was over. You can go on. Ultimately I

gave it up. If I wanted to make money I'd never made
the film. People say you made the film to make money.

Well that's not true. I made it for two reasons which I'll

get into later. Ultimately, to make money, I'd have

stayed right where I was at, baby, because I could have

been into the big penthouse.

You say you don't know what happened to that

three million you made before.

No.

Your father did show up In the film.

He has a church in' San Diego. He will not talk

about my childhood. When I ask him about it, or talk to

him about it, he just says he has a heart condition. He
doesn't want to relate to those years. He says he'll have
a heart attack.

Have you met anyone who was In one of your

meetings and has seen the film? What are their

reactions?

I've never met anyone. I've received letters. The
people who have written to me say they'll pray for me.
That's too bad. There's one lady who wrote: she said

that no matter what 1 said, that 1 had God in me when I

preached. She'll always know that and will pray for me
now that I've gone astray.

So you've never actually met anyone who was In

your meetings?
Person to person?
Yes.

No, only through letters. The way I could do that

would be to go back to the church; which I don't plan on
doing.

What are your feelings to those people now?
What I've just said. I feel sorry for them. Not sorry

tor them, but it's too bad these preachers only give

them this temporary high, don't give them anything as
far as social issues. They don't get them to register to

vote, don't get them involved in poverty programs or
things to help them In their lives right now. It's always
pie in the sky. When you die, by and by. So you're going
to get a reward some day, you're. . . you know,
everything is someday, and they keep coming back for

more. I think it's too bad that that's the only thing they're

getting. That keeps all middle America in the state of

depression.

So you think that It's a very repressive force?
Supressed, oppressed, depressed and repressed.
Did you ever preach to an audience In a different

way, or was your patter always the same?
It varies. Did you notice in the film it was different

with the black church than the white church?
Yea, the black church was obviously more ajl ve.

Because they answer back and there's an organ in

the background. That's why I like preaching for the
black people the best, because they respond. You say
yea and they say yea. Back and forth. It's a good energy
type of thing. In a white church you've got to get them
going more; you've got to work with the people harder,
because they're not as free to begin with. Black people
are loose; they're walking up the street; they're loose,
more ready to go. Mid-American white you've got to
give much more energy to go with you.

What did you do In that period that you stopped
preaching? —

:
,

That's the period where I really got saved, so to

speak. I studied a lot of different religions; I travelled; I

was an auctioneer; I worked at a boardwalk, a pin ball

thing. I was involved in the antiwar thing. I did a lot of

travelling. A lot of different things, that's what squared
my head away from all the rest of the garbage.

£ A
What was your purpose of making the film, that Is

If you had one purpose In mind?
1 had two, that's what I started to talk about.

Number one, when the Idea came about. . .I've always

wanted. . .I've sat at these revivals, If these people only

knew what was going on behind the scenes, how these

preachers are. . .what the whole scene Is really like, If

there was just a way to tell them it would be so fantastic.

But how could you do it? So I saw the film immediately

as a vehicle to do that. . .the younger kids who are being

caught in it, who I feel are being brainwashed, and sort

of see the thing and something will trigger In their minds

and they will get out. Number two, it puts the whole

thing definitely behind me. it's not that easy to give

something up that you've done since you were four

years old. It puts the whole thing behind me; it opens an

acting career so I can do something else legitimate and

I don't think that's bad.

Do you think that the evangelism game has been
exposed In your film; are we seeing the whole thing, or

just some cases?
Well that's definable. There are some cases where

they're down-and-out types, but there are many cases

where there are a lot of these preachers who are really

sincere and they believe. They believe it's right for them
to have their Cadillac and to live in big houses. They,
work for God and when you work for God you're goin^
to prosper. They really believe that it is right for them to

do that. So it's not that they're insincere; it's just that

their thinking is a little screwy.

So not necessarily all these preachers are con-
men.

Oh no. The preachers you see in the film believe.

Hey, they believe in God, they pray every night, I

guarantee you. It's what they believe, the pattern of their

thinking. That woman in Detroit. I bet she believes. 1

don't know. Only God knows. Right?

You really did hope to reach those people you
were preaching to?

Absolutely. That's why I'm really glad it's the film

showing in the south. It's showing in Texas now, in

Georgia. And I'm really glad that it's down there

because I know a lot of those kids; my name is fairly well

known there and I know a lot of those kids will go out

and see it.

But the reactions In those letters were that you're

a poor boy gone astray.

Those were from the older people. Eighty per cent
of the mail I've been receiving Is positive, "it's fantastic^.,

what you did".

What sort of critical reaction have you been
getting?

Devil-possessed. That the film is a rip-off. I made It

for the money, which to me is ludicrous because the

film would have to make zillions of dollars for me to

make money out of it. It's not that kind of a film; I mean it

will show and do well, but I'm not going to make lots of

money out of it. Maybe for my career, but if it was
money 1 wanted to make I would have stayed right

where I was at, like I said before. I really think In five or

six years 1 would have made it to the top, because I was
a good preacher.

You had that style.

Right. I could have continued on and on; no one
would have known the difference. I was at the point
when making the film, of really getting into the big time
or get out. I had a five storey office building that was
given to me in Texas by two ladies, just handed to me.
But I would have had to get into magazines or radio, the
big time or get out. So that's why I knew I had to get out.

Who do you consider the big time?
Oral Roberts, Rex Humbard.
Have you ever met these people?
I've met Rex. Of course Oral Roberts was a tent

preacher when 1 was a kid. We had bigger meetings
than he had when I was small. Course then when he.

made his money he sort of turned on the poor people
and joined the Methodist church and elevated himself.

Now he's got the big university and fancy T.V. shows.
But all his original income came from the really down
people.

m
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game;

> do it

^ The money people were giving to you, you were
asking lor big bills at one point. Do you think these

people were taking from their savings or kids?

To a degree maybe so, yeah. I try to justify. . .1 just

took once in a night. Sometimes I'd be In town for a

week; I'd take one big collection, or two or whatever. I'd

justify that in my own head by saying that a lot of

preachers took four or five in one night. I never asked
anyone to give up their coats or anything. But 1 took

offerings of course. But again if I just preached and

didn't take an offering and ask for those bills. . .people

are taught to give when they receive a blessing; that's

the way the Christian thing is; the donation, actually

them giving is a part of the release of their final orgasm.

So It's part of the show?
Yeah. yeah.

When you were doing your preaching, did you
believe It was a therapy tor the people?

In a way. It was a way for some very hostile people

to get it oft actually. A lot of them who are sick were
healed; their sickness was psychosomatic and they

were healed and that was very good. I mean to see

someone come down to say I'm better, I'm well made
me feel fantastic. And their sickness was real, but I just

knew it wasn't God or Jesus but just the energy in

believing. . .strong enough at the moment. I was saying

rf~ ore that that's such a beautiful quality because if you

had a headache or backache now and were
complaining and I said to you that I'd pray for you and it

would go away, you'd probably say "are you kidding".

And you'd sit there for the whole rest of the day with

your backache, but if you were a believer I could pray

for you and you'd believe that it would go away because

you'd believe it; you'd conquer it with your own mind.

So that's a far out quality to have.

Did you employ other gimmicks besides those

shown In the film?

Oh, such things as pray hankies, miracle oil, like

blessing water — used to keep that in a coke bottle.

That's about it.

You said that you copied styles like Mick Jagger

and others.

Yeah, that's been taken way out of context in the

movie though. It's not that I really copied but I really

said is that certain rock performers, what they do and

perform is very much like the preaching. I would think a

lot of time being on stage. . .the more I would jump and

run the aisles the more people would say, God is really

blessing him tonight. . .the way he is running it has to be

God. And I would be thinking in my head, those very

sT,ie people, let them watch Mick Jagger or Alice

Cooper or someone like that and they would say the

devil is possessing that man, that's the devil. And I

would be doing that and that's God, although the

movements are much the same.

Do you see that as a correlation between your act

and someone like Mick Jagger?
I see it In terms of a performance it's the same,

yeah. It's strange, those kids, they can dance and fall

out in the aisles and that's the Holy Ghost; that's

beautiful. Let them dance at a rock concert and they're

demon-possessed. The whole thing's strange.

So they're related but. .

.

Yeah, on different levels. Another statement. I

think a Billy Graham crusade Is the same as what I do

on a more intellectual level. The people don't dance;

they don't run down the aisles but I sort of see It as a

hype. They come down and give their hearts to Jesus

and get promised eternal life. But it's more low-keyed,

more professional level. But I don't think ultimately they

get the help they need. He should speak out and say

something about the war or talk about racism or

poverty or that. He could do so much more than he

does.

Did you ever feel that you could have done that

yourself?

I tried to. I went back and tried to do It, but it didn't

go over. When I went preaching, I didn't go back to do a

$\ iv, but I went back because I was in the anti-war

thing.
I went to preach sermons relating Christ as a

revolutionary character who changed things in his times

and people who are good Christians should want to do

the same. I wrote all this, what I thought were beautiful

Philosophical sermons, getting people Involved in

today, but relating to the Bible. But It bombed. I went
down to thirty people one night from a crowd of five

hundred. The minister cancelled me out. I was booked
for two weeks, shut me down in five nights. I made no
money, and he said when are you going to preach on
hell; when are you going to preach on fire and
brimstone; we don't want to hear political speeches in

church, we don't worry about the world because we're

going to heaven some day.

You found this the attitude of most of the people
who ran the churches?

Yeah. The kids were receptive. They came up and
said "Wow! I would like to hear more of that" but it was
put down by the ministers who ran the church and the

older people in the congregation. So after about three

months of doing that, and failing miserably at it I said

well what they want is a performance and a show and I

changed and started doing the other things and started

to get successful at it.

Do you think that you can get successful at this

sort of thing through your recording and future acting?

I'm not trying to now. Strange thing, when a person
tries to be a spiritual leader or preacher or whatever

and his income has to come from it I think that's very

bad because sooner or later you have to say something

that cops yourself out or you sell out. Remember when
meditation came along, a long time ago. It was a

beautiful thing. Then all-of-a-sudden it was very com-
mercialized and he was in a Rolls-Royce making

millions of dollars and it was a big business. A lot of

people say. why don't you go out now and say what you

do believe because people would listen because of the

movie and everything. Yeah, they would listen, but

promoters would get a hold of it and I would be sold and It

would be very commercialized. But I think if I wait a

couple of years and income comes in from film or

records whatever happens and I want to speak out on

an issue because I believe it and I'll say it, just say it,

and there'll be no ulterior motive and someone wants to

pick up on it and it helps them fine. I don't have to come
back to collect or sell tickets to hear me give my
philosophical viewpoints. I mean say things in songs

that I believe but I'm not trying to. I mean I'm more or

less into the performance of It and have people have a

good time, not trying to communicate spiritually.

Was this attitude deliberately left out of the film,

because there Is no mention of these things?

Right. Again In 88 minutes you can't put

everything. The movie covers pretty much a broad

range. You see the element for what it Is. I was mainly

interested In the movie and people seeing that element

of Americana, what those preachers are like, how much
control they have over the people. That's what's

important, My own personal thoughts are not so.

What sort of audience was It? A low Income

group?
Middle to tower class.

Mostly black or mostly white?

In my meetings it was about 70 per cent black. I

was one of the few white preachers who was accepted

in black churches, 1 preached in a lot of all black

churches. 1 carry papers of The Church of God in Christ

which is an all-black denominational. I sort of preach

that style so they just accept it.

What about children, were there a lot In the

audience?
Yeah, younger kids, that's the depressing part.

Younger kids being brainwashed into that, hearing that

night after night after night.

Like you were presumably?
As a kid, yeah, but I was on the other side of the

table watching the money come in.

What do you think of the recent Jesus craze?

I think it's really horrible. In a way. That's a rash

statement really. I'm getting tired. I think if a person gets

off heroin or hard drugs through Jesus, fantastic. No
matter what it be, because that's a drag. Hard drugs are

really bad. What is bad is the guys who are running the

Jesus movement right now. The guys who are running it

at the top are the same bigoted, red-necked, biased

guys who seven years ago would take a person with

long hair and throw them out of church. Would say it's

ungodly to come into church like that "this is a house of

God; go clean yourself up, then get saved". Then all-of-

a-sudden church business was going down. All the

denominations were off. The missionaries in Africa and

Haiti had worn out. So the new thing was "let's reach the

hippies". And so they started getting in millions of

dollars to evangelize the hippies in the streets. So these

preachers grew their hair a little bit and instead of

saying "hallelujah", they'd say "far-out". That's where

it's at. And these Jesus kids will come up to you on the

streets; it's really sad; they're being duped in the same
way. . .the philosophy, the belief, no sex before

marriage, you're going to go to Heaven or to Hell. Don't

worry about the world now; just win the people to Jesus

because we're all going to the sky. Same trip.

Do you equate what you've done to the straight

preachers as well? Catholic or Protestant?

Yeah.

Do you think they're the same?
On a different level. I'm not trying to put them in the

same bag, but it is the same type of hype. The Catholic

church does get involved in more social things but I

think they've done more to screw up people than any

other denomination. I accept parts from different

religions.

So you're not totally disillusioned with religion per

86?

I'm not disillusioned.

You sound pretty bitter.

Bitter? I'm bitter towards organizations. Why did

they take so long to come out against the war? Imagine

if six years ago Billy Graham had come out and said,

that God told him. spoke to his heart that every God-

fearing American would write to his congressman

protesting this war, if he'd done that six years ago I

think that would have helped, or might at least have

started something. But that's organizations. Otherwise I

say whatever works. Like if In the Catholic church

someone is happy, then, great, 1 wouldn't tear that

down, If you're happy in that and feel content and at one

with yourself, I don't put that down, I think that's great. I

think different things can work for different people. A
person should ultimately find themselves because you

are God; I think every person is God. They should

elevate themselves to the highest level they can,

Wynaham Wise
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Pauline Kael goes muckraking in expose of Kane
this book clears up any muddy parts.)

Rather unusually, the cutting continuity

is reproduced as well. This Is a

stenographic record of the print of the

film, giving footage information, a brief

account of what is on the screen, and the

dialogue or other sounds on the sound

track. It's an irritating, choppy, demanding

document, chock-a-block with technical

information, but with its help It's possible

to track down some particularly daring

use of intersecting dialogue, some vir-

tuoso piece of cutting.

The introduction (misleading word — it

constitutes most of the text and a great

deal of the excitement of this volume) was

supplied by Pauline Kael. Devoted fans of

"before working on a portrait of Hearst

called simply American.

Late In the thirties, Little Orson Annie,

the prodigy whom old Hollywood despised

and mocked, arrived. Welles and
Manklewicz drifted together, two for-

midable men each who thought he could

handle the other. They settled on the

Hearst project, assembled some ex-

traordinary acting and technical talent and

went to work. Despite a cloak of secrecy,

word got out what they were up to.

It's hard now, when we hear of how

Hearst did everything he could to get Kane

stopped, (and pursued his vendetta years

after the film's release), to think of this as

anything but a pompous old man's vanity

LOVE NEST

The Citizen Kane Book; Little-Brown,

$15 hardcover, $5.95 paper.

You don't hear too often anymore the

old canard that research or close analysis

somehow spoil our enjoyment of a poem

or symphony or novel — it's an old,

romantic notion, and quite unrespectable.

Film buffs, however, are still liable to come

out with statements of this sort, and it's

easy to give their arguments an indulgent

ear. Movies, after all, are the most enter-

taining art (if the most erratic and

adolescent) and it is ludicrous to think of

trundling a knowledge of American fiction

or Hemingway's novels to a showing of

Howard Hawkes' To Have and Have Not,

or to puzzle out the imptausibilities in

Strangers on a Train.

The Citizen Kane Book will convince

any scoffers. Here is a volume {I'm going

to add, solemnly, that overused epithet

"indispensible") that makes watching the

movie an even greater pleasure. Citizen

Kane has a huge following; whenever it

comes to a revival house here, the lines

start curling around themselves hours in

advance.

These fans, I suppose, have some
inkling of who William Randolph Hearst

was, and may realize that Orson Welles

arrived in Hollywood, at twenty-five an

enfant terrible, determined, against some
very nasty opposition, to make the

greatest movie, ever. But there is so much
in the film, and in the furor that

surrounded it, that has slipped away from

us, that is no longer part of the equipment

we carry with us to the film. Kane is

stupendous enough to succeed even

without decoding, but it's even better the

more we know about it.

The shooting script, by Herman J.

Mankiewicz and Welles, is printed, along

with extensive stills from almost every

scene in the film. Except for a few

passages truncated or suppressed, the

script is a faithful and easily read

narrative. (What with Welles' overlapping

dialogue and various levels of sound,

some of the brittlest dialogue can escape

us even on the second or third viewing;

this extraordinary critic would almost

rather read her writing than go to movies.

Her long essay Raising Kane is not an

academic critique, but in the spirit of Kane

itself, is a gossipy, muck-raking in-

vestigative report of how this unlikely film

came to be made.
She starts with the talented

newspapermen in the thirties who went

west to become screenwriters and
alcoholics, among them Mankiewicz —
accident-prone, fired from all the major

studios, cynically brilliant. It had been his

dream for a long time to do a "prismatic"

study of a public figure (John Dillinger and

Aimee Semple McPherson were rejected)

pushing him to ridiculous lengths. Kane,

after all, was not portrayed as a pervert, or

fascist, or even a particularly dislikeable

man (current rumours were far darker

than anything the movie contained —
there were even whispers of murder). But

Kael's digging around in the past proves

just how malicious Mankiewicz's script

was. The writer was on the fringes of the

Hearst-Marion Davies coterie at San Si-

meon, and he had an insider's details

about scandals or and embarassing

episodes that he could not resist in-

corporating into his screenplay. (There

were pointed and humiliating references

to Welles, too, that the director had to go

along with or be laughed at.)

The script of Kane stops just short of

libel, but earlier versions were apparently

astoundingly blunt. Mankiewicz's
alcoholism had made him a pariah, he had

never done anything remotely In Kane's

class before, and he must have known he

would never get a chance this good again.

Understandably, with absolutely nothing

to lose, he refused to dilute or veil his

writing a bit — It was to be as hard and

cutting as a diamond, and Hearst-Kane

would be fragmented brilliantly through

the screenplay. It wasn't revenge, It wasn't

even healthy spleen (he was quite fond of

Marion Davies, for instance, who was
Susan Alexander Kane's prototype), It was

a madman's determination not to com-
promise on this one job. He even went so

far as to include incidents that were em-
barassing to himself — Jed Leland, in a

drunken slumber over the typewriter that

held a cutthroat notice on Susan Kane's

debut, is lifted almost Intact from
Mankiewicz's own days as drama critic on

the New York Times. It was just too good
to pass up.

Peter Bogdanovlch, the sycophant, has

recently attacked Kael's apportioning of

the script's credit. Welles did everything,

shreiks Bogdanovlch, except maybe for

the crumbs of credit he casts out In moods
or of largess. It's really Impossible to

choose intelligently between their ver-

sions; both Kael and Bogdanovlch rely, of

necessity, on people's recollections. Kane
is over thirty years old, and no memories
are more tendentious and self-serving

than Hollywood memories. Kael's recon-

struction has a plausibility about It I would

be reluctant to challenge — but you pays

your money and you takes your choice.

Kael may be wrong about a few facts,

she may be wrong-headed about certain

issues. Her account remains one of the

most fascinating, richly detailed, and in-

tellectually substantial accounts of

Hollywood yet published. It is a

"prismatic" biography of a great, maybe
the greatest, movie. It Is controversial, it

has axes to grind, and it is almost as much
fun as Kane itself. Bill MacVlcar

New York Pizza House
925-1736WINNER:

1970 1ST ANNUAL TORONTO
PIZZA AWARD MORNING
AFTER SHOW CBC
STAR WEEK'S JUNE 71

PIZZA CONTEST

Dining Room OPEN 11 AM-

1 AM MON-SAT
SUN 3 PM- 1 AM
TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM 5 PM-1 AM

CUT OUT

COMPUTING WITH THE

COMPUTER CENTRE?

NEED INFORMATION,

ASSISTANCE MANUALS?

CALL US, WE CAN HELP.

S/370-165 928-8599

(HASP, HSJS, GPJS)
S/360-65 928-3787
(Interactive Systems)
Information Office 928-4990
(General Information 928-4991

and Manuals)

AND SAVE

O.I.S.E.

TUESDAY EVENING CINEMA
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17th

BERGMAN

7 30 The Touch
Elliot Gould
Bibi Andersson
Max Von Sydow

9:30 Skammen
(THE SHAME)
Liv Ullman
Max Von Sydow

at the O.I.S.E. auditorium
252 Bloor St. W. at St. George

admission $1.50 at 7:30 (both shows)

$1.00 at 9:30 (1 show only)

STARTING MONDAY:

ATLANTIS

CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair

NOW
APPEARING

SEA DOG
Toronto's Lowest Priced Night Club
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Cheap
thrills

Deliverance is a repulsive movie. Teeth are Jiggled

around in a corpse's mouth, a man's leg Is torn open and
the muscles push out like delicate pink barnacles. These
and equally grisly moments are "what did happen on the

Cahulawassee River", as the ad teases. While it is a bit

unethical to give it away as baldly as this, I wish that I had
been forewarned. Instead, I went to Deliverance in-

nocently, a volunteer, and I've come back a veteran

pacifist, with the veteran pacifist's message, "Don't go".

It is not just that I am squeamish, or that Deliverance

Is a violent picture, it Is that Deliverance is a dishonest

violent picture.

Since bloodshed has become the staple at the

Hollywood and the Uptown (as it has always been at the

Downtown and the Blltmore), it has become possible

(and necessary) for the Uptown audience to develop

some of the Downtown audience's discrimination for

horror. We apply our home aesthetics to a love scene

and squirm or laugh if It rings false, but we don't

distinguish between an honest and a phony beating,

since it isn't something we really want to linger on. A
friend pointed out that the violence In A Clockwork

Orange "wasn't really so bad", and it wasn't, because

Kubrick made it that way, by cropping, long shots, music,

caricature victims. Clockwork was biased for Alex

as the wartime Hollywood movies were for the French

Resistance.

Deliverance takes the opposite approach and where

Kubrick offered sensational sex, John Boorman gives

sensational violence. (There are no women's roles in

De/fVerance.) The killed die slowly and graphically. I will

spare the examples.

Nor does Boorman have Kubrick's moral squint,

hypocritical though it can be at times. His hero, an aging

young businessman on a weekend canoe trip, has even

less moral choice than Sam Pecklnpah's beselged

mathematician in Straw Dogs. Dustln Hoffman at least

had the option of giving up the fugitive he was
harbouring. For John Volght It is kill or be killed, which

leaves scant room for consideration, his or ours.

Boorman also shares with Peckinpah a faith in the

currency of the old-time Hollywood villain. The hillbillies

who assail innocent John Volght {whom, as we have been

shown, can't even shoot a deer — and thank God for that)

are such goons that hanging Is too good for them, as it

used to be put. That they are hillbillies is crucial: as poor

John Voight, as a soft businessman on a weekend canoe trip, Is menaced by a sadistic hillbilly.

soutnern whites ("white trash") they are as ominous and
fearsome to an urban audience as drum-beating jungle

tribes, war-painted Indians, large-penlsed blacks or shlv-

carrying Puerto- Rica ns. White savages avoid the accusa-

tion of racism white retaining all racism's emotional

advantages.

It is this corner-cutting, automatic shock that makes
Deliverance so effective and so short-lived. The clutching

hands of the dead, the prolonged showdown (straight out

of Vera Cruz), the camera drawing back from the hero

and dollying through the woods, lingering behind a tree

just that extra moment (is there someone watching?), the

water-logged hand rising out of the river, only afterwards

revealed as a dream — these are stock tricks, as

standard as a shadow that turns out to be cast by a

house-cat. They work, but they don't build. They affect

like pornography.

There might have been a purpose in Deliverance.

The businessmen seek deliverance from their fears and
inadequacies by escaping to the wilderness, at least for

the weekend. The wilderness people, on the other hand,

are trapped in their poverty and self-reliance, any hope

of deliverance gone with their teeth. There are traces of

this, of dignity in other words, in peripheral scenes:

around a boardinghouse dinner-table, in James Dickey's

portrayal of a local sheriff, in a blank-faced child's

rejection of a city-man's handshake. But these are just

traces, lost in a sea of cheap thrills.

Since there is no moral point to Deliverance, except
the unintentional anti-poor white racism, any justification

must be in the characters and relations of the four canoe-
trippers. But, while it is true that they are not matinee
stereotypes (loyal and oblivious), they are still

stereotypes, just more au courant. So Burt Reynolds'
machismo is cold and uninviting — but why is he like

that? Where does he draw his energy from? Reynolds
performs with an incredible stiffness, but then he is given
little reason to do otherwise.

Movie-making, more than any other art, is a
corporate medium, so that it is difficult to individualize

credit and blame. Somewhere in the background of

Deliverance there was genius. We catch glimpses of it

before and after the plot gets going, in enticingly jumbled
dialogue, in snatches of vernacular poetry. (Reynolds
roars ahead of a local guide to find the Cahulawassee
River, driving at break-neck speed into a garbage dump.
He drives back to the main road where the locals chide

"it's only the biggest damn river in the state". Reynolds
roars off.)

There is, however, one place where credit is

unmistakeably due and that is with cinematographer
Vilmos Zsigmond (McCabe and Mrs. Miller). Bob Bossln

*
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NOW APPEARING:

KING BISCUIT BOY

AND
HEARTACHES RAZZBAWP

APPEARING OCT. 16-21

GREASE BALL BOOGIE

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN

SPADINA AT COLLEGE

TWO ROOMS-
TWO DANCE FLOORS

NO COVER-NO MINIMUM

NORMAN PODHORETZ
editor-in-chief of COMMENTARY

will speak on
Monday, October 23:

"Jews in North America Today"

Tuesday, October 24:

"The Rise and Fall of the American Jewish Novelist"

4:30 p.m., room 2158

Medical Sciences Building

Sponsored by J and G Schwartz Memorial Lectureship

P [TYPEWRITERS]

ADDING
MACHINES

N[

T

A
L

TV'S

STEREO
TAPE

RECORDERS

STEREO
RECORD
PLAYERS

S 698-2589
DANFORTH
TYPEWRITER
2940 DANFORTH AVE.

FREE DEUVERY

Theses & Essays
Typed

CALL 698-2589

or 261-9218

the fest& inexpensive

eating place

fordovvntown people
BLOOR 9,

YONGE
BLOOR
& BAY

BLOOR &
ST. GEORGE

A Very Special Offer

IJiy diiei

E^i^m* , i I I \K \
p0" and pre ~

^^r of the three Mr. Zum's locations.

You will receive a full 50C dis-

count on any sale of $1.50 or

over. One coupon per sale only. Valid any day after

2 p.m. and all day Monday.

OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 1972

COUPON

unclassified
AUDITION - For a collection of contem-

porary plays. No experience needed (per-

formance end of November at U.C.P.)

Phone 653-8545 now.

GIRL LOOKING FOR ROMMATE Two

bedroom flat (urnished Bloor-Bathursl

area $82.50 month each (or Oct. 15.

Call Rory 532-0650 or 923-6945

TYPING OF ESSAYS, theses. Fast, ac-

curate work. Bay and Bloor. Grammar and

spelling corrections for a small additional

charge. Phone 923-8815 mornings,

evenings.

TRIUMPH 500 requires new home and

new master. Loves travelling, city and

highway. Drinks only occasionally. Call

488-8225 after 5 today.

FOUND Pair of silver-framed men's

glasses in Queens Park. Call Rena 922-

4369

U. OF T. FILM BOARD. Announces Open

Meeting new members welcome. Oct. 16 -

Editing Room Hart House 7.30 p.m.

INTERESTED IN MAKING some spare

money? Varsity needs somebody with a

car or van to deliver Varsity's to Erindale

three times a week. Pick-up Irom York

University area. Call 923-8741

PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can

help you. Campus Birthright. 469-1111-

Call or come 1 30 - 4:00 p.m.. Monday thru

Friday. 89 St. George.

LONELY GERBILS? Refer them to cer-

tified Stud service. Satisfaction and FREE
service. Males, females and others. C.B.

Lee 3 Devonshire Pt. 928-2607

POLITICALLY progressive but sane co-

op has rooms available. Large, lovely

house in Broadview-Danforth area.

Reasonable rent. 466-1733 anytime.

A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250

College St. (Clarke Institute) 924-5937.

Come In and see our monthly special.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202

Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-

das. Good selection ol fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.~Sat.; til 8:00

Thurs. and Fri.

FOR SALE - 1 brand new Peugeot bicycle

- demi-course 10 speed-never used phone

920-4551

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING
(specializing in long hair) In the Clarke
Institute of Psychiatry. 250 College St..

Tel. 924-6811. Ext. 560 Special haircut

52.00.

PRIVATE TUTORING need any help;

Private' tutoring in first and second year

physics, mathematics, Sudhir Joshi

(M.Sc.) 35 Howjand Ave - 925-0203, Be

sure and successful.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture lor sale.

Going out of business after 42 years.

Pearl Furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind

new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

FOR LADIES: Massage - ped Icur-facial by

cosmetology. fi.M.S. Parviainen. 713

Spadina Ave. (2nd floor) for appointment

924-3022

3,23 YEAR OLDS Want someone to share

four bedroom luxury townhouse. Bayview

and York Mills, air-conditioned, quiet

S111/month including phone, utilities.

449-8219 or 449-2961.

HANDYMAN WANTED part time for

renovations on house near campus. Call

Foster 921-1358

WANTED - Mature bassist and drummer

for tasty, original group. We have it

together. Must be well-seasoned Vocal

helpful. Phone Scott 922-5041

FREE - SHARED accomodation for girl

willing to do house-cleaning for bachelor

operating rooming house. Phone 921-

0563
HOMECOMING PARTY at Phi Delta

Theta Fraternity, 165 St. George St. (2

blocks north of Bloor) Saturday, Oct. 14.

8:30 to 1:00. Bar and Band. Everyone

welcome.

THE LAST OF THE ORDER by Richard

Benner. A play of wild humour and

outrageous theatricality. Tues. to Sat. 8:30

Sun. at 2:30. Tarragon Theatre, 30

Bridgman Ave. Bathursl and Dupont 964-

8833.

SKIS FOR SALE, used metal. Head
Masters (205 cm,), Fischer (195 cm,).

Gresvig (195 cm. with binding) Erbacher

(wooden, 195 cm.), phone after six 481-

2169

J
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SAC
General Meeting

Monday, Oct. 1

6

7:00 pm

Moot Court, Faculty of Law

Agenda:

Discipline

OFS Referendum

The
Canadian
Voter's

Guidebook
A brilliant and timely ana-

tomy of the coming federal

election, written by ten

parliamentary interns—
graduate students in political

science.

Already adopted by several

universities in Canada.

Paper $1.95

Available at your bookstore

Filzhenry & Whiteside

150 Lesmlll Rd Don Mills, Cm

i(a»t*Nt,[£ (jr. r rouu.1 »i t« limn.

.-.i fB.t.-«JJ "lit a ' rea iiH.. t to\ , Ti<.\v±f think!
Hart House

service
Sundays
11 am

"Pozegnanie Lata"
fall formal sponsored by

TORONTO POLISH STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
SATURDAY, 21 OCTOBER 1972

8 p.m.

MUSIC BY: THE GOOD TIME BOYS

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
-BRENNAN HALL

$3.50 each-adults

$2.50 each-students
EVERYONE WELCOME

Real DraftBrewJ

Anywhere.
Anytime.

Get a Mini-Keg.
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the child

i was
What was important? I'm somewhere

deep and long ago this week because my
father is in the hospital and, for a while, I

thought he was dying. "Smell the air," he
would say after a rain. "Look at the stars."

"Listen to that wind." "See how the little

tree is growing." "There's a bee's nest in

the lilac bush. Come and listen." It was a

world where I was free enough to feel

things, and I was grateful for that. But it

was also a world In which my father and
my mother were still fearful. Full of the

Depression. Hollow fear. The fear of hard-

working people who were careful with

their feelings, because that's the way they

knew how to survive. Thrift, politeness,

morality, discipline. When my father

punished us it was always "something that

had to be done." No one wanted it; it was
out of his control. No one asked "Says
who?" or "Why?"

School was like that too. An unpleasant
necessity. The important things were the

other kids. Tapping maple trees. Picking

wildflowers. Collecting tadpoles. Having
recess. Going home for lunch. Skipping.

Marbles. Boyfriends. We went to school In

a four-room brick schoolhouse, where the

principal was authoritarian and
worshipped brains and gave the strap. But
he also believed in children learning all

they could take, which was nice for me. .

.

in the beginning at least. Because I liked to

learn, and I was eager for everything.

Eventually the reward became important

too, and about the fourth grade I grew
anxious to learn. Not eager, anxious. My
parents' fear got to me too.

But it didn't get to me thoroughly, and I

began what I thought at the time was a

pretty liveable double life. Polite, quiet,

smart at school and at home, I was smart-

alecky, seductive and daring with my

peers. I was terrified of getting the strap

and terrified of failing in school. But in the

schoolyard and the backyard, i bullied the

little kids, wrote blatantly provocative

notes to the boys I liked, led daring

snowball attacks on the tough kids

everyone else was afraid of, read for-

bidden books behind the chesterfield, and
introduced my friends to the delights of

the senses.

I was eleven years old when I started

high school. I turned twelve at the end of

September. I was also very small for my
age. I had no breasts at all, only
tenderness where I ardently expected
them to be. I knew what being In love was
like and I thought about boys and my

There was a railway track with a path
running along beside it through deep
grass, which we used as a short cut from
school in the daytime and where we flirted

outrageously with the boys In the
evenings.

I played dolls with my friends quite

passionately. That was a strange changing
time. We moved easily and naturally, and
just as passionately, from dolls and
making little dresses for them and playing

house to dressing like teen-agers with

Veronica Lake hairdos, shoulder purses
filled with used lipsticks, combs and emp-
ty cigarette boxes. . . to paper dolls that

wore the most suggestive clothing, that

dressed and undressed each other,

h
physical self and sex most of the time.

That was nothing new. It had been going

on for years. But that last summer before

high school I remember vividly. It was the

last of something. Something I lost trying

to be a member of society, and something

I'm trying to get back to.

I grew up in a little village on the

outskirts of Ottawa. Until I was fifteen or

sixteen that village hardly changed. My
friends stayed the same, and when we
moved that summer when I was eleven, we
moved two blocks away.

There was a river we walked to barefoot

at least three times a day all summer.

postured and finally fucked. . . to erotic,

quite realistic drawings of people
screwing and saying lewd things to each
other complete with gigantic penises and
marvelously hairy cunts. . . to hot after-

noons in a friend's attic wearing the wild

costumes from her mother's theatrical

trunk, painting our lips and our little

nipples with bright red greasepaint,

blueing our eyes and taking turns dancing,

discussing each dance and its power to

excite and seduce, matching breasts and
counting pubic hairs and talking about

how we would treat our husbands when
we were married.

To all outward appearances we were
gangly, freckled little girls. We even wore
pigtails and bows occasionally. But our
playing and even our playing house had
taken a quite different turn from our
appearance. Our fantasies included boys
or "husbands." And our games slid back
and forth from pretend to reality. We
fought once because two of us wanted the

same real boy for the same pretend hus-
band. The boys were never there, un-
derstand. Only In the evenings were they
really there, but in our games we were
playing to them. We looked forward to

growing up. Because it would mean all

those things which were so important to

us, which we desired constantly and
talked about so openly—sex and having
babies, wearing seductive clothes and
perfume, and so on.

We had one place where we sometimes
shared these feelings with two or three of

the boys we had grown up with. We used
to meet spontaneously in a little patch of

scrub and bush in plain sight of several

houses and two streets. We sat under one
very large, tangly bush and talked and
displayed ourselves and handled each
other quite seriously. I remember our
seriousness with amazement, and our
honesty. "How does that feel?" we would
often say. "Do you like that?" and an
honest answer would follow and we would
try something else. We didn't attempt to

make love. We knew all about it, but we
weren't too sure about babies and anyway
the boys we felt comfortable with sort of

put us off that way. They were too familiar.

What got killed, of course, was our
honesty. We already led a double life in

relation to our parents and our school

teachers. Some of our drawings got found,

and we acted out being abashed and
ashamed while our mothers acted out

being horrified and stern. They actually

had a good laugh over them, I could tell,

and perhaps there was even a hint of

admiration in their faces when they lec-

tured us. But for a short time we kids were
straight with each other. About what we
wanted. About what we felt. About what

to compare with the fabulous funky duds

m 9ot, and we got 9o°ij^|^j|jg^p
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things had nothing to do with school or

jobs. For the girls, being desired was
important. Being beautiful. And touchingly

enough, we were certain that we were
beautiful. We weren't shy about our bodies

or our looks. We expected to be movie

there. We knew their names and their

faces and their weaknesses, and they

didn't change or move away. Gardens and

fields remained Just that, day after day,

and houses were always there the next

morning.

stars someday.
I don't think we were wrong. I don't think

we had a mistaken idea of reality. We were
reality.

It had something to do withour growing
up, our childhood. We ail had a lot of
freedom. Freedom of space. Freedom to

play and to be with each other without the
interference of adults. But the adults were

But that summer when I was eleven and
a child, alive and growing, it changed for

me. I went away too soon, too fast. And
"everybody," the adults, egged me on.

Nobody stopped me as I went to High
School.

Being a teen-ager was terrible.

Especially one that was only eleven years
old, four feet, eleven inches tall and flat-

chested.

My high school was on the outskirts of

Ottawa, the city, and I had to leave my
familiar village to go to it. On the terrifying

brink of being Judged and judging myself

as a potential woman, I found myself

completely alone and friendless In a huge,

confusing building filled with hundreds of

strangers—non of whom were eleven

years old, four feet, eleven Inches tall

and/or flat-chested.

I was not prepared for this devastating

change in my life. Nor did anyone around
me appear to understand It. I was terrified.

Literally. My heart pounded, and my
hands and knees shook. I didn't know
where the auditorium was. I sat In the

wrong section of seats. The teachers and
the principal sitting stiffly on the stage

were a far cry from Miss Davis and Mr.

Stiles winding a gay march out of the old

victrola In the main hall as we filed by.

Nobody smiled at me. And the glamorous
older students who knew where to sit and
what to do breezed by and wouldn't be
caught dead speaking to a ninth grader.

Of course, there was a morning ritual in

assembly, and by the time it was done and
no one had explained it to me, and I had
stood up and sat down at all the wrong
times and gotten lost again on the way to

my home room I felt immeasurably guilty. I

dared to peep around me only after I

found a seat and discovered one of my
brotherly loves of the house in the bushes.
We had seen, stroked and discoursed on
each other's genitals, but now we only

nodded to each other distantly. The class

was silent. The teacher talked at us. We
copied our timetable from the board. He
told us we were class 9A. vaguely where to

go next, what his name was, read ours
from a list, and ticked us off unsmillngly as

we acknowledged our own presence.
There were about twenty-five of us. From
that day on, we spent all day, every day,

together for a year, moving from class to

class. We had English together, Math
together, History, French, Latin, Music.
Home Economics or "Shop" together,

Phys. Ed. together. We undressed in the
same room, smelled each other's sweat,
used each other's combs, ate each other's

lunches, but we never talked to each
other. Never as a group and only rarely

one-to-one while we were at school. And
we separated when the school day was
over. We had no desire to be together. We
never got to know each other. I spent five

years with at least ten of those same
young people and didn't feel any more
comfortable with them five years later than
I did the first day of school.

The most important things, according to

the adults in my life, were attendance,
marks, what I was going to do when I "got
out" of high school, whether I talked in

class or not, whether or not I did my
homework, whether or not I was late for

school, whether or not I could "do" Math,
History, English, Latin, Science, Music.

the child
Home Ec. and Phys. Ed. and get good
marks.
The most Important things to me and to

the other kids were still basically the same.
More painful maybe and more secret, but

the same. How we looked. What the other

kids thought of us. But there were im-

portant differences too. How we looked
the year before had concerned my face,

my hair, and my naked body. How we
looked now became a little more dis-

honest. It was how we dressed. We didn't

agonize much about whether or not we
knew the countries of Europe or the date
of the American War of Independence,
until it came to exams and marks and then
we agonized a little. What we were con-
stantly tortured about, however, what we
were anxious about all those hours of this

and that, was how we looked. Whether or

not our stocking seams were straight.

Whether or not our clothes were "right".

Whether or not our skirts were tight

enough or our hair In place. Whether or

not Bill Dickson was looking and liked me
and would he ever ask me for a date.

Would I ever have breasts like Elizabeth

Purdy? They sort of turned up at the

points. Did she fuck? The boys seemed to

think she did. And even the male teachers
allowed a gust of whistles and suggestive
laughter when she walked up to the front.

There were dirty girls and girls who
weren't. Mary White, for Instance, fainted

in Home Ec. and some of the girls were
laughing afterwards. Was she pregnant?
And what about Nell? He never speaks to

me any more. Has he told the other boys
about us sitting in the little house in the

bushes showing ourselves to each other?
My stomach would shrivel at the thought.

Sex was all-powerful, most Important,

blatant in everything we laughed at, were
afraid of, in every motion and gesture of

the class but never acknowledged openly.
We cared desperately day after day

what the others thought of us. We never
thought to ask. Asking was unheard of.

Talking was unheard of too. Particularly

about sex, about ourselves. We became
more and more afraid of each other sex-
ually. And sex became a weapon. I was
used to boys and liked boys, but simple
horseplay or joking or any kind of open
courtship was a source of laughter. Of
course, we laughed away our own fears
and our own desires, our uneasiness. But
then, and by then, we didn't know what we
were about, nor that there was any other
way to be or to feel.

We created rules of behavior as we
went along. Oh, there were already rules

imposed on us. No talking. Ask to leave
the room. No chewing gum or swearing.
No horseplay. No physical affection dis-

played in the halls or the classrooms. But
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i was
our own rules were tighter and fiercer.

They had to be. and the punishment more
devastating.

We judged each other by the clothing

we wore. We loved by the rules of dress
and rejected by the same rules. We
classed and labelled each other by dress. I

realize now that it was the only way we had
of judging, of making contact. Visual con-
tact was allowed. No other form of In-

teraction was. Significantly enough, the

desirables in terms of dress were the

cleanest, the neatest, the most con-
ventional, and the least sexual.

Gone were my dreams of Veronica Lake
hairdos and sensual shrugs and tossing;,

of my long, silky hair. If I wanted to be
where it was at, some changes would have
to be made. God knows I tried. By the

beginning of my third year I looked just

like everybody else. I even had breasts.

But I knew It was a He even If nobody else

did; and I could never quite bring it

off—being bright, and clean, and sterile.

I now led a double life even in terms of

clothing. Banished to utter privacy about

my feelings, not daring to share with any
friend who might use my sexual honesty

against me, 1 painted provocative faces on

myself In the bathroom mirror, postured

nakedly (not without guilt) before the long

mirror in the hall when my parents were
out and wore red blouses with deep V-

necks. I also did not have dates, was not

desirable socially, and had no one to ask

about it, and because of this I began to

suffer severe doubts, about ever being

loved or even liked.

The-feeling of separation was immense.
In terms of where I am now In the present I

know It was not just because I started out

too young. I wasn't the only person I knew
who felt alone. But I can't remember
witnessing one expression on the face of

any teen-ager I knew of love, fear, anger,

loneliness, though we suffered these

things all the time. It wasn't allowed. Not

anywhere. Not at home, not at school, not

even two by two.

We had an accepted language that we
spoke, derisive about our own feelings as

well as the object of them. I don't

remember daring to be visibly moved by
anyone or anything past the age of eleven,

unless it was death.

On most things we exaggerated our
feelings to the point of being ludicrous.

"Isn't he cute!" Sight Sigh! A dialogue out

of a comic book, but it was standard,

acceptable behavior. And the boys,
though I would have to guess at their

dialogues, postured and derided in much
the same way. Didn't we all fall heart-

breaklngly in love, and blush and stutter

when the beloved walked by? You'd never

know it to hear it. Or see it? Poetry was
mush, handholding was a signal for loud

hoots and hollers, desire was a dirty joke,

and we avoided being alone. The girls

protected themselves with a gaggle of

girls and the boys were sternly guarded by
boys.

So afraid were we of our bodies and our

desires, we were vulnerable to and
hounded by the most deadly feelings of

embarrassment.
Far from being understood or

reassured by the adults in our lives, our

fears and our vulnerability to em-
barrassment, both physically and
emotionally, were used to manipulate us

to perform intellectually. There was no
worse threat than being singled out in a

class by a teacher who "joked." The jokes

were always derisive, always pertaining to

physical appearance or affectionate

behavior. We accepted it. We even liked

the teachers who "joked" the best. At least

we could laugh and relieve some of the

tension. We accepted the most out-

rageous ridicule and violations of our self-

respect as our due. No wonder we prac-

ticed the same disrespect on ourselves

and each other.

Feeling it out, how it was back there, i

wonder how on earth the whole school

didn't explode. So much violence and

love. Such a force of brand-new sexual
feeling. The intellectual activity, the

charade of learning, was paper-thin. So
many dreary hours of sitting In rooms with

dreary people to talk to us about dreary

subjects. While we lived in deep fantasy,

not allowed a richer, more real outlet, and
all that violence and love burnt itself out.

Worse still, we never knew. No one ever

told us we were brave, or honest, or

creative, or beautiful. And we didn't dare
to tell each other. Either we were smart, or

we weren't. And we racked our heads and
hearts at the ages of thirteen and fourteen

with what "we would do" when we finished

school. That counted. Every year we made
decisions affecting "what we would do"
and every year the fateful day got closer.

We didn't get a chance to practice any of

the activities we were choosing as our

"vocation" or talk to anyone involved in

those activities. It seems incredible now
that so much pressure was put on us at

that time to clearly decide what we would
spend a life-time doing. With so little

information to go on and with so much of

real importance was denied us. Like the

simple opportunity of talking to each
other. Or of just being.

The pressure we put on ourselves to

perform socially was just as incredible.

Somehow we knew there was a real world

to reckon with. It appeared to be a place

where having a "vocation" and having

someone to love you and be loved were of

tremendous importance. It began with

having "dates." Having "dates" was more
important than how you felt about the

person you went out with or how he made
you feel. The person didn't exist. Clothes

did, or looks, or intellectual or physical

prowess, and the real catch was the one
who had them all. We simply bought and
sold each other.

A teen-age dance was like being up for

auction. It was also the first step out of the

gaggle and away from the guardians. Oh,

they were there, but no longer offering

safety or protection. I wanted to be
wanted. I wanted to dance, but 1 felt like a

robot and somebody had lost the key. I

wanted to be asked, but I didn't have the

answer. I wasn't even sure I had a voice.

And the moment 1 stepped out of it. the
gaggle would pronounce judgment on me.

1 wore lipstick and powder, and my hair

fell accidentally over one eye. and my
sweater bumped out where it was sup-
posed to and it was the right shade of

blue. The room was dark, and sexual
expectation dense. If you danced, you
would kiss. If you kissed, you would pet.

You had physical contact before you ex-

changed names. Nervous and sweaty and
ungainly as hell I danced and flirted with

boys I didn't know, might never see again,

and found physically repulsive. I allowed
them to touch me, hold me, press their

faces into my hair, and I came back to the

gaggle a heroine. My soul rebelled. (My
soul always rebelled.) It rebelled against

the humiliation of standing along the wall,

of looking eager, of acting eager in the first

place, let alone being handled by
someone I didn't know. And how many
souls rebelled along with me? But I never
dared to express it and neither did they.

And I never dared to stay away or refuse.

Neither did they. We all came home from
dances and from frantic dates with

stomach-aches, bragging about the
wonderful time we had.

The next step out of the gaggle was the

group of four or six couples, and more
rigid sexual and social"expectation. The
movement from the group to a one-to-one
relationship was a jump. There was no
courtship; it wasn't allowed. There was no

space or time to explore ourselves. We
made our love choices visually and
jumped. When we got there we hugged
and kissed and petted. What else could we
do? Love and desire were still dirty jokes

unless you were married, engaged or

going steady. We were obliged to "fall in

love" before we were allowed the

questionable relief of declaring our affec-

tions openly. Hopefully we still had some
feelings left to express.

Gall Aahby
reprinted from This Magazine

Is About Schools, Vol. 3, Spring 1969

RABBI W. GUNTHER PLAUT

WILL SPEAK ON HIS RECENTLY ANNOUNCED CONCEPTS CON-

CERNING THE FUTURE OF REFORM JUDAISM. A NUMBER OF

MONTHS AGO, WRITING IN THE C.C.A.R. JOURNAL RABBI

PLAUT INDICATED THAT REFORM RABBIS MUST BEGIN TO RE-

THINK THEIR ANTIPATHY TO HALAKHIC JUDAISM OF THE

SHULKHAN ARUCH. THIS WOULD MEAN THE POSSIBLE IN-

TRODUCTION OF ORTHODOX PRACTICE BY REFORM RABBIS

INCLUDING SHABBAT LAWS, CONVERSION AND MARRIAGE

AND DIVORCE PRACTICES.

RABBI PLAUT WILL PRESENT HIS VIEWS
AND ENTERTAIN QUESTIONS.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15

8:00 P.M. HILLEL HOUSE

Announcing the formation of a

Choir of Jewish Music
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

MR. GORDON KUSHNER
OF THE

Royal Conservatory of Music

The Chair will utilize music in Hebrew in both sacred and secular con-

Tyou're interested in this kind of musical express*n and think you

have the lime, please come to a meeting with Mr. Kushner on

SUNDAY, OCT. 15

2:00 P.M.
at

Hillel House - 186 St. George

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

UNiVEMTTL^EMNWfL
610 SPADINA AVE. TORONTO 4, ONTARIO

Sunday Worship 11:00 A.M. "Doing The Best

Things in The Worst Times," sermon on doing

one's thing.

Sunday Eve Panel Discussion on "Genetics: To

Play God?" Dr. Simonovich of medical school,

Father Somtai of Regis College. United Church
Chaplain Eilert Frerichs, U. of T.

Dinner 5:30 (60 cents) Speakers 6:30

Lawrence E. Martin, University Chaplain
and Pastor of University Lutheran Chapel
and Student Centre.

922-1884 535-0396

"n'wsR*iTv
SERfflOnf

8C Thomas church
383 Huron street;

EVERY SUNDAY EVENING AT 7.00 P.M. DURING EVENSONG
FROM OCTOBER 15th TO NOVEMBER 26th

In Which Direction God?
Bishop W.R. Coleman. Professor of Humanities, York University - 15 October

The Theology of Exponential Growth

Rev. R. McMurray. Professor of Philosophy. University of Guelph - 22 October

Hints of Transcendence and Rumours of Angels in the Analysis of Culture

Rev. B.S. Alton, Professor of Religious Studies, Trinity College - 29 October

God in the Third World

Rev. C.H. Powles, Professor of Church History, Trinity College - 5 November

The Christian and Politics

Rev. R.F. Stackhouse. Professor of Philosophy of Religion, Wycliffe College - 12 November

The Sensuous Community
Rev. E. J. Reed, Professor of Pastoral Theology. Trinity College - 19 November

The Modern Mind and the Ancient of Days

Rev. W.N. McKeachie, St John's College, Oxford University - 26 November

EACH SERMON IS FOLLOWED BY DISCUSSION AND COFFEE
IN THE PARISH HALL

For further information, call 922-4747
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HOW THE OTHER HALF LOVES: At a

time when everyone seems to be trying to

lay some heavy message on your mind, it's

a pleasant relief to watch Robert Morley at

the Royal Alex playing a man who is

completely out of his mind and couldn't

care less about the problems of the world.

How the Other Half Loves is a farce, pure
and simple. There is sex since that is the

principle motivation of people who are not

hungry but the affair that starts the plot

rolling has occurred before the curtain

rises and what we see are the resultant

complications.

There are three couples involved. One
half of each of the first two couples has
been involved in a dalliance with each
other and the third, completely innocent
couple is, of course, blamed for all the

hanky panky.

The dialogue is frequently very witty and
the actors fill in those necessary but

possibly dull narrative sections with some
excellent mugging. Our only objection was
that the cast frequently allowed in-

sufficient time for laughter to subside so
that whole paragraphs were lost.

Playwright Alan Ayckbourn's basic
conceit of combining the homes of the two
major couples, thus providing
simultaneous coverage of both guilty par-

ty's attempts to cover up their guilt, is both
original and highly successful. After a very
brief period during which the convention
is accepted, the constant contrast
between the two life styles presented —
upper crust and lower class — provides
many visual laughs in addition to the
dialogue. (Rob Martin)

BACKDOOR THEATRE WORKSHOP:
Two original Canadian one act plays by
Eugene Benson are the current fare. Joan
ol Arc's Violin is a squawky piece that
says little and does a poor job saying it.

The Gunner's Rope is a longer, more
complex and generally superior play in

which two tramps discuss which one will

die so the other may receive the extra
pension money. It's all very Waiting for

Godet except that these two have given up
waiting. (Lilian Mershein)
GODSPELL: Summer is long gone but

Godspell lingers on at the Playhouse.
Victor Garber, the original Toronto Jesus
clown, has left to do the film version, but
most of the original cast remains and
incredibly enough, appear to be able to
maintain the high voltage energy level
required by the rather demanding produc-
tion. (Sandra Souchette)

AND THEN THERE'S: Hart House
Theatre opens its season Thursday with
Moliere's The Misanthrope Mlrandolina
by Carlo Goldonl Is at the Colonnade
Threatre.

Grumbles, 71 Jarvis above King (368-
0796). is presenting Ellen Mcllwalne
tonight and tomorrow. She's Nashville
born and was raised In Japan till the age of
fifteen. During her college years in the
States she developed the unique guitar
and singing style which she boasts today.
Her music touches on folk and rock with
jazz overtones. Accompanying herself on
an acoustic Guild with a pick-up, her
guitar playing relies strongly on tunings
and an aggressive rhythmic style, Her
voice is powerful and gruff with gentle
overtones, sounding much like Julie
Driscoll. Ellen also has an interesting
album out called Honky Tonk Angel

(Polydor). One side is live, and more
intense than the other, studio, side. She
especially shines on Isaac Hayes' Toe
Hold. Hendrix's Up From The Skies, and
Wade In The Water.

Next week at Grumbles will be The
Good Brothers and La Troupe Grotes-

que Admission is still $2.50 and coffee

and other drinks are cheap at 25*.

Fiddler's Green Coffeehouse, near
Yonge and Eglrnton (489-3001), has
folksinger David Levlne tonight. The
Tuesday night set with Gordon Bok is

already sold out.

The Rlverboat, 134 Yorkville {922-

6216), features Sonny Terry and Brownie
McGhee till Sunday night. Next week
beginning Tuesday you can see Canadian
folkie Murray McLauchlan.

King Biscuit Boy is at the El Mocambo
Tavern, Spadina below College (961-

2558), tonight and tomorrow. Grease Ball

Boogie and Flying Circus take over next

week.

Alice Cooper's pre-recording days
were made up of concert dates that were
unusual, to say the least. Cooper and the

'boys' were usually dressed and made up
so as to put their sexual genders in

question and their act included bom-
barding the audience with live chickens,

feathers and even watermelons. They had
a loyal but small group of fans and worried
about the transition of their music and
spirit to record. However, they never
succeeded in preserving their original

theatrical flavour.

It's a good week for films, among them
Sounder at the Hollywood South. Today is

the last day for the Canadian film awards
showings at the St. Lawrence Centre. A
mixed bag of movies all day long, but you
had best phone and make sure there are
seats empty. Also tonight Olivter's Othello
shows at Cinema Lumiere. The film
features Frank Finlay's definitive lago,
generally agreed to be the best lago of the
century. Still tonight, the Roxy is offering
six hours of the Russian War and Peace
for just 994. And as if that wasn't enough,
St. Mike's is running Truffaut's fine,

civilized The Wild Child tonight and
tomorrow.

Monday you can choose between
Investigation of a Citizen Above Suspi-
cion at Cinema Lumiere and a sleeper
called Pretty Poison at the Roxy.
Wednesday, Losey and Pinter's

brooding, meticulous Accident plays the
Roxy.

Thursday, Murmur of the Heart is at
Cinema Lumiere. Louis Matle's film is

gentle and joyous, one of the best ever.
Jerry McNab of the Toronto Film-

makers Co-op offers their monthly film
calendar as a remedy to keeping track of
the many film showings we complained of
not having room to list. The calendar
hasn't got them all, notably missing cam-
pus showings, but it is a great help. You
can order it from the co-op, room 201,
Rochdale, 341 Bloor Street West. It will

cost about five dollars to cover a year's
printing and postage. You can also join the
co-op, if you like.

Frenzy: Alfred Hitchcock, In the full

flower of his malice, returns to ply his own
brand of affectionate sadism. He lets the-
film just stop, and you squirm; he races
through a cadenza of cutting and camera
angles, and you squirm. Hitch is less
interested in his characters' actions than
in his audiences' reactions. This one is
about a sex-murderer, an aspiring
gourmet cook, some rather foolish
women, and the City of London. At the
Hyland; $2.75.

Cabaret is good, though not quite as
good as its notices. It promises to be
subtler than it really is. and Liza Mlnelli

played the role before in The Sterile

Cuckoo. But it's a stunningly nasty
musical — the first one, ever. At the

Glendale; $2.75,

The Canadian Opera Company finishes

up Its season this week with Tosca tonight

Art Gallery of Ontario: To complement
the coming exhibit, Toronto Painting
1953-1965, the gallery is hosting five lec-

tures. The one this week, October 19, Is

given by Clare Bice, on the Influence of

artistic organizations and Institutions on
the developing arts in Canada. The lecture

begins at 8:30 pm.
Erlndale College: In addition to the

shows mentioned here last week, an ex-
hibit of John Matter's paintings, drawings

Ellen Mctlwaine sings at Grumbles.

at 8:15 and La Boheme tomorrow at 2 pm
and Alda at 8:15 pm.
The Faculty of Music's artist in

residence, Katharine Wolpe (Anton Kuerti
is away this year) gives a free concert, no
tickets required, this Wednesday at 8:30
pm. Her concert is an interesting and
varied one: Drel Klavlerstucke by
Schubert and three more piano pieces by
Schonberg: Sechs kllene, op. 19, the opus
11 and opus 23. Schumann's popular
Kreisleriana {from E.T.A. Hoffman's
wizard) is the last work on her program.

The Festival Singers are at Lawrence
Park Community Church at 8:30 pm {the
same day and time as the Wolpe un-
fortunately — just another example of the
increasingly blase attitude of concert
schedulers to the already fixed dates of
other important concerts in the city).

Zubln Mehta is conducting the Israel
Philharmonic at Massey Hall this Thur-
sday, October 19. The last word is that
there are still a few tickets at $3 and $5.
The program comprises symphony no. 2
by Tal. Ravel's Daphne and Chloe Suite,
no. 2 and Dvorak's masterpiece symphony
no. 7 (the old no. 2). The latter has
everything to offer that the ninth does
except its very expendable familiarity.

The Faculty of Music is hosting a lecture
in the Concert Hall this Thursday at 2 pm:
"On the 100th Birthday of Vaughan
Williams" by Doctor Derek Homan, no
tickets, no charge.

and prints will begin October 16.

Carmen Lamanna Gallery: Robin
Collyer, Phil Mosowltz, "Tube Tuk", until

October 26.

Artarlo: A project of the Ontario Arts
Council is sponsoring a 21 -piece ex-
travaganza by Canadian artists.
Duplications of each piece will go to make
up 500 shows across Canada, one of

which will be at Trinity Square dally from
noon on.

Hart House: William J. Wood
Retrospective, until October 29.

Isaacs Gallery: William Kurelek,
paintings, to October 30.

Roberts Gallery: William Roberts, an
exhibit of water colours on paper and
acrylics on canvas or board. Until October
21.

Picture Loan Gallery: George Rackus,
Aluchromle: recent works In anodlzed
aluminum, until October 26.

Shaw-Rlmmlngton Gallery: John
Street, recent serigraphs. Until October
29.

Photo Gallery: "Fever'' by Shin.
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Water Polo Blues ride again

Blues' new team practised last night for tomorrow's tournament at U of T.

The exotic sport of water polo, played by
enthusiastic young gentlemen on horses with water
wings, is currently being resuscitated on the U of T
campus.

The Varsity squad under the leadership oCcoach
Sieve Ttiboiku is anticipating a thrilling season,

beginning with a round-robin tournament at Hart
House tomorrow at I lam. The tournamment
features teams from York, Ottawa, and Queens, in

addition to the Blues.

Those unfamiliar with the sport will find it rivals

football and hockey in excitement, while providing

for the aficionado of sport an unparalleled ex-

hibition of devious rule-bending and rugged play.

Despite the loss of veterans Alex Fedko, Lyle

Makosky and Brian Barras, the team is rounding,

into form.

Returning from last year are Ed Hanna, Adam
(iesing. Fred Poulter, and Peter Gagnon. Henning
Wiebach and David Martin are additions to the
team from Winnipeg, while Chris McNaught - a
shining light from a bygone water polo era - is also

back.

Others performing for the Blues in their series of
four meets will be Wayne Phillips, Bob Heatley,

Jim Butler. John Gibson. Brian Hobbs, and Vitold

tiesing.

Besides this weekend's meet, the water polo
team goes to Queen's on October 21, York,
October 2X. and is back at home on November 4.

The OUAA Championship takes place at York on
November 1 1

.

Toronto has not won the Hershorn Trophy since

l%8. Last year McMasler took the championship.

Try me.

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale

Do you know what you're missing?

sportalk
The football Blues face a clutch homecoming game tomorrow against the

Carleton Ravens. They defeated Carleton 14-6 earlier in the season but the

Ravens downed Queen's 26-23 last weekend In the OUAA Golf
Championships last weekend in Ottawa the University of Waterloo won the

Ruitan Cup for the third time in four years. Warriors Tim McCutcheon
recorded the lowest score (146) for the thirty-six holes to earn the McCall
Trophy as the best individual performer. Waterloo's total was 603, with

Queen's second(6l3). Western third (624), Carleton fourth (628) and U ofT
fifth (631 ).

Western will hold the fourth Annual UWO Invitational Track and Field
Meet this afternoon beginning at I pm. The invitational is the last test before

the OUAA championships at Windsor on October 21 The first cross-

country invitational meet takes place at York tomorrow In OUAA
Tennis Western won the team, individual, and doubles championships in the

Western Section. In the Eastern Section eliminations at York last weekend
U of T won the team championship while Keith Porter and Steve Segal

teamed up to win the doubles. York's Tony Pospicil captured the individual

championship. Western. Toronto, and York's Pospicil will travel to Western
tomorrow to compete for the Canadian Lawn Tennis Association

Cup the second rowing regatta of the season takes place tomorrow when
Trent holds the second annual Head of the Trent rowing regatta for eights

and singles. Western will return to defend the championship it won last year.

All together there will be approximately 400 competitors from 35

universities, rowing clubs and high schools the standing committee for

irtterfaculty hockey held a meeting yesterday to decide upon the composition
of the league. There will be two championships and two division. Division I

consists of A (Vic I, Sr. Eng. St Mike's A, PHE A, Law A. and Erin) and B
. .Trin A. Fac of Educ.Scar I, Med A, UC I, New I) sections. Division II

also consists of two sections - A. (Dent A, VicII, For A, Jr Eng. St Mike's

B. Devonshire House. Innis I, PHE B) and B (Grad Stud A, Law II, Scar II,

Knox, Music, Pharm A. UC II). Division I will have a home and home
schedule, plus one round of interlocking games, while Division II will only

play home and home games. The top four teams in each secion of the both

divisions will play off.

The intermediate league will likely consist of two divisions with six games
played by each team. Teams defaulting the first scheduled game are

withdrawn from the league, while a team must earn six points to qualify for

the playoffs. Inlerfac League starts November I, and Intermediate League
Niivember 6.

BASKETBALL REFEREES
ATTENTION

GET YOUR APPLICATIONS IN NOW-
INTRAMURAL OFFICE, HART HOUSE.

FIRST RULE CLINIC IS SCHEDULED FOR MON-
DAY, OCT. 16th AT 7.00 p.m. IN THE FENCING
ROOM, HART HOUSE. ATTENDANCE IS MAN-
DATORY FOR ALL WOULD-BE OFFICIALS.

HOCKEY REFEREES
ATTENTION

FIRST CLINIC IS SCHEDULED FOR OCT. 23rd. AP-
PLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT INTRAMU RAL OF-
FICE, HART HOUSE.

NEW COLLEGE STUDENTS

Individual

Tutoring
IN

Physics & Chemistry

Monday — Thursday
3:30 - 5:30

ROOM 125

COULD YOU DEFEND YOURSELF?
LEARN HOW WITH HUPKIDO KARATE

by Master K. YEO, 7th Degree Black Belt

(Former Instructor, Korean Police Academy)

o HUPKIDO is the best art ol self-defence, physical

fitness, self-confidence,

o In the basic art of HU PKIDO. there are more than

300 techniques.

o Learn new techniques every day!

o Modern spacious gym New floor mats.

Drop In or phone 923-8700 - 489-8916

II no answer

C.C.B. HUPKIDO KARATE ACADEMY

1170 Yonge St. (Jusl below Summorhill Subway

Station. Froe Parking) COME, SEE, LEARN
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Hockey dies in Canada, thrives in U.S

By NADIM WAKEAM
The American colonization ofour

national sport has caused the death

of hockey in Canada, said Bruce

K icld in a speech Wednesday night.

Speaking to a meeting of the West

Metro Waffle, he said, "The death is

apparent to us all after watching the

eighl game Canada-Russia series."

Kidd, a Cornier NDP provincial

candidate and Olympic track

runner, spoke with deep feeling on

ihe American exploitation of hockey

in Canada today.

Not only has our economy
become dominated by the U.S., but

"our so-called national sport has

become colonized as well," he

continued.

He pointed out how the NHL had

gained control of past Canadian

national learns through threats of

bribing team players lo join the

NHL with high salaries. He cited as

examples players such as Ken
Drydcn and Gary Dineen who sub-

sequently did join NHL teams.

And. he continued, last spring

Russia agreed lo play a Canadian

professional learn, but the NHL
permilled only those players who
had sinned NHL contracts to play.

Tins excluded players such as Bobby
Hull and Derek Sanderson, who had
signed with the new World Hockey
Association.

"The whole Team Canada
experience has this 'made-in-
U.S.A.' feel." he said.

"The whole (NHL) operation is in

the hands of a multi-national cor-

poration largely controlled outside

Canada."" He added the only reason

NHL headquarters is in Montreal is

to escape the American anti-trust

laws.

As a result of the

commercialization of hockey, the

iporl has lost its excitement and

ikillful character. Kidd continued.

The decline of the game as a spec-

tacle begins the first moment it is

bought and sold as a commodity, he

slated.

The decline of the sport was
exemplified in the Russian scries

when Canadian players began en-

ticing fights and using dirty ladies,

he said.

"The consequences of Ihe NHL
monopoly of the game is that we
have lost sight of ihe game as it was

played before."

The game played in the I930*s

and players such as M auricc

Richard and Jean Beliveau are ex-

amples oT an older and more skillful

type of hockey, he maintained.

Instead of playing the game for its

own sake, the NHL feels hockey's

purpose is to win "no matter how
you do ii". he said.

Kidd also attacked the complicity

of the press in failing to criticize

NHL hockey. The reason for this is

thai the press has simply accepted

the press releases from NHL head

offices, he said.

Kidd concluded his speech with an

exhortation to Canadians lo form

l heir own league controlled by
Canadians, through nationalization

of ihe sporl, if necessary.

"We do have a chance lo bring

hockey hack alive," he said.

He called for hockey fans and

parlieipanls to regain control of

Canada's national sport and develop

a new type of hockey based on

sportsmanship and skill.

He outlines his views on his

proposed new league in a book just

published entitled The Death ol

Hockev".

Third shut-out in five games

Soccer Blues fie Guelph in lacklustre gome
By IAN HARRIS

The Blues returned from Guelph
last night after a disappointing

goalless draw in a game Ihey

dominated for long spells.

Early play was rather erratic due
lo Ihe slippery playing surface after

a heavy rain. Both teams took a

while lo settle down; the ball was
spinning awkwardly making control

difficult.

The Blues were ihe first to make
an impression From a throw - in on
ihe left Ihe ball went to Bruno Bruni

who shol narrowly past ihe upright.

Guelph, now mastering the tricky

conditions, hit back with a series of
breaks down the wings, followed by
dangerous crosses which keeper
.lack Brand deall with adequately.

On ihe next play Brand made a
diving save al the feel of Stevens, the
Guelph centre forward.

Generally. Toronto's defence
played competently, being well
drilled by captain Tim Burns. After
breaking down a Guelph attack

Burns slarled a counter attack for
the Blues with an astute through ball

lo Ron Misurka who then shot over
ihe lop.

However, ihe Blues' attack was
not playing cohesively. The wings
were inadequalely served by the

niidficld while centre forward Da
Ros;i was welj held by Guelph's
centre hack. Mahabir. The two

wingers. D'Antoni and Misurka
were nol gelling inside the fullbacks

niaking hillier's running ineffective.

However, on one flurry of attack,

Blues' Jim Varelas hit the crossbar
and some good work on the right by
Da Rosa also culminated with a
shol—one which went narrowly
wide.

Hillier found D'Antoni with a
good pass and he gol Ihe belter of
iwo defenders, ending the move with

a shol which was lurned for a cor-

ner. From the kick Bruni skimmed
l he crossbar.

The Blues' attack was sporadic,

hardly posing a real threat lo the

Guelph goal. There was no sustained

pressure from either side and the 0-0

halflime score was not surprising,

loronlo's midfield was showing lit-

tle of the tenacity it displayed
against Western. Forwards lended
lo bunch and failed lo penetrate the

lighl Guelph defence, although,

Blues" defence was once again out

standing, with Cazzola and Burns
playing particularly well.

In the earlier stages of Ihe second
hall

.
ihe Blues continued to

dominate most of tne play against a
Guelph squad showing a definite

defensive straegy. A dangerous
through ball by Misurka to Da Rosa
was hil oul by Ihe Guelph defence
lor a ihrow-in. From the Ihrow-in
Dahsky hil a shol, only lo be

slopped by the Guelph goaltender on
a good save.

Bruni came close to scoring,

beating three men in midfield, but

shut just wide of the upright from
thirty yards out. Next corner on the

left was hit low to the running

Hillier. whose shot on goal was
kicked away by the Guelph righl

hack. Ciuelph's only reply to the
Blues pressure was a break away
down ihe middle. Keeper Brand was
called upon lo make his best save of
the game on this play.

Fifteen minutes inlo the second

half, a cross from Ed Carter on the

righl produced the Blues best
scoring chance. The right back's
pass found D'Antoni running in

towards goal, and with only the
keeper to beat, the winger headed
ihe ball into Ihe goalie's hands.
Shortly afterwards Misurka
squandered another golden op-
portunity ballooning the ball over
Ciuelph's crossbar from only six

yards oul.

Sustained pressure by ihe Blues in

the final phase oHhe game produced
at leasl seven corner kicks, but the
forwards were unable to capitalize.

Wiih only minutes remaining Phil

Oldfield intercepted a Guelph pass
in midfield and combined wiih Peter
Hillier. whose firm shol narrowly
missed the largel from 25 yards.This
lasi dilch effort by the Blues was
undoubtedly the most skilful

allempt at penetrating a tight

Guelph defence.

On ihe whole the Blues were
unfortunale not to come away with a

win. hut they never really looked

like scoring.

Credit must be given to the

Guelph learn for a tremendous
defensive effort. Their strong run-

ning and workman like ability did

not allow the Blues lo foray deep in

Guelph territory.

Blues' midfield players failed to

dominate the all-important centre of

the field until Oldfield entered the

game. His running of Ihe ball and
skilful distribution was one of ihe

few redeeming features of the Blues'

play.

Despite the result, coach Nicol
should have been extremely satisfied

wiih ihe performance of the four

defencement.

Burns broke up Ihe few Guelph
allacks coolly and with authority.

Bob Ca/Aila and Herb Duosky
tackled accurately, and Eddie
Carter played one of his better

games, negating ihe Guelph's left

winger and playing the mosl effec-

tive pass.

The Blues travel lo Waterloo
tomorrow hoping to repeal their

earlier victory over the Warriors.

OUAA Soccer

Western Section Games Won Lost Tied For Agst Pts
McMaster 6 4 1 1 32 6 9
Toronto 5 3 0 2 13 2 8
Waterloo 7 3 .4 0 13 21 6
Western 4 2 1 1 18 ,6 5

;

Guelph 6 2 2 2 9 10 5
Laurentian 2 1 1 0 4 5 4
Brock 5 0 5 0 3 28 0
Easlern Section
Ryerson 4 2 1 1 8 9 5
Queen's 4 2 1 1 12 7 5
York 3 2 0 1 5 2 5
Trent 4 0 2 2 3 7 2
Carleton 3 0 2 1 2

'
5

v
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Rejects referendum results

McNie stands firm on fees
By RANDV ROBERTSON

Minister of Colleges and
Universities Jack McNie said

yesterday the results of the OFS
referendum will not convince him to

advocate repealing the fees increase.

However he stated that there will

he no fee increases next year,

claiming that this had been govern-

ment policy before the referendum.

He added Premier Bill Davis had

said at York University a week

before the referendum that the fees

would not ~be increased. He said !fe

himself'had said this at Convocation

Hall just before the referendum.

In fact, although a report of what

Davis :--.iid at York was never denied

by government sources. McNie
would not confirm on October 7 that

it was government policy not to

increase fees in 1973-74. At Con-
vocation Hall last Tuesday, the

minister slated he was "confident"

that there would be no fee

increases.)

Hxplaining why the government

would not defer the 1972-73 fee

increase. McNie compared the

referendum to a "vole in front of a

supermarket asking the customers if

they want lower prices."

OFS general co-ordinator Craig

Heron, when told of McNie's al-

iunde said, "it doesn't surprise me."
McNie claimed that there had

never been any negotiations between

the OKS and the provincial govern-

ment. "Negotiating — this is a word
the OFS has been using," h e said.

Heron said this was "not strictly

true." The OFS, he said, has not

been "negotiating" in any formal

labour relations sense with the

government because it does not exist

as a bargaining unit. He cited,

however, a meeting with former

colleges and universities minister

CiCorge Kerr two days after the

formulation of the OFS demands, a

meeting planned with former Social

Development Minister Darcy
McKcough — who resigned before

il could lake place, and a meeting

lasl Wednesday with McNie
himself. Il was "rather hard to meet

with a constantly shifting ad-

ministration." Heron said.

McNie called for documentation

of the hardships the OFS charges

the fees and loan increases are

causing. He said the combination of

increases in tuition and decreases in

grunts is causing some hardship, but

he demanded the presentation of

Late returns confirm Ontario

students oppose fee hikes
More complete returns from last week's fees

strike referendum have confirmed Ontario

students' opposition to government cuts in student

financing.

After Lakehead. Waterloo and York

Universities reported Ontario Federation of

Students figures reveal more than 35,000 students

have voted, with two thirds of them supporting the

OFS demands of the Ontario government. Ottawa

University, St. Patrick's and Fanshawe com-

munity colleges have not yet reported.

Of the accurate totals, which include 33,710

voters. 22,940 voted to support the OFS demands.

On the crucial question of the fees strike, 19,217

voted "ves", while 8,857 had already paid their

Ices Of the close to 34,000 students voting, 21,167

said they would withhold all their fees next year if

further cuts in studenl financing were announced,

while 6,017 will nol attend their institution next

year.

Trent University students were still the only

ones to vole against the fees strike. But

surprisingly, they supported their own student

council's demands more strongly than they sup-

ported Ihe OFS demands.

While f»7 per cent supported the OFS demands,

S5 per cent wanted permanent rescinding of the

fee hikes, the return of the OSAP loan ceilings to

[heir 1971-72 level and the tax burden being placed

on "those who can afford it, that is the

corporations".

Of the one quarter of the Trent student body
which voted. 251 opposed a fees strike in January

if OFS negotiations are not successful, while only

91) supported it. However, 71 per cent supported

holding a province-wide demonstration in Queen's

Park to protest the cuts in student financing.

At U of T, the fees strike was supported by
SAC" fees-paying students 5.140 "yes" votes to

l.d(H) no. votes seemingly more than 3 to 1

support. However, 3,958 said they had already

paid all iheir fees.

As SAC services commissioner Bill Steadman
said in an interview yesterday, many of those who
paid all their fees in one instalment disagreed with

ilic Ices strike. Their neutrality or support in the

same proportion as those who voted yes or no
cannot be assumed.

"I personally don't feel there is a strong

mandate," Steadman says.

C oncerning SAC support of the fees strike at

tonight's meeting when it considers the referen-

dum, he said "I have a feeling it won't go through
easily."

specific instances.

Heron said OFS has not

documented hardship cases but that

some of the university student

councils have done so. He added

that OFS could do so itself without

any difficulty.

But. he said, more important to

ihe issue are those cases we can't

document — the cases of those who
have not come back to university

because of the fees and loan

increases.

McNie asserted that Ontario has

the best student aid program in

Canada. He called for a Canada-

wide review of provincial student aid

systems, involving the federal

government suggestions and action.

Studenl pressure of financing

will he more effective if it is applied

lo the federal government instead of

jusl Ontario, McNie stated.

"Students," he said, "would be
more credible if only they had a

broader perspective."

1 f they can move the federal

government to action, students will

be improving the lot of students in

poorer provinces, as well as their

own. he thought.

The minister added he is

interested in a system through which

students could pay back education

costs through a geared-to-income

tax surcharge. This would have to be

negotiated with Ottawa, he said.

Heron charged that McNie is

"shifting the blame to get the

pressure ofT himself." Students have

been pressuring the federal govern-

ment, he claimed, but federal of-

ficials have refused to meet with

i hem.

Speeding readers may stop
SAC and the promoters of the first campus speed reading course offered

in three years are slated to meet this morning to try to iron out difficulties

which could prevent the program from being instituted.

Communication Services promoter Elwood Lemon approached SAC
services commissioner Bill Steadman this summer with a proposal to start a

speed reading course.
1

Shortly after SAC accepted the offer, a serious

communications breakdown developed.

Steadman could not reach Leomon by telephone all last week, and Lemon
failed lo show for a Thursday meeting. This morning's meeting will try to

unravel the difficulties.

SAC has several serious complaints about the way Communication

Services are handling preparations for the course.

Without receiving permission from SAC, the promoters have printed

SAC's name on their advertisements and application forms.

They unilaterally decided to hold three of the five classes at seven

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday evenings. However, the university has no

facilities with a projector and screen available at that hour, according to

SAC.
i

Communication Services also instructed course applicants to make their

cheques payable to SAC. Although SAC agreed to collect the money,

Nleadman noted, it did not give its permission for the cheques to be made

payable to it.

Steadman said there was no reason SAC should be stuck with all the

honkwork for running the profit-making course.

The London-based corse operators claim a three - to 10- fold increase in

reading speed without loss of comprehensin. All of this can be done in eight,

easy lessons and costs only $35, according to Communication Services'

promotional material.

Meanwhile, SAC is advising persons registered for the seven pm classes to

contact the 'SAC office. 928-4911, after noon today lo find out the fate or

their course. •
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TODAY
7 am

Let Radio Varsity get you up in the

mornings! Monday through Friday from 7

to 10 am, U of T Radio will wake you up with

music, news, weather and sports. 820 AM
on your campus dial.

noon
Last day to reserve tor Hlllel suppers this

Wednesday and Thursday. 186 St. George.

1 pm
All candidates meeting, Spadlna Hiding.

Debates Room, Hart House.

Representatives trom the Federal

Government will discuss science careers

offered to graduates in the "Federal

Government Bio-Physical Sciences
Programme". McLennan Physics, room
203.

4:30 pm
"Synagogue and Community''. Ffee

Jewish University. BBYO Budding. 15 Hove

St.

5 pm
Karate, open to everyone. Hart House

Fencing Room.
7 pm

SAC general meeting: discussion of

referendum results. Moot Court, Faculty of

Law.

7:30 pm
Organizational mealing for GSU sports

activities. Those interested in Intra-mural

sports, both men and women, should at-

tend. It is imperative that those wishing to

play intra-mural hockey attend. At 16

Bancroft.

U of T Film Board General Meeting: new
members welcome. If you can't make it,

contact Michael Baptiste at 742-8732. Hart

House, Film Editing Room,

8 pm
CUSO information meeting on Africa —

interested in working overseas lor two
years. Come and chat with returned

teachers, etc. ISC, 33 St. George.
"Chavurat Zemer", Free Jewish

University. 186 St. George.

"Report Irom Britain: Mass Strikes and
Left-Wing Muddle", with Lyn Marcus.
Discussion follows. ISC. 33 St. George.

8:30 pm
'The Jewish Woman", Free Jewish

University. 186 St. George.
"Dissent in Jewish History". Free Jewish

University. 186 St. George.

TUESDAY

1 pm

"Judaism and Marxism". Free Jewish

University. Sid Smith, room 3045.

Representatives from the Federal

Government will be on hand to discuss

opportunities of employment for Engineers

in the "Federal Government Applied

Sciences Programme". McLennan
Physics, room 202.

4 pm

First of three lectures by Or. Colin

Morris, on "The problems of emerging

natrons and the role ol Christianity". New
Academic Building, Vic.

U of Wat Fed pres quits

WATERLOO (CUP) — .University of Waterloo Federation of

Students president Terry Moore resigned Saturday.

When first elected to the presidency, Moore wanted to see "a student

union that would really mean something to people, not just a student

government."

Moore says he found himself becoming a full-time bureaucrat in order

ngs done that other people were not willing to handle.L'Cl

The council. Moore charges, "wasn't interested at all in anything, but

perhaps becoming stage crews for the concerts and saw itself as a 'board of
directors' that sanctioned the decisions of the executive every couple of
weeks, rather than a working body."

Moore doesn't put the blame on the student body, saying that "the
students" aloofness is most likely a result of the whole university structure."

But. he also contends, "There does come a point at which the individual

students have to assume responsibility if they expect the Federation to

continue to represent them all."

Last day to reserve for Danny Stegel'e

Shabbaton. 1BB St. George.

5:30 pm

Ukrainian Students Club Executive

Meeting. Arbor Room, Hart House.

An Informal Eucharist and supper.

Newman Centre, 89 St. George.

7 pm

SAC communications commission,

discussion of survey, RV Budget and more.

New members needed. SAC Office.

7:30 pm

"Aesthetics of Jewish Prayer". Free

Jewish University. 186 St. George.

8 pm

"A Tarn Fun Honlg", Free Jewish

University. 186 St. George.
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First use of Quebec no warrant law cited
MONTREAL (CUPI) — Bill 51,

Quebec justice minister Jerome Cho-

quetle's .answer lo the expired Public

Order (Temporary Measures Act),

appears to have been used recently for the

first lime in Quebec.

Today marks the second anniversary of

the Trudeau government's invocation of

the War Measures Act which preceded the

I'O (TMA).
The offices of lAgence Presse Libre du

Quebec (APLQ), (he Movement for the

Defence of Quebec Political Prisoners

(MDPPQ) and a moving co-operative, all

Iticaled in the same building in Montreal,

were nivsleriously broken into October 6.

The unknown thieves entered without

forcing the doors of the building. At

APLQ. they made off with almost a

thousand files (200 of them on popular

movements and unions), administrative

catalogues, addressograph plates, lists ol

ail dresses and address booklets,

bankbooks, and mail. At the MDPPQ and

the Co-op de Detnenagemenl. all the ad-

ministrative files and lists of the members

and their addresses were seized.

After the robbery, the doors were

carefully shut again and none of the equip-

ment was damaged or even disturbed.

"The confiscation was selective,

systematic and neatly carried out,"

revealed an APLQ spokesman. "We have

an electronic typewriter worth S700 which

wasn't even touched. Obviously what in-

terested them were the files and our in-

formation on unions and popular

movements."

After the break-in, APLQ wrote to the

RCMP. le Surele du Quebec, (the Quebec
Provincial Police) and the Montreal police

department asking the three forces if they

were involved in the thefts. Choquette was
also asked whether the raid was carried out

by officers acting under Bill 51.

Neither the police nor Choquette replied

io these requests, and APLQ held a press

conference last Friday to denounce the

police and lo declare that Bill 51 was
unconstitutional.

"I am convinced that this is one of the

first applications of the infamous Bill 51,

the law on organized crime and subversion

brought in by justice minister Jerome
Choquette." said lawyer Georges Lebel.

According to Lebel. there is only one

plausible hypothesis lo explain the theft: a

police raid. The lawyer explained thai in

accordance with ihe Choquette law on

organized crime, terrorism and subversion,

Ihe police have the right of seizure al all

times and places wilhout any warrant

other than Bill 51 Itself.

The hill, supposedly set up to deal with

organized crime, was rushed through the

Quebec National Assembly in July, just

before the summer adjournment, and came
into force July X.

It contained a lillle publicized addition

which may account for the raid on the

Montreal groups. The first article of the

hill slates: "The (Quebec Police) Commis-
sion shall also make an inquiry into the

activities of an organization or system, its

ramifications and the persons involved to

the extent prescribed by the Lieutenant-

(iovernor-in-Council whenever he has

reasons lo believe that in the fight against

organized crime or terrorism and sub-

version, it is in the public interest to order

such an inquiry be held."

Quebec justice minister Choquette

Article two allows Ihe police

commission lo search and seize documents
without a warrant. The term "warrant" is

used in the law, although it merely means
authorization from an administrative

polite body, nol the courts, effectively

giving the police authority to grant

themselves warrants.

Lven this formality can be dispensed

with: "in case of urgency, when a warrant

can nol be obtained in due time, any
person authorized to make an inquiry by

the commission may exercise wilhout

warrant the powers provided" in the

preceding iwo sections. These regulations

provide the police with almost the same
sweeping powers of the War Measures Act
tWMA).

Bill 5 1 also created agents auxiliaries —
an auxiliary police squad — to aid already

existing police units.

However, bill 51. goes beyond the

WMA because tl is permanent. Hearings

may be held in camera and testimony given

in that case "shall be confidential subject

tit Ihe discretion of the commission to use

for its report the information so obtained,

which, shall nol. however, be connected
v\iih the witness so heard." Thus secret

accusations are legitimized.

The right to defend oneself before the

commission is nol automatic but granted

only at the commission's discretion. No
one called before Ihe commission has Ihe

right lo refuse lo answer questions.

The attack on "terrorists and
subversives" under the guise of inquiring

into organized crime is similar to events

during the "October crisis" when the

WMA was imposed supposedly to fight

terrorism, ll was also used to legitimize the

arrests or more than 400 people and more
than 2000 searches aimed nol at terrorists,

but al various progressive and democratic

groups in Quebec. None of the arrested

«ere subsequently charged.

Election due in only six weeks

Three college residences sfill not enumerated
By JULIA ELCOCK

With Toronto municipal elections

lillle more than six weeks away, at

least three colleges at U of T have

still nol been enumerated.

In Friday interviews the deans of

residence al Trinity, University and

New Colleges said that as far as they,

knew there had been no municipal

enumeration at their residences.

Porlers at the same residences had

earlier indicated that no municipal

enumerators had come lo the

buildings.

And al a fourth. Victoria College,

only four persons out of more than

500 living in the buildings were

enumerated. The enumerators had

apparently been around before term

started.

There is some confusion because

Abysmal lack of French-Canadian

content in university courses

charge Carleton professors
OTTAWA (CUP) — A survey of

24 Canadian universities (including

iwo bilingual institutions) by Carle-

ton University professors Robin
Matthews, Donald Smith, and
Sinclair Robinson reveals an ap-

palling lack or French-Canadian
content in Lnglish-languagc courses

tin French literature and culture.

The survey, entitled "French-
Canadian Studies and their place in

University French Department: A
Critique and Model for Change in

l.nglish Canada", was released last

week.

The report criticizes the

demeaning altitude most English-

language university French
departments take towards the

leaching of French-Canadian
language, culture and literature.

"In general. French departments

seeni to consider French-Canadian
literature and civilization marginal,

and French-Canadian language an

unfortunate corruption of a pure

tongue." the report says.

Like studies of English-Canadian

language and literature, French-

Canadian studies are not considered

worthwhile. "An attitude of in-

tellectual colonialism, both con-

scious and uncoscious. has pervaded

Canadian universities", the report

says, thus discouraging all but the

hardy from persevering to find and

understand something of the Cana-

'diitn (and French Canadian)
identity.

The report also criticizes French

departments for leaching 19lh and

20lh century literature mainly, as if

Canada doesn't exist. "Such courses

prepare students, by major ommis-

sion. to believe that work done in

Canada is not 'serious' work es-

pecially when French-Canadian

literature is barely offered or

limited."

Courses in language and

linguistics are seriously limited both

in number and scope, the report

adds. In most cases, French

departments are heavily oriented

towards literature; where language

courses do exist, the language taught

is "international" and not Que-

heeois French. Thus students are

ill'prepared both on the linguistic

and cultural- level "for any real

eonlacl with ihcir French-speaking

neighbors."

French departments were also

taken lo task for limiting French-

Canadian literature studies to

honors and/or senior undergraduate

students, "preventing many Cana-

dian students from access to

material of their own country."

The survey of courses — French

and French-Canadian — did not

include those offered by other

departments because most students

seldom have the freedom to take
cours e in other disciplines, and
[hose courses are rarely given in

French.

The highest percentage of

offerings devoted to French-

Canadian studies was 25 per cent,

ihe lowest four per cent and the

average was 14 per cent; the

professors' model calls for 46 per

cent

.

The University of Alberta is

lauded for its program in French-

Canadian language and literature

which is separate from French

language and literature. This uniqe

1 ngli;:h Canadian university

program allows students lo

specialize in French-Canadian
literature and language, although

the program does not treat the

studies as fully as it could, the report

says. However, ihe report adds, it is

by far the best solution yet seen in an

I nglish-Canadian university.

Onlv two universities of those

of the October 30 federal election,

for which enumeration was done at

about the same lime as the

municipal elections. Also, this is the

first time that students in residence

have been eligible to vole, and the

firsl lime too that the voters lists

have been made up by enumeration.

The Trinity. UC and New College

deans did nol know that their

students were eligible to vote.

"None or us (at Trinity) have

much enthusiasm", said Trinity's

Dean of Men G. A B. Watson, and

ihe other deans seemed to share his

opinion. New College Dean of

W omen Audrey Taylor said she had

been "so keen on the federal list".

Asked if they were going to do

anything about the sloppy enumera-

tion, the majority of the deans

replied thai ihey didn't plan to do

anything. "It's up lo the students",

said the new College dean of men,

Larry Kurtz.

However Taylor and St. Hilda's

dean of women M. H. Seaman both

said they would try to get the

si mien is who wanted to vote

enumerated. .

SAC services commissioner Bill

Steadman said thai he was unaware

that the residences had not been

enumerated Tor the municipal elec-

tions. He said lhat he would ask the

provincial government, which is

responsible for the voters list, to re-

enumerate the residences.

Canadian students in residence

over IX are eligible to vote in the

municipal elections. They can still

register by writing to the Toronto

Assessment Office at 2221 Yonge
Si. giving their year of birth

.religion, residential status (owner,

permanent or temporary tenant),

citizenship and sex. They can also go

lo the City Clerk's office at City

Hall and swear out an affidavit

containing the necessary
information.

surveyed "offer a significantly

different pattern in French-

Canadian studies in French
departments." They are the Univer-

sity of Ottawa and the University of

Saskatchewan. Regina campus. The

Regina campus offers about one-

third of ils French department

courses in French-Canadian
materials, the highest proportion i n

any university outside Quebec.

The University of Ottawa, a

bilingual institution, shows a good

porporlion in its "Francais" section

with 17 or 57 courses listed in the

l'J72-7.1 calendar involving French-

Canadian studies. But the French

section for English-speaking
-.indents has only three of 23 courses

offered, thus reflecting "the
deficiencies of French-Canadian

studies prevalent in most English-

Canadian universities."

The researchers' model of course

offerings for English-English-

language university French
departments has three basic areas of

concern. In each area, majoring

si uden is _wou Id take a minimum of

courses; French-Canadian literary

Students then would be able to

specialize in one of the areas, the

report says.

The model language courses

would try to develop the students'

linguistic competence lo the same
level as their French-Canadian

counterparts.

The model's French-Canadian

litcrarv hludic-: have a maximum of

thirteen courses, French literary

studies ;i maximum of sixteen

courses and studies in language and

linguistics jiave a maximum of six-

teen courses, not including the aux-

iliary or peripheral courses.

The report admits "Ihe total

number of courses offered in each

area wou Id depend upon the

resources of individual universities,

but a ratio close to the one presented

here (46 per cenl) should be retained

in order to provide a full and open

program of offerings that is fair to

the integrity of each area."
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'Working people of Quebec, begin today to

take back what belongs to you; teke

yourselves what Is yours. You alone know

your factories, your machines, your hotels,

your universities, your unions; do not welt

tor a miracle organization."
— The FLO Manifesto

The Varsity, a member ol Canadian

University Press, was loundBd In 1660

and is published by the Students' Ad-

ministrative Council ol ihe University

ol Toronto and is primed by Daisons

Press Lid. Opinions expressed In this

newspaper are not necessarily those ol

the Students' Admin I si rat rye Council

or Ihe administration ol tbe university.

Formal complaints about Ihe editorial

or business operation ol the paper may

be addressed to the Chairman. Cam-

pus Relations Committee. Varsity

Board of Directors. 91 St. George Si.

Two years later, Quebec dissidents

still under government surveillance
Two years ago today, the Trudeau government

invoked the War Measures Act — a first for peace-

time — to supposedly deal with the FLQ crisis.

Introduced under the guise or restoring order

and security to Canada, the act was used for its real

pupose: the ruthless, wholesale, round-up, deten-

tion, and interrogation of dissidents within Quebec.

Proclaimed at 4 am to catch its prey unaware,

the act abrogated all civil liberties in Canada. More

than 400 people — separatists, municipal election

candidates opposing Montreal Mayor Jean

Drapeau's party, journalists, entertainers, labour

leaders, students, and intellectuals — were im-

prisoned for extended periods of time and denied

traditional rights of the accused': the right to

counsel and to contact one's family.

Martial law dominated the province. Everywhere

soldiers, RCMP, provincial, and municipal police

prowled, able to search, inconvenience, and detain

without recourse.

Freedom of speech and association, the

foundations of democracy, no longer existed in

Canada. The Varsity, for example was censored

three times by its then printers when it tried to

publish material pertaining to the police state

measures in force in Quebec.

With time and the release of the FLQ's British

diplomat hostage, James Cross, the War Measures

Act was replaced by the less rigid yet powerful

Temporary Measures Act. And eventually, despite

the protests of Quebec premier Robert Bourassa

and Drapeau, the latter act was allowed to expire.

Although many of the trappings of the police

state may be gone and the political atmosphere

may appear less volatile, Quebec is still under tight

control by local and national federalists.

The Quebec government's new Bill 51 gives the

provincial police arbitrary powers of search and

seizure when investigating "organized crime".

And, the secret army files leaked to the Parti

quebecois last month, prove that the federal

government is keeping dessidents under
surveillance.

Quebec has been turned into a police state

because the government knows Quebecois are

increasingly and justly dissatisfied with their

status.within a foreign nation.

Even vendu Pierre Trudeau, who used to insist

vehemently that the Quebecois would never

choose independence, is now talking about that

possibility and what he would do.

Quebec is a separate nation with a culture and

tradition of its own. It is the home of a people who,
contrary to decades of Anglo-Canadian arrogance,
need not and should not be forced to fit the

Canadian mould.

Whereas Canada is primarily exploited by
foreign influences, Quebec gets hit doubly hard,

under the economic and political thumb of both the

foreign giants and the managerial Anglo-
Canadians who refuse to acknowledge the Quebec
fact.

While the English prosper, the Quebecois live the
less affluent life. Contrasting with the showplaces of

the corrupt, vendu governments, are the slums in

which thousands of Quebecois live in abject
poverty.

In a land where Quebecois are the majority, an
English minority refuses to learn the language and
forces the majority to assimilate and adopt its

language or be perpetually confined to subordinate
futureless jobs.

And, when Quebecois complain about their

plight, the federalists drag out the myth about all

the benefits of federalism, benefits which the article

on the opposite page proves to be non-existent.

HAV£* ThjZ
LhzST oF

Sufficiently removed from the government-
created hysteria of the FLQ- crisis, even the
strongest supporters of the War Measures Act. now
concede that the action was all out of proportion,
and criticize it.

But that does no good. It's all well and good a/id
perfectly innocuous to recognize one's errors after
the fact.

Instead, Canadians should focus their attention

on the future. We must recognize the Quebecois'
right to determine their own future — and not try or

condone the government's attempts to coerce
them into accepting federalism.

That's what Bill 51 and the use of government
spies in Quebec are aimed at doing. And it's

something we cannot allow to continue.
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Quebec government report proves it

Quebec loses millions as part of Canada
By GERARD GODIN
QUEBEC-PRESSE

(MONTREAL) — Far from
benefitting financially from its

membership in Confederation,
Quebec is losing millions of dollars

yearly, according to a pamphlet
released by the separatist Parti

quebecois recently.

Titled "The Cost of Federalism,

ihe hooklet is intended to embarass
Ihe Trudeau government just before

this month's federal election. The
federal Liberals distributed a

cost analysis pamphlet claiming

Quebec gains by being part of

C anada, prior to [he 1970 Quebec

and that if Quebec leaves
Confederation it will l ose
everything, beginning with oldage

pensions and family allowances.

In reality, these pensions and
allowances are paid from the taxes

of Quebecois, After independence,
paying the same pensions and

provincial election when some sur-

veys suggested that the PQ might
sweep the polls.

The key document quoted in the

PQ publication is the March, I970

Morin report, prepared for the

Quebec Department of
Intergovernmental Affairs at the

request of the Union nationale

government.

The Morin report, named after its

author Claude Morin (a deputy
minister for eight years who recently

delected from the ranks of the

Quebec Liberals to join the Parti

quehecois) Has calculated what
Quebec pays to the federal govern-

ment in taxes and the amount which

it receives in benefits.

Although the report was
completed before the provincial

election, the government did not

release it. It was leaked to a Mon-
treal daily. La Presse, in October,
1 970.

The conclusions of the Morin
report are clear: Quebec is losing

SI I million per year, and if the worst

conies to the worst, it loses $200
million per year while it remains in

Confederation. The difference

between the (wo figures originates in

the utilization of two methods of

raiher complex calculations.

If one calculates what Quebec
derives from Confederation with the

method of the benefits received. tKat

is to say. in calculating money,
goods, and services which Quebecois

receives, without taking into ac-

count where these goods were

produced and where the services

wcr-e rendered, one arrives at a

llgure of SI I million deficit per year.

The deficit is evidently due to the

taxes and imposts paid by Quebecois

to the federal government.

The other method deals with the

flow of money. It consists of

evaluating sums of nroney actually

spent in Quebec, without taking into

account where the beneficiaries live.

For example, this calculation

includes Ihe total amount spent by

the lederal government in Quebec
for the purchase of military equip-

ment, even if citizens of other

provinces profit equally from the

protection given by this material.

According to this method, Quebec's

deficit was around $200 million per

year.

The PQ says these statistics were

published with one objective in

mind' to put an end to the great

proclamations of the federal govern-

ment such as those which state that

is it Ottawa which supports Quebec,

Quebec profits by being in Canada, Pierre Trudeau claims. However, Rene Levesque's Parti quebecois proved otherwise.

allowances. Quebec will recover a

revenue surplus of at least $11

million per year.

In addition to the Morin
document, in which the data stops at

the year 1968, the (PQ) pamphlet
contains new satistics from 1968 to

1971.

The cost of federalism in figures
year

1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
TOTAL:

federal total

$1,156,000,000

1,294,600,000

1,482,100.000

1,633,700,000

1,869.500,000

$7,465,900,000

Quebec total as %
$221,500,000
276,800,000

322,800.000

357,400,000

404,600,000

$1,583,100,000

Deficit for Quebec: of 3.9 per cent, relative to Quebec's contribution to federal

revenues which Is 25 per cent of the total.

Expenditure for the exploitation of natural resources

agriculture

forests, mines.

fisheries

waters

energy
Total

All of Canada
(millions S)

1,003.0

401.0

169.0

75.8

1.649.7

Quebec
(millions $)

142.7

33.0

7.6

1.4

184.7

Quebec has a deficit of more than $200 million dollars

National Research Council per capita grants

Canadian average Ontario's share

$2.40 $2,90

Quebec's part

as%
14.2

8.2

4.5

1.9

11.2

Francophone
Quebec

$1.10

Railroads
Ontario's share Quebec

(in 1965} 9,900 miles 5.200 miles

The Quebec rail network comprises 1 1 per cent of the total number of rail miles in

Canada, at a time when the population of the provinces is 28 per cent of the

national total.

The cost of grain

Western provinces Quebec
65 cents per bushel 1 .35 per bushel

In 1971. Denmark bought grain in Montreal at a cost of 80 cents per bushel.

Farm credit

1929-1972 $1.9

billion

Averange annual Income
Ontario

1970 $3,584,00

Western prov.

1 billion

100 million

Francophone
Quebec
$2,574.00

Quebec

197 10%
million
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SAC to present brief on discipline tonight
Disciplinary action taken against

anyone by the University of Toronto

could have been thrown out in court,

if the provincial government had not

granted a special one-year ex-

cmplipn from new legislation.

SAC university commissioner

John Creelman said yesterday

rulings could be "deemed illegal by

any court in Canada", if not for the

exemption,

Creelman's commission will

present a brief lo SAC tonight, that

would try to legitimize the system

vsilh a combination ofthe provincial

regulations and ihe three-year-old

Campbell report on campus
discipline.

II acee pled, ihe brief will go to the

(ioverning Council's Internal Af-

fairs Committee which is reviewing

discipline.

Following a major discipline crisis

in September 1969. the long-awaited

Campbell Report was released,

recommending sweeping changes in

disciplinary procedures. The most

siimificant recommendations would

have given students significant con-

trol over classroom and course

procedures, and recognized the

legitimacy of some "non-violent dis-

ruptive demonstrations".

Dspile pressure from students and

some faculty members the report

was shelved. Most faculty members

strongly opposed the inherent threat

to their powers.

But the recent passage of the

Statutory Power Procedures Act has

put more pressure on the university

lor discipline reform. The Act

governs disciplinary procedures in

pnwineiully chartered institutions

;ind self-governing bodies. U of T
received a one-year exemption from

its terms.

The highest disciplinary body in

the university now is the Caput,

which consists of all deans and

divisional heads. It includes no

suiilenls and meets in secret.

The Caput and faculty councils

can establish rules and enforce

them. Both the Campbell report and

ihe proposed SAC brief call this an

injustice, and recommend separate

tribunals to judge cases.

The new provincial act demands

open hearings unless the tribunal

decides otherwise. Judgments must

he given in writing along with the

reasons for decisions. Defendenls

are guaranteed the right to see

evidence \yhicn would question their

character must be present

throughout ihe hearing.

Creelman says the act ensures

that "natural justice is carried out".

His report lo SAC reiterates the

principles of the Campbell report

ind incorporates guidelines es-

tablished in the legislation, to ensure

compliance wilh Ontario law.

SPORTS

Law aids professional scabs

charges labour council president
Metro Labour Council president

Donald R. Montgomery charged

Friday that professional

strikebreakers are given police

protection while they break laws.

He made ihe accusation during an

appeal to ihe-Melro Executive Com-

mitlee to support proposed provin-

cial legislation to ban
sirikebreaking.

The cilv of Kitchener, where Dare

Cookies is currently struckbound,

asked for support for its resolution

against strikebreaking.

Pnifessional strikebreakers,

Munlgoniery asserted, work mostly

Uir small firms in Metro's "in-

dustrial ghettos". He added they

have "army-type recruiting

programs" and use "wiretapping,

Duberman pinschers and industrial

espionage .

Montgomery also pointed out

that seven large cities and most

suiies in ihe United States have

banned sirikebreaking. Canada,

Montgomery said, is one ofthe few

industrial nations that has no such

legislation.

Montgomery differentiated

between scabs and strikebreakers.

The 500 Ontario Hydro

employees who have continued to

work through the current strike are

scabs, according lo Montgomery.

He named Canadian Driver Pool

which provides services to

struckbound companies still

operating, as an example of

pro rcssianal strikebreakers. The

average strike involving this com-

pany until July of this year lasted 50

NOW APPEARING:

Grease Ball Boogie Band

AND

Hertaches Razz Band

2 Rooms - 2 Dance Floors

Ho Cover - No Minimum

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN

Spadina at College

THIS WEEK:

THE GOOD BROTHERS
AND

LA TROUPE GROTESQUE
NEXT WEEK: VALDY

71 JABVIS ST. 368-0796

days, he said almost three times as

long as the average strike in

Canada. Canadian Driver Pool is

being used at Dare Cookies, whose

workers have been on strike since

Ma> 27.

The executive committee

responded lo ihe Labour Council

rcquesl by passing a motion to ask

ihe Ontario Government to review

Ihe rights and obligations of unions

during strikes, including how to

deline and deal with professional

strikebreakers.

MEN AND WOMEN
GRADUATE STUDENTS

HOCKEY, VOLLEYBALL,

BASKETBALL, BADMINTON

Meeting to Discuss Formation of Teams for

These and Other Sports on Both Informal and

Intramural Levels

Time: 7:30 p.m. Monday, Oct. 16, 1972

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION
16 BANCROFT

Lists for these sports are at the GSU

Information: Phone 928-2391

if You Can't Attend

THE DEPARTMENT OF SLAVIC
LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE
STUDIES

Presents a PuDlic Leciuie

APOCALYPSE

by

Professor Heinrich A. Slammler
Dtporlmenl or Sl»iic Linguigei and Lilaomin

Univtnitjr or Kan»»

31 4:00 pjn.
MONDAY. OCTOBER 1G. 1972

Room J11B. Sidney Smith Han

STAFF, STUDENTS AND THE PUBLIC
ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

AT HILLEL

THURS. OCT.
8:00 P.M.

186 ST. GEORGE ST

When ayoung man's fancy
lightly turns to thoughts of

'LOVE'

He should at least be clued up
on birth control. To get the
facts in plain language send for

the FREE How-Not-To booklet
by Julius Schmid, makers of

FOUREX, RAMSES and SHEIK
Quality contraceptives for men.
Sold only in drug stores.

JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED
32 Bermondsey Rd., Toronto 16, Ont.

Please send me FREE -THE-HOW-NOT-TO-BOOK'
(Print clearly)

TO: Name

Address
]

City Zone Prov

THE
H0W-N0T-T0

BOOK

l

|
v*«y tone rtov

I ,

YS^72j

BASEL'S RGTflURflnT
R PRRT Of TOROnTO SinC€ 1929

On Yonge St. at Gerrdrd

I. 368-3503
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Day care Is fundamental right says unionist
By ELAINE FARHAGER

Day care should not be considered

eh aril able, but a Fundamental
right,"said Sam Fox, manager of

the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers or America, at a Saturday

conference on industrial day care.

Delegates from unions comprised

mostly of women attended the

meeting sponsored by the Labour
Council or Metropolitan Toronto.

According to the council, the only

industrial day care in Ontario is

provided at the Riverdale Hospital

lor the children of the staff. The

conference was aimed at educating

union members of the need for

industrial day care and the necessity

of pulling it high on unions' lists of

priorities in future negotiations with

industry.

Panelist lona Samis, vice-

president of the Ontario Federation

of Labour expressed puzzlement

thill nothing had yet been done

about day care "although it has been

begged for the last 15 to 20 years.".

She stressed that "now we must,

have action".

Mary Lady, head of the Women's
hureaii~fo the Manitoba NDP
government, described how that

province has attempted to provide a

variety of day care facilities. She
disagreed with industrial day care

being close to the factories where the

mothers work.

"Day care should be where people

live, not in ugly industrial areas.

Children should not be com-
partmentalized and split up ac-

cording to work place" she said.

She described an experiment with

industrial day care in Winnepeg's

garment industry which was begun

in order to stop the high turnover of

women workers. Eventually she

said, the project was abandoned and

ils money donated to smaller nearby

centres. She recommended that

local unions initiate day care in the

community.

Julia Shultz. representing the

Metro Social Planning Council

stressed the social implications of

day care.

It wnuld not be looked on as

"glamorized baby-sitting" she said.

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE

ICE HOCKEY
Try-outs begin on Tuesday, October 17th for

the Women's Ice Hockey Team.

Special Ice Times

Tuesday, October 17th 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.

Thursday, October 19th 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Tuesday, October 24th 12:30 - 1:30 p.m.

Thursday October 26th 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Tuesday, October 31st 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Thursday, November 2nd 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Regular Practice Times

Tuesday and Thursday 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.

(beginning November 7th)

COME OUT AND TRY FOR A
POSITION ON THE TEAM.

PUBLIC LECTURE

"RELIGION AND THE DILEMMA OF

MODERN TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY"
SPEAKER

Dr. George ignatieff
PROVOST, TRINITY COLLEGE

OCTOBER 23 - SEELEY HALL
8.00 P.M. TRINITY COLLEGE

SPONSORED BY

THE CAMPUS MINISTRIES FOUNDATION

89 ST. GEORGE ST.

It must take into account the

"changing dimensions of human
development" and must provide

stimulation which a child often lacks

from a "home-bound mother".

Panelist Mel Bourne

administrates five child health

care centres in the U.S. for the

Amalgamated Clothing Workers of

America, a union which has an 80

per cent female membership.

The five centres are the first of

their kind in the U.S. Bourne said

thai it look a long lime for the

centres lo gain acceptance and

licenses. "In the U.S., if something

is union sponsored, then everyone

thinks something is wrong with it"

said Bourne.

One delegate complained that the

children pictured in slides of one

centre seemed "over-supervised"

and that not enough attention

seemed lo be given towards en-

couraging a child's individual in-

itiative. Many slides showed neatly

dressed co-operative-looking

children in rows or circles.

The centre's Board of trustees has

no parent representation on it. It is

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

^ "DISSENT

v JEWISH

1 -1 HISTORY"
Mon.

1c Oct. 16,

HILLEL HOUSE 8:30 P*m -

186 ST. GEORGE

made up of seven union members
and seven company representatives.

A delegate criticized this, but Sam
Kox said the priority now is getting

something set up. "then worry about

content and participation.
1 '

Bourne spent most of his time

discussing the huge financial

harriers that had to be overcome

before the centres could be set up. It

costs, he said, approximately one

million dollars per year to run the

five centres, the largest of which

cares for .100 children each day.

The money comes from two per

cent of ihe gross payroll, negotiated

by ihc union at the last contract

talks. This means that some money
thai would have gone towards a pay

increase was forfeited by every

worker, rgardless of whether he or

she had children, to go towards the

selling up of day care centres.

Kox said lhat workers must be

convinced that this sacrifice is

necessary and that this issue is worth

a long hard struggle with the cor-

porations. But "the resources of

union or industry can only make a

pin prick in the whole problem" he

Peter's Sport Centre

606 BLOOR ST. W.
TORONTO 4, ONT.
(Near Palmerston)

Tel. 537-3813
10% oil lor U. ol T.

STUDENTS (with card)

General Sporting Goods

LEVIS
ADIDAS

TRAVEL BAGS

4 C lor students

XEROX
9 to 6, Mon. - Fri. I

12 - 5, Sat.
7 Charles St. W.

Impress (near Yonge)

967-1110
!

Impress is now offering after-hours I

copying at 4c per copy. This service is
|

by appointment only. Please call I

before 6:00 p.m., one day in advance. |

WOMEN'S

INTERCOLLEGIATE

BADMINTON

TRY-OUTS
UPPER GYM TUESDAY

OCTOBER 17th 5 7 P m

PRACTICES TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS

LE CERCLE FRANQAIS
DE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

WINE AND CHEESE PARTY
musique dansing

Mercredi, le 18 octobre

20h
JCR University College

"THE FUTURE OF JEWISH IDENTITY

IN CANADA"

WEDS., OCT. 18, 1:00 P.M.

SID SMITH 2133

continued. The solution must come
from ;ilt levels of government and
society".

Gordon McLellan, Executive

Director. Childen's Services Divi-

sion of the Ministry of Community
:md Social Services, told the con-

ference lhat unions could expect

nothing in the way of day care

financing from the provincial

government.

The province does not directly

provide day care but merely sub-
sidizes municipalities.. In I97I, one

third of day nurseries were receiving

public funds. Subsidies are available

to individual children but their

parents must first be subject to a

means lesl. in which the criteria for

need are unclear and variable.

Kox called the means test

"humiliating and degrading", He
said (ieorge Brown College wanted

lo set up a day care centre for the

children of garment industry

workers, but the cost would be

prohibitive for the pa rents .-seven

dollars per child per day. Thus the

project collapsed "because", he

said, "he would not subject the

union workers lo any kind of treat-

ment as a means test."

Al the end. Forx stressed that the

conference was not concerned with

"crystal-clear" solutions and
strategies. "The first step though",

he said, "is . lo influence our own
people, ihe unionists".

Bui ihe public must also be

educated since the problem can only

be solved in conjunction with society

as a whole. "There must be no

make-sliifl solutions" he said. "The

problem must be solved by working

through and changing the law.

He concluded optimisticaly

"There is nothing so powerful in

hislorv as an idea whose time has

come."

TORONTO'S FINEST

lUaterhads
o WARANTEED

mattresses from $22.50

o SAFETY ENGINEERED
frames from $37.50

o COMPLETE BEDS
FROM $95.00

liars and flow Fnurrjirnsnis
594 MT. PLEASANT RD.

489-7711

JINGLES JINGLES

-PHOTO -PALACE-
'<

Attractive

« Models

^ Required

| for Nude
« Photography

1 CALL: 964-1742

| 279 YONGE ST.

JINGLES JINGLES

» Vz CARAT
DIAMOND RING

set
$295

00

Your choice Ol twenty -five exciting

slyles. Yellow or wnite gold. In

eludes rr diamond ring, matching
wedding band, registered appraisal
certificate and insurance.

20% Student Discount

with ATL card

HUGH PROCTOR & Co.

Jewellers Gcmrnologisri

1 4 30 TON GE ST.

PATIO OEOftO PLAZA 1 921- 7702

JusI Soulh ot SI. Cla
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What is big and I

hard on the outside,

soft and warm on

the inside, and can

handle 5,000

students a day?

Answer:

the John P. Robarts

Library.

- overheard in men's

washroom, Simcoe Hall

-

1

This vast room on the eighth floor was included at the request of the Ontario
government. However, the government hasn't got around to deciding what It

wants to do with It.

By LINDA McQUAIG
and TONY USHER

What does lie behind the forbidding exterior of the

Robarts Library complex on St. George Street? On
Thursday, a dozen SAC and student media representatives

pot a sneak preview of the new library's hidden delights,

chaperoned by U of T vice-president Jack Sword and

building project manager M. E. Malcolm.

After the Robarts complex opens (by next September),

Malcolm predicts it will become the focal point for U of T
campus activity, much as City Hall has brought new life into

downtown Toronto and will become its "people place".

Within a few short months, the John P. Robarts palace

of pleasure-eum -cathedral of knowledge will be complete

and consecrated with two million books. You'll be able to

climb those imposing stairways leading to massive glass

dours a) St. George and Harbord or St. George and Sussex

(sorry, no entrance from Huron Street).

It's September 25, 1973, and you're on your way to

harrow the first book that you can't find in the Sigmund
Samuel undergraduate collection. Once through the doors

and onto the second (entrance) floor, you'll see on your right

what Malcolm calls "the prime space in the whole building",

a pttblie reading room for 200 to 300 which will be the only

space in the building not requiring U of T identification or

special permission to enter.

Unless you're heading for the public reading room,
you'll have to check your coat. Those passe self-service

hangers have been replaced by an attendant operated service

for 4.000 coats. You may spend quite a bit of time here at

11:45 on winter evenings.

Also featured on this floor is a cafeteria for 200
featuring the finest pfe-packaged foods that vending

machines have to offer. The cafeteria was a compromise
between the large demand for food service and the

librarians' credo that food and books don't mix. The result

may be few opportunities for intimate dining in a cafeteria

which will require three shifts to handle library staff alone.

Looking out the windows on this and the fourth floor,

you may notice balconies accessible through doors which
will only he unlocked to allow maintenance staff to sweep off
snow. These balconies, described by Malcolm as an
"architectural feature", will remain inaccessible, according
to the builders, to avoid such probable abuses as students
discreet lv throwing books to fellow conspirators waiting 40
feel below.

However, your book still awaits. Escalators arc ready
lo uhisk you through the air-conditioned comfort of the
plush, colourfully carpeted, Hyatt House-like interior to the

fourth and main floor. Here the catalogue room, intended as
the building's hub, dominates. The fifth floor ends in a

balcony surrounding it; thu,s the room is two storeys, high-
ueilingcd. impressive. "There are very few places you can
find equalling this in quality," boasted Malcolm.

If you are an undergraduate, this will probably be as far
as yon can go. You'll proceed to the main desk with your ^
request

. The call slip will be sent up to the appropriate stack ^
floor (nine through 1 3) and a page will find your book, place
it in a plastic tray, and place the tray on a loading
mechanism which will deposit it on a conveyor belt system
which runs through the building.'
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m
The sepulchral Interior of the Rare Books library, 56 feet from floor to celling.

The designers anticipate five to seven minutes to deliver

our hook to the main desk, barring breakdowns of (he

mivcyor belt system which may stretch delivery lime to five

o seven hours. You'll be able to sit down and await your
'»iok in air-conditioned comfort, watching for your number
o he Hashed on an electronic panel above the desk.

I T you are one of those fortunate enough to be admitted

0 the upper sanctum by a formula yet to be worked out by a

ioviirnjng Council sub-committee, the stack floors will

rovide a dour contrast to the public areas downstairs. The
)<mrs are low-ccilinged and jammed with shelving, with the

mlk of the building's carrels around the perimeter.

( arrcls are compact and efficient, while more
omfortitble than those in Sigmund Samuel, yet they have

me drawback: monastic windows less than a foot wide. The
raiangultir design of the library was intended to provide the

Hgimum perimeter length in proportion to the floor space,

lowcver. ifyou are cramped in a carrel with the feeling that

on are peering through the slits in the wall of a medieval

"rlrcss. waiting for the Mongols to attack, you may begin

L1 question the advantages of triangular design.

I f you are part of the seething hordes of undergraduate

Philistines who will probably be forbidden from profaning

l he altar of the stacks, you will have the alternative (maybe)

of studying on the first (basement) floor primarily designed

for graduate students from other Ontario universities.

The John P. Robarts government (not to be confused

with the .lohn P. Robarts library) stipulated that the building

was to provide sufficient space for 10 per cent of all

graduates attending "other universities. Thus, the first floor

includes a circulation desk for these visitors and a reading

room primarily intended for their use. This room will seat

(»()(). making it the largest reading room on the U of T
campus. But. its low ceilings avoid any feeling of

spaciousness, substituting for it the claustrophobic at-

mosphere of a lunchroom in a 40-year-old factory.

The rare hooks collection, now housed in an office

building east of Yonge Street, is one of the least known and

least used parts of the library system. It may get more
attention after it moves during the next few weeks, into the

small building at the corner of St. George and Harbord.

The rare books building is at first sight the only feature

of the library complex more attractive than it is pedestrian

or boring, l ive stories of shelves surround a long, narrow

centre well: no sunlight nor bright lights can strike the

hooks. The atmosphere is dim, hushed, reverent, sepulchral,

and the architecture impressive without being overpowering.

You may wonder, then, what the Trojan Hose-shaped

lower atop rare books, best seen from Hoskin Avenue,

contributes to this building. The tower, apparently, contains

nothing. It is, according to Malcolm, another "architectural

feature". Why? "To provide balance against the larger

l ibrary Science building at the other end of the complex."

The Varsity pointed out that the complex is so vast,

with so little setback from the street, that a complete vista is-

inipossible except from Slop 33 atop the Sutton Place Hotel.

"A building has to have balance. Every fine building in

Toronto has balance," countered Malcolm.

t an a building so massive in scope, "apex to apex the

length of a football field", as Malcolm is fond if repeating, a

building so carefully oriented towards a hierarchy of users

with the undergraduate majority at the bottom, still bring a

sense of community to its users and the university?

Malcolm thinks so. Once it opens, "There'll be people

streaming in and out of here with a good feeling," he says.

We'll see.
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Prof defends choice of anti-guerrilla expert
By DIANA WEST

The professor who arranged a

lecture last October 5 by a British

eou nler- insurgency expert defended

his choice of the speaker last week.

Visiting professor of International

Security Studies John Gellner said

Sir Robert Thompson, who helped

plan the strategy to suppress the

Malayan revolt from 1 948-60, "is

worth hearing if for no other reason

than to oppose."

For several years Thompson
worked for the Nixon government

as an advisor in South Vietnam and

was an instrumental figure in the

planning of a defensive strategy for

Mekong River hamlets.

While American military

authorities claim the plan has

successfully prevented a wide spread

takeover of the Mekong delta and

ilic Saigon region, British experts

have described Thompson's ac-

tivities us an utter failure.

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject
well-informed
helpful

staff

<t
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

COMMUNITY
"~

AFFAIRS
~^

in co-operation with

Community School Workshop

•VT «F THb
»*LL*S MUft

WOMEN'S FIGHT
FOR EQUALITY

IN THE SCHOOLS
HOW 00 TEXTBOOKS
REFLECT SEXISM?

HOW ARE GIRLS EDUCATED
FOR PASSIVITY?

WHY ARE WOMEN IN EDUCATION
"ON THE BOTTOM"?

Open Discussion. Panel,
Film, Slides

WED. OCT. 18
8:00 P.M.

FREE ADMISSION
ST. LAWRENCE CENTRE

366-1656

ILL..,

Thompson was heckled at the

seminar by students who opposed

his defence of the Vietnam war. He
cmpha sized that there is a strategic

need to contain communism and

claimed that communist executions

have far exceeded the toll from

American bombing and massacres

such as My Lai.

Gellner, who is responsible for a

series of interdisciplinary graduate

seminars on "Armed Force and

National Security", said: "My stan-

dpoint is. whether anyone agrees

with Sir Robert Thompson or not,

let him speak, if only for the sake of

being able to argue with him.

Thompson had been making a

lecture lour of Canadian un-

iversities. His offer of a lecture at U
of T was "gladly" accepted, said

(iellner.

Although he is not in complete

agreement with remarks made by

Thompson. Gellner stated that "the

essence of study at university is to

look at the whole."

Gellner was appointed in

September as a visiting professor at

the International Studies Centre,

succeeding Robert Cox, who last

year organized seminars on the

theme of trans-national society.

After serving with the Royal

Canadian Air Force from I940 to

I45X, he has been a free-lance writer

and lecturer, mainly on political and

military subjects. He has lectured

extensively at Military schools and

nave a course on "War in the

Modern World" at U of T in 1970.

A frequent contributor to the

Globe and Mail, he urged in a recent

article that Canada remain in

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

PRESENTS

THE MISANTHROPE
by Moliere

Translated by Richard Wilbur

Directed by John Wood

October 19 - 28 at 8:30

(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50

Students $1.25

Sudenl subscriptions still available

Box Office 92B-8668

10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

$3.00 for 3 productions

The Installation of

George ignatleff M.A.. LLD.

as Provost and Vice-Chancellor

of Trinity College

on Wednesday. October 18 at 8:00 p.m.

in Convocation Hall. University ot Toronto

Public Invited
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NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR LEGAL.

3 HOLE PUNCHED AND COLOURED PAPER

CERLOX BINDING

FREE COLLATING
WHILE-U-WAJT OR OVERNIGHT

QUALITY GUARANTEED

XEROX
EQUIPMENT

EACH
' 1st thru 5th

copy per original

EACH
eih thru loth

copy per original

EACH
11th and additional
copies per original

20%

REDUCTIONS

CHARLES ST., W.

STUDENT
DISCOUNT XV 70

[TO STUDENTS ON
STUDENT WORK)

NOTE:
FEDERAL (12%) NAD PROVINCIAL
IS%] SALES TAXES APPLICABLE

ON ALL WORK

NORAD and thai Defence should

he a major cabinet ministry.

(iellner plans, in further seminars,

lo present guesl speakers with op-

po sing viewpoints lo that of

Thompson.
The head of the Peace Academy

in New York. General Rikhye, is

one of Ihe invited speakers. Rikhye

was the military advisor to former

Maximum original size 24" x 36"

HOI IRQ- M0N--THURS. 8J0 AM 9:

United Nations secretary-general U
Than! and headed the UN peace

force in Sinai and Gaza in 1956 and

l
u.S7.

(iellner feels that Rikhye's views

will be in complete opposition to

those of Thompson. He also hopes

thai "not everyone will agree with

Rikhve."

rjiouinu WHOLESALE
rAonlUN WAREHOUSE

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

» BLAZERS

t SMOCKS

> GOWNS

_

. BLAZER SUITSw BAGS s22- s30

> MEN'S SHIRTS ™, *3-3/-,12

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW OUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;

SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

THE JEWISH WOMAN
JUDAISM CONFRONTS WOMAN

(FOR WOMEN ONLY)

Weds. Oct. 16, 8:30 f

HILLEL HOUSE
186 ST. GEORGE

- LOYALTY

the fast& inexpensive

eating place

fordowntown people
BLOOR &
YONGE

BLOOR
& BAY

BLOOR &
ST. GEORGE

E^^^fc l { iThV } po^ and p re -

^L^M^L^V cashier ai any
of the three Mr. Zum's locations.

COUPON *ou wi " receive a ,u|1

5

°c d, s-VII count on any sa!e of $1 5fJ Qf
over. One coupon per sale only. Valid any day afte
2 p.m. and all day Monday.

OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 1972

AVerySpecial Offer

I

I

o
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New subway route may include expressway

By LORN E SLOTNICK
The route chosen for the new

norlh-west subway route does

not ;ippear lo be viable unless the

Spadinn Expressway can be

revived.

Metro's decision on the route

was made just a month ago, over

a year after the expressway was

vetoed by Premier William

Davis. But many Metro
politicians are still dreaming of

the expressway, and so the choice

of a pood all-round subway route

was subordinated to saving their

pel project.

Metro Council's choice for the

subway line is almost exactly the

route originally planned for when

the subway and expressway were

to he a package project. Subway
stations in the middle of the

I edarvale and Nordheimer
ravines are included in it. None
are planned at St. Clair or Eglin-

lon Avenues. The choice of

routes is sure to be appealed at the

Ontario Municipal Board by at

least three groups—the Cedar-

vale Ratepayers Association, the

Borough of York, and the

Confederation of Residents and

Ratepayers Associations
(CORRA),
When Davis slopped the

Spadina Expressway, it was ob-

vious that the subway route

would have lo be re-examined. A
study was done by the Joint

Technical Trasporlation Plan-

ning Committee (JTTPC), which

consisted of experts from Metro,

Mil- province, and the TTC.
The JTTPC started with 18

routes, but quickly narrowed the

choice down to five "technically

acceptable" routes. These five

included two routes which

followed the expressway align-

ment closely, and three which

slaved closer to Bathurst Street.

All routes considered followed

the Spadina "ditch" as far south

as Eglinlon Avenue .

Each route was evaluated

according lo 15 factors under

three main groupings: en-

vironmental effects, cost, and

construction and operating

efficiency.

When the JTTPC study was

completed and released this past

January, one of the three routes

near Bathurst Street came out on

lop. South ofEglinton. this route

would run through Cedarvale

Park, cross Bathurst south of

Si.Clair Avenue and go down to

Bloor one block east of Bathurst.

Al Bloor. the subway would turn

east and link up with the Yonge-

Universily line al the St. George

station.

This route was chosen over the

other two Bathurst routes

because it was judged to be least

destructive, particularly lo the

ravines, and its cost was less

($K/J million), because it would

lake less time lo construct time

and disruption would be

minimized.

The iwo routes which followed

the expressway alignment closely

were rejected because they would

have been too destructive lo the

Cedarvale and Nordheimer
ravines, would Tail lo stimulate

"desirable redevelopment", and

wouldn't mesh well with existing

and future subway lines. These

factors were judged more im-

portant than the savings in cost

and construction lime that the

Spadina routes would permit.

The only fault the JTTPC saw

with the route it selected was the

necessary acquisition of 1 50

properties and demolUon of 85

buildings.

However, the whole JTTPC
study made several errors which

prevented it from selecting the

optimal route.

Eirst. the study could have

examined a route which wouldn't

even more inefficiently than it

does now.

Another major error made in

Ihe JTTPC study was its failure

lo evaluate expected ridership for

each route.

In order to break even,

financially the new subway line

must run through an area where

it will he used all day, not just

during rush hours. But the joint

committee completely ignored

expected ridership.

The most important mistake

made by the JTTPC was the

assumption that every route had

to follow the expressway path as

far south as'Eglinton. The only

possible reason for requiring the

subway lo use this route is to save

construction costs. However, this

eosl could be recouped by in-

creased ridership if the subway

was located near population and

business densities.

route of the original 18 that the

JTTPC considered. It was the

same route lhat the JTTPC
favoured, except that it would

run directly under Bathurst south

tif Davenport. Although it would

cause traffic disruption during

construction, it would prevent

the demolition of the 85

buildings.

Immediately, expressway

supporters complained about the

choice, because they knew a

Bathurst route would bury the

expressway forever. North York
Controller Paul Godfrey pleaded

lo "keep our options open."

The recommendation then

went lo Metro Executive Com-
mittee, which passed it on
without comment to Metro
Council. By then, both the

Toronto and York municipal

councils had endorsed a Bathurst

roule,

Bathurst Street has been proposed as the site of a new subway route to link north Metro with

downtown.

require ihe demolition of 85

huildings. namely a route directly

under Bathurst St.

This roule did not qualify as

"lechnically acceptable", only

hecause it would have disrupted

iralTic loo much during

construction.

Metro Transportation

Committee eventually

recommended the route directly

under Balhursl Street, but this

advice was later ignored by

Metro Council.

The JTTPC also only

considered roules that would run

into the Yonge-University sub-

way line at the St. George sta-

tion. This link-up would mean

forever abandoning the "Y" in-

terchange al Bloor and St.

George. Extension of the

Balhursl subway to the lakefront

which will probably be needed

when Metro Centre opens, would

be made more difficult. As well,

different levels of use would

make ihe integrated Yonge-

Universilv-Balhursl line operate

If it were not for the Spadina

Expressway dominating
politicians' minds, the most

logical route for a subway to the

norlh wesl would be directly up

either Bathurst or Dufferin

Streets, as far as Wilson Avenue,

or beyond.

But hecause of the expressway

alignment and ditch, the JTTPC
ihoughi the subway had to be

routed through ravines and up

the dilch north of Eglinton, cer-

tainly no centres of population or

husiness. While expressways

should be buill away from pop-

ulation centres to minimize dis-

ruption, rapid transit should be

close lo where people live and

work lo encourage use.

These mistakes suggest the

need for another study, which

will probably be urged by the

liroups appealing the route at the

OMB.
When ihe Metro

Traspnrlalion Committee con-

sidered ihe JTTPC study in

August, il recommended Ihe best

Al Ihe Metro Council meeting

September 8, ihe TTC admitted

it thought a Bathurst route

would be best. But suburban

politicians like Godfrey and

fellow controller Irving Paisley

made il clear lhat they weren't at

all interested in the best route,

hut only the route that could

revive the dead expressway.

And so, by an 18-8 vote, Metro

Council picked almost the exact

Spadina expressway route.

Suburban politicians combined

with the city's entire executive

committee (including mayoralty

candidates David Rotenberg and

Tony O'Donohue) to vote for the

route. Only five city aldermen

and ihree York politicians voted

against ihe Spadina route.

The reasons of those voting for

the expressway alignment were

not covered up very well. Amidst

talk of minimal cost, con-

struction lime and disruption, the

main reason shone through. The

result was the choosing of a route

lhat scored worst or second worst

according to most of the

JTTPC's criteria. The
politicians* intent was made clear

when al Ihe same meeting they

voled to pave the Spadina Ex-

pressway down to Eglinton

Avenue.

Ironically. Ihere is real doubt

from a technical standpoint as to

whether ihe expressway could

ever be buill above ihe subway-

According lo Alderman Ying

Hope, an engineer, it would be

"difficult or impossible" because

in Ihe area south of St.Clair, the

subway alone is planned to be

built on a higher elevation than

would a combined subway and

expressway.

The subway could be built at a

lower elevation, but not with the

$154 million estimate d by the

JTTPC for that route, says

Hope. He says it is just "wishful

thinking" on Ihe part of ex-

pressway supporters to assume

lhat the expressway can be added

later.

The OMB hearings should

provide a forum for all routes to

he evaluated, not jusl ihe ones

considered by the JTTPC. The

hearings probably will not take

place until early next year

hecause of both the civic elec-

tions and the fact that William

Palmer, will he taking over from

retiring chairman J.A. Kennedy.

The Borough of York's case at

the OMB will be based on their

contention thai a proper study

was never done of a route directly

up Balhursl Street to Lawrence.

A hastily prepared TTC study

used al Metro Council said that

Ihe Balhursl route was im-

praclical. but only because it

insisted that norlh of Lawrence,

Ihe subway should return to the

expressway route.

The Cedarvale Ratepayers

Assoc; ilion is "confident of vic-

tory" a; the OMB. says acting

president Ray Oster. They will

challenge the subway route

because of environmental

damage.

Cedarvale also wats a full-time

subway, not just a commuter

line, which it feels the route

through the ravines would be.

Osler says the JTTPC and Metro

politicians have an "obsession"

with the dilch.

As well as CORRA and the

Borough or York. Toronto City

Council may also fight the

proposed route at the OMB.
C ouncil's Public Works Com-
mittee last week recommended

that the city should threaten to

light the alignment unless Metro

agrees to reopen discussions.

The battle over the subway

roule is far from over. Perhaps a

sensible alternative may yet be

chosen, instead of a route lhat is

jusl an excuse to revive the

Spadina Expressway.

HART HOUSE INVITES YOU TO A

SPADINA RIDING
CANDIDATES MEETING

1 P.M. OCT. 16

DEBATES ROOM, HART HOUSE
BOB BEARDSLEY
MAGGIE BIZZELL
PERRY RYAN
PETER STOLLERY

NEW DEMOCRAT
COMMUNIST

PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
LIBERAL

FOLK/ROCK JEWISH

MUSIC

CREATE IT!

"CHAVURAT ZEMER"

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

MONDAY, OCT. 16, 8:00 P.M.

HILLEL HOUSE

TERMPAPERS
SERVICE

PAPERS ON FILE

$1.85 per page
FOR REFERENCE AND
RESEARCH ONLY

Our Termpaper Service Is

Quick And Highly Professional

A well Qualified Staff of

College Graduates Will

Research, Write And Type

Your Order At Reasonable

Cost

PHONE 638-3559

Suite 906

12 GOLDFINCH CRT.,
WILLOWDALE, ONT.
A Canadian Company
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Enrolment drops. UWO forced to budget
LONDON (CUP) — An

unexpected^ low enrolment will

force the University of Western

Ontario to trim about $2.7 million

from its operating budget this year.

Only ll.l.W undergraduates will

be registered on December 1, the

Official count day Tor government

grant purposes, compared to a pro-

jected enrolment of about 12,000

limiergrads when the university

htidgcl was prepared.

UWO president Carlcton

\\ illiams was quick to assure there

will be no faculty firings.

"It's not the faculty's fault ii

students don't show up," he said.

haculty. who account for about 80

per cent of ihe university's $50.6

million operating budget, are all

under contract for varying periods

of time.

The number of graduate students

is also down from official

predictions.

Williams said a freeeze placed on

$1 .25 million or the budget in July

will have to be translated into cuts,

and a further drop of $700,000 in

expenditures is necessary. The

original budget had already

predicted a deficit of $734,000 and

Williams said the university wanted

to break even, producing the $2.7

million in necessary cuts.

-It's hard to think of any item

that won't be scrutinized," Williams

said. He hoped the university

wouldn't have to dig into a $2.5

million reserve fund built up from

past surpluses.

Areas affected most by the July

freeze were the Council for Univer-

sity Theatres and Art, the In-

structional Media Centre, libraries,

Computing Centre. University

Research Council. Physical Plant,

Information Services and University

Publications, the Alumni Depart-

ment and the General Administra-

tion Account.

Regina gets new V-P
RKilNA (CUP) — To the surprise of no one. Dr. E. B. Tinker was

named "vice principal of the Regina Campus of the University of

Saskatchewan last week.
. u«™»«

The position became vacant when former vice principal Ray Harvey

was appointed deputy minister of the newly created Saskatchewan

Department of Continuing Education.

The committee which chose the new vice principal was comprised oi

iwu "members each of the university board of governors, the untvers.ty

administration, the faculty and the student body.

Students demanded equal representation on the committee but were

hirned down on the grounds they already had "parity" with the three other

!
" r HI

Before the selection was made,' the student council took a vote on

boycotting the committee which was stacked against students. However the

council decided to propose a candidate of its own and approached eleven

people with this objective in mind. Only one student allowed his name to

stand. ...

At one point principal John Archer told a meeting students did not

rcallv support this student and that two delegations had cdme to htm to tell

him so. He refused to release the names of these students.

Throughout the procedure the concensus among students was that

Tinker would be chosen in spite of the students' opinions and this prediction

became a reality last week.

Cigarettes

and
Cigarette

Tobacco

Vice-president finance A. K.

Adlinglon said salary expenses

would be reduced through attrition

and non-appointments with no staff

being hired to fill vacancies.

Construction plans are

proceeding for plant expansions

alrcadv in progress, Adlinglon said,

although actual building may be

impossible. An addition to the

chemistry department has been

shelved until the spring.

Adlinglon admitted the

administration would have to im-

prove its method of projecting

enrolments.

He said governments will not be

of any assistance.

"There has been so much

comment in the press about

overgrowth and the disenchantment

with universities that the more fuss

we make the better the politician

likes it." he said.

Referendum: students richer?

DOWNSVtEW (CUP) —
Student polling clerks at York

University received $1.75 an hour

from the student council during the

two day OFS referendum last week.

The council. Council of the York

Student Federation, is already

$30,000 in debt.

"1 don't think I could have gotten

the people working for me that I did

if they hadn't been paid." said York

returning officer Kevin Anstey.

University of Waterloo Student

Federation president Terry Moore

resigned Wednesday in part because

of his council's inability to find

enough student volunteers to look

after polling stations in the

Wednesday-Thursday referendum.

Waterloo doesn't pay its poll

workers.

Twenty York students worked

over a 24 hour stint to run the

polling stations around the campus.

Total cost of the referendum was

$500 — almost double the cost of

elections and referendum of other

\ears, Anstey claimed spreading the

referendum over two days caused

pari of the extra cost, but he ad-

mitted that salaries for the polling

clerks had increased costs.

During the student presidential

race last year, polling clerks'were

paid for the first time — 50 cents an

hour. Charges of election

irregularities were made, including

stuffed ballot boxes and unattended

polling stations.

It was a general desire to "tighten

up" election procedures that made

council, decide to raise the pay for

polling clerks. Anstey said.

He added that the traditionally

low level of student participation in

affairs at York made it "essential to

pay students if the referendum was

to be reasonably run".

O.I.S.E.

TUESDAY EVENING CINEMA
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17th

BERGMAN

7:30

9:30

The Touch
Elliot Gould
Bibi Andersson
Max Von Sydow

Skammen
(THE SHAME)
Liv unman
Max Von Sydow

at the O.I.S.E. auditorium
252 Btoor St. W. at St. George

admission $1.50 at 7:30 (both shows)

$1.00 at 9:30 (1 show only)

NEW COLLEGE

WRITING FACILITY
• Individual advice on written expression.

This programme is intended to assist students vyith the presentation of

written work for all departments.

• This programme is also available for those writing in French

Room 1 21 New College

928-5157
Regular Hours:

Monday 2-4

Tuesday 10-6

Wednesday 10-6 (French, 2-4)

Thursday 10-6 (French, 2-4)

Friday 2-4
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Strangway chosen

as geology head
Geology students will have the

opportunity next year to study under

the present chief of the U.S.

National Aeronatucs and Space Ad-

ministration geophysics branch.

D.W. Strangway was actually

appointed as chairman of the U ofT

geology department as of July 1,

1972. However, since he is on one

year leave of absence in order to

finish his work with NASA, he will

not assume the position until 1973.

In an interview, Fawcctt said that,

as far as he knew, there were no

sweeping program changes in the

department for next year under

Strangway's direction.

According to Fawcett, Strangway

was chosen "in the normal manner"

through the dean's search com-

mittee.

Strangway received his BA from

the LJ of T in 1956, his MA in 1958

and his PhD in I960. He then

worked at the university of

Colorado as an assistant geology

professor. In 1968. he was appointed

associate professor of physics at 'the

11 of T.

North Vief Catholics

soy U.S. is main enemy

till

SYNAGOGUE

COMMUNITY"
A CRITIQUE

Bv LINDA HALL
A delegation of Catholic priests

and laymen from North Vietnam

pleaded Tor support last Wednesday

to protest the Vietnam war which

they called "very brutal and cruel".

The delegation which participated

in it forum at Hart House, had

recently attended the Second Inter-

national Assembly of Christianity

held in. Quebec City over

Thanksgiving. Father Nguyen The

Vinh said the conference had "sup-

ported the struggle of the people of

Indochina", condemning the Viet-

nam war as against the interests of

"peace, justice and mankind".

One member of the delegation.

Father Dinh Van Thu, linked

American involvement in Vietnam

with the difficulties of the Catholic

Church in North Vietnam.

"It is the American Government

that tries to destroy our religion in

North Vietnam, but not the Com-
munists," he said.

He called the migration of

Catholic bishops to South Vietnam,

ordered by an archbishop after the

Geneva agreement of 1954, a

"forced evacuation" designed by the

Americans to lead Catholic priests

and laymen out of North Vietnam.

The homhing of North Vietnam,

which has destroyed more than 100

churches, is also a major factor in

t he difficulties of the Catholic

Church, he said.

Father Harry Bury, an American

'who recently visited North Vietnam,

s ii pported the view that the

Catholics and Communists are

being "brought together" against

llic common enemy, the Americans,

"In bombing of North Vietnam,

Nixon has destroyed the religious

differences" he said. "The real

struggle is the struggle to survive."

In response to questions, both the

Vietnamese and American panelists

dismissed rumours that Kissinger's

efforts at negotiation are about to

result in an end to the war.

Masie Bui Thi Cam, a North
Vietnamese lawyer, contrasted Nix-

on's claims of "desire for peace"

with his saturation bombings all

over the country". Referring to Nix-

on's promises to end the war, she

said. "We hope this will come to our

country, but we do not believe in

him."

Bury called the rumours a

"smoke screen to overcome the ef-

forts of the peace movement to bring

the war before the American
people".

Bury said he saw evidence of

bombing dykes in North Vietnam.

Bombs fell "close to and on dykes",

he said, in areas where "there was

nothing around but the dykes".

Monday, Oct. 16, 4:30 P.M.

BBYO Bldg.. 15 Hove St.

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

Dare sues unionists for damage
WATKRLOO (CUP)—The most

recent development in the 20-week-

old Dare strike has been the filing of

a 1.6 million dollar law suit by the

company.

Being sued are the Ontario

Federation of Labour, local 173 of

the United Brewery Workers, and

four labour officials. Those in-

dividuals named in the suit are the

president and secretary-treasurer of

the OFL. David Archer and Terry

Meagher. Lou Daunter, in-

ternational representative of the un-

ion, and Andy Diamond, plant

chairman of local 173.

The Dare management filed the

suit because they say the damages

that occurred during the strike were

willfully caused by striking union

workers.

The company does not realize

that physically violent acts can erupt

when workers must confront low

wages, an unjust legal system, an

arrogant management, an un-

ihinking city government and a gang
of scabs.

In addition to the suit, the

company is attempting to have a

court injunction granted in order to

halt the boycott of Dare goods.

Union officials assert the court

order is being sought because the

boycott is becoming increasingly

effective.

Just a reminder: when you get the

'munchies for cookies, buy a bag

trillion! the Dare label.

FREE CHEST X-RAYS
The University Health Service, in co-operation with the Provincial Department

of Tuberculosis Prevention, is once again sponsoring The Annual Chest X-RAY SURVEY.

THIS WEEK THE MOBILE UHIT WILL BE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:

MONDAY, OCTOBER 16*>>

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17th

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18*

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19th

PRIDAY, OCTOBER 20th

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE,

SOUTH-WEST CORNER OF ELMSLEY HALL

GALBRAITH BUILDING, NORTH SIDE.

EAST OFF ST. GEORGE ST., JUST NORTH OF COLLEGE

FACULTY OF DENTISTRY, NORTH-WEST CORNER OF BUILDING

chest x-rays are required for the following:

1 . Medical Students in All Years.

2. School ol Nursing Students in All Years.

3. Rehabilitation Medicine Students in All Years.

4. Dental Students in Their Final Two Years.

ALL FIRST AND FINAL YEAR STUDENTS ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SURVEY.

We invite all members of the University community

to take advantage of this opportunity to have a CHEST X-RAY.

PROTECT YOURSELF PROTECT OTHERS
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Vic ground staff handle security

Affiliated colleges don't wont campus police

By MARK BOHNEN
U of Ts three affiliated colleges

dii not allow U of T police on their

campuses unless the colleges

specifically request their services.

Security at Victoria College has

been generally handled by the

•maintenance and g-ound staff"

said Victoria president J.E.

Hodgetts in an interview

Wednesday. He added that these

staff were "not security officers in

the formal sense".

Hodgetts conceded that, in the

even I of a "genera! mass situation"

New candidate in Ward 6 favours

library, day care open to public
Bv CLARK PARSONS

Arthur Downes an executive

director of the St. Andrews-St.

Patrick Conservative riding associa-

tion and a director or the board of

Doctors' Hospital, has declared his

candidacy for alderman in Ward 6

in the municipal elections.

This is the second lime Downes

lias run for alderman in the ward. In

I W*. he received 624 voles to finish

eighth out of ten candidates. June

Marks, who is expected to run

again, got 4738 votes, while 2810

voted for runner-up Horace Brown.

Dan Heap, who last year almost

defeated Conservative Allan

Grossman in Ihe provincial election,

Unclassifieds
FANDO AND LIS. an hilarious play by the

modem Spanish writer Fred Arrabal. Ad-

mission Free, Wednesday thru Salurday,

8:30 p.m. UC Playhouse 79a St. George

St.

TOGETHER WOMAN to share coed semi-

communal house with three others. Own
room and study. Broadview - Danforth

Area 463-6256.

FRIENDLY PERSON to make dinner (or 3

motherless ones. 4 nights a week tor 3

weeks beginning Ocl. 31. S15 per week.

923-6106 eves.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER 1958 stan-

dard manual new ribbon, elite type $40

cash. TYPEWRITER CHAIR, black, ad-

justable S5. Cash. CAMERA Topcon-L

with carrying case, lightmeter, I filter, in-

slnjclion manual S25. cash. Call 921-6526.

RESPECTABLE FRENCH speaking girl

(20) desires to meet male companion (or

social activities Reason for ad I am new

here and know no young people. 636-

5681.

FOR SALE - 1 brand new Peugeot bicycle

- demi-course 10 speed-never used phone

920-4551

FOUND Pair of silver-lramed men's

glasses in Queens Park. Call Rena 922-

4369

U. OF T. -FILM BOARD. Announces Open
Meeting new members welcome. Ocl. 16 -

Editing Room Hart House 7.30 p.m.

INTERESTED IN MAKING some spare

money? Varsity needs somebody with a

car or van lo deliver Varsity's to Erindale

three limes a week. Pick-up from York

University area. Call 923-8741.

PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
help you. Campus Birthright, 469-1111.

Cad or come 1:30 - 4:00 p.m., Monday thru

Friday, 89 St. George.

POLITICALLY progressive but sane co-

op has rooms available. Large, lovely

house in Broadview-Danforth area.

Reasonable rent 466-1733 anytime.

A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
College St. (Clarke institute) 924-5937.

Come in and see our monthly special.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used lur

coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (lur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.^Sat.; til

Thurs. and Fri.

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING
(specializing in long hair) In ihe Clarke
Institute of Psychiatry, 250 College St..

Tel. 924-6811. Ext. 560 Special haircut

$2-00.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.

Going out of business after 42 years.

Pearl Furniture. 29 Cenlre Ave. (behind

new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

FOR LADIES: Massage • pedicur-facial by

cosmetology. R.M.S. Parviainen. 713
Spadina Ave. (2nd floor) for appointment
924-3022

THE LAST OF THE ORDER by Richara

Benner. A play of wild humour and
outrageous theatricality. Tues. lo Sat. 6:30

Sun. at 2:30. Tarragon Theatre. 30
Bridgman Ave. Bathurst and Dupont 964-

8833.

FLAT RATE computer programming Free

estimates. Low student rales. Call 222-

2826. 24hr. service.

and resident-group activist Rose

Smith have already announced their

intentions to contest the aldermanic

seats.

Downes favours a university open

In the surrounding community. He

approves of a university-sponsored

day care centre open to non-

university mothers and feels the

Robarls Library, as well as other

university facilities, should be open

lo ihe public.

I n an interview, Downes

suggested that, if elected, he could

provide students with a voice on

council in matters of direct concern

to i hem which they have not

previously had. The university is

located in Ward o. and this will be

the lirsl municipal election in which

students will have the opportunity to

vole.

Downes. a black, has been

working on lectures for Metro

Police recently, at their request, in

an attempt lo improve relations and

liaison belween police and the com-

munity, especially Ihe black com-

munity. He emphasized; however,

thai he is noi running as "the black

candidate".

In general Downes says he is

opposed to "anti-people policies".

He opposes ihe Spadina expressway

as presently constituted, feeling it

would adversely affect the Annex

region, but thinks some sort of

expressway will eventually be

necessary. He is opposed to a

referendum on the issue.

he could he forced to seek outside

security, though he strongly opposed

"the presence of uniformed people

on campus".

Metro police, he said, have been

rarely employed and only in

response to criminal acts committed

on I he college campus.

Hodgells summarily dismissed as

groundless a rumour that, at one

point, before the taping of a televi-

sion program featuring a prominent

Ku Mux Klan member, he con-

sidered using the Victoria football

team for security in the event of a

possible flare-up.

The taping was cancelled in a

join! decision of the show's

producers and Victoria's president

because of threats of violence.

Hodgetts said that he felt security

needs al Victoria College were being

well met. Should he ever seek the co-

operation of U of T police, he said

they would be glad to help.

Trinitv College dean of residence

(i.A.B, Watson said that Trinity's

securilv has been handled by himself

and lite manager of building

services.

He said that, according to Ihe

college constitution, "outside

assistance" could only be sought at

the "tail end of proceedings" in the

event that an extreme situation

arises. He added that he considered

Ihu'l prospect unlikely-

Metro police are generally given

authority on campus only in

situations involving criminal acts

such as serious vandalism. Watson

said. He felt there is no lack of

security, adding thai the existence of

the I l of T police is always "in the

bach of our minds".

St. Michael's College president

John Kelly, who two weeks ago

admitted that SMC was in a finan-

cial crisis, said thai his college

bandits security through a private

lured agency.
,

formerly, night watchmen were

hired, but ihe practice was dis-

continued when it proved difficult to

retain them. Neither Metro or U of

T police are allowed on the SMC
campus unless by invitation.

NICKELODEON
279 Yonge at Dundas Square abnw tli<- 1- i i.il s

Interested in Spending a

Shabbat with a Jewish Poet?

HILLEL HAS JUST THE OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU

POET DANNY SIEGEL
WILL BE SPENDING A SHABBAT AT HILLEL HOUSE

OCTOBER 20 - 21

DANNY StEGEL WAS NORN IN WASHINGTON. DC, IN 1944 AND STUDIED
BOTH AT THE COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF COMPERATIVE LITERATURE FOR
HIS B.S. AND THE JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY FOR HIS M.A.C. HE
ALSO SPEND MUCH TIME IN ISRAEL TEACHING IN JEWISH IN-

STITUTIONS. HIS FIRST BOOK OF POETRY SOULSTONED HAS BEEN
WIDELY READ BY JEWISH GROUPS ON VARIOUS CAMPUSES IN THE
U.S.

DANNY SIEGEL WRITES ABOUT LOVE. RUSSIA, RABBI AKIVA. THE
HOLOCAUST, THE BEATLES, THE LATE-COMING MESSIAH. Come SpBnd

A SHABBAT with DANNY SIEGEL al Hillel House.

COST: $4.00 FOR 3 MEALS
Register: by Tuesday, October 17th at 923-9861.

Heidelberg
Brewedfidmpurespring water?

And that's the truth!
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Blues get off to shakey start

Teamwork and effort give Rugby Blues win
By JOHN BARCLAY

Teamwork and effort led the University of
Toronto Rugby Blues to a 25-12 win over a
strong Queen's side on the back campus
playing field Saturday afternoon.

Following two successive losses in league

play to York and RMC, the Blues faced a

learn who had scored 54 points over Trent

only a week earlier. Furthermore, Queen's

Gaels were the unbeaten champions of the

Ontario intercollegiate league last year.

The Blues got off to a shakey start as

Queen's scored an unconverted try very early

in the game from a scrum drive.

However, within minutes the Blues had the

bull up to the Queen's five yard line. From the

loose ruck, rookie prop Bob Algie picked the

hall up and ran through several Queen's

defenders for a try to lie the score at 4-4. The
conversion was missed, but minutes later Rick

Hodtlcr kicked a successful penalty goal to

pui the Blues ahead 7-3. From that point on,

the Blues never gave up their lead.

During the first half. Queen's had
supremacy in most of the scrum play. The
team's big, strong, experienced pack won
most of the tineouls and set scrums. However,
iheir hacks were unable to penetrate the Blues

defense. When they kicked through, fullback

Graeme Wynn seemed to be always in the

right spot to break up the Queen's attack.

Before the half was over, Hodder added two
more penalty goals to give the Blues a 13-4

lead al half time.

In the second half, the Blues scrum worked
harder and played as a more cohesive unit. As
a result they matched the Queen's scrum
evenly in set and loose play. Midway through
the second half, winger Rick Phillips caught
ihe hall on the bounce near the sideline and
ran 40 yards to score the Blues second try.

Hodder converted and added two other penal-

ly goals, for a personal total of 17 points in

Ihe game.

Queen's scored twice in the second half,

once by their winger, and then by their scrum.

Neither were converted, and Queen's finished

Ihe game for a 12-point total.

The Blues' win was due primarily to

leamwork. but certain individuals played ex-
ceptionally well: Algie, Smith, and Sorbie in

the forwards, and Hodder and Wynn in the
backs.

The seconds game was markedly even.

Defensive play on both sides was so strong
thai neither team was able to score a try.

Queen's won ihe game 3-0 following a drop-
kick from their standoff in the first half.

The Blues' seconds had been doing
exceptionally well this year, having won most
of their games to date with little trouble.

The Blues next play Trent in an away game
on Saturday. October 2[st. One week later

they meet Queen's once again in a return
match in Kingston. The rugby Blues now
stand won 2 - lost 3 in their division, and in

ihird place w'uh 3 games remaining. In the
Western Section this weekend Western
defeated Guelph 12-9 (the only other reported

game as of last night).

Track team places well in Western Invitational

Cross-country team wins York Invitational
U of T's "A" cross country team

placed first out of six competing

Ontario universities at the York In-

vitational on Saturday. The "B"
learn was second in a field of four

"B" teams. Both Western and

Waterloo only entered one learn

each. The Toronto "A" team was

first with a score of 44.

Of ihe Mi contestants from the six

universities. Toronto captured four

of the lop 10 positions.

Peler Pimm was second i n a lime

Of 11 34. .loe Sax. third, in 31:59.

Bob Knuekv. fourth, in 32:08, and

Bra d Morley. sixth, in 32:13. ((All

were members of ihe "A" team.)

Chris Beardsley, also of the U of

T "A" learn finished 29th in a time

or 35:05.

John Cartwright came 33rd in

35:15. Doug Garfield was 42nd in

36:09, while Dave Smith placed

52nd in 37:22. Mark Podell was 54th

in 37:34. and Al Van Geyn was 63rd

in 41:46. All were members of

Toronto's "B" learn.

York's Ken Hamilton finished

llrsl in a time of 31:15.6.

Within Ihe other contending "A
learns in the six school meet,

Waterloo was second (55), Guelph

ihird (5N). Queen's fourth (100),

>ork fifth (125). and RMC sixth

(185).

Of Ihe "B" teams, Guelph was on

lop wiih 214. Toronto followed was

ncxl (227). followed by Queen's

(245). and RMC (256).

The only other cross-country

invitational will be held at Western

on October 28. followed Ihe by the

OUAA championships al Guelph

the following Saturday.

At the fourth Annual Track and

Field Invitational held at Western on

Friday, U of T also made a good

showing; however, the meet was not

scored.

At Western, Toronto placed within

the top three positions on IS of 19

events. U of T placed first in five

events, second in five, and third in

eight.

In the sprints Bob DeGroot

finished third in the 100 yard event

with a time of 10.3, while in the 220

yard Dave Howes also came in third

in 23.8. Dace Colbert was first in the

440 with a time of 50.5.

In the middle distance runs. Gerry

Fcenc\ also placed first in Ihe 650

yard (noi 660 yards) run in 1:18.8,

while Frank Aguanno was third in

ihe 880 in 1:57.2. John Sharpe

finished second in ihe mile in 4:22.7,

while Brad Morley and Luther

Holton ended first and third respec-

livelv in ihe Ihree mile distance

(14:52.1 and 15:42.0).

In the high hurdles, Toronto's

<\vo Alho finished ihird in the 120

vard event in a lime of 16. 1, and

spartalk
In waterpolo at U of T on

Salurday. Toronto defeated York
12-9 bin lost to Queen's 9-8. The
other iwoiournament games saw
York over Ollawa (a new team in

ihe league this year) 10-7, while

Otlawa was also defeated by
Queen's 18-1. In Ihe Queen's Toron-

to mulch the Queen's coach decided

ly nun p into the pool in the middle

of the game. He then appeared to

climb onto the back of Blues' Chris

McNaughl apparently attempting lo

defend his team's goalie, whom
McNaughl had apparently hit in the

face. What Ihe coach neglected to

see was that the Kingston goalie had

already kicked McNaughl. The
Blues' game became more defensive

alter the incident, and Queen's
managed lo win by scoring within

ihe las 16 seconds of play. Bues*

Vilold Gesing played well in

goal In ihe OUAA Tennis

Championships at Western this

weekend ihe Toronto team defeated

Western to win Ihe Canadian Lawn

Tennis Assocaition Cup for the se-

cond consecutive year. The team

members were Keilh Porter, Steve

Segal. Murray Flock, Bob
Bergman, and Ross Saldon. In the

individual doubles, U ot T's Segal

and Porter teamed upt to defeat

Western. 6-7.6-3 and 6-4. The se-

cond doubles team, consisting of

Flock and Saldon won 7-5 and 6-4.

In the singles. Segal won against

Western's Doug Tough 7-6, and 7-5,

Porter downed John Turner 6-4 and

6-4. Flock defeated Western's

number three man in three sets, and

Bergman overcame Graham Senst

d-4 and 0-4, In the singles,

Western's Tough defeated York's

Tony Pospicil 6-3,6-3. and 6-2 to

win Ihe individual championship of

ihe OUAA The U ofT Rowing

Club is not competing this year due

lo a scarcity of participants.

Although the team was able to

recruit four or five members, the

loss of Coach Burgon who passed

away unexpectedly seemed to com-
plete ihe boatmen's demise.

1 1 is unbelievable that in the

largest university in Ontario, no one

was billing lo participate on the

rowing learn Canadian Universi-

ty Press, London, reports the

following: "Do-gooders joined the

n^ks lasl Thursday at the start of a

1 500-mile hitch-hiking bonanza to

raise money for the much-maligned

United Appeal. And for good
measure Colin Brown, the organizer

of a campaign against drug-pushers

has jumped into ihe act. The
students are members of the UWO
Musiang Marching Band and have

been sponsored by fellow students

on a per - mile basis. Brown,
organi/er of London's Turn in A
Pusher campaign has offered to pay

relurn fare by train for the band.

I IP was endorsed by UWO student

council president Robert Stikeman

but angry protest from students

forced the embarrassed Stikeman to

withdraw his support. The RCMP
Marilimes branch, the Ontario and

Quebec Provincial Police forces

have reportedly offered their

assistance in the hitch-hiking

ventura."

second in the 44-440 in 59.5.

Toronto placed third in the 4 x

1 10 yard relay in 43.76 (Spitz 1 1.6.

Johnson
I 1,3, Howes 10.0. DeGroot

10.8) ;md second in the 4 x 440 in

3:22.48 (Johnson 52.4. Aguanno
50.6. Colherl 49.9, Feeney 49.3).

In ibe jumps. Dave Barrett

finished llrsl in the pole vault event

with LV6", and Dave Rudichuk tied

Western's Scol! While for the third

position with I3'0". Mike Boyle

came in second in Ihe high jump
(("()"). while Hung Der placed third

in the long jump (20'6. 25"). Toronto
also caplured ihe first Iwo positions

in the triple jump. Dave Walt came
llrsl (46"

1 1.25") with Keith McKen-
/ic second (43*5.5").

As might be expected from U of

T's record up to this point in the

season, no Toronto team member

placed wilhin ihe lop three positions

in the throwing events (shol put.

discus, javelin).

Other universities which

participated in ihe York Invitational

included Queen's, Brock, Windsor,

I aurenlian. Waterloo, Western,

York. McMaster. and RMC.
Toronto placed well and the team

should be a strong contender in the

OUAA Track u'nd Field Cham-
pionship meet this Saturday in Win-

dsor. Windsor wo n ihe cham-
pionship in I971_

Track Marks — Western might

not he a true indication of the

slrenglh of the Toronto team. Many
members stayed home because

classes and lo prepared for the big

meet next weekend.... John Sharp

(ihe Ontario junior champion in

cross-country in 1972) and Paul

Glynn did not participate in the

York invitational on Saturday.

Coach Andy Higgins feels both look

good for ihe OUAA Championship

Hockey hits the table;

kickback to NHL?
MONTREAL (CUP) — It could be the zaniest sporting event of

the year. Hven zanier than the time Alan. Eagleson got floored by the

KGB. \

It's Ihe first-ever Canadian table hockey tournament scheduled for

Montreal October 29.

Table hockey is one of those rainy-day games most Canadian kids

plaved in their grade school days. The game with metal player figures

attached lo sleel rods which you move to move the players. Doubtless,

some of ihe proceeds from their sales found their way into the pockets

of several NHL owners, as a pay-off for allowing game manufacturers

lo painl their players in actual team uniforms.

Al any rale, about 60 people over the age of 18 are expected for this

gala eve'nl. Last year, during the "World Championship" table hockey

tournament in New York, a CBC camera crew turned up and flashes of

the lourney were shown on prime time Canadian TV. Who knows, now

ihal the Molson family no. longer controls the Canadiens, it may look

elsewhere for its sporting investments.

The Montreal tournament is being organized by the city's

Miniature Hockey League (MHL), allegedly Canada's best group of

lable hockey palyers.

Mosi participants are expected to be college students and other

voung people. Organizers have received entries from McGill, Sir

George Williams University, Carlelon, Loyola and the University of

Western Ontario along with enquiries from Victoria, BC.

The lop eighl contenders will not participate in first round

compclilion. The remaining 52 will play five, five-minute games each,

and from the standings the first 24 will join the top eight in playdowns.

These 32 will be grouped into eighl divisions and each play a round

robin in Ihe division.

Top divisional palyers will advance to the quarter finals. The

i|uarier-linals and semi-finals will be two-game total point affairs, and

the survivors will meet in a best-two-out-of-three five-minute periods.
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Soccer Blues over Waterloo 2-0
By JOHN COBBY

The soccer Blues earned a 2-0

victory over ihe Warriors Saturday

in Waterloo.

The win was the first by a visiting

leam Ihls season. To now the

Warriors have defeated all comers

on home ground, including league

leading McMaster Marauders.

From the start the Blues took the

initiative, determined not to allow

the disadvantage or playing against

li strong wind force them into a

defensive posture. It became quickly

noticeable that the Waterloo

defence was shaky on its right side,

so the Blues concentrated on

supplying Giuseppe D'Anloni with

many passes. On one set up by Phil

Oldficld and Bob Cazzola, D'Antoni

swept in on goal only to see the

Warriors' goalkeeper make a com-

petent save on a tricky shot.

In spite or the considerable initial

pressure by the visitors, it was the

Warriors who. at 15 minutes, had

the clearest opportunity to take the

lead.

Harassed by the attentions of the

Waterloo left winger. Tim Burns hit

a weak back pass to goalkeeper

Jack Brand. The winger darted in

lor an interception and shot low and

hard Tor the left side of the net.

However, alert to the danger, Caz-

zola was in position to deflect the

hall away for a corner.

The Blues' reply was immediate

and almost decisive. The ball was
skilfully moved out of defence by

Burns and Bruno Bruni to Ron
Misurka on the right wing. Misurka

wailed on the ball while Herb
Duhsky made his forward run, and

then released the ball to the overlap-

ping defenceman. Dubsky's sub-

sequent centre found Mario
DaRosa, whose powerful drive was

acrobatically saved by the Waterloo

goalkeeper at the expense of a
corner.

This play was indicative of the

trend of the game; the Blues

dominated the exchanges by virtue

of Iheir superior midfield skill, but

were unable to force the goal they

needed.

When the Waterloo player-coach,

Hans Weisner. made a weak back

pass. Ihe Warriors' goalkeeper made

a diving save at Peter Hillier's feet.

However, ir the ball did elude the

goalkeeper, as on one goalmouth

scramble, a defender almost

miraculously appeared to clear the

ball from the goal-line. It was thai

sort of game, and the scoreless first

hall' was a poor reflection or the

comparative abilities of the teams.

Perhaps the Blues were not pursuing

"lost*" balls with the aggression

necessary to unsettle a packed

defence.

As ihe second hair commenced,

Duhsky and Old field continued to

win the ball in midfield and set up an

almost constant barrage on the

Waterloo net. Da Rosa, suffering a

thigh injury, was replaced by Ian

Harris after ten minutes.

Almost immediately Hillier hit a

swerving 25 yard shot which was not

cleanly held by the goalkeeper.

Harris look the rebound and with

his first kick of the game, forced a

rising shot past the helpless

goalkeeper to finally give Toronto a

1-0 lead.

The goal acted as a tonic to the

Blues, encouraging them to press

more fiercely. Now the ball was also

being smoothly passed down the

right Hank as Ed Carter and Bruni

were making space and taking time

to direct ihe ball to Jim Varelas. On
the other side of the field Hillier and

D'Antoni were causing defensive

consternation by their intelligent

switching of positions.

On one such occasion, when an

errant pass was collected by the

Warriors' centre back, Weisner, it

Blues DaRosa (9) goesafter corner kick by Misurka In front of Waterloo goal.

was D'Anloni who appeared at cen-

tre field. Pressuring Weisner into an

indiscrete back pass. D'Antoni was

quick to intercept and score Blues'

second goal into an open net.

The goal had resulted from the

constant overall pressure on a jittery

defence and. more importantly, a

refusal to accept a defensive in-

terception as the end of a fruitful

play.

Bines" goalkeeper. Brand, was a

virtual spectator, handling the ball

only when Burns became concerned

for his survival in the chilly wind.

By now the Toronto team were

completely dominant, and a

catalogue of the attempts at the

Waterloo net would be unecessarily

repetitive.

While the Blues have not been a

high scoring team (although they

should he capable of scoring more

often than they do) their record of

only two goals conceded in six

games -indicates why they are the

onlv unbeaten squad in league play

ihis season.

Coach Bob Nicol was pleased

with ihe learn effort displayed in the

win. He considers the fine defensive

record to be. Iruely a team effort,

instead of a credit to the defence

alone. The apparent difficulty found

in scoring a large number of goals

(which has nol yet been necessary) is

similarly a reflection or the play of

[he whole team, rather than just the

forward line. The 15-2 goals for and

against record would indicate an

excellent balance between offence

and defence.

Blue Chips—Herb Duhsky must

have covered every inch of the

lickl.... MacMaster beat Western 7-

0 last week.... Phil Oldfield played

with distinction in his first starting

assignment next game is

Wednesday at Brock.... Tim Burns

has given the Blues defensive stabili-

ty with his play in the middle

C I All National Championships
have been rescheduled for

November 1 1 at York University.

The OUAA playoff between the top

learn in the Eastern and Western

Sections lakes place on November
X In the only other reported

game this weekend it was Queen's 4,

(arlelon I.

Blues down Carleton T 5-9;tied for second
By STAN CAPPE

..Varsily Blues' 15-9 homecoming victory

'over ihe Carleton Ravens here on Saturday

must have left spectators wondering.

How eould the Blues — showing as little

offensive power as they did — win? By the

same token how could the Ravens, who
showed such a good offence, come up with

only nine points?

The answer to these questions is that the

Blues won the contest on the strength of their

defence. Technically, two touchdown bombs
by quarterback Wayne Dunkley to Brent

I Isey and Cor Doret provided the winning
margin. However, the game was won not by
how much ihe Blues did but rather by how
much ihey slopped the Ravens.

Ottawa gol into scoring position no less

than eleven times during the game. On eight

of these attempts they were forced to walk
away empty-handed, due to ihe fact that the

Blues lightened up on defence when the
Ravens penetrated within the Toronto 20 yard
line.

Once Carleton came within scoring range
Blues' defenders showed an uncanny ability to

Lome up with the right play at the right time.

In the first quarter the Varsity front four

twice sacked Ravens' quarterback Dave Mon-
tugano lo put down scoring threats deep in

their own territory.

In ihe second quarter the Blues rorced
Raven back Joe Colvey lo fumble just short of
a touchdown. Next, defensive back Bob
Billmghursl snuffed out another Carleton
drive with an interception in the end zone. The
leum only allowed the Ravens a single point in

ihe first thirty minutes.

Blues' Doug Bell Intercepts a pass intended for Ravens' Harber (22).

Carleton marched down the field six more,

tunes in Ihe second half but the team was only

able to get on the scoreboard twice. Early in

the fourth quarter, a seven yard plunge by

Rob Harber culminated a 70 yard drive, to

score ihe Ravens' only touchdown.

Following the touchdown they maintained

ihe momentum and charged down again,

having to settle for a single point.

Minutes later the Carleton learn found

itself on Toronto's 7-yard line. Once again the

Blues' defensive unit held out, with Bob
iiioxham providing the key play, breaking up

a third down touchdown pass attempt.

Perhaps the biggesl defensive play was

supplied by a member of Ihe offense. Forced

lo punl deep in his own territory. Varsity

kicker. Mike Sokovnin lofted Ihe ball for 65

yards against (he wind and put the Ravens out

of striking distance for the remainder of the

game. From that point on the steam was
laken right out of the Ravens 1

attack.

Varsity's offence did all that it had to in the

light of Iheir defensive counterparts' ac-

complishment. They scored two touchdowns,

bolh off the shotgun rormalion. The first

strike from Dunkley to Elsey was a 23 yarder

thai completed what passed for Toronto's

only sustained drive.

The second major-was an out and out home
run play — a 65 yard pass and run from

Dunkley lo Doret on the first play from

scrimmage in the second half.

Those were the only noteworthy offensive

accomplishments. For the most part, the

aerial game was unimpressive and not very

effective. Dunkley had a lot of trouble finding

Ins receivers, and the receivers displayed some
problems in holding on to the ball.

Meanwhile. Ihe running game was used

sparingly.

Allhough Ihe regular performers for the

Blues' had trouble in getting on track, the

offensive line did their best to make up for it.

They gave iheir quarterback a lot of time to

gel his passes away and only allowed him lo

be sacked twice.

The Blues' win forced a three way lie atop

ihe F.aslern section of the OUAA. Queen's,

and Ottawa as well as Toronto each share 3-2

records after the weekend. The Gaels edged

out Ollawa on Friday night 18-17 to force the

lie. This means ihe playoff spots will not be

seliled until next week's season finale when
Varsiiy iravels to Kingston and Ottawa meets

(arlelon.

In ihe Western section this weekend it was
MeMasler over York 22-13, Lutheran
downed Ciuelph 35-4, and Waterloo was
defeated hv Windsor 22-5.
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Members of the Service Employees International Union local 204 — the men and women

responsible for maintenance work on all campuses — are deadlocked in their

negotiations with the university. If the impasse is not resolved by Friday, they'll vote Saturday

to decide whether to go on strike.

Negotiations deadlocked,

union to take strike vote
Seven hundred and seventy U of T maintenance

workers will lake a strike vole Saturday if their

ifoiitniol Herniations with the university remain

deadlocked.

The only issue in dispute is wages, but U of T
manager of industrial relations John Parker said

\cstcrdav the two sides were "quite far apart."

Under the old contract which expired June 30, the

minimum hourly wage was $2.45 for women and

$3,09 fur men. Negotiators have already agreed that

rales will he equal for women and men in the new

contract. Parker said.

TliO union, Local 204 of the Service Employees

International Union, is holding fast lo-ils demand

iij' $3.50 per hour basic wage for cleaners, business

agent Don Barclay said yesterday.

"The workers are saying 'we're going to go" this

lime Barclay said. The union's bargaining com-

mittee is "100 per cent solid" behind their position.

"1 he strike would be a first for the union, which

has not walked out on U or T in the 20 years it has

represented workers.

Negotiations have dragged on since the contract

ran out on June 30.

Tlie most recent negotiating session went until 4

am lasl Friday morning without making significant

progress* The university's position shifted slightly at

that time. Barclay said, but the union's bargaining

committee held firm.

"We're not selling out for a nickel an hour," he

added.

One last-dileh negotiating session is scheduled for

Friday afternoon, but the strike vole will proceed if

no settlement is reached.

II I wasn't optimistic 1 wouldn't he involved in

industrial relations," Parker said in an interview

yesterday: "I would certainly hope there won't be a

strike hut I ean'l say for sure there won't be. We
certainly haven't abandoned our hopes."

The workers cannot legally strike until 16 days

after a conciliation officer reports "no settlement"

io lite provincial government. Parker said the officer

now meeting with the two parties may report to the

government after Friday's negotiating session, if he

fails to produce a settlement.

Both labour and management spokesman refused

lo reveal how far the university's latest offer was

from the union's demands.

Retroactivity of wages and benefits covering the

nine since the contract ran out is another disputed

area.

Three weeks ago. what appeared to be the most

serious obstacle to a new contract was overcome

when u settlement was reached on the issue of

contracting union work out to commercial firms.

However, final ratification of even that part of the

agreement depends on the favourability of the wage

ucuotiations outcome.
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SAC rejects

immediate action
for a fees strike

By LINDA HALL
The results of last week's fees referendum can be interpreted as

support for a fees strike if Ontario Federation of Students

negotiations with the provincial government to increased student

financing are unsuccessful, SAC concurred Monday night.

Although 5140 students voted to withhold the second instalment

of their fees and 1600 voted no, UC SAC rep Bob Anderson pointed

out that the number voting "yes" were in the minority if those who
had paid their fees in one instalment were added to those voting

"no". The vote indicated that 3958 students had already paid their

full tuition fees.

Vice-president John Helliwell replied that "the people who
already paid their fees indicated "non-eligibility rather than

opposition" to the possible January fees boycott.

Fewer than. five representatives opposed the motion interpreting

the referendum results as support for a strike, if negotiations are

unsuccessful.

SAC rejected a motion calling for immediate action in

organizing a fees strike. The plan, proposed by observer Peter

Havers of the Canadian Liberation Movement, would have set up a

trust fund in which second instalments could be retained by SAC in

case negotiations with the government fail. The Graduate Students

Union is suggesting a similar action for its members.

SAC's position at the general meeting of the Ontario Federa-

tion of Students this weekend will be that OFS should meet again in

Into November, to decide whether or not negotiations with the

government have been successful. No action on a fees boycott should

be taken until then, it will recommend.

University Commissioner John Creelman supported the

recommendation because the referendum asked students if they

would withhold fees "if OFS negotiations with the government of

Ontario are unsuccessful".

"It would be betraying the intention of the referendum if we

were to act as if the negotiations have already broken down,"

Creelman said.

SAC also approved in principle an amendment to the

constitution which would allow SAC to grant money to groups

"within the university community where such funding is for a project

of university-wide benefit". This is a reversal of a principle adopted

at last year's constitutional conference which eliminated grants to all

groups outside SAC. That conference decided that SAC can only

allocate money to activities or speakers if it undertakes to sponsor

the event through one of its commissions.

In an interview, vice-president John Helliwell explained the

reversal as the result of a realization that the 'no grant* position was

loo restrictive. He said that approach had been adopted last year to

alleviate the problem of repeated requests for money from outside

groups.

However, he felt that was an "abdication of responsibility" and

that SAC should be prepared to establish priorities for giving grants

and refuse groups on that basis, "not because it is unconstitutional".

A brief on discipline prepared for submission to the Internal

Affairs Committee of the Governing Council was referred back to

the University Commission for reworking.

St. Michael's College rep Michael Steinberg expressed

dissatisfaction with the briefs treatment of demonstrations. The

commission's recommendation on demonstrations does not require

that the university negotiate with demonstrators and notify them

before calling police in to deal with them.

This requirement was recommended by the four year old

Campbell Report, on which the Internal Affairs Committee is

proceeding to formulate its own proposals.

"There are no guarantees of the rights or the people involved,"

Steinberg said. University commissioner John Creelman, whose

commission had prepared the brief, said that he had received

complaints about its recommendations on "where the individual is to

be tried".
(i

He said the brief was designed to "avoid jurisdictional hassles

by advocating that an individual be tried by the division in which the

offense is committed. Objections were raised to the possibility that a

tribunal in arts and science might try an engineer who had

committed an offense in an arts class, and could recommend his

expulsion from the Faculty of Engineering.

Creelman said the solution would be satisfactory "if each

jurisdiction had enough faith in the other jurisdiction".

However, the council decided to ask the university commission

to reformulate the brief in time for it to be considered again at

SAC's budget meeting next week.

SAC also supported "in principle" a proposal to bring black

militant Bobby Seale on campus to speak on the Vietnam war and

black liberation.
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HERE AND NOW
Effective with material submitted

for inclusion in Wednesday's Here

and Now, announcements for this

column will only be accepted if they

are submitted on the forms provided,

typed on a 64-character line. The

new forms are now available in The

Varsity editorial offices, second

floor, °1 St. George Street.

TODAY
7 am

Mornings jus! seem to be a Mile brighter

on U of T Radio! Join Archie Hunter, Rob

Gregory, and John Karr, weekdays (rom 7

to 10 am. For (he morning show, 8:20 am In

campus residences.

11 am
The Divine Principle Movement presents

a talk covering such topics as: "Spiritual

Phenomena and You". "The Ideal Family".

"Christianity's Answer to the Dialectic".

Room 1091. Sid Smith.

12 pm
Synergetics 73-Arclic Policy, discussion

ol the proposed Mackenzie Valley pipeline-

highway given by S. L. Osier a member of

Pollution Probe. Galbraith Building, Room
120.

Karate, open to everyone, upper gym
Hart House. Till 2 pm.

"Violence in the Old Testament". A talk

with Reverend Eilert Frerichs. SCM ottice.

Harl House.

Jazz concert in the East Common Room,

Hart House.

Demonstration against Mutual of

Omaha's "racist" treatment ol injured im-

migrant workers. 500 University Ave.

Sponsored by Students tor a Democratic

Society.

1 pm
Hart House Debate: "Resolved that this

House has lost confidence in the current

federal government". Speakers; Perry

Ryan, M.P. (PC, Spadina), Peter Stollery

(Lib. candidate, Spadina). Bob Beardsley

(NDP candidate. Spadina) Debates Room,

Hart House-

Free Jewish University discusses "The

Future of Jewish Identity in Canada". Sid

Smith 2133.

Representatives trom the Government ol

Canada will discuss careers for university

graduates In the federal government

auditing & accounting program- Till 2pm.

At McLennan Physics Building, Room 203.

4 pm
The Christian Science Organization at

the U ol T Is sponsoring a Iree lecture

entitled "Today's Prophet" by Mr. Joseph

Heard In the Hart House debates room.

5 pm
Anyone interested In playing classical

chamber music Is welcome to join the

Music Club.

7 pm
SAC Finance Commission meeting. SAC

Office.

"Our Role In World Development" —
John Foster, a member of the

Churchmen's delegation lo UNCTAD 1 1 1 1n

Santiago, Chile, will be discussing

UNCTAD in general and the specific im-

portance of the recent conference.

7:30 pm
Student's International Meditation

Society presents an introductory talk on

transcendental meditation and Ihe scien-

tific studies now being done.

8 pm
Israeli dancing. Hillel House,

Spanish Conservation club, Inlernational

Studenl Centre, 33 St. George St.

The University of Toronto Homophile

Association will hold its regular meeting in

the upstairs Lounge ol the GSU. 16 Ban-

croft St. All Welcome.

Le Cercle Francais of University College

invites you to a wine and cheese party in

Ihe JCR.

Win Iree tickets to the Rock and Roll

Revival. Volume 2 at Maple Leal Gardens

this Friday night by listening lo Radio

Varsity. "The Grease Show" offers three

hours of 1950's rock and roll every

Wednesday night. Phone request line, 964-

1484.

B:30 pm
"Fando and Lis", a play by Fred Arrabal,

is presented by UC Players Guild in the UC
Playhouse, 79a St. George St. Free.

THURSDAY
7 am

Let Radio Varsity's Morning Men wake

you up gently, weekdays from 7 to 10 am.

Rob Gregory, John Karr, and Archie

Hunter will start your day off right with

music, news, weather and sports. 820 AM
in campus residences.

11 am
Tryouls for Graduate Students Intra-

mural hockey at Varsity Arena. Players

should have full gear. Must have helmet. All

graduate students welcome. Information:

GSU, 16 Bancroft 928-2391.

1 pm
Engineering Placement Seminars: Two

very different Interviewers will discuss

methods ot preparing for Interviews. San-

ford Fleming Building, Room 135.

Varsity Christian Fellowship sponsors J.

N. Anderson, author of Christianity and

Comparative Religions at Hart House

Debates Room. His topic will be "Law,

Morality and the Secular Society."

It you are deciding whether or not to go

to Graduate school you can't afford to miss

the "Career Talk" — "Graduate School and

the Funds to Go" McLennan Physics.

Room 103 till 2 pm.
3 pm

Stop the Cutbacks Committee meeting,

3rd floor innls College.

3:30 pm
Professor J. N. Anderson, will lecture on

"Law and Morality In a Secular Society." At

the Hart House Music Room.

Basics ol Christianity with Reverend

Eitert Frerichs. SCM Office, Hart House.

5:30 pm
General meeting of the Hellenic society

at the Student International Center 33 St.

George. Nominations tor a new executive

council and account o( last year's activilies

by the council will be dealt with.

7 pm
SAC University Commission meeting to

consider linal draft of the SAC Discipline

Paper SAC Olfice.

Eucharist with Reverend James

Cunningham, Chaplain of Hart House. Hart

House chapel.

8 pm
"Rescue all Ugandan Asians" - Come to

the SDS Forum at 33 St. George Streel to

hear speakers Irom different campus
groups on this issue.

Dr. Pointing will present an exciting

discussion all about spider behaviour.

Yummy refreshments afterwards— all in-

vited—Ramsey Wright. Room 432.

"Defend the Ugandan Asians. Stop

Amin's genocidal plans. Demand Canadian

government rescue the refugees." Public

Meeting at International Student Centre.

Students lor a Democratic Society.

8:30 pm
UC Players Guild present a free

perlormance of Fred Arrabal's "Fando and

Lis". UC Playhouse 79a St. George St.

There are no customers at your credit union.

It's the Real people place.

A credit union is people. It's owned by people.

It's operated by people for people. Credit

union people. Your credit union, the Real

people place, still has that personal touch you
want and need.

A credit union is factory workers, and office

workers and construction workers. It's clerks

and secretaries. It's students and housewives.
It's farm people and city people. It's young
people and mature people. It's people who

own a piece of the action. They're member-
owners of their very own credit union.

It's people saving and getting reasonable

dividends. It's people borrowing at reasonable

interest rates. It's people who receive great

insurance benefits at no additional cost.

If you're presently a customer somewhere,
consider the advantages of being a member-
owner. Be a joiner. Join us at your~~credtt"

union.

The Real people place—

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO EMPLOYEE'S CREDIT UNION
199 College St.

928-3220

it Serves you right.

ART GALLERY
WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE

EXHIBITION
Monday to Saturday, 11 a m

5 p.m.

Wednesday, 6-9 p.m.

Sunday, 2-6 p.m.

GALLERY CLUB

Open from Monday (c

Friday
Luncheon 12 noon - 1.45

Dinner 6.00 p.m. - 7.30 p.m.

Licensed under the L.L.B.O.

Hart House membership required.

Sunday Evening Concert

CZECH STRING QUARTET
Sunday, October 22 at 8 p.m.

in the Great Hatl.

Tickets available to members
at the Hall Porter's Desk.

Black Hart Pub

every Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday

12 noon (o 11.30 p.m.

Noon Hour Jazz Concert

Today, 12-2 p.m.

East Common Room

Table Tennis Club

Tonight. Evening play 7-10 p.m.

Memberships are available.

Everyone is welcome.

HART HOUSE FARM ANNUAL FAIR sun, oct. 22 at 12,00 noon
Contests - Tug O'War. Wood Chopping, the Hammer-Throw, Indian

Wrestling also Cider-pressing, sauna baths and square dancing. All Iree

ol charge. Meal Tickets (Optional) are available al the Hart House
Graduate Otlice for $1.00, also Directions and Transportation Infor-

mation.

shoe &©uT»^ue

In a 12" high Rocker Sole Boot

Open Thursday and Friday Ntes
C O D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored

Brown Antique Leather
Black Leather

only $44.00

262 Yonge St.

1475 Yonge St.

101 Bloor St. West
Shopper's World, Brampton

Falrvlew Mall
Oshawa Shopping Centre
Adams Apple Boutique

126 Bloor St. West
774 Yonge St.

Design and Word Trade Marks In Canada ol the Villager Shoe Shoppers Ltd,"
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Faculty position frozen

Low enrolment makes Ryerson trim budget
TORONTO (CUP) — An enrol-

ment shortage of about 600 students

will Force Ryerson Polytechnical

Institute to dismiss 50 teaching staff

and an unknown number of admi-

nistrative staff.

Rverson president Donald

Mordell announced Monday that

because of the low enrolment, Ryer-

son would have to pare $ 1 .25 million

from its budget.

The institute's projected

enrol menl. on which budgetary

calculations were made, based on a

per-siudent provincial grant of

about $1X00. was 7800, However,

only 7200 students registered, with

lite largest proportion of absentees

from senior years.

Mordell announced 12 measures

that must be effected immediately,

in an effort to reduce this year's

deficit H is expected, however, that

oitlv further paring for next year will

bring Ryerson back to a break-even

position.

The hudget cuts may mean that

Rverson is about to enter a con-

linous cycle of poorer education and

lower enrolment.

All vacant faculty positions at

present and in future will be frozen,

as will salary increases. As well,

Mordell urged strict limitations on

sabbaticals to instructors entitled to

them, and encouraged staff to find

paving positions if they took sab-

baticals so that Ryerson would not

have to pay their salaries.

" Rverson workers will also suffer

from the measures the president

annouced.

"It goes without saying," he

slated, "that we expect to reduce

stall in non-leaching areas."

"The present indications are that

we will he unable to renew any

slmri-term contracts for (leaching)

staff". Mordcll said, "and we will be

extraordinarily reluctant to replace

any people who may resign or

retire."

Total non-renewal of contracts,

he estimated, would affect 50
people.

Mordell said he was "perturbed"

thai Ryerson still seems to have a

surfeit of small classes.

He added that it is imperative that

careful reviews in class sizes be

made and the possibility of merging

sections of classes be discussed.

Limitations of options and electives

in students' courses must also be

considered for next year, he said.

Faculty Board of Governors

member Blair Fcrgusson declared

alter an informal faculty meeting

yesterday that the faculty would not

cooperate in holding expenditures

down unless the administration dis-

closes the complete story of Ryerson

financing to the faculty.

The financial situation of the

institute has not been made public

for tiver a year , he said. He added
that although a budget has been

requested this year, it has not been

provided.

Fcrgusson also charged that the

present financial difficulties of

Rverson could have been predicted

and. overcome.

Demographic figures, he said,

clearly showed the baby boom was

over and that accordingly

decreased enrolment was in the of-

fing. The SI.25 million deficit "was

not that unpredictable." he said.

As well, he accused the Ryerson

administration of not doing an ade-

quate survey to estimate enrolment

this vear.

Consequently, the institute hired

.'X teachers and at least an equal

number nf support staff, to handle

SAC withholds Scarborough council rebate
By DOUG HAMILTON

The SAC rebate to the

Scarborough College Student Socie-

u will be vvithold until a $6,000 debt

to SAC is settled to SAC's satisfac-

tion according to an executive deci-

sion ratified at Monday's SAC
meeting.

University commissioner John

( reclman and vice-president Ross

flowers (both, surprisingly, from

Scarborough moved at a September

I executive meeting "to wilhold all

Scarborough College rebates except

the grant to Radio Scarborough

until the matter of the outstanding

SCSS debts lo SAC is settled to

SAC ;atisfaclijn

However the witholding of the

SCSS rebate will not undermine the

solvency oflhe Scarborough College

Students Saeictv ".aid SCSS presi

dun | David Onley in an interview

mill The Varsity yesterday.

According lo Onley. Scarborough

receives a rebate of four dollars per

student — a sum of over $ 8.000.

SCSS treasurer Paul Corby told

The Varsilv last night that the coun-

cil "ran out of money during the

summer" and .ihe loan from SAC
was used lo "pay some summer

bills", including one for a Gestelner

photocopy machine.

lie asserted that if the SCSS had

not lost money staging a winter

carnival these hills could have paid

tlllFiltu the summer.

Asked whv il was necessary to

lake such a drastic measure in

withholding the rebate. Creebnan

replied thai " the local council really

wasn't dealing with financial

problems — its debts — very

quickly."

He added lhal the outstanding

SAC loan was "one - or a large

number ofllchls thai the council was

facing."

Flowers suggested that it was

"mil in Scarborough's interest lo lei

ihis debt continue."

I Ic described ihe losses caused by

the w inter carnival as "a real

tr igelh and charged il was due to

""financial irresponsibility."

While flowers attributed the

blame for the loss lo both SAC and

the Scarborough student council, he

asserted that SAC was negligent in

the handling of ihe event.

"SAC said here's the money...

and forgot ahoul il (the carnival),"

llowcrv continued.

SAC may release Ihe rebate funds

in the SCSS as soon as negotiations

to pay back the loan get underway.

( reclman said.

flowers said that negotiations

have been stalled temporarily for

two reasons. He said SAC has been

involved with the referendum and

the "finance commission has been

pnioecupied with collecting budgets

from the various commissions."

ihe expected enrolment increase

fcrgusson claimed.

In a memo to the administration,

Mordell said it was essential "that

we tlo our hesl to pare expenses this

year and even more urgently,

prepare to operate more cheaply in

ihe following years so thai we can

correct ihe imbalance that we
presently have."

The extent of the bell-tightentng is

such i hat no new books will be

purchased for ihe library and there

will he a very light limitation on the

use of overtime by administrative

staff. Other cuts will also be made in

the administration budget.

In spile of library, faculty, course

and support service cutbacks,

Mordell claimed that "one thing fm-

sure, students will not be

sacrificed." He explained later lhal

he meant academic quality would

pot be sacrificed.

The deficit "makes our work

more exciling and stimulating," he

added. He did not like the situation

described as a "crisis".

The president said he thought the

shortage was due lo a feeling of

Upper-year students of being

"l urned off schools. Fergusson

agreed that perhaps "our product

isn't so hot."
,

Rverson is the second Toronto

post-secondary institution in a week

to announce hudget cuts because of

low enrolment.

York University was forced li

reduce its operating expenditure by

two million dollars because enrol-

inenl figures fell 1700 short of pro-

tections. This followed another two

million dollar cut last spring.

The University of Western

Ontario has also had an enrolment

shortage, close Lo 900 students less

than predicted. Some $2.7 million

must he trimmed from its budget.

Tells mob that he is coach of the country

I am the best, says PAA to party faithful

Over 20,000 people flocked to hear Prime

Minister Trudeau speak last night.

By GREG McMASTER

Pierre Trudeau compared the Liberal Party

lo the winning Canadian hockey team, and

said lhal no other parly leader could do the

job as coach that he could, Trudeau spoke at a

Liberal rally staged last night at Maple Leaf

dardens to a crowd of 20,000.

"Be sure to relurn these if you're not going

to use them," one lucky recipient of tickets

was told by a Liberal canvasser. "We don't

wanl any empty seats."

Barely ruffled by sidewalk demonstrators

demanding jobs and a liberal response to

Canada's economic involvement in the Viet-

nam war, faithful Liberals and curious young

people mingled in the cavernous hall, to the

entertainment of ethnic dancers and marching

hands. Periodically, they were roused to

screaming, sign-waving excitement by a

Liberal master of ceremonies.

"Mv name is Jim Fleming (scream) and

I'm the next Liberal M.P. for York West

(scream)" began the introduction for Crow-

bar, whose exciting music brought the most

hysteria ihe crowd could muster all night.

[I was like a Rolling Stones concert with a

different audience

After several speeches, Trudeau was

introduced by Energy and Resources Minister

Donald McDonald. Following a spectacular

!• spollit entrance, the prime minister drew

^ laughter and applause with his hockey

I metaphor. The rest of his speech painted an

T optimistic, but vague picture of Canada's

H" future under a Liberal government.

^ "We're not uncertain about our destiny,

^ and we're not hesitant about pursuing our

destiny." He referred to his latest election

plum for Toronto mentioning the plan for the

creation of a waterfront park. speech by the elder statesman of the Liberal

The evening closed with a cheerleading Party, former Prime Minister L. B. Pearson.

People turned away at

mammoth Trudeau rally
By TOM WALKOM

About 700 people were left in the cold

outside Maple Leaf Gardens last night

although they held "tickets" to a Liberal

Piiru rally featuring Pierre Trudeau. and

the rock group Crowbar.

Ihe tickets." issued free by Liberal

pari \ organizers throughout Toronto,

resembled regular hockey tickets. Each

listed what appeared 10 he 11 reserved

seci ion number m the lop left-hand

corner.

Organizers look no chances lhal the

Gardens would be empty, und chartered

,i licet of buses lo bring in the party

Faithful from all over the city.

One Toronto Transit Commission

official estimated the number of buses

chartered al X7.

Irate ticket-holders were turned back

Lit all entrances of the Gardens by squads

of Metro police backed up by auxiliary

forces.

•

I here's no room left, and the show

lias begun." said one harried Liberal

official as he shooed people out of the

arena lobby .

lint Trudeau was determined to bring

Iho show outside— for at least a few

minutes. Sportity dressed in a brown

leather coal with a red carnation he

quipped lo the freezing crowd' "Hello

sports fans."

In what observers saw as ihe most

controversial Liberal policy statement of

tile campaign. Trudeau said Maple Leaf

Gardens is too small.

"That's the only thing wrong with

Toronto." said the Liberal chieftin.

••Wind about Gay liberation? yelled

someone from die crowd.

"I'm coming to that." chuckled the

Prime Minister.

He didn't.

Trudeau also did nol talk about the 7.

1

per cent unemployment rate, which he

has staled lie finds "puzzling."

Instead lite prime minister, who

refered to himself inside the Gardens as

"the coach", spoke about the election as

a big game.

W e've had ,t couple of innings inside

there tonighi. Bui the big game is still to

come.

"I hope you can all show up for the big

i-anic. It's on October 30."

Sporting allegories are a favorite this

vear among North American incumbent

politicians. Richard Nixon, the

Vmcrican president, likes to be called

"'the quarterback."

Viler TriHicau's five-minute speech,

one woman had a hear! attack.
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Canada complicit

in Asian crisis
General Amin of Uganda has

ordered ftO.000 Asians expelled from

Uganda. Those still left after

November 7 will be rounded up and
pot in detention camps. They face

almost certain death. Less than half

of the Asians may receive permis-

sion to immigrate to Canada or

other countries.

Atnin has said he admires Hitler,

and that "Hitler had the right

solution". And just as thousands of

lews were turned away from
Canada, the U.S., and other coun-

tries to be sent back to Nazi con-

centration camps, countries around
the world are refusing the Ugandan
Asians.

The Soviet Union and the African

Arab nations have been quick to

support Amin and his genocidal

tactics. India, dependent on Soviet

aid, has made woefully weak efforts

on behalf of the Asians, many of

whom are her citizens. The United

Kingdom, torn apart with racial

bigotry, has done little to help.

Julian Nyere, president of Tanzania,

and one of the world's most famous
anti-racists, signed a peace agree-

ment with Amin and already it is

rumored that plans are in effect to

expel the Asian minority from Tan-

zania. The United States and China
have been conspicuous in their

silence.

Consider how many of your

ancestors came to Canada during

the Irish potato famine in the I840's

and during the huge world-wide

depressions in the late nineteenth

century; how majiy left the
Hnplisli midlands when the giant

textiles mills closed down? How
many were left homeless by the two
World Wars and came to Canada?
Today, the government's

immigration quota system (the point

system) is being used to limit the

number of Ugandan refugees to

Canada to less than 5.000. The
government selects the ones it finds

most suitable and rejects the poor,

the unskilled, and those it deems
"undesirable". The government will

allow only the rich, the educated,

and the young to escape their

homeland by November.

The rest are left to die.

Even for those who are admitted

the Prime Minister has announced

in St.Culherines that:

"I hope the Asians will pick up

jobs Canadians don't want. We
bring Jamaicans in for our tobacco

crops and we bring West Indians in

to work in our houses as maids"

He then asked his audience,

"Docs anyone here want to be a

maul in Ottawa?"
Herein lies the beliefs of a party

that calls itself liberal. The Prime

Minister expects to use the Ugandan
refugees as a source of cheap labour

as maids and tobacco pickers. This

is racism identical to the philosophy

nl the southern USA a century ago.

This is typical of the present ad-

ministration's immigration policy

and thousands may die in death

camps in Uganda because of it. The
other leaders have been almost as

bad. David Lewis, who himself im- f-

migrated from Poland in the I920's, ^
has supported with his silence the J
inane belief that the Ugandan

|

refugees will steal jobs from -g

Canadians; while Bob Stanfield, I
confronted by members of SDS, j=

said, "Canada is doing its fair

share". Unless the government acts

immediately to rescue all the Ugan-
dan Asians, it will come to power
over the bodies of thousands.

To stop Canada's complicity in

this crisis, support the Students for a

Democratic Society's demands that

the government guarantee that all

Asians are rescued by November 1\

that Canada initiate world-wide ac-

tion against Uganda and its allies by

imposing a total boycott on all

Ugandan goods; and that Pierre

Trudeau publicly apologize to the

Ugandan Asians for his racist

remarks. You can do this by demon-
strating against the government's

immigration policy at 1 .30 pm on

Saturday, October 21 in front of the

Immigration Department, 480
University Avenue, by writing to

Stanfield, Lewis and Trudeau ex-

pressing your concern, and by

asking the candidates in your riding

their opinion about Canada's role in

this emergency.

At the SDS forum on Uganda,
Thursday, October I9th, at 8 pm at

the International Student Centre (33

St.Georgc), speakers will include

one of the first of the Ugandan
Asian it) come to Canada in the

present crisis, and a Tanzanian

student.

John PownalMTrln. I)

Students for a Democratic
Society

OFS will keep
opponents out

At each province wide conference

of the OFS, motions have been
raised to limit speaking rights to

student council delegates. In the face

of past failure, this motion was
again issued, in secretive form such
that it was presented to the SAC
Monday night to be voted on,

without adequate prior debate. This

action denies the possibility of

anybody from voicing opposing
views to the OFS as a whole.

Therefore, we urge you, the

delegates to take a clear and firm

position against such exclusionism.

This is necessary, not from the

abstract realm of democratic rights,

with which we are sure you all

concur, but for maximum unity

against the fee-hikes, and overall

reduction of education standards

that confront us. Such unity can
only be based on involvement not

exclusion.

Students can only gain by having

the most thorough discussion of all

questions affecting them and by the

OFS considering all views. At no
lime has there been a problem of

space or excessive debate. There
seems to be only one reason for such

motions — to censor certain views

and silence those who do not on all

occassions agree with the demands
and tactics of the OFS leadership.

Such attempts can only benefit the

government, not the students of

Ontario.

If Varsity readers are concerned
enough on this issue to take action,

we invite them to attend the OFS
conference this weekend in

Waterloo or better still write Th e

Varsity. Young Socialists

Old Mole
Marty Stollar

Phil Dack
Bob Anderson

Varsity guilty

of own criticism
Oh brother! The Varsity accuses

the Christian World Liberation

Front of "boiling down a major
religion into a few vague platitudes"

and then turns around to boil down
our alternative into a small vague
paragraph! (Varsity, September 18)

We agree that most of the talk

about revolution at U of T is

rhetoric, and we thank the writer for

recognizing the difference between
Christendom and Biblical
Christianity.

It is rather evident that either the

author has never come to the

booklable and talked to any of us or

he is not being honest. We share a

Twenty-five per cent of APUS students voted in last week's fees referendum, according' to letter writer.

living Jesus Christ who really

changes men who in turn change
society,

It seems that our fellow vocal

students have had disappointing ex-

periences with some form of
Christianity and are reacting from
their own emotional hang-ups as

opposed to honestly examining the

claims of Christ. How many
students are willing to follow what
they discover to be truth no matter
where, it leads?

Anyone who thinks we do not
have answers is invited to peruse the

thousands of pages at the booktable,

but.... we suspect that the real hin-

drance keeping most from Jesus

Christ is the same that caused the

multitudes to cry out in Jesus' time,

"We will not have this Man to reign

over us."

The Christian World Liberation

Front

APUS explains

OFS fees vote
I quote Varsity (October 13):

"The poll held by the Association

for Part-time Students showed that

extension students supported the

OFS demands slrongly, but either

were not able or not willing to back

them up."

The fact ihal we had a response to

the referendum constituting some 25
per cent of our maximum eligible

Mite, would appear to indicate that

part-time students are no happier,

about fee increases than any other

sector of this university.

Besides this extra uninvited

financial burden, we were excluded

from the federal government's $50
lax break earlier this year, and
u ere never eligible for student loans,

no matter what our financial

situation.

Our unwillingness to act to back

our protest stems from two possible

circumstances:

1 1 that our fees must be paid in full

before we ever set foot in a

classroom of this university. If

they are not paid, we are simply

not U of T students, part-time or

any lime.

2 1 V\e are not part-time students

»u i of some sense of perversity or

because we like it, but because we
have no choice. For example, for

a part-time student slogging

through a degreee at a rate of two

subjects a year (figure that one

out), a lost year makes quite a

difference. If one happens to bea
single parent (as many of our

students are), one more year of

finding and paying babysitters,

paying exlra fees, and holding

down a menial job. is obviously

one more year best avoided.

Put simply. I think we have

reason to protest, and I am proud of

the number of part-time students

who were aware and concerned

enough lo cast a vote.

Susan Geason

Administrative Assistant

APUS

Elections officer

gives his thanks
On behalf of the Ontario

Federation of Students and the

Students' Administrative Council, I

wish to thank the students whose
interest and participation made last

week' referendum so successful.

Almost 12,000 U of T students

voted in the referendum, by far the

greatest turnout in any Toronto
election.

I wish to express my personal

thanks to the local returning officers

and the many members of SAC and

the local councils who worked so

hard to make this referendum possi-

ble. Special gratitude is due to the

students who volunteered their lime

to handle the thankless jobs of

postering, serving as poll clerks and

counting ballots.

Paul Carson

Chief Returning Officer

Students' Administrative Council
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According to Rabbi Rosenberg

Industrialization creates capitalist mind
To be successful, a revolution

needs to change not only the basic

structure ofsociely but also its super

structure, stated Rabbi Stuart

Rosenberg at a Hillel-sponsored

seminar on Marxism and Judaism

yesterday.

Rosemberg explained that "along

with the physical attack" there must

he "an intellectual attack to change

the minds of the masses".
Otherwise, there would be no real

change, in what Marx termed this as

a "bourgeois revolution,"

Rosenberg went on to explain the

effect of the industrial revolution on

the Jewish community and the

L'mwth of Marxism.

Prior to the industrial revolution

the economy of the Jewish com-

munity as well as the Catholic com-
munities were "organized around

land". Though there was no "class

difference" Rosemberg continued,

Legal aid program is more popular with

community than students, says director

By DIANA WEST
The Student Legal Aid Society

(SI AS) is used more by the com-

munity than by the student body,

necordiug lit i is director.

'Mi is becoming more apparent to

us thai the student body doesn't even

know we exist," said director Ken

ClionuU in ;tn interview Monday.
The free legal aid program,

iifTcred through the Faculty of Law
is operated by about 60 volunteer

lii.w students.

"SI.AS has been successful

outside of the student body." says

(hoimil. "hut students don't feel

the) need legal ;iid until they're up
lor something like stealing."

SI \S was set up three years ago
to sive legal advice and assistance to

those m both the student body and

i lie community who cuuld not

otherwise afTord such a service. So
far. however, students have not used

this program as much as expected.

SI.AS deals mainly with traffic

notations and small claims cases,

< haniul said, hut has also dealt with

landlord and tenant cases, welfare

and unemployment in the Spadina

area. Holh the law faculty and the

Ontario l egal Aid Plan refer cases

lo SLAS.
[n the hope of involving more law

students in the program, SLAS has

widened iis service by establishing

eight clinics around Toronto.

( homul explained that the

operation of these clinics is basically

"taking people off the streets who
need help of advice."

The clinics deal with family case

work, which involves juvenile

offenders, separation, and at times.

c\ en divorce cases, as well as

workmen's compensation.

'Ihrcc of the SLAS clinics are

located in the Addiction Research

foundation building at Eglinton and

Yoiige Streets, in Regent Park, and

in the Neighbourhood Information

Post on fierrard Street. A complete

list of clinics can he ohtained from

Si.AS.
Students Legal Aid is prohibited

In law from going into court with

anything except a small claims case.

The agency's main duty, Chomut
says, is to "act as an agent would,"

in trying to negotiate rather than

prosecute cases.

With any case that is to go into

court, however. SLAS opens a file

on ii. The (lie is then reviewed by a

(|iiahlied lawyer to make sure SLAS"
has taken the right steps.

In llie past, lawyers have offered

io do this without payment, but,

says C'hoimil, "this is not going to

work out much longer." He said

lawyers are unwilling to offer their

services free indefinitely.

The llrsl outside financing SLAS
has received is a $5000 grant from

the Federal Justice Department,

('homul hopes this moeny will go to

hire one or two lawyers to review

their files,

I inforiunately. Chomut said, this

praiil will be given only once. Next

year SLAS will have to come up

with another financial source to

retain these lawyers.

SI AS has in past years received a

-rant of $.1000 from SAC, solely

used lor office e xpenses and
maintenance. This year that grant

has been raised lo $5000 so that the

total budget is $10,000.

1 he head office of SLAS is

located at -14 St. (ieorge Street, and

ts open from II am lo 5 pm daily.

the Jewish layman was not equipped

"to come to his own conclusion of

the Torah." the Old Testament. He
was expected, says Rosenberg, to

rely on the interpretations of his

rabbi.

Therefore, "the good Jews" was

"the loyal Jew."

With the industrial revolution,

sa vs Rosenberg, there was a

"change in the production centre

from land lo factory."

Industrialization brings aboul a

"capitalistic mentality" explained

Rosenberg, in which "the individual

conscience" becomes more im-

portant lhan loyalty.

"The ideal state of capitalism is a ^

one lo one relationship, without

social or political difference between

individuals."

In such a society, the rabbi added,

"everything has to have a use and

function, including religion."

Thus, the liberal minded Jews

evolved from the pressures of the

industrial revolution and capitalism.

The liberal minded Jew felt "thai

the individual should do what is

meaningful to him."

"This means," says Rosenberg,

"lhal a liberal minded Jew will

argue more with his rabbi than an

orthodox Jew."

Ex-Panther faces deportation
By GREG McMASTER

Kor the third time in recent

monlhs. an American political

refugee faces extradition from
Canada.

Added lo the cases of Karlton
Armstrong, antiwar militant, and
Humberto Pagan, Puerto Rican
Independenlista, is lhat of Edwin
Hogan. a former Black Panther
Parly member.
Hogan and his lawyer, Charles

Roach of Toronto, are scheduled to

appuar this morning at an lmmigra-
lion Appeal Board hearing to con-
test a- deportation order issued
a^rinsi him.

* Hogan has been unable to

continue his political activities since
his arrest and conviction in

September. 1969 in Cleveland, Ohio
on a charge of "murder while
perpetraling a robbery". This does
not mean Hogan is considered lo

have committed a violent act, since

Ohio considers a person guilty of

murder if he is even remotely con-

nected with a crime in which a death
occurs.

Last summer Hogan was granted
an unguarded leave from jail. He
fled to Toronto, where he was
arrested by the RCMP on July 27 of
this vear. Despite his honour status

in prison in Ohio and his lack of
resistance to arrest, he is heing held
under maximum security in Toron-"
lo. with constant surveillance by two
guards.

Arrested as an illegal immigrant,
because of his criminal record in the

U.S.A. Hogan has been denied bail.

According to the defense, he has
heen offered bail money, a job ear-
ning over S200 per week and a place
lo live if he is released.

The Immigration Department
wants Hogan deported lo the United
Stales, but a defense committee of
concerned individuals is preparing
lo put pressure on Minister of Im-
migration Bryce Mackasey. who

could intercede in the case at his

own discretion to have Hogan sent

to any country willing to take him.

The committee is raising money
lo pay for legal expenses and for an
anticipated mailing campaign to

Mackasey. as well as other possible

Tonus of agitation. This will have to

wan until, negotiations are com-
pleted with several countries, such as

Tanzania, Cuba, Algeria, Uganda
and Libya, which may consider

accepting Hogan.

INFORMAL DEBATE

TODAY
'Resolved that this House has lost confidence in

the current federal government.

speakers:

PERRY RYAN M.P.

PETER STOLLERY

BOB BEARDSLEY

(P.C. Spadina)

(Lib. Spadina)

(N.D.P. Spadina)

Hart House Debates Room
1:00 p.m.

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

NEW COLLEGE
WRITING FACILITY
• Individual advice on written expression.
This programme is intended to assist students with the presentation of
written work for all departments.

• This programme is also available for those writing in French

Room 1 21 New College

928-5157
Regular Hours:

Monday 2-4

Tuesday 10-6
Wednesday 10-6 (French, 2-4)
Thursday 10-6 (French, 2-4)

Friday 2-4
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Denounced as CIA agent

Angry McGill Maoists shout down U.S. prof
MONTREAL (CUP) — Shouts

of "Hitler had the right to speak"
and "Go back to Moscow" and the

expulsion of several students ended a

demonstration against Professor
Zbigniew Br/e/.inski at McGill

University last Monday night.

The shouts came from vocal

members of the audience opposed to

the McGill Student Movement's
(MSM) attempt to disrupt a speech
by Brzezinski, a former U.S. State

Department advisor, under
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson,

and now a director of the Columbia
University Research Institute on

Communist Affairs.

Brze/inski's books have gained

him a reputation as an anti-

communist and his institute on com-
munist affairs has been connected
with CI A funding since its inception.

The demonstration began when
Bub Wallace, a MSM member,
interrupted a speaker from the

Polish institute of Arts and Science

who was introducing Brzezinski.

Wallace slated that Brzezinski

should not speak because he "is

stained by the blood of the Viet-

namese people".

Wallace then look the stage and
denounced Brzezinski as a CIA
agent.

Unclassifieds
FOH SALE: Two melal desks. Best oftar.

Call 921-135B.

BATHURST - LAWRENCE Typing at

home wanted. Short run duplicating ser-

vices also available. Special student

rates. 781-5050.^

CO-ED RECREATIONAL Broomball
League, starts Nov.. at Varsity Arena. Mid-
night lo 1 am. weekdays-Leave Team or
Individual Entries in Room 106, Hart

House (Intramural office) with Name and
Phone Numbers Add'tl Info. Phone Ken
964-0405.

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for tree booklet "The Day You Buy
a Diamond". H. Proctor and Co.. 1430
Yonge St., 921-7702.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses,
essays-French, Latin-experienced typists-

electric typewriters. 713 Spadina Ave.
(south Bloor) 922-7624.

ABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL
REFERRAL service sponsored by
Women's Liberation. Clinic Tuesday and
Thursdays 7:30 to 9:30 at U of T Advisory
Bureau. 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or

phone 533-9006 any time.

TOGETHER WOMAN 10 snare coed semi-

communal house with three others. Own
room and study. Broadview - Dan'nrin

Area. 463-6256

FOR SALE - 1 brand new Peugeot bicycle

- demi-course 10 speed-nevei used phone
920-4551

INTERESTED IN MAKING some Spare

money? Varsity needs somebody with a

car or van to deliver Varsity's to Erindale

three limes a week, Pick-up from York

University area. Call 923-6741.

PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
help you. Campus Birthright, 469-1111.

Call or come 1 :30 - 4:00 p.m.. Monday thru

Friday, 69 Si. George.

A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
College St, (Clarke Institute) 924-5937.

Come in and see our monthly special.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coals from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202

Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 6-18

Cleaning and repairs (lur and lur fabric)

363-6077, open" 9-6 Mon.-Sat.; til 8:00

Thurs. and Fri,

BEN'S MENS KAIRSTYLING
(specializing in long hair) In the Clarke
Inslilute of Psychiatry, 250 College Si,,

Tel. 924-6811. Ext. 56!J Special haircut

$2 00

SALE SALE SALE used lurnllure for sale.

Going out ol business after 42 years.

Peari Furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind

new city hall) 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

THE LAST OF THE ORDEH by Richaro
Benner. A play ot wild humour and
outrageous theatricality. Tues. to Sat. 8:30

Sun. at 2:30. Tarragon Theatre. 30

Bridgman Ave. Bathurst and Duponi 964-

Several "interested" persons from
the audience then leaped to the stage

and attempted to halt Wallace. As
ihe crowd mingled around the front

of the auditorium, wilh McGill
security guards joining the slated

speakers and two MSM members
on the platform, members of the

audience began to shout "get him
out of here".

More MSM members then

approached the stage carrying red

flags. As ihe MSM members
shouled "Death lo imperialism",

some of the audience chanted back
"We want the speech". Brzezinski

joined in chanting with the audience.

McGill principal Robert Bell

informed Wallace at one point that

he was being summarily suspended
from McGill and would be arrested
if he appeared on campus. He then
look the microphone and com-
mented "1 regret this interruption

which reminds us of the events of
Nazi Germany in the 1930's."

Wallace was dragged to the floor

and set upon by several security men
and members of the audience who
roughed him up and carried him out

the back door of the auditorium.

Other MSM members were also

hustled out thai door with much
pushing and shoving by the security

men.

Several audience members tore up

the red flags and dashed them to the from the hall, Brzezinski, who
Sround - during the disruption had calmly
Once all the students participating read a book entitled "Hopes and

in Ihe demonstration were cleared Kears of America: a chapter on

Vietnam", began his speech.

Behind him, the plainclothesmen
guarded the doors and surveyed the

audience.

Russian born, ex-UN delegate

named to head Trinity College
By BARBARA SHENSTONE!
"Decisions in life are made

alone", said George Ignatieff, the

new provost of Trinity College on
Monday at a press conference. He
stressed the importance of acquiring

some sort of critical "judgment", as

well as knowledge, in a university

education.

Ignalieff said that it is with this

fundamental philosophy in mind
lhat he is taking on the duties of
provost of Trinity College. He will

be ofik-iallv installed tonight al

Convbciiion Hull

Ignalieff jokingly described the

job of provost as "general manager"
of the college.

As chief administrator, [gnatieff

wil have to deal with the important

question of Trinity's independent
status as an affiliated college.

Because of the current financial

crisis, keenly fell by Victoria and St.

LITHUANIAN

STUDENTS
WINE AND CHEESE PARTY

Fri., Oct. 20 9 p.m.

33 St. Goerge

adm.: $1.50 (incl. wine and cheese)

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE

EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES

964-7328
752
£ b^GE

Centre for the Study ot Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
PRESENTS

THE MISANTHROPE
by Moliere

Translated by Richard Wilbur Directed by John Wood

October 19 - 28 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50 Box Office 928-8666

Students $1.25 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Sudent subscriptions still available • S3.00 for 3 productions

FASHION
WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

BAG PANTS

JEANS bl
TOPS

BLAZERS

SMOCKS

CRAZY T-SHIRTS

GOWNS

BLAZER SUITS w/BAGS

MEN'S SHIBTS _$5*3/.*ia

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNOAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-3;

SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

Michael's colleges as well as Trinity
there has been some fear that Trini-

ty will have to forfeit its in-

dependence within the U of T, as
well as its ties with the Anglican
Church, in order to qualify for full

provincial financial support.

In fact the ties with the Anglican
Church are "tenuous", according to

Norman Simpson, chairman of the

executive committee of Corpora-
tion. Secularization is not really a

cause for concern he said, with the

new provost in agreement.

Ignatieff added that it is much
more important at the moment to

work out the role of the colleges as

independent communities.

The purpose of the federated
colleges, in regard to both the un-
iversity and the provincial govern-
ment must be determined.

On the issue of tenure, Ignatieff

feels that there should be far more
"lateral movement" of faculty

members among departments,
colleges and universities, particulari-

ty to avoid "'stale" teaching.
However some sort ofjob security is

necessary, he continued, if a

professor is to be "totally im-
mersed" in his field.

ignatieff, who graduated in

political science from Trinity in

19.16 is a Rhodes scholar. He will be
the ninth provost in Trinity's cen-
tury and a quarter history.

He is the first layman and the first

non-Anglican to be appointed
provost, although he is a member of
the Russian Orthodox Church,
which he says is similar to the
Anglican Church.

Ignatieff was born in

Si. Petersburg. Russia and came lo

Canada as a small child just after

ihe revolution. His father was
Minister for Education under Alex-
ander Kerensky's government in

1917.

The new provost joined the
Department of External Affairs in

1940. and has served abroad in

London, Washington and
Yugoslavia. He later became Assis-

tant Under-Secretary of State for

External Affairs in Ottawa.

I n 1 966 he was appointed
Canada's ambassador to the United
Nations and was president twice of
the UN Security Council.

Ignatiefr has just returned to

Canada from Geneva, where he was
Canadian Ambassador to the Office
of the UN and lo the conference of
the Committee on disarmament.

LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
DE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

WINE AND CHEESE PARTY
musique dansing

Mercredi, le 18 octobre

20h
JCR University College

HALLOWEEN DANCE
PRIZES FOR COSTUMES

The Graduate Students' Union will

hold a Hallowe'en Dance on Saturday,

October 28. There will be FREE AD-
MISSION and PRIZES for those who
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Labour struggle

By ANDREW PHILLIPS

adapted by The Chevron

from The McGIII Dally

There must be times when Quebec

premier Robert Bourassa feels about ready to

pack up a few shirts and his wife's jewelry and

head down south for a permanent vacation in

Nicaragua. Times like October, 1970. And

times like last May. In fact, the "May revolt" of

five months ago may well prove in the long run

to be a more significant episode in developing

Quebec struggle than even the more
celebrated FLQ crisis.

The massive walkouts, demonstrations,

and occupations which erupted all over the

province in response to Bourassa's repression

of the Common Front of government
employees are the most important indicators

so far that traditional nationalism is being

replaced by class consciousness among those

struggling for real change in Quebec today.

The April and May actions directly involved

hundreds of thousands of workers and placed

the economic demands of the Common Front

in a clearly political context, that of the

government's subservience to the interests of

foreign and domestic capital.

Since May, the focus of labour activity has

shifted from intense external struggles to in-

ternal study and consolidation. While the

negotiations drag on through several "final"

deadlines, the unions have been engaged in

thinking through the experience of the strikes

and in coming to grips with some of their

weaknesses.

For several reasons, these recent trends

have been the most marked within the CNTU. It

is the largest of the three Common Front

centrals and has been in the forefront of union

politlcisation for the last several years. Its forty-

fifth convention this June enabled it to begin

resolving the problem of future political direc-

tion that it shares with the Quebec Federation

of Labour and the Quebec Teachers'
Corporation.

But, most importantly, contradictions

within the CNTU itself came into the open
during the May revolt with the defection of its

right wing to form a new union federation, the

Centrale des Synicats Democratiques (CSD).

The formation of the CSD marked the

culmination of a long ideological struggle

within the CNTU bureaucracy. Ever since the

federation's 1968 convention, at which Marcel
Pepin announced the opening of a "second
front" of political action, two distinct factions

had become clear within the ranks of the union
officials.

Those favouring increased political study
and action were led by Pepin himself and
others such as Michel Chartrand, white the
traditional "bread-and-butter" men were
represented by the "three D's" of the CNTU's
five-man executive: Paul-Emile Dalpe, Jac-
ques Dion, and Amedee Daigle.

These men led the defections that

seriously weakened the CNTU's resistance to

the government in April and May.
The internal dispute stayed below the

surface until last fall, when the CNTU issued
several study documents which presented
radical analyses of the situation of workers in

Quebec, documented the iron grip of

American capital over our economy, and con-
demned the government for defending those
who own wealth against those who produce It.

As vigorous debate sprang up all over the
province on the ideas presented In the studies,

the three D's lost no time in attacking them.
Dion, who personally recruited Pepin into

the labour movement In the early sixties, and
Daigle, who headed the CNTU's first short-
lived political action committee in 1955, dis-
missed the documents as "unrealistic" and
expressed faith in "tried and true" remedies to

the workers' problems.
It was left to Dalpe, who has apparently

emerged as the group's principal spokesman,

to forward a more comprehensive rebuttal to

the Pepin group.

He claimed that the documents run

counter to the CNTU's Declaration of Prin-

ciples because they recommend a

"preconceived socio-economic system",

namely socialism. The federation's principles

do in fact bar it from committing itself to such a

system. Quoting John Kenneth Galbraith, the

former CNTU vice-president maintained that

since capital is now managed by "neutral"

technocrats anyway, it doesn't really matter

whether they are paid by private stockholders

or by the government.

Then, as If to top off his legal and

economic arguments with a bit of off-the-cuff

philosophizing, Dalpe revealed his own solu-

tion to the workers' plight: "It must be possible

(I don't know exactly how beca'use It's basically

a problem of moral conscience) that the

capitalists as well as the workers come to

realize the social meaning of their actions."

The three D's arguments were repeatedly

rejected by the CNTU's various ruling bodies,

although they received support from several of

the industry-wide federations and from a few

executive members of the Quebec Central

Council. It was generally believed they were

heading for defeat at the June convention until

they opted for a pre-emptive strike during the

April-May crisis.

Their first move was to torpedo resistance

to Bill 19. As soon as the bill became law April

21, they vetoed Pepin's recommendation to

defy the government and called a snap vote of

the entire Common Front membership. With

only a minority of strikers able to vote at such

short notice, and faced with the implacable

opposition of the three D's and their friends,

the front leadership called for a return to work
over the strenuous objections of shocked
union militants.

The rebels then lay low until the

government had locked up Pepin, their main
rival. As the wildcat strikes escalated and the

front leaders refused to appeal their

sentences, the three D's started denouncing
them in language that even Montreal's most
conservative (Gazette) editorialists found it

hard to match.

Accusing Pepin of "odiously

misrepresenting" the workers, Dalpe declared
that the CNTU president "preferred, to the

detriment of negotiations, the easy oasis of

prison".

After the three D's had led a meeting of

over a thousand dissident union officials in

calling for the formation of a new federation,

they were suspended from their executive

posts by the CNTU's Confederal Council.

At the CSD's founding convention June 8-

10, the three D's denounced Pepin and his

"clique of intellectual anarchists" for leading

the workers astray into "dreams and Illusions

of the big time" instead of keeping to the

straight and narrow of contract negotiation.

Dion, as treasurer, proposed a budget

based on a projected membership of 45,000

by the end of the year, considerably less than

the 80,000 the CSD had been claiming the

week before.

The CSD received almost all its support

from three of the CNTU's federations, those

representing textile, clothing, and construction

workers. However, a number of the con-

struction federation's locals immediately

pulled out to remain with the CNTU, despite

the vociferous support that the federation's

president, Renald Carey, gave the CSD.
By the end of the convention, it was

apparent that the rebels' main strength was
coming from the middle-bureaucrat level, and

not directly from the rank and file, confirming

the view of the CNTU's official organ, Le
Travail, that "the three D's dissidence wasn't a

grass roots phenomenon, but rather a matter

of tiredness among prematurely-old leaders".

The CSD's real character became clearer

as it denounced the CNTU in much the same
language used by the more reactionary

elements of the commercial press, and started

receiving support from such friends of the

workers as the Conseil du Patronat (the

Bosses' Council) and the leaders of the Unite-

Quebec and Creditiste parties.

At its own convention (held immediately
after that of the three D's), the CNTU played

down the defections and held no special dis-

cussion on the subject. Although the con-

struction, textile, and clothing workers'
federations were not represented, many of

their locals were.

Throughout late June and July, the status

of many CNTU unions was brought into doubt
as internal struggles raged between pro- and
anti-CSD factions.
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"Where the leaders respect the rules of

democratic debate, the defections are negligi-

ble or non-existent," the CNTU paper claimed.

The true strength of the CSD is now
generally put at about 18,000 out of the

CNTU's total membership of 240.000. Internal

battles are still being waged in many unions,

but the situation should become much clearer

this month, with affiliation votes due in several

major federations.

Another breach In labour's solidarity

became apparent by August 14 when the

executive of the 30,000 member Quebec Civil

Servants Union (SFPQ) voted to withdraw from

the Common Front. Although the union's

president, Jean-Paul Breuleux, has dismissed

all suggestions of leaving the CNTU entirely,

pro-CSD as well as anti-Common Front forces

within the SFPQ are rallying around him in

preparation for a general referendum
September 25.

On August 17, the "CNTU committee of

the SFPQ" (formed at the initiative of four pro-

CNTU executives of the civil servants union)

held a press conference to denounce the

Breuleux "sabotage" and announce measures
being taken to keep the union In the Common
Front. The committee is publishing a weekly
newspaper, The 30,000, and last month con-

ducted a province-wide Information campaign
aimed at ensuring a pro-CNTU vote.

But, the CNTU hasn't been completely

preoccupied with combatting the splits in its

ranks. At its June convention, the federation

took a further step towards clarifying its

analysis of Quebec society by debating and
adopting Marcel Pepin's lengthy "Moral

Report" — written in Orsainville Prison —
entitled Pour Vaincre ("To Overcome").

The report summed up the economic
critique developed within the CNTU over the

past months by condemning the stagnating

effects of American imperialism and the im-

potence of all levels of government.

Pepin expressed the CNTU's total

opposition to the present Quebec government:

"This marks the first time that Quebec finds

itself with a regime that functions on American

money on the one hand, and the Canadian

army on the other. The Bourassa regime

operates above all as a foreign government on

hostile soil."

Dismissing armed revolution as a suitable

course of action at the present time, the CNTU
president instead psoposed the establishment

of People's Committees in each electoral dis-

trict, that would:

• unite all workers In the area,

• support or propose a candidate in provincial

elections while fighting all Liberals — "Support

for a candidate will depend mainly upon the

formal endorsement by the candidate of the

economic and social positions of the three

parent unions, but more particularly on the

formal condemnation of capitalism and

economic liberalism",

• "exercise permanently the political vigilance

necessary so that the state cuts the ties which

attach it to the worthies who are defending the

domination of American investors over the

workers, and starts to represent the pop-

ulation", and
• maintain union independence by "resisting

the temptation" to form a new party or formally

support an existing one.

In the only changes the convention made
to its president's report, the specific con-

demnation of all Liberals was changed to "any

political party attempting to crush unionism

and the workers", and "Marxism" was added

to "capitalism and economic liberalism" as the

troika of official evils.

Instead of advocating Marxism (which the

CNTU automatically equates with the
bureaucratic regimes of the Soviet bloc coun-

tries), the CNTU committed itself to working

out the contents of a "form of socialism" which

would 'apply to our situation in Quebec the

great principles of socialism: forms of

economic organization which respect the

collective ownership of resources, real plan-

ning according to needs, workers' participa-

tion in the decisions of their workplace; in sum,

a real democracy."

Most of the convention's debate centred

on the tactics of political action rather than on

its general goafs as presented in Pour Vaincre.

A number of delegates criticized the report's

emphasis on electoralism and questioned the

effectiveness of the committees' control over

their candidates.

The first People's Committee was formed

in Trois-Rivieres in mid-July, uniting all union

centrals with citizens' and student groups.

Another was founded on August 29 in Quebec
City with the support of similar groups.

On the federal level the CNTU's only

initiative has been to urge voters to spoil their

ballots by writing "merde" or "fuddle-duddle"

on them "to pay Trudeau back for some of the

insults he has fired at us.

The Common Front negotiations were

resumed on May 25 and have gone through a

seemingly patternless cycle of breakdowns

and near breakthroughs. The provisions of Bill

19 were altered by the National Assembly on

June 30, empowering the government to im-

pose settlements anytime between August 3

and a new "final" deadline of September 15.

By mid-August the government and the

Common Front announced agreement "in

principle" at the central bargaining table, but

were hung up over future bargaining of

specific contracts at the sectorial tables. The

government wanted an unconditional ex-

tension of the negotiations until December 15,

while the Front insisted on formal agreement

on principles at the central table and an

extension only until October 15. On September

7, the two parties agreed to keep talking until

October 15, but did not make public any

further agreements.

On August 30, Pepin announced to 800

members of the civil servants union that the

government had acceded to a major Common
Front demand — the $100 minimum weekly

wage — to be implemented by July 1974.

At the same meeting, Roger Desloges, the

union's treasurer, claimed that the civil ser-

vants were railroaded out of the front by their

executive without the possibility of a

democratic vote.

At the present time, then, the CNTU has

managed the not-uncommon trick of drawing

reformist solutions from radical analyses. But

the adoption of a radical social critique during

the past year is itself an important step

forward. These ideas seem now to be
accepted by a large majority of the CNTU
membership, especially since the departure of

the three D's. The formation of the CSD can be
looked on as in some ways a positive thing,

since as long as it remains small it will merely

isolate those who would have fought all the

CNTU's progressive political initiatives.

The coming debate within the labour

movement on the specific contents of a "form

of socialism" for Quebec will be even more
crucial than that which led to the formal

condemnation of capitalism and imperialism at

the June convention.

As the unions begin to probe deeper into

the problem of economic alternatives, the

contradiction between their official en-

dorsement of a radical analysis of the present

situation and the official condemnation of

Marxism as a possible option will become
more and more glaring. It is at this point that

the real nature of the CNTU's commitment to

social change will become apparent.

The most hopeful sign pointing to

continued development of the federation's

political position is the widespread grass-roots

militancy that fueled the April-May actions.

The CSD-Gazeffe picture of these actions as

those of an anarchist minority leading the rank

and file by the nose into murder and mayhem
against their better inclinations is belied by the

fact that the membership has been con-

sistently more willing to continue strike action

than the unfon bureaucracy itself.

However, the CSD defections were made
possible by a considerable degree of base-

level alienation in certain key labour

groupings, largely attributable to a lack of

political information. This indicates that the

political debates of last fall and winter did not

really penetrate all the CNTU's unions or even

all its federations.

The Parti quebecois might have been

accepted as an alternative only a short time

ago, but union actions since last fall have

increasingly widened the gap between the PQ
and the workers' movement. Obviously

worried about spots on the political mantle he

hopes to inherit from Robert Bourassa, Rene
Levesque has taken to exclaiming that he'd

"rather live in a banana republic than in a

Quebec dominated by the rantings of union

leaders", and Michel Chartrand has
denounced the PQ as "traitors" after the May
revolt. If the union leaders make peace with

Levesque and try to present the PQ again as a

"mass party", it will amount to a betrayal of the

workers.
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British workers face repression: theorist

Political theorist Marcus Lyn (right) said Monday that the British

working class is the most militant in Europe.

The Installation of

George ignatlefl M.A., lld.

as Provost and Vice-Chancellor

of Trinity College

on Wednesday, October 18 at 8:00 p.m.

in Convocation Hall, University ot Toronto

Public Invited

THE FUTURE UF JEWISH IDENTITY

IN CANADA"

WEDS., OCT. 18, 1:00 P.M.

SID SMITH 2133

U.C. Lit
is now accepting applications

for the position of

GARGOYLE EDITOR
an honorarium of $25

per issue accompanies this position

Applications should be submitted
to the U.C. Lit c/o the Lit Office

U.C. Junior Commons Room
by Oct. 20/72

INTERVIEWS TO FOLLOW

By ELAINE FARRAGHER
Political theorist Lyn Marcus,

chairman of the International

Caucus of Labour Committees,

predicted increased repression of the

British working class by the begin-

ning of next year.

This, he said, would be the result

lit' two variables; the near bankrup-

ts of [he international monetary

svsicin. and the exceptional militan-

,cy of (he British labour movement.

Marcus was speaking Monday at

the International Students Centre

on the labour situation in Britain

alter the recent wave of strikes over

the Industrial Relations Act and the

jailing of live dock workers for

delving a relurn-to-work order.

The British' labour movement has

been more militant than continental

European labour, he said, and has

won many gains from the govern-

nicnl during the last two decades.

Bui Marcus says that although the

Mage level has risen, the actual

purchasing power, or "real wages"

has declined, in Tact, to a great

extent in Britain more than in any

other capitalist country.

At t he beginning of next year,

Britain as well as the other Euro-

pean capitalist countries and Japan

«ill be forced to drive down real

wages even further, he claimed.

British workers will be hit with

poorer housing, a higher cost of

living and unemployment caused by

governme nl attempts to hall

inflation.

Marcus predicts it will happen at

ilns lime because it will be right

after t he American presidential elec-

I i<iiis.. Nixon will try to boost his

sagging economy, which, says Mar-

cus, has been kepi going "just

barely" by a huge influx of "funny

ilioncv".

In order lo hoost the economy,

Nixon will demand sizeable trade

concessions from the European

capit.ili;;t countries and Japan.

These countries will be forced to

grant concessions, Marcus claimed,

because they don't want the U.S.

eeoncmv lo collapse since their cwn

economies are based on the U.S.

dollar.

Marcus predicts that the British

working class will not accept

attempts by "the British

bourgeoisie" to save the economy at

their expense.

British workers are led "by the

British Labour Party, which has a

lot of lighting instinct," he said. The

I abour Parly is "much to the left of

the Communist Party in terms of

action ". The Trades Union
C ongress. which he says controls

labour, is also "the most militant

union in the capitalist world".

Marcus predicts an increase in

militant strike action, paralyzing

Britain and forcing a British coali-

tion government "for the national

interest". The coalition would take

repressive measures against the

workers, he claimed, who would

never tolerate such action under

(heir present leadership.

Hui unfortunately, if this happens,

(he Labour Parly is incapable of

inking power "in terms of setting up

a workers' slate", said Marcus. The

parly is unwilling to govern against

the capitalists.

'Since they lack the will, (if they

seized power) they would eventually

return the country back lo the

capitalists, lints demoralizing the

Hniisli workers as they were

demoralized afler the uprising in

|V2ft."

Marcus said that he completely

lacks faith in the present left groups

in Britain, lo provide an alternative

in such an eventuality. The other left

groups, he said, are centrist, unclear

in their "revolutionary perspective".

INTERESTED IN

DAY CARE?
The Students' Administrative Council will be

making an appointment to the "Advisory Com-
mittee on Programmes" tor the University Day
Care Centre.

The Advisory Committee is composed equally

of representatives ot campus organizations and
parent-users, and will be responsible (or the ac-

tual running of the day care centre.

Applications tor the position must be submit-

ted in writing to the SAC office before 5:00 P.M.

Thursday, October 19. Applications should in-

clude a statement of interest and past and
present activities, and should be addressed to

Bill Steadman, Services Commissioner.

SAC SERVICES

78 SCIENCE GRADS
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT -

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Interviews begin in November. Some employers are prescreening. Others
have direct first come first served sign-up. *
Prescreening applications must be submitted to the Centre AT LEAST
THREE WEEKS before a company arrives on Campus. Deadlines for sub-
mission of prescreening forms are as early as OCTOBER 20TH.
Direct sign-up begins the Monday TWO FULL WEEKS before the em-
ployer interviews on campus. Details available at the Centre.

NAME OF
EMPLOYER
(Asterisk denotes
prescreening)

Amoco Canada

Bio Physical

Sciences

Chevron Standard

* Eli Lilly & Co.

International

Nickel

McMillan Bloedel

Mobil Oil

Food Gen. Micro Geo.
Chem. Sci. Sci. Bio. Pharm. Phys. Biol. Geo. Phy. Bact. Fstry.

X X X X

X X

X X X

Additional Companies interested in hiring Science grads will be on cam-
pus January 4th and 5th, 1973. The deadlines for prescreening ap-
plications to such companies is NOVEMBER 21, 1972.

9
Career Counselling & Placement Centre
581 Spadina Avenue, (Across from New College)
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Move to bring back finals quashed

Profs to decide on fate of history exams
A possible move to re-establish

compulsory final exams m all

history courses was quashed Friday

when the history department voted

hi leave final exam policy up lo

individual professors.

A student attempt to have exams
abolished was tabled.

I caving i lie present system as is,

with professors being able to decide

on exams, was recommended by a

committee delegated to examine
academic requirements.

History department chairman
.I.B. t'oiuichcr said yesterday the

department's main concern in sel-

tiii(! up the committee was to decide

whether or not adequate evaluation

nl students could he done without

exams.

lie said there appeared lo be

general satisfaction among council

members with the eventual decision,

iiid added that he fell evaluation

needs are different for each course.

The department's curriculum

committee can intervene in any
professor decision, P/iid Conachcr
but generally the policy allows facul-

darker

as the sun

gets brighten y

\\ to decide the needs of their

courses.

C'onacher feels that the recent

concern of students, and the ap-

parent faculty split has been greatly

exaggerated by The Varsity.

Jim l.ongo of the History

Students Union felt the tabling of
the student demands of abolition of

exams, demands that had the

overwhelming support of history

students, was not a defeat. He said

thai some of the faculty, who un-

animously supported the committee
report, fell abolition of exams was

too extreme.

Some professors staled that they

would not accept any alternative

form of evaluation suggested by
students to lake the place of exams.

'Quebec women the same as other women',

says civil servant, but speech disagrees
By AGI LUKACS

Although she claims "all women
have the same problem", a federal

labour department civil servant also

claims that Quebec women arc more
oppressed than their English-

Canadian counterparts both legally

and culturally.

Speaking on women in French

( auada lo a class at the faculty of

I ducal ion, Helen Poliquin said, "It

doesn't matter if they are French-

t anadiau or Hnglish-Canadian."

However, her speech illustrated

how Quebec women have been
restricted more* than English-
< anadian women by religion,

culture, and Quebec's own
Iegislam re.

Until recently, she said, French-

Canadian women have been en-

trenched in the roles of mother, nun,

or school teacher. Political or

economic life was considered to be

men's work, which "women just

didn't understand".

['veil in 1969. the proportion of

Montreal french-Canadian women

PHOTOSUN
THE NEW COLLEGE SOCIAL COMMISSION

PRESENTS A

LICENSED DANCE
With Two Really Big Groups

TIMOTHY
AND

ABRAHAM
how much? All New College Members - $1.00

Everyone Else - $1.50

where? Wetmore Dining Hall, NX.

when? Saturday, Oct. 21 -

8:30 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.

BOTTLED BEER AND WINE 35c.

LIQUOR 50c.

STUDENTS
INTERNATIONAL

MEDITATION SOCIETY

Introductory Lecture on

transcendental meditation

Weds., Oct. 18-7:30
Han House Debates Room

LECTURE GIVEN BY

LARRY KURLAND
Scientists are finding that transcendental

meditation improves all aspects ot prac-

tical lite by allowing the individual to ex-

perience a unique state of "restful alert-

ness" which rejuvenates and normalizes

the lunclionlng of the nervous sytem

NO ADMISSION CHARGE
For further information

964-2742

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO

JACKETS

LEVI'S and LEES

BLAZERS and CRESTS

CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

401 YONGE ST. (at Gerrard) TORONTO 200. ONT.
PHONE 368-7729

uliu hud never worked outside their

home was 27 per cent, compared
with II percent of English-speaking

Women.
In all of Quebec. Poliquin

continued, only 34 per cent of the

14)62 labour force was female. At
that time, this was lower than every

province outside the Mari times. On-
tario's labour force, for example,

was 40 per cent female.

1 Urn ever. Quebec's involvement

with public life hasn't always been

so insignificant, Poliquin un-

derlined. In fact, before the British

look over in 1763, women were

deeply involved in government,

commerce and industry, combat
limits, ami clearing land. Because

ihci owned properly, voting

peculations which recognized only

properly holders did not exclude

women.
But. al ter Quebec women had lost

many of their societal roles, they

were slow to regain them, she con-

tinued. By lei:i::latrjn passed in

I9()9'. '"white" men and Indian men
could vole, bul men "of Mongolian

descent" and all women were ex-

cluded. It was not until 1940 that

Quebec women gained the vote

(some time after Hnglish-Canadian

« omen).

And. it was not until 1969 that the

Quebec woman gained full legal

rights lo her property. This was due
largely to a patriarchal tradition still

strong in French Canada.
This tradition was reflected in the

reaction of high school groups in

Quebec lo which Poliquin recently

spoke.

She reported that while one young
man whose mother worked thought

lhal it was hard for women to

succeed in less traditional jobs,

another fell that a woman today

could he a scientist with no trouble

— if, of course, she refrained from

marrying.

This account drew a laugh from

the largely female audience.

Poliquin noted that it is difficult

for ihe .10 per cent of Quebecois
whose family income is less than

57.(100 to work, since they cannot

afford day care.

Another problem raised was that

lew women who made it into in-

teresting and well-paid jobs —
whether in media or in business —
helped other women to get there.

Poliquin was instrumental in

drafting legislation which a year ago

gave rights, such as maternal leave,

in women working for federally-

regulated companies. Her talk was

the third in a series of 12 weekly

public lecture series sponsored by
i he 1 nierdisciplinary Women's
Studies course.

to

at

©ft 20-21 tfoffi

botbttmr£t ~ sauerkraut * steins?

» gtsimsSton $15Q «
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Ccinncibi/
con/umcr/

uovve
been

/hcifted
By all ihe Political Patties (n Election 72. Tne government knows the mariniana Question touches the lives

of millions ol Canadians. They allow the courts and | aits to be over-crowded with young people who have

possessed or sold a weed tne government has proved to be harmless Money leaves the country Real

criminals make lo'tunes at the expense ol 'ax payers and the rural economy

Here is a multi-million dollar industry. A weed who's bi-products ot rope and smoking mixtures make
it a valuable crop tor subsistance farmers Russians cultivate two-thirds ot Ihe worlds hemp used to

produce a linen-like fabric.

Novice farmers should not be denied Ihe benefits of a legal mariiuana market: supporting a unique

Canadian collage industry.

We can't afford to ignore the value of this plant Canibus Sativa is an Election Issue

(the heart of this campaign is in the minds ol honest men everywhere

Reproduce Itiis ad., and pass Ihe word I

12 The Varsity

Californians may
vote to legalize

grass next month
LOS ANGELES (CUPI) - A

Californian referendum in the

November 7 election must attract

about four and a half million votes

to legalize use of marijuana in the

stale.

Nine million registered voters are

expected to either narrowly approve

or defeat proposition 19 — to

•'decriminalize" production, posses-

sion, and use of marijuana.

Number 1 9 has an excellent

position on the 22-position ballot —
wedged between a number of

referendums expected to return

positive replies.

Californian acceptance of the

proposition could have far-reaching

effects within the United States, and

in countries which have expressly

outlawed marijuana under

American pressure.

Latest state-wide polls show 33

per cent in favour of the proposition

hut surveys in Los Angeles and San

Krancisco show support from as

many as 57 per cent of those cities'

inhabitants.

The Californian Marijuana

Initiative (CM1) is described by Los

Angeles County co-ordinator

Lawrence Skinner as "one of the

most ideal solutions for one of the

greatest problems in recent times."

The proposition does not affect

present laws governing the selling of

marijuana.

"it does not deal with the

complexities of trafficking mari-

juana." Skinner said, "and avoids

the problems feared by many people

thai marijuana will eventually be

advertized as being sexy or

something similar.

'"Some supporters believe that

approval in the referendum will give

police a mandate to concentrate on

trafficking of marijuana and

narcotics."

Of a total of six marijuana

initiatives in the U.S. this year, only

ihe California one showed the sup-

port necessary to achieve a position

tin the ballot.

Attempts failed in Washington,

Oregon. Arizona and Florida, but

Michigan initiative may be able to

4C for students E

XEROX
i

9 to 6. Mon. - Fri.
12 - 5, Sat.
7 Charles St. W.

Impress (near Yonge)

967-1110
j

Impress is now offering after-hours I
copying at Ac per copy. This service is !
by appointment only. Please call I

before 6:00 p.m.. one day tn advance. |

p \/2 CARAT
DIAMOND RING

$29500

Vour cfioice Ol twenty five entiling
Styles Yellow or while sold. In
eludes — diamond ring, matching
wedding rjand, registered appraisal
certificate and insurance.

20% Student Discount

with ATL card

HUGH PROCTOR & Co.
Jewellers a Gemmologtsls

1430 YONGE ST.

PAT10 DE 0R0 PLAZA* 921-7702

Jittl South of SI

collect sufficient signatures for a

place in the 1974 state ballot.

CMI has not only achieved what

many regarded as "impossible" with

the actual initiative, but in the drive

to register voters they trained 411

deputy registrars and registered

more than 20,220 voters.

. Karlier this year, people were

"paranoid and thought they would

be arrested," said Skinner. But,

working within the law this time has

avoided any bother from police.

A sign on the steps up to the CMI
office pleads with visitors to "leave

vour stash outside".

Support has come not only from

the underground media, but also

from two television stations —
KNBC in Los Angeles, a network

affiliate and KP1X in San Francisco

^ which have broadcast editorials

condoning tolerance of marijuana.

Skinner predicts a number of

police officers may also lend sup-

port. The initiative has already

received support from the police

officers for justice and the San

Francisco deputy sheriffs coalition.

The campaign has spent a total of

5X0.000 on the initiative, and plans

the same expenditure during the

final two weeks on a last burst. Part

of the money will be spent on radio

spots. Most of this has come
through small private donations,

with an additional grant of $15,000

from Amorphia, the marijuana

foundation. The remainder should

he covered from showings of the

film "Reefer Madness".

The film is a splendid rendition of

early anti marijuana propaganda in

the U.S.

But, the private donations still

count — a leather bag hangs in a

corner of ihe Los Angeles office

collecting blue chip, green trading

and postage stamps.

The heart of the campaign still

remains with those who struggled to

collect signatures through the

paranom of the early days.

GSU INVITES
ALL STUDENTS

TO AN

ALL CANDIDATES
MEETING

FOR THE

SPADINA RIDING
ui J a . 10 • _ AT THE GSU ...

Wed, OCT. 18 1 P.M. 16 BANCROFT AVE.

An a hoc group of cannabis fanciers have charged that all

political parties have ignored the marijuana question in their

election campaigns. In California, on the other hand, voters in

the November 7 presidential elections will get a chance to

decide whether to legalize the use of marijuana. Californians are

expected to either narrowly approve or reject it.

AT HILLEL

THURS. OCT.
8:00 P.M.

186 ST. GEORGE ST

the fast&inexpensive

eating place

fordowntown people
BLCOR&
YONGE

BLOOR
& BAY

BLOOR &
ST. GEORGE

r
i

AVery Special Offer

\ Clip this, cou-

^1 I TAJtitr/ sen1 10 ,he

m 11 M vA^iii^ cashier at any

^t^r ol the three Mr. Zum's locations

wwUr VPI count on any sale of $1.50 or

over. One coupon per sale only. Valid 'any day alte

2 p.m. and all day Monday.

W OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30. 1972

I

I
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University clips students who drop out
As one student found out to his

dismay, its expensive to drop out of

university more than two weeks

after the term starts.

S. Lloyd Yamada (SMC IV) was

charged $180 after withdrawing Oc-
tober 4, during his fourth week ad

university.

Yainada said he was surprised

because he knew very little about the

breakdown he of the fees he paid or

the price of withdrawing at certain

dales.

The only information that any U

of T student receives on (he cost of

droppint out is in the small print on
the back of her or his fees form
which is mailed out in the summer.

This informs students that only a

portion of their fees is refundable

upon withdrawal and that academic

SUPER
SPDRT

INTRODUCES SUPER TOURING

OPEN HOUSE SALE

WE WOULD LIKE TO MEET YOU AT OUR

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
OCT. 20th. and 21st.

LAVERDA
1000 cc -

FIRST CANADIAN
SHOWING

and

DUCATI
750 SPORT

FIRST CANADIAN
SHOWING

DISCOUNTS UP TO
$300 OFF LIST

ASK ABOUT OUR
WINTER LAY-AWAY PLAN

CALL NOW - 961-1141217 DAVENPORT RD. AT AVENUE RD.

fees are pro-rated (per week) for this

purpose.

According to St. Michael's

College chief accountant John
Mahoney at one time there was

notice given in the calendar but it

has been omitted due to lack of

space.

Mahoney said (he fees breakdown
works as follows: during the first

two weeks of school there is no

JINGLES JINGLES

charge for withdrawal. After that

period academic fees are charged at

the rate of $25 per week for the

college and $3.50 per week for the

university Tor the first 20 weeks.
After that there can be no academic
rebate.

Half of a students incidental fees

are refundable during the first term
if the student drops out, but in-

cidental fees are not returned
thereafter.

- PHOTO - PALACE
Attractive

<g Models

^ Required

| for Nude
u> Photography

S CALL: 964-1742

% 279 YONGE ST.

JINGLES JINGLES

NOW APPEARING:

Grease Ball Boogie Band

AND

Hertaches Razz Band

2 Rooms 2 Dance Floors

No Cover - No Minimum

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN

Spadina at College

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

"Medical Discoveries by Students" by William C.

Gibson, M.D., F.R.C.P., Faculty of Medicine,

University of British Columbia. 2.10 p.m.. Medical

Sciences Auditorium, on Friday 20th October.

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.

The t&uch of a hand. And "each other" become '

only important words in the world.

A diamond ring may be part of your discovery. If so,

Birks can help you get the same value in a diamond
that you expect from life. Because we buy and

sell a lot of them, our prices in each of our many
qualities are lower than you'll find elsewhere.

Lower than what many catalogues call

wholesale prices.

have the look of love.

GRADUATE STUDENTS

HOCKEY
All graduate students who wish to play hockey on a

GSU team should attend one or both of the following

workouts at Varsity Arena:

THURS., OCT. 19-11:25 AM
WEDS.. OCT. 25 - 9:15 AM

You should have full equipment, and you must have a

helmet.

Information: GSU, 16 Bancroft, 928-2391

AUDITIONS
For a New full-length play

MOST CHILDREN

HIS AGE
by Graham Jackson

VICTORIA COLLEGE
150 Charles St. W. - Wymilwood

Weds., Oct. 18 - 12:30 - 6:30 pm

Ihurs., Oct. 19 7 - 10:00 pm

Technical People Needed Also
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U of T wins Hudson Regatta
The U of T Sailing Club captured

the J. L. Hudson International

Regatta for the first time last

weekend. The regatta was sponsored

by Wayne State University in

Detroit.

However, Toronto finished fourth

in the Canadian Intercollegiate

Sailing Association sloop cham-

pionship in Kingston on the

weekend.

In Detroit, Toroto had a

substantial lead with six first place

finishes after 14 races held in strong

winds on the first day.

Sunday morning the winds were

light and shifting; however U of T
started the day with a first and a

second.

In l he overall results Canadian

universities placed extremely well,

taking Tour of the five lop positions.

The final tabulation had Queen's

and Toronto lied for first with 57

points. The tie was broken in Toron-

to's favour.

U of T's winning crew consisted

of John Lazier with Richard

Zimmerman, and Charlie Colman

with Joanna Kidd. Ewan and Celia

Swan came second in A division for

Queen's, while John Reidshaw with

Diane Smith finished second in B

division for the Kingston school.

Individual skipper honours also

went to Lazier.

With eleven schools competing,

third place went to Notre Dame,

followed by McMaster and RMC.

Toronto's team now qualifies for

the North American Intercollegiate

Sailing Championships, lo be held in

Chicago on November 20.

U of T did not fare as well in

Kingston. The crew won only one of

four races lo finish fourth with 14

points,

Intramural Touch Football

Wednesday October 1

1

Monks vs. Rhits - postponed

Team Terrific 25 vs. Wycliffe 13

Pure Crap 0 vs. Athletic Sup 1 3 >

Ball Carriers 13 vs. Pharmacy 6

Thursday October 12

Gonads 18 vs. Arrhythmia 13

TAchyards 1 3 vs. Idiots 7

Skule 7T5 26 vs. Maulers 6

Nummies 7 vs. Dodgers 26

Selects 20 vs. Stompers 12

Friday October 13

Boullon Goldens 0 vs. Team 50 3

1

Arrhythmia 7 vs. Rhits 19

Yankees 32 vs. Slackers 12

Monday October 16

Bail Carriers 27 vs. Canucks 0

Boulton Goldens 0 vs. Slackers 32

Dodgers 19 vs. Rhits 12

AVOID THE RUSH!
GET YOUR FREE CHEST X-RAY NOW

The Chest X-RAY Survey Continues For Another

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18th

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19th

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20th

MONDAY, OCTOBER 23rd
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24th

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25th
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26th
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27th

Week And The Mobile Unit Will Be At The Following Locations

NORTH SIDE OF THE
GALBRAITH BUILDING

FACULTY OF DENTISTRY

VICTORIA COLLEGE, MARGARET
ADDISON HALL DRIVEWAY.

WEST SIDE OF HURON ST.

IN FRONT OF THE TEXTBOOK
STORE.

chest x-rays are required for the following:

1 . Medical Students in All Years.

2. School of Nursing Students in All Years.

3. Rehabilitation Medicine Students in All Years.

4. Dental Students in Their Final Two Years.
ALL FIRST AND FINAL YEAR STUDENTS ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SURVEY.

All members of the University community are invited

to take advantage of this opportunity to have a CHEST X-RAY.

PROTECT YOURSELF PROTECT OTHERS
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interfac report
PHE in front midway through season

By JAY BERNHOLTZ

PHE gave up their first points of the interfac season Monday, defeating

Vic I4-6 on the windswept back campus field.

Even though PHE conceded the six points, the team's defence was

consistent, playing the major role in the victory. The strong wind was also a

telling factor in this very defensive-minded game.

At the close of the first quarter, Vic had pushed PHE back to its own

five-yard line, aided by a wind-blown punt. However, PHE was about to

punt just as the whistle ended the quarter, and the team now gained the

favours of the southerly winds.

Graced by the fates, the PHE punter lofted one for some 85 yards (roll

included), while the defensive squad then held for two plays. Vic's third-

down snap sailed errantly into the end zone.

Later in the game, Vic was again stopped as their punl-returner failed

to connect with the ball. PHE quickly rushed into the end zone to smother

the ball for another six points. The Vic defense, strong throughout the game,

I hen rose to the occasion and blocked the convert.

In the next series, after allowing the PHE squad to march to its 25-yard

line, the Vic defence blocked the field-goal try.

Questionable refereeing led directly to the next PHE score. Vic suffered

an 1 1 vard penalty with a loss of down, forcing the team to punt. The bait

failed to pass from the Vic centre to the punter, choosing to sail over his

head. The punter was able to rctreve the ball only to be tackled on the Vic 5.

PHE then had first down position and Malchetl went off tackle to

quickly add six points.

However, Vic refused to roll over and die. A rough play call put the ball

on the Vic 45, and, on the ensuing play, the team scored on a touchdown

pass and run to Hoirum, Vic was back in the game.

However, the PHE defence showed its past form, holding three Vic pass

plays to minus two yards.

Late in the fourth quarter, PHE counted their final points as the Vic

punier was forced to concede a safety on yet another high pass from centre.

Vic flurried in the final minutes, aided by the referee, to mount a drive,

only to be foiled by the stout PHE defence which carried the play away to

preserve the victory,

In other games during the past week. UC downed Med yesterday

afternoon 24-3, while last Thursday Vic defeated Eng 7-3. and New lost to

Trin 6-1. Last Wednesday, UC won against For, 38-20.

SPORTS SCHEDULES - week of Oct. 23 to 27

SOCCER
Mon. Oct. 23 12.15 North Jr.Eng vs Law Sialtsis

12.15 Trin Eng. Ill vs Trin.B Barbosa

4.15 North Pharm vs Arch lerullo

4.15 South Wye vs For Ho
Tues. Oct. 24 12.15 North U.C. vs Trin.

A

Homatidis

4.15 North Innis vs Knox Ho
Wed. Oct. 25 12.15 North Dent vs New Ho

12.15 South Arch vs Eng. Ill Cappe
4.15 North St.M.A vs Vic Robinson

Thur. Oct. 26 12.15 North Med vs St.M.B Homatidis

12.15 Trin Emman vs Pharm Bielecki

4.15 North Erin vs Sr.Eng lerullo

4.15 South Trin.8 vs Wye Sialtsis

Fri. Oct. 27 12.15 North For vs Knox Robionson

4.15 At Scar PHE vs Scar (provided by Scar)

RUGGER
Mon. Oct. 23 1.15 East PHE.B vs Law

4.30 at Scar Trin.

A

vs Scar

Tues. Oct. 24 1.15 West PHE.A vs Eng.

I

Wed. Oct. 25 1.15 West Trin.B vs Eng.ll

Thur. Oct. 26 1.15 West Eng.ll vs Law

Fri. Oct. 27 1.15 West Scar vs Eng.

I

LACROSSE
Mon. Oct. 23 1.00 PHE.B vs PHE.C

Tues. Oct. 24 1.00 Vic ' vs PHE.A

6.30 Innls vs Oent

7.30 Scar vs U.C.

8.30 Trin vs Knox

Wed. Oct. 25 6,30 St.M. vs Engin

7.30 Erin vs Dev.Hse

8.30 Trin vs PHE.B

Thur. Oct. 26 6.30 PHE.C vs Innis

7.30 Dent vs Scar

8.30 Knox vs For

VOLLEYBALL
Mon. Oct. 23 6.30 (at Erindale Secondary School) PHE vs Erin

otticlal to be provided by Erin.

8.30 Scar vs New Mojsiak

9.30 Pharm vs St.M. Mojsiak

Tues. Oct. 24 8.00 Dent vs Eng.l Leshchyshe

9.00 Med.

A

vs Knox Leshchyshe

Wecj. Oct. 25 1.00 Eng.ll vs Law Lansdowne

7.00 Trin vs Music Muiznieks

Thur. Oct. 26 8.00 Emman vsVic Melnyk

9.00 Med.B vs For.B Melnyk

TOUCH FOOTBALL Schedule will be

mailed to teams concerned.

Vic passing plays were unable to overcome PHE defence in Monday's game, losing 14-6.

Soccer lead decided,

Erin downs St.M 2-0
In a Monday afternoon soccer

match, the two front-runners of

interfac soccer met to establish the

league leadership. In the crisp, well-

pavtd contest Erindale capitalized

on the wind factor and superb

goaltending to emerge with a 2-0

win over St. Mikes A.

(ioing into this game at the mid-

season mark. St. Mikes (3-0-
1 ) led

Erindale (3-1-0) by only a point in

the Division I standings. !t was the

first time this year thai the teams

had met.

In the first half. SMC took

advantage of the wind and their

forwards aggressiveness to dominate

the smaller Erindale team. Time
after lime, SMC altackers drove

medium range shots at the Erindale

nel. only to be foiled by the

goallender. The Erindale defence

was light enough to prevent SMC
from getting in close enough to

score, and at the end of the half it

was 0-0.

Wilh the wind with them in the

second half. Erindale began to carry

the play and force the SMC defence

into making mistakes. The technical

superiority of the small Erindale

forwards continually threatened to

produce a goal. Finally, at the 15

minute mark, Ismail Moola out-

raced the SMC goaltender for the

hall and punched it into the nel.

Less lhan 3 minutes later, Paul Li

look a perfect pass, slipped by a

defender, and rocketed the ball just

under the crossbar, giving Erindale a

2-U lead.

With Erindale substituting in the

dying minutes, SMC pressed gamely

and almost managed a goal. Erin-

dale tightened up, ran out the clock

and emerged with their victory, and

'the league leadership.

In other Monday games. PHE
and VIC drew l-l. while the Divi-

sion il leader Denl beat Law I by a

score of '4-v».

Interfacuity Soccer

Division I
Division 11 Division III

Tuesdav October 3 Tuesday October 3 Tuesday October 3

PHH2vs.Scar I
Kno\ 3 vs. Lmman 2 Kno\ 3 vs. Emman 2

Thursday October 5 Wednesday October 4 Wednesday October 4

Si. M A 3 vs. Scar 2 New 1 vs. Trin A 0 \\ vc4 vs; Eng ill 1

Erin 5 vs. Vic I
Thursdav October 5 For 5 vs. Arch 0

Fridav October 6 - UCWvs. Dent 3 Thursday October 5

Sr. Eng 3 vs. PHE 1
Tuesday October 10 Innis 5 vs. Emman 1

Wednesday October 1

1

New 0 vs. St. M B 1
Friday Oclober 6

Vic 0 vs. SrEngl Thursday October 12 Knov 2 vs. Pharm 1

PHE 1 vs. St M A 3 Med Ovs. Dent 1
Tuesday October 10

Thursday October 12 Friday October 13 For 2 vs. Emman 1

Sear 0 vs. Erin 3 Trin A 2 vs. Law 1 Trin B win vs. Arch default

Mondav October 16 .IrEngOvs. UC I Eng Ml 4 vs. Knox 1

PHE 1 vs. Vic 1
Monday October 16 Thursday Oclober 12

Erin 2 vs. St M AO Law 1 vs. Dent 2 Pharm vs. Innis - rescheduled
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sports Editor Bob Gauthier

Phone 923^053

Women play a

marginal role

in sports
By JACK SCOTT

".
. . In sports the end in view is not

success independent of physical

equipment, it is rather the attainment of

perfection within the limitations of each

physical type: the featherweight boxing

champion is as much of a champion as is

the heavyweight; the woman skiing cham-

pion is not the inferior of the faster male

champion; they belong to two ditfernt

classes.

"

—Simone de Beauvoirin The Second Sex

It is, the old wisdom suggests, on the

playing fields of America where young

boys are made into men. It never happens

that way, oi course, but it is supposed to.

But since athletic competition serves as a

masculinity rite, it is not surprising that

women who participate in competitive

sports are faced with a degree of dis-

crimination and oppression that at least

equals that which women encounter in any

other area of American society.

The woman athlete, no matter how high

her level of athletic skill may be, is never

fully accepted in this milieu with all its

male mythology. Nothing could be more
devastating for a male athlete than to be

defeated by a woman; and at the same
time, the qualities of aggressivity and

muscularity required for athletic success

result in women athletes often being os-

tracized by other women.
Because she is perceived as a threat by

both men and women, the woman athlete

is often a lonely, marginal person, never

fully accepted by either group.

Marie Hart, a prominant woman
physical educator, succinctly describes

this dilemma: "American society cuts the

penis off the male who enters dance and

places it on the woman who participates in

competitive athletics."

Mildred "Babe" Didrikson Zaharias was
described by Paul Gallico, one of

America's most distinguished sports

writers, as "probably the most talented

athlete, male or female, ever developed in

our country". She encountered the dif-

ficulties suggested by Dr. Hart on an

arm'ost daily basis throughout her athletic

career that lasted from the early 1930's to

shortly before her death from cancer in

1955.

Zaharias won national and international

titles In nearly every sport open to women
during her 25-year career as a competitive

athlete. Before turning to golf during the

later years of her career, where she won
every amateur and professional title

available to a woman, she was a star in

track and field at the 1932 Olympic Games
and was a perennial All-American in

basketball.

Though she stood only five feet, six and
one-half inches and weighed no more
than 125 pounds, she was constantly por-

trayed by the male sportswriters of the

time as having a boyish appearance. She
wore her hair short for convenience but

she was an extremely attractive womon.

Despite this, she was always referred to

as a tomboy, and according to Gallico.

one of the favourite jokes of the male

sportswriters was that athletic promoters

never know whether to assign her to the

men's or women's locker room when she

showed up for a competition.

It is of course true that there are some

women athletes whose size and

appearance qualify them as being

"unfeminine" according to traditional

Western standards, but, as was the case

with Zaharias most women athletes are

treated the same regardless of their actual

physical appearance or behaviour.

(The exceptions to this occur in sports

that are characterized by graceful

movements and little physical exertion,

such as ice skating, diving, gymnastics,

skiing and similar activities, where a

woman can participate without being

typed as "masculine".)

Feminine consciousness

Nor surprisingly, most women who

participate in competitive athletics are

extremely consious about looking

"feminine". Vicki Foltz, a 27-year-old

married woman who is probably

America's finest woman long distance

runner, was asked in a recent interview

whether she had any "feminine hang-ups

about running".

Sne iesponded, "Yes, I have lots of

hangups. You wouldn't believe it. I always

worry about looking nice in a race. I worry

aboutt my calf muscles getting big. But

mostly I worry about my hair.

"The morning before my last big race it

was hailing and blowing, but there I was in

the hotel with rollers in my hair. I knew the

rain would ruin my hairdo, but I fixed it

anyway.

"I suppose it's because so many people

have said women athletes look masculine.

So a lot of us try, subconsciously maybe,

to look as feminine as possible in a race.

There's always lots of hair ribbons in the

races".

If an attractive, mature married woman
with children like Vicki Foltz feels this

pressure, one can only imagine what it

must be like for younger women athletes

such as the female swimmers who often

participate in the Olympics while still in

their early teens.

Marion Lay, for instance, participated in

the Tokyo Olympic Games when she was
only 14 years old. By 1967 she had
developed into one of the finest female

swimmers in the world, and she won four

silver medals at the Pan American Games
that year.

She won a medal at the 1968 Olympic
Games and also served as captain of the

Canadian Olympic women's swimming
team despite being only 18. But in many
ways her career was frustrated.

The only coaches available to her were
men, since in swimming, as in nearly all

other sports, it Is next to impossible for a

woman to advance in the coaching profes-

sion, Marion found that nearly all the male
coaches and officials she met refused to

accept the fact that she was as dedicated

to swimming as any of the male athletes.

The attitude of male coaches and
officials seems to be that women are

somehow incapable of being as dedicated

to sports as men. whereas in reality the

opposite is often true.

Being a marginal person, as I pointed

out earlier, the female athlete often

dedicates herself to sport with a fervor

unmatched by male athletes, since athletic

success is one of the few satisfations

available to her. Unlike the case for male
athletes, athletic prowess does not assure
a woman of social status.

The final step in the Catch-22 of

women's sports is that those women
athletes who do totally dedicate

themselves to sport are invariably labeled

as being masculine by the male-controlled

sports establishemnt.

Cardboard maleness

All the desirable qualities athletes must

possess if they want to achieve a high level

of success have been made synonymous

with our cardboard concept of

masculinity.

This point was brought home to me
when, in a Sports illustrated article, the

male diving coach of Micki King.

America's, and perhaps the world's, finest

woman diver, attempted to compliment

The shortness of their careers is due to

other circumstances: the tremendous
social pressures I've mentioned, and also

the fact that only a handul of colleges in

the entire United States gives even partial

athletic scholarships to women.
Compared to men, the opportunities for

women to be supported while competing

in athletics after high school are almost

non-existant. Additionally, most women
college physical educators attempt to

steer women students away from highly

competitive athletics.

Canada's Greene and silver-medal winner Tanner after 1 968 Olympics.

King by asking he knew early in her career

that she was going to be great because
"She dives like a man".

My immediate reaction on reading that

statement was that she sure as hell

doesn't dive like me or any other man I

have ever met. In fact, she doesn't dive

like 99 per cent of the men in America.

What she obviously does do is dive

correctly.

Another myth that the male-dominated
athletic world works to perpetuate about

women, especially the female teenage
swimming sensations who began their

careers at the age of 12 or so, is that they

invariably retire when they get to be about
17 because they have become interested

in boys and no longer have time for

competitive athletics.

Conveniently ignored is the fact that

most male athletes are not known for their

sexual abstinance. If male athletes have
time for girl friends, there is obviously no
reason why female athletes could not also

continue to participate in sports while

dating.

Double standard

If a woman does survive all this, she

faces a double standard even after

achieving a sufficient skill level to par-

ticipate in national or international level

competition.

This past track season the AAU barred

one of our most prominent female track

stars from international competition

because of "unladylike" behaviour on a

foreign tour the previous summer.
Her "unladylike" behaviour Involved a

member of U.S. men's international team
that was touring along with the women's
team, but this individual was not even

reprimanded.

The frustation of the woman athlete is

further compounded by her inability,

because of basic differences In speed and
strength, to ever achieve success ac-

cording to male standards.

Hopefully, our society will come to the

point where women will not only be given

equal opportunity to participate in sport,

but will not be made to feel that they are

somehow inferior athletes because they

run 100 yards In 10.5 rather than 9.5.

The foregoing is adapted from
Ramparts magazine, February, 1972. Jack
Scott Is Director of the Centre for the

Study of Sport and Society at Oberlin

College in Ohio.



Mayor seekers

attack board
The Metro planning Board came under heavy fire from all three city

mayoralty candidates last night during an architectural alumni sponsored

debate on urban form.

The Planning Board, which makes recommendations to City Council

on subjects such as development, was criticized by Ward 1 1 alderman David
Crombie Tor its role in development planned for the Yonge-St. Clair area.

The Planning Board rejected a proposal of several citizens groups from

the neighbourhood affected by the proposed development to implement

traffic control before any development began.

Although these groups considered traffic control "vital to the

preservation of these communities", Crombie said, and recommended it

700-3 at a gcneneral meeting, the Planning Board rejected it 7-3.

Crombie suggested that the Planning Board was the "worst of both

worlds", since it represented neither the experts nor the politicians. Rather,

it was a "semi-autonomous body" composed mostly of aldermen and other

municipal politicians.

Budget chief David Rotenberg agreed with Crombie on the board. He
suggested that one solution might be ad-hoc citizens-experts groups, such as

the task force formed by the citizens groups in the Yonge-St. Clair

community.

Executive alderman Tony O'Donohue suggested that the planning

board be retained, but that it should consist of "people other than

politicians".

All three candidates embraced the Toronto Centred Region Plan, which
stresses the decentralization of population growth in southern Ontario. It

sees Toronto as the centre of a 60 to 100 mile radius suburban area.

Crombie was the most insistent of the three that any such change must

involve more participation by the municipal government.

He cited the Spadina Expressway decision as well as the waterfront

park announced Monday as examples of the paternalistic attitude the

provincial and federal governments take to civic politicians.

O'Donohue said he thought the park was "a good idea", but

emphasized the importance of consultation in urban affairs. "The people in

Queen's Park and Ottawa have no idea of our problems", he said.

Rotenhurg also supported the park. O'Donohue (left), Rotenberg and Crombie. Moderator (second from right) isn't in the running.

Evans ignores SAC to pick student delegate
By BOB BETTSON

The Students* Administrative

Council has protested president

John Evans* unilateral selection of

the undergraduate representative to

the Association of Universities and

Colleges of Canada (AUCC), an-

nual meeting and the fact that the

meetings will not be open to

observers.

Although Evans chose, Governing

Council and SAC heavy Paul

Cadario to represent un-
dergraduates without consulting

SAC. the administration is con-

sulting the Graduate Students"

Union about the graduate
representative.

The meeting, to be held in

Toronto November 1 and 2, will be

restricted to delegates, guests and

the press.

In late September, SAC sent a

letter to president John Evans

protesting the selection of Cadario

as the delegate from U of T without

consulting SAC- In the past, SAC
has been consulted in the ap-

pointment of student
representatives.

Replying to SAC for Evans, vice-

president Jack Sword said that the

student representatives on the

Governing Council are now the

logical choice to represent the

students. He told The Varsity that

"with a unicameral method of

government we have to rethink the

process of consultation."

SAC president Eric Miglin

declared, "We would like to make it

very clear that the student governors

should not replace SAC as represen-

tatives of the student body." He
added that he was in no way
questioning Cadario's competence

hut thai the method of selection was

Security is heavy at hearing of Ed Hogan
By GREG McMASTER

Heavy security was the highlight

at the Immigration Appeal Board

on Wednesday and Thursday as the

hearing of former Black Panther Ed

Hogan's appeal against a deporta-

tion order continued. After Hogan
arrived at the eleventh-floor offices

in chains, spectators were allowed to

enter, one at a time, to be searched

by one of about 20 police.

On Wednesday a spectator who
responded with sarcasm and a

profanity to the somewhat
overzealous search of his clothing

was asked for identification, and

when he refused, was ordered to

leave the "open" hearing and to "sit

outside". On Thursday, Hogan's

lawyer, Charles Roach_entered into

the record a protest against this

violation of openness.

Hogan, who allegedly was an

accomplice to a robbery in Ohio in

1969 while he was a member of the

Black Panther Party, was arrested

this year as a illegal immigrant to

Canada. The Immigration Depart-

ment wants him deported to the

United States, and Hogan is

appealing this.

If unsuccessful, he hopes

Immigration Minister Bryce

Mackasey will intercede in the case

to have him sent to a country of his

own choice. At present Tanzania,

Cuba and Algeria are considering

offering him sanctuary from the

American judicial system.

The defense is hoping to have the

deportation order, if not quashed, at

least delayed long enough to request

Mackasey's intervention and to

allow time to complete
arrangements with another country.

The arguments at the hearing

centred not around whether Hogan
is an illegal immigrant (which the

defense admits), but around the

nature of the situation he will be

faced with if he is returned to Ohio.

I f the defence can prove that Hogan
will face punishment for "activities

of a political character" upon return

to Ohio, or that he will face

"unusual hardship", the Board can

quash or delay deportation.

Many Black Panthers have been

killed by police bullets in the past,

including Fred Hampton, who was

murdered while asleep, and the

defense suggested that Hogan would

be subjected to similar attacks.

When the crown attorney said that

such killings occurred in two-way

"shoot-outs" Hogan responded that

"most evidence is to the contrary"

but he admitted that Panthers would

shoot back "if attacked".

Hogans suggested that his life was

at stake, and that "justice in

America means 'just us' who are

rich or white". His lawyer added

that anyone in the U.S. with radical

views about socialism and the

economic order is "doomed to

persecution, imprisonment, and

death in some cases. Who would

protect him there? Prison

authorities? I doubt it."

The Crown responded to this

legal islically, saying that there is no

concrete proof that Hogan will be

treated as the other Black Panthers

in prison have been.

Roach said that the Board should

not be used as "the cat's paws of

some foreign government" that

doesn't even bother to make an

extradition request, and he listed

various instances of obstacles placed

in Hogan's way because of pressure

from Ohio and Canadian govern-

ment officials. Hogan claimed to

have seen a letter from a Canadian

official urging that Hogan be denied

legal aid for the present appeal, even

though at that time no deportation

order had been issued. He gave

several other examples indicating

thai officials considered the deporta-

tion a foregone conclusion.

According to Hogan, friends of

his in New York were harrassed by

i-BI agents who told them "we are

determined to have him sent back

here one way or another". Hogan
added that "the myth that Canada is

sovereign and free from American

domination has been shattered."

Roach said that this was only an

immigration hearing, and that

Hogan did not even want to stay in

Canada. "If it's not an extradition,

why not let him go (elsewhere)

voluntarily?"

Hogan charged there was an

"ugly, ominous and obvious collu-

sion if not conspiracy against me",

and contrasted his treatment with

that of a recent escapee from

Millhaven Penitentiary, who was

recaptured in California and

charged with 3 bank robberies, and

who was out on bail within a week.

Hogan has yet to receive bail.

Roach said that searches of

witnesses and supporters outside the

hearing, as well as the refusal of

legal aid (Roach is working for

nothing) constituted intimidation.

The original location of the

proceedings was the Toronto Jail

(formerly the Don Jail).

The defense urged the court to

reject such intimidation, to refuse to

return Hogan to Ohio and to stop

treating him as a dangerous

hoodlum. Hogan said that the very

fact political refugees seek out

Canada should be a compliment. "I

am but one runaway slave from a

plantation of millions." Roach

described Hogan as a great credit to

black people for "failing to cow

before the authorities".

The Crown attorney's summation

said that Hogan would not suffer

"unusual hardship" in Ohio; ie that

he would be treated no worse than

any other escapee. He claimed as a

precedent the appeal against the

deportation of Puerto Rican

Independentista Humberto Pagan,

considered earlier by the Appeal

Board (and now under appeal to the

Supreme Court). Pagan's appeal

was rejected by the Board because

any danger to his life in Puerto Rico

was not "unusual"; ie no different to

any other Independentista there.

A decision is expected in two or

three days, according to Roach.

at issue.

(In fact, Miglin wrote a

controversial letter last summer
recommending Cadario for the

chairmanship of a Governing
Council.

Sword's letter indicated, however,

that the GSU was being approached

about the appointment of a graduate

student to the ten-person U of T
delegation, since the conference was

on the topic of research, which is

more directly related to graduate

students than undergraduates.

However Evans has sent a letter

to A UCC asking for enlargement of

the U ofT delegation. He said that a

broad range of people should be

represented.

Evans also added that in case the

delegation is not enlarged, one non-

student delegate has agreed to step

down in favour of a student.

SAC also made a strong plea to

Evans "to consider withdrawing the

U of T delegation unless the AUCC
executive committee reverses its

hasty decision and opens the

sessions to all interested observers."

Although AUCC officials

maintain that sessions in the past

have been closed, vice-provost

Robin Ross said last night un-

iversities were allowed to send an

indefinite number of observers. At

last year's meeting, sessions were

virtually open.

SAC's letter also states that "the

U ofT should not consent by silence

to the deceptive and ill-considered

decision lo close the meetings."

SAC was not satisfied with the

AUCC explanation that the sessions

are being closed because of fear of

disruption.

Sword said that while he favours

the principle of openness, he could

understand the decision because of

"the confused and ineffective

nature" of last year's conference,

which was disrupted.

He said in a letter to SAC that the

AUCC board including the three

student members had unanimously

agreed lo restrict this year's

meetings to delegates, guests of

AUCC and the press.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
noon

Last day to reserve (or suppers for

Monday and Tuesday. Hillel, 186 St.

George.
2 pm

Institute tor the History and Philosophy

ot Science and Technology presents

"Medical Discoveries by Students". Med

Sci Auditorium.

4 pm
Fantastic Wine and Cheese Party at the

Graduate Students' Union, this and every

Friday. Start the weekend right! Bring your

Iriends! Lasts until seven p.m. 16 Bancroft

Ave.

6 pm
Come and drop by tor Danny Siegal's

poetry shabbaton. 186 St George,

7:30 pm
Meeting of a meditation group of guru

Maharaj Ji. New members welcome. Free.

67 Lowlher Ave.. 2 blocks north of Bloor on

St George St.

St. Michael's College Rim Club presents

George Lucas' "THX 1138". Admission 51.

Carr Hall. Again at 10 pm.

8 pm
Oebate — between the Young Socialists

and Ihe Old Mole on "How should socialists

defend the Vietnamese Revolution?"

Vanguard Forum, 334 Queen St. W.

Good grief! Innis Film Society presents

"Candy". Showings at 8 and 10 pm in the

Med. Scl. Auditorium. Admission $1 at the

door.

First In a series of 6 open feclures on

Hungarian history sponsored by Ihe

Hungarian Students' Association. "The

settlement of the Hungarians In the Car-

pathian Basin" by Dr. Veronica Gervers.

Sidney Smilh Rm. 1022.

Free talk on Christian Science: "The

Spiritual Basis of Health". First Church of

Christ, Scientist. 196 St. George.

8:30 pm
"Fando and Lis" — a play by Fred

Arrabal. Presented by UC Players Guild.

Admission free. UC Playhouse, 79a St.

George SI.

9 pm
The Lithuanian Students are organizing

a wine and cheese party at 33 St. Geoige

St. (International Student's Centre). Admis-

sion S1.50 (wine and cheese included).

SATURDAY
noon

Repeal Abortion Laws Rally — on the

abortion issue and trie lederal elections.

Federal candidates will be present. 21

McGill St, At 4 pm march lo City Hall.

Sponsored by Ihe Canadian Women's

Abortion Law Repeal Coalition.

1:30 pm
Demand Canadian government rescue

all Ugandan Aslans-SDS demonstration at

Immigration on University Ave.

7:30 pm
St, Michael's College Film Club presents

George Lucas' "THX 1138". Admission; $1.

Carr Hall. Again al 10 pm.

8:30 pm
"Fando and Lis" — a play by Fred

Arrabal Presented admission free for your

enjoyment by the UC Players Guild. UC
Playhouse. 79a St. George St.

Coffee House. 186 St. George.

SUNDAY
all day

Free Sunday Special at the Hart House

Farm: Cider, dinner ($1.00), Square-

Dancing. Inquire al the Graduate Office,

Hart House.

9 am
"Trial and Arrow": Archery with Ihe

Outing Club. Meet behind Science Centre.

Weapons & food provided. Details? Phone

Allan, 920-1997, before Friday midnite.

Cost? Approx. $1.50.

10 am

The Newman Centre Is committed to

creallve worship within an open community

atmosphere. Sunday Masses at 10 and 12

noon. St. Thomas Aquinas Chapel, Hoskfn

and St. George,

11 am

"How can we lake a day off?" will be

discussed at the Hart House service in

connecllon with the Sunday-Sabbath ques-

tion. The sludent community Is invited.

Map Room, Hart House.

Service in the Old Vic Chapel, Victoria

College with the national president of the

Student Christian Movement, Brian Ruttan,

speaking on "The Gospel and Ihe

Election".

1 pm

"Shutdown", a rally on layoffs,

unemployment and foreign ownership.

Sponsored by Ontario Waffle Movement
for an Independent socialist Canada.

Monarch Pk. S-S-, 2 blocks south of Dan-

lorth at Coxwell.

3:30 pm

Chamber Players of Toronto directed by

Viclor Martin perform works by fioccherinl,

Vivaldi, and Gllck. Guest artist: Christopher

Weail of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra,

will play Fasoh Bassoon Concerto. Meeting

Place, Scarborough College. Free.

7 pm

St. Michael's College Film Club presenls

Jean Renlor's "La Grande Illusion". Admis-

sion by series ticket. Carr Hall. Again at

9:30 pm.
Bloor Street United Church Young

People's Group meets every Sunday
evening to enfoy the friendship of each

other, plan future events, or get involved

helping others. Bloor Street United Church,

across from OCE.

7:30 pm

Czech String Quartet. Great Hall, Han
House.

Intermediate Conversational Hebrew.

186 St. George.

ART GALLERY
WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE

EXHIBITION
Monday to Saturday, 11 a.m.

5 p.m.

Wednesday, 6-9 p.m.

Sunday, 2-5 p.m.

THE ART COMMITTEE
INAUGURATES ITS

WEEKLY FILM FESTIVAL

Every Monday, 12 noon
and 1:00 p.m.

in Ihe music room

Monday, Oct. 23, Film on
British Artisl DUNCAN GRANT

Sunday Evening Concert

CZECH STRING QUARTET
Sunday. October 22 al 8 p.m.

in the Great Had.

Tickets available to members
at the Hall Porter's Desk.

Black Had Pub

every Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday

12 noon lo 11.30 p.m.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
LESLIE KINTON, Piano

ALEX ADAMAN, Cello

YOUNG DAI-PARK, Violin

TUES., OCT. 24, 4:00 P.M.

IN THE MUSIC ROOM

HOUSE CLOSED FOR

OKTOBERFEST
FRIDAY, OCT. 20

SATURDAY, OCT. 21

FROM 8 P.M.

HART HOUSE FARM ANNUAL FAIR sun oct. 22 at 12 00 noon
Contests - Tug O'War, Wood Chopping, the Hammer-Throw. Indian

Wrestling also Cider-pressing, sauna balhs and square dancing. All tree

ol charge. Meal Tickets (Optional) are available al Ihe Hart House
Graduate Ollice for $1-00, also Directions and Transportation infor-

mation.

FASHION
WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

A ROBERT A GO.DSTON - OTTO PLASCHKES PROOUCTON A LAflRY REERCE FILM

ASEFWWEPEA3E
FRED SEGALm w. »«™* b, JOHN KNOWLES

p-oouowb,ROBERT A. GOLDSTON LARRY PEERCE

STARTS TODAY UPTOWN 3
DAILY FROM 1:30 P.M.
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

A RALLY ON LAYOFFS,

UNEMPLOYMENT & FOREIGN OWNERSHIP
SPEAKERS INCLUDE:

KARI LEVITT: author of SILENT SURRENDER DAVE MONIE: President, UEW Local 531, Bramplon
ARCHIE WILSON: Plant chairman, UAW Local 1967 DALE O'DELL: UAW Local 199, St. Calherines
CEC TAYLOR: exec, oltlcer. Local 1005, Sleel Workers Hamilton MEL WATKINS: economist, wafller

LYN TRAINQR: Physicist; member North York Board ot Education

SPONSORED BY
ONTARIO WAFFLE MOVEMENT FOR AN INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST CANADA

SUNDAY, OCT. 22, 1972 AT 1:00 P.M.
MONARCH PARK SECONDARY SCHOOL (2 BLOCKS S. OF DANFORTH, W. OF COXWELL)
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Trinity glitters as new provost is installed

By FERNANDO TRAFICANTE
Amid the traditional pomp of

formal university ceremonies,

George lgnalieTf was installed as the

ninth provost or Trinity College

Wednesday evening.

The man who U of T professor

James Eayrs has predicted will be

the next Governor-General took up

his official duties with present

Governor-General Roland

George Ignatieff likes his Job.

Michener and former Liberal Prime

Minister Mike Pearson on the

platform.

Also present at the ceremony

were Senate House Leader Paul

Martin, Minister of Colleges and

Universities Jack McNie, U of T
president John Evans and chancellor

Pauline McGibbon.

C. Malim Harding, chairman of

the Governing Council, Trinity

chancellor and former Anglican

Church primate Howard Clark and

Toronto Mayor Bill Dennison
rounded out (he list of dignitaries at

the installation.

The line-up was, in some respects,

at least as impressive as the plat-

form guests at Evans' own in-

stallation three weeks ago.

In his address to the packed

Convocation Hall audience,
Ignatieff stressed the role of educa-

tion in developing "versatile and

integrated individuals". To best

achieve this, he said, "a learner

largely has to be a self-learner,

unafraid to be left alone with his

» hook, his own experience or his own
© imagination."

o The provost deplored "the

« bureaucratization or centralization

|
of universities, which I regard as a

jg-diversion from scholarship and in-

C tellectuul accomplishment. I would

> prefer that the visions of a

|C bureaucratic Nirvana should remain

unfulfilled."

Ignatieff stressed the role of

colleges such as Trinity in "com-
batting the destructive forces

threatening civilization, through the

development of a cultural con-

tinuity." To achieve such a con-

tinuity, he continued, "This means

not only a close relationship between

teachers and students, but participa-

tion by students."

The greatest challenge facing the

new provost is the college's financial

problems and the need to obtain

increased government funds. U of T
president John Evans said that

Ignatieffs diplomatic experience in

the United Nations and Geneva will

"provide extra impetus to relations

with the provincial go government."

With an operating budget of $1.2

million, Trinity has gone $500,000

in debt since 1968. In an attempt to

forestall any further increase in the

debt, the college is planning to cut

its leaching staff by 10 full-time

members and to reduce the size of
the part-time staff in the next five

years.

However, Norman Simpson, the

chairman of Trinity's Executive

Committee of Corporation, said at

the ceremony. "There isn't the

slightest possibility of Trinity going
out of business."

Roland Michener (left) and John Evans (far right) watched Provost Ignatieffs installation.

Co-op demonstrators try to break admin silence
Thirty-five demonstrators

marched outside Simcoe Hall

Wednesday morning to remind the

administration that the day care

issue is still not settled.

The demonstration was organized

by Campus Community Co-
operative Day Care Centre Number
2.

Only one senior administrator,

vice-president Jack Sword, entered

the building during the demonstra-

tion. However, junior ad-

ministrators and support staff

employed in Simcoe Hall passed

through the demonstrators' lines.

Both major campus-related day

care groups are dissatisfied with the

policy reached by the Governing

Council's Internal Affairs Com-
mittee, and one, the co-op, is still

occupying an unused university

huilding after six months.

Co-op parent Bob Davis

Library committee to decide stack access

By NAD1M WAKEAM
U or T's Governing Council

yesterday agreed with no debate to

establish a subcommittee to deal

with "library problems"..

The committee will take over

policy 1'imction of the now-defunct

1 ilrrary Council, which last year

turned down student demands. for

open access to the slacks at the

Robarts library.

The committee will develop and

recommend policy on specific

nut Iters--such as "guidelines for the

determination of academic need in

connection with stack access to the

Robarts Library." Last spring, the

Senate decided that students who

wanted stack access would be re-

quired to demonstrate "academic

need."

Other issues it will deal with are

I be settlement of any complaints

arising out of the administration of

slack pass rules, to examine opera-

tion of the rules and to consider

recommendations of the report of

the Advisory Committee on the

Sigimmd Samual Library collection.

Tile composition and membership

of the committee was ratified at the

council meeting as well.

The 15-memher subcommittee

includes lour faculty members, three

deans, one principal, one librarian,

one alumni representative and five

students. It will report to the coun-

cil . Academic A f f-u rr which

recommended its establishment.

The students on the subcommittee

tire Academic Affairs committee

member Brian Morgan. Kalhy Feld-

man ( I aw ), graduate student M

.

I vans. Governing Council member
( lance Hensehel and part-time stu-

dent L. Ayoub.

The (ioverning Council also

unanimously passed a motion
broadening representation on the

council of the School oT Physical

luul Health Education.

The nc» council will include all

professors, five non-professional

stuff and nine students, where

previously ihere was only one stu-

dent. The student members will in-

clude [be president of the PHE

Vic in 'critical' position

By JONI SEAGER

Victoria College is in a critical financial position,

and has been for the last three years, says bursar F.C.

Stokes.

Because of a deficit of $400,853 last year, $435,646

in 1971, $154,672 in 1970 and $285,490 in 1969, it is

possible that the college may go broke, Stokes says.

President J.E. Hodgetts was unavailable for

comment.
The outlook for the next three years, Stokes says,

depends mainly on hoping for a change in policy by the

Ontario government. At present, church -affiliated post-

secondary institutions receive only part of the grants

that secular institutions do.

Stokes also said that Victoria is asking for a more

favourable distribution ofgrants and tuition fees within

U ofT. -

Simcoe Hall receives part of Vic's grant, he

explained, since many of the college's students are

enrolled in non-Vic courses. But the university is

unwilling to relinquish this money until Victoria starts

teaching more subjects, he says, and the college can't

afford to leach any more courses. Each course costs

from $6000 lo $12,000.

Borrowing from endowment funds plus using the

extra revenue from Vic's portion of the $100 tuition fees

increases have reduced this year's projected deficit to

$300,000, Stokes says. Otherwise the college would

have lost $IS0.000 more.

One possible solution to alleviate financial

pressure would be secularizing and severing ties with

the United Church. Stokes maintains that this is not

being considered at present.

The church contributes only $60,000 per year.

Stokes said, which fails even lo cover the costs of its

theological college, Emmanuel.

Because of the tight financial situation, several

projects have had to be postponed. For example, plans

had been drawn up for a sizeable new student union

building, parts of which were to extend underground.

Stokes also pointed out that student bursaries had

not been seriously reduced. He added that the teaching

staff have been more affected by the financial squeeze

than students, as they had to accept salary increases of

only three per cent this year.

I 'mlufgratttiate Association and two

students {male and female) from

each year.

Sludenl membership wilt be

appointed or elected by the un-

dergraduate association. The lotal

membership of the new eouncil has

been increased from 41 to 52.

The (ioverning Council also

ratified the appointment of

Professor P. P. M. MeinCke as vice-

provost, effective November I.

Mcinckc. associate dean at Erin-

dale, has been appointed for a one-

\ear term hut can be re-appointed

each year. Meineke graduated with

a Phd from U of T in 1963 and has

taught since 1967 in the department

of physics.

President Evans said Meineke will

be able to make communication

easier between the academic com-
rmiiiiu and the council's executive.

I vans closed I he meeting by

announcing that he had set up an

advisory committee to study
problems arising from the influx of

Ugandan refugees to Canada.
"We must respond to these people

so far as thev affect U of T." he

said.

Members of the committee

appointed to dale are from the

faculty, but SAC has also been

asked lo name someone to the

committee.

l ater in the meeting, discussion

centered on puhlic participation at

Governing Council meetings. At

present, non-members can speak

u hen introduced by the chairman, if

thev inform the chairman of their

intention to speak ten minutes

before the scheduled lime of the

meeting or if they are introduced by

a member of the council.

explained that the demonstrators

wanted to "break the silence of the

administration after three weeks".

Apparently realizing that the co-

op will not give ap its three year

struggle, the administration made
tentative moves three weeks ago to

ease the problem by renting the

group a house. Because this comes

under the real division of the

university, and not the Governing

Council's Internal Affairs Com-
mittee, it does not violate the coun-

cil's day care policy.

However, the administration has

not yet found a house which can be

leased lo the group without

difficulty.

A suggested house on Sussex

Street cannot be rented to the co-op

because final plans for the Innis

College building are not expected

for about six months. Although the

college will likely retain the house, it

may need it for other purposes.

According to Davis, Innis

principal Peter Russell told the co-

op that if Innis needed the house, it

is willing to relocate the day care

centre. But it would not be willing to

pay for renovations to the new house

lo make it legally acceptable as a

centre.

The co-op is prepared to pay for

initial renovations to a first house if

it can obtain a long-term, low-

inleresl loan.

The other house mentioned by the

university as a possible site for the

centre is on the north side of

Washington Avenue slated for use in

Faculty of Education expansion.

Free course!
Yet another weekly staff

meeting is threatened for this.after-

noon at 1 pm in The Varsity offices.

Topics to be discussed are so top

secret that not even the editor

knows.

However, he promises the

meeting will be short so all staff will

be free to attend the newswriting

seminar he's giving right after the

meeting.

Make your day complete. Attend

both the staff meeting and
newswriting seminar.
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Cannabis campaign reveals distortedpriorities

Wednesday's Varsity described an upcoming referendum in California

on the legalization of marijuana and ran an advertisement from a Canadian

group seeking to make legalization an issue in the federal election.

The case for making the possession of grass legal is obvious. There are

no known harmful effects from smoking marijuana or hashish. (And at any

rate, drugs which do have known harmful effects, such as cigarettes and

alcohol, are freely available.)

The sale of cannabis through a government-regulated agency such as

the Ontario Liquor Control Board would help to guarantee uniform quality

and quantity in the product. It would also mean that an activity millions of

people engage in would no longer be considered a crime.

But. to suggest that this question should be a major election issue, as the

sponsors ofthis advertisement do, is to display a distorted sense of priorities.

At a time when unemployment is running at 7. 1 per cent, when inflation

is pushing up the cost of living at a frightening rate, when there are massive

shortages of low-cost housing in thdxities, and when American domination

is threatening the very existence of Canada, the legalization campaign

should not be a major concern for anyone.

Indeed, it may not be too far fetched to suggest that the government

might be only too happy if more people could be led to forget the problems

facing the country by grass-induded highs. Certainly, there are indications,

such as the LeDain report, that politicians are overcoming their inbred

purilanism on this question, and moving to the acceptance of dope as a fact

of lire.

Alter all, there need be nothing threatening or revolutionary about

getting stoned. Anybody can do it to escape from his problems, to forget

. It.. .L_. .1 .1

,
temporarily that they are there.

And, it seems apparent that the sponsors of this campaign are not

interested in dealing with the problems that exist in the capitalist social

order. In fact, if anything, they are interested in perpetuating and

strengthening the status quo.

In their ad, they hold forth the prospect of "a multi-million dollar

industry" and "a unique Canadian cottage industry". Growing cannabis is

sold as a potential money-making operation; the appeal is to greed, not to

any desire for social change, a topic which is not even mentioned in the ad.

Beyond that, it is directed to the "freak" community, who are by

implication given prospects of dropping out and smoking up, presumably

while living on their cosy rural communes, supported by the profits made

from selling their cannabis crop.

It is a rosy picture, and one that is appealing primarily to counter-

culture people, with their middle-class backgrounds and life styles, their

relative exemption from at least the most pressing economic problems facing

most working-class Canadians, and their desire to "do their own thing"

without ^worrying about social problems. It has little relevance to most

Canadians, whose problems are larger and more urgent.

It is unfortunate that Marijuana, which was once touted as a

revolutionary challenge to a repressive social order based on property and

profits, should now function as a safety valve for that society, as a means by

which attention is distracted from the material and psychic brutalities of

capitalism.

Cannabis, it seems, is becoming an opiate of the masses. Bad trip?

Council reverses backward step

SAC amends constitution to allow more grants
The Students' Administrative Council move to re-

instate council grants to groups within the university

community deserves support.

Last Winter's Constitutional Conference, which rewrote

the SAC constitution, took a retrogade step when it sought to

gel itself off the political hook by eliminating all external

grants, both to campus and off-campus groups.

As the council's constitution now reads, SAC can only

subsidize organizations and activities which are sponsored by

one of its commissions. Under the old rule, SAC funded

numerous political and social action groups. This activity was

the focus of much criticism of council priorities by

conservative students and their college and faculty councils.

The Constitutional Conference's willingness to adopt the

no-grant position berayed a lack of social consciousness on

the part of those supporting it.

Although many pretended (and probably a few sincerely

helieved) that shifting responsibility for funding political and

social actions groups onto college and faculty councils was

democratically decentralizing power to the ephemeral "grass

roots", the majority was SAC in the very narrow role of

provider of university-wide services and co-ordinator of

related local council efforts. In short, as little more than a

source of money.

Their action lumped cultural services, important in their

own right, together with political and community activity and
made both virtually unfundable by SAC.

The council left itself the right to gel involved at the

faculty or department level when individual students are

unsuccessful in gaining support from their local councils.

To equate the Student Health Organization of U of T
(SHOUT) and the Student Legal Aid Society with groups like

the former U of T Chorus (now merged with Ihe Hart House
Glee Club in the Hart House Chorus), for example, is pure

nonsense. The former two groups operate within the

university and surrounding community to provide services

vital to their clients' lives; the chorus traditionally manages to

pry money out ofSAC by singing at the SAC budget meeting.

The Constitutional Conference and last year's SAC
(which had lo ratify the new constitution before it went into

effect) took the easy way out. And, it was a wrong decision.

Requests for SAC money should be dealt with on their

own merits. And, thai will mean difficult decisions about

funding worthwhile projects rather than giving in to

supposedly apolitical "service" groups.

SAC's attempt to amend the restrictive grant qlause is

necessary. But, it mustn't slop there.

As it now stands, the constitution prohibits council from

giving money lo groups operating exclusively outside the

university community, no mailer how worthwhile their cause,

Students are not removed from the outside world.

Consequently, the council representing them should not lock

itself up in the university ghetto, ignoring the possibility of

holh political and financial support of non-campus
movements and activities.

Lei's reverse the move backwards.
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Waffle sizzles as election nears
By PETER MAT1LA1NEN

"The Ontario Waffle has launched a parallel

campaign in this federal election because none of the

political parties were debating the real issues or offering

Canadian voters any real alternatives."

With this statement, U of T economics professor

Melville Watkins made his first major pronouncement

since the Waffle conference in August. He was the

keynote speaker at the first meeting of the Waflle

Movement for an Independent Socialist Canada held at

York University yesterday.

The speech was the second statement by Waffle

MISC people this week in what looks like a concerted

drive lo inject more radical and political issues into the

election campaign.

In a prepared speech, Watkins introduced the

issues around which he and MISC leader Jim Laxer

were going lo wage their "counter-campaign". Focal

points for the Waffle campaign are Canadian in-

dependence; Quebec (its relationship lo English

Canada); wage-price controls; and women's rights.

Watkins released recent figures calculated by

movement researchers which were an extension of the

study completed last year by the Ontario Federation of

Labour.

The OFL documented the number of plants (for a

period from July '70 to June '71) with extensive

employment terminations or layoffs as 138, with 76

heing foreign-controlled. Of the 16,224 employees laid

off, 63.5 per cent were in foreign-controlled plants and

36.5 in domestic plants.

Watkins' figures covering July '71 to September

'72, almost matched these figures (110 plants being

affected) with unemployment from foreign-controlled

plants being only slightly less than Ihe previous year.

Watkins feels thai "the phenomenon of a high level

of shutdowns and layoffs is a feature built in to the

structure of the contemporary Ontario economy."

During the question period afterwards, Watkins

made it clear he ihought that union leadership in the

NDP did not represent rank and file. There was a need

for an independent labour movement because of the

growing cleavage between Canadian and U.S. workers.

He felt serious work in union and workers' councils was

not on the "agenda" of the left, but Waffle MISC
would give support to workers on strike.

Mel Watkins speaks at yesterday's Waffle MISC meeting. Wafflers

will try to make their presence felt in the election.

Real DraftBrew!
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Canada will vanish without

Quebec, says Peter Stollery

Candidates Beardsley (left), Blzzell, Bornstein at meeting.

By JULIA ELCOCKS

"Without Quebec there will be no

Canada", said Liberal candidate

Peter Stollery Wednesday.

He was speaking at an all-

candidates meeting in the GSU
building. The only candidate not

present was incumbent Conservative

MP Perry Ryan, who was in

Ottawa.

Another all-candidates meeting

advertised for the same time by the

Hart House Debates Committee

drew 17 people, despite the fact that

none of the candidates turned up.

Stollery went on to declare that as

a member of the Liberal Party he

was committed to Canada and the

f federal system. He said that the

§" constitution must be reworked to

S suit Quebec and to make Canada an

= attractive place in which to live,

inhere is a legitimate majority in

Quebec in favour of separation, he

said, then Canada has failed.

NDP candidate Bob Beardsley

said "there is a thrust in the NDP
towards federalism" but thai in

Spadina, party members' feelings

towards separation are "more

radical than in other ridings".

Canada must be made into "a

more attractive place to stay in", he

said but iT Quebec does declare itself

independent, the NDP would not

prevent Quebec from separating. He

agreed with Stollery that the con-

stitution must be changed to meet

Quebec's needs.

Communist candidate Maggie

Bi/zell considered "Quebec to be a

nation with a right to self-

determination", but she said that

she would prefer to have Quebec

remain in Canada to fight "the

monopolies".

Mitchell Bornstein of the

Communist Party of Canada
(Marxist-Leninist) said that he sup-

Study shows most profs ore not Canadians
By DIANA WEST

Fewer than half of all professors

in English Canadian post-secondary

education were Canadian citizens in

1971, a study by Carleton

mathematics professor James Steele

shows.

Results of the study, based on

government surveys, were released

at a press conference held by the

85% Canadian Quota Campaign

Wednesday.

The proportion of Canadian

teachers. 49.9 per cent, has dropped

from 75 per cent in 1961, said

campaign national director Barry

Lord.

Only 25 per cent of the professors

hired this year were Canadian, he

said, a drop from 75 per cent seven

years ago.

Lord charged that Canadians tend

to hire "American professors first,

Canadian professors second."

Canadian universities are being

run by American dominated boards,

he stated. "Canada's future is to be

the backyard of the U.S." iT

American domination continues.

"Canada," said Lord, "must

maintain a sense of Canadian

heritage." American dominated

boards and departments in Canada

"can virtually wipe out the con-

science of a nation in five to ten

years."

He explained that Americans

teaching history, literature and

philosophy in Canada "means we

don't produce our own culture."

The Canadian government has

failed in an attempt to close a

loophole in its income tax laws, said

Lord.

The Canadian government has

allowed foreign professors a two-

year income lax exemption if they

come to Canada to avoid double

taxation from their own coun-

try. But since the U.S. government

does not require its citizens resident

outside the country to pay taxes,

American professors get a windfall

gain. Lord said. U.S. teachers

received an average of $10,170 from

the Canadian government over a

iwo-year period, he staled, by

declaring they would return to the

Slates after two years.

Lord estimated about 1000

Americans in Ontario have

benefited from "the deal", most of

whom have not returned to the

Slates after two years. Instead, they

hegan paying taxes the third year.

In September, the Canadian

government changed the

regulations, so that American

professors pay taxes as they earn

money, but get a rebate after retur-

ning lo ihe U.S.

Lord charged thai all a professor

has lo do is to "get an American

summer address, and move back to

Canada once he has his rebate."

The 85% Canadian Quota

Campaign was organized two years

ago in Toronto and has expanded

since into a national campaign. It

has been endorsed by the Council of

Canadian Unions, student councils

in both Toronto and Thunder Bay

and the Canadian Liberation Move-

ment. Lord said.
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ported "the national liberation

struggle in Quebec". He added he

would oppose any attempt "to sub-

jugate the people of Quebec by

armed force".

Bcarsley said he opposed taxing

student grants. The large OFS vote

in favour of the fee strike was "quite

an accomplishment when you con-

ider that many who voted were from

conservative small towns in On-

tario", he said.

"This says a lot about the

measure of frustration" of the

students.

He*added that the NDP advocates

a free education for all, even to the

point of paying students lo go to

school.

Bi/zell said that unemployment

and inflation were two main issues

in this year's election. The federal

government's solution of "pumping

money into corporations" has

resulted in the companies using the

money to buy new machinery which

puts more people out of work. She

saw unemployment and inflation as

a "crisis of capitalism increased by

an American domination of our

economy".
Both the Liberal and

Conservative parties have a

"complete misunderstanding of im-

perialism", she charged, which

results in their "selling Canada's

economy to the States".

STUDENTS!!
EXTRA CASH

H you know people who are

buying Canada Savings
Bonds this year, why not act

as a Savings Bond Sub-

agent!? We will pay the

highest commissions possible

to students whose friends or

relatives purchase bonds
through them as our
representatives. Interested?

Call Andy Spiece, 364-2231.

Bell Gouinlock and Co. Ltd.

freeform
interiors

featuring9 7/"/
<^J~lalc\jon waterbeds

Complete Units From
$79.95

2110 Yonge St. 489-7600

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,
well-informed
helpful
staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551
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Women studied more now, says psych prof
By ALEXANDRA MERCER

Free will is the only problem

ignored by the standard schools of

pyschology, a York associate psy-

chology professor said Wednesday

nighl.

Speaking to a meeting of the

women's course at the Faculty of

Education, Stewart claimed that

the women's movement was general-

ly responsible for the fact that

female sociaization experiments are

now being carried out. Before

feminism, she said, psychologists

has agreed with Freud that the

female was nothing but a truncated

man with two choices:to be inferior

or to be deviant.

Recent experiments now cast

aspersions on the Freudian view, she

said.

A study entitled "Pygmalion in

the Classroom" discovered that

teachers gave children higher grades

if they were told that the child was

exceptional. Naomi Weinslein

points out that experimental results

are determined by normative
judgments and that the female in our

society has been the main victim of

psychological role-casting.

Assuming that there are innate

behavioural sex differences which

are exacerbated by conditioning,

Stewart says there is no way of

knowing to what extent these

differences are due to "nature or to

nurture".

For example, the higher level of

activity attributed to men could be

due either to androgyen (a male sex

hormone) or to a social equation of

masculinity and activity and femini-

ty with passivity. If the causes, were

known. Stesart claims, social and

educational policies coul be geared

so as not to aggravate the

differences.

Stewart labelled as "a chicken

and egg argument" the reasons why
girl children lend to be verbally

aggressive while boy children are

physically aggressive.

She asked if parents tend to talk

to girls and physically handle boys

because they have found out that the

female is more responsive to verbal

stimuli, while the male is more
responsive to the physical. Or, she

asked, do parents respond to

predetermined definitions which

they then impose upon the children,

in turn conditioning them.?

She described the Tina Horner

experiment, which elucidated for the

first lime the achievement motiva-

tion conflict in North American
women.

North America today is an
achievement-oriented continent, she

said. For men, achievement and

masculinity mean the same thing.

Women, however, are caught in a

double bind. The North American
ethos pushes them toward ac-

complishment, but their
"femininity" is incompaible with

accomplishment.

Defining herself as a feminist and a

Christian, Stewart said she was an

"an li -psychologist psychologist"

who deplores pretensions to value-

free analysis. At. the same time that

social science has "become the new
religion", she stated, social scientists

do not lake any responsibility, for

directing society, but merely claim

to accummulate data.

Arts union
The students of the Faculty of

Arts and Science will soon have a

new union. The draft constitution

has been approved by all the college

councils approached so far as well as

the student caucus of the General

Committee and two of the five ac-

credited course unions.

Three quarters of these bodies

must approve the union.

The constitution has been

unanimously or near-unanimously

passed by the New and Innis college

councils, VUSAC, The UC Lit and

"Social science does not change
society," Stew,art says "Society

changes social science." Sex rote

stereotyping in children and dis-

crimination at work were in-

vestigated by social scientists only

after feminists aroused the interest

of the public in such matters, she

said.

nears
SAGE at Erindale. The Political

Economy Course Union and the

Math and Physics Course Unions
have also ratified the constitution.

Trinity and St. Michael's Student

Union have not yet considered the

constitution, nor have course unions

in anthropology, geography and

history. SMC is the only one where

difficulty is expected in ratification.

Constitution drafting committee
member Dave Freedman said the

constitution will go next week lo the

SAC education commission.

ALLOW US TO INTRODUCE OURSELVES.
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Candle
The owl hid his eyes

under his hands

He hid his hands

under his feet

He hid his feet

behind his ears

He hid his ears

between his toes

He tucked his toes

under his belt

And completely

disappeared

by Penelope Rosemont
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Free cour

writing c

Essay-wrltlng is a matter ot determination.

Procrastination is a matter of genius.

This conclusion must become evident to

anyone who has ever taken the pains to

compare the way in which students avoid

doing essays, with the quality of the final

product. Impressively more sheer
resourcefulness and ingenuity — often born of

the genius of desperation — seem to go into

the art of procrastination than into the sup-

posedly cerebral and creative activity of writing

undergraduate papers.

Recently however, there has been a trend, at

this university and at others, to attempt to

combat the unhappiness which students feel

with their educational experiences. This has

taken the form of the establishment of 'free",

unstructured" and 'liberated' courses, dealing

with issues of 'relevance to today's world', and

allowing more autonomy to students, as well as

the loosening of structures in established

courses, through increased emphasis on dis-

cussion, and on essays rather than exams.

The results seem to have been
disappointing to many. Recently, there have

been indications that the professional faculties

do not like to accept students with credits in

what are considered 'Mickey Mouse' courses.

And more surprisingly, there has been, to ail

appearances, little change in the nature of the

learning experiences which take place in the

'free' courses. Writing essays, for example,

seems to call forth the same kind of ingenius

procrastination as always.

It seems puzzling. Young, long-haired,

professors who lived through the heady days

of the sixties when alienation was rediscovered

and when the university was exposed to

everyone as a barbarous monstrosity in a

brutal society, mutilating all those in it, are now
setting up courses which are supposed to be

liberating experiences. (The courses, it is true,

are born not only of a fascination with attempts

to transcend inhuman human relations, but of

guilt on the part ot young academics who have
to rationalize teaching in an institution they

once criticized so uncompromisingly.)

But still. They teach their students about

alienation, about repression. Marx and Laing

are on the reading lists. (And naturally, the

readings are not compulsory; the student

should read them because she feels a genuine
urge to do so.) Emphasis on the necessity of

authentic experience is the order of the day.

(Not universally, of course, but only in the 'free'

courses.)

And yet. The failure of so many of these

courses is so utter that even the faculty offices

are beginning to notice. And on their own
terms, in their attempts to create unalienated

learning experiences, their failure is an open
secret.

There is a problem with teaching about
alienation, with studying Laing. Alienation ex-

ists. And studying it makes a student more
aware of the fact. She becomes aware of it, but

does not know how to go beyond it. But being
conscious of the fact without knowing how to

go beyond it makes school, more oppressive,

harder to bear. She realizes that she Is

powerless to change the situation.

Writing an essay, for example, becomes not
merely something she dislikes. It now
becomes something to be hated, and hatred
pre-empts more of her emotional resources
than essays formerly did.

Writing essays, she realizes, is a ritual, a
game, but a massively vicious one. It is a
matter of concealing ignorance from the
professor or TA, of trying to fit into an externa!

external^ mould of pre-set standards. The es-

say may be an intellectual product, but It is not

her thing, she does not feel like an intellectual.

The problem is no easier in 'liberated'

courses, with their stress on the students' right
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Essay time helps to produce a situation

where some of the contradictions Inherent in

'free courses' have to be faced. For despite all

pretensions of lack of structure, despite all

drift, despite everything, this time of year

produces dilemmas. Like it or not, the

professor must hand in marks by a certain

date. They must be real marks, marks that a

computer can digest. No amount of protesta-

tion about how the quality of an educational

experience can't be measured will do any

good. The student must put something down
on paper. No matter how good she may have

felt about her experience in the course, no

matter how bad she might feel about having to

hypocritically ignore her own beliefs, it must be

done. Otherwise the professor, be he liberal,

sympathetic, radical, feely, or simply
traditionally authoritarian, will be pissed off.

And who can blame him?
It's all innate in repressive tolerance, of

course. The student can feel free (as can the

professor, with perhaps more justification) but

when it comes to the crunch, she isn't. It's just

that now she is supposed to motivate herself to

conform to the external authoritarian struc-

tures, rather than have to be forced to.

R.D. Lalng a guru of the 'unstructed'

courses, might formulate it as follows: There

are rules. You must live up to the trust put in

you by producing academically acceptable

work. You must do this because you want to.

You must not recognize the existence of a rule

that says you have to do it. You must not

recognize a rule that says you must want to,

whether you want to or not. You must not

recognize the existence of these rules. . . etc,

etc., . . .

For many students, the conflict inherent in

the situation, the contradiction in trying to act

out freedom within a structure where is im-

possible, makes itself most clearly felt in

writing essays.

The student chooses an essay topic that is

relevant and interesting, something that she

herself wants to do. But, so often, the same
problems develop as before: chronic

procrastination, and writer's block. Why?
Marx's definition of alienation provides a

useful framework here: "Map's powers

become an object, assume an external ex-

istence, exist independently, outside himself

and alien to him and stand opposed to him as

autonomous power." When the student's in-

tellect, hor ability to think and to organize

Ideas, becomes subordinated to the produc-

tion of essays, things defined by deadlines and

marks, the situation is no different than If a

worker's ability to work, his labour-power, is

sold to a capitalist. The fact that the essay Is

written 'voluntarily' — that the student has

chosen the topic — is irrelevant. She must

write about something, produce something

that can be marked. In that there is no choice.

Nor does the fact that the essay topic may in

itself be interesting change the situation. The

point is that it Is not the 'innate nature' of an

activity that determines if It will be alienating,

but the context in which it occurs. For example,

typing, or working in a factory, or teaching, are

not in themselves alienating activities. They

only become such when they are performed

because the worker has sold his ability to work

to someone else.

In the context of the university, where the

student is not freely choosing his learning

experiences, essay-writing must be alienated

activity.

And understanding of the nature of

educational institutions and relationships does

not thereby transform them. The problems

cannot be analyzed out of existence, they can-

not be made to disappear through acts of will.

through the attaining of consciousness.

Effectively, what happens to the student

when she is writing an essay Is that she spits

into three parts. One part of her personality

rebels against the task, because it is externally

imposed, not self chosen. Another part of her

personality is mobilized to repress what she
considers her 'alien' reactions to the task (such

as boredom, tiredness, rebelliousness) which
are perceived as somehow being external to

her 'real' purposes as she Intellectually defines

them. Since in fact these reactions are actually

rather powerful manifestations of her per-

sonality, containing formidable vigour, im-

agination, and intelligence, it is evident that an
enormous amount of psychic energy must be
expended in act of repressing and denying this

aspect of the self. This leaves a third part of the

personality to accomplish the actual task of

writing the essay.

When one understands that some of the

best parts of the individual are engaged not in

writing the essay, but are In fact actively

opposing it. then one can begin to understand

why persons who clearly have much in-

telligence, wit and vigour often function so
absymally in 'learning' situations of various

kinds. The life-powers are being expended
elsewhere, leaving the educational en-
vironment very much a realm of death. The
irony of the process of alienation is best

exemplified by the fact that the most vigourous
parts of the personality are condemned and
opposed as being not of the self, while the

parts of the personality are condemned and
crushed in the socialization process, and ac-

tually in the service of external impositions

(doing the assigned essay) are identified as the

self.

Again. It should be pointed out that

consciousness of this process does not cause
it to disappear. The problems, after all, are

real. Meanwhile, the frustration caused by the

situation surfaces as agression directed

against the environment, others, and the self.

Consciousness in fact, can even worsen the

situation. The conscious person realizes that

the causes of her anger, guilt, frustration, etc,

are not immediate persons or situations. The
professor who assigned the essay had no
choice in the matter. He is responsible to the

chairman, who is responsible to the dean, the

government, the voters. . . Obviously, then, it is

foolish to react angrily against the immediate
object of irritation, ofr it is not the real obstacle.

The problem is the 'system'.

With this kind of reasoning, the conscious

person constructs an abstract model of his

own and others' oppression, and opposes it

with an abstract anger that can vent itself in

practice only in biow-ups over petty
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frustrations, or against the self. Paradoxically

then, analysis and understanding of the situa-

tion function also as a neurotic device for

avoiding strong feeling.

So it is possible to choose an essay topic in

which one Is deeply interested, and still find

completion Impossible because of an inability

to 'put it together'. The problem is that

unconscious attention is dfrected elsewhere, to

the conflict between being aware of alienation

involved in doing an essay, and the necessity

of doing tt anyway. Because the problem is

unsolved, it tends to remain in the front, as it

were, of the consciousness, and other
problems, for example, the intellectual work
involved in writing the essay, must recede into

the background.
As a result, the unconscious attention,

directed elsewhere, must be actively

repressed. But the repression cannot be
successful, since the problem remains un-

solved. Since what is involved is failure to

utilize powers because they are dangerous or

tacking an outlet, the energies must find an
outlet elsewhere. Consequently, the individual

often becomes deeply involved in activities

which are trivial and not really deserving of the

full attention of an alive human being. Small
trivial tasks are then sought out constantly

(procrastination) because, first of all, they are

chose, not imposed, secondly, because they

provide an excuse for not doing the other thing

(the essay) (and help to keep it out of mind)

and thirdly, because it reduces awareness of

the oppression involved in being forced to do
the essay. Attention Is fixed on one part of

actuality (or many parts) because in doing so,

it can avoid another part of the actuality, which

Is unplesant.

On another level, the problem is that there is

an unfinished situation which needs to be
completed before the personality can move on

to other things. The unfinished situation is of

course the awareness of the alienating nature

of the essay in particular, and the university in

general. The bother, however, is that the

conscious part of the self has abandoned the

situation not only because It was too painful,

but because it was insoluable. Thus, there is

no prospect for finishing the problem off, and
consequently no apparent way to overcome
the problem of inability to concentrate.

Ultimately, of course, the essay usually gets

done. But while the university remains what it

is, essays will remain forms of torture, not

forms of liberation. And 'free' courses will

remain caught up in the morass of their own
contradictions. But in this, after all, they are no

different from the educational experiences to

be had in any course in the university.

Ulll Dlemer

THE SUPREME COURT SAYS IT IS LEGAL
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Flummery stifles art

Roberta Senn, In her accoutrements as Elizabeth I, poses with friends from Pro Musica's ornate mask.

In going to An Entertainment

For Elizabeth at the MacMillan

Theatre on October 12, I admit I

was not as easy-going and as

open-minded as Elizabeth

probably would have been before

any one of her many private

chamber masks. I confess I found

myself pre-judging It, fabricating

a gruesome pre-mortem analysts

of how the thing had failed to

come off, and finally anticipating

the event with a crude, black

delight. The problem is that

Elizabeth was a Royal audience

of One, used to getting what she

wanted and eminently so.

I am a critic, period, and used

to nothing but variety and

variability. As a critic I was

probably too prepared, too

suspicious of the foreign, too en-

cumbered with pre-conceptions

to sit cooly and comfortably in the

stylized Elizabethan world for

even one evening. But when there

is art or value in a thing, the hard-

nosed approach (which has the

lowest tolerance for tripe) can

usually register it. Rigorousness

should never be mistaken for

unreceptiveness.

The fact is, I really wanted to

like An Entertainment for

Elizabeth, although I suspected I

would not. Any one who has

fallen under the spell of

Praetorius' bizarre little dances

from "Terpsichore" knows how
buoyant, and at once stark, haun-

ting and mysterial Elizabethan

music can be. And although I had

never seen Elizabethan dancing. I

had a loose but not wholly in-

accurate idea of how it might be

done well. John Hollander is

famous for both his own poetry

and criticism which bridges

music and poetry, so I felt

justified in expecting his mini-

play, or the text of the mask, to

verbally enhance the music and

choreography.

Even if all this critical fore-play

chilled pre-curtain enthusiasm, I

believe the New York Pro Musical

(which was divided into

musicians, courtiers and
maskers) would want as many
down-to-earth and precise

evaluations as they could get.

Their foray into the staging of

such an entertainment is unique

hereabouts and has garnered

rave reviews. In some way, I

wanted to prevent swelled heads

and treat the effort as the in-

itiation of a type of modified

musical drama. Not as a ten-

second drag race which Is fun,

climactic, nerve-and tire-

shredding — in short, a novelty,

and over before we realize how
shallow the whole thing probably

was.

And was the Entertainment

shallow? Well, even the sub-tide

was as brazen as if It were
something on the midway:

Renaissance Spectacle which

suggests that the audience was in

for an artified and genteel

equivalent of a hockey game. In

other words, when your goal Is

art, you want your efforts towards

achieving that goal to be as

diligent and as faithful as possi-

ble. Art entertains, after all, by

conquering the obstacles it sets

for itself. I think the New York Pro

Musica began with entertainment

and flecked it with art so It was art

only incidentally. I could not find

it entertaining because art was

used as the sales pitch for a

clunker oi a product.

Unfortunately, this practice is

all too common in both theatre

and opera today. Mawkish
lyricism and most of all, a huffed

up graciousness is made to play

the role of art. The recent produc-

tion of Tosca, for example,

sloshed the audience with wave

after wave of histrionic gestures,

with motiveless motion all over

the stage during arias, and mar-

tial duck-strutting when an in-

nocent amble would have done.

None of this is even whipped

cream to the cake — it is vapid

old Lucky Whip. It is pseudo-art.
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and Infuses the whole produc-

tion, whether the performers
know It or not, with childish

pomp.
The Pro Musica's production

suffered the same fate. The
group expected their pomp and
festlveness to carry their art, but

they only bounced and bandied It

around so carelessly that you
soon felt it to be incidental, a

lacey frill blending in with the

stylized decor and costumes.

The whole affair smelled of

ornateness.

The singing was probably the

least objectionable Item- in fact

tenor Ray De Voll as Pattern gave

us something very easy-going

and artful in the midst of a

generally uninhibited put-on. I

thought some of the madrigals

were well-done too, and It was
Interesting how the ingenuous

mood of these bits of forthright

art clashed with the flaunting

temperament of the rest of the

show.

John Hollander's text was the

most unexpected disappointment

of all. Basically the plot of the

mask has Variety, an evil courier

of chaos, enchain Terpsichore,

the muse of the dance. And the

maskers through their dancing

and lyrical charms free Ter-

psichore, strip and banish Varie-

ty. After the mask the queen Joins

the maskers in dancing. Now, I

know for the sake of authenticity

we do not want a darkJbsenian
drama of soullessness and self-

destruction. Neither do we want
tortuous Shakespearian blank-

verse. But if a director is going to

make the mask as prominent a

part of Elizabeth's "enter-
tainment" as William Woodman
the stage director does, then I

think it should be made to speak
to us modern sophisticates. Yes,

subtly, so as not to be un-

Elizabethan, and in a stylized

fashion, but still in an up-to-date

and engaging way. Otherwise,

leave the mask with its archaic

format in the background. Do not

give sickly Augustan heroic

couplets to Variety, to be
declaimed by one Arthur Burrows
with a "Help! Ho! They Murder
Caesar!" bombast. Do not give

flights of Shirley Temple oratory

to Marsha Davis" Terpsichore to

twitter, as If she were giving an

Elizabethan twist to the dumb-
blonde stereotype. Do not give

trivial dumb-shows to the two

pages, so they may have an op-

portunity of making us wince with

their under-rehearsed and
under-nourished vaudeville.

The acting generally was

Subversion!
classic and monotone. Everyone

overacted, except perhaps for

Ray De Voll as Pattern and
Roberta Senn as Elizabeth (who

never spoke or sang). Even the

extras were embarrassing. I am
always surprised when I go to a

play or opera — again Tosca

comes to mind — and see the

extras trying to pretend to make
inaudible small talk with one
another. Because it is usually

done so lamely and os-
tentatiously, it attracts most of

our attention and the brunt of our

irritation, even if the "stars" are

bellowing fiercely center-stage.

These things have to be so well-

timed and rehearsed so as not to

be obtrusive that I'd suggest

directors discourage their actors

from engaging in any pretended

small talk at all, unless realism

demands It. In this case It did not,

since the mask was already as

glutlnously stylized as one could

stand.

I'm not really sure what to say

about the dancing. I could say the

research into exactly what dance

steps were employed is so re-

cent, maybe it is unreasonable to

expect anything near balletic

proficiency with them. Even if I

admit this, I will still say the dan-
cing seemed corny and dried up
without a hint of fluency. What is

probably more important, this

skimpy and tawdry heel-kicking

took up center-stage most of the

evening. It was so obviously

merely cute and folksy, yet was
capitalized upon as a novelty. The
male dancers had the fancier

steps, and like precocious
children they thumped and
lumbered about when they

thought they were flitting and
pirouetting like elegant birds.

Sometimes, I know, they were

supposed to thump soldierly,

and, if it is any consolation, they

did. The extended rlng-around-

the-rosy dance was mawkish and
straight from Tchaikovsky's The
Nutcracker. The phony, baroque

and genteel manners as of a

grand ball during some dances

were too much in force, I thought.

Again, contrived elegance was
made to serve as art.

And finally, the music. It should
have been the backbone of the

production — after all, they are

the New York Pro Muslca. Some
of the pieces were very well-

played, especially ac-
companiments- to songs and
madrigals. But there were
galllards (which are fast and
tricky dances) which seemed to

leave the cornetto and recorder

player still fumbling through the

first few bars, white the other

musicians were rounding off the

piece. None of the players gave
enough "presence" to their

playing. That is, a bright,

standing-out soloism, which is

very effective in chamber and
especially Renaissance in-

strumental music. I wonder if they

had been paying more attention

to the playing than to the pseudo-
merrymaking about them,
perhaps they might have had
more time to deal with the fast

runs in some pieces and with the

(oddly enough) obtuse acoustics

of the MacMIllan Theatre.

But I'd like to think of the New
York Pro Musica as precocious

children who couldn't do anything

because they tried too hard, than

as botchers who couldn't do
anything if they tried.

Ian Scott

Procul Harum cuts a slick, appealing disc
Procul Harum Live, (A ft M)

Procul Harum has combined with

the 52 member Edmonton Symphony
Orchestra and the twenty-four voice Da
Camera Singers In November 1971 to

produce a fine live album. The final

result of this effort at merging a small

rock group with a lull orchestra is a

remarkably slick, well put together

recording.

The polished quality of the album
is a tribute to the Edmonton Symphony
and Gary Brooker of Procul Harum.

Brooker and the group never miss a

cue in recreating some of their most

difficult pieces, including an ambitious

19 minute version of In Held 'Twae In I.

The complexity of Brooker's score

staggering. His music is far removed
from the simple melodic essentials of

other rock ensembles. The recording

itself is so well performed and mixed

that, were it not for the introductions

and applause, each number would be

good enough for a studio take.

Each of the five songs included

has been arranged as close as possible

to the original studio versions. One can

appreciate the tremendous amount of

rehearsal that was undoubtedly
necessary to make the record possible.

Procul Harum has undergone several

personnel changes since some of the

songs performed were originally cut.

The guitar work of newcomer Dave Ball

Lighthouse

(who has since left the group) is

fascinatingly close to that of Robin

Trower, and Matthew Fisher's organ

lines have been capably handled by

Chris Cropping.

The lyrics by Keith Raid are

esoteric and often heavy-handed. His

own writing reveals, "the words which I

use are pretentious and make you

cringe with embarassment". But it's

hard to imagine how less imposing

lyrics could match Brooker's mood and
complement his musical comolexity so

perfectly.

An essential departure from the

original versions has been in the mixing

of a somewhat louder percussion part.

It's a small fault that interferes with the

music at times but is overshadowed by

the high standard of musicianship.

Rock music needs more people of

Gary Brooker's talent.

Lighthouse Live, GRT
The tremendously well received

Lighthouse concert at Carnegie Hall

this past winter was fortunately

recorded and put on a two album set.

The recording captures the 12 member
group at a musical peak. The vocals are

flawlessly clear and most of the solos

are clean and interesting.

Lighthouse's amplified string

section used to have a definite plastic

aura about them which has been

corrected on their last GRT releases.

The two live discs include only 10

songs, of which only one. Eight Miles

High was neither written by the group

members or found on their preceding

two albums.

The material is still a bit immature

but the group is constantly trying. Paul

Hoffert on keyboards and Skip

Prokop's percussive wizardry are worth

special merit The extended version of

Howard Shore's You and Me has some
good moments but the flute solo is too

long and lacks polish. Also the choice

of Insane as an encore was in very poor

judgement, as it's definitely the worst

song they've recorded in the lest while.

Still this is a fine album and the

cheap price is a bonus.

[typewriters
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MACHINES
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Quebec fiction responds to its troubled society

Jacques Ferron Tales from the

Uncertain Country (Anensl,
paper, $2.95)

Roch Carrier Is It the Sun,

Phlllbert? (Anensl, $2.50)

Recent Quebecois fiction has

an urgency and clarity rarely

matched in the rest of the coun-

try, where novelists appear to be
sunk deep in the dominant mode
of iistiessness, confusion and
despair. The explanation of this

difference is mostly to be found in

the experience of acute social

crisis which Quebec as a nation

has been going through in the

last decade. At a time when
values and institutions are being

challenged and transformed, the

creative artist plays the crucial

role of expressing the meaning of"

the whole crisis in a thoughtful

and entertaining way. Not onfy

does he have important things to

say, but he also has an eager and
attentive audience.

The combination of social

crisis and a creative talent which

responds to it makes for good
literature, it seems. The House of

Anansi has, with two new titles,

continues its work of making the

literature of Quebec available to

English Canadians. As the
translator of Carrier's books,
Sheila Fischman, comments, this

literature probably describes
Quebec better than government
reports ever can.

The collection of short stories

by Ferron is long overdue for

English publication. The 18 tales

here are drawn from books
originally published in 1962 and
1964. For his first collection

Ferron's distinctive touch was
given recognition by a Governor
General's Award.

Ferron's taies are steeped in

time-worn tradition. In style they

are basically folktales — moral
statements expressed through a
whimsical dreamworld of talking

animals, earthbound angels, old

men and old women. Most are set

in the small rural settlements of

tight family ties and much
religiosity that have been so
much a part of the orthodox pic-

ture of Quebec. But Ferron's

stories are not simple reflections

of that tradition — they are too

iconoclastic, too sympathetic to

the ordinary flesh and blood

failings and strengths of human
beings. His stories seem to ex-

press an underground spoken

tradition of rural unorthodoxy

that went unacknowledged and
unpublished during the
generations of strict clerical con-

trol over culture.

For English Canadians,

perhaps the most interesting

stories are those in which the

English appear as strange foreign

creatures, inserting strange
words like "ouiquene" (weekend)

and "cuiquelounche" (quick

lunch) into the language.

Yet for all its admitted charm
this coilection of stories remains

dated. They are, as the title in-

dicates, tales from an "uncertain"

country, and in the years since

they were written that country has

become much more certain of

itself.

A stronger and clearer note is

struck by the third bookin Roch
Carrier's trilogy (La Guerre Yes
Sir, and Floralie Where Are You?
are the two previous books, both

available from Anansi). Here we
encounter an urban, industrial

civilization, as experienced by

Philibert, the farm youth who
deserts his parents' home from

the big city.

Carrier has a very precise and
incisive way of writing which
enables him to sum up a great

deal in each of the episodes in

the novel without losing the fine

balance between what's funny
and what's tragic in Philibert's

experience.

Immediately on his arrival in

Montreal he is confronted with

the presence of rich people who
do not understand his language.

Desperately cold and hungry, he
clears sidewalk after sidewalk of

snow, only to have the door shut

in his face by the un-
comprehending English. Or, at

the legendary Montreal Forum,
Philibert joins an enthusiastic

crowd to cheer on the Canadiens
as they skate circles around the

Toronto team. When a Toronto

player hooks Maurice Richard to

prevent him from scoring,

Philibert steps onto the Ice and
punches him In the face, a daring

act of patriotism that wins him the

delightful taste of warmth,
friendship and solidarity from

people around him in the stands.

But Carrier's novel is much
more than a nationalist docu-

ment. In the description of

Philibert's various Jobs we get a

clear glimpse of what life is like

for the ordinary working people

of Quebec. Working at a shoe

factory, for instance, Philibert

begins to imagine himself being

transformed from a man into a
boot. He quits this job as he does
so many others, but not before

delivering an eloquent appeal to

his fellow workers:

"When we get to the Pearly

Gates Saint Peter's going to ask
us. What did you do with your
lives? and we're going to answer,
I made boots. If he's got any
brains he 'II tell us to go straight to

hell, because it's one hell of a

serious sin, spending your whole
lite making boots."

Ultimately, Carrier's book ends
on a note of despair, not of

decisiveness. The possibilities of

comradeship and transformation

are only glimpsed, not grasped.
Yet he has brought us a long way
in this trilogy — almost up to the

present. And while It is important

for people to understand the

history that lies behind them, it is

also necessary for novelists like

Carrier to begin to indicate the

kind of history that has yet to be
made. That's the challenge that

he will now face.

David Frank

Canadian poet ventures intobarren novel
Surfacing, by Margaret Atwood.
McClelland and Stewart, $6.95

Surfacing demonstrates two aspects of a
contemporary paradox. The paradox is seen in the

vociferous criticism of present society by certain

groups and individuals, contrasted with the

feckless existence ted by the very individuals

loudest in their accusations.

Margaret Atwood, poet turned novelist.

First, the quartet of characters in Surfacing fit

this formula perfectly. Second, and at the more im-
portant level, Atwood fails to contribute anything
artistically. Hence she negates any claim to
worthwhile social criticism.

The first three-quarters of the book is a shallow
account of four shallow people. The narrator
returns to a rustic childhood home with her lover
and a married couple. They make trite comment on
most of today's opular themes and myths; urban
pollution, French-English Canadian relations,
American tourists, and many more. The comment

Is tedious, coming as it does from individuals for

whom liberation is to curse and rut and squabble
like sewer rats.

Laced with this side of the story are elements of

the narrator's past. She was brought up in this

Quebec bush setting but left at first opportunity and
henceforth evaded her parents. Her mother is

dead; her present return was initiated by her
father's reported disappearance.

It is these and other Incidents that underlie the
action of the book's last quarter. The narrator finds
primitive sketches that suggest her father's final

insanity. Further search however, shows he was
studying Indian rock drawings. This leads to covert
dives by the narrator in an attempt to find the
rocks, now covered by floods. Puzzling events stir

some interest in this part of the story, but failure to

resolve them leaves this part of the novel as bad as
the first. Exactly what revelations the narrator
receives are completely obscure.
A work of art is the consideration of some aspect

of life, either to clarify it or to present it in some new
and profitable perspective. The point is to finish

with something that is a degree or two more lucid
than what you started with. The narrator says, "/

didn't want there to be wars and death, I wanted
them not to exist; only rabbits with their colored
egg houses, sun and moon orderly above the flat

earth, summer always, I wanted everyone to be
happy.

Hence the contradiction, one inherent in so
much of today's art. Instead of taking the war and
death and lesser ills, and producing art that in

some small measure re-establishes the order of
the sun and moon, too often 'he artist produces
something whose obscurity and distortion renders
it worse than its inspiration. Surfacing is such a

Hugh Cowannovel.

HART HOUSE
SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

CZECH STRING QUARTET
Sunday, Oct. 22 at 8 p.m.

IN THE GREAT HALL, .HART HOUSE
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE HALL

PORTER'S DESK

breakfast:
;it miirrayN rcstatuant

RESEARCHERS WILL PAY
HOURLY RATE TO INTERVIEW
1971 AND 1972 GRADUATES

OF THE FOLLOWING SCHOOLS:

FISHER PARK HIGH SCHOOL, Ottawa

MALVERN COLLEGIATE INSTITUTEJoronto

NEWTONBROOK SECONDARY SCHOOL

OAKVILLE-TRAFALGAR HIGH SCHOOL

PARKSIDE HIGH SCHOOL, Dundas

SIR JOHN A.MACDONALD COLLEGIATE
INST., Scarborough

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 923-6641 EXT 294
BETWEEN 10-11 AM AND 3-4 PM

MONDAY OCTOBER 23RD

vonge at sLdair,
Sunday at 9 :O0aih.

MISSIONARY HOT
SEAT
8 :30 j>m. in our lounge.

ovenue rd. church
student fellow/hip

Loyamie rd.

NORMAN PODHORETZ
editor-in-chief of COMMENTARY

will speak on
Monday, October 23:

"Jews in North America Today"
Tuesday, October 24:

"The Rise and Fad of !he American Jewish Novelist"

4:30 p.m., room 2158
Medical Sciences Building

Sponsored by J and G Schwartz Memorial Lectureship

THE NEW COLLEGE SOCIAL COMMISION
PRESENTS A

LICENSED DANCE
WITH TWO REALLY BIG GROUPS

TIMOTHY
AND

ABRAHAM
^™UCH? A" New Co,le9e Members - $1.00 Everyone Else - $1.50WHERE? Wetmore Dining Hall, N.C.
WHEN? Saturday, Oct. 21 - 8:30 P.M. to 1:00 AM
BOTTLED BEER AND WINE.35c. LIQUOR '

50c
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Kurelek paints us as surreal city

Toronto's pastoral nooks play against urban blight
If a city is more than a random

geometry of streets and
buildings, its existence Is guaged
by our experience of It. The city is

different for everyone.

Artist William Kurelek is

currently exhibiting his version of

our city at the Isaac's Gallery,

until October 30 and although a
sensation fo familiarity will be an
important dimension of these
paintings to those who share the

same geography, all must enter

Kurelek's Toronto as strangers.

The artist's previous work has
been fundamentally rural, his im-

agination pastoral. When he
applies his talent to the portrayal

of a city an inevitable conflict

arises': his moralist's rage at

materialism and the dehumanlza-
tion which he sees in urbanized

society must accomodate Itself to

his desire to reveal at least some
elements of the city in which he
has lived with a degree of

compassion.

The result of this double-
edged Intent Is that each work In

this series may be classified In

two categories in its

statement—Kurelek despises the

urban, but treasures those
scenes within the city that give

promise to his pastoral sensibili-

ty. The 'urban' work is surreal,

verging on the grotesque,
whereas the more favourably In-

spired paintings, such as "Windy
Night In Rosedale", make Toron-

to seem not a city, but a small

town.

In his desire to be a humanist
Kurelek is at his best. "Balsam
Avenue After a Heavy Storm" is

perhaps the most successful

work of the series, playfully

evoking a surging, positive sense
of community as the residents of

a city street shovel themselves

out of a snow storm; in their

common purpose they have time

for an amiability that would not

otherwise be permitted In their

morning routine. The same
vibrant feeling of community is

colourfully conveyed in "Hot Day
in Kensington Market"— the

country fair atmosphere totally

obliterates the fact that this Is an

urban scene.

Typically, Kurelek is drawn to
the undeveloped refuges of the
city in his most representative
work. The pastoral is sought in

"Early Spring on the Scarboro
Bluffs" and "Indian Summer on
the Humber"; even a children's

amusement farmyard excites his

rural Imagination in "Late
Summer at Centre Island."

In certain facets of his work
Kurelek strives for an ambiguous
mystical effect. In this there is the

unmistakeable influence of Lon-
don Ontario artist, Jack
Chambers. With its difuse study
of direct light, "Foggy Morning at

the Beaches" and the intriguing

"Cold Water Scene From Ontario
Place" (significantly background-
ed by the lake, not the city) come
closest to this goal, although he
fails to attain complexcom-
plex level of perception.

All the paintings so far

mentioned reveal the conflict in

seeking the pastoral in an urban
zone, but if this tension Is in-

vevitable why then paint a 'Toron-

to Series? Why not head to the

country where he would be most
at ease? The answer, I'm afraid, is

that Kurelek has a "message" to

deliver unto us, and although this

flavour is in only one third of the

total work, it unavoidably con-
stitutes the main impression of

the exhibit.

Kurelek's talents are seriously

undermined when his emotions
overcome his artistic sensibility.

A stern moralist, he rages against

the age.

Without control or subtlety his

statements descend from art to

propaganda. "Our My Lai, The
Massacre of Highland Creek

presents us with mutilated, dls-

membered em b ryos scattered

over the pink-tinged snow. The
embryos are being dumped from

garbage cans labelled "Hospital

Waste" and "Scarboro
Centenial". Another load is on the

way. Absurdly, streaks of red

paint stream from the painting

itself.

In "We Misapply The Primeval

Commandment" the true pastoral

vision is represented as a
plateau, the sides of which are
being eroded by the horrors of

city live — parking lots and televi-

sion sets. On the plateau, which Is

situated mythically in the heart of

Toronto, Kurelek has etched (to

accompany an image of Man and
Woman}"Multlply and fill the
earth and make it yours."

Christ appears in "Toronto,

Toronto" on the steps of Old City

Hall unheeded as a hippie leans
against the cenotaph and street-

car "1984" rolls by. A grim har-
vest of humanity is reaped in the
city imaged as a wall of Yonge
Street sexploitation in "He Gloats
Over Our Scepticism"

Leaping into an unoriginal

The exhibition of over thirty

drawings by Arshile Gorky (on

display at the Dunkelman Gallery

October 14 to 28,) represents a
major coup for a private gallery;

some of these works have never
before been on public display.

Gorky, transplanted from his

native Armenia to America in

1920, forms the link between
Picasso, European Surrealism

and Abstract Expressionism. The
show, which covers 20 years of

his work, allows us to witness the

struggle of this painter as he tries

to emancipate himself from the

influence fo the European
masters.

In certain drawings, such as

Untitled No.5 Cubist devices are

much in evidence. Interlocking

complexes of curved shapes oc-

cupy the same type of space that

typifies a late 1920's Picasso.Yet

it is also apparent in this piece

that there has been an aban-

donment of the Cubist reference

to real objects. Instead we are

faced with oscillating organic

shapes, reminiscent of the
biomorphic image then
employed by Arp and Miro.

These paintings are crucial for

Gorky's Jater development. As a

genre of surrealism the artist

produces what is clearly meant to

be his vision of the apocalypse,
"Harvest of Our Humanism
Years" — certainly the most
preposterous work of art ! have
ever seen . A grim flow of
refugees streaming to City Hall to

die, an H bomb suspended
overhead, rampaging students
burning "Legislative Authority", a
waste land peopled by isolated

television sets, hippies being
metamorphosed into green
snakes, crevices opening to
reveal rows of revolutionary fists

in salute (the denizens of Hell ),

the university feeding the
holocaust: These are only a few of

the mediocre delights offered us
in this bizarre panorama.

result of this period of Cubist
discipline, the freest of the later

paintings retain a sense of order.

In 1940 there was a turning

point two of the drawings, No. 14

Gorky's untitled No. 5.

and 15, a haunting imagery
appears, that is almost com-
pulsive in nature. The embryonic
protuberances, and piercing

eyelots produce a disturbing ten-

sion and we feel that Gorky is just

The "message" paintings (as

Kurelek himself refers to them)
utterly fail through a lack of com-
plete insight into the numerous
issues he seeks to confront
simultaneously. As is usual with

self proclaimed humanists, he
attempts to engage his imagined
enemies by dehumanizing them.

Muddled ideas create

muddled art. When not wrestling

with apocalypse, however,
Kurelek succeeds.

The union of the artist and the

confused prophet has its un-
settling effect; we, the tourists in

Kurelek's Toronto,must conclude
it to be a schizophrenic, perplex-

ing city. Its rusticity cohabits with

its hallucinatory dread.

David Bauer

on the edge of a major discovery.

And in fact, after 1940 his

previously repressed emotion
seems to be released and fully

expressed in the pieces. The
catalyst may have been the
summers Gorky spent in those
years in the Virginian countryside

drawing in the fields.

For what is most exciting in

these later drawings is the com-
bination of nature and abstrac-

tion.

Nature is apprehended in such

a way that its structure becomes
expressive of Gorky's own psy-

chic pressures and processes.

For example, what begins as a

simple floral shape in one of the

pictures, quickly becomes
evergrown with new layers of

meaning and association.

Suddenly the flower is

transformed into a strange soft

organism, with suggestions of

bodily parts, intestinal folds and
sharp toothlike projections, all

softly pulsating among abstract

planes and colors. As Andre'

Breton has commented, for the

first time Nature appears to the

artist as a cryptogram.

Sandra Wolfe

Gorky transforms nature into cryptogram

A rare new collection of memo-

rabilia adorns, the walls and an

engaging mixture of patrons raise

their glasses. Lunch from noon

'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a

delightfully different daily special.

Surrounded by The Sutton Place,

on Wellesley at Bay.

The Bull and The Bear

the fast& inexpensive

eating place

fordowntown people
BLOOR&
YONGE

BLOOR
& BAY

BLOOR &
ST. GEORGE

A Very Special Offer

r

I
COUPON count on any sale of $1.50 or

over. One coupon per sale only. Valid "any day after

2 p.m. and all day Monday.

4^/^ OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30. 1972

50
Clip this cou-

pon and pre-

sent to the

cashier at any
of the three Mr. Zum's locations.

You will receive a full 50c dis-

unclassified
THE LAST OF THE ORDER by Richara
Benner. A play of wild humour and
oulrageous theatricality Tues. to Sat. 8:30

Sun. at 2;30. Tarragon Theatre, 30
Bridgman Ave. Bathursl and Dupont 964-

8833.

CO-ED RECREATIONAL Sroomball
League, starts Nov., at Varsity Arena. Mid-

night to 1 a.m. weekdays-Leave Team or
Individual Entries in Room 106, Hart

House (Intramural office) with Name and
Phone Numbers Add'tl Into. Phone Ken,

964-0405.

ABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL
REFERRAL service sponsored by
Women's Liberation. Clinic Tuesday and

Thursdays 7:30 to 9:30 at U of T Advisory

Bureau, 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or

phone 533-9006 any time.

TOGETHER WOMAN to share coed semi-

communal house with three others. Own
room and study. Broadview - Dan forth

Area. 463-6256.

PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can

help you. Campus Birthright. 469-1111.

Call or come 1 :30 - 4:00 p.m.. Monday thru

Friday. 89 St. George.

A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250

College S"t. (Clarke Instifute) 924-5937.

Come in and see our monthly special.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fi

coats from S10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202

Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-

nes. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and lur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.; til 6:00

Thurs. and Fri.

BATHURST - LAWRENCE Typing at

home wanted. Short run duplicating ser-

vices also available. Special student

rates. 781-5050.

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING
(specializing in long hair) In the Clarke

Institute of Psychiatry, 250 College St.,

Tel. 924-6811, Ext. 560 Special haircut

S2.00.

SALE SALE SALE used lumiture for sale.

Going out of business after 42 years.

Pearl Furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind

new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

UNDERGRAD WOMEN! Need a place to

live? Large double rooms in sorority

house at very reasonable rates. Call 921-

8346 between 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

PART TIME: Cook dinner for University

family - 3 p.m. - 8 p.m. S2.25 per hour.

South Rosedale. Phone 920-0626.

FOR SALE: Traynor custom special amp.

with a 4-12" bottom 9-yr-o!d Gibson 12-

string guitar with hard shell. Immaculate

condition. $400 each or best bffer. Call

531-1632.

AUSTIN CAMBRIDGE STATIONWAGON,
1964, for sale. $350. Stick shift 4-speed

transmission. Runs well, good body. 928-

3308 or 636-0277 (except Friday night and

Saturday).

LOST: a silver ring with initials "E.J.U."

across the front. If found, please contact

EHen, at 787-0355, after 5 p.m.

STUDENT - free room and board in ex-

change for babysitting. Two small

children. Own room and bath. Lawrence -

Bayview area 485-3710.
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Best of mass

art shown in

black film

Movies seem to get better as they get

smaller. Mon Oncle Antoine quietly

purchases space in the memory. Jules

and Jim improves every year. Catch-22,

on the other hand, not only failed but

wasted some of the richest ground a

movie might have occupied. (Film rights

work so that no-one else can get a crack at

it for a generation, and even then it is

dicey.)

Even the ambitious pictures that

succeed ail demand some forgiving. You
overlook the schmaltz in Fiddler, the plot

devices of The Go-Between, the

lumbering parallels in Cabaret, the

camera tricks in Midnight Cowboy. The

bestbig movies are great but always a little

rough, never quite as clean as the good

little movies.

The trouble with good little movies is, of

course, they are so small. They rarely

thrill, which is what movies do best. Art is

boring like the art gallery. Movies are fun

like Saturday afternoon. Ask me who is the

best-ever director and I can answer "Truf-

fau" without even having to form the

thought. But that doesn't stop me wishing

that he made pictures just a bit more like

The Guns of Navarone. Sounder, at the

Hollywood, is not like The Guns of

Navarone either, but it is good, clean,

perfect and, what makes it so special, it is

also thrilling. Tick off the categories: John

Alonzo's photography, Martin Ritt's direc-

tion, Taj Mahal's music, the script by Lon

Elder III, and the acting, particularly Cicely

Tyson as a sharecropper's wife holding

together farm, family and self while her

husband goes to jail. All are first-rate. A
movie this good leaves little to say. The
thrilling moments will be apparent when it

is seen, without a guide.

The one note that might be added,

however, is that Sounder is a general

release or "family" picture. The book it is

taken from is a children's story; producer

Radnitz' previous films are A Dog of

Flanders, Mysty and The Little Ark —

children's movies. With Sounder, Radnitz

and Ritt challenge the marketeers' assum-

ption that the general public demands the

bad art and the pointless stories foisted on

it in its own name. This family film pulls no

punches, social or aesthetic.

Sounder chastizes not only smug
executives, but also smug artists. Too

much heavy-handedness has been ex-

cused as "reaching the public", too much
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failure of nerve has gone down in the

name of sophistication (or, less charitably,

snobbishness). No-one is saying that

production of sophisticated pictures for

specialized audiences (say, Sunday,
Bloody Sunday) should cease, but too

many have been saying the opposite: that

there can be no such thing as mass art.

There can be. Sounder, for example.

bob bossin

Sounder, the coon hound of the title, accompanies
his master to search for father in prison camp.

Discover

the

freedom of

CONTACT
LENSES

SHADDOCK
OPTICAL
170 St, George St. 925-8720
2917 Bloor St. W. 233-2611
CenienaiY Plaze 282-2030
Bayview Village Centre 222-5791

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

SUPER
SPORT

INTRODUCES SUPER TOURING

OPEN HOUSE SALE
WE WOULD LIKE TO MEET YOU AT OUR

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

OCT. 20th. and 21st

KAWASAKI 900 Zl
DISCOUNTS UP TO $300 OFF LIST

ASK ABOUT OUR WINTER LAY-AWAY PLAN
217 DAVENPORT RD. AT AVENUE RD.

CALL NOW - 961-1141

The Hlllel Graduate Student

And Alumni Association

invites you to hear

DR. J. BERGER, psychiatrist

SPEAKING ON ASPECTS OF THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SEXES.

OCT. 22, 1972

8:30 PM
H1LLEL HOUSE, 186 ST. GEORGE ST.

is very enTGRTflimnG

How appearing in

the Lounge

BflSSGL'S RGTRURflnT
fl PART OF TOROnTO SIDC€ 1929
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Saviour-director John Wood

looks backstage

Amateur theatrics. A million laughs. Two million
tears. There was the ttme I had to wear panty hose to
Imitate an eighteenth century peasant's stockings. Half
an hour before curtain time the costume mistress
decided to wash them. I went on freezing cold and
soaking wet to the waist. The audience must have
wondered why my teeth were chattering In the middle of
a sunny town square.

New Hart House Theatre boss prods real talent there.

This mishap is the type of thing you chortle over in

your dotage, sipping port before the fire. It's

considerably more serious when the director of a
production drops out two weeks into a five week
rehearsal schedule. This is what happaned to The
Misanthrope, the play that opened the season at Hart
House Theatre last night. New York made director
Donald Davies an offer he couldn't refuse and by mutual
and, it Is claimed, amicable agreement, left for the
greener pastures of the south.

Fortunately, Hart House was able to come up with
another director on short notice, John Wood, a man of
considerable and varied theatrical experience. Since his
graduation from Bishop's University In 1961, he has sung
in summer stock, acted In several reperatory companies
in England, produced public affairs radio programs for
the CBC, and worked behind the scenes in a variety of

capacities for companies several including the Royal
Shakespeare, the Manitoba Theatre Centre and the
Shaw Festival. His most recent directorial experience
was the staging of the children's musical, Pinocchio, for
Stratford's Third Stage.

John Wood In person is a cool drink of water who
looks much younger than his 34 years. He wears blue
jeans over cowboy boots and a blue denim shirt with a
suede vest that give him a decidedly western
appearance. In fact, he moved to Calgary only last year
from his native Toronto. He still retains his eastern accent
along with a mop of curly black hair and a neatly trimmed
beard.

Wood appears to be completely calm about
assuming control of a major production almost half way
through rehearsals. He says, "There isn't enough time to

do a play like this even with five hours of rehearsal a day,
five days a week for the full period. I've gone back and

simplified things, rebtocked some of the stuff. The real
difficulty Is with the language of the play.

"It's made up of incredibly long speeches. There
can be a tendency to harangue the audience so we're
working with the text as long as possible to counteract
this."

Of his inherited cast of 11, Wood has replaced only
one. "I'm very pleased with the cast. They're a little

amateur in that they're inexperienced. That shows up in

comparison to professional actors but they understand
the play and they're learning to perform in this kind of
play. There are a couple who, if they worked their asses
off, could really make it."

Wood is unusual among professional directors in

that he is as much interested in the educational process
of the production as he is in the end product.

"It's important that the Drama Centre (the graduate
department that is the ruling body of the Hart House
Theatre) do things like this. Where else will students get
the opportunity to investigate a text in this manner, Half
of our rehearsal time was spent in talking about what it

means. After all, there are five weeks of rehearsal but
only ten days of performance.

Despite this interest in meaning, Wood promises a
very theatrical performance. He is a professional and
leels that it is ideal to have a few professionals around.

"People's attitudes become more professional and
their work becomes more professional. A person
working in the theatre goes about doing a play differently

from an academic. I find academic theatre very boring. If

you have an academic production, it's not really

theatrical."

The Misanthrope will be reviewed in Monday's
Varsity.

Rob Martin

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
PRESENTS

THE MISANTHROPE
by Moliere

Translated by Richard Wilbur Directed by John Wood

TONIGHT at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50 Box Office 928-8668

Students $1.25 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Sudent subscriptions still available - $3.00 tor 3 productions

CUT OUT
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Mark Volman and Howard Kaylan (The

Phforescent Leech and Eddie) could never

have been accused of taking their music

too seriously at Massey Hall last

Wednesday. The band, through its spon-

taneous and irreverent wit made humour

seem as natural and integral a component

of the rock concert formula as the in-

evitable decibel din.

Volman and Kaylan, both currently

providing the lead vocals in Frank Zappa's

zany Mothers were aided on stage by two

other Mothers fugitives, drummer Aynsley

Dunbar and Moog and keyboard man,

Don Preston. But the music was usually

secondary to the fun by choice or by

chance as Volman, fuzzy haired, bespec-

tacled and fat of frame, dominated the

stage from the first note. With his chest

and tummy bared he scattered barbs at all

the super self-righteous rock groups,

doing split-leaps in the air and playing his

guitar in a parodied windmill-style of The

Who's Peter Townsand.

The vocal combination of Kaylan and

Volman was more distinct and penetrating

than their album sound. In fact, they sound

more like reincarnations of their old alma

mater, The Turtles, on the Flo and Eddie

album, than they did on stage. When you

could get your attention away from the

magnetic Mark Volman, Dunbar's drums
and Preston's Moog were clearly musical

pearls.

Most of the songs presented were from

the group's recently released first album
and were unfamiliar to the audience,

though that didn't seem to matter who had

come to see the headlining English band,

Wishbone Ash (they were mediocre and

boring). The group finished with the Turtle

hit Eleanor and was recalled for an en-

core. Encores are rare for a warm-up act

but Kaylan and Volman are rare even for

this purpose.

The Downchlld Blues Band, with the

special addition of four horn players, will

be hosting a concert at the St. Lawrence
Centre tomorrow night at 8 pm. The
Toronto group will be introducing famed
American blues artist, Robert Junior

Lockwood at the performance. Lockwood
is the son-in-law of blues great Robert

Johnson, and two duet albums with the

late Otis' Spann to his credit. An added
attraction is the weird (but wonderful)

singer and guitarist, Leon Redbone.
Tickets are $3 in advance (available at

Grossman's Tavern, 379 Spadina) and
$3.50 at the door.

Toronto's newest TV station, CITY-TV,
channel 79 (cable 7). broadcasts a show
on Sundays at 8 pm devoted to folk and
rock music. The taping sessions provide
an opportunity for some free enter-

tainment. The program is taped on Sun-
day afternoons from 3 to 4 pm. An
audience of 50 persons is allowed into the

studio (99 Queen St. East) at 2:30 pm. This
week's guest Is Dr. Music.

At Grumbles, 71 Jarvis above King
(368-0796), entertainment abounds
tonight and tomorrow with the appearance
of The Good Brothers and La Troupe
Grotesque. Canadian folksinger, Valdy Is

next week's headlines Admission Is $2.50.

The lowest priced folk club in town Is

still Fiddler's "Green, near Yonge and
Egtinton (489-3001) A Ceilidh (musical

gathering of friends) is planned for

tonight. Admission is only $1.

Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee are
held over at the Riverboat, 134 Yorkville

(922-6216), until Sunday. Next Week: the
English singing duo of Robin Williamson

and Mike Heron, better known as the

Incredible String Band. Admission is

$3.50.

Bruce Cockburn, brings his

personalized brand of gentle, wooden

songs to the Massey Hall stage. Sunday at

8 pm. Tickets are $3 to $5.

The dates for the two Cat Stevens

concerts are November 11 and 12.

Although tickets are steeply priced at $4 to

$7 they will probably be snapped up

quickly. Mall orders are now being

accepted at Massey Hall and tickets go on

sale at the usual locations on Monday.

the-maklng recordings of It have been

made by Dietrich Fischer-Dischau. Tickets

are $3.50 and $4.50, which are a bit steep

to my mind for the Town Hall, only

because we have come to expect first-rate

artistry, often Canadian, at lower prices.

Phone, 366-7723.

The United Church Choirs Festival

takes place, by the way, this Sunday at

Metro United Church at 7:30 pm.
Scarborough College Is hosting an

impressive series of fall concerts. The first

is this Sunday at 3:30 pm and admission Is

free. The Chamber Players of Toronto are

the attraction. Their program is works by

Boccherlni, Vivaldi and Canadian com-

poser and radio producer, Irving Glick.

The guest artist is Christopher Wealt and

he will play the Fasch Bassoon Concerto.

Old Play? New House: Sean O'Casey's

1926 play about the Irish Rebellion, The
Plough and the Stars, opens the Universi-

ty Alumnae Dramatic Club's first season at

its new permanent home, the Firehall

Theatre, 70 Berkeley Street at Adelaide.

When first presented in Dublin, there were

riots in the Abbey Theatre because the

Bowl sculpted by Stephen Hogbin.

Andre Segovia said of English guitarist

John Mills, "his playing shows musical
sensitivity, and purity of technique". The
Guitar Society of Toronto is hosting him in

a concert at the Unitarian Church $2 for

students, at the door, or phone 487-0536.
It's tomorrow at 8:30 pm. The Faculty of

music is proudly displaying their progengy
in what is billed as a concert of ensembles
— a variety of instruments in various

combinations. This will be in the
MacMillan Theatre at 2 pm Thursday
afternoon. The second of Hart House's
Sunday Evening Concerts is to be held
October 22 and features the Czech String

Quartet, which is to return after Christmas
for a six-part series exposing the develop-
ment of the string quartet through their

choice of works — from Haydn to
Janacek. This Sunday's program is

Mozart's quartet in G Major, K 387,
Beethoven's opus 95 and Ravel's quartet
in F major.

Baritone Victor Braun wilt sing Die
Wlnterreise at the Town Hall, October 23.,

accompanied by Paul Helmer. I'm glad

someone wants to sing Schubert's famous
song cycle after (and before history-In-

Irish flag — the plough and stars — was
brought into a barroom. A similar reaction

is unlikely now that flags are frequently

used as a substitute for toilet paper.

The theatre itself is worth a round of

applause. As the name implies, its a
firehall, old No. 4, which the City of

Toronto, in a rare moment of humanity
and good sense, decided to use in a
manner that would benefit the community
and preserve an historic building instead

of having it torn down for yet another ugly

parking lot.

The Misanthrope: Hart House Theatre
also opened this year's season last night

with the classic by Moliere about a man
who pays his dues for hating people.

Mirandolina: Why do people insist on
producing the work of Carlo Goldoni? He
is incredibly difficult to play successfully

and frequently the results are not worth
the effort expended. Both these elements
of failure, a turgid production and a
dreary product, are on display at the
Colonnade Theatre until the end of this

long and unseasonably cold month.

If on the whole this year's Friday and
Saturday showings at St. Mike's are more
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flash than art, their Sunday series of

French and American classics is terrific. It

appears to be necessary to buy a season

ticket at $3 for the remaining 16 films,

available at the door. This Sunday it is

Jean Renoir's La Grande Illusion. 7:30

and 9:30 pm.
Also this week: Sunday at 2 pm at the

Revue there is Alexandre Nevsky,

Eisenstein's classic with score by

Prokofiev. $2, or less If you buy tickets for

other films In the Sunday afternoon great

directors series.

Monday the Roxy shows Mllos

Forman's shot at America, Taking OH. It is

fairer to the kids than to the parents, but

still keeps the Czech gentleness. Very

funny. 99<t at 7:30 and 9:30 pm.

And this week, Clnemalumiere ended

the repertory policy It pioneered in Toron-

to. Thanks to Bob Huber.

Ontario Institute for Studies In

Education: The story goes that when they

were finishing OISE, they had an excess of

tinted glass, so they used some for the

projection booth windows. I checked, and,

sure enough, there was the source of the

bluish look OISE movies seem to have.

The screen Image is fuzzy as well, to say

nothing of the sound, as if the projector

can't quite make it to the other end of the

hall. The Go-Between, sharp and
bleached at the York, came out hazy, and,

in Accident, shot largely at night, faces

were constantly lost to the shadows. The

solution would be to schedule twice as

many showings and only use the upper

half of the auditorium. Unless this is done,

we don't recommend screenings at OISE:

the film is almost sure to turn up

somewhere more sympathetic to it, and

we will let you know.

The Avenue Cinema, on the other hand,

is a lovely little place. It is housed in the old

Silent Cinema, and Brian, who takes

tickets, runs the projector, books the films

and cleans up. makes it quite cozy. He'll

hold the film a couple minutes for you if

you really must smoke. Coming up is a

Scarlett Pimpernel double bill. This week
it's Bogart and Lupino in High Sierra, plus

Bogart and Bacall in The Big Sleep. $2.

And, not to be outdone, the Roxy 994

impressarios are getting into door prizes

and give-aways, like the free beef

strogonoff (Lip ton's) served at the

showing of War and Peace. They promise

free pumpkins to the first one hundred on

Hallowe'en, but I am holding out for an

intermission yo-yo contest.

Note: we still welcome notes,

complaints, letters, alternative revues. Is

anybody out there?

Editor

Assoc. Editor

theatre

movies

pop

art

music

dance

books

Ulli Diemer

Bill Macvicar

rob martin

bob bossin

allan mandell

ian scotl

ian scott

isabelle peacock

bill macvicar
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Stephen Hogbin, a young artist from

England, is showing an exhibit of recent

works at the Craft Gallery until October 28.

An award-winning craftsman, Mr. Hogbin

has also taught at Sheridan School of

Design and the College of Education since

coming to Canada, in addition to his free-

lance work.

These recent works strongly reflect I

natural forms, the individual pieces

echoing organic shapes. An interesting

method is used to achieve this effect. The
pieces are turned on a lathe, cut into

cross-sections, and reassembled, so you
see the action through the cross-section of

the piece, and complex structural inlining

forms are created with the grain working

in several directions. Other pieces are

crafted of formed metals and plastics.

John Matter is a Guelph artist

employing traditional techniques In an
exhibition of paintings, drawings and
prints at Erlndale. William Kort's prints are

still at the college and the 3000 Years of

Chinese Art closes on October 25. At Hart

House, William Wood's little drawings are

on show to October 29. We feature an

article on the Kurelek exhibit at Isaacs

Gallery this week, and the paintings are

there until October 30.
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For scrapes by Trin 13-12

in Division II football

By LAWRENCE CLARKE
Forestry barely escaped a fourth

quarter charge (o scuttle Trinity 13 -

12 in Division II football
Wednesday.

In I lie first lialf. Trinity scored

first on ;i short run to complete a

sustained drive. However, the team

missed an important convert when
the bull bounced off the crossbar.

I ale in the second quarter,

lorcslry capitalized on a Trinity

fumble lo establish good field posi-

tion, and on the next play, connected

Martin Onrof &B.C fiedfer presents

bruce
cockburn
This Sunday at 8 p.m.

MASSEY HALL
Tickets $3, $4, $5

available at Massey Hall, Box Ofttce

AN ENCORE PRODUCTION

i»u ;i .14 yard touchdown bomb.
Trinity, down 7-6 just missed

unit; it on the last play of the half

with a quick kick.

In the second half, both teams

bogged down in cenlrefield with a

succession of fumbles, interceptions,

and turnovers. Trinity began to sag
noliceahly as the Forestry offence

improved.

I inally. Vierra out-dueled two
"I rimlv defenders in the end zone to

snare his second long touchdown
pass lo hand Forestry a 13-6 lead. A
determined Trinity rush blocked the

convert.

In the last three minutes of the

game. Trin gambled on third down
bui lost their long yardage on a

fumble near the Forestry goal-line.

Forest) could not advance and had
to putlt. When their kicker hobbled

I lie ball 1 rmilv s Coster stole it and
lied untouched lo score.

With less than a minute lo play,

and (loWn 1 .1-1 2. Trinity gambled on
a 2 point convert, and tried to run it

nver forestry flallened the play a

foul -.hurl nf the line, and then ran

out the clock for the win.

Iriuilv's record is now one win
and Iwu losses, while Forestry has a

M total

sportatk
Queen's University is the centre

for university sports in Ontario this

weekend in honour of homecoming.
The weekend will be highlighted by
a sudden death "semi-playoff" foot-

ball elimination of either the Gaels
or the Blues. Both teams are tied

with the Ottawa Gee-Gees for first

place. Should Ottawa lose to
Carlelon this weekend in Ottawa,
Toronto would be in first place and
Ihe eastern playoff would be at

Varsity Arena next Saturday
between Queen's and U of T. If

Ottawa and Toronto capture the two
lop positions, the elimination game
will be played next Saturday in

Ottawa.... For those unable to be in

Kingston for the game. Radio Varsi-

ty is broadcasting live from
Kingston starting at 2 pm. RV is 820
AM in residence, and 96.3 FM on
Rogers Cable FM After picking

Ihe Blues to finish third in the

Eastern Section this season, I'm

ready lo eat my printed words
should the team finish in first

place.... in Western Section football

this weekend McMaster is at

(iuelph, York visits Waterloo, and
Western hosts Lutheran.... Water-
polo is scheduled lo begin at 1 pm

MARTIN ONROT
preienti

THIS MONDAY - 8:30 p.m. - MASSEY HALL
TICKETS $4, $5, $6 plus tax

Available at Massey Halt Box- Office - 178 Victoria St.

AN ENCORE PRODUCTION

DOUBLE BLUE PRESENTS

OKTOBERFEST
AT BRENNAN HALL

TODAY
4:00 PM to Midnight

FEATURING

THE RHEIIfLANDERS
Admission 50*

DOOR PRIZES AND CONTESTS

tomorrow in Queen's Physical

Education Centre Queen's also

hosts an OUAA Judo Invitational

on the weekend.... Queen's is also

hosting a Sr. Invitational field

hockey tournament this weekend.
Teams from McMaster, Toronto,

Guelph. Waterloo, Laurentian and
Queen's will participate in the two-

day competition which begins this

afternoon at 3 pm on Queen's west

campus. U of T finished first last

year, with Waterloo second and
Queen's third. The results should be

closer this year. Toronto has lost

several players through graduation,

and Waterloo's Athenas have a

good record so far this season. On
Thanksgiving weekend the Waterloo
team played eight games in four

days, winning five and tying one
against United Stales teams. The
match will be important for the

Toronto squad, since the team has

not been defeated in field hockey
since the association was formed.

Queen's has a 4-2 win-loss record so

far ihis season... The U of T
women's archery team shivered and
shot their way lo a narrow OWIAA
viclory last weekend, defeating

Queen's 3953 to 3838 in the Out-

dooor Championships at Guelph. U
of T's Anne Chalmers (currently

Canadian women's champion) won
the individual competition with a

score of 1 106. Queen's Janet Spence

4 C for students

XEROX
9 to 6. Mon. - Fri.

12-5, Sat.
7 Charles St. W.

Impress (near Yonge)

967-1110
Impress is now altering after-hours

copying at 4c per copy. This service is

by appointment only. Please call

before 6:00 p.m.. one day in advance.

WORLD PEACE

SUNDAY
First Unitarian Congregation

of Toronto
175 St. Clair Ave. West.

Rev. JOHN MORGAN
President Canadian Peace Congress

11.00 a.m.

PEACE IN THE WORLD

OR THE WORLD IN PIECES
afternoon forum 2.00 p.m.

LET'S GET CANADA

OUT OF THE WAR GAME
panel

ROBERT KAPLAN M.P.

DR. URSULA FRANKLIN
KAY MACPHERSON
JANET ROSENSTOCK

Chariman:

RALPH ALBRANT

was second with 1062. The OWIAA
Indoor Championships are slated

for Queen's January 26-27.... In the

OWIAA tennis finals at Queen's last

weekend U of T finished first with

38 points, followed by McMaster,
26. Western, 20. York/Waterloo,

16, Carleton/Laurenlian, 10, and
Queen's I0. In the individual events,

Anke Bonsels (York) won the first

singles, while Toronto's Kathy Mor-
ton won the second singles. Toron-
to's Vera Koman and Anne Marie
Lyn won the first doubles, while

Charlotte Heinrich and Mary-
Margaret Fox won the second
doubles. This makes three years in a

row that the Toronto team has won
the championship.... interfaculty

basketball has been delayed again

this year. Because the Hart House
gym is being used for interfaculty

lacrosse, the basketball practices are

severely restricted.... Curling is also

finding it rough to organize this

year. The only available hours left

open at Varsity Arena are after

midnight.... Western won its second

consecutive championship in the se-

cond annual Head of Trent rowing

regatta in Peterborough last

weekend. In the open club event,

two teams from Toronto's
Argonauts rowing club placed se-

cond and third. The single sculls

competition was taken by John Tise

followed by Jim Stewart and Chris

Leach of Trent Inter-
facully/Volleball got under way this

week, with enough teams for two
divisions. Division I will consists of

teams from Knox. Eng I, Dent, Med
A. Erin, PHE.

JINGLES JINGLES

-PHOTO -PALACE- fi
Attractive

w ModeU
£ Required

| for Nude
« Photography

0 CALL: 964-1742

1 279 YONGE ST.

JINGLES JINGLES

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

Hundreds of

Poplin, Nylons,

Leathers, Meltons,

Corduroys, Jackets

SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS

SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95

WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT

CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO.
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO

PHONE 486-0997 486-0999
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sports Editor Bob Gauthier

Phone 923-4053

Inierfaculty Lacrosse

Division 1 PHE B3vs. Innis !

Tuesday October 3 UC 1 vs. For 5

PHE A 6 vs. Vic 5 Scar 7 vs. Knox 2

Eng 2 vs. St. M 4 Denl5vs.Trin2

Erin 8 vs. Dev Hse I Tuesday October 10

Thursday October 5 PHE B 3 vs. UC 2

;
- Eng 8 vs. Vic 13 PHE C 3 vs. For 3

Erin II vs. StM 3 Innis 5 vs; Scar 1

PHE A 6 vs. Dev Hse 2 Dent 1 vs. Knox 4

Wednesday October 1

1

Wednesday October 1

1

Vic*) St vs. St M 2 For 2 vs. Dent 3

Erin 3 vs. PHE AO Thursday October 12

Thursday October 12 Scar default vs. PHE B win

Eng 0 vs. Dev Hse 2 Trinlvs. PHEC4
Tuesday October 17 Friday October 13

Eng 2 vs. PHE A 13 Knox vs. UC - postponed

Erin 5 vs. Vic 1 Wednesday October 18

St M f> vs. Dev Hse 3 Innis 10 vs. UC 4

Division U Knox 7 vs. PHE CO
Wednesday October 4 PHE B 1 vs. Dent 2 Erin topples Eng 11-3

Engineering's Munro {9) stops Erindale's Geraghty (2) from scoring in Division II game last

night. Erindale remains undefeated this season, while the luckless Engineers are winless.

Will Blues be Gael-licked?
By PAUL CARSON

It's an old script with a new setting as the football Blues

and Queen s Golden Gaels settle the muddled OUAA Eastern

Section playoff picture tomorrow in Kingston.

Every year since Varsity's last championship in 1967, the

Blues and Gaels have gone down to the wire and resolved

either the league championship or a playoff berth in one key

game and Blues have lost every time. Last season was perhaps

the most painful as Varsity blew a 16-point lead before

eventually falling 28-25.

Blues should be rated the favorite on the basis of their

earlier 4f>-l8 triumph; however. Varsity always has trouble

winning big games in Kingston, first in the old Richardon

Stadium and now on the rebuilt field near the Queen's College

of Education.

Varsity can advance to the playoffs with either a win or a

lie: barring a Carleton upset over Ottawa Gee-Gees, the Gaels

will need a victory. With Varsity, Queens and Ottawa locked

in that three-way tie for first place with identical 3-2 records,

anv one of the teams can be first or out of the playoffs after

to-morrow's action.

Couch Ron Murphy will undoubtedly stick with the

explosive shotgun offence that produced 380 passing yards in

the earlier Queen's game. Blues had a suitable running attack

from the standard formations at the beginning of the season

bul little has been seen of it during the past three games.

Quarterback Wayne Dunkley has been throwing about 45

passes per game and using the running formations only on

obvious short yardage situations.

Blues certainly won't have the element of surprise with

the shotgun that was so effective in past games; Gaels have

now seen it three times and lost twice, so Frank Tindall-will

definitely have a special defense ready.

A Queen's publicity release this week predicted "if the

Gads can get good pressure on Dunkley in the shotgun, they

can heat him. particularly if the offense makes Toronto

respect its passing game."

Gaels have good reason for optimism in quarterback

Tom Taylor, an accomplished passer, and flanker/split end

Sm Lang — one of the finest receivers in college football.

In poor effort, Soccer

Blues defeat Brock 2-

1

In their poorest effort of the season the

soccer Blues defeated Brock 2-1 Wednesday

in St. Catherines. Blues' constant pressure

during the first ten minutes of play was the

only lime the team showed its true calibre.

From that point on the pace changed to a

slow walk, with the ball going up and down

the field to no one in particular. The weather

conditions — snow and freezing temperatures

— may have had some effect on the erratic

play and lack of effort by the Blues, but it

seemed their attitude of "Let's get the game

over with and go home" was also a reason.

This attitude almost cost the Blues the

game.

Ih the first half the Toronto squad had

several good chances to score, mostly from

dead ball situations. One, free kick by Phil

Oldfield. rebounded to Bruno Brum whose

shot was deflected for a corner. Guisseppe

D'Antoni had several opportunities, breaking

in from left wing, but was unable to find the

net on his shots.

Blues' first goal came after thirty

minutes of play. Bruno Bruni took a low hard

. Shot mi a free L ick. Brock goalkeeper John

Jones had the ball bounce off his chest over

his head, the Blues' striker Ian Harris was

there to blast the ball home.

Immediately after half-time Brack came
back. On a Brock throw in. Blues centre backs

John Cobby and Herb Dubsky moved away

from the centre to join Ed Carter on right

wing. The ball bounced difficultly on the wet

ground, and a Brock forward spurted by,

leaving all three defenders standing.

Brock's luck at this time seemed great,

with three Toronto defenders making gross

mistakes. But more was still to come.

The Brock winger, with two players to

pass to, played the ball to Blues left back Bob

Caz/ola who left the ball for goalkeeper Jack

Brand who also left the ball for Brock forward

John Koosistra who put the ball in the net.

However, all was not lost. Midway

through the second half a brock defender

(obviously feeling sorry for the Blues) decided

to hit the ball with his hands in the penalty

area to give away a penalty shot. Bruno Bruni

unhesitatingly blasted the ball into the corner

of the net.

After this goal the Blues withstood what

could be considered the Brock attack and

came out with a win.

Officiating was the usual for out of town

games. Both linesmen were unaware of the

rules, and nowhere near the play. On one

occasion a goal by the Blues was dissallowed

bv the referee on the grounds that the ball was

kicked out of the goalkeeper's hands. Since

the goalkeeper was six feel away at the time,

he must have had very long hands.

Tomorrow is a decisive game for the

Blues. They meet McMaster at Varsity

Stadium at I pm. The winner of this game is

assured of first place in the OUAA Western

Section. Hopefully Blues will put a little more

effort in this game than they did Wednesday.

Trin beats For in 2 games
Trinity defeated Forestry B last night in two straight games 15—5, and 15—6 In Division II

play. The game was interrupted briefly to retrieve the ball which had rolled down the

track and dropped into the lacrosse game below. Hmm, how large is that gym?



This playground may go
If a developer's plans are approved, a row of stores may be built on this playground for the
children of the Charles Street residence. Tenants In a near-by building strongly oppose the

THE

Lawyer pressures Ottawa to make
quick decision on AAeszaros' case

By DOROTHY WIGMORE
Two motions in the continuing story of the

immigration department's attempts to prevent

Hungarian professor Istvan Meszaros from working in

Canada will be heard today.

One is a defense motion to quash an inquiry into

the status of Meszaros, who was hired to teach at York
University and then refused landed immigrant status.

The other is a government motion to dismiss the

application for a writ of mandamus recently made by

Meszaros* lawyer, Paul Copeland. The writ would force

the government to make a quick decision on the

professor's application for landed immigrant status

made in Canada after his arrival here September 19.

Ordinary proceedings could mean a decision on

granting Meszaros landed immigrant status would take

a long time. Both Copeland and Meszaros claim this

long wait is part of a subtle government tactic to

psychologically discourage the professor.

The government wants to stop the application

because Meszaros' lawyer refused to submit him to

cross-cross-examination on October 16 before Ivan

Whitehall of the civil litigation section of the federal

department of justice. Copeland had earlier agreed to

the cross-examination on the basic facts of Meszaros'

application as submitted in an affidavit October 6.

At that time, the hearing on the writ of mandamus
was put off until today, following the application, also

made on October 6.

Copeland refused to let Meszaros be cross-

examined because just before proceedings began, the

professor was served with an appointment for collateral

deportation proceedings, in view of this action by the

government, he said the cross-examination should not

proceed because the government would have an unfair

advantage in the deportation inquiry.

The collateral deportation proceedings were

launched to determine if Meszaros was a bone-fide

visitor when he entered Canada.

The inquiry began Thursday, but Copeland and

Meszaros walked out of the proceedings before they

began. Copeland had filed a motion to quash the

directive ordering the inquiry, and therefore said

Meszaros should not submit to the inquiry before this

motion was heard.

The motion to quash the inquiry, will be heard

today with two others.

The government has filed a motion to dismiss the

writ application because Meszaros refused to be cross-

examined October 16. The inquiry itself is also lo

continue today.

Copeland plans to start with the motion to quash

the inquiry. If he is successful, Meszaros will be cross-

examined before the hearing on the writ of mandamus

application is held. If he fails, the writ application is

invalid and proceedings will continue with the

government's inquiry into Meszaros' status when he

entered the country.

Ironically, today is (he 16th anniversary of the

Hungarian uprising, in which Meszaros was active as a

leading intellectual and defender of civil rights. He fled

the country when the Russian Stalinists regained

power.

Meszaros applied March 24 to the Canadian High
Commission in London for landed immigrant status

but was refused in a letter July 24. On September 19, he
flew to Toronto as a visitor and launched a new
application through the Orillia immigration office.

The professor was refused landed immigrant status

for unknown "security" reasons. The government has

so far refused to specify what security risk Meszaros is.

He has taught in British universities since 1959 and

has held British citizenship since 1965. Earlier, he had

been cleared by both^British and Italian security

following his departure from Hungary.

Meszaros has stated he came to Canada to force

the government to open his case and clear his name. If

he leaves the country before a decision is made on his

application to remain here, there can be no appeal.

However, if he is still here, he can make appeals up to

the Supreme Court. Immigration Minister Bryce

Mackasey is now reviewing the application for landed

immigrant status.

Support for Meszaros is increasing across the

country. Academics have appealed to Prime Minister

Pierre Trudeau and Mackasey lo either reconsider the

charge Meszaros is a security risk, or to substantiate

the claim.

York professors will demonstrate outside York's

Keele Street gate to day while Meszaros is in court.

They are meeting off campus at noon to dramatize the

fact the professor cannot appear on campus without

risking charges of working for York in contravention of

immigration laws.

Besides the demonstration, a faculty meeting last

Tuesday decided a delegation of senior faculty will meet
with York president David Slater to press for a public

announcement of strong support for Meszaros within

the York community.

Slater personally appealed to Mackasey on

October 4 lo make a special investigation of the case.

Two days later, he wrote Meszaros saying he thought

the professor's best chances for exoneration and per-

mission to stay in Canada would come through a direct

appeal to the minister.

Professors at York and the University of Toronto

sent a letter in September to Mackasey asking for a

"comprehensive review" of the case in light of

Meszaros' anti-Stalinist actions in the 1956 Hungarian

uprising and his subsequent security clearance by both

Italian and British officials. It was signed by seven U of

T and 14 York faculty members.
The University of British Columbia executive

faculty association is also considering protesting to

Mackasey in the name of the Canadian Association of

University Teachers Committee of AcademicFreedom

and Tenure. UBC associate history professor Jan Bak,

a colleague of Meszaros in Budapest, personally sent a

petition with 30 names to Mackasey in early October
and since then has added at least another 50 names to it.
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Workers, U of T

reach agreement:

strike averted
By PAUL McGRATH

A strike by University of Toronto cleaning and maintenance workers
was narrowly averted this weekend when workers voted to accept a contract

that was negotiated just a few hours before.

The workers, members of the Service Employee's International Union,
Local 204, voted 334-35 Saturday to accept the last-minute agreement
worked out Friday night between U of T and union negotiators.

Negotiations had been unsuccessful until Friday's session and a further
stalemate would have meant a strike vote by the union members. At that
time the union was asking for 20 per cent, 66 cents for heavy cleaners, over a
two-year period, and the university was offering 40 cents to the heavy
cleaners.

Late Friday night the university negotiators agreed to the 20 per cent

raise, and the strike was avoided.

The settlement increases the basic wage for service workers (cleaning
and heavy labour) to $3.75 over two years, and provides for equal pay for

men and women in the same job category.

Light cleaners' wages will go from $2.45 to $2.97 in 1974, while

shipping supervisors wages will rise to $5.02 per hour.

__ The first phase of the increase, 10 per cent, is retroactive to last June 30,

when the previous contract expired. This gives each member of the union an
average of $200.

The contract also provides for job security among the cleaning staff by
insuring that any of the local's 770 workers laid off due to the contracting

out of work by the university be retrained in another job with equal pay. As
recently as this summer, the university was planning to contract work out to

commercial firms to save money.

The security clause in the new contract makes this economically

impossible during the life of the contract.

Free uniforms, job-vacancy posting and a meal allowance are also

provided for in the contract.

Don Barclay, head negotiator for the union, conducted the union

meeting, describing each clause to the workers. However, there are at least

five different languages spoken among the union members, and getting an

idea across seemed to be extremely difficult.

"Some of these people don't know whether they're getting a good deal

or not," commented a union steward.

Barclay added, "some of those no votes may have been people who
thought they were voting against a strike rather than for, ratification."

The workers appeared happy with the agreement as they left the

auditorium, most with smiles on their faces.

"It beats a strike anyday," said one.

Some still had grievances to air. One worker outside the auditorium

complained to Barclay that the university had cut his staff from ten to four

men, and the work load had increased.

"You get paid for eight hours and you work eight hours. If there's work
left over and they start pressuring, tell them to forget it," Barclay replied.

Another complained about the increase in his duties and said, compared
to two years ago, the floor space he had to clean had been doubled.

"It works out I'm doing the work of two men," he said.

He added that workers were often afraid they would lose their jobs if

they complained about conditions to the union steward.

University officials were relieved at avoiding what could have been a

long strike.

Vice-president of Business Affairs Alex Rankin said last night: "We
haven't had a strike in 2l) years, and when you look at them you notice that

before the workers strike, a few cents is important. But once they're on
strike, it tends to polarize them, and it takes a lot more than a few cents to

get them back together again."

Comparing the settlement to other standards, he said that the

agreement brings pay up to the average for similar work in the city.

"Looking at the community pattern, the university is not at the rear,

although it is certainly not at the front," he said.

To better the worker's bargaining power, the union plans to run

representatives in university elections. They already have plans for elections

in Scarborough College.

Barclay would like lo see more workers in the union. He thinks there

are still a few groups around the campus that need union bargaining power,

specifically the secretaries. In their last negotiation with the university, they

settled for a 5.75 per cent wage increase, he said.

"Basic wage for them is $2.40," says Barclay. "They could do a lot

better than that.
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HERE AND NOW
Announcements for this column

will only be accepted if they are

submitted on the forms provided,

typed on a 64-eharacter line. The

new forms are now available in The

Varsity editorial offices, second

floor, 91 St. George Street.

TODAY
9:30 am

Five informative minutes created tor you:

today Mel Watkins on economics and the

federal election. On Radio Varsity. Again at

3:30 .

noon

Last day to reserve for suppers 'for

Wednesday, October 25 and Thursday,

October 26, at Hillel, 186 St. George Street.

12:30 pm

Have lunch with Norman Podhoretz, Sid

Smith Room 4034.

1 pm

Free Jewish University: today,

"Principles in Jewish Law".

"Medicine and Health Related Careers"

is the topic (or a series of career talks

whicrt begin today. Dr. Horde of the Faculty

of Dentistry will discuss careers in the field

of Dentistry with interested students.

McLennan Physics Bldg., 203. Till 2 pm.

4 pm

CDE special council meeting. Rooms B,

C. D, Upper Brennan. SMC.

4:30 pm

Norman Podhoretz on "Jews in North

America Today". Med Set, room 2158.

Free Jewish University: today,

"Synagogue and Community". BBYO. 15

Hove Street.

5:30 pm

Ukrainian Students Club executive

meeting. Souih Sitting Room Hart House.

7:30 pm

'Set Them Free Committee" meeting.

South Sitting Room - Hart House.

"Spiritual encounter with the Greal

Religions of the World". Investigate the

BAH A ' I Principle of progressive
revelations. At Hart House. South Sitting

Room.

PUBLIC LECTURE

"RELIGION AND THE DILEMMA OF

MODERN TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY"

SPEAKER

Dr. George ignallelf
PROVOST TRINITY COLLEGE

OCTOBER 23 - SEELEV HALL
3.00 P.M. TRINITY COLLEGE

SPONSORED BY

THE CAMPUS MINISTRIES FOUNDATION

99 ST. GEORGE ST.

Spm

Dr. George Ignalleff, Provost of Trinity

College, will speak on the subject "Religion

and the Dilemma of Modern Technological

Society", sponsored by Campus Ministries

Foundation. Seeley Hall, Trinity College.

Free Jewish University: Chavurat Zemer.

186 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University: The Jewish

Woman. 186 St. George Street.

Hillel Drama Workshop at 186 St.

George Street.

8:30 pm

Free Jewish University: Dissent in Jewish

History at Board bf Jewish Education, 22

Glen Park Road.

TUESDAY

7 em

Let Radio Varsity gel you up in the

morning with the sott sound of music,

news, weather and sports. Every weekday

from 7 to 10 am. U o< T Radio's Morning

Men, Rob Gregory. John Karr and Archie

Hunter start your day off right!

Five Informative minutes created for you:

today Professor Carr on economics and

the lederal elections. Again at 3:30 pm.

1 pm

Career Talks: Dr. Barron will outline the

various programs offered at the School of

Hygiene, academic and other re-

quirements for admission and areas of

employment within each field. McLennan

Physics Bldg., 202 till 2 pm.

Free Jewish University: today, "Judaism

and Marxism". Sid Smith Room 3045.

4:30 pm -

Lecture by Norman Podhoretz on "The

Rise and Fall ot The American Jewish

Novelist". Medical Science Building, Room

2158.

Informal Eucharist and supper In the

White Room of the Newman Centre, 89 St.

George Street.

7:30 pm

Organizational Meeting for the Student

Council tor Soviet Jews. New College,

Classic Ave-,- entrance in the pit.

Mahatma Parlokanand. disciple of guru

Maharaj Ji. will explain the way all people

can experience the source of life. Hart

House, Music Room. Free.

8 pm

Toronto Citizen's Forum: Tonight on

Wards 1 and 3. Committee Room No. 1.

City Hall.

Free Jewish University: A Tarn Fun

Honig, 186 St. George Street.

Get Involved For Soviet Jews

ORGANIZATIONAL

MEETING

Tues. Oct. 24 - 7" P.M.

STUDENT COUNCIL FOR SOVIET JEWS

ART GALLERY
WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE

EXHIBITION
Monday to Saturday, 11 a.

5 p.m.

Wednesday, 6-9 p.m.

Sunday, 2-5 p.m.

THE ART COMMITTEE
INAUGURATES ITS

WEEKLY FILM FESTIVAL

Every Monday, 12 noon
and 1:00 p.m.

in the music room

TODAY FILM ON-
Britlsh Artist DUNCAN GRANT

CLASSICAL CONCERT
LESLIE KINTON. Piano

ALEX ADAMAN, Cello

YOUNG OAI-PARK, Violin

TUES., OCT. 24, 4:00 P.M.

IN THE MUSIC ROOM

OPEN SUNDAY
on Oct. 29 between

2:00 and 4:00 p.m.

Tea sarved In Iho Gieal Ha
Irom 3:00 10 4:30

SQUASH
INTRODUCTORY NIGHT:

LECTURES AND SLIDES.

DEBATES ROOM
THURS., OCT. 26 7:30 P.M.

Noon Hour Concert
WEDS., OCT. 25

GROUP UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

ROBERT READ
In the East Common Room

12 noon-2 p.m.

GALLERY CLUB
Open from Monday to Friday. Luncheon 12. noon-1.45, Dinner 6.00-

7.30 p.m.

Licensed under the LLBO. Hart House membership required.

BLACK HART PUB
Every Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday. 12 noon lo 11.30 p.

NORMAN PODHORETZ
editor-in-chief of COMMENTARY

will speak on
Monday, October 23:

-Jews in North America Today"

Tuesday, October 24:
• The Rise and Fall of the American Jewish Novelist"

4:30 p.m., room 2156

Medical Sciences Building

Sponsored by J and G Schwartz Memorial Lectureship

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEAIRE
PRESENTS

THE MISANTHROPE
by Moliere

Translated by Richard Wilbur Directed by John Wood

OCT. 21-28 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50 Box Office 928-8668

Students $1.25 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Sudent subscriptions still available - $3.00 (or 3 productions

is very enTERTflininG

I . H

I
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Unionists endorse call to occupy factories
By GREG McMASTER

A meeting of about 350 people

yesterday endorsed almost un-

animously a call for factory oc-

cupations by workers to oppose

plant shutdowns. If owners refused

to operate companies, workers
would demand public ownership and
management by workers' councils

and the surrounding community,

according to the position adopted.

The meeting was called by the

Waffle Movement for an Indepen-

dent Socialist Canada to discuss

mass layoffs and plant shutdowns

being faced by Canadian workers.

Most speakers blamed the high

level of American ownership of

Canadian industry for Canada's

rampant unemployment, but United

Electrical Workers Local 53 1 presi-

dent Dave Monie implied that the

£ problem is more general.

He described the squeeze being

put on his fellow workers at

Northern Electric co. which is

owned primarily by Bell Canada, in

turn Canadian-owned.

In the past two years, nearly half

the employees of Northern Electric

at Brampton have lost their jobs, he

said, resulting in less militancy,

and therefore, less union strength

and confidence at bargaining time.

He blamed this on the conscious

policy of the new company presi-

dent, John C. Lobbe, formerly of

International Telephone and
Telegraph (ITT), whom Monie
described as a "professional
gunslinger" and "hatchetman".

He charged that Northern has

laid off over 5,000 people since the

new president took over, while

profits have risen from $9.3 million

in 1970 to $16.5 million in 1971. He
added. "We must demand the

nationalization of Bell Canada"
before more Northern Electric and

(0 Bell Canada workers lose their jobs.

Archie Wilson, the UAW plant

chairman at Douglas Aircraft,

charged that Canadian workers are

made to suffer the consequences of

crises in American capitalism..

Wilson led militant strikers at

Douglas last year in defying a back-

lo-work order from Leonard Wood-
cock of the UAW's International

(Detroit) headquarters and from
Dennis McDermott, the Canadian
UAW director.

Canada's aerospace industry, said

Wilson, formerly employed 40 -

50.000 workers, but now can only
handles 10 - 15,000. He blamed this

decline as well as the coming layoff

or 1800 at Douglas, on the lull in the

American aerospace industry.

Followjng the speech by Cecil

Taylor, an executive officer of

Hamilton's Steelworker Local 1005,

the meeting voted to support his call

for a resistance campaign against

the present offensive of shutdowns,

layoffs and possibly wage controls,

being directed at Canadian workers.

His speech urged building the

Waffle movement, and advising

workers to occupy plants that are

faced with shutdowns or mass
layoffs.

U of T professor Melville

Watkins gave a detailed analysis of

the harmful effects of American
ownership of Canadian industry,

and criticized the major political

parties for refusing to deal with the

problem as an election issue.

"No political party" is willing to

do the necessary job of "restruc-

turing the economy" to prevent both
unemployment and the loss of Cana-
dian energy resources to the U.S., he
said. Only a "militant and in-

dependent" labour movement can
provide the necessary socialist alter-

native, he added.

Unionists (left to right) Cec Taylor, Archie Wilson,
and Dave Monie blamed the unemployment
on U.S. ownership of Canadian industry.

Developer threatens Charles St. playground
By RANDY ROBERTSON

An outdoor playground at the

Charles Street Married Student
Residence will be replaced by a row
of stores if the plans of a developer
are carried out.

Revenue Properties Corporation
Limited intends to build a one-
storey commercial development on
the playground site, and is presently

seeking Ontario Housing Corpora-
tion approval of its plans.

John Keith, a tenant who is

organizing against the development
charged that the OHC "will clearly

be siding with business against
tenants" if it accepts the "Revenue

Properties application.

OHC can only refuse the

application on "reasonable
grounds," he noted. But the grounds
for refusal do exist, he contended.

The present site is the only

playground which married students

have for their children. According to

tenant Steve Scadding there are

close to 400 children in the two by
buildings which comprise the

residence quarters. He charged that

the proposed stores will increase the

already high traffic volume and thus

increase the danger to children.

Tenant June Thibault declared

that there is no consumer need for

any more stores, as the apartment
buildings are one block from Bloor

Street and very close to Yonge
Street.

"We will not patronize these

stores if they are built," she said.

Revenue Properties has proposed
building a playground on top of the

stores but Scadding asserted this

would not compensate for the

removal of the present facilities.

Effective use of the remaining
ground-level area around the
building would be limited since it

would also be used by the public.

Scadding noted that the ground-
floor Tower Nursery School, at 35
St. Charles Street would be directly

behind the stores, facing onto an
alleyway.

If the nursery moved from this

undesirable location to the second

storey area adjacent to the planned
rooftop playground, extensive
renovations would be required.

Renovation costs of this building,

presently containing four
apartments and a recreation room,
would have to be borne by the

tenants in the form of increased

rents.

The rents are already

unrealistically high, Scadding says,

pointing out that 10 per cent of the

apartments in the two buildings are

vacant.

Revenue Properties has promised
to bear the cost of the construction

of the new playground, Scadding
says, but has not promised to pay
for interior renovations for the

nursery.

Revenue Properties already

operates the stores on the ground
floor of 30 Charles Street. Ac-
cording to the original contract with

U of T and OSHC in 1970, it

"rented" these stores for one dollar

a year for 50 years.

The developer proposes to pay

$10,000 a year to OSHC for 35

Charles Street stores. But this,

Scadding said, would only replace

the revenue lost if the four
apartments were destroyed for the

nursery school area.

The tenants have no decision-

making powers in OSHC or in

OHC. Nevertheless they hope to

pressure OHC into rejecting the

developer's bid.

The tenants are seeking a meeting
with the University of Toronto,

which jointly owns the residences

along with OSHC, to ask it to apply

pressure on OHC.
U of T assistant vice-president

Frank Stone said in an interview last

week that the developer's proposal

was "not attractive". He declared

his support for the students and said

the university is "exploring all

possibilities".

Scadding hopes to bring up the

issue in the upcoming municipal

election and a meeting with all the

Ward 6 candidates has been called

for November 15.

Relies on traditional Liberal votes

Trudeau is leader Canada needs: Stollery

With this profile of Liberal

Peter Stollery. The Varsity begins a

series on the federal election in the

riding of Spadina.

The boundaries of the riding,

Sherbourne Street on the east.

Palmerston Avenue on the west and

Bloor Street on the north, en-

compass most of U of T s

St. George campus.

Stollery: Trudeau disciple or

maverjck?

By LORNE SLOTNICK
Peter Stollery is relying on a

combination of traditional Liberal

votes and a "mod" image in his bid

lo win spadina riding in the October

30 federal election.

The former world traveller is

Irving lo cultivate the image of a

free-thinking maverick, but it ap-

pears that he has few disagreements

wilh the policies of Pierre Trudeau's

government.

Stollery says Trudeau is the

"leader that the country needs," and

a man who doesn't make decisions

for political reasons alone.

"He's a politician that's

different", he claims.

Spadina has been represented

since 1962 by Perry Ryan, who was

elecled as a Liberal, but them

switched to the Conservatives in

1969 because he thought the

government's foreign policy was loo

radical.

This lime Ryan faces Stollery, the

NDP's Bob Beardsley, Communist

Maggie Bizzell and Mitchell Borns-

lein of the Communist Party of

Canada (Marxist-Leninist).

Stollery is confident of winning by

uboul 2000 votes, and says he has

bel a "considerable" amount of

nionev on the results. He believes a

greal majority of Ryan's votes in

1968 were pro-Liberal rather lhan

pro-Ryan.

In 1968. Ryan got 58 per cent of

the 17.000 votes, wilh Ihe NDP's
Dan Heap and Conservative Vic

Bagnalo splitting the rest fairly

evenly.

The riding runs south from Bloor,

belween Yonge and Dovercourt

south of College, and to Grace

Slreel north of College. For many
years il has been populated heavily

bv various immigrant groups, and

this year aboul half of the 30,000

eligible voters are new Canadians,

mainly Portuguese, Chinese and

Italians.

Slollery speaks Italian and

French, and his campaign literature

is written in six languages.

In addition to counting on the

"ethnic" vote. Stollery is also "pret-

ty sure" that he will win the U of T
vote, estimated at 4,000.

He says Ryan was an "absentee

MP" who neglected the riding and

its Liberal association, so when he

left ihe Liberals, he took very few

workers wilh him. Stollery says he

has rebuilt ihe Liberal organization

over the past two years,

Stollery joined the Liberal Party

less than four years ago shortly after

Trudeau came to power. In the 1969

municipal election, he ran as a

Liberal and narrowly missed
becoming Ward 6 alderman.

Although Slollery is confident of

winning this lime, he is not sure who

ihe main opposition is. He says,

"we're strong right across the

riding", but admits it's a three-way

race.

His campaign is costing about

SI 2.000 of which $5,000 is his own
money. He says he started planning

to run just after Ryan switched

sides. One of his slogans is "Stollery

won't switch... he'll stay Liberal."

Stollery believes that the most

important task to be accomplished

in the election is the defeat of the

"forces of reaction". The reac-

tionaries include critics of un-

employment insurance, social

welfare schemes, and immigration.

The "forces of reaction" mainly

reside in the Conservative Party.

B"ul "even in the Liberal Party", he

admitted there are less than

progressive elements.

He boasts that the present

government is "the most radical

since MacKenzie King" in social

policies, and denies thai Trudeau is

pandering to the "welfare
backlash".

He says he realizes lhat Trudeau

sometimes contradicts himself on

social issues, but forgives him,

saying, "he has to say something".

The NDP is just another

conservative parly, in his view. This

is because the NDP's policy on any

mailer is "predictable", just like any

Conservative position. Only in the

Liberal Parly can a person be in-

dependent, he says.

Asked about the government's

response lo U.S. domination of the

economy, Slollery first replied that

ihe Liberals had taken "practical

steps'" lo mitigate this. For example,

a screening agency lo review foreign

takeovers of large Canadian com-
panies was established. Then he

thought for a moment and added

lhal he "would have liked to have

seen stronger measures." He didn't

specify what measures could be in-

sliluted. but said he felt greater

action would come in the future.

On the subject of Quebec, Stollery

called Parli quebecois leader Rene

Levesque a "creep", and termed

discussion about self-determination

Tor Quebec a "non-issue".

A two-thirds majority in a

referendum would be needed for

separation, he said. He said the

invocation of the War Measures Act

was unfortunate but justified

because il "brought home the

drama" of the events of October

1970.

Slollery lists his occupation as a

free-lance journalist, although he

hasn'l done any writing for some

years. He is a member of one of

Toronto's oldest families and is a

former managing director of the

Frank Stollery clothing store at

Yonge and Blooi

.
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Canada helps punish American dissidents
A distressing trend to use

the Canadian government
and its agencies as an arm of

the American government in

its world-wide hunt for

political opponents has
developed of late.

It all surfaced with the

revelation a few years ago that

Canadian immigration of-

ficials were turning American
draft dodgers seeking refuge

in Canada over to their

American colleagues. At the

same time, the Royal Cana-
dian Mounted Police were
discovered to be harrassing

draft dodgers resident in

Canada and on occasion
shipping them back across

the border.

The last year has seen the

Canadian government's com-
plicity centre within our court

system. Within recent months,

three activists sought by the

American government have
been brought before Cana-
dian courts.

Puerto Rican independen-

tista Humberto Pagan, Want-

ed by the Americans for the

alleged killing of the Ame-
rican colony's riot chief and

his role in anti-government

students activities, was hunt-

ed down in his Canadian exile

and brought before the courts

to face an extradition case.

Although the county court

refused to turn him over to

American authorities, the
Supreme Court later gave the

US permission to appeal the

case. As the case drag's out,

Pagan will have to live from
day to day uncertain whether
he will suddenly find that he
has been ordered extradited

to an almost certain death at

the hands of the corrupt Puer-
to Rican government.

About the same time as the
Pagan case, the American
government sought the ex-
tradition of Karleton Ar-
mstrong for allegedly blowing
up the US Army Mathematics

Research Centre in a blast

which killed one technician

when th,e bomb went off four

minutes early. Armstrong was
ordered deported even
though fellow dissidents
testified to the political nature

of the bombing. A reasoned
student campaign against the

on-campus military activity,

which failed to influence the

university administration to

close the centre, preceded
the bombing. Armstrong was
ordered deported.

And now Black Panther Ed
Hogan is before the courts.

This time, the Americans
didn't have to act. Canadian
immigration authorities acted

to extradite Hogan because
he entered Canada illegally.

The government wants to

send him back to the Ohio jail

to which he didn't return after

being given an unguarded
leave last summer. Should he
be returned, Hogan will have
to finish out his sentence for

1969 robbery in which he was
alleged to have been an
accomplice.

The cruel and unjust

persecution of the militant

Black Panthers is legend.
Many have been killed by
police bullets, often in sneak
attacks upon unsuspecting
members. Similarly, Black
Panthers have little reason to
expect fair treatment from
American courts, courts
against whose oppression of
their people they have fought.

The Pagan, Armstrong, ahd
Hogan defences have been
found not on grounds of the
alleged "crimes", but on the
basis of the political nature of

their the activities for which
the three have been charged.

Canadians should demand
that our government stop
allowing its agencies, in-
cluding the courts, to be used,
to quote Hogan's lawyer
(Charles Roach), as ((the cat's

I

i >4t I 1

Canada got its first taste of catching American dissidents when RCMP hanrassed draft dodgers.

foreign^^^paws of some
government".

Canada should offer

sanctuary to the politically op-
pressed rather than aiding the
corrupt states they are
resisting.

Every individual has the
right, nay the duty, to oppose
unjust government. By
allowing our courts to be used
to return political dissidents to

imprisonment and possibly
worse fates more for their

views than their alleged
crimes, we become complicit
in the oppression and repres-
sion perpetuated by these
regimes.

Canada must not be the
policeman of the States or any
other government.

U of T shouldn't go to closed
meeting; openness essential

On a national level, the AUCC's decision to
close its general sessions to the public cannot be
overlooked. After years of struggle to gain
openness on university bodies, students can be
forgiven if they're a little surprised by the AUCC's
sudden move to keep unofficial observers out of
their deliberations.

The AUCC public relations office in Ottawa
insists that the sessions have always been
restricted to delegates, official observers, invited
guests, and the press. The U of T Students'
Administrative Council says they've been open.

And, comments by U of T conference attendees
suggest that they thought they were open. In fact,
vice-president Jack Sword wrote SAC that the
AUCC board had unanimously agreed to restrict
this year's attendance at the conference, thereby
appearing to imply this represented a change in
AUCC policy.

At the very least, there is sufficient confusion
to make one believe that if the ruling existed before
it was not enforced. This year, It apparently will be.

Although he said he favoured an open
conference, Sword said he could understand the
board's decision in light of "the confused and
ineffective nature" of last year's conference.

AUCC Ottawa says the meetings are closed
because of limited space, although the con-
ferences are held at large hotels.

More likely sounding is Sword's comment
about the disruptions which occurred at last year's
conference. Undoubtedly, dissident student and
non-student groups which oppose current un-
iversity research policy — research often serving
Canadian and American military interests — might-
be expected to make their views known at the
AUCC meeting it the sessions were open, whether
or not they had the right to speak.

SAC has demanded that U of T withdraw its

delegation unless the general sessions are thrown
open. We agree. To do any less is to condone a
policy of secrecy which supposedly has died on
most Canadian campuses.

Evans should have

consulted undergrads

about AUCC rep
President John Evans' failure to consult any undergraduate

student representatives about his choice of the undergrad member of
the U of T delegation to the Association of Universities and Colleges of
Canada annual meeting is deplorable.

In the past, the Students' Administrative Council has been
consulted, albeit indirectly, in the selection fo the undergrad member
of the U of T delegation, with the president being automatically
selected. This year, Evans and his fellow administrators chose Cadario
as the undergrad—without consulting any undergrads.

Replying to a SAC letter protesting the unprecedented lack of
consultation, vice-president Jack Sword, writing on behalf of Evans,
said the Governing Council student representatives (who have taken
office for the first time in the interim between last year's meeting and
now) were the logical choice to represent the students. "With a
unicameral method of government, we have to rethink the process of

consultation," he told SAC.
Yet, Evans didn't even bother to poll the Governing Council

undergrad caucus to determine their choice for the delegation seat.
This despite the fact that a precedent for such consultation exists. The
new U of T Act, which created the Governing Council the
administrations is trying to use to justify Its failure to consult SAC,
requires the council's undergrad student members to elect their
representative on the Executive Committee.

Nor did Evans consult any committee or the Governing Council In

making his appointment, shattering any illusions that the student was
being chosen as a GC rep.

And, interestingly, Evans opted to consult the Graduate Students'
Union for their choice to join the U of T delegation. The excuse for this
discriminatory action— the graduate students also having Governing
Council reps— was that the conference's theme, research, was more
directly related to grads than undergrads.

However, a university's research policy significantly affects its

undergraduate teaching program and reflects much of how It regards
its social responsibility.

What Evans seems to be saying by this whole consultation-no
consultation game is that some students are worth consulting; others
are not. And, not surprisingly, those denied the right are those who
may not end up rubberstamping Evans' choice in the required
manner.

The AUCC in itself is of relatively little importance. That is not
what is at point here. The principle is that Evans has denied
undergraduate students their right to have their elected
representatives decide who should represent them, rather than having
to settle for the administrators' choice.
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Performances inspire optimism

Misanthrope plagued by schizophrenic design
Schizophrenic Is perhaps the only single

adjective that could describe The
Misanthrope as we see it this week at Hart

House. The production is so divided from
within that one wonders if any effort was
made to present Moliere's text from an
original angle. From the strangeness of the

production's design, one would guess that

this was the intention.

Directors' intentions do not always

produce coherent results whether the produc-

tions be student-run or "professional" (a term

rapidly losing its magic appeal). What the

Hart House production has turned out to be is

a more than tolerable, simple rendition of

Moliere's comedy, a comedy unfortunately

set in a confused, visual hodge-podge that

carefully avoids simplicity. It is a pity that

this clutter has to be endowed by a cast that

obviously worked hard and long to do justice

to the text.

A change in the decor and costuming
intended or implied by the author must have
some guiding thought behind it. The in-

congruity in the design one sees here might

best be expressed by the Image of Celimene,

dressed in black bell bottoms and a tailored

shirt, pouring tea from a silver tea service.

The use of modern elements is too in-

consistent to be fathomed.

What can we assume from Celimene's

outfit or from Alceste's business suit? That
her behaviour belongs to the woman of the

seventies or that he can be identified with the

grey flannel suit mentality? Both ideas are

far-fetched.

In the costuming of supporting characters,

the caricatures intended by the contemporary

outfits are easy, painfully easy, to see.

Acaste and Clitaridre are ever the twin fools

in their bright checks, and Ororrte's out-

rageous vanity is properly reflected in his

slick ensemble. However, this kind of

costuming does not justify changing the time

period, especially when the properties and
constructions have no consistency of style

whatever.

A few pillars and backdrops vaguely

remind us of the age of Moliere, whereas a
modern sofa and shiny leather chairs put the

setting in a sort of contemporary limbo.

The playing space has been informally

divided Into Celimene's salon upstage and a
narrow strip downstage which Is outside the

house. The performers are confident enough
in their entrances and exits to make this

arrangement as acceptable for the audience

Pillars and backdrops remind Hart House audience of Moliere's time modern
furniture doesn't.

as it was in Moliere's time. Space, in fact, has
been used imaginatively, both in the leveis

created on the set and the blocking of the
play's action.

Harry Lane, obvious choice for the role of

Alceste, gave us a passionate and lovable
main character. He used facial expression,

exaggerated gesturing, and vocal inflection

to create an Alceste who was often clownish
in expressing his misguided idealism. He did

not have as versatile a match in Rita Davies'

Celimene. The coquette could have sparkled
much more, above all in the series of portraits

she gives of her "friends". Here is a virtuoso

piece for an actress to exploit with all her

capabilities. The lacklustre result In this

instance can be blamed as much on the

director as on the actress. On the other hand,
Robert Joy managed to give some verve to the

bland role of the confidante, a character to

which Moliere gave a very limited range of

reactions.

The supporting performances were all

more than acceptable. Elisabeth Engelen
gave us about as much depth as can be given

to Eliante; her well-timed speech on love

made us genuinely disappointed when
Celimene bundled her off. Arsinoe came alive

in Irene Slum, whose appearance, manner,
and voice were ail d'eliciousty detestable.

These performances give us reason for

optimism as far as student-run productions

are concerned. When we consider in-

terpretation as it is realized through design,

however, let us hope that future productions

will be more "together". Ibsen and
Shakespeare should provide enough of a
challenge there.

BnnrCoImn

THE CENTRE FOR RUSSIAN

AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES
IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

presents a leciure on

FRIEDRICH ENGELS

by Alfred G. Meyer
Allred G. Meyer, Professor of Political Science at the University of

Michigan, is an outstanding specialist on Marxist theory and Soviet politics,

and the author of Marxism. The Unity ol Theory and Praclice (1954),

Leninism (1957). and The Soviet Political System (1965).

DATE: Wednesday, October 25, 1972
TIME: 4:00 P.M.

PLACE: Room 202 (Council Room) Galbraith Building

35 St. George Street all interested students invited.

unclassified
XER0XING-5c and 1-1/2c Reductions 100.

SAC PRESS In the basemenl of the SAC
Building. 923-6720

TYPING OF ESSAYS, theses. Fast, ac-

curate work. Bay and Bloor. Grammar and
spelling corrections for an additional

charge. Phone 923-8615 mornings,
evenings.

VANTAGE: five Informative minutes
created for the University You. This week,

concise analysis of crucial election

Issues. Heard Weekdays 9:30 a.m. and

3.30 p.m. on Radio Varsity.

"THE SKI GROUP-Skl Mont Ste.-Anne

Dec. 27 to Jan. 1/73. Trip includes; tran-

sportation, accommodation, meals, lows,

lessons. Price S128.00. For information

call 889-7677

TYPING, theses, essays, letters, elc. neat,

expert, tree pick and delivery at St
George Campus. 40c/page. Call Sheri ai

920-1566 alter 10 p.m.

FLAT FOR RENT: 2 bedroom, 2d. floor

Renl-only $90.00 per month in exchange

lor baby sitting, primarily between 3-6

p.m. and some evenings for 1 6 yr old.

Near Yorkdale. Ride available to and trom

U. of T. dally. Call Krys 781-8919 or at

SAC days 928-4911

SOLOMON 505 Competition Ski Bindings
(1971), like new, $40.00 I need the money
920-9687

A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250

College St. (Clarke Institute) 924-5937.

Come in and see our monthly special.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used !i

coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and D-.m-

nas. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (lur and (ur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.; til 8:00

Thurs. and Fri.

GIRL LOOKING FOR ROOMATE 2

bedroom llai, 2 tloors. lurnished, Bloor-

Bathursi area, 62.50 mo. each call Rory
532-0650 - 973-6945

BATHURST - LAWRENCE Typing at

home wanted. Short run duplicating ser-

vices also available. Special student
rates. 781-5050.

BEN'S MENS H AIRSTYLING
(specializing in long hair) In the Clarke
Institute ol Psychiatry, 250 College St..

Tel. 924-6811. Ext. 560 Special haircut

$2.00

SALE SALE SALE used furniture fot sale.

Going out ol business after 42 years.

Pearl Furniture. 29 Centre Ave. (behind

new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

PART TIME: Cook dinner for University

lamily • 3 p.m. - 8 p.m. $2.25 per hour.

South Rosedale. Phone 920-0626.

FOR SALE: Traynor custom special amp.

with a 4-12" bottom 9-yr-old Gibson 12-

string guitar with hard shell. Immaculate
condition. $400 each or best oiler. Call

331-1632.

STUDENT - Iree room and board in ex-

change (or babysitting. Two small

children. Own room and balh. Lawrence

-

Bayview area. 485-3710.

INTERESTED IN
THEATRE

AND BOOSTING YOUR
BANK ACCOUNT?

Toronto Workshop Productions

WOULD LIKE YOU TO
PROMOTE ITS 1972- 73

SEASON.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS

AND REMUNERATION CALL:

RUTH BATEY,
Tel.: 925-8640

4 C for students

XEROX
9 to 6. Mon. - Fri.

12-5, Sat.
7 Charles St. W.

(near Yonge)

967-1110

Impress

Impress is now offering after-hours I
copying at 4c per copy. This service is

by appointment only. Please call I

before 6:00 p.m., one day in advance. |

HART HOUSE
PRESENTS A

CLASSICAL
CONCERT

IN THE MUSIC ROOM

on Tuesday, October 24 at 4-00 P.m

Featuring LESLIE KINTON, piano;

ALEX ADAMAN, Cello;

YOUNG DAI-PARK, Violin

Free Jewish
University sess

\on

principles in jewish law
basic

concepts in

Halakhic process
of Response.

. with

rabbi kerzner

mon. oct. 23
one

o'clock

rm. 5020
sid smith

GELMELES
a listening chamber ol musical delights

THIS WEEK:

VALDY
NEXT WEEK:

MICHAEL GOONEY
71 JAHVIS ST. 368-0796

TEMPERS
SERVICE

PAPERS ON FILE

$1.85 per page
FOR REFERENCE AND
RESEARCH ONLY

Our Termpaper Service Is

Quick And Highly Professional

A well Qualified Staff of
College Graduates Will

Research, Write And Type

Your Order At Reasonable
Cost

PHONE 638-3559

Suite 906
12 GOLDFINCH CRT.,

WILLOWDALE, ONT.
A Canadian Company

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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Hydro won't let potential tenants renovate boarded houses before sale to OHG is completed.

Talks delay

occupancy of

saved houses
By STEWART GOODYEAR

A short walk south of the U of T, a series of

Beverley Street houses stand empty, becoming
weather-beaten In disuse, their windows
boarded.

Although there's a shortage of low-cost

housing close to the city's centre, these
residences will remain unoccupied until Ontario

Hydro completes their sale to the Ontario

Housing Corporation. Only then will rehabilita-

tion and eventual full occupation of the block be
possible.

A year has passed since the provincial government
ordered Hydro to sell the houses to OHC rather than

tearing them down.
Bounded by Beverley on the west, Cecil Street on

the north, Henry Street on the east and Baldwin Street

on the south, this land is known by both negotiators and
local residents as the Hydro block. The area has been a
contentious issue for over three years.

By the summer of 1970, Hydro had assembled the

land, intending to tear down the houses and replace

them with a massive transformer and switching station

to serve the power needs of the city's rapidly expanding
central core. But, the surrounding community is a low
rise residential area and the community's residents and
city planners both realized how incompatible with the

existing district and detrimental to it the transformer

would be. At first the city Planning Board attempted to

stall Hydro's plans, but by the spring of 1971 they

decided to allow construction. There was little residents

could do.

Then in August of last year, the Ontario

government, led by Revenue Minister Alan Grossman,

MPP for the riding containing the Hydro block, told

Hydro it would have to find another site for Its

transformer . Grossman ordered that the land be sold

to OHC which would rehabilitate the block in a form

compatible with its surrounding low-rise, residential

context. A committee of local citizens' groups would be

given the opportunity to guide OHC's policy for the

block.

Represented by these events are the issues of

expansion, development, and arbitrary planning versus

the retention of viable neighborhoods, community

organization, and control. The present situation of the

Hydro block may be seen as a victory for the latter,

although the negotiations drag on.

During the past year, a Working Committee of the

various citizens' groups of the Grange Park area in

which the Hydro block is located have come together to

help plan the future use this sector of their community.

The purpose of this committee Is to analyze and reach a

consensus on their desires for the block. The Grange

Park Residents' Association (GPRA), a number of

groups asserting the interests of the local Chinese com-

munity, the University Settlement House (which pro-

vides social services for the Grange), and the present

residents of the >tydro block sit on the committee.

There are 41 houses on the block, 24 presently

occupied. 17 boarded up. Half of those occupied have

been taken by Metro Social Services as emergency

housing. Some are rented by their original owners. All

of the houses Hydro has rented out have been

rehabilitated to minimum city standards.

A City Housing Inspection Report last winter stated

that 12 of the houses are in good structural condition th<

and 26 require major repairs. Only three were ins

considered irrepalrable. Most of the houses are two-

and three-storey brick structures, roughly between <i jr

and 100 years old. Their faults bear witness to trie tia

neolect of the past few years. wii

According to Jack Diamond of Diamond and an

Mvers. the architects OHC hired as planning con- wc

sultants for the block, all the houses along Beverley and Gr

most along Baldwin will be saved, though It is debatab e an

whether the frame houses along Henry will remain Av

standing. The architects have already drawn up a in

preliminary plan for the block. ne

It is chiefly through Diamond and Myers that the

workinq committee will Influence OHC's eventual ac- we

tions The consultants hope to receive a com- Be

prehensive summary" of the residents' desires which bl<

they will consider in relation to physical possibilities, tr<

potential costs, and OHC policy, and then draw up a in |

detailed plan for the block, said Diamond. cli

Hired three months ago. Diamond and Myers were bl<

previously known in the Grange and have good th»

communication with the working committee, having mi

participated in some of its meetings and having similar pr

desires for the block. Diamond predicted that final

plans will "mirror the local community"- Any redevelop- 1£

ment will be in terms of low-rise, low-cost, row housing to

while there will be some Infilling and slight increase in m
the block's density, all meant to blend in with ^ f
present housing, said Diamond. pr

Once the negotiations are completed and the plan

developed by Diamond and Myers, OHC, under f0

Grossman's direction, will establish a Technical H'

Steering Committee to review the plans and determine m
the actual nature of the block's redevelopment.

Priorities, funding, and rental prices in addition to the d<

physical effects will have to be considered. But, any th

movement toward rehabilitation, clearing, or con- O
struction must await the outcome of the negotiations a(

with Hydro. .

According to Kay Parsons, the GPRA hi

representative on the working committee, the com- m
munity has been "told all along" since the government's tv

decision how quickly the transfer was made. OHC's p ,

position has been that it can take no responsibility for r£

opening or markedly rehabilitating the houses at the

moment because Hydro still owns the block, said b

Parsons. Hydro has indicated that it can make no tv

changes to the houses while negotiations are in tr

progress. z<

When Hydro negotiator L. McMurtry was n <

questioned about the present situation, he denied that S |

there is any stalemate and insisted that the transfer g
should be completed shortly. According to McMurtry,

OHC spent the winter and spring deciding on their jr

options and making an appraisal of the propel ff

before presenting their first offer in mid-summer. o
The Hydro and OHC valuations of the land 0

approximately agree, stated McMurtry. The original p
owners of the houses sold "readily" to Hydro, he said, 0

often getting inflated prices for their homes; prices rose w

and Hydro ended by paying over $2 million for the a

block, an average of $60,000 per house. But, Hydro p
doesn't want only to recover the money it spent a

assembling the land. It also desires to recoup the losses

in revenue that mounted during the time It has h
maintained the houses. Thus, what McMurtry called, d
"overheads and incidental expenses (for some d
rehabilitation, guards, land taxes, et cetera), " are being ri

added to Hydro's asking price. B

McMurtry said the stumbling block in the c

negotiations is "should OHC pay for these", while d

maintaining that such considerations are a matter of n

normal transfer operations. "An exercise of internal m

accounting" between government departments, he s

labelled it.

So, although OHC is willing to pay "about two h

million" for the block, there is still a 20 per cent variation
p

between this offer and the price Hydro Is requesting, y

said McMurtry. Then, he restated that both sides >e ^
"rapidly homing in on a final figure". v

OHC negotator R. Beasley was less willing to talk,

saying the negotiations are "privileged Information". c

OHC has made an offer, he said, and is now waiting for £

Hydro's reply. The offer covers more than the

appraised value of the block. Beasley stated. He added

that he is "very optimistic" the transfer will soon be

completed.

Both McMurtry and Beasley asserted that all the

facts of the negotiations will be available to the public

once the transaction has been completed.

Grossman stated emphatically that the

negotiations "shouldn't have taken this long". He said

he has been putting pressure on Hydro to complete the

deal. The transfer should be completed "any day now"

and if not "there'll be hell to pay", according to

Grossman. Negotiations should be completed at the

latest within two weeks, he concluded.

Perhaps Hydro's belief that it should be

reimbursed by the government through OHC for the

revenue and trouble taken by the Hydro block

problems is based upon a feeling that the government
made these expenses futile.

Hydro assembled the houses quietly to avoid

public pressure, beginning in the summer of 1969 and

completing the task within a year. It had chosen the

block for its major inner city transformer for four

reasons: it would be close to the centre of downtown
expansion and could thus enable secure deliver, of '

power and lower costs for cable; the land was cheap
relative to other possible sites; the street pattern was
suitable for cable routes and contained none of the

underground interferences that would be met closer to
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the city centre; and the Grange area was zoned for

institutional use under the city's official plan.

But, Hydro neglected to consider the effect its

r nsformer could have upon the surrounding residen-

tial community. Not only would the huge, 16-storey

windowless, concrete-sided structure be an unpleasing

and stark spectacle totally alien to its context, but it

would also devour a block which residents of the

Grange had considered a buffer between their homes
and the high-rise, institutional buildings on University

Avenue. Fears were that it would lead to further

intrusions of massive development into the

neighbourhood.
Before Hydro could demolish the houses to make

way for construction, It had to apply to the city Planning

Board to have a lane running through the centre of the

block closed. But, the planning staff realized the

transformer was incompatible with the community

interests and in April, 1970 said the lane would not be

closed until Hydro proved the necessity of using this

block. It was suggested that Hydro search for a site in

the industrial area south of Queen where redevelop-

ment could Incorporate structures such as the

proposed transformer.

I Since Hydro would not begin construction until

1972 and couldn't clear the block, it became committed

I to renting the houses, taking with this the expense of

i maintaining them. Many had already been boarded and

» C owed to fall into misuse, so there was also the

problem of renovations,

i At this time, a co-operative of local residents

r formed and approached Hydro offering to rent the

I Hydro block houses, doing their own renovations and

> maintenance.

But, In June, 1970, Hydro turned the co-op offer

s down flat, saying their proportion was unworkable and

t that It would require $100,000 to put the plan Into effect.

Co-op members then attempted to confront Hydro

s administrators over the decision, to no avail.

Hydro subsequently decided to refurbish 24

' houses at a cost of $80,000 and make them available to

Metro Social Services and to general tenancy. This had
' two drawbacks: the cost was almost as great-as that

' projected by Hydro experts for the co-op venture, and it

raised neighbourhood fears of a "welfare ghetto".

> Negotiations between Hydro and the Planning

I Board continued and resulted In a meeting between the

> two in October, 1970. Here Hydro continued Its protests

' that the transformer was compatible with the area's

zoning and would not necessarily be detrimental to the

5 neighbourhood. But, the planners held their position,

f stating a view that the Grange might perhaps best be
r given a residential zoning.

During the following winter. Hydro half-heartedly

r investigated two other sites nearby, one in Huron-

B {jssex, a second on Simcoe Street in the south-east rn

corner of the Grange. A feasibility study was done on

i only the latter. In spring, 1971, Hydro approached the

il planning board once again, arguing that the expenses
I. of moving to any other site would be too great. Over the

e winter. Hydro had continued to lay underground cables

e at the Beverley site, showing little inclination to stall its

o plans and perhaps hoping to force Planning Board

>t acceptance.
s In early May of 1971, the Planning Board gave In to

s Hydro's desires. A letter to City Council by chief planner

i. Dennis Barker summarized the negotiations and the

e dilemma of the need for both power supply and the

9 rentention of low-cost, inner city housing. The Planning

Board had already begun a Part 2 study of the Grange,

e considering the possible rezoning to halt the spectre of

]e drastic development In the community. Although other

major projects couldn't be passed until Part 2 was
al finished and approved, Barker proposed that the tran-

ie sformer station be accepted.

Therefore, the obstacles before Hydro appeared to

'O have been removed. The land could now be closed and

>n preparations for the construction that was to begin this

9. year could be made. A meeting between the

'fi { immunity, Hydro, and city officials to discuss the issue

was set for August 30.

k. People continued to protest that when the

"- disruption of a residential area was at stake a

or government Instrument such as Hydro should waive its

ie desire for economy of expense. But, they realized the

Kl actual decisions had already been made, that the forum

>e would merely be a formality-

Then, In late August, Grossman, with the support

ie of Premier Bill Davis, stepped in to order Hydro to

lie relocate in a non-residential area.

According to Grossman, he took action to stop

ne Hydro as soon as the situation was brought to his

lid attention by residents' groups. The development was
he halted because it would have destroyed a downtown
«" neighbourhood which must be preserved, he said. He
to described his reaction to Hydro's plans as one of

he "outrage".

Grossman met with representatives of GPRA,
be informing them that the Hydro block was to be sold to

he OHC and maintained as a residential area. He was
ck receptive to their proposals and agreed that if local

snt groups could form a viable and representative working

committee they could advise OHC.
jid Once the election was past, Grossman's tone

nd changed from one which praised the potentials of

he citizen Involvement to one which stressed that the gov-

>ur ernment must make final decisions and that economics

wn Jfjust guide policy.

of %" This led citizens to feel that Grossman had

iap followed a policy of supporting the electors before an

/as election rather than one based on values,

the Grossman denied it. "People always say that," he
' to said.

But, the development of the working committee

continued with OHC meeting local organizations in

October to establish communication.
According to working committee and GPRA

member Parsons, the residents' association was the

leader in uniting the community groups. Finding that

more conservative Chinese organizations wanted a

formally recognized council. Parsons approached the

Social Planning Council to gain Its support and
legitimize the committee. June Rowlands of the SPC
became its chairman being non-partial and thus accep-

table to both Chinese and non-Chinese groups.

By late April this year, the committee was in

operation, meeting every two weeks. The OHC has

sent a representative to a few of the meetings, but has

played no active role. The Planning Board has been

represented by Alan Dean, who has drawn up the Part 2

report for the Grange.
The committee is presently studying the results of

a questionnaire distributed to residents of the Hydro
block during the summer, hoping its conclusions will

help them to reach the detailed consensus Diamond
and Myers require. According to Parsons, the com-
mittee has been hindered in this because it has

received no cost guidelines from either the government
or OHC.

But, some concrete advances have already been
made. When the leases on the Hydro block ended in

July, Hydro offered month to month extensions.

Dissatisfied with this, the working committee ap-

proached Grossman who assured residents they will be
given a six month's notice before being required to

vacate. The committee has also received a promise
from OHC that those forced to vacate their homes when
redevelopment occurs will be given first priority in

obtaining residence on the block once construction is

completed.
The consensus so far developed by the working

committee indicates the following desires: to retain as

many houses as possible; to have various types of

tenancy (co-operatives, family housing, rooming

houses, housing for the elderly) and perhaps some
ownership if residents may buy homes back from OHC;
to have a few commercial properties on the block; to

construct a local meeting place and community centre;

perhaps to include a day care centre; to assure that any

redevelopment will be low rise and low cost; and to

leave part of the block as a small park.

Diamond and Myers hope to receive a full report

within four weeks so that the actual planning of the

block may be completed before winter. Committee

members are optimistic about satisfying this re-

quirement. According to Rowlands, the committee are

now working as a unit, discussing their wants freely and

making progress, though it took a long while to

establish this ease and co-operation. Rowlands also

praised Dean, whose activity as a member of the city

planning staff has given a firm base of knowledge to the

committee's deliberations.

Dean's presence on the working committee

reveals wider possibilities for community action in the

Grange, for all developments there must be seen in the

context of the Part 2 plan. Finally, the community will be

zoned a low-rise, residential area to be maintained

against the encroachments of massive development.

Th»V»r«lty7

Developers have already bought up large portions of

land there. But only in the south-eastern section of the
Grange, along Queen and McCaul Streets, labelled the
"transitional zone" on the plan, will any great change be
allowed.

The Part 2 plan will be presented to the residents

by the Planning Board on November 9. Dean hopes
community reaction to the presentation will lead toward

future meetings, refining of the plan to suit community
needs and the organizing of the people along similar

lines to the Hydro block working committee to take part

in and guide the planning of the entire Grange.
Grossman described the incident as a victory for

the philosophy that the life style of people is important

and that progress "is not to be measured in terms of

concrete". He called It "another evidence of govern-

ment taking people into consideration in planning"

while stressing that a "practical" method must be found

for converting the block.

Noting that communications between him and
OHC, Diamond and Myers, and the working committee,

have been good, he said the final plans should "meet

general acceptance" from the Grange residents.

So, what was to have been a large development,

the first of a probable series of developments moving

from the line of massive buildings along Queen and

between University and McCaul to the centre of the

Grange, devouring entire blocks of homes, may have

led to the saving of the community. The city Planning

Board and the province have thrown their support to

the residents, voicing their belief that the city must keep

neighbourhoods such as the Grange. Grossman's

precedent and the new zoning restrictions will make
any new development In the heart of the Grange

unlikely.

The Hydro block issue has also catalyzed the

organization of the community as a co-operative unit,

bringing different groups together in the working com-
mittee. The success of this venture should lead to good
communication and rapport between the segments of

the community, allowing the residents to take a unified

stand against future threats to their neighbourhood.

There are many reasons for saving the Grange.

The low cost housing close to the city's centre offers an

alternative to life In a high rise, provides homes for

people unable to pay high rents and gives the city

greater variety. The Grange is becoming the centre of

Toronto's Chinese community, containing a culture

which adds greater character to the city. It offers a

gathering place for immigrants where they may find

cultural support and may adjust to Toronto gradually. It

has been argued that such residential neighbourhoods

in the centre of a city reduce its crime and humanize its

nature.

Therefore, the saving of the Hydro block

represents not only the rentention of some needed

housing and the defeat of one developer, but may lead

to the stabilizing of an entire inner city community. It

may lead to the residents taking an active part in the

planning of their neighbourhood.

But, whatever the eventual future of the Hydro
block, there will be no concrete results from the

community's efforts until Hydro and OHC have finally

completed their transaction.

College

LI
Baldwin

ii i r

Hydro block houses were slated for demolition for transformer and switching station until residents acted.
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Amin expelled Asians to hit back at British: refugee
A Ugandan Asian charged

Thursday night that General Idi

Amin expelled thousand of Asians

from his country to retaliate against

Britain Tor terminating economic

aid programs.

One of the first Asians to arrive in

Canada, he was speaking to an

SDS-sponsored meeting at the

International Students Centre.

He asked that his name not be

made public because of reports of

retaliation against families of those

who have criticised Amin after

leaving the country.

The speaker suggested that Amin

overthrew1 the government of Milton

Obote because he was about to be

caught misaproprialing military

funds. After the coup, Amin

promised to step down within six

months and call democratic elec-

tions, the Asian said, but this has

not happened.

Great Britain, an Ugandan ally

during the coup, later became an

enemy in Amin's eyes.after it cut off

aid.

According to the Asian Amin

allied himself with Libya, which

helped persuade him to expet Asians

with British citizenship. Later he

extended this policy to all but about

7.000 Asians who had 'Verified"

Ugandan citizenship papers.

At present 1 5.000 Ugandans do

not have citizenship papers. These

people have been threatened with

detention in camps if they do not

depart for another country.

The Ugandan Asian said that the

Asians with citizenship papers may

no want to remain in Uganda under

the prese.nl austere conditions.

He accused Amin of being both a

racist and a profiteer. He questioned

Amin's sanity, stating that Amin

based his political decisions on

dreams.

The Asian believed that Amin

fabricated the earlier Tanzanian

evasion as a pretext to force Ugan-

dan Asians to leave the country.

Under the alleged threat of invasion.

Amin set up road blocks at which

fleeing Ugandan Asians were

"robbed" of their possessions.

The speaker suggested that

Ugandan Asians faced more danger

leaving the country than staying in

it.

He also staled that countries such

as Britain, France, Japan and

Canada have voiced concern about

Amin's actions, because they repre-

sent a threat to the countries'

economic holdings within Uganda.

He pointed out that Falconbndge

Nickel Mines of Canada has signifi-

cant investments in Ugandan mines.

A Ugandan African in the

audience said Asiains in Uganda

were in an dominant economic

position.

The Asian countered that he knew

of manv jobs available to Africans

that were not filled. Some high-level

jobs were in fact already held by

Africans, he asserted.

The speaker suggested that

Uganda will be hurt economically in

the future because of Amin's ac-

tions. However an African said he

believed that native Ugandans could

take up the challenge.

Asked how long animosity has

existed between Asians and Africans

in Uganda, the Asian replied that

tense relations always existed

between the two groups.

A West Indian black told the

speaker that the Asian Indians in the

Indies enjoyed much economic

power, which they misused by dis-

criminating against blacks.

The Asian Ugandan retorted that

this was not the case in his country.

A member of the Canadian Party

of Labour blamed the present con-

dition on three main factors:

Asian control of business which

lead to exploitation; Ugandan
economic problems, and im-

perialism, mainly British, Israeli

Libvan and Soviet.

DID YOU KNOW THAT WHILE
SHAKESPEARE WAS WRITING IN

ENGLAND AND PIRANDELLO IN ITALY

WHILE STRINDBERG AND IBSEN

WERE CREATING IN SCANDINAVIA
JEWS WERE ALSO WRITING DRAMATIC WORKS.

THE HILLEL DRAMA

GROUP
May try some of these works with you

MONDAY, OCTOBER 23

8:00 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
Hot Combs

Dryers
Setters

Up to 50% off

Suggested list price

The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.
and

700 Yonge St., at St. Mary

MARTIN ONROT
presents

MdCOENI
in concert |

TONIGHT! - 8:30 p.m. - MISSEY HALL

TICKETS $4, $5, $6 plus tax

Available al Massey Hall Box Office - 178 Victoria Si.

AN ENCORE PRODUCTION

all the
latest in

fashion
and
custom-
made
eyewear

3 OPTICAL STORES*
HROUGHOUT VETIJO
ONSULT IHl M llOVV P

ONLY A FEW DAYS LEFT!
TO GET A FREE CHEST X-RAY

The Survey Continues This Week Only, So Look For The Mobile Unit At The Following Locations:

MONDAY, OCTOBER 23rd

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24th

Victoria College - North Off Charles

Street West Just East of Queens Park

In The Market Addison Hall Driveway.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25th
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26th
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27th

9.00 A.M. TO 4.30 P.M.-(CLOSES AT NOON ON FRIDAY)

West Side of Huron Street

In Front of The Textbook Store

chest x-rays are required for the following:

1 . Medical Students in All Years.

2. School of Nursing Students in All Years.

3. Rehabilitation Medicine Students in All Years.

4. Dental Students in Their Final Two Years.
ALL FIRST AND FINAL YEAR STUDENTS ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SURVEY.

All members of the University community are invited

to take advantage of this opportunity to have a CHEST X-RAY

PROTECT YOURSELF PROTECT OTHERS
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'Sick to death of King Pierre

NDPer fashes out at Liberal abortion laws
By JOHN CAMPBELL

Eleanor Pclrine, NDP federal

candidate in Eglinton riding, lashed

out at the Trudcau government's

abortion policies at a meeting Satur-

day held by the Women's Coalition

to Repeal Abortion Laws.

Stating that she was "sick to

death of King Pierre and his

henchmen", she called the

"'immediate repeal of abortion laws

long overdue".

TORONTO'S FINEST

LUaterieds
O WARANTEED

mattresses from $22.50

o SAFETY ENGINEERED
frames from $37.50

o COMPLETE BEDS
FROM $95.00

IHsia and Inui f iiiiii 1 11 : i<%

594 MT. PLEASANT RD.

489-7711

The meeting was called in order to

elicit direct responses from Metro

area federal candidates on the abor-

tion question as part of a larger

program to "inject" this issue into

the present election campaign.

Of the seventy-one candidates

invited, only seven showed up. All of

these were strongly in favour of

removing the clauses on abortion

from the Criminal Code and im-

plementing other proposals —

Toronto

Hadassah Bazaar
Wednesday. October 25. 1972
Automotive Building. Exhibition Park

9:30 ajn. to 11:00 pjm.
ADMISSION 31.00

Pre-school childten lee

Featuring Designers' Choice

Pie-owned couturier fashions:

Special Mens Boutique

Mali Values at Mini Prices

Bargains Galore, Old Tyme Movies

Follow Bazaar on
CHIN Radio - 1540

NICKELODEON
279 Yonpe at Dundas Squ£

NILLEL LECTURE SERIES
PRESENTS

RABBI DR. DAVID FELDMAN
ON

"ABORTION & BIRTH CONTROL

IN JEWISH LAW & THOUGHT"
ABOUT THE LECTURER:
Rabbi Feldman has written for and spoken widely before community, univer-

sity and medical groups concerning topics of Jewish Law and medicine. He

is the author of "Birth Control in Jewish Law" and also of "Marital Relations,

Contraception and Abortion as set forth in the Classic texts of Jewish Law'.

He holds graduate degrees from Columbia, University of Illinois, and also

Yeshiva University and the Jewish Theological Seminary.

Rabbi Feldman is currently a member of the Law Committee of the Rab-

binical Assembly and also a Fellow of the Institute of Society, Ethics and Life

Sciences. His most recent appointment is as Consultant to the President s

Commission on Population Growth and America's Future.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 29
8:30 P.M.

HILLEL HOUSE

HE VICTORIA COLLEGE MUSIC CLUB

will hold AUDITIONS for

Hs MAJOR MUSICAL,

99

"LITTLE ME
by Neil Simon

IN THE MUSIC ROOM AT WYMILWOOD ON:

Vic Students Only

Tuesday, October 24-11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Wednesday, October 25-1 p.m.-4 p.m.

Thursday, October 26-1 p.m.-4 p.m.

Open Auditions

Thursday, October 26-7 p.m.-10 p.m. (Terrace Room)

Friday, October 27-11 a.m.-3 p.m.

derived from the report of the Royal
Commission on the Status of
Women.

The four NDP candidates who
arrived, Pelrine, Mary Boyce (St.

Paul's), Mike Copeland (York Cen-

tre) and Bob Beardsley (Spadina),

restated the party position on
women's issues, which includes the

establishment of industrial day care

centres.

Aline Gregory or the Women for

Political Action Party, running in

Rosedale. spoke against workplace

day care because it would make
female workers too dependent on

their employers.

Besides the candidates, a panel of

experts addressed the audience,

which was largely sympathetic to

repeal of the abortion laws. A few

members of the Students for Life

Movement, who oppose abortion,

participated briefly in the dis-

cussion, but then departed to

demonstrate outside the building.

Panelist Stan Gershim, director

oT the Abortion Counselling
Association, criticized those who
opposed abortion law repeal for not

being equally concerned with other

issues such as the war in Vietnam, or

what he termed the possible im-

pending "environmental
catastrophe".

Dr. Esther Greenglass of York
University, who is studying women
who have had abortions, declared

"any law which discriminates

against women should be changed".

She pointed out that present laws

permit abortions only under certain

circumstances and only if a com-
mittee of three professionals agrees.

This. Greenglass asserted, was a

form of "treating women as
children", implying thai women are

incapable of making moral and

practical judgments on abortion.

Dispute resolved by SAC,

speeding readers to get course

If you have the time we
might have a job for you!

Part time work available

days, evenings and Satur-

days for men as drivers,

helpers and warehouse
assistants. We also have

need of male and female of-

fice clerks.

Phone Mr. A. N. Fitzgerald

at 366-9357

By ANNE SCHULTZ
A dispute which threatened to

prevent the offering of a campus

speed reading course seems to have

been resolved satisfactorily.

The original difficulty arose

when a London company, Com-
munications Services, unilaterally

decided to hold three of the

scheduled five classes at seven

o'clock on Monday, Tuesday, and

Wednesday, SAC, which was

handling arrangements for the

courses, discovered the university

had no projection facilities

COPIES
WADE
ON

XEROX

coiieqe
copu

EQUIPMENT

EACH
1st thru 5th

copy per original

5
C

76 CHARLES ST. W.
923-8115

85 EGLINTON AVE. E.

486-8663

C£fU-OX BINDING

FREE COLLATING
WHILE-U-WAIT OR OVERNIGHT

QUALITY GUARANTEED

EACH
6th thru 10th

copy per original

EACH
11th and additional

copies per original

20%STUDENT
DISCOUNT *W /O

(TO STUDENTS ON
STUDENT WORK)

NOTE;
FEDERAL (12%) NAD PROVINCIAL
(5%) SALES TAXES APPLICABLE

ON ALL WORK

REDUCTIONS

CHARLES ST., W.

Maximum original size 24" x 36"

MON.-THURS. *30 AM WM
FBL, SAT 830 AH - 6PIIHOURS:

Our Rote In World Development

SERIES HELD AT THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE

33 ST. GEORGE ST.--7:00 P.M.

Oct. 25; Mary Fletcher, from the Department of Exter-

nal Affairs, speaking about CIDA and Canadian'

government policies in world development.

Nov. 8: Grant Wanzel, CUSO, a critical look!

Nov. 15: Dr. K. Hockin, from the Ecumenical Institute,

speaking about the Church's role in world develop-

ment.

Nov. 22: Prof. Helleiner, from the Department of

Political Economy, U of T. A critical look at Canada's

role in world development.

Nov. 29: Darrol Bryant, author of "A World Broken by

Unshared Bread", speaking on world development

from a theological perspective. (To be confirmed)

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

PLEASE PHONE 923-9727

available.

The company also instructed

course applicants to make cheques

payable to SAC without first getting

SAC's permission. The council had

merely agreed to collect cheques,

not handle the bookkeeping and

banking for Communications
Services.

According to SAC services

commissioner Bill Steadman, SAC
is no longer doing the bookkeeping

for the profit-making course. Two of

the classes have been dropped
because of insufficient enrolment, he

said, while screens and projectors ha

ve been obtained for the remaining

classes.

Approximately 95 students are

enrolled in the course, while another

25 were turned away after Steadman

tried for a week to get in touch with

promoter Elwood Lemon to iron out

the difficulties.

It is possible that the course

may be offered again in the new year

if enough interest is shown, Stead-

man says.

1/2 CARAT
DIAMOND RING

Your choice ol twenty-live exciting

styles. Yellow or while gold In-

cludes: — diamond ring, matching
wedding band, registered appraisal
certificate and insurance.

20% Student Discount

with ATL card

HUGH PROCTOR & Co.

Jewellers* GemmologisK

"1430YONGEST.

PATIO DE0R0 PUZflo 921 7702

Just South ol St. Ciai

RECYCLE

YOURSELF

WHO ARE YOU?

THE QUESTION!

spend lunch with ns

and we'll present a

new avenue of attack.

SID SMITH ROOM 1091

WED. 11:00

Divine Principle Movement
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UNITED APPEAL

Members of the University may make

contributions to the 1972 United Appeal

campaign at the following student coun-

cil offices:

SAC Building 12 Hart House Circle

Engineering Store NEW Location on second door of

Ihe Old Press Building south of

old Physics on King's College Road

Erindale SAGE Office

Scarborough SCSS Office S303F

SI. Michael's Student Union Office Brennan Hall

Victoria VUSAC Office Wymilwood

SAC Council Meeting

Wednesday, October 25 7:00 p.m.

MUSIC ROOM HART HOUSE
Agenda: Discipline

Bobby Seale Speech
Constitutional Amendments

SAC COMMISSION MEETINGS

SERVICES Today 7:30

FINANCE Tuesday 7:30

SAC Office

Additional members are needed on all SAC Com-

missions. . . ,

Contact the SAC Office if you're interested.

NOTICE TO ALL CAMPUS GROUPS

At Wednesday's Council Meeting, the SAC Con-

stitution Committee will propose a formula whereby

University Groups and Clubs that have been

recognized by the SAC University Commission may

receive SAC financial grants. This formula, which has

NOT yet been approved by Council, provides for a

strict procedure in applying for such grants, in-

cluding a detailed budget submission to the ap-

propriate SAC Commission and the Finance Com-

mission prior to consideration by the entire Council.

For additional information contact either Ross

Flowers (Vice-President) or Vince DeAngelo (Finance

Commissioner).

ABBIE HOFFMAN
Anyone interested in going to an Under Attack taping of

Abbie Hoffman in Buffalo (cause he can't get into Canada)

on Wed. Oct. 25 leave your name at the SAC Office or con-

tact Services Commissioner Bill Steadman at SAC.

SAC.

A bus will be chartered if there is sufficient response; you

will have to pay part of the cost.

BUFFALO OCT. 25

LEGAL AID

On the second floor ot 44 St. George St. is located the Campus

Legal Aid Centre. The centre, run by funds obtained from the S.A.C.,

provides a wide range of legal counsel and advice. One of the main

areas of concern is the landlord-tenant acl. since many legal dif-

ficulties eminate from Ihe abuse ot this piece of legislation. The

centre is run by student volunteers from the Faculty of Law, whose

time and dedication allow the programme to continue to operate.

Never fee! that any ditficulty is too minor to handle. In fact, much of

their work is processing legal torms for various purposes. In an ef-

fort to provide added service this year, a lawyer is being com-

missioned to aid the centre for a (ew hours per week. Such an effort

will provide added expertise to the facilities already available.

If ever you need legal help, the Campus Legal Aid Centre is here

to help you. Any student with a legal problem is encouraged to

make full use of this SAC sponsored service. II is on the second

floor ot 44 St. George St. The Phone number is 928-6447.

CHRISTMAS
SAC FLIGHTS

LONDON, ENGLAND

Dec. 15-Jan. 3

Dec. 21 -Jan. 7

$169 RETURN
If booked before Nov. 1

($179 after Nov. 1)

BOAC

VANCOUVER

Dec. 20-Jan. 3

$129 RETURN
CP

AMERICA

Stopovers in Panama,
Columbia, Ecuador, Peru, and

$390 RETURN

For further information

contact AOSC
44 ST. GEORGE ST.

962-8404

SAC

Phone

928-4911

SACircuit
volunteer

Corps

The S.A.C., through the Services Com-
mission, is helping in recruiting people for

various volunteer service organizations. One
project presently being organized is the High
School Tutoring project that is being co-
ordinated with the Big Brothers of Metro
Toronto. Anyone interested in tutoring a high
school subject for two hours a week, leave
your name and phone number at the S.A.C.
office. For further information on this and
other .projects, contact BILL STEADMAN,
Services Commissioner, at 928-4911.

Information

Services

SAC is running an

extensive information

service for students,

operative daily from 9

a.m. to 9 p.m. (4:30 on

Fridays). This is

available to any
student facing
bureaucratic problems

or other difficulties on

campus (as well as in-

formation on campus
evenfsT~Cdme in to the

office (12 Hart House
Circle) or call 928-

4911.

STUDENT DIRECTORY
Anyone who wishes his name deleted from the

student directory should notify the SAC office no

later than October 27.

U of T Info Needs You
The Communications Commission of SAC is currently

investigating the possibilities for implementing for a com-
puterized information service called U of T Info. We are

looking for people who Would be interested in working on
putting this into practice. Computer experience is not a
necessary prerequisite. If interested, call John Helliwell in

the SAC office or leave your name and phone number with

the receptionist.

SACircuit
SACircuit will be a regular feature of the SAC Com-

munications Commission to keep you informed about
what's happening at SAC. Your comments and
criticisms are encouraged.
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Polo Blues win 2 games
Waterpolo Blues downed York 14-9 and Ottawa 18-9 at

Queen's Saturday. Blues' Chris McNaught was the

outstanding Toronto player.

Soccer Blues stop McMaster 1-0

By JOHN COBBY
The soccer Blues returned to

Varsity Stadium Saturday after a

four game road trip and proved once

more to be unhospitable hosts by

defeating the league-leading

MacMaster Marauders 1-0.

The contest was the most exciting

of the season, pitting the irresistible

force (the Marauders - 40 goals

scored) against the immovable ob-

ject (the Blues - only 3 goals con-

ceded). The old conundrum was
resolved in favour of the immovable

object.

The Blues, smarting from their

poor midweek performance at

Brock, pressed immediately, well

aware of the need not to allow the

potent Marauder offence an op-

portunity to organize.

Bruno Bruni hit a free kick to

Mario DaRosa, who shot narrowly

wide, tangible indication of the

vitality in the Blues' own forward

line. Giuseppe D'Aantoni was flying

down the left wing and Hillier ex-

ecuted strategic crossfield runs,

opening up gaps in the McMaster
defence.

Early in the game, Oldfield found

himself in one such gap, but elected

to pass when a shot may have been

more useful. For all the pressure and

enterprising play, a quick goal was

not forthcoming against the quick-

tackling McMaster side.

The Marauders inevitable broke

free of their early chains to attack.

But these initial trials on the Blues'

defence gave indication that the

league's leading scorer, Brian Pirie,

was to have a frustrating day against

the close marking of Blues' captain

Tim Burns.

Indeed, all members of the

Toronto rearguard gave their op-

posite numbers little time or space in

which to operate effectively. Only on

one occasion, when the ball

skimmed (harmlessly, it turned out)

off the head of Ed Carter, was there

any menace to the home team in the

opening passages. Bob Cazzola was

on hand to clear.

At the twenty minute mark a

canny through ball from Ian Harris

put DaRosa in the clear, but

Marauders' goalkeeper intelligently

left his goal to narrow the angle and

severely limit the forward's chances.

Nonetheless he was happy to con-

cede a corner from the solid shot.

Toronto was now beginning to carry

the play.

After 37 minutes a Marauder
defender fouled Cobby 25 yards

from goal. Bruni struck a low free

kick towards the right goal post

which proved to be loo much for the

keeper to handle, and Harris was on

hand to slip home the rebound. For

the third time in as many games
Bruni and Harris had converted a

free kick into a goal in identical

fashion.

The McMaster squad, known for

its "never-say-die" attitude and

ability, reacted to the setback by

launching a series of offensive raids.

Rugby Blues beat Trent; even league record
The Rugby Blues team evened its

league record at 3-3 with a 28-4 win

over Trent in Peterborough
Saturday.

In a demonstration of strength

and balance, the Blues scored six

tries, three each by the backs and the

forwards.

While the team's play was at

limes brilliant, the consistently well-

disciplined good play which earned

last week's win over Queen's was not

in evidence.

However, potentially costly

mistakes and unnecessary penalties

were loo much in evidence.

Toronto quickly opened the

scoring. Strong rucking by the

Blues' forwards won the ball near

the Trent goal. The ball then moved

quickly out the back line lo the

wing, and Richard Brooks powered

his way in for the First try.

Shortly after, James MacDonald

lathered up a loose ball after a

tackle near the Trent goal-line and

dove in for the second score. A

period of relatively scrappy play

followed.

Toronto was ihe first to recover

its poise. Blues' Davis Amborski

emerged from a maul inside the

Trent 25 yard line with the ball in his

arms and green-shirted followers

trailing behind. He lunged across the

line to give the Blues a 12-0 halftime

lead.

As the second half began,

Amborski scored again — this time

from a shorl penally in the shadow

of Ihe Trent goal posts. Rick

Hodder converted.

The Blues forwards has solidly

established themselves in ihe first

hiilf. taking vigorous command of

scrums, rucks and mauls.

In the second half the backs came

into their own as they returned to

the aggressive straight-ahead run-

ning which has been the hallmark ot

their past successes.

Rick Hodder scored a diving try

on a strong run on the blind side,

and Rodger Wrighl concluded -the

FASHION
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OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;

SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

Toronto scoring after outrunning

Trenl defenders for a loose ball in

the in-goal area. Hodder again con-

verted. Trent then managed a late

lr\ lo make a final score of 28-4.

The Blues second team brought

their league record to 4-2 by

defeating iheir Trent counterparts

1 7-6. In the first hall", standoff Scott

McClure shed several tacklers to

open the scoring. Duncan Taylor

converted.

Trent coach Paul Wilson a former

U of T athlete of the year, kicked a

penalty goal to make the halftime

score 6-3.

The plav moved quickly from end

lo end for the majority of the second

half, and ihe game's outcome was

uncertain until nearly full time.

However, a try by Michael Eldred

and a penalty goal by Taylor put the

game out of Trent's reach. Wilson

kicked a second penally goal for

Toronto, and a final Toronto try by

Bob Oourlav frosled the cake.

• • • •

Hive U of T players were selected

to plav with the two Combined

Universities all-slar teams for

games played in Varsity Stadium

last Wednesday night against On-

tario all-slar teams.

U orT centres Rick Hodder and

Rodger Wright played with the

Universities' A Team against On-

tario Select. The match produced

some superb rugby as the defending

inter-provincial champion Ont?no

team managed a 26-0 win over the

universities.

The margin was wide, but the

collegians acquitted themselves well

against a larger and more ex-

perienced side. Former U of T cap-

lain Geoff Ellwand was the obvious

outstanding player among the On-

tario Select forwards.

The Universities' B Team
defeated the Ontario Under 23

Select Team 9-3. Toronto players

were John Barclay at second row,

John Drummond at scrum-half and

Ian Lindsay at sland-off.

The game was marked by flashes

of hriltianl individual effort, but also

by considerable scrappy play and

imprecise kicking. Blues' wing

forward Neil Sorbie, playing with

the Under 23\s was a standout with

ihe Ontario learn.

The Blues next game is

Wednesday night at 7.30 in Varsity

Stadium against a team of seasoned

U of T Old Bovs.

But. with Herb Dubsky playing a

very effective spoiling role, ihe

Toronto team survived the period of

assault with their lead intact.

The second half started similar to

the first, with Blues attacking. A
right wing cross from DaRosa
skidded near the Marauder goal, but

neither Hillier nor Harris could get

a foot to the ball. Under pressure,

Mac's Salciccioli gave up the ball to

D'Antoni, but his shot was slightly

high.

The Marauders, desperate for a

goal, pushed forward but found the

home defence in an uncompromising
mood. If they tried attacking down
the wings, the forwards found Caz-
zola and Carter ready to deal with

them in a merciless, but clean

manner. If they ventured down the

middle neither centre striker could

escape the attentions of Dubsky and

Burns. With Bruni working very

hard lo harrass and disrupt the

McMaster midfield, the only shots

Toronto keeper Jack Brand had to

deal with were speculative and

lacked conviction. Despite the

pressure, ihe visitors were unable to

create any real chances.

However all the play was not in

one direction by any means. Harris,

skilfully playing a deep-lying role on

the right wing was ihe spingboard

from which Blues set up several

sharp counter-attacks. On one break

a pass to Hillier was relayed to Vito

Polera who ran 20 yards before

hilting a powerful drive past the

near post. With DaRosa able to hold

the ball against one or two
defenders, the Blues were potentially

dangerous at all limes.

The last part of the game settled

into Ihis general patterns with the

Blues' defence absorbing every

threat, despite frantic changes of

position and personnel by the op-

position. At the final whistle a very

frustrated McMaster team left

Toronto with no goals to add to

their fine record.

The win puts the Blues in a

powerful position to retain their

Western Division championship.

Even though it has defeated its

closest rival, the team must still be

careful not to take opponents lightly

in ihe remaining four games.

NOW APPEARING:

Wayne Cochrane

and His

C.C. Riders

2 Rooms - 2 Dance Floors

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN

Spadina at College

AMERICAN
AFRICA

Where It AllCame From

Get It With

Wilson Picken

Ike & Tina Turner

Santana

Bonds Tightly Tied - Musical Fire- Sound To Sound

0ISE

TUESDAY EVENING

CINEMA
Tuesday, Oct. 24

7:30 SOUL TO SOUL
• Ike and Tina Turner

• Santana
• Roberta Flack

• Wilson Pickett

in Ghana

9:30 ZACHARIAH

OISE AUDITORIUM

252 Bloor St. W. at St. George

Admission:

$1.50 at 7:30 (Both Shows)

$1.00 at 9:30 (2d Show Only)

SPONSORED BY
G.S.S.A.-O.I.S.E.
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Blues win; face Ottawa next

ft

By PAUL CARSON

KINGSTON — The football Blues gained

a berlh in the OUAA Eastern Section

playoffs with a 27-13 victory Saturday over

Queen's Golden Gaels.

Varsilv will meet University of Ottawa

Gee-Gees this Saturday since Ottawa clinched

first place bv outlasting Carleton 31-14. Ot-

tawa gains home Held advantage by virtue of

its two victories over Varsity during the

regular schedule.

Blues ended four years of frustration at

Richardson Memorial Stadium with a solid

display or basic football and innovative

coaching that ruined homecoming for about

Q.000 shivering Queen's fans, many of whom

departed before the final gun.

Varsiiv coach Ron Murphy elected to take

the wind in the first quarter and Blues' revised

game plan immediately produced results. The

coaching staff had decided to discard the

explosive shotgun formation that produced

ihe 46-18 result three weeks ago in favor of a

more conventional T-alignment, but with the

added wrinkle of two men in motion on

almost everv play.

"The new formations gave us almost the

same passing options as the shotgun plus the

ability to have two running backs when we

wanted to stay on the ground," Murphy

explained in the Varsity dressing room after

the game.

"We assumed that Queens would have

carefully prepared a defence for the shotgun

so we gambled on using a formation they

haven't seen. As it happened, they tried to

pick up the motion and left themselves

vulnurable to our running attack."

In fact, Gaels did stick with five deep backs

io counter Blues passing, so Varsity went to

the ground game, rushing 40 times for 182

vards and 18 first downs. Libert Castillo

"provided 118 yards on 20 carries and Cor

Dorel added 53 more from 12 rushes.

Blues also developed a new defence,

essentially five linemen and two linebackers to

slop Queens powerful running attack plus

another linebacker teaming with a halfback to

stop Gaels' flanker Stu Lang.

Both units played to almost textbook

perfection as the offence scored the first two

times it had the ball and the defence held

Queens to but two field goals for just over 57

minutes. When Gaels finally got a touchdown

late in the fourth quarter, the game was effect-

ively already over.

Queen's refused to pass against the brisk

wind in the opening quarter and Blues

tenacious defence forced a series of 25 yards

punts that gave the offence excellent field

position.

Varsity's offensive line was quick to

capitalize on the opportunities as center Rein

Enno. guards Charlie Wright and Bruce

Parrack. and tackles Jake Lipsetl and Mike

Sokovnin opened wide holes for Castillo and

Dorel.
, ,

. .

Doret capped the 49 yard drive by breaking

a tackle on the one and driving inlo the end

zone with a courageous second effort.

Four minutes later Blues were back and

quarterback Wayne Dunkley used a play

action fake to spring tight end Esteban An-

drvjowicz for an easy 14 yard touchdown

catch A Tumbled snap ruined the convert but

after eight minules Blues led 13-0 and seemed

lo be turning the game inlo a rout.

However, on the nexl Varsity series rookie

flanker Mark Ackley dropped an apparent

touchdown pass and Queen's cornerback Joey

Pal intercepted Dunkley on the next play.

Suddenly Queen's had momentum and ex-

cellent field position and it seemed like an

agonizing replay or last year's game when

Blues squandered a 16-point lead.

Gaels rallied off three consecutive first

downs but Blues defensive line of ends Jim

Nicolelli and Walt Dudar plus veteran tackles

Jim Blainev and Jon Dellandrea stopped the

drive al the Varsity 14. Queen's had lo settle

Tor a Doug Cozac field goal but immediately

threatened again when Castillo fumbled on

the next plav as the quarter ended.

With the wind now at his back. Gales

quarterback Tom Taylor went to the air but

linebackers Hartley Stern, Bob Bloxham,

Alex Markobfada and Guido lantorno

stopped a key screen pass and Queen's had to

again sellle for a Cozac field goal.

Alex Morris intercepted Dunkley on the

nexl series lo sel up Gales at the Varsity 22

but halfback Doug Ball immediately

cancelled that turnover, picking off Taylor's

errant pass. Peler McNabb stopped Queen's

next drive with an interception and runback to

the Varsitv 35; an exchange of punts left Blues

on their own 10 yard line but the defence had

limited Queen's to only three points during

the first twelve minutes of the quarter.

Dunkley reversed the pattern of the entire

quarter on the next play, sending Castillo out

of the backfield and straight up the middle of

the field on a pattern Varsity had not used

previously in any game situation. Queen's

defenders were still looking for the run as

Dunklev hit Castillo with a perfect pass and

the fullback rambled 84 yards to the Gaels 16

— ihe longest pass and run play in the OUAA
this vear.

Castillo, appropriately, finished the drive

with a short touchdown run over left tackle at

13:54 and Varsity led 19-6.

Taylor went lo the air in a desperate

attempt to score before halftime but an illegal

motion penally stalled the drive. Cozac's field

goal attempt hit the left goal post and

bounced awav.

Al halfiime Blues had that 19-6 lead and a

259-173 advantage in total offene. However,

Blues' Billlnghurst (18) and Bloxham (50) bring down Gaels' Hadden (27)

lantorno was lost for the season with torn

knee ligaments suffered late in the second

quarter.

Gaels decided lo give Blues the wind to

open the third quarter, gambling that their

defence could hold Varsity in check until the

final period when Queen's would have the

advantage. Blues unfortunately co-operated

as Dunklev served up interceptions to Darryl

Penner. Morris and Cozac on Blues first three

series. However, with rookie Chris Sammut

replacing lantorno, the derence stopped

Queen's attack cold as Bob Billinghurst

recovered a fumble and McNabb made his

second interception.

Offensively, all Varsity could produce was

Mike Sokovnin's 56-yard single and Gaels

entered the fourth quarter with the wind and

trailing only 20-6. Al that time, two

touchdowns did nol seem like a very com-

fortable lead.

However, unlike his Queen's counterpart,

Dunkley was willing to pass against the stiff

wind and immediately connected with An-

drvowicz for 60 yards down to the Gaels* five-

yard line. Dunkley snuck over two plays later

Taylor and Gaels backup quarterback

Raoid Serebrin iried to pass Queen' sback

into contention, bul McNabb's third in-

terception and an unsuccessful third down

eamble maintained Varsity's margin. Half-

back GeofT Hamlin finally ploughed over

Blues' goal line at 12:08 but it was far too

little and much too late.

Castillo and Dorel provided key yardage

after ihe short kickoff and Blues successfully

ran out the clock amid ecstatic cheering from

a group or about 150 U of T students and

former Varsity players.

Ironically. Queen's enjoyed a slight edge in

the final statistics, rushing for 195 yards to

Blues 182: Taylor and Serebrin completed 15

of 29 passes for 193 yards while Dunkley was

10 of 23 for 212. Andryjowicz led all receivers

with 97 yards from five catches, while Lang

evaded his double coverage Tor five receptions

and 64 yards.

Each team gained 24 first downs and both

punters averaged a respectable 32 yards

despite the wind.

Toronto captures OUAA frock championship
The University of Toronto won the OUAA track and

field championshipSaturday in Windsor. It is the first time

sice 1967 that a U of T team has won the Tait McKenzie

Trophy.

Toronto's Bruce Simpson won ihe Hec Phillips Trophy

as the meel's mosl outstanding individual. Simpson set a new

OUAA pole vault record of I7'2.25". The last person to win

the trophy for Toronto was Bruce Kidd in 1962.

Members of the Toronto team won six first, Tour second,

and seven third place finishes in scoring 160.5 points. Western

was second with 126, and Queen's third with 88.

Toronto coach Andy Higgins said yesterday that "the

enthusiasm of the team was tremendous". He said that the all-

day rain in Windsor affected the meet, "especially the

ihrowjng events". "People were sweeping water off the

throwing area", he added.

Higgins said thai " with all the conditions considered it

was unbelievable that we did so well". He credited mainly the

team's spiril in overcoming the adverse conditions to capture

Toronto's first championship in six years. Waterloo has won
the championship for the past four years. (Windsor did not

win ihe championship last year, as reported here on October

16.)

Of the nine teams competing at Windsor, Waterloo

finished fourth with 70 points, York fifth (57), McMaster

sislh (39.51. Windsor seventh (20), Laurenlian eighth (13) and

Brock ninlh (10).

The rollowing are the results or the first, second, and

third place finishers in each event.

lOOmetres: 1. Hugh Fraser, Queen's, I0.9;2. Bob

DcGroot. U of T, ll.I;3. Peter Spitz, U of T. 11.4

200 metres: 1. Hugh Eraser, Queen's, 21.9; Terry

Rotondo." Western, 22.5; 3. Dave Howse, U of T, 23.0.

400 metres: 1. Tony Powell, York, 49.3;2. Dave Walter,

Windsor. 49.4*. 3. Gerry Feeney, U of T, 49.5.

800 metres: 1. Frank Aguanno, U of T, 1.53.8; 2. Larry

Revnolds. York, 1.54.2; 3. Walt Sepic, McMaster, 1.55.5.

1500 metre: 1. Grant McLaren, Western, 3. 54.4;Walker,

Waterloo. 3.58.4: 3. Paul Glynn, U of T, 3.58.5.

3000 steeplechase: 1. Brian Stride, Brock, 9.16.0; 2. Joe

Sax. U of T. 9.19.2; 3. Jed Chinneek^estern, 9.20.1.

5,000 metre: 1 . Grant McLaren, Western, 14.43.5; 2. Ken

Hamilton. York, 14.51.4; 3 John Sharpe, U of T, 14.54.5.

10.000 metre: 1. Ken Hamilton, York, 30.01.3;2. Dave

Northev. Waterloo, 30.06.5; 3. Peter Pimm, U of T, 31.06.0.

110 metre high hurdles: I. George Neeland, Waterloo,

14.8:2. Dave Jarvis, WQueen's, 15.0; 3. Price, Queen's, 15.7.

400 metre high hurdles. 1. Dave Jarvis, Queen's, 53.6; 2.

Moses Kigara. York, 56.4; 3. Avo Albo, U of T. 56.8.

4 x 100 metre relay: 1. Queen's, 42.7;2. Toronto (Spitz,

Johnson. Howse. DeGrool), 42.9; 3 3. Western, 43.5.

4 x 400 metre realy: I. U of T (Johnson, Colbert,

Aguanno. Feeneyf, 3.20; 2. Queen's, 3.22; 3. Western, 3.22.4.

Discus: I. Grant Tadman, 153'5,5", 2, Harvey

Barkauskas, Western. I44'll.5"; 3. Derek Doidge, Windsor,

I34'8.5".

Shot Put: 1. Grant Tadman, U of T, 50.10.75"; 2.

Harvey Barkauskas. Western, 47*8.75"; 3. John Ongarato,

Queen's. 44'8.5".

Javelin: I. Glenn Arbeau, Waterloo, 223.1; 2. Folgo Dlla

Vedova. Lauretian, 197.1; Al Norlhcott, Western, 192.3.

High Jump: I . Ray Anthony, Western, 6'; 2. Dave Watt,

U of T. 6': 3. Erik Little U or T. 5*10".

Pole Vault: 1. Bruce Simpson, U of T, 17*2.25"; 2. Dave

Good. Western. 13'0":3. Lavell, McMaster, 12*6".

Long Jump: I . Willy Clark, Western, 22. 22' 10.25"; Bob

2. Bob Lindley. Waterloo, 22'2.75";3. Brian Anderson,

Western. 22'5".

Triple Jump: 1. Dave Watt, U of T, 47'3.25"; 2. Willy

Clark. Western. 46'4.75"; 3. Bob Lindley, Waterloo, 45'6".
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Sigmund Samuel Library worker Dave Owen was fired

the day after he became a union steward.

Hogan 'kidnapped' before appeal
By DEE KNIGHT

A former member of the Black

Panther Party who was fighting

deportation was "kidnapped" Mon-

day by immigration officials and

turned over to the FBI, according to

his lawyer, Charles Roach. Ed

Hogan, whose militant organizing

activities in Cleveland ended when

he was convicted by an all-white

jury, was "spirited away" before his

lawyer was officially notified of the

deportation decision. Roach said.

Hogan was removed from the

Toronto (formerly Don) Jail less

than two hours after being informed

of the deportation order, in what

Roach described as an illegal move.

There is by law a 15 day appeal

period, and immigration department

policy has been stated as allowing at

least 24 hours before a deportation

order is executed.

Leaders of Toronto's 70,000-

strong black community im-

mediately protested. Civil liberties

lawyers called for an investigation,

and the resignation of the respon-

sible government officials, including

Manpower and Immigration
Minister Bryce Mackasey.

Hogan's deportation hearing

ended Thursday with a "reserved

judgment" by the Immigration

Appeal Board panel. The decision to

deport was made later the same day,

and according to Immigration

Department officials, com-
municated by mail at the same time

lo all parties.

But both Hogan and his lawyer

Roach were contacted by an en-

forcement officer of the im-

migration department before they

were officially notified by the board

of its decision. The enforcement

officer came to Roach's office at

10:10 am Monday with an order

saying that "arrangements will be

made as soon as practicable" for

Hogan's deportation.

Hogan was visited by

immigration officials with the same

message at 9:30 Monday. By the

lime his lawyer's office received

mailed notification two hours later,

"he was already on his way" to

Buffalo, Roach said.

A spokesman for the immigration

Appeal Board said that all parties to

an appeal are supposed to receive

notification of a board decision "at

about the same time". It would be

contrary to this procedure to inform

the immigration department about

its decision before notifying defense

counsel, the official indicated. No
one is supposed to know the out-

come of a hearing until the parties

involved have been notified by mail,

he said.

The only explanation for the

speed of the immigration
department's "enforcement" of the

decision, was that the government

office must have received its mail

earlier than Roach did, according to

the official.

As soon as he heard that the

appeal was dismissed, Roach in-

structed his clerk to file a new

appeal to the federal court. Soon

after this, he received a phone call

from Hogan who was by then in

custody at the FBI offices in

Buffalo.

Hogan appeared in a Buffalo

court Monday on a charge of taking

flight to avoid confinement, with

bail set at $100,000.

The case was adjourned to

October 30.

Hogan intends to fight his return

to the Ohio prison, according to his

U.S. lawyer, Samuel Green.

Paul Copeland, Toronto lawyer

regarded as an expert in im-

migration law, has released an of-

ficial letter signed by former im-

migration minister Allen

MacEachen, stating that depart-

ment policy is to allow at least 24

hours before the execution of any

deportation order, after a decision

has been communicated officially to

a detainee and his counsel.

In Ottawa yesterday, Mackasey

refused to comment on

McEachern's letter. However, he

said in future he would endeavour to

see that deportees' lawyers were

informed before deportation took

place.

"I approve of what was done," he

said. The board said to move as fast

as possible, he observed.

With the case of a "convicted

murderer", he added, "that means

as expeditiously as possible."

In future, he said he would

endeavour lo see that deportees'

lawyers would be informed before

deportation took place.

Civil liberties lawyers and

representatives of Toronto's 70,000-

member black community con-

demned the move by the Immigra-

tion Department and the RCMP as

shocking, improper and scandalous.

They called for an inquiry to deter-

mine who was responsible for

removing Hogan from Canada
before his lawyer could file an

appeal-

Alan Borovoy, general counsel of

the Canadian Civil Liberties

Association, said that if Roach's

allegations are borne out, minister

By DOROTHY WIGMORE

Sigmund Samuel Library worker Dave Owen has charged his recent

dismissal as a probationary worker was for union activities, and has filed a

grievance to that effect. i

The Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE) local 1 230is holding

a special meeting today at 5:15 in the Hart House south sitting room to

discuss his dismissal.

Owen was given a letter of discharge signed by Deputy Librarian

(Personnel) Michael McCahill about 5 pm last Wednesday. Effective that

day. He received five days pay in lieu of notice, local 1 230 president Audrie

Nichols says. Ordinarily, probationary workers receive two weeks notice.

"I was fired unjustly," Owen told The Varsity, adding he thinks his

union involvement was the real reason for his dismissal.

The CUPE local executive met Monday to discuss the dismissal and

decided to hold a meeting on the issue. They also filed a grievance with the U
of T manager of management-labour relations, John Parker, on Owen's

behalf yesterday. In the grievance, Owen contends the firing was in violation

of article 6.01 of the present collective agreement.

That article says the employer "shall not discriminate against an

employee because of membership or activity in the union or the exercise of

his lawful rights."

Owen was chosen unofficial steward for the catalogue maintenance

library workers at the union elections the night before his dismissal.

Owen began working in the library August 3 1 as a filer, grossing $388 a

month. Like all probationary workers, he had to complete a 90-working-day

trial period before he could be hired.

Filers catalogue cards at a rate of 95 an hour until 1 pm each day, a

level set by management. Revisors check filers' work and judgments are

made from the checks.

There have been "lots of intimidation, lots of tests," Owen said. During

the first week of October, filers were checked every day for the whole day.

Revisors said this was the largest amount of testing ever done at one time,

Owen added.

On October 6, the end of the testing week, Owen said his supervisor,

Carol Rappeport, told him his work was satisfactory and his probationary

period would continue.

Rappeport had told Owen September 28 his work would have to

improve or his job was "in jeopardy".

"I contested that," Owen added, "I just argued the point with her."

The evening before he attended a union meeting. He thought

Rappeporl's reprimand the morning following was more than coincidence.

Owen has talked to supervisors several times about problems facing

filers but never thought his job was in jeopardy.

Tom Bribriesco, newly-elected chief steward of local 1230, told The

Varsity he has not encountered anyone in Owen's department who thinks he

was not unjustly fired.

"All his colleagues feel the firing was unjust. And they feel that

although it is hard to prove, Dave was fired because he didn't buckle under,"

he said.

Owen approached the head of technical services, Donald Smith,

lime as other summary deportations Thursday. Smith told him the case was out of his hands, Owen said, but "he

reassured me that I wasn't fired because of union activities." He was told to

see the deputy librarian in charge of personnel, McCahill.

Owen says McCahill virtually said "as a probationary employee, you

are a non-person in the context of the union. You have no rights." He added

that the deputy librarian said he would inform Owen of the reasons for his

dismissal by the following Monday.

Last Friday, McCahill told Owen the decision would remain the same

and "to tell the story would require a book," Owen said.

McCahill had a "big file on me," he added. This was pulled out and

referred to, Owen said, as the librarian told him that "during the second

week of October, I was argumentative with a revisor and questioned her on

ihe filing." He denied that, and was not told the revisor's name.

"The administration feels they can get away with this kind of stuff

because the union up to now has followed ail the legal and necessary

procedures for these situations," Bribriesco said, referring to recent layoffs

in the library and Owen's case.

Neither he or Owen were optimistic about reaching a satisfactory

agreement.

Owen's first-line supervisor Rappeport was reluctant to comment.

"He was a probationary worker and they are required to prove

themselves on the job during that time," was all she would say. "It's an

internal matter," she added.

oT manpower and immigration

Bryce Mackasey should resign.

Borovoy said "In Canada we simply

cannot tolerate this kind of action

taking place and rendering the

proceedings and remedies of our

laws a nullity through high-handed

departmental actions. The only way

lo restore the integrity of our legal

processes is to get at the responsible

parties and insist on their immediate

resignation."

This incident occurs at the same

are being carried out against black

people suspected by the Immigra-

tion Department of entering the

country illegally.

Roach said that there were

numerous strong grounds for

appeal.

The deportation hearing was

improper in the first place, he said,

since the aim of the proceeding was

to return Hogan to the custody of

U.S. authorities — not simply to

get him out of Canada. This should

be done by extradition, not deporta-

tion, the lawyer argued, since in an

extradition hearing the defense can

challenge the original decision.

Roach accused the Immigration

Department of using deportation

instead of extradition as a matter of

policy against "political

undesirables".

AAiglin to contest AUCC board
By BRIANENASIMOK

SAC president Eric Miglin has accepted a

nomination to the Board of Directors of the

Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada,

although SAC has protested the fact that the annual

AUCC meeting will not be open lo the public.

Several SAC executives are opposed to Miglin's

accepting the nomination.

Miglin. along with U ofT vice-president Robin Ross,

was a member of the committee that chose nominees.

Ross seconded Miglin's nomination moved by student

representative, Peter Elcombe.

"I have not withdrawn," Miglin said, even though

members of his executive have expressed disapproval,

due lo the amount of lime ihe job may take.

Although Miglin is against the AUCC position on

closed meetings, he said he would rather be on the

board, instead of a student representative who would

support closed sessions.

(The present student members of the board

supported the motion for closed meetings when the

AUCC decided on the move.)

Miglin said that the SAC executive discussed the

matter, "quietly", with most members feeling that

Miglin did not have the time to spend on the board of

directors:

Communications commissioner Debra Lewis said the

executive was concerned only with the amount of time

Miglin would spend on the board. "Eric is already

heavily comitted," she said.

SAC vice-president John Helliwell, agreed with

Lewis, concluding that it was a "petty issue". Neither

seemed upset that Miglin was a member of his own

nominating committee.

In late September, the SAC executive protested the

administration's selection of the undergraduate

representative, Paul Cadario, to the AUCC conference

without consulting SAC.

If the question of the nomination is brought up at

tonight's SAC meeting, Miglin said that if anyone were

likely to bring it up, Cadario would be the one.

"He's been stirring up most of the shit", said Miglin,

who added he did not understand Cadario's

motivations.

Cadario could not be reached last night for comment.

Asked if he agreed that the board meetings would

take up loo much time, Miglin replied that there would

only be three or four meetings before his term of office

expired.

The vote on the board of directors will be taken at the

AUCC conference a week today.
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HERE AND NOW
THURSDAY

9:30 am
Five infofmaiive minutes on Radio

Varsity created lor you. Today. Professor

Meltz on unemployment. Again at 3:30.

noon

Bap with students on Governing Council.

Upper Lounge. GSU. Till 2 pm.

1 pm
The Victoria College Music Club will be

holding auditions (Vic students only) (or

their major musical, "Little Me" by Neil

Simon, today and tomorrow from 1 pm to 4

pm in the Music Room at Wymilwood.

Free Jewish University presents "Radical

Judaism" at Sid Smith No. 3045.

Engineering Placemen! Seminars —A
talk will be given on Personal Information

Forms and how lo fill them out to your best

advantage. Civil, Mech., Ind., Eng. Soc.

Sanford Fleming Building — Room 135.

3:30 pm
A study of the Basics of Christianity, with

Eilert Frerichs, in the Student Christian

Movement oflice. Hart House.

4 pm
Informalion meeting for those interested

in Canadian Crossroads International, a

short term volunteer programme in Africa.

Asia, West Indies; Pendarves Lounge. ISC.

33 St. George Street.

7 pm
Open auditions for "Little Me" Victoria

College Music Club, Terrace Room of

Wymilwood.
Celebration of the Lord's Supper, with

the Rev. Vince Goring using a Japanese

lilurgy.

7:30 pm
Free Jewish University presents "Jewish

Libido'' at Hillel House. 186 St. George

Street.

8 pm
CUSO Information Meeting: Positions lor

Medical Personnel in CUSO. Location:

Pendarves Lounge, International Student

Centre, 33 St. George Street.

SMC Italian Film Club presents

Antonioni's 1, Aventura at Carr Hill. In

Italian with English subtitles. Single admis-

sion S1 series tickets also available.

Free Jewish University: "Jewish

Eschatology" al Hillel House, 186 St.

George Street,

Israeli Dance Workshop at Hillel House,

186 St. George Street-

Showing ol award winning film The Year

of the Pig. Antiwar movie detailing the

history of the Vietnam War from the French

occupation of the fifties to the Tet offen-

sives In 1968. Innls College.

Club de Conversaclon Espagnol.

Reunion — Cada Jueves. Para Todos.

Free Jewish University presents

"Moroccan Saphardic Judaism" at Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

8:30 pm
The PLS and the Ben Jonson

Conference present Jonson's Pleasure

Reconciled to Virtue, a 17th Century mas-

que with music and dancing, at the Univer-

sity College Playhouse, 79a St. George

Slreet, Thurs.. Fri., and Sat. at 8:30. Admis-

sion Free.

TODAY
9 am

Tryouts lor Graduate Students Intra-

mural hockey at Varsity Arena. Players

should have full gear. All must have helmei.

All graduate students welcome. In-

formation: GSU, 16 Bancroft. Telephone

928-2391.
9:30 am

Five informative minutes on Radio

Varsity created for you. Today, Professor

Bucovetsky on corporate welfare bums.

Again at 3:30 pm.
noon

The Political Economy Course Union

presents Professor Christian Bay speaking

on "Academic Freedom and the Student"

in Room 2135 Sid Smith. Discussion and

coffee will follow in The Poli-Ec Lounge SS

Room 3037.

Noon Hour Jazz Concert. East Common
Room. Hart House.

Students for a Democratic Society

demonstration at Mutual ot Omaha, 500

University Avenue. Confront the Mutual

executives with petitions and demand an

explanation, for their refusal to pay

Guiseppe Sgotto.

Synergetics 73: George Thompson, of

APEO will speak on "Engineering ethics

and responsibilities". Have you thought

about it? All are welcome to altend.

Galbraith Building, Room 120.

Stop the Cutbacks committee meeting,

third door Innis College. After OFS, what?

Called by Old Mole.

12:30 pm
3 seminars on Courts and Trials. Faculty

of Law, Falconer Hall.

Seminar on Courts and Trials: Anthony

Doob. on "Psychology and the Law of

Evidence". Faculty of Law, Falconer Hall.

1 pm
Free Jewish University presents "The

Future ol Jewish Identity in Canada" at Sid

Smith No. 3045.

Career Talks: McLennan Physics

building. Room 203 — Or. Stelner

Associate Dean of Medicine will discuss

the Career of Medicine and admission

requirements to University of Toronto

Medical School.

4 pm
"

Victoria College Music Club is holding a

dance workshop in Wymilwood until six.

party with dinner following. $1.25 for

members, 50 cenls for non-members.

Dr. Donald Melchenbaum. a

psychologist from the University of

Waterloo, will give a talK on "Cognitive

(actors in behavior modification: Modifying

what clients say to themselves." Sidney

Smith Hall, Room 1069. Sponsored by the

Psychology Graduate Students Colloquium

Committee.
5 pm

Anyone interested in playing Classical

Music in small groups Is welcome to join

the Music Club at International Students

Cenlre.
7 pm

Mary Fletcher from the Department of

External Affairs will be speaking on Cana-

dian government policies on developing

countries, at the International Studenl

Centre.

Table Tennis instruction featuring

Canadian Women's Champion, Violetta

Nesukaitis. Fencing Room, Hart House.

7:30 pm
Free public lecture enlllled "The Family

An Historical Perspective" will be held at

the Faculty of Education, Bloor and Huron

Students for a
s

Democratic Society

general meeting at 46 Robert Street.

The German Club of Trinity and St.

Michael's Colleges will meet at the Austrian

Club Edelweiss, 207 Beverley Street.

Chalil Workshop at Hillel House, 186 SI.

George Street.

8 pm
Meeting of the University ot Toronto

Homophile Association. Guest speaker:

Peler Maloney, Board of Education can-

didate for Ward 6. Upstairs lounge. GSU.

16 Bancroft. All welcome

Free Jewish University presents

"Talmudic Dialectic" at Hillel House. 186

SI. George Street.

8:30 pm
Free Jewish University presents "Worlds

in Chaos" at Shaarei Tefillah, 3600

Ealhurs! Street. Room 4

Thick Crepe Sole and

Heel in Black

or Brown Leather

Only $32.99
patronsjucv—

Open Thursday and Friday Niles

C.O.D. orders accepted. Credil and Chargex cards honored

262 Yonge St. Fairview Mall
1475 Yonge St. Oshawa Shopping Centre

101 Bloor St. West Adams Apple Boutique
Shopper's Wolrd, Brampton 126 Bloor St. West

* 774 Yonge St.

"Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

ART GALLERY

WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE

EXHIBITION
Monday to Saturday, 11 a.m.

5 p.m.

Wednesday, 6-9 p.m.

DEBATE
Honorary Visitors:

The Brilish University Debating Team
Question for Debate:

In view ot the existence ol the

Multinational Corporation, the concept ol

national soveieignty is an illusion.

DEBATES ROOM 8:00 p.m., Tubs. Oct. 31

TABLE TENNIS CLUB

TONIGHT
Evening play 7-10 pm. Fencing

Room. Memberships available-

Everyone welcome.

OPEN SUNDAY
on Ocl. 29 between

2:00 and 4:00 p.m.

SQUASH
INTRODUCTORY NIGHTr

LECTURES AND SLIDES.

DEBATES ROOM
THURS., OCT. 26 7:30 P.M.

PRACTICAL LESSONS
will be arranged at this meeting

Noon Hour Concert
TODAY! NOON!

GROUP UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

ROBERT READ
In the East Common Room

GALLERY CLUB
Open from Monday lo Friday. Luncheon 12. noon-1.45, Dinner 6.00-

7.30 p.m.

Licensed under the LLBO. Hart House membership required.

BLACK HART PUB
Every Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday. 12 noon to 11.30 p.i

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

unclassified
WINTER ON WARD'S Island is beauiilul.

Wanted 2 girls to share warm furnished

house with 1 other, own bedroom. S45 or

S60. 363-6718 after 6 p.m.

HELP AN INNER-CITY STUDENT lo

finish high school. Volunteer to tulor a

student who has asked tor help. Phone:

Riverdale Youth Projecl II 465-8106

HELP! We need a woman who knows

fashions for part-time work. Thurs. and

Fri. nights and all day Saturday. Call 362-

4809 - Sid.

ASSOCIATED TYPING Service Theses,

essays - French, Latin - experienced

typists - electric typewriters, 713 Spadina

Ave. (South of Bloor) 922-7624

THE ARAB STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
invites Arab students to an acquaintance

meeting. Refreshments will be served and

students introduced. Ah Ian Washahlan
Oct. 27. 6:00 p.m. I.S.C.

RECENTLY SEPARATED MALE Grad
student (mid-twenties) seeks serious

lemale companionship. Mail particulars

to: "Varsity Ad", 30 Charles St. W. 808,

Toronto 189. All genuine inquiries an-

swered.

ABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL
REFERRAL service sponsored by

Women's Liberation. Clinic Tuesday and
Thursdays 7:30 lo 9:30 al U ol T Advisory

Bureau. 631 Spadina (al Harbord) or

phone 533-9006 any time.

PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can

help you. Campus Birthright, 469-1111

Call or come 1 :30 - 4:00 p.m.. Monday Ihru

Friday, 69 St. George.

XEROXING-5c and 1-1 /Ze Reductions loo.

SAC PRESS in the basement ol the SAC
Building. 923-6720

VANTAGE: five informative minutes
created for ihe University You. This week,

concise analysis of crucial election

Issues. Heard Weekdays 9:30 a.m. and
3.30 p.m. on Radio Varsity.-'

A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
College St. (Clarke Institute) 924-5937.

Come in and see our monthly special.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used lur

coats from 510.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202

Spadina Ave. between Oueen and Dun-
das. Good selection ol lun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (lur and lur fabric)

363-6077. open 9-6 Mon.-Sal.; til 8.00

Thurs. and Fri.

GIRL LOOKING FOR ROOMATE 2

bedroom tlat, 2 floors, lurnlshed, Bloor-

Bathurst area, 82.50 mo. each call Rory
532-0650 - 973-6945

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING
(specializing in long hair) In Ihe Clarke
Institute ol Psychiatry. 250 College' St..

Tel 924-6811, Ext S6(J Special haircut

52.00.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture tor sale.

Going oul of business alter 42 years.

Pearl Furniture, 29 Cenlre Ave. [behind

new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

PART TIME: Cook dinner for University

lamlly - 3 p,m. - 8 p.m. $2.25 per hour.

South Rosedale. Phone 920*626.
'

FOR SALE: Traynor custom special amp.
with a 4-12" bottom 9-yr-old Gibson 12-

siring guitar with hard shell. Immaculate
condition. $400 each or best ofler Call

-S31-1632.

STUDENT - free room and board in ex-

change lor babysitting. Two small
children. Own room and balh. Lawrence -

Bayview area. 485-3710
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Bell curve may be applied

Geography students may face final exams
By NADJM WAKEAM

Geography department faculty

have recommended instituting com-
pulsory exams and evaluating marks
according to a Bell curve in all first

and second year courses.

The recommendations were
adopted at a staff meeting and are

now being dealt with by the
Undergraduate Curriculum Com-
mittee, composed of three students

and two staff.

The plan will then be sent to the

Geography Departmental Council

for ratification. The council, com-
posed of 13 staff, five graduate

students and five undergraduates, is

an advisory body to chairman P.D.

Kerr.

The memorandum sent out to the

curriculum committee members
contains recommendations, based

on statistical studies carried out last

summer.

Bell curve grading and
compulsory first and second year
exams were recommended because

"three year's records show that (for

arts and science students) course-to-

course variation in average, grade,

and proportions in each grade
category have increased over the

period."

"Thus," it continues, "it is

desirable to have consistency in

standards between courses."

Specifically, the recommenda-
tions call for a final grade dis-

tribution based on the Bell curve. A
"general model of reasonable

grading practice" would have the

majority of marks in the B and C
range and a smaller percentage on

either side.

Five to 15 per cent of students

enrolled in a course will fail if the

report is implemented unamended.
The memorandum maintains this

would result in "a positive step

towards achieving consistency" in

standards between courses.

It also recommends that final

examinations worth between 40 and

60 per cent be instituted in each 100

and 200 series course.

This will ensure that some
assessment can be made "of each

student after he has reviewed the

material of the whole course" and

"in a manner whereby the work of

the whole class will be marked

systematically, rather than in terms

of small groups".

Amendments to the recommen-
dations have been proposed

by the students on the

Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee.
One amendment would allow

professors to petition for exam ex-

emptions. Another would make the

exams worth a maximum of 50 per
cent.

These amendments and the
original recommendations will be
voted on at the next Geography
Departmental Council meeting on
Monday.

However, Hans Mikolay, a

student member of the curriculum
committee, charged that in effect,

"the decision has already been
made. Several courses have com-
plied to these proposals".

"This happened last month," he
said. "It's called a memorandum,
but it's already been put into effect."

Trinity and St. Michael's reject

proposed constitution of arts union

SMC decision surprised Phil Dack of the Arts and Science union.

ByJONI SEAGER

Trinity and St. Michael's college student councils last night rejected

the constitution of the proposed Arts and Science union.

SMC student union vice-presidident Tom Hamer said that though the

union rejected the constitution, by a large margin, "we support the principle

of co-operation across campus". He added that the constitution was loo

formal, and "they(SMC union members) could see no point in establishing a

bureaucracy to coordinate other bureaucracies".

Hamer maintains that a less formal proposal would probably have been
heller received.

Phil Dack, a former field worker with the Arts and Science union, said,

"II certainly wasn't unexpected lhal St. Mike's would reject it. They have
been against the idea for over a month now".

Dack said that St. Mike's fails to see the need for structural reforms
within the university, and the need of structures through which students can
have a voice in university functions.

He said that one of the possible reasons for rejection was because " they

see such criticism, as from the left, not the right."

Trinity's student council, the Board of Stewards, also rejected the draft

constitution, by a 14 to 4 margin.

Trinity Head of College Geoff Seaborn said thai the consensus on the

board was that the union was going to be another body that wasn't needed

and would get in the way of "streamlining". He explained that there are too

many bodies in ihe faculty.

He also emphasized that this did not indicate a lack of support for course

unions, but that "the general feeling" was that the proposed arts and science

union wouldn't be effective.

All course and college unions have now voted, excepting the anthropology

union. The other four course unions and the student caucus of the General

Committee have accepted the proposals, as have the other college student

unions. SAC will be asked to formally approve the union tonight.

Hamer admitted that there was a need for coordination of information, but

there was no need for a huge bureaucracy to handle it

"We've managed this far without one; our council has, anyway", we don't

feel that the arts and science students are a homogenous enough body to

fully benefit from such an organization.

"There is such a lot of interplay between faculties that there is not as

much sense of unity among arts and science students as in professional

faculties."

Rejects opposition form U of T, UWO, and Queen's

OFS calls for province-wide fees demonstrations
WATERLOO (CUP) —

Rejecting the advice of its largest

university members, the Ontario

Federation of Students (OFS) last

weekend voted lo organize province-

wide demonstrations against the On-

tario government when the provin-

cial legislature opens next month.

The demonstration will protest

tuition fee increases and an increase

in the loan portion of Ontario stu-

dent awards.

But student council repre-

sentatives from the University

of Toronto, University of Western

Ontario, and Queen's University

strongly opposed the idea. However
some U of T reps say they will

organize a demonstration. OFS of-

ficials are attempting to get Western

and Queen's to cooperate.

The three schools produced the

largest voter turnout in the Oct 10-

12 referendum, in which Ontario

students voted overwhelmingly to

withold second term fees if the

government refuses to reverse its

policy.

Delegates to the general OFS
meeting scheduled another

National Farmers' Union may be

certified by PEI government
SASKATOON (CUP) — National Farmers'

Union president Roy Atkinson has called on the Prince

Edward Island government to pass legislation certifying

the NFU as the bargaining agent for PEI potato

farmers, following a plebiscite last weekend.

The plebiscite, supervised by the PEI government,

asked potato farmers whether they favoured certifica-

tion of the NFU as their collective bargaining agent.

They voted for the NFU 415 to 233.

"PEI potato producers have given the

government a clear directive. It now requires passing, at

the next session of the legislature, legislation certifying

the NFU as bargaining agent for PEI potato

producers," Atkinson said.

"The vote has given the NFU a clear mandate to

prepare on behalf of producers the necessary ad-

ministrative arrangements for effective bargaining and

marketing of the 1973 potato crop," he added.

The NFU has been attempting to obtain collective

bargaining rights for Canadian farmers for several

vears. No provincial government has yet seen fit to pass

legislation that provides the legal structure under which

farmers could bargain collectively for a fair price for

their produce.

PEI Premier Alex Campbell has indicated that the

government will have to study the results of the

plebiscite before deciding on any action. Campbell said

that less than half of the eligible voters cast their ballots

in the plebiscite so the government is in no hurry to act.

PEI farmers, protesting a government

"development plan" for the province's agriculture,

launched massive tractor demonstrations in August

1971. The government's reply came when NFU presi-

dent Atkinson was arrested and charged with con-

spiracy to intimidate.

The charges were dropped several months later.

gathering for Nov. 25 when they will

consider action if negotiations with

the government have not succeeded.

But in private conversations, most

delegates indicated they felt a fees

strike was not feasible because of

what they consider generally poor

turnouts in the referendum. (Tur-

nouts set records on many cam-

puses, but other university and

college student councils were

disappointed).

Delegates opposing the

November demonstration pointed

out that the schools most adamant

for the idea displayed the poorest

voter turnouts.

The action had been endorsed by

students at Trent University where

the student council opposed the se-

cond term fee boycott and instead

posed the demonstration as an alter-

native. Student voters followed the

advice, but only about 25 percent

actually voted.

The main demonstration will take

place at the Queen's Park legislative

buildings in Toronto, with sup-

porting actions in other cities.

Peter Warrian, a former president

of the Canadian Union of Students,

now a University of Waterloo

graduate student, addressed an OFS
plenary last Saturday and pointed

out that the universities with the

least lo lose through the tighter •

provincial regulations (Queen's, U
or T. Western) attracted the most

opposition to the government.

Meanwhile, the schools with finan-

cially poorer students generated less

anti-government reaction.

"Oh, what has happened to

student militancy," he mourned.

OFS delegates also ordered their

executive to investigate the feasibili-

ty of establishing a trust fund into

which students could pay their se-

cond term fees in the event of a

strike.

The OFS executive met with

Colleges and Universities Minister

Jack MacNie Monday night, but the

meeting broke up after one hour

when McNie refused to say if the

government will support OFS
demands. He said any changes in

government policy would not occur

until the next provincial budget was

brought down next spring.

Government officials said they

doubted whether the surplus in the

student awards budget would be

utilized to increase the amount of

money dispensed. They asserted that

it would probably used to defray the

large provincial deficit.

OFS coordinator Craig Heron

slated in an interview that steps ha''

been taken to set up a meeting wi

Ontario premier William Davis.
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Hogan kidnap can 't be justified

The complete disregard

for law and justice revealed by

the Immigration Department's

virtual kidnapping of Black

Panther Ed Hogan Monday
shocked many Canadians.

Recent events make it

evident that the Canadian
government and its agencies

have become increasingly com-

plied in American attempts to

reclaim and punish political

dissidents.

But, few suspected the

government would be so ob-

vious in its service of the

American government that it

would ignore federal law and

secret Hogan away before he

could launch an appeal against

the appeal board's deportation

order or even contact his

lawyer.

That decision — that

public flaunting of Canadian

law — has drawn bitter criticism

from an enraged public, not just

from radicals, but also from

liberals who believe in the "rule

of law and order".

We shouldn't have been

surprised, though. The law and

courts exist to support the

status quo — that's the people

in power. They're not about to

bend over backwards about

legal niceties when it comes to

doing something politically

expedient.

Immigration Minister

Bryce Mackasey confirmed the

government's position by sup-

porting the Hogan kidnapping.

"I approve of what was done."

he said yesterday.

Continuing, he referred to

Hogan as a "convicted
murderer" and said Hogan
could get his chance for justice

from an American court.

That's exactly what was in

dispute. Hogan contended, with

good cause, that as a member
of the militant Black Panthers
he had been convicted not for

his supposed crime but for his

political activity. And, the very
court system which Mackasey
cited as the potential source of

Hogan's justice was the in-

strument of punishment in his

political trial.

Similarly, a person does
not sacrifice his right to justice

because he's been convicted of

another "crime". Mackasey cer-

tainly knows better than to ex-
pect to excuse himself and his

department with that feeble

YES 5IK 1-'-!
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CANADIANS ARE M\6rlTY
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justification.

Nothing less than a full-

scale public enquiry into the

Hogan kidnapping is accep-
table. Not that government en-
quiries — usually whitewashes
— will prove anything we didn't

already know or alter the sup-
portative role the legal system
plays.

What it might do is force

Canadians to recognize the ar-

rogant indifference immigration
officials display toward Cana-

dian law. The petty bureaucrats
in this department regularly en-
force their own biases, not the
spirit of the law. Unnecessary
difficulties for immigrants to

whom they're unsympathetic
and sneaky attempts to get
around fair resolution of im-
migration appeals characterize
this department.

As the minister respon-
sible, especially in view of his

failure to repudiate Hogan's il-

legal extradition, Mackasey
must be forced to resign. (Let's

not forget that Mackasey was
the chief culprit in the attempt

to get Hungarian professor

Istvan Meszaros to give up his

fight for landed immigrant
status in return for a special one
year permit to stay and teach.)

And then, maybe immigra-
tion officials will be a little less

quick to due course of law in

future instances.
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Shuns party label, Ryan relies on personality
By PAT RED1CAN

MP Perry Ryan sees elections in

terms of personalities. To him the

election is a battle among the can-

didates on the riding level and

among the leaders on a federal level;

policies and parties play a very small

role.

Personalities are a very significant

factor in the campaign in Spadina

riding; this year Ryan's personality

politics will be put to the test. Ryan,

who has represented the riding as a

Liberal since 1962, is running under

the Tory banner.

Ryan's reason for changing

parties cover a wide range of sub-

jects, but they can all be boiled down
to one word: Trudeau.

"I did not like the way he ran the

party caucus. Before, under Pear-

son, you could get up and complain

about what you didn't like — that

was what the caucus was for. Under
Trudeau you weren't allowed to say

anything. I felt I was being frozen

out."

"[ don't like Trudeau's iso-

lationist policies: our relations with

Britain and the United States have

never been worse than under

Trudeau."

"I think Trudeau betrayed us on

the recognition of Red China. When
he was elected it was on a two China

policy (recognition of both Taiwan

and the People's Republic of China).

When he found out that this wasn't

possible, thai Mao wouldn't have it,

he simply switched over, That would

never have happened under
Pearson."

It is evident that in Spadina, with

its heavy concentration of Chinese

voters, recognition of the Republic

of China is a major consideration in

Ryan's switch. Ryan claims that "a

lot of people around here weren't

loo pleased with that. It seems to me
that as ihe Chinese vote goes, so

goes ihe country" he adds.

While this may not be true, it is

certainly an important factor in the

riding. Not only is the Chinese vote
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large, (about 8,000 in 30,000 voters)

it has in past been solid: it largely

has gone to one candidate. Since

l%2 that candidate has been Ryan.

Ryan is on record as saying that

Trudeau will "turn this country over

to the communists" and that "we
are in danger of replacing
democracy with maocracy".
One question iri the campaign,

then, is how much will the China
policy affect the Chinese vote?

Which ever way the Chinese vote

goes, it is unlikely to effect any

change in policy, under the Liberals

or the Conservatives.

But the real factor in the

campaign has to be the man versus

the party: which do people vote for?

Ryan has won the seat irr four

consecutive elections (his first vic-

tory was at the expense of Conser-

vative candidate John Basselt, then

owner of the Telegram). In 1968, he

amassed 58 per cent of the vote. This

time, Ryan is confident.

He points out that the riding was
held for ten years by a Conservative

before he was elected, and, before

that, for ten years by a Liberal.

"This riding has a history of loyalty

to a particular candidate, not a

particular party," he says.

Ryan's whole approach to the

election can be seen in this light. He
discounts all-candidates meetings as

being "unproductive: you meet too

few people". As the Toronto Citizen

put it "He prefers an unchallenged

platform for electioneering
purposes."

It's also true that Ryan comes
across poorly in large gatherings.

He tends to be long and disjointed,

sometimes confused or confusing on
issues and at all-candidates meetings

he consistently comes off worse than

NDPer Bob Beardsley and Com-
munist Maggie Bizzell.

Ryan campaigns in the old style:

he meets people, shakes hands with

them, says a few solicitous words,

and hands them some literature, or

perhaps a "Perry Ryan" pen.

To say this method is effective is

an understatement, considering the

results in past but it may not be

enough to win the election this lime.

For one thing there is a large section

of Italian and Portuguese im-
migrants, traditionally Liberal
voters, who are unlikely to switch

wiih him to the Tories.

Peter Stollery, the Liberal, has

been courting these consliluencies,

as well as Ihe Chinese, with the same
tactics that Ryan himself has used:

banquets, parades, and community
meetings. And both have spent a

large amounl of money in signs to

keep their names before the public.

Thus, if Stollery and Ryan are

deadlocked, the threat becomes
Beardsley, who is considered to have

a solid core of about 30 per cent of

the vote. Beardsley, an effective

campaigner, could possibly slip

through Tor a victory.

On policy matters, Ryan is vague.

On one hand, Tor instance, he admits

that the "corporate welfare bums"
theme or the NDP campaign has

"something in it", on the other

hand, he speaks vaguely of in-

centives to bring more U.S. capital

into Canada. PC nominee Perry Ryan.

No decision reached on fate of libraries
By BOB BETTSON

Controversial recommendations
that would amalgamate two college

and two departmental libraries in an
enlarged Sigmund Samuel un-

dergraduate collection did not come
to a vote Monday as the General

Committee of the Faculty of Arts

and Science bogged down on a

relatively undisputed report from its

Committee on Standing.

Discussion of the amalgamation

of the libraries was limited to 30

minules as the meeting degenerated

into a series of squabbles with a

small group of conservative faculty

once again crying for the
maintenance of the "academic stan-

dards" of the faculty.

A presidential advisory

committee advocated the
amalgamation of the New and
University College, and political

economy and history libraries. The
committee was established at a

March 20 Senate meeting which

voted to limit stack access to the

new Robarts Library to those who
can r>rove "academic need."

This necessitated setting up an

enlarged Sigmund Samuel collec-

tion as a predominantly un-

dergraduate library. The Robarts

Library was planned as a research

library, primarily for graduate

students and faculty.

Classics Professor R.M.H.
Shepherd, Chairman of the

Academic Affairs Committee of

Governing Council, said the

amalgamation would ultimately

have to be approved by his com-
mittee and subsequently the full

Governing Council. However, he

added that " we do want to find out

what the faculty thinks since the

recommendations are of most con-

cern lo arts and science."

U C principal Archie Hallett

immediately moved that the U C
Laidlaw Library be deleted from the

libraries lo be amalgamated,
claiming that "college libraries are
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an important part of college life."

He said that the Laidlaw Library
"

is one of the few items that the U C
college council can get its teeth

into*'.

New College principal Donald
Ivey said that it would be more
reasonable if only parts of the four

collections were moved because it

was important that a circulating

collection remain, especially in New
College.

History chairman Jim Conacher.

however said he "regretfully

accepted" the recommendations
because with the future division of

books between the Robarts and

Sigmund Samuel libraries "we need

a large open slack collection for

undergrads."

Shepherd, while stressing that he

wanted to remain neutral, said that

"il is easy to get emotionally

worked up about the issue." He
regreted that no consideration had

been given to reorganizing the

college libraries because he said the

declining use is due to their limited

collections.

The debate on the report of the all

faculty Committee on Standing was

marked by the confusion and
procedural wrangling that were

reminiscent of "the good old days"

according lo former SAC cultural

Affairs Commissioner Symour
Kanowitch.

The General Committee has led a

chaotic existance for the past few

years, being the main focus for

defealed student demands for parity

with faculty on decision-making

bodies.

After a rambling hourlong

debate, a recommendation was
passed which deleted the proviso

that a student could not enter

courses not offered to first year

students unless he or she has com-
pleted a first year program or has

standing in four courses of a first

year program with an overall

average of 60 per cent.

Conacher charged the change

"would lower the standards of the

New Program when we should be

making standards more stringent."

Student rep Phil Murton however

challenged Conacher and the other

faculty members to define what they

meant by academic standards. No
faculty replied.
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Canada is complicii with imperialism : Red head '

By ZOYA STEVENSON
William Kashtan, national leader

of the Communist Parly of Canada

contended Sunday night that after

elections in the United Stales and

Canada. Iheir two newly elected

governments would "get down to

business without the mandate of the

Canadian people."

He added "a good neighbour

policy for American imperialism is

in essence, the way by which the

U.S. gets itself out of the hole of the

internal and external crises created

by capitalism, and brings the Cana-

dian working class into Ihe hole."

Kashtan was speaking to- an

audience of 1 50 al Harbord

Collegiate In a meeting attended by

Ontario's 1 5 Communist Parly can-

didates. The goal of running Com-

munists in the election is apparently

to "turn politics to the left, at a lime

when the threat of a turn lo the right

is formidable," he said.

Kashtan's speech referred lo three

areas which he said were being

ignored in the election: Canadian

independence, the right of self-

determination for Quebec, and

social and economic welfare.

Kashtan said that examples of

disadvantages accruing Uj

Canadians as a result of Canada's

dependent relation to the U.S. are

planl shutdowns and layoffs of

workers. He estimated that the

protectionist American Hartley-

Burke bill may cost Canada 360,000

jobs.

Development of Canadian natural

resources is geared to meet the

demands of the U.S., he said, as in

the case of ihe Mackenzie Valley

pipeline.

Kashlan charged that high and

unjustifiable "defence spending, and

continued participation in

Teacher assails social workers

association as elitist body
By MARK BOHNEN

A Ryerson social work teacher

charges that the Ontario Associa-

tion or professional social workers is

an "elilist" organization attempting

lo establish an elilisl college.

Russell Jolliffe and a number of

other social work teachers in-

terviewed oppose the Association's

allempl to sel up a college to

regulate the profession. The associa-

tion wanls jobs classified as "semi-

autonomous" and better to be

restricted to university graduates in

social work, "professional social

workers".

"There are too many streams in

social work to reserve a professional

clause lo Masters of Bachelors of

Social Work, says Jolliffe.

He added that at least three

quarters of Ontario Social work is

being done by "non-professionals."

Jolliffe dismissed as "bullshit" the

contenlion of the OAPSW that it is

important to set up a college of

social work lo govern the profession.

The constitution of OAPSW said

Jollirfe, refuses "to define what

social work is. How can you protect

a profession lhat you can't even

define?"

JollilTe admitted that there was

some need to apply a standard of

competence within the social ser-

vices, but, he said, "there are
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and
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charlatans in any field."

He said that if standards are set

up, they cannot be established mere-

ly on the basis of academic criteria.

The setting of such a standard, he

said, should involve "employers and

educators, as well as professionals."

Andy Cutcher, also a teacher of

social work at Ryerson, felt that

social work is "too nebulous and

poorly defined a practice" to es-

tablish the definite superiority of

any one approach to the field.

He added that loo many

professional organizations have "a

hang-up about academic
requirements."

Il is not a well established fact, he

said, that BA's in the social services,

without any previous training in

social work, have a lower level of

competence in Ihe field than social

work university graduates.

He fell lhat the establishment of

the proposed college of social work

by the OAPSW would probably be a

regressive step for the profession.

It could become a kind of

"fraternity" of graduate students, he

fell, which exerted its influence

through agreements with various

social agencies.

Culcher felt that organization of

social workers should represent

more than one group in the field.

"It is time", he said, "for a

reconciliation of old wounds".
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Emerrett Nemeth, a teacher of

Social Services at Seneca College,

and former member of the OAPSW,
said that there could be "no uniform

educational standard in social

work".

"Social work", he said, "is not

based on science. It is not like

medicine".

He said that while he was

sympathetic with the attempt to find

some standard of competence in the

social agencies, he did not feel lhat

Masters of Social Work are

necessarily more competent than

workers without degrees.

"I have seen excellent workers

without an MSW and very poor

workers with one." he said.

He criticized the OAPSW for

excluding graduates of the com-

munity colleges from their

professional association.

"I don't agree thai this profession

should be a closed shop, like

medicine."
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organisations like NATO and

NOR AD indicates support for

American global policy in its "ex-

ploitation of Ihe third world and

genocide in the Vietnam War."

He said that "unemployment and

inflation have become a permanent

Teature of slate monopoly
capitalism." slating that "the

Liberal's policies have not been able

lo solve unemployment and in-

flation, and indeed never were in-

tended to."

"Trudeau," he said, "is

attempting to mask the enormity of

unemployment in Canada by saying

that 5 per cent unemployment

equals full employment." He said

thai if the government really wanted

to end unemployment, it could take

iwo simple measures.

One would be the reduction of

weekly work hours to 32, main-

taining the same rate of pay for 40

hours. The other would be the reduc-

tion of the retirement age and in-

crement in pensions.

The Communist leader accused

the Conservative Party in using a

slogan originally put forward by the

CP., "Pul Canada Back to Work."

In Ihe hands of the Conservatives,

he claimed, "the slogan is calculated

lo pul Canada on ils back."

He commended the NDP leader

David Lewis for his campaign

against "corporate welfare bums,"

but said that Lewis put the workers

and monopoly in the same boat

erroneously by saying his party

wanted "fairer taxation laws."

Kashtan said that before workers

can even withdraw their services

Ihcy must wait until their contract

runs out lo do so legally, while big

business can raise its prices as it

wishes.

He also contended that "the right

to strike should be fundamental"

and lhat "any limitations on lhat

right are lo the detriment of the

working class."
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Undercutting the basic

premise of democracy

. JJARV I S STJ

'affluent have
the resources
to protect
themselves'

By GORD MOORE
reprinted from The Chevron

While it is difficult to generalize

about the problems of poverty in

Canada, two things remain clear. For

one thing, poverty is the leading

contradiction of our affluent society.

In tolerating widespread poverty and

inequality of opportunity, the

capitalistic system has shown no

effort to live up to the set of

democratic ideals placed before

society. For another, considering the

total volume of resources, we have

the means to solve the problem of

the poor minority through redistribu-

tion of money and readjustment of

the process of production.

A valid argument explaining why

the problem remains unsolved has

been succinctly stated in The Peal

Poverty Peport:
"... the whole structure of elitist

control in our country undercuts the

basic premise of democracy. All

energies are directed toward the

maintenance of a political power

structure that closes its eyes to the

brutalities and irrationalities of an

economic system in which the in-

creasingly powerful tools of science

and technology are utilized chiefly

for private interest. The result is that

the needs of society as a whole are

ignored. And the needs and
demands of the poor are treated with

contempt ..."

Because of the "facts of poverty",

we have come to realize that the

poor cannot be expected to improve

themselves through their own efforts

alone. The poor could be assisted in

such ways that they, or their

children, will gradually find

themselves off the relief rolls and on

the payrolls being gainfully

employed.

But because they have been poor

for a long time, many of the poor see

no way out of their poverty, no way of

fulfilling their needs and longings

during the course of their lifetime,

especially when they see themselves

enveloped in a culture of poverty

which seems to have its own reasons

for being. Most children of poor

families can expect to remain poor; a

large percentage of the poor

presently receiving aid come from

families which also received aid.

Considerable sociological and psy-

chological literature indicates that a

childhood in poverty may produce a

"poverty syndrome", an acceptance

of defeat and worthlessness that can

lock a . child, and eventually his

children, into poverty forever.

Moreover, by now, we should

understand that to have a large

number of poor is not only un-

necessary, but endangers our socie-

ty as well. Poverty breeds a mental

and physical disease which en-

dangers the health of the entire

community. Poverty breeds slums

which not only infect their in-

habitants but become in turn

breeding places for crime and
delinquency. Poverty affects even

the ability of children to learn well at

school and to develop those skills

essential for future progress and a

sense of dignity.

Myths about

the poor
The myths and stereotypes

people have employed in the past

indicate that the poor have been

largely misunderstood. In general, it

was felt that the poor deserved their

fate and were only paying a fair price

for their sins: laziness, lack of ambi-

tion, indifference, wasteful habits of

living, idleness, and extravagance.

During most of the nineteenth

century and early in the twentieth,

men and government insisted pover-

ty was good for the soul, that it had a

"purifying and toughening effect on

the moral fibre of man". Probably

most important of all, poverty of the

working classes was viewed as a

necessary condition for economic

growth. As a result, today's in-

equality of earnings, and even to a

great extent inequality in education

and skills, are the result of inequaltiy

of power in industry, business, and

the economy as a whole. Cor-

porations are sovereign while unions

are fragmented. Minorities are

systematically excluded from the

labour market, or kept at the bottom

levels of the work ladder.

Many believed (and some still do)

that the poor should be left to "make

it the hard way like I did". This

primarily assumes that those who

don't "make it" are lazy. Yet many of

the poor are moonlighters trying to

make ends meet; and as a result

they rarely have enough time or

money or energy to take advantage

of education programs which would

improve their skills, wages, and un-

derstanding of society. Almost two-

thirds of poor persons in 1967 were

in family units whose major source

of incorrte was either wages and

salaries or income from self-

employment; and approximately one

third of low-income family heads

worked full-time during the year. Out

of all the family heads who are

working full-time year round, one in

10 are amidst poverty. These are the

working poor.

A myth was born in North

America, especially molded in the

United States, the myth of the "self-

made" man. Although the "rags to

riches" myth may have been true to

a minor extent, the idea prevailed

that those who were poor had simply

been unable to survive in the

"natural struggle" among men for

wealth, power, and position. But,

there is no basis for this idea today

where there are not enough jobs to

go around.
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'Any poverty line

is only arbitrary'

Those who receive welfare are, in

the main, nor people who do not

want to work. In the 1960's more

than 75 per cent of low-income

families had one or more wage

earners in the family. Also, the ma-

jority of those who receive welfare

are outside the work force — the

aged, handicapped, widows, and

mothers who are single heads of

families.

These myths are usually

combined with the "working and

saving" ethic that tends to persist

today. Such an ethic is increasingly

irrelevant since much of our saving

is forcibly generated through

government and corporative policies

such as unemployment insurance,

Canada Pension Plan and company

pensions, and old-age security.

Furthermore, machinery and

technology have practically

eliminated the dollar value of

physical labour. In the end, the poor

are not likely to have anything to

save, nor any real desire to save it.

The free enterprise-capitalistic

system that has been accepted does

not provide for equal opportunity

among the poor. Instead, Canadian

power politics and western society,

create, sustain, and aggravate the

causes of poverty through in-

equalities built Into the system over

the years. Particularly in the area of

income and taxation, the poor ex-

perience an inequality of the tax

burden. The poor in Canada (those

with incomes, before government

transfer payments or taxes, of $2000

or less) pay, on the average, an

overwhelming 57 per cent of their

income in taxation.

People with incomes over $10,000

per year pay only about 38 per cent

of their incomes in taxes. The total

tax system is regressive in that it

taxes lower incomes more than

higher ones up to the level of the

average living standard. Above that

level, the total tax system becomes

slightly progressive, at least for the

lower brackets of the affluent. The

poor are taxed considerably beyond

their ability to pay . There are no

adjustments, and only token ex-

emptions, for family size, although

the number of people dependent on

an individual income greatly deter-

mines just how far that income will

go.

Today, it is generally believed that

a percentage of the nation is poor

because of a combination of social

and economic circumstances. Yet,

discriminatory government and cor-

porative policies have effectively

limited jobs and educational op-

portunities that should be open to

them. Behind the social concessions

made to the poor, one will find a

delicate balance between giving

enough to take the steam out of

social unrest and leaving the dis-

tribution of power undisturbed. It is

little wonder, therefore, that the poor

cannot break out of their

predicament.

Invisibility

of the poor
The main reason the poor are out

of mind is that they are not seen.

They inhabit the housing of the cen-

tral core or the rural backwaters and

are increasingly isolated from con-

tact with anybody else. The affluent

majority live in the suburbs and send

their children to suburban schools.

Living out in the suburbs, it is easy to

assume that ours is indeed an

affluent society. Nor do they want to

think about the poor, whom, they

say, do not have the will to succeed.

A good number of the poor, being

65 years of age or better, are im-

mobile. The aged members are

often sick and cannot move, staying

close to a house in a neighbourhood

that has completely changed from
the old days.

The poor are also ignored by the

.
political proeess - since they Tack

resources and economic power.
Furthermore, they are fragmented
across the country, most not
belonging to unions, political parties,

or fraternal organizations, and
therefore lack a legislative program
and a common voice. Politicians feel

they can safely ignore the poor for

the immediate future; and when
the poor begin to complain, urban
renewal and slum clearance can be
restored to for relief, although this

effort tends to squeeze more people
into existing slums.

Moreover, when seen, the poor

may not necessarily look poor. They

may not be wearing rags, and may
even have a radio or television. Still,

the poor are subject to constant

thievery, major or minor, that is

inevitable in a society controlled by

corporations: misleading adver-

tising, ravenous finance practices,

exploitative prices, and shoddy
manufacture. The affluent have the

resources to protect themselves

against this kind of swindling and

tend to see consumerism as a game
between customer and producer.

Entire business entities are set up
specifically to exploit the difference

in purchasing power between the

poor and the affluent. Corporations

are essentially free to charge the

prices they care in the market,

severely victimizing the poor. Con-
sumption, unfortunately, is con-

sidered an index of respectability

and personal worth in North
America, and, for the poor, the only

route to consumption is through

credit. The -poor - are exploited by

finance companies and revolving

retail loan plans. The prices they

finally pay for goods, credit included,

are astronomical. The reason the

poor mortgage their future for a
piece of satisfaction is because their

future promises nothing worse.
But the core of their problem, and

the core of the nation's problem, is

the illusion that consumption is good
in itself. Advertising, in its creation of

spurious need, is the source of that

illusion. Since the power of adver-
tising is the power of the cor-
poration, the solution lies in catching
the robbers.

Counting the poor

and measuring
poverty

The poor do not have an adequate

enough income to allow them to

participate fully and equally in socie-

ty. Equally important reasons for the

existence of poverty lie in lack of

access to opportunities (employ-

ment and social), lack of education,

and most importantly lack of control

over the process of production. As a

consequence of these inadequacies

the poor are not allowed the stature

to develop as well-informed, mh-

terested, creative and independent

citizens.

Although the idea of poverty does

not yield itself to any commonsense
definition, it Is highly important in

affecting the design of programs
used to eliminate it. The most widely

used and publicized procedure for

measuring the extent of poverty is to

establish poverty income levels

known as "poverty lines". So far,

poverty lines have made a passing

bow to the idea of relativity, leaving

out an escalator that would keep the

poverty line in step with the standard

of living.

If a poverty line is to be of

relevance, it must be drawn relative

to the general standard of living. Yet

the Economic Council of Canada
(ECC), in an attempt to establish a

cut-off point at which poverty ends
and affluence begins, has produced
a poverty line based on a notion of

subsistence. Their estimate **^s



based on the assumption that any

family which has to spend 70 per

cent of its income on the basics of

food, shelter, and clothing is trapped

in an almost permanent state of

poverty. Application of this criterion

suggested that government
minimum average expenditures for

non-farm families would be as

follows:

Single person $1,500

Family of two $2,500

Family of three $3,000

Family of four $3,500

Family of five or.more $4,000

Incomes below these levels, It has

been thought, would enable
classifying families as being poor.

On this basis, using 1961 Dominion

Bureau of Statistics census returns,

the number of poor was set at 4.7

million people in 1968, roughly 20

per cent of the total population.

^Alternatively, if a level of 60 per cent

Expenditure on basics is used, we
find 6.6 million living In im-

poverished circumstances. An in-

crease of little less than $10 weekly

cannot possibly free an individual or

a family from poverty.

Furthermore, John Porter proved

in 1961 that middle-class life style

didn't really begin for the individual

until he received $8000 per year.

From income data, he calculated

that at that time only four per cent of

all Canadians received that amount

in annual income. In 1970, Porter's

middle-class income line would

amount to almost 18,000 dollars per

year.

Also, the Canadian Labour

Congress showed in November 1969

that because of inflation, an urban

family of four required a minimum of

$1 1 ,000 per year to make ends meet;

the average yearly income in

manufacturing during the first half of

(£1969 was $5,723.

Any poverty line drawn across

society, therefore, should be

recognized as arbitrary. Families

living just above the poverty line face

the same realities as those at the

line. There may be special cir-

cumstances, such as large families,

unusual illness, or the need to care

for aged parents, which may con-

tribute to their poverty. Much also

depends on what a given amount of

money will buy at any given time.

The 4.7 million estimate by the ECC,

therefore, must be considered a

highly conservative one.

Nevertheless, the ECC concept of

poverty lines is used by established

media and semi-offlcially by the

government. This is a dangerous

consequence because it creates the

illusion that as incomes alone rise,

©poverty will disappear on its own.

But the same proportion of the pop-

ulation remains in the same state of

relative deprivation as long as the

distribution of money does not

change. And, as the total population

grows, so will the number of poor.

A relative poverty line, drawn at

one-half the average standard of

living of Canadians, is somewhat

more realistic than the ECC concept.

Under this notion, which emphasizes

relative deprivation, people are

living in poverty if their income

provides them with a standard of

living that is 50 per cent lower than

the average standard of living of

society. This poverty line, likewise

delineating a stop-gap measure in

fighting poverty, indicates that a

family of four receiving an income of

$4,800 would be below the accepted

standard of poverty.

Despite the fact that we really

cannot form a definite estimate of

, the extent of poverty, there can be

no doubt that substantial poverty

exists in Canada. Whether poverty

affects 15 or 20 per cent of the

population is less relevant than the

fact that radical policies have not

been undertaken to effectively com-
bat the causes and inequalities.

The elderly poor
The nature of work in an urban-

industrial system is radically

different from autonomous and
irregular work in such occupations

as agriculture. Capitalistic enter-

prises, employing the majority of

urban workers, require functionally

independent, increasingly skilled,

and technologically regulated
labour. Corporative thinking has it

that to reap profits from rapid

technological progress, the worker
must be highly mobile —
geographically as well as oc-

cupationally. In addition, a young
age means that investments in job

training can be fully repaid.

The implications are clear. The
elderly necessarily come to bear the

brunt of technological change in an

urban setting. In our society, the

position of the aged tends to worsen.

The long-run decline in death rates,

signifying greater longevity, coupled

with the inability of older persons to

compete for jobs, and the steady

lowering of the age of retirement,

expands the unproductive period of

their lives. The need for mobility by

the young makes living with their

children a highly unlikely alternative

to the elderly. The divided family is a

universally observed urban-
industrial phenomenon.

Thus, the elderly are alone. An
older person has a chance for a

fruitful existence if he is married and
living with his spouse, but many of

those 65 years of age have no
spouse, and widowhood increases

with age at the rate of 20 per cent

with each decade after 65. An older

person has a chance if he Is still

working, but most of the aged do not

work. Today, only a third of persons

65 years of age or older are in the

work force, as compared with two-

thirds at the turn of the century.

Escape from poverty is possible if

there is no loss of income, but data

show a drop of as much as 50 per

cent in income after retirement. Most
of the aged also are prone to a high

incidence of illness, thus facing the

high expenses of drugs and medical

care. The chance of a man having a

favourable rating on all four of the

above counts is seven in 100; for a

woman over 65, one in 100.

In the absence of adequate

savings and public transfer

payments then, this group becomes
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a major component of the urban

poor. Also, the market places of an

urban economy cater to those with

resources. Housing units are built for

the young who can generate effec-

tive demands. The elderly poor must

adjust to the sub-marginal op-

portunities of slums or use their

scarce resources to secure ac-

commodation more spacious and
more expensive than they require.

It is sometimes urged that older

persons do not need as much as

younger ones because the aged
spend less for clothing, housing, and

food. But, the aged spend less only

because they have less. The fact is

that those aged who do not sustain a

loss in income do consume as much
as anyone else in their income level.

No doubt the aged would be worse

off were there no social security

payments. Yet a large percentage of

social security beneficiaries still re-

quire public assistance, mainly

because the benefits are too small to

maintain them at low levels of

subsistence.

The same urbanization process

that has affected the elderly also

affects other groups. Female heads

of families are immobile in the

absence of an adequate system of

day-care services, and large families

render the head occupationally less

mobile. Furthermore, the un-

employables, particularly the han-

dicapped and chronically ill, are

being forced out of the changing

urban economy.

Promoting

middle-class

style of life

Poverty is closely connected to

the urbanization process. The
problem of the poor, and especially

the urban poor in Canada, has been

that neither they nor the public in-

stitutions capable of acting on their

behalf have been able to adapt to

and benefit from the rapid,

widespread, and irreversible

changes. Equally important is the

conditioning of children by

promoting the middle-class style of

life. Such a style of life is a

commitment to self-promotion, ex-

clusion, and evasion of human
problems, placing too high a value

on our own comfort. This, in turn, is

nourished by a search for status. In

middle-class life, people of similar

background and circumstances are

drawn together in neighbourhoods

which have systematically eliminated

the "less worthy". In promoting this

life-style and cutting off those people

whose needs, are most acute, the

poor pay a totally unnecessary price.

At the same time, the media and

the politicians supported and

protected by the media daily deter-

mine the shape and limits of public

outcry. In documenting the sym-

ptoms of poverty and the in-

adequacies of existing social

programs, as well as hailing each

new band-aid program, the general

population remains apathetic

towards the exploitation and in-

equalities of our economic system.

The media-corporation-govern-

ment manipulation of the idea of

democracy is allied with Sartre's

description of the affluent who "have

it in their power to produce altera-

tions for the better, but instead work

assiduously to perpetrate swindles

while professing humane goals".
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More representation sought for PHE council

By KIM RICKETTS
The recent restructuring of the

council of the School of Physical

and Health Education was initiated

in the hope "of malting the council a

little more representative" says the

new director of the school, Juri

Daniel.

Final approval of the changes,

which increased the number of

students and junior teaching staff on

the council, came at last Thursday's

Governing Council meeting.

The original proposal to

restructure was made by Daniel at

the final meeting of the old council

where it received the strong support

by the faculty members. The

Brief to Works Committee wants

Toronto streetcars preserved
A brief prepared for presentation

to the Toronto Public Works Com-

mittee endorses the preservation of

streetcars as an economical and

efficient means of mass transport.

The Streetcars for Toronto

Committee brief argues against a

transportation network based soley

on subway and buses.

At issue is the fate of the streetcar

in Toronto, and in particular, the

Toronto Transit Commission's

proposal to remove the car lines on

St. Clair Avenue, Mount Pleasant

Boulevard and Rogers Road.

At a meeting of the committee

last week, U of T child studies

professor J. R. Biemiller exlained

the financial and operational im-

plications of changing from street-

cars to diesel buses and trolleys.

The Toronto Transit Commission

argues that the switch to buses

would mean greater operating ef-

ficiency and a short term capital

saving in costs of new buses over the

more expensive street car.

Biemiller pointed out at the

meeting, however, that streetcars

have 1 .6 times the carrying capacity

of buses. The TTC's St.Clair plan

would result in a decline in

passenger holding capacity of 1 7 per

cent, while the number of transit

vehicles on the already crowded

street would increase 24 per cent.

Over the long term, the initial

capital saving in buses would be lost

because of their shorter life span and

extra labour costs required to

operate more vehicles, the brief

states. "Arter 10 years, the initial

cost difference would be made up by

opeating cost differences".

Mike Filey, a local historian,

stressed to the gathering that street-

cars are an integral part of Toronto.

They are a good form of in-

termediate transit, he said, between

high capacity, flexible subways and

low capacity, inflexible buses.

Except for Cleveland, Boston,

San Francisco and Toronto, street-

cars are almost non-existant in

North America. In another city.

New Orleans, he pointed out,

slreecars are tourist attractions.

One speaker from the audience,

referring to the TTC's emphasis on

short-term profit rather than long-

term planning, questioned provin-

cial spending priorities on
transportation.

If the province can spend $ 10

million on a "Disneyland-like" ride

for the Canadian National Ex-

hibition, he reasoned, then surely

they could Support the transit com-

mission's short-term financial loss

of two million dollars.

TTC commissioner Karl

Malletle, who has been a vigorous

proponent of the Spadina Ex-

pressway, congratulated the street-

car committee on its research and

initiative. He assured the group that

its brief would receive serious

attention.

proposals were submitted solely on

his initiative rather than student

pressure, Daniel said.

Daniel is concerned that PHE
instructors ranked below assistant

professor at Hart House and the

Benson Building, who have
previously been represented only

through their two directors, be given

a greater voice.

He is also concerned about

students whom he considers general-

ly to be "non-participants." "I've

impressed upon them how im-

portant I feel it is for student

representation," he said. "I think

this will g
: ve them the opportunity

to h3ve a voice and participate.'"

PHE student council president

Wayne Young said he was im-

pressed with the general concern

expressed for the student voice by

the present administration.

Eight student members, two from

each year, one male and one female,

plus the president have been allowed

full voting rights in the council.

Previously there was only one stu-

dent on the council.

"It is an attempt to instigate

better rapport between student and

faculty." Young declared. "I think

it has great possibilities. The staff

have taken the first step; the respon-

sibility now lies with the students.

PHE SAC representative Dave

Barrett feels it is important that the

students be involved. He feels the

physical education students "are

mostly apolitical and weren't that

concerned before (the change) about

the school and how it functions."

Linda Page, the female council

representative for fourth year,

defined the move as "a step in the

right direction."

U of 7, York faculty call for

ban on atom weapons, testing
Eighty-three faculty members of the University of

Toronto and York University have appealed for total

prohibition of nuclear tests and for an international ban

on the use of nuclear weapons.

Their appeal came in a letter sent to the "Lucky

Dragon Preservation Committee", a group of peace

movement activists and religious leaders in Tokyo. The

letter coincided with the annual mass antiwar demon-

strations held throughout Japan last Saturday.

The entire crew of 23 of the Lucky Dragon, a 100-

ton Japanese fishing trawler, was seriously injured by

radioactive fallout from the H-bomb test conducted by

the U.S. at the Bikini Atoll in I954.

The vessel was discovered at berth recently in

Tokyo Bay, and the Preservation Committee is now
seeking world-wide support of its effort to restore it as a

lasting monument to all nuclear disasters and as a

symbol of international opposition to nuclear testing

and the nuclear arms race.

The Toronto faculty letter, according to U of T
assistant mathematics Professor Stephen Salaff, who

initialed the appeal, "unmistakable condemns" the

"reckless" American and French nuclear testing.

The incidence of the Luck/ Dragon was the third,

after Hiroshima and Nagasaki, of Japanese victimiza-

tion by U.S. nuclear weapons. Also injured by the

radioactivity were several hundred inhabitants of

islands near Bikini.

The disaster initially sparked a mass campaign

accumulating 36 million Japanese signatures on a

petition against nuclear weapons.

The supportive letter sent to Japan was originally

drawn up by U of T sociology professors Alan Powell

and Janet Salaff. and Stephen Salaff.

LAST CHANCE
FOR A FREE CHEST X-RAY

This Year's Survey Winds Up This Week So Make A Beeline Over To The Mobile Unit

Which Will Be Parked:

ON THE WEST SIDE OF HURON STREET WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25th

IN FRONT OF THE THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26th

TEXTBOOK STORE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27th
9:00 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M.

(CLOSING AT NOON ON FRIDAY)

chest x-rays are required for the following:

1 . Medical Students in All Years.

2. School of Nursing Students in All Years.

3. Rehabilitation Medicine Students in All Years.

4. Dental Students in Their Final Two Years.
ALL FIRST AND FINAL YEAR STUDENTS ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SURVEY.

All members of the University community are invited

to take advantage of this opportunity to have a CHEST X-RAY.

PROTECT YOURSELF PROTECT OTHERS
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Riverdale activities to hold mass meeting
By GRETCHEN ROEDDE

While traditional party politicians

wage campaigns for upcoming
municipal and federal elections, east

end activists are preparing the

Riverdale People's Convention,

which promises to be, according to

co-chairman Rev. Harold Jackman,

"an historic event for Canada."

It may be the most impressive

demonstration of citizen-based

power and solidarity yet seen in

Toronto, and will be held November
1 2 at Monarch Park Collegiate.

Riverdale extends from the Don
River to Coxwell Avenue, and from

Danforlh Avenue to the waterfront.

It is a working class area exploited

bv many groups: slum landlords,

industries, and developers. Com-
munity groups have complained that

attempts to solve their problems at

the legislative level have generally

proved to be ineffective, due either

to indifference or the inability of

bureaucrats to understand them.

For the past three years, an

increasingly strong community
organization has developed, aimed

at creating a better environment in

Riverdale, and deriving its power

from direct citizen participation and

issue-oriented action.

In 1 969 the East Don Coalition

was formed — a co-operative of

three churches and a ratepayer

association. This group hired a Saul

Alinsky-traincd Canadian com-
munity organizer, Don Keating, to

mobilize the people. In I970 the

original Coalition became the River-

dale Community Organization, ex-

panding to include several

neighbourhood and school
associations.

RCO has now become the

Greater Riverdale Community
Convention, and includes, every

organization in Riverdale according

to the convention planners.

Because power has been solidly

established at the community level,

citizens can be mobilized quickly to

combat city hall and other
organizations.

For example, last summer
residents of Jones Avenue
demanded and later secured TTC
bus service on their street after a

prolonged struggle. Recently, RCO
stalled Bramalca Consolidated
developments' plans to erect a
highrise complex in the area.

RCO successfully aided

Operation Family Rights' fight to

procure free or reduced-cost drugs

for family benefit recipients.

"People getting involved; that's

what this organization is all about,"

says Donna Wolten, a student who
is working with RCO as a volunteer.

"We are -not out to block every plan

proposed by the city, but to demon-
strate that as residents in the city, we
have the right to influence decisions

affecting our lives."

In fact, improved relationships

between different groups in the com-
munity, and greater accountability

of industries and agencies to the

citizens have resulted from the

growth of community organizations.

"Involvement with the

organization has increased the

credibility of the agencies as staff

become instruments of public will",

explained Dale Perkins, a United

Church minister working in the

area.

The 'professional' community
organizers are taking a background

role in the convention, stressing that

the strength and power of the move-

ment is derived from popular

participation.

Two years ago, when government

agencies suddenly cut off grants to

The Riverdale People's Conversion will take place in this old store. RCO news lines the windows.

THE CENTRE FOR RUSSIAN

AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES
IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

presents a lecture on

FRIEDRICH ENGELS
AND MARXISM

by Alfred G. Meyer
Alfred G. Meyer. Professor ol Political Science at ihe University ol

Michigan, is an outstanding specialist on Marxist theory and Soviet politics,

and the author of Marxism, The Unity of Theory and Practice (1954),

Leninism (1957), and The Soviet Political System (.1965).

DATE: Wednesday, October 25, 1972

TIME: 4:00 P.M.

PLACE: Room 202 (Council Room) Galbraith Building

ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS INVITED.35 St. George Street

FASHION
WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

BAG PANTS

JEANS ssa_JT

TOPS

BLAZERS

SMOCKS

CRAZY T-SHIRTS $4 or 3^*10
1 GOWNS

$ 10 *20

t BLAZER SUITSw/BAGS SE2&*M •*30

. MEN'S SHIRTS *5 3/- $ l2

SPECIAL - PLAID BAGS w=o*5

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNDASt

i

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;

SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

RCO, organizers drove taxis and

worked night shifts to support their

families while working with RCO
during the day.

A recent grant from the Canadian

Mortgage and Housing Corporation

for research into Riverdale's

problems has temporarily relieved

financial pressures.

The strength of the organization

has even won the respect of the

powers against which actions were

taken.

For example, RCO charged

Sunnybrook Packers with illegal use

of a backlane for parking its trucks,

and for improper disposal of water,

bloodv from carcasses, which would

occasionally flood back streets. The

owner refused to meet with

residents, but when they successfully

blockaded Sunnybrook from truck

access, he met their demands.
Successful anti-pollution action

was taken against Canada Metal, an

industry which now co-operates ful-

ly with residents.

Recognition of the community
has also recently come from the

Toronto Department of Parks and

Recreation. After long negotiations,

ihe department agreed to loan the

old Dunlop factory site, at Blake

and Slralhcona Streets, earlier

slated for redevelopment, as a park

for neighbourhood children.

"Direct action of this kind gives

the people the dignity of using power

to make changes, not handing over

power to unaccountable

JEWISH COMMUNITY CAMPS OF MONTREAL

CAMP B'NAI BRITH—CAMP WOODEN ACRES
OFFER THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS FOR 1973

Section Heads Head Specialists

Senior Counsellors Specialty Counsellors

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO OFFER?
If Interested Request An Application Form From:

JEWISH COMMUNITY CAMPS OF MONTREAL
c/o MR. MARTIN RUMACK

16 FOREST WOOD TORONTO 305, ONTARIO

the fast& inexpensive

eating place

fordowntown people
BLOOR &
YONGE

BLOOR
& BAY

BLOOR &
ST. GEORGE

I

l

A Very Special Offer

_J
VirT^4>

P
°n "to The

m MW M ^^Uil£/ cashier at any

0f the three Mr. Zum's locations.

You will receive a full 50c dis-

count on any sale of $1.50 or

over, One coupon per sale only. Valid any day arte

2 p.m. and all day Monday.

^ OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 1972

COUPON

governments", one organizer said.

Perkins stressed that "it is the focus

on action which pulls people

together; we are not out to create

power structures but to solve

issues."

The present focus oF activity is the

convention, organized by seven

committees established at a

September mass rally. The con-

ference leaders who have been

elected reflect the diversity of the

different groups in the community.

They are from the Panhellenic

Organization of Canada, an Italian

working class organization, the

black community, the Chinese com-
munity, two neighbourhood groups,

a church and a rehabilitation centre.

The convention will be self-

financed with each delegation of

fifteen members paying twenty

dollars. Some local industries have

co-operated by buying ads in a

Convention Book.

TERMPAPERS

UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE

EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES

752A YONGE
964-7328 (at biooo

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject
well-informed
helpful
staff

<£
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bioor
923-3551
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Commitments:
We suffer no lack of challenges in Canada today. We do suffer,

in my opinion, a serious lack of commitment on the part of

government to meet these challenges. I would like to talk with

you now about four I feel to be most urgent.

JOBS: Right now, more than half a million Canadians are

without jobs^ one of the highest unemployment rates in the

industrialized world. In Quebec, one in eleven is jobless; in

Newfoundland, one in nine; among young Canadians, one in

five; among our native people, three in five. Well over two

million people are directly affected.

Canada can do better. My government would make the

creation of jobs its first priority.

My government would immediately reduce personal income

taxes, to stimulate consumer demand, to create jobs. We would

eliminate the 11% Federal sales tax on building materials to

encourage construction, because construction means jobs. We

would encourage the further processing of our raw materials

here, because that means jobs.

My government would expand the retraining opportunities

available through the Department of Manpower, and make that

agency much more aggressive in searching

out job vacancies.

My government would insist on greater

long range planning of special job-creating

activities—such as summer youth

employment-so that the communities to be

served could be involved from the outset,

and so that jobs could be found for those

whose need is most pressing.

Further, my government would act to

strengthen out job-creating potential for the

future. We would increase direct

government investment in research and

technology, and expedite the process by

which Canadian innovations can be

marketed around the world.

PRICES: What cost you five dollars four years ago right now

costs you six. The poor people of Canada, the elderly and those

..on fixed incomes, have suffered most from this kind of inflation,

but clearly it affects the earnings and savings of all Canadians.

And, because it makes Canada's exports less competitive,

inflation affects a good many jobs as well. The government I lead

would tackle this problem directly.

First of all, my government would calculate its tax revenues

in terms of constant rather than inflated dollars, so as ^o

eliminate the Treasury Board's vested interest in inflation.

We would strengthen the role of the Auditor General,

so that unproductive government spending, which

contributes not a little to the inflationary cycle, might be

revealed and reduced.

We would support the cost-of-living escalator formula for

those receiving old age and guaranteed income security benefits.

And, should the need ever arise, my government

would be prepared to use temporary wage and price controls

to combat inflation.

ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE: Fifty-eight percent of

Canada's manufacturing industry is foreign controlled,

and there have been almost as many foreign takeovers since

Mr. Trudeau took over as in the previous ten years.

Mr. Trudeau's recent legislation does not begin to meet the

problem: it fails to correct a situation in which it is easier for

foreign than for domestic corporations to effect takeovers;

further, it fails to increase a Canadian presence in existing

subsidiaries, and fails to provide for full financial disclosure by

those subsidiaries.

My government would enact the changes necessary to make

this legislation truly effective. Beyond that, we would revise the

Bank Act to make certain that venture capital was available for the

expansion of existing Canadian firms, or the creation of new ones.

My government, in concert with the provinces, would develop

new programs to ensure the rapid growth of our entrepreneurial

and managerial talent pools.

And we would, again together with the provinces, establish

and define key sectors of the economy which are to be considered

reserved for Canadian ownership.

THE ENVIRONMENT: Half of Canada's

urban centres with populations of a

thousand or more lack any sewage treatment,

and a further third have only the

most rudimentary equipment. The Trudeau

government's Ministry of the Environment

is not really a ministry at all, since many of

its regulations are enforced by a variety of

other government agencies.

We can, and absolutely must do much

more to protect Canada.

My government would first of all create

an Environmental Council to monitor, and

disseminate information upon the quality of

our environment, and recommend measures

to parliament.

My government would encourage the development of large-

scale anti-pollution industries in Canada.

It would, together with the provinces, act to stiffen the

penalties for all forms of environmental neglect, whether to our

air, soil, or water, international waters included.

It would use a variety of financial incentives to assist industry

to invest in pollution control equipment.

It would create a co-ordinated Department ofthe Environment.

I would say again that we face no lack of tasks, no want of

challenges anywhere in this land...in our cities and towns, on our

small farms, and across the open reaches of our north.

We can meet none of them if we cannot create jobs, if we

cannot protect the savings of those who work, cannot assume

greater control over our own economy, cannot live in harmony

with nature.

I am confident that we can do these things, and a great many
more, if we are wisely and honestly led.

My government will strive to provide that kind of leadership.

You have my word

A P.C. government can do better.

Sponsored by the Youth Committee to elect Robert Stanfield.
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UC French chairman attacks Carleton report
By DIANA WEST

The chairman of the UC French

department, Pierre Robert,
defended his department in reply to

a recent report criticizing the lack of

French-Canadian content in English

language French courses in an in-

terview Monday.
The report is a study of 24

universities made by Carleton

University professors Sinclair

Robinson, Donald Smith and Robin

Mathews. The study found that the

average French-Canadian content in

English-speaking undergraduate

French courses is 25 per cent.

"The critique," Robert said, "is

completely unrealistic." Its main

purpose is to "stir up reactions."

The report says that only four

French-Canadian content courses

are offered out of a total of 45

French courses available on U of T's

St. George campus. This does not

include three open topic courses, the

report notes.

However, French department

offers more French-Canadian con-

tent than the critique, indicates.

Beside the four French-Canadian

studies the report refers to the

department offers two courses in

which about half of the literary

works studied are French-Canadian,

as well as three independent study

courses in which students study

French-Canadian works.

Two interdisciplinary studies

dealing with Quebec and one course

dealing with English and French-

Canadian literature are also offered,

"In fact," said Robert, "Toronto

is the only English speaking un-

iversity that has a study program in

the French-Canadian language."

U of T is a pioneer in the study of

French-Canadian culture in English

Canada according to Robert. For

the past several years, the university

has sponsored visiting professors

from French-Canadian universities.

The French department has

promoted French-Canadian culture

by its efforts in such programs as the

Festival quebecois held last

November at U of T. The festival

attracted about 7,000 people to its

French-Canadian exhibits, lectures

and concerts.

Robert added that the U of T
probably has one of the best library

collections in French-Canadian

Student enrolment at Ontario

universities fell about 9,100 short of

projections submitted by the schools

last December.

A preliminary enrolment report,

released Friday by the Ministry of

Colleges and Universities, showed

an enrolment of 133,853 full time

undergraduates. This represents an

increase of about one per cent over

last year's figures as against the

projected eight per cent increase.

Graduate enrolment across the

province actually dropped by 559

students this year.

This is the second year in a row in

which the growth rate of Ontario's

universities has been seriously

overestimated. An increase of 10 per

cent was estimated for the 1972-73

literature in Canada.
"We would add courses," he said,

"if we had more students." In the

past two years he explained, the

enrolment figures in French courses

have dropped off considerably.

academic year, but actual enrolment

rose only five per cent.

This year only the University of

Guelph and Toronto's Regis

College, a church related school,

exceeded their projections.

The University of Toronto

showed a fall enrolment of 19,413

undergraduates on the St. George

Campus. This constitutes an in-

crease of 529 over last year and

about 100 under last December's

projections.

An increase of about 200 students

was reported at the university's

Scarborough campus, about 130 less

than expected. The Erindale cam-

pus, however, Tell only three

students short of meeting its pro-

jected growth of 391.

SAC Council Meeting
Wednesday, October 25 7:00 p.m.

MUSIC ROOM HART HOUSE
Agenda: Discipline

Bobby Seale Speech
Constitutional Amendments

Sunglasses

that get

darker

as the sun

gets brighten a

PHOTOSUN

mm
OPTICAL

ONSULI IHt YtLlOW PAtil '

When love happens
AH at once you know it's real. A thousand words rush to your

heart, and you find you don't have to say one of them.

If a diamond ring is part of it all, let Birks hel|

you. Our diamond prices are genuinely lo\

. . . lower than what some merchants and

:

catalogues refer to as wholesale prices.

And at Birks you'll get this added comfort:,
our promise that no matter]

what grade of diamond
you buy ... no matter how

little or how much

MALCOLM

MUGGERIDGE
FORMER EDITOR 'PUNCH'

AUTHOR

BROADCASTER

COMMUNICATOR

& CRITIC

CONVOCATION

HALL

OCT. 27 i 30.

1-2 pm.

To Whom Shall We Go?

FRIDAY 27TH

What Is Life About?

MONDAY 30TH

VARSITY CHRISTIAN

FELLOWSHIP

Enrolmenf plunges
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
BENSON BUILDING - 320 HURON ST.

REGISTRATION OCTOBER 25
TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

ft ftA — _»
8:00 a.m.

n^nr*o Pnmnn^itir»n - RRUdllL" UUIHU.UwHlV" Dance Composition - DS

9:00 a.m.

Tennis - Rec. - SG

Badminton - Rec. - UG

Dance Composition - DS

Tennis -Rec.-SG

Badminton Rec.-UG

Contemporary Dance I - DS

Tennis Rec.-SG

Badminton Rec-UG

Dance Composition - OS
Tennis Rec. - SG
Badminton Rec - UG

Contemporary Dance tnt - DS

Tennis Rec - SG
Badminton Rec-UG

10:00 a.m.
Tennis Rec. - SG

Badminton Rec. - UG

Ballet 1
- DS

Fencing Int. - FG

Tennis Int. -bu

Ballet I -DS
Tennis Beg. - SG

Gnlf - GC

Contemporary Dance Beg - DS

Fencing Beg. - FG

Tennis Int.-SG

Slim & Trim -LG

Ballet II - DS
Tennis Beg.-SG
Golf-GC

Synchronized Swim - Pool

11:00 a.m.

Goif-GC

Slim & Trim -LG

Contemporary Dance Beg. - DS

Fencing Beg.-FG

Badminton Beg.-UG

Golf-GC

Archery - AR
Figure Skating

to 12:30 - Arena

Junior Swim -Pool

Ballet Beg.-DS

Fencing Beg.-FG

Badminton Beg.-UG

Golf-GC

Synchronized Swim - Pool

Slim & Trim -LG

Ballet I - DS
Fencing Beg.-FG

Badminton Beg.-UG

Self Defense -Beg.

to 12:30- FG

Golf-GC

Archery - AR

Tennis Int.-SG

Golf - GC
Slim & Trim - LG

17-0(1 noon1 Cm . UU IIUU1I

Fencing Int/Adv.-FG

Tennis Int.-SG

Golf-GC

Ski Conditioning - LG

Contemporary Dance I - DS

Badminton Int. -UG
Tennis Int. -SG
Golf-GC
ArrhPru - AR

12:30 -Figure Skating

to 1:30 -Arena

Slim & Trim -LG

Contemporary Dance Int. - DS

Fencing Int/Adv. - FG

Tennis Beg.-SG

Golf-GC

Slim & Trim - LG

Contemporary Dance Int. - DS

Badminton Int. - UG
12:30 -Self Defense Beg

to 2:00 - FG

Golf-GC

Archery - AR

Tennis Beg.-SG

Golf - GC
Ski Conditioning - LG

1:00 p.m.

Contemporary Dance 1
- DS

Badminton Int. -UG
Tennis Adv. -SG

Golf - GC
Archery - AR
^lim A Trim - 1 fiOImII u 1 Mill LU

Jazz Dance I
- DS

Badminton Int. - UG
Tennis Beg.-SG

Ski Conditioning - LG

Jazz Dance II - DS
Tennis Int. - SG
Archery - AR
Gym Judging -LG

Jazz Dance I
- DS

Badminton - Int. - UG
Tennis Beg.-SG

Slim & Trim -LG

Scottish Country Dance - DS
Fencing Int. - FG

Badminton Int. - UG
Tennis- Adv.- SG
Golf-GC

Gym Judging - LG

2:00 p.m.

Badminton Beg.-UG

Tennis Beg.-SG

Archery - AR
Junior Swim -Poo!

Contemporary Dance Int. - DS
Fencing Int. - FG

Archery - AR
Non-Swim - Pool

Contemporary Dance Beg. - DS
Badminton Int. -UG
Tennis Beg. -SG
Golf-GC

Archery - AR
2:45 -Figure Skating

to 4:30 -Arena

Junior Swim - Pool

Apparatus - LG

Fencing Int. -FG

Archery - AR
Non-Swim - Pool

Contemporary Dance 1 - DS
Fencing Beg.-FG
Badminton Beg. - UG
Junior Swim -Pool

3:00 p.m.

Tennis Beg. - SG

Golf-GC

Archery - AR
Non-Swim - Pool

Diving - Pool

Stroke Correction - Pool

Slim & Trim - UG

Contemporary Dance I • DS
Fencing -Beg.-FG

Junior Swim - Pool

Contemporary Dance Int. - DS
Tennis Beg.-SG

Golf-GC

Archery - AR
Non-Swim - Pool

Diving - Pool

Modern Gym I
- LG

Fencing Beg.-FG

Tennis Int. - SG
Junior Swim - Pool

Spacial Aquatics - Pool

Ballet Beg.-DS
Tennis -Int.-SG

4:00 p.m.

Jazz Dance II - DS
Fencing Int. - FG

Golf-GC

Badminton Rec. - UG
Tennis Rec. - SG

Scotting Country Dance - DS
Golf-GC

Badminton Rec. UG
Tennis Rec. - SG

Jazz Dance Beg. - DS
Self Defense Beg.

to 5:30 -FG
Golf-GC

Modern Gym II - LG

Badminton -Rec.-UG
Tennis Rec. - SG

Jazz Dance II - DS
Fencing Int. - FG

Golf-GC

Diving - Pool

Rarlmintnn Rw -llfi

Tennnis Rec. - SG

4:30 - Self Defense Ree.

to 6:30 -FG

Badminton Rec. - UG
Tennis Rec. - SG

5:00 p.m.
Contemporary Dance Club-OS

Fencing Rec. -FG
Ballet II -DS
Self Defense Int. -FG
Slim & Trim - LG

Co-Ed Folk Dance - DS
5:30 -Self Defense Rec.

-

to 6:30 - FG

Ballet III -DS
Table Tennis Rec. - FG

6:00 p.m.
Contemporary Dance Perf-DS

Fencing Rec. - FG
Jazz Dance Perf.-DS

Self Defense Int. -FG
Table Tennis Rec. - FG

7:00 p.m.

Contemporary Dance Perf-DS

Self Defense Adv. -FG
Modern Gym Club - LG

Badminton Rec. - UG
Tennis Rec. - SG

Jazz Dance Pert. - DS Co-Ed Folk Dance - DS
Co-Ed Ballroom - LG
Gal & Guest Badminton - UG
Tennis Rec.-SG

Table Tennis Rec.-FG

8:00 p.m.

Self Defense Adv. - FG
Badminton Rec. - UG
Tennis Rec.-SG

Co-Ed FoIRTJahce - DS
Co-Ed Ballroom - LG
Gal & Guest Badminton - UG
Tennis Rec.-SG

Table Tennis Rec.-FG

- Archery Range: SG - Sports Gym: DS - Dance Studio: UG - Upper Gym: FG - Fencing Gym: LG - Lower Gym: GC - Golf Cages: Pool - Pool

TODAY - 9.00am - 4.30 pm
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tnterfac report
Intramural Touch Football

Tuesday October 1

7

Arrythmia i 3 vs. Heat It & Beat It 0
Tachyards 26 vs. Team SO 6

Pure Crap 20 vs. Wycliffe 6
Team Terrifies 33 vs. Maulers 6

Selects 1 3 vs. Gofers 6
Wednesday October 18

Jocks 7 vs. Slompers 6
Yankees 26 vs. Monks 0

Idiots - win vs. Pharmacy - default

Thursday October 19

W2 Assoc. 13 vs. Athletic Sup. 26

Gonads 6 vs. Dodgers 26

Skule 7TS 12 vs. Nads 19

Coopers Lig. 27 vs. NummiesO
Monday October 23

Boulton Goldens default vs. Monks win

Heat It & Beat It default vs. Team Terr, win

W2 Assoc. vs. Wycliffe double default

Jocks win vs. Idiots default

Nummies default vs. Team 50 win

SPORTS SCHEDULES - Week of Oct. 30 to Nov. 3
SOCCER (Note 3.00 p.m. start owing to Standard Time)
Mon. Oct. 30 12.15

12.15

3.00

3.00

Tues. Oct. 31 12.15

12.15

3.00

Nov. 1 12.15

12.15

3.00

3.00

Nov. 2 12.15

12.15

3.00

RUGGER
Mon. Oct. 30 1.15

Wed. Nov, 1 1.15

Thur. Nov. 2 12.45

1.15

LACROSSE
Mon

Wed.

Thur.

North

Trin

North

at Erin

North

South

North

North

South
North

South
North

South
North

West
West
West
West

Dent vs St.M.B Bielecki

Pharm vs Innis (Re-Sched) Ho
Law vs U.C Carline

Vic vs Erin (ret provided by Erin)

PHE
Eng. Ill

Scar
Sr.Eng

Innis

Knox
Wye
ST.M.A
New
Trin .A

Wye
Law
PHE.B
Trin.

vs Sr. Eng Homatidis

vs Emman lerullo

vs St.M.A

vs Vic

vs For

vs Trin.B

vs Arch

vs PHE
vs Jr.Eng
vs Med

vs Trin.B

vs Trin.B

vs Wye
vs PHE.

A

Basta

Robinson
Homatidis
lerullo

Ho
Homatidis

Carline

Bielecki

Gueli

Kitchen
Wickens
Sorbie

Oct. 30 1.00 Vic vs Eng McGuey. Brykman

9.00 Scar vs PHE.C Mac-Neil. Tamm
10:00 Innis vs Trin MacNeil, Tamm

Oct. 31 6.30 PHE.A vs Dev.Hse Orlando, Cuthbert

7.30 Knox vs PHE.B Orlando, Cuthbert

8.30 Erin vs St.M. Orlando, Cuthbert

Nov. 1 6.30 PHE.B vs For Michie. Sorichetti

7.30 Trin vs Scar Michie, Sorichetti

8.30 U.C. vs Dent Michie, Sorichetti

Nov. 2 6.30 St.M. vs Vic Traftord, Cuthbert

7.30 Eng vs Dev.Hse Trafford, Cuthbert

8.30
"

Erin vs PHE.A Trafford, Cuthbert

Nov. 3 1.00 PHE.C vs U.C. McGuey, Brykman

HOCKEY
Wed. Nov. 1 12.30

1.30

4.00

8.15

9.30

Thur. Nov. 2 12.30

8.15

9.30

10.45

Fri. Nov. 3 12.30

1.30

3.45

4.45

6.00

TOUCH FOOTBALL
Mon. Oct. 30 12.15 East

1.15 East

Tues. Ovt. 31 12.15 East Tachyards

12.45 East Stompers

12,45 West
1.15 East

1.15 West

Wed, Nov. 1 12.15 East

12.15 West
12,45 East

12.45 West
1.15 East

Thur: Nov. 2 12.15 East

12.15 West
12.45 East

1.15 East

VOLLEYBALL
Mon. Oct? 30 8.30

9.30

Tues Oct. 31 8.00

9.00

Wed. Nov. 1 7.00

8.00

9.00

Thur Nov. 2 8.00

9.00

Vic.l

New I

Law I

Sr.Eng

Dent.

A

Vic.ll

Trin.A

Dev Hse
Knox

Jr. Eng
U.C. II

Law 1

1

For. A
Pharm.

A

vs St.M.A

vs U.C.I

vs PHE.A
vs Erin

vs Scar.l

vs Innis I

vs Med.A
vs Fac.Ed

vs Music

vs St.M.B

vs Arch
vs Scar.l I

vs PHE.B
vs Grad.A

Ball Carriers vs Boulton Goldens Fearman

Cooper's Lig, vs Gonads(Re-sched)Wagdin

vs Skule 7T5 Castillo

vs Maulers Castillo

W.2Associates vs Nads Doret

Nummies vs Monks Castillo

Gofers vs Wyclitte Doret

Heat It And Beat It vs Team 50 Wagdin
Team Terrific vs Canucks Bernholtz

vs Pharmacy Wagdin
vs Slackers Plastina

vs Yankees Wagdin

vs ArrythmiaFriend

vs Rhits Bernholtz

vs Dodgers Andryjowicz

vs Copper's Lig Kliman

Pure Crap
Gonads
Idiots

Athletic Supp
Skule 7T5

Jocks
Selects

Law vs For.A Malicki

Pharm vs Scar Malicki

St.M. vs New Mojsiak

Music vs For.B Mojsiak

Eng. I
vs Med.A Bodnaruk

Erin vs Dent Bodnaruk

PHE vs Knox Bodnaruk

Trin vs Med.B Kalvins

Vic vs Wye Kalvins

AAeds moves into second place

By narrowly defeating New
College 1 0-6 yesterday afternoon,

Med dropped the team into last

place in Division II.

The game turned into a defensive

battle although that wasn't the in-

tent. Both teams passed throughout

the game on the wet muddy field; as

the rain started to come down both

teams predictably headed for the

sidelines on most plays in order to

make a first down.

All major scoring came within the

second half of the game — in fact, -

within the final twenty minutes.

Med scored first on a touchdown z
by Ed Russel. The six points came a

off an interception and return, but >
the convert was missed. The TD was iy

especially costly to New. While Med ^
attempted to score, the second New f
player to be injured in the game was &
helped off the field. £

In the "do or die" final quarter

New effectively contained Med on

the laller's half of the field. Bui the

New offensive came too late.

Carlson scored midway through

the quarter to put New into the

game again. But when the convert

was missed, little hope remained for

the NC team to play catch-up

football.

In the first half. New was

attempting to punt the ball and

Carlson's touchdown late in the fourth quarter of yesterday's game
was not enough for New, which lost to Meds 10-0.

inadvertently passed it ten feet over

the kicker's head. Med picked up its

first point. New did come back

however, containing Med in its half

for almost all of the second quarter.

New kept kicking but was unable

to earn any points. Med players

Howcroft and Watchorn added

singles and J. Russel rounded off the

scoring with a safety.

New's defeat yesterday drops the

team into last place, well out of

contention for the fourth playoff

position. Med has one game left —
against Trin — and will likely end

up in second place behind UC. In

other play during the past week St.

Mike's shut out Eng 37-0 last

Friday, and New scraped by Scar 7-

6 on Wednesday.

Scor leads Div I rugby, 3-0-0
By NEIL SORBIE

PHE A defeated Eng I 1 2-0 in

inlerfacully Fugby yesterday.

Although both teams looked

strong in the first few minutes of

play, the pace of the game was

hampered by the terrible conditions

of the field.

As the first half ended Phys Ed's

Melnvk squeezed out the first 'try"

of the game on a great second effort.

In the second half Brian Prettie

showed strong open field running for

the second PHE try. Filinski con-

verted both tries with considerable

ease.

Monday's rugby game, also

marred by the wet, muddy con-

ditions of the back campus field,

hrought together two- evenly-

matched teams. Law B defeated

PHE B 4-0 to eslablisch itself in first

place in the second rugby division.

In the first half Peter Ballem

blocked a kick and followed a

rolling ball into the PHE goal area

for the only scoring play of the

game. (The conversion was

unsuccessful.)

Law was under pressure in its end

in the second half due to accurate

kicking and good pursuit of the

PHE forwards. However, PHE was

unable to get the ball across the line

and the game ended with the score 4-

0.

Thus far in the season Scar leads

Division I with a 3-0-0 record, while

PHE A is second (3-I-I) and Trin A

third (2-I-I). In Division II Law

leads (4-0-0). followed by PHE B(3-

2-0) and Trin B (l-l-O),

Phar ends SMC win streak
Pharmacy put an end to St. Mike's 10 game winning

streak in overtime of the third game Monday evening.

Pharmacy defeated SMC I2-I5, I5-I0, and l5(-2) - 15.

St Mike's looked strong in the first game with a solid

team effort. However the Pharmacy squad was able to

come within three points of winning the initial game

and also displayed considerable skill.

Pharmacy quickly took the second game. St. Mike's

Perchal said "We fucked around too much and lost the

game."

Another reason might lie with SMC's Rumak who

repeatedly slammed the ball too hard, causing SMC
several losses of serve. When Rumak did not follow his

grand slam style (especially when he was close in to

the net) he played well. He appears to be SMC's

strongest player.

Pharmacv was the come-from-behind team. Through

the second game the team appeared weaker, yet the St.

Mike's ineptitude enabled them to win through defen-

sive action.

In the rubber match the SMC team made a valiant

catch-up effort, but their momentum had already been

lost and they never really returned to peak from.

With the score 14-14 the teams continually lost serve.

At one point when the SMC team was behind, one of

the team members said "Isn't this game supposed to be

played until eight (points) and then we switch sides?"

Finally, with both teams playing cautiously, SMC

lost the ball and it dropped down in front of the net on

the St. Mike's side.

After the game SMC Perchal said that Rumak was

the team's best player but that " he needs more practice

— the whole team needs to practice".

SMC and Pharmacy now both have a l-l record this

season.

SMC suffered a setback Monday night, losing to

Pharmacy in Division II play. St. Mike's had

won 10 straight before the loss.
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Swim Blues begin

season tomorrow
By PALL CARSON

Ask most followers of

intercollegiate athletics which Varsi-

ty teams have won the most cham-

pionships in recent years and you

usually get the standard reply:

"Hockey".

Thai's not a bad guess since the

icemen have won eight consecutive

league titles and five straight

national championships, but in

terms of winning streaks they're not

even close.

On the women's side, by far the

most spectacular record is held by

the field hockey team, which went

into the current season with the

amazing statistic ofnot having lost a

single game in the past ten years.

In men's intercollegiate athletics,

the most consistent winners are the

swimmers, who have amassed no

less than twelve consecutive league

championships and five out of six

national crowns.

Coached by 27-year old Robin

Campbell, the Swim Blues are again

prohibitive favorites to retain their

OUAA title. But to Campbell, win-

ning is certainly not the paramount

objective of Varsity's extensive

aquatic program.

"Participation, team spirit, and

the development of the individual

athlete as an accomplished swimmer

are the key goals,' he said recently.

Thanks to federal government

scholarship programs and the con-

struction of more first-class facilities

college swimming in Canada has

developed rapidly from the days

when Cambel! and five teammates

could win a national title in the mid-

sixties.

"A sign of the tremendous growth

of college swimming would be the

simple fact that we won seven years

ago with just six top swimmers;

todav with that number you'd be

lucky to finish fifth at the CIAU
meet," Campbell said.

Following the extensive

graduations from last year's team,

1972 was expected to be a tran-

sitional year in Varsity swimming,

but Campbell and diving coach Jim

LaCasse have benefitted from the

arrival of several talented new-

comers to complement a good crop

of veterans. Perhaps the most im-

portant addition is Shane Larri

who's already bested most of the

record times posted by last year's

freestyle workhorse Mike Guinness,

now doing graduate work at

Indiana.

Versatile Alex Fedko, freestyler

Chris Rockingham, and breast-

slroker Barry Bowerman are the

main losses through graduation, but

Campbell expects to have several

proven rookies trying out in all four

strokes—freestyle, butterfly, breast,

back—plus the individual medley

and the relays.

"In 1971-72 we won several key

dual meets because Mike Guinness

could double up on the 100 and 200-

Interfaculty

Rugby

Division 1

Monday October 2

Scar 10 vs. Trin A 4

Tuesday October 3

Eng 10 vs. PHEA 16

Friday October 6

Trin A 18 vs. St M 4

Tuesday October 10

Eng I 0 vs. Scar 7

Wednesday October 1

1

PHE A win vs. Su M default

Friday October 13

Trin A 16 vs. Eng I 0
Monday October 16

St. M default vs. Eng I win

Tuesday October 17

Scar 24 vs. PHE AO
Friday October 20
PHE AO vs. Trin AO
Tuesday October 24

PHEA 12vs. EnglO

Division H

Tuesday October 3

Trin B win vs. Wye default

Thursday October 5

Law 4 vs. PHE B0
Tuesday October 10

Trin B0 vs. PHE B6
Thursday October 12

Eng HO vs. Law 8

Friday October 13

WycOvs PHE B 26
Monday October 16

WycOvs. Law 30
Wednesday October 18

EngliOvs.PHEBlO
Thursday October 19

Wye default vs. Eng II win
Monday October 23

PHEBOvs. Law4

yard freestyles," Campbell ex-

plained, "but this year 1 think we

will be able to win with our tremen-

dous depth—you might call it bench

strength."

While swimming is often a

difficult sport to predict, since many

athletes train so as not to reach their

peak until the finals in February,

Varsity would appear to have at

least two and in some cases three

highly rated competitors in every

event. The first real test of

Campbell's "bench strength"

prognosis won't come until the an-

nual OUAA Relays next month at

York; this is by agreement a "fun"

meet with no scores kept but every

coach uses the races as a gauge of

where his team stands compared to

the other OUAA powers, especially

Toronto.

"The Relay meet is always

interesting for both swimmers and

spectators," Campbell said. "The
swimmers gel iheir first real test of

actual competition against their

possible rivals in the league finals,

and spectators will be able to see all

the top swimmers in the province in

races that are run only at this par-

ticular meet."

He mighl have added that the

coaches also get into the act, testing

their ability to plot and scheme
strategy against one another as they

attempt to pack particular races

with their best athletes.

"Often two or Ihree coaches end

up packing the same races, in which

case the spectators gel a great after-

noon of swimming," Campbell said.

When the dual meet season starts

in earnest, after Christmas, Varsity

will have a varied home schedule

hosting Waterloo, Western, Kent

State. Ryerson, Ottawa and Guelph.

Western, coached by Bob Eynon,

is usually runner-up in the league

final, and boasts the distinction of

being the only school except Toron-

to to win a championship since 1957.

Evnon relies on Olympian Bob

Kennedy and a host of good

freest ylers.

Kent State is one of the belter

U.S. college swim teams, and Ot-

tawa has embarked on an extensive

swimming program in its new 50-

metre pool under the coaching of

Fouad Kamal. who ended Blues

siring of five CIAU lilies last year

with McGill.

The other meets will be frankly

lopsided as Campbell uses all of his

athletes in preparation for the

OUAA final when he must cut the-

present 26 to a learn of 18, including

divers.

Blues' hopes in the freestyle rest

on captain Jim Adams, winner of

both Ihe 50 and 100-yard free at the

CIAU. Adams, a native of Brazil,

also holds the OUAA record in the

100 at 48.8 and shares the mark in

the 50 of 22.2 with former Varsity

standout Theo Van Ryn.

Bob Peeling is back for his second

season at Varsily after some good

years at McMaster. Peeling doubles

in the freestyle and butterfly, and

holds the OUAA record of 2:02.5 in

the 200 lly.

Veteran breaststroker Ross

Ballantyne is back for another year

along wilh Nick Roltman from the

1970-71 team. Ballantyne still holds

the league mark of 1:03.4 over 100

vards. one of the few Ontario

records to have survived since 1970.

Campbell is uncertain whether

former Olympic finalist Jim Shaw
wilt swim another year of

.backstroke but he has two-year

vetran Russ Farquhar in any case,

plus some excellent rookies.

Blues also benefit from the

versatility of John Twohig, a

freestyler and butterfly—specialist

who's looking good after a sub-par

vear in 71-72, and sophomore
Wayne Phillips who combines
freestyle and breaststroke.

Swimming is perhaps the most

physically demanding of any in-

tercollegiate sport, since fractions of

a second spell the difference between

champion and also-ran. Presently,

almost thirty hopefuls are working

out in the Hart House pool, and

many participate in both the mor-

ning and afternoon sessions.

It's a punishing, often lonely grind

but the talent and dedication are

there, and come February 25 in

Waterloo, it should add up lo Title

Thirteen.

Exfra fee for golf facilities
Beginning Monday the Athletics

Department (through the intramural

office) will be offering golf lessons

for Ihe second consecutive year for

the lost cost of $2.

However, there appears to be
some confusion on the part of the

Department of Athletics as to who is

to be allowed to use the facilities.

The $2 fee is quite reasonable for

the six week course, but in order to

use the golf facilities available at

Hart House a member of the uni-

versity community must join the golf

club and pay the $2.

The men's athletic fee for Hart J
House is S20 per student per year. J
The Department of Athletics paid §
for the" $400_net. yet to use it one
must also pay an additional $2,

whether or not one wishes lo lake

the lessons.

When asked why the additional

fee was required Dave Copp, co-

ordinator of inlramural athletics,

said that the problem lies with the

lack of funds available in athletics

for this type of mass participation

activity. In order lo form a golf club

the facilities available are nol

allowed to draw on the already

limited athletic budget.

Copp practises off-season golf.

According to the intramural

office the golf net, located in the

small fencing room in Hart House

musl be constantly supervised. The
net was broken last year and was
unavailable for use during the

summer. Someone even "wanted to

throw a javelin in the fencing

room", according to Copp.

The problem is one of space. The
fencing room is used for, among
other purposes, lectures, golf, and

fencing. The net is on a sliding track

which must be continually run back

and forth because of the room's

small size.

Nevertheless, classes begin

October 30 and January 15. They
will consist of six lessons in each

term; participants will be able to

view i heir swing on videotape.

Clinics will include guest instructors

and films. The net remains up every

afternoon and club members may
borrow clubs and balls by inquiring

at the key office.

Anyone wishing to pay the $2 for

the lessons or the additional athletic

fee in order lo use the department-

owned facilities should contact the

inlramural office (928-3087).
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Budget squeeze may cut

experimental courses
Interdisciplinary Studies chairman Geoffrey

Payzant charges thai unless the department's

1973-74 budget is substantially increased, it will

have to cut in half the number of experimental

courses offered and will be unable to fund new
courses next year.

However, U of T vice-president and budget

chairman Don Forster indicated yesterday that

Payzant's fears were not well-founded and that

with the present budget. Interdisciplinary Studies

could continue to operate all its existing courses.

"I don't think that's what Professor Payzant

meant," Forster said, in response to the charges.

The whole future of Interdisciplinary Studies

is unclear.

Teachers in the department sent a proposal lo

expand Interdisciplinary Studies to U of T presi-

dent John Evans last July, when Evans took office.

Copies of the report were also sent to other

university officials, yet no one knows who is

responsible for a decision on the report.

Forster said that the report could be

considered by the Governing Council, or by the

Faculty of Arts «nd Science as part of its budget.

Arts and Science dean Bob Greene said that

he had not included the chief recommendation of

the report, establishment of an Innovative Fund to

expand and co-ordinate interdisciplinary courses,

in his budget report delivered to the university's

budget committee yesterday. He added that the

arts faculty cannot afford to set up the fund this

year.

Although he said he had sent the report to the

Presidential Advisory Committee on the New
Program, Greene admitted, "I do not really know

whose decision Innovative Fund is."

Payzant had hoped for action on the briefs

recommendations by the end of last month.

The Innovative Fund "should have been set

up by the end of September to be effective for

1973-74," he says.

He explained that present alternate financial

sources arc virtually "drying up".

Colleges which have up to this year donated

teachers for interdisciplinary courses have said

that this cannot continue.

In addition, the university has not given

permission for Interdisciplinary Studies to hire

"moonlighting" professors next year.

Payzant explained that the department pays

some teachers to teach more than their contracted

load. They are paid, he said, approximately one-

half the salary of cross-appointed professors,

which allows Interdisciplinary Studies to mount

more courses than it normally could with its

budget.

The university feels, according to Payzant,

that all such "moonlighting" stipends should be

used to hire more professors.

Other sources of money, which Payzant said

he was not at liberty to reveal, have also withdrawn

support.

Interdisciplinary Studies presently sponsors

23 courses, with a total of about 1 100 students

enrolled.

Payzant said earlier this week that

Interdisciplinary Studies does not yet know
"within plus or minus 50 per cent what we can

afford to spend on courses" since its budget has

not been established.

Arts won't weigh courses

for professional faculties

The Faculty of Arts and Science has turned

down a request from Medicine to rank its courses

according to their difficulty.

[, Bob Greene said yesterday that "it is neither

possible nor desirable" for the faculty to rank

courses.

Earlier this fall, Innis registrar David King

visited several college classes to warn students that

Innis and some sociology courses might not be

given full credit for admission to medicine and law.

Medicine's dean of admissions J. W. Steiner

said yesterday that the request to weight arts and

science courses to help the faculty evaluate can-

didates for admission to medicine is the result of

"too many first class applicants for too few

places".

"Ideally we could rely on the transcripts if

courses were weighted", he added, "however we

recognize that there is a difficulty involved in

weighting non-science courses."

Steiner said that as a result the faculty is

setting up a "working party" to examine methods

of fairly assessing students. He added that other

probable methods could include interviewing

students and collating references as well as taking

into consideration summer work experience.

He stressed, however, that the faculty was still

primarily interested in the "distinction of students

on academic grounds."

When asked how the admissions committee

has regarded unstructured courses such as those

offered by Innis College, Steiner claimed that

there had been no problem in the past but one has

developed this year.

"I don't want the admissions committee to

jump to conclusions or pass judgment on any

courses," he said. So far it hasn't done so, he

added.

He claimed that "we are just practising

preventative medicine," by reviewing the admis-

sion procedures: Another procedure being dropped

is the controversial psychological tests which

questioned applicants' political views as well as

probing personal attitudes and views on the

medical profession.

One major change effective next year will be

that students who have graduated will have an

equal opportunity to gain admission to medicine.

In the past, second year students had a much
greater chance for acceptance.

A proposal that members of the faculty of arts

and science be co-opted to serve on the meds

admission committee was opposed by Greene who

felt that no single person in the faculty could have

sufficient information about the more than 1500

courses it offers.

Dean of Medicine A. L. Chute stressed that

students hoping to enter medicine should not take

science subjects exclusively if that is not their

interest.

He said that it is not necessary to take any

science courses other than the four prerequisite

subjects to qualify for admission. He added that

the faculty is interested in training doctors who are

interested in humanities and other fields.

The Varsity beats readers to the polls with its

federal election comment. Gory details on
page 4.

'Send mora New Democrat* to Ottawa!"

The land to strong.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
9:30 am

Five Informative minutes created tor the

university you... 'Vantage' ... today

Protessor Blair giving a political forecast.

Again at 3:30 pm.
10 pm

The Innls Film Society presents "The

King of Hearts" with Alan Bates and

Genevieve Buiold at the Med-Scl

auditorium. $1-00.

11 am
The Victoria College Music Club will be

holding open auditions for their major

musical. "Little Me" by Nell Simon, today

till 3 pm in the Music Room at Wymllwood.

It's your last chance so please come!

noon

Last day to reserve lor suppers tor;

Monday and Tuesday Oct. 30 & 31.

1 pm
Career Talks: A talk regarding

Rehabililation Medicine is being given (or

students interested in careers in Physical

and Occupational Therapy, as well as

Speech Pathology and Audlology. McLen-

nan Physics 203.

Malcolm Muggeridge. former editor

"Punch", author, broadcaster, critic, will

speak at Convocalion Hall on the topic, "To

Whom shall we go?". All students and

faculty are invited to come. Sponsored by

Varsity Christian Fellowship.

2 pm
There will be a basketball practice for

anyone interested in playing for University

College in the lower gymnasium at Hart

House.
School of Graduate Studies and

Graduate Department ot Music present

Professor Roger Shattuck on "Making

Time: Studies In Stravinsky, Sartre and

Proust". Edward Johnson Building, room

215.

3 pm
Innls College Forums presents Sean

O'Toole former editor of the United

Irishman and leader ot the IRA. In the

Lounge and don't forget Innls Pub.

4 pm
Graduate Students' Union Wine and

Cheese Party, this week something you've

all been waiting for: Imported wines!! as

well as our regular brands. 16 Bancroft

Ave. Everyone welcome.

6 pm
Listen for your chance to win a pair of

tickets to Ihe Yes concert as welt as a copy

of their new album 'Close to the Edge' and

the J. Gells Band Live. Tonight and every

night till Monday on Radio Varsity.

The Arab Student Association Invites all

the Arab students to an acquaintance

meeting. Refreshments will be served and

the executive committee Introduced. Ahlan

Wasahlan. The International Student

Cenler.

7 pm
Kelly Jay of Crowbar raps about the

group's Massey Hall concert, other Cana--

dlan rock groups and Trudeau. On Radio

Varsity - 820 AM in residence - 96.3 on

Rogers Cable FM.
7:30 pm

Free Movie entitled "A Married Couple"

will be held at the Medical Sciences Bldg.,

Room 3154. This movie is sponsored by

Interdisciplinary Studies and Is open lo

everyone!

Toronto Polish Students Association —
Annual Election Meeting at the Inter-

nalional Students Centre — 33 St. George

St.

7:30 pm
St. Michael's College Film Club present

"Play Misty tor Me", directed by and

starring Clint Eastwood. Admission; S1.

Carr Hall. Again at 10 pm.

8 pm
Back by popular demand, the fabulous

picture of love, war, and Insanity. "The King

of Hearts" starring Alan Bates and

Genevieve Bujold. sponsored by the lovely

and insane Innls Film Society. Med-Scl

Auditorium. $1.00.

8:30 pm
Varsity stalf party at 145 Robert St., one

block west ot Spadina just north of

Harbord.
9 am

The only way to start your Saturday •

Weekender! Available from 9 am to noon at

820 AM on your radio dial from U of T

Radio. It's your kind ol showl

Study and Strategy Conterence on

Vietnam — to work towards a Gospel —
motivated involvement In the anti-war

movement. 229 College Street (fourth

floor). All-day leach-in. Sponsored by the

Evangelical Committee for Social Action.

1 pm
Workers Action Movement

demonstration for "30 hours work tor 40

hours pay". Meet at Bloor 8. Christie. March

lo Liberal. Conservative. NDP
headquarters.

7 pm
Latvian students! Sveiks tautiel!

Seminars riko Jauniesu tzbraukuma balli

t

B10 SPADINA AVE. TORONTO 4, ONTARIO

FESTIVAL OF THE

REFORMATION

Morning Service: 11

"Athiests and Saints"

OPEN HOUSE
4 P.M.

Service of Music and Preaching

DR. HERB RICHARDSON,

Institute for Christian Thought

Prot, Richardson has written tor dozens of journals, and is

author of two important books: "Toward an American
Theology;" and this year's publication "Nuns, Witches,

and Playmates," a statement on contemporary sexual al-

titudes.

Following the Service at 4 P.M. , a brunch will be served
(free); also display of Reformation materials and art.

The Lutheran Church numbers 10 million souls in North

America and 76 million throughout the world. This is

nearly half of the world's Protestants. Although Lulherans
represenl the first historic Protestant Church, following

Manin Luther we continue to embrace the richness of

Christian witness trom the previous centuries.

This is the Church ot Dietrich Bonhoetfer. Paul Tillich,

Martin Marty, Jaroslav Pellkan, Jurgen Mollman, Wolthart
Pannenberg, and a host ot olher renowned writers and
theologians.

The campus and community is invited.

THE REV. LAWRENCE E. MARTIN,
University Chaplain

berzalne. Atbrauc un atvleglo izpumpeto

smadzeni! Tuvaka InformacIJa pie arna

gublna - 767-1398.

Saturday

7:30 pm
Two documentary films on China, one by

Chester Ronnlng, one on preventative

medicine. Place: Medical Auditorium. Ad-

mission S1.00. Sponsored by the Chinese

Students Association.

St. Michael's College Film Club presents

"Play Misty for Me", directed by and

starring Clint Eastwood. Admission: $1.

Carr Hall. Again at 10 pm.

8 pm
Dance — "Sarand" Rock Band — Bar

and Buffet — Admission: S1-50— Costume

may be worn — Sponsored by the Dentistry

Students, 74, at International Student Cen-

tre, 33 St. George. TIM 1 am.

9 pm
Halloween Dance at the Graduate

Students' Union, 16 Bancroft. Draught!

Pizzal Apple-bobbing! Featuring: Fergus

Urban Fantasy {fmly Fergus and Flash).

Admission: Full costume... Freel No

costume... 50c Prizes for best costume.

Everyone Welcome. Till 1 am.

Sunday
9:30 am

Your way to a better Sunday morning is

here! Weekender, the unique morning

show on U of T Radio. 620 AM In selected

residences, from 9 am to noon.

11 am
Sunday, 1 1 am "Being a bastard" will be

discussed in connection with the fifth com-

mandment. Join others of the university

community in worship at the Hart House

service.

1:30 pm
Jewish Choir Session will hold its firs!

secular music singsong In Hebrew. Yid-

dish, and English. Place: Edward Johnson

Building Room 116 (corner ol Royal On-

tario Museum) Auspices: Hlllel Foundation,

186 St. George St.

4pm
Open House at University Lutheran

Chapel. 610 Spadina Ave. (across from

New College). A Service of music, address

by Dr. Herb Richardson on Reformation

Themes. Reception follows with supper

(free), display ol unusual Reformation

materials. Dr. Richardson is Protessor ol

Theology of Culture. SI. Michaels.

7 pm
St. Michael's College Film Club present

Allred Hitchcock's, "Shadow of a Doubt",

starring Joseph Cotten, Theresa Wright.

Admission by series ticket. Carr. Hall.

Again at 9:30 pm.
7:30 pm

Intermediate Conversational Hebrew at

Hlllel House 186 St. George St.

Chinese Students' Association present

rerun ot two China tllms. Medical Sciences

Auditorium, Admission $1.

HOI
ART GALLERY

WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE

EXHIBITION
Monday to Saturday, 11 a.m

5 p.m.

Wednesday. 6-9 p.m.

ART COMMITTEE FILM

Mon., Oct. 30 - 7:30 p.m

in the Music Room
Rim on Gertrude Steln

DEBATE
Honorary Visitors:

The British University Debating Teom
Question tor Debate:

In view ol the existence ot ihe

Multinational Corporation, the concept ol

national sovereignty is an Illusion,

DEBATES ROOM 8:00 p.m.. Tubs. Oct. 31

OPEN SUNDAY
on Oct. 29 belween
2:00 and 4:00 p.m.

Tea served In the Graal Hall

Irom 3:00 to 4:30

GALLERY CLUB
Open Irom Monday to Friday. Luncheon 12. noon-1.45, Dinner 6.00-

7.30 p.m.

Licensed under the LLBO. Hart House membership required.

BLACK HART PUB
Every Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday. 12 noon to 11.30 p.m.

Martin Onrot presents:

YES
ALSO SPECIAL GUEST STAR

J. GEILS BAND
THIS TUESDAY, 7:30 P.M.

MAPLE LEAF GARDENS
TICKETS: $3.50 $4.50 $5.50 Plus Tax

ivo.tobls ol Som't da-nteon, Eaten A.T.O., Mopl. It of Gordsni Bo* OHkt ft agsrKMi, Amhinl
Pharmacy. Out •* l»—n— Underground RaRway Laiatiem.

Making the most ofa good thing.That's Bacardi.

A private place. Free time. Maybe someone special. And definitely Bacardi rum.
You see, Bacardi white-dry is a natural for cola, tonic, orange juice,

tomato juice, even dry vermouth.
So you can really make the most of it.

Best of all, since anything goes with Bacardi, Bacardi goes anytime.

BACARDI rum
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SAC votes yes and no to fees demonstration
By BRIANE NASIMOK

The Students' Administrative

Council Wednesday night voted to

help build momentum in support of

, i day of protest against fee increases

that it has refused to endorse.

As a consequence of SAC's
opting out of ihe proposed province-

wide protest against the Conser-

vative government's student finan-

cing culs. Ontario Federation of

Students general coordinator Craig

Heron said the decision may cause

cancellation of the proposal.

SAC voted by about a 3 to 2

ratio against the organization of a

"mass central demonstration at

"Queen's Park" to coincide with the

opening of the legislature next

month. The motion would have en-

couraged simultaneous local demon-

U of T may ask fee

hikes to be shelved
By JULIA ELCOCK

The Academic Affairs Committee of U of T's top governing body has

unanimously called for the provincial government to cancel this year's

university Tee increases.

In a stand almost exactly similar to one taken by the, Ontario

Federation of Students, the committee deplored the actions of the

Conservative government in imposing simultaneous tuition fee increases and
decreases in grant assistance.

The motion, which must go to the Governing Council for final

approval, said that the government's actions "may likely deter many
academically qualified individuals from entering or continuing with higher

education".

It demanded that:

• this year's formula fee increase be withdrawn,

• any future formula fee increases not be imposed without full public

discussion of the Wright Report, especially with those groups affected,

• the Ontario Student Award loan ceiling be reduced from $800 to $600,

and

0 the age of independence be reduced from its present 24.

Student committee member Brian Morgan called for the committee to

make a public statement on the issue, saying that "such a statement carries

more power than any other opinion". He added that lower income groups

were deterred from continuing in university not just because of the "cost of

university fees, but because of living expenses and loss of income".

Committee chairman R.M.N. Shepherd said that he had been informed

by the University College registrar that "an exceptionally large number of

students" had withdrawn since the beginning of the academic year, but that

in only one or two cases was the fee increase a contributing factor.

He said that if many students, withhold fees, it will be the university and

not the government that wilt suffer.

U of T student awards officer Patrick Phillips stated that the

government believed that no serious student would be deterred from

persuing higher education as a result of the fee increases. He added that any

such incidences would be hard to document.

He reported that the government last year allocated $42 million for

student grants, of which only $29 million was spent. This year $32 million is

budgeted for the awards program.

He said that he saw the cutback as an attempt by the government to

"balance their books".

He attributed the underuse of the allocated grant money to the stringent

regulations governing the awards.

slrations for campuses not able to

participate in the Toronto action.

However, the council narrowly

passed the third clause or the first

OFS motion, which committed it to

attempt "to obtain endorsement and

active support from a broad range of

community groups, labour
associations, high schools and all

post-secondary institutions."

This clause was later defeated

after finance commissioner Vince

DeAngelo realized the inconsistency

of passing only the third part of the

motion and pleaded that someone

who voted in favour of the motion

ask to reconsider it.

However. SAC went on to

endorse the second OFS motion,

"that the OFS initiate the following

momentum building actions in the

community and in educational in-

stitutions prior to the day of protest:

province-wide newspaper dis-

tribution, and campus educational

efforts, with the goal of maximum
participation and decentralized deci-

sion making."

When this carried UC SAC
representative Marly Sloller said

The all new Varsity distribution box got Its first public airing

Thursday when a wooden mock-up was Installed between Sir

Daniel Wilson residence and the Bookroom. Supplied by the

university, 50 metallic boxes, worth $1500 In place, will find a

St. George home this year. Eventually, the campus will be

blanketed by 150 of them.

that was similar to passing the third

clause again. But meeting chairman

Craig Perkins announced that he

was "not going to try to fix up any

more stupid errors", and went on to

the next item of business.

De Angelo asked the secretary to

record his opposition to the motion,

after which UC rep Seymour
Kanowilch reminded DeAngelo that

he voted in favour of it.

Debate on the mass demons-

tration planned for the day

of protest focused on public reac-

tion, and the amount of time

organization of it would take.

Heron reported OFS has "asked

the government to make a statement

on our demands, but they refuse to

commit themselves until the budget

comes down in the spring." He was

referring to OFS meetings with

colleges and universities minister

Jack McNie.

Heron went on to say that if the U
of T voted against the protest, it

likely would not be staged. "If U of

T drops out it will cause a hell of a

lot of damage", he said.

He concluded by stressing the

need for a physical protest, to

demonstrate the extent of support lo

the government.

University commissioner John

Creelman stated that of the three

universities thai most strongly sup-

ported the referendum, Queen's

decided not lo get involved in the

proiesl and Western was awaiting

SAC's decision before deciding

ihemselves.

SAC president Eric Miglin

commented lhat "If well run it could

be effective, but it could also get out

of hand." He concluded that SAC
should either support the protest or

"wash its hands of the whole thing

completely.".

Miglin abstained on the motion,

while most of Ihe rest of the ex-

ecutive voled against it.

Engineering representative Cliff

Taylor said he wondered about

students* public image if there was a

mass demonstration. He asked if it

would be better to sit back and

negotiate, for more "credibility".

Sloller attempted unsuccessfully

to have the question reconsidered

after il was defeated.

Renegade students defy SAC;

will attend closed meeting
Governing Council member Paul

Cadario and SAC communications

commissioner Debra Lewis have

decided to attend Ihe Association of

Universities and Colleges ofCanada

annual meeting next week, opposing

SAC policy.

A motion moved by UC SAC rep

Seymour Kanowitch, passed by a

narrow majority Wednesday, slated

thai no member of SAC should

attend the AUCC conference, or sit

on any of its bodies. Kanowitch said

he moved ihe motion because of the

AUCC's policy of closing meetings

to observers.

SAC president Eric Miglin said

lhat he would comply with the SAC
decision and would not attend.

M iglin, who has been nominated for

the AUCC board of directors, said

yesterday he will also withdraw his

name from lhat body.

Cadario, lasl year's finance

commissioner, said lhat he would

attend regardless of the SAC deci-

sion. Cadario was chosen by the

administration as U of T's un-

dergraduate representative without

consultation of SAC.
SAC executive later protested the

unilateral decision in a letter to

president John Evans.

Communications commissioner

Debra Lewis said that she was a

member of the Victoria University

delegation, and not representing un-

iversities' undergraduates.

Miglin questioned who Cadario

was representing, and called on

Cadario and Lewis not to attend the

meeting.

SAC decided to withhold any

financial support from bringing

noted Black Panther Bobby Seale

on campus in November. The last

SAC meeting decided to support

Seale's visit but a services com-
mission meeting Tuesday decided

against spending any money on the

visit.

UC SAC rep Bob Anderson said

lhat SAC was committed to

bringing Seale to Toronto and sup-

ported spending $1000 on the

project.

Finance Commissioner Vince

DeAngelo said that he hoped lhat

the council would not "waste

money" on the visit. He did,

however, match Eric Miglin's offer

of a 25 cent contribution to help pay

ihe costs.

Crombie shouldn't run: Sewell
close to Sewell's during the past

three years, but he is known as more

of a compromiser and "conciliator".

By LORNESLOTNICK
David Crombie was mistaken in

entering the Toronto mayoralty con-

test, and his campaign thus far has

nol justified his candidacy, ac-

cording to Alderman John Sewell.

The Ward 7 aldeman told a

Wednesdy night Innis course on city

politics thai Crombie had made a

"bad decision" in running because

he is forfeiting a sure "reform" seat

at City Hall. He also complained

thai Crombie's campaign is ab-

sorbing financial resources and

workers that could be used in

helping to elect more reform

aldermen.

Crombie's voting record has been

Union backs fired worker
The Canadian Union of Public

Employees Local 1 230 is fighting to

get fired library worker Dave Owen
back his job.

The local met Wednesday at Hart

House lo discuss the abrupt dis-

missal of ihe Sigmund Samuel

Library card filer. A grievance has

been filed with the university.

Owen was fired the day after he

altended a union meeting as a

representative for the workers in his

department, said local president

Audrey Nichols. Owen, who had

completed half of his three month

probationary period was told his

"unsatisfactory" work was the

reason for his dismissal.

The local contends that Owen's

work was satisfactory and that he

was dismissed for his union

activities.

Grievance procedure requires the

university to reply to the union by

Wednesday.

Nichols said if the union is not

satisfied with his reply, it will lake

Ihe case lo an arbitration board.

In that evenl what the union will

need, said Moynes, is supervisors

who will say under oath at an ar-

bitration hearing that Owen's work

was satisfactory.

Since Crombie announced his

decision to seek the mayoralty, there

has been a great deal of pressure on

him lo withdraw, but Sewell ad-

mitted that now there is "nothing we

can do" about Ihe decision.

Sewell was disturbed lhat

Crombie in his campaign has

"refused to make any distinctions

between himself and the other

people" {David Rotenberg and Tony

O'Donohue) who are running for

mayor. The task of ihe reform group

now, Sewell said, is lo pressure

Crombie into "defining the issues."

Sewell has previously forecast

O'Donohue will win the mayoralty,

and has also said that Crombie

doesn't have a chance.

What's this all about?
Done any slumming lately?

No?
If you're a Varsity staffer you can drop around to do yours at Ihe

weekly staff meeting today at I pm in the second floor of 91 St.

George . Prospective staff are welcome too.

As well as admiring pictures of Alex Boxnik's new newspaper

pox. staffers can talk about whether they want to send anyone to the

national Canadian University Press conference.

Money will also be discussed.
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Voting won'tproduce socialchange
Monday, a listless, unexclted electorate will tramp

to the polls to elect Canada's 29th Parliament.

Shorn of the 1968 Trudeaumania phenomenon, this

year's election suffers all the more from the major

parties* traditional refusal to discuss the key issues

facing the country. Instead, they hide behind per-

sonalities and meaningless slogans.

"The land Is strong," the Liberals proclaim.

Apparently unaware, unemployment has soared to 7.1

per cent. And, an incressingly large number of

Canadians have concluded that foreign domination is

threatening to erase Canada from the world's atlases.

"We can do better," the Tories insist. Better, better

for whom, one might ask. They offer little in the way of

policy initiatives and that which they do propose reeks of

pandering to a gullible electorate. On foreign ownership,

for example, they've won Toronto Star editorial support

by adopting the Walter Gordon (Star director and CIC

celebrity) — Committee for an Independent Canada
formula (inadequate even for their limited goals) of

creating an independent, capitalist Canada.
The PC's talk about putting everybody back to work

and eliminating the attraction welfare offers potential

employables. But, they know little about, and con-

sequentely offer no adequate solution for, the real

causes of poverty.

The self-styled socialists' election target is more
modest. "More new Democrats," their signs plead. But,

even the New Democrats have waged what appears to be
a one-issue campaign, fighting the "corporate welfare

bums". Too bad, they aren't really serious about radically

changing society instead of being content to tinker with

the taxation system. (Let's not forget what the Ontario

NDP did when the Waffle tried to rock their moderation
boat.)

And, when the public dares to question the parties'

policies, it gets the run-around or a glib put-down. Asked

about his government's unwillingness to do much about

enemployment, Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau told his

questioner to "fuck off'.

Other politicians may have handled the question

more tactfully, but they would have done little more to

alleviate the unemployment crisis.

None of the major parties advocate programs that

would make substantial advancement toward solving the

major problems facing Canada, although the NDP might

make more of a dent in this direction (without touching

the root causes) than either the Liberals or

Conservatives.

Even if there was a party championing the

necessary measures, they would soon discover that

assuming office is not the same thing as taking power.

Much of the real power is elsewhere.

Many of the most pressing problems are economic,
and economic power rests primarily with people who
don't sit in Parliament but instead on corporations'

boards of directors.

(And, coincidentally, most of this economic power
accrues to foreign interests, interests who use their

power to influence Canadian political decisions. The
Tories and NDP offer myopic solutions for the problem,
the Liberals ignore it.)

Structurally, unemployment and inflation, for

example, are part of the capitalist economic system. Only
by changing that form of ownership can these problems

be eradicated. And nobody, not even the supposedly

socialist NDP, is suggesting such a change.
Even were a government to try to abandon the

band-aid approach and implement the necessary, major
social changes, the class that possesses the real

economic power wouldn't let them get away with it that

easily. (Capitalists control both the Liberal and Conser-
vative parties, and people with relatively like mentality

populate much of the NDP's top echelons. So, there's no

reason to, accuse them of having such an Inclination.

Elections perpetuate a perverted notion of

democracy, that all democracy entails is people flocking,

to the polls once every four years or so and doing
nothing in between. During his first premiership,

Trudeau relished telling opponents that If they didn't

like his policies they could throw him out when his term
was up.

Being personality-centred, electoral politics rule out

policy considerations. Voters choose people to make
decisions for them rather than making the decisions

themselves. And, brokerage politics — whereby parties

compete for support of the same, unrelated interest

groups (to secure the necessary seats to form the

government) by offering them appropriate favours — has

not been successfully avoided In the electoral jungle of

the western world.

That kind of non-ideological approach leaves the

voter III informed about how the parties will respond to

various Issues which may confront them during
1

their

term in office.

Even on the occasions when parties have charted a

definite course of action should they be elected, there

have been no Canadian Instances of anywhere near an
entire platform being implemented. The prospect that

one or two of the more innocuous items may find their

way through the parliamentary maze is more likely.

And, as Trudeau says, there's nothing much you can
do about that until the next election, according to the

rules of the electoral game. (He doesn't hasten to add
that most voters have short memories and accept their

powerlessness, becoming alienated from a process that

has such a crucial effect upon their lives,)

Consequently, electoral politcs in Itself cannot
achieve meaningful social change. Such change can only

come about by people directly taking control of their own
lives.

AN ELECTION MESSAGE from
the National Integrity Foundation

(Can.) Ltd. N.Y.
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Ryan sends stand-in; Stollery late

All-candidates meeting lacks candidates
No-shows and part-shows

predominated at a Spadina riding

all-candidates meeting held in New
College Wednesday night.

Communist Party of Canada
(Marxist-Leninist) candidate
Mitchell Bornstein failed to show at

all, while Conservative Perry Ryan
sent businessman John Brennan to

substitute for him. Liberal Peter

Stollery arrived 45 minutes late and

left half an hour early.

Only Communist Maggie Bizzell

and NDP candidate Bob Beardsley

stayed to face the 120 students pre-

sent for the entire meeting.

Beardsley began by quoting a

1958 Trudeau statement asserting

that a country dominated by
foreign-owned business could not

hope to control its own economy.
He contrasted this with a 1971

Trudeau quote, in which the prime

minister beamed at Richard Nixon's

University of Toronto

ORGAN RECITALS
October 30

November 6

November 13

CHARLES PEAKER
DOREEN WINKLER, soprano

CLEMENT C. CARELSE

JANET MacFARLANE
ALISON MELVILLE, recorder

MONDAY AFTERNOONS
at 5.05 p.m.

CONVOCATION HALL

CUT OUT

COMPUTING WITH THE

COMPUTER CENTRE?

NEED INFORMATION,

ASSISTANCE MANUALS?

CALL US, WE CAN HELP.

S/370-165 928-8599

(HASP, HSJS, GPJS)
S/360-65 928-3787

(Interactive Systems)

Information Office 928-4990

(General Information 928-4991

and Manuals)

AND SAVE

assurances the U.S. wanted a fully

independent Canada. The audience

applauded loudly.

Said Brennan, "Beardsley's a

good mathematics teacher, but he

knows nothing about economics".

Brennan devoted his opening

speech lo a denunciation of NDP
leader David Lewis* book on cor-

porate welfare bums, asserting il to

be nonsensical and dishonest.

"Lewis says tax deferral schemes

in Canada provide no jobs," said

Brennan, "yet he also says the U.S.

DISC scheme, also a tax deferral

program, is stealing jobs from
Canadians."

Beardsley denounced the Liberal

party's refusal to reveal its sources

of campaign funds. "They will not

do this," he said, "because they get

much of (heir funds from the same
people who receive large grants and

loans under the "DREE (regional

incentives) program."

He noted representatives of

corporate recipients of such grants

had predominated al $50-and-$100-

a-plate Liberal campaign dinners.

The NDP gets seven cents a

month per person from unions af-

filiated with the party, while union

members have the choice of opting

out.

Asked about Bizzell's assertion

that both NDP and Communist

MPs were needed, Beardsley said,

"Usually Bornstein is here and calls

me a fascist; then there's no
problem."

He noted that many immigrants

from Eastern Europe seemed to feel

that the NDP and the Communists
were the same; this was a problem

for the party, which the Communist
Parly was not alleviating by sup-

porting the NDP. (In ridings where

the Communist Party is not running

candidates, it supports the NDP.)
"Ryan substitute" Brennan

stressed the PC program of in-

centives for small business.

"What good will this do to

repatriate the Canadian economy?"
asked a student. "What can a bunch

of corner-groceries or dry-cleaning

stores do in the face of huge multi-

national corporations?"

In an interview after the meeting,

Brennan was scornful of proposals

to buy back the economy. The real

problem, he suggested, is lack of

entrepreneurial initiative and
willingness to invest risk-capital on

the pari of Canadians.

"Canadians buy more life

insurance than anybody else on

earth", he said. "They buy savings

bonds, and decline to risk their

money in new businesses."

Canadian banks are the worst of

all, he added. They want security

above all else, and refuse to aid new
enterprises.

"Why has there been no talk

about the environment in this cam-
paign?" a student asked.

Beardsley pleaded guilty to

ignoring this issue, but said Spadina

riding contains people mostly in-

terested in "bread-and-butter"
issues. They are, he said,

"frightened and insecure".

He later asserted the NDP is

interested more in gross national

happiness than in the gross national

product.

Stollery said he was fully in

favour of an Arctic pipeline up the

Mackenzie Valley. In response to

questioning, he said he had seen

nothing to convince him that the $10

billion influx of foreign capital

necessary to build it would raise the

price of the Canadian dollar and

result in fewer exports and greater

unemployment.

Stollery asserted Ontario can get

along without foreign investment,

but other provinces still wanted it.

And Ottawa had to take their views

into account.

Ryan is spending around $25,000

on his campaign, said Brennan. Of
the $14,000 Stollery is spending,

half comes from his own pocket, he

said. Beardsley's campaign will cost

about $6,000.

Government ignored his report

but it doesn't bother MP Wahn
By VALERIE ROSS

St. Paul's Liberal candidate Ian

Wahn admitted yesterday that the

Trudeau government has been

dragging its heels in protecting the

Canadian economy from multi-

national corporations.

But, he staunchly refused to

publicly criticize the government for

shelving his report recommending

51 per cent Canadian ownership of

Canadian industries.

Wahn was speaking at Holy

Trinity's Thursday Noon on the

Square meeting in place of Energy,

Mines and Resources Minister

Donald MacDonald.

The House of Commons Standing

Committee on External Affairs and

Defence brought down the Wahn
report in 1970, only to find it speedi-

ly ignored by the government.

Wahn said the federal

government's proposals to institute

screening procedures that would

determine which industries should

be Canadian-controlled, was a move

in the right direction.

The screening bill, a modified

version of another report, the Gray

Report or 1972, died with the end of

the last session of Parliament.

The Liberal incumbent said the

Trudeau regime has conclusively

decided against wage and price con-

trols as methods of controlling the

spiralling cost of living.

He also said that the long term

solution to immigration problems

was to set up better application

screening agencies overseas "using

the same non-discriminatory ob-

jective questionnaire we have now."

NEXT WEEK:

KING BISCUIT BOY

CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair

NOW
APPEARING

TIMOTHY
Toronto's Lowest Priced Night Club

This Woman's Place Is In The House

The House Of Commons

THESE PEOPLE THINK SO:
Dr. Arthur Axelrad, Facully ol Medicine University ol Toronto: Phyllis Amber; Christine

Blssell; Pallida Beatty co-director Toronto Dance Theatre; June Callwood, writer; Henry

Comor, Committee lor an Independent Canada; Sylvia and Harry Campbell; Rev. John

Davidson; Elizabeth Dingman, journalist; Dr. John Crookston, Professor ol Medicine.

University ol Toronto; David Fulton, wriler/di rector; Theresa G. Falkner. Association ol

Women Electors; Harry Freedman, composer; Dr. Ursula franklin, Associate Prolessor of

Engineering, University ol Toronto; Prolessor J.L. Gronatslaln. President Avenue-8ay-'

Cotlingham Ratepayers' Association; R.J. Gathercole. lawyer and special lecturer

Osgoode Hall Law School; Prolessor Phyllis Grosskurth; Grace Harlman, National

Secretary Treasurer C.U.P.E., Robin Harris, Professor ol Higher Education. University of

Toronto; Professor Israel Halperin; Donald Hime 9, York University Facully; Av Isaacs,

Gallery owner; Eugene Kash. musician and educator, Maryon Kantaroff, sculptor;

Elizabeth Kilboum, critic; John Morgan, Unitarian minister; Mary Morrison, concert

singer; Christina Newman, Associate Editor MacLean's Magazine John and Nancy
Pocock. artists; Fred Parker, first lime voter, John Palmer, playwright; Professor

Abraham Rolslein, Editor. Canadian Forum; Ell Rill, actor, Prolessor John M. Robson;

Michael Snow, artisl and filmmaker; Charlotte Skykes, Women's Place; Laura Sabia,

Chairwoman National Action Commiltee, Status of Women; Helen Tucker, Federation ol

Universalis! Unitarian Women; Annette Vaughn; Miriam Waddington. poet; Herbert Whit-

laker. Globe and Mail drama critic; Joyce WiBland. Board of Directors, An Gallery of On-

tario; Jaan Woodsworth; Bonnie Ward. Canadian Women's Educational Press: Mel Profit,

Jack McClelland, publisher.

THINK ABOUT-VOTE

KAY MACPHERS0N
INDEPENDENT ST. PAUL'S

1066 Yonge St. 967-0133
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in the sun...Struggling
Most students at U of T who vote

downtown in Monday's federal election

will be casting their ballots in the

Spadina riding.

With only three days to go before the

big day. The Varsity presents profiles oj

four candidates in this riding. Two
others. Progressive Conservative can-

didate Perry Ryan, and Liberal runner

Peter Stollery, have been covered in

previous issues of The Varsity.

Beardsley
appeals to

powerless

BEARDSLEY...

...the big push

By LINDA McQUAIC
Spadina riding has long been

recognized as fertile ground for the NDP.
Wiih its heavily immigrant, working

class and student population, it is an area

where a sense of individual powerlessness

can easily lead to sympathy for a plat-

form of greater local autonomy.

And it is to this sentiment that NDP
candidate Bob Beardsley is appealing.

As a founding member and former

chairman of the Sussex Area Residents'

Association, and as co-ordinator this

year of SEED, a democratically-run free

school, Beardsley has long been an ad-

vocate of greater local autonomy and
more active citizen participation in all

levels of government.

It is the stress the NDP lays on this as

much as its actual policies, that attracts

him to the party, Beardsley says.

This has left him open to the criticism

that he is more interested in the

mechanics of power than in ideology. He
says this is a fair judgment.

He would support, for example,
parents running schools even in cases

where ihey opt for a more authoritarian

approach to education than he personally

favors.

As co-ordinator of SEED, Beardsley

has left almost total control in the hands
of the students, calling them together

with staff for formulating policy, even in

the traditionally taboo area of
budgetting.

His belief in individual participation

and dissent led him to tolerate, if not
sympathize with the left-wing nationalist

Waffle faction within the party, and to

oppose its expulsion from the provincial

NDP in June.

Although he claims to support some of

their aims, he criticized the Waffle for

being loo narrow in scope. He also says
that although he would like to see
nationalization of resource industries, he
could not support wholesale nationali-
zation as the Waffle suggests.

He claims he does feel strongly,
however, about foreign ownership, and
feels this has been undepressed in the
,NDP campaign, although he blames
much of this on the press.

At the NDP leadership convention in

1 97 1. Beardsley supported middle-of-the-
road candidate John Harney. After
Harney's elimination, Beardsley backed
Waffle leader James Laxer rather than

^David Lewis, although he says he sup-

for a place
ports Lewis as national leader now.

Beardsley sees the sense of

powerlessness of the people in his riding

as one of his major problems in getting

elected. They vote Liberal because they

associate it with government, and

government with authority, he says.

"But a lot of people are turning to us

because they say they've tried Liberal

and they've tried Conservative and don't

find there's much difference," he said in

an interview this week.

The immigration of Ugandan Asians is

a major worry to many of his con-

stituents who fear they will face tougher

competition on the job market, he says.

Beardsley, who supports the

immigration, tries to convince residents

in Spadina that their jobs would not be in

jeopardy since most of the Ugandans are

shopkeepers by trade.

He maintains, however, that too large

an immigration would not benefit the

immigrants themselves, since "they

would be forced into doing low-level

jobs."

He attacked Prime Minister Pierre

Trudeau for his "arrogance" in

suggesting Ugandans could take jobs too

unpleasant for Canadians.

Although Beardsley has tried

unsuccessfully to capture the Spadina

seat as the NDP candidate four times

before, he is considered to have fairly

good chances this time round in the tight

three-way competition.

The riding is difficult lo predict since

former Liberal Perry Ryan who has held

the seat since I962 this year is now
running as a Conservative.

Beardsley, however, has been building

support at the grassroots level for years.

Whereas he saw his earlier attempts as

throw-aways to establish the NDP in the

riding, he is campaigning seriously and

thinks his chances are good.

In his belief that a community should

control its own fate and not be at the

mercy of developers, Beardsley says he

would ideally like to see all land publicly

owned so that there could be no land

speculation. Residents would own their

homes, but control of the land would rest

with the neighbourhood.

"There is just not enough land for

people lo own it privately," Beardsley

said.

He also favors plans to rehabilitate

established neighbourhoods with govern-

ment grants and low-interest loans. He
says he was impressed with a Liberal bill

advocating this policy earlier this year.

The bill died with the end of the session

of Parliament.

Beardsley says that he does not have
an answer lo every problem. In fact, he

says he would like to look to the

academic community for some answers.

"I'm not one to formulate policy," he
says, seeing his strength instead in

pressing for greater dialogue, and en-

couraging a sense of power in the

individual.

Whereas Pri me Minister Pierre
Trudeau recently compared himself to a

coach of a hockey learn, and U.S. presi-

dent Richard Nixon describes himself as
a quarterback, Beardsley sees himself as
a "referee".

Communist
forces the

issues
By GREG McMASTER

The Communist Party of Canada is

forcing the other parties to deal with the

issues in Spadina riding, says CPC can-
didate Maggie Bizzell.

The major thrust of her party's

program is aimed against what she calls

ihe stranglehold held on this country by
both Canadian and American monopo-
lies. Liberal and Conservative candidates
"have absolutely no idea what the hell's

going on" about the issue of Canadian
independence, she charges.

The Communist Party supports the

election of a large "progressive bloc" of

Communists and New Democrats which

would be a step towards a coalition

government of anti-monopoly forces,

says Bizzell.

While the NDP position demonstrates

lack of understanding of Canadian in-

dependence, failing to call for govern-

ment control to get at the structure of

monopolies, she says her presence in the

Spadina race has forced NDP candidate

Bob Beardsley towards a more militant

position than that of the NDP leadership.

Conservative Perry Ryan changes his

position "depending where he's

speaking", and Liberal Peter Stollery is

absolutely nowhere on the issue, Bizzell

charges.

Bizzell, who has worked with the

underground Communist Party of South

Africa, is not running on a personality

basis, but rather on the strongly issue-

oriented, CP platform.

She defends it from leftist critics who
call it too social democratic, saying that

Lenin warned communists to properly

analyze the stage of struggle at any one
time. She says the majority of the people

of Canada believe in the electoral

process, although communists must
engage in extra-parliamentary work at

the same time.

BIZZELL...

...a progressive bloc

Rather than ideological opposition to

all capitalism, and repudiation of the

traditionally anti-communist, social-

democratic NDP, she predicts that

"there will be socialism in Canada" with

the help of a coalition anti-monopoly
government which will "eat away at the

power of the bourgeoisie, both U.S. and
Canadian".

She attacked the rival Communist
Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist) for

an "unbelievably idealistic platform", for

having no contact with any broader
people's movements and for being un-
clear about why they are running.

Addressing herself to the university,

she said that "students are going lo have
to fight like hell against the cutbacks",
and she supported the upcoming demon-
stration against this year's fee increases.

She added that as many students must
be involved as possible in the stop-the-
cutbacks campaign, and criticised the
Trotskyist student council at Trent
University for successfully campaigning
against a fee strike and for a mass
demonstration. The Trent students felt a
fee strike could be against students'own
interests, a position which Bizzell calls
divisive in view of other campuses' sup-
port of the proposed fees strike.

Bizzell comes out strongly for extra-
parliamentary action to advance the
liberation of women, saying "we totally
support independent women's
movements". However, she added,
working class women" have been absent
from such movements.

She said that Kay Macpherson,
running as an independent in St. Paul's
on a women's rights platform, would
have been wiser to run for the NDP.
She criticises other independent

women's candidates for denying the need

for women to relate to working class

issues and to the questions of Quebec and

Vietnam.

Bizzell said that self-determination for

Quebec and Vietnam should be im-

portant election issues, and claimed she

was the only person to raise them at all-

candidates meetings in Spadina.

The Communist Party platform

includes calls for a freely negotiated new
confederal pact between Quebec and

English Canada, for recognition of the

Provisional Revolutionary Government
of South Vietnam, for free post-

secondary education and for women's
economic equality. The party also

proposes laws against strikebreaking,

nationalization of monopolies, banks and
the CPR, and equal rights for native

people.

Bizzell's campaign literature calls for

land owned by developers in Spadina
riding to be expropriated and used for

low-low-cosl housing.

Bizzell claims her campaign in

Spadina is costing $1000, in contrast to

her estimate of $40,000 being spent by

Ryan, the Progressive Conservative

candidate.

A spokesman for Ryan said his

campaign is costing between $20,000 and
$25,000.

Votegetting

unimportant

to maoists
By ELAINE FARRAGHER

A party which considers elections a

"sham perpetrated by the ruling class" is

running a candidate in Spadina in the

federal election Monday.
The Communist Party of Canada

(Marxist-Leninist), which in past has told

voters "Don't vote, they're all the same,"
is ihis lime running Mitchell Bornstein

for the seat now held by Conservative
Perry Ryan.

Bornstein, a U of T graduate student,

explains his candidacy is a result of his

party's increased maturity gained from
past experience.

Bui CPC (M-L) is not running a
typical win-lhe-election campaign.

"At this stage we can use the electoral

system against the capitalist class" says

Bornstein. He argues that the other

parties have set themselves up as leaders

who know the solution to Canada's
problems, "but how can the parties who
helped cause the problem possibly

provide a solution?"

Bornstein says that these parties are

"attacking the people" through the elec-

tions so his party must use the electoral

system as a forum from which to expose

the true nature of these parties to. the

people.

Bornstein says that his party does not

wish to give the people "more electoral

illusions". He claims his party is not out

lo get votes since electing a CPC (M-L)
government would do nothing towards

liberating the people of Canada.

"The people must take their destiny

into their own hands and overthrow the

capitalist system," says Bornstein. "The
party cannot do it for them."

Thus the thrust of Bornstein's

campaign is towards educating the peo-

ple about the source of their oppression;

the monopoly capitalists.

CPC (M-L) campaign literature

stresses this: "The monopoly capitalist

class forms the ruling class of Canada
and Quebec. The majority of the ruling

class are the lackeys of the foreign

imperialists especially the U.S. im-
perialists. Without the overthrow of this

moribund and backward class there can
be no genuine peace, harmony and order
amongst the working people of Canada
and Quebec..."

Bornstein says that not only does he
not expect to get many votes, he does not
consider that important.
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...a final four for Spadina election

BORNSTEIN...
...education about oppression

"The consciousness of the workers is

the consciousness of the ruling class after

years of propagandizing," he says. Thus
he predicts the workers will not vote for a
communist parly.

"But at the same time the sentiment of

the workers is for change," he says. "For
105 years these parties have not provided

change and they are not going to in the

future,"

CPC (M-L) campaign literature

includes "The Communist Manifesto for

the Federal Elections", which contains

13 "revolutionary struggles". They say

that a vote for CPC (M-L) is not a vote

to elect them to a parliament which they

consider to be anti-democratic, but a

vote "to develop the 13 basic
revolutionary struggles."

The CPC (M-L) is running 52
candidates across Canada, including two
from the Partisan Party in Vancouver
and 18 in the Toronto area. The cam-
paign, and the $200 deposit each can-

didate must forfeit if he or she wins less

than half the winning candidates' vote, is

being financed by the CPC (M-L) can-

didates themselves and by friends and
supporters, Bornstein says.

The party's campaign has not been

well received by the established press.

Bornstein asserts that the CPC (M-L)'s
platform is either ignored or distorted by

the media.

Law enforcement agencies, however,

are paying some attention to the party's

campaign. Bornstein says that the party

has been harassed by police, with three

CPC (M-L) members and 30 supporters

being arrested since the campaign began.

Rochdale

PhD runs

on freedom
Syd Stern, the independent candidate

for the KNOW Party in Spadina, says in

a press release that he is not running for

Parliament. He is walking.

The holder of a PhD from Rochdale
College, Stern claims that he, unlike

most other Rochdale degree-holders,

earned his degree through study.

Rochdale PhD's are available

normally for $100.

At a press conference last Friday,

Stern stood around chatting with friends

and members of the press, in a haze of

marijuana smoke. When a photographer

from The Star arrived, Stern requested

that his picture be taken along with two

good-looking females. When asked if

they were his harem, he replied "No, I'm

theirs."

Included in his election platform is

"freedom". This may be a reference to

his recent arrest on a charge of posses-

sion of marijuana. The case comes up in

court next week.

STERN...
...in a haze of smoke

®STANDREW'S
PRESBYTERIAN

JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.

11. A.M.

DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART

A CHURCH HOME
FOR STUDENTS

AWAY FROM HOME'

HURRY UP FOR PRE-XMAS

SALE OF
POTTERY

seconds up to 50% off

Wooden Toys
from Europe and China

JUST ARRIVED AT

OPEN WINDOW
HANDICRAFTS
585. MARKHAM ST.

WINNER OF 3

CANADIAN FILM AWARDS
including

WILL LEAVE
1972 AUDIENCES

IN WIDE-EYED
AMAZEMENT!"

wmrnm///

Donald Pleasence Carol Kane

and Doris Petrie

(Best Supporting Actress)^-,^*

In Colour

INTERNATIONAL
YONGf AT MANOA RO

ADULT INTUTAINMINT
NIGHTLY AT 7:00-9:00

3800 SAT. AND SUN. AT 2:20-4:30-7:00-9.00

THE P.L.S. AND THE BEN JONSON GONFERENGE
PRESENT

JONSON'S

Pleasure Reconciled To Virtue
A 17TH CENTURY MASQUE WITH MUSIC AND DANCING,

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, OCT. 27, 28 AT 8.30 P.M.

AT THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE PLAYHOUSE

79 A ST. GEORGE ST.

ADMISSION IS FREE.

Hard to put down.

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale

Do you know what you're missing?

Export A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE
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Mackasey denies calling Meszaros red spy
OTTAWA (CUP) — Manpower
and Immigration Minister Bryce

Mackasey today denied he called

maritist scholar Istvan Meszaros a

Russian spy.

He again refused to elaborate on

the charge that Meszaros is a securi-

ty risk.

Mackasey was speaking during an

interview on CBC radio.

He had earlier been reported as

having told two reporters that

Meszaros was a Russian spy, but the

two newsmen later denied the story.

Mackasey spent as much time as

he could on the interview repeating

the denial. He claimed it was the

"central issue" in the Meszaros

dispute.

The Hungarian-born Meszaros

was rejected by Canadian
authorities when he applied for

landed immigrant status last June,

after accepting a teaching post at

York University.

He is now in Canada where he

applied a second time, but the

Trudeau government is trying to

have him deported.

Mackasey said he had been

willing to go to England where

Meszaros has been teaching, to

Student power good (sort of) : professor
By LINDA HALL

University hierarchies should be

broken down, although academic

tenure retained as a right, says the

former chairman of the American

Political Science Association.

Speaking on academic freedom at

a meeting sponsored by the Political

Economy Course Union
Wednesday, U ofT professor Chris-

tian Bay said tenure provides

"enclaves in which progressive peo-

ple are protected".

"My own position is in support of

tenure, not as a privilege, but as a

right", he said. As a corollary, he

supported "tenure for everyone in

the sense of a guaranteed annual,

income."

Academic freedom for the student

requires that education be seen as

human relations. Bay said. Educa-

tion should "make the student more

Unclassitieds
WANTED: Tulor tor 2nd year Accoun-

tancy sludem for weekends. Mutually

convenient time can be arranged. Phone
787-1905

QUIET GIRL, over 21 lo share extra large

apartment (2 bedroom) in triplex, with

same. Bathurst - St. Clair. S8S(mo. 651-

4639

ROOM FOR RENT in a co-ed house. Ex-

cellent location at Bloor-Sherboume, 3

minutes from subway. November 1 oc-

cupancy $80.00 a month. Call 651-2407,

9:00-5:30 p.m.

LOST - Crown radio-tape-recorder (brief-

case toim) in New College, Rm. 65 bet-

ween 2:15 p.m. and 3:15 p.m. on Wed.,

October 18. Briefcase has Air Canada on

it, Rewatd of S10 lor return or information

leading to recovery. Please contact

Nador. 73 St. George St., Rm. 375; tel.: 928

-3467

HELP an unwed mother - take her kittens.

5 weeks old. Mother part Persian. Call

923-7288

FOUND - 1 excellent pair of running
shoes. Call 928-3463 before 10 a.m. Ask
for Was
WOULD THE GENTLEMAN who picked
up my material in a manilla envelope in

Harl House reading room please return it

to lha porter at Sir Daniel Wilson
residence as soon as possible.

GIRL LOOKING FOR ROOMATE 2
bedroom flat, 2 floors, furnished, Bloor-
Baihursi area, 82.50 mo, each call Rory
532-0650 - 923-6945

APARTMENT FOR RENT: Interesting onB
bedroom furnished apt, in older house on
Lowther Ave. (near University) including
parking. January through June or August.
Deposit S180 per month, 925-1892

RECENTLY SEPARATED MALE Grad
student (mid-twenties) seeks serious
female companionship. Mail particulars

lo: "-Varsity Ad", 30 Charles St. W. 808,
Toronto 189. All genuine inquiries an-
swered.
ABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL
REFERRAL service sponsored by
Women's Liberation. Clinic Tuesday and
Thursdays 7:30 to 9:30 at U of T Advisory
Bureau, 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or

phone 533-9006 any time.

PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
help you. Campus Birthright, 469-1111.
Call or come 1 :30 - 4:00 p.m.. Monday thru
Friday, 89 St. George.

HELP! We need a woman who knows
fashions lor pan-lime work, Thurs. and
Fri. nights and all day Saturday. Call 362-
4809 - Sid.

A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
College St. (Clarke Institute) 924-5937
Come in and see our monthly special
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs. 502
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
jas. Good selectjpn of fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and lur fabric)

363-6077. open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.; lil 8:00
Thurs. and Fri.

BEN'S MENS H AIRST YL1NG
(specializing in long hair) In the Clarke
Institute of Psychiatry. 250 College' St
Tel. 924-6811. Ext. 560 Special haircut
S2.CXJ

SALE SALE SALE used furniture lor sale.
Going out ol business after 42 years.
Pearl Furniture. 29 Centre Ave. (behind
new city hall). 363-0965, Will deliver.
Bargains Bargains.

fully individual" in the sense of

being "responsible to human values

that the individual comes to choose

freely," he said.

The academic freedom of the

student depends on the academic

freedom of the faculty to adopt this

"subversive approach to education"

Bay suggested.

Stating that "hierarchy is

incompatible with education". Bay

called for a "beginning of

mutuality" so that decisions could

be made jointly by students and

teachers.

However, he made the evaluation

of students' academic performance

an exception to joint decision-

making. "I want to be able to pass

judgment without being accountable

to anyone else" he said.

Bay rejected the validity of

faculty-student parity and one

man, one vote decision-making as

causing students and faculty to vote

each other down in blocks.

Bay said that faculty members
"should not be so concerned with

protecting their status".

check the security report.

"But this unexpected com-
plication arose," Mackasey said,

referring to Meszaros' arrival in

Canada. He implied he refused to

review the case while the professor

was in Canada.

"I was prepared to let him stay

here for a year because of the ex-

cellent representations made on his

behalf by members of the academic

community for whom I have the

greatesl respect," he said.

"I don'i particularly care if he's a

manu'Sl scholar. That's a question of

philosophy."

Hundreds of

Poplin, Nylons,

Leathers, Meltons,

Corduroys, Jackets

SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS

SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95

WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT

CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO.
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO

PHONE 486-0997 486-0999

LIFT YOUR VOICES IN SONG !

Come join a new choir under the direction ot

GORDON KUSHNER
of the Faculty of Music and the Royal Conservatory of

Music

Help build a group that will sing sacred and secular
music in Hebrew, Yiddish and English.
(You might even learn to sing at sight)

TIME: Sunday, October 29th, 1972
1:30 p.m.

PLACE: Edward Johnson Building
(near Royal Ontario Museum)

Room 116
Auspices: Hillel Foundation, 186, St. George

FASHION
wholesale:
warehouse

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

> BAG PANTS

f'JEMSsL.

.TOPS

VBU2ERS__

i'SMOCKS.

ItOQl OLE*D_

CRAZY T-SHIRTS *4° 3 o *io
gowns *io - $ao
BLAZER SUITS w/ BAGS VZ :

t

s22 -*30

MEN'S SHIRTS *S-3/**t2

SPECIAL - PLAID BAGS w=,*5

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;

SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

FILMS - colour -

CHINA, 1971
a documentary film by Chester Rennlng

AND

FAREWELL TO THE GOO OF PLAGUE
a documentary film on preventive medicine In Chinese countryside

PLACE: Medical Auditorium, U of Toronto

DATE: October 26, 29 (Sat. and Sun.) - 7:30 p.m.

ADMISSION: $1.00 (non-member) - .75 (member)

CHINESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION, U Of T.

S^

SACPRESS

xeroxing&
printing

cheap

fast

close

friendly

We're in the basement of the

SAC building, across from

Hart House and University College

Open from 9:30 to 530, Monday
to Friday, or phone us at

923- 6720

JOHN PAUL

$3.49

Sherman'sMT MUSIC CENTRE
™* 691 Yonge St.

TORONTO'S NEWEST FULL-LINE
RECORD STORE

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

DOOBIE BROTHERS

- Toulouse Street -

HERBIE MANN
- Mississippi Gambler -

- Switched On Bach
-

PLUS OTHERS

CLIP THIS COUPON FOR 50
c

OFF

ANY REGULAR PRICED ALBUM.
(SALE ALBUMS NOT INCLUDED)



Godfather to the counter-culture

You don't believe it?

See page 12
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'Corporate bums': populist muckraking
Louder Voices: The Corporate Welfare

Bums, by David Lewie. James Lewis A

Samuel, $1.95.

Most people go from the cradle to the

grave thinking that the welfare state Is

about the money they pay in taxes and

reap from Mothers Allowance, Ontario

Health Insurance Plan and Unemployment
Insurance. They think of the welfare state

as something approaching the golden

rule, applied by advanced social workers

and sophisticated Keynesian economists.

But somehow, it seems, the golden rule

concept of the welfare state has been

distorted to mean: "he who has the gold,

makes the rules". Somehow, while

millions applaud or jeer at the obvious

manifestations of the welfare state like

Local Initiatives Program or un-

employment insurance, others have been

silently manipulating the real levers of the

welfare state.

Like the proverbial silent hog of western

folklore — the silent hog that eats the swill

— certain people with strategic locations

in the Canadian economy have been

quietly gorging on the advanced social

work notions of the people who run the

federal government's economic develop-

ment programs.

These are the people that Trudeau

refers to as the "vested interests", noting

that: "I suppose in participatory

democracy there will always be some
whose voice is louder than others." These
are the people that David Lewis has been
slingshoting with the rather unpleasant

turn of phrase-Corporate Welfare Bums.
In one of the best contributions to

Canadian muckraking since Gustavus

Myers" expose, The History of Canadian
Wealth, Lewis wades his way through an

alphabet soup of government agencies

and peers through the loopholes of the

Canadian (ax structure to reveal a ripoff of

unprecedented artistry.

Acting as the James Bond of the NDP
set, he has been travelling across the

country uncovering a Who's Who of Cana-
dian corporate villains who are ripping off

the Canadian taxpayer through enormous
grants and tax concessions. The ex-

tractive industries are extracting grants,

the land developers are enveloped in

them and the industrial capitalists are

capitalizing on them. This book brings

together the information he has been
making headlines with over the past

months.

In terms of the major polemics his

attacks have set off, the book seems to

stand quite firmly. Lewis particularly takes
issue with what he calls the blackmaft

approach of Liberal cabinet ministers who
argue that the government is making
offers it can't refuse. Both Turner and
Sharp have been adamant in insisting that

whole Industries and towns would be put
on the welfare rolls it it were not for

government subsidies to free enterprise.

Lewis is convincing on the point that

these grants are responsible for exporting
unemployment to other areas rather than
eliminating it. Given the chaotic pattern of

the handouts, grants are often extended to

industries whose markets are already

saturated. As a result of this market

saturation, the infusion of grants for new

plants is, as often as not, responsible for a

decline In employment on an Industry

wide level.

In other cases, government grants are

going to industries which are capital rather

than labour intensive. Thus It came to pass

that three million dollars in grants to the

textile industry was responsible for the

creation of 451 new jobs and the loss,

through technological unemployment, of

450 old ones! In short, the job argument is

hardly an adequate defense of current

government policy.

In the broadest sense, the basic

philosophy of David Lewis also stands up

to its opponents. The Star, in Its search for

a rationale to oppose the NDP, has argued

that Lewis' attacks violate a basic principle

of social democracy-government in-

tervention in the economy. In response,

government assisted industries had ac-

tually been influenced on their location

decisions by government largesse. The
Financial Post's Philip Mathlas, in his book

Forced Growth, also provides case studies

of how ineffective funding led to forced

growth, orchestrated by the sour notes of

poor decisions, enormous distortions of

economic logic and human waste and

despair. Finally one of the government's

own, Boris Celovsky, deserted his job with

DREE (Dept. Regional Economic Ex-

pansion), taking ample evidence of

government decisions with him to his new
job as NDP research director.

This Is the hard side of the Lewis

pedigree: a side which reflects dis-

enchantment with the technical-economic

viability of the government's strategy for

economic growth. It is a side of his

argument which attempts to encompass
dissident but farsighted sections of the

capitalist class.

I

Lewis clarifies his own definition, one that

is basic to social democracy as opposed
to state capitalism: "Welfare is for the

needy, not big and wealthy multinational

corporations."

But for David Lewis, who until recently

has been sharpening his lance against the

Waffle dragons in his own party, there are

certain limits to the analysis and solutions

he proposes. Although the issue is

somewhat of an echo of the old Waffle

voices, Lewis draws his major inspiration

from Eric Kierans, whose recent con-
version to the NDP is essentially a pat on
the back for plagiarism well done.

Kierans presented many of the

essentials for the book in his June, 1971
speech to the Canadian Economic
Association's meeting at St. John. He
attacked the distortions of the economy,
the stimulants to American investment,

the inflationary direction and Increase in

personal income tax; all of which were
related to the government's carefree grant
policies.

The pedigrees for the book also include
David Springate whose Harvard PhD
thesis concluded that only one-third of 31

There is also the "soft" side of the book
(to borrow a term from Richard Hof-

stadter), a dimension which draws more
from traditions of which the NDP is the

inheritor. Government economic policy

has been traditionally judged not only in

terms of hard economic critiques of in-

vestment patterns and growth
mechanisms. It has also been judged as

part of a larger morality play whereby "the

interests" fatten off the people.

. Yes, these "interests" have always been
with us, even in Canada. They were with us

in the days William Lyon Mackenzie
denounced the Family Compact. They
were with us in the days the Canadian
people paid for the fortunes of the

railroaders. They were with us in the days
when tariff walls were raised to protect the

inefficiencies and profits of Canadian
manufacturers and to draw in American
branch plants. "Protection whereby in-

dustry leans on the people", was how
Edward Poritt put it in one hardhitting

book at the turn of the century. It was with

us when militant farmers lashed out at the

CPR monopoly. It was with us In the 1930's
when the CCF brain trust was striking out

at Canada's "50 Big Shots", doing
research that left David Lewis free to

elaborate a hard strategy for building a

socialist movement on the basis of the

trade unions.

It is this tradition which gives the book

its hard-hitting character. It Is this tradition

which is best revealed in the chapter on

Sudbury: "One City — Two Worlds", the

city of the working people and the city of

the fat cats.

But to transcend the level of a morality

play, it will be necessary for Lewis to

integrate analysis with a plea for justice.

He admits, for instance, that he has "bare-

ly explored the edges of the complex
interrelationship between government and
the corporate sector. There is so much
more to discover."

In his policy recommendations, he is

sometimes reduced, as he puts it in his

one concession to bllingualism, to a posi-

tion of "reculer pour mieux sauter".

It is possible to see poor planning as the

source of many of the government's
policies. But Is It more than an error of

judgement that grants and tax allowances

favor capital rather than labor intensive

Industries? Or is It possible that this Is

inherent In advanced capitalist countries,

where individual capitalists are forced to

pass the costs of renewing rapidly ob-

solescent plants onto the public? This is

the opinion of internationally respected

Marxist economist Ernest Mandel. Mandel
distinguishes between state aid to industry

in developing capitalist countries and
state aid under mature capitalism: "the

former is the forceps which facilitates

birth; the second is the scalpel which

removes a tumour that reappears with

disturbing regularity."

It would also be worthwhile for Lewis to

consider other dimensions of the cor-

porate rip-off. Aside from taxes, cor-

porations also have a built-in rip-off of

their work force — the extraction of sur-

plus value — which comes to them in the

form of profit. This is a far more
fundamental characteristic of capitalism

than the tax dodge. Secondly, capitalism

has a tendency to arrange social and
economic priorities in a way that benefits

profits rather than human needs.

Both of these aspects of the corporate

rip-off are neglected in Lewis' analysts.

"The government must dare to go It

alone," he writes, "where private capital is

unwilling to move In without large-scale

handouts from the public treasury. Crown
corporations are not only the most
suitable instrument of achieving social

goals in many areas; they are just as
capable of competing in domestic and
foreign markets as any private
corporation."

This concession to the socialist logic of

his attack derives from the major
dynamism of the book. It is a book which
whets the appetite for more information

and invites the search for alternatives to

current government policy. Of the various
instant books being put out for the elec-

tion, this is one of the few that does that.

Wayne Roberts
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Arch-bigot turns unloveable

Bunkers keep ramming the old message home
The Bunkers have become a

North American Institution. The
thing about Institutions is that

they are rather remote, quite
respectable — and they take
themselves very, very seriously.

There was a furor over All In the
Family when It first crept Into

prime time in the dead of winter
two years ago, a replacement' for

some vapid show that failed. It

was a move of desperation;
nobody at CBS thought that the
series would catch on. The best
they hoped for was that It would
quietly finish out the season
without "alienating" too many
viewers.

That barren season when It

arrived on our screens, it was a
bracing, garlicky breath of life

amidst all those Impeccably
sanitary, genteel families with a
missing parent and microscopic
moral dilemmas (a perennial one
is that some sugary eight-year-

old is inconsolably broken-
hearted because daddy told a fib

or broke a promise). Edith and
Archie were so startling because
they actually looked and talked

ilke a real family. They were a
little broad, yes, but they started

from something genuine and
familiar. They even lived In a

dump, a duplex where things

didn't get fixed and you could
hear the toilet flushing ail through
the house. Everybody loved
them.

But the furies descended.
Professional anti-bigots like

Laura Z. Hobson (who wrote
Gentleman's Agreement twenty

years ago) came out of seclusion

to denounce the show in the New
York Times. They were tn-

cencsed; up comes television,

which nobody takes seriously,

and steals their thunder. The gall.

Bigotry should not be made at-

tractive, they maintain, people
will follow Achie's example. If he's

a bigot, he must also be a scoun-

drel, and a miserable one to boot.

The fact is that there are nice

people and kind people who are

bigots. Their bigotry is

deplorable, of course, but jt is not

usually symptomatic of a
cancerous soul. What Hobson
and the rest want is the sort of

tidy morality-play where
wrongdoing is unfailingly
punished — like the operas
where courtesans died of con-

sumption as if this were apar-

ticularly efficient venereal dis-

ease. In other words, TV could

deal with bigotry if they were
artistically dishonest about it.

But now All in the Family is the

biggest thing to hit TV since

Bonanza, and if anything is true in

the American way of life, it is that

success equals respectability. If a
show tops the Neilson ratings and
gets Time cover stories, well

then, it can't be controversial, can

it? Not In any potentially

dangerous way, at any rate. The
"dingbats" and "meatheads" fly

about, now as wholesomely
patriotic as "America the

Beautiful". Even President Nixon

watches Archie, presumably to

get ideas he can pass onto

Spiro's speechwriters.

The paradox is that All in the

Family has gotten steadily worse.

Norman Lear, the producer,

couldn't leave well-enough alone.

They attributed the show's pop-

ularity (which they probably
called notoriety) to the "satire"

while it succeeded almost wholly

as a tongue-in-cheek comedy-
drama about blue-collar life. The
political, racial and sexual
howlers were howlers not
because of their cutting-edge,

but because they were so novel to

TV screens (though so utterly

familiar to the people who
watched TV).

So Lear and company kept

ramming their lessons home and
to helf with the domesticity.

Instead of the hit-and-run attacks

on social cliches, Archie and
crew were marshalled week after

week to battle for enlightenment:

liberal style. The Bunker
household now grapples with

society's problems more fre-

quently than does the House of

Representatives or Nixon's

cabinet.

What Is wrong is that in the

eagerness to cover every damn
issue, the upstairs gang has
forgotten all about consistency.

Archie used to call the president

"tricky Dicky" — a rank-and-file

democrat's catchphrase. But as
the series advanced, and the
scriptwriters nudged Archie
further to the right (it makes
everything so much tidier that

way) he became a fervent Nixon
man. Not just the shallow op-
portunist who supports
whoever's in office, either. In one
episode, Archie is revealed not to

have voted in '66, despite his

protests that he did too vote for

Nixon. Edith reminds him that he
voted for "the Kennedy Nixon, not

the Humphrey Nixon". Now
Archie, a dyed-in-the-wool union

man, is as unlikely a Republican
as he Is a civil libertarian. And
when was he calling the guy tricky

Dickey? Back in 1952? If Archie

ever switched allegiance it would
have been to vote for the General.

Only affluent Hollywood liberals

could make this sort of blunder.

Or there's gun control, which
Archie defends in reply to a TV
editorial. The Bunkers are city

folk to their bones, and gun con-

trol proponents are usually coun-
try boys, or a generation or so

away. And if the availability of

firearms is anywhere
acknowledged to be related to

crime in the streets, it's in New
York City.

But even if we grant Archie an
aberration on this one issue, it's

hardly likely that he would hie

himself off to a television studio

to broadcast his views. Archie,

after all, is painted with a craven

stripe; he has that astute sense of

camouflage and self-

preservation common to his kind.

Real-life Archies don't fall into

dangerous tiffs by bazooing
before they've scouted out the

enemy. This Mr. Bunker, for the

sake of an easy laugh, is reduced

to a blithering dolt, numb to

hostile vibrations. He wouldn't

have lasted long in New York

City, that way.

Archie, we all know, is a WASP
— But how seldom is Protestan-

tism mentioned. Whenever the

script needs religious humour
and/or relevance, there is some
pretext to drag in a Catholic. (Last

week Edith went off to consult a

priest rather than talk to her own
minister.) Perhaps the writers

consider Protestant clergy too

bland to give snappy lines to; or

more likely, Catholicism has

shaped up as the blue-collar,

pro-Nixon religion recently, and it

was too late to change Archie.

Edith is distorted, too. This
poor, feckless woman is not
allowed to have one tiny little vice.

Now and then she parrots one of

her husband's inanities, only to

reverse her stand as soon as the

wrongness of it is pointed out to

her by Gloria or Mike (who hand
out a straight, If simple-minded,
liberal line). She's wonderful to

watch, but we don't for a minute
believe she exists. (Penelope
Gilliat wrote that she seems to

belong more to a TV studio than a
street; how true). Extraordinarily

incurious about what goes on
beyond her doorstep (and I don't

mean Vietnam or bussing, I mean
the street's scandal and
scuttlebut), masochistically sub-
servient to her husband (who
exploits her like a coolie) Edith is

a caricature of a middle-class

Queen's housewife so appallingly

misaccented as to make her
bafflingly hollow.

Ask almost anyone to name
their favorite episode and
"Edith's problem" will be your
answer. This episode won an Em-
my last Spring, and the
producers (no doubt) preened
themselves that their "daring"

paid off and ran home to think up
more taboos to shatter. What
they wouldn't realize is that

Edith's problem — menopause —
was hardly as shocking as the

fact that in this one episode Edith

screams back at Archie; for those

thirty minutes she had stepped
gloriously down from her dotty

saintliness.

It doesn't seem that the

producers much care about
anything but the message and the

jolts anymore. As long as they

have a hot Issue to put in the

mouths of the cast, and a few
bawdy zingers to spice things up,

no matter about honesty, or

plausibility, or even a sense of

fairness to the characters they

have created.

And in the process they have

sold out {unwittingly or no?) to

the sour moralizers. In their lust

to move up from comedy to

"satire" they lost sight of enter-

tainment. So that nobody will

miss the point of their little

parables, they have turned
Archie into a crabbed, miserly

curmudgeon; they've even
deprived him of the comfort of his

family, which even men worse

than bigots enjoy. Laura Hobson
should be happy; the message is

finally coming through.

Bill MacVlcar
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The ail-American culture

Elvis Presley In 'G.I. Blues': The halycon days of the fifties: 'Doln* the best I can'.

In a few days, most of you reading this

will vote for Pierre Trudeau. I do not

mention that with any thought of swaying

you: I don't care who you vote for as long as

it is not for me. t vote crank myself, and will

probably go Communist this time, just to

keep the HCMP a bit"paranoid and on their

toes. 1 introduce Trudeau's re-

election—your support for him—because
that is the pivotal thing for a real, gut

understanding of the blacklist, of

McCarthyism, and of fities culture. And,

that is a sizeable chunk out of un-

derstanding ourselves.

Jim Harding at one time pointed out that

there were two (English)'Canadian cultures,

a Canadian one, northern, rural and
agricultural; and, superimposed on it, an
American one, urban, seasonless, and
monopoly-capitalistic. His point at the time

was to remind us that the pure Canadian
culture really did exist. Now, the pendulum
has swing a bit, and my point is to remind
you that the American one exists too, as a

bona fide Canadian way of life. It is the

culture I grew up in. I preferred the

American Howdy-Doody with Buffalo Bob
to the Canadian one with Timber Tom. I

craved Snickers and Three Musketeers
(cultural domination), but they were not

available (isolationism). (As an aside,

Snickers and Three Musketeers are now
available (imperialism), but I no longer

want them (anti-imperialism).)

My afternoon cartoons were pre-empted
by the army-McCarthy hearings, no fun to

watch, just as, a generation later, the House
Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC)
was pre-empted by the cartoons of Abbie
Hoffman and Gerry Rubin.

In between Tom and Jerry and Abbie
and Jerry was the quarter-century of
HUAC's heyday, a stolid, unjoyful, pwerfully
effective institution that created and was
created by a stolid, unjoyful, and powerfully
effective culture. It is now standard, since it

is now safe, to look at HUAC as a side-
show, but as Eric Bentley points out, the
purpose of the side-show is to lure people
into the main tent. We have been pulled in:

you and I, our sexuality, our ideology, our
music, our dancing, our patterns of
thought, even our plans for escape.

MR. ICHORD: Mr. Counsel, the chair
has |ust received a message from Mr.
Gutman relaying a request of Mr. Rubin to
be permitted Into the hearing room. The
chair has been Informed that Mr. Rubin Is

attired In a Santa Claus costume. It Is not
the purpose of the c .alr to direct that Mr.
Rubin attire himself 'n a certain manner or

take other actions In regards to his body,

but It Is the responsibility of the chair to

maintain order In these hearings. The chair

has exercised Its prerogative of excluding,

and I have so Instructed the police to

exclude Mr. Rubin from the hearing room,

because It Is the determination of the chair

that such a dress could only add to the

possibilities of disorder.

— HUAC Hearing, Dec. 4, 1968.

The sixties' culture, the counter-culture,

contrasts mightily with the dominant

culture. The counter-culture is Dionysian,

colourful and reckless. The parent culture

is thrifty. On the one hand there is the orgy,

and on the other, the cadet corps, on the

one, the head shop and on the other the

shopping plaza. The one, Like a Rolling

Stone, the other, Tea for Two. It is easy to

trace the roots of the counter-culture, from

Baba Ram Dass back to Leary. back to Mr.

Wizard — salvation through technology:

from the Stones through the Beatles back
to Elvis — rhythm and release; from the

new Old Left to the old New Left and back
to Holden Caulfield, James Dean, and Mar-
lon Brando as The Wild One: "What are you
rebelling against?"

"Whadaya got?"
The counter-culture is at base effusive

("when you got nothin' you got nothin' to

lose"). The parent culture is retentive: of
family, prestige, authority and property.
And, retentive in culture, retentive in

politics, anal in politics, anal in culture. I do
not compose this as idle theory. Test it.

Turn your body-awareness to your anus. Is

it tighter than it needs to be? Can you relax
it a bit? It is the purpose of this writing to
trace that tension back to the ass-holes on
HUAC.

MR. JACKSON: Mr. Chairman, may I

say that I can think of no greater way to pa-
rade one's political beliefs than to appear
under the auspices of Mainstream, a Com-
munist publication. .

.

MR. MOSTEL: I appreciate your opinion
very much, but I do want to say that — I

don't know, you know — I still stand on my
grounds, and maybe It la unwise and
unpolitlc of me to say this. If I appeared
there what If I did an Imitation of a butterfly
at rest? There is no crime In making
anybody laugh. I don't care If yo you laugh
at me.

MR. JACKSON: If you Interpretation of a
butterfly at rest brought any money Into the
coffers of the Communist Party, you con-
tributed directly to the propaganda effort
of the Communist Party.

MR. MOSTEL: Suppose I had the urge

to do the butterfly at rest somewhere.
MR. DOYLE: Yes, but please, when you

have the urge, don't have such an urge to

put the butterfly at rest by putting money In

the Communist Party coffers as a result of

that urge to put the butterfly at rest.

— HUAC Hearing, Oct. 14, 1955.

America, including urban Canada is a

nation of merchandizers. Long Island was

"bought" from the Indians, a transaction of

equal validity to signing over the rights to

the sun. The Intolerable Acts that brought

on the American Revolution were largely

intolerable to the colonial merchants. And

so on. In Toronto, the stain-glass mural

requisitioned by the city elders is of The

Marriage of Commerce and Industry (in

which Industry got Fucked). Only in the last

few years have non-property owners been

enfranchized for Toronto elections. Proper-

ty ownership is the cornerstone of the

temple; "Private Property, No Trespassing"

the inscription.

The temple has been periodically

threatened ever since It replaced

feudalism. But the French Revolution was
more for property than against it. The
(relatively) universal franchise turned out to

be more of a technicality, as did women's
suffrage. The cooperative movement never

really caught on. And even the union

As It was In the beginning. . . —Nixon

challenge, after a long bloody struggle,

relaxed into the A.F. of L., and the status

quo. But Russia, China and various little

places actually fell to Communism, and the

holdings of the elders were actually taken

away.

This, not totalitarianism, purges and
occupations is the source of American anti-

Communism. Russia fell in 1917 and the

Palmer raids began in America in 1920.

The depression raised the spectre and fear

of American Communism well before the

knowledge of Stalinist cruelties. That it is

credited the other way round is

anachronism, just as it is hind-sight that

pretends that the Second World War was
fought to stop the German extermination
camps. I do not deny either set of atrocities,

I merely point out that they were not causal
in the way it is now claimed.

The New Deal — limited interference
with private ownership of industry — was
the American alternative to Communism,
and even it was loudly decried as "Com-
munistic". HUAC was formed by New Deal
critics, and the Committee began its public
hearings in 1938 with a successful attack
on one of the New Deal programs, the
Federal Theatre Project. It was an ap-
propriate beginning, since the Committee's
prime target was always to be the means of

moulding public culture. The Committee
was terribly successful. The means of

retention squeezed tighter.

Just because you're paranoid, doesn't
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— Revolutionary maxim
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,
frustrating, touching,

absurd, and can be found by the dozens in

writings by Ring Lardner Jr.", Alvah Bessie,
Millard Lampell, Lillian Hellman or in Eric

Bentley's compendium. Thirty Years of
Treason. Nor is the period over. Pete
Seeger is still barred from big network
television (as Phil Ochs is from AM radio),,

and as you probably recall the only show
that ever balked and featured Seeger, The
Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour, was
cancelled at the end of that season.

The crucial thing, however, is not what
was disallowed, but what was left, because
that is what we grew up to. The movies
became universally bland, and our critical

facility became the facility to distinguish
between good and bad blandness. The
retentive, up-tight studio head hired a
neutered writer who created plastic

characters; then thousands or millions of
dollars was spent to bring the puppets to
life. These were our models.

Television — a new medium — became
the vast wasteland, the private terrain of the
sponsor and the empressario. (John
Bassett controls a band of your air-waves!)
True, the ratings show a public predeliction
for sit-coms, but the ratings came after the
programs among which the raters choose.
And high ratings did not help the Smothers
Brothers or This Hour has Seven Days.

"I shall return." —MacArthur

Music was shaped in the same way. Just

as there is a Tin Pan Alley tradition {the

tradition of Pack Up Your Troubles in

Dreams) there is a folk tradition (of Joe Hill.

Woody Guthrie, Ledbelly, Pete Seeger).

This, we were not given to hear. Topical

calypso continues in the mainstream of

Carribean music because it was never

outlawed.

The melody lingers on.

My children have caught him lovingly In

a nickname, he Is always "Nlxle", the kind

and the good ... I have a vtvld picture of

him, In the blackest hour of the Hiss case,

standing by the bam and saying In his

quietly savage way (he Is the kindest of

men) "If the American people understood

the real character of Alger Hiss, they would

boll him In oil."

—Alger Hiss, 1952

My dad was sweet, kind, and likeable. He
was also political, voting Conservative on

the grounds that the Liberals were a bunch

of crooks (a rather astute observation for a

man unschooled in Canadian history. But

he hated Communists. I doubt he had met

very many.
An uncle, also kindly and good-

humoured, became one of the Hollywood

witch-hunters. So it goes.

If that seems paradoxical — and it

certainly does to me, and in a strange and

tearful way — the explanation is obvious.

Lincoln was wrong: you can fool most of the

people most of the time. Not that the

people are fools. My dad certainly wasn't.

People just tend to believe what they are

told. Imprisoned in the culture.the com-

forting reliance on authority has been much

more thoroughly ingrained than conceits of

humanism. What remains to be seen is if

we are any better.

MR HAYDEN: If you think you have had
militant people before you In these
hearings, you have yet to see what the
seven and eight year olds are going to
bring you over the next five or ten years.
You have taught them to have no respect
for your authority by what has happened In

the city of Chicago. And that Is a victory In

the sense that committees like yourselves
are now through. You exist only formally;

you exist officially: but you have lost all

authority... you have lost, period. That Is

why I have been quiet. That Is why these
hearings aren't disrupted, that Is why no-
one comes to these hearings to picket
anymore. The Job has been done on HUAC
and the Job has virtually been done against
politicians.

—HUAC Hearing, Dec. 3, 1968.
The halcyon days of 1968. The nice thing

about Bentley's thousand pages of HUAC
excerpts and memorabilia is that it ends on
such an up-beat. One passes through the
years of fear until there Is Mark Rhoades
answering, "Were you ever, or are you now,
a Communist" with "I certainly am!" (This is

not meant as a criticism of the more timidly

responding Hollywood Ten, of Seeger,
Miller, Mostel; it would be foolish to try and
interpret courage across time and
cultures.) But unfortunately, the up-beat is

a function of publication date and not of

history. The war goes on. According to a
recent Harris poll 55% favour continued
bombing, 35% oppose and the rest are
undecided. McGovern loses supporters
daily. (Incidently, McGovern has written the

introduction to another recent book on
HUAC, Robert Vaughn's Only Victims. After

several readings, I stilf cannot understand
how McGovern managed to say nothing at

all.)

That is why I began with my assumption

that you will vote Trudeau. It has been only

two years since The War Measures Act.

The parallels to McCarthyism are un-

avoidable: the government announced,

and the press accepted, the existence of a

conspiracy against the government.
Because of this, measures had to be taken.
Like McCarthy's 57 Communists in the
State Department, no conspiracy was ever
unearthed. In the meantime people were
jailed without evidence or trial; it became
illegal to have been something that used to

be legal; it became a crime to shelter kin.

The leading oppositional spokesman in

Quebec were jailed for months, though
later acquitted of all charges. Montreal's
FRAP urban reform party was smeared,
some of its candidates jailed, and Mayor
Drapeau's party swept to re-election. The
remaining opposition was called by the old

McCarthyist term "bleeding-heart liberals".

The press was hysterical, and internal and
external censorship was imposed. A
producer friend at CBC was not allowed to

air an interview with jailed singer Paulene
Julien. The Varsity was censored by its

printer, fearing that the government would
confiscate its presses. Etc.

I remember thinking at the time that they

had gone too far and it would be obvious.

Then the polls were announced: 88% in

favour. (To be fair, Quebec has shown itself

to be much more aware of what was going
on than English Canada.) Two years and all

the evidence later, it appears that Trudeau
is in for a cake-walk on Monday.

So I do not share Tom Hayden's 1968
optimism, although f find some hope and a
good deal of joy in the alternate culture. I

do not believe that a knowledge of history

makes reliving it any less likely. I befieve a
Saint Joan must be burned every genera-
tion for people of shattered imagination,
there are so many precedents. You, if 1

correctly guess your tacit support, and I, in

my safely verbal criticism, have our
precedents in the fifties, and long back
before that.

Thirty Years of Treason: Excerpts from
Hearings before the House Committee
of Un-American Activities, 1938-1968,
selected and edited by Eric Bentley, Viking
Press, 1971.

Bob Bossln
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Engineering:

learning how

but not why
Prologue:

Andrea: The fear of death is human.

Galileo: Even the Church will teach you

that to be weak is not human. It is just evil.

Andrea: The Church, yes! But science is

not concerned with our weaknesses.

Galileo: No? My dear Sarti. in spite of my
present convictions I may be able to give

you a few pointers as to the concerns of

your chosen profession. In my spare time,

I happen to have gone over this case. I

have spare time. Even a man who sells

wool, however good he is at buying wool

cheap and selling it dear, must be con-

cerned with the standing of the wool trade.

The practice of science would seem to call

for valour. She trades in knowledge, which

is the product of doubt. And this new art

has enchanted the public. The plight of the

multitude is as old as the rocks, and is

believed to be as basic as the rocks. But

now they have learned to doubt. They

snatched the telescopes out of our hands

and had them trained on their tormentors:

prince, official, public moralist. The
mechanism of the heavens was clearer,

the mechanism of their courts was still

murky. The battle to measure the heavens

is won by doubt; by credulity the Roman
housewife's battle for milk will always be

lost. Word is passed down that this is of no

concern to the scientist, who is told he will

only release such of his findings as do not

disturb the peace, that is, the peace of

mind of the well-to-do. Threats and bribes

fill the air. Can the scientist hold out on the

numbers? For what reason do you labour?

I take it that the intent of science is to ease
human existence. If you give away to

coercion, science can be crippled, and
your new machines may simpty suggest

new drudgeries. Should you, then, in time

discover all there is to be discovered, your

progress must become a progress away
from the bulk of humanity. The gulf might

even grow so wide that the sound of your

cheering at some new achievement would
be echoed by a universal howl of horror.

As a scientist, t had an almost unique
opportunity. In my day, astronomy
emerged into the market place. At that

particular time, had one man put up a

fight, it coufd have had wide reper-
cussions. I have come to believe that I was
never in any real danger; for some years I

was as strong as the authorities, and I

surrendered my knowledge to the powers
that be, to use it, no, not use it, abuse ft,

as suits their ends. I have not betrayed my
profession. Any man who does what I have
done must not be tolerated in the ranks of

science.

(from Galileo, a play by Bertolt Brecht)

"Out of fear of creating men... who would
refuse to submit to the discipline of a too
narrow task and to the industrial hierarchy
the effort has been made to stunt them
from the beginning. They were designed
to be competent but limited, active but
docile, intelligent but ignorant of anything
outside their function, incapable of having
a horizon beyond that of their task."

Andre Gorz, 1967

Engineers feel threatened by radical
ideas, radical politics and radical people.
Towards such people an engineer is

truculently silent or defencive and. if

pushed, actively reactionary attitudes of
engineers, must be understood. To
become angry and accuse them of
criminal immorality in designing and
manufacturing napalm is like attacking
blacks for living in a ghetto.
The student who enters a university

engineering school has already behind
iim roughly half a dozen years of
3ngineering-type" training. He has shown

an ability for mathematics and sciences
earlier, and has gone through the
mathematics-sciences-engineering

stream in high school. Here, he first en-

countered the attitude that problems can

essentially be solved with a slide rule and

the proper handbook, that history,

languages and the like are simply ex-

ercises for the brain and not really very

useful. This disdain for the arts is rein-

forced into a fine contempt during the first

year at university through "banding

together to fight the artsmen"
organizations and revelling in the fraternal

spirit of being an engineer.

Knowing little about what working

engineers actually do, engineering

students generally accept the dry courses,

solve the never-ending problems, and

perform the drudgery of non-creative

labs. They place faith in the myth that they

are preparing themselves to take up their

rightful positions in the "technostructure",

which is to be the kingpin of our technical

society. Although they cannot quite see

what the use of a certain course might be,

somebody "up there" says it's required

and he obviously knows more about it,

so...

This mis-education is a means to an

end, however. The report of the Goals

Committee of the American Society-for

Engineering Education states, "The
primary goal of engineering education is

to prepare the student, ideologically, for

constructive participation in a competitive,

profit-motivated economy..."

Thus, when a radical demands of an

engineer a human use of technology, he
demands something alien to the
engineer's experience. Further, when the

capitalist system is threatened the

engineer perceives a threat to technology

and his supposed freedom to function

within that technology. An engineer feels

that a request that he make some
judgements about how to use technology

is not a viable question to ask. He has

been taught that what can be done should

be done because that's how we progress,

so... on to Mars!
He has been presented with nothing but

the use of technology inside a capitalistic

profit-seeking frame of reference, and an
attack on that frame of reference becomes
an attack on his whole conception of how
technology and he as a technologist func-

tion. Remove that system, remove his

profits, his authoritarian work situation

and his concomitant ability to shrug off

decisions as to how to employ his skills;

remove his profits, his authoritarian work
situation and his concomitant ability to

shrug off decisions as to how to employ
his skills; remove his neat little barriers

between science and humanism; and you
negate the only career and Identity of

which he can perceive. So, of course, he is

hostile.

But, how can such a horrid situation

exist in engineering education within a
university? The 1968 report of the Cox
Commission on Columbia University says,

"A university is essentially a free com-
munity of scholars dedicated to the pur-
suit of truth and knowledge solely through
reason and civility."

While this is not quite the way things
really are within the university,
engineering training is the field furthest
removed from this traditional "pursuit of
truth and knowledge." (It might be noted
that some engineers do seek and find the
truth, which turns out to be E=m2 and
F=ma.) The application of science is what
engineering deals with, and engineering
schools take the vast bulk of scientific

knowledge as given from on high like the
Ten Commandments. From this, one
derives the formulae, tables, charts, et

cetera which become the englneer's-tools.

The search for truth, the enquiring
mind, is not vitally important here. As
described by John and Margaret Row-
ntree, the student Is "expected to produce
himself both as a robot and as a thinking

I:4
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man." The educational system attempts to

explosions In secondary schools and un-

iversities. This happens very seldom in the

engineering schools because of the

deliberate de-emphasis there on educa-

tion, self-direction and self-determination

for engineering students. That ts, this

robot-man contradiction Is not apparent to

most engineering students because the

man half is missing!

But, this is necessary, of course.

Capitalism could not function with aware,

humanist, class-conscious technologists

for they would not "submit to the discipline

of a too narrow task and to the fndustrlai

heirarchy."

The harnessing of the educational

system to the service of private profit and

the corporate state, Including the

ideological preparation of students to

serve these masters, Is as much achieved

by ommisslon as commission. There Is no

need for a university course like "The

,

Engineer and Capitalism" since the ethics

and attitudes necessary have been

already Inculcated In grade and secon-

dary school.

Many engineers would defend the

omission of such a topic. It is not felt to be

"engineering", but "politics" or

"sociology" and, therefore, not

of immediate concern to engineers. While

such a defence Is easily shown to be

based on a perverted view of engineering,

it can be shown that topics of undeniably

vital concern to engineers are also ig-

nored. Take, for example, the problem of

pollution.

It is generally admitted that this is one

area in which our technology has lagged

behind and had better catch up pretty

quickly. Yet, • In our undergraduate

engineering schools this topic, If not com-

pletely over looked, Is given short shift. To

Illustrate: In the engineering faculty at

Queen's University there Is not one single

course dealing with Industrial and

municipal pollution. There is usually some

minor pollution research at the graduate

level {about 22 projects spread among the

18 departments of Chemical Engineering

In Canada).

Again, there is a reason for this lack: a

thorough discussion of pollution would

man." The educational system attempts t

build a self-directing man and then cause

him to direct himself freely to the system's

requirements. This contradiction within

make plain to all concerned the rape-for-

proflt attitude of industrial managers, the

pay-off-the-local-populace method of

covering up pollution sources, the cor-

porate lobbying to make up-coming pollu-

tion control legislation as painless as

possible for them, the attempts to have

pollution treatment facilities built at public

expense for Industrial use, the callous

disregard for public health on the part of

auto manufacturers, and so on. In short,

expose the greedy rapacity of corporate

capitalism. Such an expose seldom fails to

produce a fine rage, and such an attitude

in an engineer towards his bosses is

obviously not to be desired by those

bosses and their cohorts at the university.

Apart from simple anger, such a

process would also bring to the engineer

an awareness of his position vis-a-vis the

corporate managers, an awareness that

he is essentially part of the working class.

The unwillingness to discuss pollution

causes and control is indicative of another

facet of engeeering schools, (and of other

parts of the education industry as well):

the compartmentalization of knowledge,

"L.A. Woods, Director of the U.S. Air Force

Office of Space Research smugly asserts,

"Now why is water pollution regarded as

an engineer's problem? Isn't It a social

problem... more a matter of social-political

activity?"

Indeed, the pollution problem
absolutely requires social, political, and
economic as well as technical action. But

God forbid that engineering students be
encouraged to study in these fields and
integrate their knowledge, for the docility

of the engineering department would be

gone forever!

Thus, the attitude "this Is engineering,

that is not, Ifs politics" builds up barriers

to integration of knowledge and the insight

thereby available. They are also barriers

to awareness and actions that can en-

danger corporate economic control and
profits.

There is an outward appearance of an
attempt to overcome this lack of

humanities and social studies in

engineering training. Many engineering

schools now require students to take
several "arts options" on their way to a
degree. This is mainly a sham. "Liberal

Learning for the Engineer", the report of

the American Society for Engineering

Education's Humanistic-Social Research
Project, exposes the scheme when it says,

"In the university, the engineering school

usually has very little to say about the

kinds of courses which are offered by the

liberal arts college, and even less about
the kinds of faculty members the liberal

arts college employs... (In universities)

where structures are controlled by the

engineering school, it Is possible, in most
cases, for the school to exercise some
control over the content of programs as
well, not obtaining special courses for

their students but by pre-selecting those

courses which will contribute most to the

liberal objectives they envision."

(Recommendation 27)

In the university, the engineering school

should seek to establish overall
frameworks and to exercise a pre-

selective control over courses.

It is assumed that the engineering faculty

will not itself bias selection...

The "arts options", already preselected

by the engineering school, are seldom
related to technical courses, and vice-

versa. Thus, while some dabbling in other

yards takes place, the fences remain. That

this system works, that courses exist but

integration of course content does not, is

apparent from discussions with and
among engineering students. "Golden

Words", the newspaper of the Engineering

Society at Queen's University, commented
on an analysis of engineering students

similar to the one contained in this paper:

"The entire argument against engineering

students and engineering education Is

based on this single premise (that

engineering students are unsure of what

an engineer actually does, believes In the

"technocracy" myth, abhors artsy things

because he doesn't understand them,

lacks confidence and abstract coneptual

ability). Golden Words repudiates (this).

We don't believe (this premise)."

To sum up, the engineering schools

produce a narrow, variously competent,

docile technician having little un-

derstanding of technology's role in socie-

ty. He is unable to deal with that society's

problems largely because he Is unaware

of them. For they, along with the effects of

his own work, have been kept from his

consciousness.

It Is a rare engineer who has broken

through the massive Indoctrination effort

and become aware of the contradictions in

our society, In his chosen profession, and

In his education. To condemn the unaware

engineer as an immoral reactionary simp-

ly bewilders and angers him. Organization

through revealing the perversion of

Galileo's ideals is what is required.

Chuck Edwards
Chuck Edwards was an engineering

graduate student at Queen's University.
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Two books of non-essays a letdown

Canadian literary celebrity bares his ugly side

Shoveling Trouble, by Mordecal

Rlchler. McClelland and Stewart,

$5.95

The Time le Never Ripe, by H.G.

Classen. Centaur Preae.

Bookstores are flooded with

volumes of things that look like

essays, sometimes read like es-

says. They are no such thing. The

circumlocution "occasional

pieces" is often used to describe

such rag-tag collections. These

are usually a few reviews, one or

two pieces very like essays, and a

lot of things, of varying length, in

the nameless territory in

between.

There Is nothing really wrong

with this, other than that there are

so many of them. Some, of

course, are quite welcome. The

brevity of the short form extracts

from some writers their best

work: Mary McCarthy, Gore

Vidal, Brigid Brophy. The

shrewdest film criticism, too, is

still to be found in individual

reviews, not yet in book length

studies or histories. In recent

months two such books of pieces

have been published by Cana-

dian writers. The Time is Never

Ripe by H.G. Classen is, strictly

speaking, a crack at doing es-

says. His diligence is

praiseworthy, but I don't think

you'll be setting him in the same

bookcase with Montaigne, or

even Joan Dldlon.

Classen's scope is partly his

undoing. Glance down the table

of contents and you'll catch the

following smorgasboard: On the

Nature of God. On Sex, On Latin

Americans, On the Origin of the

Atomic Bomb, On Art, On History.

Well, all right. Let's see what he

has to offer on that old perennial,

sex. First, he raises several

promising questions about just

what activities properly constitute

sex: nocturnal emission? sado-

masochistic acts not involving the

genitals? But these are just

teases; Classen drags out that old

dead horse — the Catholic

Church's sex-for-procreation

stand — and flogs it once again.

(Note this absurdity, see that in-

consistency; hardly new stuff.)

Then he whisks us off on a

whirlwind tour of sexual customs

through the ages (look at this

harvest-festival, pay particular

attention to that folk-custom).

Now and then he drops off an

opinion: the birth-control pill is

misnamed, and should be called

a conception-control pill. Not

much more enlightening than the

rest of the piece.

It's really too bad. Classen is an

obviously well-read man and a

thoughtful one. He has a huge

storehouse of anthropological

and historical curios (though

often from third-hand and un-

reliable sources) and you can

imagine him as an endlessly ab-

sorbing conversationalist.

But Classen has neither the

solid authority of the expert, nor

the daredevil caprice of an un-

disciplined, but first-rate, mind.

When he is Instructing us, we are

aware that there are better

sources for our information.

Moreover, wit and elegance are

Mordecal Rlchler, wearing hie Govemor-General'a medal and Indulging aome ol hla favorite vices.

inconspicuous in his prose, and

often a preachy whine creeps in.

"There is much in his book that is

good, and much that Is new"

begins an old put-down. In

Classen's case what is good Is

not new, and what little is new
could be much more engagingly

put.

Mordecai Richler's Shovelling

Trouble is a skimpy round-up of

some odds and ends from the

last several years. Somebody
must have been pretty desperate

for a book, since most of these

pieces have already been over-

published, and some should have

been put through the paper-

shredder long ago.

Not that everything is so bad.

"Bond" takes Ian Fleming to task

for the anti-semitlsm which

Richler finds in his stories; the

whole of British adventure fiction

has this nasty underside, argues

Richler. True enough, but the

genre is generally xenophobic,

and not narrowly anti-semitic.

Fleming, in this regard, is small

beer compared to Sapper and his

smug, priggish hero Bulldog

Drummond. Still, Richler makes
his case with skill and passion,

though he fails to convince us

that Bond should be consigned to

the locked cupboard along with

Mein Kampf.
There are reminiscences of

being down and out in Paris in the

fifties; thoughts on writing; some
gentle apologies for "having

made it". Every successful writer

comes out with something of this

sort sooner or later. Others have

done it better, yes, but it makes
pleasant enough reading.

The rest of the volume needs

some quick talking to justify it. In

two or three pieces Richler doles

out succulent little tidbits about

the New York literary factions.

Oh, he Is affectionately
patronizing about the whole
business of jealousies and feuds,

but passes on the gossip Just the

same. Elsewhere, Richler amuses
himself by having some fun with

rather indifferent books. "The

mind boggles" he exclaims on

reading that female sexuality

differs from male sexuality, in a

study of homosexuality.

Very clever. But if Richler

wants to be arch, why doesn't he
attack something of some

stature? Isn't It just a little too

easy to annihilate these
lightweight books? One wonders

why Rlchler bothered to review

this one at all — why, at any rate,

he wanted to see his review

preserved. If you're turning Into a

literary bully, It seems you'd want

to hide the corpses of your

puniest victims. (By the way,

Shovelling Trouble Is studded

with little barbs about homosex-

uality. Does Richler really find it

so offensive? If so, his revulsion

did not keep him from accepting

room and board from an affluent

Paris homosexual whenever his

own cash ran low; he relates this

in his memoir "A Sense of the

Riciculous". More likely, Rlchler

just considers homosexuals an

easy excuse for some low-grade

jibes.)

There are even more

objectionable sides to the writer,

and Richler is not the slightest bit

bashful about them. "The Ger-

mans are still an abomination to

me", he begins in the collection's

heavyweight piece. "I rejoice in

the crash of each German
starfighter."

This Is the solemn, sombre

copestone of the volume, "The

Holocaust and After". Richter Is a

Jew, and to Jews their six million

dead must be the central datum

of the century. He articulates his

hate with candour, and many
would praise this; but candour Is

a moral neutral. Like courage, Its

worth is dependent on the ends

to which it is put. Here it Is

pressed into the service of

intolerance.

We can understand how

deeply this hatred is rooted, how
it can still flourish. But there is

nothing admirable or loyal, there

is nothing worthy in propagating

that hatred. The Nazi holocaust

must be remembered, yes,

remembered vividly. But not in

order to nourish this savage

bigotry.

It's hard not to think that this

sort of truculence (Mailer does It

too), this loud-mouthed
Philistinism, is meant to pass as

some sort of sensitivity. Writers

are finely-tuned, precocious

oracles (the argument goes), we
must allow them opinions we
won't tolerate in other people.

But why not? Being an artist

doesn't exempt one from the

obligation to think and be

reasonable. Richler's anti-

teutonism is no less despicable

than Pound's anti-semltism. The
holocaust, in the long run, Is not a

mitigating circumstance.

Rlchler must know this. Can he

be such a pecksnlff about anti-

semitlsm in secret-service novels

and yet take comfort from the

deaths of Germans not even born

in 1945? I don't think so; It's

puzzling how naively Richler has

left himself open to attack on this

point. But no more puzzling than

why he bothered to paste

together this selection of writings

the sole effect of which is to

present its author as a man we
would probably pass up a chance

to meet.
Bill MacVicar
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r Greek tragedy
Andreas Papandreou is the leader of the

Panheltenlc Liberation Movement (PAK), now living in

exile in Canada, where he teaches at York University. He
was Interviewed about the Greek situation by members
of the New Democratic Youth (NDY). The following is a
transcript, corrected by Papandreou, of part of that
interview:

First of all could you give a brief history ol the
situation In Greece.

The point ol origin was the German occupation In

October, 1940. The occupation lasted in Greece, after a
very bitter war, for about 4 years, until the late summer of
'44.

During the 4 years, there developed In Greece a
very powerful resistance movement which was called the
National Liberation Front, EAM, which was the first

liberation front anywhere.
The movement had two very Interesting

characteristics; it was very powerful, it included ZVt
million Greeks, roughly, in a population which was at that

time less than 8 million. It included practically the totality

of the youth, thafs my generation. It was a populous
movement looking to the overthrow or the repulsion and
expulsion of the occupation forces. And then the building
of a Greek society along lines that correspond very
closely to radical thought today. That is to say socialist,

democratic, in the sense of decentralized, not necessari-
ly parliamentary, but highly decentralized regionally and
otherwise.

Another of the features of this movement even
during the occupation, was that in the villages there was
substantial autonomy because while the Germans were
in Greece, the movement actually controlled all of the
Greek countryside during those years and the big cities

were in German hands. So there was some experience,

in fact, In running the country.

The one feature that turned out to be the undoing of

the whole movement was that the leadership was in the
hands of the Greek Communist Party which was tied up
absolutely to Moscow, to the orthodox Moscow line. Now
this had some tragic consequences.

Stalin turned over Greece to Churchill In October of

1944, after liberation. They made a deal and they split the

Balkans. This is on paper signed sealed and delivered.

Churchill took Greece and in return for that gave Bulgaria

and Rumania to Stalin. They agreed that Hungary and
Yugoslavia would be 50-50. So Bulgaria, Rumania to

Moscow, Greece to England. That was a pretty cynical

deal and Stalin lived by it That is to say he made no
move to help the Greek Liberation Front. Not only that,

but he actually discouraged others from doing that.

The one major supporter of that movement was Tito

of Yugoslavia and this is really what kept the movement
going after the return of the government, the Greek
government from exile.

In '44, Greece was liberated. There was a temporary

peace. But civil war broke out in Greece in the late '40s.

Civil war broke out in Greece after '44 and lasted to '49,

between a British sponsored government and the

National Liberation Front led by the Communists and

supported by Tito of Yugoslavia but not by the Soviet

Union.

The British could not quit© make It so In 1947 they

turned over the whole operation to America. This is how
the Truman Doctrine was bom. America stepped in to

take over from the British. They sent General Von Fleet to

guide the anti-guerilla operations in Greece. They used

in Greece for the first time napalm bombs. The first

Vietnam was Greece. In fact It looked very much as Is the

case today In Vietnam; it looked as If the Greek guerillas

would win or at least would not be defeated. The

Americans were orientated towards political solutions,

very much what is happening today in Vietnam.

When Tito broke with Moscow, that's one little event

I want to mention, Tito broke with Moscow In '48 to "49.

When that happened, the Greek Communist Party, which

was In the lead of the Guerilla movement, instead of

siding with Tito who was supporting them, sided with

Moscow which was hostile to them. Tito Immediately

closed the border, the civil war came to an end and after

that, Greece became basically an American satellte with

America playing a decisive role in the political and

economic affairs In Greece.

So the 50's were years of conservative rule in

Greece under the United States for which Greece was the
first experiment, in fact, in overseas intervention. I'm not
talking about Latin America which has a longer history of
course.

After the civil war, the forces of the left and generally
the democratic forces, broadly speaking, were badly
wounded and could not really effectively challenge. They
weren't doing bad electorally but they couldn't effectively
challenge the rule of the right that had the backing of the
great super power.

But as we moved into the 60's, there developed a
new optimism that the democratic forces could make it.

Greece was a semi-police state right through that
period with police files on every 'subversive' citizen. If

you were 'subversive' you had difficulty getting employ-
ment. You had difficulty getting a passport, you had
difficulty getting into university. It was an overt seml-

"We too have troublemakers who
don't appreciate authority"

police state. On the surface, there was freedom and in

fact there was freedom for every citizen except those who
had a file. Who had a file? All the members who had been
in the resistance movement. There were, I would
estimate, half a million youth who had been marked
because they were in the resistance movement, who
could really make no go of life. It was a very, very subtle

oppression, but at least there was the possibility of

political debate, elections, challenge. The newspapers
were quite free to write and in fact they were writing all

kinds of powerful things.

Finally the democratic forces managed to gather

together to form a coalition which became a party under

my father, George Papandreaou which won in 63 in a

major electoral confrontation, and once again, im-

mediately thereafter in 64 and the majority that we had in

64, that's when I was myself active In the party, with 53%
absolute vote, an absolute majority. Very unusual in any

context to get that kind of a clear mandate. We started on
a reformist path which I can compare very much to your

Manitoba NDP.
The agricultural sector were really the

dls-established, excluded people in Greek life. Greece is

an agricultural country. Greek agriculture Is the Greek
hinterland. And, therefore, quite poor in comparison to

Athens. I would say that the average Income per capita,

per head was probably, In the days I'm talking about, in

the early 60's, about maybe 400 dollars. The income per
capita In the countryside was less than one half of that. In

mountain villages you had not much more than 70 dollars
per head per year. You have to go to India to get
comparable figures. But Athens itself which was very
close to one quarter of the country was a cosmopolitan
centre with substantial wealth and It looked very much a
European city. The contrast was very sharp.

We found a country In which education was
restricted to the really better off part of the population,
expensive, given the pocket books of the Greeks, and
basically unavailable. So we took off then for very basic
reforms on the education front and made education free

across the board to all levels. But beyond that we also
gave fellowships to the better university graduates for

studies abroad. Almost as many as could win on some
competitive examinations would be guaranteed up to five

years abroad on full support for studies.

We introduced really a major measure which was a
free lunch for all school children. In a country where
poverty was basically rampant, at least in the
countryside, a solid meal everyday was a major
achievement. And this had other positive dimensions: the

meal was not prepared by the school authorities but in

fact the citizens of the community had to take turns to

cook for the children.

So that there developed in fact, more than that, a
community involvement, a new spirit of doing something
clearly for the collectivity. For the farmers, the best thing

we could do was guarantee them higher prices and
eliminate interest on their past due loans. We didn't

forgive the loans but we consolidated them and deducted
all interest charges which was quite a significant move at

the time.

And then we moved towards another front which I

think you'll understand quite a bit here. There were major
investment arrangements and contract from the United
States and other foreign powers in Greece that we had
considered exploitive and colonial in character. We
proceeded to renegotiate those.

Then we confronted the United States which was
subtly always in power in a number of ways, and this is

where I personally come in very sharp conflict with the

American establishment. There were four levels at which
we came in sharp conflict. One was the business level

where the U.S. embassy become quite upset over our

renegotiation with Standard Oil.

Two, they were actually using our own government-
controlled radio to propogandize through the Voice of

America against the policies of our government. They
had been given this right of half an hour a day. So what I

did was to deny the Voice of America the right to use our

own station. They had their own very powerful radio

transmitter so there was no reason to use our own
transmitter to communicate the American criticism of our

policies. This they didn't like a bit.

The third front on which we confronted them was the

intelligence front. It turned out that during my first phase

in government, I was In charge of the Greek intelligence

services as minister, supervisor. I discovered to my
amazement that the Greek intelligence services were
administered not by us, but by the CIA and were financed

by the CIA, that is, left over from the civil war period, So,,

while I raised the question, I was not successful in

bringing about a change and I went on to a different

ministry, Economic Planning and Economic co-

ordination.

The fourth one was Cyprus. Johnson, following the

Acheson Plan, had determined in 64 that Cyprus should

cease being an independent nation in the United Nations
but be split between Turkey and Greece and thus be
forced into NATO because if Greece took a part and
Turkey took a part, then the country would all be in

NATO. So Johnson invited both the Turks and us to

Washington and I spent three days in the White House
along with the Prime Minister and the Minister of Foreign

Affairs in which we were subjected to fantastic

brainwashing. And when we said no, we would not

use Greek arms to kill Greek Cypriotes so that we could

occupy part of Cyprus, along with the Turks, we were
threatened. We were told that the Turkish airplanes along
with the Turkish forces would invade, would burn our

villages, would burn our towns. I mean the cynical

language of Johnson and MacNamara and Rusk is really

unbelievable, you have to hear it to believe it. I have it on
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U.S. props

Greek rulers
record ot course and ! have written about it. I had never

been denied because it was official and we have minutes

of it. So, we said no, and I still remember my father

saying to Averell Harriman and to George Ball and to

Adlal Stevenson that in 1940 we said no to Facism. tn

1964 we say no to the 'great democracy' across the

Atlantic.

After that we were through with the United States,

this kind of behavior from a satellte they had not seen

before and they were not prepared to accept it. So the

process ot our undoing began. it involved the charge that

I was the head of a leftist military group that was about to

take over Greece, to oust the king and declare Greece a

socialist republic, the Nasserite type. Now this blew up

and blew up and was called the Asplda conspiracy.

And in 65 the king, Constantine, had the final clash

with my father, and despite the fact that we had 53% we

were forced to resign, actually ousted from government.

The king struggled then to develop a parliamentary

support for puppet governments without going back to

elections. In order to do this he had to buy M.P.'s. The

CIA came in very handy, and big business man Papas

(fronting for Standard Oil and the CIA) visited our MPs
and offered them money. So they managed after months

of effort and millions of dollars to get a majority by one

vote in Parliament for their puppet government.

Then we took to the roads, we took to to the farms,

we took to the countryside, we took to the cities

campaigning for new free elections. We called this the

second unyielding campaign. Finally we won In principle

because finally the king yielded and said, "All right,

there'll be elections on the 28th of May, 1967".

In February, 1967, Mr. Rostow called a meeting, Mr.

W.W. Rostow who is the Kissinger of that period,

President Johnson's advisor, called together the security

council. {CIA, Pentagon, State) and he said, "Well, look,

Papandreou's going to win. Centre Union's going to win

the election and this is against the interests of the United

States and then charted a course, for the military take-

over.

The men who made the coup in 67, on April 21 were

a bunch of basically unknown, junior officers. Of the

five men in the charge, Papadopoulos was the key man,

the present dictator. Most of them were in the Greek

intelligence service which means they were members of

the CIA and Papadopoulos was the official ilasion

between the CIA and the Greek intelligence service, that

was his job for many years. So, no doubt, the coup came
from within the CIA, it did have clearance from the top in

the United States.

The big question is; How do a couple of junior

officers take over a country? Well this puzzle will be

resolved when I give you the next bit of information. All

NATO countries have what is called a Contingency Plan.

Contigency Plan Is a plan completely operational and
completely ready to go for a military takeover to combat
fifth column activities within the country in case of

involvement in war. Suppose Greece came into a war
with the Soviet Union. Then this plan would have gone
into effect. The plan in Greece was called Plan

Prometheus, ft was a plan put on tape, completely

operational and the tape had been revised a few months

before the coup, In Washington. This plan provided for a

military takeover, for the immediate suppression of all

telephone communications, for all travel out of the

country or into the country, for the arrest of 8.000 Greeks,

one whom was myself, all the political leadership, the

Union leadership, the youth leadership, everything was
picked up the first night. All of this completely

computerized, that is to say, as you push the button, out

comes the man to be arrested, his address and the

officer to arrest him. Everything was very nicely worked

out. Since the Greek armed forces were trained to

respond to this, they knew of course, what the signal was
and of course when the signal came, played their role out

to the hilt.

One thing about this Plan Prometheus which is

worth mentioning to you from a political point of view Is

that the Greek government was never aware of its

existence, that is to say It was in the military club, that is,

the Greek military and the American military knew about

it. But the Greek government did not know about it nor

was the signature of the Prime Minister or the Secretary

of Defence, or the head of State necessary for the

implementation of the plan. It was just sufficient that the

Chief of the Armed Forces, the Chief of the Army, not of

the Armed Forces, push the button, that was all.

So it came about then that a coup was not only

undertaken but succeeded and the wave of oppreslon

that followed was quite spectacular. I don't think you

have any idea from the press of the extent of it. There has
been an investigation by the Council of Europe that

lasted for two years, and the Human Rights Commission
of Europe, And on the basis of the evidence collected,

Greece was ousted In '69 from the Council of Europe.
They have documented a sample of 250 torture cases.

The extent of oppression in Greece is quite spectacular.

We guess that over a 100,000 Greeks have gone through

the process of Intimidation by being dragged Into police

stations, imprisoned, exiled or tortured. We don't know

how many people have been tortured but they run Into

the thousands. The 250 cases reported are hair raising,

the report Is quite detailed and they're not by us but by

the European Investigating commission. They have

managed to get themselves about 100,000 Greek In-

formers and In a country of poverty It Is not so difficult to

recruit informers. They use modern gadgets to follow

people, to pick up conversations, even In the streets.

It has absolutely no popular base and I don't need to

prove that, the proof is there for us to see. After five years

martial law in Greece has not been lifted despite

international pressures. Of course there is no talk of

elections. Even under their own racist constitution they

don't dare to hold elections. So, this regime has re-

mained Immensly oppressive. Has It been, during this

period at least, sensitive to the needs of the people? You
know, some dictatorships may be, they be undemocratic

but at least they may be populist or they may be
nationalist. This regime has neither of those attributes.

It is not nationalist because it has turned Greece

over lock stock and barrel to the Americans to use as a

military camp. There are seven major military facilities

now. Greece is studded with nuclear weapons. Even the

beautiful island of Cozfu, a peaceful, beautiful island

where the people are one of the most gentle people of

Greece, Is now being turned into a naval NATO base.

Everything Is militarized. In addition to that, American
business is not only welcome but is rampant. That Is to

say, there is no longer., effectively speaking, what you

might call a Greek capitalist class. There are Greek
intermediaries and front men, but foreign capital which is

primarily American. And I think the most cynical
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statement I have heard, and this Is In the New York Times
so you can look It up, was May 1971 when the United
States Secretary of Commerce went to Greece and was
treated by the Junta to dinner and there were many
ministers of the regime present. At the end of the dinner
he said to them, "I want to express my gratitude, our
gratitude for two things; 1) nowhere Is our American
investment safer than in Greece, and 2) no where have
we gotten as decent terms for our Investment as we have
gotten In Greece". This was In print, Just incredible. In

order however, to confirm the identification between the
U.S. and Greece, Vice-President Agnew of Greek orlgon
has Just now been in Greece a) to congratulate the Greek
regime for Its good work, for Its role in protecting the free
world and b) to assure the people of the United States
that this sincere man Papadopoutos Is doing his best to

return Greece to parliamentary Institutions.

So, this is the story. For us, its an American
occupation, its not an Internal problem. It's an
occupation supported Indirectly, unfortunately, through
Inaction and through fear by NATO. That Is to say, the
NATO countries, especially some of them such as
Denmark and Norway and non-NATO countries such as
Sweden in the West, have been quite vocal against the
regime. But they cannot go so far as to confront the
United States within NATO and block aid to Greece and
oppose the regime because they are fearful for

themselves, because they are being blackmailed by the
United States. And this I know, and I speak from
knowledge and not from guess work. And NATO by
silence, by Inaction, by lack of courage, by lack of power,
NATO countries, are more or less being dragged along
by accepting the occupation of Greece by the United

States as a fact of life. So, for us the task Is one of

liberation. Of course we wish to get democratic
institutions but in the order of things, the first part Is to

liberate our country because democratic institutions are

quite meaningless If you are not boss In your own home. I

mean they're important for protections of the Individual

from abuse by the police. But we want more than that, we
want effective popular sovereignty and effective popular
sovereignty can not take place if we are an occupied
country. For us, there is no compromise, our
commitment is to get the Americans out of Greece.

But there has not developed yet In Greece what you
would call a mature, well structured resistance move-
ment. It is not that the Greeks accept. But you know, for

those who have carefully looked at resistance

movements and liberation movements, there are two
ingredients that are needed for the development of a

liberation movement one is desperation, two Is hope. You
must be both desperate and hopeful.

Now desperate we are, we must become a bit more
hopeful. To become a bit more hopeful we've got to have

ties with some allies. Them we've got to meet some
material needs. Because liberation does not just come
out of thin air, you have to have allies, you have to have

support, you have to have the material meeds for a

confrontation. The trouble with us is that In general

during this period there has been a recession of the

liberation effort In the world. With the development of

these centres of power, these super-powers, with the

games they play. For Instance the Soviet block has

turned Greece over to the American block, its not their

business. They now have settled In Europe and they don't

want to disturb the apple cart. I could go on on this. The

other super power, China is now moving in itself in the

arena and quite conceivably, In order to reduce the

threat from the Soviet Union in the Eastern
Mediteranean, China may welcome the presence of

American forces In the Eastern Mediteranean as a

counter balance to the Soviet Union. Big Power politics is

very much against the small guy. Its a major task for us to

develop a base of support outside, to develop this base

— Defendant, have you anything

to say for yourself?

among political parties, youth groups, hopefully

governments, but that is very hard and it hasn't

happened to this point.

The task of our movement, the Pan-Hellenic

Liberation Movement, Is two things. Abroad we are

basically a political Instrumentality for mobilization of

Greeks and all the allies we can get. But inside Greece

we are an active resistance movement. While we don't

like to identify exactly, our people, unfortunately the jails

are quite full with our members and this has not broken
our spirit we have a fantastic popular base potentially in

Greece provided that we have the means to really

effectively organize for the tasks of the liberation war,
and nothing short of a liberation war in Greece is going to

free Greece.

Is this movement In Greece e socialist liberation

movement?
Our movement Is socialist, yes. Our position Is very

clear, we want a socialist Greece. We want a Greece out
of NATO.

Would the socialism of Greece be along the lines of
Sweden or would H have a more radical, Marxist bent?

I myself would not use the word marxist. Not
because it scares me but because it has unknown
connotations. I would say that we believe very strongly

ourselves that socialism has to fit the cultural patterns
and the traditions of the country in which it is attempted.
That Is to say, you cannot have a universal mode. Our
vision of socialism is not Swedish. It Is closer to the
Yugoslav model but not quite and this we haven't worked
out entirely. We do not wish to have, to Identify social

property with government property. We are quite

"decentralist" In our orientation. While we believe in

planning that has to be on a national level, our first task

will be to regionalize Greece. These regions will be
responsible for their own socio-economic development
within a national plan which will consist of a bargaining

process and that will work within a set of constitutional

rules by the eleven regions. This Is a complex notion. The
central state will not have a police force and we even look

for a decentralized army of the guerilla type as the

Yugoslavs now know. The most effective type of defence
is a citizens army and we are thinking of a highly

decentralized army structure. Men and women to be
included on equal terms.

In the countryside we do not intend to take the

ownership of land from the farmer. The land will be
divided fairly but each man will own his piece of land, but

he won't work it. He will have his ownership claim but we
will do everything conceivable to really develop a

collective exploitation of the land through production and
marketing co-operatives. Only a foolish man would
choose to operate his own land. But we want to work with

incentives on the farm because everywhere, where it has

not happened this way, with one exception, Mao's China,

it has failed. The only collectivist socialist experiment in

the country side that has not failed is the Maoist one.

Everywhere else it has failed. So, this is a warning signal.

All industry, as we understand it will be socially

owned which means, however not quite the same thing

as government owned. And it does not mean also, for us,

workers management as in Yugoslavia which has tended

to develop many of the weaknesses that we observe in

the Western world, including unemployment. What we
are thinking of here Is something which is unexplored

and very interesting. The regional unit, the proper level of

the regional unit being the municipality or the region, or

the nation as a whole, would own something depending
on its scope. Only those that must be at the national level

will be owned by the state. The others will not be owned
by the state, they will be owned collectively. The main

objective is to avoid the development of establishments

that are beyond their reach of the citizen and beyond his

knowledge.
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William Wood retrospective at Hart House

Beautiful but empty film
The new film by Jean Paul Almond, Journey, now showing at

CineCity is another in the wave of weak films coming from established

filmmakers.

A promising beginning examination of a rural communal society

is rapidly followed by cliched symbolism. The commune, at its natural

level, is depicted with almost documentary realism. Almond's

progression to a story line to justify the film becomes a rehashing of

every old line about an outsider's intrusion Into a closed society.

Genevieve Bujold and John Veron are the only professional

actors in the film, but even they never raise the quality of the acting

above that of the non-professionals. They cannot receive all the

blame, however, as the dialogue in no way inspires good

performances from any of those involved.

Bad dialogue combined with the weak acting provide an effective

contrast to the beautiful photography and the fine voice of Luke

Gibson. Whatever else that can be said about Almond it is impossible

to deny his sense of visual brilliance. The surprise (?) ending even

creates doubts as to the validity of his photographic style in regard to

this film. Fernando Traflcante

Visual, historical, and educational are the

aspects which best describe the William J. Wood
Retrospective presently showing in the Hart House

Art Gallery. Just who William Wood was and what

his accomplishments were are In part answered in

this exhibition. However his recognition on the

Canadian art scene has been just recently brought

to light. William Wood was born In Ottawa In 1877

and grew up at Port Colborne. In the years 1904-

1905 he studied at the Central School of Art in

Toronto under G.A. Reid and William Cruishank.

He also studied In Boston for a short time.

During the opening years of the 1900's he

lived in Northern Ontario and In 1910 he moved to

Orillia with Frank Carmlchael to work as a carriage

painter. It was through his relationship with Car-

mlchael in these early years of development that

Wood gained most of his encouragement and

inspiration. In the autumn of 1912 he was proposed

by the late A.E. Heming and Arthur Lismer as a

non-resident member of the Arts and Letters Club.

And it was also during this period that he was

urged to submit some of his etchings to the

Canadian National Exhibition.

In 1913 Wood moved to his permanent

residence in Midland, Ontario. In 1920 he became

a non-resident member of the Society of Canadian

Printers and Etchers and finally in 1933 he became

a founding member of the Canadian Group of

Painters. Wood, who sought neither fame nor

fortune, continued to work as a rather insular entity

until his death in 1954.

Over 70 pieces of work, spanning a period of

almost fifty years, have been amassed through

private collections, the National Gallery of Canada,

and the Art Gallery of Ontario. Comprised of oil

paintings, etchings, gouaches, watercolors, and

pen-and-ink and charcoal drawings this retrospec-

tive reflects the versatility and scope of William

Woods' artistic career. In conjunction with the

works on the wall are two display cases containing

various elements of historical and aesthetical In-

terest such as letters from the Group of Seven,

etching plates, drawings and small paintings, a

photograph of William Wood, and a display of the

artists etching tools and carrying case.

Upon entering the gallery one is drawn to the

larger and more colorful oil paintings which,

although by no means the highlight of this

exhibition, possess a certain charisma through

thefr irridescent treatment of surface and form.

This quality is evident in such works as the Axe

Grinders and the Ironing Lady, but perhaps most

notably in a painting of 1919 entitled Memories

Melodies. For in this work the orchestration of hues

transforms into a luminescent softness which hyp-

notizes the viewer with the musical qualities por-

trayed. Other paintings, however, such as the

Beach Scene of 1938 and Cicada Sings of 1945

display the component influences of Im-

pressionism and post-impression, and lack the

sensitivity of feeling projected In earlier works. In a

still later painting of 1950 entitled Landscape the

treatment is fauvistlc and rendered in heavy

impasto.

This ambivalence in approach in regard to oil

painting indicates Woods' struggle for Identifica-

tion through this particular medium. Whereas In a

painting like Memories Melodies his sensibilities

are projected, in a work like Cicada Sings they are

almost totally lost. It was through the medium of

etching that Wood found himself and developed his

own personal style; one which endured constant

redefinition and refinement throughout his lifetime.

Canadian art critic Paul Duval said of Wood in

the foreward to his book Canadian Drawings and

Prints that he was one of the most original of the

pioneer group of etchers. "Early under the in-

fluence of Anders Zorn, Wood has continued

throughout his long career to redefine his techni-

que into its present abrupt and economical style.

Wood's handling of the etching needle is almost

violent in its brusqueness but the resulting proofs,

despite haphazard printing, remain among the

most arresting produced in Canada." This

retrospective provides visual testimony of this.

Altogether the William Wood Retrospective

displays the genius which Wood possessed In the

areas of composition and design, and historically it

represents one of the many talented graphic artists

who have for so long been swept under the

dominant mainstream of the Group of Seven. Over

forty years ago Duval made a plea that Canadians

were ignoring the work of these individuals and this

exhibition is a response to that plea.

Chris Ralph
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Highest calibre Czeck Quartet to return
The Czech Quartet, which hei

visited Hart House before, will be
muslcallzlng the development of

the string quartet from Haydn to

Janacek beginning January 7,

1973 In a series of six quartets.
Last Sunday evening, It was a

pleasure to attend a concert
given at Hart House by the Czech
Quartet, quartet-in-residence at

MacMaster University. Since their

last engagement here, they have
acquired Milan Vitek as first

violinist and the ensemble
reflects a new-found vitality,

perhaps as a result of this
association.

The programme Included
quartets in G major by Mozart, In

F minor by Beethoven and in F
major by Ravel. The encore, also

in F, was the last movement of

Dvorak's "American" quartet.

Their approach to the Mozart
Quartet was interesting —
dynamic yet respectful. The An-
dante in particular showed
masterful handling of thematic
content with fine balance among
the voices. The Beethoven
Quartet, subtitled "Serloso" was
begun vigorously and dramatical-
ly. This quartet, the last of
Beethoven's middle period,
poses a problem of contrast
between movements: each move-
ment Is marked Allegro or

Allegretto and players should
therefore make the most of

quieter and slower subjects. The
opening cello scale of the second
movement was somewhat
hurried rather than the un-
pretentious introduction it should

be. Again, the fugato theme
begun by the viola was a little

hurried and strident. One cannot
feel the chromatic exploratory

nature of this theme unless it is

taken a bit more timidly. It is

important that the listener's mind
is "imprinted" with this theme so
he can appreciate its return, in

"stretto" fashion, later on. The
Scherzo (Allegro assal vivace)

erupts, in a flash, out of its

Unpolished performers weaken
impact of O'Casey's topical play

The Firehall Theatre opened Its

first season last Thursday with

the staging of Sean O'Casey's
The Plough and the Stars. The
christening of this new theatre

was of social as well as of cultural

significance. Flocks of brightly

dressed socialites seemed to en-
joy exploring the splfflly
renovated firehall and sampling
the various exotic beverages
before and afterwards, as much
as the production itself. The
theatre has more quaint and cosy
lounge facilities than any other
Toronto theatre, and this, as well

as the successful adaptation of a
stage, gives grounds for op-
timism to the organizers of the

season, the University Alumnae
Dramatic Club. The whole event

was topped off with champagne,
a formality quite superfluous with

the alarming number of
thoroughly bottled patrons about.

But since free champagne will not

be a feature of subsequent

shows, perhaps only the produc-
tion itself is of interest here.

Patricia Carroll Brown, the
director, designed and
engineered a colourful and
vibrant production, well-suited to

O'Casey's diction and dramatic
style. A creditable approach to

the Irish dialect releases the full

flavour of O'Casey's poetry.
Quick pacing and strict attention

to detail were two other features

of Brown's directing which allow

the play to live.

She has an ambitious, if

somewhat unpolished company
of actors to work with. George
Truss, as Fluther Good, comes
across very strongly, although he
isn't really the central character.

As a carpenter, a common
Irishman, he approaches life in

an offhand manner, and takes

things as they come. He is, on
account of Truss's exuberant ac-

ting, a stock character who deftly

avoids the tragic crunch of the

play and still manages to upstage

everyone. Nora Clltheroe (Doris

Cowan) is caught dead centre in

most of the conflicts of the play,

and hence is the central dramatic
figure. Ms Cowan carries this

load successfully to a point, but Is

upstaged in her climactic mad
scene, of all places, by another

stock character Bessie Burgess
(Morna Wales), the cynical,

earthy woman upstairs. As a
result, the dramatic line of the

production is weakened
considerably.

However, the political line of

the play is its saving grace, es-

pecially because of its topicality,

and it glosses over the
weaknesses. A forerunner to

today's Irish Republican Army
schemes, against steep odds, to

overthrow the British oppressors,
and ultimately to rise out of their

poverty. The characters must
decide whether to pursue this

diminished seventh coccoon, and
the Czechs attained a thrilling

effect here. Within this movement
the players must beware of
quick dotted notes tumbling over
each other. There is no fault in

this as long as the longer notes
are "sat upon", weighted by con-
trast. In this performance, one
got the frustrating sensation of

shooting at a constantly moving
target. The second theme of the
Scherzo must also offer contrast,

a little slower and more pastoral

in nature than it was played. The
finale is Beethoven in one of his

laconic minor moods. Although
marked "agitato", this is more in

phrasing than in tempo. The
Czech Quartet's overpowering
approach here seemed to stifle

the quiet, almost breathless
agitation of this movement.
The Ravel Quartet, beautifully

chorda! and expansive,
demanded an abrupt change of

pace from the Beethoven. The
Czech Quartet was at its finest

here, seeming to play less but

listening more and by their ex-
ample drawing us into the gently

sketched impressionistic lan-

dscape of this work. A small
break in mood occurred in the
opening of the second move-
ment, marked Assez vif. Tres
rhythme. By overly accenting the

last two notes of the opening
phrase (which are already
emphasized by Ravel, since he
changes harmonies on both
these notes), the more subtle

syncopated parts were thrown
into shadow, and the continuity of

this circular theme was broken.

However, to dwell exhaustively on
small details is tantamount to

admitting that the whole
programme was of highest
professional calibre, perhaps
climaxing with their encore selec-

tion from Dvorak's Quartet in F.

We look forward to the return of

this fine ensemble in January
when they will give a series of six

concerts illustrating the history of

the string quartet.

Tony Jahn

Peter Hlgglnson, Peter Stead and George Truss
In a scene from The Plough and The Stars.

idealistic course, or to grasp at

the reality of the situation, and
draw off whatever advantage they

can from it. It is this choice,

between ideals and reality,

between the stars and the
plough, that supplies motivation

to the characters, and meaning to

the play.

Mark McAllster
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Now on exhibit In the Library showcases

at the Ontario College ol Art are pieces

done In the 1920's and 30's from the OCA
Permanent Collection. The OCA Per-

manent Collection came Into being with

the discovery last year of several brown

paper bundles which had been in storage

in the college for over 40 years. The OCA
is obviously more than playing its part In

faithfully generating authentic Canadlanna

for an eager public.

Ian Carr-Harrls, the college librarian,

has a one-man show on now at A Space

Gallery south west of the Charles

Promenade.

Yes keyboard man Hick Wakeman, In concert at Maple Leaf Gardens.

Godspell resurrected: Two. weeks ago

the hand of God was visited upon the

Playhouse Theatre and it knocked the

front part of that Godless institution into

Bayview Avenue. Unrepentant, the

followers of Mammon have restored their

temple and are once again presenting, for

profit, their blasphemous bastardization of

the Gospel according to Matthew.
Idolaters are invited to attend at the risk of

excommunication and eternal con-

demnation to the fires of Hell. Pleasure

Reconciled To Virtue: Don't let the pansy

title fool you. This little sex farce comes
direct from London's West End and the

court of Liz I, or was it Jim I? Memory
falls.... This opus from the pen of the

notorious Ben Johnson, master of

bedroom bedlam and degenerate
doggerel, will be lain not too gently to rest

tonight and tomorrow at 8:30 in the

University College Playhouse. Admission

to this group grope is free.

The School of Graduate Studies and the

Graduate Department of Music are

presenting a lecture in room 116 of the

Edward Johnson Building at 4 pm entitled

"Sounds of Instrumental Music at the

Court of Louis XIV". Marjorle Yates,
associate first flutist with the Toronto

Symphony is giving a concert in the

Concert Hall at 8:30 pm, no admission

charge, no tickets required. Her program
includes Image, a flute solo, by Eugene
Bozza, sonata for flute and piano by Verne
Reynolds, and Discussion, by David

Amram. An Improvisation is promised

and Miss Yates will be assisted by John
Wyre, Robin Engelman, percussionists,

and Monica Gaylord piano and William

Findlay cello.

The first of the Toronto Symphony's
series B/B1 concerts is this Tuesday,
October 31, to be conducted by Sell!

Ozawa and requiring the services of

Rosalind Elias, mezzo-soprano; George
Shirley, tenor and Victor Braun, baritone

as well as the Toronto Mendelssohn Choir.

The only work is Berlioz' Romeo and
Juliet, a very Interesting selection, es-

pecially for Berlioz revivalists. The first

student concert is this Thursday.

November 2, and a series ticket for three

concerts is five dollars. Victor Feldbrlli

conducts Weber, Beethoven's fourth

piano concerto and Kodaly's light-

hearted, sometimes frivolous, Hary Janos

Suite.

The November 2 Thursday Afternoon

free lecture series presents the "Pianist's

Paradox" in the concert hall at 2:10 pm. A
reminder that October 30 is the date on

which tickets for the November 18 (Satur-

day) U of T Orchestra concert go on sale.

The Oxford Quartet's 1970 taped recital

will be shown November 5 on Music to See

on channel 5, cable 6 at 5 pm. CBC-FM
presents a Ralph Vaughan Williams profile

prepared by Boyd Neel on October 31 at 8

pm.
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of harmonies and complex orchestrations

that probe the senses with fingers of

multllevelled awareness. They're a group

that take time and care with their sound on

stage as well as on record. The desire to

recreate their studio quality In concert

should make their appearance in Toronto

on Tuesday night a special treat. Also with

Yes, at Maple Leaf Gardens, Is the J. Gelis

Band, a very together, funky blues and

R&B band. They worked with B.B. King on

his LA Midnight album and that should

indicate the quality of music you can

expect on Tuesday.

pop I movies

John Mattar, the Guelph artist is still at

Scarborough along with William Kort. The
Pollock Gallery, until November 16, has

three shows going: Norval Morrlseau, an

Ojibway artist, has ten years worth of

paintings on display. Eleven of his pieces

have been purchased by the Royal Ontario

Museum. The east gallery has In-

ternational pieces: Calder, Riopelle, Paul

Fournier and Thelma van Alstyne — two

Toronto artists. Third, an Albers exhibit of

graphic is on the second floor; half of the

exhibit is comprised of the framed plates

from the artist's "Formulation-
Articulation". At the Aggregation's gallery

one, are gallery artists using various

media. In gallery two is Chris Hayward's
recent paintings: "Folded canvases. On to

the Isaacs gallery which presents John
Ivor Smith's "New Sculpture" beginning

Sunday to November 14. David
Rebinow Itch's steel sculptures will be on

view at Carmen Lamanna this Saturday to

November 16.

The Toronto Gallery of Photography is

seeking to make its non-profit exhibition

function and bookstore more widely

known to its prospective public. It is

situated at 11 Charles Street. A
photographic loan service is offered In

conjunction with the Picture Loan Society

and they hope to provide well-equipped

darkrooms for the publjc by late

December. Emmet Gowin is presently

exhibiting at the gallery.

The Morton Gallery will have four

Canadian artists exhibit their paintings

from this Monday to November 10.

Almost alt of Canada's better folk-

singers have been concentrated In the

Toronto-Ottawa-Montreal ared. The surest

sign that the deficit in the west is being

made up, is found in the music of a

Vancouver Island farmer named Valdy.

Country Man (A ft M) Is Valdy's first

recording attempt and he has every

reason to be proud of it. Nine of the twelve

songs are Valdy compositions, which offer

a careful insight into the man's rustic

lifestyle and his vinderstanding nature.

The album has a gentle air of peaceful

contentment about it. The simple

arrangements are perfect settings for

Valdy's natural flowing poetic lyrics and

Jim Gordon's excellent percussive work

and Brett Wade's guitar move the

melodies along forcefully without being

overbearing.

Valdy's- lyrics reveal a concern for

preservation of the planet. A song called

Mm-Mm-Mm-Mm (inspired by the L.A.

smog) is a look into the future when cities

are dome-covered and the people are

frightened by the sight of the sun which

has become extraneous to their en-

vironment. But Country Man is really what

Valdy is about. Images of the simple life,

close to the earth and the "real" things

make you long to flee the city.

Valdy is at Grumbles, 71 Jarvis Street,

tonight and tomorrow. On stage he's a

personable messianic figure who exudes

a sense of honesty and serenity. The

audience were completely relaxed and

receptive to his captivating natural quality.

Occasionally stomping along in time with

his big work boots, he went through most

of the original songs from his album. He's

a fine talent and you shouldn't miss him.

Next week, Grumbles is featuring a

Mariposa favorite. Michael Cooney. Ad-

mission is $2.50.

Free Music. You can hear the

Downchlld Blues Band at the taping of

CITY-TV's Music City show from 3 to 4 pm
on Sunday. The studio is located at 99

Queen Street East and an audience of 50

persons is admitted at 2:30 pm.

Yes has developed into the most

musically inventive group in rock to date.

Their music encompasses an element of

drama and surprise. It's a delicate filigree

The Great Dictator (by and starring

Charlie Chaplin) Is worthwhile, even if for

just a very few minutes of genius. This

satiric slap at Hitler, antl-semltlsm (and,

Incidentally, Mussolini) was made long

before Auschwitz and Buchenwald
entered our vocabulary; you might squirm

a little with hindsight, but not too much.

Ignore the mawkish parts where Chaplin

plays a gentle Jewish barber and watch

his creation of Hynkle, dictator of

Tomania. There are some glorious

moments: a hysterical address to the

"sons and daughters of the Double Cross"

(Chaplin's variation on the swastika) and a

few moments of breathtaking poetry when

Hynkel bubble-dances with a balloon

globe of the world to the love duet from

Trisan and Isolde. At the Egllnton and

Uptown Backstage.

Revivals: The St. Mike's Sunday Night

Film Club is showing Hitchcock's Shadow

of a Doubt this Sunday — it is the master's

favourite among his films, perhaps

because it was one of the most human.

You'll have to buy a series ticket for three

bucks, but there are tots more good

movies coming up. Some Like It Hot

(which Brigid Brophy lauds for scaling

"the true — the dizzying rococo — heights

of true bad taste") is at the Roxy, Danforth

and Greenwood subway, Tuesday Oc-

tober 31; only 99$ and free pumpkins for

the first hundred arrivals. Bonnie and

Clyde will be there the following night.

Deaths: The New Yorker Cinema has

passed away, reincarnating as The Tlvoli.

Tivoli is a very alluring Copenhagen
pleasure-garden, but this Tlvoli will be

showing very nasty and sadistic horror

films _ not the good, masterful ones, but

the mingy ones that show up at suburban

drive-ins. I don't get the connection (Mac).
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Muggeridge speaks today
"Education is the great mumbo-

jumbo and fraud of the age... which

for the most part only serves to

enlarge stupidity, Inflate conceit,

(and) enhance credulity."

Provocative comments such as this

will no doubt fill Convocation Hall

today and Monday at 1 pm as

Malcolm Muggeridge speaks on "To

Whom Shall We Go", and "What is

Life All About".

Muggeridge is as interesting and
unusual as his name suggests.
Schooled at Cambridge (an ex-

perience he describes as "consisting

of boredom, dissatisfaction, and misty

afternoon walks".), Muggeridge has
had a career in a variety of jobs,

including edlto of Punch&nd rector of

the University of Aberdeen. Though a

success in fife, he has never been
satisfied with it. Right from childhood,

Muggeridge has had the sense that he
is a "stranger in a strange land — a
displaced person". Having tried

various solutions to his alienation

(including suicide) Muggeridge has,

recently opted for the Christian

alternative.

Muggeridge Is not, however, your

stereotyped Church-goer. He sees

Christianity as a very dynamic and

personal relationship with God, and

criticizes the institutional church as

much as any devout atheist. Visiting

the "non-event" of the World Council

of Churches in 1968, Mr.
Muggeridges' judgement was that the

delegates "could agree on about

anything, because they believed in

almost nothing". The crux of the

matter to Muggeridge Is simply that

the institutional church has aban-

doned Its doctrinal foundation, that

Jesus Christ is "alive and very truth",

and has "compromised with the

promoters of a heaven here on earth".

And because of this betrayal, the

church is now In "total disarray, and

vlsibily decomposing, to the point

that, short of a miracle, it can never be

put together again with any
semblance of order or credibility".

A socialist In his younger days,

Muggeridge looked forward to the

coming of the new heaven here on
earth. Today, he no longer has faith In

socialism (or any other ism) because
he believes that "all purely human
hopes are fraudulent, as their realiza-

tion in purely human terms must
always prove deceptive." Q Adams
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Blues "do or die" tomorrow in Ottawa
The football Blues go into Ottawa

tomorrow afternoon marked by

many observers as definite un-

derdogs in their sudden-death

OUAA Eastern Section final with

University of Ottawa Gee-Gees.

Based on the season's perfor-

mance, there should be no com-
parison between the two teams,

as Ottawa won handily by 17-point

margins. 24-7 in Toronto and 30-13

in Ottawa.

However, scores can be deceiving.

Granted. Blues were totally flat and

inept in the season's opener but

Varsity had enough chances to win

in the first half during the second

game and simply failed to capitalize.

Coach Ron Murphy does have

one offensive problem as Blues

prepare for their biggest game in

three years — the element of sur-

prise he exploited so successfully

against Queen's won't be available

against Ottawa.

Ottawa coach Don Gilbert will

undoubtedly use the four players

whose eligibility was belatedly ap-

proved by league officials after a

controversial investigation that still

hasn't satisfied officials at Queen's
or Toronto. Apparently, the four are

all registered in Ottawa's
"preliminary year" program for

students lacking Grade 1 3, and the

Murphy takes Blues to Ottawa
tomorrow for eastern finals.

OUAA brass decided that this

satisfies the rule that all players

must Jjc registered in a programme
"leading to a recognized degree."

One of the four players involved is

triple threat halfback Neil Lumsden
who lead the division in scoring with

48 points and in rushing with 530

yards from 85 carries. The Toronto-

schooled rookie also look top

honours in punting with a 39-yard

average, collected eight field goals,

and handled Ottawa's kick-offs.

Gee-Gees' quarterback Dan
Smith completed only 26 passes all

season but picked his spots well to

produce five aerial touchdowns and

20 first downs. He is a veteran of

college play and an excellent option

runner who played on McGill's

championship team in 1969.

Blues' offence should center

around quarterback Wayne
Dunkley and his twin halfbacks. Cor
Doret and Libert Castillo. Dunkley
was the top passer with 83 com-
pletions and I2I8 yards good for

eight touchdowns, but he also suf-

fered 15 interceptions. Castillo

finished fourth in rushing with 293

yards and Doret was eighth with

242. However, their important ver-

satility is reflected in the passing

statistics as Doret placed second

with 21 catches for 363 yards and

Castillo sixth for 15 receptions and
201 yards. In fact, Doret produced

more total vards than Lumsden, 605

to 555.

Esteban Andryjowicz and Brent

Elsey also placed among the top

eight pass receivers, but the key

improvement in Blues offence has

been the line play, The interior

linemen have something to prove

Saturday after their horrendous dis-

play in the opening game.
On defence. Blues picked off 15

opposition passes to Ottawa's nine.

Blues took fewer yards in penalties

(381 to 455) and coughed up fewer

fumbles (three to Gee-Gees' six).

However, games are won by people,

not statistics.

Varsity's defensive unit has been
outstanding in the past two games,
and was definitely the decisive factor

in the key victory over Queen's.

Veteran linebackers Hartley Stern

and Rob Bloxham have deservedly

received most of the attention, but

excellent performances were turned

in last week by two rookies, corner

Chris Sammul and safety Rick

Jeysman.

Kick-off has been moved back to

one o'clock and the game will be

carried on Radio Vac.ity — 830
AM in residences.

Tickets are available at Hart
House all day today and at Lan-
sdowne Park Saturday morning. (If

you're not near an RV outlet, call

the station at 964-1484 for the latest

score.)

sportalk
In Western Section football play

last weekend. Western Mustangs

continued to ride high, defeating

Lutheran 16-7 for the first playoff

spot. Windsor hosts Western this

Saturday in what could be the

deciding game for the first playoff

spot. In the only other game
between the two teams this season

Western downed Windsor 27-14.

Windsor has a 4-1 record after the

weekend. McMaster ended a

frustrating season on a winning

note, trouncing Guelph 23-3.

McMaster finishes with a 3-3

record. Waterloo kept its playoff

hopes alive by defeating the winless

York "Yeomen 27-0. Waterloo plays

Lutheran tomorrow in the deciding

game for the third playoff position.

One of the two will play against the

winner of the Toronto-Ottawa con-

test. In the only other weekend

game, Guelph visits York Sunday

(CNE).... correction on the in-

tramural golf phone number — it's

928-3082... the waterpolo Blues are

in a tournament tomorrow at

York.... Rugby Blues travel to

Queen's tomorrow, hoping to better

their 3-3 record so far in the

season.... Soccer Blues have two

games on the weekend. The team

hosts Guelph tomorrow while four

points is up for grabs on Sunday
when Laurenlian arrives.... The
team is now in first place, one point

ahead of McMaster with one game
in hand. Blues and York are the only

two teams in the OUAA who have

gone undefeated so far.... last Satur-

day, the first women's inter/faculty

football tournament took place with

teams from New, PHE, St. Mike's,

Scarborough. Trinity and Victoria

playing. PHE defeated St. Mike's in

the finals 13-6. In the first round,

PH E met Scar winning 1 2-6, and St.

Mike's defeated New 6-1. The

second round had Trinity beating

Scar 1-0, while Vic defeated New 8-

6. In the semi-finals, St. Mike's

downed Trinity 7-0, and PHE beat

Vic 6-0. the Ontario Pinball

Championship will be held in the UC
common room tomorrow at I pm.
Players from the United States and

Ontario will participate.... women
reporters needed. Drop in at 91 St.

George.... Benson Building is

holding an athletic injury clinic

Wednesday evenings from 7-9 pm,
October 25 - November 29.... U of

T's judo team won eight of ten

events last Saturday at RMC,
Kingston. Thirteen Toronto com-

petitors were successful with a 47- 1

0

score. The team had eight first place

finishes, two seconds, and three

thirds.

Field hockey wins 2
By MATH1LDE VERHULST

The U of T women's Intermediate Field Hockey team won two of

three games in Kingston last weekend.

Fridav afternoon the women played Laurentian and won 2-0.

Saturday morning Toronto held the play against Queen's but the Gals

managed to slip in a goal in the last five minutes, to win 1-0.

In the afternoon game against McMaster, Toronto proved to be the

stronger team, defeating the Mac squad 3-1 . Coach Daniel said the girls

definitely played as a team rather than as individuals.

Next weekend, both Senior and Intermediate teams will play here at

U of T in the final tournament. Participating universities include:

McGill. Queen's, Laurentian, Western, Waterloo, McMaster, and

Guelph.

Queen's is presently ahead in the Intermediate Division with two

wins and a tie. Toronto has also won two, but lost one.

Part I of the OW1 AA Field Hockey tournament will be held at York

SKI
Meeting for all men interested in skiing

for Mens1 Intercollegiate Team, Alpine

and Nordic, to be held Monday, October

30th, 7.30 P.M. in Bickersteth Room, Hart

House.

U.T.A.A.

GOLF CLUB
MEMBERSHIP - $2.00

INSTRUCTION - Classes Begin October

30th Register Now At The Intramural Office,

Hart House. Series of 6 Lessons. See Your

Swing On Video-Tape.

PRACTICE - Facilities available Daily For

Club Members.
THE BEST DEAL ON CAMPUS!

Allegheny Airlines

helps you beat
the waiting game

And saves you up io 25%.

Allegheny's Young Adult Cord lets

fly whenever you want lo (even

holidays) and still gei advance

reservations.

If you're between 1

2

and 22, what are you

waiting for? Stop by any

Allegheny ticket counter

and purchase your

Young Adult Card.

Allegheny also accepts

all other major airlines

Young Adult Cards.

ALLEGHENY AIR SYSTEM
We have a lot more going for you.
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Kidd advocates

community

hockey
The Death of Hockey

by Bruce Kidd

and Joho Macfarlane

New Press, Toronto

$5.95

"The decision to limit Team Canada to only those

players who had signed NHL contracts was made by

Hockey Canada's Board of Directors on August 2. The vote

was 9 to 2. Voting in favour were the federal government's

two representatives, Lou Lefaive and Sam Weston; the

NHL's two representatives, Clarence Campbell and Harold

Ballard; the CAHA's three representatives. Earl Dawson,

Joseph Kryczka and Gordon Juckes; the NHL players'

representative, Alan Eagleson; and the provincial

government's representative, William Clark. Voting against

were Father Bauer and John Wintermeyer."

"...Despite Prime Minister Trudeau's well-publicized

plea to Clarence Campbell to allow Bobby Hull to play in

the Canadian-Russian series (notice, he petitioned
Campbell, not Hockey Canada), the federal government did
nothing to intervene." —The Death of Hockey, page 91.

The collaboration of Bruce Kidd and John Macfarlane
has produced "The Death of Hockey". The book is not only
an exposition of where hockey is at in Canada — all of
hockey from the level of the five-year-old player to the pro
—

, but also a subtle attempt to convince the reader that
what is needed is a national hockey league in the true sense
of the word — a "nationalized" hockey league, that is.

Kidd and Macfarlane have developed the theme that
"hockey is a national religion". They then embark upon an
extended essay to show how the "average" Canadian has
been excommunicated from the religion.

Indeed, in years past, hockey was a "community"
religion — sustaining Canadians in the small outporls of the
country through the winter when nothing else was available.

As the authors point out, "There have been two hockey
traditions in Canada, of which the commercial tradition is

just one. The other is the community tradition. At one time
or another, in hundreds of Canadian towns and cities, people
chipped in to build a rink and ice a hockey team, and many
of these teams were as good as any in the commercial
leagues."

"... Community hockey was built on love of the game
particularly, love of sport generally, and community loyally.
Commercial hockey capitalized on these sentiments for
private profit."

Kidd and Macfarlane successfully trace the beginnings

of professional hockey in the I880's and show how price

wars and league wars eventually starved out competition to

make the NHL the monopoly which it is today.

Since the end of World War II, the NHL has owned

hockey in Canada. Kidd and Macfarlane reveal how this

happened . "1947 was the NHL's thirtieth anniversary, and

it had cause to celebrate. For all intents and purposes, it now

owned hockey in Canada. It had eliminated its major source

of competition, the senior community leagues, and it now

managed most of the junior clubs that produced the

country's young players."

However, consistent with the mood of the book, the

authors are not content merely to expose the sordid history

of the rise of the NHL American empire. They also take a

position: "The issue is whether hockey, which is a part of our

culture, should be operated as if it were just a business, like

the manufacture of razor blades. The answer is no."

When Kidd and Macfarlane get around to specific

recommendations in their final chapter, they have already

quite successfully interwoven fact with the reader's emotion

,to make the alternatives so obvious that any Canadian must

reply: "Damn it, they're right!

"A game nurtured by generations of Canadians has

been sold to Americans....

'To stay in business,' Clarence Campbell likes to say,

'you place your operations in places that will keep you in

business'."

To save hockey, Kidd and Macfarlane make two

recommendations: that the government separates the Cana-

dian Amateur Hockey Association from the National

Hockey League, and that a Canadian professional hockey

league is created.

Furthermore, "the success of such a league is dependent

on two assumptions. The first is community ownership...

Professional hockey should be operated as a public utility...

The single biggest cost in operating a professional hockey

learn is salaries, which brings us to our second assumption:

that it is not necessary to pay hockey players $100,000 a

year. Community-owned teams could afford to pay salaries

between $25,000 and $30,000 a year, which would put the

players in the lop 5 percent of Canadian wage earners."

The second recommendation should not be scoffed at.

Kidd and Macfarlane have demonstrated how teams were

once financially supported by communities.

Other recommendations include the building of more

rinks so that everyone of all ages may participate, the

establishment of a national hockey institute to develop

skills, strategy, and training mmethods suitable to Canadian

conditions and experience, and a national coaching

program.

The emotional tenor of the book is set in chapter I.

"The game is a national puberty rite, performed by wobbly-

legged kids for congregations of rink-side parents": and

"hockey as a unique expression of our culture, is also a

vessel for its values, passing them from father-to-son from

one generation lo the next". Through hockey, "a boy learns

our attitudes towards team play, fair play, and dirty play,

towards winning and losing, tolerance and prejudice, success

and failure."

"If hockey is a metaphor for what is right with Canada,
it is also a metaphor for what is wrong. Hockey has come to

symbolize our capitulation to the economic realities as

severely as it does our triumph over the physical ones. We
live in a country we no longer own."

While the theme of the book is what must be done to

rediscover hockey is Canada, there is considerable attention

paid to the how and why of the hockey disaster.

Television is a key factor in the downfall of hockey in

Canada. Hockey has become the vassal of the television

networks (and multi-national companies who do the adver-

tising for games.) Because of advertising, "Hockey Night in

Canada is less a report of an event than an advertisement for

one".

As Kidd and Macfarlane reveal, "The fans are being

used". And, "unfortunately, the NHL sets Ihe style for all

hockey in Canada. The undesirable characteristics of the

professional game are emulated in neighbourhood rinks and
arenas, where hockey is not a business". The medium has
become the message on the junior level for legalized

violence. "None of this is lost on the kids. They see dirty

play rewarded so they assume it is one of the skills of the

game, like skating and slickhandling."

Kidd and Macfarlane's chapter on the "child buyers" is

must reading for every parent of an aspiring NHLer.
Whereas with TV the fans are being used, with the "child

buying" philosophy prevalent in the NHL and permeated
down through its lower tentacle, the Canadian Amateur
Hockey Association, the parents and players are being used.

As the authors say, "Hockey should be fun, a game
played for the excitement and satisfaction it brings players

while they are playing it and the delight it brings spectators

while they are watching it. The joy of hockey is of the

moment."

The NHL's lack of talent development is directly

criticized — talent is only discovered. There is no school of

hockey talent, and other than innovations such as the

goallender's mask, there has been no attempt to refine

equipment, much less establish a school for hockey
equipment safety.

Here too is an account of the systematic killing of the

"National Team idea" in Canada by the NHL, with the

CAHA complicit and the federal government playing the

role of the ostrich with its head in the sand.

Kidd and Macfarlan also detail how the player's life is

affected by the "business of hockey". "The players accept

(heir (fans') admiration and then turn it to selling red

convertibles. It is like going lo church and having the

minister try to sell you a refrigerator". However, the

"tradegy is that the player-businessman is an anti-

sportsman."

The book has something for everyone — and in

particular the "gentlemen" of the press — the

"cheerleaders".

Owning an NHL hockey team means never having to

spend a buck on promotion. The press flogs the game for

nothing". (The press also refuses to flog some aspects of the

game if, for example, the NHL clubs are able to persude the

"house-man" reporter not to give WHA coverage.) Indeed,

poor reporting has been an accomplice to hockey's demise"

for "sporl is also technique, strategy' and, no less than any

other aspect of our lives, ethics. These the sports reporters

bv and large ignore... In the absence of criticism, sports

reporting becomes little more than free advertising".

The book is well-researched and thorough. If the idea

behind writing the book is to shock, the content will do that,

but it may fail to carry that shock wave through to the

appropriate government level because of the tone. The ripple

effect of discontent may dissipate before anything positive is

done.

The book also leaves a vacuum with regard to the

hockey equipment lobby one might find in Ottawa. There is

no analysis as to how the manufacturers have created a need

for protective gear and have been complicit in going along

with the "consumer is king" philosophy.

Recently, one well-known equipment manufacturer

made it known that the "cage-type" goaltender mask was
safer than the "flush-on-face" mask. Yet, when asked why
(he company was manufacturing the other mask ( the cage-

type has been on the market longer), the response was a glib

"kids see NHL goaltenders with the flush face mask and
want it instead of the cage mask." Also, what about curved
hockey sticks and ski skates with ski-boot type buckles? A
child playing hockey is apt to tear his face open. Questions
such as these leave the book wanting.

Kidd and Macfarlane also can be criticized for their off-

the-cuff statement that kids quit hockey because the of the

"spirit of the age". It "is peace, hedonism, and
individualism, and the example of hockey, the cheap
unsportsmanlike play in the NHL, the frenzied compulsion
lo win in the little leagues, is alien to these values. The kids

play the game for a few years as a ritual, and then happily

quit. " For every Canadian boy possessed by the "spirit of
the age", there are a dozen whom parems or coach or

television are encouraging to "gel ahead" and "get on" with

the business of hockey.

No other hockey expose has come along in recent years

to compare with this work. Even if some of the authors'

arguments have loopholes or can be proved wrong, their

philosophy is correct. The detail is all here.

As Kidd and Macfarlane say "We play hockey to win,

we play hockey to make money, but we have forgotten what
it is to play hockey for fun. That, more than anything else,

signals the death of the game".
There is hope. "We can clean up the game at the

neighbourhood rink. It is our game. If we want it back we
will have to take it back?

Bob Gauthier
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Is this scientist conducting research for the American armed forces? More than hatf the U.S.

military grants to foreign institutions go to Canadian universities and organizations, says a

McGIII survey.

Canada receives $34 million

from Pentagon, survey finds
MONTREAL (CUPI) -- The Pen-

tagon gave Canada $34 million

for research during 1967-71,

more than half the amount gran-

ted to all foreign educational

and non-profit organizations, a

report on Canadian involvement

with the American military says.

And some 348 companies in

Canada received direct military

contracts from the U.S. Depart-

ment of Defence (DOD) during

that time.

Entitled "How to Make a

Killing", the 250-page study was

conducted by seven students at

McGill University under the

direction of political science

professor S. J. Noumouff. The

group calls itself Project Anti-

war.

The report quotes a U.S. Air

Force publication as saying

"Granted funds are always used

to achieve maximum con-

tribution to the new knowledge

essential to the continued

superiority of the air force

operational capability, and it is

assumed that grantees and prin-

cipal investigators will always

direct their efforts to this end".

McGill University received

$831,415 from the Pentagon

from 1967 to 1971 and more

than $663,000 was for prime

military contracts. The rest went

toward basic scientific in-

vestigation.

In developing the study,

Project Anti-war referred to

American and Canadian govern-

ment records, and wrote to

private corporations, inquiring

whether they had received Pen-

tagon contracts.

Pour companies who replied

that they had nothing to do with

the defence department were

found in fact to have contracts.

These include Canadian,

General Electric, North

American Rockwell and

Canadian Westinghouse whose

parent companies do extensive

work for the DOD, and

Okanagan helicopters, which

received contracts valued at

$23,000.

The Canadian government it-

self is also very extensively in-

volved in the war industry, sub-

sidizing production of material

destined for use by U.S. forces in

Indochina. The study shows that

the Department of Trade and

Commerce awarded a total of

$458,643,906 to 154 companies

in Canada "to develop and

sustain its (the defense in-

dustry's) technological capability

for the purpose of defense export

sales arising from that

capability".

Of the 154 companies receiving

grants, 45 are American owned

and they obtained $224,492,428

or 47 per cent of the total.

Thus, not only does the

Canadian government fund

American companies for war

research to be used in the U.S.,

but it also pays one half the costs

of equipment used for plant

modernization.

The Canadian government

also prints two catalogues listing

military supplies available from

Canadian industry. Canadian

Defense Commodities is

published by the Department of

Trade, Industry and Commerce,

and Canadian Defense Products

is printed by the Department of

Defense Production.

The Production Sharing Han-

dbook, also published by the

Department of Defense Produc-

tion, provides explicit infor-

mation on how to obtain

American DOD contracts. Most

contracts are placed with

Canadian Commercial Cor-

poration, a Crown corporation

which acts as an intermediary

between the American govern-

ment and the Canadian

producer.

Project Anti-war, pointing out

that its study is preliminary and

only indicates minimum
amounts awarded, says the other

30 million dollars awarded by

the Pentagon to foreign

educational and non-profit

organizations for research by the

defense department between

1967 and 1971 went to 56 other

countries.

The list includes such so-

called neutral countries as

Austria, Finaldn, Sweden and

Switzerland, along with Bolivia,

Brazil, France, Greece, Israel,

Japan, South Korea, South

Africa, Spain, Taiwan and the

United Kingdom.
After Canada's $34 million,

Norway tops the list with nine

million dollars in grants.

During their research, project

workers discovered that

classified Canadian data is

available publicly in the U.S.

Twelve days after that press

conference, and 33 days after the

group mailed their original

request for information to the

Canadian Department of Trade

Industry and Commerce, the

department sent the research

group a list of 211 companies

which it had previously withheld

on the grounds that such action

would harm the "competative

positions of the companies in-

volved' '

.

The letter accompanying the

list explained "this listing con-

tains the names of all Canadian

companies who over the past six

years (1966 - 1971 inclusive)

received unclassified contracts

for defence equipment through

the Canadian Commercial Cor-

poration which came under the

umbrella of Canada/U.S. Depart-

ment of Defense or any of its

branches." The new listing in-

cluded -111 companies which the

group had not even found in its

own research.
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Church colleges
should get more:
leaked report

By LINDA McQUAIG
St. Mike's, Victoria and Trinity Colleges will get a boost in their

long struggle with the provincial government for badly-needed funds

when the Commission on Post Secondary Education makes its final

report later this year, The Varsity has learned.

A detailed outline of the unpublished report, given to The Var-

sity last night, reveals the government-appointed commission will

recommend that, subject to a few minor qualifications, "church-

affiliated colleges should be eligible for the same financial support as

secular colleges" now receive.

The original draft of the commission's report on the future of ad-

vanced education in Ontario, released last January amid heavy

criticism, made no recommendations on the problem of financing of

church-affiliated colleges.

St. Mike's, Victoria and Trinity have been in serious financial

trouble for many years due to a system of financing which provides

church -affiliated colleges with only half the grant per student that

other colleges receive.

The financing of the three colleges has long been a controversial

issue, with the colleges making continual, but unsuccessful sub-

missions to the provincial government for a more equitable grant

scheme.

What weight the commission's recommendations for such a

scheme will have is not clear, however, since the body is only em-

powered to advise the government, not formulate policy.

The commission is not entirely removed from government policy-

making, however, since its chairman, D. O. Davis is also chairman of

the Committee of University Affairs, a branch of the Department of

Colleges and Universities.

Vic and Trinity have survived the financial squeeze only by

digging into their endowments, which were built up in the days when

religious training was considered an important part of education, and

affluent members of the United and Anglican Churches provided the

colleges with generous financial support.

St. Mike's, although lacking in endowments, has managed to

scrape through by relying on priests and nuns to teach for little or no

money, SMC president John Kelly said in an interview last night.

The three colleges may have gained some ground in the struggle

this summer. After years of approaching the government with their

requests, this August the province finally approached them, to discuss

financing of the colleges.

Kelly says he has not yet heard of any positive results of the

meeting but adds that the government at least "showed a willingness

to rethink this thing."

The financial situation of the three colleges has become in-

creasingly worse since 1966, when the federal government abandoned

its former program of supporting all colleges with direct grants. In-

stead it channelled its education funds into a provincial government

scheme that discriminated against colleges with church affiliation by

giving them grants half the size of those given to secular colleges.

The colleges have argued that their religious affiliations do not

affect or influence their teaching of non-religious subjects, and

therefore should not be counted against them.

"The government hasn't a leg to stand on". Kelly says.

The commission's recommendation for equal financing stipulates

that public funds are not to be used for the purposes of religious in-

doctrination. . ...
Kelly admits that some of his staff who teach courses in religious

studies do have a bias in topics like the existence of God and other

traditional Catholic beliefs. Religious courses are not compulsory,

however.

He also pointed out that the three colleges do not discriminate

on the grounds of religion in their admissions policies, which was

another stipulation made by the commission in their recommen-

dation for equal financing.

St. Mike's was in debt about $650,000 this summer, but Kelly

estimates the present debt, after receiving tuition payments, at

$350,000.

He has faith, however, that the college will be financially

rescued.

"I believe in the orovidence of God," he said.

Report varies little from draft
A detailed outline of the Commission on Post-

Secondary Education's final report reveals that

there will be few changes made from the original

draft in the area of financing.

Apart from a recommendation that church-

affiliated colleges be eligible for the same finan-

cial support as secular colleges, the report to be

presented to the provincial government varies lit-

tle from its original draft.

Minor changes only were made in the recom-

mendation for a new student loan and grant

scheme. The commission still advocates "awards

large enough to pay the student's tuition fees and

provide his maintenance while at school."

The final report, however, is more specific on

whom is eligible for such grants, restricting them

to those whose parents earn up to a maximum of

$15,000 (by 1972 standards).

The loan system originally proposed still

recommends a program open to all students with a

repayment plan based on the individual's "ability

to pay".

In the final draft, however, the commission

recommends that the loan be forgiven only after

30 years, instead of after the original 15 proposed

in the draft' report.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Leave your name at SAC tf you are

interested In the Abble Hoffman

appearance In Buffalo which has been

postponed until November 9.

0:30 am
Five Informative minutes created for you.

Today Dr. Hose, Dean of the school ol

Social Work, on human election Issues. On

Radio Varsity. Again at 3:30 pm.

10 am
Blood donor clinic Galbralth Building —

Common Room — 3rd floor. Primarily for

Architecture, Forestry. Nursing. Engineers.

However all are welcome. Till 4 pm.

noon

Last day to reserve for suppers at Hlllel

House lor Wednesday and Thursday

November 1 and 2.

1 pm
Free Jewish University: "Principles in

Jewish Law" In Sid Smith No. 5020. Class

will not be held this week.

Career Talks: Dr. A. Blemiller of the

Institute of Child Study will talk about

courses and admissions procedures. Two

former students will discuss fhelr careers.

McLennan Physics, Room 203. Till 2 pm.

Hospital Careers: A representative from

the Ontario Hospital Association will talk

about various careers for science students

in hospitals, as well as training programs

which certain hospitals conduct for In-

terested students. Sidney Smith, Room
2106. Till 2 pm.

Malcolm Muggerldge, former editor of

"Punch", author, broadcaster, critic, will

speak at Convocation Hall on the topic.

"What is lite all about?". All students and

faculty are invited to come. Sponsored by

Varsity Christian Fellowship. Till 2 pm.

4 pm
CDE General Meeting, Upper Brennan,

SMC.
4:15 pm

The Latin American Studies Program

sponsors a lecture by Sr. Jorge. Icaza.

renowned Ecuadorean novelist and
dramatist, on "Expreslon de lucha en la

literalura ecuatorlana". Sid Smith 1069.

4:30 pm
Meeting of all graduate students in

French to organize course union. Room

138 University College.

Free Jewish University: "Synagogue and

Community" being held at BBYO Centre,

15 Hove Street.

0:30 pm
Hlllel Kosher Supper at Hlllel House.

0 pm
Election 72: The Trudeau Question. U of

T Radio's coverage ot the vote starts at 8

with spot announcements giving the

current standings from around the country.

Full radio news programming begins at 11

pm.
Free Jewish University: "The Jewish

Woman" at Hlllel House 186 St. George St.

Free Jewish University: "Chavurat

Zemer" at Hlllel House 186 St. George St.

Drama Workshop being held at Hlllel

House 186 St. George St.

Tony Chaltkln, candidate for mayor of

New York City (1973). on the content of a

socialist electoral campaign, In contrast to

current populist campaigns ol

NDP/McGovern. International Student

Center, 33 St. George St. Sponsored by

Toronto Labor Committee.

CUSO Information meeting held at ISC,

33 St. George Street. The topic is Asia. All

welcome.

8:30 pm
Free Jewish University: "Dissent In

Jewish History" at Hillel House 186 St.

George St.

TUESDAY
10 am

Blood donor clinic Sir Daniel Wilson

Residence — Junior Common Room.

Primarily for New College and University

College. However all are welcome. Till 4

pm.
1 pm

Free Jewish University: "Judaism and

Marxism" at Sid Smith No. 3045.

Representatives from U of T, York

University and OlSE will discuss possible

careers (or people who hold an M.A. In

Psychology. McLennan Physics, Room
202. Till 2 pm.

NICKELODEON
279 Yonge at Dundas Square alMtvt'lhc Knur s

1:10 pm

Jerusalem: a bone ot contention. A talk

by Joseph Ryan S.J. of the Centre for the

study ol social change In the Arab world,

Beirut Lebanon. Sponsored by the

Chaplain to Hart House and Campus
Ministries Foundation. Debates Room, Hart

House.

3:15 pm

The Commerce & Finance Association Is

having an informal faculty-student

gathering at Hart House, Bickersteth

Room, 3rd floor, West Wing. Until 5 pm.

Free coffee.

5:30 pm

Varsity Christian Fellowship — This

week hear Reverend G. Griffiths ot Calvary

Church who will be speaking on "Law and

Grace" In Wymllwood's music room.

Everyone is welcome.

Hillel Supper.

6:30 pm

7 pm

Beginners Hebrew class begins today at

Hlllel House 186 St. George Street.

Services Commission Meeting at SAC
Office.

8 pm

Free Jewish University: "A tarn Fun

Honlg" at Hlllel House 186 St. George St.

8:15 pm

Advanced Hebrew Class begins today at

Hlllel House 186 St. George St.

Vz CARAT
DIAMOND RING
m set

s
295

00

Your choice ol twenty-live exciting
styles Yellow or white gold tn
eludes: — diamond ring, matching
wedding band, registered appraisal

20% Student Discount

with ATL card

HUGH PROCTOR & Co
Jeweller** Gemmologisls

1430 YONGE ST.

PATIO DE 0R0 PLAZA • 921-7702

-"j.i South ol St. Clair . }

\

ART GALLERY
MALCOLM BATTY EXHIBITION

OPENING WEDS. NOV. 1

MONDAY TO SATURDAY 11 A.M. -

5 P.M.

WEDNESDAY 6-9 P.M.

SUNDAY J-S P.M.

ART COMMITTEE FILMS
"ABOUT PELLAN"
"PAS DE DEUX"
"KURELEK"
MON. OCT. 30

12 NOON AND 1 P.M. - MUSIC ROOM
7 P.M. DEBATES ROOM

INFORMAL DEBATE
QUESTION FOB DEBATE: EXTREMISM IN PURSUIT OF

WOMEN'S RIGHTS IS JUSTIFIABLE

THURS.. NOV. 2 - 2 P.M. - DEBATES ROOM

WEDNESDAY CONCERT
HERBIE SPANIER
WEDS, NOV. 1 - EAST

COMMON ROOM
12:00 NOON

SUNDAY EVENING
CONCERT

WILLIAM SHOOKHOFF
- VOCAL QUARTET -

Sunday, Nov. 5 - Great Hall - 8:30 p.i

Tickets Available Fiee At The
Hall Porter's Oesk

DEBATE
Honorary Visitors:

The British Unlverslly Debating Team
Ouesllon lor Dobalo:

In view ol the existence ol the

Multinational Corporation, the concept of

national sovereignty is an Illusion.

^^B^rjjy^O^gO^^^Juo^Cg^

TELEVISION
WILL BE AVAILABLE
IN THE MAP ROOM
ON MON, OCT. 30,
ELECTION DAY

BLACK HART PUB
EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

TUCK SHOP - 12 NOON - 5.30 PM.
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M. - 11:30 PM.

Martin Onrot presents:

YES
ALSO SPECIAL GUEST STAR

J. GEILS BAND
TOMORROW! 7:30 P.M.

MAPLE LEAF GARDENS
TICKETS: $3.50 $4.50 $5.50 Plus Tax

Avalael* el Meel* l.al Gord.ni Bel OKk*

herman's
MUSIC CENTRE

691 Yonge St.

TORONTO'S NEWEST FULL-LINE
RECORD STORE

SH ilD WEEKEND

U.HSI SPECIALS

DOOBIE BROTHERS

- Toulouse Street -

HERBIE MANN
- Mississippi Gambler

- Switched On Bach
-

PLUS OTHERS

! CLIP THIS COUPON FOR 50° OFF

ANY REGULAR PRICED ALBUM.
|

(SALE ALBUMS NOT INCLUDED)

WHAT'S HPNWN THETUN ^

*

WYNNE ft
(JUST NOKTH OF DUNDAS)
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Members 'wont to be more free'

Meetings of Food Science committee closed
By JONI SEAGER

A committee examining Senate
recommendations on the future

of the Faculty of Food Sciences is

holding closed meetings to ex-

pedite reaching agreement on a

report.

The Implementation Commit-
tee on the Faculty of Food Scien-

ces, set up by the Governing
Council on the recommendation
of the Academic Affairs Commit-
tee, held its first meeting two
weeks ago.

Assciate dean of Arts and
Science James Cruise, chairman
of the committee, explained that

the meetings were to be closed

because "the committee decided
that they would feel more free in

their discussions, and therefore

Students to enumerate residences
A "mini-enumeration is plan-

ned for all campus residences

this week to make up for a poor

municipal enumeration carried

out by the province.

Pete Raybould (Trin III) and

SAC have organized teams of

students to distribute ap-

plications to get on voters lists

for the December 4 election to all

students in residence. The period

when names will be accepted by

the City Clerk expires Friday.

Voters lists, according to the

municipal clerks, were posted

last week in each poll. Eligible

voters can be chcked to see if

their names are on the lists

either by finding the posted list

or by calling the City Clerk's of-

fice at 367-7800 between 9 am
and 9 pm each day this week un-

til Friday.

Raybould decided to try to

have more students enumerated

after it was discovered that

Trinity, New and University

Colleges had not been
enumerated. At Victoria College,

only four persons of over 500 in

residence managed to get on the

preliminary voters list.

An official in the provincial

assessment office, which was

responsible for the enumeration,

said that the poor enumeration

was "probably due to a

somewhat less than ad-

ministrative decision."

Clerk Pat Carberry said that

the enumerators responsible for

the college residences probably

decided the residences weren't

worth enumerating.

However, it is more likely that

the enumerators were simply

following instructions printed in

the enumeration manual
prepared by the assessment of-

fice.

This manual, which was
seemingly later repudiated,

stated that students living in a

college or university residence, or

in an apartment without a

signed lease, were to be con-

sidered as having voting rights

only in their 'home' district,

presumably where their families

live.

However, according to the

Municipal Elections Act passed

by the Ontario Legislature

earlier this year, persons may
vote in a municipality if they are

"resident in such municipality."

A persons' residence is defined

by the act as "his true, fixed, per-

manent home or lodging place to

which whenever he is absent he

has the intention of returning."

A further qualification states

that "the place where a person's

family resides shall be his

residence unless he takes up or

continues his residence at some
other place with the intention of

remaining there."

Thus a student would be

eligible if she or he were willing

:o declare that the residence was
the permanent residence.

Advertisements placed with

Toronto papers by Metro
Toronto clerks, responsible for

revision to the voters lists, last

week suggest even more lenient

grounds for eligibility to vote

municipally.

These ads indicate that "if you

are 18 years old, a Canadian

citizen or other British subject

and resided in your municipality

at anv time betw*1**" September

"5th and October 10th", you are

eligible to vote on December 4.

As a last resort, prospective

voterscari go the appropriate

polling place on election day,

declare the required information

to the deputy returning officer

and vote, according to section 54

of the act. However, the

declaration, particularly the

place of residence, must be

established "to the satisfaction

of the deputy returning officer."

Raybould, with help from

SAC, has distributed leaflets ad-

vising students in residence of

their rights. This week, he and a

team of volunteers intend to visit

all residence to sign up students

who wish to vote.

This can be done on an "Ap-

plication for Preliminary List of

Electors," which either the

prospective voter or an agent ac-

ting on her or his behalf can sub-

mit to the City Clerk at City Hall

before 9 pm this Friday.

Volunteers to distribute and

collect statements are asked to

contact Raybould at 928-3282 or

Paul Carson at SAC (928-4911).

SAC will collect statements

and take them to City Hall for

those who are missed by the

teams. Blank applications will

also be available at the SAC of-

fice.

According to Raybould, the

supervisor of elections for Metro

Toronto, F.H. Matthews at first

insisted in an interview that

students in residence had to ap-

pear in person at City Hall to

have their names added to voters

lists. However, Matthews later

relented and allowed agents to

bring the forms to City Hall.

Rents are too high,

charge married students
By RANDY ROBERTSON
Married Students' Residence

tenants Steve Scadding and Rick

Merrill yesterday claimed that

the Ontario Housing Corporation

is charging students unrealistic

rents for apartments.

Rents went up about seven per

cent this fall. For example a two

bedroom 11th floor apartment

which rented for $167 in 1968

and $176 in 1971 now costs $188.

Two bfedroom apartments rent

for $179 - $194, one bedroom
apartments for $157 - $170 (550

square feet) or $149 - $164

(500 square feet), and bachelor

apartments for $125 - $138.

Scadding said that the rents

are comparable to other apart-

ments "with the same lack of

facilities' ' . Nevertheless they

were "out of line for students",

he asserted.

"No married student couple

can afford to live here," he said;

"usually one spouse is working.

Either that or the couple is being

parentally subsidized."

Scadding questioned OHC's
claims that it is not taking any

profit from the two buildings on

Charles Street. He asserted that

its policy of "full recovery" is, in

the long run, a profit-making

policy.

OHC is not taking an
operating profit from the rent

revenues. However it will receive

the increased equity of the

building and the land when the

mortgage is paid off. Scadding

said that when the rents have

paid off the mortgage, the

students will, in effect, have

bought the building for OHC.

Tenants who staged a rent

strike in the spring of 1970

demanded that OHC gear rents

so that the value of the building

and that the land would be con-

sidered as assets in determining

costs. The strike failed.

The building is amortized for

50 years. Merrill suggested that

if OHC would be willing to pay

for the building and the land

over a longer period of time the

rents could be lower.

Scadding said that these

buildings are the only student

residences in Ontario other than

those at Queen's University not

on university land. Hence they

do not fall under the provincial

tax exemption for university

property.

About 25 per cent of the in-

coming revenue goes to

municipal taxes.

Scadding claimed that U of T
made a bad deal with OHC for

the apartment buildings and is

only now beginning to realize it.

"They wanted a married
students' apartment building for

nothing, "Scadding said, " and
so they made this deal."

Under the terms of "tnis deal"

signed in 1968 - the university is

committed to absorb any deficits

OHC incurs. Yet the university

has no control of the operation of

the buildings. It controls only

the type of student admitted.

There is nothing the students

can do about the rents - except

move out, which many of them

have done.

Ten per cent of the 713 apart-

ments in the two buildings are

vacant, Scadding said, costing

OHC over $10,000 a month.

"You can see why the univer-

sity has been advertising all over

the place" he said.

The university has also

relaxed its admission require-

ments.
Law entrance students and

medical students who are

registered in U of T, though they

actually work and study in

various hospitals around the

city, are being admitted. Tenants

no longer have to be full-time

students, Scadding said, ex-

plaining that school students are

now allowed to rent apartments.

more effective as a committee it

they were closed."

However, hei added that the

committee had decided that the

"sense of the discussions" did

not need to be treated as con-

fidential.

Any documents received by, or

generated by, this committee will

be confidential as much of their

work "has all kinds of political

ramifications, since there may
well be forthcoming changes
recommended which would
mean changing utilization of

resources, including personnel,"

Cruise said.

Their report is due to be com-
pleted not later than January 31

next year to be given vice-

president Don Forster, and
through him to the Academic Af-

fairs Committee.

Brian Morgan, student gover-

nor on the Academic Afairs

Committee, said yesterday that

unless it was specified otherwise,

he presumed that the meetings

would be open.

However, Forster, contacted

last night, said it was up to the

committee to decide. He added
that it was not a precedent for

such a committee to decide itself

whether its meetings would be

open or closed.

Asked if he approved of the

committee having closed

meetings, Forster replied, "I

wouldn't know; it's up to them."

Morgan stated that he felt the

meetings should be open, and
that approval from Academic Af-

fairs should have been sought

before the meetings were closed.

"If they are not open" he

declared, I feel that it should be

brought up for discussion at the

Academic Affairs Committee."

There are two students on this

committee; Irene Miller, an un-

dergraduate, and graduate
student Susan Stoddart, both in

the Faculty of Food Sciences.

Miller, who is also a SAC rep

for food science students, said

last night that she did not object

to the meetings being closed.

"Because of the deadline

. . . there's so much dirty laun-

dry, it's best that they be

closed," she said. She described

the three-month deadline as

"ridiculous", saying she feared

the report would be pushed
through unless carefully

examined.
The other committee members

are: Professors F. A. Sherk
(Assistant Dean of the

School of Graduate Studies),

George Connell(Medicine),
W.Harrington (Social Work),
Maurice Wayman (Engi-
neering), George Beaton
Hygiene), M.Leitch (Food Scien-

ces) and J.P.Siegel (Management
Studies).

The recommendations that

they are reviewing are those

made by a Senate committee last

May. The Senate committee was
set up after faculty, students and
alumni protested a recommen-
dation by vice-provost (Health

Sciences) John Hamilton that

the faculty be phased out.

The Senate report recom-
mends, among other things, the

development of two strong un-

dergraduate programs, one in

household sciences and the

second in food chemistry and
nutrition. These programs,
Cruise said, would utilize

"special talents that would be

found, let's say, in hygiene,

through cross-appointments."

The second main recommen-
dation of the Senate committee

is for the development of a
strong graduate program offering

MA and PhD programs in food

chemistry and nutrition.

The aim of the Senate report is

to encourage high calibre

students to enter these faculties,

and to produce high quality, type

A certificated high school

teachers.

Few married students can afford to

of the tenants. Ten per cent of

live in this residence

the apartments are

,
claim some
vacant.
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ContradictorySAC ignores students
The Students' Administrative Council out did itself

Wednesday evening as it managed to hit a new record

for inconsistency.

Just weeks before, U of T students had voted over-

whelmingly in favour of Ontario Federation of Students'

demands for increased accessibility to student aid

schemes, full consultation of all concerned before any

further detrimental changes to post-secondary finan-

cing programs occur, and repeal of last sping's $100

tuition fee hike and raise in the student loan ceiling.

But last week, SAC virtually scuttled plans for a mass

demonstration of Ontario secondary students

scheduled to greet MPP's attending next month's

opening of the Ontario Legislature. They managed that

feat of provincial co-operation by refusing to par-

ticipate in the protest. As the largest member institution

and headquartered around the Legislature buildings. U

of T would have been relied upon to play a key role in

the organization and implementation of the demon-

stration.

SAC backed down from the protest because it feared

negative public reaction, and was reluctant to invest

the amount of time and organization required.

As for public opinion.the OFS blueprint for action

called for an educational campaign which would con-

tinue to show the community that the government's

moves have not benefitted them and will have a

detrimental, non-egalitarian effect in the long-run.

The students wouldn't have been the first to demon-

strate peacefully and attract positive public opinion in

the process. It's only in the minds of the indifferent that

demonstrations automatically court negative reactions.

And, what other project more justly merits the time

and effort of student councils than righting post-

secondary education policy in the best interests of the

council's student body and the community in general?

The decision proves SAC isn't seriously interested in

students and student aid.

The opposition campaign and referendum were fine

while they lasted, but council members don't want to

get themselves inadvertantly caught in any situation

which might have some political punch to it. Instead,

they're content to have OFS continue chatting with

government officials until it's too late to affect anything

else the government might have up their sleeves.

Many members of this year's council were elected on

a platform of stopping telling their constituents what to

do and instead starting to find out what they want their

reps to do. SAC's rejection of the referendum results

certainly doesn't represent such an attitude.

Nor did U of T's opposition to all actions proposed at

last weekend's OFS general meeting reflect the will of

U of T students.

Moreover, SAC seems relatively disinterested in the

fact that its decision practically kills the possibility of

other universities and community colleges being able

to mount the demonstration.

The inconsistant SAC voting pattern on two other

OFS resolutions tied into the rejected demonstration

clearly illustrates the ludicracy of the SAC position. A
motion calling for the seeking of endorsement and sup-
port from various community groups for the demon-
stration initially passed council and was subsequently
wiped out to the relief of the embarassed councillors.

Another, however, instructing OFS to initiate momen-
tum building actions in the community and educational
institutions prior to the day of protest never got erased
from the minutes.

Council also widened its credibility by refusing to

help finance the visit to campus of Black Panther

Bobby Seale after giving the visit its support in prin-

ciple only the week before.

SAC's flippant attitude to the request for financial

support further indicts it for its active policy of non-
involvement. Unfortunately non-involvement won't get
SAC or the people it's supposed to be representing
anywhere.

Losing money, Bassett gains; city suffers
A year ago today, The Toronto

Telegram folded up shop and
published its last issue.

Money was the reason for

closing down Toronto's other af-

ternoon paper, publisher John
Bassett told his readers, but he
didn't lose a cent by the move.

In fact, Bassett stood to net at

least $7 million by locking up
shop.

The Star, Bassett's com-
petition for the afternoon
market, paid the Tely $10 million

for a subscribers' list it didn't

really need (after all, there was
no other afternoon paper to

which readers could turn) and
couldn't use in practical terms.

And, in a move that later turned

out to be a lifesaver for the
gremlin-struck new Star
presses, the Star kicked in

another $2 million or so for a
two-year lease on the Tely
building. Those transactions
wiped out the Tely debts, losses
incurred not because of rising

labour costs or insufficient

feadership, according to a Tely-

commissioned study, but

because of poor management at

the top.

After the bills were paid,

Bassett cleared the approximate

$7 million The Globe and Mail

paid to buy the Tely building.

Not too bad lor somebody who
was supposed to be irretrievably

in debt.

Eliminating its major com-
petition was worth the money to

The Star. But, has the creation

of a monopoly in the Toronto af-

ternoon newspaper market done
anything more than bolster the
(Star publisher Beland) Hon-
derich empire?
Besides throwing 1,200 Tely

employees out of work, the
closing gave birth to Toronto's
tabloid sensation sheet. The
Sun, and forced Star advertising

revenue sky high. In fact, the
Star has successfully weathered
two steep advertising rate hikes

since the Tely folded.

But, increased advertising

also means increased editorial

space in the newspaper game.
And, the Star, whose journalistic

standards were already plum-
meting before the Tely death,

has gone nowhere but down,
aware that no matter how bad it

gets a readership weaned on an
afternoon paper won't give up
on buying its wares.

Religion has come to the Star

by way of five or more truncated,

Monday morning articles repor-

ting sermons by gospel
unknowns. And, so Honderich
knows what's doing below his

harbour-front windows, each
Star records what wonderful
goods are stored aboard the

ships which have come into

port.

With no one but the relatively
minor league Globe and Sun to
compete, the Star's editorial
policy, increasingly conser-

tober 21 with an outright lie. He
began by saying that the union
had won the big demand, "No
Contracting Out", but that they
had to fight tooth and nail for it.

Here is what the union ac-
tually got by their own summary:

"1. Job security - It is agreed
that any employee who was em-
ployed by the employer with two
years of service or more shall not
be laid off by reason of the em-
ployer contracting out the work
being performed by such em-
ployee. However, in such event,

the employer agrees that the em-
ployee will be placed in another
job with a similar rate and be
retrained. Further, it is agreed
that all employees with one year
of service at the date of signing
this agreement will be afforded
the above mentioned job
security."

All this amounts to is a plan to

keep some of the staff as they
begin laying off the rest. When
some of us brought this up in the
meeting -- there were no floor

vative, has become more and
more arrogant. When the Star

talks, everybody had better

listen, it reasons.

When the Liberals wouldn't
endorse the Star's Canadian
nationalism policy, Honderich
and gang got revenge. They
switched political allegiance af-

ter 50 years of Liberal support
and reluctantly endorsed the
Conservatives. Interestingly, the
Tories the next day released a
foreign ownership policy which

mikes in a big hall -- Barclay
said that that was our opinion,
but that he didn't believe that
the university would do such a
thing.

And, anyway, that was the
best that they could get. Why do
you suppose the university
fought this issue so hard? Now,
Mr. Barclay is no fool; he simply
sold us out.

'Contracting out' was the first

thing on the agenda. We then
spent two hours discussing 27
other small items from the con-
tract that won't mean a thing if

there are no jobs.

By now many had forgotten
the details of the first item, con-
tracting out, and only 35 voted
against accepting the contract. In
The Varsity last Monday, Bar-
clay said that these were people
who didn't understand what
they were voting for - probably
didn't speak English.

The union hails this as a vic-
tory. Now they can raise the

incorporated some of Star direc-

tor Walter Gordon's long-time

proposals although falling con-
siderably short of the Star
position.

Not content with merely shif-

ting to the PC's, the Star turned
its conversion into major news,
playing it up all over the paper.
Had the Tory Tely not folded, it's

less likely the Star would have
changed bases. And, other
media would have paid less at-

tention to the performance.

As for the Sun, it's taken the
worst of the Tely and added a bit

more of its own to do tittle if

anything to improve the morning
market.

Meanwhile, John Basset -

the man whose paper boasted,
"The Telegram cares" - basks
in the glow of his Tely profits,

undoubtedly with few regrets
about transforming Toronto into

a one afternoon paper town.

union dues and send more
money to Washington, the union
headquarters, that is until we're
all gone in about two years. The
time to stop this process is before
it starts.

Greg Keilty
Claude Brown

Derrick Towneend

Why wasn't

quote polished?
Regarding the verb used in the

initial comment attributed to me (in

last week's sports story "Pharm
ends SMC win streak") I believe

fuddled would more suitably express
the sentiment expressed. Regarding
the second comment, it was quoted
out of context. Rather than being a
comment on the player's ability, it,

was a defence of the player in view
of the criticism extended by the
reporter.

W. Perchal

SMC coach
Ed's Note: The quote was accurate.

Not satisfied

with settlement
The Service Employees' Inter-

national Union here at the
University of Toronto is little

more than an extension of the
university's personnel depart-
ment. This was proven once
again at the union meeting on
Saturday.

At our last meeting, last June,

we voted that the union would
settle for nothing less than a "No
Contracting Out" clause. This
was the key issue. The university
intends to get rid of most of the
unionized workers on campus
and hire non-union, minimum
wage contracting firms to do the
work.

In The Varsity last spring, the
new president, Evans, said this

was to be his policy. The univer-
sity has hired the son of Gordon
MacEachern, owner of the big
contract cleaning company to
head their cleaning staff.

Last year, York University
began by giving a large wage in-

crease in the last contract in-

stead of a no contracting out
clause. Then they contracted out
cleaning in their new buildings.
Slowly they are easing out the
unionized workers. Once this

process begins it's very hard to
stop. U of T intends to do the
same thing.

"Our" union's business agent,
Barclay, began the meeting Oc-
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According to IRA leader;

Struggle must unite Ulster working class
By ELAINE FARRAGHER

The conflict in Ireland is not a religious

struggle, said Sean O'Toole, head of the

official wing of the Irish Republican
Army, on Friday.

"The terms 'Catholic' and 'Protestant'

have a different meaning in Ireland than
elsewhere in the world", he explained.

"The term 'Protestant' is used loosely to

describe a person who is in favour of the
connection with Britain".

He said that the split in the north was
originally cfluaed by the Protestant
bourgeoisie who used religious sec-

tarianism to put Protestant workers
against Catholic workers.

O'Toole described the present civil

rights struggle as a necessity in order to

unite the northern Irish working class,

presently split by religious sectarianism.

He told his Innis College audience that
civil rights were the real issue in Ireland,

not bombings, which he described as a
disastrous tactic.

The civil rights struggle is extremely
important in Northern Ireland says

O'Toole. The polarized working class

must be brought together again and this

can only be done by winning a section of

them their equal rights with the other.

He .maintained that if religious sec-

tarianism could be ended in the north,

and a bill of rights established, the

Unionist party would be defeated because
the basis of its cohesiveness would be
gone.

"Civil rights", said O'Toole, "cuts

across class lines."

O'Toole traced the development of the

Irish independence movement beginning
with the formation of the Home Rule
Party in 1911, a bourgeois party which

Civil rights' fight Is major Issue: O'Toote.

demanded that stringent tariffs be set up
between England and Ireland in order to

aid the growth of Irish industry.

He said that the bourgeoisie of north-
eastern Ireland, what is now "Northern
Ireland", opposed the demand of the
Home Rule Party, since they alone
already had a developed industry which
was highly integrated with the British.

"Thus", said O'Toole, "they would
have suffered severely had they been
separated from Britain by a wall of tariff

barriers.

O'Toole went on to describe the

struggle of the Home Rule Party.

The popularity of the movement was
such that Britain was forced to placate

the people by promising that the tariffs

would be implemented but only after the

first World War had been won, because it

needed troops from Ireland.

Meanwhile, said O'Toole, north and
south forces for and against home rule

were being organized and armed. In the

north, the Ulster Volunteer Force was for-

med to oppose it and in retaliation, the

National Volunteer Force was formed in

the south.

In addition to these armies in the south
was the Irish Republican Brotherhood
(IRB) which was pledged to gain indepen-
dence from Britain by armed force and
proceeded to infiltrate the Home Rule
nationalists. There was also the Irish

Citizen Army ICA, a worker's militia for-

med in 1913 to fight against lockouts by
industry, and led by James Connoly, who
was determined to fight for Irish

socialism and independence.

O'Toole said the IRB and the ICA
decided to take advantage of England's
preoccupation with the war to start the
"Easter uprising" of 1916 which, lacking

popular support, was put down by the
British Army in- Dublin. But, said
O'Toole, the otherwise apathetic Irish

turned militant when 16 leaders of the
uprising were executed. The public
outrage which followed the executions
marked a turning point in the struggle for

home rule.

In 1918, the last general election held

by England in Ireland demonstrated
"once and for all" the desire of the Irish

for independence. The Sinn Fein Party
promised that, if elected, it would take its

seats in an Irish parliament, not in West-
minister in England. O'Toole said that
this election was actually a plebecite for

independence. Nearly 80 per cent voted in

favour of a republic for Ireland.

But England would not accept this ver-

dict, said O'Toole. Between 1918 and
1921 the Irish fought a guerilla war of in-

dependence. In 1921, the battle-weary
Sinn Fein government accepted a British
settlement that severed Northern Ireland
from the rest of the country.

But, said O'Toole, many Irish
republicans considered the signing of this
treaty a sell-out and refused to recognize
it. Thus began the civil war of Ireland.
Under threat of the British to declare the
treaty void and indulge in full-scale war,
if the violence continued, the Sinn Fein-
controlled "free states" bombarded
Ireland's "Four Courts" occupied by the
rebellious republicans. By 1923, the
republicans were defeated and there was
peace in the south, but, not said O'Toole,
without much bitterness.

Meanwhile in the north, a unionist
parliament subject to Britain was set up
and began to function. In 1926, it passed
the "Special Powers Act" which, said
O'Toole, gave the government absolute
power over any citizen in Northern
Ireland. It was effectively used against
the nationalist community in the form on
internment without trial.

For 50 years little changed in Northern
Ireland. O'Toole said "It has taken the
Irish republicans a long time to discover
and react to the discrimination against
them."

A guerilla war gampaign waged along
the border of Northern Ireland from 1957
to 1962 had little public support.

Commitfee to study Toike Oike
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By ELAINE KAHN
The Engineering Society last

week voted to set up a committee
to study the society's paper, the

Toike Oike, in response to moun-
ting criticism of its content.

The decision to set up the com-
mittee came after a long
"discussion" between Engi-
neering Society president

Scott Joliffe and Toike editor

Ron Jamieson. Joliffe later said

he was reacting to complaints

that had been made to him
about the Toike.

Engineering dean James Ham
also spoke to Joliffe and
Jamieson, again relaying com-
plaints he said he had received.

Ham suggested that the
philosophy behind publishing the

Toike should be examined.
As an example of controversial

INVITATION TO THE
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

of the

LITHUANIAN CLUB

THURSDAY, NOV. 2,

4:30 p.m.

33 ST. GEORGE

content, Jamieson cited religious

jokes in a recent issue. He stated

that they were printed because of

their satiric value, not in order
to offend people.

The philosophy behind what is

printed in the Toike is the cen-
tral issue, said dean of
engineering James Ham. Though
he feels the paper has printed

"some pretty pornographic
stuff", his concern is not with
what is printed but with the
"ethos" of the paper.

Joliffe agrees that it is a

question of the Toike's standard.

He posed the question: Is the
standard one of "mere
grossness" or is it standard of

quality?

He stated he feels that there

appears to be no standard at all.

He said the purpose of the

4 C tor students
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Toike is to provide a light-

hearted newspaper for students,

to publicize engineering society

activities and to keep engineers

informed on subjects of interest.

Jamieson said that the Toike
has changed in recent years and
that many people like to remem-
ber it as it was - "dull". But
"we're attacking this in the spirit

of cooperation", Jamieson said.

"There's no major confron-
tation".

Ham and Joliffe both agreed

that the purpose of the commit-
tee is not to censor the Toike or

restrict editorial policy.

Ham rejected any image of

himself as being the "puritanical

dean" and stated that "Clipping

type censorship is anathema to

me. Every editor should live by
his convictions."

Joliffe said the public is not
aware of how editorial policy is

arrived at, but it knows that the
Engineering Society publishes
the Toike so most complaints
come to it or the dean, rather
than to the editor.

Accordingly, the committee is

also studying the relationship of
the society to the Toike. Joliffe

thinks there is little chance that
the paper will become financially

independent of the society.
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by promise

of social

legislation

Wednesday, The Varsity looked at the real nature ofpoverty

and some of the reasons it exists in capitalist society. Today,

we conclude our study with an examination of why existing

anti-poverty programs are ineffective, and consider some

alternative suggestions.

By CORD MOORE
reprinted from The Chevron

The Real Poverty Report went

somewhat beyond the personal at-

tributes and description of the individual

poor, but with its limited conceptual

framework barely analyzed the structural

relations producing exploitation and im-

poverishment. Of the reams of in-

formation contained in the report, Its

study of the federal goverment's band-

aid social welfare programs was par-

ticularly illuminating as to the futility of

dealing with the symptoms of poverty.

Included in the report's over-view of

public services and "the poor", were the

following:

Concerning housing needs for the

poor, the authors of The Real Poverty

Report said these needs are not being

met because the current government
housing policy is primarily directed at

producing housing for the middle-class.

In March, 1969, the Central Mortgage
and Housing Corporation (CMHC)
produced a report which showed that

during 196B the families in the lower

third of the income strata — those ear-

ning less than $5,751 per year — made
up only 6.5 per cent of all borrowers
under the National Housing Act, legisla-

tion which was created specifically for

low-income groups.

Out of the existence of the tight

market on low-rent housing in Canada
has come the development of "urban
renewal" and "public housing", with the

purpose of urban renewal being primari-

ly to "upgrade the urban environment".
The CMHC has stressed the elimination

of conditions generating slums, and the

provision of "decent, safe, and sanitary

housing accommodations that .... are fair

and reasonable having regard to the

incomes of the persons to be
dispossessed".

The report quite rightly saw that the

prime motive of this program is not an
attack on poverty, although It was firmly

believed by those who instituted it that

the poor were made better off by this

discomforting process.

In addition, the authors put their

collective finger on a government policy

that propheslzes it enough houses are
built, the affluent will move into newer
units, leaving supply to "trickle down" to

"the poor". This plan has proved to be
Ineffective, and in fact has worked in

reverse. The rich merely use more space
and a negligible amount of housing
trickles down.

What the report failed to stress is that

"adequate public housing" alone"will not

solve the problems ot poor families. All

too often such units are located where

land is cheap and where the neighbours

will not complain, and far from places of

employment and shopping.

The search for low-cost units has led

to extremely dense development in large

centres, aggravating social tension in

the neighbourhood and creating class

ghetto situations for residents. Also, they

have often been managed as if the

property were more important than the

persons using it

Outside of sentimental and
symptomatic descriptions of what it is

like to be out of a job, especially with a
family to support, The Real Poverty

Report concluded that unemployment
can be "directly traced to the federal

government which has failed to over-

come the lack of demand in the economy
through the misuse of the stabilization

policy". They mildly argued that the

government should "abandon its prac-

tice of fighting inflation by creating un-

employment", a point that certainly could

have used some dwelling on.

Professor David Sewell, an assistant

professor of economics at Queen's
University, recently shed more light on
the nature and fundamental causes of

unemployment In Canada. He contends
that quite often educational attainment Is

used as an artificial barrier to entry into

particular occupations.

Sewell further maintains that use of

education as a screening device results

In a re-distrlbutlon of income from the
less highly educated to the more highly-

educated. Also, individuals are en-
couraged to "over-invest" in education
and the less educated are, for artificial

reasons, kept out of occupations in

which their productivity would be
highest.

Hypnotized

liberals

As for direct government programs,
The Real Poverty Report Indicated that

"the most successful demands for finan-

cial support and subsidies In Canada
have come from the business com-
munity, while other groups, notably the

workers, have been less lucky in

stimulating the charitable impulses of the

government. Aid to the needy is ad-

ministered through a messy, ungenerous

and contradictory network of welfare

systems .... with direct payments coming
in the forms of: old-age security pen-

sions, the Canada and Quebec Pension

Plans, youth and family allowances,

workmen's compensation, and un-
employment insurance."

From this point, the report engages
in a lengthy discussion of the in-

adequacies, victimization, and mistaken
principles of these programs, all the

while relating the benefits in a relative

sense and concluding in almost every

case that each form of direct payment
should be expanded to provide more
social welfare for "the poor".

From the report's conclusions, it

appears that increasing numbers of

middle-class liberals are being
mesmerized by the promise of social

legislation found in the language of the

Welfare State. Meanwhile, the possible

success of such legislation is continually

nullified by the re-organization of private

property into larger concentrations of

corporate wealth and power without
ownership, by privileged consumption
for the family as well as the individual

from achieved and inherited status, and
by the growth of legislation in favour of

certain groups and classes.

Relative power

and privileges

In a paper entitled "Incomes.
Disparity, and Impoverishment in

Canada since World War II", completed
earlier this year by University of Waterloo
history professor Leo Johnson, the
proliferation ot studies which carefully

catalogue the dimensions and con-
sequences of poverty was duly noted. To
Johnson, this deluge of studies has
"itemized the nationality, age, sex,
education and location of the poor, but
few, except in general terms, come to
grips with the underlying processes of
capitalism and the consequences of Its

development In Canada".
Dwelling on this point, Johnson goes

on to state, "The rapid rise in average
income and per capita and family
purchasing power have caused attention
to be directed away from the more fun-

damental tendencies such as the Im-

poverishment of low-income workers

which are at work. As a result, even such

a perceptive study as The Real Poverty

Report concentrated on 'relative poverty'

or income disparities."

Johnson's conceptualization of

poverty Is concerned with the idea of

social classes, long derived as an

attempt to explain history and the pre-

sent capitalistic order. The concept is

firmly based on economic and socia'

realities — the ownership of the means
of production combined with the relative

power and privilege* in one's social

position.

Middle-class liberals, being physically

removed from the average working man
and woman In society, tend to deny the

existence ot the working class in

studying "the poor". Yet, an accurate

description of the conditions of the op-
pressed groups in society always in-

volves the analysis of the power struc-

ture and its modes of operating.

Returning to Johnson's paper with this

thought in mind, we learn of the danger
of concentrating on the relative poverty

of individuals rather than examining the

fundamental causes of disparity:

"First, attention is aivenea trom me
processes by which people are im-

poverished or within which disparities

arise. Since these processes are still at

work, solutions aimed at current or short

term conditions of individuals rather thar

the underlying causes are unlikely to

prove effective ir) the long run.

"Second, concentration on poverty

rather than the political economy of

capitalism allows the analyst to focus

exclusively on the problems of the In-

dividual who is currently poor rather than
to observe the continuum between those
who are poor and those who are not yet

poor but are being impoverished. The
end result of such an approach is to

divide the interests of the poor from
those who are taxed for welfare
and to set up polarizations between
thosewho are taxed for welfare
programs and those who receive
benefits; between the employed and
unemployed; the 'hard hats' and 'welfare

bums'.

"The most serious consequence of the
relative poverty approach lies In Its con-
centration on the psychological aspects
of poverty rather than the dynamics of

social re-creation and economic ex-
ploitation. When The Real Poverty
Report argues that .... poverty Is relative



to the living the rest of society enjoys ....

It falls into exactly the same difficulty of

relativism which traps the liberal class

analysts.

"To follow this line of reasoning, it

would be necessary to assume that In a

society where average incomes were

very low, so long as no one was
sufficiently below average income that

he was deprived of what was deemed
necessary for a 'stable and productive

»?' he would not be poor .... The logical

conclusion, therefore, Is that where the

perception of poverty does not exist,

then poverty does not exist."

And most importantly, Johnson

concluded by sketching and
reiterating the profound consequences

derived from using the relative

poverty approach:

"It has diverted attention from the

effects of the capitalist labour market on

the incomes" of workers, and has

retarded study and understanding of the

structure of their exploitation and im-

poverishment. Until the proper attention

and analysis of these phenomena is

undertaken, we are unlikely to progress

far in bringing about their permanent

Reinforcing the

fcycle of poverty
And, the longer such an analysis goes

unaccomplished in attempts by

"concerned" groups like that behind The
Real Poverty Report, the larger the

numbers grow who are hypnotized by

the "reforms" brought about by social

welfare legislation. Of prime observation

in this report Is that the working class

views the provision of social welfare for

"the poor" from a considerably divergent

stance.

Marjaleena Repo, editor of

Transformation magazine and a Toronto

social worker, described working class

welfare concerns in an article early last

year:

"It can be stated quite clearly that

nowhere, at no time, has it been in the

Interest of the working class to have its

dally life 'administered" and 'organized'

by a multitude of social agencies, all of

whom act (despite the subjective wishes

of individual social workers and agency

employers) on behalf of the ruling class

of that society. On the contrary, the

working class, when It struggles to Im-

prove its conditions, has everywhere

strived for conditions which would make
social workers unnecessary, not to in-

crease them."

Welfare systems encourage
dependency, reinforcing the cycle of

poverty, and social workers use the long-

term chronic welfare recipients and
other victims of the system to rationalize

calling for more of these programs.
These recipients are the ones who are

being "caseworked" and "rehabilitated"

in what has been aptly termed "all those
useless efforts that keep the social

workers as a profession alive".

The chronic long-term recipients

themselves are removed from any
working class context in that they do not

work; they prefer to fight the system as
individuals. The welfare recipients who
have not worked for a long time forget

the "normal" working conditions:

tremendous pressure to produce, rigid

supervision and humiliating regulations,

poor wages, and constant fear of being

laid off or actually fired.

Repo has descriptively portrayed

these chronic welfare recipients:

"From the assumption — supported

by their establishment and middle-class

friends that they are the worst off in

society, welfare recipients In their

organizations start making demands that

do not show the slightest consideration

for the rest of the working class. They
want more money per child, more
benefits, special allowances, et cetera —
all demands which create real resent-

ment among the working poor.

"The working poor have a valid reason
for this resentment, since they live next

door to the long-term recipients, and see
things that the middle-class activists fail

to see; that some of the people who are

supposed to be worst off in society are

the same ones who take taxicabs to beer
stores .... who dress better than most
working people.

"They also watch with disbelief how
these same people get up In public

meetings (I have seen this happen fre-

quently) and talk about how horrible it Is

to be on welfare. And, the disbelief turns

Into cynicism after reading yet another

sob story about the people on welfare."

In concluding her study on organizing

working class people, Repo put forth a

sensible and workable program of action

with its basis of organization being in the

neighbourhood. She feels this is the
essential footing since no more than 30
per cent of the working population are
unionized and unions (with extremely
rare exceptions) have long since ceased
to be political organizations functioning
in the interest of the whole clan ("they

sometimes benefit their own members").

Such an organization, she believes,

should include "working and non-
working people of all shades of collar,

colour, and language. People who are on
welfare and who by necessity have to

struggle with various bureaucracies, can
easily form a separate committee within

the overall organization, but should in

every other respect, when dealing with

issues like health, education, housing,

family life, youth problems, and
neighbourhood issues work with other

members of the class."

An obvious ideal In organizing is to

remove the dependency on welfare. As
long as welfare is used as a pretense to

smooth out the wide fluctuations In In-

come, the longer the growing disparity

and accelerating impoverishment
among income earners will go un-

recognized by the public.
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Major parties all capitalist charges Maoist
By STEVE SHARRATT

Hardial Bains, leader of the

Communist Party of Canada
(Marxist-Leninist) Saturday night

attacked Canada's major political

parties for failing to present a

radical alternative to the electorate

in today's election.

Bains, himself a federal candidate

in Eglinlon riding, addressed a pre-

election forum sponsored by the

CPC(M-L) attended by about 75

people.

He charged that the only question

before the people is exactly which

group of capitalists should hold

power in Ottawa.

All of the major parties, he said,

including the NDP, are committed

to a capitalist Canada. Even the

rival "treacherous and revisionist"

Communist Party of Canada has

reinforced the capitalist character of

the elections by urging support of

NDP candidates in ridings where the

CP is not running.

He claimed that the major

problems facing the Canadian
working class today, un-

employment, inflation, and the

foreign domination of industry, are

inevitable outgrowths of a capitalist

economy. Since the Communist

Party of Canada (M-L) is the only

party which actively seeks the

overthrow of capitalism, Bains said,

it alone represents the real interests-

of the Canadian worker.

Later he complained that his

party's 52 federal candidates have

been ignored by the Canadian

media. As a result he felt, the party

itself must work to publicize itself as

a radical alternative in Canadian

politics.

To accomplish this Bains urged

members to begin immediately to

"organize and propagandize" for

the 1976 elections.

"At least, " he said, "we can

make communism a trend that

everybody discusses."

Court rules Szoboszloi can't run
The federal court of Canada ruled

Friday that Zoltan Szoboszloi can-

not be a candidate in today's federal

election in Spadina riding.

Szoboszloi refused to swear

SAC approves discipline draft
Last week's SAC meeting

approved the final draft of the dis-

cipline paper prepared by its un-

iversity commission.

The paper had been amended

since it came up the week before so

thai if implemented, the U of T
administration would be required to

undertake negotiations with demon-

strators "concerning the specific

grievances which led to the demon-

stration" before police are called on

campus to evict them.

Calling police on campus has been

a contentious issue recently, es-

pecially since last year's acting

president Jack Sword twice called

police to evict persons from campus
property.

After the first occupation of

Simcoe Hall last March in support

of open stacks in the John Robarts

Library, Sword agreed to "get in

touch with" future demonstrators,

or at least student leaders, before

having them forcibly evicted.

New president John Evans has

slated he does not feel bound by this

irecedent. although Sword's state-

ment was also signed by then acting

vice-presidents Don Forster and

Robin Ross then. Board of Gover-

nors chairman Bill Harris and

several other top administrators.

SAC's recommendations now go

to the Internal Affairs Committee of

the Governing Council, which is

expected to recommend a discipline

policy by Christmas.

Internal Affairs chairman Paul

Cadario, also a SAC member
because he is a student governor,

abstained on the motion approving

the brief.

In other business, SAC passed in

principle the draft of the Arts and

Science Student Union constitution

in order that the first meeting of the

union could be held this week.

SAC also decided it would be

unwilling to join the proposed

National Student Union "at this

time", because it was too involved

with the Ontario Federation of

Students.

However it did vote to send two

representatives to the union's con-

ference, to be held in Ottawa this

week. Vice-presidents John
Helliwell and Ross Flowers were
chosen by a substantial majority,

defeating Mike Edwards (Innis),

Vice DeAngelo, Mike Steinberg and
Alice Anjo, all all from SMC.
SAC gave first reading to

constitutional amendments allowing

council to make grants and loans to

groups inside the university.

The amendments would allow

grants to the university groups if two
thirds of the council members pre-

sent are in favour, and if notice of
motion is given. No grant would be
made unless the group is sponsoring

a universitv-wjde function.

allegiance to the queen when he filed

his nomination papers. When
Terrence Mott, returning officer for

Spadina, refused to accept the

papers, Szoboszloi sought a court

order requiring Molt to accept his

nomination.

Szoboszloi argues that the British

North America Act is illegal

because it has never been recognized

by the Canadian Government.
Rather, he says, it recognizes the

queen as the final authority.

He argues that the elections act is

therefore illegal.

Associate Chief Justice Camil

Noel said Szoboszloi's argument
that the BNA act is illegal was
"muddled" in throwing out the re-

quest for a court order.

Szoboszloi says that the Canadian
"democracy is like a one party
system. If one swears allegiance to

the queen one may, as Perry Ryan,
cross from one party to another
perfectly legally and without the

people having any recourse."

Ryan, the Conservative candidate
in Spadina, was elected as a Liberal

in 1968. During the past session he
left the Liberals to sit as an in-

dependent, and then joined the Tory
caucus in 1970.
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Media builds fantasy world says Muggeridge
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By BOB BETTSON
"The media have constructed a world of fantasy in

which people live, cutting themselves off from reality,"

charged noted broadcaster and author Malcolm
Muggeridge Friday.

Speaking to an audience of 1,000 people at

Convocation Hall, Muggeridge asserted that "only
through Christ is it possible to grasp reality and live in

terms of reality and not fantasy."

He lamented that there is no escape from the
present society although he wished and believed that

there was. Muggeridge compared contemporary society

to the Roman Empire which confronted the early

Christians. The Romans pursued material ends, ex-

ploited violence and eroticism, he claimed.

Muggeridge warned that "if our society continues
to move away from the Christian way of life there will

soon be no order, social, political or economic." He
described the human condition as "manacled in a dark
cell. Only Christ tells us how to escape."

He said that if everyone gave their lives to Christ
they could find "an enlightenment and serenity not
otherwise attainable. The truths Christ spoke answer all

human dilemmas, give love to the loveless and hope to

Asked why he suddenly converted to Christianity,
Muggeridge replied it was in fact not a quick change in

attitude but a long process. (He was formerly an
athiest.) "The weakness of the 20th century mind is the
scientific view that everything has an explanation," he
proclaimed.

In reply to a question on how pacificism relates to
Christianity Muggeridge claimed that the "position of a
pacifist is a position of humbug. In that we are
dependent on society for worldly security and daily
bread, we must be involved in the affairs of society and
not shelter behind other men."

Although he fought against Hitler to suppress"
fascism, he was now not sure that it had been
exterminated.

"We live in an age of the breakdown of
civilization," he said. "The last 50 years have been the
most murderous, brutal and destructive years in all
human history. What lies around the corner could be
another dark age."

When asked about the state of Christianity in
"communist" countries, Muggeridge said, "though the
church should have died as a result of brutal
suppression, I would say that there are more true,
utterly dedicated Christians in communist countries
than anywhere else in the world."

Neufeld gets new Ottawa post
By JOHN CAMPBELL

University of Toronto economics
professor E. P. Neufeld will be

appointed next January director of
international finance, a newly
created post within the finance

department.

Neufeld has taught courses in

macroeconomics at U ofT for about
10 years, and is considered one of
Canada's leading experts on
monetary policies. He will work in

Ottawa only part-time for the first

six months, until his students com-
plete their courses in the spring.

As assistant to deputy minister

andmm
fcJHEMASSEY

LECTURES
19Z2
Dr. Pierre Dansereau,
Professor of Ecology
at the Universite
du Quebec a Montreal
talks about the
present environmental

/ disorder- ihe difference
between ecological

harmony anddisaster.
He is as concerned with

mscape-human perception of
environment-as Ihe landscape and

man's impact on nature.

Simon S. Reisman, Neufeld will be
working, he said, in the area of

"Canada's relations with the. Inter-

national Monetary Fund, the World
Bank, and the question of the
floating exchange rate".

A longtime critic of the
government's economics policies,

Neufeld charged Trudeau with
overreacting to the new economic
measures introduced by President

Nixon in August 1971. His ap-
pointment, then, has been in-

terpreted as signalling a change in

Ottawa's economic thinking.

However, when asked for

comment on Thursday, he stated the

sensitive nature of his post did not
permit him to express his own views

on matters of public policy.

Neufeld has previously been a

consultant for the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce and a
frequent media commentator on
economic policy.

jfjoOQ ON CBC-FM-WEDNESDAYS, 10=03PMt-J^OO ON CBC-AM -MONDAYS, 10:30PM

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses

!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

TUESDAY EVENING FILMS

AT OISE

TUESDAY, OCT. 31 -

HALLOWEEN PSYCHO-SPECTACULAR

7:30 WILLARO

9:30 THE BIRD WITH

THE CRYSTAL PLUMAGE

OISE Auditorium
252 Bloor St. W. at St. George

Admission: $1.50 at 7:30

(both shows}
$1,00 at 9:30

(second show only)
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Idea nof viable, say parents

Ward 6 trustees call for parent-run schools
By ALEXANDRA MERCER

Five prospective Ward 6 trustees and an

incumbent agreed last week that schools

should be run by neighbourhood councils

including parents, children, administrators,

provincial and board of education officials.

The five, Bob Spencer, Don Leckie, Don
Martyniuk, Peter Maloney and Harry Paster-

nak, and incumbent Ben Rose, were speaking

to about 25 people at Orde Street Public

School.

K. Dock Yip, the other incumbent, thought

that the principal should be in charge of the

school but that "principals should learn to

listen to parents".

Three parents in the audience doubted that

this was a viable plan. But Yip asserted that

he had "never seen a more harmonious

relationship than that between the parents and

teachers and administrators of Ward 6.

Martyniuk complained that "schools are

inaccessible to parents". He felt that there

should be "complete parent control".

Pasternak, a former public school teacher

and university administrator thought Mar-

tyniuk's suggestion of complete parent coru

trol was "unrealistic". He would prefer

neighbourhood councils to make decisions as

to what items they wanted to control.

"Nor is the idea of a trained community

worker who would identify issues and

volunteer solutions far fetched," he said. He
stated that education was now being in-

troduced to hire community education

workers.

Peter Maloney, a former professor and

provincial Liberal candidate, saw the trustee

as an animator and resource person. At the

same time, he felt that "community in-

volvement can't be spontaneously generated".

Bob Spencer, last year's SAC president and

Dan Leckie, his former education com-

missioner, -offered to work full time for the

$3600 salary if elected, seeing the trustee as "a

full time community organizer, providing

information, access and focus for people

concerned about schools".

Noting from his past experience that

"government imposes change from above".

Spencer felt strongly that "trustees can only

facilitate the desires of the community".

Leckie, concerned that the school was an

"alien institution" creating a "cultural gap"

between parent and child, suggested parents

be brought into the classroom more often to

bridge such gaps.

Yip told of his wife's beneficial experiences

as a volunteer at a school but parents in the

audience and on the panel claimed that they

had not been welcomed as volunteers in their

children's schools.

Responding to an audience question

concerning education taxes paid by single

people in the ward. Yip declared, "I am the

keeper of my brother's children".

All candidates suggested that the tax base

could be stabilized by cutting back

maintenance expenses and sending ad-

ministrators back into the class room. All

were against cutting the student-teacher ratio,

opportunity class and New Canadian
programs.

Single taxpayers would benefit more, said

Martyniuk, if education were not packed into

one stage of life. The first time around, those

people who only wanted to learn the

rudiments of reading, writing, arithmetic

could leave school after learning them and

return when they wished to expand their

education.

Yip added that cost-sharing with the federal

government would further cut costs. In-

cumbent Rose complained that Ward 6 was

fighting a rearguard action against the federal

government just to protect the programs they

have from being cut.

Leckie felt that local school organizations

should have "access to budgets". All can-

didates concurred.

Nuclear family may be alien to man
By AGI LUKACS

The modern nuclear family is not

necessarily natural to man,
anthropologist Kathleen Aberley

Gough said last Wednesday at a

meeting of the interdisciplinary

women's course.

Gough, who was ousted from

Simon Fraser University in a 1968

purge of radicals from the Political

Science and Anthropology depart-

ment, is teaching on a temporary

basis at U of T. She discussed the

family from a historical viewpoint.

"There have been so many kinds

of families," she noted, mentioning

units with one woman and several

men, or the reverse, as examples.

Other variations of families, she

suggested, include convents and

monasteries.

Whenever loose bands of people

became organized in a more com-
plex state, Gough asserted, there

was a sharp decline in the status of

women. This was due to the primary

organizing principle of the state, the

class system.

Although the class system can be

camouflaged, it always divides com-
plex society into one class of those

few who own substantial amounts of

property and another of those who
don't. This system usually worked

against women, she stated, because

they did not normally own property.

In fact, historically, women were

often considered property
themselves, Gough observed.

Muslim women were required to

wear veils and stay in their homes.

European women had more freedom

of movement, but still were forced to

wear chastity belts when their

husbands went to war.

European fathers had the right to

kill their daughters, Gough claimed,

adding that marriage was often

arranged for a girl while she was still

a child.

Upper class women in India were

married often young, and when their

husbands died, they were expected

to burn on the funeral pyre beside

them, Gough said. But burning

women is not a practice foreign to

North America, she stressed, poin-

ting out that North Americans

burned witches.

But the slate which has oppressed

women has only existed for 6000 of

several million years of human
history. Gough feels the state is

becoming obsolete.

"The future is pretty much what

we make it," she feels.

Even in the age_of modern states,

division of labour along sex lines is

not always prevalent, she said.. She

pointed to the women fighting in the

Author-Explorer

Norman Elder
will speak on

SEX CUSTOMS OF

PRIMITIVE PEOPLES
Wednesday, Nov. 1, 8 PM

G.S.U. (upstairs);

16 BANCROFT ST.

sponsored by U. of T.

Homphile Association

GRUMBLES
a listening chamber erf musical

MICHAEL COONEY
71 JARVIS ST. 368-0796

TERMPAPERS
SERVICE

PAPEftS ON FILE

$1.85 per page
FOR REFERENCE AND
RESEARCH ONLY

Our Termpaper Service Is

Quick And Highly Professional

A well Qualified Staff of

College Graduates Will

Research, Write And Type

Your Order At Reasonable
Cost

PHONE 638-3559

Suite 906
12 GOLDFINCH CRT.,

WILLOWDALE, ONT.
A Canadian Company

YES— CLOSE TO
THE EDGE
Once again surpassing
themselves, YES have
created a Iruly original

and beautilul album.
Built around two
extended selections

each sub-divided into

lour parts, the group
projects a shimmering
molif of sounds. The
most effective and well-
inlegrated offering from
YES to dale.

few
If

MAPLE LEAF 6ARDENS

OCT. 31

Chinese army, and women in India

carrying bricks on their heads

(which are thought to be harder than

men's) as examples.

In Oceania, she said, most

cooking and child care is done by

men.

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informed
helpful

staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

Unclassifieds
SKt-6 DAYS' • ONLY J5B" - Ski Mont.

Ste.-Anne, Dec. 27 to Jan, 1 73. (New-

Year's) Trip includes: transportation, ac-

commodation. 'Optional' extra - meals,

tows, lessons, for information call: 783-

7609 after 6 p.m.

SKI AUSTRIA - Two weeks In Innsbruck

S299. all inclusive. Feb. 10-25. Call Bernd

261-4176.

PRIVATE TUTORING. Is your prof, talking

Greek to you? An experienced tutor in

physics, malhematics and statistics can

help. Call Oded at 636-6279.

PLEASE - CAN YOU HELP? I am
desperate for English speakers to help my
pronunciation. If you can spare 1 hour
weekly, phone Christos 964-2271 after

5:30.

UIRL LOOKING FOR ROOMATE 2

bedroom flat, 2 doors, furnished, Bloor-

Bathursl area, 82.50 mo. each call Rory
532-0650 - S23-6945

HELP! We need a woman who knows
lashions for part-time work. Thurs. and
Fri. nights and all day Saturday. Call 362-

4809 - Sid.

XEROXING - 5c and 1-1/2c Reductions
foo. SAC PRESS in basement of the SAC
Building. 923-6720

A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
College St. (Clarke Institute) 924-5937.

Come in and see our monthly special.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats from S10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00

Thurs and Fri.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.

Going out of business after 42 years.

Pearl Furniture. 29 Centre Ave. (behind

new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

ROOMS - Campus CO-OP has both
single and double rooms available,
cheap, close to campus, more than just a
place to live; Phone; 922-5495 or 964-1961

or come to our main office at 395 Huron.

CACUIflM WHOLESALE
rHonlUli warehouse

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

BAG PANTS

JEANS^
BLAZERS ss

SMOCKS

CRAZY T-SHIRTS
GOWNS

BLAZER SUITSw BAGS

MEN'S SHIRTS _

SPECIAL - PLAID BAGS

210 SPADINA AVE.
(BELOW DUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;

SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

all the
latest in

fashion
and
custom-
made •

eyewear

BRADDOCK
OPTICAL
13 OPTICAL bTOfUS
THROUGHOUT METRO
I ONSULT T HI ULI OV, PAiil
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Waterpolo Blues defeat Queen's 5-3
U of T Waterpolo Blues

defeated York (8-3), Ottawa (13-

1), and Queen's (5-3) Saturday

at York to stay on top in the

Eastern Section.

Although Blues' Chris
McNaught and Ed Hanna
blocked well in the early minutes

of the opening quarter of the

Toronto-Queen's game, the

Kingston team scored first on a

goal by Rich Zajchowski.

Later in the quarter Henning
Wiebach tied it up for Toronto.

Due to a foul on the Blues, one

Queen's player was given a free

shot on the Toronto net.

Goaltender Vitold Gessing easily

stopped the shot.

During the second quarter

Wiebach got Blues' go-ahead

goal, only to see the score evened

by Queen's Jack Muir early in

the third quarter. U of T's Adam
Gesing soon furthered the seesaw

battle by making the score 3-2

Queen's players were con-

tinually harrassing Blues chief

threat (so the Gaels believed),

McNaught (who was playing

with a strained shoulder). The
Gaels continually forced him to-

shoot from far out, with most of

his shots going either wide or

over the top of the Queen's net.

Queen's final marker was ad-

ded in the fourth quarter by Ar-

chie Nesbitt to once again tie the

score (at 3-3).

McNaught finally shook free of

the Queen's defenders and
flicked a classic unexpected

backhand shot over his shoulder

into the corner of the Gaels' net.

The Queen's goaltender didn't

even move on McNaught' s shot

from about fifteen feet out.

McNaught added another goal

later in the quarter to make the

final score 5-3 for Toronto.

The Queen's coach, who two
weekend's ago jumped into the

Hart House pool to "defend" one

of his players from McNaught,
demonstrated the Queen's" polo

team, spirit of "win at any cost".

(During the York-Toronto
game earlier in the afternoon,

the Queen's players constantly

cheered on the York squad, and
booed the Blues.) Several times

he stormed around the pool deck
shaking his fist at the referee.

When asked why he had jum-
ped into the pool, the Queen's

coach said that a U of T forward
(McNaught) had kicked his

goaltender and also punched

him in the face. At that point he

had decided to jump in and get

between the two players, he said.

As he came out onto the pool

deck in shorts he said "I'm ready

here again."
In the York-Toronto game, the

Blues came from behind a 3-2

deficit to eventually defeat the

York squad 8-3. Wiebach scored

six times for U of T, with John
Bigson and Dave Martin adding

the other two.

Toronto defender Ed Hanna
helped to produce the first York
goal when he was ordered out of

the pool for his overly-

aggressive play. Hanna's defen-

sive lapse also figured

predominantly on the final York
goal, but he later settled down to

make some effective checks

against the Yeomen. (McNaught
did not play until the second half

of the game, eliminating some of

Toronto's effectiveness.)

In the Toronto-Ottawa game, 2
Wiebach again figured-

J

predominantly, scoring six of the g
Blues' 13 goals. Duvall and Bob

|

Heatley were the other high
|j

scorers, each with two goals.
Jj

Other scores from Saturday in-
£

elude Queen's 15, York 3;

Queen's 14, Ottawa 0. With Blues' McNaught in the slot Queen's goalie blocks a shot.

Queen's loses again fo Rugby Blues, 18-11

Queen's coach gives

ref the finger.

Rugby Blues defeated Queen's

for the second consecutive time

this season 18-11 in Kingston

Saturday.

Blues led by a 10-4 score at the

half. Rick Hodder added to his

impressive total in the season

thus far by making the first try,

good for four points. The convert

was incomplete.

Blues next try came from stan-

doff Ian Lindsay, with Hodder
converting. Before the half

Blues' Peter Ballam was able to

add another four; again the con-

vert was uncompleted.

Queen's ended the half with

four points on Dave Walter's un-

converted try.

In the second half good team

play led to Greg Sprick's try. The

try also went unconverted.

Queen's Warren Smith added

another four points on a try, and

Dave Murley added a penalty

goal for an additional 3.

Blues' seconds lost 24-0.

• •
Last Wednesday night the

Blues Rugby team produced a

'IT feM 'ARD THIS HALS LADS
-THEfRE THEENEMV.' THEY'VE

BURNED NER tHiSE, PINCHED
YER BRASS, MA&E LOVE V YEB
MISSUS AN* SUPPED YER BEER' whchoneV

supped me beer?

APOLOGIES

The Varsity extends its apologies to the GSU for

having inadvertantly dropped two GSU ads from

Friday's paper. The Hallowe'en dance has passed

and we can't make amends, but here's the other,

nicely reprinted below.

convincing 18-4 win over a group

of Old Blues in Varsity Stadium.

Through well-disciplined and

cohesive rugby the contemporary

Blues overcame the clear edge in

size and experience held by their

predecessors. The awesome array

of U of T's "giants of the past"

included such notables as John

McKenna and Marris Apps in

the pack, and Paul Wilson and

Geoff Ellwand in the three-

quarter line.

The game's first half belonged

Graduate Students

BASKETBALL TRYOUTS

FOR INTRAMURAL TEAM(s)

Hart House Gym: 4 p.m.

Oct. 30

ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS WELCOME
Information: 928-2391

THIS WEEK:

CROWBAR
El Mocambo

Tavern
no cover - no Minimum

two bands -

two dance floors
Spadina at College

entirely to the Blues. Though
considerably outweighed, the U
of T forwards were able to com-

mand more than a fair share of

the ball, through coordinated

play. Early in the half they won
the ball from a ruck near the Old

Blue's goal-line. The ball was

then moved quickly to the weak

side.

Two surprised defenders were

left to contend with three advan-

cing Blues who took immediate

advantage of the overlap. Neil

Sorbie received the ball on the

flank and sliced into the corner

for the first try.

Rick Hodder's conversion at-

tempt from near the side line

was unsuccessful. However, he

added six points on two suc-

VARSITY ARENA HOCKEY

VARSITY GRADS vs VARSITY BLUES

FRIDAY NIGHT. NOVEMBER 3rd 8:00 P.M.

TICKETS $1.00 ON SALE NOW
AT ATHLETIC OFFICE^ HART HOUSE AND VARSITY ARENA.

WHO ARE YOU?

THE QUESTION!

spend lunch with us

and well present a

new avenue of attack.

SID SMITH ROOM 1091

WED. 11:00

Divine Principle Movement

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
Hot Combs

Dryers
Setters

Up to 50% off

Suggested list price

The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.
and

700 Yonse St., at St. Mary

ADVERTISEMENT

NEED A JOB?
Weekend and part-time evening

positions, (or waitresses, kitchen

help, cashier and greeting hostess.

Must be reliable with good ap-

pearance. Apply in Person:

FRAN'S Restaurants,

332 Yonge St. at Gould

227S Yonge St. at Eglinton

cessive penalty goals shortly af-

ter, the second from some forty

yards out.

The final try of the half came
after a long tactical kick from

the centres. The ball landed

narrowly in play and made a

downfield bounce which fooled

Old Blue's fullback Chris Lepp-

mann.
Blues' backs Rodger Wright

and Rick Phillips gave Lepp-

mann no chance to recover. They
dribbled the ball down the side

line and Phillips dove on the ball

in the in-goal area to" make the

half time score 14-0.

In the second half, the Old

Blues moved Geoff Ellwand

from his spot in the centre to

second row. The complexion of

the game now changed con-

siderably. The Old Boys' for-

wards, led by Ellwand, hurtled

low and hard into the rucks and

secured a considerable edge in

loose play.

The Old Blues' backs had

repeated opportunities to run

with the ball, but vigorous

tackling by the Blues three

quarters and good cross-coverage

by the forwards stemmed the

aged tide.

The Blues were no longer in

control of the game, but the ever-

accurate kicks of fullback

Graeme Wynn repeatedly won
them good field position. From
the line out, after one such Wynn
kick to touch, the Blues won the

ball and sent it quickly out the

back line to winger Phillips.

Phillips turned the ball back in

towards mid-field. The Blues

moved the ball rapidly to the op-

posite and now open side where

John Drummond slid into the

end zone virtually unopposed for

the final try.

Late in the half, after holding

the ball in the Blues end for a

considerable time, the Old Boys

managed their first and only

score. Marris Apps powered his

way across the goal line on a

short penalty to make the final

score lfl-4.

TORONTO'S FINEST

llaisrftads
o WARANTEED

mattresses from $22.50

o SAFETY ENGINEERED
frames from $37.50

o COMPLETE BEDS
FROM $95.00

Hbib ,ii I mi f i tii r i iit; us
594 MT. PLEASANT RD.

489-7711
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Editor Bob Gauthier

Phone 923-4053

Soccer Blues capture East playoff position

The Soccer Blues clinched the

Western Section OUAA cham-

pionship with a pair of wins over

Guelph (3-0), and Laurentian (3-

1) on the weekend.

The victories put Blues into

the OUAA playoffs at the home

of the Eastern Section winner on

November 8.

Glutinous ground conditions

at Varsity Stadium, owing to

torrential rain, proved no han-

dicap to the play of the Toronto

team.
The course of Sunday's game

against the '71 Canadian Cham-

pions, the Laurentian Voyageurs,

was a reversal of the previous

day's game, although the Blues

again won handily.

Toronto, showing their best of-

fensive form of the season, swept

down on the torpid visiting

defence from the initial kickoff.

The sloppy covering of the

Laurentian rearguard was
brutally exposed when a huge

swerving kick from Brand, in the

Blues goal, squirted past two

embarrassed defenders allowing

DaRosa a clear run through to

goal. He compounded their

misery by slickly rounding the

advancing goalkeeper and slip-

ping the ball into an open net.

This early lead provided all

the inspiration the Blues needed

to tear the languid Voyageurs to

shreds.

Directing wave upon wave of

attacks down the relatively well-

grassed wings, Toronto supplied

D'Antoni and Ron Misurka with

abundant opportunity to show

their skills. Crosses from both

flanks caused consternation in

the mire at the heart of the

visitor's defence.

A succession of corners con-

ceded by the harried Laurentian

backs, led to near panic in a

crowded penalty area with Peter

Hillier and John Cobby going

close on several occasions.

Indeed, it was from a corner

that the Blues scored their

second goal {after twenty

minutes). Hillier's hard low

drive, relayed into the middle by

Misurka at the near post, was

deftly turned into the net by

DaRosa, who had been left com-

pletely unmarked. It was his

fifth goal in succession during

the space of ninety playing

minutes.

The odd Laurentian sortie

that managed to cross the half-

way line was summarily

dismissed in the typical intran-

sigent manner of the Blues

defence. There was no effectual

respite from the Blues'

aggressive offence, which demon-

strated both verve and dexterity,

on and off the ball, in revealing

the fundamental inertia in the

visiting rearguard.

The inevitable third goal

came, not surprisingly, from yet

another Hillier corner. His ac-

curate lofted cross was met by

the head of Ian Harris who

adroitly flicked the ball into the

far corner of the net.

Laurentian showed little more

spark in the second half.

However, the three goal lead and

their complete superiority led the

Blues to indulge in over-

complicated interpassing when

more direct methods might have

doubled the score.

Bob Cazzola (overlapping at

fullback) and Polera often

showed good understanding in

creating dangerous situations

down the left wing. When the

ball did reach the middle from

such raids, many chances were

missed through over-elaboration

and the treacherous surface.

To everyone's surprise, the

Voyageurs gleaned some con-

solation by being the only

visiting team to score on the

Blues at Varsity Stadium this

season. The unexpected
generosity by the Blues' defence

occurred when Herb Dubsky was

caught square at the edge of the

penalty area, allowing Lauren-

g W

Blues show Laurentian the defensive skill that has enabled the team to win 10 straight.

tian's Zorbas to nip in and score

with a quick low shot past

Brand's right hand. Coming as it

did two minutes from the end

the goal was insignificant, except

from a statistical vietpoint.

On Saturday, against Guelph,

the Blues, confronted by an

ultra-defensive formation, at-

tacked continually throughout

the first half with no tangible

reward. Mario DaRosa's conver-

sion of a through ball from

Giuseppe D'Antoni was
disallowed by the referee because

of a pushing offence. The solitary

threat to the Blues' goal resulted

from a speculative cross which

slid from Jack Brand's grasp. Ed
Carter was on hand to clear the

danger.

Only after 21 minutes of the

second half were Blues able to

pry open a packed Guelph
defence. A slack clearance, inter-

cepted by D'Antoni, was im-

mediately slotted past several

defenders to DaRosa in the cen-

tre. The centre forward, moving

to his right, struck a low drive

back into the left hand corner of

the net.

Ten minutes later DaRosa, put

in the clear by Vito Polera,

coolly lifted the ball over the

onrushing goalkeeper to give

Blues a comfortable 2-0 lead.

DaRosa, exploiting a tired op-

position defence, picked up
another loose clearance three

minutes from the end of the

game and, from 25 yards, hit an

explosive shot past the

despairing Guelph goalkeeper.

Once again this season the

margin of the Blues' victory was
an inadequate reflection of their

actual overall footballing

supremacy.
Dubsky's contribution, along

with the rest of the defence -

Cazzola, Jim Burns and Carter -

has been a major cause of the

Blues' undefeated league record.

Only four goals have been con-

ceded in ten games.

In these two crucial games the

Blues have played better soccer

than at any time throughout the

season. This augurs well for the

Ontario Championship final

where the pressures will be even

greater.

Blues second best in 28-13 loss to Ottawa
By PAUL CARSON

The Varsity football season ended in frustation amid

the rain and mud of Lansdowne Park Saturday after-

noon as the Ottawa Gee-Gees outlasted the Blues 28-13

in the OUAA Eastern Section final.

However, in spite of the Gee-Gees, the weather, and

some inconsistent officiating, Blues held a slim 13-12

lead in the fourth quarter until, in the final ten minutes

of play, Ottawa exploded for a short field goal and two

touchdowns.

Taking over on the Varsity 51, Gee-Gees amassed

three quick first downs and their all-purpose halfback,

Neil Lumsden, eventually kicked a 14-yard field goal at

5:18 to give Ottawa a 15-13 lead. (A Toronto march
from its own one-yard line to the Blues' 51 was stalled

by a most debatable roughing call, while another

questionable penalty helped the Ottawa team gain the

three successive first dowris.)

Gee-Gees took a 22-13 lead three minutes later when
tailback Conrad Kozak returned a Varsity punt for 65

yards and touchdown, thanks to several openfield blocks
and two apparent clips near midfield that sprung him
loose.

Ottawa's rookie quarterback Jim Colton, playing in

place of veteran Dan Smith, polished off a good after-
noon for the Gee-Gees by scampering 42 yards on a
rollout with less than three minutes remaining in the
game.

It was a sad ending for Blues' defensive unit which
again played an outstanding game, holding Ottawa to

63 yards passing and one offensive touchdown.
Lumsden's feet produced 79 yards rushing and 10

valuable points from two field goals, two singles and
two converts. Gee-Gees other major score came early in
the first quarter when linebacker Wayne Terrv ran fiO

yards down the sidelines with an intercepted pass.

Blues couldn't get untracked early in the game and

fell behind 10-0 after less than five minutes of the

opening quarter. Lumsden's single at 12:24 made it 11-0

but two plays later Dunkley connected with Cor Doret

for a spectacular 85-yard pass and run touchdown. (The

play, on which Doret swings out of the backfield and

runs straight up the middle, covered one yard more

than the former season record - Dunkley to Libert

Castillo - set last weekend against Queen's.)

Blues' specialty team then exploited a weakness in

Ottawa's right tackle to block two consecutive Lumsden
kicks. Rookie Ken Hussey led the first charge that stop-

ped an Ottawa drive on the Toronto 51.

Veteran linebacker Rob Bloxham, playing his final

game of college football, blocked the second punt, pur-

sued the ball into the Ottawa end zone, and fell on it for

Blues' second touchdown at 11:32 of the second quarter.

Blues gained about 160 yards in the second half but

failed to add to their score and Ottawa finally took con-

trol of another game Varsity could have won.

Blues were unable to gain three first downs on any

series in the entire game, while Gee-Gees managed it

only once. Ottawa did put two consecutive first downs
together on four occasions compared to only two minor

Varsity drives, but in the end each team managed only

one offensive touchdown. Most of the scoring came -

one way or another - from the kicking game.

Gee-Gees main advantage was field position, taking

possession in Varsity territory no less than 11 times.

The entire fourth quarter was played inside the Blues'

54-yard line.

Varsity offensive players touched the ground in Ot-

tawa's half of the field on only three occasions during

the entire game - Cor Doret on his 85-yard pass and run

touchdown, and two short-lived drives that started

about midfield and went nowhere.

Ottawa had a total offense of 315 yards compared to

Varsity's 290 but neither team was able to mount any
consistent scoring drives.

The weather favoured Gee-Gees powerful ground at-

tack and Ottawa coach Don Gilbert made the most of it

ordering 50 running plays that netted 252 total yards.

As expected, Blues relied on the passing game, and
Wayne Dunkley completed 15 of 28 for 208 yards despite

the poor playing conditions.

Ottawa now advances to the league semi-finale, and
will play Waterloo Lutheran, which captured third

place in the Western Section by demolishing across-the-

road rivals Waterloo, 44-8.

Blues Noles - It was the final university game for Rein

Enno, Alex Markobrada, Jim Blainey, Jon Dellandrea,

and Stew MacSween in addition to Bloxham and Russ
Mitchell (who wasn't dressed). Dunkley, Doret, and
guard Bruce Parrack all graduate but may return next

year Doret again outgained Lumsden in total yar-

dage 102-96, but Lumsden's real value was in punting -

averaging 34.7 yards despite the two blocks Mike
Sokovnin suffered a painful ankle injury in the first

quarter but managed to hobble out for 10 punts and a

31 yard average . . . .rookie Rick Nakatsu, the lightest

player in the league at 130 pounds, exemplified Blues'

dedication by wiping out two huge Ottawa linemen on

the final kickoff . . Varsity again suffered from incon-

sistent officiating and took 86 yards in penalties to Ot-

tawa's 45 . . .in other games, Windsor defeated Western
18-17. Both teams now have 5-1 records at season's end,

but Windsor takes first place by virtue of its defeat of

Western in the only game between the two teams thi
season. . . . Guelph finished in last place, defeated bv
York 30-17.

J



UWO may act against strike

LONDON (CUP)— Western has

become the first Ontario university

to publicly acknowledge that

students will be penalized for par-

ticipating in the second term fees

strike.

University president Carleton

Williams announced Friday to the

university's Senate that students

withholding fees in January, as

proposed by the Ontario Federation

of Students and approved by in a

province-wide referendum in Oc-

tober, would suffer 'academic

sanctions'.

Although vice-president (finance)

A. K. Adlington has stated the

sanctions would go only as far as

withholding transcripts, student

leaders fear the psychological effect

on hesitant students may seriously

I
affect support for a possible strike.

Academic sanctions could go as

far as expelling a student from the

university.

Williams last night denied

rumours that the COU planned to

advocate witholding the second

instalment of OSAP cheques until

students paid their fees in full.

He complained that the uni-

versities "have no defences" against

either the government's unilateral

fees boost or the students' strike

threat. They're like the "ham in

the sandwich", he said.

Williams, who is also chairman of

the Council of Ontario Universities

prefaced his remarks by describing

how the university would cut in a

squeeze play.

"This is not a problem of the

university's choosing, but it is the

body that stands to lose," he said.

He estimated that more than $2

million will be affected if those

k students who have yet to pay their

- full fees withhold those payments in

January.

Williams also referrred to a letter

drafted by the Council of Ontario

Universities April 10 that protested

the fee increase by the Ontario

government.

The letter 'strongly protested' the

increase, which was seen as a

deterrent to enrolment. It advised

that an accompanying increase in

funds available to students should

have been made.

Williams added that the fee

increase had been carefully dis-

cussed and although the loan por-

tion of OSAP is up. "It's still a

bargain".

Williams was referring to other

provinces that do not contribute any

funds to the federal awards

program. Instead of a combination

of loans and grants, their students

receive their funds in straight loans

up to $1,000 a year.

Addlington said that a fee strike

would have an impact out of propor-

tion to normal years due to the

university's deficit budget. He ex-

plained the university would not

only lose the interest on the funds,

but because of the tight money
problems, may have to borrow

money to cover operating expenses.

"Are students going to fight the

government until the last university

(goes under)?" Williams asked. "I

think it's about time" students

started thinking about that aspect,

he concluded.

The University of Toronto

administration has said it will not

penalize students to who participate

in the fees withholing campaign.

Student reaction to the "academic

penalty" move by Williams is now

forming. The university students

council was to debate the issue at

last night's meeting.

Student leaders conceded that the

university was in a poor position,

but the issue of the students was with

the Ontario government and the

only weapon they had was the

withholding of tuition fees.

At a meeting Sunday night, OFS
executive member Ross McGregor

and OFS delegate Steve Fuerth and

Larry Bradley discussed upcoming

plans.

A proposal to have Western

Students marched on Queen's Park last March to protest educational cutbacks.

A similar tactic is planned as part of this fall's OFS campaign.

students write in thousands of com-

plaint letters to McNie was to be

brought to council last night.

The three also stressed that

although their complaint was with

the government, and the university

was in the uncomfortable position

between the students and the

government, the students would like

to have the university fighting with

them.

However, they did not rule out the

fees strike if negotiations with the

provincial government fail.

Preparations for a trust fund to hold

students' fees, pending negotiations

with the government, are
continuing.

Grad union to fees information
By NADIM WAKEAM

Ontario graduate student unions

yesterday created an organization

whose only purpose is to distribute

information to one another across

the province.

This left no active grouping of

graduate unions in Ontario, as the

Canadian Union of Graduate

( Students decided on Monday that it

would act merely as a coordinating

body for the provincial groups.

The Ontario Graduate Students

Association, according to chairman

Colin Isaacs, of Western will cir-

culate information such as com-

parative graduate tuition fees across

Canada and the activities of specific

graduate student unions.

The association will not act on a

proposed fees strike until the On-

tario Federation of Students has

decided what it will do.

Nor will it concern itself with the

formation of labour unions for

graduate teaching assistants.

York and U of T have already

taken steps to form their own un-

ions. Other universities can form

their own unions without association

support, said Isaacs.

The Ontario members will not be

leaving the Canadian Union of

Graduate Students as was expected

at one point in the summer, but

merely associating together in the

association,

k "I don't know where the idea we
™

were going to break away from the

national union came from," Isaacs

said. "There were some universities

that did break away because they

felt the national union wasn't doing

anything," he said.

Waterloo, Toronto and several

other graduate students councils

dropped out of CUGS in order to

divert their money and efforts

available for interaction with other

councils to a smaller, but more

active group of Ontario graduate

councils.

However, after several meetings

last spring and summer of councils

interested in an active group, it

became apparent to GSU executive

assistant Larry Hoffman, he says,

that few of the councils were serious

about forming an active Ontario

union.

He commented yesterday that the

association is evading the issues of a

fee strike and the formation of a

teaching assistants labour union.

"It doesn't answer any of the

questions," he said. "It doesn't even

address itself to the questions."

Asked if he knew what the

Ontario group was trying to ac-

complish, Hoffman replied, "I have

no idea."

The Ontario group will not split

from the national union, Hoffman

charged, because "they're trying to

make their organization palatable to

the deans" of their schools.

The only way things get done is

when a university student union acts

by itself, he added.

The GSU is in the process of

forming a teaching assistants labour

union. It is also proposing action on

the fees hike to its members,

suggesting that they pay $100 of

their second term fees, the amount

of the hike this year, into a trust

fund.

Vic council to organize fees demonstration
The Victoria College Students'

Administrative Council (VUSAC)
executive has decided to take

over from SAC the task of trying

to organize a demonstration

against tuition fees hikes.

The demonstration against the

provincial government to be limed

to coincide with the opening of the

legislature this month, was approved

by the Ontario Federation of

Students October nearly two weeks

ago by a vole of 12 to 3.

However, SAC voted against the

demonstration at the OFS meeting,

and last week the council agreed

thai even though OFS as a whole

wanted it, SAC would not

participate.

VUSAC president Gord Barnes

said yesterday, "We are really

angry" with SAC's decision. Ac-

cordingly, VUSAC decided to take

on itself the job of coordinating and

organizing U of T students so that

the demonstration will occur.

OFS general coordinator Craig

Heron said last night that the

demonstration is definitely on, with

or without U of T participation. He

told SAC last week that the

withdrawal of the largest student

body in the province, in addition to

Western and Queen's student coun-

cils, might have scuttled the plans.

Barnes is sending a letter to all

student councils on campus, asking

them to "commitl' yourselves to this

action to the greatest possible extent

that you can."

The letter states Barnes feels "U
of T's participation in such a

demonstration is a necessary and

integral and necessary component of

the province-wide fees action." He

declares that the fees issue is "simp-

ly the most critical to confront the

university and students . . .today."

Barnes indicated that initial

reaction lo VUSAC's proposal has

been favourable.

In an interview last night, George

Strathy, Law SAC representative

stated that there were "indications"

Ihe matter would be discussed again

by SAC and a new vote taken on the

question of participation.

He described his own support for

the demonstration as "fairly

strong".

"It's not just fees," said Strathy.

"It's the whole question of govern-

ment attitude to students. .

loans . . the whole bit."

Talks with government, he said,

were getting nowhere.

"I think the demonstration is

necessary to keep student interest in

the matter alive," he continued.

"Something more dramatic is

needed," he continued.

Scarborough College Student

Society president David Onley said,

"We will not be a part of any

demonstration at Queen's Park-at.

the present time. Not at all."

Mike Walker of Innis College

said he had not yet been contacted

by Barnes and could not speak for

the college al present.

"But personally I tend to support

the demonstration. I can't say more

till 1 find out more about it."

Support is also expected from

other campus political groups. A
spokesperson for the Stop-the-Cut-

backs Committee said that the

group has already gone on record as

supporting the demonstration and

predicted that it will aid VUSAC's

efforts.

Barnes charged the SAC decision

was a "copout". In view of this, he

said, VUSAC will "coordinate and

help organize at U of T".

"We will give students a chance to

vote with their feet." Barnes said he

was "fairly optimistic we can get a

turnout that will give government

some indications of how students

feel".
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

The upcoming U.S. presidential election

is very Important not lust tor the U.S. but

also for Canada. Students interested in

canvassing for Senator George McGovern

should call 489-5762 and ask tor Mrs.

Gordon. Trips will be made Into Niagara

Falls every Sunday and on November 7.

10 am
Blood donor clinic upper Brennan Hall.

Primarily (or St. Michael's College.

However, all are welcome. Till 4 pm.

noon

Synergetics 73: City Engineering Is the

topic tor this week. Mohammed Atsan.

planning engineer. City ot Hamilton will

speak on the problem of serving govern-

ment, the public and the profession.

Galbraith Building - Room 120.

1 pm
Free Jewish University: "The Future of

Jewish Indentity In Canada" at Sid Smith

No. 2133.

Careertalk: James Sutherland. Assistant

Director of Mothercratt will talk about

careers In Day Care; representatives trom

George Srown College and Hlncks Treat-

ment Centre will discuss courses In Child

Care. Till 2 pm.
6 pm

People Interested working as

canvassers or shit workers In the ward 6

Board of Education elections tor Dan

Leckie and Bob Spencer meet at 14 Albany

Street at 6 pm.
6:30 pm

Hillel Kosher Supper.

7 pm
Table Tennis Instruction featuring

Canadian Women's Table Tennis Cham-

pion, Vloletta Nesukaltls. Hart House, Fen-

cing Room. Ladles welcome.

7:30 pm
Last Appearance: Malcolm Muggerldge

In an Informal question period designed

especially for the student. Med Scl

Auditorium.

Free public lecture entitled "The Family:

Present and/or Future" will be held at the

Faculty of Education, Bloor and Huron.

Sponsored by the Interdisciplinary Studies

Department. Sixth In a series entitled

"Women: Oppression and Liberation"

Guest lecturer: Kathleen Gough.

Chalil ensemble workshop at Hillel

House, 166 St. George St. Student

Council For Soviet Jews Is presenting

biochemistry professor Murry Freedman to

speak on "Life in Russia and the Plight ot

Soviet Jews". The lecture will take place In

THIS WEEK:

CROWBAR
COMING SOON:

FULL TILT BOOGIE

BAND
NO COVER-NO MINIMUM

TWO ROOMS- TWO DANCE FLOORS

EL M0CAMB0
Spadina at College

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
Hot Combs

Dryers

Setters

Up to 50% off

Suggested list price

The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.
and

700 Yonge St., at St. Mary

CARAT
DIAMOND RING

s29500

New College Room 1017.

Malcolm Muggerldge. author,

broadcaster, communicator, critic, former

editor of Punch, will be speaking at the

Medical Sciences Auditorium, his last

appearance to U ot T students. Topic:

Malcolm Muggerldge Answers
Questions".

8 pm
Meeting of the University ot Toronto

Homophlle Association Author-Explorer

Norman Elder will speak on "Sex customs

of primitive peoples". GSU, upstairs

lounge. All welcome.

Free Jewish University: "Talmudlc

Dialectic" at Hillel House. 166 St. George

St.

U ot T Flying Club will meet In the

Debates Room ot Hart House at 6 pm. The

guest speaker will be Herb Cunningham

from the Experimental Aircraft Association.

Find out about learning to fly at reduced

rates.

8:30 pm
UC Players present a new Canadian

play. "Old Friends". UC Playhouse, 79a St.

George.

Free Jewish University: "Worlds In

Chaos" being held at Shaarel Teflllah

Room 4, 3600 Bathurst St.

Conversational Yiddish Workshop at

Hillel House, 186 St. George St.

THURSDAY
10 am

Blood donor clinic Trinity College - The

Buttery. Primarily for Law, St. Hilda's, Trini-

ty. Wycllfte. Music. However, all are

welcome.
noon

A discussion-encounter with Justin

Thomas, who has written a thesis on stress

and identity (a step by step (ourney through

Inner space from group to rebirth as a

person.)

1 pm
Careertalk: Representatives from the

Your choice ot Iwenly-live exciting
styles. Yellow or while gold in
duOes" — diamona ring, matching
wedding oand. registered appraisal
'-<-• :aic -ind insurance

20% Student Discount

with ATL card

HUGH PROCTOR & Co.
Jewellers • GemmologiiTs

1430 YONGE ST.

PATIO DE ORO PlAZA»921-7702

Just South ol SI Clair rfjj WHm

Ontario government, a hospital and a

private social service agency will discuss

Social Service Environments and careers

Involved therein. Till 2 pm.

Vic VCF meets In the Woodger Room
(basement Old Vic). All are welcome.

Engineering Placement seminars: the

Placement Centre will conduct a seminar

on the method to fill out a Personal

Information Form to your advantage.

Chemicals. Electrlcals, Metallurgy, and

Geology. Sanford Fleming Building - Room

135.

"Radical Judaism" at Sid Smith No. 3045

sponsored by Free Jewish University.

4 pm
"Politics in China After The Cultural

Revolution". Professor Chun-tu Hsueh,

University of Maryland. RBcent visitor to

China. 202 Galbraith Building. Sponsored

by International Studies Programme.

6:30 pm
Kosher Supper at Hillel House.

7:30 pm
Two films by Orson Welles. Citizen Kane

at 7:30 and The Trial at 9:30. Admission

$1.00 at 9:30 the OISE auditorium, 252

Bloor West.

Free Jewish University: "Jewish libido"

at Hillel House, 186 St. George St.

B pm

Free Jewish University "Jewish

Eschatology" at Hillel House, 186 St.

George St.

Israeli Dance Workshop at Hillel House,

186 St. George St.

Free Jewish University: "Moroccan

Sephardlc Judaism" at Hillel House, 186

St. George St.

Vietnam: Anatomy ot a Sellout.

Canadian Party ot Labour forum. Inter-

national Student Centre. 33 St. George St.

8:30 pm
UC Players present "Old Friends". UC

Playhouse, 79a St. George.

ART GALLERY
MALCOLM BATTY EXHIBITION

MONDAY 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

GALLERY CLUB
open tram Mon.-Fri.

Luncheon 12 noon-1 p.m.

Dinner 6-7:30 p.m.
Licensed under LLBO. Hart Houm
membership required.

INFORMAL DEBATE
QUESTION FOR DEBATE: EXTREMISM IN PURSUIT OF

WOMEN'S RIGHTS IS JUSTIFIABLE

THURS NOV. 2 - 2 P.M. - DEBATES ROOM

WEDNESDAY CONCERT
HERBIE SPANIER

TODAY! IN THE
EAST COMMON ROOM

12:00 NOON

SUNDAY EVENING
CONCERT

WILLIAM SHOOKHOFF
- VOCAL QUARTET -

Sunday, Nov. S - Greet Hell - 8 JO p.i

Tickets Available Free At The
Hall Porter's Desk

TABLE TENNIS CLUB
TONIGHT

Evening play 7-10 p.m.

Fencing Room

Memberships Available

Ladles Welcome

In itruction lealuring Canad Ien Women's
Chomp Ion, Violet le Neeukaltle

BLACK HART PUB
EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

TUCK SHOP - 12 NOON - 5.30 PM.
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M. - 11:30 PM. ]

GET YOUR

OHYCiOt COMIC BOM
SAMPLE PAGE;

there's f
OH Y£*r THAT'S

ALL VERY wfLL

but Business
caw fill that 6flP

tfe>R£ EFFICIENTLY,

Mom skillfully,

YtSSIR, FOLKS f l*> COR FIR^T VCftR k>e FfWT TC GROS$
$600,000 A^t> N*tT $200,000 AFT6R TAX£S Or°
CHILD-CAR6. f'M fcJOT KlDDIUif TH E K>\C£ TH'WG,

a&out the EpuovnarU Bosioesi 1^ Y0O <xCJ

HOWfc^ lU FROWT.YOU SHCLU CASH FLOW RifrKT A^YT

TCfJ fnCKIW, M E'AO OF

"werjtiwoi girl ,*«..* auo-reo
iw lARRou's MAfcA-Zllue y

JuL«f 5t« 1171. ' {%

16 PAGES, ONLY 15 CENTS

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

SCM BOOKROOM 12 SUSSEX AVE.

The first short, highly

readable run-down on
the entire day-care
problem.
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Stoltery would rather fight than switch. Ryan of the PCs

lost by over 3,000 votes.

No contest

Stollery crush
By BOB BETTSON

Bucking the Conservative tide in Ontario, Liberal

Peter Stollery defeated incumbent Conservative Perry

Ryan by 3,000 votes in Spadina in Monday's Federal

election.

He called his win "a victory for the Liberals and a

vote of confidence in Trudeau." He added that it

represented three years of hard work on his part.

According to Stollery, the major issue was whether

an MP can get elected as a member of one party and

switch to another as Ryan did. Ryan joined the PCs

because he disagreed profoundly with Liberal foreign

policies.

When the Stollery victory became apparent New
Democrat Bob Beardsley went over to the jubilant

Liberal headquarters on Dundas Street to concede

defeat. He told the crowd that though he came to

congratulate Stollery Jie really felt more like crying.

Beardsley, who finished third by winning 5,558 votes

to Stollery's 8,509 and Ryan's 5,599, told The Varsity

he was "bitterly disappointed. I can't adequately

express it without it sounding like sour grapes."

He had earlier told his campaign workers that he felt

very badly because they worked so haTd. It was his

fourth election attempt in Spadina.

Beardsley said he thought that the narrow loss of the

in Spadina,

es opposition
university polls to Stollery "hurt us more than anything

else. I could understand the immigrants voting for

Stollery."

Beardsley appeared to rule out another try saying

"probably next time the party should get another

man".
Ryan was unavailable for comment but a campaign

worker said that Ryan "had defeated himself by

changing from Liberal to Conservative. He's been such

a good Liberal for ten years and this area is a mainly

Liberal area."

Mitchell Bornstein, candidate for the Communist
Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist), said that despite

his low vote total of 1 14, "the election has been very

successful, we accomplished what we wanted by making

communism and the party a topic of discussion."

He said that the CPC (M-L) will run in future

elections to provide a revolutionary alternative to the

established parties.

Communist Maggie Bizzell said that she "obviously

would have liked to get more votes" but that she wasn't

surprised by her low vote total of 263. She felt that jobs

and inflation were the main issues in Spadina.

Independent Syd Stern, who at least triumphed over

Bornstein with his 184 votes, was unavailable for

comment.

Decision on discipline sfrucfure postponed
By LINDA HALL

The Internal Affairs Committee

yesterday postponed making a deci-

sion on setting up a university dis-

cipline structure until they have

considered what issues are at stake

and what alternatives are available.

The committee is reviewing the

university's discipline policy, and

hopes to submit a final recommen-

dation to the Governing Council by

Christmas.

Members of the committee

disagreed as to whether principles of

disciplinary action ought to be es-

tablished before a structure should

be set up. Professor Stanley Schiff, a

member of the Program and

Implementation Committee for the

Campbell Report on discipline,

suggested to the committee that

"the principles should come first

and only then the tribunals".

Tribunals were recommended by

the Campbell Report, which was

never implemented, to deal with

cases involving individuals.

Internal Affairs member,

Professor Michael Grapko, sup-

ported Schiffs view. "The structure

must be related to the rules of the

university" he said.

"We should decide what are the

basic rules for the university. Then,

if there is a breakdown, we can

decide what kind of structure will

meet the need".

Committee member, Gus Abols,

disagreed. "First set up the court

system and then decide what

jurisdiction these courts have," he

asserted.

Professor Trevor Lloyd,

chairman of the Campbell Program

and Implementation Committee,

suggested that before the Internal

Affairs Committee could set up a

discipline structure they would have

to decide "to what extent you want

to use the Campbell Report as what

you want to work on".

He said a major problem with the

Campbell report was its assumption

it is possible without much difficulty

to treat the university community as

members of the general public.

"If the university were regarded

as part of the city of Toronto, the

university could not decide whether

or not to invite the police on cam-

pus", he said.

Lloyd objected personally to the

university's giving up its special

status, suggesting RCMP officers

might attend lectures. "I don't think

the special relationship with the

police, the special relationship with

the outside world, should be sur-

rendered, he said".

Schiff endorsed the structure of

the Caput, the top disciplinary body,

as it has existed in the past. It has no

students on it.

"The reason the Caput has not

been functioning is not that they

can't deal with the questions," he

said, "but that no one will bring the

charges before the Caput".

Sydney Hermant, vice chairman

of the Internal Affairs Committee,

recommended that the Caput be

reconstituted and modified by the

committee to handle difficulties in

the Campbell report.

"We don't want anarchy," he

said. "We have to take some action

and take it now". However, the

committee refused to set up a struc-

ture prior to agreeing on principles.

The committee also approved, by

a vote of 4 to 3, an increase of two

dollars to $12 for the health service

fee for next year, instead of the

alternative of a cutback in health

services.

The university administration is

not prepared to subsidize the in-

crease in cost necessary to maintain

the service as its present level, com-

mittee chairman Paul Cadario

indicated.

Grads discuss foreign students
By CLARK PARSONS

The Canadian Union of Graduate

Students declared Wednesday that

when enrolment ofCanadian and/or

foreign students must be limited,

selection should be on the basis of

academic and not financial

considerations.

Virtually no solid consensus was

reached on any other issue at the

Hyatt Regency Hotel meeting,

attended by graduate student

representatives from 12 universities.

The issue of foreign graduate

students in Canada aroused con-

siderable controversy.

About half of graduate students in

Canada are non-Canadians but in

engineering departments, the figure

is around 60 per cent. Ontario

spends $100 million per year

educating foreign graduate students,

according to Doug Pritchard of

Queen's.

No agreement was reached,

however, on what, if anything,

should be done about this. Universi-

ty of Victoria representative Terry

Peace stated that it was "high

bloody time" fees were raised for

foreign students, while University of

Grad union forms new structure
The Canadian Union of Graduates Students decided

Wednesday to dispense with its formal organization

and set up instead an informal structure designed

merely to disseminate information among the member

graduate student councils.

The new organization says it will be available to take

action, should the members decide it is required.

Toronto's Graduate Students Union is not a member

of CUGS and accordingly did not attend the

conference. The GSU pulled out of CUGS last summer

in hopes, later not realized, of joining other Onta,no

graduate student councils" in a strong provincial

organization. . . ,

GSU executive assistant Larry Hoffman explained

that CUGS is "a nonsensical organization. All they do

is talk about academic standards."

"They ignore issues involving threats to education,

he asserted.
.

Said Jean-Paul Daem of Simon fas" University

self-styled "super-secretary of CUGS/'Although U of

T is a very big university, it tends to be pretty

parochial."

Last year all they were doing was talking about day-

care centres. There were 17 reps here from universities

all across Canada. We were meeting right on U of T's

doorstep, and they sent nobody.

Alberta rep Pete Flinn stated things

were fine as they are now.

Mohammed Adam, also of U of

A, suggested that most of the

foreign students were Americans

and because the Vietnam war is

ending, they would now be going

home.
There appeared to be a lack of

solid information upon which to

base a serious discussion of most

matters raised during the three-hour

meeting.

The bread-and-butter issue of

money for graduate students seemed

to be the key consideration un-

derlying most of the points discussed

during the meeting. Now that funds

are drying up across the country for

graduate programs, the question of

"foreigners" was raised as an issue

among the Canadian graduate stu-

dent representatives'.

U of Waterloo rep Fred Hetzel

asserted: "There are only two ways

of limiting the number of foreign

students. Either raise their fees and

let those with money come, or set a

quota which m turn will admit only

those with the highest academic

qualifications. There's no other

Way
"

No firm agreement was reached

on this question, however. Some

representatives voiced a fear that

such action would limit op-

portunities for Canadians in foreign

universities.

One delegate stated, "There are

only 97 Canadians in Oxford and

Cambridge, and far fewer

Canadians in U.S. universities than

there are Americans in Canada. So

what's the problem?"

It was noted that graduate student

fees are not uniform across the

country, which was considered an

undesirable situation. Again, no

agreement was reached on what

should be done about it.

"If we urge uniform fees," said

one rep, "governments will simply

raise all fees to the level of the

highest present fees."

Another urged that fees be

abolished. "Grade 13 is free," he

said. "Why should there be fees for

Grade 14? The reasons are

historical; there's no rational basis

for it."

"It's political suicide to pass a

resolution like that," said Hetzel.

"People everywhere are screaming

about education costs as they are

now."
Adam urged the formation of

graduate student labour unions, to

be associated with the Canadian

Union of Public Employees.

It was suggested some faculties

"lure students in" with sweet

salaries for the first year, then cut

these the second year. "Once you're

there, you're helpless," said one

representative.

Berd Rima of McMaster said that

graduate students at McMaster

already had bargaining rights.

doorstep, ana iney scm nuuuuy.

Under the new format, CUGS will have six regional $@£j|e tO Speak here Sunday
coordinators who will gather information from member *

universities in their area and exchange it with other

coordinators, and thus member universities.

Coordinators are Daem, Colin Isaacs of Western,

Anne Woakes of the University of Calgary, John Reid

of the University of New Brunswick, Melvin Croucher

of McGill, and Elaine Thompson of the University of

Manitoba.

Each coordinator receives $10 to cover photocopying

and mailing costs.

Said Hoffman "It's a waste of $10:" The GSU used

to pay $300 dollars per year to CUGS before

withdrawing.

The new CUGS has no formal budget. National

meetings are to be held once a year, with local

individual graduate schools or student councils paying

for travel costs.

Black Panther Boboy Seale will be speaking this Sunday at

Convocation Hall at 1 p.m.

He is the feature speaking of the second day of a cross-Canada

conference being sponsored by the U of T Student Mobilization Committee

on the latest situation in the liberation war in Vietnam.

Seale will arrive armed with a special letter of permission to visit

Canada, issued by Immigration Minister Mackasey, according to the SMC
There was some doubt earlier about whether Seale could appear. SAL

agreed to support the meeting in principle but later refused to give any

financial assistance. In addition, SMC organizers feared that the

Immigration Department would not let Seale in the country, even as a

V 'Slt

°s

r

everal other speakers will attend, the conference including York

University political economist Gabriel Kolko.

Security will be heavy at the meeting, according to SMC organizer

Kathy Dalton.
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Local councils may supplant SAC
Too often, students, denied

leadership by their elected

representatives, sit back and

passively accept their fate.

So, it's encouraging that some
local college councils have

refused to have their con-

stituents' wishes and interests

Ignored by the Students' Ad-

ministrative Council. SAC last

week decided not to par-

ticipate in the Ontario Federa-

tion of Students' demonstra-

tion planned for this month's

opening of the Ontario
legislature.

Victoria University Stu-

dents' Administrative Coun-
cil has taken the lead in

canvassing fellow colleges to

determine if there's sufficient

interest to support sending a

U of T contingent to the

demonstration. And, ac-

cording to Initial response
from the councils, it appears

that they may be somewhat
more sympathetic to the

plight of the student com-
munity than this university's

senior student government.

The demonstration, based
on the strong mandate
students gave OFS in last

month's province- wide
referendum, has been called

to impress upon this
province's legislators the
students' dissatisfaction with

last spring's $100 tuition fee

hike and increase in the On-
tario Student Award Program
loan ceiling. These arbitrary

moves have reduced
accessibility to post-
secondary education and
drastically depleted university

enrolment.

SAC decided not to take

part in the demonstration
because of possible negative

public opinion {what about the
negative student opinion of

their council which last week's
decision earned?) and the
time and energy required to

organize U of T's participa-

tion. The local councils ap-
parently disagree. They think

it's worth the effort. And, if

SAC won't get off its ass and
reverse its position, they'll

organize the U of T's con-
tingent themselves.

The councils' attitude

represents a refreshing
change from past years when
college councils devoted
themselves to organizing
social activities and sitting on
useless committees doing
nothing and going, nowhere.
Perhaps the opposing
opinions about the merits of

the students' cause
represent a shift, leaving

SAC in the Irrelevant position

and the local councils in the
fore.

The Students' Administrative Council voted against participating in the fees protest, but local

councils may organize U of T contingent.

We don't think the councils
should revert to their former
role. But, more Importantly,
SAC should not be content to

let them take over its rightful

role — advancing the student
position on the provincial and
national scene and organizing
action on campus-wide
issues.

Aware that its decision has
met with such disfavour, and
that other student councils
have felt SAC's refusal to par-
ticipate in the demonstration
represents such an affront to
their constituents that they
must step into the gap, SAC
should reconsider and
reverse Its position at next
week's council meeting.

Birth control helps
further imperialism,
but limits necessary

Today's centre-spread discusses the
United States' attempt to Impose birth control
on Latin America in return for foreign aid.

The way the story goes, according to the
Americans, is that uncontrolled copulation in

the Third World makes It impossible for the
underdeveloped nations to supp|y_enough
food for their citizens and If only the
inhabitants took proper precautions the situa-
tion would be much improved.

Well, that may be the way they'd like us to
see it, but it's not true. It's American
exploitation and corrupt local governments

which keep Latin Americans in misery and
poverty.

However, the reprinted article perhaps
passes over the need for educational
programs about birth control too lightly. While
much of the need for a limited population may
be the product of American imperialism and
estimates based on wasteful Western eating
habits, there still is a point beyond which this
planet cannot support life. And, even If the
entire world goes socialist, It'll be necessary
for people to understand the necessity to not
overpopulate the planet.
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SAC behaviour

proves need

The absurd positions taken by the

SAC during their last meeting are

aggravated by the critical need of

effective student leadership at this

time. SACs position is not simply

incorrect and foolish, it is criminal.

The government has decided that

it wants to limit the availability of

higher education, and thereby save

money. It reduces the number of

unemployed graduates by reducing

the number of graduates. The OFS,
in coming to grips with the

overwhelming sentiment against the

fee hikes, has recommended that

there be a provincial demonstration

at Queen's Park. SAC defeated this

concept and in so doing ruined the

chances of other students being able

to organize effectively.

It was this upside down decision

that pushed Eric Miglin and the

rest of the executive to throw out the

funding of Bobby Seale's visit to this

campus, even though it is the

recognized policy of SAC to support

such a visit.

It is evident that with SACs
assistance the students on campus

don't need the Western Guard to

"protect" them from radicals and

blacks. The Western Guard, a small,

right-wing sect, recently ^laimed

that they would disrupt any such

meetings.

It is equally true that the current

provincial government can also

breathe more easily knowing that

Eric Miglin, Ross Flowers, and

John Hclliwell are all on their side in

keeping the students isolated and

powerless while they carry on the

sham of "negotiations".

Is this to imply that the SAC
executive is an unconscious agent of

aforeign power? I think not. The
SAC executive has embarked on an

isolationist and defeatist path. They
call on last spring's election as a

mandate. The foolishness of this

path is now evident. I call for their

resignation so that the students can

re-affirm or deny the rationale for

SACs current dead-end policy.

Mike Edwards
InnisSACrep

Story unlikeable;

must be biased

Have just read an article in The
Varsity under the heading of "USW
Leader slams student critics" —
"Internationals present no threat to

Canada".

The University of Toronto Faculty Association has been

asked to appoint a member ot the faculty as a member of The

Varsity Board of Directors. The Board's constitution requires

that application for this position be solicited in The Varsity

and the University Bulletin. Applications for the Faculty

Association's appointee to the Varsity Board of Directors

should be sent to the Faculty Association office. November

23, 1972 will be the closing date for applications.

It is beyond our comprehension

how any person who attended that

Under Attack program could come

to the conclusion that the student

critics got "slammed" unless of

course they are biased and pre-

judiced in favour of International

"American" branch plant unions.

I also attended that session and if

anybody got slammed it was Dennis

McDermott not the students.

In using that tired, old, worn out

argument that as long as you have

international companies in Canada,

you must have international unions

to fight them. McDermott proved

once again that both he and his

union are scraping the bottom of the

barrel for reasons to justify their

being in Canada. What he didn't say

was that every country in the world

have American companies, but they

don't have American unions.

Another myth he tried to shove

down the throats of the students was

that his union puts more money

back into Canada than they lake out

just does not hold water either. If

Steve Sharrott had checked the

latest issue of the Corporations and

Labour Unions Returns Act, he

would find that this is a deliberate

untruth to say the least. Needless

to say the students didn't swallow

this.

And then as if to add insult to

injury and insult the intelligence of

the audience by saying that his union

is not an American union but is an

international union upon being

questioned as to where else in the

world other than Canada his union

is situated, he was stuck for an

answer.

This article clearly is the most

biased, the most prejudiced and

most one-sided piece ofjournalism I

have read in a long time and we hope

you will give our views as expressed

here equal coverage.

Ralph Ellis

Ed's Note: The Varsity story merely

reported what happened at the en-

counter. The news article was not

nor should it have been intended to

get into a public debate with the

speaker. That is the role the televi-

sion program in question assigns its

student panelists and audience.

HAVE A BALL
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Want technology

to free "man"
• I am a third year mechanical

engineering student writing in

response to Chuck Edwards article

in last Friday's Varsity on
"Engineering: learning how but not

why".

According to Edwards, we as

engineers lack souls and minds of

our own. We are robots whose only

interest is preserving the

"technostruclure" and in proving

the validity of mathematical

formulae.

The writer and many other

students on this campus are

dreamers if they think we are

programmed non-individuals.

" We enjoy loud, fraternal

gatherings, not for any deep psy-

chological reasons, but simply

because they are fun. Many of us do

not postulate that the study of

"history, languages and the like are

simply exercises for the brain and

not very useful". Our belief is not

that unbridled technology should be

our nation's primary goal, but

rather that it should serve man by

Freeing him from mindless tasks,

improving his environment and

enabling him to pursue his real

interests.

The strangest thing is that Mr.

Edwards has an engineering degree,

Having found the "truth", he wants

to show us poor, "docile
technicians" that we, like him, may
become truly enlightened
individuals.

Robert Stelzer

Mech III

'SAC decision

out of bounds
7

The Victoria University Students*

Administrative Council strongly op-

poses the position taken by the SAC
last week that no member of the

SAC should attend the conference

of the Association of Universities

and Colleges of Canada (AUCC).

Victoria University is entitled to

send a separate delegation from the

U of T to AUCC and has endorsed

Debra Lewis, VUSAC vice-

president, to attend the conference.

Ms. Lewis is also a member of the

THE CHINESE INSTRUMENTAL GROUP

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
IN A

NESE MUSIC CONCERT
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Auditori u m
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SAC. Her appointment was ratified

with full knowledge of the above

information. We feel that the SAC
has seriously overstepped its bounds

in attempting to impose its wishes

on this council. Ms. Lewis is atten-

ding as a member of this council and

in no way represents the SAC or the

University of Toronto as a whole in

this endeavour. It is a serious breech

of protocol and an insult to the

integrity of this council that the

SAC should suggest that we do not

have the right to choose our own
student delegate.

We would hope that SAC would
realize its serious error in passing

the above mentioned motion. In

this, the year of the "decentralized"

SAC. that council should more than

ever recognize the rights and respon-

sibilities of the federated
universities.

We would strongly assert that no
such incidents should occur in the

future. We have the right, the duty,

and the ability to make our own
decisions. We will not allow the

SAC to impose upon us its wishes on

matters which directly pertain to

Victoria University.

Victoria University Students'

Administrative Council

French chairman

corrects details

I should be very grateful if you
could make the following cor-

rections in your article entitled "UC
French chairman attacks Carleton

report" in The Varsity of October

25.
"

I am quoted as saying Toronto

has the only study program in the

French-Canadian language. It

should read research programme
instead of study.

I am quoted as saying enrolment

in French courses dropped off. It

should read in French-Canadian

You omit to mention graduate

courses given by the University of

Toronto. (Miss West has a list of

them).

P. R. Robert

chairman, Department of French

Letters to "Write On" should

be typed, double-spaced on a 64-

character line, and signed. Con-

tributions may be edited for

space reasons. Letters are

published according to space

available, immediacy of topic,

and relevancy. Mail letters to

The Varsity, 91 St. George

Street, Toronto 181 by campus

or regular delivery or bring your

letter to The Varsity editorial

offices.
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Preventive

By BONNIE MASS
reprinted from McGIM Dally

Today, "explosive populations" are
portrayed In the United States as one of the

world's most critical problems.
From the level of propaganda aimed at

lower class women to the highest government
discussions of population, the alleged con-
nection between poverty and population Is con-
tinually stressed. Demographic explanations of

poverty have provided the giant capitalists with

a smokescreen to mask their own role in

creating misery.

While the U.S. Government Is now
manipulating the essential right of every woman
to birth control so as to carry out preventive
genocide against the women of the Third World,
revolutionary Cuba regards birth control as a
matter of Individual choice.

Fidel Castro explains that with socialist

economic development, Cuba could support a
considerably larger population:

"The Cuban revolution Is not blindly against
birth control. The size of the family Is the
Individual decision of the husband and wife as
part of their human rights. It is the duty of the
state to furnish them with the adequate means
for having as many or as few children as they
want. The revolution is not scared by population
Increases and is not worried by a temporary
drop in the birth rate.

"There are some countries that pretend
that birth control Is the solution, but the only
ones who are saying this are the capitalists, the
exploiters, because no one who understands
what humanity can achieve through science
and technology sets out to impose limits upon
the number that can exist on the earth. This
would be especially out of place In a country like
ours where there is enough land to take care of
a much greater number of people."

Within the U.S. State Department, the

Nixon Administration has established a pop-
ulation "office" which is now responsible for co-
ordinating efforts of embassy officers, the Agen-
cy for International Development, the Peace
Corps, and the U.S. Information Agency to

"encourage less developed countries to focus
on population matters".

The State Department Itself, attributes all

manifestations of misery In the world to

numbers — "For the vast majority of families in

the "less developed countries" the possibilities

of improvement of the welfare of parents and
children are submerged by sheer numbers."

During the past four fiscal years, the State
Department's fund-giving arm, the Agency for

International Development, has Increased the
budget for population control from $10.5 million
to $250 million.

In addition to dispensing population control
dollars to dozens of governments, AID pumps
money Into a number of "philanthropic"
organizations that operate throughout the world.
One of the biggest recipients Is the International

Planned Parenthood Federation, whose trustees
include Lammot duPont Copeland of the
DuPont Chemical Corporation (Copeland
recently gave $2 million to Harvard University
for Its Population Center), Eugene Black, former
chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; and
George Kennan, cold war theoretician.

During the 1960's, the present IPPF
president, Dr. Alan F. Guttmacher, bluntly

described his fears of Third World revolts:

"Reckless population growth without
parallel economic growth ... makes for a con-
stant lowering of the standard of living. Such a
decline, with its concomitant mounting poverty
and hunger inevitably delivers a population to

some kind of -Ism. whether It be communism,

fascism, or Pan-Arabism, and weans them away-

from democracy."
Similar ideas have been expressed by

American president Dwlght Elsenhower who
explained his own support for population con-

trol as follows:

"Once as president, I thought and said that

birth control was not the business of our federal

government. The facts changed my mind.

Today, with former president Truman, I am
honorary chairman of Planned Parenthood

(IPPF) because I have come to believe that the

population explosion Is the world's most critical

problem."

Hugh Moore, a wealthy manufacturer,

successfully brought the population issue into

NATO and later founded the Population Crisis

Committee, the Campaign to Check the Popula-

tion Explosion, and the World Population

Emergency Fund. Today, he Is chairman of the

Association for Voluntary Sterilization. Moore's

colleagues on the boards of these and other

agencies Include figures such as Eugene Black,

General William H. Draper (former Secretary of

the Army), and Will Clayton (a former under-

secretary of state).

In recent years, both the American

government and the "philanthropic" agencies

such as IPPF, have exerted continual pressure

upon Latin American nations to reduce birth

rates. A celebrated case In 1969 was Bolivia,

which has recently nationalized Gulf Oil's

holdings. When Bolivia, with a population densi-

ty of less than 4 persons per kilometer, refused

to institute "family planning" programs, the

World Bank, under American pressure,

threatened to withhold all development loans.

Another type of pressure has been
conducted by the "Food for Peace" programs.

Since 1968, five per cent of all "Food
assistance" must be consecrated to programs
for reducing population. The Foreign Assistance

Act now authorizes American presidents to

"consider the extent to which the recipient

country is ... carrying out voluntary programs of

population control."

The efforts of the State Department are

reinforced by such pillars of imperialist "charity"

as the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations, which

operate their own population control programs
throughout the Third World.

Between 1952 and 1969, the Ford

Foundation had distributed $115 million, more
than any other public or private agency. In 1968
alone, the Rockefeller Foundation distributed

$1 8 million or almost twice as much as the State

Department's population control outlays.

The Interconnections between agencies
Indicate the pitfalls of attempts to examine
"family planning" within a vacuum. Just as the

most powerful businessmen In the U.S. and the

leadership of such agencies as AID and the CIA
have developed complex strategies for main-
taining economic and political control of "less

developed countries", they have sought to

develop strategies for keeping the world's future

population within "acceptable limits" in order to

forestall the crisis that a multi-national system of

exploitation will surely produce.
Robert S. McNamara, current World Bank

president, and former Secretary of Defense, has
been a trustee of the Ford Foundation and
president of Ford Motors. He explained:

"All activity (concerning population
matters) arises out of the concern of the bank
for the way In which the rapid growth of

population has become a major obstacle to

social and economic development in many of

our member states. Family planning programs
are less costly than conventional development
projects and the pattern of expenditures in-

volved Is normally very different. At the same
time, we are conscious of the fact that
successful programs of this kind will yield very
high economic returns."

Today, McNamara's statement Is paralleled
by American policy. "Costly development pro-
jects" have been drastically reduced In the last

seven years as population allocations have
multiplied. Between 1966 and 1969, AID'S pop-
ulation control appropriations rose from $11
million to $18 million. But, In education and
manpower training, funds were reduced by
almost $6 million. Health programs were cut by
$49 million.

Neo-colonlallst strategists such as
McNamara, when they expound the neoMalthu-
stan theory of numbers as an obstacle to
economic development, conveniently omit the
rape of the Third World by foreign capital. Large
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Today, Puerto Rico Is used by the U.S. as
an artificial showcase of capitalist development.
While it Is pretended that "Operation Bootstrap"
(1945-55) Industrialized the island. It Is also
pretended that "family planning" since
1936 brought prosperity.

In 1964, the Fourth Western Hemisphere
Conference was held In San Juan, Puerto Rico.

One of Its many themes was how to win support
or "tolerance" from the Catholic hierarchies. It

was widely advertised that priests in El Salvador
and Uruguay had publicly endorsed "family

planning". Heavy emphasis was placed upon
Individual governments' co-operation with the
family planning programs of the Organization of

American States.

In order to convince Latin Americans that

"family planning" agencies have the Interests of
the people at heart, the confidence of the
masses must be won. North American Protes-
tant organizations had long been a willing In-

strument In promoting the necessary trust for

wide-spread acceptance of U.S. programs.
The Church World Service, with support

from AID and other agencies, has Initiated

"family planning" programs on a world-wide
scale. Its activities particularly emphasize selec-
tion of "leaders" through training conferences
and seminars for public officials. Another spe-
cialty of the CWS Is creation of "experimental"
programs In villages and urban slums often

through Latin American universities. Guatemala
has had its own national CWS program.

Another major International agency
created to mobilize private wealth and power for

sharing public policies is the exclusively ruling

class Population Council, which was Initially

established by the Rockefeller family. Today Its

leaders Include such industrial magnates as
Henry Ford li, Richard Mellon, Stewart Mott.

The Population Council serves mainly to

finance research Into such topics as attitudes of

poor women in El Salvador toward con-
traception or the study of male attitudes towards
fertility control by the School of Politics at

University Sao Paulo In Brazil. In Trinidad, the
Population Council has supported programs for

clinically testing the IUD. In 1953, Ford Founda-
tion appropriated $14 million for expansion of

the Council's bio-medlcal laboratories used in

fertility research.

The Pan-American Health Organization

(PAHO) organ of the World Health Organization

of the UN helps furnish existing programs with

medical knowledge and necessary materials.

PAHO has assisted government programs In

Trinidad and clinics In the small towns and rural

villages of Costa Rica, as well as other Latin

American countries. Although under UN
auspices, PAHO Is also supported by Ford,

Rockefelfer, Population Council and others.

One of the largest centers for training

"family planning" personnel and processing

data has been CELADE (the Latin American
Demographic Center) in Chile. CELADE had
instituted the famous KAP surveys (Knowledge,
Attitude, and Practice) which "demonstrate the
demand for goods and services, In this case,
birth control". The project was Initiated at the
International Population Program Center at
Cornell University In New York. Interviews are
conducted with questions concerning health,

fear of Infidelity, effects of contraception on
pleasure, and the effects on male authority.

CELADE has also engaged In projects In

the Central Valley of Chile, demonstrating the
IUD. There are smaller sub-centers of CELADE
such as CESPO In Costa Rica. In Nicaragua with
a population density of less than 10 per square
mile, CELADE has supported fertility control
efforts of the social welfare offices.

Hundreds of family planning clinics

throughout Latin America carry the title

Association Pro Blenestar de la Famllla — IPPF
affiliates. AID not only funds these clinics, but
maintains many of Its own. In Jamaica there are
122, and in Honduras, with one of the lowest
population densities In the Western
Hemisphere, there are 60 clinics.

Another front for AID'S enormous
expenditures Is the Pathfinder Fund which sup-
ports IUD experimentation and helps supply
almost every country In Latin America with free

or low cost contraceptives. Pathfinder Is known
for 'pilot' projects such as the series of

"simplified medicine" experiments carried out In

a rural area near Caracas.

As shown previously, private foundations
were the early backbone of 'field-testing' and
general propaganda in the 'family planning'

field. Ford Foundation has contributed
generously to such projects as the study of side-

effects of contraceptives In Puerto Rico (one
million dollars), and to Mexico for International

training In Culdoscopy a quick and Inexpensive
method of sterilization.

In Colombia, the Rockefeller Foundation
has put large sums into the ACFM program
(Association of Colombian Faculties of

Medicine) for Its population center, con-
centrating work at the University Del Valla. The
Catholic newspaper, El Slgle wrote in a 1965
article that 40 thousand Colombian women had
been sterilized under the ACFM program. Small

money payments, promises of free medical

services, free lipstick, and artificial pearls were
offered.

In Bogota, the headquarters of the

Population Reference Bureau Is also supported
by the Rockefeller and other business
magnates. For 40 years, it has been concerned
with distribution of educational Information,

focusing on elementary text-book, high school

publications, and regular bulletins. Trustees

include Frank Abrams (Jersey Standard) and
Lawrence Wilkinson (Continental Can). The
Bureau has organized "population dialogues"

for high level officials, newspaper editors,
wealthy Industrialists, and labor leaders.

In Brazil, American Protestants were
actively peddling "family planning" to the
peasants and Indians as early as 1962. Medical
students from the University of Golas dis-
covered that Presbyterian missionaries had un-
dertaken mass Insertions of the IUD In the
underpopulated area along the Belem-Brasllla
highway. Northeast Brazil has had a population
density of about one per square mile and an
extraordinary high infant mortality rate of 465
per thousand. Yearly per capita Income In the
state of Plaui has been $77.

The area is one of the largest well-watered
regions In the world that has not yet been
heavily settled. In 1961, American investors and
rachers had been buying up enormous tracts of
land, and discovery of the missionaries'
sterilization programs created a scandal which
led to an official government investigation, con-
firming the genocidal activities of the
Americans.

Ten years later. In October 1971, a similar

scandal erupted. The daily O Estado de Sao
Paulo ran a condemnation by the Medical
Association Guanabara (AMEG) of BENFAM, an
affiliate of International Planned Parenthood
with 41 clinics throughout Brazil, 28 of them
'pilot' clinics In Universities. Speaking of

BENFAM, the doctors wrote:

"The great propelling motor of the
programs of this entity are the funds coming
from the IPPF whose offices are In New York
and London."

AMEG cited agreements signed by the

state governments of Rio Grande de Norte and
Espiritu Santo with BENFAM.

"BENFAM Is using deceitful terms."

"You only have to use the pill or the IUD to

resolve your family's financial difficulties."

Dr. Mario Pacheco argued, "As far as we
know there is no country In the world where
poverty has been erased by birth control."

On December 2 of the same year, the same
newspaper ran a headline entitled "One million

sterilized inBrazil". According to AMEG,
between 1965 and 1972, BENFAM had sterilized

a mlllfon women. The secretary-general of the

National Conference of Bishops, Don tvo

Lorshelder, signed the protest, abhorlng the
"criminal philosophy of BENFAM". "Its Dractice

of abortion methods Is carried out against the
poorest classes and Is against the interests of

the country." The Bishop of Belem, Alberto
Gaudenclo Ramos claimed that in the Amazon
Region, foreign missionaries had also been
working with BENFAM. A statement the
following day called upon all Brazilians to expel

the 'depopulators'.
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Irving accused of forming news monopolies
FREDRICTON (CUP) — New
Brunswick is saturated with news-

papers owned by the K. C. Irving

Company, a combines trial was told

last week.

Howard Coutts, vice-president of

the Chicago-based Audit Bureau of

Circulation (ABC) said about I45,-

000 New Brunswick households are

served by six daily papers. All ex-

cept the French language Moncton

L'Evangeline are owned by com-

panies belonging to New Brunswick

industrialist K. C. Irving.

Irving-owned papers reach some

108.000 of those households, ac-

cording to Ralph Costello, president

of the New Brunswick Publishing

Company which produces the

Telegraph-Journal and Evening

Times in Saint John.

Coutts later told defense lawyer

Donald Gillis circulation rates of

New Brunswick dailies are "lower

than most" major daily newspapers

in other parts of Canada. He also

agreed, after looking at a list he

prepared of all papers with circula-

tion in New Brunswick, there is

"certainly a variety of points of view

expressed."

The New Brunswick Publishing

Company, the Moncton Publishing

Company Limited, and University

Press of New Brunswick in

Fredericton are charged along with

K. C. Irving Ltd. on four counts of

forming mergers and monopolies.

Decision reached
The University of Toronto has

reached a decision on the grievance

Tiled by Tired library employee Dave

Owen.

However, John Parker, U of T's

Manager of Management-Labour

Relations would not release the deci-

sion until union steward Tom
Bribriesco had been informed.

A letter containing the decision

went out to Bribriesco, yesterday

afternoon, Parker said.

Owen was Tired October 18, the

day after he attended a union

meeting, as a representative for

workers in his department.
Although he was told he was fired

for "unsatisfactory work". Local

1230 of the Canadian Union of

Public Employees contends he was

dismissed for his union activities.

ADVERTISEMENT
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332 Yonge St. at Gould
2275 Yonge St. at Egiinton

Peter's Sport Centre
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TORONTO 4, ONT.
(Near Palmerston)

Tel. 537-3813
10% off for U. of T.

STUDENTS (with card)

General Sporting Goods

LEVI'S
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TRAVEL BAGS

f
Sunglasses

that get

darker
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The case is said to be the first in

Canada involving daily newspapers

in combines charges.

The trial, being heard before the

New Brunswick Supreme Court,

was ordered last July, following

preliminary hearings and more than

two years of work by federal com-

bines investigators into the produc-

tion, supply and distribution of New
Brunswick newspapers.

Gillis has tried to prove the Irving

newspaper empire is not as harmful

a monopoly as other newspapers in

Canada. He introduced ABC cir-

culation reports, and Coutts testified

the circulation of Nova Scotia's

principal dailies — the Halifax

Chronicle-Herald and Mail Star —
was 115,810, compared to the Irving

papers' 108,000 combined
circulation.

The implication was that the

Nova Scotia dailies published by the

Halifax Herald have a larger

monopoly than Irving papers. No
mention was made of the fact K. C.

Irving Ltd. has been lied rather

loosely with the Halifax Herald

Ltd., which publishes the city's two

dailies. Lawrence Daley, Irving's

lawyer in Nova Scotia, is vice-

president and director of Halifax

Herald Limited and is on the boards

of several Irving-controlled com-

panies. He also has a controlling

interest in a Halifax radio station.

No conclusive evidence has yet been

produced to show Irving has a con-

trolling interest in the Halifax

company.

Gillis also referred to papers in

Windsor, London, and Edmonton

which he said were the only sub-

stantial ones published in their

respective cities. The number of

copies circulated, and the number of

households in their retail trading

zones are larger than those of the

Irving dailies, he said.

Costello has been the principal

witness so far. The industrialist an-

nounced earlier this year he was no

longer a New Brunswick resident,

and gave evidence for the trial from

his present residence in Bermuda.

The publisher identified and read

notes, seized March 31 by federal

combines officers, which said that

Irving bought the Fredericton Daily

Gleaner in 1968 "in the public

interest".

On Wednesday October 25

Costello testified the two Irving-

owned morning papers in St. John

and Moncton lose money but are

kept operating as a public service.

Under cross-examination, however,

he admitted the New Brunswick

Publishing Company, which

produces one of the financially-

troubled papers, showed a profit of

$260,000 last year.

Costello said he thought Irving

should have sold the Gleaner.

Reading from copies of notes he

made in 1968, he said "this (sale)

will take the sting out of the charge

you (Irving) want to control public

opinion.

"Tf New Brunswick can support

five daily newspapers, it is difficult,

if not impossible, to argue that all

five should be owned by one man,

who also has radio and TV interests

and is interested in so many other

facets of New Brunswick life."

On Thursday October 26,

Costello told Gillis that Irving once

suggested a foundation should

operate the five Irving-owned daily

papers in the province. The news-

papers would be "given to the

people of New Brunswick or the

students of New Brunswick, or the

universities of New Brunswick".

No mention was made of the fate

of that suggestion. Irving

transferred the ownership of his

publishing companies to his three
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sons when he left the country. (He

cited recently-passed succession

duties as the reason for his

departure).

Costello also gave unclear

testimony on criticism that Irving-

owned papers make about Irving

enterprises. On October 23 he said

he could not recall an editorial in the

Saint John papers "directly critical

of Mr. Irving.

"When Irving interests have been

involved in news events, they've been

reported on extensively," the

publisher claimed.

In evidence taken last June in

Bermuda, and introduced October

23, Irving said his business empire

received no special treatment from

his papers. They were treated worse

than others, if anything, he declared.

"I don't think that he's been

treated any blacker than others, but

it would be the position of the papers

to lean in that direction tf there was

any suggestion we were giving him

favorable treatment," Costello said

of Irving October 24.

Defense Lawyer Gillis introduced

copies of news stories and features

from the Saint John papers to refute

charges they slant or distort news or

ignore events critical of Irving's

enterprises. Articles on pollution —
one mentioning the Irving Pulp and

Paper mill in Saint John as one of

the biggest offenders, and another

on an Irving barge which caused an

oil spill — were produced. Other

exhibits dealt with strikes, accidents.

Tires and labor problems at Irving

plants.

Maritimers have been upset for

some time about Irving's numerous

holdings and virtual monopoly in

much of the New Brunswick media.

The trial has been adjourned until

November 6, when it will reconvene

in Moncton. Some New Brunswick

sources have speculated the case will

eventually end up in the Supreme

Court of Canada, because the deci-

sion could affect the three major

newspaper chains in Canada.
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Ottawa to set up science research centres

Alberta U boycotts Kraft
LETHBRIDGE (CUP) - Continued student pressure has persuaded the

administration to remove most Kraft products from the University of

Lethbridge cafeteria.

Food services director Bob Powesland announced that all tines but one

are being replaced by non-Kraft products.

He has been unable to find a replacement for Kraft salad dressings, he
said.

Powesland said the decision came only when it became apparent the

issues wouldn't "blow over".

Successive articles in the student newspaper, the Meliorist, contributed

to the move. The first was a lengthy feature on the national Kraft boycott by
Canadian University Press. A later Meliorist article dealt specifically with

the Lethbridge cafeteria.

A kraft sales representative told Powesland that agitation at the

University of Calgary and the University of Alberta had died down, and the

administration did not move against Kraft products at either campus.
The National Farmers I Inion is in the second year of its. nation-wide

boycott against Kraft Foods Limited. The NFU is seeking the right to

bargain collectively with Kraft and other large food corporations to secure

higher prices for Canadian farmers.

Kraft refuses to negotiate.

shoe &ouTm(U6
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774 Yonge St.

OTTAWA (CUP) — The federal

government is seeking a new
research policy that will increase

research and development done in

Canada.

The government's growing

concern results from the almost

complete lack of research work
being carried out in Canada by
foreign multi-national corporations.

Officials from the Ministry of

State for Science and Technology

have scheduled meetings with

various university representatives.

The government officials have

already met with university

presidents and deans of engineering.

A meeting with the representatives

of graduate schools is scheduled to

coincide with the annual meeting of

the Association of Universities and

Colleges of Canada (AUCC) in

Toronto Nov. I

.

The sessions so far have been

described as consultative meetings

to solicit the scientific community's
views on Canadian research policy.

The most concrete suggestion

from the meetings is that "centres of

excellence" should be established to

carry out scientific research. The
centres actually would be research

establishments which would deal

exclusively with one subject area.

They could investigate such broad

topics as northern development,

mass transit, improvement of

agricultural productivity, or such

specific areas as the development of

a non-polluting automobile.

Officials are still discussing the

form any of these centres would

take. Dr. Aurele Beaulnes, secretary

of the Ministry of State for Science

and Technology (equivalent to depu-
ty minister) wants the centres to be
distributed across Canada to help

fight regional disparity.

But opposition to such plans

would likely come from the es-

tablished universities from which

most of the expertise for the. . .cen-

tres of excellence are likely to come.

The realities of faculty empire

building make it highly unlikely that

the large influential universities like

McGill or University of Toronto
would allow moves to diminish their

influence without a fight.

The government's target date for

completing its research re-

evaluation is the end of 1973.

Legislation is already being planned.

•Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada or the Villager Shoe Shoppes Lid.
1

Student support was split among the three major parties.

Liberal ha
edge in

U oil polls
University of Toronto

students divided their support

among the three major parties

in Monday's federal election,

with Liberal victor Peter

Stollery having a slight edge.

The poll which included the

Victoria College residences

provided Stollery's largest

plurality as he polled 1 15 votes

to New Democrat Bob
Beardsley's 46 and Conser-

vative Perry Ryan's 62.

Stollery also narrowly won the

poll which included Trinity and

Devonshire Place residences as

well part of UC's, polling 69

votes to Ryan's 68 and
Beardsley's 35.

Beardsley, however, won at

one of the New College Polls,

gaining 85 votes to Stollery's 56

and Ryan's 54. He also narrow-

ly won at St. Mike's with 68

votes to Ryan's 66 and

Stollery's 56.

Beardsley also carried polls

at the Married Students

Residence on Charles Street

and the Graduate Students

residence on St. George, but

only by small margins.

Bl
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You get: a Wallbanger rib-eye steak,
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j
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STEAK EMPORIUM
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(FULLY LICENSED BY THET.LBO)

:
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Army can't count
WASHINGTON (CUPI) - A

New England newspaper decided in

1965 to take seriously Pentagon

body counts in the war in Vietnam.

In September, it was able to

announce the end of the war.

According to the collected

information and statistics dispensed

by the Department of Defense, the

U.S. has killed every man, woman

and child in the Democratic

Republic of Vietnam.

met WrLff
CONTACT LENS
CONSULTANT

FOR BETTER VISION

2875 BLOOR ST. W.
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UNLIMITED
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Caffs for bi-national state

Restructure Canada, says Quebec Marxist
ByZOYA STEVENSON

Marxist scholar Stanley B.

Ryerson, said last week that he

believed that "only as a restructured

bi-national state is there a possibility

of Canada working."

He was speaking at a graduate

sociology seminar on social change

in contemporary Quebec.

Ryerson is the author of a number

of economic history books, in-

cluding The Founding of Canada

and Unequal Union.

Ryerson argued against

prominent Canadian historian

Donald Creighton's position on bi-

culturatism. "Quebec nationalism

viewed as a hoax, the product of

political salesman, as Creighton

contends," he said, "denies the

duality of the Canadian state."

"Even Lester B. Pearson," he

noted, "made the subersive observa-

tion that Quebec was in a way, the

homeland of a people, and thus

recognized the need for a new way of

looking at French- English relations

in Canada."

The author said he favoured the

positions put forward in the

Bilingualism and Biculturalism

Report initiated by Pearson, saying

it was "an encyclopedic expedition

of note."

He said the B and B Report

looked "not only at the dimension of

linguistic inequality of Quebec, as

Mr. Trudeau would have us believe,

but also at the dimension of the

social, economic, and most
significantly, the political dimension

of the inequality of Quebec."

"Trudeau has chosen to ignore

those dimensions," he continued.

Ryerson contended that the 1 867

confederation "pretended there was

an arrangement between two

national communities, and was

structured so that the province of

Quebec became a state for the

Quebecois, yet Quebec existed in an

overall federal system which

accepted bi-national ity in terms, but

denied it in substance."

He said one result of the

constitutional ambiguity is that

today people see Quebec in the

framework of dominion-provincial

relations, instead of as an equal

partner and constituent of Canada.

He stated that "it is precisely the

relationship of dependence to

English capitalists which has

aggravated and will continue to

aggravate national resentment in

Quebec."
At the nexus of the "phenomene

Quebecoise" was the late I8th cen-

tury "intersecting of in-

dustrialization in an expanding in-

dustrial corporate society, with

competition including the owners of

New France, New England, New
Holland and New Sweden, in a

competition signalled by the English

victory in the Seven Years War."

"The other component of the

phenomenon," he said, "becomes

evident when the evolving national

community and interaction among

social classes have intersected in a

particular way historically speaking,

to create the dilemma of the French-

Canadian nation."

Trosf runs for mayor
The Young Socialists and the League for Socialist Action Friday

announced that Jacquie Henderson will run for mayor of Toronto on a

socialist platform.

Although Henderson stated in a campaign speech announcing her decision

to enter the race "City Hall is now dominated by the friends of the devolpers

and the corporations", most of her speech dealt with women's rights.

Day care, abortion facilities and women's rights highlight her platform.

"I'm the kind of feminist who's a fighting feminist," she said. She added

she particularity likes feminist demonstrations.

The YS-LSA also announced that U of T political economy graduate

student Ellie Kirzner will run for alderman in Ward 8. Kirzner ran

unsuccessfully for the SAC vice-presidency in I969.

U ofT student Cliff Mack will run for education trustee in Ward 6 on the

slate.

COME HEAR A FIRST-HAND REPORT

ON

"LIFE IN RUSSIA

& THE PLIGHT

OF SOVIET JEWS"
BY

PROF. MURRAY FREEDMAN
FACULTY OF PHARMACY

PROF. FREEDMAN RECENTLY RETURNED FROM
THE INTERNATIONAL BIOPHYSICS CONGRESS IN

MOSCOW. WHILE THERE, HE MET WITH JEWISH
ACTIVISTS WHO SUFFERED GREAT
DEPRIVATION IN THEIR ATTEMPT TO GAIN
FREEDOM FOR THEMSELVES AND THEIR FELLOW
SOVIET JEWS.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1

7:30 P.M.

ROOM 1017 NEW COLLEGE
(CLASSIC AVE. AND HURON)

this occured, he said, "initially in

a setting of colonialism, which today

is a setting of corporate monopoly."

He described the two stages in the

Quiet Revolution and the "ex-

plosion scholaire" by saying that the

"I960's began with the impertinence

of the Catholic priest who
challenged in a book, the authority

of the Church and ended with the

popularization and radicalization of

Quebec history in Leandre
Bergeron's Le petit Manuel
d'Histoire de Quebec.

The author continued that the

"explosion scholaire and the rapid

growth of radical ideas are part of

those things that have coerced the

powers that be along with the need

for a modern industrialized

society."

Ryerson said the growth of

students enroled in school from

665,000 in 1945 to 2 million in 1967

could be attributed to the changing

and complex needs of industry. He

cited a report which co-related the

rate of profit in industry to the

growth of quality in education.

He said that the explosion

scholaire resulted in the re-

structuring of the school system

through the creation of the CEGEP
(community colleges). He noted that

instead of 70 per cent entering the

labour market through the technical

schools, only 30 per cent did, thus

making an implicit criticism of a

society which encourages only one

English Canadian out of three

French Canadians to go to technical

school.

Ryerson claimed that the

industrialization of Quebec had

Unclassified^
BABYSlTTEH-lo care for, enjoy, and play

with 2 boys, 18 mos. and 4 yrs. while I

work. 4 afternoons a week - live out

Bloor-Dovercourt 536-1035 after 6

SKI AUSTRIA - Feb. 10-25 - two weeks in

Innsbruck, incl. flight, transfers, meals -

special S299 (applicable until Nov. 30).

More information call (evenings): Brian

266-1368 or John 267-4166 or Bemd 261-

4176

EXPEDITIONS: Overland London to

Capetown: Toronto to Rio de Janeiro:

Yucatan: Eastern Island: Solar Eclipse.

The Trekkers: 2453 Yonge St., Suite No. 7,

Toronto

ROOM AVAILABLE: 3rd floor Vladimir

House, 65.1 Spadina (Innis Co-ed
Residence} as of Nov. 6. If interested

please phone 928-2512 - Innis Residence

Office

ASSOCIATED TYPING Service - Theses,

essays - French, Latin - experienced

typists - electric typewriters. 713 Spadina

Ave. (South of Bloor) 922-7624

ABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL
REFERRAL service sponsored by

Women's Liberation. Clinic Tuesday and

Thursdays 7:30 to 9:30 at U of T Advisory

Bureau, 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or

phone 533-9006 any time.

PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
help you. Campus Birthright, 469-1111.

Call or come 1:30-4:00 p.m., Monday thru

Friday, 69 St. George.

"THE SKI GROUP"-Ski Mont Ste.-Anne

Dec. 27 to Jan. 1/73. Trip includes: tran-

sportation, accommodation, meals, lows,

lessons. Price $128.00. For information

call 889-7677

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used tur

coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection ol fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (lur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00

Thurs. and Fri.

SALE SALE SALE used (urniture lor sale.

Going out ol business after 42 years.

Pearl Furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind
new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.

Bargains Bargains.

ROOMS - Campus CO-OP has Doth
single and double rooms" available,

cheap, close to campus, more than just a
place to live; Phone: 922-5496 or 964-1961
or come to our main onice at 395 Huron.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - $55. Dec. 27^an 1,

5 days skiing at Mt. Ste. Anne. Excellent

accommodation with healed indoor swim-
ming pool. All transportation included.
For information write: CANADIAN SKI
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
phone Gord Allan. 247-2339.

created both a "sea of poverty" and

a "concentration of immense

wealth." He showed figures demon-

strating a wide discrepancy between

the average family incomes of

French and English Canadians in

Quebec. The range of Quebecois

Tamilies average earnings is from

$4,500 to $6,000 per year compared

to $7,000 and $17,000 for English-

speaking residents of Quebec.

He said he agreed with a

questioner that there is a discernible

shift accompanying expansion of

production which enables a society

to maintain greater proportions of

tertiary (service) type work. He

noted that from 1951 to 1961

primary industry dropped from 22

per cent to 14 per cent, of the

Quebec economy, and secondary

industry fell from 37.1 per cent to

36.9 while the tertiary sector rose

from 38.5 per cent to 45.9 per cent.

But he said this was irrelevant to

the situation faced by workers today

in Quebec.

The amount of automated

production in Canadian industry as

a whole is small, Ryerson claimed.

Thus the question of the structure of

social relationships is whether or not

development takes place to the ad-

vantage of all.

"For the first time in its history,

the question of socialism and in-

dependence are on the agenda of the

trade unions in Quebec."

STARTING NOVEMBER 4 - 8.30 p.m.

Edward Johnson Building-Concert Hall

NEW MUSIC CONCERTSWW
presents its first exciting performance

STUDENT SINGLE TICKETS ONLY $1.00

ENCHANTRESS (R. Murray Schafer) SOUND POETRY presented by Ihe Four

Horsemen - by Nicho. R. Barretto-Rivera. Paul Outton, Steve McCaflery.

PROLIFERATION (Claude Vivier) GRAFFITI (Walter Hekster) SEQUENCES
(John Hawkins) - world premiere - work for two chamber ensembles.

Featured artist: Jean Laurendeau (Odes Martenot)

Tickets: 481-3371

or at the box office, evening of performance

For a series brochure on all the New Music

Concerts performances, please call the ticket

number, Monday to Friday. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

VARSITY ARENA HOCKEY

VARSITY GRADS vs VARSITY BLUES

FRIDAY NIGHT. NOVEMBER 3rd 8:00 P.M.

TICKETS $1.00 ON SALE NOW
AT ATHLETIC OFFICE, HART HOUSE AND VARSITY ARENA.

W.A.A.

FIGURE SKATING

Intercollegiate Figure Skating

PRACTICES BEGIN TODAY

WEDNESDAYS 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

at the Terrace Club
(Mutual at Dundas)

EVERYONE WELCOME

HILLEL FILM SERIES

PRESENTS

WHERE'S POPPA?
STARRING

George Segal and Ruth Gordon

Sunday, Nov. 5
8:30 p.m.

Mclennan physics bldg.
ROOM 202

ADMISSION 75c
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Touch Football - Standings
win loss tie point

Gofers 6 0 0 12

Tachyards 6 0 6 12

Jocks 5 1 0 10

Team Terrific 5 1 d 10

Dodgers 5 0 0 10

Ball Carriers 4 0 0 8

Stompers 4 2 0 8

Yankees 4 1 0 8

Cooper's Ligaments 4 2 b 8

Rihts 3 1 0 6

Selects 3 3 0 6

Arrythmia 3 3 0 6

Team 50 3 2 0 6

Nads 3 2 0 6

Athletic Supp 3 2 0 6

Monks 2 3 1 5

Slackers 2 3 ' 0
.

4

Skule 7T5 2 3 0 4

Pharmacy 2 4 0 4

Gonads 1 4 0 2

Maulers 1 5 0 2

Wye I iff

e

1 4 0 2

Pure Crap 5 0 2

Idiots 4 0 2

Heat It and Beat It 4 0 2

W2 Associates 5 0 2

Canucks 0 2 1 1

Boulton Goldens t 0 5 0 0

Nummtes 0 6 0 0

Each team with six or more points makes the playoffs

SPORTS SCHEDULES WEEK OF NOV. 6 to 10

SOCCER (Balance of league schedule)

Wye vs For (Re- sched) lerullo

Pharm vs Eng. Ill Homatidis
Mon. Nov. 6 3.00 North

rues. Nov. 7 12.15 North

3.00 North

Wed. Nov. 8 1.00 North

3.00 North

3.00 South

Thur. Nov. 9 12.15 North

3.00 North

2.00 at Erin

Frf. NOV. 10 12.15 North

12.15 South

RUGGER (Balance of leagu

Mon. Nov. 6 1.15 West

Tues. Nov. 7 1.15 West
Wed. Nov. 8 1.15 West

Thur. Nov. 9 1.15 West
4.00 at Scar

Fri. Nov. 10 1.15 West

Arch vs Knox Carline

Scar vs Sr.Eng Basta
U .C. vs New Carline

Emmanvs Wye Ho
Dent vs Trin.A Homatidis
Med vs Law Bielecki

St.M.A vs Erin (ref provided by Erin)

Vic vs phe Robinson
Eng. Ill vs Emman (Re-sched) lerullo

xhedule)

Eng.il vs PHE.B Sorbie

Law vs Wye Kitchen

Eng.l vs Trin.A Gueli

Wyc.vs Eng.ll Wickens

PHE vs Scar (ret provided by Scar)

Trin. B vs PHE. B Kitchen

TOUCH FOOTBALL
Playoffs start Mon. Nov. 6 and schedules

will be available at Intramural office on Nov.

2. All teams with 6 or more points have

qualified and managers should double

check with office.

VOLLEYBALL
Med.A vs Erin (ref provided by E

Mon. Nov. 6 6.30 at Erin

8.30 Rear vs Law Bodnaruk

9.30 Wye vs Trin Bodnaruk

Tues. Nov. 7 8.00 Eng.ll vs St.M. Kalvins

9.00 For.A vs Pharm Kalvins

Wed. Nov. 8 7.00 Emmanvs Music Melnyk

8.00 Med.B vs Vic Melnyk

Thur. Nov. 9 8.00 Dent vs PHE Leshchyshen

9.00 Knox vs Eng.l Leshchyshen

SQUASH
Tues. Nov. 7 8.20 Trin.A vs Med.A

9.00 ViC.I vs SGS

Wed. Nov. 8 8.20 Dent vs Law A

9.00 Trin.B vs Vic.ll

9.40 Med. B vs Massey

Thur. Nov. 9 8.20 PHE vs Eng

9.00 Law B vs St.M.A

9.40 Law C vs U.C.

LACROSSE (Balance of league schedule)

1.00

9.00

6.30

7.30

8.30

6.30

7.30

8.30

PHE.A vs Eng Traftord, Brykman

Knox vs U.C. (Re- sched) Orlando, MacNeil

For vs Trin (Re-sched)Tratford, Cuthbert

Vic vs Erin Trafford, Cuthbert

DevHsevs St.M. Trafford, Cuthbert

For vs Innis Orlando, Tamm

Dent vs Scar (Re-sched) Orlando. Tamm

Knox

Fri. Nnv. 10

Mon Nov. 13 9.00

10.00

HOCKEY

1.00 St.M.

6.30 Dent

7.30

8.30

1.00

vs PHE.B
vs PHE.A
vs PHE.C

Dev.Hse vs Vic

Eng. vs Erin

U.C. vs Trin

Scar vs For

Innis vs Knox

Orlando, Tamm
Orlando, Brykman
Trafford, Cuthbert

Trafford, Cuthbert

Trafford, Cuthbert
MacNeil, Brykman
MacNeil. Orlando

MacNeil, Orlando

Mon Nov. 6
Trin. B
PHE.C
Sr.Eng

8.30 PHE.A
9.30 Dent.

A

Law I

12.30

1.30

7.30

10.30

Tues.
1.30

4.30

7.30

8.30

9.30

Nov. 7
PHE.B
New I

Scar. I

Music
Fac.Ed.A

10.30 Dev. Hse

Wed

vs Eng.5

vs St.M.C

vs Vic. I

vs Erin

vs Med.A
vs St.M.A

vs St.M.B

vs Trin. A
vs U.C. I

vs Scar.ll

vs Innis I

vs Vic.ti

Nov. 8

a.m. For. B vs Eng. 1

Eng. 2 vs Vic. V

1.30 New II

4.30 Vic. IV

8.00

12.30
vs U.C. Ill

vs Scar.lll

7.30 Grad.Stud.A vs Arch

8.30 Pharm. A vs U.C.ll

9.30 Innis II vs Dent. B

10.30 Med. B vs Eng.4

r Nov. 9
12.30 Eng. 3 vs Med. D
4.30 Knox vs Law II

7.30 For. A vs Jr.Eng

8.30 Eng. 7 vs Med. C
9.30 Fac.Ed.B vs St.M.D

10.30 Dent. C vs Vic.lll

Nov. 10

12.30 Mgt.Sludie j vs Eng.

6

1.30 Grad.Stud.B vs Law III

5.00 Trin.A vs U.C.I

6.00 St.M.A vs PHE.A

7.00 Sr.Eng vs Law I

8.00 Med.A vs Scar.l

9.00 Vlc.l vs Erin

10.00 New I vs Dent.A

Intramural Touch Football

Tuesday October 24 Skule 7T5 win vs. Pharm default
Arrythmia win vs. Pharm default Pure Crap 7 vs. Yankees

4

Tachyards win vs. Slackers default Team Terrific 26 vs. Selects 20
Pure Crap 1 2 vs. Maulers 14 Monday October 30

Thursday October 26 Cooper's Lig. 12 vs. Gonads 6
Tachyards 19 vs. W2 Associates 7 Tuesday October 31

Selects 6 vs. Arrythmia 12 Tachyards 19 vs. Skule 7T5 0
Monks 0 vs. Nads 20 Stompers win vs. Maulers default

Team 50 19 vs. Maulers 0 W2 Associates 19 vs. Nads 18

Cooper's Ligaments 13 vs. Athletic Supp 12 Nummies default vs. Monks win
Friday October 27 Gofers win vs. Wycliffe default

Jocks 6 vs. Gofers 20

Interfaculty Lacrosse

Division I Division II

Thursday October 19 Tuesday October 24

Erin 11 vs. Eng 3 Innis 3 vs. Dent 2

Vic 2 vs. Dev Hse 2 Scar 4 vs. UC2
Tuesday October 24 Trin 2 vs. Knox 2

Vic 2 vs. PHE A 6 Wednesday October 25

Wednesday October 25 Trin 0 vs. PHE B 1

1

St. Mike's win vs. Eng. default Thursday October 26

Erin 6 vs. Dev Hse 1
PHE C 2 vs. Innis 1

Monday October 30 Knox 10 vs. For 2

Vic 1 vs. Eng 9 Monday October 30

Scar 5 vs. PHE CI

Bishop's football player sues
LENNOXVILLE (CUP) — A
spokesman for Bishop University

said today suit for S2,280,191.46 in

damages has been filed against the

university on the half of a former

student who sustained a serious in-

jury a year ago as a member of the

university's football team, the

Bishop's Gaiters. Harold (Butch)

Voce has been paralyzed from the

neck down since he broke his neck

tackling a member of the Georgians

of Sir George Williams University

during a regular season game at

Bishop's in October 1971. Alex K.

Paterson, Chairman of the Ex-

ecutive Committee of the Board ol

Governors of Bishop's, added filing

of the suit in Sherbrooke, Quebec,

superior court meant the matter was

"sub judice" and this precluded any

furlher comment. Voce, who is

recovering in Queen Mary Hospital

in Montreal, has jusl acquired a

special electric wheelchair which he

can operate using his neck and

shoulder muscles. He is taking a

sociology course at Champlain
Regional College, on the Bishop

University campus in Lennoxville,

by means of tape recorder lessons.

Women candidates flop in St. Paul's

Ron Atkey's victory Monday for

the Conservative Parly in St. Paul's

riding, unseating Ian Wahn, coin-

cided with a national trend against

the Liberal government, and also

dealt a blow to the Women for

Political Action movement.

Atkey defeated Wahn with 14,571

votes to 1 3,646 in an upset. Indepen-

dent Kay Macpherson finished with

1,905 votes, well behind NDP can-

didate Mary Boyce's 3,965.

Communist Elizabeth Hill

garnered 136 votes, compared to

Social Credit candidate John Bilan's

101 and Communist Party of

Canada (Marxist-Leninist) can-

didate Crawford McNair's 49.

Macpherson, former president of

the Voice of Women, had not ex-

pected to win, but had hoped to do

i)
Kay Macpherson

as well as NDPer Boyce.

Campaign workers at the

Macpherson committee room at-

tributed her failure to splintering of

TENNIS

EXHIBITION
ONTARIO'S BEST

Barb. Bravkovsky

Vera Komar
Sports Gym Benson Building

2nd floor 320 Huron St.

Tuesday 2.00 p.m. Nov. 7th

ALL WELCOME
Demonstration of strokes, tactics, etc.

the left, and the fact that three

women contested the seat.

The combined votes of the women
candidates amounted to only one

fifth or the total vote.

"People wanted a change, but Felt

a switch to the Conservatives to be

the safest way to achieve this,"

explained Dorothy Martin at the

Macpherson committee room.

Atkey yesterday attributed his

success to the high number of un-

decided voters (44 per cent- on the

Thanksgiving weekend) who seemed

to make last minute decisions in his

favour.

He also mentioned his last heavy

canvass of the riding in the week

prior to the election. "It was a

calculated risk, but it paid off," he

announced cheerfully.

Atkey added he was glad

Macpherson had run in this election.

"She kept the level of debate at a

high level."

Boyce commented yesterday that

she was "very pleased" with her

showing, since the NDP share of the

vote had increased about 50 per cent

compared to 1968.

She added that people who

wanted to vote against the govern-

ment normally chose the second

place candidate, which was the

Conservative last election.

Boyce was not surprised by either

Wahn's victory or Macpherson's

showing.

Macpherson "got what I would

expect from an independent who

campaigned for a year," she said.

Wahn, Hill, McNair and Bilan

were not available for comment.
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Interfaculty Football

Division I

PHE
St. Mike's

Vic

Eng

Division II

UC
Meds
Trin

Scar

New
For

Remaining

Games last

win lost tie points

12

games: Today: Scar vs. UC 3 pm
Tomorrow: New vs. For 3 pm

week: Wednesday October 25

Eng 7 vs. PHE 21

Thursday October 26

Vic 14 vs. St Mike's 9

Scar 7 vs. For 0

Friday October 27 Trin 15 vs. UC 14

Tuesday October 3lEng 10 vs. Vic 6

Meds 12 vs. Trin 13

tnterfac
report

Interfaculty Lacrosse

Standings (October 30)

Division 1 Division il

Erin 6 0 0 12 PHE B 5 1 0 10

Vic PHE A 4 1 0 8 Dent 3 1 1 7

St. Mike's 3 2 0 6 Knox 3 1 1 7

Vic 2 4 1 4 Scar 3 2 0 6

Dev House 1 A 1 3 Innis 2 2 1 5

Eng 1 6 0 2 PHE C 2 3 1 5

For 12 1 3

October - PHE A vs. St. Mike's T"" 0 3 1 1

- not reported UC 0 4 0 0

October 28 - Dent vs. Scar
- not reported

PHE wins over SMC, 10-7
PHE's closest game of the season was won by Dave Mellach's field goal In the closing minutes

of the game. MacConnell scored SMC's only touchdown In the second half.

Game marred by penalties

Scar defeats PHE C in Division II

Scarborough defeated PHE C 5-1

Monday night in a lacrosse game marked by
rough play on the part of PHE.

Scar's superior passing skills and
constant offensive enabled the team lo

dominate the first half, just as their defensive

play gave them the balance in the final 20

minutes.

Well-execu led passing helped Scar's

Bowyer to put the east end team ahead 1-0

early in the first period. Bowyer's goal came
shorlly'after Nakamura's breakaway shot was
slopped by PHE goalie Malchett.

Five minutes inlo the game Smith made
il 2-0 for Scar.

However, late in the first period PHE got

back inlo the game on an angled shot by
McGoey from the left side of the crease. Scar

goalie Brian Nash was beaten cleanly even

ihough he moved to cut down the angle. The
goal was assisted by D. Taylor.

Scar widened the score again on a

'"triangle play" early in the second period.

Nakamura scored, with Cotter and McBride
assisting. The goal came with PHE a man
short, D. Taylor serving a penalty for

highsticking. With Taylor still out,

Nakamura almost scored again after taking a

pass from Cotter; but this time Nash stopped

him.

Scar's Bowyer got his second goal of the

game late in the second period, while D.

Taylor was serving his second penalty, this

time for tripping. Bowyer snapped the ball

from centre court and Nash didn't even see it

go by. One minute later Smith made it 5-1 for

Scar, again with a shot from centre court.

Scar played defensively in the second

half, trying to protect their four-goal lead.

PHE sprayed shots around the PHE goal

crease, but few found the goal area.

The Scar team checked consistently

forcing the PHE players to get the ball away

quickly and preventing any goals from being

set-up. Scar's Bowyer blocked at least three

hard shots on goal from a PHE player during

the third period.

PHE played "over-aggressively" trying

to knock out Scar players rather than play a

passing game. What passing they did do was
disorganized and sloppy. On the other side,

Scar used court-long passes to advantage to

put them ahead.

PHE's rough play and penalties also cost

the team goals. The PHE team had eight

penalties to Scar's four (one of the Scar
penalties was a bench penalty for having too

many men on the floor).

The other Scar penalties went to

McBride for roughing and highsticking, and

to Smith for highsticking.

For PHE Tessaro was high man with

four penalties — two for highsticking, one for

roughing, and one for charging. D. Taylor

was sent off for highsticking and tripping and

R. Taylor also received a highsticking

penalty.

PHE's McGoey spent a good portion of

his time on the floor trying to knock down
Scar players, rather than play lacrosse. In one

instance, with Scar ahead 2-0 in the first

period he systematically knocked down Scar's

McBride and Bowyer, and attempted to

"check" Serio to the floor, but instead fell

himself. PHE's D. Taylor was the second best

brawler on the team; he knocked Scar's

March to the floor on one occasion but

received a penalty for it.

At halftime PHE's McGoey was told the

score and replied "We'll kill them this half."

They didn't. At one point PHE's R. Taylor

attempted to fight with Scar's Bowyer, drop-

ping his gloves and stick to the floor and

wailing for Bowyer to do the same.

Scar's McBride was given a penalty in

the third period for taking a swing at a PHE
player, and he casually threw his stick against

the wall as he walked over to serve his time.



Paul Rimstead (right) and Jacquie Henderson are considered underdogs in mayoralty race

against David Rotenberg (left). David Cromble and Tony O'Donohue (unseen) are also

contenders.

Dropouts question degrees
OTTAWA (CUP) — Poor

employment prospects were cited as

the major reason full-time un-

dergraduate enrolment has skidded

to a halt, according to information

released by Statistics Canada.

A government lelphone survey of

most university registrars indicated

that the actual increase in enrolment

is .5 per cent for the fall term. It is

expected that by the end of the fall

term, drop-outs will reduce the

growth rate to zero.

The survey discovered marked

regional differences. Universities in

Western Canada had marked

decreases, while Ontario universities

experienced a slight increase,

Quebec universities enjoyed a fairly

large increase of five per cent.

Preliminary figures of another

Statistics Canada study indicate the

major reason students dropped out

of university was the lack of employ-

ment opportunities after graduation.

Dr. Miles Wisenlhal told CUP
the survey contacted students who
had not returned to complete their

degree courses. The students

overwhelmingly said that the major

reason for not returning was that

they could not see going deeply into

debt to obtain something (a degree)

that was of questionable value.

The survey also indicated that a

higher proportion of young people

coming from low income families

dropped out of university.

This clearly shows that, despite

eovernmenl claims of promoting

universal accessability, the poor

simply do not have the same chance

to obtain post-secondary education

as do the children of the better off.

The study also showed that

Quebec students were more militant

and "anti-establishment" than

students from other provinces,

Wisenlhal said.

Some 25 per cent of those polled

were back in the educational sphere

either as part-time students or in

community colleges.

Statistics Canada has reached

agreement with universities to con-

duct a survey to determine ifthere is

any regional pattern to drop-outs

and the reasons for their decision.

Rotenberg

likes City

Hall record
Mayoralty candidate David Rotenberg Wednesday defended the record

of the City Council in the last three years, while others attacked it for being

blindly pro-growth.

Rotenberg, a Ward 1 1 alderman and budget chief for the city, told over

600 people at St. Lawrence Centre that "our present city council has made
Toronto an exciting place to live.'

1

His co-alderman for Ward 1 1 and the "reform" candidate, David

Crombie, agreed with Rotenberg that "Toronto must be kept special and

liveable", but interpreted it differently.

"The preservation of neighbourhoods is the key," he declared.

Rotenberg has consistently voted against neighbourhood groups opposing

high-rise developments, which threaten to break up their communities.

Alderman Tony O'Donohue, who has supported development almost to

the same extent as Rotenberg, also had a vision of Toronto as a "beautiful

city of parks, malls and flowers."

A vocal critic of Rochdale, O'Donohue emphasized that a strong family

fe is the foundation of any community, and must be strengthened. He also

stated that police should be supported "whatever they do."

Questioners from the audience heavily criticized the present council for

its record of poor attendance, conflicts of interest and compliance with the

destruction of neighbourhoods.

League for Socialist Action candidate Jacquie Henderson, a feminist

who insisted on being called "Ms. Henderson", declared it is to time to kick

corporate bums out of city hall.

She attacked council members for being consistently pro-development,

suggesting as an example that 18,000 of the 19,000 acres of land near

Toronto needed for construction of houses is owned by three developers.

Toronto Sun columnist Paul Rimstead also joined in the chorus of

criticism of present councillors, asking why council takes so much time to

approve subways and expressways when it requires little time to decide on

70-storey buildings which are a major cause of heavy transportation

expenditures.

Rimstead, who was introduced by moderator Larry Solway as a

"tongue-in-cheek candidate" for mayor, surprised the audience by

suggesting the possibility of a black-white (racial) situation."

He hastened to add that he believed Toronto had good black

communities and "bad" white ones as well. He did not elaborate further, but

may have been referring to fears among some of Toronto's black community

leaders that a significant conflict may come about.

Crombie emphasized citizen involvement in decision-making.

"I want to keep this city growing in a way that supports

neighbourhoods", he said. "City hall must be kept open and the people must

be involved continuously."

Rotenberg also backed some degree of citizen participation, advocating

"mini planning boards" to be composed of "responsible citizens". He

emphasized that these people were to be "not interested in confrontation but

in constructive involvement."

O'Donohue, an engineer, said the way to control cars in the city is to

require clean fuels to be used in them. He reaffirmed his support for the

Spadina Expressway.

Universities warned to reappraise research

By PAUL McCRATH
Canadian universities, if they wish

to avoid government interference,

must make a group effort to clarify

and consolidate research policy in

the near future, according to a

report released by the Association of

Universities and Colleges of Canada

Wednesday.

The authors of the report, retiring

AUCC president, Louis-Phillipe

Bonneau, former vice-director of

Laval University, and J. A. Corry,

former principal of Queen's Univer-

sity, think a clash between un-

iversities and government on the

subject of research is possible.

Corry said in the keynote address

to the association's annual meeting

being held this week in Toronto at

the Hyatt Regency Hotel: "For the

last two or three years, there has

been looming on the horizon a likely

collision between the two legitimate

and even indispensable principles of

action.

"First, the health, vigour and

effectiveness of university research

requires freedom for the researcher,

which means resources to do what

he wants to do in the way that seems

right to him. Second, it is the

legitimate and indispensable prin-

ciple of constitutional government

that governments must account for

the expenditure of public money and

give satisfactory assurance that

significant public benefit will flow

for the appropriations to particular

purposes."

"We have said elsewhere that the

universities, generally speaking, lack

an explicit policy on research. Ac-

tually, they have had for many years

an implicit policy, to push research

in the general areas which these

three councils support."

The report recommends that each

university set up its own objectives

in research in co-operation with

other universities and governments.

It hopes that co-operation will

avoid situations the commission

often found: research attempts

scattered and lacking in im-

agination, and duplication of effort.

"Resources are widely scattered

over many institutions and persons,

much of them put into small projects

too many of which are open to

serious question," the report states.

ll recommends establishing a

library of information about on-

going research all across Canada to

avoid the duplication and non-

centralized research.

Also recommended for an ex-

perimental period of time is closer

scrutiny by the funding agencies of

implications for research grants to

see that they fit into the desired

pattern.

Since an increasing amount of

lime and money goes into research.

the commission felt that research

could do a disservice to the un-

iversity and the community, if it is

unfavourable to the report".

J. A. Corry, co-author of report.

Provincial governments, through

educational grants and the federal

government, through federal fun-

ding agencies, provide most funds

for research.

The report referred to the three

agencies most responsible for fun-

ding research within the universities:

the National Research Council.lhe

Medical Research Council and the

Canada Council.

"They therefore have had a large

influence on the policy or the

universities.

Research on the post-graduate

level takes up an increasing part of

the educational grant dollar.

Government in addition to feeling

that much of this money might be

wasted, is becoming increasingly

aware of its own research needs,

such as urban studies and in-

vestigations of pipeline possibilities

in the northland, according to

Corry.

He said the late 60's were a time

when "governments took alarm at

the escalation of university costs

generally and when their confidence

in the universities was severely

shaken by the turmoil within the

universities."

Bonneau stressed at a press

conference that most universities

thought that "more (research)

meant better", adding that they

couldn't be blamed. "It's the way

our civilization works."

Corry added that the reasons for

what he described as "defects" in

research are connected to the

ma: : ive growth of the universities in

the last decade.

Thus, the report suggests that

before the governemnl takes strong

action, universities and colleges

should clean their own houses.

Corry said after delivering his

speech on the report that he "sensed

the temper of the meeting was not

done at the expense of other fun-

ctions within the university.

"We add that frontier research (to

be distinguished from reflective in-

quiry, which is the research of facts

already known) competes in the

minds of considerable numbers of

university staff members, and leads

that to concentrate on it at the

expense of teaching," the report

says.

It recommends that universities

revise their policies on promotion

and salary increases to give equal

weight to undergraduate teaching.

The commission feels that the

governments — both federal and

provincial — should give special

attention on a national basis to

building up centers of specialization

in limited fields. For the middle-

sized universities, this will nourish

both quality research and regional

aspirations.

The report also recommends that

funding agencies put aside a portion

or their money as research risk

capital, to insure emergency surplus.

The authors suggest that AUCC
encourage discussion within un-

iversities and governments in an

attempt to define the critical

research needs of both.

The flow of funds to the

universities should be more strictly

regulated, the report advocates, to

ensure that each one makes the best

use of scarce resources.
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HERE AND NOW
Effective Monday, Here and Now

will Include listings up to and Including

events scheduled for the morning of the

next paper. Activities held before noon of

the next Issue (for example, Wednesday

noon for a Monday paper) will be

published In the previous paper and not

repealed In the eubaequen! paper. This

change has been made In response to

reader requests.

TODAY
9 am

Blood donor clinic school of dentistry.

Primarily lor dentistry. However, all are

welcome. Till 3:30 pm.
10 am

"New Perspectives on the Chinese

Revolution of 1911". Professor Chun-Tu

Hsueh, University ot Maryland. Recent

visitor to China. 202 Galbraith Building.

Sponsor: International Studies
Programme.

noon

Last day lo reserve lor suppers for

Monday and Tuesday November 6th and

7lh.

12:30 pm
Come and pray with Vie VCF. Vic

Chape!. (Old Vic 2nd door).

1 pm
Representatives from the School of

Social Work will discuss Protessional

Social Work Careers. Non-Pro!esslonal

Social Work will also be discussed. McLen-

nan Physics Bldg. Room 203.

4 pm
Wine and Cheese Party as usual at 16

Bancroft Ave. The Graduate Students'

Union is pleased to announce that due to

its fantastic success last week, we will once

again be serving imported wines. See you

al (he GSU.
6 pm

Arab Student Association holds its

weekly informal meeting. Everybody is

welcome.

7 pm
SMC Rim Club presents "Two Lane

Blacktop'' starring James Taylor, Dennis

Wilson and Warren Oates. Carr Hall, ad-

mission S1- Again at 10 pm.
5 pm

Listen to Varsity Blues hockey on Radio

Varsity. Follow the Blues at home and away

with live play-by-play coverage. Tonight,

the Blues play the Grads. Radio Varsity,

8:20 am. 96.3 FM on Rogers Cable.

Third in a series o! lectures on

Hungarian History sponsored by the

Hungarian Students' Association. Steven

Borbely — "The era ot enlightenment and
the post-Napoleonic era". Sid Smith, rm.

1069.

8:30 pm
UC Players present a new Canadian play

-"Old Friends", UC Playhouse, 79a St.

George.

SATURDAY
6:30 pm

A Roller Shating Party sponsored by

Varsity Christian Fellowship! Meet at 6:30

pm in front of Hart House with cars. Skating

(rom 7:00 to 9:00 pm at Mimico Arena, then

to Hilltop Chapel for cocoa and fellowship.

All are welcome.
7:30 pm

SMC Film Club presents "Two Lane

Blacktop" starring James Taylor, Dennis

Wilson and Warren Oates. Carr Hall, ad-

mission $1. Again at 10 pm.

8 pm
Annual Hlllelween Party will be held at

Hiltel House 186 St. George St. Bring

costumes and il not come as you are.

8:30 pm
UC Players present "Old Friends". UC

Playhouse. 79a St. George.

midnight

SMC Film Club presents "Don't Knock

the flock" with Bill Haley and Little Pilchard.

Carr Hall. Admission only 49S.

SUNDAY
11 am

"God is pro-lile" will be discussed and

celebrated at the Hart House service for the

university community.

Toronto Mayoral Candidates — Panel

discussion with Aldermen David Crombie.

Tony O'Donohue. and David Rotenberg.

Auditorium. First Unitarian Congregalion,

175 St. Clair Ave. W. (near Avenue Rd.J.

Public welcome.
7 pm

SMC Film Club presents Jean Renior's

"The Lower Depths" with Jean Rabin. Carr

Hall. Admission by series ticket. Again at

9:30 pm.
7:30 pm

Intermediate Conversational Hebrew at

Hillel House 186 St. George St.

Again, the choir ol Bloor Street United

Church under the direction ot Rev. Donald

Gillies Is presenting a musical treat —
Schubert's Mass In G and other works by

Bach. Flnzi and Vaughan Williams.

Students will be welcome at this event.

8 pm
Knox College presents: "A New

Celebration For All To Sing", a service in

the contemporary mode. Knox Chapel 59

St. George Street.

8:30 pm
Hillel Film Series presents "Where's

Papa?" Admission 75 cents. McLennan,

room 202.
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ART GALLERY
|

MALCOLM BATTY EXHIBITION I

MONDAY 11 a.m.-9 p.m. 1
Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

Sunday 2-5 p.m.
j

GALLERY CLUB
open from Mon.-Fri.

Luncheon 12 noon-1 p.m.

Dinner 6-7:30 p.m.

Licensed under LLBO. Han House
membership required.

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
WILLIAM SHOOKHOFF

- VOCAL QUARTET -

SUNDAY, NOV. 5 - GREAT HALL - 8:00

Tickets Available Free At The Hall Porter's Desk

BLACK HART PUB
EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

TUCK SHOP - 12 NOON - 5.30 PM.
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M. - 11:30 PM.

Opponents hopeful

election kills airport

Opponents of the proposed Pickering Airport are optimistic that

Monday's federal election means the end of the plan, or at least, an adequate

study before it goes ahead.

Both Conservative leader Robert Stanfield, who may well turn out to be

Prime minister, and NDP leader David Lewis, who holds the balance of

power between the Liberals and Conservatives, have gone on record as

saying that there is no proven need for a second large airport in the Toronto

area.

In addition, a survey of Metro area candidates carried out by People or

Planes, the chief anti-airport group, shows that most of the MP's present are

opposed to the plan.

Of 24 ridings surveyed, 14 returned MP's who slated there is no proven

need for a second airport. Only five said there is a need, while the other five

were either undecided or unavailable for comment.

If a need for a second airport is shown, nine of the elected candidates

said they were not satisfied with the Pickering site, with only three replying

that ihey were. Nine others were undecided.

Tim Lash of the Metropolitan Toronto Airport Review committee and

closely connected to "People or Planes," says he is "very hopeful" that

present expropriation proceedings to acquire land for the site will be stopped

because of the election.

"We're really pleased that so many people want a sensible approach."

IS V€RY enTGRTAimnG

flow appearing in

the Lounge

BILL HARRISON

Folk Artist

9 P.M. to

fTlonday thru

BRSSOJS RGTflURflnT
A PART OF TORORTO SlIICC 1929

On Yonge St. at Gerrard

368-3503

CUT OUT

COMPUTING WITH THE

COMPUTER CENTRE?

NEED INFORMATION,

ASSISTANCE MANUALS?

CALL US, WE CAN HELP.

S/370-165 928-8599
(HASP, HSJS, GPJS)
S/360-65 928-3787
(Interactive Systems)
Information Office 928-4990
(General Information 928-4991
and Manuals)

AND SAVE

Allegheny Airlines

helps you beat
the waiting game

And saves you up to 25%.

Allegheny's Young Adull Card lets you
fly whenever you want to (even

holidays) and still get advance
reservations.

If you're belween 12

and 22, what are you
waiting for? Stop by ony
Allegheny ticket counter

and purchase your

Young Adult Card.

Allegheny also accepts

all other major airlines'

Young Adult Cor-oW-

ALLEGHENY AIR SYSTEM _
We have a lot more going for you.
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'Conflicts have hampered progress'

Chinese power struggles held not ideological

Chun-tu Hseuh spoke yesterday on China after the Cultural Revolution

By GREG McMASTER
The power struggles in the Chinese

bureaucracy do not represent any important

policy differences, according to University of

Maryland professor Chun-tu- Hsueh.

Chun-tu, who spent a month in China last

year said he was "very impressed by the

stability or the society in the area of business"

during his visit.

He described the details of the power

struggles and ousters from power since the

cultural revolution in terms of personal bids

for control of the Chinese state.

He claimed the "good job" in improving

foreign relations and increasing production is

unrelated to the positions of the different

factions, whose struggles have been
hampering the rebuilding of the state super-

structure and the Communist Party

apparatus.

Policy differences are "rather secondary in

my opinion", he said.

He suggested that Chen Po-ta, of the

Central Committee, who was officially held

responsible for the "Red Guard excesses" in

the cultural revolution was really removed
from power by Chairman Mao-Mao-tse Tung
to placate the army. The army opposed the

left wing of the bureaucracy, led by Chen.
Meanwhile, said Chun-tu, Mao was

planning to curb the military's power and to

remove party vice-chairman and army leader

Lin Piao. who had personal ambitions of
becoming chief of state. Mao is the party

leader, but the head of state position has been
vacant since the cultural revolution.

Chun-tu said it is "quite conceivable that

Lin Piao tried a coup d'etat", but premier
Chou En-lai has not mentioned this to any
western visitors.

Chun said that Lin tried to flee to the Soviet

Union either because a coup attempt failed or

because he was about to be ousted.

Chun said that "as long as either Mao or

Chou is alive the political situation is under

control", but that leadership succession would
be decided by struggle between three political

factions: the Maoists in the Communist Par-

ty, the government administrators and
bureaucrats, and the army generals.

Dean advocates more undergraduate teaching

By BOB BETTSON
"Canadian universities must

revise their research policies and

devote the same attention to un-

dergraduate teaching and reflective

inquiry as they do to frontier

research and graduate teaching,"

according to Queens' Dean of

Engineering R. J. Uffen.

Uffen was speaking yesterday at

seminar on "Research and Social

Responsibility" at the annual

meeting of the Association of

Universities and Colleges of

Canada.

A former chairman of the Defense

Research Board and chief science

advisor to the federal cabinet, Uffen

said he was "stunned (on his return

to the university) by the pre-

occupation of people with graduate

and frontier research".

He said that any research where

secrecy is involved "has no place on

campus". He attributed the growing

drive to "integrate social needs and

scientific responsibilities" with "the

arousal of social consciences in the

AUCC wants further

research on research
By BRIANE NAS1MOK

The Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada decided

yesterday that a report on research it had commissioned needed more study

by both governments and the universities.

The final session heard reports of workshops which discussed various

topics included in "Quest for the Optimum", the AUCC's report on

rationalization of university research, but left all substantive issues to its

board of directors.

University of Manitoba president Ernest Sirluck said a majority of his

workshop on planning research accepted the necessity for more planning of

research in universities, as suggested by the report.

"A less substantial majority found the report was not workable in large

established universities," said Sirluck.

Another discussion group, on research and teaching in graduate studies

and the humanities, recommended research funding be examined by the

federal government.

A workshop on social responsibility in research agreed that the peer

system is still the best way to evaluate research. But, as former Trent

University president T. H. B. Symons reported, the group thought more

study was needed on alternative methods evaluation, and on research

structure, guidelines, and procedure.

Erindale political economy professor Donald Smiley, in a speech to

another workshop, agreed with former U of T president Claude Bissell's

view that "the government overcontrols the university".

The consensus of that workshop, according to its chairman, McGill

president R. E. Bell, was that the report's conclusions could not be adopted

by all the universities because "each has its own specific needs .

I Alexander Corry, a co-author or the research report, said, "There is a

hieh quality of research going on presently," but the report was not

commissioned to assess the present quality, but the quantity.

He suggested that the report may have "leaned a little against the

universities", but he would rathec be hard on them than be 'accused by the

public of white-washing".

In summary. University of Quebec vice-president (research) Louis

Berlinquet said the AUCC must co-ordinate discussion on research between

the universities, governments, and funding boards.

U of T undergraduate Paul Cadario said after the meeting that the

conference was "valuable", but that it should have considered priorities in

research.

He added that he was upset with the low number of student participants

at the conference, only 3 1 of 290 delegates.

Debra Lewis, representing Victoria University, agreed with Cadano

that the conference was worthwhile. She said she d.d not find the frivolity at

the conference people had talked of in the past.

late sixties". Now, professors want

to "explore practical problems

through mission-oriented research".

Uffen staled that each university

should decide on its own research

policy based on community and

regional needs.

He was challenged from the floor

by Peter Gunther from Mount
Allison University who charged that

"universities should not get too in-

volved in local research because it

makes them parochial, especially

small universities".

Uffen said that the new trend in

research is that the federal and

provincial governments are deman-

ding "rewards" in return for the

high cost of funding. He added that

these "rewards" were through the

use of science and technology for

national objectives.

He said that though basic

scientific research is an important

input to government decision-

ma kin a. "decisions are made by

debate and confrontation which is

not well suited to the laws of

nature".

Uffen predicted that budget

austerity will continue in university

research for the next few years

because "clear benefits" are not

obvious to the public.

He also predicted growth of

research in the social sciences and

humanities at the expense of natural

sciences and engineering.

As an example of this expansion

into the field of human behaviour,

he cited studying the behaviour of

airline hijackers to develop preven-

tive measures.

He said that when prevention

would involve restrictions on

freedom, at that point it became a

matter of political judgment which

he saw as completely separate from

the technology developed by

scientists.

Asked if research sponsored by

the Defence Research Board con-

tributed to the United States' war

ShortS...
Varsity discipline

straightened out

The Varsity's article on

Wednesday's Internal Affairs Com-
mittee meeting inaccurately said

that the committee "postponed"

making a decision on establishing a

university disciplinary structure un-

til the principles involved had been

considered.

Actually, this week's meeting was

not slated to make a structure deci-

sion, and, in fact, the committee

Wednesday set the structure deci-

sion as its first priority.

Douglas workers

get election gift

Just two days after the federal

election, Douglas Aircraft laid off

100 workers.

A series of lay-offs totalling 1800

was announced last summer, but

very few were carried out until now.

In the past, Douglas has received

subslantial job-creating grants from

the federal government.

One of the workers affected, when
asked what his union could do about

the layoffs, replied, "Not a fucking

thing."

Staff meets to

body talk paper

In response to repeated requests,

the editor turned The Varsity

building over Wednesday to a survey

company sampling consumer
response to different varieties of

beer. He drunkenly explained the

policv as one designed to give "more

bodv" to The Varsity.

The I'Hcbdo editor, on the other

hand, says that the move will result

in a "watered-down" paper. Other

members or the staff had varying

reactions, from those who said it

would make for "smoother"
reading, to those who said the paper

was becoming "wishy-washy".

A staff meeting has been called

for 1 pm Friday to discuss this, as

well as other matters.

effort, Uffen said that the board

doesn't finance any research except

for defencive purposes.

He added that the Suffield

chemical and biological research

station in Alberta is "only con-

cerned with developing protection

against nerve agents ... and things

like that".

Uffen claimed that decisions on

utilization of research "are not up to

the scientist. These are made by the

government.

"We are trying hard to convince

people that charges that we do war

research are not true."

Former SAC vice-president Phil

Dack, a delegate from the Ontario

Institute of Studies in Education,

charged that social sciences were

indeed playing a more important

role in research "when the chairman

of political economy at U of T gives

his staff a memo concerning

applying for grants to study the use

of armed forces for internal

security."

Voters addicted

to post gazing
Today is the last day persons left

off the preliminary voters list for the

December 4 municipal election can

be enumerated.

I f you want to determine whether

or not you have been enumerated,

check the posted list of electors near

vour residence or call the city clerk

at 367-7800.

Forms to get on the list are

available until two pm today at the

SAC office. SAC has guaranteed

that signed forms will be taken to

city hall on time.

U of T hides

Panther in COE
Black Panther Bobby Seale one of

the Tamed Chicago Eight, will not be

permitted to speak at Convocation

Hall Sunday for security reasons.

U of T campus co-ordinator Lois

Reimer said last night that Seale

must speak in the College of Educa-

tion auditorium, about one quarter

the size of Convocation Hall,

because the hall was "too vulnerable

a building."

The talk, a part of a two day anti-

war conference, will take place Sun-

dav at 1 1:30 am.
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Educational equality myth dies

Government should reverse post-secondary policy

A recent Statistics Canada

survey has given the lie to the

provincial government's claim

that increased tuition costs

didn't adversely affect un-

iversity enrolment.

More students from low

income families than from the

middle income range
dropped out of university, the

survey discovered.

Saddled with uncertainty

about whether they'll be able

to find a job — any job — after

graduation, less affluent

students have been unwilling

to go further into debt to pay

for a potentially useless

degree.

And, they've not been

alone. Students from all

backgrounds told Statistics

Canada that poor post-

graduation job prospects and

rising tuition costs persuaded

them to drop out.

"A significant number" of

those who dropped out said

they failed to return because

of lack of money, according to

the survey.

The report's revelations

shatter the liberal myth about

"equality of educational op-

portunity" in Canada. Ob-

viously, the people being

shafted most by the

government's penny-pinching

are low income students.

Statistics Canada

education division director

Miles Wisenthal admitted to

the Association of Universities

and Colleges of Canada that

the survey proved educational

equality is not a fact in

Canada.

The provincial government

should take note of the

Statistics Canada findings

when they consider the On-

tario post-secondary
students' demands for repeal

of the $100 tuition hike and a

return of the Ontario Student

Award Program loan ceiling to

its former, lower levei.

That's what students from

across the province will be

demonstrating about when
the legislature reconvenes

November 21.

As University of Western

Ontario president Carleton

Williams said, the government

should look for more
equitable criteria for reducing

enrolment if that's the pur-

Government policies have decreased university enrolment.

pose of the adverse changes
in the financing of post-

secondary education. They

should stop hiding behind the

excuse that the changes were

made solely to have students

pay a bit more of the cost of

their education.

By imposing a limit on the

number of students pop-
ulating the province's un-

iversities via the financing

changes, the government has

struck out most strongly at

low income students and
further reduced accessibility

to post-secondary education.

If limits on the number of

post-secondary students are

in fact necessary — and we
are not yet ready to concede
that point — , then eligibility to

attend should not be deter-

mined by economic rank.

Social relevance should
be key to research policy

The universities are getting

scared that the governments
are about to move in to
regulate research more close-

ly. And, they're out to do
something to soothe troubled

federal and provincial nerves
to moderate this possibility.

That's the message behind
the Association of Universities

and Colleges of Canada
report on university research
policy released earlier this

week.

Governments have been
sending out warning waves
about dissatisfaction with un-
iversity research policy for the
past few years.These signals,

inspired AUCC's year-long
study

The appointment of Alistair

Gillespie as the federal
government's Minister of
Science and Technology
made things more politically

accute. Gillespie had long ad-

vocated improving Canadian
research and development,
but in a way that would
harness it to Canada's in-

dustrial development as the

parent to Canadian multi-

national companies.

The universities don't

particularly relish that
prospect, not because they're

doing socially relevant work
that might be jeopardized by a
change in government
research funding policy, but
because they're afraid the
people from outside the ivory

towers might not groove on
some of their more academic
explorations.

Researchers need freedom
(spelled money) to do what
they want in the way they
choose, the report says. And,
it acknowledges that
governments have to be able
to assure their constituents

that tax money has beer\used

for public benefit.

The governments' attitude

is not to be sneezed at, as
most research funds come
from government agencies.*

The universities' concern is,

therefore, understandable.
However, there is legitimate

doubt about whether research

priorities should be left as
much as suggested up to the

universities. After all, there's

little more justification for

useless, acadaemic research

than there is for subordinating

intellectual endeavours to the

demands of the industrial

market.

Then, too there's the whole
question of the role research
does and should play in un-
iversities. The study concedes
that teaching has suffered at

the hands of research
priorities. It suggests that un-
iversities should revise their

promotion and salary policies

to afford equal weighting to

undergraduate teaching.

We'd, go further. University

research should be secon-

dary to learning. Research's

role comes into play when it

complements the
researcher's ability to con-
tribute toward improving
society and increases his or

her value as a resource
person.

Those criteria would rule

out a lot of the research being
done in our universities, in-

cluding the high level of war
work being done on Canadian
campuses. For example, a re-

cent study showed that of

$831,415 McGill University
received from the U.S. Pen-
tagon from 1967 to 1971,
more than $663,000 went for

prime military research.

Closer government
regulation wouldn't eliminate
that type of grant. In fact, it

would probably increase
them. And, that's the type of

research the public should
insist universities get out of.

Let's stop helping destroy
lives and get into the business

of making this world better for

those of use who are still

around to improve it.

Clarification and
consolidation of university

research is needed, as the

report says, but it must be
taken further than that. It's not

enough to say universities are
going to be more carefully

scrutinizing their research
policies.

If these projects are to

really serve the people paying
for the funding, the Canadian
people, then all members of

the university community —
not just the researchers and
administration — and the
public must play a key role in

setting the guidelines for the
future.
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Monumental film

examines Nazi

of French city

unsparingly

occupation

in WW II

Je fais a la France le don de ma personne.

Marshall Petaln, as haad of the collaboratlonlat

Vichy raglma, praaanta hlmaall to Franca.

The Sorrow and the Pity is a documentary

examining the German occupation of France from 1940

to 1944. Made by Marcel Ophuls for French television,

the film was never shown; it was decreed that the people

of France were not mature enough to see their war-myths

shattered. On Wednesday, November 8, The Sorrow and

the Pity will be shown on CBLT, Channel 5, from 7:30 pm
until 1 2:06 am. If you don't have a television, start calling

up friends who do, and Invite yourself over.

Documentary is a misleading term: The Sorrow and

the Pity Is no narrative rehash of the period spliced

together from wartime newsreels. Its preoccupation Is

with people, not with events. About twenty men and

women are Interviewed, adroitly yet searchlngly, and the

film keeps returning from newscllps, from the historical

data, to these participants: Anthony Eden and Pierre

Mendes-France among the prominent, a socialist farmer,

a wealthy ex-fascist, a woman hair-dresser who had her

head shaved by the resistance among the more obscure.

They bring different, sometimes contradictory points of

view to the events they recall and comment on. It Is a

revelation (and a caution) that the same events could

father such a diversity of recollections and
Interpretations.

This is an essay on history and what constitutes It,

and It demands engagement; you can't Just sit back and

let ft entertain you, the way you could enjoy "audio-

visual" presentations of the war in high school, where
there were spectacular but remote bombing raids for

excitement and those ridiculous dictators duck-strutting

around like vaudeville toffs. Ophuls, though he has

edited and arranged his material artfully, doesn't

presume to gloss it for us. We judge the characters of the

interviewed witnesses, noting their evasiveness, or

eagerness, or spite, and we evaluate their evidence in

that light, it is an exhilarating intellectual task — perhaps

a unique one. The film makes no concessions, no
attempt to entertain (though there are delicious bits of

unconscious and deliberate humour through It), no effort

to tidy things up with easy, or easy-to-take, answers.

Four-and-one-half hours Is a long time, even at

home in an easy chair. So It might be in place to prepare

you. How you're going to respond to this movie, of

course, is going to depend on all sorts of things: Your
Interest in history, your capacity for mental exercise, your
willingness to have preconceptions or Ideologies

challenged, even your ability to sit relatively still for so
long. Nonetheless, you might have a better chance with

the film If you have some guidelines.

The Interviews are dubbed (particularly well) and the

English is heard over the speakers' original language. At

first this Is disconcerting, and ft takes a while for your ear
to separate the sounds. (Once you become used to It,

hearing the original inflections becomes a wonderful tool

in Judging the speaker). The cutting between interview

and newsreel seems Jumpy and bewildering at first; you
haven't yet Isolated the various characters or picked up
the film's particular rhythm.

The best thing to do is not to approach this movie
with a cowed, wide-eyed attention, not to try to file each
fact and opinion in Its proper place. Just watch and listen

for the first half-hour or so, and don't think too much
about It. The film will begin to absorb you, and by the end
of the first hour you should have everything sorted out,

and your mind will be anticipating speakers, seizing each
new datum. There are a few dull stretches, but once
you're Into It, the four-and-one-half hours go by faster

than you would have Imagined. Perhaps because it

doesn't play down the difficulties, doesn't talk down to us,
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we don't find it tedious, tt isn't all on the same Intellectual

wave-length, either. We hear the views of Nazi and
Englishman, of collaborationist and member of the
underground, of poor, powerful and bourgeoisie; we
hear naive, fumbllsh self-justifications and perspicuous,
candid confessions. There are moments too of respite,

fascinating ones, like a film of Hitler riding In a jeep
through an eerily deserted Paris: past the opera, around
the Arc de Trlomphe, through the Place de la Concorde.

Ctormont-Ferrand Is a small industrial city In the
middle of France. It is In the Auvergne, home of one of

the largest and most Intransigent resistance movements,
and it is only 50 kilometers from Vichy, where on June 1 0,

1940, Marshal Petaln ended the Third Republic by
proclaiming his authoritarian regime. "I make France the

gift of my person" he intones in the unctuously self-

righteous speech of surrender; he had formed the only

government In Europe which was to collaborate with

Nazism.

"Times like this you get to know what people are really

like" recalls an old schoolmaster In a beret, "how fear

takes over, with very few exceptions." At this early stage,

there was Intimidation without the words or actions of

Intimidation; people Imagined what might happen to

them, and did nothing.

And how was the German presence felt? The owner
of a hotel where the troops were billeted recalls that the

Germans "went out of their way to be nice, giving their

seats to old people and so forth. Helmut Tausand, a

Wehrmacht officer stationed in Clermont-Ferrand, (and

who still wears his Nazi war decorations on occasions like

his daughter's wedding) says his troops arrived In the

Auvergne to find the people braced as If for a barbarian

Invasion but, finding out they were nothing of the sort,

came to accept them. Tausand Is a genial man,
expansive with the wedding's wine and good-will; he
seems unaware of how selectively his memory appears

to work and the camera catches his tolld wife shooting

apprehensive glances from the Interviewer to her gar-

rulous husband, and his son-in-law su pressing a smile at

the inadequacy of his explanations.

Another German soldier, wearing lederhosen In a

Bavarian beer-hall and looking scarcely older than he

must have been In 1944, recalls being abused by the

townspeople late . In the war and how he couldn't

understand this; he thinks the French should have

treated him as they would want their prisoners treated In

Germany. But his face brightens as he recalls his French

girlfriend to whom he considered escaping. Then, retur-

ning to his beer, he muses that Germany's defeat was
probably for the best: "Who knows that even today we
might be still doing occupation duty In America or

Africa?" The vision of a world-wide Reich might have

moved him as a young man, but he Is happy In his beer-

hall now.
Men who fought In the Resistance, of course, have

different stories, stories In which the occupiers, to a man,

are uncivilized and sadistic (though some are cheerfully

blunt about their reasons; one man couldn't see why he

had to do without meat and tobacco and chocolate when

the Germans got all they wanted). Tales of atrocity, often

second-or-third-hand, underscore their memories.

"They told me..." begins a usual Gestapo yarn, and we

have our doubts about the reliability of such horrible

stories, but the possibility that It might be true Is too

much for us. The most terrible moments In the movie are

these bald statements, In carefully dispassionate voices,

of tortures and executions. So specific and personal are

they that they're Immeasureably more powerful than the

mountains of emaciated corpses we see In newsreels of

Buchenwald, pictures so surreal that we find It hard to

put them In a context of human behavior or

responsibility.

If the resistance bore any semblance to a cohesive,

dedicated movement, It Is not apparent from the

interviews In this film. Everyone speaks of his own

reasons for opposing the Germans, and you can't link

them together. Dennis Rake, an elderly, soft-spoken

man, sits stroking a cat In his London apartment. During

the war he was a spy, and was cited as one of the bravest

men to have served. His questioner asks why he chose

such a hazardous mission. "I really don't know" Rake

answers, obviously startled by the question. "I suppose It

was to prove that as a homsexual I could be as brave as

other men."
"My wine is red and so am I" asserts a peasant

farmer sitting around his dlnlngroom table with brothers

and nephews. (His wife, her chair placed resolutely in the

door ot the kitchen to show where she belongs, doesn't

hesitate to correct her husband or shout out a comment.)
In this one man we get a glimpse of a romantic, movie-

hero rebellion against fascism.He talks with peppery good
humour about the war, and you can tell his commitment
was the most forthright and simple one Imaginable: what
right did the Germans have to tell me what to do on my
own farm?.

The film deals just as unsparingly with the

powerful as with the obscure. The son-in-law of Pierre

Laval (who was Petains chief of state) struggles des-

perately to clear the man's name, looking stubborn but

ashamed the the facts are ready of Laval's deportation of

Jews to German concentration camps. Pierre Mendes-
France, later president of the Fourth Republic, was tried

for desertion and sentenced to six years hard labor; his

crime, of course, was his Jewish blood, and his attorney

recalls him stating to the court, "I am a Jew, I am a
freemason, but I am not a deserter."

Mendes-France talks about antl-semltlsm, refusing

to believe that It was an aberration, something that could
not happen again. France, after all. Is the country of

Dreyfus, only the most notorious victim of a chain of anti-

semitic acts that runs through French history. Cuts are
shown from a Franco-German propaganda film "Le Julf

Suss", a simple minded but somehow terrlfylngly sen-
timental melodrama about a lecherous Jew who vllates a
Christian girl and Is hanged. What Is interesting about
antl-semltlsm is that it is truly adaptable; what Is

anli-semitism is that it is truly adaptable; what is traded
upon is not primarily social or economic offense, but a
general assumption that Jews are swinish, sub-human.
Perhaps this particular manifestation of racism Is so
durable because it is common (and valuable) currency to

denagogues of left, right and centre.

Some of the most Inspiring moments In the film

come from the unlikely figure of Anthony Eden. When he

first appears (speaking impeccable French) you think he

is going to dish out the Allied propaganda line. But he

speaks with Intelligence and compassion of the events

which he helped to set in motion, and It Is a glorious

moment of humility when, asked his opinion of the

collaborationist premier, answer with startling firmness

that it Is not for an englishman to judge Petrain." It Is

only one of the dozens of flashes of Insight we get Into the

speakers and, through them. Into the occupation and the

war. Only cinema could have caught the quick looks of

surprise, the hesitancies of narration, the cadences of

shame or arrogance or apology. Norman Mailer once
wrote that there Is no history without nuance, and The

Sorrow and The Pity corroborates this. It is in these

nuances, unavailable to the most rigorous and inclusive

written histories, that make this film a great essay in

history and a great work of art.

A film unflinchingly honest and exhaustive as

The Sorrow and the Pity Is an ordeal. One's politics,

whatever they are, are left In disarray. Ophuls does what

is so seldom done (presumably because it is considered

uncritical to do so): he ignores the causes of war, the

philosophical debate about obligations to fight or resist,

the rights and wrongs of European realpolltic. People

who really don't much care, one way or the other, are

caught up In the battles of sovereign states. They profit or

suffer, or just endure, for reasons which have very little to

do with the issues putatlvely at stake.

Most viewers of this move, I suppose, will begin with

the presumption that the collaborationists are either

craven or fasclstlc; that the resistance fighters are the

heros, (American and British wartime movies, from the

expliclty propagandists ones down to sheer romances

like Casablanc have created our own myth of what

happened in France; even if we realize that Hollywood

trafficked in simplifications, we may not be aware with

how tenuous and wavering a line the division was drawn

between petainiste and free French).

The case, or at least the excuses, for collaboration

are scrutinized first. Quite decent folk, people with

families, for instance, had perfectly sane reasons to

cooperate with the Germans or at least to maintain a

Swiss neutrality. A pharmacist, surrounded by his sons

and daughters who must have been infants at the time,

tells of riding along a country road late in the war and
meeting a German whose motorbike had broken down.

The pharmacist, nominally pro-French but actually a

scrupulous neutral, recalls thinking how easy It would be
to kill this pathetic, fat old man. He could never be found

out, so there was no risk, but it could be his claim to glory

If France was liberated. He couldn't bring himself to do it,

realizing that to kill this solitary, ridiculous figure could
only demean himself. This is neutrality which rises above
partisan passions, an apolitical act, if not of heroism, at

least of virtue.

There were other, stubborn reasons for not fighting.

Chief among them was the fierce loyalty to "Le
Marechal." So many people saw Petaln as the saviour of

France; whatever this man deemed best was best, his

followers stoutly maintain to this day. (After all, as one
leftist acerblcally comments, he had made the country

the gift of his person). We tend to marvel at the devotion

this pompous, platitudinous man commanded, and
forget that In Canada and Britain and the U.S. equally

uninspiring statesmen find bedrock support among
masses of citizens who see the very virtues of a nation

incarnate in such men.
When we come to understand what led men to

become collaborationists (though we remain uneasy
about It: the reasons are just a little too good), the film's

focus shifts to the "Free French."

The resistance, again, was a curious phenomenon.
The people with the least stake In French society —
students, radical leftist farmers, misfits — these were the

bulwark of the movement. Such convenient lables as

patriotism or valour certainly do not fit, and to lump the

resistance together on under the rousing banner of antl-

fasclsm Is too easy. Perhaps Pauline Kael Is right In

suggesting that there is something special about the

nature of intransigence, which puts It beyond the grasp of

documentary; The Sorrow and the Pity, despite a valiant

attempt, falls to explain the movement.
Even the value of the resistance movement comes

to seem dubious. Would there have been less suffering

and death had everyone quietly endured the occupation?

Or would there have been other manifestations of French

frustration, such as a redoubled frenzy of anti-semltlsm?

We have the benefit of historical hindsight that allows us

to approach these questions; Ophuls makes the point

that our easily-acquired hindsight can blind us to the

realities and dilemmas of those times.

When survivors of those years recount, In those

quiet, steady voices, committed barbarities committed

on both sides, we feel that nothing, no regime, no

Ideology could ever justify them. Just hearing these

deeds makes us believe, If only for a few moments, that

pacifism is the only sane way to live; we will excuse the

most pusillanimous and vacillating of neutrals.

There Is just too much In The Sorrow and the Pity to

absorb — for one thing, It's Just to massive and Important

to grasp, for another there Is so much Implicit In even the

most peripheral detail. Certain turns of phrase, a shrug of

indifference betray a cynicism, a knowledge of the

realities of human motives so immense and undeluded

that it threatens to undermine everything we have come
to believe. We may not, ultimately, change our way of

thinking, but we must certainly reckon with the witness

this film brings to the history of those years.

Finally, there are two moments which I would like to

record for those who might miss the movie. Pierre

Mendes-France, In escaping from prison, scaled one of

the high walls. He meant to jump down, but couldn't,

because under the tree beneath him a boy and girl were

arguing: he wanted her to come home with him. she was

reluctant. After an eternity, she consented, and Mendes-

France was able to jump to freedom. "I would like to meet

that man now, if he is still alive," he muses, "and tell him

how much I went through with him."

A middle aged man, who in 1940 was a member of a

fascist group, sits In his opulent drawing-room and talks

unsparingly of his views and how he came to change

them. "There were many reasons why we young men
turned to Fascism; as a rebellion against the

conservatism of our parents."

Bill MacVlcar
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Political concert entertains

OTTAWA — Monday evening's traditional

ail-Canadian rock concert on Parliament

Hill which attracted an unusually small

crowd, generally reflected recent trends In

Canadian music, as a number of styles

were heard - hard rock, country rock and

b,l

A
S

' small Quebec blues band, the

Socreds, warmed up the crowd for the first

half-hour. Their music was poor, but their

lead singer, Real Caouette, proved an

entertaining showman. He danced

across the stage, waving to a small con-

tingent of loyal fans who seem to follow

him on all his tours.

Caouette's renditions of One Man Band

and Dont Pass Me By prompted some

sympathetic applause from the crowd, but

his only real success was his "theme song,

The Impossible Dream. The Socreds

closed their part of the show with a recent

composition that has some potential.

Alone Again, and left the audience con-

fused and relatively Indifferent.

NDP, whose members hall from Ontario

and the West, was the other supporting

act of the evening. They played several

well-known songs, Including Promises,

Promises and Easy To Be Hard.

David Lewis, on vocals, lacked the

spark ot Socred's Caouette, but his selec-

tion of songs was more appealing to the

crowd, and his musical backing, par-

ticularly Stanley Knowles* organ wizardry,

more solid.

Performing mainly recent hits, Lewis

drew a good response from the passive

audience with the forceful lyrics of The

Backstabbers and Money Back

Guarantee. But the warmest applause was

reserved for his closing piece, an excellent

rendition of The Times They Are A-

Changin; which struck Just the right note.

StomplA Bob: new rock Idol?

By this time the crowd was finally

coming alive, and theur applauded and

cheered loudly as Stompln' Bob Stanfleld

stepped onto the stage with his group, the

Tories.

Right from the start, folk singer

Stanfleld please the crowd as he ran

through the gamut of his hits — It Don't

Come Easy, One More Chance and It

Better End Soon.

This group was a far cry from the Tories

of four years ago. The new members,

Allan Lawrence on piano, Paul Heliyer on

guitar and Claude Wagner on backup

vocals have Improved the Tories' dull style

considerably. As a special gimmick, the

band's veteran drummer, John Dlefen-

baker, who made Prairie blues famous

fifteen years ago, sang a couple of old hits,

/ Am A Rock and Those Were The Days.

These provoked a loyal cheer from the

crowd.

But Stanfleld remained on top of things,

performing sentimental favourites such as

Let It Be Me and All Things Must Pass, and

introducing a new release with very

appealing lyrics, Heaven On Their Minds:

My mind Is clearer now - at last all too well

I can see where we all soon will be

If you strip away the myth from the man

You will see where we all soon will be.

The Tories' final piece, A Brand New

Me, produced a standing ovation, and the

rock fans remained on their feet to greet

the star of the evening, P.E. Trudeau,

accompanied by his large band, Red Grit.

Dressed In glittering silver, Trudeau

bounced onto the stage to bellow his big-

city rock - Superstar, Jumpin'Jack Flash,

Everybody Loves Me, Baby.

Backed by the best musicians In the

country, Including drummer John Turner,

pianist Don MacDonald and guitarist

Gerry Pelletler, Trudeau was not to be

denied the spotlight. But somehow his

lyrics seemed superficial:

Try not to get worried, try not to turn on to

Problems that upset you or don't you know

Everything's alright yes everything's fine

And we want you to sleep well tonight.

He never really regained the old magic

of a few years ago In his familiar tunes -

That's The Way God Planned It and With A

Little Help From My Friends.

Toward the end of the evening, the

audience rose again at the sound of a

spirited medley featuring Come Together

and Go All The Way, and Trudeau closed

the show with his 1968 chart-buster, Mon

Pays. Marty O'Connell and others had

some trouble on back-up lyrics, and the

new version of Mon Pays lacked

something, but Trudeau and his group still

received an enthusiastic standing ovation

as they left the stage.

One thing that this concert proved Is

that the new direction in the Canadian

music scene Is definitely away from

Trudeau's hard rock, and leaning more

toward Stompin' Bob's soft or country

rock.

Although the musicians were not all at

their best, the technical crew did their job

very well, and Luclen Lamoureux once

again proved to be a very capable MC. A
particularly interesting Innovation was

playing recorded music at the end of the

show, to cool down the excited crowd. The

recording featured American rock star

Dick Nixon's new album, This Land Is My
Land.

Mike Paradise
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ELECTION
1972

What rough beast

slouches to Ottawa?
Things fall apart, the centre cannot hold

Mere Stanfield is loosed upon the world

Kicking his way through the broken sprockets and fly-

wheels of the Liberal machine, Energy Minister Donald

Macdonald, a man likely to be assigned to try to put

it all together again, proclaimed the dreaded "backlash."

It was "... a Tory redneck attack on Quebec," said

Mr. Macdonald. "It was an attack on the Government's

bilingualism policy, even though it didn't concern most

of Ontario."

Macdonald, the dispenser of favours and collector of

dues for the federal Liberals in Ontario, had just spent

a humiliating evening in his Toronto Rosedale consti-

tuency fighting off somebody named Beamish. He
warmed to his subject: "Immigration was also an issue.

They [the voters] were against immigration, French

Canada and better social justice . . . that seems to be

the mood in Ontario and it's a pretty ugly jnood."

Similiar thoughts sprang from the lips of other Liberals.

Gerard Pelletier, for example, put the Liberal defeat

down to greed— the rich provinces got tired of sending

money to the poor ones. Thus we are to believe that

the election was a classic confrontation between niceness

and charity, and nastiness and greed. The bad guys won.

It is a neat theory, and it partly explains what happened

.

Robert Stanfield, cast in the mould of earnest incompe-

tence, did provide shade for the weirdest assortment of

people — from the Nazi-minded Kupiak running in

Toronto's Lakeshore (he proclaimed that his victory

would embarrass Brezhnev more than both Bobby Fischer

and Team Canada — fortunately we were all spared)

— to the blimpish Lt.-Col. (Ret.) Strome Galloway (big

on discipline up there in Ottawa-Carleton).

It was not only the strange cast the Conservative party

chose, but the lines it gave them to speak, including

the platitudes of the leader himself, that lend credence

to Macdonald' s charges.

The election in English Canada was fought by the

Tories in a manner calculated to pander to latent racism.

Peter Reilly, the successful Conservative candidate in

Ottawa West, sensed it early in the campaign. "There

is a good deal of racism being given new life in this

area," he said. "It masquerades as being concern for

public servants." Reilly went on to say that racism "will

not be tolerated in my campaign." He then campaigned

against the federal government's policy of bilingualism;

the following passage appears in an article by Clair Bal-

four in the Toronto Globe and Mail:

"But he [Reilly] repeated that merit should be the

sole criterion for success in a public service career,

regardless of language.

"He added the problem is so serious that the only

solution may be to slow the program to be fair to public

servants.
.

"That form of fairness to the English-speaking means

being unfair to French-speaking Canadians, he was

reminded. He shot back: 'I've never believed you rectify

one injustice by perpetrating a second one.'
"

This supplement was prepared by Nick Auf der

Maur, Ken Bolton, Drummond Burgess, Robert

Chodos, Nick Fillmore, Dennis Forkin, Sharon

Gray Dennis Gruending, Eric Hamovitch,

Richard Liskeard, Brian McKenna, Terry Mosher,

Rae Murphy, Malcolm Reid.

Serthio, Le Devoir

Bilingualism and biculturalism and the federalism rep-

resented by Trudeau were inventions of English Canada

to stifle separatism in Quebec without dealing with the

issue. What happens now, when even the empty gesture

is withdrawn?

Trudeau's
broken dream

Prime Minister Trudeau didn't fare too well at a

Chicoutimi rally only three days before the election. A
bunch of hostile students greeted him with the. slogan

"Le Quebec aux Quebecois" to which he replied "Le

Canada aux Quebecois," thus confirming the fears of

those who were concerned that the prime minister was

engaging in "outright French Canadianism," to borrow

a phrase from Douglas Alkenbrack, Tory MP for the

eastern-Ontario riding of Frontenac- Lennox and Adding-

I0n — heavy Loyalist sentiment there.

Whether Trudeau knew it or not, part of his 1968

mandate came from English Canadians who were fed

up with the antics of disgruntled Quebecois and felt that

at last here was a man to put them in their place. After

all, he was pretty tough on separatism, and he could

be tough with the separatists in their own language, no

mean feat. Besides, what harm could a few Frenchmen

do in Ottawa?

Trudeau has been tough on separatism— he delivered

a double whammy to some 497 law-abiding opponents

of the regime in October 1970. He has also engaged

in the tactic of sweet reason. (His reason may not have

been sound, but it was sweet.) By allowing French-

speaking Canadians to communicate with and work in

the federal civil service in his father-tongue (his mother

is English-speaking), what Trudeau regarded as the frust-

ration which gave rise to Quebec nationalism could

largely be siphoned off, or so he reasoned.

Trudeau seems to have lost on two counts in his efforts

to bilingualize the civil service. On the one hand, he

misinterpreted the recommendations of the B&B Com-

mission to read that all civil servants' should be bilingual:

by jeopardizing the advancement of those who could

not speak French and by thrusting language courses upon

thousands of unwilling subjects, he alienated a substantial

number of Ottawa's deeply- ingrained English-speaking

civil servants (the Liberals lost two Ottawa-area seats

to the Tories).

On the other hand, his policy has failed to produce

substantial positive results. A report leaked to the

nationalist Montreal daily Le Devoir (and picked up by

the Toronto Star — strange ally — and other English-

language papers across the country) shows that the prop-

ortion of French-speaking people holding high posts in

the federal civil service has not increased appreciably

since Trudeau came into power.

The report says that 71 per cent of those hired to

fill such posts are unilingual English Canadians, that

only 5

.

2 per cent of civil servants in Ottawa are in French-

language units (1.1 per cent if you exclude language

services such as the overburdened translation bureau),

that only 8.1 per cent of those who take language courses

follow them far enough to obtain proficiency in French

(it costs $29,000 to make an English-speaking civil ser-

vant bilingual), and that there are no French-language

units in the prime minister's own department.

The federal civil service recruitment office in Quebec

City, which has by far the largest number of qualified

and experienced French-speaking civil servants of any

Canadian city, was closed as part of Trudeau's 1969

austerity drive. The 1975 target date for full bilingualism

in the civil service cannot possibly be met.

Yet there prevails among English Canadians the senti-

ment that somehow Trudeau is turning Canada into a

French country in which English-speaking citizens are

gradually losing their rights, and that the Quebec minis-

ters in the federal government are sub-Canadians.

Late in the campaign Robert Stanfield admonished

two of his candidates for using advertisements that had

racist overtones. An ad for a Tory candidate in Thunder

Bay read, ' 'John Erickson knows that we need a Canadian

(Continued on page 2)
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A gift for Rene Levesque

The cartoon in La Presse summed up what the French

newspapers and radio hot lines were saying the day after

the deluge. Pierre Trudeau and three Quebec ministers

— Jean Marchand, Gerard Pelletier and Jean-Luc Pepin

— are depicted in a lifeboat, looking melancholy and

wearing life jackets. The name of the boat is "French

Power." And the tiller man is saying Tout Vmonde

debarque

.

The 32-year-old executive assistant to another Quebec

minister had trouble disguising his tears as the final results

from the west rolled in. "The bastards," he spat out,

"the bastards gave it to Levesque on a silver platter.

We sell Quebecers on the idea that French Canadians

car. participate in federalism and play an equal role in

running the country. And just when it's starting to work,

English Canada kicks us in the teeth."

"It's a victory for wealth and bigotry," added a Liberal

backbencher from a Montreal working-class riding.

"And never mind the Tories or the NDP. A lot of the

Liberals who went down in Ontario and the West will

blame their defeat on noihing but the backlash to French

power. It's obviously a victory for Levesque and what

he's been saying. 1 almost hope Trudeau lets Stanfield

form a government. I think we would be very interesting

in opposition, especially since the only French cabinet

minister the Tories would have would be that pig

Wagner."
Quebec independentists were gleeful with the results,

calling the Conservative showing a "triomphe oran-

giste," and a crushing blow for Trudeau's brand of bicul-

tural federalism. "This shows us that Canada will never

accept a strong French presence in government and the

Ottawa bureaucracy," said Camille Laurin, Parti

Quebecois leader in the National Assembly. "The only

conclusion Quebecois can draw from this is simple. The

only government we can ever call our own has to be

located in Quebec City and not Ottawa."

Laurin's view was reinforced as he stepped into a

taxi the morning after the election.
'

' Hey' * said the driver,

"they told us they don't want us in Ottawa, eh, M.

Laurin. i guess we'll have to go with you guys." This

attitude was shared overwhelmingly by independentists

of all stripes in 'Quebec.

- Pequistes noted that not only was over half the Liberal

representation in Quebec, but that many elected outside

the province were from French areas, like the five Aca-

dian constituencies in New Brunswick, parts of Ontario

and St. Boniface in Manitoba. Only one candidate in

Quebec was endorsed by Rene Levesque and that was

Roch LaSalle, an independent who defected from the

Conservatives. Levesque even did some campaigning

for LaSalle in Joliette. In 1968 the nationalist MP was

elected by a margin of 172 votes as a Conservative.

This time he won by 5,000.

The feeling is that the results underscore Quebec's

isolation from the rest of Canada and will provide an

enormous amount of fodder for the PQ propaganda

machine. "We're going to say, 'you tried Trudeau's

road to Ottawa and it's a dead end'" explains one PQ
strategist. "The only road left is the road to indepen-

dence."

The Pequiste explained that the party is gearing for

an influx of disappointed and disenchanted federalists.

"This federal election has turned out to be the greatest

recruitment program we could have imagined."

Left-wing unionists are somewhat fearful that an influx

of disillusioned federal Liberals will further prevent the

PQ from becoming a party of the left.

As for the Conservatives, they were all but demolished

in Quebec, losing almost 10 percentage points of their

popular vote, mostly to the Creditistes. Claude Wagner,

whose popular appeal was supposed to have built a solid

Conservative base in the province, barely scraped in in

St. Hyacinthe, winning by some 700 votes. The rest

of the Tories' Quebec caucus is composed of Heward

Grafftey, who is not on speaking terms with Wagner;

in fact, they loathe each other. Grafftey managed to

get elected by the simple expedient of never mentioning

either Stanfield orWagner in his speeches or his campaign

literature.

The Conservatives had trouble making third place in

most Montreal ridings, usually losing out to Creditistes

and NDPers. The Liberal vote was so all-encompassing

in the 30 Montreal area seats that a grand total of only

two opposition candidates managed to save their deposits.

However, voter turnout, especially in the Pequiste

strongholds in the east-end working-class areas was very

poor. In some areas it was not even 40 per cent.

(Continued from page 1)

Cabinet and a Prime Minister that will represent all Cana-

dians." Jack Horner, re-elected with a huge majority

in the Alberta riding of Crowfoot, advertised against

overexpenditure of federal money in Quebec.

In most parts of the country though, anti-Quebec fee-

ling was not expressed quite so explicitly. British Colum-

bians regard French as a foreign language, making the

Ottawa government seem all the more distant and alleviat-

ing the need for any explicit reference to the "French

issue." The same is true, to a large extent, for other

parts of the country.

Trudeau's most spectacular move during his time in

office was undoubtedly his invocation of the War
Measures Act in the absence of war or insurrection.

He told a Regina audience sarcastically that the opposi-

tion would also have taken a stand against the FLQ,
but "somehow the War Measures Act would have been

different. It would have been gentler." Liberal minister

Otto Lang told a Saskatoon rally that Trudeau had shown
himself to be "strong in that he would not be bullied

or blackmailed."

But one of the big surprises of the campaign was that

Trudeau did not play this up any more than he did.

Had he done so, he would likely have lost far less of
the anti-Quebec vote.

Trudeau's Quebec policy has been two-pronged, bilin-

gualism on the one hand and the War Measures Act
on the other. He could have run on the WMA part,

but he didn't; he didn't run the anti-Quebec campaign
many had expected. Defending bilingualism became a

bit difficult after that report was leaked, -but he stuck

to it.

Trudeau was supported in 1 968 as a good Frenchman,
a credit to his race, so to speak. Now people aren't

so satisfied he's such a credit.

Of course, the racism implicit in the campaign against

the "privileged position of the French" was not all.

There was the cooked-up scandal over immigration: was
Canada's purity being undermined by uncontrolled

immigration policies? And the Canadian people were
also told that they were victimized by (he unemployed.

In the Toronto riding of Scarborough East, the elected

Conservative was doused with champagne while he sliced

into his victory cake. People are fed up with the welfare
state, he told his cheering supporters. One of his chief

campaigners, an Ontario cabinet minister, gushed that

"mothers were concerned about the direction youth was

taking with government handouts."

Meanwhile, the defeated candidate. Labour Minister

Martin O'Connell, blamed his defeat on an "irritable,

grouchy" electorate. "The underlying issue," he said

"may well have been that middle income people were

not prepared to accept any more of the burden of the

just ... or more equal society."

The mean, miserable and reactionary campaign that

the Tories waged seemed to merge with the bitchy mood

abroad in the land. But then who created the national

grouch? Things really haven't been working out right

in Canada for a number of years.

An honoured place in the body of Canadian political

mythology is occupied by something called "traditional

voting patterns." These patterns are supposed to recur,

comet-like, at regular intervals, coinciding with general

elections. Their one function in life is to "reassert them-

selves."

The problem with the concept is that there are almost

no voting patterns in this country that have remained

"Everybody off" Gire(d u Presse
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BELAND HONDERICH'S ADVICE

On foreign ownership, the Conservatives say

in a policy statement they would require that Cana-

dians be allowed to participate in the ownership

and management of foreign controlled firms.

But Stanfield has said little about this program
or how it would be accomplished and, in fact,

has made statements recently which suggest he

would do little or nothing about foreign ownership.

He apparently is not prepared to establish a screen-

ing board and without a review board his policy

on foreign ownership is not credible.

The easy way for a newspaper, as for a citizen,

would be not to support any party in this election.

But this is not a responsible course for a citizen

in a democratic society — or for a newspaper that

believes it has a responsibility to provide comment
and opinion on the issues of the day.

We have concluded, therefore, that on the basis

of the two issues that concern us most— unemploy-

ment and Canadian independence— we must with-

draw our support from the Liberals ... Of the

alternatives, both of which are unattractive, we
prefer the Conservatives.

— Beland H. Honderich, Toronto Star

stable for long enough that they could be called "tradi-

tional." British Columbia, for instance, will return

pluralities of Liberals, Conservatives or New Democrats,

depending on its mood.

Ontario oscillates back and forth between the Liberals

and the Tories. Newfoundland, once solidly Liberal,

then became solidly Conservative, and now isn't solid

at all.

The only pattern that seems to be stable is a continuing

instability. Five of the last seven elections have produced

minority governments, and three of them have been

totally inconclusive. Only twice in the last 15 years has

there been a countrywide trend of any kind, and only

once has there been a genuine sweep. John Diefenbaker,

in 1958, took a majority of the seats in every province

except Newfoundland. He won two thirds of the seats

in previously Liberal Quebec. He shut the Liberals out

in all except four provinces.

Pierre Elliott Trudeau's election in 1968 was a majority

of a different order. The Liberals took fifty seats fewer

then the Conservatives had ten years earlier. Large parts

of the country resisted Trudeau's appeal.

Newfoundland, bucking the tide again, voted Conser-

vative out of dissatisfaction with the provincial Liberal

regime. In the Maritimes it was Robert Stanfield's coat-

tails, not Trudeau's, that were the decisive factor. The
prairies were still Diefenbaker country, and a large prop-

ortion of the people who drifted away from the Conserva-

tives went NDP rather than Liberal. To the extent that

there was a sweep, it was concentrated in the three large

provinces of Quebec, Ontario and British Columbia.

And yet, in the context of 1968, the Trudeau victory

was a landslide. The country had had minority govern-

ments for the previous six years, and the happy political

certainty of the Louis St- Laurent era was evidently a

thing of the past. With Quebec crawling with separatists,

the west mad at the east, and campus-based radicalism

at its height across the country, a majority of any sort

was not to be sneezed at.

The man who achieved it had unquestionably struck

a popular chord. He would put us on the map, keep

the country together, give us some elan. It was 1968,

the year after Expo and the centennial, and in the Canada
that elected Pierre Elliott Trudeau, all things were possi-

ble.

There were two overriding promises in Trudeau's 1968

campaign, one of them explicit, and the other implicit.

The implicit promise was to do something about Quebec;

the explicit one was to do something about regional

economic disparities. "If the underdevelopment of the

Atlantic provinces," Trudeau said during the campaign,

"is not corrected — not by charity or subsidies but by

helping them become areas of economic growth — then

the unity of the country is almost as surely destroyed

as it would be by the French-English confrontation."

The Quebec policy was not the only one to have prob-

lems; the regional development policy ran into snags

too. The first snag was the Liberals' sorry weakness

in the Atlantic provinces, and the improbability of win-

ning any more seats in that region so long as Robert

Stanfield was leader of the Conservatives; it made the

electoral motivation to show results in the area somewhat

CLAUDE RYAN'S ADVICE

In the last four years, the image that we had

of the Conservative party has given way to a differ-

ent one. Mr. Stanfield remains the worthy man
we thought we had discovered in 1968. However,

as one goes west, the team that surrounds him

includes a high proportion of people who have a

conception of Canadian unity even more rigid than

that of Mr. Trudeau. Mr. Stanfield has shown that

he is open on the question of bilingualism: neverthe-

less, the fiercest opposition to this measure, which

is only the beginning of a real solution, has come
from his group. On the more difficult question of

relations between Quebec and the rest of Canada,

Mr. Stanfield has unceasingly reproached Mr.

Trudeau for his rigidity. Each time he has been

pressed to say what he would do himself, he has

generally repeated in different terms the position

defined by Mr. Trudeau ....

Where the quality of its candidates warrants it,

electors wishing to cast an independent vote Mon-
day should support the NDP.
—

- Claude Ryan, Montreal Le Devoir

less urgent than it might have been.

Quebec, on the other hand, was not only a centre

of Liberal strength; it was an area of the country that

tended to act up, and there were distinct political advan-

tages to keeping it quiet. More than had been expected

of the industrial incentive grants handed out by Trudeau's

new department of regional economic expansion went

to Quebec, with correspondingly less for the Atlantic

provinces. More important, the grants program showed

little sign of being of much value anywhere, if we ignore

for the moment its value to plant-owners.

By 1971 , the government's regional development pol-

icy was coming under heavy criticism, notably from the

areas it was supposed to be developing. It was criticism

of the way the government was proceeding, and not of

(Continued on page 4)

The bored leading the bored

It is one of the more distasteful aspects of our parliamen-

tary democracy that general elections afford the national

press the occasion to display by far its shoddiest wares.

Usually, it does little harm to be intermittently

reminded of the moribund state of political writing in

this country, which can be laid at the doorstep of incompe-

tence, the generally inferior character of the public educa-

tion system, and the fact that newspapers are, after all,

owned by the same class that operate used car lots, erect

tenements, and appear at weekly Chamber of Commerce

gatherings.

A country that has made Charles Lynch the highest-

paid reporter, and Peter Newman the most respected

political analyst, has much to answer for.

. It is people like these, it must be remembered, that

brought us Trudeaumania, the Gerda Munsinger affair

and intermittent reports of Soviet infiltration, and skilfully

guided a troubled nation through the dark nights of the

War Measures Act with restraint, fortitude and keen per-

spicacity.

Rarely, however, has such spontaneous consensus

emerged from the Ottawa Press Gallery's Tower of Bab-

ble .as during the months of September and October

immediately past. A deeply thought-out set of alternatives

were outlined for a people who after all, needed to have

the problems defined for them:

Check one.

Pierre Elliott Trudeau is:

— arrogant

— cloistered in an ivory tower

— unconcerned
. ,— a man who never had to work for a living

— a crypto-socialist.

Robert Stanfield is uncharismatic but:

— honest

— diligent

— solid

— a man who deserves a chance.

The government is full of:

— technocrats

— bureaucrats

— autocrats

— hippies

— Frenchmen.

The country is:

— disillusioned

— weary

— searching

— angry.

Mr. Trudeau has many faults, but one of them is

not his contempt for the press.

The press believes — and perhaps it has a point —
that it made Pierre Elliott Trudeau. And the press has

been scorned. Hence it has the right to unmake Pierre

Elliott Trudeau. This is, if not acceptable, at least inevit-

able. The national press, however, went beyond.

"I know that one way to get a story onto the front

page this time is to make my lead somebody saying

there are no issues in this election," a Toronto reporter

lamented last month.

And the word spread. From the first week of the elec-

tion, the editorialists — all failed grammar school

teachers— proclaimed this is a dull election, an election

with no issues save what Mr. Lewis was raising, an

election with no meat in it.

In 1968, Pierre Elliott Trudeau was bragging that he

conducted an election campaign making "no promises."

That is code for "no issues."

But 1972 had more issues than the last three federal

elections combined. Housing policy, pipelines, regional

disparity policy, the tax system, welfare, immigration

policy, Quebec, dying farms, wheat prices, fisheries pol-

icy, industrial development policy, local initiatives pol-

icy, youth policy, northern development, language pol-

icy, civil service, unemployment, food prices, wage-price

controls, strikes, pensions ....

The press, however, was bored.

More than that, the press did two things: it consciously

and systematically avoided serious coverage reflecting

the debate over these issues, so as to give the public

the impression that nothing of any substance was being

debated; and it decided on its own what the real issues

were.

Of course, traditional lip-service was paid to unem-

ployment and inflation as the key issues. That being

despatched, the Toronto papers decided that the awkward

influx ofCaribbeans, and the excessive spending on unem-

ployment insurance cheques, were the issues that the

government was ignoring. The Toronto Star boldly

declared on its front page that the unemployment insur-

ance situation was such a scandal that it was the main

issue in the election.

Few Canadians are really aware of the domination

of the Toronto press over what they will read in Saskatch-

ewan papers or see on Newfoundland television stations.

Because much of the Ottawa "commentator corps" is

employed or syndicated by the Toronto media, and

because Canadian Press carries lightly rewritten stories

from the Toronto papers on its service a great deal of

the time, the power of the Toronto claque is amplified

through CP, and Broadcast News, the CP service which

forms the basis of most private radio and TV newscasts.

Tied to the Toronto claque of the Toronto Star, the

Globe and Maclean's, is the Ottawa claque of Southam,

FP and CBC, which boast such hearties as Charles

Lynch, and Ron "No-Problem" Collister.

It is the task of these men, knit even more tightly

by being on the campaign trail together during election

time, to tell us when to be bored, and when to be angry.

Sensing their true calling, they achieved the former

magnificently.
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THIS TIME Ottawa-Carleton is "going Conservative

STROME GALLOWAY
"HE IS NOT AFRAID TO BE EITHER FOR OR AGAINST"

He iS (Or - an 'incentive society' which encouroges

honest effort, reduces unemp loy merit, results in

Bocial stability and gives Youth o challenge ond o

decent chance to meet it.

He IS 10r - o sensible bilingual policy thot will en-

courage friendly communication between French-

speaking ond English-speaking Conadiaos,

He iS (Or - a fair deal for Senior Citizens, alder

War Veterans and other Fixed Income Citiien*, those

who hove worked, fought and suffered through hard

times to help build Conado.

He iS (Or - our Parliamentary heritage with its cen-

tury-old traditions, its dignity ond its democratic

processes.

He iS for - o Canada which accepts its role in the

W„,U -« o trustworthv member of NATn ond the UN

He is against - Tro-

deau's 'welfare soci-

ety, which lives off the

taxpayers ' hard -earned

dollars, accepts unem-

ployment and breeds

social unrest.

He is against - Tru-

deou's misoriented
bilingual policy, which

is dividing the country

and polarizing »ur two

Founding Peoples.

He is against - Wast-

ing the ta x p a y e rs'
, , _

money on craiy programs in aid of Communist agitators,

homosexuals, drug addicts, U.S. Army deserters and draft-

dodgers, as the Trudeou government is now doing.

He iS agaillSt - the "creeping republ icon i sm " ond "Pres-

idential tendencies" which are evident in the Trudeou

administration, end completely un-Canadion.

STROME GALLOWAY

Strome Galloway was big on discipline up in Ottawa Carleton

(Continued from page 3)

the concept of a regional development policy, but it was

criticism nevertheless and Jean Marchand, the minister

responsible for the program, didn't like it.

By mid- 1 972 one of Marchand's most effective critics,

the Atlantic Provinces Economic Council, had toned

down, fearing its attacks might help kill the scheme

entirely. But there was another phenomenon to reckon

with: several corporations shut down their Ontario plants

and moved to the Maritimes, to escape high wages and

troublesome unions— and collect a government regional

development grant. That didn't help the government

much with the difficult lask of selling its plan in Ontario.

It was the two rich provinces of Ontario and British

Columbia that were to cost Trudeau his majority.

The regional development program, and the Trudeau

government in general, also had the misfortune to be

around at a time when the economic boom of the sixties

was coming to an end. Liberal governments, prepared

to use only a limited range of measures, can have only

a partial effect on the state of the economy in the best

of circumstances. In Canada, tied to the United States

so that its economy is at least as sensitive to changes

in American policy as it is to anything Ottawa does,

the government is almost totally at the whim of circum-

stances beyond its control.

Still, what the Trudeau government actually did only

aggravated the situation. It perceived inflation as the prin-

cipal problem, and in order to fight it took measures

to slow down the economy, with the inevitable consequ-

ence of increased unemployment.

The result, after three years of the policy, was high

inflation and unemployment. The United States, without

RAY GUY'S ADVICE

The best vote in this election is no vote at all.

No matter how you look at it.

They might, if they see there's no votes coming

in from Newfoundland, get excited and send us

down bigger parcels of money.
Better still, they might go about their business

and leave us alone.

For what little entertainment we got out of this

election none of these birds deserves a Vote. That's

the only thing you get out of elections in the long

run— a few laughs while these nut cases are dash-

ing about cutting each other's throats.

You may feel it's worth the effort just to get

at least seven of these jokers out of Newfoundland
and settled away in a nice house in Ottawa.

But they won't guarantee us they'll stay away.

Chances are that in a few years' time they'll

be back here inflicting themselves on us again.

Don't vote — it only encourages them.
— Ray Guy, St. John's Evening Telegram

the benefit of Trudeaunomics, had roughly the same

thing, but voters have always held their governments

responsible for the state of the economy and Trudeau's

burden was a heavy one.

As it became clear that the presence of Pierre Elliott

Trudeau in the Prime Minister's Office would not lead

to miracles, the perception of him as a man changed

too.

the streak of arrogance and aloofness in his personality

that had been overlooked in 1968-was noticed with

increasing frequency. He was the man'who asked western

farmers why he should sell their wheat, who said opposi-

tion MPs were nobodies a hundred yards from the House

of Commons, who told the Lapalme Guys to eat shit

and Newfoundland Conservative MPs Jim McGrath and

John Lundrigan to fuck off.

The piddling

questions
His four years were running out. He wanted to wait

until the economic situation improved before calling an

election, but the economic situation didn't improve. He

tried to patch things up with business, usually Liberal

but now reported looking longingly toward the Conserva-

tives.

Finance Minister Benson had displeased business with

his talk of tax reform (which didn't amount to much
when it finally assumed the form of legislation): he was

replaced. Labour Minister Mackasey had displeased busi-

ness with his reform of the labour code: he was replaced.

Corporate 1 Affairs Minister Basford had displeased busi-

ness with his competition act: he, too, was replaced.

A May budget included substantial tax concessions for

business; the long-awaited foreign-ownership policy

turned out to have all the power of a popgun.

First the election was going to be in April, then in

June; Trudeau played on the developing anticipation,

but always chickened out before it was too late. There

was still little sign that defections from the Liberals would

be massive (perhaps only because of the weakness of

the opposition), but the 1972 election would clearly not

be another 1968. When Trudeau finally bit the bullet

as August turned into September he did not walk, in

the immortal words of Peter C. Newman, "into the

future, burdened with hope." He was scared to death.

He put on a brave front, told Peter Desbarats of the

Toronto Star that he hoped people would listen to him

this time, presumably not just-adore him. He also men-
tioned that he saw the election as "a catharsis, as a

bath of fire in which you're purified, and you settle all

the piddling questions of whether this little thing was

right or wrong."

And so he went among the masses. "The Land Is

Strong," he sloganized. He said that "the onslaught

of dissatisfaction and disbelief that Canada could even

stay together lour years ago has been dissipated." He

said that "Canada now weighs in the world with the

full weight of its potentialities." In Summerside, PEL

he asked for a mandate to continue the "social journey."

In Vancouver, B.C., he told a man pestering him about

Vietnam to
'

l

fuck off.
'

' Trudeau went from coast to coast

speaking to Canadians, but always the "piddling ques-

tions" came up.

Throughout the campaign. Statistics Canada kept issu-

ing reports citing the jobless increase and the increase

in the cost of living. The so-called battle against inflation

had been lost although more than seven per cent of the

work force were thrown into the breech. As prices rose,

Trudeau expressed his joy that the farmer was getting

a better price — he wasn't, but that was just another

piddling question.

There was a continuing shortage of jobs, but that was

because there were too many kids born after the war.

Regional disparity grew, but then that was yet another

piddling question. And so the Trudeau procession rolled

along.

With the exception of David Lewis, who took a leaf

from George McGovern's campaign book and launched

out at "corporate welfare bums" and other things that

go bump in the night during the later stages of People's

Capitalism, the campaign seemed to be programmed well

enough.

Yet things began to go wrong. Trudeau seemed (at

least to the Toronto Globe and Mail) to swagger, and

if the Canadian people didn't want a prime minister who

swaggered then Trudeau had had it. Simple.

And Trudeau was vulnerable. He was locked into a

set of policies which were centred on his brand of federal-

ism, and the centre was not holding. Time was growing

short.

A bitter Bryce Mackasey, with an obvious allusion

to his Ontario cabinet colleagues, blamed the Liberal

loss on a lack of courage to defend government policies.

But what was there to defend? The essential attack on

the government came from the right, while it was itself

moving toward the right.

Thus the problem is not so much that Trudeau deserved

to be defeated and in fact was. the problem is how,

why and by whom. True enough, the Liberals deserved

everything they got. But in the debacle we seem to have

gotten Stanfield. And what did we do to deserve that?

m
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Canadian sexual mores

pilloried in Fruet's film

It seems fashionable now, and has been
lor the past few years, to accept that

sexual morality has changed, that we are

much more "liberated" about dealing with

our bodies — the new morality. But
somehow It doesn't ring true,

For all our so-called sexual liberation

we still hold many of the repressive "old"

mores. Like our parents, who made sex
secretive and dirty, we too are often too

afraid to discuss sexuality openly.
"Liberation", for some women, has come
to mean chalking up a drunken rape to

seduction — "It was my own fault"; for

some men it means taking for granted the

woman Is using birth control, so sexual

exploitation has no obligations.

So where Is the change?
Wadding In White, at the International

Cinema, Is a film about the so-called "old

morality". Set in the forties In Canada, it

has many things to say about North
American sexuality today.

The Dougall family is a poor white

working class family struggling to make
ends meet during the Second World War.
The film deals primarily with this family

trying to handle that oh-so-contradictory

morality: sex Is dirty, but it's great for the

men.
The women suffer silently.

And Jenny (Carol Kane) the daughter,

suffers the most from this contradiction

and confusion. A self-consciously plain

and naive girl of sixteen, she Is caught up
in the romance and glamour of movie
stars — a sharp contrast to her own
existence.

She constantly compares herself with

her "worldly" and well-llpstlcked

girlfriend, Dolly, (Doris Petrle) always

coming out the inferior. Insecure and
lonely, she is a prime target for any man
with the right words.
When her brother brings home an army

buddy, Bill (Doug McGrath), on leave, she

is all too eager to believe his advances are

sincere. "I think he likes me," she tells

Dolly In her constant competition to out-do

her glrlfrled.

She learns, soon enough, his real

intentions, when he rapes her on her own
parlor couch. And the ensuing pregnancy
leads Into the pitiful plan to bury "the

shame and disgrace she has brought
upon this house and family" In a marriage
to her father's old World War I drinking

buddy, Sandy Cleo Phillips.

The story Is set In wartime, a time when
men are actively trying to prove their

masculinity at every turn — and there are
plenty of opportunities.

Of course there is the war. Dad Dougall

reminisces constantly with his old war
buddies at the legion hall about first world
war experiences — reliving every precious
moment when they were glorious and
honorable and, perhaps, had some worth,

if only as canon fodder, defending "the

Empire". And since It Is wartime again, the

greatest pride to the Dougalls is their son
in the army — even though he hasn't been
sent overseas, yet.

But, as in every war, and any time when
people aren't allowed to live and work and
relate normally sex becomes a compul-
sion rather than an expression.

It Is Ironic that the story of Jenny's
pregnancy is an exact rerun of her own
mother's position during the former war.

"But at least l married you," Mr. Dougall

protests to his wife.

This perceptlveness In the film implies

that these two women are not exceptions,

that this story happens often to other

women — even today, with the so-called

"new morality" which pressures women In

subtler forms of rape and men Into more
complex masculinity tests.

The film Illustrates how the family (the

Dougalls) only serves to reinforce this

repressed sexuality on all Its members,
not only the children.

The mother recalls how she "was taken

before the wedding" — and not exactly

willingly. Her husband can only reply, "!

don't remember It that way."

The daughter-victim is accused of being

the perpetrator of her own downfall, called

a stut and tramp by a furious father who

Sexual compotltlvanoss among young girls It a thorn* of Wedding In Whit*.

attempts to beat her for her victimization

— he can't believe that a "soldier — a man
of honour" could be the one to blame.

But this dual morality that seems to

serve men, Is not gratifying for them
either. Dougall's long time WWI buddy,
Sandy, drowns his regrets about never

marrying and having a family in In-

numerable beers and drunken stupors.

And Dougall Is more than eager to be his

drinking mate. Drunk, they can forget the

alienation of the present and live In the

WWI romance of "Mademoiselle from

Armentiers."

Strangely enough, in some of the most
poignant and pitifully sad scenes of the

film, the audience broke into (nervous)

laughter. The concepts of potency,

masculinity and repressed sexuality exist

today for many people much as they did In

the '40's and perhaps it touched a few

people too close for comfort.

After all, the whole portrayal Is very real.

The acting Is superb. The roles are very

demanding, but the players seem like

naturals. Like many recent films (The Last

Picture Show, Mon Oncle Antoine,) the

actors are not glamorous or even par-

ticularly attractive — they are real people.

Special praise must be given to Donald
Pleasance, who to me, has always been a

"what's-his-name-I've-seen-him-some-

where" actor. He exemplifies the sadness
and alienation of a man whose only iden-

tity is in the past.

The other outstanding quality In the film

is Richard Lelterman's photography. An
NFB veteran, and photographer of Qoin'

Down the Road, he captures visually the

dramatic mood set by the screenplay and
actors. Just prior to the rape scene, as

Billy approaches Jenny lying on the couch
in the half-light of the parlor, his shadow
creeps over her body, eventually covering

her. These techniques, plus Lelterman's

skillful angle shots contribute to 'he

general Intensity of this sad and
passionate film. Harriot Kldockol

herman's
MUSIC CENTRE
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The politics of female orgasm
Tiresfas, who had been both man and

woman, was asked, as Ovid's legend goes,

to mediate a dispute between Jove and

Juno as to which sex got more pleasure

from love-making. Tlreslas unhesitatingly

answered- that women did. Yet In the

intervening 2,000 years between Ovid's

time and our own, a mythology has been

built up which not only holds the opposite

to be true, but has made this belief an

unswerving Ideology dictating the quality

of relations between the sexes.

Woman's sexuality, defined by men to

benefit men, has been downgraded and

perverted, repressed and channeled,

denied and abused until women
themselves, thoroughly convinced of their

sexual inferiority to men, would probably

be dumfounded to learn that there Is

scientific proof that Tlresias was Indeed

right.

The myth was codified by Freud, as

much as by anyone else. In Three Essays

on the Theory of Sexuality, Freud for-

mulated his basic Ideas concerning

feminine sexuality: for little girls, the

leading erogenous zone In their bodies Is

the clitoris; In order for the transition to

womanhood to be successful, the clitoris

must abandon its sexual primacy to the

vagina; women In whom this transition has

not been complete remain clltorlally-

orlentea, or "sexually anaesthetic", and

"psychosexually immature."

The tact that women change their

leading erotogenic zone In this way (Freud

wrote) together with the wave of repres-

sion at puberty, which, as It were, puts

aside their childish masculinity, are the

chief determinants of the greater

proneness of women to neurosis and

especially to hysteria. These deter-

minants, therefore, are Intimately related

to the essence of feminity."

In the context of Freud's total

psychoanalytic view of women — that they

are not whole human beings, but

mutilated males who long all their lives for

a penis and must struggle to reconcile

themselves to Its lack — the requirement

of a transfer of erotic sensation from

clitoris to vagina became a prima facie

case for their Inevitable sexual (and moral)

inferiority. In Freud's logic, those who
struggle to become what they are not must

be inferior to that to which they aspire.

Freud wrote that he could not "escape

the notion (though I hesitate to give it

expression) that for women the level of

what Is ethically normal Is different from

what It is In men..."We must not allow

ourselves to be deflected from such con-

clusions by the denials of the feminists,

who are anxious to force us to regard the

two sexes as completely equal In position

and worth."

Freud himself admitted near the end of

his life that his knowledge of women was

Inadequate. "If you want to know more

about feminity, you must Interrogate your

own experience, or turn to the poets, or

wait until science can give you more

information," he said; he also expressed

the hope that the female psychoanalysis

who followed him would be able to find out

more. But, the post-Freudians adhered

rigidly to the doctrine of the master, and,

as In most of his work, what Freud hoped

would be taken as a thesis for future study

became instead a kind of canon law.

While the neo-Freudians haggled over

the correct reading of the Freudian bible,

watered-down Freudlanlsm was wending

its way into the cultural mythology via

Broadway plays, novelists, popular

magazines, social scientists, marriage

counselors, and experts of various kinds

who found It useful In projecting desired

Images of women.
The superiority of the vaginal orgasm

was particularly useful as a theory, since It

provided a convenient basis for

categorization: clitoral women were

deemed Immature, neurotic, bitchy, and

masculine; women who had vaginal

orgasms were maternal, feminine, mature,

and normal. Though frigidity should

technically be defined as total Inability to

achieve orgasm, the orthodox Freudians

(and pseudo-Freudians) preferred to

define It as Inability to achieve vaginal

orgasm, by which definition, In 1944, Ed-

mond Bergler adjudged between 70 and

80 per cent of all women frigid. The

clitorial versus vaginal debate raged hot

and heavy among the sexologists —
although Klnsey's writings stressed the

Importance of the clitoris to female

orgasm and contradicted Bergler's statis-

tics — but it became clear that there was

something indispensable to the society

in the Freudian view which allowed it to re-

main unchallenged in the public con-

sciousness.
In 1966, Dr. William H. Masters and

Virginia E. Johnson published Human
Sexual Response, a massive clinical study

of the physiology of sex. Briefly and simp-

ly, the Masters and Johnson conclusions

about the female orgasm, based on obser-

vation of and Interviews with 487 women,
were these:

"1) That the dichotomy of vaginal and
clitoral orgasms Is entirely false.

Anatomically, all orgasms are centered in

the clitoris, whether they result from direct

manual pressure applied to the clitoris,

indirect pressure resulting from the

thrusting of penis during Intercourse, or

generalized sexual stimulation of other

erogenous zones like the breasts.

"2) That women are naturally multi-
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orgasmic; that Is, If a woman Is Im-
mediately stimulated following orgasm,
she is likely to experience several
orgasms in rapid succession. This is not
an exceptional occurrence, but one of

which most women are capable.
"3) That while women's orgasms do not

vary In kind, they vary In Intensity. The
most intense orgasms experienced by the
research subjects were by masturbatory
manual stimulation, followed In Intensity

by manual stimulation by the partner; the

least intense orgasms were experienced
by women during Intercourse.

"4) That the female orgasm is as real and
Identifiable a physiological entity as the

male's; it follows the same pattern of

erection and detumescence of the clitoris,

which may be seen as the female
equivalent of the penis.

"5) That there is an " Infinite variety of

female sexual response" as regards In-

tensity and duration of orgasms'

To anyone acquainted with the body of

existing knowledge of feminine sexuality,

the Masters and Johnson findings were
truly revolutionary and liberating In the

extent to which they demolished the es-

tablished myths. Yet six years after the

study was published, It seems hardly to

have made much of an impact at all.

Certainly it Is not for lack of Information

that the myths persist. Human Sexual

Response, despite Its weighty scientific

language, was an Immediate best-seller,

and popular paperbacks explicated It to

millions of people In simpler language and
at a cheaper price. The mythology
remains Intact because a male-dominated

culture has a vested interest In Its

continuance.

William Masters had searched for a

woman co-worker for his research
because, as he said, "No male really

understands female sexuality." Before

Masters and Johnson, female sexuality

had been objectively defined and
described by men; the subjective ex-

perience of women had had no part In

defining their own sexuality.

And, men defined feminine sexuality in

a way as favourable to themselves as

possible. If woman's pleasure was ob-

tained through the vagina, then she was
totally dependent on the man's erect penis

to achieve orgasm; she would receive her

satisfaction only as a concomitant of

man's seeking his. With the clitoral

orgasm, woman's sexual pleasure was
independent of the male's, and she could

seek her satisfaction as aggresslevely as

the man sought his, a prospect which

didn't appeal to too many men. The defini-

tion of normal feminine sexuality as

vaginal, In other words, was a part of

keeping women down, of making them
sexually, as well as economically, socially,

and politically subservient.

In retrospect, partfclarly with the

additional perspective of our own time,

Freud's theory of feminine sexuality

appears an historical rationalization for

the realities of Victorian society. Culture-

bound in the Victorian ethos, Freud has to

play the role of paterfamilias. Serving the

ethos, he developed a psychology that

robbed Victorian women of possible

politics. In Freud's theory of penis envy,

the penis functioned as the unalterable

determinant of maleness which women
could symbolically envy Instead of the

power and prestige given men by the

society. It was a refusal to grant women
acknowledgement that they had been
wronged by their culture and their times,

according to Freud, woman's lower status

had not been conferred upon her by men,
but by God, who had created her without a

penis.

Freud's insistence on the superiority of

the vaginal orgasm seems almost a
demonic determination on his part to

finalize the Victorian's repression of

feminine eroticism, to stigmatize the

remaining vestiges of pleasure feit by

women, and thus make them un-
acceptable to the women themselves. For

there were still women whose sexuality

hadn't been completely destroyed, as
evidenced by one Dr. Issac Brown Baker,

a surgeon who performed numerous
clltorldectomis on women to prevent the

sexuat excitement which, he was con-

vinced, caused "Insanities", "catalepsy,"

"hysteria," "epilepsy," and other diseases.

The Victorians had needed to repress

sexuality for the success of Western in-

dustrialized society; in particular, the total

repression of woman's sexuality was
crucial to ensure her subjugation. So the

Victorians honoured only the mate
ejaculation, that aspect of sexuality which

was necessary to the survival of the

species; the male ejaculation made
women submissive to sex by creating a

mystique of the sanctity of motherhood;

and, supported by Freud, passed on to us

the heritage of the double standard.
When Kinsey laid to rest the part of

the double standard that maintained

women got no pleasure at all from sex,

everyone cried out that there was a sexual

revolution afoot But, such talk, as usual,

was deceptive. Morality, outside the

marriage bed, remained the same, and
children were socialized as though Kinsey

had never described what they would be

like when they grew up. Boys were taught

that they should get their sex where they

could find It, " go as far " as they could. On
the old assumption that women were
sexual creatures, girls were taught that

since they needed sex less than boys did,

it was up to them to impose sexual

restraints. In whatever sex. education

adolescents did manage to receive, they

were told that men had penlses and

women vaginas; the existence of the

clitoris was not mentioned, and pleasure

in sex was never discussed at all.

Adolescent boys growing up beglng

for sexual crumbs from girls frightened for

their "reputations" — a situation that

remains unchanged to this day — hardly

constitutes the vanguard of a sexual

revolution. However, the marriage-manual
craze that followed Kinsey assumed that a
lifetime of psychological destruction

could, with the aid of a little booklet, be
abandoned after marriage, and that hus-

band and wife should be able to make
sure that the wife was not robbed of her

sexual brlthright to orgasm; just so long as
it was vaginal.

The effect of the marriage manuals of

course ran counter to their ostensible

purpose. Under the guise of frankness

and sexual liberation, they dictated

prudery and restraint. Sex was made so
mechanized, detached, and intellectual

that it was robbed of its sensuality. Man
became a spectator of his own sexual

experience. And, the marriage manuals
put new pressure on women. The swing
was from repression to pre-occupation

with the orgasm. Men took the marriage

manuals to mean that their sexuality would
be enhanced by bringing women to

orgasm and, again, co-opting feminine

sexuality for their own ends they put

pressure on women to perform. The en-

dorsement by the marriage manuals of

vaginal orgasm Insured that women would
be asked not only, "Did you come?" but

also, "Did you conform to Freud's con-

ception of a psychosexually mature
woman, and thereby validate my
masculinity?"

Rather than being revolutionary, the

present sexual situation is tragic. Ap-

pearances notwithstanding, the age-old

taboos against conversation about per-

sonal sexual experiences still haven't

broken down. This reticence has allowed

the mind-manipulators of the media to

create myths of sexual supermen and
superwomen. So, the bed becomes a

competitive arena, where men and women
measure themselves against these
mythical rivals, while simultaneously trying

to live up to the ecstasies promised them
by the marriage manuals and the fantasies

of the media. ("If the earth doesn't move
for me, I must be missing something," the

reasoning goes.) Our society treats sex as

a sport, with its recordbreakers. Its

judges, its rules, and its spectators.

As anthropologists have shown,

women's sexual response Is culturally

conditioned; historically, women defer

to whatever model of their sexuality is

offered them by men. So the sad thing for

women Is that they have helped make the

vaginal orgasm into a status symbol In a

male-dictated system of values. A woman
would now perceive her preference for a

clitoral orgasm as a "secret shame," ig-

nominious In the eyes of other women as

well as those or men. This internalization

can be seen In the literature: Mary
McCarthy's and Doris Lessing's writing on

orgasms do not differ substantially from D.

H. Lawrence's and Ernest Hemingway's,

and even Simone de Beauvolr, In the

Second Sex, refers to vaginal orgasm as

the only " normal satisfaction."

Rather than working to alleviate the
pressure on them, women have increased
it Feeling themselves Insecure In a com-
petitive situation, they are afraid to admit
their own imagined Inadequacies, and He
to other owmen about their sexual ex-

periences. With their men, they often fake
orgasm to appear "good In bed" and thus
place an Intolerable physical burden on
themselves and a psychological burden
on the men unlucky enough to see
through the ruse.

One factor that has made this

unfortunate situation possible Is Ig-

norance: the more subtle and delicate

aspects of human sexuality are still not

fully understood. For example, a woman's
ability to attain orgasm seems to be con-
ditioned as much by her emotions as by
physiology and sociology. Masters and
Johnson proved that the orgasm ex-

perienced, the misnamed vaginal orgasm,
did not differ anatomically from the clitoral

orgasm. But this should not bee seen as

their most significant contribution to the

sexual emancipation of women. A
difference remains in the subjective ex-

perience of orgasm during intercourse

and orgasm apart from Intercourse. In the

complex of emotional factors affecting

feminine sexuality, there Is a whole pan-
aply of pleasures: the pleasure of being

penetrated and filled by a man, the

pleasure of sexual communication, the

pleasure of affording a man his orgasm,
the erotic pleasure that exists even when
the sex Is not terminated by orgasmic
release. Masters an Johnson's real con-

tribution was to stress and "infinite variety

of female sexual response." One should

be able to appreciate the differences,

rather than impose value judgements on
them.

There Is no doubt that Masters and
Johnson were fully aware of the im-

plications of their study to the sexual

liberation of women. As they wrote, "With

orgasmic physiology established, the

human female now has an undeniable

opportunity to develop realistically her

own sexual response levels." Four years

later this statement seems naive and en-

tirely too optimistic. Certainly, the sexual

problems of our society will never be

solved until there Is real and unfeigned

equality between men and women. This

idea Is usually misconstrued: sexual

liberation for women is wrongly un-

derstood to mean that women will adopt

all the forms of masculine sexuality. As In

the whole issue of women's liberation,

thafs really not the point. Women don't

aspire to Imitate the mistakes of men In

sexuat matters, to view sexual ex-

periences as conquest and ego-
enhancement, to use other people to

serve their own ends. But If the Masters

and Johnson material is allowed to filter

into the public consciousness, then

woman at long last will be allowed to take
the first step toward her emancipation,

Susan Lydon

HART HOUSE SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

WILLIAM SH00KH0FF
VOCAL QUARTET

Sunday, November 5 at 8 p.m.

IN THE GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE

Tickets Available At The Porter's Desk

HILLEL FILM SERIES

PRESENTS

WHERE'S POPPA?
STARRING

George Segal and Ruth Gordon

Sunday, Nov. 5
8:30 p.m.

Mclennan physics bldg.
ROOM 202

ADMISSION 75c

DEADLINE FOR SPECIAL GRANTS IS 15 NOVEM- *

BER. SUBMIT YOUR ESTIMATE TO GSU.
16 BANCROFT AVE. - 928-2391

STARTING NOVEMRER 4 - 8.30 p.m.

Edward Johnson Building-Concert Hall

NEW MUSIC CONCERTS

presents its first exciting performance

STUDENT SINGLE TICKETS ONLY $1.00

ENCHANTRESS (R. Murray Schafer) SOUND POETRY presented by ihe Four

Horsemen - by Nicho, R. Barretto-Rlvera, Paul Dutton, Steve McCaftery.

PROLIFERATION (Claude Vivier) GRAFFITI (Walter Heksler) SEQUENCES
(John Hawkins) - world premiere - work lor two chamber ensembles.

Featured artist: Jean Laurendeau (Odes Martenot)

Tickets: 481-3371

or at the box office, evening of performance

For a series brochure on all the New Music

Concerts performances, please call the ticket

i number, Monday lo Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

weil-informed
helpfui

staff

d
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

® :yxv:v::x
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THE GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
ASSOCIATION

Last spring the GSU published the GA REPORT. This report was comprehensive survey of the wages

and working conditions of every teaching assistant, demonstrator, grader and marker employed by

the University.

The major findings of the report were:

a) Although there was a provincial

wage ceiling of $1800, ONLY 30% OF
ALL GRADUATE ASSISTANTS WERE
EARNING THAT AMOUNT. Despite

the fact that the ceiling has now been

increased to $2400, THERE HAS
BEEN NO INCREASE IN PAY!

b) The average wage paid to GAs
was less than $1000.

c) 28% of all graduate students are

women, but they only comprise 16%

of the total of gas.

d) Although close to 40% OF ALL
TEACHING IS DONE BY GAs, they

have virtually NO REPRESENTATION
OR VOICE IN ANY POLICY-MAKING
PROCESSES WHICH AFFECT THEIR
WORK. They have little voice concer-

ning classroom size, content of the

course or student-teacher ratios.

Furthermore, there is no formal

representation of GAs on any gover-

ning body of the University.

WHAT CAN BE DONE
The findings of the GA Report convinced a large

number of graduate students that a union for

graduate assistants was necessary. The GSU
supported this move and has supplied some
funds and office assistance to get the GAA
started. The union is open to all demon-
strators, teaching assistants, graders, markers,

post-doctoral fellows, and fourth-year students

who are employed by the University of Toronto.

In July we asked the University for voluntary

recognition; this was refused. This left us with

no option but to form a legally certifiable union.

Once we are certified, the University is required,

by law, to enter into bargaining with us. Further-

more, according to law, they are required to

bargain in good faith.

As a union, if successful in our bargaining,

among the gains we can win are:

a) Medical and fringe benefits. GAs are the

only University employees who receive no
medical or fringe benefits.

b) Job security and seniority rights. Most GAs
do not know from one year to the next whether
they will be working. We can change that.

c) Higher pay.

d) A voice in the classroom regarding content,

structure, and student-teacher ratios.

e) Office space and office supplies.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
Already a sizeable number of GAs,
from a variety of departments, have
joined the GAA. You too can join the

GAA. At present, the GAA has no for-

mal existence. By your joining, you
can create a well-functioning GAA,
direct its future course, and formulate

its policies.

There will be a series of meetings at the
GSU, 16 Bancroft Ave, on November 7,

8 and 9. The meetings are scheduled
from 4-6 on those days. The meetings
will be both informational and
organizational.

All GAs are urged to attend

For more information, contact your department's GSU representative or call the
GSU at 928-7057, 6233 or 2391, and watch VARSITY for future announcements.
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Yes concert is marred by unendurable sound
This past Tuesday night was a

time for ghosts and goblins, the

annual drag parade up Yonge
Street and colncldentally this

year, a Yes concert at Maple Leaf

Gardens.
The concert left me In an

ambivalent mood. There was dis-

appointment at the Yes' lack of

absolute perfection but there was
still an Immense of respect for the

level of true musicianship and
seriousness that was conveyed

by the knitted brows of the intent

group and conveyed in sound by

the kinetic vibrations that

throbbed through the audience.

For some unknown reason,

Yes chose the Gardens to tape

their next album. The acoustics of

the home of the Maple Leafs

hockey team Is designed for

anything but the subtleties of Yes'

brand of music. So the audience
had to wait for about an hour
while the stage was carefully set

up. As It turned out much of the

session was made unusable
because of some very annoying
buzzing caused by Interference

between the recording lines and
the PA system. Like almost all

Gardens' rock concerts the

volume was far above an en-

durable level probably because
the sound engineers have some
grave hearing deficiencies by
now.

The concert opened in the

blackness of the arena pun-

ctuated by a firefly array of

lighted matches. An orchestrated

tape began to swell and meld Into

a crossover with the mellotron

and drums as the lights unfolded

the group on stage.

The concert (and likely the next

album) was largely composed of

previously recorded material In-

cluding all the selections from the
new Yes album Close to the Edge
and some parts of Fragile Begin-
ning with Siberian Khatru, the

concert flowed into a lilting drum
phased, All Good People,
followed by And You and I. Then
Steve Howe took the spotlight

with some solo acoustic guitar

work that featured an impressive
(but flawed) version of the

Discover
the
freedom of

CONTACT
LENSES

BRADDOCK
OPTICAL
170 St, George St. 925-8720
2917 Blooi St. W. 233-2611
Centenary Plaza 282-2030
Bayview Village Centre 222-5791

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

The ale you say,

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale

Do you know what you're missing?

classically flavoured Mood For A
Day. The band came back to

Fragile for Heart of Sunrise and
then went into their epic. Close to

the Edge. Rick Wakeman's
keyboard solo was then followed
by Roundabout. For the finale,

Yes responded to the standing
ovation with a new song Yours is

No Disgrace.

Yes were remarkably true to

their recordings, especially on
the material from Close to the
Edge. That was, In fact, a
remarkable feat considering the

complete, cinematic nature of

their music. All the dramatic
changes were right on cue, In

tune and confident. The music Is

Interdependent on each
members' talent and deftness,

and It was a treat to see such
difficult sounds mesh together

with complete precision.

Rick Wakeman was especially

brilliant and ovblously an es-

sential part of the Yes sound.
Playing 5 keyboard instruments,

including grand piano, electric

piano, organ, mellotron and syn-
thesizer. The wizard-like
Wakeman was always in motion
and never erred In his lightening

transitions.

The essence of the night's

disappointment came with the

quintet's best song-assemblage,
Roundabout. It was lacking the

driving force of former drummer
Bill Bruford but it also suffered

from bass lines that were not as
chunky and crisp as they could
have been. But the band's
acheivements were nontheless
amazing considering the deman-
ding, artful editing of the music.
Most rock bands would have
enough trouble trying to put Yes'

music together In a studio.

Allan Mandsll

Organ Recital

CLEMENT C.

CARELSE

Monday, Nov. 6

at 5.05 p.m.
Convocation Hall

cfreefbrm
interior/

featuring
cuon waterbeds

Complete Units From
$79.95

2110 Yonge St. 489-7600

WINNER OF 3

CANADIAN FILM AWARDS

Donald Pleasence Carol Kane

and Doris Petrie

(Best Supporting Actress)*--,^*

In Colour

INTERNATIONAL
CINEMA

YONGE M MANOR
NIGHTLY AT 7:00-9:00

SAT. AND SUN. AT 2:20-4:30-7:00-9.00

The University Library announces that

the Department of Rare Books
and Special Collections

including University Archives

WILL BE CLOSED

FROM MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1972

until it re-opens in its new premises at St.

George and Harbord Streets not later than

January 2, 1973. If it is possible to bring for-

ward the opening date this will be announ-

ced later.

In urgent circumstances, the Library will

attempt to continue services from these

collections during the move. Please call 6107
(Rare Books) or 2277 (University Archives)

for details.
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Early November finds us shoulder

deep In premieres. A two week multi-

cultural theatre festival Is being held at the

St Lawrence Centre Town Hall, November

5 through 19. Toronto's various ethnic

groups will have the opportunity of

sampling plays In German, Ukranlan, Yid-

dish, Czechoslovaklan, French and even

English. Incidentally, if you missed the

Theatre du Petit Bonheur's fine production

of Jean Barbeau's two one-acters,

Solange and Goglu, you can catch it there

on the fourteenth. The same company will

offer its second production this year star-

ting November 9 : Les Bonne*, by Jean

Genet, whose plays are a rare experience

in the poetry of theatre. More St. Lawrence

Centre tare: its repertory company opens

November 7 with a dramatic adaptation of

Franza Kafka's The Trial. Creation Two

presents Midway Priest, a new Canadian

play, at Actor's Studio, starting November

9. The Poor Alex Theatre features Goat

Island by Ugo Betti from November 9 until

December 2. Its designer is Hart House

Theatre veteran Stephan Katz.

Speaking of artists In our midst, Nancy

Reason, a third year Englsh major from

University College, has written Old

Friend*, finishing Saturday at the UC
playhouse. The setting: an old lake-side

hotel In Switzerland. The characters,

Laura, Muriel and David. Sounds like our

old friend, psychological drama.

The OKeefe Centre will finish off its

National Ballet stint minus Nureyev.

Tickets are available, needless to say. You

can see Michael Redgrave in John Mor-

timer's play A Voyage Round My Father.

However, if you aren't In the mood to

empty your pockets, you could try

Noogenesli, a new musical playing the

3,4,10,11,17,18,14 and 25 at the St. Glles-

Kingsway Presbyterian Church In

Islington. It claims to treat the themes of

"love, death, the youth cult, un-
employment, loneliness and man's search

for meaning." Furthermore, "following the

performance coffee will be served." How's

that for entertainment value?

Eleanor Coleman

There should be enough folk music
around the city this week to keep most
fanatics fairly busy and broke.

Toronto based folkslnger Murray
McLaughlan Is back at the River boat, 134
Yorkville (922-6216), till Sunday. Murray
has a new album out and should be doing
a lot of material from It. Next week, from
Monday through Saturday, Tom Ruth will

be appearing. This is one of his few
appearances this year so tickets are
available In advance from the 'boat. Ad-
mission is $3.50.

Michael Cooney is a Grumbles, 71
Jarvls above King (368-0796), tonight and
tomorrow. Next Week is "Canada Week"
with a different performer appearing each
night. From Monday to Saturday the
lineup is, Alan J. Ryan, Ken Tobias,

Dancing Bear, David Eealg (a London
area blues guitarist). Heartaches Razz
Band and Alexander Zelkln respectively.

"One of the more promising weekend
events should be the Guy Fawkes celebra-
tion to be presented by Thog on Sunday.
Eleven hours of theatre, music and other
fantastic happenings will take place at the
Bathurst Street. United church, 736
Bathurst Street, Just south of the Bloor-

BathursL subway station, beginning at 1

pm. Advance tickets are only 504 at

Etherea (In Rochdale), while admission Is

$1 at the door.

Adam Mitchell, the former lead singer

of the long defunct, psychedelic, "Toron-

to's answer to the Beatles" group, The

Ravel. Arthur Rowe plays Bach, Chopin

and Ravel and Andrew Galllardl plays

Schumann, Griff and Rachmaninoff

(preludes).

On November 5 the Baroque

Orcheetra of Cologne performs at the

MacMlllan Theatre at 8:30 pm. The

program Is Handel's Concerto grosso In D

major, Carl Stamltz' Concerto No 2 for

cello and orchestra. Telemann's concerto

In E major and Haydn's unfamous

(because the 88th so overshadows It and

the 87th not to mention the 89th did he

even write one?) 86th symphony. A limited

number of tickets are still available at last

count, at $2 for students and $4 for others.

The Ontario Institute tor Studies In

Education is sponsoring an evening of

Chinese choral and Instrumental music

and has decided not to rent Maple Leaf

Gardens for the event. In fact, the admis-

sion Is free and It's at the OISE auditorium

at 8:30. Cantonese music and Chinese folk

songs plus Instrumental ensembles are

featured.

On November 9 The Performing Arte

of Korea, a dance and musicians group

from Korea, will stage a concert Il-

lustrating all phases of Korean court and

chamber music. Confucian, military and

Buddhist and folk music. Charge Is $2 for

students, and it's at 8:30 pm.

An Interesting program on the CBS

AM Sunday Supplement at 10:30 am
features Ohio State Broadcastng Award

winner David Humphreys In an evocation

of the times and particular circumstances

surrounding the writing of Beethoven's

Missa Solemnls. The program promises to

be a boradcastlng tour de force, with a

theatre-like portrayal of a sad, sad

Beethoven—and or course he was sad In

1814, and very often after that.

Two corrections of last week What'sup

are in order: The Orford Quartet,(and It Is

Orford, not Oxford as we have assiduously

printed It the last few Issues) will not be on

CBC television this Sunday. They told us

to kill the announcement but there's no

word on whether It will be rescheduled.

Secondly, the tickets for the next concert

of the U of T Symphony Orchestra don't go

on sale at all as announced because

they're free. You can pick them up at the

box office now.

Victor Feldbrlll conducts the U ofT Orcheetra (not ahown), aa conductor-ln-resldence

Paupers Is appearing tonight at Fiddlers

Green, near Yonge and Egllnton (489-

3001). Mitchell has been more Involved

with production than performing lately and
this, his first surfacing since Mariposa,

might be interesting. On Tuesday the

guest artists are Debbie Dunlevy and Ted
Richards. Admission is $1.

The St. Lawrence Centre's Town Hall

Is where the Centre's five young contest

winners will be proffering musical
evidence to prove they deserve their

laurels, tonight at 8:30, tickets $3.50.

Sollne Dussault-Senart, soprano, will sing

Handel, Brahms, Faure and Berlioz;

Caroline Tamlin, soprano will sing

Mozart's Invigorating and neglected
(because It Is too much fun, no doubt)

Exultate Jubilate: Angela Skala will play

violin pieces by Morawtetz, Webern and

Still on November 5 will be Franspeter

Goebels in a recital of harpsichord music,

old and new. Goebels Is appearing at

Scarboro as part of a North American
tour. The time Is 3:30 pm and as usual the

admission is free. Not to be outdone, Hart

House has brazenly decided to stage the

Vocal Quartet wlthWIIIIam Shookhoff at 8

pm. Limp satire aside, this will not actually

conflict with the Scarboro concert, but It

will with the Baroque Orchestra's concert
which Is an Important one and deserves to

monopolize that one evening. In fact,

Metro United Church Is having its next
Chancel concert at 8:30 the same evening.
No matter who Is to blame, I think It may
be assumed that the Toronto audience Is

mature enough to be eclectic In Its musical
interests and would want to hear for ex-
ample, the Vocal Quartet as much as the
Cologne Orchestra. Four concerts on the
same day, three of which whose times
conflict. That's really an unnecessary
situation, although It's true that It Is difficult

to place blame.

Art Gallery of Ontario presents an

exhibition of more than 80 prints, largely

from the gallery's own collection, on view

until December 3 In a show entitled

French Prlntmakera of the Nineteenth

Century. There are works by Delacroix,

Mucha, Toulouse-Lautrec and Daumler. A
few pieces, by Ingres and Rodin for ex-

ample, are from the Metropolitan Museum
of Art In New York where the exhibition

first appeared.

Eric Frelfeld, painter and instructor at

the Ontario College of Art, will have a

showing of 25 of his paintings from

November 11 to 25. It is his first

commercial show, although he has had

many one-man shows across the country.

His style is said to be divided between

direct wateredou ring, carried out with

expressionist bravura and what he calls

'sustained drawings' heightened with

watercolour and worked on in most cases

for several years.

A Malcolm Batty Retrospect continues at

Hart House until November 24th.

It will be our policy henceforth to note

openings (and closings) in one L'Hebdoi

issue only.

soup
Tonight: Little Big Man, (Penn) 7:30 and

10 Roxy, 99c. I'm not a cook, but soups

have turned out to be easy and Im-

pressive. Chop up your old vegetables

(limp celery, browning lettuce, pepper
seeds leftover salad, root vegetable tops)

add salt and slow boil about fifteen

minutes, (so as not to kill vitamins). Let

stand awhile, strain and throw away
vegetables.

Sunday: The Lower Depths (Renoir), St.

Mikes, 8 pm. If you are a meat-eater you
can simmer bones and meat scraps in a

covered pot. Vinegar and salt help release

minerals. Let this go on for hours, as there

are no vitamins to burn up. Uncovered
rapid boiling at the end will get rid of any
tell-tale vinegar.

Wednesday: Don't miss The Sorrow
and the Pity, on CBC TV, from 7:30 on. My
split pea soup goes over best, and I don't

use any meat. Buy cheap dried spilt peas
at Oaala, on Harbord, Just West of

Spadina: Steve needs the business. Cook
In leftovers water until peas are soft. It

takes about three-quarters of an hour.

After awhile add carrot and potato chunks,
later onion chunks. Tabasco or ketchup
livens It up. Try various spices, but not too
many In any one soup, or the taste gets

confused. Don't be afraid of chill or other

hot things. Do it to taste.

Editor

Assoc. Editor

theatre

movies

pop

art

music

books

Ulli Diemer

Bill Macvicar

eleanor coleman

bob bossin

allan mandell

ian scott

ian scott

bill macvicar
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sportalk
U of T finished in first place in the

initial round of the Ontario Senior

Intercollegiate Women's Field

Hockey championships at York
University last weekend. The closest

game of the three played by the U of

T team was the Saturday afternoon

game with York — Toronto won, 2-

0. In other games on the weekend,

Toronto defeated McGill 3-0, and

Queen's 6-0. While the four teams

competed at York, another four

participated at Waterloo. Waterloo

finished first, defeating Guelph and

McMaster by 1-0 scores, and tying

Western, I - 1 . The second half of the

championship will be held today and

tomorrow at Scarborough College.

The Intermediate Championship will

be decided on the downtown cam-

pus Women's Senior Volleyball

will participate in the Queen's in-

vitational Tournament tomorrow....

Also last weekend, the Women

By HAT REDICAN
U of T political economy

professor Donald Smiley yesterday

called for autonomous social

research in Canadian universities in

order to ensure independent and

effective research.

Smiley, speaking at the annual

meeting of the Association of

Universities and Colleges of Canada

at Toronto's Hyatt House, said that

governments' desire to guarantee

the relevance of social research often

led to a "crude utilitarian approach

to higher education".

Smiley stated that he thought the

governments' only concern was to

see that the money funneled to

research in universities was used for

public purposes.

"Government needs for research

are larger, more specific, and more

urgent than ever before."

While acknowledging that it was

important that governments com-

mission research for their own use in

order to function reasonably, Smiley

said that it was also important to

allow for a continuing, independent,

critical analysis of the political

economy. This could only occur, he

added, if the government adopted a

laissez-faire altitude to university

research.

Smiley said the lack of good

critical analysis in other sectors of

society accentuated the need for

university involvement in this area.

Fencers participated in the Queen's

Invitational Fencing Tournament —
their first competition of the season.

The A and B teams, coached by Ken
Wood, placed third and fourth in a

field of seven.... In football play this

weekend, the two. teams for the

OUAA championship will be
decided. Western Mustangs play in

Windsor, while the Gee-Gees host

Waterloo Lutheran Golden
Hawks. .. the football All Star teams
were announced this week. Toronto
placed II members — the highest

number of any team in the OUAA
— on the Eastern All Star team.

Toronto was represented on the

offensive team by Rein Enno, cen-

tre. Bruce Parrack, guard, John
Lipsett. tackle. Brent Elsey, end.

Cor Doret, halfback, and Wayne
Dunkley. quarterback. On the

defensive team it was Jim Nicoletti,

end. Jim Blainey, tackle, Guido

He cited journalism as being
"depressing in its superficiality and
its triviality" concerning these

matters.

Smiley also stated that many of

the government's projects could be

better served by "in-house"
research, the investigation of public

policy by distinctly government

agencies.

He referred to "rapid and abrupt

change in government priorities" as

one reason for this development.

Douglas Murray of the Canadian

Social Research Council which

funds social research, said in reply

to Smiley that the government may
be forced to consider alternatives to

university research.

He criticized the laissez-faire

iantorno and Hartley Stern,

linebackers, and Peter McNabb,
defensive halfback. (In spite of the

large number of all stars on the

team, the Blues lost to Ottawa Gee-

Gees last weekend, to eliminate any
playoff chances.) The team was
selected by OUAA coaches who
nominated players from their own
teams; lists were then circulated to

all coaches in the league. Coaches
voted on players from their own
section but were unable to vote for

players on their own teams.... the

Ontario Pinball Championship was
won by Seymour Kanowitch of UC.
Second place went to Danny Davis,

Toronto, and third place went to -

Russ Rayner, George Brown.
Teams came from as far away as

Chicago to participate.... Soccer

Blues meet Western tomorrow in

their last league game of the season.

Game time is I pm. Next

approach, insofar as it left many
areas which needed investigation

uncovered.

He pointed out that no books are

presently being planned on the 1972

federal election and that, in fact,

only one book has ever been written

on any Canadian election.

Murray said he felt that agencies

like the Research Council, which is

independent of government, sup-

ported by universities and individual

university teachers, may be forced to

recommend a government- con

trolled agency to finance social

research.

Science and defence research is

already extensively funded by

government controlled bodies, the

National Research Council and the

Wednesday the Blues play York at

York for the OUAA championship.

The Yeomen defeated Queen's 4-1

last Saturday and remain un-

defeated champions of the Eastern

Section. The winner of that game
will advance to the first national

CIAU championship game. Next
Thursday, Alberta plays the winner

of the Maniloba-Lakehead game,
which will determine the western

representative. Memorial Universi-

ty, St. John's, Newfoundland, will

represent eastern Canada's un-

iversities, while either Loyola or

Laval will come from Quebec. The
CIAU championship will be held at

York from November 10-12

Waterpolo Blues play Queen's and
Ottawa tomorrow at Hart House.

The U of T-Queen's game will

decide who represents first place in

the Eastern Section. The top two

teams (likely U of T and Queen's)

Defence Research Board.

Smiley agreed with Murray that

there were general trends in research

that had to be corrected. Among
these, he cited the "indefensibly

small proportion of projects which

are specifically Canadian".

Smiley also emphasized the need

for co-operation in projects of an

international nature (for example

physics or philology) in order to

avoid duplication.

Unclassifieds
SKI AUSTRIA - Feb. 10-25 - two weeks in

Innsbruck, incl. flighi, transfers, meals -

special $299 {applicable until Nov. 30).

More information call (evenings): Brian

266-1368 or John 267-4166 or Bernd 261-

4176

EXPEDITIONS: Overland London to

Capetown: Toronto to Rio de Janeiro:

Yucatan: Eastern Island: Solar Eclipse.

The Trekkers: 2453 Yonge St., Suite No. 7.

Toronto 483-9080

ABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL
REFERRAL service sponsored by

Women's Liberation. Clinic Tuesday and
Thursdays 7:30 to 9:30 at U of T Advisory

Bureau, 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or

phone 533-9006 any time.

PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
help you. Campus Birthright, 469-1111.

Call or come 1:30-4:00 p.m., Monday thru

Friday, 89 St, George.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coals from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202

Spadina Ave. between Queen and Oun-

das. Good seleclion of fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00

Thurs, and Fri.

SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.

Going out o( business after 42 years.

Pearl Furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind

new city hall). 363-0965. Will delivei.

Bargains Bargains. Only three days left!

ROOMS - Campus CO-OP has both

single and double rooms available,

cheap, close to campus, more than just a

place fo live; Phone: 922-5496 or 964-1961

or come to our main office at 395 Huron.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - $55. Dec. 27^Jan 1,

5 days skiing at Mt. Ste. Anne. Excellent

accommodation with heated indoor swim-
ming pool. All transportation included.

For information write: CANADIAN SKI

TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or

phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.

WE HAVE A HOUSE (near campus) to

share with a warm, active person who
wants something more than just a room.

Approximately $90/mo. 920-2138

SKI MADONNA, VERMONT Decembei

24th - 29th inclusive, S120 includes - ac-

comodation, 5 full days of skiing, all lifts,

shuttle service and return transportation,

2 meals per day. Call 489-8715

MARTIN GUITAR 016 New Yorker perfeel

condition with hardshell S275. or will

trade tor Martin 018 or 0018. Call Ken 964-

2510 after 6:00

will participate in the OUAA finals

next weekend at York.... the OUAA
Cross-Country championship will be

decided tomorrow in Guelph....

Olympic Trust of Canada reports

that "recent major donors" include

the following multi-national cor-

porations: Standard Oil, Coca-Cola
Ltd., and the City of Montreal....

interfaculty and intramural touch

football playoffs begin next week....

You learn
something

new every day

One of the wonderful things

about growing up is trying dif-

ferent things. Like Yoga. And
forming your own opinion about

all your new learning. Another
part of growing up is finding out

about sanitary protection.
Maybe you're wondering if

you're old enough for Tampax
tampons. If you're of menstrual

age, you're probably old enough.

Many girls start right off with

Tampax tampons.
They come in three absorb-

encies: Regular, Super and
[unior . There's one to fit your
needs. And they're easy to use.

Just follow the simple directions

inside every package. You'll

learn something new and sim-

plify your life.

Our only interest is protecting you.

TAMPA X TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.,

BARRIE. ONTARIO

Innis supports fees demo
Innis College Student Society Thursday threw its support behind

Victoria College's attempts to organize U of T participation in a Queen's

Park demonstration SAC refused to join.

The November 2 1 demonstration protests last spring's tuition fee hike

and detrimental changes in the Ontario Students Award Program.

Vic student president Gord Barnes attended the meeting to solicit

financial and moral support for the U of T effort. Innis contributed $50 to

the cause.

SAC vice-president John Heliiwell, a former Innis student, explained

whv SAC voted against participating.

Heliiwell said he expected council to reconsider its negative decision at

its next meeting.

VARSITY ARENA HOCKEY

VARSITY GRADS vs VARSITY BLUES

TONIGHT 8:00 P.M.

TICKETS $1.00 ON SALE NOW

AT ATHLETIC OFFICE, HART HOUSE AND VARSITY
ARENA. STUDENT SEASON TICKETS WILL BE ON SALE
BETWEEN PERIODS.

WANTED
Unemployed Masters

and Ph. D.'s

in all disciplines

to form a

LOCAL INITIATIVES

PROGRAM
contact:

ANDY TANG
1a Dale Ave., No. 205

Toronto

or call: 925-9640

GRADUATE STUDENTS

BASKETBALL TRYOUTS
for GSU Teams in Intramural League

tryouts: Monday, Nov. 6

Scrimmage: A Team vs. B Team Monday, Nov.

Hart House Gym: 4-5 p.m. both days
Information: 928-2391 - 868-0863

13

Canada Has COLD Winters

you can halve the

cost of a winter coat

50% i

HSPECIAL!!

Hi rise baggie pants

129 Spadina Ave., 3rd floor
Open Mon-Thurs. 11-3, Sal. 9-3

Smiley invokes autonomous social research
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sports

Blues end season with 18-3 win
The Rugby Blues finished off a

successful season Wednesday by

defeating York Yeomen 18—3. It

was ihe first defeat for the Yeomen

this season. However, York, in first

place is assured of representing the

Eastern Section in the OUAA finals

November 1 1 at York.

The seconds did not fare as well

on Wednesday, losing 18—9 in a

closely-Fought contest. The last lime

the seconds played York they

narrowly won 6—3.

Blues first team went ahead early

in Wednesday's game on a try by

Rick Phillips. The play resulted

from strong up field movement and

good ball passing to the backs from

scrum. Rick Hodder made the con-

vert good to bring the score to 6—

0

halfway through the initial half.

Yeomen received another setback

before the end of the half when Rick

Hodder went over the York line to

touch the ball down for Blues' se-

cond try. Hodder also converted the

try.

York finally scored early in the

second half on a penalty, goal. The

York score came after the Yeomen

had harrassed the Blues throughout

the latter part of the first half.

Blues successfully prevented a try

by the league-leading Yeomen
through constant effort and strong

scrumming. On very few occasions

OUAA Rugby

Eastern Section games win lo; s tie for agst pts

York 7 6 1 0 126 50 14

RMC 7 4 2 1 77 57 9

Toronto 8 5 3 0 137 78 10

Queen's 7 2 5 0 125 95 4

Trent. 7 0 6 1 37 190 1

Remaining games November 4 Trent at RMC York at Queen's

Western Section

Western 8 8 0 0 208 26 16

Guelph 8-5 3 0 140 54 10

Waterloo 8 4 4 0 93 74 8

McMaster 7 2 5 0 28 109 4

Brock 7 0 7 0 0 206 0

Remaining game: November 4 McMaster a Brock

did York receive the ball out of the

scrum line: this gave the Blues much

of Ihe edge in play.

The team also successfully picked

off its share of the ball in lineouts,

getting it to the backs, who then

quickly carried it up the far side of

the field.

During the beginning of the

second half York came back strong,

taking the offensive for the first time

in the game. However, Blues per-

sistent checking was able to hold the

team to three points. York's stan-

doff (who scored the penalty goal)

played a strong game until he was

helped ofr the field in the second

half.

York continued lo press. But

when Graeme Wynn touched down

ihe ball ror the team's third try,

during the final minutes of the

game, the Yeomen were forced lo

accept their first defeat of the

season.

Barclay attributed Blues poor

start this season to "inexperience"

(three losses in the first four games).

He said the team would be well

developed by next season, even with

the loss of such important in-

dividuals as Steve Ferris, Graeme
Wynn. and Rick Hodder. Hodder

finished the season with 65 points —
the best individual scorer in the

OUAA. (Barclay will also not

return in 1973).

Blues finish the season with a 5-3

record, while the seconds finish even

at 4-4.
Blues skill in the lineout helped them defeat York Wednesday.

Hockey Blues open season against Grads
By PETER DUX

The hockey Blues begin their 1972-73

season tonight against the Varsity Grad's — a

collection of ex-Blues all stars selected by

coach Tom Walt. Following this game, the

learn will participate in a Hockey Canada

tournament in Kitchener tomorrow and

Sunday.

This year's learn, may miss some of their

offensive prowess of last year with the loss of

John Wright. Watt has appointed Gord
Davies as captain, and Bill Buba and Warren

Anderson as alternates. Eleven veterans are

returning for the season.

Returning at centre from last year are Bob
Munro. who along with Buba lead the team in

scoring with 19 goals last year. Ivan

McFarlane and Dan Pagnutti who did their

share or penalty killing last year are also

back.

Gord Davies Bill Buba, Kent Runke, are on
wing and, after a layofr of one season — Nick
Holmes.

Returning defencemen include 205 pound
Rick Leroy, Warren Anderson, and Al

Milnes. The experience of these three should

insure a stable defence.

Tending the net for this second season will

be Bruce Durno who last year had a 1 .66 goals

against average in league arid playoff games.

Rookies have been practising and are

anxious lo prove themselves in a game. At
centre will be Bill Fifield who played al

Michigan Stale after a Junior B stint with

Markham.
The left wing position will be filled by Neil

Korzack, coming directly from the OHA
Peterborough Petes with 43 points last year,

and Doug Tate, captain of Waterloo Lutheran
last year, who led the team with 31 points.

Right wingers include 6'2" Harry Sems,
formerly wilh the OHA Toronto Marlies, and
Bruce Herridge who also played for the

Marlies and the Guelph Royals. The Blues
have secured Mike Keenan. ex-captain of St.

Lawrence College (Canton, N.Y.) who also

played for the Oshawa Generals.

Two new defencemen have been added to

the rosier — Rick Cornacchia, who played
with the Dixie Beehives last year, and Albie

Shammes from the Wawa Travellers. The

Blues have also picked up Gary Innes, who
will share the nels with Durno. He played the

past four years for McMaster and his defec-

tion could make the U of T goaltending

combination a strong one.

Detroit Red Wing will be on the ice as will

Brian Jones, now coaching Ihe Ryerson

Rams.
Coaching the Grad's will be Dr. Dave

Steven who last played with the Blues in 1959

but who is presently ihe assistant coach of the

* 7
Blues scrimmage last night for game against Waterloo in Hockey Canada

tournament tomorrow.

Tonight's game with the Grads will see

Bobby Bauer and Brent Swanick returning

from last year's team lo play for the grads.

Also returning from the 1971 team will be
Tom Little who wilt man the nets along with

John Wrigley and Terry Parsons, Bill

LHeureux, and Terry Peterson. Sieve

Monleilh, who has played on the Canadian
National Team and brother Hank, an cx-

leam. A number of other players will be
returning for tonight's game but the final

lineup will not be known until later today.
John Wright, now with the NHL Vancouver
Canucks will not play.

Season's tickets will be sold between
periods during tonight's game at Varsity
Arena.

Tomorrow at 2 pm, the Blues will play in

Kitchener in one of several regular tour-

naments under the auspices of Hockey
Canada. Their opponents wrll be the Universi-

ty of Waterloo, and the winner will play

Sunday at 8 pm against the winners of the

Waterloo Lutheran-McMaster game. The
first place finishers in each region across

Canada will meet at Christmas to decide the

national champions.

Waterloo Warriors head coach Bob
McKillop said last Friday "We look for our

usual tough game against Toronto. They have

their usual strong team. In talking to Tom
(Wati) he says that he had only two positions

to fill. For those two players he has eleven

players wilh Junior A experience, plus a

couple of players from Europe."

McKillop said that he had three solid, well-

balanced lines, "each capable of a carrying its

share of the offensive and defensive load. Our
goaltending, especially with the addition of

Jake Duputs (last year with the Guelph
CMC's) seems to be stronger than last season.

"Defense would still appear to be our
problem," he continued. "We are still

carrying eight defensemen. However, with

some added work in that area we should be

able to improve. Peter Paleczny, who had
been seeing action at right forward in

workouts to datei may have to take the odd
shift on defense."

The regular seasn will begin next week with

17 games to be played, along with additional

exhibition home and home series wilh Sir

George Williams and Loyola and a January
game at Cornell.

Walt hopes lo finalize Ihe arrangements for

an exhibition scries in Poland this Christmas.
The league is divided into 2 divisions.

Toronto, York, Queen's, Laurentian, Ottawa,
Carleton. And Ryerson will make up the east.

The Blues play each team in their division at

home and away for 12 games. They also play
five games, home or away against the west
division including Windsor, Waterloo
Lutheran,. Waterloo, Western, Guelph,
McMaster and Brock. The season runs until

Feb. 27 followed by the playoffs with the
CIAU championship game at Toronto this

vear.
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Panther Seale
stresses role

of mass action
By STEWART GOODYEAR
Black Panther leader Bobby Seale

asserted yesterday that extensive

community organizing leading to

mass action and the raising of

peoples' consciousness is necessary

to bring down the U.S. power

structure.

Speaking at the Faculty of

Education as part of the two day

Student Mobilization Committee

anti-war conference, Seale labelled

the American capitalist system as a

force of oppression throughout the

world.

Over 500 people packed the

auditorium to hear Seale, "a member
of the Peace Action Committee as

well as the Panthers, deliver an

impassioned and well-received

address.

Pointing to recent intensification

of the war in Vietnam and to dis-

agreement over the terms of the

proposed ceasefire, he declared that

U.S. president Richard Nixon has

no intention of ending the war.

Seale stated that many promises

to end the war have been made and

broken in the past. He compared

present peace negotiations to Presi-

dent Lyndon Johnson's pre-election

promises in I964 to not bomb Viet-

nam and to wage a war on poverty.

No matter who is elected

president tomorrow, there must be

continuing massive action to de-

mand the war's end, Seale said. He
announced that massive demon-

strations will be held in major U.S.

and Canadian cities on November

1 8th to support these demands.

Considering Senator George

McGovern's candidacy, Seale again

referred to broken promises made
by liberals and stated that he will not

offer McGovern his support. But

during a press conference prior to

his speech, Seale said that four more
years of Nixon would be four more

years of "fascist oppression" and

that the Black Panthers, by repeated

denunciations, have attempted to

force Nixon out of office.

According to Seale, the fact that

the anti-war movement works in the

heart of the American capitalist

system, "in the belly of the whale",

as he called it, is very significant.

But the anti-war movement must

remember that its accompanying

themes are to oppose the present

system in matters of poverty, pollu-

tion and capitalist expansion. The

entire system must be "transformed

out of existence", said Seale, and

replaced by one with humane ends.

This would include the re-

distribution of wealth and in-

tegration in the seats of power, he

added.

"Broader insight" into the

purposes and means of this system

must be developed, he said. Using a

personal parable of influencing and

liberalizing a red-neck guard during

his lime in prison, Seale asserted his

belief that people's consciousness

can successfully be raised.

He also cited a marked change in

perceptions of police and govern-

ment among blacks and young peo-

ple during the last decade.

Seale then deplored the reactions

of apathy, escapism and dropping

out of the system, saying they are

futile.

Black Panther Bobby Seale yesterday called for continued mass action

against the Vietnam war.

Earlier, Seale mentioned some of

the methods his organization of the

community will follow — some use

of electoral politics, efforts to bring

awareness, and repeated mass

action.

The most important consideration

in politics today, he stated, is com-

munity control on a city-wide level.

Seale is presently running for

mayor in Oakland on a Black-

Chicano slate, hoping "those in the

liberation struggle can occupy the

city's seals of power". Asked what

chance he had of winning, he said

the majority of Oakland's pop-

ulation are poor Blacks and

Chicanos and that he has a firm base

among them.

During his speech Seale attacked

the media's attitude that his cam-

paign for Oakland's mayoralty is a

joke, which he said is indicative of

the establishment press. While sen-

sationalizing the militancy of the

Black Panthers, the press has ig-

nored their creation of health clinics

and their efforts lo provide food for

ihe urban poor. Seale accused.

He called the present philosophy

of the Panthers, "revolutionary in-

lercommunalism", a view which

conceives of the world as a matrix of

communities and accepts all races.

The Panthers have never been op-

posed lo all of the white community.

he said, tracing the history of their

philosophy from "black nationalism

to black socialism to proletarian

internationalism" to their present

viewpoint.

While the Panthers will support

nationalistic socialist movements

Ihey are ultimately against

nationalism Seale added.

He stated that when he and Huey
Newton organized the Black

Panthers both realized that "the

system of government and police

supporting the U.S. capitalist

system" would attempt to destroy

ihem. He accused this "machine" of

killing both Malcolm X and Martin

Luther King.

Quebec, Atlantic delegates walk out

Uncertain future greets national student body
OTTAWA (CUP) — Delegates from about 40 Canadian

universities and community colleges yesterday established a

new national student union, but not before representatives

from Quebec and the Atlantic provinces had walked oul.

Creation of the National Union of Students/Association

Nalionalc des Etudiants (NUS) followed three days of

protracted, and sometimes tedious debate on a cdnstilution

proposed by a four-member steering committee, set up at a

previous conference at Windsor, Ontario, last May.

But the fledgling organization's future is uncertain

because potential members must conduct referendums on

their campuses before being allowed to join. Although a few-

student councils had already authorized their delegates to join

the new union, only Simon Fraser University has conducted

the necessary referendum.

Delegates authorized the "central committee" 01

executive of NUS to solicit grants from potential members to

finance its formative stages. The only •commitment made at

the conference was a grant of $1000 from the University of

British Columbia student council.

The conference was perhaps the largest gathering of

Canadian student council representatives since (he dissolution

or the old Canadian Union of Students (CUS) in 1969.

The Quebec-Atlantic provinces walkout occurred after

delegates reached a bitter impasse over methods of

membership in the new union.

Quebec representatives, who came from the English-

speaking universities and some English and French CEGEP'S
(community colleges) demanded representation based on

region.

Loyola, which introduced the proposal, wanted all NUS
delegates to be appointed by regional student unions, with all

five regions of Canada having equal voting power. They were

especially adamant that their representation come from the

growing Front des Etudiants du Quebec (FEQ), rather lhan

from individual institutions.

The Loyola proposal drew on the example of FEQ in

which Quebec is divided into six regional government bodies.

The regions elect a maximum of 100 delegates to a general

assembly, but representation is not based on population.

Montreal has about 60 per cent of the students, but only

30 assembly delegates, and other regions have at least 1

1

The Quebec delegates contended that the method

prevents one power bloc from controlling the organization.

Each region must meet before an assembly meeting to develop

positions scheduled for discussion at the assembly.

The proposed constitution called for representation from

individual institutions based on two votes per school, but it

was amended -to a modified representation by population

formula after the Quebec-Atlantic provinces walk-out.

The Atlantic province participants wanted representation

from provincial organizations, with each province having equal

voting power. They feared the organization would become

controlled by Ontario and Quebec under "representation by

population", resulting in insufficient attention to Atlantic

problems.

They also claimed representation by institution would

result in too unwieldy a body,

The delegates changed the proposed name of the

orcanizalion from National Association of Students to

National Union of Students. The word "association" was

retained in French for translation purposes.

They also adopted the Declaration of the Canadian

Student, which formerly served as part of the Canadian Union

of Students constitution.

The declaration includes the clause "the Canadian

student has the right to be free to continue his education

without any material, economic, social or psychological

barriers, created by the absence of real equality of essential

conditions."

Delegates beat back an attempt to cut the number of

general NUS meetings from two to one per year by a vote of

16-28, with 18 abstentions.

In a controversial move, they added a by-law which

requires one-half of all NUS standing and special committees

be composed of women. The vote was 24-16. with such

traditionally conservative student councils as University of

Saskatchewan (Saskatoon campus) and York University

voting for it.

Schools on record as approving the constitution and

indicating interest in joining NUS were UBC. Simon Fraser.

University of Victoria, Columbia. Caribou, Vancouver City,

Camosin. Douglas and Capilano Colleges, New Caledonia

College of British Columbia, the University of Saskatchewan

(Saskatoon and Regina campuses), University of Manitoba

and Winnipeg, the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education.

Glcndon and Atkinson Colleges, Lakehead, Carleton. Trent

and York Universities and the Universities of Ottawa,

Windsor a*id Guelph, along with the U of T APUS and

Chum-plain CEGEP from St. Lambert. Quebec.
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HERE AND NOW
Effective today. Here and Now

will include listings up to and in-

cluding events scheduled for the mor-

ning of the next paper. Activities held

before noon of the next issue (for

example, Wednesday noon for a

Monday paper) will be published in

the previous paper and not repeated

in the subsequent edition. This

change has been made in response to

reader requests.

TODAY
11 am

Blood donor clinic Medical Sciences

Building - main (loor. Primarily for

Medicine. Emmanuel. Food Sciences,

Graduate Studies. Innts. Knox, Pharmacy,

Victoria College and P.H.E. However, all

are welcome.
Noon

Last day to reserve (or kosher suppers

lor Wednesday and Thursday November

8th and 9th. At Hlllel House.

Lecture by Hedva Ish - Shalom. "The

status ol the Israeli Woman: The Modern

Jewish Stale Confronts Woman's
Liberation". At Sid Smith No. 2106.

1 pm
Dialogue: Come and have a talk with a

member ol the Jehovah's Witnesses over

lunch. South Sitting Room, Hart House.

Free Jewish University: "Principals in

Jewish Law". In Sid Smilh No. 5020.

£30 pm
Norman Bethune Club Talk: What is

Marxism • Leninism? Followed by dis-

cussion. At the G.S.U. lunch room.

4:30 pm
Principal John Wilkinson of St. George's

College, Jerusalem, will speak in the Lec-

ture Room of the Planetarium on "The

Tomb of Christ: A Structural History".

Sponsored by the TST and Archaeology

Oept. of ROM.
6:30 pm

Hlllel Kosher Suppers Reservations

should be made by 5 pm. at Hillel House.

7 pm
U ol T Progressive Conservative Club:

annual meeting - everyone welcome. North

Dining Room; Hart House.

8 pm
Baba Ram Dass (Richard Alpert) tape

will be played starting at 8 pm. At the

Advisory Bureau, 631 Spadlna Ave. at

Harbord. Bring refreshments.

Hillel Drama Workshop at Hillel House,

186 St. George St.

Free Jewish University: "Chavurat

Zemer" at 186 St. George St.

Free Jewish University: "The Jewish

Woman" at Hillel House. 186 St. George St.

0:30 pm
Free Jewish University: "Dissent In

Jewish History" at the Board ot Jewish

Education at 22 Glen Park Road near

Glencairn Road.
TUESDAY

11 am
Blood donor clinic Medical Sciences

Building - main floor. Primarily for

Medicine, Emmanuel, Food Sciences,

Graduate Studies, Innls, Knox. Pharmacy,

Victoria Cotlege and P.H.E. However, all

are welcome. Till 4 pm.
4:30 pm

Free Jewish University: "Synagogue and
Community" being held in future sessions

at York University in the Atkinson Building,

Room No. 304.

5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship general

meeting at 5:30 pm in Wymilwood Music

Room, supper break from 6:30 - 7:30

pm. This week Rev. G. Griffiths will be

speaking on the topic "Law and Grace".

Come and have fellowship with Christians

on campus. Everyone is welcome.

ALL COURSE UNIONS
WE'RE TRYING TO FIND YOU.

WHERE ARE YOU? WHO ARE YOU?

The SAC Education Commission wants to

establish contact with all course unions, func-

tioning, latent, or trying to organize. If you are

involved in or interested in a course union or

course evaluation, please contact George or

Krys - 928-4909.

A COURSE UNION CONFERENCE

ON NOV. 25. ARE YOU COMING?

6:30 pm
Hlllel Kosher Supper. Guest lecturer

Rabbi Max Tlcktin will be speaking

following the supper at 7:15 pm on

'•Fathers and Sons In Modern Israeli

Poetry". Reservation should be made by

that afternoon the latest at 5:00 pm. Cost Is

$1.50.

7 pm
Hillel Guitar Workshop commencing

tonight for beginners only at 7 pm at Hlllel

House, 186 St. George St.

Conversational Hebrew at Hlllel House.

186 St. George St. For beginners only.

8 pm
Toronto Citizen's Forum: Tonight on

Wards 7 and 8. Committee Room 1, City

Hall.

Free Jewish University. "A Tarn Fun

Honig" at Hillel House, 186 St. George St.

8:15 pm
Conversational Hebrew for Advanced at

Hillel House. 186 St. George St.

8:30 pm
Hlllel Guitar Workshop commencing

tonight for advanced only at 8:30 pm at

Hillel House, 186 St. George St.

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
Hot Combs

Dryers

Setters

Up to 50% off

Suggested list price

The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.
and

700 Yonge si., at M. Mary

ART GALLERY
MALCOLM BATTY EXHIBITION

MONDAY 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

Sunday 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

GALLERY CLUB
open from Mon.-Fri.

Luncheon 12 noon-1 p.m

Dinner 6-7:30 p.m.
Licensed under LLBO. Hart House

membership required.

"NOTES ON A TRIANGLE"
FILMS "GAME IN 21 POINTS"

TnnAV "60 CYCLES"TODAY "BRONZE"

Music Room. 1-2 P.M. Debates Room, 7-8 P.M.

Noon Hour Concert

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 7

12 NOON - 2 P.M.

EAST COMMON ROOM
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20%
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*
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Arts

and Sciences

FinalYear
Students

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one
of the most exciting roles in business management

He tackles complex and fascinating problems.
For the professionally-trained man

the scope is limitless

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson. Gordon
representatives, on campus

Nov; 13, 14, 15 and 16
Appointments should be made through the

Student Placement Office.

If this time is not convenient, please contact us directly

Clarkson, Gordon & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
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Hamilton • Kitchener- London . Windsor Thu.ider Bay
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Author Claire Culhane (left) and professor James Steele said Canada is guilty of "crimes

agpinst peace" in Vietnam.

Canada complict in Viefnam: prof
By GREG McMASTER

The Canadian government is guilty of "crimes

against the peace" in Vietnam by "facilitating the

escalation of the war", according to Carlton University

Professor James Steele.

Speaking at it Saturday conference of the Student

Movili/ation Committee to End the War in South-East

Asia. Steele accused Canada of violating the Geneva

Convention.

He claimed that when the alleged "Gulf of Tonkin

incident" was reported in the world press in 1 965, then

prime minister Lester Pearson immediately accused

North Vietnam of blatant aggression.

Thus, said Steele, the former Nobel Peace Prize

winner lent his prestige to a world-wide propaganda

effort, which helped Lyndon Johnson convince the U.S.

Congress to give him the power to escalate the war at

will.

Steele said that Canada has been complicit in the

continuation of the war through its role in the

International Control Commission. The ICC's ac-

tivities he characterized as Canadian diplomats such as

Blair Seaborn acting as messenger boys in the

American government's efforts to convince the Viet-

namese to surrender.

He also suggested that the U.S. informed Canada in

l%9 of its intentions two months before it resumed

bombing North Vietnam. Steele accused Canada of

remaining silent when revealing the information could

have stimulated a world-wide campaign lo prevent the

bombing resumption.

The Geneva War Crimes agreements defined a

category of "crimes against the peace". Steele accused

the Canadian government of this crime for political

subservience to the U.S., as well as for the massive

supply of military goods provided by Canada to the

American war effort.

McGill professor Sam Noumoff reported on research

uncovering hundreds of Canadian, American and

British-owned companies in Canada providing war

materials to the U.S..

Clare Culhane, who has been an advisor to a

Canadian hospital in Vietnam, and who recently wrote

a book on Canada's complicity in the war, warned ot

the danger to the Vietnamese of Canadian
"peacekeeping" troops going lo Vietnam in the event of

a ceasefire.

She described as "inconceivable" the suggestion that

troops could really operate for "peacekeeping" pur-

poses and said that any Canadian force would be used

to prevent the right of self-determination of the

Vietnamese people.

She referred to a 1969 Canadian government White

Paper on the question of "peacekeeping" troops, which,

she said, advocated an essentially anti-communist

force.

"There is no neutrality involved", she said.

At yesterday's session of the conference, Tran Thieu

of the Association of Vietnamese Students accused the

Nixon administration with full responsibility for the

prolongation of the war, and described the Saigon

government as "the instrument of aggression whose

power rests on U.S. dollars and bombs".

His pledge that "We will fight on until victory" was

greeted with a standing ovation from the crowd of 200.

A representative of the Marxfst official wing of the

Irish Republian Army, Sean Keane, accused Britain,

Canada and the U.S. of cooperating to provide military

supplies and soldiers to a.ttack Vietnam as well as lo

invade the "no-go" areas of Northern Ireland.

Keane said that "the real terrorists in Ireland are

wearing British Army uniforms", and using Canadian

tanks. He expressed support for both an independent

socialist Ireland and for "our revolutionary comrades

in North and South Vietnam."

No books for Xmas
By RANDY ROBERTSON

U of T vice-president Don Forster said yesterday that the university

library system may be closed from December 22 until January 2.

The proposal to close the library for 10 days will be discussed at a

meeting tomorrow of the Governing Council's Academic Affairs

Committee.

Forster said the proposal came from the peronne! department. The

shut-down is to give library employees the benefit of the fact that

Christmas and Boxing Day fall on weekdays (Monday and Tuesday,

respectively).

The closing would give the employees "a bit of a break", he added.

Last year the library was open, although with restricted hours and

services, during most of the holidays.

Chief Librarian Robin Blackburn said last week that the closing

would not hinder the administrative operation of the library.

GSU vice-president Stephan Kogitz said yesterday he was opposed

to the proposal.

"The break is just too long: graduate students need these facilities,"

he said.

The GSU has not yet issued an official response to the proposal, but

Kogitz said that he had encountered no graduate students with opinions

contrary to his own. The executive will draft a reply to Forster early this

week, he indicated.

SAC communications commissioner Debra Lewis said that SAC
had discussed the proposal at an executive meeting last Thursday.

"We concluded it was unwise," she said, "and we sent a letter lo

Forster expressing our hope that the library would remain open during

the holidays."

APUS president Kurt Loeb said he was not opposed to the closing

and that he did not think other part-time students would be.

"We can turn this into a positive thing," he said; "it means that

books may be taken out longer. So long as people are notified in time, I

don't think it's that much of an imposition."

A committee set up by the Academic Affairs Committee to examine

library regulations last week almost unanimously "expressed concern" at

the possibility of a library shut-down.

Forster said that he had sought the views of the Graduate Students

Union, the Students Administrative Council and the Association of Part

Time Undergraduate Students to the proposal. He said he had not yet

heard from these organizations.

Worker's grievance quashed
By HEATHER-JANE SANGUINS
The grievance lodged by fired

library worker Dave Owens was

dismissed last week by the Universi-

ty of Toronto. In a short letter,

reports Owen, the university dis-

missed his claim that he was fired

because of his union activities, and

refused to give back his job.

Owen said yesterday that he

would like the union. Local 1230 of

the Canadian Union of Public

Employees, to pursue the grievance

through all possible channels.

At a local meeting November 28,

Owen's fellow workers will vote on

whether or not to take the case lo

arbitration.

Asked about the support he

thought he'd receive, Owen replied

that it was "difficult to gauge" as he

didn't know all of the workers. His

job lasted only two and a half

months, before he was dismissed

October 18. However, he fell that

the men in the filing section where

he worked were "100 per cent"

hehind him.

Union chef steward Tom
Bribriesco staled that there is a lot

of discontent among the workers

over the decision.

As a probationary worker. Owen
was not entitled to receive a warning

from the university before it ter-

minated his employment "on

reasonable grounds", says U of T
manager of management-labour

relations John Parker.

Owen's grievance alleged that he

was fired because of union activities.

Although only a probationary

worker, the night before he was

fired, Owen was unofficially asked

to become a union steward.

The ostensible reason of

"unsatisfactory work" was rejected

by Owen, since he reported thai

shortly before his dismissal he was

told his work was satisfactory.

Parker, who made the decision

not to uphold the grievance, claims

he is "neutral as far as the library

administration goes. He said he is

convinced there was no dis-

crimination against Owen because

of his union activities.

According to Montreal professor

Quebec unions are political voice of workers
By ZOYA STEVENSON

Universite de Montreal sociology professor Jacques Dofny

contended Thursday thai "the recent federal elections prove

that there is no working class expression at the political level

in Quebec,"

He explained that in the absence of any organized and

effective political party to represent the working class, "trade

unions play a greater political role in Quebec than anywhere

else in North America because mosl people in the society

belong to the working class."

Speaking lo a graduate sociology seminar on the political

and social role of the labour movement in Quebec. Dotny

argued that there were two systems of stratification in

Canada, one for the country as a whole, and one for Quebec.

"Quebec is a class system without an upper class or tlie

upper class is an upper middle class made up or the old pre-

induslrial bourgeosic." he said. "There is no indigenous

industrial bourgcosie although French Canadian society is an

industrial society."

He noted thai Ihe last census showed only 6.2 per cent ol

the labour force is engaged in agriculture.

-Therefore, what defines French Canadians is that they

are salaried people who don't own ihe means of production.

The position of French—Canada as a whole is not very far

from being the position of an oppressed class in society," he

said.

Dofiiy did a study for the Royal Commission on

Bilingualism and Biculturalism comparing the roles of French

and English Canadian engineers in Quebec society. He said he

considered the French Canadian engineer to be pari of a "new

working class" which has the potential to become a "national

rallying point."

The evidence was that "for the first time French

Canadians played an important economic and industrial role,

as did the engineers in nationalized Hydro-Quebec."

He said the study found a sharp statistical difference in

altitudes towards social and economic involvement in

Quebecois society between French Canadian and English

Canadian engineers.

Sixty five per cent of the Quebecois favoured

unionization compared to eight percent of the English. Also,

the large majority of French Canadians questioned would

supporf workers on strike in other industries whereas a

minority of their English-speaking colleagues would.

He attributed the differences largely to the facl that

ianv more French Canadian engineers are employed in the

public service sector than English Canadian ones. He pointed

out the rapid expansion and modernization of the public

services which made them the natural target of union

organizing campaigns.

Dofny claimed that "there are very different types of

workers' organizations for French and English Canadian

workers even when they work in the same industry."

He said one organizational model could be found in Ihe

continental, centralized unions where the "structure of power

is such that power exists in greater degrees at the top than at

the botlom, as in the Catholic and Anglo Saxon unions.

In this model "the money collected goes into the centra!

treasury, where in the other model, the money stays in the

hands of the federation, where regional councils have more

authority and power."

The Montreal professor agreed with the thesis put

forward by Pierre Vallieres in his book. White Niggers of

\meriea. saying that "the two most oppressed minorities in

North America, the blacks & the Quebecois have begun to

figlit for their complete liberation.'''

"The trade unions of Quebec are not only fighting for the

economic welfare of workers, they are considering the

problems of control of the media, education, and industry
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Nixon landslide toon 't stop war
Tomorrow, millions of people around the world will sit glued to

their television sets and radios as they witness yet another chapter in

the great American tragedy: the re-election of U.S. president Richard

Nixon.

In their quadrennial (ling with electoral madness, Americans

seem, lemming-like, determined to disregard the perils that lie

awaiting them and leave the fate of one of the most important

countries in the world in the hands of "Tricky Dick". Blinded by Nixon's

alluring suggestion of an "honourable" settlement In Vietnam and

frightened off by the initially radical-sounding type of Democratic

candidate of George McGovern, they are prepared to disregard Nixon's

performance in his first term in office.

The Nixon regime has been marred by almost unparalleled

corruption and deceit in the highest American offices. Under Dick and

vice-president Spiro (Agnew), the indiscriminate bombing and killing

in Indochina has been ruthlessly stepped up. At home plans were

made to harrass political opponents to ensure that there'd be no

chance of them replacing the Republicans in the White House. And —
only in America — , they managed to get caught in the act attempting

to tap the Democratic Party's national offices and talk their way out of

it. sidetracking the trials of former White House associates implicated

in the escapade until after the presidential elections.

Four years ago, Nixon was elected on a platform pledging to

bring peace — admittedly the evasive, contradictory, "honourable"

peace — to Viet Nam. Since that time, he has lied to and misled the

American people and the world about why the United States has

prolonged this cruel, inhuman, and unjust war against the peoples of

Viet Nam.

The peace prospect Nixon today offers Americans was as

possible four years ago as it is now — had he really believed in ending

the war. Instead. America's commander-in-chief propped up the

corrupt Saigon government through four more years of bloodshed

and non-democracy. Thousands more Vietnamese have tost their lives

and their homes, thousands of Americans have been added to the role

of the dead and imprisoned, and the Vietnamese countryside has

been destroyed. That has been the toll of this madness.

Despite the current overtures to Hanoi, there is no guarantee that

Nixon will pull American troops and support out of Viet Nam in the

near future, or indeed in his second term in office. In fact, as the

election draws nearer and Nixon becomes surer of winning a

resounding re-election, the American negotiators seem to have dug in

their heels, less anxious to conclude any rapid peace settlement.

In the last presidential elections, Nixon said Americans should turf

the Democrats out because they got America into the Vietnamese war,

a war he recognized most Americans wanted no part of. However, he
has and still is jeopardizing peace in Indochina and the Vietnamese's
chance to decide their own fate by presuming to impose his

American face-saving peace settlement. Amidst all his talk of honour,
there is no consideration given to the injustice of an American
imperialism which has plunged America gun-first into the country of

others.

It's unfortunate that the campaign of liberal McGovern has been
so clumsy and hypocritical that he himself has virtually eliminated the

possibility of ousting the war monger from the White House. Nothing
dramatic — other than a rather rapid Viet Nam pull-out — probably
would have accompanied a McGovern victory, but that alone would be
worth the change and certainly much more than one could reasonably
expect from other electorial gladiator fights. "And, for my next trick. I'll win the election.

No severance pay for 510 on production line

Acme screws workers with new labour laws
'Ontario Labour Minister Fern Guindon says that

Acme Screw and Gear Limited "has no intention" of
giving severance pay to 510 production workers it fired
when the company closed its Weston plant during a
strike. And. he continued, there's nothing the govern-
ment can do about it because provincial legislation
requiring notice or equivalent pay before closing large
plants doesn't apply during a strike.

Acme locked up its Weston plant's doors for good
when United Auto Workers local 284 wouldn't agree to a
second 18-month wage freeze.

Guindon's lame suggestion is that the union get help
from Canada Manpower to find new jobs for the
unemployed workers. That seems to end the situation for
him. Well, it shouldn't.

When the most recent labour legislation, including
the escape clause exploited by Acme, was introduced in
the Ontario legislature, critics correctly pointed out that it

discriminated against labour in favour of employers. The
government nonchalantly rejected the complaints, in-
sisting the legislation was fair to all concerned.

There wasn't much pubiFc^ouTcry against the
legislation, either. The government knew it had an easy
mark. Few people get upset when labour's gettinq the
short end of the deal.

The Acme incident presents concrete evidence ot
one major loophole in the law. It needs eliminating, and
now. The next session of the legislature should act

quickly and decisively to do so.

It's time companies that are only too willing to
harvest profits in good times be forced to compensate
the public for the negative effects of their policies,
including plant closings. Despite what Acme and others
like them think, it ought not be a one-way street.

The pure nerve of Acme in suggesting that its

employees should suffer continually for its financial
troubles is astounding. Other workers who might get
sucked into a similar wage-freeze posture should think
twice about the implications of the Acme experience,
Look at what they got for co-operating once: tossed out
on the street jobless when they wouldn't follow suit a
second time.

Ah, the beauties of capitalism.
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According to Planning Board study

Development threatens central city housing
By DAVID KENNEDY

Low income and family housing will be

completely displaced from central Toronto il

present Irends continue, according to a recent

report from the City Planning Board.

The disruption of inner city low income

communities as well as a further decrease in

low income housing may be evident in the

future.

Older houses in central Toronto "have been

demolished to permit the expansion of central

commercial and institutional uses, others have

been replaced by public housing projects and

by. private high-rise apartments, and others

have been converted into townhouses", the

report, a study on a downtown neighbour-

hood, says.

The effect of these changes has been a drop

of 15 per cent in central Toronto's population

in the last 20 years. In this area, the

downtown core and surrounding area, the

population has declined 21,000 to 116.300 in

1971. [vlost of the population has been dis-

placed from the central core below College

Street. Between 1951 and 1971, 13,000 people

Icfi this area.

A far more important change has been the

translocation of the class composition of the

neighbourhoods. In 1951 working class people

inhabited most of the central area. Since then,

redevelopment and rehabilitation in the

northern sectors has brought in the middle

class. The report says that townhousing which

first appeared in Yorkville and the Annex, is

now common from the Sussex area in the west

to Don Vale in the east.

Commenting upon this trend, Dan Heap, a

candidate for alderman in Ward 6, argues that

the simple reason is that the price of land has

been going up so high that only upper income

groups can pay for housing downtown. A
broader analysis must grapple with the fact

that low cost housing is in a state of artificial

short supply. Developers are not building low

cost housing. Heap points out.

"'Federal government loans are going for

middle cost housing," says Heap. Contrary to

public statements from the Ontario Housing

Corporation and the Canadian Housing and

Mortgage Corporation, which were supposed-

ly created to help low income people, Heap

charged "they only help the builders and

speculators get easy financing".

In the area immediately south of the

University of Toronto, there is a clear ex-

ample of how this redevelopment process

works and, hopefully, how it can be stopped.

South-east Spadina, the area bounded by

McCaul and Queen Streets, Spadina and

College Avenues, was threatened by U of T
expansion plans seven years ago. Only after

the residents organized and protested against

the university were the plans dropped.

1 n anticipation of the university's

expansion. City Council approved the Plan-

ning Board's recommendation that most of

south-east Spadina be designated institutional

in the Official Plan. An institutional designa-

tion includes governmental, medical,

educational, and cultural uses as well as high

density commercial and residential uses. City

Council had, in effect, designated this area for

redevelopment. Taking this cue from City

Hall, developers and speculators began

purchasing land.

Various members of the strong Chinese

community became fearful for the stability of

their community. Under pressure, sitting

aldermen Horace Brown and June Marks
responded by pressing for a Part U study, a

detailed Official Plan of south-east Spadina.

leaders fear this may lead to further pressure

on the rest 'of the area.

However, the current zoning allows a

density, of floor space relative to land area,

twice as high as the existing structures. The

Part II study suggests two ways of sur-

mounting this problem are possible; down-

zoning or height limitations.

The study realistically states these

approaches may be unacceptable to the

property owners because they "take away

development rights which (the owners)

already enjoy. "The owners may want to reap

the possible benefits of owning a piece of

valuable land close to the downtown core.

Both private and public institutions have

sunk a great deal of money into south-east

Spadina. Near Sullivan and Beverlev Streets,

The Chinese community's unique character may be destroyed by Dundas widening.

In February, 1971, City Council voted not to

pass bylaws allowing major physical change

to the area, such as redevelopment, until the

completion of the study.

"Towards a Part II Plan for South-East

Spadina", the report of the study examines

land use in the area. Land on the south-east

corner and on the south side of south-east

Spadina has been purchased and, in some

cases, cleared for redevelopment. The interior

of the area, although barely affected physical-

ly, has been subject to some land assembly.

The simplest way of describing the report's

proposals is to say that it advocates a

stabilization of the situation. The quiet streets

and homes in the interior would be included in

a stable residential area, while the transitional

area, between McCaul Street and University

Avenue, would be left to high-rise buildings

serving various purposes. Some community

the Canada Trust Company owns more than a

complete block, possibly a land parcel for a

high-rise complex. All the Planning Board can

do is urge Canada Trust to participate in the

planning process.

In addition to corporate holdings, different

governmental and quasi-governmental in-

stitutions are rooted in the area. The Art

Gallery of Ontario is expanding its facilities

into Grange Park, which is not protected from

further redevelopment. At Beverley and Dun-

das Streets, the Metro Police Commission

wants to build a new police station. So far the

local residents opposing the required destruc-

tion of houses have not been able to sway the

commission.

On Beverley between Baldwin and Cecil

Streets, Ontario Hydro owns a whole block

originally purchased for a 12-storey trans-

former station. During the 1971 provincial

election. Conservative MPP Allan Grossman

admitted the station was not a suitable struc-

ture for a residential area. And during the

election, the provincial government directed

Ontario Hydro to sell the land to Ontario

Housing Corporation, which is under

Grossman's direction. But a year later, the

houses have still not changed hands and there

is uncertainty about what will happen to

them.

Within the community, there is no

unanimity over future use of the site. Some
would like an old age home, some would like a

community centre, and some would simply

like to have the homes rehabilitated. A
working committee has been formed of the

interested parties to resolve these differences.

Hidden near the end of study on south-east

Spadina, the planners suggest reconsidering

the proposed widening of Dundas Street

between the Don Valley and Spadina Avenue.

Metro Roads and Traffic Department wants

to widen Dundas to six lanes.

"To make Dundas a six lane road would

change the character of the community," said

Heap. The south-east Spadina area would be

split in two by "another University Avenue",

the centre of Toronto's Chinese community

would be destroyed by the necessary demoli-

tion or old homes and shops, likely to be

replaced by significantly higher-cost com-

mercial development, and extra traffic would

also accumulate around Spadina and Dundas.

Heap suggested the widening of Dundas

makes "a mockery of the planning process".

Archer, Brown and Marks oppose the

widening of Dundas St. Brown said that it was

on his motion ov^r three years ago that City

Council first objected to this Metro proposal.

Archer also insisfs he was instrumental in

getting the council recently to register a

formal objection to the widening.

Both Brown and Marks stale that if they

gel re-elected, their first task will be to get this

matter re-opened at Metro. Brown said,

'"Metro can do nothing to force the city to

agree to give the land up for the widening."

This is the first real confrontation between

Metro and the city, he added. It will have to

go to the OMB to be settled if Metro insists

on the widening.

Archer did not comment so much on his

opposition to the widening as on insisting thai

Metro would have to pay dearly for the land.

"The city must insist that there are financial

and physical efforts made to maintain com-

munities. Metro will have to pay the price,"

he said.

A public meeting with the Planning Board

focusing on the study this Thursday, at 8 pm
in the University Settlement House at 23

Grunge Avenue.
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United Appeal: treating

individuals, not root causes
Researched by WAYNE ROBERTS

Toronto's annual fund-giving spree, the United Appeal, has

entered the last days of its 17th campaign, fighting to meet this year's

$14,120,000 goal. That target nearly evaded the collectors as,

according to campaign chairman Norman Paton, a federal election

and a province-wide telethon competed with the appeal for the

public's attention and pocketbooks.

As they have for the previous 16 years of the campaign,

everybody is pitching in to do their bit and encourage others to give

their "share". Of late, the smaller, individual contributions have

assumed a more important role in the appeal's fund-raising. So, our

community leaders have felt the heavy burden of their position and

risen to the cause, espousing considerable self-righteousness in its

pursuit. .

, ,,

U of T president John Evans has seen the light. The welfare of

the unfortunate members of our society who are physically

handicapped or, for reasons beyond their control, are unable to

support themselves, is the responsibility of all those who are able to

help, whether their contribution can be large or small." he told the U of

T Bulletin.

"We who work in the university f

group that should carry its lull res

fortunate," Evans noted. ™ I

Warming to his subject, or.

principals, deans, directors, and
departments, criticizing the low m
compared to the pledges frorr

organizations. Last year, he pointed

the university's payroll did not autht

The president failed to recognizi

the university pays its non-unionizei

are unionized), leaving them in a po:

off than the poor souls he describes £

agencies. "There are members of s1

poverty level," administrative staff re

Governing Council meeting. Som'
university's labour management relJ

Charity at U of T, Evans seems
home.

Echoes of Evans' plea resounc

Toronto's "First Newspaper", hasghs
sell newspapers, you know — and
dredge up stories of misery allevial'

tile crew's a bit out of shape from th

Fresh Air Fund and not yet ready to w

finale, the Santa Claus Fund."

Looking at the Crippled Civlijar

Campbell, their man on the sorrow b
of what the United Appeal symbollz

the handicapped helping themselve

Grant Lennie, executive directot

Campbell, "We are trying to he)

supporting and tax-paying citizens

taxpayers, more than $10,400 each p
al institution." It only costs 10 per cer

on offenders to supervise parolees,

concluded.

And, of course, no UA campaig

endorsement of the premier of Ontai

1,500, Premier William Davis told th(

in the city" had been invited, Pat

government can get too big and
responsibility for meeting all sot

supporting the campaign makes p

they've done their little bit to help tho

supports — and is in their own self

The UA public relations people

your heart strings and pull your r

compassion, and appeal to far-sit

version of the gambling casino's or

Competing causes havei.^bee

year's UA bonanza. Reform elemen

poverty and the inadequacy of

increasingly vocal in their criticism

Typical of this attitude was tht

campaign by Bill Fisher, speal

congregation. Fisher knew what he

youth worker with the YMCA, a scl

social development officer with the

Fisher charged that the Unite

corporate executives are receiving

and their companies through a tunc

which belongs to the people anyv

hesitate to call this fraud, it is cert*

Fisher attacked the UA for dw

attempting sociological analysis of

come its way. "We must resist the i

ability to evaluate, to let our hearts

supporting a 'good cause', as if to I

lead to charges of cruelty.

"Why are they so loath to ente

conditions and their causes?", ...

challenged ... (about what thr||woL

social conditions called for decisive

that conditions really aren't that ba<

or even if that were so, which it i;

priority must be to continue as t

hardship that would fall on their c

change."

Discussing the various excuses
dealing with the real factors behind f

Despite popular claims that people
temporary problems, facts and figur

are classified as 'unemployables' b

only individual cases and not social e

why do we have such high unemplo;
his audience that high unemployt
phenomenon but a recurring situati

If all that's needed to help the r

ing and patience, Fisher wonders, v

pensions have? And, he continue

arousing out of housing, environmi

control conditions"?

"If poverty is an economic probl

learn how not to be poor, what are

wealth? Are we to pretend," Fishi

relationship between unlimited wea

Sixteenth century aristocracy found it easy to dismiss poverty, but even most j

wouldn't caricature poor the way their predecessors did. f}
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i
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is rather than men who cost us, as
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:s, a bargain in anybody's books, he

aign would be complete without the
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Paton informed the press — that

nd cannot be entrusted with full

social needs. And, he observed,

1 people feel better — they know
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ielf- interest.
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-sighted social policy are the UA's
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st affluent today

This inability to see beyond the surface when dealing with

social welfare policy is less confusing when one studies the

composition of the United Community Fund Board of Directors. (The

UCF is the organizational arm of the United Appeal.) Almost 70 per

cent of the Board is made up of senior business executives. The
president of Anaconda (Canada ) Limited; the president of Maple Leaf

Mills Limited; the vice-president of Transportation and Supply, Shell

(Canada ) Limited; the president of Confederation Life Insurance

Company; the executive vice-president (administration) of the Robert
Simpson Company Limited; the president of General Foods Limited;

the chairman of the board of the T.Eaton Company Limited; the

president of Consumers Gas Limited; the chairman of the board and
chief executive officer of the Simpson-Sears Limited; and the vice-

president of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company of Canada
Limited are among the members.

Corporations are in fact donating very little to the appeal,

although they're quick to gloat about sponsoring the weekly campaign
meetings held in plush surroundings of fancy hotels. Out of every $100

a large corporation donates to "charity", $68 of it would otherwise

have gone to pay taxes because of the tax rate paid by the companies
at the top of the profit scale, according to figures cited by Fisher. That

leaves a net "gift" of $32 per $100 for corporations, while the more
moderately taxed average wage earner pays about 20-35 per cent in

taxes, making the individual's contribution proportionately so much
greater than that of business.

UA campaign material lauds the lead some of the largest

corporations give by donating to the campaign who committed
themselves "to increase their corporate gifts by 20 per cent" this year.

The UA doesn't note, Fisher observes, that corporations won a 100 per
cent increase in tax deductions under new regulations.

Major companies proudly boast of their employees' contribution

records. They fail to publicize quite so blatantly the coercion, like that

practised rather mildly at U of T, used to collect the money. The UA's

"Here's How You Can Help" pamphlet suggests companies arrange

payroll deductions and "encourage 'Fair Measure' giving".

Recognizing an easy touch in new employees unsure of their job

security, the UA advises, "Approach new employees at the time of

their employment to sign-up through payroll deduction." Nowhere

does the brochure discuss the poor wages and relative inability to give

of the workers, or the proportionately poor showing the corporations

make in their donations.

Fisher's attack represented the culmination of three years of

increasing disenchantment with the UA by activist, professional

social workers. The malaise began with the formation of Just Society

Associates (remember Trudeau's 1968 promise of a "just society"), a
number of radically-inclined social workers who wanted to participate

in the struggles of the poor, to be on their side without dominating
their organizations. The social workers formed their own affiliate, the

Just Society, and picked their own project — the Social Planning
Council, a body which they considered the most vulnerable of the
various agency networks. The council was established to research
social welfare needs and recommend how agencies should be set up
to meet these needs.

The Just Society people shared the view that problems currently
being treated by welfare were social rather than individual. They
attacked statements by leading members of the Social Planning
Council which sought to ignore rising sentiment in favour of funding
for self-help groups aspiring to effect social change. The SPC Board,
for example, in late 1970 adopted a report which disavowed "any
action which is illegal or politically partisan, or which may seriously or
permanently alienate large segments of the community as a whole or
those bodies which are responsible for and empowered to bring about
effective and necessary change".

To remedy the situation, the reformers proposed a policy of

social action leading to change, running a slate of candidates in the
1970 SPC elections to challenge the pro-establishment forces
dominating the council in an attempt to force a change in attitudes.

"The kind of program we envisage is the administration of SPC
resources to enable groups and organizations consisting of the
disadvantaged to have greater control over the conditions of their lives

such that they have been relegated to being disadvantaged", the
reform candidates told the SPC members. "Staff familiar with citizen

organization, and funds for stimulation directed to this end would
place the Social Planning Council in the forefront of social

development," they maintained.

After some initial, minor successes — their first forray into the
election arena netted 10 reform candidate seats — , they came up
against a brick wall. In February, 1971, the United Community Fund
threatened to withdraw its funding of the Social Planning Council
unless the council stopped supporting the militant poor and other
activist groups.

U of T political economist Stephen Clarkson unsuccessful Liberal

mayoralty candidate in the last Toronto elections and one of the SPC
reformers, wrote in a July, 1971 Star article, "Money talks in the

agency as loudly as it does in the corporate board room. It is the

(United Community Fund) that establishes the limits within which

agencies receive 'its' money are to be run."

"What the private sector fails to do under the bureaucratized

weight of fund regulations is encourage innovative on the grass roots

level and support community groups creatively interpreting the needs
of their neighbourhood," he observed.

And, Clarkson concluded, "If politics is too important to be left to

the politicians, welfare is too much a part of our social fabric to be left

to the voluntary agenices."

Eventually, the reform movement died out, largely due to a split in

the reform between those who believed the SPC was reformable and
those who, according to Fisher, understood from their experience that

big business control of the SPC was omnipotent.

Now, the Social Planning Council rests in peace, unbothered by

constituents or its staff. For others, the war has escalated to an assault

on the very concept of the United Appeal. The issues to which they

draw attention indeed offer a severe indictment of the UA. It is a

condemnation which goes to the roots of our society's treatment of

social problems and catastrophes.

The rich use charity to avoid widespread consideration of social

analysis and enourage, instead, non-rational sentimentalism. They

assuage their own guilt and relax in the self-righteous glow of their

good deeds, although they have created the very problems — by

paying poor wages, laying off workers, etcetera — the charity bandaid

is supposed to be treating.

By integrating their activities with government services UA-
sponsored agencies grab control of government agencies and put

themselves in the powerful position of determining overall social

policy. J. C. Thackray, 1971 United Appeal campaign chairman,

described government support for voluntary organizations as an

evolving situation such that all the sponsored agencies operate on a

"mix" of assistance from governments, United Appeal, and other fund

sources.

In its 16th annual report, the United Community Fund cited its

move toward establishing "formal relationships with both the

provincial and municipal governments" as a 1971 highlight.

The affluent have resisted suggestions that the state assume full

responsibility for these services, claiming the hand of government is

cold and impersonal while assuming (or pretending) an often similar

social service approach doesn't exist. More to their point is their

realization that government - provided welfare services funded out of

general taxation would significantly increase their tax bills beyond the

realtive pittance most of them donate to charity.

Their real complaint may very well be that these changes threaten

their definition of charity, a definition which buttresses their social

power.

Some business crows

Once formed a club.

And they met at noon
In a high-class pub.

They called each other

By their Christian names:
Charlie and Willie

And George and James.

And they said: "Friend crows
Our business creed

Is to help the weak
And all in need."

And they spoke grand words
At every dinner

Of their love for man
Whether saint or sinner.

But it's funny to note

Since the club was born
That the farmers around
Lost a lot more corn.
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THE GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
ASSOCIATION

Last spring the GSU published the GA REPORT. This report was comprehensive survey of the wages

and working conditions of every teaching assistant demonstrator, grader and marker employed by

the University.

The major findings of the report were:

a) Although there was a provincial

wage ceiling of $1800, ONLY 30% OF
ALL GRADUATE ASSISTANTS WERE
EARNING THAT AMOUNT. Despite

the fact that the ceiling has now been

increased to $2400, THERE HAS
BEEN NO INCREASE IN PAY!

b) The average wage paid to GAs
was less than $1000.

c) 28% of all graduate students are

women, but they only comprise 16%

of the total of gas.

d) Although close to 40% OF ALL
TEACHING IS DONE BY GAs, they

have virtually NO REPRESENTATION
OR VOICE IN ANY POLICY-MAKING
PROCESSES WHICH AFFECT THEIR
WORK. They have little voice concer-

ning classroom size, content of the

course or student-teacher ratios.

Furthermore, there is no formal

representation of GAs on any gover-

ning body of the University.

WHAT CAN BE DONE
The findings of the GA Report convinced a large

number of graduate students that a union for

graduate assistants was necessary. The GSU
supported this move and has supplied some
funds and office assistance to get the GAA
started. The union is open to all demon-
strators, teaching assistants, graders, markers,
post-doctoral fellows, and fourth-year students

who are employed by the University of Toronto.

In July we asked the University for voluntary

recognition; this was refused. This left us with

no option but to form a legally certifiable union.

Once we are certified., the University is required,

by law, to enter into bargaining with us. Further-

more, according to law, they are required to

bargain in good faith.

As a union, if successful in our bargaining,

among the gains we can win are:

a) Medical and fringe benefits. GAs are the

only University employees who receive no
medical or fringe benefits.

b) Job security and seniority rights. Most GAs
do not know from one year to the next whether
they will be working. We can change that.

c) Higher pay.

d) A voice in the classroom regarding content,

structure, and student-teacher ratios.

e) Office space and office supplies.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
Already a sizeable number of GAs,
from a variety of departments, have
joined the GAA. You too can join the
GAA. At present, the GAA has no for-

mal existence. By your joining, you
can create a well-functioning GAA,
direct its future course, and formulate

its policies.

There will be a series of meetings at the
GSU

, 16 Bancroft Ave, on November 7,

8 and 9. The meetings are scheduled
from 4-6 on those days. The meetings
will be both informational and
organizational.

All GAs are urged to attend
For more information, contact your department's GSU representative or call the
GSU at 928-7057, 6233 or 2391, and watch VARSITY for future announcements.
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Aspiring mayors vow to make city liveable
By LORNE SLOTNICK

Making Toronto a "liveable" city

is the most important issue in the

December 4 municipal election, ac-

cording to Alderman David Crom-
bie, a candidate for mayor.

Attainment of this goal is

dependent on peoples' "willingness

to put some time and effort into

their neighbourhoods," he told

about 300 people in the con-
gregation of the First Unitarian

Church yesterday at a panel dis-

cussion with three Toronto mayoral-

ty candidates.

Crombie said City Council alone

cannot make Toronto more liveable,

but quickly added that he could help

save Toronto from degenerating in-

to a city like Buffalo better than

could his opponents. Aldermen
David Rotenberg and Tony
O'Donohue.
O'Donohue contended that the

main issue in the election is "what
we hand to our kids". He stressed

clean water and clean air, but did

not explain how the city could ac-

complish much in the fight against

pollution, which is mainly a provin-

cial responsibility .

Rotenberg voiced concern over

the maintenance of the "integrity of

City Council" so that council can

"continue to implement policies" to

improve the city.

Two candidates, Toronto Sun
columnist Paul Rimstead and

League for Socialist Action can-

didate Jacquie Henderson were not

invited to the meeting. A spokesman
claimed these two announced their

intentions to run too late to be

invited.

All three candidates came out in

favour of ongoing dialogue with

citizens' groups and each suggested

proposals for more accessibility to

the mayor by the public. O'Donohue
said he would like to "get on televi-

sion or radio every week".

Rotenberg praised the Official

Plan as an "umbrella of protection

over all stable neighbourhoods", but

Crombie disagreed.

"The Official Plan is becoming
part of the problem, not part of the

solution," Crombie said. He cited

the Quebec-Gothic and South of St.

Jamestown areas, both of which
were designated for high-rise

development by the Plan but where
residents fought to preserve the

neighbourhoods.

Both Crombie and Rotenberg
defended the recent 1 00 per cent pay
raise for aldermen, arguing that they

have a full-time job. O'Donohue
called the pay raise a "rotten
decision" and denied that he was
playing politics in opposing it.

All three said they would refuse

campaign contributions from
developers, but there was dis-

agreement on whether or not the

names of contributors should be

Socialist presents program for New York
A New York City mayoralty

candidate says socialists must turn

the coining mass ferment among
workers into "a collective fist" of
disenchanted trade unionists, un-

organized workers and welfare

rights organizers.

Tony Chailkin, New York
Labour Committee candidate in- the

\91?< mayoralty race told 10 people

at the International Student Centre

last week that the campaign is more
significant than next week's
presidential election.

The New York Labour
Committee is part of the Inter-

national Caucus of Labour Com-
mittees, described by Chailkin as a

"revolutionary socialist cadre

organization" dedicated to building

a mass working class parly.

Chailkin said thai next week's

election result is a foregone con-

clusion, bul the special cir-

cumstances of New York City made
ihe upcoming mayoralty race a key

place for socialists to intervene and
"crystallize the interests of the

working class", beginning a general

assault of mass strikes against world

capitalism

.

The international monetary crisis

will soon force bourgeois politicians

lo introduce austerity programs,

anti-strike laws and slave labour for

people forced to live on welfare, said

Chailkin. There is no further room
for promises of reforms and other

NICKELODEON
279 Yoiif>e al Dundas Sqiia

liberal measures, because the elec-

torate will not believe such promises

any more.

This is especially true in a city as

run-down as New York, which
Chailkin described as a cesspool,

with rolting garbage, decaying

housing and "hundreds of thousands

of people unemployed". In such a

situation, there is "no historic role

for liberals in the U.S." asserted

Chaitkin. He added that the old-line

Communist Parly is "running a

sideshow".

He proposes using bond

payments, corporate property and

bank reserves to finance the recon-

struction of the city, thus providing

work by pulling together blacks,

whites, welfare recipients, organized

and unorganized workers.

These socialist ideas are explosive

now, he said, and because New
York is the financial capital of the

world, the implementation of his

program would shake the foun-

dations of the world capitalist class.

The Labour Committee strategy

is to reach out Tor the few hundred

genuine "fighters, militants" in

working class and welfare rights

organizations in the United States.

Chaitkin called these people "the

most valuable people of the human
race".

HILLEL SUPPERS
NEW POLICY

* Millet will be able to serve supper to

all who come.
* For those who reserve before noon
of that day, supper will be ready at

6:30 p.m.
* Those who come for supper without

calling, will have to wait an extra half

hour.

Commerce
FinalYear
Students

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one
of the most exciting roles in business management.

He tackles complex and fascinating problems.

For the professionally-trained man
the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson. Gordon
representatives, on campus

Nov; 13, 14, 15 and 16
Appointments should be made through the

Student Placement Office.

If this time is not convenient, please contact us directly

released.

O'Donohue said he would release

the names of his contributors, bul

not until after the election. Crombie
called this proposal "a bit of a
fraud", and promised the release of

the names of his financial supporters

before the election. Rotenberg an-

nounced he would not publish a

"sucker list".

O'Donohue continued his

campaign to "bring back respect for

the family". He is suited for this

role, he said, because he is an
"average, ordinary-type fellow".

He also emphasized pollution,

claiming that "I've got the
answers". He did not say what the

answers were, but later reaffirmed

his support for the Spadina
Hipressway.

Crombie called for a new
hallmark for the city: "a sense of

time and a sense of place". He
explained that buildings should not

be lorn down without considering

why they were built.

Rotenberg says he wants to

continue being part of the process

that "has seen Toronto become
great". This greatness includes en-

suring the protection of
neighbourhoods and old buildings,

he said,

Clarkson, Gordon & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax Soml Jolm • Quubuc • Monlrci.il • Ottawa • Toronto

H;imiHon Kitchener • London • WindSDi • Thunder Bay
vVinni|»oci - Rc-ojna Calvary * Edmonton • Vancouver • Victoria

Unclassifieds
TORONTO TRANSIT RIDERS and non-
Toronto Transit riders: Ihe overcrowded,
detestable conditions are inexcusable

and all candidates in the coming
Municipal Election must address this

issue. Any people interested in par-

ticipating in a pressure group to force

planners, commissioners and politicians

to wake up to this disgrace, please con-
tact me in the next week or so. Gord Bar-

nes, 928^3820.

IF YOU ARE CAPABLE on writing a top
university essay: call: Essay Services 923-

1964.

IF YOU HAVE top quality University

Essays lying around collecting dust, they

are worth money. Any year, any subieci.

Phone: Essay Services 924-9916.

RUSSIAN CONVERSATION lessons by
Russian-bom woman. Evening: 929-5920.

WANTED TO RENT-Cottage or farm-

house, by two faculty members, for win-

ter season {Dec. - April). Call S. Eddie,

928-3336 or J. Cohen. 284-3367.

FOUND: Gold watch - ladies - expansion
bracelet, hexagonal face with numerals

3,6,9,12 only on face. Found N. side Med.
Sci. Bldg. on Sidewalk, end of March or

beginning o( Apri. Call 928-2725 - Dr.

Schonbaum.
TYPING: IBM Seiectric - prestige elite;

Greek symbols, 40c per page. CHEAP.
Math and other work by arrangement or

time - Ossington and Harbord - Phone:

Loree - 532-7291.

GESUCHT WIRD: Anstaendinges. allein-

stehendes Fraeulein, zwecks Einrichtung

in gemeinsamer Wohnung (Naehe Bloor-

Yonge) mil jungem Universitaetsstuden-

ten. Tel.: 533-9979 Oder 967-1264 abends,
spaet.

"SKI-6 DAYS' - ONLY $58" - Ski Mont.
Ste. -Anne, Dec. 27 to Jan. 1 '73 (New-
Year's) Trip includes: transportation, ac-
commodation, 'Optional' extra - meals,
tows, lessons, for information call: 783-

7609 after 6 p.m.

EXPEDITIONS: Overland London to

Capetown; Toronto to Rio de Janeiro:

Yucatan: Eastern Island: Solar Eclipse.

The Trekkers: 2453 Yonge St., Suite No. 7.

Toronto 483-9080

ABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL
REFERRAL service sponsored by
Women's Liberation. Clinic Tuesday and
Thursdays 7:30 to 9:30 at U of T Advisory
Bureau, 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or

phone 533-9006 any lime.

PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
help you. Campus Birthright, 469-1111.

Call or come 1:30-4:00 p.m., Monday thru

Friday, 89 SI. George.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats from S10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00
Thurs. and Fri.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - $55. Dec. 27-Jan 1,

5 days skiing at Mt. Ste. Anne. Excellent

accommodation with heated indoor swim-
ming pool. All transportation included.

For information write: CANADIAN SKI.

TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.

WE HAVE A HOUSE (near campus) to

share wHh a warm, active person who
wants something more than just a room.
Approximately SSO/mo. 920-2138

SKI MADONNA, VERMONT Decembei
24th - 29th inclusive, $120 includes - ac-

comodation, 5 full days ol skiing, all lifts,

shuttle service and return transportation,

2 meals per day. Call 489-8715

BASEL'S R^TflURRHT
A PRRT OF TOROnTO SIHCG 1929

On Yonge St. 31 Gerr=rd

368-3503 _ I
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UNITED APPEAL

Members of the University may make
contributions to the 1972 United Appeal

campaign at the following student coun-

cil offices:

SAC Building 12 Hart House Circle

Engineering Store NEW Location on second floor of

the Old Press Building south of

old Physics on King's College Road
Ehndale SAGE Office

Scarborough SCSS Office S303F

St. Michael's Student Union Office Brennan Hall

Victoria VUSAC Office Wymilwood

SAC Budget Meeting

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 8

Alumni Hall

Victoria University

7:00 P.M.

SAC COMMISSION MEETINGS
COMMUNICATIONS
CONSTITUTION

SAC Office

Additional members are needed on all SAC Com-

missions.

Contact the SAC Office if you're interested.

NOTICE TO ALL CAMPUS GROUPS

At Wednesday's Council Meeting, the SAC Con-

stitution Committee will propose second reading of a

formula whereby University Groups and Clubs that

have been recognized by the SAC University Com-
mission may receive SAC financial grants. This for-

mula, which has NOT yet been finally approved by

Council, provides for a strict procedure in applying

for such grants, including a detailed budget sub-

mission to the appropriate SAC Commission and the

Finance Commission prior to consideration by the en-

tire Council. For additional information contact either

Ross Flowers (Vice-President) or Vince DeAngelo
(Finance Commissioner).

CHRISTMAS
SAC FLIGHTS

LONDON, ENGLAND

Dec. 15-Jan. 3
Dec. 21-Jan. 7

$169 RETURN
If booked before Nov. 1

($179 after Nov. 1)

BOAC

ElecTor
MUNICIPAL ELECTION CENTRE

In conjunction with S.A.C. and Innis College, INI 206/306

has planned a municipal elections centre to gather and
disseminate information concerning the upcoming
municipal elections on December 4. The purpose of this

service is to both supply basic information and to act as
liason between candidates for office and interested in-

dividuals.

If you have any questions concerning the upcoming
municipal elections, feel free to contact us at 928-5456. We
exist to serve you.

63 St. George (Innis College)

LEGAL AID
On the second floor of 44 St. George St. is located Ihe Campus

Legal Aid Centre. The centre, run by funds obtained from the S.A.C.,

provides a wide range of legal counsel and advice. One of the main
areas of concern is the landlord-tenant act, since many legal dif-

ficulties eminate from the abuse of this piece of legislation. The
centre is run by student volunteers from the Faculty of Law, whose
time and dedication allow the programme to continue to operate.
Never feel that any difficulty is too minor to handle. In fact, much of

their work is processing legal forms for various purposes. In an ef-

fort to provide added service this year, a lawyer is being com-
missioned to aid the centre for a few hours per week. Such an effort

will provide added expertise to the facilities already available.

If ever you need legal help, the Campus Legal Aid Centre is here
to help you. Any student with a legal problem is encouraged to

make full use of this SAC sponsored service. It is on the second
floor of 44 St. George St. The Phone number is 928-6447.

VANCOUVER
Dec. 20-Jan. 3

$129 RETURN
CP

SOUTH AMERICA
Stopovers in Panama,

Columbia, Ecuador, Peru, and
Chile.

$390 RETURN

For further information

contact AOSC
44 ST. GEORGE ST.

962-8404-

SAC

Phone

928-4911

SACircuit
volunteer

Corps

The S.A.C, through the Services Com-
mission, is helping in recruiting people for
various volunteer service organizations. One
project presently being organized is the High
School Tutoring project that is being co-
ordinated with the Big Brothers of Metro
Toronto. Anyone interested in tutoring a high
school subject for two hours a week, leave
your name and phone number at the S.AC
office. For further information on this and
other projects, contact BILL STEADMAN,
Services Commissioner, at 928-4911.

Information

Services

SAC is running an

extensive information

service for students,

operative daily from 9

a.m. to 9 p.m. (4:30 on
Fridays). This is

available to any
student facing
bureaucratic problems

or other difficulties on
campus (as well as in-

formation on campus
events). Come in to the

office (12 Hart House
Circle) or call 928-

4911.

COURSE UNION PEOPLE
Anyone in any college, faculty, department, division, institute or wherever
who is doing or thinking about doing anything related to Course Unions
and/or Course Evalualions Is asked to contact the Education Commission at
the SAC Office.

Commissioner George Strathy. Fieldworfcer Krys DobrowoUkl

WHO ARE YOU? WHERE ARE YOU?

U of T Info Needs You
The Communications Commission of SAC is currently

investigating the possibilities for implementing for a com-
puterized information service called U of T Info We are
looking for people who would be interested in working on
putting this into practice. Computer experience is not a
necessary prerequisite. If interesfed. call John Helliwell inme SAC office or leave your name and phone number with
the receptionist.

SACircuit
SACircuit will be a regular feature of the SAC Com-

munications Commission to keep you informed about
what s happening at SAC. Your comments and
criticisms are encouraged.
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Blues defeat Hawks 9-2, win tournament
U of T Blues won the Hockey

Canada regional tournament last

night, defeating Waterloo Lutheran
Golden Hawks 9-2. Toronto now
advances lo the December finals in

Hamilton.

However Blues played their most
impressive game of the weekend
Saturday afternoon, defeating
Waterloo Warriors 4-3 in double
overtime (the game lasted for three

and three-quarters hours). Friday
night's Grad game, won by this

year's team, was dull by
comparison.

In the Saturday afternoon game
Blues goals were scored by Doug
Tate, Bruce Herridge, and Harry
Sems, while Mike Keenan scored

l he winner for Toronto at two
minutes into the second period of

overtime.

Goaltcnders Bruce Durno and
Jake Dupuis (Waterloo), were
awarded two stars of the game —
the other went to Keenan for his

winning goal. On the winning goal

Keenan carried the puck into the

Waterloo end, slipped around the

defence, cut in front of the crease,

and dumped the puck into the net.

The game was marred by poor
refereeing on the pari of Jim
Sandluck, chief referee in the
Kitchener area. Blues were given 25

minutes in penalties plus a ten-

minute misconduct to Tate, while

the Warriors were only awarded
eight minutes during the entire

game.

Warriors' captain Roger Kropf
run at Toronto players throughout

the game. Sandluck did not call any
penalties on these occasions, but

penalized Blues players for
reciprocating. (There were several

other instances of poor officiating.)

However, Durno and Blues'

penally killers successfully wore
away minutes when the team was
shorihanded.

Prior to the game. Blues' coach

Tom Watt was "rather worried"

hecause of the reports he had heard

about the Waterloo team. He was
not surprised by Ihe Warriors'
strong showing but was satisfied

that the Toronto team successfully

killed off the penalties without over-

reacting to the. other team. Watt
added thai the team played "very

well considering it was shorthanded
for 17 minutes more than its op-

ponents — almost a full period".

In Blues' undisputed win last

night Don Pagnutli, Ivan
McFarlane and Harry Sems were
high scorers for Blues, each with two
goals. Blues other markers came
from Mike Keenan, Bill Buba, and
Neil Korzack, Kent Ruhnke assisted

on four goals, while Bob Tate assist-

ed on two others.

Ivan McFarlane's second goal —
the final goal of the game — was
scored unassisted on a quick shot

from a faceoff.

Pagnutti, Ruhnke and Bauer were
chosen the three stars of the game.
The game was a well-played

hockey performance. Forwards
backchecked well, the defence
remained solid, and although Durno
went relatively untested in goal com-
pared to Lutheran's George
Blinkhorn (Blues outshot the

Golden Hawks 52-26), he was
capable when called upon.

Bruce Herridge and Nick Holmes
were especially effective in a

penalty-killing capacity, particularly

when Blues were two men short.

(Lutheran had no shots on the

Toronto net when Blues were
shorthanded.)

This game was also marked by
minor skirmishing with Blues cap-

tain Gord Davies being sent off for a

ten-minute misconduct when he
asked the referee why he was
making "insane calls". (John Alaski

refereed last night's game.)

Pagnutli led Blues' scoring attack

against the Grads Friday night with

four goals and an assist as this year's

team defeated ihe former all stars

10-6. Olher goals were scored by
Harry Sems, Neil Korzack; Kent
Ruhnke (2), Ivan McFarlane, and
Doug Tate. Scoring for the Grads
were Bob Bauer, Bob McLelland,
Terry Petefman, Doug Jones, Steve

Monteilh, and Don Fuller.

The Grads were able to stay in the

game without showing signs of

tiring, although the team only had a

week lo condition itself.

Blues look a fast lead in the first

period on Kent Ruhnke's goal at

0:55. Before ihe end of the period

the lead had been extended to 5-2.

The second period was

highlighted by poor defensive work
on the part of the Blues, allowing the

Grads to score three goals. Tom
Little played well in goal for the

Grads, despite Ihe team's somewhat
porous defence. Blues outshot the

Grads 49-32.

Blues regular schedule opens with

a game Friday evening against

McMaster in Hamilton.

Warriors' goalie Jake Dupuis goes down to stop a Blues" shot which missed the corner of the net.

Blues runners win OL/AA

THE HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS:

FREE LIVE JAZZ
TUES. NOV. 7:

Lenny Brau

WED. NOV. 8:

The Ginni Grant Quartet

Time: 12 NOON to 2 P.M.

PLACE: EAST COMMON ROOM, HART HOUSE

The U of T cross-country learn

won the OUAA cross country
championship at Guelph Saturday.

Toronto captured the Little Cup
with a low point total of 27. Western
was second with 79, and Waterloo
third with 84. York placed fourth,

(88), Guelph, fifth (90), Laurentian,

sixth (I48), and Queen's, last (154).

Other teams participating (including

Brock and McMaster) were in-

complete and their scores were not

'.abulated.

Dave Northey (University of

Waterloo) finished in first place, in a

time of 3 1 minutes, 5 1 seconds, over

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPER service.

Originality, quality, and security dictate our policy.

Phone: 923-1964

TERMPAPERS
SERVICE

PAPERS ON FILE

$1.85 per page
FOR REFERENCE AND
RESEARCH ONLY

Our Termpaper Service Is

Quick And Highly Professional

A well Qualified Staff of

College Graduates Will

Research. Write And Type

Your Order At Reasonable
Cost

PHONE 638-3559

Suite 906
12 GOLDFINCH CRT.,

WILLO WDALE, ONT.
A Canadian Company

a course approximately six miles in

length.

The U of T team placed five

members in Ihe top ten. Joe Saxe
finished second (32:02), John

Sharpe, third (32:07), Paul Glynn,
firth (32:33), Brad Morley, seventh

(32:47), and Bob Knuckey, tenth

(33:09).

In a field of 55 finishers, Peter

Pimm, came in iwenty-first in 34:04,

while Chris Beardsley was 45th in

37:09.

Toronto advances to the

Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic

Union finals at RMC this weekend.

The- previous weekend the

Toronto cross country team decided

not to attend the Western In-

vitational. U of T travelled instead

to a meet at Canisius College, New
York, where ihe team finished sixth

out of 23 participating schools.

Toronto was without Peter Pimm
(who was injured) and Brad Morley.

John Sharpe placed fourth, Joe
Saxe, llth, Paul Glynn, 14th. John
Cartwright, 64lh, Bob Knuckey,
67th, and Luther Holton. 120th, in

a field of about 160 participants.'

The University of Guelph was the

only olher Canadian university to

attend. The meet was won by. Lehigh
University of Bethlehem, Pennsyl-

FREE TICKETS
CFTO-TV will be filming a one-man 2-1/2 hour play,

beyond comedy and tragedy, entitled "How I over-

came my fear of " featuring Justin Thomas. The
taping will take place in our Agincourt Studios on
Thursday, Nov. 9th at 1:30 PM. This is. a non-stop
presentation with our lighting and cameramen "doing
their own thing".

For FREE tickets, please call

CFTO Ticket Dept. 291-9111.

F^> CARAT
|

DIAMOND RING
m Set

$295°D

Your choice of twenty-live exciting
styles. Yellow or white gold. In
eludes: — diamono ring, matching
wedding band, registered appraisal
certificate and insurance.

20% Student Discount

with ATL card

THIS WEEK:

FULL TILT

BOOGIE BAND
AND

Snap, Crackle & Pop

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN

Spadina at College
Two Rooms-Two Dance Floors

COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS

MR. MORRIS ZAND will be on
Campus November 8 to speak
with students from all

disciplinas interested in a
graduate business education.
For details, contact the
Placement Oftice.

4 C for students

XEROX
9 to 6. Mon. - Fri.

12-5, Sat.
7 Charles St. W.

Impress (near Yonge)

967-1110
Impress is now offering afler-hours
copying at 4c per copy. This service is

by appointment only. Please call

before 6:00 p.m., one day in advance.

HUGH PROCTOR & Co.
lewellers Gemmologisls

' 1430 YONGE ST.

PATIO DE 0R0 PLAZA o 921 7702

Just South of St Ctai

GPIMBLES
& listening chamber of musical delights

NOV. 6

ALAN J. RYAN
NOV. 7

KEN TOBIAS
nov. a

DANCING BEAR
NOV. 9

DAVE ESSIG
NOV. 10

HEARTACHES RAZZ BAND
NOV. 11

ALEXANDER ZELKIN
NOV. 13-18

DAVID ACKLES
71 JAfiVIS ST. 368-0796

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses!

IS* *9

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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sports
Blues undefeated; meet York next
Soccer Blues concluded a nearly faultless

league record by proving once more to be

inhospitable hosts, defeating Western

Mustangs 7-3 Saturday at Varsity Stadium.

However, Blues were taken aback by the

hard pressing Western offensive in the first

half of the game. Only after Western had

come within one goal of tying the game did

Blues begin to gain the upper hand.

From the start the game was a wide-open

attacking contest on both sides. Both teams

applied pressure constantly, but Western was

unable to capitalize on several scoring op-

portunities from close in. Blues defense was

not as tight in the initial stages orthe game as

it has been in other games throughout the

season.

Mustangs' defense blocked shots by Peter

Hillier and Vito Polera, although the team's

defensive coverage was similar to the Blues —
shaky. The Western team was slow to cover

and clumsy in clearing, offering the Blues

several chances.

Blues scored first only twelve minutes

into the game. A late tackle on striker Ron

Misurka resulted in a free kick just outside

the Western penally area. Tim Burns' shot,

although not strongly hit, glanced off the side

of the defensive wall and eluded the goal

keeper.

Guiseppe D'Antoni and Polera used speed

on the wings to create many scoring chances

as the team pulled apart the Western defence,

vainly struggling to cover the width of the

field.

Blues then paid the penalty for squandering

their chances when team captain Victor Jonz

converted a rebound in front of Blues' net.

(Home keeper Joe Datlolico had just stopped

a Western drive on a fast break down
Mustangs right wing.)

The Toronto advantage was restored 35

minutes into the game when (as on numerous
occasions this year) the team used a free kick

to good effect. From the left side of the goal

Burns floated trie ball towards the far post,

while Misurka headed the ball into the op-

Mustangs' captain Victor Jonz

posile corner from the right side, bypassing a

sialic Mustang defence. Before half lime

Misurka was put in the clear by D'Antoni to

score again, and end the half at 3-1, Blues.

Blues played more conservatively in the

early stages of the second half, preserving

their lead. But as a result Western was

allowed to press forward more often.

Mustangs were able to score their second

goal of the game only fifteen minutes into the

half. Two Blues' errors — a delayed
clearance, followed by a badly misdirected

one — left a Mustang forward clear on the

right. The hard cross from a Western player

was directed home by Dave Burroughs.

Faced with the clear possibility of an
equalizing goal at this point, Toronto decided

(at left with arm raised) scores on kneeling

lhal attack would be the best form ofdefense.

In the muddy playing conditions, moves were

slickly directed down the wings by fullbacks

Ed Carter and Bob Cazzola.

Within a couple of minutes of the Western

goal Polera sent a cunning lob into the

visitors" goalmouth which the goalkeeper —
under pressure from John Cobby — was

merely able to palm away. As ihe ball

bounced out to the edge of the six-yard box,

D'Antoni lunged forward and sent a diving

header into the corner of the net to make the

score 4-2.

Soon after, an interpassing play down the

right ended with Polera releasing a through

ball for Vince lurello, streaking down the

middle. Speeding clear, he sent the ball

beyond the keeper's outstretched hands.

Joe Dattollco in Blues' 7-3 win.

By now the Blues had command of the

game, and D'Antoni scored his second goal on

an individual effort, riding two bone-

crunching tackles and slipping the ball inlo

the nel.

With four minutes left in the game Blues

notched their seventh goal as Polera scored on

a through ball from Hillier.

In the last minute of play Mustangs' Bill*

Hook headed Western's third goal into Blues'

net after a corner kick.

Blues, unbeaten in regular season play, now
travel to York on Wednesday to play for the

OUAA championship (kickoff at 2 pm).
Wednesday's opponents will be Eastern Divi-

sion, winners, York Yeomen. (Yeomen also

finished their regular season schedule
unbeaten.)

Blues finis

Strong checking, good scoring opportunities, and Blues'

defensive lapses enabled Queen's water polo team to defeat

Toronto 13-9 Saturday in Hart House.

The win breaks a two-way tie for first place in the

Eastern Section. Queen's finishes first, having won two out of

ihree-games against Toronto, while the Blues end up second.

Both teams plav in the OUAA championships next weekend

<
* at York.

The openigg minutes of the game set the lone for the first

half. Queen's got off to an aggressive start; the team was more
ihan ever determined to win after the previous weekend's 5-3

loss to Toronto. During the opening period the Blues seemed
disorganized, while the Gaels played as a coordinated unit.

Gaels' Jaychowski scored the opening goal, and before
the period ended, the Kingston team had added three more on
goals hy Neshitl. Patterson, and a penalty shot by Kasprzyk.
Wiebacb scored for Toronto and while McNaught added a
goal on a penalty shot. In the words of Blues' forward
McNaught "we lost our cool in the first half."

The second period saw the Blues still disorganized and
playing a reckless game. Queen's added three goals in the
period lo Toronto's single. Both McNaught and Wiebach
were forced to fire from some distance out because of Gaels'
close checking. Both shot high or wide when they might have
elected lo use up lime to pass. Neither scored in the period.
Blues' lone goal came from Adam Gesing early in the period.

The Toronto team members were not checking their
opponents closely, and goaltender Vitold Gesing, playing with
an injured finger, was not demonstrating the skill of the
previous weekend.

The Queen's defense, by comparison, was all over the
Toronto team as soon as it got into Ihe Gaels' end. McNaught
seemed (o he singled oul for the most cover. Even though this
left Blues' other lop scorer. Wiebach, relatively unguarded, he
also failed lo score. Queen's Whately (high man for the Gaels
m [he game with Tour goals) scored one goal and added other
off a penally shol. while Howard made it 7-3.

Playing more cohesively in the third period Blues were
able in outscore Queen's for the first time in the game and
came out of ihe period with only a three goal deficit (10-7).

McNaught was able lo elude his checker for one goal and

second; lose 13-9

fired in another on a penalty shot. Pouller added Blues other

two goals, both on penalty shots.

Bines also missed what could have been a good chance on
a McNaught to Healley pass. Heatlcy didn't see the ball drop
behind him and a Queen's forward picked it up.

The Gaels carried the ball down to the Toronto end of the

pool and after Gesing had slopped one shot Gaels' Jaychowski
scored on Ihe rebound.

Jaychowski also scored his second goal of the period
(third goal of the game) with goaltender Gesing out serving a

foul. Although a forward tended goal. Blues had no chance.

It was one of those games for Slues' goalie Vitold Gesing
as Queen's poured In 13 goals.

Queen's was fortunate on the team's third goal of the
period. The learn may have realized that Gesing was not
playing well, since Nesbitl scored toward the end of the period
Iron two-lliirds of the way down the pool into Ike left corner.
Gesing didn't even move on the shot.

In the fourth period. Blues' defensive lapses made it

easier lor Gaels' lo guarantee a win. Forwards were not
ge'tlirtg hack Tasl enough and there was too lillle checking by
the Toronto players in front of their own net. Blues weren't
covering their opposing man. On ihe few limes when

to Queen's

McNaught had the ball he was able to score Blues' only_other

two goals of ihe game.
Blues losl a good chance to make the score 10-8 early in

the fourth period when Queen's goallender, Earle, slopped a

penally shol by Wiebach. Whately scored soon after to put the
game even further out of reach.

The hesi goal of the game came from McNaught in the
slot on a backhand shot after a pass from Hanna. Shortly
after. McNaught received his first of two personal fouls in the
period and Queen's Nesbitl scored his third goal of the game.
(McNaughi later scored again to add Blues' final marker!)

Queen's Muir scored the Gaels' last goal while

McNaughi was serving his second personal foul.

Blues coach said after the game that "the learn hasn'l
heen checking. They are losing Ihe ball too soon.... and don't
lake advantage of the fronl zone (in from of the opposing
team's net) to move around when the referee blows the whistle
to slop play."

He admilled that "Queen's checking was loo light... and
the goals were very well-aimed from Ihe corners. It's the first

lime I've seen them do il thai way", he added. He also said
luck cnlercd into Queen's high score, adding that Ihe key goal
was Wcibach's missed penally shot in Ihe fourth period.
Queen's was dominant from then on.

McNaught said the Blues is a young team and that
although the forwards were strong and experienced, the
defense was relatively inexperienced. "The Queen's team has
been playing logelher as a team for three straight years," he
added.

In the Toronto-Ottawa game, wilh a substitute
goallender in for Gesing, Blues won 1 5-7. Ottawa led 4-2 after
Ihe first period, bui it was Toronto, 6-5 at the half.

In ihe second half Blues scored heavily in the fourth
ouaricr. with Wiebach and McNaught each scoring three
times. ( Wiehach scored seven of Toronto's goals in the game.)
Other scorers were Adam Gesing, Martin, Healley, and
Builer. For Ottawa il was Duncan wilh three, Johnson, two.
and Hrassei and Zajchowski bolh wilh singles.

In other games Saturday, Queen's defeated York 9-8 by
scoring six goals in ihe final period, while York won over
Ottawa, lO-fi.
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Support lukewarm for fees demo
The fees demonstration scheduled

for Queen's Park November 21 has

so far received mixed support from
student councils at U of T.

In attempting to organize the

demonstration. Victoria University

Students' Administrative Council

has received positive support from

the Graduate Students' Union and

Innis and University College.

St. Michael's College, Scarbo-

rough, Nursing and Medicine stu-

dent councils have voted not to

support the demonstration, while

most others have not committed

themselves.

VUSAC took the initiative after

SAC decided not to support the

demonstration. It attempted to per-

suade other councils to help
organize the protest.

VUSAC president Cord Barnes

says "We are quite excited. There

certainly is a lot more optimism now
than after SAC's decision against a

demonstration."

Meanwhile. SAC president Eric

Miglin and vice-presidents John
Helliwell and Ross Flowers an-

nounced yesterday that SAC's deci-

sion would be reconsidered tonight.

Support Tor the demonstration can

he expected at least from SAC
representatives of the councils which

are aiding Vic's effort, as well as

Erindalc College.

Miglin said earlier yesterday that

he strongly doubled that SAC would
reverse its position.

Innis College Council has

contributed $50, and the Graduate
Students Union $25 to the cam-
paign. GSU is behind the demon-
stration wholeheartedly; according

to executive assistant Larry
Hoffman..
Also supporting the demonstra-

tion and encouraging .
par-

ticipation is the UC Lit. Last week,

lh/ Lit requested its SAC represen-

tatives to ask SAC at its meeting

tonight to reconsider its decision.

But, president Vicki Grabb says,

"I don't personally think a demon-

stration will work. There arc other

ways to deal with the problem."

Grabb believes the proposed fee

strike would be more effective.

She stated thai the government
knows students oppose fee hikes,

and fears the demonstration may be

detrimental to students' public

image.

In an unusual move, Innis College

principal Peter Russell has an-

nounced he will attend the

demonstration.

He is not going as a "banner-

waving shouting participant", he

says, but to see that the student

demonstrators are not mis-
represented by the media.

Erindale's SAGE, other than

asking its SAC reps to try to ask

SAC to reconsider its position, will

not support the demonstration. The
council feels there arc loo many
councils against it for it to be

effective.

The Medical Society, according

to communications director Barry

Tepporman, voted against the

proposed protest because it was "not

a particularly effective means of

demonstrating opposition to the

government."
He added that the society still

supports the OFS demands.

The Scarborough College Student

Society voted unanimously against

supporting the demonstration, ac-

cording to president David Onley,

because "nothing will come of it

except that it will harden the

government's position.
'

The Faculty of Nursing Student

Council also opposed the protest

unanimously. President Diane John-

son expressed the council's feeling

thai it would not be an effective

means of protesting the cutback in

student aid, and the fees increase.

A laclic suggested by SAC
president Eric Miglin, that of

writing letters to the government,

was "far better" in her opinion.

St. Michael's College Senate

president Al Nigro said his council

opposed the VUSAC proposal

because it was not a proper way to

handle the fees increase opposition.

New College council president

Fares Boulos doubts that many peo-

ple will attend the demonstration,

hul he believes New College will

support it in principle.

"I won't go out myself, but 1 will

support it; says Boulas. "I am very

anxious to see something
happening."

He is afraid that if nothing is done
now there will be further fee hikes

next year.

The Slop-l he-Cut- Backs Com-
mittee, headed by last year's SAC
vice-president Phil Dack, is prepar-

ing a leaflet to explain the purpose

oHhe demonstration to students.

The committee is composed of

various left groups, unaffiliated in-

dividuals and some college council

activists.

Dack believes there is "no way we
(students) will ever turn public opi-

nion in our favour. The demonstra-
tion will either have no effect or it

will have a positive effect. I don't

think it will be negative."

Miglin thinks that the

demonstration must either be sup-

ported by all U of T students*

councils or not be held at all. He is

getting in touch with college coun-
cils to see where support lies; he

strongly doubts SAC will reverse its

position.

Miglin contends that there are

alternatives to a demonstration,

such as the proposed letter-writing

campagin.

Although SAC does not support

the proposed demonstration, it is

still planning the fee strike and other

projects which may put pressure on

the government to reverse the fee

hikes.
Two weeks ago SAC's decision

not to participate in the OFS
province-wide demonstration led to

doubts that the demonstration could

be mounted successfully.

However, after VUSAC picked

up the torch, OFS general co-

ordinator Craig Heron said the

protest would lake place no matter

what. It is timed to coincide with the

opening of the provincial legislature,

lo make the maximum publicity

impact on a government lhat has so

far budged little on its position.

Opposition lo the increase in

tuition fees and aid cutbacks have

been considered a faclor in the

government's decision lo lower the

age of independence for eligibility

for OSAP awards one year. Univer-

sities and Colleges Minister Jack

McNie has also announced that

tuition fees will not be raised again

ncxl vear.

Library system to

stay open over

holidays, says Forster

A proposal lo close the library system over ihe Christmas holidays has

heen dropped, U of T vice-president Don Forster said yesterday.

The library system will be closed on Christmas Day, Boxing Day, and
New Year's Day only. The Sigmund Samuel Library will be open from nint

lo five all other days, while the extension library will be open for its norma
hours.

"Reaction (to the proposal) would not suggest thai it be accepted,'

Forster said al a meeting of the Academic Affairs Committee in Simak
Hall.

There was a "misunderstanding of the impact of the closing," he said.

Forster had contacted the Graduate Students Union, the Sludenh

Administrative Council and the Association of Parl-lime Undergraduau

Students for their reactions to the proposal. GSU and SAC were strong!)

opposed, while APUS president Kurt Loeb did not object.

Forster, asked why he had not contacted any faculty associations for

iheir reactions lo the proposal, replied, "1 was too busy answering calls from

faculty members to call any faculty organization."

The plan to close down the library for 10 days system came from ihe U
of T personnel department. It would have affected all U ofT administrative

employees — except those involved in essential services.

"The motivation was a good one," Forster said, "ll is common practice

in non-profit institutions and even in industry lo do this," he said.

Committee member and School of Graduate Studies dean Ed Safarian

objected strongly lo unnecessary closing of university facilities on holidays

and weekends. He stated there were students working in unhealed university

rooms on weekends.

"The university has obligations to the people who work here." he said,

"but it also has its obligations to the students."
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
9 am

AM exhibition: A collection of oil

paintings by Indian artist Sbanu Lahlrl will

be exhibited in Cumberland Hall, Inter-

national Student Centre unlrl November

10th. Drop In any lime to view this

exhibition. Till 10 pm.
11 am

Blood donor clinic Medical Sciences

Building - main floor. Primarily tor

Medicine. Emmanuel, Food Sciences,

Graduate Studies. Innis, Knox, Pharmacy,

P & OT, Victoria College and P.H.E.

However all are welcome. Till 4 pm.

1 pm
The Cutbacks In Education: The Marxist

view. Speaker Don Tapscott ol the Young

Socialists. Boom 1084 Sid Smith.

4 pm
Professor Jonathan Freedman, a

psychologist from Columbia University, will

talk on "The effects of crowding on man
and other beasts". Sidney Smith Hall,

Room 1069. Sponsored by the SGS and

the Psychology Graduate Students Collo-

quium Committee.

All teaching assistants, demonstrators,

graders, post-doctoral fellows, and other

students employed by the U ot T are urged

to attend to founding meeting of the

Graduate Assistant Association. Meetings

will be at GSU. 16 Bancroft Avenue. Till 6

pm.
7 pm

Table Tennis instruction featuring

Canadian Women's Champion, Violetta

Nesukaitis. Fencing Room, Hart House.

Ladies are welcome.

7:30 pm
Free public lecture on "The Changing

Role of Women in the Work Force" at the

Faculty of Education, Bloor and Huron.

Guest panelisl Madeleine Parent, Kaye

Easlham and Carol Lutes. Sponsored by

Interdisciplinary Studies.

"Our Role in World Development". Grant

Wanzel, architect and former CUSO
worker, will offer a critical look at CUSO. All

welcome. International Student Centre. 33

St. George St.

6 pm
CUSO information meeting: "SUCO.

CUSO'S French language overseas

program". Sponsored by Canadian Univer-

sity Services Overseas. International Stu-

dent Centre, 33 St. George St.

Meeting ol the University ol Toronto

Homophile Association. GSU. upstairs

lounge, 16 Bancroft. All welcome.

Si vous eles Interesse a travalller en

Afrique le Societe Unlversitaire Canadian

Outre - mer vous invite a assister a une

soiree des lilms et des discussions. 33 rue

St. Georges.

6:30 pm
P.L.S. presents The Assumption of Mary

and The Last Judgment. St. Thomas
Anglican Church, 385 Huron St. 8:30 pm.
Admission Iree.

Tonight through to Saturday - Iree at

U.C. Playhouse, 79a St, George: une soir6e

poetico-theatrale. La troupe CAFE-
THEATRE de U of T vous divertira avec

chansons, poesies, et sketches; ensuite,

les comedians du College St. Michel

presenter!! CHRISTOPHE COLOMB, piece

SAC Budget Meeting

TONIGHT!
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 8

Alumni Hall

Victoria University

7:00 P.M.

en un acte de Michel de Ghelderode. II est

prudent de reserver.

The Devonshire Singers with Garry

Crighton, Peter Newton, David Walker and
Aynslle. Morrow will perform madrigals &

[oik songs, at the Hart House Music Room.
THURSDAY

11 am
Blood donor clinic Medical Sciences

Building - main floor. Primarily for

Medicine, Emmanuel, Food Sciences,

Graduate Studies, Innis. Knox. Pharmacy,

P & OT, Victoria College and P.H.E.

However all are welcome. Till 4 pm.

1 pm
The Young Socialists will hold their

weekly campus meeting In room 314 at

Innis College. II you are interested In

becoming active In the antiwar movement,

women's liberation, Ihe fight against the

cutbacks, or the student led in general,

come on oul.

VIC VCF meets in the Woodger Room,
(basement of Old Vic), Guest speaker will

be Doug Moran. Topic: Why Rebirth? All

are welcome. Till 2 pm.
6 pm

The Arab Student Association invites

you to its weekly informal meetings. Af

I.S.C., 33 St. George Stree! in the Morning
room. Till 8 pm.

7 pm
Innis College Duplicate Bridge Club: at

Innis College, 63 St. George St. All

welcome.
7:30 pm

Two films by John Cassavettes; Faces at

7:30 and Husbands at 9:30. S1.50 at 7:30 or

51.00 at 9;30 at the OISE auditorium. 252
Bloor St. West.

The Academic Activities Committee is

sponsoring a talk by professor Richard Lee
on Anthropology and Imperialism. Hart

House, North Sitting Room.
8 pm

CUSO General Information Meeting
International Student Centre, 33 St. George
St. Pendarves Lounge.

"Is Canadian immigration policy racist?"

- Forum at the International Student Cen-
tre. 33 St. George St. Speakers include

lawyers Paul Copeland and Charles Roach.

Baba Ram Dass (Richard Alpert) tape to

be played at the Advisory Bureau, 631

Spadina. above the bank. Occult thrills.

Bring refreshments.

S.M.C. Italian Film Club presents

"Teorema" (1968). directed by Pasolini,

(sub-titles. Carr Hall, 100 St. Joseph Street.

11.00.

8:30 pm
Alliance Francaise de Toronto presents

Mr. Robert Escarpit, lecturing. Heliconian

Club, 35 Hazelton Ave.

Creation 2 presents a new Canadian
Play, Midway Priest, on Ihe media medium.
Actor's Theatre. 390 Dupont Ave. Admis-
sion S2. Students S1.

FRIDAY
10:45 am

Anti-war demonstration called by the U
ol T committee to end the war in Vietnam.
All welcome. Hart House, under the clock
tower.

noon
Interfac football playoffs: U.C. vs New

Varsity Stadium.

/
Sunglasses

that get

darker

as the sun

gets brighten

PHOTOSUN

HAPPINESS IS...

ATTENDING

WHEN:

WHERE:

WHY:

OPEN HOUSE 72
FACULTY OF FOOD SCIENCES

wbav, mov. KM, 'ion, s u,„ UNIVERSITY Of TORONTO

SATURDAY, NOV. 11th 1972, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

LILLIAN MASSEY BUILDING, 157 BLOOR ST. W. TO 5
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H
M
0
^RV

EC^0^^ L

N
E
U
S
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DOOR PRIZES
REFRESHMENTS

ART GALLERY
MALCOLM BATTY EXHIBITION

MONDAY 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m.-S p.m.

Sunday 2 p.m. -5 p.m.

GALLERY CLUB
open from Mon.-Frl.

Luncheon 12 noon-1 p.m.

Dinner 6-7:30 p.m.
Licensed under LLBO. Hurt House
membership required.

INFORMAL DEBATE
Thursday, November 9 -42 noon

|

In the Debates Room.
Impromptu Topic.

SIMULTANEOUS
CHESS EXHIBITION

International Chess Master

JAZZ CONCERT
THE GINNI GRANT QUARTET.

East Common Room 12 noon to 2.00 p.m. No tickets required.

Table Tennis Club
Tonight. Evening play 7-11 p.m

FENCING ROOM
MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE.
LADIES ARE WELCOME.

U of T RIFLE
ASSOCIATION

MEETS MON. AND WEDS.,
4-6 P.M

IN THE RIFLE RANGE

BLACK HART PUB
EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

TUCK SHOP - 12 NOON - 5.30 PM.
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M. - 11:30 PM.

ALWAYS A GIGANTIC CLEARANCE OF

SIKHS
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY — AT EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

all shoes

U* $10
Reg, up to S25.00

ALL KINDS OF
SHOES * BOOTS • PLATFORMS * SANDALS • ETC:

IMPORTS • FASHION • QUALITY
OVER 15,000 PAIRS ON DISPLAY

NOW MARKED DOWN

10%°50%
OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES OF *1 TO MO

ON WOMEN'S SHOES

OFF

GOLD OR SILVER PLATFORM
EVENING SANDALS

Reg. 19.95 Everyday low price $10

|

CLOSED TOE SUEDE AND
LEATHER PLATFORM SANDALS
Reg. 19.95 Everyday low price $10
MEN'S BOX— CALF LEATHER SHUES
Neolil* tolei, rubber heels, side buckle, black or onfiqu* brown.
Mode in Spain. R«g. 19.95, our evrydqy low ptk* $10.

NOW f
s6

FALLAMDSPRIHG KNEEHIGHVINYLBOOTS
5 COLORS

WOMEN'S (with zipper) NOW
s
6

WOMEN'S (without zipper) NOW
$
5

ALSO A LARGE SELECTION OF

WINTER BOOTS S>F3S8g
ALWAYS NEW & DIFFERENT STYLES

260 SPADINA AVE. — 1 SLOCK S. OF OUNOAS
MON. SAT. 9-7 — THURS. & FRI. 9-9

9)

CORRECTION!
The seminar in the "Courts and Trials" series on
Wednesday, Nov. 8 - "The Judiciary in Canada's
Political Culture" by Principal Peter Russell, is to be
given in Falconer Hall, at 12.30 p.m. not at 2 p m as
announced in the U of T Bulletin of Nov 3

m
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Madison Ave. residents fight to save homes

These Madison Avenue homes may be wrecked by a developer. Residents will protest at city hall loday.

A & S union vefoes fees demo
By BOB BETTSON

The council of the new Arts and

Science Student Union last nighl

decided n could not support the

November 21 fees demonstration or

oppose the planned amalgamation

of local university libraries into an

enlarged Sigmund Samuel
collection.

The council's inaugural meeting,

attended by 30 of its approximately

45 members, sustained chairman

Bob Anderson's rulings that these

motions were unconstitutional

because they involved the union

taking a policy-making role.

A compromise resolution by

former SAC vice president Phil

Pack to "disseminate information

to all member bodies concerning the

demonstration" passed un-
animously, however.

A similar motion calling for

dissemination of information on the

library question was also passed.

A five person temporary steering

committee was elected to carry on

the functions of the executive until it

is elecled at the next meeting, lis

mem he rs included G regory

,

Kano witch. UC student Rick

MacFarlane, History Students
Union executive Gus Richardson

and Hrindalc student Mike Scott.

The steering committee was given

the right to fund course unions with

up to $200 each before their budgets

are submitted at the next meeting. A
$200 contingency fund was also set

up.

The council Will meet again before

December X to discuss the budget, as

well as constitutional amendments.
On Monday the Trinity Board of

Stewards reversed its previous stand

and ratified the ASSU constitution.

It decided that since union was

going Id be formed no matter what

Trinity did then the college should

participate.

The St. Michael's College

Student Senate is the only college or

course union which had has not yel

ratified the union.

By BRIANENAS1MOK

Residents of 10 houses on Madison Avenue and Huron Street are trying
o stop Amex Development Corporation from evicting nearly I00 people,
and halt plans for demolition until City Council has reviewed the situation.

The fight, led by the Annex Ratepayers Association, is attempting to
stop any demolition by getting the area downzoned, so it can not be used for
commercial use, such as for high-rises. Although there have been no
applications for demolition permits, they can be obtained with little

difficulty.

The notice of eviction was given on November I with no warning. The
houses are north of Tartu College on Bloor Street and south of Lowther.

City Council's Building and Development Committee Monday voted to
set up a committee of five private citizens and Development Commissioner
Graham Emslie to look into this situation, and the whole problem of down-
zoning and control of streets. The committee must be ratified by City
Council which meets this afternoon.

U of T political economy professor David Nowlan, an Annex
Ratepayers director and a nominee to the committee, said lhat Ar
properly manager, D. A. Sewell would . ol agree to delay the evictions,

.

Nowlan speculated that if City Council ratifies the committee, Sewell would
co-operate.

Some tenants have to be out by Saturday, Nowlan said, but most have
until December 30. He stressed the importance of an early decision on the
eviction by Amex.

Nowlan elaborated on the significance of the committee, saying lhat in
the pasl municipal government was unable to '"come to grips, directly", with
such problems. He views the Madison-Huron situation as a "test case".

"The houses are in excellent condition and house a lot of people,
cheaply." he said.

Although the present zoning encourages Amex to develop the area,

Nowlan fell if condominiums and high-rises were erected in the area, present

tenants could not afford to live in the area and would be forced to move into

the suburbs. The houses are also of historical significance, architecturally.

The Building and Development Committee also passed a motion asking

the city solicitor to look into the provincial government's policies on
delaying demolition for 60 days.

Meanwhile, another house at 37 Madison will be turned into offices by
lawyer Paul Copeland. says Innis professor Joe Medjuck, one of the

tenants. Three families will have to move.

Copeland converted a Prince Arthur Avenue house into an office earlier,

according to Medjuck.

If the fight Tor downzoning had been won, he could not commercialize

the house.

Enrolment increase forecast

ByNADIM WAKEAM
Long term enrolment projections

for all U of T campuses show an

increase each year from 1971-71 to

1977-78. However, full-time
enrolment on the St. George campus,

including only graduate and un-

dergraduate figures is expected to

decrease from this year to next year.

A report on projected enrolment

compiled by the university's Office

of Statistics and Records, was
presented Monday to the Planning

and Resources Committee of the

Governing Council.

Hull-time enrolment on the St.

George campus this year is 21,909

and the 1973-74 projection is 21,840

the report states. Total enrolment

including part-time, graduate and

undergraduate stuents is expected to

increase by the equivalent of 306
full-time students next year lo 26,-

053. After that St.George enrolment

is expected lo increase steadily until

1977-78, when il is expected to reach

the equivalent of 28,180 full-time

students.

(Total enrolments are given in

terms of equivalents of full-time

students, as the university uses a

formula to evaluate part-lime

students as full-time.)

The number of first year full-lime

students in degree programs is pro-

jected to deciease from 4136

Quebec students may strike

MONTREAL (CUPI) — Quebec community college (CEGEP) sludenls

may strike this month to protest provincial education laws.

The issue is expected to be raised at a meeting'of the general assembly

or ihe Front Eludianl du Quebec (FEQ) scheduled for Quebec City Ihis

weekend.

The laws would result in limiting CEGEP enrolments to students who

could afford it without performing oulsidc employment during the school

term.

The Quebec government also wants compulsory weekly class time

increased lo 45 hours. It plans to reduce the credit given to humanities and

philosophy classes from two to one and increase the science credit to two.

The lime increase would force students working to finance their

education to quit their jobs. The move would limit enrolment to primarily

middle class students.

The resull would contradict the original concept of the CEGEP's which,

was to move toward universal accessibility lo higher education. The

government now charges no tuition fees lo CEGEP students wheih results in

a solid working class student population.

Another government proposal would give CEGEP administrators the

right lo exclude studcnls they dislike. The proposal comes from students

strikes last spring after the general strike by the common from of labor

unions in Quebec.

The Government wanted students lo make up the days missed because

of the common front strike which included CEGEP teachers. Students al ihc

Rosemonl CEGEP in Montreal walked out in protest and the FEQ
organized walk-outs across the province. The government backed down in

ihc face of organized student opposition.

students this year to 3860 nexl year.

First year enrolment after that is

also expected to increase until 1978.

Krindale and Scarborough

Colleges are expecled lo expand at a

greater rate than ihe main campus,

mainly due lo a projected increase in

full-lime enrolment.

Scarborough is expected lo have

3.719 full-time students by 1977,

compared to its present 1960. Erin-

dale's 2166 will grow lo 4522, the

report says.

The increase in enrolment,

particularly on ihe St.George cam-
pus, is due to the large number of

new part time students. Next year's

part-time enrolment for ihe main

campus is projected to increase by

the equivalent of 475 full-time

sludenls.

According to vice-president Jack

Sword, who presented the statistics

to the committee, there is an error

or margin of flexibility as high as

plus or minus 10 per cent.

He added, however, lhat "this

university's projections have been

very accurate lately, only having an

error of two per cent at most."

This accuracy, said chairman

.lames D. Lewis, was due to the

large number of sludenls who wish

to go lo U of T. allowing Ihe

university lo almost set its own

enrolment. He added that the size of

urban Toronto and Ihe favourable

economic location of U ofT permits

the error lo be small.

Budget projections from 1971-72

ur 1977-78 were also presented at

the meeting.

Projected operating grants based

on student enrolment will be in-

creased by approximately five

million dollars next year. Grants

from 1974 to 1977 will also increase

but al a much lower rate, unlil the

total university operating grants (ex-

cludinc ihe three federated colleges)

reach approximately $ 104.5 million.

The projected grants are based on

Ihe present "basic income unit", a

measure used to formulate grants on

a per student, basis remaining at

nexl year's level of $1825.

However, Ihe total capital budget

projections, said Alex Rankin,

chairman of the U of T Budget

Committee, predict a deficit of $2.9

million.

The deficit will occur because

renn ovations, such those taking

place at University College and the

Wallberg building, will exceed Ihe

funds available for renewal of

buildings explained Rankin.

"We will come to a point where

we just can't do any more
renovations", he predicted.

Both the enrolment and budget

projections are backgraound for

reports that will be presented to the

Committee on University Affairs.

Every university in Ontario annually

informs the Committee of its finan-

cial situation.

"Because of the debt, " said U of

T president John Evans, "it is im-

portant thai Ihe provincial com-
mittee know the problem."

The Planning and Resources

Committee discussed in camera the

membership of the subcommittee

that will present the U of T brief to

the CUA.
The priorities outlined by the

committee lo be stressed by Ihe U of

T to the CUA include an enrolment

analysis with reference lo high

school enrolment and curricula.

Part-time agd continuing

education will be examined with

respect to integrating the two with

full-time studies.

The plight of graduate students,

faced with a fees increase of $100

this year and nearly $300 next year,

while pay for teaching assistance is

expected to remain static, will be

brought lo the attention of the

provincial body.

The nature and role of the

federated college system will be

stressed, as well as the problem of its

future relation to ihe university.

Federated colleges are in the midst

of a financial crisis because they do

no! receive full provincial grants.

Davis to meet OFS reps

Premier Bill Davis has agreed to a 45 minute meeting with

executives of.the Ontario Federation of Sludenls on November 16.

five days before a mass demonstration scheduled for. Queen s Park.

OFS general co-ordinator Craig Heron was "surprised" lo hear

from Davis, two weeks after OFS asked for a meeting.

"I was beginning to think we'd never hear from him", -aid

Heron.

Davis will speak lo six OFS representatives, one of whom will

"almost certainly" be U of T SAC President Eric Miglin, according

to Heron. He said OFS will discuss "things that sludenls are unhappy

about'', in particular student loan ceiling reductions and tuition Ice

increases.
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"Censorship ends in logical completeness
when nobody is allowed lo read any books
except the books nobody can read."

—George Bernard Shaw

The Varslly, a member ol Canadian
University Press, was founded In 1880

and is published by ihe Students' Ad-
minisiraiive Council ol the University

of Toromo and is primed by Oaisans
Press Lid. Opinions expressed in this

newspaper are noi necessarily those ol

the Students' Administrative Council

or ihe administration ol the university.

Formal complaints about the editorial

or business operation ol the paper may
be addressed to Ihe Chairman. Cam-
pus Relations Committee, Varsity

Board ol Directors, 91 St. George St.

Part-time workers

easy prey for poor

wages and conditions

High school and university students,

anxious for any part-time work in these

jobless days, are easy prey for

businessmen who recognize the potential

cheap labour market.

Today's page five documents one case

in which students, mainly from high

schools, labour under less than

favourable conditions. It isn't an ex-

ception. Talking to students with part-time

jobs, one quickly learns of the poor pay

and equally unattractive working con-

ditions which characterize the positions

open to them.

Exploited by people operating

businesses (after all. a capitalist economy
is based on the employer getting the most

he can out of his workers), the student

workers are becoming increasingly dis-

content. But, what can they do about it? As
unemployment soars, confident employ-

ers can tell their employees to follow or-

ders or quit, aware that replacements

won't be hard to find.

The students could organize to fight

management, but part-time employees
aren't protected by the Ontario Labour

Relations Act and would be easy picking

for disgruntled bosses.

A necessary first step seems to be
bringing part-time workers under the

protection of the act. And. some kind of

grouping of high school and university

labourers would probably be the ap-

propriate body to agitate (or the necessary

legislation and simultaneously upgrade
their working conditions.

Don't punish victims

Ever since Edmund Burkers disrupted a

spring, 1971 Convocation Hall meeting
featuring leftist speakers, Simcoe Hall has

been nervously secreting away gatherings

which may be the scene for a replay of that

afternoon's events.

(The Burkers threw a mace bomb into

the audience after they failed to end the

meeting by heckling the speakers. In the

ensuing scuffle, windows in the front

doors to the hall were broken. As late as

last year, the university — in its strange

sense of justice — was trying to get the

meeting's sponsors to pay for the damage
their opponents did.)

Simcoe Hall's favourite hiding place for

suspect meetings has been the remote
Faculty of Education auditorium, seating

less than one third the capacity of the

central Convocation Hall. Black Panther
leader Bobby Seale was the latest speaker
to get, -shunted to the Bloor Street exile.

Perhaps, the administrators were doubly

worried because the Western Guard,
successors to the Burkers, had threatened

earlier this fall to disrupt all black and
Marxist meetings held on campus.

Nonetheless, there can be no
justification for living in constant fear of

right-wing extremists' disruptions. By
giving in to them, the administration is

letting them know that they can decide
who can speak where.

This abdication of the university's duty
to ensure freedom of speech for political

dissidents cannot continue. The university
has a campus security force; it can be
summoned to keep right-wing rowdies out
of campus meetings or eject them if they
get in and violently disrupt them.

And, those who would not let others
speak should be warned that renewed
disturbances will keep them, not their

opponents, silent on this campus.

The aggressors , not the victims, should
be penalized for their actions.

What's he doing?

Contrary to Engineering rumour, The
Varsity will not publish an "extra" this

week. The Varsity will not be responsible

'or any clandestine publication almost

benring its name which may appear on
campus Thursday or Friday. Such a

publication bears no resemblence to new-
spapers living or dead, save the Toike
Oiko.
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Gains from high unemployment

Sports store exploits students
By BOB GAUTHIER

Collegiate Sports is one of a large

number of companies to benefit

rrorft the high level of un-
employment by hiring high school

students and then subtly forcing

them to accept the company's
conditions.

Collegiate Sports — "the nobody
thai undersells everybody" — un-
derpays and overworks its high

school staff.

To train the newcomers to the

system and its demands owner John
Lennox decided recently to run a

smiling contest for his employees

with $65 in prizes as the pot. To win,

all one had to do was have the best

"customer smile". H reminds one of

ihe Miss America contest — only

it's your mouth that counts this

lime.

Lennox and his managerial

underlings at the two stores, Ralph
Lmrncrson and Martin Bunting,

recruit their employees by word of

mouth, chiefly from the local high

schools near the stores. They then

proceed to (each them the basic

lessons of the capitalist system,

namely that business is run much
like an army — that is, along strictly

authoritarian lines.

The management docs not

explicitly coerce its employees, bul it

does leave them little choice — quit

or knuckle under.

Collegiate Sports in some cases

narrowly brushes against the boun-
daries of Ontario labour law, and in

one area may have already broken
the law.

Provincial laws require that an

employee receive a half hour break

every five hours (whether paid or

unpaid — at Collegiate it's unpaid).

There have been occasions on busy

Saturdays when employees have

worked beyond the five-hour limit

without such a break.

The- high school students have

expressed among themselves
grievances about their hours. Some
said that the company was so per-

sistent in requiring them to come in

to work at its call, they often had to

decline in order to keep up with their

schoolwork.

As for actual working hours,

students have no choice. No one is

allowed to work two Saturdays in a

row and hours are assigned,
although some effort is made to

compromise with employees
preferences.

Working conditions are also poor.

In the west end store there was no

soap in the washrooms for the

month of September, and the dust

and grime from summer con-

struction (the inside of the store was

largely constructed by high school

students during early summer) make
frequent wash-ups necessary.

On one occasion when 1 asked

assistant- manager Bob Moeller for

a five-minute break during a par-

Collegiate does not like employees

to turn down their "offer" of more
work.

On a more recent occasion 15

minutes before closing time, assis-

tant manager Tim Quinn informed

three employees, including myself,

that one of us would have to leave

early, instead of, as usual, earning

more money by slaying to help clean

up. The other two were in a car pool,

so there wasn't much choice. The

The pay also varied from person

to person — that is, the starting pay,

for doing the same job. Pay begins

for most employees at $1.50 and
"progresses" to $1.65.

During the fall Collegiate held a

series of five or six compulsory

meetings to train employees about

the product. Employees were paid

for attending but, astonishingly,

would not receive payment unless

they stayed until the "end of

Student exploiter Collegiate Sports pays $65 to the employee with the best "customer smile."

lieularly slack period, he replied no.

hut that I could lake a cup of coffee

onto the floor while I worked.

The terms of an employee's

agreement tend to fluctuate also,

according to management's
discretion.

Lor example, I had agreed to

work for the store during set times.

On one occasion i was phoned

before a big mid-week sale and told

that "it would be appreciated" if I

could come in and work extra lime.

point is that for the second time

within three weeks. Collegiate had
broken a verbal agreement with an

employee.

During the summer, high school

students were working all day and

into the evenings at "management's

request" to complete the interior

construction of the warehouse which

they were converting. Students were

allowed only a half hour break for

supper, according to several of the

student employees.

January" according to Bunting.

Earlier i had been told by
Emrnerson that employees "would

receive the 'product knowledge

meeting pay' after Christmas".

There appears to be some confusion

among management.

On one occasion when boss John

Lennox saw some students silling at

a meeting without writing, he

ordered them to get a piece of paper

and a pen.

The product knowledge lessons

are capped off by an all-inclusive

lest, with the winners receiving por-

tions of about $150 of Collegiate

merchandise. The company felt it

was doing students a favour by
training them when in fact the" com-
pany and not the students will

benefit from the training.

The employees have been told

that anyone doing poorly on the test

would not be "staying on". No one
mentioned whether or not those

"laid off" would be paid for sitting

through the product training
meetings (lasting up to three hours

per night).

However, to smooth over any
discontent among the staff, it was

announced two weeks ago that Len-

nox was throwing a party for the

staff hefore the heavy selling season

at Christmas began. Emmerson told

the employees: "It is strongly

suggested thai you attend."

Students were also forced to buy a

Collegiate "uniform" — two blue

shirts with a Collegiate Sports "ad-
erest" on the front — all for the low

price of $4 each. Hair was not

allowed to go below ihe shirt collar,

regardless of how neat it was.

The final injustice came when
students: were compelled to sell Esso

home oil burners on the side. They
were told to wear a badge with the

"eye-catching" phrase $15 reward".

When the customer asked an
employee what the slogan meant,
the employee was supposed to sell

an Lsso home oil burner. The stu-

dent would receive $5 and the

customer $15 worth of Collegiate

merchandise if he signed in the store

for the Esso package. Management
did not disclose what it received in

the deal.

But, as Lennox said recently to a

captive audience of his employees.

"Don't get me wrong, the place isn't

a sweatshop."

Hob Gttiithier is a former employee

of Collegiate Sports who resigned

last week after working part time at

tlie west end store for two months.

Reader disputes

feature's facts
I am concerned that the article

"Preventive genocide in Latin

America" (Varsity, November I)

could be taken by many readers as a

complete substantiation of the

author's claim that the imperialistic

U.S. government and ils cilizenry

are hent on destruction of the Third

World bv means of genocidal birth

control. There are certain criteria

which have not been mentioned and

some apparent misconceptions in

this article which should be con-

sidered in such an issue, the most

important of which I list here:

Many large industrialists are

involved in such organizations as

Planned Parenthood and the Hugh

Moore Lund for tax reasons. Their

large donations are duly recognized

by these organizations who put these

big names on their official

stationary to encourage further

contributions.

Population density, mentioned

consistently m the article \z not the

best means of determining whether

or not there is a need for birth

control as it does not lake into

consideration uninhabited, un-

inhabitable and non-arable land, or

any ability or the country for sup-

porting its population. Population

growth rates are a more valid factor

in discerning demographic problems,

(Latin America's is the highest in

the world) as is indigenous opinion.

Some of the organizations named,

particularly the P o p u I a t'i o n

Reference Bureau,, are devoted to a

broader spectrum of demographic

and population studies including

mortality and migration as well as

fertility, and deal mainly in research

and information, not birth control.

In a rapidly changing demograph-

ic situation, data from the '50's and

early '60's is of dubious value and

undated data is nearly always worth-

less.

Such sources as Catholic bishops

and Kidel Castro, as used in the

article, could well be held suspect of

a biased opi nion toward con-

traceptive practices and the United

Stales.

It is unfortunate that the double

standard of the author makes Fidel

Castro's advocation of voluntary

birth control a noble sentiment and

such policies on the part of the U.S.

uovcrnment and various institutions

in New York and London un-

mitigated genocide.

The article failed lo consider that

if the U.S. is to supply the means for

rapidly cutting a country's death

rate (ie technology, food, improved

health) it must also offer the means

of cutting the country's birth rate to

keep a balance of population.

New agricultural methods

mentioned in the article as the

means by which larger populations

can be supported are constantly

being batted about by experts as to

their plausibility and efficacy and

their possible implementation and

success in the near future is doubtful

on both pragmatic and ecological

grounds.

Finally, 1 think it is unfair to

assert that all U.S. demographers,

medical professionals, government

officials, industrialists, and mis-

sionaries are plotting the annihila-

tion of Latin American cheap

lahour. I will not defend all of them

whole-heartedly, bul there is the

possibility that some are altruistic in

their intentions.

Hope A. Olson

Nobody offended

by Engin caper
Herewith I fulfill the commitment

I made in my letter published in

your Friday. October 13 issue: to

report on how many people felt

sufficiently offended by the caper

staged bv the engineers to mark the

inauguration of Dr. John Evans.

After two weeks, the count is in:

zero.

M. Vasilkovs

Ind. Eng. II

more on page 6
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Keep cars off

main campus

Now is the time when most
campus radicals and other university

sweet-meats are putting away their

placards, closing down their

porlahle-radical-in formation- booths

and in general collecting political

chestnuts for what most Canadians
can assuredly predict will be a long,

cold, winter. Undoubtedly, most of

these campus "tradrads" will be

asking the pertinent question,

"What causes will there be for

the spring — aside from the usual

hitbil of political fornication?"

The cause I am about to suggest is

not c\aclly what I would call

everyone's "cup of lea". It is one
that does not concern "'them", but

rather concerns "us'*. The "us" to

which I am referring is the collective

hndy of individuals who spend more
than five minutes a day in the un-

iversity "environment".

"It's high time", to use a well

worn cliche, that we started taking a

look at the undesirable variables

that are contaminating these sur-

roundings. Anyone, having any sen-

sitivity, should by now be objecting

to the rather large number of
"motor-vehicles" {"cars" for any
visiting American) that pass through
the streets of the university, trying to

evade the rush-hour traffic along
Bloor and Avenue Road. Not only
should one object to the mechanical
cacophony, but also the presence of
the automobile, which does little to
enamour one's architectural sen-
sitivity towards an already ugly
campus.

Most people, no doubt, find this
objection trivial. After all, [he

automobile is one of the more banal

facts of existence in the twentieth

century, is it not? "How?" they

argue, can one "rip the guts out of

the economy, when its staple diet is

(he automobile?" This is, of course,

what such a movement would imply.

"After all, the university is located

in the heart of Canada's booming,

metropolis, Toronto. Besides, how
would the City Council react to such

an outrageous proposal?"

frankly — and here i am playing

the role of the radical stereotype —
such arguments are irrelevant. They
ignore the basic meaning of such a

proposal. I think, it's time that

people actually spent some time

walking on the streets; it's time that

they made an effort to examine the

architectural environment, rather

than wasting time hopping out of

one building into their Buick and
popping into another. They should

— and here my verbal imagination

fails me — become more aware of

their environment. The university

should, in a very real way, be con-

tributing to — and here my
language fails me again — the

development of an environmental

consciousness.

To link such a notion to

something as trivial as making
professors and students alike walk

to their classes, even in the heart

of Toronto's winter, simply because

cars have been abolished from
the campus, might sound far-

fetched. And. I admit, that in the

light of North American suburban
-values it is. Bui, in the light of the

recent evidence re: pollution, the

proposal takes on a somewhat more
realistic appearance.

We have all the information aboul
noise pollution, and air pollution

that we need. Now whal's really

needed is a bit of action. To put the

point very bluntly, and in phrase-
ology that the avid tv watcher can
understand. "It would be a small
step for the university and a giant
step for Ihe City ofToronto."

Practically speaking, the office at

Simcoe Hall could still take out its

garbage, as I am thinking of malls
only on Hoskin, Si. George, and
Devonshire. And, there would be
enough room on all streets, in the
event of a polticial crisis, for a police

paddy-wagon to make its way to Sid
Smilh. But, the days of the
"thruway" would be over, and for

the first time it would be possible

Students tried to get busy
suggests cars

Queen's Park Crescent closed to traffic last year. Letter writer
should be banned from all of St. George campus.

lor one to really see that new library day. ..Isn't it!

The Varsily has for so long been
talking ahout...from a distance!

If this university has any hopes of

turning out an Einstein in the near
future, it should take this proposal
seriously. Any genius having the
notion that he could think his ideas
out while treading the green paths of
the U of T would have the odds —
I0-I — against him (or her) of being
struck down by the TTC.

Besides, il would give me great
pleasure on the day in January,
when Bill Davis has to pay a visit to

John Kvans. to see him treading
across the barren landscape of the
University Circle billowing clouds of
steam, and to hear him say, once
afely inside, sincerely, "It is a cold

Fen Ha nip sun

More on page 7

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE PROUDLY PRESENTS
in concert

TOM RUSH
with

Janine Locke

Sat. Nov. 11 8:00 p.m.

at

Scarborough College
(401 and Morningside)

TICKETS: $3.00 available at:

Downtown U. of T. SAC Office
Shermans Music Centre 691 Yonge

or Scarborough College Student Council

more information: 284-3244
Free bus leaves Convocation Hall al 7tt> pjn.

SAC Press
theSAC building 923-6720

ARTS AND SCIENCE

STUDENTS

in Day Classes (full-time)

Must Confirm their Programme of Studies
Between October 30th and November 15th
at the Office of Their College Registrar

(Regular Students)
or at the Faculty Office

(Special Students)

This Procedure is Essential

and <Jth*?c
er t0 EnSure Accura»e Records

LatP P^n u
Xa
«
m 'natlon A"angements may be madeLate Penalty $1.00 Per Day After November 15th

W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary
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Silent majority

accepts no demo
In response to your editorial

regarding SAC's position on a
proposed Demonstration at Queen's
Park, I would like to correct one

(Victual error on the part of The
Varsity editorial board. The
"negative student opinion" of the
last week is non-existent. The whole
thrust of the editorial is based on the
assumption that the students did not
approve of SAC's decision and that
there has been great and un-
favorable response. This is just not
the case. Aside from the YS and
some others who argued un-
successfully at the SAC meeting,
there has been no response, and I

would he forced to assume that
ilence implies consent, or at least

tick of flagrant and strong
disapproval.

VUSAC, of course, has the right

to take its own decision on the OFS
motion as they are a member in

their own right. But, that is the

decision of their own council and
should not be construed as morally
or otherwise binding on SAC. As Tor

a possible usurpation of SAC's
rightful place on this campus, I do

not see that as a justifiable or
probable situation. Just as SAC has
no right lo overstep the prerogatives
»f VUSAC, so also VUSAC and
other local councils do not have the
right to overstep SAC's
prerogatives. An attempt to
organize Vic students is VUSAC's
right, but in so far as they are
Victoria University Students' Ad-
ministrative Council, they should
not organize a campus-wide student
position after the legitimatecampus-
wide student council has made a
decision.

Back to my original complaint,
however, there was, is, and I an-
ticipate there will be no wide-spread
student opposition to SAC's posi-
tion, only the lonely cries of
frustrated and dissapointed political

hacks who couldn't get their way in

the SAC meeting.

Vince De Angelo

m ii I'm ii ii ii

™

Available in

Black or Rust
leather,

only $30.00

Open Thursday and Friday Nites. C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored

262 Yonge St. Fairview Mall

1475 Yonge St. Oshawa Shopping Centre
101 Bloor St. West Adams Apple Boutique

Shopper's Wolrd, Brampton 126 Bloor St. West
774 Yonge St.

"Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada ol the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

SAC hasn't

forgotten fees

Recent news stories and editorials in

the Varsity have apparently conveyed
the mistaken impression that the SAC
has lost interest in fighting the
government's education cutbacks.

It is true that SAC voted against
the OFS call for a province-wide
demonstration at Queen's Park.
SAC members questionned the
effectiveness of a demonstration as
an influence on the government; the
council was concerned that the
demonstration would negatively
affect public support for our aims. It

was fell that there would not be a

great deal of interest on the part of
U of T students, and the returns, in

terms of interest and influence
produced, were not felt lo be worth
the immense amount of effort in-

volved in organizing a

demonstration.

VUSAC, some other college

councils, and The Varsity strongly

questionned the SAC decision. The
weights attached- to various factors,

especially the expected student in-

volvement, were criticized by these
groups. In response to this reaction,

which was not large but was quite

active, S.A.C. tonight will reconsider

its decision on the demonstration.

Bui, the OFS demonstration
aside. SAC certainly has not
dropped ihe fight. Negotiations with

the provincial government continue,

and the OFS stand continues to have
vigourous SAC support.

The organizational efforts

necessary to carry out a fees boycott

are being planned, should the
boycott be called in late November.

In addition to these obvious

efforts. SAC is working to develop

contacts in ihe public media —
newspapers, radio, and television —
to present the student case and to

defend the student position. We are

pushing Ihe Governing Council to

take a stand on the issue. We will

distribute the provincewide new-
spaper heing produced by OFS later
this month. We are planning letter

writing campaigns — highly effec-
tive last spring in changing the
government stand on Ontario
Scholarships — among students,
university personnel, alumni, un-
iversity parents, and allied
educational groups like high school
teachers and students.

So, certainly SAC is not ceasing
Us efforts to fight the government's
actions. The demonstration, we per-
sonally feel, has yet to be shown as a
productive effort in terms of our end
goals, hut we are open to enlighten-
ment on this matter. But whatever
the decision on the demonstration,
our resolve to continue campaigning
against the OSAP cuts and the fees
hikes remains.

Eric Miglin
John Helliwell

Ross Flowers

NOV. 14-18, 8:30 P.M.

eiitepfflple.

Not enough food

to feed people
I am writing in response to your

important centre-page essay
"Preventive genocide in Latin
America", which discussed the ques-
tion of U.S. aid and birth control
measures in South America. As the
absence in the article or source
references for selected quotes makes
it difficult to offer any refutation of
specific points. I will confine myseir
to a general comment.

Latin America, in the I930's, was
a major grain-producing area, but
by the inid-1960's they were im-
porting grain in far greater quan-
tities than they had ever exported it

(Man, Land and Food, by Lester R.
Brown). The population growth rate

of Latin America is 2.9 per cent, ihe

highest rale for any major world
region. Infant mortality in Latin
America, much of it due lo
malnutrition, is amongst the highest
in the world (U.N. Demographic
Yearbook. 1967).

Now. maybe f'm simple-minded,
but all this suggests to me (hat there

are rather more people in these

countries than there is food lo feed

them. To use a dirty word, they are

overpopulated. Faced with these

facts, I find it gross that this serious

issue should be used so cheaply as a
football in the arena of political

ideology as was blatantly done in the

article. Such abuse of reason
henefils no-one, least of all those

living in "Third World" nations;

and I was left wondering (cynic that

I am) whether those holding such

left-wing views really have the

welfare of ihe peasant as their top

priority.

Eric S.Grace

PLS
presents

The Assumption of Mary

and

The Last Judgment

NOV. 8-11

ST. THOMAS ANGLICAN CNORCH
285 HURON ST.

8:30 p.m. Admission Free
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A casual jaunt through

the U of T forest, or what
makes the place run

The University of Toronto, like ail the best governments in

the world, is fundamentally a constitutional monarchy; the grand
duchies (the colleges), the great earldoms (modern oc-
cupational interests), the marcher lordships (the Department of
Extension), and finally, the royal household (Simcoe Hall), all of
which comprise the academic kingdom of Toronto.

—Donald Creighton, 1958.

/ADMINISTRATION

By v- ceo*
A great many people a

'analysis of what U of T was,
certainly isn't that now. We c
is by looking at the way it o}

I

First, and most clearly 1

involved in the place, the ac

the essence of the university,

deals with money. It is prim;
money. In 1970, it handled j

cash. At the same time, [t ha
"investments".

Of the $88 million inves

are in permanent stock im

iversity has a positively nigga
its only major stock holding is

of Alcan, worth about two a

when the figures were last

1970.) $80 million In oth<

vestments. These investment
temporary use of the same S

They are 30 and 60 day
banks, like the Bank of Mor
(Dominion, and agents IiVa

money to make then^ comS
student tuition payments, Int

investments, payments for ex
in doing research, but mostly,

government. The province
system of formula financint

iversities so much per head),
least $60 million in 1970.

But, that's not all. Money
value changes. Thus, when tr

an important factor in calcu
Toronto, the money is given
government and in turn invest*

Now then, the $80 mi

Money determines the vi

double duty, serving the fir

academics. It comes into the u
of the university to become
returns to the university, with int

because it's given by the goven
is in perpetual circuit. Ifs relat

and. since it comes from the
province retains sor me^rt
portion of the general social c.

If this were the case only
not matter much. But, this pro
provincial universities. Provinc
already created the much talkei

of Ontario as far as administrai
it's called the Department of I

And. it deals with money. It not
university, but also influence;
ready cash available within the
live process. The U of T admin
branch campus".

The university's cash cir

dependable. But. only relatively

with the provincial cash flow a

interest rates, the university m
maximize its money position <

bankruptcy. The administratioi

maximum flexibility with its reso
do what will make the most
Maximum flexibility, however,
attack on all time-bound relat

obvious time-bound relationsh
compels the administration to
staff in fixed areas, spelled tent
also means that all hiring and fir

in relation to the budget.
Here is the r

academic disciplines to the uni

money. In 1971, then Arts an
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Interest on long-term
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ad). It gave Toronto at
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n the money arrives is

ilculating its value. In

/en bi-monthly by the
ested by the university,

million budget does

Albert Allen admitted all classes must average a
certain size. The number of people who sign up to
take courses in a discipline determines how much
money it gets. Consequently, the number of staff
in a particular division must not become fixed; it

must float.

In turn, this floating puts tremendous
pressure on each academic division in that it must
seek both to attract people and keep its costs
down. In brief, it must do two things which
compliment job security. First, It must attract
people which means it must offer courses which
at least look interesting and socially relevant
(READ courses which proport to offer a
marketable skill). Second, it must keep costs
down although the first goal presupposes ex-
pensive equipment.

Capital has developed fairly sophisticated
tools, such as television and computers, which
are not cheap. The university must be able to train
people to use these tools if it wants people to be
interested in it. Furthermore, to develop the
research which will attract others, it must have
even more expensive equipment, like
microscopes. Finally, even for those divisions
which don't require specific expensive equip-
ment, general things like classrooms, offices,
libraries, lighting, heating, must be provided. Ali
this requires a constantly increasing amount of

money, regardless of the socio-economic situa-
tion. The costs cannot be cut. They are relatively
fixed.

These costs cannot all be met by the
administration because it is, in fact, appropriating
money on the basis of each division's ability to
contribute to payments. Therefore, the particular
divisions struggle among themselves for external
money sources (read grants). Success in landing

a various relationships within the university community, according to
former student.

financiers and the

:e university, goes out
ne capital, and then

i interest. The money,
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the government, the
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Iked-about University

;tration is concerned,
of University Affairs,
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ministration is only a
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ation, clearly, seeks
esources. It wants to 1
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er, means a direct

elations. (The most
nship is that which
to maintain a fixed

tenure.) Moreover, it

i firing must be done

fp of all particular

universal leveller of

and Science dean

grants becomes an indicator of social relevance
and a big attraction. And, grants can serve to buy
certain equipment which will attract more
students and lower the university's capital outlay.
The question becomes: how do you obtain
grants?

You appeal to industry. Industry, of course,
does not want to throw its capital away. It must
have some assurance that it will get something
back for its money. Although not in all cases,
industry is generally forced to depend on stan-
dards in making grants. One of these standards is

the importance of previous work done by the
applicant. Another is the type of training that the
applicant has received; yet another is the "moder-
nity" of the applicant's equipment — extant or
projected. All of these standards tend to pre-
judice granting in favour of American or
American-trained academics, because all of

these standards are more readily met in the U.S.
than elsewhere.

One of the ways, then, of reacting to the
floating of financing results in the hiring of highly

mobile, young Americans. More important,
however, is the fact that grants work to undermine
the patriarchial structure of U of T by seeking to

modify the harshness of financial flexibility made
necessary by the economic integration of the

university with capital.

II

Secondly, the University of Toronto is the

teaching and research staff of the university, the

"academics". Academics are primarily concerned
with two things, economic security and in-

tellectual advancement. The two are far from
exclusive. In fact, economic security, in the

archaic guise of tenure, is very often a function of

the degree of intellectual advancement of the

individual academic: "publish or perish".
In the President's Report for the Year Ended

June 1969, Part II, we find, from pages 179 to 275,
a listing of publications written by U of T
academics.

The range of these articles is staggering. Any
attempt to master all the material published by
Toronto alone would be totally overwhelming for
there is a unbelievable quantity of information
being generated. Even if new articles only repeat
old content, they do so in new form and this must
be counted as significant in keeping up with the
development of the particular academic depart-
ment. The intellectual has become an information
storage and catalogue machine, as well as a
generator of new information.

There exists an information flood here. This
flood is objectively large enough to raise the
question as to whether it can be contained.
Universities have traditionally reacted to the flood
by breaking up departments and increasing
specialization. For example, in 1926. the U of T
Department of Political Economy contained what
are now the Departments of Psychology and
Sociology. But. today, these departments have
their own "method" which renders their further
association non-functional.

The flood of information also raises the
question of how to bring the results of the various
methods into some kind of conceptual harmony
within the university structure.

This flood also raises the question of where
the splitting up of methods stops. For example.
Political Economy is now divided into political
science, commerce and economics.

These in turn are divided into their various
specialized compartments. All of which means
that the flood is not just about information but
also involves method, so much so that method
becomes an object of information and we get an
infinite regress.

The academics, then, have a problem. They
have to keep up with the times. But, there is not
only an information explosion but also an im-
plosion. The application of technology to this
flood has not lessened but rather increased the
torrent. We now have a Department of Computer
Science and an Institute for Culture and
Technology. There are various courses training
people just how to handle machines. All this in

order to learn something from the information.
But, what? Each intervention on the road to
learning makes the information more dubious,
not more certain. One has to put in more and
more time checking mechanisms to account for
errors — errors of all kinds, including ob-
solescence. Information technology qua in-

formation technology cannot solve the problem.
Can specialization solve the problem? No.

Specialization implies regress. Why not have a
"science of the dynamics of the frisbie" or a
special methodology for the study of "ant colonies
on the sidewalks of Timmins"? You can specialize
in the handling of any problem. This does not help
cope with the flood, it only adds to it by removing
the problem one step more.

But. what this flood does mean is that

academics are besieged. They are surrounded, by
their own products. The ivory tower keeps getting
higher and the babble inside gets more and more
esoteric. The alleged movement toward unity of
the sciences has only produced cross-disciplines
which deal with special problems. The marriage
of departments is producing a population ex-

plosion whose children speak different
languages.

What does this mean for economic security?

Well, it means that those people who have been
newly trained, who do not have to forget obsolete
information, and are specially trained in a cross-
discipline are most in demand because they can
produce the freshest, clearest, and least-

confused information, which can then be put to

good social use.

The younger academic is, therefore, more
economically valuable and, in a flexible structure,

would be more secure.

A recent (American) Kodak ad advised, "At

Kodak, it's not unusual for a 25-year-old like Jim
Carroll to win the title of senior research physicist.

Like any company involved in a lot of basic
research, Kodak has felt the pressure of modern
technology and the need for young, fresh
thinking. So we hire the best talent we possibly

can, and then give them as much responsibility as
they can handle. Whatever their age.

"We have departments and divisions, like

any company. What we don't have are
preconceived ideas about how an expert scien-

tist's time should be spent."

Ill

Third, the University of Toronto is the

students of the university. The position of the

students is, in many ways, the easiest to

understand. They want a better life than they

could get if they didn't come. The U of T is either a

way up or a way to stay where one is at. This in
turn, however, means that the students view the
university in a social context. They certainly do
not want to be punished for attending the
university.

To get a good job, they have to get a good
education. Which means that they must master
vast quantities of the newest information, in-
cluding information on how to handle the latest
technological devices that will be part of their
jobs. They must be exposed to the absolutely
latest ideas because by the time they get out,
these latest ideas will be part of the daily life they
will be directing. This, in fact, is what is meant by
training for the technocracy.

Seeking maximum marketable potential,
students gravitate toward those academics who
evidence the most mastery of the most in-
formation. These people promise instruction in
what will be most useful in daily life. These people
also tend to be younger, for reasons already
cited. But, there is another reason. Younger
people look more appealing. They speak more
appeallingly. They teach moreappeallingly. Being
more attractive, this appeal, added to newer
information, is a rather strong punch at older
academics.

U of T's New Program certainly helps
students to choose what courses they think will
be most advantageous to themselves. However,
that program does not go nearly far enough, and
not only for institutional reasons. The New
Program encourages specialization on the
American rather than the English model. It per-
mits the intensive study of a single idea over
several disciplines, something not permitted
before. The hasty, reactionary action of certain
older academics acknowledged this trend.
Indeed, the reaction takes the involuted form of
support for extravagant interdisciplinary
programs and experimentation, in order to attack
specialization and "preserve standards". For,
intensive, early specialization is an attack on
academic privilege since it accelerates the in-

formation flood. The New Program, raising the
student's hope of a freer educational system,
instead intensifies pressure to specialize as the
way to get ahead. This, in turn, puts the student
into direct conflict with those who are attacked by
increased specialization — the academics who
hold their position by reason of authority and
respect and deference and not by reason of their
continued productivity.

The student's position becomes one of great
uncertainty and confusion, over and above that to
be expected. The student is told to try out and test
different areas of information. The student is also
told not to waste time. He or she is told to respect
enlightenment and ignore obsolete information.
The student is not counselled because there is no
way to counsel. And, all the time, the student is

reminded that very soon he or she shall have to

"earn a living". This type of confusion has already
manifested itself at U of T.

These manifestations have been erratic, and
they have also been persistent. In 1969, the unrest
was political, with the "discipline crisis"; students
demanded a place in the administration of the
university. In 1 970, the unrest was sexual, a direct
attack on patriarchy, with the day care sit-in;

students demanded an end to at least one form of

sex-economic repression. In 1971, the unrest was
academic-political; students demanded that the
dead wood be chopped away within the particular

academic departments of the Faculty of Arts and
Science. In 1972. the unrest was academic-
economic; students demanded access to the
tools they required for getting the most in-

formation the quickest way — directly. They
demanded access to a massive research library.

It is interesting to note the position of the U of

T administration in all of these situations. It

capitulated in 1969, very quickly. In 1970, it was
emotionally upset, but it gave in. In 1971 and
1972. it, in fact, sided with the students. This is

because, in all instances, the interest of the
administration in flexibility overrode its interest in

authority. Economic considerations overrode
political ones. Those same economic con-
siderations have the senior academics and all the
younger academics that they can intimidate into a
defence of what has become an "irrational"

position, irrational to the extent of keeping
students out of the library. Students, therefore,

have been the allies of the administration in

working towards closer integration of the un-

iversity with capitalist society.

Vince Dolan attended St. Michael's

College of the University of Toronto, and was
Students' Administrative Council External

Affairs Commissioner in 1970-71. He has
returned to the United States to continue his

education.
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Quebec minister silent on repeal

Civil rights union awaits word on Bill 5

1

MONTREAL (CUP!) — The

Quebec Civil Liberlies Union

(QCLU> is awaiting an answer from

Quebec justice minister Jerome

Choquctle on its demand for the

repeal of Bill 51, popularly known as

"la loi Choquctte" and the "per-

manent War Measures Act."

The bill, quickly passed by the

National Assembly at the end of the

By BR1ANE NASIMOK
The General Committee of arts

and science decided Monday to es-

tablish a library sub-committee, but

adjourned debate on the question of

amalgamation of some college and

departmental libraries with the Sig-

mund Samuel library.

A motion to amalgamate the UC
l.aidlaw Library (including the Innis

collection) and the New College

Library, plus the history, political

economy and extension collections,

with the Sigmund Samuel Wallace

Room collection was put off to the

next meeting. Innis principal Peter

Russel's motion to adjourn debate

succeeded in ending discussion on

amalgamation.

The committee was debating two

York profs
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — York
University's faculty are battling to

save some 200 members who may
lose their jobs in the current York
budget crisis.

In a surprise move, the senate

(composed of academics) has
refused to accept an administrative

report on York's financial set-backs

and has launched an intensive in-

vestigation of its own.

The faculty reaction was sparked
by a hoard of governors report

suggesting a $ 2.7 million cut in

academic opealions at the un-
iversity. York president David
Slater called the board's figures

"not outlandish".

In a special budget report in early

Octoher, Slater stated the budget
deficit was S 4.1 million. This was
later revised to $ 3.4 million and
finally reduced to $2.7 million after

a financial freeeze in faculty and
library budgets.

Faculty members tangled with

administrators in three senate ses-

sions during the last week of Oc-
tober. Charges of "lack of financial

imagination", "confused slate of
information" and concern about
"the nature and reliability of the
information available" were lodged
against the board.

spring session, give a mixed police-

judieial commission sweeping

powers of search and seizure against

"organized crime, terrorism and

sedition."

QCLU president Jean-Louis Roy,

who is also director of the French —
Canada studies program at McGill

University, said the QCLU objects

to the haste with which the bill was

amendments, to omit the Laidlaw

Library and the New College library

from the amalgamation when dis-

cussion was slopped.

Russel said yesterday that Ihe

amalgamation was "an all or

nothing proposition". He added

the college libraries can not do what

they were designed to do, that is

supply all books needed for their

undergraduates, and therefore

would have to seek a new purpose.

The establishment of the library

sub-committee, "to advise and in-

form the library of the arts and

science needs", was almost un-

animously passed, but the structure

of the committee caused lengthy

debate.

The original motion, in the Re-

Atkinson College dean Harry
Crowe told the senate the "data
made available (by the board) on the

current and 1973-74 budgets had
been most confusing".

Other senators complained about

the "confusion and lack of credibili-

ty of, almost any of the data cir-

culating on the university's financial

position".

The senate refusal to accept the

hoard's recommendations dis-

pleased Slater. He told the members
that "it invited confrontation with

the hoard".

However, faculty members argu-
ed the board had been blunt and
they had to be blunt in return.

Firing staff seems to imply that

people are reduced to the order of
things instead of people being placed
ahead of things," mathematics pro-
fessor P. Rajagopal told the ad-
ministration in a budget report he

passed and to the lack of real dis-

cussion in the National Assembly.

Roy hopes to organize

opposition to the bill in Quebec. He
and other QCLU members will meet

with leaders of Quebec's political

parties next week to obtain ex-

planations of their positions. "We
arc firmly determined not to come
back from the meetings with the

port of the Presidential Advisory

Committee on the Sigmund Samuel
Library, suggested the committee

include (he dean of Arts and

Science, the librarian of Sigmund

Samuel Library, two faculty

members and three students

(including at least one part-time

student).

History chairman J. B. Conacher

amended the motion to include

seven faculty, "representing the

departments in the faculty on the

hasis of use", instead of two.

Conacher said he was ready to

accept an increase in the number of

students, but did not want to choose

how many at that time.

Student representative Bob
Anderson said that he was pleased

presented to senate.

He later commented that "the
logic of having to cut staff eludes

me."
The university deficit is only

S400.000 according to Rajagopal.
In 1972-73; faculty monies were cut,

hut few financial cuts were made in

the administration.

"In times of crisis and panic, one
would have expected the cuts to be
mure uniformly distributed," the

math professor said. "The budget
data available is notional - an
educated guess. Any figures with
deficits at present are meaningless."
Tenured professors can be fired

with notice, according to a recent

statement by the Canadian Associa-
tion of University Teachers (CAUT)
in response to national budget
trends. The association is set up to
protect the rights of university
academics.

parties with vague answers," Roy
declared.

The QCLU disagrees with the

way organized crime, terrorism and

"sedition" are mixed together in the

new law.

"The motivations behind these

three activities and their social im-

pact are very different," Roy said.

"You'll never have a social concen-

sus agreeing with organized crime,

hut you may find a concensus agree-

ing with some terrorist activities."

He gave the example of the

"October Crisis" when the federal

government was saying terrorist

acts had some support in Quebec.

"That is why it sent in the troops.

Therefore the QCLU's position is

that "if the government wants to

organize a commission on organized

crime, it should be completely
separate from permanent measures

against terrorism and 'sedition".

The QCLU also objects to the

composition of the commission,
which it believes creates "Even more
confusion than there already is

between judicial and police activities

in Quebec."

to hear that Conacher wanted
broader representation and
suggested that nine students be in-

cluded on the committee, instead of

the proposed three.

Chairman Ken Byrden ruled

Anderson's suggestion out of order,

and suggested the question of

numher of students be discussed

after the number of faculty was
established.

After student member Dave
Laughton challenged the chair's

ruling and was defeated. Inter-

disciplinary Studies student
representative Seymour Kanowitch
said that although he agreed with

Conacher he would have to vote

against his motion, because the

numher of students was not es-

ATTRACTIVE but very lonely male (21 (

seeks company of female in similar cir-

cumslance. Address full particulars to
"Varsity ad, 379 Huron"'. All honest
enquiries answered.

RENT FREE 1 bedroom apt. Near College
and Bathurst for studem couple in ex-
change for cleaning, supervising and
minor repairs for rooming house - 920-
2796
FOUR MALE sludenls need a liflh person
for house al Bloor and Yonge. Own room,
S70 per month plus utilities. 923-9952

WANTED: Girls 18-25 for group
discussion. Must use any form of con-
traceptive, except Pill. Call Mrs. Winchell
783-3523

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day You Buy
A Diamond" H. Proctor and Co . 1430
Yonge St.. 921-7702

UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, editorial
training, experience, will type and/or edit
essays, manuscript, theses. 40 cents per
page, paper supplied, Blectric lypewriter
962-9938 after 6 p.m.
FAST, ACCURATE TYPING - essays,
theses, manuscripts, etc. Free carbon
copy. 45c per page. Contact Harvey Sch-
miedeke at 465-9428, 144 Victor Avenue,
Toronto 6, Ont.

LONELY JEWISH GRADUATE sludent
seeks the companionship of a Jewish or
French-Canadian girl. Phone Marvin Ep-
stein, 921-7672

TORONTO TRANSIT RIDERS and non-
Toronto Transit riders: Ihe overcrowded,
detestable conditions are inexcusable
and all candidates in the coming
Municipal Election must address this
issue. Any people Interested In par-
ticipating in a pressure group to lorce
planners, commissioners and pollllcians
to wake up to (his disgrace, please con-
tact me in ihe next week or so. Gord Bar-
nes. 928-3820.

OUEBEC SKI TOUR - $55. Dec. 27-Jan 1,
5 days skiing at Mt. Ste. Anne. Excellent
accommodation with heated indoor swim-
ming pool. All transportation Included.
For information write: CANADIAN SKI
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Or., Islington, or
phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.

"We believe thai the police and

judicial powers should be separated"

Roy said.

The QCLU strongly opposes the

"anonymity" of the commission,

which is allowed to carry out search

and seizure raids without a warrant,

but which is "not obliged to answer

any questions about its activities for

90 days."

"They are not even obliged lo say

it was their action," Roy pointed

out. "If they decided lo raid the

McOill Daily and seize documents

for example, they could do it, and
nobody could ask them why."

The first such raids have likefy

already occurred.

The offices of Agence dc prcsse

lihre du Quebec, the Mouvement
pour la defence des prisonniers

politiques au Quebec, and the

Cooperalive dc Demcnagcmenl
were all burglarized a few weeks ago
by persons unknown. Only files and
political literature were taken:

valuable equipment was left un-

louched. If the police did it. they're

not saying, at least for 90 days.

lablished first.

The amendment was easily

passed, after which the number of
students was increased to eight. Two
of these are lo be parl-lime students.

Victoria College dean J. M.
Robson felt thai Ihere was an under-

representation of library staff, and
moved that two other librarians be

added.

After briefdebatc, the motion was
defeated 46-37.

Chairman Brydcn said that the

committee could be struck as early

as the next meeting.

The General Committee also

decided to hold by-elections for va-

cant seals before December 10, with

nominations opening aboul
November 20.

"THE SKI GROUP"-Ski Mont Ste.-Anne
Dec. 27 lo Jan. 1/73. Trip includes: tran-

sportation, accommodation, meals, tows,

lessons. Price $128.00. For information

call 889-7677

JAMAICA: bright active woman to share
my December invitation to a friend's Ocho
Rios home, near beaches. Reply: Box 522.
Station Q, Toronto 7.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses, essays - French, Latin - experien-
ced typists - electric typewriters, 713
Spadina Ave. (south Bloor) 922-7624

IF YOU ARE CAPABLE on writing a lop
university essay: call: Essay Services 923-
1964.
IF YOU HAVE top quality University
Essays lying around collecting dust, they
are worth money. Any year, any sublect.
Phone: Essay Services 924-9916.

WANTED TO RENT-Coltage or farm-
house, by two faculty members, lor win-
ter season (Dec. - April). Call S. Eddie
928-3336 or J. Cohen, 28-UJ367.

EXPEDITIONS: Overland London to
Capetown: Toronlo to Rio de Janeiro:
Yucatan; Easter Island; Solar Eclipse.
The Trekkers: 2453 Yonge St.. Suile No. 7
Toronlo 483-9080

ABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL
REFERRAL service sponsored by
Women's Liberation. Clinic Tuesday and
Thursdays 7:30 lo 9:30 at U of T Advisory
Bureau. 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or
phone 533-9006 any time.

PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
help you. Campus Birthright, 469-1111
Call or come 1:30-4:00 p.m., Monday thru
Friday. 89 SI. George.
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats from SlO.CO Paul Magder Furs. 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Oun-
das. Good seleclion of fun furs sizes 8-18
Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)
363-6077, open 9* Mon. - Sat.; til 8 00
Thurs. and Frl.

PLEASE GIVE US A HAND. Earlscourt
community project desperately needs
volunteer math and science tutors. Call
Alec: S32-33Q3, and help a high school
student make it.

GRADUATE ASSISTANTS ASSOCIATION
All Demonstrators, Teaching Assistants, Graders, Markers, Post-Doctoral
Fellows And Fourth Year Students Who Are Employed By The U niversity
Are U rged To Attend The Founding Meetings of The Graduate Assistants
Association.

The Meetings Are Being Spread Out Over Three Days To Allow All
Graduate Assistants To Attend. We Have The Unique Opportunity To
Create A Union Representing And Defending The Interests Of All
Graduate Assistants.

Time: NOVEMBER 7,8,9,

4 to 6 p.m.
Place: GSU, 16 Bancroft Ave.

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPER service.
Originality, quality, and security dictate our policy.

Phone: 923-1964

CoHege library links with

Sig Sam stalled at committee

fight to save jobs

unclassified
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Aldermen condemn widening
By BILL HUMBER

Ward 6 aldermanic candidate Dan Heap Monday nighl denounced
Metro Council's decision to widen Dundas Street to a size of "expressway"
proportions.

Heap was one of several candidates in the December 4 municipal
election at a public meeting held to inform citizens of the effect of the
widening on local communities.

He warned the audience of over 50 people of the danger to the Chinese
community and said that the decision would have repercussions in

Kensington. The widening of Dundas lo six lanes between Bay Street and
Spadina Avenue would split the ward, which runs from Bloor to the

lakcfroni, in two.

It would also create greater traffic congestion at Spadina, Heap said.

He added that the long term effect would be lo intensify the demand for the

Spadina Expressway.

Karl Jaffary, running for re-election in Ward 7, stated that the most
important issue was the long term implication of the scheme. It casts doubt
on the stability of the area, he said, encouraging further downtown high-rise

redevelopment.

Jaffary doubted that Metro would attempt to expropriate land along
Dundas for the widening, but instead would wait for redevelopment.

Several speakers from the audience feared that this redevelopment
would only further the encroachment of big buildings and more cars into

residential areas. The effect would be to diminish the attraction of the
downtown area as a place to live and work, they said.

There is a need, said Heap, to begin organizing now and to challenge
candidates on issues like the widening during the current election.

Otherwise, he warned, Dundas Street would effectively be turned into a
"crosslown expressway".

Ward 7's junior alderman, John Sewell, staled that the long term goal
of organizing against the widening had to be the removal of all cars from ihe

downtown area.

Another candidate for alderman in Ward 6, William Archer, stated that

the widening would undermine a Planning Board plan to maintain the south
cast Spadina area as a stable residential district. He said that there is a need
lo widen public walkways at the expense of the roadways in the area.

No mini computers

for engineers
The Faculty Council of Applied

Science and Engineering voted

Monday not to allow students to use

(heir own electronic desk calculators

in examinations.

Some faculty, as well as the

Committee on Examinations, sup-

ported use of the machines, in spite

of their 5100 lo $400 cost.

"You can't slop progress," said

Professor Rimrott of Mechanical

Engineering.

However, student representatives

on the council were mostly opposed

lo allowing use of the machines,

which were touted lo be highly

efficient and compact, because of

Ihe cost.

Several students said thai Ihose

who could afford the machines
would have a tremendous advantage

over other students during exams.

They contended that poorer students

would be under great pressure to

buy the machines.

Council supported the students.

Geology professor E. W. Nuffield

was overheard after the meeting

expressing shock thai although

"faculty supported Ihe motion,

students voted it down."

The widening of Dundas Street will promote further downtown development, said Alderman Karl Jaffary.

U. S. student body campaigns

against discriminatory tests

BABA RAM DASS
wilt be played at the

Thursday. Welcome.

(Richard A! pert)

631 Spadina (at Harbord), 8 p.m.,

Bring Refreshments

ACT OF REMEMBRANCE

SOLDIERS' TOWER, HART HOUSE

Friday, November 10, 1972

10:55 a.m. to 11:05 a.m.

All members of the University Community are in-

vited to participate in this brief observance, con-

sisting of the tolling of the carillon, the laying of a

wreath, the traditional Two Minute Silence and a

short prayer.

It is understood that no lectures will be cancelled

but perhaps they might be concluded sharp at

10:45 to make attendance possible for all who wish

to do so.

G. Walter Giles

President

University of Toronto
Alumni Association

WASHINGTON (CUPl) — The
United States National Student

Association (NSA) is making a

grass-roots assault on the dis-

criminatory nature of standardized

educational admissions and testing

programs ihrough nation-wide

public hearings, in an effort to

facilitate reform in American higher

education.

Hd Rosenthal, Director of the

NSA Kducational Innovations

Dc :k ays standardized testing a: it

is now practiced, discriminates

against a significant cross-seclion of

potential students.

"Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto

liicans. native Americans and im-

migrants all contend such tests are

culturally biased and linguistically

discriminatory," he says.

Many women think the

competitive nature of such tests,

added lo an often mechanically

oriented content, cause them to fare

worse than men because of patterns

they have been traditionally taught

lo follow.

Other groups, such as veterans,

point to the difficulties of being out

of school for some time, and
therefore removed from the

schooling altitudes that condition

students lo testing situations. Others

ihink l hey suffer from an inability to'

function wilhin a rigid limed test

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

situation.

"Bureaucratic incompetence"

within the testing programs,
resulting in lost transcripts and in-

correct test scores, has also been a

problem raised.

To chronicle and combat such

cases of discrimination, the NSA, in

conjunction with student
governments in eight cities, will

sponsor open hearings on testing

and admissions. NSA orgnizers

hope to "raise the issues nation-wide

of testing abuse in order to prompt a

national debate on the topic, to

collect dala on consumer altitudes

and experiences in order to prompt

further research". This will serve as

material for a class action suit, to be

used as a catalyst for change in

institutional admissions policies,

and lo awaken the broader

educational community lo the issues

in order to arrive at comprehensive

solution.

In conjunction with the public

hearings, NSA plans lo send

questionnaires to student
governments of member schools and

select non-member schools, as well

as instructions for holding individual

hearings.

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE

EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES

/52A YONGE
(at Bloor)964-7328
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Public pressures TTC to retain routes

Reprieve granted for St. Clair streetcars
By BILL HUMBER

Yesterday morning the Toronto Transit

Commission reversed an earlier decision to

begin phasing out streetcar service in the City

of Toronto.

A motion was adopted with little opposition

to "retain the present streetcar service on St.

Clair East and West including Mt. Pleasant

.Avenue on the understanding that there is at

present no definite plan for the removal of

streetcars with the exception of the Rogers

mule."

Commission member David Lacey stated

that "public opinion" had played a role in his

decision to support retention of the streetcar.

harlier in the meeting. Ward 10 Alderman

Paul Pickett had summarized the views of a

cili/en group asking for the retention of

slreetcars. He said that there is a need to

continue the present routes he suggested that

the TTC staff examine available streetcars to

replace those worn out.

Ward 6 aldermanic candidate Dan Heap
expressed his concern to the commission and

an audience of about 40 citizens that the

streetcar service along Dundas and Carlton

might he terminated. Commission member
(iordon Hurlburl assured him that the whole

policy of curtailing streetcar service was under

question.

Lacey's motions to survey the market for

new or available slreetcars was passed, as was
a motion to study the use of trolley buses in

place of diesel buses.

Commission chairman Frank Young said

that the reversal of the decision did not

indicate displeasure with management's
proposal to begin the phasing out of streetcar

service.

"We are not in disagreement," he said,

"We have different views."

He explained that the management had lo

operate on the basis of short-term costs, while

the commission could take a longer view.

Another member of the five man

commission, Karl Mallelte, stated that the

province favoured public transit and that

Metro Council was prepared to absorb the

extra costs of "common carriers".

A representative of management agreed

with decision, saying that this new source of
funding was unavailable at the lime of

original economic survey of the streetcars'

future.

Ward 10 Alderman William Kilbourn

expressed the hope that TTC's reliance on the

toll box would be supplemented by further

government grants. The TTC is required lo

attempt to break even on operating costs

through fares.

Tfepow a Keggep.
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rU " ° Jt

'
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According to Peter Russell

Imperialists responsible for Asians' plight
By PETER MATILAINEN

"The point that is missed by many
people in Canada, and in the rest of
the world, is that the situation in

Ug;inda is part of the class struggle

that is evident in the developing
nations ofthe third world. Racism is

being used to turn attention away
from the real struggle at hand."

This statement was made by an
observer at a teach-in held at York
last week, on Uganda. The meeting,
sponsored by the York Black
people's movement, was called to

present views and information
generally not represented by the

western press.

U of T professor Peter Russell

criticized the "imbalance" in North
American news coverage of the
Ugandan crisis.

"Haifa million Sudanese refugees
were chased out by the Kharloum
government: one million blacks were
expelled from Ghana. None of this

ever makes front page coverage," he
said.

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
Hot Combs

Dryers
Setters

Up to 50% off

Suggested list price

The Colonnade, 131 Moor W.
and

700 Yonge St., at St. Mary

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,
well-informed
helpful
staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

» W CARAT
DIAMOND RING

m Se t
$295'

Your choice ot Iwenty.live exciting
styles. Yellow or while gold In.
eludes, — diamond ring, matching
wedding band, registered appraisal
certificate and insurance.

20% Student Discount

with ATL card

Russell stressed as did all other
panelists, that he did not support the
method by which President Idi

Amin has attempted to gain control
of his country's economy by ex-
pelling the Asians. What is ignored,
he said, is that the problem
developed because of the way in

which Britain colonized Uganda.
The ancestors of the expelled

Asians, Russell said, were brought
to Uganda as indentured labourers

1

to build the railways and act as
servants for British imperialists.

This led to the development of a,

stratified society with Europeans on
lop, Africans on the bottom, and
Asians in helween.

York political science professor
S. Ryan described Ugandan Society
as one with three tiers: Europeans
control finance and agriculture,

.Vj-tns fill' positions in the civil

service, retail trades and
professional occupations' and
Africans are left as the labour force,

or as Ryan described it. "they have
become the hewers of wood and the
drawers of water."

The problem of foreign ownership
is continental, not limited to Ugan-
da. Ryan said. The government of
Tanzania has taken steps to change
this by nationalizing a number of
foreign owned industries.

In this case. Ryan said they are
attempting to develop "a socialist

society, not just one with another
exploiting class."

Amin's impulsive action could
have serious consequences for the

Ugandan economy, Ryan warned.
Already store shelves are empty

as Asians leaving the country con-
vert their capital into commodities
they -can take with them. As this

"mini-boom" created by higher de-

mand ends, Ryan predicted un-
employment will hit many in the
labour force (mostly Africans) who
work for Asians.

Koreign capital is wary of dealing
with African nations which have no
traditional capitalist class. Ryan
believed that Uganda will face 25 to
.10 years of serious economic
problems.

Amin's future also looks
precarious, he said, because his
erratic attacks on the Asians,
although popular at first with Ugan-
dans, will soon turn to widespread
disenchantment with his regime. He
believed that only a massive plan for
manpower co-ordination could pre-
vent the collapse of the economy,
and that expulsions would not cor-
rect the underlying problems of
capitalist economy.

Asian students present at the
meeting claimed that the panalisls

were "whitewashing" the facts.

Russell reassured those present that

Amin's racism was not being vin-

dicated.

Later, Asian students said they
understood the dilemma Uganda's
people face, but thought the ex-
pulsion policy was being aimed sole-

ly at their race.

Ryan replied to such questions by
saying that "Amin can't expel
everyone all at once." He expects
expulsions of Europeans to begin in

January.

The

needs somebody to deliver papers

to Erindale College.

It doesn't pay much - only $3.00 a day - but it's

found money if you drive to Erindale by way of
York University Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
mornings.

Interested? Call 923-8741

Province to make students

pay admissions test fee
Exams for students wishing to enter Ontario colleges and universities

will now cost $ll instead of being free.

The number of applicants Tor these college tests, the Service to
Admission to Colleges and Universities (SACU) exams, are down 40 per
cent compared to last year.

The Ontario government, which instituted the fee, said it was costing
over $400,000 to administer the tests to any Grade 1 3 student who wanted to
lake them, whether or not the student had any intention ofgoing on in posi-
secundary education.

According to U or T assistant dean of Admissions Kelvin Andrews, it

may he "the principle of payment for tests which the government refuses'to
lund that turns students off.

He slated that the SACU tests are not absolutely necessary for gaining
admission but that they greatly "improve the chances of being accepted"

Andrews said that it was "incorrect to call SACU exams entrance
lusts .

"They are considered relevant." he said, "in that they add an extra
dimension in judging applicants by serving as a predictive instrument, but
the actual emphasis at U of T upon SACU exams varies from faculty to
faculty and from year to year."

Andrews does not expect any noticeable drop in the number of
applications at U ofT this year. He believes that the new test fee is not the
only cause for the decreased number of applicants to take the tests, but that
"a number of factors" are involved.

There seems to be "a trend or change in attitude to university education
evident throughout the province," said Andrews.

Brewedfidmpuidspring water:

And that's the truth! m

J
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Dominated by capitalists

Crispo forms council for management studies

By CETA
RAMKHALAWANSINGH

Faculty of Management Studies

dean John Crispo lias established a

Faculty Advisory Council heavily

dominated by lop corporate officers.

Earlier this year [he then - School

of Business and its director Crispo

emerged from the U of T Budget

Committee as the only "academic"

group in the university to get sub-

stantial financial increases. The

school was then elevated to a faculty

and Crispo became dean.

The 40-member advisory council

is chaired by W.O. Twaits, chair-

man and chief executive or I mperial

Oil. Canada's largest corporation.

To celebrate the establishment of

this link with the business com-

niuniiv. a link which many maintain

has dominated the direction of most

university programs, the Royal

Bank of Canada hosted an alumni-

stiidenl-advisory council dinner at

Marl House. Trie pre-dinner cocktail

party was a star-studded production

which reflected the composition of

the advisory council. The council

has 2°. members, most of whom are

al the presidential level of Canada's

lamest corporations, such as

(ieneral Motors. Shell Oil. Slelco,

[nco, Abitibi Paper, Noranda

Mines, Imperial Optical, Imperial

Oil. IBM. Algoma Steel. Eaton's

Simpsons, etc.

The four University of Toronto

representatives on the Council are

Crispo. U of T vice-president-

Business affairs, vice-president Don

l-'orster and Ed Safarian, Dean of

Graduate Studies.

Representation of the "people of

Canada" to this council occurs

through the appointment of Govern-

ment officials: Douglas Hartle,

deputv secretary of the Federal

Treasury Board: H. MacDonald,

deputy minister of the Ontario

Treasury, Sylvia Ostry {the only

woman on the council), chief

statistician of Canada, and pro-

developer Toronto alderman David

Rolenherg, who is running for

mayor.

Crispo attempted to balance these

corporation-oriented VIP's with two

labour men. Stanley Little from the

Canadian Union of Public

limployees and Henry Lorrain from

the Pulp. Sulphite and Paper Mill

workers form the "progressive"

block on the council.

Al the pre-dinner cocktail hour,

prispo said that he had a wide range

of people represented on the council.

He added that the only drawback

was the lack of representation from

small businesses.

The advisory council had already

made several suggestions for im-

proving the curriculum, he said.

Some of the business students

who were present gave similar

reasons for wanting the advisory

council. They felt that their courses

would become more helpful in terms

of gelling future jobs with such a

council advising them.

Crispo fell thai the student body

had changed quite a bit in the last

five years. They are more con-

cerned, he said, with the social

responsibility of the business world.

He pointed to the book "Preserving

the Northland," which the students

gave to Twaits after dinner. (Twaits'

company is currently exploring a.

norlhern pipeline.)

With the establishment of the

advisory council, Crispo expects to

receive much more money from the

private sector than the school

previously did. At present, one cor-

poration is financing one studies

chair for the next five years, with

more help anticipated later this

year.

Most of the research money is

lied to individual professors and

comes through the main university

office. Asked about a report that

Crispo and Twaits were trying to

raise seven million dollars to hire

away all the best business brains in

North America, the dean denied

that there was any truth in it.

A graduate of the Massachusetts

'Institute of Technology, Crispo cites

M!T as one of the best business

schools. He wishes that Toronto's

school was larger so that they could

look at alternatives.

"If the university were in a growth

stage, we would have an excellent

and realistic case for a larger

program." he says. "Right now we

have one of the highest student-

faculty ratios."

His present goal is 50 faculty

members, about 1 7 more than there

are now. He- also thinks there is a

need for PhD's in management

studies.

"For many years, the School of

Business was a dead place. The

SKI
QUEBEC
Ml STE. ANNE!
Dec. 27/72 - Jan. 2/73

SEVEN FULL DAYS
S I34"

Includes:

university neglected it, but there

existed a nucleus of competent peo-

ple who have helped to turn things

around."

Students at the Faculty of

Management Studies do not seem to

play as large a role in the planning

of curriculum as business does, since

there arc two students on the

curriculum committee.

Crispo thinks that they do not

play as large a role as they should,

and was not sure what the students

there wanted. If anything, he said,

"they would get concerned at

courses not being relevant to their

futures. They want more practical

work. That is a mistake."

He felt that it was more important

to stress fundamentals and basic

concepts that do not change. "We
do not want to concentrate on

market techniques that are obsolete

by the time they get out."

He added that the people on the

advisory council are not that in-

terested in students merely able to

fill out balance sheets properly.

"They want people who can plan,

think and who will be in managerial

positions for a long lime."

Crispo did nol know exactly how

much money was being given to his

faculty by business or by the govern-

ment. As far as he was concerned

the federal government contribution

was "peanuis". $25,000 Tor a

research project on small businesses.

However, Treasury Board, deputy

secretary Hartle claims lhat the

reason he was invited lo sit on Iheir

advisory council was because he had

lo approve valuable research con-

tracts for professors al the Faculty.

If management studies can get

more money. Crispo plans to in-

troduce courses which will explore

industrial strategy, resource in-

dustries, tax programs, and social

responsibility.

He wants to have a school which

has a good balance between the

practical and the academic. "We do

not want to be like the law schools

who are turning out all these lawyers

W.O. TWAITS

Imperial Oil boss W. O. Twaits will sit on Crispo's council

withoul studying ihe state of the

It was not any surprise to see very

Tew women al the dinner who were

business school students. There are

about 10 in full time attendance in

the two year program. Crispo said

lhat he did not understand why they

do not apply and stated he did not

intend lo actively recruit female

students.

But he added, "There should be

more women students. I like having

women around, but for all the wrong

reasons."

Crispo's schemes lo expand his

faculty reflects his view of the world.

Basically he believes in the capitalist

system, bul he admits "There are all

kinds of things wrong".

Regina profs try to block student reps

REGINA (CUP) — A major fight

is hrewing in the Social Sciences

division of the University of

Saskatchewan's Regina Campus,

where conservative faculty members

are Irvine lo subvert democratic

-All lifts and tows.
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-Air accomodation.
—All transportation.

—New Years Eve party

-Quebec style!

Live entertainment nightly.

-Night out in Quebec City

LIMITED SPACE
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EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
464 SPADINA

now serving lunches
Spaghetti, chile, roast beef, corned
beef, Italian meatball sandwiches,

hamburgers, and hoi dogs.

SPECIAL-MONDAY TO FRIDAY
BUSINESS MEN'S
LUNCHEONS

served from 12 lo 2
Every day something different

10% Discount with ATL Cards

THIS WEEK:

FULL TILT

BOOGIE BAND
AND

Snap, Crackle ft Pop

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN

Spadina at College
Two Rooms-Two Dance Floors

GRADUATE STUDENTS

HOCKEY
The GSU has reserved one hour a week, Friday 11 a.m.- 1 2 noon, of

ice time at Varsity Arena for the whole winter. Graduate Students
who wish to play hockey in this lime each week should come to

the first session, Friday, Nov. 10, so that we can formulate a plan

for the rest of the season. If you can't come on the 10th, but are in-

terested, call 928-2391 (GSU) and leave your name.

decision-making in their division.

The latest attempt came last

Friday al ihe regular division

meeting when more than 16 faculty

members walked out, refusing to

discuss two important motions.

One motion would prevent

departments from refusing students

Ihe right lo participate in decision-

making. The other would give

visiting professors and others who
have been at the university two years

or more the right to sit on com-
millees formerly restricted lo

lenured faculty members.

Before the motions could be

considered, and even before the

chairman could finish his opening'

remarks. Psychology professor Bill

Muir stood up and informed the

meeting he thought the motion
dealing with student representation

was not '"put forward in a serious

manner". He was not going lo

"waste the taxpayers money" by

discussine it, and he was leaving, he

said.

In an apparently pre-arranged

move, more than 16 faculty
members, then lefi Ihe meeting. The
meeting continued without them.

The remaining speakers agreed

thai during ihe las! two years the

students' desire lo participate in the

decision-milking process had been
Unvaried by Ihe conservative tenden-

cies of certain faculty members.
Because of the serious impact of

the motion for student representa-

tion in all divisional departments,

representatives at the meeting

decided to delay implementation

until the Faculty of Arts and Science

had reported on student participa-

tion. The delaying motion was
passed with only three abstentions,

and no opposition.

Debate on the second motion was
cut ofT because many professors who
would have been affected by il had

left. But some represenlalives

pointed out that visiting professors

and non-lcnurcd faculty have been

denied the right to participate equal-

ly in the division because of in-

equitably applied by-laws.

The conservative faculty walkout

appears lo be a deliberate attempt to

deny Ihe validity of democratic

decision-making in the division.

The denial of student

participation contravenes a two-

year-old by-law making student

membership optional for

departments.

The walkout is part of .a

continuing struggle bel ween the

right and left-wing members of ihe

division.

Political science department

chairman Joe Roberts said lhat the

righi-wing's action demonstrates

lhat when a elite loses control of ihe

democratic process, they wilt totally

reject ihe institutions which former-

ly gave them their power.
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tnterfac report

For defeats Arch 5-0

Arch goaltender stops one of many shots aimed by For forwards. Sarafyn and Goodison
scored two goals each with Mason adding the other. Arch remains winless this season.

Football finals begin

today at stadium

Division I playoffs for the Mulock Cup begin this afternoon at 2 pm in

Varsity Stadium with a sudden-death elimination match between Vic and St.

Mike's. The winner will meet PHE November 15 (2 pm).

In Division II play, UC meets New Friday at noon while Meds plays
Trin at 2 pm. The winners will playoff November 15 at noon. (All games
take place in the stadium.)

In final games last week, UC enabled New to make the playoffs by
defeating Scar 20-6. For UC it was Young with 6, Pandi with 12, while
MeGillivray added 2. Henderson counted six for Scar. UC Finished first in

its. division with a 4-1 record.

In the only other game at week's end, New squeezed by For 1-0 to put
the team into the playoffs. The win enabled New to tie Scar's record of 2-3.

New gained the fourth playoff position by virtue of its 7-6 win over Scar
earlier in the season.

SPORTS SCHEDULES - WEEK NOV. 13 to 17

HOCKEY
Mon. Nov. 13 12.30 Eng. Sell vs St.M.E Gal, Brykman

1.30 Trin. C vs Caven House Gal, Brykman
7.30 Eng.Sc.Grads vs For. C Herridge, Francis

8.30 Chem 7T4 vs Vic.VI Heridge. Francis

9.30 Wye vs Chem.IV Herridge. Francis

10.30 Vic 9's vs Mech IV Herridge, Francis

Tues. Nov. 14 4.30 Music vs Law II Anderson, Ruhnke
7.30 U.C. I vs Med.A Barnhouse, Talwin

8.30 Innis I vs Dev.Hse Barnhouse, Talwin

9.30 St.M.B vs For. A MacFarlane, Johnson
10.30 Dent.D vs Grungies MacFarlane, Johnson

Wed. Nov. 15 12.30 PHE.B vs Jr.Eng DesRoches, Ortved

1.30 Law I vs Vic.l DesRoches, Ortved

4.30 Law IV vs Emman Anderson, Ruhnke
7.30 Scar. I vs New 1 Bielecki, Parrack

8.30 Scar. II vs Knox Bielecki, Parrack

9.30 Dent. E vs Pharm.B Branciere, Goverde

10.30 For. D vs Med. E Branciere, Goverde

Thur Nov. 16 12.30 PHE. A vs Sr.Eng Brown, DesRoches
4.30 Arch vs Pharm.A Anderson, Ruhnke
7.30 Erin vs St.M.A Hamm, Toole

8.30 Dent. A vs Trin. A Hamm, Toole

9.30 Fac.Ed.A vs Vic.ll Gollish, Lipsett

10.30 Med. F vs Noombies

Fri. Nov. 17 12.30 Grad.Stud.A vs U.C.II Hurlbert. Swanick
1.30 Trin. D vs St.M. F Hurlbert, Swanick
5.00 Grad. Stud. vs II Chem Gilmour, Kolanko

VOLLEYBALL
Mon. Nov. 13 6.30 at Erin Eng.lvs Erin (ret provided by Erin)

Tues. Nov. 14 8.00 PHE vs Med.A Leshchyshen

9.00 Knox vs Dent Leshchyshen

10.00 Music vs Wye Leshchyshen

Wed. Nov. 15 7.00 Law vs New Melnyk

8.00 Vic I vs For.B Melnyk

9.00 Emman vs Vic II Melnyk

Thur. Nov. 16 8.00 Eng. II vs Scar Lansdowne

9.00 St. M. vs For. A Lansdowne

BASKETBALL
Tues. Nov. 14 12.00 St. M. A vs PHE. A

6.30 U.C. I vs SGS. r

8.00 Med. A vs Law A
9.30 Sr. Eng vs PHE. B

Wed. Nov. 15 12.00 Vic. I
vs New 1

Thur. Nov. 16 12.00 Trin. A vs St. M. B

Fri. Nov. 17 12.00 Vic. II vs U.C.II

6.30 PHE. C vs Mgt. Stud

8.00 Dent. A vs Jr. Eng

SQUASH
Tues. Nov. 14 13.20 New vs Innis

9.00 Vic. Ill vs Med. C
9.40 Pharm vs St.M. B

10.20 Wye vs Knox

Wed. Nov. 15 8.20 Vic. I vs Trin. A
9.00 Dent vs Med. A
9.40 Law A vs SGS
10.20 Trin. B vs Med. B

Thur. Nov. 16 7.40 Law B vs Eng

8.20 PHE vs Massey

Thur. Nov. 16 9.00 Vic. li vs U.C.

9.40 Law C vs St. M.A.

Interfaculty Soccer

Division I Nol reported:

Wednesday October 18 October 3d— Dent vs. St M B

Sr. Eng 2 vs. Scar I November 2 — New vs. Jr Eng
Friday October 20 lr. Fng disqualified.

Sl.M AO vs. SrEngl
Scar 2 vs Vic 1

Division III

Wednesday October 25 Tuesday October 17

St M A 0 vs. Vic I
Emman 0 vs. Trin B 1

Thursday October 26 Knox 3 vs. Wye 0

Erin 1 vs. Sr Eng 2 Pharm 2 vs. For 1

Friday October 27 Thursday October 19

PHE2v*.Scar2 For default vs. Eng I II win

Monday October 30 Tnn B2vs. Pharm 0

Vic 0 vs. Erin 8. Friday October 20

Wednesday November 1
Arch 1 vs. Emman 5

Sr Hng 5 vs Vic.O Wye 1 vs. Innis 8

Thursday November 2
Monday October 23

St M A 3 vs. PHE 1

Eng IN 3 vs. Trin B 1

Monday November ft
Pharm 1 vs. Arch 3

Erin 2 vs. Scar 2 Tuesday October 24

Division II Innis 0 vs. Knox 2

Wednesday October 18 Wednesday October 25

lr l-.riL! 2 vs. Tnn A 4 Arch 1 vs. Eng HI 1

UC 3 vs. St MB0 Thursday October 2ft

Thursday October 19 Emman 3 vs. Pharm 0

New 2 vs. Med 2
Trin B 0 vs. Wye 3

Tuesday October 24 Friday October 27

UC 2 vs. Trin A 1

For 2 vs. Knox 1

Wednesday October 25 Wednesday November 1

Dent 0 vs. New 1

Knox 1 vs. Trin B0
Thursday October 2ft

Wye 3 vs. Arch 1

Med 1 vs. St M B 1

Monday November ft

Monday October 30 Wye 0 vs. For 5

I.awOvs. LJC0 Nol reported:

Thursday November 2 October (7 — Innis vs. Eng MI
Trin A 2 vs. Med 3 October 31 — Emman vs. Eng III

PHE leads

Division I rugby
Interfaculty rugby playoffs begin

next week in Divisions I and 11,

With the October 23 game
between Trin A and Scar un-

reported, PHE A and Scar are tied

for first place in Division I. PHE
defeated Trin November 2, 14-4.

For PHE it was Stan Gal with two

trys and a convert, while Randy
Filinski added the other try. Jeff

Turnhall provided Trin's only try.

In Trin and Eng 1 follow with a 2-

2-1 and 1-5 records, respectively.

Law leads Division H with a 6-0

record, while PHE B is in second

place with three wins and two losses.

Trin B follows with a 1-3 record, :d

Eng II is last with one win and f ir

losses.

Law defeated Trin B n

November 1,14-0. Scoring for le

team was P. Ballem with a try ;d

one convert, while K. Watt sco> -d

two trys.
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sports
Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

Senior Volleyball wins at Queen's
By JOAN SCHWARTZ

The women's Senior Volleyball

team opened its season last Satur-

day with un invitational tournament

;il Queen's.

Toronto emerged victorious with

1 1 wins and one loss. York and

McMastertied for second, each with

a 7-5 record. Waterloo came fourth.

The tournament was held as a

preseason warm-up with teams

trying out new players and
strategies. Each team played two

games against each of the others in

round robin competition. The learn

with the best win-loss record became
the undeclared winner.

Toronto teams won t he

championship in both divisions. The
win marks the I2th consecutive year

that the senior team has won the

OWIAA championship.

Six teams participated: Carleton,

Ottawa. Queen's. Toronto, and
York from the Eastern Section or

the OWIAA, McMaster and
Waterloo from the Western Section.

Toronto got off to a good start

with a display of accurate serving,

downing Waterloo 15-2, I5-6.

The team next went on to defeat

York 1 5-2 in the first game and
build up a solid 1

1 -3 lead in the

second. Toronto began to lose

ground but slill managed to keep its

lead at I3-6 and I4-9.

Blues' defence slowed down, while

the offence became disorganized.

Toronto tried in vain to gel the last

point, but York rallied to a 16-14

win. Blues' seller Vera Kosinkova
explained the loss very succinctly,

"If you don't put your serves over

and can't pick theirs up, it's game
over."

Toronto returned to the courts- in

the afternoon for another three-and-
one-half hours of volleyball, meeting

Queen's, Carleton, Ottawa, and
McM aster.

Queens' grabbed the first point
from Toronto but was convincingly

defeated I5-I. 15-2. Blues then went
on to defeat Carleton 15-I, I5-3 and
Ottawa I5-5, I5-1.

The main competition of the
lorunament was expected from
McMaster, whose surprising wins
over Toronto in last year's OWIAA
lorunament pushed the Blues' out of
the' finals against Western.

The first game against Mac went

to Toronto, 1 5-6, but only after a

long match. Both sides rallied hard

(o regain the service, but often failed

to gain a point.

McMaster managed to keep up

with Ihe Toronto attack for the first

few points of the second game, but

the Blues opened a 9-5 lead and

increased it to 13-7. McMasler ihen

started lo gain ground.

Blues* spikcr Halya Slefaniuk

was lied lo ihe nel attempting to

block spikes and lips from Mac's

Gale Lyons. Key serves were lost

and poor receptions repeatedly sent

the hall to Blues' setter Agra
Alherls, whose spiking wasn't able

to elude the McMasler defense. Not
until Mac came to within 2 points of

Toronlo were Blues able to pull off

ihe I5*-12 win.

The tournament was successful in

pointing up Ihe strengths and
weaknesses of both Blues and their

opposition and emphasized ihe im-

portance of steady, accurate serving.

!n each of the games in which

Toronto was challenged, Ihe failure

lo capitalize on key serving op-

portunities was Toronto's greatest

liability.

The day's play was a capsule pre-

view of this season's OWIAA com-
petition. All Eastern Section teams
except Laurentian (which finished

lasl in 1 97 1 -72) attended.

White York may prove lo be

Blues' stiffest competition, Toronto
has a good chance of reaching Ihe

OWIAA finals at Waterloo in

February.

Unfortunately, Western, the

strongest team in the Western Sec-

tion did not participate. Western
took both the Waterloo Invitational

title and the OWIAA championship
from the Blues last season. Toronto
had held the Ontario honours for six

consecutive years.

Despite the untimely death of Joy
Taylor. U of T graduate and
Western volleyball coach for seven

years. Western look the national

title from ihe University of 5S

Manitoba last March in Sudbury §
Although veteran members JoAnn f

(iarrod and Ann Beattie ha
graduated, Marion Munro,
member of the national team, and'

^

Mary Chisholm, a member of Ihe

Ontario team at the last Canada
Winler (James, are back for another

season.

Western has replaced Waterloo as

Toronto's major rival. The loss of

several key spikers has left Janie

I- rase r and Di Scarffc as the nucleus

of a largely rookie squad.

Toronlo seems to be the only

team which hasn't suffered from a

loss of members through gradua-

tion. Veteran spikers Julie

(Kueharchuk) Andruchiw. Halya
Slefaniuk and Roxsolanna Wan-
kewycz, and setter Agra Alberts

are back as well as Marg (Oakley)

(irieve, Lynne Shcaron, and Marion

Thompson. New faces include Mary

Drakieh and Vera Kosinkova from

the Ontario Volleyball Association

League as well as Fran Walmsley

from Manitoba.

The team is again coached by
volleyball veteran, Marj Shedd.

Also returning is manager Pat

Darlford.

The squad plays half their games
hefore Christmas. Ihe other half, as

well as the Waterloo Invitational

and the OWIAA finals, in the first

si*c weeks of ncxl term. Wankewycz
injured an ankle two weeks ago in

practice and will not play until

January.

Ihe winner of the OWIAA
tournament will go on lo the

CWIAU finals at Dalhousie in

March. Last year teams represen-

ting ihe Atlantic, Quebec, Ontario,

and Western conferences came from
Dalhousie, Sherbrooke, Western,

and Manitoba, respectively.

Six meinhers of Ihe winning

CWIAU learn plus six others chosen
from Ihe learns of ihe four con-

ferences will travel to Moscow in

August for the World Sludenl

Games.
All home games arc played in the

upper gym of the Benson Building.

Fran Walmsley spikes past two York blockers In Senior Volleyball's
only loss of the tournament, Saturday.

Field hockey teams retain championship
By JANICE McKELLAR Laurenlian. This vear. the cha llenoP „^ v... : . ,„a „i„.. : ,

!

The University of Toronto hosled the OWIAA Senior and
Intermediate field hockey finals Friday and Saturday. The
Intermediate Finals were held on the from campus field
Friday. While all other games were played at Scarborough
College.

Participating learns- at the intermediate level included
McMaster. Queen's, Laurentian and Toronlo. Al the senior
level teams represented Western, McGill, Waterloo
McMasler. Queen's, York and Toronto.

In ihe intermediate division Toronto defeated Laurentian
2-1, McMasler 2-0 and Queen's 3-1

The crucial contest was the Toronto-Queen's game Since
Queen's had beaten U of T at the Queen's tournament ihe
previous weekend, if ihe team had won the game onlhe week-
end it would have been the only undefeated team. However
Queen's and McMaster tied 0-0. This meant that if Toronlo
heal Queen's, Toronlo would win by virtue of her 2-0 win over
McMasler.

The game was wide-open with considerable spirit and
drive. The teams constantly drove the ball, rushed it and made
a push pass. Toronto's three goals were scored by Betly
Shoslack on penally bullies. The final result was Toronlo 3
Queen's 1.

In other U of T games in the intermediate division
Toronlo beat McMaster 2-0 on goals byAnne Seymour.and
Laurenlian 2-1 on goals by Belty Shostack-

Usl year, Ihe inlermediaie team placed second behind

Laurenlian. This year, the challenge was posed again, but il

was fought back by an entirely new team, and a different style
of field hockey play.

The intermediate squad was made up of 13 new learn
members — all beginners — with no experienced veterans.
However, the coach and women worked hard Tor two months
_— Ihree one-hour practices a week — to produce a
determined and skilled learn.

The learn also developed offensively. A weakness of lasl
year's team was their inability lo score; last year Ihey played
more of a defensive type of game. Team captain Daina
Zukauskas said ihe intermediate team was very aggressive
and rushed well on offense, while the forward line was referred
to as "goal hungry". The backs helped the teamalong agreat
deal, carrying ihe ball out of danger rather than knocking il
out. In addition, the halfbacks sustained the forwards well

The most important game for Toronto's senior team was
Us 2-0 win over an established team frorrrffie-University of
Waterloo.

Toronlo captain Pal DarUord said the game was the most
exciling and climatic of those played because of the action
involved. The girls provided the spectators with a wide-open,
fasl-paced game, despite the hazardous condition of ihe field
due to the cold, wet rain. Girls on both learns were aggressive.

In ihe ail-or-nolhing game for Waterloo, Toronlo rushes
enabled the team to gain a two goal edge over Waterloo on
shots by Jennifer Dakin. After Dakin's first goal. Toronlo
relaxed and played consistent hockey. The forward line

xeculcd their play in a more controlled manner, while Pal
Williams and Pat Darlford played a close checking game,
continually tying up their opponents. Dakin and Sue Scotl
were particularly aggressive on ihe field.

A Tier the game, coach Nancy Gossling said she was pleased
with her team's play and added that everyone had pulled
together to make the win a learn effort. She also slaled Ihe
slandard of hockey in the association had risen, therefore
making il more difficult to take Ihe championship.

In other U of T games, Toronto defeated Guelph 7-0 on
goals by Lorna Tanner (3) and Jennifer Dakin (4), and
McMaster 3-0 on goals by Tanner, Dakin and Dianna
Prentice. Toronlo also defeated Western 3-0.

The senior competition also saw a new Toronto learn. The
team had lost all of its national team players, wilh Ihe
exception of Tanner, and therefore was in a rebuilding
process. Victory depended not so much on individuals but on
team effort. The learn was unable to rely upon lasl year's
national members, lo ensure the championship, although il

did possess a great deal or flexibility and potential. Individual
members were versatile and could be moved around lo fill in
positions.

At the end of the tournament, eight women were invited by
the Ontario Women's Hockey Association lo attend the trials
for the squad chosen to participate in the 1973 Canada
Summer Games to be held in Burnaby, B.C. They include
Chris Crawford. Judy Bell. Pat Williams. Pal Darlford
Eleanor Howie, Sue Scotl, Roslyn Shemilt and Jennifer
Dakin,
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Soccer Blues defeated York 4-0 yesterday on a waterlogged field. See page 20.

SAC refuses fees demo support,

advises a letter to your AAPP
By BOB BETTSON

SAC has again rejected support of

the Ontario Federation or Students

fees demonstration November 21.

despite VUSAC's efforts to draw

support for the demonstration.

The council Wednesday defeated,

b v 26- !'7, a motion by com-
munications commissioner Debra

Lewis to reverse a previous decision

not to support the demonstration.

The demonstration has been called

hv OFS lo coincide with the opening

of the provieial legislature.

Instead SAC voted to support a

letter-writing and lobbying cam-

paign lo gain the support of in-

dividual Memembers of Provincial

Parliament.

The SAC rep for SMC, Michael

Steinberg, warned that "if we don't

support the demonstration, it will be

a disaster.

"Given the circumstances we have

no choice but to support the demon-

stration, he said. "Otherwise a lot of

people are afraid all we're going to

have is a bunch of crazy Trots

(Young Socialists) running around."

"It has not been clinically proven

I'm crazy," countered Young
Socialist Mike Edwards, an Innis

SAC rep. He added, "there will

certainly be more than 15 Young

Socialists at the demonstration."

Finance Commissioner Vince De
Angelo staled that "no reason has

been given for the demonstration.

We must vote on whether we agree

or disagree, not on whether some
people are raising shit."

Engineering rep John Najbert

questioned the degree of support for

the demonstration among college

councils.

Vice-president John Helliwell said

only four councils have positively

supported the demonstration:
VUSAC. Innis. UC and Erindale.

Lewis added that the GSU and

the faculty reform caucus had also

supported the demonstration.

"Our greatest problem is that the

demonstration appears to have been

laken over by outside groups",

president Eric Miglin said. He
referred to "problems" with the YS
over speaking arrungmenls.

Alter the 15 minute debate,

council passed 24-13 a motion by

Lngineering rep Cliff Taylor to cut

nil" debate.

After the defeat of the Lewis

motion, chaos ensued as the meeting

turned to 45 minutes of procedural

battles with pro-demonstration

forces moving reconsideration of

supporting the demonstration.

This move was defeated, as was
another motion by VUSAC educa-

tion commissioner Rick Gregory to

fund the demonstration.

UC rep Marly Stollar added lo

the uproar when he moyed that SAC
hold its own demonstration on
November 21 lo coincide with the

OFS demonstration.

Speaker Bill Collier ruled the

Stollar motion was "dilatory" and

thus out of order, but was

challenged. Steinberg moved a roll

call vote on the challenge.

Amid much confusion, charges

and counter charges, council voted

22-15 to suspend Robert's rules by

not allowing the roll call vote.

The speaker's ruling was then

upheld 30-12. The rest or the Ross
Flowers-Hell iwell motion for a lob-

bvin;. and letter writing campaign
was passed 21-4 after lillle debate.

Following the debate, Victoria

< 'ollege S \C rep Joyce Wilton

resigned. In a letter read lo council,

she charged "it would appear thai

council has shoved aside the primary

role of representing their con-

stituencies ;md would rather listen to

themselves make asses of themselves

at the expense of those who are

Irving lo get something
accomplished."

Whillon. who last spring resigned

from the Miglin tickci in the SAC
presidential elections, said s"he could

not "serve on a council where people

are out for their own amusement
and play . . . and turning council

into a personality clash."

Campus DayCare
issues ultimatum
to the university

By PAT REDICAIN
Campus Co-operative Community Day Care has issued an ultimatum

to the U of T: either find the co-op "reasonable alternative space" within
two weeks or they will "settle inlo" the building they now occupy, behind
351 Bloor Street West.

The demand came in a letter, dated Wednesday, lo president John
Evans. Copies were sent to campus co-ordinator Lois Reimer and vice-
provost (student services) Robin Ross.

No official answer had been received from the administration usoHasl
night. Commented co-op parent Julie Malhien. "I don'l think they're
rushing to the phone". Evans refused to comment on the letter last night,
saying .he had not seen it because of meetings all day.

The letter said that a settlement must be reached "as quickly us
possible."

"We will accept offers of reasonable alternate space any time within the

next two weeks.".

ft ontmued. Any initiative lo negotiate must then come from you
(Evans) and there is no guarantee that we will move after November 22."

The occupation of the clubhouse behind the Meteorological Building,

which hegan after months of negotiating for ihe unused building or an

equivalent, is now in its eight month.

After the Governing Council rejected its request for a separate centre,

ihe group vowed to continue its occupation until a reasonable aliernative

was provided. The ultimatum is the latest move in a series of subsequent
nci:;:ti iti-n.: which began when the administration offered to rent j separate
house lo bypass the day care policy.

Mathien said thai the ultimatum move came from a need lo establish

the program on "a more permanent basis".

If the co-op centre remains at the present site, "there are certain major
renovations that have to be made, both lo comply with Ihe Day Nurseries

Act, and lo provide us with the facilities we need to run Ihe centre properly."

These renovations would include putting in new floors, and meeting special

fire regulations as well as providing some special facilities.

Reimer said that it was doubtful, even if the university could find a

building for the Campus Co-op group lhat it would be able to give il to them
al nominal rent. "This would amount to the university subsidizing the day-

care centre. Under the new policy from the Internal Affairs Committee (of

the Governing Council) I don'l think we can."

The Governing Council agreed to set up a campus day care centre that

would include children whose parents are not connected to ihe university.

Campus Community Co-op Day Care Centre has about 40 per cent non-

university-related children.

The co-op refused to participate in the university's centre because il

does nol allow for control of the centre by ihe parents, community children

would he excluded, and it would be more expensive.

Ross agrees with Reimer's estimation. "The idea of subsidized rent

would seem lo be excluded by the Governing Council's policy. Since ihe co-

op people refuse lo meet the Governing Council's standards of no non-

university children, the university can't subsidize it."

However, as Mathien pointed out. (he university has for more than two

vears suhsidi/ed the rent of the 1 2 Sussex Street centre. The university's day

care policy has heen in effect since September, with no suggestion that ihe

Sussex cenlre violates it.

According lo Malhien the "reasonable alternate space" mentioned in

ihe letter means a building which meets three conditions: it musl hi.

renovaleable: it must be provided al a nominal renl by the university and it

musl be given lo them on a long-lerm lease.

"There is a lot of liberal sentiment on ihe Governing Council thai say

thai we shouldn't be allowed to slay at 315 Bloor, simply because we look u

withoul asking says Mathien. "On the other hand they think that it's tin

University's responsibility to provide us with a building

OFL resolution backs siudent fees fight
OTTAWA (CUP) — The Ontario

Federation of Labor voted
overwhelmingly lo support the On-

Uirio Federation of Students cam-

paitn against increased tuition fees

and decreased student awards, at the

OEI. annual convention which

ended here Wednesday.

Supporl for the OFS position by

the 1200 labor union delegates

followed an earlier endorsement

from the OFL executive and the

Labor Council of Metropolitan

Toronto.

OFL policy calls for the abolition

of tuition fees. In its annual presen-

tation to the Ontario government

last July, the OFL pointed-out lhat

the increase in tuition costs would

create hardship for many students.

OFL secret a ry-t rcasu rer Terry

Meagher termed il grossly unfair lo

expect all citizens to support the cost

of institutions of higher learning

through the present methods of tax-

ation, yet bar the door of these

institutions lo the children of tax-

payers with limited incomes through

bigher tuition fees.

The OKI. will ask all its affiliates

through Ontario's 50 labor councils,

to support the student unions in

(heir campaign against the higher

fee structure.

The federation also welcomed the

OFS efforts to give part-time

students access lo the Ontario Stu-

dent '\ward Program. The change

would particularly help union

members who are upgrading their

skills and education through adult

education programs, an OFL state-

ment said.

The convention also called for an

annual meeting of all labor ap-

pointees to the governing bodies of

Ontario universities and community

colleges,

The move is designed to develop

liaison between trade unionists ap-

pointed lo such governing bodies by

the provincial government, develop

a program for them lo follow, and

create a system of accountability.

The government has recently been

naming token labor appointees lo

lend the appearance of represenlivi-

ly to the governing bodies, and blunt

charges that they are dominated by

business interests. Labor bodies

have no power to appoint represen-

tatives but Ihey can suggest names
lo ihe government.

( \t the University of Toronto, the

provincial government appointed

United Steelworkers of America

representative Lynn Williams to the

Governing Council. Williams took a

leading role in the labor movement's

push to expel the Waffle group from

the Ontario New Democratic

Parly.)

"I'm concerned whether these

people are specified by Ihe

federations of labor or ihe labor

councils, or whether they are Liberal

or Conservative hacks in the labor

movement who get l heir ap-

pointments through political

pa iron age," John M item i I Ian,

Director of Organization for the

Canadian Union of Public

I inplovees, said in an interview with

CUP.
"

"A lol of investigation needs lo be

done," he said. "If these people got

on ihere through political patronage

lliev have no responsibility to report

back lo labor bodies. Many labor

representatives on city councils ac-

luallv work against labor behind the

scenes," he said.

The OFL convention also called

on the Ontario Department of

Education to include "in their ap-

proved list of textbooks only those

lhat offer an objective treatment of

the contribution Irade unions make
to the development of society".

Delegates urged local labor councils

lo continue their efforts to get

school boards to change "social

study courses to include a more

balanced treatment of the subject."

The move followed a report on

school texts by the Ontario Institute

lor Studies th Education called

"Teaching Prejudice", which

showed the prevalence of un-

fa vou ruble stereotypes in dis-

cussions of the labor movement.

In dealing with the OFL's

possiblv most pres.-ing conr.trn,

delegates established a task force lo

press for legislation outlawing

strikebreaking in Ontario.

The emphasis was on a campaign

to win municipal support for Ihe

demand for legislation from ihe

province.

Delegates singled out Richard

Grange and his Canadian Driver

Pools strikebreaking firm for par-

ticular condemnation. A report

presented to the OFL revealed that

strikes, in which it c om pa n

y

employed Grunge's goon squad m.t-

\ ices, lusted three times us long us

strikes which did not involve

strikebreakers.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Elector 72 — Municipal election centre

answers all your questions concerning Ihe

upcoming December 4 election. Innls

College, 63 St. George Street, tirsi floor, or

call 928-5456-7.

11 am
Blood donor clinic. Medical Sciences

Building, main floor. Primarily lor Medicine,

Emmanuel. Food Sciences, Graduate

Studies. Innis, Knox, Pharmacy, P 8 OT,

Victoria College, and PHE, however, all are

welcome. Until four pm.
12:30 pm

Professor W. Michelson, acting director

ot the Centre (or Urban and Community

Studies, speaks on "External Funds and

your Urban Research" or "Some Dry but

Basic Inaugural Remarks". Coachhouse
Conlerence Room (room 111), 150 St.

George Street.

1 pm
Careerlalks: "Careers in Ihe

Government of Ontario" Is the topic of

discussion. A representative Irom the On-
tario Public Service will discuss various

jobs available for grads during the 1972-3

recruiting season.

2:30 pm
The Norman Bethune Club ot the

Toronto Student Movement is giving a talk

on "The History ot Communism In

Canada". Graduate Students Union, lunch

room.

3 pm
There will be an information meeting on

the World University Service of Canada
seminar. This year WUSC goes to India. All

faculty and students welcome. Pendarves

Lounge. ISC.

7 pm
Walt Disney's "Peter Pan", courtesy of

Innisllicks. Admission S1.00 includes se-

cond feature Absent Minded Professor,

with Peter flying again at 10 pm. Med. Sci.

Auditorium.

7:30 pm
Beyond your mind, discourse with

explanation Ask your questionsl 76
Lowther Ave., 2 blocks north on St. George
Street off Bloor.

SMC Film Club presents "The Hospital"

with George C. Scott and Diana Rigg. Carr

Hall. Admission SI.00. Also at 10.

8 pm
The Vanguard Forum: This week's torum

will discuss the nature and evolution of the

Canadian feminist movement, how it will be
built, and its place in social change. How
do socialists view feminism? Hear Mary

Trew, leading feminist and Young Socialist.

334 Queen Street W.
The Varsity Blues open their 1972-73

OUAA hockey schedule tonight as they

take on the McMaster Marlins. Radio Varsi-

ty will be at the Hamilton Forum to bring

you live play-by-play coverage of this

season opener. Radio Varsity, 820 AM and

96.3 FM on Roger's Cable.

McLaughlin College, York University

holds a beerfest In the college dining hall.

Draft beer (125 gallons). Free beer steins to

the first 500 people to arrive. The
Oktoberlest Express Bavarian Band will

provide entertainment. Admission fee.

Fourth In a series ot six lectures on

Hungarian history sponsored by the

Hungarian Students' Association. Dr. Paul

Body — The Hungarian revolution of 1848

as a movement for Ihe liberation of ethnic

minorities. Sidney Smith Bldg.. Rm. 1069.

8:30 pm
The original flubber. Walt Disney's

Absent minded Professor", starring Fred

MacMurray, both follows, and proceeds,

Pefer Pan (7 and 10 pm). Brought to you by

your slsfers and brothers at Innls flicks.

Admission S1.00.

Crealion 2 presents a new Canadian

play. "Midway Priest", on the media
medium. Actor's Theatre, 390 Dupont Ave.

Admission $2-00, students $1.00.

9 pm
Dance sponsored by the U of T

Homophile Assoc. Hart House Music
Room. Beer served. Admission $1.25.

Everyone welcome.

SATURDAY
all day

Open House at Faculty of Food
Sciences, Lilian Massey Building, 157

Bloor Street West, on occasion of 70th year

of institution. Displays door prizes,

relreshments.

9:30 am
Conference on Women at Work and at

Home, Board of Education 8ldg., 155
College Street. Sponsored by Toronto Wal-
(le Women. Entertainment, daycare
provided.

3 pm
Rally in support of Yuriy Shukhevych

and others imprisoned by Soviet
authorities, or awaiting trials in Ukraine and
other Soviet republics. Nathan Phillips

Square. Ukrainian Students' Club.

7 pm
Knox Young People's Society. Young

People's meets for sports and recreation,

and afterward tor fellowship and a talk or

ST. THOMAS' CHURCH
(Huron Street south of Bloor)

Sunday November 12th
11 A.M. THE RECTOR

7 P.M. UNIVERSITY SERMON SERIES
PrfcjC lier: THE REV. DR. R.F. STACKHOUSE

Professor of Philosophy of Religion,

Wycliffe College
Subject: THE CHRISTIAN AND POLITICS

(Coffee Hour and Discussion after the service)

ALL ARE WELCOME

ACT OF REMEMBRANCE

SOLDIERS' TOWER, HART HOUSE

Friday, November 10, 1972

10:55 a.m. to 11:05 a.m.

All members of the University Community are in-
vited to participate in this brief observance con-
sisting of the tolling of the carillon, the laying of a
wreath, the traditional Two Minute Silence and a
short prayer.

It is understood that no lectures will be cancelled
but perhaps they might be concluded sharp at
10:45 to make attendance possible for all who wish
to do so.

G. Walter Giles

President
University of Toronto
Alumni Association

Bible Study. All students welcome. Knox

Church, Spadina and Harbord,

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents "The Hospital"

with George C. Scott and Diana Rlgg at

Carr Hall. Admission $1.00. Also at 10.

8 pm
Coflee house at the Hlllel House, 186 St.

George Street. Come meet new people and

do some shomizing.

8:30 pm
CREATION 2 presents a new Canadian

play, "Midway Priest", on the
1

media

medium. Actor's Theatre. 390 Dupont Ave.

Admission $2. Students $1. •

SUNDAY
11 am

"Would Hester get an 'A' today?" a

discussion on the Seventh Commandment
and the good things the Bible has lo say
about loving In the Hart House service. Join

others of the university community In

worship.

1:30 pm
Jewish Choir meets again this weekend

at the Edward Johnson Building, Rm. 116.

7:15 pm
SMC Film Club presents Alfred

Hitchcock's "Strangers on a Train" at Carr

Hall. Admission by series ticket. Also at

9:30.

7:30 pm
Chapel service, Victoria College, "The

New Law ol Love" with Dr. Alexandra
Johnston — Old Vic, 2nd floor. Sponsored
by the Student Christian Movement.

Intermediate Conversational Hebrew at

Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

8:30 pm
An evening of recorded classical music

arranged by Mr. K. Lehrer. Come and meet
new friends at Hlllel House, 186 St. George
Street.

Knox Young People's Society meets tor

fellowship and a talk with special speaker
or Bible discussion. All students welcome.
Knox Church, Spadina and Harbord.

MONDAY
10 am

Meeting of the U ot T Committee to Stop
the Cutbacks. Arts and Science Course
Union Office, East Lounge, second floor,

Sid Smith.

ART GALLERY
MALCOLM BATTY EXHIBITION

MONDAY 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m. -5 p.m.

Sunday 2 p.m.-5 p.m.
1

GALLERY CLUB
1 open from Mon.-Frl.

Luncheon 12 noon-1 p.m;

Dinner 6-7:30 p.m.
licensed under LLBO. Hart House
membership required.

CLASSICAL: 1

ANDREW GALLIARDI, pianist, will be playing Beethoven.

Schumann and Rachmaninoff in the Music Room. 1:00 p.m.,

Tuesday, Nov. 14

ANGELA Mc WILLIAMS, flautist, in the Music Room, 1:00 p.m.,

Thursday, November 16.

NOON HOUR
CONCERTS

JAZZ: TED MOSES
IN THE

EAST COMMON ROOM
2.00, Wednesday November 15

1.00 p.m., Thursday November 16

FILMS
"DOODLE FILM"

"ANGEL"
"JEU SI SIMPLE"
Monday, Nov. 13

1:00 P.M. - MUSIC ROOM
7:00 P.M. - DEBATES ROOM

BLACK HART PUB
EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

TUCK SHOP - 12 NOON - 5.30 PM.
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M. - 11:30 PM.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 11 A.M.

THE RIGHT AND WRONG OF UNIVERSITIES
A plea for a growing collegiate program

AN ADDRESS BY

Reverend John H. Morgan
FIRST UNITARIAN CONGREGATION

175 ST. CLAIR AVENUE WEST AT AVENUE ROAD

THE EPI

MICROTOWER

At last, a superb EPI speaker for only $65.

629 Spadina Avenue • 921 3500 IKO
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Lab workers fight low wages

U of T's lab workers want the same pay maintenance
employees won in their recent negotiations.

By ZOYA STEVENSON
Forty-five newly. organized animal laboralory

technicians have agreed to Tight for the same basic collective

agreement recently negotiated for 770 maintenance workers.

"Of course our proposals must be ratified by the
technicians," says Service Employees International Union
local 204 business agent Don Barclay, "but we are hoping to

win wage rates in the area of $3.61 per hour to $4.0! for the
majority."

He added that the local wants $3.81 per hour to $4.21 for

the surgical animal lab technicians who help al the operating
table. Il is also asking for improvements in working and
safety conditions, including the establishment of a safety

committee with worker representatives.

The workers make $2.53 to $2.84 per hour at present
without lime and a half for overtime.

The technicians employed in a number of U of T's science

departments voted 32 to 9 in favour ofjoining the union about
two weeks ago.

The workers clean cages, and feed and care for animals
heing used for research. Most work in the Medical Sciences,
Zoology, Banting, and Dental Buildings.

Barclay said he thought the workers joined the union
"because they are sick and tired of having a minimal pay raise

jammed down their throats without being able to do anything
about it."

One of the men on the negotiating committee said, "We
joined the union because we are practically getting no wage
and can't live off it, getting paid once a month and with a

family and accumulated bills."

The workers in his department had, on their own. asked
to be paid twice monthly, but the university refused.

Previously, this man had signed a petition expressing

"unanimous strong opposition" to joining the union with
another 1 1 workers. The petition had been initialed by a

supervisor who tried to prevent a vote in favour of
unionization.

The worker said he signed the petition because "all of us
wanted a union, but I guess we were sacred of the boss and
warned to please him. When we went down to the labour
board hearing, and talked to the union representative, we
changed our minds."

Another worker, Stanley Gregory, said he was "all for

the union when I first heard about it"
"being as poorly paid as what we are, 1 figure we can't

lose by joining the union," he said. "I'm single, live al home,
and wouldn't think about marriage or trying to raise a family
until I gel a higher wage."

He also expressed worry about safety conditions,

especially in the primate quarters where monkeys can carry

diseases fatal to man. He said he feels the present safety

precautions might be inadequate.

Dr. L. R. Christensen, Medical Director of'the animal
laboratory division, said one potentially fatal virus, the

Herpes Simiae virus, does occur in monkeys. When
contracted by a human bitten by a monkey, the probability of
death is 85 per cent. Christensen is preparing a set of
directives for the university on monkey care with Canada's
leading moneky expert. Dr. Michael Wolcroft of Connaughl.

More exams?
By DAVID WISE

The Geography Departmental Council Tuesday delayed

deciding whether or not to set up a strict evaluation system for

undergraduate courses.

A proposal which would have instituted compulsory exams and
bell curve grading for 100 and 200 series courses was put off after

some discussion.

The council's decision will not automatically become binding

department policy, as it is only an advisory body to Donald P. Kerr,

chairman of the department. Kerr indicated at the meeting that if

the policy is implemented, the department would not rigidly

scrutinize each course and professor.

The council considered a brief written by undergraduate

secretary John Britton in response to "an increasing disparity in

grades between various courses at the same level". To illustrate the

problem, Britton cited two courses at the same level, one in which

there was a 90 per cent possibility of an A or B grade, while in the

other, only a 20 per cent possibility.

Britton's memo advises a standardized policy of student

assessment in all 100 and 200 level courses. It recommends a bell

curve distribution ofgrades with 70 per cent established as the mean
and average grade. Between five and 15 per cent would necessarily

get "F" or failing marks.

The memo recommended compulsory final exams worth

between 40 and 60 per cent of the final grade in first and second year

courses. An amendment, however, was accepted at the meeting

stating that in special cases, with approval of the department

chairman, professors could use alternative methods of evaluation.

Kerr said, in any case that he would not try to enforce

guidelines.

"I operate from a position of complete trust in my colleagues...

If one departs significantly from the standard, that is his

responsibility."

The student members on the council are expected to propose

further amendments to soften the impact of the policy.

Chorus gets $1000 on sour note
By BOBBETTSON

SAC Wednesday passed a

$244,500 budget including an allot-

ment of $18,000 to SHOUT (Stu-

dent Health Organization al the U
or T), $1,000 to the Hart House
Chorus and $5,000 to Campus Legal

Aid.

The Hart House Chorus grant

was the first approved under the new
constitutional amendments on fun-

ding external groups, which were

given second and final approval al

the meeting.

The new policy allows SAC to

grant money only to groups of a

university-wide nature after an in-

volved certification process. Outside

grants are prohibited.

The Hart House Chorus

(formerly the U of T Chorus) had

received a grant of $ 3,500 as a SAC
group at the spring budget meeting.

Since then they merged with the

Harl House Glee Club and with the

additional Hart . House funding

reapplied for a reduced grant of

S2.2S5 under the new regulations.

Council agreed to leave the

$1X.000 grant to SHOUT in the

budget, but deferred approval to the

next meeting. This was done on the

grounds that the group had yet to go

through the required constitutional

procedures.

The $5,000 allotment to Campus
Legal Aid did not have to go

through the same procedure because

it was accepted as a SAC project.

The largest item in the budget was

SdO.59 1 for the office administration

which along with executive salaries

of $10,305, OFS fees, and other

expenses made up the executive

commission budget of $ 96,603.

The next largest item, the budget

for The Varsity or $41,729 went

through with no changes after some

objections from Engineering SAC
reps Don Buchan and Cliff Taylor
over

1

several small items.

Finance commissioner Vice De
Angelo said that "We (SAC) have

no control over individual amounts
in the budget, Perhaps there should

he some renegotiation with The
Varsity Board. The present situation

is not desirable."

UC rep Bob Anderson said that

"The Varsity is one of the few things

SAC does that all students are

aware of. It would be suicidal to

think of a reduction of its budget."

The part of the $2 education levy

that hasn't been spent on summer

work in Arts and Science will be

given to the new Arts and Science

Student Union.

Il and the one dollar campus

centre levy, for which there are no

spending plans, were the object of

some discussion at the beginning of

debate hecause they were not men-

tioned in the budget.

Dc Angelo explained that SAC
had little control over these two

items, and thus did not seem
necessary to put in the budget.

A move to reinstate the Erindale

student council rebate, which was

chopped from last year's spring

hudgel, by Erindale SACE president

Paul Moran, was defeated with only

the Erindale reps voting in favour.

Moran charged that SAC has gone

against the spirit of last year's con-

stitutional conference."SAC did not

reduce its fees as it promised to. It

must stop pretending it can fulfill a

university-wide, role all the time!

De Angelo replied that the

constitutional amendments clearly

required all groups wanting to show

Ihwt benefits from their activities

extend to all three campuses. "The

budeet won't take an Erindale

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE PROUDLY PRESENTS
in concert

TOM RUSH
with

Janine Locke

Sat. Nov. 11 8:00 p.m.

at

Scarborough College
(401 and Morningside)

TICKETS: $3.00 available at:

Downtown U. of T. SAC Office

Shermans Music Centre 691 Yonge
or Scarborough College Student Council

more information: 284-3244
Free bus (eaves Convocation Hall at 7:00 p.m., Leaves Scar, for Warden at 11*0

reflate," he said.

Vice-president John Helliwell

then moved an amendment that any

rebate to Erindale be a direct rebate

to the students, and any change in

this be made by a referendum of

Krindale students. Both this and the

main motion were defeated.

The Hart House Chorus was

granted S 1 ,000 only after two earlier

motions giving them $2,285 and

SI 500 were defeated because they

failed to get the required two thirds

majority.

Music SAC rep Marilyn Anthony

said that SAC had told the chorus in

the spring to go out and get other

funding. Now when this had been

done they were threatening
withdrawal or the grant, she said.

De Angelo charged that the

chorus was now a different group.

With a tight budget he said, he

couldn't see funding a Hart House

group.

Engineering rep Don Buchan.

however, supported the grant,

saying "the chorus should be com-

mended by SAC for going out to

find money. It is one of the few

groups that has." He added that

SAC had already agreed to fund the

group and "as far as I'm concerned

it's the same group."

The first motion for $2185 was

defeated 13-13 and the second for

SI 500, also failed by one vote to get

the required two thirds vote. Finally,

a motion for $1,000 won the support

of Bob Anderson, whose vote was

enough to get it passed.

The contingency fund was left at

$11,330 after a transfer of $2500

from the service commission
because there w*ere no specific pro-

jects proposed.

Communications commisioner

Debra Lewis successfully moved an

additional $500 to the original $500

for funding college and faculty stu-

dent papers to be distributed

cam pus-wide.

The remainder of the budget,

including
:

the education, university,

and communications commission

budgets, remained intact.

Bonus! Bonus!
As special bonus to those Varsity

staffers and transient youths who

attend today's meeting, rare

political films concerning the up-

coming editorial policy may be

shown {negotiations pending).

"Today I am a Man", featuring

Varsity editor Alex Podnick may be

shown today at 1 pm, if it is flown in

from Owen Sound on time. Chicken

soup will not- be provided.

Staff is welcome to attend,

newcomers are encouraged.

BASSE'S RGTflURmT
fl PRRT OF TOROflTO SltlCG 1929

On Yonge ft at Gerrdrd

S_ 368-3503 —I
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"Final stamp of approval"

City passes land exchange with Metro Centre
By DOUG HAMILTON

A motion lo defer decision on

crucial land exchange agreement

hetween the City orToronto and the

developers of Metro Centre was

defeated Wednesday by a vote of 14-

5 at City Council.

Last May, a land exchange deal

was approved in principle by the city

;lnd the developers, Canadian
National and Canadian Pacific

Railways.

According to Alderman John

Sewell. who introduced the motion

to delay approval of the deal until

next .lanuary, when a newly elected

council meeTs the city will be trading

land parcels w-orth S88 million for

railway land valued at $15 million.

By approving the bill, Sewell said

the council had done "a very, very

historic thing" because "the final

stamp of approval" had been

applied to the deal.

indorsement of the bill, asserted

the Ward 7 alderman, "wraps up the

hind deal" and "wraps development

procedures,"

- Sewell claimed that the city is

now "moving into the morass of

implementing Metro Centre." He
insisted thai the agreement with the

developers should not have been

approved because major problems

with the design of the centre have

not been resolved.

He criticized council for

approving the project loo hastily

and warned that "the consequences

of this agreement" would be dis-

astrous for Toronto.

There is "inherent badness" in the

Metro Centre concept, said Sewell

angrily. "The planning was not done

in a satisfactory manner."

He insisted the public was not

adequately consulted when the cen-

tre was planned, and claimed that if

the bill was delayed, "the public

would then have all the facts before

it."

Incensed by Sewell's attack on the

land deal. Alderman David

Rotcnberg. who is running for

mayor, declared that "'the nonsense

of Alderman Sewell hardly deserves

a reply."

He denied council's endorsement

of the hill could be construed as "a

stamp of approval" and claimed

that Sewell had "misinterpreted"

the agreement.

Rotenberg insisted that Sewell

was deliberately misleading the

public by claiming the planning of

the centre was inadequate.

Sewell, claimed Rotenberg, "does

not want lo help plan Metro Centre,

he wants to help wreck it."

Rotenberg told Sewell, "just vote

against it and don't mislead the

public."

"If no development agreement

takes place, no land exchange will

take place" and Metro Centre will

nol be built, concluded Rotenberg.

Voting on another controversial

question of selling city land to

developers, council approved the

sale of Piper Street to the Royal

Bank. (Piper Street is a

thoroughfare between York and Bay

Streets, south oT Wellington.) The
hank intends to erect a 35 storey

edifice in the area.

Sewell again led the attack

against the project and the city's

decision to sell Piper Street. He
described the proposed building as

an architectural monstrosity and
claimed there was no reason why it

should be constructed.

Alderman John Sewell, standing by model of proposed Hydro building, charged excessive
development is a "total waste".

"What we have downtown is too

much development," said Sewell.

He asserted that there was a

surplus of office space in the central

core oTthe city, and cited a case in

New York City where a newly

erected 35-storey Manhattan office

lower had to be demolished because

it was continually vacant.

Toronto "is close to the New
York situation", declared Sewell.

He claimed excessive development

constituted "a total waste."

"We are leading ourselves into the

very same death trap as New York",

he exclaimed.

Downtown development "is

totally and utterly out of control,"

continued Sewell. He said that the

city authorities must take steps to

ensure that large-scale development

is conducted in a rational manner.

"We can do this by holding on to

the land we (the city) own in this

case. Piper Street,"

Radical fighter S. D. Clark makes good at Dalhousie

CP

t

HALIFAX (CUP) — The man who
bitterly resigned the chairmanship
of U of T's Department of
Sociology two years ago rather than

agree lo democratization of depart-

menl decision-making has apparent-

ly been called in to quash similar

trends ;it Dalhousie University's

sociology and anthropology
department.

Distinguished Canadian
sociologist Samuel Clark was head
of U of T's Sociology Department
from the lime it was split from the

Department of Political Economy
until his 1 969 resignation. He quit

his tJ oT T post upset over student

and faculty demands for committee
vote counts and (he push for in-

crc-i::ed student participation in

department decision-making.

Clark went to Dalhousie with a
two-year visiting professor ap-
pointment in July, I972. And, when
the then current sociology head
decided to quit, Clark was seized

upon as the ideal solution, supposed-
ly able to calm the troubled situation

in ihe department and restore good
Urdcr and peace.

During the pasl two years,
Dalhousie sociology and
anthropology chairman Don Clair-
iiio.nl has had lo weather two major
assaults on ihe chairman's power.
Disgruntled faculty allacked Clair-
moni fur unilaterally concluding

varsity
TORONTO^

"secret deals" with the university

;idminisl ration about hiring new
faculty.

And, in a struggle that dragged on
through all of last year, Clairmont
succeeded in re-defining student

representatives out of effective par-

ticipation in department committees
and meetings.

Clairmonl managed lo persuade a

majority of faculty lo rally to his

position on these two occasions,

offering them suitable inducements.

However, more trouble seemed to be

brewing for this year. Faculty have
been increasingly complaining about

erosion of [he "rule of discussion

before decision", while graduate
sludenls are highly displeased about
new course requirements set after

they had accepted admission to the

deparlment.

Initial response lo news of Clark's
impending appointment — without
even the formality of the traditional

search for applicants within or
w'iihoul the particular university —
by faculty and students has been
cool. Dalhousie Gazette, ihe un-
iversity's siudeni newspaper, ex-

posed Clark's background in a

feature printed in this morning's
issue.

In 1 969. Clark lold U of T
students and faculty thai he
"preferred trying lo work out

Editor

Office

Phone

situations without voting". "The
final responsibility (for decisions) is

the chairman's," he said.

"I hoped to avoid the issue of
voting because it can lead to

irresponsible actions like we saw last

Wednesday (when ihe sociology un-

dergraduate curriculum commiltee
overrode Clark's objections in

January, 1969 and ordered that a

vole be laken lo determine the com-
mittee's wishes about a decision he

had unilaterally made without con-
sulting the affected parties).

""Decisions and recommenda-
tions, and departmental responsibil-

ity for them must resl wilh an identi-

fiable authority, one that be
found — namely the chairman,"
Clark wrote in an April, 1 969
memo.

Dare Foods threatens prosecution

of student reporter at Glendon
DOWNSVIEW (CUP)— Dare Foods has threatened a
Clendon College student with prosecution for contempt
orcourt for a story about the Dare boycott published in
the college newspaper.

Dare demanded fourth year political science
student Bob Edwards make his retraction by November

The company alleges Edwards violated a court
injunction prohibiting persons advised of it from
"attempting to induce breaches of contract" between
Dare and "any other persons or corporations".

Edwards, however, says he has been advised by
legal counsel that he is not in breach of the injunction.
He is nol contemplating making a retraction at ihis
point.

The registered form letter accompanying the copy
of ihe injunction sent Edwards and some members of
sinking local 173 of ihe United Brewery. Workers
charges Dare has evidence indicating recipients of the
Idler have been involved in efforts leading lo the

Atex Podnlck

91 St. George St., 2nd floor Articles
923-8741, 923-8742

Advertising Manager Bob Brockhouie

Phone 923-8171

cancellation of contracts wilh food store chains.
The letter from Dare's lawyer, John Lang,

continues, "In my opinion it is unlawful and a breach of
the injunction to do anything or say anything to any
person in an effort lo slop persons or corporations from
handling products sold by Dare Foods Limited."

Edwards poinls oul that his implicit suggestion
that consumers nol purchase Dare cookies until the
uiinp:iny grants a fair seltlemenl lo its workers and
allows a union shop does not fall under Ihe constraints
of the injunction. A shopper reading Pro Tern, has no
contracl to buy Dare products, he explained.

One union member who received the same letter as
Edwards. Andrew Diamond, has instructed his lawyer
to write Dare's lawyer, John Lang, asking that the
statements in the letter be retracted.

Diamond's lawyer has raised ihe point that Lang's
Idler posed a ihreal and as such constitutes an
infraclion of ihe Criminal Code.

The Varsity, a member ot Canadian
University Press, was founded in 1680
and is published by ihe Sludenls Ad-
ministrative Council ot ihe University
ol Tconio and Is primed by Dalsons
Press Lid. Opinions expressed in mis
newspaper are nol necessarily ihoso ol

ihe Students* Administrative Council
or the administration ot the university.

Formal complaints about the editorial

or business operation ol the paper may
be addressed to the Chairman, Cam-
pus Relations Comminee, Varsity
Board ot Directors. 9T. Si. George St.

appearing on page
four today are not editorials,
but regular news stories.
Editorial comment returns
Monday.
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Preset care blocks development

Mentally handicapped children need freedom
Often, the presence of a

mentally handicapped person in

a family is a source of em-
barrassment and shame, a

matter to be mentioned as little as

possible. The affected person

may often by shunted into an

institution by his family.

In an effort to meet the needs

and acute problems of mentally

handicapped persons in a fun-

damentally different way, a group

of activists in Winnipeg set up, a

year ago, a "Sisters and Brothers

Collective" which attempts to link

change in this sphere with an

overall societal struggle for

liberation. The name of the

collective signifies participation

by blood sisters and brothers of

the handicapped people. It also

indicates participation by
socialist sisters and brothers who
actively identify with the nascent

liberation struggle of mentally

and physically handicapped per-

sons, their families and
associates.

So far the collective's main
accomplishment has been in-

volvement in the establishment

and running of a bi-weekly Satur-

day afternoon program for peo-

ple with severe mental and
physical handicapps. The idea is

to provide enjoyable recreation

and wholesome refreshments
while promoting greater social

awareness among those enrolled

and providing relief for their

tamilies.

There are now 28 people

enrolled, mostly ranging from 9 to

eighteen years and coming from

all over Winnipeg. The program is

unique in Winnipeg in that it is

geared primarily to serving

families with the most difficult

problems. It is also unique in

providing one (volunteer) staff

member for each person enrolled

as well as free transportation for

particiants. The program is sup-

ported by the Winnipeg branch of

the Canadian Association for the

Mentally Retarded (CAMR). !t is

run in a school made available by

the Winnipeg Parks and Recrea-

tion Board. Six of the program's

staff are collective members.
Most of the others are Faculty of

related to the mentally
handicapped.
An in-thing these days is

"operant conditioning" or

"behavioural modification". It is

applied at institutions and taught

in university psychology
departments, as well as being

promoted at various conferences

tor educators.

which it is becoming a fetish.

The way it is applied to

mentally handicapped (including

autistic) people is the same as it

has long been applied in training

animals. Favoured behaviour is

rewarded with treats, pats on the

head, hugs, smiles and com-
pliments. Undesired activity

results in withdrawal of attention,

Education students preparing to

teach "Special Education"
courses.

The collective intends to

investigate the history of in-

stitutions, agencies and
programs dealing with mentally

handicapped persons in

Manitoba. Some contemporary
themes are becoming apparent
as a result of analysis of various

conferences and programs

The basic theory underlying

this approach is the idea that

people respond to rewards and
punishment. When someone
-receives an unpleasant response
to an action, she or he wilt tend to

be discouraged from repeating it,

while if a favourable response is

gained the action will be en-

couraged. What is questionable

is the exaggerated way the theory
is being applied and the way in

scoldings, slaps, solitary con-
finement, or withholding of treats.

Desired behaviour is broken
down into many successive steps

with "operant conditioning",
"reinforcing" each progressive

step, in order, until it is habit. As
in the regular school system and
places of work of capitalist socie-

ty, "desired behaviour" is ex-
ternally imposed rather than
being determined by those un-

dergoing training.

"Operant conditioning" is used
to make recipients fit in or con-
form to obviously inadequate sur-

roundings. Its appeal is high in

typical, crowded impersonal In-

stitutions and in common,
strained family situations caused
by the pathetic lack of community
facilities useful to the mentally

and physically handicapped.
"Operant conditioning" does not

come anywhere close to the

source of the problem. It is simply

more sophisticated, liberal,

humane, and successful than the

brutal traditional forms of dealing

with mentally handicapped per-

sons. It lends itself, for example,
not only to the teaching of good
hygiene, but equally easily (and

commonly) to the training of han-
dicapped persons as a cheap
and docile supply of labour.

"Operant conditioning"

appears to be ideal for training

people to more comfortably ad-

justing to basically degrading or

exploitative situations. A massive
assault on isolated, over-
crowded, understaffed in-

stitutions centered around
demands for decentralized,
community-integrated facilities

would be the alternative. The rep-

ly to such suggestions, however,
when made to those in the field,

tends to be "But that's not our job

as psychologists; we are simply

offering a professional service."

The lack of community
facilities geared to handicapped
people discriminates particularly

heavily against working class
families with limited time and
resources.

A sharp alternative to

emphasis on "operant con-
ditioning" would be emphasis on
the development of social ap-
preciation through imaginative
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Colonial
203 Yonge St.

STARTING NOV. 20:

THE COASTERS

THIS WEEK!

CHUCK

MANGIONE

Commerce
FinalYear
Students

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one
of the most exciting roles in business management

He tackles complex and fascinating problems.
For the professionally-trained man

- the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson. Gordon
representatives, on campus

Nov; 13, 14, 15 and 16
Appointments should be made through the

Student Placement Office

If this time is not convenient, please contact us directly

Clarkson, Gordon & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Hitlifnx • S;imt John • Guubec • Mom real • Ottawa • Toronlo
HiimiHpn • KUchomjr • London • Windsor • Thunder Bay

Winni|?f!(] . R^iin,) . Cnl<|.ity Edmonlon • Vancouver • Viciona
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Making the most ofa good thing.That's Bacardi.
A private place. Free time. Maybe someone special. And definitely Bacardi rum

You sec, Bacardi white-dry is a natural for cola, tonic, orange juice,
tomato juice, even dry vermouth.

So you can really make the most of it.

Best of all, since anything goes with Bacardi, Bacardi goes anytime.

BACARDI rum
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games and environments where
enjoyment is dependent on co-
operation. Creating situations
where people can b>ld affection

and trust for others adds to their

all-round level of social respon-
sibility and self-confidence. This
is turn should lead to greater
initiative and self-reliance. In con-
trast, exaggerated behavioural
modification may generally rein-
force inhibitions and dampen ex-
perimentation and the overall

learning process.

In keeping with its philosophy,
the Winnipeg Sisters and
Brothers Collective has
broadened its interests to include
groups with over-lapping or
similar concerns as those of

families with mentally han-
dicapped members. This has
brought it into contact with a
group of parents with children on
"Doman-Delacato" programs
(despite a complete lack of sup-
port from local doctors). These
programs have been developed
at the Institute for the Achieve-
ment of Human Potential in

Philadelphia. The supporting
theory rests on the idea that brain

cells pattern themselves in

response to external stimuli and
the development of muscular
functions. Practitioners are thus
concerned with treatihg the brain

just as one attempts to cure a
disease or non-neurological in-

jury, rather than helping the han-
dicapped to adjust to their
handicap.

The programs generally
involve many hours a day, so that

when positive results appear it is

often asked if the key to success
was the method or simply the
heavy amount of special atten-

tion; there does not appear to be
a conclusive answer at this point.

In any event, families are offered

hope by the program and con-
siderable numbers have

benefitted while in it. Many
families using the Doman-
Delacato are doing so after being
told by the medical profession
that nothing can be done to

reduce the handicap which the
affected member of the family
faces.

In addition to facing different

theoretical and applied ap-
proaches to working with han-
dicapped persons, the Sisters

and Brothers Collective has

develop mentally just as well as
can "ordinary" persons.

Even worse, the term '"mentally

retarded" now connotes accep-
tance of a fixed, low stage of

mental development and carries

the stigma of being "dumb". As a
result of this outlook the "mental-
ly retarded" regularly are not
taken seriously and are con-
sequently discouraged from
developing their mental
capacities. This is in many ways

become increasingly familiar with

the paternalistic, charity ap-
proach which engulfs
organizations such as the Cana-
dian Association for the Mentally

Retarded.

The very expression "mentally

retarded" is unscientific and pre-

judicial in that it implies that men-
tal development is being delayed
or can no longer proceed. In fact,

however, persons relatively han-
dicapped because of brain injury

or genetic characteristics can

analagous to what happens to

other sectors of the population
that are oppressed with the label

of inferiority: women, children,

racial minorities, workers, the un-
employed, welfare recipients,

rural people, and the physically

handicapped. In the case of men-
tally handicapped people this is

even more serious because of

their more critical need to max-
imize their rate of mental
development. Ideas associated

with the term "mentally retarded"

are not very far removed from the
ideas associated with the totally

dehumanizing reference, so com-
mon among children, but by no
means only among children
(where did they learn the at-

titude?) to handicapped people
as "mental" or "retarded".

Such a patronizing, and
dehumanizing attitude, makes it

easy for 'liberals' to identify the
"mentally retarded" as mis-
fortunates needing help, just as
missionaries thought (and still

think) of "saving" the "poor peo-
ple of India" or the inhabitants of

reservations in Canada. In prac-
tice, such an attitude leads easily

to complicity in the oppression of

"the less fortunate".

The pitying, charity mentality is

nauseatingly displayed in the
"Flowers of Hope" campaign in

which packets of flower seeds are
sold to raise money for the
CAMR.
The annual meeting of the

CAMR in 1972 was opened with

an "Official Retarded Children's

Prayer". Printed in blue on a
white card, it was distributed with

the annual report:

"Almighty and most merciful

Father, we who share a common
concern for the mentally
retarded, bring our desires and
hopes for them in confidence to

Thee.

"Help us to grow in

understanding of Thy plan for all

Thy children, so we may fully

serve Thee in leading them along
paths to happiness.

"Make us sensitive to their

inner struggles. Give us
eagerness to serve, and con-
sistency in our hopes for every
child of Thy love. Grant wisdom
and patience to all engaged in

teaching, research, family care,

and auxiliary services. Fill us with

Thy grace that we may have fresh

hope and undaunted faith as we
aid others in the fulfilment of their

lives.

AMEN."
At a recent discussion of

"recreational Opportunities for

the Mentally Retarded", a pan-
elist exclaimed "the most im-
portant gift you can give a

retarded child is acceptance. Alt

too plain is the analogy to similar

comments that it is time to

acknowledge Indians, black peo-
ple, or women as human beings.
The total inadequacy of such an
outlook should be apparent, yet it

seems to be the root of the CAMR
campaigns.

This is what their widely shown
film, "Hi, Look Me Over", is all

about. The central feature of the
film is the parading of mentally
handicapped people in front of

the general public to be looked
over as candidates for com-
passion and "acceptance as per-
sons". The handicapped children
shown are in what is considered
by the producers of the film to be
attractive form. The film centres
on the "Special Olympics" held in

Toronto for the top mentally han-
dicapped athletes from across
Canada. And those portrayed as
most successful are those who
have been most completely
moulded into conformity with
values glorifying individualistic

competition.

Of course, liberals sincerely

believe that they are doing the
most wonderful thing in the world
when trying to get "the retarded"
accepted as people rather than
as monsters and demons. What
they are really doing, however, is

helping to replace an outlook
based on rank bigotry and fear

with one based on pity. The
liberation of the mentally han-
dicapped however, requires
much more.

Russ Rothney
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Arendt 's keen analysisofpoliticalcrises ignores class interests
Crises of the Republic

by Hannah Arendt

Longmans
S3.75

"I'm going to Saigon next

week." said the driver, a geologist

for Imperial Oil.

There's oil in Vietnam then?

"Oh sure. The country's

floating on it."

Right. Thanks for the ride.

Another casual bit of information

picked up in the course of hitch-

hiking down Yonge St.

But the amazing thing about

this tid-bit. was not the fact of oil

exploration in South-east Asia —
that's been documented before.

Rather it was that this fact,

although still diligently ignored by
the Time-Life-Star axis, is on its

way to becoming common
knowledge on Yonge Street.

Enter Hannah Arendt (stage

centre).

To Arendt, the Vietnam war is a

moral abomination. And this

book, a collection of four essays,

zeroes in again and again on the

war as an illustration of fun-

damental weaknesses in the

American policy.

The Pentagon Papers don't

provide any new information,

Arendt suggests in "Lying in

Politics". Rather, they show the

extent to which the U.S. ad-
ministration ignored actual in-

formation prepared by its own
intelligence services. Even as the

Central Intelligence Agency
reports that bombing the north

will have little effect on Viet-

namese morale, the bombs begin

to fall.

In trying to figure out why
this could happen, Arendt uses
the image-reality analysis. The
technocrats have a problem
(pacifying Vietnam); they create a
model to provide the solution

Ibrush-fire wars, limited bom-
bing, limited incursions, etc.). As
their models become more com-
plicated, the technocrats' interest

m them become more vested.

The image of what should be
happening in Vietnam splits from
the reality of what is happening;
to reconcile this split, the
technocrats suppress or twist in-

formation, causing the credibility

gap (or in Arendt 's blunter
language — the lie).

So the technocrats become the
real villains in Arendt's con-
ception of the war, continuing the

conflict for the sake of an image.
"The ultimate aim (of the war)

was neither power nor profit.. .the
goal was now the image itself."

It's an attractive theory to
suppose a major war is the doing
of a mystified and mystifying

bureaucracy, because it lets

everyone else off the hook. But
blaming the problem-solvers
begs the question — who

decided which problems should

be solved.

And il denies what is common
knowledge on Yonge Street —
the existence of powerful
economic forces that have an

interest in the U.S. presence in

Vietnam. These include not only

those companies interested in

actual resource extraction, like

oil. but the corporations who
have boomed since the second
world war on the manufacture of

war and war-related materials.

And in the Politics of Heroin in

South-east Asia, Alfred W.
McCoy suggests another high-

profit commodity that may ac-

count for an economic interest in

Vietnam.

Notice that the latest peace
plans contain a provision for

heavy American aid to both

northern and southern Vietnam.

A cynic might conclude from this

that the same companies sub-

sidized by the American taxpayer

to destroy Vietnam will now be

subsidized lo rebuild the country.

Or in an economist's terms, Nix-

on's willingness to make peace
may simply prove we are at the

point where the marginal rate of

profit on destruction has
diminished to equal the marginal

rate of profit on construction.

In short, there is enough
evidence to strongly suggest that

the U.S. interest in Vietnam has
been lied to economic interests

of a specific class.

American economist Paul

Sweezy is one writer who has
integrated this, data with analytic

theory. "The defence of the U.S.

empire, alias the "free world" is

literally a life and death matter for

a large number of the biggest

corporations," he writes in

Modern Capitalism and Other
Essays. "And for the entire ruling

class, massive (and growing)
government spending on the war
machine is the only acceptable
form of surplus utilization on the

scale required to keep the U.S.

economy from sinking back into

the kind of stagnation and mass
unemployment which
characterized the years of the
Great Depression."

Yet Arendt chooses neither to

refute or support the theory of a
war dominated by class interests

and ignores the evidence, in-

sisting instead that "the goals
pursued by the United States
government were almost ex-
clusively psychologic".

Why she does this is not clear.

Arendt is certainly not ignorant of

materialist theory. Perhaps it is

her reaction against Marxism
which causes her to neglect
economic factors.

The problem with the Marxist
analysis, she says in "Thoughts
on Politics and Revolution", (an
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interview with German writer

Adelbert Reif), is that it fails to

provide for political and legal

instilutions that are independent

of the economic base.

"What protects freedom is the

division between governmental

and economic power, or to put it

in Marxian language, the fact that

the state and its constitution are

not superstructures."

And Marxian ideologies, she

says in "Civil Disobedience", are

actually counter-productive, es-

pecially in their tendency to dis-

solve and split the student move-
ment. She can downplay ideology

because she does not perceive

the movement to be working for

radical politicial change. Instead

she sees the anti-war activists

'simply as inheritors of the
pluralist tradition of voluntary

associations.

And as part of the pluralist

tradition, would it not be possible,

she asks, to find a "niche" for civil

disobedience in the institutions of

government?
In one of the more blatant

suggestions for co-option. Arendt
seriously talks of giving civil

disobedience groups (draft dod-
gers, draft card burners, Black

Panthers. Weathermen??) the

legal status of Congressional lob-

byists.

Excuse me Senator — Mr.

Rubin and 3000 associates are
waiting outside to discuss
American imperialism.)

Yet Arendt's practised eye
does pinpoint weaknesses in the
North American student move-
ment (or what is left of it), par-

ticularly what she describes as its

"theoretical and analytical
dullness".

Arendt is at her best, in this

collection, in her interview with

writer Reif. As the pair range over
topics from socialism to student
power in Germany and America,
the theorist spells out her posi-

tion more concretely than in her
specific topic essays.

Civil liberty is her major
passion, and Arendt justifiably

chides the left for tending to dis-

miss freedom of speech and
assembly as "bourgeois
freedoms".

Her answer to an immoral
administration is the creation of a
federated system of councils to

govern a nation, a constitution
based on voluntary associations.

Councils would consist of small
groups of interested citizens,

chosen through a "self-selective

process". Those wishing to par-
ticipate would do so, the rest

wouldn't bother.

It's all very nice, except that
Arendt's council system is

premised on true equality of op-
portunity, which historically has
never been able to evolve in an

economic system dominated by

an inequality of wealth.

In her effort to escape
historical determinism. Arendt
neglects the empirical con-
nections between economic and
political power, presenting us in-

stead with a concept of salvation

through constitutionalism.

Two post-scripts: One of the

four essays is a reprint of "On
Violence", the others have
appeared in the New York Review
ot Books and the New Yorker.

But for those unfortunate

enough not to be steeped in

those periodicals of culture, and
who are considering buying the
book, here is a point about
mystification. The price listed on
the book reads "$2.95 — slightly

higher in Canada". Actually, the
price listed by the Canadian dis-

tributor is $3.75, a whopping 27
per cent higher. Which is sort of

like saying the new Robarts
Library is "slightly higher" than
Sidney Smith Hall.

Tom Walkom
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Lasalle plays great fugue of late Beethoven
If all art aspires to the condition

of music, as Pater said, then all

late Beethoven aspires to the
condition of the fugue. I really

don't know if I want to defend this

stately aphorism. I don't think
Pater ever intended to defend his

pronouncement (although he did
explain it) when he plunked it

squarely In the middle of his
essay "School of Glorgione". It

was an otherwordly feeling he
and the other Oscar Wildes of the
era had about art — all art — that
it constantly strives to alchemize
its matter into form, its narrative
thrust into pure dramatic thrust.

Well, Beethoven was trying to

do something similar with his

matter too, It was somehow too
volatile and querulous merely to

be poured into an eighteenth
century mold. It was not at home
there and always tugged or
pushed at the walls. We needn't
sound the clarion call of the
revolution, either, in saying that it

"aspired" to something freer, but
not slicker or easier. On the con-
trary — tougher and more ex-
acting, as when a chess fiend's

game-appetite is whetted finding

himself in an impossible situation

fabricated by an incomparable
opponent.

And, for deaf Beethoven, his

health dribbling away, that
"situation" was the fugue. I say
this flatly and disdain argument.
In fact I invoke Sir Donald Tovey
and what I'm sure he would have
said had he lived to write his

analysis of Beethoven's fugal

style beyond the first paragraph.
The Great Tovey was always (and
perhaps the first to do so) finding

unbelievably apt items from
Beethoven's canon with which to

sell his livejy theories. So I take as
the perfect illustration of my
point. Beethoven's quartet in B
flat major, opus 130. And not by
chance: The well-known Lasalle

quartet obliged with a recital of

this and two other works
November 2 at the Town Hall, as
the first part in the International

Quartet Series. And what they
had to say about Ludwig's fugal
style, by means of their playing,

was eloquent and telling —
Beethovenian, in short.

The first movement is an
adagio ma non troppo
characterized by a fast,
downward fragment which unzips
the slow, inward-turning sur-
rounding melody. Beethoven,
with this type of contrast, is

nudging the fugue. This is

followed by a snappy n'er-look-
back presto, and then an an-
dante. Here there are two groups:
While one tosses up and
athletically twirls the melody, the
other plays with a version of the
same, or runs off briefly in its own
little melodic games. The Lasalle

brought off this back and forth

intimacy very clearly — I found
my eyes and ears going from
ensemble to ensemble, depen-
ding on who had the musical
"ball". Again Beethoven is toying
with the fugue.

The ensuing alia danza
tedesco has but one texture and
we won't push a fugue into it. The
adagio which precedes the
Grosse Fuge (and it is a full-

fledged fugue) is a melancholy,
almost despairing song. As
someone said of Bruckner's sixth

symphony, it is fatal to listen to

when already depressed because
then it could only drive one to

drink.

Beethoven seems to sense he
has said something very true but
also very sad because he follows

it with the drunken exorbitance of

the most famous fugue ever
written, in name at least — the
Grosse Fuge. Excepting the
choral Kyrie of Bach's B minor
Mass, it is also probably the best

discuss the op-
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one ever written. And the Lasalle

Quartet made the most of it. at-

tacking its angular rhythms with

furious bows — and I mean
furious. I don't think I've ever
heard horsehair spit and growl
more menacingly than in the
Lasalle's playing of this move-
ment. And that is alright, because
for this work the furioso fugue is

Beethoven's answer to what has
gone before: The first five

movements, each in their own
way, are feeling for an "in-

creasingly spiritualized,
dematerialized" ground. They are
trying to say the most abstract

but meaningful thing possible in

musical notes. I suppose you can
say it takes the fugue to finally set

the musical idea free, so that it

bobs and sways unpredictably

like a kite.

But you never lose sight of

where the music is going, which
is the fun of listening to a fugue —
to see whether the free rein of the

theme and the strictures the form
imposes can get along, like father-

and son. The Lasalle. even in the

heat of the imbroglio, managed
to keep the voices individual,

making entrances with vigour

and staccato precision. They
rightly capitalized on the near
insanity of the movement's
frenetic self-absorption.

I feel I really owe my more-
favourable-than-ever apprecia-
tion of the opus 130 to the Lasalle

Quartet for having so daringly

combined a very refined, in-

genuous reading of the earlier

narcotic and serene passages
with a spit and fire attack of the
fugue. They certainly presented it

in all its delirious glory, and I was
happy about their approach, if

others might fear it was too
raging and perhaps even tonally

ragged.

It is so easy to get caught up in

the enthusiasm which Beethoven
applied to his tremendous work,

that we forget two other works
were part of the same concert.

Mozart's D minor quartet opened
the evening. I really don't know
-what the Lasalle was thinking of

when they planned their in-

terpretation of this fragile, trac-

table piece of Mozartian Revela-

tion. I suppose it is alright to do
what they did to it, that is draw out
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Mozart's rather lyrical phrases
into expansive Brahmsian sighs.

(But, gee pop, it sure sounded
diffr'nt.) And the funny thing is,

just as you sometimes think
Brahms is going to fall off his

horse when the broad rhythm of

his canter runs up against tonal

and harmonic fences, so too I

squirmed in my seat as the
Lasalle's lazy leaning into the

piece very nearly led to total

collapse of forces at the begin-
ning. I think things picked up in

the allegretto, and I really wanted
to ask them to play it again.

The second work was Gyorgy
Ligeti's second quartet written in

1968. It is a tour de force of sound
effects, as was his eerie con-
tribution to the movie 2007: A
Space Odyssey; (no, not the blue
Danube). The .third movement
exploits plucking of the strings,

especially near the bridge of the
stringed instruments, and even
between the bridge and string

holder (as on a guitar) where the

notes are crystal-clear high fre-

quency "pings". The ensemble
work here was first-rate. The
bizarre and in their own way
touching effects of this movement
seemed to be exacted effortlessly

by the players from their in-

struments. This is not always so
in the piece. For example, some
sustained high-pitched notes are
impossible to intone smoothly
and correctly, so amateurish
squeaks will be unavoidable, and
were in this performance. A small
quibble, perhaps.

Legeti places rests before and
after movements and the players

studiously followed directions,

their bows suspended in mid-air

over their instruments for some
seconds. I think these (reminis-

cent of Cage) silences were very

effective.

But again tough, hard playing

characterized the Lasalle's
overall approach to the piece,

which I think demands
aggressiveness. They know only

too well what they are doing when
they play modern music, and it's

too bad other ensembles can't at

least be as adventurous — if not

as expert. Various and ingenious

approaches to modern music
could very easily sell it, as they

have the classics. After all, the

Budapest Quartet was famous,
not for its dedication to

classicism, but for the singularity

of its style in playing the old

warhorses. Until we have other

approaches for comparison,
those of the Lasalle and a few
other quartets will become
definitive and wear the pieces
thin.

There are five more to go in the

series. The St. Lawrence Centre

is again being very good to music
lovers this year. Ian Scott
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America at the Apocalypse,

or, Yes, Virginia,

there is a ruling ideology

Writing on the 1961 trial of Adolph Eichmann in Jerusalem.

Hannah Arendt reflected on what she called the "banality of evil". The
phrase was a reference to the matter-of-fact, mildly puzzled way in

which the meek former bureaucrat explained his role in organizing the

murder of six million of his fellow human beings. The man in the

prisoner's dock during that trial was no monster, grotesquely

deformed morally, but a terrifyingly normal product of the middle

classes of one of the most civilized nations on earth. His regret was not

for his acts, but for the fact that the failure of the Nazis had exposed
him to the vengeance of others.

It was the "banality of evil" that came vividly to mind when
Richard Nixon, the uprooted used-car salesman from middle America
came onto the television screens on Tuesday night. There was an

obvious, almost touching desire on his part that Americans listen to

and believe the vacuous platitudes about freedom and democracy and
peace that he was speaking, a sincerity that not even the ill-concealed,

self-satisfied smirk on his face could quite erase. And, of course.

Americans did believe him. That day, they had swarmed to the polls to

overwhelmingly elect him over McGovern, the anti-war liberal, who.
never radical to begin with, and only too willing to compromise his

policy platforms tor the sake of power, had nevertheless been
stigmatized as something of an extremist. On Tuesday night, when
America rejected the only-too-moderate Democrat in favour of the

clearly right-wing Richard Nixon, in spite of the endless string of

broken promises, in spite of the Pentagon papers and the Watergate
affair, in spite of abundant evidence of corruption in Washington, in

spite of the murder of countless Vietnamese, it was only too clear why
the German people were able to elect the government they did in

1933.

Perhaps the most galling thing for American liberals in these

post-election days has been the comparison of Nixon's landslide

victory to that of Roosevelt in 1936. That Nixon, the unsavouriness of

whose record is perhaps unmatched among holders of the Presidency
(or is it just that it has been more publicized?), should be compared to

FDR, almost a saint to many who see themselves as being in the

tradition of progressive American liberalism — well, it is infuriating.

I sat at my desk and got on with my Job. — Adolph Eichmann

The grounds for their anger, however, are largely illusory. For

while American voters have been casting their ballots, and while the

vast majority of American intellectuals have been acting as apologists

for the American power structure, and for the ideological tradition that

nourishes them, a new breed of American historians has emerged.

And they have systematically, and thoroughly, cut the ground away
from under all the accepted interpretations of American history. The
old cliches are no longer valid.

A new generation of American revisionist and New Left historians

(although (hey remain a minority, of course, even among their peers)

has dedicated itself to demolishing the dominant myths of the United

States. Historians and critics such as Gabriel and Joyce Kolko (The

Triumph of Conservatism, The Roots of American Foreign Policy, The
Politics of War, and The Limits ot Power). David Horowitz (From Yalta

to Vietnam, Empire and Revolution, Containment and Revolution,

Corporations and the Cold War), Walter LaFeber (America, Russia,

and the Cold War), Gar Alperovitz (Atomic Diplomacy), Barton

Bernstein (Towards a New Past). Marvin Gettleman and David
Mermelstein (The Failure of American Liberalism). Noam Chomsky
(American Power and the New Mandarins, At War With Asia). Harry

Magdoff (The Age of Imperialism), Willia

American Diplomacy, The Contpurs Q
Domhoff (The Higher Circles), _ -jyd (5

New Deal Diplomacy), James Weinsteii

Liberal State and For a New America)
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And the effect was to save American capitalism in the time of its
greatest crisis. As Barton Bernstein states, "The liberal reforms of the
New Deal did not transofrm the American system; they conserved and
protected American corporate capitalism, occasionally by absorbing
parts of threatening programs. There was no significant redistribution
of power in American society, only limited recognition of other
organized groups. .

."

What the New Deal represented was an important stage in the
evolution of American liberalism to fit the changed situation of the
American political and economic order. Laissez-faire had been the
liberalism which corresponded to the ideological needs of the
governing classes during the era of competitive capitalism. Coming
into existence as a progressive reaction to the stifling hand of
government which survived from feudal and mercantile times, laissez-
faire made possible the accumulation of wealth that could best occur
when the government interfered least in the internal workings of the
economy. In this period, the government acted primarily as an umpire
between business interests, making sure that the rules of 'fair

competition were not transgressed openly.
Competitive laissez-faire capitalism, however, had inevitably led

by the end of the nineteenth century to big business, oligopoly, and
monopoly. The ideology of free competition now corresponded less
and less to the facts, although for a time the principles of the free
market, free enterprise, and individual initiative, while increasingly
more myths than reality, were both useful shields for the monopolists'
power, and firmly believed in by them. It was the New Deal, more than
anything else, that marked acceptance by the corporate leaders and
the politicians. The process, however, had been under way for

decades.

The executive of the modern state Is but a committee for

managing the affairs of the whole bourgeoisie. — Karl Marx

Perhaps one of the most enlightening essays in the Radosh and
Rothbard book is the one discussing James Burnham. an intellectual
who was a Communist in the 1930's, but who later moved to the far

right, and who argued in his Managerial Revolution, written in his later
period, that the repugnant features of the old capitalism had been
made obsolete by the separation of ownership and control in modern
corporations. Now, Burnham and others like him argued. — John
Kenneth Galbraith is the premier example of the 1960's —
corporations were controlled by men whose interests were the public
welfare, not profit.

On one level, the thesis has been refuted by writers who have
shown that ownership and management are in fact still very closely
tied in corporations, and that at any rate economic survival makes it

imperative that corporations try to maximize profits. On another level,

it is clear why radicals such as Burnham accepted and applauded the
society consolidated by the New Deal. What they rejected was the
anarchy of competition and the market, and the inhumanity it

produced. What they advocated was planning, doing away with the
unregulated market, stronger labour unions, welfare measures, and
state regulation of. and participation in, the economy, things they
associated with left-wing ideology. But precisely these things were
now being demanded by the leading representatives of the capitalism
system. Capitalism, it seemed was slowly evolving into socialism, it

seemed, and all without the excesses being reported from the Soviet
Union! A new social order, neither capitalism or socialism, it seemed,
was coming into existence. Thus the new corporate state capitalism
won the adherence of many of those who had been formerly among its

harshest critics. Liberalism claimed its own once again.

In the field of foreign policy, as well, revisionist historians have
fundamentally re-interpreted American history. They have shown that

the U.S. has a history of expansion, physical, economic, and military,

since its earliest days. It is only the form of the expansion that has
differed.

Thus, in the 1890's, the Open Door Policy, portrayed as
opposition to European imperialsim, was actually an attempt by the

U.S. to break into markets controlled by the European powers who
held concessions there. The rhetoric of justice and freedom that

accompanied it was deeply and sincerely meant, but freedom for an
American quite obviously included freedom of trade, wherever
American business wanted to go.^

My department Is your department; the ambassadors, the
ministers and consuls are all yours. It Is their business to look
after your Interests and to guard your rights.

— William Jennings Bryan, Secretary of State, addressing
American businessmen
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Similarly, the "isolationism" of the 1920's and 1930"s was
opposition to military involvement outside the borders of the U.S. But
in no way was it opposition to economic expansion; on the contrary, it

was assumed that only in a world where nations did not have foreign
entanglements would the optimum atmosphere for American business
abroad exist. Again, the liberal belief in an ordered, law-abiding
community of nations, free of military alliances, in no way contradicted
the desire for trade and investment in all parts of the globe.

And when the Second World War propelled the U.S. into the role
of the world's leading military power, the nation did not hesitate to
accept its new position. U.S. military involvement extended
everywhere, protecting American investments and maintaining the
status quo against popular uprisings. The process was accompanied
by the rhetoric of anti-communism, but anti-communism came to have
a special meaning in Cold War America: anything the U.S. did not
approve of, anything that went counter to its Interests, was
communist-inspired, and could legitimately be intervened in. It was
the U.S., not the Soviet Union, that was the instigator of the Cold War,
the revisionists have shown, and the impact of their impeccably
documented evidence and conclusions is still being felt in intellectual
circles.

What can one say about a country where a museum of science
in a great city can feature an exhibit in which people Are
machine guns from a helicopter at Vietnamese huts, with a
light flashing when a hit is scored? What can one say about a
country where such an idea can even be considered?

— Noam Chomsky

In the light of this history, it is a little easier to see why the
comparison of Nixon and Roosevelt is not quite so outrageous as it

might seem at first glance.

Both lie squarely within the tradition of American corporate
liberalism; both accepted foreign involvements and intervention,
seeing them both as good for the world's people, and good for
American business; both accepted the basic tenets of state capitalism:
government regulation of the economy, planning, intimate
interlocking of government and corporate sectors. No fundamental
antagonism between them was perceived by either.

It was Roosevelt who presided over the working out of one phase
of the adjustment of American capitalism to changed conditions and
needs. It was during his term that the changing relation of the state
and business sector received a new definition, and that the U.S.
moved onto the world stage as the premier power, but one threatened
by the power of the Soviet Union.

Surely the second Coming is at hand. — W. B. Yeats

And it is Richard Nixon who has presided over the working out of

a new stage in international relations. It is he who finalized the detente,

developing over the last decade, with the Soviet Union, and with

China. What it amounts to is a massive consolidation of imperialism a
stabilization of the world order that can have untold benefits for an
American capitalist class worried that its grip on empire was
threatened. The problems of international balance of trade and
currency have been confronted. And domestically, the lid has been
clamped on unrest, and the allegiance of a large part of the American
population to the new order solidified. What may perhaps be the final

phase in this new stage, the imposition of wage and price controls to

bring inflation and unemployment within manageable proportions,

seems to be under way.

If Richard Nixon can successfully complete all that he has set out
to do, he could well equal FRanklin Roosevelt in importance. For the

rest of the world, for those outside the new consensus within the U.S.

or without, it will likely mean what the period of American hegemony
has meant thus far: rivers of blood, and years of darkness. But the

previous adjustments of American liberalism, despite an immense
capacity to adapt, have not been able to prevent the contradictions of

capitalism from emerging anew, and with even greater force. Therein

lies hope.

A New History of Leviathan,

Ronald Radosh and Murray Rothbard,

Dutton Paperback,

$3.45

Ulll Diemer
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The politics of housework

oppression and liberation

through struggle at home.

Women find that they are trapped in their homes by housework, unable to get out and lead
lives of their own.

Housework. What? You say

this is all trivial? Wonderful!

That's what I thought. It seems
perfectly reasonable. We both

had careers, both had to work a

couple of days a week to earn

enough to live on, so why
shouldn't we share the
housework? So I suggested it to

my mate and he agreed — most
men are too hip to turn you down
flat. You're right, he said. It's only

fair.

Then an interesting thing

happened. I can only explain it by
stating that we women have been
brainwashed more than even we
imagine. Probably too many
years of seeing media-women
coming over their shiny waxed
floors or breaking down over

their dirty shirt collars. Men have
no such conditioning. They
recognize the essential fact of

housework right from the very
beginning. Which is that it stinks.

Here's my list of dirty chores:

buying groceries, carting them
home and putting them away;
cooking meals and washing dis-

hes and pots; doing the laundry;

digging out the place when things

get out of control; washing floors.

The list could go on but the sheer
necessities are bad enough. All of

us have to do these jobs, or get

someone else to do them for us.

The longer my husband con-
templated these chores, the more
repulsed he became, and so
proceeded the change from the
normally sweet considerate Dr.

Jekyll into the crafty Mr. Hyde
who would stop at nothing to

avoid the horrors of —
housework. As he felt himself

backed into a corner laden with
dirty dishes, brooms, mops and
reeking garbage, his front teeth

grew longer and pointier, his

fingernails haggled and his eyes
grew wild. Housework trivial? Not
on your life! Just try to share the
burden.

So ensued a dialogue that's

been going on for several years.

Here are some of the high points.

'I don't mind sharing the

housework, but I don't do it very

well. We should each do the

things we're best at.'

Meaning: Unfortunately I'm no
good at things like washing dis-

hes or cooking. What I do best is

a little light carpentry, changing
light bulbs, moving furniture.

(How often do you move
furniture?)

Also meaning: Historically the
lower classes (Blacks and
women) have had hundreds of

years doing menial jobs. It would
be a waste of manpower to train

someone else to do them now.

Also meaning: I don't like the
dull stupid boring Jobs, so you
should do them.

'I don't mind sharing the work,
but you'll have to show me how
to do It.*

Meaning: I ask a lot of

questions and you'll have to show
me everything, everytime I do it

because I don't remember so
good. Also, don't try to sit down
and read while I'm doing my jobs
because I'm going to annoy hell

out of you until it's easier to do
them yourself.

'We used to be happy!' (Said
whenever it was his turn to do
something.)

Meaning: I used to be so
happy.

Also meaning: Life without
housework is bliss. No quarrel
here. Perfect agreement.
'We have different standards,

and why should I have to work to

your standards. That's unfair.'

Meaning: If I begin to get
bugged by the dirt and crap, I will

say This place sure is a sty' or
'How can anyone live like this?'

and wait for your reaction. I know
that all women have a sore called
guilt over a messy house or
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housework is ultimately my
responsibility. If I rub this sore
long and hard enough it'll bleed
and you'll do the work. I can
outwait you.

Also meaning: I can provoke
innumerable scenes over the
housework issue. Eventually,

doing all the housework yourself

will be less painful to you than
trying to get me to do half.

'I've got nothing against

sharfng the housework, but you
can't make me do it on your
schedule.'

Meaning: passive resistance.

I'll do it when I damn well please,

if at all. If my job is doing dishes
it's easier to do them once a
week. If taking out laundry, once
a month. If washing the floors,

once a year. If you don't like it, do
it yourself oftener, and then I

won't do it at all.

'I hate it more than you. You
don't mind it so much.'

Meaning: Housework is

shitwork. It's the worst crap I've

ever done. It's degrading and
humiliating for someone of my
intelligence to do it. But for

someone of your intelligence. . .

'Housework is too trivial to

even talk about.'

Meaning: It's even more trivial

to do. Housework is beneath my
status. My purpose In life is to

deal with matters of significance.

Yours is to deal with matters of

insignificance. You should do the

housework.
'In animal societies, wolves, for

example, the top animal is usually

a male even where he is not

chosen for brute strength but on
the basis of cunning and in-

telligence. Isn't that interesting?'

Meaning: I have historical,

psychological, anthropological

and biological justification for

keeping you down. How can you
ask the top wolf to be equal?

'Women's Liberation isn't really

a political movement.'
Meaning: The Revolution is

coming too close to home.
Also meaning: I am only

interested in how I am op-
pressed, not how I oppress
others. Therefore, the war and
the university are political.

Women's Liberation is not.

'Man's accomplishments have
always depended.on getting help

from other people, mostly
women. What great man would

have accomplished what he did if

he had to do his own
housework?'

Meaning: Oppression is built

into the system and I as the male
receive the benefits of this

system. I don't want to give them
up.

POSTSCRIPTS
Participatory democracy

begins at home. If you are plan-
ning to implement your politics

there are certain things to
remember.

1. He is feeling it more than
you. He's losing some leisure and
you're gaining it. The measure of

your oppression is his resistance.

2. It is a traumatizing

experience for someone who has
always thought of himself as
being against any oppression or

exploitation of one human being
by another to realize that in his

daily life he has been accepting
and implementing (and
benefiting from) this exploitation;

that his rationalization is little

different from that of the racist

who says 'Niggers don't feel pain'

{women don't mind doing the

shitwork), and that the oldest

form of oppression in history has

been the oppression of 50 per

cent of the population by the

other 50 per cent.

3. Arm yourself with some
knowledge of the psychology of

oppressed peoples everywhere
and a few facts about the animal
kingdom. I admit playing top wolf

or who runs the gorillas is silly but

as a;last resort men bring it up all

the time. Talk about bees. If you
feel really hostile, bring up the

sex life of spiders. After sex, she
bites o^f his head.
The psychology of oppressed

peoples is not silly. Blacks,
women, and immigrants have all

employed the same psy-
chological mechanisms to sur-

vive. Admiring the oppressor,
glorifying the oppressor, wanting

to be like the oppressor, wanting
the oppressor to like them.

4. Keep checking up.
Periodically consider who's ac-
tually doing the jobs. These
things have a way of backsliding
so that a year later once again the
woman is doing everything. Use
timesheets if necessary. Al.so

bear in mind what the worst jobs
are, namely the ones that have to

be done every day or several
times a day. Also the ones that

are dirty — it's more pleasant to

pick up books, newspapers, etc.,

than to wash dishes. Alternate the
bad jobs. It's the daily rigid grind
that gets you down. Also make
sure that you don't have the
responsibility for the housework
with occasional help from him. Til

cook dinner for you tonight' im-
plies that it's really your job and
isn't he a nice guy to do some of it

for you.

5. Most men had a bachelor life

during- which they did not starve

or become encrusted with crud
or buried under the litter. There is

a taboo that says that women
mustn't strain themselves in the
presence of men — we haul
around fifty pounds of groceries if

we have to but aren't allowed to

open a jar if there is someone
around to do it for us. The reverse
side of the coin is that men aren't

supposed to be able to take care
of themselves without a woman.
Both are excuses for making
women do the housework.

6. Beware of the double
whammy. He won't do the little

things he always did because
you're now a 'Liberated Woman',
right? Of course, he won't do
anything else either. . .

I was just finishing this when
my husband came in and asked
what I was doing. Writing a paper
on housework. Housework? he
said. Housework? Oh my god
how trivial can you get. A paper
on housework: Pal Malnardl

Men and women both have trouble staying afloat In the sea of troubles that capitalism

engulfs them In. At the same time, however, women are doubly oppressed, by men.
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33 St. George Street.

For further information contact;

Ms. Elizabeth Paterson, International

Student Centre. 928-2038.

Allegheny Airlines

helps you beat
the waiting game

And saves you up to 25%.

Allegheny's Young Adult Cord lets you
fly whenever you want to (even

holidays) and still gel advance
reservations.

If you're between 12

and 22, what are you
waiting for? Stop by any
Allegheny ticket counter

and purchase your

Young Adult Card.

Allegheny also occepts

all other major airlines'

Young Adult Cards

ALLEGHENY AIR SYSTEM^
We have a lor more going for you.
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ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPER service.

Originality, quality, and security dictate our policy.

Phone: 923-1964

ijork Centennial

(Theatre
PRESENTS

THE DIARY
OF

ANNE FRANK
Dramatized by

Directed by
FrancfiS A(bfirt

Donald H. Ford Goodrich Hackett

NOV. 3rd TO 18th NIGHTLY 8.45 P.M.

BOX OFFICE OPEN FROM 2 PM
TICKETS STUDENTS

$2.50
AND

$2.00 924-8950

CENTRAL LIBRARY THEATRE
COLLEGE & ST. GEORGE

Arts
and Sciences

FinalYear
Students

Today, the Chartered Accountantplays one
of the most exciting roles in business management

He tackles complex and fascinating problems.
For the professionally-trained man

the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon
representatives, on campus

Nov; 13, 14, 15 and 16
Appointments should be made through the

Student Placement Office

If this time is not convenient, please contact us directly

Clarkson, Gordon & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax Saml John • Quebec Montreal Ottawa • Toronto
Hamillon • Kitchener . London • Windsor . Thunder Bay

Winmpeq • Retjina • Calgary . Edmonton - Vancouver . Victoria

A Noranda group representative

will be on campus

November 15

to interview bachelor graduates

in the engineering disciplines.

For further information, consult

your placement office.

A vibrant view of Kafka's universe

stuns senses in Kurt Reis' Trial
"Sure. I read The Trial," a friend remarked

to me, after I told her I would be seeing the

adaptation of the novel by Franz Kafka now
playing at the St. Lawrence Centre. "I never

finished it, actually. . .
" she added sheepishly.

We then compared notes, for I, too, had to admit

that I had abandoned the protagonist Joseph K.

in some corridor before his final demise.

There was no temptation to abandon
Joseph K. as he was presented Tuesday night at

the St. Lawrence Centre. The production of Kurt

Reis assaulted the senses, titillated the im-

agination, and was thus, in every sense of the

word, a work exploiting the potentials of the

theatrical medium.
Its text, a translation of the dramatization by

Andre Gide and Jean-Louis Barrault, gives quite

a direct, unadorned impression of Joseph K.'s

"arrest" and journey into the nightmare of

bureaucracy, corruption, cruelty, suffering and,

above all, illogic, from which he is destined

never to escape. It would be interesting to learn

how precise the directions for actors and
designers were, in fact, for only then could we
attempt to measure the ingenuity found in this

production apart from the dialogue. Faced with

a new production of a translation of an
adaptation of a novel which had an incredible

impact on the literary world (whew!), it is

probably best to close the door to this Kafka-like

maze of preconceptions and concentrate on the

stage during the two-and-one-half hour play.

The first half of the play communicates in a
variety of ways the world of average, successful

businessman Joseph K. as it is gradually being
invaded by irrational forces beyond his control.

We see him wake up to the music of a clock
radio and perform an incredibly "normal"
toilette before an imaginary mirror that happens
to be the audience. The inane "mood music"
that emerges at different times contrasts the

jarring bells and electronic sounds that suggest
the trial that alters the normal course of his life.

Briain Petchey stresses the petty vanity of

the young executive in a burlesque style of

acting which is echoed in his relations with

others. This exaggerated comic interpretation is

found above all in the sexual encounters. We
meet the lecherous landlady, Mrs. Grubach
(Jennifer Phipps) whose eager arms are aban-

The Czech writer Franz Kafka stands against Prague, the inspiration for his tales ol despair.

SAC Forum
MUNICIPAL ELECTION

DAVID CROMBIE JACKIE HENDERSON

TONY O'DONOHUE PAUL RIMSTEAD

DAVID ROTENBERG

DEBATES ROOM - HART HOUSE
MONDAY 2:00 P.M.

THIS WEEKEND:

FULL TILT BOOGIE BAND
and

SNAP, CRACKLE, & POP

STARTING MONDAY:

DETROIT WHEELS
and

WHISKEY HOWL

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Spadina at College

TWO ROOMS
TWO DANCE FLOORS
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doned for the frustrated arms of Miss Burstner
(Vivian Reis). In both cases, the protagonist is

the object of passion rather than the aggressor,
with comic results.

He is the passive victim, as well, in the initial

arrest and questioning, which seem a game for
which he has not been prepared. In his busy
office, admirably represented by a stream of
mechanized, gray-clad bureaucrats scurrying
through the different levels of the stage, -he
knows the rules of the game. The unexplained
arrest, at this point only a psychological and not
a physical fact, leaves him in helpless agitation.

Joseph K.'s trial becomes an increasingly
large part of his existence, until he loses his
bravado in the second act, and admits that
perhaps he didn't take it seriously enough at
first. The atmosphere changes from one of
bizarre comedy to grotesque horror. Leni,
webbed-fingered nymphomaniac (where "ac-
cused men" are concerned), scurries back and
forth like a little rodent at the residence of the
decrepit lawyer, Huld, (Claude Bede). Huld is

also tended upon by an ancient, blind chief clerk
and a repulsive, accused man called Block
(Ronald Bishop) whose chief occupation is

kissing Huld's feet. The sense of strangulation
and repugnance felt by the'protagonist crescen-
do during his encounter with the homosexual
portraitist, Tltorelli, and his hoard of clinging,
taunting brats. The artist is owned by the law, as

is the chaplain who finally convinces K. that he
has no hope of escape.

The performances are first-rate, From the
haunting chorus of the accused to the non-
speaking roles there is an amazing unity of style
in this production. Briain Petchey above all,

.carries his role sensitively, evolving from a
buffoonish victim of the system he incarnates to
a pathetic wreck left to die "like a dog".

Multilevel platforms, multipurpose metal
crate-like constructions with wooden tops ser-
ving as furnishings, a few long staircases, and a
rising underground level all contributed to the
impression of a labyrinth of the mind. Lighting
effectively defines the areas of the stage being
used, and makes transitions and rapports
among the various levels an eloquent aspect of
the play.

Kurt Reis has given a vibrant view of
Kafka's universe, and it makes for powerful
theatre. Orson Welles treated the same theme in

film, and with the obvious advantage of film

techniques to distort reality, created a much less
human and engaging interpretation. He gave far

less emphasis to the sexual themes, and his
Joseph K. seemed obviously repressed and
guilt-ridden.

The Trial will probably inspire more
interpretations to come, but for sheer apprecia-
tion of effective theatre, I recommend this one.

Eleanor Coleman

French groups on campus explore

possibilities ofmore Quebec works
There we were, Danielle, Michel et moi, (and

myself, I mean), sitting in a crowded Honey-Dew
restaurant, incongruous setting for a discussion
of French cultural activities on campus. Danielle
Zanna, instructor at Victoria College, and
Michael Macina, a fourth year French major
from St. Michael's are each directing produc-
tions that together form the Soiree Poelico now
seen at the UC Playhouse.
The two first described to me the content of

Soiree. It is delightful, cabaret-style enter-
tainment. Macina's production of Christoph
Colomb by the late Belgian playwright Michel de
Ghelderode is a light, humorous work, and
Mademoiselle Zanna's Troupe Cafe-Theatre
presents a series of sketches, songs, poems,
and a one-act play by Jean Tardieu. The
atmosphere during the performance of these
modern works is warm and informal; the result

is fun for audience and performers alike.

Danielle, shaking her lioness coiffure, and
giving me the impression of a Barbra Streisand

"a la francaise" explained the philosophy behind
the choice of material.

Danielle — Why should French theatre in a
university setting always be restricted to the

classics? Moliere is so overdone and com-
plicated to produce, whereas the new works...

(She looks down suddenly at her order of

chicken-in-a-basket)... My God! How do they

expect me to eat this? I've got to get a plate!

(Rapid sortie)

moi — Where do you find your actors? Aren't

there language problems — intonation and
pronunciation, for example?

Michel — We get people from all the colleges.

Mostly those specializing in French, of course.

(He looks thoughtful for a moment). Sure,

there's a fair amount of difficulty with the text

sometimes. You need to coach them...

Danielle — (In between mouthfuls of chicken)

Yes, but you know... in the past year of the

Troupe (the tone of voice and rolled "r" seem to

capitalise it), the members improved their

French fantastically. Its the way to learn the

lanquaoe. We work alot on phonetics... Listen, I

have to have an express. Otherwise I will sleep.
Let's go, O.K.? (Michel helps Danielle slink into

her enormous sheep-skin coat. I don my leather
jacket, declining his offer of assistance. Ten
minutes later we are "a table" in the Jack and Jill

cafe).

moi — Have you considered working with
French-Canadian materials, Danielle?

Danielle — Oh yes, of course. I want to look
into the literature of Quebec, but to find the kind
of thing the Cafe-Theatre needs requires some
time... The Glendon campus has a large body of

Quebecois, both students and professors. They
are very unreceptive to French culture there.

Everything has to be pure Quebecois, you know.
But I am very open to material from French
Canada...

moi — (delicately) There really could be more
happening on campus in the way of French and
Quebecois culture, you probably agree... Do you
see any possibility of the various French clubs

getting together?

Michel — That's what should happen. The
clubs are incredibly isolated... Ca[hy Sumer
(president of the University College Cercle Fran-

cat's) thinks that uniting the clubs would be a

good idea. Nothing has been done on it for this

year, though.

Danielle — The Cafe Theatre performed at

the first meeting of the Cercle Francais you
know. Oh, yes! And I nearly forgot to tell you. We
will have a special place in Victoria College from
now on. Its a room next to the language
laboratory, and we will decorate with posters...

Moulin Rouge, you know... and flowers and pink
lights. It will be called Le Cafe Theatre. We'll

perform there in early December, I think. Oh,
God! What time is it? (Michael and I are

immediately on our feet).

Later on I was walking along Yonge Street,

trying to remember what John Evans (president
of U of T) had mentioned on the subject of

cooperation rather than competition among the

colleges. I couldn't think straight, though. I kept
hearing the melody Heure Exquise.

Eleanor Coleman

Hundreds of

Poplin, Nylons,

Leathers, Meltons,

Corduroys, Jackets

SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95

WHY PAY MORE!
WE PHINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT

CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO.
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO

PHONE 486-0997 486-0999

OkunqaMtr*
peakO

Trice/a.fheir
bottom

30 superbly
groomed (rails.

10 lifts

accommodating
7,500 skiers per hour,
including

the only gondola lift

in Eastern Canada

2050' vertical drop (It's a real kick)
• Beginner's slopes (Look at me!)

• 5 day ski week: use of lifls $25., lifts & lessons $35.
• Season from November to May

mont ste-anne p-o
.
B0x4o,Beau P re,

Province of Quebec^ . (418)692-0835

Toronto ski reports phone
number (416) 483-4510

CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair

NOW APPEARING:

SPECIAL THIS SATURDAY
3 SHOWS

7:30 - 9:30 - 12 MIDNITE
REGULAR SATURDAY MIDNITE SHOWS WILL CONTINUE
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THIS MAN IS GUILTY BY BIRTH

Yurij Shukhevych and his 2 year old son, 1972

Yurij Shukhevych, Age 39. Ukrainian political prisoner. Since the
age of 15, he has spent 20 years in Soviet concentration camps.
Yurij's guilt: being the son of a man who led the Ukrainian
Resistance against Hitler and Stalin during World War II.

".
. . They continue to persecute my mother. Many people

continue to suffer imprisonment. All this happens
under the resounding declarations about justice and
legality ... I torn to you because it may happen
that in a few months time a new crime will be
committed against me: they will again fabricate a
new case to get me sentenced for the third time ..."

Yurij Shukhevych, 28th July, 1967

^
Camp 17, Ozerny, Mordovian ASSR.

° On September 12, 1972. Shukhevych was again sentenced at a
secret trial to 10 years in hard labour camps and 5 years exile.

WHAT CAN HIS SON EXPECT?
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Arlo, son of Woodie,
returns to T-town

The Varsity 17

The first time Arlo Guthrie appeared in
Toronto was in 1967 at the age of 20.
Having just begun his professional career,
the booking at the now defunct (and then
out-of-the-way) coffeehouse, The Seven
of Clubs, was hoped to attract audiences
who wanted to see the son of the
legendary folk hero, Woody Guthrie.
Something must have clicked, 'cause Arlo
was soon back in Toronto at the Riverboat,
and there wererumblings about his per-
formance of a hilarious half-hour-long
song.

Arlo cut his first album in the summer of
that same year and it featured his 18
minute version Alice's Restaurant on side
one. There were few rock FM radio
stations around at the time (CHUM-FM
didn't change to a rock format until a year
later) and AM stations wouldn't touch a
song of that length. There was. however, a
progressive station in Boston that did play
the entire song and it soon developed a
large underground following. Alice's
Restaurant hit the Toronto airwaves
through the Ryerson station CJRT-FM on
the Joe Lewis Saturday folk show. But by
then most radio stations were beginning to
accept the reality of longer aibum cuts,
and criticism of the US draft system and
the Vietnam war was no longer taboo. So
Arlo's song even made the CKFH playlist.

although usually in two parts.

It took quite a while, but Alice's
Restaurant became a runaway hit. The
humourous story line attracted the atten-
tion of director Arthur Penn (Bonnie and
Clyde and Little Big Man) who put the
ironical tale of Arlo's rejection from army
service on film. All the principals in Arlo's
real life drama were in the movie, in-

cluding officer Obee, Alice and of course
Arlo himself. The success of the 1969 film,

again boosted sales of the album so one

would think Arlo could retire by now.
But Woody's kid was really interested in

music, not the green stuff, and continued
writing and singing. His second album,
Arlo. featured self-penned material and a
couple of humouristic-musical pieces in
the Alice's Restaurant vein. The third
album was a break from the past though.
Running Down The Road contained
straight songs — comedy was out. And
besides Arlo's own songs, which were
clearly several cuts above those on the
premier album, he showed his hand at
musical interpretation of several other
artists' material. It's a likeable album even
now, but there were a couple of thin spots.
Unfortunately few record buyers knew or
cared that it existed.

Interest in Arlo Guthrie was renewed to
some extent by his appearance in the
Woodstock movie and LP, which gave
exposure to his dope smuggling song,
Coming Into Los Angeles. Washington
County, released about a year and a half
ago, was a melodically mature collection
of Guthrie compositions augmented by a
few other tunes. It really proved that Arlo
was a serious, very capable songwriter.
The latest album, Hobo's Lullaby, is

aimed in a new direction not musically but
structurally. Arlo has concentrated on per-
forming and1 interpreting and has
significantly dimmed the spotlight on his
composing talents by trimming the
number of his own songs to two.
Musicianship is most certainly maintained
at a high level with the backup talents of
numerable well knowns including. Ry
Cooder, Hoyt Axton, Jim Keltner
(Harrison's percussion man on Bangla
Desh), Fritz Richmond, and Linda Ron-
stadt. The sound is contemporary folk with
some soft country undercurrents and sets
the background for hobo journeys

Arlo Guthrie, star and writer of song and movie Alice's Restaurant.
through train yards, union halls, bars, and
prisons.

As he's done on the last three albums,
Arlo sings one of Woody's songs. The
1913 Massacre is one of the elder
Guthrie's more melodic pieces. Arlo
phrases with conviction and reverence
recounting the harrassment of copper
miners and their families at a Christmas
celebration, by "scabs" and "copper boss
thug men" that leads to the death of 73
children. The simple arrangement and
fresh vocal quality in Dylan's When the
Ship Comes In makes that song too, billow
and come alive with a relevant vigor.

Arlo's own tunes are good as any he's
written. Days are Short is a quiet lyrical
reflection that gets driven along by Ry
Cooder's subtle slide guitar complements.
But it's strangely a Steve Goodman com-
position, The City of New Orleans, that
attracts a lot of attention on the album.
The song has become familiar to AM
listeners and brought Arlo into the Top 40.

Hobo's Lullaby grows on you and a few
careful listenings are most rewarding. If

you can get into it, you might note thaf Arlo
is slated to appear at O'Keefe Centre next
week.

Allan Mandell

A LETTER FROM AVRAAM SHIFRIIM
(Russian-born Avraam Shifrin settled in Israel in 1970. From 1952 to 1962 be was an immate of Soviet con-
centration camps.)

People! You who live in cozy apartments, who eat three meals a day. You who don't know the terrors of arrest and the
distress for those who are left behind - family and children. You who express your indignation about the persecution of
Manolis Glesos and Angela Davis.

I want to shout to your faces: where is your conscience?

Once again arrests are being conducted in the USSR, once again people are being thrown into jails, and yet you remain
silent. Your governments want "friendly relations" with criminals who tyrannize over their own people "We do not get
involved in internal affairs." How convenient! Let them oppress and murder the Czechs, Hungarians, Ukrainians Jews
and dozens of other nations - your conscience sleeps. Yet, all the Glesoses and Davises can shout and you hear them - the
press and TV are at their beck and call.

Whereas, in the USSR, my friend, Yuriy Shukhevych has just been arrested and he can't shout - they've sealed his lips.

I sat with Yuriy in the same concentration camp, and he had been there for 20 years. And now he has been arrested
again. Again the persecution of his family, again his children without bread.

The sole "crime" of the Ukrainian, Yuriy Shukhevych, consists in the fact that he is the son of General Shukhevych
who courageously fought against the enslavement of the Ukrainians. The sole "crime" of Yuriy consists in the fact that he"
loves his country - and in Ukraine one cannot be a Ukrainian. And so, after 20 years of prison, Yura is once again in jail.

He is silent. You won't hear him. But I, a Jew, (who is) proud of being a nationalist, appeal to you, citizens of the free
world: Help Yuriy Shukhevych. Demand that the Soviet authorities let him go.

Jerusalem

May 18, 1972
Avraam Shift-in

SUPPORT YURIY SHUKHEVYCH! EXPRESS YOUR SOLIDARITY WITH THOSE
PEOPLE IN UKRAINE AND OTHER SOVIET REPUBLICS WHO ARE PREPARED

TO SUFFER TO OBTAIN BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS!

ATTEND RALLY AT
NATHAN PHILLIPS SQUARE

ON SATURDAY, NOV. 11, 1972 - AT 3:00 P.M.

A
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movies

itsub

Last week Giant was on TV and I

watched as much as I could stand of that

fat, boring, stupid movie. The one thing

that kept me going was James Dean: his

part was just as dumb as the rest but he
had a presence so real that it hasn't dated
a bit. His myth may have been preserved
by his death, but it wasn't created by it: he
was great. If you get channel 29, Rebel
Without a Cause is on tonight. It you are of

my vintage it should provide not only

nostalgia, but proof that we were right

about James Dean. Incidentally, had Dean
lived, he would now be in his forties.

It's an interesting week at the Roxy:
tonight there's Peter Brook's King tear.
Brook is perhaps the most brilliant theatre

person alive, but many found his Lear
austere to the point of boredom. I don't
like Shakespeare, so I didn't go. Saturday
there's Sacco and Vanzetti, not so good a
movie, but good political history, of the
kind that has been almost universally

suppressed by the movies. Monday is One
(long) Day In the Life ot Ivan Denfsovitch.
Despite lovely little Solzhenitzyn ab-
surdities (Ivan's sentence to Siberia is for
3653 days, the extra three days being for
leap years) the film is too excruciatingly
close to the real thing. Tom Courtney is

too convincing for pleasure. Tuesday
there is Pasolini's much considered
Teorema. I liked thinking back on it better
than sitting through it. And Wednesday it's

the greatest movie ever, Truffaut's Jules
and Jim. All showings at 7:30 and 10, $.99.
Sunday night at St. Mike's it's Hitchcock's
classic Strangers on a Train, and that
afternoon at the Revue it's Max Ophul's
Lola Montez. Max Ophuls is Marcel
Ophuls' (The Sorrow and the Pity) father.
The Kensington Cinema (65 565

College at Manning) is having a Rolling
Stones Festival this weekend. On Sunday
you can catch, from 3:30 pm on, Ned
Kelly, T.A.M.I., Performance, and Gimme
Shelter, 99c a throw.

A few weeks ago we asked plaintively, is

there anybody out there? A. Brody is, and
wrote to confirm our criticism of OISE as
no place to go to a movie.

This Sunday's Music to See on CBC at 5
pm features a concert of renaissance
music, songs and dances presented by
the noted Huggett Family. Selections will
be by Jacob Obrecht, Ockegem, Herman
Schein and Byrd. Over thirty performers
are to be involved in the production.

At Scarborough College on November
12, the Canadian Wind Consort, will per-
form serenades and marches for oboes,
horns and bassoon with Christopher
Weait, Eugene Rittich and Melvin Berman.
The works are by Handel, J. C. Bach and
his brother, C. P. E. Bach. A work by Keith
Bissell receives its premiere at the con-
cert.

The first concert in the Faculty of
Music's Sunday Afternoon Series features
duo-pianists Elyaklm Taussig and
Kathryn Root. The concert is at 3 pm and
is $2 for students. The thing is supposed
to be something of a free-for-all with
snatches from Merodach, Elizabethan vir-
ginal duets, Reger, Brahms, Brant Pao-
anini.

a

Narclso Yepes will perform with the
Chamber Players on November 13 at the
Town Hall. The chamber group will first
play Joaquin Turina's La Oracion

playing works by Milan, de Mudarra, Le
Roy and J. S. Bach. The second half of the

concert will be made up of Vivaldi's con-
certo in D major and Rodrigo's Fantasio

Per Un Gentilhombre. Tickets are $3.50

and $4.50, and the performance begins,

as tor all Town Hall concerts, at 8:30 pm.
The same day at 5:05 pm Janet
MacFarlane will perform organ works ac-

companied by Alison Melville on recorder,

at Convocation Hall. It's free.

On November 15, the Collegium
Muslcum along with Sharon Tuttle, har-

psichord, and Robert Bid;, flute, will play

works by Bach, Blavet, Couperin, Handel,
Domenico Scarlatti and others at Trinity

Square at 8:30 pm. Single tickets are
$2.50, althdugh you can get this and two
other concerts left in the season for $6.

There will be a Hart House Noon Hour
Concert in the East Common Room on
November 16, 1 pm, with Angela
Mc Williams and her flute.

On CBC-FM, watch for Symphony Hall

this Sunday at 2:03 pm. Victor Feldbrill

conducts the Toronto Symphony in

Beethoven's fourth piano concerto, and
Sibelius' most popular symphony, the se-

cond. Opera Theatre at 7 pm the same day
features Herbert von Karajan's version of

Mozart's La Nozze dl Figaro, with Teresa
Berganza and the Vienna Philharmonic.
Brace yourself, and tune into Afternoon
Concert on Monday at 1 pm. Pretend you
don't hear the ever-affable hosts and just

listen to Bruckner's greatest symphony,
his sixth (hopefully the Klemperer per-
formance with the Philharmonia), and
music by Heinrich Schutz, the pre-
Bachian baroque master. Guitar fans
should tune into the Classical Guitar
program on Tuesday at 6:30. I'm afraid
you will have to suffer the hosts of
Afternoon Concert again on Wednesday
to hear Charles Ives sonic tour de force,
his second symphony. That evening at

seven, Choral Concert features part I of
Handel's Samson, with Karl Richter and
the Munich Bach-Choir and Orchestra.
This is a must for baroque choral music
fans, unless you already have the
recording.

Professor Richard Halsey of this
university has just completed a com-
puterized study to find out what the most
popular and highly regarded works of
"classical" music are. He discusses the

implications of Professor Halsey's new
book for the average music lover. Should
prove interesting. Musicscope on Friday at

8 features Lois Marshall and Maureen
Forrester in a CBC Celebrity Recital.

The friend with whom I saw Tom Rush
says Rush has American legs. The nice

thing about the Riverboat is that you can
come to conclusions like that. Even if you-

are in the 60 per cent of the house that

can't see his legs, you can touch him as he
goes by or at least conceive of it. Massey
Hall is so reverential.

Tom Rush, back at the Riverboat. is as
relaxed and aware as he used to be before
that stuff got swallowed in the concert
halls. Monday night he played mostly his

old songs: Galveston Flood, Who Do You
Love, Panama Ltd., which is like the
Beatles playing Twist and Shout. It was
nice to hear them again, and he played
them well, particularly Panama Ltd., his

old show-stopper. (People used to re-

quest it all the time.) Panama is a train

blues with all sorts of flashy guitar effects,

but Rush, this time more than any I can
remember, caught the sadness. After ten
years he was right into the meat of the
song like a good actor, not coasting a bit.

The trouble with the Riverboat demi-
concert policy is 'hat what you gain in

intimacy you lose in length: 35 to 50
minutes for $3 to $3.50. It is as if the
performers didn't realize that the house
turned over after each session. Rush and
his band of loyal Canadians seemed to hit

stride and disappear at the same time.
That they were cooking made the abrupt
exit more unsatisfying. I felt teased, (bob
bossin)

Tomorrow night at 8 pm Tom Rush will

be appearing (at length!) at The Meeting
Place in Scarborough College. Tickets,
reasonably priced at $3, are available at

SAC and Scarborough College Student
Society offices, and Sherman's Music
Centre.

There is a special event of sorts at

Fiddler's Green Coffeehouse (489-3001)
on Tuesday. Hamlsh Imlach — a sort of
Scottish Ledbelty — will be making one of
his very rare North American
appearances. Imlach is a brilliant

humourist and a fine guitar player whose
style ranges from blues to Scottish folk
songs. The Toronto Area Bluegrass peo-
ple are bringing in Cliff Waldren and The
New Shades of Grass for a special concert
tomorrow. Joe Grant will be in singing
French Canadian songs tonight. Admis- |
sion is $1 as always.

Grumbles continues its parade of
Canadian talent this week with the Hear-
taches Razz Band tonight and Alex Zelkin
tomorrow. David Ackles. a singer-
songwriter of note, who composed Road
to Cairo (recorded by Julie Driscoll), will

be in next week.
File under "I told you so": Both the Cat

Stevens concerts at Massey Hall

scheduled for Saturday and Sunday were
sold out early on the first morning that

tickets went on sale.

The distance between Stockbridge,

Massachussets and The City of New
Orleans is more than a few hundred miles
for Arlo Guthrie. Arlo will be in Toronto on
Thursday, November 16 to perform a solo
concert at O'Keefe Centre. Tickets are
priced from $3.50 to $5.50.

The Aggregation gallery features Carl
Ray's legends of the Sandy Lake Cree
drawings beginning November 14 in

gallery one. Gabriele Abel's recent pain-
tings and drawings will be in gallery two.

The Merton Gallery is showing paintings
by Joe Rosenthal from November 14 to

December 2. His Leonardo and photo-
technique approach is interesting. Saul
Field's engravings based on Ulysses and
Finnegan's Wake are still showing at Scar-
borough. Fran Hollander is at Erlndale
beginning November 13 exhibiting
ceramics until December 16. Shaw-
Rimmlngton Gallery Is showing Hanni
Rothschild's macram6 wallhanglngs and
new ceramic sculptures, from November
13 to November 26. Helen de Lilaghi

opens an exhibit titled "Transcendental
Art Forms — Through Astral Projections"
at the Church ot the Redeemer, at Bloor
and Avenue Road. Classes in etching and
silkscreen will be held from November 21
through December 14 at the Open Studio.
Contact someone at 368-8238 or 964-1513

Continuing this week at the St.
Lawrence Town Hall, the Multi-Cultural
Drama Festival, where you can hear Esto-
nian, Latvian. Italian. Polish, and even a
play in English called How to Divorce an
Armenian (November 17)! Don't forget Les
Bonnes by Jean Genet at the Theatre du
P'tit Bonheur and Ugo Betti's Goat Island
at the Poor Alex. The Central Library
Theatre has a production by the York
Centennial Players of The Diary of Anne
Frank, and the Colonnade Theatre is

featuring Ibsen's Hedda Gabler. The Fac-
tory Lab Theatre continues with Esker
Mike and His Wife Agiluk. Kafka's or more
appropriately Kurt Reis' The Trial lives at
the St. Lawrence Centre since Tuesday.

Editor Ulli Diemer

Assoc. Editor Bill Macvicar
theatre

movies

pop

art

music

books

eleanor coleman

bob bossin

allan mandell

ian scott

ian scott

bill macvicar

De
Torero, followed by the famous guitansl

Truffaut's Jules and Jim plays Wednesday.
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SMC defeats Vic 1 9-6 in semi-final football
By JOHN GILBERT

Vic's footbal dynasty ended

Wednesday as the team lost 19-6 to

St. Mikes's in the semi-finals.

Despite Ihe weather, both teams

unsuccessfully tried to establish a

passing game in the first half. This
was one of the reasons why the score
was only 6-0 for Victoria at half-

lime. Once - SMC returned to a

Interfac b-ball begins
By JAY BERNHOLTZ

While on the intercollegiate level the Basketball Blues have a long way
to go to earn the sectional championship, the interfacully basketball league
looks bright.

Division I includes two sections, A and B. Section A contains teams
from Law, Med, New, PHE A, SMC, and UC, while included in B is Eng
Erin, PHE B SGS and Vic.

In the play-off situation, the top four teams in each section play, with a

cross-over between them (for example, A I versus B 4) to reach Ihe finals for

the Sifton Cup.

The following is a summary of the teams in Division I. Section A, and
how ihey will finish. Section B will be reviewed Wednesday.

• Law — The defending Sifton Cup holders hope to repeat last year's

standing, accentuating team play. — Second.
• Med — Returnees from last year's contending team should make the

doctors play-off calibre again. Height will once again highlight the

forecourt, but mobility is still a question. — Third.

• New — Last year's finalists are hurt badly by the loss of Katz and
rlelcherman through graduation. Only three veterans, and a dearth of board
strength will make it a long season for the Gnus. — Sixth.

• PHE A — The squad seems to have improved overall, but so docs ihe

rest of the league. So any change for the better still leaves the team out ofthe
play-offs. — Fifth.

• SMC — Hard work and many imports are Ihe keys once again to

SMC's hopes. Ex-Blue Larry Trafford heads a veteran squad.
Overdiscipline has sometimes hampered individual talents, but not this time.

— First.

• UC — Eight repealers head this experienced squad. The problem will

once again be in allocating resources to needs (that is, good coaching and
teamwork). — Fourth.

STUDENT HOCKEY TICKETS

$4.00

Will Get You a Book of Ten Tickets For The Home
Games of Varsity Blues in Varsity Arena This Year

1972-73 Schedule

Fri. Nov. 17

Fri. Nov. 24
Fri. Dec. 1

Wed. Dec. 6
Fri. Jan. 12

Ottawa Fri. Jan. 19

Sir G. WilliamsWed. Jan. 24

Laurentian Fri. Jan. 26

Western Fri. Feb. 9

Ryerson Wed. Feb. 21

Queen's
Waterloo
Carleton
Loyola

York

ALL GAMES AT 8:00 P.M.

Tickets On Sale At

Athletic Ticket Of-

fice, Athletic Wing,
Hart House on
Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, November
14th and 15th
From 9:00 A.M. to

6:00 P.M.

GU EST BOOKS: Each Student may purchase one ad-

ditional book which will admit a guest (not

necessarily a member of the University) to the

student section. Guest books are sold at the same

price, one only to each holder of an Athletic Member-

ship card. Bring your Membership card - tickets can-

not be purchased without one

REMEMBER - First Game - Friday, November 17 -

against OTTAWA
TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT SCAR. COLLEGE (RM. S 41BA) AND ERIN. COLLEGE

(PHVS. ED. SHED) ___ . . , _ _ .

running game, Vic was unable to

contain the team. However, SMC
received a relatively high proportion
of the large number of penalties

handed out throughout the game.
In a kicker's dual during the first

half, Vic's Alec Zimmerman proved
superior to SMC's kicking duo —
MacConnel and Engel. He was also

effective at running the ball back for

Vic,*' .

Vic did the only scoring in the

first half at the 5:50 mark on a

touchdown by Richard Zimmer-
man. The play was set up by a poor
third down snap and the SMC
kicker elected to run instead of punt,
binding itself deep in its own
territory SMC was able to hold Vic.

On the next exchange of punts, Vic
was able to run the ball back from
the 35 to the 3 yard line, allowing

Zimmerman to go over.

St. Mike's came right back with a

sustained drive highlighted by one of
the few completed passes in the
game from MacConnel to George
Hoo, resulting in a 25 yard gain.
Aided by effective blocking, Romas
Kirlavicius brought SMC to the Vic

3 yard line. However, Vic's defence
was able to hold the team, assisted
by a five yard penalty against SMC.
St. Mike's tried desparately on third

down to score, with MacConnel
going to the air. However, he
overshot his receiver and Vic took
over.

Although Vic was unable to

sustain a drive, they earned a first

down on a roughing-the kicker
penally against SMC in the second
quarter. The second quarter also
saw SMC intercept a Vic pass and
recover a Vic fumble.

MacConnel was scrambling
effectively on third down situations,

but persistently returned to a

passing game, continuously
overthrowing his receivers. This per-

sistence and the large number of
penalties given to SMC kept the

team off the score board in the first

half.

Karly in the second half,

MacConnel kicked a single and
from that point on SMC went on to

completely dominate the game.
MacConnel got the first SMC

touchdown at the 19 second mark of
the fourth quarter. On a fake up the

middle, he kept the ball and ran to

the outside, adding six points. Larry
Klein scored next with a run from
Vic's 33 yard line, asisted by effec-

tive blocking. SMC's Ron Charfery
drove the Vic punter back to the 5

yard line to set up St. Mike's third

touchdown.

St. Mike's now goes on to meet
PHt\ Wednesday November 15 at 2

pm.

Blues water Polo season ends
tomorrow at York with the OUAA
finals.... Women's hockey team
hosts Queen's tomorrow at 9 am and
travels to Guelph Tuesday
evening.... Hockey Blues plays
McMaster Marauders tonight at 8

pm in Hamilton. Radio Varsity will

carry the game live.... In football

last weekend Waterloo Lutheran
Golden Hawks defeated Ottawa
Gee-Gees in a sudden-death OUAA
final last Saturday 23-10: while

Windsor Lancers lost to Western
Mustangs 23-8 in Windsor. Western
goes on to play Lutheran in

Waterloo for the OUAA cham-
pionship tomorrow.... Cor Doret
was nominated as the winner of the

Johnny Copp Trophy by fellow team
members recently. Doret was the

Blues' leading receiver as well as the

sportalk
leading rusher this year. The trophy
is awarded for sportsmanship both
on and off the field, character, and
playing ability.... U of T cross coun-
try team travels to RMC for the

Cf AU finals tomorrow.... Jarvis

Collegiate Institute hosts a basket-
ball clinic tomorrow. Attending will

be .lack Donohue, recently ap-
pointed men's national basketball

coach, and Windsor Lancers head
coach Paul Thomas. Bob Croft,

formerly of the Dallas Chaparrals
and the Kentucky Colonels of the

American Basketball Association
will ;ilso attend. Admission for the

Metro High School All Star Game,
played at eight pm, is Sf. The clinic

runs from 9:30 am to six pm. Ad-
mission for it is S6 for coaches and
adults, and S2 for students.... U ofT
Rifle Club shooters were defeated by

unclassified

team members from RMC last

Saturday at Hart House, 1,000 to

920. U of T's J. Peeles was the

highest individual scorer with 266
out of 300.... Broomball has finally

heen able to find some ice time —
1 1 :30 to midnight. Monday to Thur-
sday. The league begins Monday on
a co-ed. club basis. For further

information contact Ken Beaty
through the intramural office, Hart
House.... Intramural water polo
presents movies in the fencing room.
Hart House, Wednesday, November
1 5 and 22. Films will be shown at six

pm, followed by a round robin tour-

nament in ihe pool.

Our misteak
It was reported Wednesday that

For defeated Arch in interfac soccer.

For in fact, defeated Wye 5-0.

In last Sunday's Blues - Lutheran

game, Harry Sems only scored one
goal, not two as reported. Doug
Tate got the other goal in Blues* 9-2

win.

RECENTLY SEPARATED MALE Grad
student (m id-twenties) seeks serious

female companionship. Mail particulars

to:
,,

Varsity Ad". 30 Charles St. W. 608,

Toronto 189. All genuine inquiries sn-

swered.

LIVE ON CAMPUS Places now available

in residence at New College. Women:
call: 928-8875. Men: call 928-2464

BABYSITTER: 3:30 to 7 p.m. Monday to

Friday for 5 and 9 year old children. Cook
simple dinner. Informal home. Bathurst-

Eglinton. S20. Call 783-9365 after 7.

FEMALE STUDENTS for boutique. Part-
time -flexible hours - top pay. The Laun-
ching Pad, 114 Bloor St. W., 921-9151 and
The Launching Pad, Sherway Gardens.
622-1325.

WARM-NATURED BABYSITTER wanted
several nights weekly for four-year-old lit-

tle girl. Bathurst and Eglinton area.

Phone: 481-2059.

SKI MADONNA, VERMONT December
24th - 29th inclusive, 5120. includes - ac-

comodation, 5 full days of skiing, all lifts,

shuttle service and return transportation,

2 meals per day. Call 489-8715.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - $55. Dec. 27Jan 1,

5 days skiing at Ml. Ste. Anne. Excellent
accommodation with heated Indoor swim-
ming pool. AH transportation included.
For information write: CANADIAN SKI
TOURS. 25 Taylorwood Dr.. Islington, or
phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day You Buy
A Diamond" H. Proctor and Co., 1430

Yonge St., 921-7702

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses, essays - French, Latin - experien-

ced typists - electric typewriters, 713
Spadina Ave. (south Bloor) 922-7624

IF YOU ARE CAPABLE on writing a top
university essay: call: Essay Services 923-

1964.

IF YOU HAVE top quality University
Essays lying around collecting dust" Yriey

are worth money. Any year, any sublect.

Phone: Essay Services 924-991 6.

EXPEDITIONS: Overland London to
Capetown: Toronto to Rio de Janeiro:
Yucatan; Easter Island; Solar Eclipse.

The Trekkers: 2453 Yonge St., Suite No. 7,

Toronto

SI SIANDREW'S
PRESBYTERIAN

JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.

11. A.M.

DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART

A CHURCH HOME
FOR STUDENTS

AWAY FROM HOME'

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00
Thurs. and Fri.

PLEASE GIVE US A HAND. Earlscourt

community project desperately needs
volunteer math and science tutors. Call

Alec: 532-3303, and help a high school
student make it.

^reeform
interim/

featuring If i ™-
KjTalcyon waterbeds

Complete Units From
$79.95

2110 Yonge St. 489-7600

Discover
the
freedom of

CONTACT
LENSES

BRADDOCK
OPTICAL
170 Si. George St. 925-8720
291 7 Bloor Si. W. 233-261

1

Centenary Plaza 282-2030
Bayviow Village Centre 222-5791

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
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Editor Bob Gauthier

Phone 923-4053
sports
Blues splash York, win OUAA

Soccer Blues stretched their

unbeaten streak into the playoffs

yesterday, shutting out Eastern Sec-

tion leaders York Yeomen 4-0.

Toronto wins the OUAA cham-

pionship and regains the Blackwood

("up Tor the first lime since the 1 968-

6U season.

The Blues go on to play

l Inivcrsity of Alberta Golden Bears

UimorVow at 12:30 pm at York.

However, the Blues* win was

difficult the mud and rain on the

worst-developed of York's four ad-

jacent playing fields put a damper

mi the game. Toronto was also able

ii> overcome the bad calls made by

substitute rcferree Enrico Toscano.

Blues )ed 2-0 at the half, on goals

hv forwards Mario DaRosa and

Herb Dubsky. DaRosa's goal came

from Pipo D'Antoni's individual ef-

fort within the first five minutes of

play. The York team was relatively

confused at the time and D'Antoni's

hurst up the left side at wing led to a

goal mouth scramble for the ball.

DaRosa stepped in to end the con-

fusion, booting the ball from close

range to put the Blues ahead.

Toronto's second goal came from

a corner kick to the left of York

poaliender David Paris. DaRosa

then headed the ball to Dubsky, who

immediately sent the ball into the

far right corner of the net. Dubsky's

goal was scored 38 minutes into the

game.
\t the 10 minute mark of the

second half, DaRosa added his se-

cond goal of the game off his own

rebound in front of the York net.

\ssisling on the goal was forward

VUo Polera, who sent a quick pass

across the field to DaRosa.

Blues" Cobby had a good

opportunity lo make the score 4-0

soon after at 35 minutes into the

second half on an Ian Harris pass.

I lowever, the goal post came to the

goalkeeper's aid and the ball

bounced out of bounds.

f inally, with eight minutes left in

the game. DaRosa snapped the ball

into the York net from 40 yards out.

A shaky Paris made an initial stop

on ihe ball, but it slipped through his

hands and dropped back into the

net.

However. Yeomen came back

determined to ruin Brand's shut-out.

Although the Blues were relatively

slack in front of their own crease

during the game's closing minutes.

Brand capably preserved the team's

4-0 lead.

The final score was in some ways

an inaccurate representation of the

game's actual play. The Blues

played largely defensive ball against

an aggressive York squad for much

or ihe initial half. The difference in

score resulted from a combination

of cohesion (teamwork) on, the

Blues' part, and disorganization by

the Yeomen.

York plavers were disorganized,

reiving on individual members to

carry the ball through for the team.

As has been the case all season.

Blues were able to form an effective

defencive concentration when

pressed in their own end.

York's second major downfall

was in its inability to capitalize on

several good chances in the first

half. For example, the Yeomen had

a good opportunity in the first

minute of play on a fast break, yet

Tim Burns was back to stop the

York offence.

Blues showed their strongest

offeneive determination of the game

toward the end of the first half,

enabling Dubsky to score, as well as

hemming Yeomen in their own end.

Even York's twelfth man on the

field — a huge defencive puddle

halfway between the York goal

crease and centre line — offered

little aid.

But Blues also had their bad

moments. Although the forwards

got back to defend more often than

not. gaps in the backfield were

sometimes conspicuous. On one

such play. Blues' Ed Carter was the

lone man back for the Blues off a

York throw-in from the sideline. But

he was able to prevent the Yeomen
from causing goalkeeper Jack Brand

any serious threat until other Blues

got back.

llowever Brand himself was

outstanding in net. Impervious to

the mud, he smothered the ball

whenever a York player buzzed

close enough to his crease. On kick-

outs, he often sent the ball over

halfwav down the field into Yeomen

The DaRosa to Dubksy combination lve Blues their second goal against York Yeomen
yesterday.

territory. On many occasions. Brand

sent the hall lo the teammate he

chose to, calling out his name at the

same time as he booted the ball.

Also noticeable was the atlrocious

refereeing. Blues almost lost their

poise on some of the calls. But,

completing the game was uppermost

in most minds, so the team con-

tinued. Even one of the linesmen

disagreed — invain — from the

sideline with some of the refs calls.

The game was originally

scheduled for two pm Wednesday,

but the referee and officials failed to

show up for the OUAA final cham-

pionship game.

In the Alberta-Lakehead game
late yesterday afternoon. Bears

Steve Odumah scored against

l.akehead within the last five

minutes of play to put his team

ahead 1-0.

If the Blues win this afternoon's

game, they go on lo play the winner

of the Quebec-Atlantic divisions

championship game for the CIAU
title. Although the game was
originally scheduled for York, it is

possible that last minute changes

will see il played al CNE Stadium

Saturday.

OUAA Soccer - Final

Games Win Loss Tie For Agst Pts.

Western Section

Toronto 11 9 0 2 31 7 20

McMaster 11 7 3 1 45 12 15

Guelph 11 5 2 18 20 12

Western 11 5 5 1 28 34 U
Waterloo 11 4 7 0 18 31 8

Laurentina 6 2 4 0 14 15 4

Brock 11 1 10 0 10 45 2

Eastern Section

York 7 6 0 1 21 5 13

Queen's 6 4 2 2 19 13 10

Carleton 7 2 3 2 8 11 6

Ryerson 7 2 4 1 10 21 5

Trent 7 0 5 2 4 12 2

October 22 - Carleton at York - not played

November 4 - Trent at Ryerson - cancelled because of field con-

ditions.

Basketball Blues begin against Mac tomorrow
Basketball Blues lip off another season tomorrow

evening with an exhibition game against McMasler
Marauders in Hamilton.

The Blues' win record has not been over 50 per cent in a

single one of the past eight years, while the team only finished

league champions once since the Second World War (1957-

5X).

Unfortunately, U ofT has certain factors working against

Ihe building of a really strong ball club. As coach John
McManus said. "It's hard to get a player lo come here with

the present facilities." McManus' statement is backed up by
the fact that only one of the members or this year's learn lives

oulside the Toronto area.

Since the Hart House "gym" has barely enough room for

hvo teams, let alone any spectators. Blues have lo play iheir

games in the Benson Building. For unknown reasons, the

Benson gym is never available to the team for practices. In

other words. Blues practice on one floor and play on another.

The difference between this year's team and the 1971-72
version can best be expressed in one word: experience. If it

really turns oul lo be "the besl teacher", il will mean more
wins for the Blues.

l ast year, the Blues wenl inlo the season with only two
veteran players. For the 7 1 -72 season, the team has triple thai

number in the rosier: Dave Wall. Dave Ferguson. Randy
I ilinski. Tony Rudmik, Brian Skyvinglon. Glen Scott, and
Hub \nnis.

Filinsji (6'2") was Blues' second highest scorer last year,

racking up 141 points. Filinski shares backcourt duties with

outside shooter Rudmik (6'l"), who totalled 134 points lasl

year and 44 rebounds. Skyvinglon, fifth leading rebounder in

the OUAA in his rookie year last season, will pace the

forward line. Centre Ferguson, back after a season of injuries,

will enable Walt (6'5"), now in his third season, to fill the

other forward position. Scott (6'4") and Annis (6'3") are the

other veteran forwards.

Rookies give the team the bench strength it will need

against top teams such as York and Ottawa which finished

first and second respectively lasl year in the Eastern Section.

Bill Francis and Peter Oolup work guard positions. Bolh

steam from high school teams synonymous wilh basketball

supremacy — Oakwood and Cederbrae Collegiate respective-

ly. Tim McGhie, Doug Baker, and Rick Hollowell complete

the well-slocked guard contingent. With rookie forwards

Frank Cress (6'6") and Rich Kurczyk (6'4-'^,- Blues won't

have to look up to iheir opposition very often. (Gerry Barker,

now teaching, is a noteworthy loss lo the learn.)

John McManus will hold ihe coaching reins for the lSlh

consecutive year. He'll try lo bring Varsity to its fi rsi

championship since 1957. McManus feels the Blues will need

a hustling and aggressive game. Wjndsor proved ibis true lasl

year when the team came from fourth spot in ihe Western

Section lo upsel a larger and more experienced Waterloo

squad. Windsor then went on to defeat favoured York for Ihe

OUAA championship.

But McManus is optimistic: "I'll say (his about (his

year's team — they do hustle."

Blues meet York, Ottawa, Laurentian, Carleton,

Queen's, and Ryerson in their own section (Eastern). If the

team manages to come out of those contests with al leasl a

fourth place spot, it'll eventually have to face the "besl from
the Western Section" — be il Windsor, Waterloo, Western,

McMaster, Guelph, Lutheran, or Brock.

The implementation of a new rule will help quicken the

game's pace throughout the league this year. Following the

lead of Ihe U.S. National Basketball Association, the first six

non-shooting fouls in each half will not result in a foul shol.

Instead, the ball will be awarded lo the team fouled oul of

bounds. After the sixth foul, in the bonus situation, all foiils

wil resull in shots.

In practice, this means fewer delays in the game. It's

hoped more spectators will be attracted lo the game through

the rule's implementation. (The rule also applies to

intcrfaeully games beginning this year.)

McManus indicated that he will try lo capitalize on the
new rule by utilizing more and belter out-of-bounds plays.

Everything is, of course, academic until ihe first game.
But, ihe Blues will bounce into McMasler tomorrow hungry
for a win. Game lime: eight pm.



Farm workers fight for rights
When more than 300 American farm workers were arrested for violating an injunction against picketing, the United Farm Workers Union switched its tactics to encourag
a lettuce boycott to continue the struggle for equal rights for labourers. Details start on page 7; editorial on page 4.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Elector 72 - Municipal Election Centre

answers all your questions concerning the

upcoming December 4lh election. Al Innls

College, 63 St. George St.. 1st floor or call

928-5456-7.

1 pm
Dlmitrl Roussopoulos. editor ot Our

Generation, will speak on "Revolutionary

Organization: An Anarchist Alternative".

Sidney Smith* Room 2106.

Come and meet members ot the Process

Church in the South Sitting Room, Hart

House.
Free Jewish University: "Principals in

Jewish Law". In Sid Smith 5020.

2:30 pm
Michael Redgrave will be the guest of the

HaM House Library Committee at 2:30

today in the Music Room. All welcome.

4 pm
Council meeting, combined depart-

ments Of English, BCD Upper Brennan.

SMC.
Milan Opocensky, secretary for the

World Student Christian Federation will be

speaking on Christianity and Revolution" In

the chapel. Old Vic.

4:10 pm
General council meellng of Graduate

French Association. All graduate French

students urged to attend. Budget and

year's activities discussion. Room 122 UC.

6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher Supper: please make

reservations by 5 pm today.

7 pm
High School Orientation Program -

being organized by SAC Education Com-
mission. Meeting ol volunteers Interested

in going to high schools to speak to

students. North Sitting Room In Hart

House.
7:30 pm

Canadian Crossroads Internationa!

short-term work projects overseas. In-

formation meeting, at International Student

Centre, 33 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University: "'Jewish Woman"
at Hillel Huse, 186 St. George Street.

6 pm
CUSO Information Meeting: Positions in

Latin America, Pendarves Lounge, Inter-

national Student Centre, 33 51. George

Street.

Free Jewish University: "Chavurat
Zemer" at Hillel House, 186 St. George

Street.

Drama Workshop meets tonight again

(or a session at Hillel House, 186 St.

George Street

CUSO General Information Meeting, 33

St. George Street. Come see the film

"CUSO in the Caribbean". Everyone

Welcome.
8:30 pm

Free Jewish University: "Dissent In

Jewish History". 22 Glen Park near Glen-

cairn (Board of Jewish Education). -

TUESDAY
1 pm

Jean Cottam, research director lor

Citizens for an Independent Canada, will

speak on the "Threal to Canadian
Independence, In the Light of the Recent

American Elections". All students and
laculry urged to attend. Room 2108 Sid

Smith. Till 2 pm.
2 pm

"Islam In the Soviet Union: Recent
Developments". Lecture by Professor A.

Bennigsen, Directeur d'Etudes, Le Sor-
bonne, Paris, and Visiting Professor of

Russian and Turkish History, University of

Cfiicago. 523 New College.

4 pm
"The Mythology of West African

Economic History". Lecture by Professor
A. G. Hopkins. Centre of West African

Studies, University of Birmingham. 3050
Sidney Smith.

4:30 pm
Free Jewish University: "Synagogue &

Community 1

' at Atkinson College, Room
304. York University,

5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship — general

\ Tarn Fun
St. George

meeting starting at 5:30 in Wymilwood
Music Room, open to all. Supper break

from 6:30 - 7:30 In the cafeteria. This week
Commissioner Wiseman, the head of the

Salvation Army In Canada, will be speaking

on the topic Faith versus Works.

6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher Supper: please make

reservation by 5 pm today.

7 pm
Guitar Workshop for beginners at Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

Conversational Hebrew for beginners at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

A meeting for all those who are

Interested in planning a Winter Carnival will

take place In the SAC office.

8 pm
Free Jewish University:

Honig" at Hillel House, 18

Street.

8:15 pm
Conversational Hebrew for advanced at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

Guitar Workshop lor advanced at Hillel

House. 186 St. George Street.

8:30 pm
Feiffer's People: sketches and

observations by Jules Felffer. opens at new
Vic theatre, new academic building, Vic-

toria College. Till Saturday. Admission

S1.00.

"Count Dracula", rises from the depths

of U.C. Playhouse. St. George. Directed

and adapted by David Rotenberg. Admis-'

slon is pay what you can. Nightly until

Saturday. Special midnight shows on

Friday and Saturday.

WEDNESDAY
noon

African Studies Committee, ISP.

presents seminar on 19th Century West

African Economic History, by Professor A.

G. Hopkins, of the Centre of West African

Studies, University of Birmingham. 202

Galbralth Bldg.

Jazz Concert: The Ted Moses Quintet,

East Common Room. Sponsored by the

Hart House Music Committee. Till 2 pm.

ART GALLERY
MALCOLM BATTY EXHIBITION

MONDAY 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

i

Sunday 2 p.m. -5 p.m.
I

LIBRARY EVENING 1
Quest speaker:

William French: Book
Reviewer (or THE GLOBE AND MAIL 1

Weds., Nov. 15
Library - 8 p.m. \

ALL WELCOME !

AFTERNOON CONCERT
ANDREW GALLIARDI - PIANO

Beethoven - Pastoral Sonata

Schumann - Abegg Variations

Rachmaninoff - Preludes

TUES., NOV. 14 - 1:00 P.M. - MUSIC ROOM

INFORMAL
DEBATE

'RESOLVED THAT THIS
HOUSE SUPPORT
PROHIBITION'.

THURSDAY, NOV. 16
12 noon In

The Tuck Shop.

FILMS
"DOODLE FILM"

"ANGEL"
"JEU SI SIMPLE"

TODAY
1:00 P.M. - MUSIC ROOM

7:00 P.M. - DEBATES ROOM

BLACK HART PUB
EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

TUCK SHOP - 12 NOON - 5.30 PM.
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M. - 11:30 PM.

TODAY: MICHAEL REDGRAVE
2:30 P.M.-MUSIC ROOM

Degree value questioned
The value of a university degree, which was questioned recently by a

Slatistics Canada official in Toronto, seems lo be a less than positive asset

for al least some jobs in Manitoba's public service.

A bulletin issued by the Manitoba Civil Service Commission October
16 advertises three positions. A comparison of two of these reveals that a

better salary is earned by not having a university degree than having one.

A technical engineering officer, to earn $9,216 — $11,760 per year,

requires only grade 12 education, with three to five years of experience

related to the duties of the job.

In contrast, to earn $6,876 — $8,784, an applicant for the job of a lab

lechnician must have a diploma from a recognized college in chemical
lechnology, or a university degree in chemistry, plus "at least two years
experience in a chemical laboratory preferably in water and sewage
chemistry".

The third position offered was lo a doctor, paying over $20,000.

vie dfema club presents

feiFfera people
SKd^tctsa-NaHohs byjuteHeiffer

difecfed by
mr-jack medhurat

newyiciheatra
ve'dbria college

(nesday novl4 thboyk

fri'day
i Saturday * $lx$

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses

!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 17 AT 4:00 P.M.

TO SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18 AT 6:00 P.M.

HILLEL HOUSE, 186 St. George

SHABBATON
"I HAVE A PRECIOUS GEM IN MY TREASURE HOUSE - IT IS

CALLED SHABBAT AND I GIVE IT TO YOU."

"AN EXPLORATION OF THE MEANING OF SHABBAT IN STUDY AND
EXPERIENCE"

Guests For Shabbat:

Rabbi Yehudah Etiezri and Judy

What is a Shabbaton? A group of 30-40 spends Shabbat together at Hillel House
eating, sleeping, praying and studying there and in general concentrating on
gaining an appreciation of what Shabbat can mean both to a Jewish community
and to an individual Jew.

TO REGISTER CALL: 923-9861

DEADLINE: Wednesday, November 15. Fee: $3.00

Bring Your Own Sleeping Bags

Martin Onrot presents

ARLO GUTHRIE
Thurs. Nov. 16, 8.30 p.m.

O'KEEFE CENTRE
TICKETS 3.50, 4.50, 5.50

Tickets available at: Sam's Downtown, Eaton's Attraction offices
Amherst Pharmacy. O'Keefe Centre Box Office opens Weds., Nov. 15

AN ENCORE PRODUCION

WYMEfT.
(JUST NORTH OF DUNDAS)

NO ( OVEIU HAKGF MONDAY-THl RSI)A\
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'Help us beat the anti-union management'

Union steward tells women to boycott Dare
by ZOVA STEVENSON

Pauline Green, a shop steward representing workers on

strike against Kitchener-based Dare Foods Limited, urged

over 1 00 people at a conference on women in the work place

lo boycott Dare products.

"Help us beat the anti-union management, which

employed Canadian Driver Pool in an attempt to break us,"

she pleaded. Canadian Driver Pool was a firm specializing in

providing strikebreaking services.

She was speaking in a wide ranging panel discussion on

Saturday with six other women, mostly trade unionists, on

organizing women in the work-place in one section of the

Toronto Waffle conference held in the Board of Education

Building on College Street.

Beverly Norris. another of the striking members of Local

1 73 of the Union of Brewry. Flour, Cereal, Soft Drink and

Distillery Workers, said the issues at stake at Dare were a 40

hour work week, wage parity for women with the men in the

plant, belter working conditions, and the removal of union

shop arid check off clauses from the agreement with the

company.
She said there was only one job category for the women

workers, though they often did a number of the men's jobs

without being paid for it.

Working conditions, though bad for all the workers were

worse for the women who had to stand for 8.5 hours without

silting, she said. As well, ihe men were allowed more mobility

within the plant, she said.

Norris informed Ihe audience that in their latest meeting

with the company, union members had been offered "no
retroactive pay and no discrimination between striking

workers ot the outside and scabbing ones on the inside".

She exclaimed that it was "some offer" because contrary

lo Ihe contention of no discrimination, "the company refuses

lo re-hire 10 of our union members for one year and is asking

S3X.000 from ihe union in so-called damages".
Angela Arkell, acting education officer for the Canadian

Union of Public Employees Local 1000, described the

obstacles in organizing women.
"In the white collar areas, there's a fantastic amount of

hostility towards organizing women," she said, "because
Ihey're prestige jobs and women are made to feel Ihey have a

special relationship with their bosses."

Hilary Armstrong, a secretary with 10 years' experience,

agreed. She said the "special relationship" constitutes being a

nursemaid, waitress, and errand girl to the boss.

"I don't think anybody is loo important lo do their own
shit work." she staled. "At one point you have lo stand up for

yourself and do the job you were hired to do."

"If all the secretaries in Toronto went on strike, Ihey say

the entire business community would grind to a halt, or al

least an awful lot of men would not get Iheir morning coffee."

Mathild Blanchard, organizor for the Canadian Seafood
and Allied Workers in New Brunswick said, "for Ihe woman
in the work-place, there is no happy medium; either you fall in

love wiih your boss, or gel pushed around."

Arkell added that "women tend lo be concentrated in

labour intensive jobs where their security is not likely lo be

threatened. They view their jobs as temporary and yet fear

replacement, because Ihe unskilled nature of ihe jobs makes
l hem easily replaced.

"Women consider their lack of skill a personal failure

and thus accept lower wages than men.
"

"Women are fighting in the class struggle," she said,
"but business unionism also prevents them from seeing this."

Shirley Carr. president of.CUPE local I287.in Niagara
Falls, said thai she was totally opposed to any wage restraints
as long as government and private companies were making
the profits they did at the expense of the workers.

She said that women were consistently paid less lhan
men, bul thai unions on the whole had failed to flghl for male-
female equality.

"If the present legislation is intended lo protect women
Ihe same as men," she said, "there should be one piece of
legislation for all of us as workers."

Blanchard said that the slogan which should be laken up
by Ihe movement is "equal pay for all work" because all

workers from the janitor lo the office clerk are equally
necessary lo the functioning of industry.

Florence Seychuk, president of the Office and
Professional Employees International Union Local 343,
emphasized that it was important to educate office workers,

most or whom are women, to their rights such as maternity
leave.

"In joining a union, al least you have a contract which
offers vou some security and some say in your work " she

said.

Blackburn refuses to rehire fired worker

During the demonstration, police guarded main library.

By HEATHER-JANE
SANCUINS

While 15 people waited outside

his office Friday. Chief Librarian R.

H. Blackburn refused lo rehire fired

library worker Dave Owen.

According lo Students for a

Democratic Society spokesman
David Depoe, who along with Owen
and another SDS "delegate" spoke

to Blackburn, the chief- librarian

"could intervene but doesn't wish to

at this time, although he has the

power lo do so".

However, Blackburn himself,

when interviewed later, staled thai

he doesn't think he has the power lo

rehire Owen. The matter was taken

oul of his hands, Blackburn
asserled. when Owen went lo the

union because the matter then

became ihe responsibility of U of T
Personnel Director R. F. Brown.

The ex-library worker's grievance

asking for reinstatement was turned

down last week by the university's

abour relations head. John Parker.

Owen had claimed he was fired

for union activities, citing the fact

that he was dismissed the day after

being unofficially elected a steward

in Canadian. Union oT Public

Employees Local 1 230. The library,

contended that Owen's work was

unsatisfactory, although after

lesting two weeks earlier Owen had
been found satisfaclory.

Parker upheld its decision,

agreeing that as a probationary

worker. Owen could be fired without

notice as long as il was not for union

activity. He found there was no
evidence lhat union activity played a

pari in [he decision to dismiss Owen
The meeting with Blackburn was
preceded by an SDS-sponsored rally

in ihe lobby of the Sigmund Samuel
I ibrary attended by 30 people and

four U of T policemen.

Depoe told ihe rally the firing was
one "in a long series of examples" of

the "arrogant altitude" of Ihe

library administration.

In early l
LJ7l library worker Pat

(iarcia contended she was fired for

refusing lo lake on extra work

without extra pay. She eventually

dropped her grievance because of

the lime delay and cost of pursuing

Later that spring, part-lime

library worker Tony Leah was
threatened with possible dismissal

by then U of T registrar (and now
vice-provost) Robin Ross for taking

pari in a disruption of a meeting in

ihe struggle for student parity with

faculty in the Faculty of Arts and
Science's governing body.

Owen told the rally that "speed-

up, lay-off, poor pay and in-

timidation" were common aspects

of a library worker's job at the U oT

T, especially since the library's

budget was cut.

During the meeting with

Blackburn, his office was defended
by J. B. West, plainclothes U of T
policeman, and a uniformed
policeman with a walkie-talkie.

The press was barred enlry to this

meeting by Wesi. Subsequent
library worker Walter Brooker was
also prevented from entering
because he wasn't a union steward,

the policeman said.

Lawyer charges racism practised in immigration dept.

Canadian immigration laws,

according to lawyer Charles Roach,

have become the tools with which

Ihe Canadian government practices

racism.

Roach and lawyer Paul Copeland,

an expert on immigration, spoke at

a forum Thursday on Canadian

immigration policy and racism al

the International Student Centre.

Copeland asserled the problem of

racism lies not so much with the

whole immigration department, but

more with the application of the

laws as determined, in many in-

stances, by individual immigration

officers,

Officers gain this power through a

points system in which personal

evaluations of applicants by officers

counts for up lo 1 5 of the 50 points

needed lo gain entry. Thus the of-

I icers who have this pawer, he

slated, have ihe power lo turn back

people at (he border.

Copeland said he had witnessed

numerous eases in which persons

wishing to enter ihe country were

given false information by the im-

migration officers, forcing them to

turn hack. They got nothing for

iheir difficulties except "a $1600

round trip to Canada with a three

hour slopover in the airport," he

said.

Copeland said competent

immigration lawyers al ihe airporl

are one way to relieve some of the

injustices lhat may be occurring

daily.

Copeland made il clear lhat

racism does not always determine

whether the immigration laws will

be used to prevent persons otherwise

eligible to enter from coming lo

Canada, He cited ihe case of

professor Istvan Meszaros, a marx-

isl professor who is unable lo take

up a permanent teaching position at

York University because he is a

"security risk".

New laws on Immigration

procedures now make it difficult for

Americans wishing to avoid fighting

in the Vietnam war to come lo

Canada before applying for landed

immigrant status, he said. They

musl now file applications in

Washington and wait for their

papers lo go through what Copeland

described as the "incredible

bureaucracy". y

He also brought up the fact of the

increase in the number of cases of

deportation -of political activists. He

mentioned 25 memhers of the Com-

munist Party of Canada (Marxist-

Leninist) whom the government is

Irving lo remove from the country

under various sections of the Im-

migration Act and the Criminal

Code.

The immigration laws, Copeland

warned, will be increasingly used in

place of normal deportation and

extradition procedures to gel rid of

undesirables.

Roach, lawyer for former Black

Panther Edwin Hogan who was

deported without being able to con-

sult with his counsel or appeal his

deportation, denounced government

interference in judicial proceedings

carried oul by the Immigration

Appeal Board.

lie said interference by the

immigration minister is a result of

close lies between his department

and the appeal board.

Much of the criticism of

immigration policies has come as a

result of Ihe high level of un-

cm ploy men I in Canada, slated

'

Roach. The government hopes that

through lis "high-handed actions"

against immigrants, it will gain sup-

port of the people at home, he

added.
I.nwyer Charles Roach described Canadian immigration laws as racist.
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"It is inexcusable lor scientists to torture

animals; let them make their experiments

on journalists and politicians."

— Ibsen

Phone 923-8171

Shop selectively
After five years of hard work, the United Farm Workers of

America won the right to represent America's exploited grape

pickers. It was a battle that succeeded not only because of the

dedication and sacrifice of the workers, but also because they

managed to communicate to American and Canadian shoppers

the justice of their struggle and the need to boycott non-union

grapes.

UFW -activity did not slop there, however. Within days, the

farmers' union had turned its attention to an equally exploited

group of farm workers: America's non-unionized lettuce workers.

Like the grape workers before their settlement, the lettuce

workers have to work long hours at low wages to eke out an

existence.

And following in the footsteps of the successful grape

campaign, the lettuce workers are — justly — turning to North

American consumers for help in their struggle against oppressive

working conditions .and for the right to be represented by the

UFW.
When enough shoppers start boycotting non-union lettuce,

the profit-oriented agri-business interests which dominate most

American farming will be forced to grant their employees fair

working conditions and union representation. No longer will they

be able to survive by firing, trouble-makers and hiring students or

chronic unemployeds as substitutes for them.

Agri-business control of agricultural and the accompanying

adverse side-effects is not isolated in the States. Western Canada
farmers have been fighting to improve the inadequate prices they

get from the Kraftco interests that control most of the Canadian

dairy industry, seeking to get the National Farmers Union certified

as their bargaining agents. The NFU has organized a national

boycott of Kraft and Sealtesi (a subsidiary of Kraftco) products

and will be stepping up its eastern Canada campaign shortly.

Canadians should support their efforts.

Today, tomorrow, when next you shop for lettuce, replace the

non-union produce you may first grab with union lettuce. If your

regular store doesn't stock union lettuce, tell the merchant that

you'll boycot the premises until union lettuce is in supply. And.

then, stick by your word.

The Varslly, a member of Canadian
University Press, was founded lr> 1360

and is published by the Students' Ad-
ministrative Council ol the University

of Toronto and Is primed by Daisons

Press Ltd. Opinions expressed In this

newspaper are not necessarily those of

the Students' Administrative Council

or the administration of the university.

Formal complaints about the editorial

or business operation of the paper may
he addressed to the Chairman. Cam-
pus Relations Committee. Varsity

Board ol Directors, 91 St. George St.

Government provides further

proof of motives for action

Belieing its real objective in raising post-

secondary tuition fees and decreasing the grant

portion of the Ontario Student Award Program, the

Ontario government has now taken further steps to

reduce university enrolment.

The latest government move was its imposition

of an $11 fee for the previously free Service to

Admission to Colleges and Universities exams.

Although not absolutely necessary for

university admission, the SACU tests improve a

student's odds of being accepted to the university

of his or her choice. Another piece of evidence on

which to administer a student's potential, university

administrators would probably say.

The government has tried to explain away its

latest swipe at post-secondary enrolment by poin-

ting the guilty finger at the more than $400,000

annually it was costing to administer the tests to

anyone who decided to write them. And, the official

explanation continued, many of those trying their

hand at the exams had no real intention of

continuing on to university and were just wasting

the government's money.
There is much reason to suspect that the

admission tests are relatively worthless, not really

telling the student or university anything useful.

Indeed, the Ontario government is reported to be
considering scrapping their use in the province.

Nonetheless U of T assistant dean of admissions

Kelvin Andrews last week told The Varsity that the

SACU exams "improve the chances of being

accepted".

It seems quite understandable in these days
when a university degree far from assures one of a

job that students with serious doubts about the

merits of attending university may cover all bases

by taking the tests in case they eventually decide

on attending university.

In its folly, the government may pretend to

believe that those who don't fork out the necessary

$1 1 were the frivolous test-takers. (How many high

school students do you know that like to sit through
gruelling exams just for the heck of it?) But, facts

and figures are proving them wrong.

The number of SACU applicants is down 40 per

cent since the charge was imposed, And, one
would be safe in hazarding the guess* that those
losing out this year are not the undecided but the

less affluent. As with its other disincentives to

university attendance, this tactic hits hardest at

those not who lack interest but lack sufficient

funds.

Something better be done soon to halt the

government's full-scale assault on university atten-

dance and low-income students. And, that

something — if it's to have any effect — won't be
letter writing.

Shouldn't muzzle labour, media from public

Dare Foods has tried to intimidate Pro Tern reporter Bob
Edwards into retracting an article about the current Dare boycott
campaign.

The Glendon College student newspaper staffer is not planning
on fulfilling the request, having been advised by legal counsel that his

article did not violate the injunction prohibiting the striking union local

and others officially aware of the injunction from "attempting to induce
breaches of contract" between Dare and "any other persons or
corporations".

That Dare would attempt to threaten critical journalists — and
without apparent legal or apparent factual cause — is deplorable. But,
what is much more serious is that a company engaged in large-scale
commerce claimed to believe that it could get an injunction to silence
its critics and to prevent the striking workers from disseminating
information about their grievances.

Even most conservatives are willing to concede freedom of the
press. It would indeed be a sorry day when — rekindling memories of
the October. 1970 suspension of civil liberties in Canada — opposing
views could be legally gagged.

Over the past few years, there has grown an increasing hostility,

nurtured by the professional media, toward organized labour. In part,
this anti-union backlash has produced provincial legislation eroding
many of the rights organized labour won after years of hard struggle.
Consequently, the possibility of legislation being enacted to satisfy
business' desire to eliminate media coverage and effective worker
organization is not as remote as might have been assumed.

There can be no justification for muting the media to serve
corporate interests. A free press leaves the modicum of possibility —
albeit seldom utilized by the business-oriented professional media —
that injustices will be exposed and the public moved to demand
corrective action.

According to the Dare form letter, the company blames public
pressure and media coverage of the strike for cancellation of Ontario
contracts with several supermarket chains. This example of the
abuses corporate interests would like to see eliminated reinforces the
argument that such a move would betray the public interest.

Furthermore, increasing usage of court injunctions to impede
striking workers cannot be justified, especially by governments that
lamely claim they are not trying to destroy collective bargaining by
their imposing new restrictions on strike-related activities, but merely
seeking to modernize the collective bargaining process to best
accommodate the public interest.

Legislators should seriously consider overhauling any existing
laws which could allow abuse of labour's right to use its major
bargaining weapons in negotiations with management: withdrawal of
services and encouragement of public boycott of strike-hit plants.
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National student

meet not joke

On Ihe weekend or November 3,

4, and 5 students from all across

Canada got together in Ottawa to

try to form a National Union of

Students. That is except for the

University of Toronto. The
representatives from the U of T.

SAC vice-presidents Ross Flowers

and .lohn Helliwell, spent no more
than an afternoon at the three day
meeting.

When I asked them what the

reason was for their apparent lack of

concern about the national union,

they said they didn't think the idea

was appropriate or practical at this

time. They thought the whole con-

ference was a sham. Well, the way
they went about it, the conference

par

SAC president Gus Abols (anti-CUS) and predecessor Steven

Langdon (pro) debated national student union merits. CUS died

that year (1969). Now, some campuses are supporting revival of

new national union.

HILLEL LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS
RABBI IRVING GREENBERG

speaking on "A CRITIQUE OF MODERNISM
TOWARD RELIGIOUS UNITY."

ABOUT THE LECTURER:
RABBI GREENBERG HAS CURRENTLY BEEN APPOINTED PROFESSOR

AND CHAIRMAN OF THE JEWISH STUDIES DEPT., CITY COLLEGE (N.Y.C.). HE

RECEIVED HIS OROINATION (SMICHA) FROM RABBI BETH JOSEPH RAB-

BINICAL SEMINARY AND HIS PH.D. IN HISTORY FROM HARVARD UNIVER-

SITY HE WAS DIRECTOR OF HILLEL FOUNDATION AT BRANDEIS UNIVER-

SITY AND HAS TAU GHT AT BRANDEIS. YESHIVA U NIVERSITY ANO TEL AVIV

UNIVERSITY RABBI GREENBERG IS WELL-KNOWN AND WELL RESPECTED

AMONG JEWISH STUDENT GROUPS. HE HAS LECTURED WIDELY ON DIF-

FERENT CAMPUSES BOTH IN THE STATES, CANAOA AND ISRAEL. RABBI

GREENBERG IS ALSO A MEMBER OF THE RABBINICAL COUNCIL OF

AMERICA RELIGIOUS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN HISTORICAL

ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. AS WELL A3

BEING CHAIRMAN OF THE ADVISORY BOARD OF THE CENTRE FOR

COME HEAR
R

AND PARTICIPATE WITH RABBI IRVING GREENBERG

on Sunday Nov. 19 at 8:30 p.m.

AT HILLEL HOUSE

prohably was a waste. I, personally,

don't think that the whole thing was

such a joke.

The reason that this conference

was called was that there is a crisis

in education financing in the whole

of Canada. The surcharge on stu-

dent Tees and the shifting away from

the grant system to the loan system

is intended to increase the cost of

education to students and to cut

hack enrolment. The situation in

Ontario is intended to apply to the

rest of Canada eventually. The
future looks dim for those students

who are short of money now, and

dimmer still as unemployment
climbs higher as more and more
U.S. hranch plants close down.

SAC's attitude to this crisis is one

of callousness. This is wrong. At a

time when there is an attack going

on against students in Canada, we
are going to have to join forces to

maintain what we have let alone

make any progress in improving the

Canadian educational system.

I also find it very interesting to

note that SAC will make a decision

not to make any positive con-

tributions to the organization of a

National Union of Students without

even letting students at U of T know
that the conference was going on.

Do they think that once they are

elected that they can ignore those

who elected ihem? Did they bother

to make a statement on why they

didn't want a National Union? Did

they ask the students at U ofT what

they thought'.' They did not.

This same altitude prevailed when

over half of the undergrads at the U
of T voled in a referendum on

whether or not to have a fee strike in

January. When 75 per cent of these

said that they would strike, it looked

like a pretty clear mandate to me.

But, SAC is completely ignoring

this demand of the students. They

are taking no steps to even prepare

for a fee strike, something that

should he done even if we don't need

to have the strike later on.

I think that it is about lime that

SAC became a little more vocal in

its lack of action and explain to ihe

slu dents why it is not doing

anvlhing. As a student at this un-

iversity. I demand it.

Peter Ha>ers

Canadian Liberation Movement

Shouldn 'texclude

foreign grads
Please permit me lo comment on

the Canadian Union of Graduate

Students' stand on the issue of

foreign students in Canadian un-

iversities (The Varsity, November
I).

To isolate the central topics from

the report on the above discussion,

the CUGS (I) would like monetary

sanctions lo be used while admitting

foreign students, and (2) would want

'"academic" rather than "financial"

considerations to be the bases of

their enrolment. Now, I would not

want lo enter into a discussion of

these two points as I neither have

any means of varifying whether, as

alleged by Doug Pritchard of

Queen's, Ontario spends $100
million per year on fereign students

nor do I know if Canadian un-

iversities admit foreigners without

having regard lo their academic

eligibility. But. I do know that when
in doubt the graduate departments

do require foreign students to do
additional courses (which the latter

frequently do within the same period

of time in which a Canadian earns

his graduation) to get their degrees.

And, I have come across no evidence

thai graduate schools admit
foreigners on a come-one-come-

all" principle. Indeed, I wonder

whether foreigners are not admitted

only to the extent that Canadian

nationals are nol available to fill the

available capacity. In that case, ihe

arguments of the kind advanced by

people like Pritchard could perhaps

he extended to the conclusion: all

foreigners should be barred and the

money they consume cut off from

the universities' appropriations!

However, these are not the matters I

sel out lo talk about — nor am
competent to do so.

My intention was to remark upon

the attitude working behind the con-

troversy — as I saw it. I believe that

the controversy is part of the total

debate on Canadian nationalism.

No country can allow itself to be

taken over by others. When that

threat develops, the affected parties

do assert themselves, as Canadians

are doing.

However, I really seriously

NICKELODEON
279 Yon^e at Dundas Sqi

wonder if the foreign students pose

any threat to I his country's identity.

Though ihey come here for the sake

of profit, it is not any illegitimate

sort of profit that they seek. As far

as I know, most of these students are

ihe brightest people from developing

countries where adequate facilities

are hot available for advanced work.

Most of these countries have been

the victims of European colonialism,

and have only now begun lo work

for their development. Without

having the resources to train their

personnel — which of the
colonialists, after all, did anything

to develop education in its colonies?

They have either lo depend on the

'generosity' of Big Powers or have

their nationals go abroad and gel the

necessary training. By enabling

these students to come here, then.

Canada lends a helping hand to

these countries in their own struggle

to develop and safeguard their hard-

won identity.

By choosing to ignore this aspect

of the case, indeed, by not inviting

the foreign students lo present their

viewpoint, the CUGS conference

has done a great wrong to them. If

the delegates were driven by

nationalistic motives, I am afraid,

theirs was a very narrow motivation.

Kor, in today's world, there is only a

point up to which nationalism

-works. No country can survive fruit-

fully by simply shutting itself up

from everything external to it. And
there can be no area in which in-

ternationalism can be more
desirable than that of education.

This is one of the few areas where

genuine co-operation can be

possihle.

These are rather obvious factors,

hut ihe CUGS guys seem to have

chosen lo ignore them. Such people

need to think more deeply and see

more widely before they cheerfully

recommend the bulldozer as a cure

for every problem. The world is not

as simple as they made it out by

airily saying "So what's the

problem?" to the issues they con-

fronted. It would have been more

appropriate had ihey recommended

that while foreigners should come

here for higher studies, they should

not seek to alter their status

afier coming here.

Alok Mukherjee ( from India )

Graduate Department of English

"ISLAM IN THE
SOVIET UNION:

REGENT DEVELOPMENTS"
Lecture by PROFESSOR A. BENNJGSEN,

Directeur O'Etudes, L'Ecole des
Hauls Etudes de le Sorbonne,

Paris; Visiting Professor of

Russian and Turkic History,

University of Chicago. Tuesday,

November 14 at 2 p.m., Room
523, New College. Presented by

Ihe Middle East Sludies Com- ,

mittee of the International

Studies Programme.

Southern Comfort: it's the only way to travel
Join the fun on the S.S. Southern

Comfort. The party takes off any

night and the only baggage you

need is some Southern Comfort,

ice, and mix.

See you on the levee.

Arrivals from the South:

Cold Comfort

Pour l
lh ounces of Southern Comfort

over crushed ice. Add a twist of lemon.

Comfort Screwdriver

Pour m ounces of Southern Comfort

over ice. Top up with orange juice.

Comfort Collins

Mix IVi ounces of Southern Comfort

with the juice of a quarter of a lime.

Add some ice. Fill the glass with

lemon-lime drink.

Try these, too:

Comfort 'n' Cola,

Comfort and Tonic, 1

Comfort Daiquiri, etc.
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Future dentists say denturists don't know enough to be licensed.

Students oppose

denturist policy

On October 16. the Dental

Students Society held an in-

formation forum in the auditorium

of the Faculty of Dentistry centered

around prospective moves by the

provincial government in delivery of

dental care to this province, es-

pecially as it pertains to legislation

regarding the so called "denturists".

Speaking for the Ontario Dental

Association was Dr. John Durran, a

dentist from Hamilton and chair-

man of the Social Development

Committee of the ODA.
It is now painfully aware to all

our fellow students that the present

provincial government is not in-

terested in listening to any dis-

cussion re; student concerns as

evidenced by their recent fee in-

creases. This is also readily noticed

from their lack of discussion with

the dental profession concerning the

current conflict over the legalization

of "denturists"?

Despite the three major
government commissions (Wells

report and Committee on the

Healing Arts, 1970 and the Task
Force on Dental Technicians, 1972)

and their recommendations that

"denturists" be under a dentist's

supervision, the premier and health

minister have chosen to introduce

provincial bill 203. This bill would
allow these self-styled "denturists"

i l lMil I *
ix L(5£enm£ chamber of musical ^li^hfai

This week:

JOE MENDELSON
Next week:

CHRISTOPHER KEARNEY
71 JARViS ST. 358-0796

SAC Forum
MUNICIPAL ELECTION

DAVID CROMBIE JACKIE HENDERSON

TONY O'DONOHUE PAUL RIMSTEAD

DAVID ROTENBERG

DEBATES ROOM - HART HOUSE
TODAY 2:00 P.M.

M

COMING!
NOVEMBER 13 - 16

YAD VASHEM
HOLOCAUST EXHIBIT

HOLOCAUST & RESISTANCE
M

A PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY CREATED BY YAD VASHEM, JERUSALEM
AND THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF JEWISH FIGHTERS CAMP IN-
MATES AND NAZI VICTIMS, NEW YORK.

THIRTY-TWO PANELS DEPICTING THE HOLOCAUST WILL BE ON
DISPLAY AT:

HILLEL HOUSE
186 ST. GEORGE ST.

or technicians to work directly with

the public without supervision or

proper diagnostic training. This is

indeed a tragic situation, when an

apparent political whim overrides

the concern Tor the public's health. 1

keep asking myself. "How can the

people of Ontario have any con-

fidence in the present government?"

1 1 is a known fact that the

"denturists" do not have any

qualified training in the diagnosis of

diseases or other conditions of the

soft and hard tissues of the mouth.

They know little or nothing about

the physiology of the most com-
plicated joint in the human body,

that of our jaws. They have no

training knowledge of anaesthesia,

pharmacology, surgery, or medicine

to know anything of a medical

nature about the area they claim as

home territory, it is also a known
fact that these so called denturists

learn how to fit denture s, or have up

.o now, by a guess and by-gosh

principle. If the government wants

to give these untrained individuals

'ree reign over one of the most

dynamically changing and
challenging areas of the human
bodv. then who will take respon-

sibility II past performance is any

criterion, the government will not,

nor will these denturists.

The students who spend from five

to seven years studying to be Doc-

tors of Dental Surgery are being

short changed. If the health depart-

ment feels that what we must know
as dentists and how these things

apply to a human mouth especially a

mouth with no teeth, then why are

they:

a) Spending thousands of dollars

i>n Dental Education each year?

b) Planning to expand dental

services?

c) Demanding higher productivity

from our denial schools?

It is really a problem for us as

students to comprehend what

appears to he a contradiction. If we

are so esse"'i!il in our roles as

members of a health profession,

why is it that neither dentistry as a

profession nor any of its represen-

tatives were consulted before such

legislation was introduced? Den-

listry is more than willing to in-

troduce new plans and programs to

increase the amount and quality of

dental care while lowering the cost.

However, the government has not

taken really definitive action on any

of these proposals as far as we are

concerned. These proposals from

dentistry include such thing as low

cost denture clinics, {some of which

are in operation without government

help) run by qualified clinics. Also

proposed: the usage of properly

trained and supervised prosthetic

therapists or technicians. The ODA
has proposed and requested
assistance in setting up a Dental

Health Care Plan especially for

children. The ODA also is trying to

decrease the incidence of denial

decay by usage of fluoride in

municipal water supplies and proper

in-sehool dental care training for

children.

What can we do as dental

students?, Really very lillle, except

to point out to the government both

our personal and professional views

and hope the government will wake

up and realize that unsupervised

denturists are not in the publics'

health interests.

II the present trend of our

provincial government continues

with unilateral decisions being made
in education, health, el cetera, wheih

are so one-sided and demonstrate

ihe legislature's lack of information,

we question what type of leadership

can they offer and what future use

they will make of our services when
we graduate.

D. K. Randell, president

Denial Student Society

ALWAYS A GIGANTIC CLEARANCE OF

SHOES
fOR I HfcMURE FAMILY-AT EVERYDAY iflW MlCtT

_ all shoes

SI* $10
Reg, up to $25.00

ALL KINDS OF
SHOES • BOOTS • PLATFORMS • SANDALS • ETC

IMPORTS • FASHION • QUALITY

____ OVER 15.000 PAIRS ON DISPLAY

NOW MARKED DOWN

10% 50%
OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES OF *1 TO M0

ON WOMEN'S SHOES

OFF

GOLD OB SILVER
PLATFORM
EVENING SANDALS

NOW _
n*-*S, E,or(dn, low prkc* fib

7

CLOSED TOE
LEATHER PLAT-
FORM SANDALS

Black. Brown, md Na»y
R*B. *19.S5, S.tijOn, lo.prlct 110 NOW7

MEN'S BOX - CALF LEATHER SHOES NOW"
Neolite soles, robber heels, side buckle, black or an- £

1

Uque brown. Made in Spain. Beg. S19.95, our everyday
low price $10.00 * * 6
SAMPLE SIZE SAMPLE SHOES AND BOOTS TO
CLEAR Some boots pile-lined suedes and leathers
regular up to $25,

MEN'S SIZE 8 - S5 to $10 - LADIES SIZE 6 - $5 to $10.

FALL AND SPRING KNEE HIGH VINYL BOOTS
5 COLORS

WOMEN'S (with zipper)NOW $6 (without) NOW $5
ALSO A LARGE SELECTION OF

WINTER BOOTS 'ig^SS
ALWAYS NEW & DIFFERENT STYLES

SELF SERVICE

Warehouse ShoeMart
260 SPADINA AVE. — 1 BLOCK S OF DUN DAS
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Chicano lettuce workers

fight for rights whites have

By DON HUMPHRIES
Canadian University Press

In the coming months, Canadians will again be approached to

help the United Farm Workers of America (UFW) fight for fair wages
and living conditions.

The UFW has called a lettuce boycott against the big growers in

the south-western United States to back demands for recognition of

the United Farm Workers Union as the bargaining agent for lettuce

workers.

The same farm workers, led by Cesar Chavez, brought the grape

plantation owners to their knees after five years of continuous boycott

action. The issues involved in the lettuce boycott are essentially the

same as those in the grape boycott — obtaining the same basic

human rights for the Mexican-American (Chicano) workers as white

workers have.

The lettuce boycott started more than two years ago in Salinas

County, California, which produces 74.5 per cent of all summer lettuce

shipped from California and Arizona.

The owners had signed "sweetheart back-door agreements" with

the International Brotherhood of Teamsters in late July. But, on August

11, 1970, the Teamsters and UFW reaffirmed a 1967 jurisdictional

agreement giving the UFW jurisdiction over all agricultural workers.

The UFW called massive strikes against the lettuce plantation

owners on August 24, 1970. Some 7,000 workers walked out in Salinas

and Santa Maria Valleys to back demands that the UFW be their

collective bargaining representatives.

Because of the strike, one company, Inter Harvest, allowed a card

check election supervised by the Catholic Bishops' Committee. The

workers overwhelmingly supported the UFW and the union negotiated

a contract with the company.
A company representative said, "The Teamsters had our contract

but UFW has our workers."

The plantation owners — mostly corporate interests — sought

and obtained an injunction prohibiting all UFW strike activity in the

Salinas area on September 17, 1970.

The workers refused to surrender to the owners and held a vote

to determine further action. They opted for the boycott.

The existence of the UFW means much to Chicanos because it's a

union with a difference. It is their union and they control it.

Before Cesar Chavez and the UFW appeared on the scene, farm

workers were the worst off of any workers in the United States.

A typical example would be Jessica Govea's family. Special

assistant to Chavez and co-ordinator of the lettuce boycott, she led

Toronto during the grape boycott organizing efforts.

Every member of her family had to work in the cotton fields in

order to survive on the low piece-rate they were paid. (Piece-rate

involved payment by the pound instead of by the hour.)

The family would get up'at four am, pack a lunch, and drive one

hour to get to the fields. They worked without a break until six pm.

Babies were put in boxes and left either in the car or at the end of

the row of crops their parents were picking.

There were no toilets or drinking water in the fields although

California law requires them.

If the foremen didn't like a worker or if the worker complained

about the conditions, he was fired. The worker's name would go on a

blacklist and he or she couldn't get a job with any of the surrounding

plantations.

To be a farmworker meant to be continually on the move from

one job to another. The children could not receive proper schooling, if

indeed they got any. It took Govea four years to learn English, and she

was lucky. The children attend school tor six out of nine months. They

either fail or pass on to another grade without really learning anything.

No minimum wage for men exists in California. The minimum

wage for women and children is $1.65 per hour, but it is not enforced.

Housing provided to farmworkers usually consists of shacks

without sanitary plumbing. The Sunset Labor Camp featured in "The

Grapes of Wrath" movie is stilll in use. It was originally built in the

1930's by the federal government and was later sold to the county.

People are still living in those original corrugated steel shacks and

paying rent for them.

Cesar Chavez came to the grape fields in 1962 with his family. He

had finished grade eight after attending 38 different schools. With his

family beside him, Chavez worked in the fields alongside other

workers who were organizing a union.

Farm workers have been attempting to organize for more than 70

years. Every time they have tried, they have been thwarted by land

owners and government.

American Indians were the first to toil as farmworkers in the fields

of California. They were followed by Chinese (who comprised 90 per

cent of the farmworkers in the 1870's), Japanese. Philippinos. and

today Chicanos.

Farmworkers are the least protected of all American workers

covered by federal and state laws. They lack protected organizing

rights and cannot legally insist on union representation elections or

„ collective bargaining.

5 Chavez organized in the fields for three years. Workers paid dues

| of $3.50 into their organization and slowly the union began to grow and

% to serve its members.

Security guard at Hansen Farms, Salinas during the lettuce strike,

August, 1970.
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Agri-business interests first

got courts to quash boycott

People in the Chicano communities were being exploited by

educated Chicanos who operated outlets called "service centres". The

centres essentially provided a liaison service with white authorities

because most Chicanos spoke only Spanish and were unacquainted

with the laws.

This service was provided — for a tee. Typical charges were $5 to

make a phone call. $10 to write a letter, or $25 to get a motor licence.

To end this exploitation, the union set up its own liaison centres.

The union centre does not charge tees, and it teaches people to solve

their problems without the assistance of others.

To counter the lack of medical care, the union set up free trailer

clinics. None of the local doctors would help, so doctors from Los

Angeles and San Francisco came to treat the farmworkers and other

poor people.

The union also set up credit unions to help eliminate loan shark

companies from sticking people with outrageous interest rates.

Even after these programs were implemented, people realized

they weren't changing the social and economic conditions under

which they lived. The workers were still being treated by the farm

owners as possessions to be held in utmost contempt. It smacked of

18th century wage slavery.

In September. 1965, grape pickers at a large rally in Delano,

California decided to withdraw their labour to support demands for

better pay and working conditions. At the time, the union had only $65

in the bank to serve as a strike fund.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the strike was the workers'

determination to hold out until they had won the same basic rights that

white people enjoyed.

The owners imported workers from Mexico to break the strike.

Union supporters constantly had to persuade these people to quit in

support of the strike. Many did leave, but for those who did there were

always more poor, desperate Mexicans looking for work.

A Congressional committee came from Washington in 1966 to

investigate the situation. It hasn't been heard from since.

The grape boycott was called in response to the imported

workers. Because the union did not have any money, people

hitchhiked to cities all across the U.S- to set up boycott committees.

After five years, the majority of grape growers signed contracts

with the union. Only days later, the UFW called the lettuce boycott.

The lettuce boycott has run into much more organized resistance

than the grape boycott did.

On October 6. 1970. Judge Gordon Campbell ordered the UFW to

stop all boycott action. Again, the owners were using the courts lo their

advantage. The move followed a September injunction prohibiting

UFW strike activity in Salinas County. The UFW appealed the decision,

maintaining it violated the American constitutional right of free

speech.

Campbell ordered Chavez to jail for refusing to call off the

boycott. The incident attracted American attention. Public figures,

including Ethel Kennedy and Coretta King, joined a 24-hour, workers'

protest vigil outside the jail.

The California Supreme Court ordered Chavez released on

December 23, 1970, pending a final decision on the case.

On March 26. 1971. the Teamsters and UFW extended their

jurisdictional agreement for three years and reaffirmed the UFWs

right to represent all agricultural worl

on the lettuce boycott began, y.

The California Supreme Court f

substantial portion of Campbell's be

guarantees of free speech.

On May 7, 1971, the first in aserit

and a growers' committee was held to

The meetings dragged on through

growers' committee rejecting every c

by the union.

The purpose of the meetings

growers the time they needed to ha

without union interference. In Novemb
union offer and made it clear they int.

with the union.

It was also in November that th<

convention was held in Las Vegas,
|

Valley lettuce grower and Californ

campaign manager, was elected pre:

It was these patriotic gentlemer

with stars and stripes, and lab.elled "|

Money from sales of this scab lettuce \

The Free Marketing Council (FMc
lettuce industry, began filing charges

j

National Labor Relations Board (NLR
were filed In 13 cities across the U.S. ii

boucott.

In response to the FMC, NLRE
appointed by Nixon in August. 197'

California Federal District Court again

Judge Crocker set the hearing for A|

As the UFW mounted a carrt|

officials, Nash sought negotiation

postponement of the April 6th hearin

On May 3, 1972. Chavez annc

agreement with the NLRB reaffirming 1

than 1.000,000 letters had been v

chairman Senator Robert Dole prole

actions. At the same time, Chavez
boycott.

While this little battle was takin

occurred. The AFL-CIO granted the Ul

organize a national union of farm wo
signed a contract with Coca-Cola co

black citrus workers. It represented

Florida farm workers.

The threat the UFW now faces is

the threat of government anti-farmwc

The Arizona legislature passed a

remove the workers' right to boycott I

and boycotts.

Chavez began a 24-day fast to

orgnized farm workers and for the "<

The UFW began circulating Jjoe'

Jack Williams, who supported the bi

have been collected.

During his fast. Chavez was 1

McGov.ern announced his support of t

supporters not to eat scab lettuce.

On June 4. 1972, 6,000 people, n

Chavez to end his fast at Phoenix, A

launching of a campaign to obtain l,i

boycott. Some 200,000 signatures ha

In California, lettuce growers are

Arizona's passed by way of a refere

agricultural strikes and boycotts.

The growers employed a public i

necessary signatures to get an initiatii

initiative is similar to a referendum

becomes a law.

The firm. Blanchard and Assc

signatures. They gathered more than

initiative, called Proposition 22. on th

Since Proposition 22 was incli

protest has revealed that signature;

means.
California Secretary of State Edrr

more than 5,000 affidavits in w'^jn

defrauded into signing the initiative f

Many people were told the initi

would lower food prices, would set a r

or would be an action against high-p

People signing the petition we

attorney-general's statement describi

covered by different coloured caf

statements about the initiative were f

Contrary to the law against using

were subcontracted by public relatioi

Many signatures, addresses and daU

The UFW has been getting supf

Proposition 22.

Among those opposing P'roposil

bishops. Democratic Party organized
Einer Mohn. director of the Western

To some people the reasons for t

the south-western U.S. are obscure f

the ownership of the kind of farms tr

The lettuce boycott is not beinc

family farmer. It is a direct challenge

farm and agri-business.

An outstanding example of U

Corporation. Tenneco owns or control

western U.S. Its farming and land da
in 1970. It also received $1.1 mi

governments that year.

Tenneco is the 34th largest <j|JLP (

involved in manufacturing, oil an?'<5 s

Farm workers in Salinas demonstrate to the growers their demands
lor a resumption off the lettuce boycott, in September, 1971.
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jrs. At this time, a moratorium

ruled unanimously that a

fcott injunction violated basic

; of meetings between the UFW
iiscuss farmworkers' contracts,

he summer and fall with the

mpromise attempt put forward

ecame clear. They gave the

vest the summer lettuce crop

r, the growers again rejected a

nded to fight rather than settle

Western Growers Association

evada. Mike Schultz. Imperial

i governor Ronald Reagan's

dent.

who sold lettuce emblazoned
e-elect the President Lettuce",

as used to help re-elect Nixon.

, the public relations arm of the

jainst the UFW boycott with the

) in December. 1971. Charges
an effort to head off the lettuce

•
general counsel Peter Nash.

filed a complaint in Fresno,

t the boycott on March 9. 1972.
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aign to pressure Republican
with UFW lawyers and a

I-

mced the UFW had reached
le UFW's right to boycott. More
itten to Republican national

ling the efforts to quash UFW
mnounced resumption of the

insurance, and banking.
Tenneco became involved in farming in 1967 when it gobbled up

an old-style corporate farm, the Kern County Land Company. Kern
County is California's third largest land owner and has reportedly been
buying land In Saskatchewan.

Tenneco can plow its own land, which is fertilized and sprayed
with chemicals from its own chemical division, using its own tractors
which are fueled with gas and oil from its own wells and refineries.

This is what agri-business is all about: the complete control of
every aspect of agriculture. The production of food, its processing,
and the marketing of the final products is largely controlled by agri-

business. It means that large corporate farms hire people to produce
the food just like GM hires people to make automobiles.

(It is this type of agricultural society that the Task Force on
Agriculture, commissioned by the federal government, advocates.
Although the minister responsible for the Wheat Board. Otto Lang, has
officially claimed that the Trudeau government rejected the report as

government policy, no attempt has been made to limit the growth of
multi-national agri-business.)

No one in the United Farm Workers Union is paid. Each member
receives room and board plus $5 a week strike pay. There are 150 full-

time boycott organizers working without pay across the United States.
But, what benefits would accrue to the workers if they could

bargain through the union of their choice?
Living and working conditions would improve drastically. There is

no excuse for 15 per cent of the farm workers showing symptoms of
pesticide poisoning. There is no justification for California farm
workers having an occupational disease rate twice the rate for all other
industries combined. There is no reason for the lack of proper
sanitation in the fields.

The life expectancy of farm workers is 49 years. They have shown
their determination to extend their lives and the life of their union.

But, a union is not an accurate description. It is more a movement
or La Causa.

I
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York students force caterer to drop Kraft

DOWNSVIbW (CUP) — Campus

action against Kraft food products

continued lo score successes last

week, with the decision of caterers at

York University to respect the

National Farmers Union boycott

against the American corporation.

l.yn Brooks, York manager Tor

Versafoods limited, said student

pressure caused him to eliminate

most Kraft products from York

cafeterias.

Kraft could supply some 50 to 60

percent of campus food needs,

Brooks said, but this will now be cut

back to 10 percenl.

Me claimed that individually

wrapped cheese slices, pre-packaged

I
mis and jellies, and barbeque

sauces are not available from other

food manufacturers, so Versafoods

iinist use some Kraft products. He

said if the company can find effec-

tive replacements the boycott Will be

made complete.

(A spokesman for the Kraft

Boycott Committee said alternative

suppliers lor all these products are

readily available.)

Brooks said he was persuaded to

boycott Kraft when he read a letter

from York student council president

John Theobald in Excalibur, the

student newspaper.

Meanwhile, a member of the

l.aurentian University student coun-

cil in Sudbury will ask council at its

next meeting to remove all Kraft

products from iis store. The store

continues to sell a large number of

Kraft products despite (he NFU

p 1/2 CARAT
DIAMOND RING

m set
$29500

uf choice ol twenty live eliciting
styles, fellow or white gold In.
eludes — diamond ring, matching
wedOing band, registered appraisal
certificate and insurance.
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Jewellers • Gemmolog

1430 rOHGE
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UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informed
helpful

staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707YONGEST
Below Bloor
923-3551

boycott.

\ council spokesman said this

was no indication that the manage-

ment supports Kraft or that they

were unaware of the boycott.

"Students buy a lot of Kraft

dinners reeularlv. so La Boutede

(the store) stocks it," he said.

But newly-elected council

member Richard Woodley, who is

also new editor of Lambda, the

student paper, said "'continuing to

stock Kraft products is tantamount

to supporting Kraft in their battle

with the Canadian farmer."
' Woodley hopes the council will

pass the motion overwhelmingly.

The nation-wide boycott is now

well into its second year. The NFU
is seeking the right to bargain collec-

tively with Kraft to obtain higher

prices for farm products. Kraft

refuses lo negotiate and refuses to

discuss the issue publicly. All re-

quests for speakers to present the

company's point ofview are referred

to provincial marketing boards and

the Canadian Dairy Council.

Forster cool to teaching assistants' union
By JULIA ELCOCK

U of T vice-president Don

Horsier, while admitting there are

"many inequalities in terms of

working conditions and pay "for

teaching assistants, says that for-

ming a union is not the way to

accomplish their objectives.

The Graduate Students Union is

spearheading a drive to organize U
of T's teaching assistants into a

union. Ihe Graduate Assistants.

Association, with full bargaining

rights.

l ast spring, the GSU asked for

voluntary recognition of a TA un-

ion, after a report it commissioned

showed that the average wage of Ihe

assistants was less than $1000', that

women were underrep resented

among the teaching ranks and that

they were virtually powerless in

departmental and course decision-

making. It recommended im-

provement in all these areas.

Forster, speaking for the

university turned the request down.

He refused, in a recent interview,

to elaborate further on his views of

ihe formation ofthe union.

School of Graduate Studies

assistant dean Arthur Sherk said he

hadn't "studied the (GSU) report

carefully", but from what he had

read, he believed the union had

done "a good job on it."

He said that he didn't

"necessarily agree with the con-

clusions," but he did admit that in

some cases the pay is uneven for

equivalent work.

Asked if he thought that

assistants should have some say in

tutorial content and size, Sherk

refused to comment. He also said

that he didn't intend to comment on

the possible formation of the union.

The "whole picture oT Graduate

Students should gel a good support

package", he did say.

Sherk said that he was not sure

lhat a union would achieve student

objectives.

U of T manager of labour

relations John Parker refused to

comment on the report or the possi-

ble founding of a union, saying lhat

he could not intelligently give a

position until the university decided

what its policy is to be on Ibis

matter.

The GSU's organizing campaign

is underway with a series of

meetings and other promotion in an

attempt lo convince leaching

assistants of the need for a union.

I f 65 per cent of the TA's sign up,

and the Ontario Labour Relations

Board accepts the union as a proper

bargaining unit, it will be granted

automatic certification, with full

bargaining rights.

Hoechst Research
Safety
Early perception of danger
points and easy identification of

traffic signs so that their mes-
sages can be instantly recog-

nized, are two of the greatest

problems of road safety.

The fluorescent colours now
used to mark highways often

fade after a short time. But
Hoechst research has devel-

oped persistent fluorescent

dyestuffs which have the valu-

able attributes of maximum
lightfastness and striking visual

impact. The qualities of these

dyestuffsimproveidentification

of highway danger spots, men
working, traffic signs, railway

crossing and unlit roads. In fact

there is an almost inexhaustible

number of identification uses.

This is a major contribution by
Hoechst to future road safety.

Increases Highway

Ahead through systems
thinking

The new fluorescent dyestuffs

are the result of Hoechst
know-how and experience in

many fields. They are the
product of collaboration be-
tween physicists and techni-

cians engaged in research into

dyestuffs and plastics.

Systems thinking is the
Hoechst strategy. Research,
development and product ex-

perience in many areas are
concentrated on the solution of

specific problems.

To keep ahead — to solve the
problems of today and to-

morrow — Hoechst employs
1 0, 300 people in research and
development with a research
investment of more than 1 50
million dollars.

Helping Build Canada

Products and ideas from
Hoechst have touched and im-

proved the quality of people s

lives in every area around the

world, in a hundred countries

on six continents. As an affiliate

of the worldwide Hoechst or-

ganization, Canadian Hoechst

Limited has a full century of

research and achievement to

draw upon. In Canada, Hoechst

is an autonomous company
employing Canadians to serve

Canadian needs. '

Hoechst in Canada concerns
itself with supplying both the

present and future needs of

Canadians. The range of prod-

ucts and services covers the

spectrum through industrial

chemicals, dyestuffs, plastics,

printing plates, human and
veterinary medicines, pharma-
ceuticals, and textile fibres.

Hoechst products and services,

Hoechst techniques and
know-how in these fields,

combined with a large interna-

tional fund of experience, have
given the company a reputation

for expertise which takes con-
stant striving to live up to.

Hoechst thinks.ahead.

HOECHST
Canadian Hoechst Limited
4045 Cote Vertu
Montreal 383, Quebec

40 Lesmill Road
Don Mills, Ontario

o
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Shepherd wants more power for committee
By RANDY ROBERTSON

Academic Affairs Committee
chairman R . M . H . Shepherd
suggested last week thai the com-
mittee should assume power relative

in the Governing Council.

At a meeting discussing the

chairman's proposals on the role of

Academic Affairs, Shepherd urged

the committee, in order to save lime,

to consider sending "more as in-

formation and less for approval" to

the Governing Council.

All committees of the Governing

Council are now required to submit

all substantive proposals to the full

council for approval, and merely

to 1 inform council of what is con-

sidered "implementation" of pre-

viously laid-down policy.

The "information" method was

used by the Internal Affairs Com-
mittee to set up the university's

proposed day care centre under the

jurisdiction of previously defined

policy. However there were enough

objections to Ibis method ol

procedure at the council meeting

that Chairman Malim Harding

ordered a vole he taken on the

proposal.

Shepherd also thought the

committee should have the power to

set up subcommittees without coun-
cil approval.

"The Governing Council," he

said, "has the power but the

Academic Affairs Committee has

the onus of responsibility to help the

Governing Council."

He attacked the way
subcommittees are presently set up
— only with the permission of the

Governing Council.

"If we arc not competent to set up
subcommittees ourselves, what are
we competent to do — we, the

largest standing committee of the

Governing Council?" The com
miltee needs this authority, he said

because more subcommittees" are

needed and the Academic Affairs

Committee can set them up more
quickly than the Governing Council

Committee member professor M
Israel described the committee as

"silling here trying to decide how

much power we can wrest away
from the Governing Council".

"This may cause a trauma in the

Governing Council,** another
member said. "They will begin to

wonder what we're up to."

Shepherd complained that

making decisions in the new un-

icameral system of university

government is much harder than it

was in the old system, which had two

substantive bodies, the Board of

Governors and the academic Senate.

'It bothers me," he said, "that it

takes too long to gel things done.

The idea of the unicameral system

was to speed things up, 1 thought."

"How much more cumbersome
and slower our procedure is

already," he added, "than the

Senale procedure was in academic

affairs."

Shepherd said last year a proposal

coining before I he Senate was

referred lo the appropriate one of

the 17 boards of studies of the

Senate for discussion, before it

returned to the Senate to be voted

on.

This year a proposal is presented

lo a subcommittee and goes from il

lo the Academic Affairs Committee
for discussion. If il is approved, il

goes to the Executive Council and

finally to the Governing Council lo

be voted on.

Shepherd said that the Academic
Affairs Committee has a backlog of

business already. He warned that

the committee's workload will be

"about two or three times as heavy

as it is now" in the second term.

"'If we cannol function

expeditiously, what practical im-

portance do we have?" he asked.

He said that ihe relationship of

the Academic Affairs Committee to

the (iovcrning Council ought to be

more clearly defined — if not by the

( ioverning Council, then by the

Academic Affairs Committee ilself.

The meeting decided lo set up a

striking committee to establish sub-

committees on admissions and
awards, and on curriculum and
standards.

Academic Affairs also added a

full-time student lo an ad hoc sub-

committee on extension education.

On the advice of U of T vice-

president Don Forsler, the com-
mittee recommended to the ad-

ministration that admissions
applications from Ugandan refugees

not he refused consideration if they

are submitted after the deadline. It

also decided the administration

should ask the provincial govern-

ment to extend OSAP benefits to

ihe refugees waiving for one year

residency and other requirements.

Rotenberg changes policy on development
By LORNE SLOTN1CK

In an apparent change from his

previous policy, mayoralty can-

didale David Rotenberg moved

FACULTY, STUDENTS,
STAFF

With young children, interested in having

their children learn about Jewish Culture

and celebrate Jewish holidays,

Please call:

University of Toronto

Hillel Foundation

923-9861

closer to his more liberal opponent

David Crombie on the issue ol

development al a policy speech

Thursday.

Ward X alderman Fred Beavis, an

Old GuaYd stalwart, was one ol

about 250 well-dressed people who
crowded inlo ihe Regency Hyalt

Hotel hallroom to hear the Ward 1

1

alderman deliver a policy paper on

urban planning and housing. The
proposals sounded quite different

Trnm the consistently pro-
devclopmenl Rotenberg that city

hall observers are familiar with.

In his first of a series of policy

speeches, Rotenberg proposed thai

the city tax commercial property at

the maximum of its zoning poten-

tial, set up a "land stabilization

hank", and set up neighbourhood

"mini-planning-boards".

Taxing land at its full potential

would force ihe owners of land

developed less than the maximum its

zoning permits to apply to have the

land down-zoned, .unless they

wanted lo pay more taxes,
Rotenberg said. An owner wanting

to develop ihe land would have to

apply for an upzoning, at which time

the city could place specific con-

dilions on Ihe size and amenities of

the new development.

Rotenberg claimed that this

would ensure that the people of

Toronto benefit from new projects

downtown, and denied thai il would

encourage more mammoth office

towers. The developer would rather

down/one than build in order lo

avoid the extra taxes he explained,

adding lhat demand for office space

will nol support many more massive

developments.

The land stabilization bank would

huy up downtown land as it came on

the market, which the city would

have control over the use of under a

lease-back arrangement. The city

would use its own money and federal

mortgage loans for the scheme, said

Rotenberg.

The land bank would eliminate

BrewedMmpure spring water?

And that's the truth!

speculative profit from the price of

the land, and make housing
available al lower costs, he claimed.

The '"mini-planning-boards",

which Rotenberg had proposed

earlier during the campaign, would

ensure thai a neighbourhood would

have a say in any changes taking

place in ihe area before the final

stages of a new development.

The proposals depart significantly

from Rolenberg's usual image as a

pm-developer candidate. Asked
what developers would feel about his

plans, he said lhat "they will build

under whatever rules we set".

They are "very adaptable", he

added.

riven though Rotenberg will have

enough money lo conduct his cam-

paign on ihe basts of personality, he

said he will not run lhat type of

campaign.

"Smiles and handshakes" are not

ihe qualifications needed for the

mayor of Toronto, he said, in an

apparent dig at Alderman Tony
O'Donohue, who is running mainly

a personality campaign for mayor.

The platform guests at the policy

reading were Bud Sugarman, a

Yorkville businessman; Edward
Dunlop, president of the Toronto

Sun and former Conservative MPP;
and t.iheral Senator David Croll, a

former mayor of Windsor.

Dunlop said Rotenberg was a

man of "great intelligence, great

integrity, great humanity, and great

sensitivity".

Tfiere is no private house in

which people can enjoy them
selves so well as in a capital

tavern You are sure you
are welcome; and the more
noise you make, the more
trouble you give, the more
good things you call for, the

welcomer you are.

Dr. SamuelJolmsoH

at the

JARVIS HOUSE
Entertainment and
Dancing on 2 floors

JARVIS at RICHMOND

NO COVER - NO MINIMUM
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Woman activist claims

Reforms are no substitute for mass action
By ELAINE KARRAGHER

Even though it is important for

women to fight for reforms in laws

which discriminate against them,

Ihev should never believe that it can

he a substitute for collective action,

says an activist who is assisting

other women to understand the law.

"Working on reformist issues

should only be done to create the

preconditions for future liberation."

Susan Perly, who works with the

Women's Bureau in Halifax, was

speaking yesterday to about 50 peo-

ple at a Waffle-sponsored con-

ference on "Women and their

work". Pcrly co-authored a book

entitled "Women and the Law in

Nova Scotia",

She declared that the law in

Canada discriminates against

women by defining what their lole is

to he in society and using structures

through which it enforces this

definition.

Perlv stressed that there was no

active conspiracy on the part of the

government to discriminate against

women.

"The law" she said, " is tied to the

ideology of the system and supports

it, as well as being part of it".

Thus she said that although it is

important to be concerned with

changing the small ways in which

the law discriminates, women
should not become caught up in

them and lose sight of the larger and

more important struggle which is in

changing the whole nature of the

state.

Perly said thai the law has

defined marriage as an arrangement

in which the husband supports the

wife financially, and she in turn

provides him with sex and domestic

services. Thus if a woman refuses to

move where her husband moves, she

is considered legally as deserting

him.

If a woman on welfare lives with a

man, she can be cut off because it is

assumed that he is supporting her.

Likewise, if another man injures a

man's wife in some way which

makes her incapable of providing

sexual and domestic services, the

man can be sued for damages, Perly

Mao/sf says Communist Party of

Canada is opportunist reformist
By GREG McMASTER

The Communist Party of Canada

flas been transformed by political

opportunism from a movement with

n clear understanding of the need to

establish a slate of workers' Soviets

into a reformist party whose
program "sounds- like a" group of

Budhisis praying for peace."

This accusal ion was made by

Mitchell Bornslein. who presented a

Radical

editor

here
A well-known Canadian radical,

Dimilri Roussopoulos, will be

speaking today on "Revolutionary

organization: an anarchist
alternative".

Rossopoulos helped found the

radical quarterly "Our Generation"

in 1 96 1 with which hejias remained

as an editor, and was active in the

formation of the Canadian new left.

He also founded Black Rose

Books, a Montreal publishing house

of radical books. He is the author of

"Quebec Labour" and edited "The
New Left in Canada".

A frequent speaker and

contributor lo theoretical journals,

Roussopoulos has also been active

in community organizing in

^Montreal.

He is sf

Smith 2I06.

crilical history of the Communist

Party at a Friday meeting of the

Norman Bethune Club. Bornslein

ran in Spadina in the recent federal

election as a Communist Party of

Canada (Marxist-Leninisl)
candidate.

Describing the Communist Party

in the I920's as "a parly which had

no reverence for bourgeois legality"

Bornslein noted that the founding

meeting of the party took place

illegally, in secret, while the War
Measures Act was in effect.

He said thai (he party openly

called for a workers" repulic in

Canada, embracing Lenin's theories

nf armed revolution, while al the

same lime trying to "lead the

economic struggles of working

people". Many members were

arresied for speaking as Com-
munists at public meetings.

Bornslein said "You can tell how

far ihis parly has fallen in the last 5

1

years" by its present program,

which rejects the idea of smashing

the ruling class' stale. The program

is also "a source of undying shame"
for talking of a peaceful era at a

time when the United States has

attacked country after country and

is "waging a genocidal war against

the people of Vietnam," he added.

Bornslein criticized the early

Communist Party for un-

derestimating the significance of the

British North America Act as an

instrument of neocolonialism, for

claiming that Canada was an im-

perialist power in its own right, and

for "utterly failing to see that the

people of Quebec form a nation with

an undeniable righl to self-

determination."

He iraced the party's history

through the 30's and 40's, saying

that the parly partially abdicated

political leadership of the working

class, overemphasizing economic

struggles by making "demands" on

capitalists lo solve problems created

by capitalism.

On the other hand, he gave the

parly credit for being the leading

force of the working class, for

denouncing "ruling class justice" al

a lime when striking workers and

Communists were subject to arrest

and shooting attacks by the police.

These included the murder of

many workers in the thirties, and the

jail cell attack on CP leader Tim
Buck in ] 934. Bornslein also

referred to the fighting efforts of Dr.

N.orman Bethune and 1200 other

Canadians in the defense of the

Spanish Republic as examples of CP
leadership.

It was during Ihe 30's. claimed

Bornslein. that opportunism led to

the party's failure lo break with
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said. Also, if a woman commits

;idultery her lover can be sued by her

husband for "criminal con-

versation" but a woman can not do

Ihe same if her husband is similarly

unfaithful to her.

"In this society." said Perly. a

"man and wife" are "one under the

law, hut the 'one' is ihe man."

"Legally a woman cannol be

raped by her husband since a man

has sexual rights over his wife. A
wife cannot be charged with being

an "assessory after the fact" if she

hides her husband after he has com-

mitted a crime.

IT a man owes money to his wife

as well as to other people, and pays

her back first, the money can legally

be taken away from her to be paid to

his other creditors, she asserted.

Perly said that although the law

may not specifically force women to

live the way the system has defined

for them, society has set up great

barriers through various other laws

which make ii very difficult for a

woman lo do otherwise.

As an example, she noted that

although a woman does not legally

have to change her name upon

marrvine she must stale her

married name on her passport or

prove that she is known by her

maiden name. Social insurance, she

said, also goes by a woman's

married name.

Also, although it is not illegal for

a couple lo live common-law, a

woman in such a situation has few

legal rights. Children resulting from

a common-law union are regarded

as "illegitimate"; and unless the

father submits a statement

recognizing the children as his own,

he has no responsibility towards

thorn.

Perly said thai although the laws

are changing, many loopholes re-

main that make the changes in-

effective, "Since the equal pay act

came into Ontario, no actions

againsl an employer have been

successful in court",

Also, although the minimum
wager in Nova Scotia is now the

same Tor men and women, it does

not apply if the person is underage,

or an apprentice.

Thus, she said, many women are

hired as "trainees" for very low

wages, and Ihen fired a few months

later when the category may no

longer apply.

"Also," she observed "Ontario

is thinking of nol applying the

minimum wagee lo waitresses who
gel tips."

reformism, leading to its increasing

tendency to see itself as a "benefit

society" calling for band-aid

solutions.

In I937, at ihe eighth party

convention, "al a time when revolu-

tion was the order of the day, ihe

parly leadership was talking about

building membership." according to

Bornsiein.

The party subordinated the class

struggle lo the point of forgetting it

during the world war against

fascism, he claimed. During the late

40's and 50's ihe.CP changed from a

party in which reform of the present

system was "no longer an op-

portunist deviation but an integral

part of the parly program," said

Bornslein.

Bornslein said thai the

culmination of this process was in

1 954. when the parly program was

revised lo include "anli-marxist"

ideas of the parliamentary, con-

stitutional road lo socialism. During

the I950's, he charged, the CP
"refused to stand up and fight

againsl McCarthyism and Cold War
propaganda, and therefore "ceased

lo be a force" in Canadian politics.

Bornslein concluded by saying

that real change in Canada
' "depends on ihe class struggle, not

on comparisons of Canada wilh the

Soviet Union and mystification of

the question of the stale."

unclassified
HELP! We need a woman who knows
fashions tor part-lime work. Tursday and
Friday nighls and all day Saturday. Call

362-4809 - Sid.

XEROXING - 5c. and 1-1/2c. Reductions
too. SAC PRESS ir the basement of the

SAC Building. 923-6720.

AN INDIAN, fair complexioned. Aged 24,
new to Toronto wishes to meel some nice
Canadian girl. Phone Billoo 690-3925.

DON MILLS RD. - EGLINTON. Sublet

large 1 bedroom apt. indoor pool, sauna.
Child, pels, O.K. one fare zone. $178 in-

cluding hydro. One month free. 429-3586.

FLORIDA: 2 good-looking chicks wanted
to accompany 2 guys going sailing in

Florida. Dec. 9 - Jan. 1 Fred. 466-6311. Al-

ter 5.

MALE GRADUATE STUDENT desperately
needs living accommodations. Near Cam-
pus, own room. Will share everything -

B/K, girlfriend, stash, vibes. Warm and
friendly. 961-6116, Howard - 961-6116.

SKI MT. STE. ANNE.-? lull days, Decem-
ber 24 lo December 30, includes transpor-

tation, accommodation, meals and tow
ticket. Full price $134,00, no exlras. Call
636-1038 today.

ROOM (15' x 16') with board in exchange
for babysitting from 4-7, Monday lo

Friday. Old home, newly decorated; Run-
nymede-Bloor subway. Remunerallon
available lor exlra dulies. Office 863-0173:
home - 766-1494.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec, 27^an 1,

5 days skiing al Ml. Ste. Anne. Excellent
accommodation wilh heated indoor swim-
ming pool. All transportation included.
For information write; CANAOIAN SKI
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.

"FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" First

English production of Michel Tremblay's
scathing but compassionate portrait of an
East-Montreal family. Nov. 14 - Dec. 10
Tarragon Theatre 30 Bridgman Ave.
Bamursl and Duponl. 964-8833.

RECENTLY SEPARATED MALE Grad
student (mid-twenties) seeks serious
female companionship. Mall particulars

to; "Varsity Ad", 30 Charles St. W. 808,

Toronto 189. All genuine inquiries an-

swered.

LIVE ON CAMPUS Places now available

in residence at New College. Women;
call: 928-8875. Men; call 928-2464

"SKl-6 DAYS' - ONLY S58" - Ski Mont.
Ste. Anne, Dec. 27 to Jan. 1 '73 (New
Year's) Trip includes: transportation, ac-
commodation, 'Optional' exlra - meals,
lows, lessons, tor information call: 783-
7609 after 6 p.m.

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day You Buy
A Diamond" H. Proctor and Co., 1430

Yonge St., 921-7702

EXPEDITIONS: Overland London to
Capetown: Toronto to Rio de Janeiro;
Yucatan; Easter Island; Solar Eclipse.

The Trekkers: 2453 Yonge St., Suite No. 7,

Toronlo 483-9080

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coals trom $10.00 Paul Magder Furs. 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selecllon ol fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; Ill 8:00
Thurs. and Fri.

PLEASE GIVE US A HAND. Earlscourl
community projeel desperately needs
volunteer math and science tutors. Call
Alec: 532-3303. and help a high school
student make it.

all the
latest in

fashion
and
custom-
made
eyewear

BRADDOCK
OPTICAL
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THUOUGHOUT M[T"U
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Call for renovation of Toronto landmark

Citizens oppose destruction of Massey Hall
The majority of 100 people al

meeting about the luture or Massey
Hall last Thursday opposed its

planned demolition. The audience al

Si. Paul's Church on Avenue Road
supported preserving and renovating
the old 'huilding, as well as con-
structing a new hall.

Massey Hall's board oigovernors
plan to build a new hall in Metro
Centre, on land donated by the City
pt Toronto. The $19 million cost ol

the new music auditorium is ex-

pected lo be financed by the federal

and provincial governments and
from public donations.

The present Massey Hall, home
of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra
and host to many rock and folk

concerts, needs costly renovations to

make it a viable and safe hall.

The meeting, sponsored by Time
and Place, a group dedicated to

preserving historical and architec-

tural landmarks, was called after the

acquisition of the Metro Centre site

for the new Massey Hall was
announced.

A Toronto landmark for 78 years,

the hall has outlived its usefulness

according lo Edward Pickering,

chairman of the board of governors
and past-president or the TSO. who
explained why the board decided on
a new hall, instead of extensive

refurbishing to the old.

He began by assuring ihe

gathering (hat "ihe governors have
made no decision about the poten-
tial use of the hall", although they
have decided lo erect a new building.

He replied to Alderman John
Sewcll's question that he did not
include proceeds from the sale of the
land, close to Queen and Yonge
Streets, as part of the funds for the

new hall.

Pickering said he hoped for seven
million dollars from the provincial

government to match a federal
pledge, and five million dollars to be

raised privately.

Although Pickering was
"sentimentally attached to Massey
Hall", he and t-he rest of ihe gover-
nors found the basic systems and
services "obsolete" and thai large
capital expenditures Tor renovation
and installation of good heating and
cooling systems would be futile.

"Massey Hall has fine accoustical
properties in ihe auditorium, but if

you change the structure, you run
the risk of losing the good
acoustics," Pickering said. "The
acoustics, though, are not good on
stage, and one section of the
symphony can not hear another."
The sound quality of the hall was

the subject of most debate, because
the major rational for keeping it,

other than for historical and sen-
timental value, was because a ma-
jorily of the audience fell a new hall

could not duplicate the fine
acoustics of the old.

Some of the younger members of
the audience asserted that the
building was "enjoyable" for

bearing pop groups in.

In conlrasl to other sentiments
expressed about the quality of the
hall. TSO bass player Sam Levine
pleaded for a new hall. Levine, who
has been with the TSO 22 years,
echoed the opinions or a majority of
the orchestra, "from the horses
moulh", he said. =

"One would think that orchestra 1
members would become quite al- ?
inched to the place, but lhat is not 5
the case," Levine said. He verified i
Pickering's statement that one part

jf
of the orchestra can nol hear >
another, and said lhat the TSO had £
been promised "something better".

"We live in a dungeon; [he

washrooms are a disgrace," Levine
said. "We need a new hall."

Mayoralty candidate David
Crombie said that he was at the

meeting to see "why we should save

the hall".

"Everyone has a personal

Massey Hall, a Toronto landmark for 78 years may fall victim to the wrecker's ham mer.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION

reason
, but Crombie was looking

for the "public" rational. He hoped
that Massey Hall would not be listed

as a building that "We used to
have."

A letter from another mayoralty
candidate. Alderman David
Kolenberg. said that he was "in-

Tormed ihe decision to demolish
would not be made until the new hall

was completed". Rotenberg
promised to do all in his power to

retain it for ihe public, or sell it to a

private citizen or group who would
retain the structure.

Art historian Douglas Richardson
presented slides showing ihe struc-

ture when il was constructed in

ISy4. and other structures based on
the Massey Hall design. He con-
cluded that to give up the acoustical

qualities or Massey Hall would be to

lose "a pearl or great price".

Architect Mandel Sprackman
suggested ihe building could be
s;ived. and showed slides or similar

structures which he had renovated.

"Considering her age, she's in

good condiiion," Sprackman said.

He said the board of governors
may not have looked at all the

possibilities. He suggested lhat they

consider using the space under street

level for expansion or facilities.

U of T architecture professor

.lames Acland, slating he was
playing the "devil's advocate",
asked the audience to be absolutely

clear thai Ihey were not trying lo

save an "inefficient structure".

He said ihe building was "'badly

placed" and thai the required

renovation would cost a great deal.

A new runction might be found for

Massey Hall, he suggested.

Sewell said thai he thought the

whole Metro Centre proposal
"slinks" and the decision for the

Massey Hall site does not happen in

a vacuum. Sewell said he would be

reluctant to accept "that type of a
gift" (ihe land) from the City of
Toronto. The municipal government
only gives gifts like lhat to

developers, he declared.

Sewell said thai it was odd thai

ihe governors had been looking at

alternatives for seven or eight years,

while ihe public had just found out

about ihe situation recently. He
charged ihe board "is representative

of big downtown business", and
sirongly suggested lhat subscribers

be involved in decision-making on
the future or the hall.

Some members of the audience
then compared the board of gover-

nors lo the aristocracy, and
demanded representation on it.

FASHION WHIRL'S
I

s1 ANNUAL ONE-WEEK SALE
IS ON RIGHT NOW!

SUPER SAVINGS ON
EVERYTHING IN THE STORE!

CHECK LAST FRIDAY'S
OR THIS FRIDAY'S

VARSITY FOR MANY OF
THE GREAT SAVINGS

ONE WEEK ONLY AT
FASHION WHIRL
210 SPADINA AVE.

OPEN MON.-FRI.. 10-9

SAT., 10-6

Chargex Accepted

76 CHARLES ST. W.
923-8115

85 EGLINTON AVE. E.

486-8663

CERLOX BINDING.

FHEE COLLATING
WHILE-U-WA1T OR OVERNIGHT

QUALITY GUARANTEED

COPIES
MADE
ON

XEROX
EQUIPMENT

, EACH
* 1st thru Sth

copy per original

i

ft
EACH

i
v 6th thru 10th

' copy per original

EACH
nth- and additional

i copies per original

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
464 SPADINA

now serving lunches
Spaghetti, chile, roast beef, corned
beef, Italian meatball sandwiches,
hamburgers, and hot dogs.

SPECIAL-MONDAY TO FRIDAY
BUSINESS MEN'S
LUNCHEONS

served from 12 to 2
Every day something different

10% Discount with ATL Cards

20%

REDUCTIONS

CHARLES ST., W.

STUDENT
DISCOUNT AV /O

(TO STUDENTS ON
STUDENT WORK)

NOTE:
FEDERAL [12%) AND PROVINCIAL
(S%) SALES TAXES APPLICABLE

ON ALL WORK

Maximum original size 24" x 36'

NOW APPEARING
AAA/WVWvW

DETROIT WHEELS
AND

WHISKEY HOWL /

El Mocambo Tavern

Spadina al College

Two Rooms - Two Dance Floors
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According to Quebec NIP

Shoddy medical service dispensed to public
Three lo Tour million Canadians

are receiving no medical service at

all said Heward Graffley at a taping

of the television show. Crossfire.

"People are dying and suffering

unnecessarily." said Graffley

because "ihe (medical) syslem has

totally collapsed already."

Graffley, a lawyer, is the author

of "'A Senseless Sacrifice: a Black

Paper on Medicine". He is one ol

Quebec's two Progressive Conser-

vative MPs and a governor of a

Quebec hospital."

Grafftey concentrated his attack

on the lack of service in rural areas.

He said that as general

practitioners disappear they are not

being replaced by paramedics in the

rural areas. This leaves low income

people and the aged without any

service because of their lack ol

mobility.

He called this "a cruel hoax on

these people".

He cited his own area in Quebec's

eastern townships as an example

saying that seven years ago there

were seven full time doctors, while

now there is only one. He said that

there have been no compensating

local services, transportation to

local hospitals, paramedics or

clinics.

Grafftey said that one solution

would he the establishment of com-

munity clinics in rural areas staffed

by paramedics and visited regularly

bv doctors. There is a need for

paramedics lo supplement doctors,

he said.

The time or the general

practitioner is over, claimed

Grafftey. It is "inevitable that we

are going into specialization", but as

a result, there is all the more need

for paramedics.

He castigated legislators for

pouring billions of dollars into

medical expenses and income

supplements for doctors and not

devoting more money to ihe training

of more dociors and paramedics.

(Iraffley said that he was more

"critical of medical services in

general lhan doctors in particular",

but thai he blamed the medical

profession for lack of leadership.

He also advocated the

redistribution ofdoctors throughout

an area according lo population.

Medical services run from

excellent lo terrible, said Graffley.

The "general thrust of

consumerism"- has allowed the

medical profession lo police

themselves. He said that medical

hoards should be sel up with some
kind of public representation to

define standards of practice.

Grafftey's only criticism of

medical schools was that they draw

a "majority of students from upper

income groups and il is hard to get

l hem to go into lower income

areas". He said that this tends to asserted, but "the medical profes-

make medicine an elitist profession, sion has downgraded the importance

There is "wonderful work being of emergency services". He charged

done in Ontario in emergencies," he that red tape kills accident victims.

SAC pub proposal awaits word
from UC residence council

By KIM RICKETTS
A proposal for a SAC pub presented to the

residents' council of University College earlier this

week awaits a vote of confidence from the full council

and the approval of Dean E. M. Howarth.

The proposal is for a central university pub to be

located in ihe junior UC common room under the

Kerguson dining room. A meeting of the executive of

the residents' council has decided to present the

proposal to Ihe full council on Monday.

SAC is willing to pay the cosls of furnishing the

room, estimated at $500. In addition, half of the profits

up to S50 has been offered to the residents' council as

"rent". Above $50, one quarter of the profits would go

to the council.

SAC is not concerned with making a profit, says

SAC services commissioner Bill Steadman. "The idea

is to make enough money not to be spending money on

He would like SAC to make enough money from

ils share of the profits to repay its initial $500

investment.

The pub is lo be established on an experimental

hasis about three weeks after acceptance, Steadman

hopes. Il may be terminated at a week's notice if it is

not successful, he indicated.

The proposed hours oi operation are Friday and

Salurday from 6 pm to midnight.

lyan Cohen, president of the residents' council, is

concerned that minor clarifications be made in Ihe

proposition and thai SAC assume responsibilities for

all damages. Negotiations on these terms will begin in

earnest after the full council meeting.

Cohen is optimistic thai if the proposal is accepted

the pub will get "the patronage of the people in the

residences".

SAC service and communications worker Paul

Carson said he was satisfied with the technical aspects

of the common room. He is optimistic that the new pub
will compensate for the outdoor pub proposed in

September bul refused a licence.

He is pleased that "SAC is going further into

student service".

Bollled beer has been suggested as the most
economic beverage to sell, but Ihe final decision has not

heen made.

"We hope for the lowest prices on campus," slated

Carson.

Only radical action can cure family woes, says prof
By AGILUKACS

"The problems of ihe family

cannot he solved without radical,

perhaps revolutionary social

change." said anthropologist
Kalhlcen Aherly Gough. last week

al the woman's course lecture at the

Kaeully of Education.

Gough was fired from Simon
l-rascr I Jniversilv in 1968 along wilh

several other radical social scien-

tists. She is now teaching lemporari-

[y al U of T.

"Family relations have declined

in scope and activity since ihe state

was first created — about 5000
HV," she noled.

As production of goods was
transferred from ihe home to ihe

factory in the industrial revolution,

co-operation within the family
decreased. The man went lo work in

the factory, while his wife and
children became dependents.

The family has declined even

further in Communisl-bloc coun-
tries, as well as in Sweden and
Israel, Gough said. In these coun-
tries, (here are more women in the

labour force lhan in North America,
and more children in day care,

freeing the women for a vocation of
their own.

The Norih American family is

facing a crisis. Gough declared.

The divorce rale is rising, there

are an increasing number of one-
parent families, and the changes in

sexual mores bewilder both young
and old.

THE AFRICAN STUDIES
COMMITTEE

ot the International Studies Programme
piM«nll a lecture and a Seminar by

PROFESSOR
A.G. HOPKINS,

of Ihe Centre of West African
Studies. University of Birmingham,
one of the leading young scholars in

West African economic and social
hostory.

Tuesday, November 14,

Lecture:

"THE MYTHOLOGY OF WEST
AFRICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY"
3050 Sidney Smith at 4 p.m.

Wednesday. November 15, Seminar:

19h CENTURY WEST AFRICAN

ECONOMIC HISTORY,
Room 202, Galbraith Bldg,

12 noon to 2 p.m.

Many unemployed men leave

their families, in order not to be a

burden, while the welfare mothers

left behind cannot usually have a

man around the house, for fear of

being cul off welfare.

f iough quoted statistics which

stale that more women are in ihe

C anadian public work force now
lhan H) years ago, while there are

relatively fewer men. This alters

relations within the family, she said.

Bul on Ihe job front ilselT, women
are still performing jobs similar to

the ones they did at home. They are

leachcrs. nurses, waitresses, or

saleswomen of clothes and
household goods.

Because of this, and because

( anadian women earn an average of
fil) per cent of what their male
counterparts earn, Ihe dependancy
of women on men is nol greatly

decreased, (iough asserted.

Further, women allow this to

continue, by often regarding their

salaries as supplemental income to

their husbands'.

Housewives are regarded as "pre-

capitalist workers in a capitalist

society", (iough underlined, because
the 30 lo 90 hours a week ihey spend
working in the home is only "paid in

kind" — by the provision of food,

shelter, and olher forms of
maintenance.

Dependency both at work and

home could be changed, Gough
staled, if the slate took serious

measures lo ensure equal pay for

equal work, paid housework with

slate-paid pensions, unemployment
insurance and maternal leave, as

well as day care.

f iough emphasized that having

children . should be "one cultural

choice oul of several, nol the in-

evitable choice".
"

l or ihe first time, we have the

technical possibility lo successfully

separate sex from reproduction,"

(iough noted. This was considered

standard in primitive societies, and
"was always true for a large propor-

tion of men, and for the small

proportion of women who were

prostitutes".

(iough felt lhat single

parenlhood, "which is now only a

tendency, should become a possibili-

ty with public support" — for ex-

ample, through Ihe provision of day
care.

"Public day care has proven

successful in Sweden, Israel and
China," she mentioned. "A child is

'REVOLUTIONARY
ORGANISATION:

AN ANARCHIST ALTERNATIVE"

TALK, WITH DISCUSSION, BY

DIMITRl R0USS0P0UL0S
Editor: OUR GENERATION

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13
1:00 P.M.

SIDNEY SMITH 21 06

not stunted if it is raised by a small

number of loving adults.
v

(iough suggested several means of

combatting some of the problems

she had raised.

She suggested that women try lo

cast off the "slave mentality" that

involves both "obedience and
rebellion" toward their situation,

and llghl for equality instead.

"We have to change oursevles,

psychologically and sociologically."

she insisted. Within a marriage, for

instance, which cannot be isolated

from ihe society at large, "let's do
away with the hostile competition of

a private enterprise society, and try

to become co-operating people".

She predicted today's family will

disappear within 200 years, bul the

seves must try to maintain good
long-term interpersonal
relationships in any case.

In the meantime, she suggested

that women organize for their rights

working alone, temporarily, like

the blacks in the U.S. did. bul

recognizing lhat "we can't succeed

"We need badly the men who
1 1ready understand us."

Peter's Sport Centre

606 BLOOR ST. W.
TORONTO 4, ONT.
(Near Palmerston)

Tel. 537-3813
10% off lor U. of T.

STUDENTS (with card)

General Sporting Goods

LEVI'S
ADIDAS

TRAVEL BAGS

WRITE ON
7 Charles St. W

967-1110

Open 9 lo 9. M-F
11 -S Sal.

TERMPAPERS
Canada's largest library ot prof-lested
papers Irom Si .75 per page. Also expert
cuslom research' papers from £3.95 PER
page Plus TRANSLATIONS. TUTORING
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
PROGRAMS. EDITING AND RESEARCH 4c
XEROX FOR STUDENTS.

BAZAAR & AUCTION
Wednesday, November 15th, 1972

St. Lawrence Market (Front and Jarvis) 10 a.m. to midnight

Child's portrait taken at

Bazaar by reknown
"Canadian Baby
Photographers"

BAG YOUR BARGAINS
New Merchandise - Almost new clothing - Antiques

Book Fair - Records - Poster
Handicrafts by Baycrest Residents
Handmade knits - ponchos - toys

Hourly free draws - Games galore

AUCTION BEGINS AT 7 p.m.
50c. admission with chance at $1500 lottery

Children under 10 free
Sponsored by Pioneer Women
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Mac bombs pathetic Blues 98-49 in exhibition play
By BOB PRITCHARD McMastei Marauders in exhibition

The most appropriate summary
p |av Saturday night was aptly staled

of the Basketball Blues 98-49 loss to by Toronto coach John McManus:

Mac eliminates Blues 13-4;

wins OUAA waterpolo
McMaster Marlins captured the Hershorn Trophy Saturday at York

University by virtue of their 10-4 rout or Western Mustangs in a sudden-
death water polo final. The win marked the fourth consecutive OUAA water
polo championship for the Mac team.

Toronto was eliminated in the semi-finals, losing 13-4 to the Marlins,
while Western's 5-1 win over Queen's also ended the year Tor the Kingston
squad.

Scoring for Blues were Chris McNaught with one goal in the first

period and Henning Wiebach — one goal in the second period and two in the
third. The Toronto team went scoreless in the final period.

For McMaster it was Tomlinson with rive in the first half, Joudrie with
two, and Hart with three. Singles came from Steplock. Park and Pugliese.

Toronto's performance Saturday was basically a repiliiion of Queen's-
Blues games this season. Blues also came out on the losing end in that series
by it 2-1 margin.

What sets other teams — Queen's. Western. McMaster — apart from
their Toronto counterparts, is their ability to play as a team. Blues had only
individual "stars" this season —, McNaught and Wiebach — and these
individuals did most of the scoring and non-scoring. Goalie Vitold Gcsing
was remarkable in his rookie year with Blues; he made up the third member
of the Toronto "team".

The extremely capable Marlins outlasted, oulchecked, oulswam. and
oulscored the Blues. Toronto was lucky to score the four goals it did,
although Mac goalie McLintock was outstanding.

Blues might take an example from Western Mustangs team. Cliff Berry-
was essentially the only strong swimmer on the learn, yet he acted as a
player-coach in the water, directing the team to its 5-1 win. Had McNaught
und/or Wiebach directed the team rather than gone for scoring records,
Toronto might have gone farther. The Toronto team members also appeared
to lack confidence in each other. There were too many individual players.

Perhaps next season rookie coach Sieve Tobolka will pul together a
"team" in the true sense of the word.

OUAA Waterpolo - Final
Eastern Section Games Win Loss Tie For Agst Pts
Queen's 9 8 1 0 111 42 16
Toronto 9 7 2 0 102 63 14

6
York 9 3 6 0 65 91
Ottawa 9 0 0 43 125 0

Weslern Section
McMaster 9 9 0 0 146 29 18
Western 9 5 3 I 72 59

86
11

Waterloo 9 2 6 i 29 5
Guelph 9 1 6 0 37 no 2

STUDENT HOCKEY TICKETS

14.00
Will Gel You a Book of Ten Tickets For The Home
Games of Varsity Blues in Varsity Arena This Year

1972-73 Schedule

Fri. Nov. 17 Ottawa Fri. Jan. 19 Queen's
Fri. Nov. 24 Sir G. WilliamsWed. Jan. 24 Waterloo

Fri. Dec. 1 Laurentian Fri. Jan. 26 Carleton

Wed. Dec. 6 Western Fri. Feb. 9 Loyola

Fri. Jan. 12 Ryerson Wed. Feb. 21 York

ALL GAMES AT 8:00 P.M.

Tickets On Sale At
Athletic Ticket Of-
fice, Athletic Wing,
Hart House on
Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, November
14th and 15th
From 9:00 A.M. to

6:00 P.M.

GUEST BOOKS: Each Student may purchase one ad-

ditional book which will admit a guest (not

necessarily a member of the University) to the

student section. Guest books are sold at the same
price, one only to each holder of an Athletic Member-
ship card. Bring your Membership card - tickets can-

not be purchased without one.

REMEMBER - First Game - Friday, November 17 -

against OTTAWA

"We couldn't do anything."

It would be difficult to attribute

one specific area of play to Blues'

loss— there were too many of them.
Toronto had trouble with the basics
of basketball: shooting, rebounding,
offence, defence — the team was
cold everywhere.

Actually. Blues started the game
playing respectable basketball.They
got the first jump and even scored
the first basket. Bui that was the last

(he team ever saw of the lead.

McMaster quickly changed the
score to 1 2-4 in their favour and
never looked back. Marauders used
an efficient man-to-man press,
making it difficult fo_r Blues to bring
the ball up the floor while Toronto
guards, dribbling with their heads
down, were frequently tied up by the
Hamilton defence. Blues tried to do
the same to Mac, but their guards
had lillle difficulty finding their way
through. Some good shooting by
Mac\s Mark Waugh, who scored
twelve, pomts in the half, helped

increase Marauders' lead.

Throughout the first half, the
Blues were in control of the boards
at holh ends of the floor, as they out-

rebounded Hamilton 25- 1 8. If

Toronto had capitalized on the
offensive rebounds, it might have
come out at halftime either ahead of
Mac or at least close behind. Bui no
one could find the basket.

At one lime. Blues retrieved four
consecutive rebounds off the Mac
hoards and missed on all of them.

But the team wasn't able to score
from close in — or anywhere else for
lhal matter. Blues only connected on
37% of their shots, compared with
Marauders 51%. These factors com-
bined with an effective fast break

which caught the Blues withtheir

pants down several limes enabled
MacM aster to go into the
changeroom at halftime with a 45-

25 lead.

Going into the second half,

McManus said, "'We'll do better."

They didn't. Unfortunately,
McMaster did.

Whereas earlier Blues' problem
was scoring after snatching the

rehounds, this time they couldn't

even get the rebounds. The
McMaster defence didn't even let

ihcm get close enough for a shot.

When it did. Toronto was lucky to

hit the rim, evidenced by their 17%
shooting average in the second half.

Any of ihe hustle lhat McManus
had talked about earlier was certain-

ly lacking. Blues were constantly

beaten down both ends of the floor.

They even slipped up on simple give

and go plays, which Mac was quick

to lake advantage of. Some skilfijl

ball handling and dribbling by-

Hamilton's Herwig Baldauf, who
scored 23 points for his team, in-

creased the lead even more.

In one play, while standing under
ihe Toronto basket, BaldauT made a
fake lhat sent three Blues (lying into

the air. While they hung there

suspended, he just stepped in

between them for the two points,

much lo the delight and cheers of the
Hamilton fans.

The only lime Blues slowed down
ihe Mac offense was when they wenl
into a 2-1-2 /one defence. But by
lhal time. Marauders were contenl

lo pass the ball around and wail for

a shot, which they invariably made.
To make matters worse,
Skyvington, Wall and Krczyk
fouled out of the game.

By the lime ihe final buzzer
sounded, the Blues had turned over
Ihe ball 38 limes, and shot an overall
27% from ihe floor (McMaster hit

53%). The fact lhal the Blues hil

100% from Ihe foul line wasn't much
use. seeing as they only got there
twice in the half. Final score: 98-49.

Throughout the whole game the
Blues bench remained stonely silent.

The only sounds came from coach
McManus, who eventually also
hecamc quiet in frustration during

(he second half. The Blues might
have had little to cheer about, but in

a gym full of McMaster fans, a little

encouragement from the bench
wouldn'l have done any harm.

McMaster coach Bill Fowler was
merciful in his criticism of the Blues.
"They hurried their shols and took
them off balance." He attributed his
win to "tough, hard-nosed defence."
Fowler was right on both counts.

Consideration should be given to
ihe fact that this was Blues first

game (Mac had played on Friday),
and ihere were eight rookies
muiiing on and off the floor. The
loss of Gerry Barker has turned out
lo he cosily, and will put more
pressure on guards Rudmik and
Kelinski.

Il would be unfair to judge the
Blues completely on the basis of one
game. However, if in Future games
Ihe Blues lapse into periods of play
exemplified in Saturday's game, it

will be a rough season for the team.
Tip offs: Mac also defeated York

in exhibition play Friday at, York,
H0-70. ..... Blues next game is

Saturday al 2 pm in the Benson
Building against Laurentian. It's the

first league game and counts for

poinls.

UC, AAeds meet in Div II final
By BR1ANE NASIMOK

In a hard fought game played in

Varsity Stadium's artificial mud
Friday, ihe UC Redmen rolled and
crawled to an 18-9 victory over the

New College Gnus, in quarter final

football play for the Mulock Cup —
symbolic of interfac football
supremacy and body odour.

The first half was highlighted by a

65-yard pass-and-run from the UC
quarterback to fleet-footed Bruce
McGillivray to put the Redmen,
who by this time looked like

brownmen, ahead 7 to 3 at halftime.

The major score came at 13:45 of

Ihe first quarter, a mere 59 seconds

after (iord Saikaleg lofted a 3 1 yard
field goal lo give the Gnus, the

sentimental underdogs, a 3-0 lead.

Nothing of scoring interest

occurred in the second quarter.

Afler exchanging punts, along
with ends in the third quarter, the

Gnus were seemingly stalled at the

UC 52 when the Redmen got called

for roughing the kicker. From the

UC 38 yard line Ron Marijosiks was
given the ball, and he didn't lei go
until he crossed ihe goal line. A bad
snap on the convert resulted in the

quarler ending New 9, UC 7.

UC quarterback, and Genessee's
player of ihe game. Dave Rose,
scored 9 — count 'em/ 9 — big

points in Ihe fourth quarler to give

the Redmen the win.

With 6:35 lo go in the game, UC
got to the New 15-yard line, but on
the ensuing play fumbled, and
recovered ihe ball on [he 22. Rose
hil for a 29-yard field goal to give g
the Redmen a narrow, if not slim. I
one point lead. £
When New returned the kickoff f

the UC defense held, and the Gnus ^,
acre forced to kick. The punl went g
lo the UC 47, where the Redmen >
look conlrol and eventually scored £
on a 3-yard sweep by — who else-
Dave Rose with 1:40 to go.

\fler a two poinl conversion.

New returned the kickoff to their 37.

I n order lo make the game close (the

"boys" gave a 6''i point spread for

UC. and the wise money was on the

Redmen > 'the Gnus marched to the

UC 10-yard line with the help of two
rough play and one pass interference

penalties against UC.
The gun wenl off. and [he game

ended with the Gnus bidding good-
hye to their football dreams for yet

another year, with the Redmen
awaiting the next step to football

supremacy.

in (he second half of Friday's

foothall double-header, Meds
defeated Trinity 28-18 in a well-

The score al ihe half was 12-12.
Meds were led by the fine running,
and running over, of Doug
Waichorn who scored two
louchdowns (one in each half) and
set up ihe third.

Once again ihe fourth quarter
proved disasterous as the doctors
scored eight unanswered points, to
snalch victory from the Trins, who
had come back to make the score
20-18.

Also once again the Blue and
White marching band did not
provide a thoroughly entertaining
show thai was not enjoyed by all.

Meds and UC play again
played match in front of an unpaid Wednesday, 12 noon, barring house
attendance of nearly 50 fans. calls.

Queen 's downs U of T 3-1
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Mac loses opener 6-2 to Blues
By PETER DUX

Hockey Blues won their first

ganje of ihc regular season 6-2

against McMaslcr Marlins ai the

Hamilton Forum Friday.

Blues broke a 2-2 tie with four

unanswered third period goals.

Toronto dominated the play, even

though Ihc team put on a poor

offensive showing in the first half of

the game. Shots failed to find the net

and Blues" frustration was evident

when they retired to the dressing

room after the second period with

the game tied up 2-2.

Blues oulshot their opponents 53-

15 overall. Most of Marlin goalie

Pat l.ange's 47 saves were routine,

although he enjoyed hamming them

up in an attempt to excite the few

fans present.

Blues opened the scoring at 2:26

of tho first . period when Bruce

Herridge lipped in a shot by Warren
"

Anderson from Ihc point. Toronto

missed several other opportunities

With sloppy passes and unfinished

plays. Ovcrconfidence probably ac-

counted in pari for the poor
showing.

The Marlins lied the score at

1 1:22 when Dave Ridley, from the

slot, lapped in a dumped puck which

had bounced off the boards and
landed in front of the Toronto ncl.

Blues" goalie Gary Innes had no
chance lo prepare himself for the

quick shot.

The McFarlane-Herridge-Davies

line fore-checked well in this

close checking 20 minutes. There

were very few good plays on either

side, while sloppy positional skating

accounted Tor disorganised play.

This "style" continued until

midway Ihrough ihc second period,

although Blues connected on
another goal by Anderson al the six

minute mark. The play was slarled

by Bill Buha. who carried the puck
in, fed il lo Anderson and then sel

up a good screen. (Unfortunately

Buha was not credited with an

assist.)

McMaster's Ken Tyler scored on

a breakaway al 10:44 immediately

after stepping out of the penally

hox.

The Marlins skated well this

period to try to stay on top of the

Blues, who were finally becoming,

goal hungry and began playing basic

hockey.

The second period still ended in a

draw, and it wasn't until 2:17 of the

third that the Blues hard work paid

of as Herridge hacked in a puck

being juggled by goalie Lange doing

one of his stunts. The play was

begun on a rush by Gordy Davies

from his own end lo sel up
McFarlane for the initial shot.

Pagnutli. centring Bill Buba and

Kent Runke, was continuing his

. fore-check i ng, which proved
successful in pre-seasonplay. It paid

olTon Blues forth goal when, tied up

by two defenders, he goi the puck
pasl Lange.

Blues" fifth goal was scored by

Lange himself, who caught the puck

in his glove, and in trying to get rid

of il threw it into his own goal. The
goal was credited to Harry Sems.

The Buba-Runkc-Pagnulti line

added Toronto's final goal al 11:05

wilh Buba scoring on a centring pass

by Runke. So far this season this

line is Toronto's strongest offensive j

threat.. i

Doug Tale was throwing his i

weight around Friday, especially in
c

Ihc third period. He had brief skir- i

mishes with Bill Hope and Marlin I

captain Ken Tyler. Tate, who used
'

lo play wilh Tyler said "He's a good *

player bul doesn't like to get hit."

Toronto goalie Gary Inness, who
played Tor McMaster last year had a

good game and couldn't be blamed
Tor either goal. "It feels good lo be
on Ihc winning side for a change."
Inness said.

4 *
With Blues' Pagnutti (14) and Keenan

(oj parked in front of his crease, Marlins' goaltender Pat
Lange covers up quickly. Although the rest of the Mac team came to his aid they look
ineffective.

Watl hasn't used a conslanl
power play unit this year. He likes

Leroy. Anderson, Korzack and

Holmes on penalty killing, but also
uses Munro. Tale and Davies often
in various combinations.

Blues play their first home game
against Ottawa Gee Gees at Varsity
Arena Friday at 8 pm.

Alberta defeats Blues 2-0; goes on to win CIAU
Soccer Blues' quest for the

Canadian inlercollegiale Athletic

Union championship ended Friday
when the University of Alberta
Golden Bears won their semi-final

contest 2-0.

While Blues were always in

contention, they were definitely the
poorer side on ihc day. The western
side played full oul for its victory.

The Bears went on to defeat
Loyola University 3-1 Saturday to
capture the first CIAU chartr-
pionship. John Devlin scored two
goals while Steve Odumah added
the third. Richard Knopp replied for
Loyola.

Loyola had defeated Mounl
Allison of New Brunswick 4-0 on
Friday lo reach the final, with Jim
( r

' scenng twice and Chri.^ Pohl
:'iJi

; .and Mike Evangelisia adding
singles.

In Friday's Blues-Bears game
Toronto was almost immedialcly
forced onio ihc defensive since the
learn losl the toss and was forced to
play into a strong wind for the first

hair.

The Alberta mid field duo of Ike
Mackay and Frank Tassone were
able lo snuff out any Blues' offensive
moves as well as move the ball

forward to their mobile strikers.

To add lo the Blues' problems
their own in id field player, Ian
Harris, was helped off the field when
he turned quickly and sprained an
ankle 20 minutes into the game.

Much of the Bears' play was
directed down Iheir right wing where
Joss Binns used his speed and tenaci-
ty to take on both Bob Cazzola and
Joh-n Cobby. However, few
dangerous situations resulted since
Binns was slow lo cross the ball.
When he did Tim Burns had the
measure of Bears' centre forward
Sieve Odumah and Toronto goal-
keeper Jack Brand showed good ball

handling and positional sense.

Bul instead of stifling ihe Alberta
play in midfield. Blues were still

having to tackle their opponents
near their own penalty area, which
further hindered their constructive

difficulties. Many passes went
astray under pressure.

Nevertheless, the Blues were no!
entirely unthrealening. Giuseppe
D'Antoni was prominent on two
occasions bul his dribbles toward
shooting range were halted with
vigorous efficiency by Alberta's
Derek Wynne. A measured pass
from Mario DaRosa to Cobby gave

Ihc latter a sharp chance, but his

shot was charged down.

The Bears also had difficulty in

achieving clear shots on goal as the
defences dominated. All players

found it hard to find team-mates in

the open. Blues' Peter Hillier made
many cross-field runs in order lo
draw Alberta defenders from their

defensive /ones, but they remained
firm and well organized. So despite
ihe run of ihe play in the Bears'
direction, the game was scoreless at

hair lime. The Blues' palpable
lethargy was attributable lo their

strenuous efforts of the previous day
when they won the OUAA cham-
pionship against York.

Wilh ihe wind now in their favour
Toronto looked to reverse Ihe
pattern of play in ihe second half.

Bul before they could settle the team
conceded a vital first goal.

Though jusi reward for their first

half efforts. Alberta's lead was the
.result of a "son" goal. A cross from
ihe Bears" right, which seemed
dcsiincd for Brand's hands, landed
al the feci of lefi winger Peter Chiu.
owing to a confusing call in Blues'
defence. The lack of communication
when any of three players might

have cleared the danger left Chiu
with a simple chance from five yards
oul. His unexpectedly weak goal-
w;irds lap, which also would have
been saved, caught Brand off guard
and Ihe ball genlly rolled off his leg
into the corner of the net.

With forty minutes still lo play
Toronto was Tar from beaten and
pressed forward vigorously, most of
the altack coming down the right

where Ron Misurka and Vito Polera
lesled the defensive abilities of
Hans Slrakan. He responded
resolulely, allowing the forwards
little time for conirolled play.

And in Ihc centre. Bears' Jeff
Salmon permitted DaRosa only rare
opportunities. D'Anloni's effec-
tiveness on the left was reduced by
the close attentions or Wynne, who
was able lo defied the winger's
concentration. When Blues' pressure
did build up, MacKay showed con-
trol by slowing the game down lo
allow ihe Bears a-chance to regroup.

Many scoring opportunities
turned inio hurried snap shols as a
resuli of shortcomings in Bluest
distribution rrom midfield. as well
as ihe tightness of the opposition
defence.

With !0 minutes left in Ihe game.
Blues threw caution to the winds and
suffered the effects or their resultant

vulnerability — quick counter-
attack. A sharp tackle on Polera
broke up a Toronto move and
Odumah was quickly set free as

several Blues' defenders were
stranded upfield. Although Odumah
was met by Brand at the edge of the
penalty area, he was fortunate in

finding the ball run free: this left him
with a relatively simple shot into an
open nel.

With time running short Blues
attacked desperately, A rising shot
from Burns struck the post —

-

lypical of the day's frustrations for

Toronto. And neither the insertion

to ihe field or Vince lurello, or ihe
return of the injured. Harris was
-ahle lo swing the match al this late

stage.

Alberta deserved its victory. As
hard as the Blues tried, they Were
unable lo reproduce their customary
form. Il was unfortunate that Blues'
firsl "flat" day should come in such
an important game. Nonetheless,
the season's record of only one
defeat is the best by a Toronto squad
for many years.
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Memorial U students

invade admin building
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) — Nearly 1 500 students occupied the arts and
administration building of Memorial University at ! pm today, and they
appear determined to continue the occupation as long as necessary in order
to win their demands.

Their demands pertain to the unilateral decision of the university
administration to discontinue collecting compulsory student fees for the
union. The decision, announced last Thursday in a press release, would
effectively put an end to compulsory collection of fees, as the union would
have no means of enforcing their payment.

The -students feel that university president Lord Stephen Taylor and the

administration had no right to make this decision unilaterally and without
any negotiation whatsoever. They feel that the decision as to whether union
membership be compulsory or voluntary should be made by the students,

not the administration.

Since the administration timed its announcement so that it was made
on the lirst day of the five-day mid-term break, students had to wait until

Tuesday before they could take fully constructive action.

The first thing they did was to organize a general union meeting
Tuesday at noon. About 3000 students showed up at that meeting — a

remarkably large number for this usually apathetic campus of 7500. At that
meeting, a strong majority of the 3000-plus were opposed to the
administration, and though a very small minority of students expressed
their opposition to the union and the decision to occupy the administration

building, more than 1000 students marched to the building to begin the

occupation.

The students occupied Taylor's office as well as the comptroller's and
vice-president's offices, among others, and they waited for Taylor to return
from a lecture he was giving for engineering students. When he returned, he
was flanked protectively by 15 or 20 engineers, who said that they were
opposed to the council of the students' union (CSU) in its present form, and
hence supported Taylor.

Taylor, said he would permit the engineers to be stationed in his office,

and would talk with demonstrating students two at a time. They refused such
an arrangmeent. and Taylor left the building.

From there on, there was a series of proposals and counter-proposals,

as administrators and student representatives tried to reach an agreement of
a means of negotiating the whole affair, Taylor, who first would allow only

two students in his office, agreed to meet with a four-man negotiating

committee of students, provided the students would vacate the buildings.

The students vociferously refused, and the stalemate continued past 6 pm,
with students saying that they were prepared to stay all night if necessary.

The bursar's office, registrar's offices, and numerous other branches of

the administration had to close their doors in the afternoon, though only the

vice-president's office continued to be occupied for more than an hour or so.

Outside, the university's flags were lowered to half-mast.

There was no immediate action from the local police on the occupation,

though a couple of plain clothes men were keeping an eye on things. Campus

security locked as many rooms as possible, but otherwise did little to oppose

except observe the proceedings.

Student building may
go up near SAC office

By BOB BETTSON
Part of the Campus as Campus

Centre Project may be revived as a

new complex of low rise buildings

next to the SAC office, according to

SAC vice president John Helliwell.

Helliwell made this proposal last

night at a meeting of U ofT student

council presidents.

He said that the project "can in

no way be construed as a campus
centre project." referring to original

plans for a massive student union
building. "It fully agrees with the

principles of the Campus as Campus
Centre report." a set of principles to

replace the old proposal.

Helliwell said that there would be

space for services and activities in-

cluding commercial outlets such as a

hank, or boutiques. He maintained

that space for these would be limited

to make this a "go through" rather

than "go to" project.

Financing for the project, he said,

could come partially from $350,000
which was approved by the Board of

Governors last June for a "student

area", with another $150,000 to

come from "outside sources".

U of T President John Evans
slated last night that while he was
aware of the project, no specific plan
has been approved.

"We haven't seen any proposal

yet", he said. "Any proposal would
certainly be looked at.

Other administrators were
unavailable for comment on the

project.

Helliwell said the project was in

the earliest planning stages and
nothing in the way of design had
been formulated. He conceives of
the project as an "indoor street"

designed for a heavy flow of
pedestrian traffic.

The proposal will be presented to

SAC next week and calls for the

setting up af a user's committee,
including representatives of all

members of the university com-
munity, but with students in a ma-
jority. The temporary building next

to the SAC building would be
demolished to make way for the new
structure.

Helliwell also revealed that

though the SAC building will be

preserved it might be turned into a

puh. The SAC offices would then be
moved into the new structures.

The one dollar campus centre levy

could be used to finance the early

planning stages of the project, he
said.

Helliwell said that the project is

an immediate response to the Cam-
pus as Campus Centre Report.
Development west of St. George,
which the report recommends is a
long term project, he added.

Reaction from the few presidents

present was favourable. Trinity

Head of College Geoff Seaborn
approved of the project.

Engineering Society president

Scott Jolliffe said the project was
"just great", but added that it

wouldn't warrant direct student

funding.

"The project is an example of

integrating the functions of the un-

iversity in an experimental way",
maintained Helliwell. "It should be

an effort to make people's move-
ment through the area enjoyable,

interesting and stimulating".

Geog council studenis resign
By DIANA WEST

Nine graduate and undergraduate student members
of the geography council have resigned en masse in

opposition to the appointment of Professor Jacob Spelt

as the new chairman.

The present department chairman, P.D. Kerr,

received a letter of resignation just prior to Monday's
meeting, signed by graduate students John Carline

(president of the Graduate Geography Students

Association). Stewart Hilts, Jim Plewes, Ed Jackson,

as well as president of the Toronto University

Geography Society (TUGS) Hans Mikolay, and other

undergraduates Dean Miller, Caroline Kriesel,

Lorraine Clarkson and Ian Morrison.

The 1 0th student member of the council Orman
Ciranger. did not attend Monday' meeting but said last

night that he intends to resign as well.

The meeting, which was to examine the

department's exam policy, could not be called to order

because the quorum of 16 members could not be

reached. There are 20 members on the council, which is

advisory to the chairman.

The letter explained that the students had

"repeatedly asserted their opposition tp this ap-

pointment" but that "the committee has chosen to

ignore these requests, and in so doing reneged on a

verbal agreement we had with the original chairman of

that committee."

Their resignations were based on "the lack of a

student voice in this department and to some extent on

our reservations concerning Dr. Spelt as the chairman

of our department." the letter continued.

The letter states the student members of the council

"will not support the appointment of a chairman who
was opposed by almost every student we have spoken
to. and has £iven every indication by his actions over

the past few years that he is not only unwilling but

unable to deal with the issue of student participation in

any way remotely acceptable to the students."

According to Miller, the students' objection to Spelt

arises over his conservative attitude and the students'

general feeling that he would consider issues from a

"biased point of view".

Miller recalled that Spelt opposed opening the

departmental library to undergraduates and the ex-

tension of library hours. Although Spelt did compro-
mise to some extent in the end, he was a strong oppo-
nent throughout the debate.

Spell said last night he considered the action of the

students "immature". Students in the council had as

much say as the staff over departmental affairs, he said.

"It is unfortunate that the council has to be blamed
for something it had no control over," said Spelt.

Kerr, who will resign as chairman in June, explained

that arts and Science dean Bob Greene has the

responsibility of naming a new chairman.
A committee convened last spring to decide upon

the chairman by then arts dean Albert Allen but it

failed to reach a decision.

Carline, stated that Allen overruled a proposal to

have a student member on the committee, because the

Haist rules, on which the committee is still proceeding,

forbids it.

Allen did suggest, however, according to Carline,
1

that a "shadow student committee" be organized by
studenis for "full consultation".

However. Greene "just ignored it" said Carline, by

saying i( would be hypocritical to listen to the students

after ihe decision had been made.
As far as Carline is concerned, "the department

council as of now is more or less defunct, because a

quorum cannot be called."
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
11 am

"Spiritual Phenomena and you".

"Christianities answer to the Dialectic", and
"The Ideal Family" are themes ol a talk to

be heid in Sid Smith Room 1091, by the

Divine Principle Movement.
1 pm

Mike Polley from Manufacturer's Life

Insurance Co. will discuss career op-
portunities (other than sales) for 1973

grads interested in working with this large

insurance organization at the Medical
Sciences Building — Room 3171 Till 3 pm.

2 pm
"Chemical Abstracts Service — its

International Role" will be topic of lecture

by Mr. Ralph O'Dette, Senior Stall Advisor

ol Chemical Abstracts Service in Lecture

Theatre. Faculty of Library Science, 140 St.

George Street.

6:30 pm
Hlliel Kosher Supper please reserve

before 5 pm today. At Hlliel House.
7 pm

Table Tennis instruction featuring

Canadian Women's Table Tennis Cham-
pion. Violetta Nesukaitis. Fencing Room.
Hart House. Ladies welcome.

7:30 pm
Dr. K. Hockin from the ecumenical

institute will be soeaking about the Cana-
dian church's role in world development.
International Student Centre. 33 St. George
Street.

Chalil Ensemble Workshop at Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

8 pm
Meeting of the U of T Homophile

Association. GSU, Upstairs Lounge, 16

Bancroft Ave. All welcome.
Free Jewish University: "Talmudlc

Dialectic", at Hillel House, 186 St. George
Street.

8:30 pm
Vic drama club presents Feiffers People,

directed by Jack Medhurst. Until Saturday
at New Vic theatre, Vic College. Admission
S1.00.

Count Dracula rises nightly at UC
Playhouse, 79a St. George. Directed by
David Rotenberg. Special midnight shows
Friday and Saturday. Pay what you can.

Conversational Yiddish Workshop at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

A recital by Sharon Tuttle, harpsichord
and the Collegium Musicum at Church of

the Holy Trinity. Presented by Concertante
Canada.

THURSDAY
noon

The History Students' Union invites

students to join in a discussion with

Professor W. C. Barman on "U.S. Elections

in 72 — A Critique" in Room 1SS of Lash
Miller.

12:15 pm
"African Socialism in One Country:

Tanzania". Seminar by John Saul, recently

Women's welfare cut
REGINA (CUP) — About 30 women students at the University of
Saskatchewan Regina Campus have been cut off welfare benefits because
they are taking the wrong courses.

The women, mostly heads of single parent families, were receiving

payments from the Saskatchewan Department of Social Services for baby-
sitting and transportation costs while attending university.

Bui provincial policy offers the subsidy only to students enrolled in a
two-year education course or a nursing program of similar duration. Most
of the women arc in second and third year arts and science courses.

A department official said the subsidy covers teacher training "since it

is only a two-year course and provides an immediate and concrete vocational
goal.

"!l is felt that it is not the function of the Department of Social Ser-
vices in sponsor clients for a university education. Persons with a university

education tend to be in a preferred position and it is not intended lhat the
Department of Social Services place clients in a preferred position..."

ALWAYS A GIGANTIC CLEARANCE OF 1

_ uIIsImhvs

$1> $10
eg, up to 525.00

ALL KINDS OF
SHOES • BOOTS • PLATFORMS • SANDALS

IMPORTS • FASHION • QUALITY
OVER 15,000 PAIRS ON DISPLAY

NOW MARKED DOWN

10%°50%°
OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES OF >1 TO MO

ON WOMEN'S SHOES

ETC.1

GOLD OR SILVER
PLATFORM
EVENING SANDALS

CLOSED TOE
LEATHER PLAT-
FORM SANDALS

8art. Broun, ana |„
Nig. tlMS, E >ai ,dD, la*p(

$
l

MEN S BOX - CALF LEATHER SHOES NOW
S'lr'f..'? 1

2
eels

'
5k)e buckle

.
"lack or an- < mv.up mam or an-

Spain Hog S19.9S, our everyday

SAMPLE SHOES AND BOOTS TO CLEAR
Some boots pile lined, suedes and leathers regular up to $25.

MEN'S SIZE 8 I LADIES SIZE 6— *5 »« $10 $5 to $10.
FALL AND SPRING KNEE HIGH VINYL BOOTS

5 COLORS
WOMEN'S twitmippa,) NOW $6 (without) NOW $5

ALSO A LARGE SELECTION OF

WINTER BOOTS
c

ALWAYS NEW & DIFFERENT STYLES

WaithoiLseShoellail
260 SPADIPJA AVE. - 1 BLOCK S. OF DUWDAS

of the University ol Dar es Salaam. 3050
Sidney Smith.

1 pm
Slop-the-Cutbacks Committee meeting

to continue planning November 21
province-wide demonstration at Queen's
Park. All welcome Second-tloor lounge,
Sid Smilh.

Engineering Seminar: Staff of Placement
Centre will be available to review problems
in taking interviews. Sir Sanford Fleming
135. Till 2 pm.

Vic VCF meets in the Woodger Room
(basement Old Vic). Speaker will be Penny
Tyndale. Topic: What Follows rebirth? All

are welcome. Till 2 pm.
Free Jewish University: "Radical

Judaism" at Sid Smith Room 3045.

5:30 pm
The Hellenic Society of U of T —• First

General Assembly. New members
welcome. At Inlernatlonal Student Centre,
St. George Street.

6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher Supper: Please reserve by

5 pm today at Hillel House.

7:30 pm
Comrade Michel Chatrand will give a

lecture on the Palastinian-lsraeli Conflict.

At the Medical Sciences Auditorium,
University of Toronto.

Free Jewish University: "Jewish Libido"
at Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

8 pm

The Canadian Committee for a Just
Canadian Policy Towards Africa presents a
Public Lecture on "African Responses to

White Control in Southern Alrica" by
Professor Gwendolen Carter, Director of

the African Studies Program. Northwestern
University . At St. Paul's United Church.
121 Avenue Rd.

Israeli Dance Workshop at Hillel House,
185 SI. George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Jewish
Eschatology" al Hillel House, 186 St.

George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Moroccan
Sephardic Judaism" at Hillet House.

8:30 pm
Creation 2 presents a new Canadian

Play. Midway Priest. Actor's Theatre, 390
Dupont Ave. Admission S2. Students $1.

HO

There is no private house in

which people can enjoy them
selves so well as in a capita!

tavern ..... You are sure you
are welcome; and the more
noise you make, the more
trouble you give, the more
good things you call for, the

welcomeryou are.

Dr. Samuel Johnson

at the

JARVIS HOUSE
Entertainment and
Dancing on 2 floors

JARVIS at RICHMOND

NO COVER - NO MINIMUM
THIS WEEK-CURIOSITY

FREE PARKING

ART GALLERY
MALCOLM BATTY EXHIBITION

MONDAY 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m.-5 p.m

Sunday 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

LIBRARY EVENING
Guest speaker:

William French. Book
Reviewer for THE GLOBE AND MAIL

Weds., Nov. 15

Library - 8 p.m.

ALL WELCOME

JAZZ CONCERT
The Ted Moses

Quintet

in the East Common Room
Today from 12 Noon to 2 p.rr

INFORMAL
DEBATE

'RESOLVED THAT THIS
HOUSE SUPPORT
PROHIBITION'.

THURSDAY, NOV. 16
12 noon in

The Tuck Shop.

CHESS CLUB
Lecture by

Lawrence Day,

International Master.

Music Room at 7:30 p.m.

THE CHRISTMAS TREE
IS COMING
DECEMBERS

THE ANGELA McWILLIAMS
CONCERT

Scheduled for Thurs., Nov. 1

6

IS CANCELLED

BLACK HART PUB
EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

TUCK SHOP - 12 NOON - 5.30 PM.
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M. - 11:30 PM.

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

ROSMERSHOLM
by Henrik Ibsen

new translation by Frederick and Lise-Lone Marker
directed by David Gardner

November 23 - December 2 at 6:30

(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50 Box Office 926-8668
Students $1.25 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

FASHION WHIRL'S
1

st ANNUAL ONE-WEEK SALE

IS ON RIGHT NOW!
SUPER SAVINGS ON
EVERYTHING IN THE STORE!

CHECK LAST FRIDAY'S
OR THIS FRIDAY'S

VARSITY FOR MANY OF
THE GREAT SAVINGS

ONE WEEK ONLY AT
FASHION WHIRL //^ i

21 0 SPADINA AVEAlN^irl
OPEN MON.-FRI.

SAT., 10-6

Charge* Accepted

WAREHOUSE

FRIDAY, NOV. 17
YORK UNIVERSITY
WINTERS DINING HALL

7:30 - 1 2:30
PROCEEDS TO INNERCITY ANGELS

UNIQUE LAS VEGAS-STYLE ROTI
no cheques cashed mmmmmMmm

DISCOTHEQUE - ROCK BAND
Alcoholic Beverages - Pizza Girls - Cigarette Girls

ADMISSION: $1 .00
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U of T says it has no house for co-op
By PAT REDICAN

U of T president John Evans has

indicated th;il he will not change his

position lo meet the ultimatum

issued by the Campus Co-operative

Day Care Centre lo find them a

"suitable alternative" to their pre-

Mayoralty candidate David Crombie (left) lashed out at public
housing, at a SAC sponsored meeting held yesterday.

Crombie slams
public housing

By RANDY ROBERTSON
Reform mayoralty candidate

David Crombie yesterday
declared his opposition to what

he called the "affliction" of

public housing.

Crombie. speaking to about

ISO people at a SAC sponsored

mayoralty candidates meeting in

the Hart House Debates Room,
claimed I hat public housing

"ghelloizes" the poor.

"It extracts a social price" he

said, noting the stigma attached

to puhlic housing tenants.

"The poor don't want it," he

said. "Only the do-gooders cry

for puhlic housing. They don't

know what it is; the poor do

know."

The Ward II alderman

favoured co-op housing and a

system of rent supplements to

needy people inslead.

League for Socialist Action

candidate Jacquie Henderson
claimed that the present attitude

of the Ontario Housing Corpora-

tion is "if you're poor, you

should really suffer for it every

day of your life" — in bad and

expensive housing.

She called for public housing

which would set the standard for

housing across the city, in which

rents should he no more than 20

per cent of the incomes of the

tenants.

David Rotenberg said that

since rents are tied to the

economy and "can't be pegged",

the city should go into the 1

housing business. He proposed

that the city buy cheap land in

downtown Toronto — land

presently /.oned for industrial use

— and create new
neighbourhoods there, "The
rents will be lower" he claimed,

"because the land will not have

heen so expensive in the first

place".

He suggested that these

developments contain mixed

housing, with OHC renting,

some of the houses from the city

and then renting the houses out

again with rent subsidies.

Nelson Clarke called for

immediate rent controls, treating

housing as a public utility, and a

massive increase in the con-

struction of public housing "with

rents working people can pay".

Clarke, a Communist Party

member, is running as an

independent.

"The Communist Party of

Canada." he said, "does not

believe that it is necessary to

inject partisan politics into

municipal affairs"

"It's already there!"

Henderson exclaimed.

"The only difference," she

said, "beween the provincial and

federal governments and the

municipal government is that

there's more lying, more decep-

tion, in municipal government."

"A small minority, the rich,

the convention centre people,

controls and runs the city against

the interests of the majority - the

working classes, the tenants, the

students, the women."
All candidates called for an

increase in the development of

public transportation.

Crombie called for the

immediate development of the

Balhurst subway line and the use

of rapid mass transit in all its

forms. He suggested that the city

inaugurate a dial-a-bus line

such as those in Pickering, Strat-

ford and Regina.

Rotenherg said that a basic

expressway system is necessary,

in addition to the development of

a rapid transit system.

He denied, however that he

favoured the planned widening of

Dundas Street to six lanes. He
admitted he supported building

the Scarborough Expressway,

but said there might be a better

route than the one planned.

Henderson called for a free

public transit system saying that

it would pay for itself because it

would eliminate the cost of

building and maintaining
expressways.

Rotenberg said as mayor he

would do his best to discourage

car-driving in the city through

higher parking fees, taxing

parking lots at a rate relative

their building potential and

creating major underground

parking lots at suburban subway

stations.

But, he said, "it is just not

democratic to ban the car."

Crombie and Rotenberg both

declared their support for an all-

cili/cn police commission, free of

judiciary members, politicians

and cx-police.

Henderson demanded an

elected police commissioner,

while Clarke called for a police

force directly under the control

of a sub-council of City Council.

Tony O'Donohue, who

appeared near the end of the

meeting, said there were not

enough engineers running in the

election. He explained that

engineers, like himself, have ex-

perience in environmental

affairs.

A "political type of pollution"

is pervasive at City Hall, he

claimed, making it difficult to

accomplish much. City Hall

should be run like a business, he

said.

Independent Paul Rimslead

and Western Guard member Don

Andrews, also candidates for

ma j or,

meeting-

not attend tilt

sent accommodations before
November 22.

In a letter lo the co-op group
dated November 10, last Friday,

Evans said that excepting 14 Sussex

Street there is.no "building owned
by the university which is presently

vacant and can be made im-

mediately available."

"In the meantime. . . if any

suitable accomodation becomes va-

cant your request will certainly be

remembered."

Fourteen Sussex is owned by
lnnis College and, according to

f- vans, may be demolished within six

monlhs to make way for their new
building. The co-op has stated that

such an indefinite location would be
unacceptable, since they want a

stable centre.

Daycare parent-spokesperson Ju-

lie Malhien said last night "It's

obvious that we're at a stalemate.

Dr. Evans won't move. And we
won't alter our position either."

Daycare's letter of last Wednesday
indicated thai, if a suitable alter-

native was not offered before
November 22. they would settle into

their presently occupied location

behind 3 1 S Bloor West. The decision

came from a need to "establish their

program on a more permanent
basis".

According lo Julie Mathien, this

would involve such major
renovations as putting in steriliza-

tion sinks and new floors, in order to

comply with the Day Nurseries Act.
The co-op has refused to say, in

light of Evan's reply, whether they
will follow their stated plan of ac-

tion. Another daycare spokesper-
son. Kathy Peterson, said that no
decision will be made until a general
meeting of the co-operative next
Tuesday.

Student name vanishes in prof's office
Controversy has developed over

the question of whether philosophy

professor Charles Hanly, as chair-

man of a nominating committee,

lost a nomination submitted by
three students.

As a consequence, the committee,
set up to add student representatives

to the Planning and Resources
Board of (ioverning Council, has

heen asked lo review its procedures

by the Executive Committee.

The minutes of the Executive

Committee meeting of November 9,

which became public yesterday,

recommended the nominating com-
mittee's report be adopted, subject

lo the "review of procedures regard-

ing the co-opted member from

Scarborough."

If the committee decides its

procedures were not correct,

nominations could re-open.

The search committe consists of

Hanley and graduate student John
Morion.

The controversy concerned ihe

number of names submitted to Han-
ly from the satellite colleges.

The selection from Erindale

created no problem, as several

names were submitted to the com-
mittee, as requested.

Scarborough College principal

Ralph Campbell, however, sub-

milled only one name for the seat.

Since nominations were solicited

from the entire constituency of Scar-

borough, three college students,

SAC vice-president Ross Flowers,

university commissioner John
Creelman and Glen Conduit, a

representative on the Governing

Council Academic Affairs Com-
mittee, also submitted a nominee.

Creelman said that the

nomination was handed to Hanly's

secretary- However, when

questioned by the Executive Com-
mittee. Hanly could not remember
whether or not it was submitted to

the committee, according to ex-

ecutive member Brain Morgan.

John Morton, the other member
of the committee could nol be
reached, hut The Varsity has been

assured that Morion maintains the

nomination never received by the

committee.

"A gross and terrible mistake was
made." Morgan said.

Hanly said last night the problem

was a "technical" one.

"We don't have a guideline for

gelling nominations from academic
units such as colleges." he said.

Hanly recommended the by-law

committee should set-up ap-
propriate by-laws, and felt that the

mailer was a "nothing issue" in

comparison lo other campus issues.

Judge dismisses motion to drop occupation charges
Judge Charles Drukarsh

yesterday threw out a motion to

drop charges resulting from the

break-up last spring of ihe occupa-

tion of Simeoe Hall.

The occupation was in support of

undergraduate and community
access lo ihe John Robarts Library.

Defense lawyer Austin Cooper

moved thai on the basis thai there

was no evidence for the charges of

obstructing and assaulting police

against Mark Goldblatl, Ihe charges

ought lo be quashed.

However, Drukarsh quickly

rcieeled ihe motion, and the trial

went on with the defense. The trial,

which hegan September 26, will

continue on November 23.

Cooper contended that since then

Li of T acting vice-president Jack

Sword had testified that he did not

intend to have the occupants either

considered or arrested for

trespassing and since Sword said he

could see thai the occupants thought

they had a reasonable right to be in

Ihe Senate Chamber, that they were

nol in fact trespassing.

Accordingly, he suggested, the

police were not arresting the defen-

dant while carrying out a lawful

duty, which the laws of both
assaulting and obstructing police

require.

At Monday's session of the trial,

Metro detective Kcarns, the first

policeman lo enter the Senate

Chamher. testified lhat the students

lurned down the invitation by the

police lo leave voluntarily and
withoul arrest.

He said he then entered the

Senate Chamber through a hole in

the door, landed on a table and was

"eilher pushed or jumped" onto the

floor, where he was punched
"several times in the back" and held

down by Goldblatl.

Cooper suggested to Kearns lhat

K earns had landed on top of

Goldhlalt and that the latter was

actually trying to help him up.

Kearns denied this.

The policeman also testified thai,

while he was on ihe floor he was

kicked by someone in bare feel. He
staled lhat Randi Reynolds, who

has been charged with assaulting

police, was the only one around with

hare feet, but under questioning

accepted the possibility that there

may have been others.

Kearns said he had been told that

the students were to be advised thai

they were trespassing, and thai they

were to he arrested if they refused or

resisted. He was not sure whether
ihe orders were from ihe university

or from his superiors.

Metro police constable Seleme-

dis, who was the second of-

ficer through the panel, said Kearns

was kneeling on the ground, sur-

rounded by 10 shouting people.

He then testified lhat he saw

Goldhlalt "hold and punch" Ihe

kneeling Kearns. Selemedis slated

lhat ul'ler he restrained Goldblatl,

the accused offered no resistance.

Metro officer Watson stated that

he apprehended the other defendant.

Reynolds, '"kicking and punching",

from behind, another officer, who
was occupied in subduing another

Quebec united student front to strike
QUEBEC CITY (CUPI) —
Community college (CEGEP)
students in Quebec will go out on

strike later this month against tough

new government school regulations.

The decision to strike came at a

general meeting of more than 200

delegates to the Fronl des Etudiants

du Quebec (FEQ) held here last

weekend.

The FEQ is the provincial student

union affiliated with the Confedera-

tion of National Trade Unions.

Most universities and colleges in

Quebec belong lo it.

The strike is a response lo the new

regulations, termed the "nouveau

regime pedagogique". as the latest

move by the Quebec government

toward complete control over Ihe

( I (il l's.

The regulations require arts

indents lo lake several science and

physical education courses along

with their arts options. Many
Cl <-| l

: professors interpret thi;

rule as a government attempt to

phase oul humanities departments

within a few years.

The regulations also compel

students to allend 45 hours of

classes weekly, automatically

eliminating students who must work

part-time to finance their education.

The move contradicts the original

aim of the CEGEP program which

was lo provide some post-secondary

education lo people who formerly

could not afford it.

Students from both French and

Inglish CEGEPs united in opposi-

tion lo the regulations and called for

mass support lo demonstrate their

displeasure.

Members of the Anglophone

delegation from Vanier, Dawson.

John Ahhoit and McGill CEGEPs
stood in the forefront oflhe demand
for a general strike as soon as

possible. The FLQ convention es-

tablished continuing liaison between

the French and Lnglish junior

collcucs to maintain communication

during the coming struggle.

The Comite' executif national

(CF.N) or executive committee was

empowered to co-ordinate action

among the various FEQ regions to

ensure a solid fronl.

A delegate from Sir George

Williams University pointed out

private educational institutions were

subject lo the same repression as ihe

CEGEPs. and called for solidarity

among students in colleges and un-

iversities. McGill University

delegates called for close collabora-

tion among all students and between

sludeiHsand faculty in the upcoming

strike. ,

The FEQ plans a mass

demonstration in front of ihe offices

of the Direction de I'instruction

generale el collegiale (DIGEC), ihe

authority which issued the new

regulations. No dale for the demon-

stration has yet been set.

Delegates determined the strike

would slart before December 1.
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100.000 jobs

The Montreal Star

Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa promis^JQuebecoislO^
on the i0Dm poorr^r^^T^Zr

F̂ Xhe ,r'ed hard ,0 ,h°Se Wh° "»

Quebec united student front to strike

Quebec judges' dismissal of
unionists' appeal reveals motives

dismiJ^H
PP8al Court iud9es Mon^y

Ip,h m
aPpea

'
by three Qu6bec ^nion

leaders, Marcel Pepin, Louis Laberge. and WonCharbonneau, sentenced to a year in jail last springo counselling hospital workers to ignore court
injunctions ordering them to return to work

The labourers had joined 200,000 of their col-
leagues in walking off the job to protest poor pay
and working conditions. The strike, which hit so
close to home for so many Quebecois brought
Quebec's economic life to a virtual standstill Strik-
ers liberated 14 radio stations, suspended publica-
tion of establishment newspapers, and took control
of the town of Sept-lles.

The action represented the most impressive
manifestation of workers refusing to passively
accept the anti-labour attitude of government They
would not be stopped by empty, moralistic
speeches or discriminatory laws preventing them
from striking.

Before the strike was called off, Quebec
premier Robert Bourassa had contemplated callingm the army, he later confessed.

In upholding the maximum contempt of court
sentences for the Quebec three, the judges insisted
that "no lesser penalty" would have been
acceptable.

Never m Canada, or precisely, In Quebec hadwe seen such a flagrant, concerted, and deliberate
challenge to the authority of law;never had we seen
citizens in positions of authority provoke civil dis-
obedience on such a vast scale; never had we seen
the law turned to derision and the judicial power
abused with so much applomb," their judgment
declared.

Laberge denounced the vengeful sentences
saying they were directed against union represen
tatives who only wanted to obtain justice
workers.... earning starvation wages".
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more than ven9eful. The sentences
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mpt t0 discou^ge those whowould challenge "law and order". The civil
authorities had been shocked by the workers
willingness to risk imprisonment and financial
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The public servants had threatened - by theirdisregard of laws designed to favour governmenmanagement - to regain some control over Theirwork conditions, possibly ultimately forcing thegovernment to concede to their demands as theonly way to restore economic stability.

for

The judges' comments confirm that the civil
authorities could not tolerate actions which
challenged discriminatory laws allowing the gov-
ernment to treat its public employees poorly
confident that they had no recourse to strike As
such, the government's panic reaction and the
court s harsh sentences - when viewed realistical-
ly — destroy the popular myth that courts and law
systems exist to ensure impartial justice.
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'
Wnere that endconflicts with justice, the law prevails- wherecitizens are so rash as to violate unjus laws the.udicary acts swiftly to punish them lor theTr sins

There can be little if any hope for a
subsequent reversal of the sentences. And, there is
still considerable uncertainty about the likelihood

m,«iS
er ab^Ur 3Cti0n t0 Pro,estthe imprisonment

last May. 100,000 people left their jobs to protestthe ongma,^sentences). At the least the people o
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th°Se Canadians wh0 refuse" to close
their eyes to injustice revealed will recognize the

™J TTry Plavs in our Political-economic
system. And, that in itself, is a significant
accomplishment. M dni
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Critic's movie

view supported
Bravo to Bob Bnssin for his

column oT Friday, October 20. I972.

I first rioted his mention of

Cinema l.urtliere ending their reper-

tory policy. A great pity. (Did you

know that Bob Huber has left? Let's

follow where he goes and see what

he decides to do: whatever it is, it

will have "standards" )

Then, I was absolutely astonished

lo note thul finally someone had

said something about the filming at

OISI I asl year, we had gone there

In view "The King of Hearts". Wc
had seen it before and wanted to

view il again Not only was the film

"murky", hut you never saw anyone

above the eyebrows! When we

protested we were told "if wedid not

like il. we could go elsewhere". This,

of course, is not the correct attitude,

but what particularly discouraged us

was that OISI: should have such

standards. And. everyone else in the

audience, mostly university students

and faculty accepted thi: without a

murmur. Hvcn the distributor, when

told of (he situation, was not dis-

lurhed and has allowed this lo con-

tinue! That this gutless attitude

should be almost general was

astonishing.

Now. someone else has

protested... al last. We saw Go-

Between and Accident, deciding that

by now this appalling situation had

cleared up. It had not and again no

one protested! These films could

never be shown under such cir-

cumstances in the L.atin Quarlier.

(Remember when ihcy rioled when

foreign films were dubbed? Il only

happened for one showing and the

cinema house had lo reverl to sub-

lilies).

I was further delighted when you

praised the charming Avenue
Cinema. I appreciate what they are

trying lo do and feel ihis cinema
house should be given every
encouragement.

A. Brody

SAC budget

shafts Erindale
This letler is intended as a

reminder to the present SAC lhal

the hudgel policies the council

adopts this year will be used as

precedents by following councils

having lo work with Ihe "new"
const il ul ion. This letler will also

serve as a warning lo ihe students of

Erindale College, especially those

eiihcr paying SAC fees or involved

in a group activity al the college.

Fuel: the new SAC constitution

introduced strict reform in granl-

giving areas lo prolecl the budget —
supposedly in ihe interests of the

siudenls who pay SAC fees. The

council now gives grants lo U of T
groups which have a university-wide

function.

Inconsistency: Radio Varsity,

which is nol transmitted to Erindale

campus or Scarborough campus, is

still funded by SAC. Mighn-

H e 1 1 i w e 1 1 - f- 1 o w e r s campaign
lileralure vowed lo amalgamate the

radio stations on all three campuses

to avoid this difficulty and to share

Ihe expensive facilities of all three.

No attempt has been . made lo

amalgamate the systems. Radio

hrindale received a loan from SAC,
while Radio Varsity slill receives a

grant.

Fact: No olher recognized student

group from hrindale received a loan

from SAC.
Inconsistency: A large portion of

the SAC fee paid by Erindale

studcnls is subsidizing groups which

operate downtown, which are

downtown-oriented, for which Erin-

dale students must travel downtown

lo gain anv use from them: Radio

Varsity. SHOUT. Hart House

Chorus, Legal Aid, the SAC
hureaucracy. Why?

Previous lo this year, SAC
rchuled to ihe Students' Ad-

mi nisi ralive (ic-vernmenl of Erin-

dale (SA(iL) half or the fee paid by

hrindale students, so lhal the

"downlown-orienled" money could

he applied to Erindale-orienlcd

needs. Li of T students' money went

to L> of T student groups. (We may

THIS WEEK AT S.M.C

FILM CLUB:

Sat.

Sun

Friday, Nov. 17

CISCO PIKE
7:30, 10:00 CARR HALL

Nov. 18
CISCO PIKE
7:30, 10:00 CARR HALL

Nov. 19
BAND OF OUTSIDERS
715, 9:30 CARR HALL

THEATRE:
Nov. 22-25 AT 8:1 5

"YOU KNOW I CAN T

HEAR YOU WHEN THE
WATER S RUNNING
U C PLAYHOUSE - FREE

DOUBLE BLUE:
Nov. 17 ITALIAN FESTA'' in

BRENNAN HALL 8:00 -1:00

50 c Admission, Licensed for

WINE and BEER

be oul of sight, but we're still U of

T.l The rebate, therefore, was in no

way contrary to the spirit oflhe new

SAC constitution. For some reason,

lasl year's SAC finance commission

decided lo drop ihe rebate. I suspect

the "reason" was the convenient

source of income- — Erindale's

rebate being $14,300 (2200 students

limes $6.50 or half the SAC fee lasl

year).

The rebale was traditionally

viewed by Si. George SAC reps as a

bribe for keeping (the olher half o(

ihe) Erindale (Tees steady income) in

SAC. This year's finance com-
missioner feels that Erindale' slu-

dcnl group needs cannot be mel

because SAC's budget "won't lake

an Erindale rebate" (Friday's Varsi-

ly. page 3). Would his budget stand

losing the entire Erindale sludenl Tee

— the fee which our students pay

with very pallry returns from SAC?
Previous lo Ihis year, SAC had a

commission which deallh specifical-

ly with hrindale and Scarborough

grievances. Now, we have merely

the option lo elect a vice-president

or an executive member — who
musi spend the majority of her or his

I line working downtown for the

SAC bureaucracy.

Summarily. Erindale students

have no person or group with li me lo

uork on Erindale problems relating

lo SAC and ihe St. Cieorge campus.

(Our SAC reps musi spend iheir

Urne in m e e I i n g s or reading

minutes.) To grind salt into the

wound of decreased sympathy
represenialion. SAC has purloined

l he only concrete service ihe

organi/alion ever gave lo the

siudenls on ihe Erindale campus —
money paid by Hrindale students to

serve I hose students as SAC never

can.

To ihe students of Erindale: SAC
has been singularly hostile in its

financial concessions lo our campus.

Are you gelling your money's

worth? These policies are not likely

lo change in following years.

Perhaps, you should consider

withholding your SAC fees....

Su Crowe
Erindale IV

U of Tpay

scale revealing

On November f>. you puhlished an

article on the poor results of the

Uniled Appeal drive on campus. In

u. I read with interest lhal the

represenlalive of the administrative

staff on (he Cioverning Council. Mr.

John Parker, had occasion lo com-

ment in a council meeting on the sad

fuel lhal some of our colleagues

make only $4,600. lion. One can only wonder ir we are
it is good to see lhal we elected a really a progressive university with a

representative with the courage to fair and crflcienl compensation
speak oul and pul this on record, program.
even if it may nol make him popular H. K. K. Schmidt
with some purls of ihe adminislra- Physical Plant

Metro voters go to the polls December 4 to elect the men and women
who will live here. Letter writer tells how to get vote.

Still time to

get Metro vote
My allenlion has been directed to

a short nole on page 3 of The

Varsilv of Friday, November 3,

concerning getting on the voters' list

of the Dccemher 4 municipal elec-

lions. Il slates lhal "today is ihe last

day for persons left off" to get on

the list.

Because il is important that every

person, regardless of how they may

vole, should he eiven an opportunity

lo record iheir vole, I would like to

poinl oul thai a special procedure is

available in the forthcoming

elections.

-\n elector who is qualified may

allend the polling station. The voter

Ihen completes a declaration thai he

is qualified and otherwise satisfies

Ihe Depuly Returning Officer that

he is qualified. A ballot can ihen be

issued lo him. Any elector who

wanls lo know his polling sub-

division can call Ihe City Clerk's al

167-7KIX).

William L. Archer

Alderman

Fears media's

anti-youth slant
Your November 8 front page

arlicle reports lhal "in an unusual

move. Innis College principal Peter

Russell has announced that he will
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allend ihe (fees) demonstration."

Kor your readers' information. I

should reporl that the unusual move

was io answer your reporter's call

asking me if I planned 10 allend the

lees strike demonstration on

November 21. I said 1 would allend

if only io have an eye witness view-

point and not have lo rely on the

press description of ihe event. Your

reporter's misrepresentation of my
answer lo her telephone call in-

dicates lhal press distortion is not

confined lo our city dailies.

As for the demonstration, my fear

is thai il will he misrepresented by

Ihe press in a way that will

sirengthen the anti-youth, anti-

university political sentiments to

which llie Tory Government's fee

hike is desicned lo appeal.

Peter H. Russell

Innis College principal

HART HOUSE
MUSIC COMMITTEE

PRESENTS

A NOON HOUR
JAZZ CONCERT

THE
TED MOSES QUINTET

WEDS. NOV. 15

EAST COMMON ROOM, 12-2 Pi
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Ottawa has failed to deal

with housing crisis: report
By WAYNE ROBERTS

With last June's introduction of the

federal government's proposed
amendments to the National Housing Act,

the Canadian people are being treated once
again to a barrage of government self praise.

"The immediate and future influence of

these proposals will be profound and far-

reaching", the act's introduction states.

"New housing opportunities will be
opened up for many thousands of

Canadians. New tools will be available to

shape the process of urban improvement
and community development. And, new
avenues will be provided whereby the peo-
ple most directly affected will have a voice
and a role to play in that process. The 1972
National Housing Act paves the way for a

massive and concerted effort to maximize
the opportunities we have in Canada to

produce decent and enjoyable accommoda-
tion, in a quality living environment for all our
people."

Housing, along with education and
other social expenditures, is one of those
items that capitalist governments never get

around to solving. The roo*s of

deep in the nature^Jf tht ^cor
and government priorities ati

Government attempts to d€
housing crisis have always
stinctively toward moral rituals

passify and deceive the people,
meager legislation sculpted tc

more enduring realities o
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economics. Urban Affairs Minister Ron
Basford's proposed amendments are no
exception to this pattern. In fact, they can
only be appreciated in that context.

The first major government study, Paul
Hellyer's Task Force on Housing and Urban
Development, was shot through with the
rhetoric of passionate concern, urging that
housing as a right become a national priority
for Canada. The stage it set for subsequent
government housing policy, however, has
meant little more than an opportunity for
some idealists to engage their fantasies.

The Hellyer report invited a sinister
policy of housing by headlines and detrac-
tion from an awareness of the real axes
around which government policy has
revolved.

Since the task force completed its

study, housing has been treated as anything
but a national priority. On a per capita basis,
Canada spends about $8.63 on defence, $2
on butter subsidies, and 17 cents on
housing.

Even Toronto development giant
Cadillac Corporation president A. E. Dia-
mond has stated that "if food production
were treated like housing, we'd all be
starving".

In 1971, according to the unpublished
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation
(CMHC) report on low income housing, 50
per cent of Canadians — encompassing
people on welfare to those making $6,500
per year — couldn't afford decent housing.
CMHC president H. Hignett stated that more
than half a million Canadians are living in

overcrowded, dilapidated conditions and
paying more of their income than they can
afford for decent accommodation.

In cities like Toronto, the problem is

even more acute. Ninety-five per cent of
Torontonians, according to The Globe and
Mail, can't afford to buy a house. This
shouldn't be surprising since the average
Toronto house costs more than $31 ,500. For
all the rhetoric, then, the housing crisis

remains with us in full force.

Although task force analysis usually
relates housing and poverty, it is clear that
the basis for the so-called housing crisis with
which the government is dealing is the
inability of the market to deal with the
housing needs of the middle class. As with
urban renewal — or. more aptly, urban
removal — policy, it is the wealthy who are
defining the terms of the debate. And, so it

has come to pass that the plight of the
slumdweller from Toronto's so-called Cab-
bagetown to the Yukon, treated so touching-
ly by federal task forces, has been securing
better mortgage rates for nice, young mid-
dle class suburbanites and developers.

In the fine tradition of philanthropy
which casts aside that for which it no longer
has use to the poor, housing will supposedly
drip down once suburbanites have cheaper
mortgages and land. And, so the (il)logical

debate goes, the crisis will vanish. Under this

inverted system of government activity, the

government is practising socialism for the

rich while preaching and enforcing private

enterprise for the poor.

The best illustrations of this can be seen
in well-touted government sponsored pro-

jects like Malvern and Main Square in

Toronto. A March 24, 1972 Globe summary
of the task force on low income housing
assessed Main Square thus:

"The report says there are no housing
units which are available to low-income
levels that fall within CMHC's stated ob-

jective of the $200 million innovative

program. The report says that Victoria Wood
did not put any of its own money into the

project, but merely lifted the plan off the

shelf and persuaded CMHC that it was
worthy of the special innovation program
financing.

"The special innovation program
offered this large developer an opportunity

to finance a project which had experienced
difficulties under normal lending
arrangements.

"The report says Victoria Wood failed to
produce any significant low-income housing
in the project. 'The number of housing units
for low-income families produced by a
proponent with the second largest single
loan {$13,774 million) of the special program
and on public (CNR-owned) land, cannot be
judged to have successfully met the stated
objectives of the special program.' "

Similar statements have been made
about the Ontario Housing Corporation's
Home Ownership Made Easy program in

Malvern, "the Malvern Mirage". Although
originally designed in part "to encourage
and make possible home ownership among
tenants of Ontario Housing", the most recent
OHC press release comments, "As there will
be a certain amount of 'pioneering' in the
early stages of Malvern, which is common in
all large land assemblies, it is not expected
that senior citizens or public housing will be
included at the outset."

Costs and carrying charges on units
exclude those making less than $8,700 an-
nually and account for OHC's portrayal of its

typical HOME family in 1967 Ontario
Housing: the husband's income is $8,500
plus "as much overtime as he could get".
The project warrants the dry comparison of
one newspaperman to the Toronto Transit
Commission trying to solve the rush hour
traffic situation by purchasing a Volkswagen.

It is only after 1968 that the heart of
Canadian housing policy pumped out
anything significant in the way of low-income
public housing. Until then, {while the home
ownership myth was still the bulwark of
housing policy), the stretching of amortiza-
tion periods from 15 to 30 years had been
one of the most significant reforms. In 1967,
public housing contributed .1 per cent of
housing starts since 1949. After 1968, the
number of starts in public housing began to
climb above six per cent to the 1971 figure of
160,000 units.

But. as OHC's waiting list of 20,000 plus
attests, the figures have not even begun to
keep pace in Canada's wealthiest province.
Public housing remained the Cinderella of

Canadian housing policy.

With the task force, Hellyer was already
sounding the alarm on the small moves
made in the direction of public housing.

The basic underlying reason for the
inadequacy of government housing policy as
related to both total volume produced and
availability to all sectors of the population is

its subservience to private enterprise. The
1970 CMHC Annual Report notes that "as an
institution, CMHC has spoken the language
of private enterprise and also the language
of social action in housing." OHC's former
managing director Paul Goyette believes
that public housing must not interfere with

the free play of market forces, according to

The Star.

The Hellyer report is notable for its

reliance on voluntary constraints in the
housing industry within the context of a few
government-imposed rationalizing
measures essentially geared to increasing

the viability and legitimacy of large develop-
ment corporations. In principle, Hellyer re-

jected a program of massive government
intervention. Partly, this attitude is based on
a spurious analysis of many of the healthy
sentiments directed against the paternalism
of public housing management. For Hellyer,

this results in the recommendation that "the
federal government initiate a thorough
research program into the economic, social,

and psychological issues of public housing.
Until such a study is completed and
assessed, no new large projects should be
undertaken."

More fundamentally, however, his

hostility to public housing or some variant of

subsidized mortgage on housing rates is

based on devilish faith in the capacity of
large corporations to lower housing costs
through increased efficiency and a con-
sequent distaste for removing large num-
bers of citizens from potential consumer
status in the private market. To this end,
Hellyer is even willing to go as far as a sub-
sidized income policy!

The major government agency
concerned with housing, CMHC, has thus
taken the lines of least resistance and con-
fined its role to that of a lending institution. It

is through the crude tool of mortgage rates
that government actually intervenes in
general housing policy. Even that role has
limitations varying from its own imitation of
private enterprise ("The federal
government," CMHC's Toronto manager
John McCulloch said of land purchasing
policy in Malvern, "is not adverse to making
a buck") to its early victimization by govern-
ment anti-inflationary measures.

The end result has been noted in a
report: "It seems at present that CMHC in its

dual role as banker and technical superviser
is in a hybrid position which it has simply
abdicated in clarifying the orientation of
objectives: that is, there is no policy geared
to the needs of those people it is supposed
to serve."

Basford's amendments intensify ail

these problems by completing the retreat
from public housing. "They vindicate the
work of the task force," Hellyer said. He is

right in seeing Basford's amendments as an
amplication of his approach.

Builders also appear to be happy,
although as John Hurlburt, president of the
Toronto Home Builders Association, pointed
out before the announcement of the recent
federal election: "Suddenly I find ... we don't
have an election. If we get caught with a fall

election, these amendments won't take force
until well into 1973 ... That's a long wait."

Other groups have already begun to
protest. Professor Joseph Baker told the
Canadian Council on Social Welfare that
government money will more likely reach the
developers than the poor.

"Progressive legislation without
adequate funding to implement housing
programs becomes a deception," the Cana-
dian Council on Social Development
charged. "It is obvious that the presently
planned scale of funding is insufficient to
come to grips with pressing accommodation
problems being experienced by a great
many low and moderate income
Canadians."

These charges were made on the
assumption of $457 million being available.

In fact, because many of the programs are
cost-share or optional, the amount available
may only be $100 million.

A Toronto workshop of tenant and
agency groups went to the heart of the
matter. Their summary report, prepared by
the Social Planning Council, attacked
Basford's attempts to substitute assisted
home ownership, building rehabilitation, and
now profit co-ops, for public housing. They
correctly point out that none of these ser-
vices would benefit anyone with less than a
$7,000 annual income.

There is no excuse for Canada's
enduring housing crisis. As the task force
report noted, "The low investment in housing
reflects the socio-political priorities of the
nation, rather than an inat'lity to build good
housing."

The founding principle of the Ontario
Tenants Association remains true today:
"Two classes of people are interested in

housing: those who live in it and those who
live off it. The latter comprise developers,
realtors, landlords, land speculators, lending
institutions, and those governments which
are all too ready to meet their wishes. It is

these institutions which are responsible for

the housing crisis and they alone benefit by
it."
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May prevent development

Grange residents like planning board study
By STEWART GOODYEAR

Over 200 local residents and

businessmen from the Grange Park

iirefl reacted favourably last Thurs-

day lo plan to stabilize housing

and prevent massive development.

The meeting at the University

Settlement House was called to in-

troduce the City of Toronto Plan-

ning Board's tentative plan from a

Part II Study of the area bounded

hv Spadina Avenue and McCaul,

Queen and College Streets, known

as south-east Spadina.

There was general approval of the

planning study by residents, who

wanted improvements for their com-

munity and assurances that no un-

wanted developments will invade the

Grange.

A l'e« local businessmen who

voiced their disapproval both of the

new plan and of the old housing in

the Grange and of their desire to see

I he area developed were soon

shouted down.

Several people expressed

resentment of the police com-

mission, which has assembled a

block of land on Beverley Street

intending to relocate the 52nd divi-

sion station there. Protests of

residents that better sites could be

found, ones which would not require

the demolition of valuable housing,

have been virtually ignored by the

commission, though it may soon

meet with local aldermen to discuss

the issue.

Residents who live on a block of

land near Beverley and Sullivan

Streets assembled by Canada Trust

said they are afraid of having to

suddenly leave their homes. Renting

on one month leases, they desire

information about Canada Trust's

intentions and assurances that they

will receive adequate notice before

being required to leave.

There was also strong opposition

lo ihe proposed Dundas widening,

and belief that it will greatly harm
the Chinese community.

But the general feeling ofpleasure

with the plan's proposals was sum-

marized hy Albert Grossman, owner

orGrossman
s

s Tavern and long time

resident of the Grange, who spoke of

the area's importance as an inner

city community, as a Chinese com-
munity and as a source of variety

and character for central Toronto.

Grossman concluded that he

intends lo work with planning staff

committees, who will examine the

plan, to determine the future of his

community and urged others at the

meeting to do the same.

Kay Parsons, leader of the

Grange Park Residents' Associa-

tion, also supported the committees

and asked for the establishment of

an on-site planning office in the

(irangc lo work in co-operation with

cili/ens.

City planning staff member Alan
Dean, who authored the study, said

.the creation of such an office is

likely.

A similar office has already been
set up in the area south ofCarleton
near Parliament Street, following a

similar Part II study presentation to

the Dontfale community. There also

ihe intention is to save inner city

housing from the inroads ofmassive
high-rise development.

Following the meeting; over 50
residents signed agreements lo work

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
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The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.
and

700 Yonge St., at St. Mary

on the future planning committees.

The policy behind the new

proposals stems from a growing

cuncern for the quality of life, reten-

tion of Ihe variation and character

of inner city communities and for

the stabilization and support of low

income neighbourhoods among the

planning staff, said Dean.

The plan proposes that the low-

rise, low density residential

neighbourhoods forming the north-

western two-thirds of the Grange be

zoned against high rise develop-

ment. The land along Queen and

McCaul Streets, where large tracts

have already been assembled by

developers, is left open in the plan to

construction which Dean hopes will

not prove detrimental to Ihe resident

lial community.

Re-zoning will be the major tool

in enable conservation of the

Grange. Presently zoned for in-

stitutional development and situated

near the city's core just wesl of the

line of huge buildings along Univer-

sity Avenue, it could rapidly

disappear.

Specific proposals concerning the

community were that all viable

housing should be retained and that

"height limitations, design controls

and maximum lot frontages" should

he introduced to set limits to new
construction in the north-western

section. Buildings of historical value

would he rehabilitated.

Dean suggested that federal and

municipal neighbourhood im-

provement programs be used as

means of conserving and improving

the area as "a place where people of

low and moderate income can afford

to live".

Through traffic on all local

streets, particularly Beverley Street,

will he discouraged, said Dean.

According to his plan, more
parkland could be created in the

Southeast Spadina is an old, stable community. However, area businessmen
want massive redevelopment.

area by the expansion of Grange

Park through street closings and the

development of "parkettes" in lanes

north of Dundas.

Proposals concerning major

streets centred on strengthening and

maintaining College and Spadina as

commercial strips.

Controls over the amount of land

left as parking space should be

developed, the plan advocates.
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Editor calls left parties "authoritarian"

Radical editor Dimitrlos Roussopoulos denounced the left i

dictatorial at a Monday meeting.
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By ELAINE FARRACHER
Dimilrios Roussopoulos, editor of

Our Generation magazine and a

prominent Canadian anarchist,

Monday condemned all left political

parly formations as "authoritarian"

and claimed that they could only
lead to dictatorship.

He was speaking to about 60
people at a lunch-hour meeting in

Sidney Smith Hall.

Roussopoulos said that tightly

organized, hierarchial vanguard par-

lies, run according to the "demo-
cratic centralism" of the Leninist

Russian Bolshevik parly were not

capable of carrying on a socialist

revolution. Their only aim, he said,

is lo lake over the existing power
structures and use them for their

own purposes.

"A vanguard party, a small elite

which places itself at the head of a

movement, wants to take over the

lop positions and introduce change
from ahove."

"Such a party", he said, "will

necessarily become a mirror im-

mage of ihe former (governing)

bourgeois party after it has taken

power." However, Lenin slated in

"Slate and Revolution" that

the bourgeois state would not be

"taken over", but smashed by a

revolutionary party, with a new
proletarian state being put in its

place.

Roussopoulos instead put forward
an alternative method of
revolutionary change — anarchism.

Change, he said, must not come
from above but from below.

He elaimed lhat his theories took
into account the present stage of
capitalism in North America and
did not necessarily apply to the third

world countries such as^Viet Nam,
which are "underdeveloped
technologically".

Since Canada is highly advanced
technologically, ihe population is

concentrated in the cities.

"The highest achievement of our
civilization is the city" said
Roussopoulos. "It is where the ugly

aspects converge and where revolt is

seen the first. It is the foundation of

the political economy of the
country."

He said lhat the whole question of

private property comes to a head in

the cities. "The people who are
lighting urban renewal understand

this ihe most," he said.

He argued that since ihe natural

tendency of technology in capitalism

is to centralize in ihe city, ihe big

power blocks in the city must be

di ffused by setting up "urban
communes".

These communes would be
composed or between six and eight

people who live and work together,
who lead a socialist life and who
encourage others to do so by their

example.

By Ihe growth in numbers ofthese
urban communes, the big cities

would be broken up into smaller and
more manageble units, he claimed.

These urban revolutionary
movements would eventually dis-

solve power in the cities. The com-

munes would later federate to enable
planning.

In this way. Roussopoulos
asserled. the working class would
naturally take over the running of
their own lives.

A member of the audience
strongly objected to Roussopoulos'
theories, saying lhal Canada "un-
fortunately" possesses a strong, cen-
trally organized and armed ruling
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"Although it would be nice", he
said. "I can't see how you can fight a

centralized power at the local level."

Another member of the audience
asked how different cities at
dilfercnt stages of development
could co-ordinate themselves suf-

ficiently to carry through a revolu-

tion in Canada in the same time

period.

Roussopoulos. who appeared
nervous, replied that this was "nit-

picking" and that he was "not a

prophet".

Roussopoulos said that urban
communes must have specific

characteristics. He said that
counter-culture tendencies in the

form of cooperatives and com-
munes, lhat have arisen in the last

five years, possess some favourable

characteristics but lack others.

He s;iid that they reject authori-

tarianism, middle class life styles

and the vanguard method of change,
hut they are caught up in material-

ism and egoism, and have not yet

learned lo reject capitalist social

relationships.

"Even though they are part of the

new social forms, they are hopeless

in their present state," he said.

Urban communes must merge life

styles at work and at the place of

residence, he said.

The members must know each
other before joining a commune and
he aware of the dynamics of group
psychology, he stated. They must
also become involved in the politics

of the community and lake respon-
sibility for providing services lo the

revolutionary movement as a whole.

He added lhat the commune has

an obligation to support and protect

its members. Alternative social

structures such as group marriage
must be explored, and men and
women must have equal respon-
sibility for child care.

By doing these things,

Roussopoulos asserted, people can
"de-mystify the political priorities

of the authoritarian left."

The urban commune would
"encourage a new social form and
would he looked on as the basic

unit in the whole cloth of the

revolutionary context.

The Bolshevik parlies still place

their strength on cells that are

hierarchically linked to the central

committee."
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Meetinq spawns new Riverdale organization
,^ i. ih.,i enrh a nrnriased hieh-risc developme

By BILL HUMBER
Lasl Sunday the Greater

Riverdale Organization was official-

ly constituted "to build, by just and

democratic means, a grassroots

organization representing all the

people who live, work, are educated

in, or worship in Riverdale, and to

implement the decisions of its

member groups."

Over 1.000 delegates and

observers attended the first annual

convention of the organization held

at Monarch Park Secondary.

School. Delegations of 10 people

each represented ratepayer groups,

churches, schools, neighbourhood

associations and all groups within

the boundaries of the Don River on

the west, the lakefront on the south,

Coxwell and Danforth Avenues.

The convention took several

months lo plan. The community-

wide body represents the culmina-

tion of -over two years' work by the

Riverdale Community Organization

and other groups to create a truly

representative, broad based

organization with grassroots

support.

Procedural and electoral business

occupied much of the day, leaving

little lime for discussion of

proposals for action.

The convention,

constitution with only minor

revisions, after spending much of the

afternoon debating it.

Debate on the next order of

business, the Action Program, was

interrupted by a vote to elect of-

ficers. Al this point nearly half the

delegates had left. Nevertheless the

convention moved to select its presi-

dent, and area, interest, and cultural

vice-presidents.

However, a procedural dispute

over who should be president

threatened to disrupt the otherwise

smooth-running convention.

The problem erupted when the

convention voted to reverse its con-

stitutional decision to elect the presi-

dent by polling the delegations.

Each leader was to have

announced the votes or his delega-

tion to the convention. The can-

didate with a, plurality would be

declared winner.

To speed up the process delegates

decided to revert to a standing vote

count. The ensuing presidential vote

saw Yoke Chan of the Chinese com-

munity defeat Linda Torney oft a

residents' group 179 to 178. Mel

Brown and Roger Saunders finished

third and fourth respectively.

However, some delegates claimed

that observers in the audience had

illegally joined in the vote. Others

claimed that the original rules

demanded a majority vote, which

Chan did not have.

Chairman Roy DeMarsh an-

nounced that a second vote would be

held. This time Torney defeated

Chan 246 to 199.

A number or Chan's supporters

walked out and it appeared that the

organization would be split into two

opposing camps.

Chan spoke lo the convention

saying that he did not think the

verdict was fair because he had won

the first ballot. Then Torney an-

nounced that she would be willing to

share the presidency with Chan.

Controversy over Food Sci courses
By JON1SEACER

A controversy has arisen over the

lack of "reciprocity" between the

Faculties of Food Science's and Arts

and Science's different practices in

crediting each other's courses.

While Food Science credits, and

even requires some arts courses in its

program. Arts will not credit any

food science courses.

The matter came up al Monday's

meeting of the Food Science

Implementation committee, which

is making proposals on the revam-

ping of the faculty.

Irene Miller. undergraduate

student on the committee, said that

the committee is still in the process

of gathering information for

resource material, and that there

was "not much debate" on the issue

Monday. However she indicated it is

an important matter lo the com-

mittee.

Arts and Science associate dean

James Cruise said that "part of the

interest in this problem comes from

the Tact that soon (by 1973) all

public school teachers will need

degrees.

Most of these teachers are getting

their degrees in the extension

program, he said, which offers

degrees in only arts and science

programs.

However, many of these teachers

want a degree in home economics,

arid as Cruise said, "the U of T
doesn't make it possible, at present

time, for these part-time students to

take food science courses and have

them counted towards their degree".

Miller put it this way: "Food
Science only offers a four year

degree and most ot these teachers

want only a three year course. But

then, if they want lo specialize in

home economics, they have to take

another year, on top of these three

yeiiKs. and yet are still only credited

with a type B teaching certificate.

"They're really gelling screwed."

As well full-time students not in

Food Sciences who take Food

Science courses will not be credited

with them for their degree.

Miller added that many

professional organizations such as

teachers associations nave protested

"loudly" lo the U of T about this,

hul with little response from the

university so far.

Arts and Science dean Bob

Greene refused to comment on the

merits of Food Science's problem.

However, he did say he had had

correspondence with the faculty and

had suggested that Food Science

"make application the through the

curriculum committee, the

traditional channel, lo make their

courses more available."

Father

GREGORY OAUM
St. Michael's College

guest speaker

Metropolitan united Church
(Queen and Church)

11:00 a.m. Sunday
November 19, 1972

NOW APPEARING

DETROIT WHEELS
AND

WHISKEY HOWL

El Mocambo Tavern

Spadina at College

Two Rooms - Two Dance Floors

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF T0R0HT0
COMPLETE

EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES

964-7328
752
£ J~

WE DIDN'T THINK MUCH OF YOU
EITHER, UNTIL WE GOT TO KNOW
YOU BETTER.

THE EXCELSIOR LIFE HAS
OPENINGS IN ITS CAREER
DEVELOPMENT AGENCY FOR
SALES MANAGEMENT TRAINEES.
POSITIONS SALARIED AND OPEN
TO NEGOTIATION.

CALL THE PLACEMENT OFFICE
AND ARRANGE TO DISCUSS THIS

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY WHEN THE
RECRUITING MANAGER VISITS THE
CAMPUS.

NOV. 21

De Marsh said that such

suggestion was out of order. It

would contradict Ihe constitution

ratified earlier in the day, he said.

Chan replied that "in the interests

of ihe organization," he would be

willing to settle for the vice-

presidency. In the ensuing election,

Chan won the first vice-presidency.

When the action program was

again considered, motions sup-

porting groups struggling for day

care, better lighting on streets, im-

proved bus services and an enquiry

inlo the municipal tax structure had

heen passed.

Resolutions asking for vehicular

underpasses instead of street-level

rail crossings, increased family

benefits and recreational facilities

and more community input into a

proposed high-rise development at

Pape and Gerard Streets, and

several others were left to the in-

coming executive.

A motion lo have the next

convention last a full weekend so

thai resolutions would nol have to

he referred lo committees was

accepted.

DeMarsh. in his opening remarks,

i old the delegates, "You are shifting

power from existing organizations

to the community level in an im-

pressive and important manner.

"1 do not know of all community

organizations in Canada. I do know

thai ihe hest one I know of is in

Riverdale.

"Governments can not deal with

the problems or communities if Ihe

communities are powerless."

Martin Onrot presenls

ARL0 GUTHRIE
Thurs. Nov. 16, 8.30 p.m.

O'KEEFE CENTRE
TICKETS 3.50, 4.50, 5.50

O'KEEFE CENTRE BOX OFFICE OPENS TODAY AT

11:00

AN ENCORE PRODUCION

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

unclassified
SKI MADONNA, VERMONT - December
24th. - 29th. inclusive, S120 includes -

accommodation. 5 lull days of skiing, all

litis, shuttle service and return transporta-

tion. 2 meals per day. Call 489-8715.

UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, editorial

training, experience, will type and/or edit

essays, manuscripts, theses. 40 cents per

page, paper supplied, electric typewriter.

962-9938 alter 6 p.m.

BABYSITTER (Bloor - Spadina) KIND,
WITH EXPERIENCE - 2 or 3 Hours A Day -

Some Weekends - Two Young Girls 964-

7840.

1 MALE OR FEMALE to share modern
lurnlshed house 5 mlns. from campus.
Own room, double bed, phone • with 2

grad. Students - $80 mth. 100 Dupont St. -

929-9391

.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses, essays - French. Latin - ex-
perienced typists - electric typewriters 713
Spadina Ave. (south of Bloor) 922-7624.

SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days, Decem-
ber 27 to Jen. 2, Includes transpor-

tation, accommodation, meals and to*
ticket. Full price $134.00, no extras. Call
636-1038 today.

ROOM (15' x 16') with board in exchange
lor babysitting from 4-7. Monday to

Friday. Old home, newly decorated; Run-
nymede-Bloor subway. Remuneration
available lor extra duties. Office 863-01 73;
home - 766-1494.

HELP! We need a woman who knows
fashions for part-time work. Tursday and
Friday nights and all day Saturday. Call
362-4809 - Sid.

FLORIDA: 2 good-looking chicks wanted
to accompany 2 guys going sailing in

Florida Dec. 9 - Jan. 1 Fred. 466-6311. Af-

ter 5.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27^Jan 1,

5 days skiing at Mt. Ste. Anne. Excellent

accommodation with heated indoor swim-

ming pool. All transportation included.

For information write: CANADIAN SKI

TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or

phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.

"FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" First

English production of Michel Tremblay's
scathing but compassionate portrait of an
Easl-Monlreal family. Nov. 14 - Dec. 10
Tarragon Theatre 30 Bridgman Ave.
Bathurst and Duponi. 964-8833.

RECENTLY SEPARATED MALE Grad
student (mid-twenties) seeks serious

female companionship. Mail particulars

to: "Varsity Ad", 30 Charle3 St. W. 808,

Toronto 189. All genuine inquiries sn-

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today (or tree booklet "The Day You Buy
A Diamond" H. Proctor and Co.. 1430

Yonge St., 921-7702 i

EXPEDITIONS: Overland London lo

Capetown: Toronto to Rio de Janeiro;

Yucaian; Easter Island; Solar Eclipse.

The Trekkers: 2453 Yonge St., Suite No. 7,

Toronto 483-9080

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats Irom $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18,

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00

Thurs. and Frl.
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Med over SMC 4-0: overtime

SPORTS SCHEDULES

BASKETBALL

Nov. 20 12.00 U.C. I

Tues. Nov. 21 12.00 St.M. B
8.30 Erin

WEEK OF NOV. 20 to 24

vsSl.M.A Blinick, Maydo

vs U.C. II Obrascous. Heininger
vs PHE. B Hollingsworth, Ravensdale

Nov. 22 4.30 Pharm.A
6.15 Law I

(Prelimlo Varsity

2.30 Vic. I

8.30 SGS. I

Nov. 24 1.00 Law II

4.00 Scar
5.30 Vic. II

7.00 Med. A
Nov. 25 10.30 am Dent. A

12.00 noon Med. B vs Innis I

vs For. A Kleberg, Rotstein
vs New Kleberg, Boguski
vs Guelph)

vsSr. Eng Dimarski, Maydo
vs Erin Rubin, Sherkin

vs PHE. O Zendel. Bloxham
vs U.C. II Rubin. Rotstein

vs SGS. II Kliman, Trafford

vsPHE.A Kliman, Trafford

vs Jr. Eng Sterling, Mishevski
Sterling. Mishevski

VOLLEYBALL
Tues. Nov. 21 8.00 Eng. II vs Pharm Mojsiak

9.00 Vic. II vs For. B Mojsiak

Wed. Nov. 22 7.00 Erin vs PHE. Bodnaruk
8.00 Eng. I vs Dent. Bodnaruk
9.00 Knox vs Med. Bodnaruk

Thur. Nov. 23 8.00 Trin vs Vic. II Kalvins
9.00 For. A vs New Kalvins

SQUASH
Tues. Nov. 21 8.20 Trin. A vs SGS I

9.00 Med. A vs Law A
9.40 U.C. vs St. M

10.20 Pharm vs Wye
Wed. Nov. 22 8.20 PHE vs Trin. B

9.00 Eng vs Law C
9.40 Innis vs Med. C

10.20 New vs Vic. Ill

Thurs. Nov. 23 8.20 Vic. I vs Dent
9.00 Med. B vs Vic. II

9.40 SGS. II vs Knox
10.20 Massey vs Law B

Wed

HOCKEY
Mon. Nov. 20 12.30 Jr. Eng

1.30 Vic. I

7.30 Med. A
8.30 Dev. Hse
9.30 Music

Tues. Nov. 21 1.30 Trin, B
4.30 PHE. C
7.30 Trin. A
8.30 Knox
9.30 Mgt. Stud

10.30 II Civil

Nov. 22 12.30 St. M. A
1.30 Innis I

4.30 For. B
7.30 PHE. C
8.30 Dent. C
9.30 NewCCCP

10.30 Eng.Scl. IV

Thurs. Nov. 23 12.30 Innis II

4.30 New II

5.30 Scar. II

6.30 Arch
7.30 U.C.I

8.30 St. M. B.

9.30 Indust. Ill

10.30 Vic. IV's

Fri. Nov. 24 12.30 II Elec

1.30 U.C. II

5.00 Erin

vs Vic. II Brown, DesRoches
vs PHE. A Brown, DesRoches
vs New I Barnhouse, Johnston
vs For. A Barnhouse, Johnston
vs Law II (Red-sched) MacFarlane

Anderson
vs Vic. Vs Kamin, Hurlbert

vs St. M. C (Re-sched) Kamin. Hurlbert

vs Scar. I Hamm, Herridge
vs Pharm. A. Hamm, Herridge

vs St.M. D Francis, Gollish

vs Dent. B Francis, Gollish

vs Sr. Eng Branciere, Blelecki

vs PHE. B Branciere, Blelecki

vs Law III Lipsett, Ruhnke
vs Med. D Gal, Goverde
vsCiv. IV Gal, Goverde
vs Med. C Kolanko, Talwin

vs Fac. Ed. B. Kolanko, Talwin

vs Civ. Ill Lipsett, Ruhnke
vs II Chem Hurlbert, Kamin
vsGrad.A Tworzanski, Toole
vs Music Tworzanski, Toole
vs Dent. A Ortved, Parrack

vs Fac. Ed. A. Ortved, Parrack

vs Scar. Ill Whltehorn, Gollish

vs Campus Co-op Whitehorn, Gollish

vs Indust. IV Swanick, Brykman
vs Law II Swanick, Brykman
vs Law I Hamm, DesRoches

Soccer, rugby, touch football

reach semi-final playoffs
me periods are

ill be replayed

Injur faculty soccer playoffs
continue this week and next in

Divisions II and III.

Division I was decided last week
with no playoffs. Sr Eng finished
first, with Erindale second, and ST
M A third. PHE and Scar tied for
lourih place, and Vic ended the
season lust.

In Division II playoff games so
far this week. Dent defaulted to New
yesterday and goes on to meet UC
tomorrow at I2:I5. In the other
quarter - final Med downed St M B
4-0 in overtime yesterday. Frankel
and Saffery each scored two goals
en overtime kicks, Med meets Law
tomorrow at 2 pm.

In Division III semi-finals,

although Trin B defeated For 2-0
Monday, the game will be replayed
today at 1 2: 1 5. The other semi-final
game saw Eng III eliminate Knox 2-

I Eng 1 1 1 goes on to play the winner
of today's semi-final Friday at 1 2: 1

5

on the front campus field.

Inlerfacuhy rugby playoffs also
began this week with the quarter-
finals on Monday. Semi-finals will
be phiyed Thursday (Division II)

and Friday (Division I), with the
final game next Monday at either
Scarborough or the Stadium.

In Ihe final Division II games last

week. Trin A was assured of a
playoff position by defeating fourth
place Eng I 7-4. while Scar finished

the season without a loss, defeating

second place PHE A. 8-4 on Thurs-
day. Ken Sullivan scored Ihe lone

try for PHE. while R. Farquharson
accounted for Scar's two trys. The
season finished with Scar first,

PHF A. second, and Trin A, third.

Trin A went on to defeat second
place Division II finisher PHE B 16-

13 Monday. For Trin A it was Tom

Bell with a try and two converts,
while John Robinson and Ed Lovell
each scored a try. PHE B managed
two trys. by Dudley Lansdowne and
Dave Stuart, while Louis Sialtis

added a penally goal and a convert.

There was some confusion in
Division II regarding playoffs last
week. Trin B. presumably out of
contention, defaulted its final game
Friday to second place PHE B. Trin
B went winless on the year while our
records show Eng II with one win -

IX-0 over Trin B. However, Trin B
made ihe playoffs only to default in

the quarter final to PHE A.

Tomorrow. PHE A plays Law at
1:15 pm in the stadium while Trin A
meets Scar Friday at 3 pm at Scar-
borough. All playoff games are 10
ntinule halves. Overtime will be
played if necessary. — one period of
live minutes. If more than two over-

time periods are required the game
:d

Sixteen teams qualified (six or
more points) for the touch football
playoffs, and one and one-half
weeks later four teams remain.

In quarter-final games yesterday
Gofers defeated Cooper's Liga-
ments. 14-12. while Arrythmia
hmshed off Athletic Supporters 12-

l ast Thursday Tachyards advanc-
ed to the quarter-finals by defeating
Yankees 19-13, and Jocks won
iwer ihe Dodgers 13-6.
Both semi-final games will be held

tomorrow at 1:15 on the back cam-
pus Held. Gofers play Arrythmia.
while Tachyards meet Jocks.

Finals between the two remaining
teams will be played next Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday with the
winner of the best of two games
deciding the championship.

Interfac basketball:

Division I, Section B
By JAVBERNHOLTZ

We continue today with a
summary of interfaculty basketball.

Division I. Section A. was looked at

lasl Friday; today, Section B.

• Eng — promises to be tough.
Five men return from lasl year's
disappointing season. Engineers
preferred the old sel up to relain

traditional rivalries, bul the team
hopes to end up on top due to the
acquisition of several new faces and
;i hard training schedule. — First.

• Erindale— First place finishers

in Division II last year; the team
hopes to he in the playoff chase in

STUDENT HOCKEY TICKETS

$4.00
Will Get You a Book of Ten Tickets For The Home
Games of Varsity Blues in Varsity Arena This Year

1972-73 Schedule

Fri. Nov. 17
Fri. Nov. 24
Fri. Dec. 1

Wed. Dec. 6
Fri. Jan. 12

Ottawa Fri.

Sir G. WilliamsWed
Laurentian Fri.

Western Fri.

Ryerson Wed
ALL GAMES AT 8:00 P.M

Tickets On Sale At
Athletic Ticket Of-
fice, Athletic Wing,
Hart House on
Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, November
14th and 15th
From 9:00 A.M. to

6:00 P.M.

Ihe new division. However, Erin is

troubled by a lack of team work in

pre-season sessions. — Fifth.

.
• SGS — School of Graduate

Studies hopes to challenge for first

place and have good front-line per-

sonnel, hut lack of depth could cut
inio ihe wins over Ihe arduous
season. Weaknesses will occur
at guard position, and age and con-

ditioning — or lack of il — will also

play a part. — Fourth.

• PHE B — Eventual champions
ol Division II last year. The team
hopes to improve with "height"
players. PHE looks to a core of six

returnees to join Division I, and
hopes to finish in the top three. —
Third.

• Vic — Argo Mike Eben high-
lights a squad of several returnees.
They hope to hide out as a sleeper
in Section B. — Second.

Division II also has two sections

this year. Section A includes. Dent
A, St M B. Trin A, Management
Studies. Vic II. UC II. Jr Eng, PHE
C: while Section B sees Innis I, For
A. Pharm A. Sear II, Law II, Med
B. and PHE D in competition.

P""^ CARAT
DIAMOND RING

m set
$29500

GUEST BOOKS: Each Student may purchase one ad-
ditional book which will admit a guest (not
necessarily a member of the University) to the
student section. Guest books are sold at the same
price, one only to each holder of an Athletic Member-
ship card. Bring your Membership card - tickets can-
not be purchased without one.
REMEMBER - First Game - Friday, November 17 -

against OTTAWA
225FS ALS° AVA,LAI»LE AT SCAR. COLLEGE (RM. S 41BA) AND ERIN. COLLEGE
(PHYS. EO SHED), ENGINEERING STORES, AND DENTS.

Your choice ot twenty -five enciling
sly'es. Yellow or wMfe gold In
eludes: — diamond ring, matching
wedding band, reg.sleced appraisal
cerhficate and insurance.

20% Student Discount

with ATL card

HUGH PROCTOR & Co.
Jewellers • Gemrnolagists

1430 tonge sr.

PATIO 0E 0R0 PLAZA* 921- 7702

Just Soulti of St. CI
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Educate bodies as well as minds
In the following ankle an Ontario high school

physical education teacher reveals the area of

education that most high schools develop the

leaJ!i — [i,e education of the body. This

concept of "body education" is also relevant

in the student at the university level. Few

Ontario university athletic departments have

a philosophy or set ofpremises on which they

base their "physical education". The Univer-

sity of Toronto falls within this category.

By O. VONESOR
Reprinted from Community Schools

Two ihings to star! with:

First. I am a male physical education

teacher, and much of what I say is either

irrelevant or misrepresentative of female phys

ed. I would rather let a female phys ed teacher

define the problems oT female phys ed.

Aggression, for example, is a problem

which might be defined differently by a female

teacher, li is loo prominent a quality in male

sports. But a female teacher has pointed out

to me that many girls may need a greater dose

of aggression in their school sports, to over-

come the weakness and timidity imposed on

iliem by sex-role conditioning.

Second, there are many good phys ed

departments and teachers. This article focuses

tin general and common problems these

departments may have solved. It is because I

am convinced of the value of phys ed that I

have written it, lo bring an awareness of what

educating the body can involve for more
teachers and students.

Incident 1 — I am silting around the locker

room wilh a group of men phys ed teachers

(football coaches) and students (football

players). The head coach remarks, "So their

hotshot is playing for them after all, eh? Well,

one good shot to his bad knee should finish

him for the afternoon. We'll go after him right

from the start.

Incident 2 — I am silling in the staffroom

having a coffee wilh the vice-principal. While

we are talking, a staff member who also

works as a professional athlete joins us and

begins lo lell about a drunken time laced wilh

call girls his team has recently enjoyed, The
vice-principal squirms a bit: he knows I will

mil approve of ihis conversation.

But Ihe code of maleness is not to be
contravened for fear of what some oddball

teacher might think or say, so the vice-princi-

,- 'pal somewhat reluclantly joins in. Before the

conversation is over, Ihe vice-principal's

whoring limes as a ball player have been add-

ed lo the siring of tales.

Incident 3 — I ask a student in my phys ed

class why he always skips gym period. "I can't

stand it there." he replies. "I'm not a good
athlete and my team-mates either laugh at me
or hate me because 1 ruin their chances of

winning."

I suggest that he come to gym class and
work on an individual program — running,

hody-building, whatever. He's not interested.

"I would like lo play wilh the others, but it's

just loo competitive," he says.

He hardly ever attends gym class.

Incident 4 — I am coaching a basketball

learn. The opposition's star player comes on
to the court lo warm up. Unprovoked, he
makes an obscene gesture at our team. I boil

inside. Bui no one else has seen the gesture,

and I lell no one. After all, it's just a game.

I have not selected these incidents at

random. They illustrate important, but often
unrecognized, aspects of physical education
in our schools. Thai they touch sensitive areas
is evident from the usually animated,
sometimes bilter, reaction people have when

phys ed talk turns in these directions.

Last year the Toronto Board of Education

set up a committee to discuss the place of

foolball in our schools. Was football

threatened? The papers were, full of letters

opposed to and (mainly) in favour of high

school football. This reaction, some of it

pretty violent, supports the idea that phys ed

— sports — schools combine to produce

effects lhal are too seldom considered by

teachers and by the community as a whole.

The phys ed teacher is usually an envied

member of ihe school staff. To teach phys ed

is lo do with young people what is most

"natural": run, play, grow strong, have fun

together, be outside, learn as young children

do — this with ihe body and the fence

around Ihe school yard as the only limits.

Of course, ihe phys ed teacher, learns at

teachers' college that physical education is

"much more" than Ihis. We can teach skills,

Wc have ihe responsibility of informing the

young about some of the basics of life: sex,

drugs, health, social habits. And we deepen

ihe relationship between mind and body —
the health of the nation is in our hands.

The reality can be very different. The envy

is understandable: il is easy to send the boys

out with a soccer ball. But bells, attendance

records, and curriculum requirements make
physical education other than "natural".

Numbers of students stand around listless,

uninterested much of the phys ed year. These

are the "la/y", the "dogs" every phys ed

dcparlmenl must deal with if the rest are

lo keep coming and lining up with their

squads-.

And the health class — the excitement of

growing up, sex, the body? Hardly. Go lo any

health class. See the texts and notebooks with

their "in the bottom of the locker" look, hear

the drone of approved films preaching

curricular morallies. The phys ed scene:

repetitive boredom of gym periods, waste of

classroom lime — apathy of students — these

point to the destruction of mind and body.

There are very basic problems here, There

are very wrong assumptions.

The above incidents are meant lo illustrate

some of these assumptions. Each contains a

significant value upheld by current phys ed

practise. Each points lo how deeply these

values are entrenched in ossified bureaucratic

structures whose members have forgotten

about other lives in their mad dash to further

iheir own careers.

Incident I — Competitive sports in the

schools contain too much competition, too

lillle sporl. Where is the fun in maiming an

opponent's knee? The stress on victory at any
cost was important to 19th century school

teams in England where students were being

taught lo conquer the world.

The Cireeks slopped wars to compete
competitively. Our psychologists tell us young
phys ed teachers that sport is a good
substitute for the real thing. This is too close a

connection for my taste, especially with

Richard Nixon leading the continental

cheering section.

Incident 2 — Sports and male chauvinism
go hand in hand in our culture. The myths of

universal male aggressiveness, male
dominance, male superiority, are daily con-

firmed in the practise of sport in the schools.

In others, principals 'who are

disproporlionately often ex-phys ed teachers)

urge listless students to worship school spirit

— school victory. Of course, it is the men's
teams, especially the football team, for whom
the whole school is to turn out.

Most important of all, male phys ed

teachers laugh their way through sex educa-
tion, leaching a double standard so blatant it

would anger ihe editor of a provincial new-
spaper's mosl conservative women's page.

I should add lhal I have heard a female
phys ed teacher consider leaching girls foot-

hall Id fill a Iwo-week blank. This so they can

be heller companions for their boy friends.

How many male sexual identities are

threatened and destroyed because young peo-

ple do not have the athletic ability to live up to

the model of strong-man-athlete-hero-victor

held up by the schools and by society as a

sexual ideal?

Incident 3 — Sports in schools and in

society are for the few. The many with their

different abilities, sizes, interests must sub-

ordinate their bodily expression and develop-

ment to alhlelic programs designed to further

the skills of the highly coordinated minority.

And this minority, ironically enough, is

skilled al pursuits which have almost no

relation lo everyday productive life.

Whv should anyone be proud to whiz

around on Ihe top of frozen water wilh steel

thingics on his feel and a crutch in his hand'?

And foolball injuries are so common precisely

hecausc the game makes unusual demands on

— a new awareness of the professional

athlete's role which has been expressed by

men as different as Derek Sanderson and

George Saucr. the NFL all-star who quit pro-

football in disgust.

Who questions the segregation of the sexes

in phys ed? Who speaks for the bodies of the

"dogs", "runts", and "freaks" who turn off to

phys cd in the schools and thus perhaps to the

joys of "educating iheir bodies" throughout m
their future lives? Who speaks for the bodies

of the "slurs" — for Joe Namath's crippled

knees or Gump Worsley's toothless gums?
Parents appear only to complain of a

child's failing phys cd mark. (He wore yellow

shorts instead of blue.) Or else ihey bang on

the stands as their boy brings them vicarious

glory on the playing field. Where is the

community of parents who want to find out

about Ihe education of their children's bodies?

W ithin schools, the non-democratic use of

the players' bodies.

Yel school learns dominate budgets, gym
lime, teachers, preslige in a completely un-
democratic manner. The mass of students are
conditioned lo their in-front-of-the-TV spec-
tator futures dangerously early. And within
phys ed departments, a teacher who can
produce good learns earns more recognition,
scrutiny, and ar1 -mce than one who produces
good classes.

Incident 4 — the whole of phys ed seems
filled with a spirit of bloated self-importance.
Friendly competition, cooperation, fun are all

loo-ofien jusl words. The defendents of the
established sports system will point out the
character-building qualities of their contests
and drills. Exactly! What sorts or character
are we choosing to build?

Where does the community — or even the
idea of community — come in? Virtually
nowhere. Phys ed teachers rarely raise such
issues. Nor do they or iheir students discuss
"ihe revolt of the athlete" in Norlh America

facilities by MEN and TEAMS sparks no
opposition. The competitive community of
ATHLETES dominates a community of peo-
ple who need and want to play — but not in

ways acceptable to those who control the
facilities.

If physicial education is to be for all people
and if il is to become the treasured and
natural part of life it should be, communities
of people (students, parents, teachers) will

have lo define its meaning. The old definitions

rule out too much. They permit control by too
few people. A new definition might start from
here:

Spend a Sunday afternoon at a public
playground. Watch young children playing
together. See their joy as they discover their

bodies and iheir new capabilities. In ten years,
will ihey still run and jump and roll or will

they sit. intimidated, in front of a TV
watching others?

O. Vonesor Is a pseudonym for an Ontario
high school physical education teacher.

0J



Students occupy Regina office

A U of T policeman hauls away a woman protesting Michel Chartrand's speech supporting the right of Arabs to occupy Israel.

Chartrand speech leads to fighting
By DOUG HAMILTON

Several scuffles betwen irate Jews

and campus police officers broke

out last night at a meeting with

Quebec labour leader Michel
Chartrand.

Chartrand. general president of

the Montreal Central Council of the

Confederation of National Trade
Unions, was speaking on the Palesti-

nian liberation struggle.

He visited the Middle East several

weeks ago at the invitation of Ara-
bian trade unionists.

About 100 Jews in a crowd of 500

at the Medical Science auditorium

denounced the Montreal labour

leader as a "muerderer" and
shouted him down so effectively thai

he had to stop his speech several

limes to wait for order to be

restored.

Al one point friction was so

intense between the Jews and a

group of Arab supporters that cam-
pus police had to be summoned lo

expel several spectators.

"Is that the democracy of the

Zionists you are experiencing? asked

Chartrand.

"This is why Oriental Jews are

discriminated against in Israel," he

added.

Chartrand was referring to the

fact that Oriental Jews from the

Middle East claim European Jews
discriminate against them and
reserve the top positions in the

Israeli hierarchy for themselves.

Spectators punctuated Chart-

rand's dissertation with insults

and sarcastic comments. They
mocked his accent and called him a

communist on numerous occasions. .

When the police arrived to

remove some screaming Jews, cries

of "Where is the freedom of

speech?" poured down from the

gallery. Some spectators flailed out

against the police.

Spectators wrestled with police

and a number of pro-Israel sym-
pathizers were forcibly removed.

After the melee subsided,

Chartrand continued with his

speech.

He asserted that after the second

Labour leader expounds on

pro-Arab views; denounced

as 'murderer' by 100 Jews

Michel Chartrand makes a point at a press briefing yesterday.

World War. the Occidental world

"had a guilty conscience" because

they refused to admit Jews who later

fell victim to Nazi ravages.

"'They (Western politicians) tried

to wash their hands . . by giving the

land of nation (belonging to the

Arabs) to another nation (that of the

Jews)."

Chartrand stated there was sym-

pathy for the Jews around the

world due to the injustices they had

suffered, but no one had any right

"to give land lo the Jews."

"We {Arab sympathizers) this

decision is immoral," he added.

"How come 13 million people are

oul of their home? This we do not

accept".

Chartrand accused Canadians of

being accomplices to American

attempts "to steal the lands of the

Arabs."

A heckler said that Chartrand

was no belter than Israelis because

Ihe French had confiscated the land

of Indians.

Incensed by this remark, the

Montreal union leader retorted, "I

would rather be an Indian with a

white face than a degenerate Euro-

pean imperialist like you."

Constant jeering interrupted

Chartrand while some Arab
members of the audience appealed

for order.

Shouts of "What about

Damascus? and "They (Arabs)

killed my cousin!" rang out. -

Ignoring the disturbance,

Chartrand said that the only solu-

tion to the Mddle East conflict is "to

get the Palestinians back to

Palestine.

"The right to self-determination

is a fundamental right,'-
1 he

continued.

"Vendu!", some spectators

yelled.

When a Jew accused him of being

a tool of communist terrorist

movements, the fiery labour leader

replied; "I would rather be a com-
munist than a Nazi like you."

A well-dressed woman who
vociferously assailed Chartrand was
hauled away by police when she

refused lo cease interrupting the

meeting. A man who intervened in

the struggle between her and the

police was also removed.

The dissident members of the

audience were told by Chartrand

that "you came to upset a meeting

like uncivilized, undemocratic
people." He confessed thai he had
never been lo such a tumultous

assembly.

Asked why Arab governments do
not aid the Palestinian refugees

within their borders to a greater

extent, Chartrand replied, "Most
Arab governments are not pleased

with the Palestinian resistance to say

< the least."

|.- He denounced many of the

|
present Arab governments as reac-

i? tionary and insisted they exploit and

%_ oppress the working classes in their

| respective states.
-

"Our sympathy. . . our solidarity

is with the Palestinians — " he

exclaimed.

A spectator, angered by this

remark, purple in the face with rage,

declared "I hale reds, hate filthy

reds."

During the question period, a man
identifying himself as a former

British army officer who had served

in. Palestine blamed British im-

perialism in the Middle East for the

current Arab-Israeli conflict.

"i am bitterly ashamed of the

part my country played in this terri-

"

ble conflict. British imperialism

played Jewish nationalism against

Arab nationalism."

An Arab who said that he had
lived in Israel told the Jewish spec-

tators, "If you clear your mind of all

this prejudice, we can all live

together."

However, a Jewish spectator who
claimed he had served in the Red
Army during the Second World
War asserted, "As long as Zionism

exists as a theory, there will be no

peace."

Parity and

layoffs are

the issues

REGINA (CUP) — About 200
students today occupied the offices

of the dean of Arts and Science at

the University of Saskatchewan
Regina Campus, protesting up-

coming faculty cutbacks and action

against staff-student parity on
departmental committees.

The student action resulted

from a genera! meeting this

afternoon.

The students have presented

their demands and given the dean,

Sir Edgar Vaughn, a 24-hour ul-

timatum to rescind a ruling which

disallowed a Divison of Social

Sciences motion which would have

guaranteed staff-student parity in all

divisional departments.

I f the dean does not rescind his

ruling by noon today, the student

union will organize a student strike

_, for Monday.
» The Social Sciences Division

Council consists of representatives

from the member departments.

Several departments have already

§• granted staff-student parity, so there

£ is a strong student presence on ihe

S. divisional council.

Dean Vaughn responded to the

division motion by circulating a

memorandum notifying all con-
cerned that he, in consultation with

Regina campus principal John
Archer and vice-principal Tinker,

was overruling the motion.

Yesterday the Faculty of Arts

and Science council under prom-
pting from Vaughn, ratified the

dean's decision. The faculty council

consists of al! faculty members and
only token student representation.

The social sciences motion
results from a controversy over

staff-student parity which has ex-

isted for years. Students now have

no guaranteed rights and may
receive representation in a depart-

ment only by consent of the faculty.

Although some departments have

already granted students parity

representation, others such as

history, economics and
anthropology have bitterly opposed

such moves.

The oppostion lo parity comes
from individuals who opposed
students getting real power to make,
changes in the university. Staff-

student parity would effectively

destroy the present power structure

and give students the long-awaited

opportunity lo press for changes

from a position of strength.

Memorial University

also saw an occupation

this week.

Details on page 3.

Last year students in several

departments conducted reviews of

course content and demanded
sweeping changes. Their demands
were largely ignored because they

did not have parity in most
departments and university

committees.

The other issue involved in

today's sludent action is a proposed

faculty cutback for the upcoming

year. Last week students held a

successful teach-in on the cut-back

issue and effectively laid the

groundwork for today's action.

Students now occupy the entire

first floor of the classroom building

which houses the dean's office and

Iheir numbers are mounting
steadily.
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TODAY
all day

Elector '72 — Municipal Eleclfon Cenlre

answers all your questions 3bout the up-

coming December 4 municipal election,

Monday - Friday. Innls College. 63 St.

George Street. 1st tloor. Or call 928-5456-

7.

11 am
Placement Cenlre Is sponsoring an

information meeting regarding careers in

brand management with Procter & Gam-

ble. Interested 1973 graduates are Invited.

Bickersteth Room, Hart House. Until 5:30

pm.
noon

The Dan Heap Travelling Sound and

Light Variety Show with Marg Altwood,

Michael Ondatte. Marlon Engel, Graham

Gibson, Dennis Lee reading their own

works. Sponsored by SCM. Debates

Room, Hart House.

12:30 pm
Visiting urban geographer Dr. R. A.

Johnston from the University of Canter-

bury, New Zealand speaks on "The Intra-

urban Vote — Does II Have a Geography?"

al an informal luncheon seminar in

Coachhouse Conference Room 111. 150

St. George Slreet.

1 pm
U of T Ukrainian Students' Club is

presenting Avraam Shifrin, long-time

Soviet political prisoner, speaking on "The

Plight of Soviet Dissenlers", Brennan Hall.

St. Michael's College.

From the Vietnam Veterans Against the

War: Winter Soldier, a tilm documentary on

Vietnam, featuring testimony trom

American Gl's. Speaker: Barry Godsen,

national chairman ol the Student Mobiliza-

tion Committee to End the War In

Southeast Asia. Discussion: Hart House,

North Dining Room.
2 pm

Tired ot pollution? Vietnam? the

cutbacks in education? the oppression of

women? capitalism? Don't just sit there —
do something. Gel organized and change

the world! Check out the Young Socialists!

Weekly meetings: Friday, at 2. Innis

College, room 314.

4 pm
CBC will tape Christmas messages Irom

students lor broadcast to their families in

the West Indies, Africa, Malaysia, Hong

Kong at Ihe International Sludent Centre,

33 St. George Street. Until si* pm.

4:45 pm
Hillel Shabarton begins with evening

services at Hillel House. 186 St. George

Street.

5 pm
Wine and cheese party. Come help

celebrale ISC's sixth birthday! Admission:

50 cents at the door — a birthday gilt tor

ISC Everyone welcome! Until seven.

7:30 pm
UdITDL Society invites studenls for an

introduction to a new way of life as

experienced by various people. Discus-

sion 76 Lowther Ave., 2 blocks north of St.

George subway. Free.

SMC Film Club presents "Cisco Pike"

with Gene Hackman and Kris Kristotferson.

Carr Hall. Admission S1-00. Also at 10.

Casrno Night at York University, Winters
Dining Hall. Proceeds to Inner City Angels.

Gambling, discotheque, alcoholic
beverages, pizza, and cigarette girls, rock

HERE AND NOW

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses

!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

RHUGBK-
Superb Italian

food at ridiculously

low prices.

Bring your date
enjoy an evening in

Italy then...

Surprise!!

25% OFF
/O your bill

when you show
your student card.

77 AVENUE ROAD
TORONTO
.FREE PARKING

band. No cheques cashed. Until 12:30 am.

8 pm
The Varsily Blues take on Ihe University

of Ottawa Gee-Gees in exciting OUAA
intercollegiate hockey acllon. Rob Gregory

and Bob Clark will bring you all the action

starting at eight o'clock on Radio Varsity.

820 AM and 96.3 Rogers FM.

Filth in a series of sin lectures on,

Hungarian History sponsored by the

Hungarian Sludents' Association. Nandor

Dreisziger on Hungarian foreign policy

between the two World Wars. Sid Smith,

room 1069.

Hillel Shabbaton with guest speaker

Rabbi Yehuda Eliezri and Judy Eliezri who
will be entertaining the studenls with

various topics ol Jewish learning.

Vanguard Forum: Tonight hear Vljaya

Wickrama, speaking as part of an in-

ternational defence campafgn for political

prisoners in Sri Lanka (Ceylon). The pre-

sent repression there Hows from an up-

rising ol youth against Ihe Bandaranaike

government in 1971. 334 Queen St. W.,

near Spadlna.

Seminar on Sufism, Readings of the

writings, poetry ot the great Sufis, by U of T

Sufi Study Circle. At ISC, 33 St. George,

reading room.
8:30 pm

Count Dracula rises from Ihe depths of

UC Playhouse, 79a St. George. Adapted

and directed by David Rotenberg. Admis-

sion is pay what you can. For reservations,

phone 964-0370.

Feiler's People is being presented by Ihe

Victoria College Drama Club at the New Vic

Thealre. Directed by Jack Medhurst, plays

until tomorrow al Ihe low price of S1.25.

Creation 2 presents a new Canadian

play, Midway Priest, on the media medium.

Actor's Theatre, 390 Dupont Ave. Admiss-

sion S2. Students S1.

midnight

Special presentation ol Count Dracula

will be slaged at UC Playhouse, 79a SI.

George. Weak hearts not advised to attend.

Dracula reappears tomorrow. Pay what you

can.
SATURDAY

all day
Hillel Shabbat — come and participate

with discussions and join in with services at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street. Starts

at 9 am.
11:30 em

The war in Vietnam Is not over. The

bombing continues, Ihe Vietnamese still

have not achieved Ihe right of self-

determination, and Canada is prepared lo

send in its own troops. Join in protest with

sludents around the worldl Assembly at

Trinity Square, followed by march to city

hall.

5 pm
Knox Young People's progressive

dinner. Meet in front ot the church at

Spadina and Harbord by 5 pm — all

sludents welcome.
7:30 pm

SMC Film Club presents "Cisco Pike"

with Gene Hackman and Kris Kristofterson.

Carr Hall. Admission: S1. Again at 10.

Interviews with Jane Fonda and Judy

Collins along with featured cuts Irom the

New Elephant's Memory album. That's Ihe

line-up lor this week's Cradoodah'Gazetle

ol Ihe air. On Radio Varsity, 820 AM in

residence. 96.3 on Rogers Cable FM.

Satsang, a spiritual discourse.guided by

a perfect master. Universal philosophy

outlined. 76 Lowther Ave., two blocks north

ol St. George subway. Free.

8 pm
Collee House is open so come and meet

new people at Hillel House, 186 SI. George.

Dance at Brennan Hall, sponsored by

the Ukrainian Students' Club. Price:

S1 50/person, S2.50/couple. Band: The

Transition. All welcome.

8:30 pm
Count Dracula will be appearing et UC

Playhouse, 79a St. George. Pay whal you

can Bring along spare blood.

Lasl chance to see Feiffer's people, ,

ST. THOMAS' CHURCH
(Huron Slreet south ot Bloor)

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 19th
11 A.M. THE RECTOR

7 P.M. UNIVERSITY SERMON SERIES
PREACHER: THE REV. E.J. REED

Professor of Pastoral Theology,

Trinity College

Subject: THE SENSUOUS COMMUNITY
(Coffee Hour and Discussion after the service)

ALL ARE WELCOME

Actuarial

Careers
for Mathematics Graduates

Sun Life of Canada will be on campus to discuss

your future with you.

The life insurance industry today offers an

interesting and rewarding future to individuals

with management potential.

Make your appointment now

at the placement office

to see Sun Life on

Nov. 24
Our booklet outlining opportunities as an

Actuary is available at the placement office.

SUN LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY
OF CANADA
The Insurance People with Ideas

HEAD OFFICE: MONTREAL

sketches and observations by Jules Felffer

al the New Vic Theatre. Vic New Academic

building. Directed by Jack Medhurst,

presented by Vic Drama Club. Cost: a

minimal S1.25. How could you lose.

9 pm
Ethiopian Students Union (Canada

Chapter) fund-raising dance to support the

expelled students of Halle Sellassie Univer-

sity and the student movement lighting

repression In Ethiopia, Admission $1.00.

Larkin Building. Devonshire Place,

midnight

Count Dracula ends his week of lerror

this witching hour In a special performance

tor those with slrong hearts. Adapted and

directed by David Rotenberg. Admission Is

pay what you can, UC Playhouse, 79a St.

George. Crucifices are requested. No
wolfbane necessary.

SUNDAY
1:30 pm

The Jewish choir session meels once

more at the Edward Johnson Building,

room 116.

3:30 pm
Sunday concert. Concord Singers.

Madrigals by Purcell and Morley. Other

works by Byrd, Stravinsky. Also J. S.

Bach's "Lobel den Herrn"'. Sponsored by

Scarborough College and Musicians

Union.
6 pm

International dinners are returning! This

Sunday — Malaysian-style dinner will be

served. Cost is 75 cents per person. ISC,

33 St. George.
7:15 pm

SMC Film Club presents Jean-Luc

Godard's "Band of Outsiders" with Anna

Karirta, Carr Hall. Admission by series

ticket. Also at 9:30 pm.

7:30 pm
Intermedlale Conversational Hebrew at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

Oldest meditation, youngest guru. Guru

MaharaJ Jl's devoulee speaks on the

Knowledge. 76 Lowther Ave., 2 blocks

north ol St. George subway. Always free.

8:15 pm
Knox Young People's "Introduction To

Writing and Teaching Aids ol John Stott"

by Blake Walker at Knox Church, corner

Spadlna and Harbord. All students

welcome.

8:30 pm
The Wymilwood Concert Series presents

Frederick Geoghegan, organist, In concert

at Burwash Hall, 89 Charles Street West,

Victoria College.

QUARTET
COMING 7th JANUAR Y

ART GALLERY
MALCOLM BATTY EXHIBITION

MONDAY 11 a.m. -9 p.m.

Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

Sunday 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

FILMS
ONCE UPON A PRIME TIME"

"THE DEVIL'S TOY"
"GHOSTS OF A RIVER"
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20

MUSIC ROOM.1 P.M.

THE CHRISTMAS TREE
IS COMING

Wednesday, December 6

BLACK HART. PUB
EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

TUCK SHOP - 12 NOON - 5.30 PM.
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M. - 11:30 PM.

unclassified
BABYSITTER (Bloor - Spadlna) KIND
WITH EXPERIENCE - 2 or 3 Hours A Day -

Some Weekends - Two Young Girls 964-
7840.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE .

Theses, essays - French, Latin - ex-
perienced typists - electric typewriters 713
Spadtna Ave. (south of Bloor) 922-7624.

SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days, Decem-
ber 27 to Jan. 2, includes transpor-
tation, accommodaiion, meals and tov.

ticket. Full price S134.00, no extras. Call
636-1038 today.

ROOM (15' x 16
1

) with board in exchange
lor babysitting from 4-7, Monday to
Friday. Old home, newly decorated; Run-
nymede-Bloor subway. Remuneration
available lor extra duties. Office 863-0173;
home - 766-1494.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27Jan 1.

5 days skiing al Mt. Ste, Anne. Excellent
accommodation with heated indoor swim-
ming pool. All transportation included.
For Inlormation write; CANADIAN SKI
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.

^FOREVER YOURS. MARIE-LOW" First
English production of Michel Tremblay's
scathing but compassionate portrait ol an
East-Montreal family. Nov. 14 - Dec. 10
Tarragon Theatre 30 Bridgman Ave,
Balhurst and Dupont, 964-8833
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats from S10.00 Paul Magder Furs. 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of fun lurs sizes 8-18

£ST
9 and rePairs and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon, - Sat.; til 8;00
rtiurs. and Fri,

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today tor free booklet 'The Day You BuyA Diamond" H. Proctor and Co 1430
Yonge St., 921-7702

EXPEDITIONS: Overland London to

Capetown: Toronlo to Rio de Janeiro;
Yucatan; Easter Island; Solar Eclipse.

The Trekkers: 2453 Yonge St., Suite No. 7,

Toronto 483-9080

ROOM IN CO-OP or family house wanted.
Baby-sitting considered. Phone 964-0773,
Doug,

SKIERSI - WHY SETTLE FOR ONE
MOUNTAIN WHEN YOU CAN HAVE SIX?
Five days skiing in Vermont and Quebec
January 1-6. Dependable snow, breakfast
and dinner daily, all accommodation (only
2 per room), taxes and tips, luxury voya-
geur bus. group rate on tow tickets. $89.
Ski Quebec Associates 698-4346 or 694-
8932.

MONTE CARLO NITE at Phi Kappa PI Fra-
ternity Saturday Nov. 18, 8 o'clock. Re-
freshments, music, casino games for all.

Win or lose, you can bet on It. 85 Bedford
Rd.

TYPEWRITER, Smith-Corona portable
with case, 10 Inch carriage, pica type,
Ideal for essays, like new. 961-2183 Even-
ings. $75.

FURNISHED FLAT In Annex lo share with
someone congenial - hopefully starling 1

December. $65.00 per month Including
utilities. 920-2733.

FOR SALE Canon 35 mm camera with 28,
50 & 135 mm censes and vivltar Incan-
desent meter $150. Also Vivltar enlarger
with 2 lenses never used $50. 921-0762

AN INDIAN, lair complexloned. Aged 24.
new to Toronto wishes to meet some nice
Canadian girl. Phone Billoo 690-3425

"THE SKI GROUP"-Skl Monl Ste.-Anne
Dec. 27 to Jan. 1/73. Trip Includes; trans-
portation, accommodation, meals, tows,
lessons. Price $128.00. For information
call 889-7677
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Memorial U. occupiers seek support in vote
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) — Students at

Memorial University continued

their occupation of the Administra-

tion and Arts Building, and planned

a referendum for today to back up
their bargaining position for a free

student union.

Meanwhile, President Lord Ste-

phen Taylor, who announced the

university would no longer collect

student union fees, refused to

negotiate directly with the

students and rejected compromises
agreed to by administration
representatives.

The occupation began Wednesday
after a general meeting of 3,000

students which strongly opposed ad-

ministrative interference with the

student union. About 1,500 students

occupied Taylor's office along with

those of other key administrators.

About 600 remained in the building

Wednesday night and about 400 last

night. They were prepared to stay as

long as necessary.

A general meeting yesterday

afternoon in the occupied area drew
about 1,500 supporting students.

Student negotiators yesterday

agreed to evacuate the building if the

administration would agree to allow

a student referendum to decide

whether student union fees would be

compulsory or voluntary. The two

administrator negotiators agreed,

but when they referred the proposal

to Taylor, the president rejected it.

Today's referendum asks all

students to back the occupiers' posi-

tion. It asks students to agree that

"the president and Board of Regents

had no right to unilaterally alter or

interfere with the structure of the

students' body, that the board

should rescind its decision of Thurs-

day November 9, and that the

decision should be made by the

student body itself."

The referendum is designed to

gain a mandate from the students

for their negotiators, and to prove

that the position is supported "by
more than just a small group of

trouble-makers'', one student

spokesman said.

Talks between the Ontario
Federation of Students and the

provincial government aimed at

loosening the money squeeze on
students, collapsed yesterday amid
hints that student aid regulations

may be tightened further next year.

Members -of the OFS negotiating

team told a press conference last

night that Premier William Davis

has refused to promise not to raise

the loan ceiling on awards under the

Ontario Student Aid Program next

year.

Davis chatted with negotiators

yesterday afternoon in a cozy
Queen's Park tete-a-tete.

"He repeatedly said he wouldn't

give assurances about student aid,"

said OFS negotiator and University

of Western Ontario student council

president Ross McGregor. "It was
the most negative part of the

meeting."

McGregor said Davis was smooth
but firm.

'We've encountered reactions

from anger to annoyance before

Some support was forthcoming

from faculty members. Many
cancelled classes so students could

attend yesterday's general meeting.

Others allowed students to address

classes and explain the issues behind

the occupation.

About 25 faculty members,
drinking in the faculty club yester-

day afternoon, left when they saw
Taylor enter, as a gesture of

when talking to government
ministers and bureaucrats. The
premier was the most sophisticated

and clever, but the substance of his

decision no different."

A full OFS meeting this weekend
will decide whether or not to recom-
mend a provincial fee strike next

term to its membership.

A province-wide referendum last

month gave overwhelming student

support for a strike to withhold

second-term fees.

U of T's Students' Administrative

Council meets next Wednesday to

vote on support of a fee strike.

Results on the U of T referendum

brought the largest voter turn-out in

recent student history with a nine to

one margin of support for a fee

strike.

Meanwhile, plans for an OFS-
sponsored day of protest in Queen's
Park are gathering steam.

According to demonstration co-

ordinator Dave Moult on, 20
busloads of students will flood into

Toronto for the march on the

opposition.

Students printed and distributed

about 10,000 flyers yesterday morn-
ing explaining the issues and
appealing for support.

The executives of the education
and engineering students' councils
both opposed the occupation, but
the full councils have yet to meet.
Both executives appeared to support
the demand for a free student union,

legislative buildings.

"It will be a well-organized and
enjoyable demonstration," said

Moulton.

McGregor hastened to disas-

sociate OFS from what he called

"splinter groups" who might be
at the demonstration.

"It's fair to say the splinter

but rejected the occupation as a
tactic.

Taylor and the Board of Regents
apparently acted to suspend fee

collection next year, because they

claimed too large a proportion of
the union budget was going towards

administrative costs and salaries.

The largest cost of any university

operating budget consists of salaries

and administrative expenditures.

groups will be there, but we'll keep

control."

The OFS has called for a
temporary embargo on present and
future fee hikes. They also want the

government to ease its stringent

student aid regulations, which they

say acts to keep low-income and
part-time students from university.

Two killed on U.S. campus
Two young men trailing fellow students evacuating an administration

building they had occupied earlier yesterday on the main campus of the

predominantly black Southern University at Baton Rouge, Louisiana were
shot down in a hail of police buckshot.

The students had taken over the building to press their demands for a

greater say in college affairs.

City police, called to clear the building, gave students five minutes to

get out. As the minutes ticked away, they lobbed tear gas cannisters at the

occupied building and people started running from it.

The occupying students issued a statement last night denouncing "the

wanton murder".

The Students for a Democratic Society have scheduled a memorial rally

for 1 pm today in Sid Smith.

Davis grants no letup on hard OSAP rules

Conservatives and reformers seek seats in Ward Six
By DAVID KENNEDY

A clear conservative versus

reformers division developed
between incumbents and challengers

for the Ward 6 aldermanic seats in

front of 70 residents Monday night

at Orde Street Public School.

The incumbent candidates are

Horace Brown and June Marks
from Ward 6 and Bill Archer from

Ward 5, while the new candidates

are Arthur Downes and Dan Heap.

The division was clearest over

what benefits Metro Centre would

bring to the residents of Ward 6.

Metro Centre is a complex of

buildings on the waterfront where

only vacant lands and railroad yards

exist now.

"We should fix up Toronto's

unsightly front yard," Brown said.

"Did you know the communication

tower would be the highest in the

world? The highest now is in

Moscow".

Metro Centre is being built with

federal money through the CNR
and the CPR, Marks said. "It is not

going to be a burden upon the

Toronto taxpayer, she insisted. "It

will help him".

However. Dan Heap noted $80

million worth of public land was

being traded off for a small return in

a land swap. Ward 7 Alderman John

Sewell contends the city is receiving

land worth at the most $46 million

and more likely, land worth only

$15.5 million.

Downes likened the Metro Centre

deal to "the biggest rip-off" in Ca-

nadian history—the CPR's original

land deals with the Macdonald
Conservatives in the I9lh century.

None of the candidates opposed

redevelopment of downtown Toron-

to. Heap staled, however, that

Metro Centre is being built primari-

ly for the benefit of high-income

people.

Closely connected to the question

of redevelopment is the issue of

whether or not more cars should be

allowed downtqwn.

Marks said she supported the

Spadina Expressway because more
than people must move. There are

trucks, fire engines and ambulances,

she reminded the audience. The
mixing of transportation modes in

the Spadina corridor was a good
thing, she said.

"It's up to the province to resolve

the problems now," she argued.

"If not. it is up to the municipality

to gel things going".

"A lot of our residential streets

downtown are crowded," Archer

stated, addingjhal "an alternative"

must be found. Though he did not

mention his position on the Spadina

Expressway, he is on record as being

for it.

In contrast, Brown said he has

been a long-time opponent of the

expressway. Only for a short time in

I960 did he temporarily support it,

he said. The then Metro chairman,

Fred Gardiner, said that there would

be a socio-economic study before

the .expressway was constructed.

However, the study was not done

and Brown opposed the expressway.

Heap said he opposed the

expressway before the lasl provin-

cial election, in which he ran for the

NDP. and he opposed it after the

election.

Downes said he was strongly

opposed to ihe Spadina Expressway.

Later in the evening, the

candidates were asked whether or

not they supported free public tran-

sit and the abolition of the property

tax. All of the candidates except

Archer were in favour of the above
reforms.

Archer said he had consulted

Hans Blumenfeld, a planner in the

Faculty of Architecture at U of T,

on the benefits of free public transit.

Blumenfeld, who supported the ex-

pressway, said free public transit

would lead to an increase of only 15

per cent in ridership, but it would

also mean a 10-12 mill increase in

the tax rate. Therefore, Archer said

it was "unreasonable."

Archer also argued against the

province assuming the full cost of

municipal services. Along with

provincial assistance comes provin-

cial control, he insisted.

Woman history professor

is appointed Uof Tvice-pres

:umbent alderman Horace Brown is seeking re-election with a conservative record.

Associate history professor Jill

Conway was appointed the first

woman vice-president in the history

of the University of Toronto
yesterday.

Long a critic of the position of

women at U of T, Conway, along

with three female colleagues last

year presented the provincial

government with a detailed report

outlining salary and promotion dis-

crimination at the university.

She is also a member of the

faculty reform caucus, a group of

professors pressing for a larger role

for students in university decision-

making.

Conway, 38, was born in

Australia and has been a professor

of American history at U of T since

1964. She has long been popular

among students, receiving
favourable comments in course

evaluation questionnaires, chiefly

lor her responsiveness to students.

She will become vice-president -

Internal Relations January I.

Conway has done extensive

research into the position of women
in North American society, and
plans to publish a book on the

subject this April. She is also chair-

man of a standing committee of the

Canadian Association of University

Teachers on the status of academic
women in Canada.

Varginal

orgasm

The Varsity holds an important

staff meeting at I pm today to

discuss the burning issues of the day:

who goes to national conference,

what to do about money, and Bored

business.
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Demonstrations tomorrow

Viet peace will come with victory
Vietnam has become a cliche.

For over a decade, the brutal

war in Indochina has been one of

the dominating facts of in-

ternational politics. During that

time, it burned itself into the con-
sciousness of an entire planet. In

the process, it served as a focus

for the emergence of a wide
spectrum of radical and critical

ideas, not only in the United

States, but in all of what was once
called, by some, the "Free
World". The war contributed

massively to the destruction of

ideological myths, and, through
incessant coverage in the media,
to the exposure of what can only

be called the utter barbarism of

imperialism.

But, the ferocity with which the

war has been, and is being,
waged seems to have lost much
of its ability to shock, through the
endless multiplication of ex-
amples. And, in North America, at

least, the current negotiations for

a ceasefire are being generally

greeted with uncritical relief that

the war may soon be over,
without much serious con-
sideration of the political im-
plications of a settlement.

This is unfortunate. Vietnam is

not a reality that can be taken for

granted or merely invoked as a
particularly ugly example of im-
perialism. The Vietnamese
developments must be fully un-
derstood, for they are one of the
central features of an entire
historical period.

As an aid to such an
understanding, The Varsity
carries a summary of the
historical development of the
struggles in Vietnam on pages 8
and 9 today. That history should
not be considered in isolation. It

stands as an example that can
illuminate the bases of American
foreign policy.

It should be realized, first of all,

that the conflict is not between
the "Free World" and "com-
munist aggression". A "Free
World" that includes such blatant
dictatorships as Portugal,
"Greece, Brazil, and South Korea
must have a basis of unity other
than pure "freedom".
The explanation sometimes

offered is that these regimes,
"unfortunate" though they are,
must be supported since the only
alternative is that of communist
rule. And, communism it is taken
for granted, is even worse.
Authoritarian regimes and op-
pression in communist countries,
it is assumed, is the natural state
of affairs. It they occur in "free
world" countries, of course, they
are a temporary aberration.

Similarly with war crimes,
terrorism, or the killing of civilians
in Vietnam. When they are com-
mitted by the U.S. forces, they
become "accidents", "isolated in-
cidents", "unfortunate excesses".
If they are attributed to com-
munists, they become more proof
of their essential wickedness.
Such a view of the world, and it

is still offered by many, assumes
as well that communism is a
monolithic conspiracy imposed/
on hoodwinked populations by
skilful foreign agents and

agitators. This is a comforting

assumption for those who are

incapable of believing that large

numbers of people could em-
brace communism of their own
free will, but it bears no relation to

the facts provided by the actual

history of communist movements
around the world, with their wide
diversities and internal disagree-

ments.

Almost invariably, communist
revolutions are not "foreign
aggression", but uprisings by
local groups that believe in the

ideology and principles of com-
munism in one form or another.

They are based on the belief,

whether right or wrong, that com-
munism is good for the country
concerned, that this form of

economic and social organization

is better than colonialism or
capitalism. The Vietnamese, for

example, have not been fighting

for 30 years against the French,
Japanese, and Americans in

order to gain the privilege of

turning their country over to

Moscow or Peking.

And, perhaps, it should not be
too surprising that especially a
Third World nation, suffering un-
der incredibly low living stan-

dards under capitalism should be
willing, without attack or "subver-
sion", to come to the conclusion
that some form of communism
would be preferable.

Nor, is it valid to claim, as the
U.S. sometimes does, that it op-
poses revolutions because they
threaten "international order" by
resorting to violent means. Where
a country is a dictatorship, such
as "South" Vietnam, there are no
"legal" means for getting into
power. Revolution becomes the
only alternative. American inde-
pendence, for example, was only
won as the result of a long war
against the imperialist power
Great Britain.

It is the inability of the U.S. to
realize that revolutions and
guerilla wars have their origins in

wide-spread discontent that has
led it to view them as "subver-
sion" of freedom. The Viet-

namese revolution, as I. F. Stone
put it, was seen "simply as a

communist plot, and communism
as an occult conspiracy with

magical powers whereby a hand-
ful of infiltrating agitators can

'infect' a whole population with

Marxism-Leninism though these

same natives can barely read the

directions on a can of soup."
.

The truth is that the freedom
which the United States
professes to be protecting is

freedom of enterprise: the
freedom for U.S. capitalism to

invest in, trade with, and exploit

the rest of the "free (enterprise)

world". It is for this reason that

the U.S. aids any government, no
matter how reactionary or brutal,

that will ally itself with the U.S.

and its interests.

And, the U.S. has good reason
to pursue imperialist policies. Its

total investments abroad exceed
ninety million dollars. Profit rates

abroad for U.S. subsidiaries are
about twice those domestically;

foreign sources of earnings ac-
count for about one-quarter of all

U.S. domestic, non-financial cor-
porate profits. And, the raw
materials which the U.S. obtains
overseas are absolutely vital to

the functioning of its economy.
Thus, paradoxically, the U.S.
economy although the largest in

the world, is also very fragile,

because of its dependence on an
overseas empire.

For this reason, the U.S.
opposes reform movements as
well as revolutions, although it

may sometimes support minimal
reforms to head off worse trou-
ble. Even reforms which, for ex-
ample, raise tariffs or pass
restrictions on foreign ownership
or effect land reforms can harm
the U.S. profit position.

Anti-communism becomes a
rationalization for the protection

of the empire. But, then, com-
munism or socialism really are
threats to the free enterprise em-
pire, for there is much evidence
that Third World countries es-

pecially can achieve economic
development only by withdrawing
from the capitalist system.

For this reason, the U.S. was
willing to expend enormous
amounts of money and man-
power in Vietnam, and to risk

nuclear war over Cuba. For if

Cuba and Vietnam succeed,
despite the opposition of the
U.S., in making economic and
social progress by withdrawing
from the world capitalist system,
they will set an example that

other Third World nations will be
tempted to follow. The "loss" of
Vietnam to communism could be
survived. But, the setting of the
example is what the U.S. feels it

cannot allow.

What "communist subversion"
amounts to, then, is that leftist

movements of national liberation
are by word and deed subverting,
the American empire by teaching
that it is possible for a nation to
make progress and set up its own
form of government without con-
fusing freedom with free enter-
prise, by showing that national
self-interest differs from the in-

terests of the U.S., and by
demonstrating that the United
States, for all its power and
might, is not invincible.

This has been the meaning of

the struggle in Vietnam. One
need not support all the policies

of Hanoi and the National Libera-
tion Front to recognize that they
represent the burning determina-
tion of the Vietnamese people to

control their own future. They
have asserted this resolve In the
face of aggression of un-
precedented scale and barbarity
by the world's most powerful na-
tion. They continue to pursue
their ultimate objectives although
even their supporters — the
Soviet Union and China — are
now willing to at least partially sell

out the Vietnamese for the sake
of a detente with the U.S.

This Saturday, demonstrations
are being held to support the
right of the Vietnamese to self-

determination. In Toronto, they
leave Holy Trinity Church at 1:15
pm, and proceed to City Hall.

They deserve full support, with
the understanding that peace in

Vietnam can only come, ul-
timately, through the self-
establishment of the NLF
Provisional Government in Viet-
nam, the reunification of the h
country, and the complete victory
of the Indo-Chinese revolution.
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Candidates descend on Ward Six
When nominations closed

Monday, Five people were running

Tor the two aldermanic seats in

Ward 6, while nine set to joust for

two trusteeships on the Board ol

Education.

The ward runs between
Palmerston Avenue on the west (two
blocks west of Bathurst Street) to

Sherbourne Street, and from Bloor
Street down to the lakefront. The
entire downtown U of T campus
south of Bloor is included in the

ward.

Incumbent aldermen June Marks
and Horace Brown, both running for

re-election, are considered pro-

development on City Council.
Brown was refused endorsement by
the Metropolitan Labour Council
Monday on the basis of his voting

record.

Both face a strong challenge from
Dan Heap, a cardboard box press

operator who, as an NDP candidate,

finished less than I200 votes behind
Conservative Allan Grossman in the

1 97 1 provincial election in St.

Andrew-St. Patrick, which occupies
the western half of the ward.

Heap, who is running as an
independent, received the labour
council's endorsement. He supports
strong community participation in

decision-making and has been active

in several residents' struggles,

notably the fight against the
Spadina Expressway and opposition

to massive developments in the

stable downtown residential areas.

The trusteeship race is a contest

between two teams and five

individuals.

Incumbents K. Dock Yip and Ben
Rose are running together, although
their views have diverged
significantly in past. Yip, the more
conservative of the two, is the senior

trustee.

Ward 5 alderman Bill Archer,

who is switching to Ward 6, is also

expected to be a strong contester for

one of the two seats. Facing a well-

respected opponent, Colin Vaughan,
Archer decided lo try Ward 6.

He is well-known in the ward,
having, as some residents groups
noted, acted as its alderman in the
last few months. He was also heavily
involved in the promotion of
pedestrian malls in the ward.
Archer ran for mayor in 1966, but

finished behind now-retiring mayor
Bill Dennison and now-Liberal
MPP Phil Givens.

Arthur Downes, a former
instructor at George Brown College,
and an executive in the St. Andrew-
St. Patrick Conservatiave Associa-
tion, is not considered a major
threat. He finished eighth out of 10
in I969, receiving less than 1000
voles.

The trusteeship race is a contest
between two teams and five
individuals.

incumbents K. Dock Yip and Ben
Rose are running together, although
their views have diverged
significantly in past. Yip, the more

conservative of the two, is the senior

trustee.

A team challenging them consists

of last year's U of T Students
Administrative Council president
and education commissioner. Bob
Spencer and Dan Leckie
respectively.

Leckie, now a teacher, and
Spencer, an assistant producer of
the television show Crossfire, are
running primarily on a platform of
advocating community-controlled
schools.

Peter Maloney, who ran a strong
campaign against Conservative
Allan Lawrence in last year's
provincial election, is also trying to
become a school trustee.

Maloney is an economist working
for the Toronto Stock Exchange.
Drama director Murray Starr,

teacher David Low and electrician

Dan Martyniuk are also contesting
the two positions.

U of T student Cliff Mack is

running on the Young Socialist
slate.

ALWAYS A GIGANTIC CLEARANCE OF

WINTER FOOTWEAR
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY AT EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

WOMEN'S
FOAM-LINED VINYL BOOTS

MADE IN FRANCE
REG. $12.00 $6.

MEN'S
12" AFTER-SKI BOOTS NOW
BOA-LINED, GUM SOLE, Af\

NYLON UPPER * 1

U

-HU
REG. $17.40

MEN'S
10" ZIPPER

RUBBER OVERSHOES
REG. UP TO $8.99 $4.

MEN'S
7" ZIPPER NOW

NYLON OVERSHOES Cfl
REG. UP TO $9.98

Father

GREGORY RAUM
St. Michael's College

guest speaker

Metropolitan United Church
(Queen and Church)

1 1 :00 a.m. Sunday
November 19, 1972

ALL KINDS OF
SHOES • BOOTS • PLATFORMS • SANDALS • ETC

IMPORTS • FASHION • QUALITY
OVER 15,000 PAIRS ON DISPLAY

NOW MARKED DOWN

10V50%-
OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES OF '1 TO MO

ON WDM EN'S SHOES
GOLD OR SILVER f
Platform Evening Sandals i
REG. $19.95, EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE $10. NOW

CLOSED TOE Platform Sandals
Black, Brown, end Navy $
Reg. $19.95, ^
Everyday low price $10 now

MEN'S BOX - CALF LEATHER SHOES
Neolite soles, rubber heels, side buckle, black or an-
tique brown. Made in Spain. Reg. $19.95, our every-
day low price $10.00

NOW

SAMPLE SHOES AND BOOTS TO CLEAR
Some boots pile lined, suedes and leathers regular up to $25,

MEN'S SIZE8$5 to $10
J

LADIES SIZE 6 $5 to $10

FALL AND SPRING KNEE HIGH VINYL BOOTS 5 COLORS
WOMEN'S <»»mjpp«,) NOW $6 (without) NOW $5

ALWAYS NEW & DIFFERENT STYLES

SELF SERVICE

WmthouseSMIart
260 SPADINA AVE. — 1 BLOCK S. OF DUNOAS
MON.-WED. 9-7; THURS.FRI. 9.9; SAT79-61

Sffi 1
s1

Annual i week Sale
SALE ENDS TOMORROW!
EVERYTHING FIRST QUALITY

BLAZERS
VELVET
PLAID
CORD
FLANNEL

Reg. to $30

BLAZER &

BAG PANT SUITS

PLAID
AND
3 PC. WOOL Re9- t0 $45

BLEND

2 PC. ALL

WOOL SUITS

SMOCK
TOPS

BLAZER
AND BAG
PANTS

LONG SLEEVE
ASST. PRINTS

Reg. to $40

10 $10

ALL NUW

S
1 0.00

ALL NOW

'20.00
NOW

'1 5.00
ALL NOW

s5.00

LADIES SHIRTS

AND PANT TOPS

DRESSES & LATEST

AflUflie FASHIONS AND
UUVYNO FABRICS

ALL NOW
ASST.
STYLES AND
FABRICS

Reg. to $10

Reg. to $40

LADIES CRIMP
KNIT SLIMS

SWEATERS

BLOUSES

FLAIR AND
BAG

HIGH
STYLES
LARGE
VARIETY

ASST.
PATTERNS AND
STYLES

'3.00

'5-'1 0-'l 5
ALL NOW

'4.00
ALL NOW

'3.00
k ALL NOW

'3.00

Reg. to $10

Reg. to $9

Reg. to $9

LOOK FOB OUR SPECHL SI .00 PACKS FOB SUPEB SAVINGS!

TODAY AND TOMORROW ONLY

at FASHION WHIRL ((whirl

210 SPADINA AVE.
OPEN MONDAY TO FBIDAV 10 -9; SATURDAYS FROM 9 - 6
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CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair NOW

APPEARING:

ABRAHAM'S

CHILDREN
STARTING MONDAY:

VON RYAN'S

EXPRESS

TORONTO'S LOWEST PRICED NIGHT CLUB

UNWIND!
HART HOUSE
SERVICE

Sundays, 11 a.m.

Friday, November 17, 1972

500

FUR COATS

AND JACKETS
UNCLAIMED STORAGE

AND TRADE-INS

F,om$l 9.

FURRIERS' CLEARANCE CO.

3364 Yonge St.

481-9690

OPEN EVENINGS

SSIANDREW'S
PRESBYTERIAN

JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.

11. A.M.

DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART

'A CHURCH HOME
FOR STUDENTS

AWAY FROM HOME'

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informed
helpful

staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

There is no private house in

which people can enjoy them-
selves so well as in a capital

tavern You are sure you
are welcome; and the more
noise you make, the more
trouble you give, the more
good things you call for, the
welcomer you are.

Dr. Samuel Johnson

at the

JARVIS HOUSE
Entertainment and
Dancing on 2 floors

JARVIS at RICHMOND

NO COVER - NO MINIMUM
THIS WEEK-CURIOSITY

FREE PARKING

Wfeeii soa
B.Y.O.B.

BriRg a wii*i*ei>

Okfcobepfest
Real imported flavour in a great Canadian beer.
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Vietnam: a short history

of an almost endless war
A majority of the people of Vietnam are not old enough to

remember a time when their country was not at war.
It began in the 1880's when France conquered and colonized

Southeast Asia. The totalitarian process that marked the arrival of the
white man's culture shattered Vietnamese society, warped the
economy, and seriously damaged the ancient culture.

Repeated moves toward independence met with little success.
Japan moved into the vacuum created by the French defeat during the
Second World War. The Japanese kept the French colonial apparatus
intact, installed a native puppet emperor, Bao Dai, at the head of it.

and used it for their own ends.

But, they had not counted on the Viet Minh. By the summer of
1945, the Viet Minh resistance movement controlled large portions of
the nation, especially in the north, and were able to claim de facto state
power.

In August, the Viet Minh set up a government in Hanoi, and Bao
Dai abdicated; in September, they issued a Declaration of
independence based, ironically enough, on the American declaration
of 1776.

The Great Powers, who feared that the Viet Minh might be foo
independent, were shocked. They decided that the Japanese
surrender should be taken by the British in the southern part of the
country, and by the Chinese Kuomintang in the north; rather than by
the Viet Minh. who would thereby have come into possession of the
Japanese weapons.

In the south, the British and French actually engineered a coup
against the Viet Minh government. By the end of 1945, the French had
moved 50,000 troops into southern Vietnam.

In the north, however, the Viet Minh were able to acquire the
weapons of the Japanese by the simple expedient of buying them from
the corrupt Kuomintang troops.

The Viet Minh now began to negotiate the conditions of
Vietnamese independence with the French. A first, major step was the
holding of the 1946 general elections which confirmed the Viet Minh
government led by Ho Chi Minh. An agreement was signed in which
the French recognized Vietnam as a "free state having its own
government and its parliament, its army, and its finances"

However, within a short period of time, the French reneged on

their promises, and in the tension that followed, fighting broke out that
rapidly led to full-fledged guerilla warfare.

In 1949, after two and a half years of fighting, the French formed a
local government of their own, headed by the former Japanese puppet
and collaborator Bao Dai. This government, wrote Senator John F.

Kennedy in 1951, had "no broad, general support... among the
people". It was part of "the desperate effort of a French regime to hang
onto the remnants of empire".

In these circumstances, it was not surprising that by 1954, when
Dienbienphu fell, the Viet Minh controlled three-quarters of the
country.

A peace conference was convened in Geneva. Agreement was
reached providing for withdrawal of all non-Vietnamese troops from
Vietnam, the prohibition of the introduction of any new foreign troops,
a provisional division of the country along the 17th parallel for
purposes of administering the truce, and free elections to reunify the
country to be held within two years.

It is important to note that the United States officially supported
the provision for the reunification elections. It is also crucial to
understand that the division line along the 17th parallel was explicitly
described as "provisional" in the accords. At no time did the
documents refer to 'North' or 'South' Vietnam; Vietnam was one nation
in the eyes of everyone.

But, the U.S. was unwilling to abide by the agreement when it

became clear that Vietnam would have a communist-led government
And, of th.s, there was no doubt. As Eisenhower wrote in his memoirs
'Possibly 80 per cent of the population would have voted for
Communist Ho Chi Minh".

The U.S., therefore, began to work to prevent the holding of
e ecbons, .n co-operation with the new head of government in Saigon
Ngo Ding Diem, who had been premier in Bao Dai's puppet regime
under the Japanese. Between 1955 and 1959, the U.S. advanced $1 71
billion to Diem in military aid. Diem put the aid to good use, beginning
a campaign of repression against all opponents of his regime
especially former Viet Minh supporters, who had been guaranteedreedom from molestation by the Geneva Accords. At the same time,
the U.S. began sealing off the south from the north and boycotting theeconomy of the north, again in violation of Geneva
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government has been the most long-lasting. It is headed by General
Thieu, who has distinguished himself by zealous persecution of all

opposition (for example, the man who ran second to him in the last

"election" — in which only government-approved candidates were
allowed to run — was jailed after the vote for advocating a cease-fire),
the filling of jails with political prisoners, and the closing down of most
of the country's newspapers.

The vice-president in the present regime, General Ky, was asked
in an interview who his heroes were. "I have only one " he" replied
"Hitler."

The summer of 1964^witnessed the Gulf of Tonkin incident, in

which, it was alleged that Hanoi gunboats had attacked American
vessels. Only several years later, with the release of secret Pentagon
papers, was the entire affair shown to be a deliberate fabrication by
the U.S. As a result of the alleged incident, president Johnson
received wider powers to prosecute the war from Congress and took
the fateful step of bombing the north.

It was only in response to this bombing and deliberate — and,
under international law, completely illegal — aggression that Hanoi for
the first time moved troops south of the 17th parallel, into "South"
Vietnam.

The severity of the fighting intensified, but the U.S. and Saigon
regimes proved unable — and still remain unable — to hold the
allegiance of the population except by actual military occupation. As
the Tet offencive of 1968 and the campaign of early this year showed
again and again, the Saigon-U.S. forces have secure control only of

the cities, and even some of these are held only very tenuously. The
NIF — now constituted as a provisional Revolutionary Government
(PRG) — controls much of the countryside, which contains most of the
population.

The ceasefire now being discussed would be a difficult one to
enforce since the control of villages is the main issue of contention.
Saigon controls them when its troops enter, but as soon as they leave,
control reverts to the PRG.

Nevertheless, the ceasefire represents a recognition by the
Vietnamese liberation forces that a military victory cannot be
immediately achieved in the present stalemate, when Saigon has a
U.S.-equipped mercerany army, when U.S. bombing missions are
continuing, and when the Soviet Union and China are slackening their

aid and support in the interests of a detente with the U.S.

But, the strategic and political goals remain. The PRG realizes
that the military route is not the only one to government power
inSaigon and eventual reunification of the country. It is willing to

struggle politically as well as militarily to achieve its objectives.

Ultimately he can still count on the support of the population of

Vietnam. For the war has been for the support of the Vietnamese
people and the revolutionaries have always relied on it, whereas
Saigon has relied on the military resources provided by the U.S.

By 1963, for example, eight million villages had been burned,
transformed into "strategic hamlets" — a euphemism for what
were in effect concentration camps behind barbed wire, under police

control, with no elections even on the local level, and with intensive
indoctrination. The use of these "strategic hamlets" was justified on
the grounds that the Vietnamese had to be protected from
communism, and the use of force to get them to go into the hamlets
was, of course, justified on the grounds that the villagers wouldn't go
voluntarily.

"It is certainly an ironic way to protect the peasant masses from
communism — to herd them behind barbed wire walls under police
control, to subject them to intensive indoctrination, to burn their
villages," exiled leader of the anti-communist Vietnamese Democratic
Party Tran Van Tung commented. Even the U.S. admitted publicly that
the "strategic hamlets" were "concentration camps" built by "forced
labour", but defended their necessity nonetheless.

Similar policies have been carried on by the Thieu government,
Thieu has answered charges that his jailing of all opposition and the
closing of critical newspapers are undemocratic by saying that "the
spirit of oriental democracy is not the same as the spirit of occidental
democracy".

The results have been predictable. As Nguyen Thai Binh, another
Vietnamese anti-communist put it, "The people cannot follow the
strange logic which decrees that they should be shot or imprisoned in

the name of freedom. Offered the very finest facilities for forced
labour, they rebel; installed in the newest concentration camps, they
protest. Showered with napalm bombs, they are so ungrateful as to

think in terms of a new government." The indiscriminate bombing of
villages in the south (on the grounds that some communists may live

there) has hardened resistance to the U.S. As Bertrand Russell put it,

"In spite of the slaughter of their children, the peasants, incredible as it

may seem, still dislike the Americans."

This bombing, as well as the more recent bombing of dikes in

North Vietnam, are completely illegal under international law. German
military men convicted for similar acts in the Second World War were
sentenced to death at Nuremburg.

The use of terror has played a similar role in hardening
resistance. The reason that the Saigon government and the U.S.
engage in indiscriminate terror is that it is only through fear that it can
maintain any semblance of control over the countryside. The NIF,
however, must be careful not to alienate the peasants, for they can
survive only as long as they have their support. Therefore, they engage
in very selective terror. It assassinates only those persons who are
identified as enemies of the people: government officials, landlords,

military personnel, tax collectors. This tends to win them support
among the population, not alienate it.

The U.S. seems to have recognized that the war is unwinable and
is now moving to withdraw, to seek what gains it can at the conference
table. In the short run. it may be successful in preventing the
establishment of a communist government in the south part of

Vietnam. But in in the long run, rule based merely on military force, by
a fascist government opposed by the bulk of the population, cannot
survive. And the Vietnamese liberation forces are aware that this is the
case and are planning their strategy accordingly. uill Dlemer

Without the cold and desolation of winter there could not be
the warmth and splendor of spring.

from a poem by Ho Chi Minn
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Robertson Davies conjures up

another dazzling Canadian novel
The Manticore

by Robertson Davies
Macmillan — $6.95

"Among the Ethiopians" writes Borges, quoting the

ancients, "there is an animal found. . .the Manicore; it has

a triple row of teeth, which fit into each other like those of

a comb, the face and ears of a man, and azure eyes; is of

the colour of blood, has the body of a lion, and a tail

ending in a sting, like that of the scorpion. Its voice

resembles the union of the sound of the flute and the

trumpet; it is of excessive swiftness, and is particularly

fond of human flesh."

David Staunton dreams of himself in the unlikely

guise of this mythical beast. Son of the illustrious Boy

Saunton (friend of Edward, Prince of Wales, phi-

lanthropist, Lieutenant-Governor designate of Ontario)

Davis is coming apart. Small wonder. From his childhood

he had been occluded by his father's gigantic shadow;

even the solitary night of sex which he enjoyed (Boxing

Day, 1 945) was discreetly arranged by his father, and that

with one of the old gentleman's discarded mistresses.

Now, a barrister specializing in criminal law, impressively

rich and entering middle age. he holds his life together

with alcohol. But one November night Boy Staunton's

Cadillac is found at the bottom of Toronto Harbour, and

its drowned occupant was found holding a small pink

stone in his mouth. This notorious death — suicide?

misadventure? murder? — throws David's delicate struc-

ture of accommodations into chaos. One night, on a

Brobdingagian bender, he shouts from the balcony of the

Royal Alex "Who killed Boy Staunton?" while Magnus
Eisengrim is presenting his modishly malicious Soiree of

Illusions. There is an uproar (during which an old family

friend, Dunstan Ramsay, suffers a heart attack) and,

belatedly, David hies himself off to Switzerland for a bout

of Jungian analysis.

Transcripts and a diary of that analysis constitute

the text of The Manticore. Readers of Robertson Davies

will recognize this as a sequel to his last, unmeechingly
praised novel Fifth Business. (Indeed, much of it is a
retelling of the prior book from the last page of its

precursor, and the characters are by and large the same,
though with a different pecking order: David was barely

more than a name in Fifth Business, and Magnus

Eisengrim, so vital to the earlier story, here hovers

somewhat bafflingly backstage.

The two novels are similarly structured — as

autobiographies of a sort. Fifth Business was the

memoir, from boyhood to retirement, of Dunstable Ram-

say, the war-wounded schoolmaster with an eccentric

(and decidedly un-Protestant) bent for saints and

mystics. David Staunton's soul-searching is just as

perceptive and undeluded, just as fully the record of a

man's life. And it is utterly fascinating, as was Fifth

Business.

It is usually only high-grade trash — sagas of

glamorous enterprises, thrillers, comic potboilers — that

absorbs me to the extent that The Manticore did. It is,

most decidedly, nof trash, and I am perplexed (but

delighted) at the book's irresistibility.

Davies' calm, perspicuous prose (a paragon of

Dunstan Ramsay's plain style) doesn't lure us the way
Nabokov's or Mailer's does, with flashy metaphors and

outrageous comparisons. Clarity is its watermark, in the

most basic sense: through his writing we see the events

themselves as if through a glass so scrupulously polish-

ed we are unaware of it. Nor does Davies regale us with

peppery sex or extravagant hijinx (though there is a

disastrous attempt by his wife to take a death-mask of

Boy Staunton described as wickedly as the seduction in

Fifth Business of Ramsay by Liesl Vitzllputzli — which

curious couple, by the way, seem quite domesticated in

The Manticore).

What is usually described as "dry" humour is usually

nothing of the kind, just the same old blunt and contrived

ripostes delivered with a careless slouch. The wit that

crackles through Davies' novels is truly astringent —
unobtrusive, racily apt comments on the manners and
morals of the people of the Dominion. Though of

Maritime stock, I am a new Canadian, and I'm sure that I

blithely passed over much spiky observation; Davies has
a jeweller's eye for a species of North American which,

though endangered, can still be tracked down. (He
seems not to have heard of the pine-tree and fishing-

village Utopia which has been, rather patronizingly,

created in recent Canadian letters.) Davies has it all

down: the hero-worshipping Anglophilia, David Staun-

ton's arriviste stepmother, the stifling smalltown

Protestantism, that peculiar Canadian diffidence wedged
between American brashness and British vainglory.

The Manticore, like its predecessor, is up to a lot

more than a summary of its plot suggests. Robertson

Davies, like his conjuror Magnus Eisengrim, has the

knack of crafting the most tempting enigmas. I make no

pretense of having puzzled them out, or even of having

determined whether the big questions — Boy Staunton's

death, David's bizarre descent into a hallowed cave, the

dream of the manticore — are really anything more
substantial than the illusions of a literary prestidigitator.

U of T's own literary superstar, Robertson Davies.

And a couple of things bother me. I wonder how this

novel would read to someone unfamiliar with the strange
tale unfolded in Fifth Business; more importantly, I

wonder how that novel has been compromised by the

new (and somewhat startling) developments in its sequel.
But all I can say is that several friends, In Canada

and outside, have picked up Fifth Business not expecting
much and have put it down astounded. They will be
expecting a lot more from The Manti core and, as far as
I'm concerned, Robertson Davies has demonstrated that
Fifth Business is not a solitary masterpiece.

Bill MacVlcar
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Yepes masterfully strums classical guitar
Victor Martin and Spanish

guitarist-friend Narciso Yepes
dreamed up a terrific idea for a
concert.

The Chamber Players are
probably the most enticing group
of musicians in the city. The
reason is that their small size

lends itself to the performance of

all sorts of tantalizing tidbits from
the baroque and rococo
smorgasbord, as well as to that of

classical entrees of Mozart and
Haydn. The first work of the con-
cert was perhaps an example of

the type of twentieth century
music which suits the little

orchestra: Joaquin Turina's "La
Oracion Del Torero". It is a
strange little piece for strings

alone, and it draws on many
early-twentieth century styles.

Most important of all, its easy
rhythms and mellow legatos are
right down the chamber
musicians' line. Th'ey have not yet

got the finesse and sharp edge of

say, / Musici. or Britten's BBC
Chamber Orchestra, but their full,

warm .tone is at home in this

piece.

Signor Yepes followed with

four solo pieces. The first was
"Two Pavanas" by Luis Milan, a
Spanish Renassiance composer.
It is a quiet piece, blending
Spanish idiomatic touches with

Bull and Byrd. One realized from
the playing of this piece that

Yepes is no more interested in

digital gymnastics for their own
sake than Walter Gieseking was
or than Julian Bream is. Both this

and the next piece, Alonso de
Mudarra's "Fantasia" are
epigrammatic, almost direc-
tionless pieces, but they allow

Yepes to play as Debussy would
want — that is, to read between
the notes. Each note is given a
carefully defined, scintillating life

of its own, and this the guitar in

the hands of a master can give

qenerously and elegantly. As

Yepes played the slow parts, in-

cluding Adrien's Le Roy's
"Passamezzo and Branle", he
seemed to be deliberating over,

contemplating each note, as if

each were itself a work of art.

Bach's "Suite in E minor" to my
mind is not suited to the guitar.

The dramatic bass runs lose their

power on the guitar which has
neither the depth nor the
resonance of the piano or har-

psichord. Even Yepes'
augmented ten-string guitar did

not prevent the fantasy-like runs

at the beginning from sounding
hollow and purposeless. Yet
Yepes has so mastered con-
trapuntal technique on the guitar

that I have rarely heard such
scupulous and clearly-defined

counterpoint.

The Chamber Players returned
with Yepes to play Antonio
Vivaldi's concerto In D major. In

the middle movement, Yepes
lingered over each reverberating

note, as if he were dipping
pebbles in a pond to create bare-

ly perceptible concentric circles

of waves. This piece was followed
by Rodrigo's well-known "Fan-
tasio Per Un Gentilhombre". The
brass joined in, and were a
grateful tonal variation. But the
imperious shrieking of Robert
Aitkins flute was out of place and
I found it embarrassing along
side of Yepes' muted tone. And
even here Yepes did not bother
with technical fireworks. The
orchestra had carefully thought
out the balance and ensemble
work beforehand I'm sure, so that

they were able to juggle en-
trances and counterpointed
asides with the dexterity of a first-

rate string quartet.

Yepes' encore was a carefully

modulated and delicately in-

flected folk song improvisation. In

some ways the whole concert was
too subtle to appreciate in one
hearing; something great and
complex has zoomed past us and
we have only caught it out of the
corner of our eye.

Ian Scott

Industrial Q-decking metamorphosed into art
Robert Murray is unquestion-

ably one of Canada's finest sculp-
tors. His current exhibition at

the David Mirvish Gallery pro-
vides us with the opportunity to

see not only his more recent
works, but some of the masterful
sculptures from 1 969.

Murray works on a grand
scale, and this reflects the influ-

ence of the industrial sites where
he fabricates the sculptures. The
implications of factory as studio
are fully manifested in his choice
of materials, his ease of handling
the heavy sheets of painted steel,

and the incorporation of ready-
made industrially produced Q-
decking in his composition, which
allows him to play with a unique
element of corrugated rigidity.

For example, "Chilcotin 1969"

is a huge yellow table with one
sawhorse leg. an L-shaped
bridge, and post supports. When
seen from a distance, the Q-
decking which forms the table top
presents an impenetrable barrier

to the viewer, and the whole
sculpture seems ponderous and
awkward. But as one moves
towards the piece, the play of

light on the huge field of uniform
ribs produces discrete

modulations of color, from lemon
yellow to a deep ochre. This
horizontal plane also begins to

undulate in a soft curve, due to

the large scale which creates a
visual phenomena similar to the
paralax of a camera. As we view

the sculpture from differing
perspectives, there is a constant
interplay between the solid
planes and the more fluid curves
into which they dissolve.

In "Capilano 1969". the Q-
decking is cut into a narrow strip,

i

One of Robert Murray's grand-scale works at Mlrvlsh gallery.

which seems to leap up from its

semi-circular base over the H
shape which is its main support,
to remain delicately poised in a
plane, parallel to the floor. This
diagonal thrust is contained by
both a horizontal extension of the
decking at the top of the H-bar,
and the slight downward dis-

placement to the left where it is

attached to the base. One has the

feeling of tremendous opposing
forces which are only brought to

rest by Murray's superb sense of

balance.

I find "Massassauga 1971" the
most exciting of the more recent
sculptures. This work relates to

one of his earlier pieces,
"Breaker" in which two in-

terlocking, reflecting shapes
seemed to evolve out of one
another. In this sculpture, two
interlocking open V shapes pull

against each other in a horizontal

direction, and a beautiful har-

mony is maintained between the

single jutting solid column of one
V and the more lateral shape in

the Q-decking of the other.

The show will be on until

November 25. It is well worth
seeing.

Sandra Wolfe
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Typed

CALL 698-2589

or 261-9218

YOU'VE GOT IT COMING TO YOU!
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ON

HI-FI STEREO EQUIPMENT
SANS J I, PIONEER, KENWOOD,
SONY, DUAL, TELEFUNKEN ETC
COLOUR TV
ZENITH, RCA, ADMIRAL ETC
CAR-RADIOS AND TAPE PLAYER
ALL MAKES, INCLUDING BLAUPUNKT
AM-FM AND STEREO MODELS

GIVE US
MAKE

AND MODEL...
WE DO SELL
FOR LESS!

LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL-
THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE

KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
112 HAHBORD ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OF SPADINA} CLOSE TO u OF T

Elecfor
MUNICIPAL ELECTION

CENTRE

In conjunction with S.A.C. and Innis College, INI

206/306 has planned a municipal elections centre

to gather and disseminate Information concerning
the upcoming municipal elections on December 4.

The purpose of this service Is to both supply basic

information and to act as liason between candidates

for office and Interested individuals.

If you have any questions concerning the upcoming
municipal elections, feel free to contact us at 928-

5456. We exist to serve you.

63 St. George (Innis College)
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Murky sexuality broods through Genet's play
Les Bonnes {The Maids), by Jean Genet

is an intimate sort of horror tale. The

action takes place in the boudoir of

"Madame", where two sisters, the maids in

the title, act out the consuming hatred they

have for their mistress. Fantasy, above all

in the form of role-playing, mingles with

themes of murder and self-destruction to

create a psychological torture chamber

for the two principal characters.

The intimacy of the tiny Theatre du P'tit

Bonheur is a definite advantage in this

production. As a spectator, I found myself

present in the boudoir, a sort of voyeur to

the strange ceremony performed by Claire

and Solange. The properties suggest

rather than depict the sumptuous life-style

of Madame by means of a large bed

covered with a silky material and sur-

rounded by a transluscent curtain and a

few other pieces of furniture, among these

a dressing table, the mirror which is trans-

parent and faces the audience (giving the

two-way mirror effect used to observe

criminals and psychiatric cases). It is an

austere set, perhaps less in keeping with

the luxury and femininity suggested in

Genet's notes on how to play Les Bonnes

than one would wish.

The plot is largely a framework for the

sado-masochistic relationship of Claire

and Solange. That the two are involved

sexually is specified by Genet in his notes,

and this emerges quite clearly in the mise

en scene of Michel Gelinas. This sexual

aspect is one expression of their battle for

dominance over one another.

Solange (Carmelle Le Gal-Brodeur), is

the physically imposing, bullying type. She
depends a good deal on her seniority to

establish authority over Claire, and feigns

a maternal attitude towards her sister.

When frustrated, she bellows out her

aggression in a long tirade. Claire

(Michelle La Barre) is Interpreted as more

subtle, more profoundly sadistic, and,

above all, more lucid. It is perhaps this

pitilessly lucid vision she has of their

situation that makes her appear more

haggard than Solange, and which makes

her take on the death of Madame through

the final sado-masochistic act of the play.

The performances held the audience

interest, and there were some particularly

fine moments. One occurred when
Solange returns breathless from having

"searched for a taxi for Madame", actually

a ploy to give Claire time to commit the

murder. Their victim having escaped, she

describes with exasperation how she

avoided the droves of taxis that she en-

countered on the street. It was one of the

few humorous moments, and the

audience relieved its tension through

laughter.

There were times, however, when I felt

the situation was potentially electric, and

the potential was not fully realized. The

final moments, where Solange and Claire

find themselves caught in their own web,

seem rather drab. I didn't have enough of

an impression of the destruction of two

monsters, which is what Genet calls the

maids in his notes.

Madame is not only an abstraction of

the world of Solange and Claire, She is a

physical presence, represented here in

the masculine form of Hugues Sabri. It is

not a directorial whim that a male is being

used to portray a female role; Genet

specified three males for playing Les

Bonnes. What is intriguing is the fact tha;_

Madame, the most feminine of the three

characters, is the only one played by an

actor. I had concluded by the end of the

performance that this difference of sex

emphasized the class differences between

mistress and servant, and also that the two

maids reacted not to Madame as she was,

Hugues Sabrl plays "Madame'

but to everything that Madame sym-

bolized, so that actual appearances were

unimportant.

Speaking to Michel Gelinas after the

performance, I learned that his object was
to ignore sexual differences, and stress

that the characters were not men "or

women particularly, but human beings.

Gelinas assured me, though, that one

could find one's own interpretation of the

play on the basis of the production. He
admitted that his mise en scene was much
more of a personal experience based on a

text, than an interpretation of Genet. In

which case, I maintain that his use of a

single actor with two actresses
emphasized sexuality rather than Ignoring

it.

Another element supplied by the

director was the framing of Genet's play

with a brief mime, whereby the actors,

disguised as clowns, dressed the set in the

beginning, and redonned their clown ap-

parel at the end. The effect, In one sense,

is to nullify the tragedy particular to

Solange and Claire. However, the idea it

communicates of a never-ending theatre

of which the two maids are only a small

part, has its basis in other works of Genet.

In The Blacks, a more colourful, poetic

work. Genet presents a complex ritual

whereby blacks impersonate white sym-
bols of colonial power, and explore their

situation through a series of violent

enactments. In the world of Genet, realrty

has many levels, its primary expression

being through fantasy. What I see in the

mime sequence is a reminder of this

"fantastic" universe, which has obviously

captivated the director.

Eleanor Coleman

Ugo Betti's mixed bag spirals dully downward
More than anything else. Goaf

Island, the newest drama at the

Poor Alex, is a study in mixed
genres. It touches briefly upon
the sultry melodrama of

Tennessee Williams, the un-

derstated implication of modern
existentialist drama and the at-

mospheric tension of classical

drama. But alighting nowhere it

becomes the victim of its own'

over-reach.

Ugo Betti. the playwright, is

considered one of the motivating

forces in the post-Pirandello

generation of Italian drama. One
can only conclude that his work
has suffered drastically in

translation. The play is con-
structed as a vehicle for classic

tragedy, heavily weighted with

mythic symbolism. Three women,
one strange and darkly widowed,
one brazen, the third young and
virginal (but knowing), are set

against the character of Angelo,
an archetypal intruder/seducer

come to claim his place in their

household.

Victoria Mitchell as the widow

Agata has a certain interesting

stoicism and Irene Hogan as Pla

is convincing as the frustrated,

somewhat scattered sister.

Marcella Lustig as the corrupted

virgin is just too chunky and un-

graceful to play a role which

suggests a delicate flower-like

purity. It is not the interpretation

of the roles as such which makes

each of these characters so

forced and cliche-ridden but

rather their lack of interaction.

The main fault lies with the

character of Angelo who sup-

posedly acts upon each of these

women and yet plays to none of

them. Laurence Rau, as this cen-

tral motivating character, is too.

loose and youthfully exuberant to

add dimension to the concept of

moral guilt with which Betti is

concerned. Fluctuating between
different poses, but bringing

strength to none of them, he
alternates as a kind of weak
Christ, light-hearted devil and
wandering satyr. His implausible

seductions of the women hardly

merit the trauma which the play

demands; nor does his death

deserve Agata's lifelong
penance. It is probably only the

naturalistic environment of

Stephen Katz's nicely-planned ^ 1

set which gives this character any
reality at all. But none of the

people in this play have any
deeply felt actuality.

The play flounders in its own
lack of conviction, and the
dramatic poverty of lines like,

"You'll get yours" and "I've had
it", reduce some moments to the
purely ridiculous. It verges on
becoming a spoof of itself . Had
the acting been just a little worse,
it might have turned into a rather

witty mock tragedy.

As it is, the actors have
sufficient intervals of honest and
sustained effort to convince us of

their seriousness. Had director

Jace Van Der Veen not allowed

it to dissipate through the Isolat-

ing overplay of all of the roles, the

play could have sustained inter-

est. Instead It spirals downward
in a plummet of lost energy. S '

Sandra Souchotte

vie drama club presents

feirfers people
State?d^ahc^5 byjules-&FFer
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SMC FILM CLUB
presents

E OF A PICTURE!

GENE HACKMAN
KAREN BLACK

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON

co-starringVIVA
HARRY DEAN STANTON

Produced by GERALD AYRES
Written and Directed by BILL L. NORTON

An ACROBAT FILM S3

FRIDAY, NOV. 17

SATURDAY, NOV. 18

CARR HALL

7:30
AND

10:00 p.m.

ADMISSION $1.00

THE WYMILW00D

CONCERT SERIES

PRESENTS

FREDERICK

GEOGHEGAN
CONCERT ORGANIST

at Burwash Hall
VICTORIA COLLEGE
89 CHARLES ST. W.

Sunday,

November 19,

8:30 P.M.

ADMISSION FREE
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Polanski gives us graphic Macbeth
The first thing that occurred to me when

I heard that Roman Polanski was directing

the movie Macbeth, now showing ai^

Cinecity, and especially after I saw it, was
"Why Macbeth?" Many serious artists,

both actors and directors, want at some
time to try their own interpretation of

Shakespeare the great. But Macbeth has
to be one of Shakespeare's plays that is

most littered with blood and bodies and
witchcraft — consistently Polanski themes
(Rosemary's Baby, Repulsion, Knife in

Water).

But after the horrific butchery of his wife

(Sharon Tate) and friends, one would
think Polanski would want to leave blood
and guts and the occult alone for awhile.

After all, according to Ed Saunders, Tate
had been marginally Involved in witchcraft

during the filming of Fearless Vampire
Killers, directed by and co-starring
Polanski. And Tate was killed by people
heavily involved in satanism and
mysticism.

It seems like more than strange

coincidence. Yet Polanski still dabbles in

what has been called the macabre, par-
ticularly in Macbeth, a movie about
witches and spells and lots of killing. In

true Polanski style, there is lots of gore,

but, admittedly, the artistry is superb, if

you can stand the blood.

Strangely enough, in a Playboy
interview (which, in retrospect, smacks
slightly of commercial promotion, since
Playboy put up the money for Macbeth's
production) Polanski flatly denied that he
subscribed to superstition or the occult in

any form.

"I'm not preoccupied with the macabre
— I'm rather more interested In the
behavior of people under stress, when
they are no longer in comfortable,
everyday situations where they can afford

to respect the conventional rules and

morals of society," Polanski told Playboy
interviewer Larry Dubois, last December.

But why then do his "people under
stress" always become involved in

mysticism and the occult? Why
Rosemary's Baby and Fearless Vampire
Killers?

"You don't have to be superstitious to

enjoy a fantasy. If you are around me for

long you will see that I have no belief in the
supernatural of any kind. It's just a
fashionable distraction for people seeking
easy explanations to certain phenomena
they are otherwise incapable of un-
derstanding," says Polanski.

"Myself, I am down to earth in my
philosophy of life," he continues, "very
rationally and materialistically oriented,
with no interest in the occult. The only
obsession that compelled me to make that
film (Rosemary's Baby) was my liking for

good cinema.

"If you make a film about a murder, you
have to show the murder, or do a film

about something else. If you use the
screen as a medium, then what you tell

has to be told by visual means.... When
you're telling a story about a man who kills

a head of state to take his place, you are
absolutely obligated to show the act that is

the culmination of the whole play."

Macbeth certainly does not scrimp on
the horrible death scenes, scenes not
included in Shakespeare's original. But
then Shakespeare didn't have the techni-

ques of modern film. Polanski uses his

medium to the utmost. The direction is

most obviously skillful in the filming

techniques — while Macbeth and Lady
Macbeth plot the murder of King Duncan,
the king himself approaches, the shadow
of his crown falling on Lady M's face.

The hallucination scenes, where
Macbeth sees the ghost of Banquo at the
dinner party, or the "Is this a dagger I see

Macbeth (Jon Finch) holds Macduff (Terrence Bayler) at sword's point.

Macbeth lies in bed telling Lady Macbeth (Franceses Annls) of the murder plans.

before me" scene, are excellently done.
Macbeth is somewhat of a witchy horror

story and Polanski' capitalizes on that fact.

But he adds some of his own in-

terpretation to the Shakespearean original

as well.

Macbeth has usually been portrayed as
an elder statesman; however, Polanski
interprets the vitality and strong ambition
as characteristics of a much younger man
— and Jon Finch as Macbeth conveys the
image of a man not only young in years,
perhaps mid-twenties, but also young in

experience.

Francesca Annis, as Lady Macbeth,
also plays a different role from the classic

dominant and ambitious Lady. True to the

play, she must coax her husband into the

first murder — the king — so that he fulfil

his own ambitions as well as the witches'

prophecy. But thereafter, Macbeth takes
the initiative. He really gets into killing

without feeling — except for extreme
paranoia. Polanski's Lady M. seems
weaker than Shakespeare's and his

Macbeth is madder. Even though the
actual script has not been changed, the

portrayal is certainly different from what I

learned in high school.

If you don't recognize the names Jon
Finch and Francesca Annis, it's no
wonder. Polanski didn't want big names to

upstage the play itself. Most of the actors

have had other experience, (Annis has

been with an English Shakespearean
company); their talents are obvious in this

movie. Finch has already played in

Hitchcock's Frenzy.

Without a doubt, though, the true "star"

of this film is Polanski, whose perfec-

tionism and artistry have created a superb

version of the Bard's play.

His blood and guts only embellish on
the Shakespearean allusions to them.

In response to critics who say that all

this gore and violence on the screen
results in more in the streets, Polanski
says, "They are full of shit."

"They should ask little children on the
street what causes violence and they
would become more enlightened,"
Polanski states. "For me, when I see
something violent happening on the
screen, I react against it; I think this is

most people's reaction," Polanski states.

I have to agree; I had to turn away in

some of the butchered body scenes in

Macbeth. The rolling heads and bloody
bodies were enough to turn any but the

maniacal away from bloody violence.

It's all part of the Polanski touch.
Whether or not he is involved in witchcraft

and the occult; whether Saunders
allegations or Polanski's denials are true

or real — who knows?

Macbeth is a markedly Polanski movie.

The little Polanski (definitely not
Shakespeare) twist at the end proves it.

After Macbeth has been slain and
Malcom, King Duncan's son, is crowned
the new king, the scene switches to the

rainy hillside where Macbeth first met the

witches. Donnalbain, Malcom's brother, is

returning from England and unwittingly

takes shelter by the witches' den. When he
hears their moaning-singing, much the

same as Macbeth and Banquo did. he
goes to see who and what they are. There
the movie ends. It gives the feeling of the

constant presence of evil forces — quite a

change from Shakespeare's tidy morality

play.

Harriet Kldeckel

New York Pizza House
< WINNER: 925-1736

1970 1ST ANNUAL TORONTO Dining Room OPEN 11 AM-
PIZZA AWARD MORNING 1 AM MON-SAT

620 YONGE
NORTH OF WELLESLEY

AFTER SHOW CBC SUN 3 PM-1 AM
STAR WEEK'S JUNE 71 TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY
PIZZA CONTEST 3EUVERV FROM 5 PM-1 AM

There is only ONE...

OFFICIAL
University of Toronto

CREST PIN

SIGNET RING
and

they are supplied only through

STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
S.A.C. Building

or

A. EARL EDWARDS
1534 Bayview Ave. Phone
(Office at rear, off Millwood) 483-4212

WHITE ON
7 Charles St. W.

967-1110

Opan 9 to 9, M-F
11-S Sat.

TERMPAPERS
Canada's largest library ol proNested
papers from S1.75 per page. Aiso expert

custom reseaich papers Irom S3.95 PER
page Plus TRANSLATIONS. TUTORING,
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
PROGRAMS, EDITING AND RESEARCH. 4c.

XEROX FOR STUDENTS.

Colonial?
203 Yonge St.

STARTING NOV. 20:

THE COASTERS

THIS WEEKENDI

CHUCK

MANGIONE

Discover
the I

freedom of

CONTACT
LENSES

i
BRADDOCK
OPTICAL
170 St. George Si. 925-8720
2917 Blooi St. W. 233-2611
Centenary Plaza 282-2030
Bayview Village Centre 222-5791

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
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The Great Railway

by Pierre Berton

McClelland & Stewart $17.95

The incredible fact of the Canadian

Pacific Railway was that it was completed

at all. In the face of angry doubts over the

necessity of having a united Canada, the

international financial finaglings which left

all the backers mortgaged to their roof-

tops and the unbelievably frightful con-

ditions under which the line was built, the

attempt was made and succeeded.

After confederation. Canada outside of

Ontario and Quebec was merely a series

of isolated communities. The threat of

American dominance prompted Sir John

A. Macdonald to foster the idea of a united

Canada — Pacific wedded to Atlantic and

sealed by a band of steel. In spite of

monumental difficulties it was also

proposed that the line be entirely within

Canada.
Sir Hugh Alan was the first choice of

Macdonald's to build the railway, but that

choice was made untenable owing to

overly-zealous political patronage; Alan

was disgraced and Macdonald's govern-

ment dismissed. It was unfortunate for

Alexander Mackenzie's administration

that it bracketed a time of depression

where no progress could be made on the

railway — Sir John was returned to office.

At about this time several men came to

the fore with both capital and experience

from building railways in the states. Con-
struction began. Cries of "Monopoly!"

sounded in the Commons. The CPR was
granted millions of acres of land and
millions of dollars in subsidies. The es-

timates of the cost, however, fell far short

of the actual expense, and subsequent
grants had to be forced through a reluc-

tant, sometimes hostile Commons.
The Riel rebellion happened to be a

powerful motivation for the completion of

the railway. VanHorne Troops were
rushed from the East in a matter of days,

and there was a sudden interest in

creating a true nation out of this vast

territory. Berton's work is a significant

account of an event which changed the

idea of Canada from a parochial province
to a Dominion, from a wilderness to a
civilized state, from the nineteenth to the

twentieth century.

The text of this volume, of course, is a
rehash and abridgement of Berton's two-
volume opus The National Dream. For
readers who are not passionate railroad

buffs, this might be the more readable
volume. Its main recommendation,
however, and a substantial one, lies in the
collection of sepia prints which appear on
virtually every page of the volume — the

prairie capitals when they were little more
than muddy roads with shacks along both
sides, for instance. It is a sumptuous, well-

presented volume, well worth the price to

people who like to browse through Cana-
dian history.

Dougal Fraser

It is a real down to play to a house of six
people, two of whom are friends. But even
so. David Wlffen took it badly. He played
well enough, and his songs, at least some
of them (The Blues is the Name of the
Song, Driving Wheel, As Often as Not) are
among the best being written. I had never
heard his voice before. It is strong and
throaty like a sober Jerry Jeff Walker.

But we still left at the end of the first set

because we don't like being talked to like

that. It wasn't our fault that it snowed, or

that people don't want to pay $3 for

folksingers who aren't famous, it's not our

fault people didn't come. We came. We
didn't deserve to be thanked mechanically

at the end of each song, as if we were a

dead microphone.

I remember playing one night, as a

matter of fact, several nights, where we
out-numbered the audience. We took a

couple deep breaths, introduced

everybody to one another, dropped the

PA and the clapping convention played

and talked and made the best of it. David

Wiffen, remember what Thumper's
mother said, if you ain't got nothin' nice to

say, don't say nothin' at all.

Tonight is David Wiffen's last night.

Even if he is not personalbe in the face of

presenting Felffer's People at the New Vic

Theatre also until Saturday night. This

show, according to its director Bruce Kjng,

is a series of sketches and observations

by Jules Feiffer, who is best known for his

brilliant cartoons, although he has also

written another play Little Murders and

the screenplay for Carnal Knowledge.

Decor seems to be an intriguing aspect of

this production.

Rosmershofm will open next Thursday

evening at Hart House. Tickets will be

$1.25. More details on David Gardiner's

production next week.

Also beginning November 23 at the

Firehall Theatre, Le Temps Sauvage, by

Anne Hebert. John (or is it Jean?) Van

Burek has already given an indication of

his considerable sensitivity to the work of

Quebec playwrights. The experience of

this production will most likely be well

worth the $2 for students (Tuesdays until

Thursdays, otherwise $3). The Firehall

Theatre is located at 70 Berkeley Street at

Adelaide. Reservations 364-4170.

Another English-language premiere of

a French-Canadian play. Forever Yours

Mary-Lou by Michel Trembley is playing at

the Tarragon Theatre, Tuesdays through

Sunday at 8:30, with a Sunday matinee at

2:30.

The Poor Alex continues its run of Ugo
Betti's Goat Island. See this week's review

for details.

For Toronto's francophone audience,

Les Bonnes (The Maids) residing at the

Theatre du P'tit Bonheur, 95 Danforth

Avenue. (Exit at Broadview Station, and it

adversity, he is one of the better singer-

song-writers around. At the Riverboat.

Bob Bossln

There isn't much going on musically in

Toronto these days and it'll probably stay

this way until January. Quite a few in-

teresting people were slated to appear but

have since cancelled out. The Riverboat

has some good singer songwriters, Steve
Goodman and John Hartford coming up in

a few weeks. Beyond there are a few
possibilities, one being the El Mocombo
where Mitch Ryder and the Detroit

Wheels are appearing tonight and
tomorrow. There's a cover charge and
beer is comparatively high priced.

The next few weeks should see the
release of a lot of new records just in time
for the Christmas rush. Jonl Mitchell's first

one in a year and a half will be most
welcome.

Count Dracula rises each evening at the
UC Playhouse until Saturday night. David
Rotenberg's adaptation gives an old
theme a new sense ot life — and death.
Doctor Van Hesling (Bernard Tellez) is

well balanced against the powerful
Dracula interpreted by Jack Wetherali an
import from Stratford. The Sirens are
captivating, but somewhat anemic. Patient
Renfield (Stan Lesk) holds the key to both
worlds. You can catch a midnight show on
Friday and Saturday if 8:30 seems too
early. (Dan Lyus)

The Victoria College Drama Club is

is located on the second floor of a building

practically at the corner of Danforth.)

Esker Mike and His Wife Aglluk
completes its run at the Factory Theatre
Lab on Sunday. It describes the in-

habitants of the Eskimo town of Aklavik,

people whose livelihood is slipping away
along with their culture, thus treating a
much neglected aspect of Canadian iden-
tity in an dynamic though sometimes con-
fused production. See it on Sunday
evening and pay-what-you-can. (Sandra
Souchette)

Bad Company, Uptown II, $2.50. "And
I", announces a senatorian old buffalo of
an outlaw, with great elan, "am the oldest
whore on the block". It is a lovely moment
even if it comes with a dotted line around it

for handy extraction. Benton and New-
man, the writers of Bad Company and
previously of Bonnie and Clyde,
presumably had in mind the old prospec-
tor who led Butch Cassldy and the Sun-
dance Kid through the Andes. ("When
you're up here this long, ya gets... colour-
ful.") This isn't a put-down, realty: that Bad
Company is pretty derivative doesn't
affect its enjoyment. It's rollicking even it

it's a bit unrespectable.
Pictures like Bad Company, Butch

Cassldy and M.A.S.H. are a genre, the
seventies equivalent to the forties Bogart
movies. They are cleverly written, well-
made, teasingly sophisticated, in-
consistently tongue-in-cheek. They imply

an underlying, shared sense of decency at

the same time as they rely on a cup or two

of fun violence to entertain. (In the Bogie

films the morality came with the

character's "code"; in the new films the

characters don't hold with codes, so the

decency comes in with scenes of the

grotesque suffering of being killed. Like

sex not long ago, bloodshed can be

grooved on and abhorred at the same
time.) These films somehow are all things

to all people. They are artistically respec-

table, morally defensible and can be fully

enjoyed by the officials who order police

to open fire on hi-jacked airplanes.

Don't construe this too heavily: you'll

like Bad Company. I liked it and M.A.S.H.,

The Candidate, and Butch Cassldy too.

Marjorle Ptgott's watercotours will be
on view at the Roberts Gallery beginning
November 22. The Albert White Gallery

opens an exhibit of Northwest coast Indian

carvings, featuring the work of Amos
Wallace and Frank Mercer, on November
18. The Art Gallery of Ontario continues
with its Toronto Painting: 1953-1965 ex-

hibit. The second lecture complementing
the exhibit is to be next Thursday.
November 27 at 8:30 pm, tickets 75«; Luke
Rombout of the Canada Council Art Bank
in Ottawa gives it. entitled A Report from
the Bank Manager. Gallery Seventy-Six
hosts Hank Lem's paintings until

November 25. Dennis Burton will be at the
Isaacs Gallery until December 4. Robert
Mackenzie's paintings are on view at

Carmen Lamanna Gallery from this Satur-
day to December 7.

The National Youth Orchestra is

looking for musicians for its 1973 season.
Audition application forms are available

from the NYO office at 76 Charles Street

West, Toronto 181. Submission deadline
is November 30. Last year 419 students
were heard and 110 chosen to make the
group larger than the New York Philhar-

monic (but only larger).

On November 19 the Concord Singers
directed by Peter McCoppin will perform
at Scarborough works by Purcell, Morley,

Byrd, Palestrina, Stravisnky, Nysted and
also J.S. Bach's "Lobet den Herrn". Free
admission, time 3:30. This Saturday Victor

Feldbrill leads the U of T Symphony
Orchestra in a concert of works by Weber
and Beethoven (his sixth). Two other
works will be Dy Lang's Floating Clouds
and Carlos Chavez' Sinfonia India.

The famous Spanish soprano Victoria
De Los Angeles performs this
Wednesday, November 22, at 8 pm at
Massey Hall as part of the International
Artists Series. Minimum price for a ticket
is $3. She will sing songs by Wolf, Strauss,
Hahn, Roderigo. among others, and arias
from Lully and Gluck.

On CBC-FM this week, listen for the
CBC Vancouver Chamber Orchestra con-
ducted by John Avison in works by Mehul,
Pleyel and Dvorak. On Tuesday the New
Israel Quartet plays Schumann's quartet
in A minor, opus 41, at 11 pm. On
Wednesday at 6:30 pm Mlrellle Lagace
plays Franck's chorale no. 2, Schumann's
fugue on B.A.C.H., Schumann's and
Bach's and Marcef Dupre's prelude and
fugue in B major, on the 1858 three-
manual tracker organ in St. Patrick's

Cathedral in Montreal. Tune in at 7 the
same evening for Part II of Handel's Sam-
son '(at the end of the last episode, we left

our hero...).

Editor
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The Ontario Universities Athletic

Association won the. Canadian
Universities Athletic Union

1

' cross

country meet in Kingston last Satur-

day. The OUAA finished with 36

points, while the second place

Western conference had 40. Thirty-

three of the 35 starters finished,

while five U of T members on the

Ontario team ended the meet within

the first 18 places. Joe Saxe was

Toronto's low man, finishing fourth,

while John Sharpe came 1 Ith, Brad

Morley 13th, Bob Knuckey, ]5th,

and Paul Glynn, 18th. York's Ken

sportalk
Hamilton took third place at the

meet. Toronto coach Andy Higgins

said Monday that no OUAA team

members ran exceptionally well.

This was the first meet where

regional teams rather than con-

fAtCeYour

CoLD Ato

Put out the symptoms of a cold for 12 hours
with one Contac-C.

it

Export A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

SKI TEAM MEETING

All women racers interested in trying out for

the intercollegiate ski team come to meeting

Monday, November 20, 5:00 p.m. Lecture

Room, Benson Building. November 20 ONLY.

REMEMBER
Ski Club Registration - Monday, November

27, 4:00 p.m.

ference champion teams represented

the conference. Higgins said that he

hoped the team would represent the

conference in the future. "The
CIAU meet has been run for many
years but this is the first time for all

stars," he added. The possibility

seems good, since "There is a un-

animous motion from alt con-

ferences that it be returned to a

team-oriented meet," Higgins
said.... U of T women's fencing learn

captured first place in the Western

Invitational Tournament.
McMaster and Western placed se-

cond and third respectively in the

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

ROSMERSHOLM
by Henrlk Ibsen

new translation by Frederick and Lise-Lone Marker
directed by David Gardner

November 23 - December 2 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50 Box Office 928-8668
Students $1.25 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

TODAY
Debates Room - Hart House

12:00 NOON

The Dan Heap Travelling

Sound and Light Show

Marg Atwood Graham Gibson

Michael Ondaatje Dennis Lee

Marion Engel

Reading their own works

round robin tournament. Individual-

ly, U of T women gained first (Lilit

Zekulin), third (Maureen Selway),

and fourth (Anne Gutierrez). The
sectionals will be held in the Benson

Building November 2. 5

meanwhile the men's fencing team

won their first tournament of the

season last Saturday — a four-way

meet held in Buffalo. The team
downed teams from Rochester In-

stitute of Technology 17-10, York
University 20-7, and University of

Buffalo 17-16. Foilists Oscar Wong,
Wing Nip and ex-York University

convert William Henry defeated

RIT 5-4 and York 6-3, but were
fenced out by U of B 4-5. Epee trio

Martin Humpheries, Paul Neheno,

and Lorenzo Licio, won against

York 6-3,. but were outstabbed by

RIT 4-5. and U of B 4-8. The
Toronto sabre team — Eli Sukunda,

Dave Brown, and Andrew Benyei —
won by the greatest margin". RIT
didn't draw any blood with a 9-0

decision in Toronto's favour, while

York and U or B walked off dazed,

losing 8-1 and 9-3 respectively....

Waterloo Lutheran Golden Hawks
upset defending champion Universi-

ty of Western Ontario Mustangs

Saturday 36-27 to capture the

OUAA football championship.
Hawks play St.'Mary's University

in the Atlantic Bow! tomorrow,

while Loyola meets University of

Alberta Golden Bears in Edmonton.

Loyola won the Quebec title last

weekend, defeating Macdonald
College 50-6. The winners of

tomorrow's games meet in the

College Bowl November 25 at Var-

sity Stadium.... University of Ot-

tawa plays the hockey Blues this

evening at H pm in Varsity Arena....

Basketball Blues will be looking for

a win tomorrow in their first regular

season game against visiting

Laurentian, Game time is 2 pm at

the Benson Building.... Volleyball

also gets underway this weekend

with a Gr. I and II tournament at

Queen's.... two women's teams

travel to Laurentian tomorrow.

Senior Basketball plays at 3 pm,

while Senior Volleyball goes against

the Laurentian team at 1:30 pm.

Whenyou think

of pizza-

Thinkofpizza

twice!
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Editor Bob Gauthier

Phone 923-4053

SMC beats PHE 7-6 for Mulock
St. Michael's College earned the

Mulock Cup Wednesday by edging

firsl-place Division I football

finishers PHE 7-6.

The last time SMC won the

interfacully championship was in

1948. PHE suffered its only loss or

the season.

In a "warm-up" for the mid-

winter snow bowl game, SMC's
Doug Zellel scored the lone St.

Mike's touchdown off one of the

game's longest passes and one of

PHE's most damaging defensive

errors. SMC quarterback Brian

MacConnel set Zettcl up for the

long down field pass with only 7:26

left to play in the game. SMC
missed the convert.

Odds-on favourites, PHE fum-

bled the ball too often late in the

game, and failed to preserve its 6-0

lead at the end of the third quarter,

earned by a constant offensive push

which whittled down St. Mike's

defence to its own goal-line. PHE
missed the convert on the play,

passing instead of kicking. (Perhaps

the team was wary of the number of

converts already missed in regular

season play.) Anyway, the score

remained 6-0 going into the final

fifteen minutes of play.

St. Mike's defence told the story

of the game, holding the PHE squad

on crucial third downs and forcing

costly fumbles. On several occasions

the PHE team was almost within

field goal range but the SMC defen-

sive unit pulled it out. MacConnel
was one of the mainstays of the

SMC offensive unit, coming back

into the game after an injury late in

the third quarter to set Zetlel up.

In fact the whole SMC team

refused to roll over and play dead

for the PHE offence. On
MacConnel's touchdown set-up,

Zetlel got through a hole in the PHE
defence to elude his pursuers. PHE
had been on the SMC 35-yard line in

a one and 10 situation when SMC's

defence recovered the ball off a PHE
fumble on the 33-yard line.

On the next play MacConnel

made the longest pass of the game to

Zetlel who deked around one sliding

PHE player to pick up ihe ball and

dash for the touchdown. The convert

was missed and again it was

anyone's game.

When SMC again picked up the

ball the team eventually forced its

way to the PHE 28-yard line with

second down and six yards to go.

Just short of a first down, SMC
elected to try for a field goal with

3:34 left to play. Although the ball

wenl wide on the play an alert St.

Mike's defence was able to force

phys ed to concede the game's all-

important single {awarded to

MacConnel).

PHE scored its only points late in

Ihe third quarter off solid rushing by

Ron Williamson. The team had

previously picked up the ball on

SMC's 20-yard line and carried to

the 18-yard line. Williamson
brought the ball up the middle to the

five-yard line, and with second and

four to go, he made it over the line.

It would be an understatement to

say thai the loss was disappointing

for PHE; however, the underdog

SMC squad appeared more deter-

mined on the field, especially in the

second half with neither team on the

scoreboard. PHE must have
wondered after the game whatever

happened to its offence.

In the final game for the Division

II championship, UC narrowly got

by Meds 3-1 Wednesday. Meds Ray
Zaremba put the doctors ahead 1-0

on a louchback and the score

remained thai going into the second

half, Dave Rose spoiled a Meds
shul-oul in the latter half of the

game with a field goal and UC
narrowly won its divisional title.

Women's hockey

loses 5-2 to Guelph
By LINDA SCULLY

The women's ice hockey Blues lost 5-2 lo defending
champions Guelph Gryphons Tuesday in the second of a twelve-

game schedule.

In a game marred by slack officiating and rough play,

Toronto oul-shot the Gryphons 30-23, but was not able to put the

puck pasl Guelph's goalie more than twice. Margi Goldsmith and
Anna Radecki scored for the Blues.

Saturday morning Toronto hosted Queen's at Varsity Arena
in Ihe first league game. Both teams were up for Ihe game as
Toronto captain Dianne Gilmoure played opposite her twin sister,

Debbie {Gael's captain). Toronto lost 3-1 in a fast, open game
which saw a number of offensive rushes and a few unsuccessful
breakaways.

Queen's opened the scoring at the five minute mark or the first

period but Margi Goldsmith, Toronto's leading scorer so far this

season, tied it up a few minutes later. Queen's went ahead 2-1 in

the -middle of the second period while Toronto was shorlhanded,
bul Gaels scored again in the third lo defeat Toronto 3-1.

The Queen's team includes many veterans and has been
fortunate in adding two former McMasler players.

Toronto, on ihe other hand, has a basically new team with
only six returning members and 12 recruits, mainly from last

year's inlcrfacully league. Team veterans include Brioney Caley,
Nancy Missouri. Allison McGeer and Judy Bell. Anna Radecki
and Dianne Gilmour are in their final year of eligibility with the
team.

Coach Bill Whiicombe (new to the learn (his year) along wilh
assi slant-coaches Mike Nicholson, Rod Brown and George Nup-
pola have put logelher a Toronto team which hopes lo improve on
its sixth place finish last year. (The league consists ofseven teams.)

The Blues* next home game is al Varsity Arena, November 30
at 7 pm against McMasler. In exhibition play earlier this season
Toronto and Mac lied l-l.

Next Tuesday Toronto plays at York (7 pm).

PHE's Ron Williamson heads over the line to score late in the third quarter.

Erin over Vic

13-9 in semi-final
Erindale made a second half

comeback last night to win its semi-

final playoff game against Vic 13-9.

Vic outchecked Erin in the first

and third periods but was unable to

prevent a strong rally by Erindale.

The west end team's goaltender was

also outstanding, sustaining the

team, especially in the second half

with Vic pressing and Erindale suf-

fering penalties.

Coghill scored Erindale's winning

goal loward the end of the third

period to make the score 9-8.

(Coghill had previously scored the

tying goal, capping off an Erindale

scoring streak of three goals within

two minutes.) Early in the fourth

quarter Coghill scored two more to

put Erindale well into the lead by 10-

8, and then 11-8 counts. With one

Vic player off Rick Johnson made
the score 12-8 for Erin.

Vic later came back for its only

goal in the fourth period from
Young, bul Erindale's Ward
finished off the scoring to leave the

game with a 13-9 finish.

The first half of the game had
belonged largely to Vic. Woods
opened the scoring for Vic early in

the firsl period, but Erin came back
to tie Ihe score within one minute off

a shol by Michie. Johnson made il

2-0 shortly after, but Vic's Young
tied the score after drawing the
Erindale goalie out of his net; he got
back to make one stop, but not in

lime for a second. The period ended
after another quick Vic shot, this

lime by Harl. io put Vic inro-rhe
lead 3-2.

Erindale had lo come back twice
lo finally take the lead and stay

ahead. Vic's Philips and Young had
scored early in ihe second period lo
give Vic a 5-2 margin when Erin's
Johnson, Coghill, and Sorichetti

lied the game up at 5-5 going into

half-lime.

Orlando scored in the third quar-

ter while a man short to put Vic into

Ihe lead again; and Woods came off

his penally only to intercept a pass

for a break way which made the

score 7-5. Woods scores once again

before Erindale applies pressure to

score four consecutive goals and

take the lead.

Erindale was fortunate to come
out of the game with a win. Vic

applied more pressure in the first

half (as the score indicates), while

Erindale appeared to have the

heller goalie on the night.

Vic could have easily put the

came away in the third period were

k not for the Erindale goalie's con-

sistent saves. When Erindale got the

breaks it merely used its offensive

power to overwhelm a tiring Vic

squad.

Erindale played poor defensive

lacrosse in the first half and only

when the score became even did the

learn fight lo ckeck defensively and

preserve its lead — a lead which the

team, relinquished once and tied

once, only to lose it again.

In Division II play-offs Wed-
nesday, 1 nnis defeated Dent 8-

3. while PHE B lost to Knox 5-3.

Innis now meets Knox Monday at 9

pm in a sudden-death final game for

the divisional championship.

Erin goalie makes one of many second half saves in 13-9 win.



Fees protest tomorrow
22 busloads

to march

on Davis
By GREG McMASTER

As students are getting ready to

pour in from across Ontario for

tomorrow's Queen's Park protest

against education cutbacks, new
support for the demonstration con-

tinues to appear.

Last week the Erindale students'

council voted $50 to the U of T
Slop-lhe-Culbacks Committee, and
the Association of Part-time
Undergraduate Students executive

unanimously supported the
demonstration.

In addition. York University

president David Slater has said he

will attend the demonstration, and

the York local of the Canadian
Union of Public Employees donated

$120 to pay for bus transportation

for students.

Organizers already expect up to

22 busloads of students from the

following schools: Guclph (2 buses),

Waterloo and Conestoga College (4

buses). York University (5 buses*

and cars). Glendon College (2 buses

and 15 cars), Seneca College (2

buses). Trent (3 buses), Carlton (2

buses). Brock (2 buses) and Lauren-

lian (2 buses).

Token representation is expected

from Toronto high schools and from

some other Ontario universities.

Windsor and l.akehead are having

their own local protests and teach-

ins.

The contingents will join U of T
students in Convocation Hall at I

pm until all have arrived, and will

then march to Queen's Park. There
they will demand that the Davis

government cancel the education

cutbacks, including this year's fee

increases, and respond to the call for

free and universal access to higher

education.

The government has been invited

to send a representative to speak to

the demonstrators but organizers

arc unsure if anyone will show up.

Last week, at a meeting with On-
tario Federation of Students ex-

ecutives. Premier Bill Davis would
not grant any concessions on fees or

student loan ceilings, refusing to

promise no further restrictions next

year.

Expected speakers at Queen's

Park include a representative of the

Ontario Federation of Labour,
which supports free tuition, NDP
education critic Floyd Laughren, a

member of the U of T Faculty

Reform Caucus, and Larry Hof-

fman of the Graduate Students

Union at U of T.

The OFS demonstration com-
mittee is considering York
President Slater's offer to speak as

well, but has reservations about

whether real student allies can be

found in university administrators

who now oppose the cutbacks.

Such people may support students

now. said committee member Barry

Weislcder, but they will "renounce

and undercut the struggle if it

becomes more militant later on".

The demonstration is essentially

sponsored by the OFS. but since

many student council constituent

members of OFS refused to

organize at their own campuses, the

job has been done at these schools

by ad hoc committees made up of

individual student politicians and
representatives of various student

socialist groups.

At U of T. (he Stop-the-Cutbacks

Committee is made up of the Vic-

toria. Innis, Erindale and University

College councils, the GSU. the Old
Mole, the Young Socialists, and the

Communist Club. SAC has not been

involved in the demonstration plan-

ning, but has advocated writing

letters to MPPs.

The Students' Administrative

Government of Erindale's decision

to support the demonstration was in

response to SAC's inaction. Tim
Conwav of SAGE said that SAC
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members "weren't meeting their hrindalians to last month's referen-

responsibilily to OFS. We feel an

identity with OFS as Erindale."

He said that Erindale's support

for the Stop-the-Cutbacks campaign
was much stronger than support at

the St. George campus, as evidenced

by the "fantastic support" given by

dum on the fees strike lactic.

Innis College principal Peter

Russell will also attend the

demonstration.

OFS organizers are now
expecting over 2000 demonstrators

to turn up tomorrow.

Two stories surface on loss of nomination
By ERIC MILLS

A discrepancy has emerged between two

versions of whether a nomination was lost by

a nominating committee of which professor

Charles Hanly was the chairman.

According to Governing Council executive

member Clarice Henschel, at the executive

meeting November 9 Hanley couldn't

remember.
"In effect, he (Hanly) said he couldn't

remember" whether he had received a

nomination for a Scarborough College posi-

tion on the Planning and Resources

Committee.

Internal Affairs chairman Paul Cadario

Thursday recalled he thought that Hanly told

the executive "he did not recall having

received the nomination".

However, planning and resources member
John Morton, who along with Hanly as

chairman comprised the nominating com-

mittee to co-opt a member for Planning and

Resources from each of the suburban colleges

said Hanly told him upon questioning, "I

thought I told you there had been another

nomination".

And. Hanly said in an interview last night,

"it didn't disappear. It was treated in the

usual manner."

He later added, that "to the best of may
knowledge", Morton knew of the nomination.

However. Morton stated last night that

during the whole of three meetings with

Hanly. in which they considered both Scar-

borough and Erindale nominations, there was

never any mention of a second nominee except

Morton's suggestion that Scarborough prin-

cipal Ralph Campbell sit on the committee.

(Campbell declined the suggestion.)

The controversy arose after the nominating

committee had chosen Scarborough assistant

professor Paul Gooch, who had been

nominated hy Scarborough principal Ralph

Campbell and whom Morton thought was the

only nominee.

(According to Morton, Campbell

nominated Gooch after consulting only ad-

ministrators and the leaders of the Scar-

borough student and faculty councils. And,

says Morton, Hanly officially solicited

nominations only from Campbell.)

However, Morion later discovered that

three Scarborough students, Ross Flowers,

John Creelman and Glen Conduit, had tried

to nominate Peter Silverman on September

20.

Creelman said that he had turned the

nomination in to Hanly's secretary well

before the deadline for the nomination, after

having been told by the Governing Council

secretariat that this was the proper way to

make a nomination.

Morton says that this was incorrect

procedure; that the secretariat should have

accepted the nomination.

After the deadline closed, the nominating

committee chose Gooch, a decision which was

approved hy (he Planning and Resources

Committee on November 6.

The minutes of the meeting state that

Hanly "noted the need for some guidelines"

on nominating procedures.

After the meeting, Morton was informed by

Creelman that another nomination had been

made. He asked executive member Brian

Morgan to question Hanly on the matter at

the executive meeting November 14.

After Hanly's reply that he did not recall a

second nomination, the executive
recommended that the nomination be

accepted, "subject to the provision that the

Search Committee review the procedures

which took place regarding the co-opted

member from Scarborough College."

The "review" was, according to Morton,

simply a reconsideration of the nominees, not

a review of procedures. Hanly said last night

that the two names were reconsidered.

During the review, Morton, after extensive

telephone conversations with administrators

and faculty, particularly Campbell, was per-

suaded to let Gooch have the appointment.

He said that the fact that his choice for the

Erindale committee member was accepted by

Hanly played a part in his decision.

The Governing Council Thursday accepted

Gooch's nomination, satisfied by Planning

and Resources chairman WJ.D. Lewis that a

review ofthe nominating procedures had been
"

carried out.

According to Hanly, last night "the matter

has been dealt with to the satisfaction of

everybody."

However. Morion, while satisfied with the

actual appointment made, is still upset with

the 'non-nomination' of Silverman.

"I still dislike the fact that the other

nomination was never brought forward, " he

said.

"It's certainly very messy It's hard for

me to think that it wasn't intentional."

Henschel said Thursday that "there

certainly seems to be a discrepancy" between

the two versions of what happened.

And one of Silverman's nominators,

Creelman said last night that the nominators

will write a letter to the executive of the

Governing Council "expressing unhappiness"

over what happened.

The letter will go before the SAC executive

(his week, and may be sent as an executive

letter.
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HERE AND NOW
MONDAY

all day

ElecTor 72 — Municipal Eleciron Centre

answers all your questions about the up-

coming December 41h election. Innls

College. 63 St. George Street, 1st floor. Or

call 928-5456-7.

noon
Stop-the-Cutbacks Committee. Open

meeting to plan (or the lees demonslralion.

Arts and Science Union Office. Second
floor east lounge Sid Smith.

1 pm
Free Jewish University: "Principals In

Jewish Law", in Sid Smllh 5020.

3 pm
Philosophy meellng of interested entities

in the Philosophy Lounge. 315 Huron

Street. Informal discussion and assorted

ideas are expected to be presented. Till 5

pm.
4:10 pm

Public Lecture: History of science, "The

Development of Science Policy In Canada"

by O.M. Solandt, former chairman science

council of Canada. Room 2117, Sidney

Smith.

6:30 pm
Hlllel Kosher Supper reservations

should be made by 5 pm , At Hillel House.

7:30 pm
Free Jewish University. "Jewish Woman"

at Hlllel House, 1 86 St. George Street.

8:00 pm
Third World Studies Committee. First

meeting being held at the Morning room,

Inlernational Student Centre, 33 St. George
Street. Open to both Graduate and
Undergraduate students who are In-

terested In this field.

Drama Workshop at Hillel House, 186

St. George Streel.

Free Jewish University: "Chavurat

Zemer", at Hlllel House, 186 SI. George
Street.

8:30 pm
Free Jewish University: "Dissent in

Jewish History" at 22 Glen Park Road.

Board of Jewish Education.

TUESDAY
noon

Fine Art Club Meeting. Anyone
interested in contributing art to, or helping

in the organization of a student art ex-

hibition going to Regina Campus Is invited

to come. At Sid Smith room 6030.

4:30 pm
Free Jewish University; "Synagogue and

Ihe Community" in Atkinson College, room
304, York University.

5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship. This week

Lennard Slreet will speak on the topic of

"Discipline". Have supper with us at 6:30,

then at 7:30 hear about Ihe China Inland

Mission. At Wymllwood Music Room.
Everyone is welcome.

6:30 pm
Hlllel Kosher Suppers. Reservations

should be made by 5 pm at Hillel House.

7 pm
Conversational Hebrew tor beginners at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

Guitar Workshop at Hillel House for

beginners.

8 pm
Free Jewish University: "A Tarn Fun

Honjg" at Hlllel House.
8:15 pm

Guitar Workshop for advanced at Hlllel

House.

Conversational Hebrew for advanced at

Hillel House.

WEDNESDAY
all day

ElecTor '72 — Municipal Election Centre

answers all your questions about the up-

coming December 4th election. Innis

College, 63 St. George Street, 1st floor. Or
call 928-5456-7.

noon
Mico Kattal will present a lecture on

"Leftist Ideology in Israel" in Sid Smith

Room 2133.

Drinking hole plan revised,

but SAC will set up pub

MALCOLM BATTY

EXHIBITION

ART GALLERY
Monday. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Tuesday lo Saturday, 11 a.m. -5 p.i

FILMS
'Once Upon a Prime Time'

'The Devil's Toy'

'Ghosts of a River'

Today In the Music Room at 1 p.m.

ROCK DANCE
Concert with Brutus

East Common Room,

Wednesday November 11

12 noon -2 p.m.

CLASSICAL
CONCERT

ANNE KEEPER,
FLAUTIST

In IhB Music Room

t p.m. on Thursday November 23.

By KIM RICKETTS

SAC has decided to accept

revisions made by the residents'

council of University College to

their proposal for a central un-

iversity pub and to begin
preparations Eo establish it.

SAC services commissioner Bill

Sleadman said yesterday that he

hopes the pub will open about

January 12.

Although the residents' council

meeting Monday voted in favour of

the proposal, it was concerned that

minor clarifications and a better

financial offer be made.

The "people at the meeting

thought we'd be safer with a set

sum" as rent than SAC had
proposed, said Ivan Cohen, presi-

dent of the residents' council.

The residents' council proposed a

rental fee of S25 a night plus 10 per

cent of all profits, to replace SAC's
original offer. SAC had proposed

paying the council half of the profits

F YOU MISS IT-
YOU'LL HATE

YOURSELF!
THE TEXTBOOK

STORE

up to 550 and a quarter of the profits

above that.

Steadman said that the services

commission had accepted the coun-

cil's conditions at its meeting
Wednesday night. The minutes of

the meeting must be ratified by next

week's SAC meeting for the pub to

gel formal approval.

UC residence dean E.M.
Howarth, who must also approve

the proposal, so that the basement

of Ferguson Hall can be used for the

pub, said yesterday. "As long as the

pub does not have an effect on the

residence life in terms of noise or

disturbance, then 1 am quite

content."

He pointed out that daily permits

from the Liquor Control Board
would also be required for the pub to

operate on Friday and Saturday

nights, as proposed.

SUNDAY EVENING

CONCERT.

[Catherine Root,

PIANIST
Grail Hall 8.00 Snndiy Natrtmbar 26.

Tickets available at lb* Hall Purler's Ouk.

INFORMAL
DEBATE.

Deabates Room on Thursday November

23. 2.00 - 3.00 p.m. Topic: Resolved

that the work othlc has no place In

modern society'

THE CHRISTMAS TREE
IS COMING

Wednesday, December 6

Students interested in

the Rabbinate and

Jewish Communal Service

MEET WITH

Mr. Michael Sternfield

ON

Thursday. November 23
4:00 p.m. at Hillel

186 ST. GEORGE STREET

call 923-9861 for an appointment no

lather than 5:00 p.m. today.

SAC
GENERAL
MEETING

WEDS., NOV. 22

7:30 P.M.

ERINDALE COLLEGE

Special bus leaves Convocation Hail

for Erindale at 6:30. returns

to St. George Campus after meeting

Move it

down the Tube.
The Piccadilly Tube pub.

Relaxed and easy.

No place for uptight.

Come for pub lunches

6 days a week. Later on,

the music is good, and
live, the drinks are

reasonable, there's

dancing, and evening
meals to nibble on. What
more could you want?
No cover charge Monday
to Thursday.

playing this week:

BANANAS
Mon-Thur. & Sat.

SWEET BLINDNESS
Fri. only

Piccadilly Tube. Yonge
just north of Dundas.
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Anti-Soviets, Moles speak, sloganeer

Mixed bag march attacks Vietnam conflict
By ELAINE FARRAGHER

About 300 people marched

through the streets or downtown

Toronto Saturday to protest the

continuing Vietnam war.

Joining in an international day of

protest, the demonstrators chanted

slogans such as "U.S. out now" and

"Victory to the NLF" (National

l.iheration Front).

The march set out from Trinity

Square, north on Yonge Street to

College Street, over to Bay Street

and south to City Hall. There,

speakers from the main sponsoring

groups, a pro-Irish Republican Ar-
my group, the Committee in

Defense of Soviet Political Prisoners

and others addressed the crowd.

There were two main groups of

demonstrators, one led by the Viet-

nam Mobilization Committee
(VMC) calling for the withdrawal of

U.S. troops from Vietnam. The
other marched behind the Old Mole
banner of "Victory to the In-

dochinese Revolution".

The VMC, who at past anti-war

protests led demonstrators with the

shouting of their demands
"Withdraw U.S. troops" and
"Peace Now" did not have their

usual political dominance of the

demonstration. Their contingent of

about 150 people were often
overshadowed by an equally large,

but more militant contingent, who
shouted "Right on, take Saigon"
and "Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Minh, the

NLF is going to win".

Marco Makhno, from the

Committee in Defense of Soviet

Political Prisoners, said that just as

the Vietnamese were struggling for

democracy and socialism, so was a

struggle for "real socialism" occur-

inl in the USSR and Soviet-domin-

ated countries;

York University professor

Gabriel Kolko, who spoke to the

VMC before the start of the demon-
stration, stressed that a ceasefire

agreement doesn't mean that there

will be peace. Vietnam, he said, is

entering a new era of sophisticated

warfare.

With a Saigon police force of

125,000 "paid for by the U.S.", he
declared there can be no fair election

since this force will be used to

destroy any political opposition.

On arrival at City Hall, several

speakers, including candidates in the

upcoming municipal election and

representatives from various groups

who participated *in the march,

denounced the continuing war.

Liz Barkley for the VMC, Jackie

Henderson, a candidate for mayor
for the Leage for Socialist Action

(LSA) and Heather Thomson of the

Young Socialists emphasized that

the Vietnamese can only achieve self

determination if the American
troops are withdrawn from
Vietnam.

They attempted to link the war in

Vietnam to the daily lives of the

people of Canada by citing it as a
major cause of inflation. They also

called for Canadians to demand an
end to Canadian business supplying

the U.S. war effort.

Barkley said that "we must get

the war in Vietnam out to the Cana-
dian people". She stressed what she
saw as a pressing need to build a
mass movement in Canada against

the war in Vietnam.

Heather Thomson stated the war
was a conflict of the forces of revolu-

tion with the forces of imperialism.

Peace could only be achieved by the

withdrawal of U.S. imperialist ar-

mies, she said.

Daphne Derry, who spoke for the
Old Mole, said that peace was not a
simple matter of the withdrawal of
U.S. troops.

"The people of Indochina have
only one guarantee of peace and that
guarantee is the victory of their

revolution". She said that
Canadians who support the revolu-
tion must oppose Canadian
peacekeeping forces who would in-

tervene in the Vietnamese struggle.

Sean Keane of the Toronto Irish

Republican Club spoke in favour of
the revolution in Vietnam and linked
its significance to what was
happening in Northern Ireland.

"Today it's Saigon, tomorrow it's

Derry and Belfast" he said. The
IRC contingent carried signs saying
"NLF — IRA, workers armies all

the way".

3N0RL H Bill

Pickets hit Dominion Stores

push for returnable bottles

Nearly 20 people protested Friday evening Dominion Stores Ltd.'s

policy of selling only non-returnable soft drink bottles at the company's
head office on Rogers Road.

The demonstration, organized by Pollution Probe, is one of a series
designed to publicize Probe's campaign to force Dominion to sell returnable
bottles again. At present, the only returnable pop bottles Dominion sells

are those containing its own brand of soft drinks.

A Probe statement given to employees and customers criticizes the
waste of energy and resources in using non-returnable bottles, the difficulties

caused by the production of a large quantity of waste glass and the costs
involved to the consumer.

Probe asserts that a return to returnables would create jobs for

Canadians, because their recycling would require labour-intensive work. It

estimates that $50,000 yearly could be saved by consumers if all soft drinks

were sold in returnable bottles.

Post-card attack aimed at Rotenberg, O'Donohue

The South of St. James Town
Defence Fund is urging citizens to

conduct a post card writing cam-
paign against mayoralty candidates

Tony O'Donohue and David Roten-

berg.

The defence fund is a citizens'

organization fighting attempts by

the mullimillion dollar Meridian

Building Group to demolish family

housing in the South of St. James

Town area to make way for high-

rise development.

Varsity has

incorrect line

The Varsity incorrectly

reported Friday that Ward 6

alderman Horace Brown, who
is seeking re-election, was

refused endorsement last Mon-
day by the Metropolitan

Labour Council.

In fuel, it was the council's

executive that recommended

non-endorsement of Brown.

This decision was reversed hy

the Cull council meeting Thurs-

dav niiiht.

South of St. James Town is a

working class district bounded by

Wellcsley. Sherbourne, Parliament

;ind Carlton Streets. Meridian owns

most of the homes in the area and

has evicted several tenants on

Bleecker and Ontario Streets.

The defence fund is selling a

series of four post cards which bear

photographs of houses blockbusted

by Meridian for 10 cents each. The

proceeds from the.sale will help pay

legal cost:, incii/red in the campaign

against the developer.

"We are asking Torontonians to

send a post card to the (mayoralty)

candidates demanding that they save

Toronto's neighbourhoods," said

defence fund spokesperson Marilyn

Cox.

The post cards, she asserted, "are

alternatives to the colour glossies

you can buy in the basement of City

Hall", which are largely devoted to

prominent Toronto developments.

The defence fund, said Cox, wants

'"to remind Torontonians that

blockbusting is. something that goes

on every ^ay^'.^V/^*

The cards*'are iJeV on sale at the

U or T bodkrooTn, Donvale Com-
munity Centre on Winchester §
Street, and various stores. Members §
of the fund hope to have 4000 cards J?

sold before the election campign is

over. One of four South of St. James Town Defense Fund postcards.

Geographers to be polled on new big-wig
Geography students will be polled this week to see if they support the

departmental choice of Jacob Spelt, as chairman.

Ten student representatives resigned from the departmental council last

Mundav after protesting that the students had no say in the appointment of

the new chairman. *

The student representatives also objected to what they consider Spelt's

hard line on student inputs into decision-making.

A joint meeting of nearly 50 people of the Toronto University

Geographical Society (TUGS) and the Association of Geography Graduate

Students (AGGSUT) in the U of T, the two student geography bodies,

decided to hold the poll aflcr hearing from their ten representatives.

One alternative, according to AGGS president John Carline, is to ask

for an interim chairman to be appointed until an improved procedure to

choose the chairman with significant student input is implemented. He
would also like the relationship of the chairman to the department council,

which is at present advisory, redefined.

Carline suggested two tactics to pursue the matter are to raise it with

either president John Evans and the Governing Council, or with the Arts and

Science" Faculty Council.

The poll will ask students if they are opposed to the choice of Spelt, and

if they agree with the action of their representatives of resigning from the

council.

It also will ask what steps, if any, should now be taken.
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Follow referendum with action
Tomorrow afternoon, students from across

Ontario will march lo Queen's Park to take their

protest against the government's detrimental changes
in post-secondary education financing directly to the

body responsible, this province's legislature.

By taking the time and effort to mount the

protest, they'll be showing that unlike some — U of T
SAC among them — these students refuse to sit back

and passively accept moves designed to decrease
university and community college accessibility. They
know that letter writing will have no effect; little effort is

involved in penning a short note to your MPP, a brief

which will probably never find its way through the

bureaucratic maze to the MPP's desk.

And, they realize that sympathetic gestures by
some university administrators — "We're only the fall

guys, we're caught in the middle," they say — don't

mean much.
They're aware that thousands of demonstrators

massed in front of the legislature will make an impact.

No longer will government hacks be able to pretend

that the negative effects of their actions have not

seriously affected post-secondary students.

In the debate to date, the government has

claimed that the changes — the $100 tuition fee hike

and the increase in the loan portion of the Ontario

Student Award Program funds — were not im-

plemented to adversely affect post-secondary

enrolment.

But, the effects of the changes — effects which

the government has not acted to counteract — have

proven the opposite. Enrolment at nearly all Ontario

universities except the University of Toronto has

plummeted. A Statistics Canada telephone survey last

month revealed that rising tuition costs and lack of

money were key factors inducing students not to

return to school this year.

Meanwhile, Ontario premier William Davis last

week refused to assure an Ontario Federation of

Students delegation that the OSAP loan ceiling

wouldn't go up again this spring.

The changes have hit students from lowest low-

income families hardest, making equal accessibility

more of a myth than it was before.

The government's callous disregard for post-
secondary education let it sacrifice increased
accessibility to a public over-concerned with
educational cost-saving. In doing so, it Ignored the
legitimate demands upon this province's educational
system which students may justly make.

It is up to everyone of us to show the government
that we do care, that student councillors whose only
response is writing letters do not represent the
students of this university or this province. And, the
only way to convey that message is to attend
tomorrow's demonstration. The time: 1 pm rally at

Convocation Hall, 2 pm demonstrate at Queen's Park.
Be there; it's your education!

Southern University killings symptomatic
The two murders at Southern

University's main campus in

Baton Rouge, Louisiana un-

derscore the bankruptcy of an
American society which finds it

possible to accept police killings

— at Kent State, Jackson State,

and Attica prison before
Southern — relatively passively.

A country which re-elected

law-and-order Richard Nixon and
Spiro Agnew to its highest offices

hardly blinks when a university

president tells protestors to stay

put and then calls police to

evacuate them, with two students

being killed in the clearing

manoeuvre.

Middle America fails to

seriously question why so few

precautions are supposedly
taken when the loss of human life

may be the price of an "error" in a
country where the state governor
first denies — without anything

but faith to go op — that the

police could have shot the dead
students and.tfien jarrjely claims

that the fatal buckshot may have
been inadvertently loaded in the

officers' guns instead of the in-

tended tear gas.

Hardened by daily reports of

deaths from a senseless, unjust

war and by all too frequent police

killings of dissidents and inno-

cent bystanders, many Ameri-
cans have deprecated the value
of human life. Their indifference

human life. Thejr indifference

blisters their society like a

cancerous sore.

There can be no excuse for this

disregard for justice and
humanity; this mad passion to

restore acceptable social order at

any cost. Murders will not stop
popular movements; they will on-
ly strengthen them.

Sitting across the 49th parallel,

Canadians may too easily com-

fort themselves with the thought

that nothing similar could happen

here. It can.

As long ago as the 1 968 federal

election campaign, Prime Minis-

ter Pierre Trudeau warned Can-
adians that violence to the south

could spill over the border.

Events prior to and since that

election have proven that vio-

lence and counter-violence are
no strangers to Canada, as the

1970 October Crisis so ably dem-
onstrated.

In the last few years, Canadian
universities, for example, have
been robbed of their claim that1

demonstrations and occupations

don't happen on their campuses.
And, during the last academic
year, U of T's then acting presi-

dent Jack Sword set a precedent
by twice using off-campus police

to help evict student and nop-
student occupiers. In the ensiling

violence,- demonstrators wer& in-

'jured, , though -thankfully 'none 1

seriously.

As you read this paper, stu-

dents on two Canadian campus-
es are occupying university offic-

es to press their demands for

justice. There has yet to be any
violence at either of them.

The use of police to assist

university administrators in im-
posing unjust and undemocratic
decisions should not surprise
anyone. The state and Us in-

stitutions — like universities —
uses its powers, including
violence, to enforce its rules.

If you don't like the values
they're upholding, talking won't
do anything to change it. And,
when you begin to act, you'd best
be prepared for firm counter-
action. That's how it works.

The Visiting Professor
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Eighty-seven years ago

English-Canadian racism demands Riel's death
On November 22, 1885, 50,000

Quebecois took to the streets of Mon-
treal to protest the execution of a man,
Metis leader Louis Riel, whose major sin

had been to dare to struggle for -equal

rights for his people and other oppressed

peoples.

Riel's execution and the events

surrounding it chronicle one of the most
shameful manifestations of anti-French

racism this country's history holds.

Resisting English-Canadian ambitions

to annex the lightly settled, western ex-

tremes of British North America to

Ontario, Riel and his Metis comrades
enraged the Ontario expansionists. When
Canadian emissaries arrived to urge the

people of what would soon become the

province of Manitoba to submit to

annexation, Riel demanded they
negotiate with the Provisional Govern-

ment the Metis had established to repre-

sent their interests. Months later, talks

concluded, Manitoba entered
Confederation.

But, all was not solved with creation of

Manitoba, the province in which Metis

rights were supposedly guaranteed by
law. Ontario immigrants flooded the new
province, harassing the Metis. Manitoba
lieutenant-governor Archibald wrote his

superior, "Many of the French half-

breeds have been so beaten and outraged

by a small but noisy section of the people

that they feel as if they were living in a

state of slavery." The Ontario new-

comers, he observed, "seem to feel as if

the French half-breeds should be wiped

off the face of the globe."

Persecuted, the Metis headed further

west, seeking a place where they can

spend their liv.es unmolested. Riel,

returned from his Montana exile in 1 884,

to accept his people's call to organize the

struggle. Immediately upon his return, he

had the support of the Metis, the Red
men, and some of the whites.

Riel demanded recognition of the

Metis and property rights on all Metis

lands, and proposed creation of the

provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan.

Repeating its Manitoba ploy, the

federal government tried to buy off the

Metis by offering their leaders jobs. In

February, 1 885 with the matter still

unresolved, Riel organized secret

meetings to prepare his supporters for

guerrilla warfare.

March 17, 1885, Riel established the

Provisional Government of

Saskatchewan at Saint Laurent, with

himself as president, Gabriel Dumont as

adjutant. A day later, the rebel troops

seized the church at Batoche and the

conflict escalated.

Two months later, Batoche fell to the

Canadian troops and Riel surrendered.

Within a further 10 days, the rebellion

was crushed. And, the Metis leader was

charged with high treason.

Preparations for Riel's trial made no

attempt to camouflage what his eventual

fate would be. He was tried by an English

magistrate assisted by a French justice of

the peace before a jury of six men, all

English colonists and merchants.

Defending himself, Riel described how
he wanted to make the West a free

country for all oppressed nations, not

only for Metis and red men, but also for

the oppressed peoples of Europe.

He recalled how the federal

government schemed to buy him off, the

provocations of the North-West
Mounted Police, the promises to the

Metis that the government never kept.

Riel attacked the clergy for its complicity

with the government and concluded with

a call for a trial before a complete jury

Metis leader Louis Riel stands In Regina courtroom's prisoner docket, charged with high treason.

and an examination before a medical

commission (despite his opposition, his

Regina monument to Riel's memory.

lawyers had claimed Riel was insane).

But, all is in vain. Seven days after he

finished his testimony, the jury returned a

guilty verdict with a recommendation for

clemency. Unmoved, the judge later con-

demned Riel to be hanged. Futile appeals

to the Manitoba Court of the Queen's

Bench and the Privy Council only

delayed the execution.

Ontarions lobbied viciously for blood:

Riel must be hung, they insisted. Prime

Minister John Macdonald declared,

"Riel must swing!"

In Quebec, a campaign was organized

to win Riel a pardon.

As the months passed, nothing

changes. Then, on November 12, 1885,

the government sealed Riel's fate: it

refused to commute the sentence. Four

days later, he was hung.

His death could but please the Toronto

press. Even before his trial, one Toronto

paper advocated, "Riel should be

strangled with a French flag." And, at

the University of Toronto, The Varsity

was outraged at the racism evident in the

dailies' gloating ovej_ the. Reel's dea^h-, , .

On November ,ZI, n-, 87 years, ago +

tomorrow — the- paper -commented: -

In the name of humanity we protest

against the coarseness and brutality

of the tone of several of the Toronto

daily papers with reference to the

tragedy at Regina last Monday.
The allusions of the News,

anticipatory of the event, were in-

expressibly revolting. Race prejudice

and hatred were never displayed with

more malignity. It could not have been
thought possible that in a civilized city

the editor of a public journal would
have dared to outrage all decency by

gloating over the doom of a con-
demned man within two or three

hours of his execution.

The attitude of the party journals

was but little better. Ever since the

trial began the Globe showed an
almost fiendish delight in the anticipa-

tion of political capital to be made out

of the final event, whatever it might be.

Scarcely a word as to the personal

innocence or guilt of the unhappy
prisoner, not a single plea for mercy
or a single argument for justice, but

column after column of what looked
very like horrid jubilancy at the

perplexity of the Government over the

question.

On the other side, the Mail spared
no effort to fix the whole blame of the

outbreak upon the Metis chieftain,

ignoring entirely the serious respon-

sibility of the Government in the
matter. The baseness of partisan jour-

nalism was never before displayed in

a more shocking manner than it has

been during the last few weeks by
these three newspapers.

But it is said that a certain

Methodist minister of this city

.equalled the public journals in

,
grossness and inhumanity . Is it possi-

ble, that this rriari so'prostituted his

sacred calling as virtually to offer

public thanksgiving to Almighty God
for the certainty of the approaching
execution? This from a professedly

Christian minister, in this nineteenth

century of civilization and enlighten-

ment, might well make Humanity
weep her eyes out in bitter tears over

the degradation of our city.

The History of Quebec: a Partiote's

Handbook by Leandre Bergeron and

published by New Canada Press provided

valuable source material for this feature.
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Can f

t take

library seriously

Perhaps ihose who were born and
bred here don't realize it but the U
of T library is terrible. The reading

rooms are crowded and un-
comfortable and the hours are

unforgiveable.

Supposing one can't study at

home, where can he go lo work on a

Saturday night or Sunday morning?
Not all of us are addicted lo booze
and ihe Bible, bul evidently the ones

who run the library are.

Couldn't even a reading room
such as (hat of University College be

left open at these times?

I'm beginning lo wonder what
we're paying $600 a year each for if

[he university isn'l even willing to

provide ihe facilities for study. How
can anybody take this system
seriously anymore?

David Stanley library reading rooms are crowded and uncomfortable, and have unforgiveable operating hours, according to student.

SAC's inaction

elicits protest

At one lime it was a standing joke
among U of T students that it was
necessary to be a socialist to get into

SAC. This mylh was unfounded.
There were, of course, socialists in

the SAC al various times, but
generally the progressive student
leaders have dealt only wilh reforms
in Ihe university attempting to help

students gain a greater measure of

control over their lives.

To that end. (he SAC became
involved in numerous attempts to

secure greater student power in un-
iversity decision-making and lo en-
sure thai the rights of students were
respected. During those years, and
including last year, the SAC often

failed on even such basic issues as
parity and library access. Bul, they
did raise the issues and created the

forums in which students could voice
their dissent.

For one reason or another, the
students of U of T elected leaders
for 72-73 who were marked almost
uniformly for their lack of in-

telligence, ineptness, corruption,
and automatic squelching of any bill

which marks even ihe laint of being
progressive or liberal.

When. Miglin and his group
gained power. I_expected a year of
nothing being .done. Worse things
could happen. Cadario or Ross
Flowers could be president. I

squirmed when Miglin and friends

recommended Cadario for chair-
manship of the Internal Affairs
Committee of Governing Council on
official SAC letterhead as if it was
policy without consulting SAC.
When Miglin recommended his old
friend Cadario and campaign
manager Perkins Tor student seats
on the Ontario government's Com-

mittee on University Affairs again

without council approval. But, when
over 90 per cent of the U of T
student body opposed the fee in-

crease and when most of the Ontario
universities supported a fees demon-
stration the SAC refused to support
the demonstration. When ihe SAC
made the decision not lo help, it was
time to write a letler or protest.

Here's hoping for a recovery of

student sanity in 73-74.

Howard Levitt

New College

Profpraises

Varsity review
It is a rare pleasure to be able to

congratulate your paper on printing

an article which is bolh thoughtfully
conceived and literately written. The
long review, by Mr. Bill MacVicar,
of the French documentary film

"The Sorrow and the Pity,
(November 3) has encouraged me to
hope that The Varsity's general
standards mighl improve.

I know that others have shared
my unhappiness about your news-
paper's quality Tor several years.

The saddening poverty of most of
Ihe writing, which has become
almost endemic, the banality of
thought and the virtual absence of
any sense of style which pervades'so
many of'its' repdrts, editorial' Com-
ments and articles, has made ihe
thrice weekly reading ofThe Varsity
a boring chore. Would it be un-
reasonably optimistic to hope that in

future the contents will be examined
from a literary point of view, by a
staff writer with some literary flair,

and lhal inferior stuff will be either
rewritten lo meet higher standards,
or, alternatively, filed in the
wastebasket? Far loo much of what
is presently printed shows a dis-

Centre lor Ihrt Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

ROSMERSHOLM
by Henri!-: Ibsen

new translation by Frederick and Use-Lone Marker
directed by David Gardner

November 23 - December 2 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50 Bqx Office 928-8668
Students $1.25 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

regard of two essential techniques:

logical thought and good com-
position, i hope lhal the printing of

Mr. MacVicar's well written article

inaugurates a new- era of better

writing in The Varsity.

Professor Eleazar Birnbaum

Riggedgame not

liked: students

I would like to comment on your
article "Geography Council
students resign" (Wednesday.
November 15, page I) which,
despite the fact that it was in the

main factually correct, may have
misled your readers as to ihe cir-

cumstances and motives underlying
the student resignations.

First, while in general students are
opposed lo the appointment of
Professor Spell as chairman of the
geography department this is not the
paramount reason for our resigna-
tion from the departmental council.
A more important factor in our
resignation was the way in which the
decision to recommend Professor
Spell was reached. The search com-
mittee refused lo meet with the
student shadow committee (formed
at the suggestion or Dean Allen, the
original search committee chair-
man). The search committee refused
to come to a general student meeting

COMMUNITY
AFFAIRS

In cooperation with
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to hear our reasons for opposing
Professor Spelt and our alternative

proposals. Having been informed of
student opposition in letters from
the presidents of both the un-
dergraduate and graduate student

bodies, the search commitlee con-
sidered student opinion of so little

worth as to not only make a decision

contrary to that opinion, bul also lo

make ii without bothering to in-

vestigate the reasons for it or the

alternative student proposals. And,
finally, after the announcement of
the recommendation had been
made, personal pleas to Dean
Greene lo recall the committee and
listen lo student opinion were re-

jected. The students made it ex-
plicitly clear that the search com-
mittee was leaving them little option
bul to bring the matter into the
arena of public debate which might
emharass Professor Spelt, a result
the students did not want. This was
simply shrugged off by the dean and
by Ihe departmental (faculty)
representatives on the commitlee.
We are not, therefore, simply

picking up our marbles and going
home because we did not win. We
are withdrawing because the game is

coiieqe
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rigged and we want a new sel of
rules.

The second misconception,

fostered this time by Professor
Spell, is lhal the resignations
signified lhal the council was being

"blamed for something it had no
control over". The council was not
being hlamed for anything — it was
simply being recognized as a forum
for ineffectual debate whose per-

sistence would only maintain "an

illusion of student participation in

decision-making.

Finally, we would like to prevent

anyone from getting the notion that

this is in any way. a personal vendet-

ta against Professor Spelt. He is

regarded as an extremely capable
teacher (see pages 3 and 1 1 in

"Geography Course Evaluation
1 972") and a valuable member of
staff. Any opposition to Professor
Spelt is based on his view of faculty-
student relations in the context of
his candidacy for the position of
departmental chairman and on
nothing else.

John T. Carline, president

Association of Geography
Graduate Students in the University

of Toronto
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Guards leave dying prisoner in blazing cell
The Canadian prison system has been

under attack for some time due to the lack oj
discipline in institutions under its administra-

tion, poor conditions for prisoners, and shod-

dy security measures.

The progressive Montreal weekly Quebec-
Presse has uncovered a case where a prisoner

felt forced to start a fire in his cell as a protest

against a transfer to another prison where
poor living conditions prevail.

By MICHEL SABOURIN
of QUEBEC-PRESSE

MONTREAL—George Erickson, a prisoner

who was serving a five year sentence and who
died following a fire in his cell at the Saint-

Vincent-de-Paul Penitentiary, apparently did

not commit suicide as penitentiary authorities

hud implied.

Four affidavits signed by fellow prisoners,

which were submitted to Quebec-Presse last

week, state that Erickson did not kill himself

intentionally.

The four prisoners under oath affirm thai

contrary to the allegation that he committed

suicide, Erickson started the fire as a protest

against a move to transfer him to another

Began fire to protest unexplained

move to maximum security prison
institution. They accuse the penitentiary

guards of not taking Erickson's threats that
he would start such a blaze seriously, and
claim that the authorities are guilty of
irresponsibility and negligence.

They assert that none of the guards wanted
to enter the burning cell to save Erickson, and
that he was left to burn in his cell for a period
of 10 to 20 minutes before his door was
opened. The prisoners also allege that four

fire extinguishers on the floor were all empty.

An inquiry opened by la Surete du Quebec
(Quebec Provincial Police) the day after

Erickson's death considered two hypotheses:

that the prisoner committed suicide, and that

the fire he started in his cell simply raged out

of control.

The inquest found that as soon as the

guards were alerted by the cries from

Erickson and the other prisoners they hurried

into the maximum security section to activate

the automatic controls on the cell doors.

However it was too late. The flames had
already seriously scorched Erickson. Ac-
cording to some prisoners, Erickson was
transported by ambulance to Sacre-Coeur de
Carlierville hospital "in horrible agony".

Erickson was to be transferred from Saint-

Vincenl-de-Paul to a maximum security

penitentiary at Sainte-Anne-de-Plaines. He
did not want to be transferred and made it

known to his friends and to several guards: "I
will not go to Sainte-Anne, I will not go to

that hole."

The strongly-willed Erickson refused to

comply with the formalities which a prisoner

must undertake when he is to be sent to

another institution. Because of his stub-

bornness, the guards placed him in solitary

confinement.

Around 3 pm on the day Erickson died,

reports prisoner Michel Latulippe, "I heard
(prison) officer Belanger conversing with

Erickson. The latter said that he was absolute-

ly not going to be transferred.

"Officer Belanger said to him that he would
be transferred by force if necessary.

"At that time Erickson responded that he
was going to start a fire in his cell in order not
to be transferred.

"At 3:45 a guard named Martin came to
tell Erickson that he would be transferred on
the following dayy"

After hearing the news, Erickson reiterated

that he was not going to Sainte-Anne-des-
Plaincs prison that "he would start a fire in

his cell" if it was necessary to prevent his

departure.

No one apparently paid any attention to his

threats. Evidently Erickson started a minor
lire in his cell which quickly got out of con-

trol. The guards were too slow in coming lo

his rescue and Erickson died later in the night

in hospital.

Sexism in McGill engineering paper fought
MONTREAL (CUPI) — An issue

of the McGill University
engineering undergraduate news-

paper has raised widespread op-

position on this Montreal campus.

A petition is circulating the

campus condemning the November
IS edition of the Plumbers' Pot as

blatantly racist and sexist. The peti-

tion demands the appearance of

those responsible before a forum of

McGill students.

The issue attacked women,
workers, homosexuals and minority

groups. It included:

• A cartoon associating union
building manager Frank Costi with

the Mafia and labelling student

Occupational backed 91 percent
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) — Students at

Memorial University are continuing

their occupation of the arts and

administration building, buoyed by

a student referendum Friday which

supported their position by 91 per

cent.

The students are protesting the

administration's refusal to continue

collection of students union fees next

year. President Lord Stephen

Taylor announced the unilateral

decision November 9 and the oc-

cupation began five days later.

Some4,12l students turned out to

vote on Friday out of about 6, IOC

eligible students, despite the short

notice given the referendum, called

only the day before. The number
represented a turnout of 58.2 per

cent.

The students agreed almost

unanimously that the president and
Board of Regents had no right to

alter or interfere in the structure of

the student union themselves.

Observers considered the turnout

remarkable considering the cir-

cumstances. The vote was held

Regina occupation still on
REGINA (CUP) — University of Saskatchewan students at the

Regina campus will decide today whether or not to carry on their four-

and-a-half day occupation of the office of the dean of arts and science.

The students have given Regina campus principal John Archer until

this afternoon to reply to student demands to overturn Dean Edgar
Vaughan's veto of staff-student parity in social sciences departments.

Vaughan vetoed a decision of the social science council last week.

Archer has said he will not be able to respond to student demands
until he gets a legal opinion on Dean Vaughan's veto.

About 1,000 students voted in a general meeting Friday to disrupt all

administration business until the principal replies to their demands.

There about 3,800 students at the Regina campus.

In other political developments, the University of Toronto Debating

Union placed sixth out of 32 in the Princeton Debating Tournament

this weekend.
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Friday when many students normal-

ly leave the campus. It was the

largest single-day voting turnout in

the student union's history.

Students involved in the

occupation are using the results as

ammunition in their running battle

with Taylor who refuses to negotiate

as long as students occupy the

building.

The occupation started three days

before the vote, when about 3,000

students attended a general meeting.

About 1,500 of them marched into

the arts and administration building.

councillors Will Hoffman and
Whitney Hardy as "super pimp and
his faithful companion super
whore".

• An unsigned article which

described members of the Gay
Society of McGill as "perverts",

and expressed surprise that
buildings and grounds workers —
"incompetents" -- could "even tie

their shoelaces".

• A statement to the effect that

the Students' Society is run by
"fucking disgusting shitheads".

• A picture of a naked woman
with the caption: "Ride with us,

fuck the metro, grab a bust". A
metro direction sign pointed to the

woman's crotch.

In a statement released

November 15, the Pot's editorial

board recognized that, "specific por-

tions" of their paper were in "poor
taste'".

Meanwhile, the petition circulat-

ed hy the committee states that

attacks such as those in yester-

day's Pot "against specific in-

dividuals, women, gays, Jews,
Italians, political groups, and un-

iversity workers, must be opposed so

that they will never occur again."

The issue is similar to events at

the University of British Columbia
last spring, when the engineering

undergraduate society newspaper

there produced two issues con-
taining racist and anti-semitic

articles.

Ten mathematics professors at

UBC refused to teach engineering
students. Their action was supported
by their colleagues in the math
department, who then voted to end
the four-day strike and hold all

classes away from the engineering

building.

The dean of engineering

demanded the removal of the stu-

dent society office from the

engineering building, and withdrew

financial support from the society.

Part-timers support fees demo
U of T's Association of Part-

Time Undergraduate Students has

unanimously endorsed tomorrow's

OFS fees demonstration.

Meeting last week the 12 member
executive agreed the demonstration

was one of the few effective ways for

part-time students to indicate their

opposition to the provincial

government's cutting back student

financial support. It also sent letters

to all its class 'representatives, ask-

ing them lo
1

ihfdrrh' their classes of

the demonstration.

However, APUS president Kurt

l.oeb said last night he did not

expect a large turnout of APUS
members at the demonstration

because most work during the day.

"Since we can't be there, moral

support is all we can give," he

slated. He described the provincial

government's actions in raising fees

and cutting back student aid as
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"madness,"

"We've supported the OFS
actions all along," he added. APUS
executive member Susan Geason,

also an OFS executive member
voted in favour oflhe demonstration

at last month's OFS meeting in

Waterloo on behalf or APUS. The
association felt bound lo abstain

from any support of the proposed

fees strike, since its members would
simply , not be able to register in

course:; if they failed, to pay their

lees. (I.ocb says that APUS is lob-

bying for part-time students to be

able to pay their fees in instalments.)

Part-time students were hit about

as hard proportionately as full-lime

students by the fees increases. Their

fees of S95 per course went up more
than 20 percent to SI 15.

Because they are not eligible for

student loans and grants many part-

time students mav find the fee in-
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crease harder to meet lhan their lull-

time counterparts. Extension of the

Ontario Student Awards Program

(OSAP) to part-lime students is ~ne

of ihe demands OFS is making to

the Conservative government.

York part-time students convinc-

ed their administration to absorb

eight dollars of the S20 increase. A
similar request made by APUS to

the U of T administration did not

meet a favburable response.

"In spile of the" fact that they could

not* participate in the main action

planned by OFS at the time, a

January fees strike, nearly 400
APUS members voted in last

month's strike referendum.

About H8 per cent of those voting

supported the OFS demands for

rollbacks in the fees increases and

improvements in the student aid

program.
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Elevated to the status of a native aristocracy,

possessed of one of the greatest fortunes in the

country, close to the seats of power, the Eaton

family and company are the object of a virtual

conspiracy of silence by the press.

To this day, a story on Eaton's that deals with

anything more than some trivia about Santa Claus

parades must be passed through the highest

editors of any of the English papers in Montreal,

Toronto or Winnipeg. Assignments to cover Eaton
events are generally assigned by the publisher or

managing editor, with the addendum "Must Go".
In the Montreal Gazette, a reporter who

wrote a humorous article on the 1967 Santa Claus
parade was banned by the then managing editor,

John Meyer, from writing any articles not directlv

assigned by the editors, and from writing any
features. He was informed that the article had
angered Eaton's very much, that publisher
Charles Peters had received complaints from two
Eaton's executives the day of the innocuous
article's appearance, and that "this causes the
Gazette great concern". Eaton's is one of the
Gazette's major advertisers. The reporter was
fired three weeks later.

All Eaton's events, even the most trivial and
the most blatant publicity gimmicks, are man-
datory coverage, particularly in the Montreal,
Toronto and Winnipeg press.

The ban on mentioning Eaton's in any
unfavorable light extends to the point that in court
stories in the Toronto papers if a shoplifter is tried
for stealing from Eaton's, the store must not be
named, bat referred to as "a downtown depart-
ment store."

Eaton's main Toronto store is right across
Queen Street from Simpson's main store. Only a
few years ago when a holdup man murdered a
finance company manager downtown and fled
through Eaton's lobby and then into Simpson's in

an attempt to get lost in the crowd, the dramatic
and sensational flight was described in one
Toronto paper as being "through a downtown
department store and south across Queen Street
into another downtown department store."

During startling testimony before the 1935
Stevens committee, all the Toronto papers
produced the most incredible record of
omissions in their coverage, coverage which bore
little relation to the actual testimony — not, at
least, the damaging testimony.

The files of the Toronto and Montreal papers
on Eaton's are replete with notices of their
"generous donations to charity", "sparkling par-
ty" and "the family beloved by Canadians". To
honour Eaton's 100th anniversary, both the
Toronto Telegram _and Toronto Star ran multi-
part series on the history of Eaton's with sidelights
about the famiiy — a sycophancy rarely achieved
even in the Canadian press.

That was not surprising, since it is commonly
known that a vast part of the money that
permitted John Bassett, publisher of the
Telegram, to keep the paper alive came from the
Eaton family, and that the terms of succession for
the Telegram specified that after Bassett's death
or retirement the paper shall be turned over to the
sons of John Bassett and John David Eaton

Although the Star once allowed its ~ex-
columnist Ron Haggart (later with the Telegram)
to run columns critical of Eaton's, its series on
Eaton's centenary was substantially less critical in

Everyone kno
the real Sant<

is Eaton's bou
its outlook than the series the Star ran on itself in

1968.

An idea of Eaton's continuing labour policy

and the sycophancy of the Toronto press comes
from the following item which appeared at the end
of January, 1970 in New Lead, house organ of the

Toronto Newspaper Guild, the reporters' union:

Does anybody care?
Eaton's fires 200.

Is it news thai the T. Eaton Company Limited
is firing 200 maintenance employees?

The mighty retail chain is one of the biggest
advertisers in the country.

What clout the ad dollar holds over local

news media is debatable. But, the Eaton story

shows a tangible Toronto sensitivity to the depart-
ment store's power.

The first story written — and squelched —
apparently was at the Telegram, not surprisingly.

The Eaton family — mainly the founder's

great grandson — controlled a large chunk of the

Tely and of Baton Broadcasting Limited, which
owns television station CFTO (the Telegram's tv

outlet).

Briefly, the developments are that 196
maintenance workers at Eaton's downtown and
College Street stores were to be taken off the
payroll January 12, 1970.

The maintenance work was contracted out to

a private housekeeping concern, Consolidated
Building Maintenance Limited.

According to Eaton personnel chief Gordon
Elliott "10 to 20 per cent" of the laid-off

employees would go to Consolidated — at lower
pay than they were making at Eaton's... Tely
reporter Marc Zwelling wrote the story on
December 15, based on local labour union
sources.

He describes his story as "an interpretive
piece" that revealed a drive had started by the
Building Service Employees' International Union
to organize the "new" Consolidated-Eaton
workers.

It also pointed out the reduction in wages
and the loss of the 10 per cent Eaton employee
discount suffered by the transferred workers.

It touched on the last big union drive at
Eaton's in 1953 and speculated that attempts
might begin to carve out small bargaining units of
catalogue employees, warehouse workers, truck
drivers or restaurant workers.

"Oddly enough," says Zwelling, "the first tip I

got on the story was from Tely management.
Simultaneously. I picked up the story from other
sources."

Two days after he handed in his story,
Zwelling was told the paper's "Eaton's censor"
had vetoed it.

The Eaton dismissals did not die, however.
One of the fired caretakers, Irene Goncher,

went to see controller Margaret Campbell at her
City Hall office on December 22 to try to enlist
Mrs. Campbell's help.

Goncher told the City Hall press corps that
"500 employees" had been laid off...

Again a Tely reporter snapped at the story
Jake Calder of the paper's City Hall bureau filed a
piece as a hard news story, and it was quickly
smothered.

By way of addendum, two days after New
Lead was distributed within the newspapers, the
Star, obviously goaded, ran a brief item, with no -

point of view of the workers quoted, on an inside
page.

Telegram columnist Ron Haggart, the only
journalist in Canada who has ever successfully
put Eaton's under a microscope and who had a
great deal of editorial liberty at the Tely, also
wrote a column on this incident. The column was
killed by superiors.

But, the silence that has reigned in the press
around Eaton's is far from being a new
phenomenon.

After referring to R. Y. Eaton's attempt to get
a retraction from the Telegram for noting Labour
Day marchers dipped their flags in passing
Eaton's William Stephenson, author of The Store
that Timothy Built, writes:

"Thereafter, Eaton's dealings with the fourth

estate became virtually non-existent. Even jour-

nalists know to love and admire the firm found
that they could not even interview the janitor.

Anything Eaton's had to say to the Canadian
public, RY made it clear, would be said in its own
advertisements."

Eaton's stands as an untouchable, not
required to reveal its assets, its business
dealings; requiring a brown-nosing press to send
its reporters as low-paid public relations men to
glorify any event Eaton's chooses to "suggest" to

newspaper publishers they should cover. Even on
the background of a Canadian press that has
never shone for its daring or public responsibility,

this stands as a monument of silence.

John David
The power Eaton's wields through its vast

wealth, and the abandon with which the company
exercises it, is illustrated by its massive land deals
over the past decades.

In several cities, Eaton's has amassed large
segments of vital downtown land, kept it unused
and frozen by not developing it until it suited its

purposes, and when it finally did, forced the local
city councils into rezoning surrounding areas to
accommodate the company's needs.

The most glaring example of this corporate
citizen's behaviour, which casts further doubl on
its "greatest good to the greatest number" myth,
is to be found in Vancouver.

In March. 1948, Eaton's bought the old Hotel
Vancouver on the city's main corner, "and un-
leashed its publicity machine with promises of
building a huge department store that would
transform the city center, ft demolished the an-
cient structure.

For the next 22 years, the site remained a
vacant lot, used for parking, a gaping hole like a
missing tooth in the centre of the city. For 22
years, the downtown development of Vancouver
was stunted by the presence of this huge parking
lot on Granville and Georgia. Eaton's was power-
ful and wealthy enough to do what almost no
other corporation in the country can — hold onto
critical development land against all pressures —
public and otherwise — until it suited their own
purposes to develop.

Finally, in 1968, Eaton's and its developer put
it to the city of Vancouver: it would develop the
square block if the city expropriated the block to
the north and joined it to the Eaton complex. That
block comprised ancient, family-owned
businesses, small but not without charm. The city
authorities were forced to go along with this
economic blackmail, because Eaton's held that
prime land which it threatened not to develop
unless it got what it wanted.

Furthermore, Eaton's played its old game of
announcing its splendid plans in the press to
whip up public enthusiasm, and then use that as
leverage against any city authorities who had silly
ideas about planned downtown development In
1965, three years before the city-capitulated, the
Vancouver Sun ran a story seen frequently in
other cities where Eaton's has done the same
thing:

i)



$20 Million Tower
Planned by Eaton's

In 1964, Eatons unveiled plans for a $200
million dollar shopping complex before a Toronto
City Council meeting.

The development was to be built on a block
of land owned by Eaton's, bordered by Bay,
Queen, and Yonge Streets. The plans called for
the demolition of the old City Hall and the closing
of several streets.

The proposed razing of City Hall incurred the
wrath of many citizens who wanted the historic
gothic building preserved, but city council passed
the project when Eaton's applied pressure to civic
politicians.

However, Eaton's backed out of the deal
when an economic survey revealed the venture to
be unprofitable.

Several years later, Eaton's again
approached city council with plans for another
project on the same block.

A $250 million dollar proposal was put
forward by the Fairview Corporation, a developer
which Eaton's had hired to construct the project.
The old City Hall would be retained under this
scheme.

Almost immediately, the proposal ran into
heavy fire by Toronto's reform aldermen and
citizens who assailed the shopping complex for
being too high and too dense. They also opposed
plans to close and sell several city streets to
Fairview.

They complained that the Fairview building
would dwarf the 150-year-old Holy Trinity Church
which lay in the middle of the developer's path.
Officials of Trinity Church fought the proposal for

many months on the grounds that the buildings
would prevent adequate sunlight from reaching
Trinity Square.

The project was later revised by the
developer, and a compromise was reached with
the Holy Trinity congregation.

However, the developer's plans have not yet
been approved by city council. Alderman Paul
Pickett has complained that Fairview was
pressing the city to agree to a much-relaxed
"development agreement".

Fairview does not want to guarantee to build
to any rigid specifications the second phase of the
centre which will be erected on the Queen and
Albert Streets section of their property.

The second phase of the project will include
a pedestrian mall, a high-rise office tower and
possibly a hotel.

If Fairview succeeds in forcing the city to

accept the agreement, the developer would
appear to be in a stronger position than the city

agreed to last August when the matter was before
council.

The debate on the issue has not ended. City

council wii! decide the fate of Eaton Centre this

Thursday.
In Montreal, Eaton's has a parking lot in the

heart of the downtown area that blocks several
arterial downtown routes and leaves that area
useless for development. Its. development plans
have also gone askew, and a minor item in the
Montreal Star in 1969 informs us that Cemp
Development is suing Eaton's for several million

dollars.

Another example of Eaton's hit-and-run

project tactics is to be found in Hamilton, Ontario.

There, in 1955, the company arranged to buy
Hamilton's city hall and some city land, on a
promise to extend its store in two stages — one
by 1957, another by 1962. A special law had to be
passed by the Ontario legislature permitting

Eaton's to go ahead with his deal. But,
unfortunately, Eaton's only completed the first

part of the bargain. So, the city passed another
special law making it all legal and giving Eaton's a

six-month extension.

Even that extension didn't prove sufficient. In

1963, the city council passed another three-year
grace period, putting the deadline back to 1966.

Work on the old city hall site just got
underway in 1970.

Not even Canadian Pacific Railway, the

second-largest employer in the country, has been
able to get away with keeping the grubby hands of

public need and civic planning off its lands to the

extent that the Eatons have with their leverage of

wealth, influence, and power.

Kingdom
How does It fit? A company that has,

admittedly, in the past led the way in such things
as shorter hours and pension schemes, yet
possesses a terror and hatred of unionism and
collective bargaining almost unmatched by any
corporation in Canada.

A family that has distributed millions through
official charities, that builds churches and
monuments, and finances entire machine-gun
batteries for the war, yet used its financial
leverage to work against the public good, control
newspapers, and erect its splendid cathedral of
opulence on a mountain of poor wages and
arbitrary, dictatorial, and paternalistic
management.

A vast empire whose moguls steadfastly
refuse to allow any encroachment of American
capital, whose laird, John David Eaton, asked
about rumors that the firm might sell to an
American concern, declares expansively, "There
isn't enough money to buy the Eaton name."

It fits well. For here is an empire — feudal in

its myriad fiefdoms, in its stratified authority, its

vassals and satrapies, crowned with an all-

powerful gilded royalty. It is an empire with an
ideology. Labour is not enough to earn the worker
his wages — loyalty is required. Wealth is divine
right, tt is not a company, but a "family".
(Employees were once called "associates".)

Its charities, apart from being convenient for
tax purposes, are gifts from the king and queen,
and the buildings and statues and church are
monuments erected by them to the propagation
of their own memory.

The Eatons were not interested only in

making money. The Eatons wanted, and got,
power, influence, and — like all merchants who
made their money in' not the most glamorous field

of capitalist endeavor — prestige and status. Lady
Eaton is not an abberation, but the logical

development of what this empire was founded on.
Timothy Eaton built his empire on his life's

savings. He didn't inherit it or even exploit it out of

anyone — his first $6,500 of capital were, to use a
Calvinist phrase, "reward for virtue". And, to use
another Calvinist phrase, the Eatons are the
"elect".

Profit is the prime goal, but not the only one.
And, once wealth is attained, as with the Carnegie
and Rockefeller fortunes, come the philanthropy
and sponsorship of the arts, and the titles. Above
all, rich and powerful, the Eatons wanted to be
respected, even loved by the little people of

Canada.

But. Eaton's never lost sight of the dollar all

the while the family was pursuing prestige. In a
manner that is truly mercantile genius, they
devised the career girls' clubs, the junior councils
of clean-cut high school boys and girls, the Santa
Claus parades. One wonders they never got into

pee-wee hockey.

In places, Eaton's has successfully resisted

history — it built an empire entirely on indigenous
capital, enshrouded in a native Canadian
nationalism that betrays some contempt for the
crass profit-making-only corporations that wiped
out all the other Eatons of Canadian commercial
and industrial history. It also resisted the labour

union movement with a tenacity that spared no
expense, and created its own internal welfare
state. Collective bargaining would have destroyed
the intricate "family" structure within.

Like an ancient institution that history long
ago decreed should have died, or at least

transformed, it maintains its stresses within in

order to resist change.
The oft-expressed proposition that "Eaton's

is Canada" is a facile caricature. But Eaton's is

something that grew in a manner peculiar to

Canada, and it stands as a Canadian institution,

the highest development of Canadian capital. It is

a museum piece in a day of pleasant young men
from New York and branch-plant managers.

Those who today seek truly Canadian
institutions should not tarry before coming upon
this monument to what our native wealth and
power had erected. And, may it be a sobering
discovery.
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Candidate charges school board likes men
By PHILIP STRAMBA

Ward 7 trustee candidate Joan Barrie yesterday charged lhat an official

of the Toronto Board of Education attempted to set down policy contrary to

provincial law on human rights, by circulating a memo asking school

principals to hire men teachers over women.

She said an assistant superintendent of the school system sent a memo
to all principals which said, in effect, "let's get more men into the schools."

She was speaking to a meeting at the Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education (OISE) of women candidates in the December 4 municipal

election, sponsored by Women for Political Action.

The women's committee or the board, set up last May, is investigating

the matter, Barrie added. The assistant superintendent has now retired, she I

indicated.

Ward 4 trustee candidate Mora Gregg advocated free day and after

school care for children. Along with these measures lo make education more

accessible, she said allowances should be paid to working-class students over

16 to allow them to continue their education.

Gregg accused the educational system of streaming girls into courses

and programs that led them into being merely mothers and housewives.

She stated that educational decision-making should be decentralized to

permit greater community participation. Schools should be utilized more

freely after hours, she said.

Freedom of the press and free rights to assembly should also be granted

to high school students, Young Socialist Board of Education candidate in

Ward 8 Heather Thomson urged. Assemblies which deal with current

events, such as the war in southeast asia, should be encouraged.

Thomson condemned the streaming of women into home-making fields
|

of study and advocated setting up women's studies courses. J
Expanded works study programs involving industries and schools £

should also be implemented, she said.

Paula Reddy, running for the separate school board in Ward 2, said

lhat educational facilities available to the separate schools should be equal

to the public systems'. At the same time, she advocated the integration of

Catholic religious leaching into the whole curriculum of the separate system,

"not just a five minute period for prayer."

Ward 5 aldermanic candidate Erna Koffman, a vigorous critic of what

she sees as degeneracy in youth, told the audience of over 50 that she wants

to represent the whole community, not just active and vocal groups that

move in.

She stated she thought the Spadina Expressway should be completed.
Juane Hemsol running for an aldermanic seat in Ward 10, said City

Council should consult more than it has in past with area residents on
changes affecting them. The Planning Board needs to be reformed so that it

reflects more the interest of citizens and less that of politicians, she said,.

Some faces of women civic candidates include U of T's own Ellie Kirzner (not shown) and quite
a few other people. For explanation of why they are here read the story with this picture.

'Powerful interests' want city

to be like New York says Heap

Margaret Bryce, also running in Ward 10 said the issues in the
December election were development, women and pollution. The heavy bias
on City Council leads to greater demands for transportation facilities, she
pointed out, including both expressways and rapid transit.

"Too many professional politicians are running the city," charged
Ward

I candidate Lucile Griff. She added that she was not running as a
"woman candidate" and hoped she would not lose due to being a woman.

Young Socialist Ellie Kirzner, running for a seat on City Council in
Ward 8, declared there exist "a layer of rip-ofT artists which is the same
layer that runs the city. "Their money comes from development, she said'
"the development of their pocketbooks."

The only woman mayoralty candidate, Jacquie Henderson of the
Young Socialists, declared that women, students and workers have little say
in City Council. Two per cent of Toronto, businessmen, run the council, she
claimed; an important issue is the end of discrimination
City Hall.

iinst women by

By MARK BOHNEN
"A few very powerful interests intend to change the

downtown of Toronto so that it will resemble New
York", warned Dan Heap at the Hart House Debates
Room Friday.

Heap, running for alderman in Ward 6, was speaking
at a promotional "sound and light variety show"
featuring poetry and prose readings by Marg Attwood,,
Marion Engel, Graham Gibson and Dennis Lee.

Heap, running as an independent, has supported
strong community participation in decision-making
and has been active in residents struggles, notably the
fight against the Spadina Expressway and opposition lo

massive developments in stable downtown residential

areas.

Heap said that if City Hall continues its present
policies, downtown Toronto will become a
"wilderness" of self-contained apartments with ex-
pressways like "moats around castles".

If present trends continue, he said the day could
come when no one will be able to walk downtown after

X:30 pm.

He explained later that without a strong community
life at .street level, the crime rate would drastically
increase.

City Hall's consistent acquiescence to developers'
demands such as changing zoning by-laws may eventua-
ty result in the destruction of communities in Ward 6
such as Grange Park, Sussex Ulster, and the Annex
said Heap. Communities such as Chinatown, Ken-
sington, and Baldwin Street are currently being
threatened by the proposed widening of Dundas Street.

Heap also questioned the future of the University of
Toronto when developments like Metro Centre and
Eaton Centre increasingly overload the transportation
corridors of University Avenue, St. George, Bloor, and
Wcllesley Streets,

Decision-making at City Hal! must no longer be
dominated by a few businessmen, and those who have
connections he said. He called for more residents'
control over decisions affecting their neighbourhoods.
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a listening chainbcfr Of nulsfc^J delights
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CHRISTOPHER KEARNEY
Next week:

Pearls Before Swine
71 JARVIS ST. 368-0796

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W;
924-2159

ElecTor
MUNICIPAL ELECTION

CENTRE

In conjunction with S.A.C. and innls College, INI
206/306 has planned a municipal elections centre
to gather and disseminate Information concerning
the upcoming municipal elections on December 4.
The purpose of this service Is to both supply basic
Information and to act as Mason between candidates
for office and interested Individuals.

If you have any questions concerning the upcoming
municipal elections, feel free to contact us at 928-
5456. We exist to serve you.

63 St. George (Innis College)

unclassified
irs COMING - Daffydil (Med's annual
review) Dec. 12-16 Harl House Theatre.
QUIET ROOM arid~t>ath lor young man In
exchange (or doing house sitting duties
Rosedale Close lo transportation WA 1-
6571.
BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING (Specialising
In long hair) in the Clarke Institute ot
Psychiatry, 250 College St. Tel. 924-6811
Ext. 560. Hair cut S2.25.
ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old
essays? Do you need essays? Can you

96i

e

6650
P CSSay? Ph°ne ES93V Servlces:

MUSTANG tor sale. 1965 red hardlop
Completely rebuilt. Certificate. For new
tires, etc. Call Stephen 924-8895 days 967-
0835 nighls to midnight.

SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days. Decem-
ber 27 to Jan 2, includes transpor-
tation, accommodation, meals and tow
ticket. Full price S134.00. no extras. Call
636-1038 today.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27-Jan 1

5 days skiing at Ml. Ste. Anne. Excellenl
accommodation with heated Indoor swim-
ming pool. All transportation included

TOLJH?«
a
T°

n
.

Wr" e: CANADIAN SKI
lUURS, 25 Tayloroood Dr., Islington orphone Gord Allan. 247.2339

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today (or tree booklet The Day You BuyA Diamond" H. Proctor and Co 1430
Yonge St.. 921-7702

EXPEDITIONS: Overland London lo
Capetown; Toronto to Rio de Janeiro-
Yucatan; Easier Island; Solar Eclipse.
The Trekkers; 2453 Yonge St.. Suite No 7
Toronlo 483-9080

ROOM IN CO-OP or family house wanted.
Baby-sitting considered. Phone 964-0773
Doug.

SKIERS! - WHY SETTLE FOR ONI
MOUNTAIN WHEN YOU CAN HAVE SIX?
Five days skiing In Vermont and Quebec
January 1-6. Dependable snow, breakfast
and dinner daily, all accommodation (only
2 per room), taxes and tips, luxury voya-
geur bus. group rate on low tickets. $89.
Ski Quebec Associates 698-4346 or 694-
8932.

"FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" First
English production ol Michel Tremblay's
scathing but compassionate portrait of an
East-Montreal family. Nov. 14 - Dec tO
Tarragon Theatre 30 Bridgman Ave
Bathurst and Oupont. 964-8833
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coals from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection ol fun (urs sizes 8-18
Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)
363-6077. open 9-6 Mon, - Sal.; til 8 00
Thurs. and Fri,

"THE SKI GROUP"-Sk. Mont Ste.-Anne
Oec. 27 lo Jan. 1/73. Trip includes: Irans-
porialton. accommodation, meals tows
lessons. Price S128.00. For Information
call 889-7677
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Lawyer faults sfafe with slayings

Rally paints background to student deaths
By JULIA ELCOCK

Lawyer Charles Roach charged
Friday that the blame for the
shooting of three Louisiana students
Thursday "clearly lies" with the
Southern University administration

and the slate governor although he
conceded that the police may not
have shot the students.

"Dissent is caused by
frustration," he told a Students for a
Democratic Society memorial rally

attended by about 70 people. "It is

one of the symptoms that something
is wrong."

Roach, the lawyer for former
Black Panther Edwin Hogan who
was deported last month before all

avenues of appeal had been closed,

said the details have not yet been
fully revealed,

There are known facts, he
continued, a situation of protest had
existed since October 24 no action

had been taken by the administra-
tion to solve the problem, and on
Thursday three students were shot,

two killed and one wounded.
The student movement in

Louisiana had been in motion since

a strike was called October 24,
according to a S.D.S. pamphlet. The
students were demanding better

medical care, housing, transporta-

tion, food and better pay for
cafeteria workers, as well as more
student say in campus affairs.

On the New Orleans campus of
Southern University, the students

had already forced the resignation of
the president.

According to the pamphlet the
students were occupying the campus
and were demanding the president's

resignation. Police were called on
campus and the students were given
five minutes in which to disperse.

Immediately the police started to

throw tear gas bombs into the
crowd, which the students threw
back. The crowd was running away
from the police, an SDS spokesman
said, when the police opened fire,

killing the last two people in the
crowd.

None of the students were armed.
Friday night the two sherrifs

involved admitted that there might
be a possibility that one of the

policemen had loaded his gun with

live ammunition by mistake. The
FBI is conducting an investigation

into the affair.

A statement issued by some

fill

Lawyer Charles Roach tells a Sid Smith meeting the slaying of two Baton Rouge students was an example of U.S. racism.

Southern University students stated
that the death of the two students
was caused by a "racist political

structure that is designed to keep the
oppressed from attaining that power
needed to attain their own destiny".

Roach called attempts to fight

injustices through the ballot box a

"farce". The only way to change is

"to make our voices heard," he
continued.

He agreed with the methods em-
ployed by the students: "technically

they were the right ones.... the only

ones". This drew applause from
the audience.

"What goes on in the States is

reflected and controls our lives

here". Roach said, "we are to weak
to resist the influences of the

States".

The solution to racism. Roach
believed, lay in the formation of
international connections. He urged
people to "get involved in the

problem of racism".

"It can happen here". Roach said.

"The establishment must deal with

its own problems" he concluded to

the applause of the audience.

The SDS took up a collection to

send a telegram of support to the
Southern University students.

Trustees clash over whether

their jobs should be full-time
By BILL HUMBER

Ward 5 candidate for Board of
Education Judith Major claimed
Thursday that the job of trustee

must he full time.

Speaking to an audience of about
75 people at a Ward 5 all candidates
meeting at the First Unitarian

Church, she stated that only one of
the ward's present trustees, Fiona
Nelson, fulfilled this obligation.

However the other incumbent
trustee. Bill Charlton, who is also

chairma

claimed

i of the Toronto board,

that the purpose of the

London

We have at least thirty-one openings

in two categories. Both involve the

planning and selling of life insurance

programs, not just policies.

We are interested in interviewing

any graduate from any discipline,

but only if you're at least

open-minded enough to explore a

sales career. (If you're not, see

page 48 of the new Employment
Opportunities Handbook. Available

free at your placement office.)

We will be on campus
at U. of Toronto Dec. 4

Board of Education is to allow

citizens to participate in the educa-

tion process. If it were to become a

full time job (current salaries are

less than $4,000). the advisory role

of elected citizens who occupy other

jobs would be lost, he stated.

Nelson, the senior trustee, sided

with Major, stating that it had been
a full time job for her during the last

three years at the Board.

"I sometimes received 20 requests

daily from teachers, students and
parents asking for assistance," she

stated.

A fourth candidate, John
Maxwell, applauded the efforts of

parents at Brown School who had
shared in the process of deciding

what type of community school

would replace- the old building torn

down in the summer. He only
regretted that his work at a com-
munity college had prevented him
from sharing in this process.

Major, who was chairman of the

Brown School Home and School

Association in 1 97 1 -72, joined with

Nelson in promising to work for

more parent involvement in all

aspects of the education system.

Nelson claimed that her work on the

"Alternatives Committee" of the

hoard had made her aware of the

need for diversity and greater com-
munity participation.

A candidate for the Separate

School Board. Don Mulroney,
agreed that greater community par-

ticipation in education must be

sought.

While admitting there were some
differences in the problems en-

countered, he felt that both boards

laced the same tasks. Prime among
these is the job of confronting and
r.nsmg current provincial budget
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Ward 5 candidate says

Toronto transport policy needs major revision
By MARK BOHNEN

Ward 5 aldermanic candidate

Colin Vaughan charged last week

that the city's transportation policy

"places garbage before people".

Speaking at an all-candidates

meeting in St. Paul's Avenue Road
Church sponsored by the Avenue
Road-Bay-Cottingham Residents

Kids may be bounced in winter

as U of T daycare plans plow on
Ignoring threats by parents or the

Devonshire Day Care Centre to stay

put until U of T finds them alternate

space, ihe university administration

is plowing ahead with plans to take

over the building in January.

A timetable outlining the time

necessary to renovate the building,

an old clubhouse, was presented to

the Governing Council's Advisory

Committee on Programs Thursday.

The timetable, drawn up by

committee chairman Paul Corey,

with help from the U of T's depart-

ment of Physical Plant, calls for the

building to be open for use by the

university March 23. Renovations,

say Corey, will lake approximately

ten weeks.

However, in January the children

currently using the day care centre

who are not members of the un-

iversity community will probably be

kicked out of the building if the

timetable is applied, said Kathy

Peterson, a representative from the

Campus Co-operative Day Care

Centre.

The Co-op has since last spring

occupied the previously unused

clubhouse off Devonshire where the

university intends to set up its own
day care centre. It intends to stay

there until an alternate site is found,

and has warned U of T president

John Evans that unless a suitable

accommodation is found by
Wednesday, it may settle in

permanently.

Peterson said the Campus Co-op
representatives were acting as ad-

visors to the committee for the

formation of the university day care

centre. But they do not consider

themselves bound by university

policy.

The Campus Co-op
representatives refuse to participate

in the planned centre because under

the Governing Council's policy,

children whose patents are not

members of the university com-
munity will be excluded, parent con-

trol will be lost and the users' costs

considerably raised.

As a first step in setting up the

centre, the advisory committee,

composed half of day care represen-

tatives from four day care centres

and half of representatives from

university constituencies, decided to

advertise to obtain names of poten-

tial users.

A survey will also be distributed

to all parts of the university to get

information on potential enrolment

and desired policies.

'Can't sit on bayonet': provost
By DON MOWAT

"The essence of diplomacy is the

restraint of power," said Trinity

Provost George Ignalieff last week

in an address to a college debate at

Si. Hilda's College.

Ignalieff, a former Canadian
ambassador lo the United Nations,

spoke following a lively debate on

the resolution: "The United Nations

is no longer an effective peace-

keeping body."

The superpowers have learned

that "unrestricted power is no solu-

tion lo modern problems," he
asserted. Ignalieff suggested lhal

this realization may well provide the

hasis for a revitalization of the

United Nations.

The guesi speaker summed up the

dilemma of ihe superpowers by
saying that in former times, "you
could do anything with a bayonet

except sil on it". Bui with the

nuclear stockpile, "all you can do is

sit on it".

Ignalieff warned, however, that

ihe dangers of nuclear arms
proliferation have not been
eliminated. He stated that Japan
was one country which had not yet

signed Ihe nuclear non-proliferation

treaty, yet had territorial disputes

with the USSR and a long history of

conflict with China.

In addition to the nations of the

Middle East, Brazil, South Africa

and India are also in a position to

join the ranks of ihe nuclear powers.

All of these countries have either

territorial claims or disturbed

relations with neighbouring lands.

With regard to Soviet-American

relations, the U.S. and the USSR
have learned that "channels are

open in the United Nations" for

discussion of international
problems.

Ignalieff maintained that "the

Charter of the United Nations has

become the basic rulebook for the

conduct of international affairs". So
il will remain until something else

replaces it.

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

TODAY
"The Development of Science Policy in Ca-
nada" by 0. M, Solandt, Former Chairman
Science -Council of Canada. 4:10 p.m.,
Room 2117, Sidney Smith. Sponsored by
the Varsity Fund.

There is no private house in

which people can enjoy them-
selves so well as in a capital

tavern You are sure you
are welcome; and the more
noise you make, the more
trouble you give, the more
good things you call for, the
welcomer you are.

Dr. Samuel Johnson

at the
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Association, Vaughan said that four

CNR and CPR railway tracks, now
used lo transport garbage, should be

used for commuter transportation.

Vaughan, a former chairman of

the Confederation of Residents and

Ratepayers Associations
(CORRA), said that Metro Council

must face the fact that the Spadina

Expressway is "a dead issue" and

stop trying lo revive it. Vaughan
played a leading role in the later

stages of the fight to stop the ex-

pressway from being built, as a co-

chairman of the Stop Spadina
committee.

The city needs more emphasis on
north-south rapid Iransil, he said.

Asked what could be done to

alleviate the crowded conditions of

the Yonge Street subway, Vaughn
advocated expansion of the public

transit system's services. He called

for the immediate construction of

Ihe Balhurst Street subway.

The ward's senior alderman, Ying

Hope, defended his pasl record as

one favourable to ratepayers'

associations. He cited his successful

efforts together with local residents

"lo contain and drive out greedy

developers" from Aura Lee and
Ramsden Parks.

Hope said that commissioners
"who are constantly working with

developers" are a major source of

regressive policies al City Hall.

"They are the policy makers,"

Vaughan agreed. "Senior aldermen
listen to them." He advocated that a

greater voice be given citizens'

groups and ad hoc task forces. "The
roles must be reversed," he said.

Most policies made at City Hall

are destructive to neighbourhoods,

and many decisions are in opposi-

tion to local residents, Vaughan
slated. He added that the decision-

making process at City Hall should

be closer to neighbourhood people.

Erna Koffman, known for her

opposition to "subversives" and

"professional citizens", attacked

ratepayers' groups as "not represen-

tative of the community at large".

"How can you speak of

preserving neighbourhoods when
you polarize Ihem?" she asked.

In an open letter lo residents of
Ward 5, she denounced
"professional citizens" who use their

slreel level form of confrontation to

altack in an altcmpt lo circumvenl

the elected process..."

David Aslle took issue wilh the

sale of pornography on Yonge
Street.

Koffman, who along with Astle,

advocates the shut-down of
Rochdale College, called for "a
change in the permissive attitude

towards our way of living".

Manfred Schulzke, a high school

teacher, was critical of police policy.

"Too many policemen are

revenue agents for the city," he said.

He fell that crime prevention should
be their primary concern rather than
cracking down on petly traffic

offences.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

BY-ELECTION
To fill vacancies on certain Committees, as follows:

Faculty Members

Depl of East Asian Studies

Dept. of Sanskrit and Indian Studies

General Committee (1)

General Committee (1)

Depts. of Anthropology. Geography. Curriculum Committee on (1)
Political Economy and Sociology Social Sciences

Note: Nominations and voting for General Committee are
restricted to Departments named. Nominations for
Curriculum Committee are restricted to Departments
named, but Faculty members from any Department
may vote.

New College

Innis College

Erindale College

Victoria College

New College

Trinity College

Any College

Students Members

Extension

Note:

General Committee (1)

General Committee (1)

General Committee (1)

Committee on Counselling (1)

Committee on Counselling (1)

Committee on Counselling (ij

Curriculum Committee

on Life Sciences (1)

Curriculum Committee (1)

on Humanities
Nominations and voting for all these positions are
restricted to the constituencies named. Students
nominated for the Committee on Life Sciences must
this session be taking at least three courses in Botany,
Psychology, Zoology and/or other Life Sciences.

Nominations
November 20 to 27 inclusive on nomination forms obtainable
at College and Faculty Offices. Deadline for receipt of
nomination 4.00 p.m. Monday. November 27 at the Faculty
Office. Room 1006. Sidney Smith Hall.

Elections
Voting will be from December 4 to 7, 1972.
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Canodian Phd grad claims

Canadians convinced U.S. scholars are best
Jean Cottam, research director

for the Toronto chapter of the Com-
mittee for an Independent Canada,
said yesterday that the worst
problem in attempting to
"Canadianize" Canadian un-
iversities is the "colonial mentality"

of many Canadians which see

anything American as necessarily

superior.

"Many Canadian professors

received their graduate degrees from
American universities," she said,

"and have been brain-washed into

believing that the graduate of any
American university is better than

the graduate of any Canadian
university.

"It ts this obsequious attitude ol

so many Canadians," she continued,

"more than anything else that we
have to fight."

Cottam is a graduate of Sir

George Williams University in

Montreal, with a PhD in Russian

and East European history from U
of T. She has been unable lo gain a

position in any Canadian university,

and is presently working as an in-

surance adjuslor.

"Not a single Canadian has been
hired in my field in Canada since
1969," she said.

"Canadians should receive

preferential treatment in their own
country," she said. She indicated

that by this she meant that where a

Canadian and an American appli-

cant had roughly similar qualifica-

tions, the Canadian should get the

job.

"Instead, Americans actually

receive preferential treatment here.

Many of the department heads are

American and Americans are
numerous on hiring committees.
Through the 'old boy' network,
Americans have an advantage."

"Only immigrants who are
committed to Canada should be
accepted as Canadians," she said.

"How do you tell if someone is

'committed to Canada'" asked a
student in the audience.'

"If he wants to become a citizen,

ihen he's committed," she replied.

"The humanities have an
ideological element which is lacking

in fields like mathematics," said

Cottam. "No country can dev

develop its own personality if its

universities are controlled by
foreigners."

Three-quarters of new
appointments in Canadian un-
iversities in 1970-71 went to non-
Canadians, according to CIC
research.

"A Canadian cannot get a job at

an American university with any-

thing like the same ease that an
American can get a job here," said

Cottam. "Canada is wide open to

Americans, but the U.S. is almost
closed to Canadian academics.

"With the drying up of job
opportunities for American
academics in their own country, they
are flooding here. If no action is

taken, Canadians in Canadian un-
iversities will soon be a rarity."

Only half of the professors in

Canada are Canadians, she said.

"Internationalism is good, but
this is ridiculous," said Cottam.

She protested strongly the
rejection of Istvan Meszaros by the
immigration department as a

"security risk". Meszaros had been
offered a position at York Universi-
ty, but was refused landed im-
migrant status.

"Meszaros is a scholar with an
international reputation in Marxist
philosophy, but him we reject as a
security risk."

Canadians have a double
standard, she suggested, "whereby
Asians and Europeans are con-
sidered inferior to American im-
migrants, whom we see as some sort

of master race."

Writer says marriage nothing

more than "purchase of vagina"

Down with Golden.

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale

Do you know what you're missing?

By AGI LUKACS
"The law has always contributed

to the oppression of women," lawyer
Marilyn Ginsberg, who teaches a
course on women's rights at
Osgoode Hall, said last Wednesday
night.

She and journalist June Callwood
were the speakers at the Inter-

disciplinary Department's weekly
open lecture on women at the Facul-

ty of Education.

Callwood, who co-authored

"Canadian Women and the Law",
told the largely female audience that

marriage is equivalent to "the
purchase of a vagina".

"As long as a woman provides

this, she's got it made for life,"

Callwood said. But if she doesn't

lake "this little apparatus" to Sud-
bury, for example, when her
husband's job transfers him there he

doesn't have lo support her ever

again. She is considered to have
"deserted".

Similarly, if she is tranferred, by
her employer and goes despite her

husband's disapproval, she has also

"deserted", unless she's the only

wage-earner.

Further, the buyer of a vagina is

entitled to life-long rights.

A husband often has to support

the wife from whom he has become
separated or divorced, but only if

she remains "chaste". If shedoesn't,

most judges will cut off alimony and
automatic inheritance rights. >

"Once he's bought it", Callwood
emphasized, speaking of the vagina,

"he's really bought it, and he doesn't

want it in someone else's clutches."

A woman should always have
inheritance rights, feels Ginsberg,
because she has contributed to her
husband's financial status through
child-care, and housekeeping.

She approves of the new Quebec
law that allows a spouse to inherit 50
per cent of his or her mate's proper-

ty, on the death of the latter. She
also approves of the Quebec law

which states expenses must be borne
by each proportionate to each
spouse's income.

Changes in taw can improve the

status of women, Ginsberg feels, but

only with coincidental changes in

social attitudes. She cited the On-
tario Employment Standards Act —
which provides for equal wages for

the same job, regardless of sex —
and the Ontario Women's Equal
Opportunity Act which ended sex

specifications in want ads as two
examples of legislation which has

had little effect.

Aside from the fact that many
women don't know about such laws,

the reason they don't work is that

employers don't take them serious-

ly, she stated.

Employers can find different

names for the same job to get

around the first law, and inform

females that a job has already been
filled, to get around the second.

Ginsberg suggested raising

"public consciousness", by the

government, the media, and private

groups. Callwood suggested letter-

writing campaigns, which are

tedious, she feels, but do work.

HART HOUSE MUSIC ASSOCIATES

PRESENTS

THE FIRST, THE ONE, THE ONLY.

NOON HOUR

"ROCK CONCERT CUM DANCE"

(AND WE MEAN DANCE)

FEATURING: BRUTUS

BRING YOURSELF. YOUR LUNCH AND YOUR FAVOURITE DANCIN'
SHOES — BUT LEAVE YOUR MONEY BEHIND' CAUSE IT'S FREE!!

The THE MOVIN' AND GROOVIN' Will Happen Wed., Nov, 22 From
12 Noon — 2 p.m. In The Eaat Common Room, Hart House,
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Blues freeze Gee-Gees in 1 2-3 win
By PETER DUX

Blues continued to win Friday

nighi. this time wiping out Ottawa

Gee-Gees 12-3. Blues look a 5-1 lead

in the first period and never looked

back in their home opener.

Toronto completely outskated

Ottawa in the first and third periods,

outshooting Gees-Gees by better

than a 3-1 margin. However in the

second period Blues easied up and

Ottawa outshot them 12-11.

Blues' forward line of Munro-

Korzack-Sems proved to be the

most productive on the night, scor-

ing five goals — two each by

Sems and Korzack, and one by

centre Bob Munro. The tine also was

top heavy with assists — a total of

ten for the game.

Other Blues' goals came from

Kent Ruhnke, with two, Ivan

MacFarlane, Bill Buba, Al Milnes,

Bruce Herridge and Doug Tate. For

Gee-Gees it was Dan Hurlubise,

Dan Farant, and Paul Gauthier.

Varsity scored early in the game

at 1 8 seconds on the team's first shot

on net. Warren Anderson blasted

the puck from the blueline and

McFarlane neatly deflected it in.

But Ottawa came right back, also

scoring on their first shot on

Gauihier's goal from centre ice

which Durno misjudged. (Durno

looked shaky in the warm up and

didn't settle down until just after this

first Ottawa goal.)

Blues' second goal was similar to

the team's first, with Korzack tip-

ping in Keenan's shot, while their

third goal was carried through by

Munro who went around the defence

at the line and tucked the puck

behind Doyle with a well-placed

shot.

Blues went ahead 5-1 by the end

of the first period, with the Munro-

Korzack-Sems combination tallying

twice more. Sems scored on a two-

on-one break with Korzack, while

Sems' aggressive play in the crease

bothered the Ottawa goalie and

defence, allowing Korzack to fire a

goal from the wing with 15 seconds

left in the period.

Ottawa goalie Gary Doyle played

well in net, despite allowing the five

first period goals. He stymied

Davies on a breakaway and was not

totally worthy of blame on most of

the goals which the Gee-Gee defence

watched from the face off circle.

One of the few plays that marred

an otherwise competently-handled

game was an altercation between

Nick Holmes and Dan Hurtubise in

front of the Ottawa bench. Doug
Tate went into to separate the two,

so Holmes went after Paul Gauthier.

After a couple of blows both were

sent off for two minutes. (Majors

are usually reserved for serious

fights in college hockey because of

the automatic game misconduct ac-

companying them.)

In the second period Blues played

poorly. Coach Tom Watt said: "ICs

hard to expect the boys to keep up

after a 5-1 lead."

Blues missed some fine

opportunities — Rorzack firing

wide of an open net after being set

up by Munro, while Ruhnke lost a

goal the same way with Doyle out of

position.

However, Gee-Gees were unable

to provide enough protection during

the period and Toronto still

managed to pop in two more goals.

On one play Al Milnes stole the

puck from Doyle's glove and tipped

the net. Ruhnke scored his first of

two in the game with a hard, ice

level shot from right wing.

Munro and Ottawa's Dan

Hurlubise had sticks up at each

other when the Gee-Gee forward

didn't appareciate Sems slashing at

goalie Doyle's pads after a save..

Blues captain Gord Davies

checked Gauthier off his feet, with

Gauthier suffering a separated

shoulder on the play. Up to that

point in the game he had been

Ottawa's most effective forward.

Friday's third period was much a

repetition of the first, with Blues

outscoring Gee-Gees 5-2.

Ottawa made the score 7-2 with

Hurtubise firing the puck in on his

own rebound with Blues defence

elsewhere. Then, with Holmes tying

up the Gee-Gee defence Bruce Her-

ridge scored Blues' first goal of

the period, skating from behind the

goal io poke the puck home.

Swim Blues win 8 of 10 freestyle relays
By PAUL CARSON

The Varsity swimming Blues and

their perennial challengers, Univer-

sity or Western Ontario, made a

shambles of the annual OUAA
Relay Meet Saturday in the York
pool.

Blues displayed depth in the

freestyle events, winning eight of ten

races, while Western took the other

two speed events plus two diving

relays. The other competing schools

scored a few good times, but were

generally left far behind the two

(raditiona! leaders.

As expected. Western coach Bob
Eynon entered his three top
swimmers, Wes McConnell, Ken
Fowler, and former Olympian Bill

Kennedy, as a unit in four key events

and managed to outlast Blues in the

400-yard medley and 300-yard

backstroke relays.

However, Blues went on to

produce narrow victories on the

most exciting races of the day— the

400-yard individual medley relay

and Ihe butterfly.

Veterans John .Twohig, Russ

Farquhar, and Jim Adams plus

freshman Dave Wilkin took the

individual medley by less than a

yard. Farquhar and Twohig then

joined Zvi Eldar and Bob Peeling to

win the butterfly by only one-tenth

of a second.

After these two close calls, Blues

were never in trouble, least of all in

the freestyle races.

Rookies Shawn Laari and John
Sebben appear to be the best in the

province al 500 yards as they

anchored Blues to a one-lwo sweep

of the 800-yard Crescendo.

Sebben demonstrated his

versatility by joining with Wayne
Phillips and Nick Rottman for an
easy victory in the 300-yard breast-

stroke, and Laari combined with

Adams, Peeling and Blair Christie

for a relatively handy win in the 400-

yurd Crescendo.

Adams, this season's captain and
defending CIAU gold medalist in

the freestyle sprints, turned in out-

standing performances in ihe 200
and 400-yard free relays as Blues

won both with almost ridiculous

ease. Peeling, Laari and John Pelers

were the other entries in the 400,

while Twohig and rookie Tom
Schonberg joined Adam and Peeling

in the 200.

Western's outstanding divers

Doug Darling and Dave Rock in-

terrupted Varsity's victory string by

taking first and third off both the

one and three metre boards.
Waterloo's Lester Newby gained

two seconds, and Blues duo of

veieran .Alex Lau and freshman

Tim Bean were a creditable fourth.

Blues rounded out a successful

meet by lapping the field with four

freshmen in the 800-yard freestyle

relay, using Laari, Wilkin, Sebben

and Dave Chudder.

Coach Robin Campbell saw ihis

pleasing and definitely unexpected

result as perhaps the key to several

upsets during the dual meet season

after Christmas.

"Last year our only consistent

freeslylers were Adams and Mike
Guinness (lost through graduation).

However, thanks to the good

showings by the freshmen, we have

al least five solid entries in the

freestyle events, which just happen

to account for seven out of 16 races

in dual meets and the national

championships," he said.

Saturday's results confirmed
Blues pre-season rating as once
again the team to beat for the

OUAA championship, but
Campbell feared Ihe somewhat lop-

sided results might give his

swimmers a false sense of security.

"We would seem to be in good
shape for the team title again, but

there are about fourteen excellent

swimmers from the other schools

whom we have lo somehow knock
off the OUAA contingent qualifying

for the national championships next

March," Campbell said after the

meet.

"The winning times were nothing

to rave about, so there's lots of hard
work yet to be done," he added.

Blues ninth goal came on a set-up

play by Munro who passed to Sems,
left unguarded in the slot. Bill

Buba's goal came off a fancy

passing play originating with

Milnes' carrying play from the

Toronto end of the rink. Buba also

assisted on Blues 11th goal, putting

a shift on Doyle and passing to

Ruhnke who easily put the puck
away from close in.

Ottawa's, third and final goal of

the game came on a Blues' defensive

lapse allowing Dan Farant to slap

the puck in from the slot at 14:03.

Anderson almost blocked the shot

but it careened off his shin pads
past Durno.

Blues finished the scoring at 1 5:55

when Tate, again left alone in front

of the net, unhesitatingly shot in

Keenan's accurate pass.

Blues Notes: Blues next game is

Thursday against Ryerson Rams,
last place finishers in the OUAA
Eastern Section last year. The game
begins at 8:25 at Forest Hill Arena

(on Eglinton near Spadina) it

was announced Friday that Hockey
Canada cancelled the finals of its

college hockey tournament when
four of nine regional winners

withdrew. Blues couldn't make it

because of prior commitments to

play Loyola College and Sir George
Williams University in Montreal the

weekend of December 16-18. (Sir

George won its regional tour-

nament.) Laurentien University

withdrew after its offer lo play the

Moscow Selects in Sudbury was

accepted by ihe Canadian Amateur
Hockey Association (the two teams
will play December 17), while

University of Western Ontario and

St. Mary's University of Halifax

withdrew because of a conflict with

examinations Sir George
Williams made it clear earlier in the

month that its team wouldn't show
at the tournament finals, citing their

agreement with Toronto. One
Montreal sportswriter drew this

analogy "In college hockey, playing

the Canadian champion Varsity

Blues is like playing Carnegie Hall.

If you get the chance to do it, you
don't stay home to serenade your
sister."

QUARTET.
Coming 7 January

YOU'VE GOT IT COMING TO YOU!LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ON
HI-FI STEREO EQUIPMENT
SANS J I. PIONEER, KENWOOD
SONY. DUAL TELEFUNKEN ETC.
COLOUrf-TV
ZENITH, RCA. ADMIRAL ETC.

CAR-RADIOS AND TAPE PLAYER
ALL MAKES, INCLUDING BLAUPUNKT
AM-FM AND STEREO MODELS.

1 GIVE US
MAKE

AND MODEL...
WE DO SELL
FOR LESS!

LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL
~

THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE

KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
112 HARBORD ST. <1 BLOCK WEST OF SPADINA) CLOSE To u OF T

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
Hot Combs

Dryers
Setters

Up to 50% off

Suggested list price

The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.
and

700 Yonee St., at St. Mary

}j> W CARAT
DIAMOND RING

Set
$29500

NICKELODEON
279 Yon^e at Dundas Square .it

Your choice o! Iwentv-five excrlina

ckjdw. - diamond nng. ™,chin3wedding bana, regis[«-M appraisal
certrhcafe and insufdnce

20% Student Discount

with ATL card

College Bowl

Tickets
SAT., NOV. 25— 1:00 PM

$2
NOW ON SALE AT SAC

HUGH PROCTOR & Co.
Jewellers • Gemmologitrt

'1430Y0NGE ST.

PATIO DE0R0 PUZAs 921- 7702

THE SPIRIT OF 1837 FESTIVAL
FEATURING:

CEDRIC SMITH & MILTON ACORN
of the Perth County Conspiracy

SATURDAY, NOV. 25, 8 p.m.
OCE Auditorium (Bloor & Spadina)

Tickets: $2.00 Advance; $2.50 at the door

Available at: Spirit of 1837 Tables
also at SAC Office A & A

Meat & Potatoes Round Records
AND MORE. Call 964-1174 days, 962-7233

Sponsored by:

The Anti-Imperialist Day Committee, Box 6088 Station A,
Toronto; Canadian Liberation Movement, Box 6106, Station A*
Toronto.
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Laurentian downs Blues 81-73
By BOB PRITCHARD

Basketball Blues lost their

opening game of the regular season
Saturday afternoon 81-73 to the
I.aurentian Voyageurs although the
match was closer-fought than the

score might indicate.

Toronto wasn't the same team
which Tumbled its way to a 98-49
loss to McM aster last week.
However this time, it was "the little

things", as coach McManus put it,

which stole victory from the Blues.

Varsity opened the game playing
as an effective team unit. Using fast

breaks, and taking advantage of
good offensive rebounding, Blues
mustered a 12-6 lead by the four
minute mark of the game.

The team used a 2-1-2 zone
defence throughout the half, and in

the early stages of the game it

seemed to work against the Lauren-
lian squad. Voyageurs, however,
soon acquired the right touch on the
ball and proved to be a team of very

accurate shooters.

After eight minutes of play
I.aurentian had tied the score at 16.

The Blues began to show the
hustle McManus had credited them
with earlier, as they kept Laurentian
constantly running. Unfortunately,
the Voyageurs countered again with
some deadly shooting. Sudbury's
Guy Vetrie found a defensive
weakness, repeatedly popping in

shots from the slot between the two
Toronto guards at the top of the key
— both of whom left him alone to

shoot. Vetrie went on to pump in 16

points Tor his team in the first half.

Both Voyageurs and Blues stayed
within two points of each other

alternating the lead for the better

part of the half.

Some careless defensive rebound-
ing by the Varsity team, combined
with questionable foul calls by the

referees, put Laurentian ahead
41-36 with just over a minute left in

the half. A good drive to the hoop by
Blues' Frank Cress, who was fouled

and made a three point play out of

it, cut down the lead, and the teams
went into the change rooms at half-

time with Voyageurs sporting a

45-41 advantage.

The second half began much the

same as the first, with Laurentian in

a man-to-man defence, while Blues

used the /one. Toronto also added a

half court press, which gave the

Sudbury team a little more difficulty •

suiting up their offence. But "once

again I.au renti an 's pinpoint
shooling kept them in the lead. Mel
Bishop, finding an opening in the

Blues' press about fifteen feet to the
side of the basket, dropped in 24
points to add to his team's total.

Although Varsity had tied the
game at 47. another lapse in the
Blues' defensive rebounding, along
with Bishop's shooting, put the
Voyageurs on top 61-56 at the three-
quarter mark of the game.

Therefore it was these "little

things" that McManus had men-
tioned which took the game from
l he Blues.

Toronto made some unnecessary
but costly fouls which gave Lauren-
tian an eight point lead with five

minutes remaining. Not until this

late in the game did McManus
change to a man-to-man defence.

Even though the Blues kept
huslling. their shooling — both from
ihe floor and foul line — let them
down. Whereas the team had stayed
almost even with Laurentian's 50%
average in the first half with their
49%. in the second half Toronto
dropped to 27%, while the Sudbury
squad stayed at 50%. At the foul
line. Blues threw some important
points away only hitting 30%.

Although Varsity threatened a
comeback as they came within four
points of the Voyageurs, Laurentian
was determined to hold the lead.
When the final buzzer sounded, the
scoreboard read Laurentian 81,
Toronto 73.

Undoubtedly one of the most
exasperating factors Tor the Blues
was that they had to "run" for most
of iheir points, working plays and
driving in, while for the most part

Laurentian swished in their points

from the outside.

A questionable decision by Mc-
Manus was the use of a zone de-
fence throughout most of the game
against a team of such accurate
shooters. Perhaps Laurentian's 64-

50 defeat of York, which used a
man-to-man defence, convinced Mc- „
Manus that a zone would be more &
effective. However it's impossible to e
say for sure, since Toronto only 8
played man-to-man for the last few =
minutes of the game. ^
The important point about this J

game was the vast improvement in E
the team's performance since the

*~

Hamilton fiasco. Blues' front line

combined for 65 points, compared
with 39 in the first game. Filinski

and Rudmik showed much more
confidence and accuracy, hitting 16

and, 14 points respectively. Ferguson

arid Skyvington used their height

well, pulling in rebounds and tipping

iti shots, and Dave Watt, exhibiting

aggressive play and precise

Voyageurs Dan Catpapan (25) beats Blues' Skyvington and Filinski (45) to the ball as Toronto
loses another.

shooling. enjoyed one of his best

games with a 22 point total.

TIP OFFS: Varsitypiays Guelph
this Wednesday a( 8:15 pm.in Hart
'House in exhibition play.'The team
l hen 'travels fo King'sfo'n Vhfday for a

league game against Queen's, and

returns Saturday for another ex-

hibition game against McMaster in

the Benson Building. ... Laurentian
finished last season in third place in

the Eastern .-Section of the OUAA
with an 8-4 rocord. Last year Blues

lost 96-73 'when Laurentian visited.

and dropped the return match in

Sudbury. 79-70. ... Guelph finished

the 1972 season with an 8-4 record,
second best in- the -Western Section,
but lost' to

1

,

th;rd. place finisher

Western, 90-81. io-the quarter final

playoffs:

Women's volleyball defeats Laurentian 3-0
The women's Senior Volleyball team opened their league

schedule with a 3-0 win over Laurentian in Sudbury Saturday.

Laurentian has finished last in the Eastern Section for the

past three years and Toronto expected to have no trouble

winning.

However, after arriving in Sudbury Blues found out that

York. Toronto's strongest opponent in the east, had trouble

defeating a much-improved Laurentian squad 16-14, 15-12,

15-10. The uncertain outcome of the Blues-Voyageurs match
was believed to be in jeopardy, since five of the stronger

Toronto players were unable to make the trip.

(The reduced Toronto contingent consisted of regulars

Agra Alberts, .loan Schwartz, Marg Grieve, Lynn Shearon,
Marion Thomson, rookie Fran Walmsley, and latecomer

Peggy Duff.)

Laurenttan had first service but Toronto took the first

two points and never looked back. Blues built up a 9-5 lead

and then had Laurentian pointless as Schwartz served up the
win, 15-5. The second game followed exactly the same
pattern, with Toronto winning 15-4.

Laurentian hit the scoreboard first in the third game but
Blues promptly came back 6-2. The play see-sawed back and
forth- until the score reached 10-5. A serving streak by
Thomson then finished the game at 15-5.

Toronto's easy wins were the result of good all-round
play. The team moved well offensively and defensively,

serving accurately and covering up carefully.

Alberts and Thomson kept the play organized and gave
the spikers well-placed sets, while Grieve and Shearon
supported the Blues' attack with tips and spikes from the front
corners, dependable serving and key saves.,

I.aurentian coach Pat Pickard admitted that Walmstey's
spikes from centre-front devastated the team's defence which
put up two and three-player blocks leaving large parts of the
court uncovered.

Blues' coach Marj Shedd was impressed with the calibre
and consistency of play and the way the team worked as a
unit, especially since the six regulars had never been part of -1

the same line-up before.

The weekend match took place as part of the official

opening-day activiries in Laurentian's new multi-million
dollar Benjamin F. Avery Physical Education Centre. The
complex, attached to the old gymnasium, includes
classrooms, laboratories, saunas, a library and lounge as well

as an eight lane Olympic-size swimming pool with facilities

lor one and ihrec meter springboard diving and three, five,

seven and one half and ten metre tower diving.

The centre has a gross area of over 80,000 square feet and
has been in the planning stages for four and one half years.

Blues' next matches are against Carleton this Friday at 7

pm and Ottawa at I I am the following morning. Both games *

will be played in the upper gym of the Benson Building.
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Fees protest fizzles

Ontario students
confront minister
at Queen's Park

By ART MOSES
About 400 students from across Ontario marched on Queen's

Park yesterday to protest Premier Bill Davis government's hike in

tuition fees and decrease in student aid.

The size of the demonstration disappointed organizers, but it

succeeded in drawing Colleges and Universities Minister John
McNie into open confrontation with ordinary students.

"We must ask how much higher education costs", McNie said
amid a chorus of catcalls. "This is a question posed by taxpayers
and students alike. It's not only a question of the number of dollars
we spend on education but also the amount of time students spend
not earning money."

"But there are no jobs," several students shouted.
Undaunted, McNie told the students that lowering tuition fees

is not the answer to stem the high drop-out rate.

"The people who dropped out tended to be the best students and
they got jobs."

As snow flakes swirled around his head, McNie smirked when
the student heckling continued.

"Our loan program is better than in any province across the
country. But we are trying to get the program amended and we hope
to do so in the spring. ...Any new scheme will involve repayment on
the basis of salary, which is only reasonable", he said.

McNie added he was impressed by proposals offered by an
Ontario Federation of Students delegation, which met him and
premier William Davis last week. He urged students to look to the

future and not the past.

"We are committed to the fee increase for this year, but it's the

first one in eight years... .But I realize students are concerned the
government make a committment to accessibility and excellence and
I make that committment." McNie then stepped to the rear of the

Queen's Park steps to another chorus of boos.

He was followed by New Democratic Party colleges and
universities critic Floyd Laughren, who said he doubted students
would win their demands.

"You don't have the public support you need because the
government has come across as being fiscally responsible," he said.

He warned students to be prepared to act after publication of the

final Commission on Post-Secondary Education report, which may
recommend a "Contingency Repayment Plan" for future student

aid. "CORSAP" would require students to pay the entire cost of

their education (about $2500 a year) and borrow the money from a

special bank, repaying a percentage of future salary. /

Ontario Federation of Labour Secretary-Treasurer Terry
Meagher told the demonstrators that the OFL goes further beyond
the OFS demands, and calls for outright abolition of tuition fees.

The march to Queen's Park followed a brief rally in

Convocation Hall, which at times degenerated into recriminations
over responsibility for the small turnout.

A favorite target was U of T Students Administrative Counci
President Eric Miglin, whose council refused to help organize the

action. Miglin rather sheepishly entered the hall amid a cluster of

people, and was challenged by Glendon College Student Union
president David Moulton to address the crowd. Miglin, who is also

OFS treasurer, ignored the invitation.

In an interview later Miglin said he was disappointed by the size

of the demonstration.

"I'm not surprised, but to go around saying 'I told you so, I told

you so
1

would be counter-productive." he said.

Only a small contingent of U of T students attended the

demonstration. They were organizized by four college councils and
various political groups after SAC failed to support the protest.

Bus loads of students from ouside Toronto did not materialize

in the numbers expected. Two buses from York, one from Glendon,

one from Brock, one from Waterloo, and one from Carleton arrived.

Ontario Provincial Police barred the doors of the Legislature

Building to students during and shortly after the demonstration. A
student who requested permission to enter and speak to his MPP was

told the member was probably in the House and the public gallery

was full.

Miglin entered the building just before the main part of the

march gathered in front, because he and SAC services and

communications worker Paul Carson had gallery tickets. He had

asked Liberal leader Robert Nixon to ask some questions

concerning the fees issue during the question period, but Nixon did

not. The Liberal leader promised to ask them tomorrow.

Students at the University of Saskatchewan (Regina campus)

sent a telegram to the demonstrators, expressing their solidarity in

the fight. The Regina students are currently occupying the office of

the "dean of arts and science, demanding he reverse his veto of a

motion which would have guaranteed staff-student parity in all

departments of Regina's social sciences division.

Students at other universities, including Lakehead, Carleton s
and Windsor Universities, held simultaneous demostrations on their I

campuses. a

OFS general coordinator Craig Heron said he would withhold J
comment on the demonstration until the OFS general meeting this r

weckend in Toronto.

The meeting will decide whether or not to proceed with the

proposed second term fees strike, already widely approved by

Ontario students in a referendum last month.
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About 400 students from universities across the province converged on the legislature to

contront Colleges and Universities minister John McNie (at microphone). Although McNie
said he was impressed with an Ontario Federation of Students' proposal, he insisted that the

government had reached a decision and is "committed to the fees increase for this year."
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
9:30 am

Five informative minutes tor you on

Radio Varsity. Today, Professor York, on

his work with moon rocks. Again at 3:30

pm.
11 am

"Spiritual Phenomena and you".

"Christianities answer lo the Dialectic", and

"The Ideal Family" are themes o( a talk to

be held in Sid Smith Room 1091, by the

Divine Principle Movement.
noon

Come dance, sing, stomp, clap, or

otherwise join in the first noon hour dance-

concert, featuring the boss sounds of the

rock world's one and only "Brutus". Admis-

sion is free, so bring your "brothers" and
"sisters" for a dose of midday madness in

the East Common Room, Hart House.

1:15 pm
Anthology is a play by Allan Ginsberg,

Kurt Vonnegul. T.S. Eliot and John Fowles.

at the University College Playhouse. 79-A

St. George Slreel. Admission is free. Till 2

pm.
6:30 pm

Kosher supper reservations should be

made by 5 pm. at Hillef House.

7 pm
There will be a meeting of anyone

interested in starting an Avalon Hill and S &

T games club in Ihe Innis College film

room.
7:30 pm

Professor G. Helleiner from the U of T

departmenf ol political economy will take a

critical look at Canada's role in World

Development ISC 33 St. George Street.

Free public lecture entitled "Women and
Medicine" presented by Interdisciplinary

Studies, held at the Faculty of EduCalion.

Guest speaker will be Donna Cherniak,

editor of Ihe McGill Birth Control
Handbook.

Hillel Workshop "Chalil Ensemble" at

Hillef House, 186 St. George St.

SAC general meeting at Erindale

College. Bus leaves Convocation Hall at

6:30.

Free public lecture entitled "The
Biological Basis for Sex Roles", sponsored
by the Interdisciplinary Studies Depart-

ment. At the Faculty ot Education. Guest
speaker is Frances Burton of U ot T's

Anthropology department.

Free public lecture entitled "Toronto
Women's Movement Today", sponsored by
Interdisciplinary Studies, and held at the

Faculty ot Education. Speakers from Voice
of Women, New Feminists and N.D.P.

Women's Caucus.

8 pm
All Candidates meeting. Ward 6.

Algonquin Island Clubhouse, sponsored by
the Toronto Islands Residents' Association.

Meeting of U ot T Homophile
Association. Guest speaker Wayne Thom-
pson - founder ol Gay Alliance Towards
Equality in Vancouver - will speak on "The
Homosexual and the Business World."
GSU. upstairs lounge, 16 Bancroft. All

Welcome.
Free Jewish University: "Talmudic

Dialectic" at Hillel House, 186 St. George
Street.

8:30 pm
Conversational Yiddish Workshop at

Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

THURSDAY
9:30 am

Five informative minutes for you on
Radio Varsity. Nigel Spencer, on the
Festival Quebecois.

1 pm
The Canadian Liberation Movement will

be folding a meeting to discuss "U.S.
c6ntrol ot Canada and how it affects our

labour movement, controls our universities

and is forcing all Canadians to pay lor the

Nixon economic squeeze."

Vic V.C.F. meets in the New Academic
Building. Room 113. A film will be shown
called "The Parable". All are welcome.

Free Jewish University: "Radical

Judaism," in Sid Smith 3045.

3 pm
"STOL and Planning tor Inter-City Air

Travel", seminar by D. H. Pratt, Ministry

Components, Strategic Planning Group.

Ministry of Transport. Room 5872 Murray

Ross Bldg., York University (Faculty Com-
mon Rm. east side).

6 pm
The Arab Student Association invites all

interested students and faculty lo weekly

meeting in the Morning Room I.S.C. 33 SI.

George Street.

6:30

Kosher supper reservations should be

made by 5 pm at Hillel House.

7 pm
Hillel Student Council Mefeting is being

held tonight at Hillel House 186 St. George
Streel. AH welcome to participate, in Hillel's

second semester program.

7:30 pm
Two films by Mike Nichols: "Catch 22" at

7.30 and "Who's afraid of Virginia Wooll?"

at #30 S1.50 for bolh films or $1.00 at 9:30

at the OISE Auditorium. 252 Bloor West.

Christian Science Organization at the

University of Toronlo weekly testimony

meeting. At Woodger Room. Old Vic

fbasement). Everyone is welcome.
Free Jewish University: "Jewish Libido"

at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

8 pm
CUSO Information Meeting for those

pursuing an engineering or technical

career, such as town planners, foresters,

agriculturists, etc. International Student

Centre. 33 SI. George St.

"Juslice and Ihe Young Adult Offender":

lecture by Dr. John Spencer. University ol

Edinburgh. Medical Sciences Auditorium,

Followed by wine and cheese.

8:00

All Candidates Meeting, Ward 6, at

Ryerson Public School. 190 Grange
Avenue, sponsored by Ihe Association ol

Women Electors.

S.M.C. Film Club presents Pasolini's

Gospel According to Saint Matthew. Sub-
titles at S.M.C, Carr Hall. 100 St. Joseph
Street. Admission S1.

Free Jewish University: "Moroccan
Sephardic Judaism" at Hillel House, 186 St.

George Streel.

Free Jewish University; "Jewish

Eschatology" at Hillel House.

Israeli Dance Workshop at Hillel House.

8:30 pm
Creation 2 presents a new Canadian

play. Midway Pnesl. on the media medium.
Actor's Theatre. 390 Dupont Ave. Students

S1 admission.

FRIDAY
all day

ElecTor '72 - Municipal Election Centre

answers all your questions about the up-

coming December 4th election. Innis

College. 63 SI. George St.. 1st Moor Or call

928-5456-7.

Union wins vital referendum
SACRAMENTO {CUP!) — The
United Farm Workers union
(UFW) has won a referendum in

California which could have
stripped it of almost all rights to

organize farm labor.

With the support of Democratic

Party congressmen and the Califor-

nia Council of Churches, the in-

ilialive was defeated 4,554,000 to

.1.317,000 in the November 7

eleclions.

The initiative, which if passed

would have immediately become
law, was promulgated by the Farm
Bureau, a national organization of

farm owners, the big local growers

and food conglomerates.

An extensive media campaign
pushed the issue, labelled proposi-

tion 22, as a bill to protect

farmworkers' rights, although it

would have made illegal any union

election in which more than half the

voters were migrants.

Under the proposition farm
workers would have been liable lo

criminal charges but the owners, to

only civil proceedings in disputes, it

would have outlawed all agricultural

strikes and secondary boycotts, the

only weapons available lo

farmworkers in their struggles

against California's high
agribusiness complex.

The UFW is the group that

conducted the international boycott

against California grapes, in a

successful attempt lo obtain collec-

tive bargaining rights for underpaid,

overworked grape pickers, many of

ihem Spanish-speaking immigrants
from Mexico. The union is currenfly

sponsoring a similar boycott of let-

luce in a push for decent working

conditions and fair wages for lettuce

workers.

CARAT
DIAMOND RING

29500

Your choice ot twenty-live exciting
stv'es. Yellow or white gold, in
eludes: — Diamond ring, matching
wedOing band, registered appraisal
certificate and insurance

20% Student Discount

with ATL card

HUGH PROCTOR & Co.
Jewellers • Gemmologists

1430 V0NGE ST.

PATIO DE 0R0 PLAZA t 921- 7702

Jusl Soulh of St. Clair , fjjj
'Y*

HILLEL GRAMM1E STUDENT

DANCE
LIVE BAND

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 26
8:30 P.M.

WILSON HALL COFFEE SHOP
AT NEW COLLEGE

(ENTRANCE 40 WILLCOCKS ST)

$1.00 Members

$1.25 Non-members

MALCOLM BATTY

EXHIBITION

ART GALLERY
Monday. II a.m. -9 p.m.

Tuesday to Saturday. 1 1 a.m. - 5 p.m.

INFORMAL
DEBATE

Topic: "Resolved thai the Work Ethic

has-no place in Modern Society"

Oebates Room, 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.

Thursday. November 23

ROCK DANCE
Concert with Brutus

East Common Room.

Wednesday November 22

12 noon -2 p.m.

CLASSICAL
CONCERT

ANNE KEEFER,
FLAUTIST

In Ihe Music Room
.m. on Thursday November 23.

SUNDAY EVENING

CONCERT.

Katherine Root.

PIANIST

Great HaH 8.00 Sunday Novambsr 26.

Tickets availablo at Ihe Hall Porter's Desk.

CHESS LECTURE

BRUCE AMOS,
INTERNATIONAL MASTER
Debates Room, 7:30 p.m.

Thurs. November 23

TABLE TENNIS
CLUB

Tonight - Fencing Room

Evening Play 7-11 p.m.

Memberships i

All Welcome

THE

CHRISTMAS TREE

IS COMING

WEDNESDAY.

DECEMBER 6

Centre for thn Study ol Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

ROSMERSHOLM
by Itenrfk Ibsen

new translation by Frederick and Use-Lone Marker

directed by Davtd Gardner

November 23 - December 2 at 6:30

(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50 Box Office 928-8668

Students $1.25 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

BY-ELECTION
To fill vacancies on certain Committees, as follows:

Faculty Members

fiepl of East Asian Studies

Dept. of Sanskrit and Indian Studies

Oepts. of Anthropology. Geography.

Political Economy and Sociology

Note: Nominations and voting for General Committee are
restricted to Departments named. Nominations for
Social Sciences Division are restricted to Departments
named, but Faculty members from any Department
may vote.

General Committee (1)

General Committee (1)

General Commitee (i|

(Social Sciences Division)

New College

Innis College

Erindale College

Victoria College

New College

Trinity College

Any College

Students Members
in

Extension

Note:

General Committee

General Committee

General Committee (ij

Committee on Counselling (Ij

Committee on Counselling (1)

Committee on Counselling (1)

Curriculum Committee
on Life Sciences (1)

Curriculum Committee (1)

on Humanities
Nominations and voting for all these positions are
restricted to the constituencies named. Students
nominated for the Committee on Life Sciences must
this session be taking at least three courses in Botany.
Psychology, Zoology and/or other Life Sciences.

Nominations
November 20 to 27 inclusive on nomination forms obtainable
at College and Faculty Offices. Deadline for receipt of
nomination 4.00 p.m.. Monday, November 27 at the Faculty
Office. Room 1006, Sidney Smith Hall

Elections
Voting will be from December 4 to 7, 1972.
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Memorial students

receive support of

fish workers' union

Fees hike protest
Trent University students march from Convocation Hall to Queen's Park to hear speakers

denounce fees increase.

ST. JOHN'S (CUP) — Richard
CifShin, president of the province-
wide Fish, Food and Allied Workers
Union (NFFAWU), threw solid

support Tuesday behind the students

occupying the Arts and Administra-
tion building at Memorial
University.

After holding a press conference

in the NFFAWU hall in the morn-
ing. Cashin drew a standing ovation

from about 600 students in a speech

at the Little Theatre in the occupied
building Tuesday afternoon. The
students are occupying the building

to protest a hoard of regents deci-

sion to discontinue collection of

compulsory student union fees — a

decision reached wiihout any con-

sultation or negotiation with the

students.

Cashin accused university pre-

sident Lord Stephen Taylor of

using "outlandish rhetoric and
McCarlhyite tactics" in defence of

his stand to refuse to negotiate wilh

the students. Cashin pointed out

similarities between the situation at

Memorial now and the one at

Burgeo — a small Newfoundland
community — last year. In the latter

instance, the NFFAWU fought a

hitter battle wilh fish baron Spencer

Lake, and a strike immobilized

Lake's fish plant for months. Cashin

compared Lake's patronizing al-

titude, arrogance and domination

over the people in Burgeo with

Taylor's "paternalistic and colonial

altitude" toward students

Cashin called upon Ihe elected

members of the Newfoundland
House of Assembly to take action in

this situation, saying that "now is

the time for a reaffirmation of the

principles upon which they were

elected."

Meanwhile, students from one of

the university residences organized a

general meeting of residence
students, at which over 90 per cent

of the 600 people in attendance
voted in support ofthe idea of a two-

day strike by students. Before

calling such a strike, the students

will 'hold a general meeting of

students Wednesday al one pm to

discuss the strike proposal.

If support warrants such action,

students will picket the academic
buildings and stay away from classes

Thursday and Friday, in sympathy
with the principle of self determina-

tion espoused by the occupying
students, and in an attempt to

"bring the issue to a head" and force

the university to lake action to end

the stalemate. So far, only the

students have shown any willingness

to negotiate, the administration has

refused to get involved in any
negotiations unless the students

vacate the building first — a de-

mand the students are not willing to

go along with.

Monday night, faculty members
refused to lake a stand on the situa-

tion surrounding the occupation,

[hough they did offer to serve as

mediators. Students are to vote on
this matter tomorrow, while there

was no word on whether the ad-

ministration would be receptive to

such an idea. Members of MUNFA
(Memorial University of New-
foundland Faculty Association)

voted 70-50 against a strongly

worded resolution that would have
whole-heartedly supported the oc-

cupation while sharply criticising tht

board of regents. MUNF/*
represents only about 65 per cent ol

Memorial faculty members.

Regina principal says no to student parity
REGINA (CUP) — John Archer,

principal of the University of

Saskatchewan's Regina Campus has

announced that the university ad-

ministration will not support

students in their struggle to obtain

paTity on departmental committees.

At a press conference held

November 20. Archer said the un-

iversity's Board of Governors has

decided that only department
chairmen have the right lo change

the composition of committees.

Archer would not comment on

what steps the university would lake

lo end the occupation of the dean of

Arts and Science and the dean of

Graduate Studies offices. He did say

however, lhal in his opinion the

occupation did not seriously inter-

fere with the functions of the uni-

versity.

"1 believe that students have the

right to be involved in decisions

made relating to their academic

careers and welfare. But 1 do not

think lhal students pay their fees

and come to Regina Campus in

order to be given the task of running

the university. They come to acquire

knowledge and to learn the methods

and techniques whereby they may
continue lo learn." said Archer.

Students occupied ihe offices

after arts and science dean Sir Edgar

Vaughan vetoed a motion passed by

Ihe social science division making

parity compulsory in the division.

Six out of eight departments in the

division already have parity.

Archer denied any knowledge as

lo why ihe university bookstore,

registrar's office, burser's office, a

cafeteria and his own office were

closed November 20.

A memo circulated amongst the

registrar's staff claimed Ihe un-

iversity could no longer guarantee

their safoly due to the student

occupation.

Students will hold a general

meeting today to decide what their

next step will be. There is fear

amongst ihe students that the ad-

ministration will slall until

December 6. when Christmas exams

begin.

Regina Students' Union president

Don Anderson said al Archer's

press conference that he will support

Because of disruptions last

Thursday during a speech by

Quebec labour leader Michel Char-

trand in the Medical Sciences

Building auditorium, U of T will

attempt in future to avoid

scheduling meetings there.

Campus Co-ordinator Lois

Reimersaid yesterday that if there is

any possibility that extra security

for a meeting will be needed, "our

first Ihoughl will be to get them

out."

This would be done "if it looks

like Ihere may be trouble," she

explained, "only because the

Medical Sciences Auditorium is

newer and more vulnerable to at-

tack" than olher halls.

At ihe Charlrand speech, in which

he explained his endorsation of Ihe

Palestinian liberation struggle,

several Jewish people scuffled with

campus police after continually dis-

rupting the meeting.

Reimer admitted lhat the

iiuditdrium had only two entrances,

bul slill maintained it was a

vulnerable building.

The auditorium is the second

building on campus to be protected

by the administration by avoiding

Idling il he used for meetings. Con-

vocation Hall, after two meetings in

1 070-7 1 were violently disrupted by

ihe Edmund Burke Society (now Ihe

a move to close down the entire

university. Students thus far have

refrained from interfering with the

academic functions of the university.

The annual convention of the

Saskatchewan New Democratic

Party held in Saskatoon November
16-19 passed a motion calling for the

autonomy of each campus (Regina

and Saskatoon) and equal represen-

tation of students, faculty and the

community on all levels of the un-

iversity's governing committees.

The occupying students have

received messages of support fron

Ihe Saskatchewan Waffle, lh>

Regina New Democratic Youlh
Saskatoon Campus Student Union

Ihe Regina Allied Printing Trade
Council. .

The Allied Printing Trade:

declared in their press release that

"the university must be made u
serve the needs of the people ol

Saskatchewan, and until real control

of the university lies in the hands ot

students, the community, and facul-

ty, this shall not be possible."

CEGEP students strike

over repressive regulations
MONTREAL (CUPI) — Students at Dawson" and John Abbot CEGEPs

(Community Colleges) have voted lo stage a one-day strike between now

and December 1 to protest repressive government regulations.

Another CEGEP, Vanier College will make the results of their vole

known next Thursday at noon, and French CEGEPs will announce their

results Friday.

These developments result from numerous study sessions held bv

sludenls yesterday and Monday with the full approval and participation, in

most cases, of faculty members as well as students.

The strikes have been called by the Front des etudiants du Quebec lo

protest the Nouveau Regime Pedagogique, which was announced by the

ministry of education several weeks ago. The document outlining Ihe regime

aims al establishing, among other things, longer hours for humanities

sludenls, as well as required science and physical education credits. Two

CEGEPS, Si Hyacinlhe and Alma, in Lac Si Jean, have already been on

strike for some time over ihe issues. In both cases, sludenls are in control of

their administration offices, bringing Ihe operation of Ihe CEGEPs lo a halt.

The Minister of Education, Francois Cloutier, has sent a telegram to

ihe directors general of all CEGEPs, asking them lo attend a meeting to be

held today. The minister intends to -clarify' what he termed

"misunderstandings and abusive interpretations" on Ihe pari ol both

sludenls and faculties.
.

The FFQ meanwhile, will hold a regional eonlerence in Monlreal this

weekend to determine a dale for the strike, and to discuss a petition on the

Nouveau Reaime which is lo be circulated shortly.

Meds auditorium use restricted
Western Guard), was prohibited

from use by groups if there was any

danger of violence.

The most recenl instance of

protection of Convocation Hall was

two weeks ago, when Black Panther

Bobby Seale was forced to speak in

Ihe Faculty of Education
auditorium, which has a capacity of

less than 600. instead of the 1763-

seal Convocation Hall.

Reimer maintained that Con-

vocation Hall is also particular-

ly vulnerable lo attack, although she

conceded that ihe Faculty of Educa-

lion Building at Bloor Street and

Spadina Avenue has at least as

many entrances and was renovated

only three or four years ago.

She also said that the Charlrand

meeting would have been moved

elsewhere had the university known

in lime both lhat Charlrand was

speaking and that disruption threats

existed.

"There seems to have been some

breakdown in communication"

between the university's room
allocation department and the Arab

Students Federation which spon-

sored the meeting, she said.

The federation did not say what

ihe auditorium would be used for in

applying for il, although the reason

for use is required, she staled. The

university later got the impression

lhat it was to be used for a film

showing, and only last Monday dis-

covered Chartrand would bt

speaking.

When rumours of disruptioi

ihreals were discovered Wednesda'

afternoon. Reimer said it was tot

lale to move Ihe meeting's location

Bul under a clause in ihe room
allocation contract requiring

meeting sponsors lo pay for an\

security the university deem
necessary, ihe federation was charg

ed for approximately half the eigh

U of T policeman assigned to watci

over the meeting.

Aislin joins us

Nationally famous politica

cartoonist Terry Mosher. whos

work appears under the Aislii

signature, joins The Varsity staf

today.

In the past. Mosher's work ha:

appeared periodically in The Varsi

ly. Beginning wilh this issue, he'll bi

contributing to the paper on ;

regular basis through the Canadiai

University Press cartoon service.

Mosher first began cartooning

wilh Ihe McGill Daily, later moving

to the Monlreal Star and the Mon>

treal Gazelle. He is also the resided

arlisl for the Last Posl.

Today's Aislin cartoon is on pagt

four.
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Don't speed mail by lower pay, cutting jobs
Only two days after it got a temporary injunction forcing striking

Toronto mail drivers back to work, the post office published full page

ads in the local dailies proudly heralding the arrival of its newest

wonder toy: postal codes.

Use of the code, they tell us. is going to speed our mail along

efficiently and quickly. (They offer no explanation, however, about why

all the various miracle drugs the Trudeau government has prescribed

for Canada's postal problems have only worsened the situation.

Remember the good old days — pre-penny pinching days— when the

mail used to be relatively reliable? As for the code itself, the post office

glibly passes over all the problems the new system (the third different

attempt at coding mail in recent years) will cause, including probable

confusion between letters and numbers that look approximately the

same.)

The post office ads don't point out, moreover, why they're really

introducing use of the codes: implementing the new system with its

rapid, automatic .sorting equipment will mean the government can

eliminate jobs and save money.

Although the post office is denying imminent worker lay-offs

following introduction of the code, it's been reluctant to put that in

writing. And, they admit to planning to relocate some mail sorters to a

new, lower-paying job category because their new sorting equipment

will simplify the workers' jobs.

Only a government indifferent to the plight of its citizens would

reduce employment at a time when unemployment is steadily climb-

ing, having already reached intolerable heights. Similarly, there can be

no excuse for cutting wages while the cost-of-living continues its up-

ward climb.

Automation, the government seems to forget, was touted not as a

way to cut costs but as the means by which workers could be freed

from their alienating jobs and provided with greater leisure time.

Efficiency does not mean depriving people of their livelihood or

increasing the hardships under which they exist.

The postal union is, naturally, resisting the cuts. As of yet. the

government has refused to concede the point, which may well be the

key issue in this year's negotiations between the post office and its

employees. Until the matter is resolved, the workers are asking the

public not to use the codes, which themselves will not become
mandatory until early 1974.

Complying with their request may slightly inconvenience you
(actually, all ifll do is not speed up your mail). More importantly, by
aligning yourself with the postal workers, you'll be showing the

government that — apparently having not already learned this lesson
from last month's federal election — the people of Canada aren't

ready to tolerate unemployment and cost-cutting at any price.

If that isn't enough to convince the post office to abandon its

money-saving manoeuvre, postal workers may once again have to

strike to make it clear that their jobs shouldn't be the price of
increased efficiency. Already. Toronto postal drivers have struck —
only to be quickly forced back to their jobs by a temporary injunction
— to indicate their dissatisfaction with the slow pace of talks between
the government and the postal union, talks which have been dragging
on for months and months.

In the past, the government and its media buddies have ganged up
on the post officer workers when they have to resort to strike action,
stirring up public hostility about any interruption in mail service and
dishonestly placing the full blame for any strikes on the union.

It's an argument that sells easily. People rely on getting their daily
quota of mail goodies and they don't stop to rationalize their resentful
feelings when they miss getting their mail.

(Anyway, the government is not really upset about the
interruption in household mail — they were the people who eliminated
Saturday mail, you'll recall —

, it's the inconvenience to government,
business, and industry that bothers them.)

Even granted the minor bother not getting mail may cause the
public, there is no legitimate reason to deny the post office workers the
same rights most other workers have. Should they suffer so that a
hardened government can get away with unfair work practices?

Anewway
#
to really

get your mail moving:
Postal Codes*

Ifyou haven't already received it, in

the next few days you'll be getting your
new Postal Code in the mail. It's not very

exciting to look at. But it is very necessary.

And it's really not as complicated as it looks.

After two years of studying the

systems of most of the countries of the

world, here's how we developed Postal

Codes for Canada.

The map sequence on the right

vws just how accurate Postal Codes
'JVC

-—'"licate your Postal r^ 3

K:
Canada was first

I a re

chdieach designated

K2:

<3vd

dhd ,
and draw

and kooz: J8E§*r o

is

3ttd OOOz: JSECrAT o^oem;
and QfcS3 SSat ^S^-anrj

'

:oAr

find Jon?* m and
M;atvi

and nJGsiOs begat jecnow

_ A,ap/ud ftia
aid e/iakiM segat a

and arzipr jeesat sadot
S3dQC BEGAT

"

and M2i^

carried awoy

£EOKT ftWE *

and iscbtf Btssnv

God5afd;'5lO?fUCKlM&A^oU^^
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Posties ask Ontario labour to boycott codes
OTTAWA (CUP) - Canada's
poslul workers are asking support
from local labour affiliates of the
Ontario Federation of Labour in a

campaign to boycott use of postal
codes until the government settles a
dispute with the Canadian Union of
Postal Workers (CUPW).
The dispute- revolves around the

Post Office Department's use of
sorting equipment that replaces

workers, and its unilateral decision

to introduce a new classification for

workers running the machines at a

lower wage scale. The workers now
get 52.69 per hour, a rate 75 cents
lower lhatn the one they were ac-

customed lo.

The union wants people to stop
using the new 6-digit mailing code
on their letters until management
settles the dispute.

Cause of the fight is the Post

Office's drive for mechanization of

the mail service, supposedly to in-

crease efficiency. The use of two
machines is central to the dispute.

The Bell-ITT Sorter was the first

machine introduced into the sorting

process. It is a two-stage machine.

The sorted first class mail is fed

into the first stage of the machine
and passes an operator. As the letter

York U budget crisis eases
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — Projec-
tions made earlier this fall of
a $4.

1 million deficit for York
University have proved unfounded,
it committee studying the situation

discovered.

A "crisis committee" reported to

the university's Senate that instead,

the university will be only 5750,000
(net) in the red.

A "crisis committee" reported to

the university's senate that enrol-

ment miscalculations, financial con-
fusion and panic in the administra-

tion have been blamed for the

massive error.

York president David Slater said

last week he knew throughout the
confusion thai the deficit was only
about one million dollars.

"There was confusion over net
and gross input and output," he
explained.

Vice-president T. W. Olson
admitted that outdated figures and
incomplete data were used in

making the first projection of the
deficit last spring.

"It was basically a poor
presentation of the case," he said.

The crisis committee was set up
after mathematics professor P. Ra-
jagopal three weeks ago disputed the
administration's estimate of the
deficit.

It round that the real deficit will

he 51,057,000 on York's $41 million

budget. However, about $350,000 of
this can be covered for by last year's
surplus.

Over the 300 Basic Income Units,
grants from the provincial govern-
ment on a per student basis, worth
almost $600,000 were discovered by
the committee that had been "lost"
in a computer.

The university has already
chopped over five million dollars

from its budget, by carrying out
administration, maintenance and
academic budget cuts. Faculty fear

further decreases in their numbers
when the last $750,000 is made up.

passes, the operator reads the code
on the envelope, activates the keys
of the coding machine which im-
prints the code with fluorescent dye
on the envelope.

The mail is then sorted by the

machine's second stage which reads

the dye code by electric eye.

Once the dye is on, mail can be
run through any machine in the

country. About $75 million worth of

these sorters are in use in Canada.
The Post Office has now

introduced a new machine that will

eliminate the operator. It is an Optic

Scanner (OCR) which can elec-

tronically read a code typed on an
envelope, automatically dye code

the letter, and so the final sorting.

The Post Office has $25 million

worth of this equipment.

It claims there will be no lay-offs,

but no such written agreement has

been signed.

The union has protested the Post

Office's unilateral decision to create

a new position at a lower wage to

run the sorting machine. The union

was not consulted and wa'nts the

position abolished with the workers
receiving the same wage as before.

William Kidd, national director

of education for the CUPW says the

union wants written agreements
with the Post Office guaranteeing no
lay-offs because of technological

change.

"An old Nova Scotia unionist

once said verbal agreements aren't

worth the paper they are written

on." Kidd quipped during an
interview.

The postal code system is already

in operation in eastern Ontario,
southern Ontario, Manitoba, Alber-
ta and Saskatchwan. The Post Of-
fice plans to have it operational in

the rest of Canada by 1974.

A CUPW spokesman has charged
that a senior International
Telephone and Telegraph (ITT) of-

ficial was recently appointed to a
senior position in the Post Office

department. The department is now
buying ITT equipment.

Ottawa concludesMeszaros case,

orders Marxist professordeported

Worker's grievance

won't go to arbitration

DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — The
Immigration Appeal Board last

week ordered Marxist professor Isl-

van Meszaros deported, concluding
several weeks of closed inquiries and
deliberations into his alleged illegal

entry to Canada.

Meszaros will appeal his case. His

lawyer, Paul Copeland, said yester-

day that this may take several years.

"At present, there is a backlog of

K.000 such appeals and the depart-

ment processes about 1,000

charged that Meszaros entered the

country illegally in September in

order to re-apply as an immigrant
from within the country. He wasn't

a true visitor as he had claimed,

officials said.

Copeland said this argument
illustrated one of the basic points of

the case. "We argued that an
employee of the Minister of Im-
migration shouldn't be deciding the

case."

In spite of the decision, Meszaros

can still be granted immigrant status

on humanitarian grounds. Copeland
said the government, however, could

prevent this if they issue a security

certificate against Meszaros.

"And, if they do that, there's

going to be a whole can of worms
opened at the appeal."

if they don't issue the certificate,

Copeland said this would prove that

the government didn't consider
Meszaros the security risk they

claimed he is.

The union representing U of T
library workers last week turned

down a request by one of its

members to take to arbitration a

grievance claiming he had been fired

for union activities.

Canadian Union of Public

Employees Local 1230 president

Audrey Nichols explained yesterday

that "we had no chance of winning
it."

Card filer Dave Owen was fired

October 1 6 the day after he had been
unofficially asked by his fellow

workers to become a union steward.

He claimed that this union activity,

and not unsatisfactory performance,
as the library asserted, was the real

cause of his dismissal, citing a test

two weeks earlier in which his work

was found satisfactory.

The university's labour relations

manager, John Parker, two weeks
ago rejected a grievance filed by the

union asking that Owen be rein-

slated. He said he found no evidence

of union activity being a factor in

(he firing.

Owen then asked his local to take

the mailer lo arbitration, the next

slep in processing a grievance.

A special meeting of the locai lasl

Wednesday on two day's notice,

voted 13-2 against taking it any
further.

Some disagreement at the

meeting arose because a few
members, while conceding they
would lose, wanted the case taken as

far as it could.

applications a year,

added.

Copeland

Meszaros, hired by York
University to leach undergraduate

and graduate political philosophy

courses, applied from England for

entry to Canada lasl July. He was
refused for "security reasons".

The Immigration Board has

Ward 6 hopefuls oppose end to playground

ST. MICHAEL'S
COLLEGE THEATRE

PRESENTS
Robed Anderson's

'You Know I Can't Hear You When

The Water's Running"

at University College Playhouse

79A SI. George St.

November 22. 23.24. 25

Free Admission

8:15 p.m.

By JONI SEACER
Four aldermanic candidates at a

Ward 6 all-candidales meeting lasl

week opposed the planned con-

struction oT a row of stores where a

children's play-ground now exists at

the Married Students" Residence at

35 Charles St. W.
Revenue Properties Corporation

is seeking Ontario Housing Cor-
poration approval of its plans to

build the row of stores and put the

playground on its roof. The plan

would block off daylight from a day

nursery on the first floor.

Ward 5 alderman Bill Archer

said, "It is important that facilities

provided here for students should

include facilities for children."

"It is important what ihey will do

SAC
GENERAL
MEETING

WEDS., NOV. 22

7:30 P.M.

ERINDALE COLLEGE

Special bus leaves Convocation Hall

for Erindale at 6:30, returns

to St. George Campus after meeting

with the green space here," he

added. It is important not just ror

children, but Tor everyone."

"I don't mind saying that I'm all

Tor what you wanl as it relates to (he

nursery," said Ward 6 alderman
June Marks. "You really have two
choices," she told the tenants. "You
could try to buy back the option

from OHC, bul then you are talking

about at least $250,000 plus."

"The other choice is to encourage
the U of T lo take this over as a
university building." (The building

is owned by Ontario Student
Housing Corporation, although the

university does control admissions
policy.)

The other Ward 6 alderman,

Horace Brown, stated, "I believe

that putting slores in there would be

a shame." He went on to say that "I

don'l think that OSHC has a very

good case at all."

He emphasized that City Hall.

"can be beaten."

Dan Heap, who has fought in

many citizens' group battles

against City Hall, advised the

tenants to "insist publicly that you

have a right to full family ac-

comodation here."

He added that "I'm glad that you
are pushing for family dwellings

here. I will give you any support 1

can in protecting the playground

facilities here."

One member of the. audience

asked why Toronto developments

arc consistently ugly.

Archer explained, "Our problem

is the very minimal control we (City

Council) have over what happens

with buildings in Toronto."

Brown commented, "There are

many buildings which I call cereal

boxes. We did ask the province for

architectural control, but nothing

came of it."

All four candidates maintained

MIC0 KAFTAL

"LEFTIST IDEOLOGY

IN ISRAEL"
Wednesday, November 22

NOON
Sid Smith, Rm. 2133

throughout the meeting that the city

is for people. However, a summary
of voting records distributed at the

meeting, taken from the magazine

City Hall, showed that the three

incumbents often vote against

citizens' groups.

Marks, Archer and Brown voted

in favour of the developers in issues

such as the Quebec-Gothic develop-

ment, Metro Center and West St.

James Town.

The summary revealed that

Marks voted consistently for

development, for traffic downtown
and against supporting citizen

groups. Archer voted the same way
7S per cent of the time, and Brown
70 per cent.

Heap emphasized the develop-

ment problem. "Toronto has be-

come polarized between perhaps

half a dozen super large developers

and most of the rest of the people

who need a place lo live.

"We have become captives of

these developers" who are demand-
ing "monopoly prices," he said. "It

is the large developers who call the

tune in our council."

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE

EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES

QQA 79M 752A YONGE
964-7328

(a( Bloor)
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Baton Rouge massacre
By Canadian University Pre

BATON ROUGE — The flurry of pi

killing of two black students at Sou
Thursday studiously glossed over tin

and the events leading up to the mur<

Any analytical account would r

uprising was the result of deep

commanded the support of student

The actions were aimed agains

ruled with little student input, a presi<

powers, and campus facilities wh
inadequate.

On November 1, Southern p
closed the Baton Rouge campus aft(

protesting the State Board of Educ;

the students' most important demat

The demands includer" the^

Netterville and vice-presideru Emm
asked that their successors be s

executive council" composed of twc

member or administrator. Under <

president choses his own successo

Student grievences over the tw

State Board of Education's policy

president complete control over

universities. Netterville reportedly n
system as a "complete monarchy
before the retirement age, Nett<

authority over hiring and firing of s

Students on the predominate!

Netterville and Bashful "Uncle Ton-

New Orleans and Baton Rouge area:

over the past few years. Three ye£

nessed a Black Panther shoot-oul

tentment on the part of local militant;

Local feelings against the Pan
convictions of blacks frequent — e 1

out-of-state Panthers have apparei

assist the Southern students.

While rejectiong the key dem;

State Board of Education did appro

maintenance of the campus r xi irrv;

The Board had originally refused fi

large march on the capital persuad

Immediately after Netterville

campus that day, students on the Nf

a sympathy strike and occupied th

Militant students ejected all newsm
from the building and hoisted the bl

black liberation to the top of the f Is

Other colleges around the st<

actions.

Students (left) peer out of bullet-r

predon
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the operations of the
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ville reserves absolute
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"-. Racial tensions in the

lave been unusually high
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hear the students, but a

d it to open its doors,
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administration building,

n and university officials

;k, red, and green flag of

pole.

? launched supportative

Students at the virtually all-black Grambling University in

Ruston staged a strike and class boycott. The boycott was 30
per cent effective, according to administration sources.

Student organizers of the Grambling strike presented the

administration with a list of grievences which included a lack of

student voice in the decision-making, the administration-

imposed dress code, the lack of adequate medical

facilities, and the lack of an effective telephone system.
Administrators met with a committee of students and agreed to

work together to solve some of the complaints.

Students, meanwhile, continuing their strike, marched to

the dining hall where they tossed tables through windows, went
to the student union building where they broke more windows,
took over the women's dormitory, blockaded campus streets,

burned the state and federal flags, and destroyed the press

boxes on the football field. A hundred and fifty state troopers

used mace to disperse the students. The administration tried to

keep classes open, imposing a 10:30 pm curfew on the

campus.

With the National Guard standing by throughout the state,

a member of the all-white, all-male Board of Education said

November 6 that the Board "cannot allow revolutionaries to

dictate policies to our schools immediate action is a must."

On November 9, the action came, but not the way this

gentlemen anticipated.

Louisiana governor Edwin Edwards gave the students in New
Orleans until 1 pm to vacate the administration building or be
evicted "by whatever means necessary". State police and

National Guardsmen stood by, out of sight.

Some 90 minutes after the deadline had passed,

administrators met with the governor and emerged from the

meeting with the resignation of vice-president Bashful.

Vice-president for 14 years. Bashful said he hoped his

resignation would avoid any confrontations between students

and the police "that might result in loss of lives".

The governor said university officials had been reluctant to

ask for Bashful's resignation, but Bashful was determined the

action "would be best for the university."

The 150 students inside the building then left with fists

clenched high in the black power salute, to the applause of

their fellow students. But, they vowed to continue a classroom

boycott until all further demands are met.

"If Dr. Bashful had not resigned, we were prepared to

move them out this afternoon," the governor said. "We are very

grateful to resolve this without any damage to property and

injury to persons."

The students also secured "academic amnesty" for

themselves and the 9,000 students at the Baton Rouge campus
which was still shut down.

Other concessions won included city bus service direct to

the New Orleans campus, authority for student audits of the

university's financial records and improved campus medical
services.

The strike continued up to November 16 when students
entered the administration building at Baton Rouge. Police
ordered them to leave and advanced on the building. Police
claim a bomb was thrown at them, resulting in a 10 minute,
confused melee in which police hurled tear gas at the crowd of

students outside.

When it was all over, two students lay dead of gunshot
wounds in the head and shoulder. Police claimed no officer

discharged a weapon during the confusion, but Edwards later

said some officers may have mistakenly put buckshot-filled

shells in their shot-guns instead of the tear gas cartridges they

were supposed to carry.

Police officials, however, had admitted earlier their men
carried live amunition, although they denied it had been used.

No weapons were found in the building or outside.

Leaders of the student protest movement charged at a

news conference November 17 they had been "set up" to be
killed in the confrontation.

They said they were told by Netterville to wait in his office

until he returned from a meeting and could talk to them.
Authorities said they moved because the students were
occupying the building.

To avenge the killings, students set fire to three university

buildings that day.

In the aftermath, Edwards warned that the state would
restore order to the two Southern University campuses when
they re-open Monday following the American Thanksgiving
weekend, even if he has to station the National Guard on the

campuses.

And, Netterville has fired two professors accused of

counselling the students. In letters sent to physics department
chairman Joseph Johnson and assistant engineering professor

George Baker Junior, the university president said that by
advising the students the faculty had helped disrupt the

university's normal activities.

The American Association of University Professors

criticized the firings. It also opposed any settlement that would
give students a role in academic decisions.

Governor Edwards has denied a Los Angeles Times report

that he plans to dismiss Netterville for being out of touch with

students and accede to all student demands short of allowing a

student take-over of the university. The paper, which stands by

its report despite Edwards' denial, says the governor added
that he welcomes student participation in running of the

university.

Louisiana attorney-general William Guste Monday
announced establishment of a commission to probe the

Southern University killings. Six blacks, six whites, and two

students will sit on it.

dledaormno.y wm'dowsloVowing May. 1970 Jackson State National Guard attack which left nine blacks dead. Like Southern University, Jackson State

lantjy blaTk university. National guard (nght) advances on Kent State. Four students were k.lled ,n the 1 0 second massacre May 4. 1970
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Cites reformist economic trends

No revolution in Tanzania, charges prof

By BOB BETTSON
"Tanzania needs a more

comprehensive socialist policy",

contended John Saul, a Canadian

professor who jusl returned from

Tanzania.

"There has.been loo litlle attempt

lo restructure the economy."

Saul, speaking last Thursday at a

seminar on socialism in Tanzania,

slated that "many important

economic choices have been pre-

empted. Incalculable damage has

been done by Scandanavian
advisors."

"The redistribution of income has

been more randomly than
systematically achieved," he added.

"There have been too few radical

risks taken. Economic revolution

has been pre-empted by reformism.

This started when there was com-

pensation for the nationalization

program in 1
967."

Saul stated that Tanzania was

caught between the capitalist and

socialist worlds and ran the risk of

stagnation.

"There are ambiguities in the role

of the petit bourgeoisie as leaders of

the economy," he said. "People

have got to keep an eye on the elite."

"At present there is a struggle

between the elements of the petit

bourgeoisie in Tanzania", he said.

"There is a paradox, in that the elite

needs the push of the masses and the

masses need leadership."

Saul emphasized that workers

participation in the economy is im-

portant and charged that the present

government has "put down a lot of

workers' actions." Workers in Tan-

zania "have gone on from wage

demands to (demands of) workers'

control," he added.

"The younger generation in

Tanzania is the most articulate in

developing a radical ideological

perspective. "There have been am-

biguous results", he slated. "Che

Che, a radical student newspaper,

has been banned."

Saul conceded that Tanzania was

making a real attempt lo control Ihe

privileged elements of society.

"They have handled the Asians

differently by colectivizing Ihe small

business sector."

"(Tanzanian president Julius)

Nyererre has attempted to root our

tribalism and racialist tendencies,"

he said. "He has tried to strengthen

Man barred from running in Spadina

may appeal case to Supreme Court

A man who was barred from

running in Spadina riding in the

federal election will appeal the case

to the Supreme Court if necessary,

even though he could never become

a Member of Parliament because

he refuses lo swear allegiance to the

Queen.

Zollan Szoboszloi, a self-styled

traffic summons consultant

(retired), was planning lo run in

Spadina until he was told to swear

allegiance lo Queen Elizabeth when
he filed his nomination papers.

Spadina returning officer Terrance

Moll refused to accept the

nomination.

He has said that when he left

Hungary to come to Canada he went

from "the Iron Curtain to the Limey

Election info centre set up

A municipal election information and reference centre has been sel up

until the December 4 election by an Innis course in conjunction with SAC
and Innis College.

The centre is on the main floor of Innis College at 63 St. George Street.

SAC has provided $500 to cover advertising and two phones (928-5456). opn

from 9 am to 9 pm.

Instructions on advance polls and voting procedure and a complete list

or all candidates in each riding is available at the centre. Students may also

obtain information and sign up to work for any candidate.

Most of the information is from various city newspapers and pamphlets

of ihe candidates.

About 35 students are involved in organizing, contacting candidates

and working in the centre.

HART HOUSE SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

KATHERINE ROOT, pianist

Sunday, November 26
8:00 p.m. In The Great Hall, Hart House

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

THE HALL PORTER'S DESK

THIS WEEK OF S.M.C.

THEATRE:
YOU KNOW I CAN'T HEAR YOU WHEN

THE WATER'S RUNNING
NOV. 22-25, 8:15, U.C. PLAYHOUSE

FREE!!!

FILM CLUB:
CLAUDE JUTRA'S MON ONCLE ANTOINE

FRI. NOV. 24 & SAT. NOV. 25, 7:30 & 10:00 CARR HALL
JTALIAN FILM SERIES: THURS., NOV. 23, 8:00
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW

SOCIAL:
DOUBLE BLUE SOCIETY PRESENTS

COLLEGE BOWL DANCE
FEATURING:

SACRIFICE
FRI. NOV. 24.8:00- 12:30

ONLY 5001!!

A BELATED HAPPY
BIRTHDAY TO JIM AND LEO

Curtain."

Szoboszloi lost a court battle lo

force Mott lo accept his nomination

a few days before the election.

This week, he will appeal the

ruling at the Federal Court of

Appeal, arguing that the queen is a

"'paranoid illusion".

"The only queens in Canada are

the bikini queens and dairy queens",

he said.

His earlier argument was that the

British North America Act setting

up Canada was never ratified by

Canadians. Thus he thought the

Canada Elections Act was illegal.

Szoboszloi claims that he would

have swept the riding had he been

allowed lo run. He said the English

voters would have given him his

greatest support because they must

also hate England, or else they

would not have emigrated.

He was barred from running for

the mayor of Toronto in 1969

because he was neither a Canadian
citizen nor British subject. One must
swear allegiance to the Queen to

become a Canadian citizen.

WRITE ON
7 Charles St. W.

967-1110

Opm 9 Id 9, M-F
n-5 Sal.

TERMPAPERS
Canada's largest library ol prol-lesled

papers from S1.75 per paee. Also expert

custom reseaifch* papers from $3.95 PER
page. Plus TRANSLATIONS, TUTORING,
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
PROGRAMS, EDITING AND RESEARCH. 4c.

XEROX FOR STUDENTS.

FIREHALL THEATRE

English premiere

ANNE HEBERT's

Le Temps Sauvage
Nov. 23-Dec. 9 at 8.30 p.m.

Students $2 Tuss. -Thurs

.

364-4170

NO. 70 BERKELEY ST.

/
Sunglasses

that get

darker

as the sun

gets brighten

the party (Tanzanian African

National Union) by encouraging

ihcm to think through ideology."

Tanzania is in a marginal position

in international capitalism, he

slated. "It has experienced less of

the development of un-

derdevelopment. The lack of certain

skills has necessitated more creativi-

ty. TANU's political development is

linked to popular aspirations."

Saul slated that Nyererre's role in

the development of socialism in

Tanzania can't be underestimated.

"Without him there would be less

opportunity for progressive

changes."

Civic governments

face crisis: alderman
By VAL ROSS

Metro Toronto and other civic governments face an uncertain future,

according to Ward 9 alderman Reid Scott at last week's "Noon on the

Square" forum at Holy Trinity Church.

"The Spadina decision shattered ihe Metro transportation plan, and

significantly affected our whole concept of Metro," said Scolt. "It will be

some time before Metro recovers."

Although opposed to the Spadina Expressway, Scott is concerned lhat

the provincial government has too much influence in municipal government.

Premier Bill Davis* decision to stop ihe Spadina in June. I97l, outraged

many Metro politicians.

Scott agreed with Arthur Kennedy, retired chairman of the Ontario

Municipal Board, lhat the OMB should have ils powers reduced. The OMB
is a provincially established body with powers to review city governments'

decisions involving rezoning or expenditures which require borrowing.

Although the board did not turn down the Spadina, it has upset many with

ils decisions in favour of citizens' groups over developers.

Scott feels that municipal decision-making power should be

redistributed lo give more voice to the federal and local levels. He mentioned

Alderman David Rotenberg's idea of neighbourhood planning boards as an

example of how citizens could be more involved in municipal decision-

making.

Asked how he would facilitate communication between the three levels

of government, Scott proposed a permanent Iri-level conference among
federal, provincial and local governments on urban issues.

"We must face the problem of the realignmenl of power to ihe cities,"

he said. "The cities are in bad shape financially. We need a tax

redistribution, for example... but in Canada, these changes won't come
overnight."

Scott was a federal NDP MP from I962 to 1968 for Danforth riding,

prior to which he had been an MPP at Queens' Park. He has been alderman
for Ward 9 since 1 969.

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE

PRESENTS

ANNE KEEFER. flautist

PLAYING FAURf
,
CHOPIN, BACH, DEBUSSY

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23

1:00 P.M. IN THE MUSIC ROOM, HART HOUSE

A REMINDER:
THE S.A.C. EDUCATION COMMISSION IS SPONSORING A

COURSE UNION CONFERENCE
FOR ALL PEOPLE INVOLVED IN OR INTERESTED
IN COURSE UNIONS AND COURSE EVALUATIONS

on

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 25th, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

JUNIOR COMMON ROOM, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

MEET TO DISCUSS MUTUAL PROBLEMS, GOALS
AND METHODS

COFFEE AND DONUTS AT 9.00 A.M. OPENING ADDRESS 9.30

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL GEORGE
OR KRYS AT 928-4909

PHOTOSUN

MAIN STORt
-'Ml) BLOOn M WIS! Sli.' .'0M
I-' OPTICAL STOHIS
THROUGHOUT MITRO
fONSUlt I HI YUIOW PAGbS
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Crombie fights anonymity to become mayor
By PAUL McGRATH

David Crombie is number two

and trying harder, but everyone's

wondering if he can get to the

number one spot held by Tony
O'Donohue in time for December 4,

the day thai may make or break his

career in city politics.

Crombie has been criticized Tor

running for mayor of Toronto after

only one term as alderman, and

junior alderman (for North Toron-

to's Ward II) at that, and his

relative lack of public visibility may
have resulted in his being well

behind leader O'Donohue. accotding

10 some polls. Others show his Ward
11 aldermanic mate David
Rolenberg as ahead of him.

The Globe and Mail has endorsed

him. but his campaign machine still

has a difficult task with less than

iwu weeks left lo hard-sell the

straightforward "concerned" Crom-
bie approach over O'Donohue's "gee

whiz" Irish family politics and
Rotenberg's normally hard, but

quickly liberalizing views.

Three weeks ago today, oui from

under the shadow of the federal

election, the Crombie campaign

began officially at a liquid press

conference upstairs in Ihe head-

quarters in the oldest standing

building on Yonge Street, near

Rosedale Subway Station.

The office is a constant confused

flow of people of every description,

from students to old-age pensioners,

but with many from North Toronto.

"Mayor Crombie" signs shoul

from more corners of the city every

day. The signs are instrumental in

winning the battle of getting Crom-
bie's name known around Toronto

in an agressive manner, as his cam-
paigner felt that lack of knowledge

of Crombie was the biggest obstacle

to overcome.

He's the youngest of the

candidates at 36, and only a three-

year veteran of City Council. And
he has certainly been overshadowed

by Hmelighters like O'Donohue and

Rotenberg, both senior alderman,

BiCfdi RumW Piodixtdh Sect ill ; j •/ • , • i u •• •• Supr

(and thus Metro Councillors) and
City Executive Committee
members.

The sign campaign of Crombie's
is the most media-concious and
visually attractive of the three, with

Crombie looking extremely
agressive in his black pin-stripe suit.

He has many supporters from
people in artistic, musical and
theatrical fields, in an effort to both

gain political support from a certain

portion of the community, and fund-

raising. Harold Town prints drawn
especially for the campaign are

selling for only $50. A benefit for the

campaign at Town Hall last night

had various musical and theatrical

people in attendance, including the

rock group Lighthouse.

Two questions in this campaign
come lo mind, as in all political

campaigns thai use public enler-

lainmenl figures for political sup-

port. Why are these people so in-

fluential, and what makes them any
more politically knowledgeable lhan

a worker in Cabbagelown?
Crombie has been labelled the

only "reform" candidate running
for mayor, and if reform means
redirection of priorities, il appears
this is true in the case of the three

strongest candidates.

He is opposed lo the "higher,

faster and larger" approach lo

politics regarded highly by the Old
(iuard al Cily Hall. Mayor Bill

Denison is on his way out, and what

appears for the first time in many
years is a clear choice between iwo
distinct roads (Crombie and
Rolenberg), and one nol so distinct

(O'Donohue).

"The voting record of Ihe Old
Guard gives a good indication of

their intentions, and I am
diametrically opposed lo their view

of Toronto's future," says Crombie.
His plalform is one that definitely

challenges the mainstream of City

Hall politics. He feels ihe big

problems lo grapple with are

development, traffic congestion,

political alienation in ihe city.

coopcafion between different levels

r government and the salvation of

the downtown core as a place lo live.

"Developers have lo be told the

facts of life," he says. "I haven't

taken a nickel from developers for

my campaign. Thai's because we've

got lo change the rules they work by
and slop giving them hunting
licenses. The only development we
need is the development ihe people

want." he says.

His voting record and actions on
this issue have been consistently on
the side of neighbourhood groups.

•He voled against development in the

Quebec-Gothic area and the
widening of Wellesley Street. He has

mediated d.'sP ules between citizens

and developers in Trefann Court
and the area surrounding the Eaton
Centre project.

"Right now the mayor has to slop

the shullering-up of Chinatown, the

boarding up of Cabbagelown, the

chainsawing of the maple trees and

the demolition of the great old

neighbourhoods," he says.

He sees massive public

transportation as a solution lo the

increasing congestion and pollution,

and he's pushing for the Bathurst

subway line as a first measure.

"I want a comprehensive
transportation system with a shift in

focus away from the automobile lo

attractive and expedient public tran-

sport in the inner cily. and I will lead

thai cause." he says.

A further aid in the solution or

this problem, he feels, would be

staggering working hours, a plan

that is gaining wide support in

clogged larger cities such as New
York.

One of Ihe bigger problems facing

any politician is the degree of aliena-

tion separating ihe governing from

the governed, because, as Crombie
sees it. "once politicians get elected

in Toronto, ihey want people lo stay

out of the way."

"I won't have it that way," he

says. I wanl to see the Old City Hall

as a place for citizen groups, cultural

groups and neighbourhood groups."
He plans lo see lhat Ihe cily govern-
ment answers to any citizen com-
plaints once a week al a televised

open forum from Si. Lawrence Cen-
tre's Town Hall.

"If I'm going lo be in charge, I

want to hear the complaints."

The breakdown of communica-
tion between different levels of
government is another of Crombie's
major concerns.

The province and its quasi-judicial

body, the Ontario Municipal Board,

Reform campaigner
David Crombie

can al present interfere in some
municipal decisions. The cancella-

tion of ihe Spadina Expressway by

Premier Bill Davis raised the ire of

many municipal politicians,

although Crombie opposed com-
pletion of Ihe expressway.

Crombie, like Rotenberg, would

be in a good position lo help remedy

the city's poor relations with Bill

Davis' government. He is an active

Conservative Parly member with

excellent conneclions, although un-

like Rolenberg, he is one of the

"new wave" Tories.

Crombie feels there is not enough

guidance from the cily lo show ihe

other governments what is required

in the city.

"I love the so-called goodies

Ottawa and Queen's Park want to

give us every so oflen—like CARE
packages at election time - but I

wanl ihe city to have a say in at least

how ihe goodies are wrapped." he
says,

Crombie is running on the

informal pcople-over-buildings
reform ticket that has gained
prominence in ihe lasl few years

with John Sewell and Karl JaTfary.

Ward 7 knights in armour. The
situation in City Hall is seen by
many, including Crombie, as a
good-guy, bad-guy fighl with the

good guys slowly gaining power and
the bad guys slowly dying off.

Bui considering Denison was al

one lime considered an angry young
radical, who's lo say where Crombie
will be in a few years? One thing he
docs hope lo prevent is the polariza-

tion of personalities in the council.

He has been criticized by Sewell

and Jaffary for throwing his hat in

the mayoral ring and deserting the

lower echelons, where they feel he

would have more erfeel and a belter

chance of winning a seal, on City
Council. They see the job of mayor
as basically ceremonial and of Mule
importance, because as mayor,
Crombie would have still only one
vote on council. However, [he can-

didate sees the job differently.

"We don't need an office

manager. The mayor, sets the lone,

establishes priorities, and defines the

direction of policy. It's a question of

altitude and leadership. A smile and
a handshake is nol enough."

The biggest problem facing

Crombie's campaign is the feeling

among Ihe public lhat the candidate

doesn't have enough experiance.

He's only been in politics on an
active level about three years,

having been elccled in Ward ! I in

J 969 on the Civic Action Party

(CIVAC) ticket (the same one that

col Rolenberg elected in the same
ward.) However his political in-

volvement goes back farther lhan

that, as he has been a lecturer for

seven years al Ryerson in political

science and urban affairs. During his

City Hall career he has been chair-

man of the Public Works Com-
mittee and a member of the City

Planning Board.

In an interview about two months
ago. he said: "It's unusual in ihe

sense lhat normally when you're

there for one term and also at the

age of 36. you don't run for mayor,
bul I don't think either of these

points should bespeak a lack oT

experianee for the job.

'"We have lo lake hold right how
— .two years from now is too late.

This is the right lime and I feel. I am
ihe right man."

It's

William

ARCHER
for

Ward
William Archer is the Alderman people call

on for help— they know he will get results!

Xote
FOR INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE

CALL 869-0033

ARCHER©

ALDERMAN Ward 6
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No science policy in Canada, says Solandt
* "T-i K.!A»:<:or c h.x..Lt remain nmfil !ihl(* fnr fnreipfl

By LINDA HALL
The realization that "there is no

such thing as a national science

policy" in Canada emerged as the

real consensus of the Science Coun-

cil of Canada, said O. M. Solandt,

former chairman of the council on

Monday.
Speaking to an audience of about

70 in a Sidney Smith Hall

classroom, Solandt, former

chancellor of U of T, said "I am

doubtful if there is such a thing as

science policy". The use of science

policy cannot be designated in-

dependently, he said.

Canada needs "an attitude that

will pervade the policies of the

government," Solandt suggested.

Science and technology, he said,

is "man's most powerful single tool.

He always uses it, often un-

knowingly." If science is used "con-

sciously, intelligently and carefully,

wc will progress faster towards our

goals."

Solandt listed six areas designated

in the 1%0's by the science council

as requiring government action.

These included space, water, tran-

sportation, urban problems, com-

puter and data management, and aid

lo developing countries.

Justify course choice': faculty reformers

By ELAINE KAHN

Students should perhaps be

responsible for justifying the

coherence of their degree programs

sometime during their university

careers, according to a brief

presented by the Faculty Reform

Caucus to the committee evaluating

the New Program. The committee is

expected lo release its report at the

end of February.

The Faculty Reform Caucus is a

group of liberally-minded faculty

who originally banded together in

1 970 to oppose the anti-parity

(students with faculty) stand of con-

servative faculty.

Coherence of a student's program

is one of the caucus' major concerns

with [he New Program.

Though the briefsupports the idea

of free course choice, it gives

detailed suggestions for ensuring

coherence, such as using Old

Program structures for a degree,

thematic approaches and in-

lerdisciplinary courses at the college

level. Il suggests that students lake

four to seven innovative courses in

four-year programs.

Increased and more competent

counselling in making a program

choice should be made available to

the students.

However, the brief suggests that

Jews For

Jesus
Two Hebrew Christians-

Fulfilled Jews-discuss

how they discovered

Jeshua - the Lord Jesus
Christ - to be the very

Messiah promised to

Israel long ago by Jeho-
vah through the mouth of

His holy prophets.

Thursday
1 P.M.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informed
helpful
staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

the "shopping period" at the begin-

ning of the year, in which students

can "shop around" before making

final course decisions until mid-

October, should be reduced to two

weeks.

The calendar should be made into

"an expertly designed information

system", lo increase its usefulness lo

students.

To improve teaching methods, the

brief suggests that the Faculty of

Arts and Science set up "a small

commission, office, secretariat or

resource centre" to pool ideas on

teaching techniques, exchange views

among department and "establish

seminars, conferences and mini-

courses on leaching,"

The briefs discussion of

evaluation notes that "There is no

subject in the terms of reference of

the PAC on ihe New Program on

which debate will generate more

heat and less light than the question

of evaluation and standards.

In a letter appended to the brief,

the caucus said it hoped that "...

great caution will be exercised in

attributing a causal role to the

New Program with respect to any

statistical trends which may be

delected. .." of higher marks.

Changes in enrolment was cited as a

factor which could influence those

slatistics.

The bried stated that "standards

can and should be safeguarded by

the instructor, the department, the

Academic Standards Committee
and the students. Students will "vote

with Iheir feet" against those who

would debase the coinage of their

certificates," il claims.

The brief also contended that the

free choice of courses in a New
Program, which it says is nearly a

credit system, should go to its

logical conclusion and become a

credit instead of year system.

THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
PRESENTS A PUBLIC LECTURE

BY

Professor Robert Forster
ON

'FAMILY STUDIES OF THE FRENCH NOBILITY.

PROBLEMS AND PROMISE"
Time: 2.45 p.m., Saturday 25 November

Place: Upper Library, Massey College

HUM Student Council

Meeting
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23

7:00 P.M.

HILLEL HOUSE

OPEN TO ALL - COME!!!

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

lo compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

Those priorities should remain

unchanged today, Solandt
suggested, but with greater emphasis

on environmental concerns.

Health care, development of the

north, energy supplies Tor the future,

integrated resource management

and oceans were given second priori-

ty rating by the science council.

Solandt rejected protective tariffs

foe high technology industry in

Canada because they make it

Ex-chancellor O. M. Solandt

profitable for foreign companies to

establish Canadian subsidiaries

using foreign expertise. He ad-

vocated an alternative system used

in Japan, which prohibits im-

portation of a product until an in-

dustry becomes strong and then

opens the market completely.

"The trouble with Canada's high

technology industry is a poor

technological base in the country,"

Solandt said. He criticized

Canadians for depending on U.S.

I experts lo deal with technological

problems.

The work of the science council

has given Canadians "a growing

realization of the importance of

science and technology in their lives

and a growing understanding of how

it works" Solandt said. He said an

"anti-science feeling" can arise if

people do not understand how
Li science works, but "we are
™ remarkably free of thai in Canada".

§ Solandt also credited the Science

Council with establishing .
the con-

5 cepl of "major programs." A
If problem area is defined and people

p in the Held from government, in-

J dustry and universities are called

I

s logelher lo work out a program to

deal with it.

THE 1972/73

STUDENT

DIRECTORY
Is Now On Sale At The

SAC Office

50c
if you pay SAC fees

75° if you don't

unclassified
ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old

essays'? Do you need essays? Can you
write a top essay? Phone Essay Services:

961-6150

APARTMENT TO SHARE: Bathufst-St.

Clair, Dec. 1, 2 bedrooms with one other

male. S65. Some lurnish. requ'd see Larry.

Wallace Rm. Library, evenings 921-7142.

MUSTANG tor sale. 1965 red hardlop.

Completely rebuilt. Certificate. For new
tires, etc. Call Stephen 924-6895 days. 967-

0835 nights to midnight.

ON TORONTO ISLAND - wanted: House to

rent. Any information please to Lynne
Mitchell. 928-5436 (day), 925-6008
(evening).

CHRISTMAS VACATIONS, 8 DAYS 7

NIGHTS all include lei airfare, hotel,

transfers, breakfasts etc. Acapulco S199.

Bahamas and Nassau $189. St. Lucia S269.

Hawaii (10 days) S369. Call Robbie 782-

5033.

SKI MONT STE. ANNE - Sat. Dec. 30 to
Sat. Jan. 6 trip Is 8 days. 6 days skiing.
Includes, bus, hotel, meals, tows, tips elc.
No extras. Call Robbie 782-5033.

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING (Specialising
in long hair) In the Clarke Institute of

Psychiatry. 250 College St. Tel. 924-6811
Ext. 560. Half cut $2.25.

SKIERS! - WHY SETTLE FOR ONE
MOUNTAIN WHEN YOU CAN HAVE SIX?
Five days skiing In Varmonl and Quebec
January 1-6. Dependable snow, breakfast
and dinner daily, all accommodation (only
2 per room), taxes and tips, luxury voya-
geur bus, group rate on low tickets. S89.
Ski Quebec Associales 698-4346 or 694-
8932.

UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, editorial

training, experience, will type and/or edit
essays, manuscripls. theses. 40 cents per
page, paper supplied, electric typewriter.
962-9938 after 6 p.m.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses, essays - French. Latin - ex-
perienced typists - electric lypewrllers 713
Spadlna Ave. (south of Bloor) 922-7624.

IT'S COMING - Dattydtl [Med's annual
review) Dec. 12-16 Hart House Thealre.

SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days. Decem-
ber 27 to Jan. 2, includes transpor-

tation, accommodalion, meals and tow
ticket. Full price S134.00. no extras. Call

636-1038 today.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27^an 1,

5 days skiing at Ml, Ste. Anne. Excellent
accommodalion with heated indoor swim-
ming pool. All Iran sport al ion included.
For information write: CANADIAN SKI
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day You Buy
A Diamond" H. Proctor and Co., 1430
Yonge St., 921-7702

BABYSIT In exchange for room and board.
We will accommodate your schedule with

ours. Only cheery females need apply.

Commence December or January. 485-
4806.

ROOM FOR RENT - Bloor and Avenue Rd.

S60 a month plus utilities. Share with

students. Call 923-8391.

"FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" First

English production of Michel Tremblay's
scathing but compassionate portrait ot an
Easl-Monlreal family. Nov. 14 - Dec. 10
Tarragon Thealre 30 Bridgman Ave.
Bathurst and Oupont. 964-8833.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077. open 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00
Thurs. and Fri.

ROOMS. Large house on campus (Sussex
- Huron) has two unfurnished rooms for

renl. Males or females welcome. Share
bath & kitchen with one other. Large com-
mon rooms, etc. Available now. Phone
962-0429

SKI MADONNA, VERMONT • December
24lh - 29th, inclusive. $120 Includes -

accommodation, 5 full days of skiing, all

lifts, shuttle service and return transporta-
tion, 2 meals per day. Call 489-8715.
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tnterfac report
Knox defeats Innis 5-4 in Div II lacrosse

Knox stayed ahead of Innis long

enough to defeat the team 5-4 Mon-
day evening and win the Division II

lacrosse championship.

Scoring for Knox were Benn with

three and Pandy with two, while

Boyd counted three and Waller one

for Innis.

The game was cleanly played with

only two penalties going to each

team. Shooting was often sporadic

but Knox led 2-0 going into the third

period. Innis gradually picked up on

the second half of the game and

Knox was twice threatened in the

second half with only a one goal

lead. Innis scored two of its coals on

breakway plays, both times with a

team mernber out serving a penalty.

In Division I PHE A defeated

Erindale I0-9 last night in a game
marred by fighting. The game was
the first in a best of three series for

the championship.

Fighting between the two teams
has been a recurrent problem during

the season and both PHE and Erin

have been warned. Last night PHE
A's Bullock and Erin's Sorichetti

were barred from further play for

the remainder of the year. Sorichel-

li's conduct will come up before the"

Intramural Sports Committee. He

received two penalties in addition to

the game miscounducl.

When both teams weren't

knocking each other around, they

put on a good display of playoff

lacrosse. Scoring for PHE were J.

Brown with 6 goals while M.
MacNeil added three, and L.

Broderick popped in the other. For
Erindale it was D. Michie with four,

R. Johnson and J. Geraghty with
two each, and D. Ward with a

single.

The referees handed out five

penalties to PHE and six to
Erindale.

The second game will be played in

Hart House at 6:30 pm Thursday.

SPORTS SCHEDULES - NOV. 27 to DEC. 1

WATER POLO FOR INTRAMURAL TEAMS - Wed. Nov 22

6.00 p.m. Movies Fencing Room and 7.30 p.m. Round Robin

Tournament for teams.

BASKETBALL
Mon. Nov. 27 3.00 PHE. B va Vic. 1 Bloxham. Obrascovs

9.00 Trln. A vs Scar Sherkln. Rubin

Tues. Nov. 28 12.30 Jr. Eng vs Mgt. Stud Mishevskl, Seldewand
8.30 St. M. A vs New Dymarski, Maydo

Wed. Nov. 29 12.30 Innis 1 vs SGS.II Cappe. Helninger

4.30 PHE. A vs Lawl Trafford, Blinick

6.15 U.C.I vs Med A Traftord. Blinick

(prelim lo Varsity game)

Thur. Nov. 30 12.30 PHE. D vs For. A Slerllng.Bernholts

6.30 Sr. Eng vs SGS.I Kllman, Rotsteln
8.00 Dent A vs PHE. C Kliman, Rotstein
9.30 Law II vs Pharm. A Montgomery, Herllng

6.30 at Erin Vlc.l vs Erin Dymarski, Obrascovs
Rrl; Dec. 1 12.30 U.C.II vs Trin. A Zendel, John

3.30 Law 1 vs U.C.I Kleberg, Trafford

6.30 Med. B vs Vic. II Kleberg. Boguski

8:00 Med. A vs St.M. A Maydo, Boguski

VOLLEYBALL
IMPORTANT — Division II league schedule ends on Dec. 4th. Teams
with 6 or more points will participate in a double elimination tourna-

ment starting during week Jan. 8th.

Mon. Nov. 27 6.30 at Erindale -Knox vs Erin(Rel provided by Erin)

8.30 Emm vs Trin Muiznieks

9.30 Wye vs Vic. II Muiznleks

Tues. Nov. 28 8.00 Law vs Pharm Lansdowne
9.00 New vs Eng. II Lansdowne
10.00 Vic.1 vs Trln Lansdowne

Wed. Nov. 29 7.00 Med vs Dent (Re-sched) Leshchyshen

8.00 Eng. 1 vs PHE Leshchyshen

9.00 For. B vs Emm Leshchyshen

Thur. Nov. 30 8.00 For. A vs Scar Melynk

9.00 Vic. 11 vs Music Melnyk

Mon. Dec. 4 8.30 Scar vs St. M Bodnaruk

9.30 Wye vs Vic. II Bodnaruk

SWIMMING - FALL TERM INTERFACULTY MEET - Thur

Nov. 23 - 6.00 p.m Entries close Wed. Nov. 22

at 5.30 p.m. at Intramural Office where com-
plete details are available.

HOCKEY
Mon. Nov. 27 12.30 Trin. D vs Chem. IV Gal, Bielecki

1.30 Law III vs PHE. C Gal. Bielecki

7.30 PHE. A vs Scar. 1 Hemphill. Ortved

8.30 Knox vs Grad. Stud Hemphill. Orlved

9.30 Dent. E vs Noombles Gollish. Kolanko

10.30 Chem. 7T4 vs Mech. IV Gollish. Kolanko

Tues. Nov. 28 1.30 St. M. A vs U.C.I Brown, Hamm
4.30 Law 1 vs Trln. A Bullock, Swanick

5,30 Dev. Hse vs PHE. B Bullock, Swanick

6.30 Fac. Ed vs For. A Bullock, Swanick

7.30 Law IV vs Vic. IV Francis. Tworzyanski

8.30 Grungies vs For. C Francis, Tworzyanski

9.30 Eng. Sc.Grads vs II Chem Goverde. Lipsett

10.30 Vic. 9's vs Wye Goverde, Lipsett

Wed. Nov. 29 12.30 Innis 1 vs Jr. Eng DesRoches, Hamm
1.30 Vic. II vs St. M. B DesRoches. Hamm
4.30 For. vs Emman Herrldge. Anderson

7.30 Vic. 1 vs Dent. A Barnhouse, Branclere

8.30 Sr. Eng vs New I Barntiouse, Branciere

9.30 Med. F vs VlcVfs Anderson, MacFarlane

10.30 Eng. Sc. II vs Caven House Anderson. MacFarlane

Thur. Nov. 30 12.30 St.M. C vs Indust. Ill Ruhnke, Herrldge

4.30 Scar. II vs U.C.II Ruhnke, Herridge

9.30 Erin us Med.

A

Toole, Parrack

10.30 Music vs Pharm.

A

Toole, Parrack

Fri Dec. 1 12.30 Vic. Vs vs Mqt.StudiesTalwin, Johnston

1.30 Trin. C vs St. M. F Talwln, Johnston

5,00 New II vs Pharm.

B

Talwln, Johnston

SQUASH
Tues. Nov. 28 8.20 SGS.I vs Med. A

9.00 Dent vs Trin. A
9.40 Law B vs Trin. B

10.20 Eng vs St. M.

Wed Nov. 29 8.20 PHE vs Vic. II

9.00 U.C, vs Med. B

9.40 Innis vs Vic. Ill

Thur Nov 30 7.40 Law A vs Vic. 1

8.20 Med. C vs New
9.00 SGS.II vs Wye
9.40 Knox vs Pharm

10.20 Massey vs Law C

Innis' Boyd fires in one of three goals Monday but Knox stayed ahead to win.

Soccer, rugby,

touch football playoffs
The Division It soccer final

playoff game between New and Med
will be played this afternoon at 2 pm
in the stadium. In games last Thur-

sday New eliminated UC 3-1 while

Med defeated Law 4-3 on overtime

goals. Med and Law had already

played two scoreless ten minute

overtime periods and then went into

sudden death scoring chances, with

Med scraping by on a one goal

margin.

The Division ill soccer title was

won by Forestry last Friday when
the team defeated Eng III 6-1.

Scoring for Forestry were W.
Sarafyn and J. Duncanson with two

each, while M. Crewal and J. Mason
added singles; J. Trist scored Eng
Ill's lone goal.

• • • •

Scar defeated PHE A 6-0

Monday to gain the interfaculty

rugby championship. Last Thursday

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
SOLARAY

HOT COMB
Suggested list $16.95

Only $9.98
The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.

and
700 Yonse St., at St. Mary

College Bowl

Tickets
SAT.. NOV. 25 — 1:00 PM

$2
NOW ON SALE AT SAC

PHE A defeated Law 9-0. Scoring

for PHE was Brian Pettie with a try

and Randy Filinski with a penalty

goal and a convert. Last Friday Trin

A lost to Scar at Scarborough.
• * • •

In semi-final touch football last

,

Thursday. Arrythmia and Jocks

defeated their opponents and ad-

vanced to the finals. In the first of

three final games for the cham-
pionship Arrythmia defeated Jocks

1 3-6 yesterday in overtime; for

Arrythmia it was G. Tennebaum

with a touchdown and single and B.

Scherman with six more points.

Scitz scored six for Jocks.

In games last week Jocks defeated

Tachyards 1 8-0, while Gofers lost to

Arrythmia 20-6.

The second game in the best of

three series between Arrythmia and

Jocks will be played tomorrow after-
'

noon on the back campus field,

while the third game (if necessary) is

scheduled for Friday.

Toronto's newest

watering hole

We'll quench

your

thirst cheaply

Entertainment

but it ain't

heavy
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Jock and Jill in Toronto
by David Whifson

reprinted from Community Schools

A female athlete who represented Canada at

the Munich Olympics has been unable to repre-

sent her school in Ontario university track

competitions, because the women's athletic

department has yet to respond to repeated

requests by herself and other interested girls that

the university enter a team in the OUAA events.

At an east Toronto high school with a

population of 300 boys and 1400 girls, the boys

athletic program is allotted about S300 more

than the girls' activities.

At a west Toronto junior public school two

girls who wished to participate in a staff-student

baseball game were discouraged. Although

female staff were taking part, the girls were told

that "Baseball isn't really a game for girls," that

"Girls can't catch well enough and it would spoil

the game," and, finally, that, although they

played ball at recess and even during gym

classes, "Girls shouldn't be playing in a REAL

game like this." They were advised to come and

watch and cheer for their friends.

The above anecdotes reflect some traditional

attitudes about the place of vigorous physical

activity in the life of a young "lady" which have

inhibited many girls from enjoying athletics in

the carefree fashion that is deemed natural for

boys.

The attitude that all-out physical play is

"unladylike", especially when it might lead to

body contact, still prevails in many quarters.

Even when robust play is ackowledged as

healthy, the association of COMPETITIVE drive

with masculinity creates problems for the girl

who wants to take part in the "real" games of

organized sport, or who expresses any com-

mitment to long-term athletic goals.

Not only is the serious female athlete likely to

be considered unfeminine among her peers and

associates' but she often encounters severe

limitations on her access to facilities and com-

petitive opportunities.

Athletic programs for boys and girls have

been normally conducted on a separate basis,

and this has rarely been claimed to be separate

but equal. Mary Keyes of McMaster University

recently told a Women's Athletic Workshop at

York University that,

The general pattern of separate

facilities, separate programs, separate

organizations for sports is symptomatic of

the distinction between sexual poses and
social roles within the society.

If we really begin to treat sport as

something that's beneficial to human
beings, then this whole parallel separate

structure is somewhat ridiculous in terms
of servicing the needs of human beings.

Community Schools attempted to find out

whether the Toronto Board is acknowledging

that to enjoy athletic participation and com-

petition, to simply enjoy the sensation of one's

body performing with rhythm and power, is

equally natural for both boys and girls, and is

encouraging them to enjoy these experiences

together.

We talked with teachers and students in

public and secondary schools, as well as with

some of the physical education consultants

whose job it is to suggest philosophical

guidelines and help the schools implement them.

We talked about co-educational phys. ed. at

all levels, co-educational health, the different

kind of socialization inherent in such an ap-

proach and the readiness for this among
. students, teachers, and the community.

It was asserted that in most elementary

f
schools, mixed phys. ed. is a long-established

fact, because the classroom teacher takes his or

her class to the gym or yard all together. Too
often, though, this has meant that the teacher,

whose own acquaintance with physical educa-

tion is limited to the more popular team sports,

has the whole class playing one such game.
Without alternatives and often without

preparatory sessions of skill building, such

games become dominated by the more skilled

boys who ridicule and embarrass the girls and

the less co-ordinated boys. In this atmosphere

neither boys nor girls learn to enjoy games

together.

A much more promising type of program was

instituted at Dewson School this year by Wally

Nahirniak, who is handling all that school's

phys. ed. At the same time that he integrated the

program, he moved away from traditional com-

petitive team games with their potential for rough

play and embarrassment of the weaker players.

The activities concentrate on building

individual skills and co-ordination, and

challenge the individual to improve his or her

own skill level. Boys and girls appear equally

enthusiastic about this new (to them) kind of

class.

At Forest Hill Collegiate health education and

every other aspect of the program appear to be

traditionally male sports, and take part without

self-consciousness. Nor do the boys appear to

feel the activity is spoiled in any way; the game

is played in a normal fashion without the special

rules and concessions which evoked complaint

from a boy at another school.

Girls and boys who do not enjoy this kind of

competitive activity can choose options like

archery or yoga, and the atmosphere in the

department appears to be such that the students

would feel no sexual stigma attached to the

choices they made.

"Every activity has its place and its value."

says Mr. Salisbury, the male department head,

and male and female students are encouraged to

develop their own skills in whatever sports

interest them, and to enjoy doing this together.

This is reinforced by men coaching women and

vice-versa. The success of the program is

evidenced by the act that in Grade 12, when

co-educational in the best sense of that word.

Family planning is one of a number of options

students may elect if they choose. Considerable

time is spent in trying to develop an atmosphere

in which male and female members become
comfortable in exploring others' viewpoints.

Birth control information is distributed and

this and other issues are discussed in a way that

encourages students to formulate and define

their own values.

The athletic side of the Forest Hill program is

also completely co-educational in Grades 11 and

12, with a wide range of options offered in

successive units thoughout the year. Girls can

and do elect touch football and other boisterous,

physical education is optional, 180 out of 200
students take part.

When this remarkable evidence of enthusiasm
is contrasted with the absenteeism from phys.

ed. classes and apathy towards athletics one
finds among students at many other schools, one
might expect this approach to spread.

My feeling was that success of the program at

Forest Hill owed a great deal to a relaxed attitude

In the department about competition in general

and inter-school competition in particular. While
maintaining that it was necessary and desirable

to facilitate inter-school competition as part of a

total program for those who desired this kind of

opportunity, the staff did not appear to feel that

their own prestige or that of the school was

threatened by the fact that Forest Hill did not

field a football team this year.

It is because I cannot imagine this sort of

equanimity in many other physical education

departments, that I doubt whether the quality of

experience for the individual student that I

sensed at Forest Hill is or will be achieved

elsewhere in the near future.

A truly successful co-educational program involves a

profound re-sociallzatlon. It hinges on everyone in- W
volved coming to think of and treat athletic competition

as first and most importantly s struggle with oneself, a

struggle to develop lo the limit's ot one's own physical

potential, a struggle which Is equally enjoyable and

natural to both men and women, and which is in fad

completely Irrelevant to sexual Identity.

To achieve this one must be consistent

throughout the entire program. The con-

tradictions are evident to students in a program

which tries to encourage these kinds of attitudes

during physical education classes, and at the

same time at least tacitly encourages the same

boys to go to any lengths of aggression to win a

football game after school.

When the most widely publicized and heavily

funded aspect of the program equates masculini-

ty with competitive success as the Vince Lom-

bardi tough-guy, "jock" image explicitly does,

the message comes through clearly and neither

boys nor girls can feel completely free to

approach sport in a healthy manner, as a

personal quest.

Consultants say they want to increase co-

educational programs at all levels and they point

to schools that are involved in these kinds of

programs as models to be copied elsewhere in

the system. They are proud of the steps made in if>)

these schools, and I think that they and the

teachers involved have a right to be.

It might be remembered, however, that

alongside Forest Hill there are many high

schools where the men feel quite comfortable

with the jock image and the women must accept

a small share of the budget while they encourage

their girls to sit on the sidelines of the playing

field and cheer their men on, as they are

encouraged to do in so many other areas of their

lives.

It must also be remembered that beween Osier

and Earl Grey, which are making strides towards

co-educational health, there is one senior school

where an all-girl health class was warned this

fall that men still prefer virgins and another

(Kent) which has yet to desegregate its en-

trances, much less its phys. ed. classes.

In discussing these differences and the

obstacles to more rapid or widespread change,

the consultants referred to entrenched tradition

and the social climate of which the schools are

only a part.

Traditions, however, can last only as long as those

concerned acquiesce in accepting them, and physical

educators can be an Important force for change in Ihis

area, if they so choose. Unfortunately, many

physical educators who have been raised as

jocks enjoy the separate empires created by

segregated programs, and accept as natural the

sexual stereotypes which their programs then

continue to reinforce.

Newer ideas are becoming more acceptable In some

circles, but it a different kind of socialization, which

treats sport as a human rather than male or male female

experience. Is to gain any momentum. Ihey will have to

be disrespectful of tradition.

If not, traditional programs and traditional

social attitudes have a way of mutually rein-

forcing each other which will continue to deny

young men and women the opportunity of

sharing the joys inherent in athletic activity in a

natural way. free of sexist overtones and

inhibition.

David Whilson is a coach, competitor with the

University of Toronto Track Club, and a staff worker

with Community Schools.



, University

building

is frozen
A provincial government indefinite moratorium of post-secondary

capital construction may prevent future building at the University' of

Toronto's two satellite colleges for years to come.

Announcing the cut-off of construction funds yesterday in the Ontario

legislature. Minister of Colleges and Universities Jack McNie said it would

last for "years", and refused even to hint at its exact duration.

"Essentially, building projects will be limited to those already under

construction," Mc Nie staled,

Government officials commented shortly after the freeze

announcement that it would most seriously affect the province's relatively

new and undeveloped community colleges.

U of T officials could offer little response to the government move
last night as they awaited further details.

President John Evans, partying at the presidential mansion, refused

even to come to the phone to discuss the development.

The moratorium will apparently not stop any currently planned St.

George construction. Vice-president - business affairs Alex Rankin and

Vice-president - institutional relations and planning Jack Sword noted that

U of T has no substantial space entitlement in the near future.

Universities receive a capital entitlement based on the number of

students enrolled in the institution. U ofT has used up its space for this year

and next, Rankin observed.

New U of T building projects like Innis College and the Men's Athletic

Complex, both of which have yet to begin construction, were never intended

to come out of the frozen government funds. However, the university had

planned to "qualify them as we go" by consulting with the Ministry of

Colleges and Universities during planning and construction so that it could

claim their cost against future entitlements.

Consequently, Rankin does not anticipate there being any hall in the

already approved building programs. He was, however, concerned about the

effect the moratorium would have on future building programs at Erindale

and Scarborough Colleges.

"It's hard to tell for Scarborough and Erindale," he said. "They're at

a standstill."

He expressed relief that Scarborough's Phase II got in under the gun.

Sword was more anxious about the new policy's possible implications

for the university's major renovation programs for existing buildings, citing

University College and the Sanford Fleming Building as (wo needing

extensive work. (Work on UC began last spring and will last several years.)

The government's announcement was unclear about whether its limita-

tions would apply to such repairs.

Erindale principal J. Tuczo Wilson observed his college could have

been "in worse shape". The college's main building is almost completed.

"We haven't any (immediate) plans except for residences." he noted.

Construction of the residences was approved nearly a year ago and tenders

for them have already been called.

However, he said a squeeze could come should the college's enrolment

continue to climb. It went up more than 23 per cent this year.—

-

Rankin suggested that the government called a halt to university and

community college capital construction because of the sharp decline relative

to projected increases these institutions experienced this year. Whereas the

province as a whole fell 5'/i per cent short of its estimated post-secondary

enrolment, U of T only missed its figure by 0.96 per cent, he noted.

At Scarborough, principal Ralph Campbell was concerned about his

college's library facilities should the freeze last long, and enrolment there

also increase.

Eighteen thousand square feel of (inside) work still remains to be done

on the college's Phase II building. "I would hope thai since the building

itself has been constructed, it will be finished."

Cambell admitted that the college had "beeen anticipating that there

would be some problems", expecting, however, a delay as opposed lo the

potential years-long moratorium.

He noted that Scarborough has "a lot of space", in Tact 'enough

facilities lo handle double" its current enrolment. But, the stumbling block

is the college's non-existant library; it's slated for Phase ill.

"I guess we'll see what happens," he mused.
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Finance commissioner Vince DeAngelo consults his notes while speaking at Wednesday's

SAC meeting. Members voted to urge students to withhold the second instalment of their fees.

Withhold your second term

fees, SAC urges students
By BOB GAUTHIER

The Students' Administrative

Council Wednesday decided to urge

U of T students to withhold their

second term fees instalments in

January.

However, vice-president John

Helliwell indicated that if the On-

tario Federation of Students

meeting this weekend does not back

the boycott province-wide and agree

that the immediate aims of the

withholding are to press the Ontario

government lo publicly commit

itself on future plans for tuition and

sludent aid, the executive may call

an emergency meeting next week

which could rescind approval of the

withholding campaign.

Similarly, SAC president Eric

Miglin. also an OFS executive, said

he would not support the

withholding at the OFS meeting

unless it agreed with Helliwell's

condiiion and that the action should

be reassessed at the beginning of

February.

The meeting at Erindale approved

the executives proposal by about

two to one under the following

conditions:

• Thai the immediate aim of the

fees withholding action be to press

the Ontario government to publicly

commit itself on ils future plans with

respect to luition fees, the OSAP
loan ceiling, the age of independence

under OSAP and aid Tor parl-lime

students.

• That at the beginning of

February, SAC evaluate the fees

withholding action and determine

whether or not should continue.

• That SAC demand notification

by the government of any future

changes in the financing of post-

secondary education, and demand
participation of interested par-

ticipants in decision making,

specifically sludenls and university

administrators.

Miglin said. "The government has

come oul with a strong statement

that there will be no fees hike next

year. 1 am personally satisfied they

won't."

He added that the government

was "wishy-washy" on the subject of

grants and loans.

Miglin later added that "I think

we should recognize very strongly

thai what we're doing is a fees

withholding as a protest, not a

—See 'PROTEST', page 3—

Regina students quit occupation for week
REGINA (CUP) — Students at the

University of Saskatchewan Regina

campus have suspended their oc-

cupation of two administration of-

fices for at least one week while a

negotiating committee takes up an

offer lo work for parity "within the

system".

The decision was made at a

general meeting Wednesday
attended by more than 800 students.

Regina campus principal John

Archer addressed the meeting and

asked students to call off the oc-

cupation. In return, he would sup-

port a review of the nature and level

of student participation on the uni-

versity's decision-making bodies

"with a view to ensuring that

students have opportunity to make

their full contribution", he said.

"I would welcome and urge a

review of the University Act and i

am prepared to discuss proposed

changes with faculty and students,

and lake steps to arrange a meeting

with the minister of education and

his deputy minister to pursue this

end." Archer said.

Bui Archer would not given even

verbal support to the students'

demands and did not explain what

he meanl by "full contribution".

The deputy minister of continuing

education in Saskatchewan happens

lo be Ihe former vice- principal of the

Regina campus.

The students responded by

passing a five-point motion es-

tablishing the conditions under

which the occupation would end.

The points are:

•to accept the report of the

sludent negotiating committee on

discussions with the administration

and faculty about parity.

• to suspend the occupation of two

administration offices that began

Nov. 16.

• to make clear lo Archer that the

sludenls are nol prepared to

negotiate the right to parity buLonly

the implementation of it.

•that failure lo recognize that

demand will result in further drastic

actions.

•thai the negotiating commitlee

report to a general meeting of

students within one week.

The negotialing committee is

composed of six students — three

from social science, two from educa-

tion, and one from administration.

Another commitlee will be

cslablished to examine changing the

University Act lo provide more stu-

dent, faculty and community con-

trol. The committee will be com-

posed of one-third students, one

third faculty, and one-third

members of the outside community.

The community members must be

acceptable to the student and faculty

represent a lives.

Students plan to march on the

Saskatchewan Legislature today

and present their demands for

changes in the University Act to

Premier Allan Blakeny. The
demands are almost identical to a

resolution passed by this year's

Saskatchewan New Democratic

Parly convention held last weekend.

The resolution calls for autonomy

for each campus at U of S and a new

governing structure with one-third

representation on all university

governing bodies for students, facul-

ty and community members.

The Regina campus occupation

began one week after the dean of the

faculty of arts and science vetoed a

motion passed by the division of

social sciences, which would have

guaranteed staff-students parity in

all eight social science departments.

The dean claimed only a department

chairman could change the com-

position of a department governing

body. (Six of the departments

already have granted parity but it is

not considered the students' right.)

On Nov. 16, about 200 sludenls

occupied the dean's office and Nov.

20 the occupation spread to Ihe

ofilce of the dean of graduate

studies. Principal Archer claimed

throughout that the University Act

blocked any blanket guarantee of

parity, but he also opposed ihe

concept itself.
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HERE AND NOW
Announcements for this column

will only be accepted if they are

submitted on the forms provided,

typed on a 64-character line. The

new forms are now available in The

Varsity editorial offices, second

floor, 91 St. George Street.

TODAY
12:30 pm

Luncheon seminar with professor J.

Gehl. School ol Architecture, Royal

Academy Copenhagen, "LIFE BETWEEN
HOUSES — Studies on Ihe Human Use ol

Public Urban Spaces", room 111, 150 St.

George.

1:15 pm
Anthology is a play including Howl by

Allan Ginsberg, as well as works by T.S.

Eltol, Kurt Vonnegut, and John Fowles.

Admission is tree, al the UC Playhouse,

79a St. George Street.

3 pm
Colloquium: History ol Science,

"Heredity and Disease: Early 19lh Century

English Views" by Dr. Herbert Odom, Choir

Room, Massey College.

3:30 pm
Five informative minutes Introducing you

to where you're at. Today, David Eslrin, on

the Environmental Law Association. 'Van-

tage' on Radio Varsity.

4 pm
The GSU. 16 Bancroft Avenue cordially

invites everybody to the best way to finish

oH a week on campus: our famous wine
and cheese parties. This and every Friday,

you are welcome to come and enjoy the

best of imported and domestic wines, and
meet an interesting group of both students
and staff. See you there. Until 7.

4:30 pm
Lichet Benchen at Hillel House, 186 SI.

George Street.

7 pm
Demonstration at the airport against the

government's racist immigration policy.

Meet at Sid Smith lor transportation.

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Claude Jutra's

"Mon Oncle Anloine" Car' Hali. Admission
S1. Again at 10.

The Toronto Polish Students'

Association is holding its annual general

meeting, open to all, at SPK. 206 Beverley

Street (corner ol Cecil). Bar and buffet.

Spm
Last in a series of lectures on Hungarian

history sponsored by the Hungarian
Students' Association. Dr. Andrew Ludanyl

on The developent of nationalistic policies

WATERBEDS
7 STYLES ON

DISPLAY TO SUIT

ANY DECOR OR BUDGET

Freeform Interiors

2110 YONGE 4E

COMMUNITY

AFFAIRS

in co-operation with

The National Film Board

CANADIAN FILM
FADE-IN OR
FADE-OUT?

Moderator:

GEMLfJ PRATLET • Ont. Rim Inst.

Panelists:

GEOBGE DESTOUHIS - Pres. Famous Players
WIUMM FHUET "Wedding in White"
JOHN HOFSESS - Reviewer MiClwns
SANDRA GATHERCOLE - Tor, Film-Makers

Co-op

MICHAEL SPENCER - Exec. Dir. C.F.D.C

ALLAH KING • "The Married Couple" &
"Warrendale"

PLUS FILM PRESENTATION

TUES. NOV. 28 8:00 P.M.
Free Atfnlssloa-Everyone Welnme

ST. LAWRENCE. 366-1656

27 FRONT ST. E.

in Eastern Europe after World War II". Sid

Smith, room 1069.

The movie "Red Detachment of Women"
will be shown in room 3, New Academic
Building. Victoria College. Admission free.

Sponsored by the Canadian Liberation

Movement.
8:15 pm

St. Michael's College Theatre presents

Robert Anderson's "You Know I Can't Hear

You When The Water's Running" at Univer-

sity College Playhouse, 79a St. George

Street. Free admission. Same deal

tomorrow night.

8:30 pm
Creation 2 presents a new Canadian

play, MIDWAY PRIEST, on the media

medium. Actor's Theatre, 390 Oupont
Avenue. Admission S2. Students $1.

The Hamlet Show at Erindale College in

room 292, the preliminary building.

SATURDAY
all day

A city-wide, day-long teach-in sponsor-

ed by U of T Varsity Christian Fellowship

with Reverend John Stott. The topic is

"Jesus' Portrait of Jesus People". Three

expositions will be given by Rev. Stott at

11 am. 3 pm. and 8 pm at St. Paul's Anglic-

an.Bloor Street.

9 am
Course Union Conference sponsored by

SAC Education Commission In the UC
Junior Common Room. For all people

involved or interested in course unions,

evaluations, or education projects. Discuss

problems, solutions, goals, methods. Let

us know i( you're coming: 928-4909. Until 5.

10:30 am
University ol Toronto Film Board holds a

Film Workshop in the Film Board Room,
Hart House. New members welcome!

Budgets tor some scripts.

7;30 pm
SMC Rim Club presents Claude Jutra"s

"Mon Oncle Antotne", Carr Hall. Admission

S1. Again at 10.

2 pm
The Cross and Crescent Bazaar, a

display and sale of Arab goods, will take

place at Ihe International Student Centre.

Everyone welcome!

8 pm
Coffee house open, 186 SI. George. All

welcome to come and meet new faces and

friends.

"Spirit of 1837 Festival" featuring Milton

Acorn and Cedric Smith of the Perth Coun-

ty Conspiracy will be held at OCE
auditorium, 371 Bloor W. Tickets at the

door or phone 962-7233. Anti-imperialist

Day Committee, Canadian Liberation

Movement sponsors.

8:30 pm
The Hamlet Show at Erindale College in

room 292 of the preliminary building. A
special bus will be leaving Islington Station

at 8 pm and will return to the station after

the perlormance.

Creation 2 presents a new Canadian

play, Midway Priest, on the media medium.
Actor's Theatre, 390 Dupont Avenue. Ad-

mission $2. Students S1.

SUNDAY
11 am

John Stott will be having ihe morning

service at Knox Church, Spadina and Har-

bord. All visitors welcome.

Hart House service discusses "false

witness" and its opposite. Join us for

worship.

7 pm
Ken Terhoven has the Knox service,

followed by a coffee house at 8:30 with

music by Ihe HACKAMU and discussion

with Mr. Terhoven. Everybody welcome.

3:30 pm
Sunday Concert with Norma Tetreau

(soprano), Frank Tetreau (piano) In recital.

Works include Handel, Brahms, Britten,

Haydn, and Lizst. Sponsored by Scar-

borough College and Musicians Union.

6 pm
International Dinner, Pakistani-style,

being served at the International Student

Centre. Price per person: 75 cents.

Everyone welcome!

7:30 pm
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew at

Hillel House, 186 SI. George Street.

8:30 pm
Hillel graduate club is featuring a dance

at the Wilson Hall in New College. Admis-
sion S1.00 for members and SI. 25 lor non-

members. Live band.

Cigarettes

and
Cigarette

Tobacco

MALCOLM BATTY

EXHIBITION

ART GALLERY
Monday. 11 a.m. -9 p.m.

Tuesday to Saturday. 1 1 a.m. - 5 p.m.

JAZZ CONCERT
GARY SNIDER

EAST COMMON ROOM
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 29

12:00 NOON TO 2 P.M.

SHABON MclNTYBE
SOPRANO

DON TUSTIAN
PIANIST

MUSIC ROOM
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28

4:00 P.M.

SUNDAY EVENING

CONCERT.

Katherine Root,

PIANIST
Greol Hill 6.00 Sundiy November 26.

Tickets available al Ida Hall Porter's Desk.

HART HOUSE

NEW YEAR'S

EVE BALL

DANCING TO

BENNY LOUIS
2 BARS

SPLASH PARTY
BUFFET SUPPER

TICKETS $16 A COUPLE
AVAILABLE FROM

THE HALL PORTER'S DESK AND
THE UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

U OFT FILM BOARD

Film Workshop

FILM BOARD ROOM, 10:30 A.M.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

THE

CHRISTMAS TREE

1$ COMING

WEDNESDAY.

DECEMBER 6

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

BY-ELECTION
To fill vacancies on certain Committees, as follows:

Faculty Members

Dept of East Asian Studies

Dept. of Sanskrit and Indian Studies

General Committee |1|

General Committee (1)

Depts. of Anthropology. Geography.

Political Economy and Sociology

General Commitee (1)

(Social Sciences Division)

Note: Nominations and voting for General Committee are
restricted to Departments named. Nominations for

Social Sciences Division are restricted to Departments
named, but Faculty members from any Department
may vote.

Students Members
New College

I finis College

Erindale College

Victoria College

New College

Trinity College

Any College

Extension

Note:

General Committee (1)

General Committee (1)

General Committee (1)

Committee on Counselling (1)

Committee on Counselling (1)

Committee on Counselling flj

Curriculum Committee

on Life Sciences (1)

Curriculum Committee (1)

on Humanities

Nominations and voting for all these positions are
restricted to the constituencies named. Students
nominated for the Committee on Life Sciences must
this session be taking at least three courses in Botany,
Psychology, Zoology and/or other Life Sciences.

Nominations
November 20 to 27 inclusive on nomination forms obtainable
at College and Faculty Offices. Deadline for receipt of
nomination 4.00 p.m. Monday, November 27 at the Faculty
Office, Room 1006. Sidney Smith Hall.

Elections
Voting will be from December 4 to 7. 1972.
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It's not a strike but a protest, says Miglin
• from page one

strike.

"Strike connotates a lever... and
we have no lever over the govern-

ment." He said, "I don't think the

government gives a damn. All we
can do with the fees withholding is

show our displeasure with the

government's implementations."

In supporting the fees

withholding, Helliwell noted that

last month's strike referendum
"called for a strike if negotiations

with the government were

unsuccessful.

"I don'l believe there's any way
we can claim that the negotiations

have been successful. I think we are

committed to holding a fees strike."

Helliwell said that over 5,300

voted in the strike referendum to

support a fees strike.

"Twelve thousand are eligible to

withhold their fees," he added.

"Therefore, the 5,300 figure repre-

sents roughly one-third of who
who would participate."

Helliwell maintained that SAC

should run a strong campaign for

people to withhold their fees.

One part of the executive

resolution was defeated — that the

SAC's support for the fees
withholding action be contingent on
at least 4000 U of T students par-
ticipating initially.

Erindale rep Arnold Brody won-
dered how SAC would be able to

tell whether 4,000 students had
- supported the fees strike.

Helliwell replied that "I don't
think there'll be any diflculty in

Talk of a class boycott floated around the SAC meeting room in the event that the Ontario

government does not respond to the withholding of fees.

"Cadario is no student rep
99

getting the figures from the comp-
troller's office as to how many
haven't paid," he said.

Brody said, "I wouldn't want
SAC lo be bound by a motion that

the strike be called off if there's only

3.99S participants... Let's wait un-

til the end of February lo evaluate if

the fees strike or less than 4000
participants is effective enough."

Finance commissioner Vice
DcAngelo disagreed with Helliwell

and proposed that SAC hold a fees

strike with a deadline of February

15.

much more at ease with withholding

fees for a definite period of time," he
said. Furthermore, it 'might be

easier to negotiate with Simcoe Hall

on the penalty for withholding the

fees", he said.

UC rep Bob Anderson said that

he didn't like the idea of a limited

duration to the strike. "If we are

using it for a bargaining tool, then

we haven't got a tool of any sort

whatsoever."

Miglin reported he had
approached U of T vice-provost

Robin Ross informally and that

"the administration's feeling was
that it would waive the penalties.

"The administration is flexible to

a limited extent", Miglin added,

"but the limited flexibility of from
two lo three weeks was implied."

Education commissioner George
Strathy proposed that if the

demands that the government com-
mit itself on tuition fees were not

met by the first Monday in

February, that there be a boycott of

classes. If these demands were still

not met, he advocated that the

boycott continue on each successive

Monday.

The motion failed by 22 to 1 2.

Stralhy said that the "fee strike

motion is a fairly bankrupt idea. It

won't affect the government or the

university very much, it will affect

the students"

He compared the fees strike to a

boycott of classes during reading

week.

De Angclo said Strathy's idea of a

boycott was "good", but asked SAC
to "be a little bil realistic about what

we're proposing to do."

Engineering rep Donald Buchan
failed to see how a boycott of classes

would do anything. Stralhy asked if

SAC should put pressure on the

university, or "are we supposed to

sit back and do nothing?"

"At this point, yes," Buchan
replied.

Helliwell told the meeting that

boycotting classes was "no skin off

iheir (the government's ) derrieres."

The idea of a trust fund

administered by SAC for withheld

fees was also rejected.

SAC vice-president Ross

Flowers said the OFS executive

advised by letter that a trust fund

would be unworkable. An OFS sug-

gestion that SAC establish a similar

trust fund was dismissed by him as

"potentially good" but practically

unworkable.

Architecture rep Elliot Rovan's

appeal for an open-ended strike with

no deadline went unheeded. Rovan

said that if the strike is supported by

SAC that it is up to the SAC
administration, "namely the

president", to be extremely strong in

support and keep students united.

Governing Council student

member Paul Cadario is once again

at the centre of a storm of con-

troversy — this time when he was
chosen as the only student from U of

T to speak to the provincial Com-
mittee on University Affairs.

All seven of Cadario's student

colleagues on the council sent a

letter last Thursday to chairman

Malim Harding asking that in

future student members of govern-

ment delegations be chosen by the

student caucus of the council.

Although it is not referred to in

the letter, the root of the students'

grievance lies in the choice of

Cadario twice to represent the un-

iversity without consulting the

students on the council, according to

student Ian Morrison.

Cadario was chosen by the

administration earlier this month to

go to the annual conference of the

Association of Colleges and Univer-

sities as part of the U of T
delegation, in a move that angered

SAC president Eric Miglin as well

as the student caucus. SAC passed a

motion asking that Cadario not

attend.

The move that sparked the letter

was Governing Council chairman

Malim Harding's choice of Cadario

to speak to the CUA at its hearings

for U of T next Tuesday.

The letter, of which a copy went

to president John Evans, is signed by
student members Aron Goldberg,

Norma Grindal, Joyce Denyer,

Clarice Henschel, John Morton,

Brian Morgan and Morrison.

Morgan said last night that if the

students do not receive a reply from

Harding, they intend to raise the

mutter with the council. He said he

hopes for some guidelines to be

reached on appointing represen-

tatives for the university.

Cadario stated last night that he

was not chosen to represent U of T
as a student, but as one of the

Governing Council's committee
chairmen. Each chairman is from a

different constituency of the

university.

"Members of the Governing

Council chosen to represent the

Governing Council should be chosen

by the chairman (Harding)," he

insisted.

The letter recognizes that Cadario

was chosen as a committee chair-

man by stating that "Any student

governor speaking in an official

capacity as a governor is inevitably

seen by the public and by official

bodies as speaking on behalf of the

students of the university."

Asked to comment on this

statement, Cadario simply said he

disagreed.

Morton complained last night

thai in the administration's "de fac-

to policy of choosing Cadario as a

student representative (to any im-

portant body requiring one), our

(the student caucus') opinion has

never been consulted."

Morgan described the practice as

"an undercut by the administration

to weaken the student voice on the

council".

"The great danger," he warned,

"is that the administration will pick

students who represent the views

they want heard."

Morrison declared last night that

"I don't think that Paul and the rest

of the students I know have much in

common."

Cadario has more in common
with U of T vice-president Don
Forster and Evans, he staled.

As for Cadario, he quipped, "I'm

lookine forward to going to the

CUA."

Daycare settles in
An ultimatum from Campus Community Day Care lo U of

T's administration went past its Wednesday deadline for an offer

of acceptable accommodation for its over-two day care centre.

However, neither side seemed excited by the co-op's threat

that it may settle permanently in the building it is presently

occupying on Devonshire Place.

"Things are looking up as far as the administration is

concerned," says co-op spokesperson Julie Mathien. She says the

group has been getting some "unofficial response" from the

administration.

"We're getting optimistic noises from them," she said

yesterday. "They've made no move to toss us out, and it doesn't

seem as though they're going to at this point."

Co-op parent Cathy Petersen says that the appointment of

professor Jill Conway as vice-president (internal affairs) at least

means there is someone in the administration responsible for

dealing with the situation.

Conway has already had some discussions with the co-op,

Petersen indicated.

Renovations to the occupied centre by the co-op are in

progress, and Mathien says they will continue. She sees any further

moves as being up to the administration: "The onus is on them to

come to us, and they're doing more of that."

Administration campus co-ordinator Lois Reimer indicated

last night that the university is still looking for permanent

accommodation for the centre.

The university's proposed renovations to the occupied

clubhouse are not on. a specific timetable, she said.

Meds dean says pre-med course should be re-examined
By HEATHER-JANE

SANCUINS
Medicine Dean A.L. Chute said

Tuesday that the "lack of a pre-

medical course is causing a dis-

tortion of arts and science courses."

Speaking at a special meeting of

the Governing Council's Planning

and Resources Committee, he ex-

plained that prospective meds

students are inflating enrolment in

some courses as "an estimated l ,000

students enter arts and science

courses annually and the enrolment

for first year medicine is 250."

As a result, a brief he presented to

committee members stated that the

750 students left out "then have two

or more years of university ex-

perience which may not be relevant

lo alternate career goals. It is

therefore urgent that the university

examine this problem."

St. Michael's College president

John Kelly, a committee member,

stated that if steps were not taken,

there would be "the same problem

next year", that of many students

enrolling knowing they want to leave

after two years.

One solution, the brief suggests, is

to set up an institute or college for

health sciences to develop programs

in pre-professional instruction.

The faculty also says in reply lo

the problem, "We do, however, sub-

scribe to the idea that there should

he multiple avenues for admission to

medicine."

One idea medicine is considering

is a test plan this summer in which

20 first year arts and science

students will be accepted into first

year medicine, after only one year,

Chute said. Ojnitling the normally

obligatory second year, they would

lake a course over the summer in

Organic Chemistry.

Medicine Admissions Dean J,W.

Steiner lold the committee that the

faculty is considering using interest

and motivations tests to replace the

usual admission requirement of an

A average.

Chute also said that continuing

medical education was "a large

burden" on most of the medical

faculty. 1,700 doctors attended

courses on campus last year and 30

visits by faculty groups were made
lo outlying centres lo give brief

courses.

An Ontario Council of Health

report has suggested that U of T
increase its first year enrolment

from 250 to 350 students. It bases

this on a need for more doctors,

evidenced by the fact that 60 per

cent of Ontario's doctors were

trained outside the province.

"The government is loathe lo

increase numbers ot new schools by

building instead of expansion," con-

tinued Chute. His faculty could

probably accommodate the

suggested increase in the field of

pure sciences, he said, but it "would

create major problems in the area of

clinical teaching."

Victoria College Principal J.M.

Robson told the committee that

only about one-third of the teaching

done by a federated college is to its

own students, except for St.

Michaels' College, which teaches a

creator number of its own.

Robson suggested that new
colleges could be set up to ac-

commodate students who aren't in-

terested in college life. These new.

colleges would occupy existing

buildings such as Sid Smith Hall,

ihe. Lash Miller Building and the

McLennan Physics Laboratory.

Robson also stated that library

use is up in all eight colleges,

ranging from 25 per cent at Victoria

lo 70 per cent at New.

Staff democracy

in action today
If you are a member of The

Varsitv staff and would like to

spend v.:ur Christmas vacation m
Winnipeg, you should come to

Ihe staff meeting in the Varsity

office. 41 St. George St. The

meeting will decide who will go

to the annual Canadian Universi-

iv Press Conference in Ihe sister

city of Vladivostok.

Also to be chosen: a person to

represenl the staff on the Varsity

Hoard. The action starts today at

I pin so be there.
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Toike should re-examinepurpose
In response to mounting criticism of

its content, the Engineering Society
has established a committee to study
its paper, the Toike Oike.

Dissatisfaction with Toike material
is not restricted to engineering
students. Increasingly, one-time Toike
fans have been expressing con-
sternation with the puerile, racist, sex-
ist image transmitted by the paper.

Far be it for The Varsity to condemn
earthy humour or jokes of a sexual
nature. What we object to — and
apparently what at least enough
others to motivate the study com-
mittee's establishment object to — is

the Toike's self-appointed mission to
seek the most chauvinist, racist
humour it can find. Grossness rather
than humour seems to dictate the
paper's policy s

Today's I'Hebdo feature article,

beginning on page 10, focusses on an
analysis of what makes the Toike tick
and offers a reasoned critique of the

paper's attitudes and coverage. The
article and this editorial were com-
missioned by The Varsity staff not as
an attack upon a potential rival, but as
an attempt to contribute to the im-
provement of student journalism on
this campus.

Futile attempts to dismiss serious
criticism of the Toike's material with
claims that critics are over-reacting,
and taking the racist and sexist com-
ments too seriously betray more than
a lack of understanding of others'
feelings. It represents a refusal to
attempt to consider others and the
implications of Toike policy.

Keeping one's eyes closed to reality

will not make it go away. And, saying
that because they weren't written
maliciously, Toike jibes don't hurt,

offend, and insult many of its readers
is dishonest.

The paper's policy does a great
disservice to engineers. It tries, by the
stereotypes it perpetuates, to re-

inforce a mythical, degrading, sexist
image of unthinking clods wandering
around with slide-rules looking for the
first "broad" to lay. As engineering
students continue to attempt to make
their contribution to society socially
relevant {at least in their context), the
Toike persists in pretending they are
indifferent morons who regard
women as sex objects, and sneer
contemptuously at ethnic minorities.
In this way, the society's own paper is

more anti-engineer than any sup-
posedly anti-professional artsies.

The Toike's non-journalism not
only disappoints engineering
students. It lets the entire campus
down, by ignoring its potential role as
a second, cross-campus publication.
Toike resources, both financial and
personnel, would allow it more than
any other campus paper to provide a
real alternative to The Varsity, an
alternative that many students believe
should exist.

Suggestions that the Toike could
offer this university an alternative view
do not preclude continued publication
of a satiric, creative newspaper. The
Toike's recent take-off on The Varsity.

"The Varshity", was disappointing on-
ly in that it got caught in the typical
Toike trap of unfunny sexist, racist

jokes rather than the clever humour
and spoof for which The Varsity is

such an easy target. Perhaps, The
Varsity takes itself too seriously and
deserves to have itself brought down
to earth.

Hopefully, the Toike's staff will

seriously re-examine its policy in light

of the apparent general dis-
satisfaction with the role it is playing
on this campus rather than reacting
hostllely and defensively — or worse
still, indifferently — to the concern of
its readership." Responding positively
and creatively, the Toike can assume
its legitimate place as a forum of
creative, alternate viewpoints, making
a genuine contribution to this campus.
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Reading, writing are clearest indicators

School trains working class for factory jobs
By JIM DAW

reprinted from Excalibur

Literacy Tor working class children is the

key to making changes in the schools, changes

which can'l be co-opted, but can finally be

linked to u^ larger revolutionary political

movement, according to George Martell,

editor or This Magazine is about Schools.

Martell told a York University course

Monday. "The oppression of the working

class in the schools is shown in its clearest

form... (in the) reading and writing question.

•'Reading and writing ability is the

objective standard of the streaming process.

It's the Final factor administrators point to in

determining your place in the school

hierarchy. There is a direct relationship

between your class (your place in the socio-

economic scale), your stream in school, and

your reading ability. The lower down you are

in society and in the school, the worse you

read."

It is the sociulizilion process in schools, he

said, which is the prime cause of working class

illiteracy ii process which prevents working

class students from developing a "means to

describe the world". The kids are made
"dumb", a two-edged word in English

meaning not only that a person is stupid, but

also that he can'l speak.

"The words lo be learned in school are alien

to the working class." Martell continued. The
words of the middle class arc the words of

mobility, "words that blur the actual

mechanisms of society, that are opaque,

abstract, not very much connected to human
emotions or to individual persons."

Me used the example of an intelligence

quotient lest in which children arc shown

pictures of four people — a policeman, a

butcher, a grocer, and a druggist — and then

asked what all four have in common.
More often than not. he said, a middle class

child will- realize the "correct" answer, and

group all four under the abstract heading

"men". A. working class child, meanwhile,

relating lo his own experience, may devise a

more active relationship: "the last three are in

cahnols and the policeman is after them."

"Working class kids use words of anger, the

words of their class," he said. "The words of

their class are about Ihc truth of human
oppression, and you don't want those kind of

words to gel out because when you do you

aren't creating people who easily fil into a

society such as our own, into work roles in

which lhey-re asked in fact to work in

alienation, lo work for grades, or lo work for

money or status."

"You can'l fil people into that sort of

arrangement iT in their education they learn

how lo tell the truth about that oppression, to

lell the truth about their particular human
feelings. In fact, the reverse happens, and they

start lo gel together and oppose you.

"The business of radical teachers and

schools for comparison with those in middle

class districts. When you do get the scores,

they show working class kids are two and

Ihrce years behind their middle class peers.

Secondly, he said working class parents

should then be made aware of the implications

of literacy. "IT their kids don't know how to

read ihey are doomed to the bottom streams."

And, finally, they must begin the long

struggle lo create the conditions necessary for

literacy. Every one of them involves a fight.

However, he stressed, the fights that take

working class parents is to create the con-

ditions that will enable working class kids to

read and write, to find their own words. It's an

absolutely revolutionary demand, though il

seems like motherhood," he said.

Martell said that the first of a three-step

prouram would be to inform working class

parents about the literacy of their children.

Thai itself involves political action; the in-

formation has to be pressured out. It's almost

impiissible: he said, to get available in-

formation on reading abilities in downtown

place in the school system can't be isolated

ones, as they often have been in the past.

"Teachers are nol going to change society or

schools unless they link themselves with a

larger working class political movement
which will develop the power necessary to

push back Ihc present state system."

He suggested that teachers could start to

develop links with Ihe working class by

becoming involved in these struggles and

neighbourhood preservation battles. He men-

tioned specifically Winchester School in

South of St. James Town, which has offered

no support to the embattled tenants there,

although il could easily do so.

Bui, he said, the most important thing

would be for teachers to build a strong

militant union interested not only in wages,

but also in the quality of education, a union

thai would link with blue and white collar

unions on all fronts.

Martell said that the development of a

serious strategy would not be possible unless

schools were looked at in the context of a

much larger framework.

He disagreed with Ivan Illich, "now the

darling of liberal education theory", who says

ihe objective primary function of the school is

ihrough consumption and the encouragement

of consumption to directly assist corporate

prolll-making.

Martell thought that was a secondary

function. He conceded that schools do fil into

ihe framework of monopoly capitalism by
absorbing such excess capital as electronic

equipment and construction materials; by

helping lo create demand by enforcing the

tendency among students to become passive

consumers; and by failing to question planned

ohsolescencc in construction materials.

However, the primary function of schools and
universities, Martell said, is to produce a

properly trained work force.

Bui. he explained he did not mean training

in the sense of providing skills, because as

education critics in the 60's realized, students

are "taught a superficial hodge-podge ofpre-

digeste'd materials that finally cut no ice for

anyone. The schools did nothing serious. No
one actually functioned as a scientist, or

historian or a writer. What Martell stressed

was ihe socialization process in schools that

filled students psychologically for jobs.

Martell said also that schools serve the

function of reinforcing and preserving the

present class structure by not providing

working class children with adequate skills.

Working class kids are socialized, Martell

concluded, so that they can move without too

much anguish into a factory job or a service

station job or onto welfare. "Socialization

comes down heaviest on the working class."

Martell also touched on the educational

system's mylh of pluralism. "I don't know of

a single left wing social science or history text

in the public school system," he said.

Non-academic

offers advice
Why doesn't the editor and why

don'l the feature article writers on

Varsity sound out the older genera-

lion when it comes time lo prepare

an editorial or an article? Because of

inexperienced youth, the reasoning

often appears shallow, one-sided,

and way-out.

First, the double-page spread for

the article "Everyone knows the real

Santa is Eaton's boughl"
(November 20). An excellent article,

but when writing about the planned

$250 million destruction and

rebuilding of a large downtown area,

the writer or writers failed lo ask a

salienl queslion: "Why doesn't

Ealon's use its excess profits of

$250,000,000 lo build factories nol

only in the Melro Toronto area, but

in other distant parts of Canada as

well? Ealon's would thus be doing

something lo build up Ihe country

instead of just siphoning billions ot

dollars from ihe pockets of

Canadians and shipping Ihe life-

blood lo the foreign manufacturers

all. over the world.

No, Ealon's wants to go on

forever acting as a big distributor all

over Canada of foreign-made goods.

The one or two per cent of

Canadian-made goods that il sells at

premium prices, it buys from the

factories ai rock-boitom prices.

Nothing was mentioned about

Ealon's being unashamed lo give

five cents or one cent change to a

customer who buys an article

costing $499.99.

Second, the editorial "Don'l

speed mail by lower pay. cutting

jobs" (November 22). Some good

points were raised, bul much was

left unsaid: lhal the Canadian Post

Office is a copycat branch of the PO
Department at Washington, D.C.;

that our PO was supposed to be

"losing millions" every year (hence

rise of rates lo the American in-

flation levels), yet it has over

570,000,000 lo squander on the in-

troduction of costly, American-built

machinery to speed the mails: that

to speed up the mails for a nation of

only 22 millions of people scattered

across an area over four million

square miles is the same type of

insanity as diesclizing the railways

and throwing thousands of A-l

steam locomotives, et cetera on the

scrap heap; that maybe ihe PO
Department has to introduce speed-

up machinery because the greedy

Canadian Union of Postal Workers

keeps demanding higher and higher

wages, plus ridiculous benefits (for a

job any boy over grade 7 could do—
dropping pieces of addressed paper

and magazines into ihe mail slots).

lust ihe same, it is wonderful to

see editorials and articles in The

Varsity which the other "free press"

refuses lo print lest it lose one or two

juicy advertising contracts. The

J.-llar :-:!pn reigns supreme
Non-Academic

Engin rep for

improved Toike
The following teller was sent to

the Special Committee set'Up by the

Engineering Society to examine the

objectives of the Toike Oike.

Opinions were solicited from
members of the Faculty Council of
ihe Faculty of Applied Science and
Engineering:

I am writing in response lo your

request for opinions on the Toike

Oike.

There is a real need for an

alternate campus newspaper, and

the Toike Oike has done a com-

mendable job over the years of

arousing widespread student interest

and of maintaining a strong circula-

tion outside the bounds of this facul-

ty. The imaginative humour and

irreverent slyle of the paper have

been a good representation of the

engineering spirit.

I feel it is imperative that any

newspaper enjoy as much freedom

as possible to produce outrageous or

critical material, but, at the same

time, that it assume the responsibili-

ty for not making wholesale, in-

discriminate attacks on any section

of the population. Criticism should

elevate, not degrade, and ridicule

should be aimed al particular

enemies, not at general readership. I

trust the Toike staff, as well as the

engineering student body, do not

consider Ihe female population of

ihe university to be their enemies. I,

therefore, see no need for sexisl

humour, for objeclification of

women (and men), for glorification

of the Playboy images of both

women and men, or for heaping

ridicule both on who upset

preconceived . ideas and (implicitly)
,

on male engineers who do not want

to play the arrogant, aggressive con-

ceited, chauvinistic role demanded

of them by engineering tradition.

This engineering tradition has in

the past included the most blatant

racism against blacks, Asians and,

as recently as my own first year

initiations, Jews. I doubt if such

white chauvinism would be tolerated

today, and I am sure that male

chauvinism will not be tolerated in a

future when more and more women
are demanding a place in the

professions.

The Toike Oike should anticipate

the future.

There is a legitimate place for

serious reporting and sarcastic

political criticism of left-wing stu-

dent politics, of the women's libera-

tion movement, and of important

events with the APSC Faculty. The

Toike Oike should pursue these

activities responsibly and
persistently.

Greg McM aster

Industrial Engineering Graduate

Student Representative

APSC Faculty Council

Straight facts

are championed

This letter is intended as a

reminder to Ms Sue Crowe in regard

to her letter in the November 15

issue of The Varsily. 1 would like to

request of Ms Crowe that she

attempt to get her facts straight. I

would like to answer her point by

point, bul there are just too many

statements of factual fantasy lo

answer. The only "inconsistency" is

in llCti argumeats,. If the Idler were

not muckraking, counter-
productive, and untrue, I would

publicly invite Ms Crowe in to dis-

cuss the points she thinks she raised.

The only thing ! would like to

remind Ms Crowe about is as

follows.

Fact: It is better to keep your

mouth shut and let people assume

you are stupid than to open your

moulh and prove it (as you have so

ably and completely done, Ms
Crowe).

Vince De Angelo

SAC Finance Commissioner

Indirect quote

upsets reader

In your article on (Michel

Chartrand's speech (The Varsit;

November 17, 1972), you refer to hi

speech as "supporting the right o

Arabs to occupy Israel".

Mr. Chartrand very clearly sai>

the only solution to the Middle Eas.

crisis is "to get the Palestinians back

to Palestine". This cannot be termeo

an Arab occupation of Israel, except

by those who deliberately want tc

misstate the plain facts.

The person who wrote the cutline

in question is free to have any

political opinions he likes, but he

should be honest enough when

quoting others.

H. Abo-Amer

Ed:s note: The disputed comment

was not represented as a direct

quote. It merely sought to differen-

tiate, as Chartrand did. between

Arab states and Palestinians, and

israe 1 and Palestine. _



College Bowl

Tickets
SAT., NOV. 25— 1 :00 PM

$2
NOW ON SALE AT SAC

ElecTor
MUNICIPAL ELECTION

CENTRE
In conjunction with S.A.C. and Innls College, INI

206/306 has planned a municipal elections centre

to gather and disseminate information concerning

the upcoming municipal elections on December 4.

The purpose of this service is to both supply basic

Information and to act as liason between candidates

for office and Interested individuals.

If you have any questions concerning the upcoming
municipal elections, feel free to contact us at 928-

5456. We exist to serve you.

63 St. George (Innis College)

WINTER CARNIVAL
Representatives of the local student councils, as well

as any interested students, are invited to an impor-

tant planning meeting on the proposed Winter Car-

nival.

Thursday. November 30 7:30 p.m. Bickersteth Room
Tentative Schedules are available at SAC Office.

For additional Information, contact Paul Carson at SAC

THE 1972/73

STUDENT
DIRECTORY

Is Now On Sale At The SAC Office

50* if you pay SAC fees

75° if you don't

ALSO AVAILABLE AT ENGINEERING STORES
VUSAC OFFICE. SMC STUDENT UNION

LEGAL AID
On the second floor of 44 SI. George Si. is locaied the Campus

Legal Aid Centre. The centre, run by funds obtained from Ihe S.A.C.,

provides a wide range of legal counsel and advice. One of Ihe main
areas of concern is Ihe landlord-tenant act, since many legal dif-

ficulties eminate from the abuse of this piece of legislation The
centre is run by student volunteers from the Faculty of Law, whose
time and dedication allow the programme to continue to operate.
Never feel that any difficulty is too minor to handle. In fact, much of

their work is processing legal forms for various purposes. In an ef-

fort to provide added service this year, a lawyer is being com-
missioned to aid the centre for a few hours per week. Such an effort

will provide added expertise to the facilities already available.

II ever you need legal help, the Campus Legal Aid Centre is here
to help you. Any student with a legal problem is encouraged to

make full use of this SAC sponsored service. It is on the second
floor of 44 St. George St. The Phone number is 928-6447.

MINUTE-

TAKER

NEEDED

SAC requires the ser-

vices of someone to take

Minutes at the SAC Ge-

neral Meetings. Those

interested in this posi-

tion should apply in writ-

ing, stating previous

relevant experience, to:

The President,

c/o SAC Office

Deadline: November 30

SAC

Phone

928-4911

SACircuit
Course Unions

The Education Commission is sponsoring a conference of

Course Unions, to be held on Saturday, November 25th in the

JCR at University College. It is our hope that anyone who is

either involved in, or interested in forming a course union will

attend. The main purpose of the Conference will be to discuss
the concept of Course Unions, and what the purposes of such
groups should be and whether they are fulfilling that function.

There will also be a discussion of the Objects and Success of

Course Evaluations, including how to prepare and process a
Course Evaluation. For further information and pre-conference
material, please contact the Education Office, either George or
Krys.

PREVIEW DAY
Another "Preview Day" for High School students is be-
ing organized by the Education Commission this year
Volunteers will be required to go to High Schools to
speak to students, and also to act as "guides" for stu-
dents who would like to spend a day at the University.
Ads will be placed in the "Varsity" concerning these
matters in the near future - for information call the Edu-
cation Office.

INSTRUCTIONAL

MEDIA

CWITTEE.

SAC will be making two
appointments to the

Board of the Instruc-

tional Media Centre.

Those interested in apply-
ing should submit an ap-

plication in writing to

DEBRA LEWIS,
Communications Com-
missioner, SAC Office

DEADLINE:

November 30

COURSE UNION PEOPLE
Anyone in any college, (acuity, department, division, institute or wherever
who is doing or thinking about doing anything related lo Course Unions
and/or Course Evaluations is asked to contact the Education Commission at

Ihe SAC Office.

Commissioner George Stralhy. Reldworket Krys Oobrowolski

WHO ARE YOU? WHERE ARE YOU?

GRANTS
Any campus publication which is interested in obtain-
ing a SAC Grant (for one or more issues) should apply
in writing to Debra Lewis. Communications Commis-
sioner, at the SAC Office. A detailed budget, including
other sources of revenue, must be included. Any such
publication MUST be distributed campus-wide—at
least for the issues to which any SAC Grant is applied.

SAC Financial Statement

The 1971-72 Audit Financial Statements for
the Students' Administrative Council are now
available at the S.A.C. office, 12 Hart House
Circle. These are available for examination.
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LE CAFE THEAAATRE-OUVRE
le 30 NOV.

VICTORIA COLLEGE

ST. THOMAS' CHURCH
{Huron Slreet south of Bloor)

11 A.M. THE REV. H.L. HERTZLER

7 P.M. UNIVERSITY SERMON SERIES
Preacher: THE REV. W.N. McKEACHIE

St. John's College, Oxford University

Subject:

THE MODERN MIND AND THE ANCIENT OF DAYS
(Coffee Hour and Discussion after the service)

ALL ARE WELCOME

MILITARY TECHNOLOGY:

WHERE ARE WE? WHERE ARE WE GOING?
A PUBLIC LECTURE

DR. G. R. LINDSEY
Chief of the Defence Research Analysis Establishment of the

Candian Defence Research Board, Ottawa

Monday, November 27, 1972
at 8:00 p.m.
IN ROOM 3154

MEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING

SPONSORED BY

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAMME

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

DIVISIONAL MEETINGS
Fall 1972

All members of the graduate faculty of each Division, and all

graduate students enrolled in the departments, centres and
institutes constituting the Division, may take part in these

meetings, which will be held on the following dates:

The Governing Council Chamber (formerly Senate
Chamber)
Thursday, November 30, 1972 at 10:15 a.m.

Division I (Humanities)

Division il (Social Sciences)

The Council Chamber, Galbralth Building

Thursday, November 30, 1972 at 2:00 p.m.

Division III (Physical Sciences)

Division IV (Life Sciences)

The agenda for each meeting will include:

1) Report of the Dean
2) Report of the Associate Dean
3) Other business

The Paulists are helping to build the earth.

downtown
on the campus
in the parish

in the office

building bridges

working with

the young and old

spreading the

Christian spirit,

praying

celebrating

counseling

North American
priests on the

move throughout

Canada and
the United States.

For more Information write:

Father Donald C. Campbell,

Room 101CA.

Raulist Fathers.
647 Markham Street

Toronto 174, Ontario

Manson family horror show •

more than insane orgy

of magic, sex, and murder
"There Is no pretense that this book Is the

final work on the Manson family. A scientific,

scholarly study, for Instance, Is needed on

techniques of psychedelic brainwashing and

criminal behaviour under complex hypnotic

suggestion-patterns. Young people need to know
the techniques a guru or so-called leader might

use to entrap them In a web of submission so that

they can keep a constant vigil against it."

— Sanders, Introduction to The Family.

/ For the past few years I have paid little

attention to all the media exposure of the Manson
murder cases, dismissing the Manson cult as just

one more of the many aberrations evident in our

society. Insanity and murder, physical or psy-

chological, is commonplace in Canadian and
American society, and I find things such as the

strike-breaking tactics of Canadian Driver Pool or

work conditions at Eaton's more shocking and

horrifying than the sensational murder of a pretty

blonde movie star. After all, we all know California

is a haven for crazies.

But more and more people were seriously

concerned with my astrological sign; Jesus freaks

began to interrupt my strolls on Yonge Street and
even to convert my friends; the media Increased

its coverage of witch cults. Most convincingly, I

found my own mind open to supernatural sugges-

tion, especially black magic.

When a friend sat up all night, horror-struck,

reading The Family, I decided to take a look.

When I realized the book had been written by Ed
Sanders, it gained credibility, despite its sen-

sationalist appearance.

Ed Sanders? Now in his early thirties,

Sanders turned on at age thirteen, was Involved in

the pacifist movement, joining a continental

march to Ban-The-Bomb, moved to New York's

m
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East Village in 1964 and started a magazine called

Fuck You: A Magazine of the Arts. He played and
wrote for The Fugs, who were involved in the

"Exorcism of the Pentagon" in 1967, who
recorded their Grope-In for Peace, using public

fucking as a magical weapon. Convicted on a

couple of obscenity counts, he then worked

(played?) with Abble Hoffman and Jerry Rubin as

they organised the Chicago demonstrations. So
Sanders at that point was using mystical formulae

in the political struggle against capitalism.

If Ed Sanders was concerned about Charles

Manson's brand of occult, perhaps there was
reason. The man had been around. Furthermore,

his research for the book was extensive, with over

10.000 pages of data building a daily history of the

growth of the Manson family. Sanders hired a

private investigator and himself posed as a New
York pornography dealer and a Satanist to get

information. A few lines of investigation became
too dangerous when his sources were found dead
in car trunks, for Sanders says, "No book is worth

permanent meditation next to a tire."

The book Is clearly not written to be read by
people wanting scholarly, academfc analysis. It is

meant for youth and counter-culture people,

written In slang with Sander's emotional reactions

included. Read it as if Ed was talking to you.

The Family tells the detailed story of the

growth of the Manson family. Manson's growing

delusions as a Christ-figure, his additions to his

harem of women, culminating in the Tate murders

in 1969. The story is one of interaction with

counter-culture and acid. Jesus freaks (par-

ticularly the Process Church), degenerating with

the demise of Haight-Ashbury into an almost

hypnotic whirlwind of Satanism, pornography
filrns involving animal and possibly human
sacrifice.

Manson himself comes from the typical

background of broken home and prison training

grounds for 'disturbed personalities'. While in jail,

he seems to have consciously developed his still

unexplained powers of charisma and hypnotic

suggestion.

Sanders goes to great pains to point out the

many inexplicable facets of the Manson murders,

from unsolved murders in the California desert to

other unearthed Satanist plots to discrepancies in

the position of bodies in the 'solved' Tate

murders. Of course, great secrecy always sur-

rounds the area of the occult and drug-dealing,

especially when, as mentioned earlier, murder
continues.

It might be easy to dismiss the entire Manson
cult as simple insanity, except for several dis-

turbing and frightening factors.

Charles Manson established a strong

control over the people in his 'family', for the most

part ordinary kids, moving around California in

-search of lost answers. The Manson family, in and

out of jail, has for the most part, still not

repudiated Charlie. Despite his Christ delusions.

Manson was an authoritarian and sadistic leader,

with almost complete control over the people he

ruled and manipulated in his mad fantasy. The

women in Charlie's harem were treated, literally,

worse than dogs; the dogs were fed before the

women at Manson family feasts. The women were

not allowed to speak English, but only gibberish,

to the children, for fear of contaminating their

minds, and were, of course, distributed at

Charlie's word to any male, including visiting

bikers. How did Charles Manson maintain this

kind of control over people who seem to have

been only normally messed-up?
Sanders traces the family's descent into a

whirlwind of blood, sacrifice, sadism, satanism,

preparing for the Armageddon of Helter Skelter

(picked up from the Beatles' White album), all

expressed in a mumbo-jumbo of assorted

magics, including Hopl Indian mythology. Charlie

predicted a Black racial revolution which would

come to the family for leadership. Blacks being
obviously incapable of self-government. He also

believed that the Beatles were waiting for word
from him. and attempted to call them.

Cloaked in revolutionary rhetoric, this mish-
mash of magic soon became a cult involved in

what seems an almost addictive blood bath. The
assorted forms of youth's rebellion against socie-

ty had become a horror-show, a rebellion against

some of man's deepest mores. It seems
frighteningly easy to get caught in the dynamics of

Satanic gore.

Furthermore, the connections with society

on many levels which Manson and his friends had
developed make one wonder just how pervasive

the cult of "black magic" has become in North

America. The family was involved with such
people as Dennis Wilson of the Beach Boys, Terry

Melcher, Doris Day's son, undefined underworld
characters and bikers. And. Manson and/or his

friends were closely connected with drug dealers

from Toronto, where MDA was first marketed in

1968 or 1969. Getting a bit too close to home to

dismiss as Californian madness?
There's more to come. If you walk down

Yonge Street, the chances are high that you will

be stopped by black-cloaked emissaries, wearing

a cross and Satan badge, and asked, "Do you
know about The Process?". Ed Sanders wrote

that Charlie Manson knew about The Process

Church of the Final Judgement. He characterized

The Process as one of three "sleazo-inputs" on

mystic death trips and found their influence on

Manson important enough to devote a chapter to

their history.

Sanders claims that The Process Church is

an English occult group professing belief in

Lucifer. Jehovah and Satan, and the unity of

Christ and Satan, with The Process advocating

violence to hasten the end of the world. The
Process, naturally, are chosen people. He says

that The Process involves a membership
hierarchy of six levels, with the upper levels

required to turn over all income to the founders,

Robert and Mary Anne DeGrimston. Sanders

continually makes connections of influence

between Charles Manson and The Process.

However, you will not be able to read

Sanders' view of The Process Church in the

paperback edition. After the initial release of the

hardcover book (Clarke Irwin & Co. in Canada,

E.P. Dutton. U.S.A.) The Process Church of the

Final Judgement sued Ed Sanders for libel. The

soft cover edition omitted almost all references to

The Process, and the case was settled out of

court. Since 1969. The Process seems to have

kept a low profile, as they say in the PR business,

but Sanders left me wondering how much and

what kind of influence they have in Toronto.

The Manson cult no longer seems the

isolated freak out of sensationalist murder it first

appeared to be. That orgy of blood and insanity

generated by Nazi "black" mysticism and im-

perialism is only thirty years in the past. There

appears to be a rise in assorted mystic beliefs,

many of them pertaining to black magic. Are
Americans and Canadians retreating into the

mystic due to the pressures and contradictions of

their societies? Man is not a rational animal, and
needs some kind of faith to sustain him. But only

rationality, not black magic, can save us from
man-made problems such as an acute ecological

crisis and the tensions which are structured into

our social system, such as racism and wage
slavery.

Ed Sanders, The Family: The story of Charles

Manson's Dune Buggy Attack Battalion, Avon
Paperback, 1972, $1.95.

SMC FILM CLUB
PRESENTS

Claude Jutra's

Mon Oncle Antoine
Canadian Film Awards:

8 awards Including

Best Feature Film
Best Screenplay
Best Direction

FRIDAY. NOV. 24

SATURDAY. NOV. 25

CARR HALL

7:30

&
10:00 P.M.

Admission $1.00

C/kiinqahl/
peakO

Trice/ arfheir
bottom

30 superbly
groomed trails,

10 lifts

accommodating
7,500 skiers per hour,
including

the only gondola lift

in Eastern Canada

• 2050' vertical drop (It's a real kick)

• Beginner's slopes (Look at me!)
• 5 day ski week: use of lifts $25.. lifts & lessons S35.

• Season from November to May

mont ste-anne P.O. Box 40, Beaupre,
Province of Quebec
(418) 692-0835

Canadian

Public Figures

on Tape

A new audiotape series designed

for courses in Canadian Studies

interviews conducted by

Richard M. Alway with:

LESTER PEARSON: "We have got to come to terms

with our relationship with the United States, and re-

tain our special Canadian status."

JOHN DIEFENBAKER: "No nation can be built on a

basis of disregarding the past."

T.C. DOUGLAS: "For the average Canadian, it

doesn't make much difference whether he is ex-

ploited by an American or a Canadian corporation."

WALTER GORDON: "When our business people

speak on behalf of Canadians, they sometimes have

an American idiom."

Tapes of Rene Levesque and Maurice Lamontagne
are now in preparation, with other interviews plan-

ned for the future.

A "dialogue" tape between J.R. Smallwood and J.W.

Pickersgill describes with humor and candor the

struggles of Newfoundland to become Canada's

1 0th province; Canada's attitude was "They're starv-

ing; let's take them and feed them."

Available in reel-to-reel tape and cassette @ $6.00

each (Douglas and Gordon are back-to-back; the

others on individual tapes).

Delores Broten

OISE
Order from Publications Sales

The Ontario Institute

for Studies in Education
252Bloor Street West
Toronto, Canada
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Sex as plumbing;

engineers as boors:

stereotypes of

the Toike Oike
At nursing school the sex

education teacher told her class,

"The average male penis is about
five inches long when erect." One
student nurse stood up and said,

"My engineering boyfriend's is

seven inches before he starts." The
teacher snapped, "Miss Adamson,
please keep quiet I'm speaking of

the necessities of life, and not the

luxuries!"

— Toike Joke

Lunchtime. Thursday October 6, the

Med Sci cafeteria a friend and I, between

forkfuls of steak and kidney pie, were

pouring over the Toike Oike which had
appeared on campus that morning. Even

by that journal's well-hung standards, this

issue was gamey indeed. After a few

pages we laid it aside (lunchtime. even on
one's best days, not really being a good
time to savour the Toike) and munched a

while in silence. Finally my companion
remarked "Don't judge all the engineers

by the Toike."

As it happens, I never did. My freshman
roommate in college, an engineer, used,

when I was out, to browse industriously

through my books; one evening I came
back to find that he had read through the

Oresteian Trilogy. He was eager to discuss

it, which was difficult for me, as I hadn't yet

got around to Aeschylus; I talked about
him a lot, to be sure, but actually reading

him was something of a chore.

There are similar anecdotes. A
professor of engineering had an apart-

ment in my residence, to which he invited

us all every week for drinks. The talk was
literate and genuine, free of the pom-
posities that inflated conversations with

students and junior profs in disciplines

closer to my own. This was an in-

ternationally famous man, a Spaniard, a
genial host and a collector of artifacts.

Or there's that roommate again, whose
interest in Greek drama outlasted mine.
As graduating seniors, we were finishing

off projects. I was dashihg off an honors
thesis on the Prometheus Bound, while he
was taking a humanities seminar and had
chosen to write a long essay on ancient
tragedy, which grandiose project I smiled
at as he described it to me. An engineer,
can you beat that, who didn't know a word
of Greek. Soon he began to drop over to

my place for advice, which was, it soon
became apparent, stupid of him: his paper
was infuriatingly more knowledgable than
mine, and immeasurably less pretentious.

. Whatever prejudices I held about
engineers, then. I soon disabused myself
of; they were as unsatisfactory as all the
other neat generalizations {I was pretty
naive) that I had set off to college with. It

was with some shock, therefore, when I

arrived four years later in Toronto, to find
the old stereotypes in full blossom. As I

soon learned, I was an artsie. There was
unceasing effort to brick the walls between
faculties higher and higher. An artsie.

imagine.

All this goes a long way towards
explaining why my lunch partner found.it

necessary explicitly to disassociate

himself from the works of the Toike.

Engineers, it seems, have not merely

chosen a vocation, they have chosen an

ideology, a lifestyle, a mystical and
boisterous solidarity. Or so the editors of

the Toike would have us believe... It's all

somewhat reminiscent of the giddiest

days of the late fifties. I remember an older

cousin, a girl who had just acquired a new
boyfriend, being interrogated; "What's he

like?" she was asked. "Oh, he's a Phi

Delt," she replied. Period. All was
answered.

There is, let's face it, an archetype of an
engineer. You all know it. I won't belabor

the point: the hard-hatted, beer-swilling

randy hulk, to be found at every home
football and hockey game, (if not

collapsed somewhere under the stands)

somewhere on the fringes of the Lady
Godiva Memorial Band, spoiling for some
nasty fun.

It's not a very good archetype, and it

never was. More engineers than not are
probably home painting the house or

doing thermodynamics problems. And the

crassness at Varsity Stadium/Arena is

catholic: artsie and engineer and dentistry

student writhe together in a veritable orgy
of Philistine hijinx.

Yet the mud sticks to the engineers; the

stereotype persists. There are of course,

the homecoming floats with the Labatt's

Fifty flag and the Red Cap banner; with

such swashbuckling standards, no
wonder when we see somebody's limp

frame being carted out of the stands,
we're as likely as not to mutter "Hmph.
Anoher rookie engineer who doesn't know
when he's had enough." Still, it's unfair for

them to bear the brunt of such comments.
But there's an insidiously effective
propaganda weapon that fuels such pre-
judices.

I mean of course the Toike Oike,
which serves the image of engineers
about as well as Martha Mitchell serves
the cause of enlightened conservatism.

Pa's out and Ma's out, let's talk dirt!

Pee-poh-belly-bottom-drawers.
— London Street refrain, quoted by
G. Legman in The Rationale of the
Dirty Joke

Everytime I read the Toike (and I pick it

up compulsively, like I pick at hangnails) I

think of Delvyn Boldt. (That isn't, of
course, quite his name, but we'll leave it

there.) He was the most- universally dis-
liked guy in the eighth grade, a fact he
remained happily unaware of. seating
himself staunchly at our lunchtable day
after day. Now we didn't dislike Delvyn
because he was fat, or a shameless suck-
up, but because he was one of those
misfits who sought to ingratiate himself
with the boys by talking dirty. Sex talk and
bathroom talk (Delvyn could never dis-
tinguish between the two) gushed from his
mouth as from a gutter-pipe during a
thunderstorm. The effluvia of the human
body were his obsession; his red-letter
days were those on which we were served
the slumgullion that is a staple of in-

stitutional kitchens. He would speculate

on its provenance until he had succeeded
in turning the hardiest stomachs. His

pudgy cheeks would glisten with joy;

Delvyn belonged!

The years have mellowed me a bit, and
now I can understand poor Dell a little

better. He was sex-obsessed but neuter,

and the only fun he could see there being

in sex was to use his imaginatively foul

mouth to out-gross the rest of us. then

guffaw at our discomfiture. It's a peculiarly

warped conception of virility, this, the

equation of squeamishness with feminini-

ty, of sex with plumbing-

Two items from the Toike come to mind
as 1 write this. First. The Ballad of Eskimo

Nell, a piece of doggerel so scabrous that,

if you read it, it's undoubtedly ripe in your

memory. Let's leave it there. The second is

a cartoon printed late last year. A scrawny
man stands naked, his just-spent penis

coiling (yes. coiling — such are the fan-

tasies of the Toike staff) on the ground.

Nearby sits an obese, scrofulous woman,
rubbing her great bushy twat with ecstacy,

as Henry Miller would say: That's my boy!

she coos.

Well. Someone might point out that the

faisande. the tained and the downright

raunchy are explored on the other end of

the sexual continuum, too, by the jaded,
the masochistic, the epicene. I know, I

know, but the Toike's verse is hardly
spawned by Rimbaud, nor its graphic art

by George Grosz. The true inspiration for
the Toike is the high school frat, the beer-
blast, the dare-you-to-do-it sprees: Drop-
ping trou for passersby, slipping some
pressed ham against the car window at
traffic lights. (In fact, on one occasion —
December 18, 1970 — the paper ran a
photo of the Skule swim team throwing a
collective moon at the camera.) All this is

forgiveable when the hormones are new
and heady, at about age 14. but most of us
get over it by early manhood. The Toike
seems to have jammed somewhere just
after the voice-breaking stage, bang in the
full bloom of acne. What's hard to take is

that they seem so damn proud of it.

Brigid Brophy one wrote that to her "the
two most fascinating things on earth are
sex and the eighteenth century". I dis-
agree with her choice of century, but
otherwise the sentiment is forthright and
agreeable, I record that just to clear the
decks of any suspicion that there's some

kind of pecksniffery afoot, that I'm drop-

ping these sour little scruples because I

find the Toike objectionable on grounds of

old-fashioned moral turpitude — what
they used to fire high school teachers for

— or because it outrages some fey,

genteel sensibilities of mine.

Decidedly not. The best thing about the

Toike is the robust bawdiness it brings, (a

welcome brace/) to this often drab cam-
pus. Everybody looks for the jokes, or

used to, before it became apparent that

most of them were filched from Playboy

and an odd. salty compendium called The
Rationale of the Dirty Joke. But baw-
diness, however extravagant, is one thing,

rancidity is something else-

Do the Toike editors. I wonder, realize

just how offensive they can be? And n^f '

just to the squeamish. Jibes at pious,

horny spinsters have been around for

centuries, and may be amusing or not, but

when you single out a specific institution,

Loretto College, and ascribe to it the

house-rule "Lights out by ten, candles out

by eleven" you are being patronizing and
vicious in a way the basic joke itself isn't.

Or when you ring obscene changes on the

name Ceta Ramkhalawansingh because
you disagree with her politics and think

she has a funny name anyway, you're

verging into personal invective of an un-
forgiveable sort. And when you compare
something disagreeable to "the inside of a

Hindu's jockstrap" — which, believe it or

not. was the "in" epithet for a while —
you've said something brutally racist.

Things like this are not funny, not at all.

We can accept the fact that the Toike
seems to be printed on presses loaded
with estrogen rather than ink; we can skip

over the thousand-and-one dreary per-

mutations along the theme sliderule

penis. If we can stomach it, even when that

paper gleefully plumbs the lower sexual
depths, it doesn't bother us the way their

thoughtless vituperation does. (Much of

this, of course, is on the Delvyn Boldt level.

Their reference to my co-editor and me in

The Varshity was that we were to "Imitate

an elephant after a breakfast of beans".
Out of the mouths of eighth-grade boys
trenchant quips cascade.)

It seems never to dawn on the editors

that, if you transgress certain boundaries
of taste and distance too often, you are
open to consequent charges. Sexism for

one, which probably doesn't worry the
Toike too much, despite the fact that it's

sexism of an almost feudal primitiveness.

Racism for another, which, I hope does
bother them. (A note here about their

targets. What Ihey write about the peoples
of the Middle East and Asia (still stamped
with, the stereotype of docility as blacks
once were) they wpuld hardly dare to write

about blacks.)

Hell, we're not supposed to take this

seriously (I can hear them saying) we're
supposed to go along with the joke. "Don't
take it personally" is the last refuge of the
wise-ass. It's a pretty transparent defend
mechanism, whipped out when something
unforgiveable has been said or done. It

should be emblazoned on the Toike's
masthead.
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Pavlov's dogs? No, just the annual engineer's stave auction with some light entertainment. {All engineers, however, do not drool.)

WHY DOES A WOMAN PREFER
AN ENGINEER
Because,
He plans his course of action

To give her total satisfaction

The circumference of the hole

To the thickness of his pole

With plenty of time

Using tangents and cosine
He calculates the angle

To prevent a mis-tangle

Using the sliding friction

For insertion without restriction

He calculates the maximum
strain

To prevent unnecessary pain

And considering the minimum
stress

He gives enough — no more, no
less

All work is in fact energy
So using discretion lightly

He gives and gets total enjoy-

ment
For a minimum loss of strength

Energy dissipates into heat

Due to the work between the

meat
Such heat women treasure

Because it is converted to

pleasure

Remembering an ENGINEER is

always in prime
At the end he's ready for the next

time.

COMPARE TO AN artsie:

An artsie man is really a sissy

And starts things in a great hurry

Knowing nothing about stress

and strain

He will cause a mess and
considerable pain

And if the tender hole is not at

stake

The artsie pole will surely break

Why it is indeed no wonder
An artsie only causes a blunder

' And a woman always prefers an

ENGINEER!
By Nurse Sally

— wisdom from The Toike

So what? So a clique of randy
pranksters, with a Boeotian sense of

humour, see fit to commit their scribblings

to newsprint? Big deal. But why should
The Varsity waste its newsprint in reply,

unless spurred on by wounded pride- The
answer must be that they were so
gravelled by the barbs aimed at them in

that low burlesque, The Varshity, they

were moved to counterattack, right? Cer-

tainly, by the dim lights of the Toike's

editors, there could be no other reason —
anything else is rationalization.

But what in the Toike is there for The
Varsity to feel threatened by? At peak
efficiency, they put out one issue to every

nine of The Varsity- Right there, any claim

to serious rivalry is laid to rest. {So they

chide The Varsity for making so many
mistakes, on the grounds that we get so

much more practice than we do; with all

the time the Toike has to put together an
issue, it should be as impeccably edited as

the air-brushed glossies in their beloved

Playboy.) But still, the editors can't spend

all their time with blue pencils, what with

fluid mechanics labs and all. What counts

is what they do with their scant
opportunities.

Not much, alas. There's the cover,

usually some coy ithyphallic logo, the

plagiarized jokes, a couple of (porno)

graphic cartoons, and some long,

pointless sex-yarn told, wittily, in

technological jargon. One never knows

what else might drift in; once there was a

straight article about crystals; no one was

more startled than the engineers I know.

In all fairness, the Toike has made
efforts to make itself respectable. There

have been good columns by somebody
named Spearchucker. and a plea even

went out this year for serious material. Of

course we haven't seen much of it
—

respectable prose sits as uneasily on the

pages of the Toike as a Mormon in a

whorehouse.

It's reatly too bad. The Toike Oike, let's

face it, is virtually the only rival to the

campus newspaper; every copy dis-

appears soon after publication. Far from

denigrating its aspirations to compete,

The Varsity deplores the way it squanders

what influence it has. Competition, in

important areas, could only raise the

quality of both papers. Surely the editors

of the Toike (and those close to its

philosophical heart) find things to dis-

agree with in The Varsity (I do, god
knows), have differing opinions on cam-
pus, community or national issues. You'd

never know it, though, by reading their

paper, but you'd soon discover, in the

brusquest terms, what they thought of The
Varsity.

Maybe the Toike has no opposition to

its "rival" on any substantial ground;

maybe it never dawned on the staff that

there is a true rivalry waiting to be utilized.

Instead, they carry on a dumb, football-

league sort of rivalry, jeering, making
faces, shrieking dirty names. They could,

of course, shake things up by scooping

The Varsity, or proving it wrong on the

facts of a news story, or publishing a

cohesive refutation of a feature or

editorial. (The closest they came was to

send somebody toddling across the street

to question a police chief about the guides

to law and to drugs in L'Hebdo's com-
munity guide issue, only to discover that

all the information was quite correct and

legitimate.) Did it ever occur to them that

they might do reviews of books, movies, or

pop music? Engineer emeritus Norman
Mailer's book Of A Fire en the Moon

(never reviewed in The Varsity) was a

natural for somebody on the Toike; but not

a thing was done about it.

All that takes work, of course, and
thought and research and rewriting and
follow-through. Instead, you can turn out a

burlesque as insipid and wrong-headed
as The Varshity (they parodied Watsup by
calling it Catsup — missing the point

altogether that Catsup was the original

joke, never a very good one. Calling it

Mustard would have at least been true

parody).

Why bother? Why do anything more
ambitious when everybody picks up the

Toike anyhow? They've got their readers,

for a few minutes a month anyway, so why
rock the boat? Just keep shovelling out

the rancid sex and sexism; the appallingly

witless attempts at satire; the Billingsgate

aimed at The Varsity, at Catholic girls, at

virgins, at homosexuals, at artsies, at

Orientals, at whatever else strikes their

warped fancy. Everybody loves it, don't

they? And why be scrupulous when you

can save yourself a lot of trouble by being

scurrilous? _

Bill Mac Vicar
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Feldbrill conducts students

Orchestra slurs way through Beethoven
I will not comment upon the University of Toronto's

playing of Weber's overture to Der Freischutz, which

along with three other works took place last Saturday.

November 18, in the Macmillan Theatre. I heard the

overture, but only through the doors to the lobby.

The second work is called Floating Clouds and it is

by David M.Y. Liang. Supposedly an attempt to combine

Chinese and Western idioms, it is a tine if derivative

piece. The orchestra gave it a handsome reading, the

strings especially applying just the right amount of

varnish to the long sustained notes. But either the piece

is very easy, or they gave their all in playing it, because

the next piece, Carlos Chavez' Sinfonia India, was

chased to death by the relentless hounding of loud

strings and raucous brass. Part of the fault is with the

music. It is one of those flashy Hispanic pieces, lurid and

volcanic like Mexican food. Like YOnge Street, it

advertises itself quite blatantly: "I am lively and delightful

entertainment" it seems to flash. All the same, its final 6/8

tempo is hard to keep pace with, and the orchestra did

not often fall behind or allow its separate forces to trip,

over each other. They certainly did a lot of noise-making

though. After all, this is music, and those are violins. Mr.

Feldbrill, the conductor, would have done well if he had
more forcefully reminded his musician-students of these

facts.

After intermission, came Beethoven's Sixth

Symphony, the Pastoral. We are generally faced with two

approaches to this work: the Mozartian trip-lightly ap-

proach and the more massive and teutonic approach.

Both can work depending upon the conductor. Diseased

versions of these ways of tackling the work are deadly —
we end up with one of two extremes: weak-tea

Beethoven, or viscous, treakly Beethoven.

I'm afraid the orchestra served us the latter. One
could tell right from the beginning. The opening notes

should be barely audfble, ushering us into the woods with

hushed whispers as it were. Instead we were led in

peremtorily. The climaxes and pianos were not well-

modulated. The episodic nature of the movement

demands that attention be paid to small changes,

especially in dynamics. I found climaxes and rhetorical

arpeggios or quick tripping phrases smashing into

smoother, quieter passages, which should have been

limpid and free-flowing but were limping and constricted.

The movement simply waddled along.

I don't think this is merely a function of the

musicians being amateurs and orchestral novices. You

can allow for the wrong note, the missed cue, because

these things happen by chance within a group not used

to acting like a group. But if sound is turgid and loudly

monotone, then remedying that sick sound should be

first priority of the conductor. In the playing of the first

movement, I heard no evidence that this orchestra was

becoming more articulate the way a public speaker

becomes more articulate the more he practices what he

has already committed to memory.

The second movement was a happier affair, I

thought. Again it lacked subtle inflection but it moved
quite evenly and surely through the miniature dance of

the andante molto moto. The bird calls were well-played

by both strings and brass, notably the flute, In fact as well

as on some professional recordings I have heard.

The third movement allegro can be the most fiery,

ominous part of the symphony if tautly and powerfully

played. Perhaps the orchestra realized they could not do

it justice because they mercifully omitted repeats in their

rushed, unconsidered reading of it. The fourth movement
allegro, a storm, was no storm at all, because again

climaxes weren't well-focused — they were mushy and

sprawling — and pianos and crescendoes were all of one
middle-range voice. There were no Icy storm-swept

peaks, no hushed quavering whispers. Just the sound of

mediocrity between the two.

The fifth movement allegretto is the tuniest part of

the symphony. It also has the longest, most deeply-

breathing phrases. The orchestra simply swamped It with

damp, turgid playing. There did not seem to be alacrity in

any bow, and here as much as anywhere I began to

wonder if there wasn't the misapprehension afloat that

this was a concerto for double-basses. The movement
simply drowned itself out, like feedback from an over-

loud loudspeaker.

Altogether, the playing was like a tedious essay

which uses the right words in all the wrong ways. The
orchestra could play the notes well enough, for the most
part and together at that, but never snappily or

hauntingly — just ploddingly. I feel they can do better

and. if lack of rehearsal is a problem, it still should not be
assumed that Beethoven can endure any amount of

misplaying just because he is Beethoven. Ian Scott

Love triangle sets Rosmersholm's dark moods
Ibsen wrote Rosmersholm in 1886 — a

play which paved the way for Chekov and,

later, Shaw. It is being presented at Hart

House in a new production of David

Gardner's. I first met Gardner in 1961
when he was adjudicating the BC Regional
of the DDF. Since then he has successful-

ly worked as the artistic director of the

Ray Conlogue as Rosmer and Marlta Robinson as Rebecca In Ibsen drama.

Vancouver Playhouse and Theatre Officer

for the Canada Council. He is now an MA
student at U of T. A few days before

opening, I talked with him about the

production.

"This play is rarely done, and what may
seem like repetition is rather the in-

teraction of traditional devices. The only

difference between a student and an adult

cast is experience, and my main interest

as a director is not to create a few star

performances but to bring everyone up to

an adequate standard — which is quite

difficult as we have had no solid rehearsal

times. We've had to work around com-
mittments. We've rehearsed about four

weeks, for three-and-a-half hours a night,

which, considering the complexity of the

play, is more realistically only two weeks
of rehearsal.

"This is the third play I have directed at

Hart House, the others being Look Back in

Anger and The Father. I have never done
Ibsen before, although I have done
Strindberg and Chekov.
"Someone once described Rosmer-

sholm as a magnetic field; the fortunes
shift constantly to an existential ending, an
aquarian ending. It has great subtlety, like

a detective story. It moves forward and
backward at the same time — an effect of
mirrors.

"It is a difficult and diabolical play, with

realistic and expressionistic overtones. I

have no desire to imprint my own image
on the play. It has a sculptural quality, like

the set, which is the complimentary setting

for the jewel of the play. All the parts are
eminently actable: Rebecca has been
done by Duse. Ashcroft and Dame Edith,

Rosmer by Scofield and Porter, and
Brendel (a symbolistic cross of Don Quix-
ote and Cyrano) by George Arliss.

"The play is set in a country manse
overlooking a small town on a Norwegian
fjord. Beside the house there is a stream
and an abandoned mill race. For Ibsen the

sound of running water is very evocative

and it is a leit motif in the play. The house
has just finished being in -mourning for

John Rosmer's wife, Beata — a name very

connotive here. Also living in the house is

a young emancipated lady. Rebecca West,
who nursed Beata in her last illness. Beata
committed suicide, and the reasons for

this and the motives become clear as we
go through. Also, the relationship between
Rosmer and Rebecca is subject to town
gossip. In fact it is essentially a love

triangle of Rosmer and the two women in

his life — the one with him now and the

other now dead.

"All this is set against a very real

Norwegian political situation in the 1880's
— personified by an ultra-right-wing

character, Dr. Kroll (foils) who is the
principal of the local high school and a
young radical left-wing newspaper editor,

Peter Mortensgaard. leader of the party in

power. The key to understanding this play

is that Norway was not then independent
of Sweden, with problems like many
emerging nations have today. The theme
of liberation echoes through the play,

which combines the elements of a con-
versational detective story and a Victorian

ghost hunt."

Does this production succeed? A
qualified yes. The performances vary from
heavy-handed and rather pedestrian ef-

forts to some delightful pieces of acting,

such as Rod Beattie's Ulrik. Basically this

production has broad sketches which lack

finer detail, but the ending is a real fillip.

Gardner is a master of moods.
D.A. Fraser
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Tremblay intertwines present and past
Forever Yours, Marie-Lou is a jewel of a play, there is no doubt.

Yet Michel Trembiay's penetrating vision of a Quebec family finds

such sensitive treatment in its first English production now at the
Tarragon Theatre, that one wonders just where to direct one's
enthusiasm first.

Entering the already darkened theatre, one sees the play's four

characters in their habitual activities. Marie-Louise, the mother, is

sitting in her living-room chair, knitting. Her husband, Leopold, is

seated on the opposite side of the stage, contemplating the several

beers on the table before him. This couple, dead now for ten years,

has been placed, in Trembiay's words, "where they had been happiest
in life". They are still a living presence for their daughter Manon who
sits in a rocking chair centre stage, mechanically fingering her rosary.

She is obsessed by the past. Only Carmen, her sister, is mobile during
the play, having returned to visit Manon and convince her to at last put

all the "shit" of their childhood behind her.

Tremblay presents two parallel conversations — one between the
sisters whose lifestyles contrast so sharply, and the other between the
parents, who never seem to have exchanged a tender word during
Carmen and Manon's devastating childhood. This latter conversation
uncovers the tortured married life of Leopold and Marie-Louise from
the naive optimism of their courtship ("forever yours, Marie-Lou", she
had signed on her photograph) through the reality of her disgust for

sex and his resulting "brutality", the struggle to support the family God
imposed on them, and the morbid delights of taunting one another as
they. await deliverance from death or insanity.

Carmen and Manon tune in on their exchanges from time to time,

becoming suddenly the two little girls who overhear their parents

arguing. Immediately afterwards, Carmen returns to her present

surprisingly mature perspective, whereas Manon remains psy-

chologically the child stimulated by the violent scenes.

The two dialogues reach a sublime level that often borders on the
poetic. When Marie-Louise mentions having read that a family is a
living cell, and then protests that it is more of a prison cell, one is

moved not only by the richness of the image but by the sight of Manon
in her rocking chair ten years later, a true prisoner of her family's past.

At one point, both conversations are concerning "peace", and it

becomes evident that these enstranged individuals share universally
human agonies. Pour individuals unable to communicate present
points of view that, again in the words of Tremblay, "merge, blend, and
intermingle to the point of becoming just one".

How does one stage a play that is based on psychological states

expressed through words and not action? Won't it need some livening

up? After all, Tremblay has not written a radio play. Incredibly (and I

don't think the word is too strong), I found no problem of visual

boredom, even though Carmen (June M. Keevil) is the only person
who stands and walks during the uninterrupted two hours (with a
single exception I won't reveal). Her physical ease in filling the space of

the tiny kitchen is in dramatic contrast to the other members of her
family who sit glued to their chairs as they are to their attitudes. The
distance between Leopold (George Sperdakos) and Marie-Louise
(Patricia Hamilton) and the fact that they face the audience as they

address each other are two stimulating visual factors. One becomes
highly sensitive to changes in the positions of gestures of the seated
characters. Manon (Toby Tarnow) marks time in her rocking-chair

with such relentlessness that when she leans forward and stops
suddenly, an immediate tension is created. Lighting helps define the

transitions from past to present as well as emphasizing the isolation of

the parents and children.

In brief, Bill Glassco's production has drawn on the wealth of

psychological interest found in Trembiay's play without having to go
beyond it. He has four gifted actors with whom to create a stunning

dramatic counterpoint. He seems to have favoured certain humorous
moments, like a debate over the economic advantages of "smooth
peanut butter" over "crunchy". Once or twice I sensed in Leopold the

bellowing style of Ralph Cramden (remember "The Honeymooners"?)
which may indicate that in some instances Glassco has gone too far.

Both Tremblay and Glassco understand the relation between the

comic and pathetic, at any rate.

Criticisms? Well, sometimes Carmen sounded more like she had
taken an introductory course in psychology than she did a singer at

rodeos. I can't think of anything else. When all sorts of new
productions are making sensational and often futile efforts to "involve"

the spectator, and one comes across a production which is engaging

by virtue of being a genuinely human experience, does one have to

complain?

Eleanor Coleman

Toby Talnow and June Keevil In Forever Yours, Mary Lou at the Tarragon Theatre.

Rich, intimate tone of Smetana Quartet

a welcome change from coldperfection
After 27 years of ensemble playing, the

Smetana Quartet has acquired a reputation for a
kind of intimate excellence that is quite in contrast

with the cold perfection of many American
quartels. On Thursday last week they played an
afternoon concert at Eaton's Auditorium, which by
my conservative estimate will have been about the

three thousandth time they have publicly per-

formed. The program consisted of quartets by
Beethoven, Janacek and Smetana.

One of the glorious mysteries of music is the
way that musicians will continue to discover new
beauty and pleasure in a composition which has
been their close companion for a life time. Just as
their instruments havetiecome their voices, so the

quartets have become their thoughts to be ex-

pressed on the stage. It was an awesome
experience to see the four musicians appear on

stage, carrying no music except that within therrv

solemn like four priests about to celebrate mass.
And because the music came from within and not

off the printed page, one had the feeling that with

the "input" half of the pathway eliminated, all

thought and energy was directed outward, towards

the listener.

I found it interesting that the Beethoven
Quartet Op.95 showed an almost Slavic persua-

sion, especially in the lilting phrasing of the last

movement. Yet the work was no less Beethoven for

this, rather a new side to the music, previously
hidden but now coaxed forth by kindred spirits.

The Janacek Quartet No. 1 is a short work which
opens with a sequence of rugged recitativos across
all four instruments. The dynamics of the instru-

ments ran the full range but never for the sake of

contrast only. After all, coherence in music is not
due to the abrupt juxtaposition of extremes
of the dynamic range (as some quartets would
have us believe) but rather to the invisible

threads that link these and that enmesh the
whole performance.

The last work, Bedrick Smetana's Quartet No.

1, subtitled "From My Life" begins with the viola in

dramatic declamation against a shimmering
tapestry of sustained minor chords in the three

other instruments. The quartet's unique approach
to this work became apparent in their flexible

tempos, especially in the Polka and the Largo. At

times the instruments would softly merge, as if the

strings were of one source, only arbitrarily drawn
up on four separate instruments. The music would
precipitate the listener into the dizzying whirlwind

of the dance, then caress him with a gently turned

phrase. I felt not that the performers were following

the music, but rather that both performers and
music were pursuing the golden thread of

Smetana's creative thread woven through the

notes. Tony John
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Poet-performers strive for meaning in songs
The thing that links John Prine,

Jackson Browne, Tom Rush,

John Hartford, Jennifer, Dory
Previn, Jim Messina and Kenny
Loggins is the importance they

(live their words. Not that they

always make it into poetry, but

they are at least looking that way,

while most pop/rock/folk settles

for sixties variants on moon and
June.

Clocks and spoons and empty
rooms

It's raining out tonight

What a way to end a day
By turning out the light

John Prine

Introducing John Prine at

Mariposa, Shelley Posen recalled

first hearing Prine's record. "At

last", Posen said, "Someone has
done it, recorded thirteen perfect

songs." Prine draws a lot of that

kind of praise. One hopes it

doesn't kill him.

I don't hear either of Prine's

albums John Prine (WEA) and
Diamonds in the Rough (WEA) as

perfect, but they each have more
poetry than one could reasonably

expect. Prine writes in the plain

hard-times style of Woody
Guthrie or early Bob Dylan, and
sings just as naturally (or badly).

The voice, melodies and
arrangements could drift out of

any Toronto country and western

bar. But not the lyrics: if dreams
were lightning, and thunder was
desire, this old house would have

burnt down a long time ago. Not
the images: make me an angel

that flies from Montgomery. Prine

sings ordinary songs about or-

dinary people but without the

ordinary cliches. He ought to be
played on CFGM. although he
probably isn't.

It's heartening to find that

Diamonds in the Rough is not all

that different from the first album.
It takes a strong writer not to be
bled and confused by his own
success. Prine so far has
managed it.

Say, I'll sing you a song
about Vegas town

and Poor Old Howard Hughes,
Locked up in his hotel suite,

trying to find his shoes,
Got so much to lose,

Poor Old Howard Hughes,
And all of his blues.

— John Hartford

John Hartford's new album
Morning Bugle (WEA) is a let

down after his last Aereo-plain,

but then that- Is like Magical
Mystery Tour not measuring up
to Sergeant Pepper. Aereo-plain
was incomparable: four virtuoso

musicians — Hartford on banjo.

Norman Blake on guitar, Vassar
Clemens on fiddle and old Tut
Taylor on dobro —

; impeccable
production (by David Bromberg);
and Hartford's simple but un-
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predictable composition and hip,

suburban poetry. (Hartford is one
of the only three full-time poets in

American pop music, Paul Simon
and James Taylor being the
others.)

Clemens and Tut Taylor are

gone from Morning Bugle and
missed, as if the songs, though
good, were still in rehearsal
waiting for the rest of the parts to

be figured out. The record is

relaxed and Blake and Hartford's

musicianship is impeccable, but
like the post-Beatles solo albums,
the ghosts of the others are loud

in their absence. We have been
spoiled.

The wind on the water can't go
very far

Just 'round this world forever

The way that I love you can't last

long

Just 'til this life Is over
— Tom Rush

Tom Rush is now writing most
of his own material, which is a bit

of a disappointment since his

taste in others' was always so
reliable. Not that his own songs
are bad: Wind on the Water (on

his first album after switching
labels, Tom Rush) is a fine simple
love song. One just wishes that he
would limit himself to one or two
of his best as he did with Joni
Mitchell, James Taylor, Jackson
Browne or Murray McLauglan.

Rush has always been equally

comfortable in folk or rock, and
likes to shunt tempo and style

from one song to the next, This is

hard on more biased people like

myself, so I wind up playing Rush
albums less often than their parts

call for. Tom Rush (Columbia) is

no exception. Still it's tasty and
includes Jackson Browne's
Jamaica, Say You Will and a
haunting folksong called Gypsy
Boy by Bob Carpenter.

Don't confront me with my
failures,

I've not forgotten them.
— Jackson Browne

Jackson Browne is another
song-writer's song-writer.
Shadow, Dream Song, Jamaica
Say You Will and These Days are
all Browne songs, not hits but
appreciated over the last four or
five years. Word had it that

Browne himself didn't record for

so long because he couldn't sing.

There is still a husky, flat quality

in his voice that gives credence to

the rumour, although Browne is

polished by comparison to John
Prine.

Browne's album (on WEA), put

out by star-manager Dave Geffin

(Joni Mitchell, David Crosby,
Graham Nash) is a dis-
appointment. Jamaica is on it,

and another sad-beautiful' piece
called Something Fine, but there
is nothing in the rest that reveals

a poet's control or daring.
Browne is never short of ideas,

always sensitive, but here his

stuff comes out too bare of im-
age, unarresting, too ex-
planatory, as if he hasn't quite

survived the move from folk to

rock.

Going home Is such a ride,

Going home Is such a ride,

Going home Is such a low and
lonely ride.

— Dory Previn
Between bar stools is Dory

Previn. Her singing is in the
supper-club. Streisand mould, all

control and theatre, but her
words are anything but "Easy
Listening". I can't imagine where
she is played. Dory Previn sings
angst: family betrayal, making
love and getting fucked (literally),

being used and used up. Therapy
songs. The music, the ideas and
the lyrics are all tricky and clever,

a little too clever for my taste, but
it is nice to know that Streisand
music is being sabotaged just as
Prine is doing it to C and W.
Mythical Kings and Iguanas is a
little more disciplined than her
more recent album, Reflections in

a Mud Puddle.

And now you're slow and now
you're sweet,

and still I'll turn you down.
— Jennifer

Jennifer (Warren) is known
more on the West coast than
here. She was part of the Los
Angeles Hair company, and then
took off on her own, on the
strength of a flower-child manner
and husky, Lauren Bacallish

voice. Jennifer, the album, is like

many other first records, over-

arranged. And Jennifer

mumbles. But like Tom Rush, she
has a good ear for a new song
(Donovan's Sand and Foam, Jim
Webb's P. F- Sloan). The record
has grown on me.

Tell her she's the kind of a
woman,

Who sends you home,
Knowln' that you really been

loved.
— Logglns-Messina

Loggins and Messina produce
unadulterated, big, studio rock, a
genre that usually strikes these
ears as dehumanized. Not on
Sittin In (Columbia). The lyrics

are sensitive and smart (a hard
thing to be in that medium), and
Messina, as producer, has put
them well out front, safe from the
intricacies of horn section entries

and rhythm changes. The music
is so tight and charged that it

works even on someone who
finds Delaney and Bonney a loud
bore. While it is a bit like a
cyclist's choice of gasolines.
Loggins and Messina are the

nicest rock I've heard since
Crosby. Stills and Nash's first

record. Bob Bossln

Right-on records rote recognition , raves rock reviewer
Many of the groups which rode the crest of British

popularity in 1964 are no longer with us some eight years
later. As with the Beatles, many musical combos
perished for a variety of reasons. Had the Hollies not
been the stable, yet refreshingly dynamic collection of

talents that persisted to evolve their inimitable style, the
departure of Graham Nash might have spelled finis to

one of the princeling groups in British rock's hierarchy.

While the departure of one of the Brothers Fogerty
from Creedance ultimately doomed that band Nash's
defection to sunny California was merely a stage in the
Hollies' development as rock innovators supreme.

It was a Creedance-style tune. Long Cool Woman in

a Black Dress, which spiralled the Hollies into the focal

highlight of the all-important play-lists of the Top-40-
market radio stations. While departing from the high
harmonics and lyrically-crisp five and six-part vocals that

identified the Hollies as originators of such classics as
Bus Stop, Carrie-Ann and Look Through Any Window, it

managed to epitomize the experimentation which went
into the last three or four Hollies collections. Since the

success of He Ain't Heavy, He's My Brother, as a single

and as an album, the Hollies became more and more
oriented toward what could almost be called a
symphonic flair in their arrangements of their own
material.

On Distant Light, (Columbia) as on Moving Finger,

their last album, Ron Richards, the Hollies producer
shapes many of the songs around some exquisite piano
and organ work by Bernie Calvert, and fits the harmony
in with lead vocalist Allan Clarke's more than adequate
voice. Such a song as Look What W'e We've Got, which
beings with a gentle piano introduction, works in a late-

fiftyish sax solo and some powerful syncopation through
Bobby Elliot's drums.

Hold On is an out-and-out rocker in the manner of

Long Cool Woman, which changes tempo at the mid-way
point to bring in a typical Hollies touch evoked by a

driving acoustic guitar bridge. Plunging into a Beach

Boys opening on Promised Land, the vocal strength of

the Hollies is made manifest, while again the lead guitar
filters in over that solid acoustic guitar framework that is

almost as much a trademark for this groups as their tight

vocalizing. Having taken their early vocal style right out of

the Everly Brothers Songbook and then tripled it, the
Hollies continue to evoke memories of the halcyon days
of rock {before the psychedelic perversions of the late

sixties), when vocal agility counted for more than a
Marshall amplifier deafening the first thirty rows of a
Grand Funk concert.

If, as with modern poetry, pop music lyrics should
reflect the kind of society we live in today, then the songs
of Harry Chapin on Sniper and Other Love Songs (WEA).
are. as they say. "right on"! For example, how much more
contemporaneous can you get than a song about the
weirdo who mounted the tower down in Texas and
played sniper until he had gunned down a collection ol

victims that wandered into his psychopathic sights?

Harry's testament to that madman is an imaginatively

contrived ten-minute song which probes the usual
reasons for such schizoid erratic behaviour—girlfriend
problems, paranoia, and parental rejection—not with the

convoluted prose of a psychiatrist's report, but with

changing melodies, tempos, and intensities of modern
rock music of the city.

There are other "love songs" included

—

Sunday
Morning Sunshine has all of the happy bounce of a show-
tune such as "Mame" or "Hello Dolly" — And The Baby
Never Cries tells of a guitar-player's solace in the arms of

a young mother deserted by her "old man" who "just

took off for the coast", and as the title implies, the child is

never much of an impediment. Burning Herself sounds
like something right out of Harry's Haight-Ashbury Hand-
book — all about a woman who gets off by putting lit

cigarettes against her skin.

The trio of musicians who worked so well with Harry
at his recent Riverboat appearance are good enough to

withstand being replaced by studio cats in this session.

There's Tim Scott who plays the best rock cello since
McCartney's "Yesterday"; Ron Palmer is on lead guitar

and harmony vocals; long-time friend and boy soprano
with a falsetto that just won't quit is John Wallace, who
thumps the electric bass. In addition to these three who
join with Chapin's guitar to produce their unique stage-
sound, the album gains not a little from the keyboard and
string arrangements of Steve Chapin and the percussion
of Russ Kunkel (whose work with James Taylor and
Carole King placed him in high esteem).

Listening to the "love.song" Woman Child — a moving
tale about "a two-hundred dollar mishap", one gets the

feeling that Chapin could make a beautiful song about
the carnage- of a Hanoi fire-bomb raid. Imagine how
beautifully Chapin can make a conventional song of

autumn and approaching winter chills unfold against an
acoustic guitar and Tim Scott's subtle cello scales and
you have the poignant Winter Song.

Shredder (WEA), one of those albums that has flashes

of greatness comes via the Montreal-based
Wackers—five guys who compose and sing their own
imaginative, yet hauntingly familiar songs. At times
through the harsh, grinding guitar solos of J. P. Lauzon,
the Kinks seem to be lurking in the musical shadows, as
on Puttin' Myself to Steep; on the acoustic-dominated
unorthodox harmonies and chord patters of I'll Believe In

You, the Beatlemania-album era of the Liverpool sound
is called up; perhaps the closest one comes to pinpoint-

ing the Wacker's sound would be to point out that Even-

tually has all of the earmarks of a Badfinger number with

all of the inventiveness that Pete Ham and company util-

ize on their best efforts.

Not that the Wackers are merely imitative—the vocal

of Robert Segarin, backed by Randy Bishop's vocals on
Coming Apart is proof of the quintet's claim to

recognition. The Wackers give every indication that they

have the stuff of success—you may be hearing a lot more
from them. Dick Loney

HART HOUSE SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

THE HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE PRESENTS

KATHERINE ROOT,
pianist

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 26
8:00 P.M.

IN THE GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE. TICKETS

AVAILABLE AT THE HALL PORTER'S DESK

ST, MICHAEL'S
COLLEGE THEATRE

PRESENTS

Robert Anderson's

'You Know I Can't Hear You When

The Water's Running"

il University Collage Playhouse

79A St. Georgo St.

November 22. 23. 24. 25

Free Admission

8:15 p.m.

Discover
the

freedom of

CONTACT
LENSES

kBRADDOCK
OPTICAL

1 70 St. George St. 925-8720
2917 Bloor St. W. 233-2611
Centenary Plaza 282-2030
Bayview Village Centre 222-5791

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

S3 STANDREW'S
PRESBYTERIAN

JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.

11. A.M.

IR.H. DOUGLAS STEWART

'A CHURCH HOME
FOR STUDENTS

AWAY FROM HOME'

FIREHALL THEATRE

English premiere

ANNE HEBERT's

Le Temps Sauvage
Nov. 23-Dec. 9 at S.30 p.m.

Students $2 Toss.-Tbars.

364-4170

NO. 70 BERKELEY ST.

c
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203 Yonge St.
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I drove straight from The Go-Between

to my farm where I raved to everybody

about this rare and beautiful film. They all

went to see it and hated it to a man.

I concede that The Go-Between is

flawed, but it is still a masterpiece, the

product of two mature artists, writer

Harold Pinter and director, Joseph Losey.

Pinter can turn a round of formal in-

troductions into a mechanical minuet by

human figurines screwed to some great

social Swiss clock. At the same time he

creates a boy who faces the mysteries of

sex with the sweaty fear of a real flesh-

and-blood person (in contrast to the

Summer of '42 kids who were strictly the

whimsical anecdotes of defensive old

men). Leo, the boy, may not know, but he

knows he doesn't know, and Pinter never

belittles his incomplete wisdom.

Hurrahing Joseph Losey is more
dangerous. His is a grand, formalistic,

mannered style that makes an awful

splash when it flops. But, when it

succeeds, it is spectacular. His cricket

match is a master's cadenza. So is the

moment when Margaret Leighton answers

her daughter's request to go shopping

with a "yes" inflected like a head-of-state's

declaration of war. In this one second

close-up, the plot advances half an hour.

With Alan Bates (once more the worthy

peasant) and Julie Christie (as ever, the

girl above his station). Roxy. 99$.

Science fiction lacks character, I say.

Even its superior practitioners seem to

blow their load on fantastic new
technologies, leaving the people dwarfed
— rudimentary bourgeoisie in turtle-neck

suits. A friend, however, says I have seen

the wrong sci-fi, and that some of the best,

most. socially conscious writers hid there

through the cold war, producing brilliant

political allegory. He cites Invasion of the

Body Snatchers.

I like the theory, even if it isn't true. Body
Snatchers, Seconds, Alphavllle, War of

the Worlds, The Incredible Shrinking

Man, and Je faime, Je t'aime are among
the sci-fi classics being shown at the

Revue in an all weekend binge, starting

tonight. $5 for a weekend pass. Call 535-

4100 for times.

Also this week: Tonight and Saturday at

St. Mike's, Mon Oncle Antolne, Claude
Jutra's little classic about our neighbours
to the north-east. Canada's only all-time

great movie.

Thursday at the Roxy, another of

Truffaut's greatest hits, The 400 Blows.
Contest: Send your name and phone

number and a list of your favourite movies
to CONTEST, the Varsity, 91 St. George
St. (Campus mail is free.) The prize is a

pair of tickets to more-or-less any movie
in town. The winner will be chosen on the
basis of correctness (your list checked
against one made up by the heads of

English departments of four Metro high
schools). Or on the basis of whimsey. You
may annotate your list, or otherwise try to

please me. It might work. My authority in

this matter is absolute. Entries should be
in by Wednesday. Intimates of the film-

editor ineligible for prize.

The second East York Symphony
concert will take place at Leaside High
School Auditorium on November 24 at

8:30 pm. and at the Church of the Holy
Trinity, November 26. at 8:30 pm. The
program is Morawetz. Ravell. Britten and
Brahms, his symphony no. 4. Minimum
price is $2.

Tomorrow, November 25. is the final

day of the Contemporary Music Show-

case, which is a week-long "festival" of

contests to promote new music for

teaching and performance, capped by a

workshop, which is tomorrow. The works

which the student contestants played have

been scrupulously selected from all over

the Western world, and are distinguished

by their high value as listening enter-

tainment as well as by their didactic

usefulness. The booklet of works played is

to be used as a handbook for music

teachers. For outsiders, the highlight of

the showcase will probably be the

workshop which is subtitled New Techni-

ques for Performing New Music. Lukas

Foss, that exhuberant, knowledgeable and
imaginative pianist-conductor-composer,

will deliver the key-note address at 9:30

am. Music Publishers' exhibits will be on

view from 10:30 to 11, and from 11 to 12

Yet again, the same day, November 26,

sees another concert presented, at Scar-

borough at 3:30. Norma Lewicki Tetreau

(soprano) and Frank Tetreau (piano) per-

form in a recital of arias by Handel, songs

by Brahmas and Britten, and of works by

Haydri and Lizst. It is free as usual.

We are here as on a darkling plain

where ignorant concert programmers
clash by night. Or so it seems, as there is

another concert programmed for this Sun-

day. It is at 8 pm, but who wants to rush

from three hours at Massey Hall to have

dinner and sit through two hours of

Schumann works, however felicitously

played. Anyways, for those who want to, or

for those who intend to go to this concert

(heaven forbid). Kathryn Root, performs a

heavily researched Schumanneramma —
which involves playing the man's works

and reading from his love letters among
other things.

The Faculty of Music in conjunction with

the Goethe Institute is hosting Professor

Christoph Wolff of Columbia University on

Monday, November 17 at 8 pm in the Con-
cert Hall. He will give a lecture titled "Sec-

uli Sui Musicus Excellentissimus — Critic-

al Reflections On An Epitaph for Heinrich

Schutz". This will be followed by a pro-

gram of works by Schutz performed by the

Faculty of Music Collegium Musicum, di-

rected by Prof. Greta Kraus. No tickets, no

charge.

The University of Toronto Concert

Choir, conductor Lloyd Bradshaw.
presents a concert of works by Holman,

Britten, Schafer, Somers. Ravel and
others, on November 29 at 8:30 pm. No
tickets, no charge.

The Pollock Gallery hosts Cathy Senltt-

Harblson and Louis Stokes until
December 7. The former presents her
small paintings and "Chairs". Stokes

noon there will be discussion and/or per-

formance arising from the keynote ad-

dress—which implies, we all hope, Lukas
Foss will talk about and play some of his

own compositions. At 2 pm. slides and
tapes will be shown and played respec-
tively, followed by, or intermixed with,

commentary by Samuel Dolin, Harry
Freedman, Lothar Klein and Harry
Somers. At 3:30 quite young students will

play a commissioned work by Gerhard
Wuensch, "Six Disguises", illustrating a

variety of conteporary techniques
possible for student performers. At 8 pm
there will be a concert by the contest
scholarship winners. I advise you take in

this workshop selectively, giving
preference to the Lukas Foss address and
the panel presentation.

The University of Toronto Concert Band
gives a concert this Sunday afternoon at 3

pm in the MacMillan Theatre. Works
played are by Alfred Reed. Gordon Jacob,
Vaughan Williams, Paul Creston, Percy
Grainger, Brahms and Smetana. It is free

and no tickets are required.
' The same day, November 26, at, believe

it or not, the same time the -Toronto
Mendelssohn Choir and the National Arts

Centre Orchestra, fresh from Britain, will

present Handel's Solomon. Elmer Iseler

conducts, with Don Garrard (bass) as
Solomon. Charles Bressler (tenor) as
Zadok. Lois Marshall (soprano) as the

Queen of Sheba, Ricki Turofsky (soprano)
as Solomon's Queen, Stephanie Bogle
and Roxolano Roslak, (both sopranos).

Contact at Massey Hall 363-7301 for price

info, discounts for students. Tickets also

available at Eaton's Attractions ticket of-

fices. All who can, go to this concert.

shows his stainless steel and
monochrome flbreglass sculptures. Hart
House hosts James B. Spencer in an
exhibit entitled "Waves".

Ibsen's Rosmersholm marks the

second Hart House production of the

season. (See article.) Prices are $2.50 and
$1.25 for students.

Erindale is presenting something lively,

it seems—The Hamlet Show, "starring

Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, Ophelia,
Claudius, Rosencrantz & Guildenstern, the

gravediggers. the Ghost, Polonius.
Laertes, Poor Yorrick and others." Per-
formances until Saturday night at 8:30,

and there is a Saturday matinee at 3 pm.
Buses are available between St. George
and Erindale campus. Free.

St. Michael's College is presently

inhabiting the LLC. Playhouse with You
Know I Can't Hear You When The Water's
Running. Go and find out what it is about.
(Then tell us.)

La Troupe Cafe-Theatre, which was
seen at the UC Playhouse November 8-1 1

,

has found its permanent niche In the sub-
basement of the E.J. Pratt Library. The
grand opening will take place on Thurs-
day, November 30, at 8:30 pm. You can
see the best of the UC show plus a one act

play, Edouard et Agripplne. Refreshments
on hand.

Still playing to a full house is Forever
Yours, Marie-Lou, at the Tarragon
Theatre, 30 Bridgman. Tuesdays through
Sunday at 8:30. Sunday matinee at 2:30.

Also, Les Bonnes has its last two per-
formances this weekend at the Theatre du
P'tit Bonheur, 95 Danforth. Goat Island is

into its final week at the Poor Alex, 296

Brunswick Avenue.

The little known Firehall Theatre is

featuring Anne Hebert's work, Le Temps
Sauvage, in its first English translation.

The theatre is located one block west of

Parliament at Adelaide, 70 Berkely St.

Students $2, Tuesday to Thursday.

Rats, (that's the name of the

production), "an unaccompanied musical

by the author and composer of Justine" is

participatory in the full sense of the word,

The audience will be requested to help the

actors build the set. Global Village, 17 St.

Nicholas St. Tuesdays through Saturdays

until December 9.

The Theatre Passe Muraille open Plik's

Madhouse on November 29. For the

benefit of those students unable to attend

theatre regularly during this burdened

time of the year, this is the only production

which has an indefinite run.

The Band is a well rehearsed, tight-knit

group that has until now tried to

reproduce album arrangements to the

finest detail in concert. Exacting use of LP
arrangement is fine for concert goers

whose enjoyment is reinforced by the

visual performance but on record the

same songs would seem to lack spon-

taneity and excitement while the studio

versions offer inevitably better sound
quality. So the Band has tried to save

something for the album audience by

deviating from their usual concert format

on their latest LP, Rock of Ages (Capitol),

recorded live in New York City.

The vehicle for generating listener

attention is the novel addition of brass.

A five-man horn section was brought in

under the direction of Allen Toussaint

(who arranged the brass on Cahoots) to

freshen up some of the songs and The
Band occasionally shifted around a few

arrangements to accomodate the extras.

The new sound works well on some of the

songs, especially Holland-Dozier-
Holland's "Don't Do It" and the old

favorites, "Caledonia Mission" and "W. S.

Walcott". On "Chest Fever" Robbie Rob-
ertson has even gone so far as to change
the vocal phrasings and rhythms to make
full use of the brass. But there are too

many times when The Band ignores the

other five men on stage. "King Harvest" is

an example of the horns sounding as
though they were thrown in as an after-

thought to the already coherent arrange-
ment. The brass embellishments in "The
Night They Drove Old Dixie Down" in fact,

serves to burden it with flippant horn pas-
sages rather than rejuvenate it.

The musicianship is generally of

excellent quality and The Band's own
production is as succinct as their studio

efforts. But a few annoying mistakes
managed to pop up in the course of the

hour-and-a-half session. Those that stood

out most were: Garth Hudson's wrong
note in the organ introduction to "Chest
Fever" and the flat horn in the intro to "Life

Is A Carnival". The trumpet was also

blirting when it should have had brilliance.

If you're a Band fanatic you'll probably
want the album, if not, listen to the first

Ihree LP's again because Rock of Ages is

basically a sampler with no important new
songs.

String Band, fronted by the down-home
voice and magic fingers of I'Hebdo's own
Bob Bossin- can be heard on Tuesday
night at Fiddler's Green Coffeehouse,
which is located behind the YMCA on
Eglinton east ot Yonge (across from the
York Theatres), Bob and the band have
been rehearsing diligently since their last

well-received appearance in the city at the

Guy Fawkes celebration, so try and get out
and see them. Admission is a paltry $1.

Cedric Smith, formerly of Perth County
Conspiracy and his Canadian poet mentor
Milton Acorn, are bringing "The Spirit of

1837 Festival" to the OCE auditorium
tomorrow at 8 pm. Advance tickets at $2
are available at SAC and Round Records
while admission at the door is $2.50.

Editor

Assoc. Editor
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movies

pop

art

music

books

Ulli Diemer

Bill Macvicar

eleanor coleman
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Boards should fight education bureaucracy
By RANDY ROBERTSON

Globe and Mail educational

writer Loren Lind called Wednesday
night for more confrontation

between boards of education and (he

provincial ministry of education to

"clarify the issues".

l.ind was speaking to an audience

of about 60 people at a panel dis-

cussion sponsored by the Toronto

Arts Foundation with the Toronto

Citizen on the role of the trustee at

St. Lawrence Town Hall.

Lind claimed there is a strong link

between bureaucracy and the

Ministry of Education — "a very

secure link which needs to be
scrutinized. If school trustees want
autonomy, they may have to fight

their way through their own
bureaucracy," he said.

Toronto Board of Education

assistant director Duncan Green
angrily asserted that "no official

with a conscience lives with
security". He also said he did not

feel secure about his own job.

Lind said the ideal trustee will

organize the board on which he

serves. "Trustees should gel
together. Too often they are
splintered," he said.

"Trustees too often see board
meetings as classroom situations

with the director of education as the

teacher."

Lind said that teachers in their

struggles with the ministry, "have to

grasp the power they have available.

Maybe they should walk out in

January. Maybe we should find out

if we can do without schools for a

while."

Ward 5 trustee Fiona Nelson
claimed that the ministry of educa-
tion is deliberately centralizing

decision-making in its hands.

She said it began the process with

Will politicians get to like

mothers as much as roadways?
By EDWARD PODGORSKI
Erna Koffman, aldermanic

candidate in Ward 5, claimed Mon-
day night at an all-candidates that

"community control emanates out

of Holy Trinity Church.

"They go ahead and try to control

the people. A few people move in,

call themselves ratepayers, and put

the pressure on elected personnel."

Dan Heap, candidate for

alderman in Ward 6 (and a member
of Holy Trinity's congregation),

countered, "Developers are the

small group. Communities are

trying to take City Hall back from

speculators who have controlled Ci-

ty Hall for a long time."

Except for this brief exchange,

discussion by the candidates for the

alderman's seals in Wards 5 and 6

was low-key. Arthur Downes, run-

ning in Ward 6, said it well: "I'm for

motherhood, provided mothers will

go along with it."

150 people had gathered at the

Friendship Meeting House to hear
the candidates for alderman in

Wards 5 and 6. Nine of the 13

candidates were there.

Completion of the Spadina
Expressway was supported by
Wilson Greig, candidate in Ward 5.

Downes stated he flatly opposed the

expressway.

Instead, Downes spoke for a

better system of public transporta-

tion. David Astle, Ying Hope, and
Colin Vaughan, all candidates in

Ward 5, agreed in short answers to a

question.

Asked who they would support

for mayor, Downes, Heap, Hope,
and Vaughan said they would
choose David Crombie.

Greig preferred Tony
O'Donohue. "I'm for (he
Irishman," he quipped.

Hope thought all three major
candidates were fine men, but

preferred Crombie.

A firm "no" to the widening of

Dundas Street came from Ward 5

alderman William Archer, running

in Ward 6, Downes, and Hope.
All candidates promised to reveal

the source of campaign funds. Ward
5 candidate Melania Gural. did

state, however, that she saw no point

in continuing to canvass for funds.

She thought the opposing candidates

were too good, and predicted she

would lose.

its imposition of ceilings on school

board budgets. And the proposals of

the Reville report on labour
relations within the school system,

she said, are putting teachers into an
inferior position.

The report suggests teachers lose

the right to negotiate their own
salaries and fringe benefits. Nelson
said "the proposals are only a short

step away from a provincial
contract."

Nelson claimed that the ministry

is encouraging trustees to regard

their trusteeships as unimportant

and part-time so that they will not

use the powers they have or seek any
others.

Trustees are currently paid S3,500

a year. The ministry, Nelson noted,

sets the salaries.

Green supported Nelson in these

charges. "The ministry itself is ac-

ting against these elected officials,"

he said, "so we can't attack the

trustees for their failings."

Nelson said she did not see the job

of trustee strictly in restricted

educational terms. She said the

trustee has to have some conception

of social priorities so that he can

decide educational priorities.

Government decisions which

might affect the urban environment

are the concern of the trustee, she

said, citing her opposition to the

Spadina Expressway.

She said the trustee should not be

an arbitrator or an ombudsman.
"He has a more general role," she

said. "He should help set policies

that will prevent problems from

arising."

Trustees, she said, have to ensure

that laws are applicable to the pre-

sent day. The provincial govern-

ment, she noted, has now made
changes in the school administration

laws allowing municipalities to

provide funds for schools which are

designed as community resource

centres. This was only logical in

view of the declining birth rale, she

said.

Nelson stressed the importance of
a diversity of options for students in

the educational system. "The
tendency over the years," she said,

(

"has been to blame the victim — the

student — for course failure.

"We are realizing or we should be

— that though our criteria may be
standardized, they are not objective.

i

We've hidden behind mumbo-jumbo I

in previous years but now we are
|

admitting we can't judge students

objectively.

"We have to provide students

with course choices — matching up
the school environment of the stu-

dent with his home environment."

Green said that many practical

problems need to be solved before

community schools can successfully

be set up. He said "these ex-

periments always end up affecting

someone's job," a principal's or
teacher's.

Green said that schools are only
"floundering around" in attempts to

involve outside resource people in

class leaching.

Nelson said "society has changed.

In the I960's, students were sold a

bill of goods on the advantage oT

staying in school.

"Students of the 70's have

realized that staying screwed into

their desks is not going to pay off.

The students of the 60's who delayed

their gratification never got it."

Today's students will not wait for

gratification and cannot be con-

trolled by the work ethic, she said.

CONGRATULATIONS
TOEPI...
For some time, there has been a problem in loud-

speaker design.

Either the loudspeaker sounded like a transistor

radio with a blanket over it...

Or it needed inordinate amounts of power, which

meant an expensive amplifier.

EPI (who are better known for some excellent

power-hungry speakers) have done something about

it.

The EPI Microtower. 5 watts rms is enough power.

$130 the pair is enough money. And that's enough to

earn our congratulations.

AUDIO VISUAL 629 SPADINA AVE. 921 3500
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Pollution fighters need support: mandarin
By JULIA ELCOCK

The federal government's deputy

environmental minister told about

200 people Wednesday to "keep on

hating us", so that the government is

pressured into acting against

pollution.

R.F. Shaw, speaking to a

symposium sponsored by the

forestry faculty on the government's

role in the environment at the

Medical Sciences Auditorium, said

"the heat is off", speaking of public

pressure, but he called the public to

continue pressuring the government

for changes.

"There is no local environmental

problem," he said. The problem of

the environment must be attacked

for "the welfare of all mankind".

Shaw spoke of the International

Conference of the Environment held

in Stockholm last June, at which he

was a delegate, as "history-

making".

He said that he felt that in

treating environmental problems,

emphasis should be placed on the

environment first and jurisdiction,

i.e. constitutional division of

powers, second.

However, the province has the

major jurisdiction in pollution con-

trol, asserted Ontario Deputy

Minister of the Environment Everett

Biggs.

There must be controls enforced

on infringements of jurisdiction,

Biggs felt, adding that the two

governments must work together on

the problems of the environment

within their constitutional rights.

There is "no conflict with

Ottawa", Biggs said, as for any

progress to be made, "all agencies

concerned must co-operate."

Biggs reiterated Shaw's call for

individual participation, saying that

"the spirit of Stockholm must live

on". It is impossible, he felt, to hire

enough people to do the job and so

he applauded the efforts of Pollution

Probe and other environmentally

concerned public groups.

The federal government's

Assistant Deputy Minister of the

Environmental Protection Service,

K.C. Lucas, defined the

government's position towards the

environment as lying between two

extremes, that of taking immediate

radical action, and. believing that

there are no technologically un-

solveable environmental problems.

This policy, Lucas felt, reflects "the

values and aspirations of the

people".

He stressed the need for more

research studies by the government

towards the understanding of long-

term trends and said that it is the

government's duty to help provinces

work together to achieve aims. By

the I980's the results of the

government's work will be apparent,

Lucas said.

U of T associate law professor

C.H. McNairn charged that the

response to pollution at both the

federal and provincial level was "not

adequate". He called many of the

government's responses "exercises

in public relations" in an attempt to

"convince the public of the

government's concern".

McNairn stated
(

governments

prosecute selectively and that the

problems of jurisdiction are

overplayed to avoid taking action.

Lucas responded that prevention

is the answer and prosectuion is only

used as a last resort.

Co-operation between the federal

and Ontario governments, McNairn

said, exists only as an exchange or

information and not as a co-

operation of legislation.

One area in which "we ought to

go further," McNairn said, is in the

"impact evaluation of provincial

and federal major projects", such as

highways, dams and pipelines, on

the environment.

"It is wrong to blame industry for

pollution," said International

Nickel Co. vice-president L. Ren-

zoni'. industry is a "minor polluter".

Renzoni, speaking from the

audience, said, "Industry has ac-

cepted its responsibilities— as a

matter of necessity."

When industry does meet the

standards, he said, "perhaps the

quality of the environment will not

improve that mueh".
Renzoni concluded that "it may

be decided that we will accept some
environmental embarrassments for

the good of the public".

Learn about your own bodies, women told

By AGl LUKACS
When some women in a rap group

on sexuality found that they didn't

know much about their bodies, they

took their clothes off, and looked.

This was the beginning oT an

American woman's clinic called

"Self-Help".

Donna Cherniak, a McMaster

medical student, told this story to an

audience of several hundred people

— mostly women — who attended

Wednesday's weekly public lecture

sponsored by the Interdisciplinary

Department's course on women.

Cherniak, who worked with Mon-

treal's first abortion clinic and

helped produce the respected McGill

handbooks on birth control and VD,

was emphatic that women should

control their bodies.

She showed slides to illustrate

how a woman can examine her

cervix, or someone else's, to check

for infections, VD sores, or the

changes which occur with
pregnancy.

"A doctor who doesn't see you

very often can't find these things

while they are in their early stages as

well us you can, if you know what

your cervical area looks like most of

the time," Cherniak indicated.

"This varies from woman to

woman."
She asked the women in the

audience about the kind of treat-

ment they had had from
gynecologists. The female audience

indicated, by a show or hands each

time, that most of them hadn't

known what to expect on their first

visit, and weren't shown what the

examining instrument (a speculum)

looked like before it was inside

them.

"That's not unrepresentative,"

commented Cherniak. "Do we have

to put up with this?" she asked

angrily.

"Happiness is seeing your own
cervix," she later quipped, "or hap-

piness is examining your sister's."

The women with "Self-Help"

were shy about this at first, she said,

but soon found that having some

control over what was happening

was preferable to the usual

procedure in a doctor's office. "You

don't need special doctor-eyes to

see," Cherniak insisted.

She also showed slides of women
seeing what menstruation or sperm

look like in each other's bodies.

But she warned that you can run a

danger doing these things in a clinic.

A woman with "Self-Help" has

been indicted for practicing

medicine without a licence, she

stated. Police seized instruments,

and seized even the yogurt which is

applied to a particular vaginal

infection.

"Things haven't changed much,"

Cherniak feels. In 1322, she said, a

woman who practiced medicine

more successfully than some doctors

at the University of Paris, was

stopped by them, and condemned as

a witch.

And "midwives really got it too".

Their profession began to be phased

out when forceps were invented,

because only doctors were allowed

to handle such surgical instruments.

Doctors have always been mostly

male, including in Canada, noted

Cherniak. But, 98 per cent of nurses,

94 per cent of dietitians, and 80 per

cent of physiotherapists are women.
Doctors often don't care about

patients, Cherniak feels.

"I see women lied down to a

delivery table, sometimes without

anyone around who speaks their

language," Cherniak said.

Doctors may also induce labour

so the delivery doesn't interfere with

their evening or weekend plans.

"Women take this in silence," Cher-

niak argued, "because they have

been sold the myth of the joy of

giving birth."

Another aspect of medicine she

criticized was abortion. "Why have

wc never set up decent, competent

services for abortion? They might

still be illegal, but they'd be safer

than illegal abortions are now."

"We have to- take care of

ourselves," she insisted, "and of

each other."

FAShHON W'HIRL
GUY'S

BAG PANTS
Denim, Plaid Cord, Dress

10 - *13

CHICK'S BAG PANTS
Denim, Cord,

Plaid Cord, Dress,

Double Knit, Polyester

*5 - $13

PALAZZO PANTS

*12 -*18
PALAZZO SUIT

WITH BACKLESS TOPS

*20

BLAZERS
Velvet, Plaid, Cord,

ALL $10
BLAZER SUITS W/BAG PANTS

p„„, Plaid

Sfnni
s15 3 Pc. son

WoDl 13
Wool Blend

^U

SUEDE COATS
REG. $90 - $150

$45 - $90

VESTS
SHORT $20
LONG $25

SKIRTS
SHORT $13-15
LONG $18

GOWNS
$10 -$15
DRESSES

LARGE ASSORTMENT

$5-$10-$15
SHRUG SWEATERS

$3-$4

SWEATERS
$3.00 - $7.00

SMOCK SWEATERS!

*8.00
BRUSH VELOUR TOPS

5.00

(p|/ 210 SPADINAlBELOW DUNDAS)
OPEM MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9? SATURDAYS FROM 9-6
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PHE wins Div I lacrosse, defeats Erin 8-3
PHE finished the rout il started

Tuesday night in Hart House gym
and overwhelmed Erindale 8-3 last

night to capture the Division I

lacrosse championship and the

Da Toe Cup.

PHE ted 4-2 at the half on
goals by MacNeil, Sorbie, and two
by Brown. For Erindale it was John-

son and Coghill.

Erindale played a good first

quarter, holding the ball and
working in a defensive formation to

enable Johnson to score the go-

ahead goal.

PHE caught on to Erindale's

strategy before the period was over

and opened the game up, forcing the

west campus team to play PHE's
kind of lacrosse.

Erindale, feeling intimidated,

began to play a much more defen-

sive game and lost ball control.

Sorbie's goal for PHE late in the

first period was fired from just

inside Erindale's side of centre line

off a faccoff.

Erindale's Coghill evened the

score at two-all early in the second

period but was injured on the play.

Brown soon got the go-ahead goal

Tor PHE and put PHE out ahead to

stay.

PHE appeared more confident in

this period and more aggressive;

Sorbie was predominant in checking

his man, forcing him to the sidelines

on most occasions when Erindale

threatened.

Erindale appeared extremely

defensive throughout the whole
period and was very slow to check

PHE.
Brown got three more consecutive

goals in the third period to more
than put the game away for PHE.
One goal was a result of good PHE
passing and bad Erindale checking,

while another came off a bad Erin-

dale pass and was intercepted. Erin-

dale continued to disintegrate in the

third "period and passing was very

erratic before a hard-checking PHE
team.

PHE merely attempted to

preserve its four goal lead in the

final period keeping the ball and ~
killing time. An angered Erindale!

team became annoyed on more than .§

one occasion with the delaying tac- f
tics and a scuffle occurred which the £
referees handily cooled down. ji

- At one point Erindale goalie P. «

Geraghty took a swipe at PHE's
Fred Yonekura when he came "loo"

close to the goalie's crease.
Yonekura kept his cool and popped
in PHE's final goal with 30 seconds

left lo play.

The game was not as "rough", to

PHE's goalie stops another shot in last night's game, won by a hard-checking PHE.

THE SPIRIT OF 1837 FESTIVAL
FEATURING:

CEDRIC SMITH & MILTON ACORN
of the Perth County Conspiracy

SATURDAY, NOV. 25, 8 p.m.
OCE Auditorium ( Bloor & Spadina)

Tickets: $2.00 Advance; $2.50 at the door

Available at: Spirit of 1837 Tables

also at: SAC Office A & A
Meat & Potatoes Round Records

AND MORE. Call 964-1 174 days, 962-7233

Sponsored by:

The Antl-lmperlallst Day Committee. Box 6088 Station A,

Toronto; Canadian Liberation Movement, Box 6106, Station A,

Toronto.

unclassified
I HAVE A TICKET FOR ENGLAND and
guaranteed return. Leave Dec. 15, return

Jan. 3, Asking S169 or best reasonable
otler. Cost S179 to book High! now. Call

Vince De Angelo a( 928-4909 lor details.

EXCELLENT SECRETARY available lor

typing. Reasonable rates. Call Liz 261-

7717 after 6 or 965-1664 during day.

FOUND near UC lasi Thursday - charcoal-

grey cat, approximately 1 year old, sleepy

disposition. If It's yours, please phone 964-

66S6

FOR SALE: 1971 VW Beetle, second car.

Excellent condition; 5000 miles, radio, 7

tires, incl. 2 snows. S1900. or best olfer.

425-9821 alter 5.

WANTED ride 10 Boston or New York city

or vicinity. Sat. or Sun. Nov, 25-26, 'Will

share expenses. Call 922-5350

BICYCLE FREAKS: Ride the winter blues

away in comfort on CINELLI rollers. Used
one season only. Must sell. S50 o.n.o. Dan
day 928-2186; evg. 425-6390

TWO LARGE BEDROOMS at 1274 Mili-

tary Trail, own bath, share large kitchen-
bus stop—282-3012 afler 6:00

ROOM FOR RENT - Bloor and Avenue Rd.

S60 a month plus utilities. Share with

students. Call 923-8391.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses, essays - French, Latin - ex-
perienced typists - electric typewriters 713
Spadina Ave. (south of Bloor) 922-7624.

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING (Specialising

In long hair) In the Clarke Institute of

Psychiatry. 250 College St. Tel, 924-6811

Ext. 560. Hair cut S2.25,

ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old

essays? Do you need essays? Can you

write. a. top .essay.? .Phone Essay. Services;

961-6150

ITS COMING - Daffydil (Med's annual
review) Dec. 12-16 Han House Theatre.

MUSTANG for sale. 1965 red hardtop

Completely rebuilt. Certificate. Four new
tires, etc. Call Stephen 924-8895 days, 967-

0835 nights to midnight.

SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days, Decem-
ber 27 to Jan. 2, includes transpor-

tation, accommodation, meals and tow

ticket. Full price $134.00.' no extras. Call

636-1036 today.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27-Jan 1.

5 days skiing at Mt. Ste. Anne. Excellenl

accommodation with heated indoor swim-

ming pool. All transportation included.

For information write: CANADIAN SKI

TOURS. 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or

phone Gord Allan. 247-2339.

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone

today for free booklet '"The Day You Buy

A Diamond" H. Proctor and Co., 1430

Yonge St., 921-7702

SKIERSI - WHY SETTLE FOR ONE
MOUNTAIN WHEN YOU CAN HAVE SIX?

Five days skiing In Vermont and Quebec

January 1-6. Dependable snow, breakfast

and dinner dally, all accommodation (only

2 per room), taxes and tips, luxury voya-

geur bus, group rate on tow tickets, S89.

Ski Quebec Associates 698-4346 or 694-

8932.

"FOREVER YOURS. MARIE-LOW" First

English production of Michel Tremblay's

scathing but compassionate portrait ol an

East-Montreal family. Nov. 14 - Dec. 10

Tarragon Theatre 30 Brldgman Ave.

Bathurst and Duponl, 964-8833.

WHY FHEEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats from $10,00 Paul Magder Furs. 202

Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-

das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs [fur and fur labrlc)

36S£Q77..open 9-6 Moo. —Sal.; -W 8:00

Thurs. and Fn.

say the least, as Tuesday's opener of

the best of three series, with both

teams conscious of game mis-

conducts. Erindale's frustration in

the latter halfof the game seemed to

add an element of tension but

tempers were not overly flared. The
game was won the hard way —
checking and defensive play— while

Tuesday's was a better display of

solid passing. (This is not to deny
that last night's match did have its

exceptional moments.) Better "con-
trol" on the part of both teams
would be the best answer.

Women's basketball Blues

dropped their first game of the

season last Saturday in Sudbury,

losing 39-26 to Laurentian. Blues

also play again this evening against

Carleton at 8 pm and again
tomorrow opposite Ottawa at II

am, both games in the Benson

Building men's volleyball Blues

opened the season last Saturday at

Queen's finished first with eight wins

Defending OUAA champions
Queen's finished first with eight wins

and two losses, while York was

second with five wins and two losses.

Toronto finished with a 4-2 record.

Two tournaments will be held

tomorrow; Group I plays at the

University of Ottawa, while Group 2

sportalk
travels lo Laurenti an...women's
senior volleyball features Ottawa at

Toronto tomorrow at 1 1 am, while

Carleton plays this evening at 7...

women's intermediate basketball and

volleyball travel to Queen's for the

first part of the OWIAA tour-
nament. ...women's ice hockey team
travels lo McGUI for a game
tomorrow the Canadian College

Bowl game will be played tomorrow
at Varsity Stadium. Competing
teams will be Waterloo Lutheran

Golden Hawks who defeated St.

Mary's Huskies 50-17 in Halifax

last Saturday. University of Alberta

Golden Bears will be their op-

ponents, by virtue of their 58-6 romp
over Loyola College Warriors last

WOMEN'S SKI CLUB

5 evenings of ski lessons - Tuesdays of Wednesdays

starting January 9.

5 lessons, tows, bus + All equipment $25,00

+ Skis & poles or boots S20.00

+ No equipment $15.00

Come to registration Monday, November 27, 4:00 p.m.

Lecture Room, Benson Building. Bring Cash - No

cheques accepted.

f

— J

Saturday. Game time is 1 pm
for those in the Waterloo area this

weekend, the Naismith Classic

begins today and goes on until

Saturday evening at the University

of Waterloo intramural touch

football ended yesterday with Jocks

acting as a come-from-behind team
to take the second and third games,

defeating Arrythmia 14-6 and 27-12,

respectively. In both games Jocks

overcame a first half Arrythmia lead

to win. In game I Tannebaum got

six for Arrythmia, while it was

Sternberg and Finer with six each for

Jocks. Saltzman and Seitz added
singles Game 2 saw Saltzman with

12, Seitz with seven, Topp with six

and Sternberg with a single, while

Tannebaum and Munntngs scored

six each for Arrythmia...
recreational skating began last Sun-

day at Varsity Arena; this year the

program is being offered more often

- November 26, December 3,

January 14, 21, 28, and February 4,

from 7:30 to 9:30 pm. That isn't

much time, but at least it's

something. Cost is 50 cents, single,

75 cents, couple... more on the

OUAA swimming relays held at

York last Saturday. U of T won
overall with 260 pots, followed by

Western with 240. Waterloo placed

third with 200 points, while Queen's

finished fourth with 160. Guelph and

McMasler captured the last two

positions with 140 and 110 points

respectively... hockey Blues meet Sir

George Williams tomorrow tonight

at the arena. The two teams met in

the CIAU finals in Sherbrooke last

spring. Sir George is 8-0 this season,

while Blues are 6-0...

Canadian Women's Table Tennis Champ VIOLETTA NESUKAITIS
coaching every Wed. at Hart House-

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses!

^ OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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Blues stuff Gryphons, win 84-82
By BOB PRITCHARD

It was, as one spectator put it,

"one hell of a game!"

But the Basketball Blues, winless

in iheir last Iwo games, came out the

best of it, as they toppled a tough

learn of Guelph Gryphons 84-82

Wednesday night in what will

probably be one of the best games of

the season. (Regrettably, it was only

an exhibition game.)

It was an impressive looking

Guelph team which came onto the

floor in Hart House in their warm-

up. Led by 6'8" Wayne Morgan —
leading scorer and rebounder in the

Western Section last season —
Guelph looked cool, confident and

capable of defeating the Toronto

opposition.

But once the game started.

Gryphons soon lost their air of

confidence, as the team carelessly

began to throw the ball away.

Gryphons seemed lo have difficulty

adjusting to the size of the Hart

House gym, turning over the ball

sixteen times in the first half.

' Showing considerable ball-

handling skill. Blues Tony Rudmik
set the Toronto offence in motion,

and using a number of plays against

Guclph's man-to-man defence.

Blues jumped to an 1 1-4 lead after

five minutes of play.

Shortly after, Toronto coach

McManus substituted three rookies

Tor his regulars, and it looked as

though Blues might lose sight of the

lead. Soon after Guelph changed the

score to 14-13 in its favour, and by

the 1 3 minute mark were leading 25-

20.

This, however, brought Blues

back lo life. Toronto's Glen Scott

picked up the knack of invariably

positioning himself in the holes in

the Guelph defence, and with some
alert and aggressive playing scored

14 points in the first half. But

Toronto was by no means a one man
team — quite the contrary. Blues

rookies Doug Baker and Avo Albo,

who have seen very limited action in

the first two games, showed they

were capable of more than just

sitting on trie bench.

Even though McManus kept his

starting guards off for the majority
or the half, Peter Oolup and Bill

Francis, two other Varsity rookies,

filled in adequately. With five

minutes left in the half, Toronto
regained the lead, 28-26.

Good heads-up ball and accurate

shooting kept Varsity ahead of the

Gryphons. Guelph was essentially a

one man team with Wayne Morgan

using his height effectively to score

over half his team's points in the

first twenty minutes. But even his

performance wasn't enough, as the

half ended with Blues leading 40-37.

The question was now, "Can they

keep it up?"

With the start of the second half,

Guelph settled down and began lo

work the ball around, taking only

the best shots. Their two guards,

Paul Allen and Chester Graham
combined for 26 points against

Blues, and with the score 68-58 in

Gryphons" favour three-quarters of

the way through the game, it looked

as if Blues had seen the last of the

lead.

Varsity had no such plans in

mind. In the following sixty seconds,

Blues scored six unanswered points,

and by the 13 minute mark were

leading 73-72.

Toronto then switched from the

/one defence they had used all game
to a man to man defence. Some
pinpoint shooting by Rudmik, along

with a couple of tip-ins by rookie

centre Frank Cress, put Blues ahead

XI-7N with a minute and a half to go

in the game.

Those last ninety seconds were as

exciting as Hart House spectators

could have asked for. With 32

seconds remaining, Cress was fouled

by Guelph and put in one of his two

shots to make it 82-78. Guelph then

scored to narrow the lead to two

points. With 15 seconds left. Blues

called a time out just in time to

prevent a jump ball (which would

have been between 6*1.5" Rudmik
and Guclph's 6'8*' Morgan).

After Toronto almost lost the

ball, the team got it to Dave Watt
who picked it off .and was then

fouled. Wall went on to hit both of

his shots with three seconds left in

the game. These two points turned

out lo be ihe winners, as in the last

second Guelph's Graham look a

shot from his own side ofcentre and,

much lo everyone's amazement, put

ihe ball through the hoop. Yet it

isn'l enough and Varsity held on lo

take the game 84-82.

If there was one Haw in Blues*

performance, it was once again

shots from the foul line, where they

only hit 47 per cent. In games this

close, one point is a big factor. From
the floor. Blues had iheir best

showing in three games with a 50 per

cent average. Guelph was close

Blues' Glenn Scott (42) gapes in amazement as Toronto gets a basket and, yes, even wins the
game. Gryphons were also astonished as Blues first lost the lead and then pulled it out to go

on and win.

behind averaging 47 per cent.

Nine Blues shared the scoring

honours. Scoll led with 24 points.

Watt had 19 and Rudmik 16.

Ferguson and Cress, while not hit-

ting the high numbers on the

scoreboard, made a valuable con-

tribution to the game by keeping
Gryphons' Morgan in check holding

him lo 1 1 points in Ihe second half.

After the victory, coach Mc-
Manus was quick to point out

that this was Guelph's first game,
and lhat for the first lime this year,

the Blues were playing in ihe gym
they practise in. (Toronto is com-

mitted lo playing their league games
in ihe Benson Building.)

Varsity has now shown it is indeed

capable of playing on a level equal

lo the top teams. This might work
against them, for if they fare poorly

against weaker teams, it will be

considered second effort.

Toronto will have a chance to

show ihey can maintain the same

standard of play when they meet
Queen's tonight in Kingston for

their second league game.

TIP OFFS: Blues return to

Toronto for an exhibition game
Saturday against McMaster in the

Benson Building at 2 pm. Toronto
lost their first contest with Mac. 98-

49.

Hockey Blues over Rye High 1 5-2
University of Toronto Hockey Blues skated to a

lacklustre 15-2 win over Ryerson Rams last night in a
game faintly resembling a shooting gallery. Blues
outshot Ryerson 64-18.

As in last Friday's Ottawa-Toronto game, almost
every Toronto player came away with at least one
point. High scorer for the Blues was Bob Munro with
two goals and three assists.

Kent Ruhnke totalled three goals and an assist,

while Don Pagnutti and Harry Sems each notched two
goals and two assists. Bill Buba counted a goal and
three assists. Other Blues scorers were Ivan McFarlane,
Neil Korzack. with two, Doug Tale, and Bruce
Hcrridgc.

Scoring for Ryerson in his first game was Walt
Coburn. Rams* other goal came from Mike Downey,
wiih assists going lo Joe Pfaff and Dave Kelley.

The first two periods were Blues' most active with
12 of their 15 goals coming in the first 40 minutes.

A first period goal by Toronto's Al Milnes hil

Ruhnke in the crease and deflected past Rams goalie
Mike Quart, who, considering the slate of his defence,
played admirably. Quart also played well in penally
killing, as did the whole team, preventing Blues from

scoring even when the U of T squad had a two-man
advantage in the second period.

Toronto goalie Gary inness was awarded an assist

on Pagnutti's second goal after he passed lo Ihe
Toronto centreman who then carried the puck up the

ice. dumped it toward the Ryerson net and saw it

deflect off a Rams defenceman.

Rams gradually improved throughout Iheir first

game against the Blues this season, achieving a more
respectable shots on goal balance in the third period —
18-7 in Blues' favour.

Blues' game consisted largely of a scoring spree,
each team member — including defencemen — seeing
how many points they could rack up against the hapless
Quart. Blues simply overpowered a weak Ryerson learn

much to no one's surprise.

Last night's game was relatively clean, but Blues

were awarded six penalties lo Rams' four. Rams
picked up three tripping penalties and a game
misconduct which went to Dave Kelley, while Blues
suffered on high-sticking, charging, holding, and in-

terference calls.

Blues' next game is against Sir George tonight al 8

pm.

Med over New 4-1; tops Div II
New's goalie was the fall guy Wednesday as Med's Boyd scored two

penalty goals late in the game to increase the score to 4-1.



OFS endorses fees strike
By CLARK PARSONS

The Ontario Federation of

Students is (entalively going ahead

with the proposed fees strike in

January.

The OFS general meeting

Saturday at Ryerson broke up in

disarray without reaching a decision

on the contentious struggle against

the Ontario government's cutbacks

in education spending, but an

emergency executive meeting im-

mediately after decided to go ahead

with it. Another executive meeting

yesterday began planning Tor the

strike, which must be ratified by a

majority of OFS members to

become an official OFS policy,

During Saturday's chaotic

meeting, four executives, including

SAC president Eric Miglin, had

resigned because they thought ihe

Strike would fail, and were replaced.

As well, there were indications

that SAC may withdraw lis support

of the action, even though the OFS
position adopted is close to the one

SAC supported last Wednesday. An
emergency SAC executive meeting,

which may decide to call a SAC
council meeting Wednesday night to

reconsider its support, nas been

called for today.

Saturday's general meeting

terminated in a chaos of indecision,

disagreement, and executive

resign ill oris without establishing

anyjoffieial position on the proposed

strike over tuition fee increases and
raised loan ceilings on student

awards under the Ontario Student

Awards Programme.

Earlier a motion was passed 8 to 5

with 4 abstentions urging all Ontario

post-secondary students to withhold

payment of the second installment

of their fees in January, and that in

February "each member council

evaluate the fees withholding action

to determine whether or not the

action should continue, and report

its assessment to an OFS general

meeting".

The motion reaffirmed OFS
demands endorsed by an October

student referendum that tuition in-

creases be deferred until after con-

sultation with affected groups, that

OSAP regulations be changed to

facilitate greater access to the

program, that the loan ceiling be

lowered to the previous $600 level,

that part-time students have access

to the program, and that the age of

independence under OSAP be

lowered-.

An amendment to this motion

urging that the government clarify

its position on OSAP for 1973-74

was passed 7 to 5. This was one of

the changes recommended by SAC
last week.

After much procedural wrangling, the Ontario Federation of Students approved a January
fees strike to protest education cutbacks.

The motion endorsing the fees

strike was later nullified when a

motion to reconsider the strike vote

was passed 8 to 3 with 3 abstentions.

Immediately (he meeting was
prevented from reaching a position

on the strike when a quorum count

called showed there were too few

members left to allow the meeting to

continue.

l.akehead delegate James Marsh,

in calling for a quorum count, mis-

takenly thought that if there were

not a quorum, the motion to recon-

sider would be nullified, unaware

that any motion passed before the

quorum count would stand.

One less than the quorum of 15

members were present at this lime

as several members had already left,

l.aurentian and Brock were com-
mitted to return, home, and Toron-

to's Association of Part-time

Undergraduate Students delegate

Susan Geason also left.

The motion to reconsider had

been passed in order to reopen dis-

cussion on the strike and. hopefully,

persuade some of Ihe anti-strike

delegates to change their vote, thus

strengthening the pro-strike vote the

second time the strike motion was

passed.

Following the original strike vote,

those voting "no" had indicated

they would do as much as possible in

order to make the fee strike a

success.

However, four members of the

OFS executive had already resigned

due to "frustrations flowing from

today's meeting". They were
Miglin, Geason, Ross McGregor
(Queen's) and Yvon Lachapelle

(l.aurentian).

Asked to give their reasons,

McGregor and Miglin stated the

whole idea of a fees strike was
"political suicide" considering what

they felt to be the lack of student

support around the province,

evidenced by the split vole in favour

of the strike.

After Ihe first resolution had been

accepted, McGregor and Miglin

presented a proposal for a "sym-
bolic province-wide withholding of

tuition fees until January 3l":*lhe

demands to be that there be "no
further" fee increases without con-

sultation and that there be "no
further increase in the loan ceiling"^

This proposal was greeted by a

number of delegates with such

phrases as "Complete reversal",

"It's just students fucking around".

"Compromise for it's own sake",

"A one-month symbolic strike is

bullshit".

The adverse reaction to this

proposal, together with the fee strike

vole (without a deadline for ending

it), apparently convinced the four

executive members to resign.

Jack Kushnier (Lakehead AMS),
Shane Roberts (Waterloo), John
Theobald (York), and Marolyn
Burnett (Glendon) were elected as

interim members of the executive lo

fill the vacated positions.

The strike motion, later nullified,

was supported by Queen's, U of T,

l.akehead AMS, Windsor, Western,

l.akehead SSS, Carlelon, and Glen-

don. It was opposed by Ryerson,

l.aurentian. Waterloo, Trent, and

York. Abstaining were APUS,
Brock, Guelph. and Fanshawe.

APUS abstained because its

members are required to pay full

fees before registering. Ryerson,

Waterloo, Guelph and Fanshawe
voted against the motion at least

partly because, as institutions on a

semester system, their students

would be denied registration if they

failed to pay their fees.

Informally, l.aurentian, Trent,

York and Brock indicated they

Memorial students win, occupation ends
ST. JOHN'S (CUP)— Students at Memorial University have virtually won

their fight over the checkoff of student union fees, following a 10-day non-

violent occupation of their administration building.

A tentative agreement was reached early last Friday following

negotiations between student representatives -and representatives from the

university Board of Regents. Bui the agreement must still be ratified by the

board of regents on December 14 and by the students in a referendum.

The student referendum will be supervised by the university Faculty

Association, but no date has yet been set.

The agreement stipulates the university must collect the eight dollar

student union fee each semester, bul studcnl union membership will not be

compulsory. However, the student union will be given all the money

collected and individual student must decide if they consider themselves

sludenl union members.

Until the referendum, the administration will collect the fee.

The occupation, which began November 14 with about 1500 students,

followed an announcement November 9 by university president and vice-

chancellor Lord Stephen Taylor that the administration would not collect

the sludent union fees as of December 31. He claimed the Board of Regents

was concerned that half the $140,000 collected for the union was spent on

administration, $42,000 of it on salaries.

Most student union budgets reveal a similar breakdown and about 80

per cent of most university operating budgets cover salaries and

administrative costs.

Until last Thursday, Taylor had refused lo negotiate unless students

ended Ihcir occupation of the building. Bul Ihe Ihreal of a sludenl strike

(scheduled for November 23-24 bul never held) and possible intervention by

Premier Frank Moores, apparently forced Taylor lo the negotiating table.

Sludcnls from the negotiating committee called Moores because the

government had taken no official stand on the issue.

I he students did receive support from most of Newfoundland's large

unions, including the province's largest one — ihe loggers union — and ihe

St. John's trade council.

The memorial faculty association voted November 20 not to support

the students by 70-50 with 100 abstentions. Students thought more pressure

would have changed the vote in their favor.

Many faculty members are upset with Taylor's behavior. In fact, last

Wednesday, a conservative faculty member began circulating a petition

calling for Taylor's resignation.

Following the negotiations, students decided to end their occupation on

and clean the building before they left.

Representatives of Ihe Board of Regents agreed no reprisals of any kind

will be taken against any sludenl and the senate will be asked to consider (he

situation for students wjio may have academic difficulties in the up-coming

chrislmas exams because of their participation in Ihe occupation.

The students were happy with their apparent vicolry. Bob Buckingham,

one of the four student negotiators, said.

They decided to slick to one issue in the negotiations, although they had

many grievances about the attitudes and decisions of Taylor and Ihe

administration.

"It started with checkofi" as the issue, but it became very much more

than that," one student said. "It became a matter of whether we would

continue to be treated like high school kids, whether we would be good little

boys and nol annoy our teachers."

Students are angry with accommodation currently available to Ihe

student union in a university-owned building. They have put forward several

proposals for a new sludenl union building, a stadium and a student housing

complex.

For years students have collected money for a new student unipn

building.

Taylor has always opposed this proposal and others. Ihe students say.

would go along with the action since

it had been decided on.

After passage of the strike molion
a Trent-Waierloo motion was
carried by a large majority,
resolving: "that OFS call a

province-wide moratorium on post-

secondary education in the next

term following release of the

COPSEO (Wright) Report", with

teach-ins, rallies, and conferences to

be organized on that day to protest

cut-backs; that administrations and
faculties be asked lo cut classes on
that day; and that OFS encourage

public discussion of university

budgets.

Much of the discussion at the

meeting centred around the legal

and practical position of students

and university administrations con-

cerning OSAP grant cheques.

Only Queen's and Toronto appear

to have been given assurances by

their administrations that the che-

ques would be released. Elsewhere

administration responses vary from

"maybe" to "no".

According to Lachapelle of

Laurcnlian, who received the in-

formation from his university presi-

dent, U of T lawyers have prepared

a letter for the U of T administra-

tion staling that the university is in

no, position to withhold the cheques

on its own. and that if there is any

question ihe cheques are to be

returned lo the government and ihe

sludenl is thereafter to deal directly

with ihe government.

The lawyers accordingly urge U
of T to change ils line —
co-operation — and return the

cheques lo the government if the

student is nol paying his fees.

Asked to confirm this yesterday,

U of T vice-provost Robin Ross said

il was "not fully correct". However

he would not state what U of T
solicitors had said, saying that he

did nol have all ihe salient in-

formation in front of him.

Essentially, he said, il is up to the

government to tell the university

what to do. OSAP cheques are

between the student and the govern-

ment and ihe university acts as an

intermediary only at the request of

the government.

"It's all speculative at this point,"

said Ross.

The possibility of OSAP cheques

being withheld is seen as a primary

impediment to a successful fees

strike. At some universities a large

majority of the students are on

OSAP and are in no position to

continue their studies without the

cheques.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

ElecTor 72 — Municipal election cenlre

answers all your questions about the up-

coming December 4th election, trims

College. 63 St. George Street, 1st tloor. Or

call 928-5456-7.

9:30 am
'Vantage' views Canadian literature.

Today. Joseph Scvorecki on the role of

nationalism in literature. Five informative

minutes on Radio Varsity. Again at 3:30,

pm.
1 pm

Free Jewish University: "'Principals in

Jewish Law" in Sid Smith 5020,

4 pm
General meeting, combined depart-

ments of English. Upper Brennan. SMC.

6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher Supper: please make

reservation by 5 pm today. At Hillel House.

7:30 pm
Free Jewish University: ','The Jewish

Woman" at Hillel House. 186 St. George

Street.

8 pm
Canadian University Service Overseas

information meeting (or those pursuing a

career in teaching. International Student

Centre. 33 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Chavural

Zemer" at Hillel House. 186 St. George
Street.

All candidates meeting, Ward 6, at

University Settlement House.

Hillel Drama Club meets lonighl at Hillel

House. 186 St George Street.

8:30 pm
Free Jewish University: "Dissent in

Jewish History ' at the Jewish Board nt

Educaiion, 22 Glen Park Road near Glen-

cairn and Bathurst.

TUESDAY
ell day

A poll ot studenl opinion concerning the

selection of Department of Geography
chairman to be held in the following

geography classes GGR 100, 101 , 220. 270.

and 320F
9:30 am

'Vantage* views Canadian literature.

Today, Dave Godfrey on nationalism in the

Canadian literary outlook. Five inlormalive

minutes on Radio Varsity.

I pm
Mayoralty candidates Paul Ftimslead

and Jacquie Henderson speak in the
Bossin Room at Innis College.

3 pm
Feminist counter-sociology seminar until

7 pm OISE, 252 Bloor Street West
caleleria. The beginning of a weekly series.

World University Service of Canada
information meeting about applications to

the seminar on international development.
This year WUSC goes to India. All students
and faculty invited Pendarves Lounge ISC.

4:30 pm
Free Jewish University: "Synagogue &

Community" in Atkinson College Room 304
at York Univeriiy

5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship — Please

note that there will be no 5:30 meeting this

week only Supper is slill al 6:30 Al 7:30

come lor a time of singing and sharing. All

VCF general meetings are held in the

music room al Wymilwood. Everyone is

welcomes
6:30 pm

Hillel Kosher Supper. Please make
reservation by 5 pm.

7 pm
Conversational Hebrew for beginners at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

Guilar workshop for beginners at Hillel

House. 186 SI. George Street.

8 pm
All candidates forum. Board of

Education Trustees, Ward 6, Alumni Hall,

Victoria College. Everyone welcome. Spon-

sored by VUSAC.
Free Jewish University: "A Tarn Fun

Honig" al Hillel House. 186 St. George
Street.

The Varsity Blues travel to the York

Arena to lake on the Yeomen in OUAA
hockey action. Archie Hunler and John
Karr will provide live play by play descrip-

tion starting al 7:55 on Radio Varsity Call

the Sports Action Line at 964-1484 for Ihe

latest score.

All candidates forum lor school board

trustee candidates in Ward 6 al 150
Charles Streel West

8:15 pm
Conversational Hebrew: for advanced at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Streel.

Guilar workshop for advanced at Hillel

House.

WEDNESDAY
all day

ElecTor 72 — Municipal election centre

answers all your questions about the up-

coming December 4th election. Innis

College, 63 St. George Street. 1st floor. Or
call 928-5456-7.

Regisler at Hall Porter's Desk, Hart

House, for the All Varsity Table Tennis
Tournamenl.

A poll of student opinion concerning the

selection ol geography department chair-

man lo be held In the following geography
classes: GGR 100, 101, 220, 270, 320F.

9:30 am
'Vantage' views Canadian literature.

Today. Margaret Atwood, author of 'Sur-

vival: A Thematic Guide to Canadian
Literature', defines Canadian literature.

Five informative minutes on Radio Varsity.

11 am
"Spiritual Phenomena and You",

"Christianities answer lo the Dialectic", and
"The Ideal Family" are themes of a talk to

be held in Sid Smith Room 1091. by Ihe

Divine Principle Movement.

UBC students demand

parity on committees
VANCOUVER (CUP) — The University of British Columbia arts faculty

cancelled its meeting last week after about 150 arts students marched into

the meeting to press demands for studenl representation on faculty

committees.

A slim majority of the faculty (49-43) approved a motion to adjourn (he

meeting as soon as it was convened.

Students and about 40 faculty members remained to hold their own
public meeting, in which they passed a resolution calling on the faculty to

elect members lo a committee consisting equally of staff and students to

examine studenl representation.

The question of overall student parity on arls faculty committees was
not at issue in the meeting. Thai question is expected to surface when Ihe

sludent-facully committee makes its study public.

Students have yet to decide strategy for the next faculty meeting.

Last week's meeting included on its agenda a proposed new women's
studies program and many faculty members and students are anxious to see
it approved before the university calendar deadline of December 31.

Al their ad hoc public meeting, students called for an emergency faculty

meeting to discuss the resolution, so the women's studies program could go
through a regular meeting unimpeded.

If ihe emergency session is not held, students may be forced to invade
ihe regular meeting, thus disrupting discussion of the women's program, or
wait for ihe following meeting which would be too close to the end of the
academic year for any student-faculty committee to make recommendations
for the following year.

A general meeting of arts students is planned for next week lo discuss
ladies for the next faculty meeling. Sludenls also have the option of
delegating representatives to the faculty meeling to push student demands,
rather than invading en masse.

Move it

down the Tube.
The Piccadilly Tube pub.

Relaxed and easy.

No place for uptight.

Come for pub lunches

6 days a week. Later on,

the music is good, and
live, the drinks are

reasonable, there's

dancing, and evening
meals to nibble on. What
more could you want?
No cover charge Monday
to Thursday.

Now playing:

BOND
Coming Dec. 1

1

SWEET BLINDNESS
Coming Dec. 18

GREASE BALL. BOOGIE BAND

Piccadilly Tube. Yonge
just north of Dundas.

JAMES SPENCER

EXHIBITION

Opening Wednesday, Nov. 29

ART GALLERY
Monday. 1 1 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Tuesday lo Saturday, 1 1 a.m. - 5 p.

SHARON MclNTYRE
SOPRANO

DON TUSTIAN
PIANIST

MUSIC ROOM
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28

4:00 P.M.

JAZZ CONCERT
GARY SNIDER

EAST COMMON ROOM
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29

12:00 NOON TO 2 P.M.

CLASSICAL

CONCERT
Rob Heard baritone

Thursday. November 30

Mosle flown. 1:00 p.m.

HART HOUSE

NEW YEAR'S

EVE BALL

DANCING TO

BENNY LOUIS
2 BARS

SPLASH PARTY
BUFFET SUPPER

TICKETS $16 A COUPLE
AVAILABLE FROM

THE HALL PORTER'S DESK AND
THE UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

HART HOUSE

CHORUS CONCERT

Sunday, December 3

Great Hall, 8:30 p.m.

MUSEUM WITHOUT

WALLS"

ART FILM SERIES

Weakly Beginning

January 15

HART HOUSE

CHRISTMAS TREE

MUSIC, CAROLS, STORIES

Bring A Blanket Or Cushions

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 6

GREAT HALL. 8:30 P.M.

TICKETS FREE AT
THE HALL PORTER'S-

EVENING DEBATE
Resolved "Citizens' Groups Should Be

Seen And Not Heard

Honorary Visitor

COLIN VAUGHAN
Wednesdiy. Novsnbir 29

DebalB Room. 6:00 p.m.

INFORMAL DEBATE

Resolved That

Pragmatism Is The

Ultimate Virtue

Thursday, November 30
Debates Boom. 2 p.m.

lUNCHEONlW SECOND BIG WEEK!
j

NEWS 1 Ileigh ashfordI
9 DEC. 4th. I 1 Club4.00 1

Uniquo quick 1
I.lf-l.rvic. 1

hot and cold 1
p*c>olti*i 1

I FLYING CIRCUS 1
H A lavorile drop \n place lor 1
H celebrity visitors. Gordon Light- 1
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May scrap Athletic, Innis College buildings
new projects' funds are cut into.

Evans listed the Sigmund Samuel
Library (scheduled Tor major
renovations prior to its becoming
the university's undergraduate
library next summer) and the

Wallbcrg Building as two examples
of renovations which cannot be

delayed.

"These buildings will have to have
renovations," he said. The un-
iversity "just can't let them go
downhill."

Evans complained that the

government never seems to decide

more than temporarily on a building

grant scheme. He noted that the

suspended capital space formula,

recently accepted by both the un-

iversities and government, was just

getting underway. Renovations had
been covered by cyclical renewal

grants.

"We will have lo persuade the

government lo come out with some
policy, al least about renovations,"

he concluded. Built in the 1920's. men may have io put up with Hart House athletic facilities indefinitely.

Scarborough may establish credit system

Contrary to earlier reports,

construction of the new Men's
Athletic Building and a permanent
home for Innis College may be

delayed or modified as a result of

last week's provincial government
decision lo impose an extended
moratorium on post-secondary in-

stitutions' capital building
expenditures.

The buildings, both approved
earlier this year, were to be financed

oul of general revenue rather than

from government space entitlement

allowances. However, the budget
freeze will mean that expected funds
lur renovation of existing campus
buildings will not be forthcoming
and, U of T president John Evans
told The Varsity last night, money
allocated for the two planned St.

George campus buildings may have
in be partially rechanneled to help

pay for these renovations.

The decisions to proceed with the

Men's Athletic and Innis College
buildings "will have to be review-

ed," I vans said. "I hope they will be

able lo go ahead."

Hie university's men's athletics

facilities, now housed in Hart
House, have been overtaxed for

years. Innis College has been
without a building of its own for its

IO years of existence, it was first

located in a temporary Hart House
circle building now used by the

graduate aid office, and later moved
to ils current home al 63 St. George
Street. Kno* College, owners of the

Si. George building, need il for their

own purposes by August, 1974 and
have given Innis, long promised a

home of its own, notice lo leave by
then.

The university's budget allows for

approximately equal expenditures

on new construction and renovation

of cvisling buildings. The
moratorium means renovation
money won't be available unless the

In an unheralded move,
Scarborough College is moving
towards establishing an academie
eredil syslem nexl fall instead of its

present year to year syslem for full

time students.

A motion incorporating the new
syslem. .which until now has gone
almost unnoliced by ihe college's

students, has passed Ihe committee
stage and is going lo the college

council at its next meeting, expected

in December.

If approved, the proposal will

have lo go through the Governing

Council's Academic Affairs Com-
mittee and ihe full council before il

can be implemented. The system if

approved by the college council will

be embodied in the college's

suggested calendar changes.

Scarborough's curriculum com-
mittee Friday passed unanimously

ihe recommendation -of registrar

J.D. King, who did a study of the

system for ihe committee, lhat

students "be permitted lo proceed

towards a degree al a rale of their

own choosing."

A second motion limited the

maximum number of courses a stu-

dent could lake without petitioning

for more lo six in the normal.

acadamiG year, and two in the

summer
Scarborough principal Ralph

Campbell in an interview last night

firsi avoided calling the proposal a

credit system, preferring the term

"progressive accreditation". Later,

however, he admitted that "il is

really a credit system."

Campbell slated he fully supports
the move to the new system. He
.noted it would allow students who
need part-time jobs more flexibility

in working towards a degree.

Essentially, he said, it would blur

the distinction belweenTull-time and
part-time students.

There are "no serious obstacles"

legally to the proposal he said, while

stressing the approvals still needed'

there are only "questions to be
answered."

Students would likely pay fees

according to the number of courses

laken. The province's system of

paying grants lo universities is

already adapted to Ihe new system,

since il converts part-time students

into full-time equivalents.

College council chairman Ron
Blair and another Scarborough
faculty member contacted last night

said ihey had nol heard of the

proposal.

Blair appeared sceptical

commenting that "the world is

overrun wilh commillees".

He said the college council would
likely meet in the week of December
II to 15.

Scarborough College Student

Society president David Onley
Friday hailed ihe move as a

"progressive move".

It allows a student "a real option

in how his education is directed." he

said.

Students launch petition to support profs
By PETER M ATILA INEN

Undergraduate mathematics

students have launched a petition

campaign to seek a review of the

denial of tenure lo professor David

Spring, and to protest the feared

dismissal of professor Stephen

Salaff.

Salaff says his contract will likely

not be renewed by the department,

since he has not received what would

be considered normal indications

that it wil be.

Spring was denied tenure, which

prevents firing except in extreme

eases.last May. He interpreted this

as a sign he was "not wanted" and

quit, rather than fulfill his contract,

which would have ended this year.

The students are circulating two

petitions one, to be signed by

Salaff's present and former
students, describes him as "a highly

competent professor" and requests

his retention.

The second is an open letter to be

senl by any math student who agrees

wilh il lo university president John

Evans and math chairman George

Duff, calling for:

•consultations on alternatives to

ihe present "exclusive emphasis on

examinations" in marking, to begin

at once.

•ihe retention of both SalaTf and

Spring on the faculty, and the con-

sideration of leaching ability as the

prime factor in hiring and
promotions of professors with un-

dergraduate and graduate students

represented on all hiring and tenure

bodies,

•the improvement of policy

concerning text books for the math

courses, even if 1 his means produc-

tion of these books by ihe

department.

Duff, when contacted about the

terminations, refused lo comment,
saying he was "not prepared to

discuss the matter without ihe

necessary information available lo

him."

Spring's tenure was refused, it

appears, because he did not publish

ihe required number of papers

during the year. Salaff is not a full

time staff member so that his ap-

pointment carried no iob security.

Kevin McQuillan (UC IV) slated

lhat ihere is an underlying dis-

satisficalion with the department

amongst students. He predicted thai

the department would be "flexible"

on the students' issue of ex-

aminations and their worth saying

"This is mainly an administrative

problem." However, he felt the

other demands would meet a less

favourable response.

He criticized ihe tenure

committee because of its secrecy. It

also has no students on it.

"No one knows who is on the

committee," he said, and according-

ly, the students do nol know where

the opposition lo Spring and Salaff

comes from.

"The chairman becomes a very

powerful figure in the department"

in this situation, he said.

A member of the math

department faculty considered the

rule to relain the anonymity of ihe

committee members as similar lo "a

hangman's identity being kept

secret.'* In truth, he said, the body

was more a representative of the

"ruling clique" in the department.

The petitioning students feel lhat

Salaff s feared termination has

resulted from a reprimand Salaff

received from department officials

"for violating whal they stale is the

policy of the "common front" of

faculty versus students." This viola-

tion consisted of Salaff siding with

his students against the final

marking system devised by the

departmeni for MAT 239 last year.

Salaff is receiving, he says, "100

per cent support" from his present

and former students who have been

reached about 100 of an estimated

150 so far.

McQuillan is optimistic about

chances of receiving support from

all undergraduates in the depart-

ment, and plans to circulate the

general petition at lectures this

week.

Student councils asked by OFS

letter to support fees strike
By GREG McMASTER

After voting in favour of staging a second term fees

strike, the executive of the Ontario Federation of

Students decided at a meeting yesterday at Ryerson to

send a leller lo all Ontario student councils calling for

them lo ratify the decision.

The letter will also suggest other means actions such

as student picketing of university administration fee

offices, and one-day class moratoria in January to

organize leach-ins and further opposition to the educa-

tion cutbacks.

There was some examination of the role of the OFS
executive in the campaign against the cutbacks, in the

wake of Saturday's resignation of four executive

members, including U of T SAC president Eric Miglin.

Dave Moulton, representing Glendon College,

claimed there was a "real crisis of leadership" on the

pari of most of the previous OFS executive. "They kept

backtracking consistently on their positions he :vdtd

describing them as being "always to the right" of most

of the student councils OFS representatives.

There was some argument over the merits of a fees

strike wilh a preannounced time limit, instead of Ihe

agrecd-on unspecified time. Moulton said "We may as

well hold 2 minutes' silence," but SAC vice-president

Helliwell answered that any fees strike is "nothing

more than a demonstration." adding that "Il can't

work either." Mounton fell lhat a long-term fees strike

was "far better tactically."

Il was agreed lo produce a poster simply urging

students "Don'l Pay" in January.

Helliwell objected to publicly advocating a "fees

strike". Strike, he said, "is a nasty word."

The suggestion lo picket fee paymenl offices came
from Jack Kushnier of Lakehead University, who
claimed that students at his school are required to pay

their tuition fees immediately at the office where they

receive their student loans. He recalled one student

being chased around the campus by a security offices

after escaping with his loan cheque.

Other suggestions included recruiting more on-

campus support from the Ontario Federation of

Labour, which supports free access to higher education,

and the establishment by student councils of loan funds

for students whose OSAP loans are delayed by

university administrations retaliating against the fee

withholding.

Helliwell said that SAC should set up a loan fund if

necessary, but felt thai Ihe OSAP situation "should be

all clear" at U of T. whith the administration not likely

to hold back loans to students who join the fees strike.

- OFS executive member Judy Lee of Guelph

cautioned thai OFS could collapse if it did not explore

"new areas oT interest if the fees strike is a failure."

Some suggestions included work on the problems of

lack of jobs for graduates, and ihe re-imposition of

exams and other authoritarian teaching methods, which

OFS coordinator Craig Heron claimed is occurring all

over Ihe province this year.

The nexl OFS executive meeting was scheduled Tor

December 21-22 at Glendon College.
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Gov't freeze steps up anti-university policy
The provincial government

has taken yet another stab at

post-secondary education
with its Thursday an-
nouncement that it was put-

ting a freeze on capital

building expenditures for On-
tario's institutions of higher

learning.

The government has tried

to explain away the real

meaning of its moratorium
decision by pointing the ac-

cusing finger at declining

enrolment at the province's

post-secondary institutions. It

carefully avoids accepting
responsibility for the decline,

preferring to overlook the

documented, negative effects

of last spring's detrimental

changes covering the finan-

cing of post-secondary
education.

Introducing the freeze, the

government implied that
buildings to accommodate
the unrealized student enrol-

ment increase would be the

primary victims of the policy.

The University of Toronto ex-

perience seems to prove
otherwise. The Scarborough
College library, long needed
and apparently .now years in

the future, has nothing to do
with projected increased
enrolment. At present, about
50 per cent of the college's

library collection collects dust
in cartons for lack of shelf

space. U of T had planned to

provide Scarborough with its

long awaited library in Phase
III of the college's building

plans, but these plans will

probably be put on ice in-

definitely as a result of the
moratorium.

Ambiguity in the govern-

ment's moratorium an-
nouncement leaves some
doubt concerning the future

of student residences at the

university's Erindale campus.
Tenders have already been let

out for the complex, but
Minister of Universities and
Colleges Jack McNie said

Thursday that "building pro-
jects will be limited to those
already under construction".

And, it now appears that

the long overdue Men's
Athletic and [pals College
buildings, both already given
the university's go-ahead
(although without government
funds at this time), may have
to be modified or scrapped
for the time being.

U of T president John
Evans told The Varsity last
night that cutting off capital

building funds would force the
university to review the
buildings' approved ex-
penditures. The amount
budgeted for them will have to
pay for these two buildings
and needed renovations to
existing buildings.

Despite U of T's stature as
Canada's largest university,
men's athletic facilities here
have been woefully in-
adequate for years. Overtax-

ed resources led the un-

iversity to eliminate its men's

phys ed requirement, and

Hart House's inability to ac-

commodate all those in-

terested in participating in the

university's athletic program

has been an open secret for

years. Some knowledgable

estimates place U of T's men's

athletic's facilities an un-

acceptable 20 years out of

date. Tight money meant that

even the currently proposed

structure had to be scaled

down from original plans and

will likely be inadequate by

the time — if — it's finished.

Innis College, the univer-

sity's poor child and parent

to some of the most inno-

vative courses this university

offers, has been waiting for

a permanent home for 10

years. It's been shifted from a

frame building to rented

space owned by Knox Col-

lege and now — whether U
of T finds the money to go

ahead with construction of its

approved new home or not —
the college is to get booted

out of its rented home by

August, 1974 because Knox
needs more room.
These building projects

must be completed even
without increased enrolment.

The government's blanket

swipe at post-secondary
capital expenditures doesn't

acknowledge this reality.

It seems probable that the

building freeze will be similar-

ly unwarranted on other cam-
puses. It will hit newer un-

iversities and — the govern-

ment officials concede —
community colleges the
hardest. Established within

the last decade, these in-

stitutions vitally need facilities

they now lack simply to offer

their students an educational

environment equal to that

provided by their longer es-

tablished counterparts.

But, arguments about
whether particular projects

are necessary or not are really

beside the point. Exposed for

its real intent, the government
freeze is really designed to

complement the govern-
ment's rapidly unfolding stra-

tegy to discourage students

from attending post secon-
dary institutions and, in its

turn, further reduce accessi-

bility to higher education.

McNie admitted last week
that new provincial priorities,

including the government's
ambitious mass transit plans,

are placing increasing
pressure on funds formerly
available for the former
favourite child, education.

The Oavis government has
apparently decided that
education is no longer im-
portant in this, the supposed
"Province of Opportunity".

Students and taxpayers must
unite to show the government
that, attractive budget cuts or
not, dismantling of the
province's education program
rather than improving it is not
acceptable (period).

SAY, THOSE LEDWN

WPERSARENTBAJ).



Trailing Crombie, O'Donohue

Rotenberg tries to discard old guard image
By BILL HUMBER

Toronto mayoralty candidate David Roten-

berg is attempting to project a progressive

reform image despite his identification with

the Old Guard pro-development faction at

City Hall.

Rotenberg, a chartered life insurance

underwriter, has been a city alderman for 12

years. During the last three, in which he

represented Ward 1 1 as senior alderman and

was city budget chief, Rotenberg has general-

ly been conceded to be the chief driving force

behind the majority of council supporters of

high-rise development. He was an original

advocate of and is a continuing supporter of

the city's Official Plan, which extended the

/one of permissible commercial and apart-

ment development considerably.

Rotenberg says he wants to "make Toronto

a place for people" and backs this up with a

promise to initiate neighbourhood mini-

planning boards. They would be modelled on

[he St. Clair-Yongc Task Force, notwithstan-

ding the problems citizens faced here in

dealing with the Planning Board. (The

planners had walked out on the Task Force in

November, 1971 and it was not until last June

that the area residents, concerned about traf-

fic and development, managed to get the

planners to re-constitute official terms of

reference.)

However Rotenberg, a member of the city's

executive and Metro Council, is confident

that these mini-planning boards would pre-

vent the conflict which has characterized the

last three years at City Hall. His goal is

summed up in the statement:

"I would aim for the smooth and efficient

functioning of the Corporation of the City of

Toronto."

The alleviation of conflict which Rotenberg

maintains is his goal will not necessarily mean
an end to the type of issues which have drawn

attention recently. On the issue of develop-

ment he says, "Where land is being assembled

it should be kept up to standards
1
'.

One example of conflict in recent years is

the Quebec-Gothic high-rise development. At
one point over 700 local residents appeared at

City Hall to indicate their opposition to the

proposal, but Rotenberg supported the pro-

ject when it came to a vote.

The Confederation of Residents and

Ratepayers Associations and City Hall

magazine voting records show that Rotenberg

has been a supporter of all major develop-

ments in the last three years including Metro
Centre, Eaton Centre, West St. James Town
and, the Windlass development on McCaul
Street.

He voted against a motion to support the

Rivcrdale Community Organization's request

for federal funds. He has voted for the

Scarborough Expressway, and supports the

Spadina Expressway, unless some other

"viable alternative" is found.

As the city's chief bargainer with CUPE
workers, his rigid stance against workers'

demands lost him a great deal of labour

support.

Rotenberg has also proposed a land

stabilization program, in which industrial lots

would be purchased and held in perpetuity by

the city. They would be leased to small

businesses to encourage diversity and variety.

He has also stated that it would be possible

to prevent noxious gases from polluting the

area around the Ashbridges Bay Sewage
Treatment Plant. Rotenberg has been told by

engineers that for a cost of four to five million

dollars pollution from the plant could be

eliminated, freeing 200 acres of prime residen-

tial land, currently unused because of the

pollution, for development.

He proposes an international contest to

design this possible new neighbourhood in

downtown Toronto.

However in the past Rotenberg has been

accused, particularly by Ward 7 alderman

John Sew ell, of not caring about
neighbourhoods and low income groups.

Rotenberg engineered the selling of city

land to the Metro Centre Development, which

many saw as a cheap sellout. As well, Sewell

claimed that a strong enough agreement was
not reached to meet the housing needs of low

income people; Rotenberg was instrumental

in steering a proposal through council which

rejected planning board recommendations for

City of Toronto strongman

David Rotenberg

more parkland and low income housing and a

lower density.

Rotenberg also proposes a permanent tax

commission of all three levels of government.

He wants to remove the present property tax

burden from the homeowner.
Nevertheless, he draws back from

endorsing any sort of free public transporta-

tion. "Nothing in life is free", he states.

While Tony O'Donohue draws support

from ethnic groups and David Crombie enlists

the resources of reformers in their mayoralty
campaigns, Rotenberg has relied to a large

degree on the financial support of large

business interests to finance his campaign,
admitted to cost over $70,000.

Consumer's Gas chairman Okah Jones has

introduced Rotenberg to a number of in-

fluential corporate representatives over the

last year with this purpose in mind. He also

has the support of a number of powerful

Conservative Parly members, earned by his

work within the party.

Rotenberg does not plan to make public

disclosure of his financial supporters, but does
state that he will not accept contributions

from developers or others who may expect

favours in return.

Both Rotenberg and O'Donohue claim to

favour the interests of citizens. Last

Wednesday at Eaton Centre, Crombie, whose
voting record places him in the camp of the

reformers, observed, "as the campaign
progresses I hear three Crombie speeches, one

by myself, one by O'Donohue, and one by

Rotenberg".

Armed with the endorsement of the Daily

Star and the Toronto Sun, Rotenberg faces

the dual task of overcoming O'Donohue's

lead while emphasizing that he is a credible

alternative. If not, he may only succeed in

splitting the vote between himself and

O'Donohue allowing Crombie to sneak in as

mayor.

Arabs dispute

admin's claims

In response to a recent article in

The Varsity, the Arab Student

Association would like to clarify its

connection with the new restrictions

imposed on the use of the Med Sci

auditorium. The article says that

"because the Medical Science

Auditorium is 'newer and more

vulnerable to attack' than other

halls, U of T wi|l attempt in future

to avoid scheduling meetings there."

Such restrictions, however, as the

article seems to imply, seems to

have been caused by "some
breakdown in communication
between the university's room

allocations and the Arab Student

Federation which sponsored the

meeting." The article further, ex-

plains the breakdown in com-

munication, in two ways: (a) "the

federation did not say what the

auditorium would be used for in

applying for it. although the reason

for use is required" and (b) "the

university later got the impression

that it was to be used for a film

showing, and only last Monday

(November 13) discovered Char-

trand would be speaking." So. the

article says "had the university

km' vn in time both that Chartrand

wus speaking and that disruption

threats existed, ihc Charlrand

meeting would have beem moved

elsewhere."

The Arab Student Association

would like to clarify some of the

points mentioned above.

(1) The article implies that the

association specified the Meds
auditorium, but it did not specify the

purpose for the use of the

auditorium. That the association did

not specify its purpose is quite ob-

vious from its letter sent on October

23 to the Office of Records and

Statistics. But. the association also

did not specify any room to be

reserved in particular. It only in-

dicated its desire "to reserve a room

on St. George's campus which will

accommodate about 300 persons."

The article explicitly says that the

association should have stated its

purpose, but since the president of

the association is a new student, he

is not acquainted with the details of

reserving a room on campus. Cer-

tainly this is no excuse, but the letter

was especially sent on October 23,

three weeks ahead of time so that if

there is vagueness in the letter, there

was plenty of time for the university

to write to the association and tell it

to state its purpose or anything else

before reserving the room. However,

had the university used any standard

forms to be filled by any organiza-

tion wishing to use rooms on cam-

pus, there would not have been any

occasion for communication to

breakdown.

(2) The article says that the

university did not know in lime that

Chartrand was speaking. That it is

difficult lo define time in genera! is

very clear, whal is not clear in

particular is whal are the limits of

'in time"? That the campus co-

ordinator was told on November 10

thai Chartrand was giving a talk

on November 16 in the Meds

auditorium is known both to the

CiSU. one of the sponsors, as well as

[he campus co-ordinator herself.

Also on November 13. when some

members of Ihc GSU drew ihe

attention of the association lhat it is

possible thai the university may

change ihe room when it knows lhat

Chartrand will be the speaker. The
association called the Office of

Statistics and Records to see

whether that is possible, and if possi-

ble let it be done 'in time' three days

before the meeting. The answer was

very negative. The university will

not cancel the meeting, .but it will

send two constables as the

regulations say. From this, one ex-

pects thai six days and three days

ahead could possibly be "in time'.

However, another difficulty is to

determine what "the university

knowing in time" means. The term

university is also vague and some

people may know before others and

the association cannot be held

responsible if some people of the

university did not hear about the

meeting at all.

The association feels lhat the

university impHcilety blames the

association for not stating its pur-

pose at the beginning, but at the

same time the university explicitly

thinks lhat the responsibility cannot

be determined since there was a

breakdown in communication.
Now, if there was a breakdown in

communication, no one is respon-

sible or everyone is responsible and

the association alone cannot be

reproached even implicitly.

However, the association wishes

to say that (here was no breakdown

of communication, but at the same

lime does not wish to locate the

moral responsibility on any par-

ticular person, Moreover, the

association keeps its letters and it

can support its claims with factual

evidence. The point basically is

utilitarian. Rather than trying to

blame each other, we would like to

suggest that the Office of Statistics

and Records should have standard

forms similar lo those of the Inter-

national Students' Centre which

ought to be filled out by any

organization wishing lo renl a room

on campus. Also, the university

should have a clear policy con-

cerning the allocation of certain

rooms for certain purposes. Once

these steps are clearly delineated,

first any possibility of mis-

understanding is ruled oul or at least

minimized and second all

organizations recognized by the un-

Speaker would

rewrite headline
l am grateful to your reporter.

Bob Bettson, for taking what 1 said

at a recent seminar on socialism in

Tanzania seriously enough to report

it at length in The Varsity

(November 22). Nevertheless, he

(and your headline writer) have

combined to subtly distort in im-

portant respects what I was attem-

pting to say and to make my argu-

ment appear much more one-

dimensional than in fact it was. Here

I am not referring to specific for-

mulations or quotations (though

some of these too are a bit over-

simplified), but rather to the general

impression conveyed.

Bettson has me first, and most

salienlly, "charging" failure and on-

ly then "conceding" some successes

to Tanzania's leadership in its pur-

suit of a socialist path to develop-

ment. My seven years experience in

Tanzania suggest a more nuanced

approach, however. I, therefore

sought, first, to state the very real

achievements of Tanzania (which

make her's, arguably, the most

progressive regime ill Africa) and

only then to explore certain (also

very real) contradictions which re-

main. The final balance is a difficult

one lo strike and indeed there are

some grounds for concern and

pessimism. But, as I stressed,

something or importance to in-

ternational socialists is still in train

in Tanzania, and, quite literally, the

struggle continues. Your headline

reads, "No revolution in Tanzania,

charges prof. Perhaps, a fairer

headline would have been: "Tan-

zania's socialist achievement also

reveals Haws, states prof!
John S. Saul

iversity will be ensured an equal

treatment and an equal protection

from the university. That the

associations pay the price for extra

protection seems quite discouraging

for the associations.

If some people decide to break

down a lecture, the association can-

not be held responsible for that,

unless such a fee is meant as a

deterrent to the associations from
having further activities and lec-

tures. If this is what it amounts to,

then one hardly can aspire to have

any cross-cultural activities.

Ibrahim Najjar, president

Arab Students' Association

Cadario

Rhode
Engineering student Paul

Cadario, in hot water twice

previously with his fellow stu-

dent governors for trips to

committees and elsewhere,

hus pulled off yet another

coup.

The former SAC finance

commissioner and current

chairman of the Governing

Council's Internal Affairs

Committee has snatched one

of two Ontario Rhodes
Scholarships, perhaps without

the help of his GC cronies or

vice-president Don Forster.

Observers said Cadario's

successful effort lo snare the

scholarship stemmed from his

resentment at a November 20

Varsity letter questioning his

intelligence. "I don't mind

being called corrupt, but i

object lo being called stupid

and inepl." he commenied at

the time.

The scholarship serves as a

two-way ticket to England's

Oxford University. Cadario

hopes lo attend newt year's

GC meetings by long distance

telephone, collect, of course. .
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Dare strike enters si

By GORD MOORE
reprinted from The Chevron

To choose to go on strike has never been an easy decision
for most working men and women. The economic decision for
management is a matter of a fraction of their profit margin; for
the worker it is a decision involving his very economic
existence.

Yet, there is no replacing the right to strike. The strike has
been the means of achieving the 8-hour work day, a minimum
wage for a decent life, and tolerable working conditions. The
right to combine and, if necessary, withhold their labour is the
only positive freedom open to those who work for others.

May 27, 97 per cent of the members of United Brewery
Workers local 173 resoundingly rejected the 25-cent hourly
wage increase offered to both men and women by the
management of Dare Foods in Kitchener. The company offer
left female employees 10 cents an hour less in wage rate than
male workers; the benevolence and generosity of Dare was
clearly apparent. In an ad in the June 10th K-W Record, Dare
went so far as to say the settlement offered was "a generous
one providing wages, fringe benefits, and working conditions of
which everyone could be proud." Dare also originally offered to
make all payments for the company's health plan, unless there
is an increase over the next two years, in which case the
workers would make up the difference.

The issues which formed the core of the union's demands
during the summer were equal pay raises of 40 cents an hour
for each year of the new contract, an 8-hour day — an item
which many unions secured during the early 1950's — and
improved working conditions. The latter demand was part of
the union's list because of the incessant assembly line speed-
ups, insensitive working supervisors, and the oppressive heat
in the plant.

Over 80 per cent of the 377 members of local 173 are
women. At the time of the strike, all women were categorized as
packers" and received $2.26 per hour.

At the heart of the strike is not the current union demands
but the existence of the union itself. The Dare management has
made no effort to conceal this fact: "It is not a legal requirement
and-we are determined that it will never be necessary that you
have to be a member of a union to work for Dare Biscuits."

A ft

-made by scabs

DON'T BUY DARE COOKIES!

The Dare workers remain determined to win their strike
and to prevent anti-union management from killing their union.
Picketing workers expressed the feeling that "everyone is still

willing to stay out for as long as it will take. We plan to continue
going from local to local and to consumer groups to press the
boycott more."

Applying financial pressure
After the third-week of the strike, the union instituted its

campaign of boycotting Dare products and picketinq
businesses which did any service for Dare's. At various times
pickets have appeared at Newtex Cleaners, Hertz Rent-a-Car'
Sanderson's Tire Service, Kresge's, City Cab, Day and Ross'
and Riordan Rentals. Leaflets and buttons urging people not to
buy Dare goods have been distributed at local stores. In
addition strikers have solicited support from other trade union
locals throughout Ontario in order to strengthen the boycott

On September 8, the Ontario Federation of Labour further
supported the strikers by asking the 50 labour councils and

Dare strikers confronted police

management try to break their <.

police were used to escort Cana
the plant.

18,000 locals across the p
boycotting Dare products. Wit

the OFL working together. II

operation of some large Onta
the first company to agree no
on-hand stock had been sole

followed suit are Loblaw'
Market. As for transporting D;

own drivers, Traffix Warehouss
H persist in driving across pic

plant.

The boycott has become
Dare products are now being

Surrey, British Columbia, and
distribution centre in Toronto,

obtain a court injunction in 0<

request, recognized as a tactic

organizations with threats of cc

workers realize that while scab

plant producing, a widely sup

necessary financial pressure t<

Latest offer rejec

Up until the attempt to obt

boycott, Dare Foods manae
throughout the various bargain

mediator from the Ontario D
Dare's latest contract offer. Th

based on the May 27 offer whi

go out on strike. Included
demands were:
• no union shop;
• no retroactive pay for the pe

• the company reserves the
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e increasingly effective, such that
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btain a court injunction halting the
agement remained intransigent
'hing sessions. On November 2, a
Department of Labour reported
rhe core of the "agreement" was
hich made the workers decide to

1 in the company's November

employees who have been charged and convicted of offences
(so far, over 40 workers have been charged);
• the union will not discriminate against those who walked
across the picket line and the company will not discriminate
against those who stayed on strike;

• 10 employees will not be rehired', the names to be released
after the union agrees to this condition;
• 10 employees are to be suspended until May 1 1973 the
names to be released after the union agrees to this condition-
• no negotiation on these points, they being a condition to
any agreement.

*o Q J«/?
urn for which

'
the corTipany offered to withdraw its

$38 000 damages claim and to increase the original wage offer
for female employees by 1 0 cents in the second year Dare also
wanted a relations committee set up which would have a scab
represent the union. Dare strikers naturally found the "offer"
insulting and completely rejected it.

Meanwhile, the various injunctions and law suits continue
Early m October, the company filed a $1.6 million suit against
the OFL, local 173 of the UBW. and four labour officials -
David Archer, president of the OFL; Terry Meagher, secretary-

.
treasurer of the OFL; Lou Dautner. international representative
of the union; and Andy Diamond, plant chairman of local 173
Dare launched the suit because they said the damages that
occurred during the strike were willfully caused by striking
union workers. No mention was given of eruptions due to
workers' low wages, an unjust legal system, an arrogant
management, an unsupportive city government, and a group of
strikebreakers.

The strikebreakers were involved in the strike during June
as they crossed legal picket lines in several attempts to
transport Dare goods out of the plant. Dare strikers did not
resort to violent means until Dare brought in Canadian driver
Pool, an avowed "strikebreaking" firm which over the last two
years has had numerous successes at breaking legal pickets,
intimidating union workers, and forcing them to accept
unsatisfactory settlements.

Prior confrontations with scabs have left a number of Dare
workers and their supporters arrested and/or charged with
various offences ranging from breaking a court injunction to
more serious ones of obstructing and assaulting a police
officer.

Thorn's movie
Last week saw the first of Dare's suits against the union

come to court. Dare vice-president William Thorn introduced a
two-minute, 8 mm, colour movie, taken by himself, showing
picket line violence at the Kitchener plant. Thorn stopped the
film several times to identify people in the crowded scenes.
Without knowing the persons involved beforehand, identifica-

tion would be very difficult since the film was taken from some
distance and did not pan in on individuals. This was part of the
evidence in Dare's effort to have five strikers declared in

contempt of court.

Company lawyer A.M. Austin, using affidavits filed by Dare
representatives, maintained that three of the strikers — Andy
Diamond, John Home and Paul Pugh — had disobeyed court
injunctions prohibiting strikers from engaging in mass
picketing or interfering with scabs entering or leaving the plant.

While he asserted they should be jailed, he asked for "perhaps
something less" for Pauline Breen and Tom Scott.

Union lawyer Brian Dunn said applications against four of
the strikers should be dismissed because the company failed

to notify them of the court order. Dunn stated that the first

injunction was not advertised enough and that Diamond, as
chief picket captain and plant chairman, would be the only one
who knew the significance of the injunction. Dare's case is

specifically harsh and undeserved in Diamond's case, though,
because it appears Dare assumes any picket disruptions took
place under his orders.

Justice Thomas Zuber, considering the seriousness of

Dare's charges and made wary of the credibility of the makers
of the Dare affidavits, said he preferred to hear evidence from
witnesses and remanded the case until December 18. Still to

come is the union's law suit against Dare Foods, set for a
January 26 hearing.

The present situation finds production tapering off at the

Dare plant. Scabs who have quit say that the warehouse is

"crammed with cookies in nearly every available space". The
impact of dwindling contracts has caused Dare to lay off 50
scabs in the past two weeks, so that 156 people are now
employed for both shifts.

The boycott continues to gain strength throughout
Ontario. Messages of support for local 173 come from as far

away as New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, and Quebec.
Additional fortification was given recently when the in-

ternational of United Brewery Workers gave "further un-
conditional support for another six months".

Following clash between police and striking Dare workers, striker is

detained by police.

Dare Foods Ltd. -producerofDare Cookies

has refused to negotiate with its striking employees
for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance

have characterized the company's approach to

the predominantly female work force.

Help Dare workers protect their union

and win a fair contract

DON'T BUY
DARE COOKIES!

{and tell your friends not to, either)

Local 173 officials Andy Diamond (left) and Lou Dautner (back)
are named in Dare's $1.6 million suit against the union and two

members of the OFL.

Period beyond the last contract;
e right to discipline or discharge
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Citizens assail Marks as "developers' tool
§§

Ward 6 aidermanic incumbents

June Marks and Horace Brown bore

the brunt of the hostility of about

100 local residents, mostly un-

iversity students and public housing

tenants, at an all-candidates meeting

Thursday night at Ryerson School.

Marks, on the defensive against

charges of being a "developers'

tool", pointed to her past crusades

against slum landlords and her

political selflessness, As a result of

her slicking her neck out for the

poor, she said, she has had to sell all

her possessions and was now

S1S.000 in debt.

Marks' durable masonile signs,

which blanket the U of T area ward,

were, the alderman claimed, "made

hy her two sons in their spare time

in an until, garage on Spadina".

Her son Douglas set the stage for

his mother's appearance by

dnmatir.allv ambling from the back

of the hall while interrogating

reform candidate Dan Heap about

Marks signs which, he charged.were

being lorn down by Heap workers.

As he supplanted Heap behind the

lectern, continuing his tirade, which

Heap attempted to refute, the

meeting broke into bedlam and loud

calls on the chairwoman of the

Association of Women Electors,

which sponsored the meeting, to

throw Douglas out.

After the young Marks was

shouted d o w n , his mother
apologized for his behaviour, but

repeated the charges of vandalism in

her own speech.

Marks also attempted to soften

her pro-development record by

claiming that she opposed any

tampering with the stability of the

Grange neighbourhood, where the

former RCMP building on Sullivan

Street is now boarded up and

appears to be ready for demolition.

Ward 6's other incumbent,

Horace Brown, also came out

fighting against voting records com-

piled by citizens groups which

suggested that he was not a

reformer.

He pointed out that he had just

come from Cilv Council, where the

Eaton Centre project had been

ratified 17 to 3, the majority in-

cluding several of the so-called

reform group.

"Only Sewell, Jafrary, and

Kilbourn voted against Eaton Cen-

tre." said Brown. The anti-Old

Guard audience applauded.

"Well, I see the Wafflers are here

in full force," countered Brown, who

repeatedly charged Waffler Dan

Heap with "misrepresentation" of

his voting record.

Heap, who was much more

favourably received than were

Marks and Brown, enumerated

some of the ward's more pressing

problems and called for greater

responsiveness from City Council in

dealing with them. Heap, who is

running on an explicit anti-

development and residents' power

program, offered to "represent the

people of this ward as exactly as

possible... residents ought to control

their aldermen."

The fourth major conlender.

William Archer, a Ward 5 in-

cumbent who, fearing defeat by

more progressive candidates, has

moved to Ward 6, was in Montreal

attending his father-in-law's funeral.

The biggest hand of the night

went not to a candidate but to a

public housing tenant frustrated by

not having time to question the Old

Guard incumbents in the short

period allowed.

"If you are going to come into our

neighbourhood, why don't you ask

us how we would like the meeting

organized?" he asked the

chairwoman. ,

QUARTET
A new music series at Hart House

Starts Sunday, 7 January 1972

" CARAT
3IAM0ND RING

Your choice ol iwenly live entiling
styles Yellow or while gold In
cluoes — Oramond ring, matching
wedamg band, registered appraisal
certificate and insurance.

20% Student Discount

with ATL card

HUGH PROCTOR & Co.
Jewellers • Gemmolognti

1430 YONGEST.

PATIO DE 0RO PLAZA • 921- 7702^£J;
Just South ol St. Clair <jjv*i

ALL CANDIDATES FORUM

BOARD OF

EDUCATION

TRUSTEES, WARD 6
Alumni Hall,

Victoria College

Tues., Nov. 28, 8:00 p.m.

Everyone Welcome

coneqe

76 CHARLES ST. W.
923-8115

85 EGLINTON AVE. E.

486-8663

COPIES
MADE
ON

XEROX
EQUIPMENT

,
EACH

C 1st thru 5th

copy per original

, . EACH
|
e 6th thru 10th

w copy per original

EACH
)C nth and additional

copies per original

20%
CEHLOX BINDING

FREE COLLATING
WHILE-U-WA1T OR OVERNIGHT

QUALITY GUARANTEED

REDUCTIONS

CHARLES ST., W.

STUDENT
DISCOUNT /©

(TO STUDENTS ON
STUDENT WORK)

NOTE:
FEDERAL (12%) AND PROVINCIAL
(S%) SALES TAXES APPUCABLE

ON ALL WORK

Maximum original size 24'

HOURS:

k 36'

Centre tor tho Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

ROSMERSHOLM
by Henrik Ibsen

new translation by Frederick and Lise-Lone Marker

directed by David Gardner

November 23 - December 2 at 8:30

(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50 Box Office 928-8668

Students $1.25 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

-7,

HART HOUSE DEBATE
WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER 29th, 1972

"Resolved that Citizens' groups should

be seen but not heard."

guest speaker:

COLIN VAUGHAN
Candidate for Alderman

Ward 7

HART HOUSE DEBATES ROOM 8:00 P.M.
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Heap stresses community control for Ward 6
With this profile. The Varsii\

begins a serif.; an the five candidal.?.:

r alderman in Ward6. in which all

of the university's down/own cam-
pus below Bloor Street is located.
The ward's boundaries are Bloor,
Sherhmime Street, Palmerston
A venue (two blocks west ofBathursi
Street) and the lakefront.

By MARK BOHNEN
Ward 6 aldermanic candidate

Dan Heap believes [here is only one
major issue in the upcoming civic

election: Will Toronto be controlled
by citizens or multi-million dollar

development corporations?
Heap, an Anglican minister who

works full-time in a Continental
Can factory, says that the working
people of Toronto who have built

the downtown area are being pushed
OUl Of their homes by developers and
land speculators. They are unable to

find any other worthwhile living

accommodation he says,

In a campaign speech given al a
workers' meeting, Heap character-
ized the overall trend which he sees

occuring: "A new city is being huili

in our ward, a city of apartments
and office towers, with glittering in—

slilutions to serve the glittering

people who live (here, affluent exec-
utives and highly-placed profession-
als, a city wc all are forced to build

and support, but in which most of us
are losing the right to live. work.

shop and play."

Heap feels that people will have to

engage in a power struggle with the
developers if they are to retain con-
trol of their neighbourhoods. "They
(developers) have been running the
city and intend to go on running it.

They arc not about to share their
power with us and I don't think we
can bother sharing power with
them."

Heap has been critical of the
"limited view" ofbourgeois resident

associations such as the Annex
Ratepayers Association, that focus
predominantly on saving t+iei r own
neighbourhoods by pressuring City
Council. Eventually the Annex,
which is above Bloor Street west of
Avenue Road, will be detroyed. he
has said, if it does not work with
other neighbourhoods to identify

and struggle against their real
enemy.

However, he also supports David
( rombie for mayor and his ap-
proach of acting on behalf of
residents associations.

Public developments, according
to Heap, can be as destructive to

neighbourhoods as private ones.
"Some of the worst block-busters in

this area arc the city police depart-
ment, the RCMP. the school board.
Ontario Hydro. U of T... One might
suppose some of these institutions to
lie deliberately attacking residential

neighbourhoods to soften them up

for the developers." He cited recent

provincial legislation allowing
publicly expropriated land to be sold
to private interests.

"What is required." Heap said in

a recent interview, "is that people
control developers, whether they are

He is a strong social democrat,
and has run Tor the NDP in the 1968
federal election and the 1971 provin-
cial campaign, each time significant-

ly increasing his party's share of the
vote, but failing to win. He is coun-
tings his NDP supporters to aid

Dan Heap claims parts of Ward
private or public." Exactly how this

would come about, Heap could not
say. He indicated that ideas would
emerge as he worked with local

resident associations.

Heap views his election campaign
as being part of a continuous move-
ment of working people to take
control of the city from monopoly
capitalism.

A
6 are threatened by developers.

his campaign.

His campaign literature encour-
ages people to get involved in polit-

ics. People should support him not
because of what he alone would do,
it says, but because "We know
that we need more help at City
Hall."

Typical is the leaflet delivered to

the Kensington area: "When citizens

ANARCHISTS IN THE
RUSSIAN REVOLUTION

a lecture by
Professor Paul Avrich

Professor of History at Queens College, City University of
New York. Author of The Russian Anarchists {Princeton
1967), Kronstadt 1921 (Princeton. 1970), and Russian
Rebels, 1600-1800 (New York, Schocken Books, 1972)-
edited works by Michael Bakunin (God and the State

)

Peter Kropotkin (Mutual Aid, The Conquest of Bread, and
In Russian and French Prisons), and Alexander Berkman
(What is Communist Anarchism?). At present is National
Endowment for the Humanities Senior Fellow, working on
history of anarchism in the United States

on

Wednesday. November 29, 1972

at 4:00 p.m.

In

Room 2106
Sidney Smith Hall

sponsored by
the Centre tor Russian and East European Studies

THIS WEEK AT SMC
FILMS:

Fit and Sat., 7:30 and 10:00, in Carr Hall

SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION
Sunday, 7:15 and 9:30

IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT (1934)

STUDENT UNION:
Senate Meeting: Wednesday, Nov. 29,

7:30, Brennan Hall

DOUBLE BLUE:
Coming December 8

"CHRISTMAS SPIRIT DANCE"

31 openings

London

We have at least thirty-one openings

in two categories. Both involve the

planning and selling of life insurance

programs, not just policies.

We are interested in interviewing

any graduate from any discipline,

but only if you're at least

open-minded enough to explore a

sales career. (If you're not, see

page 48 of the new Employment
Opportunities Handbook. Available

free at your placement office.)

We will be on campus
at U. of Toronto Dec. 4

band together under strong
leadership they can have an in-

fluence on City Council."
Heap's canvassers are distributing

one of nine different leaflets on their

second canvass (the first, delivered
across the ward, is concerned with
the issue of "people or developers").

Each area has a leaflet dealing with
local residential problems and
several attack the consistently anti-

citizen group voting records of his
incumbent opponents, June Marks,
Bill Archer and Horace Brown.
The Heap campaign will cost

about S3.600 which has been raised
from individual donations. All
donors and donations will be made
public.

Heap, who claims that Ward 6

residents are "poorly organized for

the defense of their homes", intends
to spend most of his time working
closely with them, helping them to

build a network of local democratic
organizations if elected.

In the past few years. Heap has
been active in a number of residents'

struggles, notably the fight against
the Spadina Expressway. He lives in

the Kensington area and has been
acting chairman of the Kensington
Residents' Association. Heap is

presently assisting to organize the
Grange Park Residents' fight

against an Ontario Hydro trans-
former station.

Heap believes that an alderman
should vote the way the people of his

ward want him- to — even if he
disagrees with them. "The working
people of this ward, he has said, "are
capable of joining together in

decisions that are essentially good
for all of mankind."

LA TROUPE CAFE-THEATRE deUofT
presente

BURLESQUEMENT

VOTBE

EDOUARD

& AGRIPPINE
piece de Rene de Obaldia

au

CAFE-THEATRE

VICTORIA COLLEGE
Sub-basement of E.J. Pratt Library

Jeudi 30 Nov.

a 201i 30 (8:30 p.m.)

A mourir de rire. .

.

Riez mais rte mourrez pas.

GRUMBLES
a Listening dumber of musical delights

This week:

PERALS BEFORE SWINE

& HARRY MARKS

Next week:

T-BONE WALKER

71 JABVIS ST. 368-0796

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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No decision made on library amalgamation
By BOB BETTSON

No recommendation was reached

Wednesday on the proposed

amalgamation or iwo college and

two departmental libraries by a sub-

committee examining library policy.

The subcommittee has been asked

to advise on a recommendation or a

report last spring urging that the

New and University College, and

the Political Economy and History

departmental libraries be

amalgamated with the Sigmund

Samuel Library. The combination

would form an undergraduate

collection after the main library's

stack books are moved at the end ol

the academic year to the new

Kobarts Library.

The subcommittee, which reports

to the Academic Affairs Committee

of the Governing Council, is also

expected to recommend by next

February what the Robarts

Librarv's policy on slack access

should he.

New College Principal Donald

Ivcv made strong objections to the

pnicnlial loss of his college's library:

"I am loathe to give up the present

college library, it is an integral part

of the college if the colleges are to

remain academically based and nol

jusl social units."

Ivey charged thai '"the existence

of the New College library is more

important to New College than the

MINUTE-

TAKER

NEEDED

SAC requires the ser-

vices of someone to take

Minutes at the SAC Ge-

neral Meetings. Those

interested in this posi-

tion should apply in writ-

ing, stating previous

relevant experience, to:

The President,

c/o SAC Office

Deadline: November 30

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informed
helpful

staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGEST
Below Bloor
923-3551

t.aidlaw library is to University

College."

"We can produce effective

changes ...to provide for the students

in a better way," he said. "I per-

sonally believe some compromises

can be made."

Ivey suggested that a "new

rationale" can be found for the

establishment of a college non-

circulating reference collection. This

contradicts the finding of last

spring's Mueller report that there is

no alternative between total

amalgamation and the present

system, he added.
'

However, Erindale librarian H.L.

Smith claimed that "the choice is

between the existing situation and

the Mueller report. We have to

decide how to best serve the

university."

"Possibly a provocative non

course-oriented, non-research

collection could he established,"

added Dean of Arts and Science Bob

Cirecne. "The needs of the students

extend beyond their courses."

librarian David Esplin

maintained that a much larger

collection is "absolutely essential.

The e\isling college collections are

inadequate as course-oriented

colleelions." He charged that "any

compromise is bound to fail."

'Why should Ihe library

sugeesied by the Mueller committee

necessarily be in Ihe present Sig-

mund Samuel Building?" asked

graduate school dean Ed Safarian.

"Sigmund Samuel is not where the

students are. The library should be

located on the west campus near the

Robarts Library."

He wondered whether the cost of

renovating the Sigmund Samuel

library would be justified if it

became possible to build a large

undergraduate library on the west

campus.

Ivcv agreed. "It is more than just

a library problem." The Mueller

committee noted the decrease in use

of the college libraries, he said. "But

in the last two months New College

library has increased circulation by

50 per cent."

Safarian said that a decision now

might look "very silly" in three

vcars if ihe universilv could build an

undergraduate library or find ex-

isting space for il.

Chief librarian Robert Blackburn

admitted lhat while ihe stacks would

only be half full when the new

Robarts Library opens next year,

"we need space for expansion." He

said the floor space needed was not

available anywhere else in the

building without taking over study

space.

The subcommittee also decided to

establish ils own subcommittee to

decide on a formula for access .

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
SOLARAY

HOT COMB
Suggested list S16.95

Only $9.98
The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.

and
700 YonRe St., at St. Mary

ElecTor
MUNICIPAL ELECTION

CENTRE
In conjunction with S.A.C. and Innls College, INI

206/306 has planned a municipal elections centre

to gather and disseminate Information concerning

the upcoming municipal elections on December 4.

The purpose of this service Is to both supply basic

information and to act as Mason between candidates

for office and Interested individuals.

If you have any questions concerning the upcoming

municipal elections, feel free to contact us at 928-

5456. We exist to serve you.

63 St. George (Innis College)

11-5 Sal.

WRrTE ON
7 Charles SI. W.

967-1110

Izjfl'te, I
Open 9 lo 9, M-F

on,

TERMPAPERS
Canada's largest library of prol-lesled

papers Irom SI 75 per page Also eapen

cusJom research papers liom S395 PER
page. Plus TRANSLATIONS, TUTORING,
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
PROGRAMS, EDITING AND RESEARCH. 4c.

XEROX FOR STUDENTS.

r
all the

j

latest in
| i

fashion
and
custom-
made
eyewear w

Brewedfidmpure spring water?

And thats the truth!
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Senior basketball beats Ottawa 45-31
Women's Basketball Senior Blues

extended their regular season record
lo (wo wins and one loss this

weekend, defeating Carleton and
Ottawa.

Blues upset last year's division
winner Ottawa 45-31 for the first

lime in five years. Although the
Ottawa fast break and press
threatened, Gwen Powell's coaching
enabled the guards to handle the
defence with confidence.

INSTRUCTIONAL

MEDIA

CMTTEE.

SAC will be making two

appointments to the

Board of the Instruc-

tional Media Centre.

Those interested in apply-
ing should submit an ap-

plication in writing to

DEBRA LEWIS,
Communications Com-
missioner, SAC Office

DEADLINE:

November 30

Toronto also played well off the
boards, Novice Terry Knight netted
14 while Chris Crawford added 15
points.

Overall, the team's performance
on defence and rebounds was
superior to last week's effort against
I.aurenlian when the team lost in a
close game.
The Carleton game was much less

of a challenge as the Blues defeated
the Ottawa team 64-19. However,
the game gave Toronto a chance to
try out their half court press and run
a rotation orrence. Scoring was
evenly distributed as Terry Knight
was lops with 14 and Chris Craw-
ford and Leslie Mcintosh added 11

and 10, respectively.

The upcoming season looks bright
Tor the Intermediate and Senior
women's Varsity basketball learns.
Most veterans are back including
rebounders Cathy Cullis, Chris
Crawford, and Trish Beck, while the
outside threat will be provided by
Sue Scott, Daina Zukauskas and
Leslie Mcintosh.

Newcomers include Terry Knight
and Karen Edgar, while coach
Powell anticipates extra speed and
spring Trom the team.

Intermediate team rookies
include Maureen Benner, Janis
Goad, Anne Gordon. Liz Novachis,
Penny Redman, and Liz Wilson.
( oach Sharon Wilson has recruited
former manager Kim Bull as well as
Sue Harrison, Rosemary
Mc< arney. Arlcne Poirier. Brenda
Uchimaru and Pat Williams, who
led the "baby Blue Bloomers" to the
finals last year.

Both learns will be cared for by
two new managers — Janice
McKcllar (Senior) and Pam Dunbar
(Inlennedialc).

fiven though the Senior Blues won
iheir weekend games the team will

need more work on passing before it

faces Queen's next Saturday in

Kingston.

Martha Williams (3) adds two points for Blues as Toronto defeats Ottawa 45-31

.

sportalk

WOMEN'S SKI CLUB

5 evenings of ski lessons

starting January 9.

Tuesdays or Wednesdays

5 lessons, tows, bus + All equipment $25.00

+ Skis & poles or boots $20.00.

+ No equipment $15.00

Come to registration Monday, November 27, 4:00 p.m.
Lecture Room, Benson Building. Bring Cash - No
cheques accepted.

University of Alberta Golden
Bears won their second Canadian
university football championship
Saturday by oulmuscling Waterloo
Lutheran Golden Hawks 20-7 at

Varsiiy Stadium. . . the women's
hockey team played lo a 2-2

draw at McGill University on

Saturday. Scoring for "les Bluettes"

were Allison McGeer and Margi
Goldsmith. Toronlo had several

good scoring chances on
breakaways, but... even so the team
had lo come from behind twice to

eventually lie McGill. Next
women's game is against

unclassified

So you think you can sing, dance,

or play a musical instrument!

ff Join George Kash and the Oktoberfest Express mY on AMATEUR NIGHT AT 0ld jBabaria V
and compete for cash prizes.

Every MONDAY night from 8 p.m., with the same low

day-time prices at night for students. (No min. food

charge Mon. to Thurs.)

5 ST. JOSEPH ST., TORONTO
Come block North ol Wellesley, just West ol Vonge)

STRAIGHT CONGENIAL PERSON wanted
to share spacious furnished home in

Bayview-Eglinton area with Iwo young
men. All conveniences, parking. Rent
aboul Sao per month, 425-4440.

THE SKI GROUP. Ski Ml. Ste. Anne Dec
27 lo Jan 1/73 A tew seals still available!

Trip includes: transportation, accommoda-
tion, meals, lows, lessons. Price S128.0O.
For inlormation call 889-7677.

ACAPULCO, READING WEEK, Sunday
Feb. 18 - Sunday Feb. 25. includes air-fare,

hotel, transporl. etc. only 40 seats lett cost
3199 Call Robbie 782-782-5033

FRIENDLY BABYSITTER wanted for

occasional evenings with one year old

baby Call Paul, 923-6720 (days) or 534-

5818 (evenings)

MERRY XAMS ESTOSI Teistest huvidest

hoolimala toimub leisel dels. Tutvumispidu
elvarmastajatele. Alates Ketla Kaheksast
Kuni?? Tanls. kivlmuusika ning suupisted

muretselud. 28 Earl St, BYO!? 50'

DAFFYDIL - Come lo see the most
humerus show on campus Dec 12-16 Hart

House Theatre,

STENOGRAPHER willing lo do a variety of

typing for students. Fast, accurate typing

guaranteed. Paper supplied. Phone 691-

5103 alter 6 p.m. Alfreda.

THREE FEMALE STUDENTS are looking
for a lourth female. Admiral and Lowther.

S80 per month. Phone alter 6 p.m. 961-
3652.

KIKUYU SPEAKEH'S acquaintance de-

sired. Interested in studying the language

and will provide Iree suppers to anyone
willing to talk Kikuyu to me. Please call

961-2644.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses, essays - French, Lalln - ex-

perienced lypisls - electric typewriters 713
Spadina Ave. (south ol Sloor) 922-7624.

CHRISTMAS VACATIONS, 8 DAYS 7

NIGHTS all include jet airfare, hotel,

transfers, breakfasts etc. Acapulco S199.

Bahamas and Nassau St89. St. Lucia S269.
Hawaii (10 days) S369 Call Robbie 782-

5033

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING (Specialising

in long hair) in the Clarke Institute of

Psychialry, 250 College St. Tel. 924-6811
Ext. 560, Hair cut S2.25.

MUSTANG for safe. 1965 red hardtop.
Completely rebuilt. Certificate. Four new
tires, etc. Call Stephen 924-8895 days, 967-
0835 nights to midnight.

SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days, Decem-
ber 27 to Jan, 2. includes transpor-
tation, accommodation, meals and tow
ticket. Full price $134.00. no extras. Call

636-1038 today.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec, 27^Jan 1,

5 days skiing at Mt. Ste. Anne. Excellent
accommodalion with heated indoor swim-
ming pool. All transportation included.
For information write: CANADIAN SKI
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today lor free booklet "The Day You Buy
A Oiamond" H. Proctor and Co., 1430
Yonge St.. 921-7702

SKIERS! - WHY SETTLE FOR ONE
MOUNTAIN WHEN YOU CAN HAVE SIX?
Five days skiing in Vermont and Quebec
January 1-6. Dependable snow, breakfast
and dinner daily, all accommodation (only

2 per room), taxes and tips, luxury voya-
geur bus, group rate on tow tickels. S89.
Ski Quebec Associates 698-4346 or 694-

8932,

"FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" Fjrsl

English production of Michel Tremblay's
scathing but compassionate portrait of an
East-Montreal family. Nov. 14 - Dec. 10
Tarragon Theatre 30 Bridgman Ave.
Bathurst and Duponl. 964-8833.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur

coats Irom $10.00 Paul Magder Pure. 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selecllon of fun furs sizes 8-18.

Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)

363-6077, open 9-6 Mon. - Sal.: til 8:00
Thurs. and Fri

McMaster, Thursday 7- pm at Ben-
son... in men's volleyball al Lauren-
lian Saturday Blues defeated
I.aurenlian 1 5-5, I5-5, and Ryerson,
1 5-5, 1 5-6, but lost in a close set to

York, 13-15, 16-14, and 15-17. The
men's team doesn't play now until

after Christmas; York hosts a tour-

nament January 13... women's fen-

cing team won first place in their

section oftheOWIAA Saturday by
defeating York 9-7 and Ryerson 13--

3 in toil competition. Novice
Maureen Selway placed well with a
6-6 record. Team captain Anne
Marie Gutierrez placed first with an
11-1 record... women's intermediate

volleyball placed second in their first

meet of the season at Queen's Satur-

day. Toronto defeated Trent 3-0,

Brock 3-0, Ryerson 3-0, but lost to

Queen's 3-2... women's senior
volleyball won both series on the

weekend, defeating Carleton 15-8,

15-2, 15-1 on Friday evening and
Ottawa Saturday...

EL MOCAMBO
SPADINA & COLLEGE. 961-2558

NOW APPEARING:

SAM & DAVE
AND

FLYING CIRCUS

TWO ROOMS— TWO DANCE FLOORS

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
464 SPADINA

now serving lunches
Spaghetti, chile, roast beef, corned
beef, Italian meatball sandwiches,
hamburgers, and hot dogs.

SPECIAL-MONDAY TO FRIDAY
BUSINESS MEN'S
LUNCHEONS

served from 12 to 2
Every day something different

10% Discount with ATL Carde
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Sloppy play costs Blues two more games
By BOB PR1TCHARD

Basketball Blues had a black weekend, losing to

both Queen's Friday in a league game and to McMasler

the next evening in exhibition play.

After losing their second league game of the season

72-56 to Queen's Golden Gaels Friday night in

Kingston. Blues returned to the Benson Building on

Saturday only to drop a 76-64 decision to McMaster

Marauders in exhibition play.

The second half of the Kingston game told the

story of the Blues' loss. Although Varsity managed to

slay right up with Queen's in the first 20 minutes, Gaels

began "to put their game together in the second half. In

the first five minutes of the latter half they oulscored

Toronto 10-1 - That changed the halftime score of 34-29

(in Queen's favour) to 44-30.

This was enough to rattle Blues for the rest of the

game. From then on. Varsity was always looking or

moving the wrong way, bunching up on fast breaks and

dropping rebounds. A couple of good checks in one-on-

one situations by Blues' Dave Watt were wasted, as

Queen's always had an extra man following-up to make

the basket.

Even when the ball went out of bounds, it was

invariably off a Toronto hand, leg or back, as the ball

evaded the Blues' grasp like a greased watermelon.

Blues' shooting was of absolutely no use to them, as

they only hit a shameful 18 per cent from the floor.

When the buzzer finally sounded to end the

contest, Queen's had scored 72 points to Toronto's 56.

Although Blues managed to slightly improve their usual

poor foul shooting average with 57 per cent, the 15

points thai they missed would have resulted in a

considerably closer game.

Queen's showed a hesitancy to shoot the ball,

which kept the team even with Toronto, who only

connected on 23 per cent of their shots. Only a sudden

burst by the Gaels in the last two minutes pul them

ahead to stay (34-29 al the half).

Top scorers for Toronto were Watl with 15, and

Filinski and Skyvington with 12 each. Queen's best

were Swinnard with 18, and Paul Howard (for whom

the fans constantly cheered even for such minor feats as

grabbing a rebound) with 17.

Blues obviously learned something from the game,

as they returned to play respectably in the second half of

Saturday's game against McMaster. Unfortunately,

their play in the first half— which saw them down 47-

25 at the half — cancelled out the effect of any later

improvement.

Blues tightened up the 1-2-2 zone defence they use

frequently in their games. Mac worked the ball around

well, but Blues restricted the Marauders' floor shooling.

The real lapse in Varsity's play was in their defensive

rebounding. McMaster pulled in hair a dozen more

rebounds than the Blues off Ihe Toronlo boards, and

out-rebounded ihem 25-18 overall.

The tall Marauders were usually quick to score a

basket after grabbing the rebound, and a quarter of the

way into the game, Mac was ahead 22-13. Although

Blues managed to close the gap to four points, some

careless Toronto turnovers, combined wilh three con-

secutive fast breaks by Hamilton's Bob Nelson made

ihe difference between the teams' scores — 22 points at

ihe end or the first 20 minutes.

In the second hair, both teams treated the

spectators in Ihe Benson gym to a quicker, even ir not

much closer ball game. Toronto generally improved its

style or playing.

The team raised a first half floor shooting average

from 26 per cent to 31 per cent, while McMaster

dropped from 42 to 30. Blues managed to out-rebound

Mac, and even hit 68 per cent of their foul shots. They

actually outscored the Marauders 39-29 in the half. Bui

it was to little avail, as the visitors returned to Hamilton

with a 76-64 victory.

Rudmik and Skyvington led the Blues with 14

points each, while Watl added 13. Sam Kakneviciuf pul

in 20 points Tor McMaster.

Toronto coach McManus posed Ihe key question:

"How can a team be so hot one night and so cold the

next?"

Blues cannot seem to play with any consistency.

One night Ihey will be hustling and rebounding well, and

Ihe next night shooting well, but the two are rarely

round together. IT they are, it is only for hair a game, s

The only exception to date has been the game against f
Guelph. ir Blues had played as well against Queen's or 3

McMaster, their record would be much better than its £
present 1-3. As put by one spectator, Toronto should I

"bottle up iheir good style or playing, and pour il out ~
evenly throughout the season." >

The time has come for Blues to make a change i=

somewhere. They'll be looking for their first two points

when they play Ryerson in Hart House Wednesday al

8:15.

0>

ft)

Blues' Dave Ferguson (54) typified Blues Saturday a
grabbed the lead and took it to win 76

ght as McMaster
64.

Sir George wins 4-3 on Blues' mistakes
By PETER DUX

Hockey Blues lost their first game

this season against Sir George
Williams University from Montreal

in exhibition play. Blues were on the

short end of a 4-3 score.

Scoring for Blues were Kent

Ruhnke wilh two, while Mike Kee-

nan added ihe other. Sir George

marksmen were Mario Cuttini,

Francois Ouimct. Mark Shewchuck

and Maurice DesTosses.

Blues held the offensive edge for

the majority of the game, bul were

constantly stymied by the

Georgian's goalie, Bernie Woire,

who stopped 44 shots.

The third period was the deciding

one with Sir George scoring the

winning goal, even though Toronlo
had applied considerable pressure in

order to salvage at leasl a lie. Down
3-2 going into the period-Blues came
out skating with Ruhnke scoring of(

a goal crease scramble at 4:46 on a

power-play.

Blues kept up offensive pressure

after the tying goal but simply

couldn't find the mark. At 14:35

Don Atkinson stole the puck in

Toronto's zone and passed to Mark
Shewchuck who flipped the puck

past Bruce Durno for Georgian's

winning goal.

Sir George wasn't able to

maintain a sustained offence, saving

much of their third period effort for

the closing minutes, thus preventing

Durno from leaving the net Tor an

extra altacker until the final 30
seconds.

The final 20 minutes were spoiled

by chippy play on bolh sides, with

high sticks, slashing, and tripping

abundant. Officiating was in-

compelanlly handled by referee Zip

Thompson.

In contrast, the first period was a

dull affair with little body contact

and mosl of the action in the neulral

zone.

Francois Ouimel connected for

ihe Georgians on their first shot on

net al 4:14 with a hard blast from

the point. Up to then Georgians had

failed to gel a shot on net, even with

a man advantage.

Toronto didn'l get its first shol

away until the five minute mark.

From then until Iheir first goal at

11:10 Blues played well, with

numerous attacks on Ihe Sir George

goal. Munro was allowed to walk

inlo the Georgian end, circle the nel

and lake a hard shot: only Wolfe's-

nimble glove prevented the puck

from going in.

Bill Fifield, playing centre in his

first game of ihe season, set up

Georgians' goalie Bernie Wolfe once again foils Blues, this time stealing the puck from Pagnuttl.

defenceman Mike Keenan in Ihe slot

for Blues' first goal.

- The second period continued in

the style or the first. Blues', for

example, couldn't get a shot during

a penally to Cullini for tripping.

On iheir nexl powcrplay. Watt

sent oul the Pagnutti - Buba -

Ruhnke line, wilh Ruhnke con-

necting on a Buba rebound lo pul

Blues ahead 2-
1

.

Varsily continued to apply

pressure bul on iwo occasions

defenceman Mike Keenan was
caught up ice on a rush and Ihe

forwards didn'l cover his point.

Georgians scored on bolh occasions.

Mario Cuttini scored al 13:25

wiih assists going lo Alan King and

Rory McKay to notch Georgians'

second.

Al 18:05 Maurice Desfosses

capitalised on a 3 on I rush when he

blasted the puck at Durno who
trapped il partially under his arm
bul had it roll into the net, giving Sir

George the lead going into the third

period.

Blues were naturally dejected

after the game and coach Watl
wouldn't allow any reporters into

the dressing room.

Blues Notes... Francois Ouimel
and Kevin Devereux looked im-

prcssivc on defence for Sir George...

< Ouimet was offered a "pro contract

|. by a Philadelphia scout during a

^ regular game last week. He turned it

a down, counting on more money at

£. Ihe end of the season... tomorrow
™ Blues iravel to York where they

! hope lo get back on the winning
track.



Old guard vs. reformers for council

The battle for the mayor's chair and aldermanic seats on Toronto City Council is shaping up to a battle between political traditionalists and community-oriented reformers.

Math chairman spurns

student petitions
Mathematics chairman George Duff suggested yesterday thai

students protesting feared dismissals should not be concerned with a

professor's employment problems, but should do their schoolwork

instead.

However, he added that he encourages students to voice their

dissatisfactions to him on policy and course matters.

He also warned that because of the students' protest, whose

demands include professor Stephen SalafTs retention on the faculty,

SalafF may have reason to be concerned about his future. Duff said he

thought Salaff may be behind the organizing of the protest.

A petition circulated by mathematics students, which now has

40K signatures on it according to student orgnizer Kevin McQuillan,

requests that Salaff and David Spring, who was denied tenure last

Mav. be retained on the faculty.

DulT refused, other than the brief reference to Salads future, to

Uilk about the two professors, saying, "It is not proper Tor me to

comment on the status of an individual."

Some lecturers have not been sent notices of renewal of their

contracts because of budgetary problems. Duff admitted this, stating

"some individuals are finding it difficult to secure employment".

However, Salaff seemed to be a special case, both because of the

recent protest and his actions last spring in supporting students who

objected to the marking system in a course.

The students also objected to Spring being denied tenure by a

committee which meets in secret, whose composition is also not

public, and whose reasons Tor denying tenure were never revealed to

Spring.

Duff was not sure why the tenure committee's composition was

secret, but asserted that it "operates in a certain framework and that

the people on the committee take things very seriously".

In response to the petition's expressed dissatisfaction with "the

present marking system in first year calculus courses, with its

exclusive emphasis on examinations, including a 50 per cent final".

Duff said thai if the students do their work, they would have little to

worry about. He pointed out that the course's monthly test and

Christmas exam encourage the students to keep up.

Duff also sympathised with another student complaint in the

petition, that textbooks were inadequate and "outrageously over-

priced", but said it was very difficult to resolve.

He added that he was working to resolve the textbook problem.

Concerned students in the math department are circulating two

petitions.

The first, which describes Salaff as an "excellent mathematics

professor" and protests his feared dismissal, has been signed by

almost I
SO of Salaffs present and former students, McQuillan says.

It is m be presented to Duff at a meeting which the students hope to

',rr ' l,

Thc
l

second. with 408 signatures already is a letter from as many

math students who support it to university president John Evans and

Duff expressinu deep dissatisfaction with the department s teaching

policies. It also requests that leaching ability be made a "prime

factor" in hiring and firing professors, and that students be

represented on all hiring and tenure bodies.

CUA hears U of T assail cuts
By PAUL McGRATH

A 22 person University of

Toronto delegation yesterday sharp-

ly criticized the provincial

government's cutbacks in student

financing and last week's an-

nouncement of a capital budget

freeze for universities.

President John Evans, head of the

U of T delegation to the annual

hearings of the provincial Com-
mittee on University Affairs, called

for "urgent reconsideration" of the

capital budget freeze on renovations

because U of T has many old

buildings which need repair.

He also opposed the prohibition

of new construction, saying that the

proposed men's athletic facilities

and Innis College building would be

affected.

"We need longer notice of policy

changes so that we don't react in

shock", he stated, referring to the

sudden freeze announcement last

week

.

CUA is a government-established

liaison body which makes re-

commendations on universities to

the government.

Both Evans and vice-president

business affairs Alex Rankin

stressed that the university was

doing its best to keep costs and a

minimum and increasing the ef-

ficiency of budgeting, but they took

exception to government's sudden

moves.

"Our planning efforts are

certainly eroded when the govern-

ment makes last minute unilateral

decisions which destroy the basis of

our projection; for instance the

reduction in Ontario Fellowships,

the increase in student fees, or the

change in limitation on graduate

student earnings" Rankin said. "We
should urge a longer lead time and

more dialogue with the universities

before action is taken."

Evans criticized this year's fee

hikes, saying that access to higher

education was slowly being removed

from those who can't pay for it. He
added that students enroled in the

university should be assured that

their fees will not rise for the time

they remain in the university.

Rankin pointed to the renovation

of University College already in

progress, and the Wallberg and Sir

Sandford Fleming Building

renovations as examples of projects

interrupted, by the decision. These

renovations involve about $15

million.

"It is one thing to halt

construction of new capacity so that

the government and universities can

re-assess their needs in the light of

changing enrolment pattern,"

Rankin said. "This makes good

sense but there is no logic to

coupling this with the cessation of

renovation or demolition of

buildings."

"The cyclical money is essential

to the problems facing us. They

should be continued and they should

be increased (sic)"

Vice-provost Don Forster also

criticized the government's educa-

tion spending cuts.

"At a time when academic

restraints are declining, financial

restraints are increasing", he said.

"It's hard to build up enthusiasm

with the New Program with the

erratic government policy."

Rankin also called for an increase

in value of the Basic Income Unit,

the per student formula that govern-

ment uses to give grants to un-

iversities. He said that the increase

in the value of the BIU should

match the cost of inflation to the

university, and cited salary increases

as a major contribution to university

inflation.

"There is every indication that

under pressure of a much higher

Consumer Price Index rise, the 1973

settlements will exceed the 1972. We
urge the CUA to press for a realistic

increase in the BiU value for 1974-

75." Rankin said.

In his opening remarks, Evans

likened the efforts of the university

to "innovations in a cold climate,"

reffering to the growing dis-

satisfaction in public and political

circles over the increasing ap-

propriations of public money for

post-secondary education.

He cited uncertain situations that

made it difficult for a university to

totally plan its direction in

budgeting, including "the changing

preference (for courses) of students

in a seemingly capricious manner".

"It's no longer sufficient to just

prepare to hire new staff," he said,

"but we have to be constantly shif-

ting to new objectives as we become

subject to new pressures," he said.

Forster told the committee that

students this year were more in-

terested in experimenting with the

New Program than dealing with

university governments.

The New Program, a libe-

ralization of course structures

and marking procedures im-

plemented three years ago, is being

reviewed by a presidential advisory

committee.

Arts and science dean Bob Greene

cited the new multi-media biology

program and the efforts of Pollution

Probe as indications of the un-

iversity's new academic progress.

Representatives of Health Scien-

ces, Law and Dentistry all com-

plained of an acute lack of funds

for special projects and clinics.

Graduate school dean Ed

Safarian accused the government of

an "insincere" attitude to graduate

studies and pointed out that 45 per

cent of all graduate (masters)

students in humanities last year

recieved no funding at all from the

government.

Graduate Student's Union

president Wendy LeBlanc stated

that the union could see "no con-

sistent government policy on

graduate studies", and complained

that some assistant teachers were

receiving as little as S500 because of

government limitations.

She added that unless government

policy was improved, there would be

an exodus of students to either

lower-cost universities in Canada, or

foreign universities with higher fees,

but more government support.

CUA's afternoon session dealt

with the problems of Scarborough

and Erindale Colleges, which are

significantly affected by the freeze.
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HERE AND NOW
WEDNESDAY

9:30 am
This week 'Vantage' views Canadian

literalure. Today, Dave Godfrey on

nationalism in Canadian literary circles.

Five minutes on Radio Varsity. Again at

3:30 pm.
noon

Noonday Madness presents another

groovy, live Rock-Jazz happening featuring

The Gary Snider Quartet, In association

wilh Hunky Funk and Jive" International, we
are pleased to announce that the moving of

the body in time to the music will be

permitted and even encouraged. It all will

come together in the east common folks

room, Har! House.

David Crombie and David Rotenberg,

mayoralty candidates, debate the issues on

Thursday Noon on the Square, at Holy

Trinity Church, Trinity Square (2 blocks

south of Dundas, west off Yonge).

Sims would like to invite all to come to a

free introductory talk on "The Science of

Creative Intelligence and Transcendental

Meditation", a simple, natural technique

producing a unique state ot restful

alertness which allows an individual to gain

deep relaxation and full access to his full

creative abilities, Innls College, Room 103.

The Latin American Studies Course

Union will be holding a general

organizational meeting for all those In-

terested in participating in the activities of

the group. Room 2123, Sid Smith.

12:30 pm
Seminar on Courts and Trials:history

professor Kenneth McNaught, "Political

Trials in Historical Perspective". Faculty ol

Law, Falconer Hall.

1 pm
Milton Acorn will read from his new book

More Poems For People, in Hart House

Music Room. Sponsored by Hart House

Library Committee.

2pm
SAC election forum — Ward 6

aldermanic candidates. Music Room Hart

House.

4 pm
Protessor Melvln J. Lerner, a social

psychologist Irom the Universily ol

Waterloo, will give a talk on "Social

Psychology of Deserving and Juslice",

Sidney Smith Hall. Room 1069.

Psychology Colloquium: Professor Terry

L. Powley of Yale University will speak on

"The Hypothalamic Role in Feeding and

Obesity"- Sidney Smith Hall, Room 1069.

Lecture by Prolessor Paul Avrich on

"Anarchists in the Russian Revolution" In

Room 2106, Sidney Smith Hall.

6:30 pm
Kosher Supper: please make

reservation by 5 pm today. At Hillel House.

7 pm
SAC Communications Commission

meeting at SAC olflce. Topics include cam-

pus survey and second newspaper

proposal.

7:30 pm
Darrol Bryant, author o! A World Broken

by Unshared Bread will be 'speaking on

world development from a theological

perspective. All welcome. International

Student Centre. 33 St, George Street.

Chalil Ensemble workshop at Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

8 pm
SAC Services Commission meeting.

SAC office. Lots of things to talk about like

Ihe SAC Pub. concerts, Winter Carnival,

wine and cheese party.

Free Jewish Universily: "Talmudlc

Dialectic" at Hillel House, 186 St. George

Street.

Meeting of the U ol T Homophile

Association. GSU, upstairs lounge, 16 Ban-

croft Ave. All welcome.

8:30 pm
Conversational Yiddish workshop at

Hillel House, 1B6 St. George Street.

THURSDAY
all day

Register at Hall Porter's Desk. Hart

House for the All Varsity Table Tennis

Tournament. For details, see notice under

the Hart House Bulletin.

9:30 am
'Vantage' municipal election feature.

Today. Stephen Clarkson. '69 mayoralty

candidate tor the municipal Liberal party,

speaks on the present campaign,

noon
Free tickefs available (or mime

Christmas pageant at Holy Trinity Church,

which runs December 1 to 10. From 6

Trinity Square, 2 blocks soulh of Dundas.

west off Yonge.

1 pm
Free Jewish University: "Radical

Judaism" in Sid Smith 3045.

3:30 pm
A study on the Basics of Christianity with

Rev. Eilert Frerichs SCM office 8 first floor

in Hart House.

6:30 pm
First night of Channukah festivities.

Candle lighting ceremony will take place,

followed by sing song with live music and

hot latkes will be given out. Members S-75

U.C. FILM FESTIVAL

Starts Mon., Dec. 4

BONUEL!
v

NtftNK 4& KUROSAWA,

8:00 P.M., STUDENTS 50'. OTHERS M.00

U.C. PLAYHOUSE. 79a ST. GEORGE

and non-members $1.00. Please call in by

5 pm Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

7:30 pm
"For a Workers' Republic of Quebec", a

u.i< by revolutionary socialist Kim

Cameron, of Montreal's Groupe Marxlste

Revolutionnalre. Sponsored by Ihe Old

Mole. Cumberland Room. International

Student Centre.

Free Jewish University: "Jewish Libido"

at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

8 pm
SDS Forum: Anthropology, Racism and

Imperialism. Speaker: Tony Crock. Univer-

sity of Connecticut, a member of Universily

Action Group and Anthropologists for

Radical Political Action. Graduate

Students' Union upstairs lounge.

Joint meeting, Canadian Institute ot

Foreslry and the Foresters' Club, Learn

how professional foresters manage and

protect our forest resources: their alms and

aspirations. Public and professional

representatives. Addiction Research Foun-

dation Auditorium.

Free Jewish University: "Moroccan

Sephardlc Judaism" at Hillel House, 186

St. George Street.

Israeli Dance Workshop at Hillel House.

Free Jewish University: "Jewish

Eschatology" at Hillel House.

FRIDAY
all day

Register at Hall Porter's Desk, Hart

House for the All Varsity Table Tennis

Tournament. For details, see notice under

the Hart House Bulletin.

9 am
Listen to Ihe morning show on Radio

Varsity. As the Canadian recording group

"Ocean" appears live with John Karr. Radio

Varsity, 820 in campus residences and 96.3

Roger's Cable FM.
noon

Hear Ihe socialist candidates, Jacquie

Henderson lor mayor, Ellie Kirzner for

alderman in Ward 8 and Cliff Mack for

Board ol Education in Ward 6. speak on "A

Strategy lor Revolutionary Change in

Toronto City Hall and Canada". Hart House

Bickersteth Room,

MILTON
ACORN

READS
HIS OWN POETRY

TODAY
1:00 P.M.

HART HOUSE MUSIC ROOM

URGENT SOS

2 MALE VOLUNTEERS
AS GROUP LEADERS

WITH INNER-CITY CHILDREN

TUESDAYS 3-6 P.M.

ALSO

FLOOR HOCKEY REFEREE
YOUNG ADULTS

THURSDAYS 7-9 P.M.

Please Call 925-4363

NOT ON THE
VOTERS' LIST???

You may still be eligible to vote in the

December 4 Municipal Elections

For additional Information contact the

ELECTIONS OFFICE
City ol Toronto 367-7036. York 653-2700, East York 461-1163. Etobicoke 626

4161. North York 225-4611. Scarborough 759-4747

ENUMERATION 72
SPONSORED BY THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

JAMES SPENCER

EXHIBITION

OPENING TODAY
ART GALLERY

Monday, 11 a.m. • 9 p.m.

Tuesday io Saturday, 11 a.m. -5 p.

CHESS LECTURE
GEORGE KUPPREJANOV

THURS., NOV. 30

DEBATES ROOM
7:30 PM.

JAZZ CONCERT
GARY SNIDER

EAST COMMON ROOM
TODAY

12:00 NOON T02P.M.

CLASSICAL

CONCERT

ROB HEARD-BARITONE
Thursday. Hovtnbtr 30

Music (loom. 4:00 p m

HART HOUSE

NEW YEAR'S

EVE BALL

DANCING TO

BENNY LOUIS
2 BARS

SPLASH PARTY
BUFFET SUPPER

TICKETS $16 A COUPLE
AVAILABLE FROM

THE HALL PORTER'S DESK AND
THE UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

HART HOUSE

CHORUS CONCERT

Sunday. December 3

Greet Hell. 8:30 p.m.

'MUSEUM WITHOUT

WALLS"

ART FILM SERIES

Weekly Beginning

January 15

HART HOUSE

CHRISTMAS TREE

MUSIC. CAROLS, STORIES

Bring A Blanket Or Cushions

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 6

GREAT HALL. 8:30 P.M.

TICKETS FREE AT
THE HALL PORTER'S-

EVENING DEBATE

Resolved "Citizens' Groups Should Be

Seen And Not Heard

Honorary Visitor

COLIN VAUGHAN

TONIGHT
Debate Room. 9:00 p.m.

INFORMAL DEBATE

Resolved That

Pragmatism Is The

Ultimate Virtue

Thursday. November 30

Debates Room, 2 p.m.

ALL VARSITY
TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT

SAT.. DEC. 2
MAIN GYM. 10 AM. -4 PM.

Registration - 25*

At Hall Porter's Before Saturday
SEPARATE WOMEN'S TOURNAMEN"

EVERYONE WELCOME

CHRISTMAS GIFT
IDEAI

HART HOUSE TIES

NOW ON SALE IN THE

TUCK SHOP

unclassified
FLIGHT TO LONDON — Return. Dec. 15 to

Jan 3 Asking$l69orbestoffer.CostS179
to book (light now. Call Sandy 636-6434.

after 10 p.m

MUSKRAT COAT size 12-16 good
condition. Muskrat jacket, also black Per-
sian coat with black mink collar, both A-1
condition. Both size 12-14. HU-1-9222.

ROOM A KITCHENETTE — Adult home
Yonge S Lawrence, tor mature responsible
girl. Abstainer non-smoker. Reduced rent

to someone away most or every weekend
HU-1-9222.

TYPING done on IBM Electric. Fast,

efficient. 35' per page. Duplicating service
also available. 781-5050.

INTERESTING FULL-TIME JOB available

for person enjoying assisting in historical

research and Inlormalion relrieval relating

to mathematics. Accurate typing essential.

Knowledge of mathematics, foreign lan-

guages, history, helpful but nol essential.
Flexible hours. Pleasant conditions. Call
Protessor May, 928-7391.

MERRY XAMS ESTOSI Teistest huvidest
hoolimala lolmub teisel dets. Kutvumispidu
elvarmastajateie. Alates kella kaheksast
kunl?? Tanls, klvlmuuslka ning suuplsted
murelsetud. 28 Earl SI. BYOI? 50'

OAFFYDIL - Come to see Ihe most
humerus show on campus Dec 12-16 Hart
House Theatre.

THREE FEMALE STUDENTS are looking
for a lourth female. Admiral and Lowther.
S80 per month. Phone after 6 pm 961-
3652

KIKUYU SPEAKER'S acquaintance de-
sired. Interested In studying the language
and will provide free suppers to anyone
willing lo talk Klkuyu to me. Please call
961-2644.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses, essays - French, Latin - ex-
perienced typists - electric typewriters 713
Spadlna Ave. (south of Bloor) 922-7624.

SEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING (Specialising

in long hair) in the Clarke Institute of

Psychiatry. 250 College St. Tel. 924-6811

Ext. 560. Hair cut S2.25.

MUSTANG for sale. 1965 red hardtop.

Completely rebuilt. Certificate. Four new
tires, etc. Call Stephen 924-8895 days, 967-

0835 nights to midnight.

SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days. Decem-
ber 27 to Jan. 2, includes transpor-

tation, accommodation, meats and tow
ticket. Full price S134.00, no extras. Call

636-1038 today.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27-Jan t.

5 days skiing at Ml. Ste. Anne. Excellent
accommodation with heated indoor swim-
ming pool. All transportation included.
For information write: CANADIAN SKI
TOUHS. 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or

phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day You Buy
A Diamond" H. Proctor and Co., 1430
Yonge St., 921-7702

SKIERS! - WHY SETTLE FOR ONE
MOUNTAIN WHEN YOU CAN HAVE SIX?
Five days skiing In Vermont and Quebec
January 1-6. Dependable snow, breakfast

and dinner dally, all accommodation (only

2 per room), taxes and tips, luxury voya-

geur bus, group rate on tow tickets. $89.

Ski Quebec Associates 698-<1348 or 694-

8932.

"FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" First

English production of Michel Tremblay's
scathing but compassionate portrait ol an
East-Montreal family, Nov. 14 - Dec, 10
Tarragon Theatre 30 Brldgman Ave.
Balhurst and Duponl. 964-8633.

WHY FhEEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-
das. Good selection of lun fur3 sizes 8-18.
Cleaning and repairs (tur and fur fabric)
363-6077, open 9-6 Mon. - Sal,: til 8:00
Thurs. and c

rl.
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Withhold fees,

says SAC executive
By BRIANE NAS1MOK

The SAC executive Monday recommended U ofT students

withhold the second instalment of their fees, in support of the OFS
executive decision last weekend. A meeting of council has been

scheduled for next Monday for full council ratification.

The decision comes after OFS general meeting last Saturday

came to no decision about the fees strike. After four executive

members resigned, including SAC president Eric Miglin, the new
executive decided to go ahead with the fees strike, which must be

ratified by member councils.

Although the OFS demands were not exactly those SAC
passed last' Wednesday, the executive found them "compatible"

and decided to support the strike.

Education Commissioner George Stralhy said OFS was

'close enough" to the council's position and felt that the campaign

should start immediately.

President Eric Miglin suggested holding the meeting as early

as possible (Monday) and encouraging students to wail until

January 10 before considering paying the second instalment. (That

is the date of the first Varsity of the new year, which the executive

agreed to advertise in to inform the students of the progress of the

campaign.)

Monday's meeting will also consider an OFS motion

supporting a one day moritorium on classes following the release

of the provincial report on post-secondary education, expected in

the next two months.

Academic Affairs passes

weak fees resolution
By RANDY ROBERTSON

The Academic Affairs Committee yesterday

unanimously passed a watered-down resolution on

tuition fees and student aid prepared by president John

Evans for presentation to the provincial government.

Evans' resolution "expressed concern" about the

Ontario government's cutbacks in education spending,

while a motion earlier passed unanimously by the

committee "deplored" the Conservatives' action.

Evans' statement replaced the earlier one proposed by

student Brian Morgan, as the executive committee, in a

motion approved by the Governing Council, sent it

back to Academic Affairs.

Morgan's motion in effect endorsed the same

demands as the Ontario Federation of Students is now

pressing on the government. It called for a rollback in

both this year's increases in tuition fees and the loan

portion of provincial student grants, a reduction in the

age of independence under the OSAP plans and

consultation with affected groups before raising fees

further.

The resolution passed says the university committee

is concerned about four issues:

• the hardship the simultaneous increase in tuition

fees and decrease in grant aid are causing low income

students,

• the hardship graduate students are facing because

of the increases

• the difficulties poorer part-time students may have

if they are not provided with financial aid, and
• the present age of independence which is "arbitra-

ry" and which "imposes strains" on some individuals

and families.

The resolution also demands that no further changes

in tuition fees grants or loans be introduced unless four

conditions are met:

• Unless a contingency repayment factor is instituted

as part of the loan system.

• "Unless a well designed transitional program is

developed which will offset hardship consequent upon

change.

• "Unless prior notice of chance is given to enable

students and families to adjust their expectations and

plans.

• "Unless students already registered in programs

are assured of continuation of support provided by

current aid plans until ihey graduate or cease to be

registered."

Another member claimed that "teeth have been put

in and only the body odour removed."

Quebec government withdraws rules, CEGEP strike off
QUEBEC CITY (CUPI) — The

threatened strike by CEGEP (com-

munity college) students in Quebec

has apparently forced the provincial

government to withdraw tough new

regulations, at least until this spring.

The Comite national executif of

the Front etudiant du Quebec (FEQ)

voted last Sunday to call off the

strike. The decision followed receipt

of a telegram from Quebec educa-

tion minister Francois Cloutier by

the Directeurs-general ofthe various

CEGEPs, advising them the new

rules would be tabled pending

further study.

Cloutier also said the government

would try to consult students and

faculty before releasing new
regulations.

The controversial rules, entitled

Le nouveau regime pegagogique,

would have increased compulsory

weekly class time, eliminated several

humanities requirements, and

allowed school principals to expel

students and then force them to re-

register, if they were considered

"troublesome".

Students at the Ste. Hyacinthe

and Alma CEGEPs in the Lac St.

Jean region were already on strike

and had taken over the administra-

tion offices, halting all CEGEP
operations there. Students at the

English speaking Dawson and John

Abbot colleges in Montreal had

voted to strike for one day before

December I.

Although FEQ executive mem-
bers at the Sunday meeting said

strike plans are out of the question,

they indicated the government not

acting in good faith.

The government will release its

amended regulations in April nex*

year, when most students will be out

of school and unable to organize.

The students have no guarantee

the government will not bring back

the same document or even one

more odious. Some students at the

meeting termed the whole affair "a

manoeuvre".

The executive decided to send

committees to each of the six

regions in FEQ to determine student

opinion.

It had already sent questionnaires

to all CEGEPs asking if students

would support the planned strike

action. Some 13 CEGEPs answered

yes, and seven answered no.

The executive will compile

information received into a com-
prehensive survey.

The government's announcement

marks the second time in one week

that militant action by students has

forced authorities to retreat. On
November 23, students at Memorial

University in St. John's New-
foundland ended a ten-day occupa-

tion of their administration building

after the president agreed to allow

students to determine the future of

their students union. He had earlier

refused to continue to collect student

union fees in an apparent attempt to

destroy the union financial base.

Mayoralty front-runner

O'Donohue appeals to immigrants, workers
By LORNESLOTNICK

Anyone who has heard at least one speech

by mayoralty candidate Tony O'Donohue

knows at least three things: he is an engineer,

an Irish immigrant, and a strong "family

man." It takes some hard listening, however,

lo find out where O'Donohue stands on the

issues.

Tony O'Donohue is the only candidate for

mayor who would entitle a part of his litera-

ture "Tony's Life, Loves, and Humble Begin-

nings." His campaign is based almost entirely

on his personality, and the "issue" he presses

is the strengthening of family life.

The image he presents is that of an

ordinary, good-natured guy, a rustic who

came over from Ireland to find the good life,

someone who is either above or below politics,

but certainly no politician.

The 39 year old O'Donohue came to

Toronto in 1956, and by 1964 had lost in his

first try at a City Council seal. But in 1966, he

lopped the polls in the old Ward 5, and in

1969, repealed the performance in the present

Ward 4 as a Civic Action Party candidate. He

was then elected to the Executive Committee.

Ward 4 is the type of area where he will get

the bulk of his support in the next Monday's

election, because it is made up of the kind or

people lo whom he directs his appeal:

Catholics, non-Anglo-Saxons, and working

people. Because Toronto has a majority of

such people, especially south of Bloor Street,

O'Donohue is the front-runner, and has been

since he started campaigning for the mayoral-

ty, seemingly aboul three years ago.

To O'Donohue, politics means publicity.

Since being elected to City Council, he has

made a career out of promoting various

'motherhood* issues and proposals which

rarely seem lo have much effect, except to get

his name in the news. Pollution is his

specially. For example, he conducted the well-

publicized inquiry into the cause of death ofa

duck at Toronto Island.

Pollution, he says, is the reason he entered

politics in the first place, because he "wanted

to protect my wife and son Danny,".

Another O'Donohue trademark is his

attendance at almost every ethnic social func-

lion, building up his contacts. His name seems

to appear more often in the social columns of

the newspapers lhan in reports aboul city

politics. But none of the daily papers, which

have made his name so well-known, is sup-

porting him in his bid for the mayoralty.

In his. literature, personality and family

items always gel first billing, and take up

about as much space as other issues. Details

include the lunch menu served by his wife

Aldona, and how she takes care ofTony, right

down lo "his unruly lock of hair that just

won't stay in place."

When he talks about issues, it is usually

from an engineer's point of view. And while

the main battles of City Council in the past

three years have been fought over the develop-

ment issue, O'Donohue's main platform is the

strengthening of family life, which, he says.

Tony O'Donohue Is campaigning on an

anti-pollution, bust Rochdale platform.

"will reduce the number of people on alcohol

and drugs, and reduce the number on

welfare."

Strengthening family life means more

parks and hockey rinks, but also includes

closing down Rochdale and getting tough with

"welfare parasites". One of the many

proposals O'Donohue has borrowed from his

rivals is the cleaning up of the Yonge Street

"strip", originally proposed by the Western

Guard's candidate for mayor, Don Andrews.

The big strength in O'Donohue's platform

is pollution, but he comes out in favour of

completion of the Spadina and Scarborough

expressways, although he opposed the

Spadina until 1971. He says pollution is no

reason for stopping expressways because

cleaner fuels will soon be available.

Since pollution control is mainly a

provincial responsibility, there is a limit to

what O'Donohue can do to reach his goal ofa

clean environment through the municipal

government.

In fact, it seems doubtful whether

O'Donohue could accomplish any of his

policy goals as mayor, He admits that the

mayor of Toronto has little power, but says

thai the mayor can create an image for the

city through his personality.

But O'Donohue is neither a good debater

nor a good armtwister, so it is unlikely that

he could swing enough votes in City Council

for proposals that most aldermen did not

agree with already. Part of his problem is his

disdain for details. He sometimes finishes a

speech in Council with the phrase "... or

something like that."

But if his proposals are vague, his past

voting record is somewhat less so. The myth

persists that O'Donohue falls somewhere

between the pro- and anti- development

groups at City Hall.

But voting records compiled by the

Confederation of Residents and Ratepayers

Associations, City Hall newsletter, and

columnist Ron Haggart, all show that

O'Donohue is just as much a part of the Old

guard as fellow mayoralty candidate David

Rotenberg or aldermen Allan Lamport and

Fred Beavis. The only important difference

was on the issue of encouraging the use of

automobiles, which O'Donohue was less sym-

pathetic lo.

O'Donohue has voted for such proposals as

the widening of Wellesley Street, giving votes

to non-citizens, but only if they own property

and the controversial Windlass, Quebec-

Gothic and Lionstar developments. The latter

was in his own Ward 4. He has said that much

of Ward 4 is loo old to be rehabilitated and

will have lo be bulldozed.

He voted against a motion urging

Alderman Ben Grys to resign after a conflict

of interest case, against the granting of a site

for the Wacheea tent community and against

a grant to the Riverdale Community

Organization.

He says that most people do not support

residents' groups, and rarely involves himself

in development fights.

He has a peculiar habit of missing many

important votes, and has been known to slip

out of the Council chambers just before an

important vote is about to be counted. In fact,

as Ron Haggart says, it appears that

O'Donohue is trying to confine his voting

record to issues of his own choosing, in order

to make it look better than it really is.

O'Donohue does not plan to release the

names of contributors to his 570,000 cam-

paign until after the election. Despite the

grass-roots look of the campaign, professional

Liberal and Conservative bagmen are

gathering the money. There are six committee

rooms scattered around the city.

Despite the fact that O'Donohue is an

active Liberal, he has prominent Conser-

vatives as well as Liberals working for him.

Campaign co-ordinator is Don Kirkup,

marketing and research director for A. E.

Lepage real estate, and brother of the pro-

development candidate trying to unseat

aldermen John Sewell and Karl Jaffary.

Other prominent workers are disc-jockey

Jungle Jay Nelson, former mayor and present

Liberal MPP Phil Givens, pro-development

unionist Gerry Gallagher, former CFRB news

director and Conservative candidate Arthur

Harnett, and former Ontario Trade and

Development Minister Stanley Randall.
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MedSchooleitis

infects students
This year's crop of freshman (and

freshettes) at Toronto, as elsewhere,

has seen the continued propagation

of an insidious, degenerate disease.

No, I'm not writing on the world's

VD epidemic, nor the dangers of

"terminal" acne. I refer to A&Sc.

Infectious MedSchooleitis.

The Wannabash Medical Diag-

nosis Sourcebook continues the

symptoms list: Patient usually in

late teens or early 20's; unseen at 30

(magic number that). Earliest sign is

enrolment in Bio 120, Chem I20,

Calculus, and Physics I. Carriers of

MedSchooleitis at this time usually

infect the other small per cent of

healthy, yet defenceless individuals.

Some, more imaginative types,

experience verbalizations. Those in-

flicted often clear their throat and

blurt, "ah-haa, uh-uhm". Rare, yet

still as indicative, are, "Take this

and see me in two weeks", or "Call

me Marcus", or even better "Call

me Steve".

In advanced stages of the disease,

patients scurry during their second

year of university into a large exam-

hall. Although this four hour con-

gregation may remind one of the

lemming's mass suicide run, usually

nothing noteworthy takes place

here. Most individuals never con-

gregate again.

Most frequent however, noticed

during the months of December and

April, is high anxiety toward,

academic work, nail-biting, tremor

in hand, lack of sleep, and
constipation.

Treatment of the infection varies.

Some should be given a simple kick

in the pants and all to be given

sympathy. Others not showing a

complete set of symptoms should

enter the hallowed halls of that

castle on centre campus for proper

therapy. Upon release, known as

graduation, the new person has a

brief stay in the isolated colony of

University Avenue, before settling

down for life in far-distant lands

(Etobicoke, Mississauga,
Scarborough).

On the more serious side of my
comment, I believe that many first

year kiddies should get away from

the television, mother, and the sand-

box. The world does need more
competent physicians, especially in

low populated areas, and better

health services all round. I do not

deny this. But, when literally

thousands of middle-class offspring,

going through college COD (call on

dad), compete like beasts to climb

the status ladder (thanks. Jack) for

the sake of an imagined, yet

lucrative, heaven... that's sad! This,

Writer cautions enthusiastic second year students against thinking Med school is all fun.

their only driving force; the 'profes-

sion' overlooked.

Medicine, as I see it, can be only

hard work throughout the five to 15

year learning stage and usually more
so while in the practice. This voca-

tion requires more than a "That's

-for me" convmction, with a primary

desire to simply help people. Let me
recommend something.

For all members of the Doctors of

Tomorrow Club, feverish with the

sickness, and eager to make your

fortune loo: go on a field trip.

March down to Toronto General

Hospital's emergency entrance or

Sick Kids' across the street, and stay

for 24 hours. Watch for that day

ambulances scream in with those

suffering, bleeding, asphyxiating...

dying. Tell us how much fun it was.

Cio right down to the failure-pit (the

morgue) and explain your case to

the pathologist. Watch an autopsy.

Then, tell us it's always been for

you.

Life within the profession surely is

not all S20 bills and successful sur-

gery... "hemostat... sponge...". Now
imagine yourself in the hundreds of

unglorified jobs some doctors have:

listening to a chubby, persistent

hypochondriac about her problems:

out of bed at four am; telling a

young father his child was still-born;

proctoscopy... and don't forget

you'll have to be warm, un-

derstanding, and legally responsible.

Let me not, however, understate the

satisfactions and joys, I'm sure,

known only to a physician.

For .your sake, open up your

horizons, some of you with the

Medical School Hang-up. There is a

field of interest within this world

that is really for you, and is really

yours; find it!

P. M. Crawford

Institute visit

reveals reality
Russ Rothney's article (Mentally

Handicapped Children Need
Freedom) in your November 10th

issue is perceptive and completely

right in its concern at the pitying,

charity mentality which has so long

governed the approach to mentally

retarded persons. The Canadian

Association for the Mentally

Retarded and its 350 local

associations across Canada is the

largest citizen/parent action group

committed to fighting this out-

moded concept. We will be the first

to admit that even within our own

ranks, old attitudes die hard. But to

state that the "paternalistic, charity

approach engulfs the Canadian

Association for the Mentally

Retarded" is a generalization too

far removed from the truth to let

pass without comment. Fortunately,

he refutes his own sweeping

criticism by citing that CAMR is

supporting the Winnipeg activists

involved in the "Sisters and

Brothers Collective".

While we welcome objective

criticism, we would encourage a

deeper look at our philosophy of

normalization and integration, and

at the programs of Citizen Ad-

vocacy and Comprehensive Com-
munity Service Systems by and

through which we hope to eman-

cipate the mentally retarded.

We would encourage Mr.

Rolhney to visit our National In-

stitute on Mental Retardation to see

how the philosophy he propounds is

being translated into reality, and to

share his ideas on how these efforts

can be improved. We would also

encourage him to visit the growing

number of facilities run by the

Metropolitan Toronto Association

for the Mentally Retarded and its

scores of volunteers, all of whom are

ready to welcome new ideas from

those who are prepared to carry

their inspiration into action.

W. A. Gamble

Managing Director

Toike committee

wants feedback
One of the prime objectives of the

special committee on the Toike has

been to attempt to establish some

policies and priorities for the Toike.

While the comments and ideas

received in response to the

Engineering Faculty Council cover a

wide spectrum, it must be

recognized that the writers 'con-

stitute a small percentage of the

Toike's readers. It is naive to think

that the committee can recommend
anything without receiving some

feedback from the university

community.

As chairman of the committee, I

would like to invite any criticism,

ideas or comments to be sent to me,

c/o the Engineering Society Offices.

2nd floor, Engineering Annex.

To be conscious of the criticism is

one large step along the road of

change. Rjck Fletcher, chairman

Special Committee on Toike

Civil 111

Feels SAC has

deserted him
I have never been particularly

impressed with the calibre of student

politicians at U of T, but this year's

SAC has hit a new low.

I have followed with great interest

your stories showing the gutless,

pussyfooting of Eric Miglin and his

council in their refusal to support

the fees demonstration at Queen's

Park last week.

Although I am no heavy radical, I

am disturbed by the government's

new policies on student aid, since I

have been dependent throughout

university on government support.

Under the new regulations my loan

is bigger and my grant smaller, so I

am forced to heap up an even larger

debt than the one I had planned for.

Believing that SAC really was

interested in protesting this, I, like

hundreds of other students, paid my
fees in two instalments, even though

it meant a $15 penalty, in the hopes

of a. fees strike in the second, term.

Now I find that, not oniy is SAC
wishy-washy in its failure to

organize any effective protest, but it

effectively killed the one that the

Ontario Federation of Students

organized by refusing to support it.

Then, in Friday's Varsity, 1 was

amused to discover that SAC has

watered down its original position of

advocating a fees strike to prevent

this year's hikes from going into

effect, to asking only that the

covernmenl come out with a public

statmenl that things will not be

worse next year (as if such a state-

ment would be any assurance any

way).

And, Miglin points out, the

withholding is a "protest, not a

strike."

I am disgusted with the weak,

cowardly, do-nothing SAC that I

am paying student fees to support.

Could the Young Socialists really

have been that much worse?

S. Henderson

Vic II

Concerned about

Arabs, Israelis
Allow me to comment briefly

upon the address given at the

University of Toronto by Michel

Chartrand.

I share with any sincere person

concern for the welfare of the

refugees from the area of con-

temporary Israel and also believe

that both the Palestinian Arabs and

the Israeli Jews should have the

right to political self-determination.

1 do not think, however, that the

interest of the currently dispossessed

Palestinians is served by turning

their problem into a worldwide issue

centering upon the role of the

United Slates or the Soviet Union in

the world. A more effective and

fairer course would be, first, to

influence public opinion in the

United States so that more regard

be shown for the Palestinian Arabs

than is usual at the present; and

further to pressure the governments

of both the United States and the

Soviet Union to neutralize the Mid-

dle East, provide unconditional

technological assistance, and im-

plement freer trade. It is not right

for any political groups in

economically advanced societies to

use the plight of people in the Third

World for their political advantage-

Besides, despite the tragic

occurrences in Jordan, it is a mis-

take to set the interests of the

Palestianians apart from those or

existing Arab governments. All need

to be realistic. The goal of all must

be to redress the effects of ex-

pansionist Israeli policies. But at the

same time, the existence of a

modern society in Israel is of poten-

tial value to everyone in the region.

Whether or not the Israeli govern-

ment is socialist is a matter of

opinion: the viability of the slate is a

fact of life; it could become one of

the pillars of a future Middle

Eastern international entity.

Roman Hromnysky
(classof*58)

Reader offers

pufylic warning
1 feel that the letter from the

Christian World Liberation Front

published by The Varsity in mid-

October is to be strongly deplored,

as manifesting most of the evils of

lunatic-fringe Christianity. I wish to

have made public the following

opinions about the group, that peo-

ple may be warned of the nature of

the group. The group seems
specifically to be:

(a) anti-rational or irrational,

particularly in that the letter in-

volves a deplorable confusion of 'the

claims of Christ' with the claims

that the Bible makes for Christ.

(b) riddled with an extreme form

of Bible worship. The Bible is

somehow represented as not the

word of God, but the Word of god.

Most Catholics do not confuse a

crucifix with Christ (perhaps partly

because of the Reformation), but

some extreme forms of Protestan-

tism put the Bible up as a worship

object. Bible worship is, I am sure, a

very serious sin. The only fit punish-
(

ment that I can think oT for it is

eternity in a pseudo-Heaven with a

Bible but no God.

(c) full of a silly, naive psychology

which they practise on others and

which can with at least as much gain

be practised on them. They argue

that it seems that others have "... had

disappointing experiences with some

form of Christianity and are reac-

ting from their own emotional hang-

ups...", but have the authors of the

letter had disappointing experiences

and are they only finding some kind

or 'joy in the Lord' to cope with their

own hang-ups?

Well, reading the letter was a

disappointing experience (to say the

least) with something that someone

was calling Christianity. But, I am
enjoined to hate the sin and not the

sinner; a faith that attacks and

perverts Intelligence is destroying

much of God's greatest gin, that

which separates man from other

animals and allows him to un-

derstand God and his works.

Calvin Murray
SGS

Toike should be

editor's elective
As you already know, a

committee has been set up to in-

vestigate the Toike, one reason

being the discontent of some
professors with regards to a) "raw"

content in the paper b) "... some

copies finding their way to high

schools" — the latter giving our

faculty a bad image.

We discussed this topic during

one of our lectures with a committee

member and some of the following

points were raised:

1. The editor's position is

filled by default. Most
engineers can't/won't af-

ford the time to do this job,

which does require a

modest amount of work.

2. As a result, only those

"apply" for the job who

are attracted by the

Toike's present format.

3. An engineering paper is

better than no paper.

4. The Toike does not

represent the views held by

the majority of the

engineers.

I feel that each point mentioned

above many also be applied to The

Varsity — there is certainly wide

discontent about the content of your

paper.

In conclusion, my suggestion for

improving [he Toike is thus— make
the position of editor a free elective,

whereby the person could drop his

choice of a non-technical subject,

take over the Toike, and receive his

mark in his "course" (according to

his performance) from a committee

of engineering profs.

Congratulations on a well written

article on the Toike.

Ihor P. Mychalczuk

Civil Eng. IV

Ed's Note: Unlike the Toike, The

Varsiiv editorship does not usually

fall to anyone by default. Last year,

three persons with differing views

about how they would like' to see the

paper run contested the position.

The staff nominates one of the

applicants to The Varsity Board of

Directors, the person they nominate

having to secure an absolute ma-
jority of all votes cast by the staff

The Varsity editorship is a full time

fob and the editor is paid for his

folly.
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Ward 6 trustee candidates offer voters...

The following is adapted from

articles by Fred Weihs in the Toron-

to Citizen and Joan Doiron in Com-

munity Schools.

Community organizations in

Ward ft are only beginning to get on

Iheir feet. As yet, there is very little

community involvement ir^ the

schools — and certainly no strong

community groups helping the

schools reflect community needs and

interests.

The schools which are closest to

their communities are on the fringes

of the Ward— the Island school and

Duke or York (which actually

relates more to Ward 7 than Ward

ft). There is a small group of parents

working at Church St., but the hard

core of schools — l ord L.ansdowne,

Ryerson, King Edward, Orde,

Ogden, Jarvis, and Central Tech —
are virtually isolated from their

communities (though at Ogden and

Ryerson some attempts in this direc-

tion are being made]. So our

political aspirants can easily see

Ward 6 as a means of climbing up

the political ladder by becoming

trustees, undisturbed by any com-

munity groups demanding that Ihey

be accountable.

In ihe I969 race in Ward 6, Ben

Rose ran first with 3,484 votes, and

K. Dock Yip placed second with

3.329. Four other candidates polled

more than 7.000 votes for a total of

1 3.002 ballots cast.

Rose and Yip

Yip and Rose have "joined with

three other incumbent trustees in the

formation of a caucus at the Board

of Education.

According to Rose, the group

represents various points on the

political spectrum, but will "try to

agree on specific matters so we can

he more effective in battling the

burcacracy." Points in the group's

platform include ensuring maximum
economy and efficiency in the school

system and not increasing the class-

si/e in elementary and secondary

schools. The caucus says it intends

to generally vote as a block.

Rose and Yip also advocate the

provision of day care facilities and

the involvement of parents in school

curriculum and community use.

But from this point on Yip and

Rose differ markedly. On many
votes Yip places himself on the side
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of administration, against com-

munity rights and access. He voted

against allowing trustees (and thus,

the public) access to board in-

formation; he was also against im-

mediate improvements in the down-

town "tindcrbox" schools, despite

the fact that the "reform" trustees

Telt so strongly about this that they

look it to the Ontario Municipal

Board.

Yip sees the role of a trustee as

thai of "liaison officer between the

parent, the student, the teacher and

the board," and as someone who

sets policy at the board by in-

terpreting what the people of the

entire ward desire.

Generally, he is satisfied with

Toronto schools, since he finds

students much more articulate and

K. Dock Yip

FIREHALL THEATRE
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aware than those of his own day, He

feels that the present balance of

permissive and disciplined education

should he maintained until ex-

periments like SEED have been

evaluated.

Community control of schools is

not. Yip believes, an important issue

in the election, since people in the

ward are largely not in favour of it.

Another false issue, he feels, is the

charge that downtown children are

streamed by the school system into

vocational courses, which, in his

opinion, has no basis. He feels very

strongly that the board should set up

pre-school programs run by

teachers, with parent aides, so that

disadvantaged children could

develop necessary skills under the

guidance ofa trained teacher.

Rose's views are not identical

with those of his running-mate.

Streaming of inner-city children

does go on in the schools, he main-

tains. Moreover, children of im-

migrant parents often have

problems adapting to learning in

English.

He sees these as the greatest

priorities now facing the board, and

he suggests they may find a solution

in increased community in-

volvement in the schools. Two other

problems Rose would attempt to

deal with are the lack of an effective

voice for teachers in formulating

school policy, and the need to break

up larger schools into smaller units

to create "a more human
environment."

Both Rose and Yip suggest that

the position of trustee should

probably be made full-lime, a

change which would require greater

compensation for people who hold

the job. The salary is now $3,600.

Yip has been a lawyer in Ward 6

for 25 years and is fluent in Chinese.

He has been conscientious in atten-

ding meetings and says he spends

four hours per day at meetings and

reading educational materials. He
voted against increasing ad-

ministrative salaries along with the

majority or trustees and might very

well be influenced to lake other

"reform" stands.

Rose worked for 21 years as a

journalist for the Toronto Star and
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now teaches journalism at Sheridan

Community College. From I965 to

he was information officer for

the Toronto board; he left this posi-

tion because ofthe board's refusal to

allow SEHD use of facilities and

support staff. He was also critical of

the Board's operation as a closed

corporation and ran originally to

open il up to the public.

Rose has made well-artieulaled

pleas at the board level for "effective

resistance lo the (budget) ceilings

when they discriminate against the

Toronto board's program in the

schools." He supports teachers'

rights lo negotiate working con-

ditions and says he can give 20 lo 30

hours a week to the job.

Leckie and Spencer

Last year's U of T SAC president

Bob Spencer and his Ihen-educalion

commissioner Dan I.eckie are run-

ning a joint campaign based on the

concept of community schools.

Their main criticisms of the cau-

cus to which Yip anS Rose belong is

lhat the group's platform is not one

of real community participation and

control. Since Ihe the trustees

themselves have defined the issues

for Ihe community. Spencer and

I.eckie contend lhat, although the

content of their platform may be

fairly progressive, the process used

lo arrive at il is conservative, a

typical example of "lop-down
decision-ma king,"

"Our major complaint with the

traditional trustee," they say, "is his

relalionship to his community. He
sees himself as a representative, and

in Ward 6 represent alive democracy

is not satisfactory." The basis oTthe

Spencer-Leckie campaign is that, if

elected, they will work as full-time

community organizers, attempting

to give communities "meaningful

Participation in the working of the

school."

The necessity of having this kind

of trustee in Ward 6. they say, is lhat

Dan Leckie

Bob Spencer

the present school system has its

own culture — while, Anglo-Saxon

and middle-class. When ethnic,

working class children enter school,

they suffer a kind of "culture-

shock" since the school culture is

radically different from that of their

home. The result is either little or no

success at school, or adaptation to

ihe new culture, which alienates

ihem from their home environment

and creates tensions within the fami-

ly. Those who do not adapt are often

QUARTET
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William Archer

Horace Brown
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TODAY
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...radical and traditional education views
unnecessarily streamed into op-

portunity classes and vocational

courses. The formation of decision-

making bodies of ward residents,

teachers, trustees and students

would help schools respond to the

different racial, cultural and social

needs of the community.

On students' rights, they argue,

"that a clear code of students' rights

should lie established and every ef-

fort be made to decrease the gap

between the two lives of a student.

Students, parents and teachers

should discuss effective learning

situations and generate course and

study ideas. Throughout this

process, the trustee should act as a

Dan Martyniuk

guide and facilitator."

l.eckic now teaches an "al-

ternatives in education" course

at Innis College, while Spencer is an

associate producer of the Screen

Cienis television show "Crossfire".

They have committed themselves to

working as full-time trustees. This,

in itself, is part of their platform:

"We see the trustee as a full-lime

community organizer providing m-

Peter Maloney

formation, access and focus for peo-

ple concerned about schools."

Dan Martyniuk
Besides serving as president of the

Kensington Area Residents
Association, Dan Martyniuk has

participated in a number of other

community groups, including the

Kensington Urban Renewal Com-
mittee and the Beautify Our
Neighbourhood Campaign, of which

he was chairman. He is a self-

employed master electrician.

Martyniuk believes that part of

the function of a trustee is to be like

a "sponge that absorbs information

from the community, remaining in

constant touch with the grassroots."

He has five children and it is from

their experiences that he draws con-

clusions about the schools. He sees

the high schools as prisons with the

principals playing the role of
wardens.

Because of the complacency and

apathy that exist among people in a

community, Maryniuk believes that

it would be fairly difficult to gel a

group from the community to con-

::i:'.l;mtlv participate in the running

of its school. What he sees as es-

sential, however, is the formation of

an arbitration committee composed

of students, staff and administrators

to deal with grievances.

There are a number ofchanges he

would like to see in the school

system. There must be a change, he

says, in the master-servant
relationship between teachers and

students which is based on punitive

measures. Another change would be

to make grades nine to 1 1 a time for

students to search around, when

school would be a resource pool of

information with no grading,

allowing students the freedom to

drop in and out. This is necessary,

he says, since these years are a very

confusing period in any person's life.

In 1966 Martyniuk ran for the

Board of Hducation position,

placing third out of six.

Peter Maloney
Peter Maloney has said that he is

running for trustee because he would

like to hold public office and thinks

he would be good at the job. He
worked Tor the Toronto Slock Ex-

change until recently. Early this year

he declared bankruptcy, as a result

of a costly campaign he ran in the

l*)7l provincial election. Running

on the Liberal ticket, he finished

well back of Conservative Allan
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Maloney wants to experiment

with community control in ihe

secondary schools, handing ad-

ministration over to a board of

students, teachers, parents and other

citizens. He thinks the ethnic and

class discrimination found in the

school system should be attacked by

a compensatory educational
program, and he advocates pumping

more money into downtown schools

for this purpose.

Maloney is presently a director of

the community Homophile Associa-

tion (CHAT). He says that, as a

homosexual, he feels a special con-

cern for sexual liberation —

women's liberation and gay libera-

tion — in the schools. He wants
changes in the sexual education and
guidance counselling programs.

David Low
David Low, a marketing re-

presentative with a life insurance

company, is president of the Ontario

Young Progressive Conservative

Association.

He believes that school facilities

should he more accessible to the

public, that more lay assistants

should be hired, and that the present

pupil-teacher ratio should not be

increased. He is afraid of com-
munity groups actually running the

schools and iz especially worried

about "vocal minorities getting too

powerful."

Low has a full-lime job, but he

promises to devote "as much time as

is necessary" to the job of trustee.

He is suspicious of trustees who say

they will he full-time and said "You
shouldn't make yourself a martyr

for the public."

Cliff Mack
Cliff Mack is a University of

Toronto student running on the

Young Socialist slate.

YS literature states that the

schools "are run in the interests of

our future bosses — the liny handful

of corporation managers and owners

who control Canada."
Schools should be run demo-

cratically by their students and

teachers, the YS believes. Student

rights they advocate include the

right to form political clubs and to

publish uncensored student news-

papers.

All cutbacks in education

spending should be stopped, and

students should receive a living

wage, the YS says. The truth about

women's and labour struggles

should he brought into the schools

and the war in Vietnam should no

longer he ignored.

Mack is active in the Committee

to Lnd the War in Vietnam, and has

worked as a logger in British

Columbia, as a member of the Inter-

national Woodworkers of America.

Murray Starr

Murray Starr has just come out of

hospital after a one-month stay, and

thus ran little or no campaign.

He says he believes in community

schools, in which students, teachers,

parents and principals have a voice.

However, he does not advocate com-

plete control by these constituencies.

He helped start the Kensington

community school.

A self-described drama director,

Starr feels a main issue in the

election is "the lack of com-

munication between the people and

the Hoard of Education". He thinks

education costs should be reduced.

Varsity photos by

Phil Stramba

YOU'VE GOT IT COMING TO YOU!
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ON

- HI-FI STEREO EQUIPMENT
SANSJI, PIONEER, KENWOOD.
SONY, DUAL. TELEFUNKEN ETC.

' COLOUR TV
ZENITH, RCA. AOMIRAL ETC.

* CAR-RADIOS AND TAPE PLAYER
ALL MAKES, INGLUDING BLAUPUNKT
AM-FM AND STEREQ MODELS.

GIVE US
MAKE

AND MODEL...
WE DO SELL
FOR LESS!

"

LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL...

THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE

KROMEft RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
112 HARBORS ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OF SPADINA) CLOSE TO U OF T

Girls, Women, and €kiys

who want -

SUPER HAIRCUTS
ABSOLUTELY FREE

Natural, soft

bouncy hair...

the "No-hairdresser"

look. By Superskilled

young haircutters.

(Shampoo & blower-

drying included)

No teasing. No spray.

Appointments available

throughout the day

from Dec. 3 to Dec. 7.

Call Irene Wilson

at 782-4473 for

an appointment.

The Place: Holiday Inn. downtown

No obligation!

No

Cost!

No Strings!
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Closing milk co-op assists agri-business
By DON HUMPHRIES

Canadian University Press
FRANKVILLE — A farmer-owned cheese
co-op near here will shut down on
December 1 and the farmers will probably
be forced to deliver their milk to a giant

plant owned by Kraft Foods Limited.

The Plum Hollow Co-op in Leeds County
about 60 miles northeast of Kingston, On-
tario will cease production because the

Ontario Milk Marketing Board (OMMB) has
cut the quota of milk the plant can receive
this year.

The OMMB has instituted "regional

averages" and assigns milk quotas by
region. Milk from all (arms is divided
among all processing plants in the region.

But, milk used to produce the so-called

speciality cheeses such as skim milk

cheese or colby cheese is exempt from
quota.

This means the multi-purpose plants

owned by Kraft, Ault's, and Cow and Gate
can use all the milk they want to make their

specialty products without cutting into their

quota allocations. The arrangement lowers

the regional average, providing less milk

for plants such as Plum Hollow that

produce only Cheddar cheese.
Because of this regulation, although

Plum Hollow is supposed to receive seven
million pounds of milk this year, the
regional average is only five million

pounds.
The additional two million pounds of milk

it should receive will be sent to other plants

— most likely to one owned by Ault's or

Kraft. The extra pounds would have
allowed Plum Hollow to keep operating all

year.

(Ault's is owned by beer producer John
Labatt Limited, which is also involved in the

chicken-raising business. Cow and Gate is

a wholly-owned subsidiary of a British-

owned corporation.

Kraft (Canada) Limited is a wholly-

owned subsidiary of Kraftco, an American
owned multi-national corporation. Kraft

controls 80 per cent of cheese production
in Canada. The National Farmers Union is

currently urging consumers to boycott
Kraft, until it allows the NFU to bargain for

fair prices for farmers.)

Last year, Plum Hollow used a bit more

milk than the OMMB said it could. The
OMMB deducted the amount from this

year's regional average.

Plum Hollow is owned by about 60 local

dairy farmers. They formed a co-operative

association, registered under the laws of

Ontario, and bought the plant from a

private owner in 1967. Since then the

farmers have spent more than $60,000 in

improvements to modernize the plant and
meet provincial pollution standards.

The Ontario government, through the

Ontario Milk Commission and the OMMB,
refuses to apply all laws governing co-

operatives in the case of Plum Hollow. The
farmers are not allowed to deliver their own
milk to their plant but must sell their milk to

the OMMB and buy it back to run their
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The government is thus deliberately

forcing the jfarmers to close a local in-

dustry, owned and operated by local

producers.

Losing the two million pounds of milk will

force the plant to close for four months. All

employees and the head cheesemaker will

be thrown out of work.

The farmers give the cheesemaker a
house, but he is not eligible for un-
employment insurance because he is

classified as self-employed. He doesn't

know how he will support himself until

April. The farmers may be forced to sub-
sidize his living expenses because they
can't afford to lose him.

"Financially, we are not able to pay a
man for four months for doing nothing.

What business can pay a man for four

months?" Plum Holiow Co-op president

Barry Hagget said in a recent interview.

Hagget said he didn't know how he could
appeal the OMMB decision.

"We've written letters of protest to the
Ontario Milk Commission. They say to us
that it's the milk board that sets the plant

supply quotas. You go to the milk board
and they'll say you have to go to the Ontario
Miik Commission. This is about as far as
you get with that method."

"Every year since they (the OMMB) gave
the quota, they've cut it," the co-op presi-

dent said. "They've cut it more this year
than they did last year."

"Every year, the regional average's
dropped and this is just whipping us. They
tell us to buy quota. Well, who are you
going to buy quota from? You have to buy it

from someone in your owp region. Who are
going to buy it from Ault's or Kraft? There is

nobody else to buy quota from."

Another integral part of this problem is

milk handling methods. The OMMB is en-
couraging farmers to modernize their

handling systems by switching to bulk
hauling instead of milk cans.

The OMMB offers an extra 10 cents per
hundredweight for producers who deliver

in bulk.

Last year, the marketing board promised
the Plum Holiow owner-farmers that if one
of their members went bulk, that milk

would go to Plum Hollow. Several farmers
switched to bulk but none of the milk has
gone to Plum Hollow. The farmers thus
made transportation cheaper and easier,

but the milk went elsewhere.

Hagget says that, given current trends,

he doubts Plum Hollow will ever see a drop
of milk from the farmers who turn to bulk

handling. Hagget is now installing bulk

facilities for his own farm.

"They tell us to get modern and every
policy they have is to keep us as antique as
possible," he said.

The Ontario government has a program
offering owners of small plants a "closing

out grant". The program will end on August
31, 1973.

OMMB Kingston official Moore has
already visited the Plum Hollow farmers.

He came to "remind" them they can get

$23,000 to close down their plant and to

remind them of the August deadline.

The farmers rejected this suggestion and
are determined to keep their plant

operating.

"Our building would just stand as a ghost
building. It's a nice little plant that means
something to the community but nothing to

the Ontario government," Hagget said.

"We want to operate as one of the good
little industries that's making a good
product and is not a liability to this country

in any way."

"We've had reams of names put on
petitions. It doesn't mean anything to this

government," he said.

Effective November 15, the OMMB
stopped buying cheese from the nearby
Belleville cheese exchange, the central

exchange for Ontario cheese. The OMMB
formerly paid 63 cents per pound for

cheese, but now the price may drop to the

minimum federal supported price of 54
cents. Such a development would be dis-

astrous for farmers because 54 cents

wouldn't even cover the cost of milk

needed to produce the cheese.

Another new policy involves the

diversion of milk from the production of

cheese to the manufacture of skim milk or

butter.

If a plant doesn't make butter or skim
milk, the farmers operating it could truck

their milk to one of the plants that does and
get 25 cents per hundredweight for
handling the milk. If the milk was shipped in

bulk, they could obtain an additional 10
cents per hundredweight. The milk buyer
would also pay a rental on the farmers'

quota of 15 cents per hundredweight. So
they could make 50 cents' per hun-
dredweight above the ordinary selling price

of milk by transporting their milk to a plant

making butter or skim milk.

But, if the farmers don't have quota left,

the milk is just taken away and given to the
plants that will make the butter or skim
milk. The plants will probably be Ault's,

Cow and Gate, or Kraft.

The two million pounds of quota that

Plum Hollow cannot use because of the
regional average will be given to the big

companies for almost nothing.

"I said to the man at Cow and Gate 'if we
have quota you'll pay us and if we haven't

got quota, the milk marketing board will

take it away and give it to you anyway'. He
said yes, that's right," Hagget remarked.

Plum Hollow will continue selling cheese
from its stockpile. The farmers hope they
won't run out before spring. If they do, they
will have to decide to use more of their

precious quota and hope it isn't cut again.

There used to be more than 80 cheese
factories in Leeds County. Now there are
only two.

The evidence reveals the Ontario
government is working hand-in-hand with
agri-business to destroy the remains of a
once thriving local industry.

The large plants owned by Ault's, Kraft,

or Cow and Gate use more than one million

pounds of milk in one day.

So, why would they want Plum Hollow's
relatively insignificant seven million
pounds, only one week's supply for them.
Plum Hollow could hardly be called a threat

to their profitability.

Barry Hagget believes the answer is they
want to control all cheese production.
The evidence indicates he is right and

the corporations are receiving the co-
operation of the government to establish

themselves in a virtually monopolisitic
position.

Monopolies fix prices not through
competition, but based on their own profit

expectations.

In the last 10 years, about half of
Canada's farmers have been forced off

their land. That development is no
accident.

Unless this trend is opposed, the
production, processing, and distribution of

food along with quality control and pricing

decisions will be totally concentrated in the
hands of a few industrial oligarchs.

AUNTIE CRAFT'S

Wholesome Homemade Recipes

Original Mayonnaise

1 Teaspoon Sugar

1 Teaspoon Dry Mustard

ZA Teaspoon Salt

Few grains of Paprika

1 Egg

2 Cups Vegetable or Salad Oil

3 Tablespoons Vinegar

Combine first four ingredients in a bowl (small mixer bowl).

Add egg; beat well.

Add salad oil, a little at a time; starting with a teaspoon

and gradually increasing the amount; beating constantly.

Add 1 tablespoon vinegar after 1 cup salad oil has been

added.

Beat in remaining salad oil; Vi cup at a time.

Add remainder of vinegar; blend well.

Store in refrigerator.

Yield: 2Va cups.

Note: Care must be taken to add the oil in small amounts at

the start so that it can be emulsified. This is the secret

to making a good smooth mayonnaise.
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Don't Pay!
The Ontario Government has met with

representatives of Ontario students several times since
the October fees withholding referendum. The Govern-
ment simply refuses to tell us anything about their plans
for student aid programmes. In particular, Premier Davis
refuses to say that OSAP loan ceilings won't go up again.

It's your future. If you object to the Government's
refusal to talk, if you object to the form of their education
cutbacks of the last year then let the Government know.

Your fees are not due until January 15. By that time
the situation may have changed.

But at least until you're back in January, DON'T PAY
YOUR SECOND INSTALLMENT. The situation may
have changed by then, and the January 10th Varsity will

contain all the details.

(Students' Administrative Council, University of Toronto)

Archer relies on
good guy image
By STEWART GOODVEAR
Many political observers suggest

William Archer is a capable and

hard working alderman whose

decisions are independent and

pragmatic, yet an old-style politi-

cian whose vote can usually be relied

on to support-development interests.

With much experience and

knowledge of the dynamics of city

government. Archer is skilled at

accomplishing what he sets .out to

do. This is evident in the success of

last summer's Yonge Street mall, of

which he was the chief architect.

Archer, a friendly man, has good

relations with most of both the Old

Guard and reformist elements or

council, and maintains he is a

member of neither.

While he frequently opposes the

stands taken by community groups,

his personal relations with them are

good. However, leaders of these

groups differ about his openness —
some saying he gives no true in-

dication where he stands, others

saying that he is very forthright.

They also question whether

Archer will help open the processes

of city government to enable com-

munities to become more involved in

decision making, and whether he has

fully analyzed and developed a

framework of priorities concerning

the needs and planning of the city.

But the great drawback against

Archer is his voting record.

Although he doesn't habitually vote

in favour of any and all develop-

ment. Archer has been fairly con-

sistent in his support of it.

Despite working for compromises

and offering amendments, he has

cast his weight behind developments

which have received reformist op-

position in almost 80 per cent of

crucial votes, according to City Hall

magazine. Such contentious issues

as the Spadina Expressway, the

West St. James Town and Windlass

developments have received his

endorsement.

An incumbent in Ward 5, Archer

has become a candidate in Ward 6.

Critics have offered many reasons

for this; his fear of running against

such tough opposition as Ying Hope
and Colin Vaughan; his running

feud with Hope; his unpopularity

north of Bloor due to his support of

the expressway: his ambition to

become the senior alderman of a

ward and thus eligible to become a

member of the City Council
executive.

But Archer argues that he now
identifies with the ward to the south

because of his concern for the

challenges of the central city and his

"tremendous" communication with

Chinese and community organiza-

tions. When the city was divide

ed into different ward boundaries.

Archer represented much of what
is now Ward 6 for five years as

an alderman and three as a con-

troller. He also stresses that he

works and pays taxes in Ward 6.

When questioned on his priorities

for the city in an interview, Archer

spoke in vague terms of efficient"

administration and good, controlled

development.

He then stressed the control and

direction of the urban renewal

program and the need to improve
Toronto's "public and private" tran-

sit systems.

Although Archer stated that the

constitutional issue "is not at the

fore at the moment", he did offer

some suggestions to improve city

government. There should be
smaller wards with single aldermen,

he said. He criticized the city's

numerous boards and commissions
for causing the "fragmentation" of

government and said that "respon-

sibility should be given back to

elected representatives.". Archer

feels the city executive is an effective

body and is opposed to restoring the

Board of Control.

Archer's policies for Ward 6 are

far more detailed, if questionable in

the context of his past voting record.

He feels that a leading priority is

the need to maintain low density

housing for families and low income

groups in the centre of the city,

particularly in the South of Carleton

and South-east Spadina areas. He
also stresses that Metro Centre and

the waterfront must be effectively

developed, "with emphasis on

people".

Ward 6 campaigner Archer

The need for "more effective

control of private motor vehicles in

the city core" and for better public

transit are included in Archer's

priorities.

Archer also maintained that he

will oppose any widening of Dundas

Street and will attempt to keep the

attractiveness oT Kensington

Market, suggesting that it might

become a mall.

Archer's discussion of develop-

ment centred upon distinguishing

when there is the need for it

and when it will disrupt a commu-
nity. The amount of land presently

zoned Tor high density is now
sufficient, he stated, though more

apartment blocks could be built

on appropriately zoned land near

the centre of the city. This would

lead to a good variety of high-

er income, high rise dwellings

and the cheaper, low rise housing

which is preferable Tor families, he

claimed.

Archer is a firm supporter of the

city's official plan, which he helped

to draft in the mid-sixties. One
common criticism of him is that he

is reluctant to accept changes to the

plan.

Archer asserted that in the past he

worked to create Toronto's site

development controls and housing

standards. He then defended his

voting record by arguing that for a

few major issues, the amendments

he has proposed have enabled better

public guidance of developments.

He also stressed his independence,

adding that he has made his votes

for development "in the best in-

terests of the community". In most

cases only a vociferous minority in

affected neighbourhoods have op-

posed development. Archer claimed.

Archer has criticisms of bot# ifie

Old Guard and reformers. He fee4s

that some members of each group
"vote like trained seals", without

.{rvirTg full consideration to their

posftrons and weighing both' sides" of

an issue. His most outspoken
criticism was of the reformers, par-

ticularly John Sewell. Archer also

stated that city council has been

effective, if often "fragmented and

incoherent", and that "stupidity on

both sides" has been the major

problem.

Archer believes the duty of an

alderman is "to get as much in-

formation as possible", making
decisions on knowledge derived

from the input oT his constituents

;ind discussions with planners and

administrators. Full information

should be passed on to the com-
munity, he stated. The alderman
"doesn't impose his will, but in-

volves the people", said Archer.
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Expert can't answer activist
By GREG McMASTER

Military technology expert G.R.

I.indsey spoke for two hours on "the

suite of the art" of weaponry Mon-

day night, but could only answer "I

don't know" when peace activist

Kay Macpherson demanded to

know when scientists like himself

will begin to examine serious world

problems like starvation and
pollution.

I.indsey, chief of the Defense

Analysis Establishment of the Cana-

dian Defense Research Board

in Ottawa, was delivering a seminar

in the Medical Sciences Building on

military technology as the second of

the I eonard Beaton Memorial

Lectures.

He contended that Canada's

world military role should be

"defense of the deterrent", which

consists of three missile systems

which "happen to be based in the

United States. We have a respon-

sibility to provide warning" in case

of attack, he staled.

This prompted Macpherson, a

former head of the anti-war Voice of

Women, lo ask "How much longer

are we going on playing these

game;: issuming the Soviet Union

has any intention of blowing us up,

knowing we'll do the same to them?

When are we going lo lurn ourselves

to more serious problems?"
I.indsey, who has been involved in

military research for 22 years,

replied that he did not know the

answer.

I.indsey had described the world

situation in terms of "mutual

strategic deterrence", claiming that

in the event of even a limited, tac-

tical nuclear war there would be

"'complete and almost instant

destruction" of both sides. "What

happens depends on who gets there

after the holocaust is over", he said.

The important question for the

future, he suggested, is the "horizon-

tal proliferation", or acquisition by

new states, of nuclear weapons.

This could bring about "a basic

difference in the world stretegic

situation", ha said, especially if

"smaller irresponsible countries",

"unauthorized people" or "huge

gangster outfits" were involved.

Hven now, he noted, in wars

between large developed countries

and" smaller undeveloped countries,

the smaller forces "can succeed with

very clever tactics", especially if the

larger power "is not willing to lose

many lives".

I.indsey warned that "A lot of the

things we're defending ourselves

against now won't be the biggest

danger in a few years", but he did

not elaborate.

Satellite reconnaissance, he said,

will be an important factor in the

success or failure of the Strategic

Arms Limitation Talks (SALT)
between the United States and the

Soviet Union, which he described as

"an attempt to retain the balance in

its present state without spending

lots of money."

The most easily defended

weapons, he said, are missiles

mounted on submarines. In the

future, missiles may even be hidden

"on the bottom of lakes or on the

seabed."

However, he assured the audience

that "It looks as though outer space

is going to be a fairly peaceful

place."

Parity wanted at Mac
HAMILTON (CUP) — The student council at McMaster University has

launched a concerted move to achieve equal representation for students with

faculty on all departmental committees.

The council established a committee to help "spur" students lo seek

parity, and to urge that faculty student councils organize students lo press

for representation.

"if is only through a situation like this that the true voice of the

students is heard," council vice-president Doug Lord said. "The university is

here for the students and they must have a voice in the decisions which affect

them."

The council has urged local student councils lo make the parity

campaign a major priority when Ihey draw up their budgets for next year.

Members pledged all possible assistance in the fight for equal

representation.

Lord said the committee would coordinate the various student groups in

a united attack on the present departmental committee system. He said

students would likely get much further by approaching the university as a

united group than they would be individually approaching their respeclive

departments.

"That would be much easier than 30 different societies going against 30

different faculties," he said.

But the university may respond that only individual departments can

make changes in their internal structures. That was the story at the

University of Saskatchewan Regina Campus where students this month

occupied the dean of Arts and Science's office when he vetoed a social

science division motion guaranteeing parity in ail departments. The

occupation was suspended pending negotiations. ___

Students criticize objectives

of course unions at conference
By ULLI D1EMER

Most course unions seem to exist just to lurn out

course evaluations, a number of participants com-

mented at a SAC-sponsored conference on course

unions held last week.

There was a consensus that course unions should

be trying to engage in other activities as well..

Discussion at the conference was directed at con-

sidering what the overall objectives of course unions

ought to be, and how they can be achieved, as well as

approaches to common problems, including the produc-

tion of course evaluations.

The conference was attended by only 15 to 20

people, considerably less than had been hoped for,

according to SAC Education Commissioner George

Slrathy. Blame Tor the low attendance was attached to

the liming of the conference, which occurred during

peak essay-writing time, as well as to a general

disinterest in course unions on much of the campus.

Invitations were sent to all professional faculties, but

almost all those attending were from arts and science

departments, or college unions. Although Ihe con-

ference had been slated lo go on all day, it was

adjourned by 2 pm.

According to participants, the low attendance was

a reflection of the problems that course unions were

facing: an inability to involve most students in bringing

about participation and change in the educational

process. Much of the day was devoted to Tar-ranging

but always inconclusive discussion of what role unions

could play in changing or improving education.

According to former SAC education commis-

sioner and president. Bob Spencer who was invited

to give a history of course unions, too much em-

phasis had been placed in the past on attempting to

reach or influence higher levels of decision-making,

where power was presumed to lie. He advocated

working for changes "on the classroom level", and

using classes where this technique was successful "as an

example to change others".

Spencer also suggested collecting specific

complaints about individual courses, and compiling

them to present to the presidential advisory committee

now evaluating the New Program. The result would be

lo "build up a generalized critique through looking at

specific problems".

Other speakers stressed the need to work for more

student power on departmental committees, as well as

on the classroom level, and the need to improve course

content and teaching methods.

Some reservations were expressed about the

danger of "alienating people by pushing political ideas

at them". Others, however, charged that this would be

an abdication of responsibility, that course unions

should not simply provide services, but present ideas for

change.

Most people, according to Bob Bettson (Trinity),

"have given up hoping for change in the university",

and need to be convinced that it is possible.

Course union bureaucracies, said Phil Murton,

editor of this year's maths and physics course

evaluation, should try to be more creative and expand

their scope.

Too often, he said, course unions fall into a

"consumerist" trap, "trying to sell the value of their

product to students". This, he charged, was simply

accepting the present educational values, directed at

gelling a degree efficiently, with the added dimension

thai professors were also being graded.

Evaluations, he said, could be "guerilla theatre"

directed at the grading system, but ultimately the goal

should be to do away with grading of both students and

professors.

Others added thai evaluations were often more

useful as a means of "involvement" of class

representatives, and of entire classes ir they discussed

them, than as "shopping lisls". A problem in achieving

this objective, il was pointed out, was that the power of

the professor often made students afraid to discuss

criticisms openly.

Students present felt that evaluations had "some

influence" in improving courses and teaching, but were

aware of very few cases where they were of major

importance.

A number of the background documents

distributed at the conference offered other criticisms of

course evaluations. These included their failure to

consider course content itself, their use of "pseudo-

scientific objectivity" and short-answer questionnaires

lhat are incapable of raising alternatives, and the fact

that they accept the overall structure of university

education, seeking only to improve the way in which it

is presented.

These criticisms, however, were not dealt with

during the discussions. The participants decided to hold

another conference sometime in January.

Centre tor Iho Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

ROSMERSHOLM
by Henrlk Ibsen

new translation by Frederick and Lise-Lone Marker

directed by David Gardner

November 23 - December 2 at 8:30

(No performances on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets $2.50 Box Office 928-8668

Students $1.25 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

ElecTor
MUNICIPAL ELECTION

CENTRE
In conjunction with S.A.C. and Innls College, INI

206/306 has planned a municipal elections centre

to gather and disseminate Information concerning

the upcoming municipal elections on December 4.

The purpose of this service Is to both supply basic

Information and to act as Mason between candidates

for office and Interested Individuals.

If you have any questions concerning the upcoming
municipal elections, feel free to contact us at 928-

5456. We exist to serve you.

63 St. George (Innis College)

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available
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Food Sci not permitted to enter

new professional program
By ELAINE KAHN

The Faculty of Food Sciences may not be allowed

lo parlicipate in a new pre-professional program

proposed for Health Sciences and Arts and Science.

According to a letter from food science dean Iva

Armstrong lo the Presidential Advisory Committee to

Review the New Program in arts and science, the

Faculty of Arts and Science has been discussing

establishment of pre-professional program with the

division of Health Sciences. Food sciences has been left

out of these discussions.

Armstrong said in an interview her faculty has

been excluded because it has not received full

acceptance from the "very nebulous" Health Sciences

group.

She thinks the pre-professional program is planned

to include basic courses in subjects such as chemistry

which could be helpful to foods science students.

The basic science courses offered by arts and

science are often too specialist-oriented for these

students, the letter says. However, because Foods

Science has not been invited to the discussions,

Armstrong is not sure that the courses being planned

would be helpful to the faculty's students.

The letter also argued against any suggestion that

food science courses do not have as much merit as arts

and science courses, because food science students have

to take six rather than five courses to complete a full

year's work.

As Armstrong pointed out, it is not uncommon for a

professional faculty lo require one or even two courses

more than five a year. She suggested arts and science

would he reluctant to consider medical or legal courses

or less than full value simply because a student must

take more of them.

Presently, arts and science will not give its students

credit for taking food science courses.

Timetabling is another problem faced by Food

Sciences.

Their students are allocated to arts and science

courses the same as arts students, and therefore are

dispersed through all sections of any given course. This

makes il difficult to timetable professional courses.

The letter concludes that the arts departments

concerned seem willing to arrange grouping all food

science students in a course in the same section, "but in

our experience this plan breaks down in the arts and

science computer". ^^^^^^^

Info system to be set up soon
By 1 I AM LACEY

U of T Info, a computer informa-

tion system for the academic com-

munity, should be operational in

early January according to SAC
vice-president John Helliwell.

This system will enable anyone in

the university even without previous

knowledge of computer program-

ming to obtain information about

news events, movies, and pubs.

SAC plans lo install four or five

terminals in public areas such as

Tovers, lounges and lobbies. About

four account numbers will be made

available for public use.

SAC is hopeful of support from

Industrial Business Machines in

covering the cost of the terminals.

IBM already supports the university

in computer research and may
decide lo donate or rent the ter-

minals at a low rate. Negotiations,

which began in late summer, are

going favourably.

The system was to be in operation

earlier in the year, but financial

difficulties had to.be ironed out and

a method had to be designed to

assure that the account numbers

cannot be used for other than in-

formation purposes.

Initially the Info system will be

in on an experimental basis. After

.100 hoars of computer time worth

$1,000 donated by the University of

Toronto Computer Centre has been

used, SAC will evaluate its pop-

ularity and practicality.

! f the experiment proves

successful. SAC is prepared lo fund

ii to a "significant extent".

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

ROB HEARD
BARITONE

SINGING VAUGKAN WILLIAMS' SONG CYCLE

"WHEN LOCK EDGE"
THURS., NOV. 30, 4:00 P.M.

IN THE MUSIC ROOM

CHANUKA
£ Saturday, Dec. 2

I Hillel House

O
Latkes, roulette, beer

&

music
ADMISSION: FREE FOR CARD-CARRIERS

50c FOR NON-CARD CARRIERS

Sunglasses

that get

darker

as the sun

gets brighten

OPTICAL

PHOTOSUN

elect

WM. STEADMAN
BOARD ofEDUCATION

for
RESPONSIBLE

IMAGINATIVE

EXPERIENCED
LEADERSHIP
vote

STEADMAN "with EDUCATION In mind"

Hand bill portrays Steaman as dynamic, responsible.

Trustee Steadman?
SAC Services Commissioner

Bill Steadman is running for a

seal on the Sarnia Board of

Education.

Steadman, who comes from

Sarnia, may win, because only

nine candidates are running for

seven positions.

But if elected, he does not

intend to quit school and return

to live in Sarnia, at least for now.

He hopes to continue his U of T
studies and attend school hoard

meetings every two weeks. There

lire no indications he wilt resign

his SAC seat.

Steadman frankly admits he is

running for the school board post

as a stepping stone to higher

political office.

THIS IS 1MER0 HO, BABY!

THE VERY FIRST NIGHT

OF CHANUKAH AT THE

UNIV. OF TORONTO WILL
BE CELEBRATED
AT HILLEL HOUSE

ON

THURSDAY,
NOV. 30 6 P.M.

MENU:

LATKES. SOUR CREAM

APPLESAUCE, PIZZA,

POP, SERVIETTES, Cost 75( card carriers

MUSIC s
1 .00 without card

ETOBICOKE
ELECT t.H. "PETE" FARROW

Controller

PLEASE DROP IN

AND DISCUSS YOUR

IDEAS OR TELEPHONE
239-1221

ELECTION OFFICE AT

S096 DUNDAS ST. W.

(JUST EAST OF SIX

POINTS PLAZA)

ECT I Mayor and 4 Controllers
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Marks sheds old image

Ward 6 Incumbent June Marks has adopted a 'pro-people' stance.

Robarts' rules are rigid
Rigid application of rules continued at the Robarls Library on

Monday, as a librarian informed two students that they could not eat their

lunches in the ninth-floor student lounge.

The same librarian was later spotted eating her own repast in the ninth-

floor staff lounge, where eating is permitted.

Last year, about lOOOstudents occupied SimcoeHall over a threatened

application of other restrictive rules concerning access of students and

members of the public to the library.

Two years ago, the university decided that students' and faculty's

elimination habits were similar and integrated washrooms.

It's

William

ARCHER
for

Ward 6

An active

concerned

experienced

. alderman.

. . . worked in Ward 6 for many years;

... a family in Toronto, wife Gwen, and

daughter Janet;

. . . experience in both City and Metro Coun-

cils, planning boards and library boards,

and as TTC liaison representative;

...concern for major issues — transit—
anti-noise by-laws— obtaining parks—
7 day library service— more control of

new development— keeping low-density

residential areas;

... a deep concern for people and their prob-

lems. Bill Archer is ever-ready to assist

in housing, health and other matters, and

to clear away red tape for individual

citizens.

William Archer is the Alderman people call

on for help— they know he will get results!

We
FOR INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE

CALL 869-0033

ARCHER

O

ALDERMAN Ward 6

By BOB BETTSON
"June Marks is for People",

proclaim a forest of signs all over

Ward 6 appealing for voters to

remember she is trying to retain her

aldemanic seat.

Marks, who lists her occupation

as businesswoman, is running for

re-election as alderman after a stor-

my eight year political career as first

alderman, then senior controller

(from 1966-69) and in the last term,

alderman again.

She is perhaps best remembered

for her crusades against slum
landlords in the mid sixties in what

is now Ward 7. "I first became
interested in politics when the people

on my block approached me about

getting a school crossing guard for a

dangerous intersection," she said in

an interview.

"I had to fight City Hall but from

there on I became more involved,

first becoming president of the

Ward 2 South Ratepayers. Then
when the ratepayers felt they were

not adequately represented at City

Hall, I decided to run."

After one unsuccessful try, Marks

got elected in 1964 in what is now
the eastern part of Ward 6. "My
first achievement was an updating of

housing standards and getting a

judicial inquiry to hear my charges

against slum landlords and
speculators."

Marks maintained "I haven't

changed, l am against any form of

speculation. I was responsible for

the leveling of 700 houses which

were far gone, but I personally saw

that the people were housed through

the OHC (Ontario Housing
Corporation)."

After serving as alderman, Marks
ran for the Board of Control, the

precursor of the City Executive

Committee. (Unlike members ofthe

executive, controllors were elected

on a city-wide vote.)

After the abolition of the old

Board of Control Marks decided to

remain in the new downtown Ward
6 despite the fact "I could have

easily chosen a North Toronto ward

that would have been glad to elect a

senior controller."

Marks feels alderman should

make decisions on a city wide basis.

"We have many poor areas despe-

rately needing redevelopment.... ma-
ny people knock proposed develop-

ments but they don't provide any

alternatives."

Although, according to City Hall,

a reform magazine on city politics,

Marks consistently votes with the

Old Guard on council, she contends

"I am not part of either faction. I

have voted with the reformers when
their motions were acceptable."

She called herself "a strong

proponent of community groups,"

adding, "I have had more speaking

engagements than the mayor and

am constantly trying to encourage

people lo form citizens' groups."

"Ratepayers have always had an

effect at City Hall. However, when
two or three get together to repre-

sent the whole community, I believe

they are often small minorities, just

looking for issues. ...and causing

problems."

Despite her $6,500 campaign
which includes a leaflet, calendars,

pens, stickers, buttons and many
large wooden signs, Marks believes

that all election advertising should

be banned. "We should go back to

the old style public meetings. The
issues haven't really been discussed

in this campaign."

Marks has been attacked by other

candidates for her "pro develop-

ment" record.

She defends herself, saying she

refuses to support or oppose
development as a principle.

"Citizens favour development, if it's

low density. I vole on the merit of

each project."

I have voted for the retaining of

historical buildings with the

reformers, she added. "However I

am proud of the Eaton Centre.

There will be less density than if they

hadn't come to us. Council is

demanding a high calibre oT
development and getting it."

"I don't object to going to

developers. Where would we have

got the money lo build Metro Cen-

tre, which provides an integrated

transport system and does away
with thai mess".

In approving Metro Centre, City

Council rejected recommendations

from its planning staff that it require

a loWer density, more parks and low

income housing.

However. Marks maintained the

agreements reached were good' "We
can't demand that developers

provide public housing."

The priorites she set for her next

term, if re-elected, include a new

transportation policy, with a depart-

ment for pedestrian traffic. Her first

priority would be to stop the

threatened Dundas Street widening.

HART HOUSE DEBATE

WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 29th, 1972

"Resolved that Citizens' groups should

be seen but not heard."

guest speaker:

COLIN VAUGHAN
Candidate for Alderman

Ward 7

HART HOUSE DEBATES ROOM 8:00 P.M.
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Infernal Affairs Committee

No agreement reached on Caput's successor
^ .... , i,. ,i;.,.iniin, and then aeree on stam guiding principles established

By tom Mclaughlin
The Internal Affairs Committee

of the Governing Council last week

discussed without reaching any

agreement on. several proposals for

choosing members of disciplinary

tribunals, It was generally agreed

that the Caput, the existing chief

disciplinary body was inadequate

because its membership includes

almost exclusively principals and

presidents of colleges.

Three major proposals for

selecting tribunal members were

contained in a discussion paper

prepared by committee chairman

Paul Cadario. They were: random

selection by computer; selection by

nomination from student and staff

organizations; and selection by

nomination from faculty councils.

Everyone agreed, with the

exception of professor Michael

Grapko, that compulsion to sit on

the tribunals should not be applied.

This seemed to rule out the first

possibility, or at least to imply that

Researcher

runs for

civic office
By DOUG HAMILTON

Scarborough College researcher

and lecturer Gary Hcighington is

running Tor alderman in Scar-

borough's Ward 2 on an anti-

development platform.

Ward 2 is a predominantly

working class area in south-west

Scarborough. Although the ward is

zoned for low density family

housing, the Meridian and

Hcalhcliffe development cor-

porations have bought up much of

the properly in the community and

have creeled several high-rise apart-

ment buildings.

Meridian has been singled oul in

the City of Toronto by reform

aldermen for decimating the

Souih of St. James Town district.

Heighington claims that the

developers are "blockbusting"

several streets near the Vjctoria

Park subway station and are begin-

ninn to penetrate other areas of the

borough. He told The-Varsity that

incumbent alderman Carol Ruddell,

running on an NDP ticket, has

"written the area off as

irreparable".

Ruddell is bereft of "new ideas"

and is a member "of the old group at

i he municipal offices", claims

Hcighington.

Heighington has lived in the ward

lor 23 years and says he "knows the

area well". He presently lives in an

OHC high-rise apartment building

close to the streets where Hcalhcliffe

is demolishing houses to build

several new apartment towers.

He contended (hut "developers

have had all their own way loo long"

in the ward. Heighington said he is

Tighling for "a logical alternative"

10 high-rise development and
helicves "five or six storey low-rise

and town house projects represent

huller accommodation for the peo-

ple in the community.
Eschewing radicalism, Heighing-

ton emphasized that it is necessary

to "be reasonable to slop these

guys (the developers) from what

they're doing".

"People should have a chance lo

live the way ihey want lo live" and

not be forced lo vacate their homes
and move into apartments, he

dedared.

Rather than wreck many of the

homes which have deteriorated in

the ward. Heighington is telling

voters thai the borough council

should encourage renovating them.

He asserted that he is receiving

campaign contributions from no one

and "hasn't asked for any".

it would be very unwieldy, as many

people would refuse lo serve, they

felt.

However, any selection process

seemed lo he open lo the criticism

that it would "politicize the process

of selection", as Cadario put it. .

Instead, he suggested that the

faculty council involved collect

names of staff and students and that

names he randomly selected until

people were found who would agree

to serve.

However, this would mean that

the tribunal would "likely to get a

very biased selection", according to

Clarice Henschel. She felt that it

would be impossible lo make such a

system fair.
"

(ius Abols, a former SAC
president on the committee, said

that the rights of the accused were

not sufficiently protected by

Cadario's proposal and suggested

ihai a peremptory challenge system

be instituted. A permanent member

wilh sufficient expertise to be able lo

advise members of the tribunal how

to analyse evidence should be ap-

pointed, he suggested.

When asked for his opinion,

professor Stanley Schtft, attending

as an observer, suggested thai the

committee first define principles of

discipline and then agree on stan-

dards of discipline applicable

throughout the university.

Then and only then could the

committee decide on the proper

mechanism Tor choosing members

of disciplinary tribunals, he said.

At present the problem was that

the tribunals could, for example, be

faced with a sit-in and yet be com-

posed partly of students.

"The problem has been in the past

that when sil-ins and occupations

have occurred, vast bodies of

students and professors did not

Ihink they were wrong."

Svdney Hermant suggested the

guiding principles established in

1955 for the Caput were adequate,

bul the committee decided that these

principles should be updated before

any further discussion look place.

In addition the committee decided

on the composition of the Housing

Committee. Everyone except

Henschel agreed that no represen-

tative from local ratepayers should

be appointed.

The committee is to be composed

oT four students, two faculty

members, an administrator, two un-

iversity residence representatives,

i wo residence students and a

presidential appointee.

WfeeR goa
B.Y.O.B.

Bpiiig a wiRRep.

Oktobepfost
Real imported flavour in a great Canadian beer.
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Blues come back in third to defeat York 8-5
University of Toronto Blues

rallied last night to score six third

Women's centre

set up
MONTREAL (CUPI) — A
women's information referral centre

has been established in Montreal to

coordinate the city's many small,

isolated women's organizations.

More than fifty women repre-

senting the various groups met

in a community centre last weekend

to discuss how to relay information

among themselves and in the com-

munity at large.

Among the plans discussed was

the possibility of printing a women's

directory with the addresses and

telephone numbers of groups and of

people providing services and
emergency aid to women. Other

groups are trying to establish a

library, emergency babysitting ser-

vices, abortion and birth control

counselling and pressure groups,

and a drop-in centre.

But because most of the groups

are dependent on federal grants

from the Local Initiatives Program
which have not yet been approved,

they did not discuss concrete

measures.

period goals in a come from behind

victory to defeat York Yeomen 8-5.

Last night's game was mainly a

battle of offensive lines. York's

defence wasn't able to do much
better than Blues' when pressed, but

the York forwards held the balance

of play up to the final 20 minutes.

Top scorers for Toronto were Bill

Buba with two, and Blues' captain

Gord Davies with his first two of the

season. Other markers came from
Don Pagnutti, Ivan McFarlane,
Kent Ruhnke and Bob Munro.
Yeomen goals came from Gerri

Greenham, Al Avery, Dave Right,

Doug Dunsmuir, and Barry Jenkins.

Toronto was down 3-2 going into

the third period but came back 1

3

seconds into the third on Pagnutti's

By ELAINE FARRAGHER
Although it acknowledges that

victory is not imminent in Monday's
municipal election, the League for

Socialist Action is planning a "Vic-

lory celebration" this Saturday.

"Our campaign has been a success",

said mayoralty candidate Jacquie

Henderson, "in that we have been

goal. Less than two minutes later

McFarlane scored Blues' go ahead

goal. Although York's Dunsmuir
again brought York into a tie with

Blues less than one minute later,

Davies scored at 5:06 of the period

to put Blues ahead to stay.

Blues came out quickly in the

third period playing their final 20
minutes in a manner similar to

York's first 40. Up to then
Toronto had used too much body

action and too little leg work, but

they revised their "system" and

scored five consecutive goals.

Blues' goalie Gary Inness made
several good saves in a game which
saw Toronto outshol by York 34-33
but looked puzzled on York's fourth

goal. Dunsmuir's blast from the

point was stopped by Inness but the

puck bounced between his legs and
trickled over the goal-line before he
caught on.

Yeomen's goalie Greg Harrison
was caught on a much similar situa-

tion on Blues' first goal (the game's
first). Buba's opening goal came
after Inness had stopped York's
.Jenkins on a breakaway; Buba
picked up the rebound from his own
end, skated most of the way down
the ice and drove a shot from the

blue line; Harrison caught the puck
in his glove only to see it roll out and
into the net.

Blues' defence played sloppily in

the first period. York's Holmes took

a high-sticking call while serving

duty penalty-killing, and, with York

having a two man advantage Avery
scored in a goal mouth scramble
after Blues had failed to clear the

puck. York autshot Blues 20-H in

the opening 20 minutes.

Blues played strongly in the first

half of the second period, but

collapsed towards the end. York
successfully bottled Toronto in its

own end, with Blues' defence giving

the puck away in its own end as the

team concentrated on hitting instead

of skating.

Blues Notes: Coach Walt has said

the team trainers will allow
reporters into the dressing-room
after Blues' games... next Varsity

game is Friday evening against

Laurcntian Voyageurs at Varsity

Stadium.

SPORTS SCHEDULES -DEC. 4 to 11
IMPORTANT - SCHEDULES FOR FIRST WEEKS OF SPRING
TERM (JAN. 3 to 1 2) WILL BE PUBLISHED IN THE VARSITY WED.
DEC. 6th. COPIES WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE AT INTRAMURAL
OFFICE.

BE SURE AND GET YOUR COPY
AS THIS WILL. BE YOUR ONLY NOTIFICATION!

HOCKEY

Mon. Dec. 4 12.30 II Civil va Civ, III Talwin, Herridge

1.30 Trin.D vs Vic. 9's Talwin, Herridge

3.30 For. B vs St.M.C Talwin, Herridge

7.30 Law I vs Med.A Hemphill, Barnhouse

8.30 St.M.A vs Dent. A Hemphill, Barnhouse
9.30 Jr. Eng vs Dev.Hse Tworzyanski. Bielecki

10.30 Law II vs Pharm. ATworzyanski. Bielecki

Tues. Dec. 5 1.30 Law IV vs Caven House Branciere, Gal

3.30 Innis II vs Law III Branciere, Gal

4.30 PHE. C vs Scar. Ill Branciere, Gal

9.30 Indust. Ill vs Campus Co-opAnderson. Goverde
10.30 Med. B vs Civ. IV Anderson, Goverde

Wed. Dec. 6 8.00 am Grungiesvs II Chem Ruhnke, Goverde
12.30 Trin. B vs Indust. IV Ruhnke, MacFarlane

1.30 New CCCP vs Vic. Vs Ruhnke, MacFlane

4.30 Vic. II vs For. A Parrack, Hamm
5.30 Arch vs Scar. II Parrack, Hamm

Thur. Dec. 7 12.30 For. D vs Newli Johnston, Bielecki

4.30 PHE. B vs Fac.Ed Johnston, Bielecki

7.30 U.C.H vs Knox Toole, Bullock

8.30 Grad. Stud vs Music Toole, Bullock

9.20 Dent. D vs Emman Gollish, Kamin
10.30 Eng.Sc.Grads Pharm. Et Gollish, Kamin

Fri. Dec. 8 12.30 St. M.B vs Innls 1 Ortved, Branciere

1.30 PHE. A vs Trin. A Ortved, Branciere
5.00 Erin VS New 1 Hamm, DesRoches
6.00 Sr. Eng- vs U.C.I Hmm, DesRoches
7.00 Vlc.l VS Scar. 1 Brown, Toole
8.00 Med.A vs Dent. A Brown, Toole

Mon. Dec. 11 7.30 Med.C vs Dent. B Swanick, MacFarlane
8.30 Med. D vs Med. B Swanlck, MacFarlane
9.30 Med. E vs Dent. E Lipsett, Hurlbert

10.30 Dent. C vs Med. F Lipsett, Hurlbert

BASKETBALL
Mon. Dec. 4 12.30 U.C. 1 VS Sr. Eng Blinck, Dymarski

3.00 SGS.I vs PHE. B Lansdowne, Montgomery

9.00 New vs PHE.A Ferman. Trafford

Tues. Dec. 5 12.00 Trin. A VS St.M.B Heininger, Herling

6.30 St.M.A vs Law i Maydo, Obrascovs
8.00 Erin vs Sr. Eng Plastina, Mishevskl

9.30 For. A VS Law II Mishevski, Plastina

Wed. Dec. 6 12.30 Jr.Eng PHE.C. Sialtsis, Bloxham
3.30 Innls 1 . vs Vic. II Montgomery, Tessaro

6.30 New _ vs Med.A Blinick, Traflord

8.00 Mgt. Stud vs Dent.A John, Ravensdale

9.30 St.M. B vs Scar Ravensdaie, John

Thur. Dec. 7 12.30 PHE.A vs U.C.I Trafford, Kleberg

6.30 PHE. D vs Pharm. A Cappe. Tessaro

8.00 St.M.A vs Erin Maydo, Boguskl

9.30 Med. A vs Vic.l Boguski, Maydo
Frl. Dec. 8 12.00 PHE.A vs PHE.B Kllman, Sallzman

3.30 Mgt. Stud vs St.M. B Bloxham, Herling

6.30 Trin. A vs Dent. A Hollingsworlh, Bernholtz

8:00 SGS.II vs Med. B Bernhollz, HollinQsworth

VOLLEYBALL
Tues. Dec. 5 8.00 Med vs Dent Lansdowne

SOUASH
Tues.Dec. 5 8.20 Trln.A vs Law A

9.00 Med. A vs Vic.l

9.40 SGS. 1 vs Dent. A
Wed. Dec. 6 8.20 Med. B vs PHE.

9.00 Med. C vs SGS.II

Campaign successful, say socialists
able to speak to many people about

our socialist program".

But the LSA does not consider

their campaign to be purely
educational in purpose. "We are

running a serious campaign", said

Henderson. "A labour City Hall in

Toronto would be a powerful force

in fighting for a Socialist Canada".
She pointed out that the facilities o(

City Hall could be put at the dis-

posal of the struggles of students,

women and workers.

The socialist slate, if elected, she

added, could also use their position

in City Hall to speak out against the

Vietnam War and Canada's com-
plicity in it and to help liberate

women by pressing for repeal of

abortion laws.

Henderson said that her party is

working to represent the 98 per cent

of the people of Toronto who she

claims are presently not heard at

City Hall. These people are still

voting for the "big business can-

didates" because they have been

"tricked" and lied to by the parly

machines that are run by big

business, claimed Henderson.

"If we won the election", said

Henderson, "we would have a man-
date to kick out the corporations".

She said however, that it is

possible for workers to break out of

the framework of bourgeois politics

by establishing their own parly and

putting it in power. Such a party,

she noted, exists already in the form

oT (he New Democratic Parly. But

since the NDP is not running in the

election, [he LSA decided that it

should "pose the working class

alternative" by running itself.

The LSA, said Henderson, must

"break through" the illusions that

have been built up. that mislead the

working class.

They are attempting to do this by

posing demands "that hit at the real

problems thai people face".

Through struggle, for reforms,

working people and women gain

LSA candidate Jacquie Henderson

greater insight into their oppression.

"The struggle is more important

lhan the gain itself" stressed

Henderson.

Henderson claims lhat the LSA is

mobilizing the people in the same

way lhat Toronto's first mayor,

William Lyon MacKenzie did when

he led Ihe revolt against the Family

Compact.

Henderson denied that their

demands are reformist. "Reformisl

demands shy away from mass ac-

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

presents an exciting evening of

Dance and
movement

...program...

DANCE FILM
PERFORMANCE GROUPS
RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS
MODERN JAZZ

, CONTEMPORARY DANCE
observe... folk dance
participate:.. ballroom

BENSON BUILDING. 320 HURON

Friday Dec. 1 - 7 - 9 80 p.m.

CO-ED* EVERYONE WELCOME • FREE

lion" she said. In order to raise the

consciousness of ihe people, the

LSA forms demands that try to

involve them in mass action.

"The form of the struggle

determines whether it is reformist or

not," she said. "A reformist demand
accepts the framework of society".

The LSA believes that ultimately,

there must be a great upheaval and
mass struggle to change society

since capitalism is so deeply

entrenched.

The LSA slate is running on a

platform of free and democratic

schools run by students and
teachers, women's liberation, and

greater availability of public services

such as housing, transit and
medicare.

"We want the Board (of

Education) to turn (he schools into

instruments for social change"
stresses their campaign literature.

Three members of ihe Young
Socialists are running on the LSA
slate for Board of Education.

The LSA advocates the

expropriation of all private
developers and ihe building of "top

quality public housing" under tenanl

control with rents of no more than

20 percent of occupant's net income.

The league's campaign literature

stresses ihe hold thai big business

has on Toronto. "The present big

business council continues to dish

out millions of dollars and
thousands of acres of land to big

private 'developers' without regard

to ihe social needs of the majority of

citizens." It note lhat only three per

cent of Metro housing is publicly

owned.

Henderson, who has 1 1 year's

experience in the labor and socialist

movements, is a leading member of

the LSA. She has been active in the

Canadian Women's Coalition to

Repeal the Abortion Laws and the

anti-war movement.

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
SOLARAY

HOT COMB
Suggested list S16.95

Only $9.98
The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.

and
700 Yonge St., at St. Mary

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
of toronto
complete

educational
research
services

964-7328
752
£
™GE
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sports
Law defeats

Trin 4-1 in

Division I hockey
By BOB BETTSON

1 ed by John Wright (not the John Wright) with two goals. Law last

night defeated a shorl-starfed Trinity A team 4-1. However, the game was

only won in the last 10 minutes when Law scored two unanswered, break-

away goals.

Play was close up until that point with Trinity, which only dressed nine

players effectively checking the Division I Law team. Law was hampered by

atrocious shooting with many shots missing the net altogether.

in the first ten minutes Law had the edge, building up a 2-1 lead with

goals by Ross Morrison and Wright . Both goals were set up by former

Blues" Bob Bauer. Ian Brown scored Tor Trinity when he drilled the puck

past Law goalie Mike Penman off a faceoff.

Trinity was shorihanded twice during the first 20 minutes but penalty

killers Brian Sykes and Paul Fenje held them off the score sheet. Trinity

goalie Mike Whitehead was outstanding stopping the Bauer line several

limes with key saves.

laws' poor shooting prevented them from taking a larger lead by the

end of the first period. Both teams were plagued by an inability to end plays.

Despite taking two penalties in the first 10 minutes of the second half

Law remained in control and finally broke through for two goals to clinch

the win.

Whitehead made several outstanding saves on three goal mouth drives

by Bauer but finally was beaten by John Little on a point blank shot.

Wright followed that with another breakaway goal and the Trinity

goalie had no chance. He caught the upper corner with a hot blast.

Trinity's last hope for a rally died when Brown got a penalty for

tripping at 38:02 of the 40 minute game.

Stand-outs for Trinity included forwards John White, Ian Brown and

Andy Wilkes and defensemen Sykes and Bob Burgess.

As well as Bauer and Wright, Rob Hutchinson, Ross Morrison and

John Little played solid games for Law.

Both teams suffered from poor passing and shooting but put up a good

show.

Trinity coach (an intercollegiate Blues' member) Kent Ruhnke said

that he was pleased with the show his "scrappers" put on, and added that

the score was not indicative of the play.

tnterfac
report

Trin downs Emman 2-0 Monday

Knox finishes on top in

first swim meet of season
Knox won the first inlerfaculty

swimming meet of the season last

Thursday scraping by Engineering

68 to 66. In third place was Law
with 48, while Dents finished fourth

(9 points),' PHE fifth (7), and UC
sixth (3).

The swimming meet had five new

events in the eight event meet and

consequently five new records.

Records were set in the 100 breast-

stroke, the 100 free style, 100 back

stroke, 100 fly, and 200 free relay.

Several participants held a

distinct advantage in the meet —
Chris McNaught, (Law), Bob Heat-

ly, (Law), and Gesing (Eng) are

members of the intercollegiate

waterpolo team, while Jim Adams
(UC), John Twohig (Knox), and

Bob Peeling (Dent) are on the in-

tercollegiate swimming team.

The lop standings in each event

are as follows:

400 free relay: 1. Knox A, 3:56.7;

2. Engineering, 4:56.00; 3. Law,
5:22.2.

100 brcaststroke 1 . Wayne
Phillips, PHE, 1 :07.9, 2. Bannerman
Eng. 1:11.1, 3. Chris McNaught,
Law," 1:16.1.

200 medley relay: 1. Engineering.

1:58.5, 2. Law. 2:02.6, 3. Knox,

disqualified.

100 freestyle: I. Jim Adams, UC,
50.4, 2. Jim Twohig, Knox, 55.0, 3.

Bob Peeling, Dent, 57.0.

300 individual medley relays
-"!"

Knox, 3:26.3, 2. Law, 3:54.8.

100 backstroke: 1. John Twohig,

Knox. 1:10.2, 2. Gesing, Eng. 1:34.4.

3. Brownridge. Eng. 1:14.6.

100 fly: 1. Bob Heatley, Law,

56.1.. 2. Bob Peeling, Dent, 58.5; 3,

Zvi Eldar. Eng, 1:00.4.

200 free relay: I. Knox, 143.6, 2.

Engineering. 155.1' 3. Law. 2:13.5.

Interfacu Ity Volleyball
Division I Games Won Lost Tied Points

E rind ale 6 6 0 0 12

Knox 6 5 1 0 10

Engl 6 4 2 0 8

Dent 5 1 4 0 2

Med A 5 1 4 0 2

PHE 6 6 0 0 0

Division 11

Section A
Scar 4 4 0 0 8

St. Mike's 5 4 1 . 0 8

Pharmacy 5 3 2 6

New 5 2 3 0 4

For A 5 2 3 0 4

Law 5 1 4 0 2

Eng II 5 1 4 0 2

Section B
Trinity 5 5 0 0 1.0; -

M usic 5 4 1 0. 8

Vic I 4 3 1 b' 6

Emman 4 2 2 0 4

Vic II 4 1 - 3 0 2

Kor B 5 1 4 0 2

Wycliffc 3 0 3 0 0



Administrative inaction

Interdisciplinary on way out
Administrative inaction has

apparently effectively killed the un-

iversity's innovative Inter-

disciplinary Studies program.

In a memorandum circulated to

his Interdisciplinary colleagues,

retiring chairman Geoffrey Payzanl

charges that failure to appoint a

successor by the time the depart-

ment would have to parry with

others in competing for available

leaching funds, in three weeks, rules

out the possibility that the depart-

ment can exist next year.

Besides delaying selection of a

new chairman, the Faculty of Arts

and Science's curriculum committee

and two senior administrative of-

ficers have disputed for the first time

Interdisciplinary^ departmental

status. "Certainly it has been the

understanding of all of us that we

were a department since July 1,

1971, in all respects except that we

do not make permanent ap-

pointments," Payzant writes.

"We have, therefore, been

working under a set of assumptions

which have been snatched from un-

der us, and there is small hope of our

getting this straightened out in time

for us to redesign our 1973-74

programme accordingly," he

continues.

Rather than abjectly licking their

wounds, Payzant asked his teaching

colleagues to begin searching for

new homes for their courses within

the university's various colleges.

"We've some control of what

happens to our stuff if we act now;

none if we leave it (even) a matter of

days," he told The Varsity

yesterday.

Interdisciplinary Studies, the

ambitious but unconventional

stepchild of the Faculty of Arts and

Science, has long suffered from in-

attention and hostility from the

faculty's more traditional

departments.

Students, however, have been

more enthusiastic about its

offerings. Just less than 1000

students are presently enrolled in

department courses.

Alarmed by the prospect of only

getting enough money to Tund half

its current offerings and now new

courses next year. Interdisciplinary

faculty last spring sent top un-

iversity administrators a brief out-

lining the department's "struggle for

survival". The brief was virtually

ignored, producing "not a ripple of
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A broader role for colleges?
The decision to effectively shift responsibility for

interdisciplinary courses to the arts and science

colleges apparently emerged from discussions

between college principals and university president

John Evans.

Interdisciplinary Studies chairman Geoffrey

Payzant confirmed yesterday that he had heard

rumours about the meetings, but had not been

invited to attend. When he wrote the then arts and

science dean Albert Allen wondering whether the

principals and Evans might want him to attend

their gatherings, Allen instead suggested that

Payzant and his colleagues continue working on

their brief examining the department's problems.

Payzant said he did not disagree with Allen's

suggestion.

Victoria College principal Jack Robson said

yesterday, "We've talked. . . in the past about this

(switching interdisciplinary courses to colleges). In

the whole, I think we agree with the proposal."

However, when the question of whether this

year's tight budget could provide additional funds

to allow colleges to hire Interdisciplinary's

teaching staff, he observed, "There's not a hope of

getting additional funds."

Arts and science dean Bob Greene, however,

said last night that he would like to see any money

saved by eliminating the department go to colleges

willing to sponsor similar courses. Some of the

courses, he noted, are inter-literary and are already

taught by college staff. "We're attempting to work

out some way" to handle the non-literary courses,

he said.

Innis College principal Peter Russell interpreted

Evans' message to the colleges as a call to develop

distinctive programs. The president's goal, ac-

cording to Russell, was a pluralist college system

in which students would pick colleges because the

courses they offer correspond to the students'

particular interests.

Like Greene, Vice-president and provost Don

Forster recognized that the language courses'

future arc not "in great jeopardy". "What we're

worried about are those (courses) not connected

with departments," he said. "They're the things

that might be squeezed out of existence."

Innis College's lean strongly to the innovative.

Russell described their courses as non-disciplinary.

Monday, the college's academic affairs committee

voted to invite the resource people teaching three

Interdisciplinary courses— Alternatives in Educa-

tion, Community Involvement, and Women's

Studies — to bring their courses to Innis.

comment", according to Payzant.

"It meant something that we were

ignored," Payzanl commented
yesterday.

"We had thought it was just busy

administrators." Now, he could see

that there was more than apathy

involved.

Some reactionary opinion within

the more traditional departments,

Payzant reasoned, may have

weakened the administrators' ability

to help Interdisciplinary Studies in

its fight for life. These more

traditional departments view Inter-

disciplinary's experimental courses

as something to be tolerated as extra

courses to complement students'

educations, he suggested.

Some students, however, have not

followed this path, making Inter-

disciplinary courses central to their

program of study. "And, thai really

did terrify some of the traditional

academics," Payzant noted.

Still more bad news for

Interdisciplinary came with the

provincial government's decision to

freeze capital construction grants

for post-secondary institutions, Pay-

zanl speculates. "I don't doubt-
that in the events of the last few

days, Interdisciplinary looks like a

luxury."

President John Evans had replied

"thoughtfully and extensively" to

Interdisciplinary's June 14 draft,

promising he would consult with his

senior advisors about the

department's plight, Payzant

recounts.

The Students' Administrative

Council, he pointed out, made no

move until they got wind of the

department's imminent closing

yesterday morning. It has not taken

any action yet. Others have still to

respond to the brief.

Only Arts and science dean Bob

Greene "has taken a great deal o(

(rouble" to listen to Inter-

disciplinary's problems and has

promptly acted on "all requests but

one", that of finding Payzant's

successor, according to the retiring

chairman.

Greene told The Varsity

Wednesday, "The role of Inter-

disciplinary Studies must be put in

the context of the colleges' con-

tribution to education."

Greene, responsible for presenting

the various requests of departments

wilhin his faculty to the university's

budget committee, said he had "no

information yet" concerning the

possible budgetary cuts.

The Faculty of Arts and Science's

curriculum committee has been

debating Interdisciplinary's status

with Payzant and has flatly stated

that it is not a department. The
committee does, however,
acknowledge that Payzanl has the

role of a department head.

Greene said, "There would be loo

many difficulties" in making Inter-

disciplinary Studies into a depart-

ment. Instead, he favoured having

colleges sponsor Interdisciplinary

courses.

Innis College's academic affairs

committee Monday passed a motion

lo sponsor the "more subversive"

courses. Workshop in Community
Involvement, Alternatives in Educa-

tion, and the women's course.

"It doesn't matter who gives

them, as long as the kind of study is

maintained", Payzant said yester-

day."The department as an in-

stitution is not important."

Payzant's memorandum also

suggested that University College

might take over the Quebec courses

and Victoria College could combine

its Communications courses with

INX 210.

"New course proposals are

probably doomed", he concluded.

Course teachers and interested

staff and students are meeting at two

pm this afternoon at 97 St. George

to "save what they can, of their

operation", Payzanl said.

Interdisciplinary Studies evolved

when Ihe Faculty of Arts and

Science's New Program was in-

stituted in 1969 so lhat it could offer

more than the "same old thing".

The department had three different

chairman in its first years. It had

been favoured by then arts and

science dean Albert Allen who

channelled funds inlo the program.

Elections arbitrarily voided
By ULL1 DIEMER

Charging "fundamental viola-

lions of constitutional and demo-

cratic procedures", sociology chair-

man Irving Zeitlin has declared

the selection of all undergraduate

representatives to ihe department's

governing assembly "null and void"

and called off an assembly meeting

scheduled for Monday.

However, graduate and under-

graduate spokesmen, including the

four student members of the

eight member executive commit-

tee, which is the department's

supreme decision-making body

between assembly meetings, have

strongly objected to Zeitlin's action.

They have decided to go ahead

with the meeting as scheduled, in

defiance of Zeitlin's cancellation of

it, calling on all faculty and student

members to attend- the Monday

meeting on Monday at 7 pm as

origianlly planned.

And, the chairman or the

department's elections committee,

professor Ralph Beals, rejects

Zeitlin's accusations, and has sub-

sequently resigned from the com-

mittee in protest. He told The Varsi-

ty last night that he considered the

original elections valid. He had

"formally slated", he said, that he

"disagreed with" Zeitlin's decision

to disallow the undergraduate

representatives.

In a letter to assembly members,

the department chairman states that

"election irregularities"- "forced"

him to set aside the selection of

undergraduate representatives and

to cancel the assembly meeting. As a

result, if the decision holds, the

assembly, which last met in

February, will not meet until

sometime in 1973.

Zeitlin refers to a number of

"flagrant contraventions" of proper

procedure in his letter.

He claims that "two students

made basic decisions in the elections

committee regarding the dis-

tribution of seals; these students

were not elected to this committee

by the assembly nor appointed by

the executive committee: the same

two students acted as electoral of-

ficers in the election for the

assembly; the same two students

were successful candidates in the

election which they conducted."

The students referred to (but not

by name), deny the substance of

Zeitlin's allegations.

Both of them, Lome Richmond

and Bob Storey, arc members of the

1971-72 departmental executive

committee, which remains in office

until a new one is selected from the

1972-73 assembly. (Ironically, as a

result of Zeitlin's action, they now

remain on the executive. Neither of

them had sought seats on the new

executive, saying they wanted lo

become "less involved" with the

department.)

Richmond and Storey say that

ihey were co-opted onto instead of

elected to the elections committee

simply to do "shitwork" and with

the full consent of the other

members of the committee. This

became necessary, they said, when a

turn-over of students left the com-

mittee without any undergraduate

members in the fall.

As members of the executive, they

were available, and were asked lo

help out by administering the elec-

tions among undergraduates. They

point out that neither could have

acted as "electoral officers" in their

own elections since they were both

acclaimed.

Other students, both graduates

and undergraduates, whose elections

have now been called into question

by Zeitlin's actions, were equally

emphatic in dismissing the charges.

A spokesman for the Graduate

Sociology Association (GSA), who
asked that his name not be published

for fear of reprisal, said that there

See 'Student' page 23

Toronto in question
Old Guard', pro-development politicians clash with reformers

for power in Toronto politics. Inside.
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HERE AND NOW
This is the last Friday Here and Now
column for Ihe 1972 publishing year.

The final columns for this year

appear Monday and Wednesday of

next week. Wednesday's Here and

Now will list events happening

between noon December 6 and noon

January 10. The deadline for both

papers remains I pm the day before

publication.

TODAY
alt day

Elector '72 answers all your questions

about the December 4th municipal elec-

tion. Innis College, 63 St. George Street.

1st tloor. Or call 928-5456-7.

12:30 pm
Luncheon seminar with Dr. L. Brown.

Department ot Geography, Ohio State

University, speaking on "A Discussion ot

Policy Relevant Research In Geography'",

room 111, 150 St: George.

1 pm
Ukrainian Students Club discussion on

"Multiculturalism and Educational Policy in

Ihe Municipal Elections" with Dan Leckie,

lormer SAC education commissioner, and

presently a candidate lor Trustee Ward 6.

Hart House Debates Room.
3 pm

Ce n'esl pas la taute a Jacques Cartier.

lilm sponsored by INX 340. Room 214, UC.

Three U.S. tourists cross Quebec and

prove the virtues ol instant French. A

humorous look at some ot Quebec's

sacred cows. (72 minutes.)

3:30 pm
'Vantage' municipal election feature.

Today, Alan Powell, editor ot 'The City"

and leader ol the Stop Spadina light, on the

present campaign,
4:30 pm

Lichet Benchen this week at Hlllel House

is at 4:25 pm. 186 St. George Street.

7 pm
Exciting dance and movement

workshop. Observe, participate plus dance

lilm. Co-ed. Benson Building, 320 Huron.

7:30 pm
U ol T Divine Light Society Invites

students to tlnd out about its content. 76

Lowther Avenue, two blocks north ot St.

George subway. Free,

The Faculty ot Food Sciences invites you

to a wine and cheese party tonight. Admis-

sion 50 cents and Ihe wine and bBer at cost

prices Folksingers, cheese, and pretzels.

Located at Ihe corner ol Avenue Road and

Bib or.

SMC Film Club presents "Sometimes a

Great Notion" with Paul Newman, Henry

Fonda, and Lee Remlck. Carr Hall, admis-

sion $1. Also al 10 pm.
8 pm

The varsity Slues play host to the

Laurenlian Voyageurs in exciting OUAA

hockey action. Join Rob Gregory and Bob

Clark tor live play-by-play coverage star-

ling al 7:55 pm on Radio Varsity,

residences at 620 AM and al 96.3 on

Rogers Cable FM.

. 6:30 pm
American pieces - otl-off- Broadway

plays ot our lime — Including America

Hurrah, At the UC Playhouse. 89a St.

George, lo December 2. Free. Sponsor: UC

Playhouse.
SATURDAY
10:30 am

The Toronto Chinese Christian

Fellowship meets at Newman Centre (SI.

George and Hoskln). Informal gathering

and Bible study on 1 Timothy 5/Gospel ot

John. Followed by lunch. Everyone

welcome.
1:30 pm

Knox Young Peoples communications

leach-In, Knox Church, Spadina and Har-

bord. Seminars — drugs, music, dramatic

approach, graphic art wllh Ken Terhoven.

Ravi Zacharias, Dave Gasl, and others.

Cotlee house, supper. Registration $1.25.

Unlil 11-

2 pm
Anti-Imperialist Day March to celebrate

the revolutions ol 1837-39 In Upper and

Lower Canada, to revive Ihe Splril ol '37.

Meet at City Hall. Afterwards, there will be a

party at Ihe Don Vale Community Centre.

Anti-Imperialist Day Committee and Cana-

dian Liberation Movement.
7:30 pm

SMC Film Club presents "Sometimes A
Great Notion" wilh Paul Newman, Henry

Fonda, and Lee Remlck. Carr Hall. Admis-

sion $1. Also at 10.

Salsang: a spiritual discourse guided by

guru Maharaj Ji. All welcome. 76 Lowther

Avenue, two blocks north ol St. George

subway. Free.

8 pm
Channukah Casino Night featuring

lalkes. roulette, beer, and music at Hlllel

House, 186 St. George Street,

SUNDAY
10 am

Newman Community begins its Advent

celebration. Sunday masses at 10 and 12

noon. St. Thomas Aquinas Chapel, Hoskln

and St. George. Cottee and conversation

aHer each mass.
11 am

Greed and Its eftectswill be discussed in

Ihe Hart House service. Join us in worship.

3:30 pm
Sunday concert. Telemann Ouartel:

chamber music from the Baroque and

modern eras. Sponsored by Scarborough

College and Musicians Union.

4 pm
Erindale students pul on a special

perlormance ol The Hamlet Show at UC

Playhouse. 79a St. George Street.

6 pm
There will be a Japanese dinner followed

by a demonstrallon ot the Japanese tea

ceremony at International Sludents Centre.

Ticket S1.00.

6:30 pm
Dr. Afne Slraala,' clergyman-

psychologist at University Lutheran Cha-

pel, 610 Spadina Avenue, speaking on

"Wholeness of Persons in a Time of

Destruction". In the basement lounge.

7:15 pm
SMC Film Club presents Frank Capra's

"II Happened One Night" with Clark Gable.

Claudette Colbert. Carr Hall. Admission by

series ticket. Also al 9:30.

7:30 pm
Victoria College Chapel -service with

Professor J. Macpherson, Professor K.

JoWIn and Mr. Wright FRCCO who will

interpret the music and poetry of Advenl.

Old Vic Chapel. 2nd floor.

Intermediate Conversational Hebrew al

Hlllel House, 186 St. George Street.

8 pm
Hillel Graduate Student Club is planning

a Channuka executive meeting to plan for

winter break and January semester. Open

to all. informal reception after meeting.

Hillel Film Series is featuring the Three

Stooges at Hillel House, 186 St. George

Street. Admission S.50 non-members. S.25

members.

8:30 pm
Erindale students put on a special

perlormance of The Hamlet Show at UC
Playhouse, 79a St, George Street.

Knox Young Peoples meeting after

evening service tor Bible discussion and

fellowship. Everyone welcome.

MONDAY
9:30 am

This week 'Vantage' views Canadian

literature. Today, Bob Logon on the Poetry

ot Physics. Five minutes on Radio Varsity.

Also at 3:30 pm.

EL MOCAMBO
SPAOIHfl S COLLEGE. 961-2558

THE CHURCH OF ST. STEPHEN-IN-THE-FIELDS

COLLEGE ST. AND BELLE VUE AVE.

Rector: The Rev. C.A. Russell, B.A., M.Th.

Organist and Choirmaster: Wayne Strongman, Mus. Bac.

8:00 a.m. Holy Communion and Breakfast

1 1 : 00 a.m. Procession and Choral Eucharist

COMMEMORATION OF THE INDEPENDENCE OF BARBADOS

Preacher — The Rev. Basil Tonks

7:00 p.m. Advent Service of Carols and Lessons

ALL WELCOME

Chubby Checker

TWO ROOMS- TWO DANCE FLOORS

NOT ON THE
VOTERS' LIST???

You may still be eligible to vote in the

December 4 Municipal Elections

For additional Information contact the

ELECTIONS OFFICE
City of Toronto 367-7036, York 653-2700, East York 461-1163, Etobicoke 626-

4161, North York 225-4611. Scarborough 759-4747

ENUMERATION 72
SPONSORED BY THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
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JAMES SPENCER EXHIBITION

ART GALLERY
Monday, 11 a.m. -9 p.m.

Tuesday lo Salurday, 1 1 a.m. - 5 p.m.

CLASSICAL CONCERT

ELIZABETH PHILLIPS - MITCHELL

SOPRANO
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 5

MUSIC ROOM. 4:00 P.M.

HART HOUSE CHORUS CONCERT

Sunday. December 3

Great Hall. 8:30 p.m. ]

"MlfSEUM WITHOUT WALLS'*

ART FILM SERIES

Weekly Beginning January 15

CHRISTMAS TREE

MUSIC. CAROLS, STORIES

Bring A Blanket Or Cushions

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 6

GREAT HALL. 8:30 P.M.

TICKETS FREE AT
THE HALL PORTER'S-

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
DANCING TO

BENNY LOUIS
2 BARS

SPLASH PARTY
BUFFET SUPPER

TICKETS $16 A COUPLE
AVAILABLE FROM

THE HALL PORTER'S DESK AND
THE UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDF.A1

HART HOUSE TIES
NOW ON SALE IN THE

TUCK SHOP .

ALL-VAHSITY
TMIIE IEHIIIS TOURN'MtNI

TOMORROW. SAT. DEC. 2

MAIN GYM.10A.M.-4 P.M.

TODAY. UST flAVTO REGISTER

;5 M HALL COSTER'S DESK

DEBATE
Resolved lhat Santa Claus Is a subversive Influence on the younger generetlon

HONORARY VISITOR: IAN M. DRUMMOND
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 5 - DEBATES BOOH. 8:00 P.M.

SAC PRESS
in the basement

12 hart house circle

923-6720

unclassified
SKI MT. STE. ANNE Sal. Dec. 30—Sat.

Jan. 6. Trip is 3 days. 6 days skiing.

Includes meals, tows, hotel bus. No ex-

tras... S139.00. Calf Robbie. 782-5033

LOST Salurday. Nov. 25 Sig Sam Stacks

Brielcase with valuable notes. Reward. J.

Langins 962-9593 Mornings.

THE TORONTO GALLERY OF
PHOTOGRAPHY has over 250 book lilies

in slock as well as prints, portfolios, and
custom framing services. 11 Charles SI. W.
922-2211

FOUND IN G.S.U. BAR: orange/grey/white

long-haired female cat wilh six toes on

front paws. To claim please phone 964-

0559 (up til 4:00 a.m.)

FURNISHED FLAT to share with someone
congenial. Very close to Campus, just west

ol Spadina. Renl ea. S50/monlh. Peter

962-8771

THE FACULTY OF FOOD SCIENCE
invites you lo a Wine & Cheese Parly

tonight 7:30 Admission 504. Pay for wine

.ind beer (Bloor fi Avenue Rd.)

LOST MONDAY, Nov. 20 in foyer ol

Medical Sciences Auditorium. Black binder

of notes. Please call Michael or leave

phone number at 925-0533. 6-9 p.m.

DOORBREAKER Please call al Faculty

Office Room 1006 Sid Smilh to pick up a

refund,

WANTED: Third girl to share three
bedroom apartment. Furnished except for

own room. Bloor 8 Balhurst S60.00 Jen-
nifer 928-8857 - 9-5 alter 5. S36-5S03

BAZAAR AND RUMMAGE SALE, Beth

Emeth Bais Yehuda Synagogue. 100 Elder

St Ootvnsview. Tuesday. Dec. 5, 10 a.m.

Biilhursl/Wilmington or Oulferin bus to

Combe Ave. adm. 35c, Children tree, door

prizes.

RIDER WANTED Los Angeles to Toronto
late December call 394-1079 in L.A. around
Dec. 20

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Usea fur

coats from S10/J0 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun-

.<tas. pood select|on ol fun furs si^es 8-1B.

Cleaning and repairs (lur and lur fabric)

363-6077. open 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00
Thura. and Fri.

OAFFYDIL - Come lo see the most
humerus show on campus Dec 12-16 Hart

House Theatre.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses, essays - French, Latin - ex-

perienced typists - electric typewriters 713
Spadina Ave. {south ol Bloor) 922-7624.

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING (Specialising

in long hair) In the Clarke Institute al

Psychiatry. 250 College St. Tel. 924-6811

Ext. 560. Hair cut $2.25.

SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days, Decem-

ber 27 to Jan. 2, includes transpor-

tation, accommodation, meals and tow

licket. Full price S134.00. no extras. Call

636-1038 today.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - $55. Dec. 27-Jan 1,

5 days skiing al Ml. Ste. Anne. Excellent

accommodation with heated indoor swim-
ming pool. All transportation Included.

For Information write: CANADIAN SKI
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or

phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day You Buy

A Diamond" H. Proctor and Co., 1430

Yonge St., 921-7702

SKIERSI - WHY SETTLE FOR ONE
MOUNTAIN WHEN YOU CAN HAVE SIX?
Five days skiing in Vermont and Quebec
January 1-6. Dependable snow, breakfast

and dinner dally, all accommodation (only

2 per room), taxes and tips, luxury "oya-

geur bus. group rate on tow tickets. $89.

Ski Quebec Associates 698-4346 or 694-

8932.

"FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" Firsl

English production of Michel Tremblay's

scathing but compassionate portrait ot an
East-Montreal family. Nov. 14 - Dec. 10

Tarragon Theatre 30 Bridgman Ave.

Balhurst and Dupont. 964-6833.

MERRY XAMS ESTOSt Teistesl huvldest
hoollmata loimub (else) dets. Kutvumlspidu
elvarmastajatele. Alales kella kaheksast
kunl?? Tants, kivlmuuslka nlng suuplsted

muretselud. 28 Earl St. 8YOI7 50'

ACAPULCO READING WEEK
Sunday, Feb. 11—Sunday, Feb. 18

Includes Jet Airlare, hotels, transfers,

etc. Still some room lell. Price $199.
Call Robbie, 782-5033
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Aborigine says Australia a land of genocide
By FERNANDO TRAF1CANTE
"Australia pursues a policy of

cultural and racial genocide, a

policy of assimilation." said Paul

Coe, a leader of the Australian

Aborigine Black Power Movement

yesterday.

He also charged, "The Australian

government has been trying to

divide aborigine peoples by claiming

that the northern people are the only

(rue aborigines."

Coe was speaking at a news

conference on the eve of a sym-

posium of the American
Anthropological Association

meeting this week at the Royal York

Hotel.

The symposium, on "Political

Struggles of Native Peoples," is

designed to politicize

anthropologists into supporting the

struggles or the'pcoples they study.

In addition to Coe, it includes

representatives from such native

groups as the Mozambique Libera-

tion Front and North American

Indian associations.

There have been attempts to wipe

our native Australian peoples as

recently as 1939 when "40 police

punished a tribe who had been

stealing cattle to survive,
1
' Coe

declared.

The Australian government is

more repressive than that of South

Africa, he claimed.

The aborigine people have the

Paul Coe charged that Australian government
is trying to divide his people.

highest infant mortality rate of all

white dominated countries with

native peoples, he said. Also,

aborigines account for 20 per cent of

Australia's prisoners while they

comprise only one per cent of the

population.

Rarihokwats, editor of the largest

Indian newspaper in North
America, Akwesasne Notes, was

refused permission to enter Canada

Lo participate at the symposium.

Rarihokwats is currently out on

$2500 bail while awaiting the results

of a U.S. Immigration Department

hearing held on October 31.

John Mohawk, who spoke at the

press conference in Rarihokwats*

place, said that, in effect,

"Rarihokwats was arrested and

charged with being editor of a

newspaper."

He was charged with "entering

the U.S. for purposes of employ-

ment without obtaining an employ-

ment certificate," although like all

staff or the paper, he is not paid for

his work, Mohawk said.

The paper was originally edited in

Canada, but the offices were recent-

ly moved to the American side of the

Akwesasne reserve in New York.

Aborigine representative Coe said

that the goal of the Australian

aborigines is to regain some of the

land which was originally theirs.

There has never been any treaty

between whites and the natives in

Australia, he said.

In a recent attempt to regain

control of some land, aborigines set

up an "Aborigine Embassy" on

parliament grounds which they

closed after repeated arrests and

hospitalization of some of the

leaders.

The present objective of his

people, Coe said, "is to obtain

government control of the Northern

Territories and to make the area an

independent aborigine state within

Australia."

Coe's objective in coming to the

symposium is to establish contacts

with groups of other native peoples.

Students oppose geography

chairman, survey indicates

A poll taken by geography

students shows strong opposition to

the appintment of Professor Jacob

Spelt as chairman of the depart-

ment, and to the method of his

appointment. —
Among undergraduate students,

162 opposed the method of Spelt's

appointment, made by a committee

which included no students, 15

agreed with it, and 37 said they had

no opinion.

Of the approximately 2,000

undergraduate students who take

geography courses, 214 voted in the

Varg meeting

upon us again

The time of the Varsity's

-Last Staff Meeting of First

Term", is upon us again,

today.

But instead of For Auld

I.ang Syne, there'll be
stimulating discussion of con-

ferences and editorial policy,

and. according lo a well-

known canine, mention of a

mysterious social event.

As usual, the time is 1 pm:

the address 91 St. George,

second floor.

student union's poll. Toronto

University Geography Society

(TUGS) president Hans Mikolay

said yesterday that six core courses

were polled and students could vote

in the TUGS office.

Graduate students were more

emphatic, with 32 opposed to the

method of Spelt's appointment, one

in favour and two with no opinion.

There were about 55 eligible to vote

in this poll, said Mikolay.

The poll folows the resignations

of the 10 student members of the

Geography Department Council

because of the appointment.

A letter of resignation signed by

nine of the students said their

resignations were based on "the lack

of a student voice in this department

and to some extent on our reser-

vations concerning Dr. Spelt as the

chairman of our council."

They also objected to Spelt, who

they said was "opposed by almost

every student we have spoken to,

and has given every indication by his

actions over the years that he is not

only unwilling but unable to deal

with the issue of student participa-

tion in any way remotely acceptable

lo the students."

The former council members also

based their resignations on the lack

of student voice in Spelt's selection

and the fact that the council had

Utile power, being only advisory to

the chairman.

ffttc'
1

poll also revealed

Cun,sider,aj)le opposition & Spell.

Undergraduates voted 105 to 26

indisapproval of the appointment of

Spelt, while 83 said they had no

opinion.

Graduates were more decisive,

with 24 opposing Spelt, five in

favour and six saying they had no

opinion.

Students decisively backed the

actions of their representatives on

the council, and called for further

protests of the appointment and its

method. Undergraduates voted 166

to 8, and graduates 29 to 2, in favour

of continued protest.

Mikolay says the students intend

to raise the issue of Spelt's ap-

pointment, to take effect in June, at

the Governing Council level.

The appointment announced

several weeks ago, was approved by

the Academic Affairs Committee

Tuesday with no opposition. It still

must be approved by the Governing

Council's executive and the council

itself before it is final.

Planning further action on Spelt

is complicated by the fact that

TUGS' executive will change in

elections next week.

However, the graduate geography

student association has voted in a

general meeting to "make represen-

tations" to U of T president John

Evans on the issue. And, faculty

support is growing, TUGS executive

member Dean Miller said yesterday.

The real issue is the powerlessness

of the departmental council, rather

than Spelt, he added; '

'

Indian was thrown in jail for editing paper, John Mohawk reported.

Election 'a baffle

between minorities'

Aldermanic candidate Colin Vaughan at Hart House.

By VALERIE ROSS
Monday's municipal election was described Wednesday night by

Colin Vaughan as "a battle between two minorities one of which would

wrest power to keep it to themselves, and the other minority, who would

give power to the majority."

Vaughan, aldermanic candidate for Ward 5, was speaking at a

Hart House debate on the motion: "Citizen groups should be seen and

not heard." Admitting that only a small percentage of Toronlonians are

members of active community groups, Vaughan defended these groups'

commitment to represent the interests of the community as a whole,

People participate in activist groups when they realize their intei

rests are not being considered by their elected representatives, he. said.

"I'm running in this election because five years ago I joined a

ratepayers' group to consider a development threatening our

community. My first experience with City Council was to learn that my

alderman was representing the interests of the developer. .

.

"City Council ignored our letters of protest and passed the

development. . . we got angry; we fought; and we slopped it at the

Ontario Municipal Board."

The developer was Phil Roth of Meridian, best known as the

company which developed the St. James Town complexes.

As a result of his first tangle with City Council and the

development industry, Vaughan went on to help found the

Confederation of Residents' and Ratepayers* Associations (CORRA).

incorporating over 30 citizen groups across Metro.

Vaughan went on lo join the Stop Spadina committee, and play

a leading role in its eventual success in stopping the expressway.

"The present city government is not relying on an educated,

intelligent, and committed population who wish to take an active role in

city government, said Vaughan. Such groups should be encouraged, for

the hepefit of all." .
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'Reform' Gty Council not enough
Toronto City Council, once the hallowed

preserve of cigar-smoking, suspender-

snapping Babbitts, has undergone

profound changes over the last three

years.

Reform aldermen have upstaged the

small businessmen, insurance salesmen,

and developers' lackies who have

traditionally been returned from wards

across the city.

Since the 1969 election, council has

been polarized into two hostile camps: the

Old Guard who worship unrestricted ur-

ban growth in the form of mammoth
developments and "continued progress";

and the environmentally conscious Op-

position who advocate development

planned in consultation with the citizens

whom it affects.

The reformers are generally middle

class activists elected by citizens who
recognize the need for change at City Hall.

These citizens, often members of

ralepayers' groups, have become cogni-

zant of the fact that their interests are not

being served by old moss-backs left over

from another generation.

Since the last election, power has slowly

been slipping away from the Old Guard

and is being consolidated by the

reformers. After Monday's election, in

which reformers are running in all 11

wards, the Opposition will end up with

more seats on council. They will no doubt

lack a majority, but they will be in a

stronger position to snipe at the remaining

fossils who managed to be re-elected.

Over the past months, while the civic

campaign has been conducted, many
progressive people have enthusiastically

lauded the merits of the reformers, es-

pecially David Crombie who is waging an

uphill battle for Ihe mayoralty against two

pro-development adversaries. Tony
O'Donohue and David Rotenberg.

Crombie and the other reformers

appear to be dedicated and sincere men
who have accomplished much at City

Council despite the inherently un-

democratic framework of that body. The
Varsity has consistently supported the

reformers' strong stand against the

decimation of neighbourhoods by
avaricious developers. This paper sup-

ports the concept of community control

and policies which are based on the

collective heeds of all citizens.

However, The Varsity cannot issue a

blanket endorsement of Crombie or the

entire reform group. Many progressives

have overzealously thrown their support
behind the Oppositionists without ade-

quately scrutinizing their platforms and
the credibility of their policies.

The Varsity believes there is one
paramount issue on the upcoming elec-

tion: development.

Electing a reform mayor and several

reform aldermen will not halt the
operations ot developers. The reformers

are not capable of stopping blockbusting

by passing innocuous 'resolutions in

council.

A council comprised predominantly of

reformers may slightly alter the ground
rules to the detriment of developers (for

example, they may restrict the use of

demolition permits). But. developers
being astute men, they will find ways to

circumvent burdensome regulations.

It is abundantly clear that if developers
are to be stopped, the capitalist system
must be replaced. One of the ways this

can. be done is by organizing at the
municipal level.

Virtually all of the reformers have
ignored one critical fact: developers build

tor profit. The type of development which
is blighting Toronto is a result of the
structure of corporate capitalism. The
multi-million dollar development cor-

porations are controlled by a small group
of individuals who are responsible only to

their cronies in banks, trust companies.
I and construction firms, and not to the

I

citizens of this city.

Come gather 'round people and see,

What a neat thing our polsters have crafted.

Three aldermen, each thinking the mayor he'll be,
But come Monday, we know, two will get shafted.

Because they operate within the profit

system, they are not Interested in con-
structing inexpensive family housing.
Rather, they want a quick return on their

investment and high-rise towers con-
taining thousands of middle-class tenants
are the only type of structures which can
ensure this.

Toronto needs more than a group of

reformers with different ideologies and
different tactics tor social change. The
coalition may not remain intact for much
longer. For instance, how long will John
Sewell be able to work with a liberal like

Colin Vaughan?
Toronto has had reformers on council in

the past. William Dennison and June
Marks both gained notoriety for taking

principled stands against injustice. Den-
nison was once reviled by a Toronto
newspaper as a communist. Who would
dare call him that today?

Marks earned a reputation for exposing
slum landlords in the early 1960's. After

several years on council, she sold out to

the Old Guard and Is now one of the

staunchest supporters of development.
Despite the pious platitudes of the

reformers who are running in Monday's
election, the public has not been given a

guarantee that they can not be bought.

Instead of an amorphous reform
coalition, Toronto needs a mass-based
civic socialist party with a long term
strategy for constructive social change.

This does not Imply endorsement of the

League tor Socialist Action which is

fielding a mayoralty candidate and a
number of bourgeois students for

aldermen who have no roots in the wards
where they are running.

A~party similar to the Front d'action

politique (FRAP) in Montreal, would better

serve the interests of Toronto's working
class.

Although FRAP runs candidates for

electoral contests, its main function is

organizing proletarian communities.
Its policies are shaped by working class

citizens who form Comites d'action politi-

ques (CAPs) or political action
committees.

Such a party could take root in several

Toronto wards where the working class is

politically conscious.

A socialist civic party in Toronto would
be primarily concerned with extra-
parliamentary action programs such as
organizing tenants, creating neighbour-
hood clinics, and disseminating informa-
tion in the form of radical newspapers
to counter the drivel which appears in

the Toronto press.

It has to create local governments — in

essence, a decentralization of the power
structure at City Hall. Community control

must be more than a cheap cliche. If

community control is to become a genuine
alternative to the present system, power
must lie with the working class and not in

the hands ot the bourgeois leaders of

Toronto's present citizen groups.
A party incorporating trade unionists,

immigrants, welfare recipients, marginal,
and unemployed workers is the only
political vehicle capable of amplifying the
voice of those who so desperately need to

be heard.
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Anarchist revival is here, says U.S. prof
ByKRISSOSNOWSKl

"Anarchism is very much with us,

it is very much alive," says Paul

Avrich, history professor at Queen's

College of the City University of

New York.

Avrich, who is now working on a

history of anarchism in the United

States, lectured 6n anarchists in the

Russian revolution Wednesday
afternoon at Sid Smith.

"The Russian anarchists were

crushed, stamped out, and brutally

murdered, bul their ideals are

stronger now than they ever were,"

he said. "Anarchy is very much with

us and is very much alive." He
attacked the Bolsheviks for crushing

the anarchists.

Reading their literature of 19I7,

"one is struck by how perceptive and

prophetic the anarchists were. Their

critique of Bolshevism and

totalitarianism is the best I've ever

read."

Avrich said that the political

anarchy which developed in the

years I9I7-I9I9 was basically a

reaction against the French and

industrial revolutions. He called it a

protest against political centraliza-

tion, which was a consequence of the

two revolutions.

The main role of the anarchists in

I9I7 was to drive out and abolish

the government. This was the

destructive side of the revolution,

bul there was also a constructive

side, to build.

Avrich referred to Prudon's

quote: the urge to destroy is a

creative one. After eliminating the

old, it is necessary to create a new.

The Russian revolution was not

only a political revolution, but it was

especially a socialist revolution,

Avrich said, "It was a social,

economic, cultural, and military

reaction against the centralized

system."

According to Avrich, this social

aspect of the revolution reached into

every aspect of society. The aim of

the anarchists, economically, was to

rid the system of the land owners

and bureaucrats. The anarchists

wanted to change the military

system which was composed of a

"chain of ranks". Avrich said they

wanted to eliminate the epaulettes, a

symbol of hierarchy in the military.

Avrich made three fundamental

points about the anarchists' theory:

"They were pro-decentralization,

anti-authoritarian, and anti-

hierarchy."

He added that the anarchists were

not satisfied with a political (evolu-

tion which would just replacelhe old

government with a new one, but they

wanted to "change the nature of

society".

Avrich described the attempts of

the anarchists to implement their

ideas in the creation of a new society

a "positive social experiment".

The anarchists wanted to create a

new form of education because they

fell the old traditional methods were

authoritarian. They would have put

New York professor Paul Avrich spoke at U of T yesterday.

the students on an equal plane with

the teacher. They were interested in

"integral" education, which Avrich

compared to modern polytechnical

educational institutions.

Avrich broke up the Russian

anarchists into four major groups,

the first being the "anarchist-

communists" who wanted a de-

centralized form of communism, as

opposed to central or state com-

munism. Many of this group formed

communes, which, he said, "are very

similar to our present-day

communes".
Avrich said that they

expropriated a house, and opened up

a garden and a school. Avrich

referred to them as being the "heirs"

of the revolutionary philosopher

Kropotkin.

The second group of anarchists

was the labour movement which

wanted to break up the large

strongholds of economic power. Ac-

cordingly, "the factory committee

was the instrument of workers'

control".

The "individualists" were the

third group. Avrich called them the

most intriguing, and said that very

little is known about them.

"They rejected all organizations

which were permanent. They were

suspicious of all organization." The

individualists were influenced by the

thought of the philosophers

Nietzsche, Sterner, and Tucker, he

added.

The "Tolstoyans" was the last

major group of anarchists, the

Christians of the movement. Being

extreme pacifists, many of them

were killed or committed suicide

when captured.

Another group discussed by

Avrich was called the anarcho-

futurists. Its members made a small

attempt to introduce a new culture.

In the process, a manifesto and even

a new language for the "new
society" were written. The anarcho-

fulurists believed that existing

culture was based on aristocracy and

centralized class, and therefore, "all

the old culture had to go".

Few attend ward trustee meeting
Only IS people turned out for a

Ward 6 Board of Education all-

candidates meeting Tuesday evening

at Victoria College. Four of these

were candidates, two were the

meeting's co-ordinalors and one was

a reporter.

Most of the others were only there

because they had been assigned to

attend, as part of a course. "None of

us can vole in this ward," one

confessed.

Nevertheless, one candidate

noted, this was the third best turn-

out of all the meetings to date.

ClifT Mack, a first-year U of T
student, attributed the lack of stu-

dent turn-out to students' "isolation

from decision-making".

A member of the Young

Socialists, Mack said he is running

"to raise the class issue" in schools.

One example of this is educational

spending cutbacks, he implied in-

sisting that they have only begun,

SAC grants

to two papers

Two college newspapers, the lnnis

Herald and Vic's Strand, got SAC
money Wednesday night to sub-

sidize initial campus-wide dis-

tribution of their papers.

The communications commission

gave the Herald $ I00 and the Strand

S400, subject to subsequent approval

by the full council.

A Toike Oike request for funds

was tabled, pending commission ex-

amination of Toike policies and

financial resources. The Toike

already has cross-campus
distribution.

An Inn is College literary

publication, the Writ, received $250

from the commission's contingency

allocation to subsidize its publica-

tion. Most Writ revenue comes from

public sources and sale of the

journal.

Responding to a suggestion by

Scarborough College Student Coun-

cil president David Onley. the com-

mission established a committee to

investigate the feasibility, if any. of

establishing a second campus-wide

newspaper.

and must be fought.

The community should be

represented by courses on labour

history and women's studies, Mack
said, because a large percentage of

the community is either working

class or women.

Dan Martyniuk described himself

as a man who had "participated in

many community ventures", as stu-

dent, teacher, and parent. He has

five children, at four different

schools.

Martyniuk countered Mack's

cynicism, saying that "life isn't that

bad".

"But some things need

improvement," he added. He
suggested that the school year

should be cut in half, to provide

facilities for twice as many students.

"You're learning a lot you don't

necessarily need or want," he told

students in the audience.

Asked if he approved of giving

financial control of schools to the

community, Martyniuk said that the

various ethnic groups in a mixed

area would have trouble dividing up

the money, or working together.

The most vocal community

supporters at the meeting were the

team of former SAC educational

commissioner Dan l.eckie and last

year's SAC president Bob Spencer.

They are running together because,

as Spencer said, "You can get lost

on the board if you're by yourself."

Leckie is in favour of local

financial control. He wants black,

Chinese and Portuguese study

programs within the school; if com-

munity residents want such courses.

He sees a trustee as a full-time

GUYS! GIRLS!

Earn $20 an hour

in your free time!

Register now for model

assignment bookings in catalogue.

Earn $20 -$35 an hour.

(Currently a critical

shortage of new faces for Spring

catalogues now in shooting - and

students are needed!

Guys — must be 5' 10"

or over. Girls— model size 7-12.

Professional training

available if required. Call now!

923-9895
The London of England Modelling Academy

17 Prince Arthur Avenue

1 block north of Bloor and west off Avenue fload.

resource person and organizer who
works with parents, teachers and

students. He plans to "expose"

fellow trustees to well-

researched "perspectives" as an

alternative to administrators'

reports, which would influence them

to allocate their annual
$120,000,000 budget more respon-

sibly than they have done in the past.

Spencer said that he and Leckie

have Chinese canvassers who "let us

know the Chinese community's

feelings" about schools.

Chinese children who have been

raised in the traditional matriarchal

society experience "culture shock"

when they go to school, Spencer felt.

But parents encourage school

success, because they see it as the

means to get "upward mobility".

Children who do well at school, in

the process become alienated from

parents and community.

Spencer suggested classes in

Cantonese and the use of parent

aides in school as solutions to this

problem.

Colonial
203 Yonge St.

THIS WEEKEND!

Charles
NEXT WEEK: M J*fc fl

MARTHA REEVES LIOlU
Formerly of THE VANDELLAS

ElecTor
MUNICIPAL ELECTIUN

CENTRE
In conjunction with S.A.C. and lnnis College, INI

206/306 has planned a municipal elections centre

to gather and disseminate information concerning

the upcoming municipal elections on December 4.

The purpose of this service Is to both supply basic

Information and to act as liason between candidates

for office and interested Individuals.

If you have any questions concerning the upcoming

municipal elections, feel free to contact us at 928-

54S6. We exist to serve you.

63 St. George (lnnis College)
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Brown is running for "benefit of mankind
##

According lo the wife of Ward 6

Alderman Horace Brown, "There is

a force beyond which tells him there

is still some work for him lo perform

for the benefit of mankind."

Brown himself is convinced that

he has a mission to serve on City

Council. His campaign literature

says that "to me, it is the greatest

thing in life to be of service to

others."

Although generally considered to

be a member of the 'Old Guard' at

City Hall. Brown's record on coun-

cil indicates that, unlike some of his

fellow aldermen, he does not con-

ceive of "service to others" as being

simply service lo developers. On key

issues, his voting record is among

the best of those who are not in the

'reform' camp, although it varies,

sometimes unpredictably, from issue

to issue.

He voted for the acceptance of the

Eaton Centre plan (although he had

supported earlier amendments that

failed), for the Quebec-Gothic

development, and against a proposal

to study the "architectural, social,

and economic feasibility" of further

high-rise development in the down-

town areas. All these issues can be

considered as litmus tests of at-

titudes toward developers — and

Brown voted with the side that

favours indiscriminate development.

On the other hand, Brown voted

With four others running, Aid. Brown will have a tough race.

in favour of putting the proposed

police tower on top of the Imperial

Oil building instead of in Winston

Churchill park. He also voted

against building the Spadina ex-

pressway. On both these issues, as

well as on a number of others, he

took a stand at odds with that of

other Old Guard aldermen.

His record on citizen parti-

cipation and community groups

is similarily spotty, and is reflected

in the attitude of groups in the

community to him. Although he is a

member of the NDP and the

Metropolitan Toronto Labor Coun-

cil, the council refused to endorse

Brown at a vote earlier this year,

largely because he was considered to

be too pro-developer. Recently,

however, it reversed its decision and

he now has the endorsement,

although it came on a 53-45 vote.

His administrative qualifications

are fairly impressive. He has been

the chairman, at one time or another

during his 1 2 years on City Council,

of all four standing committees, and

of the Toronto Board of Health. In

addition, he is on hospital boards,

the Board of Governors of George

Brown College, and on the City or

Toronto — U of T L.iason com-

mittee, as well as a long list of other

posts.

His other commitments, as well
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as his job as a writer for Ontario

Hydro, may have contributed to his

poor attendance record, one of the

worst on council, although repeated

illnesses and a serious accident

earlier this year were also important

factors. A few of those who oppose

his re-election recognize that he

cannot be faulted for being ill, but

also point out that repeated bouts of

ill health, plus his tendency to often

leave council meetings well before

they end for health reasons impair

his ability to represent his

constituents.

Brown has supported consultation

of citizen groups on a number of

issues, and opposed them on others.

He calls citizen involvement "a

natural thing in city politics, and

I've tried to help it along. But the

same citizens seem to get involved in

everything."

He points out that it is often a

small clique of activists that

dominate residents' groups, making

the groups unrepresentative of their

communities.

Brown has strengthened his

reputation as an Old Guard can-

didate by some publicity-getting ac-

tions in his term on council. One of

them was hitting Ward 7 alderman

John Sewell during a council

meeting indicating, if nothing else,

that he is not likely to fit in well with

a council including a higher number

of 'reform' aldermen. He also made

the news by using reports that young

unmarried women and men, and

American draft-dodgers lived in

Gothic Avenue houses to argue in

favour of the Quebec-Gothic

development that would replace the

houses.

It is certain that he faces a hard

fight in the December 4 election. In

I969, he squeaked into office by less

than 100 votes over third-and

fourth-place candidates, some 2,000

votes behind June Marks. This time,

he faces two incumbent aldermen,

Marks and William Archer, who
has switched from Ward 5, as well

as Dan Heap, a strong challenge.

Downes wants to

be middle of road
By PAT REDICAN

C. Arthur Downes insists that he

is a credible candidate for alderman

in Ward 6 and should not be con-

sidered "peripheral". Although he

has only 53,000 and 50 workers, he

feels he can win.

"The people who will vote for me
are the people who are totally dis-

sutisifed with the incumbents."

The incumbents, Horace Brown

and June Marks, plus William

Archer, who has moved over from
Ward 5. are not considered to be in a

weak position. As well, there is Dan
Heap, a well-known, NDP-backed
challenger.

Downes, an assistant manager of

C. Arthur Downes: better luck?

a clothing store, an Anglican church

warden, and a member of a hospital

board, is going for his second shot at

a Ward 6 seat. In 1969 he finished

eighth out of 10, with less than 800

votes.

"This time I have more money,
more people, and I'm taking the

campaign more seriously. I believe I

can win."

Downes' major complaint is

against the press, which has treated

him as a secondary candidate; he

feels he provides an alternative to

the present aldermen.

Downes is running on a platform

that closely resembles mayoralty
candidate David Crombie's, but he

refuses to characterize himself as a
reformer.

"I do not intend to join one
factioji or another. I think that if

I'm independent I can do the most

for Ward 6."

Although he is vice-president of

the St. Andrew - St. Patrick-

Progressive Conservative Associa-

tion, Downes claims he has no party

connections in, this election. His

money, he says, comes entirely from

private donations.

"I do not think that party politics

have any place in City Hall. We
should be representing a com-
munity, not a party."

Downes' community connections,

are. however, limited; although he

was raised in the ward and now
works and has many commitments

there, he has no official connections

with community groups. Nor does

he really see himself as a community

candidate.

"Right now there are two forces

at city hall — the developers and the

community groups; I think they

have to be reconciled."

All the same, Downes' written

platform is more community than

developer oriented. He stands for

"preserving and improving neigh-

bourhoods, increasing parkland,

increasing day care centres and
making more use of public facilities

— buildings, school libraries,

gyms".
Development, Downes thinks,

"must be controlled". But, he says,

Toronto must have development to

grow.

Downes opposes the Spadina

Expressway and is in support of the

new Davis proposals for public tran-

sit. But, he says, "For transit to

become really feasible, we will have

to make public transportation more
attractive lo people. People need

room on transit vehicles".

Downes believes that the system

of electing controllers across the city

should be reinstituted, instead of

chposing executives from elected

aldermen.

"City Hall has been mayhem for

the past three years. I came out

against the abolition of this office \ji

196X and I still believe it."

Downes, who has emphasized the

fact that he is a Negro in this

campaign, thinks he will do well

among the substantial black pop-

ulation in the west end of the ward,

where he grew up. He also expects to

do well in the 'lalian and Chinese

communities west of University

Avenue and south of College Street,

and in the student quarter near the

university.

Downes" small campaign force -

has forced to concentrate in these

areas. But he thinks thai this will be

enough to carry him to victory.
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Unite for control of Toronto, soys Clarke
By GREG McMASTER

Nelson Clarke is running for mayor of

Toronto to attack the power of developers and

to convince Torontonians there is a basis for

"united action between ratepayers' groups,

the organized labour movement, and the

student body at U of T".

Students, he says, are "concerned with city

life more than ever before". In the past week,

the issue Clarke has been "most concerned

about" has been the "brutal attack on

educational and health services" coming from

the provincial government. He also fears a

review of the provincial medicare scheme.

Accordingly, Toronto citizens need a mayor

who will defend their interests against the

Davis Government, which, Clarke claims, is

"acting on behalf of Ontario corporations".

This fight he sees as analogous to the local

struggle by citizens against developers.

Toronto's problems cannot be solved, he feels,

"until we get back out of developers' hands 92

per cent of the city land which is available for

housing". He proposes establishing land

banks lo acquire land "with no financial gain"

to speculators. He adds that expropriation

would be included in this process, but does not

rule out compensation to speculators.

Clarke feels that a handful of big

corporations, such as Eaton's, CPR, Meri-

dian, Greenwin and Windlass, control city

politics. These companies have all proposed

massive developments in the last three years

and their interests, he says, conflict with those

of the rest of the city populace, which consists

of working people.

Working people include -both manual and

mental workers such as university graduates,

he said.

Lighting a cigarette with a David

Rotenberg matchbook, Clarke attacked

Western Guard candidate Don Andrews,

saying, "There's quite a dangerous promotion

of racism from him and others running with

him. f
Clarke is a former Saskatoon alderman and 8

a founder of that city's Labour Council. He is a-

a member of the Communist Party of ^
Canada, but is not stressing this in his l

campaign. In contrast lo federal and provin-

cial elections, he doesn't "think it's helpful" 2>

to bring wide-ranging party politics into ^
municipal campaigns.

People are more prepared to come together

on local issues, he feels, and "people uniting

and winning battles on community issues

learn in the course of that fight the success of

united action, that they can win bigger issues

on the federal level".

Although Lenin denied that struggles for

reforms can by themselves create

revolutionary consciousness, Clarke, in

denying the usefulness of running as a com-

munist candidate, claimed, "We learn from

our own experience not just to curb

profiteering corporations, but to abolish the

Nelson Clarke fears social cutbacks

capitalist system and establish a working-

class state."

Although Lenin denied that struggles for

reforms can by themselves create

revolutionary consciousness, Clarke, in

denying the usefulness of running as a com-

munist candidate, claimed, "We learn from

our own experience not jusl lo curb

profiteering corporations, but to abolish the

capitalist system and establish a working-

class slate."

Clarke suggests that the Trolskyist League

for Socialist Aclion is "playing into the hands

of right-wing social democrats" by openly

running as socialists. He accuses their can-

didate, Jacquie Henderson, of "creating an

illusion of what socialism is and how you get

to it" by suggesting that a socialist municipal

government can really be established before

the working class has state power in Canada.

(Henderson's campaign posters call for "a

labour city hall", but do not suggest the

possibility of socialism in one city.)

Clarke feels that' "the processes I'm

advocating here, of bringing people together

on issues they can be brought together on,

leads to a great rising struggle against cor-

porations. This actually represents the road to

socialism in this country."

Clarke defended the right or municipal

politicians to speak out on outside issues. For

example, he calls for the federal government

to nationalize Bell Telephone, and for the

United Slates lo sign the proposed cease-fire

agreement with the Vietnamese.

He claimed that the conditions for the

victory of the Vietnamese struggle "for the

right to self-determination" were now more

favourable on the political level than on the

military level.

Clarke added that he didn'l think much of

the recently unveiled Davis government tran-

sportation plan. He called for ihe construction

of a new subway line, "probably down the

Balhurst Street route".

Rimstead complains newspapers ignore him
By CLARK PARSONS

Is the Paul Rimstead mayoralty

campaign a joke as most people

seem to think?

Rimstead, a columnist for the

Toronto Sun, says "no", and,

talking to him, it is hard to doubl his

sincerity.

His three principal opponents

lake him seriously enough thai they

complained lo the Sun that he was

using his column to campaign. The

Sun responded by allowing each of

them to write several columns on

their own behalf.

Ahd when Rimstead was

interviewed by Pierre Berton for his

television program, his opponents

again objected that they should be

allowed equal time. As a result, the

program was blacked oul in the

Toronto area.

Rimstead is bitter about ihe

rerusal of the Toronto newspapers to

take him seriously. His campaign,

he says, has opened his eyes to the

reality of Canadian politics: you =

have to have money, you have lo>-

have contacts.

The Sun editorially endorsed

alderman David Rotenberg for

mayor.
"Rotenberg would not gel one

vote from Ihe Sun's editorial staff,"

says Rimstead. "That editorial

came down from above—from the

people financing the Sun. We were

bitter about it."

"I started out dumbly,

idealistically running for mayor," he

says. "When O'Donohuc and the

others complained about my
column, I voluntarily did nol write

my column for a week, thinking that

would show my sincerity. Bui still

the major papers ignored me, So I

decided I would use my column as a

platform."

When Rimstead gets down to

issues, he has many ideas and very

few details.

"I am a master of genera-

lization." he says. "I haven't

talked about specifics because I

don'l know enough about them."

The city's civil service has the

experts, he suggests; ihey are there

lo provide the politicians with the

detailed information.

"How can anyone be an expert on

everything?" asks Rimstead
rhetorically.

"Look, it's nol going to be these

technical matters the others arc

talking about that will determine the

future or the city; it's the social

issues. ATid I'm the only one talking

about them."

Sun columnist Paul Rimstead

insists he has little publicity.

Rimstead sees "a black and white

situation'", a possible confrontation

de\ eloping in Toronto. Five years

ago there were only a few thousand

blacks in Toronto, he says. Now
there are lens of thousands. If

Rimstead has serious suggestions to

make to alleviate the "problem",

however, they are not readily

apparent.

The Sun's board or directors

includes former national Conser-

vative Party chairman Eddie Good-

man and directors of Greenwin and

Cadillac developers.

Most immigrants, he suggests, are

people who could nol make it at

home, and so decided lo emigrate.

"Most of our immigrants now are

coming from the West Indies or

Africa." says Rimstead, "But il's a

federal mailer; Toronto can't do

anything about it."

.Rimstead's position appears

ambiguous.

"We're ihe fat-cals, let's face it.

Inside, you're warm and well-fed;

outside, others are cold and hungry.

Speaking morally, how can you

refuse to let them in?"

Although Rimstead slates thai he

is "not at all radical — conservative

actually", his altitudes regarding

development appear closer to those

Of John Sewell than Rolenberg.

"Why does everyone have to work

;ii the corner of King and Bay?" he

asks. "Why did it take just two

weeks lo approve the 75-storey

Royal Bank -lower at the old Star

site when it's taken years oT

bickering to come to any con-

clusions on ihe Spadina expressway?

Why did the Eaton- Fairview

development 'jusl happen' to come

up at ihe time of the election and

have to be approved right away?"

Rimstead, like O'Donohue and

Western Guarder Don Andrews,

says Rochdale should be closed

down.

"I'm not against draft-dodgers or

homosexuals," he says. "I see peo-

ple as people"

"Bui most of those in Rochdale

are on welfare and don't want

anything else. Put an end to the free

ride and half will go home.

Rochdale is an experiment which

has failed."

His suggestion for Rochdale's

future seems lo involve some sort of

social meeting place.

"Many people in Toronto — men

and women — are lonely; they don't

socialize easily. Set up bars,

something, where ihey can meet..."

Rimstead is not one for details.

Cleaning up Yonge Street, "the

cheapest street in North America".

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informed
helpful

staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

and pulling the brakes on im-

morality is another of Rimstead's

desires. Rimstead would like to gel

rid of the Yonge St. "midway".

He favours an amalgamation of

Metro government, or at least a

return lo the Board of Control.

There's too much red tape now, he

says. "Our problems are essentially

the same; we're all one city."

World University Service of Canada

INVITES APPLICATIONS

FROM FACULTY & STUDENTS

TO THE SEMINAR ON

International Development

this year W.U.S.C. goes to India

forms available - Student's Awards Office

Simcoe Hall

for more info -483-1656

One Contac-C capsule gives 12 hours of relief

from the symptoms of a stubborn cold.
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Defender of morality

Stop "coloured immigration" - Western Guard
By ERIC MILLS

Using the traditional rationale of

leftists of running in elections to

propagandize. Western Guard

member Don Andrews is cam-

paigning for ihe City of Toronto

mayoralty.

The theme of the Andrews,

campaign, as it has been throughout

the stormy history of the Western

Guard (formerly the Edmund Burke

Society), is "Western Christian

culture". This is strongly reflected in

their anti-drug, anti-welfare, anti-

"immorality" and pro-while views,

all vigorously and forthrightly

expressed.

In an interview, Andrews said

that the racial problem in Toronto

was his chief concern in Monday's

election. He pointed out that

although Rimslead has been talking

about "the problem", only he has

offered concrete solutions.

Mass immigration from non-

European countries — "coloured

immigration" — should be stopped,

he declared, worried that race riots

are "a definite possibility". Only the

Chinese community seems to be able

to co-exist with whites, he said, but

"the hlack people are essentially

more violent-prone". He added that

blacks are not inferior to whites, but

have "a different nature".

The violent crime rale "will rise

rapidly within the next year or two",

Andrews predicted, unless massive

immigration of non-Europeans is

ended. He admitted that im-

migration was a federal responsibili-

ty, but asserted thai the pressure of

iwo million voters voting for him

would put considerable pressure on

the federal government.

Closing down Rochdale College

has long been a concern of the

Western Guard, Erna Koffman

(running for alderman in Ward 5),

and Tony O'Donohue. Andrews sees

Rochdale as "the symbol ofthedrug

culture"; its demise would be a

"psychological boost to all anti-drug

forces."

The closure of the residence,

although it would merely move the

present population out of the

building, is one example of An-

drew's views of proper tactics to be

used against "pro-drug forces".

"Drug pushers and all who take

drugs should be harassed by the

community," he says.

The 18-storey building could be

usefully turned into a senior citizens'

home, Andrews said, but only after

"a lot of Lysol and insecticides"

have been thoroughly applied.

Another key Guard plank in the

election is its belief that all able-

bodied welfare recipients should be

forced to work in order to receive

any support. Andrews suggested

lhat those who could work should be

required to spend one or two days a

week doing work such as cleaning

parks, or even "make-work pro-

jects", just so they would be dis-

couraged from being a drain on

society.

And, if Ihey qualify for welfare

under his system, people would get

Irishmen will picket airline

"A top member or Tony O'Donohue's team" approached the Toronto

Irish Republican Club urging them to cancel a picket of an Irish Airlines

office planned for tomorrow, according to Republican Club member Sean

Keane.

Keane quoted the man, whom he did not name, saying that the picket

might hurt O'Donohue's election chances, and that "We all want an

Irishman to be mayor, don't we?"

Keane said the Republicans replied, "We don't give a shit who's elected

mayor because whoever he is he'll be representing business interests. We
don't think the mayor should be elected on an issue such as race."

Keane, who is also a member of the Marxist official wing of the Irish

Republican Army, said he "got the idea" that some of O'Donohue's people

may show up lo disrupt the demonstration.

The picket was called lo protest the internment of Republicans in

Ireland, "north and south", and the collaboration of the Irish governmenl

with the British government. The Official IRA does not support the

Provisionals' bombing campaign, but intends to demand the release from

internment of Provisional chief of staff Sean MacStiofain, at tomorrow's 2

pm demonstration at the Acrlingus Airlines office al Adelaide and Church

Streets.

For years, June Marks has fought for people—
their individual rights — their opportunities. She
will continue fighting with your continued
support.

ration cards for room and board,

presumably so their money could

notjbe spent unwisely.

The fourth major plank of the

Western Guard is [heir desire, like

Rimslead's, lo clean up the Yonge

Street strip, with its bars,

"degeneracy", lewd movie houses,

and above all, its pornographic

bookstores.

These latter should have their

windows painted over, Andrews

said, be forced to put up "phony"

signs, such as "art book store", and

charge an admission price. If these

measures did not drive the sex

merchants out of business, at least

they would protect "the women-folk

and Ihe young, impressionable

people", he stated.

Andrews seemed little interested

in other, more typical issues in the

municipal campaign. Developers

have emerged as the major issue

with most candidates, according to

Andrews, They are a small, ad-

mittedly rich minority, but not

significant enough to be worried

about, he claims.

His major opponents in the

mayoralty race, O'Donohue, David

Rolenberg and David Crombie, had

lillle difference among them, ac-

cording to Andrews. All are waging

expensive
,

campaigns of over

$50,000 each, he pointed out, in-

dicating that there may be some

kind of payoff involved in winning

the lop job.

Even the leaders of the NDP had

much in common with their Liberal

and Conservative counterparts, he

said (Rotenberg and Crombie are

Conservatives, O'Donohue is a

Liberal). Only in parts of the rank

and file of the N DP can be found an

ideological split with the major

national parties, he said.

Andrews said he is not a fascist, in

ihe sense that of belonging to "the

Fascist Party". However, he said he

is in favour of the populism of

Alabama governor George Wallace,

and the "economic populism" of the

early Italian Fascist Party. On
moral issues, he considers himself a

conservative.

The Guard is running four

candidates for alderman and three

for ihe Board of Education as well

as the mayoralty candidate in ihe

election. The campaign will cost

about $850, Andrews said, with

another $400 donated in services.

He said the election provides a

"wonderful opportunity" to

publicize the Guards' platform, ad-

ding lhat 52.000 pieces of literature

had been distributed.

The trustee campaign is based on

advocating an end to per-

missiveness, A ndrews said.

Although the Guard would permit

sex education to be taught, it would

insist that it be taught with

"Western Christian morality".

In addition, Andrews said the

Guard would like a return to

leaching basics, particularly reading

and "practical things like money

and bank accounts". Greater parent

participation in the schools,

allhough without control, is another

Guard education plank.

WINTER 73
Beginning in January, Centennial College is offering the following full-time

day programs. Applicants are encouraged to apply NOW for programs

commencing January 4th, 1973.

PROGRAMS OFFERED
Academic Division

General Arts and Science

Applied Arts Division

Industrial Editing and Book Publishing

Creative Advertising

Radio and TV Writing

Journalism

Hospitality Administration and Service

Fashion Services

Business Administration Division

Business Administration

General Business

Secretarial Arts

Engineering Technology Division

Architectural Technology

Civil Technology

Electronics Technology

Mechanical Technology

Pre-employment (20 weeks)
Classes begin January 22, 1 973.

Diesel Electric Mechanic

Air Cooled and Marine Engines Mechanic

College Preparatory
Classes begin January 8th, 1 973.

A program designed for students who lack the necessary educational

prerequisites for admission to a Post Secondary College program.

For further information and application forms write or visit the Director

of Admissions, Centennial College, 651 Warden Avenue, Scarborough,
Ontario or telephone 41 6-694-3241

.

...AT CENTENNIAL COLLEGE
june MARKS £%
Business Woman
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Vision of the urban future:

Dream or nightmare?
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.'hebdo city politics issue

illustrates disagreements

This week's L'Hebdo carries a number of articles and

reviews on urban topics. Their appearance is one reflection of

,he tremendous interest in city politics that has marked the

scene in recent years. Conflict in the cities has been one o

the major ways that the social and economic contradictions of

capitalism have expressed themselves in the sixties and

seventies.

The responses to the problems of the cities have been

varied and confused. So it should be unde^andable Of

perhaps not entirely forgiveable) that the articles m L Hebdo

commissioned lor this issue, are, on some fundamental

points at odds with each other. The views expressed in this

issue may not be consistent with one another, but they do at

leasl partially reflect some of the debates go.ng on among

those who seek to bring about change. At the same time, of

course, they can be no substitute for more thorough and

searching analysis.

Much of the disagreement among those who consider

themselves 'progressive
1

in the context of urban politics has

centered around questions of 'community control' and 'par-

ticipatory democracy'.

Critics of these concepts have pointed out that they do

not effectively confront the sources of urban problems in a

fundamental way. As long as corporate enterprise and private

property, either of land or of industry and financial

institutions, continue, they argue, attempts at community

control will fail, because the loci of power are elsewhere: in

the economy. Even progressive taxation (a very elusive goa

thus far) they point out, would merely centralize control of

funds in the hand of bureaucracies integrated in the

corporate state.

A further result of 'community control
1

, critics point out.

is the creation of divisions among working-class (blue or

white collar) people. An example is the support of labourers'

unions for developers because development provides jobs,

even while it destroys cities. As long as private enterprise is

the source of most jobs, a political strategy must take that into

consideration, and find ways of dealing with such

contradictions. They cannot be ignored. Another example, as

Marjaleena Repo has pointed out, is the 'organizing of the

poor against the working class
1

. Organizing workers and "the

poor
11

separately, she says, perpetuates divisions and

deflects struggle.

A further effect of 'community control' has been the

domination of 'community groups' by an elite of middle-class

do-gooders and reformers who love to go to meetings, and

who have more time and experience in these situations than

Ihe working class.

At the same time, despite these negative results, the only

alternative to the reform movement at present seems to be

the pro-developer old guard. So a political dilemma exists.

The articles in L'Hebdo should be regarded as material

for further thought, rather than as definitive statements.

Comment on them is invited.

B

Stale pedantry and eclecticism

The state of urban history

"To tell the story of a cjty

one must love and un-

derstand it. This is not a

science but a mystery and an

art. Like loving and un-

derstanding a woman, it re-

quires sensual and emotional

receptivity the historian can-

not permit himself, and at best

only a partial success can be

attained.

"It is this personality of the

city which prevents either the

historian or the social scientist

from understanding it The

one looks at the past, the

other plans for the future. Ac-

curate records of the past are

invaluable, wise plans for the

future essential, but the city

lives in the present — this

instant of the here and now. In

this, too, it is feminine-

illogical, unpredictable, con-

tradictory — but with a fine

pragmatic realism. Immortal,

as Wax Weber said of nations,

it has neither regret for the

past, nor fear of the future. It

is as it is — now."

Alan Morley, Vancouver,

From Milltown to Metropolis

The Uses of Urban History

In studies of urbanization

and urban policy problems,

cheaply coined insights on the

city as the institutional

framework of the Pepsi

generation are commonplace.

In this x version, the city is a

process characterized by the

rapidity and effervescence of

its constantly changing
present.

But before succumbing to

this characterization of the

city as a corporate merger of

present and future and before

we dismiss tradition as an

important component of the

future, it is worthwhile
remembering that the human
body also undergoes a com-
plete change in its cells every

seven years yet continues to

rest clearly on the structure

and skeleton of its past.

The city's skeleton is too

often kept in a closet and
most of its monuments are

destroyed lightly. But the

weight of its past cannot be so

lightly effaced. Its past is

worth looking at for a sense of

time and place and for a

perspective on the problems
we face.

Being present minded,
government-hired academics
use the past only to evade the

future. In a typical example.

the author of a recent CMHC
study on housing neatly

sidesteps the problems of

defining need: ."Any attempt

to define need takes us into a

contentious, value filled area.

Rather than attempt such a

definition, it is more useful to

survey the historical

developments in the Cana-

dian housing market to see if

a problem does indeed exist

and if so what its broad con-

tours are."

Activists, who want to make

and act on value judgements,

have a different appreciation

of the historical contours of a

problem. In my own ex-

perience as a tenant activist, I

constantly find myself looking

for precedents and models for

if history is, as they say. the

index of men born too soon, it

is also an index of lessons. It

is also useful to have a

perspective on the dimen-

sions of a problem so as to

more easily focus in on ap-

propriate target systems or

allies.

But activists will look in vain

to urban history as it is now
practised for answers to their

problems. Although the city is

at the centre of Canadian
historical development, the

focus of historical attention so

far has polarized around an

irrelevant dialectic. On the

one hand we have a strong

bias toward antiquarianism, in

the tradition of W. D.

Lighthall's 1892 Montreal

After 250 Years, "dedicated to

the Numesmatic and Anti-

quarian Society of Montreal:

My Friends and Fellow
Strollers in Pleasant Fields".

On the other hand we have

urban history as national

history writ small, which
focusses on urban history on-

ly as it relates to stale national

themes. Rarely have we been

offered studies of the city

which treats the city in terms

of its own peculiarities,

problems and dynamics. And
rarer still are those who see

urban history as a gateway to

constructing an entirely

different version of our past, a

people's history seen from the

bottom up.

The two books under
review here serve as il-

lustration of how work in this

field has progressed.
Glazebrook's is the more dif-

ficult to classify since it is

written in the Midnight Cow-

boy tradition of Canadian

historiography — skipping

over the ocean like a stone.

But, although there is no un-

ifying thread running through

the diversity of comments he

makes, there are a definite set

of principles of analysis

beneath his doting eclecti-

cism.

His methodology is elitist

and orthodox in the finext

tradition of Canadian history.

He feels for instance that "no

mirror reflects as much of the

complicated life of a city as

does the press. "Would it not

be more accurate to take

housing and working con-

ditions as the true mirror? To

be sure, he does include

descriptions of the poor in-

terspersed with photos of the

Mendellsohn Choir or the

Prince of Wales visit, but this

is an illustration of his ability

to include a wide variety of

material rather than the

reflection of an attempt at a

People's History of Toronto.

His moralism illustrates the

same eclecticism of the two

handed liberal (on the one
hand... but on the other... or

give from the right, take from

the left.) This is his assess-

ment of the depression: "The

generations growing up after

the thirties living in an affluent

society and protected on
every hand by social security,

cannot with the best of will,

understood what disciplines

the depression imposed, how
people were driven to the old-

fashioned virtues — or what

had once seemed to be
virtues of frugality and com-

petitive work. Perhaps its

results were not all bad, for in

it grew up the men who wrote

the name 'Canada' on many
battlefields. "If however, the

depression dominated and
circumscribed life in Toronto

it was not the sole subject of

conversation, nor was it a

barrier against a wide range

of intellectual and artistic

advances...."

And so it goes — from

consoling comments on
poverty to the battlefields

where men who had been
treated like scum died in glory

and back to the warm salon.

This book exudes the mora-
lism of the person who felt

sorry for poor people with

no shoes until he met a man
with no feet and then con-
tinued with his martini, armed

SAC General Meeting
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6:30 P.M.
EAST HALL UNIV. COLLEGE

NOTE CHANGE IN DATE AND TIME
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|
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with his compleat cocktail

party animator The Story oi

Toronto, while "in the room

women come and go, Talking
^

of Michelangelo."

The same can be said of his

treatment of the violation of

rights of free speech which

paraded under the banner of

anti-communism. He heart-

rendingly ponders the issues:

"The argument was not wholly

without validity but it did have

two serious flaws. One was

that the persons who were

prevented from speaking

publicly were not all com-

munists. The other was to

argue, that even if sedition

were woven into communist

doctrine, any " remarks on

communism were in

themselves seditions.

"...In their usual pattern the

communists described their

opponents as fascists, with no

referee to point out that, from

the point of view of human
liberty, no difference existed

between communism and
fascism."

His final comments on city

planning stand on their own:

"The hopes and skills of

planners are of no avail ex-

cept to the extent that they

lead governments to take wise

and avoid unwise action. A
plan is not an end in itself; and

if it lulls the consciences of

government or public it

becomes a liability. By cir-

culating draft plans to house-

holders and businessmen for

comment and by encouraging

public meetings on them the

planners have gone some way

to engage public interest but it

is probable that only a small

minority of citizens have ever

seen or read plans, or

perhaps know that such

things exist. The triangle of

planners, executive govern-

ment and public is not easily

drawn. Between the first two

understanding and co-

operation are needed. The

electors for their part must

fulfill their traditional roles of

encouragement and criti-

cism."

Despite the breadth and

scholarly pretence of this

book, it lulls the conscience.

To that extent, it is of little

value to those who wish to do

more than encourage,
criticize or sip cocktails with

those who are planning their

future.

Peter Goheens Victorian

Toronto, a study of the

changing ways people lived

as Toronto industrialized into

its essentially modern form in

1900. differs sharply from

Glazebrook in method,
technique, orientation and
scope. The sheer sophistica-

tion and overpowering pedan-

try of the book work against a

critical, not to say a Sunday-
afternoon reading. -Here is a

partial explanation of his

methodological bombast:

"The analysis included

three principal investigations.

First, the relationships among
the series of variables were

studied using the multivariate

statistical techniques known
as factor analysis whereby the

matrix of correlations may be

reduced to a conceptually

more manageable form and a

series of index measures
derived which summarize the

correlations among the

variables. Following this in-

quiry, the distributional

properties of these derived

"factors" were investigated

employing a method of map-

ping based on the calculation

of polynomial trend ex-

pressions. Trend surface

mapping is designed to

eliminate subjective bias from

cartographic presentation

through the use of exact

mathematical procedures by

which the recognition, isola-

tion and measurement of

trends is computed. In the

third place, multiple regres-

sion expressions were for-

mulated in order to decide

whether some variables

possessed predictive value in

describing the distribution

within the city of various

economic and ethnic groups."

Some of this high-powered

technique can be excused

since a tight study of the

forces unleashed by in-

dustrialization on residential

and work patterns is

warranted. What he is tracing

essentially is the transforma-

tion from a city characterized

by considerable social and

land-use mix to one whose

class segregation is an im-

portant component of the

modern city. By 1900 both

occupation and landscape

were stratified by industriali-

zation.

These are certainly impor-

tant findings for the urban

critic, the conjuncture of in-

dustrialization and class op-

pression on a variety of levels

— residence, life — op-

portunities et cetera —
sustains a certain type of

analysis of the problems we
are facing. It strongly
suggests that the praxis of

community organizing is weak

if it attempts to organize in-

dependently of the major

social and class outlines of

the city.

Unfortunately an aware-

ness of this is weakened

by Goheen's abstract for-

mulation of the categories at

work which ignore the dimen-

sions of social and political

power. "Industrial develop-

ment, population growth and

the changing system of in-

ternal transportation were
three of the most conspicuous

agents of change," he writes.

This abstract analysis does

not distinguish Goheen from

the work of Nixon's ultra-

conservative advisor on urban

affairs, Edward Banfield. Nor

does it elevate his insights

above the level of cliche. What
he ignores is the dimension of

inequality. It is precisely in the

concrete inequality created by

industrialism that its meaning

for the modern city is forged.

Further work on the city

should take up this point of

view. Then a fruitful dialectic

between the study and the

transformation of the city can

be joined. Until then we are

saddled with studies that

bolster hierarchy with pedan-

try, suffering with footnote

condolences and polarization

with smothering eclecticism.

P.G. Goheen, Victorian

Toronto 1850-1900, U. of

Chicago Press, $5.00

G. Glazebrook, The Story of

Toronto, U. of Toronto Press,

$13.75

Wayne Roberts
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The limitations of the refo
"Big Mao and Little Mao", that's how Richard Kirkup, the

white hope of the developers in Ward 7 sees his opponents

John Sewell and Karl Jaffary. In the idiom of the Archie Bunker

wing of the property industry, that's how the opponents of high-

rise development are seen. "Maoists, Communists, pinkos, left

wingers and hamburgers" are the labels Vancouver's Mayor
Tom Campbell flings about.

In Toronto these people are spearheading a reform

movement; that is, defining the central issues of the

forthcoming municipal election. Since last December 1st when
supporters of Community Organizing (CO) 72 packed St.

Lawrence Hall sporting rabbit buttons after Mayor Dennison
charged that citizens' groups are like rabbits in a swamp — a

lot of tracks but few rabbits — they have been multiplying

rapidly. They are now prepared to field at least one serious

contender for every ward of the city in opposition to the old-

guard, pro-developer wing of City Council.

Family housing, neighborhood stability and local control

form the core of the reformers' Holy Trinity. And the developers
at least seem to agree with them on the centrality of the issues.

"Toronto faces one fundamental development issue — whether
important planning decisions should be made centrally by
elected representatives of the whole municipality or, as some
ratepayers groups are saying, on a strictly local basis by them",
writes Allan J. Scott, president of the big developers public

relation's front, the Urban Development Institute of Ontario.

On the reform side of the line-up, a common stance on
certain key issues does seem to promise some measure of

sustained collaboration. However, there is no necessary reason
for feeling that they will hold together any more than the Civac,

Liberal or NDP slates of the last election. From Conservative
Hope to NDP Runge, from Sewell the polarizer to Crombie the

compromiser, from ex-Waffler Dan Heap who sees the
campaign as "a small part of the mobilization.. .to fight the

tycoons, Canadian and foreign, who control us", to Colin

Vaughn who seems to express the preference of the urbane

middle class to shop in funky areas like Kensington, they share

a common dedication to a contradiction — radical

conservatism. Quality of life rather than quantity of concrete

might be the salon battlecry but the rubber cement that binds

this coalition together is based on a philosophy of urban life

essentially geared to amalgamating a classical conservative

commitment to conservation and preservation with the radical

rhetoric of local control. Their points of disagreement, which

theorist Karl Jaffary sees as irrelevant to the urban scene, may
come to haunt them. Some day they may have to face the great

divide on the classical questions of the demarcation of political

alignments — international issues, economic development
issues and social development issues. The issues which

Toronto will face will not be permanently contained by the ties

of their tenuous alliance.

The viability of the alliance to this point however, is

testimony to the vitality of a new reform both in Europe and
America. Reformers of the 19th and early 20th centuries fought

eagerly for centralized authority as against local autonomy.
According to Mack Walker's study of German Home Towns for

instance, the slogan of the "common weal" was used to destroy

the narrow corporate rights of integrated communities in favor

of incorporating-them into the larger rational capitalist society.

Liberalism was the cloak for a class of bourgeois "movers and
doers" and their civil servant custodians. "For local self

government," writes Walker, "in the individualized country of

the communities, was a contradiction of the goal of progress
through the unimpeded rational movement of individual and
impersonal commodities that was the concrete basis of

German bureaucratic liberalism. Free movement of persons
and of impersonal commodities was a denial" of their concept
of community.

In North America the same forces were responsible for the

Kafkaesque Imprint of urban reform. Hostility to the wards and

local control was their bat
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i cry. Pelham Mulvany in his 1882

lack of tourist-attracting parks on
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s grasping constituents sums of

d ^D\o parks. The 1909 Royai

'idespread corruption in Montreal

3 recommendations: "6. As for the

of the city by wards, all agree in

ch gave rise to patronage and to its

the citizens of Montreal.. .to adopt

council composed of aldermen

and working in unity for its growth

cil of today is composed of groups

with another with such bitterness

sight of the high interests of the

jlarly concerned with adopting the

to the new realities of industry,

worried about the weakened sense

hat went along with the increased

i industry. He therefore called for a

t", breaking from medievalism. "As

standards of efficiency it holds up

/ards shaping ideals for the wider

ans business before politics."

most radical of the critics, was
ome was being undermined by the

hniques and immigrants who were

an urban government. Revelling in

vherv Vigilance Committees would

'e ciV he would take power away

Centralism was designed to enforce their morals and vision of

the city. "The pride of Toronto" wrote Middleton in the 1920's

"is in the infinity of moderate-sized houses, nearly all of brick

and for the most part faced by wellkept lawns and flower

gardens...Undoubtedly there is no other city of comparable

size where the population is as homogeneous as in Toronto."

This dominance of homeowners continued into the 1950's

and early sixties. It formed one of the bases for what political

scientist Harold Kaplan, writing in 1967, defined as the highly

consensual, deferential nature of Toronto politics. But then

came the high rise on a big scale, rising like Pinocchio's nose to

give the lie to the homeowner's concept of the city.

This development cannot be explained by the traditional

cliches. Pollution Probe's Rules of the Game demolishes the

myth that the popularity of the high rise derives from their

provision of tax revenue to the city. On the contrary, they

probably eat up more in taxes than they provide. David Lewis

Stein in Toronto for Sale demonstrates that population growth

cannot account for the rash of high-rise development in the last

decade. The main population growth areas are in the suburbs

rather than the downtown areas most subject to urban removal.

From 1966 to 1971 when the number of apartment suites

increased by 22,832, the population increased by only 1,212!

One can understand this phenomenon only in terms of

class — classes moving in and classes moving out. The large,

low income families are being forced out by huge development

corporations catering to the high-rise singles swingers and cliff

dwellers who can afford the rent.

It is in this context that the proponents of conservative,

stable neighborhoods are forced to adopt the mentality of

beseiged garrisons. "The new apartment towers stabbing into

the sky and expressways threatening to cascade over settled

neighborhoods are creating a mood of confrontation" the Star

wrung its hands in 1969. That was the year that Dennison was

still seen as a hayseed down-home New Democrat rather than

an agent of the developers.

Since then the hayseed is gone and analysis is now

colored in the tones of a class war morality play. "Before we get

down to details," writes James Lorimer in his new Citizens

Guide to City Politics, we need to be clear about one basic

issue; there is a fundamental, overriding conflict between the

interests of the property industry and the interests of the

ordinary citizens. The industry's basic desire is to have land

values, building prices and rents as high as possible at all

times, and to see property values going up as quickly as

possible, rents going up just as fast, and only as much new

construction and development as is consistent with their desire

to maximize their profits and wealth. The basic interest of

ordinary people is exactly the opposite."

But before we marvel at the recent conversion of the

genteel to class war politics, it is worthwhile examining their

strategy for attacking the new feudalism of the developers. Can

the ward system of organization, geared to electoral slates and

residential neighborhoods deal with the magnitude of the

issue? Or does it rather reinforce the interests of homeowners

who more naturally define themselves in terms of

neighborhoods against those of tenants, workers and the poor

who more naturally orgnize on city, province and even nation-

wide levels? Is it more than a coincidence that the founding

meeting of C072 was held the same evening as the founding

meeting of the Ontario Anti-Poverty Association? Ratepayers

groups frequently complain that apathetic tenants and roomers

are not active in their associations. Perhaps it is not apathy but

insight that accounts for their boycott.

Can a Manichean analysis focusing on the property

industry alone provide sufficient insight into the processes at

work? In fact developers are representative of the entire

capitalist class. As last year's Guerilla series on the developers

pointed out: "The most important bank directors hold

directorships in the life insurance companies, in the important

investment trusts, and until recently in the big trust companies.

They also sit on the boards of the big conglomerates: Acres.

Power, Weston Industries, and so on. They control mining and

industrial enterprises, transportation companies, utilities,

department store chains.. .and of course, development

corporations."

The reformers' insistence on seeing the developers alone

as the enemy leads not to the common charge of urban,

populism but the more precise charge of urban popular

frontism based on the union sacree of homeowners, small

businessmen and good capitalists. Not the least repurcussion

of their refusal to take on the broader issues involved is the

opposition of construction labourers to the reform slate. Do
labourers not have a place in a new coalition of reformers?

Should not a reform coalition address itself to their need for

jobs? Could not the demand for mass public housing under

tenant control serve the needs of both labourers and those who

need new homes? Or would that kind of demand jeopordize

their holy alliance?

The lawyers and professionals who take their seats on

council in the new term will have a number of problems to

confront. But if they are truly to represent the interests of the

majority of Toronto's citizens which includes a near majority of

tenants, an overwhelming majority of workers and substantial

numbers of the poor, they may well have to question whether

they have the tools for the task. Otherwise they will be in need

of a Cervantes to applaud and lament their quixotic tilting at

highrises.
Wayne Roberts
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Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL

vancmg to winy Louis

wo bars with professional entertainment

mjkt sapper - 3 sittings

splash party

fib. a couple

tickets available at uall porter's desk

or vndergraduate office

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

BY-ELECTIONS

NOTICE
As a result of nominations received last week
to fill vacancies on various Committees of the
Faculty Council, elections will be held for only
two positions.

Elections for General

Committee membership for

NEW COLLEGE
AND

ERINDALE COLLEGE
will be held from December 4 to 7, 1972 from
9.00 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. each day. Ballot boxes
will be located in the Registrars' Offices of

these Colleges, and ballots may be obtained
there. Only full-time students registered in

these Colleges may vote.

Clarkson's Liberal panacea:

Reforms and party politics
Item: Toronto's city council is a "madhouse"

where personality clash and petty argument

predominate, where policies and priorities "are

seldom debated". Among the old guard who

hold the power there is "no semblance of a

program" other than upholding the status quo

and serving monied interest. There is little

expertise among aldermen, and little authority is

held by the mayor.

Item: Transport, housing, police and plan-

ning are ruled by independent boards and

commissions which are not accountable to

citizens, leaving a "policy vacuum" at city hall.

Item: Metro council is a disordered body

whose members represent local interests rather

than working tor the city as a whole. The Metro

Chairman is chosen as a "palatable diplomat

by his colleagues, instead of the electorate.

Item: The OMB is "paternalistc". and the

provincial government purposely keeps Metro

weak and divided.

Item: When elections are carried out in

Toronto they are "anti-democratic", since there

is no true representation by population and

because a man's property holdings can deter-

mine his voting power.

Item: The actual policy making and

administration of the city is carried out by a web

of "technocrats" who have no responsibility to

the people and who work in support of real

estate developers and leaders of the con-

struction industry.

These are the accusations of Steven Clarkson

in City Lib, the account of his campaign for

mayor as leader of the municipal Liberal party in

1969.

Relating his campaign to the emergence of

the reform movement in Toronto politics,

Clarkson asserts his primary theme: that only

when governed by a unified party with a clearly

formulated policy will the city receive adequate

government.

According to Clarkson, the 1969 election "put

the spotlight on a political system experiencing

its first shock wave of fundamental change". For

the new movement quality of life issues took

precedence over the desires for material

development which rule city hall, reformers

becoming deeply critical of a system which has

failed to respond to the growing "urban crisis"

and of the "inertia" and "deadening grasp of the

old guard".

Parties are the answer to the constitutional

faults of the city, says Clarkson. The electorate

could then link individual candidates to concrete

stands. Party unity would guarantee effec-

tiveness, the majority party putting into effect a

policy for which citizens had knowingly voted.

Better communication could be developed

between the city and the boroughs, since parties

would have co-operating members representing

all parts of Metro. Parliamentary debate of

issues would take place in city council. A cabinet

could be created, ministers being set in charge

of various city departments, achieving expertise

and taking control of the city back from

technocrats.

Constitutional changes were the central

themes of Clarkson's policy, all being based

upon party politics. The solutions seem clear,

fine and workable.

But Clarkson pays too little attention to a set

of facts' which nullify his argument for a Liberal

government of Toronto.

Each of the three parties which fielded a slate

of candidates (C1VAC. the NDP. the Liberals)

was beset by a basic contradiction: while being

pushed into the campaign by a movement of

reform, each was split between reformers and
those who upheld the status quo.

The Liberal party decided to contest the

election in the face of opposition from many of

its Toronto based members, and this internal

conflict greatly hindered its campaign.
Candidates chosen represented both the

reformist and conservative wings. Nowhere is

this more apparent than in the stands of the two
Liberal alderman elected In the city, Hugh Bruce
and Bill Kilbourn Rarely do they vote the same
way on an issue. Bruce being a member of the

"old guard" and KHbourn being a leader of the

movement for change. At times they have
refused to speak to each other. Here there is

little indication of a party unified behind its

policy.

The split was also evident In the events
leading to Clarkson becoming Liberal mayoralty
candidate. Not even considered for the job by
Senator Keith Davey who handled the task of

finding a leader, Clarkson decided to run only

when no other viable men were left. There was
poor communication between Clarkson and

Davey, and the latter made an abortive attempt

to replace Clarkson with Leon Weinstein.

Previously, Davey had pressed Sam Kelner—
a lawyer linked with developers — to accept the

nomination. But the contradiction of a reform

party led by a representative of development

was too great, and Kelner was forced to step

down. Others preferred by Davey had refused,

having little faith in the municipal effort and

fearing that it could only be detrimental to their

political careers.

Clarkson summarizes the events as a clash

between a "top-down, elitist" approach to

leadership recruiting and a "decentralized,

bottom-up" approach to party organization. He

admits to being chosen as a reformer and grass

roots worker against the wishes of the party

machine, whose desires were for election rather

than reform.

Simitar problems emerged for CIVAC and the

NDP, conservative elements weakening the

thrust for change. The former, being made up of

'

such differing men as David Crombie and David

Rotenberg, was merely a set of loose ties

labelled as a party. The NDP chose not to run a

mayoralty candidate because the conservative

labour councils put their support behind Mayor
Bill Dennison. Reformist members of the NDP
later supported the candidacy of Margaret

Campbell for mayor.

Viewing this year's election. Clarkson states

that the reform coalition which has emerged in

city council and among community
organizations in the past three years forms a

more viable unit now than a Liberal municipal

party could. Although he states his support for

this coalition — made up of such men as Karl

Jaffary (NDP), John Sewell (Independent). David

Crombie (PC) and Kilbourn — Clarkson main-

tains that a Liberal party could govern Toronto

on a reform platform in the vague future.

But the Liberal party would still contain the

conflicting interests. If party government is to

come to this city in the form of unified groups
representative of the true conflicts in Toronto

politics it will most likely emerge from the two
opposing factions which have developed within

city council.

Despite the fact that Clarkson and his

reformist Liberals analyzed the problems of the

city, forseeing and foreshadowing much of the

present struggle, they had no chance of gaining

a majority on council. Being a weak link of a
national party which still appears to have no
coherent urban policy and being split, they had
little chance for effectiveness. Even if Clarkson
had won the mayoralty, he would have been
unable to push through his reforms against a
predominantly old guard council or by In-

fluencing a Conservative provincial government.
Yet a good organization and a comprehensive

platform did emerge from the efforts of the

reformists who gained dominance of the

municipal Liberal party. Their leadership con-
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vention was held only 10 weeks prior to the

election, after a detailed policy had already been

formulated, so that policy rather than personali-

ty could dominate their campaign.

Both organization and policy were developed

in a decentralized manner. Focus was first put

upon building support within wards, meetings

and policy discussions being held with citizens'

groups. The attempt was made to co-ordinate

city and borough organizations, a constitution

being drafted for the entire municipal party. The
final decisions of policy were made at a policy

convention, where consensus was reached on

most issues.

The policy centered upon reforming the

structures of city government. The electoral

system would be changed to one vote per citizen

regardless of land holdings, and to one alder-

man per ward (wards becoming smaller and

more numerous). Controls would be put upon
the financing of elections to stop candidates

becoming obligated to special interests. There

would be more unification of the city under

Metro council. The departments presently

guided by Independent boards would come
under the executive power of Metro.

There would be the attempt to listen to

community delegations on a "regular and
meaningful basis", and neighbourhoods would

be given more self-control. Direct support would

be given to citizens' groups in the form of

budgets, staff and experts. Local development
corporations would initiate neighbourhood
housing and recreation projects. Private

developers would be forced to relate more
responsibly to communities. Spadina would be

stopped.

The city's relationship with the province would

be re-defined in a way that gave the city more
power and made the policies of the two mutually

coherant.

Clarkson asserts that his campaign did centre

upon policies. He describes the difficulty in

putting these policies across through a media
which concerned itself with personalities (pic-

turing him as the swinging young academic) and
issues (searching for the splits in the Liberal

party) and feared giving any candidate more
coverage than the others. Searching for issues,

the Liberals developed drug and pollution

policies. A press secretary bombared the media

daily with policy statements. Gradually Clarkson

came to feel that his intentions were coming

across to the public.

The effectiveness of his campaign with the

press was confirmed when the Star and the

Globe and Mail carried editorials endosing his

candidacy for mayor.

Clarkson also describes his the alienation he

came to feel when constantly campaigning,

becoming isolated as leader, worrying about his

financing and attempting to catch one of his

opponents long enough to debate an issue with

them (Dennison being particularly slick at

avoiding debates).

Then although he felt on election day that he

had a chance of victory. Clarkson ran third, with

only 20 per cent of the vote. He is undecided in

his analysis of this. Did he do well, having been
an unknown U of T professor three months
before? What had caused the upsurge for

Campbell? Had the Liberals failed in this elec-

tion, or had they set off on the first step toward

governing the city?

The reader is also left with indecision, at least

partly because of Clarkson's failure to fully

analyze the personalities, policies and cam-
paigns of Dennison and Campbell. It is

suggested that the other mayoralty candidates

ran without full policies, but with the appearance
of stability to the electorate. There is little

explanation why Campbell represented a viable

reform alternative to many voters. Perhaps
Clarkson felt the scope of his book should only

cover the Liberal campaign. But when
describing this campaign, Clarkson fails to put it

into perspective.

One major theme which receives insufficient

attention is that of development versus the

community. This issue has created more dis-

sention than any other in Toronto during the

past three years, whether the development is

accused of devouring housing or whether the

old guard are accused of losing citizens' money
by giving developers concessions. The polariza-

tion of city council and the efforts of reformers

have come to centre upon this issue, with its

overtones of class conflict and injustice Here

the decisions about the quality of Hie which

Clarkson describes must be made.

But while the Liberals developed a policy

supporting communities and setting controls

upon developers, Clarkson makes only a cur-

sory analysis of the implications of develop-

ment, the factors determining when it is

beneficial and when not. the groups who con-

stantly support it and why.

Yet in his criticism and suggestions of change
for the city's constitutional structure he analyzes

an equally important issue which may be
overshadowed by the controversy over develop-

ment. It is obvious that many of his suggested

reforms must be implemented before Toronto

can have effective and responsible government.

City Lib reads clearly and maintains interest,

describing from the inside the development of a

convincing policy of change and the dynamics

of campaigning in Toronto. It is an honest and

straight-forward book which can give many
insights for the understanding of our municipal

politics.

Stewart Goodyear

Sewell and developers:

Trying to beat City Hall
It is difficult to describe John Sewell without

sounding like you're putting him down; honest,

committed to his principles.- religious — virtue

isn't in these days, especially among our

politicians.

In Up Against City Hall, Sewell gives us a

very revealing look at city politics, some per-

sonal history, and the background of his political

involvement as a community organizer.

He is in a difficult position. Sewell con-

siders himself accountable to the people —
an unpopular view at a City Hall dominated by

politicians who are primarily out to defend their

personal power, and to promote development,

and consequently make important decisions

without consulting the people. As an alderman

Sewell must also use his political power to

defend the rights of his constituents from the

plans of developers, and therefore requires

support from his fellow politicians.

Historically, the radical politician often

compromises his principles, and finally defeats

himself by voting with the majority. Sewell

describes several: June Marks, originally a

committed working class representative, Fred

Beavis, Mayor William Dennison. who tends to

diminish or deny his former role as a radical on

City Council, and Thomas Clifford who told

Sewell, "You know. I used to be a radical when I

was younger, but found I just didn't get

anywhere. I found it much easier just to keep

quiet and go along with the crowd."

Sewell has chosen instead to polarize the

two groups in City Hall, the development-

backed majority and the smaller group of

community-supported politicians, and to

publicize this division in the media.

Power tends to protect power, for many

reasons. Voters re-elect familiar names, without

a clear idea of the political priorities of the

candidates. And. powerful politicians are often

experienced in the mechanics of legal dis-

honesty: Alderman Wardte who as Chairman of

an Executive Committee, deliberately mis-

counted votes in favour of a motion he

supported, (at which point the losing politicians

who had won as a result of Wardle's deception,

left so there would be no quorum left to dispute

the count).

Alderman Ben Grys. an equally corrupt

politician, used his influence to push through a

development which resulted in considerable

financial gain to his family because of properties

held in his wife's name.
Many politicians, of whom David Rotenberg

is a notable example, derive considerable finan-

cial support from development corporations,

Meridian. Greenwin. Cadillac etc.. who are reim-

bursed for their support in the wide okay given

to development plans in the city.

We are in a period of transition as the

bases of power shift from this kind of alliance to

broad-based community movements sup-

porting committed and accountable politicians,

currently represented by Sewell. Jaffary.

Kilbourn, Chisolm. Scott. Crombie and

Eggleton.

This book is a very important one. and

should be read by every citizen voting in the

municipal election. It is a well-written book,

although it tends to assume a greater familiarity

With municipal politics than many citizens will

have. That is why it should be read, for it is only

greater citizen participation and politiclzation

and the election of accountable politicians that

is going to defeat the power of developers at

City Hall.

Gretchen Roedde

Ofe /ynru. Jetted/*'*

Don't Pay!
The Ontario Government has met with

representatives of Ontario students several times since
the October fees withholding referendum. The Govern-
ment simply refuses to tell us anything about their plans
for student aid programmes. In particular, Premier Davis
refuses to say that OSAP loan ceilings won't go up again.

It's your future. If you object to the Government's
refusal to talk, if you object to the form of their education

cutbacks of the last year then let the Government know.

Your fees are not due until January 15. By that time

the situation may have changed.

But at least until you're back in January, DONT PAY
YOUR SECOND INSTALLMENT. The situation may
have changed by then, and the January 10th Varsity will

contain all the details.

(Students' Administrative Council. University of Toronto)
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The experts look at urbanization

Jacobs destroys dogma

but analysis is uneven
Few things are harder to see

than the obvious. Jane Jacobs,

simply because she has retained

her ability to see at least a frac-

tion of what is obvious, and

because she is able to strip away,

for her readers, the veils of

mystification trorn many of the

economic processes that are

often made to appear needlessly

mysterious by orthodox treat-

ments, has written a book that

is — at least in places — brilliant.

What makes the book seem

so new and daring is merely that,

unlike the vast majority of the

practitioners of the "dismal

science" of economics, the

author is still aware of the real

world, bases her theories on what

she observes in that real world,

and consequently, need not be

relegated to that twilight zone of

irrelevance that most of her

academic brothers occupy. In ad-

dition, she stands out because

she deals with her subject matter

on a large scale, so that fun-

damental processes and
dynamics become visible, while

the commonly accepted practice

— among the macro people as

much as anywhere — is to work
only on the level of technique and

quantitative analysis, taking the

larger range as given: a practice

not even defensible in theory,

since economic processes are

intimately linked to social and

political processes, and likely to

be disastrous in practice when,

as Jacobs suggests, the foun-

dations are incorrectly un-

derstood or even in danger of

actual collapse.

But unfortunately, closely re-

lated to her ability to point out

that which is invisible to most

people because it is too obvious,

or because it has been made
invisible by the myths of our

culture, is a tendency to

sometimes take that which is ob-

vious, and present it as an

astounding new revalation. It is

this facet of her talent that the

reader encounters first, in the

form of a rather large red herring

labelled "cities first". Her thesis,

briefly, Is that it is cities that are

"basic", that are the origins of all

economic growth and change,

that are the dynamic element of

any economy, and specifically,

she makes the claim that cities

existed before agriculture. To

prove her case, she constructs an

interesting historical hypothesis

involving a city which she calls

New Obsidian, supposedly

having existed on the site of the

ancient city Catal Huyuk, in which

she sketches how agriculture

might have developed, through

trade, from a city originating in a

hunting-and-gathering economy.

What she does not seem to

realize is that she does not need

to prove her case with elaborate

arfb rather dubious hypotheses

based on scanty anthropological

evidence, for the case she really

wants to prove, (ie, that cities are

the source of all economic
growth), not only does not de-

pend on the correctness of her

historical hypothesis, bur is ac-

tually a tautology.

For Jacobs, cities are not

defined by their size, but by their

ability to generate economic

growth. Now, it is accepted by all

except a minute handful of

diehard Lockean evangelists that

men have always existed in

groups; that the notion of society

as consisting of individuals who
have come together is incorrect.

From this, it follows by definition

that all economic growth has

originated from groups of people

living together. And since any

group of people, any settlement,

no matter how small, qualifies as

a city by her definition if it is

originating economic growth,

then, if one accepts her definition

of cities, and it seems to be a

good one, then one must con-

cede that her case is automatical-

ly true. Since there were
settlements before agriculture,

then it is a tautology that cities

existed before agriculture, and

that cities are the origins of

economic growth.

However, it does nor follow, as

she seems to think, that rural

work, agriculture, cannot result in

the development of cities. Merely

because one has proved that

there were cities before
agriculture, one cannot therefore

assume that other cities were not

produced by agriculture. One
need cite as counter-examples

only two of the cities she dis-

cusses at great length.
Manchester and Birmingham.
Both of these cities have their

origins in rural villages that con-

tinued to grow (see M. Bateson,

Medieval England) and eventual-

ly diversified to become
industrial.

This red herring aside, how-

ever, Jacobs gets down to

her admirable work of dispelling

•many of the myths surrounding

city economies, and makes a

number of very valuable points.

She exposes, for example, the

sort of nonsense that people like

Walt Rostow and John Kenneth

Galbraith have turned into

orthodoxies in the area of

economic development of un-

derdeveloped regions. She
points out that further expansion

of agricultural staples will not

lead to development for these

countries, that it is the develop-

ment of city industries that is

needed, and that until this takes
.

place, it is unlikely that

agricultural productivity and ef-

ficiency can be raised by any

appreciable amount.

She makes it clear that

economic development must not

depend on outside capital, for

this can only result in colonial

dependencies, not dynamic
economies, that concentration on

a few large industries serves only

to produce company-town
economies that inevitably

stagnate and fail to generate

growth, and that it is a serious

mistake to believe that large

enterprises are efficient

producers of growth, pointing out

that many underdeveloped coun-

tries do have a number of very

large, rich enterprises which,

however, fail to create growth.

She goes on to demolish the

fairy tales that apologists like

Galbraith have woven around the

large corporation, pointing out

that large corporations are
notoriously incapable of doing

creative work, ie, development
work. She makes it clear that

division of labour is not a sign of

efficiency, that many backward
economies have minute divisions

of, labour, and showing by
analysis of the relevant processes

how divisions of labour can serve

to prevent economic growth.

She makes a number of very

telling points in discussing what
future trends further develop-
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ment might bring; especially in-

triguing are her discussions of

pollution control {she points out

C that what is needed Is not less

production, but rather more
development that will Improve or

make obsolete present harmful

processes) and of the trend to

differentiated production, which
will supersede many of the pre-

sent mass-production techni-

ques. In sum, she makes a strong

case against the orthodox views
on the dynamics of economic
development.

But while her analysis of the

economy of cities carries with it

implicit, (and sometimes explicit)

criticism of the economic
processes of the present, Jacobs
nevertheless tends to overlook

some of the central implications

of what she is saying. Like
muckraking journalists of the

Vance Packard sort, she tends
sometimes to write In a polltlcial

and historical vacuum. (Historical

vacuum in the sense that she
(* does not develop the implications

of the history she is writing.)

Central here is that she fails to

differentiate between those
aspects of growth which are un-

iversal, and those which are
peculiar only to certain historical

epochs. This Is of great im-
portance because the particular

aspects of production of each pe-
riod do change the fundamental
nature of production and growth,

thus helping to determine the

nature of the economy of the

next period. In other words,
economic history is a progression

which Is irreversible, and the

nature of which changes from

one stage to another. Specifical-

ly, what this may mean is that If x

centuries of economic develop-

ment have brought us to the

stage of monopoly capitalism,

and if, as Jacobs says, this form
of economy, with Its overspe-

cializatlon, overly large enter-

prises, etc., tends to produce
stagnation then it may be mean-
ingless to say how further econo-
mic growth could, or ought
to, take place. It may be the

case, (and I would suggest

that the implication can be
derived from Jacobs' arguments)
that we have, so to speak,
reached the end of economic
history, because the growth
processes which Jacobs con-

siders central no longer can oc-

cur under present conditions,

and because the inertia of the

present structure makes it im-

possible for it to evolve into

patterns that could be produc-
tive.

It may be useful here to briefly

examine her analysis of the trans-

formation from feudalism to

capitalism. Her analysis, which
takes a good deal from Henri

Pirenne, is Incorrect In the fun-

damental respect that it is not

true that the development of

cities, growing outside the feudal

economy, and bringing with them
the enlargement of trade, was the

central factor in the collapse of

feudalism. In many instances, for

example in eastern Europe, the

growth of cities and trade actually

strengthened the feudal system.
It is true that the growth of cities

was a necessary, but not a suf-

ficient condition for the develop-
ment of capitalism. But the cen-
tral cause is to be found In the

development, or ripening, of con-
tradictory tendencies within the

feudal economy Itself.

What this implies is the crucial

point that cities, while they are the

locale in which growth always
takes place, are not able always
to produce this growth in-

dependently, (regardless of what
is happening elsewhere). In other

words, the processes of develop-
ment which she isolates work, but

they do not always work on their

own, they sometimes need ex-

ternal stimuli, and pre-conditions

or they will not function in certain

historical situations. It may
therefore be a reasonable ex-

trapolation of her analysis to

suggest that we have reached the
point where city economies are
no longer able to generate growth
because the favourable con-
ditions for the operation of the
growth processes do not exist.

The meaning of this is that the

dynamic which she correctly

identifies is not a self-
perpetuating dynamic, but one
that tends to run down, and that

in fact has run down.
Connected to this is the fact

that Jacobs, because she is so
concerned with assigning the
central role to cities, fails to con-
sider the complementary but
more passive role played by rural

and third-world areas in

economic development. What
she overlooks Is that while cities

In the advanced countries of

western Europe and the U.S. cer-

tainly were the initiators of

development, they nevertheless

depended absolutely on rural

and third-world areas. Without
the immense exploitation of these
regions, the growth in the cities

could never have happened. This
may mean that in the present, her
analysis, while correct, is irrele-

vant in many ways because the

preconditions needed before the

city dynamic can operate no
longer exist.

What all this implies is that an
informed reading of The
Economy of Cities can lead one
to conclude that the dynamic
which she analyses so brilliantly

and thoroughly, and which was
historically valid, is no longer

valid because it has an innate

tendency to run down and
collapse, has in fact run down,
cannot be revived, and makes it

necessary to seek a new
dynamic.
Jane Jacobs The Economy of

Cities Vintage, 1970
Sarah Rothschild

Who runs our cities?

Two books, many replies
"We shall start with a

hypothesis: the total urbanization

of society, a hypothesis which has
to be supported by arguments,

reinforced by facts. This
hypothesis implies a definition.

We shall call an "urban society"

that society which results from

total urbanization, virtual today,

real tomorrow." argues Henri
Lefebvre in his La revolution

urbaine.

Alan Powell also argues that

the contributors to his collection,

The City, believe there is an ur-

ban revolution occurring. To
Powell, The City is an attack upon
objective consciousness as it

camouflages the reality of urban
life. Instead of an emphasis upon
objectivity, efficiency, and value-

neutrality, Powell argues for an
approach to the city which is

more effective and morally com-
mitted. The attack of the citizens'

groups, reflected upon by many
of the authors, is creating

counter-myths to 'the myth' of the

three 'druids': the developers, the

technocrats, and the politicians.

Richard Lay's paper, "The
Zoning Law as Icon" carefully

explodes the claim of objectivity

of the zoning methods used by

Toronto's planners. (The various

areas of Toronto are designated

for various uses and various den-

sities. Density refers to the gross

floor area over lot area. An area

that is designated '3' can have a

building 3 times the lot area. If the

owner wishes, he may only build

on half the lot, but at double the

height. Zoning feeds right in to

high-rise.) Lay examined
different reports on the zoning

scheme, but nowhere did he find

a better explanation for how the

numbers were arrived at than

from a planner: "They're com-
pletely arbitrary."

Two papers by U of T
sociologists, Jack Wayne and
Barry Wellman, argue against the

picture of the city as cold and
harsh. In "The Case of the

Friendless Urbanite", Jack
Wayne argues that "participation

patterns found in the
neighbourhoods are more than

the sum of the individual tenden-

cies". The only exception is the

family-less apartment building

where neighbourhood contact Is

low. From his view in "Who needs
neighbourhoods?", Barry Well-

man would argue that with

communication and technology

these friendless apartment
dwellers may still have personal

ties but scattered around the city.

While most of the authors

praise personal and community

ties, a critical reading of Anasta-

sia Shkilnyk's, "Challenging an
Urban Myth: Chile's Unique Stra-

tegy for low-income Housing",
reminds one of the limits of

community. Community can be
used by the powers that be as
well as by the powers that hope to

be. Poor people's participation in

Chile's housing strategy was a
good thing, she argues. It gene-
rated new community leaders

who when the time came would
help in the management. After

accepting this responsibility, the

community leaders would not

opt for political radicalism but

for legitimate reformism.

This criticism of Shkilnyk's

article reveals the limits of The
City in general. The papers do not

consider the roots of their bete
noir, objective consciousness.
Lefebvre argues that the urban
technocratic myths are a direct

outcome of the dominance of

industrialization over the City.

The City does not serve the needs
of the majority of the people, but
the needs of the industrial

process underneath it

Apologetically, Professor Po-

well alludes to this limitation in

the introduction: "Modern
capitalism is only obliquely

referred to by most of the authors

as the primary source of urban
problems. "Notable exceptions to

this generalization are Susan
Fish's article upon the market
bias of low-income housing in

Ontario and Graham Fraser's dis-

cussion of how the developers'

conceptions are favoured by the

very administrative structure of

City Hall.

In The Future of Canadian
Cities, Boyce Richardson
documents how private interests

dominate over public interests in

urban affairs. His chapter. "Who
is Downtown for?", examines how
the development process across
Canada is forcing working class

people out of the central City. The
South of St. James Town struggle

to preserve cheap housing in

Montreal re-appears as the fight

to preserve low-income housing
from Concordia Investments.

And so on.

Since Richardson goes to the

root of the urban crisis, his

proposal to insert a public in-

terest dimension into urban plan-
ning offers solutions: Municipal

landbanking and lease-holding

are counterposed to land
speculation and Inflation.

Guaranteed housing subsidies

are proposed for people, not

builders. Free public transit is

urged to replace the dominance
of the car over the urban land-

scape. If you think these so-

lutions are Utopian, read Richard-

son's description of howthey are

applied in Sweden.
These highly complimentary

comments about The Future Of
Canadian Cities must be
qualified. Richardson does the

qualifying for us by wondering
about the bureaucratic inertia of

the Swedish approach. However,

Richardson does not integrate a
critique of bureaucracy and its

rationality with his radical social

analysis. On the other hand,

Powell's The City, does not in-

tegrate a radical social critique

with his proposals for community
participation. The practical and
theoretical problem is how to

inter-relate the liberating poten-

tial of citizen participation with an
awareness of the power of

industrialization.

Alan Powell, ed.. The City:

Attacking Modern Myths,
McClelland & Stewart

Boyce Richardson, The Future of

Canadian Cities, New Press

David Kennedy
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Annual oratorios garnish Christmas season

The Mendelssohn Choir may

actually be considered one of the

last bastions of choral baroque

and Handelian pomp. In a matter

of weeks the singing "Halleluia

Chorus" will burst from the

choir's collective vocal cord in

their annual presentation of The

Messiah. Last Sunday Elmer Isler

conducted his group — 172

strong _ plus the National Arts

Centre Orchestra through a per-

formance of Messiah's grandest

rival, Solomon. In each work

there are big, sprawling choruses

and an ample number of con-

sistently fine arias with

miraculous, Bach-inspired

orchestral accompaniments.

The highlight of this perform-

ance (which, unlike Sir Thomas

Beecham's version, contained

Act II), was Lois Marshall's

contribution as the Queen of

Sheeba. I
thought she gave a

flawless performance, her voice

perfectly effortless, and graceful-

ly nuanced from the beginning of

one phrase to the end of another,

both connected by superb legato.

The first aria, at the beginning of

Act Three, asks for string and

flute accompaniment, and the

three parts blended beautifully in

this subtly balanced counter-

point. It is too bad there were not

more arias tor Miss Marshall to

sing, although perhaps a valuable

aspect of the baroque oratorio is

that it does not always cater to the

virtuosity of the resident divas for

the sake of that virtuosity.

Stephanie Bogle as the first

woman begging Solomon to

return her baby, and Roxolana

Roslak, as the second, sung very

effectively, and the amount of

emotion they produced squared

well with the modest capabilities

of their soprano voices. Ricki

Turofsky as the Pharaoh's

daughter and Solomon's wife

(one of them, anyways) initially

tried to be very expressive and

lyrical, especially in the or-

namentation of Handel's simple

line of melody. The result was

tremolo instead of vibrato, and

the low notes stiffened into in-

audibility. And yet the one duet

between the queen and

Solomon was sung forcefully, and

with full tone. Perhaps the com-

petition with Don Gerrard as

Solomon and with the flurries

from the strings prompted her to

make herself heard and heard

well in this duet. She was still the

disappointment of the per-

formance, though.

Don Gerrard has a warm,

broad bass voice and although

there was not much for him to do

with it in the way of theatrical

arias, he sung confidently and

clearly. Charles Bressler was

heard intermittently as Zadok, the

High Priest. I
was reminded by a

Bressler fan his voice is closer to

that of a countertenor than of a

tenor, so I want to withhold any

criticism of the power of his voice

itself. In fact, he sang very

elegantly, with a sensitive

awareness of just what shade of

emotion and emphasis fits what

note.

The orchestra played energet-

ically and with an ample tone,

although on some slippery

quick-paced allegros, where

notes iump up and down the

scale in legato leaps, I thought

the strings lost their balance at

times, falling behind the snappy

and regular pace of their tempo.

Isler had excellent control over

dynamics, as he did over his

chorus, so the orchestra did very

well in this difficult department.

The chorus was trim and

vigorous. Double choruses

seemed to be tossed off ef-

fortlessly, as if each part were

recorded separately and played

on top of each other. The effect

was not mechanical — just

supremely professional and com-

petant. The weight of their bulk

sound was carefully used by Isler

in the huge, boisterous choruses

_ in other words he did not

pointlessly throw the weight of his

choir around, which is an easy

temptation with so much of it at

his disposal.

Here, in short, was a well-

polished performance, and with

such uncomplicated sylvan

music, I am not ashamed to say it

was a fun concert.

Ian Scott

Unobtrusive horror flick (minor) classic

Night of the Living Dead will

have closed by the time you read

this, but it rolls around now and

then, to the revival houses, and

you might want to keep an eye

out for it next time it comes.

It's an odd case. Released in

1968, it made the rounds of those

dubious little cinemas which traf-

fic in sex-and-sadlsm shockers.

You can find it in the handbooks

of movies for TV, stigmatized by a

single star.

Something happened, though,

and the movie developed a cult-

following, which phenomenon
prompted Time magazine to

review it three years late. It's easy

to see why people dismissed it.

so to speak, unseen. Night of the

Living Dead is nothing if not an

amateur movie (made, of all

places, on the outskirts of Pitts-

burgh) and it lacks the profes-

sional gloss even those stinkers

starring Vincent Price and Patrick

Magee manage to attain.

What is unusual in Night of the

Living Dead is that something

clicks in an astounding way.

Everything seems to work
together: the not-bad but not-

good performances, the jerky

camera work and uncertain

lighting, the too-flat script. It's a

gaudy word, and too often used

to explain away imagination-

starved trash, but "verisimilitude"

seems to be the result of all that

amateurishness. There are, to be

sure, some blatantly misaccented

moments, and the ending is a

cruel, calculated zinger, totally

gratuitous, quite indefensible.

But this dumb, dilettantish

movie survives faults that would

have ruined a bigger, glossier

production. One salvation is an

artist's sense of pacing, making

the film fluid and unpredictable,

disconcertingly unlike the studio-

thriller with its engineered
crescendos and evenly dis-

tributed jolts.

The horror in this movie is not

the splashy terror of the special-

effects department. There is a

grainy, utterly banal, som-
nambulistic quality to the film, the

prosaic but terrifying look of

nightmares. Don't get me wrong,

there is also a grlmness of detail

which is quite appalling — but

somehow it's not that ex-

cruciating infliction of pain that

panders to the sado-masochlsts

in the audience. It's a pretty ripe

picture, all right, but we don't

leave it with the gritty, furtive

feeling that recent pictures in this

black-sheep genre rub off on its

viewers.

A few last words: Night of the

Living Dead is about some peo-

ple who take refuge in a deserted

farmhouse on a night when corp-

ses rise to devour the living. All

right? So don't make the movie

into something more than it tries

to be. It's a shocker, with no

moral, no stunning per-

formances. Nonetheless, despite

everything, it happens to be one

of the best horror movies ever

made. Don't go if you don't like

that sort of thing. It's as simple as

that. Bill MacVlcar
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Revisionist movie bio of great blues singer
There was a mirt-fifttoc hann_ r- » .._ _ .

^-"^There was a mid-fifties bang
and-zap version of H.G. Wells'
War of the Worlds. I saw it the
other night. Near the beginning,
the American army had a saucer
landing-site surrounded. "They'll
probably attack at dawn", an of-
ficer warned. It was true. At dawn
the Martian ships' periscope-
tenacles began to move. "Hit 'em
with all ya got" ordered the of-
ficer. Nothing. Bounced right off.

Then, slowly, a periscope turned
until it spotted an American tank.
Zap. Gone. No tank. In the
audience, a few people clapped.
The periscope turned on a
machine-gun nest. Zap. No
machine-gun nest. Now we all

cheered, the whole audience
rooting for the Martians.

Seeing old movies really hips
you to what a separate reality

movies are. When, as a kid. you
noticed that the actors never went
to the toilet, you had the key to
the Industry: we imitate them
more than they imitate us.

Conventions are the gravity of
the movies, Since The War of the
Worlds, the pull has changed,
leaving those people from those
days walking on air. We cheer for
the Indians (and the Martians)
now, and the only good marine is

one filled with remorse. I don't
know how those sentiments will

read In twenty years. In real life I

am sure they will command
respect, if not attention. In the
movies, who knows?
Lady Sings the Blues, at the

Uptown is a show-biz biography,
and it stands on that old con-
vention four-square, with its arms
folded, like the last heir to an old
line, which it probably is. In its

heart it was made in 1955. But It

has an errant eye that keeps
winking at you and an un-
disciplined hand that periodically
gooses you just to remind that
time is a two-way street.

The title "Lady Sings the
Blues" comes from Blllle
Holiday's autobiography. Little

Diana Ross as Blllle Holiday.

else does. I only heard Holiday
sing peripherally, and knew
nothing about her, but you don't
have to know anything about her
to know that she was not like that
The movie Billie Holiday Is a
wide-eyed pickaninny In a cat-
house who lands a singing job on
the basis of innocence, chutzpah
and the singing style of a mature
artist. (Such is life in the movies.)
On the basis of the singing job
she lands a man, a very white
black sweetie played by Billy Dee
Williams. When he is away she
turns to drugs. Presumably, if she
could have only recorded right in

her kitchen, she would have been
alright, but it wasn't to be. Never
is. When he is away again, she
turns to drugs again. She is one
of those tragically monogamous
stars who, like spawning salmon,
die if separated from their mates.
The real Billie's lovers, other

husbands and one-night stands
have been jettisoned. This Is the
revisionist Billie Holiday: more
sinned against than sinning.

All this would be nothing to

remark on if the movies hadn't
changed but they have, and even
this movie has, in all its non-
essentials. Characters talk about
sex like they enjoy it. Whores
abound. People, Including Billie,

swear like Panthers. Racism is

acknowledged and railed at.

There is a lynching and Ku Klux
Klan violence. Some of the
dialogue is quite sharp: "Shh",
says Richard Prior when a band-
leader is proposing a toast to

Billie. "Whiteman talking". And
there is an absolutely euphoric
shot of Billie, sitting on the can in

a bra and a tourniquet at total

ease on a heroin rush.

Lady Sings the Blues touches
home, but that is only one of the
bases. For the most part it reeks
of Broadway semitism, even to
the casting of Sid Melton, the
mensch club-owner from the
Danny Thomas Show, as the
mensch club-owner who dis-

covers Billie Holiday. Was this an
in-joke? a reference to film
history? Billie is given a bop-

talking Jiminey Cricket side-kick,
which is like perching a parrot on
a pirate's shoulder. Richard Prior
has a great time in the part and I

felt like clapping whenever he
came back on screen, but the
laughter Prior evoked could
never completely drown out the
creaking and clanking of that old
vehicle.

Where did they find the writers
for this period piece? Were they
retired studio hacks brought
back in from the cold as a favour?
Were they young Peter
Bogdanovitches, revering the
great days of Hollywood and
determined to keep them alive?
And what of those real (or at least
current) touches? Was this a bad
script spruced up, or a good one
watered down?

Of course, no matter when this
movie is spiritually dared, it is

great fun, fun when it's good and
fun when it's bad. Credit for the
good goes in large part to Diana
Ross, the one-time Supreme who
makes her acting debut as Billie.

Ross does not sing the blues, but
she does sing with more versatili-

ty than I ever Imagined. She is

also a fetching actress and a joy
to watch, a nubile, gawky, wiggly,
teasing green stick of a woman.
Her scenes with Prior shine with
far more light than the picture
deserves. Mind you, one doesn't
want to be too hard on the
makers of a film one enjoyed. The
director. Sydney Furie has
calmed himself substantially
since The Ipcress File, and
shoots the cliches from their best
angles. What has been ac-
complished has been ac-

'

complished with verve.

Bob Bosaln

Blllle Holiday as Blllle Holiday.
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Fireball's performance doesn't live up to Hebert s poetry
* m _ „ LJAkn ,. ic nno nf Fr«nr.h Canada's most renowned

Anna Ferguson a* Agnes and John TumbuH as Sebastian In Lo Temps Sauvage at Fireball Theatre.

Anne Hebert is one of French Canada's most renowned poets

and novelists and the chance to experience her work in fans'^00
'f

a

rare treat Under the direction of John Van Burek, the Firehall Theatre

is presenting her play, "Le Temps Sauvage", until December 9th. It s

an especially interesting production when seen in conjunction with

Michel Trembla/s play. Forever Yours, Marie-Lou, at the Tarragon

Theatre Both plays deal with the ravages of time upon family life and a

particular kind of love/hate bitterness centralized in the mother figure.

Forever Yours isolates its family in the home territory of an urban

milieu for the confrontation with past and present, but the family of Le

Temps Sauvage has the even more explicit isolation of a mountain

somewhere in northern Quebec,

Here in the wilderness, Agnes, the embattled matriarch, has

attempted to keep out the rest of the world so that her children may

grow up innocent and free. Her decision, though, is really an escape

from truth and a strange kind of justice for an offense committed long

ago by her sister, whose funeral she must now attend. She brings back

Isabelle the daughter of her dead sister, and once again the past

manifests itself upon the present, isabelle brings sensuality and

passion back into a house where there has been "no fruit and no

flowers for a long time". The ingrown tightness, the consuming

protectiveness of house and mother, are exposed and challenged.

Avenues of escape present themselves to the two oldest children,

Sebastien and Lucie, who respond to the pull of the outside world.

The play is a poetic drama, an embellishment which sometimes

works against the realistic backwoods depiction of a family unexposed

to books or even the high language of religion. Anna Ferguson plays

Agnes as a strange one-dimensional character, so steeped m

histrionic bitterness and martyrdom that it is hard to understand how

she came to create a home and five children. The cutting edge of this

character is dissatisfying and unresolved. The rest of the family are

more credible and humanly felt. Ian Orr is effective as the drone-like,

emasculated husband Francois, who responds only to Isabellas

lighter touch, and Susan Morgan builds Lucie into a character of

fascination and charm, interacting uniquely with each of the other

characters in the play. Judy Darraugh, as Isabelle, cannot really be

faulted for her acting but seems miscast as the young and mysterious

interloper. Since she commandeers the second part of the play, this

presents a serious problem to its overall integrity.

Technically it deserves high praise. Doru llieiu's lighting created

several remarkable freeze tableaux and the abstract canvas mural

surrounding the set gave a simple illusion of wilderness and en-

closure. The physical isolation of the family became very real and at

times so did the emotional isolation of Agnes, Francois, Sebastien and

Lucie. Unfortunately the play in performance could not sustain the

build-up of conflicts necessary to give a dramatic intensity to the resol-

ution. Perhaps Anne Hebert should be read and not seen.

Sandra Souchotte

Toronto
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Canadian culture seen through eyes of natives
Who Is the Chairman of this

Meeting?

Neewln Publishing Co., $2.50

Is this a country or an island,

and to whom does it belong?

According to Indian belief. "God
made this whole island called

North America and in the middle

of it, he put the Indian. This was
supposed to be the Indians'

country and he was supposed to

live off the deer and live on this

land. The land wasn't really his to

own; God just kind of loaned it to

him. He was supposed to cherish

this land like you would cherish

your mother. That was the way
you were supposed to treat her."

Who is the Chairman of this

Meeting?, is a collection of es-

says written by three Canadian
Indians and one white man.
Through the essays, the Indians

express what it is like to be Indian

in a white man's country, a coun-

try where once they were
sovereign, independent peoples.

Sometimes funny, sometimes
very sad, the book touches upon
various aspects of North
American culture and reflects

these aspects back to us through

the eyes of Indians. Ideas most

basic to our civilization become
entirely different concepts when
considered from the Indian's

point of view.

Think of how many times

during a day someone asks what
time it is, and then imagine a
society without clocks. To the

Indians, there were good times

and bad times. They had "ap-

pointments with the earth, with

the sun. and with each other, but

they kept them as a river flows

rather than as a clock ticks." In

his essay 'Time', Mr. Pelletier

describes the difference between
Indian and non-Indian time.

"Non-Indians relate to ap-
pointments — which, of course,

are always in the future. And this

creates anxiety. Indians relate to

reality — which is only in the

present. And this creates con-

viviality and contentment. I have
observed that most non-Indians

feel subject to time. Indians tend

to feel quite the opposite. Time is

at their disposal. Time is subject

to them.

This book is an appeal to

speak to the white man, not as
white man to Indian, but as one
person to another. Here the In-

dian states that only by retaining

his very different heritage is he of

value to the white culture. They
are a separate, a distinct race of

people, a race that wants to keep
its separateness and in-

dividuality. The Indians want to

be themselves ~ a desire which
is a basic right of all human
beings. White men have taken

this right away from the Indian,

out have taken it away from
themselves as well, and it is upon
this issue that the Indian has
something to say to the white

man. Lynda Hlebert

The Lessons

A tree enters and says with a bow: and

1 am a tree. we all

A black tear lalls from the sky and says: love

1 am a bird. progress

and

Down a spider's web courage

something like love and

comes near the fighter's wrath.

and says:

1 am silence. Under the classroom door

trickles

But by the blackboard sprawls a thin stream of blood.

a national democratic

horse in his waistcoat For here begins

and repeats, the massacre

pricking his ears on every side. of the innocents. r

repeats and repeats

1 am the engine of history by Miroslav Holub

CHECK IT OUT FOR YOURSELF

Experience • Leadership • Record

IT ALL ADDS UP TO

DAVID GROMDIE
FOR MAYOR

CORRA - Confederation of Resident and Ratepayer Associations

The three year voting record shows that Rotenberg voted in support of citizens on 3 of 21 selected issues.

Against 18 times O'Donohue voted with citizen groups on 5 issues, against on 11, took an Intermediate

stand twice, was absent 3 times. Crombie supported citizen groups on 18 of the 21 issues, was absent

three limes.

Toronto Star, Editorial, November 23, 1972

"Certainly no Torontonian could help be pleased at the image of the Toronto Crombie would create tor

distinguished visitors and for ordinary people concerned about housing lor the poor and environmental

protection.'"

Globe & Mail, Editorial November 18, 1972

"The man who could best serve the needs and desires of Toronto as mayor is David Crombie."

Toronto Life, Ron Haggart

Voting on 26 selected issues of social and political concern. David Crombie's record was 90%. Tony

O'Donohue^ was 46% (noting "his abysmal attendance record") and David Rotenberg's record was 21%.

"Significantly, the three candidates for mayor show up in three categories: David Crombie at the lop. Tony

O'Donohue in the middle ground, and David Rotenberg among Ihe Old Guard."

THIS IS YOUR CITY-VOTE FOR IT!

NOTE: if you are not on voter's list - you CAN vote simply by attending polling station

to vote and affirm that you should be on voter's list.

SPONSORED BY:

Gord Barnes,

Doug Carter,

Owen Carter,

Murray Davidson,

Barb Deach,
John DeMarco,
Margaret Eaton,

Doug Hawkins,

John Helllwell,

Rick Krever,

Debra Lewis,

Sandy Maclntyre,

Nell Mens,
Duncan McEwan,
Kathy McGlbbon,
Joan Mcintosh,

!iMVV

Brian Nasimok,
Geoff Parker,

Jim Pauiln,

Stewart Skiar,

Wayne Stauble,

Cally Thompson,
Gary Watson,
Ed Wagner,
Richard Wright,

Allan Zwelg
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So much Is being said about the need to

"get students involved" in the enter-

tainment media that we might be ignoring

some intriguing developments that con-

cern Canada's retired population. This

important group is undergoing a radical

change in image. Fewer active and fulfilled

people are allowing the fact of being over

sixty-five to dictate a depressing change in

life-style, and giving in to the stereotype

created by children and grandchildren.

One indication of the growing interest in

their particular needs and tastes: CBC is

planning to produce a television series for

pensioners. In a detailed questionnaire

presently being distributed, CBC ask

which personalities they would like to see

interviewed, whether they themselves

would enjoy participating in such a show,

and the like.

You've heard of Opportunities (or

Youth. Perhaps, though, you haven't

heard of New Horizons, the Canadian

government's opportunity program for

senior citizens. It is run along the same

lines as the youth program. Accordingly,

applications for funds are piling up as

groups are formulating their projects.

One ambitious project calls itself the

Jubilee Theatre. Here is a description of

its aim as presented in its application to

the government:

jTA Is to be a professional repertory

group providing opportunities tor retired

actors, writers and production staff to

utilize their knowledge and experience for

the benefit of both others and
themselves... It will develop and produce

a series of plays which will be available to

groups and organizations without charge.

At a later date some public performances

may be available to the general public at a

nominal charge.

This group is looking for original

scripts. The project's co-ordinator, Ann

Pollock, says that already Mavor Moore's

playwriting class at York University is

planning to submit work. Both radio and

television networks have expressed in-

terest in the Jubilee Theatre project. (Par-

ties interested in submitting work should

call Ann Pollock at 221-5262.)

So, if your parents or grandparents

have been asking you where the action is.

you might mention that things are looking

up. Eleanor Coleman

The East Side Players open their new •

season with Brendan Behan's bawdy
three-act play, The Hostage. It will be

presented the weekends of December 1,

2, and 8, 9. at the East York Library

Theatre*. 170 Memorial Park Ave. Admis-

sion is $2.50, $1.50 for students.

Factory Theatre Lab presents a gala

festival of short Canadian plays— thirteen

plays, thirteen directors, thirteen casts.

They will be presented in two different

programs opening December 5 and 6.

Program one will play Tuesdays, Thurs-

days and Saturdays, and program two

will play Wednesdays, Fridays and Sun-

days. On December 1, 2, 3, 4 there will be
"pay-what-you-can previews" in addition

to the regular pay-what-you-can perform-

ances "every Tuesday and Wednesday.
Otherwise, tickets are $3.00. Reservations

necessary.

If you're a Hedda Gabbler fan, or if

David Gardiner's production of

Rosmersholm has turned you on to Ibsen

(Rosmershotm plays until December 2, by

the way), not only has the Colonnade held

over the Classical stage production of

Hedda, but Toronto Free Theatre opens
its production of Hedda Gabbler on
Tuesday December 5. Performances are

Tuesday through Saturday. Sunday 2:30.

No admission charge.

Godspell still has The Playhouse under

its powers. There are student rush seats

just before curtain time. 1605 Bayview

Avenue, south of Eglinton.

Theatre Passe Muraille has just started

its run of Pllk's Madhouse, featuring an

eloquent lunatic named Henry Pilk: "Who

is real in this hall of mirrors?"

Toronto's most prosperous theatres are

presently housing past triumphs. O'Keefe

Centre offers us the Sound of Music in "a

glittering new production". Half prices for

students, children and senior citizens on

Wednesday and Saturday matinees. The

Royal Alexandra presents Debbie

Reynolds in a musical comedy. Irene.

Lest we forget - the UC Playhouse is

featuring some off-off Broadway fare. The

theatre of Tom O'Horgan and Cafe la

Mama, New York, introduced a period of

experimental theatre which has upset,

violated, and sometimes desecrated

theatrical traditions with such productions

as Tom Paine, Futz, and Hair.

At the UC Playhouse, audiences have

suffered much abuse in the name of

experimental theatre but America Hurrah

is one of the more refreshing pieces we

are likely to see this year. If one may term

this series of often exciting theatrical con-

structions a play, America Hurrah is a

director's play, and strong directing is

what it needs. Director David Dowling uses

the eight actors to explore the internal and

external realities of human experience. He

reminds us how the theatrical medium can

effectively portray the many dimensions of

life. Dan Lyus. Through Saturday evening.

Free admission as usual.

Two French Canadian plays continue

their successful runs, Le Temps Sauvage,

at the Fireball Theatre and Forever Yours,

Marie-Lou at the Tarragon Theatre.

Only God and the Committee for an

Independent Canada will understand why

this hand-me-down (1949) collection of

magazine "think-pieces" deserved
republication. Every second essay con-

sists of a string of familiar nationalist

homilies — "small thinking" is our national

curse; we wear the "stiff white collar" too

well, etc. ad nauseam — the kind of well

worn platitudes most politicians can dress

up and deliver at the drop of an honorary

degree or banquet. MacLennan's pieces

can only help build a self-righteous do-

gooder's nationalism that is in the end
politically innocuous.

The rest of the essays in this volume are

the kinds of things that a successful

novelist writes in his spare time and sends
oft to magazines so they won't clutter up

his novels. There are a few perceptive

warnings here about the dehumanizing
menace of mass consumerism and some
nostalgic notes are struck in two pieces

about the author's hometown, Halifax, but

on the whole the essays are appallingly

disinteresting. For instance, in what might

have been a sensitive study of Yousuf

Karsh' portrait work, MacLennan can

summon up only a frighteningly banal

gaze of admiration for the "tense, lonely

men" who controlled the destiny of his

post-war world. Does he admire Stalin too

in the same way? Mussolini? Trudeau?
MacLennan has a properly earned

reputation as one of our leading novelists,

but this book — well-designed, hand-

somely bound and reasonably priced as

it Is— will only diminish his reputation. His

respectably jaded introduction to the

volume is no adequate excuse for the

naivete and mediocrity ' of what, one

assumes, is supposed to pass for a useful

contribution to Canadian intellectual life.

Hugh MacLennan
Cross-Country

Hurtlg, $5.95
David Frank

When you've listened to any album five

times and still can't remember what songs

are on it, you know that something's

amiss. Carole King's Rhymes & Reasons

(A&M), is just that kind of an entirely

forgettable record.

Choosing to avoid the instrumental

cliches consolidated in her last album.

Music, Carole has wisely made sparing

use of her much over-rated guitarist Dan-

ny (Kootch) Kortchmar and strived for

subtlety with the addition of strings and

brass. But the soft touch, simple melodic

structure of the songs and their sameness

reduces the mixture to muzak. The songs

are once again centered on the sadness

theme, that was so successfully and com-

pletely explored in Tapestry. But the

feeling and sensitivity of that album is

missing.

Rhymes & Reasons will sell well

because it's soft (parents like that), none

of the songs are "bad" (just "easy

listening"). Ms King is a "star" and mainly

because it's the Christmas season.

Tapestry is still popular today almost two

years after its release but Rhymes &

Reasons like the last LP, will probably

never be heard a year from now.

Claude Levelllee, French-Canadian

author, composer and singer will be in

concert at Massey Hall on Sunday.

December 3 at 8:30 pm. Leveillee gained

world recognition through his associations

with the famed French singer Edith Piaf for

whom he also wrote songs. His credits

also include film scores, stage and screen

roles and even a complete ballet. Tickets

are $3 to $5 and are available at La

Chasse-Galerie.

John Hartford

A 19 program series on women begins

Monday at 10 pm on CBC-FM. The daily

series will deal with women's roles in

society, historical perspectives as well as
the treatment of women by men.

Also beginning on Tuesday is a 5 part

series of appearances by singer-
songwriter-guitar picker, John Hartford at

the Rive.r_bo.at (922-6216).

The Society for Ethnomusicology is

hosting a concert by the University of

Toronto Symphony Orchestra conducted
by Victor Fledbrlll In connection with their

annual meeting and relevant papers to be
read this week. Some of the works are

Lian Mtng-yueh's Floating Cloud, Carlos

Chaves Slnfonla India, John Welnzweig's

To the Lands Over Yonder (an Eskimo

hunting song for mixed chorus) and

pieces by Murray Schafter and Harry

Somers. The concert Is subtitled. Contem-

porary Music Based on Non-Western

Idioms. It is on December 2 at 8 pm and it

is free, no tickets required. A discussion

on the theme Contemporary Music and

Ethnomusicology is to follow. Several of

the composers represented on the

program will participate. Fredric Lieber-

man, Department of Music, University of

Maryland, will chair the discussion.

Toronto-born soprano, Joanna Llnd-

strom will make her professional debut

at the St. Lawrence Centre for the

Performing Arts December 1, 8:30 pm.

The 24-year-old singer will perform works

by Haydn, Purcell, Brahms, Wolf and

Obradors. Flutist Robert Aitken will ac-

company her.

The second concert in the Faculty of

Music's Sunday Afternoon Series takes

place on December 3 at 3 pm. Featured

soloists are Lorand Fenyves, violin, and

John Hawkins, piano as well as Vladimir

Orloff, cello, and Robert Aitken, flute. The

Faculty of Music Student String Orchestra

will also partlciipate. The program Is:

George Crumb's "Vox Balaenae for Three

Masked Players", Prokofiev's sonata for

violin and piano, op. 80, and Mozart's

fourth violin concerto, K. 218. Student

tickets are $2.

On December 3, the Scarborough

Sunday Concerts Series hosts the

Telemann Quartet in works from the

baroque and modern eras. Sandra Watts

plays oboe, Emily Rizner, flute, Nancy

Antonacci, piano and Margaret Weait,

cello. Concert is at 3:30 pm and admission

is free.

On December 3 at 2:03 pm on CBC-FM
Radio Symphony Hall, Lukas Fobs will

conduct the Montreal Symphony in

Mozart's piano concert no. 27, with Nicolai

Petrov (who was at the St. Lawrence

Centre last night); Wagner's "Prelude to

Tristan und Isolde", Ives "Unanswered

Question", and Foss' own composition,

"Baroque Variations on Themes by

Handel, Scarlatti, and Bach".

In December, the Deer Park Church on

St. Clair will present Bach's Christmas

Oratorio. The chorus will be provided by

the church choir; the orchestra is Victor

Martin's chamber players, and'soloists are

Linda Culham, Shirley Dillon, Wolfgang

Oeste, John Doglngton. Student price for

Saturday evening at 8:30 is $2.

soup
Garlic soup: yes, garlic soup. Very

simple, inordinately cheap, and people

will never know. Take two heads of garlic

(yes, heads of garlic, not cloves of garlic).

Separate into cloves, and whack them with

a mallet or the side of a cleaver to break

skin. Drop all those cloves into about four

cups of boiling water. You could use

chicken stock, but thrifty Provencal

housewives would make rude comments
about you if they saw. Drop into the pot as

well as a bay leaf, some parseley sprigs,

some thyme, a strip of orange peel and

maybe even a clove (a real clove).

Simmer that away for half an hour to

forty-five minutes. Meantime, put some
egg yolks in a bowl (three egg yolks are a

good number), beat them vigorously with

a whisk, then, still whisking like hell, drib-

ble In a quarter cup of olive oil.

Strain all the solid bits out of the soup,

taste It, and perk It up with salt, pepper,

and maybe a dash of cayenne or tabasco,

if you like truly Mediterranean verve In

your suppers. Whisking again, dribble

about a cup of soup Into the mayonnaise

mixture (that's the egg yolks and oil) then

reverse the process and whisk all that

back Into the soup. Pour over slices of

toasted french bread In bowls and
sprinkle everything with parseley. Good
stuff.

Editor Uili Diemer

Assoc. Editor Bill Macvlcar

theatre

movies

pop

art

music

books

eleanor coleman

bob bossin

atlan mandell

Ian scott

ian scott

bill macvlcar
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sportalk
Toronto women's badminton team

placed third with 25 points in the

OWIAA chamionships last Satur-

day in the second half of the first

round of the double round-robin

competition. Queen's placed first,

edging out Western 28-27. Overall

standings heading into the second

round after Christmas are: Queen's

70 points. Western 65, and Toronto

62 senior women's volleyball

travels to Queen's for a game
scheduled Tor 4:30 pm Saturday

....women's senior basketball team

also plays Queen's tomorrow....

OWIAA Part 1 synchronized swim-

ming takes place at Guelph to-

morrow... .the men's fencing team

is also off to Kingston this

weekend'for a combined Queen's —
RMC Invitational meet. ...hockey

Blues play host to L.aurentian

Voyageurs this evening in Varsity

Arena. Voyageurs finished in fourth

place last year after forfeiting two
games for using ineligible players,

l.aurentian's record so far in the

season includes a 6-3 win over

Carleton, a 3-3 tie with Queen's, a 3-

0 win over Guelph and a 14-4 rout of

Ryerson. Spectators also will see

last year's netminder for the Blues,

Dave, Tataryn. L.aurentian handed
Blues their only loss in league play

last season University of Windsor
Lancers look the Fifth Annual
Naismith Classic basketball tour-

nament hosted by University of

Waterloo last weekend. Lancers
took the championship by defeating

Montreal's Loyola Warriors 86-69.

Waterloo Lutheran captured the

consolation championship,
overwhelming Western Mustangs
76-58. Last year's first place finisher

in the OUAA Western Section,

110BL00RW.

one flight

high

921-6555

NEW

JIMI HENDRIX

Hundreds of

Poplin, Nylons,

Leathers, Meltons,

Corduroys, Jackets
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

presents an exciting evening of

DANCE
...program...

DANCE FILM
PERFORMANCE GROUPS

MODERN JAZZ
CONTEMPORARY DANCE

' FOLK DANCE
participate... ballroom
observe.

BENSON BUILDING, 320 HURON

FRIDAY DEC. 1

7 - 9- 30 p.m.

C0:ED,r EVERYONE WELCOME • FREE

Waterloo, was eliminated in the

championship semi-finals, going

down to Loyola 72-67. In the other

semi-final Windsor overcame
Eckerd College (St. Petersburg,

Florida) 91-83. Waterloo's Mike
Mosher set a single-game scoring

record scoring 37 points in

Warriors' 111-63 victory over

Carleton Ravens in an opening
round game. Windsor's Chris

Coulthard was named most valuable

player in the classic... .Toronto's

Chris Preobrazenski won the light

heavyweight brown belt division at

the East Coast Invitational Judo

Championships in New Jersey last

weekend. ...a student-run, non-
profit, recreational ski club is being
organized under the auspices of the

Intramural Sports Committee this

year. The proposed club hopes to

organize six weekly outings lo Blue
Mountain beginning Friday,
January 19. The club is chaired by
Marty Ahcrmae (UC) and has the
Following members serving on its

standing committee: Bo Sirota, In-

nis; Bill Ackeroyd, Medicine; Steve

Layton, Pharmacy; Bob Kosnick,
St. Mike's; John Dellandrea, Scar-
borough, and Yaroslaw Sirota,

Engineering. Enquiries may be
directed to them directly or else

through the Intramural Office.

Ticket cost is currently estimated to

run approximately $7 and will in-

clude trasportation and lift ticket.

Tickets will be available the week of
January 8-12. ...UC leads Division I

interfacully sports with 6,088 points

for the T.A. Reed Trophy (for all-

year high point championship).

PHE is in second place with 6,020
points. Knox is in front in Division

II with 6,386 with Forestry second

(6,313).

Student say in staffing held up
from page one

had been no violation of democratic
procedures. He charged that Zeitlin

was using "petty constitutionalism"

to disallow the election because of

minor points which in no way
affected the outcome of the
elections.

He viewed it as an attempt by

faculty conservatives and Zeitlin to

prevent the assembly from im-

plementing decisions opposed by a

group of faculty members who dis-

like the effects of democratization

on the department.

The assembly consists of all

sociology faculty and an equal

number of students. It chooses the'

members of all departmental com-
mittees on a staff-student parity

basis, and is responsible for setting

policy.

Under university rules, however,

final responsibility for all decisions

made by a department still rests

with the chairman. It was under this

provision that Zeitlin was able to

-call off the meeting. Although the

assembly is constitutionally re-

quired to meet at least three limes

yearly, it met only twice in 1971-72.

Students have been pressing for

the assembly to meet as soon as

possible to implement the last

meeting's decision to accept staff-

student parity on the department's

staffing committee and to elect the

student members. Students charge

that the fact that it has not met for

nine months represents an attempt

to prevent the decision from being

implemented.

They point out that the action was
taken unilaterally by Zeitlin,

without even consulting the ex-

ecutive committee, who, according

to the departmental constitution are

supposed lo make all major
decisions between assembly
meetings. According lo the students

on the executive, the executive

meeting called to discuss the agenda
for the assembly meeting was
presented instead with Zeitlin's

letter unilaterally calling it off. The
action, according lo a member of

the committee, was presented as

"fait accompli"; the committee was

not given an opportunity to endorse

or reject Zeitlin's decision.

Zeitlin told The Varsity lasl night

that as far as he was concerned there

was "absolutely no truth" to claims

that his action was politically

motivated. He seemed surprised and

There is only ONE...

OFFICIAL
University of Toronto

CREST PIN

SIGNET RING
and

they are supplied only through

STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
S.A.C. Building

A. EARL EDWARDS
1534 Bayview Ave. Phone
(Office at rear, off Millwood) 483^1212

annoyed that word of the affair had
leaked out. and said thai as far as he
was concerned it was "an internal

matter" for the department: "no one
else's business".

He refused to discuss the facts of

the situation.

Zeitlin said that Ihe executive had
"endorsed" his decision. When con-
tacted, however, other members of
the executive all said that no vote on
the mailer had taken place. They
also pointed out that the executive

had as yet received no report from
the elections committee on which to

base its consideration of the
question.

The GSA spokesman suggested

that conservative faculty were
pushing the department "to the

right". What they wanted, he
charged, was "the complete dis-

missal of students from decision-

making in the department". Effec-

tively postponing the assembly for

another two months, he said, would
help ihem tighten their hold.

Zeitlin has been with the

department only since July 1. His

appointment as chairman was
favoured by students, who con-

sidered him relatively progressive

They now fear that they may have

made a mistake, but still hope that

he can be brought to reverse his

stand.
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Blues bunt Rams 99-73 in first win
By BOB PRITCHARD

Basketball Blues picked up their

first two points of the season

• Wednesday evening, romping over

Ryerson Rams 99-73 in a game

spoiled by 52 fouls.

Not until the final 10 minutes of

the first half did Blues begin to

amass their 26 point game lead.

Blues started the game in a man

lo man defence against the Ryerson

2-1-2 zone. For the first time this

season ihe Toronto players had a

considerable height advantage over

their opponents and although Ryer-

son fought well under the boards,

the taller Blues quickly put an 8-2

lead on the scoreboard.

However, some lapses in the

Toronto defence allowed Rams to

penetrate, and two minutes later

Ryerson had taken the lead, 12-1 1.

Rams might have gone even further

ahead had the team members taken

some shots when they had the

chance; but they passed or dribbled

the ball too often.

Soon after McManus brought in

his regulars but Ryerson still

managed to contain Blues for awhile

with Ihe help of its full court press.

Varsity began lo gain and picked

up most of its points by getting the

hall up the floor before Ryerson

could move into its regular defence

from the press. At the 14 minute

mark of the half Blues were ahead

36-25 and by the time the teams

went into the changerooms at the

halfToronto had increased the score

to 53-31.

Even though Blues were on the

better side of a 22 point lead going

into the second halfToronto was not

playing its best game. McManus
himself admitted that players were

"'off and on" throughout the game.

Varsity did hit an improved 41 per

Sjfcenl from the floor, but Ryerson hit

55 per cent by comparison. Toronto

oulrebounded Rams 23-12 in the

initial 20 minutes but that is un-

derstandable with the height ad-

vantage team players enjoyed. A
noticeable improvement was Blues'

performance from the foul line,

where they hit .61 per cent.

Bui Toronto would have been

much further ahead of Rams had

team members kept their heads up

more often. On several occasions

Blues guards got tied up when
pressed, simply because they didn't

• see the open men on the floor.

Varsity managed to overcome this

situation against Ryerson, but it

wouldn't have been so easy against a

better team.

The second half was somewhat

disorganized. Both teams moved the

ball quickly down the floor —
sometimes too quickly, resulting in

turnovers. Blues put on a half court

press, which led to several (10 se-

cond line) over and back violations

by the Ryerson team. When Rams

eventually managed to get the ball

into Toronto's zone, they usually

found themselves closely covered by

two or three Blues.

Twenty-four fouls were called

and, combined with the enthusiastic

but noisy Ryerson fans, the game

sometimes got out of hand.

Ryerson coach Ed DeAmeron
was ofien annoyed by the refereeing

and finally became frustrated

enough to tell the ref to "quit

picking his nose and watch the game
for a change."

But Rams never really threatened

Blues and the Ryerson club had to

be content with preventing Varsity

from scoring a century as Blues went

on to win 99-73.

One fact that can't be taken away

from Blues was their hustle. Toronto

played a lough game under the

boards and frequently it wasn't until

the third or fourth effort on a

rebound that Blues scored.

Toronto's Brian Skyvington was a

good example, as he put in 24 points

with some aggressive play. Dave

Wall was good for 16 points, while

Glen Scott contributed 14. In fact,

all but one Varsity player got on the

scoreboard.

Tip Offs: Blues meet Carleton

(fourth place finishers in the Eastern

Section last year) tomorrow at 2 pm
in the Benson Building. Ravens

finished four points ahead of Blues

in the standings last year.... Ravens

will have Lome Bowles — third

leading scorer in the east last year,

and member of the all-star team —
with then again this season... The
season is young and already Blues

are running into injuries, Bob Annis

is no longer with the team due to

back trouble and Rich Kurczyk

broke his ankle in last Saturday's

game against Mac. Rick Holloweil

has only played one game due to

illness, while Randy Filinski,

playing with a heavily-bandaged leg

(but still averaging 10 points per

Blues' Dave "the blur" Watt puts In two points in Toronto's first win this season.

game) re-injured his leg in

Wednesday's game, and he might be

lost after Christmas if an operation

is required.... Evidently Toronto

coach McManus was not overly

worried by the Ryerson ball club,

since four of the five team members
in the opening lineup were not his

usual starters.

Gymnasfs af York for opener

Varsity's Al Swett demonstrates form on the rings

The Varsity gymnastics team begins its

competitive season tomorrow evening al the York
University invitational.

This weekend Blues are matched against

McMasler and York, last year's national champion
team. Toronto is in the Western Section of the OUAA
for gymnastics competition along with Western,
McMaster, and Guelph, while the Eastern Section
includes Ottawa, Queen's, York, and Carleton.

Julio Roncon will be coaching a full lineup of

gymnasts this year in all six events for the first lime in

several years. Only Al Forest is missing from the lineup

this year, but his continuous presence as coach adds lo

the unity and determination of the squad.

No less than four new gymnasts have gained
positions and the Tour senior members have all

improved during the summer. Rookies Rick Jeysman,
Brian Euler, and Arnold Bishop will compete in six

events — floor, pommel horse, rings, vaulting, parallel

bats, and high bar.

Brian Alcock (floor, vaulting), and John Kelly

(rings, parallel bars) should add points in their

specialized events. Both Al Swelt and team captain
Gary Wicks have re-designed and improved their

routines for the upcoming competition.

On an individual basis, McMaster's Olympic
competitor Steve Mitruik, Yeomen's Dave Hunter, and
Toronto's Hans Frick will probably do battle for top
honours. A strong contender for membership on
Canada's team to the Student World Games this

spring, Frick is regaining his championship form after a
year of injuries.

The women's Varsity gymnastics team will also
compete tomorrow against York and Southern Illinois

Universities. The York team has four Olympic gym-
nasts as members, while the Southern Illinois team is

the lop squad in ihe United States.

The meet starts at 6:30 tomorrow in the Tait

McKcnzie building on York's main campus. Admission
price is $1 with a student card, $2 to the general public.

York couch Tom Zivic hopes to take his' team to

Europe later on in the academic year.



Interdisciplinary fights back

rue varsity— Phil stramba

Marchers commemorate

1837 rebellion

Members of the Anti-Imperialist Day
Committee met at City Hall Square on Saturday

to commemorate the 135th anniversary of the 1837

rebellion.

In December, 1837, the rebels, under the

leadership of William Lyon Mackenzie, marched

down Yonge Street to liberate the city. Blacksmith

Samuel I.ounl and farmer Peter Matthews, both

represented in costume here, were subsequently

executed for their part in the uprisings.

The Anli-lmperialist Committee marched to

the graves of these two to lay wreaths.
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UBC forms committee to

hear student demands
VANCOUVER (CUP) — In a

general meeting dealing with arts

students' demands for representa-

tion, University of British Columbia

(UBC) students elected six represen-

tatives last Thursday to meet with

the arts faculty in a special meeting

to discuss their demands.

The students, three men and three

women, will speak at a special facul-

ty meeting December 1 3 called to

deal with the resolution on student

representation passed at the recent

student-faculty ad hoc meeting.

The upcoming meeting was one of

two called by arts dean Doug Kenny

to deal with business held over from

the faculty meeting cancelled

November 23.

The meeting was cancelled

following the entrance of 150 arts

students who came to press for

representation of faculty
committees.

A December 6 meeting will hear

notice or the students' motion by

Anthropology Professor Bill

Wilmott. His motion calls for stu-

dent representation at all faculty

levels and formation of a student-

faculty committee to look into the

question.

I f the December 1 3 faculty

meeting passes the resolution, the

six student representatives present

will form the student portion of the

committee. The six students were

elected by 250 of the original 300

students who attended the

November 30 meeting.

Much of the meeting time was
spent discussing student parity.

Students were justified in

invading the faculty meeting after

receiving the run-around Tor two

years, one student said. However, he

cautioned students not to spoil it by

being unreasonable.

Alma mater society treasurer

David Dick, speaking against parity,

urged students to disassociate power

and parity.

"The faculty won't accept parity.

Let's not cut our throats," he said.

A large majority of students,

however, demanded the elected

representatives press for parity, and

a vote on the question passed

overwhelmingly.

Student senator Don Roberts

cautioned students to .be aware of

"moderates" since students are in

for a bargaining session.

One unidentified student asked

the audience members to consider

themselves a legislature. "Let the

faculty of arts do the paper work

and then bring their proposals to the

student body to have it approved,"

he said.

A motion amending the ad hoc

committee's resolution to include

staff members was also passed by a

large majority.

Another motion from the floor

called for approval in principle of

equal representation of men and

women at all levels of decision-

making bodies. This motion
provoked brief controversy but was

later passed.

Work groups are being

established to prepare practical

solutions to the problems which

students experience and to submit

ideas to the faculties, AUS (Arts

Union of Students) president Brian

Loomes said.

The areas of study are: evaluation

of students, hiring, firing and tenure,

the nature of students at UBC, the

classroom as being oppressive, new

programs, work load and erotic

oppression.

One of the students working on

the sub-committees said he thought

the meeting had accomplished some

good and urged students to keep

struggling against the ideological

conditions at the university.

Interdisciplinary Studies students and staff Friday afternoon decided to

fight for their department's survival despite administrative inaction which

may sound the department's death knell.

By so doing, they rejected retiring department chairman Geoffrey

Payzant's proposal that they accept their fate and look for new homes for

their innovative courses in the university's colleges. Payzant had called the

meeting, but when the crucial vote came no one opposed the motion and
only three people, including non-voting meeting chairman Payzant,

abstained.

The 80 people present proceeded to appoint a four-person committee to

work towards their goal by ensuring that administration of the department
continues and sufficient operating funds are obtained. Innis College

principal Peter Russell, sociology and Interdisciplinary Studies professor

Tony Smith, arts and science curriculum committee member Seymour
Kanowitch, Interdisciplinary Studies Women's course teacher Kay Arma-
tage were named to the committee.

The students and staff debated the merits of various proposals for over

three hours before finalizing their course of action, but there never was any

doubt that they would resist the move to shut down the department.

The meeting agreed that before attempting to mobilize students and
staff to picket in support of the need for the department to exist, the more
acceptable lobbying path should be followed.

Payzant remained skeptical about prospects for success throughout the

meeting. We've tried before without positive results, he told the meeting,

reminiscent of his memorandum detailing unsuccessful efforts to ensure the

department's continued survival.

Payzant had concluded the department was doomed when Faculty of

Arts and Science dean Bob Greene told him that he had not yet established a

search committee to pick Payzant's successor because the department's

future form was uncertain.

Payzant was doubly convinced that it would be impossible for

Interdisciplinary Studies to carry on because the new chairman, should one

be appointed, would be unnamed when various departments within the

faculty compete for the limited budget funds within the new few weeks.

But. that was not the only evidence on which Payzant and his colleagues

determined what was in store for their department. Just the week before, the

Faculty of Arts and Science's curriculum committee and two senior

administrative officers had disputed for the time Interdisciplinary's

departmental status.

And, an Interdisciplinary Studies brief detailing the department's

"struggle Tor survival", sent to top administrators last spring, evoked

virtually no response.

Nonetheless, president John Evans Thursday night maintained that he

didn't "attach any symbolism" to the inaction which led Payzant to

conclude the program was to be scrapped.

Vice-president and provost Don Forster said that iji his opinion "this

area (Interdisciplinary Studies) will expand." He wouldn't guess whether it

would do so as a separate department or within the college system.

"Interdisciplinary Studies," according to a press release prepared by its

survival committee, "is important as it evaluates and co-ordinates course

offerings, and allocates money among competing courses," functions the

committee maintains would not be adequately executed if the courses were

to be taken over by the colleges.

Political economy professor Abe Rolstein, a staff member for the

Interdisciplinary's Modernization and Community course, called Payzant's

proposals to merely seek college sponsors for the department's courses loo

hasty. "No reasonable plan could be arranged for changing the present

arrangement for next fall," he told The Varsity yesterday.

Rotstein suggested that the program go ahead as is for the next

academic year while discussions about arrangements with appropriate

safeguards to ensure continuation of innovative courses under any new

system went on.

Like many of his Interdisciplinary colleagues, he feared inadequate

safeguards could mean that experimental courses would not continue if the

more traditional colleges and departments were given unfettered control of

the courses' future.

We're not ready for a "fire sale" of Interdisciplinary Studies yet, he

told the meeting.

Russell was less concerned with the specific form the department would

lake in the future than with guaranteeing the continued existence of its

innovative courses. But, he maintains that "something has to carry on the

activity" Payzant's department was handling.

"I had the sense," he said, "thai unless someone spoke up soon

Interdisciplinary Studies would get much more of the (budget squeeze than

other departments."

However, Russell suggests that Interdisciplinary Studies may well need

a base broader than that provided by the arts and science faculty. "One

faculty is too narrow," he noted, and innovative courses should be connected

more directly to the colleges.

Victoria College philosophy professor Bill Harvey advocated fighting

to at least "hold the line" with Interdisciplinary Studies, arguing "on

grounds of sanity". He conceded administrators are often not moved by

such arguments.

It would be "pretty damn difficult" to insist upon formal department

status while Ihe arts and science faculty equally maintained the department

never had it, he noted. However, Interdisciplinary certainly could point to its

"squatters' rights", he observed.

Harvey feared that Interdiscipliniary's innovative courses might find

themselves homeless should the department's courses be let loose for bidding

by the colleges. Quite possibly, he pointed out, these colleges steeped in their

vested interests in straight courses would just salvage the more traditional

Interdisciplinary offerings.

He saw some hope that the Inter-Colleges Committee, composed of the

principals of the university's colleges and ihe university president, might

assume responsibility for co-ordinating Interdisciplinary Studies.

But, he was quick to observe, there's no way that the federated colleges

could lake over the Interdisciplinary courses without increased provincial

funding. (Federated colleges receive substantially less financing from the

provincial government than the university and affiliated colleges.)

Arts and science associate dean James Cruise, chairman of ihe

Interdisciplinary Studies curriculum committee, told The Varsity lasl night

that no decision to scrap the department or cut off funding had been taken.

As for the budget, he said, the faculty has yet to find out whal money

it'll gel for Ihe next fiscal year. (Although the university's lop level,

administrator-Governing Council budget committee has finished drafting its

recommendations, the budget ' sttll has lo wind its way through ihe

Governing Councils' Planning and Resources Committee, Business Affairs

Committee and Committee of the Whole before it's finalized.)
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HERE AND NOW
Wednesday's Here and

Now will be the last for this

year. It will include events

happening between noon
December 6 and noon
January 10. The deadline for

Wednesday's paper is 1 pm
the day previous to

publication.

MONDAY
1 pm

Free Jewish University: "Principals In

Jewisn Law." in Sid Smith 5020.

2 pm
Samt-Denls dens le lemps, tilm

sponsored by INX 340, Room 204. UC. A

love story against the background of two

epochs: the Quebec ol today and that of

the turbulent events ot the 1837 Rebellion.

4 pm
Department ot Sociology — Colloquiam

— "The N O.P. Comes To Power In British

Columbia: Reflections On a Recent Provin-

cial Election" Professor Barry E. Asklnas.

Department ol Anthropology and

Sociology, University ot Victoria. Room

229, Borden Building, 563 Spadlna Ave.

6:30 pm
Kosher Supper. Please reserve by 5 pm

at Hitlel House.

6:30 pm
SAC meeting to discuss tee strike. East

Hall University College.

7:30 pm
Sociotogy students (graduates and

undergraduates), especially members ot

the Departmental Assembly, should attend

a meeting in Room 229 ol the Borden

Building to discuss responses to the

anulllng of student elections, and the

cancellation ot the Assembly meeting.

U ot T Divine Light Society introduces

on-!ile meditation. At 76 Lowther Ave, 2

blocks north of St. George subway. All

welcome. Free.

Free Jewish University; "The Jewish

Woman" at Hlllel House, 186 St. George

Street.
8 pm

The U.C. Rim Festival starts tonight with

Felllnl's Variety Lights plus NFB shorts.

U C. Playhouse, 79a St. George. 506 for

students, S1.00 for others.
8:00 pm

Fieo Jewish University: "Chavurat

Zemer" at Hitlel House. 186 St. George

Street.

Drama Workshop at Hlllel House, 186 St.

George Street.
8:30 pm

Free Jewish University: "Dissent in

Jewish History" at the Board of Jewish

Education, 22 Glen Park Rd,

TUESDAY
All Day

Geography Students: notice of election

polls in Sid Smith Foyer and SS 594.

Election ol Executive of TUGS.

NICKELODEON
279 Yongc at Dundas Squ

LECERCLE FRANQAIS
DE

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

SOIREE DE NOEL
Jeudi le 7 decembre

20h.
ELMSLEY HALL A
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Chansons danse rafraichissements

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

BY-ELECTIONS

NOTICE
As a result of nominations received last week
to fill vacancies on various Committees of the

Faculty Council, elections will be held for only

two positions.

Elections for General

Committee membership for

NEW COLLEGE
AND

ERINDALE COLLEGE
will be held from December 4 to 7, 1972 from

9.00 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. each day. Ballot boxes
will be located in the Registrars' Offices of

these Colleges, and ballots may be obtained

there. Only full-time students registered in

these Colleges may vote.

noon

Informal discussion In Room 2115,

Sidney Smith. Topic: Investigate the Baha'l

Fallti. Everybody welcome. Till 1 pm.

3 pm
World University Service of Canada

information meeting about the seminar on

International Development. This year

W.U.S.C. goes to India. All faculty and

students are invited. Pendarves Lounge.

International Student Centre.

4:30 pm
Free Jewish University: "Synagogue and

the Community" at Atkinson College,

Boom 304. York University.

6:30 pm
Hlllel Kosher Supper: please reserve by

5 pm.
7 pm

Conversational Hebrew for beginners at

Hillel House, 186 SI. George Street.

Guitar Workshop for beginners at Hillel

House, 186 St. George Slreel.

7:30 pm
A disciple ot Guru MaharaJ Ji will direct

people to the experience of God. Medical

Sciences Auditorium.

8 pm
The U.C. Film Festival presents Godard's

Wind From The East plus NFB shorls. U.C.

Playhouse. 79a St. George. 50* tor

students, 51 .00 for olhers.

6:15 pm
Guitar Workshop for advanced at Hlllel

House. 186 St. George Street.

Conversational Hebrew for advanced at

Hillel House,
WEDNESDAY

All day

Geography Students: notice ot election

polls in Sid Smith Foyer and SS 594.

Election ot Executive of TUGS.

JAMES SPENCER EXHIBITION

ART GALLERY
Monday, 1 1 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Tuesday to Saturday. 11 a.m. 5 p.m

CLASSICAL CONCERT
ELIZABETH PHILLIPS • MITCHELL

SOPRANO
TOMORROW

MUSIC ROOM, 4:00 P.M.

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA!

HART HOUSE TIES
NOW ON SALE IN THE

TUCK SHOP

"MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS'

AfVT FILM SERIES

Weekly Baglnnlny January 15

CHRISTMAS TREE

MUSIC, CAROLS, STORIES

Bring A Blanket Or Cushions

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 6

GREAT HALL. 8:30 P.M.

TICKETS FREE AT
THE HALL PORTER'S

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
DANCING TO

BENNY LOUIS
2 BARS

SPLASH PARTY
BUFFET SUPPER

TICKETS $16 A COUPLE
AVAILABLE FROM

THE HALL PORTER'S DESK AND
THE UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

DEBATE
"RESOLVED THAT SANTA CLAUS IS A SUBVERSIVE INFLUENCE ON

THE YOUNGER GENERATION"

HONORARY VISITOR: IAN M. DRUMMOND

TOMORROW NIGHT, 8:00 P.M.

DEBATES ROOM.

GEIMBLES
a listiinirnl chamber of musical tknghts

DEC - 4 - 6
The

Good Brothers
DEC. 7,8,9

j ^ B(JNE

WALKER
Advance Tickets for T. Bone Walker

on Sale at Sam's and Grumbles

71 JARVIS ST. 368-079S

110BL00RW.

one flight

high

921-6555

Hart House Debate

"Resolved that Santa

Claus is a subversive

influence on the

younger generation".

HONORARY VISITOR:

IAN M. DRUMMOND
Department of Political Economy

Tuesday, December 5, 8:00 p.m
The Debates Room, Hart House
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Beals assails Zeitlin's Soc. election veto
The resigning chairman of the

sociology elections committee has

fully repudiated the charges of

departmcn chairman Irving Zeitlin,

who last week voided all student

assembly members' elections on
grounds of "elections irregulari-

ties".

In an open letter to sociology staff

und students, Ralph Beals states

that as chairman of the committee

responsible for organizing elections

to the department's governing

assembly, "I deny the truth ofall the

charges which were levelled" by

Zeitlin.

Zeitlin had claimed that two

students who were neither elected by

the assembly nor chosen by the

executive "made basic decisions in

the elections committee regarding

the distribution of (assembly) seats"

and acted as electoral officers in an

election in which they ran and won.

Beals' letter counters that "the

two students charged did not deter-

mine election committee policy, nor

did they serve as electoral represen-

tatives (those responsible for the

actual conduct of the elections in the

SAC finance commissioner resigns
By BOB BETTSON

Vince De Angelo resigned

Thursday as SAC finance com-
missioner over a disagreement with

the SAC executive on the necessity

of hiring an executive assistant.

De Angelo (II SMC), said the

resignation would be effective

January 15 so SAC would have time

to find a successor.

He called the executive decision to

hire an executive assistant "a

ridiculous and ludicrous attempt to

rationalize a blatantly personal

decision" in a letter sent to his

fellow executive members.

At the centre of the controversy is

longtime U of T student politician

Paul Carson, who was hired by the

executive after working as com-
munications and services field

worker since September. Carson

had earlier been the executive assis-

tant in the summer, before the job

was left temporarily vacant.

Carson had no comment on the

decision. However he said that the

job was not superfluous, because of

research assignments handed to him

on Thursday by SAC president Eric

Miglin. De Angelo resigned the

same day, after arguing against the

move in the executive meeting.

Carson also maintains that the

necessity of finding someone to run

the SAC pub, along with the extra

work needed, provides ample
justification for hiring additional

staff. The executive has hired Ryer-

son Student Peter Milic to replace

Carson in his old post of field

worker.

Although De Angelo said that the

resignation had "nothing personal

to do with Carson," he called the

decision "dishonest, unethical and

blatant act of pork-barrel politics."

He said he was also upset about

several other office hassles and

procedural disagreements. De
Angelo charged that SAC was being

"irresponsible" in its allocation of

student funds.

"For a ticket which ran on a

'reasonable and common sense'

platform, 1 consider this type of

action even more indefensible, " he

added in the letter.

De Angelo charged that the

decision amounted to "hiring a per-

son, then finding work for him to

do".

Miglin said last night that while

he could "appreciate his being upset

about something being passed which

he did not agree with", De Angelo's

resignation "appears to be an over-

reaction."

The reasons De Angelo advanced

seemed to be contradictory, Miglin

thought. "It's hard to understand

why he resigned."

Communications commissioner

Debora Lewis, in a letter to De
Angelo, takes exception to his

charges that the hiring was dis-

honest and unethical. He might

legitimately have contended the

decision was unwise, she said last

night, "but saying it was dishonest is

going loo far."

classrooms). They were, therefore,

eligible for nomination and elec-

tion to the departmental assem-

bly:*

The two students, Bob Storey and

Lome Richmond, had pointed out

that since both had been acclaimed,

neither could have acted as "elec-

toral officers" in their own elections.

On the basis of his charges,

Zeitlin had used his ultimate power

as chairman to declare the elections

void without receiving formal ap-

proval from the assembly's
executives.

He also unilaterally cancelled the

tonight's scheduled meeting of the

assembly, which has parity represen-

tation from faculty and students.

(The assembly met only twice in

1972-72 and has not yet met this

year, although it constitutionally

must meet three limes each year.)

Outraged students, who originally

announced they would precede with

the assembly meeting as scheduled

in spite of Zeitlin calling it off, later

said the meeting would be an open
meeting of the assembly's sludent

caucus to discuss possible courses of

action. It will take place in room 229

in the Borden Building at 7:30 pm
tonight.

Beals went further in the letter,

explaining that he had resigned as

elections committee chairman "lo

underjine my disagreement with the

charges." However he asserted

that he is convinced that students

should continue lo work within the

assembly even though Zeitlin had

overrided its process.

He added that "I can only thank

(Richmond and Storey) for the

substantial lime and energy which

they. . contributed in good faith."

Our Misteak
A page one Friday Varsity story inadvertantly attributed

remarks by Innis College principal Peter Russell to U oTT vice-

presidenl and provost Don Fortser.

Russell, not Forsler, had commented that the future of

Interdisciplinary Studies language courses is not "in great

jeopardy." "What we're worried about are those (courses) not

connected with departments," he continued. "They're the things

that might be squeezed out of existence."

Forsler, in comments deleted from the article for space reasons,

has said that in his opinion "this area (Interdisciplinary Studies)

will expand". He wouldn't hazard a guess as lo whether it would do

so as a separate department or within the college system,

suggesting arts and science dean Bob Greene would be the more
appropriate person to queslion about that.

Development is key issue

Bitter election fight ends in Ward 7
By DOUG HAMILTON

The titantic struggle between pro

and anti-development forces in

Ward 7 concludes with today's elec-

tion. Nowhere in the city has the

fight between the two camps been

more hostile.

For more than a month.

Jarfary topped the polls slightly

ahead of Sewell. Rotenberg trailed

2,000 votes behind Sewell in third

spot.

Ward 7 is a predominently

working class constituency bordered

by Sherbourne and Bloor Streets,

Logan Avenue, and the lakefront.

Karl Jarfary is one of the most forceful reformers on City Council.

aldermanic incumbents John Sewell

and Karl Jaffary have conducted a

running battle with pfo-developmenl

challengers Richard Kirkup and

Sam Rotenberg. Several con-

frontations between Sewell, Jaffary,

and Kirkup have occurred at all-

candidates meetings throughout the

ward and many bitter words have

been exchanged between the three

men who hold radically different

philosophies on urban politics.

Besides the race between the

incumbents and the two paramount

challengers, Sewell and Jaffary have

been vying for the top aldermanic

post which brings with it a seal on

Metro Council. In the 1969 contest,

For several years, middle class

professionals have been renovating

homes in the area, thus displacing

many blue-collar workers in the Don
Vale district in the Parliament-

Wellesley area.

In the Ward's north-west corner,

the Meridian building group erected

the mammoth St. James Town
apartment complex which ac-

commodates over 12,000 young,

middle class tenants.

The inroads made by the

middle class and the developers has

provoked many bailies between

angry lenanls and homeowners in

City Hall and on the slreets of the

ward.

In the late 1960's, citizens in the

Donmouni area at Dundas and

Broadview fought an attempt by the

City to promote urban renewal.

After a prolonged struggle, the city

won and built some low- rise

apartments on the site after

wholesale expropriation of ihe area.

Citizens also fought the city over

urban renewal in the Trefann Court

district of the Queen, Shuter, Parlia-

ment and River Streets block. The
battle lasted for several years, but

the city was eventually forced to

formulate an area plan for

redevelopment including provisions

for citizen participation in the plan-

ning process, but only after much of

the community had been destroyed.

The harsh treatment meted oul by

the city to Trefann residents

propelled Sewell into politics.

Working as a lawyer and com-

munity organizer in Trefann Court,

Sewell became concerned over the

methods used by ihe city to ex-

propriate homes, and its tolerance of

slum landlords who permitted

working class com muni lies to

deteriorate.

When interviewed by The Varsity,

Sewell was reluctant to discuss in

depth his early organizing ex-

periences in Trefann. "I've been

through that... so many times," he

sighed. "It's all in my book."

In his book, Up against City Hall,

Sewell states that he "saw little hope

of any sort of further organizing

being worthwhile unless a .direct

attack was made on existing

politicians".

He believes that an alderman

should help organizers in the com-

munity because an elected official

can bestow a mantle of legitimacy

upon them,

"Being an alderman, I felt, would

overcome problems of legitimacy. I

as an alderman or some other

organizer who could say he was

working for me could go into a

community with an almost built-in

legitimacy."

Sewell's dishevelled appearance,

his sarcastic wit, and his theatrical

antics in the council chamber have

made his name a household word

across the city.

His candour at council meetings

has disturbed and enraged most of

his pro-development colleagues who

constitute the Old Guard.

Ward 10 alderman Paul Pickett

once implied that Sewell was an

anarchist and former Ward 2 alder-

The Varsity that he "couldn't have

done much more" over the last three

years and asserted that he is

"generally happy with the way

things are going."

Asked if his strategy would

change, if a majority reform council

was returned, Sewell replied, "I

John Sewell has lead the fight against high-rise development for the

last three years. He may top the Ward 7 poll.

man Allan Lamport hurled such

epithets at him as "kook," "com-

munist", and "cry-baby."

But. despite his indulgence in

guerrilla theatre. Sewell has been

the de facto leader of the city hall

reformers and has taken most of the

verbal abuse from developers and

their political collaborators.

His vociferous attacks on the Old

Guard have earned him several ex-

pulsions from council, and Ward 6

alderman Horace Brown physically

assaulted him when angered by a

Sewell remark.

Sewell believes his provocative

tactics have been successful. He told

won't have to use the tactics I've

been using". He said the work-load

could be more evenly distributed

among the reformers if they ob-

tained a majority, whereas at pre-

sent much of the work is borne by

two or three specific personalities.

Although he claims lo represent

working-class constituents at City

Hall. Sewell has been assailed by a

prominent Toronto unionist who

accused him of neglecting labour's

interests.

Gerry Gallagher, leader of the

fi.OOO-man labourers' union publicly

See 'unbeatable', page 6
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Don't can

Interdisc
Nobody's admitting they know much about whats

happening to Interdisciplinary Studies these days, but you can

be sure that things aren't (ust falling into place neatly

themselves.

Hidden behind all those platitudes about caring about

innovative and experimental courses are the minds that drew

up the blueprints for dismantling the Faculty of Arts and

Science's awkward stepchild. Tight budgets should hit all

departments evenly, but the word's out that Interdisciplinary is

about to get chopped to make way for the more traditional

courses.

True enough, top administrators have encouraged the

university's colleges to take over the courses. Encouraged

might be too gentle a word; it's been suggested in the

university's academic haunts that the colleges were warned by

the top man that they'd better prove their worth if they didn't

want a fate similar to that of Interdisciplinary Studies. And, so

the talk goes, interdisciplinary courses might be just what the

president ordered.

The colleges, cautioned or not, are in no position to take

over many of the department's offerings. The federated

colleges have been plagued by inadequate financing for years,

and, it anything, things will be tougher this coming fiscal year.

So, only a dreamer would imagine that they're about to rush at

the chance to shelve some of their own courses taught by their

own faculty to give a home to "new courses. Especially not the

conservative colleges which have most often frowned at the

Interdisciplinary course offerings, only willing to tolerate them

because they had little choice.

Even were they to have the necessary money, the

unsympathetic colleges would almost certainly adopt the more

traditional courses, leaving the more exciting, innovating,

unorthodox ones homeless. And, these the courses which have

made the greatest contribution to expanding the university's

horizons.

Divided among the colleges, the Interdisciplinary courses

would not complement each other, nor, without appropriate

safeguards — safeguards which cannot be devised overnight

to meet the university's sudden desire to scrap the department

— , would there be any guarantee that the new and untried

would get a chance. Available financial resources would not

necessarily go to the most deserving, but to the courses which

happened to find favour with a college with the money to

finance It.

And, given that president John Evans apparently wants

the various colleges to develop distinctive personalities which

would attract students Interested In their offerings, what

provision would be made for the students who, wishing to

utilize the freedom granted them by the New Program, wanted
to sample a variety of relatively unrelated courses offered by

different colleges?

Interdisciplinary Studies staff and students have
organized to resist the administration's death lunge at their

department, Their action, hopefully, will make the administra-

tion stop for a second and reconsider their ill-prepared,

unjustified plans to scrap the program. There can be no
justification for callously jeopardizing one of the most valuable

assets of the arts and science faculty.

If, indeed, the administrators think they have a case for

dividing; the department up among the colleges, then let them
have the courage to impose a moratorium on their plans until

they have tried to convince the staff and students of the merit of

their case, rather than trying to sneak it by. If they can't win the

students and staff to their position, we'd argue they ought not

tamper with the program.

As associate arts and science dean James Cruise said.

"What we have to be sehsitive to is student need". Let's start

asking students what they want.

Just under 1,000 of them chose Interdisciplinary Studies

courses this year.

I MANIPULATE. -

THEREFOtEjAM.

Zeitline should
repeal decision
Ironically, the man undergraduate and

graduate students unanimously endorsed as

their choice for sociology department head

has become the person to suspend the

rights of the department's governing

assembly.

That's what Irving Zeitlin's unilateral action

in overturning the election of all un-

dergraduate assembly representatives and

calling off today's scheduled assembly
meeting amounts to.

Zeitlin claimed "fundamental violations of

constitutional and democratic procedures"

during undergraduate elections made the

undergrad reps' election "null and void".

The man who should know, elections

committee charman Ralph Beals, has

repudiated Zeitlin's charges in a public letter

to staff and students in the department,

resigning from the committee in protest.

He refutes each of Zeitlin's allegations

charge by charge as today's page three story

shows.

Zeitlin owes his department and the

students concerned a profound apology, a

guarantee that lapses into similar arbitrary

decisions will riot re-occur, and repeal of his

unwarranted actions.

If he doesn't act, arts and science dean
Bob Greene or university president John.

Evans should step in to remedy the situation.

Zeitlin is wrong. Justice must be restored.

No more need be said.

Dare Foods Ltd. —producerofDare Cookies

has refused to negotiate with its striking employees

for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance

have characterized the company's approach to

the predominantly female work force.

Help-Dare workers protect their union

and win a fair contract

DON'T BUY
DARE COOKIES!

(and tell your friends not to, either)
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The New Program: where it's at

Part I: Critics 'suspect' standards fell

Acting upon a recommendation of the

Faculty of Arts and Science's General

Committee, president John Evans last

summer appointed a committee to review

the New Program. Introduced in the fall of

1969, the New Program replaced arts

and science's general and honours
courses programs with a more flexible

course of study leading to either a three or

four year degreee. Reducing class size

and shifting emphasis to tutorials and
essays were among the principal ob-

jectives of the change.

The Varsity today begins its own study

ol the New Program: its strengths,

weakenesses, and how it's affecting the

people studying and teaching under it

The series will continue in the new year.

By ELAINE KAHN
Despite conservative faculty fears that

Introduction of the Faculty of Arts and

be resolved by bringing back the old

programs. Rather, she believes each
department has to become comfortable

with the New Program and arrive at an

understanding of the dynamics of

releasing the previous restraints on
evaluation and course selection.

She noted that some people are worried

about a decline in standards because

there is no point now where a department

sits down and looks at the entire pattern of

the student's work to give him or her an

overall assessment.

History department chairman J. B.

Conacher, last year's president of the U of

T Faculty Association and formerly a key

figure in mobilizing conservative teaching

staff against student demands he saw as

undermining the university's standards,

maintained he's primarily worried about

this same anonymity in New Program

specialization, with some form of non-
numerical grading being used for his other

courses. The associate dean says that a

100-point scale does not really convey
useful information, but that a grading

between, for example, an A and a B, Is a
reliable distinction.

Instituting the New Program brought a

change from marks based heavily on
exams to marks with little emphasis on
exams, but much more on essays and
seminars. In many courses, exams have
been abolished.

Conway said the question of exams has

resurfaced, especially in large survey

courses, due to increasing plagiarism of

essays. These courses are taught largely

by graduate students who are unable,

because of the sheer size of the class, to

get to know each student peronally and
thereby determine whether or not the

Computerized New Program Introduced myriad of course combinations. Arts and science timetables plastered walls of Sid Smith

foyer. A tide of student complaints about timetable errors and the impersonal computer accompanied the change from honours-

general to New Program.

Science's less orthodox New Program has

sent U of T's academic standards on a

downward spiral, there seems to be no

widespread support for a return to the

rigidity of the old honours-general course

distinctions. Instead, New Program critics

are apparently pushing for modifications

in the program that will overcome their

objections.

And, arts and science associate dean

Joan Foley pointed out, the facelift the

faculty's programs stemmed from the

report of a committee committed to

raising academic standards and enriching

the quality of university experience for

students enrolled in general courses.

The program broke down the

discriminating lines between honours and

general students and creates a greater

mix of professors. Consequently, it has

become difficult for students specializing

in a particular area to concentrate as

heavily as their honours course prede-

cessors could.

Under the honours program, all

students in a subject area arrived at fourth

year with, a uniformity of background

knowledge. This supposedly led to more

erudite seminars in fourth year because

there was not the mix of backgrounds

found in New Program olasses.

U of T internal relations vice-pre-

sident designate Jill Conway, however,

credits this mix with creating stimu-

lating classes in her Topics In the

History of Women course. The conflict of

scholarship versus stimulation Is proba-

bly central to the issues surrounding the

New Program.

Foley doesn't think the situation could

evaluation. He suspects there has been

some tailing off of standards, but admits

that this feeling only comes from im-

pressions that are difficult to prove.

Conacher says he doesn't know
whether this decline in standards is due to

the New Program or to something that

caused the program itself. He does feel

that the tendency to let each student "do

his own thing" results in an inevitable

loosening of standards.

Innis College principal Peter Russell

described a "world-wide mark inflation",

though one would assume that the dis-

tribution of intelligence In the populace

has remained stable. Conway agreed.

She stated that, when she came to the

university in 1964, it was "assumed that

only a very special person would get first

class standing". Very few firsts were given

out. However, there was a large group of

students with very high seconds. These

students are now being given firsts and.

Conway says, the difference in academic

excellence between these two groups of

students is negligible, so that no drop in

standards can be attributed to this

change.
Because of society's demands that the

university provide "certified" people,

however, she said that more than a pass-

fail system is necessary for evaluation.

Foley contended that a pass-fail sys-

tem is difficult to institute in North

American universities because graduate

schools find it difficult to judge admissions

on this basis. They are not accustomed to

it.

She suggests pass-fail could be used

for courses outside a student's area of

essays are genuine. Exams in these

courses would subject everyone to the

same test.

Russell felt that bringing exams back to

cope with the plagiarism problem is too

simple a solution. Exams produced
students who crammed, regurgitated facts

and a short time later knew nothing about

the topic. Essays require a student to think

a problem through over an extended

period of time. He will learn and
remember more. If he does the work

himself.

Russell suggested a partial solution

would involve having smaller classes and

a larger number of small, personal

assignments to enable the professor to

become familiar with the work of each

student and determine the authenticity of

essays.

He said that students today are less

passive about their education. They no

longer have the "two-bucket notion of

education" when they enter university, that

they are empty buckets waiting to be filled

by the great knowledge of the professors.

However, the outside world has old-

fashioned ideas about the areas of study

that must be included in a university

education. Russell feels the university Is

usually at least 10 years ahead of the

public in its thinking.

Meanwhile, he noted, students trying to

get into conservative areas of employ-

ment, such as medicine and law; play it

safe by avoiding any courses that won't be

recognized as immediately valid by their

prospective employer or graduate school.

They do not experiment with the in-

novative courses ofered at the university.

Russell stated that not all university

education, however, is professionally-

oriented because not all students are

using it for vocational aims. He defended

the right_of the university to be innovative

and said' that "a good calendar should be
an exciting recipe book."

Conway maintained that she would be
much happier if she had the sense of great

student innovation in planning individual

programs. She blamed students' failure to

innovate partially on conservative
academic tastes they bring with them from

high school.

She feels five courses a year is too

heavy a load. Students have no time to do
the essays and the extra reading they may
wish to do. Therefore, they tend to take

courses which reinforce each other, rather

than branching out into new areas.

Foley stated that interdisciplinary

courses are one of the better things to

have emerged from the New Program
because topics of study that could never

have fitted into the previous defined

streams of study can now be offered.

Conway is favour of the interdisci-

plinary approach to social science, but

feels there is great difficulty in setting

up a good course. People giving the

course should work with each other for

a few years to ensure the melding of the

information from their fields into a

cohesive informative unit. Often, the

students are presented with unrelated

chinks of information if the course is set

up too quickly. And, this is not truly

interdisciplinary. Russell agreed.

Conway said that it is unfortunate that

many of the interdisciplinary courses

which have tried to be innovative and have

not succeeded very well have also tried to

be innovative in their method of evalua-

tion. This has ted to scepticism and a loss

of respect for these courses on the part of

both faculty and students concerning the

stringency of their evaluation. Conway
does not see any necessary relationship

between innovative courses and the

stringency of evaluation.

Foley stated that many people involved

in interdisciplinary courses pay special

attention to standards because they

realize the courses do not fit into some
people' ideas of what is academic.

She feels that departmental inertia, not

hostility, is the factor preventing these

courses from being integrated into regular

program structures. Departments under

the old program had a clear idea of the

structure of their disciplines. Their past

histories made it difficult for them to

respond quickly to the potentials of the

New Program, but Foley feels this will

change with time.

Conacher agreed interdisciplinary cour-

ses make sense, but maintained they

should be based departmental^. He did

say. however, "Some of the courses seem

very doubtful as university courses." He

reports he has been told that many
students, at the end of four years, find they

don't have enough direction and he

suggested that a more structured device

than the New Program is needed. He also

mentioned the "unhealthy" danger of

overspecialization that is also contained in

the freedom of New Program course

choice.

Conacher stated that he was not

suggesting that the university revert

to the old program, but merely that

the Macpherson report be carefully recon-

sidered. The New Program fellows

proposals laid down in the Allen Report;

the Macpherson report was its somewhat

more rigid predecessor.

Political theorist C. B. Macpherson.

chairman the committee that produced

the Macpherson report, was asked

whether he thought standards have been

affected by the institution of the New
Program. He said that it is difficult to judge

because opinion seems to be based on

random impression. Every effort was

made in the proposals outlined by the

report to prevent a decline in standards.

'•My own impression after two years of

teaching undergraduate courses under

the New Program is that standards have

not gone down." he concluded.
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Sewell-Jaffary combination is unbeatable
• from page three

denounced Sewell and Jaffary for

their consistent anti-development

stance. (Gallagher has endorsed

Kirkup because he promises not to

oppose such projects as St. James

Town West.)

Sewell acknowledges that he

knows little about the operations of

unions, but he claims that he will

rectify the matter.

He denied Gallagher's allegations

and asserted that he was "heavily

involved" with the Canadian Union

of Public Employees (local 43)

during the garbage men's strike.

"Unions haven't really been

involved in city politics," lamented

the junior alderman. He contended

that he would like to work with

labour in the civic arena. "Un-

doubtedly, I'll start with unions that

he based in Ward 7," he added.

Sewell's objective is to "change

the whole process of decision-

making" in order to decentralize

power at City Hall. He feels the

people in his ward must be given

more say in how they are governed.

He believes the present city

council is undemocratic and is

"totally irrelevant in terms of debate

on policy".

He still holds the opinion he

articulated in 1971 that "nothing

close to debate takes place there (in

council). It's a talking freak show

full of sound and fury, signifying

nothing".

If Sewell detests city council as a

worthless institution, he abhors his

opponent Kirkup even more.

He has written Kirkup off as a

fraud, a political charlatan foisted

on Ward 7 by the Meridian Building

Group, Sewell's avowed enemy.

"Kirkup is not running to get

elected." alleged Sewell. "He's just

making a name for himself."

Over the last three years, Sewell

has worked well with his colleague

Jaffary. Together they are a for-

midible learn which Kirkup will find

difficult to beat.

Although Sewell and Jaffary are

both lawyers, the former has lost

much interest in it. Jaffary continues

to practice law and has an office in

the ward. He has a keen legal mind

and is one of the best debaters on

council, where he has been one of

the fiercest opponents or develop-

ment.
_

He believes in conserving the city

as a place for people.

"Toronto must be preserved as a

civilized place where people can

live," he said. "This can be done by

giving strength to the groups who

are trying to preserve valuable

things such as historical buildings,

neighbourhoods, and even our street

cars."

He was instrumental in the

Trcfann Court struggle and fully

endorses the concept of citizen par-

ticipalion in the planning of

communities.

"Citizens should be directly

involved in the early stages of

neighbourhood planning and no one

from the outside will ever resolve the

problems of different interest groups

in the ward!," he claimed.

Contrary to reports in the press,

Jaffary maintains that he favours

"good development." "My problem

concerning high-rise is not where it

should be built but whether it is

suitable for people. In Ward 7, it

Democracy fight ends at U of S
REGINA (CUP) — All is quiet on

the University of Saskatchewan

Regina campus now as students

have returned to their books and the

struggle for a democratic university

has gone back to committees,

following a week of occupations of

adminisliative offices.

A negotiating committee, selected

by students at a general meeting

November 22 to negotiate with prin-

cipal John Archer on the im-

plementation of parity in two

departments, reported back to a

general student meeting last

Wednesday. Less than 300 of the

approximate 1,000 students who had

attended previous general meetings

were present.

Archer's co-operation would be

useful in stifling opposition to stu-

dent parity from conservative facul-

ty members, the committee's report

said.

When the committee recommend-

ed ending the occupation November

22, it had done so believing Archer

was negotiating in good faith.

"Principal Archer is sincere in his

feelings about student parity," a

student steering committee release

said. "He is under pressure from

conservative factions in the faculty

who are trying to preserve their own

power."

Archer has always supported

some student voting power, and

autonomy for the Regina campus,

and said nothing basically different

from this during the occupations

and negotiations.

A motion demanding Archer sign

a statement saying he believed in

student parity was defeated at the

November 29 meeting, but another

motion calling for the creation of a

three party committee to consist of

students, faculty and the public to

present demands to the government

BOOKS from GREECE
THE NEWEST EDITIONS OF
MODERN GREEK LITERATURE

DECAOCHTO KEIMENA

NEA KEIMENA

VAR11ALIS

VENEZIS

VASIL1S VASIUCOS

TSIFDH0S

ETC.
MYRIVIUS

ORDER ANY OTHER BOOKS

"ATHENA"
676 BLOORST.WEST

Between B o I hurst and Christie

TEL.: 534-0331 - 923-0760

OPEN: oilf FRIDAY. SATURDAY. SUNDAY

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
464 SPADINA

now serving lunches
Spaghetti, chile, roast beet, corned

beet, Italian meatball sandwiches,

hamburgers, and hot dogs.

SPECIAL-MONDAY TO FRIDAY

BUSINESS MEN'S
LUNCHEONS

served from 12 to 2
Every day something different

10% Discount with ATL Cards

was passed,
-

The public representatives

accepted by the students were: one

member of the small businessmen's

association, one laborer and one

farmer from the Wheat Pool. The

administration suggestion that the

worker be picked by the
Saskatchewan Government
Employees Association was vetoed

by the negotiating committee. Fears

that the Wheat Pool representative

would be an administrative hack

were quietened with the promise the

farmer would be a rank and file

member.
Although the somewhat more

radical National Farmers' Union

backed the students during their

struggle, they were not chosen to be

on the committee because of their

unacceptability to the administra-

tion. The NFU had called for a

democratic university to serve the

needs of the Saskatchewan people

when they supported the students.

EL MOCAMBO
SPADINA & COLLEGE. 961 -2558

NOW APPEARING:

CHUBBY
CHECKER

STARTING DEC. 11:

GREASE BALL BOOGIE
TWO ROOMS— TWO DANCE FLOORS

seems we need family housing more

than we need high-rise."

"I would also like to point out

that in the past three years Trefann

got approval to build 1 00 houses,

but at the same time Meridian has

destroyed 1 50 houses. At this rate,

Ward 7 is being destroyed faster

than we can build," proclaimed

Jaffary.

Sewell and Jaffary's main

opponents, Kirkup and Rotenberg,

both favour continued extension of

the St. James Town apartment

complex.

Rotenberg, a Parliament Street

businessman and a long-time

Liberal party supporter wants more

apartments because he claims many
of the houses in the area are run-

down and beyond repair.

He is, however, cautious about

proceeding with more projects like

St. James Town without more plan-"

ning. "I feel that no more wholesale

demolition should take place until

there is a joint approved plan by the

concerned owner, the people in the

area, and the Planning Board as to

what will be built in its place after

demolition.

Rotenberg places little faith in

local democracy, but he maintains

that if he's elected he would

hold occasional public meetings to

hear grievances of the people in

the ward.

Some political observers insist

that Rotenberg's strength has in-

creased since the election began and

he may be in a position to over-

lake Kirkup for the third spot.

Few experts, however give him

much of a chance to beat Sewell and

Jaffary.

Kirkup refused to discuss his

campaign with The Varsity, a cam-

paign believed to be sagging badly.

While he has the support of the

South of St. James Town
Homeowners' Association, he has

encountered much opposition in the

ward.

At one, ail candidates meeting, he

was hooted, jeered and denounced;

for being a tool of developers.

"Meridian's mascot," yelled the

residents.

He became embroiled in a bitter

dispute with a local newspaper.

Ward 7 News, when he used the

puper's logotype on campaign

literature*.

The paper took their case to the

Ontario Supreme Court, charging

that usuage of the 7 News logo falsly

indicated that it supported Kirkup.

(The 7 News does not support him.)

An injunction to hall distribution

of Kirkup's material was granted by

(he court.

He has denied publicly that he is

accepting the $20,000 campaign

fund which Meridian vice-president

Phil Roth offered to anyone "except

a Maoist" who would run against

Sewell and Jaffary.

Kirkup has avoided most all

candidates meetings and is instead

concentrating on a bill-board and

literature campaign.

Two nominal candidates, Charlie

Rolfe and Karl Von Harten, are also

running. Both are spending little and

neither have campaign headquar-

ters.

Rolfe claimed-lhat unemployment

and a serious lack of housing are the

key issues in today's election.

"I would support the completion

of Harbour City and ihe Eaton

Centre developments because they

provide jobs for people," asserted

Rolfe.

Charlie favours a decentralized

civic power structure and insists lhat

power must reside with people who
will work together to achieve goals.

ERINDALE STUDENT

WANTED
For delivery of Varsity to Erindale Campus three times

weekly. Small honorarium. Will probably be of interest

only to students living near York University and driving

to Erindale.

Call The Varsity at 923-8441

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
SOLARAY

HOT COMB
Suggested list $16.95

Only $9.98
The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.

and
700 Yonge St, at St. Mary

PRE-CHRISTMAS TREE

DINNER
Chicken Tetrazzini $1.00

Roast Beef $1.50

Wine 50c a Glass
MINCE PIE

CHRISTMAS PUDDING
GREAT HALL. HART HOUSE.

4:45 - 6:30 P.M.
WEDS., DEC. 6

TRINITY

COLLEGE CHAPEL

A SERVICE OF

LESSONS AND CAROLS
FOR ADVENT

Sunday. December 10

4.30 p.m.

Trinity College Choir

under direction ot

JOHN SIDGWICK, F.R.C.D.

YOU'VE GOT IT COMING TO YOU!
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ON

HI-FI STEREO EQUIPMENT
SANS J I, PIONEER. KENWOOD,
SONY. DUAL. TELEFU NKEN ETC
COLOUR TV
2ENITH. RCA. ADMIRAL ETC.

CAR-RADIOS AND TAPE PLAYER
ALL MAKES, INCLUDING BLAUPUNKT
AM-FM AND STEREO MODELS

LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL
THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE

KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
112 HARBORD ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OF SPADINA) CLOSE TO U OF T

GIVE US
MAKE

AND MODEL..
WE DO SELL
FOR LESS!
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Between a circus and an insane asylum

What's up with student aid
In the 1971-72 academic year, 74,765 Ontario students

received $35,291,089 in loans and $29,368,504 in grants from

the Ontario Student Awards Program. This year, the

government slashed funds for the program, hiking the OSAP
loan ceiling from $600 to $800, thereby decreasing the

maximum potential grant.

Although official figures for 1972-73 are not yet available,

the government has admitted that it's saved from one to three

million dollars by the loan ceiling hike, money which it refuses

to pour back into the program but instead plans to use to help

reduce the province's $600 million budget deficit.

And, the government, remaining indifferent to demands
for repeal of the detrimental post-secondary financing changes
strongly endorsed by a province-wide student referendum last

October, has been unwilling to assure students that a further

increase in the loan ceiling is not lurking in the shadows for the

next academic year. Some student leaders fear the loan ceiling

may be pushed to $1,000 this spring.

In 1967, then Minister of University Affairs William Davis

established a committee to advise the government on OSAP
and other student award policies. That committee, the Ontario

Committee on Student Awards (OCSA), was "to attempt to

ensure a clear articulation by the academic community of the

financial arrangements that will be required in the long-run to

ensure that all students have the necessary resources to

undertake post-secondary education".

The 27-person committee includes four student members
recommended by the Ontario Federation of Students. Two of

the four, Ceta Ramkhalawansingh and Wynton Semple, both U
of T students who have been actively involved in the student

financing field, recently presented a report to OFS analyzing

the committee, and matters closely related to its workings.

Their reporrfollows:

In choosing a metaphor to describe the OCSA, it comes to a

neck-and-neck race between a circus and an insane asylum. As with

a circus, the committee exists largely as a show tor the public got up

with clever artifices and fanfare. However, like any circus worth its salt

it has a number of solid acts which may well, by themselves, be worth

the price of admission.

It is understandable that the committee "is a show in the sense of

not having any real power over the student award policies of the

Ontario government. With respect to student awards-, "policy making"
is a fancy way of referring to the decisions of how much money to

spend and how to spend it. The former decisions are made by the

cabinet and can be influenced by OCSA in the same way that starting

your car affects pollution. The allocation of monies within the budget is

something that OCSA has and could have some effect on. It is not

unreasonable, for instance, to suggest that repeated urgings from
OCSA helped to effect the lowering of the age of independence from
25 to 24.

There may also be some general political value in having an
.official government advisory committee pass motions such as the one
passed at its last meeting on September 29. 1972:

"That, in light of the now apparent financial feasibility of

lowering the age of independence, and the manifest
decline of enrolment which would appear to be at least

partially occasioned by reduction in student aid and the

increased tuition fees, the Ontario Committee on Student
Awards wishes:

1. to reaffirm its recommendation that the age of independence be
lowered to 23 immediately;

2. that a pilot program of both loan and grant aid be inaugurated lor

part-time students enrolling in courses beginning in January, 1973.

The motion's reference to the "now apparent financial feasibility"

accepts the fact that it appears there will be a surplus in the student

awards budget this year sufficient to lower the age of independence at

least one and perhaps two years. There is no good reason to believe

that this motion will not join the long list of progressive motions which
have not only failed to be implemented, but either ignored or

responded to with only the barest of vague acknowledgements.
Current and future areas in which the committee may have some

influence are the initiation of aid for part-time students, a voucher
system of student aid, policy with respect to foreign and out-of-

province students, and reviews of appeals launched by students

dissatisfied with their awards. It would be best to discuss these areas

more fully with a better understanding of the incurable insanity of

much of the committee's deliberations.

Any consideration of the committee's weaknesses must begin

with its chairman. Here, we have a man who is inept, mendacious, and
ambitious. He is innocent of even the rudiments of ordering discussion

and continues to brazenly flout the express wishes of the committee in

a number of areas.

——

—

High school students of the future may be assured they can

attend university if
government introduces voucher system.
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Student members

may have been too

zealous, single-minded

in their pursuit of

preventing cheating
However, while the chairman constitutes the committee's most

dramatic shortcoming, there are two others which are much more

important, The first of these is the tendency for members of the

committee to see each other as adversaries. Students are there to see

that as many needy students as possible get adequate assistance.

One would hope that faculty and administrators are there for the same

purpose, but they cannot be expected to clear their minds ot the fact

that money for student aid ultimately comes from the same pot that

money for salaries and capital expansion comes from.

The student awards officers are in the awkward position of being

expected to critically examine a program administered by their peers,

other student awards officers, and their managers, the bureaucrats in

the Ministry of Colleges and Universities' Student Awards Branch.

Lest it be doubted that being a student award officer is a truly

professional occupation, it should be noted that they are no less

reluctant than doctors or stockbrokers to publicly criticize each others

performance. Their pretention to be a law unto themselves is well

illustrated by the practice of rigidly excluding any student

representatives from their annual meetings.

It may be objected that non-students are needed to offer advice

on preventing cheating, but experience shows that students

themselves are not lax in this regard. Indeed, in reading over past

minutes of OCSA. the thought occurs that student members may have

been too zealous and single-minded in their pursuit of this objective.

Furthermore, this need is met by those whose final responsibility it is

to devise and administer the program. What is really needed is a

committee of students to advise on ways in which the program can

best help students and would-be students. It would, nonetheless, be
helpful if this committee had a sprinkling ot student award officers and

bureaucrats to provide information and to respond to suggestions.

The problems of personnel and structure which beset the

committee have been exacerbated over the last few months by the

imminence of its restructuring or. perhaps, disappearance. The last

meeting of the committee was cancelled at the chairman's behest. In

typical fashion, no reason was given and no date set tor the next

meeting. It is plausible to suppose that this is a formalization of the

state of limbo in which the committee has existed since it was

announced that it would be restructured after the minister had

received two reports for which he is waiting.

One, from the Commission on Post-Secondary Education in

Ontario, to be released soon, will closely resemble its draft version

which spoke of three co-ordinating boards but did not recommend a

representative advisory body to deal specifically with student awards.

It is difficult to know what the second study, being conducted by

Kate, Peate. Marwick (the same folks who brought you the parental

contribution table in the Canada Student Loans Plan) will recommend.

If they lapse into the cost-benefiteze dialect, as they are wont to do.

OCSA will probably become a non-thing.

Although the minister has very recently indicated that no action

will be taken in the immediate future and that the committee should

continue to meel. the fact thai it has met may reflect not only the

obtusity of the chairman but also the possibility that since the minister

is new, policy is actually being made by his officials, not him.

Voucher System

The voucher system is a proposal for delivering student aid at a

different time and in a different way. It has no necessary implications

for the amount of student aid. There is some evidence to support the

notion, plausible In its own right, that OSAP money, available after

high school graduation, does not allay the financial fears of many poor

students since these fears have had their effect in grades nine and 10

when the decision was taken to pursue a course with an immediate

vocational pay-off.

The voucher system would supply assurances of funding for

post-secondary education to students at the secondary level as they

jump through the academic hoops, thereby, hopefully, making the

possibility of post-secondary schooling more credible. A sub-

committee chaired by R. Jannsen, a College of Applied Arts and

Technology faculty fellow, has given the idea constructive

consideration and Is now designing a program ot research to give it

further definition and evaluation.

Out-of-Provlnee and Foreign Students

Those given to reflecting on the various motivations of

nationalists will llnd'flie Ontario government's forthcoming policy on

foreign students instructive. OCSA was asked to recommend policy in

this area with respect to student awards and has, therefore, had a

goodly amount of research material made available to it. One might

think that the place to begin for those concerned with cultural

autonomy would be the high proportion of American professors

occupying our schools.

To begin with, foreign students, most of whom are from

underdeveloped countries, may be thought to bespeak the outlook of

someone primarily concerned with
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Clark won 't

be chairman

Having been sent a copy of The

Varsity of November 10 containing

what purports to be an account of

developments at Dalhousie Univer-

sity, 1 feel compelled to set out the

facts as follows::

1. Professor Clairmont did not

"decide to quit" as you suggest. His

term of office comes to an end June

30, 1973, and because of that the

university set up a search committee

lo find a. new chairman. The chair-

man of that committee is Professor

Puccetli of the Department of

Philosophy.

2. The search committee

interviewed individually every

member of the Sociology/Anthro-

pology department. With the possi-

ble exception of one or, at the very

most, two or three members of the

department, the search committee

was urged to try to persuade me

to take on the chairmanship.

3. Had the committee succeeded,

its intention was to write to all the

members of the staff eliciting their

reaction.

4. When this expression of

interest in persuading me lo accept

the chairmanship was "leaked" to a

graduate student, he alone (and no

one else as far as can be deter-

mined) among the body of un-

dergraduate and graduate students

expressed what might be described

as concern.

5. There is no "troubled

situation" in the department. One

member of the staff who has been

notorious in stirring up trouble at

Washington University, McMaster

University, the University of

(iuelph, and now here unfortunately

has the ear of the student newspaper

and thus is able lo convey the im-

pression of widespread dis-

satisfaction among the faculty and

students, Professor Clairmont en-

joys the confidence and unqualified

support of all but a very small

number of staff.

6. Since I had not been offered the

chairmanship of the department, I

found no reason lo indicate that I

would not accept it. However,

because of the stories appearing

simultaneously in The Varsity and

the Dalhousie Gazette, I have now

felt compelled to lei it be known thai

if offered the chairmanship I would

nol accept it. 1 have so com-

municated lo the chairman of the

search committee, the dean of the

faculty, and the staff in sociology

and anthropology.

S. D. Clark

McCullough Professor,

Dalhousie University

MPSCU exec

backs petition

It is our opinion that teaching

ability should be the principal

criteria in decisions regarding the

hiring, firing, and promotion of

professors. In addition, we are con-

vinced that students should be in-

volved in the decisions affecting

their education; namely, those con-

cerning the hiring of professors,

course material, and methods of

evaluation.

With these principles in mind, we

fully support the petition currently

circulating in the mathematics

department which calls for:

1 ) student participation in

determining equitable marking

schemes.

2) greater consideration of teach-

ing ability in departmental hiring

policies (especially with regard

to the cases of Professors Salaff

and Spring).

3) the improvement of textbooks.

We urge students ,to sign this

petition.

The Executive,

Mathematics and Physics Society

and Course Union

Math "common

front" enforced

The arrogance of the Department

of Mathematics and the ineptitude

of its administration is being directly

challenged in a. petition being cir-

culated among first year math

classes.

Or rather, a petition being

circulated in some first year classes.

Professor Mhida, it seems, feels

that because he personally can agree

with only some or the petition, none

of his students should see it in his

class forum. After all, they might

make up their own minds!"

Presumptious? Of course But, this

is precisely the attitude causing

much of the malaise in the depart-

ment. Something which the petition

hopes to redress.

Another professor feels that "the

classroom is no place for politics."

It is a sorry day when discussion

about legitimate student concerns is

outlawed and the people voicing

their concerns are arbitrarily

labelled "politicians".

Just what are the issues and why

has the opposition to the

mathamalics department solidified

so quickly?

I. Professor Stephen Salaff is

likely to be dismissed at the end of

this year. The department admits he

is an excellent teacher. Past student

ratings find him enthusiastic,

energetic and, very talented. But, he

has broken the "common front"

policy of the mathematics depart-

ment. This incredible policy requires

all members of the mathematics

faculty to take a united stand

against students in any disagreement

between the math department and

its students. Because Professor

Salaff has the courage to agree with

his students and challenge the in-

flexible marking scheme, he has

been accused of breaking the "com-

mon front" policy. He has received

strong indications that he will not be

re-appointed next year.

Professor David Spring, another

excellent and interested teacher, was

nol granted tenure last spring. The

secret tenure committee gave the

fact that the had published few

papers as its reason.

H is well known that a professor's

leaching ability is never considered

when the issue of re-appointment or

tenure arises in the math depart-

ment. An area of primary concern to

students is of no concern to this

department. Year after year,

professors given D and F ratings in

Ihe student evaluations are allowed

to continue "leaching".

2. The math department places a

full 50 per cent on the final ex-

aminations in its first year courses.

The other 50 per cent comes from

eight long, hard, one-hour term

tests. There is no consultation with

students regarding this scheme and

while some students prefer it, others

find it a nightmare. The large

number of first year math students is

the excuse used to defend the math

department's inflexibility. I find it

interesting that the physics depart-

ment has been able to cope very

successfully with an equally large

number of students by keeping

channels of communication with the

students wide open.

3. The first year student is a good

judge of his text-book after he has

completed the course. There in lies

the tragedy. One professor admitted

to me that the book used in the 130

course was not good. He apparently

fell no responsibility lo challenge its

use. What would a responsible

leacher do? Professor Salaff, for

one, has taken il upon himself to

write and distribute comprehensive

lecture notes a week before leaching

Ihe material covered by them. He is

responsible enough to write his own

book.

The "common front" policy

legislates against rationality, forces

polarization and can only lead to

confrontation.

The math department may be

offering the best political science

course on campus!

For those students whose

professors have not allowed circula-

tion of the petition in their class, it is

available for signing at New
College, study room 154.

Mary Bridle

Innis II

U.C. FILM FESTIVAL
STARTS TONIGHT

DEC. 4 VARIETY LIGHTS

DEC. 5 WIND FROM THE EAST

DEC. 6 BLOOD OF A POET •

-

UN CHIEN ANDALOU, HOUSE OF USHER

DEC. 7 GO WEST, AT THE CIRCUS

DEC. 8 THE SEVEN SAMURAI

FIRES ON THE PLAIN

DEC. 9 KANAL ASHES AND DIAMONDS

8:00 P.M., Students 50c, Others $1.00

U.C. PLAYHOUSE, 79A ST. GEORGE

unclassified
CRASH WITH YOUR FRIENDS in a PeS-

talozzi apartment and ski Ottawa. Co-

op room available Dec. 10 - Jan. 10.

Kitchen, shower. T.V., steieo - write An-

dre* Gravely, c/o Carleton Univ. School ot

Journalism, Ottawa K1SSB6

WE HAVE ROOM tor one more, we are

three females sharing a five b.r. house

near Queen & Broadview 60/month inc.

hydro & elec. 463-5823

LONDON AT CHRISTMAS S179.00 re-

turn Dec. 15-Jan. 3/Dec. 21-Jan. 7. BOAC.
66 lbs. baggage, tree drinks. Contact

AOSC, 44 St. George SI. Toronto 5. Onl.

962-8404. AOSC belongs to students—use

it!
"

.

TWO ROOMS tor rent, in house with stu-

dents S50.00 & $75.00 plus utilities, Phone
533-5509 alter six.

RIDE NEEDED to vicinity o( Chicago,

St. Louis, or Indianapolis on or alter

December 10. Will share expenses. Call

Alan 923-9952

APPLICATIONS INVITED: Irom [acuity

and students to the W.U.S.C. Seminar on

International Development. Forms avail-

able in Student Awards Office. Simcoe
Hall; tor more info., 483-1656

ESSAV SERVICES Do you have Old es-

says? Do you need essays? Can you write

a top essay? Phone ESSAY SERVICES
961-6150

WHY FREEZE? Used tur coats (rom 510,00 i

Paul Magder Furs. 202 Spadlna Ave. (be-

tween Queen and Dundas). Excellent se-

lection of new furs. Th'e perfect gilt lor

Christmas. Full exchange privileges, 363-

6077. Mon. - Sat. 9 - 6, Thurs. - Fri. (ill 8

p.m. (Used Raccoon Coats)

THE SKI GROUP, Ski Mt, Ste. Anne Dec.

27 to Jan. 1/73. A lew seats still available!

Trip includes; transportation, accommoda-
tion, meals, tows, lessons. Price $128.00.

For information call 889-7677.

SKI MT. STE. ANNE Sat. Dec. 30-Sat.
J.in 6 Trip is 8 days, 6 days skiing.

Includes meals, tows, hotel bus. No ex-

Iras. S139.00. Call' Robbie. 782-5033

LOST MONDAY, Nov. 20 in foyer of

Medical Sciences Auditorium. Black binder

of notes. Please call Michael or leave

phone number at 925-0533. 6-9 p.m.

LOST Saturday, Nov. 25 5ig Sam Slacks

Briefcase with valuable notes. Reward. J.

Langins 962-9593 Mornings.

BAZAAR AND RUMMAGE SALE, Beth

Emeth Bais Yehuda Synagogue, 100 Elder

Si Downsview, Tuesday, Dec. 5, 10 a.m.

Bathurst/Wilmington or Dulferin bus to

Combe Ave. adm. 35c. Children free, door

prizes

RIDER WANTED Los Angeles to Toronto

lale December call 394-1079 in L.A. around

Dec 20-

BEN'S MENS HA1RSTYL1NG (Specialising

in long hair) In the Clarke Institute of

Psychiatry. 250 College St. Tef. 924-68H

Ext. 560. Hair cut S2.25.

SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days, Decem-

ber 27 lo Jan. 2, Includes transpor-

tation, accommodation, meals and tow

ticket. Full price $134.00. no extras Call

636-1036 today.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27Jan 1,

5 days skiing at Mt. Ste. Anne, Excellent

accommodation with heated indoor swim-

ming pool. All transportation included.

For Information write: CANADIAN SKI

TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or

hone Gord Allan, 247-2339.

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone-

today for free booklet "The Day You Buy

A Diamond" H, Proctor and Co., 1430

Yonge St, 921-7702

SKIERS! - WHY SETTLE FOR ONE
MOUNTAIN WHEN YOU CAN HAVE SIX?
Five days skiing In Vermont and Quebec
January 1-6. Dependable snow, breakfast

and dinner dally, all accommodation (only

2 per room), (axes and tips, luxury "oya-

geur bus, group rate on tow tickets. 589.

Ski Quebec Associates 698-4346 or 694-

8932.

THE TORONTO GALLERY OF
PHOTOGRAPHY has over 250 book titles

in stock as well as prinls, portfolios, and
custom training services. 1 1 Charles St W.
922-2211

ACAPULCO READING WEEK
Sunday, Feb. 11—Sunday. Feb. 18

Includes Jet Airfare, hotels, transfers,

elc. Still some room left. Price $199.

Call Robbie. 782-5033
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Question who

controls courts
Why is Karl Armstrong still in

jail?

Karl's application for bail in

which he is acting as his own coun-

cil has been pending for several

weeks. After several postponements,

it did in fact begin last Thursday,

but with a somewhat strange

procedure.

Due to a "slight" oversight, Karl

was not present. In submitting his

brief for bail, he had made it quite

clear to the court and Austin

Cooper, the lawyer hired to repre-

sent the interests of the U.S. state in

the Canadian court, that Armstrong

intended to act on his own behalf.

Despite this fact, the court order

necessary to have him transferred

from the Don Jail was never issued.

Usually in such proceedings, the

applicant opens the hearing with his

submission as to why he should be

given bail. The court noted that Karl

was absent (as if he could control his

own movements to and from the

jail). No explanation was sought and

none given as to why he was not

present and Mr. Cooper proceeded

with his reasons why Karl should

not be granted bail. The charade

once begun, would have continued,

the players being quite content to go

through the entire procedings, Karl

en abstentia. Unfortunately for Mr.
Cooper and his friends, one of the

spectators brought this obvious

sham to a halt by pointing out the

irregularities, an act which
prompted the judge to enquire why
Karl wasn't present. At that point,

the matter of the court order was

brought to light and consequently

the procedings were adjourned until

Friday, December H when hopefully

Karl will be able to submit his

application in person.

This case like the recent one of Ed
Hogan, a Black Panther who was

wisked away to Buffalo and handed

over to the FBI in spite of his legal

right to appeal the deportation order

made against him, raises the whole

question of Canadian independence

from American political policy.

Karl's case will be before the

courts again on December 5, when

his lawyers appeal Judge Waisberg's

decision that Karl be extradited to

the U .S. for his alleged participation

in the bombing of the Army
Mathematics Research Centre in

Madison, Wisconsin. In spite of the

fact that the Canadian extradition

law states that crimes of a political

nature are not extraditable, the

court found that this act of opposi-

tion to the war in Indochina was not

"a political act".

It is possible for the courts and

ideologues of the ruling class to

perpetrate the myth of the neutrality

of buildings such as the AMRC, but

science and technology have become
the backbone of the U.S. military.

The U.S. is substituting an
automated battlefield for an army
which is collapsing, partially

because of internal opposition to the

war. Scientists and technocrats have

become the new and more inhuman
soldiers of the U .S. military

machine. If it wasn't clear after

Hiroshima, the myth of the neutrali-

ty of science has clearly been ex-

ploded by the efforts of the

American scientific community in

Indochina.

The Army Mathematics Research

Centre on the University of Wiscon-

sin campus is the prime example of

the devotion of scientific work to

military purposes. The Armstrong

case and others like it should make
it clear — if it isn't already — that

the Canadian state has assumed a

role of total subservience to U.S.

interests.

Karl Armstrong

Defence Committee

Unknown one

is called "god"
With reference to the self-

acknowledged Christ-fanatics (The

Varsity, October 18). here's a reply

to all those people who, after they've

found, seen, heard of, et cetera, and

tasted the "truth" are trying to save

the rest of us:

We, creatures of the moment,

seek for one higher-standing to

serve.

We elect the earthly one for

leader, the unknown one we
called "god"...

James-Demetrius Andrick

SMC I
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Mokes charges af meeting

Election is devious and rotten says Marks
By RANDY ROBERTSON

Ward 6 aldermanic candidate

June Marks charged last Thursday

night that the municipal election has

been "a devious, a rotten election."

Marks was speaking to over 100

people at an all candidates meeting

sponsored by the Sussex-Ulster

Residents* Association at Lord

l^nsdownc public school.

She charged that criticisms or her

performance on City Council were

based on "misinformation". She

questioned the validity of the voting

records on development compiled by

various. residents' groups.

"Every development situation is

different from another," she said.

She was not pro-development just

because she had voted for various

projects, she said.

Marks explained that she had

voted for an apartment high-rise,

instead of a park, for west St. James

Town because senior citizens living

in the apartment building already

built had asked for another.

"They didn't want the park; ihey

were afraid of being mugged," she

said.

The Gothic-Quebec development,

she said, had been encouraged by a

past alderman for the ward — Mary

Temple — since development was

permitted in her ward in the Official

Plan for Toronto.

"Aldermen cannot be responsible

for the activities of other aldermen

in other wards," she contended.

Horace Brown, supporting Marks'

charges claimed "every election

campaign has a phoney issue;

development is the phoney issue in

this one."

Brown questioned the validity of

dividing City Council into Old

Guard and reform members. When

it came to the final vote, the "crunch

vote", Metro Centre was passed by

19 voles to one; Eaton Centre by 17

to three. "Where were the reform

members'?" Brown asked. .

Marks asserted she was "for the

people."

She said accusations that she was

filling her pockets with developers'

money were "lies, nothing but lies."

She said she had gone into debt

because of her involvement in city

affairs.

She drew attention to her anti-

development record.

"No one did more than 1 did for

St. James Town North, she said. "1

walked in on a situation that already

existed. I resettled hundreds of peo-

ple personally- 1 went across Toron-

to urging people not to sign options.

We threw the by-laws at the

developers."

Marks angrily denounced a

number of people in the audience.

She claimed that these people, turn-

ing up at the candidates meetings

regularly, "arc making statements

and not asking questions."

Mayoralty candidate David

Crombie. making an unscheduled

appearance, said he was "committed

lo the protection of stable residential

areas, in the heart of the city."

Neighbourhoods "must share in

any planning that is done for their

ureas," he said. "No major changes

can be considered by City Hall until

the neighbourhood groups are heard

from first." He suggested that

developers should be made lo go to

the neighbourhoods before going to

Citv Hall.

The solution lo the threat of high-

rise development in the Sussex-

Ulster neighbourhood can be

countered by down-zoning it for

single family homes, Crombie said.

He urged the residents to mount

sufficient opposition Tor this to

happen.

Crombie stressed the value of

community organization. "In the

vote economy politicians live in, it is

necessary for local groups to

organize and speak from a position

of strength so that the community

interest will be listened to."

A member of the audience stated

that 90 per cent of the people in the

Sussex-Ulster region are living in

two- or three-family houses.

"If the district is down-zoned to

single-family residences these extra

families will beikicked out," he said.

"Single family housing is all right

only for rich swingers from Don

Mills who want beautiful downtown

houses."

The organizers of the meeting

claimed that a dangerous situation

exists in the neighbourhood. Houses

in the area are being bought up by

developers, they said, including two

properties on the corner of Major

and Harbord Streets owned by the

secretary of the Cadillac Develop-

ment Corporation.

Crombie said that City Hall could
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fight the "strategic specific demoli-

tion of houses to downgrade

neighbourhoods", blockbusting, by

refusing lo issue demolition permits

in areas where the official plan

allows possible development until a

detailed plan is established Tor the

neighbourhood itself.

Ward 5 alderman William Archer

said that the imposition in Sussex-

Ulster of a 38-foot height limit —
already in operation in some parts of

the city — would force anyone who

wanted to build over that height to

make his plans known.

Dan Heap said that he had been

concerned in his campaign to show

the over-all pattern in the city

wards. There has been a massive

change from houses to high-rises in

the north Jarvis area and the St.

.lames Town area, he pointed out.

Heap foresees a Toronto of "wall-

to-wall high-rise apartment

buildings" unless speculative

development is replaced by develop-

ment controlled by people in the

area which is to be developed.
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"Achievements of Natural History In Chinese

Culture" by Dr. Joseph Needham, Master of Gon-

vllle and Calus College, Cambridge, President,

International Union for the History and Philosophy

of Science. 2:10 p.m., Room 2158, Medical Sciences

Auditorium, Monday 4 December. Sponsored by the

Varsity Fund.
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Conservative voice returns

Committee re-appoints Duff match chairman
George Duff has hen recom-

mended for re-appointment lo the

chairmanship of the Mathematics
department for another five year

term.

Duff, whose conservative views

have caused student opposition, was
confirmed by an all-faculty striking

committee under the chairmanship

of arts and science dean Bob
(ireenc. No students can sit on
committees concerned with the

hiring of chairman of departments

under the Haist rules.

Duffs appointment must be
confirmed by both the Academic
Affairs Committee and the Gover-
ning Council before it becomes
official

.

Duff said yesterday he had
"expected" the reappointment.
Greene confirmed that the
recommendation had already been

made by the striking committee and
accepted by him lo pass on to

Academic Affairs.

Phil Murton. last year's vice

president of the Math-Physics stu-

dent Course Union, said Duff is

"unacceptable even from a liberal

point of view. The department is run

like a monarchy."

Morton charged that Duff had
consistently opposed student input

at any level in the department. He
added that the appointment would
promote more conservatism in an

already conservative department.

Duff has come under fire recently

from students in the department up-

set over the lack of student par-

ticipation in decision-making.

In a petition lo be presented to

Duff this afternoon, more than 100
present and former students of
professor Stephen Salaff object to

his feared dismissal, which Duff has
admitted is Hkelv.

Another petition, to be presented
to Durf and U of T president John
Evans, protests not only SalafTs
position but also the denial of tenure
last spring by a committee with no
students on it to professor David
Spring, and the department's heavy
emphasis on exams in first year

calculus courses.

These are examples of the

department not listening to students
or considering leaching a prime
criterion for hiring and tenure, and
should be remedied, the petition
says. It has been signed by more
than 400 students already.

Three-campus carnival set for January
The first winter carnival with

events on all three U of T campuses
has been scheduled for next January.

Co-operalion between SAC and
several local councils plus the par-

ticipation of many fraternaties and
the men's athletic department has

produced a lengthy lisl on indoor

and outdoor activities.

The carnival is set to begin

Wednesday January 24 wilh the

Varsily-Walerloo hockey game and

conclude with an evening concert at

Scarborough College on Sunday
January 28.

A meeting of SAC people plus

representatives oT the other par-

ticipating groups Thursday night

decided that the first three days of

the carnival would feature events on
the St. George Campus, while

Saturday's activities would be
located at Erindale and the final day

would concentrate on the Scar-

borough campus.

SAC will provide overall co-

ordination, prepare the publicity

and contribute about $1,000 to the

concerts at Erindale and Scar-
borough. Local councils, athletics

and Ihc interested fraternaties will

sponsor the other activities.

The men's intramural athletics

department will run the second an-

nual Snow Bowl football game and a

rink will be made on the back
campus for broomball and pleasure

skating.

Several fraternaties have indi-

cated interest in running parlies

afler ihe hockey games and
operating a casino night on Friday

January 24. Other activities on the

downtown campus include a chariot

race, numerous pubs and a film

nighl.

Weekend events include skiing

and a car rally while Erindale's

student council will be organizing

U off T
DAY CARE
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.
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several events at the college to

precede the evening concert.

"We're trying lo get away from
ihe over-centralized type of Winter
Carnival that ran in the past," SAC
executive assistant Paul Carson said

yesterday.

"This time local councils and
other groups will be sponsoring
many of ihe activities. We hope they
will incorporate into the carnival

things like pubs, dances and movies
that they will be operating that week
in any case."

Carson and SAC communica-
tions and services worker Peter

Milic will handle the overall plan-

ning. They hope to have a final

schedule of events at all three

campuses prepared within Ihe next

week.
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Professor challenges monkey sex myfhs
By AG1 LUKACS

U of T anthropologist Frances

Burton exploded some myths regar-

ding sexuality in monkeys last

Wednesday in a public lecture

arranged by the Interdisciplinary

Studies department's women's

course.

She studied 2 1 primatographies-

descriptions of the behaviour of

monkey groupings — for the even-

ing's lecture.

Burton disagreed with Lionel

Tiger, an anthropologist who

believes that females are naturally

less active politically and that the

origin of this tendency is in

monkeys.

She described an incident she had

witnessed in Gibraltar which had

led her lo disagree with this. One

monkey succeeded in isolating

another monkey from a group over

a long period of time, in order to

form a relationship with that

monkey's frequent companion by

the use of a complicated alliance

system involving four monkeys in

tola!.

The four monkeys involved were

all female. "Females are often more

aggressive than males, especially

toward each other", Burton said.

Females can take leadership roles

and are sometimes troupe leaders,

Burton explained, although the

American concept that a leader,

must be a bully doesn't apply to

monkeys. Instead, the identity of the

leader is determined by such factors

as age and ability find a waterhole

or ripe fruit.

Although the leader is often male,

his role as defender or the tribe is

supplemented by the females, who

give warning in times of danger, and

will do battle, especially if the young

are threatened. Sometimes there is

more than one leader, or roles are so

broken down that there are no

leaders.

The female role is often that of

"social adhesive". Burton said. The

female often grooms troupe

members more than the male, and it

is through her that family ties are

formed, because no biological father

is recognized.

But the female's role in child

rearing is often limited lo being the

"milk machine", and lo cuddling the

infant at night. The males in the

Gibraltar Iribe train the young from

birth on.

In the Gibraltar group, the oldest

male in the troupe begins to

socialize the child, and then the

"sub-adult males" take over. The

mother is only deferred to when

these other monkeys permit it.

This tendency in child rearing is

continually more pronounced as one

moves up the primatological ladder

— from lemur to New World

monkey, then to Old World

monkey, then to ape. Man is the

next step on the ladder.
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the roles are". Burton emphasized.

"There are no biological impera-

tives".

Self-conscious primates can

counteract some biological

limitations as well, she said. For

example, a student cramming for an

exam can go without sleep, and a

poverty-stricken person can go

without food. Similarly, a woman

who knows she will be nervous

during her period can lake steps to

calm down.

And there is some evidence,

besides the well defined social roles,

that monkeys are self-conscious

animals.

Burton said she had conducted

experiments which proved that

monkeys did indeed have orcasms.

too, although Desmond Morris

argues that only human beings do.

But she was less positive that

monkeys can be naturally homosex-

ual. "I've seen fellatio practiced by

two male monkeys", she said, "but

this seemed to be more a symbolic

act of submission than a sexual act.

And "mounting" often proves

dominance, rather than sexuality,

she slated.

Monkeys use sexual positions for

such things as reassurance, too.

Such positions often- don't lead to

reproduction.

Most of the behaviour of

primates. Burton feels, is a matter of

cultural truth, rather than genetic

truth.

Policy role proposed for union
By BOB BETTSON

A move will be made tomorrow

night to allow the new Arts and

Science Student Union to make

internal and external policy

decisions.

The motion, a constitutional

amendment already passed by the

interim executive, would allow the

union to make internal policy

decisions as well as decisions on

other matters affecting students in

the faculty.

Although an earlier constitutional

conference rejected a policy-making

role for the union, the first meeting

of the full council spent most of its

time discussing whether the union

could take policy positions.

Several council members who

wanted the union to take positions

on issues such as the proposed

amalgamation of college and

departmental libraries and the fees
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strike have proposed ihe amend-

ment. There will also be a move to

oppose the cutbacks in the in-

Icrdisciplinary studies programme.

Rick Gregory, VUSAC education

commissioner and a member of the

interim executive, said that he ex-

pects the internal policy making

amendment to pass but there will be

more debate on the external policy-

making motion.

"We (the excecutive) don't want

to force people to adopt these

amendments. The council should

decide," he added.

He said that there would be a

move to make a two-thirds majority

on council necessary for policy

decisions.

The executive will report on the

financial stale of the union and its

activities of the past month at to-

morrow's meeting.

A permanent executive will also

be elected. Most members of the

present executive are expected to

run for permanent seats, including

(iregory, Seymour Kanowilch, Gus

Richardson, Mike Scott and Rick

MacFarlane.
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Toronto gymnasts finish third at York

Toronto's Hans Frick performed well on the pommel horse and finished second In the

individual standings.

Few show up to election meeting
Only 16 people showed up for a

S AC-sponsored Ward 6 all-

candidates meeting last week in-

cluding four candidates, the

meeting's chairman and a Varsity

reporter.

Incumbent Horace Brown, whose

record, according to the newsletter

City Hall, almost consistently

favours development, told the small

gathering that development is "the

phoniest issue in the city of

Toronto."

Almost everything City Council

deals with, including street repairs

;ind sidewalk construction, is a

development, he contended. The

University of Toronto, he pointed

out, is "the biggest development in

the city".

Ward 5 alderman William Archer

defended his record, similar to

Brown's on development, explaining

that "we're providing a facility" for

housing choice by permitting high-

rise construction. The views of the

people may not be the same as those

of citizens' groups fighting con-

troversial developments, he added.

Dan Heap criticized the other

candidates for playing down the

development issue, insisting that it

was the key issue.

"It's not a question of whether,

but what kind of development" is

needed, he stressed. A mix of

housing types is necessary, he said,

but not high-rise at the expense of

the destruction of local
communities.

Arthur Downes said that voters

"must avoid traditional politicians"

and instead support candidates who

are "socially attuned".

"Arthur Downes will be there,"

he declared; "I won't back down."

Brown also denied the existence of

a reform caucus at City Council,

saying he was neither in nor out of

it. He pointed out that the "so-called

reformers" split on votes for

development such as Metro Centre

and what he called Fairview Centre,

a reference to Eaton Centre.

SAC services commissioner Bill

Steadman, who chaired the meeting,

blamed inadequate publicity for the

poor attendance.

SAC services and communica-

tions worker Paul Carson, who
organized the forum, later agreed,

adding that the fact that al-

derman June Marks refused an

invitation to come also likely

deterred some people. The
attendence also was "a sign of dis-

interest" in the election, he said.

The University of Toronto men's
gymnastic team finished third with

188.8 points in the York Invitational

Saturday evening.

Queen's was second with 191.9,

while York came first with 213

(approximate).

The Toronto women's interme-

diate team finished second to

a strong York team.

The men's team placed a close

third behind Queen's and York with

Varsity and Queen's only separated

by three points. Hans Frick was a

key .member on the U of T squad
executing near-perfect performances

on high bar, vault and pommel horse

and gained a second place finish in

the individual all-round standings.

Team captain Gary Wicks
followed Frick in his team standings

with a 40.8 all round point total

while Al Swett, Brian Euler, and

Rick Jcysman gave commendable
performances in all events.

Although rooky Arnold Bishop and

floor and vaulting specialist Bryan

Alcock both suffered heel injuries

they displayed the control and agili-

ty expected in top competition.

Toronto's main weaknesses were

demonstrated in the area of high bar

and parallel bars. Dismounts, a

most important part of any routine,

were not up to the difficulty and

performance level expected from the

Toronto team.

As predicted. Steve Milruik from

McMaster, Frick, and Yeomen's
Dave Hunter finished first, second,

and third respectively in the in-

dividual competition. However,

York University's talented six man
squad finished 20 points ahead of

any other team.

The win by the York intermediate

women's team was partly aided by

the lack of all round competitors on

the Toronto women's team. In-

dividually. Varsity's Cathie Pointing

gained first place on uneven bars,

with Helene Eisenberg placing se-

cond on balance beam and third on

bars.

Protestors denounce repressive Irish laws
Chanting "No internment, North

or South" and "Victory to the

IRA", 50 demonstrators picketed

the Toronto office of Irish Airlines

on Saturday, before marching to the

British Trade Office building on

University Avetfue.

The demonstrators were demand-

ing the jelease of political pri-

soners in both Northern Ireland

and the Irish republic, where new

measures passed over the weekend

permit the government to jail

anyone on "suspicion" of
membership in an illegal organiza-

tion, such as the Irish Republican

Army.
The demonstrators, who included

members of the Toronto Irish

Republican Club (representing the

Marxist Official wing of the IRA),

the Old Mole, and the League for

Socialist Action, were demanding in

particular the release of Provisional

Republican leader Sean MacSlio-

fain, presently in prison in Dublin.

The Official IRA opposes

terrorist activities by the

Provisionals, but supports them in

opposing repressive actions by the

British army or the Irish state.

Followed by a police car and

photographer, the demonstrators

marched through crowds of Christ-

mas shoppers along Queen Street,

carrying signs calling for a united

socialist Ireland and for freedom for

political prisoners. Some passing

motorists beeped horns in support,

while many bystanders muttered

obscenities as the marchers passed.

At the British Trade office.

Official IRA spokesman Sean
Keane accused the British govern-

ment of encouraging and using

religious divisions in the Irish

working class.

The real struggle is for socialism

and independence, he said, and the

Irish people welcome support from

anywhere. The IRA considers

business interests as "part of the

enemy", be they English or Irish,

Catholic or Protestant, he added.

Phil Hebert, speaking for the Old

Mole, expressed solidarity with the

Irish Republican Army.
The IRA, he said, despite its

failings, is a workers' organization,

both North and South, and is "the

only organization capable of serving

the Irish people's interests by

fighting Irish capitalism and British

imperialism. The only possible solu-

tion providing full democratic rights

is the establishment of a workers'

republic, a united socialist Ireland."

Hebert pointed out that the Irish

government and bourgeoisie have

now openly extended the struggle to

the south, where they "serve the

interests, of British imperialism",

and that a united IRA "must extend

their struggle to the south as well."

League for Socialist Action

mayoralty candidate Jacquie

Henderson attacked British control

of all of Ireland, and declared

"solidarity with the Irish republican

movement".

She compared the recent laws in

Ireland to the War Measures Act in

Canada, under which 500 left-wing

activists and innocent bystanders

were interned during the 1970

Quebec crisis. She also criticised

Canadian business interests for their

involvement in British economic

domination of Ireland.

The demonstration ended with the

singing of "The Internationale", a

traditional song of the world com-

munist movement, with police of-

ficers curiously looking on.

WRITE ON
T Charles SI. W.

967-1110

Open S to 9. M-F
11-5 Sal.

TERMPAPERS
Canada's laigesl library of prol-teaied

papers Irdm S1.7S per page. Also expert

custom rosoarcrv papers Irom S395 PER

page PIUS TRANSLATIONS, TUTORING.

COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND

PROGRAMS. EDITING AND RESEARCH. 4c.

XEROX FOR STUDENTS.

ALL GIRLS
For art

photography,

hostess service,

nude modelling

EXCELLENT PAY
PART TIME, FULL TIME

Call 920-3551

ANYTIME

WOMEN'S

FIGURE SKATING
INTERESTED IN

TEAM TRY-OUTS?
Come to the

TERRACE CLUB
Mutual Street

Wednesday Nights

5:30-7:30

Toronto's strongest performances

came from" Kalhy Morton with first

place finishes in floor exercises and
beam and third in vaulting. Tirina

Reynolds gained a fourth place team
standing on the foiir women's
events. In the senior division, the

University of Southern Illinois

women's team defeated York, their

only rivals.

With over 50 competitors and a

gymnasium cluttered with nine

pieces of apparatus the competition

was at lime overcrowded and hectic.

But the first major meet of the

season demonstrated the need for

harder work and concentration on
the part of both Varsity gymnastic

squads.

FACT
OR

FICTION?
1

You should avoid exercise

during your period.

Fiction! The simple rules of

good health are always im-

portant, especially during
your period. Exercise, a

proper diet and a good night's

sleep go a long way toward
relieving menstrual cramps
or preventing them alto-

gether. And remember,
you're not "sick." So there's

no reason not to follow your

normal routine.

There's no odor when you use

Tampax tampons.

Fact. With Tampax tampons,

odor can't form. Odor is no-

ticeable only when the fluid

is exposed to air. With
Tampax tampons, fluid is ab-

sorbed before it comes in

contact with air; therefore,

odor cannot form.

3
You should not bathe during

your period.

Fiction! Contrary to super-

stition, water can't hurt you.

Daily baths or showers are a

must throughout your period.

Shampoo your hair, too. And
don't deny yourself the

chance to go swimming.
Tampax tampons are worn
internally, so you can swim
anytime.

4
Single girls can use Tampax
tampons.

Fact. Any girl of menstrual

age who can insert them
easily and without discom-

fort, can use Tampax
tampons with complete con-

fidence. Follow the easy di-

rections in every package.

Our only Interest Is protecting you.

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY

CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..

BARRIE. ONTARIO
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sports
Blues peck off Ravens 73-69 in

By BOB PR1TCHARD

H look an extra five minute, period of

overtime to do it, but basketball Blues won

their second league game of the season Satur-

day in the Benson- gym, nipping Carleton

Ravens 73-69.

A certain similarity existed between

Saturday's game and the game in which Blues

defeated Guelph by a mere two points. In both

games. Blues held the lead throughout the

first hair, then began to slump, only to come

back to win.

Toronto was leading by three points going

into the second half against Ravens, but by

the 1 1 minute mark Ravens had surged ahead

52-41 . Not until then did Blues decide to come

back. In the next seven minutes, Blues out-

scored the Ravens 18-5 to pull ahead 59-57.

Varsity almost gave the game away,

allowing Carleton to score two baskets to

regain the lead 61-59. Blues' Brian

Skyvington then outjumped a Carleton player

for a rebound, and scored to tie the game at

6 1 . Next Ravens' Lome Bowles connected on

a shot to give the Ottawa club a two point

advantage with only 20 seconds remaining on

the clock.

Bui Toronto remained cool, and quickly

worked the ball up the floor where Peter

Oolup dropped in a bank shot to once again

tie the score. Carleton managed to get one

more shot on the Toronto basket, but it was

short of the target and a tie score of 63-63

forced the overtime period.

Ravens managed to score the first four

points of the five minute period, but Blues

again tied the score, this time at 67.

Blues" Oolup then beat his man via

ihe "back door" of the basketball court, and

gave Toronto a two point lead.

In the next couple of minutes, Varsity's

Brian Skyvington, after pulling the ball in on

good rebounding, twice threw it away to

Carleton. It was fortunate for Blues that

Ravens declined lo take advantage of these

opportunities, missing their shots.

With one minute remaining in the overtime

period. Blues Dave Ferguson sunk a basket to

make it a 71-67 ball game, but Ravens

countered with a basket of their own to once

again reduce Blues' lead to two points.

With 30 seconds showing on the clock,

Ferguson was fouled. He missed his shot, but

Skyvington made up for his earlier errors by

grabbing the rebound, allowing Toronto to

retain possesion of ihe ball. In desperation.

Ravens once again fouled Blues', only this

time they chose Dave Watt. Wall came

through with two big points, as he put Toron-

to up, 73-69. That's how the score stayed

until the buzzer sounded.

Varsity started the game moving the ball

quickly up the floor with some fast breaks,

and finished the first half leading 32-29. In the

second half, Toronto coach McManus

decided to change from the man to man

defence Blues had used in the first half to a

zone defence. Carleton found this easier to

penetrate, and Varsity was soon forced to

revert to their original pattern. This con-

trasted with Blues' usual play, since the team

more often ends up playing in a zone defence

when it can't handle a man to man situation.

The Ottawa team opted to use a full court

press on Blues, resulting in several costly

Toronto turnovers. Carleton's Dave Mon-

tagano developed a "hot hand" for his team in

the second half, sinking the ball for 22 points.

It was largely on the scoring of Montagano

and team-mate Jon Love {who added 14) that

Ravens earned an 1 1 point lead before Toron-

to decided to get back in the game.

Half of Toronto's win must be credited lo

their defensive play. Blues tightened up their

man lo man defence, especially in the second

half, to make it difficult for Ravens to get

good scoring opportunities.

Varsity's Bill Francis, who only saw action

in the latter part of the contest, and Peter

Oolup both played solid games. With Randy

Flinski out of the game after his injured leg

gave out, McManus could afford to give his

other starting guard Tony Rudmik, a rest.

Francis and Oolup put pressure on the

Carleton guards, and still managed to keep

them low on scoring.

There were two areas where the Ottawa

team's playing was faulty. Ravens missed

several easy shots on the Toronto hoop, often JJ

from directly under the basket. But the real I
lapse was in the area where Blues have, by ^
comparison, shown considerable im- z
provemenl: foul shooting. In the second half, %
Ravens were 6 for 17 (35% from the foul line, *

while Blues were good for 1 5 out of 20 (a 75% ^

average).

Varsity's top scorer was co-captain Dave

Watl with 18 points. Although not a par-

ticularly "dazzling" or "colorful" player,

Watt is consistently a guiding force on the

Toronto line with steady performances. To
dale, Watt is Blues' leading scorer with a 16

point per game average. Brian Skyvington

Jon Love's (50) labour was lost Saturday as Blues' Brian Skyvington grabbed rebounds.

had 17 points for Blues Saturday.

TIP OFFS: Blues last game before

Christmas is next Saturday in Sudbury
against Laurentian. Toronto lost their first

match with Voyagueurs 81-73. . . . Varsity's

first game in 1973 will pit them against

Waterloo Warriors, first place finishers in the

OUAA Western section last year. Waterloo

defeated Carleton 111-63 in the Naismith

Classic last week and the Warriors have an

impressive line-up. That happens January 6 in

the Benson Building at 2 pm.

Hockey Blues dump nemesis Laurentian 5-2
By PETER DUX

Hockey Blues established

themselves in sole possession of firs!

place Friday nigh I, defeating

Laurentian Voyageurs 5-2.

Scoring for Blues were Bill Buba
with iwo, while Nick Holmes, Bruce

Hcrridge and Gord Davies all added

singles, l^urentian's pair came from
Frank Hamill and Brian Penrose.

Blues won the game in the second

period on a four goal rally after

Voyageurs had gone ahead 1-0.

Frank Hamill scored on a power-

play al 21 seconds of the second

period, but Blues' captain Gord
Davies connected on a slap shot

shortly after, with goalie Bruce Dur-
no off the ice on a delayed penalty in

favour of an extra attacker.

Laurentian goalie Dave Talaryn
later stopped shots in the crease by
Warren Anderson and Harry Sems
bul Bill Buba lifted the puck over

Ihe sprawling goalie before the

defence had a chance to clear.

Davies set up Blues' third goal of

the period, picking up Anderson's
pas*, and then centring to Holmes
who slapped ihe puck into the lower

short side of the net.

Herridge pul the game away late

in Ihe period on a hard shot while

Voyageurs' Brian Penrose and

Blues' Ivan McFarlane were
wrestling next to the crease.

Unbelievably, the referee watched

Blues set up the goal but failed to

bother with the blatant altercation

taking place around the goalmouth.

Buba scored Blues' final goal and

his second of the evening on a

breakaway slapshot which slipped

through Talaryn's pads. Laurentian

finished the scoring at 9:40 with

their second power play goal. Durno
slopped the initial shot by John
Globcnsky and the puck deflected

off Penrose on a shot by Bob Sidey.

Voyageurs missed another chance

on a two-man break; Durno was

able to stop the initial shot by
Globensky and the rebound by Dave
Morris before his teammates could

gel back to cover up.

The second period saw a better

conditioned Blues team outskate

what looked like a flagging Lauren-

tian squad. Voyageurs's defence

appeared porous and lacked unity.

Officiating was also notably

lenient with referee Hotten ignoring

obvious infractions. The result was
an outbreak of fighting with two
minutes left lo play in the period.

Voyageur's Mike Fox was assessed

a penalty for slashing while Bruce

Hcrridge looked on and waved
goodbye. At the same time Mike
Keenan said something to Brian

Penrose, and Penrose took a run al

him precipitating Korzack and Fox

into the melee.

Blues' coach Watt had lo stop his

bench from clearing, while
Voyageurs made no move to jump
over the boards. The eventual out-

come saw Penrose, Fox and Kor-

zack warming seals in the penally

box, for two minutes.

Later on in the game, with Blues'

short-handed on a penalty, Hotten
ignored two obvious trips on
Laurentian players by Toronto
penalty killers.

Another noticeable incident saw
spectators give Blues' Don Pagnutti

a round of applause for ragging the

puck in Voyageurs' end of the rink

to help effectively kill a Toronto
penalty.

The first period turned out to be a

Voyaguer's Dave Tataryn stops Nell Korzack (7).

goallender's dual with, for example,

Tataryn robbing Anderson, and

Durno stopping John Vanderburg

off a hard, quick shot from the

point.

Blues Notes: Watt had his lines

switched around Friday. One ex-

ample was Buba playing on a line

wilh Bob Munro and Harry Sems.
Watt felt Munro could set up Buba
on his forehand passes easier than
his usual centre, Pagnutti. . . So far

this season Blues have outscored

their opponents 46-14. . . Blues
season record is now 5-0, with

Laurentian and Yiork in second
place with 4-1 records... York
defeated McMaster 10-t Friday

night. .. .Blues' final home game
before Christmas is Wednesday
against Western Mustangs. ...The

team then travels to Windsor
for a game Friday, and then on to

Montreal for December 15 and 16

exhibition games against Sir George
Williams and Loyola. . .only the

Toronto - Western game on Wed-
nesday will be carried on Radio
Varsity, starling at 8 pm. RV
returns with live play-by-play
coverage for a home game with

Ryerson on January 12.



Day care may
finally get

a new home
By PAT RED1CAN

The Campus Co-operative

Daycare Centre may be closer to

getting a permanent residence. The

most recent plans for the new Innis

College development allow the

possibility of Day Care using a 14

Sussex Avenue house and thus en-

ding a nine month illegal

occupation.

The solution, according to newly

appointed Vice-president (internal

affairs) Jill Conway, depends on

discussions between Innis Residence

Co-op, and the day care group.

[nRes Co-op is a co-operative

housing group which is legally

autonomous but administered large-

ly though Innis College.

Although the initiative to reopen

discussions between the daycare and

InRcs came from Conway, she

claims that university has no role in

the discussions. "Since both are

community groups, they have com-

mon interests" she suggested.

Innis Principal Peter Russell, an

ex-officio member of InRes Co-op,

said yesterday thai the college was

interested in "cutting daycare in" on

(he new development According lo

Russell, the present Innis plans call

for "a small building for academic

and sludenl union purposes" as well

as co-op housing for the existing 14

houses now on the north side of

Sussex, This project would come
under the InRes Co-op and would

involve not only students but com-

munity people, according lo Russell.

Day Care spokes-person Meg
Luxlon said thai 14 Sussex would be

acceptable if the renovations

necessary lo meet ihe requirement

of the Day Nurseries Act were

made.

Similar renovations to 12 Sussex

St., which presently houses the in-

fant daycare, cost about $ 1 2,000 Iwo

years ago. The main problem would

be the financing of these
renovations.

According lo Conway the

University will re-re-enter the pic- _
lure if a decision is reached. At that S
point Ihe university would probably §
be called upon lo lease 14 Sussex, «
along wilh its other Sussex proper- £
ties to InRes Co-op. I

The co-op, if agreeable, would s
subsequently lease the house to >

Campus Co-op. £
But, according to Russell "Ihere

are slill legal, architectural, finan-

cial and organizational problems lo

be worked out. A lot of work, a lot

of talk."

Luxton also emphasized thai any

developments are "only in the

talking stage".

The university has indicated it

wishes to use Ihe Devonshire site for

its own, recently legislated day care

centre. It is presently petitioning the

City of Toronto rezone the site to

allow for such a move.

Campus Co-op and the university

have been negotiating intermittently

since the former group illegally oc-

cupied the empty building on

Devonshire Place in April of last

The ten month occupation of this Devonshire Avenue building may be over. The co-op day care centre

may get a new home.

year.

14 Sussex Street had been offered

as a solution earlier bul had not been

agreed upon because the university to the fate of the building in the new
was not able to offer it on a long Innis plans, which seems to have
term lease. There was also doubl as heen overcome.

Fees strike

progresses: OFS
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By ERIC MILLS
Eleven Ontario university and

community college student councils,

including II or T SAC. are actively

encouraging their constituents not to

withhold their second instalment

fees paymenl as pari of the Ontario

Federation of Students fees strike,

according to OFS general co-

ordinator Craig Heron.

Ten of the institutions belong to

the OFS: the non-member is the

University of Ottawa.

Six other members of ihe

federation cannol participate in ihe

strike because their students are

either part-time or operate on a

semester system. Only two OFS

Students occupy Glendon office
By DOUG HAMILTON

More than 30 students occupied

the office of Glendon College

registrar C.A. Pilley lasl night to

protest withholding ofOSAP grant

cheques to students who have not

paid the second instalment of iheir

fees.

Shortly after three pm yesterday

afternoon students moved into the

registrar's office and decided lo

remain there throughout ihe nighl.

"A group of people gol things

together and decided lo take the

place over," exclaimed one
undergraduate.

Only one security guard was on

duty during the occupation, and

students inside the registrar's office

reported "no hassles".

At one point 70 lo 80 students

were present, according to Glendon

College Student Union president

Dave Moullon. A student union

meeting was held at the office and

Ihe students decided to continue lo

occupation "indefinitely". Sleeping

bags were brought in and food com-
mittees established.

Students have issued two

demands that will have to be met

before they will terminate the oc-

cupation. Frist, they want York to

establish a policy similar lo that ol

ihe University of Toronto with

respect to OSAP grants.

(The University of Toronto has

decided to turn OSAP cheques over

to students even if they are par-

ticipating in a fees boycott. U of T
students will not be required to pay

their second term fees instalment in

order lo receive their OSAP
money.)

The Glendon students have also

demanded that York University

waive all penalties for lale payment

of fees.

York president David Slater said

lasl nighl that OSAP cheques will

continue lo be withheld from

students who do not live up "to their

contractual agreements."

He added that no penalties will be

imposed on students who are late in

paying their second term in-

stalments. Slater asserted, "We (ad-

ministrators) are innocent and sym-

pathetic agents in this affair."

According to Moulton, the

decision lo withhold the cheques was

made by Slater. He "followed the

policy of previous years", contended

Mutton.

"We only found out about it

(Slater's decision) at three o'clock

this afternoon (Tuesday)," added

Moullon.

"The university's action is

jeopardizing our fees strike against

the government's policy," said the

student union president. "The action

undermines the whole fees strike."

Moulton remarked bitterly that

Slater's action "shows our enemies

aren't just in the government, but

also at the university."

York vice-presidenl of student

affairs John Becker spoke lo the

occupiers last night, saying that he

had not made the decision lo hold

the cheques. Students complained

"that he's just bullshitling us

around."

After Becker left. Students vowed

lo continue the occupation.

A mass meeting will be held al

one pm today at Glendon and a

poster campaign has already been

launched. Flyers outlining the posi-

tion of the student union and the

reasons for the occupation will be

distributed throughout the college.

The student union has placed

S2000 into "a special account" for

students "who are caught short" bj

the administration's move, asserted

a union spokesman.

Support for the occupation has

come from the Council of York
Sludenl Federation. Council presi-

dent John Theobald has discussed

the possibility of using similar lac-

tics at York's main campus. A
special CYSF executive meeting will

he held tomorrow lo decide on

future tactics.

members, Brock and Trent Univer-

sities' student councils, have refused

to participate in the strike.

. The strike was called after

negotiations with the Ontario

government asking them to roll

back the SI00 tuition fee rise im-

posed this year and lo return the

loan portion of OSAP awards back

to last year's S600 level from S800

broke down. OFS also wanted a

pledge that no further changes in

student financing be implemented

until all parties involved are

consulted.

An October province-wide

referendum indicated that 76 per

cent of the students who paid their

fees in two instalments were willing

lo withhold the second instalment ii

the provincial government did not

accede to the OFS demands.

Al U of T, approximately ihe

same proportion of the 7000

sludenls who voted on the question

supported the fees strike.

SAC president Eric Miglin said

yesterday he was encouraged by

response so far lo the campaign to

urge students lo wait until at least

Ihe end of January to pay their fees,

although the administration has so

far been unable to provide figures on

how- many people have paid their

second instalments.

He said SAC has received a "fair

number" oT inquiries aboul its letter

mailed lo all undergraduates during

Ihe holidays, most of them
favourable. As well, a large number

of students receiving OSAP grants

have received their cheques without

paying their fees, he has been told.

The administration has already

tacitly supported the sludenl action

bv reducing the fee for paying in two

instalments and cooperating with

SAC throughout the fall.

And, vice-presidenl (business

affairs) Alex Rankin confirmed last

nighl that he intended to interpret

"rather liberally" until February the

regulation that students lale in

paying their fees not be required to

pay ihe normal SIS penally.

Miglin also reiterated SAC's

concern that students might give

their fees into the "Slop the Student

Surcharge" Strike Fund without

realizing that they cannol withdraw

iheir fees autonomously.

In addition, he questioned one of

the committee leaflet's statement

that paying fees into the fund con-

stitutes "legal proof thai the 'first

use'" of Ontario Student Award

Plan (OSAP) grants is to pay tuition

fees. Legally, students receiving

OSAP grants must pledge to use

them first to pay their tuition fees.

Rankin said lasl night that

"obviously, paymenl to a third party

is in no way payment to the uni-

versity," as required by OSAP
regulations.

The university is consulting its

lawyers on Ihe question, he said, bul

he has not been advised of their

opinion.

He added thai the committee's

calculation of the balance of fees

owing is misleading.

Stop the Sludenl Surcharge

Committee organizer Gail Dexter

countered last night thai the com-

mittee's legal advise was lhal pay-

menl of fees into the fund,

designated as it is as payable only to

the university, does constitute "first

use" of the OSAP grants.

At Ottawa's Carleton University,

students forced the administration

fees office lo stop requiring students

lo sign over their fees before they

could receive iheir OSAP cheques.

By tearing up forms obliging them

to pay the fees on ihe advice of a

Stop Ihe Sludenl Surcharge Com-
mittee, students frustrated uni-

versity attempts to force second

instalments to be paid.

Student councils al Carleton and

Lakehead Universities and the

Universities of Ottawa and Western

Ontario have set up trust funds on

their own which lock students into

paying the money to iheir un-

iversities. However, this is done al

the individual student's request, and

docs not require a majority vole, as

the committees' funds do.

OSAP cheques are being withheld

al several universities. At one of

these. York University, ihert is

strong speculation thai Ihe cheques

will not be released unless sludenls

use them lo pay their fees.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
Ml

Hiring of employees (or Ihe new SAC

licensed establishment. Apply SAC Office

lo Pefer Milic. Wednesday and Thursday till

4:30 pm.
1 pm

The Slop the Studenl Surcharge

Committee is holding a public meeting to

discuss the lee strike, why the lee strike

trust fund was set up and how it works.

Oebaies Room. Hart House. Sponsored by

Stop the Studenl Surcharge Committee

and Canadian Liberation Movement.

4pm
Psychology Colloquium-. Professor C.H.

Vanderwolt. University of Western Ontario,

will speak on "Hippocampal Electrical Ac-

livity in Relation to Behaviour " Sidney

Smilh Hail. Room 1069.

4.-10 pm
First meeting In U.C. 313 Poetry of

physics and Physics ol Poetry, a non-

mathematical introduction to physics for

humanists. Reading of poetry and

associated literature to bridge the gap ol

the "Two cultures" with profs Bob Logan

and Art Wood
630 pm

Hillel Kosher Supper, Please reserve by

5 pm al Hillel House. 186 St. George Slreet.

7pm
Taping ol the TV show 'Under Attack"

will occur al Vic's New Academic Building.

Guests are Al Capp. Ul Abner creator and

anli-youth social commentator; Arnold

Beichman, author of "Nine Lies about

America"; and Brian Levman. head of Ihe

Church of Scientology in Canada-

Audience participation welcome. Free

tickets needed. They're free and available

from the SAC and VUSAC offices.

SAC. General Meeting Wednesday,

January 10, 1973 In the Hart House

Debates Room. Tenlative Agenda Includes:

1 . Report on Fees Boycott

2. Granls Policy

3. Ratification of minutes

4. Various financial grants

7:30 pm
Divine Light Society of U of T Invites

students to find out about Guru Mahara) Jl.

New College, Wilson Hall. Room 2008.

Free.

THURSDAY
all day

Celebrations for John A. Macdonald's

birthday will be held all day at Innls College

63 St. George, the Macdonald Mowat

house. Come in and wish the old boy a

hearty natal day. Bring your own

noisemakers.
10 am

Psychology Colloquium: Professor C.H.

Vanderwolt, University ol Western Ontario,

will give a second talk entitled "Phar-

macological Studies of Conical Actlvallon

Farmers boycott A&P
SACRAMENTO (CUPI) — The

United Farm Workers has an-

nounced a nationwide boycott of the

Safeway and A & P chain food

stores.

The announcement is the latest

action in the nationwide lettuce

boycott that began in August 1970.

Asking consumers not lo shop at

Safeway and A & P is intended to

convince the two stores lo cooperate

with the lettuce boycott by ordering

United Farm Worker lettuce or no

lettuce at all.

The boycott of the giant retailers

follows a scries of meetings between

representatives of the United Farm

Workers and the heads of the two

chains.

A&P and Safeway each have

annual sales of S5.5 billion and

control 20 per cent of the nation's

grocery market. A spokesman for

the Farm Workers said that Ihe two

chains have the economic power to

bring about a change for the better.

"We feel that Safeway and A&P
are not innocent bystanders but

have a moral responsibility to the

farm workers who make it possible

for them to sell their fresh fruit and

vegetables," he said.

I n Los Angeles, a consumer group

has formed to follow up reports of

violations of wage and price con-

trols, false advertising, and excessive

fat content in meat in Safeway

stores.

The boycott of the chains comes

less than a week after a decision by

the International Brotherhood of

Teamsters to renegotiate lettuce

contracts signed with growers in

1970.

in Relation to Behaviour." Sidney Smith

Hall. Room 51A.

5:30 pm
Hellenic Society will meet today. Annual

cutting of Ihe Vasilopltta! Please come.

International Students Centre, 33 St.

George Slreet.

6 pm
The Arab Students' Association holds Its

usual meeting. A twenty minute feature will

be shown.
6:30 pm

Hillel Koshner supper; Please reserve by

S pm at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street,

7 pm
"Under Attack" taping originally

scheduled for tonight has been cancelled

due lo non-appearance by NDP leader

Oavld Lewis. Other Thursday guest Brian

Levman turns up Wednesday nlghl Instead.

Thursday tickets accepted Wednesday

evening.
7:30 pm

Two films at the OISE Auditorium; "Play

ii again Sam with Woody Allen'' and

"Gumshoe'' with Albert Finney. $1.00 for

either film or S1.50 for both. OISE

auditorium, 252 Bloor West.

8 pm
Israeli Dance Workshop starling again

this week at Hillel House. 186 St. George

Slreet.

A meeting will be held this Thursday at

Neil Wycik College. -96 Gerrard St. East.

(Caleleria) The purpose Is to form a

January 20th Action Coalilion. An Inter-

national Day ol Protest against Ihe war in

Vietnam has been called lor Ihe 20th. The

Vielnam Mobilization Committee is asking

all interested individuals and represen-

tatives of groups lo attend.

S.M.C. Film Club presents Fellinl's 8'-i at

S.MC. Carr Hall. Starring Marcello

Mastroanni. Sub-titles. One dollar

admission.

First ol lour lectures on Hungarian Folk

Art: The Folk Song, sponsored by the

Hungarian Students' Associalion, Inter-

national Students Centre, 33 St. George

Street, (in Hungarian).

SPEED READING
Classes on Campus

Starts Jan. 22nd

Register now at

SAC OFFICE

NOTICE
The Physic Department will be offering the half-course

Physics 305 again in the spring term, this time as a

reading course. Students wishing to enroll in this course

should contact Professor D. Paul, Room 129-E, McLen-

nan Labs, 928-2971.

Razors

HAIRSTYLING

Downtown
(behind City Hall)

368-2963

1/3 off for students

CUT THIS OUT

JANUARY 11

GSA'S THURSDAY EVENING CINEMA
presents

WOODY ALLEN in

and ALBERT FINNEY in GUMJHOE (7:30)

(9:30)

JAN18ZAZIE DANS LE METRO (Fr. '60)

by Malle

JAN 25 CARNAL KNOWLEDGE - Nichols -

Nicholson, Bergen, etc.

FEB 1 THE BOYFRIEND • Russel -

Twiggy,

FEB 8 THE LAST PICTURE SHOW
by Bogdanovich

FEB 15 CITIZEN KANE (US '41) - Welles

J. Cotton, 0. Welles

KING OF HEARTS |Fr. '67)

by DeBrocca

WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WODLF
Burton, Taylor, Dennis

BILLION DOLLAR BRAIN

Caine

GRAPES OF WRATH (US 40)

by Ford

A TOUCH OF EVIL (US 'SB)

C.Heston.J.Leigb.O. Welles

BLOW UP ('671FEB 22 ZABRISKI POINT - Antonlonl -

$1 .00 for either film or $1 .50 for both OISE, 252 Bloor W.

LOWELL JONES

EXHIBITION

ART GALLERY

MONDAY. 11 a m -9 p.m.

TUESDAY-SATURDAY. 11 a.m.-5

1

SUNDAY. 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

JEAN BONHOMME, TENOR (PRESENTED

BV THE C9C IN ASSOCIATION WITH HART

HOUSE) JANUARY 21, 8.00 p.m. in the

GREAT HALL.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

THE HALL POUTER'S DESK

SUNDAY AFTERNOON CONCERT

CZECH STRING QUARTET

JANUARY 14.3.00 p.m.

in Ihe GREAT HALL

NO TICKETS REQUIRED

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION ENCOURAGED

FILM SERIES:

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS

MONDAYS. 1-2 p.m. and 7-B p.m. In

Ihe DEBATES HOOM

JANUARY 15, PICASSO: WAR, PEACE and LOVE

LIBRARY EVENING

SPECIAL GUEST: DAVID LEWIS STEIN

THURSDAY. JANUARY 11

HART HOUSE LIBRARY, 8.00 p.m.

ALL WELCOME

CAMERA CLUB
WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 10, 1.10 p.m.: AUCTION

OF PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS

THURSDAY. JANUARY II. 7.30 p.m.: BEGINNERS

PRINTING CLASS

INQUIRE AT THE UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

HART HOUSE CHORUS
SECOND REHEARSAL: JANUARY 16 at 7 p.m. in the GREAT

HALL

II

TABLE TENNIS CLUB

TONIGHT. EVENING PLAY 7-1 1 p.

FENCING ROOM

MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE.

LADIES WELCOME

FILM-MAKER'S EVENING

MEET JOHN VIDETTE. PRODUCER OF

WEDDING IN WHITE'.

MONDAY. JANUARY 15. 6.00 p.m.

EAST COMMON ROOM.

THE GALLERY—JANUARY 25th??

towards
a

christian

life

Jan. 10- God - Rev. Harrv Robinson

Jan. 17 — Jesus Chiist - Ri. Rev. Lewis Garnswonhv

Jan. 24 - Holy Spirit - M<. Leslie Tarr

Wednesday • 8 pm

a series ol talks on the basics of the Christian faith designed to act as a

springboard for personal refreshment and renewal.

st. mrfs
40 Westmoreland Avenue

n. of Bloor - e. of Dufferin

Ross C Crighton, Rector

NEW COLLEGE

STUDENT COUNCIL

BURSARIES
NON-

REPAYABLE
GRANTS

AVAILABLE

APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE NOW IN

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE. NEW COLLEGE

APPLICATION DEADLINE:

Thursday, February 1st, 1973. 4.00 p.m

For further information call

928-2462
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Refused fo mop "clean floor"

Service union to oppose worker's dismissal
By ZOYA STEVENSON

At a special hearing on Friday, the Service

Employees International Union will oppose

the dismissal, effective that day, of Damjon

Andreev Gruev, an animal laboratory techni-

cian at U of T's Banting Institute.

The hearing is taking place despite the fact'

that contract negotiations for the newly cer-

tified and unionized animal laboratory

technicians have not yet concluded. In fact,

the union has applied to the government for

conciliation which is due to begin Tuesday.

"But everything in the collective agreement

has been settled except for wages," says Don

Barclay, the chief negotiator for the SEIU

Local 504; "the university has agreed to

honour those parts of the agreement which

pertain to Gruev's discharge, and the

grievance can proceed as others."

The letter terminating Gruev's employment

staled that the immediate reason for his

dimissal was his "refusal on December 29 to

follow the instructions of Mr. U.B. Korompai

(Gruev's supervisor) in regards to mopping

the corridor on the sixth floor of the Banting

Institute."

Gruev says that he refused to mop the floor

because he had mopped il a half hour earlier,

and saw no reason to do il again.

U of T director of Laboratory Animal

Science Dr. L.R. Christensen contends that

"Gruev has persistently refused to carry out

duties lhal the other men do, sometimes

leaving his supervisor to do the job for him."

Further, on another occasion when Gruev

apparently refused to mop the corridor,

Christensen believes that Gruev said, "This is

a janitor's work, not mine."

Gruev feels lhal the sixth floor corridor of

[he Baniing institute should not be mopped by

animal lab technicians because he says thai no

animals are kept in that corridor. He believes

lhat his job was cleaning cages and caring for

ihe animals.

Although Cruev agrees that his supervisor

did wash the corridor a number of times, he

says thai Korompai did il only after Gruev

himself had washed il.

Nonetheless, Dr. Christensen believes that

Gruev's refusal to do jobs that he disagrees

wilh constitutes a valid reason for firing him.

He says that "Gruev was told on l wo
occasions that if an immediate supervisor

gives a man an order to do something, he

must do il."

Gruev's letter of termination also stated

thai he had recourse to complain to

Christensen and another department head it

he disagreed with the orders given.

Gruev says that he did this, but lo no avail.

In facl, he says that he received an assurance

from Christensen lhat he would not lose his

job.

Gruev believes that his supervisor acted like

a "sergeant who followed each of my steps

and was never satisfied with the work that I

did even when I did it well."

Another worker in the same department

thinks lhal Gruev "wasn't fully clear about

what his work was supposed to be, and

possibly because of a language barrier

thought the supervisor was angry when he

wasn't because he didn't say please in giving

work lo the men under him."

The same man feels lhat Korompai "would

not intentionally judge a person by his per-

sonality; he would lend lo judge them by their

work. Mr. Korompai is less authoritarian

lhan most people around here."

Gruev says "no one can convince me thai

refusing lo mop an already clean floor is

enough reason to be fired."

Gruev graduated from U of T last year with

a four year degree in Slavonic languages and
has had five years' experience working wilh

deaf children. He trained for four years in

Bulgaria and Poland lo be a teacher of the

deaf, bul could not find comparable work in

Canada, because of lack of Canadian ex-

perience and training.

Surcharge committee assails SAC fees stand
By RANDY ROBERTSON

Stop Ihe Student Surcharge

Committee chairman Peler Havers

charged Monday thai Ihe Sludenls'

Administrative Council is not op-

posing Ihe fees increases strongly

enough.

"SAC has decided," Havers

said, "its opposition to the sur-

charge is going to be a symbolic

game, and screw the students."

Havers claimed SAC vice-

president John Helliwell admitted at

an Ontario Federation of Students

meeting that "what SAC is doing is

purely symbolic and lhal the cam-

paign run by the Stop the Sludenls'

Surcharge Committee is a real

students' fees strike."

Yel SAC, Havers claimed, has

been unwilling to work with the

commillee or wilh ihe socialist

Canadian Liberation Movement
which set the committee up.

The Stop the Student Surcharge

Committee asked SAC to include a

pamphlet describing ihe trust fund

the committee has set up for a fees

strike in the letter SAC mailed to all

Student Surcharge Committee picketed 21 5 Huron Street, site of U of T's fees office.

Vice-president admits SAC has

done little on library issue
By BOB BETTSON

"Not much has been done aboui

ihe library question except talking

informally lo several members of

the library subcommittee," admitted

SAC vice presidenl Ross Flowers.

Flowers, interviewed yesterday,

blamed ihe lack of any action on St.

Michael's College SAC represen-

tative Michael Steinberg who
volunleered to chair a commitlee lo

produce a SAC position on ihe

library.

The library was sel as one of
SAC's priorities earlier this year
and Steinberg's sub-committee,
which never mel, was supposed lo

produce a position by the end of

October.

However, Flowers claimed,
Steinberg lefl to work on former
SAC president Bob Spencer's cam-
paign for Irustee.

Steinberg was unavailable for

comment bul arts and science

summer ficldworker Phil Dack said

"Steinberg had taken the position in

the summer. It was obvious quite

early lhal the sub-commiltee was

nol going to produce any resulls."

Rick Gregory, member of the

Arts and Science Student Union

executive and Victoria College

council education commissioner,

charged lhal "ihe SAC executives'

lack of concern on this issue is

indicative of their general concern

on the abominable stale of things in

ihis university."

SAC president Eric Miglin, vice-

president John Helliwell and

Flowers campaigned last spring

against the Spencer-Dack-Lubek

slate charging lhal their support of

Ihe two occupations ofSimcoe Hall

was loo extreme.

They said lhat open slacks at ihe

Kobarls Library, the aim of ihe

occupations, could have been gained

by writing briefs and making
representations to the

administration.

, Flowers added that he and New
College SAC rep John Ros^ had

taken over responsibility for

proposing a library position. He .said

lhal they were going to meet wilh

Ihe Governing Council sub-

committee deciding on slack access

this month.

According to Flowers SAC has

not taken any position on the

library, but he said that there will be

a posiiion adopted in two weeks. He
admitted thai it was unlikely SAC
would be submitting a brief to the

Library Sub-commiltee.

"We have nol played lhal much of

a role." he conceded. "Bul I'm not

in favour of* just leaving it to the

sludenl members of the Governing

Council".

U of T students over the holidays.

Havers said that this would have

given students freedom of choice

and that il could have been done at

no exlra cost to SAC.
SAC refused, claiming. Havers

said, thai inclusion of the pamphlel

might lead some sludenls to think

that it supported Ihe committee's

actions.

SAC not only refused. "What
does it do," Havers said, "but pul a

note on the back of its letter about

our trusl fund locking students in!"

Havers angrily asserted lhat ihe

trust fund "simply supports ma-

jority rule, and we all believe in

majority rule, right?"

The fund does not permit

individual withdrawals of second

term fees paid into it because

"students must stay together to

win." The strike will end when ihe

majority of the depositers vote lo

pay ihe money in the fund to the

university. Until then the university

is forced to deal wilh all the students

in the fund collectively.

The committee intends to slop

"the student surcharge", the SIO0

increase in undergraduate fees, by

paying into the trust fund last year's

fees less this year's first installment.

"The university." Havers said,

"can take it or leave il."

Once the money is in the account

it can only be used lo pay tuition

fees.

Guaranty Trust administers the

Fund for the committee. The in-

terest from the deposits will be used

first to pay its charges. Any money

remaining will be used to pay the

expenses of the campaign.

About a half dozen committee

members were picketing the fees

office al 215 Huron Street yesterday

and Monday in an attempt lo urge

students not to pay their second

instalments.

"No one can stop the students

from paying iheir fees," Havers

said. "We're just trying lo convince

them lhat it's better to wait. They

have a while yet."

One commitlee member,

stationed in ihe fees office itself,

claimed he had slopped "seven or

eight" studenls "who had their pens

out, ready lo pay their fees".

The commitlee set up an

information trailer oulside the fees

office building Monday morning.

"Some people came oul from the

fees office and told us we shouldn't

set the trailer up," Havers said. "We
did. anyway. Five minutes later,

Miglin. Flowers and Helliwell were

over here, telling us we shouldn't

have sel it up.

"I'm not saying thai the

administration sent them over but

ihey were here jusl five minutes after

ihe fees people spoke to us."

As well, at one point on Monday,

there were four U of T policemen,

including the deputy chief, walching

over ihe pickets.

The commitlee holds the

universities of the province respon-

sible for the fees increase and not the

government.

Havers charged lhat ihe

universities, to build their own em-

pires, are demanding more money
from ihe people of the province and

using it less wisely and more
waslefully.

Havers said that the Ontario

Confederation or University Faculty

Associations has shown no support

for student fees strikes. "They are

hoping for wage increases," Havers

claimed, with the funds for such

increases to come from, or to be

freed by, increases in student fees.

The committee proposes a

maximum for faculty and ad-

ministration salaries at a level lhat

would immediately make up the

monies needed to remove the "stu-

dent surcharge". "The bulk of the

faculty," the committee says,

"would not be affected by this max-

imum. Any professor who cannot

make ends meet on $25,000 should

go back lo the U.S."

The committee wants the laxes

owed by foreign professors who

illegally look a two-year tax holiday

while remaining in Canada for more

than two years collected. In Ontario

this would amount, the committee

believes, to about $ 1 0 million

"which covers ihe student surcharge

for all university undergraduates."

The committee wants the

university to cut wasteful spending.

Havers noted that al Lakehead

University last year the cos! of long

distance telephone calls per

professor came to $600. "This

represents six student surcharges per

prof."

Havers said lhat ihe University of

Toronto has hired an efficiency

worker ("lo gel the workers to work

harder"), an American, al $40,000 a

vear. "This represents 40 (sic) slu-

denl surcharges."

Varsity wants more hacks
Second term is here, and now lhat

you've mastered Ihe art of being a

university sludenl, indulge in your

desire lo work for The Varsity.

Writers — of news, spons,

features and reviews —
photographers, layout personnel and

olher inlcrcsling and useful people

are needed, so don'l wail.

Come righl away lo the white

building at 91 St.George St., second

floor (someone will be there nearly

nil ihe lime) or call 923-8741.

It'll help both you and the paper.
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Time to support principle

Withhold fees ; begin the struggle
An occupation at York

University's Glendon College

is protesting that university's

refusal to turn over students'

Ontario Student Award
Program cheques until they

pay their second term tuition.

There is talk of similar action

on York's main campus.

It appears students are

finally starting to step up their

opposition to the govern-

ment's cutbacks in the financ-

ing of post-secondary educa-

tion. It's about time.

Last October, Ontario post-

secondary students voted

overwhelmingly to protest the

government's backward-
looking action. But, a month

later, they and their student

governments let a province-

wide protest at the opening of

the provincial legislature fiz-

zle. And, an Ontario Federa-

tion of Students' proposal for

a campaign to withhold se-

cond term tuition fees nearly

died in the planning stages

because member institutions

were reluctant to endorse it.

Active support for the

students' demands — repeal

of the fees hike, amendment
of the Ontario Student Award

Program to facilitate greater

accessibility to the program,

and assurances of no further

unilateral government action

— has .been little more than

lukewarm on the U of T cam-
pus until now. And, now is the

time for students to prove

where they really stand: pay

their fees and support the

skeptics' contention that this

struggle represents nothing

more than a youthful
rebellion, or withhold fees

payment and develop further

action to indelibly impress up-

on the government's mind
students' unswayable com-
mitment to universal
accessibility to post-
secondary education.

Withholding your fees won't

work any miracles. It's not

going to force-the government
to back down from its anti-

university and anti-
community college policy

overnight. But, it will convey a

message, a very u n -

mistakeable message, a
message vitally required at a

time when the provincial

government still stubbornly

insists that students do not

oppose its policy.

And, considering that the U

of T administration is at least

passively going along with the

withholding campaign by

deferring assessment of late

payment penalties, there's

nothing to frighten away even

the most timid, compliant

students.

Even were the university to

resist the move — as has

been the case at York — there

could be no grounds for

failing to act. Withholding fees

may only affect the govern-

ment in a very indirect way,

but the tactic will make itself

felt at Queen's Park.

As for student govern-

ments, their place is leading

the struggle, not hanging

back, ever fearful of damag-

ing relations with university

and government administra-

tors.

The Students' Administra-

tive Council, initially a some-

what reluctant participant in

the fees withholding cam-

paign, has made its present

position clear in a letter mail-

ed to students during the re-

cent vacation, urging them not

to pay their fees. But, their

activity in pursuit of this

goal has been less than vigor-

ous. Having made the deci-

sion to support the struggle,

they must actively work with

students — especially those

students still inclined to head

towards the fees payment of-

fice — to ensure the greatest

possible success for the

campaign.

Withholding second term

tuition is just the starting

point. Support for the Glen-

don students and others con-

fronted with similarly ob-
structionist administrations is

yet another element in the

common struggle. Increasing

pressure must be placed up-

on the government as its man-
darins put the finishing

touches on this year's provin-

cial budget, a budget in-

cluding key decisions about
the financing of post-secon-

dary education. And, should

that budget fail to take the

students' position into ac-

count, action should be
stepped up for the fall.

The struggle is not for this

or next year alone, but for the

future of post-secondary
education in Otanrio for years

to come. The die has been
cast; it must be reversed.

Don 't let Bell

hike bill

Yesterday, Bell Canada began its annual
pitch to the Canadian Transportation Commis-
sion for increased phone rates. Operating in a
market where there's no competition, the Bell

has consistently hiked its rates while trying to

cut down on service.

Today's centrespread feature proves Bell

doesn't need the raise. It documents how Bell

profits continue to climb, pointing out that the
telephone monopoly has other avenues open
to it to encourage any needed funding.

That won't come as news to Bell. The
telephone company is a gtantrin efficient, in-

satiable monopoly which sees no reason why
its profits should fail to climb perpetually
without regard for re-investment. And, to a
great extent, the government hasn't interfered
drastically with that ambition.

There can be no real justification for giving
Bell the go-ahead to raise its rates and cut
service. Accordingly, no "compromise" hikes
should be tolerated either.

Bell won't like that. Tough. Spiralling profits
and plumetting service may make business

sense, but they certainly don't make common
sense.

Nationalization of Bell is long overdue. And,
that's the solution the Canadian Transportation

Commission should be recommending when
Bell's crying the blues in Ottawa this week.

Nobody should be given a virtually free

ticket to milk the Canadian public. And, it's

hard to believe that the government could
bungle the job of running the nation's
telephone system much worse than the Bell.

Admittedly, nationalization won't mean
much if all that happens is that control is

transferred from one group of bureaucrats to

another. But, there is the opportunity — one of

which the government should be pressed to

take advantage — of giving control to the Bell

workers. Such a move would go a long way
towards humanizing the telephone system and
guard against government tendencies towards
cost-cutting at the expense of its employees.

An unlikely scenario? Perhaps. An
unwarranted one? Definitely not.
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Assistant didn't

speak for GSU
The Varsity article "GSU Slams

SGS Report" contains a number of

false and erroneous statements. As
president of the GSU, I feel com-
pelled to set the record straight.

1 . The GSU memorandum to

SGS regarding graduate student

support was released by Mr. Hof-

fman without either the knowledge

or consent of the GSU Executive

Committee. The GSU did not slam

any SGS report. IT any slamming
was done, it was done by an

employee (not even a graduate

student) or the GSU. The GSU,
quite rightly, has not taken any

position yet, as there is no position

to be taken. Discussions that are

presently underway in SGS are of a

preliminary nature; no statement of

policy has come from SGS, and

hence, none from the GSU.
2. The report was neither

confidential nor secret. It was a

working paper presented to a com-
mittee for discussion, and to myself

for comment. The working papers of

any committee are not normally

publicized. The memorandum of the

GSU Executive Committee was
merely a series of comments on

points raised by SGS regarding sup-

port of graduate students.

3. U of T Open Fellowships total

approximately six to seven per cent

of graduate student support, not the

three per cent reported by The Var-

sity. It seems that a cardinal rule of

a newspaper, i.e., corroboration of

details, was totally ignored by The
Varsity. Throughout the article,

simple errors of fact could have

easily been checked.

4. Most of the article is devoted to

Mr. Hoffman's rather simplistic

notions of student support and,

therefore, reflects a subjective opi-

nion rather than fact.

Wendy LeBlanc, president

Graduate Students
1 Union

Ed's Note: The erroneous three per

cent figure was taken from a Nov-

ember 29, 1972 brief submitted to

School of Graduate Studies dean

A.E. Safarlan in the name of the

Executive Committee, Graduate
Students' Union. The Varsity did

not feel it had reason to doubt the

GSU's accuracy in a matter so

closely related to the interests of its

constituents.

Furthermore. The Varsity

assumed GSU executive assistant

Hoffman could be trusted to ac-

curately represent his employer's

position.

Sleuths stumble

on wrong floor
The students in the "Robarts

Rules are Rigid" article, (Varsity,

November 29), were apparently suf-

fering rather severe disorientation.

They thought they were in the

lounge of the as-yet unfinished and

unopened Robarts Library. It seems

more likely that they stumbled into

the Faculty of Library Science,

which adjoins the Robarts con-

struction. If so, it seems difficult to

imagine how they could have been in

the ninth-floor lounge of a severn-

floor building.

Since these students were

insufficiently perceptive to notice

the prominent identifying sign at the

entrance to the FLS building, I am
not really surprised that they over-

looked a notice on the door of the

seventh-floor lounge, (posted by the

House Committee of the building),

requesting that students eat their

lunches in the lunchroom rather

than in the lounge. Since our own
students respect this request, it

seems unreasonable that non-library

science students should not.

At the Faculty of Library Science,

we loo are concerned about the

future policies and regulations of

the Robarts Library; we will,

however, obtain correct information

before we make any accusations.

5. Yvonne MacDonald, president

Faculty of Library Science

Student Council

Charismatic are

really Christians
To the politician, charisma is a

priceless commodity. Either you've

got it or you haven't. You can't buy

it like a newspaper ad. You can't

grow it like a beard. The haves get

elected. And the have nots decry the

"personality cult" mentality of the

public which resulted in their defeat.

It's part of the political game.

But. for all the talk about

"charisma", the politicians don't

have the real thing. Theirs is a

pseudo-charisma. At least this is the

conviction of a rapidly growing

number of'charismatic" students at

the University of Toronto and on

other campuses. These students will

be giving the campus an opportunity

to investigate this extraordinary

dimension of Christian religious ex-

perience during a series of lectures

and study sessions in late January.

These meetings, under the theme of

Charisma '73, are being sponsored

by charismatic students on this

campus.

The phenomenon called the

Charismatic Movement or Renewal

has received considerable attention

recently from both the secular and

religious press. This religious

awakening, characterized by
speaking in tongues and other

strange manifestations purported to

be inspired by the Spirit of God, has

its foundations, according to the

helievers, in the experiences of the

early church in the first century.

These experiences reappeared in

scattered, small Christian groups

early in the 1900". This marked the

beginning of what has been called

the modern "Pentecostal" church.

The recent wave of interest in this

phenomenon appears to have com-
plete disregard for denominational

distinctions. They come from all

denominations and backgrounds,

both Protestant and Catholic.

Whatever name they give

themselves — Pentescostal, Full

Gospel, Charismatic, neo-
Pentecoslal — the emphasis is

always on a personal experience

with Jesus and on the direct leading

of the Holy Spirit. This teaching

aligns the charismalics very definite-

ly with the broader Jesus Move-
ment, but not all of the Jesus People

would subscribe to charismatic

beliefs concerning spiritual gifts.

The charismalics are having an

increasing impact upon university

and college campuses. For example,

the fastest-growing religious club at

the University of Nebraska (Lin-

coln) is simply called Prayer and

Praise. This charismatic group
meets twice a week (often for as long

as three hours) and attendance

ranges between 1 00 and 300
students.

According lo a recent report in

the Daily Nebraskan by a reporter

who attended one of these meetings.

"20 minutes were given to individual

prayer. Some whispered their

prayers, some spoke them out loud,

a few raised their arms, most simply

bowed their heads.

"One girl started singing a song of

praise lo God — her own tune, her

own words. Another did the fame,

and eventually many voices were

raised in a strangely beautiful blend

of many songs and words. Several

present, bolh men and women, cried

softly.

"Then, after embracing friends or

clasping hands, they went home."*

Members of Prayer and Praise,

a>id similar groups springing up on

campuses across Ihe U.S. and
Canada, all carry Bibles. They quote

extensively from passages in the

New Testament which speak of the

Holy Spirit and Ihe "gifts" (Greek is

charismata) of the Spirit which in-

clude the ability to speak in tongues,

prophesy, work miracles and heal

the sick. Most present-day churches

believe these gifts were withdrawn

after the Bible was completed.

Members of these charismatic
groups do not agree.

These gifts, they feel, will remain

until "that which is perfect is come"
the second coming of Christ. And
that coming will be soon.

Does this charismatic thine have

anything to say to the U. of T.?

We'll know in January after

Charisma '73.

Charisma'73

-made by scab ?

DON'T BUY DARE COOKIES!

Appointed despite opposition

Students are cool to new geography head
By ALEXANDRA MERCER
The appointment of professor

Jacob Spelt as geography depart-

ment chairman has taken place in-

spite of heavy student opposition.

Although students were active in.

opposing Spelt's selection, they

made no protest lo Ihe Governing

Council and the Academic Affairs

Committee when the issue arose.

When student Governing

Councillor Ian Morrison, former

Geography Council member asked

professor R.M.H. Shepherd of the

Academic Affairs Committee if stu-

dent opposition had been laken into

account, Shepherd slated that "no

official representation had been

made."

According to Shepherd,

"although anyone who read The

Varsity was aware of the op-

position"; "I don't think anyone

could take action on the basis of

Varsity reports".

Morrison and other students later

explained that students had not gone

lo the trouble lo find out when the

meetings which would deal with the

grcography chairman were
scheduled.

in November, the 10 student

representatives had resigned from

Ihe Geography Council.

The most important factor in

iheir resignalion, according lo John

Carline, president of the Association

of Geography Graduate Students at

the University of Toronto, was "the

way in which the new geography

department chairman, professor

Spell, was appointed." The students

were also opposed lo Spell because

he is opposed to student participa-

tion in decision-making.

The official search committee

refused lo meet a shadow student

committee, or lo go to a general

sludenl meeting to hear the students'

reasons for opposing Spelt and their

alternate proposals. Letters of com-
plaint from presidents of the

graduate and undergraduate student

bodies to arts and science dean Bob

Greene were ignored.

According to former Toronto

University Geography Students

(TUGS) president Hans Mikolay.

the students have been told by

various administrators that their

views would not be laken seriously

because they are "just passing

through" and are not permanent

members of the university

community.

The student representatives of the

departmental council responded to

administrative indifference by

"bringing the issue into the open";

polling geography students, sending

a letter of jirolesl lo U of T
president John Evans, and resigning

from the Geography Council.

Dean Miller, a former student

member of the Undergraduate

Curriculum Committee doesn't

think lhat this year's group of stu-

dent representatives, elected in

November, will return to the

Geography Council until they have

arrived at an agreement with ihe

faculty guaranteeing students lhat

Iheir views will not be overriden by

administrative forces.

The faculty members would only

be tna position to make such a

guarantee if they could present a

unanimous fronl to the administra-

tion, says Miller. Although he was

nol sure of such faculty unity, he

ihoughl thai "for the most part,

faculty is receptive to student

demands, is on good terms with

siudenls and wishes to remain on

good terms with ihem".

According lo Miller, some
members of ihe faculty are also

opposed to the manner in which the

geography chairman was appointed.

The selection committee only had a

minority of geography faculty on it.

The 20-member Geography

Council cannol meet until enough of

ihe 10 student representatives attend

lo make up a quorum. Miller feels

lhal "ihe faculty members will be

jusl as happy not lo go to meetings,

hul eventually they will have lo go

back to ihe negotiating table and

they want lo maintain the good will

of ihe students".

Miller thinks that student

negotiations with the faculty and

administration will be a slow process

and the sludenl members of the

student representalives do not ex-

pect any spectacular and immediate

successes.

The newly elected student

representatives will meel tomorrow

tb map oul their strategy. However,

Miller felt lhat "the sludent

representatives cannol find ihe time

lo put the student participation issue

first and see it through".

Library amalgamation fails to

win General Committee support
The recommendation of ihe Mueller Committee to

amalgamate two college and two department libraries

in an enlarged "undergraduate library" failed lo win

the support of the General Committee oflhe Faculty of

Arts and Science Monday.
Dean Bob Greene moved immediately when the

meeting started to adjourn debate permanently on the

motion because he said it was obvious the General

Committee would not reach a consensus.

The General Committee has been discussing the

question since September and debate has been ad-

journed several times.

History professor Kenneth McKnaughi angrily

walked out offering his resignation when Greene's

motion carried, after lashing oul at the committee for

failing to make decisions.

McKnaughi said later that he felt that this decision

showed lhal the "General Committee is not capable of

making a decision on the library". He added lhal

libraries are "ai ihe heart" of the faculty.

He claimed that because of ihe crucial nature of the

problem, if the committee could not cope with it. it had

no "raison d'etre".

A subsequent motion by Greene thai ihe minutes of

previous debate on the library be referred to the

Governing Councils Library sub-commitlee as an in-

dication of ihe debate passed by only one vole. 45-44.

Siudenls were split with ihe majority voting against

referring the minutes.

Debate on two other Mueller committee

recommendations on part-time students and periodicals

also was adjourned.

The committee upheld a recommendation by ihe

admissions committee to reduce the eligibility age for

entry for students who haven't completed high school

from 23 lo 21 . Students argued this would allow bright

siudenls who quit high school or economically deprived

students a beller chance for an education.

The designation for these students was changed from

"mature" lo "non-matriculani". lo clarify its meaning.

Conservative faculty leader J.B. Conacher opposed

ihe motion on ihe grounds thai it would lower the

"academic standards of the faculty".

A sludent motion to allow exams to be remarked for

a five dollar fee did not come lo a vole as time ran out.

The motion was amended, to have a fee charged only il

the mark was nol raised.

An attempt by conservative faculty lo bring ihe

motion to a vole before il could be further amended was

defeated.
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Gov Council expresses concern' over cuts
chairman of Acai

U of T's Governing Council has

unanimously decided to "express ils

concern" about the raises in bolh

tuition fees and the loan portion of

student award grants imposed last

year by the Ontario government.

The council's executive rejected in

November a motion from its

Academic Affairs Committee which

would have deplored the Conser-

vative government's actions. And, at

.its December 14 meeting, the coun-

cil likewise rejected two attempt by

part-lime student councillor Joyce

Denyer to mildly strengthen the new

resolution drawn up by president

John Evans.

The successful motion urged that

"methods of reviewing the hardships

and reduction in accessibility" from

the government's action be in-

stituted, and that no further changes

in student financing be introduced

until:

• a "contingency repayment

factor" is instituted as part of the

loan system;
• a transitional program is

developed:

• prior notice of change is given;

• students already receiving aid

are guaranteed continued support

under the current plan until they

either graduate or cease to be

registered.

Former Conservative MPP

Edward Dunlop, a government ap-

pointee to the council, noted in the

short debate that perhaps it was too

late for the resolution to have any

effect on the provincial government.

The original motion, before being

delayed in the council's committee

structure, was .intended by student

mover Brian Morgan to be passed

while the Ontario Federation of

Students was still negotiating with

the government. Unanimously sup-

ported by the Academic Affairs

Committee, Morgan's motion would

have in effect endorsed the OFS
demands, including a rollback of

both tuition fees and the loan por-

tion of student awards to last year's

level-.

There was little debate on the

resolution other than on Denyer's

amendments, which would not have

affected the council's urgings on the

province, but would only have

recognized in the preamble that the

Conservatives' actions were more

harmful to students than Evans'

motion did.

Professor Barry Coutls admitted

that "I am not opposing these

amendments because I disagree with

them."

The Governing Council should

not make minor changes to

resolutions, he thought.

Professor R.M.H. Shepherd,

Corporations buying up farms, says NFU

chairman of Academic Affairs

which had earlier unanimously

passed a stronger resolution, op-

posed both of Denyer's
amendments.

A large portion of the council

meeting was held in camera, to

discuss the university's 1973-74

budget. Copies of bolh the budget

and the audited financial statement

of the university were made

available to councillors, but not to

the press or public.

Debate on proposed bylaws and

rules of procedure for the council

was adjourned until next Thursday.

Copies of the proposals, drawn up

by University College principal

Archie Hallett and associate law

dean R.E. Scane, were also not

made public.

By BOB BETTSON
The Canadian family farm is

under attack from the federal

government and large mul-

ti-national corporations, says Don

Kossick of the National Farmers

Union. "The NFU has just begun to

develop as a movement for change

in rural Canada."

Kossick. national co—ordinalor

of the NFU Kraft Boycott, was

speaking in Winnipeg to the 35th

national conference of the Canadian

University Press, held the week after

Christmas. Aboul 1 50 delegates

attended from 40 member university

and alternate papers across Canada.

Kossick traced the development

of the N FU from ils beginnings as a

group of farmers staging tractor

protests to a national union fighting

for collective bargaining rights in

the face of stiTf opposition from the

food processing corporations and

the government.

The NFU has organized on the

questions of food quality and

marketing as they relate to the

consumer. It now has 25,000

members across Canada.

Norma Taylor, Saskatchewan

farmer and organizer of the Kraft

Boycott painlcd a vivid picture of

the realities of running a family

farm: "Farmers are moving into

urban areas and taking other jobs.

We don't want to go but we have to

eat." she said.
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The dilemma farmers are placed

in. Taylor said, is that despite the

high value of their land, their net

income is decreasing, and even if

people want lo farm they aren't able

to continue.

Taylor said the NFU was moving

towards an overall analysis of the

situation of ihe farmer, who is

threatened by agri—business, ig-

nored by governments and charged

high prices for farm machinery.

The solution she proposed was

setting up a network of farm com-

munities retaining the individual

producer as the base. Collective

bargaining rights must come
together with the limiting of ihe size

of farms.

The problem of corporate farm

ownership is increasingly important

despite statistics showing sor-

porations own less than one per cent

of Saskatchewan farm land.

She slated that large corporations

such as the Canadian Pacific con-

glomerate are charging prohibitive

rents on lands purchased from the

government, to drive farmers out of

business.

She said that one major American

land company had opened head-

quarters in Saskatchewan to escape

the non-resident ownership laws.
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The rather gloomy picture of the

growing dominance of

agri—business and the destruction

of Ihe family farm was tempered by

an altitude of militancy and deter-

mination on the parts of both Taylor

and Kossick.

The fight for collective bargaining

in Prince Edward Island, Kossick

said, was proof lhat even the federal

government and its task force's

recommendations could be stalled if

farmers united to demand collective

bargaining.

Under questioning Kossick said

that the NFU was by no means

propagating a socialist analysis,

"its taken us ihree years to gel a

collective bargaining formula

passed", he said.

NDP governments in Manitoba

and Saskatchewan have been un-

responsive to NFU demands.

Kossick said. Saskatchewan
Premier Allan Blakeney had

Unclassifieds
ANYONE INTERESTED in participating in

a debate at the Royal Military College,

Kingston. Ontario on January 12 and 13

should phone 920-5361 and leave their

name and number lor the Secretary of one
Harl House Debates Committee.

RIDE WANTED to New York city. Will pay

good money. Call Celia at 920-4469.

TWO MALE STUDENTS need third lo

share large 3 bedroom apartment in

Spadina-St. Clair area. Rent $85/month In-

cluding hydro & phone. 488-1485.

SHARE BOTTOM FLOOR o( house with 2

others, S65/monlh. Own room; living room.
Kitchen. Beverly — Dundas. Phone 967-

4253. Chris or Christine, (no transvestiles).

LOST' Slide rule in hard leather case.

"Plaxton" and "4T2" written on case. Lost

about 1 pm, Dec. 15, between main library

and Hart House. Great sentimental value.

Reward S10. Call 278-1627.

WHY FREEZE? Used (ur coals Irom S1 0.00

Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.

(Between Queen S Dundas) Excellent
selection ol lun (urs, trade Ins accepted.
We buy used turs 363-6077. Mon-Sal 9-6

Thur-Fri till 8 pm.

FOUND: wedding band - In parking lot,

Sussex and St. George. Call 962-2333.

TYPING done on IBM Electric. Fast,

efficient. 35' per page. Duplicating service

also available. 731-5050.

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING (Spectallsmg-
in long hair) in the Clarke Institute of

Psychiatry. 250 College St. Tel. 924-6811
Ext. 560. Hair cut S2.25.

"waffled" on the issue of collective,

bargaining and ended up demanding

a 5 1 per cent majority of all farmers

before collective barganing rights

could be granted.

SPEED READING
Classes on Campus
Starts Jan. 22nd
Register now at

SAC OFFICE

TERMPAPERS

SERVICE (Reg'd)

A Carpflan Company

PAPEHS ON FILE

$1.85 PER PAGE

OR

Custom made orders, at reasonable

cost, prepared by our staff ol college

graduates

638-3559
Sulla 90G 12 Goldfinch CI.

Wlltowdale (Toronto) .,1211204. urn

CAREERS
There are careers available in the fields of Jewish Social Work,,

the Rabbinate and Jewish Education. Guest speakers from Canada and

the U.S. will inform you on the where, why, when, what and how at the

Jewish Careers Symposium. Jan. 21. 1973. 186 St. George SI.

Rabbi M. Berglas, Rabbi I. Book, Rabbi M. Stroh, Prof. S. Wax,

Prof. N. Llnzer, Dr. A. Schiff, Dr. S. Green

APPLICATION FORM
Since only a limited amout of private consultations will be available and the meeting

groups want lo be held to a small size, those people who return this torm by January 18,

1973 will have first choice in rilling the gioups; Return to 186 St. George St., Toronto,

Ontario.

Include me on the list of supper al

S1.50 which I enclose

Not interested in supper G
Please arrange a private meeting

with

for me.

I am interested in (please check all

applicable categories)

JEWISH EDUCATION JEWISH SOCIAL WORK THE RABBINATE

BACK TO SCHOOL "HILLEL GOES WITH YOU"
FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY
The seventeen courses prepared for the

spring will begin in the week of January 15.

Consult the brochure for details. Register

by mail, phone or at the fable in Sid Smith

from fhe 8th-11th.

HILLEL SUPPERS
Wil begin again starting Monday, January

8. Call in reservations by 5:00 p.m. of the

day if you wish lo come. Cost - S1.50

without Hi Del card; S1.25 with card.

LECTURE BY IRVING GREENBERG
Put aside Sunday, January 14 for the topic,

"A Critique of Modernism: Toward
Religious Unity". 8:30 p.m., at Hillel House

COFFEEHOUSE
Is undergoing physical change of life and

will open on Saturday night, January 13.

LECTURE
Sunday, January 7, 8:00 p.m. at Sltaarei

Tefilah Congregation. Rabbi Or Bernard

Rosensweig speaking on "The Christian

Threat to Jewish Survival".

WORKSHOPS
back in swing as follows:

ISRAELI DANCE. Thursday. January 11. 8:00

p.m. al Hillel House

HEBREW I!, Sundays, al 7:30 p.m., at Hillel

House

HEBREW I i III. Tuesday, January 9 at 7:00

and 8:15 p.m. at Hillel House

GUITAR, Tuesday, January 9, at 7:00 and

8:15 p.m. at Hillel House

DRAMA. Monday, January 8, at 8:00 p.m. at

Hillel House

TZEDAKA
Hillel has been approached lo lend support

to a school in Israel that seeks to integrate

Russian Jews into Israeli society. The

program is directed by Rabbi C. Plato. A

pledge list will be in Hillel lor your

convenience.

JEWISH CAREERS SYMPOSIUM
You will have heard by now ol our plans to

bring together experts in the fields ol social

work, Jewish Education and the Rabbinate

as careers. Consultations available. Sun-

day, January 31, all day.

PHOTOSUN

HILLEL

PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION EXHIBIT
COMPETITION RULES:

Trie purpose of this

competition is to encourage
AMATEUR photographic work
In Jewish subject materiel.

All photos, BSW and color,

will be considered as long

as they are of a Jewish
nature.

The best photos submitted will be
enlarged to poster-size and exhibited.

Prizes will be awarded subsequently

Mark photos carefully on the reverse
with your name and address. Submit
only one photo per envelope. This
will ensure its eventual return to

you.

Entries are to be mailed or hand-
delivered to our office, 186 St. George
Toronto 5, Ont.

FIRST PRIZE: $100
DEADLINE - MARCH 1, 1973
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Zeitlin lifts Sociology election veto
By ULLI DIEMER

Sociology chairman Irving Zeitlin

has reversed his decision lo nullify

undergraduate elections lo the

department's assembly.

In a letter lo assembly members,

Zeitlin states that an investigation

showed thai while a "technical

irregularity" had occurred, there

had been "no violations of the con-

stiluion in the actual procedures of

the elections committee."

Earlier, Zeitlin had charged that

"fundamental violations of con-

stitutional and democratic
procedures" had occurred during

the elections. He declared the elec-

tions void because two students run-

ning for office had assisted the elec-

tions committee of which they were

not members, in holding the

elections.

However, the students involved,

Bob Storey and Lome Richmond,

stated that they had gjven their

services as a favour to the com-

mittee, and that no conflict was

involved in their own election, since

they were both acclaimed. Their

statement was borne out by the

chairman of the committee,

professor Ralph Beals.

Zeitlin now accepts this version.

He acknowledges that the actions

had been "'in good faith and with the

approval of the elections com-

milteee chairman", and that the

elections "were in fact legitimate

and in accordance with the

constitution."

In what may be construed as a

reply lo charges that his decision

was politically motivated, directed

at preventing an effective student

say in the department, Zeitlin

pledges in the letter that "no im-

portant business will fail to receive

attention as a result of this delay, If

necessary, more than the requisite

number of assembly meetings will be

scheduled lo compensate for the loss

of time."

The assembly has not met since

lasl February.

Bob Storey, one of the students

implicated in Zeitlin's original

charges, welcomed the reversal as a

"good decision ." He added,

however, thai the decision "should

have been made in the first place."

If Zeitlin had checked the facts

before acting, he said, the con-

troversy need never have occurred.

With the question of the elections

settled, the first meeting of the

assembly has been scheduled for

Monday.

Sludenls especially look forward

lo ihe meeting with great interest,

for one oT the topics on ihe agenda is

[he question of the implemntalion of

a motion, passed last February,

calling for staff—student parity on

the staffing committee. If ihe mo-

tion is put in effect, the sociology

department would become the first

to implement this longtime ambition

of student activists.

UndSti
GUESTS:

tack
RETURNING TO

UofT
TONIGHT

ALL CAPP, U.S. Cartoonist

('L'il Abner') and Social

Commentator

ARNOLD BEICHMAN,
Author of "Nine Lies

About America"—Exposing The

Falsehoods of The New Left

REV. BRIAN LEVMAN,
Head of The Church of

Scientology in Canada

TIME: 7:00 P.M.

LOCATION: VICTORIA COLLEGE, ACADEMIC

BUILDING, ROOM 3

FREE TICKETS AVAILABLE
AT SAC OFFICE AND VUSAC OFFICE

COME EARLY!
AUDIENCE
QUESTIONS
INVITED!

U""iftack

WRESTLING!
BEGINNERS MORE THAN WELCOME

DAILY 5:00 to 6:00 p.m.

men who competed on a Secondary

School level are urgently requested

to turn out.

COACH- JOE RABEL

U.T.A.A. GOLF CLUB
Lessons start Monday,

January 15th, 1973

Registration for classes

at Intramural Office

The Joseph arid Gertie Schwartz Memorial Leclures

SHLOMO AVINERI
Chairman, Department of Political Science

Director, Levi Eshkol Institute

Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Arab and Jewish Nationalism;

A Comparative Analysis

Jewish Emancipation and Socialism:

Hess, Marx and Lassalle

Tuesday, January 16, 1973

at 4:30 p.m.

Thursday, January 18, 1973

at 4:30 p.m.

Room 2156

Medical Sciences Building

INTENDING SPECIALISTS

IN ENGLISH, 1972-73

You must apply now to receive Specialist

Certification and to have the information

entered on your academic transcript. Forms

are now available from your instructors in

English 466, 467 or 469, or from 330 Larkin

Bldg./ Trinity College (928-3611).

HILLEL LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS
RABBI IRVING GREENBERG

speaking on "A CRITIQUE OF MODERNISM

TOWARD RELIGIOUS UNITY."
ABOUT THE LECTURER:
RABBI GREENBERG HAS CURRENTLY BEEN APPOINTEO PROFESSOR

AND CHAIRMAN OF THE JEWISH STUDIES DEPT.. CITY COLLEGE (N.YX;.) HE

RECEIVED HIS ORDINATION (SMICHA) FROM RAB8I BETH JOSEPH RAB-

BINICAL SEMINARY AND HIS PH.D. IN HISTORY FROM HARVARD UN VER-

SITY HE WAS DIRECTOR OF HILLEL FOUNOATION AT 8RANDEIS UNIVER-

SITY AND HAS TAUGHT AT BRANDEIS, YESHIVA UNIVERSITY AND TEL AVIV

UNIVERSITY. RA8BI GREENBERG IS WELL-KNOWN AND WELL RESPECTED

AMONG JEWISH STUDENT GROUPS. HE HAS LECTURED WIOELY ON DIF-

FERENT CAMPUSES BOTH IN THE STATES, CANADA AND ISRAEL. RABBI

GREENBERG IS ALSO A MEMBER OF THE RABBINICAL COUNCIL OF

AMERICA RELIGIOUS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN HISTORICAL

ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONLAS;WELL Ao

BEING CHAIRMAN OF THE ADVISORY BOARD OF THE CENTRE FOR

RUSSIAN JEWRY. „ _„,___„
COME HEAR AND PARTICIPATE WITH RABBI IRVING GREENBERG

on Sun., Jan. 14 at 8:30 p.m.

AT HILLEL HOUSE——— j
— • - .

.
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Bell Canada wants to l

phone bills, reduce sen
By DAVID CUBBERLEY
reprinted from the chevron

The people who control the nation's telephones,

Bell Canada, are appearing before the Canadian

Transport Commission (CTC) this week to argue for

rate increases which will substantially hike phone

bills.

II wasn't long ago ^ last year, to be exact - that Bell Canada

steered a five per cent general rate increase past the CTC. a feat which

netted the company an additional $47.2 million in revenue. Bell was

miffed, however, at the CTC's refusal to fully go along with its request

for increases amounting to $78 million annually.

Now they've turned up on the CTCs doorstep, again wanting new

rate increases. If they get their way, it would mean:» raising the base

rate from $5.40 to $5.80 per month;

• doubling installation charges from $1 1 to $22;

• doubling of pay phone charges from 10 cents to 20 cents per call;

• creation of a "directory assistance charge" of 25 cents per item

except in the case of an unlisted number, blind caller, or calls

tendered from a hospital or hotel room; and
• increased service charges on long distance calls and on the per

minute overtime rate.

As a rationale for the applicatio

finance necessary expansion "profj

investment money;" while the comp E

return on investment remains too
|0

Bell is certainly more humt
commissioners than when it p r ,

complaints. Due to its position in the

the hazards of competition, in return

fixing of telephone rates to the^ta

making a profit, it isn't allowed to*a

price the traffic will bear. Bell's argi

hinge on the premise that this com
unwarranted disadvantage.

Bell Canada controls some six n

the country. It is argued that moder
requires a good deal of capital each

can only partially be squeezed from

capital (an estimated $500 million ir

better than $600 million in 1974

maintenance of the profit margin \

suggest that "its rate of return is so

reasonable rate of return under exist

that the company's financial strengt

Bell generalizes directly from t

smaller pool of funds for direct emplt

Moreover, and more importantly

reduce the company's stature on thi

regulated profits make Bell shares r

to investors, thus making them unat

method of raising capital through sh;

From this. Bell sees rate inc

telephone shares a more attractive

will merely "prevent deterioration

company" while those for 1974 will

'

the ability of the company to raise

However Bell's "poor" financial.
|

is not as certaiivas the company"?^

place Bell enjoys the unique status

This position guarantees the compa
to loss through competition nor-

service—subject to loss through e

economic solidity this situation bri

Bell's prices being subject to publii

Secondly Bell's financial profile

allows. A brief submitted to the

Electrical, Radio, and Machine Worl

following information:

"Bell Canada's net earnings

income, after interest, discounts and

declared to be $133,262,000. This fi

provision for depreciation of $183

through the corporate treasury f

$317,112,000."

UE concludes "that the amour

and in our view it should be moi

improve the technological compete

service, especially domestic service

the fact that Bell's net earnings "h<-

1943 and in the eight years 1963-

doubled."

Bell notes that the newly pro|£

to a level of 8.6 per cent return on

secure on the stock market. Withou

that there are other ways of raising

since these funds will ultimately ma
company, Bell should be expected

The most prominent of these n

of a depreciation reserve fund with

(as of 1970). Bell may well invoke th

is in reserve for depreciation on eqi

it is not illiberal to suggest that this

from which Bell can readily borrow

directly achievable from profits.

Marry this with the knowledgi

American, a monolithic corporati

billions and a yearly profit of $2.5

wrath.

Bell's arguments prove thin on

of modern telephone technology—

sion systems especially—means If

vice. Technological improvement
creased productivity heralds better

this regard UE has noted:

"In 1957, Bell's peak empl'

handled a daily average of 18.6

336,000 long distance calls. In 19'

reduction of some 2,000, were re

service that was pratically double It

were 35.4 million local and 790,OQ

UE suggests that "Bell's

"

expanded capability through te

decrease rather than an increase

No reductions appear to be in the

With nauseating frequency, E

The inside view:

I'm that snooty person In the business office who duns you lor

bills, hears your complaints and takes the order when you want to

change your telephone around. The company calls us Service

Representatives (SR's). You think we all sound like recordings. I'd

like to give you my side for a change.

My day begins with the Joyous task called "doing my 101's".

That Is company language lor calling the customers to Inform

them that we are disconnecting their telephone that day lor non-

payment ol the bill. Most calls go something like this:

—Hello, Mr. Johnson? This Is Mrs. Carter from Bell Canada

calling. We are calling about your telephone account. Has It been

paid?

—Mr. Johnson, we sent you a letter last week to advise you that we

must have payment In lull yesterday...

—I understand how you teel Mr. Johnson, we don't want to take

food out ol your children's mouths. Alter all the telephone Is a

privilege. No, we cannot extend credit. There Is an amount ol $20

outstanding, and you have not been a particularly good customer

of ours...

—Well, I'm sorry but we will have to disconnect the service this

morning. When the account Is paid in full we will be pleased to

reconnect the service...

—I'm sorry you feel that way. Good-bye.

Sometimes It's worse. Sometimes you tell us your husband Is

laid off and you Just got out of hospital and baby's sick and the

nearest neighbour Is 20 miles away. 1 know how you feel, because

I've been there too. But, I still have to disconnect the service. If it

Isn't me, It's somebody else, and right now my baby's sick and my
husband's laid off, and we have to live somehow.

Most days there are five to 15 calls like this to make' before

nine ami The company extends credit to customers on the basis of

their "ability and willingness" to pay, that Is, their class and
rebelliousness. Class A customers are large companies and the

government; Class B is allowed to run a two month bill under S25
or a one month bill up to 10 times their local service; Class C Is

allowed $15; Class D Is allowed $10; and Class M Is asked tor a

"maintain credit", a deposit of $50 or more. The classification is

almighty. It Is the sole determinate of a customer's relationship

with Bell.

The Bell never collects accounts, it "treats" them. This

treatment Is about one-third of the SR job. In most cases It Is done
by mall, with small blue and white notices. B customers get sent a

reminder notice; all others get sent a denial notice (saying we will

cut off their service II the bill Isn't paid within 10 days).

On the final review ol "risk" accounts, customers who still

have not paid are telephoned (the personal touch), and
arrangements are made lor payment ol the account. All customers
except A and B customers are "quoted D (denial)". The treatment
calls are another of the small horrors of the job.

Every SR has about 150 to 250 risk accounts on her position

at any one time. Collection Is a never ending process, and the

schedule must be kept at all times. We are never given time to be
sympathetic or conciliatory. If and when an account Is

disconnected, the collection ol the 'final accounts' begins. "You'll

enjoy these, Mary," my supervisor told me, "they are so much more
Interesting." This kind of collection involves calling nearby
telephone numbers to try and get hold of the customer, calling

Long Distance parties he has on his bill to get more Information on
his whereabouts, and sending more notices. If all these measures
fail to bring results, the account Is sent to the Bell Collection

1

working for Bell

Division for tougher tactics.

• • •

It you could catch an Information operator long enough when

she is leaving the office, and ask her to teli you a little about what

her day was like, she might say, "Well, there was nothing special

about today, except that I came In a minute and a half late because

some of the clocks around the building were slow and I followed

the wrong one. I put on my headset and my sexy voice with a smile,

and rushed to take my place at the Information board. Before I

could pick up my first call, a superintendent plugged In to my
position and Informed me I'd been marked late — and that II I'd

only been a minute and a hall late I could have been on time, and

"How could we run an office If everyone were so irresponsible?"

Mentioning that her time would be better spent checking the

clocks rather than chewing me out would have constituted

Insubordination and I'd have been reported as having an attitude

problem. So I let It pass.

—Operator, can you give me the number for Radio Station CKEY?
—Have you checked your directory?

—Look, operator, If I wanted to do that, I wouldn't be calling you,

would I?

—Yes—well, the number is listed at the beginning...

—Operator, the number, that's all, Just the number...

—..of the C's in your directory...

—Oh, come on— I know where it is—just give me the number...

—Yes, ol course, the number Is...

Sound familiar? You bet! And I'll bet you always thought the

Operator was Just giving you a hard time because it was a slow

morning and she had nothing better to do? Actually that whole

spiel about looking in your book is really part ol Ma Bell's

Directory Assistance Volume Control. Eventually (because It Isn't

going too well) you'll be charged lor calls to Information If the

number Is listed in the book. You think you've got headaches?
Inlormation operators know that every time they ask you to look

something up in the directory, they're phasing themselves out ol a

Job.

At the same time, each girl Is required to handle about 120

information calls per hour. That works out to a call every 30
seconds or so. Objectives like that were set by someone who'd
either lorgotten or never known what it was like working at

information. It takes a long time to find some listings and once
you've lost a few minutes — it's hard to make up that time so you
can still meet the objective. At all times, even towards the end of

an hour, when an operator knows they're doing a "spot count" on
her and she begins to get frantic, she still must be pleasant and if

she can't be friendly, at least sound sexy. This goes on, not Just for

one hour a week, but lor an operator's entire working day.
Ma Bell doesn't like to see her girls get bored, so now and

then she raises standards. She Insists that II some girls In the
office can meet them — certainly all ol us should — and then sits

back and watches all her little people scrambling to out-do each
other.

And so, Mr. Customer, this Is what it's like to be the bitch on
the other end. Some days I wish I could protect myselt like some of

the other employees do, and see the Company as always right and
the customers as either stupid or malicious. But I can't. All I know
is that I hate Ma Bell too, and I just always wanted to tell you how
much.
—written by Bell operators, excerpts adapted from Canadian

Dimension

J
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1 asserts that its increases are

merely intended to put it on a sound financial footing. Each year, the

requested increase is touted as the one that will straighten things out.

Some will argue that Bell is never granted its full request and must

reapply each subsequent year. Other commentators feel that Bell is

wise to the ways of the CTC and that it "has successfully applied for a

given increase in permissible earnings level in the expectation that a

compromise will be reached allowing for half the amount."

There will be no solution to the telephone malaise for so long as

the idea of a private corporation controlling a public service remains

acceptable. Despite the fact that we have nominal control through the

CTC. its power—even if the political appointees on it worked for the

public's interest—could do little to curb the activities of Bell. Refusal to

allow fee increases, not to say the provision of reductions, would

produce a proportionate lowering of the quality of existing services

and improvements such that Bell would continue to procure the same

returns.

So long as Bell reamins privately controlled it will continue to call

the shots in a game in which only the Canadian public can be the loser

.
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Goldblatt, Reynolds free, despite conviction

Although both were found guilty

of assaulting police in the breakup

of last spring's Simcoe Hal! occupa-

tion, both Mark Goldblatt and Ran-

di Reynolds are free with no

criminal record.

The two were found guilty by

Judge Charles Drukarsh at tlie con-

clusion or (he long trial December

1 2. hut nine days later were granted

"absolute discharges" by Drukarsh,

who commented that the two

showed "zeal ... in pusuit of an

ideal".

The March occupation, in support

of open stacks in the new Robarts

Library for all students and ohe

public, was broken up on its third

day when then acting president Jack

Sword called police on campus.

Charges against 1 9 people arrested

for trespassing were later dropped

when a second occupation forced the

administration to give in to some of

the student demands.

However, charges of assaulting

police were laid by police against

Goldblatt and Reynolds and Bill

Getty. Goldblatt and Tom
McLaughlin were charged with ob-

structing police.

Goldblatt was found not guilty of

obstruction by Drukarsh, who stated

that the accused did not understand

what he was doing at the time of his

arrest.

In finding Reynolds and

Goldhlal! guilty of assaulting police,

Drukarsh rejected defence lawyer

Austin Cooper's contention that the

two were not trespassing, which

would have denied police legal

grounds for laying the charges.

Although Cooper attempted to

prove that each had "a fair and

reasonable supposition that he had a

right to be there" (in Simcoe Hall)

which under the Petty Trespass Act

would have meant they were not

trespassing, Drukarsh found that the

defendents "knew they had no right

to be there"

Cooper had also tried to prove

that Sword did not intend to have

the occupiers arrested for

trespassing, and had indicated so to

campus safety and security officer

J.F. Westhead. Sword told the court

in September that his explicit in-

structions were that those in the

Senate Chamber were not to be

"considered or charged as

trespassers."

Robarts gets undergrads' books
While the fate of departmental

and college libraries is still up in the

air. (he main undergraduate collec-

tion of books nexi year will probably

be housed in (he Sigmund Samuel

Lihrary.

The Library Subcommittee of the

Governing Council's Academic Af-

fairs Committee unanimously

decided at its December 6 meeting

to make the present main library the

undergraduate library, when the new

John Robarts Library opens (his

summer.
The subcommittee rejected

suggestions that because the present

library is no longer near the centre

of the campus, the main un-

dergraduate collection oughl to be

closer to further west, in, for ex-

ample, Sidney Smith Hall or the

Robarls Library itself.

Chief librarian R.H.Blackburn

told the subcommittee that the only

possible place in the Robarls

Library for the undergraduate

hooks would be a combination of

the basement and first floor.

However the basement would have

to undergo extensive renovation if it

were to be used, he stated, while

using the first floor would violate

"political and financial com-
mittments to (he province."

The use intended for the

basement, "compact storage",

would have to be foregone, he

added.

If the Robarts library "is allowed

to he used as it was intended lo be

used, it will be fully used," he said.

Arls and science dean Bob Greene

suggested that (he purposes of the

Robarls Library could be changed

to allow more flexibility, but the

committee eventually agreed to

house the books in the Sigmund

Samuel Library.

The subcommittee is also

expected to recommend whether or

not the political economy and

history department libraries, and the

New and University College

Libraries should be amalgamated

into the undergraduate collection.

New College principal Donald

Ivey and the Political Economy

Course Union, among others, have

publicly opposed the proposal.

The suhcommi !('<' will also

SPEED READING
Classes on Campus
Starts Jan. 22nd
Register now at

SAC OFFICE

NICKELODEON
279 YonEC at Dundas Square liIhivi- i hi- t- Hal *

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

consider the question of who should

he granted access lo the stacks of the

Robarls Library. Last March, over

600 students occupied Simcoe Hall

in an attempt to win open access for

all undergraduates and the public, in

addition to the proposed graduate

students and faculty members.

Conflicting evidence emerged in

the testimonies of Westhead and two

persons recording Sword's con-

versation with Westhead ordering

him lo call in police. One of the

witnesses thought. Sword did not

want any trespass arrests, while the

other and Westhead inferred that he

did.

Drukarsh rejected Sword's

testimony, saying "I am not im-

pressed with his manner of giving il,

or the evidence he gave."

No matter what Sword "thinks he

said. I find as a matter of fact he did

say they were trespassing."

Drukarsh concluded.

The judge also concluded that

each had assaulted police, as cam-

pus and Metro police had slated.

Goldblatt "knocked" a policeman

off a table, and Reynolds struck and

kicked at another policeman, he

said.

Much of the crown attorney's

final summation was directed lo the

issue of whether or not the occupiers

thought they had a right lo be in the

chamber.

He thought there was a "danger"

in extending the Petty Trespass Act

to allow anyone feeling (hey had a

moral right to be somewhere. He

suggested as one example that if

enough people fell strongly about

Bell Canada's monopoly and their

power to raise telephone rales, they

might feel they had a right to occupy

Bell's head office.

"On the Spadina Expressway or

any number of good moral issues,"

people might feel they had a moral

right lo respass, he said. For in-

stance, "I'm keen lo see the railways

run for the consumer al low

cost . .
."

Or, "if the University of Toronto

was upset with the outcome of this

case," if they occupy the court

building, with- the law being ex-

tended to them, the occupiers

"would have undeniably felt the

judge would have held them outside

the law."

Instead, he felt that since the

police were called to clear a building

of unwanted people, the occupiers

were necessarily trespassing.

McLaughlin's trial is slated to

start on Monday at 10 am in cour-

troom 31 of the Old City Hall and

continue on Tuesday, while Getty's

will begin on Thursday and Friday

in the same courtroom. Both have

staled they intend to conducl their

own defense and emphasize the

political issues involved in the

occupation.

60 Metal Styles Available

CAREERTALKS 1 -2 P.M.
Have you always wanted to practise law? Do you want to produce films?

Are you interested in teaching at a high school or an elementary school?

FIND OUT AT THE JANUARY CAREERTALKS!!!

EDUCATION & RELATED CAREERS
Wed. Jan. 10 Elementary Teaching +

Education Programme at York U.

Thur. Jan. 1 1 Special Education:

Physically Handicapped

Fri. Jan. 12 Special Education:

Mentally Handicapped

Mon. Jan. 15 Library Science

Tues. Jan. 16 'Non-teaching' careers

in Education

URBAN RELATED CAREERS
Mon. Jan. 15 Urban & Regional Planning

Tues. Jan. 16 Careers in 'Environment'

Wed. Jan. 17 Architecture & Landscape Architecture

LAW & LAW RELATED CAREERS
Wed. Jan. 17 Law (Lawyer)

Thurs. Jan. 18 Law Clerks + Criminology

Fri. Jan. 19 Probation, Parole, Legal

Officer, etc.

BUSINESS CAREERS
Mon. Jan. 22 .MBA
Tues. Jan. 23 Sales & Marketing

Wed. Jan. 24 Management Training Programs
Thurs. Jan. 25 Careers in Finance

FILM & MEDIA CAREERS
Mon. Jan. 22 Film Production & Distribution

Tues. Jan. 23 Television

Wed. Jan. 24 Radio

Thur. Jan. 25 Advertising

Fri. Jan. 26 Publishing

NURSING CAREERS
Mon. Jan. 29

Tues. Jan. 30 On-Campus Interviews are over and
I don'l have a job... Now what??

McLennan Phy. 103

McLennan Phy. 103

McLennan Phy. 103

Medical Sci. 3153

McLennan Phy. 202

Medical Sci. 3154

Medical Sci. 3154

Medical Sci. 3154

McLennan Phy. 103

McLennan Phy. 103

McLennan Phy. 103

Medical Sci. 3153

Medical Sci. 2172

Medical Sci. 3154
Medical Sci. 3154

Medical Sci. 2172

McLennan Phy. 202

McLennan Phy. 103

McLennan Phy. 103

McLennan Phy. 103

School of Nursing CODY HALL

McLennan Phy. 202

CAREER COUNSELLING

& PLACEMENT CENTRE
581 Spadina Ave.
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Government lifts ban

1

Marxist prof finally gains entry to Canada
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — Istvan

Meszaros. ihe Marxist professor

Canadian immigration authorities

tried to exclude from a teaching post

at York University on the grounds

he was a "security risk", has ap-

parently won his eight-month fight.

Meszaros received word January

5 that he had been granted an entry

visa to Canada. He had returned to

England December 29 after being in

Canada fighting his case since

September, he returned only after

Manpower and Immigration
Minister Robert Andras had

assured him he would personally

review the case.

Meszaros will return to Toronto

January 20 to begin teaching

political philosophy at York.

Meszaros' lawyer, Paul Copeland

or Toronto, said the eight-month

court and legal costs would be about

SH0D0, which he hoped to collect

from York University. In a similar

case two years ago, York picked up

the lab for the entry fight of Gabriel

Kolko, noted critic of American

foreign policy and now a history

professor at York.

Meszaros came to Canada in

September to force the government

to open its files on the case. Im-

migration authorities declared him

illegally in the country and he was

ordered deported by the Immigra-

tion Review Board while Bryce

Mackasey was still Minister of

Manpower and Immigration.

The case received international

attention and academics around the

world rallied to support Meszaros.

Under pressure, Mackasey to per-

sonally review the case if Meszaros

returned to England. Meszaros

refused because once out of the

country he would have lost his right

of appeal.

Mackasey then withdrew a

conditional offer to allow Meszaros

to stay and leach at York for one

year only.

The case is notable for the

question it raises about the review

process in the immigration depart-

ment. If Meszaros had not come to

Canada, Copeland speculated it was

highly unlikely his case would have

been favorably reviewed.

And by using the "security risk"

label, the government was able to

blanket the flimsiest of evidence in

secrecy, and use it as a club to which

Meszaros had no defense. He had no

idea what evidence the charge had

been based on. Rumors floated that

he was a Russian spy and at one

point, Mackasey's executive assis-

tant Zarie Levine told a newspaper

reporter that Meszaros was "no

golden-haired boy". Meszaros has

filed suit against Levine.

With the help of New Democratic

Party MP Ed Broadbent (Oshawa-

Whilby), himself a member of

York's political science department,

Meszaros got in touch with the new

minister, Andras. In a telephone call

December 24, Andras told Meszaros

he would honor the promise of his

predecessor lo review the case.

Andras reportedly told Meszaros

no grounds existed for his exclusion

from Canada. The government

wouldn't intervene in the appeal,

Andras said, and Meszaros had the

benefit of all possible routes of

appeal. The statement in effect

guaranteed the government
wouldn't issue a security certificate.

The certificate would have

prohibited the appeal board from

opening the security risk issue. In

PERMANENT JOB INTERVIEWS

-ARTS-COMMERCE-M.B.A.-GEN. SCIENCE-

IF YOU HOPE TO JOIN THE WORKING WORLD IN 1973 AND ARE IN-

TERESTED IN A CAREER IN BUSINESS, WHY NOT TAKE ADVAN-

TAGE OF THE ON-CAMPUS JOB INTERVIEWS.

The following employers have already advised the Centre of their pending visits.

Check with the Placement Centre for further details with regard to pre-screening

and direct sign-up.

EMPLOYER ARTS ARTS C&F M.B.A. SCI.

(GEN) (SPEC.)

Babson College X X X X

Bank of Nova Scotia X X X X

Canada Life Assurance Co. X X X X

Canadian Laboratory Supplies X X X X X

Datacrown Limited X

Fashion Council X X X X

Ford Motor Company X X X X

IBM of Canada X X X X X

Manufacturers Life X X X

Insurance Co.

Metropolitan Life X X X X

Insurance Co.

Mutual Life of Canada X

New York Life Insurance Co. X X X X

North American Life X X X

Insurance Co.

Northern Electric Co. X

Ontario Hydro X X

Ontario Public Service X X X X X

R.C.A. Limited X

Simpsons-Sears Ltd. X X X X

Wood Gundy Securities X X X x

/T\ CAREER COUNSELLING AND PLACEMENT CENTRE
I 581 Spadlna Ave.

\\J (at Spadina and Willcocks Ave.)

that event, the board would have

been forced to settle the Meszaros

case on a strict question of law

without any humanitarian con-

siderations. In appeal cases a board

ruling can be reversed on
humanitarian grounds.

But more important, Andras'

statement is seen by observers as

proof the government had no
grounds for the original charge that

Meszaros was a security risk.

In September Meszaros said he

thought the label came from some
Canadian immigration official in

London who seemed to think all

Marxists were security risks and

bomb throwers.

Meszaros fled Hungary in 1956

when the Stalinists regained control

after the abortive uprising that year.

He was a noted civil rights advocate

in his homeland and served as an

assistant to the cultural affairs

minister in the short-lived
revolutionary government.

He went lo Italy and then to

Britain where he later became a

British citizen without any
problems. While teaching at the

University of Sussex he was offered

Remodelling and
Alterations

- A Specialty -

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners and Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards
MEMBER OF INDEPENDENT

CLEANERS ASSOC.

CONTACT LENS
CONSLJ LTANT

FOR BETTER VISION

2875 BLOOR ST. W.

233-7273

Come to

©IbParjaria
habere

(gemiitlidjtott

rjappens eberp nigfjt

NO COVER

•
NO ADMISSION

NO MINIMUM

EVER

'Toronto's

authentic JBaoarian

JSierftall.

5 St. Joseph Street,

1 block north of Wetlesley,

Just west of Yonge.

a position at York and resigned. But

when he applied for landed im-

migrant status in Canada while still

in London Canadian authorities

there refused and the battle began.

York University officials played a

very low-keyed role in the dispute.

York president David Slater sent

telegrams to Mackasey but left the

bulk of affairs to arts dean John

Saywell.

When the original refusal of

Meszaros's landed immigrant status

application arrived in late June,

Saywell sent Meszaros a telegram

offering one year's salary as settle-

ment, plus an offer to help Meszaros

gel his old job back at Sussex.

York originally agreed to pay

Meszaros his salary although he

wasn't teaching, but stopped pay-

ment in October and froze the bank

account. At that time Meszaros

couldn't touch the money and the

immigration department could

charge he was illegally employed if

he did.

Meszaros spent the four months

in Canada living with York
professors Ellen and Neil Wood,
studying and writing. But he said

during that time the waiting game
destroyed his concentration and he

was doing no constructive work.

SHAW
puts it all

together!
Now you have academic
qualifications ... but still lack

practical business skills. You
realize it takes more than a

degree and nerve to get past

that first job interview. Think

seriously about the other half

of your education , . . with a

Shaw Career Course. Become
a Legal Secretary, a Medical

Secretary or an Executive

Secretary. The ABC Course
(Accelerated Business
Course) is a fast secretarial

Course designed specifically

for the University graduate or

student. Just 6 months . . . Vz

the time it would normally

take. Don't forget the Taylor
Fashion Merchandising
Course for that career in the

Fashions of Tomorrow.

A Shaw Career

Course could make

the BIG difference

DROP IN THE MAIL TODAY!

ADDRESS:.

PHONE:

ill SHAW
(5 COLLEGES
fl-Jy ADMISSIONS OFFICE

2436 Yongo Street

Toronto t2, Ontario • 4B1-M77
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Doctors not abusing system, says physician

By GRETCHEN ROEDDE
Dr. Belte Stephenson, chairman

of the Board of Directors of the

Canadian Medical Association and

past president of the Ontario

Medical Association, defended her

profession with a warm combination

of skill and humour, at a television

show taping Monday.

Fred Davis, host of the Screen

Gems program Crossfire,

questioned Stephenson on the

changing image of the doctor from

the kindly dedicated family physi-

cian to the doctor who is more

mercenary than ethical, makes few

or no house calls, and is motivated

by the elitism of the profession.

Challenging this, Stephenson

explained that over eight million

house calls were made last year, but

because of changing needs and

demands, only medically expedient

calls were made, excluding those of

a social, supportive nature.

Countering the claim thai doctors

are greedy, she stated, "to my ex-

perience, dear heart, money is the

wrong motivation, because there

isn't much in your many years of

training, and the demands of the

profession on your lime and energy

necessitate a strong ethical motive.

"Newspapers aren't entirely

objective either; they have to sell

newspapers. So, doctors are por-

trayed as cheating medicare

programs. Statistically this is a

small percentage."

Pal O'Neill, an executive member

of the Edgley Tenants' Association,

charged that doctors effectively

limit the number of students in

medical schools and therefore the

number of doctors. Disagreeing,

Stephenson retorted that attempts

by overworked doctors to increase

their numbers are ignored by un-

iversities and governments, the real

policy makers in this area.

The problem of understaffed rural

areas, particualrly in the north, was

mentioned by Anne Ladouceur, a

Glendon sociology student.

"Basically this must be solved by

regional centres which supply

medical services, and good tran-

sportation links," Stephenson

commented.

The use of paramedics in

community centres could relieve

some of the strain from doctors, and

could limit their class elitism,

suggested Janine Smith, a crafts

therapist at the Cecilia Smith

Remedial Nursery School.

"Not without reducing the level of

medical treatment," countered

Stephenson.

"If someone comes in with a

headache, you have to be able to

determine if this is a simple

headache, a migraine, a tension

headache or a brain tumour. This

lakes the medical skill of the doctor.

"It is also important for doctors

to have a hospital appointment to

maintain professional competence

through daily experience and

professional contact with peers. Ac-

countability, the aim of the com-

munity clinic, is achieved daily in

the doctor-paiient relationship. It is

necessary competence which is

important."

The experimental approach of

McMasler University's medical

school, which offers a three-year

training program for family practice

physicians, using innovative

leaching methods, was considered

bv Stephenson as a necessary and

important experiment. She hoped it

wouldn't be adopted by too many

schools too quickly, so that a good

basis for comparison of its strengths

and weaknesses could be made.

The McMaster program was set

up by Dr. John Evans, now presi-

dent of the University of Toronto.

Dorothy McClure, assistant

professor at McMaster's School of

Nursing, argued that the nurse prac-

titioner, acting in association with

the doctor, and the interdisciplinary

approach in medicine will improve

medical treatment and relieve some

of the pressure from the doctor.

Stephenson agreed, adding that

preventive medicine, such as baby

clinics, would also be helpful.

Asked for her opinion on the non-

medical use of drugs, such as mari-

juana and hashish, Stephenson

criticized them, primarily because of

their negative effects on motivation

and personality, and felt they in-

dicated the substitution of passive

external entertainment for internal

resourcefulness and creativity.

COMPUTER COURSES
The University of Toronto Computer Centre an-

nounces a program of non-credit courses in computing

for the Winter Session 1973. The courses and seminars

are available free-of-charge to all interested persons.

For course descriptions and course registrations con-

tact Miss Jenkins in Sandford Fleming room 112 or

phone 928-5270.

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING AND SYSTEM/370

OS/370 INTRODUCTION

SOLVING MATRIX EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS ON
COMPUTERS

(guest speaker Professor C. Crawford from DCS)

MAIN LINE STANDARD FOR COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS
AND PROGRAM DESIGN

(guest speaker R. Charney of Charco Consultants Ltd.)

FORTRAN IV: INTERMEDIATE

PL/I: INTERMEDIATE

ASSEMBLER: ELEMENTARY

JCL: ELEMENTARY

SOFTWARE LIBRARY FOR OPTIMIZATION METHODS
AND ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS

SPECIAL I/O

UTILITIES

CRJE UTILITIES

SPITBOL: ELEMENTARY

VIRTUAL STORAGE
(guest speaker from IBM)

PL/1 COMPILER VERSIONS

Manitoba U faculty may unionize
WINNEPEG (CUP) The Universiy of

Manitoba Faculty Association wants to make U of M
Canada's first English—speaking university with un-

ionized teaching staff.

The association has asked the university board of

governors lo recognize it as the collective bargaining

agent for U of M's 1,080 full—time faculty members.

It wants to be able lo bargain not only about salaries

and working conditions, but over university spending

priorities.

Faculty association president professor Jonas

Lehnnan charged that the rapid growth in the

university's student population over the past 15 years

has resulted in "the development of a centralized

administration which has grown remote from the

faculty."

The teaching staff has lost control of university

priorities because of the trend, Lehrman said.

The administration's growth is "out of all

proportion lo growth at other universities, not only in

just size, but in power... they're stronger here than at

any other university in Canada," he said.

As examples of misplaced priorities Lehrman

ciled the 26 percent cut in research grants last year

and the low budgetary allocation to the library, while

administralive costs were one of the highest in

Canada.

University president Ernest Sirluek has denied the

charges, claiming administralive costs declined last

vear on a percentage basis.

The faculty association has asked the board of

governors to decide whether to grant voluntary

recognition by February 1. If the board refuses

recognition, ihe association will lake its case to the

Manitoba Labor- Relations Board.

Lehrman said about 75 percent of the faculty

members belong to the associalion and that the

organization has collected signatures from "a good

majority" of the faculty to support its request for

recognilion.

No teaching staffs in English—speaking Canadian

universities are unionized. But the faculty at the

University of Quebec and at many American un-

iversities are represented by union organizations.

The Graduate Students' Union al the University

of Toronto is currently trying to unionize leaching

assistants there wilh little apparent success. The

Canadian Association of University Teachers

(CAUT) is studying a proposal to affiliate to the

Canadian Labor Congress, but many observers forsee

a rocky road for ihe plan. Most local faculty

associations belong lo CAUT.
Elsewhere in Manitoba, the faculty associations at

Brandon University and at the University of

Winnepeg say theu are watching iheir University of

Manitoba counterparts' efforts with interest. But both

are merely filing the agreements they have negotiated

with their respective faculty associations wilh the

Manitoba department of labor for enforcement,

r:lher than seeking collective bargaining certification

for themselves.

Brandon University Faculty Associalion president

Bob Florida explained the group will simply send ihe

labor board agreements signed in ihe last two years,

and the labor board will enforce them. He said

university negotiators have not objected to the plan.

The Brandon board of governors "has voluntarily

recognized our group as the body which bargains for

the faculty. Manitoba never did so they have to go

through the certification route," Florida said.

FROM THE

bowels
OF THE

bookroom
comes

ANOTHER SALE

FEATURING

torn things,

and books
records.
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Swimmers splash Waterloo in exhibition meet
By PAUL CARSON

The men's swimming team began

a defense of its OUAA cham-

pionship with a 84-29 exhibition

victory over the University of

Waterloo Saturday in the Benson

Building pool. The competition was

firsl in a series of exhibition dual

meets leading to the league cham-

pionship in late February.

Blues were expected to win

handily Saturday, and a series of

outstanding performances from

some freshman swimmers indicate

Varsity must be regarded as an

almost prohibitive favorite to win its

I3lh consecutive OUAA title.

After the meet was opened by a

relatively slow 400 medley relay,

newcomer John Sebben provided a

sample of things to come by

registering his best ever career time,

winning the 1 000-yard freestyle in

10:39.2. Waterloo's reputed depth in

freestyle events failed to materialize.

Sebben later produced the match

of the day, erasing the former pool

and Varsity team record in the 200-

yard breaststrokc by almost five

seconds. Expected to provide only a

feeble challenge to former record-

holder Nick Rotlmann and veteran

Wayne Phillips, Sebben recorded

2:20.6 in an event that rarely sees

records broken this early in the

season.

Another Blues' rookie, Shawn

Laari, also came away with two

victories — first in the 200-yard

freestyle, spotting the other entries

almost a full body length after 100-

yards, and then a personal best of

2:1 I in the 200-yard breastslroke.

Varsity captain Jim Adams,

holder of national intercollegiate

records in the freestyle sprints, led

the veterans with two easy victories.

Adams clocked 22.1 in the 50-yard

freestyle, one-fifth of a second short

of his CIAU record. Several events

later he swam the 500-yard freestyle

in 5:08 despite a lack of any serious

competition from Waterloo.

Two other familiar names also

registered victories, as Bob Peeling

swam his fastest career time of 2:10

in the 200-yard butterfly and John

Twohig won a somewhat leisurely

100-yard freestyle in 53.5.

Nick Rotlmann, returning after a

year of ineligibility, joined the

parade of best ever times by winning

the 200-yard individual medley in

2:13.9, and Blues closed the meet

with an almost perfunctory display

The moral and practical question

that confronts us is, "Are in-

tercollegiate athletics to be
measured in terms of what they do

for the morale or budget of an

institution? Or are they to be

measured in terms of what they do

for the participants the stan-

dard test we have used historically in

evaluating amateur athletics? Are

they, in short, to be participant

printed or spectator oriented?"
—Jack Scott.

The Athletic Revolution

in the 400 freestyle relay, still

several yards better than the de-

jected Waterloo entry.

Lester Newby gave Waterloo its

only victory by taking the one metre

diving but Varsity's Alex Lau came

back with a solid first place showing

off the three metre board.

Varsity coach Robin Campbell

said after the meet that the

numerous excellent times probably

indicated the success of Blues' ex-

tensive training program in Fort

Lauderdale during the Christmas

Nick Rottmann (second swimmer from bottom) went on to win 200 individual medley.

holidays.

Most swimmers pace themselves

at this stage of the season so as not

to burn themselves onl prior to the

final championship meet. Conse-

quently, Blues' Saturday times are

considerably faster than what was

expected and indicate Varsity might

even have an stronger learn than was

thought when Blues won the annual

OUAA relay meet last November.

"With Sebben and Laari plus

Dave Wilken and Dave Chutter

joining our proven veterans, we
seem to be in good shape,"

Campbell said with a trace of

understatement.

Blues may be headed for their

sixth national college title in seven

years with the aid of Olympian
Byron McDonald. McDonald
placed sixth in the 200-metre

butterfly at Munich and with the

retirement of Mark Spitz, he must

be rated among the top five in the

world for the butterfly. He has been

accepted into the MBA program
and should be eligible for in-

tercollegiate competition by this

weekend

.

Blues next dual meet action is

Saturday at 2 pm against the

University of Western Ontario in

the Benson pool. The meet should

see McDonald matched against

another ex-Olympian, Bill Kennedy,

now swimming for Western.

The following is a summary ol

Saturday's meet:

400 medley relay: i. Toronto (Wilkin,

Rotlmann. Peeling. Twohig): 3:58.7: 2.

Waterloo (Low. Munn, Jacyszyn,

Patterson): 4:08.0.

1000 freestyle: J. Sebben, (T), 10:39,2:

2. R. McEwan, (W), 11:20.8: 3. D.

Morden, (T). DNC.
2(111 freestyle: I. S. Laari. (T). 1:55.8;

2. S. Taylor. (W), 1:56.1; 3. D. duller.

(T) 2:00
.'5

50 freestyle: I. J. Adams, (T), 22.1: 2.

T. RoekinEhain. (T). 24.3: 3. J. Peters,

(T), 24.4.

201) indhidual medley: I . N.

Rotlmann. (T). 2:13.9:2. J. Twohig, (T),

2:15.9: 3. R. Robinson, (W), 2:164.

One metre diving: I. L. Newby, (W),

202.35: 2. A. Lau. (T>. 180.60: 3. Hill.

(W) 141.15.

200 butterfly: I. I). Peeling. (T),

2:10.0: 2. Z. Eldar. (T). 2:11.5: 3.

Jacvszyn, (W). 2:19.3.

IUU freestyle: I. J. Twohig, (T), 53.5;

2. S. Tavlor. (W). 53.6; 3. J. Peters. (T).

54.0.

2IIII backstroke: 1. S. K Laari. (T),

2:11.9: 2. R Robinson, 2:12.6; 3. D.

Wilkin. (T), 2:15.2.

500 freestyle: I.J. Adams. (T), 5:08,6:

2. R. McEwan. (W) 5:26.7; 3. D.

Chutter. (T). 5:38.4.

200 breaststroke: I. J. Sebben. (Tl.

2:20.6; 2. N. Roltinann. (T). 2:25.9; 3.

W Phillips. (T). 2:30.0.

Three metre diving: I. A. Lau. (Tl.

158.30: 2. L. Ncwbv, (W). 157.85; J.

Radiaan. (W). 144.55.

4110 freestyle relay: I. Toronto

(Wilkin. Sebben. Peeling. Adams).

3:27.7; 2. Waterloo (Knaggs, Murray.

Tavlor, Jacvs/vn), 3:37.5.

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY SPRING 1 973

COURSE OFFERINGS
1. LITERATURE OF THE HOLOCAUST — using selections from a

Holocaust Reader, Out ol the Whirlwind and the Artists of Terezln,

RICHARD MARCOVITZ. Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 24.

2. MAIMONIDES — a reading of the section, "Hilchot Yesodei Hatorah". the

ground rules of Jewish faith — in original and translated text. The "Thirteen

Principles" will be included, DAVID DREBIN, Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., starting

January 18.

3. 'MITZVAH' IN CONCEPT AND CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE -
philosophy of the ethical imperative illustrated through selected problems

confronting Jewish Law (euthanasia, pot, civil disobedience), ZEV
HERSHTAL, Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 18.

4. JEWISH PERSPECTIVES ON CHRISTIANITY — the history of the rise of

that religion and the theological basts to it from Jewish sources, SAMUEL
KAPUSTIN, Wednesdays, 9:00 p.m., starting January 17.

5. ARAB—JEWISH DIALOGUE — an opportunity for Arab and Jewish

students to discuss mutual concerns without theatrics, posturing or

unreasons, DAVID SADOWSKI, Thursdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting January 18.

6. GREAT MODERN JEWISH THINKERS — the critical contributions of

Achad ha'Am, Simon Dubnow, Franz Rosenzweig, Rav Kuk, IRWIN

WITTY, Wednesdays, 6:00-8:30 p.m., starting January 17 (supper with

instructor available).

7. CHASSIDIC STORIES OF RAV NACHMAN — the mystical and

emotional writings of the Bartzlaver Rebbe. Use of Buber's and Flear's

anthologies, CHARLES SHIDLOWSKY, Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting

January 17.

8. CONVERSATIONAL YIDDISH — continuing from fall semester, SAMUEL
MITZMACHER, Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting January 17.

9. THE SHTETL — Jewish life in the Diaspora (European) 1850-1939, CECIL

BATES. Tuesdays, 4:15 p.m. Rm, 118 Founders College, York University.

Starting January 16.

10. JOB AND THE PROBLEM OF EVIL — study of the text with reference to

the modern world. Use of primary and secondary sources, BEN MAYER,
Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 17.

11. EMOTIONAL AWARENESS AND BIBLICAL NARRATIVE — use of

games, group dynamic techniques to get closer feeling to events in the

Torah, SEYMOUR EPSTEIN, Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 18.

12. MODERN PHILOSOPHIES IN JUDAISM — the thinking of Buber,

Rosenzweig, Rav Kuk, Kohler, Kaplan. Required Text: Contemporary

Jewish Thought: A Reader (ppbk). SOL TANENZAPF, Fridays, 1:00 p.m.,

Rm. 136, Winters, York University, starting January 19.

13. THE JEWISH WOMAN — a discussion/study group of women. Group will

decide format at first meeting. Continuing from fall semester,

Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting January 17.

14. THE MIDRASH- AND THE BIBLE — selected portions of the Torah

(Binding of Isaac. Exodus, Sinai, etc.) through the eyes of the great

Commentators and the Midrash, MEYER BERGLAS. Thursdays, 8:00 p.m.,

starting January 18.

15. THE JEWISH LIFE CYCLE — customs, ceremonies, laws and

philosophies of birth, circumcision, pidyon ha-ben, marriage, and death,

JOSEPH KELMAN. Wednesdays. 8:00 p.m., starting January 17.

16. MIDDLE EAST SEMINAR — series presentations on contemporary

issues in Israel and the Arab world. ALLAN MORGER, Mondays, 3:00

p.m.. Ross Humanities Bids.. Rm. S-307. starting January 15.

17. CHAVURAT ZEMER — the Jewish themes in rock, folk and Motown

sounds, Possible creating of new Jewish music, RICK KARDONNE,
Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 18.

REGISTRATION AT
HILLEL HOUSE

186 St. George St., Toronto 5, Ont.

or call In

923-9861 Immediately
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATIC
BENSON BUILDING - 320 HURON !

DMIfiTRATION JANUARY 10

m
it.

& 11

TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

8:00 a.m.
Contemporary Dance Composition Contemporary Dance Composition

9:00 a.m.

Badminton - Recreational

Tennis - Pecreational

Badminton - Recreational

Self Defense - Beginner

Tennis - Recreational

Badminton - Recreational

Contemporary Dance Composition

Fencing - Intermediate

Tennis - Recreational

Badminton - Recreational

Contemporary Da"nce Composition

Tennis - Recreational

Badminton - Recreational

Contemiorary Dance - Inter

Fencing - Intermediate

Tennis - Recreational

m*nn a miu.uu d.m.
Badminton - Pecreat lonal

Tennis - Recreational

Badminton - Recreational

Ballet I

Fencing - Beginner

Golf

Badminton - Recreational

Distinction/Award - Swim

Fencing - Beginner

Golf
Slim t Trim
Synchronized - Swim

Tennis - Intermediate

Contemporary Dance - Beginner

Fencing - Beginner

Badminton - Recreational

Ballet II

Distinction/Award - swim

Fencing - Beginner

Coif *

Synchronized - Swim
Tennis - Intermediate

11:00 a.m.

Badminton - Intermediate

Golf
Slim s Trim
Tennis - Intermediate

Badminton - Recreational
Bronze - Swim
Figure Skating
Golf
Intermediate - Swim

Slim 6 Trim
Tennis - Beginner

Api^aratus - gymnastics

Badminton - Intermediate

Ballet - Beginner

Bronze - Swim

Jun ior Swim

Tennis - Beginner

Archery
Badminton - Recreational

Ballet I

Bronze - Swim
Fenc ing - Advanced/ In tet

Golf
Slim & Trim
Intermediate - Swim

Badminton - Intermediate

Golf
Tennis - Beginner

12:00 noon

Badminton - Beginner

Fencing - Advanced/ Inter

Ski Conditioning

Apparatus - Gymnastics

Archery
Badminton - Beginner

Ballet - Beginner
Figure Skating - from 12:30

Badminton — Beginner

Contemporary Dance - Inter

Fencing - Advanced/Inter

Slim & Trim
Tennis - Intermediate

Archery
Badminton - Beginner

Self Defense - Beginner

Tennis - Intermediate

Badminton - Intermediate

Golf
Slim S Trim
Tennis - Intermediate

1:00 p.m.

Archery
Badminton - Intermediate
Contemporary Dance - Beginner

Fencing - Beginner
Golf
Tennis - Advanced

Badminton - Intermediate

Contemporary Dance - I

Golf
Figure Skating {cont'd from

12:301

Tennis - Intermediate

Archery
Badminton - Intermediate
Contemporary Dance - I

Golf
Ski Conditioning
Tennis - Beginner

Badminton - Intermediate

Contemporary Dance - Inter

Golf
Tennis - Intermediate

Badminton - Intermediate

Fencing - Beginner

Scottish Country Dance

Tennis - Advanced

2:00 p.m.

Archery
Diving
Fencing - Beginner
Golf
Junior - Swim
Tennis - Beginner

Badminton - Beginner
Contemporary Dance - Beginner
Golf
Olympic Gym Judging
Leaders {Red Cross)
Non-Swim
Senior - Swim

Archery
Ballet I

Di vi ng

Fencing - Beginner
Figure Skating - 2:45 - 4:00

Golf
Junior - Swim
Tennis - Beginner
Olympic Gya Judging

Badminton - Intermediate

Golf
Non-Swim
Leaders (Red' Cross)

Senior - Swim
Tennis - Advanced

Badminton - Beginner

Bronze - Swim

Jazz II

Junior - Swim
Tennis - Intermediate

3:00 p.m.

Bronze - Swim

Golf
Intermediate - Swim

Tennis - Beginner

Badminton - Recreational

Contemporary Dance - Inter

Distinction/Award - Swim

Golf
Leaders (Red Cross)

Stroke Correction - Swim

Archery
Bronze - Swim
Contemporary Dance I

Figure Skating
Golf
Intermediate - Swim
Modern Gymnastics
Tennis - Intermediate

Badminton - Recreational

Distinct ion/Award - Swim

Golf
Leaders (Red Cross)
Tennis - Beginner

Ballet I

Fencing - Beginner
Tennis - Intermediate

4:00 p.m.

Badminton - Recreational
Fencing - Intermediate

Jazz II

Non-Sw in
Senior - Swim
Tennis - Recreational-

Badminton - Recreational

Diving
Leaders (Red Cross)

Tennis - Recreational

Badminton - Recreational
Jazz - Beginner
Modern Gymnastics
Non-Swim
Self Defense - Beginnerto S:30
Senior - Swim
Tennis - Recreational

Badminton - Recreational

Fencing - Intermediate
Jazz - Beginner
Leaders (Red Cross)

Olympic Gymnastics Club

Tennis - Recreational

Self Defense - Recreational
Tennis - Recreational

Badminton - Recreational

5:00 p.m.
Contemporary Dance Club
Fencing - Recreational

Ballet 11

Slim & Trim
Folk Dance Co-ed - Rec

Self Defense - Beginner

(cont'd)
Self-Defense - Roc. (5:30-7:30)

Ballet III
Olympic Gymnastics Club

E-'lf Defense - Recreational

D:UU p.m.
Contemporary Dance Per forma nee

Fencing - Recreational
Jazz Performance
Self Defense - I ntermec iate 'Ad^

Self Defense - Recreational

(5:30-7:301

Contemporary Dance Composition

7:00 p.m.

Contemporary Dance Performance
Modern Gymnastics Club
Self.Defense - I ntermed iate/Adv
Tennis - Recreational

Jazz Performance
Self Defense - Intermediate. Ad

Folk Dance Co-ed - Performance
Gal & Guest Badminton
Tennis - Recxeai_i.CTia 1

Self T.efense (cont'd from 5 i 30)

Contemporary Dance Compos i 1 1 on

8:00 p.m.

Self Defense- Intermediate.'Adv
Tennis - Recreational

Folk Dance - Co-Ed - Performanci
Gal t. Guest Badminton
Tennis - Recreational
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Warriors hand Blues another loss, 78-52
By BOB PRITCHARD

Basketball Blues started the new

year on the wrong foot losing to

Waterloo Warriors 78-52 Saturday

, n the Bensom Gym. Fortunately, it

was only an exhibition game.

It wasn't until the second half that

Warriors began to dominate the

game. Waterloo, which not un-

commonly scores 1 00 points in a

game, only managed to put in 29 in

the first half, seven points more llian

Blues with 22. Toronto's zone

defence didn't allow Waterloo to

gain the momentum Warriors'

coach Don McCrae says his team

plays besl with.

But Waterloo succeeded in

speeding up the pace of the game,

and with some quick baskets,

OUAA Basketball

Eastern Sertion Games W n Loss For Against Points

Laurentian 5 5 0 391 295 10

Carleton :) 2 1 216 200 4

Toronto 5 2 3 366 369 4

Ottawa l 1 0 66 60 2

Queen's 2 1 1 146 139 2

York 5 1 4 323 374 2

Ryerson 3 0 3 177 256 0

Western Section

Western 2 2 0 186 170 4

Windsor 3 2 1 254 217 4

McMaster 3 •2
I '231 199 4

Waterloo 1 1 0 86 77 2

Lutheran 3 1 2 188 203 2

Guelph 1 0 1 62 94 0

Brock 3 0 3 195 242 0

SPORTS SCHEDULES
HOCKEY

JANUARY 15 to 19

Mon Jan. 15 12.30 U.C. I vs New I

1.30 Trin. B vs St.M.D

3.30 Law II vs Arch

7.30 Music vs Knox
8.30 Scar.

I

vs Dent. A
9.30 Fac.Ed vs Dev. Hse

10.30 Eng. Sell vs Chem.IV

Tues. Jan. 16 1.30 NewCCCP vs Mgt. Stud

4.30 Law IV vs St. M. F

7.30 Vic. I vs Sr.Eng
8.30 St.M. A vs Law 1

9.30 Erin vs PHE. A
10.30 Dent. E vs Mech IV

Wed. Jan. 17 8.00 arn II Elec vs Eng.Sc.IV

12.30 Chem 7T4 vs Trin.D

1.30 New II vs Vic. VI

4.30 For. C vs Emman
7.30 Scar. II Law II

8.30 Grad.Stud vs Pharm. A
9.30 Grungies vs Pharm. B
10.30 Eng.Sc.Grad s vs Noombies

Thur. Jan. 19 12.30 St.M. B vs Jr. Eng

4.30 Trin. C vs Vic. 9's

7.30 Vic.l vs New 1

8.30 PHE. B vs For. A
9.30 Arch vs U.C.I1

10.30 Dent. C vs Dent. D

Fri. Jan. 20 12.30 Sr. Eng vsTrin. A
1.30 Innis I

vsVic. II

SQUASH 5.00 Erin vs Scar. 1

Tues. Jan 16 Wed. Jan. 1 7

8.20 Thn.A vs Vic.l 8 20 SGS 1 vs Law
9.00 PHE vsU.C. 9.00 Trin B vsSt.M

9.40 Eng. vs Massey 9.40 Vic.l vs Law

Thurs Jan 1£ 7.40 Innis vs Pharm

8.20 New vs SGS. II

9.00 Vic.lll vs Knox

BASKETBALL
Mon.
12.30

4.00

8.30

9.30

Jan. 15

Jr. Eng. vs St.M. I

PHE. C Trin. A
Dent. A vs U.C. II

Arch vs Knox

Tues,

12.30

4.00

•6.30

8.00

9.00

10.00

Jan. 16

Innis I

Vic. II

New
St.M. C
Dev.Hse

Dent. B

vs PHE. D
vs Law II

vs Sr. Eng

vs Music

vs Pharm. B
vs Vic. South Hse

Wed. Jan. 17 Thur Jan. 18

12.30 Eng. Ill vs Trin, B 12.30 PHE. D vs Vic. II

4.00 Mgt.Stud vs U.C. II 4.00 Law II vsSGS.II

5.00 St.M. B vsPHE.C 6.30 Pharm. A vs Innis I

•6.00 St. M. A vsPHE. B •7.30 U.C. I vs SGS.l

•7.30 Law I vs Erin •9.00 Trin.A vs Mgt. Stud

9.00 Emman vs For. B at Scar "7.00 New vs Vic. I

10.00 Eng. IV vs Wye •8.30 Dent. A vs Scar

Fri. Jan. 19 • 12.30 PHE. A vs Sr.Eng

VOLLEYBALL
Complete Playoff schedule (or Div.ll has been mailed out. Extra copies

available at Intramural office.

Mon. Jan. 15 8.30 St.M. vs For A Kalvins

9.30 Music vs New Kalvins

Tues. Jan. 16 8.00 Scar vs Vic.l Leshchyshen

9.00 Pharm vs Trin Leshchyshen

Wed. Jan. 17 6.00 & 7.00 Playoffs Lansdowne

8.00 & 9.00 Playoffs Bodnaruk

Thur Jan. 18 . B.OO Erin vs Eng.

I

Melnyk

WATER POLO
Tues. Jan. 16 7.30-8.15 Law vs PHE Brownridge

8.15-9.00 New vs Trin Bcownridge

Wed. Jan. 17 7.30-8.15 Knox vs Eng.

I

Hanna
8.15-9.00 Scar vs U.C. Hanna

stretched the lead to 52-24 after only

four minutes of play in the second

half. Warriors took complete con-

trol of the First eight minutes of the

half, outscoring Blues 25-IO. After

that. Varsity never got close enough

to threaten Warriors, who by the

end of the game had increased their

lead even further to make the final

score 78-52.

Varsity did manage to put

together a good defensive game in

the first half. Using its standard but

effective 1-2-2 zone defence, Blues

kepi the Waterloo team from

penetrating for any solid shots.

Blues also managed to control their

own boards, out- rebounding
Waterloo in the first twenty

minutes: and depriving Warriors of

second chances on their missed

shots. Toronto also had a better

shooting percentage in the half— 33

per cent compared to Waterloo's 31

per cent.

H was largely the efforts of

Waterloo's Tom Kieswetter that

sparked Warriors plsy in the second

half. On defence, Kieswetter stole

the ball right out of Blues' hands on

several occasions. On offence, the

Waterloo guard was accurate on the

basket from almost anywhere on the

court, leading his team's scoring

with 18 points.

Fortunately for Varsity, Warriors

were without the services of starters

Mike Moser, who scored 39 points

in a game against Carleton, and

Steve Ignatavicius, former all star at

Toronto's St. M i chad's High
School. Both were sidelined with

injuries. Toronto's Randy Filinski,

still hothered by a leg injury, sat out

the second half and Tony Rudmik,

having just returned from a vaca-

tion, also did not play.

Tip Offs: Blues lost to Laurentian

Voyageurs 74-A5 in Sudbury on

December 9 in league play. That

gives Blues a league record of two

wins, three losses Tomorrow

night Varsity travels to Waterloo for

an exhibition match against

Lutheran.

Scoring: Waterloo at Toronto

Waterloo

Tinii Kieswetter \i

Boh Smeenk \'~

Waterloo's Paul Bilewicz (12) blocks a Toronlo shot in Saturday's

exhibition game.

Mike Zuwerkalow
P;iu1 Bilewicz

Fd Talaj

Pal Woodhurn
(iord Wilson

Kd Drugan

Phil Sehlote

Bill Ross

Toronto

Frank Cress

Brian Skyvington

Glenn Seoll

Peier Onlup
Avo Alho

Bill Francis

Randy Filinski

l);ive Ferguson

Rave Watt

Toronto at Laurentian

Toronlo

Brian Skyvington

Tony Rudinik

Dave Ferguson

Bill Kruneis

Tim Mcfihie

Avo Alho

Frank Cress

Dave Watt
(ilenn Seoll

Laurentian

Dan Caltapan

<iuv Velrie

Mel Bishop

Mike Visser

Fine Anderson

Blues earn 3-0-1 record in Poland
Hockey Blues ended their Polish lour last night on

winning note, defeating Balidon of Katowice, Poland,

-2. Blues led 3-0 after the first period and 7-0 after the4-2. Blues led „ -

second. Defenceman Mike Keenan led Blues' against

Balidon with two goals, while singles went to Neil

Korzack, Albie Shamess, Rick Leroy, Bob Munro,

Kent Ruhnke. Don Pagnutti, and Bill Fifield.

Varsily completed ils four-game tour againsi first-

division Polish teams with a 3-0-1 record, tying the first

same overseas and winning the final three. Last night's

win. however, was Blues most decisive. In other games

the learn defeated GKS of Kalowice 4-2, a second

Polish learn 7-6, and tied GKS 2-2.

In Blues 2-2 lie, GKS Katowice scored both its goals

with Toronto a man short; Blues also took all three

penalties in the game. Gord Davies and Neil Korzack

scored for Varsity, as ihe Toronto team oulshot its host

30-29, In Blues' narrow 7-6 win Bruce Herridge popped

in three goals.

Toronto's only olher game in Poland saw a seesaw

fight for the lead. GKS scored first early in the opening

period but Neil Korzack tied the score. Although Don

Pagnutli gave Blues a 2-1 lead in the second period, the

Polish team quickly added the equalizer. However.

Doug Tale and Mike Keenan finally put Varsity ahead

lo slay in ihe third period, and Blues' defence held to

give the team a 4-2 victory.

Meanwhile, on the Canadian circuit, Blues broke the

Christmas and Channukah season jinx that has plagued

the team Tor the past two years, winning two exhibition

and two league games. Varsity suffered its only setback

wilh a 5-3 loss to St. Mary's in Halifax. (Toronlo also

tied Si. Mary's 5-5 in its other exhibition game in

Halifax.)

Blues defeated Sir George Williams Georgians 5-3

December 16 in Montreal to avenge their only defeat up

to lhal point in ihe season (a 4-3 loss by Toronto in

Varsity Arena on November 24). Georgians' exhibition

loss was their fourth straight defeat.

Varsily was determined not to play Georgians' slow-

skating, hard-hilling game, bul instead attempted to

skate Ihe Sir George players out of the rink. Referee

Lome Wayne successfully slowed ihe game's tempo,

awarding numerous penalties to both teams in the lirsl

forty minutes. The situation became so confused that

referee Wayne and the timekeeper had lo hold a

meeting during the first intermission; players who wer.e

supposed to be on the ice were in the penally box and

vice versa.

Toronto scored first at 5:32 of the first period off a

bouncing shoi by Rick Leroy from centre which evaded

goalie Bernie Wolfe. Neil Korzack and Gord Davies

added two more goals for Toronto in the second period,

but Georgians' Mark Shewchuk and John Logan kept

the game close. Bill Fifield and Bob Munro finished Off

Blues' scoring in the third period and Georgians were

only able to add a third goal by Dave Logan, to make

the final score 5-3.

The nighl before Blues had defeated Loyola Warriors

to win the Heidelberg Challenge Cup, presented an-

nually to the winner of the match. Varsity won the

game on goals by Don Pagnutti (unassisted). Nick

Holmes, Ivan McFarlanc and two from Bob Munro;

for Loyola il was Doug Lynch with two, while Ron

Hansis added Warriors' other. One high point of the

game was Ivan McFarlane's penally shot, successfully

stopped by Loyola goalie Dan Fournier.

Toronto's only league games — the only ones to

count for points — resulted in a 5-0 defeat of the

University of Windsor on December 9 in Windsor and

an S-l rout of Western Mustangs at home on December

6. Blues go into the second halfof their schedule leading

up lo the OUAA championship with a 7-0 record.

Varsity returns to the arena Friday evening for a

game against Ryerson Rams. In ihe initial encounier

between ihe two teams Ihis season Blues won 15-2.

Radio Varsily wjll carry ihe game live beginning at S

pin.
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Marketing athletics:

how U of T pays for

its sports program
Intercollegiate sport has

become a business at U of T,

according to several men in-

volved with football in the athletic

department.

This is one conclusion that can

be drawn from a study prepared

last spring by two fourth year

undergraduate students, Stewart

MacSween and Tom Loumankis.

The paper analyzes trends in

attendance at U of T football

games, and its conclusions could

similarly be applied to in-

tercollegiate hockey and basket-

ball attendance — the so-called

"big three".

Coaches Interviewed

One section of the paper,

containing the results of in-

terviews with several people in-

volved with football at U of T,

shows a definite bias within the

men's athletic department
favouring the opening up and

further development of the In-

tercollegiate football "market" for

entertainment.

Football attendance has

vacillated in the years since the

Second World War. The high

point of 25,589 spectators per

game in 1950 has since dropped

to a low of 11,000 in 1971. {Until

recent years. Blues hockey game
attracted full houses. Lately, the

arena has been left with empty

seats.)

Several coaches blame the

drop on poor marketing of the

"product". Head football coach

Ron Murphy said, "Nowadays,

you have to sell your product".

Assistant coach Tom Watt added

that football is not promoted

enough. Another assistant coach,

John McManus wants a greater

ticket distribution effort: "There

are not enough outlets to sell

tickets; there should be an outlet

at every college and faculty."

A premise that both the

authors of the study and the peo-

ple interviewed appear to accept

is that the "product" belongs to

the athletic department to sell.

Granted, the coaches have
helped to package the product —
that is, the skilled player — , but

what gives them the right to sell it

— in this case another man's

labour — for gate returns?

In the 1971 to 1972 season

football income from fees, broad-

casting rights, programs and gate

receipts totalled $23,461; for

hockey it was $15,848, according

to the University of Toronto

Athletic Association Financial

Statements.

Do the players who earn the

money for the athletic depart-

ment have any more than a token

say in where the product of their

labour goes, and what part of the

athletic program it affects? Ac-

cording to athletic director Dalt

White, the athletic department

has spent more for football and
hockey (in at least the past two

seasons) than it has brought in in

revenue. However, what will

happen in the future if the

"market" picks up again? The
UTAA has no statement of policy

or priorities.

Lack of publicity is also cited

as a factor causing decreasing

attendance. Murphy claims that

lack of publicity and coverage by
The Varsity and local newspapers
has affected attendance. A third

assistant football coach, Dave
Copp, says, "Physical education

people do not go out and adver-

tise their product" and the un-

iversity "should have a full-time

public relations man to promote

football and sports in general". (U

of T's men's athletic department

already employs Paul Carson as

part-time publicity director.)

Copp even goes so far as to

advocate that the "athletic

department should bring out their

own newspaper to promote their

products". Watt believes, "Public

papers should be persuaded to

cover more college football. At

present, intercollegiate teams

have to compete with

professional teams."

Do intercollegiate teams want

to compete with pro teams for the

public's entertainment dollar? Is

that what university "physical

education" is training them to do?

Athletic director Dalt White said

Monday, "I don't think they want

to compete at all. I don't think

university teams want to do any

such thing. I think we're forced to

compete in order to earn revenue

to support our programs." (White

added, "We don't want to be part

of a feeder system to the pros.

There's very little co-operation

between the pros and colleges.

As a result, the scouts haven't

been too happy with us.")

However, all those interviewed

are more than convinced that

publicity is a major factor in

opening up U of Ts potential

"market". Copp wants to "ap-

proach the business school to try

and find the marketability of Var-

sity football tickets". Watt. White,

and McManus all feel there's a

need for a full-time publicity man.

Phys ed professor and Former

intramural football player K.A.W.

Wipper believes a "public

relations man is needed to sell

college football to the public that

is worth their attention." White

adds, "We should sell the public

the excellent product that we
have at U of T."

Have these men asked the

players? The Athletic Directorate

is "responsible for all athletic

policy" according to a booklet put

out by the UTAA. "All athletic

schedules and the appointment

of coaches and managers are

made on the recommendation of

the Director of Athletics to the

Athletic Directorate," the booklet

notes. At present, the Athletic

Directorate is composed of 20

members, only seven of which

are students. In 1971-72.
students' fees made up $201,901

of the total UTAA budget of

5254,089; yet, students have only

one-third representation on the

UTAA.

college games go to the Ontario

Union of Athletic Associations.

For example, CHCH- T V in

Hamilton pays the OUAA $22,000

per year for a three year contract,

while the CBC pays $100,000 to

the Canadian Intercollegiate

Athletics Union for a 1 0-year con-

tract. The money is used to sub-

sidize participation in play-offs

and the OUAA publicity office at

Waterloo. (The University of

Waterloo budget for 1973-74 has

a figure of $13,500 under the

income column for "OUAA
Offset" ) The players apparently

have no say in where the profits

from their labour go and, much

less, they are not even consulted.

Professional sport has already

been considerably altered and

college sport in the United States

has become professionalized

with the help of big business,

including the media. Canadian

university sport is already suf-

fering the initial effects of televi-

sion "interference". For example.

Kitchener-Waterloo's CKCO-TV
recently entered into an agree-

only help." Blues hockey atten-

dance has decreased in the past

two or three years. Coincidental-

ly, Blues have been Ontario un-

iversity champions for the past

seven years; people now expect a

winning team, so why go see a

game?
In the MacSween-Loumankis

study. White observes that the

"break-up of the Big Four

(Queen's, Western, McGill.

Toronto) has had an adverse

effect (since 1971) on grads; they

came because they were familiar

with the opposition." Both

McManus and Wipper said

breaking up old rivalries has hurt

attendance and "we must set up

new ones." New opposition? New
"enemies" for the team and fans

to collectively "kill" for their

school?

Alternative solutions

Ironically, MacSween and

Loumankis have stated a major

factor in the decrease of atten-

dance at intercollegiate games.

idea of whether or not a new
men's athletic building would be

constructed.

The bureaucracy at the athletic

department and the students and

coaches involved in physical

education appear to have
accepted the boundaries of the

system and to have chosen to

work within it. They have not

organized to fight and persuade.

As a result, the athletic com-

munity at this university is ap-

parently seen by Simcoe Hall to

be separate and distinct from the

rest of the educational affairs of

the university community.

The dollar-conscious mentality

of the athletic department has

been imposed on it by necessity

— to pay in part for other athletic

programs and the maintenance

of facilities — and it is maintained

through "tradition". At other un-

iversities in this province, the

university community as a whole

has decided that athletics is a

"good" if organized properly, and

the provincial government has

decided to foot the bill for ade-

Coaches' solutions

The coaches interviewed

offered various solutions to

alleviate the shortage of needed
revenue from intercollegiate foot-

ball. For example, all people in-

terviewed believed television ex-

posure can help attendance at

football games; no mention was
made of the negative aspects of

television. Murphy said, "Ex-
posure of the game on television

can only help (attendance)."

Copp commented, "Television

exposure of college games might
help to increase attendance if

used properly." Wipper said,

"Television exposure is good; the

more people that see the games
the more will identify with them,
therefore they may attend more
games." Watt concurred, "More
exposure of Canadian college

football might increase public

interest."

However, profits from televised

ment with the University of

Waterloo to televise some of the

home athletic events during the

current season. University of

Waterloo men's athletic director

Carl Totzke said, "It's our opinion

that we have a product that the

viewing public will find quite

interesting."

Another solution offered by the

football people interviewed to the

problem of decreasing atten-

dance involved a campaign to get

alumni out to buy tickets and help

fund the athletic program.
Murphy says, "We should push

our grads to buy more tickets. We
must get out and sell college

football and other intercollegiate

sports to the public." Copp
believes the athletic department
"should hold receptions for the

alumni to get them more in-

volved." McManus agreed,
"There should be a place for the

alumni to meet before and after a

game — this would increase
those interested and the fre-

quency of attendance."

Most of the people interviewed

saw the loss of old rivalries and
tradition as an important factor in

sagging attendance and getting

out the "market"..Murphy noted.

"Breaking up old rivalries hurts

us most with grads. With new
rivalries and the inequalities that

occur, we are bound to be hurt in

attendance." Varsity hockey
coach Tom Watt said that "tradi-

tion is very important to many
people; therefore rivalries can

However, they by-pass the real

point without further analysis.

They say, "In this age where

students are making strong

demands for recognition of their

individuality, their right of self-

expression, and personal in-

volvement in the school, sports

today cannot afford to drag Its

feet by holding to old traditions

and crewcut stereotypes. Con-

tinued alienation of the student

body may eventually find

students withdrawing their sup-

port and financial assistance

from the athletic program leaving

the undesirable situation where
programs will have to fend for

themselves."

A number of "minor"

intercollegiate sports already

have to "fend for themselves" at

this university. Why must in-

tercollegiate sports at the Univer-

sity of Toronto have to sell itself in

order to pay for its other athletic

programs? The administration at

this university has not seen fit

over the years to support the

"body education" of its students.

The government of this province

has left the university up in the air

about athletic facilities for the

past few years while it has sup-

ported the $42 million ex-
penditure for a controversial and
elitist "graduate" library. Even as

late as Monday — over one
month after the announcement of

the provincial government's
freeze on further capital ex-

penditures — Dalt White had no

quate athletic facilities. Ron
Murphy said at the time of the

football study that the University

of Toronto Athletic Association

has paid the University of Toronto

back money borrowed to build

the stadium and arena, so it

hasn't cost the university one cent

to run these facilities.

At other universities the

administration has made
athletics enough of a priority to

pay staff rather than have salaries

paid from student athletic fees

(as at U of T). At other universities

students have control over the

operating costs of their athletic

departments (operating costs are

equal to the number of students

times the per capita athletic fee of

each student). Elsewhere in

Ontario and Canada, co-ed

physical recreation is the rule and

not the exception and facilities

are combined for mutual use with

few complaints from students of

either sex.

Should athletics at this

university be left alone to die from

natural causes? Should students

have control of the money they

put into athletics (through a

university-wide structure), or

should the athletic bureaucracy

dictate its terms to students?

Should separate athletic facilities

continue to exist at U of T? Ap-
parently, these are some of the

many questions which must be

resolved.

Bob Gauthler



York yields on OSAP cheques
D0WNSV1EW (CUP) — At York

university, one occupation related to

the Tees strike is over and another

continues.

The struggles began at Glendon

College Tuesday and spread the next

day to the main campus over the

university's refusal to release stu-

dent award cheques without first

deducting tuition fees,

This action prevented a potential

3 000 students out of 13,000 from

taking part in the provincially

organized fee strike against the
J

uovernmenl. =

But yesterday, in a complete §

reversal or its original stand, York |
administrators announced that all °j

student award cheques will be 2

released without first deducting tui-
J

,ion fees. York president David «

Slater also announced that fines for
p

late payment have been waived for

ihe term. At Glendon, students who

were forced to pay their fees in order

lo get their grants will have the full

sum of their cheques returned to

lhem.
Delegates from Glendon said this

satisfied their demands and Glendon

students voted to end the occupa-

tion. But students at the main cam-

pus also asked the administration to

endorse the program of the Ontario

Federation of Students in its cut-

hacks campaign.

Slater refused; "I strongly

support improving the lot of

students. But I will not commit

myself and the administration to

your package," he told 40 students

occupying the awards office.

The students later decided to stay

as the demand had been ratified at a

meeting of 250 students earlier in

Ihe afternoon.

A mass meeting is scheduled for

tomorrow to discuss further action.

At present, the occupiers are asking

other campuses to participate in

solidarity with their action and in

support of the OFS campaign.

Cilendon students said tonight in a

press release that ihe ad-

ministration's changed policy was

"a small victory in attempts to bring

about major change in government

policv. The occupation would never

have been necessary if York had

been a democratic institution. We
shall now continue with the tuition

fee strike and our fight in university

finincing and structures."

Slater claimed the reversal in

policy on OSAP cheques came from

new direction from the provincial

government. Slater said colleges and

Students at Glendon, where the occupations began over OSAP cheques, vote to stay overnight.
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York University president David Slater talks informally to occupying students yesterday.

universities minister Jack McNie

told him in a telephone call yester-

day morning that the universities

could release cheques "as if the

students receiving cheques have, or

will, make arrangments for payment

of their fees."

"This position differs greatly

from directives we had as late as

vesterday afternoon". Slater said.

On Tuesday. Slater called the un-

iversity "the innocent and sym-

pathetic intermediaries in the OSAP
relationship." He said York was

following a 1 969 government direc-

tive that said the "first call on the

funds issued lo students ... is the

payment of outstanding fees owed to

Ihe institution."

Slater also asked McNie for

assurances that after releasing the

cheques, the university would not be

forced to give out information on

students who didn't pay their fees.

Slater said McNie recommended

withholding marks or de-registering

students as penalties for unpaid fees.

But a 1970 York resolution passed

by senate forbids academic penalties

for non-academic offences in the

university. Slater said this would not

be changed.

At its final meeting before the

first term ended, the senate endorsed

the demands of the OFS which is

pressing for a more equitable loan

program, a lower age of in-

dependence, and full and public

discussion of government policy in

post-secondary education.

Glendon students began their

occupation 3 pm Tuesday when they

learned that students were being

forced lo pay their fees in order to

gel their OSAP cheques.

The occupation continued

through ihe nighl with about 20

siudenls sleeping in the liberated

office and up to 100 students con-

gregating there and in the halls

outside.

The liberal-minded Glendon

administration co-operated with the

students. In fact principal Albert

Tucker bought all the students

pizza.

Glendon, the only college in

Ontario wilh staff-student parity on

hiring, firing and lenure committees,

gave no threat of any action to

remove the students.

Tucker told a meeting of about

300 students Wednesday that Ihe

York University administration was

caught in the middle between

siudenls and the government.

"This problem has resulted from

an arbitrary decision without con-

sultation by ihe provincial govern

menl. I don't agree with the decision

but Glendon is bound by the policy.'

he added.

Tucker claimed the University of

Toronto is an "exception". "Only

Laurention and Carleton are giving

students OSAP cheques and

Carleton is already S80.000

behind." he added.

"Why should the university suffer

when the burden lies wilh the

government?"

U ofT SAC president Eric Miglin

called Ihe York administration

"chicken".

"The universities must stand up to

ihe government," he said.

Faculty of Food Science may be on line

By MARK BOHNEN
The continued existence of the Faculty of

Food Sciences at U ofT will be questioned in

a Monday meeting of the Food Sciences

Implementation Committee.

At thai time, the committee will be voting

on a scries of motions concerning proposals

for ihe future of the Faculty of Food Sciences

and its various subdivisions. Associate arts

dean James Cruise, chairman of the com-

mittee, would not reveal the content of the

motions.

Meetings of the committee are closed, but

Cruise told The Varsity in October that "the

sense of the discussions" did not have to be

treated as confidential.

Cruise would not predicl whether or not the

final recommendations of the committee

would call for the abolition or the faculty, but

admitted "1 would rather consider this as one

»r a number of possibilities,"

In an interview, Cruise said that the "strong

possibility" that the faculty would be

abolished has existed ever since vice-provost

of health sciences Dr. John Hamilton

recommended its phasing out over a three-

year period.

"The reasons haven't changed much", he

said;

"There are not many students taking the

home economics courses." He cited Guclph as

an alternative centre for this area of studv.

In January 1971. Hamilton proposed that

the faculty be phased out. He claimed that

there was an insufficient demand ror

graduates, lhat there was a high cost for the

university to maintain the faculty, and that

Ihe faculty was superfluous in view of the

availability of similar courses elsewhere in the

province.

However, an investigating Senate

committee later found that, contrary to

Hamilton's opinion, there is a demand for

dieticians, nutritionists, food chemists and

high quality secondary school teachers of

home economics. It also found that the

university could combat the high cost.

The implementation committee was

charged with examining the feasibility of the

report's recommendations and the

mechanisms required to carry them out.

Food Sciences dean Ira Armstrong and

olher members of the staff were critical of the

role they saw the committee playing in

possibly abolishing the faculty.

"One wonders whether they are really

implementing these motions or their own

ideas," Armstrong said.

Replying to this criticism, Cruise stated,

"Our commiitlee examined the feasibility of

implementation, and if anything (in the

Senate report) is not feasible, we make

another report".

Irene Miller, Food Science student on the

committee, made it clear however, that the

faculty would not disappear at the campus

level. She saw the role of the committee as one

of "slrenglheing and generating enthusiasm

for ihe courses".

Cruise indicated that the form of abolition

of the faculty may be a recommendation that

"streams of specialization" in the faculty

would be organized under the Faculty of Arts

and Sciences and other faculties as well.

Even - if it decides on retention or the

faculty, the committee may recommend that

parts of il be moved to other faculties.

"Parts of the Food Sciences are seriously

isolated academically as well as physically,"

Cruise said. "They would have ihe advantage

of being more viable ir realigned with other

courses".

Miller, who is also a SAC representative,

agreed. "The courses will be good and strong

and recognized at the university level."

She upheld a "maximum utilization of

present university resources" and increased

operation, as forces in different programs are

brought togelher. She also praised the in-

creasing stress or the committee on a "cross

fertilization of resources."

However, a number or Food Science

faculty members view ihe reorganization of

the faculty's courses under other faculties as

its death knell.

"We wouldnl like it," said professor C.

Dunkley. "The base from which to work is

lost, and the program disintegrates."

She felt lhal only if the courses remain

under the present faculty will the budget, staff

and resources remain strong.

One committee member who preferred to

remain anonymous said, "The Senate report

gave our faculty a clean bill of health. Now

ihe committee is trying to break it up. Why

break up something that is a recognized and

viable entity?"

The member pointed out that the "Faculty

of Food Sciences is closely integrated. If we

separate food and nutrition from the faculty,

it's like cutting off a thumb."

"This faculty is the only one where the

three basic needs, food, shelter and clothing,

are integrated under a general philosophy."

Regarding ihe use ot facilities, Cruise spoke

aboul Ihe possibility of a polling of resources

of Food Chemistry, Medical Sciences and the

School of Hygiene.

He could not say whether the university

might someday use the food sciences building

for other purposes. The property it occupies,

al Bloor Slreet and Avenue Road, is ex-

iremelv valuable land.
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HERE AND NOW
FRIDAY
all day

Workshops in yoga, transcendental and

practical, including raising awareness.

Healing, meditation, diet, male-lemale

relationships— to be given In

evening—interesting and en)oyable.

Interested? Call Peter Mllic at the SAC
office, 928-4911.

1 pm
Careertalks: Education Week continues

with the fourth subject. "Special Education:

Mentally Handicapped". Information regar-

ding work with the trainable retarded,

emotionally disturbed, perceptually han-

dicapped, and learning disability problem

children will be ottered by experts In this

field. McLennan Physics 103,

FREE FILM!! "Investment in Life" — a

film on respiratory diseases caused by

smoking, el cetera. Come and bring your

lunch. Pharmacy Building, room 105.

2 pm
Innls College Students Society

Education Committee is meeting lo discuss

the possibilities ol course evaluations tor

Innis courses. Interested persons are

asked lo altend Innls College, 63 St.

George, Bossin Room.
3 pm

Auditions for a new play, "System". UC
Playhouse. Uniil six.

Colloquium. History ol Science. "Infinite

Numbeis, Infinitesimals, and the History ol

Science" by Stephen Regoczei. Depart-

ment of Mathematics, U of T. The Round

Room, Massey College.

4:48 pm
Licfiet Bennchen this week. Hlllel House

186 St. George Street.

6 pm
"The Nunnery", a new SAC-sponsored

licensed eslabllshmenl opens. In the

Juniot Common Room of Sir Dan's. 79 St.

George SI.

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Peter

Bogdanovichs "The Last Picture Show"

with Timothy Bolloms. Ben Johnson. Cloris

Leachman in Catr Hall. Admission SI.

Again at 10

8 pm
Intercollegiate hockey at Varsity Arena:

Blues versus Ryerson.

Intercollegiate hockey action returns to

Radio Varsity tonight as the University of

Toronto Blues take on the Ryerson Rams.

Follow the Blues both at home and on the

road with live play-by-play coverage on

Radio Varsity. 620 AM in residences and

96.3 FM on Rogers Cable.

SATURDAY
2 pm

Men's intercollegiate swimming: Varsity

versus Western. Benson Building pool.

2:30 pm
Cuban film on Vietnam: "Third World.

Third World War". Film crew travelled in

North Vietnam and DMZ recently, filming

as it went. Cinema Lumiere. SI.

8 pm
Edward Bear at "The Nunnery." Sir

Dan's Howard Ferguson Hall. Licensed.

The Hillet Coflee House re-opens at 166

St George Street.

8:25 pm
The Varsity Blues travel to Waterloo to

take on the University of Waterloo Warriors

In exhibition college hockey. Radio Varsity

will be there to provide live play-by-play

action with Archie Hunler and John Karr.

Call the U of T Radio's Sports Action Line at

964-1464 for the latest score. Radio Varsity

820 AM on campus and 96.3 FM on Rogers

Cable.

SUNDAY
7 pm

Hillel's Grads are planning a meeling for

discussion on creating new programs lor

the new semester. All welcome to par-

ticipate, Hlllel House, 186 St. George

Street.

7:15 pm
SMC Film Club presents Jean Luc

Godard's "Weekend" in Carr Hall. Admis-

sion by series ticket. Again at 9:30.

7:30 pm
Intermediate Hebrew classes begin

again at Hillel House. 166 St. .George

Street.

6 pm
First meeting o! participants In Survival

Theatre, an exciting adventure Into

theatrical experiment. Conducted by

lamous Jim Garrard. University College

Playhouse, 79a SI. George. All wanting to

participate welcome.
6:30 pm

Hlllel lecture series Is presenting Rabbi

Irving Greenberg at Hlllel House. 166 St.

George Street who will be speaking on "A

critique of Modernism toward Religious

Unity".
MONDAY
10 am

Trials ol Tom McLaughlin and Bill Getty

al courtroom 31. Old City Hall. Uniil January

1Bth.

U of T prof elected

N. York board head
By SANDY BOGART

U of T physics professor Lynn

Trainor was elccled chairman of ihe

North York Board of Education,

January 3. while stressing decentra-

lization as a major concern.

In his inaugural address. Trainor

added thai he intends to maintain

the "free spirit" of the individual

hoard members, while constructing

a coherent programme of education

goals.

Trainor intends to set up task

forces of board members lo in-

vestigate six major areas which he

personally feels need attention.

The first deals with long-term

education perspectives. Trainor

cited investigating the viability of

ihe 15 year kindergarten to grade 13

system, lo see if and how it could be

"telescoped" into a shorter time

period.

He added that the role of

secondary schools should be ex-

amined bolh in terms of post-

secondary education and the

employment market.

Trainor said a second task force

would examine long-term ad-

ministrative organization designed

lo achieve "greater grass-roots par-

licipalion" in organizing
educational programmes and
priorities.

He mentioned the new "family of

schools" concept, instituted in

Seplember. which grouped area

senior high schools with junior and

elemeniary schools. This, he said,

provided more local autonomy, a

greater education continuum, in-

creased contact between teachers.

and sharing of facilities and

personnel.

A third task force would form a

liason between the North York and

separate school boards in order to

increase co-operation between the

boards and the sharing of facilities.

Another area to be examined,

Trainor said, was "the relationship

of public education to the needs and

aspirations of various language,

religious, and cultural groups in

North York."

Citing the Italian and Jewish

communities in North York as ex-

amples, Trainor voiced the desire

thai schools apart from the public

education system would be able to

have a closer relationship with it if

ihe system were "sufficiently flex-

ible." He suggested a more flexible

curriculum as central to this

concept.

With emphasis on decen-

tralization, Trainor proposed

a fifth task force to examine the

relationship between the North

York and the Metro Toronto
boards, plus the provincial minister

of education.

He expressed concern over the

ceiling imposed by the provincial

government, which limits the

amount of money which may be

spent per student in Toronto. He
said these "brakes on spending"

may have detrimental effects on the

system, such as increased class sizes.

LOWELL JONES

EXHIBITION .

ART GALLEflY

MONDAY. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

TUESDAY—SATURDAY. 11 a.m. -5

1

SUNDAY. 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

SUNDAY EVENING CONCEHT

JEAN BONHOMME, TENOR (PRESENTED

BY THE CBC IN ASSOCIATION WITH HART

HOUSE) JANUARY 21, B OO p.m. in the

GREAT HALL.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

THE HALL PORTER'S DESK

SUNDAY AFTERNOON CONCEHT

CZECH STRING QUARTET

JANUARY 14. 3.00 p.m.

in Ihe GREAT HALL

NO TICKETS REQUIRED

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION ENCOURAGED

FILM SERIES

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS

MONDAYS. 1-2 p.m. and 7-B p.m. In

Ihe DEBATES BOOM

JANUARY 15, PICASSO: WAR. PEACE and LOVE

LIBRAHY EVENING

SPECIAL GUEST: DAVID LEWIS STEIN

THURSDAY. JANUARY 11

HART HOUSE LIBRARY. 8.00 p.m.

ALL WELCOME

FILM-MAKER'S EVENING

MEET JOHN ViDETTE. PRODUCER OF

WEDDING IN WHITE'.

MONDAY, JANUARY 15, 8.00 p.m.

EAST COMMON ROOM.

HART HOUSE CHORUS
SECOND REHEARSAL: JANUARY 16 at 7 p.m. In the GREAT

HALL

THE GALLERY—JANUARY 25th??

0

The Czech String Quartet Returns

To The Great Hall This Sunday

As QUARTET Continues

QUARTET
The New Sunday Afternoon
Series At Hart House

Sunday, January 14, 3:00 P.M.,

Great Hall

Admission Free, Without Ticket

Razors
Edge

Anyone interested in helping with new programs
for the new semester — A meeting is planned

for Jan. 14/73 at 7:00 p.m. at

Hillel House
186 St. George

Refer any questions to Sylvia

781-5057

The best medicine for a bad cold is Contac-C.
Each capsule gives 12 hours of relief.
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SAC meeting occupied to force fees debate
By JULIA ELCOCK

For the first time in Students

Administrative Council history a

council meeting has been occupied

by students.

The confrontation took place at

Wednesday night's SAC meeting in

the Debates Room at Hart House

when members of the Stop the Stu-

dent Surcharge Committee,
attempted to force the council to

discuss the fee strike earlier than the

agenda proposed.

About IS members of SSSC,

which was founded by the Canadian

Liberation Movement, barred the

doors when the meeting was ad-

journed in an attempt to force the

council to discuss the strike. Scuffles

broke out after SAC members

attempted to leave the room and UC

SAC rep Marty Stollar is consi-

dering laying assault charges

against one SSSC member.

The meeting had proceeded

normally with the election of Erin-

dale representative Paul Bannon
over Innis rep Mike Edwards 20-14

to the post of finance commissioner,

replacing Vince De Angelo who
resigned. Engineering rep Charles

Vickery was acclaimed as services

commissioner replacing Bill Stead-

man, who also resigned.

Council them moved to discuss in

camera the appointment -of two

SAC employees, Paul Carson as

executive assistant and Peter Milic

as communications and services

-

assistant. SSSC charged that this

was an attempt to continue the fees

discussion without their presence

Jocks open joint
By BOBGAUTHIER

The U of T men's athletic

directorate will decide at its next

meeting whether it will open its

traditionally closed meetings to the

university community.

Men's athletic director Dalt

White brought up the question ol

open meetings at Tuesday evening's

meeting the first in 1973.

Directorate chairman Dr. G. E.

Wodehousc said yesterday that the

subject of open meetings was

"discussed at the last meeting —
Dalt White raised the matter. This

was discussed by Paul Cadario

(SAC rep to the directorate) and the

rest

"

Wodehouse said that the

opening of meetings was on the

agenda for the next meeting, and

added, "'As far as I know the next

meeting won't be open: the one after

il probably will be."

The athletic directorate is

responsible for all athletic policy.

All athletic schedules and the ap-

pointment of coaches and managers

are made on the recommendation ol

the director of athletics to the

athletic directorate, which is com-

posed of 20 members, only seven oi

whom are students,

Cadario concurred that

"openness is on the agenda for the

next athletic directorate meeting."

He added that one professor ap-

pointed to the directorate had

spoken against openness at

Tuesday's meeting, saying that

"open meetings lead to polarization

and confrontation". Cadario,
however, was not able to remember

the professor's name.

Cadario said thai he and another

student member of the directorate,

Michael Penman, made the point at

Tuesday's meeting that "the athletic

directorate has nothing to hide and

the meetings should therefore be

open."

Although mention was made that

the minutes of the meetings are

available to the university com-

munity, the minutes only reveal

what decisions are made, not why
they are made. When The Varsity

asked for copies of the minutes last

September, its request was refused.

The athletic directorate comes

under campus services portfolio ol

the Internal Affairs committee ol

the new Governing Council.

Regarding the UTAA's relation

to the Internal Affairs Committee.

Ross said "I don't think it's been

clearly defined yet."

When asked whether he knew if

and when the matter ofthe UTAA's
accountability to the university

would come up for discussion in

Internal AffaiPs, Ross replied, "I

don't know. At present, it's not, to

my knowledge, on the agenda. I

would personally expect that it

would come up by the end of the

year, but that's only my opinion."

Cadario, who is also chairman o(

Internal Affairs, said yesterday. "If

the athletic directorate decides at its

next meeting, it doesn't want to have
open meetings, then this is some-
thing I'd be prepared to have the

Governing Council discuss."

"The Governing Council decided

earlier in the academic year that

most of its meetings would be open.

and they refused to leave the room
until council discussed the fees

strike. SAC refused to accede to

their demand and SSSC continued

to refuse to leave.

In an interview during the

meeting SSSC chairman Peter

Havers said that it was obvious that

Ihe student fee strike was not the

most important matter at present

for SAC. He charged that SAC is

"making a deal with ad-
ministration" and that they are

trying to prevent any united action

on the fee strike by dividing students

and not taking a firmer stand on it.

Both SAC and the university hope
(o prevent the sit-ins which have

taken place at Glendon College and

at York university over the fee

strike. Havers claimed. He also

aceused SAC president Eric Miglin

of having personal interest in the

development of the fee strike.

The proof of SAC's lack of

concern for the fee strike, according

to Havers, is that the OSAP cheques

were being released by the university

despite the threat of a fee strike and

that both the university and the

council were attacking the trust fund

set up by the SSSC to combat the

fees increase.

A motion was introduced by

Stollar that the fees issue should be

struck from the agenda. At this

point, new members of the SSSC
arrived and the meeting dissolved-

into chaos. SSSC charged that SAC
was using procedural methods to

keep the fees issue from discussion

and SAC accused them with dis-

rupting the flow of business.

Stollar charged that the SSSC
had no interest in discussing the fees

Interdisc head chosen
By BR1ANE NASiMOK

Arts and science dean Bob Greene announced Monday that he has

chosen someone as the new chairman of Interdisciplinary Studies.

However, he told the General Committee of arts and science that he

could not make the name public, since the person has not yet accepted the

position.

Greene said last night that his nominee has not yet accepted or rejected

the offer. The decision will not be made until Monday or Tuesday, he

thought.

Students were not consulted in the choice. Greene explained to the

committee that arts and science considers Interdisciplinary Studies to be a

program, not a department as its chairman Geoffrey Payzant contends.

Thus, not even a committee to select the chairman was required, leaving the

power lying fully with Greene.

Several student committee members seemed upset at the lack of student

input into the decision.

The executive of the Arts and Science Student Union wrote Greene in

December "regretting the fact that there will be no students directly involved

in the choosing of a new chairman.

They recommended six people who they felt would be "capable of

competently occupying the post; Professors P. Fitting (French, St.

Michael's), Chris Plowright (Zoology), Ben Shek (French, University

College), Tony Smith (Sociology), J.L. Turk (sociology) and Ken Walker

(Sociology).

In late November, Payzant called an emergency meeting of

Interdisciplinary Studies staff and students, fearing that the department

might be on its deathbed because Greene had failed to find a replacement for

Payzant, who is retiring.

Payzant was also afraid that the budget for Interdisciplinary Studies

would be inadequate to maintain il at its present level. Subsequently, he has

been assured that funding from arts and science would continue at

approximately the same level as this year, but outside funding will be cut off.

issue and was trying to embarrass

council.

General confusion ensued and

again the meeting dissolved into

shouting and reciminations. A few

minutes later a motion was carried

to adjourn the meeting, as it was
obvious that it could not proceed.

At this point the SSSC blocked

the doors and refused to let anyone
out of the room until the fee stike

was discussed. Several SAC
members made an attempt to break

through ' the human barricades,

which resulted in a short scuffle. The
meeting then disintegrated.

According lo SAC vice-president

John Hdliwcll, most members of

the executive met in an emergency

meeting after the adjournment and

agreed lo "make a statement to

condemn the (SSSC) trust fund".

Miglin said in an interview

yesterday that he was "very sur-

prised" with Wednesday's meeting

and "it is the first time anything like

that has happened".

He also denied Havers' charges

thai Ihe fee strike is not the most

important issue at present, citing the

fact that it had been the major item

on the agenda for half of this year's

SAC meetings. The reason that it

was not on the top of the agenda, he

said was because there were a

number of groups applying for

grants who had already been kept

wailing for a long time.

Miglin said that SAC had taken a

firm sland on the fees issue but that

it did not endorse the trusl fund set

up by SSSC. It is the informal

"consensus of council to condemn

the trust fund" he said, saying that

"students get locked into that fund"

and they have "no option as an
individual to gel oul of il".

Miglin also said that he has il on

"good information" that (here are

not more then 30 o 40 people in the

trust fund.

A leaflet issued yesterday by the

Slop the Student Surcharge Com-
mittee attempted to link Miglin and
newly appointed vice-presidenl Jill

Conway to prove that he "has a deal

wiih the administration."

"Miglin has a scholarship to

Harvard lo protect and Conway is

herself a Harvard graduate," the

leaflet states. "The Tact that SAC
refused to discuss the fees

strike . . proves a deal has been

made."

Miglin yesterday denied these

charges. He added that he may
consider legal action and labelled

such statemenls "libelous".

Conway,. however, confirmed last

night that she and campus co-

ordinator Lois Reimer had met out-

side 215 Huron Street Monday with

M iglin and three SAC reps and they

had agreed it would be a good idea

thai for SAC to warn students that

il was not behind the SSSC trust

fund.

As for SSSC claims that Conway
had ordered campus police lo take

Ihe unprecedented action of guar-

ding the SAC warning signs, the

viceTpresident replied, "In fact, 1

had no idea anybody was guarding

ihem."

The leaflet also says, "We have

reason to believe that SAC will try

lo prevent The Varsity from telling

the students the truth."

Decision on end of departmental

libraries postponed by committee
No decision was reached

Wednesday by an advisory com-
mittee on a recommendation that

the political economy and history

branch libraries be amalgamated

into a new enlarged undergraduate

collection.

The library subcommittee of the

Governing Council's Academic Af-

fairs Committee appeared lo be

moving lo a polarization on the

question. Student members Kathy

Feldman and Brian Morgan
questioned the need for amalgama-

tion, while arls and science dean

Bob Greene and UC principal

Archie Hallett called themselves

"advocates" of the Mueller report,

which recommended the

amalgalion.

A brief submitted by the Political

Economy Course Union came out

strongly against any amalgamation.

Il stressed the convenience and ex-

cellent service of political economy's

library which il said was "essential"

to students.

The brief, co-authored by PECU
chairman 1 John DeMarco and ex-

ecutive members Howard Stein and

Bob Beltson also stressed the fact

that circulation this year is up,

reversing ihe downward trend of ihe

lasl five years.

The Mueller committee had used

ihe declining use of the branch

libraries to justify ending what ihey

termed "the arbitrary nature of ser-

vice" they provide.

Chief Librarian Bob Blackburn

circulated Ihe latest statistics that

showed increase in circulation for

the lasl two months in 1972 of 20-30

percent for bolh history and political

economy Branch libraries.

He claimed lhal part of the

increase was due to professors

idling the students to use the

libraries more in order to save them.

The committee as a whole seemed

to want to hear representations from

the faculty and students of both

departments. But Greene said il was

safe lo say that bolh departments

were "reconciled" lo the Mueller

recommendation.

He claimed ihe course union was

nol representative of alU students

taking Political Economy courses.

Betlson replied "whal about ihe

petition PECU circulated last year

lo save ihe political economy
library?" Over 600 signatures were

collected, according to Stein.

The PECU brief charged

Blackburn with already having

moved to close the library before the

decision was made, by cutting off

new book purchases.

This has been confirmed by

Political Economy librarian Francis

Eastman, who was unable to com-

ment further because of her position

as an employee of the library.

SGS dean Ed Safarian, an

economics professor, said that while

he was sorry lo see the library go, he

believed ihe Mueller recommenda-

lion was in "the right direction".

Hallet and Greene, who served on

the Mueller Committee, stressed

lhal Ihe proposed move was purely

for academic reasons. They ad-

mitted lhal it was not based on

financial or convenience
considerations.

Feldman and Morgan argued that

if finance and convenience were not

factors, then ihe case hadn't been

made.

Subcommittee chairman and

history professor Millon Israel said

the history situation was different.

He staled ihe history branch was

only good for material written

before 1950, unlike political

economy which has mainly current

material.

Much of the debale centred on the

necessity lo keep Xerox copies of

current articles available at Sidney

Smith Hall where most of history

and political economy courses meet.

The subcommittee will likely

decide the question on January 24 al

5:45 p.m. in the council chambers of

the Galhraith building. Meetings are

open to everyone.

Trio of firsts

set for gathering

Today's Varsily slaff meeting is

going to be chock full of firsts, as the

saving goes. The first—staff meeting

lo be held in The Varsity office at 9

1

Si. George St. in 1973. The

first!—meeting ofthe slaff afler the

Winnipeg CUP Conference. The

firsl!—meeting of 1973 in which

slaff democracy will be relieved.

The only thing that hasn't

changed, really, is the lime. It's still

at 1 pm.

-made by scabs ^ W

DON'T BUY DARE COOKIES!
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-Culture is designed to train Individuals to

decide how much information he needs

and how little he needs to give him a sense

of balance and proportion, end to protect

him from the fanatic v/ho tells him Canada

will be lost to the Russians unless he hnows

more geography or economics or science.

"

—Harold Innis

The Varsity, a member ol Canadian

Univefsliy Press, was loundad In 1B(Kh

and is published by ihe Sludenis' Ad-

ministrate Council ol the University

ol Toronto and is primed by Oaisons

Press Lid. Opinions expressed in ihis

newspaper are noi necessarily ihose ol

the Siudems' Administrative Council

or ihe administration of the university.

Formal complaints about the editorial

or business operation ol the paper may

be addressed to the Chairman. Cam-

pus . Relations Committee, Varsity

Board ol Oirectors. 91 St. George Si.

Hey kids! Collect your own women cards

Women cards are the craze.

They're fun to play with and trade,

and taste almost like the

real thing.

You can even trade them

on the market.

Just cut out around the

dotted lines.

ad designed by

walkom-mcquaig associates This card is illegal to collect.

Cave-woman began this fine tradition. Mary actually turned it into a cult. Mona made it into enigmatic tradition.

Varsity doesn't endorse its advertisers

All forms of capitalism are oppressive
The above satire

comes disgustingly close

to a real ad published on

page 1 2 of today's paper.

The ad in question

invites readers to send
away for their very own
playstamps of nubile, un-

clad women sex objects.

It appeals to readers'

basest instincts, callous-

ly objectifying women in

its quest for the almighty

dollar.

That ad, while perhaps
the most exploitative The

Varsity has run this year,

is not unique. This paper
has published numerous
such ads in the past, ads
which exploit womens'
bodies to market a par-

ticular commodity.

The Varsity doesn't

print those ads because
it finds them harmless or

inoffensive. But, in order

to publish, the paper
must earn revenue by
accepting paid
advertising.

It would be hypo-

critical and economi-
cally impractical for

The Varsity to attempt

to assess relative
political or moral accep-

tability of ads submitted

for publication in its

pages. Most advertising

is designed to sell com-
modities in the capitalist

economic system, a

system which this paper
rejects. Capitalism, in all

its forms, is equally as

oppressive and ex-
ploitative as any par-

ticular category of ob-

jectionable ads.

Practically, too, any

attempt to rate the
acceptability of adver-

tising is unfeasible. The
Varsity would need a

permanent censor sitting

in its advertising office to

watch out for all the ads

with which the paper
would disagree
politically.

The only ads which the

paper rejects are those

which are known to be

patently misleading or

likely to result in students

forking out money for

goods or services they

will not receive.

The Varsity, however,

does reserve and indeed
exercise the right to

editorially criticize any
advertisers it deems
deserving of such
attention.

Varsity advertisers in

no way influence the

paper's editorial policy.
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Campus discipline is likely to be centralized
By DAVID WISE

The Internal Affairs Committee, which is in the process of reforming

the disciplinary procedures of the university, Monday tentatively chose to

work with a centralized model plan.

The plan, submitted by vice-president (internal affiars) Jill Conway,

provides for standing committees at the divisional or college level to try to

mediate problems that cannot be handled at the departmental level. If

mutual consent by both parties cannot be reached here, the matter

automatically shifts to the jurisdiction or a university-wide court, composed

equally of student, staff and faculty representatives.

Conway acknowledged that her "centralized plan" represents a

departure from the overall trend towards university decentralization.

Vice-provost Robin Ross submitted an alternate plan which placed

more jurisdiction in the hands of the local committees. According to his

plan, before a case could be presented to the university court, an- appeal

would have to be granted by that body, or the lower one.

A consensus was reached that Conway's plan had the advantage of

speed and efficiency over Ross.

Concern for the rights of non-unionized staff employees under either

system was expressed by John Parker. He suggested that in order to prevent

arbitrary policies by "management", these employees be granted an

ombudsman to whom they could air their complaints.

Vice-provost (research administration) Sidney Dymond, a staff

employee, spoke against a system which would provide "different courts for

dirrerenl people rather than different crimes" exclaiming that she "literally

saw red" at the prospect of the implementation of such a plan.

Conway, conceding that there was some validity in Dymond's
,

complaint, defended the policy of having accused people judged by bodies

dominated by their colleagues (students by students, faculty by faculty). She

staled that a university needs a different legal system than society because it

"sees itself as discharging a different duty than society at large."

Concerning the number of cases that would be affected by the new

system, Ross staled that in the last year "around 40 cases reached the

divisional level". In the 10 years prior to 1969, the supreme disciplinary

body of the university. Caput, composed of deans and college principals,

"dealt with perhaps 20 cases." he said, "and has been idle since."

Committee chairman Paul Cadario, an engineering student, said, "The

mediation process can be compared to out-of-court settlements. Mediation

decisions will not be binding nor will they prejudice the final decision by the

university court."

He added, however, that emphasis must be placed on this procedure so

that the "university court will not be overwhelmed by cases."

He said he hoped that the committee would be able to present its final

recommendations to the February meeting of the Governing Council.

New gov't immigration

policy gets protested
amounts to "retroactive
legislation". Even people who were

lined up in ihe immigration offices

at noon on November 3 were told

that their applications would not be

accepted, he said.

Later, while the throne speech

ceremonies went on, the demon-

strators heard Toronto civil rights

lawyer Charles Roach characterize

the whole of the government im-

migration policy as racist. He said

that uneven distribution of visa of-

fices around the world (there are

none in Africa or Latin America,

lour in Asia but 66 in Europe and

Great Britain) amounts to a whites-

only policy.

"The only way people from Asia.

Latin America. Africa, and the

Caribbean could really come here

was to enter as visitors and then

applv for immigrant status," he

said."

"Now. not even this- procedure is

possible, and when they come as

visitors they are harassed and lorced

to post bonds. This is completely

illegal, and we must build a huge

movement against this kind of

racism."

The committee has drawn support

from a number of campus and com-

m n n i I v groups including the Iranian

Students Association, the Arab

Students Association. SDS, Black

Education Project, the Canadian

Parlv of Labour, the Sikh Society,

the "Kensington Legal Advisory

Committee, the Universal Negro

Improvement Association and the

Italian-Canadian Democratic

Association.

Foreign students are affected

since they cannot apply for student

loans unless they are in the country.

As a result a number have joined the

committee.

Further broadening of the

committee and more militant ac-

tions will be undertaken before the

forthcoming parliamentary debate

on the changes in the immigration

policy.

Last week, about 150 people,

including a number of U of T
students, demonstrated against

Canada;', immigraticn policy on

Parliament Hill during the Opening

of Parliament.

The protesters were members of

the newly formed Committee
against the Racist Immigration

Policy, a coalition of student and

community groups from Toronto,

London. Montreal, Hamilton and

Kilehener.

They were in Ottawa to demand

that the government rescind its

November 3 ban on internal im-

migration applications.

At a meeting with the Assistant

Dcputv Minister of Immigration, a

four-person delegation presented

evidence that several thousand

would-be immigrants who arrived

before November 3 arc ex-

periencing severe hardship as a

result of the new law.

One or the delegates. .1. S. Bajwa

of Toronto's Shromani Sikh Socie-

i\. told the official that his group

knew of over 500 people from India

in difficulty, many of whom had

spenl their life savings to fly to

Canada in the expectation that they

would he able to apply for landed

status. They were now stranded

here, unable to work.

"They are unable to go back to

India now. Many of them have

people at home depending on

Iheni," he said. Mark Hallman, a

member of the U ofT's Students for

a Democratic Society (SDS), and

one of the organizers of the com-

mittee, presented petitions con-

taining several thousand names

collected since November 3.

The delegation also included a

lember of the Haitian Committee

of Montreal, many of whom face

political repression and jail if they

are forced to return to their

homeland. The committee says that

"anywhere from two to 10

thousand" people were trapped in

Canada without warning by what

Internal Affairs Committee members and friends peer off at distant centralized discipline.

Nation-wide union in works
VANCOUVER (CUP) — A
meeting of the National Union of

Students executive here broke up

Friday without making final

decisions on the membership and

fees problems facing the organiza-

tion since its inception in November.

The meeting of the five person

executive, postponed from the

Christmas holidays due to ad-

ministrative problems, failed to set a

membership fee because the even-

tual size of NUS membership is

unknown at this time.

Ten Ball of UBC, member at

large of the executive, said until a

rough idea of the number of NUS
members is known there is no way of

deciding how big the fee should be or

upon what basis U should be divided.

Ball said the eventual NUS
membership will not be known until

later this spring.

Eighteen institutions have

scheduled referendums on NUS
membership as required in the

organization by-laws. All these

referendums will have to be voted on

without students knowing what the

eventual membership fees will be.

"Thev'll have to take that

chance". Ball said.

So far, only Simon Fraser

University and Prince George's New
Caledonia College have granted

referendum approval of NUS
membership.

The UBC student council has

used a legal loophole to become a

founding member of the NUS
without having to use a referendum.

"The referendum provision of the

NUS constitution is contained in the

bylaws which NUS lawyers have

declared invalid until the NUS has

been incorporated.

With UBC. Simon Fraser and

New Calidonia having founding

member status, the NUS needs only

two more to incorporate.

UBC will remain an NUS
member until a fee is levied. Then

a provision m the UBC Student

Society constitution will require a

referendum whether or not the NUS
does.

Appeals have gone out to

prospective members for additional

financing. At the moment, the NUS
is operating on a thousand dollar

grant from UBC. but says Ball, a

lot more money will be needed in the

near future to carry on effectively.

The makeup of the executive

indicates another problem facing the

NUS — a national base. Ofthe five

members of the executive three are

from BC universities and one is

from the University of Manitoba

and one from Lakehead University

in Thunder Bay. Ball said it i: hoped

as the organization becomes more

si.iblc this will change.

The next national general meeting

will be held in May. Ball said the

next meeting of the executive will he

held nexl month, though date and

place have yet to be established.

Last week, the UBC student

council postponed its NUS referen-

dum scheduled for January 17 at

least until March and maybe later

At Carleton University, a student

council meeting Tuesday dissolved

lor lack of quorum before a NUS
referendum could be reconsidered.

The Carleton council already re-

jected the idea of a referendum in

December, feeling the new organiza-

tion lacked the membership to be

viable

Will masked pre-med come back?
By ELAINE KAHN

High school students planning on entering

denlistrv or medicine should be registered in one of two

pre-Heallh Science programmes in the Faculty of Arts

and Science, states a subcommittee report submitted to

the Presidential Advisory Committee reviewing the

New Program.

The new courses, one each Tor medicine and

denlistrv. would be two-year courses. Students enrolled

in them would "be considered to have been...

provisionally admitted to the corresponding Health

Science faculty."

Though the report says this would not be a return

to the old program of pre-medicine and pre-dentistry,

it recommcnds'thal"-. Medicine and Dentistry continue

to admit students from outside these pre-Health

Science programs" but "that, except in unusual cir-

cumstance^ other undergraduate students in the Facul-

ty dI Arts and Science not be admitted."

Because many ofthe new courses offered since the

inception of the New Program "have reflected the

research interests of individual staff members rather

than .i ruiional approach to planning an undergraduate

curriculum." the report recommends that these courses

be reduced in number. Departments are also urged to

reduce their course offerings and weed out duplication

of material.

Many briefs submitted to the committee have

sugucsled that hecause departments are allotted money

per student in a course, there is keen competition for

•.indents and standards in some courses have gone down.

The report recommends that "where there is

evidence that a department has lowered the level of

difficulty of some of its courses, the dean exclude any

resulting increase in enrollment from consideration in
,

determining the department's total budget."

Statistics showing the average grades, and

percentages of A's. B's and F's in each department over

the last three vears were given to the committee

yesterday.

The grades are fairly constant from one year to the

nest, [hough some increase is indicated.

Preliminary data from questionnaires given to

facultv and students regarding the New Program was

given to the committee.

One of the questions asked for preference in

gradine systems. Over half the students favoured the

present system, though many students suggested their

own systems, usually combining several methods of

evaluation.

Three-quarters of the studenis wanted retention of

marks in some form, either letter or numeric grades.

Facultv opinion was evenly divided, with a total ol

per cent desiring some form of pass-fail system.

Onlv five per cent of students wanted pass-fail.

The subcommittee report also recommended the

establishment of courses and departments which cut

across departmental boundaries, independent studies

courses, which would count for a maximum of three

credits in a 20 course degree. It also wanted 400-senes

courses to be taught as seminars whenever possible.

The report savs that ^introduction of the Old

Program would do more harm than good. Among the

downfalls ofthe New Program, however, was listed loss

of conradeship among students, such as that found

when all students in a subject area take the same

courses at the same lime. Another hazard was

overspeciali/alion by some students, under New

Program freedom of choice.

The report finds "regrettable" the fact that many

students, when many employer's prefer students with

knowledge or many subjects instead of specialists, do

not design programs that are much different than those

available under the old program.
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Canada
Canada is a nice country,

American author Arnold Beichman

u>ld students watching l lie taping of

the TV program Under Attack at

Vic Wenesday.

The remark, one or the few

definite statements Buchman could

he moved to make during the course

of the evening, brought him a round

of applause from the audience.

Canada was nice, Beichman said,

because it was democratic and his

wife came from British Columbia.

Beichman. who looks a lot like Lome

Cireene. confided that he and his

is nice,
wiTe still had links with B.C.

Beichman is the author of Nine

Lies About America, in which he

argues that the biggest threat to

American democracy comes from

the lies the left spreads about

America. The book is an elabora-

tion of an earlier article Beichman

wrote, entitled Six Lies About

America. (Three more lies were

uncovered after the article went to

press.)

Beichman. who stayed at the

luxurious Holiday Inn and received

;m attractive fee for his per-

American author declares
formance, was reluctant to actually

answer questions while on the show.

He prefers to respond to

questions by retorting, "What about

Russia?", and "what's your alter-

native'.'" He may have been nervous

about the show, for he changed his

shirt both before and after the

taping.

Beichman recently returned from

England, about which he wrote a

book. It is not known whether he

will write a book about Canada

on the plane back to Boston.

Beichman did not reveal how

much money he was making from

his books." but he did assure

questioners that they could have as

much access to media as he did, if

they wanted. In this he was backed

up by moderator Bill Walker, who

told students that they could start

their own mass-circulation new-

spapers if only they showed more

initiative in going out and trying to

earn money.

Student health fees

rise is recommended
In a closed meeting Monday, the Internal Affairs Committee reaffirmed

an earlier recommendation to the Governing Council that the student health

fees be raised from $10 to SI2.

Its earlier recommendation had been referred back to the committee.

According to committee chairman Paul Cadario. the increase is

necessitated by budget deficits in the current expenditure for University

Health services.

The Committee along with its recommendation added a statement that

"stronger attempts must be made by the university to collect from OH IP in

the future in order to maintain the quality and low cost of the university

health services."

Cadario explained yesterday that the discussion was held in camera

because" some budget committee material was used in the debate.

All budget deliberations and documents have been kept secret. The budget

was decided on at the Governing Council's December meeting, but has not

been made public because not all faculties and divisions have received proper

notification of their budgets, said Cadario.

Honours for U of T profs
in Ontario. Coburn was educated at

U orT and Oxford University.

Coxeter served as editor of the

Canadian Journal of Mathematics

for nine years and was president of

the Canadian Mathematical
Congress from 1965-67. He has

taught throughout Europe and

North America as a visiting

professor and was a professor at

Cambridge until 1936 and at U ofT
since that time. Coxeter was born in

England and educated at

Cambridge.

Trent University of Peterborough

will confer degrees on two Universi-

lv of Toronto professors, author

Kathleen Coburn and mathemati-

cian H.M.S. Coxeter. at its spring

h convocation June 1.

% Coburn, a professor of English

3 Lleralure at Trinity College, is best

? known for her work on Coleridge,

o She has been, awarded many
s" fellowships including an FRSL

,« (Fellow of the Royal Society of

* I Literature) and a FRSC (Fellow of

the Royal Society of Canada). Born

FROM THE

bowels
OF THE

bookroomC
comes

ANOTHER SALE

FEATURING

ExportA
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

torn things,"ST

and books,
and records.

SPEED READING
COURS

Six classes to choose from:

Monday. Tuesday or Wednesday,

a! 4 or 7 P.M.

First classes start on Jan. 22

Fees $35.00
(including books)

Registration: SAC Office
Sponsored by SAC
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Canadian customs speeds U.S. war material
By AG1 LUKACS

If an air force base in California needs

brooms, and a Canadian businessman can

provide Iherti quickly, American customs

officials can forget about applying the usual

tariff, according lo Voice of Women
vice-president Ursula Franklin.

Franklin, a U of T engineering professor,

toid 300 people at a St. Lawrence Centre

forum on Vietnam Tuesday night that Cana-

dian government officials expedite the

process. They inform Canadian businessmen

of the need for their goods, help arrange

financing to fill the order, and even help fill in

the necessary forms.

All (his occurs under the umbrella of the

Defense Production Sharing Agreement,

which was instituted under former prime

minister John Diefenbaker. who claimed it

was a solution to Canadian unemployment

problems It illustrates how Canada is in-

volved in supporting the United States' war

effort, she pointed out.

"The agreement covers everything from

brooms lo anti-personnel bombs," Franklin

said.

"There is a Ion of Canadian nickel in every

B-52" bomber, she added. "And there are

no restrictions on the sale of such rare raw

materials lo the U.S.. although export of

copper and nickel to other countries is

restricted."

"The excuse is that the U.S. hasn't offi-

cially declared war."

The-audience responded to this information

hy voling unanimously to urge the Canadian

government to end lhe~defense agreement.

Franklin suggested that a better way of

creating Canadian jobs would be to improve

cross-Canadian trasportalion systems, so

thai Canadians can gel to know each other.

Dave Monie, president of Local 53 1 of the

United Electrical Workers, agreed -

"Canada makes the U.S. war machine

run", he insisted, "and Canada can make it

slop."

He praised the recent refusal of British

Columbia dockers to unload some American

ships, and the B.C. NDP government's sup-

port of the action.

Trade union action can eventually cut off

supplies of nickel and copper, he suggested.

" Trade union members should organize

peace movements", he urged, "even though

ihis may not be popular at first".

Monie himself represented his union at a

recent 82-country assembly held in Paris to

work on ending the Vietnam war.

"Canadian Union leaders who were

anti-American lost voles in the past," he

explained, "but now ihe Canadian Labour

Congress have hard-hitting peace resolu-

lions." The UEW was recently permitted lo

rejoin the CLC after being expelled over

20 years ago.

Unions should work together with

middle-class people. intellectuals and

students lo end the war, Monie feels.

Another union official, a woman' from the

audience, urged a boycott of American goods,

and an end to Canadian tourism in the U.S.

"Not all of us go lo Florida", said Franklin

with a smile, "but if someone decides to slop,

he sould put a small ad in a Florida paper

saying why he slopped."

Another panelist, Donald Wilmoll.

chairman or Glendon College's Sociology

Department, warned that Canada, a possible

member of ihe peacekeeping force which the

U.S. wants lo oversee a ceasefire agreement,

should remember that international forces

didn't fulfill their neutral role in the past.

After the 1 946 Japanese surrender, "under

the umbrella of a British-Chinese in-

ternational peace-keeping force", the

French were allowed lo re-take the southern

part of Vietnam their former colony.

The French ignored a I946 Vietnam-wide

election^hich elected Ho Chi Minh with a 90

per cent turn-out, and " set up a puppet

regime in South Vietnam. "They waged a

full-scale war against North Vietnam, while

HO per cent of their costs were paid by the

U.S. President Eisenhower said that the

area's raw materials must be protected."

Again, after ihe I954 Geneva accords, the

new international peacekeeping force —
Canada, Poland and India — failed to hold

the Vietnam-wide elections called for in the

accords. "Eisenhower was informed in 1956

— when ihe elections were supposed lo occur

— that 80 percent of the populace favored Ho
Chi Minh's government," explained Willmott

in a quietly cynical lone.

"Instead, South Vietnam has has a

succession of corrupt governments, which

reversed early land reform attempts, and

suppressed dissenting Buddhists and

students", he continued.

"And now (South Vietnamese president)

Thieu has convinced ihe U.S. of a 'two

naiions' idea, which repudiates ihe Geneva

accords and an October I972 agreement

which promised one Vietnam."

"Nixon will repudiate his pre-election

promises about a Vietnam treaty", he

predicted, "until there is enough pressure

from within and without."

"There is a lot of work to do."

The ad hoc committee which called the

forum approached federal party leaders in

December, calling for an end to the Defense

Production Sharing Agreement, and non-

renewal of NORAD.
Although External Affairs minister

Mitchell Sharp prefers what one panelist

called "a friendly, quiet, diplomatic ap-

proach", the committee feels that their stand

influenced the government to officially protest

American bombing in Vietnam. The com-

mittee, which features public names such as

former finance minister Walter Gordon,

broadcaster Pierre Berlon and numerous

officials ofbolh the United Church and Trade

Unions, suggests a strong letter-writing

campaign.

"We have to work on as many levels as

possible." they feel.

"The war isn't all black and white", says

Willmoll. "bul genocidal firepower doesn't

solve any problems".

"More bombs have now been dropped on

Vietnam than were used during all of World

War II."

8:00 - 1:00

5 BANDS PLUS MANY EXTRAS

TICKETS s7 00/COUPLE AT ENGINEERING STORES, SAC OFFICE

DRESS SEMI-FORMAL

IT'S THE BIGGEST BIRTHDAY PARTY ON CAMPUS
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THE SAC INVITES
you to

%et tjjeeto

(Licensed under the L.L.B.O)

LIBRARY CARDS REQUIRED
CHEAP REFRESHMENTS - LIVE ENTERTAINING - DANCING -

(EDWARD BEAR APPEARING SATURDAY)

} Basement, Sir Dan's
Midnight

79 St. George St.

Friday 6:00 p.m.

Saturday 8:00 p.m

SACircuit
Fees

Boycott

Trust

Funds

THE S.A.C. IS

NEITHER SPONSORING

NOR ENDORSING

ANY TRUST FUND

FOR THE JANUARY

FEES BOYCOTT.

Several trust funds or similar

arrangements are being organized by

other groups. BE CAREFUL TO
INVESTIGATE THE TERMS OF THE
TRUST BEFORE DEPOSITING ANY
FEES.

Al leasl one ol Ihe trust lunds will

"lock you in" - that is your money can

only be released il a majority of the

people with money in Ihe fund vote to

do so.

Benefit Concert

with Perth County

Conspiracy. Friday,

January 19, 8:00 p.m.:

Convocation Hall.

Tickets on Sale starting

Monday.

SPEED
READING

DURATION: 8 sessions, one

per week I-V2 - 2 hours

long

Classes available on Monday

Tuesday or Wednesday at 4 p.m. or

;

p.m.

Classes start week of January ZZ

PLACE: Classes held in Sid Smith

FEE: $35.00

FURTHER INFO: S.A.C. office

SAVE ON THEATRE

TICKETS
The S.A.C. has acquired

from Famous Players

Theatres tickets at a 20%
discount good at any one of

their affiliated theatres. The

tickets have a face value of

$2.50 and can be purchased

at the S.A.C. office for $2.00

apiece. If you are planning

to attend any one of the

theatres affiliated with Fa-

mous Players why not drop

in the S.A.C. office and pick

up some tickets. If the box

office price is more or less

than S2.50 the cash
difference is payed either by

the student or the box office.

The S.A.C. is presently

negotiating with Odeon and

Twentieth Century to provide

U. of T. students with this

same discount at their

theatre outlets.

NEED MONEY
The S.A.C. is hiring students to work

in a new SAC sponsored licensed

establishment opening January 12th.

Anyone interested in working the

occasional Friday or Saturday night

can contact the SAC for further in-

formation. Positions are open to both

female and male applicants with con-

sideration being given to those with a

genuine financial need.

Contact Peter Mtlic.

ONTARIO CONFERENCE
ON WOMEN

On January 26, 27; 28 the

Ontario Federation of

Students, Victoria University

Students' Administrative

Council and the Association of

Part-time Undergraduate

Students -are sponsoring a

province-wide conference on

women. SAC will send a

number of interested students

free (normal charge is $2.00

for city delegates). For ad-

ditional information contact

Debra Lewis at SAC.

INTERESTED
IN DOING
SOMETHING?

The S.A.C. has several appointments

to make lo the following committees:

- Bookslore Advisory Committee

- International Student Centre

Advisory Committee
- St. Andrew's Day Care Centre Board

Apply in writing to the S.A.C. office

by NOON. Tuesday. January 16.

Further inlormatton Irom Eric Miglin,

President

SAC

Phone

928-4911

^ and
)

COMING
JAN. 24 - 28

Winter Carnival

ponsored by SAC
your local college

or faculty students council



There'll always be an England...
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The Edward Heath Conservative government in

Britain has pioneered a new era in British history. On one

level it is important to understand that the Tones are

tryinq to solve the problems of British capitalism at the

expense of the working class. But. while this is correc
,

it is

equally true of every capitalist government and tells us

nothing about what differentiates the present Conservative

regime from its predecessors both Labour and

Conservative. , . „

With Heath the Conservative Party has produced a

leader who promises to defend effectively and coherently

the interests of British capitalism and to develop a new

political formula in the process. Far from abandoning the

framework of British liberal democracy. Heath intends to

use its resources in carving out a new course for British

capitalism. Heath intends to jettison the backwardness of

British politics - its sentimentalism about old friends and

customs - and to exploit the backwardness of the British

working class - its parliamentarism and political caution.

From the early 1940*s to the General Election of 1970,

the political basis of British capitalism was, externally, an

alliance with U.S. imperialism as a junior partner, and

internally the integration of the working class via the

Labour Party and the trade unions. Indeed the Labour

Party played as important a role as the Conservatives in

devising the whole arrangement and was rewarded by

periodic spells in office for its efforts.

The Anglo-American alliance and the introduction of

more ambitious social policies were, of course, already

introduced by the Churchill coalition government. The

extension of these policies into the post-war world, was,

however, wholly the responsibility of the Attlee Labour

government and represented a political option of great

importance even though it was predictable in its general

outline.

Essentially it meant that the waning force of British

imperialism could be partly preserved, at least in the

short run, by a comprehensive deal with U.S. imperialism.

The Labour government took the initiative in founding

NATO which gave expression to the ascendancy of the

U.S. within the imperialist camp. Within this framework the

first experiments in turning a colonial empire into a neo-

colonial empire could be successfully undertaken.

At home Britain's relative industrial superiority vis-a-vis

war-devasted Europe could temporarily be used to finance

the renewed export of capital abroad and to provide at

home more comprehensive social services. Between 1945

and 1964 British capitalists devoted no less than 2,000

million to direct overseas investments — more than the

capital export of all the continental European capitalist

countries combined.

Moreover, political decolonization did not mean that

the real economic sinews of Empire were in any way

abandoned: gold in South Africa, rubber and tin in Malaya,

oil in the Middle East, were all preserved intact. But for

British imperialism to bring oft this strategy, the support of

the dominant imperialist power was absolutely essential.

Thus the Anglo-American "special relationship" became

the cornerstone of British foreign policy.

Despite its apparent success in the short term, the

Atlantic policy was to exact a heavy toll on the resources of

British capital. The attempt to maintain a global role in

economic and military terms weakened the home base of

British capitalism. Both Britain and the United Sta es

assumed the overhead costs of the world-wide imperialist

system from which their capitalist rivals also benefited

Britain bore some of the cost of maintaining international

law and order without the danger of developing into a

qenuine rival of the U.S.

And by the 1960's the commitment to maintain the

pound sterling acted as a valuable first line of defence for

the dollar. The price was paid when successive British

governments were forced to deflate the economy and cut

social services to protect the pound and to maintain

overseas expenditure.

Appropriately enough, it was left to a Labour

government to pursue this miserable logic to its

conclusion. When the Wilson regime assumed office, the

rationality in the Atlantic/imperialist formula for British

capitalism had certainly seeped away. But instead of

attempting to come up with a new political formula, Wilson

sought to solve the problem at the purely technical level.

New ministries were created to foster technology and to

plan the economy, complex new tax schemes were

announced — there was no political complement to the

technical nostrums, only endless public relations, moral

exhortation and rhetoric.

The entire Labour leadership, despite its desperation

to assume a technocratic image, was at bottom deeply and

sentimentally attached not just to British bourgeois society

with all its eccentricites, but also to the obsolete Atlantic

formula which they had helped to devise. Hence the

fixation on "the Commonwealth" and the United Nations.

Labour code words for respectively British and American

imperialism. Hence the long and costly attempt to forestall

devaluation and to maintain a global military role. Hence

the craven support for U.S. genocide in Vietnam.

Not a single major economic reform could be offered

up to Labour's social base — the best it could do was

come up with a few half-hearted liberal reforms for the

middle class on questions such as divorce — all of which

had the enormous advantage of not costing anything. So

far as the organised working class was concerned, the

trade unions had become an infinitely more effective

instrument for economic leverage than the Labour Party.

So far as the ruling class was concerned, the Labour Party

was ceasing to be an effective instrument for integrating

the working class and tying it to the bourgeois state; hence

the need to link the unions themselves to the state more

directly by legislation.

In 1 969 the defeat of Wilson by the unions revealed that

the Labour government was unable to carry through the

necessary changes. Labour's "surprising" electoral defeat

in 1970 merely registered the bankruptcy of the political

U.K. w,

suffer as

Tories

Europe
formula it represented — a bankruptcy of which the

masses were continually reminded by rising un-

employment and rampant inflation as well as by the

blankness of Labourist ideology. Everyone had known for

a long time that Labour had no strategy for socialism — in

1970 it had become almost as clear that they had no

strategy for capitalism either.

It was probably more less inevitable that the

Conservative government would seek to discover a new

course for British capitalism, but Heath certainly set about

the task with considerable efficiency and a complete

absence of that sentimentality which had displaced

national bourgeois politics under the Wilson

administration.

Heath can draw on the greater self-confidence ot

Britain's major bourgeois party that retains some dim

memory of the time when Britain did have a foreign policy

of its own. While the rise of the Labour Party was the epoch

of the decline of British imperialism, the emergence of the

modern Conservative Party was in the epoch of

ascendancy of that imperialism. It is thus not so surprising

to find Heath quoting Palmerston: "We have no eternak
allies and no perpetual enemies. Our interests are etern#>?

and perpetual and those interests it is our duty to follow."

The policy of the Heath government during the

international financial crisis rounds out the picture of a

basic shift in British foreign poltty options. The

government placed the narrow national interests of British

capitalism above loyalty to the United States. Instead of

revaluing the pound, steps were taken'to keep it around

the old parity: the lowering of bank rate discouraged it

from floating upwards. Insofar as policy was coordinated

with other capitalist powers it was with the Europeans, not

the Americans.

As a recent report in The Times Business News put it:

"There is a strong suspicion in American minds that, as the

price of British entry into the Common Market, Mr. Heath

promised Mr. Pompidou British support for French anti-

American monetary policies and that pressure from Dow-

ning Street and the Foreign Office is preventing the British

Treasury from playing its usual constructive role in the

Group of Ten."

It is not necessary to argue that in forging its new

orientation the Heath government was possessed of any

very ambitious vision or Grand Design. Heath simply

applied ordinary capitalist criteria to British foreign policy—.

a sort of cost-benefit analysis of the Atlantic orientatio™

and discovered that it was hopelessly irrational and

untenable in these terms.

Equally Heath's European orientation was obvious

enough as an alternative to the Atlantic orientation. His

achievement, which was to see that it could only be carried

through by means of a proper political deal, was only novel

in the dismally mediocre context of British bourgeois

politics.

Whereas De Gaulle sought to outflank U.S.

imperialism on the "left" we should expect Heath to do so

on the "right". The French were reacting against the

inflexibility of U.S. imperialist leadership in the 1950's —
the British against the faltering and bungling of U.S.

imperialism during the 1960's. The British ruling class is

evidently thinking that the U.S. administration is over-

anxious to make deals with the Communist powers in all

areas (Asia, Europe, the Middle East,) and has foolishly

relaxed cold-war ideology through lack of nerve. Needless

to say. Britain's large armaments industry is unlikely to

complain at this aspect of the new course in foreign policy.

Heath's major speech at the United Nations were he

warned that domestic civil conflict was the main danger of

our epoch is the most eloquent general statement of

British foreign policy and was an explicit attempt to firm up

the U.S. ruling class.

So far I have concentrated on the main areas of

foreign policy in assessing the nature of the Heath regime-

Certainly it has been able to transform the orientation c%

policy in this area more simp
l

ly and immediately than has

yet been possible on the home front. The most intractable

problem of all being of course, Northern Ireland where the

institutional structure of the Conservative Party tied as it is
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he Northern Irish ruling class, reduces its room for

ma ->euvre drastically. But although the Provisional IRA

cieai ly has the ability to embarrass the British government

and place it under strong pressure, this is not the same as

having a stretegy for winning. Heath is not easily going to

be persuaded to abandon his kith and kin at Stormont. So

lonq as the British government can count on the majority

of the population in the North, including the Protestant

working class, and so long as they can work with the

Church and the miserably reactionary regime in Dublin,

mere is no chance of British imperialism being dislodged

from Ireland. However, the fact that Heath has been forced

to endorse the vicious internment round-up shows that it

faces a political as well as a military threat.

In the major fields of domestic policy the government

faces the same syndrome of backwardness which has

defeated its predecessors. The main feature of the

government's economic policy is unsparing resort to the

most savage weapons in the arsenal of capitalist

rationality: unemployment, backruptcies. the elimination

of "lame ducks", etc.

But just as important as the use of capitalist market

ftfies to prune away deadwood in British industry is the

complementary encouragement of the giant commercial

I banks to expand the scope of their operations. As The

I Economist puts it: "What Britain is now doing is to set up a

competitive mammon-will-reward-the-foremost banking

system without any of America's anti-trust controls. The

admirable new rule of jungle law opens at a time when

there are a lot of hungry beasts stalking around... There

could conceivably be much blood and many astounded

squeals, much redness on tooth and claw, as the hunt now

starts from all sides for both new depositors and new

methods of lending."

The changes which the government has introduced in

the code covering the conduct of commercial banks will

Iree much of their enormous resources (more than 12

billion pounds in current and deposit accounts) for more

exciting employment than the purchase of government

bonds and bills. The effect will be to create fierce

competition for the traditional merchant banks and to start

bank financing of British industry climbing towards Ger-

man and Japanese levels. The essence of government

policy is thus to simultaneously expose British capitalism

to strong competitive forces (especially via the entry into

the EEC) and to foster the potentially strongest sectors of

Wjtish monopoly capital. This could well turn to advantage

one of the strong points of British capital as it tries to find

its way in an era of intense inter-imperialist rivalry —
namely the relatively large size of the major British

companies.

Though the Heath government's economic policies

will certainly not produce some magical reversal of the

decline of British imperialism, they are more likely to

eliminate the grosser irrationalities than were the in-

coherent compound of subsidies, bureaucratic mergers

and exhortation employed by all previous Labour and

Conservative governments.
The fate of Heath's economic package is very much

dependent on its general success in waging the domestic

scale struggle. There has been a perilous collapse in the

rate of profit in British industry over the last decade. An

assault on the workers must be part of any ruling class

strategy for breaking out of the present impasse. It seems
that the core of Heath's policy in this area, is to use the

political strength of the British bourgeoisie to help

liquidate its economic weakness.
The domestic policy of the Heath regime certainly

promises a drastic sharpening of the class struggle and

'he abandonment of attempts to go very far in conciliating

the organised working class. If any half-way adequte

Political force existed within the British Labour movement,
ln en this might be a dangerous policy. But the

Conservative government knows that the only two political

organisations that have any real implantation in organised
*oour are quite incapable of furnishing an aggressive
leadership for the working class: namely, the Labour Party

and the Communist Party. In the past the German and
Japanese bourgeoisies have been able to use the relative

economic weakness of their workers to wage successful

imperialist rivalry.

In the coming period we may expect the British and

American bourgeoisie to attempt to use the relative

political backwardness of organised Labour in their coun-

tries to recoup their positions. They know that they have no

political challenge to fear from George Meany and Vic

Feather, or for that matter from Jack Jones and Leonard

Woodcock.
The present government clearly understands that the

underlying political loyalty of the working class gives it

considerable scope for attacking the economic leverage

exercised by the trade unions. This loyalty may have

waned somewhat in recent years but there is still more

than enough popular reverence for parliamentary legisla-

tion and the majesty of the law to make an aggressive

strategy the most tempting option.

It should be added that a British government can

wage a vicious campaign of repression without in any way

abandoning liberal democracy. Indeed to begin with the

government will exploit for all it is worth traditional

reverence for the trappings of parliamentary democracy,

the sanctity of legislation, the majesty of the law, the

supposedly impartial institutions of state power. The

capitalist media will give a unanimous chorus of approval

and the Labour Party will play out the familiar role of Her

Majesty's most loyal Opposition. Given its enormous

ideological and material resources the government has

every chance of winning its first engagements with

organised labour.

The new course for British bourgeois politics opened

up by Heath will create a situation in which — at last —
revolutionary politics can establish a bridgehead among

the mass of the working class. This is both because of the

reaction that the government will provoke amongst the

most militant and advanced workers and because the bold

steps that it has taken are bound to shake many of the

pillars of bourgeois Britain: among them precisely those

we have mentioned above.

Thus entry into the European Community will

undoubtedly throw somewhat out of gear the traditional

ideological and political defences of bourgeois rule. It will

tend to undermine traditional national fetishes and

ideologies: above all it will further weaken the already

waning power of Parliament. From a bourgeois point of

view those who argue against entry on the grounds that it

will sap the integrity of Britain's "constitution", or lack of

one. are perfectly correct. Like many of the rest of our

more backward and depressed national industries, the

Labour Party might also be very adversely affected by the

post-entry political climate. We have shown above the way

in which the Labour Party helped to pioneer the whole

Atlantic orientation of British capitalism and was thus in a

good position to claim the dividends of audacious class

collaboration. Things may be rather different in the

approaching European dispensation. Labour has chosen

for itself the comparatively modest role of being the

chauvinist reaction to the new course — even this function
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it has performed without much credibility.

The brazen capitalist rationality of the new col se and

the weakening grip of traditional mystifications will not

lead in the first instance to any mass working class revolt

but they certainly furnish ideal conditions for decisively

radicalising the most advanced and militant workers.

These workers are emerging from a period in which they

won significant gains in economic class struggle. Even

now, with unemployment rising to the million mark, the

trade unions are still growing numerically, an un-

precedented combination which reverses the situation of

the late '20's and '30s. More important still, British workers

are discovering new methods of struggle which will enable

them to greatly extend the arc of class struggle.

Indeed it is parly because of the relatively strong

economic organisation of British workers that the ruling

class is shifting the terrain of struggle onto its home

ground: legislation, legality, "public opinion". Although

there is no likelihood of the trade union bureaucracies

themselves responding aggressively and creatively to this

shift in the locus of combat, this is certainly not the case

with the younger and more determined militants who have

no nostalgia for the "gentleman's agreements" and

"procedure" of the old dispensation. They do not want to

put their foot inside the door of the mansion of privilege;

they want to put the boot in the owner's flabby midriff.

However, such a reaction will initially be confined not

just to a minority but to a very small minority of the most

active and class conscious. That is the real flaw in the

otherwise intelligent and coherent strategy of the new

course. The great advantage which the British capitalist

class at present enjoys is one that will tend to disappear

precisely to the extent to which it is fully exploited. British

imperialism can no longer provide an ideological and

material emollient to the domestic class struggle. In these

conditions the political loyalty of the workers will be not

just used but also used up. The rulers will be forced to

expend political capital to defend economic capital.

It is most unlikely that the British Bourgeoisie really

understands (his. They naturally see the moderation and

reformism of the British working man as an eternal fact of

nature. They will allow that the British worker has many

defects but he is after all British and thus shares the

national reverence for compromise, common sense,

negotiation and respect for all duly established authority.

These national traits are not seen as transient and

historically determined entities which history, especially

the experience of imperial decline and of the new course

itself, is in the process of eroding. The British bourgeoisie

has successfully forgotten those regrettable occasions

when British workers failed to conform to type: that is why

it will be prepared to risk provoking them. Moreover the

fact that the first few times its expectations will probably be

confirmed can only fortify it in what will ultimately prove to

be its fatal error.

Robin Blackburn

Adapted from the Red Mole.

Vestiges of the old Britain still remain, but fundamental changes are producing a new order
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December deluge hits Toronto

Some old kitsch, some nice surprises
mW^* mum w -

considered, like those plays that
.—^^m^^— mmM* ,„„,.,i in nit years.

Last year, roughly defined, was

a vintage year for movies: McCabe

and Mrs.Miller, The Go-Between,

Sunday Bloody Sunday, Murmur

of the Heart, Mon Oncle Antoine,

Ann and Muriel (now retitled Two

English Girls on the Continent),

Ktute. plus Fiddler on the Root,

Death in Venice and, for some,

Clockwork Orange and Cabaret.

This year it's famine. Only The

Sorrow and the Pity ranks as a

masterpiece and of the rest,

Sounder seems to be the only

film likely to be revived. (This

leaves out The Godfather and

The Emigrants, neither of which

I have seen.) The Candidate

would have to be one of the best

films of the year, such is the year.

It is a time for extracting the good

from Ihe mediocre.

The massive influx of holiday

season releases confirms the

trend. To be fair. I
hear that Chtoe

in the Afternoon at Cinecity is

quite good. I haven't gone

because I fell asleep at Claire's

Knee. Roehmer's previous film

which was also quite good. I also

don"t intend to see Robert Red-

ford kill a lot of indians as

Jeremiah Johnson.. The scenery

is supposed to be pretty in that

one.

My favourite of the new bunch,

hands down is King of Marvin

Gardens at the Odeon York,

although l can see why it is get-

ting panned almost universally. It

is very much like Drive, He said

(produced by the same company)

another personal favourite and

critical flop. Both are more film

sketches than films: you have to

infer a lot to make them make

sense, even to the point of in-

venting whole scenes left out of

the movie. But, that done, the

characters become rich and the

observations and nuances quite

deft

Jack Nicholson plays an

introverted late night monologis!

I™ Adventure.

for an FM radio station. He is

called by his estranged brother,

Bruce Dern, a small-time, vague-

ly illegal entrepreneur who lives a

menage a trois with Ellen Bur-

styn. a fading procuress, and her

developing replacement, Julia

Robinson. They keep a pistol in

the same drawer with their water-

pistols. Dern hopes to be

reunited with Nicholson through

a South Sea gambling resort

scheme he has concocted. The

whole thing takes place in Atlan-

tic City, off-season.

Like Five Easy Pieces, director

Bob Rafelson's previous film,

Marvin Gardens sees things as

pretty bleak. It is crammed full of

details of emptiness, absurdity

and decay, always in the

foreground or background of a

shot, like Polanski only subtler.

Marvin Grdens is not as funny as

Five Easy Pieces which is likely

why Us reception has been so

unenthusiastic.

Still I found it exciting, playful

(though not merry) and deman-

ding. All of the leads play at top

form — Ncholson definitely up

from his loud mate chauvinist in

Carnal Knowledge. Bruce Dern,

who played the basketball coach

in Drive, He said Is a grossly

underrated actor, and EHen Bur-

styn is as impressive as Karen

Black in Five Easy Pieces.

Some year I would like to see a

festival of great film failures.

Brewster McCloud would be

there and Drive, He Said and — it

appears — so would King of Mar-

vin Gardens.

Pete *n
T

Tillie on the other hand

has been selling out nearly every

performance at the Odeon
Hyland. It is pretty good, all things

considered, like those plays that

win annual prizes in off years.

Though directed by Martin Ritt of

Sounder, Pete 'n' Tillie reads like

the "serious picture" that direc-

tors of comedies and action films

are always promising to make

when they have realized enough

money from their hack work. Few

of them ever do It, and even when

they do. it is embarrassing. All the

hours in pursuit of the easy have

rubbed off, and their very vision

has become so saccarine that

"serious" means a few "serious"

characters stuck in the sugar, like

figures on a wedding cake. Pete

'n' Tillie fares better solely on the

strength of Tillie's part.

Tillie is well into her thirties

when she meets and sleeps with

Pete, a defensively wise-cracking

market researcher. (Whether

Pete is actually supposed to be

funny a la Neil Simon or not is

hard to say. The fact Is, we are

conditioned to laugh at the mere

sight of Walter Matthau, and we

do.) Pete and Tillie marry and

have a child, with their sit-com

problems gradually being

replaced by the serious ordinary

kind that we in the audience have.

It is an interesting plan, to take

our comic icons and turn them

quasi-tragic. Carol Burnett, as

Tillie. pulls it off magnificently,

with grace and depth I never

guessed she had. She was given

a touching, full, well-conceived

part and she enriches it. Matthau

as Pete does his best.

But that's as far as it goes, as

Ritt and writer, Julius J. Epstein

keep blowing it on the in-

cidentals. For example, Tillie is

called to have lunch "like civilized

women" with one of Pete's mis-

tresses. She goes, and over a

drink tries to make the best of the

time by asking the girlfriend what

she finds so attractive In Pete.

"You should know." the mistress

replies a trifle petulantly, "he's

hung-up /stuck-up
THEY'RE THE GREATEST!
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kind, has a great sense of

Humour and . . . he's a pistol."

"What?" asks Burnett.

••You know", says the mistress,

"a pistol".

At the end of a very short lunch

Burnett gets up to leave and the

mistress asks. "If you know about

pete and me, why do you stay

with him?"

"H's a pistol" Burnett replies.

In between those exchanges —
and I think they are terrific — Rltt

has the mistress dfop her contact

lens into her martini. Very funny.

Pefe 'n' Tittle does that too often

for comfort. Burnett keeps it

moving, but she has to work

overtime to do it.

I'm hoping someone else will

see and review Travels with My
Aunt at the Uptown, the film of

Graham Greene's comic novel. It

is in the grand style of high-

ceilinged hotels that serve tea in

the lobby, a style for which I am
singularly unsuited. I kept

thinking how much things cost.

Alex McCowen is quite human

and ungrotesque as the stuffy

bank-manager nephew who
becomes international escort for

his crooked old Aunt Augusta.

Maggie Smith is either fabulous

or excessive as the aunt and I

suspect the film was quite funny,

but you would do well to await the

verdict of one who knows more

about such things. It is certainly a

pleasant-spirited movie.

Lastly, there is the Poseidon

Adventure at the Carlton, the

product of fifteen Oscar winners

with the sensibilities you would

expect of fifteen Oscar winners. A

couple thousand people are

trapped when a tidal wave turns

their ocean liner upside down.

Ten or so set out under the

leadership of Gene Hackman to

find their way up to the bottom ot

the ship. Six. we know from the

ads. survive. What I liked best

was the ending: Not more than

five minutes after number seven

gets it, the six get rescued and

the movie ends, just like that, this

is an adventure and that's it, no

pretense about it. (Actually, an

aficionado said Poseidon was a

little on the preachy side, and he

preferred Airport.)

There is some fun along the

way. Shelley Winters plays a

better Jewish grandmother than

anyone else I can think of, as she

steadily strips herself of jewellery

to be given to her grandchildren if

she doesn't make it. There are

some classic lines suitable for

framing ("If you don't go on, her

death will have been
meaningless.") and the plot has

some lovely links to the necessity

of the genre: since the ship turns

over at midnight New Year's Eve,

the women are all caught wearing

long dresses they must shed in

order to climb the ladders

leading down (up) to safety,

necessitating a great number of

leggy shots from the bottom of

the ladders. It's also great fun to

turn the upside down sets right

side up, either deductively, or by

turning your head sharply to the

side. The movie is dumb macho
and adventurous, and it isn't true,

despite the note tacked on to the

titles saying that it is the way,

does anyone know if the ship's

captain is the same actor who
gives salty talks on how to grow
potatoes in rocky soil with the

help of the Bank of Montreal?

Bob Bossln After bangs, Bing's: Burnett and Matthau as Pete 'n' Tillie.

A mad whirl through the Eternal City
Is there any hope for Fellini?

Here is a man. one of the brilliant

post-war Italian filmmakers

whose early works — / Vitelloni

and Nights of Cabiria especially

— were masterpieces of a sort;

here is a writer-director with

compassion, humour, and a

prodigious imagination. His

decline began with La Dolce Vita;

8% managed simultaneously to

be brilliant and boring. Then the

precipitous drop, ending in the

gloomy depths of Fellini

Satyricon.

Not that these movies were

utter trash, any of them. Perhaps

I was able to tolerate Satyricon —
most of my friends walked out —
because I knew Petronius'

picaresque sketchs of Imperial

Roman decadence. This
familiarity in no way altered my
judgement of the movie —
portentous, self-indulgent non-

sense _ but at least I had some

idea why Fellini was getting up

those grandiose, nightmarish

scenes. And I think I see why he

chose a work as remote and

unusual as the Satyricon:

because realistic, or even 'ab-

stract' movies could no longer

hold the visions he wanted to put

on film.

But while his imagination has

ballooned to the size of a dirigi-

ble, his discipline has dwindled.

Fellini stuns you, in the Satyricon,

with his images of gargantuan,

haunting obscenity until he un-

dercuts them with ones of petty

smuttiness, making you wonder if

he can tell the difference.

In Fellini's Roma, he finally

discards altogether the pretenses

of plot or characters, leaving us

with a director's bag of tricks. The

movie is supposed to be a very

personal view of Rome, and I

guess it is though much of it

could have been filmed in Mon-
treal Fellini is obsessed with

boors, with gluttons, with obese,

prancing ecclesiastics and

overripe whores. Interminably we

see people wolfing down pasta,

kids sticking out tongues or sit-

ting on potties, an amateur show

of no-talents being heckled by

the wags in the audience. Terri-

ble. There is a fashion show of

cardinals and nuns and bishops

wearing such get-ups as copes,

gaudily piped with flashing neon

tubes — an ingenious tableau,

but the joke palls long before

Fellini lets iit drop.

Despite all this, no one can

touch Fellini when it comes to

stunning us, not even Kubrick

(whose career is beginning to

parallel Fellini's). So, embedded
in this movie is a traffic jam

during a gothic-novel thunder-

storm, more like the apocalypse

than Godard's in Weekend- There

is a stealthy trip through the city,

dark and silent but for the eerie

blue flicker of a buzzing tram.

And. at the movie's close, a

hoarde ot night-riding motor-

cyclists tears ominously through

Rome — across the Ponte Sisto,

through the Piazza di Spagna, up

to the Piazza Barberini, and off

into the desolate countryside.

At I could endure Satyricon

because I was anxious to see

what Fellini was going to do with

that odd old story, I was able to

muster up some affection for

Roma. I once lived there and

wanted to see how he would re-

create that fascinating city. But

1 don't recommend the movie, un-

less you have a particular interest

in the follies, as well as the

successes, of good directors.

Fellini, 1 think, should stop

making movies altogether, move
to Hollywood, and hire himself

out as a consultant. Then he

could devote himself solely to

turning out his weird, stupendous

effects. And for once they might

function organically in a work of

art, instead of floating loose

through theatres like unanchored

dreams.
Bill MacVlcar
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Sad about the words... Jim Taylor's Dog

Almost two years ago Esquire predicted

and dismissed Mudslide Slim, James

Taylor's first post-fame record, as "the

wane of inspiration". Esquire is a rather

nasty magazine that way, but it has an

impeccable eye for trend. So with Taylor:

from Sweef Baby James to One Man Dog,

the slope has been down, steeply.

Taylor blames having to write to record

company demands. Only one song on One

Man Dog, Nobody But You (Everybody

knows that I'm just a Joe who likes to hang

around .

.

.) was written prior to deadline.

It is the only one anybody 1 know likes. The

rest of the record's eighteen cuts are pre-

fabs, snatches of Taylor style grafted

together under company pressure.

The music has suffered less than the

words. The settings are bigger than

Taylor's old folkish style, with plenty of

horns, background voices and scratchy

South American rhythm instruments. It is

not to my taste, but it is carefully done,

funky and jazzy. Since the tunes are not as

discernable as they once were, it amounts

to a whole album of excellent vamping.

It's sad about the worlds. One Man Dog

is the first Taylor album without a libretto. I

expect Taylor was embarrassed. Many of

the songs read like self-parodies, full of

"W'oh I don't know babe"s but without any

of the quietly schizophrenic imagery that

powered Sunshine, Knockin Round the

Zoo. Carolina in may Mind, Fire and Rain,

Sweet Baby James, etc. From jungle to

desert.

It seems to have been open season on

James Taylor since he made the cover of

Time Magazine. Of course the sudden

fame and over-exposure were hardly his

fault. Still, it made it harder to get excited

about him and, evidently, it sapped his

vitality as a writer.

On the other hand, fame has been grist

for Joni Mitchell's mill. There was

something ingenuous about Mitchell's

pre-Woodsfoc/t records, but with Blue and

now For the Roses her pain and success

have become absolutely compelling.

Mitchell has never been the complete

song-writer James Taylor was. Her

melodies are often obscure, her words

often too many and too current, her style

harsh and keening. She's always com-

plaining. But. at the same time, she is

daring and exceptionally underivative.

Every verse or two, every song or two.

there is something crazily, stunningly elec-

tric (followed by something else I
wish

wasn't there. Mitchell is a musical Brecht..)

You can read Joni Mitchell's biography

from album to album. For the Roses is

similar to Blue but a shade more resigned,

the woman a shade stronger but with less

fight. I prefer her memories of her lovers

to her thoughts on her career. She wears

her successes arrogantly; her failures are

open and touching.

I like about half the album to the point of

addiction, particularly You Turn Me On,

I'm a Radio, an A.M. radio evocation of

A.M. radio, and Woman of Heart and

Mind, a regal, moving, even important

song that begins. "I am a woman of heart

and mind, with time on my hands and no

child to raise, and you come to me like a

little boy. and I give you my scorn and my

praise." After a half dozen years it is

apparent that Mitchell will be a life-long

artist (Taylor may not be) which allows

plenty of time to work out the bugs.

Among other releases for the Christmas

market: Loggins and Messina's second

album of happy articulate rock, called

Loggins and Messina. Theirs is a very

studio, big band sound, with country

somewhere back in its history. It's as

refreshing as Crosby Stills and Nash when

Joni Mitchell: always complaining.

they first performed together. Evidently.

Loggins and Messina are not as well

known as I assumed they were, or as they

deserve to be.

Pentangle came out with their newest,

Solomon's Seal, in their usual accoustia.

English folk style. I find it their nicest and

most tuneful since .Sweet Child, though

that is still the one to get if you have not

got it already. A number of us think it was

the best album ever produced by

anybody.

Ry Cooder's third, Boomer's Story is

out. No-one I
know has been able to put

their finger on why it doesn't work like Into

the Purple Valley. The -formula is the

same, old mid-American funk, but some

elan is lacking. Better to replay Billy the

Kid, The Taxes on the Farmer Feeds Us

All, etc.

Steeleye Span have finally been

released in America with Below the Salt.

They are one of the English folk-rock

groups on the Fairport Covention —
Mathew's Southern Comfort —
Fotheringay tree. The stress is on

traditional songs with strong choral har-

mony, backed by simple spare, very

rhythmic rock. I prefer Please to See the

King, as yet unreleased here, but Below

the Salt is a good introduction. Tim Hart's

liner notes deserve a prize: "So there we

was sitting in the dressing room when in

comes this guy with glasses and he says,

'Oim afraid youse got de wrong toitles for

de toons,' and then he goes and rattles off

a whole load of Garlic what we couldn't

make out, so we gets the roadies to see

him off. Handy things roadies."

And the Incredible String Band

released Earthspan which is as you would

expect.

James Taylor, One Man Dog, WEA
Joni Mitchell. For the Roses, WEA
Loggins and Messina, Columbia

Pentangle, Solomon 's Seal, WEA
Ry Cooder. Boomer's Story, WEA
Steeleye Span. Below the Salt, WEA
Incredible String Band, Earthspan, WEA

Bob Bossln
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Shakespeare highlights drab holiday theatre season
Toronto theatre continued to

flourish during the Christmas

season without the remarks of the

Varsity reviewer to prod it on. In

fact, this reviewer managed to

attend a mere smattering of what

was, for Toronto, a remarkably

varied program.

Twelfth Night promised to be a

Christmas treat, and certainly it

was more Shakespeare's than

not an inspiring one. The success

was more Shakespear's than

Leon Major's, though. Entering

the theatre, I was surprised to see

the basic design (or The Trial. It

seemed, soon after that, that a

trace of Kafka had been left in the

air as well. Feste the clown had

become a sophisticated prophet

of doom, specializing in un-

hummable songs (courtesy of

Harry Freeman).

A mournful group of hippies,

including musicians, stood

around looking uncomfortable

for most of the play, signifying...

one wonders what.

The modern dress neither

spoiled nor enhanced the com-
edy. Suede suits for Viola and her

twin brother were predictably ap-

propriate. The rest of the

costumes were not particularly

nattering to the characters.

Even so, the night I was there,

Shakespeare's comedy survived

admirably. Domini Blythe's Viola

was sweet and effervescent, im-

proving markedly as the play

progressed. Robert Benson
created a detailed, sympathetic

Malvolio, the tight lipped servant,

and earned applause for his first

smile. The cruelest aspects of

Malvolio's experience are

stressed in this production, and

the pity one feels for him at this

final humiliation casts a shadow
over the play's comic resolution.

I came expecting the trio of

Sir Toby Belch, Sir Andrew
Aguecheek and Maria to steal the

show as they so often do in

Twelfth Night. I found myself

laughing, yes. but with feeling

that the characters' vitality was
only adequately being realized.

Sir Andrew, the empty-hv ded

fop. seemed particularly dt Md
of interest. Orsino resemblea a

lethargic swinger from the fifties

and Olivia a hysterical spinster,

both — for me, at least — un-

sympathetic types.

It all points to an unnecessarily

sober Twelfth Night, though there

are laughs in spite of it all.

Then there was the gala festival

of short Canadian plays at the

Factory Lab Theatre. Two nights.

The nights were long and the

seats were hard. The impressions

were mixed — no surprise since

the content ranged from the

charming spoof of an amateur

production of an obnoxious 1927

play called A Day with Peggy to a

brief, thoroughly empty nude
piece, Made by Man/Woman.

The most intriguing aspect of

the festival was the manipulation

of the acting space. In What Was
Really Said, the different stage

levels, and the L-shaped playing

area gave one the sense of the

streetcorner where Father

Claudius solicits passerby
countless times. In the Great

Canadian War in the Pacific, a

wide playing area backed by a

blank movie screen provided a

setting for the play's symbolic

characters. In Forthcoming Wed-
ding, the bourgeois living room is

sparingly represented in the cen-

tre of the Factory Lab's low-

ceilinged room, to be viewed on

two sides.

In some cases. I felt that an

intriguing text was passing me by

because the short space of time

was packed with action and a

non-realistic, obscure text. In the

case of Cowboy Island, I felt that

or missed the plays altogether.

Tarragon Theatre still features

The Stag King, one of many plays

aimed at Toronto's child pop-
ulation. It purports to appeal to all

ages, actually, and succeeds, if

one is seeking light, diverting

Christmas entertainment.
Providing the lush array of

Carole Galloway and Irene Hogan prattle on in send-up of 1927 play

"A Day with Peggy."

one viewing could not afford a

comprehension of the play's

themes, but I was not prepared to

dismiss it (as I did some others)

as self-indulgent garbage. It is a

dilemma that has occured in

modern orchestral music: some
listerners screamed "garbage" at

the sound of Schoenberg's later

works, whereas other recognized

a thematic design too intricate to

be reaped from a single listening.

Some of the thirteen works will

likely be repeated in the next few

months, providing another

glimpse for those who could not

face an extra sitting in December

colours, textures and shapes that-

one has learnt to expect from

designer Mary Kerr, it is a tasteful

spectacle. The acting style used

by the stereotyped characters

draws upon the exaggerated
gesturing of the eighteenth cen-

tury Italian theatre, the epoch of

the original play. Unfortunately

the pace is slow, and needless

repetition of lines and gestures

dilutes what could be another

genuine Tarragon triumph.

Tonight is your last chance to.

experience Creation Two's Four

Plays by Louis Capson. their ar-

tistic director. I attended the "Se-

cond Evening" and can
guarantee it as a perfect way to

usher out the holiday season. The
overall theme: there is no hope.

The first work, Permutations and
Combinations proves this to us in

minute detail; the second. Eating

the Ocean, seems to dare us to

laugh anyway. Permutations and
Combinations is "an apocalyptic

cantata for four actors." It is con-

ducted like a piece of music and.

judging from the way rhythm,

pitch, quality, speed and variety

are utilized, it seems as much a

musical work as a literary one.

It is an organic work, the form

reflecting the content as in the

opening sequence entitled

Technique. There, the quartet

embodies the spirit of technique

in its regular rhythms and the

symmetrical distribution of parts.

Much later, in the "sequence
called Future, the voice becomes
operatic, parodying some
musical conventions of the can-

tata, such as the drawing out of a

final syllable in the word
"tomorrow". It is didactic and

repetitive in its text, which can be

irritating, but then it is a work

obviously designed to disturb the

spectator.

Eating the Ocean is a

depressing, laboured black com-
edy which tries to hit the Cana-

dian Way of Life where it hurts. It

is too disorganised to make its

point well. The ending is a

spinechiller all the same.

Soon to come — the Hart

House production of Hamlet. Out

with the old and on to the new! (?)

Eleanor Coleman

EUROPE - SUMMER 73

TORONTO/LONDON
from sj 55.00 return

$70.00
I g one way
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$1 99-od
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11 -18
18-25
25 - March 4

Includes accommodation (double), Jet transportation,

posters, etc. Hurry, few seats left.

CONTACT:

THE ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT COUNCILS (AOSC)
44 St. George Street,

Toronto 5, Ontario.

962-8404

The Student Travel Bureau owned by the GSU and SAC
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physics
The platitudes flocculant wallowing

between

shat the rearrangement.

Know surety

falling we tantalize, sprightly, haltingly

a porpoises fettered love.

Or corrode this molasses
pachydermatously green

They glanced

Cunningly, rapidly... that table blue

mutilated

If on the other hand
adjudicate

the platypus whips

disparingiy nuclear he learns

unreasonably,

harmoniously the treehouse muscular
runs,

but glared dollar bludgeoning this

squirrel swings

fondly clarifying

then

Activate!

The above poem was composed by the

students of the Poetry of Physics and

Physics of Poetry Class last year as Clare

Fuller was presenting a seminar entitled

Entropy and Art in which he was dis-

cussing randomly created art. The class

decided to write a poem by choosing the

words more or less randomly An ordering

of the parts of speech was adhered to,

however. The reader is invited to create

other poems from it by altering the punc-

tuation, the phrasing, or even the word

order. Art is a two-fold process involving

the creativity of both the artist and the

viewer. By minimizing the role of the artist

we provide the reader the opportunity of

exploring more fully the role of the viewer.

The Poetry of Physics and Physics of

Poetry class offered for credit last year will

be presented again, as a half course in the

spring term by the Department of Physics

and University College wilh professors

Bob Logan (Physics) and Art Wood
(English). Any students interested in the

course are invited to attend an
organizational meeting which will set the

times for the course on Wednesday,
January 10 in room 313 University College

at 4 pm. or contact Bob Logan at 928-8632

or 964-2114.

The opening of the Irish Arts Theatre

season on January 16 promises to be a

rare treat. Siobhan McKenna will present

Here are Ladles, an array of dramatic

heroines from Irish literature. The place is

West Park School, at the south-east cor-

ner of Bloor and Dundas Streets. For more
intormation and reservations, call 483-

7623.

Also beginning the sixteenth, A Delicate

Balance by Edward Albee will be showing
at the Central Library Theatre. It will be
interpreted by the Menagerie Players, and
runs until the twenty-seventh.

Remember 1837? If that date doesn't

ring a bell, you can start wondering about
your Canadian identity. Theatre Passe
Muraille has created a new play, 1837,

based on the subversive activities of

William Lyon Mackenzie, and the first fight

for national independence. It opens
Wednesday, January 17.

Toronto's French-language theatre, le

Theatre du P'tit Bonheur, greets the new
year with Le Fou et La Nonne, (The
Madman and the Nun) by Stanislaw
Witklewicz. a forerunner of the avant-

garde theatre. The subject: "Fantasy,

theatre magic are the terms that come to

mind, but this wou'd be too simplistic. One
has to let oneself fall under the play's

spell, and live through the claustrophobia,

the schizophrenia of the character." It will

be performed between January 18 and

February 3.

The York Masquers, up at York

University where a fine arts faculty is

thriving, present The Killing of Sister

George, January 18th through 20th at

Stong Theatre, 4700 Keele Street. Having

seen an excellent production at the Royal

Alexandra a few years ago. I recommend

the play. It was far more subtle and human

than the film.

Recently opened: The Mandrake, by

Machiavelli. playing at the Colonnade

Theatre until the 27th. (see review); Sir

Gawaln and the Green Night, at the

Firehall Theatre Stage Two, finishing

January 12th. 13th. 14th. Anne Tait has

based the drama on the writings of the

Gawain poet, a contemporary of Chaucer,

as well as directing the University Alum-

nae Dramatic Club in the venture. It will

include dancing by the York Court

Dancers and period music performed by

the Toronto Consort.

Regular admission is $2.00. Last of the

recent openings to be mentioned is Fac-

tory Lab's Strawberry Fields, by Mike

Hollingsworth. This is their first offering

since the festival of short Canadian plays,

which ran into difficulty over a dispute with

Actor's Equity Association. No details on

the play's content, but the pay-what-you-

can performances are Wednesdays and

Thursdays this time.

You can still se Hey Rube at Toronto

Workshop Productions, 12 Alexander St.;

Toronto Free Theatre's Hedda Gabler until

January 21st, The Lawrence Centre's

Twelfth Night ending this Saturday as is

the O'Keefe Centre's Don Juan In Hell

(worth seeing half-price for the Saturday

matinee), Tarragon Theatre's The Stag

King (try the apple cider during in-

termission!) and, closer to home Creation

Two's Four Plays by Louis Capson tonight

and tomorrow at U.C. Playhouse.

Hart House has a new exhibition of

paintings, prints and drawings by Lowell

Jones. This is until January 26. The On-

tario College of Art's student gallery,

Gallery-76, finishes its Mitre Line exhibit

this Sunday and continues with its three-

friend exhibit which opened yesterday,

until January 21, The friends are T.

Jarema, M. Naunheimer and E.

McLaughlin. The Isaacs has an exhibition

of nineteenth century Japanese wood-
block prints until January 23. Finally. The

Pollock has another Pre-Columbian show

composed of pieces from East and West

Coasts of Mexico and date from 300 B.C.

to 800 A.D. We're going to try to review the

Hart House exhibit, but that won't be until

next week, so you might as well see it on

your own — as if anyone uses art reviews

as a guide anyways.

Andres Segovia is in town again this

Sunday, January 14. His concert is made
up of works by S. Weiss, F. Torroba.

Handel, M. Ponce, Turrina and Albeniz.

Prices range from 3 to 8 dollars and if you

want to sit on the stage it'll also cost you 8.

On Sunday at the Edward Johnson

Concert Hall Pierre Souvalran, David

Zaler, Victor Martin, Kathy Wunder, and

Vladimir Orloff will perform two quintets

by Dvorak and Franck. Students are $2.

There are four student recitals at 8:15 pm.

no tickets, no charge January 15, 16, 19

and 23. The second recital in the St.

Lawrence's piano series takes place in the

Town Hall this Monday too at 8:30 pm.

Garrlck Ohlsson plays works by Thomas
Tomklns, Ludwlg, Schumann, Granados,

Louis Welngarden, Scrlabin, and Franz

Liszt (the ridiculous, overplayed, under-

inspired, finger-flicking-good Mephisto

Waltz — and God knows why the cheap

thing is on such an otherwise dis-

tinguished program.) At the Edward John-

son Building, Room 116, January 15. at 4

pm Professor latvan Anhait, head of the

Music Department, Queen's University,

will give a lecture, "Words and Music" for

free. Tonight at the Town Hall, the third

YCP St. Lawrence Centre concert features

Andrew Dawes and Jean-Paul Sevilla in a

program of works by Ludwig, Schumann,
Murray Adaskin (his sonatine Baroque for

solo violin) and Ravel. Dawes is first

violinist of the Orford Quartet. Christopher

Parkenlng is at the Eaton Auditorium this

Monday at 8:30 pm. and tickets range

from $2.50 to $5.50. His program is made
up of works by Dowland, Bach, Scarlatti,

White. Sor, Ravel, Debussy, Poulenc. Villa

Lobos and Castelnuovo-Tedesco.

Coffeehouse closed its doors for the

last time. Owner Neil Dixon made the

decision to end the three year operation

after efforts to obtain a liquor licence

failed. Dixon is currently negotiating the

sale of the Jarvis Street premises and
reports that there is a strong likelihood of

a new folk club opening in the Grumbles
location under new management.

With Grumbles closed, the Riverboat

becomes the only "name" folk club in the

city. This week's fare is Jonathan
Edwards, who song, "Sunshine", might

be familiar. Edwards has just released

his second album. Honky-Tonk Stardust

Cowboy (WEA). Like most of the new wave
of folk singers that have surfaced in the

last four years, the second LP doesn't

match up to the quality of the first. The
songs are too melodically simple and
lyrically unrefined: more bits of countrified

fluff than well-written tunes. So maybe
while he's in town we can hope Edwards

will do more of his older things.

There should stilt be tickets available for

Nell Young's concert appearance at

Maple Leaf Gardens on Monday. Young

will perform with his studio band, the Stray

Gators, heard on his last album. Harvest.

This will be the first non-solo concert

Young has done in Toronto.

Just prior to Christmas, Young's new

"album" became available in the Toronto

area. You're lucky if you weren't impulsive

and didn't run out and buy it. Journey

Through the Past (WEA) is a soundtrack

(in the strictest sense) of a film made by

Neil Young that should be released in

Toronto in the next month or so. It is not a

new Neil Young album. Most Young fans

will be highly disappointed by this set of

two albums. All the music is available on

other records. Journey begins with some
snatches of Buffalo Springfield tunes

which were taken from live pefomrnaces

and TV appearances. Then there are a few

tunes by Crosby Stills Nash and Young,

followed by songs from Young's Harvest

LP with the Stray Gators. The fourth side is

a conglomeration of a brief religious dis-

cussion and what sounds like a high

school band and choir.

Most of the tracks on Journey Through

the Past are poorly produced, sounding

like flawed recording sessions and much
of the music is briefly interrupted by

talking. The album is a ripoff.

Gary U.S. Bonds is at the El Mocombo
(961-2558) until Saturday. Bonds is being

backed by a four-man New York rock

group (Newspaper Taxi) and mixes some
current tunes in with nostalgia rock.

Although the sound system needed
reworking in his first set, it was plain that

Bond's voice has mellowed drastically

over the years so that his memorable
raunchy songs of over a decade ago,

"Quarter to Three" and "New Orleans",

were more exciting on record than Bond's

present lifeless treatments. The music this

week doesn't merit the two-dollar cover

charge and the high beer prices.

Peter Mathlesson, a contemporary

ragtime songwriter, will be playing at the

Stanley Steamer tonight and tomorrow

(Neil Wycick College basement, on
Gerrard Street, one block west of Jarvis).

And lastly, Sunday is THOG's monthly

all-day music, food and vibrations festival

at Bathurst United Church, one block

South of Bloor. It's a benefit this time, with

the voluntary donation of $1.50 going to

T.A.N.C.

I had a suspicion that King of Marvin
Gardens might have been deposed at the

York by the time we could run its praises

So it turns out. Sic transit gloria mundi.

Meanwhile, Friday, Saturday and Sunday
at 8:30 at the Revue, it's Truffaut's Two
English Girls, nee Ann and Muriel, a very,

very beautiful film (visually) about the

trials of international romances. $2. Satur-

day night at the Roxy it's Woody Allen's

pleasant, male chauvinist Play It Again,

Sam for 994. This week's showing in the

St. Mike's Sunday series is Godard's
frustrating, funny, brutal Weekend. Ad-
mission by season ticket, but they are

cheap. Tuesday and Wednesday at the ole

99<fc F Roxy it's The Conformist and If... At

the Science Centre Wednesday Arthur

Hitler will be present to show and discuss

his The Americanization of Emily, which I

liked in 1964. For connoisseurs, Thursday
night the TPL Learning Resources Centre
at 666 Eglinton Ave. W., is showing
Douglas Fairbanks' Thief of Bagdad with

Charles Hoffman at the piano. It's free.

And the same night, at 5:30 and 8. the Art

Gallery of Ontario is showing underground
movies of the forties. Don't go unless you
know what you are in for. Seating limited

to 100, first come basis.

CONTEST: This is your last chance to

enter Contest No. 2, define art. Entries

must be st the Varsity office. 91 St. George
St. by noon Wednesday. The prize Is two
more or less free tickets to more or less

any movies in town.

Neil Young at Maple Leaf Gardens Monday
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Sees no role for ward councils

Mayor Crombie wants amalgamated Toronto
By BILL HUMBER

"Local government is not

coherent to people in terms of what

the City and Metro do," argued

David Crombie yesterday at Trinity

Square.

Amalgamation of the city and

Metro boroughs offers a means of

attaching responsibility to one's

elected representatives. Toronto's

newly elected mayor staled that

under the present system the city's

delegates to Metro do not always

represent the best interests df the

city.

He cited as an example the

pundas Street widening. Despite the

city's opposition to the proposal, the

city aldermen did not vote against it

unanimously when it came to Metro

Council,

Crombie pointed out that the

suburbs still desire development

whereas the city is now more in-

terested in redevelopment.

Secondly, the Dundas Street

widening dispute indicated that the

boroughs view transportation in a

different light from the city. While

the boroughs want improved access

Canada's largest library ol prol-lesled

papers Irom St.75 per page. Also expert

custom research papers Irom S3.95 PER
page. PIUS TRANSLATIONS. TUTORING,
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
PROGRAMS, EDITING AMD RESEARCH. 4c.

XEROX FOR STUDENTS,

to the downtown, the city is in-

terested in preserving its

neighbourhoods.

Crombie fell that in view of these

conflicts there were two things one

could do, "either assume Metro will

go away, or meet them head on. The

city is clear as lo what it wants to do

and so is Metro. The city must get

into Metro on an amalgamated

basis so that we can work with

suburban politicians and allow them

to understand us".

A citizen from East York

wondered if amalgamation might

not mean the end of the citizen

participation residents of his

borough now enjoy.

Crombie said that, on the

contrary, amalgamation and citizen

participation would go hand in

hand. There would be no adverse

affect on the presently growing

neighbourhood participation, he

said.

On vote blocking by the city in the

present Metro Council, Crombie fell

that only where the city's position

was clear should this occur. City

aldermen have a responsibility to the

city at such times, he staled, but

drew back from endorsing any sort

of delegate democracy.

Crombie does nol favour

aldermen voting in terms of what

their constituents demand, whether

at City or Metro Council, but feels

they should listen lo Iheir

constituents.

Crombie does not see ward

councils playing a role as yet. "The
time is nol here; even John Sewell

had trouble gelling the residents of

St. Jamestown and those South of

Carlton together."

"In Ward II there are varying

kinds of neighbourhoods and

problems" It is doubtful, he con-

cluded, lhal a ward council would

solve these issues.

Crombie said developments

passed by the past City Council

would each have lo be approahced in

a unique way. Metro Centre, for

instance, has already been passed by

the Ontario Municipal Board and

legally exists as a development.

Bui. the Quebec-Gothic deve-

lopment is still awaiting OMB
approval and Crombie felt thai the

developers were willing lo sit down

with local citizens, iheir ward

aldermen, and planners to work out

an acceptable solution. The Eaton

Centre was another project which he

said requires some discussion, par-

ticularly concerning the west side on

Bay Street, which he thought, has

nol been well protected in the

public's interest.

A speaker from the audience

asked if a recent statement by

Minister of Urban Affairs Ron
Basford calling for the removal of

all rail operations from city centres

would nol jeopardize the Metro

Centre deal. Crombie said he would

take up the mailer with the city

solicitor.

The Scarborough Expressway,

Crombie felt, was a different type of

expressway than the Spadina. "The
Spadina just dumped cars into the

inner city. The Scarborough Ex-

pressway on the other hand links up

with Highway 401."

The mayor stated that despite his

support from the Scarborough, he

favoured a review of the proposal.

On the proposed Yonge Street

cleanup. Crombie exhibited some of

URGENT!

Volunteers (male and female)

creative work with inner-city

children.

3 hours a week

afternoon or evening Please call

Ann Bowman Central

Neighbourhood Hoouse

925-4363

the wil which won him a measure of

support in the, recent election.

Paraphrasing Pierre Trudeau's

statement that the state has no right

in the bedrooms of the nation,

Crombie felt "the bedrooms of the

nation should nol be involved in the

public."

Crombie agreed that any attempt

lo clean up Yonge St. involved

delicate matters or civil liberties.

Sex shops appeal lo only one seg-

ment of Yonge Street's passerbys,

and though one should be aware of

the old axiom "different strokes for

different folks", Crombie felt il was

important lo achieve a compromise.

Cross-country skiing's

the new craze. Every-

thing about it is dif-

ferent. From the clothes

you wear right down to

your skis. Just the sport

for a girl like you. One
who's eager to try

something new.

Tampax tampons
give you the freedom to

be that kind of girl.

They're worn internally

to give you dependable

protection. There are no

bulky pads to chafe or

irritate. And nothing can

show. Not even under

your slim cross-country

knickers.

With Tampax tam-

pons, there's never a

reason not to ski —
downhill or cross-

country.

The Inlomal proteclion more women bn»t

MADE ONLY BY
CANAOIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION

BARBIE. ONTARIO

Two library trials starting
After a long series of delays during the fall, the trials of two people

nrrested in the police break-up of last spring's Simcoe Hall occupation will

hegin next week.

Tom McLaughlin, charged with obstructing police, will be tried on

Monday and Tuesday, starting at 10 am in courtroom 31 . Old City Hall. Bill

(icily, charged with assaulting police, will be tried at the same place and

lime Wednesday and Thursday.

Each was arrested in March after occupying Simcoe Hall in support of

open slacks lo all students and the public of the new Robarts Library, due to

open at the end of Hits academic year.

Randi Reynolds and Mark Goldblatl were found guilty or similar

charges in December, but went free with "absolute discharges". If Getty and

McLaughlin are convicted, they could face jail or Tines.

The two are inviting all interested people to attend their trial in support

of them. They promise il will be interesting.

ESSAY

SERVICES

A new and complete

TERMPAPER service. Originali-

ty, quality, and security dic-

tate our policy.

Phone:961-6150

GUYS! GIRLS!

Earn $20 an hour

in your free time!

Register now lor model

assignment bookings in catalogue.

Earn $20 - S35 an hour.

(Currently a critical

shortage of new faces for Spring

catalogues now in shooting - and

students are needed!

Guys — must be 5 10"

or over. Girls — model size 7-12.

Professional training

available if required. Call now!

923-9895
The London of England Modelling Academy

17 Prince Arthur Avenue

1 block north of Bloor and west off Avenue Road.

HILLEL LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS
RABBI IRVING GREENBERG

speaking on "A CRITIQUE OF MODERNISM
TOWARD RELIGIOUS UNITY."

ABOUT THE LECTURER:
RABBI GREENE "RG HAS CURRENTLY BEEN APPOINTED PROFESSOR

AND CHAIRMAN OF THE JEWISH STUDIES OEPT., CITY COLLEGE (N YC )
HE

RECEIVED HIS ORDINATION (SMICHA) FROM RA8BI BETH JOSEPH RAB-

BINICAL SEMINARY AND HIS PH.O. IN HISTORY FROM HARVARD UNIVER-

SITY HE WAS OIRECTOR OF HILLEL FOUNDATION AT BRANOEIS UNIVER-

SITY AND HAS TAUGHT AT BRANOEIS, YESHIVA U NIVERSITY AND TEL AVIV

UNIVERSITY RABBI GREENBERG IS WELL-KNOWN AND WELL RESPECTED

AMONG JEWISH STUDENT GROUPS. HE HAS LECTURED WIDELY ON DIF-

FERENT CAMPUSES BOTH IN THE STATES. CANADA AND ISRAEL RABBI

GREENBERG IS ALSO A MEMBER OF THE RABBINICAL COUNCIL OF

AMERICA RELIGIOUS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN HISTORICAL

ASSOCIATION AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION; AS WELL A3

BEING CHAIRMAN OF THE AOVISORY BOARD OF THE CENTRE FOR

RUSSIAN JEWRY.
COME HEAR AND PARTICIPATE WITH RABBI IRVING GREENBERG

on Sun., Jan. 14 at 8:30 p.m.

AT HILLEL HOUSE

EbEGTIONS
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Student Members - Five to be elected

NOMINATIONS

NOMINATIONS

NOMINATIONS, WHICH CUST BE IN WRITING, SHOULD BE DELIVERED IN PERSON

OR EY MAIL TO THE DIRECTOR Of THE CENTRE AND NEED INCLUDE ONLY THE NAME

OF THE PERSON NOMINATED AND AN ADDRESS AND/OR PHONE NUMBER WHERE HE OR

SHE MA* BE REACHED • NO OTHER NAMES OR SIGNATURES ARE REQUIRED. UPON _
RECEIVING EACH NOMINATION, THE DIRECTOR WILL CONTACT THE PERSON NOMIN-

ATED TO VERIFY HIS OR HER EL I G IB IL ITY FOR ELECTION AND HIS OR HER WILLING-

NESS TO ACCEPT THE NOMINATION, THE NAME OF EACH PERSON WHO ACCEPTS
NOMINATION "ILL EE POSTED IN THE MAIN HALL OF THE CENTRE

i

VOTING
THE 1972-73 WINTER

students wishing to vote fust produce an atl card or other proof of

student status. voting kill take place in the main hall of the

international student centre at the following tihes:

, 4975 9,00a.m. - 10,00p,k.

Vi, 1973 9.00a.m. - 2.00p.h.

THE COMPOSITION OF THE ADVISORY CCM-ITTEE IS AS FOLLOWS: EIGHT STUDENTS

,

ONE EACH NOMINATED B\ THE STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL, THE GOAOUATF.

STUDENTS UNION AND THE ASSOCIATION OF PART-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT:

AND FIVE ELECTED wITHIr. THE CENTRE. TWO TEACI

.HIVES FROM THE OUTSIDE COMMUNITY.
ING STAFF; Two REPRESENT -

THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE HILL
MATTERS, INCLUDING THE ALLC
IES, AND NATURE OF SERVICE!
ELECTED STUDENT MEMBERS nil
PROGRAM COMMITTEE AND WILL
OPERATING ISC S PROGRAM , 1

ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO DEAL

5E THE DIRECTOR OF THE CENTRE ON POLICY
I OF PROGRAM FUNDS, THE USE OF FflCILIT-

PROVIDED BY THE CENTRE. THE FIVE
HON EY THEMSELVES AS TttE CENTRE S

.PONSIBLE FOR PLANNING, ORGANIZING AND

ILL JOIN THE OTHER SEVEN MEMBERS OF THE

EnERAL POLICY OUESTIONSi
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Special section for supporters

Canadian Scientology head defends program
Bryan Levniiin. head of tlie

Scientology Church of Canada was

confronted Wednesday by a panel's

views thai he was "a Colonel

Sanders" or Scientology, that peo-

ple involved in Scientology were

moulded by Ihe "applied religiuos

philosophy", and that Scientology

was run by misfits.

Levman was being questioned at

Victoria University Wednesday

night at a taping of the television

program Under Attack.

Lasl year. Levman was asked to

appear on Ihe same program but

refused. At thai time, he felt he

would be on the program.only to

defend his Church's founder, L. Ron

Hubbard, and said it was not for

him to defend other people.

But. Wednesday night Levman

said. "To defend Scientology. I had

lo appear" hecause unqualified peo-

ple may be asked to appear on

Under Attack.

A condition for Levman's

appearance on the program was the

reservation of a special section for

Scientologists, who made their sup-

port of him well-known. Two people

were asked lo remove themselves

from ihe reserved section when it

was revealed that they were not part

of the Scientology contingent.

Government subcommittees in

Grcr.1 Britain Australia. Uniied

Stales and Canada have investigated

the methods, of Scientology, but

Levman said thai the church had

been cleared from all charges.

Levman said Scientology was

being aiiaekcd because ils work

"was encroaching on" the psy-

chiatric business. He added that

since people were used lo living in a

suppressed civilization "anybody

who Iries lo give freedom will be

atiacked".

A panelist asked Levman why

pamphlcl promotion for Scientology

had a "get 'em while they're hot"

almosphere to it. Laler. an audience

member added that pamphleteers

were "a nuisance on ihe street".

Levman played down ihis charge

and said lhat people who were truly

inlcresied in Scientology had no

problem joining the church and that

all donations were of a voluntary

naiure. Jokingly. Levman said, "We
have nol assimilated everybody".

Levman said. "Scientology is for

people who arc able but want to

improve ihemselves". People learn
The head of the Church ot Scientology in Canada came Under Attack Wednesday at U of T.

U.T.A.A. GOLF CLUB
Lessons start Monday,

January 15th, 1973

Registration for classes

at Intramural Office

lo handle their problems ihrough

Scientology training, he claimed.

This training uses the process of

dianetics. employing an "E meter",

an electrode device. The information

gathered from the E meter helps

counsellors ireal the individual by

"locating areas of spiritual stress",

he stated.

Levman also said, "the causes Of

cancer could he spiritual, as Christ

said death could be spiritual".

Scientology claims lo be able to

raise a person's IQ. Levman con-

firmed this but said. "Some peoples'

IQs we can't raise except with a

crane perhaps".

Levman believed that Scientology

is "in the forefront as for as social

work was concerned". He men-

tioned Narcanon,

lion program
Smenlolosiv.

i drug rehabilita-

financed by

Levman said lhat Scientology was

for people who wanled to improve

Ihemselves, bul "never to cure a

physical illness". Levman added,

"They are sent right to the church's

doelor".

SAC Nunnery open for business

ESS COPY CENTRE
7 CHARLES ST.W. 967-1110

MOW. • Ffll, 9 9 ; SAT., 12*

After a series ofdelays, SAC has

succeeded in obtaining permission

for an experimental pub on the St.

George campus.

The pub, called the Nunnery,

opens lonight at"6 pm in the base-

men! common room in University

College's Sir Daniel Wilson
Residence.

Entry to the pub is via the door lo

Howard Terguson Dining Hall, on

tlie norlh side of the U C
Quadrangle.

The pub will continue on an

experimental basis from 6-midnight

Fridays, and from 8 till midnight on

Saturdays.

"We're Irvine lo find out if an

unclassified
ACAPULCO FOB $199.00 (8 days]

Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Study

Weeds) from Toronto, includes jet tran-

sport, accommodalion (doubles), parties,

discos. Cohtact AOSC 44 St. George St.,

Toronto S, 4 16-962-840-1 or your Student
Council,

EUHOPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO lo

LONDON from S79 one way or S155 return

- Take a dependable charier. Contact

AOSC. 44 SL George SI.. Toronlo 5 416-

962-8404 or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING IN EUROPE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, stu-

dent railpass. car rentals, cheapest and
most dependable charier (lights, camping
lours elc. all available now Irom: AOSC. 44

St. George Si., Toronto 5 - 416 • 962-8404.
(The Sludenl Travel co-op owned by your
student Council)

QUEBEC WINTER CARNIVAL, March 24.

Round Irip transpoilatlon and ac-
commodation. S31.00. AOSC, 44 St.

George St. 962-8404

TWO YOUNG FAMILIES desire 3rd to

discuss co-op living arrangement. Prefer

parents university experienced and small

children. We envision home with some
family privacy, some Shared lacilities.

Desire sharing problems and joys ol child

rearing, urban living, life in general. Enjoy
discussion and creative arts. No free sen

Call 531-8897.

EXCELLENT TYPIST Available lo do work
at home, specializing in reports, essays,

theses, etc. Call 889-8456

LOST Slide rule In hard leather case.
"Plaxton" and "4T2" written on case Lost

about 1 pm, Dec, 15. between main library

and Hart House Great sentimental value.

Reward S10. Call 278-1627.

ONE-THIRD of Davisville Mansion is yours

Irom Jan. 15 lor S60 monthly and con-

tribution to occasional frivolity. Call 485-

1400 or 928-4899 (Duncan)

MODERN Apartment 3rd floor, quiet

house, one bedroom. Call 533-5417 Fri or

Sun.

LOST - Brielcase from textbook store

Monday - brown Ventura - contents urgenl-

iy required - no questions - reward for

return. 964-2378 evngs.

ROOMS AVAILABLE - close to campus.
S80 - S85/mo. for room and board, call;

Campus Co-Op. 964-1962, 922-5496.

FOR SUBLET, Large 2 bedroom apt. Pool,

sauna, recreation 8 exercise room. Directly

olt campus. Feb. 15 - Sept. S254.00/mo.
Call Mrs Bos. 965-5893.

ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old
essays? Do you need essays? Phone
ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150.

SEN'S MENS HA1RSTYLING (Specialising

in long hair) in the Clarke Institute of

Psychiatry. 250 College St. Tel. 924-6811
Ex! 560. Hair cut $2,25.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coals from 510.00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.
(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent
selection ol fun furs. Irade ins accepted.
We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Fri till 6 pm.

YOU'VE GOT IT COMING TO YOU!
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ON

* HI-FI STEREO EQUIPMENT
SANEJI. PIONEER KENWOOD,
SONY. DUAL. TELEFUNKEN ETC.

' COLOUR TV
ZENITH, RCA. ADMIRAL ETC

* CAR-RADIOS AND TAPE PLAYER
ALL MAKES. INCLUDING BLAUPUNKT
AM-FM AND STEREO MOOELS

GIVE US
MAKE

AND MODEL...
WE DO SELL
FOR LESS!

LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL
THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE

KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
112 HARBORD ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OF SPAOINA) CLOSE TO U OF T

;i|l-universily Pub will be successful

on ihe downtown campus,
1

' said

SAC communications and services

assistant Peter Milic. "SAC isn't

out lo compete with the various

college pubs". The Nunnery is in-

fended lor students who want to

meet people from different parts of

ihe university".

Beer, wine and food will be

available.

Opening night entertainment is

motown group Full Sleam Ahead
and noted Canadian rock group

1-dward Bear is set fur Saturday.

The I.LBO refused to issue a

licence in September for an outdoor

pub at Sid Smith but government

and university officials are fully

satisfied with Ihe Nunnerv facilities.

Milic said.

WRESTUNG!
BEGINNERS MORE THAN WELCOME

DAILY 5:00 to 6:00 p.m.

men who competed on a Secondary

School level are urgently requested

to turn out.

COACH -JOE RABEL

SSTANDREW'S
PRESBYTERIAN

JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.

11. A.M.

DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART

'A CHURCH HOME
FOR STUDENTS

AWAY FROM HOME'

ACAPULCO READING WEEK
5unday. Feb. 11— Sunday, Feb, 18

Includes Jet Airfare, hotels, translers.

etc Still some room lell. P'ice $199
C;ill Robbie. 782-5033

The Joseph and Gertie Schwartz Memorial Lectures

SHLOMO AVINERI
Chairman, Department ol Political Science

Director, Levi Eshkol Institute

Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Arab and Jewish Nationalism:

A Comparative Analysis

Jewish Emancipation and Socialism:
Hess, Marx and Lassatte

Tuesday. January 16. 1973
at 4:30 p.m.

- Thursday. January 18, 1973

at 4:30 p.m.

Room 2158
Medical Sciences Building

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses!

^OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.

924-2159
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Blues drop another exhibition game, 88-65
By BOB PRITCHARD

Waterloo Lutheran Golden
Hawks made Varsity basketball

Blues look like doves, handing them

an 88-65 loss in Waterloo Wenesday
night. Again Blues were saved by the

fact thai it was only exhibition play.

As in Saturday's match against

the Warriors of the same city, it was

the second half that decided the

game.

After staying fairly close to the

Hawks — evidenced by a 40-34

score in Lutherans at favour half

lime — Blues decided to roll over

and play dead in the second 20

minutes. After four minutes of play.

Waterloo had jumped to- a 52-38

lead.

Bui that was only the beginning.

Hawks, having proved themselves to

be accurate shooters in the early

moments of the game, excelled in

the second half. Toronto can hardly

be blamed for the fact thai Lutheran

has a fine shooting team, bul Blues

do deserve "credit" for letting

Hawks run in and retrieve their own
rebounds, lipping the ball in for easy

points.

Unfortunately, there was no one

keeping siatistics at the game, but

the results as far as rebounding is

concerned would have proved em-

barassing to the Blues.

Lutheran continued to pour in

points, scoring almost every time up

the floor, while Varsity had to be

content with scoring once every

three or Tour times they entered the

Waterloo zone.

Again, Toronto played a stronger

game in the first 20 minutes than in

the second half. Toronto coach

McManus opted to use a man to

man defense to begin with, although

Blues did change lo a zone later in

the game. Lutheran used a 2-1-2

/one defense throughout the

exhibition.

Although Blues were down by 10

points al one stage in the half, they

did manage lo come within one

? point of Lutheran. They might have

: even taken ihe lead, if not for some

careless turnovers. At one point in

ihe game. Varsity took control of

the ball four consecutive limes, only

to lose it before coming up Ihe floor.

In the words ofCoach McManus,
Blues were "just ou thus tied".

Although Toronto played respec-

lably in Ihe early part of the game,

in the latter half the team slowed

down to a walk. Lutheran, on the

other hand, increased its momen-
tum, despite a somewhat broken

game which saw 53 fouls.

• A member of lasl year's all-star

team Lutheran's Rod Dean, put in

an impressive perfomance. ac-

counling for 30 points. Dean, a fine

hull handler and deadly shooter, was

Hawks" driving force.

Despile Toronto's poor team
showing, somcgood individual per-

formances came from Dave
Ferguson who scored 17 points while

Dave Walt counted 14.

Tip Offs: Blues next game is

Wednesday January 17, when they

travel to Si. Catherine's lo meet the

Brock Badgers inolherOUAA
games Wednesday Guelph defeated

Brock XX-56. Windsor won over

Western lt)f>-74. and Rvcrson losl to

York 59-41.

Scoring: Toronto at Waterloo

Lutheran

Toronto:

Dave Ferguson 17

Dave Watt 14

Brian Skvvinglon 1

1

AvoAlbo 6

Randy Filinski 5

Frank Cress 4
Tim McCihie 2

Doug Baker 2

Peler Oolup 2

Tony Rudmtk 2

Lutheran:

Rod Dean 30

MikeCleary 23

Rich Thomson 12

Ben VanCook 8

Dave Lockharl 6

Neil Hcgcman 6

Irv Slernhun: 3

Blues' Avo Albo (33) attempts to block a shot by Lutheran high scorer Rod Dean.

sportalk
Women's ice hockey last played

December 5 at Varsity Arena, losing

5-4 lo Western ... In two other

matches the same day evening the

women's senior volleyball team
defeated York 3-1 and the women's

senior basketball team defeated

York 51-23. Scoring Tor the women
were Chris Crawford with 21 points,

while Terry Knighl and Leslie

Mcintosh added nine apiece. Senior

basketball is in firsl place with a 4-1

record in ihe Eastern Section of the

OWIAA going into the second half

or its schedule. Queen's is in second
place, followed by Laurentian in

third. Western is in first place in the

Western Section, while Waterloo
follows in second. The senior team
hosts Walerloo for an exhibition

malch in the Benson Building this

evening al 8pm U of T's Joe
Keency won ihe junor boys 600
meiers evenl with a time of 1:22.5 at

'he Ontario trials indoor track meet
at the CNF lasl Saturday. Varsity's

Mike Harl won ihe juvenile boys 50
meter hurdles (7,1) ... U of T's

Bruce Simpson erased his own

Canadian open pole-vaulting record

earlier in the monlh by clearing

I7'4" at ihe Saskatoon Indoor

Games. His former mark was 17'

2.25" . . . John Shales, member of

U of T's intercollegiate squash team

won the U.S. Intercollegiate

Freshman Singles Squash Cham-
pionship in New York City,

December 2d-28. Shales played the

number two man from Princeton

University in the finals. Par-

licipating in the lournamenl were

represent alives form Princeton,

Harvard, two naval academics, two

Detroit universities and Penn Slate

University. Shales also made the

semi-finals in the U.S. Junior Open

Tournament on December 18 in

Fxeler. N.H. The eventual winner

was Ian Shaw who plays out of the

Toronio Cricket Club. Shales is the,

number two man on the Granite

Club learn more on the

Loyola College basketball team: The

University of Quebec al Montreal

athletics department advised the

Quebec University Athletic

Association lasl month that it will

not eompeie against Loyola in

basketball this season. UQAM was

scheduled lo play Loyola January 23

and February 13. The university is

ihe third QUAA member lo refuse

lo play the Warriors because of

Loyola's extensive recruiting of

American players. Earlier in

December. University of Sher-

brooke and Laval University in

Quebec City announced thai they

would not play Loyola. The

Warriors, who have relied on

American lalenl in recent years,

have only one Canadian on iheir 12-

man rosier. The only Canadian on

the learn is a second-siringer after

starling during the 1971-72

season . . . Blues hockey plays

lonighi at the arena againsl Ryerson

and [hen iravcls lo Waterloo for an

exhibition game againsl the

Warriors tomorrow . . . Western's

swimming and wrestling teams come

tu Toronto tomorrow lo compete

with their U of T counterparts, while

llic U ofT volleyball team travels lo

York for a meet.

Omnibus gripe

at Loyola

MONTREAL (CUPI) — Attempting lo increase sludent

involvement in university government, studenl leaders at

Loyola College have initialed prolests against a new

registration scheme, faculty opposition to course evaluations,

poor food service and inadequate library resources.

As he initiated the "Too far lo turn back" campaign,

siudenl association president Peter Fcdclc said, "Sludents have

always heen gelling the worst end of any deal on this campus."

He said a food boycott will take place today and a moratorium

on ihe library nexl Wednesday The students' association will

initiate discussions on course evaluation and will hold a

referendum on a proposed four-day school week.

The campaign, aimed primarily at increasing public

awareness of the issues thai have been troubling student leaders

for ihe pasl iwo years, is also iniended lo embarrass Loyola

officials and pressure them lo change their policies.

Protesting the lack oflibrary facilities, the students plan to

hold a mock auction of a copy of Michaclangelo's "David" to

dcmosiralc. according lo sludcms' association vice-president

Don Boisvert, lhal "aesthetic value is no good if you have no

resources," Boisvert said ihe Loyola library is operated on only

S350.000 while the school athletic complex receives much

more. The library apparently receives ihe lowest per siudenl

grant of any Quebec library.

Students will protest ihe lack of library resources by

boycotting the library for a day. attempting lo promote
discussion of ihe apparent lack of facilities, and by circulating a

petition lo he presented to university officials and ihe Quebec

mimslr> of education.

Attempting lo initiate negotiations for lower prices and
heiter quality wiih Cara-Beaver foods, the holders of the

I n\ ola food vending franchise, sludents plan u one-day boycott

ol university cafeterias
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"Athletic Revolution" involves Canada too
The Athletic Revolution

by Jack Scott

Collier-Macmillan Canada Ltd.,

Toronto

hard cover $6.50

soft cover $3.65

Jack Scott's The Athletic

Revolution represents a

breakthrough in sports writing.

However, the book suffers

because it is more appropriately

directed toward the student

movement in the U.S. in the late

1960's, and since it is now dated

by two years.

Scott's work is valuable tor two

reasons. First, it spurs one to

think about intercollegiate

athletics and its part in our

capitalist social system; second,

it provides many starting points

for further research and in-

vestigation into university

athletics.

Although the mood of the book

is set by its total involvement with

U.S. college sport activity, it is

possible to extract the basic

social commentary that Scott

provides and apply it to our

similar Canadian society.

There is the danger, however,

that in reading the book, one will

fail to adequantely distinguish

between the two university-

college athletic systems of two

still somewhat different societies

{that is. Canada and the United

States). Scott's book is more a

warning of what can happen here

given time, lack of major change,

and the involvement ol free enter-

prise in athletics.

However, there are major

sections in Scott's collection ot

essays that do offer reflections of

athletic programs in some Cana-

dian universities. Scott believes,

nevertheless, that athletics can-

not be divorced from the rest of

the educational system. In the

preface of his book, he writes,

"Athletic programs would not be
allowed to exist if they did not

reflect a value orientation that

met with the approval of ad-

ministrators, alumni, and boards

of trustees. Consequently, those

individuals struggling to

humanize athletic programs
.should realize that it's unlikely

that there will be any real

changes in athletics without fun-

damental change throughout our

educational structure on all

levels. Simply put, there cannot
be athletics tor athletes without a

concomitant emphasis on educa-
tion for students."

Scott sees our present attitude

towards athletics as being
derived from one of two traditiqns

which he traced back "prior to the

sixth century BC." "There were
two main athletic traditions in

Greece; the Spartan tradition

which emphasized the militaristic

value of sport and the Athenian
tradition which emphasized the

artistic virtue of athletes." Scott

sees the Spartan tradition as the

one prevalent in our society

today.

"The Greek (Athenian)

tradition of athletics for athletes

has had no sufficient impact on
the growth of physical education
and athletics in American
(Canadian) education.... A few
humanistic physical educators
are still espousing the Greek
ideal today, but so far their efforts

have usually been to no avail, and
there is little indication that their

ideas will be given serious con-

sideration in the foreseeable

future" he says.

In analysing 'Sport, Edu-

cation, and Society'. Scott

points out that many colleges still

use the profits from lootball and

basketball to finance the so-

called 'minor' sports — non-

paying intercollegiate athletic ac-

tivities. He adds, "In a classical

non sequitur. athletic directors

use this example of benevolence

as a rationale for justifying their

professionalized football and

basketball programs." He also

points out that most universities

today have to rely upon student

subsidization through athletic

fees to keep their programs

afloat.

While Scott does not delve as

deeply enough into the
sociological aspects of in-

tercollegiate sport as one would

like to see. he is perceptive

enough to reveal in some detail

throughout the book the
"drugging" effect spectator sport

provides in a capitalist society.

He says, "A dull, insignificant job

can be more easily endured if

one is able to spend evenings

and weekends watching exciting

sports events. As professor Harry

Edwards says. 'If there is a

religion in this country today it is

sports.' (Edwards, a former

basketball and track and field

athlete teaches sociology at

UCLA, Berkeley.)

One of Canada's most

controversial topics at this time

— the hosting of the 1976 Olym-

pic games — is indirectly linked

to intercollegiate sports and its

purpose. Scott says, "Today, with

a nation's vitality often measured

by the accomplishment of its

youth in the international athletic

arena, college athletic programs

are being used as training

grounds for the development of

what would be called athletic

gladiators.— One may justifiably

question, however, why our

colleges are concerned with

preparing for international sports

competitions, especially when
this preparation usually conflicts

with espoused educational

goals."

Scott directly attacks the

present coaching system and the

men embedded within its cocoon.

He says, "The primary respon-

sibility of university coaches is to

be educators, not developers of

Olympic medal winners. If they

want to put sole emphasis on

developing national champions,

they should leave the university

and the security of a regular

salary."

Intercollegiate sport is

described as a conservative force

in society in Scott's book: "The

efforts of protesting college

students are directed toward

changing society, while the ef-

forts of those individuals who
presently run our intercollegiate

athletic programs are directed

toward preserving society without

any significant changes. Conse-

quently the authorities take a

hard-line.... stance with regard to

student protestors while at the

same time they adopt an
'anything goes as long as you

don't get caught' position with

respect to coaches, athletic

directors and their supporters."

Scott believes coaches should

accommodate every student who
wants to try out for the university

team, and "he has no right to
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require him to train by any par-

ticular method, just as a

professor cannot force a student

to study in any particular

manner.... If coaches believe they

have the only correct method,

they are wrong scientifically. And,

it they know they do not have the

only correct method, but .still

force students to train under their

direction, they are being sadistic

and are morally wrong."

Scott also discusses the

important and related status of

the amateur. He believes the pre-

sent concept of an amateur is

unrealistic — "a luxury only the

wealthy can afford". In its place,

he proposes that "amateur
athletes would not be paid for

competing, but they would have

the right to earn their livelihood in

any manner they choose."

Scott remarks in a footnote

that Canadian "Bruce Kidd..:

makes a distinction between
professionalism and com-
mercialism in athletics. Kidd

views professionalism as en-

tailing nothing more than
allowing athletes to be paid for

competing, thus enabling them to

devote full-time to developing

their athletic skills. Commer-
cialism, on the other hand, in-

volves the ownership and control

of a sport, and this is where

abuses arise... ' Kidd — and I

would agree with him — is in

favour of professionalizing sport,

but is opposed to com-
mercializing it. This is quite ob-

viously a radical proposal..."

In the concluding section of the

book. Scott remarks, "As we
enter the 1970's, what is needed if

the athletic movement is to con-

tinue to grow and eventually help

to bring about significant
changes is for ail athletes to

begin working together in

solidarity. Throughout history,

one of the main tactics op-
pressors have used to maintain

their power is to keep the op-

pressed fighting among
themselves. Athletes must be
aware of this tactic and not allow

the sports establishment to

manipulate them so that they

futilely waste their energy and
time fighting among themselves.

"A program of athletics for

athletes cannot be outlined in

specific detail, for the one thing it

would not be is a preconceived

system established in advance by
a single individual. Such a
program would be run in a

democratic manner and all those
individuals involved in it would
have a say —

- from freshman
athletes to the athletic director.

"High school and
intercollegiate athletic programs
are the ideal areas in which to

experiment with genuine student
involvement in education. What
do we have to lose by giving

young people a meaningful say
over athletic policy? From an
educational perspective, the most
dire consequences would be a

few rather unorganized athletic

contests. Student-athletes should
have a significant say in all policy

decisions such as the scheduling
of games, the hiring of coaches,
and the allocation of resources.
The athletes themselves would
suffer the consequences of any
irresponsibility...."

Bob Gauthier



Students win at Western
LONDON (CUP) — Militant

student action in the Ontario fees

strike scored another victory last

Friday, when the University ol

Western Ontario agreed to release

student aid money to students who

haven't paid their second tuition

instalment.

The administration concession

followed an all-night sit-in at the

L1WO fees office by about 40

students.

The action followed similar

successful moves at York University

and York's Glendon College, where

students earlier last week occupied

administrative offices and convinced

officials to release student award

cheques.

Both the York and UWO actions

were the first displays of student

militancy on those usually staid

campuses in recent memory.

The UWO administration had

taken the hardest line against

releasing student award money until

second term fees had been paid,

although five other universities had

agreed last month to release the

cheques.

The UWO students occupied their

fees trailer last Thursday evening

after an ad hoc student council

meeting voted for the move. First on

Iheir minds were the actions on the

two York campuses, and they

decided to emulate the tactic.

When the students entered the

huilding. officials suspended the

collection of fees, which had been

proceeding until early in the

evening, and UWO vice-president

(administration and finance) A.K.

Adlinglon came and spoke to the

students, advising them they could

stay the night.

UWO president Carleton

Williams spoke to student leaders,

to York president David Slater who-

had given in to identical student

demands the previous day, and to

Jack McNie. Minister of Colleges

and Universities. McNie advised

Williams to release the student aid

money but give students a note

saying the money was granted on the

condition tuition would be paid

with it.

The occupying students voted to

continue the sit-in through the

weekend until Ontario Premier

William Davis appeared on campus

yesterday to address a convention of

the Ontario Young Progressive

Conservative Association.

On Sunday the students de-

manded Davis speak to them at

the occupied office, but he refused,

suggesting another building. The
students refused and they marched

over to the business administration

building where Davis was addressing

the P.C.'s. There the students

engaged him in some discussion but

he dodged most questions about

education policy.

Some 2.500 students have

reportedly not yet paid their full fees

at UWO. Observers say if the ad-

ministration had agreed to release

the cheques at the beginning of the

week rather than the end, the

number would have been closer to

6.000. About 12,000 students attend

UWO full-time.

The struggle suffered a setback at

the university of Windsor only

minutes after the UWO occupation

had succeeded Friday. About 20

Windsor students occupied their fees

office and chained the door also

demanding the release of student aid

money hut about 15 minutes later

the chains were cut by campus

security officers.

The occupiers remained sealed

across the doorway but students

wanting to pay their fees were able

Evans will set up

committee to examine
academic appointments

U of T president John Evans said last night he is in the process of

setting up a task force to examine academic appointments in the university.

According to Evans, the terms of reference of the committee have not

yet been finalized, but it will deal with "appointments, procedures and

policy".

It will not have "major student representation", he stated.

The proposal will likely be reported to the Governing Council as

"information"" on Thursday.

Student Governing Council executive member Brian Morgan, when

contacted last night, said that he objected to both the structure or the

committee and the fact that it is to have no strong student voice.

If the Governing Council is just a deliberative body, it will be sapped of its

major strength . . .
initiation", he declared.

Paul Cadario, chairman of the council'* Internal Affairs Committee,

said in an interview that he expects the task force to study the "nature, effect

and possible changes" of academic appointments, with a "heavy emphasis

on the maintenance of the quality of academic courses."

Tenure, and the status of full professorship in relation to tenure would

also be considered, he thought.

The Planning and Resources Committee approved the formation of the

committee at its January 4 meeting, as a presidential advisory committee

rather than a subcommittee of a Governing Council Committee. Both

PAC's and task forces would be set up by and directly report to the

president, while the subcommittee structure would instead fall under the

council, an elected body.

Planning and Resources chairman James Lewis explained that his

committee approved Evans' proposal as a PAC because it was "a very ur-

gent thing" to "examine very quickly the contractual arrangements of

the faculty."

A PAC could gel under way and report faster, he fell. The "facts without

debate*" arc needed, he said, although he emphasized there was no attempt

to slide debate.

Although Lewis indicated that the task force would primarily be

gathering facts, he added that it would "bring all the alternatives to the

Governing Cuncil."

Morgan charged last night that the task force is one aspect or a "power

struggle" between the administration and the elected governing body of the

university.

Power' lies in detailed policy formation, he said. The terms of reference of

U committee examining academic appointments, its composition, and the

specific people on it should all be empowered to elected bodies, he felt.

"The work or the Governing Council and its committees is to develop

policy, implement it, not just approve proposals submitted to it," Morgan

asserted.

He added that the issue or academic appointments did not seenm to be one

that was "pressing" in terms or time. A Governing Council subcommittee

could be set up quickly in any case, he said.

SAC president Eric Miglin said last night he did not object to the task

force structure.

However. "I feel very strongly that there should be at least two

students" on the task force, he declared.

From discussions SAC has had with Evans on the matter, Mighn said

he thought the president was contemplating a body of about eight or nine

people with one student on it. SAC argued that another student was

necessary. ,

Because of the importance of teaching to students, Morgan^ stressed

that it is "absolutely vital to have major student representation."

He intends to raise the matter at the Governing Council's Thursday

meeting , he added.

While Miglin thought the task force would be asked to produce

recommenladionts by June, Lewis said he thought it would have eight

months to report.

Its report will likely be considered by the Business Affairs, Academic

Affairs and Planning and Resources Committees, Lewis added.
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to pick their way through them.

"Business was normal," fees

official Joseph Schiller said. "In fact

better than normal."

Ader a Tew minutes the occupiers

decided to leave.

The University of Ottawa

Students Federation has called off

the strike on its campus because

only 14 students paid their fees into

the rederalion-sponsored trust fund,

rather than pay to the university. U
of O administrators sent stern letters

to students warning them of late fees

and deregi strati on procedures

should they fail to pay tuition.

"The letter really psyched out a

lot or people," rederalion president

Peter Beach admitted. Beach's

council tried to organize the fee

strike at U of O without belonging

to the Ontario Federation oT

Students which organized the

province-wide strike. U of O
withdrew from OFS in the summer
when other schools refused Beach's

demand for a September full fees

strike.

Meanwhile students at York and

UWO are planning a moratorium of

classes Thursday to discuss the fee

hoycoll.

York students may
stage moratorium

DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — Students

ai York University ended their two-

day occupation Friday over the un-

conditional release of student award

cheques, and are now moving to a

broader base of action of the

province-wide fees strike.

The occupation began when the

York administration refused to

release student award cheques

without first deducting tuition tees.

It ended Friday when the ad-

ministration agreed to the un-

conditional release of both un-

dergraduate and graduate cheques.

The awards cheques, originally

held on the grounds of a 1969

government directive, will be

released today. In agreeing to stu-

dent demands, York president

David Slater first checked with the

provincial government and said he

was told he could give "the most

liberal interpretation possible" to

the directive. He then said the con-

tract was between the students and

the government and that the un-

iversity would take the view that the

students had or would honour that

contract,

Slater also lifted all fines for late

payment for this term. The maxi-

mum fine is $10. York has no

academic penalties for late payment

according to a 1970 senate

resolution.

The administration refused a

third demand—to endorse the aims

or the fees strike through a public

statement. Students at York first

said they would continue to occupy

until that demand was met, but later

agreed they should direct their

energies in gelling mass-based sup-

port for the tees strike.

A steering committee was formed

after a mass meeting Friday, but so

far it's mainly the 40 to 50 occupiers

who have taken part in organizing.

They have called for a moratorium

on classes Thursday. Faculty and

students have been invited to speak

out against the provincial govern-

ment in its policy of cutbacks in

post-secondary education.

Varsity house open

Varsity readers get their chance to see If the paper's offices really look like this when

The Varsity holds Its Open House Wednesday afternoon beginning at 1 pm. If you think

you might have some interest In working on the paper, the afternoon will Introduce you

to all the things we do to publish The Varsity. People will be here to explain all about

news sports, feature, and review writing; photography; editing; and layout. So, circle

that date and time: Wednesday, January 17, 1 pm. Who knows, the people in the picture

might even be there.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Free Jewish University Registration at

Hillel House, 166 St. George Street.

Persons Interested In applying (or

French Government Teaching Posts

should contact the Office ot Student At-

lalrs, room 106. Slmcoe Hall. Deadline:

January 17.

1 pm
All students willing to help build the

January 20th International Protest against

Nixon's war in Vietnam, come to a general

meeting ol the U ot T Committee to End

The War in Vietnam — Sid Smith, Rm.

1072.
4 pm

All graduate students In French are

urged to attend the meeting ol the

Graduate French Association in Room 138,

UC.
Auditions — lor "Orison", a one act two

hander, noonhour show. U.C. Playhouse

79A St George. Also needed
sound/lighl/stage technicians. Till 6 pm.

6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher supper. Please reserve by

5 pm at Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

8 pm
CUSO General Information meeting

Pendarves Lounge. International Student

Centre, 33 St. George Street.

Hillel Drama workshop begins Its

session again this week at Hillel House.

"Grease" has slid from Wednesday to

Monday. For three hours of the greatest In

1 950's Rock and Roll listen to Grease every

Monday on Radio Varsity. 820 AM in

residences and at 96.3 FM on Rogers

Cable System. TIN 11 pm.
S pm

The life and hard times of Norman

Numnolz-Select 1950's specimen.

Tonight's episode • Teenage Pain - the

story ol how Norman tries to make It with a

hot cheer-leader. On radio Varsity 820 AM
in residence and 96.3 on Rogers Cabte FM.

TUESDAY
noon

General Meeting of the Political

Economy Course Union. All students

taking one course In Political Economy are

members. Topics: Saving the Political

Economy Library. Putting out a News-

paper, Course Evaluations. Political

Economy Lounge. Third Floor, Sidney

Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATHE

HAMLET
Directed by Martin Hunter

January 25 -February 3 at 8:30
(Ho pBrformincBS on Sunday or Monday)

Tickets £2.50

Students $1.25

Box Oflice 928-B668

10:00 i.m. la 6:00 p.m.

NEW COLLEGE

WRITING FACILITY

announces

New Hours
Mon 10-12

Tues 10-6

Wed 10-6

Thurs 10-6 (French 2-6)

Fri 10-12

Room 121 New College

928-5157

awpivWN
BROS.

A glistening centre diamond
bunked by two shoulder stones in

a modem line-cut setting. S300.00
Registered Jewellers American Gem

we sell diamonds

0Kopman BROS LIMITED. 261 Yongir St (suuih ot Dunlins) 364-7664. Dili-

mond mervriunls fur 5 generations. ComC in for yesterday's elegance and low
diamond prices. Diamund engagement rings from $75.00

Smith Lounge.
1 pm

Stop the cutbacks, rescind the fee hikes

— meeting lo discuss future strategy. All

welcome. Film Room, Innls College.

2 pm
An open meeting ot the Mathematics

Department Curriculum Committee to dis-

cuss organization and curriculum for MAT
130, 134. 135 will be held In Sidney Smith

Hall, Room 1069. Studenls Invited.

4 pm
Oebora Taylor, soprano, sings Haydn.

Faure, Debussy, and Wolf In the Hart

House Music Room.

4:30 pm
Shlomo Avlnerl, chairman, Political

Science Department, Hebrew University,

"Arab and Jewish Nationalism: A Com-

parative Analysis," Room 2158, Medical

Sciences Building, sponsored by Schwartz

Memorial Lectureship.

5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship The General

Meeting this week will include Tony Tyn-

dale who will speak during the first half,

followed by supper from 6:30 to 7:30 in the

caleteria. Bill Scadding will discuss

Lelghton Ford's visit. In Wymllwood's

Music Room.

6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher Supper. Please reserve by

5 pm at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

7 pm
Guitar Workshop ior beginners starts

again this week at Hillel House, 166 St.

George Street.

6 pm
First 1973 meeting of the University of

Toronlo Debating Union. Guest Speaker

will be Marty Stollar, UC SAC Rep. Topic:

"Is the buying ol Termpapers morally

justifiable?" North Sitting Room Hart

House. New Members Welcome.

Razors
Edge
HAIRSTYUNG

Downtown
(behind City Hall)

368-2963

1/3 off for students

LOWELL JONES

EXHIBITION

AHT GALLERY

MONDAY. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

TUESDAY—SATURDAY. 11 i.m.-5 p.i

SUNDAY 2p m -5 p.m.

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

JEAN B0NHOMME, TENOR (PRESENTED

BY THE CBC IN ASSOCIATION WITH HART

HOUSE) JANUARY 21, 8.00 p.m. in the

GREAT MhLL.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

THE HALL PORTER S DESK

CAMERA CLUB

Print-mounting

Retouching Clm
1:10 p.m.. Wads. Jan 17

STARTS TONIGHT

FILM SERIES:

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS
MONDAYS, 1-Zp.m. and 7-8 p.m. In

lh« DEBATES ROOM

TONIGHT

PICASSO: WAR, PEACE ind LOVE

LIBRARY EVENING

SPECIAL GUEST:

RICHARD B. WRIGHT

Tun., Jin. 23

Hart House Library. SI CO p.n

ALL V/QLCOME

FILM-MAKER'S EVENING

MEET JOHNVtDETTE. PRODUCER OF

'WEDDING IN WHITE'.

TONIGHT -8:00 P.M.

EAST COMMON ROOM.

TELEVISION IN THE MAP ROOM

HART HOUSE CHORUS
SECOND REHEARSAL: JANUARY 16 at 7 p.m. In the GREAT

HALL

THE GALLERY-JANUARY 25th??

NICKELODEON
279 Yonpe at Dundas Square iilmvc [hi- hi i.n s

WANTED
by Arts & Science Student Union:

PAID PERSONNEL
Applications are now being received by the Arts and Science

Students' Union for paid full-time and part-time position. The

position entails research and organizational work in the following

areas: course unions, faculty council and colleges. Salaries will be

reasonable and concomitant with the responsibilities assumed.

No experience in this kind of work is necessary, though some
familiarity with the ASSU and the faculty in general would be

desirable. The term of employment begins February 1 and ends

April 30, 1973. Application in writing should indicate convenient

times for an interview. Applications can be mailed to:

ASSU
~c/o Mike Scott

Rm 2097
Sidney Smith Hall

University of Toronto
100 St. George St.

Toronto 5, Ontario
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Position threatened, SAC assistant resigns
Long-lime student politician Paul

Carson has resigned from his posi-

tion as SAC executive assistant, just

in time to avoid a possible rejection

or his appointment at Wednesday's

council meeting.

In a letter to the executive

meeting which met yesterday, Car-

son said he wished to avoid

divisiveness on council.

There was strong opposition to his

appointment at last Wednesday's

meeting. Carson was not available

for comment yesterday.

Carson, a part-time theology

student who has been on campus
more than 10 years, has in recent

years worked for SAC, the U of T
Athletic Association, Radio Varsity

;ind The Varsity. He has co-edited a

student handbook and run various

other services for campus
organizations, even down to keeping

statistics on hockey games.

Carson was executive assistant

last summer, but was shifted to

services and communications
worker early in the fall until reap-

pointed assistant in November by

the executive.

Both he and his replacement Peter

Milic had to be approved by a

general council meeting.

However, two meetings in

December failed to do so for lack of

a quorum. And, last Wednesday's

U of T hears worker's grievance
The grievance of a U of T worker

fired for refusing to wash a floor was

heard by university labour rela-

tions officer John Parker Friday.

Parker's decision on the case of

Damjon Andreev Gruev, an animal

laboratory technician, is not ex-

pected until early this week. He has

until Friday to rule on the dispute.

Gruev filed the grievance,

claiming he was fired for refusing to

mop a corridor he had washed just a

half hour before. He also main-

tained his supervisor. V.B. Korom-

pai. acted arbitrarily and harshly

towards him.

"No one can convince me that

refusing to mop an already clean

floor is enough reason to be fired,"

he told The Varsity last week.

Gruev was not permitted to bring

his lawyer into Friday's hearing, as

Parker said it was a matter between

Gruev's union, the Service Em-

ployees' International. Union

local 504 and the employer, the

university.

Parker and two members of his

staff, director of Laboratory Ani-

mal Science Dr. L.R. Christensen.

who fired Gruev, and one of his

staff and Korompat attended the

hearing. Ciruev was accompanied by

two members ofhis union, including

business agent Don Barclay.

"We feel he's got a good chance

of being reinstated," Barclay says.

Both sides have agreed to abide by

the provisions of the union's master

agreement with the SEIU on uni-

versity employees, although no con-

tract for the animal lab technicians

has yet been signed.

The unit of 45 technicians was

recently organized by the SEIU, and

is still negotiating with the uni-

versity on the issue of wages. Both

sides had already agreed on the

other provisions of the contract, to

he the same as the SEIU's other 75C

university employees.

Parker said Friday that the

union's wage demands "are beyond

what our capabilities are under our

hudget."

However, he added "I don't know
how serious" the union is about

them. The issue of determining

job classifications is making

the negotiating more complex.

SEIU business agent Barclay said

yesterday that the union's wage

demands are the same as they were

in November, when it asked for

$3.61 to $4.01 per hour for the

majority of affected workers. At

present the workers earn $2.53 to

S2.S4 an hour,

The two sides are 50 cents apart,

says Barclay.

Union and management are far

enough apart that they will meet

with a provincially appointed con-

ciliator tomorrow in an attempt to

settle their differences.

Parker says he is anticipating a

settlement soon, but Barclay is not

optimistic.

The university's offer, al-

though it has improved "some-

what", is still "not acceptable",

according to Barclay.

"I don't see any quick

settlement."

meeting could not discuss the ap-

pointments as the Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee disrupted the

meeting.

The disruption, in fact, was

prompted by a motion to move in

camera to discuss the appointments,

which SSSC members construed as

an attempt to prevent discussion of

the fees strike.

The mover of the motion to go in

camera, former education com-
missioner Marty Slollar, explained

last night thai there was "little but

enthusiasm" for Milic, but strong

opposition to Carson's appointment.

Carson, he said, was a "very

strong divisive element" in the of-

fice. One of Carson's goals was to

entrench himself in office, according

to Slollar, which meant that he

formed "divisive" allegiances within

the executive.

Some of Carson's actions, which

Slollar declined to detail, were

"several times brought up at the

executive."

Slollar said thai the level of

opposition to Carson's appointment

was difficult to predict, but he was

hopeful lhal il would not have been

approved. Most of the SAC repre-

sentatives around the office seemed

to disapprove of Carson, he said.

Communications commissioner

Debra Lewis seconded Slollar's mo-

tion to move in camera to discuss

the appointments and former

finance commissioner Vince

DeAngelo is recorded in the minutes

of the executive meeting which ap-

pointed Carson as "strongly op-

posed" to the move because he

felt the office didn't need an extra

employee.

Internal Affairs Committee

chairman Paul Cadario,
automatically a SAC member by

being a student governor, was

suggested by both Slollar and presi-

dent Eric Miglin as opposed to

Carson's hiring. However, Cadario

refuse to comment in an interview.

There was speculation lhat one

executive member might have

resigned if the executive assistant

was not ratified, Stollar staled.

Vice-president Ross Flowers said

last night he was sorry lo see Carson

go. "I have a lot of admiration for

Paul."

Miglin. who although unable to

attend yesterday's executive meeting

had been informed of Carson's

Thursday decision to resign, com-

mented. "I think Paul did a good

job."

However, he admitted that

Carson had given rise lo "some

differences of opinion".

Erindale executive member
Arnold Brody said thai ihe executive

accepted the resignation without

debate, as requested by Carson's

letter. The letter was "without

bitterness", he added, commenting

lhal some new members ofSAC this

year "just didn't get along" with the

executive assistant.

He said he had "no idea" if any

move lo reject Carson would have

succeeded.

The executive does not intend to

immediately replace Carson.

Insiead, it will see if earlier con-

tentions lhal there was not enough

work for the job are true.

Flowers indicated SAC would

wail al least one week, and more

likelv two. hefore deciding.

Affects Gothic, St. James Town, Windlass

City Council may repeal development bylaws
By DOUG HAMILTON

The surprise election of a

"reform" majority on City Council

in December has recreated for many
people hope of preventing massive

unwanted developments from in-

truding on their communities.

For council can, although perhaps

with some cost, repeal their ap-

proval of some of these large

apartments if ihey have not been

approved by the Ontario Municipal

Board, which must agree with all

zoning changes.

Three of these contentious

developmenls, passed by last year's

council include the Cadillac project

at Quebec and Gothic Avenues near

High Park, the Windlass develop-

ment on McCaul Street, and the

Meridian Building Group's bid to

erecl a new extention to their pre-

sent St. James Town complex.

Al a January 5 meeting, council

asked City Solictor William Callow

to prepare a report outlining the

legal ramifications and the financial

penalties ihe city might risk if it

repeals a bylaw dealing with a

development.

Al present, ihe city has the power
to repeal a bylaw, bul it may face

the possibility of being sued by the

developer if his project is prevented

from going ahead.

According to Ward I Alderman
Elizabeth Earys, Callow's report

may be ready for presentation as

early as Wednesday. She believes

the solicitor's findings will indicate

that ihe cily can legally repeal the

bylaws without incurring financial

penalties,

Ifcouncil can successfully prevent

the construction of the three pro-

jects, the efforts of many citizens

who foughl relentlessly against them
will have born fruit.

QUEBEC-GOTHIC
The firsi lest of the council's

sincerity lo preserve local

neighbourhoods will come today.

The city's application to re-zone

Quebec and Gothic Avenues to per-

mit the construction of a town-house

and apartment complex will come

before the OMB.
The city may ask the OMB for an

adjournment of any board hearings

on the bylaw until the solictor's

report is made available.

The Quebec-Golhic district is a

quiet, residential area adjacent to

High Park. It is presently zoned

only for low-level, low-density fami-

ly housing, but its designation in the

Official Plan (which itself has not

been accepted by the OMB)would
permit high-rise. Its proximity to the

park and a nearby subway line make

it an ideal location for apartments.

In 1971, the Cadillac and

Greenwin development corporations

began to assemble land on the two

slreets. They slowly bought out

homeowners until they had amassed

sufficient property to build on the

site.

Greenwin-Cadillac then approach-

ed City Council and asked it to

re/one the area for high-risedeve-

lopment. A project consisting of a re-

creation centre, four lownhouses,

and 2S-storey apartment lowers was

proposed for ihe council's approval.

However, in order to erect the

towers and the townhouses, 100

existing homes were slated for

destruction by the developer.

The community solidified when

Cadillac-Greenwin's proposal was

put before council. A citizens' group

was formed and residents made

seemingly endless deputations to

both the Building and Development

Committee and City Council.

Citizens battled politicians and

Ihe developer for over a year, but to

no avail. After several tumultuous

meetings (at one meeting, several

hundred people poured down from

the gallery lo interrupt proceedings),

council approved ihe controversial

project in March 1971, even ihough.

1.500 residents in the area signed a

petition denouncing the

development.

The conflict at Quebec-Gothic

created a great deal of unfavourable

publicity for Cadillac; not only did

citizens resenl ihe tactics utilized by

the development consortium, but

ihey were angered by the land deal

negotiated between the companies

and Alderman Ben Grys.

Grys' wife purchased 50 Gothic

Avenue in 1962 for the sum of

$14,250 and in March 1971 sold to

Blithe Investments, a firm which

assembled land for Cadillac-

Greenwin. Blithe paid her $105,000,

a figure which residents in the area

claimed was grossly inflated.

Gladys Grys sold 92 Gothic

Avenue in the same year for

$90,000. a figure vastly exceeding

the price she paid for the house in

September 1954.

On May 10, 1971, Ben Grys at the

Committee on Buildings and

Development moved that the bylaw

draft approving the development

and the zone change be approved.

Ward 7 aldermen John Sewell

and Karl Jaffary denounced Grys

for not declaring a conflict of in-

terest and took the matter before the

courts.

The Supreme Courl ruled that

tirys did violate the Municipal Act

bul it did nol affix any penalty.

In the December 1972 civic

election Grys was soundly defeated

by Swansea ratepayers' leader

Elizabeth Earys. Since her election,

Earys has called for the repeal of the

bvlaw.

WINDLASS
The Grange district of south-east

Spadina, has been the first home for

newly-arrived immigrants for

several generations, and it nows

provides Toronto's Chinese popu-

lation with a sense of identity, and

functions as a focal point of social

and cultural interests.

Il is also ripe territory for the land

development industry.

Windlass Holdings Limited

moved into the Chinese community,

and succeeded in gradually buying

up and demolishing 42 old Victorian

houses on the east side of McCaul

by the fall of 1970.

Windlass then applied to build

three high-rise towers called

"Grange Village" on the site, which

required not only a rezoning, but

also a redesignatton of the block as

part of the city's core.

In early 1971, the city planning

staff recommended Windlass'

desired changes, and although large

numbers of the community's in-

habitants objected at public

meetings, Cily Council complied

wilh the developer's wishes.

Subsequently, although the OMB
had not approved it, the city con-

sidered ihe area rezoned and ex-

cluded the block from the planning

area known as south-east Spadina.

However, as a concession to area

residents, council approved a freeze

on further development in the area

until a part 1 1 study of the area was

completed. This study was intended

to solicit a response from ihe com-

munity on developments in South

East Spadina.

In late 1971, the Special

Committee on the Chinese Com-
munity was established to study the

planning staffs report. The city's

representatives on the community

were Ward 6 aldermen June Marks

and Horace Brown, and Ward 1

1

alderman David Rotenberg, all

avowed supporters of development.

Although area residents protested

the incursions of developers into

their district, council paid them no

heed.

City planner Alan Dean has

completed a tentative part II plan

which acknowledges the presence of

the Windlass project, but calls a halt

lo further high-rise construction.

If this plan were adopted, the

northern and western sections of the

neighbourhood would be preserved

as a lowrise residential area.

However this would necessitate City

Council downzoning the district or

the imposition ofheight restrictions.

Dean's plan is being discussed at

public meetings before a decision is

made on it.

Heap told The Varsity that he

favours "a second look" at

Windlass, meaning that he may
endorse repealing it.

However, he maintains the legal

1 situation is not clear at present.

The OMB hearings dealing with

Windlass will commence on

February 6.

ST. JAMES TOWN WEST
For many years the area bordered

by Sherbourne, Wellesley, Bleecker

and Bloor Streets was considered to

be one of Toronto' most shabbiest

backwaters, a rooming house dis-

trict and a haven for single transient

men.

The district was plagued with

slum landlords, drunks and petty

criminals. Cily Council sighed with

relief when (he multi-million dollar

Meridian Building Group put forth

plans to erect several apartment

towers in the late I950's.

A few years later, Meridian

completed the massive complex

which is now known as St. James

Town, a concrete and glass monolith

which houses 12,000 people,

siliualed on the Parliament,

Wellesley, and Bloor and Bleecker

block.

Bv 1969. Meridian had bought

oul most of the properties on Sher-

bourne and later razed them. An
application to the cily to permit the

construction of two apartment

lowers of 31 storeys and one of 30

storeys was filed in late 1971.

Although they did not at that time

Set- "O'rr
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A committee should not a library make
A year ago, students began

mobilizing their support for a

campaign to open the stacks

of the John Robarts Library to

the community rather than

going along with administra-

tion plans to close the for-

tress' stacks to all but faculty

and graduate students.

In unprecedented num-

bers, students rallied to the

cause, sending more than

4,000 petitions flooding into

The Varsity offices deman-

ding open stacks. Another

3,000-plus signed other

petitions for the same cause.

And, an Open the Stacks

Committee co-ordinated stu-

dent efforts to present their

case to the administration.

But, all this — and the

support of various community

groups including labour un-

ions and Toronto City Council

— failed to convince the ad-

ministration heavies, in-

cluding an intransigent chief

librarian. Logic fell by the

wayside as first the Library

Council and then the

academic Senate refused to

open the stacks to un-

dergrads and the public.

The conservatives claimed

to fear large-scale undergrad

looting of the stacks despite

an extraordinary electronic

theft prevention system. They

insisted the library was never

designed to house large

numbers of people rum-
maging through the stacks,

although the architects told a

national radio audience that it

had been designed for com-
munity access. So the ex-

cuses ran.

Convinced that rational

debate and argument could

.mean little to an administra-

tion which rejected student

demands with such un-

substantiated allegations,

students finally resorted to

occupation of the Simcoe Hall

Senate Chambers in an
attempt to force the university

to deal justly with the issue.

Overreacting, the admi-

nistration called in police to

evict the unsuspecting stu-

dents two mornings later.

In the ensuing melee, 54

Metro and campus police

brutally ended the occupa-

tion, arresting 19 people,

following a re-occupation, of

ie Senate Chambers the next

ternoon by more than 600

udents who refused to give

to the use of force, the

Iministration agreed to drop

i trespassing charges and

ess the Crown to drop the

sault and obstruction
arges. The Crown refused,

isting it would proceed with

assault and obstruction

'ges against four of the

j piers and reluctantly

pping the trespassing
'ges only because the unl-

stty would not press them.

The second occupation

sobered the administration.

'Well! We built the damn thing. Now I suppose they'll want us to find some books to put in it.

Then acting president Jack

Sword and his top advisors

agreed to most student

demands, including all but

unlimited stack access for

undergrads and the general

public. But, conservative

faculty who dominated the

Senate reacted bitterly to

what they regarded as a sell-

out.

In the meeting called to

ratify the administration's

concessions, they indignantly

assailed administrators who
would give in to force, never

really listening to the
arguments in its favour. The
tactics reluctantly employed
had blinded them to any
rational discussion. "I don't

think I'm qualified to vote on

what's right or wrong tonight,"

intoned John Crispo, then

School of Business acting

director and a harsh critic of

the students. He later voted

on the motions, anyway. In the

end, the Senate rejected the

concessions, referring the

matter back to the Library

Council which had earlier

proved it had no interest in

listening to the merits of-

opening the stacks.

Then, while students were

studying for exams or away
on summer vacation, the

Senate reconvened to ap-

prove the Library Council's

recommendations, recom-
mendations which favoured

granting stack acess permits

to undergrads and grads on

the basis of "academic need".

It left definition of acade-

mic need for others to play

with, although few doubted
this euphemism would
become the instrument

for the administration and the

librarians charged with its ex-

ecution to favour graduate

and faculty use of the stacks.

The Senate effectively kill-

ed a key issue in the strug-

gle — community access to

the stacks — by instructing

the Library Council to leave

resolution of that matter to

the incoming Governing

Council at some time "after

there has been sufficient

experience with the opera-

tion of the Robarts Library.

Faculty conservatives had
managed to avoid dealing

with the issues by constantly

pushing their consideration

off into committees dominated

by their partisans, committees
which did little more than

waste time. Just as they've

proven themselves to be ex-

clusively devoted to their un-

enlightened self-interest on
the Governing Council, the

conservatives never once
stopped to consider serious-

ly the students or the public.

Their main concern — one
shared equally by top libra-

rians — was to keep the mam-
moth new research library

sacred (or graduates and fa-

culty.

Again this year, they've

managed to keep the library

issue in low profile, delaying

action by pointing to the

Governing Council's intended

review of library policy. But,

as the initial meetings of the

council's library sub-
committee show, this review is

unlikely to provide any sub-

stantial changes to the ex-

isting policy. Unlikely, that is,

unless students and the
public refuse to allow the

issue to continue to be buried.

Until now, the trials of the

four occupiers charged with

assault and obstructions
following the first occupation
have been the only reminders

that there is a library issue.

Two of the accused have

already been tried and con-

victed, although granted ab-

solved discharges stripping

them of any criminal records.

Another two, Tom McLaughlin

and Bill Getty, come to trial

this week.

Students cannot risk letting

the public incorrectly assume

that their commitment to the

issue was only a passing fan-

cy. They must — as many did

during the initial trials — show

up in court to demonstrate

their support by their

presence and strengthen the

link between last year's

struggle and the one that lies

ahead for this year. When
McLaughlin comes to trial

Monday morning at 10, Getty

Wednesday at the same time,

they should be assured that

the issue which brought them

to trial has not been
abandoned.

After months of inaction,

the Students' Administrative

Council last week finally owed
up to some modicum of

responsibility, establishing a

committee to prepare a brief

on the library issue.

But, that's not enough.

Vigorous advocacy of the

issue which more than 7,000

students championed last

year is the least that can be

expected from the council.

They claim to represent their

constituents; their con-
stituents spoke clearly and
unmistakeably last year.

And, if the Governing

Council's library sub-
committee is anything more
than another subterfuge, it will

seriously reconsider the ex-

isting policy and opt for un-

restricted undergraduate and

community access to the

Robarts Library when it

reopens, not six months or a

year later. The administration

and conservative faculty have

proved themselves unable to

marshall any convincing
arguments in defence of

restricted access.

Attempts to close the

stacks to all but a select

academic few betray the ad-

vocates' class bias: they wish

to reserve access to in-

formation for themselves and
deny it to mere un-
dergraduates and the public

whose millions paid for con-

struction of the controversial

library. Knowledge, they
appear to realize, is indeed a

powerful weapon.
If unlimited access begins

to prove troublesome — and
we doubt it ever will — access

should be limited on a first-

come, first-serve basis — with

the only criterion being to

avoid overcrowding.

Libraries and the question

of access to them, con-

servatives will be sorry to

learn, will not disappear jus?

because one academic year

has concluded and another

begun.
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SSSC defends

fees trust fund
At the U of T 75 per cent of the

students who had paid only their

first installment voted to have a fees

strike in the second term. The On-

tario Federation of Students did

nothing to organize the fees strike

except print up a bunch of posters.

U of T SAC, led by president Eric

Miglin plotted to sabotage the

strike.

Miglin will tell all students who

are merely withholding their fees to

pay them to the university at the end

of January. That is why he calls it

the "January Fees Boycott". The

university wants to avoid student

eruptions like those at York and

Glendon, so it gave out OSAP
cheques and deferred the late

penalty, knowing full well that

Miglin would do as he was told

and gel the students to pay their fees

by February.

Why would Miglin do this?

Because he has a scholarship to

Harvard to protect and he doesn't

want a reputation as a

troublemaker. Jill Conway, the vice-

president of Internal Affairs,

graduated from Harvard and could

make trouble for Miglin.

One of Miglin's main Ksks is to

discredit the only group on campus

that is really fighting to Stop the

Student Surcharge. The Varsity

reported on Friday, January 12 that

Conway had admitted meeting with

Miglin and three SAC reps outside

215 Huron Street, the Comptroller's

Office, where the SSSC had their

strike trailer and picket line. She

said that they agreed that Miglin

should put up signs dissociating

SAC from the trust fund. Why does

Miglin have to be told by the ad-

ministration to put up signs? No
students told him to do so. The

SSSC has been taking these signs

down, and have been told by the U
of T police that they have orders to

protect them. The administration is

protecting SAC signs from the

students.

The trust fund that Miglin is

attacking is the only way that

students can win the fight to Stop

the Student Surcharge. It was set up

to give maximum strength and maxi-

mum protection. The trust fund

organizes students into one large

powerful body and forces the un-

iversity to deal with all the students

at once. This is the strength of the

whole thing. We have nothing to

fear from our fellow students — the

main enemy is the university and we

must unite to Tight it.

Students who join the fund pay a

portion of their second term fees

HART HOUSE

AFTERNOON CONCERT

Debora Taylor
Soprano

Sings music by
Haydn, Faure, Debussy and Wolf

Music Room
Tuesday, January 16

Time will be posted in Hart House

NEW COLLEGE

STUDENT COUNCIL

BURSARIES
NON-

REPAYABLE
GRANTS

AVAILABLE

APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE NOW IN

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE. NEW COLLEGE

APPLICATION DEADLINE:

Thursday, February 1st, 1973, 4.00 p.m.

For further information call

928-2462

into it. The money stays in the fund

until the majority of the depositors

decide in a referendum to pay the

university. The money will either,

stay in the fund or be paid to

university — it is for the students to

decide. IT the money is not paid to

the university by January I, 1974, it

will be returned to each student.

Cheques are made out directly to

Guaranty Trust Company Trust Ac-

count T8678, so only the Trust

Company can cash your cheque.

Before joining the trust fund, all

students are required to read the

contract. This is to protect you.

The taxpayers of Ontario refuse

lo pay any more money to grasping

university administrations, and

students cannot afford to pay

endless surcharges. Our demands

eliminate both of these alternatives.

First, administration and faculty

salaries should be set at the level

which will pay Tor the surcharge.

This would still leave a very healthy

salary. Second, all back taxes should

be collected from foreign professors

who took the two-year tax holiday

and stayed in Canada longer than

two years. Third, the tax holdiay

should be eliminated. Fourth, we

should eliminate wasteful university

spending. At Lakehead University

last year, each professor spent an

average of $600 on long distance

phone calls alone!

The Stop the Student Surcharge

Committee calls on all students to

deposit their fees in the trust ac-

count. We intend to pay only last

year's amount, so you deposit only

that amount which, when added to

this year's first deposit, equals last

year's fees. The fees strike trailer

headquarters has been set up at 215

Huron Street and there will be

someone there to answer your

questions. The SSSC also wants you

to come and join the picket line

outside 215 — there will be hot

coffee in the trailer for all those who
get cold.

Stop the Student Surcharge

Committee

Exec didn Y try

to stifle strike

At a meeting of the executive of

the SAC held on Sunday, it was

decided that a clarification of our

position on last Wednesday's coun-

cil meeting was in order. Because

the issue of the fees boycott is a high

priority of the council this year, we
are particularly concerned that our

stance may be misunderstood by

some students.

The SAC has endorsed and

supported the fees withholding and

ivas anxious to discuss the matter

further last Wednesday evening. The

meeting's agenda consisted of

ratification of minutes, grants

policy, grants, Tees boycott, war in

Vietnam, other business. The agen-

da was passed by the council at the

beginning of the meeting after con-

siderable discussion. After council

had voted to move into closed ses-

sion to discuss a motion from

minutes of an executive meeting, the

members of the Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee refused lo

leave and disrupted any further dis-

cussion. When assured that the fees

boycott could not be discussed while

council was in closed session and

that it would receive the complete

attention of council after the

minutes had been dealth with, they

still refused to allow the council

meeting to continue. The disruption

made it impossible to procede and

after more than a half an hour,

council adjourned. The members of

the SSSC then blocked the exits of

the meeting room lo prevent the

council from dispersing. Several

members of council, upon attem-

pting to leave, were physically

prevented from doing so by
members of the SSSC.

The SAC executive wishes to state

unequivocally that it cannot tolerate

obstruction of its meetings and

physical threat to its members.

Surely groups within the university

can meet to rationally discuss im-

BRAZIL:
An Undvdmloptd and

Industrializes! Country

First of Two Public Lectures by

PROFESSOR MILTON SANTOS

Latin American in Residence, University of

Toronto, 1972-73

Wednesday. January 17. 1973

at 4:15 p.m.

in Room 2117, Sidney Smith Hall

iloirt by me LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

Anttiroposoptiical Society In Canada

Invitation

to a

Public Lecture

on

'Individual and Community"

by

Rene Querldo.

Time: Tuesday, January 16th, 6.00 p.m.

Place: 252 Bloor St. W. Room 301 (parking

under the building enter (rom Prince

Arthur.)

Admission: SI .QO/Studerib 50-

porlant issues without resorting to

potentially dangerous disruptions.

The next meeting of the SAC will

be held on Wednesday, January

17th. Wc propose to propose to

continue with the agenda as

planned, that is, minutes, grants and

grants policy, fees boycott, other

business. We invite all members of

the university community to attend

and discuss the fees boycott. We
hope that it will be possible to do so.

The Executive,

Students' Administrative Council

Varsity prefers

to keep ad junk
The Varsity's squirming over the

question of exploitative advertising

("All Forms of Capitalism are Op-

pressive", January 12th, 1973) has a

familiar ring. Our editors are clearly

uncomfortable with some adver-

tising junk they publish. But like

some others afflicted in our society,

ihey prefer to keep the junk and pass

the buck. To be just a bit more

discriminating, they plead, would

mean less money for The Varsity.

To make some careful distinctions

would involve practical difficulties

and some impossibly hard decisions.

Poor Varsity! Trapped in the barn-

yard of capitalism, who can blame

our editors if they push their way to

the trough? We are even promised

some snorts of. . . . criticism.

The Varsity's editors cannot

make distinctions between the

qualities of oppression under

capitalism; it's all the same to them.

Maybe that's because they're not

very oppressed. But this doesn't

mean there are no distinctions to be

made. Rape is worse than a sexist

snub, and an ad for Termpapers

Unlimited is worse than an ad for

contact lenses.

Editors. your readers are

watching you!

Michael R. Marrus, professor.

Department of History

WRITE ON
T CharlM SL W.

ear-mo
Open 9 to 9. M-F

11-5 Sat

TERMPAPERS
Canada's la/gesi notary ol p rot-lea led

papers from S1.75 per page. Also expert,

cuslom lesearcti papers trom S3 95 PER
page. Plus TRANSLATIONS, TUTORING.
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
PROGRAMS, EDITING AND RESEARCH. 4c.

XEROX FOR STUDENTS.

HOUSE

FOR SALE

$32,500. 3-bedroom. semi-

detached, with private fruit-treed

garden. 426 Davenport Rd., 16

min. walk from Robarts Library.

481-1774

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informeti
helpful

staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

The Joseph and Gertie Schwartz Memorial Lectures

SHLOMO AVINERI
Chairman, Department of Political Science

Director, Levi Eshkol Institute

Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Arab and Jewish Nationalism:

A Comparative Analysis

Jewish Emancipation and Socialism.

Hess, Marx and Lassalle

Tuesday, January 16, 1973

at 4:30 p.m.

Thursday, January 18, 1973

at 4:30 p.m.

Room 2158
Medical Sciences Building



"Our profession must arouse itself from its scientific

and intensely personal pre-occupation and become socially

minded, realizing the inseparability of health from economic

security
"

"Let us abandon our isolation and grasp the realities of

the present economic crisis. The world is changing beneath

our verv eves.... We must go with the tide or be wrecked.

— Norman Bethune

Bethune
gets gl

of reco
By DAVID FRANK

Last summer, three of the top guns in the federal

cabinet — one in Ottawa, one in Gravenhurst, and the

third in Peking — summoned up their political gumption

and spoke words of high praise for a Canadian

Communist: Dr. Norman Bethune.

In Gravenhurst, then Trade and Commerce Minister

Jean Luc Pepin toured a rambling, green house and

promised "fitting recognition" of the building where his

newly discovered hero was born.

In Peking, External Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp,

on an important trade-boosting mission, pledged that

Bethune would be made a Canadian of national historic

significance.

And, back in Ottawa, politicians congratulated

themselves on their fine diplomatic efforts and rubbed

their hands in gleeful anticipation of the vast markets

which were opening up for Canadian grain and Canadian

goods in the world's most populous country.

At this university, however, Bethune remains an all

but forgotten graduate. The university does not brag

about its world famous alumnus, except when visiting

Chinese delegations tour the campus. Even that's an

improvement over past performance. Questioned in

1970, U of T's Dean of Medicine A.L. Chute confessed, "I

know absolutely nothing about him All I know is that

he went to China." Chute wasn't even aware that Bethune

had graduated from U of T's medical school during

World War I, thinking instead that he had been a McGill

graduate. And, the university's library has only four

copies of Bethune's biography, The Scalpel, The Sword

written by Ted Allan and Sydeny Gordon, two of which

are tucked away in the stacks of the Biological and

Medicine library and the other two in the Victoria and

Trinity libraries.

Canadian Communists are not normally honoured

by the Canadian government. What makes Norman

Bethune such an unusual exception? The answer lies in

the political embarassments Canadian officials and

businessmen have met in the two years since Canada

recognized the People's Republic of China and em-

barked on a strenuous campaign to build up trade

between the two countries. Whenever a group of Chinese

have visited Canada — be they journalists, students, ping

pong players or trade representatives — they always ask

to be taken to the birth place of Norman Bethune.

Whenever Canadians have travelled to China they have

always been struck by the love and respect accorded

Bethune by the Chinese people. Of course, the Chinese

hosts ask, this great man is suitably recognized in

Canada too?

The answer — that a conspiracy of silence has

attempted to wipe out the memory of a great Canadian

revolutionary — has been politically embarassing. A
national hero in China, Bethune has been practically

unknown in his native land.

But if today Bethune's name is useful diplomatic

currency, he remains a much different kind of hero to

both Canadian and Chinese working people. In making

the once scorned Canadian revolutionary into a national

hero, the Canadian government has not made much
effort to draw a full and accurate picture of Bethune's life.

For their purposes the man's name is enough. The

substance of Bethune's life — that he was a staunch anti-

anti-capitalist who gave his life in the International

struggle for socialism — will continue to be concealed.

When, for example, Bethune's birthplace finally got

around to recognizing him, speaker after speaker

sidestepped any reference to his politics. Bethune

biographer Allan finally embarrassed the assembled

hometown throngs by pointing out what they'd all chosen

to ignore — that Bethune had been a Communist.

Afterwards, local MP Gordon Aiken hastened to assure a

CBC Interviewer that he was sure Bethune hadn't really

been a Communist, that he Joined the party "as his way of

expressing opposition to the way things were at the

time".

Capitalism and

the Doctor
Long before Bethune went to China in 1938, he had

become an unusual kind of doctor. As a general

practitioner in working class neighbourhoods, Bethune

refused to place a patient's ability to pay for help ahead

of his need for medical care. Not having cash, many

patients would pay the doctor with goods and services —
meat from the corner butcher, repairs to his second hand



finally

timer

nition
ture from other neighbours. Bethune came to

nize the social roots of many diseases under

laiism
— tuberculosis which could not be cured

jut complete rest and quiet, babies who grew up

(
because of malnutrition, children suffering from

equate diets, workers who acquired crippling dis-

, s [n industry which cut their lives short.

i#ssionate and skilled, Bethune came to think of

self as nothing more than a highly trained workman.

< e so many of his profession he considered himself a

iber of the working class.

On the basis of his experience Bethune lashed out

ily at the hypocrisy of most of his profession, calling

ioctors to take private profit out of health care. He

=aled to colleagues again and again, in speeches,

ates, writings: "Let us make it disgraceful to enrich

;elves at the expense of our fellow men."

Medicine," Bethune argued, "is a typical, loosely

inized, basically individualistic industry in this 'catch

catch' can' capitalistic system, operating as a

lopoly on a private profit basis. . . Inability to

;hase is combined with poor distribution."

On the basis of this analysis Bethune condemned

italist medicine as a "luxury trade" and worked to

g about socialized medicine in Canada. His strategy

lo turn the system of health care completely upside

in:

"Medicine must be entirely reorganized and unified,

jed into a great army of doctors, dentists, nurses,

inicians and social service workers, to make a

ectivized attack on disease and utilizing all the

sent scientific knowledge of its members to that end.

us say to the people not — how much have you — but

f^est can we serve you?"

oining the ranks
In Montreal in the 1930s, Bethune became

ognized as a brilliant surgeon, a specialist in

leering thoracic medicine and the inventor of dozens

medical instruments, many of them still used in

dified form to this day. Politically, he continued to

lure and develop. Outspoken in his defence of

ialized medicine, Bethune continued to agitate

ong fellow doctors, insisting that they play their part in

struggle against the effects of capitalism.

Bethune became a familiar figure on the breadlines

Depression Montreal. Treating the poor for free, he

ked with unions and groups of unemployed workers,

his period of mass unemployment and intense class

jggle in Canada, Bethune came to definite political

iciusions about the capitalist system he had always

trusted for the way it promoted sickness and ill health

ong the working classes. He saw an alternative. In

J5, he became a member of the Communist Party.

A demonstration of unemployed workers in

n( al which Bethune witnessed deeply affected the

:tor. The episode was recalled In verse by Joe Wallace

The Saga of Dr. Bethune:

Lawrence Street towards the river runs

nd there and watch the well fed men with guns
ten as they charge and watch the street turn red.

J Wood of gangsters? No, of the unfed
>n who had helped to make our country great
d soon, would save it from a fascist fate,

watched Bethune, and with an angry eye,

are lay his neighbour and he passed not by.

tead the famous surgeon joined their ranks

dgave his all to all. .

.

JO to

he wounded'
ln February, 1936. the Spanish people elected a

Jvernment made up of ,an alliance of Socialists,

Ommunists, and other left-wing groups. At once, the

^rnocratically elected government found itself faced

j

,h the threat of a right-wing military coup. Supported

j

both Hitler and Mussolini, General Franco's armies

Glared war on the republican government. The
'auish Civil War erupted. The fascists saw Spain as an

testing ground for the war they would launch within

ree years. German and Italian troops, arms, tanks and
3nes poured into the divided country, while Britain and
ar>ce stood idly by. proclaiming their neutrality in this

"ernal" conflict.

An international working class movement sprang to

the defence of the Spanish Republic, sending money,
food and medical supplies, war materials to the Loyalist

forces. Thousands of class conscious workers from

around the world fought as the International Brigade of

the Loyalist Army. Among these were some 1200
Canadians who formed the Mackenzie-Papineau Bat-

talion of the Internationals; almost half of these men gave
their lives in this heroic prelude to World War II.

Canada's Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy,
which co-ordinated Canadian support for Spain, invited

Bethune to head up a medical unit which was to be sent

to Spain. Bethune took up the challenge, even though it

meant interrupting the important progress he was
making in finding new ways to treat tuberculosis. The
situation was urgent. The fascist troops were only 10

miles from Madrid, the Spanish capital, when Bethune
arrived in December, 1936.

In Spain, Bethune earned an international

reputation for the unique mobile blood transfusion ser-

vice he pioneered. With a couple of battered trucks,

some portable butane refrigerators and a handful of

dedicated co-workers. Bethune organized the first

battelfront blood transfusion service in history. In doing

this, he was simply putting into practice one of the basic

tenets of his medical philosophy — get to the sick and
injured as quickly as possible. "Doctors." he wrote, "go

to the wounded. Don't wait for the wounded to go to you."

Bethune in

Nova Scotia
After six months in Spain, Bethune returned to

Canada to spend another half year tirelessly touring the

country, speaking about the Loyalists' struggle,

mustering support for the cause. He came to Nova Scotia

in September, 1937.

In Sydney, Bethune stayed at a cheap "fleabag"

hotel on George Street, organizers of his meeting recall.

In spite of his reputation as a medical man, not a single

doctor in Sydney came to visit him during his stay.

Attempts to have Bethune appear on the local radio

station were foiled by the owners who told him he was

"too controversial". But, while respectable society

shunned him, a huge, enthusiastic audience packed the

Strand Theatre in Sydney to hear Bethune.

His speech was preceded by the showing of a film,

The Heart of Spain, which showed Madrid under siege,

German planes bombing the city, the poorly-equipped

Loyalist forces at the front, various medical units,

including the Blood Transfusion Unit, at work. Then

Bethune spoke.

"The immediate cause of the war in Spain," Bethune

told his audiences, "was that the bosses wanted to get

control of the government which had been set up by the

people. On the one side there were the Loyalists and

Democrats, opposed by the Rebels and Fascists on the

other."

Bethune went on to attack the Canadian

government for its "neutral" role in the war. While the

government placed obstacles in the way of volunteers for

the International Brigade and refused to help ship

medical supplies and equipment to Spain, Canadian

businesses had told $1.7 million worth of war materials to

Franco's armies.

'Where the need

is greatest"
In spite of heroic efforts and wide support, the

democratic forces in Spain were crushed by Hitler,

Mussolini, and Franco. The Spanish Republic was a

tragic victim of poor equipment, Inexperience in war and

of international diplomacy. In 1938 Bethune's in-

ternationalism led him to China, where a people's army

directed by Mao Tse Tung was fighting back the invasion

launched by Japanese Imperialism. "Spain and China

are part of the same battle," Bethune decided, "I am
going to China because t feel that is where the need is

greatest; that Is where I can be most useful."

There, he convinced Mao to let him establish a

mobile operating unit which could treat wounded

soldiers at the front lines of the guerilla armies. He

worked almost without rest — marching with the army,

setting up his field hospital, operating for hours on end,

and then moving on to the next location. He taught

skeptical Chinese peasants the value of blood trans-

fusions; trained doctors, nurses, and other medical

personnel; helped establish the first modern hospitals in

China; worked on a training manual for field hospitals;

and when he (ound time wrote lengthy letters to North

America describing the situation, appealing for equip-

ment and supplies. Under the most primitive of medical

conditions, Bethune performed wonders.

In November, 1939, Bethune planned a trip home to

raise money and buy supplies. The Canadian govern-

ment, eager to establish Bethune as a super-patriotic

Canadian, has given out the story that Bethune planned

to leave China for good and join the Canadian army.

However. Bethune biographer Allan says the story is a

complete fabrication and an attempt to make Bethune

seem more respectable.

Shortly before he was to leave, Bethune was

operating in the Buddhist temple of a small village when

Japanese forces began to advance on the location. In the

hectic rush to complete the operation and retreat.
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"...if I say that the

people need bread, does it mean

that they don't, simply because

the man who says it considers

socialism the most equitable, the

highest political and moral form

of human society?

"I am sure that if Christ

walked the earth again,

preaching the brotherhood of

man. He too would have thrown

at Him the label of Moscow

hireling'."

— Norman Bethune

Bethune, operating without surgical gloves because of

the lack of equipment, cut his finger. In his exhausted,

weakened condition he contracted blood poisoning. On
November 13, 1939, he died.

Shortly before, he had written, "Here I have found

comrades who belong to the very hierarchy of humanity.

They have seen cruelty, yet know gentleness; they have

tasted bitterness, yet know how to smile; they have

endured vast suffering, yet know patience, optimism,

quiet wisdom. I have come to love them; l know they love

me too."

During his brief eight months in China, Bethune

made a permanent imprint on the Chinese revolutionary

movement. No Chinese citizen is unfamiliar with

Bethune's life; he is a symbol of selfless dedication, and

of revolutionary internationalism. When Bethune died,

Mao wrote of him:

"What kind of spirit is this that makes a foreigner

selflessly adopt the cause of the Chinese people's

liberation as his own? It is the spirit of internationalism,

the spirit of communism, from which every Chinese

communist must learn. Leninism teaches that the world

revolution can only succeed if the proletariat of the

capitalist countries supports the struggle for liberation of

the colonial and semi-colonial peoples and if the

proletariat of the colonies and semi-colonies supports

that of the proletariat of the capitalist countries. Comrade
Bethune put this Leninist line into practice."

In deeds, too, Bethune's life is commemorated in

China today. Under capitalism, one invariably finds a

severe shortage of doctors because capitalist doctors

work together to limit the entry of competitors into their

"guild". The length and expense of medical training, and

the mystification of doctors' skills are used to do this.

Under socialism, however, where this vested interest

does not exist, it is possible to work out a solution to this

traditional problem. In 1970 China, there were more than

one million so-called "bare foot" doctors — people who
have received intensive medical training on how to deal

with common illnesses and injuries. Far from being

medical experts, these para-medical workers ensure that

proper health service is immediately available

throughout the country. In this way, socialist medicine,

whose motive is not personal profit but the maximum
possible care for people's health, is able to work to fulfill

Bethune's objective of reaching the sick and injured as

soon as possible.

Of course the surest way to combat sickness is to

prevent it, to reach the patient before he or she Is ill.

While para-medical personnel are able to spread

knowledge of healthy conditions and practices, it is when

the social roots of disease are attacked that the best

guarantees are established. Thus, Bethune worked for

socialism and Bethune fought against capitalism and

fascism.

He was on the

the wrong side
The story is told that when then U of T president

Claude Bissell visited China, the Chinese head of state,

Chou En Lai, questioned the academic about his

university's most famous graduate. "I imagine you have

many buildings and monuments named after Dr.

Bethune," the Chinese leader asked. Shamefacedly,

Bissell had to reply that there were none. There are still

none at U of T. York University, on the other hand, has a

Bethune College.

Bethune was not the kind of man that buildings are

usually named after in Canada today. He was on the,

wrong side. His life was one that offers rich examples for

the Canadian working people of how a man who loves

and respecls life can participate in the struggle to build a

world where life is genuinely valued.
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PECU rebuilds, will have evaluation next year
By BOB BETTSON

The Political Economy Course

Union, after failing to produce a

course evaluation this year, intends

to try again next year.

Last year PECU fought with the

department over the form of the

evaluation and each vowed to put

out iheir own booklet.

However the department's effort,

a booklet of statistics of student

responses to a questionnaire, was

poorly received and course union

and departmental representatives

met this fall to work out an

agreement.

The result is a questionnaire with

25 questions agreed to by both

departmental and student represen-

tatives with printing partially

financed by the department.

According to PECU chairman

John DeMarco students will have

control over the course critiques and

ihe department is partially financing

the booklet in return for printing the

statistics in the back.

Last year both the department

and the course union planned

booklets but the union was unable to

complele theirs. Chairman Tom
McLaughlin and other executive

members were participants in the

open stacks movement in the

Robarts Library conflict,

Most of the course union

executive had resigned and SAC
press was unable to publish the

booklet soon enough to be used by

student pre-registering in the spring.

The department later printed

statistics and published thousands of

copies. Students' comments were

only published in 60 xeroxed copies.

These, according to faculty

member Jay Siege!, were intended

for senior faculty and for libraries,

He said the department was unable

to finance a larger printing.

However, PECU obtained a copy

of the open ended comments and

decided to print them out of their

surplus budget.

PECU. once one of the strongest

SAC will meet on Wednesday
Because of the disruption of last week's Students' Administrative

Council meeting, the SAC executive decided yesterday to schedule another

general meeting for Wednesday. WVl tn

Council was not expected to meet again until next week, but its inability to

conclude important business at last week's meeting has meant that the whole

schedule of meetings had to bechanged. Meetings are now scheduled for

every two weeks starting Wednesday.

Last week's meeting was physically prevented from going in camera to

discuss ofr.ee staff hiring by the Stop the Student Surcharge Committee.

SSSC founded by the Canadian Liberation Movement, refused to leave the

room.'claiming that SAC intended either not to discuss the fees strike or to

discuss it in camera.
.

After a confused and sometimes tense hour of arguing between SAC

and SSSC, the meeting was adjourned.

Wednesday's meeting, tentatively scheduled for Brennan Hall at

St Michael's College, will, barring disruption, discuss the fees strike, office

hiring, grants policy and specific grants, and ratification of commission

meetings.

course unions in the university, is

now rebuilding. A structure of

departmental decision-making

with limited student participation

was scrapped by the union in fall

1971 as tokenist.

The department thus continued

with the previous system which in-

cluded some student participation in

curriculum decisions.

However this has not worked out.

DeMarco said that they had not

been invited to sit on

decision-making committees.

He disagreed with a brief that

undergraduate secretary Peter

Silcox had sent to the Social

Sciences Curriculum Committee of

the arts and science General

Committee.

Silcox had alleged that students

didn't feel they were ready for

representation.

all the

latest in

fashion

and
custom-
made
eyewear

BRADDOCK
OPTICAL

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

MAIN STORE
280 BLOOR ST. WEST 962-2020

AUDITIONS
STUDIO THEATRE,
GLENMORRIS ST.

THE INTRUDER
SALOME

DON PERLIMPLIN

THE AMERICAN DREAM
ENCHANTED NIGHT

MONDAY, JANUARY 15

3p.m. - 6 p.m.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 18

1 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Today is the due date for your second term

installment of fees

In the October referendum, you voted in favour of withholding fees if negotiations with the government

failed. Now is the time to back up that action.

There has been at least one trust fund set up for the

ENDORSES ANY TRUST FUND. If you put your

It except upon vote of those in the fund. If you are

you are aware of its conditions.

For further information on any aspect of the fees
4911.

fees withholding. SAC NEITHER SPONSORS NOR
money in such a fund you may not be able to retrieve

considering participating in any trust fund, be sure

withholding, contact SAC, 12 Hart House Circle, 928-
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Lawyer says Chinese "getting freer"
By JOHN CAMPBELL

'The question of freedom in China

was a hoi issue during Ihe taping of

a iv show on Saturday in which

Norman Endicotl defended the

revolutionary state against a ring of

largely anti-Communist oppo-

nents.

Clutching a copy of Mao's Little

Red Book, the controversial Toron-

to lawyer who is secretary of the

Canada-China Society, claimed

thai "the Chinese people are

jiiTiongsl the happiest in the world".

and that they enjoy "freedom from

hunger, freedom from un-

employmcnt 3nd free access to

medical treatment. They are getting

freer every day."

The show, which has an

unstructured question and answer

formal, touched on nearly every

aspect ofChinese and foreign policy,

from the Great Proletarian Cultural

Revolution to China's relations with

Canada.
According to Endicolt. the

Chinese achieved only 20 percent of

their objectives in the Cultural

Revolution, which he characterized

as an attempt by the Chinese to deal

with their 2,000 year old
bureaucracy.

In response to questions on

China's altitude toward Canada, he

staled lhal Canada "is not im-

portant in the Chinese scheme of

things." Overwhelmingly, the

Chinese "prefer foreigners from ihe

Third World."

Endicotl, who was born in China

and spent his childhood there,

CELEBRATE WITH US
at the

CENTENNIAL
BALL

Friday, January 19

Hart House

It's just a dance; but

the biggest just a dance

ever on campus

We've got 5 bands and

all of Hart House, plus

an evening full

of wild entertainment

Tickets on sale at the Engineering

Stores and at the SAC Office - $7.00

Dress: Semi-Formal

describes himself as "a third genera-

lion Chinese." His grandfather had

originally gone to China to do mis-

sionary work, and his father. Dr.

.lames Endicotl, had worked briefly

wiih Ihe Chinese as an American

intelligence officer during World
War U.
The lawyer linked his sympathy

with ihe Chinese directly to his early

family experiences on ihe mainland.

Since leaving there, he has made
several return visils as a represen-

tative of an importing firm.

On some points the guest and

panelists could not agree on the

"facts". Panelist Paul Fromm,

formerly of the Western Guard,

suggested lhat China has a

deliberate policy of trading opium to

the west in order to "demoralize

America".

Endicolt refuted this idea, and the

broader charge that China actively

promotes world revolution abroard.

China he staled, wants to lay to rest

the domino theory in an effort to get

ihe United Stales out of Vietnam.

The vigorous arguments
stimulated by the great ideological

differences between Endicotl and his

attackers continued in the halls of

the studio after ihe taping had been

completed.

City ignored
'71 residents'

opposition
• ctintinned from i

have permission to build. Meridian

directors ordered all homes in the

area destroyed.

For two years, several acres of

land have been rendered useless,

gathering litter and garbage.

Meridian's proposed extension to

their present St. James Town com-
plex was given a rough ride at both

ihe Building and Development

Committee and City Council.

Ward 7 aldermen John Sewell

and Karl Jaffary bitterly attacked

the project because the elimination

of old family dwellings lo make way

for high-rise units "is destroying

Toronto".

Jaffary claimed the extra 1130

suites thai Meridian was planning to

build would be destined for middle

class tenants, not working class

families.

Tenants from Bleecker and

Ontario Streets, to the south of the

proposed development voeifenously

opposed it. Several residents

shouting and heckling, were expelled

during council and committee
meetings when their overzealousness

displeased former mayor Bill

Dennison.

Despite opposition from the so-

called reform caucus at Cily Council

and antipathy from residents, coun-

cil, with the Old Guard in the ma-
jority, voled on September 18, 1971,

10 approve ihe project.

Sewell accused the Old Guard of

being in the pay of Meridian, and

assailed the Labourers International

Union which consistently supported

the development, of signing a

"sweet- heart" contract with

Meridian.

However, since the recent

election, and the assumption of

power hy a reform majority, ihe

future of Si. James Town West

appears lo be dim. According to

Sewell. a move will be undertaken

today at the Building and Develop-

ment Committee to rescind the

project.

If the members of ihe committee

agree, and the Cily Solicitor's report

on the feasibility of repealing the

bylaws is favourable {which Sewell

believes it will be). St. James Town
Wesl. like Windlass and Quebec-

Goihic. niav never be built.

unclassified
ACAPULCO FOR S199.00 (8 days)

Oeparlures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Study

Weeks) from Toronto, Includes Jet tran-

sport, accommodation (doubles), parties,

discos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St.,

Toronto 5. 416-962-8404 or your Student

Council.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONDON from S79 one way or S155 return

- Take a dependable charier. Contact

AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5.416-

962-6404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING IN EUROPE INTERNA-

TIONAL STUDENT I.O. card, student

railpass. car rentals, cheapest and most

dependable charter flighls. camping tours

etc. all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.

George St.. Toronlo 5, 416 - 962-8404. (The

Sludenl Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

FOUND al Trinity College, brown medium

sized part collie dog with black-tipped

ears, Thursday morning. II not claimed by

(his Thursday. Ihe Humane Society will pul

[he dog lo sleep. Contact James
McDonald, 926-2534.

CANOE-TRIPPING Klpawa Wilderness

Adventures Irom 2 to 8 weeks In length go

lo Temagamt, norlheasiern Quebec, and

the James Bay watershed. Phone 488-5424

for a free brochure.

PARKING: Spadlne and Willcocks S10 Mo.

Call 922-7276 after 5:00 p.m.

LOST REWAHDlll Tues. January 9th 9:10

a.m. al University Textbook Store Brown
Leather attache case containing: genetics

book, chemistry, physiology, Botany

notebooks. Call: Sid 781-3526

ROOM & SMALL FLAT wanted by

graduate student - U of T locale — "free"

co-operative situation prelerred. Contact

Barry after 6:30 p.m., 621-3616

PRIVATE TUTORING Physics, mathema-

tics, for 1st year llnd year students S.B.

Joshi (M.Sc.) 35, Howland Ave. 925-0203.

QUEBEC WINTER CARNIVAL, March 24.

Round trip transportation and ac-

commodation, $31.00. AOSC. 44 St.

George St. 962-8404.

EXCELLENT TVPIST Available to do work

at home, specializing in reports, essays,

theses, etc. Call 889-8456.

LOST - Briefcase Irom textbook store

Monday - brown Ventura - contents urgent-

ly required - no questions - reward lor

return 964-2378 evngs.

ROOMS AVAILABLE - close to campus,

S80 - S65/mo. lor room and board, call:

Campus Co-Op. 964-1962. 922-6496.

ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old

essays? Do you need essays? Phone
ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150.

LOST' Slide rule in hard leather case.

"Plaxton" and "4T2" written on case. Lost

about 1 pm, Dec. 15. between main library

and Hart House. Great sentimental value.

Reward S10. Call 278-1627.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from $10.00

Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.

(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent

selection ol fun furs, trade Ins accepted.

We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6

Thur-Fri till 8 pm.

BEN'S MENS HAIR STYLING (Specialising

In long nair) In Ihe Clarke Institute ol

Psychiatry. 250 College SL Tel. 924-6811

Ext. 560. Hair cul S2.25.
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FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY
SPRING, 1973

COURSE OFFERINGS

1. LITERATURE OF THE HOLOCAUST - using selections from A
'

Holocaust Reader, Out o! the Whirlwind and (he Artists ot Terezln,

Wednesdays. 8:00 p.m., starting January 2*

- RABBI MARCOVITZ

2. MAIMONIDES - a reading o( the section. "Hllchol Yesodel
'

Hatorah". Ihe ground rules ot the Jewish faith - In original and

translated text. The "Thirteen Principles" will be included. Thursdays,

8:00 p.m.. starting January 18. - BAB8I DREBIN

3. 'MITZVAH' IN CONCEPT AND CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE

— philosophy of the ethical imperative Illustrated through selected

problems confronting Jewish Law (euthanasia, pot, civil disobedience).

Thursdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting January 18.

— ZEV HERSHTAL

4. JEWISH PERSPECTIVES ON CHRISTIANITY - ihe history of

the rise ot that religion and the theological basis, to It from Jewish

sources. Wednesdays. 9:00 p.m., starting Jama^^£L KAPUsTIN

5. ARAB-JEWISH DIALOGUE — an opportunity for Arab and Jewish

students lo discuss mutual concerns wilhoul theatrics, posturing or

unreason. Thursdays. 8:00 p.m.. starting January 18.

— DAVID SADOWSKI

6. GREAT MODERN JEWISH THINKERS - the critical conlributlon

of Achad ha-Am. Simon Dubnow, Franz Rosenzwelg, Raw Kuk.

Wednesdays, 6:00 - 8:30 p.m.. starting January 17, (supper with

instructor evallablel - RABBI WITTY

7. CHASSIDIC STORIES OF RAV NACHMAN— ihe mystical and
'

emotional wrillngs ol the Bartzlaver Rebbe. Use of Buber's and Flear's

anthologies. Wednesdays. 8:00 p.m.. starting January 17.

- CHARLES SHIDLOWSKY

8. CONVERSATIONAL YIDDISH - continuing from fall semester

Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 17. — MR. MITZMACHER

9. THE SHTETL— Jewish lite In the Diaspora"! European) 1850-1939. as

seen thru Its literature. Thursdays. 4:15 p.m.. Room 118, Founders

College. York University, starting January 16. — PROF. BATES

10. JOB AND THE PROBLEM OF EVIL — study of the text wilh

reference to Ihe modern world. Use of primary and secondary sources.

Wednesdays. 8:00 p.m.. starting Jenuary 17. — BEN MAYER

11. EMOTIONAL AWARENESS AND BIBLICAL NARRATIVE—
use ot games and group dynamic techniques lo get a closer feeling for

events In the Torah. Thursdays. 8:00 p.m.. SEYMOUR EPSTEIN

12. MODERN PHILOSOPHIES IN JUDAISM - the thinking of Buber,

Rosenzwelg. Rav Kuk Kohler. Kaplan. Required text: Contemporary

Jewish Thought: A Reader (ppbk). Fridays,

York University, starting January 19.

:00p.m.. Rm 136. Winters.

RABBI TANENZAPF

13. THE JEWISH WOMAN — a discussion/study group of women.

Group will decide formal at first meeting. Continuing from fall semester.

Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting January 17.
—

14. THE MIDRASH AND THE BIBLE - selected portions ol the

Torah (Binding of Isaac, Exodus, Sinai, etc.) through the eyes ot the

great Commentators and the Midrash. Thursdays. 8:00 p.m., starting

January 18. - RABBI BERGLAS

15. THE JEWISH LIFE CYCLE — customs, ceremonies, laws and

philosophies ot birth, circumcision, pldyon ha-ben, marriage, and

death. Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 17. — RABBI KELMAN

16. MIDDLE EAST SEMINAR — series of presentations on

contemporary Issues In Israel and the Aab world. Presenters from

S.Z.O., I.S.O. and others Mondays, 3:00 p.m.. Ross Humanities Bldg.,

Rm. S-307, starting January 15. — ALAN MORGER

17. CHAVURAT ZEMER — the' Jewish themes in rock, tolk and

Motown sounds. Possible creation ol new Jewish music. Thursdays,

8:00 p.m., starting January 18. — RICK KARDONNE

I REGISTRATION PROCEDURES: you can register at the fj.u table on
j

please note that the courses begin with the

COURSES WHICH DO NOT
TAKE A LOOK THROUGH THESE
LISTINGS AND JOT DOWN
YOU'D LIKE TO TAKE.

r^r^ toor, CAMPUS OR, FAILING THAT, YOU CAN CALL WEEK OF JAN. 15. COURSES WHICH DO NOT
H™ 5m™ IN THIS INFO. TO THE F.J.U. OFFICE AT 923- HAVE SUFFICIENT REGISTRATION WILL NOT
THE TITLE(S) I

[ TAKE p|_ACE.

Free Jewish University

186 St. George Street

TORONTO 5, Ontario

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Spaces Still Available In The Following Activities

TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

8:00
Centraporn ry Dan

9:00
S*l f Eofeima - Beg, Cqx>temporary Dar

frota SiOO

10:00 Fenclo? - Bagloner
Coif
Slin t Triii

sywhroniHed - Svln
Tannin - rntarnadlnt

Ballot II

Diatlnct/Awud - Swift

Coif
Synchronized - Svia

11:00
Badminton - InUCBtd.
(2>lf

Tennis - Jntomodlfttu
Btopto Swla
Golf
IntomedInto -

Fencing - Adv/Int
Golf

12:00
CynftsatiCfl

&oginner Tennis - Incorned La to

1:00
Fencing • Begin

=ing - Beginner
Bo-dainton - Int

Golf
Ski Conditioning

2:00
aiimi nton - Bog.

Coif
Olyap. Gya Judging

Senior - Svia
Fencing - Bcginnor
Golf

Olyop. Gyn Judging

Leaden (Red Croon
(2.30 - 5t00.

Senior - Svin
Tannin - Advanced

3:00

Jm
5700"

Too"
7:00

8:00

Conuqj. Danca
Olatinet/Xnard
Golf Golf™

P

Fencing - Inters,

Senior- Swln

* SwLn

Soli Defanie - Ben.

DistinctAward -

Loaders [Pad craa
(cont'd froa 2i

Fencing - Interned.

Olyop. Gya club

Folk Dane* Co-id - Farforn.

Register In Room 230 — Benson Building 320 Huron Street



Hockey Blues win exhibition at Waterloo
By PETER DUX

Blues Hockey team won Iwo more

lames iliis weekend, routing Ryer-

:

on 16-1, and edging Waterloo 5-3

Saturday night in exhibition play.

Saturday's game, in what is

-ommonly called the "Waterloo

iurn". was undecided until the last

five seconds when Gord Davies

;CO red into an empty net with

Warrior goalie Jake Dupuis lifted

lor an extra attacker.

Waterloo, realizing that the only

my to slow the Blues is through

Hard checking, came out with

;lbows flying. Their style, along

with the small ice surface and rabid

ran support helped keep the game

close.

Toronto scored first in the

opening period on a goal by Nick

Holmes hut Waterloo quickly

retaliated with Elliott's goal. Blues

McFarlane scored the winner at

2:45. Warriors came close to tying

ihe game near the end of the period

when Inness was called upon to stop

; ,
breakaway by Ron Hawkshaw.

(The second period was sloppy with

both defences showing lapses. Much

of ilie action was between the

hluelines with many stoppages in

play.)

By comparison, the final period

provided a fine exhibition of hockey

with end-to-end rushes and superb

goaltending on both ends of the rink.

Both sides exerted pressure on each

other with play see-sawing back and

forth.

Blues overpowered Ryerson 16-1

on Friday night before a sparce

crowd. Rams did, however, attempt

to stay in the game in the first

period, scoring one goal to Toron-

to's three. Ron Watson led the

Rams in dealing out crunching

checks, but Blues' Rick Cornacchia,

Rick Leroy, and Nick Holmes
retaliated.

The last two periods saw Blues

take control with the defence

tightening up and the forwards con-

trolling the puck almost con-

tinuously in the Ryerson end. Varsi-

ty managed 56 -shots on net in the

final 40 minutes of play.

Goalie John Granton's quick

glove kept Ryerson in the game in

the first period, but after Blue's 14th

goal he was lifted in favour of Rams'

second goallender. Trent
Armstrong.

Blues scored in spurts going all

YOU'VE GOT IT COMING TO YOU!
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ON

* HI-FI STEREO EQUIPMENT
SANSJt, PIONEER, KENWOOD.
SONY. DUAL, TELEFUNKEN ETC.

COLOUR TV
ZENITH. RCA, AOM1RAL ETC

• CAR-RADIOS AND TAPE PLAYER
ALL MAKES, INCLUDING 9LAUPUNKT
AM-FM AND STEREO MODELS.

GIVE JS
MAKE

AND MODEL...
WE DO SELL
FOR LESS!

LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL...

THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE

KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
112 HARBORO ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OF SPAOINA) CLOSE TO U OF T

Field Hockey Camp

Maine

1st Week in September 73
Are you interested?

You don't have to be a skilled

player to go
Come to the meeting and find

out all about it

Wednesday 17 January

8:30 a.m.

Benson Building

Study Room

SKIING!
CHEAP!

At Blue Mountain,

Fri., Jan. 19, 7:15 A.M.

Tickets: $7.00

(includes low and transportation)

Pay in advance at SAC Office

U of T Ski Bums Anon.—

out for a few goals and then relaxing

Tor a while. Twice Ihey scored three

goals in approximately three

minutes, and at one point Tired in

three within 16 seconds.

Blues Notes the win over

Ryerson counted in league play

making Toronto 8-0-0 for the

year. . . .
injuries look their toll in

Waterloo with a number of players

requiring facial repairs from flying

sticks. . . . Cam Crosby, Warriors'

policeman, sat out Saturday's game

with a hand broken in a fight last

week against Lutheran. ... a

number of Toronto players padded

their scoring records Friday — Kent

Ruhnke managed to fire in four

goals. ... the Varsity record is

shared by him and captain Gord

Davies. . . . defenceman Al Milnes

missed Friday's game with the flu

and was replaced by Rick Cor-

nacchia. Ivan McFarlane sat out

Friday as well but attempted to play

Saturday. He was too weak and left

the game after one period.... Blues

Blues" Davies and Buba sandwich a Warrior out of the play.

play Queen's next Friday night at

the arena and then travel to Ithaca.

N.Y. Tor an exhibition against

Cornell Saturday.

Toronto 16 Ryerson 1

First Period

1) Toronto, Holmes (Keenan, Munro)

1:40

2) Ryerson, Nicholson (Ramsay) 6:33

3) Toronto. Ruhnke 8:13

4) Toronto. Munro (Sems, Keenan)

10:33

Penalties — Holmes T 2:15, Korzack T
5:04, Watson R 10:03, Cornacchia T

17:27

Second Period

51 Toronto. Herridge (Davies, Fifield)

0:40

6) Toronlo. Fifield (Keenan, Herridge)

1:22

7| Toronlo. Korzack (Pagnutti) 3:40

5) Toronto, Ruhnke (Korzack. Pagnutti)

4:55

9) Toronlo. Leroy (Herridge. Fifield)

15:38

10) Toronlo, Fifield (Leroy) 16:01

1 1 ) Toronto, Ruhnke (Anderson) 19:02

Penalties — Stroud R 2:13. Holmes T
9:21. Ruhnke T 12:42, Anderson T.

HART HOUSE A THLETICS

AQUATIC PROGRAM: FREE!
REGISTRATION WILL TAKE PLACE OUTSIDE THE POOL

FROM JAN. 15-20 FOR THE FOLLOWING COURSES:

LEARN TO SWIM
BRONZE MEDALLION
AWARD OF MERIT
LEADER PATROL
DISTINCTION

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

HARRY DEBES 924-1201 (evenings)

ROBIN CAMPBELL 928-3949 (days)

So you think you can sing, dance,

or play a musical instrument!

Join George Kash and the Oktoberfest Express

on AMATEUR NIGHT AT ©Id JBaOarifl

and compete for cash prizes.

Every MONDAY night from 8 p.m., with the same low

day-time prices at night for students. No cover, no

admission, no minimum any night. Mon. to Sat.

Nicholson R 14:02. Coburn R 14:57,

Pagnutti T 18:45

Third period

12) Toronlo. Davies (Holmes) 1:29

13) Toronlo, Ruhnke (Pagnutti,

Korzack) 1 1:45

14) Toronto, Pagnutti (Keenan,

Korzack) 1:55

15) Toronlo, Herridgc(Davies) 12:01

I
ii) Toronlo. Sems 14:25

l7)Turonto. Buba (Sems) 18:19

Penalties — None
Shots on-goal by

Rverson 7 3 7 — 17

Toronlo 19 30 26 — 75

Toronto 5 Waterloo 3

First Period

1 ) Toronto, Holmes (Sems, Tate) 0:26

2) Waterloo Ellioit (Slubel. Hawkshaw)

J : IK

3) Toronto, McFarlane (Davies, Leroy)

2:45

Penalties — McFarlane T 3:20. Davies T
(misconduct) 9:15, McFarlane T, Gui-

mond W 1:58, TateT 12:10, Guimond W
14:45.

Second period

4) Toronlo. Korzack (Pagnutti, Ruhnke)

2:25 )'*

5) Waterloo, Hawkshaw (Elliott,

Guimond) 6:30

Penalties — Morris W 1:10, Slinson W
7:25. Anderson T 9:58. Munro T 15:05

Third period

6) Toronlo, Davies (Milnes, Fifield) 9: 13

7) Waterloo. Stinson (Barnes, Porter)

9:50

S) Toronto. Davies (Holmes) 19:55

Penalties — Keenan T 12:56

Shots on goal by

Toronlo 13 10 14 — 37

Walerloo 13 9 9 — 31

SPEED READING

Classes on Campus Register

Thursday or Friday ol this week

Sidney Smith Lobby

ESSAY

SERVICES

A new and complete

TEHMPAPER service. Originali-

ty, quality, and security dic-

tate our policy.

Phone: 961-6150

5 ST. JOSEPH ST., TORONTO
(One block North of We llesley . just West of Yonge)

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.

924-2159
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Scarborough opens athletic complex
Scarborough College will offer

several special events throughout

this week to introduce its new

recreation complex lo the college

community. The athletic week will

enable students to participate in

several tournaments and clinics, as

well as some spectator sports.

Construction on the building was

begun in June 1971 and completed

last month. The construction costs

amounted to S4.3 million, although

the final cost, including equipment,

totals over $5 million. The building

also contains 18,000 square feet ol

unfinished undergraduate lab space.

The remaining 70,000 square feet

houses food services, cultural, and

academic facilities.

The new building consists of

167.000 square feet of floor space,

with athletic facilities totalling 40,-

000 square feet."

Included in the athletic section is

a gymnasium with 17,280 square

feet of floor space, a leaching studio

(f>00 square feet), four regulation

size squash courts, one men's and

one women's sauna, a physical

fitness training room, and two ex-

ercise rooms. The recreation com-

plex itself was designed for a capaci-

ty of approximately 5,000 students.

There are about 2,300 students

presently enrolled at Scarborough.

The athletic area was planned

with flexibility and multi-purpose

use in mind. Folding partitions can

he used lo divide the main large gym

into either two equal areas of 120' x

72", or into three areas, one of 120' x

72'. and two of 60" x 72'. The

leaching studio can also be par-

titioned into two areas of 30' x 50'.

Collapsable bleachers fold into

one area of the walls, and the gym
floor contains four volleyball courts,

or three indoor tennis courts, or

eighi badminton courts, or two

basketball courts (94* x 50'). The

gvm floor is covered with synthetic

"tartan."

Scarborough's newweighlliftirtg room Isn't fully equipped yet.

The student body actively helping

to run athletics is the Scarborough

College Athletic Association,

formed with a constitution in March

1968. (However, this constitution is

presently under revision.) The

SCAA controls approximately 10

per cent of a 540,000 budget

(approximate).

Men and women at Scarborough

pay a total of $22 in athletic fees.

Sixteen dollars go to the athletic

office, run by the college but largely

financed by students. However, the

college administration pays the

salaries of Director of Physical

Education Taimo Pallandi, Assis-

tant Director Mary Anne Prettie

and a full-time secretary.

The college also maintains the

building, paying janitorial staff and

most normal maintenance costs. Of

the remaining six dollars in the

athletic fee, two dollars is paid to

Harl House, two to the UTAA, and

two go to the SCAA.
The budget of the athletic

department itself pays for coaches

and coordinators' salaries, traspor-

talion. and equipment. The shuttle

bus service to and from the St.

George campus is apparently in-

adequate for transporting in-

lerfaculty teams and the college

must pay to rent buses for travelling

purposes on unscheduled hours.

The Scarborough College

Athletic Association handles special

events, tournaments, and banquests.

Every undergraduate student

enrolled at Scarborough is

automatically a member, and the

official body is composed of seven

executive members, all students.

SCAA president Bob Sasaki said

that there are no conflicts between

the student body and the athletic

department. According to Sasaki

ihe college is still small enough that

problems can be solved with a

minimum of trouble. He said the

"athletic department books are

always open, there's no problem."

However. Sasaki did admit that

the SCAA is still only the "students'

mouthpiece" The SCAA reports to

The other half of the gym Is behind the folding partitions at the left. It

further separates into two smaller gyms.

and is one branch of Scarborough's

new Cultural Affairs Committee
composed of members of the uni-

versity community.

The building was apparently

designed lo be used by some com-
munity people, although up to now
community use is restricted to

groups and not individuals. Director

of Physical Education Pallandi said

thai revenues are not as high as they

might be because of the low student

enrollment. (The complex was
designed lo be used by 5,000

students.) Consequently the building

is operating on reduced hours. The
athletic wing was scheduled to be

closed Sundays, but Pallandi was

successful in renting out the gym to

groups to gain revenue to keep the

other rooms and facilities open and

available for students on that day.

Swimmers meet Mustangs, set new records
By PAUL CARSON

The men's swimming team added

a second victory in the dual meet

season Saturday afternoon with a

78-35 rout of the University of

Western Ontario. Blues won nine of

13 meets.

Freshman accounted for four of

Varsity's nine victories as John
Sehben let! Toronto to two first place

finishes in both the 200-yard
freestyle and the 200-yard breast-

stroke. Shawn Laari won both the

500 and 1000-yard freestyle events.

Sebben's best ever lime of 1:53.1

in the 200 freestyle plus a strong

second place finish from Dave
Wilkin settled Western's fate after

only three events. Mustangs had

expected to win the 200 free with

former high school swimmer Wes
McConnell but he finished third to

put Blues well into the lead.

Western, perennial runner-up lo

Toronto at the league cham-
pionships, did manage a slight com-
eback when Blair Shepperd took the

50-yard freestyle and Larry Sebulski

topped the one-metre diving.

Varsily captain Jim Adams broke
the pool record, clocking 2:05.2 in

the 200-yard individual medley, and

missed a second record by one-ienth

of a second in Ihc 100-yard freestyle.

Western's two other wins came
from McConnell in the 200-yard

breaslstroke and and Sebuski's se-

cond diving win, this time off ihe

three-metre board.

Unfortunately for the spectators

at ihe Benson Building, the meet

between farmer Olympic com-
petitors, Toronto's Byron
MacDonald and Mustangs' Bill

Kennedy, failed to materialize.

Kennedy was scratched from the

meel after suffering pulled ligaments

in a basketball class.

However, new recruil MacDonald
shattered both pool and Blues' team

records in the 200-yard fly with a

lime of 2:02.2. The former mark of

2:04.4 was registered by former Var-

sily coach Bill Yorzyk in 1958.

MacDonald also clocked well in

his leg of the 400-yard medley relay

but his 52.5 seconds in the 100-yard
butterfly will nol count as a record

heeause of the six-tcnlhs ofa second
thai must be added to compensate
for the advantage of a relay start.

Blues had simply loo much depth

in the freestyle events for Western,
which was also hampered by ihe

sudden retirement of breastslroker

Ken Fowler.

"Fowler and Kennedy might have

given Western another 13 to 15

points", said Blues' coach Robin

Campbell, "'bul ihe way we were

swimming the eventual oulcome
really wasn't in loo much doubt."

Blues wrapped up the meel with a

victory in the concluding 400-yard

freestyle relay highlighted by Dave
Wilkin's 50.1 second leadoff split

thai gave the team a comfortable

margin Tor ihe remainder of the

race.

The swim learn next meets Kent

Slate Lhtr: Friday al 7:30 again at the

Benson Building.

Wrestlers lose to Western
By JOHN GILBERT

The University of Toronto wrestling team opened

its schedule al home this season losing to Western 28.5

lo 16.5, Salurday in Hart House. However, Toronto
forfeited three matches giving Western 15 points.

Doug Lake, representing Toronto in ihe 177 lb.

class, lost by three points in the first match of the

afternoon, while veteran Ken White dominated his

mulch in the 1 26 lb. class for ihe first Toronto pin of the

meel. Bob Moore continued Toronto's brief winning

streak, defealing Al Walter in the 134 lb. class, 14 to 1.

TorontoWictor Brunette succeeded in pinning his

Western opponent in Ihc 150 lb. class, although not

until the final seconds. Brunette had fallen behind 22 to

4 and only a strong lasl minute effort enabled him to

reverse the trend of the match.

Western's Jim Basset broke Varsity's win streak

pinning Waller Crignan. Crignan losl the match after a

yell from Basset brought a foul call against the Toronto
player. Immediately after. Blues' Dave Tanner losl his

malch on a foul called against him.

One of ihe last matches of the afternoon saw

Toronto's Len Gang go against an obviously heavier

opponent, and although he was outscored 20-0,

succeeded in pulling up a strong show.

Although Toronto forfeited three matches, Roman
Preobra/enski substituted for his brother Chris lo

wrestle in an exhibition heavyweight match.
Preobra/enski did exceptionally well, pinning

Western's leading heavyweight in the third and final

round.

Blues' Harold Smilh also wrestled in another

exhibition malch. eventually winning it 1 1-9. Smith was

leading in points but found himself in danger of being

pinned and had to struggle exceptionally long to effect

an escape.

Elsewhere on the weekend Johnathon Davis and
Chris Preobra/enski finished first in the 177 lb. and
heavyweight classes, respectively, at the Queen's

University Invitational.

The wrestling team is scheduled to meet Guelph

nexi for an inviiational match (al Guelph) on January

27.



City to repeal St. James Town bylaw

The City of Toronto buildings and developments committee agreed Monday to repea l
the St. James Town West high-rise bylaw. Above, blockbusting in St. James Town

Parity won on Soc staff committee
ByULLl D1EMER

Sociology students scored a major

breakthrough Monday night when

Ihey won parity representation on

the department's staffing
com mi t Lee.

The victory came when the

assembly, the department's supreme

decision-making body, voted by the

narrowest possible margin to give

students an equal say on the com-

mittee that hires, fires, and

promotes staff. Fifty of the 74

assembly members present voted in

favour in a secret ballot — the

minimum number necessary for the

two-thirds majority required for a

constitutional amendment.

Students already have parity with

faculty on all other committees,

including the executive and those

that set curriculum, as well as on the

policy-making assembly.

The rule in staffing, long seen by

students as crucial for long-range

planning, had been approved in prin-

ciple by the Sociology Assembly in

February. Implementation,
however, was held up by opposition

frtiim then department chairman Jim
( iiffen and by retiring dean of arts

and science, Albert Allen. Since

'hen, however, both Giffen and Al-

ien have been replaced, and their

successors. Irving Zeitlin and Bob

f'reene. seem willing to accept
s'udents in this area of decision-

making.

The mailer was originally

'i-'heduled lo come up al a meeting in

December, but a month's delay was

taiisud when Zeitlin voided student

Sections to the assembly, charging

irregularities.

In the face of protest from

students and from faculty involved

in running the elections, however,

Ziellin held an investigation which

established that his contention that

the elections had violated the con-

stitution were unfounded.

At the time, some students

suggested that Zeillin's action in

calling orf the Assembly meeting,

(which had not met since last

February, in violation of the

departmental constitution,) was

politically motivated, designed to

prevent implementation of the staf-

fing decision.

Sociology becomes the only U of

T department in which students are

allowed a formal say in staffing,

although a number of others have

unofficial student committees that

state their preferences to all-faculty

staffing committees. Students re-

main without any real power,

however.

Now that former dean Allen's

claim that university rules prohibit

student involvement in staffing

decisions has apparently been dis-

carded, previously rejected demands

for a similar role in other

departments will likely resurface.

Although approval in principle

had been given in February, the

implementation al Monday's

meeting came as a surprise lo both

students and faculty.

A constitutional amendment

requires one meeting's notice of

motion, and notice had not been

given. However, a previous motion,

calling for four students to be given

an unofficial advisory role on the

committee, was on the agenda.

Student representatives, wanting

full, parity on the seven-member

staffing committee, and full power

rither than an advisory position,

requested permission to withdraw

the motion. This would have cleared

the road for consideration of a new

motion at the next meeting of the

Assembly.

However, a number of con-

servative faculty, in what turned

out lo be a major faux pas, denied

the unanimous permission required

lo withdraw a motion.

At this point, graduate student

Chris Huxlev introduced a major

amendment to the original motion

thai in effect turned it into the full

parilv, full power motion lhat

students favoured. Although the

motion would have been disallowed

had it been introduced on its own, it

was permitted by the speaker as an

amendment.

Debate on the principle of the

motion was relatively brief, perhaps

because it caught assembly members

hv surprise. Speakers on both sides

noted that the major arguments had

already been made many times

before. Sociology students have

heen pushing for a role in staffing

for a number of years.

The major roadblock to the

decision, the contention that un-

iversity rules forbade it, was

removed when department chair-

man Zeitlin told the assembly that

he understood from Greene that no

legal obstacles existed.

A precedent was set in sociology

last vear when three students were

elected as "advisors" to the three

faculty members who provided

the names of potential candidates

lo the Dean's Search Committee

for a new chairman. Although

students were critical of the posi-

tion they had on the committee, il

was believed that their unanimous

support for Zeitlin was a factor in

his selection.

Students occupy Brock
ST. CATHKRINES (CUP) —
About 200 Brock University

students yesterday occupied the

Board of Governors chambers and

lounges surrounding the president's

office to protest the firing of faculty

mem hers.

"The occupation began after a

general meeting of the students'

union attended by about 600 Brock

students decided to "condemn the

actions of the administration in ihe

firing of faculty" and demand

• thai the t6 faculty be rehired,

and

that the admin:::trati jr. JKEure

the university that there will be no

further attempts to cut back any

areas of staff or courses at Brock."

The students at the meeting

decided that the way to inform ihe

administration of their decision was

to occupy the 13th floor of the

Brock Tower which houses the

president's and other administrative

offices.

Citing budget cuts, the

administration had sent termination

notices to five full-lime and 1 1 part-

lime lecturers.

The occupiers decided against

occupying the lower's lobby and

prevenling ihe use of ihe elevators.

Doors open at Varsity
The Vursily doors are open today, lor people who w'ant to learn

liov. ihe paper is produced.

Open House, which begins at I pm al 91 St. George, will explain

to people w ho might want to work on the paper all about news, sports,

feature and review writing; photography; editing and layout.

Fascinating insights are sure to be offered, so be sure lo come il

vou are intcresied in helping out.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Sludeni Marshalls needed lo help

supervise in Convocation Hall during Perth

County Conspiracy Concert, Phone SAC
oldce and ask lor Peter Mlilc.

Tickets are on sale lor Concerts a(

Convocation Hall. Perth County, Friday

19th. John McLaughlin and the

Mahavishnu Orchestra.

10 am
Trial of Tom McLaughlin, charged

following last spring's busl ol Slmcoe Hal!

library occupation, continues until 4 pm In

courtroom 38, Old City Hall, studenls are

encouraged lo attend to show their

support.

Trial ot Bill Getty, also charged In Ihe

library bust, starts this morning and con-

tinues until 4 pm today; continues

tomorrow same times in courtroom 31, Old

City Hall, studenls are also encouraged lo

attend Getty's trial.

noon

Hart House Music Committee presents

the lirst noon hour concerl of 1973 — the

Russ Little Sextet. Admission Iree. East

Common Room, Hart House.

1 pm
Careerlalks: Architecture 8 Landscape

Architecture — Two faculty members will

discuss Ihe myth and reality ot being an

Architect. Medical Sciences 3154. Law —
On becoming a lawyer and Practising Law,

McLennan Physics 103.

Nobel Prizewinner Dr. Dennis Gabor will

lecture on "The Next Hundred Years". In

Convocation Hall, for the Centennial Year

of the Facully of Applied Science and

Engineering. All students and staff

welcome. Till 2 pm.

2 pm
The Ukrainian ' Students' Club Is

sponsoring an exhibition ot young Ukrai-

nian painters at 620 Spadlna Ave. Till 5 pm.

3 pm
Auditions — for "Orison" a one act two

hander. noonhour show. U.C. playhouse

79A St George. Also needed
sound/light/stage technicians.

3:30 pm
Dr. J. Gordon Parr pasl Chairman of Ihe

Committee on University Affairs will dis-

cuss the role, plans, and future of the

committee. OISE, Room N201. All student

political hacks should attend.

4 pm
Auditions for an experimental

production of-a new play: "The Library" to

be performed the lirst week of March, at

University College Playhouse. 78A St.

George; Till 6 pm.
4:15 pm

"Brazil: an Underdeveloped and

Industrialized Country". First of two Public

Lectures by Professor Milton Santos, Latin

American In Residence, University ot

Toronto. 1972-73. Room 2117, Sidney

Smith. Sponsored by Ihe Latin American

Studies Committee. I.S.P.

5:30 pm
Fust meeting of the U of T Studenls For

A Free Greece wilh representatives from

Ihe York and. the newly-formed, Ryerson

chapters. Morning Room at I.S.C., 33 St.

George.

6 pm
Supper with Rabbi Witty and Free

Jewish University Seminar till 8:30 pm.

"Great Modern Jewish Thinkers" at Hlllel

House, 186 St. George Street.

6:30 pm
Hlllel kosher Supper; Please reserve by

5 pm. At 186 St. George Street.

7 pm
SAC General Meeting at Brennan Hall,

St. Mike's.

7:30 pm
Tom Murphy from Pollution Probe will

oe speaking on Politics, City and the En-

vironment in the SCM olfice in Hart House.

All Welcome.
8 pm

Meeting of the U of T Homophlle

Association. Guest speaker Paul Pearce

will speak on "Gay Liberation as Life-Style,

GSU. upstairs lounge. 16 Bancroft.

Everyone welcome.

Free Jewish University: "Chassldic

Stories of Rav Nachman" at Hiilel House,

186 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Conversational

Yiddish" at Hiilel House.

Free Jewish University: "Job And Ihe

HART HOUSE A THLETICS

AQUATIC PROGRAM: FREE!
REGISTRATION WILL TAKE PLACE OUTSIDE THE POOL

FROM JAN. 15-20 FOR THE FOLLOWING COURSES:

LEARN TO SWIM
BRONZE MEDALLION
AWARD OF MERIT
LEADER PATROL
DISTINCTION

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

HARRY DEBES 924-1201 (evenings)

ROBIN CAMPBELL 928-3949 (days)

O'KEEFE CENTRE
FRONT & YONCE 363-6633

JANUARY 20 - FEBRUARY 10
"HILARIOUS AND LOVELY POP MUSICAL!

I HAD A GREAT TIME!" — cuve barnes, n. y. times

k

AfJStOL
LOW PRICED SPECIAL PREVIEW SAT. JAN. 20

SAT. JAN. 20 8:30 P.M. S5.00, S4.00, $3.00, $2.50

MON-THURS. 8:30 P.M. $7.50, S6.00, $4.50.53.50

FBI. & SAT. 8:30 P.m. S8.50.S7. 00. S5.00.S3.50

WED MAT 3:00 P.M. S6.00.S4.50, $3.50, $3.00

SAT. MAT. 2:00 P.M. $6.50, $5.00. $4,00, 53,00

BOX OFFICE
OPEN

11 A.M.—9 P.M.

Half prices for students, _ltiis applies to matinee performances only. This olfet may bi

discontinued al any time as a limited number of seals is available.

Problem of Evil" at Hiilel House.

Free Jewish University: "The Jewish Life

Cycle" at Hlllel House,

Free Jewish University: "The Jewish

Woman" at Hlllel House.

Interdisciplinary Education: speaker Or.

John Evans. All Interested students invited

to attend and participate. Informal dis-

cussion and refreshments following. Spon-

sored by the Health Science Faculties.

Room 3153 Med Set Building.

9 pm
Free Jewish University: "The Jewish

Perspectives on Christianity" at Hlllel

House.
THURSDAY

1 pm
"Why we should support the

Indochinese Revolution": public discussion

presented by Old Mole. Presentations by

Vietnam veteran Tom Heffernan and

former NDP provincial executive member
Jackie Larkln. North Dining Room, Hart

House,

First second term meeting of the U of T

Young Socialists. Interested In Women's
Liberation? the anti-war movement?

Fighting the education cutbacks?

Socialism? Come to the meeting and check

us out. Innls College: third lloor,

^Careerlalks: Law Clerks & Criminology

— If you want to become Involved In the

field of Law. the President of the Law Clerk

Society will explain the necessary steps to

take. Or listen to a Faculty member outline

Careers in Criminology. McLennan Physics

103. Till 2 pm.
1:10 pm

Public Lecture: History of Science. "The

Prehistory of the Pendulum: A Problem in

the Intellectual History of Science" by Bert

Hall, State University ol New York at Buf-

falo. Room 2172, Medical Sciences

Building.

2 pm
The Ukrainian Studenls' Club Is

sponsoring an exhibition of young Ukrai-

nian painters at 620 Spadina Ave. Till 9 pm.

3 pm
Auditions for an experimental production

of a new play: "The Library"; to be

performed the first week of March; at

University College Playhouse. 79A St,

George. Till 4:30.

4:30 pm
Shlomo Avinerl, chairman, Political

Science Department, Hebrew University,

will speak on "Jewish Emancipation and

Socialism: Hess, Marx and Lassatle."

Room 2158, Medical Sciences Building.

5 pm
Deadline lor arranging consultations lor

"Jewish Careers Symposium" at Hiilel

House. 186 St. George Street.

5:30 pm
1st Meeting ol "Universitarlo": The

Portuguese-Brazilian Club of U of T. Place:

International Student Centre. 33 St. George

Street - Pendarves Lounge. Refreshments,

music and slides from Portugal and Brazil.

Everyone Welcome.

FREE
WILL
and

MICHAEL
GORDON

LOWELL JONES

EXHIBITION
ART GALLERY

MONDAY". II a.m. -9 p.m.

TUESDAY—SATURDAY. 11 a.m. -5 p.

SUNDAY, 1 p m -5 p.m.

UNTIL JAN. 26

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

JEAN BONHOMME, TENOR (PRESENTED

6Y THE CBC IN ASSOCIATION WITH HART

HOUSE) JANUARY 21, 6,00 p.m. lit Ihe

GREAT HALL.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

THE HALL PORTER'S DESK

TODAY. 1:10 P.M.

CAMERA CLUB

Print-mounting

and

Rolouching Class

MEMBERS ONLY

FILM SERIES:

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS

MONDAY. JAN. 22

GOYA
DEBATES ROOM

1-2 P.M.97-8P.M.

LIBRARY EVENING

SPECIAL GUEST:

RICHARD B. WRIGHT

Tues.. Jin. 23

Hirl Houm Library, B:l

ALL WELCOME

p. ID

HART HOUSE FARM

WINTER FESTIVAL

JAN. 27-28

Details and Reservations

al the Graduate Office

before Tues., Jan. 23

TELEVISION IN THE MAP ROOM

THE GALLERY—JANUARY 25th??

CLASSICAL CONCERT

MAHY KENEDI
PIANIST

PLAYING KAYO Ell.

BEETHOVEN. SCHUMANN

THURS., JAN, '18

MUSIC ROOM, 1 P.M.

FIRST NOON-HOUR
CONCERT OF 1973

Russ Little Sexlet

WEDS., JAN. 17
EAST COMMON ROOM

12:00 P.M.

THE 72-73 808 RevuC

BY

Jan. 18, 19,20 New Vic Theatre

Tickets at the door or VUSAC Office

THURS.—75<f FRIDAY & SAT.—S1.00

CAREERS
There are careers available in the fields of Jewish Social Work,

the Rabbinate and Jewish Education. Guest speakers from Canada and

the U.S. will inform you on the where, why, when, what and how at the

Jewish Careers Symposium, Jan. 21. 1973. 186 St. George St.

Rabbi M. Berglas, Rabbi I. Book, Rabbi M. Stroh, Prof. S. Wax,

Prof. N. Llnzer, Dr. A. Schlff, Dr. S. Green

APPLICATION FORM
Since only a limited amount of private consultations will be available and the meeting

groups want to be held to a small size, those people who return this form by January 18,

1973 will have first choice in filling the groups: Return to 186 St. George St., Toronto,

Ontario.

-— Include me on the list of supper at

$1.50 which I enclose

Not interested in supper
Please arrange a private meeting
with

for me.

NAME.

ADDRESS

PHONE N r

SCHOOL
I am interested in (please check all

applicable categories)

JEWISH EDUCATION JEWISH SOCIAL WORK THE RABBINATE
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Buildings may be ready for next fall

Scar, Erindale to get residences
Scarborough and Erindale

Colleges recently approved ex-

traordinarily similar residences,

both of which may be in operation

next fall.

Each residence is in the form of

townhouscs, containing about 250

beds built on college proprcty. Each

lownhouse will be fully equipped

and contain four or six beds, ac-

commodating in all slightly more

than 10 per cent of the colleges'

enrolments.

The residences will cost between

$l and SI. 5 million dollars each.

mostly financed from a large Cen-
tral Mortgage and Housing Corpo-

ration loan repayable over 50 years.

Because the money will come from

the federal government, it's not

affected by the capital budget freeze

imposed by the Ontario government

in November.
Both residences are expected to be

controlled by a committee, a ma-

jority of which will be residents.

Erindale student council president

Paul Moran attributed the extensive

similarities between the two projects

to "coincidence". "Both colleges got

tired of the idea of high-rises," he

said.

There is one other similarity in

ihe two projects — both of the chief

organizers arc executives of SAC,
vice-president Ross Flowers and

Erindale executive member Arnold

Brodie.

According lo Brodie, who helped

draw up the proposal during the

summer of 1971, a government

report on student residences

recommended against building con-

ventional student accomodation.

A users' committee, on which

Scar may set up credit
system: students to proceed
at own speed towarddegree
Scarborough College has moved

one step closer to implementing a

credit system next fall.

At a meeting preceding the

Christmas break, the college council

unanimously agreed that a student

of Scarborough be permitted to

proceed towards a degree at a rate of

his or her own choosing.

The motion passed by the college

council said that a maximun of six

full courses during the winter session

and two full courses in the summer
session can be taken for credit. A
student may take as many years to

complete a degree as he or she

wishes.

The proposal will be presented to

the Academic Affairs' Committee's

sub-committee on curriculum and

standards today before it proceeds

to Academic Affairs. The proposal

must gets its final approval from the

Governing Council.

Scarborough College registrar

J.D. King said yesterday that the

feeling of the college is almost un-

animously in favour of the idea. The
college would like to implement the

system for the 1973-74 year, he said.

The idea of a credit system for

Scarborough College first gained

approval in 1967 but it wasn't until

last July I when the college became

separate from the Faculty of Arts

and Science at U of T that measures

could be taken lo implement the

proposal. King explained.

"It's my impression that the

students would welcome the

change," he said.

Scarborough student council

president David Onley said that the

implementation oT a credit system

would be a "major step forward for

this university."

"There's nothing sacred about

five courses a year. That isn't

neccessarily the essence of

education," he said.

Brodie served, continued to work on

the planned residence during 1971-

72. The entire year he said was spent

arguing with the Ontario Student

Housing Corporation, which
handles student residences for On-
tario Housing Corporation, which in

turn dealt with CMHC.
Finally, a long-term OHSC loan

was promised, and last fall the users'

committee presented its ideas on the

residence to a meeting of interested

contractors.

Universal Construction Company
won the contract in a contest of over

10 proposals and is expected to

produce working drawings soon.

Municipal servicing should begin

next month, Brodic says, and the

project may be ready for occupancy

in August.

Dean Peter Robinson says the

proposal has cleared the college

council and believes it also has

Governing Council approval.

According lo Erindale director of

student affairs Mike Lavelle, the 50-

year loan from OHSC is for

$900,000, expected lo cover 90 per

cent of the construction costs. The
other 10 per cent is ihe value of the

land, near the north entrance lo the

college.

Brodie says the college will also

pay Tor municipal servicing,

architects' fees, furniture and other

equipping costs in addition to the

roughly estimated one million dollar

eosl.

The cost of carrying the

mortgage, says Robinson, is about

$300 per bed per year. Brodie hopes

the cost to students will be under $70

a month.

Like Brodie, Flowers began

working on the Scarborough
College residence in the summer of

1971. He later chaired a planning

committee, which, like Erindale's,

produced a bare outline of ideas for

the residence.

After 1 1 contractors responded to

a call for proposals, the committee

chose one submitted by John Vroom
Company, which had placed second

in the Erindale contest.

The cost, says Flowers, will be

approximately $ 1 .25 million, of

which 90 per cent will be an OHSC
grant. The remaining 10 per cent

will again be the college's land, in a

"heavily wooded area" south east of

the main parking lot in the same

area as the main college.

Flowers hopes the monthly cost to

sludent will be under SK0 although

occupancy in the first few years may
be subsidized, he said.

The Vroom proposals received

college council approval December

13 and construction should have

already begun early this month.

However, Flowers is still hopeful

that the residence will be ready for

occupancy by October I, if not by

ihe first day of classes next fall.

Like Erindale's, the Scarborough

residence is expected lo be run

primarily by its residents.

Scarborough principal Ralph

Campbell has appointed an advisory

committee, chaired by Flowers, lo

help set it up. Although Campbell

will have the final decision on ad-

ministration of the residence, "I'll

he influenced lo ihe largest possible

extent by ihe recommendations of

the committee," he said yesterday.

Israel's legality can't be based on past: Marxist
By ELAINE KAHN

Moral and legal justification for

continuation of the Stale of Israel

should not be based on (he past.

Professor Shlomo Avineri of the

Hebrew University of Jerusalem

told a packed auditorium in a iec-

lure at the Medical Sciences

Building yesterday.

Avineri, an internationally known
Marxist, lectured on Arab and

Israeli nationalism.

Avineri staled lhat there is no

point in going back to the 15th

century lo justify claims to Middle

East lands. The present battle arises

from modern secular nationalism

thai has its roots in the 19th and

20lh centuries.

The central - issue is lhat both

Israelis and Palestinians accept the

facl that nationalism now exists.

Avineri said that Israel's prime

minister Golda Meir has recently

accepted this fact.

He said that the Arabs have not

directed internal criticism towards

the question of social reconstruction

within the Arab nations. They have

preferred instead lo concern
themselves with a political and

highly military nationalism that has

not succeeded as well as Israel's

Labour Zionism, which is socio-

political.

He pointed out that military

government in Ihe Arab world does

not imply military dictatorship, as il

does in the Western world. The

Arab nations, except when under

foreign domination, have always

had military governments. In facl,

the Islamic religion upholds the

soldier and ultimately the ruler as an

ideal.

Avineri said Ihe Zionist

movement is the only one in history

that has attempted lo create

downward social mobility in a na-

tion.

This was necessary for tht

construction of the state of Israel, he

said, because immigrants from

Europe lo Palestine were primarily

middle class. There were no

peasants or working class people

and these in fact had lo be created

by a total overhaul of the social

system.

Avineri feels chances for peace

and reconciliation in the Middle

East will increase once the Arabs

undertake some parallel type of re-

evaluation.

He said that the two nationalist

movements arc the answers that

were found to one common
problem, the problem of increased

-secular nationalism prompted by

Westernization of ihe Middle East.

Christian Arabs under Turkish

rule, liberal as il was under the 19ih

century Ottoman Empire, Avineri

staled, were second-class citizens.

To ameliorate the situation,

American missionaries in Beirut

began lo stress secular Arab

nationalism, .raising an Arab con-

sciousness that rose above religious

di fTercnces.

Only Egypt remained slightly

more interested in its own affairs

than pan-Arabic matters.

However, by ihe 1920's, Islamic

Arabs regained prominence and

there is still an Islamic bias in

general Arabic thinking, Avineri

said. But the more extreme radical

movements, such as the Popular

Liberation Fronl in the Arabic

world continue to be led by Chris-

tian urban intelligentsia. The El

Fatah, another Arab guerilla move-

ment, consists mainly of Moslem

peasants.

Israeli nationalism arose out of

the highly nationalistic con-

sciousness of the European nations

in the I9lh century. The question

was one of allegiance, Avineri said,

as il ultimately was for Christian

Arabs.

Even with ihe persecution

suffered by the Jews in Europe

before IKOO's. there was still a place

for them in European society. Euro-

pean nationalism forced the Jews for

the first lime. Avineri said, to define

in terms of nalionalily who they

were.

For example, could a Jew be a

true Frenchman if he felt yearnings

for a re-cslublishment of Israel?

Again, a group of rabbis in France

were asked if they felt a closer bond

lo fellow Frenchmen or to Jews

living in England.

This kind of question about

allegiance is still commonly asked.

The questioning led to an increase

of national consciousness among
Jews. Hebrew language, literature

and history were revived and even-

tually an Israeli slate was
established.

Avineri said that the present

righting in Ihe Middle East,

resulting from awakened Arab
nationalism and the renewed efforts

for Israel lo rebuild, were foreseen

in a book published in Paris

in 1905. This writer predicted that

the Tale of the whole world might

hinge on the resolution of the

struggle.

3v

Shlomo Avineri called for Palestinian state on West Bank.

Staff question legality of Food

Science committee's powers
By MARK BOHNEN

In response to a challenge on the extent of the

Food Science Implementation Committee's powers, the

committee Monday decided to delay making a decision

which could mean the end of the faculty.

A letter signed by ihe whole staff of the Faculty of

Food Science questioned the legitimacy of a series of

motions the committee had drawn up concerning the

future of the faculty.

The motion was expected to be voted on at

Monday's meeting, included the possibility that the

faculty may disappear as an entity.

However proceedings were delayed in response to

a request made by the letter that the committee

postpone the vole, and clarify its position on the 10

specific recommendations in an earlier Senate report.

The jetler asserted that the content of the motions

drawn up by ihe committee went beyond the terms ol

reference as defined in an earlier Senate report.

according to food science professor C. Dunkley, also a

committee member.

The committee had earlier been charged with the

feasibility of implementing recommendations made in

the Senate report concerning the future of the faculty ol

Food Sciences.

Although the content of these motions have not

been made public, according lo Dunkley, two of them

have advocated the reorganization of the faculty.

Courses and streams would be integrated into other

faculties.

The Senate report had not recommended the

abolition or weakening of the Faculty of Food Sciences.

Food science dean Ira Armstrong yesterday was

reluctant lo lalk about the letter sent by faculty

members, saying "I don't feel the time is ripe" to

discuss it.

However, she confirmed that the faculty's "whole

staff" signed it.
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ideals, is of no use, and the desire to

sacrilice an entire litatime lo the noblest ol
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against adverse governments and social
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—Che Guevera
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Book game doesn 't solveproblem
In the aftermath of the

decision to exclude un-

dergrads from unlimited

access to the stacks of the

Robarts Library, the ad-

ministration has hit upon the

idea of converting the existing

main library into a central un-

dergraduate library.

There's a hitch, though. The

books to fill the stacks of the

new research library have to

come from somewhere. And,

that somewhere — at least for

over 900,000 of them — is the

stacks of the Sigmund
Samuel Library.

So. anxious to placate

students irritated at their ex-

clusion from the new edifice

and just plain fill all that empty

space, the librarians have

devised a master plan: move
the collections of the Universi-

ty and New Colleges and the

branch lending libraries

(political economy and history

are the largest) into Sig Sam,

closing down the branch

libraries and converting the

college libraries into reading

rooms.

The Faculty of Arts and

Science's General Committee
gave up trying to reach agree-

ment on the plan after months

of inconclusive debate about

it. And, the Governing Coun-

cil's library subcommittee has

yet to resolve the issue finally.

But, as elsewhere, there

seems to be little opposition

to the plan except from

students. Everybody else

won't be directly affected,

anyway.
Chief Librarian Robert

Blackburn has championed
amalgamation, insisting the

branch and college libraries

were underused. Now, faced

with a return to greater use of

the branch libraries, he dis-

misses the figures, main-

taining that profs with an in-

terest in preserving the

department libraries are en-

couraging students to use

them to produce a trend

which would forestall their

scrapping.

Be that as it may, students

are rediscovering the con-

venience and utility of the

smaller collections. Having

most of their classes in the Sid

Smith area, political economy
students, for example, have

little incentive (nor should

they) to take a trek across

campus to the main library for

books which can be easily

and economically housed in

Sid Smith. Both the dean of

arts and science and the prin-

cipal of University College

have admitted that the push

for amalgamatipn had nothing

to do with saving money or

convenience.

That, in itself, should be a

damning enough admission

to kill plans to move the

collections to Sig. Sam.

As for the UC and New
Libraries, their duplicate

collections complement the

study areas housed under

their roofs and offer a more
intimate atmosphere for

research and study.

Locking undergrads and
the public out of the Robarts

Library stacks is no solution to

the university's library

problems, and neither is rob-

bing other libraries to fill the

makeshift undergrad library.

Students should have a

bigger say in staffing study
It's disappointingly ironic that at about the

same time that the Sociology Assembly was
formalizing structures giving students equal

weight in department staffing decisions the

president of the university was putting the

finishing touches on a task force to study the

same matter without "major student

representation".

As the persons most familiar with and most

directly affected by teaching, students have

more to offer in assessing professors' relative

merits than someone whose principal dis-

tinction is that he or she has also obtained

faculty status.

Conservatives always claim that students

are transients with little commitment to the

university when faced with arguments in

favour of giving students a role in staffing

decisions- But experience tells a different

stdry. Many students have proven their com-

mitment to the betterment of university

education.

In response to this performance (and,

admittedly, often militant student demands),

students have been seated on senior gover-

ning bodies of this university and others

across the country. Consequently, Evans'

decision to downplay the student role in a

committee whose recommendations will

seriously alter the future character of this

university flies in the face of this trend and the

evidence which motivated it.

His specific proposal, rumoured to include

only one student on a body of about nine,

would be a step backward at a time when the

quality of university education requires many
steps forward.

We believe the weight of logic should

encourage the president to reconsider his

unwise decision and significantly upgrade the

level of student participation on the task force.

Post office sends strange gifts in mail
Strange thing arrived in The

Varsity mail yesterday mor-
ning. A multi-colour,
promotional calendar from
our very own post office.

Strange because this

unsolicited gift came from the

very people who've been
trying to cut back on staff and
salaries because they say

they're losing money.

The calendar's not-so-

hidden message seems to be
"Use your post office". It's

good business to want to en-

courage business, but why the

post office would resort to so

costly a promotional cam-
paign when they have no
competition eludes us.

Unless, of course, the

campaign is designed to

bolster the post offic

sagging public image. And,

we'd suggest, they could
better deal with that problem
by humanizing their approach
to the postal service. It might
work wonders with getting the

mail out on time.

As for calendars, we're sure
no one will go without, even if

the post office gives up its gift

giving.

WELL Vs/ADDVft KNOW*
LOOKS LIKE THESE

CALENDARS REM_lY ME
GONNft SPEED UP THE MML

t3j. URR£tT l-r1
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Super-Sunday at the Super Bowl

CBC adds commercials to American escapism
By PAUL HOCH

It was Super-Sunday at the

Super Bowl, and our super CBC
broadcasters were on hand to

televise the big show. "On hand"

in spirit only since the only thing

they were actually televising was

the American network broadcast of

the game. And, what a telecast it

was. Canadian CBC viewers were

treated to a pre-game show with

America's leading lover-boy foot-

ball hero Joe Namath, followed by

the Pledge of Allegiance to the

American Flag (as rendered bv

three clean cut and fortyish US

astronauts), followed by a squad

of well-trained black school kids

leading everyone in the American

National Anthem, followed by

assorted plugs for "Dick Nixon's

favorite team", speculations that

Nixon might be sending in a

special play — all interspersed

with the usual militarized half-time

show, the supersenttmentalism of

Andy Williams, and the now
familiar drunken locker room

celebrations after the game. It was

all there, from American super-

patriotism to militarized drum ma-

jorettes to Dick Nixon. Quite a

show.

Less clear, however, was what

it was doing on Canadian televi-

sion. No doubt, the CBC would say

that it was "just giving our fans

what they want" (or have been

trained to want, by promoters who

pass themselves offas "sports-

writers"). But, even conceding that

the ability of the US media to train

Canadians to demand American

products produced a big demand

up here for the Super Bowl, could

the CBC not have at least supplied

a little commentary and interviews

of its own?

It did, of course, manage to

supply some Canadian advertising

(some of it by Canadian sub-

sidiaries of US corporations). And,

with advertising rates for the

Super Bowl running at a couple of

hundred thousand dollars a

minute, the CBC made itself a tidy

bundle. Which is perhaps what's

it's ail about, anyway. The huge

advertising costs are then passed

on to all of us in higher consumer

goods prices; so, we all end up

paying the bill. -

But, what are we paying for?

"The world-wide enthusiasm for

sports events," writes British

sociologist Alex Natan, "brings to

mind the decadence of the Roman

Empire when similar physical ex-

ercises formed a circus spectacle

which whipped up the tired nerves

of paying spectators." US
Congressman Emanuel Celler has

said that "pro football provides the

circus for the hordes". A sort of

blown-up version of the gladiator

shows that kept everyone enter-

tained in the Roman coliseum.

New York University professor

Roscoe Brown has called it "the

new opium of the people" Perhaps,

"opium" seems too strong a word

for all this. But what else can you

call it when 50 million North

Americans profess more concern

over who will win the Super Bowl

than over the bombing of Vietnam?

What else can you call it when a

hundred thousand fans pack Into

the Los Angeles colliseum for the

big game while only a week earlier

only a few hundred turned up to

hear Chilean president Salvadore

Allende at the

What else can

United Nations?

you call it when

^^^^ I

ff

CBC offered viewers tinsel heroism of American super-football heroes and astronauts Sunday.

industrial workers are often so

rabidly involved with the fates of

their sports heroes that they're

perfectly oblivious to the exploitive

conditions in their own factories?

In this connection it's perhaps

useful to recall to what extent

North American pro sports have

traditionally been aimed at poten-

tially restless or disadvantaged

minority groups and factory

workers. Hockey, for example,

grew up in the mining and factory

towns of northern Ontario and

Quebec, and still gets many of its

best players there. American foot-

ball players have dis-

proportionately come from the coal

and steel towns of Pennsylvania

(Joe Namath's original territory).

And, English soccer too grew up in

the shadows of the factories.

These sports were generally con-

sidered by factory owners as a

fitting outlet for their workers' job-

produced tensions. An outlet far

more suitable — at least from their

point of view — than militant trade

unionism.

American basketball, too, has

long been the sport of the big city

ghettos, with a sizable portion of

the top professional players com-

ing from New York's Harlem ghet-

to. The same holds true for boxing

and professional wrestling.

Indeed, with stereotyped heroes

and villains for every ethnic group,

the pro wrestling burlesque is

experiencing quite a renaissance

among Toronto's exploited im-

migrant population. And, it helps

take their minds off their work.

Which is perhaps no small thing

when you're being paid less than

two dollars an hour for turning a

screw on an assembly line all day.

The trouble with the

entertainment and escapism of

professional sports, though, is that

it provides no escape at all. The

problems of one's workday life go

on just as before. The only

difference is that so much time and

energy is absorbed in watching

sports and boning up on the fine

points of every game that it almost

ensures that little or no time is

available for solving the real

problems.

For a few hours on Super-

Sunday, Canadian workers can

consume the tinsel heroism of

American super-football heroes

and astronauts, can bet almost

S400.000 on which set of

gladiators will win the big spec-

tacle, in short can escape to a fairy

dreamland in which men are Men,

and God is always on our team's

side. And, the next day, all of us

fans can return to our boring,

repetitive, uncreative, often

bureaucratized jobs. It seems to be

as good a drug as any other. The

new opium of the people.

A former post-doctoral

candidate at the University of

Toronto, Paul Hoch lectures

on the political sociology of

sports at Ohio's Oberlin

College. He is the author of a

recently released Doubleday

book Rip Off the Big Game:
The Exploitation of Spoils by

the Power Elite.
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Wear wires out

by calls: Bell?
Sooner or later, if given enough

rope, big capitalist enterprises like

Bell Telephone will hang themsleves

and bile the dust.

Il was good for the soul, and for

[he mind, to see The Varsity

(January 10) lake up the cudgels on

behalf of that vast number of

customers Oust take a look at thai

huge Metro Toronto telephone

directory) being squeezed for

another round of increased rates by

the billion dollar corporation, Bell

Telephone.

Most users of this public service

are lifetime customers, yet they

never gel a discount, never get a

reduced rale, nor anything.

It appears to this long-lime Bell

customer that this avaricious,

monopolistic company must gel a

huge cut in income taxes for its

equipment depreciation. It is quite

evident thai Bell assumes that the

wires gel worn out by the talking

that goes through them- Is this

really possible'.' I can't and never will

believe such an assumption.

In the editorial "Don't let Bell

hike bill", "nationalization of Bell"

is suggested as a remedy and this is a

good idea; but to suggest "giving

control to the Bell workers" as a

better alternative is absolutely

wrong, (iiving control to workers

never created an ulopia (look at

Russia, Cuba, et cetera); they have a

nasty habit of creating hell on earth.

Sure, a few high-salaried ad-

ministrators would be thrown out,

bul the workers would keep on

demanding higher wages till all

received the wages of the former

administrators. Isn't it the workers

who are forcing Bell to keep on

increasing ihe rates?

Actually, the workers don't want

the ownership and the administra-

tion jobs with all those worries, bills

to pay. and a had case of ulcers. Oh,

no. They just want the gravy, and to

rush home in Cadillacs on the stroke

of four or rive o'clock to their loving

wives and their colour tv sets.

- Regarding the two-page spread,

same issue, why was no mention

made to urge the public to make less

use of long distance calls? Although

trained at terribly high educational

costs to read and write, the majority

of the public is too damn lazy to

write and mail a letter for eight cents

and prefers to dial a long distance

cull. In an affluent society, what's

two or three dollars for a three

minute call? -

Nor was the public urged to be

satisfied with plain, black
telephones; to do without all those

extensions in private homes and

other frills. Oh, no, nothing was said

about the public denying itself many
of the extra services that Ma Bell

has to offer.

In the past, the Canadian

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE

EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES

964-7328 ™ ™GE

Transport Commission has always

sided with this business monster,

and against the peopfc of Canada,

Either way, Bell cannot lose, if by

the grace or God. the CTC should

this time side with the public. Ma
Bell has other tricks to pull out of

the hat... tricks which will bring her

more millions than increased

telephone rates. This has been going

on go for years and so Tar nobody

has come to the defence of the

telephone users.

Non-academic

Solution: break

Bell's monopoly
The attack against Bell Canada in

The Varsity. January 10 is another

example of cock-eyed, leftist

analysis that is matched in its

stupidity only by its bclligerant lone

of moral self-righteousness.

The Varsity editorial states it has

prm>r (!) that Bell needs no rate

increase, thai prolits are spiralling,

and service plumeiling. It concludes

that nali.<nalizali:;n is bng overdue

that the workers should control it,

that the government can't run the

svsicm tiny worse than the Bell. The

Varsilv and the writers of. the

to ideological blindness) the coavJ
rcprinlcd articles fail to realize (dl

plctc idiocy of Ihis analysis and the

utter assininily of their proposals.

However, they are right that Bell

is a slate-protected, coercive

monopoly, and therein lies the

problem. I myself have written

letters to the editor of newspapers

with complaints about the Bell and

have even received an unsolicited

letter of apology from them for one

nastv Idler of mine printed in the

Scarborough Mirror a couple of

vears ago. So. I have no reason to

defend the Bell.

In theory, there is one difference

between socialism and fascism.

Under fascism, the means of

production are privately-owned; un-

der socialism, they are slate-owned.

However, in fael, the state in both

cases possesses control which is the

essentia! factor. Fascism is more

convenient for the government

hecause il allows the government to

enjoy the advantages or property

ownership without the responsibility

of worrying ahout' production and

profit. If for example. Krupp had

decided not to produce munitions

lor Hitler, he would have anyway.

Hitlers Reich had control. There is

no need to nationalize if you can

force co-operation. Hitler would

nationalize only if necessary.

Remember, he was the leader of the

National Socialist Workers' Party.

Bell Canada (or A T & T) are

similar examples in oursemi-fascist-

sucialisl West. Bell is a privately-

owned company; but it is not

privately controlled. Other Cana-
dian examples are Canadian Pacific

(air and rail transportation) or all

television and radio stations who
must please Big Brother in the

CRTC (Canadian Radio and Televi-

sion Commission) if they want to be

given permission to operate. Bell

Canada must cow-low to the CTC
(Transport Commission) to operate.

Now, The Varsity proposes

nationalizing it. What will -this

accomplish?

1. It will violate the rights of all

stock-holders of Bell by confiscating

their property. Such actions by the

way-, make il morally easier for

governments to expropriate other

people's property (such as for

Pickering Airport, et cetera). When

ihe rights of some are violated, the

rights of all are threatened.

2. It will result in the Bell running

ai a loss rather than a profit. The

Post Office is a shining case in point.

This public monopoly's service has

steadily degenerated severalfold

over the years while prices have

skyrocketed. And. it still loses

millions a year! Does ihe Canadian

taxpayer want Bell to become the

same? I have to laugh at your naive

of Canadian socialist-fascism (they

are synonymous in practice). How
do we make it more responsive to

public needs?

Take away-ils monopoly status.

Permit free and open competition.

Abolish Bell's special government

contracts and subsidies wherever

they might be. Of course, most

competitors will start fairly small,

although 1 can sec some larger

companies getting into the market

fairly quickly (such as Canadian

Pacific). Bul. size alone is not the

governing factor over efficiency and

service. Big corporations often gel

lazv. When put on a free and equal

hasis with competitors, monopolies

will crumble.

With competition. Bell will not

only have to improve service and

keep costs down, but it will also have

to [real its employees better, or they

will leave for competing companies

that offer more attractive benefits.

This transformation would not take

place overnight, bul within a couple

t
HI, WE'RE FROM THE TELEPHOHE CUMPNEY

AN' WE WANNA...AH. .CHECK YER PHONE.

m

assertion lhal government can run

the Bell as well as the private owners

can. (iovernment ownership is syn-

onymous with economic disaster.

}. The problem will not be solved.

Bell will slill be a monopoly. Only it

will he even more unresponsive to

ihe requirements of the public.

In short, the assertion that

nationalization will cure our

telephone system is worse than

naive. (I is Ihe insane conclusion of a

political bias lhal is completely

hankrupl and bears no relation to

reality: socialism (or Marxism).

So, what is my panacea, you have

every right to ask. Quite simply;

capitalism. Bell Canada is a symbol

of years. It would increase service,

keep costs down, increase employ-

ment and revenue. Nationalization

would decrease service, sky-rocket

costs, make no significant change in

employment, and result in a loss of

revenue. Instead of getting tax

money from Bell, the taxpayers

would have to pay to support it.

Why don't you little political

demogogucs at The Varsity just for

once take off your red-coloured

glasses and try to propose realistic

and objective evaluations?

Scott Bell

Scar IV

Premier didn 't

dodge questions

In The Varsity's usual manner of

inaccuracy, il reported that Premier

William Davis "dodged most

questions about education policy" at

the Progressive Conservative Cam-
pus Association's meeting at the

University of Western Ontario. This

blatant fabrication could not be

farther from the truth. He spent a

number of hours replying to

questions asked of him. While not

agreeing to abolish the $100 fee

increase, the premier reassured the

siudenls that the levels of payment

would not be increased next year.

Other questions were also answered

dirccily and at great length to avoid

any conTusion. Before replying to

any question. Mr. Davis made cer-

tain thai what was asked of him was

understood. While he may not have

satisfied the students demands, he

certainly did not attempt to dodge

any queries or leave his questioners

hanging.

Perhaps in the future The Varsity

might check the accuracy of its

statements before publishing what

purports to be truthful.

Sal Badali,

U ofT Progressive Conservative

Association

Keep quiet out

of good manners
It is poor editorial practice, not to

say hypocrisy, to accept any adver-

tisement (and Ihe fee that goes with

il) and then parody it in a main

feature article.

When The Varsity accepts an

advertisement through financial

necessity it should keep quiet out of

good manners. However, if it is

difficult for The Varsity to reconcile

ihe dollars brought in by an adver-

tisement a few inches square with its

resulting reeling of guilt (or fear of

Women's Lib?), the ad should not be

accepted.

The advertisement you say,

"appeals to the reader's basest in-

siincls". Not as much, one would
think as advertising professor-tested

term-papers for sale (such as

cheating) which makes swapping-

nude stamps a relatively edifying

pastime.

Judith Peacockc

NEW COLLEGE

WRITING FACILITY

announces

New Hours
Mon 10-12
Tues 10-6

Wed 10-6
Thurs 10-6 (French 2-6)

Fri 10-12

Room 121 New College

928-5157

French Government
Teaching Posts

Deadline: Today - January 17

Apply: Office of Student Awards
Room 106
Skncoe Hall

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

"The Prehistory of the Pendulum: A problem In

the Intellectual History of Science" by Bert Hall,

State University of New York at Buffalo. 1:10
p.m., Room 2172, Medical Sciences Building,
Thursday, 18 January. Sponsored by the Varsity
Fund.
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Dying student

movement seen
When the wind is blowing

correctly, you can often hear the

faint notes of the death knell ofwhat

such men as Reich. Roczak, and

Goodman described as our century's

A last hope to prevent a spiritual and

intellectual confine. Perhaps, rather

than waiting for historians, the pre-

sent is ripe for a study of the student

movement, now in the throes of dire

trouble, if not rigor mortis. This

study can be justified, much as that

of a Rcnnaissance church, not only

Tor its intrinsic merit, but for what it

says about its creators (or the forces

which produced its rise, forces which

unlike those of that church are still

compelling). This movement acts on

one level for greater rights and for a

greater say, by people, in the run-

ning of their own lives. It acts, as

well, on another level. For the crea-

tion oT an environment conducive to

the development of thinking,

creative individuals rather than the

present one which objectifies man

and stultifies his potentialities

(abilities to respond, feel, and

think). As such, the student move-

ment has attracted many of the most

intelligent of North American youth

who have been able to feel and

£ perceive their own inner depth and

that of those around them, and to

trace the specific societal causes ol

this and how they may remedy

them. The reason why this

phenomenon is now dying out can

also be elaborated.

One cause is the decline of the

university's role as a critical in-

stitution isolated from society where

fcee thought and discussion should

and did reign. The ludicrousness of

this proposition what with the close

ties between the university and other

institutions (devising means ofsocial

control) and oerforming

technological (war) research and

with the university's domination by

a conservative Governing Council

keeping light pincers on the political

persuasions of those whom they

hire, is seir-cvidenl.

Another constraint on student

diseunlenl is the current flare-up of

a careerist mentality amongst

students because of the declining job

market. In this forum of bitter

competitiveness for the few jobs

remaining, there remains little time

or initiative to question the value

and values of that which is causing

so much lime and worry.

Perhaps, the quietude of the

progressive sludenl elements is just

part of the rational — anti-rational

cycle. In the early I960's, the stu-

dent leaders patiently and in-

telligently pointed out to students

exactly what society was doing to

their minds and lifestyle, in terms

quite comprehensible to them. But,

as the sludenl movement became

larger and more politically

sophisticated, they began to divide

on issues of tactics which not only

weakened them politically, but

removed them ideologically from

ihe majority of students.

In the 10 years since the student

movement became strong, society

has learned to change the forms of

iheir institutions to make them

appear less contradictory to what

people feel to be right and to co-opt

many of the people who at one time

would have attacked them. Society

has also developed flexibility in its

institutions, the flexibility required

10 contain these attacks without

changing the essential functions of

these institutions.

The more overt signs of so-

ciety's contradictions seem to be

making less of an impact than in the

past. Al one time, someone would

join the Peace Corps, for example,

with an initial heady idealism, but

would quickly find that their func-

tion was lo pacify the natives so that

American interests and its com-

paratively spiritually bankrupt

culture could gain ascendancy. At

this point, Ihe person would begin to

look around and see what else (and

find much else) wasn't what it was

supposed to be. Now, there appears

to be an almost built-in parameter

bp frustration, almost intrinsic in

North American youth, fortressed

by the realization that the attempts

by the student movement lo gain

control for people over their own

lives has been met by the almost

insurmountable opposition of vesled

Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

HAMLET
Directed by Martin Hunter

January 25 -February 3 at 8:30
[No p&rfornunces on Sundiy or Monday]

Tickets S2.50

Students SI. 25

Box Ollice 928-8

10:00 a.m. to 6:00

1

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

interests with the power and desire

lo retain things as ihcy are and

maintain their ascendancy. An ex-

ample of this can be seen here at the

U of T with a new student passivity

after their spirited protests or last

year Tor open access to the new

library. Now, nary a whimper is

heard, just many "I told you so's"

while the Senate met over the spring

to legislate closed access and our

"representative" (SAC) forms a

committee or two to handle the

library situation, a committee with a

member of last year's presidential

ticket which opposed the library

strike and another, a relatively un-

known SAC rep with a record of

ingratiating himself with the ad-

ministration, colluding with them lo

help stifle what a majority of

students have lei it be known what

they wanl.

Perhaps, a renewed examination

or the artifacts of the progressive

student movement will uncover

some findings and arouse some

thoughts which may well be worth

considering, if not adopting.

Howard Levitt

A&S Faculty Council rep

60 Metal Styles Available

May get staff

ombudsman
On December 14lh, I introduced a

motion calling for the appointment

of an ombudsman to deal with com-
plaints and grievances of staff

members of the University of

Toronto. 1 was pleasantly surprised

when I received a number of

telephone calls and inquiries on that

motion. I might add that there

seemed to be a strong feeling of

support from those staff members to

whom I spoke of the need for an

umhudsman.

Since I 'have had a number ol

questions asked about this par-

ticular motion and especially the

definition of staff member. I would

like lo point out thai my view of the

definition of a staff member for the

purposes of this motion would be

restricted to "all non-faculty per-

sonnel of the University of

Toronto".

The motion itself was a simple

one. the text of which follows:

Whereas: There does not appear

to be a proper mechanism for

dealing with complaints and
grievances of the staff members of

the University ofToronto.

Be It Resolved: That the

Cioverning Council of the University

of Toronto consider the ap-

pointment of an Ombudsman whose

function and duty it shall be to

resolve complaints and grievances

made lo him by the staff of the

university concerning administrative

procedures, practices, and decisions.

John H.Parker

Letters to "Write On" should

be typed, double-spaced on a 64-

character line, and signed. Con-

tributions may be edited Tor

space reasons. Letters are

published according to space

available, immediacy of topic,

and relevancy. Mail letters to

The Varsity, 91 St. George

Street, Toronto 181 by campus

or regular delivery or bring your

letter to The Varsity editorial

offices.

Writer doesn't think old have been forgotten despite useless, wasteful "New Horizon" program.

Some people are

never satisfied

This is to say that I den t think

the elderly have been forgotten

financially, although the "New
Horizon" program is useless, redun-

dant, ridiculous, and wasteful. Some
people are never satisfied with what

ihey get — wages, pensions, relief—
but are always asking Tor more.

Ciovcrnment handouts should never

provide luxuries — only needs.

The difference between the

"haves" and the "have-nots" usual-

ly is that Ihe "haves" have exercised

brain and brawn, energy and

diligence, to accomplish and

achieve, while the "have-nots" have

dozed, played, and squandered.

Both should be treated equally in ihe

mailer of old age pensions, instead

of penalizing the thrifty by a means

test.

Those engaged in governing —
usually doing more harm than good

— are comparable lo those who are

always seeking lo gel rather than

give, juding by the exorbitant

salaries they allot themselves.

ll is the people who labour and

those who provide ihe wherewithal

to labour thai arc the life-blood of

the nation, and who should be en-

couraged and induced to do so— for

the benefit of ajl — instead of being

hindered by unions being allowed to

enforce their demands.

L. Pratt

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

MARY KENEDI, pianist
PLAYING

HAYDN—SONATA IN E FLAT MAJOR
BEETHOVEN—EROICA VARIATIONS, DP. 35

SCHUMANN—VARIATIONS ON THE NAME ABEGG. OP 1

THURSDAY, JANUARY 18. AT 1:00 P.M.

IN THE HART HOUSE MUSIC ROOM

WRITE ON
Charles St, W.

967-1110

Open 9 lo 9, M-F
11-S Sal.

TERMPAPERS
Canada's largosl library ol proMe sled

papers Irom SI 75 per page. Also expert

custom rosea/ch papers irom S3.95 PER
page. Plus translations, tutoring
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
PROGRAMS, EDITING AND RESEARCH. 4c
XEROX FOR STUDENTS.
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"These men make the wound

Bethune's last testament
Shortly before his death from blood poisoning

In November, 1939, revolutionary doctor Norman

Bethune wrote this manuscript. Together with a

short list of Instructions for his replacement, It was

the only document Bethune asked to be passed

on.

''Everything I have to say," he assured those

close to him, "is In them."

The kerosene lamp overhead makes a steady

buzzing sound like an incandescent hive of bees.

Mud walls. Mud floor. Mud bed. White paper

windows. Smell of blood and chloroform. Cold.

Three o'clock in the morning, 1 December, North

China, near Lin Chu, with the Eighth Route Army.

Men with wounds.

Wounds like little dried pools, caked with

black-brown earth; wounds with torn edges frilled

with black gangrene; neat wounds, concealing

beneath the abscess in their depths, burrowing into

and around the great firm muscles like a dammed-

back river, running around and between the

muscles like a hot stream; wounds, expanding

outward, decaying orchids or crushed carnations,

terrible flowers of flesh; wounds from which the

dark blood is spewed out in clots, mixed with the

ominous gas bubbles, floating on the fresh flood of

the still-continuing secondary haemorrhage.

Old filthy bandages stuck to the skin wWs

blood-glue. Careful. Better moisten first. Through

the thigh. Pick the leg up. Why, it's like a big, loose,

red stocking. What kind of stocking? A Christmas

stocking. Where's that fine, strong rod of bone
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now? In a dozen pieces. Pick them out with your

fingers; white as dog's teeth, sharp and jagged.

Now, feel. Any more left: Yes, here. All? Yes. No.

Here's another piece. Is this muscle dead? Pinch it.

Yes, it's dead. Cut it out. How can that heal? How
can those muscles, once so strong, now so torn, so

^ devastated, so ruined, resume their proud tension?
' Pull, relax. Pull, relax. What fun it was! Now, that is

finished. Now that's done. Now we are destroyed.

Now what wilt we do with ourselves?

Next. What an infant! Seventeen. Shot through

the belly. Chloroform. Ready? Gas rushes out of

the opened peritonea! cavity. Odour of faeces. Pink

coils of distended intestine. Four perforations.

Close them. Purse string suture. Sponge out the

pelvis. Tube. Three tubes. Hard to close. Keep him

warm. How? Dip those bricks into hot water.

Gangrene is a cunning, creeping fellow. Is this

one alive? Yes, he lives. Technically speaking, he is

alive. Give him saline intravenously. Perhaps the

innumerable, tiny cells of his body will remember.
They may remember the hot, salty sea, their

ancestral home, their first food. With the memory of

a million years, they may remember other tides,

other oceans and life being born of the sea and

sun. It may make them raise their tired little heads,

drink deep and struggle back into life again. It may
do that.

And this one. Will he run along the road beside

his mule at another harvest, with cries of pleasure

and happiness? No, that one will never run again.

C How can you run with one leg? What will he do?

Why, he'll sit and watch other boys run. What will he

think? He'll think what you and I would think. What's

the good of pity? Don't pity him! Pity would diminish

his sacrifice. He did this for the defence of China.

Help htm in your arms. Why, he's as light as a child!

Yes, your child, my child.

How beautiful the body is; how perfect its

parts; with what precision it moves; how obedient;

proud and strong. How terrible when torn. The little

flame of life sinks lower and lower, and, with a

flicker, goes out. It goes out like a candle goes out.

Quietly and gently. It makes its protest at extinction,

then submits. It has its say, then is silent.

Any more? Four Japanese prisoners. Bring

them in. In this community of pain, there are no

enemies. Cut away that blood-stained uniform.

Stop that haemorrhage. Lay them beside the

others. Why the're alike as brothers! Are these

soldiers professional man-killers? No, these are

amateurs-in-arms. Workerman's hands. These are

_ workers-in-uniform.
* No more. Six o'clock in the morning. God, it's

cold in this room. Open the door. Over the distant,

dark-blue mountains, a pale, faint line of light

appears in the East. In an hour, the sun will be up.

To bed and sleep.

But, sleep will not come. What is the cause of

this cruelty, this stupidity? A million workmen come
from Japan to kilt or mutilate a million Chinese

workmen. Why should the Japanese worker attack

his brother worker, who is forced merely to defend

himself. Will the Japanese worker benefit by the

death of the Chinese? No, how can he gain? Then,

in God's name, who will gain? Who is responsible

for sending these Japanese workmen on this

murderous mission? Who will profit from it? How

was it possible to persuade the Japanese workman

to attack the Chinese workman — his brother in

poverty; his companion in misery?

Is it possible that a few rich men. a small class

of men, have persuaded a million poor men to

attack, and attempt to destroy, another million men

as poor as they? So that the rich may be richer still?

Terrible thought! How did they persuade these

poor men to come to China? By telling them the

truth? No. they would never have come if they had

« known the truth. Did they dare to tell these

^workmen that the rich only wanted cheaper raw

materials, more markets, and more profit? No, they

told them that this brutal war was 'the Destiny of the

Race', it was for the 'Glory of the Emperor', it was
Tor the 'Honour of the State', it was for their 'King

and Country'.

False. False as hell!

The agents of a criminal war of aggression,

such as this,,must be looked for like the agents of

other crimes, such as murder, among those who
are likely to benefit from those crimes. Will the

eighty million workers of Japan, the poor farmers,

the unemployed industrial workers — will they

gain? In the entire history of Wars of Aggression,

from the Conquest of Mexico by Spain, the capture

of India by England, the rape of Ethiopia by Italy,

have the workers of those 'victorious' countries

ever been known to benefit? No, these never

benefit by such wars.

Does the Japanese workman benefit by the

natural resources of even his own country, by the

gold, the silver, the iron, the coal, the oil? Long ago
he ceased to possess that natural wealth. It belongs
to the rich, the ruling class. The millions who work
those mines live in poverty. So, how is he likely to

benefit by the armed robbery of the gold, silver,

iron, coal and oil of China? Will not the rich owners
of the one retain for their own profit the wealth of

the other? Have they not always done so?

It would seem inescapable that the militarists

and the capitalists of Japan are the only class likely

to gain by this mass murder, this authorized

madness. That sanctified butcher; that ruling class,

the true state stands accused.

Are wars of aggression, wars for the conquest

of colonies, then just Big Business? Yes, it would

seem so. however much the perpetrators of such

national crimes seek to hide their true purpose
under the banners of high-sounding abstractions

and ideals. They make war to capture markets by
murder; raw materials by rape. They find it cheaper
to steal than to exchange; easier to butcher than to

buy. This is the secret of all wars. Profit. Business.

Profit. Blood money.
Behind all stands that terrible, implacable God

of Business and Blood, whose name is Profit.

Money, like an insatiable Moloch, demands its

interest, its return, and will stop at nothing, not even
the murder of millions, to satisfy its greed. Behind
the army stand the militarists. Behind the militarists

stand finance capital and the capitalist. Brothers in

blood; companions in crime.

What do these enemies of the human race

look like? Do they wear on their foreheads a sign so
that they may be told, shunned and condemned as
criminals. No. On the contrary, they are the

respectable ones. They are honoured. They call

themselves, and are called, gentlemen. What a
travesty of the name! Gentlemen! They are the

pillars of the state, of the church, of society. They
support private and public charity out of the excess
of their wealth. They endow institutions. In their

private lives they are kind and considerate. They
obey the law, their law, the law of property. But
there is one sign by which these gentle gunmen can
be told. Threaten a reduction in the profit of their

money and the beast in them awakes with a snarl.

They become as ruthless as savages, brutal as

madmen, remorseless as executioners. Such men
as these must perish if the human race is to

continue. There can be no permanent peace in the

world while they live. Such an organization of

human society as permits them to exist must be
abolished.

These men make the wounds.

04orman Bethune

<E£B4.2-2 f27S>l36rj
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Ban on whaling may do little good
By ANNE MARTELL

Ihe 4th Estate

A cemetery of whales:

in a snowy graveyard

instead of crosses

their own bones stand.

They could't be gnawed by teeth;

teeth are too soft.

They coutdn 't be used tor soup:

pots are too shallow.

The straining wind bends them.

but they keep their position,

rooted in ice,

arching like rainbows . .

.

Who playfully clicked a camera?

Restrain your photophilia.

Let's leave the whales in peace,

it only after death.
—Yevtushenko

In the 1600's, more than 4tt million whales

peacefully roamed the ocean's vastness. In

1930, the number had been reduced to Vh

million. By the end of 1972, it had been reduced

to less than 350,000.

What has been responsible for this

decimation? What else but man — and his

insatiable urge to exploit the world of her riches.

Oil. obtained from the whales' blubber and

from spermaceti in their foreheads, lit the lamps

of eighteenth century Europe, while the baleen

plates — whale bones on either side of the

whales' upper jaws — made possible the

pinched waist of the nineteenth century.

Whale meat found an additional use in the

twentieth century, as its high protein content

provided mink and fox furs with the deep gloss

the fur industry demands. Whale oil came to be

used as a basic ingredient in women's cosmetics

— as well as lubricating the machines created

by twentieth century technology.

But, the whales, the great lords of the ocean

and possibly man's superior in intelligence had

no use for technology in their evolution and

were, therefore, helpless in the face of man's

terrible onslaught.

That she blows!

Come on, lads, let's get 'em!

Where can we hide?

But you're broader than space!

The world doesn't hold enough water

tor you to dive under.

You think you're God?
A risky bit of impudence.

One harpoon, smack in the flank,

rewards enormity.

—Yevtushenko

And, so they died — by the millions. They

were confronted with a cannon which fires a

harpoon attached to a line into their body. Once

inside, a bomb explodes which spreads the

harpoon's barbs apart to ensure the whale will

not escape. And, they were confronted with a

second harpoon which fills them with com-

pressed air to prevent them from sinking. Finally,

they were confronted with the modern factory

ship which permits the whaler to process his

catch on board, so as to cut down dependency

on shore stations, and thereby allows a greater

time at the hunt.

Canada's decision to ban whaling on her

East Coast because of declining whale stocks

comes as a much needed respite to the seriously

threatened mammals and as a relief to the

scientists, concerned citizens, and Farley

Mowats of this world.

On December 21, 1972, Canada's

environment minister, Jack Davis, announced

the termination of East Coast whaling — an

action which spells closure for three Canadian

whaling plants. One is at Blandford, Nova Scotia

and the remaining two are at Dildo and

Wiliiamsport, Newfoundland. The former

employs about 100 men while the latter each

employ 50 for the season, which runs from mid-

May to the end of November.

In a telephone interview, John Mullally,

assistant to the minister, said compensation

would be forthcoming to both employers and

employees, and alternate employment would be

provided if possible. But, no plans are available

at the present time.

Mullally was non-commital about the length

of the ban.

"Of course, it will be longer than five

years . . . probably more in the vicinity of 10 or

15 or 20."

He spoke in terms of the whales reaching

sustainable yields, at which time the ban might

be lifted and whaling resumed.

But, the chances that the whale population

will reach healthy levels in one or two decades
' are slight indeed — considering the average

gestation period of a whale is one year, and that

once born, the baby whale nurses for an

additional six months, and in some species up to

two years. Add to this the fact Norway, Japan,

and Russia are continuing to take 39,000 whales

from the oceans annually and the chances turn

into an impossibility.

Canadian waters have been the scene of

whaling for many years. The Basques used Cape

Breton and Newfoundland as bases for their

operations throughout the sixteenth and

seventheenth centuries, as did the British and

French. The waters then fell to the flourishing

Nantucket industry of the eighteenth century.

WHALERS SCOURED THE COASTS

In the late 1700's, as a result of the American

revolution, a whaling community made a brief

appearance at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, com-

posed of American whalers attempting to export

their catch into Britain under her colonial

preferential rates. But, because Britain's policy

discouraged colonial whaling (for it detracted

from her own), the venture was short-lived and

eventually was transferred to the shores of

Wales.

During the 1800's, the waters off Canada's

eastern coast were scoured by hundreds of

whalers from all over the world. The result was

the near extinction of the Blues, Rights, Fins,

Sperm, and Humpbacks. But, the whalers were

not easily discouraged and they turned to the

waters of the Antarctic in search of a fresh

supply.

Whaling was revived temporarily in

Canadian waters during the 1920's, but because

of a slow replenishment of stock, it collapsed

once more in 1930. The advent of the Second

World War gave the whales a brief respite, as

man halted his oceanic hunt to wage war on his

own kind. But, as Mowat points out in his

"Whale for the Killing", the war also took its

share of whales — for many thousands un-

doubtedly perished by anti-submarine torpedoes

through cases of mistaken identity.

The Norwegians re-established commercial

whaling off the East Coast in 1945 and operated

from bases in Wiliiamsport and Hawkes Harbour,

Newfoundland until the collapse of the whale

stock six years later.

Nor were the remaining whales to be left in

peace. For once the Norwegians departed, the

whales around the U.S. Navy base at Argentia

became targets for the Navy's anti-submarine

training program. The number of whales which

lost their lives "in the name of democracy" is

beyond conjecture.

"TREMENDOUS POSSIBILITIES"

The whales' return to Nova Scotian waters in

1960 was noted eagerly by the Karl Karlsen

Company, a sealing, scalloping, and tishing

operation established at Blandford by Karlsen, a

Norwegian immigrant, in the late 1940's.

"We didn't make any special studies to find

out about the quantity of whales in N. S. waters,"

Karlsen stated in 1962. "Our ships knew there

were some from sighting them on trips around

the eastern seacoast."

And the Nova Scotia government, in constant

readiness to welcome new industries —
regardless of their outcome — welcomed the

possibilities of whaling with open arms.

"Other nations are getting out of whaling,"

said one Nova Scotia fisheries official, "but we

think it has tremendous possibilities in Nova

Scotia." Besides being a lucrative source for oil

for industrial purposes, the provincial govern-

ment saw in whales a potential market for pet,

poultry, and mink feed, as well as in human

consumption.

Thus, in April 1962, the Karl Karlsen

Company, in co-operation with the provincial

government, began whaling operations on an

experimental basis. By 1964, the experiment had

proven itself profitable and the Blandford plant

expanded to include whaling on a permanent

basis.

At the same time, that greatest of Canadian

opportunists, Joey Smallwood, was fostering the

re-emergence of whaling in Newfoundland

waters. Envisioning an island-wide mink ranch

industry, Smallwood encouraged the killing ot

potheads, small-toothed whales, for feed. By

1965, more than 50,000 of the species had been

slaughtered.

The second stage of the Newfoundland

operations opened with Smallwood offering

generous subsidies to foreign whalers stationed

in his province. Eager acceptance of the offer

resulted in the re-opening of the Wiliiamsport

factory by the Japanese and the enlargement of

the Dildo Plant by a combination of Japanese

and Norwegian interests.—The number of whales taken by these three

plants over the 1964-71 span is colossal. The

Blandford plant can boast 1,458 Fins, 654 Seis,

64 Sperm, and a number of Minkes and

Humpbacks — while the two Newfoundland

plants racked up a total of 2,114 Fins along with

several hundred Sels, Sperm, and Minkes.

The significance of these figures becomes

apparent when they are compared with the

numbers of Fins remaining in the world's oceans.

Scientists say only 3,000 Fins are left in the

North Atlantic, and of this number the 1972

quota of 360 must be subtracted. In terms of an

ocean-wide population, the Fins are estimated to

number less than 60,000.

When the whaling ban was announced,

Karlsen was quoted in the Halifax daily new-

spapers as saying the government's an-

nouncement came as a shock.

He said he had agreed with a catch limit of

53 Fin whales and 70 Sei whales and also that

there should be no quota on sperm whales.

"I advised the minister that these quotas

would permit the company to continue an

economic operation and that we were very

anxious to have scientists carry out the

necessary research in order to enable them to set

annual quotas commensurate with the

sustainable yield."

Although South Shore PC member of

parliament Lloyd Crouse also criticized the total

whaling ban on the grounds it was caused by

"uninformed social pressure," scientists have in

fact been studying the whale population in this

area for several years.

Will Canada's ban be effective in its attempt

to replenish the declining whale stocks? Unlike

that of the US Food and Drug Administration

which banned whaling and the importation of

whale products in 1970, the Canadian ban is not

inclusive.

Mullally said the subject of whale imports

does not fall under the department of fisheries'

jurisdiction, but under that of the Department of

Trade and Commerce. He did not know whether

that deparment was considering such a ban for

Canada.

Until Canada does ban the importation of

whale products, it will continue to support the

slaughter, albeit indirectly.

Nor does the ban extend to whaling on

Canada's West Coast. Although no whaling

operations have been carried on in Canada's

Pacific area since 1968 (because of a scarcity of

whales), Mullally admitted if the whales were to

make a comeback, operations would be

resumed.

Hopefully, the ban will be more effective than

the International Whaling Commission, es-

tablished in 1946. has been. This body, com-

posed of 17 whaling countries, was set up

ostensibly to protect the threatened species and

to regulate the hunt — but, in fact, it has been

little more than a front for whalers.

The quotas set by the commission on whale

species have ben higher than the stocks could

stand; the regulations forbidding the killing of

Blue Whales, Humpbacks, and all species of the

Right Whales came too late — at a time when

they were threatened with biological extinction.

In other words, the whaling companies were

guaranteeed profits as long as there were suf-

ficient whales to prove economically feasible.

Nor can the commission always enforce its

regulations. Many so-called pirate ships, flying

under flags of convenience, scour the oceans for

whales, ignoring both the regulations which set

quotas and those which protect certain species.

It is estimated that more than 2.000 whales are

taken annually in this manner.

Then, there is the case heard by Nova

Scotia's courts last month. The Karlsen Com-

pany was charged on six counts of taking

undersized whales during the first five weeks of

the 1972 season. By the Whaling Convention

Act, the company was liable to a fine of up to

510,000.

But, the courts, in passing judgement on the

first two cases, ruled in favour of the company,

finding that there was "no intent" involved in the

undersized catches. (This is comparable to a

court ruling that the driver who passed through a

red light at 60 miles per hour is not guilty

because the action was not intended.)

Moreover, the act stipulates that to measure

the catch, a tape, attached to a pole stuck into

the warf at the whale's head, be stretched the

length of the whale's body. The wharf at

Blandford, however, is made of concrete,

precluding the possibility of driving a pole into

it. It did not matter that the whales were at least

five feet under the legal size. What mattered in

the courts was the missing pole.

Unless man's nature undergoes a drastic

change during the next four years, the remaining

eight species of the great whales will be virtually

extinct. But, business is business and profit is

profit — and as long as whaling continues to

prove economically viable, the hunt will

continue.

They lived, these whales,

without offense to people,

in infantile simplicity,

reveling in their own fountains,

white the crimson ball ot the sun
danced in a torrent ot rays . . .

—Yevtushenko

Anne Martell is a staff memberof Halifax'

Econology Action Centre.
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Citizens cite "criminal element"

City orders Annex housing crackdown
By DOUG HAMILTON

The City of Toronto Buildings and

Developments Committee forwarded a mo-
tion to City Council Monday night ordering a

crackdown on absentee landlords in the

Arjnex area.

Prompted by citizens' requests for stricter

enforcement of zoning bylaws governing

rooming houses, the eommittee approved a

motion by Ward 5 alderman Ying Hope
which would require the Commissioner of

Buildings to enforce the zoning bylaw which

stipulates that the owner or lessee must be a

resident of any rooming houses which he

owns, and that he be responsible for all

"illegalities and irregularities" committed. on

the premises.

The Annex is the area north of the

St.George campus, between Avenue Road
and Bathurst. extending from Bloor Street to

Duponl.

Hope's -motion ordered the Housing

Inspection Branch of the Department of

Buildings to enforce housing standards par-

ticularly on Madison Avenue, Huron Street,

and Spadina Road.

The commissioner was ordered to report on
his investigations by March 30. The com-

mittee also requested a review and a report on
how huilding and zoning standards could be

updated "to give more rigid and immediate

effect toward enforcement of regulations."

The review will be conducted in conjunction

with !he zoning and planning committee of

the Annex Ratepayers Association and is also

to be completed for March 30.

The committee's swift action was provoked

by citizen outrage over the double suicide of

two Madison Avenue suspects wanted in

concclion with the murder of a Metro
policeman who was gunned down on Amelia
Street lust Thursday.

"Evidently there is a criminal element

living in the Annex", Huron Street resident

Samuel Levinc told the committee.

He asserted that the invasion of "drug

addicts and speed freaks" into the area was

causing deep concern" for the homeowners of

the district.

He asked for tougher enforcement of drug

laws by the police and stricter enforcement of

housing standards by the city in order to

"clean up known drug houses."

Betty Gibson, a Madison Avenue
homeowner, said Annex residents had
received "no cooperation" from the Housing
Inspection Branch when they filed complaints

on buildings operated by absentee landlords.

There has been "nothing but failure," she

claimed.

Gibson complained to the committee that

"dreadful things" were happening in Madison
Avenue houses and cited as evidence a

murder, and a major drug raid carried out by
the pi>l ice. both oT which occurred last year.

She said some houses on Madison are "a
shameful disgrace to the city."

"There is no one running them, no one in

charge of these places . . . These kids just pay
the money and they don't know who they pay
it 10."

Nadinc Nowlan, who co-authored The Bad
Trip, charged that developers are using drug

users to blockbust Annex houses.

She claimed developers buy houses and
then rent them to "speed freaks" who run

them down and thus provide the developers

witli good excuse to wreck them.

Nowlan stated that a developer involved in

seven holding companies had moved onto her

street. Admiral Road.

She urged "City Hall to lake a close look at

the way he operates."

Rochdale resident Bob Allan told the

committee that Rochdale had a problem with

speed addicts and the college was forced to

evict them.

"The community should get together and
try to find a solution to this problem," he

emphasized. "1 don't think eviction is the

solution."

A city official intervened and said stricter

enforcement of housing regulations would not

necessarily rid the area of drug users.

He said the lifestyles of people who rent

Annex houses "are their own business".

A move by Ward 7 alderman John Sewell

to have housing inspectors responsible to

citizens was shot down by city budget chief

;tnd Ward 4'ulderman Art Egglcton,

He asserted that city inspectors should not

have "more than one master" (other than

City Hall oriiciulsl.

However. Ward 5 alderman Colin Vughan
called for task force comprised of citizens,

aldermen. City Hall officials, and the police

to study the problem.

"I would like to see a much more
comprehensive motion (than Hope's) brought

herorc council in this regard."

A second motion put forth by Hope to set

up a "Special Joint Citizens Committee" to

examine the conditions of rooming houses

throughout the city was referred to the Urban
Renewal Committee.

Photos used as evidence

Police confirm McLaughlin was at occupation
By ELAINE FARRAGHER

"Have you ever tried to remove

your own appendix on a kitchen

table'.'"

With this remark. Judge Cloney

welcomed to his courtroom Tom
McLaughlin who is being tried for

obstructing police during the break-

up of the Simcoe Hall occupation

last March. The occupation was in

support of open stacks in the new

Robarls Library.

Two others, Randi Reynolds and

Mark Goldhl.nr were found guilty of

similar charges in December, but

went free with "absolute discharges"

IMPORT CAR SERVICES

M.G.VOLVO TOYOTA

DATStIN SPECIALISTS

5% DISCOUNT
FOR STUDENTS

WITH A DATSUN

364-9077 83 Richmond St. W.

AUDITIONS
STUDIO THEATRE,

GLENMORRIS ST.

THE INTRUDER
SALOME

DON PERLIMPLIN

THE AMERICAN DREAM
ENCHANTED NIGHT

MONDAY, JANUARY 15

3p.m. - 6 p.m.

THURSDAY. JANUARY 18

1 p.m. -3 p.m.

I f McLaughlin is convicted, he could

face a jail sentence or a fine.

In greeting McLaughlin this way,

Cloney was commenting on

McLaughlin's insistence on defen-

ding himselfand not hiring a lawyer.

The judge volunteered to "aid

him" in following court rules and

the proper procedure for questioning

Reler Rosenthal sit beside him and

discuss the proceedings with him,

hul finally agreed with repeated

"regrets" that Rosenthal who is a

U of T math professor, "was not

a professor of law".

The first witness for the

prosecution, university chief security

officer Ciordon Huff described at

length the events around the occupa-

tion leading up to the arrests, and

the activity during the police in-

vasion of Simcoe Hall. He could

not remember seeing McLaughlin at

12 the day the

up.

However when McLaughlin

tempted to describe the arrests

id convictions of other people.

events and

: concerning

and should

il he brought up.

Detective Brown of the Metro

itification Bureau con-

McLaughlin had been

arrested hv displaying a photograph

of hini standing beside the arresting

officer outside the building.

However, when McLaughlin also

tried to submit photographs of other

arrests to illustrate that undue force

hud been used hv the police. Cloney

ruled thai they were irrelevant since

ofT
W

towards
a

christian

life

Jan. 1 7 - Rl. Rav. Lewis Bimsworthy on "Jssus Chrisi"

Jan. 24 - Mr. Losile Tirr on "Holr Spirit"

Jan. 31 - Rbv. Wirren Ellng on "Worship"

Wednesday • 8 pm

a series of talks on the basics of the Christian faith designed to act as a

springboard for personal refreshment and renewal.

st. mrfs
40 Westmorland Avenue

n. of BJoew - & of Duffertn

Ross C Gigfiton. Rector

chief J.C Irwin

H it IT cave his

Huffs superior,

had been given

en acting U of T
president Jack Sword that the peo-

ple in the building were to be

: deputy

that not

went by after

g before the

the Senate doors.

10 stated that although

in the Senate Chambers

leave and blockaded the

in the reception room

the hall "left quietly of their

Lome Ainis of the

force explained the

e Chamber door by

le the police tried to

r open, the panel

The Joseph and Gertie Schwartz Memorial Lectures

SHLOMO AVINERI
Chairman, Department of Political Science

Director, Levi Eshkol Institute

Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Jewish Emancipation and Socialism:

Hess, Marx and Lassalle

Thursday, January 18, 1973 at 4:30 p.m

Room 2158
Medical Sciences Building
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Occupation trial continues

McLaughlin to call Sword as witness
By EDWARD PODGORSKI
A policeman who noted Bill

(iellv's presence in the occupation

brSimcoe Hall last spring yesterday

could not identify Getty in the

courtroom.

On l he second day of the trial of

Tom McLaughlin, charged with ob-

structing police during the break-up

tfC the occupation, police constable

Saiamcdis quoted from his notes

taken shortly lifter which listed Bill

(Kelly; Inter charged with assaulting

police, as among those present.

However, when asked to Identify

Getty in ihe courtroom by Judge

C'lnncy. Saiamcdis could not.

Other crown witnesses described

ihe police entry into the Senate

Chamber and Mark Goldblall's

assault on police constable Aims.

Detective William Reams

testified that it was U of T police

deputy chief J. C. Irwin who had

"told the police to break down the

doors."

y oT T chief security officer

(iordon Huff "staled that the

students were trespassing and should

be removed from the Senate

Chamber." Kearns said. According

in Kcirns. Detective Lyiner has

warned the students that they

"would he given (he opportunity to

leave on their own accord and no

charges would be laid."

kearns testified thai on entering

the Senate Chamber he was pushed

lo the ground and that students

hegan shouting, "Kick him. Kill

him. Hold him hostage." Other

students were shouting "Don't hurl

him." Kearns said.

The prosecution called its last

witness yesterday. Today,

McLaughlin, who is acting as his

own defence in his provincial court

trial, plans lo call last year's acting

president Jack Sword as one of the

defence witnesses.

Sword gave the order to Huff lo

call police in.

In the trial lasl monlh of Mark

(ioldhlan and Randi Reynolds, bolh

charged with assaulting police.

Sword's testimony was rejected by

.ludge Charles Drukarsh. Drukarsh

said. "I am not impressed with his

manner of giving it, or the evidence

gave."

City has two weeks to make
decision on Quebec-Gothic

Toronto City Council has two

weeks to decide whether or, nol it

wanU to permit a massive develop-

ment itisi north of High Park.

Hie Ontario Municipal Board

Monday acceded to a city request to

delay hearings to approve the re-

quired re/oning on the Cadillac-

Grecnwin development, but in-

structed <,itv ::::licitor William

Callow to report back by February 1

on council's decision on ihe bylaw.

Two weeks ago the city voted to

request a delay in the hearings while

Us solicitors were lo discover

whether or nol Ihe citv could be

m :nci.illv liable tf it repealed its

permission.

The OM0
new di

Fellowship won't be cut

The Ontario Graduate Fellowship Program will be continued next year

at its present funding level or three million dollars. Minister of Colleges and

I inlversilies Jack McNte has announced. This at leasl temporarily slows a

trend in recent years in which the funds have been cut back by 52,000,000.

The fellowships are intended Tor Canadian citizens who are residents of

Ontario and will he awarded lo holh prospective and continuing graduate

students. Up lo 10 per cent ol" new applications at each university may be

awarded lo landed immigrants.

Two years ago. ihe province funded ihe fellowships with five million

dollars. However, in a series of financial austerity moves, it decreased the

UHal sum to S.1.5 million lasl year and three million dollars ihts year.

McNie also staled lhal the new graduate scholarship program

recommended by ihe provincial Committee on University Affairs has nol

vel been considered by the government.

unclassified

February ? as the

r hearings should the city

decide lo proceed.

the development, on Quebec and

Gothic Avenues, near ihe High Park

subway station, was opposed by

1 .500 residents of the

neighbourhood. They objected to

old houses heing destroyed for more

huge apartments in area shere there

is already extensive apartment

development.

TYPING—Need any typing done? Call

Vickie Potler. 9 Crescent Place, Apt. 1115

Phone! 698-3715

STUDENT WANTED lor baby silling and
light housework allernoons. Subway St.

Clair. 482-6506

LOST—one plaid scar! and one black

glove somewhere between Trinity and Sid

Smith about Jan 10. Call Bob 928-3282

Room 132.

opera SINGER 8 experienced teacher

with diplomas trom Vienna & Budapest

gives singing lessons. Bus. Phone 928-

3797 Leave phone no, lor Mrs. Hajdu

or 922-4577 evenings.

VICTORIA COLLEGE PRODUCTIONS
presenls an original Musical Drama by

Scolt Willows—The Last Resort. Tickets

available at Vusac Office or at the door

S1-25. January 18,19.20. New Vic Theatre

8:30 p.m.

FAST AND EFFICIENT Dictaphone typist

required forJ-2 weeks. Part-time 10 Hours
a week days or evenings. IBM Eleclrlc

provided, il need be. Phone 920-1988

Mondays to Thursdays only

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses,

essay, French, Latin—experienced typists

—electric typewriters, 713 Spadlna Avenue
(south ol Bloor) 922-7624

TWO YOUNG FAMILIES desire 3rd to

discuss co-op living arrangement. Prefer

parents university experienced and small

children, We envision home with some
lamily privacy, some shared facilities.

Desire sharing problems and joys ol child

rearing, urban living, tile in general. Enjoy

discussion and creative arts. No tree sex.

Call 531-8897

ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 days)
Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Study

Weeks) trom Toronto, includes Jet tran-

sport, accommodation (doubles), parlies,

discos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St.,

Toronto 5. 416-962-84^4 or your Student
Council

SPEED READING

Fees

35.00$

Six classes to choose from: Monday, Tuesday or

Wednesday, at 4 or 7 p.m.

Register tomorrow. Friday or

Monday. Jan. 18. 19. or 11.

at Sidney Smith Lobby.

Sponsored by Students' Administrative Council.

Sunglasses

that get

darker

as the sun

gets brighten

PHOTOSUN

EUROPE SUMMER '73 TORONTO to

LONDON Irom S79 one way or S1S5 return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact

AOSC. 44 St. George St., Toronto 5.416-

962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING IN EUROPE INTERNA-
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student

railpass, car rentals, cheapest and most

dependable charter flights, camping tours

etc. all available now from; AOSC, 44 St.

George SI.. Toronlo 5. 416 - 962-8404. (The

Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

FOUND at Trinity College, brown medium
sized part collie dog with black-tipped

ears, Thursday morning. If not claimed by

this Thursday. Ihe Humane Society will put

Ihe dog to sleep. Contact James
McDonald. 928-2534.

LOST REWARD!!! Tues. January 9th 9:10

a.m. at University Textbook Store Brown
Leather attache case containing: genellcs

book, chemistry, physiology. Botany
notebooks. Call: Sid 761-3526

PRIVATE TUTORING Physics, mathema-
tics, for 1st year llnd year students S.B.

Joshi (M.Sc.) 35. Howland Ave, 925-0203.

QUEBEC WINTER CARNIVAL, March 24.

Round trip transportation and ac-
commodation. S31.00. AOSC. 44 St,

George St. 962-8404.

ROOMS AVAILABLE - close to campus.
S80 - 585/mo. for room and board, call:

Campus Co-Op. 964-1962. 922-5496.

ESSAY SERVICES Oo you have old

essays? Do you need essays? Phone
ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150,

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats Irom S10.00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.
(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent
selection ol lun furs, Irade ins accepted.

We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6

Thur-Frl mi 8 pm.

BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING (Specialising

in long hair) In Ihe Clarke Institute of

Psychiatry, 250 College St Tel. 924-6811

Ext. 560 Hair cut S2.25.

WANTED
by Arts & Science Student Union:

PAID PERSONNEL
Applications are now being received by the Arts and Science

Students' Union for paid full-time and part-time position. The
position entails research and organizational work in the following

areas: course unions, faculty council and colleges. Salaries will be

reasonable and concomitant with the responsibilities assumed.
No experience in this kind of work is necessary, though some
familiarity with the ASSU and the faculty in general would be

desirable. The term of employment begins February 1 and ends
April 30, 1973. Application in writing should indicate convenient

times for an interview. Applications can be mailed to:

ASSU
c/o Mike Scott

Rm 2097
Sidney Smith Hall

University of Toronto
100 St. George St.

Toronto 5, Ontario
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Prof cites "disgusting scenes'

Porno complaint brings cops to Erindale
Police were called onto Erindale

campus Monday after a classics

professor complained that an art

exhibition at the college was
obscene.

However, the police could find

nothing obscene in the exhibition of

work by Tom Lapierre.

Professor Tom Elliott explained

yesterday that he objected to pic-

tures portraying "carved up animals

and dummies, (and) nudes in

peculiar positions with peculiar

things growing out of peculiar
places'*.

"UN not the nudity that I think is

obscene, " he staled. It is

"disgusting scenes".

Mississuuga police detective

Lawson yesterday confirmed that

police officers investigating the com-
plaint found the art was not obscene,
in fact, "no worse than Playboy or
Penthouse."

Elliott says the police told him
"they thought it was garbage, but

not obscene" legally.

Lapierre's works are hung in the

common room and corridors of the

college.

The professor called police after

Erindale principal Tuzo Wilson and
the college's deans would not act on
his complaint.

Detective Lawson said that the

principal's permission Tor police to

come on campus was not needed
"We'll act on any type of complaint
that we have jurisdiction over," he

Erindale dean Peter Robinson
called the whole thing incident "un-
fortunate" yesterday.

He snid he told Elliott before he

made the complaint that "I thought
he was being rather silly."

Lapierre's "workmanship was
superh. although the subject was
somewhat bizarre," Robinson
thought. .

He found it "unfortunate that any
member of the college community

would unilaterally call police before
seeing if there was some other way
Of solving the problem. The college

council, which could have taken
action, was meeting that afternoon.

Elliott says he does not intend to

persue the matter further; only if his

"colleagues" or the students voice

objections will the exhibition be
ended, he thought.

"We'll just have to suffer for the

next few weeks."

The exhibition ends February 10.

Montreal U brings campus workers to court
MONTREAL (CUPl) —

L'universite de Montreal gets its

day in court beginningjanuary 17, in

us continuing campaign against stu-

dent militance.

Some .IS students and campus

workers are charged with "mischief
to private property", arising from
alleged incidents during the bitter

Quebec university curbs boycott,

sets late registration date
MONTREAL (CUPI) — About 4000 students who

boycotted the December registration at FUniversite de
Quebec a Montreal (UQAM) must show up for a late

registration before January 1 9.

The boycott had been organized to protest what was
considered the administration's use of economic
blackmail. The university had declared November 7

that students must pay all debts to the university by
February 15 or face cancellation of registration,

removal of records from university files, and possible

cancellation of government bursaries.

The students wanted the university to consider them
legally registered after paying only the $7.50 registra-

tion fee, and they demanded all loans or bursaries

without the condition of immediate fee payment. (In

Ontario where students are being urged to boycott
second term fees, the refusal by The University of

Western Ontario and York University to release stu-

dent aid money before fee payment led to brief

occupations of university offices last week before the

administrations gave in.)

The UQAM students also wanted students to be able

to discharge their debts according to acceptable

schedules, which could extend up to three years after

their entry onto the job market.

On January 8, The Students' Provisional

Organization Committee (COPE) formed picket lines

and distributed information at registration asking
students to pay only the S7.50 registration fee, and to
refuse to pay a SIO fine.

strike by U de M maintenance
workers in October 1971.

The trouble began when the

university hired professional
strikebreakers at S96 a day. The
action hardened attitudes in what to

that point had been a peaceful

strike. Students formed a strike-

support committee to urge people

not to cross the picket lines and to

assist the strikers.

While performing night patrol

duly, the strikers who are on trial

were attacked by 50 helmeted, club-

wielding thugs.

The U de M faculty association

opposed the university's use of these

thugs.

About 900 maintenance workers,

members of le Syndicat canadien de

la function publique THE
CANADIAN UNION OF
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES) stayed on
strike for ahout six weeks before

reaching a settlement with the un-
iversity. Classes were shut down for

most of that lime.

The revelation about the hiring o(

goons was provided by Les Metallos
(United Sleelworkers of American)
district director Jean Gcrin-Lajoie,

who is also a member oflhe U de M
administration.

On Fchruary 19, another group of

U de M students go to trial charged
with the same "mischief offence

levelled by the university.

Ahoul 20 students are accused of

occupying the International Centre
of Comparative Criminology last

May.

The centre is notorious for giving

aid and advice lo police and military

forces in fascist and quasi-fascist

regimes in the third world, such as

Brazil, Iran and the Ivory Coast. Its

main source or funds are the Ford
I-mindatiun and the Canadian Inter-

national development agency.

The occupation took place on the

eve of a criminologv symposium at

Monl Stc-Adele.

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY
SPRING. 1973

1 COURSE OFFERINGS

1. LITERATURE OF THE HOLOCAUST — using selections from A
Holocaust Reader, Out ol the Whirlwind and the Artists ol Terezin,

Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 24.

— RA8BI MARCOVITZ
2. MAIMONIOES — a reading ol the section, "Hllchot Yesodet

Hatorah". the ground rules ol the Jewish faith — In original and

translated text. The "Thirteen Principles" will be Included. Thursdays,

8:00 p.m., starting January 18. — RABBI DREBIN

3. 'MITZVAH' IN CONCEPT AND CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE
— philosophy of the ethical Imperative illustrated through selected

problems confronting Jewish Law (euthanasia, pof, civil disobedience).

Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January IB.

— ZEVHERSHTAL
4. JEWISH PERSPECTIVES ON CHRISTIANITY - the history ol

the rise of that religion and the theological basis, lo it from Jewish

sources. Wednesdays, 9:00 p.m., starting January 17.

— SAMUEL KAPUSTIN

5. ARAB-JEWISH DIALOGUE - an opportunity (or Arab and Jewish

students to discuss mutual concerns without theatrics, posturing or

unreason. Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 18.

— DAVID SADOWSKI

6. GREAT MODERN JEWISH THINKERS— the critical contribution

ot Achad ha-Am, Simon Dubnow, Franz Rosenzweig. Rav Kuk.

Wednesdays, 6:00 - 8:30 p.m., starting January 17, (supper with

Instructor available) — RABBI WITTY

7. CHASSIDIC STORIES OF RAV NACHMAN - the mystical and

emotional writings of the Bartzlaver Rebbe. Use ol Buber's and Ftears

anthologies. Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting January 17.

— CHARLES SHIDLOWSKY

8. CONVERSATIONAL YIDDISH - continuing Irom tall semester.

Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 17. — MR. MITZMACHER

.x*& ?oi-ra ft)

9. THE SHTETL— Jewish life in the OlasporatEuropean) 1850-1939. as
seen thru its literalure. Thursdays, 4:15 p.m., Room 118. Founders
College, York University, starting January 76. — PROF. BATES

10. JOB AND THE PROBLEM OF EVIL - study of the text with

reference lo the modern world. Use of primary and secondary sources.

Wednesdays. 8.00 p.m., starting January 17. — BEN MAYER

11. EMOTIONAL AWARENESS AND BIBLICAL NARRATIVE —
use of games and group dynamic techniques lo gel a closer leeling for

events In the Torah. Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., — SEYMOUR EPSTEIN

12. MODERN PHILOSOPHIES IN JUDAISM - the thinking of Buber,

Rosenzweig, Rav Kuk Kohler, Kaplan. Required text: Contemporary
Jewish Thought: A Reader (ppbk). Fridays. 1:00 p.m., Rm. 136. Winters,

York University, starting January 19. — RABBI TANENZAPF

13. THE JEWISH WOMAN — a discussion/study group of women.

Group will decide format at first meeting. Continuing Irom fall semester.

Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting January 17. —

14. THE MIDRASH AND THE BIBLE - selected portions of the

Torah (Binding of Isaac, Exodus, Sinai, etc.} through Ihe eyes of the

great Commentators and Ihe Midrash. Thursdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting

January 18. — RABBI BERGLAS

15. THE JEWISH LIFE CYCLE — customs, ceremonies, laws and

philosophies of birth, circumcision, pldyon ha-ben, marriage, and

death. Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 17. — RABBI KELMAN

16. MIDDLE EAST SEMINAR - series of presentations on

contemporary issues in Israel and the Aab world. Presenters from

S.Z.O., I.S.O. and others Mondays, 3:00 p.m., Ross Humanities Bldg.,

Rm. S-307. starling January 15. — ALAN MORGER

17. CHAVURAT ZEMER — Ihe Jewish themes in rock. Folk and
Molown sounds. Possible creation of new Jewish music. Thursdays,

8:00 p.m., starting January 18. — RICK KARDONNE

REGISTRATION PROCEDURES:
TAKE A LOOK THROUGH THESE COURSE
LISTINGS AND JOT DOWN THE TITLE(S)

YOU'D LIKE TO TAKE.

YOU CAN REGISTER AT THE F.J.U. TABLE ON
CAMPUS OR, FAILING THAT, YOU CAN CALL
IN THIS INFO. TO THE F.J.U. OFFICE AT 923-
9861.

please note that the courses begin with the

WEEK OF JAN. 15. COURSES WHICH DO NOT
HAVE SUFFICIENT REGISTRATION WILL NOT
TAKE PLACE.L„„„„„. * I J

Free Jewish University
186 St. George Street
TORONTO 5, Ontario
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Urge Nixon to moke peace

Evans, CP chief, sign Vietnam petition
U of T President John Evans'

name on the same petition as Com-
munist Party leader William
Rush Ian '.'

Yes. it appeared publicly in a New
Year's Day ad placed in the Globe

and Mail urging Prime Minister

Trudeau to protest the renewed U.S.

bombing of Vietnam.

The tjames of several other

prominent II of T administrators

were there too, along with many
not-so-natural allies like Kashtan.

The petition called on Trudeau
to convey Canada's opposition to the

bombing "in the strongest possible

terms" and to urge the Nixon ad-,

ministration to sign the October

peace agreement.

Former U of T President Claude

Bissell was also among the
signaturs. along with vice-presi-

dent .lack Sword, arts and science

dean Bod Greene, social work dean

Albert Rose, sociology chairman

Irving Zeillin, and several

professors from that department.

Several SAC notables, present

and past, were also on the list: last

year's president Bob Spencer and

vice-president Phil Dack, this

year's vice-president Ross Flowers

and former SAC commissioner and

now Ward 6 school trustee Dan
Leckic. Presidenl Eric Miglin's

name was not on the list.

However, the SAC executive

yesterday endorsed the an-
ti-Vietnam war demojist ration

planned for this Saturday.

U of T economics prof and

Waffler Mel Walkins also appeared

on the list with two political

enemies, NDP leader Stephen Lewis

and United Auto Workers director

Dennis McDermott, who helped ex-

pel the waffle from the Ontario

NDP.
Seven Toronto aldermen, all part

of the "reform" group, also signed

the message. Elizabeth Eayrs, Dan
Heap, Ying Hope, Anne Johnston,

Bill Kilbourn, Michael Darcy
Gotdrick and Colin Vaughan all

agreed with defeated mayoralty can-

didate Nelson Clarke that the Oc-

tober proposals to end the war
should be implemented.

Other U or T notables

hobnobbing amoing the "greats"

were Trinity povost George
Ignat ieff. political economy
professors James Eayrs, Donald
Smiley and C.B. MacPherson, and
history professor Kenneth
McNaught.

Day care needs volunteers
Do you have a morning, an afternoon or two or three hours a week?

Campus Cooperative Community Day Care needs volunteers to help to
spend some lime with their little people.

Phone for information — 925-7495 at 12 Sussex for children under two,
l)24-7075 at Devonshire Place for children over two.

Throw a Keggep.

A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
can enjoy anywhere, anytime. All you need for a
"Kegger" is an Oktoberfest Tap'n Keg with
Mini-Keg refills, and you're on your way to good

times. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
draw another 16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, cool
Real Draft Beer.

Oktoberfest&
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Argentina is a police stofe, soys activist
By BOB BETTSON

'Argentina is governed under a

stale oT seige," said Argentinian

political activist Daniel Zadunaisky

in an interview with the Varsity last

week.

detained four days in the United

Stales where he was threatened with

deportation by immigration
officials.

Zadunaisky was brought to

Canada bv the Canadian Committee
He arrived in Canada after being for Justice to Latin American

CHINA NIGHT 1973
AN EVENING OF CHINESE

CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT
TIME: Saturday

January 20, 1973.

8.00 p.m.

PLACE: Ryerson Theater,

50 Gould St.

ADMISSION: $2.00 each

Tickets available at door
oratl.S.C, 33 St. George St.

CHINESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

SPORTS SCHEDULES - JAN. 22 to 27
HOCKEY
Mon. Jan. 22 12.30

1.30

7.30

8.30

9.30

10.30

Tues. Jan. 23 1.30

7.30

8.30

9.30

- 10.30

Wed. Jan. 24 8.00

12.30

1.30

4.30

5.30

12.30

4.30

7.30

8.30

9.30

10.30

12.30

4.30

5.30

Thur. Jan. 25

Fn. Jan. 26

PHE.A
Law I

Med. A
Vic. II

Innis I

For. B
St. M. B
Scar. II

Law II

Indust. IN

Denl. B
am II Civil

Jr. Eng
Trln. B
PHE.A
Sr. Eng
St. M. A
U.C.II

Sr. Eng
Med. E

Med. F

For. D
Law II

Arch
Erin

New I Ortved, Branciere

U.C.I Ortved, Branciere

Trln. A Desroches, Barnhouse
Dev. Hse Desroches. Barnhouse
Fac. Ed
Med. D
PHE. B
Music
Knox
Med. C
St.M. C

Trin.C

U.C.I

Scar. I

Trin. A

Kolanko, Goverde
Kolanko, Goverde
Bielecki, Johnston
Parrack, Ruhnke
Parrack, Runhke
Toole. Francis

Toole, Francis

Campus Co-opGoverde, Francis

For. A Hamm.Gal
Hamm, Gal

Brown, Lipsett

Brown, Lipsett

Hamm, Ortved

Pharm.A Herridge, MacFarlane
Med. A Toole, Parrack

II Chem Toole, Parrack

Wye Anderson, MacFarlane
Caven HseAnderson, MacFarlane
Civ. Ill Kamin, Talwin

Grad.Stud Hamm. Branciere

Dent. A Hamm, Branciere

SQUASH
Wed. Jan. 24

8.20 Med. A
9.00 Med. C
9.40 St. M.

vs Trin. A
vs Wye
vs Vic.ll

Thur. Jan. 25

8.20 Med. B
9.00 U.C.

9.40 Eng

vs Law B
vs Massey
vs Trin. B

FRI. JAN. 26 1.00 p.m. WEATHER PERMITTING

2nd ANNUAL SNOW-BOWL GAME AT

VARSITY STADIUM

THE FOLLOWING TEAM REGISTRATION LISTS HAVE NOT BEEN FILED AT

INTRAMURAL OFFICE. THESE MUST BE TURNED IN FORTHWITH.

HOCKEY • Sr. Eng, Jr. Eng, U.C.I, U.C.II, Music, Dent. B, Dent. D, Innis II, Scar. Ill,

For. D, New II, Pharm. B

BASKETBALL - PHE. 8, PHE. C, PHE. D, TR1N.A, St. M. B, Scar, U.C.II, Denl. A. Law

II

BASKETBALL
Mon. Jan. 22 M2.30 PHE.A vs SGS.I

4.00 Mgt.Studies vs PHE.C

8.30 PHE.D
9.30 Eng.IV

at Scar '7.00 Jr. Eng

Tues. Jan. 23 12.30 SGS.il

5.00 Innis II

Prelim 6.15 U.C.I

8.15 York

Wed. Jan. 24 12.30 St.M.B

4.00 Emman
* 6.30 PHE.B
* 8.00 Med. A

9.30 Eng.lll

Thur. Jan. 25 '12.30 Sr. Eng

4.00 Arch

6.30 St.M.C

7.30 Knox
8.30 Pharm.A
9.30 Dev.Hse

at Scar *7.00 U.C.II

Fri. Jan. 26 "6.30 New

Bllnick, Dymarski

Rotstein, Zendel

Rotstein, Zendel

Rotstein, Zendel

Sialtsis, Kliman

Wllensky, Herling

Rubin, Loberto

Trafford. Blinick

vs Med.B
vs Dent.B

vs Scar

vs Vic.ll

vs Wye
vs Vic. I

vs Toronto

vs Trin. A Maroosis. Cappe

vs Vlc.South HseMaroosis. Cappe

vs Erin Dymarski, Fearman

vs SGS.I Dymarski. Fearman

vs Med. Ill YrMarrosis, Cappe

vs Vic. I Trafford, Maydo

vs Trln. B Rubin, Loberto

vs Pharm.B Rubin, Loberto

vs Music Wilensky. Tessaro

Wilensky. Tessaro

Wllensky, Tessaro

Sialtsis, Kliman

Trafford. Maydo

vs Med.B
vs For. 8
vs Scar

vs Law I

Sat Jan 27 WINTER CARNIVAL TRIPLE HEADER
•10 00am. PHE.A vs Med. A Boguskl, Blinick

•1130 StM.A vs U.C.I Saltzman. Sternberg

* l!oO Jr. Eng vs Dent. A Saltzman, Sternberg

VOLLEYBALL (Balance of league schedule Diy.l)

Mon. Jan. 22 8.30 Med
Tues. Jan. 23 8.30 Erin

WATER POLO
Tues. Jan. 23 8.45 Scar

9.30 Med.A

Wed. Jan. 24 7.30 Law
8.15 Knox
9.00 Med. B

Thur. Jan. 25 7.30 Knox
8.15 New

vs Eng.l

vs Med

vs U.C.

vs Vic

vs PHE
vs Eng.l

vs Eng. II

vs Med. A
vs Trin

Bodnaruk
Leshchyshen

Brownridge
Brownridge
Hanna
Hanna
Stillwell

Hobbs
Hobbs

Political Prisoners, a non-partisan

group.

Hec;ime lo this country to expose

the oppression perpetrated by the

military junta which has ruled

Argentina since president Juan

Peron's exile in the early 1950's.

"We are conducting an

international campaign to free these

political prisoners. There is no legal

defense in Argentina. We must bring

outside influence," he added.

Zadunaisky charged that there

are over 1200 political prisoners in

Argentina. "These people are being

held in special prisons under in-

human conditions. Brutal torture is

being used including electric

needles."

"Many have been murdered by

ihe government." In one instance

Zadunaisky said that escapees were

murdered by guards after being cap-

tured. The official story was that

they had tried another escape.

"The official explanation doesn't

BADMINTON

Tryouts for the Men's Intercollegiate Badminton Team will be held in the

Benson Building, 320 Huron St. on SUNDAY, January 21st from 1:00 to

5:00 p.m. Please come into the Intercollegiate Office, Room 101, Hart

House to sign up.

GRADUATE
STUDENTS

HOCKEY
All graduate students are invited to play hockey at Varsity Arena

every Friday, 11 a.m. - 12 noon, brought to you by the Graduate

Students' Union.

CHARISMA
3 genuine Christian alternative

counterfeit spiritual experience

a lecture and

discussion with

GEOFFREY SHAW

and DAVID ARGUE

— Friday, Jan. 19,

1:00-2:00 p.m.

— Room 3163 M.S.B.

sponsored by U. of T. Charismatic Students

SKIING!
CHEAP!

At Blue Mountain,

Fri., Jan. 19, 7:15 A.M.

Tickets: $7.00

(includes tow and transportation)

Pay in advance at SAC Office

—U of T Ski Bums Anon.—

explain that the second killing was

at an isolated naval base. Why
would they try to escape if there was

no one nearby to help them?"

Zadunaisky also stated that the

press was heavily censored. He cited

the ease of" an editor who was jailed

Tor criticising the government and

only released after continual

pressure of public opinion.

When asked about the terrorism

used by guerillas, he charged that it

was insignificant compared to the

number of kidnappings carried out

by the government.

"In one case a worker was

murdered by police and when they

(the police) admitted it no action

was taken. They are still free. The
worker was tortured lo death."

On the subject of upcoming
Argentinian elections. Zadunaisky

said he had no illusions. "The elec-

tions will not change anything. The

military will remain in power by its

three commanders retaining their

cabinet posts."

He denied he was sponsored by

any partisan political group. "I am
active politically in Argentina but I

can't talk about my activities or I

might get deported."

"I came here lo try and gel

solidarity from Canadians, not to

take pari in any factional struggles."

he maintained.

Zadunaisky said that since 1969

Ihe situation has become more
critical in Argentina. "There have

been mass worker-student uprisings.

The country has been paralyzed by

strikes. The cost of living is up 75

per cent with wages only increasing

.10 per cent."

He claimed that ihe economy is in

deep trouble and the situation rapid-

ly deteriorating.

ESSAY

SERVICES

A new and complete

TEHMPAPER service. Originali-

ty, quality, and security dic-

tate our policy.

Phone:961-6150

TERMPAPERS

SERVICE (Reg'd)
A Canadian Company

PAPERS ON FILE

$1.85 PER PAGE

OR

Custom made orders, at reasonable

cost, prepared by our staff of college

graduates

638-3559
SutlB 906. 12 Goldfinch CI.

Wlllowdile (Toronto) M2R2C4. Onl.

COMMUNITY
AFFAIRS

and the Advisory

Committee. Toronto Arts

Foundation

MACKENZIE

VALLEY

PIPELINE
moderator:

Arthur Milonoy Q.C.

panelists:

The Hon, Donald S. Micdonald

Prof. Eric Klinns

Prof Douglas Plmlolt

Mr. Win. Wilder

Tickets available at box office

WED. JAN. 24.8:00 P.M.
free AdmiBintt-Evwyiiiii Wdcona

ST. LAWRENCE. 366-1656

lire
27 FRONT ST. E.
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sports
Interfaculty Basketball

Division 1 A. Games Win Loss Tie Poinls

7 6 1 .•0: 12

UC 1
8 6 2 0 12

Med A 7 5 2 0 10

PH E A 8 4 4 0 8

Law A 7 3 4 0 6

New 7 1 6 0 2

B.

Vie 1
7 5 2 0 10

Erin 7 4 3 0 8

6 3 3 0 6

PHh H g ] 7 0 2

SOS 6 I 5 0 2

Division II A.

Si. M.B. 6 4 2 0 8

Trin A 6 4 2 0 8

UC 11 7 3 4 0 6

PHEC 5 3 2 0 6

Vie 11 4 2 1 1 5

Den I A 7 3 4 0 4

Mgl Si ud 5 1 4 0 2

lr Eng 7 2 5 0 2

B.

For A 6 5 1 0 10

Innis 1
5 3 1 ] 7

Scar 5 3 2 0 6

Pharm A 5 3 2 0 6

PHED 4 2 2 0 4

Law II 5 1 4 0 2

Med B 4 1 3 0 2

SOS 11 6 0 6 0 0

(From November 14 to January 15)

Interfaculty Volleyball

Division I Games Won Lost Points

Knox 9 8 I 16

Erindale 8 7 1 14

Eng i 8 5 3 10

Med A 7 3 4 6

PHE and Deni have defaulted out of Ihe league.

Division II

Section A
New 8 6 2 12

St. Mikes 6 5 1 10

Sear 5 4 1 8

Pharm 6 4 2 8

Law 6 1 5 2

Eng 1 1 defaulted out of the league.

Section B

Trin 7 6 1 12

Music 5 4 1 8

Vic I 5 4 1 8

For B 7 3 4 6

Vic ii 5 2 3 4

Emman 6 2 4 4

Wye 5 0 5 0

Senior volleyball places second at Waterloo
By JOAN SCHWARTZ

The women's senior volleyball

team came close to regaining the

Waterloo Invitational title last

weekend, but lost to Western in a

hard-fought, three game final.

The invitational allowed Toronto

to meet some of the stronger teams

from the Western Section, giving

them some extra practice and a

preview of their OWIAA
competition.

The tournament was organized as

a partial round-robin. Each team

played two games against each of

live other universities, and the four

teams with the best win-loss record

then proceeded to the semi-finals.

Toronto had a relaxed round-

robin schedule, opening Friday

games with 15-0. 15-2 wins over

Guelph. An hour later. Blues

downed McMasler 15-7, 15-0. The

Toronto.- Lauren ti an game
scheduled immediately afterward

was forfeited because Laurenlian

had not yet arrived.

In its first game after dinner,

Blues met a highly-competitive

Waterloo team, defeating it 16-14.

Blues then went on to take the

second game 1 5-6.

Despite deceptive scores of 15-8,

15-2, in its next series Toronto had

some difficulty overcoming a deter-

mined Ottawa defense. Blues look

three complete service rotations —
19 tries in all — to come out

victorious in each of the Ottawa

games.

On Saturday, Toronto defeated

Carleton 1 5-5. 1 5-3. and Queen's 1
5-

7. 15-5 in morning play, and sailed

past Waterloo Lutheran 15-1, 15-3

alter lunch.

Finishing with a 16-0 win-loss

record. Blues had a bye before the

semi-final round. At the end of

round-robin competition Toronto

and Western were tied for first,

York was third and McMaster and

Dalhousic tied for fourth.

However, Ihe first place finisher

could nol he decided by the poinls-

against record because Toronto had

won two games by default and

Blues and Western had not played

against all of the same teams. The
flip or a coin put Toronto first,

Western second, while fourth place

spot was decided by a single sudden-

death game with Dal Defeating

Mac 15-4..

Blues overpowered Dal 15-1 in Ihe

first semi-final game with accurate

serving and good court coverage.

Co-captain Julie Andruchiw served

nine poinls before Dal hit the

scoreboard, while Mary Grieve

added six more for Blues. A tight

defense and a well-organized attack

clinched the win for the Toronto

squad.

However, the easy win was not to

he repealed. In the second game Dal

jumped ahead and Toronto was

hard-pressed to gain Ihe lead. The

play continued to see-saw back and

forth with Blues taking 24 turns at

service to win the game 15-10. Poor

serving as well as poor service recep-

tion were chiefly responsible for

Varsity's difficulties.

Western's 2-0 win over York set

ihem against the Blues in the final.

Western had just played three con-

secutive matches against York and

Laurenlian at ihe end of the round-

robin and then against York in the

semi-finals. Tired or not. Western

had ihe psychological advantage ol

being last year's invitational winner*

and nalional intercollegiate cham-

pion. Unfortunately, Blues' relaxed

Saturday schedule was negated by

the closely-contested second game
against Dul.

Toronto seemed to have the

championship in hand, taking

Western 15-8 in the first game of the

hest two out of three final. Western,

capitalizing on Blues' pitiful display

of serving, look the second game 15-

6. Western then went ahead in the

third game and though Toronto

played well. Blues couldn't gain

more than four points before

Wesiern had piled up 14. At one

point Western had seemingly won
the match 15-4. but a Halya

Slefaniuk spike that landed oulside

the hack court was disputed, and the

game poini called back because the

bull-had been lipped at the net by a

Weslcrn player.

The jubilant Western squad was

quieted down and ordered back into

position, Toronto's Eran Walmsley

replaced Grieve, while Marion
Thomson was sent in Tor a tired

Roxsolanna Wankewyc/, who had

nisi returned after a two and a hall

month lay-off with torn ankle

ligaments.

With Thomson serving, Mary
Drakich and Andruchiw at net,

Toronto performed capably, and in

an exceptional display of good all-

round volleyball, Blues grabbed

seven points from a frustrated

Western contingent. Both teams had

fought through long hard rallies but

Toronto had to make only one

mistake to be defeated. A strong

spike by Western ended the game,

and Toronto's hopes for this year's

Waterloo title, with the final score

Wesiern 15. Toronto II.

Despite the loss, Toronto had

played inspired volleyball and shown

potential, even wilhoul the services

of captain Agra Alberts and setter

Vera Kosinkova, who could not

make the trip. With halftheir league

games yet lo play, Toronto will have

another chance to meet Western at

the Ontario Championships at

Waterloo in five weeks, with a trip

to the C'WIAU nalional finals at

Dalhousic at slake.

Next weekend Toronto travels lo

Ottawa for league games against

Ottawa and Carleton. Next Blues'

home games are not until early

Eebruarv.
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Vic postpones

illegal decision
By ELAINE KAHiN

Tlit Board oT Regents of Victoria University were forced to table a

report on academic tenure until February 15, after Victoria University SAC
rens claimed that passage of the report at yesterday's Regents meeting

would be virtually illegal.

The Ontario Statutory Powers and Procedures Act passed last spring

requires all documents concerning tenure to be submitted to its Rules

t oniiiiiltee before the document can be passed by the institution submitting

il. However, the report recommending the establishment of tenure has not

vet been presented to that committee.

Hmmanuel College principal W.O. Fennell complained that this act

undermines the autonomy of the university. However, the committee has the

power neither to approve or disapprove of the report, Vic president Goldwin

l-rench wanted the regents to pass the report and then amend it, should that

be necessary after the Rules Committee examined it.

However, the report was tabled under the guise that it contained

redundancies, after further student pressure from VUSAC president Gord

Barnes.

VUSAC vice-president Debra Lewis stated that the entire tenure report

should be lahled until results ofa task force established by U ofT president

John Evans to investigate academic appointments are known. Evans

announced formation of this committee, to make a preliminary report by

June, at yesterday's Governing Council meeting.

Lewis staled that the question of tenure is being considered in universities

ncross the country and fell the regents should not pass "a system which locks

the university into a system which is obviously antiquated."

Vie principal J.M.R. Robson rebutted that it was highly unlikely that

the new task force would decide to throw out the Haisl rules on tenure,

which are present U ofT policy. Vic's tenure report is based on those rules.

However. Lewis was nerely using a system of logic instituted by French

at the beginning of the meeting. In his maiden speech to the Board ol

Regents. French said he did not reel it necessary to discuss a report on

Victoria's government because the state of university government

throughout the university is still in a slate of development and flux.

In a move VUSAC reps found unexpected, the board agreed to put

discussion of Vic's report on university government on next month's agenda.

This report, known as the mini-CUG report, calls for student-staff parity on

Vic's governing body.

Last February, former Vic president J.E. Hodgetls promised VUSAC
that the report would be the first item of major business discussed at a Board

nl Regents meeting. The report was then tabled and has not subsequently

been discussed.

VUSAC education commissioner Rick Gregory says French has

indicated to him that he does not support parity. In his speech yesterday he

said that he was hesitant to discuss mini CUC at this point because it is not

;is urgent an issue as economic matters.

He said he found "it' difficult to understand what we are likely to

accomplish" in practice at this time" by changes in Vic's governing structures

when the entire U of T government is still developing. He suggested Vic wail

in sec what does develop.

French also said that there is now an "unfavourable climate in the

legislature towards universities" and suggested that a private hill to change

Vic's constitution might jeopardize Vic's economic immunity. He claimed a

lull could be drafted by no earlier than February 1974 and the lime spent

drafting it could be better spent on more important considerations.

On the other hand, he supported deciding immediately on a tenure

pnlicy because in times of uncertainty, "faculty, our most valuable resource,

imr most valuable possession" should be allowed to stabilize their futures.

He called the university a humane place, not a business institution, and said

H was not in the business of making profit.

The Board later passed a motion by Robson urging the province to

review its student grant-loan policy and provide more help to academically

gifted students. The minister of education is to be made aware of this

Miggeslion, which is in the form of an amendment to a Governing Council

million deploring the government's tuition fee increase.

Gregory objected to the amendment claiming that iT implemented, it

uuuld'draw grant support away from students with B and C-plus averages

who already have enough trouble getting loans and grants.

Students" with higher averages are eligible for a large number of

scholarships, besides being eligible for OSAP under the existing system.

Peter Havers and SSSC friends disrupt their second SAC meeting in two weeks.

Fees strike issue provokes yet

another SAC meeting disruption
By JULIA ELCOCK

For the second successive week, a

SAC meeting was occupied
Wednesday by members of the Stop

ihe Student Surcharge Committee

and was unable to conclude the

business on the agenda.

The meeting was adjourned after

a long period of shouting by SSSC
members because SAC failed to

accept their demand that the fees

strike be endorsed indefinitely until

ihe SI00 luilion increase is repealed

by the provincial government.

Much of the verbiage was SSSC
demands that SAC president Eric

Miglin and vice-president John
Helliwell resign from council

hecause they had "sold out"
students hy failing to support the

lees strike strongly enough.

Last week's SAC meeting ended

in a general melee of confused

shouting and pushing after SSSC
prevented council from moving in

camera to discuss office ap-

pointments. They refused to leave

the room until after SAC discussed

the fees strike claiming SAC would

refuse to discuss it otherwise.

At this week's meeting in St.

Mike's Brennan Hall, the fees

boycott again was on the agenda and

SSSC attended to force "action" on

the issue. Havers said.

When it came up for discussion,

SSSC Chairman Peter Havers

presented a motion that SAC en-

courage students to withhold their

second term instalments until the

$100 "surcharge" is removed.

SAC had previously endorsed the

boycott with the reservation that it

would review the situation at the end

of January. Council members ex-

pressed fears that if they supported

Havers' motion, they might be com-

mitted to supporting the fee strike

indefinitely.

The SSSC motion was defeated

almost unanimously.

The meeting rapidly became as

stormy as the previous meeting,

although it was not marred by any

fights.

Havers accused Miglin and

Helliwell of "deceiving the students

about the fees withholding". He said

that Helliwell had admitted that a

fees boycott was only a symbolic

gesture and he said that at a recent

OFS conference Miglin had moved

in secret a motion to accept the Tees

surcharge.

Miglin was then on the OFS
executive and the proposal signed

was by the executive as a whole. The

motion included the statement:

"This assumes that we may have to

accept the fee increases already im-

posed for 1972—1973, but that we

demand student input into the

decision- making process about

future government actions". The

proposal was labelled "Confidential,

not for public consumption" and

was withdrawn after a strong hostile

reaction ensued from OFS
delegates.

Havers also accused SAC of not

performing its duly and telling the

students about the deferment of the

late penalty for fees payment, saying

that this showed that they did not

care ahout the students. He said that

the SSSC is the "only group of

students to seriously fight the sur-

charge" and accordingly demanded

Miglin's and Helliwell's
resignations.

Although it rejected Havers*

motion, Council did reaffirm its

stand "calling for and actively sup-

porting OFS demands". They were

interrupted several times by

shouting and heated exchanges

between members of SSSC and of

SAC.
Frindale Students' Administra-

tive Government president Paul

Moran read an open letter of

censure to SAC "for its lack of

Brock students rally behind occupation
ST, CATHARINES (CUP) —
More lhan X00 Brock University

indents attended a day of seminars

lo discuss cuts in faculty and course

offerings yesterday, while an oc-

eupulion or administrative areas

continued.

The moratorium climaxed with

nnother well-attended general stu-

dent union meeting where students

voted overwhelmingly to continue

the occupation and moratorium.

The administration cancelled

classes Tor the moratorium, but

ludav the students will attend an

unofficial moratorium despite the

renewal of classes.

Yesterday's moratorium followed

a general student meeting

Wednesday attended by more lhan

I. .100 students — a number un-

precendented on the usually quiet

Brock campus.

On Tuesday, about 200 students

took over the Board of Governors

Chambers and the accessway to the

president's office on the 13th floor

of the Brock tower.

The occupation and moratoriums

are designed to protest budget cuts

resulting in the firing of some 15

faculty members and ihe removal of

many courses from the calendar.

Provost Alan Earp said the

administration sympathizes with the

student position and therefore

cancelled classes. Today, sludenls

will meet with administration of-

ficials before holding another

general meeting. The students

appear determined lo remain in the

offices until their demands for ihe

revocation of the firings and course

cuts are met.

The Brock Board of Governors

will meet in emergency session

Saturday. The Board reportedly

sympathizes with the student

demands.

Students have formed committees

to distribute petitions in the St.

Catharines community supporting

iheir position lo present lo the

provincial government. Already,

several community groups have

olTered their support, although the

students have met with strong, but

predictable opposition from the

ultra-conservative St. Catharines

Standard, the daily newspaper.

faith in the sludenls".

Part of ihe letter was submitted as

molion calling for SAC com-
mitment to the "struggle against

cutbacks" and demanded that it call

"a meeting of all students concerned

lo work out future strategy". The

molion was carried with little

opposition.

During a period of quiet SSSC
memher George Huczek moved that

SAC negotiate with ihe U of T
administration to have the SIS

penally for late payment of fees

removed. Many members of council

expressed their feeling that

removing the late penally would

make the fee strike pointless, but the

motion was carried.

Attempts to carry on with

business were thwarted by SSSC,
who continued to demand Miglin's

resignation. Miglin refused to resign

and cited the SAC constitution re-

quirement that a president can be

forced to resign from office only if a

petition with 2000 signalures and

accompanying sludenl numbers is

presented.

If this occurred Miglin said that

he would resign and run against any

candidate from SSSC. SAC
members called for Havers to set up

a petition but Havers said that

Miglin must resign of his own
volition.

St. Mike's rep Alice Anjo

resigned as a result of a heated

exchange. SSSC members charged

her with not having performed her

duty to the student body by in-

forming them that their OSAP
cheques could be collected.

In an interview, she said that she

had heen Irving to resign since

September and that this was the best

opportunity she had had yet. She

also said that she would run again

and "probably win because I know

more about ihe students than they

do".

Acceptance of her resignation was

tabled by the council, as it fell she

may reconsider laler.

The meeting dissolved into such

confusion that a ten minute recess

was called.

"It's a big joke." Miglin

commented. "I just can'l believe

lhat any group on campus can be so

infantile".

Havers reiterated earlier charges

and claimed SAC has a deal with the

university. The deal, he said, is that

SAC will prevent any united action

on ihe fees issue and in return the

university will give out the OSAP
cheques and defer the late penalty

until January 3t.

"Ifs a phony fee strike," Havers

contended.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
noon

The Basics of Chflsilanlly — A Bible

study with Rev. Eilert Frerlchs In Ihe SCM
office. Ail welcome.

12:30 pm
Luncheon Seminar: Professor R. Wollf

and Professor R. Rice from Ihe Joint

Program in Transportation win discuss

Development for Research in Tran-

sportation." 150 St. George Street, room

111.
1 pm

Careertalks: Probation. Parole, and

Legal Officer. Staff from the Ministry of

Correctional Services will discuss various

law related careers within Ihe Ontario

Public Service. McLennan Physics 103.

Free film: "Odyssey of Doctor Pap" — a

tilm by the Canadian Cancer Society In

room 105 of the Pharmacy Building. Bring

your lunch.

An opportunity io Investigate the modern

Charismatic Movement, particularly as it

relates to Ihe student world. A lecture and

discussion by Geoffrey Shaw (member ol

Board of Governors, Memorial University.

St. John's. Newfoundland) and Dave Argue

(director of Campus Ministries. Nebraska

Assemblies of God). Will be held in the

Medical Sciences Building 3163. Everyone

is welcome,
2 pm

The Ukrainian Students' Club Is

sponsoring an exhibition ol young Ukrai-

nian painlers at 620 Spadlna Ave. Until

nine.

4 pm
Auditions — lor "Orison", a one-acl, two

hander. noon hour show. UC Playhouse.

79a St. George. Also needed,
sound/light/stage technicians. Until six.

The Graduate Students' Union Is pleased

to announce that we have begun a new

season of successful wine and cheese

parlies. Come to 16 Bancroft Avenue for

the best way to end a week on campus.

Every Friday from four to seven.

4:56 pm
Lichel Bennchen at Hlllel House, 186 St.

George Street.

5 pm
The International Student Centre. 33 SI.

George, is sponsoring a wine and cheese

party in Pendarves Lounge. Everyone

welcome! Until seven.

SAC Pub "The Nunnery", basement. Sir

Dan's Residence. Until midnight.

7:30 pm
Intercollegiate Swimming Blues versus

Kent Slate. Benson Building pool.

SMC Film Club presents Sam
Peckinpah's "Slraw Dogs" with Dustin Hof-

fman. Carr HaJI. Admission $1- Again al 10.

8 pm
The Sufi Study Circle will meel every

Friday night in room 2008. New College.

The Varsity Blues play host to the

Queen's Golden Gaels in OUAA college

hockey. Radio Varsity's play-by-play

broadcast crew will provide live coverage of

all the action, 620 AM In campus

residences and at 96.3 FM on Rogers Cable

system.
' Vanguard Forum: special guest speaker

Daniel Zadunalsky will speak on

"Political Repression In Argentina" as part

of an international campaign In derence of

Argentine political prisoners. Zadunalsky Is

a third year medical student In Buenos

Aires and will also speak on the general

political situation in his country. 334 Queen

St. West (Vanguard Hall).

8:30 pm
Perth County Conspiracy concert,

Convocation Hall. S2.00 tickets al SAC or at

door.
SATURDAY

all day

Intercollegiale volleyball at Ryerson

Gym.
Intercollegiale squash and fencing at

York's Steeles campus-
12:30 pm

Demonstration In solidarity with Ihe

Indochlnese Revolution, march from Metro

United Church (Queen and Church),

arriving at U.S. Consulate (University and

Dundas) at two.

International demonstration against

Nixon's conlinued war in Vietnam. The

sponsors ol this protest Include: David

Lewis, the Ontario NDP. Farley Mowat, Paul

Copeland, Neil Wycik Co-Op, Innis College

Council, Dennis McOermott (U.A.W.), and

many more. Assemble: Melro United

Church (Queen & Church).

7 pm
Intercollegiale Baskelbali: Varsity versus

Queen's. Benson Building.

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Sam

Peckinpah's "Straw Dogs" with Dustin Hof-

fman in Carr Hall Admission S1 .00. Also at

10.

8 pm
"Breathless' featured at SAC Pub "The

Nunnery". Basement, Sir Dan's Residence.

Until Midnight.

The Varsity Blues return to Internationa!

hockey tonight when they meet Cornell

University. The Redmen are America's top

college hockey team. Radio Varsity's

broadcast team of Archie Hunter. John

Karr, and Rick Michelak will provide play-

by-play coverage ot all ihe action live from

Ithaca. New York. 830 AM In residences

and at 96.3 FM on Rogers Cable. Call 964-

1484 tor Ihe latest score.

Coffee House is open. All welcome.

Located al 186 St. George Street.

10 pm
Former U of T posigraduale student Paul

Hoch will be interviewed about his book Rip

Off the Big Game: The Exploitation ot Sport

by Ihe Power Elite, by (otmer U of T star

football player Premier William Davis. The

interview will be on Norm Perry's Saturday

Night show on CFTO, channel 9,

SUNDAY
11 am

Members of Ihe university community

are Invited to join in worship at the Hart

House service, Bible passage this week:

Joshua 4.

12:30 pm
Professor Solomon Wachs of Brandels

University will be discussing Jewish educa-

tion at Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

All welcome.
1:30 pm

Dr. Alvln Schllf, director of New York City

Board of Jewish Education, will be dis-

cussing Jewish education, al Hlllel House,

186 St. George Slreet, All welcome.

2:30 pm
Private consultations with individual

members at Hlllel House. 186 St. George

Street as part of the Jewish Careers

Symposium.
3:30 pm

Rabbi Meyer Berglass, spiritual leader of

the Shaarel Tefilah Congregation, will be

discussing the rabbinate In Orthodoxy. All

welcome. Hlllel House, 186 SI. George

Street.

4:30 pm
Rabbi Michael Stroh of Temple Har Zlon

will be discussing the rabbinate in the

reformism perspective. All welcome. Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

5:30 pm
Rabbi Ira Book of The Pride of Israel

Temple will be discussing the rabbinate In

Conservatism. Hlllel House, 186 St. George

Street. All welcome.
6 pm

Enjoy an International Oinner "Armenian

Style" at the international Student Centre,

33 St. George Slreet. Price: Si. Everyone

welcome.
6:30 pm

Hillel's Kosher Supper, lor symposium

participants. Hlllel House, 186 St. George

Street.

7:15 pm
SMC Film Club presents Frank Capra's

"Mr. Smith Goes To Washington" with

James Stewart in Carr Hall. Admission by

series ticket. Also al 9:30.

7:30 pm
Nelson Clarke speaks on "The Paris

Peace Talks: Defeat or Victory (or the

NLF?" at the GSU, 16 Bancroft Avenue.

Sponsored by Ihe U ot T Communist Club.

Inlermedlale Conversational Hebrew at

Hillel House, 166 St. George Street.

Prof. Norman Linzer, assistant prolessor

al Wurzwelller School ol Social Work, will

be discussing social work. Hillel House, 188

St. George Street. All welcome.

8:30 pm
Dr. Soloman Green, professor of Social

Work and assistant dean of Wurzwelller

School ot Social Work, will be discussing

social work. Hillel House, 186 St. George

Slreel. All welcome.

THE DOUBLE BLUE
SPONSORED BY

ST. MICHAELS STUDENTS' UNION
PRESENTS

'THE NINTH
featuring

DOWNCHILD BIG BLUES BAND
(WITH 4 PIECE HORN SECTION)

at Brennan Hall

TONIGHT
FRIDAY, JAN. 19

8:00 — 12:30

Admission:

SMC — $1.09

Other — $1.49

PUB WILL BE OPEN!

LOWELL JONES

EXHIBITION
ART GALLERY

MONDAY. 11 a.m. -9 p.m.

TUESDAY—SATURDAY, 11 a.m.-5 p

SUNDAY, 2 p.m. -5 p.m.

UNTIL JAN. 26

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

JEAN BOfJHOMME, TENOR (PRESENTED

BY THE CBC IN ASSOCIATION WITH HART

HOUSE) JANUARY 21. 8.00 p.m. In ihe

GREAT HALL.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

THE HALL PORTER'S DESK

CLASSICAL CONCERT

CHRISTOPHER (CZUKOR)

soprano

BRUCE UBUKATA

pianist

Porlormliig Dowland.

Richard Strauss. DBhussy

Tuesday. Jan. 23

Music Room 1 p.m.

LIBRARY EVENING

SPECIAL GUEST:

RICHARD 8. WRIGHT
Author ot

The Weakand Man"

Tues.. Jan. 23

Hart House Ubnry. 8:00 p.m.

ALL WELCOME

TELEVISION

IS AVAILABLE
IN THE

MAP ROOM

FILM SERIES:

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS

MONDAY. JAN. 22

GOYA
DEBATES ROOM

1-2 P.M. 7-8 P.M.

HART HOUSE FARM

WINTER FESTIVAL

JAN. 27-28

Details and Reservations

at the Graduate Office

before Tues.. Jan. 23

8>

YOGA CLUB

OUTlllG AT THE HART HOUSE FARM

SAT.. JAN. 20 I SUN.. JAN. 21

Starting 10 i.m. Saturday S3 CO par

person

could numbers who will have an
tvillible lhal weekend pleas*

telephone 928-2447 and leave lltalr

THE GALLERY
OVERLOOKING THE GREAT HALL DINING LOUNGE FOR STUDENTS

JANUARY 25!

110BL00R W.

one flight

high

921-6555

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

e

GRATEFUL DEAD $6.49
3 RECORD SET

Tonight
Rusell Benefit Concert

PERTH COUNTY
CONSPIRACY

Convocation Hall

8:30 P.M.
Tickets $2.00 or $2.50

(your choice)

(no reserved seats)

tickets at SAC
and at the door
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The rich get richer...

'Monopolies impoverish Brazilian workers'
primarily by the United Slates, Bri-

tain. France, Germany and Japan,

lie said. Such specialization, he

added, represents "a new stage in

the international division of
labour."

Foreign capital {and local capital

controlled by multi-national cor-

porations) is centred in dynamic,

high-profit sectors of the economy,
explained Santos, and it controls

both the direction of national

growth and political factors such as

"public opinion on important
issues,"

Santos challenged the view held

by many economists that the major
problem of underdeveloped coun-

tries was difficulty in achieving the

primitive accumulation of capital.

He claimed instead that the central

problem lies in the fact that the

interests of those who control the

corporations are at odds with the

interests of balanced economic
growth.

Santos accused the state of

coming to the aid of monopolies,

saying "the stale is the principal

provider of services to the com-
panies." He added that various

tariff and tax arrangements result in

"poor countries financing the rich

countries*', and noted that many
goods produced by Brazilians cost

less in New York than in Brazil.

Economic expansion by Brazil is

necessarily impending, said Santos,

Economist Milton Santos

Police attacked Goldblatt, McLaughlin

By GREG McMASTER

International monopolies control-

ling Brazil's economy simultaneous-

ly produce economic growth and
"more acute impoverishment for

more and more people", according

to professor Milton Santos, a Brazi-

lian economist.

Santos was speaking Wednesday
to 200 people in Sidney Smith Hall.

Backing up his arguments with

statistics showing the changing
proportions of shares of national

income going to different classes,

Santos outlined the dramatic growth

of Brazil's gross national product,

and charged that "a series of con-

ditions of economic un-
derdevelopment are aggravated by

economic growth."

He suggested that economic
growth in Latin America has been

for the benefit of the propertied

classes, who have organized the

continent into "national economic
units", whereby companies can fix

prices through monopolistic control

of markets. This retards the full

By PAUL McGRATH
A person found guilty last month

of assaulting police in last spring's

Simcoe Hall occupation break-up

was himself kneed and kicked by

three policeman, according to Tom
McLaughlin.

McLaughlin was testifying at the

development of Latin America, and
creates dependencies on the in-

ternational economy, entwining
countries such as Brazil in what
Santos called "dependent
imperialism".

Those countries which have
achieved some industrialization,

such as Brazil and Argentina, will

soon reach the limit of their home
market, he said, and will either have
to stop growing or to look to other

countries for markets.

Thus, Brazil "looms as a

privileged country", with interests

throughout South America. This is

true in spite of the 67 per cent

foreign ownership level of Brazil's

economy and such disparities as 50

per cent of the population receiving

less of the national income than the

lop one per cent receive.

Santos claimed that the

"penetration of monopolies is per-

mitted as much by international

historical conditions" as by local

considerations.

Brazil has a highly specialized,

technological economy, owned

third day of his own trial

Wednesday about what happened
after police entered the Senate
chambers March 1 2 to end the

occupation in support of open stacks

in the Robarts Library. The trial,

hearing a charge of obstructing

police, will resume Monday,

January 29.

Under .juestioning from Crown
Attorney William Donaldson,
McLaughlin testified that he saw
one officer, identified as P.C. Annis,
holding Mark Goldblatt, by the hair

and kneeing him in the head. He
also testified that he saw two officers

heside Annis "kneeing and kicking"

Goldblatt about the chest.

Goldblatt was found guilty of

assaulting police at a December
trial, hut was given an "absolute

discharge", leaving him with no
criminal record.

McLaughlin's testimony was

constantly interrupted by often

repetitive questions from the Crown.
McLaughlin is conducting his own
defence, and has no legal
background. Judge Cloney was
quick to rule on any objections the

Crown had about the possible

irrelevance of evidence, especially

early in the session when
McLaughlin attempted to givesome
of the political background sur-

rounding the occupation of the

cha mbers.

Other evidence concerned

proceedings before the police

arrived, in an attempt by the Crown
to clarify how many people had been

left in Simcoe Hall when the ma-
jority of the occupants left to go to a
meeting at the Medical Sciences
Building. It was after this meeting
that the students returned to occupy
the Senate Chambers.

It took the Crown Attorney 10

minutes to ascertain that
McLaughlin had no idea how many
people had remained.

McLaughlin at least twice had to

ask the Crown to repeat questions

which he found were often confusing

and irrelevant.

The Crown attempted to discover

how many of the people in the

chambers had known McLaughlin
before the occupation, and for how
long. McLaughlin testified that

about six people were known to him
before the occupation.

The trial will continue on
Monday. January 29, possibly with

the testimony of U of T vice-

presidents Jack Sword and Don
Forster. who waited outside the

courtroom Wednesday, but were not

called as witnesses.

Bill Getty, charged with

ussaujting police the same morning
found that due to administrative

due to the restrictions placed on the

market by the poverty of the
Brazilian masses. This is a result of

the dynamic of the Brazilian

economy, he said, and will lead to

the state being "forced to adopt a

great power policy without regard

for the impoverished masses."

The solution to Brazil's problems,
said Santos, will require "modifica-
tion of the present industrial produc-
tion structure." Since the Brazilian

slate represents "forces opposing
popular interests", this will require a
"rupture" of the present system,
leading to a change in "the nature of

the slate."

Santos claimed thai "the masses
are hecoming more restless and anx-
ious every day." He would not be
more specific, and claimed ig-

norance when questioned about the

present state of revolutionary forces

in Brazil.

He did comment that Brazilian

trade unions do not have the right to

strike, and "do not have freedom of
movement."

says
slip-ups. his trial did not proceed
Wednesday as expected. After being
delayed several months, it is now
slated for February 5 and 6.

Gelly said yesterday he finds the

delays "very frustrating".

York forms demands
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — York University, scene of an occupation last
week that forced its administration to release OSAP cheques, held a one-day
moratorium on government cutbacks in education yesterday.

Students participating in the moratorium advocated free and universal
access to university education. They formulated three demands:

• Stop the cutbacks, repeal the fee hikes that were implemented this

year;

• Lower the loan ceilings to last year's level of $600;
• Lower the age when students are considered independent of their

parents.

Organizers of the moratorium, the York Cutbacks Committee, called it

a success, describing the 300 students who attended the morning mass
meeting as a sign that students were seriously interested in decisions that
affect their education.

Members of the committee are planning to send representations to the
Ontario Federation of Students, whose executive meets this weekend to call

on OFS to organize a province-wide demonstration at Queen's Park, and to
endorse their list of demands on the government.

The students rejected cutbacks in services staff and faculty as responses
to enrolment drops, and called on students at other universities to unite with
other groups on campus that are being affected by the cutbacks.

Staff CUPs run
Our CUP (report) runneth

over... from last week's staff

meeting, that is.

Due to the tremendous,
intense interest shown in other

suhjecis at last week's staff

meeting, the long-awaited
report on the recent Canadian
Universily Press conference did

not maieriali/e. Such an over-

sight will not occur at this

week's meeting, we have
vowed. A discussion of editorial

suggestions for the upcoming
week will also happen. It'll be

sort of a happening, you might

say.

So come. Test your
endurance. Match wits with the

best. The semi-fortnightly staff

meeting: today at I pm in The
Varsity office, 9 1 St. George
St.
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Major issue

not fees hike
I have no wish to overly belabour the issue

of what look place at Wednesday's SAC
meeting. The carnival antics of Peter Havers

and his fellow members of the Canadian

Liberation Movement Slop the Student

Surcharge Committee are belter forgotten.

However, since ihe CLM SSSC fell that their

messianic mission of liberating Canada gave

Ihem the authority to deny SAC members

their constitutional rights of freedom of

speech and freedom of intelligence. I feel

obliged to atlempt to respond to a number of

the less mindless points raised by Canada's

version of the "Hitler Youth". In the first

place. I quite agree lhal the SAC has taken

100 passive a role in the entire fees boycott

venture. In fact, a large number of council

members have insisted for some time that

SAC should have taken a far more active role

in organizing ihe boycott- Wednesday night's

meeting, however, convinced me that SAC
has failed in another important respect — it

has failed to properly inform the students of

whal is really involved in the entire "fees

issue" It became painfully obvious that if so

astute a political observer and so incisive an

economic analyst as Peter Havers could so

totally fail to comprehend whal this whole

issue is about, then it is quite likely that many

students on this campus have also missed the

point.

( ontrary to the contention of the CLM
SSSC. the major issue is not the $100 fees

hike, (iranied, this issue is significant, but it is

undoubtedly the least significant feature of

the entire student financing problem. Mr.

Havers seems to have forgotten that when the

government announced the SI 00 cutbacks

(thereby effectively forcing universities lo

'raise their fees — yes, Mr. Havers, forcing!)

it simultaneously raised the OSAP loan

ceiling from $600 to $800. And, Mr. Havers

also seems to have forgotten lhal in a

referendum conducted this fall students voted

overwhelmingly to condemn both of these

measures.

Mr. Havers seems lo be blessed not only

with a poor memory, bul also with limited

powers of analysis. For, to see Ihe SI 00 tuition

hike as Ihe primary concern is to totally

mystify the real issue involved, The real issue

is that, through the changes previously cited,

Ihe provincial government has moved to

further restrict university access, to make it

even more difficult for students from low-

income families to attend university. This is

the real issue!

Consider: Whom does the $100 fee hike

really affect? Surely not students from upper

and upper-middle class families, for whom Ihe

$100 increase goes virtually unnoticed! And,

surely not students from middle class families

for whom ihe increase may mean only Ihe

cancellation or a European holiday or prevent

the acquisition of a new stereo! If an effect is

felt, then it is felt by that group for whom
every adverse change in the financing system

causes new hardships — self-supporting

students and students from low-income
families. These are Ihe students for whom ihe

fees slrike is a major issue.

Or are they? How can one atlempt to

persuade a student who doesn't have sufficient

funds to even pay $544 for tuition much
less -$644 — how can one believe that for such

a student the S100 fees hike is the primary

issue?!! Mr. Havers claims to have talked to

great numbers of students about ihe fees

boveoti I wonder if he's talked to anyone who

carries a part-time job so lhal he/she can have

a weekly food allowance of $5. If Mr. Havers

has. then how can he possibly be so naive as to

claim that the $100 dollar fees hike is the

major concern? And. if he hasn't, then let me

assure him lhal many such students exist.

Perhaps. Mr. Havers should do a little more

listening and a lillle less shouting.

If he did. he might realize lhal for most

students, and most potential students, the

changes in OSAP — and the traditional

inadequacy of lhal program — are the major

issue. He might realize that the present slu-

denl aid program is designed primarily for

students from middle class and lower-middle

class homes. It is utterly inadequate in terms

of enabling students from low-income

families to finance their university education.

Has Mr. Havers given any thought lo the

disincentive provided to such a student by the

prospect of having to accumulate $3,200 debt

upon graduation — graduation, I might add,

inio a jobless job market?

The real issue, I say again, is that the

government's actions have further restricted

access lo higher education for students from

low-income families (as well as self-

supporting students). The $100 fees hike is

merely a "red herring", ll has importance

only in the context of an utterly inadequate

system of student aid — like OSAP.
'(idling the $100 fee hike cut back

accomplishes next to nothing. Granted il may

provide some students with a few more lux-

uries, hul ii does nothing for the student who

can't even afford lo pay $544. And, it does

nothing lo get at the roots of the problem

behind students living on a $5 a week food

allowance.

The heart of Ihe problem lies with the

OSAP — not with the fees hike. Personally, I

would be pleased lo see tuition fees raised to

SI.500 a year — so long as such a move were

accompanied by an intelligently-managed,

well-funded student aid program which

provided Ihe necessary grants to students

receiving no family assistance or whose family

cannot afford to finance their studies, such

lhal no student would be forced to accumulate

a huge debt in order to pursue a university

education. Such a system would allow for

greater university access lo students from low

income families; it would save "the taxpayer"

money by forcing those who can afford it to

bear a greater burden in the financing of

higher education; it would free funds for the

improvement of library facilities, for the

operation of day-care centres, for the im-

provemen! of public transportation, for the

cleaning-up of pollution — areas in which

those funds are badly needed.

Mr, Havers seems lo have been doing a

greal deal of research into Harvard lately. I

wonder if he has been able to tear himself

away from perusing its list of alumnae long

enough lo notice some other feature of that

university. I wonder if he has noticed thai

Harvard — that stronghold of the blue-

blooded idle rich — has a far higher

percentage of students from low-income

families than does our own beloved U of T.

And yet. Harvard's tuition is in the

neighbourhood of $3,000 per year — and

climhing! How can this be? Quite simply.

Harvard offers a very comprehensive, in-

telligent, well-funded system of student aid

such lhal no student is prevented from atten-

ding the university simply on ohe grounds that

Letters to "Write On" should

be typed, double-spaced on a 64-

character line, and signed. Con-

tributions may be edited For

space reasons. Letters are

published according to space

available, immediacy of topic,

and relevancy. Mail letters to

The Varsity, 91 St. George

Street, Toronto 181 by campus

or regular delivery or bring your

letter to The Varsity editorial

offices.

he cannoi alTord it.

Once aeain. tuition fees, in themselves, are

not the iss
r
ue. The issue is one of the financing

of higher education in general. Only one

iffected with Mr. Havers' political myopia

could claim thai the $100 fees hike is the

major issue. And, only one so affected could

claim that H is ihe university which is the foe

in Ihis mailer. To direct our efforts against

the university, which, in this instance, is a

relatively powerless intermediary in the

broader problem of educational financing, is

to misdirect our efforts and. by doing so, to

guarantee failure. The university is not the

culprit — Ihe power in this matter lies at

Queen's Park !

On with ihe fees boycott, by all means !

Bul. lei us nol forget who we're really fighting

— and why we're fighting them!!

Marty Stollar

UC SAC Rep

It is interesting the CLM should disrupt

two SAC meetings rather than take any

militant action themselves.

Lasl year, the Open Slacks Committee, of

which I was a member, look direct action and

occupied Simcoe Hall. We had akeady

mobilized sludenl support by petitioning and

talking lo real students as well as earlier

occupying the Sigmund Samuel Library.

The CLM obviously has no conception ol

who wields power in this university. It is not

ihe Students' Administrative Council.

As so-called socialists, they seem to forget

Ihe university is an integral part of the

capitalist economic system. It is still con-

trolled by an alliance of conservative faculty

and corporate executives from the multi-

national corporations that control Canada.

If Canada is to become independent and if

the university is to become an agent for social

change, il won't be accomplished with limited.

SSSC chairman Peter Havers harangues last night's SAC meeting.

Phony concern

disrupts SAC
I wish to publicly repudiate the phony

concern that the Canadian Liberation Move-
ment is showing for the students of the

University of Toronto in its so-called Stop the

Student Surcharge Commiltee.

These juvenile national-socialists have no
right to say they have any support from the

ordjnjiry U of T student population. Their

narrow chauvinism has been reflected in the

mindless K5 per cenl quota campaign. Now, il

has been extended to the hysterical tirade

against SAC. Though I am not among the

supporters of the present SAC, I do have to

admit Ihey have done a creditable if un-

exciting job on ihe fees boycott.

They could have done more, but ihat is at

leas! partially due to council and not the

executive.

one-issue campaigns such as the Tees boycott

and the 85 per cent quola campaign.

The only time that will come is if the

working people oT Canada and Ontario reject

ihe capitalist economic system as oppressed

people are doing all over Latin America,

Asia, and Africa, and replace it with a

socialist economic system. Such a system is

ihe only one in which people have control over

their own lives.

The CLM should work out its frustrations

some other way than by disrupting SAC
meetings.

Their so-called trust fund is useless. I don't

know of any student who has paid into it.

The Miglin administration can be criticized

for a multitude of faults, bul their actions on
the fees slrike have been among their positive

attributes. More organizing could have been

done.

But. on the other hand, the reformism of

the CLM is enough to make any legitimate

socialist sick.

Bob Bettson, executive member
Political Economy Course Union
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Discontent and social unrest

World must change or perish: Nobel winner
Dennis Gabor, winner of ihe I97I Nobel

Prize in Physics warned packed Convocation

Hall Wednesday that "there may not be any

industrial civilization left within the next I00

years."

"Discontent is seething not only in the poor

minorities, like the American Negroes, but

also among the well-paid industrial workers,

and among the young people, most con-

spicuously among university students," he

said. "This manifests itself in social unrest,

which if it spreads further, will wear out the

foundations of our free economy and of our

free society."

(iabor is best known as the inventor of

"holography", an optical technique that led

(he way lo three dimensional imagery and

dala storage. He is equally interested in social

problems and is a devoted student of the

future. He was speaking at the first in a series

of Centennial lectures sponsored by the

engineering faculty.

He pointed out that the extreme

materialism oT industrial civilisation i!

"ruthlessly exploiting the earth's resources

The economy of rich countries is based on
downright waste," he said.

"If ihe whole world consumes at the rate of

ihe United Stales, the world's resources will

be exhausted in about one generation," he

warned.

He attacked present-day technology, saying

that il continually impoverishes the earth, and

is culling its own foundations. "Can we create

a new technology which exploits only prac-

lically inexhaustible resources or. self-re-

newing ones?"

Gabor is optimistic. "An inventor never

approaches a problem with the belief that it is

insoluable." Bui, he added that technology

alone cannot solve the problems of industrial

society without thorough institutional

reforms.

"We must change our childish ways," he

recommended. "We must go back to previous

generations!" It is only social pressure that

makes people discard cars as soon as they can,

Gabor said. Cars should not be changed
unless there is a significant lechnica
improvement.

(iabor rejected the argument that

unemployment will follow. More people could

be employed in the service industries such as

transportation, education, and personal ser-

vices. This would increase our standard of

living, he maintained.

Lahour can follow the example of Sweden.

He explained that if anyone is in danger of

losing a job, the government supplies a

retraining program. "In Sweden, labour is

effective and strikes are extremely rare," he

said.

Gabor also recommended that Americans
rebuild their cities. "If you compare an

Austrian or Swiss Village lo an American
one. Americans ought to be ashamed", he

declared. A Nobel winner in physics, Dennis Gabor is a futurologlst as well.

St. Mike's union unveils campus centre plan
By FRAN JOHNSON

A campus centre plan unveiled by

the Si. Michael's College Student

Union yesterday involves no major

construction, but instead is a large

nlmiher of minor changes.

Accessibility of various parts of

the SMC campus and appearance

are stressed in the three-stage

proposal, which also includes

creating an informal meeting place

immediately south of Brennan Hall.

According to union president Al

Nigro. the plan is not formal yet,

hut later "may amount to a formal

proposal."

Reaction from SMC president

John Kelly "seemed enthusiatic",

says Nigro. Kelly has asked the

union lo prepare a cost analysis.

Architecture professor George

Baird. who sal on a union com-
mittee working on the campus cen-

tre plan, estimates thai it will cost

less than S250.00O.

The cost will be shared by the

administration of ihe college and ihe

students, Nigro hopes.

The union may ask for 50 per cent

rehale of the one dollar SAC cam-
pus centre levy to help finance the

project, raising about $1000. Il may
also hold a referendum next year to

raise money through a special St.

Mike's levy earmarked for the cam-
pus centre..

The first stage of the plan begins

with "elaborate maintenance",
which may be completed within 18

months. Nigro suggested. This stage

includes moving walkways to

provide more direct access within

MP calls for probe

into natives' rights
OTTAWA (CUP) — The New Democratic Party's first MP from

the North West Territories has called for a special inquiry inlo the

aboriginal rights of Indian and Eskimo people.

Wally Firth has given notice of a motion lo establish a special

House of Commons committee on the subject,

"The question of aboriginal rights has been ignored by both the

Liherals and the Conservatives for years, and 1 hope my motion

will receive quick passage so that years of neglect can be turned

inlo a future marked by respeel for aboriginal rights," he said.

"The motion reads: "That a special committee of the House of

Commons he established lo investigate all aspects of the question

of aboriginal rights of the native Indian and Eskimo people of

Canada with powers lo report from lime lo time its observations,

opinions and recommendations ihereonr

"That the committee be empowered to send for persons, papers,

and records, to sit during sittings and adjournments of the House.^

to adjourn from place lo place, to print from day to day such

papers and evidence as may be ordered by the committee, to

appoint from among its members such subcommittees as it may
deem advisable or necessary, and lo delegate thereto all or any of

its powers, except ihe power lo report directly to the House, to

employ such staff as it may deem advisable or necessary."

Firth is the first Metis to be elected to Parliament. He was

elected in the previously Liberal seat because of hie popularity iz i

worker with native peoples' organizations. Canada's first native

MP. Liberal Len Marchand from Kamloops, B.C. has refused to

he identified as a fighter for specifically native causes, despite his

Indian background.

the campus and to the rest of the

university.

The major change involves

moving the present gate at Queen's

Park from the centre of the Pon-

tifical Institute and Teefy Hall to

either end. This would then make it

plausible to move the present stop

light down so il would be halfway

between Victoria College and SMC.
The college's students would then

have one safe crossing at Queen's

Park, rectifying a problem SMC
students have complained about for

years.

During Stage 2 the new gates

would receive roofs to provide

shelter during the often unpleasant

Canadian climate. Ramps would
also be made to provide easier

access to all buildings for the

handicapped.

The major changes in this stage

include alterations to Brennan Hall,

the only building to receive such

attention. This would include a new
door for easier access to the Coop
from Si. Mary's Street. Both the

cafeteria and the lounge would be

divided into three parts for different

uses.

The upstairs ballroom would be

altered to have better lighting and

acoustics so that it could be used as

a theatre.

Oulside in front of Brennan Hall.

a new staircase and a 12 foot

sundeck would be built in front of

the proposed Elmsley Square, at the

top of Elmsley Place. The square

would become an informal meeting

place with a small astrolurf square.

This would be done in the third

stage, as well as roofsundecs being

made for the boiler room and

Elmsley lounge, both flat-lopped

huildings.

The student union is now waiting

lo see how the students react lo the

idea of these alterations. There is no
definite time when all the proposals

would be completed: it is an on-

going process. Nigro suggested.

No Vietnamese peace even with

ceasefire, says American war vet
Even if a ceasefire agreement is

reached in Indochina, "there's no

doubt the fighting will continue",

according to Tom Heffernan, a

veteran who fought on the United

States" side in the mid-1960's.

HeTfernan, who now describes

himself as a revolutionary socialist,

said thai "the nature of dual power

will determine how Ihe struggle will

continue."

Even if control of different areas

is divided between ihe National

l iberation Front and the Thieu

government, he claimed, Ihe NLF is

well implanted in every province,

including ones such as Quang Ngat,

which could be given to Thieu's

forces. In spile of years of trying,

these areas have not been
"pacified", he said. "Except for

Saigon there are no areas thai could

settle down under the Thieu

govern menl."

Heffernan was speaking yesterday

at a Harl House meeting held to

discuss why Canadians should sup-

port the Indochinese Revolution,

sponsored hy the Old Mole.

Joe Flexer, a prominent figure in

ihe Left Caucus in the NDP, urged

people lo join tomorrow's demon-

stration lo make clear lo Canadians

"what the nature of the termination

of this war is" and "what the real

role of Canadian troops will be."

"We shouldn't be under ihe

impression thai Mitchell Sharp will

send .150 unarmed Canadians to

Vietnam", said Flexer, The U.S. is

pressing for thousands of armed
troops, "lo make sure that any

elections turn oul right", he said.

Flexer added that Canadians

should oppose any role Canadian

troops might play in "strangling the

forces of the Viernamese peasants

and workers", and that the antiwar

movement must do all il can both to

directly aid ihe Vietnamese and to

inject political content into the

movement, so as lo raise the level of

the class struggle in this country.

He suggested thai, instead of

simply raising the slogan "End
Canada's Complicity" lo labour

leaders, the movement should have

been organizing "political strikes"

by workers lo actually end Canada's

role in supplying the U.S. war

effort.

Flexer stressed that the present

.negotiations have been forced on the

National Liberation Front by

American hombing and by lack of

full support from Ihe Soviet Union

and China.

Heffernan noted that American

bombing of ihe south was never

hailed during the recent delays in

negotiations, which, he claimed,

were intended lo give Thieu and the

U.S. the chance "to kill as many
communists as possible" before a

treaty is signed.

He suggested that Thieu has been

concentrating on bargaining more
over the powers of his secret police

and over the extent, of releases of

political prisoners than over his

future relationship with the

Provisional Revolutionary Govern-

ment (PRO).

Any arrangements to partition the

country between the two
governments will fail for Thieu, said

Heffernan. "unless the NLF can be

uprooted" throughout the country.

Canadians should do whatever ihey

can lo support Ihe NLF and prevent

an American victory, he urged.

Tomorrow's march begins al

1 2:30 al Metropolitan United

Church, at Church and Queen, and

ends al 2 at ihe U.S. Consulate on

University Avenue.
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University Affairs chairman agrees

Post-secondary schools do not experiment
By DON MOWAT

The chairman of the provincial

Committee on University Affairs

agreed Wednesday that post-

secondary educational institutions

fail to experiment.

J. Gordon Parr, recently made

Deputy Minister of Colleges and

Universities, admitted a criticism

made by former SAC vice-president

Phil Dack in a question period held

at OISE. was "perfectly valid".

The deputy minister did, however,

emphasize the fact thai ex-

perimentation was largely up to

individual universities. CUA had

not icled in this area as it "would

not v ish to interfere with university

aulon 'my."

Parr parried Dack's charges that

the CUA had failed to improve

leaching quality by terming the en-

tire question "a debatable issue".

I n a prepared speech which

preceded the question period. Parr

called for public disclosure of

differences between the government

and the advisory CUA. He ex-

plained that since the government

did not necessarily take the CUA's
advice, the committee could nol be

blamed for shortcomings in the

government's educalion policy.

Parr also advocated substantial

disclosure on the part of the

Ministry of Colleges and Univer-

sities to the CUA concerning the

former's plans and intentions for

post-secondary education. "Then

the public could assess the com-

mittee's effectiveness," he stated.

Parr asserted that in the last two

years, "the influence of the CUA on

the government has lessened." This

was largely due to changes in com-
mittee membership and frequent

recent turnovers in the position of

Minister of Colleges and
Universities.

He cited as an example of this

lessened influence the 1972-73 tui-

tion fees hike, which was instituted

contrary to the recommendation of

the committee.

Canadian artistic world is

greatly sexist, says Atwood

they told Margaret Atwood she should write in her kitchen.

By AGI LUKACS
"When I told people that I want-

ed to be a writer," said poet Marga-
ret Atwood, sarcastically "they used

to say: "How nice, dear; you can do
it in your kitchen."

Atwood, a well-known Canadian

poet and writer, was speaking to

about 500 people in the Medical

Sciences auditorium Monday as

part of the Interdisciplinary

Department's course on women. She

staled that much of Canada's ar-

tistic world is sexist.

"Women started to write before

they started to paint or play an

instrument, because writing really is

a private and anonymous thing,
"

she said. Thus, while women were

denied entry into all but a few public

professions - domestic service,

prostitution and acting - they were

allowed to write.

Until recently, explained Atwood,

female writers' work was always

reviewed in the women's pages, by

Avineri traces

development of 1 9th

century Jewish socialists
By LORNESLOTNICK

Israel is a society with a "strong

socialistic ingredient," Professor

Shlomo Avineri told a Medical

Sciences Auditorium audience
yesterday, and is different from

"social democratic welfare states"

like Sweden.

The internationally famous He-
brew University of Jerusalem pro-

fessor lectured on "Jewish Eman-
cipation and Socialism: Hess, Marx,
and Lassalle."

Although he said he would
"hesilaie" to call Israel socialist,

Avineri added that Israel was
"closer to Hess than lo Herzl",

referring to two of the ideological

founders of Zionism. Moses Hess
was also a prominent socialist.

Most of the lecture was concerned
with Ihree I9th century German
Jewish socialists — Karl Marx,
M oses Hess, and Ferdi nand
Lassalle. and how they came to

terms with their Jewishness.

Hess called Marx "my
communist rabbi", and Avineri
labelled him the father of German
social democracy. He is honoured in

Israel, even though in his early

writings he identified Judaism with

the cult of money and his message
was the disappearance of Judaism.

Hess had rejected his orlhodox
Jewish upbringing, but later un-
derwent a lotal transformation.
Avineri said thus was. primarily

because he realized that Jewish

emancipation in Europe had not

worked — there was still a "Jewish

problem" in bourgeois society.

He also saw the increasing

racialism of European nationalism

and concluded that there was no
chance of incorporating the Jews
inlo the new Germany.

Hess thought of Judaism as

inherently socialist after his con-
version to this "secular national

conception of Judaism", said
Avineri. Judaism had no social

classes and bourgeois morality-was
alien lo it, Hess believed.

He concluded lhat a Jewish
homeland was needed, and predicted

that the new society would be
organized on socialist principles. He
called on ihe left lo lake up the "last

nationality problem", as he referred

lo it.

Avineri said that Marx was aware
of his Jewish background although,
unlike Hess, he had no Jewish
education. Marx's two grandfathers
were both rabbis, but his father had
to convert lo Christianity in order to

practise law.

Marx's l K43 essay "On the

Jewish Question" has been widely

interpreted as anti-semitic. It iden-

tified Judaism wiih capitalism, and
Avineri, a Marxist, called it a "pret-
ty nasty piece of wriling". But,

Marx's message was really "a
plague on both your houses", said

Avineri.

He nxHcd thai the essay was not.

translated into Hebrew until I965,

but on Ihe other hand, it is the only

early Marxist writing translated into

Arabic. One of Marx's daughters

laler spoke of her father as a "great
Jewish Socialist", said Avineri.

"What Marx would have said, I

do not know," he said.

Bui, holh Lassalle (who organized

ihe first mass working-calass move-
ment in Europe) and Marx failed to

come lo terms with their Jewish

tradition and identity like Hess did,

said Avineri.

He said that the creation of Israel

in 1 948 gave a sense of security and
belonging lo Jews living in other

countries.

Avineri admitted that the gap
between the rich and the poor in

Israel is "tremendous, but
narrowing," saying, "We have to

deal with a Jewish bourgeoisie."

Nevertheless. 95 per cent of land in

Israel is publicly owned, and a ma-
jority of industry is publicly or co-

operatively owned, making it

different from Swedish-style social

democracies.

He said Israel's treatment of its

Arab minority was not ideal, but
argued thai lew count ries-have-
Ireaied a minerily as well when
there was an external threat from
lhai minority's people. Arabs hold
high political positions in Israel, he
said. Bui. he added, there will nol
soon be an Arab Minister of
Defence in Israel.

female reviewers, wilh a "she can

cook for five and write too" perspec-

tive. Now Ihe bias is. less obvious.

But when a man's book is bad, it

is oflen described with female

epithets and when a woman's book
is good, it is described with male

terms, she claimed providing ex-

amples. Female epithets include:

vague, subjective^ confessional,

tremulous and weak, while "male"

adjectives include: clear, objective,

hold, forceful, and strong.

"Ascribing sex lo minds is

wrong", feels Atwood. "Female
wrilers want their work evaluated

withoul bias."

But most female writers in

Canada, including herself, also

refuse lo be formally associated with

the women's liberation movement.
Some of their books, such as

Margaret Laurence's The Fire

Dwellers, could be seen as women's

texts, but "Ihey just

produced by the
liberation

weren't
movement."

Most female writers who are

published now made il on their own,

against opposition because "writing

was time away from ironing shirls,"

claimed Alwood. "Their personal

lives were oflen wrecked. So their

satisfaction is a little grim when
women's liberation comes along and

lells them thai they were righl."

"This is partly because a

successful person refuses to

recogni/e her group's oppression

because she doesn't need to

identify."

Alwood's position seems to be

closer lo open espousal of women's
liberation than other female writers.

Her poelry and her fiction are

emphatic about women's
oppression.

Gay lib not same
as homophile groups

By MICHAEL O'KEEFE

Homophile organizations are

more limited than gay liberation

organizations, Paul Pearce told the

U of T Homophile Association

Wednesday night.

Speaking to about Iwo dozen
people at ihe Graduate Students*

Union, Pearce, a former staff

member of the Community
Homophile Association of Toronto,
noted the historically significant role

that homophile associations have
played and stressed the importance
of iheir educational and lobbying
activities.

He disapproved, however, of what
he sees as a tendency for homophiles
lo define themselves solely in terms
of their sexuality. Pearce described

gay liheralion as better equipped lo

assist in the development of the total

personality of the gay individual.

Pearce explained thai gay lib grew
out the women's liberation move-
ment and lhat it was not an offshoot
of the homophile movement.
As he described il, gay lib

attempts to break down the struc-

tured roles of homosexual

relationships thai are all too often

reinforced by such social groupings

as ihe homophiles. He cited ex-

periments in gay communal families

and group marriages as examples of

Ihe dynamism of gay liberation.

The speaker warned against l\

dangers of an institutionalize

homophile movement. He cited the
emergence of the gay ghetto as

evidence of stagnation in the move-
ment and called for the destruction
of the degrading isolationism of the
homophile community.

Pearce told the audience of his

own transition from homophile to

gay lib and credited the latter for its

emphasis on ihe humanity of the

homosexual. "Like women's lib,"

Pearce explained, "gay lib wants
more lhan a mere sexual identity"

In ihe discussion period which
followd it was obvious thai the

memhers of the UTHA were in

general agreement wilh Pearcc's
remarks. While emphasizing ihe

educational and social functions of
iheir organization, the members of
Ihe UTHA seemed intent upon
avoiding the pitfalls of homophile
nss-jcmlian lhat Pearce outlined.

Snowflake keeps kidswarm
A 24 hour day care centre available to students is operating just south

of the university.

The Snowflake Day Care Centre at 228 McCaul Street is able to provide
regular, parl-timc or irregular care for infants up lo two years old.

The cost is 75 cents per hour, although as it is a licensed centre,
Snowflake's parents are eligible for provincial subsidies. All lime
volunteered by parents lo help run the centre is subtracted from the lime
their child uses.

Snowflake, which can be contacted at 925-7256, is an incorporated non-
profit cooperative. Authority rests in regular meetings of parents, staff and
volunteers.

The centre was originally funded by a LIP grant, but is now self-
stisiaimnp. Il is trying to sel up a centre for children over two years-old.



Those who take the meat
From the table

teach contentment.
Those for whom the taxes are destined
Demand sacrifice.

Those who eat their fill speak to the hungry
Of wonderful times to come.
Those who lead the country into the abyss
Call ruling too difficult

For ordinary men.

Bertolt Brecht
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Technology needs
a new revolution

says French critic
"It hardly need be recalled that the concept and practice of self-

management constitute an original answer to the problem of the

socialization of the means of production posed by Marx, and that this

concept and practice are unaffected by the difficulties which, since the

time of Marx, have arisen with respect to authoritarian and centralized

planning."

It seems that no matter how much governments, political groups,

and various other groups that define goals for people mystify our

social reality, the basic problem of who controls our lives remains. We
are subjected to calls for an end to technology, a vulgar sort of

nationalism, religious faith in the latest nut group that turns out bread,

and even faith in faithlessness.

Henri Lefebvre uses the general social and political upheaval

which swept over France in 1968, to put forward an analysis of

revolutionary social change in the highly bureaucratised,

technologized capitalist countries.

If Marx said that the urban proletariat was the class whose

inherent relationships with the capitalist mode of production implied

that they would be the instrument of its destruction, he did so by

analyzing his concrete reality, by examining the social forces active in

his time and place. There have been vast changes in the form of

capitalism since his time, and later theorists and political leaders have

successfully developed a new analysis and strategy corresponding to

them.

Letebvre looks at the state in France and examines its role in

preserving the social order.

The spirit which brought about the rapid and unexpected events

in France in May 1968 was one of a complete transformation of

society, not of nationalizations, of central planning, not that which is in

effect more efficient alienation of the masses. Both the revolutionary

groups in 1968, as well as Lefebvre, attack the Communist Party for its

essential conservatism, for its refusal to lead the huge masses of

workers they have in the seizure of power. But he points out that they

could not be expected to take part in a universal transformation of

society: they accept as legitimate assumptions those of the absolute

state power.

Lefebvre develops the notion of contestation, which seems very

much like a phenomenon which we here on this continent have

labelled as apolitical. For him it is a "refusal" to be "integrated", an
"all-inclusive total rejection of experienced and anticipated forms of

alienation". It is anti-specialist and anti-reductive. It examines reality

qualitatively rather than quantitatively. Youth find that they are all

related to the world in a similar way — does this mean that they are a

'class'? In terms of a strategy for revolution, this is not Lefebvre's view.

Although it would be silly to think that young people entering

positons of ownership and control will be part of a movement of

revolutionary contestation, we can no longer think of revolution, of

meaningful social change, as occurring only in the factories. In

Canada the post-war boom has left us with a mass of young people
who have high expectations and few possibilities for action. While this

has developed, the ideology of American might and John Wayne-style
democracy and freedom have lost all semblance of validity.

In the end, power menas material control. To achieve this, those
who work must wrest it from those who own and control. This must be
done on all fronts.

"Recent history is marked by old contradictions that have been
poorly resolved or even become sharpened. There is a crucial

contradiction between private ownership of the means of production,
their management in the interests of a class, and the social (collective)

character of production. Far from disappearing, this contradiction has
assumed new forms. The state has been consolidated in appearance
only. It has taken on economic and social functions, but has not

ceased to establish its power over the entire society . .

."

Henri Lefebvre,

The Explosion,

Monthly Review Press

Ken Hanson

Concerning the Infanticide,

Marie Farrar

Mane Farrar. born in April,

No marks, a minor, rachitic, both parents dead.

Allegedly, up to now without police record,

Committed infanticide, it is said.

As follows: in her second month, she says.

Wilh the aid of a barmaid she did her best

To get rid of her child with two douches,

Allegedly painful but without success.

But you. I beg you. check your wrath and scorn.

For man needs help from every creature born.

She then paid out. she says, what was agreed

And continued to lace herself up tight.

She also drank liquor with pepper mixed in it

Which purged her but did not cure her plight.

Her body distressed her as she washed the dishes

It was swollen now quite visibly,

She herself says, for she was still a child,

She prayed to Mary most earnestly.

But you, I beg you, check your wrath and scorn

For man needs help from every creature born.

Her prayers, it seemed, helped her not at all.

She longed for help. Her trouble made her falter

And faint at early mass. Often drops of sweat

Broke out in anguish as she knelt at the altar.

Yet until her time had come upon her

She still kept secret her condition.

For no one believed such a thing had happened,
That she. so unenticing. had yielded to temptation.

But you, I beg you, check your wrath and scorn

For man needs help from every creature born.

And on that day, she says, when it was dawn.

As she washed the stairs it seemed a nail

Was driven into her belly. She was wrung with pain.

But slill she secretly endured her travail.

All day long while hanging out the laundry

She racked her brains till she got it through her

head
She had to bear the child and her heart was heavy.

It was very late when she went up to bed.

But you, I beg you. check your wrath and scorn

For man needs help from every creature born.

She was sent for again as soon as she lay down:
Snow had fallen and she had to go downstairs.

It went on till eleven. It was a long day.

Only at night did she have time to bear.

And so. she says, she gave birth to a son.

The sun she bore was just like all the others.

She was unlike the others but for this

There is no reason to despise this mother.

You. loo. I beg you. check your wrath and scorn

For man needs help from every creature born.

Accordingly I will go on with the story

Of what happened to the son that came to be.

iShe says she wil hide nothing that befell)

So let it be a judgment upon both you and me.

She says she had scarcely gone to bed when she

Was overcome with sickness and she was alone.

Not knowing what would happen, yet she still

Contrived to stifle all her moans.

And you, I beg you. check your wrath and scorn

For man needs help Irom every creature born.

Witt: her last strength, she says, because

Her room had now grown icy cold, she then

Dragged herself to the latrine and there

Gave birth as best she could (not knowing when)

But toward morning. She says she was already

Quite distracted and could barely hold

The child for snow came into the latrine

And her fingers were half numb with cold.

You too, I beg you, check your wrath and scorn

For man needs help Irom every creature born.

Between the latrine and her room, she says.

Not earlier, the child began to cry until

it drove her mad so that she says

She did not cease to beat it with her fists

Blindly for some time till it was still.

And then she look the body to her bed
And kept it with her there all through the night:

When morning came she hid it in the shed.

But you, I beg you, check your wrath and scorn

For man needs help from every creature born.

Marie Farrar. born in April,

An unmarried mother, convicted, died in

The Meissen penitentiary,

She brings home to you all men's sins.

You who bear pleasantly between clean sheets

And give the name "blessed" to your womb's
weight

Must not damn the weakness of the outcast,

For her sin was black but her pain was great.

Therefore, I beg you. check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help from every creature born.

There is only ONE...
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CHINA NIGHT 1973
AN EVENING OF CHINESE

CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT
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"Is There a New Indian History?
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Science in Historical Studies"
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Room 21 0B, Sidney Smith Building

and a SEMINAR:
"Sovereignty and Legitimacy In the

British Raj - Legal Theory and Myth in

the Exercise ot Imperial Power"

Tuesday, January 23 -10 a.m.

Room 3050. Sidney Smith Building

Sponsored by the SOUTH ASIAN
STUDIES COMMITTEE ot the Inter-

national Studies Programme
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Halberstam,Vietnam foe,

pens political potboiler
"It all began in the cold" sighs

Arthur Schlesinger on the first

page of A Thousand Days, his

book on the Kennedy Administra-
tion which Gore Vidal called the

best political novel since
Coningsby. The novelization of

history is nothing new — Tacitus

was a master of the art — but

examples of the genre taken from
recent history have been par-

ticularly crass and cloying.

Now there is the much-touted
The Best and the Brightest by
super-journalist David Halber-
stam, one of the best Vietnam
correspondents. This one kicks

off with "After the assassination,

and all the pain. .
." and you can

almost hear the muffled drum.
But that elegaic opening is a

dissonant note. Halberstam has
written an historical melodrama,
like Robert Graves' / Claudius.

This is one hefty book — it took
me a week of fairly diligent

reading to get through it — and
though I don't think it's worth the

time, it does keep you going.

Gossipy trash novels are so much
more alluring than reverential

biographies, like Schlesinger's.

This may seem a flippant way
to talk about a book that's gotten

the red-carpet treatment from the
New York Times and the big

newsmagazines. But The Best
and the Brightest is just another
book on the Vietnam thing, in the

sense that it has nothing new to

say. Except for some Airport-Wke

glimpses into the workings of

government councils and some
startling eavesdropping, there

isn't much that the alert reader

wouldn't have already picked up

Insider exposes sizzling novel of grad-school passion
Hello, reader. I am Aziz, the

virile Pakistani! Mr. MacVicar,
your editor, has allowed me this

opportunity to tell a little of my
sexciting story (Loving Wrongs)
to you in these pages. It is my
collaborator, Mr. Moore, in truth,

whose words you should read,

when you want to know more fully

what kind of man can satisfy four

or five normal women in a single

night!

Thrust! Bite! I have told to him
my story, and goodness me,
reader, it is instructive to see
what comes of me in my affair

with Judy, the flat-chested
graduate student. Oh, the bitch.

We could have furgled. as I had
though, endlessly, but then she
left me for her ridiculous hus-
band, who could not satisfy her.

These women, dear reader; who
needs them! Mr. Moore may have
stretched the truth in telling of her

reconciliation wtfh the impotent

fool, but then I forgive him!

Because he saw that I am a beast,

and know What it is to please a

lady.

Lei me quote you some of his

passages; they would never do in

a Walt Disney movie! (I think,

reader, that Mr. Moore idolizes

me a little; he could not find a
publisher for my tale, so he paid

to put it out. Isn't that flattering?)

Here are the passages:
"Aggressiveness on the part of

Aziz provoked aggressiveness in

her. And then the moment of final

ecstasy came, the moment of

orgasm tor Judy. 'Ahhhhhhhh. .

,'

— while Aziz was still thrusting.

biting, squeezing.

"

"They were both facing the

screen, watching the movie,
along with having intercourse.

Judy soon found that she had to

close her eyes to find maximum
pleasure out of coitus, but Aziz

kept watching the movie as well.

Judy spent the whole evening in

his lap, though he had two con-
summations of two long acts of

copulation. When the film was
about to end, she silently

wriggled out of his lap and,
having nothing else to clean
herself with, she used her panties

for this purpose. Aziz laughed
when she gave him the panties to

wipe his genitals clean.

"

Great stuff, reader! And even
more fun to experience, as I

assure you I have, many times! I

should add one more little bit of

information. Mr. Moore has told

me that he really enjoys to listen

to stories like mine, and that if

someone I knew had something

to show and tell, he or she should

get in touch with this estimable

author. Where? Oh, around this

university; like me, he is a

graduate student, and will be only

too glad to tell your story to an
eager public, for a small
consideration.

Okay, reader; see you in the

halls! Remeber; always wipe
yourself clean!

Loving Wrongs,
by Philip Moore,
New York,

Vantage,

1971.

$4.95. (Ted Whlttaker)

from ten year's reading about the

war.

What Halberstam has done is

run together a boxful of spiky
little biographies — Johnson,
Harrimen, the Bundys,
MacNamara, Rusk, assorted
military and state department
functionaries. They are frank

sketches. At a Cabinet meeting
after the Tonkin Gulf Reso-
lution, Lyndon Johnson leaned
to his neighbor and said "Not
only did I screw Ho Chi Minh,
I cut his pecker off". Such
anecdotes demonstrate not only
the president's notoriously gamy
language — a trait Americans
find endearing in their chief ex-
ecutives — but the brutalizing

instrument that his mind was.
More often, though, the
evesdropping is little more,
significant than the tid-bits in a

show-biz column.
After you've burrowed into this

book, you begin to grow a little

wary; the biographies are rolling

along a little too smoothly. Each
character is reduced to a single

characteristic — intellectual

arrogance, a poor boy's need to

excel, un-human efficiency —
until, in the mid-sixties, it is seen,

in some minute way, to contribute

to the making of the Vietnam
morass. It's pure Aristotle — a

man's particular excellence
which becomes his tragic flaw.

Ingenious, but a little too neat.

This book is thick with

cynicism — in fact the author

takes an almost ghoulish
satisfaction in recalling how
super-impeccable, supercilious

McGeorge Bundy was so dis-

astrously wrong about the most
important task of his career.

There is a perverse pleasure in

the humiliation of all those "hard-

nosed" liberals Kennedy brought

to Washington, smug in their cer-

tainty that brainwork and
ruthlessness would sew up Viet-

nam for the West in no time. But
Halberstam's book, with its

biographical method, entertains

no other notion than that the

shortcomings and arrogance of a

few dozen men were the sole

causes of this war. As fiction, this

works. But when you file these

pages under history, they do
seem inadequate. Isn't it time that

people opposed to the war
stopped praising every damn
book that does nothing more
than let them gloat over their

own rectitude?

The Best and the Brightest

by David Halberstam

Random House, $11.95

Bill MacVicar

SMC FILM CLUB

FRIDAY, JAN. 19 & SATURDAY, JAN. 20

7:30 & 10:00 P.M. CARR HALL $1.00

FREE COURSE

U. of T. Computer Centre offers a course in APL —
an interactive programming language. APL is a
language for describing procedures in the
processing of information. APL is available from
UTCC Interactive Services and is accessible from
any remote typewriter terminal.

The course consists of one terminal familiarization

session and six lectures, to be held over a three

week period, starting January 25th.

Please call Miss Simm, 928-3787, to

register.

WRITE ON
7 Charlas St. W.

967-1110

Open 9 lo 9, M-F
11-S SaJ.

TERMPAPERS
Canada's large si library of protested

papeis from S1.7S per page. Also expert,

custom research papers from S3.9S PER
page Plus TRANSLATIONS, TUTORING,
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
PROGRAMS, EDITING AND RESEARCH. 4c.

XEROX FOR STUDENTS.

SSIANDREW'S
PRESBYTERIAN

JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.

11. A.M.

DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART

'A CHURCH HOME
FOR STUDENTS

AWAY FROM HOME'
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Faculty dig in.

Students yawn:

Course unions

Fight impotence

Student demands tor Increased power In decision-making often met with stiff faculty resistance.

A campus-wide conference on course unions held:

in November was able to attract less than twenty peopj*

to its deliberations. The turnout was perhaps as good a

comment as any on the current state of course unions at

U of T. Small, disorganized, with unclear goals and

directions, they are flounderingly struggling to avoid total

irrevelance.

Today, if a student is interested in becoming

involved in course union activity, well-nigh the only

concrete thing he or she can do is distributing and

tabulating course evaluations. This has become the main

function of most unions; for many, it is the only function.

Students who put them out hope to influence the

faculty by showing them how students feel about course

content and presentation. As well, evaluations give

students — it is hoped — guidance about which courses

might be worth taking.

Such a modest set of objectives is a sad comedown
from the high hopes with which course unions were

launched on this campus about five years ago. Once
seen as a vehicle for mobilizing students against

irrevlevant and mystifying educational experiences and
against undemocratic and alienating structures, they

have become a means for marginally influencing course

content, for having at least some input; however indirect,

into staffing decisions.

But even this does not correspond to the acti$))

stiuation. If quality of teaching were a significant factoMn

the hiring and firing of professors, evaluations might

have some value. Unfortunately, however, this hasn't

been an important consideration in the past, and doesn't

seem likely to become one in the future. Staffing

decisions seem to be made totally independently of any

teaching ability, or lack thereof, that the professor

concerned may have.

As a result, course evaluations function only as a

shopping list for students. Increasingly, they are a

consumer's tool, the catalogue for the buying and selling

of educational products that goes on at the university.

Nor do evaluations seem to fulfil the other purpose

for which they are sometimes touted — that of

encouraging students to think about their course, to

stimulate critical discussion, and to thereby contribute to

consciousness or action.

For this, the evaluations are entirely too

individualistic and personalized. The process guarantees

anonymity. Evaluation sheets are handed out with a few

words of introductions; students obediently and hurriedly

fill out the forms and return them. The questions fit into

the short-answer format of pseudo-scientific "ob-

jectivity" that is a hallmark of modern
questionaire-worship.

The results are simply published and never

discussed. The professor is never actually confront^)

with the combined student opinions. And the evaluations

are never the occasion for collective action or even

discussion. They become simply a guide for choosing

between existing alternatives.

Attempts at changing this state of affairs have begun
at Saint Michael's College and course unions such as the

Political Economy Course Union (PECU), which are

considering in-class discussions.

But can course evaluations ever be improved

enough to become effective while the numbers of

students actively involved and interested in improving

their educational experience is so insignificant? Course
unions have certainly never had massive student sup-

port. In fact, one of the major flurries of activity occur with

the beginning of each school year when there begins

another scramble to involve a few interested students

who will do enough shit-work that will make possible

another year's activity in writing up course evaluations

and sitting in endless committees.

There seems to be little continuity from one year to

the next. The student leaders who led the fight a few

years ago and who were the political inspiration to

radicalize or at least liberalize the university are gone
now and the ones who have taken their places are£\
different kettle of fish.

The purposes and directions of course unions are in

a constant state of flux from year to year, with no clearly

defined program or strategy, no unity of action.

Thus, some student leaders see the only purpose in

their activities in course unions as trying to "increase

communication with the faculty." Others who actually

want to change the structure of the university, must
content themselves with sitting on committees and
drawing up course evaluations, having been thwarted in

every attempt at actual and effective participation.

The present situation reflects both confusion over

basic objectives and failures in finding stragegies that

would realize objectives.

One major current in the formation of course unions
was a desire to win co-management for students in the

running of the university and the educational process.

This was tied to a desire to bring about educational

reform. Fundamentally, however, it implied an accep-
tance of the basic nature of the university.

Another current was represented by the

revolutionary left, which saw course unions as an

instrument for organizing students around common
concerns against the capitalist university and bourgeois
education. Student power was seen as something that

could lead to "red bases" in universities, along the model
of Simon Fraser University, where students in the

Political Science/Sociology/Anthropology Departmefj
had, for a brief period, equal power in all aspects of the

department, power which they used to turn it into a

centre of radical education. In this view, course unions

were an organizing tool that could lead to mass action;
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The History Course union grew out of a SAC
committee in 1967 to set up course unions. The staff was
strongly opposed to student participation and managed
to co-opt the more determined students onto a
student-staff committee which served primarily to sap
energies and waste time. A student request for a single

representative on the library and curriculum committees
was turned down.

A course evaluation put out by the union shocked
the department a bit but did little concrete to influence it.

In the fall of 1969, two ad hoc committees with equal
student-faculty representation were set up to study
parity. But all proposals put forward by the committees
were voted down by the department.

Finally parity was achieved on all committees except
the policy committee and the Department Meeting, the

highest governing body which had on it only 14 students,

a token representation when put against the entire

faculty.

The term 1969—1970 saw the peak of the History

Students Union. In order to get more students involved,

the union became service-oriented, offering films and
seminars. For the first and possibly the last time,

elections were not for the most part a series of

acclamations. Determined to press forward, the graduate
students attempted to get parity on the Department
Meeting as a whole. In response, the department,
somewhat aghast, set up a structures committee,
which, meeting through the summer became a miniature
version of the Commission on University Government
(CUG), in which all the issues of student power were
debated.

The summer of 1969 marked the beginning of a

college councils, and student representatives on the
Faculty council. It is making no attempt to try to fo. nulate
plans for future action or to study the causes of

present ills in student organization. In short, it is largely
irrelevant. Unless it makes an attempt at formulating
policy or strategy, the purpose of its existence is

questionable. Yet its unrepresentative nature and its

distance from students makes it a dubious choice for

formulating policy.

Saint Michael's College has given up course unions
as a lost cause and has also rejected the present student
council and its strategy (or lack of it) as completely
inadequate. The student council of SMC has refused to
join the Arts and Science union saying that Arts and
Science, as a faculty, has no relevance to students in the
way that, say, the Faculty of Engineering or Medicine has
to its students, They say that students in Arts and
Science identify far more with their college than they do
with their faculty, and even if some of them do not, it is far

easier to build that sort of identity on a college level than
it is in the spread-out buildings of Arts and Science.

SMC student council president Pat Redican
stresses that the main purpose of his student council in

running operations normally run by course unions is to'

work on the grass roots level to get students involved and
subsequently raise their consciousness.

Redican regrets that SMC's differences with the rest
of the university have forced his college into isolation. He
does not think that his student council can do anything
substantial if cut off from the rest of the university. But he
claims that the new strategy has been well worth it. Active
membership in the student council has leapt to 50 from
the mere dozen or so it once was. Redican says that it the

Course unions often find that their hard-won seats on committees remain unfilled.

co-management was seen as a dead end that resulted in

^the co-option and deflection of student demands,
something that could not lead to fundamental change.

The objectives of students were seen as basically

opposed to those of the capitalist university and the

academic status quo.
When course evaluations originally appeared, they

were seen either as guerilla theatre, turning the
grade-oriented system back on the professors

themselves, or as an attack on the sancity and exclusive

power of the professor over the educational process. The
shopping-list function was seen as at most a minor one,

directed at enabling students to choose among bad
alternatives until the educational experience itself would
be transformed.

But the original conceptions were blurred in

practice. In some cases, course unions were created

from what had been course clubs, associations of

students in various disciplines which were social in

nature, and directed mainly at bettering relations with

faculty through tea-and-cookie socials and the like. In

other cases, there was tension between the desire to

challenge the power of the faculty and administration,

and the desire to share in the running of the academic
establishment. Especially in a situation where a

revolutionary minority were trying to involve a reformist

najority, there tended to be a blurring between different

conceptions of course unions.

A major problem was the fact that the

co-management conception was workable with small

numbers students willing to sit on committees. The
revolutionary conception required, to be effective, the

involvement of large numbers of students committed to

confronting established power. But in a university where
the allegiance or identification of students was not

primarily to a single discipline — most students take

courses in a number of different disciplines — course
unions were not a natural focus for student organization.

An emphasis on committees allowing for the

involvement of student activists.on the other hand, drew
in a number of students to the activities of the course
unions, giving them at least the semblance of activity. As
a result, the committee-oriented, co-management
bent of the unions was reinforced.

This, in turn, lessened their usefulness as agents of

large-scale student involvement. Committee-sitting

was not a major interest of most students, goals of party

and structural reform were too abstract.

This, combined with the division of students

between course unions and other levels of student

involvement — SAC and the like — made it almost
inevitable that course unions remain, except for times of

crisis when larger numbers were temporarily drawn in

f wer specific issues, the preserves of small cliques of

activists or student bureaucrats, with little contact with

their supposed constituencies.

As a result, many course union activists are

relatively cynical about student desire for change. Some
have more faith in the ability of professors to change than

they do in that of students. But, then, they have plenty of

reason for their cynicism.

For example, parity committees in Anthropology

and Linguistics are often left without full student
representation because few students are interested in

sitting on them. These departments tend to be fairly

liberal, open to student opinion, and structurally

democratic. Parity on the curriculum committees was
achieved with practically no effort at all on the part of the

students. Other changes too have been accomplished
with relative ease.

Although hiring and firing is still without student

representation except in Sociology which only this week
implemented parity on this committee, student leaders in

the other departments show little desire to fight for it.

They say they wouldn't know what to do with the power if

they had it so why exert the effort?

Students in Sociology received representation with

elative ease. The former chairman of the department,
S.D, Clark, one ruled the department with an iron hand,

not even faculty having a say in decision-making. In a

strong reaction to his power, the faculty in effect voted

non-confidence in him, and Clark resigned. Subse-

quently, a parity student-faculty committee was set up
which recommended parity on every committee except
hiring and firing. Thus, changes still being fought for in

other departments were basically handed to students.

The activities of the Sociology Students' Union were
directed mainly to organizing students within these

structures, seeking the establishment of better courses
and the hiring of more radical faculty.

The three departments of Anthropology, Sociology,

and Linguistics are unique in the university in that they

have had relatively less traditionalism and authority to

fight against. This however, meant that students in them
had no rocks to sharpen their teeth on and consequently

seem to have gone soft. Since they were given virtually

everything they wanted in the way of power, they had no

challenge to rise. to. They have not had to develop a

comprehensive analysis of their stiuation as students

since they had no need for a long-range strategy. They
seem content, for the most part (Sociology is perhaps an

exception to this) with their departments the way they are

and see no need for a damaging student-faculty

confrontation. Some professors In these departments, in

fact, would be delighted if their students took more of an

0 'nterests.

In contrast to these "easy conquests" there have
been the rather difficult battles of the students in the

History, Political Economy and Geography departments.
Their history is far more complicated and involved.

faculty backlash and the decline on the History Students

Union.

This year (1972—73) the union has only about 10
active members, some of whom are carryovers from last

year. Gus Richardson says that he and his fellow

members are spending their time going to department
meetings and sitting on committees. He says the union is

suffering from a lack of a cause. The goal of student

parity on the department meeting has been given up as a
lost cause, at least for the time being. Changes have

been so scarce, in fact, that Richardson is pleased that

the faculty have agreed to keep track of student ratings

of professors in the chance that they will be taken into

account when decisions such as those granting tenure

are brought up.

PECU struggled in much the same way for

representation but didn't get as far. Tom McLaughlin,

PECU's former president, notes that the union ended up
with only minor concessions such as allowing students to

hand in essays a day late. Today, PECU is plagued by low

membership and lack of enthusiasm among the

students. In an attempt to get more students involved, it

is planning a February referendum on priorities of the

course union. Negotiations for student representation

have come to a halt, having made not even the slighest

progress since they were started in 1969. The union still

does not officially recognize Stefan Dupre as department

chairman because he was appointed without con-

sultation with students. But nothing is done about this.

Although PECU this year has an issue on which to fight,

that is, the threat of extinction now facing the Political

Economy branch library, this has not been enough to

attract more students to activity. News letters and public

lectures have been tried to make more students aware of

PECU's existance but these have not had a great impact.

Today, the course unions that struggled against

formidable odds to get power in departments and the

unions that simply accepted what was given to them by a

benevolent and concerned faculty, differ little in terms of

the number of empty student seats on the various

departmental committees. It may be expected that

struggle might have given student leaders in the tougher

departments a greater amount of political sophistication,

but if that is true, it makes little difference since these

students are no longer around. At any rate, the mass of

the student body has remained largely unaffected.

The central student bureaucracies have made few
attempts to remedy the situation. The Arts and Science

union which has taken over the financing of course
unions from SAC through an educational and political

rebate has substantially no relevance to developments of

course unions or student power. It functions merely to

co-ordinate the activities of existing course unions,

university had a more credible SAC, with a centralized

and ongoing strategy, the results might even be better.

All these unions have repeatedly come up against a

common, unresolved question. Why is the student body
so massively uninterested in what they are doing? This

question is especially galling when it comes from hostile

faculty whose arbitrary power makes even student

unions look responsible and representative by compari-

son.

Perhaps blame could be attached to choice of

issues, which are often far too abstract and
structure-oriented. Parity too often means something

only to aspiring student bureaucrats; it does not raise gut

issues for students.

Course unions are so set up and structured that they

can completely ignore or be oblivious to the students

they set thelselves up to serve. Unions don't have to rely

on their student constituencies for existence since their

money comes from the Arts and Science Union (and

formerly SAC).

And again and again, struggles and energies were

deflected into committee after committee which sapped
commitment and enthusiasm.

It may at this time be both too late and premature to

fight for power in departments as unions have spent

their time in the past. What has not been won up to now
probably will not be won in the forseeable future, unless

faculty or administrators choose to grant reforms for

reasons of their own. Most unions seem to recognize this

since it appears that the struggle has largely been given

up.

The record of the past seems to make it clear that

tinkeristic reforms in the form of demands for

participation for students in the status quo, can
accomplish little except legitimize the status quo. Token
and minority representation on decision-making bodies

is often welcomed by the department establishments

precisely because it does nothing exceptdefuse student

demands.
Demands course unions have made in the past have

not fundamentally challenged the educational system in

its entirety. But then, such a confrontation can accom-
plish little if it is merely verbal, unaccompanied by power
expressed through the mobilization of large numbers of

students — the very thing unions seem poorly equipped

to produce.
Activists in the past have failed to solve this

dilemma. Unless they can do so in the future, it seems
unlikely that course unions can remain a significant

vehicle for bringing about change in the university.

Elaine Farragher

Varsity photos by Frank T. Rooney
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Peckinpah, Huston scored

Blood and machismo infect films
UlVll/M " "

. .. A e u _ raris . bullies: shard of glass in the middle

Movie-makers used to get rich

on violence. Lately they've gotten

rich on abhorring violence. The

latter strikes me as slightly more

despicable, but then those are

the movies that I see. Last week

however, I went to one of the

other kind, John Huston's The

Life and Times ot Judge Roy

Bean. I found it the least fun. least

useful, least interesting time I've

had in a theatre since

Deliverance.

Boy Bean is not pretentious

like Deliverance, not so gory, so

macho, or so racist, it is just

dumb and immoral. It em-

barrasses me to be a moral critic.

I'm not a prude. But it offends me

to see killings and maimings still

played for laughs and, even

worse, glorified into mythology.

There is a historical note

following the credits in Roy Bean

about the mean life West of the

Pecos. It ends on the rider,

•Maybe that ain't the way it

was ... but it's the way it should'a

been".

Balls.

John Huston's career dates

well back into the days when it

was OK to kill bad guys and

Indians, on screen and off.

Huston has made a healthy living

off it. I don't deny his talent or

vision, but I
don't want to white-

wash him either: America has

learned to take its killing pretty

casually, and the men who made

the Westerns have been key

propagandists. Nixon is a

murderer, to call a spade a

spade, so was Johnson, so was

Kennedy. Nixon's millions of sup-

porters are accomplices, with

rationales (alibis) forged by the

grand old whores of movie-

making.

Was I the only one in the

Uptown Theatre the other night

who watched all those merry ex-

ecutions and shootings and

thought about Vietnam? I am not

one who brings up Vietnam at the

drop of a hat — not any longer —
but watching the screen and

listening to the laughter — less

than was sought, by the way — I

couldn't help recalling the total

futility of almost a decade of my

own efforts to make a dent in the

masses of killings in South-east

Asia. Huston, on the other hand,

is so bloody successful. It pisses

me off.

Of course, underneath the

moral criticism is an aesthetic

one. If the movie had been better,

what it did would have slipped

right by. Eliot used to say that the

meaning in his lines was a sop to

the mind to keep it busy while the

poem did its work. When there is

no meaning the mind gets

restless, seeking out. and finding,

cracks. Had Deliverance been

faster or cleverer, I would have

never caught it propping
drowned Drew's arm back behind

his head for no reason other than

the salacious. I am not particular-

ly talented at this, and friends

regularly embarrass me by

noticing what I miss entirely: that,

in Clockwork Orange the aborted

gang-rape in the theatre was

totally gratuitous; that the heros

of M.A.S.H. were racist bullies

that the shoot-out at the end of

McCabe and Mrs. Miller was

cheap and unnecessary. Within

days of writing my review of Pefe

n' Tillie, I read Pauline Kael's. in

which she pointed out how phony

Carol Burnett's marriage and life-

style really were. ("If there is such

a thing as a consciousness-

lowering movie, this is it"). It had

gone right by me.

So Huston's failure in The Life

and Times of Judge Roy Bean is

essentially a failure to distract.

Judge Bean is obviously

fashioned after Butch Cassidy

but he lacks Butch's charm. He

can't wash a bear the way Butch

could ride a bike. Butch Cassidy

and Sundance were sheer

anachronism, our men in the old

West. They yelled "shit" when

they jumped off the cliff. We liked

them like we like us. Roy Bean is

just vicious, not modern, not fun-

ny: he just doesn't have the lines.

The best Paul Newman is able to

do for him is make him stiff-

necked and wrong-headed: the

best Huston is able to do for him

is people the rest of the movie

with even punier characters.

(Huston's treatment of women, by

the way, is not much different

than Sam Peckinpah's.) Only the

photography gives any reminder

that the same man, last time

round, made Fat City.

Perhaps it is unfair to go after a

mindless piece of fluff like this,

even if it is a piece of fluff with a

shard of glass in the middle. In

part my vehemence stems from

shock: I went to Bean to be enter-

tained, to see Butch Cassidy

again. Instead I had my nose

rubbed in blood, and by an

expert.

On the weekend I came across

an early 1969 issue of The New
Yorker in which Pauline Kael took

on a violent, forgettable pot-

boiler of the day. I think her

conclusion is worth reprinting:

This kind of movie can be

"effective" even when it is poorly

done, because it hits below the

belt. And to be violently teased

simply isn't enough reason to go

to a movie. It is not enough tor the

aim of a movie to be to "grab"you

and hold your attention. It that is

the only aim it offends even if it

succeeds, because you resent

the manipulation. I resent the

assumption that we are so bored

and corrupt that we will be

pleased whenever we are not

bored. Since I am not bored out-

side the theatre, why should I go

in to see a movie whose only

purpose is to keep me from being

bored?...! have been very

harsh on this movie and perhaps

this is overkill, but movies, along

with the other arts, can open us

up to complexities, and I don't

think we should applaud this kind

of infantile, primitive regression.

Bob Bossln
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Whywait fortomorrow?
If you think the Seminary is a place of study and meditation,

you"re right. But there is so much more.

As a Paulist you become involved from the start.

We were founded with the belief that each man has a place.

Each man has a job. Sometimes, many lobs. And each con-

tributes his own unique talents and is given the freedom

and the support he needs to achieve his goals.

The Paulist is a man on the move. His mission is to people,

particularly the people of North America. The issues and

problems we face today—injustice, poverty, peace, war-
must be the concern of the Church.

Wherever the Paulist student serves ihe Christian Commu-
nity—in a parish or an inner

city school, a youth center

or a campus, or in communi-
cations, he is concerned.
Involved. Right now.

When you commit yourself

to the Paulists, it isn't a

someday thing. It's today.

For more information write:

Father Donald C. Campbell,

Room 102CA

Paulist Fathers.
647 Markham Street

Toronto 174, Ontario
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Artist fails

with Getaway
It almost seems as if Sam

Peckinpah has a built in self-

destruct mechanism. He
achieved a modest success with

Ride the High Country in 1962,

then followed with Major Dundee
in 1965. In 1966 the New Yorker
super-critic, Pauline Kael, called

him "one of the most talented

young directors in Hollywood,"

but the Hollywood establishment
would have none of him and vice

versa. His forceful character, foul

language and abrasive behaviour

(it is reported he threw one
producer into a river) led him to

be effectively barred from further

work. In 1969 the producers of

The Wild Bunch took a chance on
Peckinpah and hired him on as

director. The film achieved wide
critical success (I personally think

it is the best western since John
Ford's Stagecoach), if only a
moderate financial one. So once
again he was established as one
of Hollywood's bright stars. He
was acknowledged as a true
auteur and he followed with The
Ballad of Cable Hogue, again a

critical rather than financial

success. In 1971 he completed
Straw Dogs, which is, to date, his

most financially successful film. It

drew a lot of publicity for its

scenes of violence and an ending
that some people interpreted as

fascist.

Seemingly Peckinpah had
struck it big. His name drew top

billing above Dustin Hoffman
(remember those ads: a man with

a deep, resounding voice saying,

"Sam Peckinpah's Straw Dogs....

etc., etc.). He was interviewed,

photographed, hated and hailed

as America's very own film genius
ad nauseum. Yet, surprisingly,

his next film, Junior Bonner,
passed through Toronto prac-

tically unnoticed. Now his latest,

The Getaway, which opened
amidst the Christmas rush, is

bound for the same fate of instant

obscurity. Steve McQueen's
name is used as the drawing
card, not Peckinpah's, and when
talking to people about the film, it

seems that AM McGraw's
atrocious bit of non-acting is what
is remembered most, not that it is

a Peckinpah film.

The turning point in

Peckinpah's resurrection was
Straw Dogs. He claimed that he
was told to do the film but hated
the script and considered only

the ending to be decent
material. This has always been
an easy way out for directors who
want nothing more to do with a

finished film, but the Hollywood
system being what it is, I tend to

accept this explanation. The film

in many ways was no more than a

well-worn western theme
transplanted to the Devon coun-
tryside. Had the story been set in

the mythical west during some
timeless period it wouldn't have
caused half the furor it did. But
set, as it was, in contemporary
England with a theme that was
imperfectly realized, it was Im-

mediately dubbed
"controversial".

Such a billing is of course the

ticket to a commercial success.
Witness the rise of such directors

as Ken Russell and Stanley
Kubrick, both of whom have
made "controversial" films, but

never great ones. (Works of true

genius, on the other hand, seem
to be passed over just because
they are brilliant. Everyone
knows, even if they're only
marginally interested in film, that

Orson Welles is a film maker of

true genius, yet I wonder how
many people have seen or even
know of A Touch of Evil as op-
posed to the number who praised
Kubrick's A Clockwork Orange.
Welles is now broke and can't get

backing for his films while
Kubrick makes his multi-million

dollar "statements on con-
temporary society".)

After Straw Dogs, Peckinpah
directed Junior Bonner, a
beautiful, well-tempered film

about a down-and-out rodeo
cowboy who wants to make the

one final big win. A typical

Peckinpah film, — opposed to

the atypical Straw Dogs —
Bonner revolved around the
theme of encroaching moder-
nization on the old ways of the
west. If sense is to be made of

Peckinpah's whoring himself on
such films as Straw Dogs, then it

must be seen in the light of

enabling him to make films like

Bonner.

The Getaway also can be seen
as a result of the huge popular
and financial success of Straw
Dogs. Fed up with all the
questions about the "meaning" of

Dogs and its scenes of violence,

Peckinpah vowed to make a film

with no message or "social
significance". With The Getaway
he has done what he said he
would — a film with a gun, a guy
and a girl, nothing more or less.

Steve McQueen plays an ex-

con who, with the help of his

girlfriend, Ali McGraw, and a cou-
ple of other hoods plan a bank
robbery. The heist goes badly

and McQueen is double
crossed. With money in hand and
McGraw in tow he is chased
across southern Texas by the

"mob" and the law. The chase
culminates in a shabby border
hotel with a bloody shoot out,

McQueen blasting everyone In

sight with a powerful shotgun.
The film starts slowly, catches up
during the heist and just after,

falls off again during the endless
chase, then moves will into the
final shoot out.

The Getaway neither has the
continuity of Bonner, nor the
gripping power of The Wild
Bunch, but it does have fine

moments. In an attempt to elude
the law, McQueen and McGraw
hide in one of those huge gar-
bage containers only to be lifted

into a truck and subsequently
spend the night buried under a

couple of tons of garbage. In the
morning the truck unloads its

contents, and them, in a dump
miles from anywhere.
Miraculously they survive and
spend the next few minutes con-
templating their fate, sitting atop
the pile of garbage. Images of

Beckett and Godard come im-
mediately to mind, but, un-
derstandably, what this scene
comes closest to is another like it

in The Wild Bunch.
The outlaws, having chosen

sanctuary of a dead end Mexican
village as their only refuge in a
world that wants no more of

them, decide to face the army of

Mexican rebels and certain death
rather than continue to live in the
shit and garbage that are the only
remains of their shattered
dreams. Similarly, McQueen and
McGraw, atop the pile of gar-
bage, decide to stick it out
goether as the only means of

survival. In Peckinpah's romantic
world, the loner and outsider,

shat upon by the rest of the world,
would rather take his fate in his

own hands and stick it out to the
end rather than give up. In The
Wild Bunch this works better

because it's out as slightly corny
because there is no unified
whole.

The Getaway is a good film by
any standards, its got lots of

action and Steve McQueen, but
Peckinpah, in his self-defeating

manner, has substituted com-
mercialism for art. There seems
to be a pattern emerging in

Peckinpah's work. He is alter-

nating between quality and com-
mercialism. Cable Hogue was ex-
cellent, then came Straw Dogs.
Junior Bonner equalled Hogue,
now it's The Getaway. His next
film, if the pattern holds, should
be worth the wait.

Wyndham Wise

Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
= HAMLET

Directed by Marlin Hunter

January 25 - February 3 at 8:30
(No jwlormincss on Sundiy or Moti<ljy|

Tickets $2.50 Box Ollice 928-8668

Students Si. 25 10:00 a.m. la 6:00 p.m.

Discover
the
freedom of

CONTACT
LENSES

BRADD0CK
OPTICAL
170 St. George St. 925-8720
2917 Blew St. W. 233-2611
Centenary Plaia 282-2030
Bayview Village Centre 222-5791

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair NOW

APPEARING:

VON

RYON'S

EXPRESS
NEXT WEEK:

FOOT IN COLD WATER

TORONTO'S LOWEST PRICED NIGHT CLUB

The 72-73 608 Revue

BY
9>CoTT tuivxows

Jan. 18, 19, 20 New Vic Theatre

Tickets at the door or VUSAC Office

THURS.—75* FRIDAY & SAT.—$1.00
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THE CAMPUS LEGAL

ASSISTANCE CENTRE

welcomes students and people in the commu-

nity to drop in with their legal problems, be

they large or small. The Centre is open 11-5,

Mon.-Fri.

Call 928-6447, or come to 44 St. George St.

Benson & Hedgesms

PRO
CLASSIC

SpiderSabich.

Jean Claude Killy.

PeterDuncan.

Andyou.
For the first time in Canada, professional dual slalom
skiing. See the world's best skiers competing against
each other for total prize money of $20,000.00. The
Benson & Hedges 100's Pro Ski Classic at Blue Moun-
tain Park, Collingwood, Jan. 26, 27 and 28. First round
eliminations start Saturday and Sunday at 10:00 am.
Admission for adults is $2.00, good for all 3 days.
Children under 12 are admitted free with adult. Tickets
are available at Collegiate Sports Co. Ltd., Marges-
son's Co. Ltd., Norwegian Ski Shops, Streeter and^
Quarles Ltd., Harry B. Kennedy Ltd., and Young's
Sporting Goods.

flu BENSOMHEDGESIOO'S PRO SKI CLASSIC.

mm BlueMountainParkColbngwood.

January26,27and28.

Poco, Raspberries,

America: good stuff

The long-awaited album
trom Poco substantiates the

notion that this country-rock,

good-timing collection ot

pickers easily retain their posi-

tion of authority atop the fast-

growing ranks of country-

flavoured rock groups. Latest

result of Richie Furay's five

man assault on the market first

activated by the long extinct

Buffalo Springfield is a

gathering of nme balanced

tunes, one of which is the title

tune of the Poco release A
Good Feelin' To Know.

It's been two albums now
since Jimmy Messina
departed for the com-
panionship of Ken Uoggins.

but his replacement. Paul Cot-

ton, has displayed that he fits

in fine — three of the tunes are

Paul's, and he's now tailored

his style away from the harder

rock of his alma mater group,

the Illinois Speed Press, into

for nostalgia's sake some
of the songs included on

Ridge Top capture the
Youngblood magic of

yesteryear. "Dreamboat"
features J.C.'s voice as it

should be, and a notable addi-

tion here is a closely
orchestrated horn section

working with the always solid

Banana and the bunch.
"Speedo" is an experimental

number which goes for several

minutes on voice mixes before

the instruments are phased in.

It rocks, as does the treatment

of McCartney's "She Came In

Through The Bathroom Win-

dow" by Banana.

Revivals are the large part

of this collection, including

Richie Valen's old mexi-
rocker, "La Bamba" and the

flip that classic single, "Don-

na". Also given the
Youngblood's treatment are

Dylan's "I Shall Be Released",

Raspberries.

the happier, easy-picking style

of Poco. From Paul there's the

toe-tapper "Keeper of the

Fire", and "Ride the Country",

one of the best cuts on the set.

"Early Times" is a slower tune

about a band whose right

hand man "took to trippin'",

with the expected result.

Richie Furay puts out a trio

of songs as well, with Tim
Schmit checking in with two,

plus there's a revival of the

Stills-Springfield classic done
up Poco fashion — "Go And
Say Goodbye". A balance is

achieved between the two
more plaintive compositions
from Tim Schmit, and the up-
tempo pair from Richie — the

title tune, and "And Settlin'

Down" (which Poco performed
on the recent late-night TV
pilot for ABC).

The news of the split-up of

Jesse Colin Young from his

namesake Youngbloods
marks the end of one of those
groups which never
skyrocketed into the big time,

but which commanded a cult-

like following — particularly on
the American West Coast, and
in Boston where Jesse played
the old Unicorn Club in the
early years of the past decade.
Youngblood fans have, by all

indications, just two final

albums awaiting their throb-
bing ears — the second last

collection, High On A Ridge
Top, has recently been
released, with one more
taping being held for what will

likely be the last of the
Youngbloods

Internal problems associa-

ted with choice of material

prompted Jesse C. to seek
out a new set of musicians,
abandoning Banana, Joe
Bauer and Mike Kane; but

as well as Johnny Preston's

novelty vehicle "Running
Bear" — all of which are

treated straight, without any

clowning, except for the narra-

tion by Jess in "Donna" which
is reminiscent of the type of

word play kibitzing of the

Youngblood's stage act.

Banana and the bunch will in

all probability continue to

record, and word has it that

Jesse's already picked up
three musicians (some of

whom played on his Together
album), so the prospects of a
new Young-centred cor-
poration of sound are
favourable.

The album is titled Fables

and it's by England Dan and
John Ford Coley. Not exactly

two names which set the

music business afire, to be
sure, but England Dan and
John Ford Coley have one of

the most tuneful, impeccable
albums to be heard. Aided by
some heavyweight studio
talents such as pianist Larry

Knechtel (of Bread), Jim Gor-
don on drums (who works with

them all, from Presley to

Cocker), as well as
everybody's drummer Hal
Blaine, Dan and John fill in

with their own rhythm guitar

backins, all the while singing

some very close harmony on
nine of their own songs. "What
I'm Doing", features a vocal

mix faintly reminiscent of early

Seals and Crofts, while
"Simone" and "Casey" pre-

sent first Dan and then John
on lead vocal, displaying the

individual voices which are

blended throughout this ex-

tremely impressive, yet sadly

obscure collection.

It's a bit paradoxical that

album sales on the two

W£:r: :>: :* :
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America albums have perhaps
been hampered by the selec-

tions chosen for introductions

to the sound of the group on
AM radio markets. Listeners to

either America or their latest,

Homecoming, realize that
"Horse With No Name" and
"Venture Highway" are cer-

tainly not the premier cuts on
either collection. Homecoming
is perhaps typified by the cir-

cular repetition of the melody
line of "To Each His Own", with

its slight connections with "I

Need You" from album one.
Some of America's com-
positions manage to call up
memories of portions of Neil

Young's work — on such tunes
as "Moon Song", or even "On-
ly In Your Heart" there is a
faint touch of the Neil Young
mood on his Harvest album.

The soft opening on "Till

The Sun Comes Up Again"

builds into a soft-rocker which
intros an entire side of the

sound that America has
developed, incorporating that

rich acoustic guitar flow (aid

on electric guitar, and oc-
casionally some electric piano.

One significant change on this

second LP from the first

America release is that
whereas on it all songs except
"A Horse With No Name" were
recorded at Trident Studios

in London, England, Home-
coming is a Californian pro-

duct with perennial studio

adjuncts Hal Blaine and Joe
Osborne sitting in on drums
and bass respectively. As
usual, all guitars are handled
by the three members of

America — Dan Peek, Gerry
Beckley, and Dewey Bunnell.

It's hard to imagine a group
like Bread becoming any
better than they are. But to

look back one album to their

Baby I'm A Want You release,

they added as full-time
member one of the most truly

versatile of all studio
musicians in the business. The
advent of Larry Knechtel
taking on the Bread-wrappers,
so. to speak, meant that

this group had surely arrived.

Now, the latest album Gui-

tar Man, incorporates the

Knechtel sound into that of the
former dynamic trio of David
Gates, James Griffin and Mike
Bolts. The new gathering of

twelve Bread offerings, in-

cluding two hits — "Guitar
Man" and "Sweet Surrender"
— is a perfect blend of tempo-
pacing and hard and soft rock
sounds as were prevalent on
the previous four Bread
albums. If anything, however.
Bread is at its best in the softer

rock disciplines of the title

tune, or the beautiful "Aubrey"
or "Didn't Even Know Her
Name", with that high baritone
that David Gates utilized on
"If" and "It Don't Matter To
Me". This is a well-paced,
creative, and meticulously
produced album, and it may
just be the right combination
that vaults Bread out of the
soft-rock underground status

into full, and deserved
recognition at long last.

Cleveland Ohio, that mid-
American urban bastion, has
never actually been identified

as the rock music centre of

North America — but, if the

recent emanations of a
musical nature from that hub

continue to evolve, Cleveland
may just be the North
American Liverpool, disguised
and reclining in its halycon
days before the big shock.
From Cleveland has come the
group named Raspberries,
and in case the name doesn't
jolt you, think back about
three or four months to that

AM Radio goodie that had that

haunting presence commonly
called the Early Beatle Sound
— Raspberries hit it big with

"Go All The Way", (complete
with oo-oo's, and a bridge
styled on the "Please Please
Me" classic from 1964), which
was tucked away on their first

Capitol LP called, strangely

enough, Raspberries.

Now, with a new set of ten
songs, one of which has been
culled for constant air-play (I

Wanna Be With You),
Raspberries latest release is

titled Fresh. Despite
derogatory claimants that their

sound is reminiscent of the
Fab Four, there are certainly

many other groups to whom it

would be far more injurious to

be compared. Fresh is just

that — a fresh, inventive selec-

tion of sixties style Beatle-

oriented rock and roll which is

more than redeemed by the
infectious arrangements which
are predicated on some ex-
cellent vocal harmonies and
blends.

Poco. A Good Feelin' To
Know. Columbia

England Dan and John Ford
Coley. Fables. A & M

America, Homecoming, WEA
Bread. Guitar Man, WEA
Raspberries, Fresh, Capitol

Dick Loney

Maggie hams up as "Aunt"
Travels with My Aunt is one

of those life-is-a-banquet-

and-most-poor-snns-of-

bitches-are-starving stories.

Such movies are justly pop-
ular bits of escapism as well as
marvellous showpieces for

veteran actresses to sashay
through. When I heard that

Maggie Smith would play the

lead in this film of Graham
Greene's book, I expected a
superior, offbeat comedy, an
Auntie Mame with real style.

Ever since Hot Millions, I've

thought Smith was terrific; the

last thing I expected was that

she would ruin Travels with my
Aunt.

Travels satisfies the

requirements of the genre.

Alex McCowan plays the poor,

life-starved schnook — a

bachelor whose passion is

cultivating dahlias — who
meets up with his black-
sheep-aunt Augusta at his

mother's funeral. Within
hours, needless to say, his life

is turned topsy-turvy, what
with loose sex, grass-puffing,

foreign intrigue, and the dis-

covery that he is a bastard
{literally). George Cukor,

whose last film was My Fair

Lady, directed, so the ex-

travagant plot is propped up
with terribly chic sets and what

the writers take to be terribly

arch dialogue. All in all, I sup-

pose, this is a reasonably

entertaining movie, though

everything about it is second-

rate.

Aunt Augusta's old age, for

Instance, consists of a henna

rinse through her hair and a

set of permanent-press
wrinkles. She speaks con-

stantly as though her lips were

starched. The make-up artists

and set designers seem to

have been assigned to tell

us such facts as "this is a

vain old women" and "this

is a posh hotel".

Maggie Smith is allowed to

overact outrageously.
Granted, the part is not one for

subtletiees — a 70 year old

former courtesan and
Modigliani model who keeps a

black man around to "supply

her wants". Now, this is a
frivilous eccentric created for

maximum splash, and so lacks

any ballast, any groundings in

reality, that might give Smith

some clues as to how to play

her. Miss Jean Brodie, another

madcap, was a psy-
chologically detailed character

whose eccentricities covered

very specific weaknesses.
There are. in fact, whole

stretches of this movie when I

wondered if I had strolled into

"Mother of Miss Brodie" or

some other attempt at a se-

quel. The speech cadences,

the worldly put-downs, even
the tearful reveries — all are

lifted wholesale from Smith's

Oscarwinning role. It's un-

derstandable that Smith, at

first, would want to stick to a
winning combination. But it's a

mystery why an old hand like

Cukor let Maggie Smith get

away with this hamming.
Bill MacVlcar

Neil Young reaches bottom
A hangup with customs that

resulted In Neil Young's Mon-
day evening concert starting

an hour and a half late was the

beginning of an off-night for

the return of Scott Young's son

to Toronto.

The concert opened with

Young alone on stage ac-

companying himself first on

accoustic guitar and then on

piano. The tunes delivered

were a mixture of old and new,

including On The Way Home",
"Tell Me Why", "Journey

Through The Past" and a 1968

song called "L.A."

The most consistent feature

of the performance was
Young's inconsistency. At

regular intervals he would

cloud a seemingly fine effort

with sloppy guitar work or

vocals, being particularly

careless on his instrumental

introductions. The first half of

the program was reasonably

balanced at a tolerable volume

with Neil's voice booming

clearly across the Grdens. But

the later rock portion was

sustained at a deafening level

that encouraged Young to

overcome his accompaniment
by screaming out of tune. It

was one of the worst shows ol

any major star in Toronto in

the las few months.

There was a continual

feeling of laziness exhibited by
Young in reaching for the

higher notes (which resulted in

their being broken or flat) or

articulating the ends or words
lo save breath. "Southern Man
proved lo be a painful con-

clusion to the show. Young's
guitar playing was empty and
mechanical and the singing

(lead and background) was
blatantly out of tune and
uncontrolled.

Neil Young just isn't a visual

showman. He needs the in-

timacy and accoustics of

Massey Hall, not the vastness
ol the Grdens. So if you mis-

sed Neil Young this time
because you couldn't get the

tickets, time or money, don't

feel bad. because you didn't

miss anything.

... Altai Mandall

MARTIN ONROT & U. OF T. SAC PRESENTS:
THE

MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA
featuring

john Mclaughlin
William Cobham, Jerry Goodman, Ian Hammer, Rick Laird

Fri. Jin. 26 8 p.m. Convocation Hill U . of T.

Tickets $5. Available at Sam's downtown
Eaton's A.T.O., Amherst Pharmacy, SAC Office.
FOR U. of T. STUDENTS- LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS

AT S4.00 AVAILABLE AT SAC OFFICE
AN ENCORE DONALD K. DONALD PRODUCTION

JESUS ON TRIAL
Dr. Leighton Ford

Speaks

Convocation Hall

1:00 -2:00 P.M.
Wed. 24 Jan.
Thurs. 25 Jan.
Fri. 26 Jan.

What then shall I do
with Jesus who is

called Christ?"

virginal
player

(or sackbut specialist)

Ifyou are a virginal player or a sackbut

specialist a lover of beckett or balzac a

freudian cartesian or keynesian ifyou are

turned on by spenser or toynbee sausages or

sauerkraut einstein eisenstein skinner or shaw
miller marcuse muller or marx ifyour bag is

limnology ornithology or campanology ifyou
are an existentialist dadaist or hedonist male
female hermaphrodite or hobbit any or all of

these we would like to talk to you somewhere
sometime

you may think we are putting you on that its

out of the paradiso into the inferno that we
will pour you into pin stripes and pack you
into a suburban box for your nightly death or

that we will hedge you in with corporate

controls management theory rubber plants or

daily dogma well you may get a plant but

forget the rest

at least give us a chance to tell you more we
dont care what subjects you studied or what
your marks were whether you can start in the

spring or want an indefinite holiday first

whether you turn up to interviews in your best

suit only suit or no suit ifyou want a chance

a challenge a stimulus a highly charged and
demanding environment problems to solve and
people to motivate then talk to us and tell us

we will be on your campus for interviews

and we will hope to see you. but ifyou cant or

wont make it why not call mike polley at

928-4345 area code 416 and arrange to meet us

sometime at our toronto head office the

manufacturers life insurance company
200 bloor street east toronto 5 for further details

of our campus visit contact your placement
centre or career counselling service
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Violin outdoes piano at Town Hall

Irreproachably programed concert disappoints
I have to retrace my critical

steps here a bit, because I have

elsewhere sneezed at the

relatively spiceless programming

ot some recent concerts. For the

Faculty of Music's Sunday
Scholarship concert, as I confess

is always the case, was
irreproachably programmed:
Franck's quintet in F minor and

Dvorak's opus 81 A major

quintet The first is a demonic

thing, condensing lifetimes of

Byronic energy into forty minutes,

and leaving you and your senses

emotionally spent. The latter is a

catchy fluid piece, with not quite

enough of anything, coming after

the Franck.

Pierre Souvairan on piano

played with honesty and lots of

involvement. Unfortunately, I did

not hear him all the time because

the quartet rather played on their

own — after all, they're sitting in

front of the piano. I say this

tongue in cheek, of course.

Generally I was pleased with the

dynamic level of the quartet —
David Zafer and Victor Martin,

violins. Kathy Wunder, viola and

Vladimir Orloff, cello. I think Ihe

tumultuous emotional level of the

Franck demanded plenty of bitter

attack. At the same time,

Souvairan was very well-paced

and runs came off as impeccable

ripples. I still wonder how the

problem of dynamic balance

between the two "Instrumental'

colours" might have been solved

without sacrificing either the pas-

sion of the strings or Souvairan's

gentle and precise phrasing.

Victor Martin allowed his violin

a strong singing tone, while David

Zafer was generally un-
impressive, especially when he

took over the lead from Martin for

the Dvorak. He looked bored, his

tone was boring and I suppose he

wished he wasn't missing the

Superbowl.

Kathy Wund, a first-rate

scholarship student, was splen-

did on her viola. The Franck calls

for much chordal lashing of the

viola, and she proved her

strength here. She played with

confidence and got what anyone

would want from her instrument

— a rich, swelling tone.

Dvorak, perhaps because he

was partial to the cello, gave the

lion's share of the string portion

to this instrument, and both it and

Ihe piano begin lyrically the first

movement. Vladimir Orloff

guided his instrument with

sternness and mature tone

through the whole piece.

Both quintets set the

instruments on their own in-

dividual ways, and so balance

can be a difficulty. But everyone

seemed to know where the other

was going, so their paths crossed

at just the right moments, and

they saw each other off accurate-

ly and with professional ease.

This was especially noticeable

and delightful in the Franck, first

movement, when the piano

lyrically re-works the matter the

strings have passionately torn

limb from limb.

This is the kind of concert I like

most of all: one that tells an

exciting and meaningful story in a

keen voice and eloqent style-.

It has been voiced before, but

the St. Lawrence Centre's "Young

Canadian Performer's" Second
concert last Friday is reason

enough to reiterate the dis-

satisfaction with much program-

ming of current local concerts.

Beethoven's sonata for violin and

piano in C minor, the first work,

was a fine choice because it is

Beethoven, not often played and

suitable for a duo, such as that of

Andrew Dawes, violinist, and

Jean-Paul Sevella, pianist, the

performers for the evening. Ro-

bert Schumann's piano sonata,

as Chopin's preludes or Schu-

bert's sonatas, has a relatively

select and content following, but

because I am not part of it, I was
indifferent to the programming of

the early G. minor. Murray
Adaskin's sonatine baroque for

solo violin is eloquent and brief —
which means so, unfortunately,

was our enjoyment of the only

unaccompanied piece Andrew

Dawes performed. Maurice
Ravel's sonatine for solo piano is

spiritless, trashy and brief. On the

other hand, his sonate pour violin

et piano is a wealth of interesting

violinistic effects and rhythmic

tricks. It is important Ravel, but

on the larger historical canvas, a

tableau of technical but marginal

Significance.

That's not an awful program,

but it left me with a hankering

after something more central and

imposing. Andrew Dawes played

so beautifully, I wish {as with

Adele Armin last season) he had

chosen a Bach unaccompanied

sonata or partita. These six

monoliths, as grandiosely

sculpted as anything Bach wrote,

are at once the test of, and stunt

arena for, a great violinist.

But to take them as they were

played, the Beethoven came off

spectacularly. Andrew Dawes has

his bow so- well-trained that its

tone melts from the harshest,

fiercest growl to a lambent in-

timacy with the ease of a volume

control. And Ludwig is generous

to talent of this level in his ripping

finale.

Jean-Paul Sevilla is a modest

virtuoso as he showed in the

Beethoven, and except for an

ounce or two of over-pedalling,

offered fine accompaniment. He

was obviously diligent and even

stylish with the Schumann, but

the piece escapes me, as does

the Ravel sonatine, also finely

played, so I don't feel encouraged

to do anything but apologize to

enthusiasts for my curtness

towards these works and the ren-

ditions they received.

In the final Ravel sonata, for

violin and piano, Andrew Dawes
again played the sun after a dis-

mal and dull drizzle, {i.e. the

Ravel sonatine). Nippy pizzicati

and nervous itching of the strings

were impeccably bowed. The
truncated and clambering
rhythms, especially the "Blues"

second movement, saw main-

tained the accuracy of their

written-in drunkenness, thanks to

great ensemble work. These two-

musicians obviously complement
one another very well.

So, all in all, mediocre fare

served in Ritz-Carlton fashion.

by Ian Scot)

Machiavelli's play "Mandrake"
dies in Colonnade production

The mandrake is a very strange

hermaphroditic plant credited with the powers of

an aphrodisiac or of death-dealing. It is said to

utter a human shriek when pulled out of the earth.

The Mandrake is also the title of a Machiavelli play

currently in production at the Colonnade Theatre.

With such an aura surrounding it, the play,

considered one of the greatest works of the Italian

Renaissance, has the potential for equal measures

of eroticism and degeneracy. But weighted down
by the playwright's opportunistic expectation of

man, it is a joyless comedy dealing with a far-

fetched plot to seduce the virtuous young wife of an
aging lawyer, Messer Nicia. Demonstrating
Machiavelli's preoccupation with corruption, both

secular and religious, mother, priest, false doctor,

lover and husband all conspire to bring about the

seduction. Against such odds virtue naturally wilts

and joins the unregenerate.

The conclusion is long foreseen, the

characterizations are studied and confined (as is

the staging) and the comedy bolstered by false

spirit. It is however what could be called an

adequate production and gives us a glimpse of yet

another seldom seen "classic". Although this

presentation does not develop either a sinister or

decadent, a ribald or mirthful atmosphere to any

extent, it has a few cagey moments end tells the

story with brevity and occasional bravado.

Sandra Souchotte

Br&wedfidmpaidspringwat&C

Andthat'sthettuth!

100% whole wheat bread

a delicious health loaf

the original wheatdonut

birthday and special cakes

"(conventional or liberated!)

and other good things from

Harbord Bakery

(NEAR MAJOR)

922-5767

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject,

well-informed
helpful
staff

C
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707YONGEST
Below Bloor
923-3551
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Lowell Jones exhibits his paintings at Hart House
Lowell Jones is a young American artist

who last year set up a lithography
workshop with some Eskimos in Cape
Dorsett, Baffin Island, in the North West
Territories. He is now exhibiting some of

his paintings, lithographs and drawings at

Hart House. It is hard to see how his

subjects might interest even the most

technologized Eskimos, except for the

more abstract and lyrical drawings and
prints.

The most fanciful paintings are lightly

toned with spray paint in a somewhat
Cubist fashion, but they are by no means
abstracts. The predominating figure, re-

positioned and blown up in a different

shape from picture to picture, is a fleshly

female from the forties, presiding over,

diving into, playing around with or doing
something in, amidst, or over, of all things,

a cow herd. It is really quite cleverly done,
and in one style of today's op — perverse
but homely. Its style is its amusing con-
tent, so if you like line and amorphous

abstraction, you'll want to turn to the

fewer-tone prints and drawings, which are

not exactly establishing any new frontiers,

but are very good nonetheless. I did not

get a chance to ask Jones about his

technique in these drawings or prints but it

looks as if his methods are varied and
meticulous. Ian Scott

WANTED
by Arts & Science Student Union:

PAID PERSONNEL
Applications are now being received by the Arts and Science

Students' Union for paid full-time and part-time position. The
position entails research and organizational work in the following

areas: course unions, faculty council and colleges. Salaries will be

reasonable and concomitant with the responsibilities assumed.

No experience in this kind of work is necessary, though some
familiarity with the ASSU and the faculty in general would be

desirable. The term of employment begins February 1 and ends

April 30, 1973. Application in writing should indicate convenient

times for an interview. Applications can be mailed to:

ASSU
c/o Mike Scott

Rm 2097
Sidney Smith Hall

University of Toronto

100 St. George St.

Toronto 5, Ontario

New York Pizza House
925-1736WINNER:

1970 1ST ANNUAL TORONTO
PIZZA AWARD MORNING
AFTER SHOW CBC
STAR WEEK'S JUNE 71

PIZZA CONTEST

Dining Room OPEN 11 AH-
1 AM MON-SAT
SUN 3 PM-1 AM
TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM 5 PM-1 AM

O'KEEFE CENTRE
FRONT & YONGE 363-6633

JANUARY 20 - FEBRUARY 10
"HILARIOUS AND LOVELY POP MUSICAL!

I HAD A GREAT TIME!" — cuve barnes, n.y.times

GENfLbWEN
OFiNERONk

MJSOL
LOW PRICED SPECIAL PREVIEW SAT. JAN. 20

SAT. JAN. 20 8:30 P.M. S5.00, $4.00. S3.00. S2.50

MON-THUBS. 8:30 P.M. . S7.50.S6.00.S4.50, $3.50

FBI a SAT 8:30 P.m. S8.50. S7.00. S5.00. S3.S0

WED. MAT. 2:00 P.M. $6.00, S4.50. S3.50. $3.00

SAT. MAT. 2:00 P.M. $6 50, S5.00, $4 00, S3 00

BOX OFFICE
OPEN

11 A.M.—9 P.M.

Hall prices for students, this applle.; to matinee performances only This offer may be

discontinued at any time as a limited nu-Tiber of seats is available.
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UUatsup

The third and final production of the

season of the Graduate Centre for the

Study of Drama opens at Hart House
Theatre this Thursday. Hamlet, directed

by Martin Hunter, will run for eight

evenings until Febraury 3, with no per-

formance January 28 and 29.

If you haven't managed to see Hey Rube
at Toronto Workshop Productions, tonight

and tomorrow night will be your last

chance for a long time. It was first

produced in 1961, and played again in

1967 with even more success. It is a

brilliantly entertaining show. Humour and

pathos are partners in the well-paced

sequences portraying the on-stage and

off-stage tribulations of a dying circus

troupe. In the beginning I was wary of

cliches about those grand people In show
business; in fact, I was quite prepared to

be irritated. Hey Rubel swept me along all

the same with its colour and confusion. As
for the performances, sometimes I felt

there was too much theatrical yelling. In

general, though, the whole production is

so well balanced that certain less inspiring

moments are absorbed and easily

forgiven.

Come and find out about Survival

Theatre at the UC Playhouse, it is based

on the premise that the performer has the

freedom to act as he pleases in the

theatre. The audience may come and go

as it wishes. The group which has been

working on this concept of theatre invites

you to come to their rehearsals (for lack of

a better word; they are not shows) around

8 pm January 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 27 or the

afternoon of the 21st or 27th.

Two Gentlemen of Verone opens at the

O'keefe Centre Saturday night. The
award-winning Shakespearean musical

has its musical score composed by Gait

McDermott (Hair). Student matinees are

half-price.

Prices are not so reasonable for Henry
IV by Luigi Pirandello. Rex Harrison is the

Royal Alexandra Theatre's crowd-drawer
this time. Pirandello is a modern Italian

playwright who was tortured by life's in-

termingling of fantasy and reality. He is

rarely performed in Toronto, a pity con-
sidering the relevance of his works.

religion
"The Soul can be watered so that it will

grow divinely — free from the thorns of

lust."

This is the message of a book which,
according to its own introduction, was
dictated by Almighty God to Eugene
Changey. Changey, who identifies himself

as God's son, explains the process, which
produced the book. From Thy Creator:
with- Love, as follows: "I try to keep my
mind a total blank. My Father's Voice is

heard above a void. My Father speaks
very rapidly. I write His Holy Words as fast

as I can. Thus we have a new concept in

the publication of this Holy Book."
A dedication seems to provide a clue as

to why the book appeared mysteriously
and possibly miraculously on L'Hebdo's
review table: "As Almighty GOD. I

dedicate this Holy Book to the Editors and
Publishers in the newspaper industry."

In a biographical sketch on the back
cover, Mr. Changey is identified as "a
bachelor all his life" who "with a mere
Junior High School education.. . . has a
Master's Degree in learning from Letters
and Books dictated to him by his Father,

Almighty GOD." No further information is

provided about the other Author, nor is it

made clear why Mr. Changey and Mr. God
have different surnames.

However, the book itself contains more

information from Mr. God about his son

Eugene, who evidently functions as His

secretary as well: "Man. . . must have the

companionship of a Savior (sic). That

Savior (sic) is My Son, Eugene, in whom I

Am well pleased. My blessed Son,

Eugene, is really Jesus. Though he says

does not want the responsibility, he will

believe Me when he has left his earthly

domain." (p. 14)

While the book, despite Mr. Changey's

Master's Degree, suffers from numerous
grammatical errors, it does contain in-

teresting passages. Beginning with a

statement that "As Almighty GOD, I

welcome you to Our latest Book", it con-

tinues with philosophical observations and

advice, some evidently for the general

public, but some seemingly only for Mr.

Changey. Thus, statements such as "The

Grace of Love is not denied fruitlessness,

if it is endangered by the Hope of

selfishness" and "Holiness is next to

cleanliness and a sinner shall not go

unpunished" are clearly of wider interest.

But. they are interspersed with advice to

Mr. Changey such as "Honesty is the best

policy, Son" (cf. Lord Chesterfield, Letters

to his Son). (This evident reprimand, in-

cidents, Is more than made up by the fact

that Mr. Changey's degree is awarded in

the course of this book: "A Master's

Degree in learning is yours, My Son." (P.

18)).

Nevertheless, the overall quality of the

book is somewhat uneven. (This may be
attributable to Mr. Changey's work; a

previous book by Mr. God, The Bible,

dictated to a committee of prophets, was
much better-written. Mr. God himself

writes only in Hebrew, although he speaks
other languages.) Is it possible that the

shortcomings Mr. Changey displays could

be attributable to problems which seem to

be hinted at in a rather cryptic piece of

advice from his father: "The Soul is want
for gain but the ardor of romance dulls a
keen-witted brain"?

From Thy Creator: With Love;

by Almighty God, as told to

Eugene Changey; Carlton Press,

New York; 1972; 23pp. __„_ di

Festival of Hits - Mahler (DGG 2538
188. ) Mahler's loneliness, his isolation and
his spaciousness are admirably captured
in this sampler. In his Symphony Number
1 there is a heritage of folk melodies as in

Beethloven's Sixth. In his Fifth and Eighth

there is a breakdown of the normal par-
titions of a symphony as well as
passionate contrasts in the best Romantic
tradition. To initiate a listener to Mahler,
this is a very satisfactory disc.

Festival of Hits - Brahms (DGG 2538
189. ) Although he is considered to be a
very serious composer, Brahms did have
a lighter side — witness the Academic
Festival Overture composed of German
beer-hall drinking songs. Here also are
the Intermezzo in A Major, The Ballade in

G minor, String Quartet no. 2 and the
Serenade for Orchestra no. 2; un-
fortunately, this disc was marred by
several annoying blips on the second side
— an occurence rare with DGG records. A
worthwhile investment nevertheless.

Oougal Fraser

Everything seemed to happen last week
and caught me rather unprepared — two
important quartets went unannounced.
Verdi's important opera Falstaff is to be
presented by the Opera Department here
on January 24, 26, 27 and 29. It looks as if

the last three dates are your best bet, and

Monday the 29th, your bestest. Student

tickets are $1.50. On January 25 there is a

2:10 lecture by Rudolph Blng, past

General Manager of the Metropolitan

Opera. New York. The title is "Opera in the

United States". No tickets, no charge, in

the concert hall. There are two student

recitals on Tuesday, at 5:15 and 8:15 — no

tickets, no charge, but confirm on the day.

Deborah Taylor, soprano and Maurice

Pelletier, violin, are the two performers.

Another student recital is on Friday, Mary

Halpenny, cello and Hilary Everett, piano.

The recent Jacqueline du Pre Toronto

Symphony Concert is on CBL-FM this

Sunday at 2:03 pm. Furtwangler's Die

Walkure (Act III) and Siegfried (Act I) of

the Radio Italiana is on Opera Theatre at 7

pm Sunday. Judy Loman performs in a

CBC Radio Celebrity Recital on February 1

at 8:03. On Wednesday January 31

Maurice Bejart, founder of the Ballet of the

Twentieth Century, presents his Messe
pour le Temps Present, at 9:30 pm on

channel 5 (cable 6) CBC.

Pauline Kael (this is her fourth mention

in today's I'hebdo) called Straw Dogs the

first fascist work of art. I can't quarrel

about its fascism, but I haven't an inkling

why so many people respect it like they

do. It's the story of a mathematician who
finds his manhood by killing a gang of

working-class nasties, and of his wife who
gets what she deserves, and wanted all

along. Life according to Sam Peckinpah.

Somewhat sanguine. At St. Mike's tonight

and tomorrow, $1.

Also tonight, La Vrale Nature de
Bernadette, the highly regarded Quebec
film, opens at Cinemalumiere. Monday at

the Roxy, it's Eisenstein and Prokofiev's

classic Alexandre Nevsky. 99c.

For lovers of MGM musicals of the early

fifties, Seven Brides for Seven Brothers

shows at the Science Centre. Wednesday
at 8. Saul Chaplin, music director at MGM
during that period will be there to discuss

it.

There may be other good things

showing at the Revue or the Kensington,

but they haven't sent us their lists, so to

Hell with them.

Next week, by the way, Max Ophul's

great documentary about life in occupied
France, The Sorrow and the Pity will be
screened twice at the Science Centre,

Tuesday and Wednesday evenings at

7:30. Definitely worth the 4Vi hours.

CONTEST: Our first two contests

averaged four entries each. Then the

complimentary tickets donated by
Famous Players turned out to have a 504
per person "service" charge, which
sounds to me like an outright rip-off. To
Hell with them.
None of the three entries guessed the

true nature of art. although Marie-Lynn
Hammond deserves honorable mention
for "Art is when you hear things in Chinese
restaurants and such like and put 'em in

reviews and such like, like they were your
very own." However, she was disqualified

for beginning a definition with when. Of
the remaining two entries, one was too
serious and the other was lost. A settle-

ment concerning the latter will be made
privately when it Is found.

This is a relatively sparse weekend for

good live music. One of the better
possibilities is the Perth County Con-
spiracy concert at convocation Hall
tonight at 8:30 pm. Tickets for this benefit
to raise money for their lighting man in jail

in Morocco, are $2 or $2.50 available at

SAC or at the door. Perth County last gave
a concert in Convocation Hall almost ex-
actly one year ago. If you don't want to

jeopardize the use of the hall in the future,
it is strongly recommended that you don't
light matches during the performance.
Bluesman Buddy Guy and his band are

in town at the Le Coq d'Or on Yonge Street
Cover charge is $1.50 and beer is $3.10 a
mug. Guy is one of the best blues
guitarists around and shouldn't be missed
if you have the cash to sustain yourself on
"the strip".

Flngerwood will be playing at the Meet
Market, downstairs from the Colonial, this

and the following two weeks.

At Erindale College is an exhibit of

illuminated Manuscripts from the fifteenth

century. The big attraction is the famed
Book of Hours of Jean, Duke of Berry, a

beautiful paradigm of the late Gothic style.

This is until January 26. Also at Erindale

until February 10 is Tom Laplerre's sur-

realist paintings. At the Art Gallery of

Ontario the planned exhibit of Toys by

Artists is cancelled.

tv
"And now. Jack ... is back," shrilled

Peggy Cass. And, so was launched the

most heralded comeback in television

history. You'd think Shakespeare's ghost
had returned to dramaturgy, the way the

entertainment writers were trumpeting the

news: After an eight year absence, Jack
Paar had returned to kick off ABC's latest

nighttime venture.

Trouble is. the press has a shrewd eye
for how things will go, but they tend to

confuse prognosis with criticism. The
prognosis on this one is that, discounting

Paar's severe one-week-a-month han-

dicap. Paar will out-draw Carson. The king

is dead, long live the king.

They're probably right. Dick Cavett

once called Paar the most fascinating man
on television. When the original Tonight
show was on, back In the early 60's my
father wouldn't miss Paar. while my
mother couldn't stand the man. The mark
of a hot property is that the engenders
extreme reactions.

I looked forward to Paar's second
debut. Last time around, I wasn't big on
chatter in the wee small hours, but I

remembered a couple of Paar's shows as
just about the only interesting thing on
television back then.

Things have changed. Watching Paar
last week was like being at a party where
one person has had much too much to

drink and is making a fool of himself. You
squirm with embarrassment.
A large part of that first show centred

around Paar's constant remarks about
how small Goldie Hawn's breasts were.
Then, there were home movies. Granted,
his home movies are better than mine
or maybe even yours, but still.

Wednesday, Paar wheeled out a

Broadway starlet who stood at his side

giggling while he conducted a five-minute

monologue on the enormity of her breasts.

"You don't need a brassiere, you need a

cargo net."

It's as if the last decade never

happened. I couldn't believe that this poor

woman was standing there, pathetically

grateful to be ogled like something in a

sideshow.

But this, it seems, is Paar's secret. He is

going to pretend that the 60's never
happened. All week, those old faces with

old names from the old show flashed on

our screen: Jonathan Winters, Genvleve.

Mimi Hines (a cabaret singer who does
Bugs Bunny imitations). Films of young
Jack Kennedy. Jokes about long-haired

men and big bosoms ("or is it bazooms?").

They were cozy times, then, when Paar

used to get moody and raunchy and often

brilliant in our living rooms. If that's Paar's

tack, taking us back to the golden age.

put my money on him. His desultory,

heart-on-his-sleeve shows have that odd,

cozy kind of appeal. If the talk shows were
in prime-time. I think the ratings would be
significantly different. But, Paar fits into

those sleepy, quiet hours in a way that the

gelid, intellectual Cavett. or Carson, with

his high-voltage hijinx, just don't. Paar
can be an appalling man, yes, but he has
an uncanny feel for his hour and his

audience.

—mac

Editor

Assoc. Editor
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books
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ian scott

bill macvicar
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Section I interfac basketball upsets
In inferfaculty basketball action

this week, three underdog teams

staged two upsets and one "near"

upset. Employing zone presses of

varying descriptions (usually a 3-I-

I). the usual toll of favoured teams

was taken.

Early Tuesday evening New
College seemed to be whistling in

the dark about its impending game
with the taller, more talented Sr Eng

team. However, aided by Us own
hustle und some questionable sub-

stituting by the engineers, New
broke to a 2 1

-° lead and was content

to play Sr Eng even from there on

in.

For New, Marc Sherkin,

possessing a green light to shoot any

lime he had the ball, scored 20

points. The other two members of

New's "iron horse" triumvirate —
Wolski and Mendelsohn — scored

1 3 and 1 2, respectively. Ron Gratz

led the plodding Engineering attack

with 1 2 points.

Winless before Christmas, New

MUST SELL! Webcor Stereo Multiplex

Receiver with built In stereo cassette

recorder with 2 spkrs. used 2 mos. St 50.

ViKIng stereo cassette recorder with 2

spkrs. S70. Both still under guarantee. 633-

8854 evgs.

PERSON NEEDED lo transcribe songs

Irom tape. Can pay S5/song. Approx-

imately S150 Involved. Contact Wanda at

932-0692.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses,

essay, French, Latin—experienced typists

—electric typewriters, 713 Spadina Avenue
(south ol Bloor) 922-7624

WARM, responsible student to care tor

intant part-time. Hours flexible, near cam-

pus, reterences. 925-7864.

APT. TO SUBLET - large 1-bedroom
Spadina south of Bloor. Also some fur-

nishings If wanted. Call 962-7282.

VICTORIA COLLEGE PRODUCTIONS
presents an original Musical Drama by

Scott Willows—The Last Resort. Tickets

available at Vusac Office or at the door

Si. 25. January 18,19,20, New Vic Theatre

8:30 p.m.

FAST AND EFFICIENT Dictaphone typist

required for 1-2 weeks. Part-time 10 Hours

a week days or evenings. IBM Electric

provided, If need be. Phone 920-1968

Mondays to Thursdays only.

ESSAY SERVICES Oo you have old

essays? Do you need essays? Phone
ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150.

has come on to sweep UC off the

floor (Xl-46), and lose a close game
to SGS (70-69) since the beginning

of winter term. With the playoffs a

mirage for New (only four teams

from each of Division IA and IB

make the playoffs), look for New to

surprise several teams over the

remainder of the schedule.

• • •

The higgest upset of the three

games almost occurred Wednesday
when St. Mike's, first in Division

IA. played PHE B, tied for fourth

spot with SCS in Division IB.

Down by seven points at halftime,

PHH B*s press and hustle suddenly

changed the game around so that

with one minute left to play the

score was tied 69-69. SMC's Larry

TnilTord, a refugee from Varsity

Blues, then went on to score a

basket, steal a pass, and set up

another two points to ensure a St.

Mike's victory.

Trafford led all St. Mike's scorers

with 1 6 points, while Tom O'Conner

ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 days)

Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Study

Weeks) Irom Toronlo, Includes jet Iran-

sport, accommodation (doubles), par' ;3s,

discos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St.,

Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 dr your Student

Council.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO lo

LONDON Irom $79 one way or $155 return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact

AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5,416-

962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING IN EUROPE INTERNA-
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, sludent
rallpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable charter flights, camping tours

elc, all available now from: AOSC, 44 SI.

George St., Toronto 5. 416 - 962-8404. (The

Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

PRIVATE TUTORING Physics, mathema-
tics, (or 1st year llnd year students S.B.

Joshi (M.Sc.) 35, Howland Ave. 925-0203.

QUEBEC WINTER CANiVAL, March 2-4,

Round trip transportation and ac-

commodation. $31.00. AOSC, 44 St.

George St. 962-8404.

WHY FREEZE? Used lur coals from $10.00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.

(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent
selection of fun furs, trade ins accepted.

We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6

Thur-Frl till 8 pm.

and Mark Dziemianczuk added 12

each. For the PHE B squad, it was
Cor Doret with 21, Rick Ward with

12, and Gary Boguski with II.

(Boguski shed his referree's sweater

to don the PHE colours and lead the

charge.)

• •

A second game Wednesday saw
Law overturned by Erindale.

Volleyball Blues will likely finish

out of a playoff spot unless the team
comes through with a surprising day
tomorrow at the Ryerson tourna-

ment. Blues were defeated by York
University last weekend in a tour-

nament at York, 15-6 and 15-11.

Swimmers and divers from U of

T's women's teams participated at

the fourth annual invitational swim
meet al the University of Waterloo
last weekend. Merrily Stratlen, a

member of the U of T team and
participant in the 1972 Olympics,

placed second in both the 100, 200,

and 400-yard free style
events ... the women are trying to

form an intcrcollegiale track and

Boundary changes proposed for

Spadina federal riding will probably

reinforce Liberal strength in the

riding and move the NDP into a

strong second spot.

Under the proposed redistribution

of electoral boundaries, Spadina's

northern boundary will be extended

lo include the Annex, area north of

Bloor Street.

St. Paul's riding, which used to

include the Annex, would be moved
north lo include parts of the present

Eglinton riding, which is

disappearing.

Conservative Ron Atkey, who
upset Liberal lan Wahn in St. Paul's

last year, believes the changes will

convert the riding into a Conser-

vative stronghold rather than a

marginal riding.

Public hearings will lake place on

the recommendations of the in-

dependent commission which drew

up the proposals but no changes to

Ifiem are expected especially since

none of the three major parties is

dissatisfied with the suggested riding

boundaries. The redistributed boun-

daries would not take effect until

late this year.

Although the hallmark of Law's
success in their championship last

season was its coolness under
pressure, Erindale succeeded in

scrambling the team up in overtime.

Law. al the moment out of the

playoff picture (the learn is currently

firth), ran up a 37-20 halftime lead

only lo succumb to Erindale in

overtime. Erin's pressure defense

field learn and lo organize workouts
every Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday at S am on Hart House the

upper track . . . U of T men's fen-

cing team hosted RMC last

weekend. Toronto emerged the

overall winner, taking matches
against all but the RMC 'A' foil

team, which won 5-4. Varsity
defeated the'B' roil team 8-1. Blues'

won 5-4 in the epee match and 6-3 in

(he sabre meet. Varsity fencers will

compete tomorrow and Sunday in

an invitational meet at

York . . . women's senior basketball

learn defeated Waterloo 51-36 in an

exhibition match last Friday nighl.

Chris Crawford scored 13 points.

The new map may look like this.

Spadina presently runs north to

Bloor. and west from Yonge Street

to Grace north of College and
Dovercourt south of College. The

new boundaries would take it north

turned the usually efficient lawyers

inside out as they completely look

charge of the game.
The Erindale tandem of Alex

Nakrosius with 29 points and Wally
Feasby (17) spearheaded Erindale's

attack. Replying for Law, Allan
Sternberg, playing on one good leg,

scored 33 points, while Rick Pirie

contributed 1 1.

while Terry Knight added 19, and

rookie Karen Edgar, 9 ... basket-

hall Blues (finally) won one of their

exhibition games — againsl Brock

Wednesday in Si. Catharines, 75-65.

Scoring for Blues were

Dave Wall (21), Brian Skyvington

(1 1). Randy Filinski (8), Tony Rud-

mick (8), Avo Albo (8), and Doug
Baker (2) . . . Bruce Kidd is

leaching a half course on "The
Political Economy of Sport" ihis

term in the Benson Building board-

room at II am Monday and 12

noon Tuesday. Anyone interested in

auditing the course should contact

Kidd through the phys ed
department . . .

to the CPR tracks above Dupont,

and wesi lo Dufferin below Queen,

and lo Grace and Gore Vale above

Queen.

The Annex area is heavy Liberal

territory, with lan Wahn getting 43

per cent of the vote there in las

Octoher's federal election, even

though he lost to Atkey. The NDP
also received a substantial vote in

the Annex, even though ihey put on

a minimal campaign. Bob
Beardsley. last year's Spadina NDP
candidate, says a good campaign in

the new Spadina riding could make
il a winnable riding for his party.

Conservative Paul Hellyer's

Trinity riding is another one to

disappear in the redistribution, and

il is uncertain which riding he will

move to. The absorption of the

Annex area into Spadina seems to

all but eliminate the possibility of a

Conservative win there.

The Toronlo public hearing on

the redistribution proposals will

take palace on February 5 at Court

No.2, Federal Court of Canada, 330

University Avenue,

Prize set up

for excellent

teaching
The establishment of awards for

excellence in university teaching has

heen greeted with enthusiasm by the

chairman of the U of T Faculty

Association,

Professor S.M. Uzumeri says that

unlil now teaching skill has been

passed over in favour of research

skill, and lhat the awards, set up by

the Ontario Confederation of

University Faculty Associations,

will be "a positive influence" in

encouraging excellence in teaching.

The awards, about 20 per year,

will have no monetary value, but it is

hoped thai they will have a prestige

value will be an influence in hiring

and promotions.

Both students and professors will

participate in the choice of the

recipients of the citations, who will

include, as well as individual

teachers, groups of professors who

have developed effective new
curricula.

BADMINTON

Tryouts for the Men's Intercollegiate Badminton Team will be held in the

Benson Building, 320 Huron St. on SUNDAY, January 21st from 1:00 to

5:00 p.m. Please come into the Intercollegiate Office, Room 101, Hart

House to sign up.

WINTER FESTIVAL

Hart House Farm
January 27 - 28

WINTER FUN SKATING
MEALS & TRANSPORTATION

RESERVATIONS AT HART HOUSE
UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE BY JAN. 23

Colonial
THIS WEEKEND!

lolonia
203 Yonge St.

NEXT WEEK:

JAMES COTTON

BLUES BAND

Koko Taylor

AND

Whiskey HowlCOMING SOON:

YOU'VE GOT IT COMING TO YOU!
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ON

* HI-FI STEREO EQUIPMENT
SANS J I. PIONEER. KENWOOD.
SONY, DUAL TELEFUNKEN ETC
COLOUR TV
ZENITH, BCA. ADMIRAL ETC

* CAR-RADIOS AND TAPE PLAYER
ALL MAKES. INCLUOING BLAUPUNKT
AM-FM AND STEREO MODELS.

GIVE JS
MAKE

VND MODEL...
WE DO SELL
FOR LESS1

LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL...

THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE

KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
112 HARBORD ST. (1 BLUC*. WEST OF SPADINA) CLOSE TO U OF T

unclassified

sportatk

Changes are likely for Spadina
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Negative effects of

Olympics revealed
All that Glitters Is not Gold: The Olympic

Game

by William 0. Johnson, Jr.,

G.P. Putnam's Sons,

Encyclopedia of the Olympic Games,

by Erich Kamper,
McGaraw-HIII,

$25.00

In the year of the Munich Olympic

Games, it was inevitable that this

quadriennial orgy of sport would inspire a

number of books dealing with these, the

XXth Olympiad of the modern era, and

with the Olympics in general. After all, an

obscure obsession of a rather romantical-

ly eccentric French baron has exploded in

the space of 75 years into a gigantic

sporting extravaganza involving

thousands of participants from almost

every country in the world, and watched

by hundreds of millions of television spec-

tators in a world-wide hook-up.

Baron Pierre de Coubertin, the founder

of the modern Olympics, had the quaint

idea that a regular festival of sport of the

type held by the ancient Greeks was an

ideal means of promoting international

friendship and understanding, as well as

allowing the best sportsmen in the world

io achieve their greatest heights through

spinled competition. It does not require a

great deal ot insight to discover that by

1972 what was originally conceived as a

noble contest of skill and endurance in

quest of international harmony has

become an enormously expensive

business enterprise that frequently acts as

the vehicle for personal and national

aggrandisement.

The Baron's idea of participation for its

own sake has been perverted to win at any

cost for oneself or one's country. Each

country deifies its winners and ignores its

losers. Journalists and television com-

mentators lionize the narrow-minded con-

cern of the champion who has dedicated

himself from childhood to win, win, win.

Parents are praised for "creating"

Olympic champions by inspiring and sup-

porting this approach and shielding the

prospective champions from "outside dis-

tractions" such as living, learning, relating

to people. Instead of "the main spirit ol the

Olympics is to participate" the prevailing

motto is more likely to be that of U.S. pole

vaulter Bob Seagren, who pointed out in

an interview in Munich, after coming se-

cond to an East German, that the silver

medal was the same as nothing at all.

Johnson critically evaluates the games,

carefully pointing to the numerous ex-

amples of self-seeking, corruption, bad-

sportsmanship, and nationalistic bally-

hoo they tend to predominate. He notes

that despite the "official" line which holds

that the athletes are participating as in-

dividuals, there are always "unofficial"

points-tables published ranking each

country's performances and interpreted

by each nation's journalists in a way that

will best promote national glorification of

that country's results. Since the U.S.S.R.

entered the Olympics after World War II,

its competition with the U.S. to win the

Olympics by amassing the largest number
of medals and placings has been closely

observed, commented on, and evaluated

by the press and sporting bodies in both

countries.

Johnson also justifiably mocks the idea

that the Olympics are for amateur par-

ticipants only. Except in a few of the more
obscure sports, in order to win a gold

medal an individual must dedicate himself

obsessively to training for many years,

spending many hours every day in a rigid,

premeditated program devoted solely to

eventually producing a winning per-

formance at the games. These people are

professional in the sense that the sport

plays the major role in their lives, and their

job or "study" is merely incidental,

allowing them to qualify as true-blue

amateurs." Also, because of the national

pride and honour involved, most

governments are eager to promote and

subsidize athletes through scholarships,

training programs and trips abroad.

Many Olympic champions are aware

that their feats and the subsequent idoliza-

tion and publicity can be skillfully

translated into financial or even political

gains. The latter two-thirds of Johnson's

book consists of a series of short portraits

of outstanding Olympic champions of the

modern era, tracing their lives subsequent

to their Olympic victories. Many are faced

with psychological problems as a result of

traits as obsessive ruthlessness, aggres-

sion, chauvinism, and success as the only

measure of one's worth.

Another chapter examines the

membership of the International Olympic

Committee, which is probabile correctly

characterized as the "Bluest-Blooded

Club" in the world. Almost all the

members are independently wealthy,

socially prominent (frequently of royal

blood), citizens whose perceptions of life

are inevitably effected by their own dis-

tinctively luxurious backgrounds so that

their understanding of the motivations of

the average athlete from a working-class

background or the political use of sport in

both internal and international affairs of

some governments are generally totally

naive and unrealistic. There has been a

history of the IOC tacitly using the prin-

ciple of sport being above politics to

support abhorrent political regimes. The

case of the two American Jewish sprinters

being left off the U.S. relay team in Berlin

is a case in point.

would be proud. Kamper presents t>

faithful record of every Olympic event held

at the modern Olympic Games between

1896 and 1968, listing the first six place-

getters, the time or distance, country, and

in addition, the number of competitors in

the event, number of countries and the

date on which the competition was held. In

team events every team members' name

is listed.

This gargantuan feat of dedicated

scholarship took Mr. Kamper nearly forty

years and so emerges as almost a life's

work. The extent of his labours is demon-

strated in the bibliography which lists

hundreds of official reports and

publications from twenty-six countries.

The text is studded with 678 footnotes

which comment on any kind of irregularity,

to the length of informing the reader when

some contestant's name has been spelt

wrongly in the official programme.

The entire book is printed slde-by-side

in three languages — German, French and

English. This can be a little confusing to

A publicity photo of the welcoming band tor foreign athletes to the 1936 "Nazi" Olympics.

achieving their greatest moments so early

in life, and thus their subsequent ex-

istence appears to them to be all downhill.

Others use their victories cynically to

make business contacts, obtain preferred

jobs, meet important people, or receive

support for public office.

One of the best chapters of the book is

devoted to the career of the great

American sprinter Jesse Owens, who dis-

covered that despite his being the toast of

the world after the 1936 Berlin OlympTcs~
he was unable to eat his three gold

medals. He found, however, that people

were prepared to pay him for speaking to

sporting clubs, youth organizations,

fraternal orders, and the like, casting him

in the role of a "professional good
example".

Thus he has made a career of

mouthing, to all who pay to listen, tne

idealistic phrases of the Olympic move-

ment, praising the ideals of spor-

tsmanship, brotherhood, dedication, and
hard work, while his own experience and
observations on the direction of com-
petitive sport in the U.S. would inevitably

lead him to conclude that sport is being

used to socialize young people with such

Johnson's biting critique is a refreshing

alternative to the usually trite, mealy-

mouthed glorifications of everything spor-

ting that are perpetuated by the sycophan-

tic sporting journalists of the media. Cer-

tainly the Olympic Games are still a

dazzling spectacle with fine performances

by excellent athletes who are frequently

also excellent sportsmen in the best sense

of the word.

However, a great amount of

demythologizing of sport and sporting

heroes is necessary, particularly since

sports commentators, politicians, and
many others are able to profit personally

from the "sports industry" who seek to use
the mythology of sport to encourage in-

dividual and national aggrandisement,
and also to somehow use sporting
success as an analogy for success in life.

This latter use has a tendency to

perpetuate other more dangerous and
often socially regressive myths.

On the contrary, the book by Kamper
does not concern itself with either a

glorification or criticism of the Olympic
ideal. It is a book of facts of the purest

kind, written with the type of academic
objectivity of which a dedicated physicist

the English reader since the alphabetical

order is taken from the German, as are

many of the abbreviations. In addition to

lists of the results, event by event

(including sports and events no longer in

the Olympics), there are tabulations of

such variables as which nations par-

ticipated in each event at each Games, a

list of the greatest medal winners — in-

dividually and by country — and many
other incredible statistics painstakingly

compiled by Kamper.
Why anyone would want to write such a

book may be a legitimate question but

appears rather impudent in the face of the

enormity of the task, the duration of the

research and the dogged determination of

the author to leave no stone unturned.

One must remain humble before the deed
and point out that it is undeniably the most

complete work written on the outcome of

events at the modern Olympics. For

anyone to whom having such facts at their

fingertips is vital, this book is the definitive

work. However, one must feel sorry for Mr.

Kamper because by the end of the Munich
Olympics his work will already be out of

date.

JOHN GOLDLUST



1200 march to denounce war
By GREG McMASTER

™ Ahoul 1200 chanting

demonstrators blocked traffic on

Yonge Street Saturday, as they

marched lo the U.S. consulate in

solidarity with the Indochinese

revolutionaries.

Demonstrators were pushed back

on the sidewalks by dozens of police

but ahoul half the marchers poured

onto the street near Dundas, until

police reinforcements regained

control.

The march began at Metropolitan

United Church, proceeding up

Yonge Street and along College,

where it overran the north half of the

st reel.

Demonstrators were organized

into many different contingents,

niosl of them carrying red banners

expressing solidarity and support for

either the Indochinese Revolution or

the National Liberation Front. NLF
flags mingled with the cars on

J Yonge Street, as marchers chanled

"PRO, Oft lo Saigon" {referring lo

[he NLF's Provisional
Revolutionary Government).

Every group carried signs

opposing the U.S. bombing attacks

on Indochina and demanding the

wil hdrawal of U .S. forces from
Southeast Asia, and one contingent,

led by the Vietnam Mobilization

Committee, restricted itself to ihese

demands. Their followers were con-

tent lo remain on Ihc sidewalks, and
urged other demonstrators to obey

the police orders.

However, the demonstration filled

Up half of University Avenue by the

time it reached the consulate, herded

along hy police motorcycles. Chants

of "Victory to Vietnam" and "Slop

the Bombing, Slop the War"
greeted a small contingent from the

Communist Party of Canada
( Marxist-Lennist) who were already

at the consulate, urging the United

States lo sign the proposed ceasefire

agreement.

) Speakers from- the League for
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Over 1 200 people marched on Saturday from a Toronto church to the U.S. Consulate to show their solidarity with Vietnamese revolutionaries.

Socialist Action stressed the need lo

oppose the latest bombing raids

which may force the Vietnamese

into submission, and urged
Canadians to defend the right of

self-determination of Vietnam by

Opposing the use of Canadian troops

to do "the dirty work" for the U.S.

Joe Flexer, speaking for the Red
Circle and the Old Mole, said that

"we have every right to be skep-

tical" of any peace Irealy being

discussed by "the imperialist rulers

of this continent". He said thai "the

unity of Vietnam under a workers'
and peasants' government" is the

only way to prevent those workers

and peasants being "cheated of the

full victory for which they have

fought so heroically."

"By its very nature the struggle in

Vietnam will continue" in spite of

any deals, for which, said Flexer,

"the usurpers of Moscow and
Peking will one day have to

answer". He charged them with

"again placing their supposed
national interests ahove the duties of

revolutionary internationalism", by
not giving every possible aid to the

Vietnamese.

We in Canada, added Flexer,

must "unmask, resist and finally

block (he design" of the Canadian
government to "expand and deepen
their complicity in U.S. efforts to

crush the Vietnamese Revolution."

He challenged federal NDP leader

David Lewis, who sent a telegram

supporting I he demonstralion, lo

implement the decisions of the On-
tario. Alberta and British Columbia

provincial New Democratic parlies

hy speaking out against the use o(

Canadian troops in Indochina.

"The very term 'peacekeeping' is

a lie", said Flexer.

As the demonstrators dispersed,

police forced those remaining up

onto the crowded sidewalk. Demon-
strators argued in vain with police

who were shoving a blind man who
had marched the entire route of ihe

demonstration.

OFS wants moratoria to protest cutbacks
By BOB BETTSON

The Ontario Federation of

Students' executive has unanimously

called for all of its members to

organize moratoria and mass
meetings to protest the cutbacks in

education financing in a three day

period starting one week today.

The meeting, held Saturday al

Rycrson Poly technical Institute in

Toronto, was attended by all

members of executive as well as

representatives from many other

member student councils.

The moratoria will probably

involve the cancellation ofclasses at

^ome campuses.

At U of T. the SAC executive will

meet tomorrow to decide whether or

not to ask the administration to

cancel classes one day next week.

University commissioner John

C'reelmitn said yesterday he would

favour the idea if the moratorium
discussed the long-awaited Wright

Report on post-secondary education

as well as the OFS strike. However,

vice-president John Helliwell

thought it would be better to wait

until the Wright Report was
released.

Kneli said SAC has received

indications from the administration

that it would receive favourably a

SAC request to cancel classes for a

day. However, vice-president Don
I'orsler last night refused to com-
ment on the matter.

Several delegations were skeptical

l| f their ability to get classes

cancelled for moratoria. Queen's
sUidcn| coucil representataive Lyn
vVhiiham said that the council was
'On busy organizing the fees boycott,

(leeause second term fees at Queen's
; ii"e due January 31, later than al

n'osi universities.

Western sludenl council president

Hub Stikenian said that he has tried

unsuccessfully for three weeks to get

classes cancelled.

York student federation president

and OFS executive member John
Theobold agreed: "We are in no
position to run another moratorium.

1 was not too impressed with the last

one al York", Thursday.

However, a four person

delegation from Brock University,

which is heing occupied to protest

the firing of 15 faculty, called on

OLS to lake action on a province-

wide level.

Delegates from the council which

is not participating in the fees strike,

urged the executive lo go beyond ihe

tuition fee increase and decrease in

loans to stress ihe effect of the

general cutbacks in education.

Brock and Trent were supported

by the executive, who agreed that

universities unable to hold

moratoria could call mass meetings.

Other executive members, including

Theobold, supported the motion

made by Glendon's Peter Bennet lo

hold moratoria.

Trent student council executive

member Jim Upton lold the meeting

thai Trenl students were going lo

boycott classes starting today to

oppose the cutbacks.

The Trenl student council was one

of the few in Ontario to oppose the

Tees boycott. The left wing body

decided lhal the lactic was not suf-

ficiently militant.

Trent urged OFS to call another

province-wide demonstralion at

Queen's Park. This was rejected by

other members, and OFS general

eo-ordinulor Craig Heron who cited

the failure of the November
demonstration.

Trenl is producing a province-

wide newspaper lo discuss the

general question of cutbacks
_

in

education and organizing speaking

lours of students involved in ihe

occupations al York. Glendon. Brock
and Western.

A general assessment of the fees

boycott revealed lhal the boycott

has been most successful at Lauren-

liiln where 52 per cent of all students

are still withholding Iheir second

term Tecs.

Moderate success was reported at

U of T. where over 6,000 students

arc withholding and at Quenn's and

Glendon, Not reporting final figures

and having little success were

Carleton. Western. Waterloo, York
Windsor, and Lakehead.

Heron said thai this showed that

OFS could nol take on effective

R KG IN A (CUP) — The social

sciences department, one pf the

most progressive and innovative in-

terdisciplinary programs at the

University of Saskatchewan's
Regina Campus, may be abolished

arbitrarily by stnnr administrators

due to budgel shortages.

Fliminalion of the department

would spell the end for the MA
program in communications, and

cut alt methodology classes at Ihe

Regina Campus.
The department has served as a

"safely valve" for students unwilling

lo follow rigid course requirements

in other departments. Under social

studies they have been able to pursue

more independent study. Abolition

would eliminate the safely valve.

The executive commitlee of the

social sciences division discussed a

proposal to phase out thedeparment

January 15. The meeting was closed

tti observers, but a reliable source

leadership. "It is hard to make
decisions. We need the complete eo-

operalion of all members. The struc-

ture of OFS militates against ihe

implementation of any action

program."

However other executive

members disagreed, staling that

OFS can slid act as a co-ordinalor

of student action against (he cut-

backs in Ontario if the right ap-

proach is laken.

Upton stressed that it is in

university administrations' interests

to support students in their fight lo

make ihe government back down on

cutbacks.

Brock Student Union president

Charles Lee said that the union had

heen "dead" al Brock until the

occupation. But after the occupa-

tion. 1.100 of the 2200 students

attended a general meeling and

unanimously voted to continue ihe

occupation.

Lee said the occupation is proof

that students are still interested in

opposing ihe government's action.

He urged OFS lo go into the

community and gain public support

lo counteract what he called ihe

"yellow journalism of the es-

tablished press."

There will be an OFS general

meeting February 10 and II at

(iuclph lo discuss further aclion.

Regina dept faces abolition
lold the Carillon, ihe student news-

paper, lhal associate dean of Arts

and Science Fred Anderson initiated

the discussion.

In a telephone inlerview,

Anderson said he didn't know if a

full meeting of the division would be

called. Students have almost equal

voting power with faculty in general

meetings but have no representatives

on the executive committee. Ex-

ecutive motions never come before

general meetings.

Ahoul 15 minutes after the phone

call, a source lold the Carillon that

Anderson refused lo call a general

meeling to discuss budgetary and

financial matters. A petition cam-

paign gathered enough names' lo call

a division meeling for January 19.

hut Anderson replied by circulating

a memorandum outlining his

reasons for refusing the meeting.

Anderson said the administration

lold the social sciences division it

would fall $95,000 short of money
required lo meet budgeted ex-

penditures, because available funds

can'l cover salary increases.

Adminisiraiors al ihe January 15

executive committee meeling
suggested lhal S72.000 be saved by

culling leaching positions and still

more money be saved by eliminating

a visiting professorship, ihe position

of a retiring professor and some
sessional assistants. The ad-

minisiraiors also suggested that

most of the eliminated positions

would come from the social sciences

department, thereby abolishing ihe

program. The department has only

six faculty members now.

Anderson's reluctance lo call a

divisional budget meeting is

motivated by his apparent support

for abolition, and by the need to

have the budget finalized within

davs. His action ensured little con-

crete discussion will occur openly.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
n wMk

Ukrainian Students Club presents

Ukrainian Week on Campus. A booth dis-

playing Ukrainian books and records will

be set up for the whole week In the main

loyer of Sidney Smith.

noon

General meeting ol sociology students to

select a student slate lor staffing com-

mltlee. Borden Building, room 229.

1 pm
Careertelks: Prof. John Crispo, Dean ol

the Faculty of Management Studies and

John Proper of Canadian Motor Industries

will discuss Ihe value of an MBA. Af

Medical Sciences 3154. People Involved In

film production & distribution at National

Rim Board. Crawley Productions, and

Sherman Productions will discuss the In-

tricacies of the film business. At Medical

Sciences 2172. Till 2 pm.

Free film show at Carr Hall, SI. Michael s

College, sponsored by the Toronto-

Carolina Exchange. Free coffee and

donuts. Everyone welcome. Till 4 pm.

4 pm
Professor Bernard Cohn of the

Department of Anthropology. University of

Chicago, will give a public lecture on "Is

There a New Indian History? The Uses and

Abuses of Social Science In Historical

Studies". Room 2106, Sidney Smith.

Combined Departments of English

Council Meeting; Rooms BCD Brennan

Hall; St. Michael's College.

6:30 pm
h.ik i Kosher supper; please Reserve by

5 pm at Hlllel House, 186 St. George Street.

8 pm
Auditions for Circus a ma|or production

by Mark Manson. Actors, actresses,

dancers and lech people In any capacity

required. U.C. Playhouse. 79A St. George

StreeL

Advanced Conversational Hebrew

begins again this week at Hlllel House. 166

St. George StreeL

Ukrainian Sludents Club is presenting a

Ukrainian literary evening with guest

speaker Ukrainian writer Olha Mak. At the

South Sitting Room. Hart House.

Drama Workshop at Hlllel House. 166 St.

George Street.

0:30 pm
Conversational Hebrew (or beginners

starting again this week at Hillel House, 166

St. George Street.

TUESDAY
10 am

Piofessor Bernard Cohn, Department of

Anthropology. University of Chicago, will

give a Seminar on "Sovereignty and

Legitimacy in the British Ra] — Legal

Theory and Myth in Ihe Exercise ol Imperial

Power", Room 3050, Sidney Smith.

11 em
Student governor's meeting, South

Sitting Room. Hart House. All Welcome,

noon

Investigate the teachings of

BAHA'U'LLAH In an inlormal discussion.

Bring your lunch to Room 2046, Sid Smith.

Sponsored by U of T Saha'l Club.

1 pm
The Stop the Student Surcharge

Committee is holding a public meeting to

organize future activities on the fees strike.

Anyone wanting Information on why the

trust fund was set up, how it works, and

why it Is the way to win should participate.

Debates Room, Hart House.

Ukrainian Students Club presents a

Varenyky eating contesL At Sidney Smith

Foyer.

Careertalks: Representatives from two

major companies discuss careers in sales

8 marketing. At Medical Sci. 2172 Careers

in television: If you want to find out how to

get into TV. come to the Careertalk being

given by staff members at a community'

college and a TV station. McLennan

Physics 202. Till 2pm.
4:30 pm

Free recorder lessons begin at the

International Student Centre, 33 St. George

Street. Everyone Welcome! Till 5:30 pm.

5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship. This week

there will be a time of sharing and

lellowship in preparation for Lelghton

Ford's visit on Wednesday, Thursday, and

Friday. Everyone Is welcome.

6:30 pm
Hlllel Kosher supper: please reserve by 5

pm at Hlllel House, 186 St. George Street.

7 pm
Guitar Workshop for beginners at Hlllel

House, 186 St. George Street.

7:30 pm
Lecture series on "Women" being

presented at the Faculty of Education.

Guest speaker will be Sylvia Spring, "On

Being a Woman Film-maker".

Ralael Mondragon, a lay theologian from

Menico will be speaking on Student

Movements in Latin America. In the

Copper Room. Wymllwood. Victoria

College.
8:15 pm

Guitar workshop for advanced al Hlllel

House. 166 St. George Street.

8:30 pm
Edward Albee's A Delicate Balance is

being directed by Peter PeroH for the

Menagerie Players at the Centrel Library

Theatre. Reservations: 225-3693.

WEDNESDAY
all day

Ukrainian Students Club presents a

display of Ukrainian books and modern

Ukrainian art,St. Michael's Library, second

floor. ^^^^^^^

Announcement for this column

will only be accepted if (hey are

submitted on the forms provided,

typed on a 64-character line- The

new forms are now available in The

Varsity editorial offices, second

floor, 91 St. George Street.

Interested in

The Varsity?
II" you missed The Varsity's open

house hist week, don't despair —
you can slill work for the paper.

Come in any lime lo Ihe second

floor offices at 9 1 St. George, or call

923-8471. Writers, of news and

sporls particularly, photographers

and other people are always wanted.

Don't worry about how much

lime it takes — you do as much as

vou want.

Graduate Centre for the Study ot Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

HAMLET
Directed by Martin Hunler

January 25 -February 3 at 8:30
{No performances on Sunday or Monday!

Tickets $2.50

Students SI Z5

Box Olltce 928-8668

10 00 a m to 6:00 p m.

IAN & SYLVIA TYSON SHOW

C 30736 KC 31337

MASSEY HALL
Sunday -Jan. 28 -8:00 p.m.

Available on Columbia Records

LOWELL JONES

EXHIBITION

ART GALLERY

MONDAY. 1 1 a.m. -9 p.m.

TUESDAY—SATURDAY, 11 i.m.-5 p,m

SUNDAY. 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

CAMERA CLUB

WEDNESDAY. JAN. 24

1:10 P.M.

B"x10" Black and
White Print

CONTEST

CLASSICAL CONCERT

CHRISTOPHER CZUKOB

soprano

BRUCE UBUKATA

pianist

Performing Dowlind.

Richard Strauss. Dseussy

Tuesday. Jan. 23

Music Room 1 p.m.

LIBRARY EVENING

SPECIAL GUEST:

RICHARD B. WRIGHT
Author of

-The Weekend Mm"
j

Tees., Jan. 23

Knt House Ubrarf. 8:00 p.m.

FILM SERIES

.

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS

(1 HOUR FILM)

TODAY
DEBATES ROOM

1-2 P.M. 7-8 P.M.

HART HOUSE FARM WINTER FESTIVAL

JAN. 27-28

Skating. Skiing. Tobogganing. Sauna. SqDire-

Oanclnrj SZ 50 each.

Tickets to be purchased In advance at

Ihe Undetgraduale Office, before Jan. 23

TELEVISION

IS AVAILABLE

IN THE
MAP ROOM

GRAND OPENING OF

THE PUB
TUES., JAN. 23

8 P.M. ON
BOB B0SS1N QUINTET

WEDS, s THURS

FRED BOOKER

THE GALLERY
OVERLOOKING THE GREAT HALL DINING LOUNGE FOR STUDENTS

JANUARY 25!

FREE COURSE

U. of T. Computer Centre offers a course in APL —
an interactive programming language. APL is a

language for describing procedures in the

processing of information. APL is available from

UTCC Interactive Services and is accessible from

any remote typewriter terminal.

The course consists of one terminal familiarization

session and six lectures, to be held over a three

week period, starting January 25th.

Please call Miss Simm, 928-3787, to

register.

unclassified
ENGINEERS, Chemists. Physicists, used

HP35 pocket calculator 967-5393 after 6

P.M.

LIFE SCHOOL.NEEDS French and grade

10 Math, teachers. Call 863-0062

MATURE MALE student wanted lo share 2

- bedroom apl. near campus. Prefer arts or

social science major. Call 964-6442 mor-

nings or after 1 1 pm.

PERSON NEEDED to transcribe songs
trom tape. Can pay S5/song. Approx-
imately S150 involved. Contact Wanda at

922-0692.

WARM, responsible student to care for

infant part-time. Hours flexible, near cam-
pus, reterences. 925-7864.

FAST AND EFFICIENT Dictaphone typist

required lor 1-2 weeks. Part-time 10 Hours
a week days or evenings. IBM Electric

provided, if need be. Phone 920-1968
Mondays to Thursdays only.

ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 days)

Deparfures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Study

Weeks) from Toronto, Includes |el tran-

sport, accommodation (doubles), parties,

discos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St.,

Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 tir your Student
Council.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO lo

LONDON Irom $79 one way or $155 return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact

AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5,416-

962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING IN EUROPE INTERNA-

TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student

railpass, car rentals, cheapest and most

dependable charier (lights, camping tours

etc, all available now from: AOSC. 44 St.

George St., Toronlo 5, 416 - 962-8404. (The

Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

PRIVATE TUTORING Physics, mathema-

tics, lor 1st year llnd year sludents S.B.

Joshl (M.Sc.) 35, Howland Ave. 925-0203

OUEBEC WINTER CANIVAL, March 2-4,

Round trip transportation and ac-

commodation, $31-00. AOSC, 44 St.

George St. 962-3404.

ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old

essays? Do you need essays? Phone
ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from $10.00^

Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Aue.

(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent

selection of fun furs, trade ins accepted.

We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6

Thur-Frl till 8 pm.
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Nixon "bloodthirsty", says unionist

Anti-war demonstrator weaves between cars In Saturday's demonstration.

Dennis McDermott, the Canadian director

or tin: United Auto Workers, told close to

1 000 people in Metropolitan United Church

lh;il Richard Nixon compares with "the

bloodthirsty monarchs of the past" Tor es-

ailaling the Indochina war into "nothing less

than mass murder."

The crowd gathered in the church before

marching to the U.S. consulate. The march, in

solidarity with the people of Indochina, was

planned to coincide with Nixon's in-

auguration ceremony.

McDermott assailed the continuing

bombing of Indochina, calling it an "aerial

My Lai" which has "raised My Lai to

national policy" for the U.S.

Clare Culhane, a Canadian doctor who has

worked at a hospital in Vietnam, told the

gathering "I'm glad to see people calling for

solidarity with those who are doing the

TiglHing" in Indochina.

She praised "a people that have

demonstrated a courage that will go down in

the annals of history" in their fight against

"the rotten system that can only survive by

creating wars and profiting from wars."

Any Canadian troops sent to Indochina,

she claimed, would be "participating in a

continued sellout as we have always done

there." She called on Canadians to demand
an end to military tests for the Pentagon in

Suffield Alberta, and to demand recognition

of Hanoi by the Canadian government.

Praising U.S. sailors' who destroy equipment

on hoats sending was material to Indochina,

Culhane noted that the U.S. military "uses

fancy words like 'protective reaction' to

describe mass murder". She suggested "a
cili/ens' commission to interdict war material,

which is a fancy word for sabotage."

McDermotl, referring to the possibility of

Canadian involvement in Indochina, said

"There's no guarantee that the first contingent

would not be the first step to armed Canadian

intervention. Canada's military idiots are no

heller lhan anyone else's," he added.

Later, at the consulate, McDermott was

challenged by Joe Flexer. one of the demon-

stration's organizers, to use the power of his

union's workers to directly help put an end lo

Canada's involvement in the war. Flexer cited

the example of Australian dockworkers, who
this month went on strike, refusing to work

with ships carrying war materials for

Indochina.

McDermott was not present to respond by

this lime.

Shepherd denounces Evan's task force
By RANDY ROBERTSON

Academic Affairs Committee

chairman R.M.H. Shepherd last

week attacked the way president

John Kvans has set up a task force to

examine academic appointments.

Shepherd deplored the fact that

Academic Affairs was not consulted

and that another standing com-

mittee—the Planning and Resources

Committee—was.

Shepherd recognized, he said, that

Kvans "obviously" has the right to

set up advisory committees. "Yet he

would he well advised to consult

with any standing committee

affected." he declared. "Though

there is no obligation Tor him to do

this, if he takes any proposal to one

concerned committee he ought to

take it lo any other concerned

committee".

Many or the matters the task

force will be concerned with fall as

much within the Academic Affairs

Committee's terms of reference as

they do Planning and Resources",

Shepherd said.

He noted that there is a motion

before the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee for its next meeting,

deploring the lack of information

and consultation provided the

0 inimiltee.

Hvans said the study group

arose out of recommendations of the

hud gel committee, recommen-
dations which came to him through

the Planning and Resources Com-
mittee, with the addition of that

committee's comments. The
proposal, formulated by the presi

dent after discu:"i~n with the chair

man of Planning and Resources,

was presented to that committee

itself as a matler'of information, he

said.

Kvans said he had asked vice-

president Don Horsier to mention

the proposal — as information — lo

Ihe Academic Affairs Committee at

lite nex meeting.

Shepherd said that Forster had

indeed made a brief oral report at

ihe committee's meeting last

Tucsdav. He agreed that he had

been "informed" but said he had not

been "consulted" — not to the

degree that the Planning and

Resources Committee, had been

consulted.

t-vans sought lo defend his

procedure bv chrifying the nature cf

the study group. It is. he said, to be

not decision-making, but a data-

linding advisory committee.

It is not in opposition to the

Academic Affairs Committee or any

other committee, he claimed. When

decisions are lo be made all com-

mittees and all eslates will have their

rights respected, he said.

The president announced that the

task force is "slanted heavily in

favour of the faculty"- But this is

only appropriate, Evans said, at this

initial period, since ihe faculty has a

vital interest in the issue. He thought

that any proposed changes would be

more acceptable if ihey were shaped

bv those to be affected.

The urgency and importance of

the issue were stressed. Evans wants

the sludy group to report in June,

though it may not have completed

its research, the proposals may be

implemented in the fiscal year 1 974-

1 975.

"The president is the one to get

the wheels rolling," said one council

member speaking in support of

Hvans.

Cioverning Council member Brian

Morgan attacked the lack or con-

sultation, saying that the setting up

of the committee "is the most im-

portant piece of policy to come

before council this year."

'"What we do now is an outline ol

how the Governing Council will

operate in ihe future," he said.

St. Michael's College president

John Kelly, however, said, "If the

president has lo refer everything he

wants to do lo a committee, we are

going to gel the chief executive we

deserve."

Morgan also attacked the make-

up of the body and called for a

strong student role on it. "It is

not 'yes and no power' that is im

porlant lo students. Real power lies

in involvement in the nitty-gritty, in

the evolving of policies."

The council approved a Morgan

motion asking the executive com-

mittee lo bring proposals to the next

Governing Council meeting for a

more expeditious setting up of sub-

committees and working groups.

The Governing Council also

approved an increase in the student

health service fee— from $ 10 to $ 1

2

per student. The increase is in

response to a projected income

deficit of approximately $25,000

and a decrease of $33,593 in the

university subsidy to the health

service.

New Interdisc head delights all

Amidst a shower of praise,

psychology professor Marly Wall

has been appointed chairman of

Interdisciplinary Studies.

After hesitating initially, Arts and

Science dean Bob Greene admitted

last night that he had chosen Wall lo

head the controversial department.

Active within Innis College, the

psychology department, the Faculty

of Arts and Science as well as

Interdisciplinary Studies. Wall has

made many friends and few enemies.

Interdisciplinary Studies

chairman Geoffrey Payzanl, retiring

at the end of June, said last night

that Wall's appointment is "the best

thing that could have happened to

Inlcrdiseiplinary Studies."

Wall has been closely involved

^ith ihe department since it began,

"ssisting in a course on un-

derstanding the sciences, and par-

ticipating in an interdisciplinary

planning group.

He's "a , natural

interdisciplinanan said Payzant, a

sentiment echoed by several others,

including Greene.

Delighted" Innis College

principal Peter Russell said last

night that Wall has been "very

helpfull" to ehe college. Wall has

been college council chairman for

three years, and a member of

numerous other committees, par-

ticularly Academic Affairs.

Students interviewed last night

were mostly enlhusiatic over the

choice of Wall to head the depart-

ment, which was feared to be near

extinction because of rumoured

budget cuts and delay in choosing a

new chairman.

Wall said last night that although

happy with the appointment, he

would have preferred it if Greene

had established a search committee

lo find a chairman, and strongly

recommended that procedure for the

future.

In the process of discussing the

appoinlment with the dean, Wall

said that Greene showed a strong

committment to the future of Inter-

disciplinary Studies.

Union fo appeal firing
Animal lab technician Damjon Andreev Gruev has lost the first round

in his battle to regain his job with the U ofT, but his union says it intends lo

appeal the ruling lo an arbitration board.

Ciruev, fired by animal lab division head L.R. Chrislensen 10 days ago

lor refusing to mop a floor, failed to win at the first stage of the grievance

procedure when U of T labour relations manager John Parker turned down

Gruev's request to be reinstated.

Ciruev contended that he was asked to mop a floor that did not need n

because it had been washed a half hour earlier. He also said that his

supervisor. V.B. Korompai. had acted arbitrarily and harshly towards him.

However, Parker said he found no evidence that the floor had been

washed 30 minutes earlier than al the point when Gruev was ordered lo do it.

He also said (iruev had refused at other times lo do required work.

Korompai, Parker added, is "a pleasant sort of a guy".

The Service Employees International Union Local 504 intends lo lake

Ihe case to arbitration, even though it may take six months to process and

cost the union over $1,500.

"I still think we've got a good case," declared the local's business agent,

Don Barclay.

Ciruev was unavailable for comment.

Barclay indicated ihe main point of contention is not so much whether

or not the floor had been previously washed, but if there was intimidation or

provocation bv Korompai.

The lenel'hy delay in processing the case to arbitration usually helps

management, he charged. Arbitrators are reluctant to award the decision to

the worker grievor. he explained, because of the large amount in lost wages

that must be made up.

Etkin becomes new APSC head
Bernard Hlkin, an expert in

aerospace engineering, has been ap-

pointed dean of the Faculty of

Applied Science and Engineering.

Hlkin. on sabbatical leave this

year, will lake over from James

Ham, who has been dean since 1966,

at the end of June. Ham will return

to leaching.

Hlkin opposed the use of Metro

police by ihen acting president Jac

Sword to end las March's first Sim-

coe Hall occupation in support of

open slacks in the Robarts Library.

"If there is hope for this campus, it

is in dialogue." he said at the lime.

However, he later declared lhal

the real issue of the students was not

stack access or the public good, "but

how to stir up trouble far the

administration."

Hlkin was an elected member ol

ihe Commission on University

Government (CUG), which three

v e a r s ago unanimously
recommended parity between

siudenls and faculty on a single top

governing structure of U of T.

(However, strong conservative

faculty backlash led to the 12-8 ratio

of faculty to sludents presently on

the Governing Council.)

Hngincering Society president

Scon Jolliffe said yesterday he was

pleased with the choice of Etkin.

"He has Ihe suppori of faculty

and all the sludents I know," Jolliffe

said.

A professor in U or T's Institute

for Aerospace studies since 1957,

Hlkin has been consulted by ihe

National Aeronautics and Space

Administration when separation

problems occurred in an Apollo

night.

Hlkin has also been chairman of

engineering science within the facul-

Iv of engineering since 1967. In

addition, he has been a member of

the President's Advisory Council,

Ihe Senate (academic forerunner to

Ihe Cioverning Council), and

numerous committees within the

faculty.

Hlkin is a native of Toronto with

bachelor's and master's degrees

taken al U of T, and an honourary

degree from Carleton. He has

taught al U of T since 1942.
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Would leave many destitute

Benefit cuts no cure

Shortly after the new Parliament concluded its opening festivities, the

Trudeau government announced plans to shaft unemployment insurance

claimants by reducing the number of people who would be eligible to claim benefits.

Manpower and Immigration Minister Robert

Andras says he's "very nervous about over-

reacting" to election campaign criticism of the

Unemployment Insurance Act. That's hard to

tell from the sweeping changes to the act he

introduced in the House of Commons last

Wednesday, changes firmly clamping down on

the number of people eligible to collect un-

employment insurance benefits.

The amendments would can benefits paid to

people who quit their jobs without "just cause"

or who get fired for "misconduct". They don't,

however, bother to define what either or these

crimes would be, apparently leaving their in-

terpretation up to Unemployment Insurance

Commission bureaucrats.

Two other offences would also disqualify

unemployment insurance claimants: "without

good cause" refusing or failing to apply for a

suitable job known to be vacant before
applying for benefits, and "without good cause"
refusing or failing to accept an offer of suitable

employment before applying for un-
employment benefits. Here, too, how the

government would apply the new regulations is

unclear. One proposal would, however,
transfer responsibility for defining what con-
stitutes "capable of" and "available for" work,

and "suitability of employment" to the com-
mission rather than leaving some latitude with

the applicant.

These changes are obviously designed to

placate the government-nurtured public
backlash against supposed widespread abuses

of the current act. Andras estimates that 10 per

cent of the 1972 claimants would have been

disqualified from receiving benefits had the

amendment been in effect.

And, to counter fears that people are quitting

their jobs or getting themselves fired because

they can get as much money not working as

they could employed, the government has built

in a new clause which would calculate a

claimant's benefits according to his or her

average salary over the entire previous year

rather than, as at present, over the preceding

20 weeks.
These changes open dangerous new areas

of interpretation to bureaucratic abuse. More

than just cutting benefits, the amendments will

encourage the commission mandarins to

jeopardize the well-being of claimants: people

who sincerely want to work but cannot find jobs

in an economy so mismanaged that un-

employment levels have soared to new heights.

How. we would ask Andras, is some
administrafoTisolated in his or her commission
office going to know whether a claimant had or

did not have "just cause" for quitting a job; or

whether an employer fired an employee for

legitimate "misconduct"? Arbitrarily and
unilaterally, that's how. There'll be no other way
despite whatever guidelines with which the

commission provides its employees.
Similarly dangerous abuses await ap-

plication of the clauses about accepting

suitable employment. To some, any job is more
suitable — no matter how alienating and un-

related to the applicant's job .training — than

temporary unemployment. But, the choice

about whether to accept such a job should

remain with the claimant, not with some official

who in the security of his or her government job

feels the job is suitable. *

As for the new benefits formula, it sue

cessfully negates the very thing it's supposed to

be protecting: hard work. What it means is that

a diligent, industrious employee who earns

advancement and pay increments and would

have expected to continue earning at nothing

less than this level would lose out if

circumstances left him unemployed.

But, all these arguments are beside the

point The crucial issue is the government's

attempt to solve the country's unemployment
problems not by more efficient management
but by arbitrarily reducing the number of those

eligible for benefits. The changes won't reduce

unemployment significantly; they'll just make
more people destitute.

The tactic adopted by the government is a

typical ploy: deflect criticism of its inefficiency

and poor planning onto the victims, the un-

employed. It may even succeed in temporarily

cooling down the electorate's disenchantment

with the Trudeau government. But, that doesn't

make it right or acceptable.
no

1

And, we'd suggest, the deception won't work

for long. The, maybe the government will find

itself unemployed for failing to deal responsibly

with so crucial an issue.
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Call for open

meeting on fees
In order lo discuss and comment

on llie recent debacle al the SAC
meetings, we have to put the issue of

lee hikes In llie proper perspective.

The current federal and provincial

reports on education reflect an

ovc all policy ofgovernment absten-

tion from secondary school finan-

cing. A government budget deficit is

tl probable key to their recent

moves. Cutbacks in health, welfare,

and public employment is further

confirmation of such a thesis.

This year, SAC has been unable

It) come to grips with this problem

and has been unable to lead the

students in struggle, even when the

OKS referendum indicated an
overwhelming disdain for govern-

ment policies. The inactivity of SAC
has led to CLM's substituting itself

for student leadership and lent

credence to CLM's basic contention

that Hric Miglin is "selling out" the

students.

However, "goon" tacties and
unreasonable disruption of SAC
meetings does not replace

democratic discussion by SAC and
"non-SAC" students. The surcharge

committee, sponsored byCLM, out-

shouted even those who were
basically on their side. The Erindale

reps read an open letter condemning
the past mis-leadership oTSAC and
calling for an open meeting. They
were attacked by and shouted down
hy the (Stop (he Student) Surcharge
Committee.

In place of name-calling we call

for active endorsement of the Erin-

dale proposal for a democratic, well-

adverlised. open meeting of all con-
cerned individuals.

Innis College Student Society

Fares Boulos (pres.. New College

Student Council)

Cord Barnes(pres., VUSAC)
Vicky Grabb (pres., UC Lit)

Dave Thorn (chairman. Architecture

Student Union)

Havers rejects

Stollar criticism
There are only a Tew things worth

saying about the letter that UC SAC
rep Marty Stollar wrote to The
Varsity on January 19, about the

Slop the Student Surcharge Com-
mittee closing down another SAC
meeting.

- His main point is that the $100
student surcharge is a red herring

He says the real issue is that "th<

provincial government has moved lo

further restrict university accesss to

make it even more difficult for

Students from low income families

to attend university". This is the

same diversionary line that SAC
has been feeding us all

year. We know that the same
people run the university as run the

government. Tactically, the question

is. which do we hit first? The SSSC
says we hit the university, and has

set out to do it in a way that will win.

Stollar says we should hit the

government, but has never once said

how it should be done. We know
that the government is launching an
attack on students. But, at present,

there is no way we can hit that

government directly. We are star-

ting lo fight on our home ground,

the university, and after students

have won their fight in their own
universities, ihey will be ready to

join (he resi of ihe people of Ontario

in the battle against the government.

Stollar himself stales that the

university is the intermediary, a

relatively powerless one, he says, but

still the intermediary. The U of T
Act gives the university Governing

Council the power to set fees.

Therefore, when the government cut

grants to the university, the uni

versify turned around and levied a

surcharge on students. The fact that

the university may be "relatively

powerless" will make it that much
easier for students to force the uni-

versity lo eliminate the surcharge.

Stollar also mentions that a

student who has a part time job so

that he can have a $5 per week food

allowance does nol care about a

mere SI 00. This is pure stupidity.

He sinks even tower when he says

hat he personally "would be pleased

lo see tuition fees raised lo $1,500 a

year" as long as students who could

not afford this amount could get the

Ontario taxpayer to give larger

grains. This would mean that On-

tario taxpayers would be putting

even more money into the uni-

versities than they are now.

When Stollar cited Harvard as an

r
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12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

MAIN STORE
280 8LOOR ST WEST 962-2020

FROM MONDAY JANUARY 22 TO FRIDAY JANUARY 26

Ukrainian Students Club Presents

UKRAINIAN WEEK
ON CAMPUS

A BOOTH DISPLAYING UKRAINIAN BOOKS AND RECORDS
WILL BE SET UP IN THE MAIN FOYER OF SID

SMITH ALL WEEK

PROGRAM OF EVENTS
Monday, Jan. 22 — Ukrainian Literary Evening

guest speaker: Ukrainian writer Olha Mak.

South Sitting Room - Hart House 8:00 P.M.

Tuesday, Jan. 23 — VARENYKY eating contest

Sid Smith foyer— 1 :00 p.m.

Wednesday, Jan. 24 — A display of Ukrainian books and

modern Ukrainian art.

St. Michael's Library, 2nd floor

Wednesday, Jan. 24 — evening: Panel on certain issues in

Ukrainian history —
South Sitting Room - Hart House 8:00 P.M.

Thursday, Jan. 25 — An Evening of Ukrainian Drama and Song
Hart House - Music Room - 8:00 P.M.

Friday, Jan. 26 — Discotheque with some young Ukrainian

, talent Place: Old Bavaria - 8:00 P.M.

example or a university where "no
student is prevented from attending

the university simply on the grounds
thai he cannot afford it", he reached

his lowest point. Harvard is the

hastion »r U.S. "academic ex-

cellence" which produces apologists

Tor U.S. aggression all over the

world. The U.S. Educational Op-
portunity Bank gets students deeply

in debt. Our universities are
Americanized enough without
modelling them after Harvard.

Stollar must think the students at

this university are awfully stupid to

accept his arguments, and we should

pmhahly run him right off the cam-
pus for his efforts al diverting us

from our immediate enemy — the

university and its Students' Ad-
ministrative Council. As the article

in the January 18 "Toike" so aptly

put it. SAC does not represent the

students oflhe U of T.When SAC is

selling us out to the university, we
owe it lo ourselves to disband it.

Stollar's reference to us as "Hitler

Youth" is designed lo discourage us

from kicking out a rotten student

council. Il will nol work. SAC's
main activity has been to confuse

and deceive the students. The
.students al U of T are going to stop

the student surcharge I his year, and

if lhal means getting rid of SAC, we
will do it.

Peter Havers

SSSC

Reader suggests

logical extension

I would like lo salute a most
valuable contribution to the archives

of literature dealing with social

justice, namely -Ms. Peacocke's
letter of Wednesday, January 17

("Keep quiei out of good
manners"). It illuminates man's in-

herenl evil manifest in all attempts

to generate moral revolution and
liberation or lo preserve freedom of

speech.

To quote Ms. Peacocke at length,

changing the characters and cir-

cumstances involved, bul preserving

the chain of logic:"When Sebas-
tian Rump accepls a job in a

sweatshop on Spadina Avenue for

$ 1 .50 an hour through financial

necessity, he should keep quiet on
ihe matter of his working conditions

oul of good manners. However, if it

is difficult for Sebastian to reconcile

the dollars hroughl in by working
under such conditions with his
feeling of guilt for tolerating such

injustice (or his fear of deslitution),

he should not have accepted the

job."

Right on!

One must he careful, however, nol

lo chastise those in Indochina who
are making a lol of noise and
fighting; for iheir countries against

the Americans, or those in Chile

upset al corporate threats to their

representative government. After

all. although Ihey are exhibiting

uncivilized behaviour, ihey never

had the opportunities we have had to

accumulate the social graces prere-

quisite to moral strength.

May I suggest lhal Ms. Peacocke,
who is also evidently aware of the

essential issues involved in Women's
l ib. follow the example of rectitude

sel hy Carrie Nation — mount her

ass. ride It) 91 St. George Street with

hatchet in hand, and demolish the

building and equipment of The
Varsity.

Wm. Molson

GRAND OPENING
OF THE HART HOUSE PUB

TUESDAY, JAN. 23
from 8 p.m. on

The BOB BOSSIN Quintet
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

FROM 8 P.M.

FRED BOOKER

premiere of DAVID BEDFORD'S
"WITH 100 KAZOOS"

features AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

January 28, 8.30 p.m. Concert Hall. Edward Johnson Building

"the lirst 100 people to arrive at the concert will be given a kazoo and a 'part' to

play

On Ihe same programme will be: SOLSTICES - Gilles Tremblay PENT0MIN0 -

David Bedford SPILLIHPNERAK - David Bedford TAKING A STAND - John

Beckwith

SPECIAL GUEST ARTISTS: CANADA BRASS, TORONTO WINDS

GUEST COMPOSERS: DAVID BEDFORD, JOHN BECKWITH. GILLES TREMBLAY

Tickets: Adults $3.50 Students $2.00

Available from 481-3371 (Mondays to Fridays 9-5 p.m.). Tickets may also

be purchased the evening ot ths performance.

NEW
MUSIC
CONCERTS

HILLEL LECTURE SERIES
Presents

Dr. Eliezer Berkovits
speaking on

"THE JEWISH RESPONSE TO EVIL"
AbOfl our Lecturer

Dr. Berkovits is chairman ol the Department al Jewish Philosophy at the Hebrew

Theological College, Chicago Illinois. He studied in Ihe Ynhivol ot Europe and was

ordained in Berlin. Germany. In 1933 he received his Ph. D. from the University or Berlin

He has held Rabbinic positions in Berlin: Leeds, England; Sydney, Australia; Boston, Mass.

His tield ol specialization is Jewish philosophy and he has lectured and written extensively

in this field. Among his famous books is "God, Man and History".

SUNDAY, JANUARY 28, 1973
HILLEL HOUSE

186 ST. GEORGE ST.,

8:00 p.m.
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Education: satisfying

the market's demand

"Liberal education seems to me
to be indispensably necessary ;

and the completion ot it by the

establishment of a university in

the Capital of the country . . .

would be most useful to

inculcate just principles, habits

and manners among the rising

generation."

Upper Canada Governor

John Simcoe Graves

By WYNTON SEMPLE
Liberal education has always been viewed within the context of

how it could best serve the prevailing economy. Three distinct ruling

class attitudes towards education have existed; each corresponding

with and varying with structural changes in the economy.

Simcoe's quote expresses the traditional elitist view of education

which corresponded with an agrarian/mercantile economy. This

economy supported a ruling class made up two strata, each of which

made its money in similar ways. In agriculture, they made the peasants

give Ihem a share of their produce in return for the privilege of tilling

the land. In trade, they made it by buying things in one part of the

world at a low price and then selling them at a high price in other parts

of the world. In Canada, this was the age of the fish and fur trades, and
extended into the wheat and timber eras around the middle of the

nineteenth century.

The. traditional ruling class view of education focused almost

exclusively on its moral value. The line between education and religion

was imperceptible. In this context, education performed minor cutural

services for the ruling class by drumming the virtues of hard work and
thritt into the children of working people, and developing in the sons
and daughers of the bourgeoisie the appropriate mannerisms and
affectations of "culture" to distinguish them from their inferiors and to

enable them to occupy their leisure time.

The second distinct set of ruling class attitudes towards
education was associated with the onset of industrialism. Industrialism

ushered in capitalism (or perhaps vice versa). In this situation, the

ruling class made its money in a very different way.
Instead of simply appropriating the wealth other people had

created, the capitalists set about to produce their own. They
assembled all the elements of production and set them in motion.

They then took the commodity to market to exchange it for what it was
worth. There was just one catch — they had to buy the various factors
of production (labour, raw materials, equipment, et cetera) on the
market. If they paid what each of these factors of production was
worth, there would be little left over after having sold the total

combination of factors for what it was worth. In fact, if this happened,
the capitalist would secure for himself only the value of the labour he
himself actually expended in producing the commodity.

However, as it turned out, the capitalists did not have to pay the
full value for all the factors of production. They were able to pay
labour much less than the value of what it produced. This
circumstance arises partly from the motivations with which each party
— capital and labour — approaches the market. Their motivations are
fundamentally different.

The capitalist wishes to buy labour power to put it to use in

combination with physical capital with the ultimate aim of making a
profit.The worker, on the other hand, wishes to sell his labour power in

order that he may live. He is compelled to sell his labour power to the
capitalist, whereas the capitalist is not compelled to buy it. It is a
perpetual buyer's market. Consequently, the capitalist will not pay a
worker the full value of his labour.

With capitalism, the composition of the ruling class changed from
the landowners and shipowners of before to the owners of
manufacturing enterprises and finance capital. This ascendancy of the
industrial bourgeoisie was not achieved without some difficulty. In
1 837 Upper Canada, a war almost broke out when the conflict between
the landed "family compact" and the rising industrial bourgeoisie took
the form of a dispute over "responsible" government. Over the next
few years, the question as to which section of the ruling class the
government would be responsible was settled in favour of the
industrial bourgeoisie.

Their interests were soon asserted in the field of education
Ontario's first Chief Superintendent of Schools, Egerton Ryerson,
spoke on behalf of the new elements of the ruling class and their
interest in education, writing in a report that became the basis for the
Schools Act of 1846:

"The knowledge required for the scientific pursuit of
mechanics, agriculture and commerce must needs be
provided to an extent corresponding with the demand and

exigencies of the country; while to a mere limited extent

are needed facilities for acquiring the higher education of

the learned professions."

It was apparent to Ryerson that the newly "responsible" state had

definite responsibilities in the realm of education:

"The very end of our being is practical... The age in which

we live is likewise eminently practical; and the conditions

and interests, the pursuits and duties of our new country,

under our new government, are invested with an almost
exclusively practical character. Scarcely an individual

among us is exempt from the necessity of 'living by the

sweat of his face'. Every man should, therefore, be
educated to practice."

In recognition of Egerton's foresight they later named a school

after him. It is fitting that this school, Ryeson Polytechnical Institute,

was one of the first schools in Canada to unabashedly produce
graduates on a demand schedule set by industry.

Monopoly Capitalism
Around the turn of the century, industrial capitalism underwent a

major shift from its competitive to its monopoly phase. The ruling

class became more compact as ownership of the means of production

became concentrated in fewer and fewer hands. The mode of

production changed with the increased importance of technology and
the unit of production becoming larger and more vertically integrated.

It is important to examine the reasons for this shift in some detail since

the Canadian economy is presently under the tutelage of American
monopoly capitalism. There were two major factors which led to the

monopolization of capitalism:

Falling Rate of Profit

The tendency for the rate of profit to fall was occasioned by:

(1) a decrease in prices due to manufacturers" competition for

markets;

(2) an increase in the cost of the capital equipment required to

incorporate technological change into the productive process;

(3) increasing cost of labour due to a shortage of skilled

manpower;

(4) the increasing costs of the anarchy of production, the typical

business cycle in which each manufacturer produced as much as
possible leading to piles of unsold goods and factories and workers
sitting idle in a non-profit-making state; and

(5) the relative saturation of domestic markets, and other factors.

People Getting Ticked off with Capitalism
This was becoming increasingly common around me turn of the

century. The problems associated with maintaining the rate of profit

led to wages being cut and people thrown out of work. Increasing
numbers of workers engaged in militant strikes which had an explicit

anti-capitalist orientation.

If capitalism was to remain intact, the ruling class would have to

develop a more acute class consciousness — it would have to actively

maintain and expand capitalism — which is exactly what happened.
All in all, it amounted to the ruling class becoming much more

sophisticated, learning to put a velvet glove over its mailed fist, and
developing allies outside of the ruling class itself.

The first group to be co-opted and put to work on behalf of the
ruling class, helping them solve their problem with People Getting
Ticked off with Capitalism, were the liberals — the people who,
although they had a sincere interest in changing society for the better,

could not bring themselves to break openly with the ruling class
inasmuch as they had some interests in common with the ruling class.
Since they were motivated by a social conscience pricked by other
people's misery, not their own, the liberals did not feel the necessity of

challenging the system, but rather were content to try and reform bits

and pieces of it.

American historian Christopher Lasch describes the various
ways in which the liberals' energies were harnessed to help save
capitalism:

"Everyone who has studied the history ofAmerican reform
agrees that the reform tradition underwent a fundamental
change around 1900. Some people identify the change
with a changing attitude towards government, a new
readiness to use government (particularly the federal
government) as an instrument of popular control. Others
associate it with an abandonment of the old popullstic
distrust ot large scale institutions, like corporations, and
an acceptance of the concentration of wealth and power.
Still others define the change as a movement away from
the dogma of natural rights towards a relatlvistic,
environmentalist _aod_ pragmatic view of the world."

This was when the ruling class began to hire people to
rationalize" consumption. The need to stimulate and direct people's
needs into profitable channels gave birth to the advertising industry.

The ruling class also discovered that its ever faithful handmaiden,
the state, could help it out with its new problems. In the past, the role of
the state had been restricted to fighting wars on behalf of their foreign
interests and doing small domestic favours such as donating land and
money with which to build railroads. (In Canada, the government
contributed around $50,000 per mile of track laid). It was now even
more helpful to have the state as an agent since it meant that the ruling
class had at its disposal the state's troops and law courts to break

strikes, its legislatures to pass anti-
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For the new radicals, conflict itself, rather than injustice or
inequality, was the evil to be eradicated."

During tne first half of this century, monopoly capitalism
developed a steadily increasing dependence on education. For the
United States, the total annual outlay for human capital (in terms of
primary, secondary, and tertiary education expenditures) rose from
nine per cent of the annual investment in physical capital in 1900 to 34
per cent in 1956. However, in the late flfities, education rather abruptly
became more important to the ruling class. The exact reasons for the
upsurge in interest are not clear; however, at least the following seem
to have been involved:

(1) imperialism became less lucrative, making it necessary to

increase the rate of exploitation at home by increasing the value-
producing capacity of labour via training;

(2) in connection with this situation, capital was about to enter
new technologically-oriented fields and a pool of surplus labour would
be needed in order to keep labour costs down;

(3) the ruling class ideologues realized that higher education
offered a unique if temporary solution to the problem of what to do
with all the post-War babies who. if unemployed and left to their own
devices, might develop into that old nightmare — People Getting
Ticked off with Capitalism.

Higher education would not only take up their time, it would also
give them the illusion of upward mobility along with all the
conservativizing tendencies this induces.

Since the late fifties, there has emerged among economists,
educators, students and others a widespread conscious adoption of
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the human capital approach to education, euphemistically known as

"manpower planning". Much of the impetus for manpower planning

came with the 1958 passage of the U.S. National Defense Education

Act. The act greatly increased the funding for certain subject areas

which were vital to the national "defense" effort — sciences,

mathematics, education, and foreign languages. This was a step

towards manpower planning in the sense that a conscious attempt was
made to plan the supply of skilled personnel for the defence industry

which is a major sector of the American economy.

Concurrently, at the international level, the Committee for

Scientific and Technical Personnel was established as a branch of the

Organization for European Economic Cooperation. Its task was to

"develop policies aimed at increasing investment in education so as tc

supply the qualified manpower necessary for the implementation of a

policy of economic growth". One of the committee's first acts was to

set up "The Study Group on the Economics of Education" which, in the

words of its chairman, Dr. Henning Friis, was "to promote and

exchange research and statistical data on the broad subject of the

economics of education, that is the relationship between education

and economic growth, the educational needs of the 1960's and the

formulation of policies for increasing the supply of scientific, technical,

and other qualified manpower." In Washington, D.C. in October. 1961,

13 months after the "study group" was established, manpower
planning took a giant stride forward with the holding of the Policy

Conference on Economic Growth and Investment in Education. This

conference was of international scope and Importance. Dr. Friis

described it in the following words: "This conference was a major step

in the development of policies for relating education to economic
requirements. It discussed targets for educational investmer* during
the decade 1961-1970 and reached general agreement on the
necessity for long term planning of educational investment in the
OECD member countries."

Interest and activity in the field of manpower planning increased
generally at the international level in the early sixties. Organizations
such as the International Labour Office, the International Association
for Educational and Vocational Information, and UNESCO, held
conferences, circulated literature, and collected information.

In 1963. the first annual U.S. Department of Labour Manpower
Requirements, Resources, Utilization and Training report was tran-
smitted to the Congress. In the same year, an act was passed
requiring an annual inventory of manpower requirements, resources
utilization, and training.

In Canada, the Technical and Vocational Training Assistance Act
(TVTA) was passed in 1960. By 1966-67, there were 185,000 students
in Ontario alone who were in schools and courses approved under the
federal-provincial agreements concluded under the TVTA. The in-

creases in federal government expenditures for technical and
vocational training were dramatic — 35 million the first year of the
TVTA. 207 million the second year.

Given Canada's relationship to the United States, it is

understandable that Canada's manpower planning policy was not one
that Canadian had independently and consciously conceived. There
appears to have been little research published prior to the passage of

the TVTA. Two of the more important pieces of Canadian research
— Wilkinson's study for the then Department of Labour and Bertram's
work for the Economic Council of Canada — were done outside
Canada (at MIT and the University of Washington respectively), using
American research hypotheses.

In 1964. schedule 10 of the TVTA came into effect, providing for

research on a cost-shared basis with the provinces. Manpower's
research program gave birth to its first offspring in 1968 when
Canada's Manpower Requirements in 1970 was published.

The educational Planning Division of the Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education completed Part I of a two-part study which
projects the future manpower needs and resources of Ontario to 1986.
The Economic Council of Canada carried out a number of research
projects for its seventh annual Review. One of the key studies attempts
to measure the relationship of operating expenditure, capital

expenditures, and total cost per student, to student output.
Education's manpower planning aspects have many

ramifications for the interests of the ruling class. In the introduction to

Higher Education and The Demand for Scientific Manpower in the
United States, a 1963 OECD study, the authors explain the study was
done because "there is much worry in high places that shortages will

be present in 1970 unless immediate and drastic measures are taken
to increase the supply — shortages which will impair the economic
and scientific efficiency of the United States and endanger her political

and military role in the world."

There are overtly political problems, too. Wilkinson, in his study
for the Canadian Department of Labour, partially financed by the

Imperial Oil Company Limited, points out:

"Another difficulty is that — even if the protections are

roughly correct insofar as the desire of students or of

parents tor their children are concerned, there is still no
assurance that the type of students trained will be what the

economy actually requires tor production purposes. Con-
siderable misdirection of effort, not to mention thwarted

aspirations, may arise. In backward countries, as Van Den
Haag and others have pointed out, a pool of unemployed
intellectuals may provide the spark for revolution. Clearly,

it is not sufficient to look only at satisfying students'

demands for classroom space and instructors. The needs
ol the economy for trained and educated people must be
considered as well."

Wilkinson would have been fully entitled to say. "I told you so." after

the Quebec CEGEP students occupied their schools.

However, most of the explicit concern is with producing a surplus

of people with the requisite skills for participation in "our" economy.
The people who do these studies are not monsters, they are not witting

servants of the ruling class — they seek only to understand things the

way they are. Since the structure of the economy assumes a ruling

class and since the dominant brand of social science is committed lo

refining and. reproducing existing social relations, not subverting

them, these studies are necessarily carried on from the point of

view of the ruling class.

The study done by Meltz and Penz on Canada's manpower needs
from '61 to '70 illustrates the class bias referred to above. Two of the

assumptions they use in doing their study are:

(1) "the industry and occupational structures of

employment in the past have been determined primarily

by the structure of output and by the prevailing

technology, rather than by labour supply conditions in-

teracting with demand conditions"

(2) "the structure of output and technology of labour

force is based on ;he assumption that the education

structure too is labour-demand determined and in-

dependent of labour supply conditions"

They describe these assumptions as "gross oversimplifications of

reality". The reality they are simplifying, as may be seen from their

assumptions, is one in which the needs of the ruling class for trained

manpower are the basic determinants of the structure of the labour

force and the structure of the educational system. Their assumptions

state quite clearly that in both of these areas the needs, desires, and
rights of the people who make up the structures — students and work-

ers — are inconsequential.

To question the degree of universality to post-secondary

education deemed appropriate by the state or to assert that the main
purpose of post-secondary education should be the cultural

enrichment of the entire society is to challenge priorities and
fundaments of the economic and political orders in which we live.

U of T student Wynton Semple was general

co-ordinator of the Ontario Federation of

Students. He has a long background
studying post-secondary education, and is

a student member of the Ontario Com-
mittee on Student Awards.
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THIS WEEKCOMING
Wednesday January 24.

8 p.m.
10:30 -Midnight
10:30 -til the A.M.

Hockey
Pleasure Skating
Frat Parties

Blues vs. Waterloo
Varsity Arena
Phi Kappa Pi 85 Bedford
Delta Upsilon 182 St. George

Thursday January 25

1 p.m.

3 p.m.
Afternoon
3 p.m. - Midnight
7:30, 9:30, 11:30 p.

8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Chariot Races
- Centre Campus

Prizes, Entries to Hall
Porter, Wetmore Hall,

New College.

Pinball Tournament Innis, Prizes.

Snow-Sculpture starts. . . weather permitting

Black Hart Pub, Hart House opens
Movies "Reefer Madness" Medical Science Audit.

Vic Pub. Wymilwood

Friday January 26.

7:1 5 a.m. Ski-day to Blue Mountain

1 p.m.

1 p.m. - 1 a.m.
after the Game

3 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
10:30 -Midnight
All Evening

Phone S.A.C. for details

Snow Bowl Football Game Back Campus All Stars vs. St. Mike's

also Co-ed Monster Ball at half-time

S.A.C. Pub. "The Nunnery" opens Basement of Sir Dan's

Pleasure Skating Back Campus
Outdoor Barbecue from Innis Back Campus
Co-ed Broomball
Swim Meet
Hockey
John McLaughlin Concert
Pleasure Skating
PUB NIGHT

Saturday January 27.

Morning Car Rally

10 a.m. - 2:30 p.

Afternoon
1:00-5:00 p.m.
3 p.m.
3:00-6:00 p.m.
Evening

Snow Sculpture continues
Basketball
Table Tennis
Women's Sports
Splash Party
"Magic Music" Concert
PUBS
CONCERT
DANCES

Back Campus
Blues vs Ottawa, Benson Bldg.
Blues vs Carleton
Con. Hall, tickets $4& $5 at S.A.C.

Varsity Arena
at S.A.C., VIC. SMC, NEW
INNIS, ERINDALE

Starts at Con. Hall and ends
at Erindale, Prizes.

Hart House
Hart House
Benson Bldg.
Benson Bldg.
Erindale
Scar. Erindale, S.A.C. Pub 'The Nunnery'
"Murray McLaughlin" at Scar.

New College, Erindale

Sunday January 28.
Afternoon Toboganning Skidooing Scarborough

H Evening Pleasure Skating Varsity Arena
|§ 7:45 p.m. Vic Flicks New Acad. Bldg. |i

SPONSORED BY SAC AND YOUR LOCAL COLLEGE OR FACULTY STUDENT'S COUNCIL If
FOR UP TO DATE INFORMATION WATCH THE VARSITY,

;

LISTEN TO RADIO VARSITY OR PHONE SAC, 928-49 1
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World must support Argentine left: activist
By JIM MARTIN

The military govern menl of

Argentina will continue lo silence

dissident voices within the country

unless the world demonstrates sup-

port Tor the Latin American left,

Argentine, medical student and ac-

tivist Daniel Zadunai:-ky, said Thur-

sday night at Hart House.

Zudanuu:ky an a speaking tour

Tor the Committee for Justice to

Latin American Political Prisioners,

is seeking Canadian and American

support lo release and free from

persecution the estimated 1 200

political prisioners in Argentinian

jails.

As an example of the effectiveness

of international pressure he cited a

well known magazine editor who

had been jailed despite public out-

cry, and then was suddenly released.

The presiding judge admitted that

the reason for this action was the

receipt hy the government of

"several letters from North
Americans aware of your case."

Zadunaisky urged Canadians to

demonstrate solidarity with all

Latin American political prisoners

hy writing letters to the appropriate

governments.

Zadunaisky said three groups

exist in Argentine politics: a

traditionally strong working class:

the nationalist bourgeoisie, typified

hv Juan Peron. leader oTthe country

until the mid-50's; and the in-

dustrialists supporting foreign cor-

porations, mostly American.^

The military governments in

power since I95S have allowed

foreign corporations to dominate

practically all the nation's steel,

auto, petroleum and textile in-

dustries. Zadunaisky said. Union

slrenglh has been cut by the im-

position of a government controlled

bureaucracy at their head.

The activist described the present

condition of Argentina as "pre-

revolutionary", for since May I969,

when police attacked and killed

several students in a demonstration

at Mendo/a, a military junta has

been necessary lo suppress revolts

against foreign domination of the

economy.

The ruling generals consider

themselves, perhaps with some
justification, lo be in a slate of siege,

said Zadunaisky. Thus there is

arrest without trial, he said, and

special political courts, which quick-

ly dispense harsh non-appealable

sentences, sometimes with no
defence counsel present.

Many cases of torture have been

reported, and the Argentine claimed

il is common for the bodies of

"released" prisoners to be found a

few days after their "liberation".

Kvcn acquitted political workers can

be detained if thought to be "securi-

ty threats."

When questioned about the

possibility of a leftwing political

victory. Zadunaisky pointed out

that ihe only effective opposition to

the Argentinian dictators comes

from ihe trade union movement.

Bui the unions' central bureau-

cracy prevents consolidation oTtheir

power because the head offices are

regulated by the state, he added.

The Peronislas, a faction centred

around former strongman Juan
Peron. enjoy little popular support,

according lo ihe Argentine medical

student, for although Peron himself

is still liked by workers, the other

leaders of the parly are not trusted.

Most small parties organized by
working class groups will not appear
on the ballot of future elections

because high membership requi-

rement are necessary before such =
parlies can he officially recognized, s

£
Thus, as in Paris in I968, 7

resisience is limited lo disorganized £
protests, strikes, and unsupported %

guerrilla action without the a

guidance oT a common front or

coordinated leadership. Daniel Zadunaisky claims Argentina executes political prisoners.

Popondreou calls for new economic system
By PAT REDICAN

Two hundred people packed the

auditorium al the International

Sludcnls Centre lo hear York
University economist Andreas
Papandreou outline his vision for a

socialist "ulopia" Thursday night.

Speaking lo West Metro Waffle

meeting, Papandreou. a member of

[he Cireek cabinet until the 1967

coup, called for a hierarchically

structured, but community-based

political-economic system.

The community, which could vary

in si ye from the city lo (he

neighbourhood lo the village would

own all the resources within ils

hounds. Resources would include

factories, universities, stores and

natural resources.

These communities would be

organized into "regions" in which

organization would involve a sort of

bargaining between communities.

Similarity regions would be or-

ganized into nations and nations in-

lo a global structure.

In Papandreou's envisioned com-
munity, resources would be con-

trolled hy the workers. Although

government and stale functions

would he filled by elected represen-

tatives, there would be some attempt

GRAND OPENING

CURTAIN UP!

Mr. JACK FISHER Presents
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ROOM

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 24 from 9 p.m
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Economist Andreas Papandreou

to control ihe elitist tendencies thai

have manifested themselves in other

socialist slates.

Papandreou suggested adopting a

syslem akin to ihe Chinese one.

legislating against specialism. An
individual would be required to hold

several different kinds of positions

during his lifetime. Although the

stale might lose sonic efficiency, the

economist admitted, it would com-
bal both elitism and alienation of

labour.

I'apandreou stressed thai his

"utopia" seemed a long way from

realization, given the "centralizing

tendencies" of the present
governments both in socialist and

capitalist countries.
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Cornell 'Big Red' overpowers hockey Blues

By GARY ROSS
The Big Red of Cornell scored

early and often, Saturday night,

downing Varsity Blues 8-2 in an

exhibition game in Ithaca. N.Y.

Carlo Ugolini beat goaltender Bruce

Durno after only 19 seconds of play

and the home team never looked

hack.

For Blues, n was just one of those

nights. The team was chippy, but

didn't seem particularly up for the

game. They obviously had trouble

adjusting to American rules and to

Cornell's dump-the-puck-in-and-

ehase-il style of offence. Their own

attack was diluted by Cornell's

determined, efficient checking, and

Dave Hlenbaas' solid goaltending.

Cornell coach Dick Bertrand has

the Big Red playing text-book

hockey. The team came out flying,

to the delight of the strongly par-

lisan. standing room crowd.

Kveryone played we'll; the Cornell

defense was especially successful at

breaking up plays at the blueline.

and at clearing the puck. Several

Toronto players had off nights.

So did the two rele.w- Neither

was able to slay with the pir-v, and

iheir calls were inconsistent. The

game was in fact a cogtnt argument

against the two-refers system.

Several offsides \y\.' missed

because there was m M'.i.ial at the

blueline as the play cr. ^ei it.

The contest was not really as

lopsided as the score might indicate;

penalties contributed heavily to the

outcome. Blues were assessed 14

minors (versus seven for Cornell);

the American club connected for

three power play goals, and clicked

again on a penalty shot.

On the play. Varsity coach Tom
Wail replaced Durno with a

defeneeman. Warren Anderson. The

strategy backfired when Anderson

charged out at Ugolini and went

down in an attempt to knock the

puck away. The puck carrier neatly

Inness shuts out Gaels; Blues win 6-0
By PETER DUX

In a good exhibition of passing

plays Blues defeated Queen's

Golden Gaels 6-0 Friday night at the

arena. Gary Inness displayed fine

goaltending in posting his first

shutout of the season.

As ihe shots on goal — 57 by

Toronto. 25 by Queen's — might

indicate, the play was another ex-

ample of Blues overpowering a

weaker opponent.

Varsity got oi l to a fast start when

Bill Buna scored at 2:08 of the

opening period. The goal was set up

b> a Rick Leroy check at his own

blueline. enabling Nick Holmes to

begin the rush, and Bob Munro,

Holmes, and Buba demonstrated a

tidy display of passing the puck back

and forth to leave Buba with a clear

shol on net. .lust over five minutes

later Buba notched his second of the

evening.

Where the First period had

belonged to Buba, ihe second was

Our misteak
In the article entitled "Marketing

athletics: how U of T pays for its

sports program" of January 10 we

erroneously reported the UTAA
btidgel total as 5254,089. That por-

tion only covers "University

athletics". The total budget

amounts to $341,421. including an

additional 587,332 for non-

universily athletics.

On January 15 we reported thai

Ihe Scarborough College Athletic

Association ""-lorls lo and is one

branch of Scarborough's new

Cultural Affairs Cominitlee . .
."

In [act, il is Ihe Athletic Department

and not the SCAA thai reports to

the Cultural Affairs Committee.

Also lasl Monday, we mistakenly

had Bill FiHeld identified as Bill

Buha in a photograph.

dominated by Munro. With Holmes

sitting oul a high sticking penalty,

Munro scored on a short-handed

breakaway. Firing the puck over the

slick side shoulder or goalie Clyde

Harris. Munro scored once again in

ihe second 20 minules. this lime on a

power play while Ron While was

serving two minules for interference.

He again fired ihe puck over Harris'

slick side — a definite weak spot.

On other occasions Blues missed

numerous opporl unities lo score j

through unpolished work in

finishing off plays. Coach Tom Watt

said thai Inness' shutoul "wasn't

easv". True, bul il certainly wasn't

il any lime a close game.

Ciaels. on the other hand, skaled

with Ihe Blues hut found themselves

hemmed in their own end for mosl

of ihe game.

Blues Notes: Rick Leroy was

decked behind his own net when Stu

Fang caughl him with his head

down. Team doctors diagnosed a

hruised knee . . Watl look Rick

Cornaechia to Cornell as a spare

defeneeman. since he was concerned

about Leroy's physical status . . .

Blues nexl play against Waterloo

Warriors in a league game at

Varsity Arena Wednesday night.

Toronto 6 Queen's U

First Period

I) Toronto, Buba (Munro. Holmes)

2:08

2) Toronto. Buba (Holmes.

Anderson) 7:27

3) Toronto, Herridge 17:27

Penalties - Munro (T) 2:25, Lang

(Q). 4:29.

SPEED READING
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Sidney Smith Lobby

_ COMMUNITY
^

AFFAIRS

in cooperation with

Parkdale Community

Legal Aid

LEGAL AID:
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FOR LAWYERS?
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Prof. Alan Gnnt - Osgaode

Hill Law School

panelists:

John 0. BowlbyQ.C.

P.S. Fitzgerald Q.C.

Prof. Frederlcb H.Imm
Eleanor Bro - Lay

UvDHtl

TUES., JAN. 23. 8:00 P.M.

Frw Artml ssl a n- Everyone Welcome

ST. LAWRENCE. 366-1656

lir

Blues' Bruce Herridge scores late in the first period to put Toronto

ahead 3-0 over Queen's.

Second Period

4) Toronto, Munro 3:47

5) Toronto. Munro (Pagnutti) 12:40

Penalties - Holmes (T) 2:46. White

(O) 11:36, Pagnutti (T), 13:04,

Milnes (T). 17:02.

Third Period

d) Toronto. Anderson {Ruhnke,

Korzack) 5:03

Penalties-White (Q) 6:27. Davies (T)

1 1:58. Milnes (T). 15:20. Tittemore

(Q). 15:30.

Shots on goal by

sidestepped the Blues' player and

skaled in on an empty net. The goal

was his fourth of the game; he also

pieked up two assists and several

stitches, the latter courtesy of Nick

Holmes' high stick.

Biggest ovation of the evening

wenl lo Mike Mellor, who'scored a

first-period goal for Cornell. Mellor i

is a home town boy, born in Ithaca i

und. incidentally, ihe only American

player on the team.

Cornell 8 Toronto 2

First Period

1) Cornell. Ugolini (Murray,

Skillins) 0:19

2) Cornell, Perras (Murray.

Baiinski) 4:03

3) Toronto, Holmes (Munro, :

Keenau) 6:51

4) Cornell. Marrelt (Street, Ugolini)

10:06

5) Cornell. Mellor (McGuire,

McCormiek) IK:54

Second Period

6) Toronto, Korzack (Ruhnke.

Pagnutti) 10:09

7) Cornell. Ugolini (Murray,

Hanson) 14:05

Third Period

8) Cornell, Hanson (Ugolini, Street)

1:44

9) Cornell, Ugolini (Hanson) 2:55

10) Cornell, Ugolini (penalty shot)

17:12

Shots on goal by

Toronto 10 12 10 —32
Cornell 16 9 13 -38

WHITE ON
7 Charles SI. W

967-1110

Open 9 to 9.

11-5 Sal
on,

TERMPAPERS

M-F

Canada's largest library ol pro I -testea
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Kent State murders Blues 64-49
(# By PAUL CARSON
I Kent Slate University won nine of

II events lo defeat U of T men's

Kvim team 64-49 in a dual meet

L'ridav. Four pool records were

Ijther set or tied as Toronto suc-

cumbed lo the enviable depth of

kent State.
(

Although Blues received out-

siiinding performances from cap-

f-iin Jim Adams and Olympian

Bvron MacDonald. Kent State had

[jtiinly loo- many well-rested, ex-

perienced swimmers, especially in

[hi: non-freestyle events.

"Kent Stale are going nowhere in

[j.S. college swimming rankings,

jiul ihev demonstrated the wide gulf

Ltween college swimming in the

[j.S. mnd Canada," said Varsity

Lich Rohin Campbell.

Thanks 10 numerous first class

facilities and an excellent age group

tysteni. American universities can

,iw from a virtually inexhaustible

"Apply of talent.

[ "ji's roughly comparable to our

ivstem for producing hockey

players." Campbell said. But, he

lildcd. Canada could become a

[wimmirlg power if the necessary

facilities were available. "Toronto is

full of hockey rinks but does not

have even one indoor 50-metre pool.

"If we could get a similar facility

here," Campbell predicted, "it

would serve swimmers in the entire

city and he in use almost 24 hours

every day. But the government
doesn't seem to want to spend the

money."

The following is a summary of

Friday's meet:

400-yard medley relay:

I. Toronto A (Farquhar, Phillips,

MacDonald, Adams),3:44.5;

1. Kent Slate. 3:48.5; 3. Toronto B,

4:02.5.

1000-yard freestyle:

I. Mike Stolkey <KS), 10:25.7; 2.

Shawn -Luari (T). 10:33.5; 3. John
Sebhcn (T). 10:41.0.

200-yard freestyle:

I. Greg Penn (KS), 1:50.9: 2. Dave
Wilkin (T), 1:53.0; 3. John Dailey

(KS), l;57.l.

50-yard freestyle:

I. Jim Adams (T), 22:0; 2.

Dcvcnccnlis (KS). 22.1; 3.

Scnilcr (KS). 23.2.

200-yard individual medley:

I. Al Smith (KS), 2:08.0; 2.

Montgomery (KS), 2:09.2; 3. John
Twohig(T). -2:16.4.

Jm
Kirk

Jeff

One metre diving;

I. Gary Bishop (KS), 243.35; 2.

Tom Sandercook (KS). 204.75: 3.

Doug Vickey (KS), 192.95.

200-yard butterfly:

1. Byron MacDonald (T), 1:59.5; 2.

Don Dunkle (KS), 2:00.7; 3. Bob
Peeling (T), 2:10.7.

100-yard freestyle:

I. Dcvinccntis (KS) 48.3; 2. Adams
(T), 48.5: 3. Wilkin, (T), 50.3.

200-yard backstroke:

I. Jim Muske (KS), 2:05.3; 2. Penn
(KS). 2:(>5.H: 3. Russ Farquhar (T),

2:12.0.

500-yard freestyle:

I. Stolkey (KS), 5:02.1; 2. Laari
(Ti. 5:06.9; 3. Craig Konwinski (KS)
5:16.5.

200-yard breaslstroke:

I. Montgomery (KS), 2:20.9; 2.

Schhen (T), 2:21.4; 3. Nick Rot-

tman (T). 2:26.2.

Three metre diving:

I. Bishop (KS) 270.90; 2. Alex Lau
(T. 182.80: 3. Sandercock (KS),

174.75.

400-yard freestyle relay:

1 . Toronto A (Peeling. Sebben.

Pelers, Twohig), 3:29.9;

2. Kent Stale. 3:31.1; 3. Toronto B.

3:40.0.

WANTED
by Arts & Science Student Union:

PAID PERSONNEL
Applications are now being received by the Arts and Science
Students' Union for paid full-time and part-time position. The
position entails research and organizational work in the following

areas: course unions, faculty council and colleges. Salaries will be
reasonable and concomitant with the responsibilities assumed.
No experience in this kind of work is necessary, though some
familiarity with the ASSU and the faculty in general would be
desirable. The term of employment begins February 1 and ends
April 30, 1973. Application in writing should indicate convenient

times for an interview. Applications can be mailed to:

ASSU
c/o Mike Scott

Rm 2097
Sidney Smith Hall

University of Toronto
100 St. George St.

Toronto 5, Ontario

ONTARIO
GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS
Brochures and application forms for 1973-74 are available in the Graduate Studies

Fellowship Office at 16 Hart House Circle, Room 103.

Completed application forms must be received in the Fellowship Office not later

than February 15, 1973.

YOU
MAY BE
ELIGIBLE

Gymnasts third at York

mm

Bryan Alcock flys through the air In part of his floor show
Saturday at York.

The University of Toronto men's gymnastics team scored

I I9.4I points Saturday to place third behind York and Queen's al

the Queen's Invitational in Kingston.

The mid-season competition featured routines of almost
Olympic difficulty by gymnasts from York and Queen's, and they

often performed well. The other two participating teams, Ottawa
and Toronto, lacked this emphasis on difficulty, and as a result

both suffered on the scoreboard.

York won the team competition with 132.88 points while

Queen's finished a close second with 1 30.46. (The point totals were
tabulated by adding the lop three scores from each of the six events

for each team.)

The sole Toronto participant with a competitive standing was
captain Gary Wicks, who placed sixth in the ail-round competition

with 37.98 points. Brian Euler placed third in the Toronto team
standings, giving controlled performances in the five events he

competed in. but Arnold Bishop and Al Swett agreed the Queen's

meet wasn't their best.

Blues' Rick Jeysman won the vaulting competition with an 8.3

score from a straight arm hand-spring vault. Although other Blues'

members Bryan Alcock and John Kelly did not compete in all

events. Alcock did perform a floor exercise routine, while Kelly

went to the parallel bars.

Toronto's Hans Frick was out of the competition with a

shoulder injury, and with his absence Varsity's team totals were

reduced by al least 10 points. However, Frick may be able to

compete in the finals at York University on February 24.

Blues will next compete in the semi-final matches at Western
on Februarv 10.

IMPORT CAR SERVICES

SERVICING ALL IMPORTS

10% DISCOUNT
FOR STUDENTS

WITH A DATSUN

364-9077 853 Richmond St. W.

THE STUDENT
DIRECTORY

is still

available at

the Council offices

Scarboro. Erin, Vic

Eng. Stores

SAC

FREE COFFEE + DONUTS - SKI MOVIES - TALKS

WED. JAN. 24 7:30 HART HOUSE MUSIC ROOM

All Welcome To The

General Meeting of The

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

>? OUTING CLUB
Sign up for the big cabin weekend Jan. 27-26 tor. X-C and downhill

akling, snowshoelng, see pro ski races, tobogganing, snowball

fights, skating and learn X-counlry, winter camping and pizza

throwing techniques. Ski chalet close to Colllngwood ski areas on

Bruce Trail (Accommodates 65)
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Editor Bob Gauthier

Phone 923-4053
sports
Blues rebound past Queen's, 80-79

By BOB PRITCHARD
Basketball Blues, defeated 72-56 by

Queen's Golden Gaels in a contest earlier this

season Squeaked by the King:lon visiters 80-

79 on Saturday night in the Benson Building

Tor their third league victory. Blues record is

now 3 wins. 3 losses.

|i was unfortunate such a sparse crowd

chose to witness the game. Tor both teams

treated Ihe spectators to some exciting, even if

somewhat hard-hitting basketball. A total of

57 fouls were called, 35 to the Blues.- Had

Ciacls not shot a poor 52 per cent from the

foiil line in the second hair. Varsity might

have come out on the short end of the score.

Toronto's Glenn Scott, while only scoring

six points of his team's total, made the most

of four of the siv With Blues leading 76-75

and jusl over :i minute left in the game.

Toronto had the ball in its end. Taking

advantage of a serious defensive lapse by the

(iaels, Scotl positioned himself uncovered

under the Queen's basket, grabbing a court-

length pass ;md popping the ball in the basket,

to make the score 78-75.

Queen's then retaliated with a basket of its

own, changing the score to 78-77. Then Scott

once again found himself wilh the ball, but

was Tuiilcd while shooting wilh 40 seconds left

on Ihe clock .
The 6'4" forward remained cool,

dropping both his shols through ihe hoop, to

bring ihe score lo 80-77.

Next, Queen's Norm Hagarty. fouled by

Toronio. put in two foul shots to once again

reduce Ihe Varsity lead to one point.

However. Blues had possesion ortheball, and

n was jusl a mailer or using up the clock. Bui

with 7 seconds left, ihe Varsity lost the ball to

the (iaels, much to the chagrin of Toronto

coach McManus. Fortunately, ii wasn't

enough time for the Kingston team to gel a

clean shol at the basket, and Blues kept iheir -

single poinl lead for a 80-79 victory. 1

Toronio slarled Ihe game sluggishly, letting

Queen's jump lo an 11-5 lead. Gaels held
'

:

Ihe lead for the first eight minutes, but by then

Blues had sullied down lo tie the score. For :

Ihe remainder of the half it was a see-saw
:

battle, each learn alternaling in ihe lead. They
j

wenl into the changerooms at halfiime

deadlocked at 36 points apiece.

Both Toronio and Queen's used man to

man defences Ihroughoul the game, which,

apart from ihe excessive fouls and turnovers,

contributed to the quick pace. The main faull

in Ihe Blues' play lay in their rebounding (12

compared lo Queen's 21). ' ivcr, ihey did

improve in the second half, outrebounding

Queen's 24-15,

Another cosily error on Blue's part was

iheir careless passing on a fast break. On
several occasons, Varsity had a man in the

open, only lo throw the ball too far ahead, and

lose noi only the ball, but an easy basket.

Toronto did exhibit some good man to man
defence, and coach McManus rrtUSl have been

I)

. t

^

r

Blues' Glenn Scott (42) goes up to block a shot by Gaels' Paul Howard.

pleased, for noi until this game has he used

that defence for the foil forty minutes.

Although Blues were often slow to react to

pics and screens in the early portions of ihe

game, and were frequently beaten by their

opponents, forcing them to foul, the defence

lightened as the game progressed.

Queen's Rob Smart, high scorer in the

game, put in 26 points. Smart frequently used

a behind ihe back dribble, and was difficult to

stop once he had a step on his Toronto

opponenl. Bui when Varsity began to put a

little more pressure on the Queen's guards,

Ihe Ki nasi on team had more difficulty

working the ball around.

C redit must be given lo McManus, for

substituting freely throughout Blues' games.

In practice, [his means that Toronio can rely

lo a certain extent on bench strength.

Naturally. Toronto has a starling five, bul

every team member is gelling some game
experience. This paid off Saturday when all

bul one player gol on the scoresheet.

TIP OFFS:
Blues mcci York Yeomen, tomorrow at

S;15 P.M. in Hart House. York is only 3—

5

in league play this year . . . Toronto's Dave

Ferguson played much of Saturday's game

wearing a face mask lo protect a broken nose

he received in a game against Waterloo two

weeks ago.

Scoring: Queen's atToronto

Avo Alho 2

IX Tim McGhie 2

1 5 Queen's

10 Rob Smart 2d

9

Toronto

Dave Wall
Brian Skyvingion

Pcler Oolup
Glenn Scotl

Tony Rudmik
Randy Filinski

Dave Ferguson

Bill Francis

l ank C ress

Paul Howard
Norm Hagarty
.loh nKeck
Derek Swinnard

Slu Beck

Bruce Hcmmirm

Sen/or volleyball defeats Ottawa, Carleton

Although Marg Grieve (28) missed the blocks,

defeat Ottawa, 3-1.

By JOAN SCHWARTZ
Women's senior volleyball team

won both league matches in Ottawa

this weekend, defeating Carleton

University 3-0 Saturday, and the

University of Ottawa 3-1 Friday.

Blues' Saturday games against

Carleton were uninspiring compared
to the display of spectacular

volleyball Varsity showed against

Ottawa.

In the first game with Ottawa,
Blues built up a commanding 12-4

lead, only to ha ve it slip to 13-12

before rallying to win. The second

game was close for the first half as

_ both teams fought hard lo make the

S halfiime score 8-8. Although Blues

g grabbed the next five poinls, play

^ " ^ i again began lo see-saw. Ottawa
"

lTied to salvage a win when Toronto

Toronto went on to wlls "head 14-9, but il was only able

to lake two more poinls before Blues

won 15-11.

Toronto slipped on an early 5-3

lead in the third game and Oltawa
never looked back. Ottawa went

ahead 7-6 and built up lis lead to 1
3-

6. and although sleady play by
l.ynne Sbearon and Peggy Duff

brought Toronio up lo 10, the game
went lo Oltawa. 15-10.

In ihe deciding game Ottawa
grabbed the first three points, bul

Toronio came from behind to tie the

score at 4-4. Oltawa then pulled

ahead 9-4 and 10-6. However,
Toronio lied the game again at 10-

10. dropped one poinl, and ihen

rallied lo win. 15-11.

Against Carleton Saturday,

Toronto's steady play coupled with

several exciling rallies and dramatic
saves, defeated a determined
Carleton squad 15-13. 15-11, 15-6.

Notes: Toronto's 3-1 victory over

Ottawa was a Iwo hour marathon

which began an hour later than

scheduled. Bolh teams and spec-

lalors became increasingly
frustrated as ihe net in Ottawa's new

athletic complex broke several times

during the warm-up . . . already

shorl-handed. Blues lost the services

of setter Vera Kosinkova in the

second Ottawa game, oul of action

for at leasl three weeks with torn

ligaments . . . Kosinkova was
replaced by Marion Thomson,
whose steady setting helped Toronto

spikers pcnelratc the opponents'

defence . . . strong serves by Rox-

solanna Wankewycz, well-placed

spikes by Fran Walmsley, and effec-

live blocking by Marg Grieve were

responsible for the strength of Blues'

sustained atlack . . . Toronto next

plays second-place York Tuesday.
January 30 al York.

K



Art students
protest cuts

THE

By PAT REDICAN
Fifty students from the Ontario

College of Art marched to Queen's Park

yesterday to ask the Ontario Government
to intervene in the administration of the

college.

The group was armed with signed

statements from 27 per cent of the stu-

dent body saying they will not return if

feared staff cutbacks and curriculum

changes are implemented as announced;

seven faculty have already resigned.

Acting OCA president Clifford Pitt

announced Monday that, due to a

reduced enrolment, a deficit or $58,000

or 2H per cent of the budget had occurred.

Noting the "hard to justify student-

icacher ratio", he announced the layoff

^ of about 15-20 full time faculty.

Ala press conference following an

inilial "informational" meeting with

deputy Colleges and Universities

Minister Gordon Parr, student represen-

tatives Barbara Laffey and Paul
Casselman explained that the students

are opposed to the cutbacks for three

reasons:

• Pin has not shown conclusively that

the only way to correct the deficit is

faculty layoffs;

• The students have not been told

cither the criteria used to decide who will

he laid off or who will be dismissed, and

they fear that dismissals will hit radical

faculty hardest; and
• They feel the students should decide

who should be laid off.

For these reasons and because "the

future and curriculum adopted by council

is not supportive of the future
recomended by the student body," the

siudenls have decided to ask for govern-

ment intervention, at least to the extent

l' of "preventing any faculty layoffs this

year," said Laffey.

Casselman added, "we have tried to

eslahlish a dialogue with the administra-

tion, but they are only willing to talk, not

to discuss and compromise in an open

and productive fashion. We have decided

to sidestep Pitt and come to the

government."

"So far the deputy minister has been

very helpful. He has assured us that the

minister will talk to us soon." .

The results of these talks will be known
later today.

While Casselman and Laffey talked to

the press inside, 50 students camped on

the legislature steps. One student, gagged

and bound to a chair, supposedly sym-
bolized the student status at OCA.

Student members of the PAC which

will decide who will ba laid off have
refused to co-operate with the student

group which has been organized by
Casselman and Laffey. Laffey charges
that these were appointed by Pitt and are

not represented by the students.

The student council, which Casselman
caricatured as "a dance committee" has
offered financial support to the students

but refused to involve itself further.

The basic conflict in the college centres

around two methods of leaching.

A radical tradition, established by
former president Roy Ascott and sup-

ported by a large minority of teachers as

well as a large segment of the student

hody has been in effect since 1970.

Ascott was fired last spring when the

council running the college decided the

radical program Ascott had introduced

just 10 months earlier had gone too far.

According to Tom Hodgson, a

Toronto artist who resigned from the

faculty over the curriculum dispute on
Monday, this approach was more "un-
slruclurcd and questioning" with few
compulsory classes and a more "concep-

tual" approach to art.

When Pill called for student ideas on
the future direction of the college,

students brought forth a plan called

"Future Zed", which calls for a con-

tinuation and extension of this approach,

ll would reduce the student-teacher ratio

substantially, eradicate the semester or

yeur-by-year system in favour of in-

dividual development, and break down
the idea of school taking place in a

building.

In a November vole 89 per cent of the

467 of 916 students voting favored the

proposal.

But next year's curriculum, already

announced, reverts to Ihe more
traditional master-apprentice approach.

For example, second and third years

would require 24 hours of compulsory

classes, all of which must be chosen from

a given lisl. Now (here are no compulsory

classes and students can decide their own
programs.

The faculty are also split along these

traditional-progressive lines. According

to Hodgson, 22 of the 60 faculty favour 2
the newer concepts, but since any |
positions which allow the faculty input $
are elective, they have no-voice in the g
college's policies.

1

As well, the 40 or so part time faculty, g
numbering among them many famous^
artists, have no say in the future of the l

~

college.
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Student protests strangulation of Art College by government cutbacks.

Female professors' pay will match mens
By LINDA McQUAIG
In a major attack on

discrimination against

women professors, the U of

T a'dministration will raise

the salaries of female

teaching staff to match

their male counterparts.

The funds for the salary

hikes, which have been

provided in the university's

as-yet-unpublished budget

for 1973-74, came in

response to revelations last

year that gross salary and

promotion discrimination

exist at U of T.

| (
Although Internal Af-

fairs Committee chairman

Paul Cadario, when asked

last night, refused to reveal

the amount involved, he

did say it was a "consider-

able" sum.

"We were surprised how

much would be needed,"

Cadario said.

A committee which is

composed of three men and

three women will review

individually the cases of all

full-time women teaching

staff at U of T. It will then

make recommendations to

vice-president and provost

Don Forster on whether or

not compensation should

be made, according to its

chairman, vice-provost

Peter Meincke.

In this sense it is an

action committee, rather

than merely an in-

vestigative body, according

to engineering professor

Ursula Franklin, who sat

on the U of T Faculty

Association Salary and

Benefits Committee.

"We assume the world

knows discrimination

against women exists, and

we are now trying to find

the best, fastest and fairest

way to rectify it," said

Franklin.

Last year three women
professors at U of T
presented a brief to the

provincial government with

statistics revealing startling

examples of discrimination

against women.

The report cites, for

instance, a marked
difference between the

average salary paid to men
and women teaching staff

of equal academic rank —
$4,000 in the case of a full

professor.

It also suggested that

discrimination existed in

the area of promotion,

pointing out that the lower

the rank, the greater the

concentration of women'

teaching staff.

Jill Conway, one of the

authors of the report and

now a vice-president of the

university, points out that

the administration, once

presented with the facts.

was "extremely sym-

pathetic and anxious to

correct the situation."

The University of

Toronto Faculty Associa-

tion has not been so help-

ful, however, according to

psychology professor Wen-

dy Potter another report

author.

In fact, when the

association made its sub-

fnission to the budget com-

mittee of the Governing

Council, the committee

criticized it for not giving

top priority to the question

of discrimination against

women, said Cadario.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Pinball tournament: eliminations will be

rolled at 63 St. George Street. Entrants

must qualify belore 1 pm Thursday In order

to be In the finals.

Cheap skiing at Blue Mountain, February

1i at 7:15 am. Tickets: S7.00 (includes tow

and transportation). Pay In advance at SAC
office, U of T.

1 pm
Auditions lor The University Game, a

new musical-comedy sponsored by the

Victoria Music Club. At Wymllwood, In the

Terrace Room. Till 4 pm.

Free Him: 'Management of twins in

pregnancy and labour
-

. In room 105 of the

Pharmacy Building.

Careerlalks: Management Training —
Representatives from Wo large businesses

will discuss the means ol getting involved

In management developmenl programs. Al

Medical Sciences, 3154. Careers in Radio,

by Lynn Gordon. At McLennan Physics,

103.

Or. Leighton Ford speaks: Convocation

Hall, "What then shall f do with Jesus who Is

called Christ?".

6pm
Supper wilh Rabbi Witty and Free

Jewish University seminar "Great Modern

Jewish Thinkers" at Hillel House, 186 St.

George Street.

6:30 pm
Free dinner (or international students at

the ISC, 33 St. George Street. Or. Leighton

Ford will speak on the subject, "Is Jesus (or

all Cultures?"

Hillel Kosher supper: please reserve by 5

pm at Hitlel House. 186 St. George Street.

Le Cercle Francais de University College

vous invite a une soiree de patinage.

Rendez-vous 6:30, U.C. Refectory.

Ratraichissemenls au JCR.

The International Varsity Christian

Fellowship is having an inlormal gathering

at the International Student Centre. 33 St

George Street. Everyone wetcomel Till 9:30

pm.
7 pm

Lile Orawing Classes begin at the

International Student Centre, 33 SI. George

Street. 75s a night for paper and charcoal.

Everyone welcome!

SAC Services Commission meels to

discuss granls. At the SAC office.

7:30 pm
General meeting of University of Toronto

Outing Club. Hart House Debates Room.

Free donuts and coHee, ski movies, slides.

Everyone welcome. Sign up tor Big Cabin

Weekend January 27-28. for cross-country

and downhill skiing, snowshoeing.

Spm
Ukialnian Students Club presents a

Panel on Issues In Ukrainian History. South

Sitting Room. Hart Huse.

Audlllons for Circus, a major production

by Mark Manson. Actors, actresses,

dancers and technical people in any

capacity required. U.C. Playhouse, 79a St.

George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Chassidic

Stories of Rav Nachman", at Hillel House,

'85 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Conversational

Yiddish" al Hillel Huse.

Free Jewish University: "Job and the

Problem of Evil" at Hillel Houae.

Free Jewish University: "The Jewish

Woman" al Hillel House, 186 St. George

Street.

Free Jewish University: "The Jewish Life

Cycle" at Hillel House.

Free Jewish University: "Literature ol the

Holocaust" el Hillel House, 186 St. George

Street,

The Varsity Blues renew their long lime

rivalry with the University of Waterloo

Warriors in OUAA league action. Join

Radio Varsity's broadcast crew for com-

plete coverage of this exciting game. Radio

Varsity 820 AM In residences and at 96.3

FM on Rogers Cable System.

8:30 pm
Edward Albee's Pulitzer Prize-winning

play. A Delicate Balance, Is being dfrected

by Peler Peroft for Ihe Menagerie Players

at Central Library Theatre. Reservations:

225-3693.

9 pm
Free Jewish University: "Jewish

Perspectives on Christianity" at Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

THURSDAY
9 am

Auditions tor The University Game, a

new musical-comedy sponsored by the

Victoria College Music Club. At

Wymilwood. in Ihe Music Room. Till noon,

noon
Innlspub, part ol the winter carnival, will

be held at 63 Sf. George till 8 pm. Wine,

and song plus a pinball tournament.

A Bible Study. "The Basics ol

Christianity", with Eilert Frerlchs. SCM Of-

fice. Hart House.

1 pm
Jesus on Trial series — Dr. Leighton

Ford — "What is the evidence?" There will

be a question and answer lime following

the lecture In Convocation Hall.

U of T Young Socialists will meet to

discuss the cutbacks and student action,

women's liberation, and future action

against Canadian Involvement In Vietnam,

Announcements for this column

will only be accepted if they are

submitted on the forms provided,

typed on a 64-character line. The
new forms are now available in The
Varsity editorial offices, second

floor, 91 St. George Street.

MARTIN ONROT & U. OF T. SAC PRESENTS:

THE

MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA
featuring

john Mclaughlin
William Cobham, Jerry Goodman, Ian Hammer, Rick Laird

This Friday. 6 p.m. Convocation Hall U. of T.

Tickets $5. Available at Sam's downtown
Eaton's A.T.O., Amherst Pharmacy, SAC Office.

FOR U. o! T. STUDENTS - LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS
AT S4.00 AVAILABLE AT SAC OFFICE

AN ENCORE DONALD K. DONALD PRODUCTION

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

Also, a report from the Brock student

occupallon. All Interested should attend.

Innis College, third floor.

Careerlalks: If you're Interested in the

world of finance and a career in this field,

come lo the careerlalk and ask the

professionals. Medical Sciences, 3154.

6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher supper: please reserve by 5

pm at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

7:30 pm
Reefer Madness will be shown at the

Medical Sciences Auditorium, by In-

nisflicks. Admission S1. covers handling

and shipping, part of the Winter Carnival

activities.

Two films by Mike Nichols; Carnal

Knowledge (7:30) and Who's Afraid of

Virginia Woolf? (9:30) SI.50 at 7:30 or S1.00

at 9:30 at the OISE auditorium, 252 Bloor

Street West.

Spm
Survival Theatre: getting bigger and

belter at the UC Playhouse as It probes Ihe

basic dynamics of the theatre. Free. 79a St.

George Slreet.

Ukrainian Students Club presents an

evening of Ukrainian drama and song

Music Room, Hart House.

Free Jewish University:
,,Maimonldes" al

Hillel House. 186 St. George Slreet.

Free Jewish University: "Mitzvah In

Concept and the Contemporary Practice",

at Hillel Huse, 186 St. George.

Free Jewish University: "Arab-Jewish

Dialogue", at Hillel House, 186 St. George

Street.

Free Jewish University: "The Mldrash

and The Bible", at Hillel House, 186 St.

George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Emotional

Awareness and the Biblical Narrative", at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Chavurat

Zemer". at Hillel House, 186 St. George

Street.

Israeli Dance Workshop. At Hillel House.

The Biology Club presents the film

"Riddle of the Rook ", with live commentary

by Dr. E. Grace at Ramsay Wright Bldg..

Room 432 All welcome, free refreshments.

Ecumenical East-West discussion at

Hart House. Address by Provost of Trinity

College, George Ignatleff, Canadian
diplomal and Orthodox layman on

Christianity In the modern world.

CUSO General Inlormatlon Meeting,

Pendarves Lounge. 33 St. George.

8:30 pm
The Alliance Francaise will sponsor a

talk by Ihe well-known linguist-phonetician,

Professor Pierre Leon of University

College. His subject, "Hidden Messages of

Ihe Spoken Word", will be followed by

refreshments and conversation in French.

At 35 Hazelton Ave.

Hamlet by Shakespeare, at Hart House
Theatre. Directed by Martin Hunter.

Tickets: S2.50, sludents: S1.25. Reser-

vations at Box Office (928-8668).

INFORMAL DEBATE

Resolved: That

The Varsity Should Cease

Publication

THURSDAY. JAN. 25

Time and place lo bs pasted

in Hart House

QUARTET
Czech String Quartet

Sunday, January 28

Great Hall, 3 p.m.

FILM SERIES:

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS

GIOTTO & THE

PRE-RENAISSftNCE

MONDAY. Jan. 29

DEBATES ROOM
1-2 P.M. 7-8 P.M.

HART HOUSE FARM WINTER FESTIVAL

JAN. 27-28

Skaiing. Skiing, Tobogganing. Slum, Squirs-

Dinclng $2.50 aicti.

Tickets to be purchased in advance at

the Undergraduate Office, before Jan. 23

TELEVISION

IS AVAILABLE
IN THE

MAP ROOM

NOON HOUR CONCERT

TODAY - CHERRY

East Common Room

12:00 NOON

THE GALLERY
OVERLOOKING THE GREAT HALL-DINING LOUNGE FOR STUDENTS

JANUARY 251

towards
Jan. 24 - Mr. Leslie Tirr en "Holy Spirit"

Jan. 31 - Hew. Warren Ellng on "Worship"

a Feb. 7 - Reti. Ross Crlghton on "Prayer"

christian

life Wednesday 8 pm
a series of talks on the basics of the Christian faith designed to act as a

springboard for personal refreshment and renewal.

It iff 40 Westmoreland Avenue

st.n f If V n. of Bfoor - e. of Duffenn

f J Iff Ross C Crighion, Rector

0

60 Metal Styles Available

WE DO THINGS DIFFERENTLY.

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF
A SHOWROOM FOR QUALITY LOUDSPEAKERS.

A R CELESTION CROWN • LP.!.- H K CITATION • QUAD

RING AUDIO VISUAL 629 SPADINA AVE. 921 3500
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Slater resigns in York's "best interests"

Critics force

York's Slater

to resign

Bending beneath the criticisms of his colleagues,

David Slater Monday night resigned as president of the

financially troubled York University.

Although his resignation takes effect June 30, Slater

requested and received Board approval for a leave

starting yesterday.

In his letter of resignation. Slater wrote that the

president's office involves "difficult inter-personal

relations and I do not believe that I can be sufficiently

effective to my own standards in serving the needs of

the university in the present circumstances". He said he

was resigning "in the best interests of the community".

Law professor Walter Tarnopolsky admitted he had

probably started the tide leading to Slater's resignation

when he quit as the university's academic vice-president

last month, complaining that he couldn't do his job

properly within the York administrative set-up. He felt

Slater tried to do too much himself, being unable to

delegate authority. The president had spent too much

lime on minor matters, Tarnopolsky said.

"You can't hate David Slater, but you can't rely on

himT" he said.

Slater's troubles started last Fall when York was

particularly hard hit by Ontario's decline in university

enrolment. The university had estimated that its enrol-

ment would increase by 1,550 students; but, it only got

150. Since provincial government grants based on the

number of students attending a university cover 80 per

cent of operating costs, the shortfall meant a drastic

reduction in the amount of money available to York for

next year.

Slater panicked when he learned of the enrolment

decline and originally told the university's academic

Senate that 160 faculty would have to be fired, throwing

the entire university into turmoil. Further investigation

revealed that Slater and his associates had mis-

calculated the necessary cut. He told the Senate that $4
million would have to be cut, eventually revising this

figure down to $1.2 million. A 1971-72 surplus of

$300,000 trimmed the deficit to a more manageable
$705,000.

The man who quit as dean of York's administrative

studies program in protest against Slater's leadership,

Barry Richman, said, "The budget crisis called for high

quality management and leadership. Slater didn't have
the experience or the staff to handle it."

Richman said he wouldn't have quit had Slater

resigned earlier. i

Slater also clashed with popular Atkinson College

dean, Harry Crowe, at one point before Christmas
giving him five minutes in which to declare his loyally

or resign. Crowe refused, walking out. Slater later tried

to cool that controversy by offering Crowe five months
in which to reconsider his refusal.

Speculation had developed that Slater would resign

al the end of the current academic year, but most of the

university was caught off balance by his sudden
resignation. He had been scheduled to release a

statement to the university community explaining his

actions in recent months. The 15-page statement had
apparently been drafted and redrafted, but never

released.

York's Board of Governors chose American social

historian Richard Storr acting president, pointing out

that he would not be a candidate for the presidency

when his term expires this June. Board chairman
Robert Macintosh appealed to members of the un-

iversity community lo work together with the acting

president in the besi interests of the university.

He said a new president will be chosen "by means of

an agreed process oT consultation throughout the

university".

Slater came to York from Queen's University in

1970. The then Queen's Dean of Graduate Studies was
not the presidential search committee's first choice. All

of the favourite candidates had withdrawn from the

running when the York student newspaper, Excalibur,

revealed iheir identities.

Assailed by colleagues, Slater quit York on Monday night.

OFS kills moratorio

Police charge woman
•for postering building

Metro police were called on

campus late last Thursday to lay a

summary charge against a woman
accused of putting up posters on

university property.

Jackie Larkin says that she and a

friend were chased by U of T police

after her friend was grabbed and

accused of putting posters on the

pillars of Sidney Smith Hall. Her

friend escaped, but Larkin reports

that she was headed off with the

police car on Spadina Crescent.

"I wasn't even arrested; they just

shoved me in the car," said Larkin.

"They called the Metro cops to

make the charge. They said that I

would be receiving a summons for

defacing U of T properly or

something along those lines."

After being questioned by a

Metro policeman in the Borden

Building headquarters of campus

police, she was released.

Larkin had not received the

summons as of yesterday.

A university policeman replied, "1

don't know anything about it" when

interviewed by phone Friday after-

noon at headquarters.

The posters, publicizing last

Saturday's Indochina Solidarity

demonstration, were later torn

down. Sidney Smith has traditional-

SAC to discuss tactics
The SAC executive decided last night to organize a general

meeting to discuss tactics to fight the educational cutbacks. The
meeting wilt be held next Tuesday from 12 till 2 pm.

Speakers at the meeting will probably include representatives of

SAC, the Ontario Federation of Students, the Erindale Student

Council and possibly speakers from occupied universities, Brock,

York and Trent.

The call for the meeting is a result of a motion passed by

Erindale and Innis student councils with the support of three other

college and faculty student presidents.

The last two SAC meetings have been unable to finish because of

disruptions. Education Commissioner and Law student George

Strathy said he is consulting lawyers about requesting an injunction

against the Stop the Student Surcharge Committee (SSSC) lo prevent

it from disrupting the next meeting to be held at Scarborough Col-

lege next Tuesday.

The executive agreed before taking that step, it would talk to the

SSSC to prevent a repetition of the disruption.

The executive agreed lo spend up to $400 to publish a university

wide newspaper on the fees boycott and educational surplus to be

circulated before the meeting.

President Eric Miglin and three other executive members will

meet with President John Evans later this week to try to gel the

administration lo waive entirely the late penalty of $15 for students

withholding fees.

They agreed to pay former communications-services ficldworker

Paul Carson severance pay of two weeks, even though he resigned and

it isn't necessary under the Canadian Union of Public Employees

contract.

It also passed a motion supporting open athletic directorate

meetings.

ly been used by posterers.

Internal affairs vice-president Jill

Conway and campus co-ordinator

Lois Reimer yesterday both con-

firmed that U of T policy prohibits

stick ing posters to university

buildings. The university has in-

creased the number of bulletin

boards provided for posters, Reimer

noted.

They both disclaimed knowledge

of any directive to detain or charge

people who violate the policy. If

someone is caught postering a

building, they are simply told not to

continue, Reimer said.

Questioned Sunday, U of T
security chief J.F. Westhead at first

denied any knowledge of the in-

cident. "Never heard of it," he said.

"That sounds interesting."

He later "recalled overhearing

some conversation about it", but

denied knowledge of the laying of

charges. "She'd better get her facts

straight," he added.

When asked if the police action

represents a change in university

policy on postering, Westhead said,

"I don'l think it represents anything

al the moment. I'm not making any

statement about it. In fact, I don't

even know who you are."

He then hung up.

Attempts to re-contact Westhead

yesterday were unsuccessful.

TORONTO TUP) — The Ontario

Federation ol Students executive

Monday night reversed its Saturday

decision to organize three days of

moratoria and study sessions

protesting cutbacks in financing

posl-secondary educalion.

"Something like this would

require a lot of enthusiasm," OFS
executive member Shane Roberts

explained yesterday.

"The solid support for such action

was lacking, from member in-

stitutions," OFS general co-

ordinator Craig Heron reported. He
had spent monday telephoning

member councils to inform them of

the executive decision, "the response

was reasonably lukewarm," he said.

Except for one or two councils,

the members greeted the proposal

with reluctance or lack of

enthusiasm. Roberts noted. The ex-

ecutive, realizing that planning

another action with less than
enthusiastic support from a majority

of its membership would be "a
mistake", decided to call off the

moratoria. A demonstration outside

the provincial legislature last

November fizzled for lack of active

support, and the month before voter

turnout for OFS' province-wide
referendum on federation demands
regarding the financing of post-

secondary education had been poor

on many campuses.

Heron had argued against the

initial executive decision in favour of

holding the moratoria on the very

grounds lhat in the end led to their

cancellation. Roberts admitted there

had been disagreement about the

practicality of organizing the action,

but said the executive had finally

endorsed a compromise plan to

spread the moratoria over three

days.

Technicians may strike
Forty-five U of T animal lab technicians will take a strike vote

tomorrow, if the local union's business agent has his way.

Service Employees International Union Local 204 business agent Don
Barclay says he will "strongly recommend" that a strike vote be taken at

tomorrow's emergency meeting of the technicians.

The workers have been bargaining with the university since November,

just after they were organized. Barclay says the only matter not yet settled

involves wage increases. The university has made an offer during

conciliation which Barclay feels is "not acceptable."

The union is seeking wage rates in the area of $3.61 to $4.01 an hour for

the technicians who now earn $2.51 to $2.84 per hour. The university's offer

will be revealed to the membership at tomorrow's meeting, but is known to

be about 50 cents less than the union is asking.

The workers* jobs involve cleaning cages, and feeding and caring for

animals to be used in research. Most work in the Medical Sciences, Zoology,

Banling, and Dental Buildings.

Barclay says that on the basis of his recommendation, a strike vote will

probably be taken. He fays he wants a mandate to strike, if necessary, so he

can take it to the next conciliation meeting on February 8 lo force the

university's hand.

Over 6,000 have yet to pay fees
Over half of U of T's students

who chose to pay their fees in two

instalments had not yet paid their

second term fees by Monday.
Comptroller's office supervisor D.

Caston said yesterday that 6,1 14 of

the I 1,469 students who are paying

in instalments have yet to pay. These

figures include both graduate and

undergraduate students.

More significantly, this

proportion of students is approx-

imately 50 per cent more than had

not paid last year, SAC vice-

president John Helliwell estimates.

Because the $100 rise in tuition fees

was applied lo the first instalment,

the proportion of fees owing for the

year collected by the university has

been is "within one per cent" of last

year's proportion, he added.

"I'm very encouraged," Helliwell

commented, "although I'm sur-

prised so many were late paying last

year."

President Eric Miglin commented
last night that the fees strike is going

"better at U of T than at any other

Ontario University."

The fees were due January 15,

after which a theoretical late penalty

of $ 1 5 was to. be charged. However,

the university has informally waived

the fee lo support students' struggle

against cutbacks in education

financing.

Approximately 1,000 students

paid their second term instalments

in the first two weeks of this term.

Another 1,000 paid a week ago,

Monday. 1 ,500 the next day and 964

on Wednesday.

Only 270 paid on Thursday, 339

on Friday and 205 Monday but

Helliwell admitted this might be

attributable lo the mail strike.

If the mail doesn't move, "our

strike is a great success," he com-

mented wryly.

Caston commented that he

expected a "big influx" of payments
by tomorrow because the mails are

moving again.
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BLAND is GRAND!
We hear that the university is launching a

massive campaign to eliminate the prolifera-

tion of posters presently disfiguring this cam-

pus. We can, of course, only approve of this

program. Our artist has reconstructed a

"before" picture and one of how things will

look when they've fully implemented the

program.

"BEFORE"
Notice the "before" picture. Hundreds of

groups of alt sorts using the cheapest form of
advertising to reach the largest student audience,
delaying students who should be in class and
destroying the serious atmosphere of this university
with their garish posters.

"AFTER"
And, now look at the "after" picture.

What an improvement!!! The dramatic,

sweeping lines of the U of T buildings emerge from
under their layer of vulgarity and become once
more... respectable!!

Imagine. The bare brick of the Ramsey Wright
building glistening in the smog, or the concrete slabs

of Sidney Smith Hall without one speck of colour to

mar them! Yes, we already have a campus that fcv

huge and impersonal; now, we'll have one that is

bland as well!!!
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Warning given to Board of Trustees

Brock students may escalate occupation
ST. CATHERINES (CUP) — Brock University students may escalate

iheir occupation from the 1 3th floor of the Brock Tower to financial and

administrative offices if the university's Board of Truestees does not find a

way to rehire teachers who were dismissed due to cutbacks in educational

spending.

Students applied pressure to the board after a meeting with Brock

representatives and Ontario Colleges and Universities Minister Jack

McNie.
The occupation of the Brock Tower has been in progress for a week.

The board meets today and students will discuss future action ai a

general student union meeting Thursday.

The Brock delegation which met McNie included teacher and

administration representatives, the board chairman and vice-chairman, and

only one student — union president Drew Davidson.

Davidson said McNie talked about a new financing system for

universities, "but he didn't say that would add anything to the university".

McNie said after the meeting, "we're trying to find a new way . . . the

present formula (geared to enrolment) worked well for an expanding

^snrolmenl," he said.

The government is trying to remain non-committal until it presents its

budget in March, when university reaction would be minimal. Indications

are the government hopes the raise the amount students are required to pay

for education, while providing easier, larger loans, repayable as a surcharge

on future income.

But, Brock president James Gibson hopes the government will alter the

basic income unit BIU to increase money available to Brock under formula

financing.
J

The Brock representatives wanted McNie to either increase the BIU ™

value, increase the grant Brock receives as a relatively new university, .£

provide a supplementary grant for lower income universities, or approve "|

funding for graduate programs. «

The Brock delegation reported the results of the meeting to about 400
jj

students later that day at a general student union meeting. £

HILLEL LECTURE SERIES
Presents

Dr. Eliezer Berkovits
speaking on

"THE JEWISH RESPONSE TO EVIL"
About our uciurof

Of. Berkovits is chairman of the Department of Jewish Philosophy at the Hebrew

Theological College. Chicago Illinois. He studied in Ihe Yeshivot of Europe and was

ordained In Berlin, Germany. In 1933 he received his Ph. D. from ihe University of Berlin

He has held Rabbinic positions in Berlin: Leeds. England; Sydney. Australia; Boston. Mass.

His Held of specialization is Jewish philosophy and he has lectured and written extensively

in this field. Among his lamous books is "God, Man and History".

SUNDAY, JANUARY 28, 1973
HILLEL HOUSE

186 ST. GEORGE ST.,

8:00 p.m.

Students jam 13th floor of the Brock Tower to protest dismissal of professors due to spending cutoacKs.

TERMPAPERS

SERVICE (Reg'd)
A Canadian Company

PAPEHS ON FILE

$1.85 PER PAGE

OH

Cuslom made orders, at reasonable

cost, prepared by our staff of college

graduates

638-3559
Suite 906. 12 Goldfinch CI.

WlllowdalB (Toronlo) M2R2C4. Gnt.

11(111 Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama

XfiZSgU HAflT H0USE THEATRE

//nil HAMLET
III III Directed by Martin Hunter

January 25 - February 3 at 8:30
|Mo pirforminces on Sunday or Mondiyl

Tickets $2.50 Box Office 928-8668

Students (1. 25 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

NATURAL FOODS RESTAURANT a STORE

OPEN 12 TILL 9, SEVEN DAYS A WEE£

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT iop.m till whenever FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Jan 2.6,2.7

Mickael M'Co-nKty i Terry Jones

(of PertX County Conspiracy)

£admissioh *i.5o|

ST. MICHAEL'S STUDENTS' UNION
PRESENTS

Journal «. Contest

* POETRY * ART

* DRAMA * PHOTOGRAPHY

SHORT STORIES*

PRIZES FOR EACH CATEGORY:

1st -$25, 2nd -$15, 3rd -$10

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION: FEB. 2. 1973

Winning entries to be published in The Journal, a publication of St.

Michael's College Students' Union.

For further information phone 923-8893, 923-6227.

Entries may be brought or mailed to:

THE JOURNAL
S.M.C. STUDENTS' UNION

BOX1
81 ST. MARY ST
TORONTO M5S1J4
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ELECTION
of the UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ACT,

anddu^ and Senate of the University. building <>P^eXC
Q

view ofthe size and complexity of the University and the extensive duties of - Re a on w g«Jn
commun.ty

of its review powers to working

Committee, the Council has

of Council currently sit on at least one of

of members sit on more than one. The

of the Governing Council. Terms of

student aid in general)

Degrees (including honorary) 15 members, 13 of whom are members of t

reference include policy on the following:

General objectives and priorities of the University.

members, all of whom are members of the Governing Council. Te

include policy on the following:

I review of current budget,

physical planning of the University, and

COMPOSITION
The Governing Council is composed of 50 members as

1 - Chancellor (ex-officio)

1 -

2-
16

12 -T

:
:
:
:
:
:
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FRANCHISE

professor, full-time

such part-time lecturer is registered as a student.

; and clinical teachers in the Faculty of Medicine,

Faculty of Dentistry.)

Only in

without a teaching appointment to a

constituency be determined by another

Physics, Botany, Zoology (excluding

IB).

C. M. T. Hanly - term expires June 30, 1 975

of Constituencies IC, ID or IE.

H. W. Smith - term expires June 30, 1974

in the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering.

- FOR ONE OF WHICH SEATS AN ELECTION IS

J. C. Laidlaw - term expires June 30, 1 973

E. A. Sellers - term expires June 30, 1 974
Of!

30, 1973.

in the Faculty of Dentistry, Faculty

Sciences, School of Hygiene, Faculty of Nursing, Faculty of Pharmacy
of Physical and Health Education.

Constituency V - 1 seat - W. B. Coutts - term expires June 30, 1975

all teaching staff members in the Faculty of Architecture, Urban and

of Food
School

Faculty of Forestry, Faculty of Law. Faculty of Music, Faculty of

1 seat - M. F. Grapko - term expires June 30, 1975

in the Faculty of Education, Graduate

of Educational Theory, Faculty of Library Science.

R. M. H.

all teaching

term expires June 30, 1973
in the Faculty of Arts and Science who hold their

in the University College or New Colleqe Departments of

or in theUniversi

Asian Studies. Fine Art, Islamic Studies, Italian and

seat - H. C. Eastman - term expires June 30, 1975
in the Faculty of Arts and Science who hold their

in the Departments of Anthropology, .Geography.

, Sociology, Psychology, (excluding

of Constituency IB).

J. E. Dove - term expires June 30, 1 974
members in the Faculty of Arts and Science who hold their

in the Departments of

all students registered in the School of Graduate

FOR WHICH AN ELECTION IS REQUIRED
June 30,1973

in Division I (Humanities) of the School of Graduate
Division II (Social Sciences) of the School of Graduate Studies,

exception of the Graduate Department of Educational Theory.

Constituency If 1 se;

- J. D. Morton - term expires June 30, 1973
- all students in the Graduate Department of

(Physical Sciences) of the School of Graduate Studies; Division

Sciences) of the School of Graduate Studies.

IV (Life

<<<

m
:::
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University in a programme of full-lime study who are not registered in the

School of Graduate Studies.

Constituency I - 2 seats - FOR WHICH AN ELECTION IS REQUIRED
- B. Morgan and I. Morrison - terms expire June 30, 1973
- all students registered in the Faculty of Arts and Science.
Constituency II - 2 seats - FOR WHICH AN ELECTION IS REQUIRED

- P. M. Cadario and A. Goldberg - terms expire June 30, 1973
- all student registered in the Faculty of Dentistry, Faculty of Food Sciences,
Faculty of Medicine, Faculty of Nursing, Faculty of Pharmacy, School of

Hygiene, School of Physical and Health Education, Faculty of Education,
Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering, Faculty of Architecture, Urban
and Regional Planning and Landscape Architecture, Faculty of Forestry,

Faculty of Law, Faculty of Music, Faculty of Management Studies, Faculty of

Social Work (with the proviso that both members elected in Constituency II

not be registered in the same faculty or school, and that in the event that a
member elected while registered in one faculty or school later registers in the

faculty or school in which the other elected member is registered, the
transferring member shall resign his seat).

Part-Time Undergraduate Student Constituencies:
"Part-Time Undergraduate Student" means all students registered at the

University in a programme of part-time study who are not registered in the
School of Graduate Studies.

Constituency I - 2 seats - FOR WHICH AN ELECTION IS REQUIRED
- J. E. Denyer and N. Grindal - terms expire June 30, 1973

- all part-time undergraduate students.

Administrative Staff Constituencies:
"Administrative Staff' means the employees of the Unversity, University
College, the constituent colleges and the federated universities who are not
members of the teaching staff thereof.

Constituency I - 2 seats - FOR ONE OF WHICH AN ELECTION IS

REQUIRED
- G. Russell - term expires June 30, 1973
- J. H. Parker - term expires June 30, 1974.
- all administrative staff members.

Terms of Office

Administrative Staff - three years

Students -one year
Teaching Staff - three years

NOMINATIONS
Nominations for four teaching staff, eight student, and one
administrative staff seat will open on January 22nd, and will remain open
until February 12th, 1973. at 12.00 noon. Nominations must be
sponsored by the following number of nominators:

Teaching Staff - 10; Graduate Student - 15; Full-Time
Undergraduate Students - 50; Part-Time Undergraduate Students -

15; and Administrative Staff - 20.

Nominators must be members of the same constituency as the nominee,
and a nominator may not nominate more candidates for election than
there are seats vacant in his constituency. Nomination forms may be
obtained, upon request, from the Office of the Governing Council, or the
Registrars' Offices at Scarborough and Erindale Colleges.

The onus is on the person nominated for election to file a bona fide

nomination paper. Errors or irregularities in these papers constitute
grounds for rejection of the nomination. Quch errors or irregularities

may be corrected prior to the close of nominations but not afterwards.
The Office of the Governing Council will attempt to notify candidates of
any errors prior to the close of nominations. Consequently, candidates
are advised to complete and submit their nomination forms early in the
nomination period.

The names of candidates nominated for election will be considered
public information as they are received. The names of nominators will

not be released by the Office of the Governing Council.
A person nominated as a candidate in the election may withdraw his

nomination by notarized instrument in writing received by the Office of

the Governing Council within 48 hours after the close of nominations.
A successful candidate must resign his seat at any time at which he
ceases to meet the eligibility requirements for election to that seat.

CITIZENSHIP
Any person nominated as a candidate must be a Canadian citizen at the

time of nomination if his candidacy is to be acceptable.

ELECTION EXPENSES
Candidate campaign expenses will be refunded up to a limit of $50. on
production of bona fide receipts at the dose of the election. Each
candidate claiming a refund shall submit to the Secretary of the
Governing Council a detailed statement of all election expenses incurred
by him or on his behalf. Such statements shall be open to examination
by any constituent.

ELECTION SCHEDULE
- nominations open - January 22nd
- nominations close - February 1 2th, 1 2.00 noon
- voting to be conducted by mailed ballot, ballots mailed on or about -

March 2nd
- close of election - March 20th
- announcement of results - shortly thereafter

BALLOTING METHOD
- ballots will be mailed to each voter at his home address as recorded in

the University's record systems;
- each ballot will be accompanied by a small secrecy envelope into which

the marked ballot should be sealed;

- also provided will be a return-addressed envelope into which the small

secrecy envelope should be sealed;

- voters will be required to provide, on the upper left-hand corner of the

return envelope, information sufficient to allow verification of their

ballot return;

- each ballot will also be accompanied by an information sheet

containing candidates' statements, information on the correct method

to return the ballot, information on eligibility to use that particular

ballot, and a short description of the powers and duties of the

Governing Council;
- persons who receive the wrong ballot due to an error in records will be

advised in the information sheet how to obtain the correct ballot;

- persons who receive no ballot due to an error in records will be

advised, through advertisements in the campus media, how to obtain

the correct ballot;

- all eligible voters are entitled to vote using one ballot:

- members of the teaching staff who hold a non-academic

appointment will vote in the appropriate teaching staff

constituency;
- full-time students who are employed by the University as teaching

assistants, research assistants, temporary library help, or in any
other way, will vote in the appropriate student constituency;
- part-time students who are employees of the University may vote
in the appropriate student constituency or in the administrative

staff constituency, but not in both constituencies;

- in the case of two or more ballots being received from any one voter,

both being ballots for a constituency in which the voter is entitled to

vote, only the first ballot received by the Office of the Governing Council

will be considered valid.

VOTING IN MULTIPLE SEAT CONSTITUENCIES
- a voter may vote for up to the number of seats vacant in his

constituency.

BALLOTING BY VOTERS ABSENT FROM THE
CAMPUS
- It is suggested that voters who will be absent from campus during the
balloting period arrange to have their ballot forwarded to them. Two
weeks are allowed for return of ballots.

BALLOT RECEIVING LOCATIONS
- for the convenience of voters who do not wish to return their ballots

through the mail, ballots may be handed in at:

1. Simcoe Hall- Information Desk
2. Sidney Smith Hall - Main Foyer
3. Erindale College - Registrar's Office

4. Scarborough College - Registrar's Office

BALLOT MAILING LISTS
- a list will be available shortly prior to and during balloting for inspection

by any person at the Office of the Governing Council at hours
convenient to the person and the Office.

SCRUTINEERING
- scrutineers shall be appointed by the Governing Council of the

University. The decisions of such scrutineers in any matters of

contention regarding validity of nominations, voter eligibility, and
verification and tabulation of returns, shall be final.

- in addition, each candidate for election may appoint a scrutineer for the

tabulation of returns and such scrutineers may also check the

completed verification of ballot returns prior to tabulation.

BALLOT SECURITY
- all returned ballots will be held in security by the Office of the

Governing Council.

EQUALITY OF VOTES
- in the case of an equality of votes for candidates for any office for which
onlv one person is to be elected, the successful candidate shall be
determined by a lottery conducted by the Office of the Governing
Counc'l.

IRREGULARITIES
- the election shall not be invalidated by any irregularity which does not

affect the outcome of the election.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF RESULTS
- the number of votes received by each candidate will be announced, as

will the number of spoiled ballots received.

RETENTION AND DISPOSAL OF BALLOTS AND
RETURN ENVELOPES
- all ballots received, and all return envelopes, will be held in security by

the Office of the Governing Council for a period of sixty days after the

announcement of election results. Any re-count requested by any

candidate will be conducted if authorized by the Governing Council of

the University. After the period of sixty days all ballots received, and all

return envelopes, will be destroyed.

AUTHORITY FOR THE CONDUCT OF THE
ELECTION
- the election is conducted by the Governing Council under the authority

of the University of Toronto Act, 1971.
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TT takes more than will power to succeed in
A life. It takes a healthy vigorous brain and a
well built frame with no weak spots. The time
to build that kind of a—foundation for future
success is in early adulthood.

By RICK (
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icy out of friendship or
<VHen the list is exhausted

in a couple of weeks, the recruit is faced with

the horrible problem of finding more people

to try and sell but without any real formal

selling training and only the most tenuous

grasp of the technicalities of the policies he

is selling. The agent is in trouble. To help him

out, the manager will give the recruit a list of

names to contact. What the unsuspecting

salesman does not know is that this list

originally belonged to another new agent

who didn't make the grade and the people

on the list are probably adept at refusing the

poor guy's advances. In the end, unless he is

either inordinately lucky or one of those

strange people who can grasp the intricacies

of the industry and the nature of selling in a

short time, the new recruit quits the

business, leaving behind his list of friends for

someone else.

Of 24 companies approached about this

natural market, 12 openly boasted about

using it, six grudgingly admitted it, and the

last six denied it completely although their

salesmen admitted it.

Those people who survive three years of

this kind of thing can be assumed to have

survived and make a good income,

averaging about $10,000 a year. These

agents are worth dealing with because they

know that their policies say and they know

what to sell their clients. They also have a

reputation to protect, whereas the new man

will often be so anxious to make a sale he

will actively suppress information from the

client and cheat him.

But, how do they share these recruits? In

a newspaper or at Manpower, you can

expect that half the ads asking for people to

join a financial industry or promising huge

incomes are insurance salesmen ads. These

ads often ask for graduates whereas the

truth is that they will hire anybody if he

knows someone who might buy a policy.

Most insurance companies give a selling

or aptitude test to the applicant. These are

laughable parodies of true aptitude tests and

are only designed to give the person seeking

the job a sense of superiority. WHen the

agency manager very professionally totals

up your score, you can be absolutely certain

he will telll you "in strictest confidence and

with utmost sincerity" that you are the most

promising and talented person to. walk

through the hallowed chrome glass doors of

the and go through an interview. This private

talk goes something like this'

"Listen, let me tell you what it's really

like," he says as he lounges in a nifty sports

jacket, mismatched wide tie, spiffy cuffed

pants and unctuous voice. "This business is

only for those who want to work. Only those

Graduating students line up for permanent jobs, unaware what might await tnem.

who can keep at it and sell. You have to have

a liking for people because we are here to

serve them. Our only aim is to provide them
with something they really need and this

company has the best for the people".

From the tone of his voice, you get the

feeling that anybody who would want to

make money off these poor unfortunates

isn't wanted in the company and you half

expect him to tell you he donates his

commission to charity. The final comment
goes something like this: "Life insurance is

like a religion and we are its priests, we look

after the poor and the sick. God is on our

side."

Even if you're hired, you get no salary.

You either make commissions which equal

the total of a year's premium on one policy,

or you get a set sum from a drawing account.

This means that you have to sell a certain

amount of insurance in a month. If you don't

make the quota, the company will graciously

give you the difference between the total

commissions and your "salary". If next

month you go over quota, the company will

subtract the difference to make up your

debt. Generally speaking, an insurance

agent is not entitled to sick pay or vacation

time although in Canada this is changing. An
agent is not a member of the company
despite what the company says. An agent is

a contracted employee which means the

company is not responsible for him and

does not have to support him.

What about the companies? There are

roughly 2,000 companies in North America

selling life insurance and they employ 500,-

000 salesmen. Metropolitan Life, for ex-

ample, insures 50,000,000 people.

These companies make 100 billion

dollars a year in sales. Of this, the industry is

forced to pay out four and a half billion to

people who are inconsiderate enough to die.

The remainder of the money is invested by a

couple of thousand investment officers who

control 200 investment companies. The in-

dustry says it owns 150,000.000 million

dollars worth of assets.

Insurance companies own several multi-

national rent-a-car operations, several

casket manufacturers (nothing like hedging

your bets), liquor companies, several of

those highly advertised loan sharking outfits

that cover the country so well, and so much
real estate they could become a major world

power.

As a matter of fact, the life insurance

racket is the world's largest business, short

of making war, although in the long run in-

surance comes out on top. Its advertising

budget some years ago ran about

$70,000,000.

In selling life insurance, several tactics

are used by the salesmen apart from the

regular crude ones. These take the form of

applied psychology, such as fear of death.

The most popular tactics are what is called

canned sales pitches which are a formula

used by the salesman that requires the

customer to answer every question put by

the agent in the affirmative. After a series of

seemingly innocent and simple questions,

the agent casually asks the client to buy.

Because the client has been conditioned to

the word yes during the pitch and because
the questions are phrased in such a way that

to answer no would make him sound a fool,

the client automatically buys the policy.

Another great practice which best

illustrates the industry's avarice and greed is

illustrated by this short quote taken from an

industry trade magazine published some
years ago, but still valid:

"Death is a morbid subject and you don't

like it. Neither, you feel, does the client like it,

and you refuse to back the hearse up to his

door. Well, I agree. I don't think we should

back the hearse up to the door — I think we
should put him in it! We've got to kit! him!"
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A PROTEST TO PREMIER ALEKSEI N. KOSYGIN

DOES

HUMANITY
HAVE A PRICE TAG?
In the name of human rights, on this 25th anniversary

AN
APPEAL TO
PRIME
MINISTER
PIERRE
ELLIOTT
TRUDEAU

of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, this petition is published.

On August 3, 1972 the Soviet Government imposed an unconscionable ana

inhumane "head tax" on all educated Soviet citizens seeking to leave the coun-

try. And since this decree applies principally to Jews wishing to emigrate to

Israel it has transformed Soviet Jewry into a new class of indentured servants.

We, members of faculty of the University of Toronto and York University,

deplore this ransoming of human beings in violation of all canons of inter-

national law and human decency. And we take specific offence to the anti-

Jewish intent and effect of the decree, particularly as it follows upon a series of

intolerable harassments, political persecutions, arbitrary dismissals from em-

ployment and committal to "psychiatric wards" and labour camps for Soviet

Jews and their families.

The human mind and human body belong to the individual alone. Men and

women must be free to develop their talents, to pursue their professions, to ad-

vance scholarship and knowledge, and thus to make their contribution to

humanity wherever they wish. Otherwise a crippling blow is inflicted upon their

rights as human beings, upon sciences and culture, and ultimately upon the

welfare of mankind.

We therefore call upon the Soviet Union, in recognition of the rights of its own citizens, in conformity with international

law and human dignity, and in the interests of further cooperation between our two peoples and two countries, to

rescind this price tag on humanity.

We appeal to Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau and the Canadian Government to use its good offices to secure these

objectives) and we call upon all Canadians of goodwill to join us in this protest.

George W.Adams
Robert Adolph
W. P. Ahrens
E. R, Alexander
R. K.Allan
E. J. All. i.

K, M. Anderson
William H.Angus
Richard Arens
David Armborst
Harry W.Arthurs
Ron Alkey
R. Augustine
Henry Auster
Ellen Baar
Brian Bucknall
Jerald Bain
David Bakan
John Barber
Jean Baron
C. R. Bales
Daniel J. Baum
Reuben Baumal
Ian Baxter
Ross M. Baxter
David M. Beatty
Slanley M. Beck
Y, Bedard
C. H. Bedford
Oavld V. J. Bell
A. Benniek
William C. Berman
Ben Bernholli
Walter Berns
Abraham Bernstein
Erwin Blener
D. Bienkowska
J. A. Blgelow
Ronald S. Blair
Caesar R. Blake
JohnT. Blanchard
Gerald Blandfdrd
R. L. Bloore
S. A. Boggs
A. D. Bolnes
Sam Book
Herbert E. Bowman
Carol Bream
Earl Breech
WillardBrehaul
Irvin Broder
A. G. Brook
Melvyn Brown
Michael Brown
K. Bryden
Howard Buchbinder
M. w. Bucovetsky
Bohdan Budurowycr
J.G. Burt
Rod Byers
G. L. Caplan

Jack L. Carr
J. P.Carver
J. S. Chapnik
Jerome Ch'en
B. Cinader
David Coburn
Robert Cohen
Stanley Cohn
David Cole
W. R. Coleman
Suianne Collins

Winston Collins
G. E. Connell
F. B. Cooper
N. Cooler
Irwin Cotler
Jacques Cotnam
S. C r y id ale

Maurice C. Cullity
Peler A. Cumming
Griffiths Cunningham
James Cutt
Derek Mendes Dacosia
Charles Dalten
Leo Davids
Alan Davies
Robert Davis
H. Day
J. H. de Leeuw
Michael Denny
N. A. Deriko
Eva Dessen
D. Dewees
D.N. Dewees
M. J. Dignam
K. J. Dorringlon
Edgar J. Dosman
J. E Dove
W. R. Dover
T. E. Drake
C. Drummond
Ian M. Drummond
R. J. Drummond
S. Dubiski
C. H. Dugan
W. W. Duley
J. B. Dunlop
J. Stephan Dupre
Jerome DurlaR
Joanna Dutka
Gwenda Echard
A. Eltrat
Sydney Eisen
J. A. Elsenberg
Bernard Etkin
N. S. Entfler
D. D Evans
John R. Evans
Emil L. Fackehheim
R E. Falk
P. H, H, Fantham

G. Farago
R. M. Farquhar
Alain M. Favrod
J. Fedder
F. Feldman
Norman Feltes
Ivan Feltham
G. Feuer
Kathryn B. Feuer
Lewis S Feuer
Robert Fink
Henryk Flakierski
J. Fleischer
F.J.Fletcher
Helen Floruk
John E. Floyd
Simon R. Fodden
Mark Frankel
D. A. S. Fraser
Helen S. Freedholf
Murray H. Freedman
Eric Freeman
J. B. French
A. M. Friedberg
M. L. Friedland
Otto Friedman
Michael Fullan
Melvin F. Gardner
Libby Garshowilz
David Gauthier
Erwin Gelland
Margo Gewurtz
H. J. Glasbeek
Irvine I. Glass
Stephen Globerman
Sid Golden
S. I.Goodman
A. G. Cor nan
Robert Graham
Alan Grant

Rudolph Grant
Patrick T.R.Gray
R.J.Gray
W. H. Greub
Bernard Green
Ellen Greengross
Suianne Grew
A. P. LlnoGrima
W. G robin
A. Gross
C. I. Gryfe
Mike Gurstein
J. Hackney
Donald Haire
Balfour Halevy
Stephen Halperin
Mary Haour
Jane Bayfield Haynes
Dennis Hefieron
K. Hellmann
SlephenM. Hellman

C. Hershfield
Hans G. Herzberger
J. H. Hibberd
Melvyn A. Hill
RuihF. Hill

H. A. Himel
CO. Hines
R. C. Hinners
R. M. Hobson
Grey Hodnetl
David Hollman
T. Holmann
John Hogarth
Peter W. Hogg
S. Hollander
Charles H, Hollenberg
C. E, Holloway
Peter Homenuk
A. Hooper
Alan Hopenwasser
Joseph B. Houpt
Susan Houston
Jen-Chang Hsia
Peter C. Hughes
John Hunter
Virginia Hunter
John A. Hutcheson
John H t Hynes
Frank lacobucci
K. A. Innanen
Howard Irving
Milton Israel
Y. Israel
Allan Jacobs
J. Jiminei
J. B. Jones
Maureen Joy
v. Jurdievic
D. Kadar
Harold Kaplan
Aaron L. Katchen
Michael B. Kaiz
S. Katz
E. R. M. Kay
Michael L. Kay
J. A. Kellen
Merrijoy Kelner
T, C, Kenney
Harvey Kerpneck
Anthony Key
J. M. Knanna
J. D. King
Milica Kirkolf
Suianne Silk Klein
R A. Koehler
Jacques Kornberg
Yehuda Kotowiiz
Allen C. Koretsky
Rodney Kreps
Galina Kruberg

Arthur Kruger
TilloKuhn
J. G. Latramboise
J.C.Laidlew
Ronald Landsberg
John Lang
Diana Lary
Nikita Lary
Evelyn Latowsky
Irving Layton
S. N.Lederman
E. Lee- Ruff
Christian Lenhardt
Lillian Lerman
George Levenson
Hart Levin
Stephen K. Levine
Clifford C.Leznoff
C. C.Liew
B.J.Lin
A. M. Linden
R. Lindheim
A. E Litherland
O. M. Logan
Robert L, Logan
B. G. Lough ton
D. Paul Lumsden
George Luckyi
George Lusle
P. D. Maddaugh
F. Maidman
Maynard Paul Maidman
Robert W. Maior
B. A. Manace
Harvey Mandel
Michael R. Marrus
Richard H. Marshall, Jr.

Catherine Mates
Claudia Maliash
Fred H. Matthews
Norman May
Michael Mayersohn
Colin R. McArlhur
John D. McCamus
Stewart McClean
P. E.McConkey
J.C.McConnelf
J.McCool
R. P. McEachran
Hilda McKinlay
Colin H. H. McNairn
Kenneth McNaught
Herman Medow
W. J. Megaw
Noah M. Meltz
E. Mendelsohn
OttoMeresz
J. Meyer
W. H. Mills
M. Miskln
Peter M. Mitchell

John Moflat
J. W. Mohr
Fred J. Morgan
H. Z. Movat
J. H A Munro
R. K. Murray
Allan J. Myers
Harvey G. Narrol
W. H. Nelson
Samuel Newman
Elaine Newton
R. W. Nicholls
Graeme Nicholson
G, Nikiforuk
Llisa North
Wallace Northover
D. M. Nowlan
A. M. Noyek
S. C. Nyberg
Laurence M. Olivo
Theodore W. Olson
Sidney D. Olyan
Robert P. Orange
David Osaba
R. H. Painter
Jordan D. Paper
F. R. Papsin
T. V. Parlitt
G. R. Paterson
William Paul
M. Pearson
L, Pena
Ronald E. Pearlman
Gordon Perlmutter
J. E. Pesando
R. A. Phillips
Stephen Pierce
Richard M. Pious
Brayton Polka
Herbert Pollack
Jerome Pollock
Aaron L. Posen
Minda Posen
Dale Posgate
John Powell
H. G. Poyton
Jim Prentice
Robert H. Prince
K.Pritzker
L. J. Pronger
W. Pruzanski
Michael Quealey
Vivian M. Rakott
K. B. Ranger
C. Edward Rathe
W. F. Reynolds
Shulameth Rhinewine
Herbert S. Ribner
Barry Richman
R.C. B. Risk
Pierre Roberge

Thomas M. Robinson
Coleman Romalis
Albert Rose
Gerald P. Rosen
I. B. Rosen
P. S. Rosen
S. P. Rosenbaum
Mitchell Rothman
Ross Rudolph
Peter H. Russell
Chester Sadowski
P. Sadowski
Deborah H. Samuel
Margarit Santalo
B. D. Sanwal
L. Sape
RE. Scane
Harry Schachter
Stanley Schiff
Benjamin Schlesinger
G. David Scotl
P. Seeman
Harold J. Segal
Savitsa Sevigny
B. Shapiro
David Shaul
Mary Sheridan
B. Shift

Jack Shuber
K. H. Shumak
Jay Siegel
E. A. Silver stein
Irwin Silverman
M. Silverman
S. K. Sim
L Siminovitch
Harvey G. Simmons
David W. Slater
Jerry Smith
Lawrence Smiih
L. B Smith
O. E. Smylie
Frances Snyder
J.Sokolotf
A. J. Sol way
Ian Sowton
John G. Speck
Lawrence Spero
o. A. A. Stager
Patricia Stamp
A. D. Stauffer
Leslie A. Stein
M. Steinbach
M. Stelnhardt
J. T. Stevenson
Michael Stevenson
J.O.Stewart
D. J. Stewart
Ernst W. Stleb
H. T.G. Strawbridge
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D. 5truk
J.C. Stryland
Johanna H. Stuckey
Philip A. Sullivan
John Swan
Paul R. Swarney
George Szablowski
Sol Tanenzapl
Mitchell Tani
F. W. Teare
J. G. C. Templeton
W. Thompson
R. D. B. Thomson
J. Tlmusk
David O. Tinker
Lynn Tralnor
M. Trebllcock
Harold M. Troper
A. W. Turner
B. J. Underdown
A. Vercollier
Gerald Vise
R. Volpe
S. H. Vosko
Paul G. Walfish
David M. Walker
Ian M. Walker
E. D. Wangenheim
Jack Warwick
Garry D. Watson
W. Waugh
LeonardWaverman
P. H. Waxer
C. W.Webb
Mark Webber
Arnold Welnrlb
E. Welnrlb
David N. Welsstub
Barry Wellman
Harry L. Welsh
Gordon West
L. Wheatcroff
Klause Wlemaier
Treavor J. Wigney
Nell J. Williams
Fred Wilson
Ian Winchester
Alan Wlnnick
Brian Whlttaker
Donald G. Woodside
Palomba Yashinsky
Peter Yates
R. A. Young
Leo Zakuta
IrvingM.Zelllin
GlebZekulin
Fred Zemans
Sally F. Zerker
Jacob S. Zlegel
Barry Zimmerman
Uri Zohar

If you wish to join us in this petition, please add
your signature and mail it to the Prime Minister
of Canada, House of Commons, Ottawa.

Signature
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Day care report "left to fall by wayside"
By FRAN JOHNSON

Although SAC voted in

September to set up a committee to

recommend to council a position on
day care, work on the report has not

yet been started.

And, nothing is planned to be

done about it in the immediate
Future, says SAC vice-president

John Helliwell.

Asked what council was doing

about day care, president Eric

Miglin replied "That's a really good
question." He added that he

assumes the report has been "left to

fall by the wayside", since he hasn't

heard anything about it since last

summer.

Campus Co-op Day Care is now
entering its i Oth month of occupying

a building on Devonshire Place,

while the U of T administration has
not yet found alternate accommoda-
tion to satisfy the occupiers'
demands. The building is wanted by
the administration to convert into a

U of T day care centre which would
exclude the co-op.

Real history of India ignored, says prof
By MICHAEL O'KEEFE

Imperialists have moulded the

western conception of Indian
civilization, contended University of

Chicago anthropologist Bernard
Cohen in a lecture Monday
afternoon.

Speaking to an audience of about

35 at Sidney Smith Hall, the author

of India; The Social Anthropology
of a Civilization, addressed himself

to the question, "Is there an Indian

history?"

Historians from Karl Marx to

Neville Maxwell have agreed that

India lacks a viable historical theme,

said Cohen. Conquered by a series

of intruders, India has been
characterized as a static and dis-

organized nation by most western

observers. These remain as the basic

assumptions of such contemporary
liberal authors as Gunnar Myrdal
and Barrington Moore.

Cohen challenged these

assumptions of stagnation and dis-

unity and described how they were

derived from British Imperial stra-

tegy. He explained that the western

interpretation of Indian civilization

developed in three main phases.

The first of these was the theory

of despotism, which described India

as lawless and autocratic. The
absence of a firm law of succession

was blamed for the recurring chaos

amidst a generally despotic form of

government.

The British, as Cohen pointed

out, saw this as "unnatural" and
sought explanations for this Indian

"proclivity" to live under despotism.

This proclivity was attributed to

everything from religious and
climatic factors to the Indian
customs such as the prohibition of

alcohol.

As Cohen explained, this theory

functioned as a rationalization for

the British takeover. The East India

Company, which was only pursuing

its "natural right to trade", was
forced to fill the political vacuum
created by a chaotic despotism in

order to protect its investments.

The company line did not fool

conservative historian Edmund
Burke, who understood that the

company was responsible for most
of the chaos in India. Most
historians, however, ignored such

factors as the British destruction of

the relatively advanced Indian tex-

tile industry and the ensuing socio-

economic dislocation. The company
view eventually prevailed.

Once the conquest had been

justified by imperial historians, the

next step was to legitimize British

rule, Cohen stated.

The second phase, therefore,

emphasized the village community
and the caste system. The villages

were described as static little

republics, undisturbed by national

or international affairs.

NEW COLLEGE

STUDENT COUNCIL
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NON-
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GRANTS
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REGISTRAR S OFFICE. NEW COLLEGE
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Thursday. February 1st, 1973, 4.00 p.m.

For further information call

928-2462

The despotism-anarchy syndrome
once seen as pervasive, was now at-

tributed to only the national layer of

Indian government. By replacing

this layer, the British civil service

claimed that they were acting in the

interest of the Indian people.

Cohen pointed out the problems
in British policy based upon this

analysis. To begin with, the village

was not the basic socio-economic

unit in I9lh century India. Refusing

to recognize any native political

maturity, the British overlooked the

larger territorial corporate
groupings that the Indians had
established.

Conveniently, however, the vil-

lage republic theory provided an

expansionary rationale on the pre-

mise that more villages should be

annexed rather than "left in chaos."

The third phase, the feudal

theory, developed with the need to

preserve British rule.

British historians began to

describe the Indian society as

strongly feudal, no longer anarchic

nor republican. The once cherished

Indian people were ignored while the

aristocratic elite was emphasized.

This elite brought India under the

direct reign of the English crown by
Queen Victoria's proclamation of

1858.

Cohen credited Ghandi for his

perception of this feudal theory as

the core of British policy. It was the

Ghandian refusal to participate, the

rejection of titles, medals, and
honors from the British crown, that

gave Indian nationalism its identity.

The notions of stagnation and
disunity were merely intellectual

artifacts of imperial historians

Cohen concluded.

SAC vice-president Ross Flowers

said yesterday that SAC's official

position has not changed since the

summer. It still supports the co-op.

He added that he did not know
what the co-op's demands were,

since the occupation had gone on so

long and the co-op had altered them.

The committee was reluctantly

established by council, Flowers felt,

and only because day care had been

made a priority. The committee

never actually got under way
because apparently "nobody felt

strongly enough about it" to

volunteer for it.

When Helliwell was asked what

SAC is doing about day care, he
admitted, "We haven't done a damn
thing. We're trying to ignore the

problem right now," he said.

He thought the co-op's demands
were "somewhat unreasonable"

because he said the group was not

satisfied with the administration's

offers.

The council has appointed Vic

SAC representative Geoff Parker to

the Day Care Advisory Committee,
which is advising the administration

'how to set up its proposed centre in

the Devonshire building.

Helliwell says SAC will discuss

day care again after the advisory

committee has completed its survey

of the university's day care needs.

Committee to study marking
The General Committee of the

Faculty of Arts and Science Mon-
day referred a motion allowing the

remarking of exam papers back to

its faculty dominated Committee on
Standing.

The motion, moved by New
College representative Howard
Levitt, was referred by a large

margin of members voting with

most students supporting the

referral.

The 35 minute debate on the

motion included arguments by con-

servative faculty that the standing

committee had already spent time

on the question and should not waste

any more.

Interdisciplinary Studies Com-
mittee student member Seymour
Kanowitch withdrew a motion con-

demning the administration for its

apparent cutbacks in the Interdisci-

plinary Studies department and its

refusal to appoint a new chairman

to replace retiring Geoffrey Pay-

zant.

The motion had been moved in
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December but arch-conservative

J.B. Conacher then refused the un-

animous consent necessary to dis-

cuss it.

Since then psychology professor

Marty Wall has been appointed.

Chairman Kanowitch commented
that while he was happy with the

choice he disagreed with the method
of selection which involved no
students.

On the recommendation of the

Social Sciences Curriculum Com-
mittee, a sub-committee was set up
to determine where courses should

be taught if there is an overlap in

subject material.

The General Committee will meet

again in February. Little con-

troversy is expected until the New
Program Review Committee report

is released in March.
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STARTS TODAY
Tonight

8 p.m.
10:30 -Midnight
10:30 -til the A.M.

Hockey
Pleasure Skating
Frat Parties for everyone

Blues vs. Waterloo
Varsity Arena
Phi Kappa Pi 85 Bedford
Delta Upsilon 182 St. George

Thursday January 25.

1 p.m.

3 p.m.
Afternoon
3 p.m. - Midnight
7:30, 9:30, 11:30 p.

8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

8:30 p.m.

Friday January 26.

1 p.m.

1 p.m. - 1 a.m.
after the Game

3 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
10:30 -Midnight
All Evening

Prizes, Entries to Hall
Porter, Wetmore Hall,

New College.
Innis, Prizes.

Chariot Races
- Centre Campus
...weather permitting

Pinball Tournament
Snow-Sculpture starts. . . weather permitting

Black Hart Pub, Hart House opens
Movies "Reefer Madness"
Vic Pub.
Concert,
"Abraham's Children"

Medical Science Audit. $1 .00
Wymilwood
COE,317Bloor St. W.
tickets at S.A.C.S1.00

Snow Bowl Football Game Back Campus All Stars vs. St. Mike's

also Co-ed Monster Ball at half-time

S.A.C. Pub. "The Nunnery" opens Basement of Sir Dan's
Pleasure Skating vie
Outdoor Barbecue from Innis

Co-ed Broomball Vic
Swim Meet Blues vs Ottawa, Benson Bldg.
Hockey Blues vs Carleton
John McLaughlin Concert Con. Hall, tickets $4& $5 at S.A.C.
Pleasure Skating Varsity Arena
PUB NIGHT at S.A.C, VIC. SMC, NEW

INNIS, ERINDALE

Saturday January 27.

9:30 a.m. Car Rally

1 0 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Afternoon
1:00-5:00 p.m.
3 p.m.
3:00-6:00 p.m.
Evening

Snow Sculpture continues
Basketball
Table Tennis
Women's Sports
Splash Party
"Magic Music" Concert
PUBS
CONCERT
DANCES

Starts at Con. Hall and ends
at Erindale, Prizes. Details from
Eng. Soc.

Hart House
Hart House
Benson Bldg.
Benson Bldg.
Erindale - free
Scar. Erindale, S.A.C. Pub 'The Nunnery
"Murray McLaughlin" at Scar. $3.00
New College, Erindale

Sunday January 28.
Afternoon Toboganning & Skidooing Scarborough
Evening Pleasure Skating Varsity Arena
7:45 p.m. Vic Flicks New Acad. Bldg. $1 .00

SPONSORED BY SAC AND YOUR LOCAL COLLEGE OR FACULTY STUDENT'S COUNCIL
FOR UP TO DATE INFORMATION WATCH THE VARSITY,

LISTEN TO RADIO VARSITY OR PHONE SAC, 928-4911
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Abolition motions tabled

Faculty of Food Science gets reprieve
By MARK BOHNEN

The University of Toronto's

Faculty of Food Science will

probably not be closed for the time

being.

Associate arts dean James Cruise,

chairman of the Food Sciences

Implementation Committee,
predicted that the committee
"would not recommend the closing

of the faculty in the near future."

In a recent interview, Cruise said

that the committee is considering a

series of new motions which are

"less dramatic" than four previous

motions.

The previous motions, which

contained proposals that could have

meant the abolition of the faculty,

were "tabled" according to Cruise.

These motions were set aside in a

meeting last Monday, after the com-
mittee received a letter from the

Faculty of Food Sciences staff

urging it to first examine its terms of

reference. The committee was set up
to examine the feasibility of

recommendations of a Senate
report, and to propose ways to carry

them out.

The motions were apparently set

aside indefinitely because of internal

disagreements among committee
members on their terms. "In regards

to the first four motions, the com-
mittee was split," said professor C.

Dunkley, a member of the
committee.

Although he would not discuss the

content of the latest motions, Cruise

said that they are more "middle of

the road".

"The only kinds of motions that

are going to find strong favour in

this committee are going to be com-
promise motions because of the

make-up of the committee.

"There hasn't been any unanimity

in committee from the start because

of the different backgrounds of the

members, and their different

perspectives."

Such diverse areas of study as

food science, medicine, social work,

and management studies are
represented on the committee. Food
science has only four representatives

sitting on the 10 member committee.

"There has been a considerable

degree of polarity in the com-
mittee," Cruise stated. "We hoped it

wouldn't occur, but as a result we
have had to settle for a

compromise."

Cruise predicted that the final

recommendations of the committee,

due January 31, may suggest the

initiation of "innovations and
changes" in the undergraduate
program to attract students over a

"trial period" of five years.

However he did not discuss the

details of this proposal.

The Senate report found that

although there is a need Tor and
student interest in some

departments of food science, others

indicate little reason for
continuation.

At present the department of

textiles has a total of only three

students and the department ofcom-
munity development has five.

However the total number ot

students in the faculty, 83, is a new
high in recent years.

Dunkley said that the committee
would recommend a program in

which the faculty could make use of

other resources. She anticipated the

increased cooperation of
departments in the faculty with

other areas of study such as Child

Studies, economics, and sociology.

Asked if the food sciences

building at the corner of Bloor and
Avenue Road would continue to be

controlled by the faculty. Cruise

replied "I presume so."

Anfi-war group claims parfs

from Canada used in U.S. planes
Three types of U.S. aircraft used

to bomb North Viet Nam are built

with Canadian parts, according to a

Montreal research group.

In a press release issued by the

Voice of Women in Toronto, Pro-

ject Anti-War at McGill University

states that the A-7, F-111 and F-4

fighter-bombers are built partly with

Canadian corporate aid. Two of the

companies involved in the planes

Sunglasses

that get

darker

as the sun

gets brighter y.

have received Canadian government

subsidies, according to the group.

Computing Devices of Canada,
which manufactures the navigation

system for the U.S. Navy A-7
fighter-bomber, received $1,165,000

in subsidies for war contracts in

1971, according to the project

headed by professor Sam Noumoff.
The wing control system of the F-

1 1 1 is fabricated by the Mensaco
company of Montreal, it adds.

And the weapons release system

computer of the F-4 bomber is built

by Litton Systems in Rexdale, a

suburb of Toronto. This company
was awarded more than S7 50,000

grant from the U.S. Defence
Department in 1972, the group says.

Litton also received more than

eight million dollars from the Cana-

dian government in 1971, under the

Defense Production Sharing Agree-

ment with the United States. This

was less than the $6,57 1 ,000 in U.S.

defense contracts the company
received.

Project Anti-War points out that

Litton has turned back all efforts to

organize its 1,100 workers into a

union.

The group adds that little of this

information is available from the

Canadian government, most of it

coming from American
Congressmen and American
publications.

The McGill group recently

released a report detailing Canadian
corporate connections with the

United States military
establishment.

PHOTOSUN

Jesus On Trial
Dr. Leighton Ford speaks

1-00 to 2-00 pm.

Convocation Hall

January 24 25 26

TodayWhat are his claims ? 55

Thurs "What is the evidence?

Friday'What is your verdict?

55

55
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PHE A defeats

Wew 4-2 Monday
By BOB BETTSON

The second place Division I A
PHE A hockey learn stole a 4-2

victory over first place Division I B

New College Monday.

Help needed

to assist women
Volunteers are needed to counsel

women who need birth control,

venereal disease and abortion

information.

Women's Liberation Abortion

Referral Service has a "desperate"

need for people to give approx-

imately 10 hours a month to assist

women who need help. The service is

non-profil and does not operate on

LIP or any other grants, says Mario

Fieldstone,

To offer your help, call her at 923-

664 1, extension 524 (until 5 pm) or

363-6758. Or call the service at 533-

9006.

New, coached by Varsity Blues'

Bill Buba, was ahead 2-0 until the

final three minutes of the 40 minute

game, despite the fact that the team

only dressed seven players due to

injuries and exams. However, the

PHE squad was lucky to escape with

a win.

Scoring for PHE were Taylor

with two and Croke and Parpack

with singles. Tessier notched New's

first goal.

The New goalie, who Buba said

had not played for five years, had a

shutout until the last three minutes.

The New defence had protected him

until then, withstanding several

PHE power plays. (New's regular

goalie was ill, according to Buba.)

In other inlerfacully hockey play

Monday. Law I defeated New I 4-3,

Med A downed Trin A 3-2, Dev

House and Vic 1 1 played to a 5-5 tie,

and Innis I lost to Fac Ed 5-0.

Interfaculty Hockey

Division I A.

SIM A
PHE A
Law I

Vic

Erin

Sr eng

Division i B.

Dent A
Med A
Scar I

Trin A
UCI

Division II A.

games won lost tie points

Vic II

St M B

For A

PHE B

Fac Ed A
Innis I

Jr Eng
Dev Hse

Division II B.

Law II

Music

Grad Stud A
Knox
Pharm A
UCII
Scar I)

Arch

Arch has defaulted out of the league.

November 14 — Music vs. Law n/a

December 7 — UC II vs. Knox n/a

(Summary covers November 1 to January 22.)

TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

by subject
well-informed
helpful

staff

<£
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS

707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

1972/73 ONTARIO STUDENT AWARDS

APPLICATION DEADLINE FOR

HALF-YEAR ASSISTANCE:

JANUARY 31

FOR INFORMATION CALL 928-2204 OR 928-7313

OFFICE OF STUDENT AWARDS. SIMC0E HALL

10th Annual Conference on Law and Contemporary Affairs

The Environment: Can Our Laws Protect It?

FEB. 2 & 3. 1973. MEDICAL SCIENCES AUDITORIUM UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Banquet Speaker: ERIC W. KIERANS

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2: SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3i

9:00 - 9:45 Registration and Coffee

9:45 - 10:00 - Opening Remarks

10:00 - 1Z:30 - THE DIMENSIONS OF THE

ENVIRONMENT PROBLEM.

Moderator: Adrienne Clarkson, CBC TV
Commentator. Author, Delegate to

Stockholm Conference on the

Emiironmenl-

PiMDm:
Everett Blji Deputy Minister. Ministry of the

Environment, Government of Ontario.

Daniel Caipon, Professor, Faculty ot

Environmental Studies. York University.

Oonald A. Chant. Professor and Chairman,

Department ol Zoology, and Chairman.

Board of Advisers. Pollution Probe,

University of Toronto.

John H Data Professor. Department of

Political Economy, University of Toronlo.

Arthar Porter, Prolessor of Industrial

Engineering. University ol Toronto.

Chairman, Canadian Environmental Ad-

visory Council.

2:00 • 4:30 A CHALLENGE TO
LEGISLATURES AND ADMINISTRATIVE

AGENCIES.

Moderator: Colin H. MeNalra. Associate

Professor, Faculty of Law, University ol

Toronlo.

Pinellsls:

Donald H. Dtwtu. Assistant Prolessor ol

Political Economy and Associate of the

Institule of Environmental Sciences and

Engineering, University of Toronto.

Patrick McTiggirt-Cowan, Executive Director,

Science Council of Canada.

Donald Severs Manager, Petroleum Associa-

tion for the Conservation of the Canadian

Environment.

C. Gregory Morttf. Associate Prolessor,

Faculty ol Law. University ol Manitoba.

7:3f>- 10:00 • THE GREAT LAKES

Film, "The Erie Report", followed by

panel discussion.

Moderator: Charles Dillen. Prof Faculty of Law,

University of Toronlo.

Panelists:

Michael K. Glenn Special Assistant to the

Associate Administrator lor Enfor-

cement and General Counsel. United

States Environmental Protection Agency

Marcus Jewell. Legal Officer, Advisory and

International Section, Federal Depart-

ment of Justice.

Henry Landls Q.C. General Counsel, Ministry

of the Environment, Government ol

Ontario

Th> Hon. Louis J. RoblchaiuL 0 C Chairman,

Canadian Section, International Joint

Commission.

G.Ktlth ftodgers Assistant Professor, Depart-

ment ol Civil Engineering, Assis-

tant Professor, Institute lor En-

vironmental Sciences and Engineering,

University ol Toronlo.

10:00 - 1Z:30 - PROTECTING THE
ENVIRONMENT: A CREATIVE ROLE FOR

THE COURTS

Speaker: Victor J. Yinnacona. Jr.. one ol the

leading environmental trial lawyers in (he

United Slates

Ccmmminors;

Whirl Artel. Professor. Faculty of Law,

University of Toronto

Oivto Eslrln. Counsel, Environmental Law

Association, Toronto.

John Swan. Associate Prolessor, Faculty of

Law. University of Toronlo.

2:00 - 4:30 - CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND
PROTECTION

Moderator: Martin L. Frledlind. Prolessor and

Dean, Faculty ol Law, University of

Toronto

Panallsls:

David Eslrln, Counsel, Environmental Law

Association, Toronlo

Gnrtjo E. Galhereole. Chairman, the Hydro-

Electric Power Commission of Ontario.

J.A. Kennedy O.C., former Chairman, Ontario

Municipal Board.

James Lorimer. Visiting Lecturer and

Consultant. Faculty of Architecture,

University of Toronto

5:00 - 6:00 - Lieutenant Governor's

Reception, Queen's Park.

7:00 - Banquet, Wetmore Hall, New College,

University of Toronto

Gnesl Speaker: The Hon. Eric W Klerans.

Registration tee (Including background materials and banquet): $5.00 for students, $7.50 for non-students. Tickets available at S.A.C. office or Faculty of

Law. For registration Information contact: "Conference", Faculty of Law, Ulverslty of Toronto. Telephone 928-5016, 928-3725.
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sportalk
No more space on Monday so

here's the rest of what we were able

to get together on last weekend's

intercollegiate competition. The
women's fencing team defeated

York and Ryerson Friday in the last

tournament of the two part OWIAA
sectionals. The four-member teams

from Toronto and Ryerson battled

closely, but finished with a 6-6 tie.

However, when hits given were

divided by hits received, Toronto

came out on top. York, winning

only four of 12 bouts, was easily

foiled by Varsity. The U of T team

stands first in its section with four

victories, no losses, and qualifies for

the finals to be held February 2-3 at

the Benson Building... the men's
wrestling team finished second to

Royal Military College at the

Carleton Invitational Sunday. Blues

forfeited both the 118 and 190

weight classes. Four first place

finishes were captured by Rob
Moore (134), Peter Mathews (142),

Roger Vachon (150), and Len
Broderick (177). At heavyweight,

Chris Preobrazenski placed second,
while Dave Tanner (167) and Ken
White (126) both finished third.

White (118) placed third with wins
on one pin and one decision, and one
loss by a pin. Moore's first place

SPORTS SCHEDULES -JAN. 29 to FEB 3UiW 1U 1 LUi U

HOCKEY

Mon. Jan. 29 12.30 For. A vs SI.M.B Parracx. Orlved
1.30 Law 1 vs New 1 Parrack. Orlved
7.30 St. M.A vs Med. A Hamm, Talwln
8.30 Pharm. A vs Knox Hamm, Talwln

9.30 eiv.iv vs Med. C Llpsett. Gollish

10.30 Campus Co-opvs Eng.Sc. IV Lipsetl. Gollish

Tues. Jan. 30 1.30 U.C.I vs Trln. A Brown. Gal
3.30 Law II vs U.C.II Herridge, MacFarlane
4.30 For. B vs Trin.B Herridge, MacFarlane
7.30 Grad. Stud vs Scar. II Bleleckl. Toole
8.30 Vlc.ll vs Fac. Ed Bielecki. Toole
9.30 Dent.C vs IIElec Gllmour. Swanick
10.30 Mech.IV vs St.M.F Gllmour. Swanick

Wed. Jan. 31 8.00 amEng. Sc. II vs Trln. D Goverde, Francis

12.30 vs PHE.B Johnston, Gal

1.30 PHE.C vs VIc.V Johnston, Gal

4.30 St.M.D vs Scar.lll Goverde, Francis

7.30 vs Vic.l Toole, Ortved

8.30 Dent A vs New 1 Toole, Ortved

9.30 Med. O vs Vic.IV Anderson. Ruhnke
10.30 Caven Hse vs Chem 7T4 Anderson, Ruhnke

Thur. Feb. 1 4.30 U.C.II vs Grad.Stud Toole, Swanick

5.30 PHE.A vs St.M.A Toote. Swanick

6.30 Law II vs Music Desroches. Lipsetl

7.30 Knox vs Scar. II Desroches. Lipsett

8.30 For.C vs II Cham Kolanko. Gollish

9.30 Noombies vs Vlc.IV Kolanko. Gollish

10.30 For. D vs Wye Kolanko, Gollish

Fri. Feb. 2 12.30 Innls II vs II Civil Talwin, Kamln
1.30 Cham. IV vs Mgt. Stud Talwln, Kamin
5.00 Dev.Hse vs Innls 1 Bielecki, Johnston

8.00 Lawl vs Sr.Eng Hamm, Orlved

9.00 Scar. 1 vs Trln. A Hamm. Orlved
10.00 Vic. 1 vs Trln A, Hamm, Ortved

BASKETBALL

Mon. Jan. 29 FL 12.30 PHE. A vs Vlc.l Traltord, Maydo
4.00 Trln. A vs U.C.II Lansdowne. Loberto

8.30 Med. B vs For. A Lansdowne, Loberto

9.30 Arch vs Med.MIYr Lansdowne. Loberlo

Tues. Jan 30 FL 12.30 Law 1 vs Sr.Eng Mlshevski. Maydo
4.00 PHE.D vs Law II Slaltsls, Plastina

FL 6.30 Med. A vs PHE.B Holllngworth, Trallord

FL 8.00 U.C.I vs Erin Holllngworth, Traltord

9.30 Music vs Trin.B Hollingworth. Traltord

Wed. Jan. 31 1.00 St.M.C vs For. B Zendel, Tessaro

6.30 Innls II vs Dent 6 Seidewand, Wilensky

7.30 SGS. II vs Innis 1 Seidewand. Wilensky

8.30 Knox vs Pharm.

B

Seidewand. Wilensky

9.30 Dev.Hse vs Vic South HseSeidewand. Wilensky

Thur Feb 1 1 00 Eng.lll vs Wye Rotstein. Zendel

6.30 For. A vs Pharm.

A

Sherkin, Sierling

7.30 PHE.C vs Dent. A Sherkin, Sterling

6.30 Innls 1 vs Med.B Sherkin, Sterling

9.30 Innls 11 vs Med.lll Yr Sherkin. Sterling

FL AT SCAR 7.00 St.M.A vs Sr. Eng Mishevski. Kliman

FL AT SCAR 8.30 Trin. A vs Scar Mlshevski, Kliman

Fri. Feb. 2 12.00 SI.M.B vs U.C.II Slallsis, Maroosis

1.00 Mgl.Slud vs Jr. Eng Slaltsls. Maroosis

FL 6.30 St.M.A vs SGS.I Saltzman, Sternberg

FL 8.00 New vs Erin Saltzman. Sternberg

WATER POLO

Tues. Jan. 30 7.30 Lew vs Knox Hobbs

8.15 Trln vs Eng.ll Hobbs

Wed. Jan. 31 7.30 -U.C. vs Med.B Brownridge

8.15 New vs Med.C Brownridge

Thur. Feb. 1 7.30 Eng.l vs Med.

A

Hanna

8.15 PHE vs Vic Breech

SQUASH

Tues. Jan. 30 8.20 SGS.I vs Trln. A

9.00 Law A vs Med.A

9.40 LawC vs Med. B

10.20 Trln- B vs Massey

Wd. Jan. 31 8.20 Law 8 vs PHE

9.00 SGS. II vs Innls

9.40 Vic. II vs Eng

10.20 Wye vs New

Thur. Feb. 1 7.40 Vlc.l vs Law A

8.20 Med. A vs SGS.I

9.00 Vlc.l II
vs Pharm

9.40 Knox vs Med.C

finish came from a draw and a win

by a decision. Mathews first was
gained by three wins by decisions

and one by a pin. Roger Vachon
captured first place by wins in one
decision and one pin, and one loss on
a decision. At 158 pounds, Wally
Crignan lost twice on decisions.

Tanner's third place finish came
from one win by a pin, two wins by
decisions, and one loss by a decision.

Although Len Broderick won the

177 pound class by forfeit, he com-
peted twice in the 190 pound class,

losing once on a decision, and once
on a pin. Chris Preobrazenski

(heavyweight) placed second to

Claude Pilon on a 0-6 decision... U
of T wrestling coach Joe Rabel

urgently requests competitors under

130 and over 180 pounds to come
out to practices, 5 to 6:30 pm,
Monday to Friday... women's in-

termediate basketball defeated

Ryerson last Thursday 34-13, but

lost to'Queen's 42-34 o'n Saturday in

Kingston... women's senior basket-

ball defeated Ottawa, 41-39 Friday

_and Carleton, 61-32 Saturday.

Toronto is now tied with Queen's for

first place with a 6-0-1 record...

men's fencing team competed at the

York Invitational Saturday along

with Windsor, RMC, Ryerson,

Waterloo, and York. York placed

first in the foil competition, winning

36 bouts, while U of T finished

second, winning 35. RMC was third

with 30 wins. In the epee event, U of

T finished last of five participating

teams. Windsor was first, un-
defeated with 29 bouts; Waterloo
came second with 18 wins, and
RMC third with 16. U of T placed

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPEH

service. Originality, quality, and

security dictate our polity.

Phone: 961-6150

Hours 8 to 10 p.m.

7 DAYS PEH WEEK

300 AVENUE ROAD

first in the sabre competition, win-

ning 31 bouts (undefeated); Windsor
finished second with 23 wins, and
RMC was third with 18. Individual-

ly, Toronto's Eli Sukunda and An-
drew Benyei were the best in the

sabre competition... men's volleyball

finished out of playoff contention at

Ryerson Saturday. Toronto
defeated Ottawa 15-9, 15-3, and

Carleton 15-7, 15-2, but lost to

Queen's 16-14, 16-14 to finish in

third place in the Eastern Section.

However, the Eastern Section is

split into two divisions, and Toronto
finished second in its division behind

York. Laurenlian was third and
Ryerson fourth. In the other division

Queen's finished first, followed by
Carleton and Ottawa. Queen's
finished in first place overall and
along with second place York, will

represent the Eastern Section in the

OUAA finals next weekend at

Queen's. In other games Saturday,

Queen's defeated York, Laurentian,

and Ryerson, all in two consecutive

games; Carleton lost to York 2-1,

but defeated Ottawa 2-0; Ryerson
downed Carleton 2-0, and Ottawa 2-

0; Laurentian defeated Carleton 2-0,

but lost to Ottawa 2-0... the women's

intermediate volleyball team
defeated Queen's Saturday, winning

three of four games to gain first

place in the Eastern Section.

Queen's held the number one spot

until the weekend by virtue of

Toronto's only loss — to Queen's —
earlier in the season. However, at

that time a full five games were

necessary to decide the winner.

(Toronto is in sole possession of first

place because only four games were

necessary Saturday to decide the

winner.) The team also won its

match against Ryerson last Thur-
sday, 3-0... the women's ice hockey

team defeated Western last Thur-
sday, 2-0, and tied McGill at the

arena Saturday, 2-2. Guelph and
Toronto are presently tied for fourth

place... in nordic skiing last Satur-

day four U of T participants placed

well in the Ontario Zone Cham-
pionships (not a university meet)
near Sudbury. In the senior men's

group (21 and over) Doug Garfield

finished 1 2th with a time of 54

minutes, three seconds in the 15

kilometre, while Ken Sidney came
14th in 57:28 . In the young men's

age group (19-21), Peter Waisanen
finished 10th in the 15 kilometre

with a time of 6d:40, and Dave
McCleyment came 14th in 61:52...

in the alpine meet at Collingwood, U
of T was the overall total-point

winner of the university meet, and
competitor Doug Carter placed se-

cond individually... men's squash

team finished third to Western and

York (respectively) at the York
Invitational Saturday. The team

defeated Trent and Queen's, but lost

to York 3-2. Individually, Varsity

team member John Shales won the

Ontario Junior Championship in a

meet at Ridley College, St.

Catharines... U of T's curling team
placed fifth Saturday behind
Guelph, Queen's, Brock, and
Laurentian... the men's badminton

team was chosen from among par-

ticipants at the Benson Building

Sunday afternoon. Team members
include Pat Daley, Robert Young.
Blair Faulkner, Lane Bishop, and

John Corbett. The badminton finals

take place February 17 at

McMaster.

Volleyball Div II playoffs
Volleyball Division II playoffs

began Monday January 15 in a

double elimination tournament.

in round I January 15 St.Mike's

defeated Forrstry A, New College

unclassified
WANTED: Used Copies ol Mysticism and
Philosophy by W. T. Stace. Call: Chris, 961-

0925.

STOLEN Irom briefcase in SAC office

Wed. Jan. 10, a Minuteman II Electronic

Calculator Return to Engineering Stores, or

call 922-3693. Reward.

MID-AIR SUMMER THEATRE requires a

director and actors lor May 15 - Sept 1.

Ph'one Gord Woodbury, 5 Devonshire
Place, 928-2609. Musical ability on asset.

ROOM FOR RENT - Board also il wanted.

On Campus, 350 Huron St. 964-671 1.

NEED A GOOD PLACE to live? Two Grads
seek third lo share house. Own room,

S90/month includes utilities. 181 Howland
Ave., 20 min. walk Irom campus. Call 920-

4113 alter 5,

TYPING - need any typing done? Call

Vickie Potter 9 Crescent Place/Apl.

1115 Phone: 698-3715.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses, Essay - French. Latin - Ex-
perienced lypisis - Electric typewrilers, 713
Spadina Avenue (South o( Sloor) 922-
7624

ESSAY SERVICES Oo you have old

essays? Oo you need essays? Phone
ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150,

MATURE MALE student wanted to share 2
- bedroom apt, near campus, Prefer arts or

social science major. Call 964-6442 mor-
nings or after 11 pm

won 'ver Music, Scarborough lost

lo Vic I, and Trinity defeated

Pharmacy.

In round 2 (losers of round I)

Music eliminated Forestry A on

Wednesday January 17.

In round 2 (winners of round I)

New College defeated St. Mike's

and Trinity lost to Vic I.

The series continues tonight at 7

pm as Music takes on Trinity, and

New plays Vic 1 at 9 pm. Both

games are in the Hart House upper

gym.
GIRL WANTED - urge/it do you have a

lelephone? Oo you need extra money?
Telephone soliciting (R. Estate) More inlor

- 920-4532,

ACAPULCO FOR S199.00 (8 days)

Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Study

Weeks) (rom Toronlo. includes |et tran-

sport accommodation (doubles), parlies,

discos. Contact AOSC 44 St George St..

Toronlo 5, 416-962-8404 dr your Student

Council,

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONDON (rom S79 one way or S155 return

• Take a dependable charter, Contacl

AOSC. 44 St. George St.. Toronto 5.416-

962-8404 - or your Student Council BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING IN EUROPE INTERNA-

TIONAL STUDENT ID. card, student

raitpass. car rentals, cheapest and most

dependable charter flights, camping lours

etc, all avaitable now Irom: AOSC. 44 St.

George St.. Toronlo 5, 416 - 962-8404. (The

Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

QUEBEC WINTER CANIVAL, March 2-4.

Round trip transportation and ac-

commodation. S31.00. AOSC. 44 St.

George St. 962-8404,

WHY FREEZE? Usea fur coals Irom S 10.00

Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave,

(Between Queen a Oundasj Excellent

selection ol lun lurs, trade ins accepted.

We buy used lurs 363-6077 Mon-Sal 9-6

Thur-Fri till 8 pm.

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE

EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES

964-7328
752
£ ™GE

ALL GIRLS
For art

photography,

hostess service,

nude modelling

EXCELLENT PAY
PART TIME, FULL TIME

Call* 920-3551

ANYTIME
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sports

Blues swimmers,

basketballers win

in Hart House
University of Toronto Blues swimming and basketball teams

both handily defeated their opponents last night in Hart House.

Members of the swim team defeated an obviously weaker Ryerson

squad 55-38, even though Ryerson was able to win five or the 1

1

events.
,

....
Upstairs in the main gym the mens basketball team was

bouncing to an 81-74 expected win over York Yeomen. The York

squad is now 3 and 6 for the season, while Blues' record is 4-3 going

into a double-game weekend in Ottawa against Carlelon University

and the University of Ottawa. , ;
The basketball team took an early lead and never looked back.

Blues were ahead by 16 points at one point, and at the half the

score was Varsity 43, York 34. -

However, with just over seven minutes remaining to play in the

game York had closed the margin to wilhin three points of a tie— 67-

64. But at the 4:49 mark Yeomen's fourth highest scorer of the game,

Jeff Simbrow, fouled out with the score a more comfortable 7 1-66.

Thirty seconds after, York had once again closed the gap to

within three points of a tie, but Toronto's Bill Francis was fouled and -

given a chance to increase Blues' lead. Francis, Blues' third best scorer

on the evening with 13 points, sunk both shots from the line.

With the game in their favour Blues seemed content to dribble

and pass the ball around during the last few minutes of the game,

forcing York to commit fouls.

Blues increased their lead by four points within the final three

minutes of play on York's mistakes, two of those points coming from

Blues Dave Watt, high scorer in the game with 17 points. Guard Peter

Oolup added the other two to give Blues a last minute, comfortable

margin.

Other Blues' scorer s were Cress with 16, Oolip (II), Skyvington

(10), Filinski and Rudmik with six each, and Scott with 2.

• • • •

Downstairs in the pool the men's swimming team was

eliminating Ryerson for the second time in the season. Blues' coach

Robin Campbell used only John Rudderman, John Peters, and Tom

Schonberg as regulars, substituting his reserves for some of the events

last night.

Peters set two personal best times in the 50 and 500 freestyle

events. Defeating team-mate Schonberg by a mere 2. 1 seconds (with a

time of 23.5) in the 50 freestyle, Peters went on to win the 500 free

with more than over a half minute margin over second place D.

Morden (also of Toronto). He clocked in at 5:39.6, while Morden

finished in 6:08.2. Ryerson's B. Ritch was third in the event with a

lime of 6:37.3.

Adam Gesing won the 1000 freestyle in 12:06.2, with his closest

opponent being team-mate D. Stripinis (14:39.3). Other events saw

John Rudderman win the 200 butterfly in 2:17.1 and Schonberg take

the 100 freestyle in 56.9. Toronto also won the 400 freestyle relay in

3:53.9. compared to Ryerson's 4:03.8.

This weekend Blues host the University of Ottawa on Friday at

7:30 pm in the Benson Building; Saturday the team travels to

Hamilton for the McMaster Invitational.

New free course

on sport begins
"The Individual and Sport" is the

theme of a new free course begin-

ning today from noon to 2 pm in the

main lecture room in the Benson

Building.

Co-ordinators of the course

include athletics and recreation

department instructor Andy
Higgins, physical and health educa-

tion assistant professor Jim
McCIements, and physical recrea-

tion consultant AI Lundquist.

(Lundquist has done graduate work

in the sociology of sport.)

Lundquist said Monday that the

course is designed to be an open

forum on the individual and his

rights with respect to sport. The
focus of the forum will be entirely

dependent upon the interests of the

students and faculty involved,

although there will be some attempt

by the co-ordinators to discuss

political, sociological, and economic

issues, which they feel might be

overlooked.

According to Lundquist, "the

Torum' setting will be informal to

allow for a spontaneous-flow of

discussion relating to the individual

in sport." However, he emphasized

that the course was designed to be

approached from a social and psy-

chological perspective and not with

an exclusively sociological
viewpoint.

Unlike some academics,

Lundquist does not feel that the

course should be thought of as

"value-free". "To say that you're

value free is like saying you're com-
mitted to the status quo", he said.

The course, which bears a strong

resemblance to the popular but

defunct Free University of Universi-

ty courses, will take place
Wednesdays for nine weeks during

spring term. Critics, listeners, par-

ticipants, and observers are

welcome. For further information

contact Higgins at 928-3949 or

McCIements at 928-7329. Better

still, come to the forum today at

noon in the Benson Building.

Editor Bob Gauthier

Phone 923-4053

U of T*s Stephen Godfrey works out at the Canadian Forces Base on Avenue Road.

Varsity track
members qualify for

Maple Leaf Games
The University of Toronto placed

several participants in the Toronto

Star Maple Leaf Indoor Games by
virtue of its showing in the

qualifying trials held last Saturday

at the CNE. The Games will be held

Friday February 2.

U of T Blues Steve Hunt, Dave
Colbert, Bill Johnson, and Gerry

Feency qualified to run in the mile

relay. According to coach Andy
Higgins, U of T's main competition

in the games in this event will

probably come from the East York
Track Club Old Boys. (The U of T

Track Club also qualified a team in

the mile relay, two members of

which are students at U ofT— Aris

Birze and Brian Prettie.)

Blues also qualified a team for the

two mile relay, consisting of

members Matt Duncan, Mark
Mindcn, Ed North, and Gerry
Feeney. (The U of T Track Club

again also qualified a team, with'the

sole U of T student being Aris

Birze.)

Toronto students John Sharp,

Paul Glynn, and Andrew Reed will

represent their respective extra-

university track clubs in the Metro

mile.

Bruce Simpson, another

scheduled competitor at the games,

was supposed to compete in Los

Angeles over the weekend but was

unable to attend because of an injury

suffered in practice last week. The
injury occurred in a work-out due to

faulty equipment at the make-shift

indoor facilities in the Canadian

Forces Base on Avenue Road. Sim-

pson received a bone bruise and it is

not known whether he will compete

at the CNE on February 2.
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Combine books
in Sig Sam

By BOB BETTSON
Two departmental libraries should be substantially amalgamated into

an undergraduate library, an advisory committee has recommended. The
committee made the recommendation over the objections of two course
unions and a large number of petitioning students and staff.

The Governing Council's Library Subcommittee accepted by a vote of 7 to

.1 a compromise motion that would exclude xeroxed and uncalalogued
material from the undergraduate collection after the main stacks of the

Sigmund Samuel Library are moved to the Robarts Library.
The same subcommittee will later make a key recommendation on a

definition of academic need Tor stack access in the Robarts Library, Last
spring students carried out three occupations or Simcoe Hall, after

negotiations had broken down, in an attempt to win unrestricted access to

the stacks.

The amalgamation vole came after a motion by Professor Peter
Heyworth. author of last year's report recommending restricted stack access,

to totally amalgamate the two libraries was defeated 6 to 5 with one
abstention.

The compromise, moved by Vic alumnus J.H. Collins-Williams and
seconded by Heyworth, would join the political economy and history
libraries and keep only the xeroxed material, which makes up less than hall

of the circulation.

The motion will have to be approved by the Academic Affairs
Committee of Governing Council and the full council before it is finally

decided.

The compromise was not acceptable to student subcommittee member
Kalhy Feldman and political economy professor Sanford Lakoff who
argued that frequently circulated books should be retained.

Lakoff said that he was certain that the amalgamation forces had won a
"pyrrhic" victory because the staff and students of the departments would
not accept the decision and would try and overturn it at a higher level.

A petition was presented from the Political Economy Course Union
with 450 signatures gathered in one day. Among faculty signing were
chairman Slephan Dupre and assistant chairman Arthur Kruger, as well as
-.iboul 20 others.

The petition, according to PECU vice-chairman Howie Stein, will

continue circulating until the amalgamation is overturned.

At the meeting, discussion centred on the necessity of amalgamation for

a good undergraduate duplicate copy collection,

Lakoff and student Brian Morgan argued that what is needed is to

prune the present departmental collections of less-used materials. They said

all other points favoured the libraries' continued existence.

Morgan stated that if financial considerations aren't the main reason
and the circulation continues to rise, the case for amalgamation has not been
made.

UC principal Archie Hallet condemned the "radical conservatism"
which he said ran through the briefs. He accused the opportents of

amalgamation of not knowing what a library is.

"We must be adventurist," he added.

Chief Librarian Robert Blackburn said that the amalgamation was
crucial for the future of Sigmund Samuel.

Music student M. Evans argued that the petition showed impressive
results: "Staff and students have given an overwhelming indication of their

desire to keep the library."

Students use the political economy departmental library in Sidney Smith Hall.

Transfers spare U of T

teaching staff cutbacks
U orT will be spared the teaching

staff cutbacks that have afflicted

other Canadian campuses this year,
Paul Cadario, a student member of

the Governing Council's budget
committee predicted Tuesday.

No permanent cuts in support

staff are anticipated either but the

number of maintenance jobs will be

reduced since those who have will

not necessarily be replaced, he said.

Layoffs of teaching staff will be

avoided by transferring the surplus

of professors teaching on the down-
town campus to Scarborough and
Erindale.

This practice has been used

increasingly over the past few years

as downtown enrolment has levelled

off while the two satellite colleges

have nearly doubled in size.

Although he refused to reveal

details of the unpublished budget.

Cadario said the committee planned
lo avoid layoffs by this
"reallocation" system.

"If there are two extra German
professors at the downtown campus
and a shortage of German
professors at Erindale. for instance,

the departments should get together

and work out an arrangement," he
said.

Such meetings have already taken

place, he added.

He refused to indicate in which
departments such transfers would

take place, but the example of the

German professors kept cropping
up.

Reduction in the size of the

leaching staff would also be ac-

complished by not replacing retiring

professors.

Engineering professor S.M.
Uzumeri. president of the U of T
Faculty Association, said last-night

that he approved of the university's

practice of transferring professors to

where they are most needed.

"I personally believe in the

optimization of resources," he sard.

He praised the university for "not
panicking" as some other un-
iversities have when faced with
financial problems.

Five faculty are rehired

Students end sit-in at Brock

Brock students meet In auditorium to hear results of meeting between student leaders
and Board of Trustees.

ST. CATHARINES (CUP) — After a ten-day occupation of areas
surrounding the administrative offices on the 1 3th floor of the Brock
University tower, students have won a partial victory.

As a result of special meetings of the university Board of Trustees and
Senate last Monday, five full-time faculty members have been re-hired and
their termination notices officially recalled. This number is the total of all

full-lime faculty that were to be fired as a result of the university's financial

problems.

But the part-lime faculty that were dismissed will not be rehired, and
the $9 1 .000 of the budget that it will take to rehire the full-time professors as

yet to be found.

"We've really won nothing." one student leader commented. The
students have called off their occupation with little more than confirmations
of good faith from the board and the senate.

Both those bodies pledged Wednesday to avoid faculty cuts whenever
possible. Although a committee of the board is considering various

~ approaches lo fund-raising in an effort to cover the remaining deficit, there

| is no guarantee Ihey will not fire other part-time staff.

I

^ Some students are not sure whether it was their pressure that forced the

a board to the rehiring: at least one representative of the Canadian
Association of University Teachers (CAUT) has visited the Brock campus
within ihe last week and sceptical observers feel that CAUT's power to

blacklist any university for its hiring practices could have been the actual

pressure that brought the matter to its tentative close at Brock.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Innispub, back by popular demand, al

63 St. George, until 3:00 pm. Friendly

atmosphere, inexpensive liquid relresh-

ment and congenial folks.

12:30 pm
Luncheon Seminar: Professor S.

Clarkson ot Political Science will discuss

"The Toronto Reform Movement: A Case of

Political Change", based on bis book "City

Lib." 150 St. George, Hm. 111.

1:00 pm
George Saunders. American socialist-

journalist specializing in Soviet affairs,

speaks on the current Opposition Move-

ment in the Sovle! Union. International

Student Centre {Morning Room). First In a

series of public meetings sponsored by Ihe

Committee in Defense ol Soviet Political

Prisoners.

Careertalks: Representatives from a

couple of Publishing Houses will discuss

opportunities ol employment, the nalure of

working and progressing In the field of

Publishing. McLennan Physics 103.

"What is your verdict?" is the topic for

Leighlon Ford's final lecture in the Jesus on

Trail series al Convocation Hall.

Due to Ihe overwhelming success,

interest, enthusiasm and demand created

by the last one. Ihe Ukrainian Studenls

Club has again decided to hold a Peiogie

eating conlesl In Sid Smith loyer. Recom-

mend that parllclpants refrain from

breakfast on Friday.

SAC Pub "The Nunnery" opens until 1

am. Basement. Sir Dan's.

4 pm
The Graduate Students' Union at 16

Bancroft Ave. invites everyone to a Wine

and Cheese Party from 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm
every Friday. Note: We have Imported

wines, as well as your lavourite domestic!

5 pm
Lfchet benncheh this week at Hillel

House 1B6 St. George Slreet Is at 5 pm.

7 pm
As a finishing off ol Ukrainian Week we

welcome all studenls to Ukrainian Night al

Ihe Old Bavaria. Featured will be young

Ukrainian musicians. Added attraction:

first 35 to come gel free meal.

SMC Film Club presents Robert

Allman's "M'A'S'H" with Donald

Sutherland, Elliott Gould and Sally Keller-

man in Carr Hall. Admission $1.00. Again at

10 pm.
B pm

Survival Theatre probes Into the very

bowels of Ihe theatrical experience. Free al

Ihe UC Pleyhouse. 79a St. George St.

The Blues play hosl to ihe Carleton

Ravens in OUAA college hockey. For live

play by play coverage listen to Radio Var-

sity's broadcast team starting al 7:55 pm
Radio Varsity. 820 AM in residences and at

96.3 FM on Rogers Cable.

The Sufi Study Circle will continue

readings ol Al-Ghazzall and other Sufi

authors al 8 pm. Friday evening in room

2008, New College.

8:30 pm
"Hamlet" by Shakespeare. Hart House

Theatre. Directed by Marlln Hunter.

Tickets: $2.50; studenls: St.25. Reser-

vations at Box Office (928-8668).

Edward Albee's Pulitzer Prize-winning

play, "A Delicate Balance", Is being

directed by Peter Peroff for the Menagerie

Players at the Central Library Theatre.

Reservations: 225-3693. Again on

Saturday.

The Toronto Polish Students Association

Is having a Snowiest Dance and Get-

Together In the International Student Cen-

Ire 33 St. George St. Everyone Welcomel

SATURDAY
all day

Exciting dance workshop. Canadian and

International dance lo be taught plus a

performance group. Bring soil shoes. Fee

S3. Free dance evening party. Benson

Building.

Special SAC Winter Carnival buses

between Con Hall, Islington Stn. & Erindale.

See Carnival ad tor times.

1 pm
March to British Trade Office on first

anniversary of Ihe Derry Massacre on

Bloody Sunday. Leaving from Queen's

Park. Protest British Imperialism In Ireland,

N. and S., and Irish repression in the South.

For a 32-county Workers' Republic. Spon-

sored by Toronto Irish Republican Club

and Old Mole.

2 pm
Play in the Hart House lable Tennis Club

carnival In the Hart House gym. All balls

and bats provided with six tables. Girls

welcome. Till 4 pm.

7:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship — A

swimming party is planned for this Satur-

day night! Meet at Coxwell Subway Station.

Swimming at St. Clair Junior High (Selwyn,

just west of Victoria Pk.). Food and

fellowship at 9:30 is also planned. Be sure

to come.
SMC Film Club presents Robert

Altman's "H'A'S'H" with Elliott Gould,

Donald Sutherland and Sally Kellerman In

Carr Hall. Admission $1.00. Again at 10

pm.
8 pm

Survival Theatre probes deeper al the

UC Playhouse, 79A St. George. Free.

Hidel's coffee house is open. All are

welcome. At Hillel House 186 St. George

Street:

SAC Pub "The Nunnery" opens until

mldnile. Basement, Sir Dan's.

9 pm
NCSC presenls the U of T Winter

Carnival- Dance al Wetmore Hall, New

College. The group is Montreal's

"Motherbelt", and Included is a tremen-

dous light s^how. Licensed: 9 pm to 1 am.

Cost $1.

SUNDAY
11 am

Join other members of the university

community in worship and special prayer

lor Ihe ceasefire at the Hart House service.

8 pm
International Student Centre Invites you

to an international dinner. Middle Eastern

style. Arabic music and dance. Two films

"Revival" and "Jerusalem in Danger" will

be shown. Tickets: S1 a person, available at

33 St. George.

7 pm
Waffle Public Lecture Series on The

Political Economy of Canada. First session:

Jim Laxer - "An Introduction to the Cana-

dian Political Economy". Room N201.

O.I.S.E.

SMC Film Club presents Louis Malle's

"The Lovers (les Amants)" with Jeanne

Moreau in Carr Hall. Admission by series

ticket.

7:30 pm
Victoria College Chapel Service, a

celebration of Ihe Lord's Supper, with The

Rev. Ellert Frerichs. The Chapel. Old Vic.

Intermediate Conversational Hebrew at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

Vic Flick presents two Horror classics,

"Murders in the Rue Morgue" (1932) and

"Island of Lost Souls" (1933). New
Academic Building. Room 3. 73 Queen's

Park Cres. Admission SI.

8 pm
Survival Theatre. The Essential

Performance. A 6-hour marathon per-

formance exploring tha fundamental laws

of the theatrical situation. Come and go as

you wish - coffee In the lounge. Always

Iree. UC Playhouse, 79A St. George.

Hillel Lecture Series is presenting Dr.

Eliezer Berkovits who will be speaking on

"The Jewish Response to Evil" at Hillel

House, 186 St. George.

our mistoque
An article in Wednesday's Varsity

incorrectly reported that the total

enrolment in the Faculty of Food

Science is 83.

In fact, the faculty has 196

studenls, including 180 special

studenls, and 83 in first year, a high

in recent years for that year.

The article also stated that there

were three students in the depart-

ment of textiles, while the dean's

office reports that there are seven.

INFORMAL DEBATE

RESOLVED THAT CANADA

SHOULD HOARD HER

NATURAL RESOURCES

THURS., FEB. 1

DEBATES ROOM -2 P.M.

FILM SERIES:

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS

GIOTTO & THE PRE-RENAISSANCE

MONDAY, JAW. 29

DEBATES ROOM
1-2 P.M. 7-8 P.M.

DEBATE
Unsolved that women hm no plan In

politics."

Honours ry Visitor.

MARGARET SCRIVENER. M.P.P.

TUESDAY. JANUARY 30

Debates Room - 0:00 P.M.

QUARTET

Czech String Quarlat

Sunday. January 28

Great Hall. 3 p.m.

TELEVISION

IS AVAILABLE
IN THE

MAP ROOM

HART HOUSE FARM WINTER FESTIVAL

TOMORROW A) SUNDAY

Staling. Skiing. Totagginlng. Sun. Sqoirt-

Dindng 12.50 neb.

Tfcktb iniUMi il lbs Unftrgndiute Office

THE GALLERY
OVERLOOKING THE GREAT HALL-DINING LOUNGE FOR STUDENTS

NOW)

Premiere of DAVID BEDFORD'S

"WITH 100 KAZOOS"
features AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

January 28, 8.30 p.m. Concert Hall, Edward Johnson Building

"the first 100 people to arrive at the concert will be given a kazoo and a 'part" to

play

On the same programme will be: SOLSTICES - Gilles Tremblay PENTOMINO -

David Bedford SPILLIHPNERAK - David Bedford TAKING A STAND - John

Beckwith

SPECIAL GUEST ARTISTS: CANADA BRASS, TORONTO WINDS

GUEST COMPOSERS: DAVID BEDFORD, JOHN BECKWITH, GILLES TREMBLAY

Tickets: Adults $3.50 Students $2.00

Available from 481-3371 (Mondays to Fridays 9-5 p.m.). Tickets may also

be purchased the evening of the performance.

NEW
MUSIC
CONCERTS

CHOOSING THE RIGHT

CAREER ISN'T EASY

We'd like to offer you a challenge — a career in

dealing with professionals — a career in Life

insurance sales and/or sales management.

It's one of the few careers that offers you

freedom of action and decision and an

unusually high measure of security and

personal satisfaction.

We know it isn't easy choosing the right career.

Perhaps we at Metropolitan Life can help you

make the right choice. Why not drop by and

see us. We'll be on Campus on:

January 29, 1973 and

February 9, 1973

Metropolitan
Life
We sell life insurance

But our business is life

WE DO THINGS DIFFERENTLY.

\ ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

A SHOWROOM FOR QUALITY LOUDSPEAKERS.

A R • CELESTION • CROWN * E.P.I. • H K CITATION • QUAD

RING AUDIO VISUAL 629 SPADINA AVE. 921-3500
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Money is only issue remaining

Lab workers vote unanimously for strike
Over 30 animal laboratory

technicians yesterday strengthened

iheir bargaining position by un-

animously giving their union

bargaining committee leave to call a

strike, if necessary.

A strike or the unit of about 45

technicians could occur in early

March and lead to a refusal of the

university's workers to service seven

university buildings.

Service Employees International

Union Local 204 business agent Don

Barclay reported yesterday that

although the union was willing to

compromise its position somewhat,
the university still holds a rigid

altitude as both parties proceed into

what could be the last conciliation

hearing February 8.

If conciliation officer John
Dempster fails to bring the parties

to agreement then, says Barclay, the

union will ask him to report a "no
board" report to the Ontario

Minister of Labour. If this is done,

which is usually automatic,
Dempster will report about 10 days

later that the parties could not reach

agreement The union will be able to

strike legally 14 days later.

The only issue as stake is money,

as both sides have agreed to accept

the other provisions of the union's

master contract for its 770 other

employees with the university.

The union has demanded wages

from $3.31 to $4.11 per hour for

Union protests manner in which

U of T workers being laid off

four categories of workers, while the

university is offering $2.70 to $3.50.

The workers' present wages range

from $2.51 to $2.84.

Brclay said he was pleased with,

the unanimous strike vote, as was

the unit's five member bargaining

.committee.

"It will force the university to

bargain earnestly," Barclay said.

U of T labour relations manager
John Parker said late last night that

the strike vote was a normal part of

an industrial union's bargaining

strategy used in an attempt to

strengthen its position.

The university had indicated

during conciliation that it would be

prepared to change its position, but

not without some indication of flex-

ibilitv on the union's part, Parker

added.

The unit was organized only last

November; Barclay said first con-

tracts are always difficult because

the management tends to suspect the

workers are not solid.

Should a strike occur, animal lab

technicians will set up picket lines in

the Medical Sciences, Zoology, Bn-

ling. Dental and Psychology
Buildings, as well as at Scarborough

and Erindale Colleges where the

technicians work.

Refusal of the union's other

workers to cross picket lines in front

of the buildings would be automatic,

Barclay indicated. He also predicted

•that other unions whose members
work in the buildings, such as the

operating engineers who operate

heating and cooling equipment,
would respect picket lines.

Eleven university service workers

have been laid off temporarily in

violation of their union's contract

with the university, their business

agent charged yesterday.

The physical plant workers, some

of whom have up to two years

seniority with the university, were

given five days' notice, the

minimum, last Friday, due to the

lack of snow to provide work for

them.

Service Employee's International

Union Local 204 business agent Don

Barclay claimed yesterday that the

layoffs violate the local's contract

with the university because under it

workers should be laid off according

to a campus-wide list in inverse

order of seniority.

Although St. George campus

superintendent Prichard has until

Tuesday to hear the grievance, the

union wants to speed procedures up,

since the workers are due to be laid

off today.

And, if it does not get a meeting

today to appeal the order of layoffs,

Prichard Barclay says the union will

hold a small demonstration at noon

today outside the university's per-

sonnel department at 215 Huron

Street.

However, U of T labour relations

manager John Parker said late last

night he expects the matter will be

discussed at a meeting today.

The union already lost the first

round of the grievance procedure

when assistant supervisor of general

services Les Hubbard, who laid ofl

the workers, refused to reverse his

position.

Hubbard admitted last night that

seniority clauses for layoffs require

that those workers from all over the

campus who have been with the

university the least amount of lime

should be laid off first. He also

admitted that the layoffs had been

Quebec sfudenfs strike
MONTREAL (CUPI) — Students at the University de Quebec a

Montreal began a general strike today after a brief occupation of

their administrative offices Wednesday was broken up by a police

riot squad.

The occupation and strike are in protest against the expulsion

of about 699 students effective today because they owe the

university more than $500 in tuition fees.

The occupation followed a general UQAM student meetirfg in

which the university was given until noon Wednesday to cancel the

expulsion order. About 150 students occupied the administrative

areas to back up their demands, but were distracted by the

presence of four policemen while they were discussing strategy. 50

members of the Montreal riot squad arrived and evicted the

students. There were no arrests.

A general student meeting the next day, (January 25) voted to

call a student strike, after the administration failed to respond to

their demands.

Student leaders predicted the active support of about 1 ,000 of

UQAM's 13,000 students. In addition, the union representing

student employees of the university pledged its support and that its

members would not cross picket lines.

Meanwhile, students at a general meeting at 1'University de

Montreal, last Wednesday considered launching a solidarity

strike, because they face similar administration harassment. They

sent a similar ultimatum to the U de M administration. A strike

vole was derailed by procedural wrangling, and another general

meeting will consider the question next Monday.
At the U de M meeting, UQAM student Gilbert Rousseau

pointed out that opposition to the growing Quebec labor

movement, as well as economic considerations, motivated the

government's 25 percent cut in the education budget this year. The
financial pressure is especially acute at the so-called "popular" U
de Q. where 20 percent of the students come from working class

families.

CEGEP student Nicole Fortin said administrative control and

the CEGEP's Nouveau regime pedegodique arc designed to

continue a policy of producing well-trained graduates to bolster the

capitalist system.

(After CEGEP students accross Quebec threatened a general

strike in December, the Nouveau regime was shelved temporarily

by the Quebec government. The proposal would have increased

compulsory class time, cut arts options, and allowed

administrations to re-register troublesome students.)

Bernard Cote, a member of the Comite d'organization

provisoire des ctudiants (COPE), which organized dissent against

the expulsion orders at UQAM last fall, told the U de M meeting

"a failure of tomorrow's strike will mean a defeat for the whole

student movement.
Several Ontario universities, locked in struggle with their own

provincial governments over tuition fee increases and cuts in

student aid sent messages of support to the UQAM students.

within his department, not campus-

wide.

However, he emphasized that

"this is only a temporary layoff,"

although he would not state that he

thought the seniority clause did not

apply to temporary layoffs as well.

"We've conformed to the

contract," he insisted; "You can rest

assured that the university will abide

by the agreement."

The dispute was merely a matter

of interpretation of the contract, he

assured The Varsity.

Parker said last night that the

dispute was about whether the

seniority clause applies to tem-

porary layoffs. It would be fruitless

lo train a person for a job that will

be filled again by its original holder

in a short period, he stated.

However, Barclay considers the

grievance "a critical test of whether

the university will honour the

agreement,"

If necessary, he warned the union

would attempt to shut the university

down.

Should picket lines be set up,

other unions normally respect them

by refusing to cross them.

Siesta time meeting nearby
There will be a meeting of The

Varsity staff today at I pm. Every

staff member is expected to attend

this important gathering, perhaps

the most important of the month.

(We'll see.) As usual, the locale is in

the Varsity office, overlooking

beautiful St. George Street at

No.9l.

Second term fees payments lag
An expected surge in payments of

second term fees due to the resump-

tion oT mail delivery has not

materialized so far. SAC officials

are cautiously optimistic that

students have largely supported the

fees strike.

Figures released by the

administration reveal that less than

200 students paid their second term

Tees owing on Tuesday, and only 87

Wednesday. Figures were un-

available for yesterday.

The number of payments has

plummeted from a high of 1,500 a

week ago Tuesday lo the current low

of 87. Officials of both the ad-

ministration and SAC had expected

lhal a large number of payments

would be delivered by the mail ihis

week, after the end of the postal

strike, but the daily number has

dropped off from 205 on Monday
and 339 one week ago today.

The strike "appears to be going

well." said president Eric Miglin

yesterday. However, he feared that

some mail might still be held up,

giving a distorted picture of the

number of students who are still

withholding fees.

The figures released indicate that

more than 5,800 of the 11,469

students who chose to pay by in-

stalments have still not paid their

second part. (The figures include

both graduate and undergraduate

students, as the administration says

it cannot separate them at this

point.)

Miglin said he would he "very

surprised" if the administration

agreed to drop the $15 late penalty

for late payment, although SAC will

be meeting with administrators

Tuesday morning lo seek its

removal, as last week's SAC
meeting requested.

Investigate AAcGill prof firing
MONTREAL (CUPI) — McGill political science

professor Pauline Vaillancourt has been fired by the

McGill administration and the Quebec labour depart-

ment has been asked to investigate the situation.

Vaillancourt is Secretary of the McGill Faculty

Union and is the MFU's delegate to the Montreal

Council of the Confederation of National Trade

Unions (CNTU). with which the MFU is affiliated.

Vaillancourt has charged the firing is in retaliation for

her union activities.

Vaillancourt was notified December 13 by the Board

oT Governors that her contract, which expires in

August, would not be renewed. The decision was

supposedly based on an appraisal of two papers she had

written and on alledged student complaints. When the

hearing into her firing opened at McGill, she was not

permitted by the appeal committee to present her other

papers or published articles as evidence in her defence.

MFU president Immanuel Wallerstein, speaking at

the appeal, questioned "the mode of operation of the

committee," which made an important decision such as

firing a professor "without having read the totality of

the professor's contribution."

The university claims the reasons for Vaillancourt's

firing are "substandard teaching ability" and lack of

"Academic and administrative contributions."

In the political science department's own
questionnaire, 85 per cent of her students, when asked

to rale her teaching as "adequate" or "inadequate",

rated her adequate. She has received testimonies from

leaders of political science in Quebec and elsewhere,

saying that not only is her work satisfactory but she

deserves to be promoted on the strength of her

academic achievement.

Vaillancourt recently obtained a $21,000 research

grant from the Quebec Department of Social Affairs to

study the co-operative movement in Quebec.

The matter, which until now has been considered

only on a departmental mental level, is currently in the

hands of Robert Vogel, dean of arts, who has scheduled

a February I meeting of his advisory committee to

consider the matter. Vogel was unavailable for com-

ment .

The labour department hearing will probably be held

sometime next month.
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Ceasefire doesn't wipe out past

Nixon deserves no credit
None of the traditional revelry heralding

the end of military engagements greeted Tuesday

night's announcement that the four parties to the

Paris Peace Talks had agreed to a ceasefire in

Vietnam.

While some satisfaction could be taken from

the knowledge that this time the Vietnamese peo-

ple had been able to resist submission to

imperialist warmongers, attention seemed to justly

focus on the huge, unnecessary cost the United

States war effort inflicted upon the Vietnamese:

thousands and thousands of innocent lives lost and

an entire country battlescarred and decimated by

indiscriminate, inhuman bombing attacks.

And, through much of the injustice of it all,

Richard Nixon sat in Washingttmrglibly mouthing

platitudes about wanting a "just peace in Vietnam".

That a peace treaty has been concluded is no

credit to this president. His intransigence and

insistence upon saving face prolonged the war

more than four years, at a heavy cost to both sides.

In the end, his folly gained little — exactly what

remains to be seen when the full details are

revealed.

Conservative historians may well recall Nixon

in years to come as the president who brought the

fighting in Vietnam to a halt. But, few can honestly

subscribe to this theory.

Indeed, he should be condemned by history

as the American leader who escalated the conflict

and prolonged an unjust war needlessly.

Time Magazine named Nixon and his so- g
called peace envoy Henry Kissinger men of the

year, crediting them with changing the shape of the

world. Not for the better, we would add.
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Dosomething decisive

about our education
Marly Stollar's comments on the infamous

fees strike were closest to being on target or,

perhaps I should say, they weren't far enough

^left or center. Personally, I do not condone

any government inflationary procedures, es-

pecially my fees. Many students voted in the

OFS referendum then for their own selfish

interests. (Of course, as is the case usually at

this university, most of us students could not

even be overwhelmingly radical about our

own greed!)

Anyway, I don't need reams of statistics to

prove who pays the shots in our society. Ours

is a regressive tax structure. Despite the fact

that the working class pays the lion's share

percentage-wise, they are in a small minority

in the post-secondary education system. The

liberal myth of universal accessibility is being

denied them; and increases in fees along with

decreases in student aid has quite adverse

effects upon them as Mr. Stollar has correctly

analyzed.

I believe, though, thai Mr. Stollar, Mr.
Havers, assorted CLM fanatics, SAC, and
primarily the OFS have failed to deal with

what should be the fundamental problem —
the complete absence of universal accessibility

to post-secondary education Tor low income
families. The vast majority of these working
class children have been streamed out of the

system following completion of their elemen-

tary education. They are not even available to

be affected by increases in university tuition

fees. Long ago, they've been steered com-
pletely off the path to university by streaming

and the imposition of values and standards

foreign to their own ethnic cultures.

So, here we arc wallowing in our affluence,

and hoping that the tuition increase will not

aTrect that "new stereo", or whatever. Come
on, OFS, cut the shil, stop advancing your
own elite, and attempt to do something
decisive with the education system!

Frank P. Nagle

SMC III

SSSC member denies

it's only a CLM front
Of all the attacks being made on the Slop

the Student Surcharge Committee, one of the

poorest is that it is nothing more than the

Canadian Liberation Movement in disguise.

The relation between these two groups needs

clarifying.

The SSSC was originally organized by the

CLM. That group provided the initial ideas.

personnel and finances that got the committee

moving. While members of the CLM are

naturally prominent in the committee, they

are far in the minority as members of the

SSSC.
The SSSC is a group of students who

believe that the fees increase must be fought

and fought hard, not only as an economic

issue, but a political one. Rather than have a

symbolic January fees boycott to fight a

narrowly economic issue, we believe we must

have a concerted struggle against an issue

symbolic of the attitude of our government:

that education is for the students who can pay.

Michael Nash, member
SSSC

Only SSSC supports

.students
9

interests
The letter to The Varsity on Friday,

January 19 by Bob Bettson is an example of

the phoney, rotten left on this campus. He and

the rest of his degenerate crew, in setting

themselves up as "legitimate socialists",

throw a slur on all people who get out there

and fight to really change things. Bettson and

the rest of the opposlunisl left have done

nothing to organize students to really win the

fight against the university. For him to come

out and attack the only group on the campus

which is fighting to win is to attack the whole

purpose of the fight. Bettson even has the

deceitful gall to say that SAC has done

a passable job on the fees strike. This makes

him an outright liar. The only passable job

thai SAC has done on this campus

is to confuse, deceive, and sell out the

students to the university. If Bettson thinks

this is good, he is as rotten as then are. This is

where Bettson and the rest of the phoney left

arc most dangerous. All the time, people like

Miglin and Hclliwell sell out the students,

people like Bettson are right there to defend

their actions. They set themselves up as

"revolutionary leftists", but the only thing

they do is divert and confuse the issues.

You can lell what someone believes by

seeing what he does. Bettson has a lot to say,

but when asked at the meeting Wednesday,
what he was doing to support the fees strike he

said "Writing articles for The Varsity."

Bettson says, "If Canada is to become
independent and the university is to become
an agent for social change it won't be

accomplished with limited one-issue cam-
paigns." He goes on to say that "the only time

that will come is if the working people of

Canada and Ontario reject the capitalist

economic system". Bettson never once says

how the people of Canada and Ontario will

"reject" this system. Dealing with concrete

issues is the only way to do anything and that

often means fighting single-issue campaigns.

Bettson says that the "CLM has no

conception of who wields power in this uni-

versity". The fact is that there are only two

sides in this issue — the students and the

administration. When the lines were drawn,

SAC and people like Bettson who defend

SAC joined the administration, and CLM and

the SSSC continued to fight on the side of the

students.

Students have to stop the student surcharge

now. This 5100 increase is only the first step in

the plan to raise tuition to $1,500. The CLM
and all the people who have joined the SSSC
are fighting to win. If SAC and people like

Bettson continue to stand in the students'

way. then the students will have lo get rid of

them, too.

Oenise Havers

Canadian Liberation Movement,

U ofT Club

Monopoly killing

is no panacea

Mr. Scott Bell's belief that a

nationalized industry cannot be ef-

ficient and that nationalization is

achieved by confiscation (that is,

1 seizure without compensation) need

not delay us, although it delayed

him long enough. What is

fascinating is his proposal to im-

prove the telephone service by the

introduction of competition. We
should all have the wires and in-

struments of two or more com-

panies, or choose lo give our

pulronage not to the company we

taken care of and "They don't

want to be free" and "Stop raising

political questions!"

Another such subgroup, though

this time not a minority, consists of

women, and the slaveholders and

Auntie Toms are hastily dusting off

old Klan literature, substituting the

words "wife" or "chick" for

nigger", and reminding us that if we

really want lo discover what women
are for, we should, of course, go

back to the Bible.

Obviously, if The Varsity were to

refuse all advertising from sexist

sources, revenues would drop ap-

preciably: undoubtedly advertising

would consist of little more than lost

and found notices and the occasional

Dan Heap campaign ad. But just as

I would hope that The Varsity would

reject an ad ,wiih a racist slogan, I

propose thai il should refuse ads

which are explicitly sexist. There is

more lhan politics involved here;

we're talking aboul people. I don't

know where you've been, but I recall

meeting more than one sexist

socialist.

Russell Francis

SGS Physics

Ma
Bell

thought the best but to the one

favoured by most of our friends and

business acquaintances. Mr. Bell is

right in saying that this would in-

crease employment, but why should

it decrease cost? Perhaps, he will

advocate the construction of a se-

cond subway parallel with the pre-

sent one to keep the TTC efficient,

and cause a reduction in Tares and

increase in revenue.

C.A. Ashley

Professor emeritus

Sexism is not

only political

I wish to disagree strongly with

your editorial claim of January 12

thai ihe issue of sexism in adver-

tising is primarily a political one. A
question we seem to face regularly is

whether or not a particular sub-

group of the human race should be

treated as animals. In the fifities and
sixties, at least in North America,
such a subgroup consisted of blacks,

and we heard reactionary arguments
of Ihe lype "Well, they like to be

Neil Young only

second to Leafs
In reply to Alan Mandell's "Neil

Young reaches bottom", I would

first say that his criticism was un-

fairly one-sided. If there was

nothing good aboul Neil Young's

concert, why did he get a standing

ovation? As an entertainer, surely

ihe audience judged Neil's playing

favourably. The Varsity critic mis-

sed the warm reception by the

audience, and I think Ihis is one

criterion of reviewing ihe enter-

tainment world.

il is a tradition in ihe Gardens to

show special approval of a good

performance by everyone striking a

match and holding il up. That 18,-

000 people all agreed symbolically

thai Neil Young played well is an

indication thai it was a fine show.

It is too bad that The Varsity

critic didn't like "Southern Man",

"Cinnamon Girl", "Everybody

Knows", "Heart of Gold", and "old

Man". I did. A final point that

aqgers me is that The Varsity's

criticism is so sure that Neil

Young's performance was nothing

lo have missed. Perhaps, it is at-

titudes like that which tend to in-

fluence Canadian talent lo leave

Canada and find better reception in

the United States.

Neil Young will hopefully return

to Toronto again, and if he does he

will probably sell out the Gardens

again. What other Canadian talent

has done that aside from the Maple

Leafs?

Bill Hutul

Story distorted

reality of demo
I would like to pass on a few

critical remarks on your coverage of

ihe anli-war demonstration in last

Monday's Varsity. The feeling I got

was that a number of criticisms and

political attacks were being waged

behind the cover of journalistic

reporting. The article was written by

•Greg McMaster, a member of the

Indochina Solidarity Committee

(ISC), a participant in the

demonstration.

One group in particular was

subjected to these affronts. The

Vietnam Mobilization Committee

(VMC) is a long time builder or the

anti-war movement and a key par-

ticipant of the January 20th Action

Coalition.

The ISC and VMC have basic

differences on the defence of the

Vietnamese. The ISC feels that

protestors should "Solidarize"

themselves with ihe Vietnam revolu-

tion by waving red banners that

appeal for victory. The VMC sup-

ports Ihe concept of the self-

determination of the Vietnamese.

They defend this by placing full

responsibility for the war on the

presence of US forces in South East

Asia. They try to. organize as many
people as possible around the central

slogans of US Out Now, and End

Canada's Complicity.

The implications of The Varsity

article is that ihe VMC and their

program were in the minority in the

demonstration; and thai they wenl

against the wish of the majority

which wanted to "block traffic".

McMaster accomplished this by

saying that "about half the marchers

poured onto ihe street near Dundas"

and thai ihe VMC and iheir sup-

porters "were content to remain on

the sidewalk and urged other

demonstrators lo obey police

orders". He also marveled at Ihe

number of red banners expressing

support for ihe revolution.

After straightening out some of

the facts and innuendos, we get an

entirly different picture. The
overwhelming majority of the

demonstration carried ihe slogans

and demands of Ihe VMC - US Out

Now, No Canadian Troops, and

Vietnam for the Vietnamese. The

front page photograph illustrates

this fact.

Although there were over 1,000

protestors, at no time were there

more than 100 who ventured to run

oul onto Yonge Street. The mar-

shals of the demonstration — some

from ihe VMC, some from the

JSC — were instructed before hand

on the route and the conditions of

the demonstration . The January

20th Actiona Coalition was endors-

ed in the use of ihe whole of Yonge

Tor the demonstration by the Toron-

lo Cily Council, bul were denied

permission at the last moment by

the Metro Police, The use of the

sidewalk was a compromise. The

role of the marshals was to protect

the march, including the possibility

of individual harassment by the

police. The route and conditions of

the march were discussed by a

democratic meeting before the start

of ihe demonstration. ISC members
took pari in that meeting.

If the ISC is apparently anxious

lo lead 1,200 people into a con-

frontation with the cops, perhaps

they should have brought this up at

the marshals meeting or at the pre-

march rally so that everyone would

have a chance to listen and discuss.

Certain members of the ISC. and

MacMasler certainly seems lo be

one of them, took il on themselves

to go into the streets. They then try

lo blame others for not following

them.

One last point. I find il

unfortunate thai there are three

columns, and more on the ISC

speech at ihe US consulate, and

eilher little or nothing for other

speakers. Alderman Dan Heap
(elected from this ward) spoke.

Don't you think thai students here

have a right to know his stand on the

war? You devote nine lines to the

League Tor Socialist Action and

seemingly only for a slanted com-

parison to the Joe Flexer speech

which dominates ihe article. You
say nothing on the other groups and

individuals represented at the

demonstration, including, of course,

the VMC
Cliff Mack

U ofT Committee to End the

war in Vietnam

Sports headline

in poor taste
Your sports page hit a new all

lime low in taste with the headline

"Kent Stale murders Blues". IT that

is your idea of humour you are

somewhat disturbed. Il it was un-

intentional, you might exercise

somewhat more care in

proofreading. After all your paper is

only 12 pages long.

Bob Shenton

SGS History

Dare Foods Ltd -producerofDare Cookies

has refused to negotiate with its striking employees

for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance

have characterized the company's approach to

the predominantly female work force.

Help Dare workers protect their union

and win a fair contract

DON'T BUY
DARE COOKIES!

(and tell your friends not to, either)
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Ward 6 Council backs residents objections
n of Chinese area from McCaul Street

By LORNE SLOTN1CK
The fledgling Ward 6 Council

unanimously confirmed its opposi-

tion to the Windlass development in

a meeting of about 50 people

Tuesday night.

The molion urging City Council

lo withdraw approval of the project

came after Ward 6 alderman Dan

Heap and Ward 5 alderman Ying

Hope presented a report from the

ciiy solicitor considering the legality

of repealing the bylaw which

allowed the development.

Both Heap and Hope told the

meeting in the University Settle-

ment House that the solicitor's

report did not actually indicate

whether or not the action would be

legal, but implied that the city may

face a successful lawsuit from the

developer if the bylaw is repealed.

"After two weeks of study, he

tells us he doesn't know", said

Heap.

The Windlass "Grange Village"

development, on the east side ol

McCaul street, was approved in

I97I by council over area residents'

objections, but may be overturned

by the new council if the action turns

out to be legal. Objections to the

three high-rise buildings of the pro-

ject centred on the destructive effect

they might have on the Chinese

community in the area.

Panelists forget economics
By WILLIAM MOLSON

A panel of academics discussed

"Private Rights and Public Good"

for two hours at an OISE seminar

Wednesday night without

questioning the economic structure

of society.

Moderator Gregory Baum.

professor of theology and religious

studies at St. Michael's College, was

in fact at one point moved to in-

terject that he found the com-

placency of Torontonians
'unbearable'.

Accusing the panelists of looking

at only a samll part of the issue,

Former OMB head J. A. Kennedy advocated "vox populi'

Baum said that one must ask 'who

has the money, who makes the

laws ... and then look at the people

in the lower places.'

However, the panelists failed to

direct the discussion to any par-

ticular area of debate.

Recently retired Ontario

Municipal Board Chairman J.A.

Kennedy, a "firm believer in people

power" and presently a lecturer in

planning law at the University o(

Waterloo, equated 'vox populi' with

'vox dei\ Challenged by U of T vice-

president Jill Conway on the matter

of abortion and capital punishment,

Kennedy replied that he only

answered for his own convictions.

Kennedy said that the rule of the

majority is the rule of the jungle,

and foresaw a 'new franchise of

citizen participation', at the same

time maintaining that the electorate

does not habitually refuse to respect

the opinions of persons more in-

formed. Baum commented that he

envied Kennedy's cheerfulness.

U ofT law dean Martin Friedland

commented that problems of

criminal law bring the issue most

clearly into focus.

The question of sexual roles was

introduced by Conway, who said the

} female was saddled with the burden

of moral responsibility in the

bourgeois family, thus freeing the

male to pursue an "amoral" course.

She maintained that individuals per-

mitted government control of

private spheres such as divorce only

when the particular area was not

oriented towards economic success.

Representatives of Chinese

groups at the meeting also expressed

concern over the proposed widening

of Dundas Street.

I f the city is to repeal the bylaw, it

must do so before the Ontario

Municipal Board considers the case.

Hearings on Windlass are slated Lo

hegin February 6.

The bylaw was an amendment lo

the official Plan which designated

the area from University to McCaul

as part of the city core, enabling

Windlass to build there at a higher

density.

The motion passed by the Ward 6

Council also called for the extension

of the South-east Spadina planning

area from McCaul Street east to

Simcoe Street, just west of Universi-

ty Avenue. Development is frozen in

the area until an extensive study is

completed.

The Ward 6 Council has no

formal powers, but copies of the

resolution will be sent to all

aldermen, communicating the

feeling of Ward 6 people. The

matter of repealing the bylaw will

come before a meeting of the

Buildings and Development Com-

mittee Monday evening.

The meeting was billed as an

example oT "ward-wide forums to

discuss a local issue", in this case

Windlass.

Student quits study
A student has resigned from a task force to study the

relationship between U of T educational institutions, claiming the

task force was not interested in asking why there should be co-

operation, but had already moved to specific proposals.

Education student Neil Keller says he left the recently-

appointed task force on the relationship between the Faculty ot

Education and the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

(OISE) because it did not lay a firm foundation for its

recommendations. '

„
"There was no discussion of principle, said Keller, and

was interested in them defining each of the group's responsibilities

and areas of study.
. ...

"There was already the feeling that it was going to take place,

and l just didn't see the committee going anywhere."

Task force chairman and vice-provost Peter Mcincke,

countered "We were not assuming the eventual interrelation from

the beginning. In the first meetings we discussed real areas of co-

operation The two areas we identified were two that everyone

agreed should already have been taking place. That may have

given him (Keller) his impression that we were going ahead.

Keller commented that the group set up by Evans was

"heavy" with senior members of both institutions and said: "Once

they go in with a certain idea, it's not going lo change."

Keller was also worried about the apparent "secrecy' with

which the task force was working. The only public mention or it

thus far has been an announcement stating that the task force was

set up by Evans "to advise him on the most effective ways of

interrelating the resources of OISE and the university (in

particular the Faculty of Education, Graduate School, Depart-

ment of Educational Theory and other departments) to achieve

shared objectives in the field of education."

Meincke said, "I will accept responsibility for the way we

went about it. I wanted the task force to sink its teeth into some

concrete matters before dealing with more basic definitions," he

said. "The kind or things he (Keller) is worried about, we are also

worried about."

Metro first target for drive to unionize white collars

By MICHAEL O'KEEFE
A major campaign to organize

while collar workers in the Toronto

area was officially launched yester-

day at a news conference held by

Secretary-Treasurer William Dodge

of the Canadian Labour Congress.

Metropolitan Toronto has been

chosen first target city for the drive

because of its heavy concentration

of office workers, but Dodge in-

dicated that the campaign would

eventually go nation-wide.

At its May 1 972 convention, the

CLC issued a mandate for white

collar organization and established a

surcharge of two cents per member

per month for this purpose. This tax

will provide approximately $400,000

per year for white collar organizing

efforts. Local chapters of the newly

formed Association for Commercial

and Technical Employees union

(ACTE) will be directly charterd by

the CLC.
The campaign is directed at

unorganized employees in banks,

insurance companies, trust com-

panies, finance companies, stock

exchanges and real estate.There are

an estimated two million un-

organized employees working in

these categories across Canada,

some 200,000 of them in

Metropolitan Toronto.

Dodge described white collar

workers as a "very exploited group"

and noted that about 65 per cent of

them are females in the 18-25 age

bracket.

He claimed that the top priority

of ACTE would be in the realm ol

salaries.According to Dodge, the

average salary for an unorganized

junior clerk in a financial institution

in Toronto was $81 per week in

October 1971, as compared with

$1 18 per week for Toronto City Hall

clerks, who are> represented by

CUPE.
In addition. ACTE will be seeking

improvements in working con-

ditions, job security and stability, a

fair system of classification and

seniority, and an effective grievance

procedure.

Dodge claimed that while collar

workers have traditionally been

•brainwashed by a flow of manage-

ment propaganda." He pointed out,

however, thai the "mail boy to

manager myth" has been totally

destroyed in recent years.

He cited the role of the computer

in making white collar work more

ledious. more expendable, and less

rewarding. Dodge hopes these

changes have made the white collar

worker more receptive to un-

ionization than they have been in the

past.

According to Dodge, signs of

employer resistance to the CLC
campaign have already surfaced.

The management of the London

Life Insurance Co. issued a 15 per

cent across the board salary hike,

slating publicly that they hoped to

avoid unionization of their 2200

employees by this measure.

Dodge described this as a "typical

management trick" and he saw no

reason to assume that it would prove

more successful against white collar

workers than it has against blue

collar.

Want gay courses and research

Metro okays police move
Metro Council approved purchase of the final piece of property

necessary lo relocate a police station on Beverley Street Tuesday night.

Police slalion Number 52, now located in the Stewart building at

College Street and Queen's Park Crescent, will have a new building on

Beverley Street if the plans are implemented. But, local residents have

objected to the destruction of good housing to make way for the station.

Ironically, one of the reasons for moving the station, the police say, is to

get closer to the community. The former RCMP headquarters on Sullivan

Street in the 'area is due to be vacated, but the Police Commission has not

disclosed whether this site was considered for 52 Division.

The Ward 6 Council passed a motion Tuesday night asking for a public

meeting with the police to discuss their plans with area residents.

A meeting will be held this Sunday of residents in the area to share

whatever knowledge they have of Ihe police plans.

One of their complaints is that both the police and the Metro Property

Department have not been open about the situation and their intention.

By HEATHER-JANE SANGUINS
Two briefs submitted to the New

Program Review Committee have

expressed a need for both a course

on and research into homosexuality.

A brief from U of T graduate

student Robert Wallace states that

there is a "very real need" for a

course of "immediate interest"' to

the homosexual as a "significant

percentage of the university pop-

ulation is gay".

Wallace's brief further states that

a course designed to~edt)cale

generally, and investigate homosex-

uality from a psychological and

sociological point of view would

improve the situation "not only for

homosexuals, but for heterosexuals

as well."

He points oul that the U of T is

lagging behind York and McGill

Universities and Vanier College in

nol instituting either a credit or a

non-credit course on homosexuality.

York offered a non-credit tutorial

last year, and McGill and Vanier are

doing so this year.

Wallace, a regular contributor to

the Body Politic gay liberation new-

spaper, suggests that "any adequate

treatment of homosexuality would

necessarily be of an interdisciplinary

nature". This then would "justify

the establishment of a non-credit

course taught by a graduate

student" as is done by other

universities.

Wallace offered to submit the

names of gay graduate students who

might fill requirements for in-

structors in this subject.

Graduate student Herbert Spiers

submitted a brief asking for more

research on homosexuality from a

standpoint of the anthropological

philosophy of sexuality.

Spiers wants the U of T both to

institute a "gay studies program

and also organize the material

presently available within the uni-

versity library system under the

topic gay studies.

Backing his argument in the brief,

Spiers quoted John Hopkins

University psychiatrist John Money

who said that it "is time for

medicine to respect the arguments of

the gay liberation movement regar-

ding their views of sexuality". The

academics could help by making "a

substantial body of knowledge

available" in a "systematic manner

to interested students."

New Program Review Committee

chairman D.E. Berlyne, recipient of

both briefs, said that they were two

of 183 surveys, reports and briefs

considered by the committee. The

committee deals with general areas

of interest, not specific submissions,

Berlyne said.
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.Panther Hogan sueing Canadian government
By GREG McMASTER

The Canadian government is

being sued for over a million dollars

by a Black Panther who was kid-

napped across the U.S. border by

the RCMP.
Ed Hogan, who was secretly

handed over to the FBI without his

lawyer's knowledge last October, is

basing his case on alleged violation

or the Canadian Bill of Rights,

which guarantees "due process" and

"equality of treatment" under

Canadian laws.

Hogan was ordered deported

from Canada, for illegal entry, after

the Immigration Appeal Board
ruled against his contention that, as

a political refugee, he would receive

unusually harsh punishment if

returned to the U.S. He was
originally held for participating in a

robbery-murder, although he con-

tends he was framed.

On October 20, the day after the

ruling, he was taken to New York
Slate by the RCMP before the time

elapsed during which he could

appeal. His lawyer, Charles Roach,

was informed of what happened on

October 23, by which time, says

Roach, the guarantee of the right to

appeal was "a very sadistic joke."

Hogan is now in a jail cell in

Lucasville, Ohio.

His present case is being handled

in Toronto by Roach, who said on

Wednesday that he is proceeding on

a civil rights basis, to "test the worth

of the Bill of Rights", which he

charged was violated several times

in Hogan's case.

The contention that Hogan is a

political prisoner will be resumed if

and when he is returned to Canada

to appeal the previous decision, said

Roach.

The suit was filed in a federal-

Gas pipeline would be detriment

•to Canada, ec student charges
By DAVID WISE

By devoting the multi-billion

dollar capital expenditure required

to build a natural gas pipeline

through the Mackenzie River Basin,

Canada will be importing un-

employment, charged a U of T
economics student Tuesday.

Francois Bergha was attacking

pipeline proponent Bill Wilder,

chairman of Canadian Arctic Gas at

a class in Canadian- American

relations.

Bergha based his charge on

figures he cited which he claimed

prove that the natural gas and oil

extraction industry provide the least

employment revenue per revenue

dollar, among major industries.

Quoting pro-pipeline sources,

Bergha said that the project will

only provide 400 permanent jobs.

"The development of the pipeline

will also hurl the future development

of badly needed secondary industries

in Canada," Bergha said. The

pipeline project will lie up so much

of Canada's capital, Bergha

claimed, that little will be left for

investment in other development.

Citing industry sources, Bergha

said that for the pipeline to be

economically feasible, the

overwhelming majority of the gas

channelled through it would have to

be be directed to American
markests.

"In order to maintain a balance of

trade with the United States,"

Bergha said, "Canada will be forced

to import more manufactured

goods."

Wilder countered this charge by

asserting that the U.S. will be facing

a severe energy crisis in the near

future.

"IfCanada can be in a position to

supply these needs at this time," he

said, "she will be bargaining from a

position of strength in future trade

talks."

Arctic Gas chairman Bill Wilder defends his project.

This statement was challenged by

a student in the audience. He
claimed that the "so-called" im-

minent energy crisis merely reflects

the present inefficient use of

resources in the U.S. As natural gas

becomes less accessible, and more

expensive, he suggested, most of the

present waste will abate.

Canada, by prematurely lapping

its northern gas reserves, and

building the proposed pipeline, "will

be banking on continued wasteful

consumption of energy in the United

Slates."

Wilder asserted that the positive

aspects of the project, basically

Arts and Science Union grants

$9,000 after chopping $1 ,000
The Arls and Science Student

Union executive Tuesday approved

budget grants for course unions and
course evaluations of approximately

$9,000.

The executive chopped a total of

51,000 from the budgets submitted by

the course unions including S500
from the Political Economy Course

Union request of $1,565. Its

reduced budget was still the largest

allotment.

An extra $4,000 outside the

general budget is for printing all

course evaluations in arts and
science.

Financing of course unions and

course evaluations was previously

done by the SAC education com-
mission. Last year, constitutional

conference decided that SAC would

no longer be responsible for

educational work within the

faculties. Instead, the responsibility

was shifted to faculty student

councils.

The budget will now go on lo the

genera! council of the ASSU which

will be meeting in the next month to

approve the final budget. This will

also include salaries for one full-

lime fieldworker and three part-time

workers lo co-ordinate student

educational and political activity in

the faculty.

The union has received 31

applications for the four positions.

Many of them, according to ex-

ecutive mem,bcr Seymour
Kanowitch. are BA's and coming

from as far afield as England.

Kanowilch says one applicant is a

PhD graduate of the London School

of Economics, one oT the most

respected universities in the world.

"We will have to write him and. tell

him he is overqualified", chuckled

Kanowitch.

The union also agreed to set a

date for a meeting with the Faculty

Reform Caucus lo discuss

educational change in the faculty.

A complaint form which will be

widely circulated was agreed upon.

It is intended to allow students lo

complain aboul iheir classes and get

aclion immediately.

The executive put off a decision

on a proposal by industrial engineer

Mario Vasilkovs lo institute a

special computer systems approach

to course evaluations.

court on Monday. Hogan is asking

the return of the right to appeal

(which, said Roach, implies his

return lo Canada) and one million

dollars in damages for false im-

prisonment, for conspiracy to

violate civil rights, and as punitive

damages.

Roach appealed for help, saying

"Hogan sees the case nol just for

himself bul as part of a cause Tor

which he must fight." The National

Black Coalition is paying to initiate

ihe aclion.

Roach charged that the

Immigration Department willfully

denied Hogan the rights of counsel

and appeal despite directives from

former Immigration Minister Allen

McEachen thai "in future counsel

will be advised" after similar

previous cases. "This is not an

isolated case", said Roach. "The
RCMP should nol be able to

physically carry out a deportation."

Roach charged that, contrary to

Ihe Bill of Rights, Hogan was

"Irealed differently from other such

cases. Why was he treated this way?

Is it because he's a Black Panlher,

because of his politics?"

He noled that letters asking for

explanations from the Immigration

Minister have received no answers,

either before or since the federal

election.

future capilal coming into Canada

and royalties going directly to ihe

Canadian government, would more

than counterbalance the temporary

negative results.

He said ihal the development of

the oil had led to the industrial

development of Alberta, and similar

progress could be predicted in the

territories, if the project is un-

dertaken. He said that four billion

dollars have been received in

royalties by the province of Alberla

which is unsatisfied with this income

and claimed the reserves in the

Arctic are much larger than those in

Alberta.

Roach suggested that various

actions by the authorities con-

stituted "a conspiracy" against

Hogan. Evidence presented by

Roach includes;

• ihe FBI were prepared to

receive Hogan at ihe border;

• deportation proceedings {which

entail less legal protection for the

defendant) were used instead of an

extradition hearing, the more usual

procedure;

• a detective-sergeant from Metro

Police personally urged ihe Ontario

Legal Aid Director lo deny legal aid

lo Hogan. "It's a subversion of the

right to counsel for police to be

messing around in this area", said

Roach;

• • pari of Hogan's Immigration

Appeal Board hearing was held in

the Toronto Jail despite the legal

requirement of an open court," and

• witnesses lo another part of the

hearing were followed, questioned

and, "without just cause", denied

admission lo ihe hearing by the

RCMP.

Roach also believes that Hogan
was traded by the RCMP lo the FBI

for a suspected member of Ihe FLQ
named Leblanc, who arrived in

Canada five days after Hogan was

kidnapped.

Ac Affairs fails to

deplore Evans' move
By JULIA ELCOCK

The Academic Affairs Committee yesterday defeated II to 4 a motion

lo "register its disapproval" of president John Evans' formation of a task

force on academic appointments policy without consulting ihe commitlee.

Esiablishmenl of the presidential lask force was announced by Evans

who had. consulted the Planning and Resources Committee, at last week's

Governing Council meeting. Some governors thought the body should have

been directly responsible lo a Governing Council committee.

Siudenl committee member Brian Morgan said he moved the motion

because he fell that the committee should be consulted on such important

issues. He said that there should be co-operalion between the committee and

ihe Governing Council, not merely exchange of information.

However professor William Dunphy stated that he would nol support

the motion because he thought that the matter had been urgent-

He said that the Academic Affairs Committee should have itself

formed such a task force. When it failed to do so, he maintained ihe

president simply exercised his power to do it.

Evans lold Ihe committee that ihe mailer had been "brought to the

attention of the committee" and he emphasized that there would be "no

attempt lo withhold the report" of the task force from it. He said that as yet

Ihe lask force had not yet been set up.

Internal Affairs Committee chairman Paul Cadario was present at ihe

meeting lo give a progress report on his committee's work on discipline in

Ihe university. The Internal Affairs Committee is acting in an attempt lo

present recommendations to the Governing Council on the three year old

Campbell report before the end of ihe academic year.

Vice-presidenl (internal affairs) Jill Conway is in the process of drawing

up a code of behaviour, which is still confidential but will be discussed by

Academic Affairs in three weeks. The committee members were invited to

send in proposals for ihe code.

Cadario said lhal the committee will probably be recommending a

"common law council" which will reduce costs. The composition of the

tribunal, said Cadario, will be made in relation lo the status of the individual

and also in relation to the "milieu in which the offence was committed".

Academic infractions such as plagiarism and cheating will be dealt with

by judicial procedures, he stated, but there will be attempts lo settle all

afTairs by mediation since a tribunal is usually expensive for both the student

and the university. In matters where a professor is accused of gross

misconduct, such as in supplementary income, then the committee

recommends lhat it be dealt with by a tribunal.

The Internal Affairs Committee, said Cadario, hopes to come up with

somelhing thai will be both "credible and useful to the university".

Academic Affairs also approved unanimously the establishment of a

subcommittee to deal with academic appeals. Members of the

subcommittee, which will be small, will be chosen by Shepherd.

Prof studies Bahia elite
Professor Harry Makler of the

sociology department has been

awarded a grant by ihe Foreign

Area Fellowship Program.

The grant is for a "collaborative

research training project" in Brazil

to be carried out this summer. Il will

be carried out by Makler, a

Brazilian professor, and six

graduate students from four

universities.

The project is concerned with

"The Role of the Salvador In-

dustrial Elite in the Social and

Economic Development of Bahia."
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Spnrk him hack to U.S. for trial

Tribunal rejects Armstrong appeal

The defence tor Karleton

Armstrong, wanted in the United

States for charges arising out of

the bombing of a university

research centre where war

research was being done is

asking the Supreme Court of

Canada for permission to appeal

the recent extradition verdict

against Armstrong. The court's

hearing on whether or not to

allow the appeal will be next

Wednesday at 10 am in court 1 at

330 University Avenue, lawyer

Edward Greenspan's office said

yesterday.

The last avenue of appeal is to

Justice Minister Otto Lang.

The following analysis of the

federal appeal court's judgment

against Armstrong was written by

Carol Woolverton of Amex
magazine and John Liss. legal

assistant to Armstrong's defence

lawyers.

The Canadian Federal Court of

Appeal, in a judgment released on

January 5, dismissed an application

by Karleton Armstrong appealing the

June decision which ordered him held

for extradition to the United States.

There he faces four charges of arson

and one of murder, arising out of the

1970 bombings of the U.S. Army Math

Research Center (AMRC) and three

other buildings in Madison Wisconsin,

in which research was being done to

aid the U.S. war effort in Indochina.

The appeal hearing took place in

early December. Karl Armstrong's

lawyers. Clay Ruby and Edward Green-

span, had based the appeal of the

original decision primarily on the fact

that affidavits presented by the State

of Wisconsin had been entered as

evidence without Armstrong's lawyers

having an opportunity to cross-

examine the people who swore the

affidavits. Two especially damning

affidavits, one by Armstrong's former

girlfriend and the other by a former

roommate now serving in the air force

in Spain, were the only ones that

linked him specifically to the crime.

Without the right of cross-

examination, there was no way of

verifying the information in the af-

fidavits or establishing that they had

not been sworn under duress.

The defence argued that admitting

the affidavits into court under these

conditions in the extradition hearing

was contrary to certain sections of the

Canadian Bill of Rights. These state

that an individual shall not be deprived

of his life, liberty, or security except

by "due process of law" (i.e.,

following the applicable law); and that

no law of Canada shall be construed or

applied so as to "deprive a person of

the right to a fair hearing in ac-

cordance with the principles of fun-

damental justice."

The Extradition Act states that the

extradition commissioner (judge) may

admit affidavit evidence, which im

plies that the judge has discretion in

this area. Armstrong's lawyers argued

that Judge Waisberg (the original

judge) perhaps had the power to ap-

point a commission to go to Wisconsin

and question the swearers of the

affidavits, and that he certainly had

the power not to admit them into the

court without cross examination.

In their reasons for dismissing the

appeal, the appeal tribunal ruled that

"due process of law" had been carried

out, and went on to establish that Karl

had had a "fair hearing in accordance

with the principles of fundamental

justice." They said that what is re-

quired to give effect to the principles

involved in this statement depends on

the particular situation, and then went

on to define "natural justice" by citing

cases based on civil and property

interests. They ruled further that since

an extradition hearing is not supposed

to determine the guilt or innocence of

the fugitive, cross-examination is not

necessary to fulfill the requirements of

"natural justice" since the "trial and

determination of the fugitive's rights

with respect to the charge are left to

the trial court" (i.e., to the courts of

Wisconsin).

In criminal trials, affidavits are

never admissible with some very rare

exceptions. By confirming that af-

fidavits can be used in extradition

hearings, the court is actually en-

couraging the demanding state to have

witnesses give testimony by affidavit

rather than on the witness stand where

they can be cross-examined and

perhaps disqualified or discredited.

Also, by refusing in this way to deal

seriously with Armstrong's guilt or

innocence, they are ignoring the fact

that he loses his "liberty" for up to a

year while he awaits trial in

Wisconsin.

Armstrong's lawyers pointed out

that the Extradition Act was written in

the 19th century when it could take

months to travel from country to coun-

try and affidavits were sometimes the

only means of testimony. But, they

argued, when a truly "fair hearing"

can be accomplished by having people

fly in a few hours to give testimony, it

activity, the peaceful but futile demon-

strations against the Army Math

Research Center, which was supplying

research for the destruction of Viet-

nam, the growing realization that the

Vietnam war was related to the

government's overall national and in-

ternational policies, and the frustration

at the inability of people to change

them through peaceful means.

Police brought Armstrong to court in chains.

is unreasonable that affidavit evidence

should be admitted at all.

The judge's refusal to consider the

offence a political act was another

basis upon which the appeal was

based. Canada's Extradition Act states

that no fugitive is liable to surrender to

the demanding state if the offence he

is to be prosecuted or punished for is

of a political character. Various

witnesses had been brought from the

Slates to testify for the defence in the

extradition hearing as to the political

nature of the act—including Noam

Chomsky. Staughton Lynd, Tom

Hayden, SDSers Mark Levy and James

O'Brien and Phillip Ball, who had

known Armstrong at the Madison

Tenants Union. They all described the

forces in Madison that had led up to

the bombing: the intense anti-war

But these witnesses, who had come

up to testify as to the connection

between activity against the war

policies of the government and the

destruction of a building in which it

was doing its war research, were all

labelled as "biased" by the State of

Wisconsin, and this argument was

accepted by the judge. They were

asked by Wisconsin's lawyer Austin

Cooper wheter or not they would like to

see Armstrong extradited, and being

witnesses who had come up voluntari-

ly to testify in his defence, they said

no, they would not. The appeal

tribunal upheld this decision of "bias".

This means that in effect there is no

way that the political nature of a crime

can be proven, since the defense does

not have the power to subpoena

witnesses.

In the Armstrong appeal, even the

opinion of a person logically biased

the other way was discredited. Clay

Ruby quoted the present governor of

the state of Wisconsin as saying that

the bombing was an act of "wanton

political murder". D.J. Cameron, one

of the appeal judges, replied, "But he

wasn't governor at the time!" This is

true, but he was running for that office

at the time, and he was the one who

later signed the extradition requisition.

The appeal tribunal also denied the

political nature of the act by citing

some definitions of the term "political"

that would exclude this offense. They >

pointed out that the buildings

destroyed were the property of the

University of Wisconsin, not the cen-

tral U.S. government (even though the

government was renting or at least

using them). They also asserted on

seemingly little evidence that the

killing of the scientist working in the

Army Math Research Center was an

aim, not an accidental and unfortunate

result, of the bombing.

Although they thus covered

themselves by upholding the ex-

tradition judge's ruling that the act

was not political the appeal judges

further ruled that the extradition judge

didn't even have the jurisdiction to rule

on this question in the first place. They

depended on some intricacies and

ambiguities in the wording of the

Extradition Act and a comparison with

English law, to lay the responsibility

for determining whether the act is

"political" or not on the Minister of

Justice, not the extradition

commissioner.

Discounting whether or not this was \

a correct interpretation of the law, this

means that the court has set a prece-

dent that will relieve it of the respon-

sibility of ever determining the possi-

ble political nature of an extradition

case. It also means that since it is

unlikely that a Canadian Minister of

Justice would ever acknowledge the

political nature of a crime in the U.S.,

meaning it is also unlikely that the

U.S. will ever be the site of a political

crime in which the perpetrator is given

asylum in Canada. The court, which

the "independence of the judiciary" is

supposed to make a neutral body, has

given the responsibility of deciding a

political matter in this type of case to

the government.
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Another president for York U
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) —
University got its second

president within two

York
acting

days

Martin Onrot Presents:

Wednesday when the Board of

Governors appointed the American

head of its philosophy department to

succeed acting president Richard

Slorr, also an American.

Storr, named to the post Monday
night, said heart trouble would pre-

vent him from taking over from

resigning president David Slater.

Slater resigned Monday evening,

climaxing a four-month crisis

Tondue

precipitated when the university fell

1 .400 students short of its projected

enrolment and the president's

colleagues lost confidence in his

leadership.

Yolton, describing himself as a

"hard -nosed academic," said

Wednesday he sees finances as the

priority right now and "after that.

I'd like to gel the community back

to teaching concerns". He's been al

York since 1963 and this year was

one of two senators elected to the

board of governors.
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A provincial or community scheme?

Position of legal aid in Ontario is discussed
By SANDY BOGART

The Ontario legal aid system "is

at least one of the most advanced in

the common law world," according

to the chairman of the Law Society

of Upper Canada's Legal Aid

Committee.

John Bowlby was speaking at a

legal aid seminar held at the St.

Lawrence Centre Town Hall,

Tuesday. The question to be debated

was "Legal aid — for people or for

lawyers?" However, debate pivoted

more on the merits of a province-

wide legal aid system compared to a

community-centred legal services

program.

Fred Zemans and Mary Hogan,

director and articling law graduate,

both from Parkdale Community
Legal Services, contended that the

concept of a community based ser-

vice was more responsive to the legal

needs of low-income groups than

was the provincial scheme.

Bowlby opened discussion with a

brief history of legal aid in Ontario,

stressing the output of the program

in terms of numbers of people

assisted, both through counselling

and direct legal representation by a

lawyer in court.

He added that the number of

people helped by legal aid, who
would otherwise be unable to pay for

legal services with their own means,

"in part silences criticism of those

who say the law is only a tool for the

rich". Legal aid "makes available a

right thai was supposed lo be in the

system all along," he claimed.

Zemans replied that the legal aid

plan needs to be more responsive lo

the public, and must demonstrate its

credibility by making itself available

lo that segment of society it was

created lo serve.

He added that the bulk of cases

Federal grant to day

care is to be doubled
OTTAWA (CUP) — The federal government expects to double its

allocation lo day care centres in Canada, according to a national day care

sludy released Tuesday, Jan. 23, by the federal department of health and

welfare.

The department will spend about $8 million this year to support day

care centres, but the move is unlikely to be much help to working mothers.

Last year it spent about $4 million.

The dramatic increase results from amendments to the Canada
Assistance Plan passed in I972. The federal government will share rent or

0 depletion on facilities, program equipment, supplies, food and other day

care costs with provincial governments. Previously, only salaries were

shared.

The Royal Commission on the Status of Women called for more

federal funding of day care facilities in tis 1970 report. The commission

estimated only one percent of children of working women attended day care

centers. Mothers of about 1,380,000 children work for a living.

The department of labor estimates 59,000 "one-parenl mothers" were

in the labor force in 1971. Some 182,000 of 634,000 working mothers have

children under the age of six.

The number of day care centre spaces in Canada almost doubled since

1967. But the federal government blames an increase in the number of

women entering the labor force for keeping the percentage increase of

working mothers' children enrolled in day care centres down to only one-

quarter of one per cent from 1967 to 1971.

The Health and Welfare survey says programs relating to children of

working parents (full day care and lunch and after school) constitute only

about 43 per cent of the day care centres in Canada. The increase in federal

funds is unlikely lo significantly alter the situation.

* Domination of the Ukraine

goes back three centuries

handled al Parkdale deal with

problems such as landlord-tenant

disputes, and thai most lawyers are

less familiar with this aspect of law

than with properly, income, and

corporation laws, which deal more

with the interests of the affluent.

He said Parkdalc's method of

employing full-time lawyers gives

ihem more expertise in those cases

which occur frequently among
lower-income clients. Zemans added

that the full-time lawyer system,

rather than the legal aid system of

rotating lawyers, also establishes a

continuum which makes the lawyer

more acquainted with, and so more

responsive lo, that part of society he

is trying to serve.

One observer, U of T student

Gerald Fullon, said the discussion

made one point clear to him: legal

aid does not make available lo the

poor the same type of lawyer-client

relationship which an individual

lawyer shares with a more affluent

client. This, he said, stems partly

from the facl that legal aid does not

use lawyers on a full-time basis.

Zemans went on lo remark that

the legal aid system, as administered

by the government and the Law
Society, lacked the input of lower-

income people in helping direct or

By BILL HUTUL
Soviet dominance of the

Ukranian culture dates back to a

treaty more than three centuries old,

according to Ukranian students.

This problem was discussed by

about 25 members of the Ukranian
Students Club Wednesday, who met

at Hart House to discuss the

historical consequences of the Trea-

ly of Pereyaslav, signed in 1659.

The treaty was a military alliance

of the Moscoviics and the Cossacks

of the Ukraine, who were under the

leadership of Bohdan Khmelnitsky.

The original treaty is not now in

existence. What remains is a second

treaty which is the foundation of one

school of thought. The second treaty

unites ihe Ukranian peoples under

the Moscoviic slate. This treaty is

claimed lo have been imposed on

Khmelnitsky's son, George, after his

father's death.

The other interpretation states

thai the original treaty, signed in

1654, was just an alliance between

the Cossacks and the Moscovites for

protection from the Poles and the

Tartans.

The Ukraine has never been an

independent political entity since;

thus the treaty has consistently been

a matter or considerable debate.

Club members were especially

interested in applying this material

to some 20th century issues. The

assimilation of the Ukranian culture

by the Soviets was opposed by

members.

Although not a political entity,

Ihe Ukraine is striving lo maintain

its social customs, religious prac-

tices, and identity as a people.

Conflicting viewpoints emerged on

what Ukranians should do to

preserve their culture.

The meeting stressed the need for

better education of the public to the

Ukranian position. This is necessary

ihe members felt, before any con-

sensus on the proper course of ac-

tion, can be laken.

administer the scheme, adding that

Parkdale tried lo use these people

Trom the community in ad-
ministering the scheme.

Legal Aid Committee vice-

chairman P.S. Fitzgerald, amid a

chorus of boos from the audience,

replied that "people from the bot-

tom don't initiate things. . . poor

people don't start things — that's

why they're poor." He cited this as

the experience of some of the U.S.

Office of Economic Opportunity

schemes.

He later qualified his statement,

adding that after the poor were

helped to realize their problems as

legal ones, and the alternatives open

lo them, they could assist in their

solution.

Hogan replied she felt the "poor

are quite capable of articulating

their needs," in view of her ex-

perience at Parkdale.

She went on lo reiterate some of

Zemans' statements, amplifying his

stress on the rapport needed between

legal service and community. She

cited Parkdale's use of group

assistants from the community.

Bowlby countered that such a

community service cannot offer aid

to the province as a whole. A law

sludeni who works at Parkdale said

it did not try to serve the province,

but rather could work as a model for

similar services throughout Ontario.

Another questioner identified

herself as "one of your lower-

income people" and inquired about

ihe possibility of 24-hour lawyer

service. She explained that affluent

people can call a lawyer who will

come to their home immediately,

because of a continued lawyer-client

relationship, which lower-income

people do not have.

She urged a system which would

gel a lawyer to go lo the home of a

low-income person "as fast as the

cops or the children's aid" do.

One audience member explained a

new scheme to use volunteer lawyers

to be on call on a 24-hour legal

service available to its community.
Several audience members

mentioned personal cases where

legal aid had helped them. One
added thai, in his experience, it

needed improvements, but is still

preferable lo the U.S. system of

having an appointed lawyer or not

having one at all. Ontario's legal aid

system provides for a lawyer to

choose a case which interests him,

rather than being assigned to one,

and for ihe client to choose his own
lawyer.

THE BIRTH OF THE

i 111!II OP CHEAP, PAST, 60I¥E1IEIT
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CONTINUES *
TODAY
Afternoon

3 p.m.

1 p.m. - 1 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

8 p.m.

8 p.m.

10:30 -Midnite

All Evening

Pleasure Skating,

Outdoor Barbecue

Co-ed Broomball

SAC Pub "The Nunnery"

Swim Meet

Hockey

CONCERT,

"John McLaughlin"

Pleasure Skating

PUB NIGHT - everywhere

VIC Back Campus (by Pharmacy)

VIC

Basement of Sir Dan's

Blus vs. Ottawa, Benson Building

Blues vs. Carleton

Con. Hall, tickets $4 & $5 at SAC

Varsity Arena

VIC, SMC, NEW, ERINDALE

and at SAC "The Nunnery"

TOMORROW, Saturday
9:30 a.m. CAR RALLY

10 a.m. -2:30p.m. Basketball

Afternoon

1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

3 p.m.

3:00 -6:00 p.m.

5:00 • 6:00 p.m

6:00- 8:00 p.m

Evening

Table Tennis

Women's Sports

Splash Party

FREE CONCERT

"Magic Music"

"Baby Bash" (free wine)

Folksinger, "Ron Katz"

PUBS

CONCERTS

DANCE, "Mother Bell"

Starts at Con. Hall and ends

at Erindale - $100 1st prize.

Details from Scar. 284-3135

Hart House

Hart House

Benson Big.

Benson Bldg.

Erindale, JCR

Special SAC Erindale Buses

1] 12 Noon

12:30

leaves Convocation Hall

Islington Station

1 P.M. Arrives Erindale

2) 5 P.M. leaves Erindale

5:30 Islington Station

6 P.M. Return to Erindale

3) Midnite

12:30

leaves Erindale

Islington Station

1 A.M. Arrives Convocation Hall

SAC Pub "The Nunnery"

Erindale, JCR

SCAR.ERIN.SAC Pub 'The Nunnery"

"Murray McLaughlin" at Scar. $3

Rock concert at Erindale

New College, $1 Licensed

Sunday' January 28
Afternoon Toboganning and Skidooing Scarborough

Evening Pleasure Skating Varsity Arena

7:45 p.m. VIC Flicks $1 "Murders in Rue Morgue"

Rm. 3 New Acad. Bldg. "Island of Lost Souls"

SPONSORED BY SAC AND YOUR LOCAL COLLEGE OR FACULTY STUDENT'S COUNCIL
FOR UP TO DATE INFORMATION WATCH THE VARSITY,
LISTEN TO RADIO VARSITY OR PHONE SAC, 928-4911
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Basket-weaving and Shakespeare

The dilemma of academic standards
-Now," says Mr. Gradgrind, "what I

want is Facts. Teach these boys and

girls nothing but Facts. Facts atone

are wanted in life. Plant nothing else,

and root out everything else. You can

only lorm the minds of reasoning

animals upon Facts: nothing else will

ever be of any service to them. This is

the principle on which I bring up my

own children, and this is the principle

upon which I bring up these children.

Stick to the Facts, Sir!"

—Charles Dickens, Hard Times

The high school t attended was a

great place tor standards, academic

and otherwise.

When I was in grade 12, it made

headlines for banishing a student to

the halls for a period of several

months because his hair came over

his ears. Nowadays, any with-it junior

executive has longer hair and flashier

clothes. But, then, things were seen in

a different light.

The school paper editorialized

darkly that relaxing standards of

appearance would mean a "return to

the Dark Ages". Our health teacher

told us that giving in on even such a

small point would set off a snow-

balling avalanche of events that would

eventually result "in the collapse of

civilization." And, he was deadly

serious. Yet, remarkably — this may

provide a hint about the workings of

such a mentality —it was this same

man who lectured us in the im-

portance to civilization of life-long

monogamy, and who then later lost

his job when he was caught having an

affair with another teacher.

In grade 13, a request for an

'honours system' of attendance for

senior students with good marks was

opposed by many teachers, with

doleful prophesies of a complete

collapse of academic standards. The

system came into effect anyway, and

the doomsayers were to a large extent

borne out. Day after day, the cafeteria

and the common room were filled with

students playing chess or cards, or

shooting the breeze.

Similar experiences seem to have

plagued other experiments of the

same kind. "Free" high schools are

frequently filled with kids doing

nothing more productive than

listening to records and smoking

dope. "Unstructured" courses at this

university are all too often the Mickey

Mouse farces that the conservative

faculty who act as the self-appointed

guardians of academic standards

predicted they would become.

At times, what postures as "free

education" turns out to be a grotes-

que parody of the original idea.

The concept was based on a

critique of 'traditional' education that

said that, when learning becomes the

memorization of a pre-determined

sequence of facts and techniques, the

student, bored and alienated by an

experience that has no meaning to

him, develops anti-intellectual values.

At the same time, the student

accepts what he is taught, precisely

because he doesn't care and has no

criteria by which to judge. Boredom

tends to destroy his resistance and his

faculty for critical thought, and, in-

creasingly, he comes to expect that, in

education, nothing will really make

sense anyway. After the content of the

rote-learned education has largely

been forgotten, the effect of the form

remains. This means that a student

never learns how to think and learn

independently; he depends on ex-

ternal discipline to tell him what to

learn, and to force him to learn.

What should happen instead, the

argument goes, is that a person

should learn — all through his life —
because he is motivated by his own

curiosity and desire for learning to do

so. Discipline should be self-

discipline, rather than that associated

with the pressure of marks, money, or

moral authority. Since each person's

experiences and capacities are
^

different, there cannot be a pattern of '

learning that is appropriate for all.

Indeed, it is pointed out, traditional

ways of organizing reality for the

classroom — the chopping up of the

world into arbitrary subject-areas

and disciplines, when 1 everyone

knows reality is interdisciplinary and

continuous — is patently absurd. And,

not only absurd; it perpetuates a con-

fusion about the world that serves

those who presently have power, and

who cloak the nature of their power

with a clouding and atomizing

ideology.

Finally, it is argued, there is so

much more knowledge than it is

possible for one person to assimilate,

that each person must make choices,

based on his own needs, as to what

his priorities in learning will be. No

other person can make that choice as

effectively, and, certainly, it is clear

that the entrenched pattern of

'disciplines' is not fundamentally
|

capable of meeting the needs of a

changing world.

"you appear to be astonished," he

said, smiling at my expression of

surprise. "Now that I do know it I shall

do my best to forget it."

"To forget it!"

"You see," he explained, "I

consider that a man's brain originally

is like a little empty attic, and you have

to stock it with such furniture as you

choose. A fool takes in all the lumber

of every sort that he comes across, so

that the knowledge which might be

useful to him gets crowded out, or at

best is jumbled up with a lot of other

things, so that he has a difficulty in

laying his hands upon it. Now the

skilled workman is very careful in-

deed as to what he takes into his

brain-attic.

He will have nothing but the tools

which may help him in doing his work,

but of these he has a large assort-

ment, and all in the most perfect

order. It is a mistake to think that that

little room has elastic walls and can

distend to any extent. Depend upon it

there comes a time when for every

addition of knowledge you forget

something that you knew before. It is

of the highest importance, therefore,

not to have useless facts elbowing out

the useful ones."

"But the Solar System!" I protested.
" "What the deuce is it to me?" he

interrupted impatiently: "you say that

we go round the sun. If we went round

the moon it would not make a pen-

nyworth of difference to me or to my
work.

"

—conversation between Sherlock

Holmes and Doctor Watson
Paradoxically, there seems to have

occurred a coming together between

two seemingly opposite poles. On the

one side, there is what we can call

Gradgrind-Holmes school of thought

(though in fairness it should be borne

in mind that Holmes was really pulling

Watson's leg): the dogmatically hard-
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headed conception that measures
knowledge by utilitarian value and

_ nothing else. Nothing is intrinsically

worth knowing or universally im-
portant to know.
On the other side, there is the line

that it's all a matter of "doing your own
thing". If your thing is Shakespeare,
that's fine. And, if your thing is basket-
weaving, that's fine too. Crossword
puzzles or the solar system, it's all a
matter of taste.

So, we have what are (for me, let

me hasten to add, lest I be accused of

making arbitrary value-judgements)
two equally repugnant philosophies of

education meeting in the same
malodorous quagmire of pure
relativism.

There is, of course, one other
alternative: the traditional one of the

liberal humanistic education, with its

rich history. But, it is only too ap-

parent that its day has long since

passed.

£ It is incapable of meeting the needs
of a booming technological society.

The day of gentlemanly elites is over.

And, even more important, it is guilty

of all the charges brought against

traditional education that were listed

above: ii rarely succeeded, even in its

day, in producing the well-rounded

self-moth/ated individuals that it os-

tensibly was meant to do.

It seems indisputable that you can't

force people to learn the accumulated

wisdom of their culture. For
technocratic knowledge, there is a

certain case to be made that even the

barbaric conditioning techniques of a

B.F. Skinner can successfully bring

about rote learning of the subject.

{Though the effects it has on the mind

of a person subjected to it makes the

technique one that should be avoided

at all costs.) But, an appreciation of

Shakespeare, say, cannot be brought

about in the same way. And, to

A memorize Shakespeare without com-™ ing to an understanding of his

meaning and his importance in the

cultural heritage is surely the most

Philistine approach of all.

If there is one lesson that our high

schools have taught us, it is that the

surest way to kill interest in and en-

joyment of anything is to have it

rammed down your throat in school.

But, on the other hand, there is

much evidence that left to themselves

in a "free" environment the young will

tend not to do the hard, disciplined

work necessary to master the ac-

cumulated wisdom of their culture.

Are we left, then, with the prospect

of seeing this wisdom either force-fed,

in the way it is now, self-defeatingly, or

seeing it disappear altogether?

Some would argue that it is just as
well if it disappears, that we have no
need for the culture of a dead past,

produced by an elite supporting itself

on the exploitation of the masses. The
future, it is argued, wilt produce its

own art and better wisdom, once the
shackles of the feudal and capitalist

past are thrown off.

But, this is too simple and it is

wrong. For, to understand the present
and shape a future, it is necessary to

understand the past, and come to

grips with it. The developmerrt of

societies, of cultures, is a historical

process and to be ignorant of the past
means to cripple the future. The art

and knowledge of the past are often

class-biased, limited, and even
wrong. But they also contain at least

elements of important wisdom and
they are necessary, building-stones

for we will not build the future in a
vacuum. (This is not to say their only

value is as tools to build the future, as
human accomplishments; they have a

value of their own.)

It is a dilemma from which there is

no easy out.

But it may be useful to note that it is

a myth that there is an extensive

tradition of a humanistic past in which

scholarship in the classical sense
flourished. Always, the vast majority

of those who received a humanistic

education were learning its 'content'

by rote, without Internalizing its

values. It is surely instructive, for

example, that it was Nazi Germany
that led the world in the quality and
quantity of its culture — there were
more opera houses, libraries, and
individuals with classical humane
educations in that barbarian land

(including its armies) than in any

other. If that is the best the western

cultural heritage could produce, then

perhaps it would be as well if it were
to disappear.

And it remains as much a myth

today. Those who carry on the cultural

tradition do so, not because of the fact

that it is taught, however badly, in the

universities, but more often in spite of

it. Their achievement has not been to

learn from their education, but to

survive it with their faculties relatively

intact.

The educational system today

performs other functions.

For one, it keeps people off the job

market, crucially important in a time

of wide-spread unemployment. (The

problem, of course, is that it costs

enormous amounts of money to keep

people off the job market by keeping

them in school. Which is a dilemma

for the government.)

If supplies the training and skills

The self-appointed guardians of academic standards are seeking to preserve a

mythical status quo.

which the corporations nee"d in their

employees. (From reading and writing

to advanced work in science.) Implicit

in this is social stratification: the

placing of different people in different

layers in the economic and social

system.

It socializes students: gives them
the ideology, values, and appropriate

behaviour patterns of the capitalist

society.

And the universities provide direct

service to the economic system and
its state apparatus, through research,

interchange of personnel, etc.

Only incidentally, and fairly

inefficiently, is the 'cultural heritage'

passed on.

So the conservatives who cry wolf

at the erosion of academic standards

are seeking to preserve a mythical

status quo. It is not, and has not been,

in an important, central way, the

educational institutions, that have

fostered the development and sur-

vival of an artistic and cultural

heritage. The schools and universities

have served primarily as the location

where these activities take place. But

they themselves have been more of a

hindrance than a catalyst.

At the same time, the concepts of

'free schools' and 'unstructured learn-

ing' have functioned largely as es-

capes for alienated middle-class

youth and some adult mentors.
Understandable as this is in the face

of the repressiveness of existing

educational institutions, it is not

furthering education or culture. Much
as we must learn from the principles

on which 'free schools' are based
when we replace the present
educational system by one that is tryly

educational, for the present, we must
realize that they are not viable as

agents of learning, or of change.
There can be no islands of freedom in

an oppressive capitalistic sea.

The cultural heritage of the past will

survive but it will do so because of the

museums and the libraries, not

because of the university and Its

phony 'academic standards'.

And an environment in which

learning takes place because of

curiosity, creativity, and self-discipline

will be created, not through the

proliferation of Mickey Mouse
courses, but through the destruction

of a society that represses these

human potentialities. U ill Dlemer

I HAVE A fetUNG
TW\$ MAY COK/ve AS A
SHOCK TO YOO... Bur JH\S

IS NOT 601H6 TO BE" AMCTHER

MICKCY MOUS£ class.'.'
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Narrow view mars book oi

The first time i told a heterosexual friend I was

gay, he reacted with the shocked surprise I was

afraid of. But he also told me about being

propositioned in a public washroom by another

man. Strong loathing was his reaction.

The surprising story that his good friend was

also gay must have forced him to see me in a

different light. If he didn't wonder whether I too

went in for washroom encounters, he seemed to

wonder whether his otherwise "normal" friend went

in for drag, since he thought all male homosexuals

like to dress as, and be, women. In his universe,

that just isn't natural.

His unquestioned assumption — that there

must be a role for the man and one for the woman
— left something to be desired, but he was quite

emphatic that his encounters with homosexuals in

washrooms did too.

Perhaps if he could see my other gay male

friends being around the men they feel close to, he

might change his mind.

The way faces light up when lovers/boyfriends

meet might give him a hint that the games and

propositions do not go on all the time, or go on with

everybody. If he were to look closer he might notice

the affectionate glances two men exchange or the

obvious enjoyment they find in each other. He
might not see them wake up to each other in the

morning because people like to keep these

moments to themselves, but he ought to know such

moments exist. The fact that they exist side by side

with the stereotyped images of all homosexuals he

had before does not take away from their validity,

or their similarity to his own means of expression

with a woman. The forms of expression may be

different, but the content and the feeling are the

same. It's not a big secret, but many people don t

realize this.

Most people in society agree that we are the

sad stereotypes depicted in books, plays and the

like. If they have any doubts, they can usually find a

psychiatrist or a York University professor to
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n gays

reassure them "society must step in and limit the

damage he (the homosexual) may cause to others,

If not to himself". {D. Cappon, York Professor in

Environmental Studies, Toronto Star, Wednesday,
January 10, 1973).

And if they still want to be told how dangerous

(

We are, all they have to do is read A Not So Gay

I

World, "the frank, inside story of what it is like to be

a—homosexual in Canada." 'Inside' means
jWnosexuals wrote it {a man and a woman), and

•rank" stories never He.

Unfortunately, the trouble with this kind of

"'rank" descriptive look at a particular subject is

that it usually does not proceed from a description

of real symptoms to an analysis of equally real

causes. The authors interviewed a lot of sad people

and described part of a world that does, in fact,-

exist for many homosexuals.
That part consists of bars, where many people

meet, often only for sex; hustlers who charge for

their services; and mainly, fear that one's horrible

secret will be revealed to a particularly un-

sympathetic world. That means social and family

ostracism and possibly loss of a job.

This is as true of Canada as it is of many other

places in the world. It is also true that the conditions

described and the games homosexuals play with

each other are not unlike those games played by

heterosexuals. They may be, and often are, carried

to extremes, but the resemblances are too close to

be ignored.

The other thing the authors failed to realize is

that these conditions do not have to stay this way.

They can change. Gay people do not need to be

afraid of their sexuality, and neither does anyone

else.

But the book's authors, who use pseudonyms,

don't seem to realize any of this, Their book says, in

effect, "this is the way we are. You may not like it

but please like us, and please stop being mean
because we won't hurt you."

The book is made up of a short introduction on

homosexuality, Christianity, and its successor, psy-

chiatry. Then it gets into case studies. For example,

Eugene, "a tall, well-built man in his late thirties" is

"attractive, intelligent, articulate" and not "fragile

and limp-wristed nor excessively burly" and he

thinks "loneliness is the greatest problem of

homosexuality. I think it follows many people to

their graves. And I think it drives many
homosexuals to their graves". On the other hand,

Paul, the interior decorator whose apartment

"reflects his excellent taste" says, "on a per capita

basis, if you took the number of homosexual

relationships that are in existance right now, and

stacked them up beside the number of heterosex-

ual marriages taking place this year, their lasting

ability would probably come out just about the

same."
Unfortunately,- to arrive at that conclusion he

had to answer a number of insipid questions from

the authors on effeminacy, about which the authors

seem particularly obsessed. Another stereotype

they have hangups about is the masculine woman.

Now, it isn't always true that the masculine woman

(put-down as truck-driver types or "diesel dykes")

is automatically a lesbian, or that the really

"beautiful" woman is either, in the conventional

sense, like "Merle, a leggy blonde with an easy

manner and a warm sudden smile" because

physical characteristics really have very little to do

with peoples' sexual preferences. They almost

seem to be saying "We're not the stereotypes you

think we are, we're different stereotypes. Gay

people have trascended the faggy effeminates of

song and story and have now become articulate,

cool, sophisticated leggy blondes with perfect

taste.

While they're so busy trying to prove what

"normal" people we are, the authors have lost sight

of one very important thing. It was evident twelve

years ago to the American author James Baldwin:

People do not take the relations between men

and boys seriously, you know that. . . They do not

believe there can be tears between men. They think

we are only playing at a game and that we do it to

shock them.

The advantage of that view, apart from the fact

that it is a far healthier approach, is that it leads to

an understanding of homosexuality as a form of

loving rather than as a form of "deviance." To arrive

at an understanding of homosexuality, you have to.

understand heterosexuality and the games straight

people play.

People of the same and different sexes have

always related to each other. Heterosexuality and

homosexuality have existed side by side with each

other for centuries and they probably always will

because they are two expressions of human

sexuality. It should be obvious that the important

question to be addressed is not why people relate

to one another in different ways, but why they

cannot.

Homosexual relationships, like heterosexual

relationships, depend on the environment around

them as much as they do on the people in them.

The interrelationship between the people and their

surroundings (remembering that everyone is large-

ly a product of a society that has definite opinions

on how two or more people should relate to one

another) has much to do with moulding the

character and the structures of the relationship.

The influence of the surrounding society even

decrees that there must be structures: husband

and wife unit, man and woman unit, each half

having definite roles. Even the concepts of

"masculine" behavior and thinking as opposed to

"feminine", are reflections of that structuralization.

And then there are those privatized relationships

which none but the two participants may enter.

Larger society uses this concept in most other

areas. It's called private property and the designa-

tion in both instances is quite apt. "Hands off, he's

mine!"

The fact that a man and a woman can destroy

each other in a relationship does not mean that

male-female relationships are sick and that none of

them can succeed. On the other hand, the fact that

a man and a woman can enrich each other in

incredible ways when they get together does not

mean either, that this is the only way men and

women can and should relate, or that some deity

had this plan tucked up his sleeve all along. I don't

suppose it's necessary to add exploitative gay

relationships exist or that this means gayness itself

is sick.

But homosexual relationships are prejudged

to be failures because of their homosexuality, and

not because of the people in them. The failure of a

heterosexual relationship, on the other hand, is

blamed on the people, not the structure. There is

no scientific basis for assuming the relationships

are different, but there is a lot of prejudice that will

make people look for some.

An old story about two psychiatrists

discussing their patients might illustrate this. One
says, "Doctor, all my homosexual patients are

sick." The other replies, "That's funny, all my
heterosexual patients are sick too." So the question

does not only amount to "you" in the straight world

understanding "us" in the gay world. We all play the

fsame games for the same purposes in our

relationships.

In Toronto, for example, the gay bars and

clubs on Yonge street have their equivalents in the

straight dating bars that are sometimes located

practically next door. In one, fashionable swinging

Young Toronto makes the weekly trip from the

suburbs in the ceaseless quest to Get Laid. A few

doors away fashionable "swinging" Young Gay

Toronto also makes the same weekly trip from the

suburbs or the downtown gay ghetto for the same
reasons. Nobody wants to go home alone.

Perhaps the hustling and the mad search to

pick up a partner produces the same competition

and the same insecurity about not being as

"desirable" as others in the place, and the crushing

realization that one never will be.

The fact that it really doesn't matter what you

look like to the other human beings who are

attracted to you doesn't always come out in an

atmosphere designed for plastic people. The peo-

ple weren't plastic in the first place, really, but they

can't be anything else after a while. You either have

to play the game or make a new one. Plastic,

Madison Avenue, Playboy, private property, and

the "just-so" look we all have to display didn't find

their way into the descriptions in "Not so Gay

World", but they belong there too.

It's no use writing a book for straight people

that says, "Please like us 'cause we're not going to

hurt you". They just replay in their magazines, that

faggots are really 'just folks' after all, but different

"folks" from them.

A book which doesn't get beyond a plea for

that kind of acceptance, a book whose authors do

not even feel free enough to use their own names,

has serious problems.

It doesn't even make it as a handbook. It

spends a lot of time talking about Toronto without

even mentioning where to go to meet other homo-

sexuals. Stating that somewhere in the 241.57

square miles of metropolitan Toronto there are

other gay people isn't exactly what I was looking

for. (The book, by the way, did not provide me with

that information either.) But even if the book had

named all the bars and had given the telephone

numbers of the authors ("for a good time, call. .
.")

it wouldn't have been much of a help. Unless we

can get past that stage, the "gay world" won't be

any happier than it is now.

It's certainly necessary for gay people to

assert pride in being gay. There's no reason not to.

And it's certainly necessary to get other people to

understand us once we do. If we can't realize that

our humanity, gay or straight, above everything

else allows us to admit that there can be tears

between men, then we really are only playing at a

game to shock people.

And there are more important things to do.

A not so gay world, Marion Foster and Kent

Murray, McClelland and Stewart, $6.95.

Frank Abbott
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^jPTe^Eriiigrants" ranks with Kane

Despite their critical acclaim, I delayed

seeing Eric Rohmer's Chioe in the After-

noon and Jan Troell's The Emigrants tor

,he same reason that I don t go to

Stratford: I find serious art a bore. While

am appreciating it, my ass is moving all

over the seat. This was certainly the case

with Claire's Knee, Rohmers last film. I

don't begrudge it the praise It earned

elsewhere, but I was ready to leave the

theatre well before it ended its delightfully

sculptured course. With Troel
I

s

Emigrants my reticence was strictly

quess-work. The only Swedish films I

know are Bergman's and I avoid them

scrupulously. Too solemn. The plot of The

Emigrants (a group of peasants flee the

hardships of their homeland, surfer tne

middle passage, and face the difficulties

of settling America's North-west) lent itself

too easily to brooding, rellgous black and

white As it turns out. I could not have

been more wrong: it Is a great, bright,

colourful, joyful movie and I would have

been happy to have it continue well past

its present two and a half hours.

Chloe turned out to be a pleasant

enough experience too. although I still was

bored. This might be a problem of transla-

tion Rohmer is an intellectual (during the

preparation of Chloe he finished his doc-

toral thesis on "The Organization of Space

in Murnau's Faust") and he fills his films

with intellectual dialogue. By that I don't

mean dialogue that must be considered,

like Pinter's, but lines spoken by

characters who have thought out their

positions and express to one another the

conclusions they have arrived at. If their

imagery is evocative, and it often is, it Is a

bonus but essentialy these are thoughts

being given voice. Whether movies can

serve as this kind of vehicle, whether

thinkers can make gripping heros, is a

moot question. Godard and Rohmer are

the evidence, pro or con, depending on

how you like them. My ass is certainly

clear in its position, but my head is not, in

part because nobody makes Intellectual

movies in English. When the thought is

quick and difficult, so are the sub-titles

and I am never sure whether It is my mind

or my eyes that are over-taxed.

Otherwise. Chloe in the Afternoon is a

light witty film, a comedy in the un-

Americanized sense. For example,

Frederic. Rohmer's thlrtylsh. happily

married businessman hero, fantasizes

himself wearing an amulet hat robs

women, at least most women, of the! _free

will. He then, still in fantasy, proceeds to

utilize his power with utterly tactful

restraint. It Is a fine, funny sequence the

opposite of slapstick, and of most f Imed

fantasies. It Is true and silly and we laugh

without losing respect.

Such is Frederic's gently manipulated

life when he re-encounters Chloe. an ac-

quaintance to whom he was attracted a

half-dozen years before. She Is his perfect

complement, her slightly despera e

bohemianism matching his slightly

laboured efforts at extracting the full

measure of happiness from the bourgeois.

Neither is fully happy though certainly not

unhappy and both are content with their

chosen directions.

These are mature characters, and ones

that allow plenty of room for supposition^

Rohmer seems to have cast Bernard

Verley and Zouzou with one another in

mind- her solid masculine bones and wide

lips against his soft baby's eyes. Zouzou,

by the way, is a well-known figure in the

Paris underground and pop scene, where

she was an early and great go-go girl. The

image of her working with fastidious and

puritanical Rohmer gives rise to a fine

sequel to Chloe.

Rohmer has a particular depth and flair

for casting, rendering even his walk-ons

three dimensional. Frederic's secretaries,

seen whenever someone passes through

his outer office, are full universes of ap-

proval-, disapproval, discretion and

schoolgirl glee. Even the women tha

Frederic ogles on the street are real

women, and he eyes their woman-ness

not their parts, it is the pleasantest sort of

anti-sexism imaginable.

But for all his consciousness of women

and of himself, Frederic is still a damn

prude, the articulate version of the

starched English banker. He fits his pas-

sion to his plans, ie he lacks balls. As a

character he slips down towards being

entertaining. When he finally flees from

Chloe's'open advances, It is like a little

boy's flight from a first, pre-mature
^

glimpse of the parts of shame. It Is so

ludicrous that his resistance to temptation

becomes comic, and the moral of

Rhomer's "moral tale" as he calls It, twists

around to "don't be like that." As with

Milton. Eric Rohmer appears to be of the

devil's party without knowing it.
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It is much harder to write praise than it

is to write criticism, the greater the praise,

the more dearly purchased the sentences.

So understand that, from here on, I am
simply expanding "wow" to a respectable

length (or a review. The Emigrants is easily

the best film of the year, probably the best

of many years. I doubt if it will ever date, or

need to be forgiven the foibles of the

period during which it was made, it stands

with Citizen Kane.

What Troell has created in The

Emigrants, and I can think of no
precedents, is a realistic epic, something

small and bright. Somehow in movies,

long stories always get large-scale treat-

ment (not to mention the little stories that

get inflated by force-feeding the budget).

Similarly, sunshine seems to stretch

movie-screens as if the weather was
different for kings and commoners.
Perhaps because movies are made In the

presence of so much money, personal or

borrowed, film-makers have developed a

squalid picture of poverty and an inflated

respect for wealth and grandeur. Even

poor Tevye, in Fiddler on the Roof, had to

be blown up to reach a "dignified" propor-

tion. Although, it is to Norman Jewison's

credit that he made the man dignified at

all: Most directors would have missed it.

Troell taps the grandeur that Is there all

along. His scripting and camerawork are

beautiful and devoid of tricks: Liv Ullmann,

joyfully passing a sunny hour on a swing,

is not setting up a counter-point to the

hardship and tragedy that must envelop

her because she is poor. She is having fun

on a swing, part of the network of fun that

is as real as the network of hard-work and

too little food. A Man tor All Seasons is the

only other film that comes to mind that

was big, but shot small, and It never got

passed trying to look small — an awful

task given Bolt's self-righteous and
overblown script. Troell's filming is as

effortless as it is beautiful. He catches

moods with the skill of a confident artist,

and, secure in his confidence, stays out of

the way and lets them work.

The Emigrants combines the best of the

year's other good films: the easy flow of

Sounder, the broadness and detail of The

Sorrow and the Pity and the room for

supposition of Chloe. Even where it skates

on dangerously thin ice — the Illiterate

immigrants' blind faith in American im-

migration propaganda — It negotiates with

authority and force drawn from the story

and the time, not an from easy identifica-

tion with contemporary sophistication.

Max Von Sydow, Liv Ullman, Eddie Ax-

berg, Monica Zetterlund, Alan Edwalf,

Pierre Lindstedt all match one another's

fine performances. Perhaps the whole

cast and crew should be singled out: they

have created one of the most sensitive

volumes of our history.

Bob Bossln Max von Sydow has finally arrived In Minnesota: The Emigrants.
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Dynamics of mystification:

"Explaining" modernization

With this issue, L'Hebdo

expands its book review section

to include not only reviews of

current books, but critiques and

evaluations of books commonly

in use in courses at this un-

iversity. We invite articles and

critiques from students that ex-

amine the important ideas and

books that circulate in the

classrooms, to be submitted to

The Varsity building at 91 St,

George. These can involve, not

only discussions of books, but

also in-depth evaluations of

courses that are not possible

within the rigid format of course

evaluations, with their "objective"

short-answer format.

What C.E. Black attempts to do

in The Dynamics of Moderniza-

tion is to use a comparative ap-

proach to history to study the

processes of modernization as

they occur in different places at

different times. While com-
parative study of urbanization

and disruptive social change

could clearly be a fruitful

endeavour, it is not so in this case

for two major reasons.

The first is that Black does not

understand the dynamics of past

modernization, the second is that

he does not understand the

dynamics of the present.

But, while these two failings

have resulted in the writing of a

dismally bad book, it would be

unfair to dismiss The Dynamics of

Modernization as being totally

useless, for the book does have

some redeeming features. Its vir-

tues stem from the fact that Black

has been able to cram so much
nonsense into one relatively con-

cise and well-written book. Since

his errors are similar to those

committed by many other writers

on the same topic, the
manuscript acquires potential as

a textbook of what to avoid.

Black begins by defining

"modernization" as "the process

by which historically evolved in-

stitutions are adapted to the

rapidly changing functions that

reflect the unprecedented in-

crease in man's knowledge, per-

mitting control over his en-

vironment, that accompanied the

scientific revolution."

He then goes on to describe

some of the delining features of

this process. It means, according

to him, increased centralization,

the replacement of arbitrary ad-

ministration of individuals by

legal systems, increased
emphasis on efficiency, a

process of rapid urbanization, a

trend away from Individual or

family ownership of business ac-

tivities to corporate forms (the

corporation may be either

privately or state-owned, since

the "relationship of public to

private enterprise in a society

is. . . more a function of Its

cultural heritage than of its level

of development"), mechanization

and decreased relative im-

portance of the agricultural sec-

tor, the development of a more
fluid social structure and the

emergence of "modern"
leadership.

Black then goes on to describe

the logic of the comparative

method in history. Comparative

history can be more fruitful in

studying modernization than

more traditional approaches, he

says, because it is concerned, not

so much with institutions and

forms, but with causes and fun-

ctions, not with completed events

and a static reality, but with

change and the dynamics of

history.

He rejects "objectivism" — a
tendency to stay close to detail

and shy away from generaliza-

tions. He also dismisses Marx-

ism, in a back-handed way,

stating that "determinism" leads

to "narrowly based conclusions",

and that class analysis is a "relic

of an earlier era that has ceased
to serve a useful purpose".

Instead, he prefers to use "more

refine conceptions of occupation-

al categories, social strata, and

interest groups, which have been

developed in recent years by

behavioural scientists." (sic)

Taking politically organized

societies as the basic units of his

study, he goes on to describe

some of the central features of

the modernizing process that he

says are common to all societies

undergoing it. These are "the

consolidation of modernizing

leadership", "economic and
social transformation", and "the

integration of society".

He then outlines the seven

patterns of modernization that he

has identified. The first pattern

comprises Great Britain and
France, the second the United

States, Canada, New Zealand,

Australia, the third the rest of

Europe excluding Russia, the

fourth America south of the Rio

Grande, the fifth Russia, Japan,

China, and four others, the sixth

primarily former colonies outside

the Americas, the seventh,
colonies and former colonies

primarily in Africa south of the

Sahara.

He then sets out a typology as

a basis for comparison based on

five criteria: (1) whether the

transfer of political power from

"traditional" to "modern"
leadership occurred early or late

relative to other societies, (2)

whether the immediate political

challenge of modernity was ex-

ternal or internal, (3) whether the

society enjoyed continuity of

territory or underwent

regrouping, (4) whether the

society had been a colony, (5)

whether the society entered the

modern era with institutions that

could be adapted to new
functions.

One might begin an analysis of

the book by noting the biases that

It conceals and appeals to, that,

for example, Black admires
Weber and Parsons, and uses

their approaches, that Black in

turn is admired by academics of

the stripe of Crane Brinton and

Canada's own Karl Deutsch, or by

noting the kinds of books he

discusses, and does not discuss,

in his bibliographical essay.

Beyond this, one might point

out that he presents nothing

more than a taxonomy of

"modernization", and that, quite

apart from the fact that his

classifications are very much
open to question, it is precisely

an analysis of the dynamics of

modernization in different

societies that he lacks. Also

revealing are the criteria he uses

for "modernization" — he dates

the period of modernization in

European countries for example,

from the time of the bourgeois

revolution in each country — and

his use of liberal categories of

analysis and liberal definitions.

But perhaps the most
noticeable characteristic of the

book is its almost total lack of

documentation. The book has no
footnotes, no statistical charts,

and exhibits a near-complete

reluctance to ever back up a

statement with facts. Even when
one makes allowance for the fact

that the book is an essay, a

thesis, it is still impossible to

condone Black's practice of

making, in his best professorial

manner, sweeping generaliza-

tions and unsubstantiated claims.

Statements such as those claim-

ing that when modernization

occurs "privileged elites must

compete with the formerly un-

derprivileged", that "private

enterprise. . . is generally the

most efficient method of produc-

tion" that "Nationalization of

property devoted to production is

a rather primitive form of con-

trol", that "what is called for by

the rationalizing tendencies of

modernization is less a leveling

than an equalization of op-
portunity", that "modernization

fosters a more equal distribution

of income" that the use of the

term "elite" is not suited to "those

disciplines the principal concern

of which is the study of political

power", that nationalism tends to

"divert" energies from "moder-

nization", that the terms
"capitalism" and "socialism" are

becoming meaningless, that what

is needed in the world is the

formation of a new international

consensus, (the same theory can

be found in Talcott Parsons',

Sociological Theory and Modern
Society,) are surely statements

that require some substantiation?

Similarly, his use of the

comparative approach does not

free him from the necessity of

examining the actual societies in

which "modernization" has taken

or is taking place, and the

processes and dynamics that are

at work. It would not be fair to
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state that Black neglects those

facts that disprove his con-
tentions, for he ignores all facts

with equal disdain. But it

probably would be correct to

suggest that the reason he
proceeds without the aid of facts

or logic is because his con-

tentions are in fact totally without

basis in either fact or logic.

One may take as one example
is analysis, (if this word may be

used,) of the process of urbaniza-

tion. For Black, urbanization and
modernization are almost syn-

onymous. The large-scale growth

of cities, together with the

rationalization of agriculture and
the growth of industries in the

cities, are the central processes

of modernization. He fails to

realize, however, that the growth

of cities in certain countries, the

early modernizers, was com-
pletely different from that in

countries he considers to be un-

dergoing modernization now.

Where in Great Britain and the

United States, for example, ur-

banization meant industrializa-

tion and the development of

what Biack calls a "modern"

society, the growth of cities

in Latin America, for. example, is

indicative of a completely diffe-

rent process (or, in another

sense, of the opposite end of

the same process.).

In the "older" countries,

urbanization meant economic
development and the creation of

the social patterns that Black

calls "modern". In the "new"
countries, however, the growth of

cities has been associated with

what Andre Gunder Frank has

called "The Development of

Underdevelopment". What oc-

curred, and is still occurring, ac-

cording to Frank and others of his

school, is the extension of a

metropolitan pattern to the "un-

modern" countries, which by this

process were, and are being,

economically and socially

"under-developed".

The growth of cities in these

countries has meant, not moder-
nization, but the increasing en-

trenchment of conservatism and
elites. The model that Frank, Paul

Baran, Hobsbawn, and others

have been positing for the

process of "modernization" is

that when "modernization" oc-

curred in countries such as Great

Britain and the United States, it

was a process which was im-

perialist and metropolitan in

nature, made possible only by the

exploitation of the "un-modern"
world by the modernizing
countries.

Furthermore, it is incorrect to

suggest that countries that have

not modernized are at previous

levels of development, a level that

modernized countries reached,

say one hundred years ago. Quite

the contrary, says Frank, "the

operation of the capitalist system
over the past centuries effectively

and entirely penetrated even the

apparently most isolated sectors

of the under-developed world.

Therefore, the economic,
political, social, and cultural in-

stitutions and relations we now
observe there are the products of

the historical development of the

capitalist system no less than are

the seemingly more modern or

capitalist features of the national

metropoles of these un-
derdeveloped countries."

When the imperialist nations

modernized, in other words, the

whole world was modernized.

The same process that created

what Black calls "modern" socie-

ty in Western Europe and the U.S.

also created at the same time

what Black would call un-modern
societies in the "backward"
world. The one was not possible

without the other; the same
dynamic that created develop-

ment in the imperialist nations

created underdevelopment in the

"backward" nations. It is

therefore fatuous to suggest, as

Black does, that the whole world

will eventually become what he

defines as "modern". If the

"modern" nations are to remain

"modern" within Black's
definitions, then the "backward"
nations musf remain "backward".

The role of the city is crucial in

this question of imperialist

modernization, for modernization

occurred within a metropolitan

framework. Within the "moder-
nizing" countries, the growth of

cities was associated with the

turning of "backward" countries

into raw materials suppliers. This

meant the growth of national and
regional ^centres in these coun-
tries as well, but the growth of

cities here has an opposite effect.

Instead of making for

industrialization, the city here

made for the growth of pseudo-
feudal conditions, the en-
trenchment of elites, and the

creation of obstacles to moder-
nization. As one authority has put

it. "The privileged position of the

city has its origin in the colonial

period. It was founded by the

Conqueror to serve the same
ends that it still serves today; to

incorporate the indigenous pop-
ulation into the economy brought

and developed by that Conqueror
and his descendants. The
regional city was an instrument of

conquest and is still today an
instrument of domination." In

Academics weep about underdevelopment, but don't see causes

Mexico, for example, "the
mestizo population. . . always
lives in a city, a center of an
intercultural region, which acts as

the metropolis of a zone of in-

digenous population and which
maintains with the un-
derdeveloped communities an in-

timate relation which links the

center with the satellite
communities."

The process of capitalist

modernization, in other words,

meant the creation of a world-

wide metropolitan framework,
analogous to a system of

satellites, in which the "modern"
conditions of the leading centres

are made possible precisely by
the creation and maintenance of

"un-modern" conditions in the

colonized centres.

What Black has done, then, is

to abstract from one-half of a
certain historical model of

modernization — capitalist

modernization — certain features

which he assumes, incorrectly, to

be common to all models of

modernization, and to construct

an ideal kind of "modernization"

from these abstractions. The
dynamic of this model, however,

is not universal, ie — ahistorical

but historically specific, and can-

not be repeated.

To study the dynamics of

change in the "un-modern" world

— and the changes are not what
Black would call "modernization"
— and to study the means by
which modernization can take,

and to study the way in which

"modernization" occurred in the

past, it is necessary to rein-

troduce the concepts that Black

rejects, and put them at the heart

of the analytical effort: the con-

cepts of exploitation, im-
perialism, and class. Only then

will it be possible to go beyond
the practice of comparing, as if

they were two different things,

opposite sides of the same coin,

and to understand both the past

and the present.

— Ulll Dlemer
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Read this and discover fifties revival

Just about a year ago, the

Everly Brothers staged a kind of

resurgent assault on the rock

music haunts which had seen

them as perennial tenants in the

bygone "Bird Dog"-days. At that

time, their album. Stories We

Could Tell, attested to the truth

that their Nashville brand of rock

with a twang was merely in hiatus

awaiting the return of rockabilly

which was probably initially

remotivated by the multi-BuHalo

Springfield off-shoots. But back

they were — Don and Phil

augmented by a myriad assembly

of rock heavies — Crosby, Nash,

Bramlett, Gordon, Cooder, and

twice as many less known studio

players who made that Everly

album one of the bright spots of

early 72.

Now, with an album title that's

as much an imperative as a guide

to its contents, Pass The Chicken

And Listen, marks the return of

Don and Phil to the tutelage of

Mr. Guitar — Chet Atkins. Chet

produces an album for the

ageless Everlys which is as mixed

in genre as it is in blends of pure

country with the sophistication

that permeates the Nashville-

Sound in this post-John Cash

bonanza.
While Stories delved into a

tougher kind of country rock,

Chicken is marked by the type of

John Prine tune included called

"Paradise". It's a nice enough

lilting folksy tale, but compared to

the short flurry of excitement the

boys generate on the old

Crickets' belter "Not Fade Away",

it pales in comparison. Most fans

of the Brothers will lament the

absence of more material such as

"Lay It Down" and "Not Fade

Away"; while others may feel that

"Husbands and Wives", the old

Roger Miller song, is decidedly

treated in fine fashion, but it

never really creates much of a

challenge for the pair of voices

which have influenced everyone

from Peter and Gordon to Len-

non & McCartney. Perish the

thought that Don and Phil will,

like Elvis, seem satisfied with

covering other performers'

material, and forsake the

energetic sessions that used to

result in genuine rock classics.

Rip off
Europe.

STUDENT-RAILPASS
Thewaytosee Eu rope without feeling like a tourist.

Student-Railpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark,

France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway,

Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.

Eurailpass, Box 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario

Please send me your (ree Student- Railpass folder order

lorm.

Or yout tree Eurailpass folder with railroad map.

Name.

So you plan to spend the

Summer in Europe this year. Great.

Two things are mandatory. A ticket

to Europe. And a Student-Railpass.

The first gets you over there, the

second gives you unlimited Second

Class rail travel for two months for a

modest $135 in Austria, Belgium,

Denmark, France, Germany,

Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,

Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,

and Switzerland! All you need to

qualify is to be a full-time student up

to 25 years of age, registered at a

North American school, college or

university.

And the trains of Europe are

a sensational way to travel. Over

100,000 miles of track links cities,

towns and ports all over Europe. The

trains are fast (some over 1 00 mph)

,

frequent, modern, clean, convenient

and very comfortable. They have to

be. So you'll meet us on our trains. It

really is the way to get to know

Europeans in Europe.

But there's one catch. You

must buyyourStudent-Ftailpass in

North America before you go.

They're not on sale in Europe

because they are meant strictly for

visitors to Europe—hence the

incredibly low price. Of course if

you're loaded you can buy a regular

Eurailpass meant for visitors of all

ages. It gives you First Class travel if

that's what you want.

Either way if you're going

to zip off to Europe, see a Travel

Agent before you go, and in the

meantime, rip off the coupon. It

can't hurt and it'll get you a better

time in Europe than you ever thought

pOSSi ble. Mm quoted CnU.S. Mill*.

STUDENT - RAILPASS
Available From

ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT COUNCILS
44 St. George St. Toronto 5, Ont Tel. 962-8404

Also available: Student Flights to Europe and within Europe, car rentals,

International I.D. cards, tours, student hostels, jobs abroad etc. . . .

AH at student prices

Rick Nelson's "Garden Party"

represented not only a reminder

that festival and revival fans are

sometimes the ticklest of ad-

mirers, but also that Nelson and

his Stone Canyon Band had

played themselves into one of the

tightest groups to surround a

steel guitar this side of Memphis.

Since "You Belong To Me" from

late '69 announced that Rick was

not interred, a steady succession

of excellent' Decca albums has

flowed from Rick and his band at

regular intervals. The latest is

titled after the recent hit —
Garden Party — and the ten

songs included are not relegated

strictly to the confines of the soft

country-rock genre.

"I Wanna Be With You",

penned by two of Rick's sidemen,

is a lot closer to rock than

"Garden Party"; while "Are You

Really Real", one of the half-

dozen items from Rick's pen, is a

softly-stated ballad which show-

cases the mature voice of Nelson

— which has evolved from the

wispy, slightly off-key, teenage

murmurings of his fifties hits, "Be

Bop Baby" and "Lonesome
Town", into a viable vocal style

equally adept on ballads like

lew years. Included are: "Mother

and Child Reunion", "Brown-

Eyed Girl", "Knock On Wood",

"Crazy Mama" as well as a 1972-

3 version of "Memphis". Though

these tunes are all popular and

topical, they don't really become

part of Rivers' musical make-up

in the way that Presley is able to

transform "Proud Mary" and

"Polk Salad Annie" into his own

style.

This Johnny Rivers album may

well become one of the pieces of

nostalgia when Americans
attempt to recall the hopeless

fight of George McGovern
against you know who. The final

cut on the album is called "Use

The Power", and one of its lines is

the admonition to "Dig Nixon,

•Before He Digs You".

The Grateful Dead is Jerry

Garcia's assembled multitude

who made such a radical, but

wholly justified transition from the

feverish insanity of short-lived

psychedelic rock into the com-

fortable confines of country-rock.

A lot of Europeans had the op-

portunity to show appreciation of

the Dead's blend of rock and

duster-music, when the en-

tourage toured Europe in 1972.

"Night Time Lady" and "Palace

Guard", as it is on the Chuck
Berry rauncher, "I'm Talking

About You".

Rick has worked on the road

with the Stone Canyon Band for

going on five years now, and their

evolution into a smooth-singing,

gutsy-playing back-up quartet is

a big reason behind Rick's return

to popularity.

That man of "Memphis"-fame,
Johnny Rivers, has assembled a

top-notch set of musicians for his

release L.A. Reggae (United Ar-

tists), from which "Rockin'
Pneumonia-Boogie Woogie Flu"

has been culled. Rivers is

nobody's fool — it would be dif-

ficult to employ such names as

Jimmy Webb, Larry Knechtel,

Jim Gordon, and Joe Osborne
and ex-Crickets' drummer Jerry

Allison for a session and come up
with a dud album. The in-

strumentation on the Rivers

album is no doubt outstanding,

but the material, with the ex-

ception of "Rockin' Pneumonia",

is mostly things that have been
hits for their writers over the past

Now the highlights of that tour are

captured on 3 bargain-priced

discs complete with colour
brochure depicting the Dead
"live", plus the itinerary.

The record's quality is

excellent, considering the varied

acoustics the tour had to en-

counter, and the usual waves of

boring applause are kept to a

bare minimum. Most of the

familiar Dead tunes are Included

— "Cumberland Blues", "Sugar

Magnolia" and "Truckin"— some
of which are extended with long

solo vehicles for Pigpen, Garcia,

and friends to strut their stuff.

There are seventeen songs in all

— most of which average 6 or 7

minutes of music — a must for all

Grateful Dead adherents, The
Grateful Dead/Europe 72.

The Everly Brothers, Pass The
Chicken And Listen, RCA
Rick Nelson, Garden Party, MCA
Johnny Rivers, L.A. Reggae,
United Artists

The Grateful Dead, Europe '72,

WEA

Dick Loney
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Consumer protection vs big-bad rock
In the halycon days of the late

"60's, the good guys had long hair

and smoked dope, while the bad
guys, the young capitalists, wore
horn-rimmed glasses, and pin-

striped suits, got bombed and
splashed you as they drove by in

their Jags and 'Vettes.

Now the young capitalists have

long hair, smoke dope, get

bombed — and splash you as

they drive by in their Jags and
'Vettes.

Nails have been hammered
into the counterculture casket for

some time. But the last spike was
hit in a recruitment ad for

Manufacturer's Life in last week's

Varsity. That ad told us (in stream

of consciousness form) that

whoever we are, whatever we do,

whatever our politics are,

ManuLife can absorb us, can fit

us In.

We don't care what you wear

as long as you can sell insurance.

On all levels, the illusion of the

counterculture is being smashed.
Students who become Student

Protestors are shot in the U.S.,

arrested in Canada; Nixon and
Kissinger are Time's Men of the

Year (remember when Youth

was?); capitalism, the es-

tablishment, the system
(whatever you want to call it) after

a momentary hesitation, opens,

swallows and absorbs.

In music, the exciting, raw
often crude sounds of hard acid

rock are replaced by the good-
time music of big-bad rock.

Like Lighthouse.

Lighthouse has a new album
out, called Sunny Days. There's

nothing wrong with the album —
Lighthouse is a proficient group,

good vocals, good in-

strumentation. It's sort of a let's-

sit-in-the-back-yard-where-the-

neighbours-can-t-see-us'and-

smoke-dope kind of record; in

fact that's the theme of a lot of the

lyrics. Listening to it, I got the

impression of late 50's lyrics

within the more complex musical

structure of the late 60's. But the

music, although sophisticated,

still doesn't challenge us the way
hard rock did.

Bob McBride's first album
Butterfly Days, is a lot like

Lighthouse's last. That's not sur-

prising since McBride is the

group's lead singer. The record is

billed as McBride's big break —
successful singer attempts to ex-

press himself personally, the Paul

McCartney sort of thing.

McBride sings about butter-

flies and sunshine and his girl-

friend — calm subjects, calm

songs. Like the Lighthouse
album, Butterflies is well put

together, and McBride sounds
good — just like he does on
Sunny Days. But still. .

.

One of the best songs appears
on both albums. In Sunny, it's

under the titl,e "Merlin", in

Butterflies it's called "Back in my
time". "Merlin" hearkens back to

wizards and Camelot, and comes
across as the sincere yearning of

a good-time big band for the real

good-time past. When Tolkien

published his hobbit series

wizards were a symbol for a

good place to go; now they're a

Perth concert warms
When you leave a Perth County

Conspiracy concert you feel

warm and relaxed. The music of

the past two or three hours has

been soft and delicate, about love

and internal peace and living in

the country. That's just what
Friday's Conspiracy Concert at

Convocation Hall was like.

But Perth County lacked the

dynamism of one of its strongest

members — Cedric Smith, who is

"into the music. We just like to

play our music", as one of the

lead singers put it. So they sing

pleasant songs about love and

peace and joke around and
everyone has a good time.

Perth County Conspiracy has

gone through many changes

since they first started in 1969.

Two of their former guitarists are

out on their own, touring around

Ontario. There is a new guitarist

presently in P.E.I, with poet

Milton Acorn doing poetry

readings. Smith has historically

been the only one in the Con-

spiracy who Injected serious

social comment and theatrical

effects into the group's per-

formance. He is also their finest

vocalist and his absence,
although perhaps unnoticed by

those who haven't followed the

Conspiracy, left their general

presentation lacking solid meat.

It is no coincidence that Smith

is with Acorn, who has been

nicknamed the people's poet for

his very human and left wing

poetry. Smith generally sings

about the same themes.

The rest of the Conspiracy is

on acoustic, along with
.
Richard

Keelan, and the bass player who

have always been with the Con-

spiracy. A more recent addition

to- the group is Judy, who plays

flute and piano — although we

missed most of it on Friday due to

a faulty mike.

Cedric Smith Isn't gone

altogether. He will be joining the

Conspiracy for their February

tour which will take them through

Ottawa, Montreal and on to

Winnipeg.

I Just hope their next

performance in Toronto includes

Smith, who lifts a concert beyond

the realm of "nice".

Harriet K(deckel

symbol for a place to return to "in

a world that's back in my time".

Fergus, the star of the album,

Town of Fergus, was born in

1950. That gave me a twinge of

humility when I read that on his

promo. Here's a guy born the

same year I was and who has

actually created something, in-

stead of simply writing snarky

reviews.

For a moment l wondered what
right have I, who have never cut a

disc, to make any sort of judge-

ment on someone who has. So I

asked Varsity record mogul Allan

Mandell why I should write a

review, what the purpose of a

review is.

To warn people who might buy

records which ones are rip-offs,

replied mogul Mandell.

Consumer protection.

So, in my fortified role as the

Ralph Naden of reviews, I can
safely say Town of Fergus is

made of top-quality vinyl, comes
in a cardboard jacket (with no
plastic or paper liner though) and
produces sound when rotated at

the speed of 100 revolutions for

every three minutes.

It also contains some songs

that are good enough to make the

hit parade.

But then, the hit parade hasn't

been great lately.

Lighthouse, Sunny Days, GRT
Bob McBride, Butterfly Days,

Capitol

Fergus, Town ol Fergus, Capitol

Tom Walkom

Discover
j
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Madman and Nun fails

to fuse fantasy with drama

The Theatre du P'tit Bonheur is

currently offering Le Fou et La Nonne {the

Madman and the Nun), by Witciwicz, the

least interesting production they have

presented this season. Perhaps this ex-

pressionists piece would have dis-

concerted audiences in 1923, the year in

which it was written, but the half-hearted

mise-en-scene by John Van Burek seems

onlu to accentuate the play's most super-

ficial and banal elements.

Mad poets, "corrupted" nuns and

devilish psychoanalysis no longer titillate

the imagination, (not that this should be

the purpose of the characters). To be used

elfectively. they should be seen from a

specific point of view. This production

promises fantasy, with its bright, stylized

setting, but brings us melodrama for the

most part. The plot's fantastic conclusion

does not render the play a fantasy,

because what precedes it seems to be an

attempt at realistic characterizations.

if this impression is not the one

intended for the spectator, it only serves to

illustrate the half-hearted nature of the

production. It is reflected in the confusing

mixture of acting styles. The poet (John

Gilbert) comes across with romantic

bravado that approaches but does not

quite encompass the exaggerated

stereotype. His earfy exchanges with the

nun {Marie-Paule Broschant) suggest

soap opera. Soeur Anne is represented

with an attempt at realism, but a lack of

profoundness or subtlety in the

characterisation. Confusion sets in when

these characters must interact with a

caricature, that of psychoanalyst {Jean-

Marc Amyot). Here, the actor has been

permitted to exploit the comis and

grotesque aspects of his role to the point

that one is uncomfortably caught between

a love story and a satire, each taking itself

seriously. The supporting characters are

neither realistic portrayals nor caricatures;

sometimes they support the melodrama

and sometimes the satire.

If these two threads of the production

were not working against one another,

there would be no reason to condemn the

production. However, no point about the

definition of insanity, the methods of psy-

choanalysis, or the attitudes of society is

effectively made. If the work were ap-

proached in a unfied style, with a view to

utilising all its expresslonistic and satiric

possibilities in the characterisations, a

more coherent piece of theatre would

result. Included there should be a great

improvement in the rhythm and pace of

the performance, which now includes

some inexcusably empty pauses.

Like other sufferers of "dementia

praecox", this production juxtaposes

some qualities which are not necessarily

negative in themselves, but which work

together toward the destruction of the

whole
Eleanor Coleman

Unclassifieds
MAN, 39, louring Europe, May lo Sept.,

in renied van. 2 or 3 oihers lo share ex-

penses, $1,200 - S1.500 each, call 622-

076S evenings or weekends,

MEDICAL STUDENT wanled 4th, 5th or

6lh yeaf to supply some piecise medi.al

knowledge lor story. 130 Holboine, Toron-

o13.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses. Essay - .French, Latin - Ex-

perienced typisis - Electric typewriters. 713

SparJina Avenue (South of Bfoor) 922-

7624.

ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old

essays? Do you need essays? Phone

ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150.

ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 dayfj

Departures every SUNDAY In Feb. (Sturjy

Weeks) trom Toronto, includes jet tran-

sport, accommodation (doubles), parties,

discos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St.,

Toronto 5. 416-962-8404 or your St ident

Council..

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONDON trom $79 one way or $155 return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact

AOSC, 44 St. George St.. Toronto 5.416-

962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING IN EUROPE INTERNA-
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student

railpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable charter liights. camping lours

etc. all available now Irom: AOSC. 44 St.

George St., Toronto 5, 416-962-8404, (The

Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

QUEBEC WINTER CANIVAL, March 2-4.

Round trip transportation and ac-

commodation. $31.00. AOSC. 44 St.

George SI. 962-8404.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats trom $10.00

Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.

(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent

selection ot tun lurs, trade Ins accepted.

We buy used lurs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6

Thur-Fn till 6 pm.

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TEfiMPAPER

service. Originality, quality, and

security dictate our polity.

Phone: 961-6150
Hours 8 to 10 p.m.

7 DATS PER WEEK

300 AVENUE ROAD

THE $400 A 350 IS THE FINEST

CASSETTE DECK WE HAVE EVER HEARD.
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Updated Shakespeare play relies on gimmickry
Two Gentlemen of Verona is a

light and frothy American musical

which has aligned itself with

Shakespeare. It entertains,
stimulating eye and ear. The in-

dividual performances are
beyond reproach. It exploits and
invents theatrical gimmicks in the

very latest vein. How does one
approach the problem of being

left, nevertheless, untouched by

this polished, unified effort?

It might be a question of

expectations. To go to see this

musical with any intellectual

pretensions concerning
Shakespeare or anything else Is a

grave error. First of all, The Two
Gentlemen of Verona is William

Shakespeare at his least complex
and least symbolic. Themes of

love and friendship are part of a

celebration of youth and life at Its

most fertile. Though its plot con-

tains betrayal its basic statement

does not contain cynicism.

In this sense, the musical is

"faithfull
1

,
being a huge celebra-

tion of youth, love and living

together. Apart from this,

Shakespeare's text is cheerfully

manhandled or ignored, not only

in the terms of the script, but (and

it must be said) in terms of its

delivery. Performers who are

marvellously adept in the realm

of American comedy strangle

poetry and prose of the English

Renaissance. Does it matter?

Well, think of a sour note that

keeps cropping up in the midst of

a well-played march.

The musical was commis-
sioned by the New York Shake-
spearean Festival for its 1971

season. This setting is impor-

tant, since the collaborators John

Guare, Mel Shapiro and Gait

MacDermot claim to be using
the play as a metaphor of

The Big City, where so many
ethnic and racial groups rub
shoulders. This has determined
the multi-racial casting which
seems so important in the staging

of the musical.

If its Intention, then Is to

promote good will towards men
through Shakespeare, it certainly

makes its point without depth.

Tinsel is the order of the day. The
design includes a gorgeous array

of flattering costumes, which,

while flouncy, belong to no one
period or style. It exploits multi-

level staging quite cleverly. In

addition, the audience submits to

a series of stage gimmicks some
conventional, some original, and
some downright vulgar. (The dog,

it must be said, appeared in the

Shakespearian version.)

This is a variety show in the

great American tradition, vehicle

for a talented chorus and a group
of principals who are gifted all-

round performers, Jonelle Allen

stands out as the most dynamic,
doing a strange justice to

Shakespeare's lines, "Who is

Sylvia ..." in her portrayal of the

amorous "maiden". As anything

other than light entertainment, it

is out of the question. The
over-generous doses of social

criticism that emerge in certain

characterisations and musical

numbers are unfortunate. Since

they revelled in cliches, so shall I:

the satire is about as subtle as a

ton of bricks.

Perhaps Gait McDermot is the

most inspiring name connected

with the production, since the

musical score follows that of the

now-classical Hair. This score is

pleasant but it lacks the spark
which would make it stand on Its

own the way the themes from
Hair do so admirably. Its variety

of rhythms accommodate the

show's impressive choreography.

Certainly there are elements of

wit, and an interesting use of

choral voices. There are too
many songs, though, and they

seem to resemble one another
too much.
Two Gentlemen of Verona is a

fine, flamboyant show that has a

many-faceted appeal. Yet despite

its noblest intentions, it is a show
without a heart, and that stops it

from being a great musical. One
can admire the production as one
admires tinsel — without respon-
ding to it.

Eleanor Coleman

Fine drama about Upper Canada Rebellion

avoids the usual documentary pitfalls

Theatre Passe Muraille has assembled a fine

cast for their current production, 1837, a documen-
tary drama dealing with the Upper Canada
Rebellion led by William Lyon Mackenzie.

Written by Rick Salutin for ensemble
performance, the play is a series of vignettes

dealing with the various aspects of the uprising and
the lives of those people intimately affected by it.

The cast, under the direction of Paul Thompson,
displays a mastery of various performance
techniques ranging from readers' theatre to mime,
it is this flexibility that is the key to the production's

success.

The play opens with the entire cast, in two

groups, seated around tables reading newspaper
excerpts concerning the rebellion and the cir-

cumstances that perpetuated it. Unfortunately, this

proves to be a rather slow and listless beginning to

an otherwise spirited and provocative evening 'of

theatre.

The actors quickly find solid ground, however,

when they move into a series of scenes depicting

the growth of conflict between the Reformers and

the Tories of the colony. These scenes, some of the

strongest, in my opinion, are characterized by a

most effective counter-balance of poignant realism

and satire. It is here that the production has artfully

avoided the greatest pitfall of documentary theatre

- that of dreary and heavy-handed polemics. It is a

refreshing change to see a company which has
retained enough objectivity to take an occasional

tongue-in-check jibe at their protagonists.

Special mention should be made of the excellent

performance of Neil Vipond in the role of

Mackenzie. Vipond displays a finely honed sense
of characterization in his portrayal, never losing

sight of Mackenzie, the man, beneath the eloquent

rhetoric of Mackenzie, the public figure. He con-

veys all the charismatic strength of the character,

while never permitting himself to overpower his

fellow actors.

On occasion the show drags a little, mainly due
to the script itself. This emerges in scenes involving

the introduction of each member of the Family

Compact in a seemingly endless procession, and

an equally prolongated procession of condemned
rebels toward the end of the play. While these two

scenes are, in essence, quite interesting, they have

unfortunately been milked to the point of tedium.

These few weaknesses, however, are far out-

weighed by the spontaneity and imagination of the

production, which achieves a high level of in-

vigorating creativity.

Diane Marie Brown

The New College Social commission presents:

the incredibly amazing

U of T Winter carnival Dance
with one of Montreal's foremost rock groups

MOTHERBELL
With an equally unbelievable

LIGHT SHOW
by Light Associates

Come to the last big event of the Winter Carnival week

WHERE: Wetmore Hall, New College

WHEN: Saturday, Jan. 27

FOR: $100
FROM: 9:00 p.m. to 1 :00 a.m.

Special Guest Attraction:

Bottled beer and Wine 350

Liquor 50$
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theatre
What makes us walk away satisfied

from a moving experience in the theatre?

What ingredients define our gratification?

Somehow. Siobhan McKenna's Irish world

is movingly real, simple and human. In

Here are Ladles she fills the empty stage

with her musical voice, commanding us to

see people and settings. Her gestures

leave you spellbound. Be it Yeats.

O'Casey, Beckett or Joyce, you share her

moods — happy or sad, sober or sensual.

Perhaps it is basic purity plus supreme
skill that lifts the Irish Arts Theatre into the

realm of genuine experience. These are

rare qualities not to be missed. Four more
productions are in store at West Park

School, Bloor and Dundas. On Tuesday,

January 30, Miss McKenna will take the

title role in the premiere of Juno and the

Paycock. - H.W. Coleman.
Tuesday past saw the opening night of

A Touch ol the Poet at the St. Lawrence
Centre. It is one of Eugene O'Neill's

autobiographical works, as is A Long
Day's Journey Into Night. More com-
mentary next week. It plays through
February.

For those of you who haven't caught the

performance of Strawberry Fields now
playing at the Factory Lab, you are in for

quite a heavy night. Violence, homosex-
uality, dope freaks. . . the rest you have to

see for yourself. The audience is seated

on all sides to ensure you get the full

benefit.

It concerns the lives of three people —
two so-called frineds and one stranger.

Taking place on a field in the span of a day
during a rock festival, it portrays quite

authentically how the two accept the

stranger (and is he strange!). It's gripping
and at times funny. By no means will you
be bored. Helen Coopersteln

U.C. Playhouse is featuring noon-hour
theatre next Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday between one and two. Something
called Orizon.

Next week there is a new rash of

openings. Until then you have 1837 at the
Theatre Passe Muraille Two Gentlemen of

Verona at the O'Keefe Centre, Le Fou at

La Nonne at the Theatre du P'tit Bonheur,
(see reviews for those three), the Man-
drake at the Colonnade Theatre, and
Toronto Free Theatre's long-running Hed-
da Gabler. And — lest we forget — Hamlet
at the Hart House Theatre.

John McLaughlin and his Mahavishnu
Orchestra, composed of Billy Cobham on
drums, Jan Hammer on piano, Jerry
Goodman on violin and Rick Laird on
bass, will be in concert at Convocation
Hall tonight at 8 pm.

McLaughlin is one of those guitarists
who's been kicking around jazz circles for
a number of years. Only recently has word
of his impressive guitar virtuosity filtered

down to the rock world (on an Un-
derground level). His style is based on
craftsmanship and sensitivity, ranging
Irom flightly intriguing electric jazz riffs

through pure rock avenues and on to a
soft spiritual accoustic fingerings. Some of
the music employs the discordant element
of progressive jazz that rock fans find hard
to accept. But as one of the most
technically proficient guitarists,
McLaughlin should not be missed. Try
SAC for student tickets at $4 — no
reserved seats.

It's been quite a few years since Ian &

Sylvia were a vital force in folk music in

Toronto. As times changed so did the

Tyson & Fricker duo, — they added coun-

try rock instruments and left the

coffeehouse in favour of the TV studio. But

with his TV show, Tyson was able to bring

some great folk performers to Toronto. On
Sunday night Ian & Sylvia will make one of

their rare live appearances in the city at

Massey Hall, with the Great Speckled Bird.

The tickets are priced from $3.50 to $5.50.

Murray McLaughlin is in concert

tomorrow night at Scarborough College as

part of the Winter Carnival. Tickets at $3

and information are available from SAC.

The Riverboat stage has taken on the
appearance of a jet cockpit this week for

John Mllls-Cockell. Cockell who left

Syrinx last July is accompanying himself
on synthesizer, organ, piano and pianette,
and mixing some old Syrinx tunes with
newer material. The thin watery vocals are
a new but not very welcome addition to

John's music. Some good sized speakers
have been added and the sound was
superb on Tuesday night. The trippy elec-
tronic sounds of Cockell will continue to

Sunday. Starting on Tuesday is John Alan
Cameron, a Maritime folksinger and fiddle
player. Within weeks of the closing of

Grumbles Coffeehouse, there is doubt
whether Stanley Steamer will continue
operations much beyond this weekend.
It's a very worthy place in the basement of

Neill-Wycik College, on Gerrard east of

Church. (It's the tall, red-brick residence,
in case you haven't been there before).
Tonight, the String Band; tomorrow the
rock group called Altier. The Steamer
opens at 9:00 pm, admission $1.

Music returns to Etherea in Rochdale
(341 Bloor Street West) with Michael and
Terry (of Perth County Conspiracy) tonight
and tomorrow at 10 pm. Admission is

$1.50.

Jane Voss is at Fiddler's Green
Coffeehouse near Eglinton East of Yonge
(behind the Y — call 489-3001) tonight.

Grit appears on Tuesday. Admission Is

still only $1.

Sunday night there will be a Thog music

and food benefit at Bathurst United

Church (one block south of Bloor). Very

fine local talent is usually featured.

The concert season is beginning and

should peak near the end of next month.

The following list should help you juggle

your timetable:

America, Monday February 2, Massey
Hall ($3.50 - 6.50)

War and Tower of Power, Thursday
February 8. Massey Hall ($3.50 - 6.00)

Melanle, Monday February 12, Massey
Hall

John Prlne, Thursday February 15,

Massey Hall ($3 - 5)

Ann Murray, Sunday February 18,

Massey Hall ($3.50 - 6.00)

Santana and Bobby Womack, Tuesday
February 20, Maple Leaf Gardens ($4.40 -

6.60)

Gordon Llghtfoot, Wednesday-Sunday
March 21-25, Massey Hall ($3.50 - 6.00)

B. B. King, Monday April 2, Massey Hall

Incredible Strlngband, Monday April

23, Massey Hall ($3.50 - 5.50)

Kris Krlstofterson and Rita Coolldge,

Sunday May 6, Massey Hall

If you finish your lunch early or you
don't have a class for an hour or so and
you know you have to study but you don't
feel like it, yet you know if you don't you'll
feel guilty, compromise and saunter down
Prince Arthur dropping in on the three
galleries between Avenue and St. George.
I say compromise because it won't be half
as tedious as studying yet you should be
able to convince yourself that by visiting

art galleries you are doing something like

academics. Going east from St. George,
the first Gallery is the Dunkelman. Starting
tomorrow an exhibit of wall-hangings
(that's the only word I can think of now) of

Mla_West begins. They are huge pro-
jections of a curious indifferent tan and
there is also a huge sprawling rug-like
ensemble — well, it's there and explains
itself. Hopefully. Then on to the Albert
White Gallery which is exhibiting some
modern primitivists such as Marino,
Ozende and Legesse. I'm tempted to call
the Umbrian Marino's works simplistic,
but then that's what they said about

Rousseau's first jungle painting. Anyway,
it gives one a chance, as usual, to enjoy

(while half trying not to since you know
lhat's not the attraction), the gallery's slew

of modern drawings and sculpture. A
couple of houses down is the Morris

Gallery at which is a Robert Hedrlck
exhibit. If you saw and liked Ronald

Bloore's white paintings at Hart House last

year, you'll probably like Hedrick's. even
though their painterly dictions are

somewhat different. Evanescent stripes

are barely perceptible in parallel form in

each picture, and here is another
successful collection of which each pain-

ting, comments on, modifies your im-

pression of Ihe others.

Three presentations of Verdi's Falstaff

by the U of T Opera Department remain:

January 26 (tonight), 27 and 29, at 8 pm. If

you're still looking for tickets, try Monday.
Tonight at 7 pm the Early Music Group
and fhe Poculi Ludique Societas of U of T
plans to re-enact the Coronation of Henry
V at Trinity College Chapel at 8 pm. A
repeat performance will take place Satur-

day evening. The Coronation ceremonies

are to be followed by a Mass for the King.

No admission charge, no tickets required.

The Toronto Dance Theatre is having a
piano recital on Sunday. January 28, at

8:30 pm. Who knows who the pianist is,

but the works are by Bach, Haydn,
Chopin, Ann Southan, Ravell, Copeland
and Rachmaninoff.

movies
Fair warning: this may be the last week

to catch, no, not London flu but Eric

Rohmer's sixth and last moral tale Chloe
in the Afternoon, at CineCity.

The Roxy this week has some good
films, starting tonight with Tony Rlchar-
don's version of Hamlet, with what is

supposed to be an astounding portrayal of

the unhappy prince of Denmark by the

volcanic Nichol Williamson. Monday night

Antonioni's masterpiece L'Avventura, a
film released in 1960 that made almost the

splash on filmmaking that Citizen Kane
did in 1941. It's not as likeable as Kane,
which is no reason not to go see it.

Francois Truffaut's The Wild Child is

playing Tuesday and Wednesday with The
Whisperers.

Marcel Ophuls' very great documentary
The Sorrow and the Pity will be playing

Tuesday and Wednesday at the Ontario
Science Centre. We've mentioned this one
before, and will certainly do so again.

Tonight and tomorrow at St. Mikes'
Robert Altman's M.A.S.H. will be shown.
Need we say more?

All this week at the Avenue Cinema you
can see Rohmer's fifth (and penultimate)
moral tale, Claire's Knee, along with Truf-

faut's Bed and Board. Two very civilized

comedies, so bring a thermos of black
coffee, very strong.

poetry
A series of five "alternative poetry"

workshops is being presented at Holy
Trinity Church, beginning on Tuesday
January 30 at 8 p.m. The workshops
(sponsored by LINK — a group of Cana-
dian poets) hope to feature Milton Acorn
and Doug Feathering in open access
discussions.

The first workshop, on Tuesday, will

deal with "Poetry — In Search of
Definifion".

Holy Trinity Church is two blocks south
of Dundas, west off Yonge. For in-
formation, call 362-4521.

Editor Ulli Diemer

Assoc. Editor Bill Macvicar

theatre eleanor coieman
movies bob bossin

pop allan mandell

art jan scott

music ian scott

books bill macvicar

Ian and Sylvia are making a live appearance
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Yonge Street's future perused by meeting
By BRIAN CRUCHLEY

"If a lit tie old lady wants to see a

dirty movie, she has a right to."

This is a comment that Michael

Hertzman oT United Clothing, a

store on Yonge Street, made at a

meeting of 35 people at Holy Trinity

Church Wednesday night.

The topic under discussion was

"The Future of Yonge Street" but

most of the talk revolved around

pornography and morality.

In commenting on the nude and
semi-nude pictures which are often

displayed as come-ons Tor the

massage parlours and blue movies,

Major George Clarke of the Salva-

tion Army's Albert Street Temple

was aghast.

"If the Lord walked along Yonge
Street he would be shocked to see

sexual acts displayed so openly," he

said.

Peter Kellner, a Toronto resident,

said he likes Yonge Street the way it

is. He didn't feel the sex shops had

made him "perverse or weird".

However, Peter Clark, of Clark's

Shoes, said Yonge Street needs to be

cleaned up. People should be able to

use the street without being hassled

by panhandlers, unlicensed vendors

and handbill distributors, he said.

"People are panhandling because

welfare is not adequate," replied

Eilerl French s, United Church

chaplain at Hart House and
secretary of the Confederation of

Resident and Ratepayer
Associations.

An architect said he didn't want
to see Yonge Street turn into "one
long room", referring to the Eaton
Fairview development, planned to

stretch- from Dundas to Queen

Street.

Frerichs also favours low-rise

development and the renovation of

old buildings to the construction of

high-rises.

Yonge Street is made lively and
colourful by the leather-work and
candle merchants who peddle their

wares right on the sidewalk, in

French's view.

Sam Sniderman, of Sam the

Record Man, wants to get rid of the

street people.

"We must remove the street

people and have a well-ordered,

well-policed street for happy normal
people. There is no freedom without

order," he said.

Spotlight on Honest Ed Mirvish
By DON MOWAT

"I try to do things as simply as

possible," said department store

king Ed Mirvish yesterday after-

noon. Mirvish, owner of Honest

Ed's department store, the Royal
Alexandra Theatre and the Ed's
Warehouse restaurant, spoke at the

weekly Thursday Noon on the
Square meeting, held in Holy Trini-

B.Y.O.B.

Bring a winnev.

Okfcobepfesfc
Real imported flavour in a great Canadian beer.

ty Church,

Referring to the business world,

Mirvish warned: "There's no doubt

it's a jungle; it's very competitive."

He attributes some of his business

success to the fact that he tries to be

close to the people he works with.

"For me, it's a way of life that i

enjoy, perhaps because I was born

into it."

From his contact with the theatre

industry, Mirvish noted that there is

"a great shortage of product," and

that "this is becoming more and

more acute with each passing year."

Mirvish termed live theatre "a feast

or famine business."

On the subject of his competitor,

the O'Keefe Centre, he noted that

"government theatre is unsuccessful

everywhere on this continent."

(O'Keefe is owned — and subsidized

— by Metro Toronto.)

Mirvish. who substantially

renovated the Royal Alexandra,

urged Toronto to preserve its old

buildings, "or we'll be living in a city

that looks like a hospital."

Referring to the old Holy Trinity

Church he stated, "There's warmth
here that we don't "get from a

skyscraper."

He revealed plans for a new
restaurant to be called "Old Ed's",

which will offer full-course meals for

two dollars. All of the waiters are to

be over 60 years of age.

Police Poodle

Podnick promotes

paper publicly

A debate slated for yesterday on
whether The Varsity should cease

publication was called off
Wednesday, when opposition to the

paper's existence bowed out.

Heartened by the apparently

unanimous support for the paper.

Varsity staff members have agreed

to continue publishing.

"Probably no one could be found

who opposes The Varsity's rigorous

and devastating attacks on
hypocrisy, injustice and bad guys,"

said Robert Bettson, a former

member of the prestigious Hart

House debates committee, which

organized the abortive match.

"I'm really encouraged by the

way students have demonstrated

their support for the paper," said

Varsity editor Alex Podnick last

night.

"Once again this shows that direct

action always wins," smiled Pod-

nick. "The direct inaction Varsity

opponents showed when they

refused to debate, is simply the flip

side of direct action.

"It's all dialectical," Podnick said

dialectically.

The cancellation caught Varsity

supporters off balance. Pro- Varsity

debaters had amassed a mass of

statistical evidence to prove that the

newspaper actively benefits the con-

tinuation of our free-enterprise

economy.

Capitalism is only kept alive by

military spending and conspicuous

consumption induced by advertising,

according to noted economist Paul

Sweezy.

And The Varsity, by advertising

luxury items such as beer, jobs and

SAC, does its bit to keep this ar-

tificial demand up.

"Chee," said Podnick. "I didn't

know we were so important. It's nice

to be pari of something so big."
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WINTER CARNIVAL
at SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE

1 FRIDAY Jan. 26

f PUB ALL DAY
7:00 P.111.

- JOHN ARPIN (ragtime pianist) 1

I MOVIES ALL NIGHT STARTING AT 1 0:30

- MASH
- PLAY IT AGAIN SAM
- ODD COUPLE
- DUCK SOUP
- MY LITTLE CHICKADEE

| PLUS HOUSE BAND

"DENNY & THE B0YS
M
Belween Movies |

1 SAT. Jan. 27
I FOLKSINGERS ALL DAY IN COFFEE SHOP

- KAREN & DAVID
- ARNOLD CELSI
- BOB HALPERIN WITH HARLEY LINDEN 1

- NORM HACKING
ALL DAY ATHLETIC & CREATIVE CONTESTS

1 0:30 p.m.

MURRAY MCLAUGHLIN, cce,

TICKETS:
S3.00 For All Weekend

AVAILABLE AT DOWNTOWN SAC OFFICE AND SHERMANS RECORDS
MORE INFORMATION 204-3244 - SCAR. COLLEGE. 1205 MILITARY TRAIL
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Hockey Blues outplay Waterloo, 7-3
By PETER DUX

' Varsity Blues skated to their 10th

league victory Wednesday night

handing Waterloo Warriors a 7-3

defeat. The score was not indicative

of the play, with Toronto having to

rely heavily on goalie Bruce Durno

to keep Varsity in the game.

The second period saw Blues

come from a l-O deficit with four

unanswered goals to decide the

;ame's outcome. Neil Korzach

oegan the scoring at the 3:45 mark

with a slap shot, using Kent Ruhnke

as a decoy on a two on one rush.

At 6: 1 7 McFarlane took the puck

from Durno (who was awarded an

assist on the play) rushed up the ice,

and passed to Herridge on the lip of

the crease for the go-ahead goal.

A combination of good checking

ind skating by Blues, and a dazed

Jake Dupuis from a Munro shot

which caught him on the facemask,

allowed Toronto to dominate this

period.

In contrast, the initial frame saw

Warriors check the Blues in their

own end and, despite Varsity out-

shooting Waterloo, Warriors were

the team in control. Everything was

going wrong for Toronto — passes

didn't click, no one was skating and

shots were hitting the cross bar. If

not for Durno's valiant efforts Blues

would have been further behind

going into the second period.

The third period saw Waterloo

slow down, allowing Toronto to

skate around Warriors' net un-

harmed. Frustated by then,

Bob Munro scored on a breakaway Wednesday night to make the score 6-2 for Toronto.

Warrior's style precipitated two out-

breaks of shoving which officials

kept under control.

Blues Notes. . . . Warrior's forgot

their jerseys Wednesday and had to

play in Varsity's old sweaters.

Anyone coming in late was no doubt

confused by Blues being in white and

Waterloo in blue?, . . this was the

third meeting of the season between

these two clubs with Toronto win-

ning all three games. . . Buffalo

scouts were at the game Blues

play Carlton tonight at 8 pm at

Varsity Arena.

Toronto 7 Waterloo 3

First Period

I. Waterloo. Smith (Slinson. Nickleson) 5:05

Penalties — Morris (W), 16:25, Pagnulli (T), 7. Toronto. Davics (McFarlane, Herridge)

19:45 ft: 17

Second Period

2. Toronto. Korzach (Anderson) 3:45

3. Toronto. Herridge (McFarlane. F Durno)

4. Toronto. Buba (Munro. Lcroy) 12:40

5. Toronto. Setns( Davits) 19:48

Penalties— Sems (T) 8:45. Stubcl (W) 10:27

Third Period

fi. Waterloo, Guimond (Paleczny, Barnes) 0:27

s. Waterloo. Palcczny (Guimond, Elliott) 7:43

9 Turonto. Munro(Milnes) 10:03

10. Toronto. Korzack (Pagnutli. Keenanl

15:15

Penalties — Korzack (T), Leroy (T).

Htmkshaw (W) 7:20. Staubilz (W) 19:05.

Shots on goal by

Waierluo II 9 6-26
Toronto 16 17 17 - 50

SGS loses two in interfaculty basketball

Composed of diverse players from

varied backgrounds. School of

Graduate Studies found its playoff

hopes, albeit temporarily, thwarted

as it dropped two games in in-

terfaculty basketball this week. SGS
losses to PHE A (78-67) and Meds

(78-45) kept the team in a lie with

PHE B in the fourth and final

playoff spot in Division I B.

SGS stayed close all the way until

the final moments when PHE pulled

away. PHE's Eric Quackenbush,

coming off a one year layoff, proved

too much for the slower SGS
forwards, scoring 30 points.

Assisting Eric was Ron Pugi (he of

the blue dress shoes) with 12 points.

SGS was led by Jimmy Maroosis

(23 points) and Ron Podesta (14).

The Meds game, however, was a

sportalk
Women's archery team plays at

Queen's today in the OWIAA
Archery Tournament. The Toronto

team will be defending its

title . . . women's senior basketball

team is in the York Borough City

Tournament today and
tomorrow . . . basketball Blues

travel to Ottawa for a game with

Carleton University tonight and

then the University of Ottawa

tomorrow evening . . . women's

diving team will participate in an

invitational meet at Laurentian

University tomorrow . . . women's

synchronized swim team will travel

to Western for a meet
tomorrow . . .women's intermediate

basketball, and volleyball teams will

be at Trent for games
tomorrow . . . men's swim team

hosts Ottawa this evening at 7:30 in

the Benson Building and then travels

to McMasler tomorrow for an in-

vitational meet . . . hockey Blues

will meet Carleton Ravens at the

arena this evening at 8 pm. Radio

Varsity will carry the game live at

8:20 AM in residence . . . men's

fencers are at Windsor tomorrow for

an invitational tournament . . . and

men's squash team is in the U.S. this

weekend, competing against teams

at Trinity and Yale, and Amherst

and Bowdoin.

Mills on Bridge

West

SK75
H J9

D KI0
C K97543

North

SQ92
H 6542

DQ98
C J86

South

S A863
H K82
D543
CA AQI0

East

S J 108

H AQ107
D AJ762

C2

The Bidding:

South West

1 S!

3S!
2C
pass

2S!
pass

East

1 H
3D!

pass

West found the perfect opening

lead of the king of diamonds,

followed by the ten. This was over-

taken by the jack, and then ace of

diamonds, on which West threw the

jack of hearts.

East now switched to the two of

clubs, on which South made his only

real mistake of the hand by ducking.

West rose with the king, and

played another club, which East

ruffed. East cashed the ace of hearts,

upon which West completed his

high-low "echo" with the nine. A

heart was ruffed, followed by a club

ruff. The remaining cards were:

different story, SGS was never in the

game. Tom Barker (18 points) and

Ron Sternberg (13) were the leading

scorers for Meds (perhaps the best

team in interfac ball now that

St. Mike's has lost the services of its

fine centre, John Henninger, via a

freak accident).

Steve Silberlund with 16 points

and Jimmy Maroosis with 12 points

were SGS' leading point getters.

SGS' appearance in the first

division this season is the brainchild

of Maroosis, a former Brooklyn

playgrounder, who felt there was

enough talent in the graduate school

to pose a serious threat to other

teams in the first division. Although

SGS seems to possess talent, the

learn has suffered from a severe lack

of discipline and organization.

Hence, they have not realized their

potential and are struggling to make

the playoffs as a result.

Victoria College gained sole

possession of first place in Division I

B by defeating Sr. Engineering 64-

56 yesterday, and, in the process,

dropped the engineers lo third place

behind Vic and Erindale (a 107-53

winner over the PHE B Wednesday

night).

Down 29-28 al halftime, Vic

stormed out to reel off 10 straight

points at the beginning of the second

half to take charge of the game.

Vic's zone press took its toll of the

engineers as Vic employed to main-

tain an 8-12 point lead throughout

the second half.

Steve Mills, wearing borrowed

gym shorts, scored 14 points for Vic

with Gord Wicher and Dave John

adding 13 and 11, respectively. Uri

Siksna hooped 1 2 points for Sr.Eng.

This hand actually happened

recently in a common room bridge

game, The bidding was fairly stan-

dard for common room bridge, the

chief feature being an overcall based

on a four-card suit.-

S K7
C975

SQ92
H65

SA863
H8

SJ
H Q10
D62

East cashed the queen of hearts.

and then played the ten. South

ruffed low and West over-ruffed.

A club was ruffed by the nine in 2
dummy, jack by East and six by §

South. A further diamond lead en- |*

sured that West would score his now £
singleton king of spades, and at last g
South got his only trick with the ace %
of spades. %
The defense had done their best, E

but couldn't prevent the ace of

trump from taking a trick!

Two of Toronto's younger boxers went at It at halftime of the exhibition

boxing match Wednesday at Hart House.
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Hoch unmasks spectator sports as escapist
Rip Oft the Big Game:

The Exploitation of Sports by the Power

Elite

by Paul Hoch
Doubleday and Company, Inc. (Anchor

Books)

Garden City, New York

$2.15

Last March, fourteen hours before

Metro police evicted students from the

Senate Chamber, acting president John

Sword joined about 5.000 other hockey

nuts in Varsity Arena to watch 34 students

commit legal mayhem on each other in a

traditional pastime known as ice hockey.

Before 5,000 "fans". York and Toronto

"fought it out" (or the OUAA cham-

pionship. The 5.000 largely ignored the

university's policy of unequal access In

favour of the diversion at the arena. One
can only speculate as to whaf effect an

additional 5,000 people sitting in at Sim-

coe Hall might have had on changing the

library policy.

Nevertheless, at a time of crisis

affecting everyone within the university

community — virtually everyone has to

use the library at some point during un-

iversity years — the modern-day
"gladiators" (read "hockey players") were

providing a needed — by the university

administration — escape.

At university, you are apparently

supposed to feel immune to societal

pressures so that you can get a degree,

have a good time, and leave, ready-made
to be meshed into the societal grid.

Sometimes the university's socialization

process fails. It failed with Paul Hoch.

Hoch, author of Rip Off the Big Game:
The Exploitation of Sports by the Power
Elite analyzes the "world of sport" in

relation to the North American society in

which it exists. Presently at Oberlin

College, Ohio, Hoch lectures on the

political sociology of sport in the Depart-

ment of Physical Education.

Although the subject of sports as a

"drug" appears at several points

throughout the book, Hoch has devoted a

full chapter to the broader implications of

the escapism of the sport-entertainment

industry. He views sport as directly linked

with the preservation of the status quo. as

a static force linked to an unprogressive.

unchanging society.

Spectator sport is one area of the

established liberal democratic "smoker-
screen" used to prevent people from
believing that there is anything seriously

wrong with their society. Sport has
become an object to be manipulated for

the good of the few (the money-makers) at

the expense of the many. As Hoch says, "It

is much easier to think about the 'long

bomb' that scored the winning touchdown
than the one that killed fifty Vietnamese
peasants". Or, even the napalm produced
in Canada by Canadians working for

American branch-plants that was used to

kill in Vietnam,

Sports spectacles tend to frustrate the
solution of pressing social problems by
providing individuals with a temporary
escape, but the games do nothing to deal
with these problems per se. Sports
"shows" also provide the individual with "a
distorted frame of reference or identifica-

tion which encourages them to look for

solutions through patently false channels",
according to Hoch. That is, spectators are
so swept up in the emotion of the sports
event that they tend to lose awareness of

what is happening to them, instead iden-
tifying -"with the values and personalities
being communicated from the field". In

this way, a person is drugged out of

attacking the status quo (with the goal of
improving it) and into accepting society for

what it is.

However, Hoch emphasizes that there is

no "planned conspiracy" as such in the

sense of "a directorate of political fun-

ctionaries" deciding how to brainwash the

public. But. it exists in the sense that most

team sports we play developed historically

in the elite private schools of those who
control our society, and therefore, as a

consequence, reflect the values of that

elite.

There is the danger that Hoch's book

may turn the reader off because of

the academic manner in which he

analyzes sport. However, the analysis is

backed up with fact, and, as Hoch said in a

conversation last week, "I'd already gone

through the jock thing." In a Toronto radio

interview, he added that he played football

in high school, and basketball and track in

graduate school.. So, he is not anti-

athletic.

In the Introduction to Rip Oft by Oberlin

athletic director Jack Scott, the warning is

given that in the past "attacks on sports by

critics outside the sports world only

served to heighten group solidarity among
sportsmen". Scott says. "This book is

neither an attack on sports nor on

America. It is, in fact, a defence of both,

against their perversion by forces less

interested in sport than in their own con-

tinued wealth and power.

Part of Hoch's sport philosophy is that

"there is a clearly a certain artistry in a

well-played game of ball, in the
smoothness with which the players move
around the field, and the deftness with

which they execute their moves.
Moreover, they are likely to derive im-

portant physical and psychological

benefits from the game, provided that the

external incentives toward intense com-
petition are not such that they completely

swamp out the enjoyments of the game
itself."

After clarifying where he stands with

relation to the concept of sport, Hoch
moves on to a detailed exploration of the

relations between sports and the
developing capitalist society in which they

operate, the ways in which both players

and fans are socialized for production and
consumption, for their roles on the
assembly line and, generally, to be docile

citizens of a materialistic, racist, and male-
dominated society.

Hoch's method of analysis of "sports" is

historical materialist in nature, delving into

the political economy of the "sports
world". He justifies the method, saying
that to discover how the character of

sports is shaped and influenced by its

social system and how, in turn, these
sports influence the development of the

system and the people living under it, one
must employ a method which brings
political economy into the open.

From this launching point, Hoch
believes, "We can, then, see how different

sports, the sports industry, and the
ideology of sports, arose as a con-
sequence of the developing material con-
ditions of capitalist society, and how the
sports industry functioned to facilitate the
smoothness of autoritarian capitalist class
relations generally; how it helped socialize

workers for their coglike roles on the
assembly lines; how it built upon a sym-
biotic relationship with the developing
mass media industry; how sports and the
media helped socialize workers to think of

themselves mainly as passive consumers;
how sports spread the poisons of com-
petitiveness, elitism, sexism, nationalism,
militarism, and racism — all of which have
kept the international working class
divided against itself; and, finally, how
there has developed within the sports
world a movement of athletes to build a
more human society".

Rip off the 'Big Game differs radically

from other academic works in its ap-
proach to the subject. Up to this time, the
authors of sports books have studied the

place of sport in society and how well

sport serves to the existing social system

when confronted with its "functional

problems ot adaptation, attaining collec-

tive goals (imposed from the top of the

social structure), assuring continuity of

beliefs and orientations, training, integrat-

ing, and coordinating". Hoch's book beaks
with academic tradition in criticizing and
challenging the established views of

and its relation to society.

Hoch traces the manipulation of the

sporting ethic from the time of the rise of

monopoly capitalism (about 1870 in the

United' States and probably after World

War I in Canada). Furthermore, it should

be obvious to most people at university

that "the character of what passes for

'play' is decisively shaped by the social

system in which it occurs; and so, too, are

both the players' and the 'non-players' ".

"We may well wonder," Hoch adds,

"whether the production of sports spec-

tacles... has all that much in common with

the play of primitive peoples, or whether it

is, in fact, something qualitatively

different, something more readily un-

derstandable in the language of money
and profit than in the myths of good, clean

— workers' control, that is, not govern-

ment control — and there would be no

distinction between players and fans.

Hoch believes, "Nearly everyone would

become a player, and we would have a

drastic reorientation from spectator to

participation sports (and centring on the

kinds of sports that both men and women
could take part in together.)"

One can only begin to scratch the

surface of Hoch's research in a review.

Nevertheless, it is a complete, soundly-

based analysis of sport and its

relationship to our society. Hoch has used

numerous Canadian examples which

show that Canadian society has its

similarities with its counterpart in the

United States. And, moving from the

provincial to national level, Hoch even

looks at the purpose and function of

today's Olympic games.
The concluding chapter of the book

knits together the threads of emotionalism

that one finds hard to ignore while reading

the book, and also attempts to make a

political point. Hoch believes that society

is polarizing and the choice lies between

socialism orfacism. One wonders whether

this is true of the early 1970's. The sixties

The halftime shows often prove to be more entertaining than the games at U of T.

fun and games."
Rip Off analyzes in some detail the

"socialization" of the player for "produc-
tion", and the socialization of the spectator
for consumption of the sports spectacles
and products, for, as everyone knows,
sport has become big business." The
players must, above all. have a "positive
attitude", not be "trouble makers" by
questioning or criticizing the coach. One
must win, and, never mind that one's
performance and individual satisfaction

may have tremendously improved over
the previous game, you still lost, and that's

all that counts. However. — and it must be
emphasized — Hoch says that "to give
coaches their due it must be admitted that

tnere Is a distinctly right-wing flare in

many a football fan's eye."
Hoch makes some reference to

American university intercollegiate sports.
Although the pressures in Canada have
not reached the stage they are at south of
the border, it would be advisable to read
his words. "The money now spent." he
says, "on varsity teams and intercollegiate
sports. . could be spent on intramural
sports aimed at making everyone a player.
If everyone was out playing they would
have much less time to be fans. And if they
had fulfilling, creative jobs, they wouldn't
need to look for the pseudo-satisfaction of
being fans."

Ideally, in a socialist society, players
would have control over their own teams

were, granted, a time of intense polariza-

tion and confrontation, but this later

brought a large right-wing reaction.

Change is now being attempted within

"the system" much more than during the

previous decade. Hoch is an optimist in

believing that polarization is coming
about. He is not as caught up in the

student politics of the 1960's however, as
his statement might indicate. For example,
he admitted in a Toronto radio interview
last week that "the time for screaming in

the streets was over about three years
ago". Rip Off the Big Game should not be
interpreted as an attempt "to get people
into the streets."

In the final analysis. Hoch realizes that

the oppressed groups in society all have
the one thing in common — their oppres-
sion — and that divisiveness can only
harm the struggle for a better, more
human life. Sport is seen as only one
interacting component of a broad society.

He says, "There is, of course, no such
thing as jock liberation, apart from the
more general cultural revolution in society
as a whole, apart from black liberation,

women's liberation, the student's and
worker's control movements. The cultural

revolution in sports is nothing more nor
less than the reflection of these larger

movements in society as a whole. It can be
no more successful than their combined
effectiveness."

Bob Gauthier
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Women should

reject parties,

says feminist
•'We must look on politics in

terms of power relationships not in

terms of parties. All the present

parties are male dominated" said

feminist Alene Gregory Saturday.

"I have never worked in a party and

I won't do anything myself for any

party."

Gregory was speaking to an all

women seminar on women in

politics at the Ontario Conference

on Women at Victoria College. She

charged that an economic revolution

is not enough. "The women in the

USSR, Cuba and China are op-

pressed. The socialist revolution

alone is not enough. There must be a

feminist revolution which will make

a person's genitalia irrelevant to his

or her role in society."

Gregory, who was an independent

feminist candidate in the 1972

federal election in Rosedale, was on

a panel with Fiona Nelson, vice-

chairman of the Toronto Board of

Education and Kay Macpherson,

Women for Political Action can-

didate in St. Paul's in the last

election.

Nelson, who has run for the NDP
provincially, disagreed with

Gregory. "You can achieve

something inside the system," she

insisted. The Toronto board has

passed all four of my committee's

recommendations.

"Now Toronto has day care for

all its employees, part lime work is

emphasized, there is pairing of

teachers to allow women to take

care of domestic obligations and

men will benefit."

She added that women must fight

to achieve change despite "male
chauvinist pigs like my partner (Bil

Charlton) in Ward 5 who beat a

woman by 28 voles and last year

continually used his position as

chairman of the board to snipe at

my committee."

Gregory agreed that women
should struggle for more power in

decision-making, but she said "we
are only now at the level of par-

ticipation oT twenty years ago. We
have a right and an obligation to

participate."

Macpherson maintained that it

was best for females to work within

I he system for women's rights.

When interviewed later by The Var-

sity she said that it was important

for men to work with women for

their own liberation. She disliked

Ihe tendency some liberationists

have in leaving men out of their

Fiona Nelson (right) and Kay Macpherson (left) listen to question from spectator at Saturday's

conference on women.

solutions.

Any advances in women's rights

she added, have come from pressure.

"1 doubt if the five women elected in

parliament can adquately represent

the women in Canada."

Several women from the seminar
disagreed with all the speakers.

They said the feminist revolution

must be preceeded by a socialist

revolution or it won't mean any-

thing. This seemed to become a

refrain of questioners.

The speakers, especially Gregory

criticized this approach. She
charged "Marxist analysis is con-

ceived by a man. It does not apply to

women. Executives' wives are op-

pressed too. It is good but within its

limits."

Gregory believes that it*s the

society that is the cause of women's

oppression and the society is male

dominated. "For that reason, I am a

man-hater," she said.

"I have to hale men because they

are a pretty bad bunch," she con-

tinued. Some women claim that

their husbands are liberated but

these same men oppress women
away from the marriage relation-

ship she explained.

Gregory is not interested in

transforming women into op-

pressors but advocates eliminating

the differences between the sexes

through feminist revolution. "The
point of being male or female is

immaterial," she said.

The image of woman needs to be

changed and Gregory believes that a

slogan that men object to is one way
of commencing the change. She

recommends. "Woman is Strong".

"Men are never going to be our

allies".

Service employees will demonstrate today
A demonstration by fellow

workers to support 1 1 laid off U of

T groundsmen will take place at

noon today outside the U of T
personnel office at 215 Huron
Street.

A meeting of about 75 members

of the U of T Service Employees'

International Union Saturday voted

unanimously in favour of the

demonstration after learning that

the university had not yet agreed to

rehire the men and lay off 11 in

reverse order of seniority across the

university.

Student support, while not being

solicited, will be welcome.

A hearing Friday by U of T
labour relations manager John

Parker of the union's grievance was

to be continued today. SEIU Local

204 business agent Don Barclay said

yesterday that if the matter is not

resolved to the union's satisfaction

today, the union will hold a bigger

demonstration tomorrow at Simcoe

Hall and may consider pulling

workers off their jobs.

"It's just too serious a matter to

let the university procrastinate on

it," Barclay said.

The union had made its case

Friday that the men, who were

temporarily laid off because there

was no snow for them to shovel,

should not have been laid off solely

from the grounds department.

Rather the II workers across the

university who had worked the least

amount of time (as the union

claimed was provided for in the

contract), should have been laid off.

The university maintains that the

university-wide seniority clause in

the contract does not apply to tem-

porary layoffs.

The university agreed with the

union that a posted notice of the

layoff with the minimum five days'

notice was insufficient. Accordingly,

the workers are not scheduled to be

laid off until the end of tomorrow,

five working days after individual

Tomorrow's students general

meeting to discuss the fees strike,

will start at noon in the Medical

Sciences auditorium.

The meeting will bring viewpoints

on the fees strike from SAC, the

Ontario Federation of Students and

students from other universities into

focus, and is expected to have a

large influence on SAC's decision on

whether to continue the strike.

SAC will be meeting in the

Meeting Place at Scarborough

College at 7 pm, under the threat of

further disruptions. Although in

past SAC has arranged Tor a bus to

take representatives and interested

students to SAC meetings at the

suburban colleges, SAC vice-

president John Helliwell said yester-

day there would be no bus

tomorrow.

letters were sent out.

Although Parker will legally have

until next Monday to make his

decision known, Barclay says the

union will keep pressing for an early

decision because the layoffs are to

take effect tomorrow.

He called it a "precedent-setting

case" on whether U ofT will honour

the contract, which was negotiated

last fall.

The general meeting will feature

SAC president Eric Miglin and OFS
general coordinator Craig Heron,

said Helliwell. There will also

probably be students from Brock

and York Universities, where
students have recently occupied ad-

ministration buildings in support of

demands related to cutbacks in

education spending, and from Trent,

which faces a massive budget deficit.

SAC's threat to take out an
injunction against disruptions at

tomorrow's meeting has apparently

abated.

The executive failed to muster a

quorum at its planned meeting
yesterday, and thus an earlier

suggestion to take out an injunction

was not raised.

Helliwell said last night that it

was "unlikely" that the executive

Even if the university agrees to

rehire the workers and makes no

layoffs. Barclay will not be satisfied

until it admits it has acted in-

correctly. He cited arbitrated

precedents, the contract, and
dialogue during its negotiation as his

part of the case against the uni-

versity's action.

Although lack of snow was cited

by the university as the cause for the

would move to prevent further dis-

ruptions, which stopped the last two

SAC meetings from effectively

covering a significant amount of

their agendas.

At each meeting, members of the

Canadian Liberation Movement-

dominated Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee heckled and

physically disrupted deliberations.

Education commissioner George

Strathy. who had been looking into

the possibility of obtaining an in-

junction, said last night he is con-

sidering moving a motion at

tomorrow's meeting to continue the

fees strike by encouraging students

cither to put their second term fees

money in a trust fund or to withhold

ii individually.

Asked what trust fund was meant

by the resolution, he replied.

layoffs, Barclay reported that the

union also made a case to Parker

that there was a sufficient amount of

work to be done that to keep on

many of the employees.

One of the suggestions was that

much of the work involved in

pruning trees, which is contracted

out, could be done by the uni-

versity's grounds crew.

"presumably the CLM-SSSC trust

fund."

He explained that he wanted to

"put an end to the conflict between

SAC and CLM", as there has been

too much debate on tactics.

SSSC chairman Peter Havers

says in a letter in today's Varsity

that such a motion would be accept-

able to the committee.

Strathy admitted he was not even

convinced that the fees strike should

continue, because he had always

maintained it was an ineffective

lactic.

Emphasis should be shifted to

future changes in educational finan-

cing, such as the report on post-

secondary education, he said.

However, he said he would wait

until the general meeting to assess

student reaction.

Fees strike meeting tomorrow
at noon; SAC decides later
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
11 am

Tickets lor "Little Me" are on sale at

Wymilwood. until 2 pm.
noon

Seeds ot Liberation: a discussion with

Brian Gazley on a Student Christian Move-

ment conference held In London, England

In January 1973 At the SCM Office Hart

House
Careortalks: A discussion regarding Ihe

academic requirements, various duties

and employment opportunities within Ihe

Held of Nursing, will be held at Cody Hall.

Till 2 pm.
5 pm

The Stop Ihe Student Surcharge

Commiltee Is holding a meeting lo discuss

Ihe fees strike over the next week. At the

Inlernatlonal Student Centre, Pendarves

Boom.
6:30 pm

Hillel Kosher supper: please reserve by 5

pm al Hillel House, 186 St. George Slreel.

8 pm
Interested In working overseas for two

years? Talk about II at the Canadian

University Service Overseas Information

meeting on Africa and Asia. Film on Papua

and New Guinea. Pendarves Lounge. I.S.C.

33 St George Street

Advanced Conversational Hebrew a!

Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

Drama Workshop at Hillel House. 186 St.

George Street.

The City of Toronto Buildings and

Developments Committee meets tonight to

discuss rezonlng applications for Windlass.

Ouebec-Gothlc and St. James Town.

Deputations from concerned cltliens will

be heard.

9 pm
The Lile and Hard Times of Norman

Numbnotz. On Radio Varsity — 820 AM on

campus and 96.3 on Rogers Cable FM.

9:30 pm
Conversational Hebrew for beginners al

Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

TUESDAY
11 am

Tlckels are on salB for "Little Me", the

Victoria College major musical production.

Until 2 pm at Wymllwood.

noon
SAC-sponsored general student meet-

ing to discuss tactics for future action

in the campaign to stop educational cut-

backs. Medical Sciences Auditorium. Until

two.

The U of T Baha'i Club is holding a

fireside chat in Sidney Smith 2047.

Everyone welcome.

1 pm
Careertalks: On-Campus Interviews are

Over and I don't have a Job Now
What? Representatives from the Career

Counselling and Placement Centre will

outline the various means by which
students can use our Centre, as well as

initiate their own job hunt campaign.

McLennan Physics 202.

4:30 pm
Meeting lor those planning to compete

lor Ihe Varsity sailing team. Harl House.

North Sitting Room.
5:30 pm

Varsity Christian Fellowship — This

week in Wymilwood's Music Room, Des-

mond Hum will be speaking on the topic:

The Importance and Relationship ol

Prayer. Bible study and Fellowship.

Everyone is welcome to attend.

6:30 pm
Hlllel's Kosher supper: please reserve by

5 pm.
7 pm

Guitar Workshop for beginners at Hillel

House. 186 St. George Street.

B:1 S pm
Advanced Guitar Workshop at Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

8:30 pm
Hamlei by Shakespeare, at Ihe Harl

House Theatre. Directed by Marlin Hunter.

Tlckels: $2.50: students; $1.25. Reser-

vations al Box Olflce (928-8668).

Evangelist defends Christ
By VALERIE TATE

Evangelist Leighlon Ford defend-

ed his claim that Jesus Christ

is Ihe son of God in three lectures at

Convocation Hall last week.

Sponsored by about 15 campus

religious groups, the brother-in-law

of Billy Graham drew 750 to 800

peoplc.many of them non-Christians

according to organizer Bill Scad-

ding, to his lectures on the theme

"Jesus on Trial".

According to Ford, each gener-

ation tries anew the claims of

Jesus Christ. The purpose of his

lectures was lo present clearly and

concisely these claims, the evidence

Tor and against, and lo reach a

verdict about him.

The first lecture asked the

question, "Who is Jesus Christ?"

Ford says that the real Christ has

been buried under centuries of

ethnic charicaturization. Thus, there

was Christ, the revolutionary:

Christ, the establishment freak;

black Christ; WASP Christ, and

countless others.

Ford denies these pictures of

Christ, saying that Jesus is the

"Truth", the "image of the invisible

God" come to earth so that man
might comprehend God.

Although Jesus was a Jew, he is a

"God for all nations", for his teach-

ings and his influence are universal,

Ford added.

The second lecture dealt with the

evidence to support these claims. He
began with the historial records of

Christ's existance and ministry, and
went on to discuss the reliability of

the Biblical texts. Then he con-

sidered the claims that Christ was

either a fraud or a lunatic and found

ihem inconsistanl with his life and

influence.

Further proof, says Ford, may be

found in the personal and, thus,

social influence that Christ
possesses. He cited many cases of

the transformation in people who
came to believe in God, and of the

influence that these Christians have

in the community in the way of

social reform and public service.

Victoria College Music Club presents

liHIc me
a musical by Neil Simon.

HART HOUSE THEATRE, FEBRUARY 6-10
Tickets available 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.

at Wymilwood

Tickets $2.00 and $2.50

While Ford admits that many
atrocities have been committed in

Christ's name, he says that they

were perpetrated by those who had

no personal relationship with the

true God.

Ford didn't expect immediate

conversion. He asked his audience

only to believe as musch as it could

at the beginning, even if it was only

[hat Jesus was just a good man and

teacher. However, he feels that

further investigation into the life and

teachings of this man will un-

doubtedly draw one into full belief

that Jesus is the true God.

"Faith is not belief without

evidence, but committment without

reservations", he says.

Unclassifieds
MUSKRAT COAT, good condilion. size 10-

12 suitable for student, cash only, bargain.

653-4180.

CANOE-TRIPPING: Kipana wilderness

advenlures from 2 lo 3 weeks in length go
to Temagami. northeaslern Quebec, and
the James Bay watershed. Phone 488-5424
for a tree brochure,

ROOM AVAILABLE on campus, al

Dovonshire House. Interested? Phone 928-
2512 tor information

WANTED: translator Russian to English.

Literary quality not required, accuracy ol

meanings essential. Spare time work
acceptable. Reply to: Canadian Books. Box
1210. Gravenhurst. Ontario

MARX BROS. FESTIVAL Fri.. Feb. 2, Duck
Soup, Monkey Business & Coconuts. Sat..

Feb. 3. Animal Crakers. Horse Feathers,

Duck Soup. Room 3154. Med. Scl. Bldg.
Starting 7 30 p.m.

AVAILABLE Feb. first - unfurnished room
in CO-OP home lor woman. Kitchen and
bath shared wilh ihree other people.

$50/mo. Harbord and Spadlna- 962-8776.

MAN, 39, louring Europe. May to Sept.,

in rented van. 2 or 3 others to share ex-

penses, $1,200 - SI .500 each, call 622-
0768 evenings or weekends.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE -

Theses. Essay - French, Latin - Ex-
perienced lypists- Electric typewrllers. 713
Spadina Avenue {South of Bloor) 922-

7624.

ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old
essays? Do you need essays? Phone
ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150.

ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 day
,

Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Stuoy

Weeks) Irom Toronto, Includes jet Iran-

sport, accommodation (doubles), par'les,

discos. Conlact AOSC 44 St. George St.,

Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 or your St ident

Council.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO lo

LONDON Irom S79 one way or $155 return
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC. 44 SL George St., Toronto 5.416-
962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY ANOSAVE_
TRAVELLING IN EUROPE' INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT l.D. card, student
rallpass. car rentals, cheapesl and most
dependable charier flights, camping tours
elc. all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.

George St., Toronlo 5. 416 - 962-B404. (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from S10.00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.
(Between Queen S. Dundas) Excellent
selection of tun furs, trade Ina accepted.
We buy used lurs 363-6077 Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-fn till 6 pm

INFORMAL DEBATE

RESOLVED THAT CANADA

SHOULD HOARD HER

NATURAL RESOURCES

THURS., FEB. 1

DEBATES ROOM - 2 P.M.

FILM SERIES:

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS

GIOTTO & THE PflE-RENAISSANCE

TODAY
DEBATES ROOM

1-2 P.M. 7-6 P.M.

DEBATE
Resolved that women have no place In

politics."

Hontinrf Visitor:

MARGARET SCRIVENER, M.P.P.

TOMORROW NIGHT
Debitts Room -8:00 P.M.

UNDERWATER CLUB
6:30 P.M. IN THE MUSIC ROOM

LECTURE TONIGHT BY

STAN McCLELLAN
Historical ud Wreck Diving

In tha Great Likes"

AFTERNOON CONCERT

THURSDAY, FEB. 1

THE GENTLMAN AND BOYS

OF ST. SIMONS
4:30 P.M., MUSIC ROOM

NOON CONCERT

WEDS., JAN. 31

DAVID McMURDON

QUARTET

12:00 East Common Room

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
FEBRUARY 4, 8:00 P.M. GREAT HALL
HENIG -ZAFER SCHENKMAN TRIO

3hi5 with

the 54art (House M.U51C

Gonsortiwr)

Wednesday', Jan- *?/

Qavid AcAuraoTD Quartet

f&oo - £a$t Coj7?n?on /(porn

J/ie Sentiemejx and 3o#5
of St. Simon$

4-30 - Siu$ic flooty.

Sunday , cfeb. 4

cftenig -Zajer fchentyrxan Jrio

SOo - $reat&all

YOU'VE GOT IT COMING TO YOU!
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ON

MI-FI STEREO EQUIPMENT
SANS J I. PIONEER, KENWOOO.
SONY. DUAL, TELEFUNKEN ETC
COLOUR TV
ZENITH, RCA, ADMIRAL ETC
CAR-RADIOS AND TAPE PLAYER
ALL MAKES. INCLUDING BLAUPUNKT
AM-FM AND STEREO MODELS.

GIVE US
MAKE

AND MODEL...
WE DO SELL
FOR LESS!

LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL I

THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE
I

KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
112 HARBORD ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OF SPADINA] CLOSE TO U OF T

Victoria University

A memorial service for the late Right
Honourable Lester Bowles Pearson will be
held in Victoria College Chapel on
Wednesday, January 31 at 1:30 p.m. The
service will commemorate particularly the
contribution of Mr. Pearson, formerly
Chancellor of Victoria University, to the
University. The address will be given by
Professor Northop Frye and the newly-
appointed President of Victoria University,
Professor Goldwin S. French, will preside.
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Carry coffin to British office

IRA supporters protest Ulster killings

One hundred demonstrators

delivered a coffin to the British trade

office Saturday, as they marched on

the firsl anniversary of the "Derry

Massacre."

The coffin was commemorating

the 16 civilians who were killed on

Bloody Sunday while marching in

an illegal civil rights demonstration.

IRA supporters hold up banner outside the British trade office on University Avenue. 100

marchers turned out.

Saturday's demonstrators were

opposing repression by the British

army in Ulster and the police in the

south. The leading banner of the

parade said, "Victory to the IRA;

army of the people."

In a press conference Friday,

Sean Keane of the Toronto Irish

Republican Club (who organized the

demonstration) explained: "We're

marching to give moral support to

the people in Ireland, to show them

that the people killed in Derry are

remembered as comrades in the

struggle."

He said that the army actions

against civilians showed how
desperate they are, that suppression

of the IRA would not succeed. "You
can put barbed wire around a

revolutionary, but not around a

revolution, so instead they have to

shoot them. The most dangerous

people in the world are the ordinary

people. For they're the ones who'll

bring the government down."

Speaking at the demonstration,

Keane proclaimed that "our
struggle will consist of reconquering

our country acre by acre and river

by river." (The IRC is the Toronto

^ agency of the Official, Marxist wing

< of the IRA.)
5 Ireland's fight, he said, will not

f succeed until it "places power in the

£ hands of the working class."

= At the press conference, Keane

|T described how the IRA wanted "to

S" build solidarity with the ordinary

British people so they won't see us as

crazy Irish men and women fighting

over religion. When we explain it's a

political struggle people
understand."

He noted that the IRA had taken

"action against scab coal" on sale in

Ireland while the British coal miners

were on strike last year.

At the British trade office, Gary

Porter of the League for Socialist

Action urged Canadian workers to

support the Irish proletariat by

demanding nationalization of Cana-

dian businesses which try to destroy

unions in Ireland. He urged the

marchers to "build the broadest

possible movement in support of the

Irish people's struggle."

A speaker for the Old Mole said

that only a united socialist republic

can fully solve the Irish problem. He
referred to James Connally, who

"led a workers' army against both

British imperialism and Irish reac-

tion" in the 1916 Easter Rising in

Dublin.

Defeated mayoral candidate

Nelson Clarke of the Communist

Party attacked British Army actions

in Ireland, and urged support Tor the

movement to establish "an indepen-

dent 32-county republic," which

would include all of Ireland.

Demonstrators follwed Yonge

Street, and Queen Street to reach

the trade office, chanting "End

I n tern men t, north and south,

Ireland for the Irish," "Withdraw

British troops, victory to the Irish",

and "For a 32-county workers'

republic". They were escorted by

several police motorcycles.

Women coll for beffer day core, education
By JOHN CAMPBELL

The final session yesterday of the

Ontario Ci nference on Women
quietly passed motions calling for

improved day care and a better deal

for women i.i education.

The resolutions, taken from

workshops which had debated each

of the topics on Saturday, will be

presented to Ontario Federation of

Students. The federation, sponsors

of the conference, will in turn press

Woman dean cites

grad school bias
By LANNY COOKE

"Girls have been discouraged from going on to graduate school",

charged Victoria College Dean of Women Margaret Penman Saturday.

"This was certainly the case with me," she added.

Penman, also a playwrite and novelist was speaking at a workshop on

women in the arts at the Ontario Conference on Women last weekend at

Victoria College. She believes that men view women writers, musicians and

artists as a threat.

"It's beeen a bad thing for women to become experts in these fields."

Women in the arts have been forced to be amateurs, she claims. They have

not been encouraged or given opportunity to develop their skills.

All the standards are masculine and women must internalize their

reelings, she said. This leads to depression and sometimes to suicide, as in

the cases of Virginia Wolf and Sylvia Plath.

Although Penman believes that women may be able to work in the

forefront or the arts, she stresses that they need the support of society. "It

lakes the support orboth men and women and not a puldown which has been

going on."

June Callwood, a well known Canadian writer also present at the

seminar, said that the route of all women writers is to act as handmaidens.

"Maclean's Magazine hires women as secretaries to train them as writers,"

she charged.

She continued her attack on Maclean's Magazine, saying that they

refused to hire a woman editor. Although the position was open four times in

one year the magazine did not hire the editor of Chatelaine, Doris Anderson,

"a first rale editor," Callwood said.

When women writers are given an uninteresting assignment they are

expected to accept it, But, Callwood continued, "Men are considered ballsy

if they complain." ,

Sculptress Maryon Kantaroff said she believes that most women have

lost the ability to express anger.

"To express anger for a woman is extremely difficult. They most often

redirect their anger in tears."
,

"I don't want to be nice, rational and cool," she said. It s a great

achievement for me to be rude."

Kantaroff has been involved in the woman's movement for three and a

half years and said that feminism has changed her life and her ar

drastically. Before she became involved she refused to accept that

aggressiveness was a part or her nature. As she accepted this trait, my work

started to push out and there were hard straight areas she said

Kanlarorr claims that she is far from being liberated. 1 won t be until

all women are liberated and men are liberated."

the demands with the appropriate

public bodies.

Poor altendence at the Victoria

College session marred the decision-

making process, as few chairpersons

were present to table the resolutions

of their workshops and less than one

quarter of Saturday's 190 people

were present.

The issues of daycare, women's

studies and discrimination in educa-

tion and the professions received

prolonged attention.

The plenary voted to demand that

the government make free, public,

24-hour day care centres available

through either public or private

organizations and provide the Tun-

ding for such centres. Furthermore,

it requested that provincial and

federal child care departments be

established..

To answer objections raised about

the cost of such programs to the

taxpayers, day care workshop

members compared them with the

cost of the public school system 3nd

made suggestion that the money

could be reallocated from defense

spending.

Speaking on this matter as a

member of the Young Socialists,

Sharon Ramualdi said the purpose

or the conference was to indicate

how women feel about day care.

"It's going to be a struggle," she

said. "A struggle in the sense of

taking money from the multi-billion

corporations."

Little disagreement was expressed

over resolutions that women's

studies courses should be available

at all school levels and be open to all

persons "regardless of their qua-

lifications." A motion for "prefe-

rential hiring practices in favour

of equally qualified women" also

passed easily as did one pressing

for the establishment of scho-

larships exclusively for women
— to continue until such limes as

"the present imbalance in

professional fields is corrected."

The session dealt with the

financial dirficullies women at

school experience in a motion which

called for compensatory financial

support for student mothers to

forego a summer job in order to

defray baby sitting costs, and care

for the children at home.

The issue of abortion, which

continually threatened to preoccupy

the meeting, was moved to the last

order of business. At that time,

voles were taken which gave the

conference's support by about a 2 to

I ralio to repeal of the abortion laws

and "the ongoing activities of the

Canadian Women's Coalition for

Repeal of Abortion Laws."

An earlier conference workshop

on women and health education

Tailed to bring resolutions forward

to the plenary because of lack of

agreement between strong pro- and

anti-abortion causes factions. About

1 5 members of Right to Life op-

posing the Canadian Women's
Coalition effectively prevented

debate from coming to any
conclusion.

Don't fire staff, Ryerson told
Ryerson can reduce its current

SI. 3 million deficit by easily paring

administrative cosls before firing

instructors, concludes a Ryerson

Faculty Report released last week.

A shortfall of 600 students last

September created the debt and

administrators announced that 38

instructors may be fired at the end

of April.

The report challenged the

simplistic assumption that when an

educational institution is short of

money it must cut back on teaching

staff, increase the student teacher

ration, and increase the teaching

load in order to 'balance its books'.

With some 43 per cent of the

budget being sent in other areas than

direct teaching cosls and direct

academic administrative costs, it is

possible to make substantial cuts

without interfering with the es-

tablished leaching and learning

functions at Ryerson, concluded

24 page study.

"We wonder why the president's

office requires $467,000, informa-

tion services, $211,700, vice presi-

dent administration $275,200, and a

somewhat lame computing centre

$844,900."

The report maintains the claim by

administration not to need the 38

instructors hired for September

limps in view of the fact the ad-

ministration hired 80 full time

equivalent part lime Tacully at the

same lime. It asks why the 'surplus'

could not absorb some oT the 932

weekly hours taught by part time

faculty during the Tall term.

Primarily the study asked thai

cutback decisions which affect

directly or indirectly the academic

work at Ryerson be made only after

Pull consultation with students, staff

and faculty.

Further recommendations includ-

ed formation of a committee to

study ongoing trends and changes

in the enrolment pattern, a review of

Ryerson entrance requirements, and

a provincial grant system to provide

short term assistance for institulions

making adjustments to the changing

needs and demands of the

community.

Photographic arts arts instructor

Boh Scott and Chairman of the Ad
Hoc Committee said the report

strongly reinforced the faculty posi-

tion that cuthacks be made with

educational and not financial con-

siderations in mind.

Institute president Donald

Mordell said the recommendations

included in the study have already

been implemented by the ad-

ministration and ihe report merely

confirmed their intentions.
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Build upon fees withholding momentum

Step up the struggle against the cutbacks

The Students' Administrative Coun-

cil is finally convening a general

student meeting to discuss tactics to

fight the province's educational cut-

backs, cutbacks which are adversely

affecting the complexion of post-

secondary education in Ontario.

The meeting and the strategy that

may evolve from it does not stem from

the Stop the Student Surcharge Com-

mittee's (SSSC) noisy disruptions of

recent SAC meetings, meetings

scheduled to deal with further action

in this area. Nor, it must be equally

stressed, does it result from a sudden

burst of energy by SAC.

Rather, the meeting is taking place

because Erindale student council

chastized the university's senior stu-

dent government for having dealt with

the issue with less than full

enthusiasm. And, the council,

perhaps recognizing its shortcomings

in this area, acceded to the general

meeting demand with little opposition.

It is indeed regrettable that it took

the Erindale letter and motion to get

council doing something more than

passively encouraging students to

withhold their second term fees. This

is an area where a council truly sen-

sitive to the issues involved and the

interests of its constituents should

have taken the initiative.

(But, it should be remembered that

this council finally did respond to the

discontent recorded in the Erindale

letter.)

Disruptions alone have not kept the

council from taking more decisive

leadership on the cutbacks question.

Admittedly, the pessimism many
members of council felt about the

withholding campaign's chances of

success coloured their willingness or

lack of willingness to get whole-

heartedly involved in organizing any-

thing more substantial than a low

key publicity campaign.

The apparent success that this

unenthusiastic effort has had proves

that the student body supports the

campaign to protest the government's

negative attitude toward post-

secondary education.

What is required now is decisive,

energetic leadership on SAC's part to -

t

ensure that the campaign is not

allowed to wane. The SSSC charges

that SAC plans on calling off the

withholding campaign by the end of

month, plans cleared in advance, they

say, with the administration.

SAC's rationale, according to the

SSSC, is that the campaign has only

been symbolic and there's no point in

alienating the supposedly sym-
pathetic university administration by

prolonging the campaign until the

university begins to feel the pinch.

. Realistically, there can be little

disagreement that the campaign is

unlikely to win a rollback of the $100
fees hike. But, that, in itself, is no
reason to abandon the legitimate de-

mand for repeal of the increase.

More importantly, post-secondary

students and those who agree with

their demands for universal acces-

sibility to our province's commu-
nity colleges and universities should

be stepping up their pressure —
and the withholding action is a form

Student councils, including U of T SAC, didn't really get behind November Queen's Park demo. It fizzled.

of pressure, indirect though it may be
— at a time when the provincial

government is putting the finishing

touches on its budget for the next

fiscal year, and getting ready to

release the final report of its Commis-
sion on Post-Secondary Education in

Ontario (COPSEO).
That budget, it is widely rumoured,

may include further adverse changes

to the Ontario Student Award
Program, possibly hiking the loan

ceiling to a new high of $1,000. It

should be remembered that the very

policies the withholding campaign is

protesting were slipped into effect in

last year's budget.

As for the final report of the

COPSEO, there have been no in-

dications that the commission has

opted for changes in its draft

proposals which would shift a greater

portion of the cost of a post-

secondary student's education onto
his or her shoulders and orient the

province's post-secondary education-

al institutions to satiating the job

market.

February represents not a time to

abandon the struggles of the past few

months, but an opportunity — indeed
an obligation — to build upon the

momentum that has already been
generated and make our voices un-

avoidably audible in the government
chambers.

This does not mean that students

attending tomorrow's strategy
meeting should unrealistically plot the

unrealizable. It means that they

should seriously and conscienciously

attempt to assess the mood of the

student body and what actions will

most likely earn their active support.

It is the fear of unrealistic ten-

dencies that makes council mode-
rates cringe when they hear talk

of mass meetings. Complete turn-

abouts like last weekend's on again-

off again Ontario Federation of

Students three days of moratoria re-

enforce their qualms. It is this kind of

decision-making in a vacuum which

must be avoided at tomorrow's
meeting.

If it isn't, the decisions or proposals

coming out of the meeting will only

harm the cause they are meant to

support. The cutbacks struggle needs
victories, not more wipe-outs.

To do less than actively support the

cause is to desert it. Make sure you're

at the general meeting tomorrow
between 12 noon and 2 pm in the

Medical Sciences Auditorium. And,
then, help put what you decide into

practice.
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Hamlet at Hart House

is stimulating, well-produced

Rod Beattie as Hamlel duels with Reed Needles as Laertes.

When word came that Hamlet was to be staged at

the Hart House Theatre, one was tempted to quote

Shakespeare's hero himself and say "Buzz, buzz",

(Hamlet's nonchalant reply when Polonius announces

that the actors are coming). It is difficult to be

optimistic, let alone excited, over the prospect of a non-

professional production of one of the world s most over-

produced plays. Surely such dark forbodings added to

the surprise, when it became clear that Martin Hunter's

Hamlet was the most stimulating, well-tailored

production Hart House has presented this season.

Not only does it compare favourably to other

productions by members of the university community,

but it does incredible justice to the ambitious project of

bringing freshness to Shakespeare's well-worn master-

piece. Though the director hasn't given a radical slant

to the production, his vision of the characters and their

relationships is detailed enough to be genuinely in-

teresting. The accent seems to be on making the

characters as human as possible. Ophelia, for example,

has lost some of the other-worldliness one is used to

expect, but she has gained a sense of humour. Polonius

is somewhat more robust than one is tempted to

imagine.

Visually, the production is a delight- The substantial-

looking set design is equally successful in portraying

throne room, rampart, graveyard, and the shadowy

passageways of Elsinore. It is exploited skillfully, so

that the scenes blend into one another without that

sense of affectation certain "versatile" sets often

inspire. A rather uninhibited use of lighting has echoed

in passionate hues, the various steps of the tragedy.

Costumes, too, are festive and provocatively designed

— all part of what seems an attempt to take the

darkness out of Hamlet.

With all these positive elements, it is still obvious

that the production owes much to Rod Beattie, whose
lively, assured performance must have infected his co-

workers with confidence. His Hamlet is a dashing

Renaissance man, gifted above all with a mischievous

comic sense. Many aspects of what had been, in

Ophelia's words, "the glass of fashion" emerge in the

portrait. He is highly perceptive — admirably shown in

the scenes with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. He has a
flair for the dramatic, expressing this with a physical

agility that is both natural and dynamic. His most

successful moments occur when he is baiting those

around him with his ironic wit. The soliloquies are less

impressive, because this Hamlet seems less of a loner,

less of a tormented soul than the lines indicate. One has

the impression that he enjoys his predicament, the way
a child is fascinated by a difficult puzzle.

The cast which is, with one exception, non-

professional does not have to be forgiven the limitations

of amateurs; it works as a sensitive, unified group.

Even the fact that Gertrude is young-looking does not

jar the spectator, because her comportment is quite

convincing, and secondly, Hamlet's mother (Marcia

Periy) is being interpreted as a rather empty-headed,

aging, coquette.

Martin Hunter's Hamlet makes for an enjoyable

evening of theatre, whether one is attending in order to

see Shakespeare, or merely to be jarred out of some
unpleasant preconceptions concerning both

Shakespeare and amateur theatre.

Eleanor Coleman

Communist Club

supports meeting

Over 6,000 students are still

withholding their fees in opposition

to government cutbacks in

education.

Across the province last fall, we

demonstrated by referendum our

readiness to act against government

policy. But. the present SAC
leadership hasn't listened to

students, as it promised when

elected. It has provided no

leadership; just a half-hearted cam-

paign for token withholding of fees

for a couple of weeks beyond the

deadline. This can hardly count as

being in the spirit of the referendum

mandate to act.

The way was left open for the

CLM with their strategy of fighting

the administration instead of the

government in theory, and fighting

SAC instead of the administration

in practice. They are antagonizing

the campus and confusing the issue

by making SAC the enemy rather

than the government, which can

provide funds for education by

higher corporation taxes.

The fees deadline has passed.

Clear leadership against the govern-

ment is required now or it will be too

late. The CLM refusal to endorse an

open meeting to decide on a definite

line of action indicates sectarian

aims on their part rather than a

desire to win, and stop education

cutbacks.

The Communist Club agrees with

the signers of a letter in last Mon-

day's Varsity, representing various

student societies across campus,

who call for an open meeting on this

question. Such a meeting is

scheduled tomorrow, Tuesday, from

12 to 2 in the Medical Sciences

Auditorium.

We hope a maximum number of

people will come out and unite

around the course of action the

meeting decides on.

Brian Mossop
University of Toronto

Communist Club

No disruption

terms: SSSC
On Thursday, January 25, the

Graduate Students Union council

passed a motion that it would in-

form graduate students that they

have two alternatives on how to

carry on the fees withholding: one is

that they may withhold individually,

and the other is that they may join

the SSSC trust fund.

We feel that this is a reasonable

position for a student council to

take. This has always been our stand

in relation to the Students' Ad-

ministrative Council. We demand

that SAC fulfill its responsibilities

to the students by supporting a fees

withholding that can win, and lake a

fair position with respect to the

SSSC and the trust fund.

SAC, however, has done neither.

It has planned all along to call off

the fees boycott by the end of

January. It has attacked the trust

fiind and tried to scare the students

away from the SSSC — the only

group on campus which is

organizing a real fees strike— a fees

strike to win.

SAC was thinking of getting an

injunction against the SSSC to pre-

vent students from coming to the

next SAC meeting tomorrow night

at Scarborough College. According

to The Varsity of January 24, the

SAC executive "agreed before

taking that step, it would talk to the

SSSC to prevent a repetition of the

disruption." We have been con-

sulted and SAC has wisely decided

not to take out an injunction.

The GSU has never pretended to

be leading the student struggle

against the fee surcharge, and they

have taken the position in relation to

the efforts of other groups that if

any student wishes to participate in

the SSSC trust fiind. that is a matter
between the individual student and
the SSSC.
SAC. on the other hand, has

actively attempted to discourage

students from participating in the

SSSC trust fund, while having no

superior alternative of its own. It

has been trying to convince the

students of this campus that we have

disrupted SAC meetings for the

sheer pleasure of it.

The proof that this is not true lies

in our attitude to the GSU. We are

only interested in defending the

political rights of the students. The

GSU has not attempted to actively

harm the interests of the students,

therefore we have not attempted to

disrupt any of their meetings.

SAC feels that it has the right, as

given by the university administra-

tion to harm the interests of the

students. Given that the SSSC will

defend the interests of the students,

we are on a collision course with

SAC at this time.

If SAC doesn't want this to be so,

they have only to change their ac-

tions. The quickest glance at the

position of the GSU and our action

m reference to the GSU, should

convince any honest person that we

have been denouncing SAC only in

so far as it has been attempting to

harm the interests of the students of

the U of T and the people of

Canada.

If the SAC does not wish us to

attack them, they should realize that

all the threats in the world will do

them no good. They have only to act

like the GSU and then we will treat

them in the same manner.

Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee

Writer explains

critical article

I see that a member of the

Vietnam Mobilization Committee

was passing on a few sour grapes in

a letter in Friday's paper. I would

like to assure the writer of the

correctness of his feeling that "a

number of criticisms and political

attacks were being waged" in the

article which I wrote on the In-

dochina demonstration.

The Varsity has no pretensions of

being unbiased, as do most other

papers, and indeed encourages

critical writing. At the demonstra-
tion in question, the behaviour of

the League for Socialist Action-

controlled Vietnam Mobilization

Committee cries out for criticism.

The LSA describes itself as the

Canadian section of the Fourth

International, World Party ol

Socialist Revolution. For
revolutionaries to continually pre-

sent a reformist position to attract

everyone up to apolitical pacifists

and liberals to their "movement",
while at the same time organizing

their forces to squelch any political

impact by militants to their left, is

beyond excuse. They have con-

sistently refused to publicly push a

revolutionary alternative. They op-

pose Canadian complicity in the

war, but they will not bring the class

struggle home.

I admit to possible inaccuracy in

my estimate that "half the

marchers" disobeyed the police.

However, the important point to

note is that the LSA physically

supported the police efforts to con-

tain the march, as they always have.

When the VMC claims that "the

role of the marshalls was to protect

the march, including the possibility

of individual harrassment by the

police", I can only recall their ac-

tions on May 9, I970, when hun-

dreds of demonstrators were at-

tacked by the Edmund Burke Socie-

ty and the Metro police, while the

LSA contingents marched around in

circles on the opposite side of

University Avenue.

As far as being anxious to "lead

1,200 people into a confrontation

with the cops", it was clear from

the beginning that the ISC favoured

the demonstrators taking the streets,

if they could successfully and safely

do so (as occurred at the Amchitka

protest, in spile of the LSA). We at

no time entered a binding
irrevocable agreement that we
would stick to ihe sidewalks come
hell or high water. As to majorities

and minorities, I would remind the

VMC of Leon Trotsky's words:

"Majorities are won over, not

counted up."

The LSA saw itself losing

political control to the solidarity

contingent, and resorted to crude

organizational remedies, such as

physically obstructing ISC
marshalls and parking their sound

truck beside our contingent. Some
political re-evaluation might be

more appropriate.

It should perhaps be noted here

that the product of what was public-

ly announced as a joint money
collection at the demonstration is

now being withheld from the ISC by

the VMC. Such childish petulance is

unbecoming.

Friday's letter objects to the

emphasis of reporting on the

different speeches. The fact that

Dan Heap was covered extensively

in The Star to the exclusion of

everyone else should show ihe VMC
his relevance at such a demonstra-

tion. As far as the other speakers are

concerned, I have written con-

siderable copy this year on LSA
speeches. When a revolutionary

alternative was available, I felt that

enough was enough.

Now that a ceasefire has been

signed, and Canadian troops are

heading over to be watchdogs over

the NLF, I wonder iF the VMC will

organize material opposition to

Canadian complicity, or will instead

be content to chant "withdraw

Canadian Iroops" to Trudeau and

Sharp, without ever injecting a hint

of class politics.

Greg McM aster

Ed's Note: The Varsity's editorial

policy demands that reports

published within the paper adhere to

strict criteria of accuracy, to merit

publication, articles must be both

accurate and fair.

What The Varsity, unlike the

professional press, admits is that

decisions about which events to

cover and what prominence to ac-

cord them is determined in all media

by its editorial policy. The Toronto

Star, for example, publishes many
inane articles on Canadian national-

ism on page one regardless of their

relative importance. The Varsity,

in its turn, affords priority to impor-

tant developments affecting the lives

of its readers, with a definite

preference for events of a

progressive political nature.

Subjective comment is meant to

he reserved for its editorial and

comment pages.



Male chauvinism

permeates medicine,

affecting women as

patients and doctors

Monday, January 29, 1 97:

Medical schools and the medical profession have spei

a/ways been bastions of male supremacy. University of com

British Columbia medical student Kirsten Emmott's Vollq

paper, Women and the Health Service, provides the

basis tor this study of women and medicine, originally than

published in the Ubyssey.
con1

Gynecology texts p

^
You would think that gynecology textbooks, not to

Reu|

nention the lectures of individual professors, would
SQ|U

ovide a calm, unprejudiced view of women patients.

T, is is, unfortunately, not the case. Authors of medical
use(

textbooks are as likely as anyone else to include their

personal biases as if they were scientific truths. A mer
random sampling of available textbooks reveals the

following shortcomings: tho;

1) It is assumed that all gynecologists are men.

2) There is little or no mention of how to put a
CQrt

patient at her ease. sun
3) Women are attacked for being uncontrollably Ass

emotional and most complaints are assumed to have
(Q t

strongly psychogenic overtones.

4) Women are attacked for being foolish,

undependable, and untrustworthy. ^ds
5) Women are attacked for being dirty and \

immoral. Tot

6) Dysmenorrhea {painful periods) Is sumulta- _a
neously described as a widespread, troublesome __;b
problem and as a neurosis which deserves no treatment. _n

7) Menopause is similarly treated.

8) Discussions about sex reveal ignorance, dis-

credited anatomical and psychological Ideas, and

weird moralisms.

9) Women are attacked for being masochists.

10) Women are attacked for wanting abortions.

A large component of these attitudes is the women's

guilt. Women are made to feel guilty, not only for having

cramps or pregnancies but even for wanting regular

checkups!

"A patient, either out of curiosity or because she is a

nymphomaniac, comes in for gynecological ex-

amination," a 1952 gynecology textbook intones.

While the occasional gynecology text emphasizes

kindness to patients, few mention such courtesies as

warming instruments, and most ignore such topics en-

tirely. Any woman who has felt embarrassed and humi-

liated lying on the examination table knows what help a

little kindness and gentleness can be sometimes.

Women are assumed in these textbooks to be

neurotic individuals, always complaining about pain or

tension for no reason. Dysmennorhea is especially bo-

thersome to the gynecologist, as is premenstrual or

menopausal tension. One text even suggests, "Most

gynecologists consider that there is a strong emotional

component in the generis of trichomoniasis (crotch-rot),

but this has not yet been clarified." If it ever is clarified,

it is certain to revolutionize the thinking of those who

used to think spontaneous generation was impossible!

Another text, however, warns against a diagnosis of

psychogenic illness until all organic causes have been

ruled out. It relates the story of a woman who had

unusual pain and tachycardia, which her general prac-

titioner attributed to neurosis. The relatives insisted on a

second opinion and the consulting doctor recognized the

symptoms of ectopic pregnancy. By the time they

reached the patient's home, the tube containing the

pregnancy had ruptured.

Women are portrayed as ignorant and foolish. One

text says, "Many are extraordinarily careless about the

dates of menstruation and keep no records. If reliable

information on these matters is wanted, ask the

husband."
Anyone who had ever actually had a menstrual

period would know the pointlessness of keeping 'truly

accurate records'. The only reason to do so would be to

avoid the scorn of a gynecologist, and it simply isn't

worth the trouble. And, anyone who actually had a

husband would know how reliable his information on

'these matters' is.

When it comes to a discussion of sex, these

textbook writers reveal ignorance of female genitalia and

their functions, pass on outdated information on female

sexuality, and make moralistic judgments about women.

Doctors are not unaware that a poor doctor-patient

relationship may contribute to poor success in treatment.

Yet they seem to be even more concerned about

annoyances for doctors caused by unhappy patients.

One book written "to guide physicians in their

management of the doctor-patient relationship" refers in

the foreword to patients as behaving "stupidly, childishly,

mean — always ready to put the doctor in a bad spot". It

explains that with better patient management {sic)

"patients will behave more maturely and will be more
appreciative and co-operative" and there will be a

reduction in "the unearned Incidence of dissatisfied

patients quitting the doctor, failing to pay his fees,

bringing malpractice suits, and generally gossiping and

causing trouble."

Medical journals
Doctors are constantly receiving publications,

samples, even free gifts from companies engaged in

selling medicines and medical equipment. A tremendous
amount of space in medical journals is devoted to such

advertising, mainly from the large pharmaceutical firms.

If you look through recent issues of medical journals with
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pecial attention to how women are portrayed in drug

ompany advertising, you will come away with the

3llc*ng general impressions:

1) Women are portrayed as patients more often

ban men are.

2) Women are often portrayed with hostility or

ontempt.

3) Advertisements for psychotropic drugs usually

iortray women, not men.

4) Women's problems, especially as portrayed in

isychotropic drug advertisements, are shown as

leuroses rather than as problems amenable to social

olutions.

5) Women's bodies, nude or partially clothed, are

ised to decorate advertisements.

6) All doctors portrayed in advertisements are

nen.

7} Advertisements are aimed at men, especially

hose inviting the reader to respond to sexual innuendo.

For a quick impression o( the sexism behind drug

;ompany advertisements, here are the partial results of a

iurvey of the advertisements in the Canadian Medical

Association Journal over a period of six months (July 18

o December 5, 1971):

Ads showing

Total

—anxious or depressed

—bitchy, dullwitted

—nude or in underwear

A survey of eight

Females
Only
72

19
5

consecutive Issues

Males
Only

42
2

1

0

of the

American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology

(September to December, 1971) showed that about a

quarter of the women were portrayed in a distinctly

unfavourable light. The large number of women shown

smiling were nearly all in advanced pregnancy, and were

advertising such things as vitamin supplements. Most

were wearing very short skirts or were otherwise

seductively posed.

The consumption of mood-changing drugs by North

Americans is extremely high, and they are taken by twice

as many women as men. In advertisements in medical

journals, doctors are told that the answer to the "tired

housewife" syndrome is to drug the patient — her

problems may not lessen, but at least she won't come

back so often.

Dr. Robert Sidenberg, clinical professor of

psychiatry at New York State University at Syracuse,

states in the January, 1971 issue of Mental Hygiene that

such ads are not phychiatrically sound nor medically

ethical. The drug industry openly acknowledges the

enslavement of women behind bars made of mops and

broi^T s. Another advertisement pictures a woman who,

we are told, has a MA degree but who must now be

content with the PTA and housework. This, we are

advised, contributes to her gynecological complaints,

and she should be given mood-altering drugs.

Surely, the doctor could "set her free" by. say,

getting her a day care centre and a job. He could get the

father of these troublesome children to look after them or

do some of the housework. He could stop thinking that all

single women are psychoneurotic failures, and that

marriage is the only goal in life for women. He could

agitate for better career opportunities for women and

better pay for the jobs they do, so that they could find

satisfaction there. He could stop drugging women into

adjusting to a bad deal.

Even worse are the advertisements in which doctors

are invited to drug women simply because they are

bothersome. A distraught, angry man exclaims, "Women
are impossible!" The copy explains that his wife is

suffering from premenstrual tension and needs

meprobamate. An insomniac in curlers keeps her hus-

band awake. "How can this shrew be tamed?" Why, with

sleeping pills. Another must be tranquilized because she

demands too much of the doctor's time.

• *Vorst of all are ads for estrogen replacement.

Copywriters really go to town on the supposed "witches'

curse" (an actual phrase used) of the menopause. An ad

for Premarin shows a long suffering bus driver with the

caption "he is suffering from estrogen deficiency". We
turn the page to see "she is the reason why" under a

picture of harassing menopausal bus passenger who

"makes life miserable for everyone she comes in contact

with".

Another Premarin ad shows a kindly gentleman

interrupted at his morning paper. This time "the reason

why" is his wife, whom we see on the next page, in curlers

and robe, teeth gritted, finger pointed, and glaring at her

husband.

In contrast, a quite unusual advertisement, from an

eight-page supplement about men and their chances of

getting coronary heart disease shows a man being

obnoxious and troublesome In a restaurant. The copy

says, "Pattern Type A is an aggressive individual who

must assert himself as one who deserves recognition and

good service, whether from fellow workers or a waiter,

pattern Type A has been associated with a significantly

higher Incidence of CHD as compared to other patients

with the same coronary risk factors". His behavior Is not

offered as sufficient cause for treatment with hormones

or psychotropic drugs, as is so often the case where

women are portrayed in this way.

, Needless to say, drug companies do not much care

-tt^/omen feel about their advertisements so long as

doctors keep prescribing what is offered. The situation

will change only when women force dociors to supply

safe, effective treatment based on verifiable evidence ,

and not advertising innuendo.

Women doctors
Only seven per cent of Canada's doctors are

women. In the United States, the percentage is nine per

cent, in India, 12 per cent; Philippines, 25 per cent;

Western Europe, 13 to 20 per cent; Eastern Europe, 30

per cent; Soviet Union, 65 per cent. Medical schools have

historically discriminated against women.

An article by Dr. Harold Kaplan in the New Physician

described a study of attitudes in North American

medical schools to women. Over 95 per cent of the

schools in the U.S. and Canada responded to this survey.

As his first conclusion, Kaplan states that a significant

number of schools were very negative about single or

married women (what other kinds are there?) in

medicine: ".
. . while no school in the United States

overtly or officially refuses to accept women, prejudice

does seem to manifest itself by refusing medical school

admission to married women with or without children,

schools being very unimpressed with single women as

medical students, or simply by the administration of a

school being uninterested in adapting to the unique

problems women have."

Kaplan found that some schools are ambivalent in

their attitudes toward women, pregnancy, and medicine.

While they deny any problem exists or avoid facing it,

they make special provisions for this "non-existent"

problem when it occurs. He describes the University of

British Columbia as a classical example of avoiding

facing the conflict the school itself describes.

"We would not admit students where there is likely

to be a conflict between two jobs; that is, the academic

pursuit and the responsibility of looking after a family

There Is no discrimination against women students, there

are certainly no special privileges for them. We have

several women medical students who have children but

they carry on exactly the same as any other medical

student."

Emmott considers "this absolutely wrong. Where

marriage and childbirth are concerned, women (espe-

cially young women) are special and deserve not

rigid equality but special privileges. We demand this in

the same spirit that black people have demanded special

financial terms to build up their businesses, improve

their ghettos, and desegregate their schools: to equalize

opportunity."

Some medical schools allow schedules to be

juggled somewhat to suit the students. While this makes
it slightly easier for a woman medical student to have

children while in school, in many schools such women
return to the full academic schedule in from three days to

two weeks — too short a recovery period, and potentially

dangerous to the woman's health. The reason they return

so soon is that "there has been no provision made for

their absence and they fear that they will lose their

academic year's credit if they stay out longer".

In fact, female medical students do quite well. In

1970, 19.7 per cent of women students were in the top 10

per cent of their classes. While 15 per cent of those

leaving for non-academic reasons had children.

Often, women interested in a career in medicine are

shuffled into "light" {read: low-pay, low-prestige) work to

become paramedics, such as dental assistants and
contraceptive technologists. Women doctors are heavily

concentrated in pediatrics, obstetrics, radiology, and

general practice. Rarely do women enter such high-

prestige fields as neurosurgery. It is open to question

whether these jobs are considered "more suitable for

women" because they are lower in prestige or vice-versa.

In spite of the lack of arrangements for childbirth or

childcare, women medical school graduates manage to

do quite well in their practice. In a survey of the

graduates of seven medical schools between 1945 and

1951, 91 per cent of the respondents (all women) were

practising. Ninety per cent of the married women were

practising. All the single women practised full time.

A 1967 survey reported that 38 per cent of the

17,000 women doctors in the U.S. took off an average of

four years from practice because of pregnancy and

motherhood. They calculated that the nation therefore

lost 25,440 years of practice. By this logic, since women
live an average of seven years longer than men, the U.S.

would gain 119,000 extra years of practice just from

these women physicians — at that rate, why not have all

doctors be women?
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Present civic system is useless: Clarkson
By MARK BOHNEN

Toronto should abandon its

present "bizarre" municipal system

of government in favour of a

parliamentary model according to

Stephen Clarkson, mayoralty can-

didate in 1969.

Speaking to the University Arts

Women's Club last week, Clarkson,

a U of T political economy

professor, said that the present

system was in no way a part of the

Canadian tradition. It originated

with a city reform movement in the

U.S. around the turn of the century,

he said.

The movement was initiated to

keep important powers out of the

hands of corrupt political machines

by creating separate independent

authorities in the form of boards,

and separating the election of mayor

and aldermen.

Toronto adapted the system

"holus bolus" said Clarkson,

although we had no "Tammany

Hall", a corrupt New York

machine, to contend with.

Clarkson contrasted the ineffi-

cient features of the present munici-

pal system with those of the parlia-

mentary-system.

Apart from the inefficiency of its

internal structure, the power of the

municipal government is cir-

cumscribed by the Ontario govern-

ment he pointed out. The govern-

ment itself can be restructured by

the provincial government.

Power is divided under various

boards, commissions, and com-

mittees, some of them partially

autonomous.

There is not enough coordination

among these bodies in formulating

policies, Clarkson asserted. Often

power over one area such as tran-

sportation is divided among a

number of bodies.

Thus there is no body or person

responsible for policies, according to

Clarkson. A complaint about law

enforcement could as easily be

presented to the chief of police as to

the metro commissioner, he said.

The process of city government is

characterized by tension and

frustration at a human level. It is an

inefficient system according to

Clarkson, characterized a "high

energy input" and a "low level ol

output."

Partly because of the division of

responsibility among officials, and

Cenfre is in doubf
The future of a student building

"is up in the air", according to SAC
vice president John Helliwell

because provincial grants for capital

construction have been cut back.

Last November, Helliwell pro-

posed the construction of the

building to be built beside the

SAC office. The student building

was to include space for services and

activities including commercial

outlets.

The centrally located building was

a first step towards integrating the

university under the Campus as

Campus Centre Project.

Helliwell said that "certainly

within this year" the student

building will not be built. Although

"nobody knows what is happening",

Helliwell said, the loss of "capital

funding may hit us."

Until last November, the

university counted on provincial

grants of over $20 million for new

construction and renovation. Then
colleges and universities minister

Jack McNie announced that capital

funding for projects not underway

would be frozen.

Helliwell said that the university

was in the process of asking the

province to reconsider their cutting

of funds for renovation.

These renovations will have to be

financed out of the university's

general revenue if the government

refuses to pay for them, prohibiting

carrying out the student proposal.

Helliwell is hoping that the

administration will be able to pay

for a student building if renovation

costs are reassumed by the govern-

ment. The university is also planning

to construct a building for Innis

College and a men's athletic

building.

the fragmentation of power, the

government is not responsive to the

public.

The legitimacy of City Hall as a

viable institution has.suffered as a

result. The source of any power is

perceived to lie in Ottawa or

Queen's Park, according to

Clarkson.

Debates in city hall, he said, are

like a "circus". There is a feeling

that the whole thing is a travesty.

Parliament, on the other hand,

enjoys a high level of legitimacy,

Clarkson said. Its proceedings are

orderly and the level or debate is

high.

Parliamentary government is

more responsive than its municipal

counterpart, Clarkson added. He

pointed out that legislation on pollu-

tion, however inadequate, was

forthcoming after a public outcry.

Clarkson traced the history of a

continuing fight to change the struc-

ture of city hall.

"Round I" according to Clarkson

began in 1968-69. At this time some

authorities such as Harold Kaplan

agreed that city government was

unworkable. Meanwhile citizens

were becoming increasingly aware

of American urban problems. Public

consciousness was. however, rela-

tively low at this time, asserted

Clarkson.

A group of parties, the NDP. the

Liberals, and CIVAC, supported a

number of reform candidates with

broadly similar views.

Among the policies of the Liberal

party, for which -Clarkson ran for

mayor, was a platform to reform

city government along parliamen-

tary lines.

In "round 2" the four "refor-

mers", aldermen Bill Kilbourn, Karl

Jaffary. David Crombie and John

Sewell had "cracked the system".

They supplied the public with much-

needed information about the in-

ternal workings of City Hall. Up till

then much of this information had

been inaccessible according to

Clarkson.

Issues such as the Spadina

Expressway were not openly dis-

cussed. When the reform caucus

won on this issue the group "over-

night became a majority" said

Clarkson.

Bv now the media had become

more aware of and sympathetic to

the reform viewpoint, he said.

People's consciousness was bang

raised and citizen groups were

mobilized around issues.

"Round 3" saw the coalition of

reform candidates and their sup-

porters in the 1972-73 election cam-

paign and their victory in City

Council.

In "round 4", occuring now, the

"rules of the game" favouring

developers are being changed. The

energy of the reform majority is

being "percolated through the

system," said Clarkson.

However for Clarkson this is only

the beginning of a more important

and fundamental change.

"Round 5", which is yet to occur,

should see structural changes in city

government. According to Clarkson

the process has begun with Jaffary's

proposal to have smaller wards,

each represented by I alderman

instead of 1 1 wards with 2 aldermen

each

.
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Dissent alive in Soviet Union claims socialist
By ELAINE FARRAGHER

Despite severe repression in the

form of mass arrests and the com-
mitment of dissidents to mental

institutions, the opposition move-

ment in the Soviet Union is

continuing.

In the first of a series of public

meetings sponsored by the Com-
mittee in Defense of Soviet Political

Prisoners, two of its members,
Zaine Boyd and Marko Bojcun

Friday described the various forms

of dissent in the Soviet Union and
the difficulties of organizing and
spreading their views in an op-

pressive state.

Bojcun said that the movement is

not anti-communist or right-wing.

Although it is not composed strictly

of "marxist-lcninists," it is pro-

socialist and focuses very strongly

on the concept of democracy."

Boyd described the three main
currents of dissent in the USSR.
The first is a liberal current of

"prominent scientists, technicians

and cultural people" who have not

yet broken with the Kremlin and are

seeking reforms within the existing

slate structure.

The second current is the radical

democratic elements, which include

radical students and workers who
consider the Soviet ruling class to be
their enemy. This group has sent

appeals to the United Nations about

repression, but have not received

replies.

The third group is the revo-

lutionary current which seeks to

overthrow the government. Much of

their activity is secret and only hints

ortheir activity come through to the

West.

The last two groups pose the

greatest danger to the Kremlin
bureaucracy and are thus dealt with

most severely, said Boyd.

Bojcun described the Ukraine as

having the most advanced dissident

movement in the Soviet Union.
News of their activities, which in-

clude demonstrations, strikes and

riots, is kept out of both Eastern and
Western news he claimed, since

these actions show the strength and

militancy of the workers, and
neither side wants these ideas to

spread.

"

Bojcun explained that dissident

students and workers arc trying to

win back the gains they had made
during the revolution that were later

reversed by Stalin. The Ukraine has

suffered from cultural and linguistic

repression and social immobility due

to Stalin's rule.

Bojcun said that 50 to 60 per cent

of the prisoners, in the Ukraine were
in jail for political reasons.

The repression that the Kremlin is

inflicting on the opposition move-
ment shows the great fear it has of a

force which wishes to return to

socialist democracy, said Boyd. The
Kremlin sees the appeal that a

revolutionary opposition would have

for the people as a great threat to

their own power, he claimed.

Controversial head of Memorial U resigns
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) — Lord
Stephen Taylor, president of

Memorial University of New-
foundland since 1966, has resigned

effective August 31sl 1973.

Taylor, who had three years left

HILLEL HOUSE PRESENTS

Wiut f

n Cfjte&'n i£>ong

a Grad's Program

with Folksinger: Ron Guttman

Sunday, February 4,

at 8:30 p.m.
186 St. George St.

Admission: $1.00 members, $1.25 non-members

to go on his contract with the

university, said "as many people

know, I have undergone major sur-

gery several limes in the last few

years, and the pressure of being

president of a large university are

increasing all the time. Although I

reel reasonably fit at the moment, I

feel the time has come for me to

retire."

Opposition to Taylor's presidency

has become increasingly vocal in

recent months. It was at Taylor's

insistence that the university's

Board of Regents decided last

November to discontinue com-
pulsory collection of students union

fees. The successful occupation of

the arts and administration building

that followed dealt Taylor a slap in

NICKELODEON
279 Yonge at Dundas Squs

the face which was probably a major
factor in his decision to retire.

Taylor, a medical doctor from
England who is a member of The
House of Lords, was hired by
former Premier Joey Smallwood in

1 966. He was signed to a ten year

contract at thirty thousand dollars a

year, and an expensive house near

the university was expropriated,

torn down and then rebuilt almost

identically to suit him.

Taylor's power as president was
minimal as the vice-president

(academic) has virtually run the

university ever since Taylor became
president. Taylor's main function

has been as a figurehead and public

relations specialist.

However, the power was always

theoretically there and occasionally

Taylor decided to use it, as in the

union fees controversy last term. By
the end of the occupation, he had
lost support of virtually everybody

in the university, including students,

faculty, other top administrators

and even some regents.

FEES BOYCOTT
Where Do We Go From Here?

In October, SAC sponsored a

referendum on the fees issue. You
voted to withhold fees in January if

talks with the government were
unsuccessful. The talks were total-

ly unfruitful and SAC announced a

fees withholding. A significant

number of students have withheld

their second term installments. But

where do we go from here?

On Tuesday at noon, SAC is

holding an open meeting of all

concerned students to discuss the

future of the fees boycott. IT IS

MOST IMPORTANT THAT YOU
ATTEND. The feedback you can

supply will allow SAC to evaluate

the fees withholding and recom-
mend further action. It will also

provide an opportunity for open
interaction among those con-

cerned with the cutbacks in

education.

IF YOU ARE CONCERNED WITH THE FUTURE OF THE FEES ISSUE. ATTEND THE MEETING.

Tuesday 1 2-2 MED. SGI. Audit
SPONSORED BY THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
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Quebec films portray class struggle: prof
^

. , «. c„„k*», ,h, .he caitomc of French-Canadian ourselves" to the Americ

By JOHN CAMPBELL
Contemporary Quebec films re-

flect the new tensions in French-

Canadian society — an increasing

concern with violence and the class

struggle, said Universite de Mon-

treal professor Michel Brule last

week.

These phenomena Brule regards

as Quebec's collective search for a

national identity, again indicating

the emergence of a consciousness of

history.

-We are dirty, but we like the way

we smell", said Brule during a

seminar on the sociology of lite-

rature and cinema in Quebec.

He was referring to the new self-

confident sense of nationalism in

Quebec, which in a two hour dis-

cussion he traced through 40 years

of French-Canadian film produc-

tions.

Brule made a distinction between

traditional art. which he said is "for

the elite" and the newer mass art

forms. He pointed out that the latter

is usually considered "not serious",

but its importance to him derives

from its very popularity as a mode

of social expression.

Frequently apologizing for the

'inadequacy' or his English, the

young, bearded film specialist began

by outlining a Marxist theory of the

cinematic art form which he used as

a framework for his analysis.

A film, he said, represents "a vi-

sion of the world — a totality" and

therefore, like the novel, it conveys

values. He interpreted French-

Canadian movies on this basis, in

terms of the image they indicate

Quebec has had of itself

In the early I940's, the dominant

theme in films and radio soap operas

was the "survival" ideology — the

portrayal of a quaint rural Quebec

as the epitome of French-Canadian

values. This image he argued, began

to lose its force when rapid social

change and the example of Algeria

suggested that really it "had been

constructed by someone else" and

represented the product or "im-

perialism and colonialism". With-

in a capitalist system, these forces

managed to keep the Quebecois

poor and isolated.

Brule compared the process by

which Quebec discovered that "we

don't have to be ashamed of

ourselves" to the American blacks'

realization that black is beautiful.

This, he said, is Quebec's own

"cultural revolution" and it is one

that prime minister Pierre Trudeau

"doesn't understand". It involves a

positive re-interpretation of the tra-

ditional values within their socio-

historical context — and is manifest

in the present popularity of French-

Canadian "camp" heroes.

We must re-evaluate our history",

he said, "the interpretation we have

of ourselves."

No tyranny under Castro,

says Cuba society president

By DAVE LINE
Cubans today enjoy greater free-

dom and prosperity than ever

before, according to the president of

the Canada-Cuba Friendship

Society.

Roland Nunez, said on Saturday

that students and workers are now

able to control their political destiny

through the Communist Party in a

way that was not possible before ihe

revolution.

Panelists at the taping of the

television show Crossfire in Toronto

where Nunez was speaking,

challenged this point. They

questioned why the general election

promised for soon after the revolu-

tion has not been called, and why

opposition political parties are for-

bidden in a country that is supposed-

ly free.

The president said the fact that

students and workers are armed

bears witness to their freedom. Lack

of time and unanimous popular sup-

port for the government of Castro

were presented as the reasons why

an election has not been called.

Panelists maintained that Cuba

has more problems than some are

willing to admit. These problems

include failure to meet production

targets, heavy debts to the USSR,

a comedy by Randy Brown,

THE LANDLORD
AND TENANT ACT

Thurs,

Feb.1

Fri,

2

Sat.

3 50
Rm. 3, Vic College 8:30

For an evening of fine

dining, your name doesn't

have to be Onassis, Getty

or Rockefeller

6
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and the large scale flight or rerugees

to the United States.

Nunez answered these charges by

calling the refugees "worms" and

staled that the United Stales is "the

garbage dump of history". He stated

he came to Canada before the re-

volution and now feels his greatest

contribution to Cuba can be made

through promoting friendship

between the two countries.

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

WOMEN'S STUDIES
Jan 30 BEING A FEMINIST SCULPTRESS - Maryon Kantaroft

Feb 6 SEXUALITY AND COMMUNICATION - film by ttie Drs. Chernlck

Feb 13 READING WEEK - No Lecture

Feb 20 MALE ROLES AND MALE SEXUALITY - Lorenne Clark

Feb 27 RA0ICAL LESBIANISM - panel discussion

Mar. 6 WELFARE AND SINGLE PARENT FAMILIES-reps. from Operation

Family Rights

Mar 13 WOMEN IN THE PENAL SYSTEM - panel

Mar 20 COMMUNAL LIVING AND DAY CARE

Mar 27 WOMEN IN THE ATHLETIC PROFESSION - Abigail Hoffman

7.30 P.M.

Lectures followed

by Discussion groups

Auditorium

College of Education

S.E. corner Spadlna

and Huron

* THE ARTHUR PENN FILM FESTIVAL *
"VIOLENCE IN AMERICA"

TWO EVENINGS OF FILM AND DISCUSSION

THE LEFT-HANDED GUN

MICKEY ONE

BONNIE AND CLYDE

JANUARY 30 I973

FEBRUARY 6 1973

MODERATOR MR. JOSEPH MEDJUCK

ASSOCIATE EDITOR OF THE FILM MAGAZINE "TAKE ONE'

FROM SEVEN TO ELEVEN P.M. EACH EVENING

MEDICAL SCIENCES AUDITORIUM

KING'S COLLEGE CIRCLE

ST. GEORGE CAMPUS, UNIV. OF TORONTO

SERIES TICKET $3.00 AT THE DOOR

SECOND NIGHT ONLY $1.50 AT THE DOOR

SPONSORED BY

THE ERINDALE COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Hart House Second Floor
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Men swimmers practise for OUAA finals
By PAUL CARSON

Byron MacDonald broke two

Canadian intercollegiate swimming

records Friday during an exhibition

swim meet at the Benson Building

against the University of Ottawa

and Etobicoke Memorial Aquatic

Club.

MacDonald was clocked in 52.4

seconds for the 100-yard butterfly,

two-tenths of a second faster than

the former mark set by Varsity's

Bob Heatley at the 197I OUAA
championships.

A few minutes later, MacDonald

shaved almost two full seconds off

the record time for the 200-yard

butterfly as he recorded a 1:56.5 to

shatter the standard set last year by

Bill Kennedy of Western.

MacDonald's times will count as

pool and team records but will not

be officially recognized by the Cana-

dian Intercollegiate Athletic Union

since they were not established

during a CIAU championship meet.

MacDonald, 22, was a member of

the Canadian team at the 1972

Olympics in Munich where he

placed sixth in the 100-metre

butterfly. He graduated in May
1972 from the University of

Michigan and enrolled a few weeks

ago in U ofT's Faculty of Manage-

ment Studies.

MacDonald's two unofficial

records are among only a handful of

respectable times Blues swimmers

produced in two somewhat dis-

appointing weekend meets.

The expected coaching dual

between Varsity's Robin Campbell

and Fouad Kamal of Ottawa failed

to materialize Friday night since

Kamal has only six swimmers of

intercollegiate calibre despite the

new 50-metre indoor pool on the U
of O campus.

Consequently, the meet was run

as a series oT time trials with

generally poor results.

MacDonald was helped to his

record times by strong butterfly

entries from Ottawa and EMAC,
and Varsity

1

' captain Jim Adams
managed to swim the fastest 200-

yard freestyle in Canada this season

at 1:49.2

Nick Rottman continued his

successful comeback after a year's

absence with a solid 1:05.9 in the

100-yard breaststroke.

Saturday afternoon Blues just

went through the motions at what

could have been an outstanding

meet in the 50-metre pool at

McMaster.
The Mac Invitational was run as a

long course meet using the full

length of the pool instead of the

usual 25-yard distance. But instead

of inviting the best swimmers from

all OUAA schools, the McMaster
officials limited the entries to Varsi-

ty, the six Ottawa team members, a

woefully slow contingent from Ryer-

son plus only about half of the

McMaster team.

MacDonald swam a very com-
petitive 1:00.3 for the 100-metre

(ly and freshman Shawn Laari won
both the 200 and 400 metre
freestyle. John Twohig produced

almost a slow motion 200-metre

backstroke but won by at least 25

metres and Ryerson gained a mo-
ment of glory by winning the 400-

As a result of two weeks of

heavily concentrated training, the

Toronto women's swim team came
through with a fine effort Saturday
to win the first annual Queen's

University invitational swim meet.

U of T, last year's Ontario
champions, placed first with 90
points, followed closely by
McMaster with 88 and Queen's
with 40. Five teams competed in all.

Despite the absence of Merrily

Stratten, a 1972 Canadian Olympic
team member, freestyler Karen
Young and Laurie Sims, the Tar-

pons captured six of the 12 events.

Nancy Thomson, a second year

plys ed student, won each of her

three events and swam butterfly on

the winning 400-yard medley relay

team. Thomson took the 100- and

200-yard breast stroke events in

1:17.4 and 2:50.0, respectively, and

finished more than six seconds

ahead of the McGill swimmer to win

the 200-yard individual medley in

2:36.1.

Third year science student Joan

Dolson, after swimming backstroke

on the medley team, went on to win

the 200-yard backstroke in her

fastest time this year of 2:41.4.

Dolson finished one tenth of a

second behind the McMaster swim-

mer Shirley Schmidt to take second

place in the 100-yard backstroke in

1:12.2.

Freshman freestyle specialist,

Marilyn McCormack, a top sprinter

and middle-distance swimmer, out-

did her former times by capturing

metre individual medley.

"The idea of an exhibition long

course meet is certainly
worthwhile," said a disappointed

Campbell, "but unless the best

swimmers from the entire league are

invited, it realty isn't worth doing.

the 100-yard freestyle title in 1:03.4.

She also anchored the medley relay,

which Toronto won in 4:53.7, more

than 12 seconds ahead of the

McMaster A team.

Despite the lighter training due to

injury and sickness, breaststroker

Janet Van der Eyk, backstroker

Rona Posen and freestlyler Cheryl

Wong were able to swim good times

in each of their events.

First year swimmers Nora Dobell

and Joyce Drohan, and second year

veteran Dinny Biggs, knocked
seconds off former best times to

place well in their events.

Along with freestylers Janis

Men's squash team won all six

matches over the latter part of last

week and into the weekend in the

United Slates. The U of T team
defeated the Trinity College, Har-

vard, team Thursday and then went

on to New Haven, Connecticut, to

shade Yale 5-4. On Friday Toronto

played a team from the Harvard

Gold and Country Club, defeating it

5-4. That afternoon Toronto won
over Stony Brook. University of

New York 7-2, taking another win

over Bowdoin College 6-3 in the

evening. Varsity's last game was

against Amherst on Saturday,
defeating it 7-2 in an elimina-

tion tournament yesterday Rick

Life's team won over David
Kennedy's crew to win to represent

U of T at the Western Ontario

provincial curling finals next

weekend at Guelph. Life skipped his

team to 7-6 and 9-8 wins. Represen-

ting U of T next week will be skip

Life, vice-skip Stephen Hart, second

Tim Cairns, and lead David
Brown women's intermediate

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPER

service. Originality, quality, and

security dictate our polity.

Phone:961-6150
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 3 pm-10 pm

St. - Sun. 9 am-S pm
Professional Typing Done

300 AVENUE ROAD
2nd floor

JEWISH

COMMUNITY CAMPS,
Montreal, P.O.

SUPERVISORS

SECTION HEADS
- pioneer

arts and crafts

hiking and tripping

music and dance

waterfront

nature

BUNK AND SPECIAL

COUNSELLORS
Counsellors — mln. ol 19

years of age
Supervisors — college grad.

level

Personal Interviews to be
held on Campus on February

5th and 6th. Call the Place-

ment Centre at 928-2539 to

make an appointment.

Most of our people were just fooling

around and really didn't learn a

thing."

Blues final dual meet before the

OUAA championships is February
10 against Guelph at the Benson
Building.

Williams, Kathy Smith and Judy

Davidson, and breaststroker Diane

Irvine, the team hopes to fair well

against the other eight teams at the

provincial finals February I6and 17

at McMaster.

According to coach Liz Daniel,

"The fact that the strong Waterloo

team has so many established

swimmers should not dampen our

hopes. Due to the great spirit and
hard work of the girls, their in-

dividual performances have im-

proved to such a degree that we will

most certainly be a challenge to the

favoured Waterloo team".

volleyball defeated the Trent Univer-

sity team Saturday in Peterborough,

3-0 women's intermediate

basketball won its match against

Trent Saturday, 39-36 both

teams travel to Brock
Wednesday. .... women's senior

basketball competed in the Borough

of York Ladies Basketball Associa-

lion Tournament Friday and Satur-

day. The learn lost to the Hamilton

Athenas (Canadian Senior A cham-
pions) 62-25 Friday night, with

Karen Edgar Blues" high scorer with

six points. U of T won a second

game Saturday 42-38 against Win-

dsor Club 240, with Chris Crawford

scoring 19 points. In the consolation

final Varsity defeated London
Grads 44-38, with Leslie Mcintosh

high scorer with 14. men's fencing

team went to Windsor for a match

with the University of Windsor,

Wayne Slate University and the

University of Detroit. Toronto did

not compete with Windsor. In the

foil competition Toronto lost 5-4 to

Wayne State, and 5-4 to Detroit.

Toronto also lost the sabre com-

petition 5-4. 5-4 to the American

schools. In the epee Detroit defeated

Toronto 6-3. and Wayne Stale won
8-1, women's archery retained its

indoor championship at Queen's

Saturday, scored 1959 of a possible

2400 points. Western was second

with 1854. Queen's third with 1779,

McMaster fourth with 1693, and

Guelph last with 1664. Individually,

Janei Couch of Western placed first,

with 525 of a possible 600 points,

Toronto's Chris Grant was second

wilh 510. while Anne Chalmers, also

of U of T. and competing with an

injury, finished third with 505. Janet

Spence from Queen's was fourth

wilh 502.

Special Swimming

Demonstration
Friday February 2. 1973

7:00 p.m. -8:30 p.m.

Benson Building

Royal Life

Saving Society

Demonstration Team

Strokes

Skills

Rescues
Come and Watch

Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama

HAflT HOUSE THEATRE

HAMLET
Directed by Martin Hunter

January 25 - February 3 at 8:30

Tickets S2.50

Students St.25

| No performance on Sunday or Monday!

BoxOllice 928-6668

10:00 a.m. Id 6:00 p m

all the

latest in

fashion

and
custom-
made
eyewear

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

MAIN STORE
280 BLOOR ST. WEST 962-2020

Niagara Falls, Ont.

MORDECAI

Feb. 16 -18 73 £ 'coming"

- SHERATON FOXHEAD HOTEL -

Registration is now open to Jewish students for the 2nd Winter Retreat, a

chance to relax, meet new friends, and learn with the terrific resource staff

we're getting together — since registration for students attending schools in

Toronto is limited to a maximum of 150, early registration is strongly advised —
fee of $20.00 covers food, lodging and transportation, (financial difficulties

should be discussed with the directors of Hillel or Jewish Students Federations,

Ben Mayer or Aian Morger) — an additional saving is open to members of Hillel

at $18.00

CLIP THE FORM BELOW AND SEND TOGETHER WITH CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER
TO- "JEWISH STUDENT CONFERENCE"

4700 KEELE ST.

DOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO

NAME: PHONE:

ADDRESS: SCHOOL:

CITY:

Women's swim team places first

sportaik
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Track finishes first at CNE

Barb Richardson runs in the 400 metre event at the CNE Saturday.

The University of Toronto track team finished in

first place at York University's invitational indoor

track meet at the CNE Saturday. Toronto team

standings totalled 8t points. York was second (67) and

Queen's third (52) out of a total of 10 teams that were

scored.

The meet marked the first time in U of T's history

that a woman's track team entered. Its four members

competed in three of five women's events.

Barb Richardson placed ninth in the 400 metre finals

in a time of67.0seconds,while May Grenier was I3th in

73. 1. In the 50 metre event, Richardson and Grenier

placed second and third in their heats, with times of 7.4

and 7.7. respectively. However, they failed to qualify

for the finals. The women's team placed third in the 4x I

lap relay, hut were disqualified for a change out of zone.

For the men, U of T's Henry Tobias placed third in

the 50 metre event, while Varsity's Greg Ross ran 6.4 in

his heat. In the 1 500 metres Mark Minden, Toronto's

only, entry, finished third in a time of 4:03.3. U of T

student Gerry Feeney finished first in 50.3 seconds in

=£ the 400 metre finals, while Bill Johnson finished fifth

$ (52.5) and Dave Howes sixth (53. 1) in their respective

J sections. (The race was run in seven timed sections.)

I Varsity's Matt Duncan finished second in the 800

I metres (also run in limed sections) in 1:58.4.

a
I I h Toronto's best event of the day — the 5000 metres

S _ [rac |i. team members captured the top four positions,

as well as the sixth and eighth places. Joe Sax finished

first in 14:39.4. John Sharp second (14:42.4), Paul

Glynn third (15:01.0). Andy Reed fourth (15:03.0),

Brad Morley sixth (15:09.6), and John Curlen eighth

(15:1 4.4). The U of T 'A' team placed first in the 4x3

lap relay event, in 6:06.8, while the 'B' team was fifth of

nine in 6:29.8.

In the jump events. Varsity's Greg Ross finished

ninth (approximately, since scores were not counted

after the top eight positions) in the long jump with 5.80

metres, and Erik Little second in the high jump (six 6

reel).

50 metres: I. Hugh Fraser, Queen's; 2. Dave Jarvis,

Queen's; 3. Henry Tobias, Toronto. Time 5.8.

1500 metres: I. Ken Hamilton, York; 2. Mike

Lanigan. Waterloo; 3. Mark Minden, Toronto. Time

3:59.0.

400 metres: 1. Gerry Feeney, Toronto; 2. Hugh

Fraser, Queen's; 3. Rick Walter, Windsor. Time 50.8.

800 metres: I. Mike Lanigan, Waterloo; 2. Matt

Duncan; Toronto; 3. Dave Yagger, Guelph. Time

1:57.9.

5000 metres: 1 . Joe Sax, Toronto; 2. John Sharp,

Toronto; 3. Paul Glynn. Toronto. Time 14:39.4.

4 x 3 lap relay: I. U of T 'A', 2. Queen's; 3.

McMasler. Time 6:06.8.

Long jump: 1. Tony Geoghan, McMaster; 2. Becke,

Queen's; 3. John Griffin, York., Height 6.74 metres.

High jump: I. Mark Alter, York; 2. Erik Little,

Toronto: 3. Allan Schweiger, Waterloo. Height 6 feet.

Blues' playoff hopes dimmed in Otfawa
By BOB PR1TCHARD

It was a dismal weekend for the

baskelball Blues in Ottawa, losing a

close game 74-72 to Carleton

Ravens on Friday night, and then

bowing lo the University of Ottawa

Gee-Gces 97-85 on Saturday.

Friday night's game against the

Ravens was not as close as the two

point margin might indicate. At one

time Blues were down 14 points.

Toronto did have a chance to score a

lying or winning basket twice in the

closing moments of the game, but

failed to connect with the hoop.

Blues only hit 37 per cent of their

shots from the floor, compared with

Carlelon's 50 per cent.

Saturday's game against the

University of Ottawa Gee-Gees

started out lo be a reasonably close

contest. Although Varsity was on

the lower side of a 28-20 score

midway through the first half. Blues

tied ihe score at 34, six minutes

later, only lo have Gee-Gees pull

ahead 44-39 by half time.

Going into the second half,

Ottawa jumped lo a 50-41 lead after

two minutes of play, but five

minutes later Blues had closed the

gap to 60-56.

Ottawa coach George Potvin then

pul a full court press on the Blues.

Varsity, who have not had a great

deal of experience working against a

press, gave up the ball on turnovers

and jumps, and in desperation began

to foul the Gee-Gees.

Whereas the Ottawa team had

only hit 50 per cenl from the foul

line in the first half, they improved

their average to 70 per cent in the

second half. Ottawa used the press

for the better pari of the remaining

20 minutes, and Blues, showing

some fatigue from ihe previous

nighl's game and the travelling, had

to be conlent with slaying within 10

points of Ihe Gee-Gees. The final

buzzer sounded with ihe score 97 r85.

Toronto did manage to come up
with some good shooting in the first

half. Varsity usually relies on getting

the majority of its points from fairly

close to the basket, but a tough

Ollawa man to man defence and

half court press slowed the team

down. However, Tony Rudmik and

Doug Baker (in his best per-

formance this season) put in 18

points between them wilh some ac-

curate shooting. Dave Walt came up

with a strong individual per-

formance, scoring 27 points for

Toronto.

Leading Gee-Gees in scoring was

Merv Sabey. an aggressive and for-

midable centre, with 23 points. John

Plaskacz and Vic Chandler, both

impressive outside shooters, com-

bined for 29 of Ottawa's poinls.

With Ihree league games left to

play, ihe Blues have a 4-5 record. To

have a chance at a playoff spot,

Toronto will have lo win at least two

of the three. Varsity meets Ryerson

and York at their respective

gyms— Blues have defeated both

teams once already— and host the

Ottawa Gee-Gees in the Benson

Building after reading week-

Tip Offs: Blues' next game is

Saturday in the Benson Gym against

the Western Mustangs in exhibition

play. Game time is 2 pm . . . Ottawa

has a new athletic complex con-

sisting of three full size gyms, six

squash courts, and Olympic size pool

and sauna baths . . . Dave Ferguson

didn't make the trip to Ottawa

because of illness.

Brian Skwinalon

Scoring: Toronto at Ottawa

Ottawa

Miirv SaheV

Viu Chandler

John Rluskac*

Vjiwe Zukenda

TiNld Plaskac*

Harry Mosley

Mike Davis

Jerry Ashe
CiiMir.Circason

MikcHeaic

Hockey Blues earn 1 1th league victory
By PETER DUX

The line of Neil Korzack, Don
Pagnulli and Kent Ruhnke led Blues

lo a 9-2 victory over Carleton

Ravens Friday night. They were

responsible for six of the nine goals

in the typically one-sided victory.

Blues scored early when Harry

Sems fired in the puck at 1 : 14 of the

first period after a good set up from

Bill Buba. Korzack made the score

2-0 by 5:21. but Carlelon's Mark
Potvin cashed in on poor defensive

play in Toronto's zone when he stole

ihe puck and blasted il past Inness.

Ruhnke pul Blues ahead 3-1 on a

low slapshol before the end of the

period.

Blues and Carleton were playing

completely different styles; Varsity

would try to have one man carry the

puck in, and he would be "gang

tackled" by four or five Ravens.

Carlelon, on the other hand would
shoot the puck in from the blueline

thus avoiding ihe chore of going

around Varsily defencemcn.

The second period saw the Blues

score three consecutive goals — one

by Pagnutti on a rebound off a

Leroy slap. (Leroy had four points

Friday.) Ruhnke scored his second

goal on a breakaway when Don
Pagnutti passed from his own end,

behind Raven defenccmen to

Ruhnke wailing at centre ice.

The teams exchanged goals off

the faceoff — first Bill Buba for

Varsily. then Bill Polter for

Carleton on a powerplay with

Herridge in ihe box Tor tripping.

Blues were breaking through the

Raven defence this period, begin-

ning iheir passing game and playing

most of the period in Carlelon's

zone.

Varsily scored Ihree more times

in the last period. The play
slackened off for a while but at other

times Blues would turn on the at-

tack, and il appeared Toronto was

trying to get a winning goal in an
already decided game.

Near the middle of the period

Blues were firing the puck at the

Raven goal wilh reckless abandon
bul Ihey hit ihe post or crossbar six

consecutive limes before Ruhnke
scored his-hal-trick goal. The crowd
exploded with applause when the

puck finally went in.

After ihe game Ruhnke explained

why the line was so effective after

being a- disappointment in recent

games: "We were being less selfish

and passed Ihe puck around a lot

more."

Coach Tom Watt said he had been

after ihe whole team to pass more
and had worked on this in practice.

Blues Notes Ruhnke also

had an assisl along wilh his ihree

goals centre Don Pagnutti

with one goal and four assists was
awarded a watch by Labatt's as the

team's most valuable player

Mark Potvin of Carleton is the

brother of Otlawa 67's defenceman

Dennis Potvin, a likely candidate for

the number one draft choice this

year Blues travel to Ottawa

for games against Gee-Gees Friday

and Carlelon Saturday Blues

beat Ottawa 1 2-3 in their first match
but Gee-Gee's are hot of late, with

recent victories over Waterloo and

York. 5-2 Friday.

Toronlo 9 Carleton Z

First Period

hT..fi>nio.Sems(Buba.Fifield) 1:14

D Toronto. Kor/ack (Ruhnke. Milnes)S:2l

3) Carlelon. Poivin6:02 >

4) Toronlo. Ruhnke (Pagnulli. Leroy) 17:07

Penalties- Holmes (T) 9:58, Channel] (C) 19:17

Second Period

>) Toronlo. Pagnulli (Leroy) 3:03

<>) Toronto. Ruhnke (Pagnulli, Leroy) 9: 17

7) Toronlo. Bjba (Holmes) 10:10

H) Carlelon. Poller (O.Ncil) 14:57

Penallics- Holmes (T) 10:14. Herridge (T)

I VKI. Holmes (T) 16:06

Third Period

9) Toronlo. Leroy (Pugnulti. Anderson) 4:41

ID) Toronlo, Ruhnke (Pagnulli. Anderson)
I7i.l

I 1 1 Toronlo. Munro(Buba) 17:30

Penallics- Channell (C) 9:20

Dare Foods Ltd -producerofDare Cookies

has refused to negotiate with its striking employees

for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance

have characterized the company's approach to

the predominantly female work force.

Help Dare workers protect their union

and win a fair contract

DON'T BUY
DARE COOKIES!

(and tell your friends not to, either)



SAC backs province-wide demo

Blockbusting by police?

These houses will be torn down to make way for the proposed 52 Division police station.

Metro police have supplied few details on the project.

U of T rehires laid off workers
The immediate grievance of 1 1 laid ofl

workers was solved Monday when weekend

snowfall led to their recall, bul ihe issues

surrounding the layoffs are still not clear.

A demonstration called Monday by ihe

Service Employees
1

International Union

Local 204 was called off by the local's

business agent, Don Barclay, after he learned

of the recall, but a small group of militants

demonstrated against future layoffs and con-

tracting out of work.

Calling themselves the U of T Workers'

Committee Against Layoffs, 10 -of the 1

1

previously laid off workers and supporters

also demonstrated at noon yesterday, outside

the U of T personnel office at 215 Huron

Street and claimed thai they had effectively

prevented entry to the building Tor 30 minutes.

Although the local's resolution at its

Saturday meeting had called simply for a

demonstration against the layoffs of 1

1

grounds crew workers, Barclay maintained

that the union's main grievance was its con-

tention that the university had violated its

contract with the local. Instead of laying off

1 1 from one division of the university's service

workers, Barclay contended that the 1

1

workers with the least seniority from across

the university should have been laid off.

However, Barclay told The Varsity before

noon, and the workers who came to demon-

strate al noon, according to the committee,

that the workers had been rehired and the

grievance won.

However, although the workers had been

rehired, the university had not yet met that

day with the union to discuss the grievances

about seniority.

About nine workers who came to the

demonstration, and members of the Stop the

Student Surcharge Committee, who claim to

have been invited by some workers, com-
plained that Barclay had unilaterally called

off a demonstration the local had demanded
while the grievance had not been settled.

Citing a letter from the university one

worker had brought slating that the 1

1

workers had been rehired "because of the

snow removal work now available," SSSC
chairman Peler Havers accused Barclay of

lying, said Havers last nighl, because he said

the grievance had been settled.

According to grounds crew worker Clyde

Brown, Havers called Barclay a "... a liar

leading the people".

Both Brown and Haver claim that Barclay

lost his temper and hit Havers, afler which a

short altercation developed.

Barclay was not available last night to give

his version of the story.

The demonstration continued, committee

members said, against further layoffs feared

because of budget cuts, and contracting out of

work. The committee maintains that there is

sufficient work to be done, and it is protesting

that jobs are contracted out to commercial

firms, as in the case of tree pruning.

The committee intends to . demonstrate

every day at noon outside the personnel office

until their demands are granted, which Brown

said means that no layoffs and contracting out

must be guaranteed.

According to U of T labour relations

manager John Parker last night, the uni-

versity will in future guarantee that a similar

situation in regard to temporary layoffs will

not recur.

Although he termed it simply "an

unfortunate experience", Parker said the dis-

pute was "necessary to jolt the university into

understanding what it had in terms of a

contract".

He said the university would not guarantee

that temporary layoffs would not be made in

reverse order of seniority across the uni-

versity, but it would give "as much notice as

possible" of temporary layoffs instead of the

given minimum of five days. Parker said a

letter to the union also guarantees that a

worker to be laid off could see an employment

counsellor within U of T to see if a suitable

job could be found which would replace a

worker with less seniority.

Students told

continue

fees strike
By BOB BETTSON

The Students' Administrative Council

executive decided yesterday to urge students

to continue withholding their second term fees

indefinitely. They also agreed to support a

February 20th province-wide Queen's Park
demonstration called for by Brock and Trent
University student councils.

The full council failed to ratify the decisions

when it fell three short of meeting its 20-

person quorum for last night's meeting
specifically scheduled to decide future action

in the withholding campaign. Council's
original motion supporting the campaign had
an end-of-January review rider built into it.

Although the executive decisions must still

be ratified by a general meeting, SAC vice-

president John Helliwell felt certain last night

thai there would be little likelihood of the

council reversing the decision. The executive

he said, represented a good cross section of

council. He also pointed oul that none of

the other SAC and political group members
present al an informal gathering in the SAC
office last night except the Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee had objected to the

executive action.

SSSC spokesman Peter Havers denounced
the SAC decision to support what he called

the "Trotskyist" Stop the Cutbacks
Committee.

Havers was reacting to another part of ihe

executive motion stating SAC welcomed the

formation of a Stop the Cutbacks Committee
at yesterday's general student meeting on the

fees strike and the cutbacks.

The SSSC. Havers said, has decided to

withdraw support from the Stop the Cutbacks
Committee which he said "ridiculed" the

SSSC position that the committee should

be named the Slop the Surcharge — Stop the

Cutbacks Committee.

Havers said SAC can't fund the committee
"in any form in any method". He maintained

that supporting another demonstration
"would only waste the students' money on a

useless cause".

Helliwell said the executive had agreed to

help organize a Friday meeting of the new

cutbacks committee and fund further actions

up to $500.

Last fall, a similar committee was set up

when SAC refused to support the November

21 Queen's Park demonstration called by the

Ontario Federation of Students.

Havers said the SSSC had tried to find

unity with the other groups bul could not. He
stated that the university and ihe provincial

governments are both enemies.

The Governing Council has the power to set

fees and Havers said that the U of T should

have refused to implement the fee increase

and cutback in other areas. "There's enough

graft going on at this university," he claimed.

It appears that the SSSC still intends to

oppose SAC in a disruptive manner. Havers

charged that SAC could not continue to meel

until it agreed to the GSU position that a trust

fund is an alternative to individual

withholding of fees.

Havers claimed the SSSC trust fund was

ihe only way to make the withholding action

stress "student solidarity".

He said any student can join and 10 per cent

of the membership can call a general meeting

at any time. He added there had been three

meetings of the members of the trust fund

advertised publicly, but closed to members.

Helliwell said thai the trust fund "locks

students in". It contains a clause requiring 50

per cent of the membership to agree before

funds can be released from it.

"It serves no useful purpose," he continued,

but apparently students in the fund can have

their money released if the three SSSC sign-

ing officers agree. The signing officers are

Peter Havers, Denise Havers, and Rhonda
Fleming.

Havers claimed the "beauty" of the trust

fund is thai it does not include the $100 fee

increase. He said the SSSC will not pay the

SIOO no matter what the university threatens

in disciplinary action.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
11:00 am

Tickets (or "Utile Me" the Victoria

College musical, are now on sale. Till 2 pm.

1:30 pm
A memorial service (or the late Lester

Bowles Pearson will be held In Victoria

College Chapel. The service will com-

memorate particularly the contribution o(

Mr. Pearson, lormerly Chancellor ot Vic-

toria University, to the University. The ad-

dress will be given by Protessor Northrop

Frye and the newly-appointed president ol

Victoria University, Professor Goldwin S.

French, will preside.

6 pm
Free Jewish University with Rabbi Witty

speaking on "Great Modern Jewish

Thinkers". At Hiliel House, 186 SI. George

Street,

6:30 pm
Hlllel's Kosher supper: please reserve by

5 pm at Hiliel House, 186 St- George Street.

7:30 pm
Soiree pour tous les etudlants gradues

{el leurs epoux f-ses) ou amis (-ies) du

department de francais. Vins et tromages

Graduate Students Union. 16 Bancrott

Avenue.
8 pm

Meeting ot the U ot T Homophile

Association GSU. Upstairs lounge, 16 Ban-

croft All welcome.

Free Jewish University: "Job and the

Problem ol Evil", at Hiliel House, 186 St.

George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Conversational

Yiddish" at Hiliel House.

Free Jewish University: "The Jewish

Woman" at Hiliel House.

Free Jewish University: "The Jewish Lite

Cycle" at Hiliel House.

Free Jewish University: "Literature ot the

Holocaust" at Hiliel House.

Free Jewish University: "Chassldic

Stories ot Rav Nachman" at Hiliel House.

8:30 pm
Hamlet by Shakespeare. At the Hart

House Theatre. Directed by Martin Hunter

Tickets: S2.50; students: S1-25. Reser-

vations at box office (928-8668)

9 pm
Free Jewish University: "Jewish

Perspectives on Christianily" at Hiliel

House. 186 St. George Street.

THUHSDAY
11 am

Tickets for "Little Me" are on sale til 2 pm
at Wymllwood. Vic's major musical runs

Feb. 6-10 at Hart House.

noon

Luncheon seminar: W. Wronskl,

Commissioner ot Planning, Metropolitan

Toronto Planning Board, on "A Discussion

of the Projected "Official" Plan for

Metropolitan Toronto" Room 229, Ramsey

Wright Building.

1:30 pm
Dr. N. Bruce Macleod, Moderator of the

United Church of Canada, will be guest

speaker at a service ot worship at Vic

College Chapel on the second floor ol Old

Vic. Everyone Is cordially invited to come

and meet our popular moderator.

6 pm
The Arab Students Association invites

students and faculty to its weekly informal

meeting. At the Morning Room, Inter-

national Students Centre. 33 St. George

Street.

6:30 pm
Hlllel's Kosher supper: please reserve by

5 pm at Hiliel House. 1 86 St. George Street.

7:30 pm
Two tilms by Ken Russel: The Boytrlend

(at 7:30) and Billion Oollar Brain (at 9:30): at

the OISE Auditorium. 252 Bloor St. West;

SI. 50 at 7:30 or $1-00 at 9:30.

The Christian Science College

Organization meets in the Woodger Room

(basement) of "Old Vic". Inspired readings

are followed by testimonies of healing. All

welcome. Till 8:30 pm.

8 pm
SMC Film Club presents Antonloni's "La

Notte" (The Night) wilh Marcello Mastroan-

nl and Jeanne Morreau. At Carr Hall. One

dollar admission.

Israeli Dance Workshop at Hiliel House,

186 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Chavurat

Zemer", at Hiliel House. 186 SI. George

Street.

Free Jewish University: "The Mldrash

and the Bible" at Hiliel House, 186 St.

George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Emotional

Awareness and the Biblical Narritlve", at

Hiliel House, 186 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Arab-Jewish

Dialogue" at Hiliel House, 186 St. George

Street.

Free Jewish University: "Mitzvah In

Concept and Contemporary Practice", at

Hiliel House.

Free Jewish University: "Malmonides" at

Hiliel House.

8:30 pm
A comedy by Randy Brown, The

Landlord 8 Tenant Act. opens at Room 3,

Vic College. Admission 50e.

HILLEL HOUSE PRESENTS

a Grad's Program

with Folksinger: Ron Guttman

Sunday, February 4,

at 8:30 p.m.
186 St. George St.

Admission: $1 .00 members, $1 .25 non-members

INFORMAL DEBATE

RESOLVED THAT CANADA

SHOULD HOARD HER

NATURAL RESOURCES

TOMORROW
DEBATES ROOM - 2 P.M.

ART GALLERY

HART HOUSE CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION

Fab. 2-25

Gallery Hours:

Monday. 11 i.m.-9 p.m.

Twi.-SiL 11 i.m. -5 p.m.

Sundij, 2 p.m. -5 p.m.

TABLE TENNIS CLUB

TONIGHT

Evening Plif. 7-11 p.m.

Fencing Room

Memberships Avillihla

Ladloi Wilcome

CAMERA CLUB

TODAY- 1:10 P.M.

High and Low Key

Photography

Dick Psnler. ARPS.

AFTERNOON CONCERT

TOMORROW

THE GENTLMAN AND BOYS

OF ST. SIMONS

4:30 P.M., MUSIC ROOM

NOON CONCERT
TODAY in Ins

El St Common Room

1112:00

DAVID McMURDO
QUINTET

ALL WELCOME

SUNDAY EVENING

CONCERT

FEBRUARY 4.8:00 P.M.

SCHEHKMAN TRIO

GREAT HALL HENIG 2AFER

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

THE HALL PORTER'S DESK

TELEVISION

IS AVAILABLE

IN THE

MAP ROOM

THE GALLERY
OVERLOOKING THE GREAT HALL
DINING LOUNGE FOR STUDENTS

MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE - FREE

FROM THE

bowels
OF THE

bookroom
comes

ANOTHER SALE

FEATURING

m

110 BLOOR W.

one flight

high

921-6555

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

ONLY

GRATEFUL DEAD
s6.49

3 RECORD SET DIslributBd by WEA Music

torn things,

and books
and records.

Victoria College Music Club presents

little me
a musical by Neil Simon.

HART HOUSE THEATRE. FEBRUARY 6-10

Tickets available 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

at Wymllwood

Tickets $2.00 and $2.50
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Victoria U is silent on development plans
By LANNY COOKE

Victoria University is considering

developing some of its property

commercially, but college officials

are tight-lipped about their plans.

Chairman of the property sub-

committee H.J. Sissons admitted

yesterday that the committee is con-

sidering a development at the

eastern end of the campus, in an

area bordered by Charles, St.

Thomas, and Sultan Streets. He
added that proposals are not yet in

definitive form.

Victoria University Students'

Administrative Council is

"adamantly opposed" to develop-

ment in this area, according to

educational commissioner Rick
Gregory.

Last year VUSAC supported

students who effectively fought a

proposal to use some Vic land for a

commercial parking lot. Gregory

claims that many facilities would be

threatened by new proposals, if, as

he suspects, land from St. Thomas
is leased over to a playing Held on

the north side of Charles Street.

Low cost housing and a field house

would be destroyed, he says, an un-

derground garage would prevent the

construction of a hockey rink and

Charles Street might have to be

widened due to the increased traffic

flow.

"The college is broke and they

need the money," he admitted. By
developing property the college

hopes to generate $200,000, ac-

cording to Gregory. He complained

that VUSAC could get little in-

formation on the project.

Sissons explained that a steering

committee has been set up to deal

with the financial plight of Victoria

University. "It deals with the overall

financial picture, including possible

revenue from non-academic real-

estate holdings."

A report on development was to

be made at a Board of Regents

meeting two weeks ago, but the

meeting was preoccupied with other

matters. Since then, officials have

released no further details.

When questioned about the

development Victoria president

Goldwin French refused to com-
ment. Bursar F.C. Stokes had little

to add except that, "No action has

been taken."

And Victoria University steering

committee chairman Don McGib-
bon would only say, "Study is under

way. I have no idea when it will be

ready."

Sissons said that the property sub-

corn mil lee is now considering

various alternative approaches to

development, but said he could not

reveal them now.

Fees meeting called
A committee set up during yesterday's open meeting has

decided to call for a public meeting Friday to discuss further action

in support of the fees strike.

Meeting in an adjoining lobby to the Medical Sciences

Auditorium, where the SAC sponsored meeting had taken place,

the committee decided that the objective the larger meeting should

be to push for broader goals than reversing the fees increases faced

by students.

Some students suggested that the committee make specific

demands about the $15 late penalty, but most people considered

this secondary, saying that the committee should simply urge

students to ignore this threat.

Other tactics which will be considered at the Friday meeting

include organizing a February demonstration which is already

being called for by students at York, Brock and Trent Universities.

The committee, which included members of several political

groups, including the Stop the Student Surcharge Committee

(SSSC), the Old Mole, Students for a Democratic Society and the

Young Socialists, and unaffiliated individuals including SAC vice-

president John Helliwell, also decided to call itself the Stop-lhe-

Cutbacks Committee, an ad hoc U of T group that organized for

the November demonstration.

It was decided that publicity would be built up around the

slogans "Slop the Cutbacks" and "Support the fees Strike".

The committee will undertake to contact college student

councils and also to appeal to organizations representing non-

students who are also affected by the increasingly restricted access

to higher education. Efforts will be made to get support from the U

of T locals of CUPE for the positions of the committee.

There was some disagreement on the relationship of the

committee to SAC, but it was decided to act as an independent

body, while still trying to pressure SAC into supporting the

committee.

Lawyers' action questioned

after Windlass deferral

OFS action criticized Garbage litters site of "Grange Village", an apartment project proposed by W v v. • Holdings.

By LINDA McQUAIG

A mass meeting called by SAC to

discuss the future of the fees strike,

ended in general agreement that

universal access to post-secondary

education, not the $100 tuition fee

hikes, should be the focus of student

protest.

Most of the campaign organized

by the Ontario Federation of

Students over the last few months

against the provincial government's

cutbacks in educational spending

has focused on the $100 hike.

Gus Richardson, a member of the

History Students Union, said at the

meeting that the real issue was the

changes in student aid regulations

which make it even more difficult

for low-income students to attend

university.

The new regulations force

students receiving aid from the

government to repay a larger

proportion of this assistance than

they had to previously. Under the

new system, no student receives a

non-repayable grant, until he or she

has received at least 5800 which

must be repaid after graduation.

Last year the loan ceiling was $600.

The meeting, which attracted only

200 students and two ad-
ministrators' was called so that SAC
could hear from students before

voting last night on whether or not

to continue to urge them to withhold

their second instalment fees, which

have been due since January 15.

The university has announced
plans to enforce the $15 late penalty

for any instalments not paid by

tomorrow, February I.

Political science student Marko
Botcun said that accessibility to

universities was the real issue and

protest should be arranged around

this.

"We should be going down to the

Italian neighbourhoods in Toronto

and trying to organize them to fight

for equal access," he said.

During the meeting, an

independent committee was set up

to organize a more effective and

broadly-based protest.

The committee, created in the

dying moments of the meeting

before a class took over the Medical

Sciences Auditorium, came in

response to charges that SAC has

been ineffectual in organizing the

strike.

"You did nothing to promote the

strike on campus, then you assumed

no one was interested," shouted

former vice-president Phi! Dack to a

round of applause.

Richardson described SAC's role

in the strike as "mythical."

SAC vice-president John

Helliwell. who chaired the meeting,

conceded that "SAC hasn't done

that much."

OFS general coordinator Craig

Heron said the cutbacks are only the

beginning of a trend which the

provincial government is planning to

introduce.

He predicted a rise in the loan

ceiling to $1,000 as part of the

government's attempt to "dismantle

the education industry they built up

in the GOV
Peter Havers, chairman of the

Stop the Student Surcharge Com-

mittee, which has disrupted two

SAC meetings in the past three

weeks to protest SAC's inaction,

pleaded for students to pay their fees

into a special trust fund his: com-

mittee has set up.

He refused to disclose how many

had paid into the fond so far, but

admitted, "It's not enough to win."

Havers also said his committee

will stop disrupting SAC meetings

only when SAC lives up to its

responsibilities to the students,

Less than honourable conduct on the part of Uk

lawyers acting for Windlass Holdings is suspeeicu

following an unusual turn of events at Monday night

meeting oTlhe Buildings and Development CommiiiLV

The committee was to consider the repeal of tin

bylaw allowing Windlass to build three aparimcni

towers on McCaul Street, but late in the afternoon, tin

City Clerk received a letter from Weir and Foukl-

lawyers for Windlass, asking lor a deferral.

The committee eventually yielded to the reque^

When it was obvious the request would pass, Aldernmt'

Ying Hope, chairman of the committee, admitted lh;i

members had been "tricked into deferral."

"As usual, we are being slighted by the developer,

he said bitterly.

The letter, from Weir personally, claimed that he did

not know far enough in advance that Windlass would hi

discussed at the meeting and that the tremenduu-

3mount of information involved in preparing a depuia

lion prevented his firm from being ready in lime.

Yesterday, Hope lold The Varsity that even though

Weir himself was out of town, his firm knew the mallei

would be discussed well in advance, and could hau

easily prepared a deputation.

At the meeting, Hope called on the large audience l<

"take courage to come in two weeks" when the matter

is now due to be discussed.

The matter is further confused by the unexplained

cancellation of the Ontario Municipal Board hearing

on the project, originally scheduled to begin nc\:

Tuesday. If City Council wanted to repeal the bylaw n

had to do so before the OMB hearings began. But om

reason why committee members were willing to dele:

the matter is that the hearings appear to have heei

postponed indefinitely.

Hope would not tell The Varsity who was responsible

for the OMB move, or how it was done, but did sa; "

was "pulled off by our side", meaning opponents ol ilu

development.

Even Ward 6 alderman Dan Heap, not a committci

member, but who has worked closely with citizens whi

oppose the project, expressed surprise Monday nighi

upon learning that the hearings were postponed.

Ward 6 alderman William Archer introduced tin

motion to defer and it quickly gathered support.

John Sewell, originally opposed to the idea, changed

his mind, and the vote was unanimous. Arch it

Chisholm said he suspected the developers' lawyer-

were not acting honourably, but added that I Ik

committee could not make a judgment and would have

to accept Weir's word.

There are several theories on why Windlass felt n

would be advantageous to have the matter deferred

Absent from the committee meeting were Fred Bea\i^

and Paul Pickett, who have in the past consisiemh

voted in favour of developments.

A motion to recommend repeal of the bylaw allow mj.<

another controversial development, Quebec-Got Iik

was carried by a 5-4 vote later in the same meeting, unu

a similar motion on Windlass seemed likely to pass b\

the same margin.

Hope told The Varsity that it is "possible" that Uk

lawyers had a deputation prepared, but knew lh;ii

Beavis and Pickett would not be there.

He told the meeting that "Windlass is after niuti

votes and they can't get them tonight."

A more elaborate theory of Windlass' actions takes

into account the fact that there are two other

developments which could be repealed — Quebec-

Gothic and West St. James Town.

Hope and other aldermen believe that that the bylaw

allowing Windlass would be the easiest of the three to

repeal. The developer's case in the event of lawsuits

would be the weakest of the three in the Windlass case,

says Hope, because Windlass is the "cleanest cut" —
there are no complicated agreements with the city.

The bylaw was an amendment to the Official Plan

extending the city core to McCaul street from

University Avenue so that Windlass could build at a

higher density. Hope called it an "unconscionable"

move designed solely to accommodate the developer.

This would make the city's case against (he project

stronger, he said.

In this case, it is possible that the developers of

Quebec-Gothic — Cadillac and Greenwin — and the

developers of West St. James Town, — Meridian —

,

pressured Windlass into seeking the deferral so that the

weaker cases (from the city's viewpoint) would be

considered first, possibly setting precedents. The alter-

native would have been to let "a repeal of Windlass set

the precedent.

Heap called Windlass "small potatoes" compared

with the other three developers.

Windlass would have "set the whole thing in

motion", said Hope. Hope said he "didn't know" if the

other developers had anything to do with Monday's

deferral request.

The committee also deferred the matter of West St.

James Town, because it was past I am when the

discussion of Quebec-Gothic was finished.
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Drapeau finds new white elephant
Montreal's showman mayor Jean

Drapeau is up to his old tricks again

with ambitious plans for the 1976
Summer Olympics extravaganza.

Drapeau, who never seems to find

time to deal with more plebian, less

colourful problems like housing for

his city's impoverished, is set to host

the 1976 version of the sports world's

gladitorial battles. To allay federal

government fears that the efferves-

cent mayor may again get the senior

government into the bind of bailing

out his expensive adventure, Drapeau
has dreamed up all kinds of money-
making projects to finance the games.
All Montreal needs, he's telling the

nation, is federal government co-

operation in authorizing his schemes.

Montreal plans on paying the

Olympics' tab by selling Olympic

coins, national lottery tickets and
special postage stamps.

Ottawa isn't biting just yet —
although Trudeau is weakening a little

under the constant barrage of

Drapeau's public relation campaign.

The Ottawa politicians remember
Drapea's 1967 World Fair all too well,

and the enormous debit from it that

Ottawa had to pay off.

There's little reason to suspect that

Drapeau's 1976 plans will work out

any better than his 1967 caper. By
giving in to Drapeau's hard sell, Ot-

tawa would be opening the door to all

kinds of financial headaches:
headaches from which the weak
Quebec government may be unable to

bail it out.

(The provincial government has
offered to kick in up to $10 million to

help cover any deficit the games in-

cur. But, even the federal government
is smart enough to figure out that

Drapeau's spree will likely lose much
more than that. One Ottawa estimate,

according to the '76 Summer Olym-

pics commissioner-general, has the

loss going as high as $100 mil-

lion.)

Montreal has a lot of things that

need doing before it begins to con-

template wasting a fortune on staging

another glamour show. The city

boasts the worst tenements north of

the American border, a drinking

supply daily polluted by untreated

water, and one of the lowest stan-

dards of living in the country.

And moreover, the federal

government shouldn't be stepping in

to help out with publicity-seeking

schemes which won't do anything to

help the people of Montreal or

Canada, and will siphon off taxpayers'

money despite widespread dis-

agreement about Montreal hosting

the games.

The Olympics will, however, benefit

some Montrealers, the ones who need
it least: the construction and tourist-

based industries. These are the very

people who have gotten rich off the

poor planning, high cost Drapeau
schemes of the past — projects which

have been funded instead of the long

overdue social reforms Montreal is

lacking.

Revenue-generating projects like
)

those Drapeau has up his sleeve

should be reserved for worthwhile

social projects and not the aggran-

dizement of a petty politician's ego.
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Left shouldn't

attack treaty
"Jubilant" was the word used to

describe Le Due Tho at his press

conference in Paris discussing the

agreements. "The conclusion o(

such an agreement," he said,

"represents a very big victory for (he

Vietnamese people. It is the crown-

ing of a valiant struggle waged in

unity by the army and the people of

Vietnam on all fronts, at the price of

countless sacrifices and privations."

He went on to speak of the

accords as a big victory of the

peoples of the three countries of

Indochina, of the socialist countries,

of the oppressed people, and of "all

the peace-loving and justice-loving

peoples throughout the world, in-

cluding the American people, who
have demonstrated their solidarity

and given devoted assistance to the

just struggles of our people".

Jubilant also should be all those

throughout the world who in one

small way or another contributed to

a struggle to defeat the U.S,

aggressor in its war against the

Vietnamese people, finally resulting

in an agreement in which all the

military personnel and equipment of

the U.S. is to be removed from

Vietnam within 60 days.

The statement by the Vietnamese

negotiator that the agreements as

signed were in essentials no different

from those negotiated in October

indicates that the U.S. effort at

using saturation bombing in

December had no effect on Viet-

namese morale and their refusal to

stop short of an agreement which

would ensure the withdrawal of U.S.

forces and gain the ability of the

Vietnamese people to determine for

themselves how they will live.

Massive as it was the bombing
failed to force North Vietnam and

the PRG into an agreement on U.S.

terms for the same reasons that this

tiny nation has been able to drive

out the forces of the strongest im-

perialist power in history: the stead-

fastness of the Vietnamese people

themselves; skill ful use of

sophisticated and plentiful

weaponry (in the December blitz,

U.S. planes were shot down by

MIGs and missiles at a rate which

would have meant the destruction of

the entire B-52 force within three

months); relentless and increasing

public pressure within the U.S, and

throughout the world. We should

not forget that it was pressure of

Canadians upon Ottawa for public

statements that led to the un-

animous House of Commons resolu-

tion condeming the renewed bom-
bing. Coming as it did from one of

the U.S.'s nearest neighbours, it is

not surprising that the resolution

received top news coverage in the

U.S. or that MP Andrew Brewin

was told in Hanoi that the Viet-

namese considered it a factor in

ending the bombing.

There are those who argue, like

George Bain in the Globe and Mail,

that we are back to I954, that the

Paris agreements have only
reiterated the Geneva accords. What
a narrow view of the last 1 8 years!

For one thing, socialism has been

built and maintained in North Viet-

nam since then. Does it mean
nothing to Bain and others that

down-grade the Paris agreements,

that they represent the end of an era

in which corrupt, reactionary,

puppet governments in Saigon can

rest upon the military force of a

foreign imperialist power? What a

difference exists between a cease-fire

with all forces in place and the

decision in 1 954 that moved troops

north and south of the 1 7th parallel.

Indeed, what about the difference

between up to 10,000 so-called

peace-keeping troops once proposed

by the U.S. and the agreed figure of

1,160 observers?

Of course, no one expects the

reactionary government of Thieu

and the PRG to become the best of

friends. Struggle of some form
(peaceful or otherwise) will continue

between the PRG, which has always

held most oT the land in South

Vietnam and commands the loyalty

of the people, and Thieu, whose

army is made up of unwilling con-

scripts, incompetents, and cowards.

But, if Thieu attempts to affect a

return to 1954 by sabotaging free

elections and starting to battle, who
will bail him out when, as in the

past, his troops desert or refuse to

fight?

The liberation fighters of Vietnam

constantly reiterated that first and

foremost was the removal of U.S.

forces from Vietnam. We will supp-

ly the red carpet and the brass

bands, said Ho Chi Minh on more

than one occasion, adding that they

would even be glad to help the U.S.

save face, but go they must, and this

determination has been central to

their strategy through all these long

and arduous years.

As Le Due Tho put it, however,

"With the return of peace the

struggle of the Vietnamese people

enters a new period. . . . But the

Vietnamese in the North, as in the

South, at home and abroad, rich in

their traditions of unity and

perseverence in struggle, following a

just policy, strengthened by the close

solidarity of the peoples of Laos and

Cambodia, and benefiting from

strong aid from the Socialist coun-

tries and all the peace-loving coun-

tries of the world, will be able to

smooth out all difficulties and vic-

toriously accomplish their tasks."

These people do not deserve the

mindless rantings of sections of the

left in the U.S. and Canada which

denounce the agreement as a sell-out

and presume to decide for the Viet-

namese what should be their

strategy and their tactics. These left

groups seem to stand in such awe of

U.S. imperialism that they cannot

imagine that it is possible to inflict a

defeat upon it.

There are two aspects to the line

of those who would not join in the

world-wide demand on Nixon to

sign the treaty, although the Viet-

namese had called on all peace

activist to do so. The first, and most

obvious, is their usual anti-

communism, their unsupported

statements that il was the Soviet

Union and China who had pressured

the Vietnamese to accept any agree-

ment and who had withheld needed

aid. At no lime has anything been

produced to back up these

statements, and everything said by

the Vietnamese contradicts this

position. Brezhnev has said that

normalization of relations between

his country and the USA could only

continue if the U.S. signed the peace

treaty whose terms represent a vic-

tory for the Vietnamese. If the

written and oral views of the Viet-

namese are not sufficient proof that

far from being pressured to sign an

unwanted agreement by the socialist

countries, they were materially as

well as morally assisted by them,

surely the display of fire-power this

last month was a powerful reminder

to friend and foe alike that Vietnam

did not lack support. Foreign

observers agreed that the air defence

was the most effective in the history

of aerial warfare.

However, beyond this usual anti-

communist verbiage, there is

another -difference between those

critics on the left and the Viet-

namese, and this is about the exact

stage of the development of the

struggle in Vietnam. They put

forward the view that the stage oT

struggle has been of the workers and

peasants versus landlords and

capitalists for socialism; hence, any

end of the fighting before actually

attaining socialism is seen as a

defeat. The Vietnamese, however,

see the struggle as one of national

liberation, a fight against U.S. im-

perialism and their puppet ad-

ministration, in which the unity of

all anti-imperialist forces, including

sections of the capitalists and land-

lords, is the basis of political action.

It is this sort of alliance which is re-

flected in the Provisional Revolu-

tionary Government.

The signing of the agreement

which removes U.S. military sup-

port from the Thieu regime was seen

by the Vietnamese as a precondition

for the next stage of the struggle. As

Tho put it in Paris, "We must say

that the situation in our country and

in the world is developing in an

extremely favourable way for the

cause of the Vietnamese people."

Tho, of course, is himself a socialist

with a history of over 40 years of

dedicated service to the cause of

bringing socialism to his nation. He
sees no contradiction between a

struggle for national self-

determination and for socialism in

Vietnam. But this does not prevent

him from seeing that socialism and

national liberation are not identical.

The struggle for socialism can now
be won, given the conditions

provided by the treaty. Concerning

the treaty, Tho said, "We have the

conviction that the dark designs of

the reactionary forces in the country

and abroad to obstruct the applica-

tion of the agreement, or to

sabotage it, can only fail." Those

truly concerned about solidarity

with the people of Vietnam should

not allow themselves to become even

unconscious allies of reaction by

their denunciation of the agreement.

The whole question would be

academic if the Canadian peace

movement had nothing to do now

but reminisce. But, there is much yet

to be done and faulty analysis ofthe

present situation in Vietnam can

only do harm.

In addition to keeping up pressure

that the 60 day pull-out by the

Americans does in fact take place, a

watchful eye must be kept on the

Canadian observers to ensure that

they do not become tools of the U.S.

Stale Department, as in Canada's

disreputable role in the Inter-

national Conirol Commission. The
Canadian observers' reports must be

carefully scrutinized.

Article nine calls for the return of

Vietnamese civilian prisoners on

negotiation by the two South Viet-

namese parties. With somewhere

between 200,000 and 300,000

prisoners in Thieu's jails, their

release becomes an issue of in-

ternational concern. Already in

Canada there is a branch of the

International Committee to Free

South Vietnamese Political

Prisoners from Detention, Torture,

and Death. Also the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee of concerned Canadians who

organized the delegation to Ottawa

on January 3 have sent messages to

the Canadian government and the

United Nations calling for action to

ensure that there is no massacre by

Thieu of these prisoners.

The agreement recognizes that

Vietnam is one country. It does not

designate a single governing unit for

South Vietnam. Is it not time for

Canada at least to develop full

diplomatic relations with the

Democratic Republic of Vietnam?

Finally, the U.S. has agreed to

give massive assistance to the recon-

struction of North and South Viet-

nam. As a country which, through

arms sales, has materially benefited

from the war and contributed to the

pain and suffering inflicted by arms

made here, surely there is an onus on

Canada also to offer material

assistance in rebuilding this war-

lorn land.

Canadian people in increasing

numbers have been showing
solidarity with the Vietnamese and

this must continue. No reactionary

force will be able lo slow down the

forward march of the Vietnamese

people, and their victory is a sign to

peoples all over the world that im-

perialism can be defeated.
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An ear to the air

waves: the story

of surveillance
By ROBERT VAFFEE

reprinted from the chevron
Priority considerations of national defence, national

security, and domestic law enforcement have been used to

justify support of secret research into the areas of total

surveillance and total control.

Several kinds of surveillance and control techniques

may constitute a threat to, or violation of, fundamental

freedoms provided for in the Canadian Bill of Rights. If

telephonic wiretapping, telephonic eavesdropping, non-

telephonic eavesdropping, and electronic biological con-

trol were to be used arbitrarily and inequitably, substantive

rights of responsible free speech, press, and assembly

contained in the Bill would be eroded away or effectively

eliminated. In that instance, basic guarantees against

unreasonable searches and seizures, cruel and unusual

punishment or treatment, as well as equal protection of the

law would be flagrantly deprived of effect.

And, if any of these techniques were used illegally to

obtain information, resulting in such effects, the clause

which maintains that none of these rights may be withheld

or infringed, unless by due process of law. is also violated.

Modes of surveillance

The nature and design of surveillance systems allows

for a tripartite classification, based on wire connection and
transmitter location. According to John E. Cunningham,
author of the book, Security Electronics, such surveillance

may be categorized as follows: 1) "hidden microphones
connected with wires," 2) "hidden radio transmitters," 3)

"wiretapping of telephones."

In the first of these groups, there are a multitude of

small and miniature microphones. For the most part, they

are to be concealed within the area of immediate audio
pick-up. Included in this group is also the "spike-mike", a

microphone attached to a spike. The spike is driven into

the wall of the room or Jiouse under surveillance. Vocal

vibrations of the person or persons speaking are conveyed
from the air to the wall, and from the wall to the spike. The
vibrations, having been conducted to the spike, are, in

turn, transferred to the microphone where they are

converted to oscillations of electrical current flowing

through the connected wires to an amplifier and then to a

tape recorder. These devices must be at or in the room or

rooms under scrutiny.

Concealed radio transmitters are also sometimes
within the immediate area of scrutiny also. With recent
discoveries and developments in microminiature elec-

tronics, such as integrated circuits and solid state design,
these marvelous little toys have been reduced in size such
that they may be installed In the stirring stick of a cocktail,

in the buttons of a suit, in the cuff links or tie clasps of a
jewelry assortment.

The less miniscule of these intricate curiosities are
usually Installed near a power source — such as a lamp,
light-socket, radio or television. Their size necessarily
imposes some limitation on their amplification potential,

for which reason they are generally characterized by
short-range — approximately from 300 feet to one mile.

Most of them are frequency modulated to reduce static

and noise difficulties. Because they cannot have long
antenna, more often than not. they operate between the
frequencies of 60 to 112 mhz, a band which is eagerly
monitored by your friendly government agencies using
equipment of wondrous sensitivity. To preserve the
batteries or the tape on the recorder reels, these gadgets
may employ a voice-operated relay, set to turn on the
equipment at the sound of someone speaking.

Means of wiretapping telephones comprise the third

group. Strictly construed, wiretapping signifies a physical
connection of outside wires to an internal telephone
circuit. There are three ways by which such intrusion may
be accomplished. First, there may be a connection of

outside phone lines to wires leading to an amplifier, tape
recorder, and headset. Second, It Is possible to install a
"harmonica bug", which transforms the telephone hand-
piece into an active microphone while the phone remains
on the hook. After a particular Instalment and a rewiring of
the telephone handpiece, anyone who desires to
eavesdrop on the room in which the phone is located can
dial the. telephone number of the tampered phone, cause a
500 cycle signal to be activated within pick-up range of his
own phone, and proceed to listen. That 500 cycle signal
hab a double effect on the rewired telephone,
automatically connecting the phone and disconnecting its

bell, before it can begin to ring. In this way, the rewired

telephone Is transformed into an eavesdropping device.

And third, there is the possibility of installing In the

telephone handset a tiny radio transmitter capable of

transmitting, whether or not the phone is on the hook. All

of these three days of wiretapping involve tampering with

the telephone circuits.

There are ways of eavesdropping on telephone

communications, however, that do not necessitate such

tampering. Knowledge of two of these means is no secret.

One technique utilizes the attachment of a suction cup to a

microphone, with leads running to a tape recorder. The
suction cup microphone is merely attached to the handset

of the telephone. Another technique utilizes an induction

coil, which is nothing more than a wire wound around the

telephone lines at a convenient point with no physical

contact necessary. The leads connect to the input of an

audio amplifier, which, in turn, is connected to a tape

recorder and headset. Whereas these techniques are not

wiretapping, their effect is the same as that of wiretapping.

In either case, there is interception of the telephone

communication.
Perhaps the most interesting means of

eavesdropping is that of remote sensing. Equipment
employed for these purposes may be simple or complex.
Frequently, means of remote sensing may be difficult to

detect and locate, insofar as detection and direction-

finding may require the use of expensive and
sophisticated apparatus. Remote sensing may be ac-

complished by acoustical or electronic means, as well as

by a combination of them. An acoustical device is a highly

directional microphone, consisting of a parabolic reflector

which focuses sound sensitivity into a narrow beam. It may
be used at a distance of 100 feet to pick up conversations

in a room of a building across a busy street. It has a range
of approximately 100 to 300 feet, varying in accordance
with the amount of intervening environmental noise.

The electronic devices used for remote sensing are
generally a form of a radar. Although short-wave may be
used, the general procedure utilizes the higher fre-

quencies. If microwave is used, the system may be based
on maser (microwave amplification by stimulated emission
or radiation) operations. If infrared frequencies are used,
the system may generally employ an iraser {an infrared

laser-light amplification by stimulated emission or
radiation). It follows that if light is used, the sensing system
may employ a laser. Acting as a radar system, the device
detects the amount of vibration in a window pane, resulting

from conversations in the room. A beam of radiation is

directed at the pane and reflected from it. The changes in

distance between the surface of the window and the laser

are detected, thereby converting the vibrations of the
conversation into changes in electrical current, which is

then amplified. A speaker reconverts the electrical

changes to vibrations of air; the reproduced sound is the
reproduced conversation, which may be tape recorded.

In fact, at Fort Holbrid, Maryland, the United States
Army is alleged to have assembled a massive data bank,
complete with dossiers on all persons with criminal
records or political affiliations. What is sometimes con-
sidered elegant about remote sensing is the combined
lack of physical intrusion and lack of juxtaposition of
physical equipment.

Bio-electronics

and remote control
The biological effects of radio frequency

electromagnetic energy are not unknown to scientists in

the esoteric field of bio-electronics. Some of the
information managed to find Its way into print. As long ago
as May 4, 1959. In "Aviation Week and Space
Technology", an experiment at the National Institute of

Health in Bethesda. Maryland, ~D7S". A. was reported. A
monkey had been placed in a resonant cage, into which an
antenna was fed approximately 100 watts of power on a
very high frequency. According to Dr. Peirce Bailey, who
observed the effects, the animal lapsed into convulsions,

and within five minutes, was dead. Bailey proffered the
suggestion that otherwise inexplicable airplane accidents
might result from careless radio frequency energy
propagation. More recently, syndicated columnist Jack
Anderson wrote an article entitled, "Laser Snoops a Threat
to Health," in which he sought to bring to the public
attention some of the adverse effects of the careless use of

certain electronic surveillance devices. Anderson wrote:

"The lasers, microwaves, and infrared beams can

cause cataracts and other long-range injuries to people

they strike. Thus the electronic smog created t""\

surveillance equipment may be ruining the eyes of spies.

Communist diplomats, and innocent citizens who jusi

happen to be in or near the rooms where the hazardous

rays are unleashed.

"It seems that although the United States Government
had been aware for some time of the adverse biological

effects of certain frequencies, power levels, con-

centrations, and proximities of electromagnetic energy,

equipment capable of producing adverse biological

effects may nonetheless be in current use."

If it is claimed that advances in technical knowledge
permit more precise use of laser ans similar surveillance

and control technology, this claim cannot be denied. To be

sure, recent refinements permit pinpoint accuracy in

aiming these devices, some of which are alleged to be

capable of heating to a boil a pot .of coffee at a distance of

1000 miles. As the plane approaches Its target, a laser

beam is trained onto it, heating a spot in the metal. An
infrared heat-seeking rocket or "smart" bomb is then

zeroed in on the hot spot, with perfect accuracy. But,

accuracy of aiming from or to moving targets Is not the"

only improvement of this kind of technology.

A more specific biological explanation of the 66 kinds

of changes that may be effected within the organism may
be found in the book authored by Dr. Harald Thorn, —
Introduction to Shortwave and Microwave Therapy. Thorn

has it that the irradiation of the biological organism results

in high temperatures In the area of focus; this effect is

called hyperthermia. In moderate doses, It usually caus
'

no difficulty. In fact, it Is often beneficial. But, In more
heavy than moderate doses, the biological effects can be

harmful. Some of the noted effects of such hyperthermia
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are that it kills flies, inhibits tumour development,

produces changes in the blood sugar as well as in the

<ood counts. It has been noticed that irradiation of the

eb of a frog up to a point produces a dilation of the blood

vessels; beyond that point of power concentration,

vasoconstriction is effected. In addition to causing

changes in the pulse frequency and blood pressure, doses

of radio frequency energy have been observed to cause

wild temperature imbalances in rabbits. These are only

some of the effects that may be produced and that are

known to specialists in bio-electronics.

They are also interested In the subject of remote

conditioning and control of animals or humans. Dr. Jose

M.R. Delgado of Yale University Medical School had

recently published a work, which he designates, Physical

Control of the Mind — Toward a Psychocivilized Society.

On the basis of studies in which brains were mapped for

the effects produced by a small electrical stimulus,

Delgado began experimenting on animals with a view

toward learning about such things as "activation of the

will", production of "sensory deprivation of the adult

mind", in addition to the production of "heaven and hell

within the brain" as a means of conditioning or control.

Delgado Implanted electrodes in the brains of his

experimental subjects and attached a receiver-stimulator

on each subject to the electrodes. With a radio transmitter,

he triggered the receiver-stimulator, which he called a

stimoceiver, which in turn sent the appropriate impulses

Into the brains of his subjects. More sophisticated

approaches might use beams of concentrations of radio

frequency energy focused on the brains of subjects

< equipped with stimoceivers. Possible effects could be

injurious or lethal. This kind of remote elec *r° n '<;

stimulation of the brain is believed to have been used botn

in the United States and Canada.

Unprofessional meddling

and political repression

Anyone of good faith and good will might be

reasonably disposed to object that the threat to and the

violation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of the

kinds being considered does not really exist, for few

persons of authority would stoop to such heinous

activities. But, a glance at the American scene could

indicate that precautionary safety is preferable to dilatory

sorrow. If Hale Boggs, Congressman from Louisiana, was

impelled to stand up and deliver a speech in Congress on

how the FBI was harassing him with wiretapping and if

Cornelius Gallagher, Congressman from New Jersey, was

moved to complaining in Congress of an FBI sub rosa

effort to ruin his career and marriage on the basis of

trumped up charges, it may not be unreasonable to

consider the validity of the disclosure that Pershing

Gervais, in connection with the FBI, was said to have

falsely testified against Jim Garrison, New Orleans district

attorney. While nothing is conclusively proved in regard to

these cases, there is sufficient indication that it might be

worthwhile to take precautions against abuses of power.

That Is to say, legal provision and administrative

machinery of hearing and appeal should be established

whereby a person or group of persons to whom injustice is

being administered under the cloak of secrecy can turn

with hope of just and adequate redress of grievance.

Influences including not only mere social and psy-

chological pressure but also electronically induced bio-

physical sanctions are examples of abuses of political

power that cannot legitimately or constitutionally occur in a

democratic political system. The invocation of such in-

fluences is categorically totalitarian.

A Canadian perspective

There are several Members of Parliament In Canada
who believe that there are reasons for instituting

safeguards of precious rights. They claim that there is

need for the specific protection of these rights. To wit.

there is a need for the protection of privacy, for a

protection of freedom of speech, for the protection against

unreasonable searches and seizures, for equal protection

of the law, and for the due process of law. David Orlikow

(Winnipeg North) on May 2, 1972, mentioned the

allegations of an alderman that the city jail of Saskatoon

had its phone wiretapped by the police, with the result that

when a person who was placed there proceeded to call a

friend or a lawyer, the police were able to overhear the

conversation. And, John Gilbert (Broadview) mentioned

the case of the Redpath Sugar Company of Toronto. That

company had allegedly hired a firm known for its "union

busting" activities. After the disclosure that a member of

the Toronto police force had aided and abetted the firm in

its eavesdropping endeavor, reason for concern arose. In

the words of Gilbert, ".
. . this Indicates that we have

reached a serious state." If this situation is generally that of

modern democracy, it is to be concluded that adequate

protection against capricious and unjust infringement of

the above-mentioned rights should be provided for in any

society that is structured on ordered liberty.

In the event that the general factual situation in

Canada is as serious as Gilbert and Orlikow seem to think,

the present legal structure may be Inadequate to the task

of safeguarding and upholding fundamental human and

civil rights, particularly in regard to the Issues of

surveillance and control. As regards the matter of

surveillance, there is a general, not an absolute,

prohibition against wiretapping. Furnished with a warrant

to do so, police are permitted to wiretap, and they are free

to reveal relevant informational evidence so obtained in a

court of law. The warrant, obtainable from the chief of

police, must be based on reasonable and probable cause

for the belief that a crime has been or is about to be

committed.

There is no legal rule rendering illegally obtained

evidence inadmissible in court. With the only current

deterrent from invalidating their case in Canada being the

possibility of having to pay the costs of the defendant, the

police may illegally obtain evidence. Inasmuch as they do.

the government and the courts partly participate in

breaking the law, which they are bound to obey and

uphold. In consequence, such activities detract from the

development of respect for and maintenance of the law.

The Ontario Telephone Act of 1960 makes an

indictable offense out of eavesdropping on or divulging of

telephone messages. The problem with the law Is that it

provides such negligible penalties for its violation that its

real deterrent effect is subject to doubt. As a result, there

is neither greatly effective guarantee of freedom from

wiretapping in Canadian society today, nor is there much

of any effective legal prohibition against the other kinds of

electronic surveillance at the present time.

A proposal for a right to privacy

The Protection of Privacy Act that was under

consideration by the Justice Committee of the House of

Commons during its last session was a commendably

constructive legislative proposal to remedy major

problems deriving from the effects of technological ad-

vance in the field of surveillance and control techniques.

Fundamentally, the bill attempts to fill the legal lacunae

regarding non-wiretapping surveillance, by concentrating

on the theme of establishing and safeguarding the right of

privacy.

As Minister of Justice Otto Lang stated, "Privacy must

mean the right to be alone, to live one's life with a minimum

of interference. . . Each individual requires individual

privacy to nourish his individual creativity, to preserve his

personality balance, and develop his individuality."

Toward this end, the act renders the illegal (without a

warrant) interception — whether by electromagnetic, ac-

coustic, mechanical, or other devices — of private

communication and/or the divulgence of such com-

munication, when unlawfully intercepted an indictable

offense. What was not covered by legal prohibition before

— that is, almost all general surveillance involving remote

sensing — is now made an offense.

Only the most advanced techniques are not

necessarily covered by this legislation. Unlike the

Telephone Act of 1960, the proposed legislation has

effective deterrent sanction. It furthermore creates an

offense for anyone, not properly authorized, "to possess,

sell, or purchase any devices or components of them

primarily" designed for such illegal interception. This

provision should contain an element of demonstrated

intent to commit an act above-proscribed.

In applying these strictures to both the citizenry and

the Crown, the Act proceeds partly to implement the effect

of the exclusionary rule without enacting that rule of

evidence, itself, thff outcome probably being increased

respect for and co-operation with the law as well as

increased faith in and loyalty to the Government.

Moreover, the legislation provides for a transfer of the

power to grant an authorization from the chief of police to

the county judges. In effect, the granting of authorization is

placed Into the hands of a third or impartial authority,

rather than one with a vested interest, assuring greater

objectivity in the assessment of need and propriety. Still,

emergency warrants are made available.

Robert Yaftee is a graduate student at the School tor

Social Research in New York City, working on a Phd in

political science.
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Committee votes for Quebec-Gothic repeal
Despite the risk of a successful

mulli-million dollar lawsuit against

the city, the Buildings and Develop-

ment Committee has recommended

that City Council repeal the bylaw

allowing the erection of the Quebec-

Golhic apartment development.

The recommendation, carried by

a 5-4 vole early yesterday morning

will be considered at today's council

meeting. If council approves the

recommendation, a special council

meeting February 16 would be the

developers' last chance to oppose the

repeal. The Ontario Municipal

Board would also be asked to defer

its hearings on the four high-rise

tower project, due to begin next

Monday.

A report by City Solicitor

William Callow has warned that the

city would face a "considerable"

risk of a lawsuit from the

developers, Cadillac Development

and Greenwin Construction, if the

zoning bylaw were rescinded.

The developers' lawyer, Edwin

Goodman, told the committee

meeting in a packed Council

chamber, that the "best estimate" ol

his clients' "out of pocket loss" if

the bylaw were repealed was 4.5 to

five million dollars. The main por-

tion of these damages, he said,

would be the difference between the

prices paid for the 99 houses

Cadillac-Greenwin intends to

demolish, and the prices they would

have to be sold for.

Goodman, who is also former

national president ol" the Conser-

vative Party and present co-

chairman of the Committee for an

Independent Canada, warned the

committee not to subvert the

"integrity or the planning process."

But Alderman John Sewell argued

thai the planning process of the old

council has "broken down."

"They {the developers) don't care

about a planning process as long as

they get what Ihey want," he

exclaimed.

Two student governors run again
Only two of the present eight

sludenl governors say they will run

for re-election on the Governing

Council for 1973-74. Another four

are ineligible for re-election.

Of the four undergraduates, only

medical student Aron Goldberg is

likely lo seek his scat on U of T's

top governing body again, although

arts student lan Morrison says he

hasn't decided yet.

Both Paul Cadario and Brian

Morgan have won Rhodes
Scolarships and are thus off lo

Oxford next year.

Both graduate student members

of council have indicated ihey will

not run again, while one of two part-

time student governors is in the race.

While ciling lack of time as his

reason for nol running, graduate

student John Morton blasted both

Ihe administration and Cadario as

preventing students from being

effective.

Cadario. who is internal Affairs

Committee chairman, and is often

called on by the administration lo

represent students, has a "self-

aggrandizement policy", according

to Morton. The administration, he

says, is trying to run the university

with as little obstruction as possible;

"they try to stamp everything they

think students shouldn't see

'confidential'."

Graduate member Clarice

Henschel, who is graduating with a

JEWISH

COMMUNITY CAMPS,
Montreal, P.O.

SUPERVISORS

SECTION HEADS
- pioneer

arts and crafts

hiking and tripping

music and dance

waterfront

nature

BUNK AND SPECIAL

COUNSELLORS
Counsellors — mln. of 19
years ol age
Supervisors— college grad.

level

Personal interviews to be
held on Campus on February
5th and 6th. Call the Place-
ment Centre at 928-2539 to

make an appointment.

Sunglasses

that get

darker

as the sun

gets brighten y

Masters degree in library science,

also criticized Cadario. "Paul
worked as an individual, not as a

sludent," she staled.

She felt the upcoming Governing

Council term would be more im-

portant lhan the first and urged the

representative student bodies to hire

a researcher for the student caucus.

Part-time student governor Joyce

Denyer is also graduating and not

running. Potential candidates for

office should be attending council

and committee meetings now, she

fell, so that they would understand

the workings of U of T government.

The other part-time student

governor, Norma Grindal, says

"everything has just started on the

Council", and is running again.

She criticized the lack of openness

on the pari of other governors and

administrators dealing with the

council. "You really can't depend

on what everybody says as being the

Irulh." she said.

a comedy by Randy Brown,

THE LANDLORD
AND TENANT ACT

Thurs,

Feb. 1

Fri,

2

Sat.

3 .50'

Rm. 3, Vic College 8:30

THIS WEEK AT SMC
TODAY:

Music in the Lounge from 1 2 noon — 2 p.m.

THE ORIGINAL SLOTH BAND
FREE!!

SUNDAY:
Ball Hockey:

THE GREAT LEAP FORWARD vs.

THE REVISED FIVE-YEAR PLAN

COMING SOON:

CITY GOV'T SEMINARS
FEB. 8 — Mayor David Crombie

Brennan Hall Longe

FEB. 6-7 Senate By-Election: Humanities

NOTE: JOURNAL CONTEST: Deadline for Poetry
Photography, Short Stories, etc.

extended to Feb. 28.

For Further Information. Call 923-8893

ALL ACTIVITIES SPONSORED BY
ST. MICHAEL'S STUDENTS' UNION

PHOTOSUN

MAIN STORE
jeQSLOORST VVEST 962^2020

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

The bylaw allowing the high-rises

on Quebec and Gothic Avenues in

ihe High Park area was passed by

cily council in 1971, over strong

objections from area residents.

However, the election of a new

"reform" council has raised hopes

that the project may still be stopped

before il goes before the OMB.
Ward I alderman Elizabeth

Eayrs, who was elected largely

because of her opposition to the

development and former alderman

Ben Grys' conduct in the affair,

introduced Ihe motion to recom-

mend repeal of the bylaw. Grys

failed to declare a conflict of in-

terest, a judge later decided, when he

voted in favour of the project while

his wiTe held mortgages on two

houses on Quebec Avenue.

Also voting for the motion were

Sewell, Ying Hope, Archie
Chisholm, and Ann Johnson. Op-
posing Ihe motion were Reid Scott,

Art Eggleton, William Archer, and

Joseph Piccininni. Fred Beavis and

Paul Pickett, whose votes would

probably have reversed the result,

were absent.

Egglelon and Scott had been

opposed to ihe original bylaw but

ExportA
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

MARX BROS. FESTIVAL
Fri., Feb. 2, 7:30 p.m.
DUCK SOUP
MONKEY BUSINESS
COCONUTS

Sat, Feb. 3, 7:30 p.m.

ANIMAL CRACKERS
HORSE FEATHERS

DUCK SOUP
Price: $2.25 per night all three films

$1.50 last two films

$1.00 lastlilm

Room 3154, Medical Sciences Bldg., UotT

NEW COLLEGE

STUDENT COUNCIL

BURSARIES
NON-

REPAYABLE
GRANTS

AVAILABLE

APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE NOW IN

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE. NEW COLLEGE

APPLICATION DEADLINE:

Thursday. February 1st. 1973. 4.00 p.m.

For further information call

928-2462

afler reading Callow's report and

hearing Goodman's deputation,

decided that the risk to the city was

loo great lo support the repeal.

Eggleton said thai taxpayers

would be faced with an
"astronomical" sum of money to

pay i T a damages suit was successful.

He added that he was prepared to

appear before ihe OMB as a private

citizen lo oppose the project.

"We've gone down this road too

far," lamented Scott, who is a

lawyer.

But Sewell, also a lawyer, argued

thai the legal consequences are

"probably minimal." He said that

Cily Council is "free to make
political decisions without the threat

of being sued."

Citizens making deputations to

the committee before Goodman
spoke warned the committee not to

be intimidated by any financial risk.

Many argued that the risk to the

environment of the city outweighs

the risk of the lawsuit.

Newly elected Confederation of

Residents and Ratepayers Associa-

tion chairman Jim Lemon called on

the new council to "set the precedent

for the future in this city."
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New site for 52 Division

Citizens attack police station secrecy
By LORNE SLOTNICK

Secrecy surrounds a proposed

relocation of police station number
52, but residents of the Dundas-
Beverley area are determined to

uncover the reasons for the move
and stop it.

Metro Police Division 52

currently occupies the historic

Stewart Building at the corner of

College Street and Queen's Park,

and the Police Commission refuses

to give a complete explanation of

why they intend to move the station,

rather than renovating the building.

Residents are concerned about the

detrimental effect the station could

have on their already congested

area.

A meeting Sunday of about 20
people held on Darcy Street, one

block north of Dundas, considered

strategy for slopping the police ac-

tion, but decided to first wait for a

new report from the Metro Properly

Commission on the future of, the

houses acquired for the station.

All eight houses necessary for the

new station have already been ac-

quired by the Metro Properly Com-
mission which administers them for

the police. The houses, on Dundas,

Beverley, and Darcy Streets, had

been occupied by beywecn 80 and

I00 people. Tenants have been
evicted from two of the houses on
Beverley and these houses are now
boarded up.

The police argue that too many
repairs arc required to make the

houses habitable. The police are

evicting the tenants, even though

the new building is not slated to be

started for about a year and a half.

The area is also threatened by the

proposed Dundas Street widening,

the Windlass "Grange Village"

apartment complex on McCaul
Street, and a possible Canada Trust

development. The existing housing

shortage and danger to the Chinese

community in the area will be
worsened, residents feel.

Darcy Street residents at

Sunday's meeting complained about

harrassment from city housing in-

spectors, up to once a month.

Ward 6 alderman Dan Heap told

the meeting that he would fight for

local control of housing inspectors

to ensure that absentee landlords

like Metro are not let off free while

property owners are harrassed with

work orders until they are forced to

sell.

Some residents accused Metro of

using building inspectors to "en-

courage" them to sell their homes.

Others said the Metro Property

Commission had used threats of

expropriation if residents were
reluctant to sell.

Police Diision 52 covers the area

from the CNR tracks north of Du-

pont Street south to the Toronto
Islands, from Spadina Avenue to

Jarvis Street. A floating police sta-

tion in the harbour was suggested at

yesterday's meeting.

The division is noted for having

the riot squad, but the police claim it

will be removed from 52 division

when the new building is completed.

According to Heap's assistant Ron
Struys, the police will not say how
many people will be working at the

new station, but have said that they

want it to be like 14 division. (There

are 325 police working out of 14

division.)

As a concession to area residents,

the police have agreed to make the

entrance to the new station off Dun-
das. However a parking lot will

inundate the surrounding streets

with traffic, say residents.

Heap said that police had a list of

12 sites for the new station, and

picked the Dundas-Beverley loca-

tion. He said that the police will not

reveal the other 1 1 sites, probably

because at least some of them are

more rational. Struys said he is sure

some of the sites are parking lots.

Heap has talked to Inspector

Marts, who is in charge of "corn-

job.

The police argue that moving into

this neighbourhood will help control

crime, but Struys says that crime in

ihe area is "non-existent" compared
with other neighbourhoods in which

police have located.

A petition signed by 70 people

A Property Commission report

ordered by Metro Council last week
considering whether the eight houses

can be lived in is due next Tuesday,
said Heap.

After the report is released, Heap
said he will work for a public

meeting between a Police Commis-

Houses in the Beverley-Darcy

munity relations" Tor the police.

Marks told him he "couldn't

understand" why the people in this

area do not want the building

because people in other areas

welcome new stations. The police

have said that one of the reasons for

(his location is contact with the

community.

Heap said he told Marks that this

area is different, because it is

already too crowded. He told the

meeting that people in the area must

tell the police that they must have

co-operation from the

neighbourhood in order to do their

THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
Presents a Public Lecture

by

PROFESSOR KENNETH LOCKRIDGE

"The Myth of Uniqueness in

Early American History"

Time: 3:00 p.m., 2 February
Place: Room 21 1 7, Sidney Smith

TERMPAPERS

SERVICE (Reg'd)
A Can ,flian Company

PAPEHS ON FILE

$1.65 PER PAGE

OR
Custom made orders, at reasonable

cost, prepared by our staff o( college

graduates

638-3559
Suite 906. 12 Goldfinch Ct.

Willowdils (Toronto) M2H2C4. urn.

Streets area now occupy the site

condemns the "secret planning,

secret acquisition, and needless evic-

tions" used hy the police, and yester-

day's meeting considered several

further courses of action.

Zoning changes were rejected

because they take too long, and

because police stations are allowed

in almost every residential area. The
area is presently zoned as residen-

tial, but the zoning also allows for

institutional use.

A detailed Part II study is being

done on the area and it is possible

that the new police station will be

contrary lo the new study's

proposals. However, the meeting

was (old that the study will not be

completed in time to stop the

station.

for a proposed police station,

sion representative, a Properly

Commission representative, the

ward aldermen, and area residents,

to make suggestions about, the area.

"I don't know how much power
we have," he admitted.

The last resort, Heap said, is

lobbying at Metro Council, which

must allot the money to build the

new station.

He added that police forces are

now being studied by a provincial

task force and they "have lo be

concerned about public opinion".

He noted that fellow Ward 6 alder-

man William Archer is on the task

force, and told the people to "keep
pushing on him" because "Bill can

do more".

H H PRODUCTIONS
presents

Live and in concert

J. R. WEITZ
Direct from New York

TONIGHT AND TOMORROW

8:30 PM, ARBOR ROOM, HART HOUSE
ADMISSION FREE

INSTRUCTIONAL
MEDIA
CENTRE

IS
"open to air"

1. AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT
(film and slide projectors, etc.)

2. PORTABLE VIDEO TAPING
(lets you produce TV programs)

3. SUPER EIGHT FILM MAKING
(put your ideas into living colour)

Surther
information call: Greg Allen 928-6049
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Dalhousie council vetoes editor of Gazette
HALIFAX (CUP) - The

Dalhousie University Student Coun-

cil last Sunday overruled the staff of

the student newspaper. The

Dalhousie Gazette, and appointed

one or their own council members,

Ken McDougall, as editor of the

paper for a one-year term.

The action was a violation of The

Canadian University Press (CUP)

Statement of Principles. The

Gazette was a founding member of

the 35-year-old student press

organization.

The staff had elected Marg

Bezanson who worked on the paper

for two years as editor before the

council meeting. However, under

the student union constitution, this

election had to be ratified by the

council.

Both applicants were screened by

the council applications committee

and i( recommended Bezanson for

Student questions SAC's role

Bt BARBARA SHENSTONE
The role of SAC came under

attack last week when a motion

calling for a referendum among

Trinity College students to decide

whether they wish to remain

members of SAC, was put forward

by Trinity student Bob Bettson.

However, after some debate at the

college's joint meeting, the formal

motion for a referendum was

withdrawn by Bettson. It was

replaced by another stating that

Trinity SAC reps George Kidd and

Sheila Dunn prepare a report on

SAC to be presented at the next

joint meeting, along with a report

by Bettson himself.

The motion "that a referendum

be held to determine whether the

students of Trinity College wish to

remain members of SAC", was not,

according to Bettson, intended to be

"hostile" to SAC, but rather to

promote discussion about it.

"Most students have very little

knowledge of what SAC really does,

of its functions and of its

relationship to the students or to

college councils," he said. "How

does a body which meets evert two

weeks, spending $200,000, com-

municate to 25,000 students?" he

asked.

Grads step up drive

to unionize assistants
By SANDY BOGART

Teaching assistants are presently escalating their recruitment drive, in

preparation for formation of the proposed U of T Graduate Assistants'

Association.

According to Brian Mossop. a spokesman for the newly formed

recruitment committee, they aim to organize at least 65 per cent of the

teaching assistants. I f successful, this will be followed by an application to

the Ontario Labour Relations Board of Ontario for certification as a labour

union.

The ability to bargain collectively, Mossop slated, will give leaching

assistants a better position vis-a-vis the university.

He added that a constitution must be drawn up and submitted to the

labour relations board upon application. The board may then question this,

or other aspects of the association, such as criteria Tor membership, before

granting certification.

John Jessup, another recruitment committee member, said organizers

are needed from individual departments, since these people will be most

familiar with the issues of their particular department.

Both Mossop and Jessup insisted that any specific moves the planned

union will take must be determined by the membership, but did suggest

some issues.

"Equal pay for equal work" is one direction the proposed union may

move in, said Mossop. This would raise the salaries of lower-paid teaching

assistants in those departments where they receive less money for the same

type of work than do assistants in another department.

Other possible concerns, Mossop indicated, were the number of

students in tutorial groups, and both the amount of work and time spent by

the assistants.

He added that of the 56 graduate departments, about half now have

organizers who are recruiting other members from their departments.

unclassified

Objections to calling a

referendum were made at the

meeting, on the grounds that if no

one knows what SAC's duties are, it

would be irrational to ask people to

make an informed decision about its

role.

To some students the motion

calling for the referendum sounded

like a vendetta against the present

SAC leadership. Jeremy Paltie!

pointed out "dislike of present

leaders is not sufficient reason to opt

out of SAC."
Bettson countered by explaining

that the motion was not meant to

reflect a particular dislike, but

rather "a general dissatisfaction

with the organization; the lack of

good candidates to run, and the

general lack of interest among
students."

SAC vice-president John

Helliwell stressed the importance of

informing people about "the whole

nature and structure of SAC".

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CITY ERIC trom Ihe

Robert St. Tenanls' Association.

CASUAL PART-TIME research

assistance. Phone Bilk 925-7738 after 9:30

PROFESSIONAL TYPING of theses, etc.

924-8577 — 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; 964-9162 — 6

p.m. to 9 p.m.

BATTERING RAM by David Freeman

(author or CREEPS) opens Feb. 6 at

Tarragon Theatre, 30 Brldgman Ave.

Bathurst S Dupont 531-1827. PREVIEWS -

pay-what-you-can Sun. Feb. 4 & Mon. Feb.

5 al 8:30 Reservations 531-1827.

MARX BROS. FESTIVAL Frl., Feb. 2, Duck
Soup, Monkey Business & Coconuts. Sat..

Feb. 3. Animal Crakers, Horse Feathers.

Duck Soup. Room 3154, Med. Scl. Bldg.

Starling 7:30 p.m.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE •

Theses. Essay - French. Lalln - Ex-
perienced typists - Electric typewriters. 713
Spadina Avenue (South of Bloor) 922-

' 7624.

MAN, 39, louring Europe, May to Sept.,

in rented van, 2 or 3 others to share ex-

penses. S1.200 - S1.500 each, call 622-
0768 evenings or weekends.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO lo

LONDON from $79 one way or $155 return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact

AOSC. 44 SI. OeorgB SI., Toronto 5,416-

962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
"ARLY AND SAVE

Gazette editor.

This is the first lime in The

Gazette's 105-year history that the

staffs choice for editor has been

overturned by the student council..

Bezanson fulfilled the

qualifications for editor as outlined

in The CUP constitution.

McDougall, on the other hand, has

very little experience with the paper.

He worked for it for a few months

last year, was unable to work with

the staff, quit and ran for a position

on the student council.

Bezanson planned to continue the

policy of staff democracy and collec-

tive decision-making. McDougall

intended to enforce his power as

editor and carry on a form of

autocracy. However, he did concede

the supreme authority would be the

student union.

The council overlooked the

relative experience of both

applicants and the fact the present

staff would strike if McDougall was

chosen editor. It voted

overwhelmingly in favor of

McDougall.

Following the passage of the

motion appointing McDougall

editor. The Gazette staff, a majority

of which attended the meeting, left.

A motion was then made to make
McDougall editor effective im-

mediately. It was defeated. The mo-

tion was intended lo prevent the

present staff from publishing this

week's issue of The Gazette,

possibly the last one.

McDougall takes over the

editorship today, according to The

Dalhousie Student Union bylaws.

A motion was also made and

carried that the last issue put out by

the present staff be screened and

censored by a representative of the

student council. This was carried out

by the president Brian Smith.

The action was supposedly to

prevent any blatant slander of out-

side organizations or persons which

would bring a lawsuit against the

student union. The councillors

thought this tactic was most likely to

be taken by The Gazette staff in

retaliation for the council's actions.

Since the meeting. The Gazette

staff has made preparations for a

special edition which will explain

what has happened and will call for

a student meeting to discuss the

issue. This has also been done in an

editorial on the student radio station

which broadcasts in the student un-

ion building and to campus
residences.

Attempts are also being made to

have a motion of reconsideration

brought before the next council

meeting.

The staff is also prepared to put

out an alternate newspaper, should

the council stand by their decision

not to have Bezanson as Gazette

editor.

Ideas For Careers

THE
TORONTOmm

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6th

THE TORONTO SUN is starting a brand new
"Careers" section.

Many major companies looking for

particular skills will be participating.

Do not miss this and subsequent weekly issues

ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 deyr
j

Deparlures every SUNDAY In Feb. (Sluoy

Weeks) Irom Toronto, includes jel tran-

sport, accommodation (doubles), par'ies,

discos. Contacl AOSC 44 St. George St.,

Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 or your Slidenl

Councilj

TRAVELLING IN EUROPE INTERNA-
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, sludent

rallpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable charier Highis, camping tours

etc. all available now Irom: AOSC. 44 St.

George St.. Toronlo 5, 416 - 962-8404. (The

Student Travel co-op owned by your slu-

dent Council)

WHY FREEZE? Used lur coats from $10.00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.
(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent
selection ol fun lurs, trade Ins accepted.

We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sal 9-6

Thur-Fri till 6 pm.

MUSKRAT COAT, good condition, size 10-

12 suitable for sludent. cash only, bargain.

653-4180.

ROOM FOR RENT - Board also If wanted.

On Campus. 350 Huron St. 964-671 1

.

ROOM OR SMALL FLAT wanted by

graduate student - U of T locale — "free"

co-operative situation preferred. Contact
Barry alter 6:30 p.m., 621-3616

ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old es-

says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES, 961-6150, Mon.-Fri. 3 pm.-
10 pm.; Sat.-Sun. 9 am.-5 pm. Professional

typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.

Feb. 16-18 73
E
A
T

Niagara Falls, Ont.

MORDECAI

RICHLER
COMING

- SHERATON FOXHEAD HOTEL -

Registration is now open to Jewish students for the 2nd Winter Retreat, a

chance to relax, meet new friends, and learn with the terrific resource staff

we're getting together — since registration for students attending schools in

Toronto is limited to a maximum of 150, early registration is strongly advised —
fee of $20.00 covers food, lodging and transportation, (financial difficulties

should be discussed with the directors of Hillel or Jewish Students Federations,

Ben Mayer or Alan Morger) — an additional saving is open to members of Hillel

at $18.00

CLIP THE FORM BELOW AND SEND TOGETHER WITH CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER
TO: "JEWISH STUDENT CONFERENCE"

4700 KEELE ST.

DOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITV: ....

PHONE: ..

SCHOOL:
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UC, SMC on fop in Division IA basketball
The University College basketball

team tied St. Mike's for first place

in Division I A by virtue of its 102-

89 overtime victory over SMC in

Saturday's feature game.

The game's style was back-

and-forth throughout until St,

Mike's' Larry Trafford fouled out

with a minute to go in regulation

lime.

Although St. Mike's naturally

missed Trafford's scoring — he

scored 21 points — the team missed

his playmaking a lot more. In the

overtime period, UC outscored

SMC 15-2. primarily on the efforts

of Gordie Betcherman, the key to

[he UC squad.

Overshadowed in the past by his

older brother Mike, who scored 16

points in the game, Gordie has

emerged as the player UC goes lo in

the clutch. He scored 36 points (10

in the overtime period) in Saturday

and was responsible for settling

down UC against Vic earlier in the

week after Vic's press had dissolved

UC's comfortable 15 point lead.

Other scorers for UC included

Bill Birnbaum with 29 points and

Mel Posesorski with 12. Assisting

Trafford for St. Mike's were Tom
Campana and Mark Dzicmianczuk
with 23 and 16 points, respectively.

Friday featured the also-rans of

Division 1 A, Law and New. Both
teams are struggling to make the
playoffs by attempting to catch
PHE A, the fourth place team in

the division.

However, PHE A, an extremely

inconsistent team, has put together

two consecutive wins (including a
78-77 overtime win against Meds on
Saturday) to establish a stronger

hold on the final playoff spot.

For the record, Law trampled

New, 78-54. Rich Pirie (21 points),

Jim Halfiiight (16), Allen Sternberg

(14), and Scott Hunter (13) led Law
to the victory. Meanwhile, Mark
Sherkin. carrying New's scoring
load as usual, potted 20 points.

Synchro swim team fifth at Western
The University of Toronto

women's synchronized swimming
team earned 10 team points to finish

in fifth place in the OWIAA sec-

tional at the University of Western
Ontario Saturday.

The Toronto women's team
competed in only one of four events.

Coached by Pam Bonnell, U of T
concentrated on a presentation of its

team routine at this sectional, and
will work up routines in the other

categories for the final meet.

Torbnlo competed in the team
event, scoring 52.8 for 10 of a

possible 14 team points. Queen's
scored 54.2 for 14 points, while

McMasler finished third in the

SPORTS SCHEDULES -FEBRUARY 5th to 9th
BASKETBALL:

Mon. Feb. 5 12.30 Pharm A vs Law II Tessaro. Zendel
4.00 For A vs PHED Seldewand, Zendel
8.30 Denl A vs Mgt. Stud Kelly, Sterling
9.30 PHEC vs Jr. Eng. Kelly. Sterling

at Scar. 7.00 St. M. B vs Scar Sherkin, Kliman
Tue. Feb. 6 FL 12.30 Vicl vs PHE B Maroosis. Sherkin

FL 6.30 SGS1 vs Erin Fearman. Kliman
FL 8.00 Med A vs U.C.I Fearman, Ktlman

9.30 Vtcll vs Med B Fearman, Kliman
Wed. Feb. 7 12,30 St.M.C vs VicS. Hse . Bernhollz, Zendel

4.00 Knox vs For B Hollingsworth. John
5.00 Trin B vs Pharm B Holllngsworth. John
6.00 Eng III vs Dent B Hollingsworth, Rotstein
7.00 Music vs Med III Yr Loberlo. Hotslein

B.00 Arch vs Wye Loberto, Ftolsiein

9.00 Innls II vs Emman Bernhollz. Wilenstty
1000 Dev. Hse vs Eng IV Bernholtz, Witensky

Thu. Feb. 8 FL 12 30 Law) VS PHE A Maroosis, Tralford

4.00 Pharm A vs PHED Zendel, Sterling
FL 6.30 New vs SI.M. A Maydo, Kleberg
FL 8.00 Med A vs Sr. Eng. Maydo. Trafford

9.30 Denl A vs Trin A Maydo. Trafford

at Scar. 7.00 PHEC vs Scar Statists. Zendel
Fri Feb. 9 12.00 St.M. B vs Mgt. Stud Rubin, Mishevskl

1.00 Jr. Eng. vs U.C. 11 Rubin, Mishevskl
4.00 Law II vs For A Wilensky, Tessaro
6.30 Med B vs SGS II Lansdowne, Tessaro
7.30 Vic II vs Innis 1 Lansdowne, Tessaro

VOLLEYBALL - DIVISION 1 PLAYOFFS
Due lo (he nature of the Division II Playoffs (in double el mlnalion}, il is dilficull lo

fairly select the top 4 teams.
The Division 1 Playoff will be a single ro nd robin between the top 4 learns in the
Division Knox, Eng 1, Erin. Meds.

Mon. Feb. 5 8.30 Eng 1 vs Erin Leshchyshen
Tue. Feb 6 8.00 Knox vs Meds Kalvins

Wed. Feb. 7 7.00 Knox vs Erin Bodnaruk
8.30 Meds vs Eng 1 Leshchyshen

Wed. Feb. 14 7.00 Meds vs Erin Leshchyshen
8.30 Knox vs Eng

1

Bodnaruk

HOCKEY:
Mon. Feb. 5 12.30 Innis II vs VicV Parrack. Swanick

1.30 Vicl vs Law 1 Parrack. Swanick
7.30 St.M. A vs Erin Barnhouse, Ortved

8.30 Trin A vs Dent A Barnhouse, Orlved

9.30 For A vs Dev. Hse. Lipsetl. Toole

10.30 Grad. Stud vs Knox Lipselt. Toole

Tue. Feb. 6 1.30 Civ III vs Sl.M.C Anderson, Herridge

4.30 Phar. A vs Music Anderson, Herridge

9.30 U.C. II vs Scar II Rujnke. MacFarlane

10.30 Dent B vs Med D Ruhnke. MacFarlane
Wed. Feb 7 12.30 Sr. Eng. vs PHE A Talwin, Swanick

1.30 Trin C vs Chem 7T4 Talwin, Swanick

4.30 MChem vs Emman Anderson, MacFarlane

7,30 Med A vs U.C.I Oesroches, Parrack

8.30 New 1 vs Scar 1 Desroches, Parrack

9.30 II Civil vs IV Civil Francis, Kolanko

10.30 Med E vs Pharm B Francis. Kolanko

Thu Feb. 8 12.30 II Elec vs New CCCP Bieleckt. Johnston

4.30 Eng. Sc.Grads.vs Vic VI Bieiecki, Johnston

7.30 Fac. Ed, vs St.M. 6 Toole. Hamm
8.30 Vic II vs Jr. Eng. Toole. Hamm
9.30 TrlnB vs Eng.Sc. IV Goverde. Gollish

10.30 DenlC vs St.M. D Goverde, Gollish

Fri. Feb. 9 12.30 PHE B vs Innis 1 Gal, Ortved

1.30 For D VS SI M. F Gal, Orlved

5.00 Vic IV vs Mgt. Stud. Gllmour. Kamin

WATERPOLO:

Tue Feb. 6 7.30 Knox vs PHE Henna

Wed. Feb. 7 7.30 Vfc vs Eng 1 Breech

8.15 Med B vs New Breech

Thu. Feb. 8 7.30 Med A vs Law Stlllwell

8.15 Eng II vs U.C. Stlllwell

SQUASH:

Tue. Feb 6 8.20 Med 8 vs St. M.

9.00 PHE vs LawC
9.40 Innls vs Wye

Wed. Feb. 7 8.20 New vs Knox

9.00 Law B vs U.C.

9.40 Vic III vs SGS II

Thu Feb. 8 7.40 Law A vs Trin A

8.20 Vic 1
vs Med A

9.00 Pharm vs MedC
9.40 U.C. vs Trin B

event, scoring 47.5 for eight points.

Queen's finished first in total

team points in the sectional with 45.

Waterloo was second with 35,

McMaster third with 20, and York
placed fourth with 1 1.

Meets are divided into four

categories — figures, solo, duet, and
team. Figures consists of com-
pulsory performances executed lo

precise standards as in figure

skating. The other three events are

performed to music.

Ruutines are judged according tf

their difficulty, composition, syn-

chonization, variety and presenta-

tion. With solos and duets it is

important to incorporate skills and
strokes with a maximum degree of

finesse and difficulty.

In team routines the emphasis
is on choosing stunts to all

swimmers' abilities and sharpening
the synchronization to the greatest

possible degree so that each
swimmer makes the exact
choreographed movement at each

beat of the music.

Standings in other events — team
points in parentheses:

Figures: I. Denise Bonnell,

Waterloo, 93 (8); 2. Ann Marawetz,
Queen's, 80 (6); 3. Heather Demeza,
Queen's. 79 (5).

Solo: I. Bonnell, Waterloo, 59.2

(8); Barb Lyons, York, 58.4 (6); 3,

Marawetz, Queen's, 58.4 (5).

Duet: I Bonnell, Mary Ann Finn,

Waterloo, 58.8 (9); 2. Marawitz,
Ann Malone, Queen's, 57.6 (7); 3.

Marie Reilly, Elizabeth Angus,
McMaster, 54.2 (5).

spartalk
The men's wrestling team

travelled to the Guelph Invitational

with two members gaining third

place finishes. Roger Vachon (150)

look one third place position out of

15 competitors with two wins by
decisions(IO-0. 10-5) and one win by
a pin, with one loss, also on a pin.

Dave Tanner {158 pounds) took the

other third place position for Toron-
to on two wins by a pin and two
losses by decisions (3-1, 5-3) out of

17 competitors in the weight class.

Other team members and their

results included: Len Gang (118),

two losses by decisions (4-1, 6-4);

Ken White (126), two losses, one by
decision (9-3), and one by a pin; Rob
Moore (134), two wins by decisions

(22-0, 6-4), and one loss by a pin;

Doug Lake (177), one loss by a

decision ( 1 3-9) and one by a pin; Len
Broderick (177), two losses by
decisions (2-1, 14-4); Chris
Preobrazenski (heavyweight), one
win by a pin, and two losses, one by

a pin and one from a decision (9-0).

In the Ontario Novice Tournament,

Wally Cringan ( 1 58) took first place

out of a class of 25 competitors on
five wins and a draw (four pins, one
bye, one draw, one decision (13-2);

Richard Zurawaski (158) had two
losses, as did Pete Gillies
(158). . . . York University Yeomen
won the OUAA volleyball cham-
pionship Saturday, defeating
Queen's University 3-1 in the final

game of a four-team round-robin

tournament. Defending champions
Queen's won the first game of the

finals 15-5, but York came back to

win 16-14, 15-12, and 15-7 to cap-

lure the Jim Forsylhe Memorial
Trophy .... the free course on
"Sport and the Individual" continues

today from 12-2 pm in the Benson
Building lecture room the

women's fencing team competed in

the Carlelon Invitational Sunday.
Two three member teams coached

by Maitre Ken Wood participated in

the event, which drew a total of nine

teams. The U of T 'A' team reached

the finals along with Carleton and
Queen's to make a Ihree-way tie for

first place. When the hits scored

were divided by hits received U of T
took third place, with Carleton

placing first and Queen's second.

The 'B' team was defeated by Ot-

tawa and Trent. Team leader Pat

Lucketl suffered torn ligaments and
pulled muscles and may be out for

the season. 'A' team foilists A. M.
Gutierrez (captain), Maureeen
Selway, and Maureen Evans are

preparing for the OWIAA finals to

be held Friday and Saturday in the

Benson Building .... women's
senior volleyball defeated York last

night 3-1 (15-6, 10-15, 15-0, .15-

10) U of rifle club held a meel
Friday in Hart House, hosting a

team from the University ofGuelph.

Guelph had 1131 points compared
to Toronto's 1096 in the three posi-

tion sporting rifle event, while Var-

sity's B. Scarlett was the lop shot

with 282. In the three position

match rifle event, Guelph had 1052

points compared to Toronto's 995.

Varsity's Jaan Peets was top shot

with 278.

On Saturday, January 27, a union

meeting of U of T Workers decided

unanimouslv to demonstrate in front

of 215 Huron Street on Monday.
We were demonstrating against the

layoff of 1 1 workers from the

Physical Plant Ground Department.

We spent Saturday and Sunday
making signs.

At the appointed hour of 12 noon,
we showed up at 215 Huron only to

find that Don Barclay, the business

agent of the Service Employees
International Union (which we
belong to) had failed to bring the

placards as he had promised. He,
not the workers whose union it is,

had taken it upon himself to call off

the demonstration. Barclay said that

the layorf had been cancelled. He
said, "We (the union) won."

However, the university didn't

think so. The university administra-
tion passed out a letter on Monday
saying that ihe layoffs had been
cancelled because of the snowfall on
Sunday night. They promised

nothing more and at a meeting later

on, made il clear that if no more
snow were forthcoming, the layoffs

would proceed.

Determined to show our

resolution to the university, we ig-

nored Barclay's talk and decided to

hold a demonstration in spite of

him. We wanted to be sure there

were no more layoffs. He stomped

off angrily.

We find it strange that Barclay

would sound off to The Varsity in a

Monday front-page article about

how tough he was going to fight the

university. On Monday, he was just

as determined to stop us from
picketing.

We also find it deplorable that

The Varsity should print a pack of

what turned out to be lies from Don
Barclay, especially when we had

submitted our own article earlier on

Sunday evening. We thought The

Varsity listened and trusted the

workers, not the union hacks like

Don Barclay.

Barclay really exposed himself on

Monday in front of all the workers.

If a Varsity reporter had been

assigned to the picket line, he or she

would have seen it for him/herself.

At that time, one of the students

picketing 215 Huron for the Stop

the Student Surcharge Committee,

Pete, pointed out that he had been

told by Barclay that the grievance

against the university had been won

and therefore the protest was
unnecessary.

When we arrived with the letter

from the university administration.

it was clear that Barclay was lying.

The student pointed this out in ho

uncertain terms.

Barclay kept yelling, "Don't calf

me a liar." Then he staited punching

the student. The student responded

as anybody would have and a fight

broke out. Barclay soon fled.

In that demonstration, we kept

everybody out of 215 Huron. We
demonstrated again on Tuesday at

noon. We intend to demonstrate

again today and we intend to keep

on demonstrating until the uni-

versity gives us the answer we want.

Don Barclay, it must be pointed

out, doesn't care that 1 1 workers are

laid off, as long as the university

does it according to the holy "con-

tract". We say no layoffs at all. No
matter which way you look at it,

Barclay and his American union are

not what U of T Workers need.

Committee of U ofT
Workers Against the Layoffs

Claude Browne

Letters to "Write On" should

be typed, double-spaced on a 64-

character line, and signed. Con-
tributions may be edited for

space reasons. Letters are

published according lo space

available, immediacy of topic,

and relevancy. Mail letters to

The Varsity, 91 St. George

Street, Toronto 181 by campus

or regular delivery or bring your

letter to The Varsity editorial

offices.
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Queen's U decides

to support athletics

With this issue The Varsity begins a look

at the administrative structures and

facilities of university athletics elsewhere

in Ontario. Today, we begin a series on

Queen's University. Future issues will deal

with the University of Waterloo.

The first article explains the recent

history and initial changes in the Queen's

athletic program.

Unless otherwise indicated, all

quotations are from the Report of the

Principal's Advisory Committee on

Athletics on Structure and Responsibility

tor Athletics at Queen's University (May,

1970).

Queen's University principal J.J.

Deutsch requested the Principal's Ad-

visory Committee on Athletics in April.

1969. to review and advise on the struc-

ture and organization of athletics at

Queen's. The terms of reference laid out in

Deutsch's letter were:

"In particular, I would ask the

Committee to examine the organizational

structure and responsibilities for athletics,

and advise what changes should be made

in the light of present and future cir-

cumstances and requirements.

" The Committee should consider

also the relative responsibilities of the

University and the AMS (Alma Mater

Society, Queen's' student council), and, in

this connection, should consider the

proposals of the AMS and the problems

and requirements which will arise when

the new expanded facilities become
available (in 1970)."

On May 28, 1970, the Queen's

University Senate established a new
organizational and policy-making struc-

ture for athletics in the university.

The Senate's action was based on the

Report of the Principal's Advisory Com-
mittee on Athletics which was studied by

the Senate and in particular by the Senate

Committees on Student Affairs and

Operations Review. On the recommenda-

tion of these committees, the Senate

accepted the report.

In late 1965, then Queen's principal Dr.

J.A. Corry established the Curtis Study

Committee on Athletics because of con-

cern within the university community
about the conduct of athletics and
recreation.

The Curtis Study Committee reported to

Corry in February, 1966, but conceded

that in the limited time available it had

been unable to suggest fundamental

changes in the existing organizational

structure of athletics at Queen's. Instead,

the committee's report concentrated on

making essential administrative ad-

justments in the existing arrangements for

athletics and recreation.

The MacPherson Committee carried

out the implementation of the Curtis Com-
mittee's recommendations. These es-

sentially committed the university in an

official way to the support of athletics at

Queen's. Less than two years after the first

committee had been formed, the following

changes because effective (July 1, 1967):

• The School of Physical and Health

Education now organizes and administers

a recreation program for staff and
students.

• The university now assumes
administrative responsibilities for the con-

duct of Intercollegiate and intramural

athletics through an administrative office

for the School of Physical and Health

Education.

• The university now assumes
responsibility for the preparation and
maintenance of all athletes and recreation

facilities at Queen's.
• The School of Physical and Health

Education now provides from its staff the

directors of intercollegiate and intramural

athletics as well as coaching services for

intercollegiate athletics, within reasonable

limits of the total work responsibilities of

the school. The university also assumes

the financial responsibility involved in

limiting faculty teaching loads to carry out

these functions.

• The Principal's Advisory Committee

on Athletics was set up with the following

terms of reference by Queen's' principal

Corry:

(i) The committee was to consider and

advise on all aspects of policy to promote

athletics and recreational athletic activities

at Queen's, and make recommendations

on expansion of facilities.

Society (students' council), remained

responsible for policy-making and

budgeting for men's intercollegiate

athletics and for the approval of the

budget of the Men's Intramural Council.

The Men's Intramural Council

continued to be responsible for the men's

intramural athletic program.

Similarly, the Women's Athletic Board

of Control set the policy and budget for

women's intercollegiate athletics, and its

subsidiary body, the Women's Athletic

Council, dealt with the co-ordination of

women's athletics.

The Alma Mater Society athletic fee was

changed from $20 to $14 to reflect the

university's assumption of the financial

implications of taking over the main-

tainance of athletic facilities, as well as

administrative and some staffing costs for

athletic programs.

The Alma Mater Society, therefore,

continued to be the body ultimately

responsible for the sponsorship of In-

Report of

THE PRINCIPAL'S ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ATHLETICS

Structure and Responsibilities

for Athletics

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

AS REVISED RY THE SENATE IN MAY. 1970

(ii) The committee was to make
recommendations concerning the struc-

ture and function of permanent policy-

making and administrative bodies, and
such central and coordinating authorities

as would be required for them.

(lit) The committee was to report to the

principal of the university and to the presi-

dent of the Alma Mater Society.

Director of Men's Intercollegiate

Athletics A.L. Lenard told The Varsity that

Queen's University's new structure came
about as a result of a referendum put to

tercollegiate and intramural athletics at

Queen's University.

PAC's report based on premises and
philosophy

The Principal's Advisory Committee on

Athletics report found that "athletics do
have a legitimate place in our colleges and
universities; it is accepted that interest and
participation in sports is both normal and
deslrabte.

"It is also widely held that the university

has a responsibility to provide op-
portunities for the student to develop his

the university as a whole, including the

—

tota) pers0nallty, and to prepare him for
administration. Lenard said that in effect community life through the provision of a
the university community wanted to know variety of meaningful educational ex-
whether the administration considered periences. Toward this end, athletics can
athletics and physical recreation to be a make a ma]or contribution.
part of university education and, if so,

what it Intended to do about It.

Athletics was still student controlled

However
,
policy-making for the conduct

of intercollegiate and intramural athletics

remained essentially the same as before.

The Athletic Board of Control, a
standing committee of the Alma Mater

"Competitive sports provide living

experiences in education, offering many
opportunities — to make decisions, to

work cooperatively, to assume respon-

sibility, to be well-dlsclplined, to function

with a group, to be a leader, to have a

goal.

"...It is felt that athletic activities must

remain an integral part of the university

educational probram. This facet of an

over-all philosophy is fundamental and

has validity only if it is part and parcel of

the total program.

"If it be granted that athletics is such an

integral part of the educational institution,

then 'physical education' is Its logical

administrative unit. This would allow

policy-making and decision-making to re-

main in the hands of professional per-

sonnel, students, and other persons

directly involved with the conduct of the

program.
"Ultimate authority should rest with the

Senate, the Principal, and the Board of

Trustees as in the case of other university

entities. In this way, athletics will be placed

and maintained in proper perspective

within the university.

"Athletics and physical education in

combination, assist each other in ad-

vancing toward educational goals. Ac-

cordingly, these units should be in-

tegrated into one cohesive organization,

thereby allowing greater all-round ef-

ficiency — especially in relation to faculty

welfare, teaching assignments, and use of

facilities and equipment. In this way,

too, the university can ensure that the

quality of staff and coaches be maintained

at a level commensurate with its

educational goals.

"It is strongly felt that the athletics

program should not be considered extra-

curricular or ancillary. The history of

athletics is replete with cases of failure

due to mis-guidance and mis-
management, and for this reason the

committee's recommendations centre not

around student-controlled programs, nor

around alumni-influenced programs, but

deliberately on a university-sponsored-

and-controlled entity."

Athletic Director Lenard gave one
example of AMS mis-management. Ap-

parently the AMS sub-committee on

athletics had at one point "inadvertently

developed a surplus of about $75,000 over

10 years," he said, "and $45,000 of that

had been allocated toward the con-

struction of a new arena, but it never came
about."

Lenard added that some of the sub-

committee's money went toward the con-

struction of a student residence. As for the,

athletic surplus, he said "we got the

surplus over a period of 10 years dueto an

under-projection of enrolment, hence a

surplus to play around with."

"As well as the benefits that normally

accrue to the participating Individual, a

sound athletics program has a multitude

of indirect benefits which should not be
ignored — to the spectator, to the alum-

nus, to the community, to the institution.

"There appears to be little question that

interest in school teams and Individuals

provides a valuable unifying bond, a con-

tinuing link with one's alma mater.

"The latter 'by-products' of athletics,

however, should never take precedence

over consideration for the student

participant."

Lenard added to the written philosophy

by saying that "there are other things (to

be gained from sport) besides just winning

at all cost and that idea is supported here.

Our general philosophy is that as much as

possible we would like to have a number
of phys ed staff which is also trained for

coaching."

Friday: Queen's' organizational structure

and the administration's responsibilities.

Bob Gauthier

athletics?



Fights, cops
and busts at
Huron demo

By BRIANS- NASIMOK
Seven persons were charged

yesterday after a demonstration at

215 Huron Street turned into a fight

between campus police and
members oT [he U of T Workers

Against the Layoffs {members of the

Service employees union) and the

Stop the Surcharge Committee, at

215 Huron Street.

Five men and two women were

taken into custody by campus
police, when they blocked the en-

trance at noon. They were later

turned over to Metro police.

Demonstrations have occurred

daily this week after no guarantees

against layoffs and contracting out

were given to the Service Employees

Union, when U of T announced it

would not pursue threatened layoffs.

A special meeting of the

Governing Council's Internal Af-

fairs Committee was called Wed-
nesday after a personnel supervisor

was reportedly injured in a disrup-

tion.

The meeting decided that free

access to the building must be

maintained and, if necessary, Metro

police would be called on campus.

The administration, however, did

not forewarn the demonstrators of
its intentions.

Charged with assaulting police

were student Rhonda Flemming,

and Larry Haiven. Student Denise

Havers was charged with disturbing

the peace and her husband Peter, a

fourth year student, was charged

with assault causing bodily harm,

common assault, and mischief of

private property.

U of T grounds worker Claude

Brown Taces two charges of

assaulting police. Another U of T
worker, Greg Keilty, was also

charged with assaulting police. U of

T student Myron Krymko was

charged with obstructing police.

SAC president Eric Miglin was

shoved and kicked by some demon-
strators as he watched the pro-

ceedings. Miglin was asked to join

ihe demonstration and when he

refused, he was physically dragged

into the fray by the picketers.

Last night, Miglin told The
Varsity he was not certain whether
he would press charges.

The fracas developed around
yesterday. Five demonstrators left

the Stop the Student Surcharge
Committee information trailer in

front of the building and scl up a

picket line that circled in front of its

entrance. Four campus police of-

ficers were guarding the doorway.

The placard-carrying marchers

asked that no one cross the picket

lines until later that day. By 12:15,

the number of picketers had in-

creased from eight to 10.

A student tried to cross the line,

hesitated, and decided to come back

later.. An office worker was later

impeded from entry as the demon-
strators formed a chain across the

entrance.

One of the campus police

announced that he was giving "fair

warning not to obstruct traffic". As
the office worker entered the

building, the police and demons-
trators pushed each other.

Violence erupted when a third

person tried to enter the building.

She paid little attention to one of the

demonstrators' screams of "Don't

you care about female workers

being laid ofT?".

A.s she tried to enter the building,

the picketers pushed the police

against the doorway. In order to lei

the woman in the building, the

police pushed the demonstrators

back. The shoving match led to

scuffles as the demonstrators ex-

changed punches with the police.

A plainclothes officer inside 215

Huron radioed for assistance.

Within five minutes, about 10 more
campus police came out.

As the fighting continued, the

glass doors at the entrance of 215

Huron were broken. It seemed that

the glass smashed as the police

reinforcements inside the building

tried to get outside to reach the

fighting in front of the doorway.

After the fighting subdued, some
of the demonstrators were carried

inside the building.

One of the organizers, who

Some service employees, students and campus police scuffled yesterday as the students
and workers again demonstrated against the administration at 215 Huron. Seven arrests were made.

refused lo give his name, took a

bullhorn and asked a group of spec-

tators why they did not "get in

there and fight these bastards. Gel
in here and help, you bunch of

cowards."

On recognizing Miglin, the

organizer asked him lo join the

remaining picketers. "You represent

me. Eric. Tell these guys to get out

of here."

Then he and fellow demonstrator

ludy Haiven grabbed Miglin and

tried to force him lo join the

picketers. Spectators asked Miglin

if he needed help, but he told them
not 10 gel involved.

Ai approximately 1 2:30, three

cars from 52 division Metro Police

arrived al 215 Huron to lake the

a r re sled demonstrators into
custody.

The Stop the Student Surcharge

Committee has called a meeting for

noon today to decide strategy

following in light of yesterday's

arrests.

Six women protesting charges

arising from yesterday's scuffle al

215 Huron Streel disrupted a dinner

attended by U of T president John

Evans last nighl al the Hyatt House
Hotel.

Evans was attending a function

held by presidents and board
chairmen ofuniversities and colleges

in Ontario.

The women, members of the Stop

the Student Surcharge Committee

and wives of men arrested in a

scuffle with campus police outside

215 Huron Street, demanded that

charges against seven people

arrested in (he melee be dropped.

The six women took over a

microphone and shouted demands

They crashed

a dinner buf

Evans smiles
to the startled audience. However,

when ihey became loo vociferous,

the microphone was cut off.

"Evans just sat there and ale,"

Denise Keilty told The Varsity. She

complained that Evans paid no heed

to the women's protest. "He just sal

there smiling." exclaimed Keilty.

Some waiters tried to persuade

(he women to leave. The demon-
strators resisted and some dishes
were broken, according to a witness

at the scene.

The Director of Information of

the Department of Colleges and
Universities of Ontario told The
Varsity that the women overturned

six lahles in protest.

He claimed the women were

"inciling reciprocal violence".

Some food was reportedly spilled

on Evans and olher guests sitting at

(he tables.

"Un fortunately , people chose

violent methods to try lo prevent

others from doing what they want to

do," remarked Evans, after the

incident.

Wright proposes greater access to college
By BOB BETTSON

The final report of the Ontario

Commission on Post-secondary Education

yesterday recommended a consolidated

loan-grant system to replace all present

loan, grant and scholarship schemes.

This, combined with tuition fee

increases for graduate, professional and

community college students, represents a

new approach lo financing.

The report advocates students

contribute from a third lo a half of the

total cost or his or her education. Since

undergraduate Arts and Science students

are already doing so, it says. "The shift of

the cost burden would not significantly

afreet the present fee structure for un-

dergraduate Arts and Science students."

The final report is a modified version of

a draft report released last year, which had

similar recommendations.

Student commission member David

Black said at a Queens' Park press con-

ference after the report was released thai

Ihe financing proposals would allow in-

creased accessibility to post-secondary

Education.

Commissioner Vince Kelly, a Toronto

lawyer, said the commission report on

financing was not adequate.

In his dissenting report, Kelly stated,

"Tuition fees and associated costs should

he abolished by having the provincial

(and indirectly the federal government) in-

creased its support to Ihose institutions."

He also advocated quotas to ensure the

representation of all socio-economic

classes be in proportion to their population

by 1990.

Kelly demanded corporations and

individuals who benefit most from the

economy pay for the educational system.

The new financing proposals lack a

concrete Tees schedule because respon-

sibility Tor setting fees would rest with

individual institutions. Black said there

was no possibility of any more across the

board increases if the report was
implemented.

Black claimed, "The public funds

available should promote as much
accessibility ' as possible. The major

guideline is accessibility and fees will

depend on ability to pay."

The commission's loan grant scheme

recommends the grant program should "be

large enough to pay the student's tuition

fees . . . and provide for his maintenance

while he is studying."

The size of the grant would be

delermined by the individual's personal

and family wealth; the upper limit for

eligibility was set al SI 5,000. Lower in-

come students would receive the largest

grants of up to fell tuition and living

expenses.

Repayment fer a loan system is based

on future earnings, and everyone, in-

cluding those from upper income groups, is

eligible for interest- bearing loans lo be

paid back over 20 lo 30 years.

Commissioners warned the Ontario

government lo implement the financing

scheme as a package and not on a

piecemeal basis.

Part-time students, for the first time,

would he regarded as fully equal lo full-

lime students. This includes full eligibility

for loans and grants. Commissioners

stressed thai ihe Ontario post-secondary

educational system should be an integrated

system with universal accessibility for

people of all ages.

The Ontario Ministry of Colleges and

Universities would be abolished, if the

report is implemented, and replaced with a

new Department of Post-Secondary

Education. According to one commission

member. Queen's University president

John Deutsch, the new department would

be a policy ministry directing the

province's educations system.

In a minor change from the draft report,

ihe commission recommends the creation

of four advisory councils on university

afrairs, college affairs, the open

educational sector and the creative and

performing arts.

. The 14-member councils would control

budgets and review policy for their respec-

tive sectors. They would include six public

appointees, [wo each from student and

faculty organizations and the Council of

Ontario Universilies. There would also be

one non-academic support staff represent-

ative and a full-time chairperson.

The draft report had recommended 13-

member coordinating boards.

The report gives less power to the new

planning and coordinating councils,

stressing individual autonomy and

removing control originally recommended

over new programs and discontinuing un-

necessary programs.

The report also urges the creation of a

permanent Ontario Committee on Post-

secondary Educalion lo regularly review

posl -secondary education in Ontario. It

would have 14 members, including four

post-secondary educational institution

representatives.

According to college and universities

minister Jack McNie, his department is

already preparing for major shuffles and a

complete reorganization.

In another significant new move, as

reported late last year, the commission

recommended church affiliated colleges

receive full fending, if they fulfill some
minor conditions. Al presenl, they receive

only half ihe normal grants.

The commissioners al the press

conference stressed the report's

recommendations were intended lo

broaden the scope and accessibility of

posl-secondary education lo all social

classes and age groups in society.

The commission also repeated earlier

recommendations that high school educa-

lion be condensed into 12 years, and that

professional status should be granted with

ihe passing of qualifying exams, rather

than requiring formal university or college

allendence.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
11 am

"Utile Me" tickets are on sale al

Wymilwood until 2 pm. Vic major musicale

runs from February 6 - 10 al Harl House

Theatre.
noon

Innispub will open its doors to the public,

at 63 St. George Street. Tickets lor innls

outing to Little Me. are available Thursday.

February a at 8:30.. Pub will follow.

Bible study: "Basics ol Christianity", with

Eilert Frerichs. SCM Office. Hart House.

Public Meeting of Stop Ihe Cutbacks

Committee will focus on slopping the cut-

backs and supporting the fees strike.

Debates Room, Hart House.

2pm
Conference on The Environment: Can

Our Laws Protect It?". Session U: A

Challenge to Legislatures & Administrative

Agencies. At the Medical Sciences

Audilorium.
4pm

The Graduate Studenls" Union al 16

Bancroft Avenue invites everyone to a wine

and cheese party. Till 7 pm.

5:15 pm
Lichet Bennchen (his week al Hillel

House. 1 86 St. George Street is at 5:1 5 pm.

Women's intercollegiate Ice hockey:

Varsity Blues host York University at Vars-

ity Arena in a battle for fourth and linal

play-off spol. Admission free.

7 pm
The Malaysian-Singapore Studenls

Association is having a dinner and dance lo

celebrale Chinese New Year at The Intern-

ational Student Centre. 33 St. George

Street. Everyone Welcome! Tickets: $2.75.

7 pm
U of T chess championship. Two

seclions rated and unrated, prizes In bolh

seclions.

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Arthur Penn's

"Little Big Man" with Duslin Hoffman, Chiel

Dan George and Faye Dunaway. In Carr

Hall. Admission $1.00

7:30 pm
Conterence on "The Environment: Can

Our Laws Protect It?". Session III; The

Great Lakes wilh a film — The Erie Report.

At the Medical Sciences Auditorium.

Marx Brothers Festival lonight, Duck

Soup. Monkey Business, and Coconuts.

Room 3154 Med. Sci Building.

The Varsity Blues lake on the Carleton

Ravens in OUAA college hockey at Ihe

Nepean SportsPlex in Ottawa. Join Archie

Hunter. John Karr. and Rick Michelak for

complete coverage on Radio Varsity. In

residences at 820 AM and at 96.3 FM on

the Rogers Cable System.

6-.30 pm
A comedy by Randy Brown. The Land-

lord and Tenanl Acl. Rm 3 Vic College .50c

A low comedy of students living wilh the

classic paranoid landlord — until Saturday.

SATURDAY

Conterence on "The Environment: Can

Our Laws Protect It?". Session IV: Protect-

ing The Environment - A Creative Role

For The Courts. At Ihe Medical Sciences

Auditorium.
2 pm

Conference on "The Environment: Can

Our Laws Protect It?". Session V: Citizen

Participation in Environmental Planning

And Protection. Medical Sciences

Auditorium.

The University of Ottawa Gee-Gees play

host to the Varsity Blues in OUAA college

hockey at the Minlo Arena in Ottawa. Join

Radio Varsity's broadcast crew of Archie

Hunter. John Karr and Rick Mlchetak for

complete play by play coverage of this

game. Radio Varsity 820 AM and 96.3 FM

on Rogers Cable. Call Ihe Sports Line at

964-1484 tor the up to date score.

3 pm
Andrew Brewin, M.P.. just back from

Hanoi speaks on The Future of Vietnam.

Questions and discussions on political

prisoners, Canada and the supervisory

lorce, eic. at the College ol Education, 371

Bloor St. W.
6 pm

The Vietnamese Fralernal Association Is

having a Vietnamese New Year Dinner at

the International Student Centre, 33 St.

George. Tickets: S1.50 ea. but donations

are welcome. Proceeds will go lo Viet-

namese War Victims through the Canadian

Red Cross Association. Till 12 pm.

7 pm
Vietnamese New Year dinner with music

and tashion show. Proceeds will go to

Vietnam War Victims through Ihe Canadian

Red Cross Society. Al the International

Sludents Cenlre. 33 St. George street.

Tickets: Si. 50 each, available at ISC.

Donations welcome-

Conference on "The Environment: Can

Our Laws Protecl II" Banquet: Guest

Speaker: Hon. Eric Kierans. Welmore Hall.

New College.

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Arthur Penn's

"Little Big Man" with Dustin Hodman, Chief

Dan George and Faye Dunaway. At Carr

Hall. Admission S1.00 Again at 10 pm.

Marx Brothers Festival. Tonight. Animal

Crackers. Horseleathers and Duck Soup.

At Room 3154 Med Sci Building.

8 pm
Hillel's Cotleehouse is open to 1 1 pm. Al

Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

Yvon Leclerc. leader ol sitdown strike in

St. Jerome Quebec will speak on The

Aflermath of the General Strike. Al Ihe

Carpenters Hail, 169 Gerrard St. E.

8:30 pm
Homemade Theatre presents a free

evening ol expert improvisalional theatre.

At the UC Playhouse, 79a St. George St.

SUNDAY
11 am

The Harl House service is open to all

members of the university community. This

week we begin Ihinking about the letter to

Ihe Hebrews: "Invitalion to join a

pilgrimage — with Jesus as God's last

word".

"Little Me" tickets, on sale before brunch

at Burwash Hall. Buy your tickets to the Vic

major musicale after you dlgesl your rood.

3 pm
U of T Concert Band under Melvln

Berman with S. Chenelte, trumpet. Works

by Shoshtakovltcti, Hoist, Bartok, Hummel.

Sousa. MacMillan Theatre Edward Johns-

on Building. Free, no tickets.

6 pm
The Chinese Studenls Association is

having a Chinese New Year Dinner at the

international Student Cenlre. 33 St. George

Street. Everyone Welcomel

7 pm
Waffle Public Lecture Series on The

Political Economy ol Canada. Second

session: John Hutcheson — "Social

divisions and the distribution of wealth in

Canada". Room N201 OlSE. TIN 9:30 pm.

7:30 pm
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew at

Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

Hillel's Grad. Club is having a Wine and

Cheese Party al Hillel House, 186 St.

George Street. All Are Welcome.

7:15 pm
SMC Film Club presents Orson Welles'

"The Magnllicent Ambersons" with Joseph

Cotten and Oelores Costello. At Carr Hall.

Admission by series ticket.

8:30 pm
Aclors' Theatre Presents The Toronto

Consort in a concert of medieval and

renaissance music. Place: 390 Dupont at

Brunswick. Students: S1.50 Adults $2.00

Theatre club members $1.50.

Pearson eulogized

By DIANA WEST
"l do not think of Lester Pearson

as a great man," but rather a

product of a society trying to stamp

our greatness, stated professor

Northrop Frye in his address at the

memorial service for the late Lester

Pearson, Wednesday afternoon.

Frye referred to Pearson as a

"good man of ability" who used

those abilities to better his society.

Pearson arrived at Victoria

College in 1913 and did not graduate

until I9I9, after taking time out to

fight in the first World War where

"he saw enough of war to make him

prefer peace," said Frye.

In 1 929, Pearson joined the

external affairs ministry, leaving his

assistant professorship at Victoria

College to take the civil service post.

Pearson's later work in the

United Nations as the Canadian

representative gained him "the ad-

miration of the whole world" and

the Nobel Peace Prize in 1957.

GOVERNING COUNCIL OF THE UNIVERSITY

ELECTION REMINDER
Prospective candidates for election to the Governing Council are reminded that

nomination papers must be filed by noon on Monday, February 12th, 1973. Nomina-

tion forms and copies of the regulations (Election Guidelines) covering the election

are available from the Office of the Governing Council, Simcoe Hall, or the Regis-

trars' offices at Scarborough and Erindale Colleges.

There are vacancies in four teaching staff constituencies, all eight seats in the

three student categories, and one seat in the administrative staff constituency-

Nominations must be signed by the following number of nominators:

teaching staff - 10
graduate students - 15
full-time undergraduate
students - 50
part-time undergraduate
students - 15
administrative staff - 20

Present members of Governing Council whose terms expire-on June 30th next

may be nominated again if they are continuing in the same constituencies for which
they were elected in 1972. Those elected this year for the teaching staff and ad-

ministrative staff constituencies will serve for three years from July 1st, 1973, and
for student constituencies for one year, as required by the University of Toronto Act.

1971.

Descriptions of the constituencies were published in The Varsity of January 24th

last. Enquiries or requests for further information should be directed to the Office of

the Governing Council at 928-2160.

Election shall be by mailed ballot.

INFORMAL DEBATE
RESOLVED THAT:

The Varsity Should Cease

Publication.

THURSDAY, FEB. 8

DEBATES ROOM
2:00 P.M.

ART GALLERY

HART HOUSE CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION

Feb. 5-25

Gilltry Hours:

Monday. 11 ».m.-9 p.m.

Tiies.-Sat-.lli.in.-5p.nl.

Sunday. 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

GALLERY CLUB

OPEN MEETING

Monday, Feb. 5

SENIOR COMMON ROOM

7:30 P.M.

THE GALLERY

OVERLOOKING THE GREAT HALL

DINING LOUNGE FOR STUDENTS

MEMBERSHIPS MAILABLE IN THE

UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE AND THE GALLERY

DINING ROOM - FREE

SUNDAY EVENING

CONCERT

FEBRUARY 4, B:00 P.M.

GREAT HALL

HENIG ZAFER SCHENKHAN TRIO

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

THE HALL PORTER'S DESK

TELEVISION

IS AVAILABLE

IN THE

MAP ROOM

MARX BROS. FESTIVAL
Fri., Feb. 2, 7:30 p.m. Sat., Feb. 3, 7:30 p.m.

DUCK SOUP ANIMAL CRACKERS
MONKEY BUSINESS HORSE FEATHERS

COCONUTS DUCK SOUP

Price: $2.25 per night alt three films

$1.50 last two films

$1.00 last film

Room 3154, Medical Sciences Bldg., UofT

2%^
New York Pizza House

925-1736
WINNER:
1970 1ST ANNUAL TORONTO
PIZZA AWARD MORNING
AFTER SHOW CSC
STAR WEEK'S JUNE 71

PIZZA CONTEST

Dining Room OPEN 11 AM-

1 AM MON-SAT
SUN 3 PM-1 AM
TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM 5 PM-1 AM

Victorio College Music Club presents

q musical by Neil Simon.

HART HOUSE THEATRE, FEBRUARY 6-10

Tickets available 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.

at Wymilwood

Tickets $2.00 and $2.50
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Change to credit system adviser by PAC
By ELAINE KAHN

U or T will be changing over lo

the credit system, if a recommenda-

tion approved Saturday by the

presidential Advisory Committee to

Review the New Program is

implemented.

Under the new system, students

will be able to work for 30-credit or

40-credil degrees, with a credit being

defined as a half-course. The com-

mittee slated. "A policy of a fee cost

per course would probably be an

inevitable result of introducing a

credit system", according to the

minutes.

At a meeting yesterday, the

committee approved a recommen-

dation that a student be allowed to

proceed towards a degree at his own

rale.

If all these recommendations are

implemented, there would be no
difference between full-time and
parl-lime students.

The move towards a credit system

caused a lengthy discussion yester-

day about Bachelor of Commerce
degrees as commerce students are

now required to take 23 courses for

their degrees, though they are part

of the Faculty of Arts and Science.

The committee felt this discrepancy

with the guidelines of 30 or 40

credits should be reviewed and

suggested that Commerce and

Finance become the undergraduate

part of the Faculty of Management
Studios.

A subcommittee report recom-

mended that failing grades should

not be marked on a student's

transcript, because, to a future

employer, for example, "Failure can

be inlerpreled as a fact about the

student's nature rather than his

academic record." It did not con-

done abolishing failing grades.

The report suggested that the

number of essays required in

courses he reduced from two or

three per course to one long essay

that could be worked on all year.

Criticism from other students and

the professor would be helpful

during this time, it said.

The report considers examina-

tions useful "lo promote collation

and organ iza lion of the year's

work," and said exams are prefe-

rable to frequent tests, However,

it staled that the discussion pe-

riods following the return of tests

are beneficial to learning and

suggested that a small period at the

end of the year be reserved for

students who wish lo discuss with

their professors the exams they

wrote.

The report recommends that

instructors should "demonstrate or

acquire the essential pedagogical

skills by following a training course

provided by the Faculty of Arts and

Science" and that teaching as-

sistants should be given formal

training and assistance in group
learning techniques.

The report suggested that the

capacity to leach well should

"probably" rank with scholarship as

a criterion for hiring and that

faculty devote more time lo teaching

duties.

Graduate teaching assistants have

listed lack of training in teaching as

one of their reasons for wanting to

organize as a labour union.

No wrongs at OCA: AAcNie
By PAT REDICAN

Colleges and universities minister.

Jack McNie has refused students'

requests lo intervene in faculty lay-

offs at the Ontario College of Art.

After meeting for two hours

Tuesday with representatives of the

dissatisfied students, as well as

students "in opposition to these

views" and acting president Clifford

Pitt, McNic announced he was

"satisfied that the democratic

process is being upheld in the faculty

layoff at OCA. Specifically I do

not think there was any disc-

rimination against teachers ap-

pointed by (ex- president) Roy As-

t cott."

A group of students had protested

that a minority group of faculty,

many of whom had been hired by

Ascotl, were especially hard-hit by

the dismissals and cutbacks in hours

which had ensued as a result of a™ 5487,000 deficit in the college

budget.

Pitt claims that of the 24 faculty

members who were either laid off or

had their hours reduced, only 12

were originally hired by Ascotl. The

students countered that not only

have they not been accurately in-

formed of the cutbacks ("He gives

me a different figure every time I

ask him" says Laffey) but that ihe

staff which make up the minority

"conceptual" school of the faculty

are not necessarily Ascott-hired.

Seven of this minority, which ac-

cording to one oT their number,

painter Tommy Hodgins, numbers

22. have resigned in the last month.

The students had also argued that

it has not been conclusively proved

that the only way to correct the

deficit is faculty layoffs and that, if

there must be layoffs, the students

should decide the cuts themselves.

Barbara Laffey and Paul Cassel-

man, representatives from an ad

hoc committee of students which

is protesting both the faculty layoffs

and recent curriculum changes, were

not satisfied with Ihe meeting.

"It was completely unproductive"

said Laffey. "We were hoping that

Ihe government could step in and

help us out. Now I know that that

would be worse."

Cassclman and Laffey, who
represent at least a quarter of

OCA's 9I6 students, have said they

do not know what action they will

lake next. They are mong 240

students who have signed statements

saying they will not return if the

curriculum changes and staff cut-

backs are carried out. At a press

conference a week ago Tuesday they

said they regarded McNie as their

last chance.

"We may try to start our own
school." said Laffey. Some of the

faculty who have resigned or been

laid off in the past month have

already begun talking of this

possibility, according to Laffey.

Will Tories act?
SAC vice-president John Helliwell said last night his initial

reaction to the financing section of the Commission on Post-

Secondary Education report was that it should be implemented.

The proposals, including charging students up to one half of their

education costs, and a student aid system requiring repayment

according to ability to pay, are an improvement over the present

system, he explained.

He said he agreed in theory with commissioner Vince Kelly's

advocacy of free tuition and financing through corporate and income

taxes, but it was loo "idealistic" lo think the Tory government will

implement it.

"Its pie in the sky and would be unpalatable to the taxpayers," he

added.

He added that SAC would probably formulate an initial response

"within a week" to the report in preparation for a general meeting of

the Ontario Federation of Students in Guelph on the weekend of

February 9-10-M.

President Eric Miglin said thai it was likely that other OFS
student councils would lake a similar attitude. The meeting would

broaden from the initial purpose of discussing the continuation of the

fees sirike into a general discussion of the future of post-secondary

education in Ontario, he predicted.

Helliwell thinks the executive should approach the U of T
administration for a day of study sessions on the report.

He added SAC hadn't expected the. report for another six weeks

and he wasn't prepared to comment on any other issues. "The

cutbacks committee is likely to get in on the response especially if

SAC gives qualified support lo the report."

The commission's recommendations bear a close- resemblance to

the SAC response formulated last year mainly by last year's SAC
president Bob Spencer and education commissioner Dan Leckie.

Both the financing and other sections have strong parallels to the

Leckie-Spencer SAC brief.

Stop the Cutbacks Committee meeting gathers steam
Today's noon-hour public meet-

ing of the Stop the Cutbacks

Committee has been gathering sup-

port from within and without the

campus since Tuesday's SAC ex-

ecutive decision to back their

campaign.

The meeting has been called in the

Hart House Debates Room to con-

sider tactics to strengthen the fees

strike and lo further the campaign

against the cutbacks outlined by

Food sci report

secret - for now
The final recommendations

of the Food Science
Implementation Committee
will not be made public for the

lime being.

On Wednesday, Ihe com-

mittee added the finishing

touches to a renort which has

been forwarded lo vice-

president Don Forster. The
report, which contains
recommendations on the

Tuture of the Faculty of Food
Sciences, will then go before

the Academic Affairs
Commitlce.
When questioned about the

contents of the motions,
committee chairman James
Cruise said that the report

was "no longer in our hands".

Cruise indicated that the

members of the committee
had agreed during the meeting
to refrain from commenting
on Ihe report. Only Forster
had the right to comment at

this point, he said.

Forster could not be
reached . for comment last

night.

yesterday's report of the Commis-
sion on post-secondary education.

As well as support from SAC, the

student councils of Victoria, Innis,

and Erindale Colleges, the Sociolo-

gy Sludenis' Union, and the Faculty

Reform Caucus, the committee has

received individual endorsements

from Trinity head of college Geoff

Seaborne, former SAC vice-

president Phil Dack and Rick

Gregory of the Arts and Science

Sludenis' Union.

Last Tuesday's student meeting

agreed thai the scope of the fees

struggle should be broadened to

encompass non-students who are

affected by the increasing difficulty

in gaining access to education which

the cutbacks represent.

So far. on Ihe basis of stopping all

the cutbacks and calling for free and

universal access to education, the

commitiee has obtained support

from CUPE Local 1 230 president

Audrey Nichols, Services Emplo-

yees' Union Local 204 (both unions

represent U of T workers), the

247-member committee of Ontario

College of Art students who held

last week's Queen's Park demon-

stration. Campus Community Co-

op Day Care coordinator Jude

Angione and high school teacher

Bob Beardsley, who ran Tor the

NDP in the Spadina riding the

October federal election.

OCA student committee chair-

man Paul Casselman said he is

"ready to try anything" after a

"useless" meeting with colleges and

universities minister Jack McNie on

Monday.

Students at Brock York and

Trent have called for a province-

wide demonstration at Queen's Park

in February, and the SAC executive

endorsed this call on Tuesday night.

A cutbacks committee spokesman

urged students to ignore the SI

5

penalty on late fees being threatened

hv the U of T administration.

The Stop the Cutbacks

Committee also includes political

groups such as the Students for a

Democratic Society, the U of T
Communist Club, the Young
Socialists and the Old Mole.

A spokesman for the Canadian

Liberation Movement -dominated
Stop the Student Surcharge Com-
mitiee said that ihey refused to work

with "a Trotskyite committee', and

would continue to publicize their

trust fund, into which they want

students to deposit second term fees.

Management must rule: U of T labour boss

By RANDY ROBERTSON
U of T labour relations manager

John Parker Tuesday defended "the

rights of management to take

punitive action against employees

for engaging in anti-administration

activities as well as for the improper

performance of employment
duties."

Parker was speaking at a meeting

of the Internal Affairs committee

discussing its position paper on uni-

versity discipline.

Conservative faculty member

Stanley Schiff, who thought the

Campbell report on discipline too

liberal, supported Parker's views.

"Anything relating to the

employee, " he said, "is cause for

dismissal. He can be fired for all

kinds or things."

Schiff drew no distinction

between "a secretary's incompe-

tence" and a "secretary's sitting-

in in the president's office" as

reasons for dismissal.

Parker said that ihe employee is

guaranteed fair dealing since "he

has recourse to arbitration

procedures outlined in his contract."

The committee debated whether

non-union employees should be

allowed recourse to the single

tribunal the committee proposes be

set up Tor the whole university.

Parker said that while unionized

employees were covered by their

Ikin fbuh Lid. -pnnhierrol Dam Luokies

has refused lo negotiate aith lis ulrikinQ rmpumees

for sir months. Intimidation, threat* and arrogance

harr characterized the nmpany'r approach lo

the prvdaminanllu femak irurt font.

Help Dare leorkern protrrl their uairn

and trin a fair contract.

DONT BUY
DARE COOKIES!

{and tall y°ur Irlsndi not (o. Bithar)

contracts non-unionized employees

would either have " lo be allowed

recourse lo the tribunal or would

have to have new, different methods

formulated for them, e.g. recourse

to the Internal Affairs or Budget

committees."

U of T Staff Association repre-

sentative P. A. Stalon, said that

non-academic staff should have final

recourse lo this tribunal. "This

might give the workers a sense of

involvement and unity with the uni-

versity community which they do

not now have," she said.

But she did not favour the

elimination of present grievance

procedures. "There is a lot wrong

with these," she said, "but they

should be improved, not eliminated.

The workers don't want just one

arbitrator."

Parker favoured the formulation

of new methods "lo avoid the im-

pression that disciplinary action is

empirical, singular action." He did

not want the university tribunal to

become "a super-arbitration

board."

The committee was unable,

however, to decide how to deal with

grievance procedure for non-aca-

demic staff. Parker asked what

could be done if the personnel

department bows to ihe wishes of a

head of a department and fires an

employee?"

// it's Friday,

have a meeting

There will be another meeting of

The Varsity staff today at I pm in

the ofiice at 91 St. George Street.

Among the topics to be considered

today will be obscenity. Staff

meeting policy has changed; today,

instead of door prizes being offered,

attendance may be taken. So, watch

out.
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Mistaken facts

ruinedargument
It was disappointing to see the

lack of editorial attention accorded

to Monday's centrefold article

("Male chauvinism permeates

medicine . , . ). Had thai

prerogative been exercised and the

more blatant of Miss Emmons'

mistaken assumptions and mis-

direcled assertions removed, you

might have salvaged something

resembling a logical argument.

There is no question that

professions, medicine included, had

been male-oriented in the past and,

like most professions, it tends to

propagate itself through the ge-

nerations, changing only gradually.

But, to equate the medical

profession with the companies which

peddle drugs to the profession is

nonsensical. Whatever
"chauvinism" may permeate drug

adverlisements (or any advertising)

in no way reflects upon the profes-

sion which is thus parasitized.

Which would eliminate about half

of Miss Emmons' article.

It is a fact that the number ol

male medical students is in con-

siderable excess to the number of

females. However, it is logical

reasoning on the part of the financ-

ing bodies (whoever they be) to look

for maximal return (in terms ol

service hours) from their "medical

student dollars". Of the students

who drop out as undergraduates, as

interns, and even as residents,

women predominate. Many go

through the course never to practise,

while others practise only part-time.

The attractiveness of specialties

such as radiology and anaesthesia lie

in part to the relatively fewer hours

involved. It is hard to believe that

women are coerced into these "low-

prestige" (as Miss Emmons implies)

fields against their will.

There is little to be gained in re-

emphasizing the difference in

male/female ratios between
"traditionally male" and

"traditionally female" professions.

Much more understanding comes

from examining the changes within

a particular profession over the past

few years. In medicine, this has

included more women as under-

graduates, interns and residents,

and a woman president of the OM A,

among others.

While there is always room for

discussion and controversy on this

subject, vituperative and paranoid

essays like Miss Emmonds' only

distort ihe issues rather than

promote improvement.
A.F.Jahn

Medicine III

Medical profession may have been male-oriented in past, but

chauvinism charge in Wednesday feature was wrong: writer.

Students lose

out to Eaton's

The new year brought a small

surprise to a few Architecture

students who had presented two

proposals to paint the students'

lounge and four to paint the

cafeteria of Victoria College. The

proposals were presented one week

before Christmas after V C ind-

icated its desire to have those halls

painted anew.

From the response of the persons

in charge (?), it seemed that our

proposals were liked, especially the

one from the group Vito Wong-

Amerigo Marras for the students'

lounge. This proposal was based on

such elements as (I) painting the left

hand columns white; (2) using a

colour pattern of yellow, orange,

and amaranth; (3) making a design

of constant 'waves' of the selected

colours retreating and re-emerging

from the floor.

The deciding commission

preferred instead the dearly paid-for

job from Eaton's. Though, strangely

enough, the design used in painting

the cafeteria has similar features

with the above proposal for the

lounge; namely there is the same

pattern of colours and similar

motifs. Only one difference (or a

camouflage?) has been the inversion

of the design of the Architecture

students.

We think it would have made

much more sense to have an honest

collaboration between the faculties

especially since students were ready

lo paint it for free , rather than

commissioning Eaton's to do a

similar design.

This occurrence shows how weak

the community spirit is within the

university, where different faculties

and colleges do not use their own

human resources.

Maybe certain U of T executives

feel more at ease in an Eaton's world

design?

Vito Wong
Amerigo Marras

Wants exchange

with Hanoi now
Good news that U of T will help

in a graduate engineering program
at HavanaT-wilh-CIDA funds! Good
news that Japan is admitting some

students from North Viet Nam!
This is a good time to revive the

proposal which the Faculty Com-
mittee on Vietnam made to the

University in 1 968 to set up an

academic exchange with Hanoi.

Nothing much came of the proposal

then. The uncertainties of wartime

prevented even a specific plan for

such an exchange. But, surely now,

the possibilities exist.

If the government could be

persuaded to contribute, let's say,

one-tenth what it gives in subsidies

to US war industries in Toronto,

then the program would be free of

the usual financial worries.

Professor Chandler Davis

Mathematics

GSU didn't

mention SSSC
The. letter from the SSSC

regarding the GSU motion passed

unanimously at our meeting of 25

January is somewhat incorrect. The

motion specifically states: "Moved

that the official policy of the GSU is

thai of non-payment of second term

fees, and that it should be a matter

for each individual as to whether

he/she withholds second term fees

or puts money into a trust fund."

As you can see, we mention "a

trust fund", not the one organized

by Ihe SSSC. We are not

recommending the SSSC as an

alternative, nor any other trust fund

that presently exists or may, in the

future, come into being. All we are

doing is acknowledging the presence

of a variety of options that are

available lo graduate students.

Wendy Le Blanc, president

Graduate Students' Union

Peace treaty not

obvious victory

The U of T Communist Club

gives itself away with its concern

over "jubilation" in Hanoi (Varsity,

January 31). If victory is so ap-

parent, why be so concerned about a

few complaints? But the Communist

Party knows the treaty is not such

an obvious victory, and that there's

some explaining to be done.

"Jubilant" may have been the

way lo describe Le Due Tho; it was

also the way to describe Nixon,

Kissinger, and the New York Stock

Exchange. Of course, Le Due Tho,

Ho Chi Minh, and the U of T
Communist Club were also "ju-

bilant" over Ihe invasion of Cze-

choslovakia. They applauded the

French Communist Parly's attempts

to abort a revolution in Paris

during May, I968. They sup-

ported the dispatch of UN "peace-

keepers" to the Congo who arrang-

ed the murder of Patrice Lu-

mumba. They backed Lyndon John-

son for president in I964 as the

"lesser evil". They wrote poems

mourning the death of President

Kennedy. Only a few months ago,

the CP of Canada senl condolences

to Pearson's widow lamenting the

death of a "peaceloving Canadian"

(Pearson told Johnson that the

bombing of North Vietnam was

okay with him).

This ought lo remind people of

the role the Soviet Communist Par-

ly, the North Vietnamese Worker's

Parly, the People's Revolutionary

Party of South Vietnam, and the

revisionist CP's around the world

have played in destroying
revolutionary struggle. Here at the

U of T. the CP has a few

"Czechoslovakias" of its own.

Students will long remember Phyllis

Clarke of the CP in the library sit-in

last year, constantly urging us to

leave the Senate Chambers, hob-

nobbing with "Robin", and pushing

a strategy of negotiation and comp-

romise. Only a few days ago the CP

joined hands with Paul Cadario as

the only students opposing the in-

ternum of a large meeting to form a

committee to fight the fee hike.

When the Communist Party tells

you "We won", you better find out

how badly you lost!

The big gain in Vietnam,

according to the CP, is the

withdrawal of US troops. They

might look at the original "ten point

program" of the NLF which called

for overthrow of "the camouflaged

colonial regime of the American

imperialists" as task number one.

Now correct me if I'm wrong, but

according to the treaty the

"camouflaged colonial regime" of

General Thieu is still running the

South. This time it has a powerful,

well disciplined army, and the fourth

largest air force in the world. Com-

pare il to the feeble, tottering regime

of Diem in 1 954 and you have to

conclude that US imperialism is

more firmly entrenched in South

East Asia.

The imperialists have also made

inroads into North Vietnam, with

Hanoi's acceptance of the Kissinger-

Marshall Plan. (Marxists call

"foreign aid" a type of imperialism.)

Nixon can count on the inaction of

Brezhnev and Chou. They didn't try

and stop him mining Haiphong, or

bombing the dikes. And if they do

get a bit cranky, all he has to do is

offer them a wheat deal, a new tv

station, or a Lincoln Continental.

The Communist Club probably

settles for less: maybe a summer

vacation in Prague at an IUS
conference.

Vietnam is an obvious setback for

revolutionaries and communists.

The opportunist strategy of

negotiation instead of armed

struggle, and the dependence on

cheap talk in Paris led to the defeat.

The leaders tried to alter the

military approach, from the inc-

reasingly successful guerilla war to

positional battles and tank enc-

ounters, which led to one disaster

after another (Tet, Quang Tri, et

cetera).

But, at the heart of the revisionist

strategy for Vietnam lay the reliance

on "national liberation" "instead of

communist politics. The lawyers and

local capitalists who backed the

NLF had no desire to liberate the

workers and peasants in Vietnam.

All they wanted to do was enhance

and strengthen their own position as

exploiters.

A word ought to be said about the

Trotskyite (of all varieties) attitude

lo the treaty. They are now critical

of its signing, although until a few

weeks ago they refused lo criticize

the NLF-DRV line, claiming that

victory was imminent ("On lo

Saigon"). This is based on the

nationalist assumption that

revolutionaries of one nationality

cannot criticize the struggle of

another, and on the traditional Trot

sophistry line that defeat is

necessary, valuable, el cetera.

Those with a truly internationalist

perspective have never been afraid

to criticize mistakes of

revolutionaries in other countries.

And, internationalists can be certain

that our disgust with the treaty is

shared by many in Vietnam, in spite

of Ihe chicanery of Hanoi pr-man.

Those who pointed to the short-

comings of the fights for socialism in

Vietnam years ago did so in the hope

that defeat mighl be turned into

victory — not with a desire for a

didaclic setback, or a phony victory.

William Schabas

(SCS)

Canadian Party

of Labour

1
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McLaughlin awaits judgment as trial ends
By LANNY COOKE

"The stories told by the defense

witnesses are like Mother Goose

nursery rhymes" Crown Attorney

William Donaldson told the court

trying former U of T student Tom
McLaughlin yesterday.

The trial was adjourned yester-

day until next Wednesday at 10

am in courtroom 3 1 in the Old City

Hall when Judge Cloney will render

his judgment on McLaughlin's

charge of obstructing police during

the breakup of last spring's occupa-

tion of Simcoe Hall.

In his summation of the case

yesterday, Donaldson accused the

defense witnesses of fabricating their

stories.

He said that the witnesses told

about four different stories con-

cerning what went on outside of the

Senate Chamber previous to the

arrests.

He cited McLaughlin as saying

that he heard soineone talking out-

side the chamber, but also telling the

court, "I didn't hear anything."

Donaldson claimed that Tony

Leah's testimony was entirely

different because he claimed that he

didn't hear anything said by the

police.

Turn Walkom then testified,

according to Donaldson, that there

were words from the outside of the

chamber saying "You are all

trespassing."

"There is no possible reason why

they couldn't hear what was going

on," said Donaldson. He charged

that the words heard by the defense

witnesses were "in complete chaos."

The attorney submitted that the

police did give a warning before

entering the Senate Chamber. "The

others just didn't want to hear the

warning," he claimed.

"It boils down to a straight

question of credibility," Donaldson

concluded.

Donaldson then told the judge

that there are "thousands" of

"riots" like the occupation break

up. When questioned by the judge as

to what he meant, he added that

Edmund Burke Society members

often attack speakers at Convoca-

tion Hall.

He added that the atmosphere ol

the Senate Chamber on the day of

the arrests last March was con-

sistent with the "punching" of offi-

cers and "jumping" on officers.

McLaughlin, he said, obstructed a

police officer arresting Mark
Guldblatt. who was recently found

guilty or assaulting police. another police witness testified that McLaughlin's testimony indicated according to the Crown Attorney

According to one police witness, McLaughlin had jumped on the that he had jumped on the police His favourite response to question

Donaldson said, McLaughlin put his officer. officer's back. ••' ''"

hand on the officer's back. But Donaldson concluded that McLaughlin was evasive,

favourite response to questions

was "I can't recall" and "To the

best of my recollection . .

Defence had difficulty presenting evidence
By ELAINE FARRAGHER

Tom McLaughlin, accused of

obstructing police in the breakup of
last spring's Simcoe Hall occupa-

tion, ran into considerable difficulty

in eliciting information at Tuesday's

session of his trial.

Judge Cloney made many
interruptions in McLaughlin's
questioning of six witnesses
throughout the day and .several

times cautioned one of the witnesses

for the defense. Randy Reynolds to

be more specific in her testimony.

Kor example:

Reynolds: ".
. . uniformed police-

men came through the door and

Bob Spencer was hit. .
."

Cloney: "Who hit him? One of the

people occupying the senate

chambers'.'"

Reynolds: "No. a cop hit him."

Cloney: "Well then, be more

specific. This is a courtroom."

When McLaughlin questioned

Reynolds about her treatment by the

cops and the treatment of others

who were arrested, the judge said

this evidence was irrelevant to his

case and wouldn't be considered by

him. But when McLaughlin objected

to cross-examination of Reynolds by

the Crown as similarily irrelevant,

the judge said the Crown was

"testing the credibility of the

witness".

The judge was reluctant to accept

some or the defense witnesses'

testimony. At one point he in-

terrupted student Tony Leah's

testimony to state, "That seems

highly unlikely, but proceed."

In questioning Leah, McLaughlin

attempted to find out whether Leah

knew that it wasn't Sword's voice

that he heard ordering the occupiers

to open the doors to the Senate

Chamber.

The judge interceded, "He says he

doesn't know what voice it was. You

can't ask him what voice it wasn't or

vou're making him a liar. Don't ask

him any more questions about

In spite of the fact that Crown
evidence had already been heard, the

Crown Attorney was allowed to call

another witness for the prosecution

to give evidence directly related to

the case.

The judge admitted this can only

be done if the evidence is

"minimally or marginally impor-

tant" and only if it pertains to the

defendent's credibility. But Cloney

said that he would consider it only in

relation to McLaughlin's credibility

and not as direct evidence of his

guilt or innocence.

The testimony accepted was that

of Detective Kearns, who said that

he recorded in his notebook a

statement McLaughlin had made
when he was brought into the station

after his arrest.

"He stated he jumped on the

officer's back (Ainnis) because he

did not like the way the officer was

handling his prisoner". Kearns said

that "this was his explanation for

what was reported he had done",

and which McLaughlin denied.

References to the nature or the

statement were made in court even

before the judge had made a ruling,

so that the judge knew what it said

even before it was allowed.

The prosecution, without being

interrupted, stressed the fact that

Reynolds was not a student at the

time of the occupation. But when

she tried to explain why she felt she

had a right to be there, Cloney said

that he did not want to hear her

philosophy.

Leah once attempted to explain

how he got on the committee to

negotiate with the university ad-

ministration to open the stacks;

Leah: "There was an election in

which I was elected by the students

as a member of the negotiating

committee."

Cloney: "How was the vote

taken'?"

Leah: "The people raised their

hands."

Cloney: "It was a sort of

impromptu yahoo affair, was it?"

Earlier, after Leah had replied to

a question that his first name was

Tony. Cloney answered back,

"Tony is a nickname, eh? If your

nickname was Squirt, I suppose

vou'd sav your name was Squirt

Leah."

Sword failed to impress judge
By PAUL McGRATH

Last year's acting U of T
president Jack Sword staled Mon-
day that he couldn't remember if he

had told U of T police that occupiers

of Simcoe Hall last March were to

he treated as trespassers.

He was testifying at the trial ol

Tom McLaughlin, charged with

obstruction of police during the

break-up of the occupation when

Sword called Metro police to evict

the occupiers.

In the trial of Mark Goldblatl last

fall. Sword had testified that "l gave

no explicit instructions that they be

regarded or charged as trespassers."

However. Judge Charles Dru-

karsh concluded he was "not

impressed by (Sword's) manner" ol

testifying, "or the evidence he

gave."

Under questioning from Mc-

Laughlin, who is defending him-

self. Sword testified that on March

1 2. operating "under general in-

structions as presiding officer of

the Senate", he called in the

Metropolitan Toronto Police to

clear the Senate Chambers, as he

fell the university police force was

not large enough to handle the task.

He said they were called in "to

remove those persons from the

Senate chambers if they would not

leave."

According to a document

produced by the Crown Atlornev

that was sent, signed but undated, by

Sword to the Metro police shortly

after the incident, his instructions

were that "only those who resisted

were to he arrested or charged."

Sword also testified that he had

posted people outside the doors of

Simcoe Hall notifying all those that

entered that they were doing so

illegally. When asked if he had ever

mentioned to U ofT police that they

should he treated as trespassers.

Sword replied that he couldn't

remember.

He said he had done this under his

powers "related to the health of the

institution", but added that he was

"hesitant to claim final authority."

McLaughlin, and his aide U of T
math professor Peter Rosenthal, ran

into increasing difficulty with the

rules of evidence during Monday's

session.

Crown Attorney William

Donaldson was quick to object to

any violation of the rules, as

McLaughlin tried to introduce

evidence referring to past sit-ins at

the university. Judge Cloney ruled

that past incidents at the university

were not relevant to his case, even

though a Simcoe Hall in 1 970

closely paralleled the occupation

last March.

Rosenthal came into trouble with

Cloney over evidence. According to

the rules of evidence. Sword, a

defense witness, could not be

questioned over previous testimony.

Detective Kearns. called to the stand

bv Donaldson, declared that he had

heard Rosenthal tell McLaughlin

that he could read from Sword's

previous testimony contrary to an

earlier ruling by Cloney.

The judge called Rosenthal

"sneaky", and warned him, "Step

out of line once more and you'll be

excluded from this courtroom."

Best statesmen are women, says Scrivener
By DAVE LINE

Efficiency would be doubled ir 250 women were elected to the House of

Commons, according to St. David's Conservative MPP Margaret Scrivener,

debating at Hart House Tuesday.

Scrivener Tell that countries where women have been elected heads of

stale are rarlher ahead than Canada is and named India under prime

minister Indira Ghandi as an example. The question for Uebate was,

"Women have no place in politics", to which Scrivener was opposed.

She stated that women have been excluded from politics because "man

is a powerful animal" who does not wish to share his power with others. She

said it is Tor this reason also lhat "for centuries women have been treated as

chattel".

The Ayes opposed her views, saying legislation intended to equalize the

sexes is ineffective because it cannor change the image of women, which they

fell was most important.
.

They felt women are oppressed because as children they are socialized

to accept a position of inferiority. In childhood, girls are taught to play with

dolls and act out maternal roles, where as boys are given guns and trucks,

one speaker pointed out.

Scrivener countered this point by listing many accomplishments of

women in politcs, and tracing their fight for political equably through the

ages.

At the end of her 30 minute speech, it was suggested by the Ayes that

Scrivener might be more effective if she changed sides. This sentiment

received support from several members of the audience.

Tom Walkom (IV UC). speaking from the floor, suggested that the:

reason women do not take a greater part in politics is because it is so
J|

"incredibly boring". 1
Another observer remarked on the compatibility of the sexes. He -g

suggested that men and women have complimentary strengths and should 5
work together in politics. £

All four of the debaters were men, as was a majority of the audience.

The motion that women have no place in politics was defeated 30 to 8. MPP Margaret Scrivener appeared at a Hart House Tuesday on women in politics.
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City moves closer to stopping Quebec-Gothic

By LORNESLOTNICK
The bylaw allowing the

controversial Quebec-Gothic

apartment development to be built

will likely be repealed at a special

City Council meeting Frebruary 16.

The special meeting, which will

hear presentations from supporters

and opponents of the project was set

up by a 12-8 city council vote early

yesterday morning after a three-

hour debate featuring almost every

member of council.

However, not one of the speakers

said that the four-tower develop-

ment deserved to be built. Rather,

the argument centred on the alleged

financial risk to the city if the bylaw,

originally passed in 1971, were to be

repealed.

Service union happy

with seniority pact
Service Employees' International Union Local 204 is "very definitely-

satisfied with the university's decision on its layoff seniority grievance, says

its business agent Don Barclay.
i «v

The decision was that the maximum notice possible of temporary layolts

would he given, and efforts would be made, "where practicable", Jo
arrange

layoffs so that workers with the least seniority would be laid oil lirsl.

J —. . . * I .- r. n \\rt*r** lain

A report by City Solicitor

William Callow has warned of "sub-

stantial" risk of a lawsuit from

Cadillac and Greenwin, the

developers of the project. E. A.

Goodman, the developers' lawyer,

told a buildings and development

committee meeting Monday that the

damages could amount to five

million dollars.

Although the February 16

meeting is intended to "consider"

repeal of the bylaw, it was obvious

Trom the Aldermen's speeches that

everyone who voted in favour of the

meeting intends to vote in favour of

the repeal. These 12 votes comprise

a bare majority of council.

Favouring repeal were Elizabeth

Eayrs. William Kilbourn, Karl Jaf-

Tary, Colin Vaughan, Mike Darcy

Goldrick, Dorothy Thomas, Anne

Johnston, Dan Heap, Archie

Chisholm. John Sewell, Ying Hope,

and Ed Negridge.

William Boytchuk declared a

possible conflict of interest, and did

not note. Fred Beaves was absent,

and George Ben slipped out of the

council chamber just before the vote

was taken.

Scott called the repeal a

"dangerous and reckless gamble",

but Sewell argued that the city "can

expect to win in court" if the city is

sued after repealing the bylaw.

Egglelon said the tax increase in

the event of a successful lawsuit

would "literally put people out of

their homes." Ninety-nine houses

would be destroyed if the develop-

ment was built.

Crombie appealed to council to

uphold the process that will send the

bylaw to the Ontario Municipal

Board for approval if council does

not repeal it. He forecast that the

OMB may let the city have the final

decision.

"Go with the OMB route; I

belcha it comes back" he declared.

But Jaffary argued that because

of "changes in personnel" at the

OM B — there is a new chairman —
the results of OMB hearings are

uncertain.

"What God giveth, God can

lakelh away," contended Ward 5

alderman Ying Hope.

The grievance arose after 11 workers in the grounds crew were laid off

with the minimum five days' notice. The union complained that the layoff

should have been in inverse order of seniority university-wide.

Board suspects chameleon firm

Barclay admitted to unilaterally calling off a demostration Monday after

the university rehired the workers because of the weekend s snowfall

He did so he said, because university labour relations manager John

Parker verbally agreed before the demonstration on future procedure for

temporary layoffs.

Although Parker told The Varsity shortly after the abortive

demonstration that he had not yet made a decision, yesterday he said he

wasn't sure when the decision was made.
"

Barclay explained that a fight occured between him and Slop the Student

Surcharge Committee chairman Peter Havers Monday at the demonstration

sue after he replied to a Havers' questions that his union supported the fees

strike if it was carried out by a proper legislative body such as SAC

Havers, said Barclay, declared that "SAC was a sellout agent of the

students and the Service Employees were sellout agents of the workers, hand
j

in hand with the university." =
Screaming and yelling between the two developed, according to Barclay, 2

during which Havers moved closer to Barclay and moved his arm m what
|

Barclay thought was a threatening gesture.
I

"1 took a shot at him." Barclay said, because he was worried Havers was |
going to hit him. He was not sure if the blow had landed. |

Immediately, a scuffle developed, the agent said, but was quickly broken
jjj

up when others intervened.

The SSSC, which attended to support the demonstration, was described

us "one and the same" as the Canadian Liberation Movement by Barclay.

He said the SE1U suported neither CLM nor the SSSC.

Late fees penalty charged
Penalties for late payment of

second term tuition fees are being

exacted according to schedule, U of

T vice-president Jill Conway in-

dicated last night.

She confirmed an earlier refusal

of the administration in spite of

SAC's attempts to persuade

otherwise, to continue its "liberal

interpretations" of regulations to

not charge the S15 fee past Feb-

Acme workers on picketline In October. UAW v-p Dennis McDermott says picketing will resume.

ruary 1 , yesterday.

Although she did not know if

students paying their instalment due

yesterday were charged the fee, "if

instructions were followed correctly,

the fees office would have charged

the fee," she said.

She saw no possibility "at the

moment" of the policy being

reversed.

By PETER MATILAINEN
The Ontario Labour Relations

Board decided Wednesday in favour

of striking workers of Canadian

Acme Screw and Gear when they

accepted their union's contention

that it and Canac Shock Absorbers

Ltd.. which now operates from the

former Acme plant site, can be

considered as "one and the same".

This is the union's first taste of

victory in their struggle to get out of

work employees of the plant rein-

slated, following the shutdown of

the first company.

The union will attempt now to

Discover
the
freedom of
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prove that the company site and

equipment has not changed hands,

and therefore no sale has been

accomplished.

Canac-Acme representatives are

challenging the right of the board to

hear evidence from the principals of

Acme this and have appealed to the

Divisional Court of Ontario to pre-

vent the union from calling them

before the board. The court will hear

evidence on Monday, to decide

whether the March 15 OLRB
hearing will be allowed to hear

evidence from the principals, the

Levy brothers.

The OLRB's ruling followed

lengthy presentations by the Canac-

Acme lawyers who hoped to prevent

Ben, Mark and Edward Levy of

Levy Industries from taking the

stand. It allows the union to in-

vestigate the financial operations of

their employers, the Levy brothers,

and to try to make clear some of the

entanglements that make up their
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dealings which United Auto
Workers vice-president Dennis

McDermott described as "corporate

wizardy*'.

The union, UAW Local 984, went

on strike last summer after workers

refused to take a second 18 month

wage freeze that was demanded by

the company. Acme then announced

on August 23 that they were closing

down, putting the 510 workers out

of work.

Some have now been able to find

work elsewhere, but most are

depending on the union to win their

jobs back.

The company (Canac) offered to

let the UAW certify a union in the

plant, but refused to take back all

the striking workers. They have

hired over 60 non-union workers

instead and will not give any return-

ing worker his seniority and wage

levels held before the strike.

If the final boar>L decision goes

against the union, other companies

may shut down and reofipn "new"

firms every time a contract runs out,

warned McDermott.

University College SAC Rep.

by-election. Nominations now
open at the Literary and

Athletic Society Office in the

J.C.R.

NOMINATIONS
close Friday, Feb. 9



The law,

in all its magnificent equality

forbids the rich

as well as the poor,

to sleep under bridges,

to beg in the streets,

or to steal bread. .....
Anatole France



Grass-roots cells,

devil's architects

defend communities



Vancouver's "swinging" mayor Tom Campbell helped smash houses
-ind residents' groups opposed to redevelopment plans.

irkinson's Law, gave us a biting

; of bureaucracies. Now, from

;t and less inspired, but handy,

fighting bureaucracies.
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r possible, situations which back
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n aroused administration,
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irobably being unknown to the

verify."
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i. You are meant to think that the
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jC.ed the other way around. No
lulate criteria until the plan is

m by listing any plausible which
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There are two alternatives';
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>ns of the men behind the plan,
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ents. The chap who -started it all
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I make them close ranks."
foposing tactical manoevres. For
M£tects' drawings, he says:
li&d fairyland picture — one car
pk, two girls in summer dresses,

T.
'ea*- exaggerated perspective,

P'
n'ng in all its glory. You cannot

tight pictures with words. You must get an architectus diaboli to

do an equally accurate architect's drawing with bare trees

under a leaden sky during the rush hour, cars jamming the

foreground, washing hanging out, with the paintwork starting to

peel and the white stonework staining to grey in patches after a
season or two of exposure to smoke and fog."

Or when dealing with a press reluctant to give a campaign
event the publicity it needs: "one group of protesters used to

get excellent coverage through a member who used to ring the
press and television the day before in a hectoring upper-class
voice and tell them not to cover this exhibitionist display by a
tiny handful of trouble-makers, that it would be irresponsible to

publicize people who opposed the rightful authority, and that

he would make trouble If they sent their cameras and reporters
just because the other lot were covering it."

It is important, however, to recognize the limitations of the

approach of the Householder's Guide. It is a strictly defensive,
conservative approach, useful for preserving neighbourhoods,
but having little value for those seeking to re-structure blighted

areas, or those wanting to organize for wider social change.
The book is clearly conservative and middle-class in its

orientation (witness the title). It emphasizes the polite

organized approach of educated professionals in dealing with

bureaucracies — efficient in some instances, but hardly suited

to an angry working-class community aroused over basic

social inequities.

Beyond this, it even serves to deflect activism. With its

stress on opposition to government bureaucracies, it ignores
the main cause for the destruction of communities: the

imperatives of a social system based on private ownership of

land and corporations, imperatives which compel both
business and government leaders to act in socially destructive

ways.

Further, it helps to spread the fallacies of community
control, a concept which ignores the fact that power is

organized on a wider level than the community, and not

susceptible to 'community control', that power is often

corporate rather than governmental, a concept which stresses

tne supposed homogeneity of the "community", rather than

the opposing class interests within it which exist in fact.

It would be interesting to speculate, for example, how
much social change could be achieved if the energies used in

this type of organizing were directed to organizing against the

capitalist system itself.

Nevertheless, on its level, it does make a contribution.

While some of the tactical advice it proposes is well-known to

those who have worked in election campaigns or who have

read Saul Alinsky, a good deal of it is new, and interesting. And
some of it could even be adapted to radical kinds of organizing.

There is no alternative to the overthrow of the capitalist

system that lies at the root of most urban problems. But

campaigns directed at preserving neighbourhoods and trees

have some value, since it is desirable to preserve as much of

our urban environment as possible from being laid waste by

corporations and their bed-fellows in government. We have to

live in the present, after all, while organizing for the right to

determine our futures in socialism. And, since the revolution

isn't coming tomorrow, we're better off to at least have liveable

neighbourhoods and shady trees.

Antony Jay, The Householder's Guide to Community Defence

Against Bureaucratic Aggression, Clarke Irwin,.

Sarah Rothschild

"Progress" often threatens to destroy neighbourhoods. But projects portrayed as absolutely necessary turn out to be the product

of haphazard compromises among harried bureaucrats.
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Altman's slick "Images" baffles brilliantly
. .. ... ^ .„ .ho hpnn«ri nuestion at the centre of artist, a master at compositi

Robert Altman's movies

M.A.S.H., Brewster McCloud, and

McCabe and Mrs. Miller, have

been very, very good, but In such

a trendy way that one is reluctant

to rank him among the great film-

makers. So far he appears to be

one of the greats, but I can't help

remembering Tony Richardson

and Tom Jones: what seemed

great at the time was merely

early. The tricks Richardson In-

troduced have been done far

better since. Seeing Tom Jones

now, you're embarrassed at

having been crazy about such a

bad movie.

Altman's trick, and it is one of

the few things connecting his

movies to one another, is to blend

the story into the background as

it the characters were making it

up and we stumbled onto it by a

mix of perceptiveness and good

luck. It is a conceit, of course. We
know that Altman is planting what

he intends to reap. But he does it

with thrift: he knows that he

doesn't need scenes to establish

Julie Christies affection tor

Warren Beatty (In McCabe). He

just places her squarely in the

background centre when the

news is delivered that gunmen

are after Beatty. She looks

worried. So does everyone else,

but everyone else is not Julie

Christie, and Altman leaves the

rest to inference, there being no

doubt as to what we will infer.

Ultimately, as movie conventions

change, this demi-direction may

start to appear pretty arch and

contrived. But for now it works,

and so well, that we project extra

virtues. We find a humanism in

M.A.S.H. that really isn't there;

We allow the good bits of

i Brewsfer McCloud — how many

different ways can persons face

the problem of having to say

"birdshit" — to overshadow the

stuff that is just plain weird; And

we hardly notice that McCabe

and Mrs. Miller has been the

classic Western (the small farmer

vs the big cattle-baron. When
Warren Beatty gets up from the

card-table to go outside and pee,

we are so grateful to find him

doing that that we forget it is

Altman and not biology that com-

manded the act

/mages, Altman's new movie

opening tonight at Cinecity, is his

first one that doesn't work. He

has added a level and
somewhere in the welter of

visions — the audience's the

director's, the characters', and

now the mad heroine's — the

whole cart topples over, spilling

Images all over the place. It Is still

a stunning movie and most of the

screening audience appeared to

leave the theatre upset and con-

fused. But the upset didn't push

in any direction and the confusion

didn't synthesize into anything. A

movie that powerful ought to do

more than tease.

Susannah York plays Cathryn.

a youngish, rich, attractive

English wife who Is cracking up.

She envisions and converses

with people whom other

characters cannot see; she

phones warnings to herself that

her husband is cheating on her.

At her urging, the husband takes

her to an isolated country place in

Ireland. He then leaves her there

alone. She drifts in and out of

fantasy and may or may not

murder someone.

Of course plot is never central

to Altman movies. In Brewsfer

McCloud it didn't matter that

loose ends dangled all over. The

film was essentially a satirical

revue with a theme, a school

show of a movie, and like all

school shows, it got by on verve

and wit, not continuity. But Alt-

man has the same careless at-

titude to plot in Images and this

time 1 can't go along with him

because there is nothing else

solid enough to grab hold of. In

McCabe the characters were so

gritty that they carried their own

story, And the lampoons.

M.A.S.H. and Brewsfer McCloud

assumed the reality of the things

they made fun of. But in Images

we are half the time wired to the

personal visions of a woman

whose history we don't know and

who is herself confused as to

what she is seeing. The rest of the

time we are following a director

who is more desperately than

ever trying to cover his tracks. We
are at a loss as to what to think of

much that goes on.

Rene Auberjonois, as the

husband, for instance, wears

gloves to the point of a Dicken-

begged question at the centre of

/mages, a card missing. Like a

conversation on LSD. sentences

start full of promise and energy,

only to realize no conclusion. The

movie is ultimately as diffuse as

its title. To retain it we have to

care, and to care we have to know

more than we are given to work

on. To be sure, there is Altman's

usual bevy of clues secreted

about corners of the movie, but

they are clues to what is going on.

Rene Auberjonois makes begloved advances to Susannah York

sian fetish: is this his

characterization or is it his wife's

fantasy? A neighbour, Hugh

Millais. is monomaniacal in

lusting after Cathryn. Somehow

we have to read this as both how

she sees him, and as the reason

that she sees him as she does. It

would work alright if there was

other, conclusive evidence as to

why Cathryn is cracking, but here

the evidence and examples are

one and the same. There is a

not to How Come it is going on.

Coming out of the theatre, we

wanted to talk about the film, only

to find that there was not enough

to talk about.

Images does not, however,

cast any doubt on Altman's talent.

Such is his control that the per-

son with whom I saw the film

hated it from the first frame. Take

that as a back-handed com-

plement to a visually relentless

artist, a master at composition. I

found myself almost completely

at his mercy, being shocked

when he contrived to shock,

taking relief where he gave it. {At

the end of a particularly gruelling

thirty minutes or so, there is a

shot of a lake at sunset. The

whole audience exhaled.) I have

quibbles: some tricks that got

caught, too many prismatic, tinkly

things and lurking lenses. But

basically Images works like good

Hitchcock, nothing less. but. un-

fortunately nothing more. And

not only do we want more, but

we know Altman was trying for

more.

Unlike Hitchcock, Altman is

more' than a master craftsman

and entertainer. With /mages he

obviously wanted to explore

madness, possibly woman's psy-

che, and certainly the line

between fantasy and reality.

Perhaps he was bound to fail

because film Is such a bullishly

realistic medium — the theatre Is

much more open to such
questions. We know too much

about what cameras and editing

can do to jump from the ease of

filming a fantasy suddenly come

to life, to the horror of having it

really happen. If this is not a

failure inherent in the medium, I

can think of no director better

equipped to try it again. But for

now, Altman bit off more than he

could chew.

Bob BoBSln

Workshop not up to Gogol's Inspector General
l »J w„ lha Thic tall cninrllv bundle Of aff

Toronto Workshop Produc

tions has undertaken to stage

the comic masterpiece of Rus-

sian theatre, The Inspector Gen-

eral. Judging from the result-

ing performance, this seems to

have been an unfortunate move,

for. despite certain original

touches and some funny mo-

ments, the production does not

live up to its material.

Nikolai Gogol's comic satire of

provincial life in Tsarist Russia

requires delicate treatment. On

one hand it is wordy, requiring

incredible skill in acting and

directing to create an interesting

variety of comic nuances in the

text. On the other hand, its

characters are ugly caricatures,

providing numerous occasions

for slapstick-type comedy. The

English translation is stilted,

providing the added difficulty of

making a strange-sounding texl

seem natural. These are the

kinds of problems Stratford

should tackle. This company is

not ready yet.

The treatment here is heavy-

handed. The mayor, a grotesque

tyrant, is constantly shouting, so

that we become immune to the

humorous content of his out-

bursts. His confidences to the

audience are well-staged, but

there is not enough vocal varia-

tion to give them the necessary

comic rhythm. The other officials

in the town are not caricatured

with enough conviction or

physical detail to make them

laughable. Only the portrayal of

the twin bourgeois. Bobchinsky

and Dobchinsky approaches the

sublime combination of satire

and slapstick intended by Gogol.

As mentioned before, there are

original touches. The design is

intended to promote the sense of

hysteria engendered by the

arrival of the inspector. The

mayor's drawing room is sur-

rounded by a path representing

the little town; it leads on one

side to the inn, where the inspec-

tor is discovered, and on the

other to the rest of the mayor's

house. Upstage, painted back-

drops depict provincial life, and a

series of open corridors are avai-

lable for several absurd sequen-

ces where the townspeople rush

about hysterically. It is a set with

interesting possibilities. The inn

scene became a little irritating,

though, when the path was ex-

ploited as a way of digressing

before the audience. One had the

feeling that the lack of economy

in the blocking was an attempt to

disguise a lack of faith in the text.

Khlestakov, the office-clerk

turned inspector general, is given

the most convincing portrait.

This tall, spindly bundle of affec-

tations reaches his most grotes-

que point when he courts the

mayor's daughter. Both daughter

and mother are amusing
characterisations in themselves,

but do provide the comedy
suggested by the juxtaposition of

their personality differences. The

caricatures have to be pushed

further and the rhythm of their

interchanges used more
sensitively.

This is not an entirely bad

production. As mentioned
before, there are some funny

moments. It is only disappointing

that the company that has

appeared so polished in con-

temporary productions such as

Hey Rube! is not up to handling a

classic like The Inspector

General.

Eleanor Coleman
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Toy on target

i

Dropping
toys

Instead of bombs
for the Festival of Children

that,

the market researchers said,

will doubtlessly make
an Impression

It has made
a great

Impression

on the whole world

II

If the aeroplane

had dropped the toys

a fortnight ago
and only now the bombs

my two children

thanks to your kindness

would have had something to play with

for those two weeks

—Erich Fried

(On the day of the Vietnamese 'Festival of the Children' U.S.

bombers dropped toys, for a single day, on villages that were

ordinarily subjected to heavy bombing. Because of the bombing,

some children In the villages had no eyes with which to see

the toys, or hands with which to grasp them.)

Director wants more woman film-makers
Sylvia Spring, Canada's first female feature film

director, spoke Tuesday night at the Faculty of Education
Auditorium, as a participant in the continuing series of

lectures sponsored by the Interdisciplinary Studies
Women's Course (INX 260, Women: Oppression and
Liberation.

Spring made her first feature, Madeleine Is, in 1968 in

Vancouver in "pre-awareness days". The film concerns a
young woman who seeks escape, thourgh a fantasy

clown on a magic island, from her. relationship with a

domineering, egotistical, brutish pseudo-revolutionary

man. The film ends with Madeleine, having rid herself of

both the clown and the monster, standing alone and
laughing.

Spring now works in television, and is about to start

her second feature, this time with an all-women crew
working collectively, rather than in the hierarchies that

are normal in the film industry. Spring explained during

her informal, personalized talk, that she had great hopes
for women working In film, because she feels that women
are more used to working co-operatively, without com-
petition or battles of egos.

Her first film was made with an all-male crew, who
were all young purists interested only In the abstract

ideal of Art. Now she is qustloning ail her earlier

assumptions about artistic standards and the

relationship between politics and art.

Spring outlined the thought-processes that she had

gone through when asked to lecture. She took as her

model Virginia Woolf's A Room of One's Own, asking

how it applied to her as a modern feminist and to film

rather than literature.

She wondered about Woolf's ideal of "androgynous
fiction" and the necessity of transcending one's sexuality,

looking to films made by other women directors for

examples. She concluded that women do have a special

vision which combines the personal, political, and ar-

tistic, all planted firmly in a woman's point of view.

With an enthusiasm which quickly captured the

audience, Spring described several films by women, and
own personal responses. Mai Zetterling's The Girls had
its audience, including Spring, shouting and waving their

fists. Spring said that the film was not only deeply

complex and superbly made, but obviously provided a
much-needed "non-destructive" outlet for the repressed

anger of the women in the audience.

Nelly Kaplan's La fiancee du pirate (Dirty Mary) also

showed a woman triumphing after a life as the town slut,

rising to expensive prostitution and thereby attaining

both economic power and the means to revenge her-

self on all the people of the village who had used and

despised her.

Spring noted that most of the recent films by women
are about women, and that a surprising number end with

the women heroes laughing — her own, Kaplan's, and

Mireille Dansereau's La vie revee. which is the first

feature made by a woman in Quebec, and which this year

won the special jury prize in the Canadian Film Awards.

Spring told of a conversation with Dansereau, who said

that the films must end with women laughing, since we

are refusing to be victims any longer.

Spring mentioned her own experiences as a woman
filmmaker, her troubles in raising money to make the

films, her present rtssles with male co-workers at CBC,
and her plans for the future, which include forming her

own company, Fromunder Films, to make movies with

women crews.

She spoke of several other positive projects now
underway with women in film and the media. Last week
radio, television, and newspaper journalists met to dis-

cuss ways of combatting the negative images of women
perpetuated by men (and some women) in the media.

For the last five months a group of women has been

organizing a huge international festival of films by
women, to be held in the St. Lawrence Centre for ten days

in June, 1973. The festival will gather films from

the past and the present, from all over the world, in many
genres and styles, all made by women. Most of them
haven't been seen in Toronto before.

Spring concluded by showing a short film that she

made in 1967 as a pilot for her later feature. But just

before the film began, she asked some questions,

leaving them for the audience to think about.

What are our critical standards of film or any art?

Where did these standards come from? Are they male-

defined? Are they suitable to women? Do the sexes

necessarily have the same artistic aims and ideals? Are

women ready to reach the "higher realty" of pure art? Do
we want to?

Kay Arm Itage

a comedy by Randy Brown,
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a
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A SUPERIOR
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THRILLER!"
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Starts Friday!
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DAVID MERPXX

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

Verdoux is offbeat
"With deep regret" wrote film

critic James Agee in The Nation,

"I must postpone my attempt to

review Chaplain's Monsieur

Verdoux. I cannot hope to do it

justice. . . I think it is one of the

best movies ever made." When
Agee had composed himself

enough to write three lengthy

columns on this 1947 film, his

enthusiasm did not flag. In com-

parison to "this great poet and

his great poem" he asserted,

"every movie since Modern
Times and Zero pour Conduite

is so much child's play."

These are startling comments
about a film which is so ob-

scure. You can investigate the

matter further, If you wish,

because Monsieur Verdoux is in

town now, at the Eglinton. I

recommend that you do.

It is an odd film. Henri

Verdoux is a resourceful mil-

quetoast of a bank clerk who.

fired from his job after 30 years,

devises other means to support

his wife and child. He is forever

darting off on journeys, and his

family thinks him an en-

trepreneur; so, with a bracingly

ironic eye, does he see himself.

"Business is a ruthless

business" he remarks at one

point, and he conducts his own

with an impeccable
ruthlessness.

Verdoux's business Is

murdering rich, lonely women
and investing their money. He

seems to take particular delight,

not in murder, but in the suavity

and polish of his operations.

When a snoop from the

homicide bureau catches up

with him and expects to bully

the timid murderer into a con-

fession, Verdoux dispatches

him smoothly, displaying only

the clipped satisfaction a river-

boat gambler or stock market

speculator might allow himself

on bringing off a dishonest, but

very neat, deal; a "killing".

A brassy, indestructible

woman (Martha Raye) is his one

big failure. She has as many
lives as a litter of kittens, but

Verdoux doggedly persists in

trying to do her in. These lethal

schemes supply the film's farce,

and are the most sure-footed

moments in the movie (Chap-

lain's indisputable genius being

a comic one).

It's the rest of the thing that

bothers people. The icy, cynical

dialogue has the portentous
sound of scriptwriters'
aphorisms, and there are, as
always in Chaplain, glutinous

lumps of sentimentality. The
story lurches uncertainly from
the philosophical to the
macabre to the boffo. There are.

in short, chinks aplenty in the
movie (as there are in Ca-

baret) for detractors to wedge
their crowbars In and pull it

apart. What is disputable is

whether Monsieur Verdoux

merits such demolition.

My own feelings are in

disarray. I enjoyed Verdoux, but

might easily have convinced

myself into thinking it wasn't a

very good movie. Agee checked

that, at the risk of my fabricating

a weird, cryptic defense of the

film as a "masterpiece". The

upshot of all this is that I started

looking around and under the

flaws and clumsinesses to see

what else Verdoux had to offer.

First, it offers Chaplain's most

disciplined and subtle dramatic

performance. It offers some In-

spired grotesquerie on the part

of minor characters. And it

offers an unobtrusively
cohesive script, eloquent in its

details.

None of these details is

forced. In fact (Chaplain not

being one to soft-peddle his

fafor; others have called them

as elemental and terrifying as

Lear. The fact Is, such a razor's

edge is walked that your reac-

tion will depend almost wholely

on what you expect. You might

even want to turn Verdoux into

one of those parlor games
like "soul" vs "straight city" or

"masscult" vs "mldcult" that

cleave the world neatly into two

groups. Even that's OK, as long

as you get out to see Verdoux.

A few more words about

Agee. Dwight MacDonald, who
claims to be a friend of Agee's,

took it upon himself some years

ago to explain away all that

extraordinary praise. Agee had

such a fine directorial sense,

according to his rationale, that

he remade every movie inside

his head. Then he proceeded to

review, not the actual film, but

Chaplain as Verdoux woos the indestructible Martha Raye.

points) I wonder whether the

director realized what an

allusive, tightly-knit screenplay

he had produced. This, I think,

is illustrative of the basic

problem both with Chaplain and

this movie. When he is con-

scious of an effect and grasps

for it, he is a botcher. When he

acts, or writes, or directs

through his instincts, he is an

artist.

Monsieur Verdoux is the

most ambitious and most
schizoid of Chaplain's films.

Nowhere is this more apparent

than in the ending, where Ver-

doux, his wife and child lost, his

profession abandoned, allows

himself to be captured. With

bitter composure, he addresses

the court, the press, even the

church. He refuses the
traditional cigaret on his way to

the guillotine, but accepts a

glass of rum. "I've never tasted

rum before."

Some critics have lumped
these last moments together

with the disastrous soliloquies

in Limelight and The Great Dic-

the much more interesting

movie that existed in his

imagination.

This is a curious criticism.

How else does a poem, or a

painting, or film become "art"

but by setting off reactions

within the imagination?
MacDonald writes as though a

film were a pattern of light and
darkness on a large screen sixty

feet before his eyes, caused by

beaming light through treated

celluloid. And this is how he

reviews them, in a crabbed,

mechanical way. Like John
Simon's, his comments may be

astute or informative, but they

are mere annotations. Both men
are monumentally un-
imaginative reviewers. Agee's

writing, by contrast, like Pauline

Kael's, is exciting because it

strikes off so many sparks.

That is why Agee and Kael

are the two best writers on

film in English, critics whose
opinions are a delight to read

even on films never seen, or

long forgotten.

BUI MacVlcar

lan £t Sylvia matured
There have been a great many trends and

innovations in the music of the early sixties

which was the home for folkies for whom "Four
Strong Winds" became something of a Cana-
dian National anthem. Ian & Sylvia, the
originators of that classic, went on the boards at

Massey Hall last Sunday night to prove that their

music has matured with the times. Oh they sang
"Winds" alright, but saved it for one of three

enthusiastically applauded encores: the main
body of their concert was a rich blend of close-

harmony duets, such as "Some Day Soon", and
some throaty, sex.y_.b|ues solos from Sylvia, such
as "Time For Change".

Sylvia's style diverged considerably from the

accustomed wispy delivery of Baez-folky
voicings, with her cocktail torch-blues version of

"Losing Is An Easy Game" — a tune on which
lead guitarist David Wilcox earned an ovation to

signify approval of his excellent licks as he led

the Great Speckled Bird to an uninspired, but

adequate back-up performance.

Interspersed with Ian & Sylvia material that an

almost capacity audience seemed to know and
love, were such songs as the "line-out" religious

folk-song "Amazing Grace", and a new Cana-

dian epic lan is composing in parts on the

current coast-to-coast tour — "The Grand
Canadian Tour", lan's introduction of close

friend Adam Mitchell — a former rock musician
— opened the second half of the concert, and

Mitchell surprised the crowd with his own songs

which were inventive and above all humorous in

a Roger Miller kind of way.

Probably the most critical thing a purist lan &
Sylvia fan might remark regarding this concert

was that its brevity — slightly under the two and
a half hour accepted time limit — was not

correspondingly marked by any reduction from

the normal concert prices.

Dick Loney
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Falstaff surpasses flaws
It took a great deal of persuasion on the

part of librettist Arrigo Bolto to get the aged
Verdi to write one last opera. That opera,
Falstaff, was first performed in 1813 in Verdi's
80th year, setting to music a skillful libretto for
which Bolto drew heavily on Shakespeare's
comedy The Merry Wives of Windsor. The
mainstay of Boito's persuasive arguments is the
libretto itself. Gone are the maudlin plots, the
melodramatic exaggerations of Aide and
Trovatore; Falstaff is a tightly woven comic
opera where music and action are inextricably
intermeshed and characters are painted with
both words and notes.

Its completeness and self-sufficiency make
Falstaff a difficult opera to stage. The University
of Toronto Opera Department did a generally
splendid job in this regard, when they per-
formed Verdi's comic masterpiece at the
MacMHIan Theater, January 24 to 29.

Vocally, the production was strong,
especially the two male leads, Avo Kittask
(Falstaff) and Glyn Evans (Fenton). Kittask,

who sang this role in the Falstaff fragment
presented in 1971 has a powerful voice and fine

comic timing. As he lumbered on stage in Act 111,

his bald dome festooned with stag's antlers, he
resembled some grotesquely rotund Wotan, the
classic everyman, cuckolded by the world. Of
the merry wives, Jill Pert as Dame Quickly made
the most of this well-written comic role, with
much gesturing and mugging. The major
problem confronting some of the singers was
that an excessively loud and brassy orchestra

Avo Kittask sings as the great Falstaff.

(this is a chamber opera) forced them to strain,

thus exaggerating the discrepancies between
their strong and weak registers. In Act II. Ford's
big aria was constantly In danger of being
swamped by the trumpet accompaniment, ac-
tually fading to inaudibility in the lower registers.

This Is not to fault the singers but rather the
orchestra for the lack of sensitivity by which
such vocal shortcomings are usually bridged.

The orchestral tempi were generally good,
both stage and pit skilfully commanded by
Maestro Barbinl. The brass sounds of the score
were quite strong, and unequally matched by
the required contrast of quick soft string notes.
Violins were at fault here, with sloppy phrase
endings and a general lack of finesse, especially

in accompanying the "patter-songs" in Act I.

Verdi's writing here has been compared by
some to Wagner; yet Verdi takes Wagner's
upward sweeping chromatic storms, turns them
upside down and serves them softly, with

detache . phrasing. Unlike some of Verdi's
operas, where the orchestra merely serves as an
amorphous setting for opulent ariatic jewels,

Falstaff requires perfection of every intricate

detail both on stage and in the pit to put the

production across.

Stage direction was difficult to judge in Act
I. since the cast seemed a little tired of the

slapstick shenanigans required. Added to this

was an unusually somnolent audience. January
29, resulting in a visually flat beginning. The
pace picked up in Acts II and III. and the fairy

scene at the end was a delight. Considering the

economy of set changes, the sets designed by
Ed Kotanen were rather drab in colour and
contour while the doorways and platforms often

seemed to obstruct the flow of movement The
colourful and imaginative costumes (including a
Dr. Cajus dressed as the perfect Elizabethan

fop. complete with Walter Raleigh's collar, hat

and beard) were a delightful contrast and great

credit to Suzanne Mess, the designer.

Much has been said about the inferiority of

Act III In comparison to the rest of the opera. It Is

static in action, and musically Verdi (who Is said

to have drawn considerably on Beethoven for

Inspiration) almost capsizes the boat with his

own version of the Grosse Fuge. Whatever the

answer to these problems, it is not in the

dancers who appeared ex machina in this act to

gesticulate in an uncoordinated fashion during

Nanetta's one big aria. While dancing is

"traditional" in operas, this is no traditional

opera, and must be treated with consideration.

Tony Jahn

Mahler, Chopin fill discs
I do not believe Gustav

Mahler's seventh symphony is

anywhere near as good as his

fifth, sixth or ninth symphonies,
but it does pack a wallop and
emerges filled with Mahler's

customary brilliant instrumental

flourishes, and long elevant

melodic lines. A more or less

recent recording by Raphael

Kubelick and his Bavarian
Radio Symphony (from his in-

tegral set) has stiff competition

with the also recently released

version of Solti and the Chicago

Symphony, which some con-

sider among the three best

orchestras in the world.

Kubelik has a fine feeling for

detail (as does Solti), and the

lyrical line of a piece. The an-

dante amoroso receives an es-

pecially gracious and fluent

reading. Consequently, this

seventh is idiomatically
accented and nicely outlined.

Like Solti at times, though, he

does not fully enhance the tone,

but rather leaves the strings to

decide their own power output

— an undemanding conductor

is like a low-power amplifier.

Depending on the listener, this

is a good or bad thing. It is not

Bernstein's way, and if it is not

your way you should turn to his

version of the seventh.

Kubelik Is probably more at

home in the serener Mahler, like

the sixth, and the fact that his

old Brahms Fourth is one of the

best in the catalogue supports

this notion. The DGG sound is

fine, although the trumpet was

slightly distorted throughout. A
concluding remark might be

that if you like (and of course

you should — the point is if

you're a nut on) inner voices of

the orchestra, Kubelik gives

each one opera diva attention.

Mahler's Seventh Symphony,
Kubelik and the Bavarian Radio
Symphony, DGG. list $13.96.

There are many solo piano
Chopin discs coming out these

days, and of course "that's what
we want" chorus Chopin buffs.

Ivan Davis is a relative new-
comer to the international con-

cert stage and one of his first

recordings is an all-Chopin ef-

fort. The pieces include the Fan-

tasia Impromptu in C sharp

minor, a Barcarole in F sharp

minor and the famous Valse in

C sharp minor. Davis' tone in

these works is comparatively

unpoetic, although it Is rounded

and at times eloquently un-

derstated when the notes de-

mand, as in the opus 10 Etude.

His choice of phrasing seems
often dictated by the difficulties

of the score rather by his

mastery of those difficulties. In

other words, certain passages
sound the way they do because

he might not be able to play

them articulately any other way.

But we can only make
judgements like this because

we have Rubinsteins and
Rachmaninoffs who have done
as they pleased, and
superlatively. There was a nice

ruminative delicacy in the first

Ballade, and in general much
fine playing. So the record may
well serve as an Introduction to

Chopin for initiates as well as to

Ivan Davis for Chopin buffs

hitherto unacquainted with his

playing. Either Davis or the

engineers muted the sound — it

is deep but shy on highs.

Piano Music of Chopin, Ivan

Davis. SPC 21071, list $6.29.

London Four Phase.

Here is more Chopin, but by a

resident master (residing in this

century, that is). Vladimir.

Ashkenazy is not too keen on
recording these days, but he did

agree to do two concerts before

cameras for Allegro Films and
both sound tracks are being
sold separately on London dis-

cs. Side One is devoted to the

Funeral March sonata (no.2)

and is as finely architected as
any recently making its entry

into the catalogue. And since we
can take his proficiency for

granted, it Is nice to be lulled

through the nocturnes (nos.1

and 2 of opus 15) without biting

our nails over how he will

manage with the Grand Valse at

the end of the second side. The
other work on side 2 is the A flat

mazurka.
The sound, unlike the Phase

Four disc reviewed above, Is

sharp, natural, as well as amply
resonant. Part of the credit can
go to the Allegro taping
engineers. (Allegro Films, by the

way, Is a non-avant-garde yet
extremely enterprising
producer of art films, which
both the CBC, channel 19 and
NET are wisely picking up.) The
televised concert will be seen
sometime in the near future.

Chopin Recital. Vladimir
Ashkenazy. London CS 6794.
List price, $6.29.

Ian Scott

Colonial
203 Yonge St.

COMING SOON:

Bobby

Blue Bland

NOW APPEARING:

JAMES
COTTON

BLUES BAND

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT iopmullwhe^veb FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

FEB. 2-3 - $2.50 - LUKE GIBSON
AND THE KILLALOE MOUNTAIN BAND
FEB. 9-10 - $1.50 THE STRING BAND

EDITOR
THE VARSITY

The Varsity Board of Directors invites applications for the

position of Editor-in-Chief of The Varsity for the 1973-74

academic year. The Editor is responsible to the Board in all

matters affecting the newspaper. As the job carries

considerable authority, applicants should submit detailed

proposals for the management of the paper. These may
include proposed changes in the current format, editorial

policy, or internal structure, and names of prospective staff.

The amount available for production staff salaries in recent

years has ranged from $7,500 to $10,800 per publishing year,

including a salary of $3,150 for a full time editor.

Applicants will be interviewed both by the current Varsity

staff and the Board of Directors, with the Board making the

final decision. The editor may be removed from his or her

post only by concurrent decision of The Varsity staff and the

Board.

Address written applications to:

Jack Gray
Chairman
Varsity Board of Directors

91 St. George St.

Toronto 5

Closing date for submission
5 p.m., Wednesday, February 14, 1973
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UUatsup

The women's studies course in the

Interdisciplinary Studies department is

continuing its series ot lectures in the

second term, through February and

March. The lectures, which are open to

men, take place every Tuesday at 7:30

pm in the auditorium of the College of

Education (on the south side of Bloor

between Spadina and Huron.)

This Tuesday, a film on 'Sexuality and

Communication' is being presented. On

February 20, Lorenne Clark speaks on

male roles and male sexuality. On
February 27. there is a panel discussion of

radical lesbianism. Welfare and single

parent families are the topic on March 6,

followed on March 13 by a panel on

women in the penal system. The March 20

lecture is on communal living and day

care, and the final one, on March 27, has

Abigail Hoffman speaking on women ih

the athletic profession.

Friday and Saturday St. Mike's is

running Arthur Penn's crack at the Great

American Western Epic, Little Big Man. It

isn't the Great Epic, but there is plenty of

entertaining stuff along the way and some
that is quite sensitive, particularly In com-
parison to other entries in the G.A.W.E.

sweepstakes. With Dustin Hoffman and

Chief Dan George. $1. Also Friday The
Battle ot Algiers plays the 99c Roxy. It's a

moving, deeply angry movie that retains

its political committment without idealizing

the Resistance or caricaturing the French.

Sunday night, the SMC Sunday series

continues with Welles' The Magnificent

Ambersons, one of Bill MacVicar's alltime

favourites.

On Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,

Emile de Antonio will be on display at the

Roxy along with his films: Tuesday, In the

Year of the Pig and Mlllhouee,
Wednesday, Point of Order and
Mlllhouse, and Thursday, his new film

Painter*. 99c.

All week, La Vrale Nature de
Bernadette, the most praised Quebec film

since Mon Oncte Antolne, continues at

Cinematumiere. Haven't seen it. $2, 1 think.

And the Avenue Cinema Is reviving Bob
and Carol and Ted and Alice. 1 wonder
how it looks in retrospect. If you go, be
sure to avoid Getting Straight, the com-
panion feature. I think it is the worst movie
I ever saw.

The Stanley Steamer coffeehouse is in

danger of ending operation. It will be open
only tonight this weekend, and needs all

the support it can get. String Band,
featuring Bob Bossin, can be heard for

only $1. The Steamer is located in the

basement of Neill-Wycik College on
Gerrard Street, east of Yonge.

Three expatriates from the U.S., who
reside in England, make up the soft rock

group, America. Their sound is dominat-

ed by accoustic guitars and Crosby-Stllls-

Nash-type harmonies. America is at Mas-
sey Hall tonight.

Luke Gibson and the Killalo Mountain
Band is at Etherea Restaurant in

Rochdale, tonight and tomorrow. The set

starts at 10 p.m. and admission Is $2.50.

John Allan Cameron, a fine country-folk

fiddler hailing from Cape Breton, is at the

Rtverboat Coffeehouse, 134 Yorkvllle, until

Sunday. Call 922-6216 for Information.

The War-Tower of Power concert

slated for Thursday has been cancelled.

One of the members of War is Canadian

and would not be able to return to the US

until his working papers were approved.

The concert may be rescheduled in

March.

If you're ever browsed through a well

stocked record store, you've probably

noticed the myriad of new albums by

groups you've never heard (an probably

never will, thank to the restricted playlist

policy of Toronto's only so-called

"progressive" radio station, CHUM-FM).
Until recently, I used to wonder about the

kind of music that was hidden under the

plastic-covered jackets, destined to re-

main unheard unless I risked the cash. But

lately I've been afforded the pleasure (?) of

listening to stacks of unplayed records

and I soon reached the conclusion that

they are almost all garbage. The main

reason that I'm telling you this is that even

though 95 per cent of it is trash (compared

to about 70 percent of the things that do

get played) there is still a lot of truly great

music that is overlooked.

Two albums in particular have caught

my ear in the last few months and I've yet

to hear them on any radio station. The

best is the second LP by a four-man

English group called Caravan. Waterloo

Lilly (London) is a well-produced blend of

intelligent rock with strong jazz overtones.

The flowing melodic shifts led by Steve

Miller's (not the guitar player) beautiful

electric piano and Pye Hasting's guitar are

reminiscent of Stevie Winwood and Dave

Mason at thir best. A twelve-minute

melange of tunes beginning with "The

Love in Your Eyes" really deserves to be

heard. The song begins in the style of the

Moody Blues and quickly shifts into

traffic type music featuring piano, flute

and guitar.

The other interesting album is

Introducing The Iceman's Band (Mer-

cury). The LP features the instrumental

work of Jerry Butler's back-up quartet and
intersperses a Few Female, background
vocals. The music is mostly original and
well arranged and owes a lot to Isaac

Hayes (and maybe even Herbie Mann) for

its funky sound.

theatre
The Drama Centre presents The

Intruder, a play by Maurice Maeterlinck,

February 7. 8, 9, 10 at 8:30 pm.
Maeterlinck was called a mystic and his

plays were termed symbolic. People like

to define silence and examine stillness.

Maeterlinck believed he wrote plays. The
Intruder Is the second he wrote. Richard
Sholchet Playing at the Studio Theatre. 4
Glen Morris Street. Admission free.

Global Village premieres yet another

musical on February 8. with low price

previews February 6 and 7. This time it's

Eyes, "a gothlc musical", described as a
"blend of Gothic sensibility and con-
temporary emotions set to music." It runs
Tuesday through Saturday with regular
seats S3. 50, students and seniors. $2.00
and rush seats $1.50.

The U of T Troupe Cafe Theatre brings
to life its cabaret in the sub-basement of

the Pratt Library on February 8 at 8:30 with

an evening called Tardleaquement le

votre.

Two interesting openings will take place
on February 6. Toronto Free Theatre will

feature Gabs, a "serio-comic play" dealing
with the myth of Louis Rlel and his general,
Gabriel Dumont. The theatre is located at

24 Berkely Street, near Front and Parlia-

ment. At the Tarragon Theatre, you can
see another play by David Freeman, the

author of Creeps, (a successful work
dealing with the lives of cerebral patsy

victims). This one Is called Battering Ram.

Nikolai Gogol's The Inspector General

opened a Toronto Workshop Productions

last week. It plays Tuesdays through Sun-

days. For more information, see today's

review.

Juno and the Paycock opened Tuesday

night at the Irish Arts Theatre. West Park

Shool. Sean O'Casey's classic runs until

February 18. A Touch of the Poet con-

tinues at the St.Lawrence Centre (see

today's review), as does Two Gentlemen

of Verona at the O'Keefe Centre.

Once Hamlet has completed its run at

Hart House this weedend, Little Me, a Neil

Simon musical will take its place. Victoria

College Music Club will present it from

February 6 to 10 at 8:30 pm. Tickets are

$2.00 and $2.50.

Tonight and tomorrow night you can

see The Landlord and Tenant Act a com-

edy by Randy Brown (who very well may
be a student but we are not certain). This

will take place in Room 3 of Victoria

College at 8:30 pm. Admission is fifty

<;ents.

play works by Newsidler. Bach, Becker.

Sor, Busottl, Haubenstock Ramati,

Luciano Berio, McCabe. He is ac-

companied by his wife, Claudia Brod-

zlnska. The concert is free and guitar

maniacs should flock to the concert (not to

mention regular music freaks).

The Toronto Symphony will be

conducted by the popular Spanish con-

ductor, Rafael Fruhbeck de Burgos in a

performance of Haydn's second or third

best symphony, the 88th. Furtwangler fans

will be listening with ears attuned to the

register of the Berlin Philharmonic in the

performance of this work, which is

otherwise under-represented in the

current catalogue. Other works In this

concert are Bruch's dispensable violin

concerto, but perhaps made not so by the

playing of Pinchas Zukerman, violinist and

De Falla's much-played but yet much-

loved Three-Cornered Hat ballet suite.

(We apologize to all Mozart enthusiasts

for our unfort'-nate neglect of the Mozart

Requiem placed last week.)

Gallery Seventy Six is hosting students
Pat Morley and Brian Neal until February
4. At the Shaw-Rlmmlngton Gallery, which
is closed Mondays, the Society of Cana-
dian Artiste has an exhibition until

February 16. Beginning Saturday until the
25 at the Art Gallery of Ontario is an
exhibition of paintings and sculptures of

Dutch artist Karat Appel. There is a public
tour the first day at 2:30 and others on the
7.8 and 10.

The University of Toronto Concert
Band presents the second performance of

its tenth anniversary -season on Sunday,
February 4 at 3 pm in the MacMillan
Theatre of the Edward Johnson Building,

playing music by Shostakovich, Gustav
Hoist, the E flat trumpet conrerto of

Hummel and Bartok's Petite Suite. Soloist
in the Hummel is Stephen Chenette, new
faculty member, and Melvln Berman con-
ducts. No admission charge, no tickets

required.

On February 4 at 3:30 pm at the Meeting
Place on the Scarborough ctmus, the
famous guitarist Siegfried Behrtnd will

The Bartok Quartet has come and gone,

and on February 9 the Orford Quartet will

play at the St.Lawrence Centre at 8:30 pm.
This notice Is really for the ten or fifteen

ambitious melomanes who will wait who
knows how long for the returned tickets

for this sold-out concert of works by
Prokofiev (quartet no.2) and Elliot Carter

(no.2 — nice to see this composer on this

quartet's program). Paul Armin, viola,

joins the foursome after intermission for

Ludwig Van B.'s string quintet In opus 29
in C major. This work is less delightful

than the piano quartets and of course the

early quartets, but in its Mozartian (very

Mozartian) rigour, it has much to say worth
listening to.

At the Edward Johnson Building this

week there is: Harold Clarkson, cello at

8:15 in the Concert Hall, Marilyn An-
thony. French horn, at 5:15 February 5,

Patricia Wait, clarinet, at 8:15 pm on
February 7. All these are free. On Thur-
sday, Februry 8 Richard Bunger delivers a
lecture-cum-illustratlon entitled "History

of the Avant-Garde at 2:10 In the concert
Hall. Also free, no tickets required.
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University of Ottawa may drop football
OTTAWA (CUP) — An enrolment

decline and an ensuing projected

deficit oT two to three million dollars

for 1973-74 may take their toll on

sports at the University of Ottawa.

Students and faculty of the

university's School of Physical

Education will know within two

weeks how much money they must

ask the students for to continue their

intercollegiate sports program.

In a January 3 meeting, the

Sports Advisory Council, a nine-

member autonomous body with five

student members, told the university

administration that if it completes

plans to cut back seven per cent of

each faculty's budget, the uni-

versity's intercollegiate football

program will be the first sports

activity to go. But that may be just a

threat.

Intercollegiate Hockey

Eastern Section games win loss lie for against points

Toronto 11 II 0 0 97 21 22
Laurentian 12 8 3 1 75 40 17

York 11 7 3 1 76 43 15
!

Ottawa 10 6 3 1 65 50
Queen's 11 6 4 1 67 42 13

CarleUin 13 2 10 1 49 82
Ryerson 12 0 12 0 28 132 „ 0

(Standings up to January 25)

Western Section

Western 12 9 3 0 85 51 IK

Waterloo II 8 2 1 75 37 17

Guelph 10 7 3 0 64 41 14

Windsor 11 5 6 0 48 58 10

McMaster 12 3 9 0 46 96 - 6

Lutheran II 3 8 0 42 56 6

Brock II 1 10 0 31 99

(Standings up to January 31)

Dean of Physical Education,

Dr. Bill Orban. admitted university

administrators may be shocked by

(he suggestion to drop football,

while a suggestion to drop a less

expensive sport would have a higher

chance of being approved. The ad-

ministration. Orban said, simply

asked "what implications would be

created" by the proposed budget

reduction. When it learns phys ed

would cut football, it may consider

not culling that faculty's budget.

If the administration does reduce

the sports budget, Ottawa "Gee-

Gees" may still not have to go.

"I'm optimistic," Orban said

Januarv 25. "that the students

would be in favor of support through

an increase in their fees."

A referendum in mid-March will

probably ask the students to in-

crease their activities fees from $16

to S25. Orban and University of

Ottawa Athletic Director Carol

Turgeon both insist there will be

a need for more money — and thus a

referendum — whether or not the

administration reduces the sports

budget,

"The only difference will be the

amount asked and the arguments

used." Orban said. If ihe budget is

cut, students will decide whether

Ottawa wants a football team: if

nol, ihey will decide the fate of some
other, less expensive activities.

Students now provide $ 1 34.000 of
the athletics' operating budget of

about SI96.000. With or without the

university's grant, Turgeon claims

he cannot operate on less than

S 200.000.

Last winter, students defeated a

referendum virtually identical to the

proposed March one.

The university's deficit is typical

of financial situations for most
Canadian universities. However,
only Brandon University,
threatened with its existence, has

said it wil drop ils intercollegiate

sports program.

sportalk
Interfaculty volleyball Division I

playoffs begin M onday . Knox
finished in first place in regular

season play, with Erindale and Eng I

lied for second place and Med A in

last place. Eng I plays Erindale

Monday al S:30; Knox goes against

Meds Tuesday al 8 pm. . . hockey
Blues play Ottawa Gee-Gees tonight

and then lake on Carleton Ravens

tomorrow afternoon. Bolh games
are in Ottawa ... basketball Blues

hosl University of Western Ontario

Muslangs tomorrow al 2 pm in the

Benson Building . . . U of T track

team participates in Ihe Maple Leaf

Indoor games ihis afternoon from 1-

3 pm . . . women's ice hockey team
defeated McMaster 2-0 in Hamilton

Wednesday night. The team plays

York at the arena this evening at 6

pm . . . women's senior basketball

team defeated York Tuesday
evening 64-32, with Chris Crawford
and Terry Knighl scoring 15 points

each. Toronto plays Queen's tonight

at 7 pm in ihe Benson Building in a

must- win game for first

place . . , OWIAA women's fencing

championships lake place in the

Benson today from 10 am to 6 pm
and tomorrow from 9 am to 2

pm . . . University of Ottawa hosts

Ihe women's gymnastics champ-
ionships tomorrow . . . this weekend

Han House hosts a chess club

championship. The tournament will

he a five round Swiss held in two

sections . . . women's intermediate

volleyball defeated Brock 3-1

Wednesday night.

B.G

Universities unite in face of state powerREPORT FROM
HANOI

BY

Andrew Brewin, M.P.

THE FUTURE OF
VIETNAM

Saturday. Feb. 3 at 3:00 p.m.

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

371 BLOOR ST.W.
Sponsored by Faculty Committee an Viet Nam

(University of Toronto) & Voice el Women.

925-0912 486-6226

BATTERING RAM by David Freeman

(author ot CREEPS) opens Feb. 6 at

Tarragon Theatre, 30 Bridgman Ave.

BalhursI & Dupont 531-1827. PREVIEWS -

pay-what-you-can Sun. Feb. 4 & Mon. Feb.

5 at 6:30 Reservations 531-1827.

MARX BROS. FESTIVAL Fri., Feb. 2. Duck

Soup, Monkey Business A Coconuts. Sat.,

Feb. 3, Animal Crakers, Horse Feathers.

Duck Soup. Room 3154, Med. Scl. Bldg.

Starting 7:30 p.m.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE
Theses, Essay - French, Latin - Ex-

perienced typists - Electric typewriters. 713

Spadlna Avenue [South ot Bioor) 922-

7624.

MAN, 39, touring Europe, May to Sept.,

in rented van, 2 or 3 others to share ex-

penses, $1,200 - $1,500 eat*, call 622-

0768 evenings or weekends.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONDON (rom $79 one way or $155 return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact

AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5,416-

962-84(W - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

ACAPULCO FOR S199.00 (6 dayi i

Departures every SUNDAY In Feb. (Stuuy

Weeks) (rom Toronto, includes ]et tran-

sport, accommodation (doubles), parses,

discos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St..

Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 or your St Jdenl

Council.

TRAVELLING IN EUROPE INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student

rallpass, car rentals, cheapest and most

dependable charier (lights, camping tours

ate, all available now (rom: AOSC, 44 St.

George St., Toronto 5, 416 - 962-8404. (The

Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats Irom $10.00

Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.

(Between Queen 4 Dundas) Excellent

selection ol (un furs, trade Ins accepted

We buy used (urs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6

Thur-Frl till 6 pm

By DON MOWAT
Dependence upon a single source

of funds has been "a powerful in-

centive" for universities to adopt

collective action, stated John B.

Macdonald, executive director of

the Council of Ontario Universities.

Macdonald, who spoke at a

meeting held at OISE last

Wednesday afternoon, is head of the

largest consortium of universities in

BIBLIOGRAPHIES compiled (or your

term-papers (approximately 20 items). In-

crease your elllciency and improve your

marks by writing more professional

papers, based on thoroughly researched

relerences. Reslricted to Natural and

Social Sciences. For intormation phone

783-4967 or write Meredith Associates.

Bibliography Section, Box 104. Slalion S.

Toronto. Please slate topic and course.

DISTRESS SALE, portable typewriter.

Olympia SF33, bought at S63. - will sell at

$65. - phone evenings 920-8721

REWARD: (or black 8. white Cardtn scarf ol

very great sentimental value. Lost Friday

between Edward Johnson building &

Massey College. Please contact: J.

Lindsay, 928-2775.

NEED A GOOD PLACE to live? Grad.

student looks (or someone to share lur-

nished flat. Robert St. (1 block west ol

Spadina). Own room. $50/month (incl.

utilities and phone). Call Peter 962-8771.

KARATE TOURNAMENT (Intercollegiate),

starting at 10:00 a.m. Saturday Feb. 3 In

Hart House main gym. Free admission —
everyone welcome.

GOING TO ENGLAND THIS SUMMER?
Spacious flat to sublet, 4 rooms, garden.

Situated in central London, twenty minutes

Irom West End. Available April 10 —
September 1. £12 per week. Phone

961-3549.

ENGINEERS, chemists, physicists HP35

pocket calculator used only 4 months S300

or best olfer 967-5393 evenings.

SKI QUEBEC: ML Ste. Anne Feb. 14-I9th.

accomodation In Old Quebec Clly and all

transportation (or just S70.00, call Brian

266-1369 - John 267-4166

HE LP I Mother & young family needs

liberating! Babysitter wanted 1 or 2 days or

hal(-days every week. Hours can (it around

classes. Located on Summerhlll Ave. in

Rosedale, on bus route. Call Mary at 922-

8906

North America, The COU is com-

posed of fourteen member uni-

versities. plus several post-

secondary institutions which have

observer status.

Macdonald cited "the threat of

unilateral action by government" as

another driving force behind the

COU. When asked whether the uni-

versities had been consulted before

the current capital freeze was im-

posed upon them by (he Ontario

government. Macdonald replied:

"The answer is no; they simply

can you fight your

way out of this bag?

HART HOUSE
SERVICE

Sundays, 11 a.m.

announced the freeze."

Macdonald termed government

proposals to raise graduate school

fees to $900 " punitive" and
"damaging to the welfare of

graduate students." The COU has

recommended $600 fees.

Another example of government

arbitrariness, he suggested, was its

limitation of teaching asistanls'

salaries. The COU, he said, had

persuaded the governmenl to apply

this only to future assistants.

Efficient planning on the part of

the COU and its subsidiary body,

the Advisory Com mitt ee on

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses

!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

Academic Planning, has resulted in

a "careful use of resources."

Macdonald voiced a concern over

"predatory recruiting" on the part

of some universities, and noted that

in the last year, they had "tried very

hard to obtain students to secure

their financial security" (provincial

grants lo universities are made on

the basis of enrolment). The COU
has established a committee to

report on the ethics of recruiting.

The problem with such committee

findings is that not all universities

will honour commitments to uphold

them. Macdonald therefore ad-

vocated that the COU "consider

publicly censuring universities that

do not agree to collective decisions."

KARATE
TOURNAMENT

O.U.A.A. INVITATIONAL

Saturday, February 3rd

ATHLETIC WING - HART HOUSE
STARTING AT 10:30 A.M.

ADMISSION FREE

printing

typesetting

S90^XX>vvoids

stoPeflrjntprinKss
201queenwLa

864-19(77

unclassified
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Queen's students control athletics

but are responsible to university
Wednesday we looked at the history of

change in athletics at Queen's University,

and at the philosophy and premises

adopted by the Principal's Advisory

Committee on Athletics on which the

changes were based.

Today we reveal the organizational

strucutre at the university as provided for

in the Queen's University Council on

Athletics Constitution, and also, the uni-

versity administration's assumption of

leadership and administrative
responsibilities.

The principal's Advisory Committee on

Athletics argued that athletics are an in-

tegral part of the educational process of

the university and that the organizational

structure and policy-making for athletics

should parallel those of other university

entities.

The Committee therefore recommen-

ded that a University Council on Athletics

be formed by the Senate.

The Committee gave three reasons for

the recommendation: first, to bring

athletics under the direct control and

supervision of the Senate so that

educational aims of athletics coincide with

Senate policy; second, to ensure that

athletics is a regular part of the university

program and not an ancillary service or

commercial venture; and third, to enable

students and faculty to have an effective

voice in the planning of athletics and
recreation.

Terms of reference of the University

Council on Athletic* %
Under the direction of the Senate, the

University Council on Athletics has
responsibility and authority in all matters

concerning athletics. This responsibility

and authority includes the development of

general policies concerning athletics and

the coordination of specific policies

among its various athletic committees.

The University Council determines the

relative division, among its five com-
mittees, of the total monies available for

athletics from the university athletic fee.

All budgets are forwarded to the Vice-

Principal (Finance) for approval and are

administered according to accepted uni-

versity practices.

The Director of the School of Physical

and Health Education acts as the Ex-
ecutive Director of the Council. He is

responsible for coordinating adminis-
trative actions relating to the work of

the Council and its committees.

The Council itself may appoint such
subcommittees as it deems necessary for

its purposes.

The Council reports to the Senate
annually and at any other times requested
by the Senate or Council.

Composition of the University Council on
Athletics

The University Council on Athletics,

although responsible to the university

community as a whole, guarantees stu-

dents half the seats.

The Council is composed of two elected

representatives from each of the five

committees — recreation services, men's
intercollegiate athletics, women's in-

tercollegiate athletics, men's intramural

athletics, and women's intramural
athletics.

One of these representatives from each
committtee is to be a student. The Director

of the School of Physical Education and
three Senate appointees (two of whom are
students) also serve on the Council. The
executive officer of each of the com-
mittees is to be an ex-officio non-voting

member of the Council.

The Principal's Advisory Committee on
Athletics argued that policy-making for

athletic programs should be in the hands
of persons who are primarily concerned,
interested, and qualified to make ap-

propriate decisions. It was agreed that

policy-making committees within the new

framework should be composed of

specially-selected students and of other

qualified persons.

Therefore, It recommended that there

be the five above-mentioned committees,

responsible to the University Council on

Athletics, and that they be directly con-

cerned with policy-making and budgeting

in each of their respective areas.

Composition of the Ave committees

The structure was set-up with the

provision for a better-than- parity situation

— in fact, a guaranteed student majority

on each committee. Queen's has accepted

the idea that students who pay for the

majority of the athletic program should

participate in the administrative structure

as a majority.

In the recreation services committee,

for example, of a total of 10 voting

members, six are students. The Men's and

Women's Intercollegiate Athletics Com-
mittees each have a total of seven voting

members, four of whom are students (in

each committee). The Men's and Women's

Intramural Athletics Committees are al-

most entirely student-controlled, with an

additional two or three non-voting

members.
Appointments to the Council and to the

committees are made on a two-year

overlapping basis to ensure continuity and

the development of some expertise in

athletics policy-making by student

members. The chairman of each comm-
ittee is elected annually by members of the

respective committees.

The executive officer for each

committee is responsible for:

• Planning and administering the day-

to-day operation of the program.

• Providing necessary liaison with the

Administrative Office for Athletics and

Physical Education.

• Representing the committee at

appropriate meetings of external athletics

organizations.

• Bringing forward recommendations

regarding policy and budget, and im-

Queen's University

Senate

University Council on Athletics

two elected reps from each of the five committees named below

(one of whom in each case is a student)

Director of the School of Physical and Health Education

three Senate appointees (two of whom are to be students)

executive officer of each committee as an exofficio non-voting

member

Recreation Services Committee (10 voting members)
one appointee from the Graduate Society

two male and two female undergraduate appointees of the AMS
one AMS student appointee from the professional schools

one non-academic staff appointee, named by the Principal

one appointee from the University Faculty Association

one female appointee from the faculty of School of Physical and
Health Education

one appointee from the Faculty Women's Club

the Recreation Services Officer (non-voting executive officer)

Men's Intercollegiate Athletics

Committee
(Seven voting members)

- tour male student appointees of the

AMS (who are or have been in-

tercollegiate athletes, representing

four different sports)

- one male appointee from the faculty

of the School of Physical and Health

Education
- one male AMS appointee from the

Alumni Association
- Director of Men's Intercollegiate

Athletics (non-voting executive
officer)

- athletic events manager (non-voting

ex-officio member)

Men's Intramural Athletics Committee
- composed of a student represen-
tative from each of the 28 units

eligible for competition, along with

a "stick" from each of Meds,
Arts, Science, Law, Commerce,
Graduate Society and PHE — MCE

- Recreation Services Officer (ex-

officio non-voting member)
- Director of Men's Intramural Athletics

(non-voting executive officer)

- representation from the School of

Physical and Health Education

Women's Intercollegiate Athletics

Committee
(Seven voting members)

- four female student appointees of the
AMS (who are or have been in-

tercollegiate athletes, representing

four different sports)

• one female appointee from the

faculty of the School of Physical and
Health Education

- one female AMS appointee from the

faculty-at-large,

- one female appointee from the
Women's Physical and Health
Education Alumnae Association

- Director of Women's Intercollegiate

Athletics (non-voting executive
officer)

- athletic events manager (non-voting
ex-officio member)

Women's Intramural Athletics
Committee
- composed of a student represen-

tative from each of the 14 sports
presently in the intramural program.

- Recreation Services Services Officer
(ex-officio non-voting member)

- Director of Women's Intramural
Athletics (non-voting executive
officer)

- representation from the School of
Physical and Health Education

plementing the budget through the ad-

ministrative Office for Athletics and Phy-

sical Education.
• Calling meetings of the committee at

the request of the Chairman, or at his

discretion.

• Recording and distributing minutes of

all meettngs.

Men's Intercollegiate Athletic Director

A.L. Lenard told The Varsity that "our

ultimate budget goes to the AMS and to

the Journal (the university student news-

paper)". The non-voting members of

committees "have a fair bit of sway",

according to Lenard, "...since the person

who supplies all the information probably

has a reasonable amount of say."

Lenard also added that the "University

Council through the executive director of

the council, reports to the Senate", and
that's "the only body it (the budget) goes
to." He said, "you do want a body of at

least 50 per cent students to be in charge
of finances, but you also want the highest

possible body to report to."

Lenard added that, even though final

budget approval has to come from the

Senate," in the few years of its existence

the University Council budget has never

been refused by the Senate."

Administrative and leadership

responsibilities

The Principal's Advisory Committee on
Athletics felt that "the quality of leadership

is the most important factor in determining

the outcomes of athletic programs."

Therefore, the Committee recommen-
ded that the responsibilities for provid-

ing leadership be assumed in full by

the university.

One of the findings of the recent AMS
Commission on Sports was that there

were great disparities in the leadership

provided to different intercollegiate teams
at Queen's University. The School of

Physical and Health Education staff had
not been able to provide coaching ser-

vices for all intercollegiate athletic teams.

Therefore, the President's Advisory

Council on Athletics made the following

recommendations for securing additional

coaching and supervisory staff for athletic

programs at Queen's (all of which have
now been carried out):

• increase the presently-designated

portion of the School staffs's work load to

athletic functions from one-third to one-
half. (This meant increasing the full-time

academic staff in the School from 12 to

14-)

• appoint casual academic staff to the
School of Physical and Health Education
who are qualified to coach at least one
intercollegiate sport, who would also teach
in proposed non-credit, one-term in-

structional skill courses to be offered by
the school for all university students (this

program replaced the compulsory
freshman physical education program),
and who would supervised intramural

athletic events. (The School asked for

three such appointments in its 1970-71
budget requests.)

• assign two non-academic appointees
(the pool supervisor and the recreation
services officer) intercollegiate coaching
and intramural supervisory duties and
establish criteria for these appointments
that the successful applicant be qualified
to coach at least one appropriate in-

tercollegiate sport.

• coaching responsibilities which are
not filled by the above, are to be filled by
part-time appointments with funds
provided for this purpose in the budget of
the School of Physical and Health
Education.

The PAC on Athletics also
recommended that the university assume
the salaries were, at the time, paid by the
Athletic Board of Control and it was
proposed that these persons be assigned
to the school of Physical and Health
Education academic and non-academic
staff.

Wednesday-. Student's council response,
financial obligations.

Bob Gauthier
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Little support

for bid to occupy

Simcoe Hall

SSSC members tried to occupy Simcoe Hall but couldn't breach the doors.

By JIM MARTIN
While 300 engineers frolicked nearby at

their chariot races Friday, about 15 Stop the

Student Surcharge Committee members
failed to draw support in a bid to occupy

Simcoe Hall.

Earlier, 60 people had listened to SSSC
chairman Peter Havers urge them to "come
with us to president John Evans office" at a

noon-hour rally in the Sid Smith lobby, but

most of the applause came from his fellow

SSSC members. Havers called for charges to

be dropped, which he said were laid after the

"campus goon squad and Metro cops at-

tacked a peaceful demonstration Thursday",

referring to the SSSC police fight following

the picketing of the fees office, at which seven

arrests were made.

At the Sid Smith meeting other left groups

tried to speak but Havers shouted them down.

Shortly after about 15 SSSC members
charged off to Simcoe Hall followed by seven

media persons.

At Simcoe Hall all the doors were locked

including those to Convocation Hall and the

back door used lo gel in last year during the

library occupations.

The Simcoe Hall administrative staff

locked their offices. About 30 U of T police

milled around, with about 12 at the main

door. Provost Don Forster ran around
making preparations, as did vice-provost

Peter Meincke.

Among spectators at Simcoe Hall were

some of last year's occupiers of the library

and members of various political groups and

SAC.
The only other attention paid to SSSC at

Simcoe Hall came from people already

Funds for Robarts may be cut
By BOB BETTSON

Funds might be cut back for the new S43

million Robarts Library operating budget if it

is not open equally to the public and all

students and faculty at the University of

Toronto, according to Commission on Post-

Secondary Education members David Black

and Vince Kelly.

They made the statements at a press

conference last Thursday when the com-

missioners were questioned on the im-

plications of their long awaited reports.

The commission recommends that

"Citizens of Ontario should, subject lo

reasonable rules and regulations, have access

to all libraries, including those in

universities .

.

Last year, in support of open stacks

students occupied Simcoe Hall three times

and conducted a petition campaign which

resulted in 7,000 signatures and the support of

50 organizations including both opposition

parties in Ontario and many unions.

Stack access will later this year be debated

at the Governing Council when a report from

the library subcommittee of the Academic

Affairs Committee is released.

The commission report emphasizes

"universal accessibility lo educational

resources" and lifetime learning which
stresses "increasing interplay and integration

of learning with work".

It states "students and employees (full-lime

workers) should be encouraged to intermingle

study and work in ways that are now
uncommon."

Kelly, a Toronto lawyer, said it mighl

become necessary for ihe province to abandon
what he termed its "laissez-faire" altitude

toward the universities.

He stated if the U of T Governing Council

decided to restrict stack access, they must

"justify the reasons."

Black maintained that though the

government should "keep out of me uni-

versity", if students approached Queen's

Park through the proposed central Council of

University Affairs, "that body might look

harder at funding a library with restricted or

differentiated access than perhaps the Gover-

ning Council at U of T would."

gathered to the engineering games. Haven
yelled "Come and join us" through a

bullhorn, and a few engineers returned eggs

and jeers.

"Evans is so terrified of workers and
students that he has to lock us out" yelled the

demonstrators, who then began kicking at tht

heavy doors. Unlike last year's occupation,
when a large number of students pushing

caused the doors to yield, they held this time.

The group then tried to obtain sympathy
from spectators, but the crowd remained

hostile.

One member of the last year's Open Stacks
Committee which helped organize the library

occupations, commented "there are more
productive things to do than occupying Sim-
coe Hall this year."

Several scuffles occurred between engineers

and SSSC members along with numerous
shouting matches. The majority of onlookers

were either amused or disinterested, with no
support building for the occupation, and
eventually the SSSC group decided to leave.

After promising "we can't get in now, but

we'll build our numbers and return", Havers
led the demonstrators across to Huron Street

and down to the fees office, again with no
large following.

As soon as the SSSC gave up at Simcoe
Hall, security chief J.F. Westhead radioed on

his walky-talky to U of T police at 215 Huron
and deployed half of his force there while the

rest of the men continued to guard Simcoe
Hall.

At 215 Huron the overwhelming numbers
of police present made confrontation

pointless. SSSC limited its activities to

arguments with onlookers, during which one

spectator was punched in the face.

Instead of letting the office staff into the

building when their lunch break ended at I

pm. before the protesters arrived the police

told them to wait across the street in the rain.

The moment the demonstrators reappeared

and were in a position to obstruct entry as

they did Thursday, the swarm of policemen

paraded the workers into the fees office.

Evans stated yesterday that workers

were locked out of the offices since they

couldn't be escorted in safely with most of the

campus security force deployed elsewhere.

However, there were more than 15 campus
police at each location, plus Metro police-

men at the fees office.

The demonstrators eventually drifted back

to the trailer they have maintained outside the

office during the fees strike.

One woman commented on the effect of

their day's activities: "At least we're

persistent ..."

Small gathering takes militant stance

Moratorium called Thursday on fees strike
By MICHAEL O'KEEFE

A moratorium this Thursday to

protest educational cutbacks was
endorsed by a meeting of the Stop

the Cutbacks Committee (SCC)
Friday in the Debates Room at Hart

House.

SCC is a coalition of individuals

and various groups who are fighting

the fees hike, the raising of the loan

ceiling in Ontario Student Awards,

and other cutbacks in the financing

of higher education in Ontario. SCC
has been endorsed by the SAC
executive, SDS, Old Mole, Young
Socialists, and about ten other

groups on campus.

The moratorium is to consist of

two hours of discussions at the

Medical Sciences Auditorium on

educational cutbacks, including the

Commission on Post-Secondary

Education Report released last

week, said SCC spokeswoman Bar-

bara Cameron yesterday.

The administration is being asked

to cancel classes between 1 and 3

pm Thursday (and an hour earlier at

Scarborough and Erindale Colleges

to give students time to get down-
town), Cameron says.

With less than three dozen people

in attendance, Friday's gathering

hardly lived up to the mass meeting

which was expected. This was the

second SCC meeting in a row which

failed to attract significant popular

support and those in attendance

were obviously disgruntled by this

fact.

From the outset, the meeting was

haunted by the spectre of a com-

peting Stop the Student Surcharge

Committee demonstration. SSSC,

which speakers at the SCC meeting

considered a Canadian Liberation

Movement front, was simultaneous-

ly holding a meeting in Sid Smith to

protest Thursday's use of police by

the university to break up a picket

line outside the fees offce.

Until learning that the CLM-
SSSC meeting was as small as their

own, the SCC group had planned to

move to Sid Smith in order to

prevent the CLM from wresting the

leadership of the fees strike

movement.

The possibility of the CLM
stealing their thunder seemed lo be

the major concern of the groups

gathered at Hart House. At one

point, they engaged in a heated

debate over their official position

on the CLM-police clash of the

previous day. By far the harshest

comments were reserved for the

CLM, while they defended the

police action on the basis of SSSC
provocation.

One member, apparently over-

looking the size of the meeting,

expressed fear of a "loss of popular

support should we be identified with

the CLM."

The meeting finally endorsed a

statement of opposition to "the use

of city police on campus", and a

demand that charges against seven

people arrested Thursday be
dropped.

When the meeting was about half

an hour old, a SSSC representative

came Ito announce that the Sid

Smitrr gathering had dispersed and

that a contingent was headed for U
of T president John Evans' office.

At this point, the SCC group
realized tht the SSSC meeting had

also failed to gain significant popu-

lar support.

Reversing an earlier decision to

adjourn their meeting in order to

move to Sid Smith, the Hart House

group decided to proceed with their

meeting.

The discussion promptly degene-

rated into a series of vague declara-

tions. "We've got to build the

movement" and "We have to

develop the politics" were offered as

courses of action.

In their search for a concrete

proposal to counter the SSSC trust

fund, SCC settled upon the

moratorium which had been pro-

posed by the Faculty Reform

Caucus.

The SCC group then elected a

coordinating committee lo build

popular support for Thursday's

moratorium. Therein lies the real

problem as evidenced by the fact

that the engineer's ground hog day

chariot races outdrew the SSSC and

the SCC meetings combined.
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HERE AND NOW
The Varsity will not publish during

Reading Week, February 12 to 16,

nor on the following Monday,

February 19. Listings for events oc-

curing between noon, February 9th

and noon, the 21st will be published

in this Friday's issue. Closing dead-

line for inclusion in that issue

remains 1 pm, Thursday, February 8.

Information must be supplied, type-

written on the provided forms.

TODAY
all day

Art, photography, poetry, ptose wanted.

Mail contributions to Acta Victoriana, c'Q

VUSAC Office, Victoria University. 73

Queen's Park Crescent, Toronto, or leave

them in Acta's mall box in the VUSAC office

on the main floor o! Wymilwood by

February 20. 1973.

10 am
Trial of Bill Getty, arrested in Open

Stacks sit-in. Old City Hall Courtroom 31.

11 am
Last chance, almost, to obtain your

tickets for "Little Me," Victoria College's gift

to Ihe theatre. On sale at Wymilwood and

Hart House theatre, stiow opens tomorrow,

and runs until Saturday.

1 pm
All women Interested In the campaign to

repeal the abortion laws should come lo a

planning meeting. At Ihe Film Room. Innis

College.

5 pm
Stop the Student Surcharge Committee

meeting In the Bickersteth Room, Hart

House.
6:30 pm

Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by

5 pm today at Hillel House 186, St. George

Street.

7:30 pm
The Annual General Meeting of the

Gallery Club of Hart House will be held

tonight in the Senior Common Boom, Hart

House.

Panel discussion Margaret Alwood and

Cecile Clotitier — English and French

Canadian Literature. Room 3, New
Academic Building. Victoria College

8 pm
Hillel's Drama Workshop at Hiilel House.

586 St. George Street.

Advanced conversalional Hebrew at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

0:30 pm
Interesting and amusing. German lilms

will be shown at Trinity College, in the

Combinations room. Refreshments.

9:30 pm
Beginners conversational Hebrew At

Hillel House. 186 St George Street.

TUESDAY
10 am

The (rial ot Bill Getty conlinues. At the

Old City Hall Courtroom 31.

11 am
Tickels for "Little Me" available at Hari

House and Wymilwood, until 2 pm.
noon

Investigate Ihe Teachings of Baha'u'llah

in an ioformal discussion. At Room 2047,

Sid Smilh.

Prof. Barrett will speak on "Gender and

Ihe Development ot Sexuality" tn the

Medical Sciences Auditorium. This

seminar is pari of the series "Sexuality and

You" sponsored by the Medical Society,

and everybody is welcome.

4 pm
David Bakan, prof, ol psychology, York

University on "Palernity in the Judaeo-

Christian tradition". Rhodes Room, Trinity

College. (York-U ol T seminars in Ihe study

ol religion).

5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship weekly

meeting at Wymilwood Music Room. This

week, Don Freeman will be leading a dis-

cussion on love and truth as presented in

the Scriptures. Everyone Is welcome.

6:30 pm
Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by

5 pm today at Hllel House, 186 SI. George

Street.

7 pm
An informal discussion with B.T. Fitch

Chairman of Trinity College French

Department, on "Language and Lileralure

in the Academy". For graduate studenls ot

all departments. Womens* Union, 79 SI.

George St. Graduate French
Association.

7:15 pm
Guitar Workshop for beginners at Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

7:30 pm
"Sexuality and Communication": a film

by ihe Doctors Chernlck and London.

6 pm
Women's Intercollegiate Ice hockey:

Varsity Blues host defending champion

Guelph Gryphons at Varsity Arena. Admis-

sion Free.

6:30 pm
Victoria College Music Club presents

opening night of "Little Me." True palrons

ol the Arts are invited to Harthouse theatre

to observe this spectacle. Admission is

S2.00.

Advanced Guitar Workshop al Hillel

House. 186 St. George Street.

Announcements for this column

will only be accepted if they are

submitted on the forms provided,

typed on a 64-charactcr line. The

new forms are now available in The

Varsity editorial offices, second

floor, 91 St. George Street.

Prof citeswomen s problems

By ALEXANDRA MERCER
The problems of women in

universities arc the same as in socie-

ty generally, says Marylee Stephen-

son, a University of Windsor
sociology professor.

Speaking al a women's studies

workshop of the Ontario Conference

on Women, Stephenson mentioned

lack of information, a fostered

passivity, discrimination on a sexual

basis, and the refusal of male

professors to lake an intellectual

woman seriously, among the

problems.

U of T vice-president Jill Con-

way, who teaches a women's

history course, and U of T student

Ceta Ramkhalawansingh agreed

with Stephenson. The three panelists

felt that Ihe development of

women's studies could not be trusted

to male administrators and
professors who were usually in-

different or hostile.

University deans and admini-

strators stall requests for wo-

men's studies or sabotage their

potential popularity by relegating

them to extension slots, according to

Stephenson.

She cited the University of British

Columbia as an example, where

despite an enrolment of 500

students, the women's course there

was not given a budget, and the dean

appointed an unsympathetic
professor to supervise it.

Stephenson claimed that the only

course outlines which are ever

questioned al departmental
meetings are those submitted for

women's sludies. Male professors

often ask, "Bui what is there to

say?" when they hear of proposed

women's courses, she said.

She asked for "increasing and

continued pressure" by women on

Ihe university. Otherwise, women's

studies "would get nowhere".

A rare new collection of memo-
rabilia adorns the walls and an

engaging mixture of patrons raise

their glasses. Lunch from noon

'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a

delightfully different daily special.

Surrounded by The Sutton Place,

on Wellesley at Bay.

The Bull and The Bear

Victoria College Music Club presents

lilllc mc
a musical by Neil Simon.

HART HOUSE THEATRE. FEBRUARY 6-10

Tickets available 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.

at Wymilwood

Tickets $2.00 and $2.50

POETRY
READING

DOROTHY LIVESAY

TODAY AT 1:10 P.M.

MUSIC ROOM

FILM SERIES

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS
TODAY:

CRETE AND MYCENAE
TWO SHOWINGS AT

1 P.M. AND 7 P.M.

DEBATES ROOM

INFORMAL DEBATE
RESOLVED THAT:

The Varsity Should Cease
Publication.

THURSDAY, FEB. 8

DEBATES ROOM 2 P.M.

ART GALLERY

HART HOUSE CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION

Feb. 5-25
Callorv Hoon:

Monday. 11 i.m.-9 p.m.

Tuei.-Sat.. 11 a.m. -5 p.m.

Sunday. 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

GALLERY CLUB OPEN MEETING
Monday, Feb. 5

SENIOR COMMON ROOM

7:30 P.M.

Membflrshlps mlliola Itm ol chirgo In Iho

Undargradoate Office 8 Gallery Dining

Room.

NOON HOUR CONCERT

"BREATHLESS"
Weds., Feb. 7

EAST COMMON ROOM
12-2 P.M.

CLASSICAL CONCERT

JANE CUTLER
FLAUTIST

THURS., FEB. 8

MUSIC ROOM, 1:00 P.M.

WEDNESDAY
EVENING CONCERT

TORONTO CONSORT
PLAYING MEDIEVAL

ft RENAISSANCE MUSIC

WEDS., FEB, 7

GREAT HALL, 8:30 P.M.

FOR FINE DINING...

WHO NEEDS TORONTO?

For Fine Dining...

Who Needs Toronto?

THE OALLERY

Tht HOUStSOUp

daft salad

Niiimm Ham smi +-.00

pmch half and wfni Sauct

SM scallops
,
Dtlha»\y Fritd +25

Wn wfdgi and tarrar sauu

sroWtd ww York sirloin $nnk
brarnaljf una

rtir cliffs choice rorraj Today

• pkist ask your hostrfs -

not MufHns. soils and avek. of-BMttr

na ofiH

Dtssirt

THE GAL1ERY ENCORE .15

iffiioilsfabcdyifatxid l(v(n«,wtorfc IB soul'

mnvtHm
.

pSnst ttUphont «g-jw

"^Hoilse
Second Floor
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Scar credit system

clears hurdle
Scarborough College's move towards a credit system went one

step further last week when the Curriculum and Standards
Subcommittee approved its implementation by a 3 to I margin.

Before the proposal can go into operation next fall, it requires
approval from the Academic Affairs Committee and the
Governing Council.

Added to a motion passed at its previous meeting to abolish the
distinction between full- and part-time students was a resolution
that students be able to progreess towards a degree at a rate of
their own choosing.

Victoria College principal R.M.H. Robson, who voted against
the motion, said that one result of the credit system would be that

students would take fewer courses, with the "immediate transient
effect of decreasing the college's income."

However, other subcommittee members pointed out that
Scarborough students already take a significant number of courses
off their campus, indicating that the finances of the college, which
depend in large part on student enrolment, would not greatly
change. A study done by the college indicated that enrolment
would not greatly decrease in Scarborough courses.

Committee member Peter Salus, a Scarborough linguistics

professor, pointed out that the switch to a credit system may
encourage more students to take courses, at least countering
attrition from full-time students.

For provincial grants, each part-time course taken is equivalent
to one-fifth the grant the university receives for a full-time student.
The maximum number of courses a student would be able to

take would be six in the winter session and two in the summer.
Students in part-time studies would be given Scarborough

registration only iT they intend to persue the bulk of their degree at

the college. Otherwise, they would have to obey the regulations of

other colleges, which will not work on a credit basis.

Chariot race or mud bath?
Sodden racers from Engineering Science are bogged down in the mud on the front
campus playing field. Eng Sci came last, outraced by Geological Sci. in the annual

Ground Hog's Day Chariot Race.

'Participation described as liberal buy-off
The offer of participation in

decision-making to citizens' groups

"is only a ruse to make people think

what they want is something small

and can be easily acquired," charged

civic activist James Lorimer
Saturday.

He insisted that "people aren't

looking for participation, but for

power" over their own lives.

Lorimer, also an architectural

consultant, represented the strongest

current of opinion in favour of

citizen power at the final law con-
ference session, on citizen participa-

tion in environmental planning and
protection.

Earlier, Ontario Hydro chairman

George Gathercole told the audience

that "not all citizen participation is

good: it should be structured to

represent the population."

The social and political environ-

ment must be considered in plan-

ning, he said, not just the natural

one.

Although he thought "adhocracy

is the curse of democracy", former

Ontario Municipal Board chairman

J.A. Kennedy admitted, "It takes an

issue to bring people out." He ex-

plained, "there's a difference dis-

tinction between matters of general

interest and those of local or block

interest."

He thought the planning act

"must be changed so that it is

compulsory that the people be con-

sulted before actual planning
begins."

Kennedy long considered a

supporter of citizen power at the

OMB, where he often denied
municipal councils' requests when
there was strong opposition from
local residents, listed a few such

examples of projects killed by the

board.

The critics were upset with these

decisions, he said "because the

wrong people were right". Critics of

the OMB in Toronto have recently

become vocal with their contention

that the OMB usurps local

Seneca administrator sues paper

as

TORONTO (CUP) — An
administrator-turned right-wing

politician is suing the editor of the

Seneca College student newspaper

for libel.

Richard Kirk up, Seneca's Di-

rector of Student Affairs, is suing

Gunnar Forstrom over a series of

articles in The Seneca, which linked

his campaign for a Toronto alder-

manic seat to a key high-rise apart-

ment developer.

Kirkup ran against aldermen

John Sewell and Karl Jaffary in

Toronto's working class Ward 7 in

last December's municipal elections.

He attacked the incumbents for

opposing indiscriminate- highrise

development, and called for more
apartment projects, earning the

label "a developers' man". Kirkup

was badly defeated.

Besides Forstrom, Kirkup is suing

the president of Seneca College, the

student council president, and
several employees of The North

York Mirror which reprinted one of

the articles after it appeared in the

Seneca in November. (The Mirror is

owned by The Toronto Star.)

Kirkup is claiming $200,000 in

total damages.

Observers are unsure why Kirkup

has taken on the entire college in his

suit. He had previously threatened

lo sue the Board of Governors but is

now apparently satisfied to only

take action against the president.

Forstrom has told Kirkup he will

launch a counter-suit for slander,

also arising from the Toronto elec-

tion campaign. During a con-

frontation, Forstrom says Kirkup

accused him of being "a Com-
munist, a thief, and having been

bought off by Sewell and Jaffary".

"He also sent out his heavies to

harass me and (newly elected

mayor) David Crombie," Forstrom

added.

municipal power.

Kennedy described the "reform"
victory on Toronto City Council in

the election last December 4 as "a
giant step forward, the first lime in

history that the voice of the people

was really heard."

Lorimer, campaign advisor to

Ward 7 alderman John Sewell,

agreed that "it's fair to say that

things have changed tremendously
on December 4, ^ut the important

thing was not that we participated,

hut that we look over."

Previously, at city councils "all

across Canada" the property and
land development industry was in

control. Lorimer said. Decisions

were made to promote the desires of

large corporations.

"Political power can't stay in

their hands; we need a piece ot it,"

Lorimer declared.

Ontario Hydro was directly

attacked by environmental lawyer

David Eslrin, who said there was no
opportunity for public participation

in the selection of the Niagara-

Toronto transmission route until the

recent Solandt commission.

"Decisions are made by people in

isolation for public input" only after

they are substantially made, he said.

""There's a need to have some
guarantee in law that the planning

process will go on," Eslrin thought.

"Ontario Hydro has to be taken

over at the top," Lorimer stated; "It

ought to be run by representatives of

the ordinary people, by workers in

the government, and by people who
are interested in what it's involved

with."

Gathercole countered that in his

opinion. Hydro is representative of

the people. Formerly a crown cor-

poration, the commission is now a

government agency.

Gathercole also maintained that

"at (he end use, electricity is the

cleanest of the energy resources,"

although after some prodding from

the audience, he admitted this was

not the case at the production end.

Professors back Montreal student strike
MONTREAL (CUP) — Le

Syndicat des professeurs de
I'Universite du Quebec a Montreal

(SPUQ), affiliated with the militant

Confederation des syndicats

nationaux (CSN), is urging its

members to respect student picket

lines thrown up around Universite

du Quebec's (UQAM) perimeter.

Because many of the professors

are having problems with the uni-

versity's administration, observers

in Montreal feel that they will

overwhelmingly endorse the

students' actions.

If the professors do not cross the

picket lines in large numbers, the

university's operations will be

brought to a halt, although the

administration insists that it will

strive to keep the institution open.

The students are protesting an

ultimatum handed down by the

provincial government which states

that students must pay all past debts

to the university including second

term tuition by February 1 5 or they

will be expelled permanently.

Students from U du Quebec and

Universite de Montreal staged a

teach-in at McGill on Saturday on

the current struggle of U de Quebec

against the government's fee ruling.

At I'Universite de Montreal, the

administration backed down from a

hardline stance due to widespread

student protest, and have extended

the fee deadline to next September.

However, students are still op-

posed to this half-measure and

plan to intensify the fight against

the government and the university's

administration with UQAM
students over the next few weeks.

At the McGill teach-in, a student

from UQAM expressed the necessi-

ty for solidarity among students

from all universities who, if not now,

will later face similar "economic

blackmail."

Speakers at the meeting detailed

how many students at the respective

universities would be put out ex-

pelled for their inability to pay fees

by February 1 5.

At UQAM, 3,000 out of 11,000

students and 1,000 out of the 15,000

students at U de M will be eligible

for expulsion, because of the ruling.

With the opening of the colleges

d'enseign men t general et

professionel (CEGEPs or com-
munity colleges) and I'Universily du
Quebec, the student population of

the province has greatly increased.

However, due to today's econo-
mic crisis and the resulting unem-
ployment, the government is at-

tempting to cut back on the already

excessive number of university gra-'

duates.

The students most affected from
this ruling on fees are those from the

working class who must rely on
part-time jobs and government aid

to pay their tuition. Although 3,000

students at UQAM receive financial

assistance from the province, only

300 do not have to repay the

government.

The students have denounced

"economic measures that become
selective measures". They want up
to three years after graduation in

which to pay their fees so that no
one will be denied an education

through lack of money.

They pointed out that the $15
million owed by them to the uni-

versity is nothing compared to the

$55 million the administration sees

fit to spend on building a new
UQAM campus.

Dare Foods Ltd -producerofDare Cookies

has refused to negotiate with its striking employees

for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance

have characterized the company's approach to

the predominantly female work force.

Help Dare workers protect their union

and win a fair contract

DON'T BUY
DARE COOKIES!

(and tell your friends not to, either)
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'Jeez! Now they're bringing up tanks!. . . There's napalm all over the place! ... Oh Damn! they got the sniper In the orphanage ... I had five dollars on him!'

Toronto not on verge of crime wave

Overreacting won 't solve anything
Panic is gripping Toronto. The city has

been turned into the violence capital of

Canada: maddened criminals wandering
the streets looking for innocent victims to

shoot down. And, all the while. Toronto's

finest have been hampered from defen-
ding themselves and protecting us
because we won't go along with all their

plans and insist on not strangling these
"animals" who would dare kill them rather

than ordinary citizens.

Full-page ads protesting one-cop
patrols and unsubtle threats about trigger-'

happy cops have been used to step up
pressure on the lawmakers to give in to

the police demands, following the recent
spate of unrelated police shootings. It's

worked.
Hours after Toronto's second police

killing this year, Mayor David Crombie,
pre-election darling of the city's liberals,

was rushing to assure the men and women
in blue that the new council would follow

its predecessor's lead and back up police
demands for a police radio tower in Win-
ston Churchill Park. The next day, the self-

styled "reform" council proved Its mettle,

with only two members opposing the
mayor's motion.

The councillors didn't pause long
enough to pay even lip service to their

election cry of returning power to the
people whose lives will be affected by their

decision. The Ontario Municipal Board
had five times rejected the Winston
Churchill site, supporting area residents'

arguments that the tower would ruin the
park and could just as easily be relocated
on nearby non-park land.

All throughout the long, involved
hassling about the park site, the city police
commission and the council had refused
to seriously consider alternative sites. The
police had decided that they wanted that
location and they would not budge. The
city, characteristic of governments afraid
to resist their enforcement agency, was
little more open-minded. Metro and city

council rejected several alternative sites

suggested by an independent electronics
consultant in 1971. (Then OMB chairman
James A. Kennedy rejected the last two of
these in October. He had suggested
another site in the park ravine.)

Although several aldermen recognized
that a Friday council decision would be
giving in to "panic", only John Sewell and
Dorothy Thomas held out against the
decision.

The city's elders were giving in to fear
and hysteria, a panic fueled by the in-

temperate, unveiled threats made by
police association president Syd Brown.
Never one to mince his words, Brown has
earned himself a well-deserved reputation
as a hard-line cop who believes criminals

and suspected criminals should be
offered no compassion. He has exploited

public and police concern over the recent
shootings to create fear of a city about to

be overrun by violence — unless it starts

listening to its police.

Shortly after the second fatal shooting,

Brown somberly warned that Toronto
police might be less restrained in

reaching for their guns in the future. He
was quick to state that he would hope this

would not be the case. Nonetheless,
hardline statements like his could well

backfire and open the door to itchy-

fingers pulling triggers too readily. That
kind of attitude already characterizes
American police forces. And. Toronto's
notorious riot squad has been known on
many occasions in the past to act with less
than reserve.

Police officials all too quickly gloss over
the fact that nobody begins working for
the police force unaware that there's a
much greater risk of danger involved in

that particular vocation than in most
others. And, accordingly, police undergo
rigorous training programs to equip them
to deal with whatever contingencies arise.
If this training is inadequate — and indeed
It may be —

, then it should be improved.
Police also receive pay and security
benefits commensurate with the risks they
encounter. But, under no circumstances,

should the police be given a free rein to go
out and gun down suspects.

Police officials have long demanded
that they receive special protection under
the law, strenuously advocating retention
of the death penalty for killing law en-
forcement officers. It is no surprise that
they have exploited the recent shootings
to argue for retention of the death penalty
during Parliament's current review of the
hanging ban.

What is more troublesome is that a
large many people who opposed the
death penalty when the ban first went into

effect five years ago may allow themselves
to be stampeded into supporting at least

retention of hanging for law enforcement
killings because of the hysteria the Toron-
to police and media have created sur-
rounding the police shootings.

There is no rational reason to retain the
death penalty for any offence. It is not a
deterrent and only serves to satisfy the
bloodthirsty appetite of people bent on
getting revenge.

Torontonlans must stand back from the
current hysteria and rationally survey the
facts. If they do, they will not allow
themselves to be misled into adopting
harsh policies which will only Increase any
violent tendencies.
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Kierans says "Cosmo-Corps" threaten state
By RANDY ROBERTSON

Former cabinet minister Eric

Kierans said Saturday night that the

rights of nation-states are being

threatened by multi-national
corporations.

Yet, he also said that this stance

does not make him a Canadian
economic nationalist nor an op-

ponent of capitalism.

Kierans, now an economics
professor, was speaking to I75 peo-

ple at a banquet at New College

concluding the "Law and the En-

vironment" conference sponsored

by the U of T Faculty of Law.

"In a democracy," Kierans said,

"all social institutions are called on

to justify their stewardship. All ex-

cept corporations, they have a life of

their own. They can survive the

time-bound organisations with

which they must deal."

Kierans attributed the rise of the
corporation to an 1819 decision of
U.S. Supreme Court judge Marshall
defining a corporation in such a way
as to enable it to accumulate wealth
continuously and in perpetuity.

He said that corporations "are
seeking for a new Chief Justice

Marshall who will add the right of
extension to a corporation's rights,

to make it complete unto itself.

"Now that the corporation has
conquered time, it wants to conquer
space — to conquer the en-
vironment, to extend itself in world
terms."

The corporations, he said, "'are

searching for a supra-national body
of law to place them in an apolitical

situation. Yet they can never be
truly apolitical. The inner dynamic
of the corporation, the fact that

growth, the accumulation of wealth,

M
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is the principle of its existence, and

its organization conflicts inevitably

with national sovereignty."

"The corporation wants to be in

the best position for growth and this

leads to the expropriation of local

resources and the distortion of

national priorities. There is a basic

similarity between international cor-

porations and national bodies."

Kierans said he believed in the

free flow of international capital,

but he was opposed to the "presently

changing definition of the rights of

international capital."

"Today they involve ownership
and property rights. It does not

leave control and ownership of the

future in the hands of indigenous

promoters and enlerpreneurs."

The multi-national corporation,

which Kierans preferred to call the

'cosmo-corp', "has the power to

initiate change and to create ob-

solescence. The mass production the

mercantilist environment favours

requires mass consumption. And so

the habits, the tastes, the
differences, of the. world's people are

changed or eliminated. People are

made to want the same thing."

"Coporations," he continued,

"should not decide for people in

individual nations. Only com-
munities speaking through their

political institutions can decide what
emphasis they want to place on
economic activity."

Kierans said that the classic

concept of growth — as formulated

by Smith, Ricardo, and Mill — was
opposed to the idea of the cor-

poration. "They didn't believe in

them. They believed that growth

came from below, not that it was
imposed from above by a huge
unit."

Kierans said he was not

suggesting the abolition of the con-

cept of the corporation, but rather

that "we shouldn't rely so much on

these corporations as the levers of

economic life."

Kierans asserted that he is not

convinced of the efficiency of the

"cosmo-corp". "Efficiency in doing
what is not wanted is not efficiency

at all," he said. But he is convinced

of the efficiency "of the competitive

situation in which middle- and
small-size firms struggle and make
money and lose money."

Kierans suggested that Canada
combat the presence here of the

"cosmo-corps" by "no longer
feeding them with Canadian tax-

payers' money." He said that "tax

exemptions and depletion allowan-

ces don't really help Canadian
industry, don't really help you or

me. Fifteen hundred of the 209,000

corporations in Canada get most
of these tax concessions."

He suggested that if primary and
secondary industries were treated

equally for tax purposes it would be

possible to have a flat 25 per cent tax

rate and still receive the same
amount of income that is derived

from the current 50 per cent rale. He
suggested that subsidiaries of

foreign firms pay what the parent

company pays in taxes in its own
country (with 25 per cent as the

minimum).
Kierans claimed that the Cana-

dian manufacturer operates on a

short-term basis. "He develops a
business and then he looks for the

payoff — the sellout."

He suggested that Canadian
manufacturers be "encouraged to

build firms that will continue after

they are gone." He also suggested
laws prohibiting the selling of Cana-
dian properties and businesses to

foreigners be passed.

Kierans, however, does not

support boycotting American in-

dustry. "None of what I am saying

is anti-American. America hasn't

done this to us; we've done it to

ourselves.

"The problem must be settled on
a policy level. The government
makes the policies.

"We own our resources," he said,

"but we have surrendered them for a
quick and easy headline — 'More
jobs' ".

Kierans suggested that instead of

giving resources away, Canada
should at least put them up for

competitive bidding or perhaps
develop them indigenously.

Kierans emphasized the impor-

tance of resources. "Most of the

corporations' power stems from
a resource base. It is the control of

resources, not the money made in

refining the resources, that is

profitable."

Marxist leads class
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — Istvan

Meszaros, noted Marxist scholar

who fought nine months to get

federal government permission to

teach in Canada, started his first

seminar at York University recently

by recommending the works of three

bourgeois theorists.

When the choice of texts for

Meszaros' political theory course

were discussed, the former Sussex

CK4PIVMN
BROS.

listening centre diamond
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Regisiercd Jewellers Americ-jn Gem
Society
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CAapman BROS LIMITED. 261 Yonge Si. (south of Dundas) 364-7664, Di

mond merchants for 5 generations. Come in for yesterday's elegance and In

diamond prices. Diamond engagement rings from §75.00

University professor strongly urged

use of books by Ralf Dahrendorf,

Karl Mannheim and John Kenneth
Galbraith because they are im-
portant to western social and

political thought, he said.

Meszaros was given permission to

teach last month after returning to

England to re-apply for landed im-

migrant status. Earlier, he had been

refused that status, necessary in

order to teach, for several months
while in Toronto.

He had been refused entry into

Canada initially last spring in

England, for undisclosed "security

reasons." Meszaros, an anti-

Stalinist, is a former assistant to

Hungarian culture minister George

Lukacs, who fled the country after

his and others' efforts to defeat the

1956 Russian takeover failed.

Before Meszaros' first seminar,

some students had feared that he

would want the class to run in a

more formal European manner.
However these fears proved un-

founded, students reported, as

Meszaros participated as an equal

member and resource person.

The class, a graduate seminar on

ideology and class consciousness,

had been running on an interim

basis with two other professors and

six students.
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The great food scandal:

where your money goes
By DON HUMPHRIES

Canadian University Press

Grocery bills continue to climb monthly. But,

the extra money isn't finding Its way into the

farmers' pockets.

Between 1961 and July, 1972, total food

price's rose by 25.4 per cent. But, this increase

was wiped out by a 40.2 per cent rise in ^ar-m

production costs, leaving farmers with a 14.8 per

cent loss in income during this period.

Someone made a lot of money during that 10

year period and it clearly wasn't Canada'^

farmers.

The last four years have been disasterous for

farmers. As their costs went skyrocketing, their

income has dipped drastically.

According to Statistic Canada figures, farm

net income dropped to a low of $1,209 million in

1970. The 1964-68 average income was $1,564.8

million.

While farmers were making less money to meet

those rising costs, the economy was booming.

Canada's Gross National Product increased

steadily, climbing from $72,586 billion in 1968 to

$93,094 billion in 1971.

TASK FORCE RATIONALIZING

According to a federal government-

commissioned study of Canadian agriculture in

the seventies, by 1990:

• there will be a reduction of the rural

population to three or four per cent of Canada's

total population,

• the basic farm unit will be the huge
corporate farm that hires employees to

produce food with the same type of management
procedures that are currently applied to industrial

manufacturing, and
• access to land by individuals seeking to start

farming will be impossible.

The federal government has repudiated the

report as a model for Canadian agriculture. But, it

has yet to take any steps to protect the rural

population from further destruction. All in-

dications are that federal policy is actually

directed toward the acceleration of rural

depopulation.

NO PRICE GUARANTEES
Canadian farmers are not guaranteed a

price that will cover their cost of production. This

is the reason behind the decline of the rural

population.

If farmers in 1968 were going to earn the

poverty level as established by the Economic
Council of Canada, they must receive between
$2.35 and $2.65 per bushel of wheat produced in

Saskatchewan. This would represent an approxi-

mate eight per cent return on their investment or

just enough money to cover the interest payments
on the money they borrowed to keep farming.

The highest price Canadian wheat ever
fetched on the world market was $2.24 per bushel
in 1918!

The Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) regulates

the sale of wheat. It was established by federal
statute in 1949, as an attempt to end profiteering

by the grain brokers. These brokers still operate
out of the Winnipeg Grain Exchange.

The Wheat Board wholesales wheat, mainly
to overseas buyers. However, the price wheat is

sold for is not the price the farmer the receives. In

1968, number one wheat sold for $1.94 per
bushel. After deducting shipping, cleaning, and

other costs, farmers received $1.70 per bushel.

Suddenly, last year, wheat prices climbed

dramatically after hitting a low of $1 .68 in 1 971
.
At

the end of July, 1972, the price reached $1.70 per

bushel. One month later, the price jumped to

$1 .84. By the end of September, the price leaped

up to $2.31 per bushel. Throughout October and

--November, consistently high prices prevailed.

A farmer who can't cover hls.cost ofproduction

is called unviable and in the spirit 'of the

agriculture task force must be "rationalized" off of

his land. The farmer really has only two options

for survival: buy more expensive machinery or

buy more land, thereby owing the banks more

money.
The natural question of why doesn't the

farmer get a fair price for his produce arises.

The food industry is probably one of the

most profitable in this country. While thousands

of farmers are forced off their land because of low

income, fantastic profits have been made and

continue to be made by the corporations involved

in the processing, distribution, and sale of

agricultural produce. This is the phenomena

known as "agribusiness".

Just how profitable is the food industry?

THE OLD CASH REGISTER
The price of farm-produced foods increased

by $2.8 million between 1961 and 1970. The
corporations received 64 per cent of that

increase.

For a typical 25 cent load of bread filled with

non-nutrious chemical additives, 23 cents goes to

the corporations.

Ever notice a decline in the number of dairy

farmers? A quart of milk costing 33 cents has 16

cents going to these so-called middle men.

For every dollar spent on a chunk of tough,

fatty beef, be prepared to throw away 43 cents.

Statistics Canada reports the profitability of

Canada's food and beverages industry for the

fourth quarter of 1971 was 7.87 per cent.

Profitability for the total manufacturing sector was
only 6.69 per cent. Seven out of the other 13

manufacturing sectors were lower than food and
beverages.

The food industry is more profitable than the

petroleum and coal industry. Food is more
profitable than chemical, electrical, paper, or

even metal mines.

Let's make the picture a little clearer by
taking a look at a few well-known companies
operating in Canada. The list below shows the

return on capital employed for the year ending in

1971.

Canada Packers 7.63 percent
Canada Safeway 8.73 per cent

General Foods 1 0.30 per cent

Oshawa Group (IGA) 5.03 per cent

Steinberg's 4.78 per cent

weighted average 6.99 per cent

Between 1968 and 1971, the five companies
reaped a total profit of $173.2 million. This
represents a 23.3 per cent increase in profits for

the period.

Canada Packers 68-72, 24.7 per cent increase,

from $8.1 to 10.1 million

Canada Safeway 68-71, 25.3 per cent increase,

from $12.0 to 15.0 million

General Foods 68-72, 36.2 per cent increase,
from $6.8 to 9.2 million

Oshawa Group 68-72, 29.6 per cent increase,
from $4.8 to 6.2 million

Steinberg's 68-71, 47.8 per cent increase, from
$6.4 to 9.5 million

Food prices — the good old Consumer Price
Index — rose in the period between 1968 and
1971 by 7.7 per cent.

The Basford Report on Concentration in In-

dustry shows a higher level of concentration

exists in Canadian manufacturing than in the

United States, with the 100 largest corporations

operating 1,263 establishments in 114 industries

and accounting for 42 per cent of total manu-
facturing sales. The remainder of manufacturing

sales are distributed among 32,000 establish-

ments many that are only single plants.

Just what does such a high level of

concentration mean for the average Canadian?

"Economic theory and actual experience

suggest that the level of concentration is an

important determinant of market behaviours.

Other things being equal, the smaller the number
of leading firms which account for a large

proportion of an industry's output, the more likely

it is for the monopolistic practices to prevail,"

according to the Basford Report.

And, prevail the monopolies do.

Monopoly is not quite the correct description

because one company does not yet control all

sales in any one sector of the economy. What has

developed is price fixing, euphemistically re-

ferred to as "price-leadership", by major com-
panies, giving rise to an oligopolic situation.

Price-fixing or "price-leadership" does not

mean prices will not change. It simply means
profits and prices will have a tendency to rise,

regardless of cost factors in the indutry.

Just as the North American automobile

industry is controlled by four big corporations, so

the food industry is controlled by large
corporations.

The largest food conglomerate in Canada is

the multinational Canadian-based Weston chain.

Westons is owned by the Garfield Weston

Charitable Foundation. It is a vertically Integrated

corporation, which means it supplies itself with

everything it needs.

Weston's holdings in retail stores, including

Loblaws and Power supermarkets, is com-
plimented by a wide-ranging list of wholly-owned
suppliers, wholesale, and transportation in-

Loblaws
dustries, and even its own farms.

The advantages of vertical integration that

allow for increased profits are: warehouse
operations can be run more efficiently and at

lower costs, private label products may be
produced at less cost than national brands, and
the ability to produce "private" or subsidiary
labelled products increases the bargaining po-
wer of vertically integrated chains with national
brand suppliers.

The growing power of vertically integrated

chains has induced a pattern of excessive adver-
tising by food manufacturers and created an
additional inflationary cost factor in the Industry
as a whole.

The dual reality of concentration and vertical

integration has brought the following description
of the food industry in a study of retail oligopoly
by the Batten Commission: " Grocery retailing

today is seriously deficient on at least four counts:
1 - profits are excessive; 2 - excess capacity has
added to costs; 3 - advertising has favored a
concentrated structure, created monpoly power
and increased costs; 4 - the promotion of the
luxury store has inflated gross margins."

Studies have estimated efficient use of store

m

space alone would reduce co

cents on every dollar spent.

Advertising practices ol

oligopoly are the principle me
control over sales. They also p

the entry of new competitors,

location, and represent a sub;

factor in final food prices.

"The fact that large super

able to advertise more for the s
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governments.
Advertising, in short, is a basic tool with

which corporations can gain and sustain power

while expanding surplus through a greater share

of market sales in a given commodity.

Hence, every breakfast cereal or canned

soup is new, unique, and has "something added",

all of which may rationalize consumer price

increases and the Introduction of cheap chemical

additives which are non-nutritional but seem

filling.

RISING COST OF PRODUCTION
The previously mentioned increase in the

cost of production was caused by factors very

similar to those involved in the rise of food prices.

The farmer must buy supplies from

companies to maintain his operation. But,

dominion
probably the most important cost factor is

machinery. The highly mechanized nature of

Canadian agriculture has resulted in a dependen-
cy on machinery that has been the downfall of

many a farmer.

To survive, a farmer must buy the necessary
machinery that will produce a crop as efficiently

as possible. Unfortunately for the farmer, the
companies controlling the farm machinery
business fix prices and do not compete in the free
market -that only exists in Agriculture Minister
Otto Lang's vivid imagination.

Tractor and combine prices increased by
about 40 per cent from 1961 to 1968. The greatest
increases were for tractors in the higher
horsepower ranges where the least competition
exists and where plant inefficiency is the greatest.

This whole area was throughly investigated
by the Barber Royal Commission on farm
machinery prices. Retail prices for automobiles
Increased by only 10 per cent from 1956 to 1968
while appliance prices actually declined by 14 per
cent. Farm machinery, on the other land, in-

creased by 34 per cent between 1956 and 1968
even though, according to Barber, retail dealer
margins were substantially reduced.

The cost situation faced by machinery
manufacturers in this same period included a 78
per cent hourly wage increase to production
workers, 15 per cent increase in steel rolling mill

products, and a 3 per cent increase in pig iron.

The wage increase was largely off-set by a 32 per
cent productivity increase as measured by the
value produced per man hour paid.

It is noteworthy that wage levels of industrual
workers engaged in production of farm input
commodities is substantially higher than that of

industrial workers in food processing plants.

The leading firms in the manufacturing
industry-flnternational Harvester, John Deere,
Massey-Ferguson, and Ford) account for 67 per
cent of tractor sales, 69 per cent of combine
sales, and 69 per cent of haying equipment sales.

According to Barber, a tractor earning a
company a profit return of 11.8 per cent at an
output level of 20,000 units would yield an
estimated 32.7 per cent at 60.000 units and 44.8
per cent at 90,000 units. The actual units

produced by the 11 companies selling on the

world market varies from 7,000 to 153.800 units.

Yet, virtually no price competition exists.

John Deere is the acknowledged price setter

for the farm machinery industry, according to

evidence presented by the Barber Commission.
Between 1963 and 1968, Deere was the first to

announce price changes every year except one
for tractors, combines, and haying equipment.

It is interesting that the larger volume
producer with the lower per unit costs and higher
profits continues to determine price levels, while

high-cost small producers such as Versatile or

Canadian Co-operative Implements Limited are
the only companies to attempt price competition.

Farmers are caught in a vicious circle of the

cost-price squeeze which has driven thousands
of people off the land. Barber explains that low
prices for farm products act as an incentive to buy
more land and machinery, thus creating the
vicious circle but providing improved profits for

machinery companies.

Canadian farm machinery investment has
increased 10-fold from 1941 to 1967, from $800 tp

almost $9000. In terms of debt, the investment
has meant an increase in outstanding credit of

150 per cent between 1961 and 1966 for farm
machinery purchases alone.

While the farmers' debt has increased, so
has his productivity. Between 1947 and 1955,

productivity rose 75 per cent. But, the return on
his investment is very low. In 1958, it stood at an
equivalent weekly wage of $38 minus interest

charges. A study today would show inflation

having wiped out any gain by increased prices.

The farmer not only has to deal with profit-

hungry machinery companies, but with all other

agribusiness outfits that are out to "make a

killing". To combat such compafies, farmers in

the past founded commodity pools and other co-

operatives. That form of action has obviously

failed to protect farmers from exploitation.

The formation of the National Farmers
Union (NFU) in 1969 can be credited to the

determination of many farmers to stand and fight

for their land.

The NFU is demanding collective bargaining

rights for Canadian farmers so they can obtain

enough revenue to continue operations. This

approach requires farmer to realize they will

not obtain a Just return for their labour under the

present system unless they use their collective

strength to reverse present trends.
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Committee outlines structure of tribunals
By RANDY ROBERTSON

The composition of university

discipline tribunals should vary with

the type of offence being dealt with

and the academic status of the ac-

cused, according to the Internal

Affairs Committee.

Meeting last week, the committee

decided on its recommended struc-

tures for discipline procedure,

although it will meet Wednesday to

formulate a code of behaviour

before its final recommendations go

before the Governing Council for

approval.

Offenses not relating to the status

of the accused are to dealt with by a

panel composed of two teaching

staff, two students and one represen-

tative of the alumni. This would

include non-academic offenses such

as disruptions.

Panels concerned with offenses

involving faculty (eg. improper use

of human research subjects) are to

be composed of three teaching staff

and two students.

Panels concerned with offenses

involving students (eg. plagiarism)

are to be composed of three students

and two teaching staff.

The discipline structure also

involves setting up informal "local

MP defends Canada's Viet force
By MACK BARFORD

NOP MP Andrew Brewin

defended the federal government's

decision to send a peace-keeping

force to Vietnam Satuday.

Speaking to about 1 50 people at

the Faculty of Education, the

Member of Parliament for Green-

wood, said External Affairs mi-

nister Mitchell Sharp's decision

to send a 280 man contingent to

Vietnam on a 60 day trial basis will

give indication of how

serious all concerned parties really

are. Brewin who recently returned

from a one week stay in North

Vietnam, warned that unless the

major parties involved were acting

in "good faith", peace efforts would

be futile.

Invited to North Vietnam with

Swedish and Norwegian observers

to examine the damage of aerial

bombardment and to influence their

respective countries in support of

North Vietnam's peace intentions,

Brewin felt North Vietnam was ac-

ting in good faith.

He reported that North- Viet-

namese prime minister Pham Van

Dong told him Canadians would

be regarded as a "useful and

necessary instrument in making

peace." The Americans, he felt,

were also sincere, but he remained

vague on the intentions South

Vietnam.

A Glendon College professor,

asserted that the peace agreement

didn't adequately protect the

prisoners of South Vietnam. An
audience member backed this up by

pointing out that South Vietnamese

president Nguyen Van Thieu has not

designated 200,000 captives as

political prisoners, but regards them

as civil prisoners.

Asked why the treaty was

acceptable to the North Vietnamese,

Brewin replied that despite

references to elections and self-

determination of South Vietnam,

the North felt it could win the battle

of reunification through a

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS

The Varsity will not publish during Reading Week,

Feb. 12-19. All advertising for the last issue prior

to Reading Week (Friday, Feb. 9) must be in The

Varsity office by noon, Tuesday, Feb. 6.

Cou/teay of Brooke BontJ Food*

AT ALCAN
OPPORTUNITIES ARE AS
DEEP AS THE OCEAN.

Sub-Igloo. A tight aluminum-plastic observation plat-

form which can be assembled underwater by skin divers.

Sub-Igloo is the essential base for research currently
being conducted in Canadian Arctic waters, by Dr. Joe
Mclnnis and a team of Canadian scientists.

At Alcan, we are proud to have been one of the five

Canadian companies that developed Sub-Igloo, having
designed and supplied its aluminum components.
Another example of the goals of the whole Alcan team

made up of scientists, engineers, marketing and oper-
ating personnel all across Canada.
Simply a fuller, better life lor man. And for each of us.

It this is also your goal, we may be able to help
you achieve it. Speak to your on-campus
placement service. A/ait

"workable agreement". Also,

should Thieu repudiate the agree-

ment, the North Vietnamese feel

Ihey could deal with the situation

belter iT the U.S. wasn't there, said

Brewin.

He continued that the treaty was

far from perfect, that it was vague

and that it had been laid out "in

terms of hopes rather than

agreements."

U of T engineering professor

Ursula Franklin, also a panel

member, observed that although

there are three separate
governments in Vietnam, Canada

recognizes only one. Brewin

acknowledged the problem, and

replied that Sharp told him he was

contemplating the recognition of

"both governments".

pre-hearing screening procedures"

to reconcile aggrieved parties. These

"procedures" would be voluntary

and not binding; they cannot impose

a settlement. Their structure would

be "whatever the individual faculties

can come up with", said committee

chairman Paul Cadario.

According to the committee, the

procedures must involve students

and teaching staff, must be able to

function speedily and e x -

peditiously.and must have the con-

fidence of student representatives

and faculty.

The numbers, membership and

method of selection for procedures,

have to be approved by Internal

Affairs Committee.

It would not be necessary,

Cadario said, to move to pre-

hearing screening procedures just

because these have been suggested.

These procedures would not rule out

even more informal arrangements.

"The university court is essen-

tially one court", Cadario said,

"with underparts that plug in when

they are needed. There are a lot of

pools but this is preferable to having

a lot of courts that don't see action."

("Pools" would be standing lists

of people to be used in setting up

tribunals.)

The university pool — chosen by

lots — is to be composed of 30

aching staff and 30 students (18

full time undergraduates, six part-

time undergraduates, and six

graduate students).

Local pools are to be chosen by

lot for each panel. Numbers,
membership and method of selec-

tion have to be approved by Internal

Affairs Committee.

If an offense takes place in a

particular faculty, three members

from the local pool in the faculty

concerned and two members from

the university pool plus the non-

voting chairman are to sit on the

panel.

If the problem can't be par-

ticularized, five members from

the university pool are to sit on the

panel.

AH the panels are to be chaired by

the same paid non-voting appointee

of the university. He or she is to

have "procedural expertise" — to be

"perhaps a partner of some law

firm, perhaps a member of the

Supreme Court of Ontario, perhaps

a former Royal Commission Chair-

man, perhaps a member of the

Faculty of Law."

The system, Cadario said, com-
bines the advantages of centralized

and decentralized situations. It

permits the establishment of a

common law and the provision of

expertise, throughout the campus.

Glow ahead. (Try it.)

ALCAN

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale

Do you know what you're missing?
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Corporate pollutors escape charges: advisor
By VALERIE TATE

Governments rarely prosecute
large corporations for pollution
offences, environmentalist Gregory
Morlcy charged Friday.

Legislative bodies take on only
what they can easily handle, so that

while the individual pollutor may be
charged the large corporations get

off "scot-free", he said.

Speaking at an afternoon session

of a law conference on the envi-

ronment, Morley asserted that

usually, enforcement focuses on
symptoms rather than the disease of

pollution.

Although the session was entitled,

"A Challenge to Legislatures and
Administrative Agencies," there
was no member of either the federal

or provincial legislatures present.

According to Morley, former
policy and law advisor of water
resources in the federal Department
of the Environment, one of the

major problems in pollution control

is that there is no enforcement of

anti-pollution laws to a large degree.

Another panelist, lawyer V.J.

Yannacone, a founder of the Envi-

ronment Defense Fund, says that

our laws can't protect the envi-

ronment because there is no defini-

tion that the public or business can
understand.

Harvey Clare of Imperial Oil

disagreed with the government belief

that the universe can't assimilate

certain pollutants.

Nature has rejuvinative powers
which allow it to rid itself of im-
purities, and that nature itself is a

large polluter. In some cases,

man's contribution to pollution

is minimal, contended Clare, Esso's

Environmental Protection Coordi-

nator.

Is it worth spending billions of
dollars on pollution control, Clare
asked when only the three largest

cities in the country will register the
reduction? Clare further questioned
whether industry can survive if

enormous expenditures are required.

Sfudent governors want teaching stressed
By JOHN CAMPBELL

A meeting last week of six of the
eight student members of the
Governing Council decided that it

would be desirable if greater
emphasis were put on the impor-
tance ofleaching in the university.

The comment arose out of a

discussion on a paper authored by
Planning and Resources Committee
chairman James Lewis

, which dealt

with the structure of the university

and its role in society. The paper will

likely have a strong influence on
planning policy within the university

for the next several years.

Lewis' paper said the primary
goals for the university should be
"cultural and intellectual education

of the student",and the develop-

ment, "integration", and preserva-

tion of knowledge. He emphasized
that U of T is in a special position to

carry out research because of its

location and availability of facilities.

At the same time, Jie advocated
limiting U of T growtfj to a rate not
exceeding that of the province as a

whole.

Arts and Science Students

February 15th
is the last date for you to

—drop an extra course or half-course without academic penalty
—transfer from full-time to part-time status

—withdraw from the faculty without academic penalty

—change your degree request (Third and Fourth Year students)

Discuss any of these with your College Registrar or the
Assistant Director, Division of University Extension
before February 15th.

W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary

Graduate student Clarice Hen-
schel accused Lewis, who is pre-

sident of Prudential Life Insurance,
of taking "too much or a business
approach."

Others said that arbitrarily

limiting growth would be elitist.

Graduate student John Morton
urged that teachers should be re-

quired initially to fulfill obligations

in both teaching and research, in or-

der to discover which they were
better suited for. The result, he said,

"should then be reflected within

their terms of employment".
A similar approach was suggested

by part-time student Joyce Denyer,

who is also a member of the Plan-

ning and Resources Committee. She
said she would "like to see a docu-

ment setting out minimum stan-

dards teachers would have to con-

form to" with respect to duties such

as having reading lists and lectures

prepared in advance and being avail-

able to students for help after class.

The topic of research was related

by group members to academic ex-

cellence. For example, the Univer-

sity of Guelph has opted for ex-

cellence in a limited field —

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

GOVERNING COUNCIL OF THE UNIVERSITY

ELECTION REMINDER
Prospective candidates for election to the Governing Council are reminded that

nomination papers must be filed by noon on Monday, February 12th, 1973. Nomina-
tion forms and copies of the regulations (Election Guidelines) covering the election

are available from the Office of the Governing Council, Simcoe Hall, or the Regis-

trars' offices at Scarborough and Erindaie Colleges.

There are vacancies in four teaching staff constituencies, all eight seats in the

three student categories, and one seat in the administrative staff constituency.

Nominations must be signed by the following number of nominators:

teaching staff - 10
graduate students - 15
full-time undergraduate
students - 50
part-time undergraduate
students - 15
administrative staff - 20

Present members of Governing Council whose terms expire on June 30th next

may be nominated again if they are continuing in the same constituencies for which

they were elected in 1972. Those elected this year for the. teaching staff and ad-

ministrative staff constituencies will serve for three years from July 1st, 1973, and

for student constituencies for one year, as required by the University of Toronto Act,

1971.

Descriptions of the constituencies were published in The Varsity of January 24th

last. Enquiries or requests for further information should be directed to the Office of

the Governing Council at 928-2160.

Election shall be by mailed ballot.

agriculture — while providing a

wide range of liberal arts subjects.

Morton argued that, at present,

genuinely "'innovative research" is

being done in the U.S. mostly by
large multi-national corporations,
whereas Canadian research and
development has tended toward "the

refinement of known techniques to

the Canadian environment". The
best research on Arctic problems is

being carried out in Canada he said,

but the pipeline consortium and
University of Alaska are now put-

ling forth a strong effort in this field.

The group also listened to

proposals put forward by Paul
Carjfario concerning the structure of
disciplinary bodies within the uni-

versity. These he said, would be five-

member panels whose composition
would be related to the offence being
considered.

In the case of infractions

"peculiar to students", such as

plagiarism, the panel would consiet

of three students and two teachers.

No crisis with toothbrush
The electric toothbrush is not creating an energy crisis.

This statement emerged Thursday from a Holy Trinity Noon on the
Square meeting featuring Darcy McKeough, energy management assistant
to premier Bill Davis.

"I don't think we, as a government, should ban the electric tooth-
brush," McKeough, a former hardware merchant from Chatham, said. Al-
though he personally didn't like electric toothbrushes, McKeough felt they
weren't drawing enough of Canada's diminishing energy supply to be a
danger to the future of the country.

NICKELODEON
279 Yon ire at Dundas Sqi

Arts and Science
Council Elections

Nominations will open Monday, February 19th, 1973

for membership on the Council of the Faculty of Arts

and Science and its committees for 1973-74. A list of

vacancies will be available at that time.

W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary

"TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS AFTER HIROSHIMA:

IS THE NUCLEAR GENIE FINALLY

ON THE WAY BACK INTO ITS BOTTLE?"
A public lecture by

DR. BERNARD T. FELD
Professor of Physics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
on

Tuesday, FEBRUARY 6, 1973
at 8:00 p.m.

In Room 102, McLennan Physical Lab.,

255 Huron Street

OB. FELD was part of the team at the University of Chicago that

achieved the first nuclear chain reaction (1942), and since then he
has taken particular interest in questions of nuclear diarmament and
arms control.

Lecture Is free and open to the public. Discussion
period will follow the address.

SPONSORED BY THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAMME
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Toronto in first place with 8-1 record

Senior basketball defeats Queen's 56-38
By LESLIE MclNTOSH

The few fortunate spectators at

the Benson Building Friday night

were again treated to an impressive

display of basketball skills as the

women's senior basketball "Blue

Bloomers" maintained thir hold on

first place, defeating Queen's

Golden Gals 56-38.

Blues started off slowly with

Queen's jumping to a 4-0 lead in the

first minute of play, but Toronto

quickly rallied to take the lead 10-6

and maintained about a three point

spread for the rest of the half. The

score at half time was 23-20 for

Toronto.

In the second half, third-year

guard Daina Zukauskas took ad-

vantage of the Gals' wide 2-1-2

defense to drive down the middle for

13 points. With the Queen's defense

more conscious of the middle,

Toronto forwards were able to hit

from the outside. Terry Knight and

Chris Crawford accounted for 28

points collectively (17 and H,

respectively), as Toronto outscored

Queen's 14-2 in the opening minutes

of the second half.

A combination of a tight 1-2-2

zone defense by Toronto and cold,

hesitant shooting by the Queen's

team put the must-win game out ot

reach.

The win gives Toronto a record ol

8 wins and 1 loss. Laurentian is in

-second place with a 7-2 record while

Queen's is third with 6-3

The first and second place teams

from the Eastern (Toronto,

Laurentian, Queen's, Ottawa,

Carleton and York) and Western

(Western, Waterloo, McMaster,

Guelph. Windsor and Waterloo

Lutheran) Sections will participate

in the championship section in the

final tournament February 23-24 in

Ottawa, while the rest or the teams

will compete in the consolation

round.

Queen's must now rely on the

Blues to defeat Laurentian (Toron-

to's only loss) in their last season

game, to enable Queen's and

Laurentian to tie for second place

and the final playoff spot. A tie

would be broken by a single sudden-

death game.

Although Toronto has definitely

locked up a playoff spot, the game is

important because a win would give

the Blues first place and match them

against the second place team in the

west in the first round of the final

tournament instead of Western, last

vear's (OWIAA) champion.

A win for Laurentian would give

the Sudbury team first place because

although Toronto and Laurentian

would have the same number of

losses, both of Toronto's losses

would be to the Voyageurs.

Blues hope to have the service's of

captain and centre Cathv Cullis who
missed the York and Queen's games

this week, and guard Magda Havas

who missed the York game and saw

limited action in the Queen's game

because of the flu, for the game

against Laurentian next Saturday,

February 10th, at 1 pm in the Ben-

son Building.

Throw a Keener.
0 l

0

A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
can enjoy anywhere, anytime. All you need for a

"Kegger" is an OktoberfestTap*n Keg with

Mini-Keg refills, and you're on your way to good

times. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
draw another 16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, cool
Real Draft Beer.

OfcfcoberfestB
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Track team members place well at Games

Toronto's Brad Morley (71) went on to win the two mile event, while Reed {72) finished third.

Toronto team wins karate

York's McKenzie (left) defeated Pope for the individual championship.

HEY
THERE _ LONE-

SOME!

LOTS OF
ROOM AND
BOARD
AVAILABLE
TILL APRILS

ESPECIALLY IF YOU'RC INTO
CERAMICS, PHoTOGRAPHV, WOOD,
MOVIES, RADIO, FRIMTlNG

neill-wycik college
96gerror-d sr e 3b7-os2o

The University of Toronto karate

leam members finished first on
Saturday in the first ever OUAA
karate tournament. Toronto
finished with three wins and no
losses in the five team round-robin

meet.

Ryerson finished second with two
wins and one loss, while Guelph was
third with one win and two losses.

Other participating teams included

York and Western.

Western's Ken Lam finished first

in the kata (free form dance) event

with 19.9 of a possible 30 points.

Ryerson's Don Chow was second
with 19.4, and Toronto's T. Lee
placed third with 19.3 points. Lee
and Chow had originally tied for

second with 19.1 points each, and
another event was run to break the

second place deadlock.

York's John McKenzie finished

first in the kumite (individual, open

fighting) event, defeating team-mate
Harvey Pope. Lange Hayson of the

University of Guelph finished third.

Haydon defeated Ryerson's Gerry
Macpherson in the semifinals, while

he in turn was defeated by York's

Pope. McKenzie also defeated

Macpherson to reach the finals.

Toronto participants Mike
Liptzynski, Jake Orbach, and Willie

Holtzman were all eliminated in the

first round of the kumite event.

In presenting the awards to the

winners, Toronto Men's Athletic

Director Df.lt White commented
that the karate tournament was held

"on an experimental basis". But, he

expected "that at the next meeting

they'll probably ratify this as a

regular OUAA meet."

University of Toronto track team
participants placed second with 26
points at the Maple Leaf Indoor
Games Friday afternoon. Western
was first with 29, while Queen's and
Waterloo tied for fourth with 21
points each. McMaster placed fifth

with 12 points out of a total of 10

participating universities and one
community college.

Toronto's Herny Tobias placed
third in the 50-yard dash with a time
of 5.7, only one second off the pace
set by Alan Greer of McMaster, and
Dave Howes finished second in the

300-yard event, with a time of 33.5.

[n the 600-yard Toronto's Gerry
Feeney finished first in a time of

1:15.5, while the U of T's Brad
Morleyand Andy Reed finished first

and third, respectively, in the two
mile event. Morley ran it in 9:24.3,

and Reed was clocked at 9:27.5.

Toronto's Ross finished fourth in

the 50-yard hurdles in 6.7, a scant

0.4 seconds behind first place

finisher Dave Jarvis of Queen's.
Dave Barrett placed first in the pole

vault event, with a 13'6" height,

followed by Western's Don Ander-
son at I3'0".

In the evening meet, John Sharp
won the mile in 4:19.9, 5.9 seconds
back of his own personal record set

two weeks ago.

U of T entered a mile relay team
of Mark Minden, Dave Colbert, Bill

Johnson and Gerry Feeney, which
placed second to the East York
Track Club. Bruce Simpson, com-
peting for his extra-university track

club vaulted 16*6" to place third.

(Simpson decided to participate
even though he suffered an injury in

practice two weeks ago.)

50->ard dash — women: |. J

Mclntyrc. Western, 6.3: 2. Barb Burton,
McMaster, 6.5; 3. Louise Gauihier.
Lauren 1]an, 6.5.

50-yard dash — men: I. Alan Greer,
McMaster, 5.6; 2. Bill Clark. Western,
5.7: 3. Henry Tobias, Toronto. 5.7.

50-yard hurdles — men: I. Dave
Jarvis. Queen's, 6.3; 2. George Neeland,
Waterloo* 6.4; 3. Don Price, Queen's
6,5.

300 yards — men: I. Jarvis. Queen's,
32.7: 2. Dave Howes. Toronto, 33.5; 3.

T. Rotondo. Weslern, 33.5.

600-yards — women : I . Debbie
Boylan. Western. 1:27.5; 2. J. McKinly,
Lauronlian, 1:29.6: 3. Heather Cum-
ming. Waterloo. 1:35.0.

600-yards — men: I. Gerry Feeney.
Toronto. 1:15.5; 2. Keilh Berriman,
Queen's. 1:17,7: 3. Mark Payne,
Weslern. 1:17.8..

1000 yards — men: I . Mike
Uinigun, Walerloo, 2:17.9; 2. Doug
Lowe. Guelph. 2:20.0: 3. Mike Brett
Brock. 2:20.1.

Mile — men: I . M. Walker, Waterloo,
4:2

1
.X: 2. Ken Buckley. York. 4:21 .8; 3.

Brian Shammess, Western, 4:25.5.
Two miles — men: [. Brad Morley,

Toronto. 9:24.3; 2. G. Ames, Guelph,
9:25.5; 3. Andrew Reed. Toronto, 9:27.5.

Mile relay — men: I. Queen's
3:37,9 (Jim Crowe. Don Price, Keilh
Berriman. Dave Jarvis). 2. Toronto
3-39.K: 3. Waterloo. 3:41.0

High jump: 1
. Ray Anthony. Weslern.

''"4": 2. Man Schweigher, Waterloo.
'•"4": 3, Craig Pritchard, McMaster
d'O".

Pole Vault: I. Dave Barrett, Toronlo.
LV6": 2, Don Anderson. Weslern,

1

3'0";

V Herrcns, guest, high school student.

Women fencers fourth

Anne Gutierrez (left) pierces Queen's Judy Krupanski.

The University of Toronto
women's fencing team finished

fourth on the weekend in a round-

robin tournament at the Benson

unclassified
EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONOON from S79 one way or S15S return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5.416-
962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 dayn
Oeparlures every SUNDAY In Feb. (Stuoy
Weeks) from Toronlo, Includes jet trr.n-

sport, accommodalion (doubtes), parses,

discos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St.,

Toronto 5. 416-962-8404 or your Stident
Council.

TRAVELLING EUROPE INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT I.D, card, student
rallpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable charier (lights, camping tours
etc. all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.

George St., Toronto 5,416- 962-8404. (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

GOING TO ENGLAND THIS SUMMER?
Spacious flat to sublet, 4 rooms, garden.
Situated In cenlral London, twenty minutes
Irom West End. Available April 10 —
September 1. £12 per week. Phone
961-3549,

BIBLIOGRAPHIES compiled lor your

term-papers (approximately 20 items). In-

crease your elficiency and improve your
marks by writing more prolesslonal

papers, based on thoroughly researched

references. Restricted to Natural and
Social Sciences. For information phone
783-4967 or write Meredith Associates,

Bibliography Section, Box 104, Station S,

Toronto. Please state topic and course.

DISTRESS SALE, portable typewriter.

Olympia SF33, bought at S83. - will sell at

S65. phone evenings 920-8721

BATTERING RAM by David Freeman
author ot CREEPS opens tomorrow last

pay-what-you-can preview to-night at 8:30
Tarragon Theatre. 30 Sridgman Ave.
Sathurst & Dupont 531-1827 for
Reservations.

S.E.A.L. RESUME SERVICE lor student

job seekers. Accurate layout and printing.

S5 00 for 50 copies. Lowest price in town.
Phone 966-3900.

WHY FREEZE7 Used (ur coats from S10.00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.
(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent
selection of lun furs, trade, ins accepter*

We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Fri till 6 pm.

Building.

Toronto won two bouts— against

York and Western — but lost three

others in the six team meet. The
University of Ottawa team finished

first with an undefeated string of five

victories. McMaster was second,

winning four bouts, while McGill
placed third with three wins.

Participants on the Toronto team
included Maureen Selway, Maureen
Evans, Isobel Heathcote. and Anne
Gultierrez.

In the individual bouts (the

women's teams only fence foils)

Judy Krupanski of Queen's and

June Mallin of Ottawa tied for first

place with eight victories each. In a

bout to determine first place

Krupanski prevailed, and Mallin

finished second. Western's Robyn
Sargeant placed third with four vic-

tories and four losses.

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TEflHPAPER

service. Originality, quality, and

security dictate our policy.

Phone: 961-6150
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 3 pm-10 pm

Sot,- Sun. 9 am- S pm
Professional Typing Done

300 AVENUE ROAD
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Editor Bob Gauthier

Phone 923-4053
sports
Blues top 100 for first time in four years

By BOB PRITCHARD
Basketball Blues recorded their

first century in four years rolling

over the University of Western

Mustangs 102-81 in exhibition play

on Saturday in the Benson Building.

The last time Blues reached the

hundred point mark was in

February, 1969, when they defeated

the same Western Mustangs 105-76.

Varsity then went on that year to

lose its first playoff game and was

eliminated.

The fact that the Blues enjoyed a

considerable height advantage over

the London team cannot detract

their victory, as Toronto out-

hustled, out-shol and out-rebounded

Mustangs in some impressive

playing.

At halftime. Western was actually

leading the Blues 48-47, with both

teams playing evenly, except in

rebounding, where the Blues were

ahead 28-21.

With the start of the second half,

Blues slowly began to pull ahead ol

the London team, and by the 10

minute mark were leading 70-60. As

well as maintaining control of the

boards at both ends of the floor.

Blues tightened up their man to man

defence, making it difficult for the

Mustangs to penetrate.

Even when Western did get close

in, it often failed to put the ball in

the hoop. In the first half. Mus-

tangs had maintained a respectable

floor shooting average of 42 per

cent. Bui in the last 20 minutes of

play. Western only connected on

eight of 30 shots for a 27 per cent

average.

Varsity seemed to have an endless

supply of energy, as the team con-

tinued to fast-break up the floor,

beating Mustangs on several oc-

casions. Coach McManus sub-

stituted freely throughout the game,

usually in groups of twos and threes,

giving his players adequate rest.

Western used a half court press on

the Blues for the majority of the

half, and the first few times Toronto

brought the ball up the floor.

Mustangs managed to steal it.

Unlike their reaction to the press

last week in Ottawa, Blues quickly

recovered, and began to move the

ball in with quick passes.

With five minutes to go in the

game. Blues were up 94-70, and the

only question left was whether they

could make it 100. They almost

didn't, since it took them three

minutes to make it 98.

Bui with 90 seconds left, Dave

Ferguson put in Varsity's hundredth

point with a jump shot from the top

of the key. The game ended with the

score Toronto 102, Western 81.

Both clubs used man to man

defences throughout the game. In

the first half. Western really gave

the Blues a contest with some ac-

curate passing and quick drives to

the basket. Toronto was somewhat

slow to react to screens, and on

offence failed to roll to the basket or

missed the open man on several

occasions.

A noticeable change in the Blues'

playing was in their offence. Toron-

to uses a number of pre-set plays,

and in earlier games the team

seemed to be tense while using them.

Varsity seemed more relaxed on

Saturday — possibly because it was

only an exhibition game — and

seemed to work the plays more by

instinct than by regimentation.

Near the end of the game. Blues

began to foul, and by the end of the

match Watt, Cress, Scott and

Skyvington had fouled out

(although many of the referees' calls

were questionable). Western didn't

take full advantage of their foul

shots, hitting only 27 for 39 from the

line. Blues were 18 for 28.

The real story of the game lay in

the rebounding, where Blues came

out ahead 56-37. Toronto might

have increased its score, had team

li f
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-

Mustangs' Vytas Kazragis (41) drops in two points in the first half of Saturday's game.

members not missed several tip-ins

from right under the Western

basket.

Varsity put forward a real team

effort in the scoring department.

Twelve Blues got on the scores

sheet, six of them in double figures.

Tip Offs: Blues meet Ryerson

Rams at Ryerson Wednesday night.

This is an important game for Varsi-

ty if it wants to make the playoffs.

They should win, having defeated

the Rams 99-73 earlier this

year .... Western, third place

finishers in the West last year (and

in third place in the West so far this

year) lost two of their top three

scorers to graduation. The third

didn't play on Saturday .... Even

with Saturday's victory, Blues

record is only 4-5 in the league and

3-4 in exhibition.

Scoring: Western al Toronto

Western
Mike Savage 17

Wallv kurnew 12

Vytas ka/rugis 1

1

(Jury Curgin 10

Al Van Weelden

(iarv Ghent

Dave MeCabe
lull n Correnie

Toronto

Dave Brown

Al TnlTorc!

Dave Wall

( ilenn Scull

Dave l-crguson

Peter Oolup

Brian Skvvinulon

Randv 1-ilinski

Hill l-rancis

Kim Mho
Rich Kure/.yk

["rank Cress

Tim MeChic
Tonv Kudmik

(ft

Hockey Blues solidify hold on first place in Ottawa
By PETER DUX

Varsity Blues clinched first place

in the Eastern Section of theOUAA
this weekend in Ottawa with 11-3

and 4-1 victories over Carleton and

Oltawa, respectively.

The Gee-Gees proved to be a

much improved team since their 12-

3 drubbing in Varsity Arena earlier

in the season. They provided Blues

with one of their toughest games of

the schedule in a tighl-checking, yet

fasl-skating game.

Not until third period did Blues'

stamina pay off when ihey took over

the game and broke a 1-1 tie wide

open with three unanswered goals.

The slill high-flying line of

Pagnutti, Ruhnke, and Korzack

scored two quick goals at 0:14 and

0:52 of the third period to notch the

winner and insurance tallies.

Play in this period differed from £
that in other games so far this

season, with Varsity controlling the

puck and Gee-Gees being forced to

take long shots from the neutral

zone, while Blues checked furiously

lo protect their lead.

Gee-Gees were playing up with

Varsity, never letting up with their

solid-checking and fast-skating

game. Ottawa's penalty killing crew

managed to work away one and one

half minutes when the team was

minus two players — a rarity

against Blues' strong power plays.

The second period ended scoreless

although the pace was even faster

than the first. Only the two goalies

— Ottawa's Gary Doyle and Toron-

to's Gary Inness — prevented the

Munro and Doug Tate who
couldn't fly out of Toronto Friday

due lo weather conditions. Tom
Walt dressed Rodger Wright, the

team's manager, who responded

Nick Holmes (9) pushes in Toronto's third goal against Carleton.

teams from scoring, both thwarting

numerous drives.

Friday's game against Carleton

was a continuation of last week's

encounter in Toronto, with Blues

toying with a vastly outclassed op-

ponent. Harry Sems, playing
without his contact lenses, still

managed a hat-trick and one assist.

Bill Fifield and Bill Buba also

managed four points apiece.

Blues were playing without Bob

with a solid game while assisting on

two goals. Rodger practises with the

learn so that he can step into such

situations.

Varsity played a good positional

game for the most part, but Ravens
scored their three goals due largely

to defensive errors on Toronto's

part. Blues, in fact, seemed to be

bored by the whole affair.

With certain victory in sight, Tom
Watt tried an experiment in the

third period — one defenceman deep

back, with two forwards and two

"halfbacks". This assured a three

man defence and essentially allowed

a four man attack. Watt did not try

to continue this game plan against

Ottawa the following day.

Blues Notes: A scout for the Leafs

attended the Ottawa game . . . spec-

tator attendance at both games was

negligible, even though Carlelon

plays in a beautiful new sports com-
plex . . . Blues meet Loyola
Warriors in exhibition play at the

arena Friday night . . . lasl time the

two teams met, Blues won 5-3 in

Montreal.

Toronto 11, Carleton 3
First Period

1) Toronto. Buba (Fifield) 4:53

2) Toronlo, Herridgc (Anderson) 5:09

3) Toronto. Holmes (Leroy, Wright)
10:44

4) Carlelon, Channel! (Crocco) 18:10
Penalties- Fifield T, O'Ncil C 9:22
Wright T 8:54

Second Period

>) Toronlo. Korzack (Pagnutti,
Ruhnke) 4:15

6) Carlelon. Poller (Clark)4:23
7) Toronlo. Sems (Davies. Hcrridae)
14:01

H) Toronto. Pagnutti (Korzack,
Ruhnke) 14:27

9) Toronlo. Fifield (Buba. Sems) 18:59
Penalties- Smith C 1:54, Leroy T 6:24,
Holmes T 9:46, Crocco C 12:42, Mitnes
T. O'Neil C 14:46

third Period

10) Toronlo. Buha (Fifield) 1:43

1
1 ) Toronto. Korzack (Ruhnke. Wrighl)

2) Toronto. Sems 6: 18

3) Carleton Ingamundson, (Poller)

14) Toronlo. Sems (Buha. Fifield) 16:41

Penalties- Fifield T. O'Ncil C 7:46

Shots on goal by

Toronlo 16 14 13 43

Carlelon 8 9 7 24

Toronlo 4 Ottawa 1

First Period

1) Ottawa. Fox 6:16

2) Toronlo. Buba. (Anderson) 15:04

Penalties- Kcenan T 8:23, Aubrev O
15:36, Gauthier O 16:03.

Second Period

No Scoring

Penalties- Leroy T 1:12, Korzack T,

(iouin O 3:15. Aubrey O 6:57, Gaulhier

O Misc. 7:1 1. Holmes T 8:23. Kcenan T
11:00.

Third Period

3) Toronto. Ruhnke (Pagnutli,

Korzack) 0:14

4) Korzack (Ruhnke. Pagnutli) 0:52

5) Toronlo. Anderson (Pagnutti) 13:43

Penalties- Keenan T 8:14, Milncs T

Shots on goal by
Toronto 9 19 1 I

- 39

Ottawa 3 II II - 25
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22% cut off

Advisory

Bureau
The U of T Advisory Bureau's 1973-74 budgel has been slashed

by $22,000 in a move which will force a reduction in bureau services

and may signal the bureau's eventual demise.

The bureau, which provides counselling and guidance in an

informal, relaxed way, learned of the 22 per cent budget cut on

December 28. Bureau officials, director Don McCulloch told The
Varsity yesterday, had not been forewarned that they were in line for

the cut.

Over the last three years, the bureau has had its budgel cut back

by approximately five per cent annually, the aeross-the-board cut

dealt most university departments and programs.

McCulloch says the substantial reduction in operating funds

means one of the bureau's three full-time staff will have to go. And,

he continued, it would be hard for whoever drew up the cut not to

realize that staff cuts would be the effect.

Student governor Paul Cadario, a member of the budgel panel

that made the cut, maintains he and vice-provost Robin Ross had

discussed the implications of the reduction and had not anticipated

that firings would be necessary.

V4ce-president and provost Don Forster, however, admitted

that the move represented "a quite substantial cuf . Although he

referred The Varsity to Cadario and internal affairs vice-president

,MII Conway for elaboration about any implications of the cut,

McCulloch says Forster, the senior administrator responsible for

budget preparation, told him that if it were up to him he would have

phased the bureau out by June 30, I973.

Forster, McCulloch continued, said he had a hunch the bureau,

would be eliminated by the end of June, I974.

Last night, Conway maintained that as far as she was concerned

the budget cut "represents no policy". She pointed out that the

decision had been taken before she took office January I. "I'm

trying to learn about the reasons for the decision being made," she

told The Varsity.

Referring to the suggestions that the cut signalled a university

desire to scrap the bureau, Conway noted, "That may be the opinion

by some people about how the cut should be interpreted, but that's

not mine."

She confirmed that a review of the decision is currently

underway.

Forster criticized the bureau for spending too much time

involving itself with social issues, and accused it of being out of touch

with the students, according to McCulloch.

Yesterday, Forster confirmed that there is a feeling that the

university should be "putting more resources into a formal academic

training program".

Cadario said that he thinks people had a negative feeling about

the bureau, a feeling that the "Advisory Bureau is not providing the

kind of counselling required".

Questioned about why the budget panel cut the bureau's budgel

so drastically, Cadario again referred to this "negative reeling", a

"belief that it is not doing the job it was set up lo", and a conviclion

thai the service being offered was not worth the money being spent.

McCulloch observed that it seemed unsual lo axe the bureau's

budget so heavily before the Internal Affairs Committee's planned

review of student services later this year. Especially, he added, at a

time when the "demand for our kind of services is continuously

rising".

The bureau was established after on the recommendation of a

presidential advisory committee. Us creation followed a mid-1960

SAC survey which revealed that students with problems wouldn't

rely on the university Health Service for help.

The bureau opened in September, 1965, to offer direct

counselling, increase community awareness of existing sources of

specific student services, and address itself, according to the

director's first annual report, "increasingly to an examination of the

changing emotional and intellectual pattern of undergraduate life.,.

Cold, Impersonal university life has sent many students to Advisory Bureau for

counselling. Steep budget cut will reduce bureau staff next year.

Occupation trespass charges

may still hold, trial told
By JOHN CAMPBELL

Charges of trespassing may still

be in effect against 19 students

involved in the occupation of Sim-

coe Hall during last year's open

Slacks demonslrations.

The revelation came at the trial

yesterday of Bill Gelty, charged with

assaulting a police officer during ihe

breakup of the occupation of March
12 last year.

Crown Attorney William

Donaldson presented as evidence a

document charging the demon-
strators with trespassing in an

attempt to prove that Getty re-

entered ihe building the day after the

breakup knowing that he was
charged with the offence.

In reply, Getty produced a

statement from Metro Inspector

Maxwell saying that the charges had

been dropped by the university.

He said the document, which had

been delivered by the police, stated

(hat although no further proceedings

would be carried out on Ihe

trespassing charge, he would still

have to appear in court on the

charge.

Although presiding Judge Charles

agreed that technically the charges

were still in effect, he also accepted

Maxwell's statement.

"it appears Ihe charge has not

been withdrawn," Charles said, it

was "still proceeding."

Randi Reynolds, found guilty in

December of assaulting police in the

same incident, said last night she

thought that at the end of her trial

the trespassing charge had been

dropped.

Getty, taking the stand to testify

en his own behalf, began with a

series of political statements which

were ruled out of order by the judge.

The Robarls Library was built for

"racist psychologists", he said

before being interrupted.

"The courts are used to crush

students and working people in the

community {for the library)."

Charles intervened, saying "I am
not concerned with .your political

feelings or what the capitalists do".

The defendent then described

police action when they entered the

Simcoe Hall Senate chamber,
calling it "brutal". He said he was

"singled out" by the enforcement

officers in particular by deputy cam-
pus police chief John Irwin.

Student Michael Neamsch
claimed that trwin said, "Get him

(Getty), he's a red!"

A second major figure at the

break-in was Detective William

Kearns, who was identified as the

first person to come through the

hole broken in the Senate door by

police.

Although Neamsch testified that

Kearns had been engaged in a

struggle with one of the protestors,

Getty, under cross-examination

from Donaldson, stated that he "did

not see him (Kearns) come into

contact with anyone immediately

after Kearns entered the chamber.

Earlier, he had told the court he

had seen Kearns and Mark
Goldblalt struggling.

The witnesses agreed that at no

time did they hear a warning given

by police that they were trespassing

and were required to leave or they

would be arrested.

On this point Getty stated, "I

would have gone if I had received a

warning."

Former acting president Jack

Sword admitted on the stand that he

took responsibility for catling the

police on campus. He stated that his

instructions to police were that he

"did not want individual arrests of

those occupying; just those who
would not leave the room."

Under questioning from

Donaldson, he insisted that he

accepted ihe advice of U of T Chief

safety and security Officer James

Westhead that there would be an

interval of five to 10 minutes

between the time a warning would

be given and the chamber would be

rushed.

Although it was ruled as

inadmissable as evidence, Donald-

son quoted from a telephone tran-

script between Sword and Westhead

in which Sword agreed that less than

five minutes warning was accep-

table. Charles ruled the evidence

inadmissable since it could not be

authenticated.
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The Varsity will not publish during

Reading Week, February 12 to 16,

nor on the following Monday,
February 19. Listings for events oc-

curing between noon, February 9th

and noon, the 21st will be published

in this Friday's issue. Closing dead-

line for inclusion in that issue

remains 1 pm, Thursday, February 8.

Information must be supplied, type-

written on the provided forms.

TODAY
11 am

Tickets tor "Little Me" on sale al

Wymilwood until 2 pm. Critics raved on

opening nighl. Gel your tickets early,

noon
The SSSC and U ot T workers will be

marching on the picket line at 215 Huron

St. Tlie marchers are demanding that John

Evans stop Ihe layoffs, slop the Student

Surcharge, and drop all charges againsl

Ihose arrested Thursday Feb. 1 at 215

Huron.

Open public SAC Council meeting at

Sidney Smith Foyer Major topic — Ihe

financing issue, Ihe fees trike. and related

matters.

1 pm
Laugh: a play by Allan Booth, wilh a

princess, a Magic Goose and young Peter

all smuggling for peace and Ihe Kingdom

under the everpresent shadow of Ihe

gallows. At the U.C. Playhouse, 79-a St.

George Street. Always free.

All women who would like information or

to become involved in the campaign (or

repealing the abortion laws should come to

a meeting at the Film Room, Innis College,

al 63 St. George Street.

Open stacks slale for the Governing

Council. Organizing Meeting. Some spaces

•omain fo be filled. All Welcome. PECU
... ie Sid Smith 3rd floor. (Opposite the

eiu.aiors.)

4 pm
Are you a Liberal? (or curious?) Then

drop into a reception, sponsored by Ihe U
ol T Sludent Liberals. Everyone welcome.

Brennan Hall, St. Michael's College. Till 6

pm.

HERE AND NOW
8:30 pm

Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by

5 pm at Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

7 pm
Free Jewish University: "Great Modern

Jewish Thinkers", at Hillel House, 186 St.

George Street.

8 pm
free Jewish University; "Literalure and

the Holocaust", at Hillel House, 186 St.

George Street.

Free Jewish University: "The Jewish Life

Cycle", at Hillel House. 186 St. George

Street.

Free Jewish University: "Job and Ihe

Problem of Evil." at Hillel House, 186 St.

George Slreef

"Equality for Working Women" will be

the lopic of an open public meeting in Ihe

Town Hall of the St. Lawrence Centre.

Free Jewish University "Conversational

Yiddish" al Hillel House, 186 St. George

Street.

Free Jewish University: "Chassidic

Stories of Ftav Nachman", at Hillel House.

186 St. George Street,

Meeting of the U ol T Homophile

Association. At the GSU, upstairs lounge.

Everyone welcome.

8:30 pm
"The Intruder": a play by Maurice

Maeterlinck al the Studio Theatre, 4 Glen

Morris Street. Admission free.

Oance, Dance, Dance. Free. Folk

Dancing al International Sludenl Centre. 33

St George Street every Wednesday. Ex-

pert Instructions. No experience
necessary. Everybody welcome.

"Little Me", a humourous endeavor by

Neil Simon, produced by the Victoria

College Music Club, is presented at Hart

House Theatre. Tonight is Alumni night; a

wine and cheese party follows.

9 pm
Free Jewish Universily "Jewish

Perspeclives on Christianity", at Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

THURSDAY
9 am

Work like hell for us. Frontier College.

Summer placements. Heavy labour al

northern points. Social work In spare time.

General Meeting in the Cumberland Room,

33 St. George Street.

11 am
"Little Me" tickets are going fast at

Wymilwood. until 2 pm or at Hart House

Theatre box oflice.

noon
The SSSC and U of T workers will be

marching on the picket line at 215 Huron

St. The marchers are demanding that John

Evans stop the layotfs, stop Ihe Student

Surcharge, and drop all charges againsl

those arrested Thursday Feb. 1 al 215

Huron.

Malh Reform Meeting: To discuss

mathematics reform and its im-

plementation. Speakers: Professor T.

Smith and C. Scobie. All students and

faculty welcome. M.P.S.C.U. event. Room
103, McLennan Physics.

St. Michael's student union presents city

government seminars. Aldermen William

Archer and Dan Heap. Brennan Hall

lounge.

1 pm
"Laugh", a play by Allan Booth. A

princess, a Magic Goose and young Peter

all struggle for peace and their fair share ol

the kingdom, under Ihe everpresenl

shadow of the gallows. University College

Playhouse. Free.

Moratorium called by U of T coalition

against the Cutbacks (Stop Ihe Cutbacks

Committee). Short presenlation on fee-

strike, other campuses and Wright report.

Discussion and vote on whal action to lake

next. At the Med. Sci. Auditorium.

6 pm
The Arab Students' Association invites

studenls and lacully to its weekly informal

meeting, at Ihe Morning Room. 3? St.

George Street.

Victoria College Music Club presents

Utile me
o musical by Neil Simon.

DIRECTED BY DAVID ROTENBERG

HART HOUSE THEATRE, FEBRUARY 6-10

Tickets available 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.

at Wymilwood

Tickets $2.00 and $2.50

6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher supper. Please reserve by

5 pm al Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

7:30 pm
Two dims al the OISE Auditorium; The

Last Picture Show by Bogdonovich (at

7:30) and The Grapes of Wrath by Ford (al

9:30). Admission $1.50 al 7:30 or $1.00 al

9:30. At the OISE auditorium, 252 Btoor

Wesl.

II you're pissed off with Mlglin you

should run in Ihe coming SAC elections,

March 7-8. Open meeting of interested

people in forming a common Iront or a

common program for that election. Ac-

tivists, Lettists, welcome. Called by Young

Socialists. Al Innis College. Bossin Room.
7:30 pm

The Christian Science College

Organizalion meets in Ihe Woodger Room
al Old Vic Inspired readings are followed

by testimonies of healing. All welcome.

7:45 pm
Arctic Development or Native &

Economic Destruction: Peter Usher, Mel

Walkins, Tony Hooper. Sponsored by Wat-

tle Movement for an Independent, Socialist

Canada — O.I.S.E. Room N 20t.

8 pm
Soiree de pieces en un acta de Jean

Tardieu, par la troupe Cafe-Theatre del'U

of T Sub-basement of Pratt Library, Vic-

toria College.

8 pm
Free Jewish University: "The Mldrash

and Ihe Bible," at Hillel House. 186 St,

George Street.

Free Jewish University: "Chavurat

Zemer." at Hillel House, 186 St, George
Street.

All interested in organizing or helping

with the SOS Teach In on Racism. Planning

meeting. At 46 Robert Street. For more
information call 921-7937.

CUSO Information Meeling, a special

informalion meeting for Ihose specializing

In engineering, medicine, forestry, geology

or any other technical or medical field-

International Student Centre, 33 St. George
Street. Pendarves Lounge.

8:30 pm
"Little Me" — Residence night. Patrons

of the arls are requested lo atlend Harl

House Theatre after which the Vic pub will

give patrons a reduction on the flrsl beer

purchased. "Little Me'* Is a whimsical story

of a young girl and her amourous adven-

tures to gain wealth, power, social position

arid Ihe boy of her dreams.

"The Inlruder": a play by' Maurice

Maeterlinck at the Sludlo Theatre, 4 Glen

Morris Street. Free admission.
m <

CAMERA CLUB

TODAY

1:10 p.m. « 7:30 p.m.

Discussion ol

rejected prints

TABLE TENNIS
Evening Play

letluring

VIOLETTA

NESUKAITIS

7 — ID P.M.

Fencing Room

INFORMAL DEBATE
RESOLVED THAT:

The Varsity Should Cease
Publication.

TOMORROW
DEBATES ROOM 2 P.M.

ART GALLERY

HART HOUSE CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION

until Feb. 25

Gallery Hours-

Mondiy, 11 a.m. -9 p.m.

lues-Sal.. 11 a.m. -5 p.m.

Sunday. 2 p.m - 5 p.m.

NOON HOUR CONCERT
"BREATHLESS"

TODAY
EAST COMMON ROOM 12-2 P.M.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
JANE CUTLER

FLAUTIST
TOMORROW

MUSIC ROOM, 1:00 P.M.

WEDNESDAY
EVENING CONCERT

TORONTO CONSORT
PLAYING MEDIEVAL

fi RENAISSANCE MUSIC

TONIGHT
GREAT HALL, 8:30 P.M.

4 0

HEY
THERE LONE-

V SOME!

ISPSfSfviF

TRY OUR
/&($$\jW' m

SINGLE: \Vy^ I

ANE> ^J^^
DOI »Bl E ^ 1
Rooms
(furnished)

8k LOTS OF
ROOM AND
BOAPD

j^aggSy AVAILABLE
||E^ TILL APRIL "SO

ESPECIALLY IF YOU'RE INTO
CERAMICS, PHOTOGRAPHY, WOOD,
MOA/VES, RADIO, PRINTING

neill-wycik college
Vbqci ror-d sr. e 3b"?-0520
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U of T suspends arrested workers
Two workers who were arrested

Thursday during a demonstration

outside the university's fees and
personnel offices were suspended

"indefinitely" Friday, in what could

be the first move towards dismissal.

One of the reasons For the

suspension, according to general ser-

vices assistant superintendent Les

Hubbard, is their refusal to obey an
order to work at a university proper-

ty away from the downtown campus
Thursday.

According to the two workers,

Clyde Brown and Greg Keilty, they

will protest their suspensions on the

grounds that they were dis-

criminated against in being ordered
to leave the main campus.

Each had participated in daily
lunch-hour demonstration last week
against threatened layoffs of
themselves and nine other grounds
crew workers demonstrations which
included some violent incidents.

They charged that the order to work
on a piece of university property
near Glendon College at Bayview
and Lawrence Avenues was planned
to keep them away from' the
demonstration.

In addition, they said there was
little possible work to do at the

Bayview site, which has a staff of

one, they say, and that the sudden

order was unusual.

Hubbard countered Monday that

even a day's notice of a place of

work change was "not normal". It

would be "ideal if we could plan a

day or two days ahead," he said.

The work, he said, was cleaning

up the Bayview site, was deemed as

necessary by a "supervisor on his

way down to work from home".

U oT T labour relations manager

John Parker said yesterday that

Keilt's and Brown's refusal to follow

orders, and "a number of com-

plaints about their activities in front

of 215 Huron Street" were being

investigated.

' Both workers are convinced that

the suspensions are "first notice of

firing", especially since they

received vacation pay owing with

their notice of suspension. They will

not cash the vacation pay cheque

until the result of the investigation is

known, they say.

Business agent Don Barclay of the

Service Employees International

Union Local 204, which represents

the workers, slated that issuance of

vacation pay "usually indicates

termination."

Although he does not agree with

either the position or the methods of

the demonstrating workers, he says

the union will support their

grievances.

Keilty feels that Barclay could not

have constituionally unilaterally

called olTa planned demonstration a

week ago Monday, since a general

meeting of the union local had called

for the protest.

Some of the workers calling

themselves the Committee of U ofT
Workers Against the Layoffs, the

Stop the Student Surcharge Com-
mittee and supporters decided to

demonstrate each day in any case to

oppose layoffs and the $100 rise in

student tuition fees.

Subpoena to embaross
university, Evons charges

SAC exec: don't
stop fees strike
Today's noon-hour SAC

meeting will be presented with

recommendations by the ex-

ecutive to continue the fees

strike moratorium called by

the U of T Coalition Against

the Cutbacks.

The executive also

recommends that SAC ask the

administration for a day off

classes the week after reading

week, tentatively February 22,

to discuss the Commission on

Post-Secondary Education

(COPSEO) report.

While the executive endorsed

tomorrow's moratorium it

refused to ask the administra-

tion for time off—classes,

although it did vote up to $100

to publicize it.

Today's meeting is to be held

in the Sid Smith foyer, partly to

attract a quorum of SAC
representatives which the coun-

cil was unable to attain last

week . Vice-president John
Helliwell says that a phone

survey of SAC reps indicates

enough will attend to hold the

meeting.

It is also hoped that a large

public meeting will discourage

disruptionsywhich have plagued

the last two meetings which did

get a quorum.

The executive decided

Sunday against the use of U of

T police to prevent disruption

by the Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee (SSSC)
which has repeatedly vowed not

to let SAC meet unless it gives

at least partial endorsation to

their trust fund.

And on the basis that free

access to university buildings

must be maintained, the ex-

ecutive decided that it

"deplores the use of physical

intimidation and violence by
the SSSC-CLM" on Thursday.

While reiterating its support

for the Ontario Federation of

Students' stand against the cut-

backs* in student financing, the

executive decided not to recom-

mend endorsation of a

proposed p rov i nee- wide
demonstration at Queen's
Park.

It also decided to urge

students to work for the

Liberals or NDP in the March
15 St. George by-election to

express their opposition
towards the government's

education policies.

The U of T Coalition

Against the Cutbacks
moratorium tomorrow will

take place at the Medical

Sciences Auditorium between I

and 3 pm. A spokesman said

yesterday that there is no

rostrum of speakers planned, in

file hope that students will be

free and have the time to ex-

press their own feelings.

The coaltion, formerly the

Stop the Cutbacks Committee,

contains numerous left groups

and college councils, and has

SAC executive endorsation.

When Math chairman George

Duff steps to the podium in the

McLennan building at noon
tomorrow to discuss hiring and

firing of faculty, one member of the

audience will be particularly

interested.

That will be Stephen Salaff, the

part-lime professor that Duff fired.

The meeting has been called by

students angry at the department's

treatment of Salaff and another

math professor denied tenure,

David Spring.

Salaff had received terse notice in

a letter dated December 11, that the

university will not renew his con-

tract next year.

The form letter, signed by Duff,

and with Salaffs name typed in, told

the math professor, who has been

here two years, that he will have to

leave the university by April 30.

No reason was given in the letter,

but Salaff thinks he knows why his

contract was not renevewed.

In a telephone interview last

night, Salafr described the conflict

he had incurred last year with

professor Ray Vanstone over how to

weigh the final examination marks

of Math 139, a calculus course

designed for physical scientists.

Vanstone and Salaff were team-

leaching the course.

Salaff sided with student demands

for less emphasis on final exams;

Vanstone disagreed.

Vanstone was (and still is) the

associate chairman of the math

department.

But Vanstone denies that the

"discussions" between himself and

Salaff played any part in the latter's

dismissal.

Before Salaffs firing had been

formalized, over 1000 students in

the math department signed a peti-

tion demanding the professor be

retained. The petition also called for

the rehiring of Spring.

But above all, the petition called

for a student say in hiring and firing,

so that the Spring-SalafT affair

would not be repeated again.
,

When presented with the petition

last November Duff suggested that

students would pul their time to

belter use studying rather than

worrying about who leaches them.

According to a Math and Physics

Society Course Union newsletter,

Duff waffled over accepting an in-

vitation from the course union to

participate in the public meeting

over math department decision-

making.

But Duff said last night lhat he

has always been willing to attend the

meeting.

By JULIA ELCOCK
U of T president John Evans said

in letter to provincial court that a

subpoena presented to him by Bill

Getty is for the purpose of "vex-

ation" and "embarrassing" the

university.

Getty is on trial for assaulting a

police officer. Detective William

Kearns, by punching him in the

chest at the breakup of last March's

library sit-in at Simcoe Hall.

Evans was served his subpoena

when he was about to begin his

inaugural address at his instalment

as president of the university

September 28.

The letter from Evans was

presented to the court by F.R. Grif-

fiths. In the letter Evans said that it

would be pointless for him to appear

at the trial since at the time of the

sit-ins he was leaching at McMaster
University and had no connection

with the affair.

Getty pleaded not guilty at

Monday's session of the trial and

charged lhat he has been "harassed"

by detective Arthur Lymer.

He said that Lymer had called

him and offered to make a deal, with

the conditions that Getty would be

cleared if he agreed to plead'guilty.

But if Getty followed his plan lo

plead not guilty, he might be "sent

to jail," Lymer reportedly said.

Judge Charles said that it "was a

bad practice" for a police officer lo

be engaged in threatening and called

Lymer to the witness stand.

Lymer admitted to having made a

phone call to Getty lo discuss the

case, but he denied thai he had made
any mention of jail.

Crown Attorney William

Donaldson said that "plea-
bargaining" is an accepted practice.

"ll is a common thing lo discuss

those matters with defense" said

Donaldson and since Getty is

representing himself, it is natural

that these proposals would be ad-

dressed to him. "A plea of guilty is

indicitive of penitence" he added.

Getty however maintained his

charge of harrassment and said lhat

he was also being harrassed al his

job and by his landlord.

At the time of the sit-in Getty was

not a member of the university

community. Donaldson said that

Gelly told his arresting officer,

Kearns, that he was a second year

general arts student at the un-

iversity. James Westhead, who
described himself as U of T's

Manager of the Environmental

Hazard Control, Communications

and Security division, testified

however that there are no special

rules governing the access of non-

students, to Simcoe Hall.

U of T chief security officer

Gordon Huff and other witnesses

testified that the occupying students

were advised lo leave the building. If

they did so voluntarily, they would

be allowed to go freely, but if ihey

chose to remain the administration

would have ihem forcibly evicted

and charged with trespassing, he

said.

Getty repeatedly questioned the

witnesses about the level of noise

lhat existed at the time the warnings

were said lo have been given and

where they were given.

In examining the deputy chief of

campus police John Irwin, Gelly

asked if Irwin knew that Getty was a

member of the Canadian Party of

Labour and asked Irwin how he felt

about the term "reds". Irwin replied

that he neither used the term nor

liked it.

Gelly also asked Irwin if he had

pointed out certain people in the

chambers to be arrested. Irwin

denied that he had said this and

staled that his main interest was

directing his men to retrieve posters

and papers that were on the floor.

Math union gets Duff

Help wanted
in winning
Dare strike

People who support the Dare

Cookies boycott can extend their

support further tomorrow morning

by helping the company's striking

workers briefly shut down a Cana-

dian National railway yard.

A CN transport contract with

Dare contains no clause allowing

CN workers to refuse to cross picket

lines, as do many union contracts,

and the Dare workers' efforts to

prevent their bosses delivering

cookies to CN in Waterloo has

failed.

A main issue in the eight month

old strike has been the company's

refusal to grant equal wage boosts to

men and women. The workers at the

plant are about 80 per cent women.

Last summer, Dare used

professional strikebreakers, but

picketline mililance convinced the

company lo stop this practice.

A court injunction prevents

picketing of exits al Ihe Dare plant

itself.

The workers will picket the CN
yards at Keele and Highway 7

tomorrow from 7 am until 1 1.

Drivers and riders are asked to

meet at the Keele Street subway

station al 6:30 am.

The workers are also hoping to

gel support from a militant caucus

of workers which is rumoured to

have been organized in the CN
union, the Canadian Brotherhood of

Railway and Transport Employees.
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Broken doors aren't worth police charges. U of T might have avoided 215 Huron violence had

it forewarned protestors of its plans to force entry and call Metro cops if fight started.

Might have avoided violence
Last Thursday afternoon, a

carefully planned scenario was
acted out in front of 215 Huron

Street. It was like the moves on a
chess board.

First, the demonstrators

protesting the university's layoff

policy — allegedly settled in ad-

vance of the demonstration —
lined up in front of the building,

linking arms to block entry to the

building.

Then, with equal precision,

university police played out the

steps of asking them to allow

people who wanted to enter the

building to get in. They knew the

answer would be no, but they

asked once more. And, then, ,

following the game plan, the cam-
pus cops began shoving the

picketers aside.

Matching their move, the

demonstrators resisted the
attempt to break their line,

fighting back vigorously. Both
sides exchanged punches and
the scuffle turned into a full-scale

tight. U of T chief security officer

J.F. Westhead then outflanked

the protestors by throwing his

reinforcements, hidden within the

building until now, into the fracas.

As the campus police

subdued the demonstrators by
their greater numbers, they
passed the word to senior ad-

ministrators waiting on the
sidelines to authorize calling

Metro police to remove and
charge the detainees. The reply

was affirmative.

Everything had gone according

to plan, at least for the university.

The day before, the president

had summoned the Governing
Council's Internal Affairs Com-
mittee into special session to

review an incident earlier that day
when a perspnnel^upervispr, had

been supposedly injured in a

scuffle with the demonstrators,

and to discuss what might

happen Thursday. Although the

committee didn't specifically con-

sider the question of arrests, it

did accept that Metro police

might have to be called in if the

situation couldn't be controlled

by university police. Throughout

the meeting, the president had
emphasized that the campus
cops were not meant to be a

combat force and, with most of

them over 40, they could not be
expected to perform such a
function.

One thing the committee never

dealt with was communicating a

warning to the protestors that any
further violent interference with

entry to the building would lead to

the calling of Metro cops. Of
course, Internal Affairs Com-
mittee chairman Paul Cadario

told The Varsity, the demon-
strators were aware they were
breaking the law and any such
warning was unnecessary.

The president was less sure.

He ordered police to advise the

picketers twice that their action

was illegal and must stop before

taking any action, he told The
Varsity.

Yet, if the university was really

only interested in preventing
violence and allowing people to

conduct their business in 215
Huron, it could have taken more
pains to avoid the Thursday
clash. It could have, indeed

. should have, sent a senior ad-
ministrator to warn the picketers

that the university would not

tolerate interference with entry to
• the building and would call off-

campus police assistance if

necessary. Leaving this task —
and how well it was carried out is

hard to prove after the fact — to

campus police whom nobody
takes very seriously and the pre-

sident reportedly regards more
as commissionaries than as po-
lice is not adequate.

Or, another alternative would
have been to station enough
campus police outside the
building in advance of the
demonstration — publicly an-

nounced as slated for noon — to

attempt to prevent the con-
frontation from developing.
Secreting most of their numbers
within the building did nothing to

communicate how seriously the

university regarded the situation.

Lost in all this confusion is the

implication it has for future uni-

versity action during clashes with

demonstrators. After he com-
pletely flubbed the library oc-

cupation, then acting president

Jack Sword promised to consult

with the people concerned before

calling in police during student
occupations. In a case where the

university felt it could not identify

the leaders of the protest, he
explained, it would make contact
with their elected represen-
tatives, the Students' Ad-
ministrative Council.

President John Evans made it

clear last fall that he would not

bind himself to this policy. He
reportedly maintains that cir-

cumstances requiring the calling

of police onto campus are so
extraordinary that no firm policy

can be set. Instead, he insists that

each case must be dealt with as
conditions warrant.

This policy is unacceptable.
The Sword agreement represents
a more reasonable approach to

the problem of internal con-
frontations. It ensures that some
attempt will be made to consult

Advisory Bureau's

hefty budget cut

hides policy move
The university's apparent decision to at least

downgrade, if not phase out, its Advisory Bureau almost

represents a textbook example of abuse of power.

Operating in secret, the university's budget committee

decided to lop $22,000 — 22 per cent of its operating budget

— off the bureau's 1973-74 budget. No one from the Advisory

Bureau was forewarned of the committee's intentions, no

opportunity for defence and debate afforded the people most

familiar with the bureau's operations.

In fact, the only people privy to the decision were the

university's governors and the senior administrators. And

nobody took great pains to point out the significance of this

particular cut — relatively small in a total university budget in

excess of $100 million — to the unsuspecting governors.

The university has defended preparing its budget in

secret with the excuse that open meetings would prematurely

concern faculty and department administrators before

decisions were finalized. Equally, advance public exposure of

the budget proposals would allow all parties concerned to

attempt to influence the final form of the budget. This latter

possibility undoubtedly troubles the administration as much
as the former.

In this particular example, students — the sole users of

the service — were denied any input into the decision to

decrease bureau operations. The $22,000 cut means one of

the bureau's three full-time counsellors will get the axe at a

time when the bureau reports that students are making

increasing demands upon their service.

The university's influential vice-president and provost—
clearly entrenched as number two man in the administration

— appears to be behind the move to de-emphasize the

service. He admitted yesterday that the bureau's budget cut

was "quite substantial". According to Advisory Bureau direc-

tor Don McCulloch, Forster told him that the cut could be the

first step of a plan to phase out the bureau by June 30, 1974.

Yesterday, Forster was not ready to repeat his comments.
Yet, the import of the cut cannot be missed.

The Advisory Bureau case is not the first time that

university administrators have tried to sneak policy decisions

by without allowing full discussion. It's a convenient way to

shortcircuit the tricky policy approval precedure, since policy

or not a program cannot continue operating without money.
The Advisory Bureau decision for example, in large part

predetermines the outcome of an Internal Affairs Committee
(whose chairman, Paul Cadario, sat on the budget panel that

made the bureau decision) general review of student services

as it affects the bureau. It'll be obvious to the councillors that

the budget committee wasn't exactly impressed with the

bureau, and will encourage them to go along with tha*

sentiment.

The budget device also potentially affords the university

the vehicle for getting around public explanations about why
a particular program is getting downgraded. Nobody, for

example, is openly admitting to the policy motives behind the

bureau budget cut. And, by not publicizing its criticisms, the

university denies the program or department concerned the
opportunity to defend itself.

Once the budget has been worked out, there's little

chance that a public outcry at any of its particular injustices

will be sufficient to force re-examination of the budget. It'd

cause too many problems, will be the convenient refrain.

All of which goes to show that despite the openness
mystification surrounding the university's new governing
structure, the university is still free to make its major
decisions in private, relatively sure that later exposure will not
force them to backtrack.

It's time for a change, one that will bring all the
administration wheeling and dealing out into the open. Let's

start with a complete explanation and reconsideration of the
Advisory Bureau decision.

the grievors and to forewarn
them of any decision to call in

police. Such an understanding is

the very minimum requirement of
any attempt to deal responsibly
with internal dissension.

Once Metro police have been
called, the university leaves itself

in the difficult position of either
proceeding with criminal charges— something which should be
avoided at all reasonable, cqst -r

or getting itself on poor footing
with Metro police who insist on
prosecuting all charges.

This dilemma should mitigate
all the more against the university
using external force to deal with
internal dissension. Should force
ever be used, the university
should take all necessary steps to
ensure that persons involved not
oe subject to prosecution by the
courts l ...

.

'
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Fees strike aim

not progressive

There's been a lot oT confusion

about Tee strikes, demonstrations,

trust funds, and other tactical

matters about the 'educational cut-

backs'. What nobody seems to be

discussing is the reason for opposing

these supposed 'cutbacks'; it seems

that only Saint Mike's decided to

judge the fee strike on the basis of

goals and not of tactics. We are

expected to believe that the changes

of the past budget with regards to

OSAP and tuition fees has seriously

affected the openness of Ontario's

universities; that (he Davis govern-

ment has set out to destroy post-

secondary education in the province.

By taking part in the fee strike, we

are standing up (so the ideology

runs) for accessibility and universal

education. But. this is an ideology in

the Marxian sense — a set of ideas

that serve to conceal, rather than

express, the concrete historical

situation.

Let us look at the situation. The
aim of the fees protests is to return

lo the pre-1972 condition — 'rescind

the surcharge' or 'slop the cut-

hacks'. Aside from the peculiarity of

supposedly 'progressive' groups

fighting to bring back the status

quo, those of us who oppose the

campaign can't believe that the uni-

versity of a year ago was a very

open institution. The bulk of

students in Ontario's universities

have always been middle-class and

upper middle-class. A dis-

proportionately small number of

working-class children ever get near

university.

This accepted, a look at the tax

structure is necessary. Though in-

come taxes are only mildly

regressive, the additional taxes that

support the provincial government
— on tobacco, gasoline, liquor, and

other 'luxuries', give the tax struc-

ture as a whole a regressive effect.

The working-class pays for a great

deal of government revenues.

Insofar as most of the cost of

university education — an in-

stitution with a distinct class bias —
comes directly from tax monies, the

working-class in Ontario is sup-

porting an institution they cannot

make use of. Even now, with the

additional fees paid by students, the

provincial taxpayer pays for 5/6ths

of the cost of every student's educa-

tion. Were the proportion of

working-class students in university

to be higher, the situation would be

better. But, even free tuition and

stipends — as Sweden has learned

— will not open the university to

workers' children. The 'streaming
1

of children into academic and

technical courses takes place early in

life.

The solution to the problem of

accessibility does not lie in changing

the fee structure. This is the fun-

damental error of the campaign.

What we should be interested in,

what we should work for, is a

restructuring of the financing of

university education so we don't tax

the poor to support the rich. We
could try higher tuition fees, large

grants lo working-class students,

and a loan system; this would shift

the burden onto those privileged

enough to attend university. And
this, oddly enough, is what the

government has recommended.

These were a few of our reasons,

as individuals, for opposing the fees

strike. On 29 November, the St.

Mike's Student Senate voted against

supporting the fee strike, "in con-
sideration not of tactics bu of goals'.

While we cannot speak for the whole
Senate, we offer this letter as ex-

planation for our personal stand.

A, R.Nigro(SMCIII)
Michael Steinberg (SMC 111)

Free education

enslaves public

You who have reached the

university level must surely be aware
by now that education does not

appear out of thin air.

Books, lectures, and demon-
strations are the products of hu-

man effort, and as such, are not

free goods. Men agree to produce
them lo ensure their own survival.

By selling his time and knowledge lo

students, a professor earns money
for food and clothing. If he is to

receive no reward for providing his

services, ihen he will not voluntarily

provide them.

There is. therefore, no such thing

as a free education. Education must
be paid for: the only question is, "By
whom'?"

Various groups on campus are

demanding that students not be

made to pay for their education; that

education be provided at no charge,

or at less than its market price,

because it is "a right".

A closer examination of this claim

is very revealing about the nature of

those who utter it. Education, we
remind you. is the result of other

people's efforts. To claim education

as a right for which one need not

pay. is to claim the right lo the

efforts of others, which is to claim

the right to slave labour. Anyone
who claims the right to an educa-

tion, is claiming the right to enslave

those who will pay for it, because

education must, of course, be paid

Tor.

Whom would the students

enslave? Their parents, their

relatives, their neighbours, their

working friends — taxpayers, in

general — and industry. The Young
Socialists clamor that education

should be financed through cor-

poration taxes. In other words, the

government should appropriate all

corporate profits, eliminating the

incentive for production and in-

vestment, bringing research lo a

grinding halt, and forcing com-

panies to raise the prices of goods so

lhat the burden of payment falls

1 once again on the shoulders of the

average citizen. _
By what right?

The principle of justice requires

lhat consumer goods be paid for by

the people who consume them. A
man on a desert island cannot con-

sume more than he produces. A man

in society cannot do so either, except

by consuming what someone else

has produced. If a student has the

.right to consume in the form of

education what taxpayers have

produced by hard work, then what

rights do taxpayers have?

Clearly, a student does not have

Ihis right. There is no such thing as

Ihe right to violate the rights of

another.

So. pay your $100 and shut up

about it!

Ada Selene

UCII

Urgent everyone

be at moratorium

The fees strike continues and has

met with success at U of T and at

universities across Ontario. But. the

increase in fees is only one small

part of the coming cutbacks in

education. Next year, we can expect

lo see cuts in the grant portion of

OSAP, increases in tuition and

decreases in support for graduate

education, ihe phasing out of

courses and of whole departments,

and the firing of junior faculty and

support staff. These changes amount
lo a full-scale attack on the quality

of and accessibility to post-

secondary education in Ontario.

Any gains made during the I960's

toward the goal of universal

accessibility arc being wiped out at

one blow by the provincial
government.

The fees strike called by the

Ontario Federation of Students has

let the provincial government know
thai Ontario students are not happy
with tuition increases. Up to now,

however, the opposition of Ontario

students (teachers, faculty, etcetera)

lo the entire policy of cutbacks in

education has not been articulated.

It is for this reason thai the U of T
Coalition Against the Cutbacks
(originally the Stop the Cutbacks

Committee: ed.j has been formed.

The coalition is a broadly-based

croup made up of representatives of

SAC, VIJSAC. Erindale. Innis, the

Arts and Science Students Union,

campus course unions, and political

groups. The coalition has called a

moratorium this Thursday begin-

ning at I at the Medical Science

Auditorium in order lo begin dis-

cussion on effective means of

making our opposition known. In-

formation will be provided at the

meeting on ihe extent and im-

plications of Ihe education cutbacks

and the coalition will put forward

some proposals for possible action.

It is urgent thai as many students

as possible attend ihe Thursday

meeting. We must begin discussion

immediately of ihe action students,

SAC, and ihe Ontario Federation of

Sludents should lake. Opposition to

the new education policies of the

Ontario government must begin now
while ihere is slill time.

Barbara Cameron
(SGS)

Grad governor

clarifies views

I wish lo make a short comment
on Ihe article concerning Student

Governing Councillors published in

last Wednesday's Varsity, in which I

appeared to be much-quoted (and

misquoted).

My comment concerning Paul

Cadario was correct though made

some time ago and in heal, and

arose from the imbroglio created by

the moves of Paul and the SAC
executive to have Paul nominated

chairman of the Internal Affairs

Committee of Governing Council

without prior discussion with or

notice lo the rest of the elected

student councillors. Paul is strong-

minded, eloquent, and able, and the

sludent body of this university has

been well served by his presence and

many of his actions on Governing

Council His political slyle is lhat of

the individual, nol Ihe group,

however, and Ihe essence of- my
comment lo Varsity was lhat the

student interests of the University of

Toronto would have been and will in

ihe future continue to be better

served by the co-ordinated, non-

parochial unselfish effort such as has

been performed so ably by Joyce

Denyer, Clarice Henschel, and

Brian Morgan oh this year's Gover-

ning Council. As I see il, only in this

co-ordinated way will the students

maintain their hard-earned and

potentially very significant say in the

general affairs and policy decisions

of the university; thai is, by main-

taining and wherever possible

enlarging their presence on all ihe

committees and sub-committees of

Governing Council and by sharing

this wide "across-the-board"
representation with the strong effec-

tive official Sludent Association

representatives. Only such co-

ordinated effort and an associated

swift dissemination and exchange of

information, plus an improved sense

of awareness on the part of the

student representatives, will be able

lo keep abreasl of the fast-footed

actions and manouverings of what

by all measures must be considered

an extremely able senior
administration.

Which brings me in closing to the

misquote on "confidentiality".

Horseshil! Sludent councillors will-

ing to make ihe effort can become
reasonably aware of most things

going on within this university's

governing and administrative struc-

ture (Doing something about it

is another matter.) And, if a

documenl or documents are

declared "confidential" there is

usually good reason (though nol

always one with which one might

agree, but can challenge). The most

unfortunate aspect of such imposed
confidentiality is. therefore, that of

the resulting and generally annoying

lack of discussion with and response

from one's constituents. Such
frustration or annoyance is not

restricted to sludents, and the im-

position of confidentiality of in-

formation is a right and proper pari

of any governing or administrative

body.

Best of luck to next year's

councillors.

John Morton
SGS

Ad accused of

double standard
This is in reference to a one-page

advertisement thai has been placed

in Varsity, signed by certain

"members of faculty" and initiated

by a so-called "Canadian Academic
Committee for Soviet Jewry". The
advertisement appeals to "the can-

nons of international law and human
decency" in support of the demand
for complete freedom of im-

migration from the Soviet Union lo

Israel.

We are nol concerned here wilh

ihe accuracy of the allegations made
by the "appeal", since we do not

wish lo defend the Soviet Union.

Different forms of this pressure

campaign have been seen during the

past Tew years, however, and we
believe its real motives and
ramifications have not been delected

by most people. Il is unfortunate

thai some sign such a protest with

apparently good intention.

It is our duty to point out some

facts lhat give the issue a better

perspective, specifically about: (I)

the historical effect of immigration

on Ihe Palestine conflict and Zionisi

occupation. (2) the condition of

Palestinian Arabs in Israel, and (3)

Ihe Palestinians who have been

dispossessed.

In harmony with the implemented

Israeli policy of building new

settlements in the occupied
territories and forcing the departure

of the indigenous population, this

immigration campaign aims at in-

creasing the demographic,
economic, and military strength of

Israel and thus enforcing a status

quo regardless of the rights of

others. The high organizers of ihe

campaign are of course aware of the

objectives, and ihey thus divert the

issues and disguise intentions behind

a barrage of humane mottos.

The reality of these objectives are

demonstrable by the developments

and creation of the Slate of Israel.

Immigration lo Palestine has been

the major cause of tension after the

British gave the Zionists conditional

support in 1917. In the early twen-

tieth century, the small native

Jewish community lived peacefully

with the majority of Christians and

Moslems in Palestine, all sharing

descent from ihe successive in-

habitants since pre-Bibltcal limes.

Conflict was ihen generated by the

influx of politically-minded Zionist

colonizers from ihe West, who
pretended a source of authority and

assumed a miilh of continuity with

the ancients. In 1948, the colonizers

forcefully created the State of Israel,

systematically dispossessed a

million Palestinians and oppressed

those remaining. Since then, im-

migralion has been steadily m-
creased, coupled by t h c

aggressiveness and expansion of the

Israeli stale.

The Zionisi propaganda

machinery portrays this slate as a

"democracy" and as ihe realization

of ihe peaceful dream of the

persecuted and "homeless". What
ironv! The persecuted become
persecutors: the homeless have
c;iused homelessness for others who
did nol share in iheir persecution. In

fact, the discriminatory policies of

which the Zmnisi accuse the Soviel

Union are being applied in occupied

Palestine against the non-Jewish

population, and worse: restrictions

in educational and w o r k o p -

portunitics, systemalic dow naradinc

in all aspects of living. supprc^Moii

of cultural expression, arbitrary

arrests and transfer of population,

destruction of residences and con-

fiscation of land, and innumerable

violations which have been con-

demned by the UN and in-

lernalional commissions.

Such injustices against the

Palestinians have nol, however, been

approved or glanced over by all

.lews. Many Israeli and western

Jews (genuine upholders of the prin-

ciples of Judaism, we like lo con-

sider Ihem) have courageously

raised their voices against these dis-

tortions of universal Judaism and
ihe imersmn of elemental human
justice.

Bui ihen, we get a timup ol

academics here who hold up human
principles by the tail lo their par-

ticular whim or advantage. They cite

UN decisions 'ind declarations,

when they should know ihai Israel

and the Zionists accepted only one

UN decision to their advantage and

refused scores of others demanding

repatriation for the Palestinians or

withdrawal from occupied
territories. They cite ihe Universal

Declaration of Human Rights,

which certainly has an article

reading "everyone has ihe right lo

leave any country, including his

own. .
." (applying to Soviet citizens

of Jewish background). But, ihey

conveniently forge! lhat Ihe article

continues to say "and to return lo

ni> eounlrv". (presumably because

" r 1 some of the

.
*• vj int declaration also

slates that "no one shall be ar-

bitrarily deprived of his property."

What do we conclude? Thai human
rights apply to some but hoi others?

We cannot deny the right of

Soviet" citizens, and all people,

regardless of faith, to the freedom of

choice. But, ihe freedom and en-

joyment of some cannot (ai least

should nol) be procured at the cost

of viclimizing and depriving olhers.

There are priorities. The problem (if

such crisis) of Soviet Jews is no

more lhan the problem of all citizens

in communis! countries. On the

olher hand, the inflow of aliens to

Palestine has meant, and more will

cause, an increased in Ihe number of

those displaced by force. As it

hecome demographically impossible

for the Paestinians lo return, the

chances of a peaceful solution will

be nil.

We, therefore, urge concerned

people to re-examine ihe im-

plications of the Zionist campaign

for Soviet. Jewry. We wish also to

urge students and faculty members

lo be attentive to the struggle of the

Palestinian people for priority to

Iheir land — a struggle that is urgent

and genuine. Their claim is certainly

superior lo the hypothetical con-

tentions of those who will later use

the unsuspecting immigrant as live

fortification in a colonial baslion.

The Palestinians are for return

whatever it lakes. Right is with

them, regardless of how much iheir

revolution is maligned. Their aim

remains pure; to seek as an ultimate

the creation 1 in Palestine of a non-

seclarian. broadly democratic state,

where Christians, Jews and

Moslems (if they wanl to define

themselves so), who have the legal

and moral right lo be [here, can live

and work together in equality.

The Arab Students' Association
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SACircuit
THURSDAY

FEBRUARY 8th

University of Toronto students are

invited to come and taste Yago
Sant'Gria a Spanish wine being in-

troduced by McGuiness Agencies Ltd.

The wine will be supplied free of charge

at the Buttery in the Gerald Larkin

Building between the hours of 7:00 -

10:00 p.m. Please bring your library

cards.

Enjoy
Your Weekends

The Nunnery will open every Friday and

Saturday night from 6 p.m. to 12:30

a.m. for the rest of the term. Cheap
refreshments and live entertainment

every Saturday and most Fridays.

Come early to be sure you can get a

seat.

isipsB ISI1JB

IN THE BASEMENT OF THE SAC BUILDING...

ACROSS FROM HART HOUSE

SACPRESS. ^
cheap xeroxing

fast close & friendly
PHONE 923-672) V

*** * * * * * printing too
Ask about our super-cheap posters

DISCOUNTS

A 20% discount at any

Famous Players or Twen-

tieth Century theatre can

be obtained by

purchasing tickets to

these theatres at the Sac

oftice.

MARSHALS REQUIRED

for

Jessie Winchester

Concert
Contact SAC Office:

Peter Mlllc

928-4911

THE SAC PRESENTS

JESSIE WINCHESTER
and the

WALLBANGERS
in concert at

CONVOCATION HALL
March 14 at 8:30 p.m.

General price: $2.50 Student price: $1 .50

(including tax)

tickets available at SAC Office

This ad is for people
who don't... UOFTINFOt
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Diverting our northern waters:

Canada's sellout as a nation
By RON SMITH

adapted from the chevron

In late November, Ontario's Minister

of the Environment, James AuLd, denied in

the legislature that any Ontario waters

flowing into James or Hudson Bay would

be part of a diversion scheme that would

sell the province's water to the United

States.

His reply to Opposition questions was

either a lie or political double-talk, in view

of the fact that the federal and provincial

governments have already begun
preparations for Canada's final destiny —
our sellout as a nation.

Auld also told the legislature that since the

resources ot northern Ontario waters flowing into James

and Hudson Bay come within provincial jurisdiction,

"their development and use for whatever purpose will be

evaluated from the viewpoint of what is best for the

people of this province". His comments stop cautiously

short of ruling out the possibility that such a diversion

scheme will occur if money or other considerations make
it seem attractive.

The Minister created further concern about his

plans when he added, "Should the engineering studies

establish the feasibility of diverting additional waters
within or between northern river basins for hydroelectric

or other purposes, no dam would be constructed without

first assessing the socio-economic advantages of such a

scheme, including the cultural and ecological effects on

the area."

He didn't note, however, that such studies have
already been undertaken and have shown the feasibility

of such a plan to eliminate low levels in the Great Lakes
during certain years and to help compensate during —
like the one that lasted from 1961 to 1964 — periods of

drought in the eastern United States. Auld also didn't let

on that crash socio-economic and ecological studies

have been undertaken within the region to be flooded, or

that Hydro, the Ministry of Natural Resources, and other

federal and even American departments have prepared
confidential reports, now housed in Toronto, on the topic.

The sellout plan
When you get right down to it, Canada isn't much of

a nation. Only 21 million people strung out along the
border of a vast wasteland too big to defend from any
major foreign power, and largely owned by the

Americans.

The only thing Canada has that is truly Canadian is

the water within its boundaries. Not even the soil or rocks

are our own. Those worth anything are American-owned,
and are shipped south for U.S. industries. Now, the

government has plans for the final giveaway — our water.

As it now stands, most people in southern Ontario

haven't really given the thought of this prospect much
attention. It seems too remote an idea; too 'science

fictioney' to ever happen here. Well, tell that to the people

along the Columbia, or the Skagit River Valley, or the

Manitoba community of South Indian Lake. Water diver-

sion projects do happen; sellouts have occurred, and are

on the planning boards.

Thunder Bay's Dam the Dams committee has been
doing a great deal of snooping and campaigning against

the Northern Ontario "water plot" which would see all

major rivers controlled, and to a large extent held, in a

collection basin the size of Lake Superior. This water

would also be diverted south wherever necessary and in

whatever quantity desired fpr American use. There would

be a 50,000 square mile area flooded by the project north

of Lake Nipigon.

The campaign's aim is simple: to prevent the

construction of dams and diversion projects before they

get started and halt those already in progress. At the

moment, two Ontario rivers — the Ogoki River (1943) and
Long Lake (1939) — have been diverted for power

projects and flow into the Great Lakes. The massive, new
plan Is slated for this same general area.
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'Northern vision'

shrouded in secrecy

History of water

diversion
Thadee Wilgot, chief of the Institute of Hydrography

at the University Marie Curie-Sklodowska in Lublin,

Poland noted last year that Canada is one of the five

countries with adequate water to supply the world.

Canada, he stressed, will be the logical supplier for the

United States. He concluded that only three U.S. regions

can guarantee water for the next 25 years, even though

there is more water per person in that country in

comparison to Europe. The problem is that most of its

surface fresh water is polluted.

The lack of clean water was also realized by the

Ralph M. Pearsons Company of Los Angeles when they

proposed the North American Water and Power Alliance

(NAWAPA) in 1964. This plan, costing $100 billion over a

25 to 30 year construction period, would collect water
from as far as the Yukon and transport it by the Rocky
Mountain Trench to the southern California aqueduct
network, and even supply parts of Mexico. The United

States Senate endorsed the plan in 1966.

There was also a central plan, the Canadian Great

Lakes Waterway (CENAWP), which would collect water

from the Peace and Athabaska, the North Saskatchewan,
Qu'Appell Rivers, and Lake Winnipeg as well as Ontario

rivers flowing to Hudson and James Bay.

In 1966, Pearsons Company estimates said Canada
would need to spend approximately $40 billion to pay Its

part of the NAWAPA scheme, and for this Canada would
earn $4 billion annually from hydro rates and investment.

This $40 billion, of course, would have to be borrowed
from the U.S. with an annual eight per cent interest rate

worth about $3.2 billion. Having to pay the annual interest

rate plus annual operating costs, it is likely that Canada
would spend more yearly than it would earn from
NAWAPA, putting us into perpetual debt. The Mackenzie
Valley pipeline project is peanuts compared to this

proposed plan.

The NAWAPA plan was not fully bought by
Canadians, even though some political figures were
advocating the project. A month before his death,
General A.G.L. McNaughton called the plan "a mon-
strous concept, a diabolic thesis." Experience gained
from the Columbia River sellout was still fresh in his

mind.

Even though McNaughton said the situation was too
hazardous to be left to giant U.S. corporations, other
Canadians thought there was merit in the concepts. In

December, 1965, John Turner, the man touted by some
as the possible successor to Pierre Trudeau, spoke in

Washington as the then parliamentary assistant to the
Minister of Northern Affairs and Natural Resources to the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce. He said Canada may use its

water resources as a trade lever to pry its way into U.S.
markets and to drag industry into Canada's northland.

The Globe and Mail editorial of the day saw the
potential water sell out as one big international poker
game, a game that Canada would not benefit from if "it is

filched, thrown in too early, held too long, or traded for
worthless tender." Even so, the concept in their eyes was
good and they blamed federal-provincial feuding as the
only hold up In the construction of diversion projects

In the same issue, opposite the editorial page there
was a large story written by Thomas W. Kierans. He too
was advocating the "Grand scheme for Canada's liquid
assets — wafer for sale".

And, why shouldn't he advocate the plan? After all it

was the same man who brought out the first such plan for
Inter-basin transfer of water. His 1959 Great Replenish-
ment and Northern Development Canal project called for
the dyking of James Bay, collecting the fresh water In the
bay, then pumping the water down the Ottawa, to Lake
Nlppissing and the French River to Georgian Bay. From
there, the 'surplus' would be pumped out in Chicago,

Detroit, Cleveland, or Buffalo and into American
waterways and homes.

At the bottom of the story in italics The Globe

explained, "Mr. Kierans, a professional engineer, has just

completed a survey of Canada's water resources for the

national resources committee of the Canadian Chamber
of Commerce." By coincidence, Turner had spoken to

the U:S. Chamber of Commerce that very same week!

By December, 1968, at the seminar on Continental

Use of Arctic-Flowing Rivers held at Pullman
Washington, the Canadian position had changed. The
waters in the Great Lakes, after all, were rising now, the

drought conditions of the eastern U.S. ended by 1966,

and people had begun to demand that water pollution be
cleaned up — on both sides of the borders.

Assistant Deputy Minister (water) of the Department
of Energy Mines and Resources A.T. Davidson stated

water research was taking place in the Canadian north.

This included joint federal-provincial studies on the

quantity and quality of five Ontario river systems draining

into Hudson and James Bay — however, no attempt had
been made to develop an understanding of our current

and anticipated requirements.

Although stating that the Canadian government's
policy was "not to develop its water resources except on
a foundation of knowledge as to Its supply and the

expected demands thereon," Davidson left the door
open, saying, "One alternative use of water that might be
considered in the planning phase of river basin
management could be inter-basin diversion of a portion

of the annual flow," and that the resolution of some of our
diverse domestic problems may include large scale
inter-basin water transfers."

Another seminar participant, E. Roy Tinney, had
been director of the State of Washington Water Research
Centre and was now director of water planning for the
Policy and Planning Branch of Canada's Department of

Energy, Mines and Resources. Before his appointment,
Tinney was a great advocate of the Central North
American Water Plan (CeNAWP). This plan involved

damming the rivers flowing out of the plains and diverting

the water south to the U.S. via either the Red and
Missouri Rivers or the Great Lakes, or both.

The water sellout was still a hot topic in February,
1970. By now, the Ontario and Canadian governments
were doing extensive work in northern Ontario, and the
United States Army had even sent engineers to Lake
Nipigon to study ice conditions the previous year.

Under Parliamentary cross-examination by
Conservative G.H. Aiken and then NDP leader T.C.
Douglas, Resources Minister Joe Greene had to flatly

state that no Canadian water could be sold without
approval of the Canadian government, and that the
government was not contemplating giving any such
approval. The Opposition wasn't satisfied, saying there
was a likelihood of an "exchange package" of natural
resources.

Greene dismissed the opposition by quoting John
Diefenbaker. As Prime Minister in May, 1961, Diefen-
baker termed the proposal "impractable from an
economic point of view on the basis of the engineering
data available at this time" But, engineers had been
working in the north since August, 1965 and additional
research was becoming available to governments for
evaluation.

Northern Ontario
The rivers of Ontario's northland are very big, with

few settlements along their banks.
The Albany, for example, starts at Lake Joseph near

Sioux Lookout, and runs east to James Bay. It drains an
area of 53,000 square miles and includes a number of
large tributaries, among them the Kenogamik, Nagami,
Pagwachuan, Kabinakagami and Ogoki Rivers. The river
is still undeveloped and unpopulated with the exception
of isolated Indian communities. It is 650 miles long.

The Attawapiskat is almost as long, 500 miles

approximately, with only two communities along th«w
river. The Winish River flowing to Hudson Bay is only 25u
miles long, but drains 26,000 square miles. Most of the

river is protected as Wild River Provincial Park.

The last major river system under investigation for

diversion and power potential by federal and provincial

employees was the Severn. This river, 610 miles in

length, offers both beauty and solitude. There is only one
settlement along its course from Sandy Lake to Fort

Severn. The region is true wilderness.

Engineering feasibility studies and mapping of

possible diversion of routes southward and into the Great
Lakes have been undertaken. And, of course, there have
been the inevitable sociological studies of the native

population.

Very little hard core data has even been made
public — most of it is secret. The Co-ordinating

Committee on Northern Ontario Water Resources
Studies Sixth Progress Report to the governments of

Canada and Ontario was released in November, 1968. It

states, "Approximately four miles of levelling was carried

out south of the Pipestone River to complete a level grid

extending from Pipestone River to the northern boundary
of the Ogoki River and interconnecting structure sites

along the Agutua glacial moraine. These sites were

investigated in 1967 in connection with an engineerings
f

feasibility study of a scheme for using the Agutua
moraine as a diversion barrier. A topographic survey by
the transit-stadia method was completed for a dam site

on the Ogoki River at Whiteclay Lake to investigate the

feasibility of providing additional storage required to

regulate increased diversion flow to the Great Lakes. In

addition, work described below was carried out in

connection with engineering feasibility studies of power
development on the Albany River and of diverting water

to the Albany River from streams further north."

Also in 1969, Ontario Water Resources Commission
(OWRC) released its Data for Northern Ontario Water
Resources Studies, 1966-68. Again, the diversion theme
appeared. On page one, it observed, "In October 1965,

the Prime Minister of Canada and the Premier of Ontario

announced that the government of Canada and Ontario

had agreed to undertake a series of co-ordinated studies

on Ontario's northern water resources and related

economic developments. . . Most of the work is being
undertaken in five large river basins draining to Hudson
Bay and James Bay."

"The Co-ordinating Committee prepared a

statement of objectives for the studies to be carried out

separately by agencies of the two governments, as
follows: With respect to waters draining James Bay and
Hudson Bay in Ontario, to assess the quantity and quality

of water resources for all purposes; to determine presen *V
and future requirements for such waters; and to assess
alternative possibilities tor utilization of such waters
locally or elsewhere through diversion."

By May, 1969, the Seventh Progress Report of the
Co-ordinating Committee was released and again
revealed interesting investigations in the region. The
federal Surveys and Mapping Branch had "compiled the
preliminary mapping of a possible diversion route

between the Attawpiskat and Albany Rivers. . A poten-
tial diversion route between Winisk Lake and the At-

tawapiska River was also mapped by the (engineering)
division."

Diversion plans were ready; ready for the right

poker game, and the right political climate, the right

American drought, and silent Canadians. This is the state

we are in now. Given the right conditions, fhe green light

could be given immediately.

Manitoba's inter-basin

transfer
Water has yet to be shipped to the U.S. But, already

Canadian waterways are being diverted to satisfy

American power needs.

In Manitoba, ambitious plans to divert the Churchill
River to the Nelson River fell through when the
sponsoring provincial government got turfed out of

office. Instead, a modified diversion scheme in which
South Indian Lake will be flooded (although by less than
a foot) has been approved by the Schreyer government.

Lake Winnipeg now has control dams at its north
end. This will allow a constant flow for the Nelson 1 River
from two sources, and the major power development at

KettleRapids. near Gillam, and others proposed down-
stream will generate not only Manitoba hydro, but also
power for export.

At the Kettle Rapids site, only 75 men will be requir-
ed to staff the plan when it's completely functional. The
entire operation would be automatically controlled from
Winnipeg, 660 miles away. Power is also being shipped
by direct current for the first time in Canada. By using
direct current, only two lines are required to carry the
power, and less line loss would occur. All this added up
to the fact that power could for the first time be
transmitted over very long distances at less expense.

Ontario, in fact alt of North America, is watching the
Manitoba experiment. And, if all goes according to plan,
the northern Ontario water control projects will be
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SIPINTO
SOMETHING

SOMETHING
NATURAL.

CANAQUA Pure refreshing spring water. From its

source, deep in the heart of the Laurentian Mountains,
where nature lies untouched. CANAQUA - we add
nothing. Bottled pure, it is brought to you in

hermetically sealed, table-ready
j

decanters. Delicious chilled,

mixed with fruit juice, coffee,

_ tea or whatever spirits
move you. So sip into something new, something
natural - something so good for you I

CANAQUA. At your supermarket
or grocer; ask for it!

PUREMOUMAINSPRING^ WtfER

Canadian water is already being sold by the jug south of the border. If diversion projects now being planned come about, whole rivers will be 'traded'

possibly even given away, to the United States.

shipping power to as far away as Toronto. New York, and
Detroit. The grid system is endless.

But, what about the natives? At Gillam, the Swampy
Cree band didn't benefit from the power plant. The
reservoir had destroyed the river valley for game, so now
the Indians hunted as scavengers at the local dump. The
town's taxi driver put 60,000 miles in a single year —
driving the native people to the dump. "I'd leave them
there for an hour, then come back and get them. They
would have boxes of left-over food from the camp at the

dam. Sometimes, the food was rotten, but they would eat

it anyway. Some got sick; some died." Will this be the fate

of the Indians of northern Ontario?

The water plot
Harry Achneepineskum of Ogoki, who spearheads

the Dam the Dams campaign, is one of the many who are

worried. "For five years now, people in the northern parts

of northwestern Ontario have known that surveys of the

water resources in our northern areas have been in

Y-jpgress," he recently wrote.

They suspected, he continues, that the surveys were
connected with water diversion plans to the U.S., despite
provincial and federal government dismissals of the

northern activity as 'just a study'.

It wasn't until late August, 1971 that the Dam the
Dams campaign committee had collected enough money
to finance an aerial survey of a portion of the region to be
affected by the diversion scheme outlines in government
documents. It was only then, high above the wilderness
of northern Ontario, that they were able to see the reality

of the battle that they were fighting.

They recorded these findings in their report: "We . .

.

landed at Marten Falls (Indian Reserve) where we
learned that the clearings were first observed in 1968 and
appeared to be about one year old at that time. No
residents of the reserve had been employed on this work
even though the community is less than an hour away by
boat.

"A 30 year old Ojibway medic at the community of

Ogoki said the 200 plus residents of the Ogoki Reserve

had been warned that they will have to move to a new
land site because of flooding 'for a hydroelectric water

diversion'.

But he added that the people of Ogoki have no
intention of moving or allowing their river to be diverted

in any way.

We have not been officially told the dams are being
built, but 18 miles down river and 20 miles up river the
slashing of sites has already been completed as part of a
plan to give water to the U.S.

"We have learned this is the reason for white men
taking samplings and testing on our river. And we have
no intention, no matter the reason, of allowing any dams
to be built."

At Pickle Lake, Ontario Department of Lands and
Forests officials showed the survey team maps of several
proposed dam sites. The work, the officials told their

visitors, was being done by Department of Energy.
Mines, and Resources field crews "using unmarked
rented vehicles".

The residents of Central Patricia, the team later

learned, "are pretty upset about what we are hearing...

There has to be an awful lot of thinking before the course
of nature is changed," according to the local Anglican
minister, Reverend A.R. Ohner.

"Some federal people have told us the overall

magnitude of the project will dwarf anything ever done in

Canada before. And, they added, studies up to now show
enough to follow through with the complete diversion

program," he added.

At Kingfisher Lake, a branch settlement of Big Trout
Indian Reserve, a member of the band council told the

team, it reported, "that his band council had never been
consulted about any water diversion scheme, although
they had heard reports of such things. After we told him
what we knew, he was quick to point out the threatsuch a
scheme would hold for his people. . .

.

"We will not be happy. It will destroy our hunting and
trapping lands. It the land is destroyed, we will be
destroyed too. The animals in the forest and the fishes in

the water are the things that give us life. If they go, what
will become of us?"

At two other Indian reserves, the response was
similar.

The latest investigation
This wasn't the last aerial reconnaissance mission to

be flown in the area, however. This fall, a CBC Weekend
television crew went north and covered the same rivers

and reserves. On November 5, 1972, the program
revealed to most of the Canadian public for the first time

that, yes indeed, some waterways were going to be
dammed in the forest.

For two and a half weeks after the airing of the show,
the provincial government remained silent. And, the, only
after Opposition questions dealing with the diversion
project did Auld say that no diverting of waters would be
done until the area was studied.

For five or six years now, studies of northern
Ontario's water, forests, climate and people have been
completed.

A crash ecology operation over the entire northern
Ontario region has been undertaken. Whether these
surveys were to further assist the diversion work, or

whether it was to save some unique plant life before the
project is started, is now known.

The northern Ontario diversion area isn't the biggest
inter-basin transfer plan. However, it is the closest and
the one that seems, at this moment at least, ready to be
transposed from the drawing board to the field.

Whose vision?
Current estimates put the United States water

shortage at between 50 and 100 billion gallons in 10
years; unless, of course, other sources are found.

Northern Ontario would be an ideal source. Via the

Great Lakes, the water could easily be transported to

approximately two-thirds of the people of the United

States. The Great Lakes are the natural waterway to the

heartland of both countries.

Unfortunately, great climatic and ecological damage
is bound to occur when such a project is carried out.

Some scientists even fear a major imbalance with the

marine plant life in Hudson Bay which could still further

limit the world's supply of oxygen.

We just don't seem to know all the answers to the

riddles of the north. We haven't studied it long enough.
When are the people of Canada to be told the full

story of the diversion project by the federal and the

Ontario governments? Why have the people's plans and
ideas about their north been totally ignored?

Who is the northern vision for? And, what are the

objectives? These priorities have to be decided before

any northern development is allowed to take place.

Information supplied by
Dam the Dams Campaign

General Delivery,

Thunder Bay V, Ontario.
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McGill students to stage day care rally

MONTREAL (CUP) —
Students al McGill University will

stage a mass rally today to solicit

support for a university day care

centre and to back a two week old

occupation of a common room.

About 35 parents, children and

student supporters took over the

common room on the eighth floor of

The Leacock Building early January

30. and vowed they would stay until

the administration met their

demands or the police arrested

them. So far. morale has remained

high.

The occupiers are demanding the

university provide facilities and

money for daycare facilities for

McGill students, faculty, and staff,

and members of the surrounding

community. They also demand the

university agree to foot part of the

Pollution laws framed

in private: lawyer
By DAVE LINE

Anti-pollution laws are drafted by civil servants who seldom consult the

public, charged David Estrin of the Evironmenlal Law Association, last

week.

Speaking to 1 50 people in the Medical Sciences Auditorium at the 1 0th

Annual Conference on Law and Contemporary Affairs, Estrin asserted lhat

civil services have the power to frame legislation in public because elected

politicians are often ignorant of environmental protection and therefore

must rely on the expertise of the public service.

Estrin suggested that the public be given an opportunity to "protect and

pursue its interests." He said citizens must have some form of review before

a law is put into effect, and suggested the courts could provide this function.

Estrin said a problem is that "there are a lot orold fossils on the judicial

bench, "whom he called '"precedent-bound pedantics". He contended that

these "fat cat" judges and lawyers are often most concerned with protecting

the status quo.

Panelist John Swan, a U of T law professor, agreed that there are

difficulties in the legal approach.

He said laws, like maxims, give only broad guidelines, and are often

based on extremely critical value judgments. He noted that the judicial

process- is expensive and can be corrupted.

Another law professor, Albert Abel, took this criticism one step farther.

He drew an analogy between the automobile and the environment, to

show the ineffectiveness of institutionalized legal controls. He said traffic

laws are very loosely enforced, illustrating the difficulty of enforcing social

controls.

U.S. evironmenlal lawyer Victor Yannacone, summing up the

discussion, said, "to light one candle is belter than to curse the darkness,

even if it is a firecracker".

He suggested the time has come for everyone to stop meditating and

make a positive contribution toward solving the problem.

bill with parents paying on a sliding

scale based on ability to pay. They

want immediate facilities for about

50 children.

Plans for a university-sponsored

centre have been stalled by a delay

in moving the Spanish department

out of a building slated for day care.

More than 3,000 people have

signed a petition supporting their

demands, and many McGill groups

have expressed solidarity and helped

gather supplies.

On January 26 the McGill baby

care co-op was told to leave an

unused language laboratory it had

been utilizing as an unofficial day

care since last November.

On February I, the adminis-

tration issued two ultimatums to

the occupiers. In a letter delivered

hy Sam Kingdon, Chairman ol

the space allocations committee,

the administration said the presence

of children constituted a fire

hazard, and they must leave by

7 pm. Others occupiers were to leave

by 1 1 , because the building closed to

the general public then, the ul-

timatum said.

After a brief meeting the

occupiers decided to send the

children home by the 7 pm deadline,

but to remain themselves.

More than 40 people joined the

occupation and despite Kingdon's

threats, the university made no

attempt to remove the occupiers by

force.

The occupying forces have

established the "Alliance for Child

Care" to support the efforts of the

baby care co-op.

The McGill situation is similar to

one at The University of Toronto,

where a women's group occupied a

university-owned house in August

1969 after the university had

claimed it had no space available for

day care. The university allowed the

group to remain and establish a

centre for children under the age of

two, but by the spring the provincial

government demanded massive

renovations to bring the centre up to

provincial standards.

A dramatic 24-hour occupation of

the university senate chamber in late

march 1 970 persuaded the ad-

ministration to contribute enough

money to pay for renovations.

In April 1972, a similar group

occupied an unused university

building and turned it into a day

care center for children over the age

of two. The occupation is still con-

tinuing, with the university trying to

find alternative accommodation for

the group, before it turns the

building into its own administration-

run day care centre.

Developer attacks landbanking
By LARRY KRAUSS

"To most of us here, and certainly

to me, government landbanking is

not the answer" to high housing

costs, stated Keith Morley, newfy

elected president of the Housing and

Urban Development Association of

Canada (HUDAC).
Speaking to a luncheon meeting

Thursday of HUDAC, the associa-

tion through which the building in-

dustry voices its point of view,

Morley emphasized that the land

banking scheme proposed by the

federal government does not provide

real solutions to rising house costs.

The land-bank scheme

introduced by urban affairs

minister. Ron Basford proposes that

the government pour federal money
into housing and land assembly in

and around ihe urban areas.

"We may not agree with the

emphasis placed by Mr. Basford on

Government ownership of land,"

continued Morley. However, we

cannot overlook the merits of his

intentions to work with all parties to

.seek and implement proper
solutions." continued Morley.

"Residential lot prices rose by 50

per cent in the Metro Toronto area

last vear." he said. "Average prices

arc now between S17.000 and

$20.000.

"

The association feels that there

are many methods that the govern-

ment could introduce to effectively

reduce rising housing prices.

"Private enerprise has a lot of the

answers if they are allowed to

propose ihcm and be listened to."

staled Lloyd Gunby. a Mississauga

building developer.

Many association members fell

that ihe main pressure on land prices

results from the shortage of serviced

land for building and if ihe govern-

ment would flood the market with a

large supply of serviced land, the

price of land would fall merely by

economic laws of supply and de-

mand.
Other recommendations included

relaxation of a long list of restric-

tions on new subdivisions, such as

minimum loi si/e which is presently

at least 50 feet wide.

Gunby concluded that "the

industry is the one that is building

the houses and it is unfortunate that

Ihev are not listened to more
closelv."

NOTICE OF

SAC ELECTIONS
March 7 & 8

PRESIDENTIAL:
Campus-wide elections for SAC President, two Vice-

Presidents will take place on March 7 and 8. Nominations
open and campaigning starts Monday, February 19.

Voting is for a Presidential ticket consisting of a President
and two Vice-Presidents. One and only one member of

each ticket shall come from each of the three
constituencies:

1) Professional Faculties

2) Arts & Science, St. George Campus

3) Scarborough and Erindale

SAC REP:
Most local college and faculty councils have agreed to

conduct their SAC Rep elections on the same day as the

SAC Presidential elections. Details on SAC Rep elections

will be available by February 19.

CHIEF RETURNING OFFICER
A Chief Returning Officer is required for the SAC
Presidential Elections. This is a paid job and will require a
few hours per week starting NOW, increasing to about 30
hours during the week of the elections. Contact John
Helliwell at SAC if you are interested.

FURTHER INFORMATION
AND ELECTION RULES

FROM SAC

928-4911
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By BILL HUTUL
As a solution to [he complex

Prof calls for "restructuring of life"
problems oT maintaining en
vironmental quality, professoi

Daniel Cappon Friday called Tor a

"restructuring of life."

COUNCIL OF THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

NOTICE OF ELECTION

Student Nominations Open
Three student representatives will be elected for each of the four divisions of the Grad-
uate School. Nomination forms may be obtained at any graduate department office,
the Graduate Students Union office, and the School of Graduate Studies.
Student nominations will be open until February 21, 1973 at 4:00 p.m. Completed- no-
mination forms must be returned to the Office of The School of Graduate Studies prior
1o this time to be valid.

Elected members will serve for one year until June 30, 1 974.
Election will be by mailed ballot.

CONSTITUENCIES-THREE REPRESENTATIVES EACH
DIVISION I The Humanities
Classical Studies

Comparative Literature

Drama
East Asian Studies

English

French Language & Literature

Germanic Languages & Literature

History

History of Art

History & Philosophy of Science & Technology
Islamic Studies
Italian & Hispanic Languages & Literature

Llnauistic Studies

Medieval Studies i

Music
Near Eastern Studies

Philosophy

Sanskrit S Indian Studies

Slavic Languages S Literatures

DIVISION III The Physical Sciences

Aerospace Science and Engineering

Applied Statistics

Architecture

Astronomy
Bio-Medical Electronics

Chemical Engineering

Chemistry
Civil Engineering

Computer Science
Electrical Engineering

Environmental Sciences & Engineering

Geology
Industrial Engineering

Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering

Metallurgy & Materials Science
Physics

DIVISION II The Social Sciences
Anthropology

Criminology

Culture & Technology
Education Theory
Geography
Industrial Relations

International Studies

Law
Library Science

Management Studies

Political Economy
Quantitative Analysis of Social &

Economic Policy

Russian & Eastern European Studies

Social & Health Services

Social Work
Sociology

Urban & Community Studies

Urban & Regional Planning

Management Studies

DIVISION IV The Life Sciences

Anatomy
Biochemistry

Botany
Clinical Biochemistry

Dentistry

Food Sciences

Forestry

Hygiene
Immunology
Medical Biophysics

Medical Science

Nursing

Pathological Chemistry

Pathology

Pharmacology
Pharmacy
Physiology

Psychiatry

Psychology

Surgery
Zoology

GOVERNING COUNCIL OF THE UNIVERSITY

ELECTION REMINDER
Prospective candidates for election to the Governing Council are reminded that

nomination papers must be filed by noon on Monday, February 1 2th, 1 973. Nomina-

tion forms and copies of the regulations (Election Guidelines) covering the election

are available from the Office of the Governing Council, Simcoe Hall, or the Regis-

trars' offices at Scarborough and EriMale Colleges.

There are vacancies in four teaching staff constituencies, all eight seats in the

three student categories, and one seat in the administrative staff constituency.

Nominations must be signed by the following number of nominators:

teaching staff - 10
graduate students - 15

full-time undergraduate
students - 50
part-time undergraduate
students - 15
administrative staff - 20

Present members of Governing Council whose terms expire on June 30th next

may be nominated again if they are continuing in the same constituencies for which

they were elected in 1972. Those elected this year for the teaching staff and ad-

ministrative staff constituencies will serve for three years from July 1st, 1973, and

for student constituencies for one year, as required by the University of Toronto Act,

1971.

Descriptions of the constituencies were published in The Varsity of January 24th

last. Enquiries or requests for further information should be directed to the Office of

the Governing Council at 928-2160.

Election shall be by mailed ballot.

Cappon, who leaches environ-

ment;! I studies al York Univer-

sity, said al an environmental

conference session that he would

have to "return to his drawing

boards" to accomplish this task.

Cappon feels thai the attitudes of

many people toward environmental

concerns need changing. He
questioned the necessity of great

emphasis on material consumption
and its value to the quality of life.

U of T zoology chairman Donald
Chant expressed fears that it is

dangerous not to take decisive

measures to protect "our en-

vironment and thus ourselves." The
speakers agreed that too much lime

is spent trying to pinpoint Ihe -ul-

timate cause of man's destruction of

his environment instead of doing

something about it.

The session emphasized that there

are many dimensions to en-

vironmental problems, and that

solutions must come from a variety

of disciplines, such as ecology,

biology, engineering, economics,

sociology, and law.

Emission from cars, electric

power generators, and industrial

processes was given as a major cause

of pollution by U of T industrial

engineering professor Arthur
Porter. He explained that with more
efficient systems of energy use, there

would be less pollution.

Further growth of Toronto was
opposed and government planning

lo reduce concentrations of people
in the city was proposed by On-
tario Deputy Minister of the En-
vironment Everett Biggs. Govern-
ment plans arc designed to en-

courage more growth in Toronto's

suburbs and other cities that aren't

as crowded, he said.

Profs support strike
MONTREAL (CUP!)— Students at I'Universite du Quebec a

Montreal are continuing their general strike against the proposed expulsion

of 3.000 students, despite attempts by the administration to infiltrate their

ranks,

The university has been effectively closed by student picket lines. The
faculty union, Le syndicat des professeurs de I'Universite di Quebec (CSN),
is respecting the picket lines.

The strike began January 25 to protest an administration order that all

students who owed the university money would be expelled on January 26.

(The provincial government has since extended the deadline to February 1 5.

Students want it removed and want to be able lo re-pay their debts within

three years after leaving the university and entering the labor force.)

At a meeting Sunday, students strongly resisted an attempt to split full

and part-time and day and evening students by holding separate meetings.

Earlier, about 12,000 letters had been mailed to the students

announcing a separate meeting.

Many other delaying tactics failed, and after three hours of debate on

whether to continue the strike, students voted almost unanimously to keep it

going. The handful of defeated anli-strike students left immediately.

Don McKenzie presents

MOST CHILDREN HIS AGE

a play by

GRAHAM JACKSON
U.C. Playhouse

79A St. George St.

Feb. 7-10

50 G at the door.

THIS WEEK AT SMC

CITY GOVERNMENT SEMINARS
Thursday, February 8:

Aldermen Dan Heap and William Archer

Brennan Hall Lounge

Coming:
Mayor Crombie; Aldermen Kilbourn,

Earys, Johnson; James Lorimer; E.A. Goodman

Friday & Saturday, Feb. 8 & 9:

FILM: "McCABE AND MRS. MILLER"

JOURNAL CONTEST:

Poetry, Photography, Prose, etc. — Deadline extended until

Feb. 28. Phone 923-8893 for details.

SPONSORED BY
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE STUDENTS' UNION
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Labour body calls for state control of Bell

OTTAWA (CUP) — The Canadian

Labor Congress (CLC) called last

week Tor the nationalization of Bell

Canada claiming the Canadian

Transport Commission (CTC) can-

not effectively regulate Bell's

operations.

The CLC presented a 23-page

hiief to the CTC which condemned

Bell's proposed rate increases

because they would cause hardship

to "the old, the infirm, the disabled,

the unemployed, the pensioners on

fixed incomes, the underprivileged,

and native peoples residing in the

regions of northern Quebec.

Labrador, and the Northwest

Territories".

Bell wants to increase the basic

rate for telephones from $5.40 to

55.80 per month. It also wants to

double inslalalion charges from $l l

to 522; double pay phone charges

By DON MOWAT
There is a "great temptation" on

the part of community colleges to

produce "environmental scientists",

staled professor P.H.Jones at the

Faculty of Education on Monday

afternoon. Jones is director of the

Institute of Environmental Sciences

and Engineering at U of T.

Some community colleges "have

actually fallen for this bait," he said.

from 10 to 20 cents per call; create a

"directory assistance charge" of 25

cents per item except in the case of a

number not in the phone directory,

from a blind caller, or calls tendered

from a hospital or hotel room; and

increased service charges On long

distance calls and on the per minute

overtime rate. ,

The CLC charged the CTC is not

protecting the public's interest, but

Bell Canada's, and suggested the

"regulator has become the

regulated".

The Congress' brief details what it

says is illegal profit-taking con-

ducted by Bell since I958 in viola-

lion of rulings made by the

Commission and the Board of

Transport Commissioners (BTC)

The Board is the CTC's predecessor.

in I967 Bell's earnings reached

"It must be recognized that you

cannot produce a specialized

generalist," he concluded.

The university affords a "unique

situation" for environmental studies

because of its combination of

research and teaching Jones said.

However, he cited the problem of a

lack of interdisciplinary com-

munication as a serious impediment

lo environmental studies.

6.8 per cent and climbed to a high of

6.9 per cent in 1 969. The profit

range for that period set by the

Commission and the Board was

between 6.2 per cent and 6.6. per

cent.

Bell controls 6,000,000 of the

9,700.000 phones in Canada.

In attacking Bell's charges for

services as excessive, ihe CLC com-

pared the cost of a telephone in

metropolitan areas with over I00,-

000 users.

Calgary-Edmonton S4.25 (public)

Winnipeg, $3.90 (public)

Burlington, Ont.: 55.80 (Bell)

Quebec City: 55 .90 { Bell)

The main reason Bell gives for the

requested increases is that "its rate

of return is so far below the level of a

fair and reasonable rate of return

under existing circumstances and

conditions that the company's finan-

Jones mentioned the same lack of

communication as it applies to the

industrial, governmental and public

sectors. Experts from each of these

sectors may be able to agree on the

nature of a particular environmental

problem, but they may disagree as

lo the proper solution. Jones

therefore urged that an "attempt to

develop communications" be made,

to hridge the "vacuum between

policy-making levels."

He also asserted that

environmental education has

become "a popular topic at all levels

of education" and that it is highly

significant "because it involves

survival."

Jones rejected any suggestion that

environmental studies was a dis-

cipline in the traditional sense, but

viewed it rather as "a thread which

runs through all subjects." En-

vironmental education begins "in

what we have traditionally called

up-bringing," he maintained.

rial strength is seriously weakened."

Bell says rate increases are

"necessary lo make telephone

shares a more attractive in-

vestment". The 1 973 requests will

merely "prevent deterioration of the

profit position of the company"

while those for I974 will "improve

profit and thus improve the ability

of the company to raise capital."

Bell's financial profile is much

belter than the corporation is willing

lo admit. A brief submitted to the

SKI
Accomodation
Inn In The Valley

Student Rate $5.00/person/

night phone 519-599-5099

1 mile from Talisman

Electrical, Radio and Machine

Workers of America (UE) is very

enlightening.

"Bell Canada's net earning in

1 970 were $210,759,000. Net in-

come, after interest, discounts and

premiums on longer term debt was

declared to be 5133,262,000. This

figure when added to the declared

provision Tor depreciation of

$183,850,000, represents a cash flow

thourgh the corporated treasury for

that year in the amount of

$317,112,000."

The UE concludes "that the

amount mentioned is a formidable

sum and in our view it should be

more than enough lo maintain and

improve the technologic*! com-

petence of the company of the

company in providing service, es-

pecially domestic service." This idea

is supported by the fact that Bell's

net earnings "have increased in

every year since 1943 and in the

eighl years 1963-70, net earnings

have more than doubled." The UE

ARE YOU A LIBERAL?

(or curious?)

Drop In to a reception

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7
4-6 PM

BRENNAN HALL,
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.

U OFT STUDENT LIBERAL CLUB
For info, nil

Denlse 921-4716

or Libby 231-0276

Absence fee imposed
Students living in University

College residences and planning on

renting out their premises for

reading week should be aware of the

penalties before setting their rales.

A notice from U.C. Residence

Director E.M. Howarth addressed

lo all members of the residences

warns thai a fine of 510 plus a room

charge of three dollars per night will

be levied on members who allow

guests to stay in their rooms over-

night in their absence.

"Under no circumstances", the

memorandum slates, "are guests of

members allowed to remain over-

night in the residence during the

absence of a member."

Le cercle francais

de Victoria College
presente

TARDIEUSEMENT

VOIRE
avec

LA TROUPE
CAF^-THFJVTRE

deUofT
Fsstlnl da places an on acta

de Jean Tardleu

JEUOI. 8 FEVRIER, A 20H
au cafe-theatre

(sub-basement of Pratt Library

Victoria College)

The rule has been in force since

the residenkes were built, but, ac-

cording to Howarth, it "hasn't been

applied carefully." During the

Christmas holidays the "privelege

was abused", he said, so this is the

reason for ihe new emphasis on the

rule.

"Behavior is easier to control",

Howarth said, if members are in the

residences with their guests.

Arts and Science Students

February 15th
is the last date for you to

—drop an extra course or half-course without academic penalty

—transfer from full-time to part-time status

—withdraw from the faculty without academic penalty

—change your degree request (Third and Fourth Year students)

Discuss any of these with your College Registrar or the

Assistant Director, Division ot University Extension
before February 15th.

W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary

THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY,

THE CENTRE FOR RENAISSANCE STUDIES,
and

THE TORONTO
RENAISSANCE-REFORMATION COLLOQUIAM

Present Two Public Lectures
by

PROFESSOR ROBERT M. KINGDON

"The Protestant Reaction to the

St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre (1572)

TIME: 3:10 pm., February 8, 1973
PLACE: Room 19, Old Academic Building,

Victoria College
and

"The Catholic Reaction to the

St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre"

TIME: 8:00 p.m., February 8, 1973
PLACE: Faculty Club, 41 Wlllcocks St.,

Second Floor

l£) Design Canada
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SCHOLARSHIPS 1973-74

The National Design Council and the Department of Industry,

Trade and Commerce offer scholarships for graduate and post-

graduate studies in Industrial Design to:

• Design students who have successfully completed an

Industrial Design course at a recognized school;

• Designers, employed in industry, who have demonstrated

ability in Industrial Design but who do not have a recognized

degree or diploma;

• Designers, holding a degree or diploma, who want to amplify

their design studies on a post-graduate level;

• Dasigners. holding a degree in Industrial Design, who wish

to specialize in teaching.

Deadline for submissions is April 30, 1 973.

For application forms, write to:

Registrar,

'Design Canada' Scholarships,

Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce,
Ottawa, Ontario. K1A0H5

Environmental scientists assailed
CTC last March by the United said.

Student to be surveyed
Students will have a say in the Planning and Resources Committee

report on the objectives for the University of Toronto, said committee

chairman James Lewis last Thursday.

When asked how student feedback would be obtained. Lewis said

he was not yet sure but the first draft of the report would be out in

mid-March and at that time students could be surveyed for

suggestions.

The committee is dealing with future objectives for the university.

A report three members made to committee members outlined a

suggested approach stressing problems such as limits of growth,

priorities on producing "teacher-scholars," research, or un-

dergraduate training, and the moral and social responsibilities of the

university lo society.

Lewis said the committee is not particularly interested in the provinc

ncial governments report of the Commission on Postseconday educatio

education (COPSEO), as it represents only one administration's

viewpoint. The Planning and Resources committee's report is more

significant to the university as it may well set a precedent for the

future, said Lewis.
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Students use cafeteria to help unions
BU RNABY (CUP) — The students

and workers at Simon Fraser
University have scored what they

term "a partial success" in their

fight to have Kraft products and
non-union lettuce removed from the

university's cafeterias.

The cafeteria workers have
reached an agreement with their

employer, Mannings, on a new con-

tract and have succeeded in having a

clause included which should pre-

vent Mannings from using Kraft

products, or non-union lettuce, or

any other non-union products.

The clause was promoted by a

group of students who set up an
alternate lunch counter last

November to provide an alternative

to the university's cafeterias, which

are all operated by Mannings. The

lunch counter challenged the
caterer's monopoly contract with
the university administration,
provided better quality food at lower
prices, and promoted the Kraft and
lettuce boycotts.

The cafeteria worker's contract
with Manning expired at the end of

December and by mid-January a

strike appeared imminent. The
lunch counter worker-students,
members of the IWW (Industrial

Workers of the World), offered to

support Manning's workers by
closing down the lunch counter and
joining the picket lines, provided

that Mannings stopped handling

boycotted products.

An lllh hour settlement avoided

a strike but included the clause

stipulating that Mannings must use

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

THE HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
presents

JANE CUTLER, flautist
playing

GLUCK, BACH, HINDEMITH
MUSIC ROOM, 1:00 P.M.

TOMORROW, THURSDAY FEB. 8

towards
a

christian

life

a series of talks on the basics of the Christian faith designed to act as

springboard tor personal refreshment and renewal.

Feb. 7 - Haw. Ross Crlghton on " Prayar"

Feb. 14 - Rev. Ross Crighlon on "Euchirfst"

Feb. 21 - Rev. Desmond Hunt on "Dlsclpleship"

Wednesday 8 pm

st. mary's
40 Westmoreland Avenue

n. of Bfoor - e. of DufYerin

Ross C Crighron, Rector

Arts and Science
Council Elections

Nominations will open Monday, February 19th, 1973

for membership on the Council of the Faculty of Arts

and Science and its committees for 1 973-74. A list of

vacancies will be available at that time.

W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary

union-made products. (Non-union
products may only be used when
union products are not available.)

"We only consider this to be a

partial success," said one or the

lunch counter worker-students.

"There are still Kraft products and
non-union lettuce in the cafeterias.

Mannings has not had time to make
the change over yet."

Both the Kraft boycott and the

Lettuce Boycott were called in

response to corporate control of the

food industry.

The lettuce boycott has been
called by Caesar Chavez and the

United Farm Workers to force cor-

porate farm interests to give lettuce

pickers improved wages and
working conditions. The same union

led The Grape Boycott a few years

ago and succeeded in winning better

pay and conditions for grape
pickers.

The Kraft Boycott has been called

by Canada's National Farmers
Union in an effort to fight the

growing domination of the Ontario

dairy industry by a few large cor-

porations, the largest being Kraft.

Kraft is the largest processor of

dairy products in North America. In

I969 its sales topped $2.6 billion. Its

profits are 3 times those of the next

largest corporation in the food

business.

The NFU is using the boycott to

force Kraft and the other corporate

interests to grant farmers collective

bargaining rights. Farmers will then

he able to negotiate For better prices

and other conditions.

In Toronto, a meeting will take

place tomorrow at 7:30 pm at St.

Paul's Avenue Road Church for

everyone interested in helping to

organize the Kraft Boycott.

The meeting will be held in the

church's ballet room. St. Paul's is

located at I2l Avenue Road.

Ontario fees strike

working, says OFS
Over 20,000 students across the

province have still not paid their

second instalment fees, Ontario
Federation of Students general co-

ordinator Craig Heron said last

week.

Heron said that 50 per cent

of students had not yet paid at

Lakchead and Laurenlian Univer-

sities, and over 5.000 had yet to pay
at both U of T and Carleton.

The most impressive, however, he

said, was York University where 66

per cent of the total enrolment has

not yet paid.

Twelve universities across

Ontario are participating in the fees

strike to protest cutbacks in

educational spending.

At U of T, the administration has

recently proved unwilling or unable

to provide accurate figures on how
many students still have not paid

their second term instalments.

Until last week, SAC received

daily figures from the administra-

tion, but since then vice-president

John Helliwell has been unable to

obtain similar information.

One problem is the recent

discovery that the administration's

figures of those with payments out-

standing included those who last

spring made deposits on their fees

but failed to register. Sincoe Hall is

still attempting to sort out the

number of those in this category,

Helliwell said.

EDITOR
THE VARSITY

The Varsity Board of Directors invites applications for the

position of Editor-in-Chief of The Varsity for the 1973-74

academic year. The Editor is responsible to the Board in all

matters affecting the newspaper. As the job carries

considerable authority, applicants should submit detailed

proposals for the management of the paper. These may
include proposed changes in the current format, editorial

policy, or internal structure, and names of prospective staff.

The amount available for production staff salaries in recent

years has ranged from $8,350 to $12,100 per publishing year,

including a salary of $3,150 for a full time editor.

Applicants will be interviewed both by the current Varsity

staff and the Board of Directors, with the Board making the

final decision. The editor may be removed from his or her

post only by concurrent decision of The Varsity staff and the

Board.

Address written applications to:

Jack Gray
Chairman
Varsity Board of Directors

91 St. George St.

Toronto 5

Closing date lor submission

5 p.m., Wednesday, February 14, 1973

SAC waifs

for views

on report
SAC will wait for further

reaction to the Commission
on Post-Secondary Educa-

tion report released last

Thursday before reaching a

position of its own.

A position paper on the

commission's draft report

last spring was never
Lido pied by a general
meeting of the council,

leaving this year's SAC
without an official stand.

The unofficial position

was written by last year's

SAC president Bob
Spencer, vice-president Phil

Dack, present Ontario
Federation of Students

general coordinator Craig

Heron and the education

commision, headed by Dan
Leckie, now a school
trustee.

"We wrote a working

paper based on distributing

7,000 copies of the draft

report conducting campus
wide discussions and ap-

proximalely 1. 000 in-

terviews," Leckie explained

yeslerday.

The Leckie-Spencer brief

has many close parallels to

the final report.

The most significant

change recommended in the

student brief and supported

by the commission was a

revamping of the grant

scheme to allow students to

receive grants for five years

instead of three. Also, age ol

dependence regulations are

more lenient, than in the

draft.

The SAC brief also

suggested four i nstead of

three central coordinating

boards to advise the govern-

ment on education policy

and rejected their possible

role tn program approval.

These were also adopted by

in the final report.

SAC vice-president Johrv

Helliwell said yeslerday that

council will wait to discuss a

response to the report until

after campus wide
discussions.

Helliwell said he was

"quite impressed" with the

COPSEO report. "It's not

something we should reject

out of hand,".

ActA
ART

PHOTOGRAPHY

POETRY

PROSE

Mail contributions to Acta

Victoriana, c/o VUSAC Of-

fice, Victoria University, 73

Queen's Park Crescent East.

Toronto, or leave them In

Acta's mail box in the VUSAC
office on the main floor ot

Wymilwood by February 20,

1973.
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Computer Sci chairman speaks

Everyone should know basics of computers
By BILL HUTUL

Everyone should know the basics

of computer science, while others

should be learning all there is to

know about this field of study, said

U of T computer science chairman

T.E.Hull, last week.

Hull discussed computers in terms

of the teaching of computing, the

use of computers in the applications

to other subjects, information

systems, and computer assisted

instruction.

He demonstrated that learning

the basics of computing was easy.

He compared the language and

programming to following a recipe

or knitting instructions, described

by computer scientists as an

algorithm.

Computers are being applied to

biology chemistry, physics, psy-

chology, economics, and statistics,

Hull said. Using simple repetitive

procedures, computers can work out

the trajectories of a satellite's orbit

at speeds 300,000 times faster than a

human. Another possible applica-

tion cited was a simulation equation

which would predict the evolution ol

animal populations.

The professor explained how

Regional plan designed forgrowth
By DAVID KENNEDY

Unless the Ontario government

clearly defines its role in regional

planning, "all Metro can do is

scream and thrash around", said

Metro Planning Commissions

Wojech Wronski at a U of T

seminar last week.

The provincial government has

developed a plan for the area sur-

rounding Toronto, the Toronto Cen-

ired Region Plan. Wronski, how-

ever, believes it "is not a decentra-

lization plan, but a growth plan.

If the plan was to stop urban

sprawl and decentralize urban

growth; the plan would have to be

accompanied by implementing

policies, of which Wronski said

there are few yet.

Wronski also noted that planning

legislation does not really ac-

commodate regional planning. City

planning is carefully set out, but has

a vague role somewhat different

from the provincial role, he said.

In the preparation of the Metro

Official Plan, Ihe Metro planners

have had to use the Toronto

Cenered Region Plan as a guide. For

instance, U of T architectural

professor Hans Blumenfeld, a well-

respected planner, asked where

Wronski got the population density

of three million people for Metro

Toronto that he used in the dis-

cussion. Wronski replied it was

taken from the provincial plan.

The planners did "not know how

[hose figures got there", he con-

tinued. The growth of Metro Toron-

to was assumed.

Sociology professor William

Michelson pinpointed the main

problem: if the federal and provin-

cial governments do not want to

slow down growth, the Metro

planners cannot do it.

Forced to accept growth, Wronski

said the planner tries as best he can

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPEH

service. Originality, quality, and

security dictate our policy.

Phone:961-6150
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 3 pm-10 pm

Sat.-Sun. 9 am-5 pm
Professional Typing Done

300 AVENUE ROAD
2nd floor

TERMPAPERS

SERVICE (Reg'd)
A CanMian Company

PAPERS ON FILE

SI .85 PER PAGE

OH
Custom made orders, at reasonable

cost, prepared by our staff of college

graduates

638-3559
Suite 906. 12 Goldfinch Ct.

Wlliowdile [Toronto) M2R2C1 am.

Remodelling and
Alterations

• A Specialty -

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners and Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards
MEMBER OF INDEPENDENT

CLEANERS ASSOC.V
r

too accomodate growth and develop

ways of offsetting its negative side-

effects of urban growth.

unclassified
ROOM AVAILABLE double room available

to share al Vladimir House, Innls College

Residence, with a male student. For delails

contact Laura at Innis College. 928-2512

LIVE ON CAMPUSI Finish the term close

lo classes and libraries in Residence at

New College. Places available now. Call

lor details. Men: 928-2464; Women: 928-

8875.

TYPING; Essays elc. typed. Very reason-

able ra'es. excellent service, guaranteed

quality Keep these numbers lor reference.

Cathy — evenings 929-5347, days 928-

40S2.

BATTERING RAM by David Freeman au-

thor of Creeps directed by Bill Giassco at

Tarragon Theatre Tues. to Sun. al 8:30

Call 531-1B27 lor Reservations. 1 block

north ol Dupont. 2 blocks east of Bathurst.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING ol theses, etc.

964-8577 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. 964-9162 - 6

p.m. to 9 D r
*i.

S.E.A.L. RESUME SERVICE lor sludent

lob seekers Accurate layout and printing.

S5.00 for 50 copies. Lowest price in town.

Phone 966-3900.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from S10.00

Paul Magder Furs -'202 Spadina Ave.

[Between Queen 8 Dundas) Excellent

selection of fun furs, trade ins accepted

We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6

Thur-Fri till 6 pm.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONDON Irom S79 one way or $155 return

- Take a dependable charier. Contact

AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5.416-

962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 dayf

Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Stuoy

Weeks) from Toronto, includes ]et tran-

sport, accommodation (doubles), paries,

discos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St.,

Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 or your SUdenl

Council.

TRAVELLING EUROPE INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student

railpass, car rentals, cheapest and most

dependable charter Mights, camping tours

etc. all available now Irom: AOSC, 44 St,

George St.. Toronto 5, 416 - 962-8404. (The

Sludenl Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

BIBLIOGRAPHIES compiled for your

lerm-papers (approximately 20 items). In-

crease your elficiency and improve your

marks by writing more professional

papers, based on thoroughly researched

references Restricted to Natural and

Social Sciences. For intormation phone
783-4967 or write Meredith Associates,

Bibliography Section. Box 104. Station S.

Toronto. Please state topic and course.

Be active in Study Week!

The Benson Building

will be open

Watch for further details

Come, have fun and get

rid of the cobwebs!

computers can be used

formation systems, for example,

medical records. In hospitals doc-

tors, nurses, and laboratory

technicians could all draw from the

computer's patient information

banks. Airline reservations and

payrolls were two other information

systems cited.

MIXED DOUBLES
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Tuesday February 13, 1973

9:00 a.m.
3 matches guaranteed!

1 2 couples accepted

MEN'S SQUASH TOURNAMENT
Wednesday February 14, 1973

9:00 a.m.
2 matches guaranteed!

32 entries accepted

TO BE HELD AT
SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE
RECREATION CENTRE

s
1 .00 Entry Fee per player

REGISTER AT INTRAMURAL OFFICE, HART HOUSE OR
PHYSICAL EDUCATION OFFICE, SCARBOROUGH
COLLEGE

Hull wasn't convinced that

computers could actually assist

teachers in teaching. Computer

assisted instruction is "OK for drill"

in math tables, vocabulary, foreign

languages, and even computer
languages, but he added, "I

wouldn't want my daughter taught

by one."

SPJRTS SCHEDULES - FEB. 19 to 23
HOCKEY (balance of League schedules)

PLAYOFFS STARTS FOH INTEBFAC LEAGUE MON. FEB. 26

PLAYOFFS START FOR INTERMED LEAGUE TUES. FEB. 27 - The following teams

have already qualified (Dent. B, Dent. C, Dent. E, Emman, Cham IV, Elec. II,

Grungles, Eng. Sc. Grade, For B, Mgl. Slud, Med. B, Med. D, Med. E. New II. PHE.

C SI MF Trln B Vic IV, Vic. V, Vic. 9's;- Olheis -T.iy qualify during next 2 weeks &

should check with Intramural office. IT IS THE f.ZSPONSIBILITY OF ALL

INTERMEDIATE TEAMS IN PLAYOFFS TC PICK UP SCHEDULES AT

INTRAMURAL OFFICE.

Mon Feb. 19 12.30 St. M.C vs III Indus) Gal. Talwin

7.30 Fac. Ed vs PHE. B Desroches, Toole

8.30 Dev. Hse vs Jr.Eng Desroches. Toole

9.30 For, A vs Vic. II Swanick, Goverde

10.30 U C II vs Music Swanick. Goverde

Tues. Feb. 20 1.30 Innls I
vs St.M. B Herridge. Llpsett

7.30 New I vs Med.

A

Parrack. Bullock

8.30 Denl. A vs U.C.I Parrack. Bullock

9.30 Grungles vs Med. E Francis, Kolanko

10 30 New II vs Dent. E Francis, Kolanko

Wed Feb. 21 8.00a m. Civ. Ill vs For. C Goverde, Francis

12.30 PHE. A vs Vic.l Ortved
,
Brown

4.30 Grad. Stud vs Law II

5.30 Scar. II vs Pharm.

A

Ortved. Brown

Thur Feb. 22 12.30 Caven Hse vs Mech. IV Johnston, MacFarlane

4.30 Giv. IV vs Pharm. B Johnston. MacFarlane

7.30 Innis 1 vs For. A Barnhouse, Hamm
8.30 Law 1 vs Erin Barnhouse. Hamm
9.30 Knox vs U.C.II Gollish. Bieleckl

10.30 Med.F vs Trin. C Gollish, Bielecki

Fri. Feb 23 1230 For.C vs Eng.Sc.ll Gal. Talwin

1.30 PHE. B vs Vic. II Gal. Talwin

5.00 St. M. B vs Dev Hse Herridge. Swanick

6.00 Jr. Eng. vs Fac. Ed Herridge. Swanick

7.00 Sr. Eng vs St.M.A Hamm, Ortved

8.00 Scar. 1 vs Trin. A Hamm. Ortved

9.00 Med. B vs Scar. Ill Hamm. Ortved

BASKETBALL
Mon. Feb 19 12.30 Trin. B vs For B Maroosis. Loberlo

4.00 Innis 1 vs Law II Maroosis. Loberlo

8 30 Med. B vs PHE.D Lansdowne. Slerling -

9.30 SGS. II vs Pharm.

A

Lansdowne, Sterling

Tues Feb 20 12.30 PHE.C vs U.C.II Maroosis. Seidewand

FL 6.30 New vs Erin Fearman. Kleberg

FL 800 SI M. A vs Med. A Fearman. Kliman

9.30 Vic. II vs For. A Fearman, Kliman

Wed" Feb 21 12.30 Jr. Eng vs Trin. A Maroosis. Loberto

FL 6.30 U.C.I vs Law 1 Blinick Maydo

8.00 Oev Hse vs Innis II Blinick. Maydo

9.00 Pharm. B vs Med.lll Yr Cappe. John

10.00 Music vs Wye Cappe, John

Thur Feb. 22 FL 12 30 PHE. B vs SGS. 1 Saltzman, Sternberg

4.00 Law II' vs Vic. II Kliman, Bernholtz

6.30 For. A vs SGS. II Rotstein. Rubin

FL 7.30 Erin vs Sr. Eng Rotstein. Rubin

9.00 Med. B vs Pharm. A Rotstein, Rubin

FL AT SCAR 7.00 Mgl. Stud vs Scar Sherkin. Mishevski

Fri. Feb 23 12 30 PHE. D vs Innis 1 Zendel, Sherkin

FL 6.30 Dent. A vs St. M. B Dymarski. Trafford

FL 8.00 PHE. A vs New Dymarski. Tradord

SPORTS SCHEDULES -Feb. 12 to 16
HOCKEY
Mon. Feb. 12 12.30 St.M. D vs Eng.Sc.IV Gal. Talwin

1.30 St.M. B vs Vic.ll Gal, Talwin

7.30 Scar. I vs Med. A Barnhouse. Toole

S.30 Dev.Hse vs Innis I Barnhouse. Toole

9.30 Music vs Grad .Stud Ruhnke. MacFarlane

10.30 PHE. C vs Med. C Ruhnke. MacFarlane

Tues. Feb. 13 1.30 Law III vs New CCCP Johnston, Lipsett

4.30 For. B vs Scar III Johnston. Lipsett

7.30 PHE. B vs Dev.Hse Herridge, Swanick

8.30 Pharm.

A

vs Law II Herridge. Swanick

9.30 Campus Co op vs II Elec Anderson. Bielecki

10.30 Med. B vs III Indust Anderson. Bielecki

Wed. Feb. 14 12.30 St.M. A vs Scar. I Parrack. Hamm
1.30 Vic. I vsTrln.A Parrack, Hamm
4.30 Erin vs U.C. I Parrack. Hamm
7.30 Sr.Eng vs Dent. A Desroches, Ortved

6.30 PHE. A vs Med. A Desroches. Ortved

9.30 Med. E vs Chem.IV Gollish. Lipsell

10.30 Dent. E vs Wye Gollish. Lipsett

Thur Feb. 15 12.30 Jr. Eng vs Innis I Hamm, Ortved

1,30 Eng.Sc.ll vs Vic. 9's Hamm, Ortved

4.30 Eng.Sc.GradS vs For D Bielecki, Francis

5.30 Med. F vsTrln.D Bielecki, Francis

Fri Feb. 16 12.30 Grungies vs Noombies Kamin. Goverde
1.30 Mech. IV vs For C Kamin, Goverde

BASKETBALL
Mon Feb. 12FL 12.30Trin.A vs PHE. C Zendel. Wilensky

4.00 PHE. D vs SGS.1I Zendel. Wilensky

8.30 Med. B vs Law II Berholtz, Hollingsworlh

9.30 Pharm.

A

vs VIc.H Bernholtz Hollingsworlh

Tues Feb. 13 FL 12.00 St.M. A vs Vic. 1 Maydo. Blinick

4.00 U.C.II vs Mgt.Slud Wilensky. Tessaro
FL 6.30 Med. A vs Erin Kliman, Tralford

FL 8.00 Law I vs PHE. B Kliman Tralford

FL 9.30 Innis 1 vs For. A Saltzman. Kleberg

wsa Feb. 14HL 12.30 St.M. B vs Jr. Eng Seidewand, Sialtsis

. FL 6.30 Scar vs Dent. A Sherkin. Sialtsis

8 00 Arch vs Eng. HI Sherkin, Sialtsis

9 00 St.M.C vs Eng. IV Sherkin. Sialtsis

Thu Feb. 15FL 6.30 New vs PHE. B Salizman, Sternberg
FL 8.00 Law 1 vs SGS.I Kliman. Rotstein

9.30 Knox vs Vic.Soutti Hse Kliman, Rolsiein

SQUASH (Balance ot league schedule - playotfs start Tues. Feb. 20)
Tue s. Feb. 13 8.2C Law C vs Law B

9.O0 St.M. vs PHE
9.4C Eng vs Med.B

10.2C Massey vs Vic.ll
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Erindale briefly holds Division IB lead
Erindale College, a long standing

joke because of its rural location,

has suddenly emerged as perhaps the

lop team in interfaculty basketball.

Whereas people used lo ask

Erindale players whether they had

finished milking the cows before a

game, opponents now address them

as sir, or mister.

In the past week and a half,

Erindale has won three straight

games — including an 8 1 -72 defeat

of Law, and a 107-53 drubbing ol

PHE B.

Last Wednesday's tilt between

Erindale and UC promised lo pit the

best teams of Divisions IA and IB

against each other.

However, the game was no

contest as Erindale trampled UC 90-

72 to take over first place of Divi-

sion IB (for the moment). Leading

the scoring parade for Erindale was

the usual duo of Al Nakrosius and

Wallv Feasby, who possesses the

biggest bag of tricks in town.
Each scored 18 points, while Ted

Stitsky and Budd Stewart added 16

an 12, respectively.

UC was led by Mike Betcherman
with 29 points, Mel Posesorski with
16. and Joel Levitan with 12.

Erindale's success since

Christmas can be directly attributed

to the team's zone press and hot
shooting. If things continue as they
are people will start clamoring for

the Erindale squad to be split up.
* • *

'

While Erindale's stay in first

place was short {the team is 6-3), Vic
reclaimed first place in Division IB,

defeating PHE B 95-58 and thereby
raising its record lo 7-5.

Seranaded by chants of "we want
a 100", Vic ferociously drove
toward the goal. However, the team
was denied its objective as PHE
B went into a stall with Iwo
minules left to play in the game.

sportam
The open forum on "Sport and the

individual" continues today from 12

U) I pm m the third floor lecture

room of the Benson Building. All

welcome .... in the U of T In-

vitational alpine skiing meet on the

weekend. Toronto, team member
Doug Carter placed second in-

dividually to Western's MeConvUle.

Team standings had Western first.

Waterloo second. Laurentian third,

Trent fourth and McMasler fifth.

Toronto was not counted in team
standings .... in nordic skiing on

the weekend Toronto finished se-

cond (II? points) to Laurentian {113

poinis). Darryl Frank of Laurentian

won the individual competition with

a lime of 33:24 over a 10 kilometre

course. Varsity member Doug Gar-

Held was second in 34:11. Other

Toronto participants and their Stan-

dines were: Ken Sidnev. fifth. Peter

Waisanen. ninth. ;md Dave- McCly-
mcnl. 1 2th .... Laurentian won the

combined wilh us third place
showing in the slalom and firsi place

in corss-eounlry .... women's gym-
nastics learn placed second with

269.65 points in the OWIAA finals

ill the University of Ottawa on the

weekend. York was first with 28 1 .63

poinis. while Queen's finished third

with 203.73. . . . wrestler Chris
Preobra/enski placed third in the

198 pound class and Doug Lake
finished fourth in the 180.5 pound
class on the weekend in the Ontario
Greco- Roman Wrestling Cham-
pionships held at Kapuskasing

women's senior volleyball

team defeated Queen's 3-0 last Fri-

day al the Benson Building... Scar-

borough College won ihe Division 11

inlerfacully volleyball champion-
ship, defeating New College in two
consecutive upset victories.

The Hart House Music Committee presents

MUSIC
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT

February 7 Toronto Consort

February 11 Cocnraad Bloemendal, cello; Kathryn Root, piano

February 18 Patrick Li, pianist

March 7 Paul Brodie, soprano saxophone

March 1+ Michael Kearns, harpsichord

March 11 Jill Pert, soprano

March z8 Karen Lapointc, pianist

April + Anita Brown, pianist

April n Classical Brass

Piognnunc* will be announced, and lince you don't need ticket, feci free to come.

:jo p.m., Great Hall, Hart House

Nevertheless, the game's score

sheet showed Vic winning 116-58 as

all seven Vic players scored in dou-
ble figures.

The point totals for the Vic squad
included Andre Ezers, Ihe fastest

man out of a pair of warm-up pants

(24 points), David John, the German
veteran (19), Gord Whicher (16),

Paul Mims — no relation to Jesse

Mims of Ihe Calgary Stampeders —
(15). Joe Kastelic (14), Steve Mills,

once again wearing borrowed gym
shorts (14), and Roger
Hollingsworth (13).

Scoring for PHE B were Fred
Fairs (19 points) and Cor Doret with

16.

An interesting footnote to the

game was PHE B team member
Dave Stuart's claim that he played
belter drunk than sober. Although
"Enzo"(as he is affectionately

known around ihe jock shop) spenl

Monday in local brew houses
preparing for ihe game, Stuart
managed only three points in a game
he would probably like to forget.

U of T women 2, York 2
Toronto's Ann Milburn put the women's team ahead twice, but York tied the game late in the third period.

Interfaculty Hockey
Division IA. games won lost tie points

St. Mike's 14 8 3 3 19

Law I 16 8 5 3 19 '
< - -

PHE A • :>; ••,;'.:;>;' 13: S 3 2 18

Erindale 13 7 2 4 18

Vtc 13 7 4. 2 16
Sr Eng 14 3 ? 2 8

Division IB.

New 14 7 4 3 17

Dent A 14 7 6 1
"15

Med A 11 5 5 I 11

Scar 1

' * 12 4 7
1 9

Trin A 14 2 9 3 7

UC 1
13 1 11 1 3

Division IIA.

Vic 11
"

10 8 1 1 17

For A 12 8 4 0 16

PHE B 9 7 2 0 14

St. Mike's B 10 5 4 1 11

Fac Ed A 10 5 0 10

1 finis I
9 3 5 1 7

Jr. Eng. 9 7 0 4

Dev Hse 10 0 9 1 1

n/a Dev Hse vs. Innis I February 2

Division IfB
Grad Stud - 10 7 J 2 16
Law 11 • 10 7 3 0 14
Kno.x 11 5 4 2 12
Scar II 10 3 4 3 12

Music 8 3 3 2 8
Pharm A 8 1 4 3 5

UC 11 9 0 7 2 2

n/a Music vs. Law November 14

n/a UC 11 vs. Knox December 7

(Standings up to and including February 5)
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Queen's ignores

alumni influence
Last week we analysed the philosophy,

history, and structural changes of athletics

at Queen's University over a brief, five-

year span.

This week we offer information on

student (as expressed through the

student's council) response to and par-

ticipation in the changes, the financial

obligations undertaken by the university

and by the students, and the physical

make-up of the new athletic facilities and

the Department of Physical Education at

Queen's.

A number of statements concerning

student's comments on 'financial

obligations', as such, are taken directly

from the report of the Principal's Advisory

Committee on Athletics. Other financial

and related information is derived from

documents provided to The Varsity by

Men's Intercollegiate Athletics Director

A.L. Lenard.

The responsibility for sports and

recreation at Queen's University

traditionally rested with the Alma Mater

Society (student's council) through its

standing committees, the Men's and
Women's Athletic Boards of Control.

Students were responsible for the

financing and, with the assistance of the

School of Physical and Health Education

staff, the administration of the various

athletic programs. The structure at the

time was challenged on several counts.-

Adequacy of old structure challenged

To begin with, there was a demand for

greater attention in the area of the so- -

called "secondary sports". These
demands culminated in the formation of

an AMS Commission on Secondary
Sports early in 1969.

The Commission met often in the spring

and fall of 1969. receiving briefs from all

athletic teams, from both men's and
women's athletic programs (with one ex-

ception), the School of Physical and
Health Education, the Athletic Boards of

Control, the Intramural Program and the

Campus Planner.

The Commission's findings were then

made available to the Principal's Advisory

Committee on Athletics.

Secondly, the construction of the new
physical education and athletics complex
developed an increasing anticipation of an
expanded program of intramural and
recreational activities.

The AMS then presented a completed
reorganization of the intramural structure

to encourage increased participation.

Campus approves PAC on Athletics

Alter examining the proposals of the

Principal's Advisory Committee in con-
siderable detail (specifically in a series of

meetings with representatives of the Prin-

philosophical and educational reasons

already mentioned.

Criticism from Alumni

The Student Affairs Committee also

considered — and successfully rejected

— a brief submitted by an "interested

group of Alumni from Ottawa."

The brief took exception to the premise

stated in the report of the Principal's

University Council on Athletics, was suf-

ficient guarantee that appropriate con-

sideration would be given to all abilities

and qualifications required for these

positions.

In general, the Student Affairs

Committee concluded that im-
plementation of the report of the Prin-

cipal's Advisory Committee on Athletics

would greatly facilitate future efforts to

expand and improve programs of sports

and recreation at Queen's University.

Financial Obligations

The Principal's Advisory Committee on

Athletics proposed that the assigning of

the athletic fee become the responsibility

of the university and that the AMS
(student's council) fee be replaced by a

university athletic fee as part of every full-

time student's fee.

Queen's University

Men' Intercollegiate Athletics Budget 1972-73

% of each sport's budget % of total budget

travel equipment officials

football 43 33 24 20.2

hockey 57 29 14 15.1

basketball 66 1.0 24 9.9

track and field 81 16 3 9.2

(including indoor)

swimming 71 22 7 6.0

wrestling 69 19 11 > 5.2

gymnastics 65 23 12 4.4

rugger 83 10 7 4.3

skiing (nordic) 76 19 5 3.0

soccer 76 14 .
10' 3.0

cross country 74 21 5 2.7 - :

waterpolo 72 17 " 11 2.6
'

volleyball 61 17 21 2.4

fencing 53 33 13 2.1

skiing (alpine) 93 7 .2.1

badminton 69 27 4 . - 1.7

tennis 64 27 9 1*.5 <

curling 55 45 1.4 ..

golf 65 35 1.4

squash 70 30 . 1.4

sailing (CIAU) 100 1.1

Note: In considering the. proportional distribution of funds to each intercollegiate

team, one has to also take into account the number ot players on each team,
the number of games played, the cost of equipment per player, the length of

playing the season, etc. However, the overall budget reflects the university's

proportional interest in each sport.

Advisory Committee that "... a sound

athletics program has a multitude of in-

direct benefits which should not be ig-

nored to the spectator, to the Alumnus, to

the community, to the institution ... the

latter 'by-products' of athletics, however,

should never take precedence over con-

sideration for the student participant."

The Alumni brief advocated that at the

intercollegiate level these interests,

together with the commercial benefit are

not "by-products" and should not be
secondary objectives.

The Student Affairs Committee agreeo
"that these interests should not be
overlooked, and while there is no evidence

to suggest that they would in fact be
overlooked under the new proposals (nor

that anyone would want them to be),

nevertneless we reject the proposition that

these interests might outweigh con-
sideration for the student participant."

To assist in determining the appropriate

size of this fee to cover the direct

operating costs for intercollegiate and
intramural athletic and recreation
programs, excluding administrative and
salary costs, the Committee asked the

existing Athletic Boards and Intramural

Councils to prepare estimates for the

following year's (1 970-71) athletic

programs.

The budget estimates were submitted
on the basis of costs for additional
programs which became viable in the new
Physical Education Centre, and took into

account "the correction of certain
deficiencies and inconsistencies in some
parts of the existing athletic programs as
identified by the student's council Com-
mission on Sports."

Accordingly, the Principal's Advisory

Committee on Athletics recommended in

1970-71 that the university establish an

athletic fee of $20 to be paid by all full-time

students. (This raised the fee from $14 to

$20; however, last week we mentioned

that the initial fee at Queen's, before

changes were begun, had been $20.

Therefore, this raise was simply a return to

the status quo ante.)

According to Men's Intercollegiate

Athletics Director A.L. Lenard: "that $20
shows up separately in university ex-

penses and it's allocated to the University

Council . . . Queen's, program is now
probably the most stable one in the

province. I don't have to worry about next

year's budget ... I don't have to apply to

the university and hope."

The Committee also recommended that

the University Council on Athletics be

empowered to recommend to the Vice-

Principal (Finance) direct operating ex-

penditures for intercollegiate, intramural,

and recreation activities up to a maximum
of the total (so derived) revenue.

Revenue from the university athletic fee

which was not allocated at the beginning

of the fiscal year by the University Council

on Athletics, or which was not expended at

the end of that fiscal year, would revert to

the university.

And. the level of the fee was set with the

assumption that the university would
become responsible for the following ex-

penditures: the salaries of the in-

tercollegiate equipment manager, athletic

trainer, and football-basketball coach (all

full-time staff): honorariums for part-time

male and female intercollegiate athletic

coaches; salaries for a part-time trainer

and equipment man.
Lenard added, however, that the salary

for the football-basketball coach was only

a transitional measure, applicable to a

particular case. The salary for that posi-

tion was eventually dropped and the staff

coaches instead. "Salaries now go only to

pay non-staff members who were brought
on directly for the purpose of coaching",

Lenard said.

In turn, the Committee further

recommended that all revenue from ad-

mission charges to intercollegiate athletic

events should accrue to the university.

(For the year 1970-71, it was estimated

that the difference between the costs

borne by the university for the expenditure
in the previous paragraph and the benefits

accruing from admission charges
amounted to $16,700). Furthermore, the

Committee recommended that all full-time

students at Queen's be admitted to the

athletic events free of charge.
Ever since the structural changes at

Queen's, the direct operating ex-
penditures controlled by the University

Council on Athletics have come
overwhelmingly from students paying the

$20 athletic fee.

Therefore, logically, the students
control that portion of the budget.

Friday: Athletic facilities, community and
alumni access, the School of Physical

Education. Bob Gauthler

athletics?
cipal's Advisory Committee, the AMS
Outer Council, the School of Physical and
Health Education, the Athletic Boards of

Control and the AMS Commission on
Secondary Sports), the Student Affairs

Committee reported that "reaction among
all groups on campus with whom we have
met is heavily in favour of the proposals."

(These proposals centred around the

idea of, as related last week, a network of

committees whose ultimate responsibility

would be to the Senate and not the
student's council — for the various

The Alumni brief also suggested that

"athletic jurisdiction ought not to be
treated as a department of the School of

Physical and Health Education, but should

be accorded status separate and apart

from the School."

The Student Affairs Committee
reported back that it was in sympathy with

this view, but was satisfied that the
proposal made in the report of the Prin-

cipal's Advisory Committee, namely, that

the appointment of the Intercollegiate

Athletic Directors must be ratified by the

t)

The main entrance to Queen's University's new Physical
the fall of 1970.

Education Centre, completed In



Strike on despite SAC

Wednesday's SAC meeting decided to withdraw its support from the fees strike. The Coalition

Against the Cutbacks, however, will carry on the campaign. For story on SAC, see p. 3.

The SAC-endorsed Coalition
Against the Cutbacks yesterday
urged U of T students to continue
withholding their fees, "in solidarity

with students across the province",

in spite of SAC's Wednesday deci-

sion to withdraw support from the

strike.

The meeting, in the Medical
Sciences Auditorium, made plans to

enlarge the scope of the campaign
by seeking support from unions and
community groups, "to demonstrate
that the cutbacks in education are
but one aspect of the whole crisis in

social expenditures."

A city-wide meeting will be called

for representatives of students and
stafr from U of T, York, Glendon,
Ryerson, community colleges and
high schools, to plan joint actions

against the cutbacks.

The coalition reaffirmed support

for a province-wide demonstration
at Queen's Park, but left the date

unspecified, so that support could be

built at U orT.
The small turnout at the meeting

(about 65 people) contrasted with

not only last fall's referendum giving

overwhelming backing to the OFS
demands against the fee hikes, but

also the large numbers of students

currently withholding their fees.

Students expressed bitterness

against SAC for what UC SAC rep

Marty Stollar called "undermining

the interests of students", and for

creating disillusionment with the

struggle.

Frank Rooney of the Old Mole
said that Wednesday's decision

"removes SAC support from what is

so far the only action taken by

students on this campus". Another
student suggested the danger of

students giving up and paying their

fees "because they've noticed a lack

of direction."

The coalition has urged students
g" to ignore any late penalties

Sr threatened by the university, poin-

| ting out that the $15 late penalty

J~
does not increase with time.

1" The Stop the Student Surcharge
m Committee, chairman Peter Havers
= said last night, is also advocating

that students ignore SAC and con-
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University breaks promise,

presses trespass charges
By JOHN CAMPBELL

According to police, the

University of Toronto has failed to

live up to a promise to drop trespass

charges against all 19 persons

originally charged during last year's

Simcoe Hall occupation.

Metro Detective Arthur Lymer
said yesterday that "the university,

in consultation with the Crown"
decided to let the trespass charges

stand against defendants Tom
McLaughlin, Bill Getty, Randi
Reynolds, and Mark Goldblatt all

of whom were charged with other

offences when police were called in

to end the occupation.

It was previously believed that the

charges had been dropped by the

university against all the occupiers.

as il agreed to when negotiating with

students suring a subsequent sit-in.

In a telephone interview yes-

terday, last year's acting presi-

dent Jack Sword disagreed with

Lymer's statement, saying, "From

memory 1 would say there was no

distinction made among the defen-

dants with respect to the university's

request to have the trespassing

charges withdrawn."

He added that the university

cannot have the charges dropped on

it^own, and the problem will have to

be settled by the court.

The matter came up during

Getty's trial when Crown. Attorney

William Donaldson introduced a

document called an "undertaking to

appear" which set out the charges.

The notice is issued when prisoners

are released on their own cognizance

on the promise they will appear in

court at a designated date.

Getty countered Donaldson's

submission with a typed statement

from Metro Inspector Fred Max-
well which stated, "The U of T,

having indicated that it does not

wish to prosecute under the Petty

Trespass Act this is to notify you
that no further proceeding will be

taken on that charge."

This statement was delivered to

all the defendants.

Donaldson said yesterday that he

has been concerned only with the

assault charges against Getty in the

present case, but in his opinion the

trespassing charges still stand.

linue the fees strike.

SAC vice-president John Hel-
liwell affirmed that a temporary,
symbolic fees strike "is the way I've

seen this ail along". However, he
supported the strike being extended
for one more week.

The meeting also unanimously
"condemned" The Varsity for
failing to provide the leadership

given in last year's library struggle,

and for "consistently downplaying
efforts to organize around students'

interests".

A motion was passed favouring

circulation of a petition to students

continuing the fees strike, to urge
them to maintain the strike and to

participate in further "collective

action".

A statement recognizing that
layoffs of U of T workers should be

opposed as part of the cutbacks was
agreed upon, as well as a call to

work for a critical evaluation of the

Wright report on higher education.

The meeting reaffirmed that

further action should centre around
the demand to stop the cutbacks and
the call for free and universal access

to education, but some disagreement

developed over whether an ad-
ditional slogan should be included

offering a partial solution to the

education issue.

Over objections that students

aren't responsible for solving "the
financial problems of the ruling

class", and that the problems being

attacked cannot be fully solved

within the present system, the

meeting accepted the Young
Socialists' suggested slogan of "Tax
the corporations".

Further planning will go on
through reading week, after which

more proposals will be raised,

depending on the continued strength

of the fees strike and the response of

other schools to the demonstration

call.

Students at George Brown
Community College, which has an-

nounced layoffs of 100 staff, are

asking U orT students to support a

demonstration next Thursday at

noon, probably at the Casa Loma
campus, to protest the layoffs.

Dare workers picket

scab CN transport
By GREG McMASTER

About 150 picketers struggled with police and security guards

yesterday morning, in an attempt to disrupt operations at the

Canadian National railyard at Keele and Highway 7.

The picketers were supporting the nine-month Dare Cookies
strike, which has seen the Dare management employ professional

strikebreakers against the union, and use CN to transport scab

produce for the company.

Although the picket line was planned as an attempt (o

obstruct CN trucks, the picket leaders from the Dare union urged

arriving picketers not to cause any trouble. Only about half the

picketers made any serious effort to block traffic in the CN
driveway. At the Kitchener Dare plant, there has been militant

picket-line action by the mostly female Dare workers.

Five transport trucks driven by Teamster sympathizers of the

strike turned back, refusing to cross the picket line, but the CN
transport trucks were escorted through by a combined force of the

York Regional Police and CN's own private police force.

TheCN truckers' union, the Canadian Brotherhood of Railway,

Transport and General Workers, has not gained a contract

provision allowing them to refuse to cross other unions' picket

lines, but several of the drivers proceeded as slowly as they could,

under the "move along" orders of the CN police. One driver

managed to stall his truck for 20 minutes in the driveway.

Picketers who stood in front of trucks were thrown aside by

police, who threatened people uttering obscenities with being

"thrown in the clink".

Picketers included members of the Teamsters' union,

representatives of the Wardair stewardesses (currently on strike),

U of T students. Waffle members and independent leftists.

A busload of women from the Dare plant in Kitchener was

also on hand, and while several of these helped block the road,

most of them followed their picket captain's advice and remained
one the side of the road.

A leaflet was distributed to drivers who slowed down for the

picket, urging them to support the Dare strike for fair wages in the

face of strikebreaking. Dare has so far refused to give in on the-

issue of equal pay for women.
A union member said it was unclear if there would be farther

actions in Toronto
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Applications are now being accepted for

Orientation Chairman '73 at Vic Deadline

lor applications is Thursday, February 22.

Apply to the VUSAC OKice. Wymilwood.

Tickets are on sale in the VUSAC office

for the Victoria College Grad Banquet to be

held Thursday. March 1st.

10 am
Challa Baking class at Hitlel House, 186

SI. George Street.

11 am
Tickets (or the final performance of

"Little Me" are on sale at Wymilwood until

2:00 pm. or at the Hart House box office

until 8:30.

noon
Women's Athletics Slim and Trim Class

— Contrary to last week's announcement,

this class is cancelled because of tour-

nament space requirements in Benson

Building.

12:30 pm
Luncheon Seminar: Prol. A.

Waterhouse, Urban and Regional Plan-

ning, "The Status of Education in Urban

Planning and Urban Design". Front

Conference Room, 150 St. George.

1 pm
LAUGH, a play by Allan Booth. A

princess, a Magic Goose and young Peter

all struggle for peace and their fair share of

the Kingdom, under the everpresent

shadow of the gallows. U.C. Playhouse, 79a

St. George Street. Always free.

3 pm
Colloquium: History of Science. "A

Probe into the Unconscious of a 19th-

century Scientist by Means of Statistical

Vocabulary Analysis" by George Grinnell.

Dept. ot History. McMaster University.

Room 524, New College.

4 pm
The Graduate Students' Union at 16

Bancroft Ave. invites everyone to a Wine

and Cheese Party from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00

p.m. every Friday. Note: We have imported

wines, as well as your (avourite domestic!

4:30 pm
"Get Together", organized by

"Universitario", the Portuguese-Brazilian

Club of U of T. Place: International Student

Centre, 33 St. Geoige St. — "Room: the

cave". Music and refreshments. Everyone

welcome.

5:30 pm
Lichet Benchen this week at Hitlel House

is at 186 St. George Street.

7:30 pm
SMC Rim Club presents Robert

Altman's "McCabe and Mrs. Miller" with

Warren Beatty and Julie Christie in Carr

Hall. Admission £1.00. Again at 10 pm.
8 pm

The Sufi study group will meet Friday

night at 8 p.m. in room 2008 of New College

lo continue readings and discussion of

great Sufi authors.

Tonight, the University of Toronto Blues

play host to the Loyola College Warriors in

exhibition hockey. Join Rob Gregory and
Bob Clark on Radio Varsity lor all the

action ot this game. Radio Varsity 820 AM
in residences and al 96.3 FM on Rogers
Cable.

8:30 pm
The curtain rises for Little Me, Victoria

College major musical. This humourous
Neil Simon play, directed by David

Rotenberg. plays until tomorrow at Hart

House Theatre.

"Most Children His Age": A Play by

Graham Jackson. U.C. Playhouse. 79 St.

George St. Admission: 50c at the door.

"The Intruder": a play by Maurice
Maeterlinck at the Studio Theatre, 4 Glen
Morris Street, produced by the Drama
Centre, Admission Iree.

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Robert

Altman's "McCabe and Mrs. Miller" with

Warren Beatty and Julie Christie in Carr
Hall Admission $1.00. Again at 10 pm.

8 pm
Hillel's coffee house Is open to all. Al

Hillel House 186 St. George Street.

8:30 pm
"The Intruder": a play by Maurice

Maeterlinck at the Studio Theatre, 4 Glen
Morris Street, produced by the Drama
Centre. Admission free.

"Most Children His Age": A Play 'by

Graham Jackson. U.C. Playhouse, 79 St.

George St. Admission: 506 at the door.
Last chance to see Little Me, Neil

Simon's musical playing at Hart House
Theatre. Under David Rotenberg's dlrec-

lion. this light comedy has warmed many
caukles since opening Tuesday.

Hillel Greasers, Dance. At Hillel House
186 St. George Street.

SUNDAY Feb 11

11 am
You are invited to the Hart House service

to consider with us the invitation to a
pilgrimage ot liberation in Hebrews.

7 pm
Waftle Public Lecture Series on The

Political Economy of Canada. Tom Naylon
— 'The history ol domestic and lorelgn
capital in Canada". Room N201 O.I.S.E.

7:30 pm
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew at

Hillel House 186 St. George.
6:30 pm

Hillel's Kosher Supper. Please reserve

by 5:00 pm.
7:30 pm

Free Jewish University "The Jewish
Woman" at BBYO Building 15 Hove Street

(Balhurst & Sheppard).

8 pm
CUSO Information Meellng: Interested In

teaching in a Developing country for two

years? Come and find out how: Inter-

national Student Centre. 33 St. George St.,

Pendarves Lounge.

Advanced Conversational Hebrew al

Hillel House 186 St. George Street.

Drama Workshop at Hillel House 186 St.

George Street.

8:30 pm
"The Urban Landscape" a lecture and

slide presentation by Grady Clay. Editor ol

Landscape Architecture Quarterly

Magazine will be given In room 103. of the

Faculty of Architecture. 230 College Street.

9:30 pm
Beginners Conversational Hebrew. Al

Hillel House 186 St. George Street.

TUESDAY
6:30 pm

Supper, 186 St. George St., Hillel House.

7 pm
Beginners Guitar Workshop at Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

8 pm
Advanced Guitar Workshop at Hillel

House. 186 St. George Street.

WEDNESDAY
12:30 pm

Seminar on Courts and Trials: Donald

Dewees, Political Economy, "The Courts

and Economic Policy". Faculty of Law.

Falconer Hall.

1 pm
The second leclure in the Centennial

Lecture Series of the Faculty of Applied

Science and Engineering, on "Energy and

Power — the Next Hundred Years", will be

presented by Dean Earl Cook of Texas A
and M at Convocation Hall. All are

welcome.
6:30 pm

Supper al Hillel, 186 St. George Street.

7 pm
Hart House Table Tennis Club: Fencing

Room. Coach Violelta Nesukaltis will

choose any patyers for the U of T team to

play at the OUAA, March 3. Everyone

welcome.

"Great Modern' Jewish Thinkers" (FJU)

at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

7:30 pm
"Job and the Problem ol Evil" (FJU) 3t

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

8 pm
"Jewish Life Cycle (FJU) at Hillel House.

186 St. George St.

"Literature of the Holocaust" (FJU) at

Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

"Chassldic Stories of Rav Nachman
(FJU) at Hillel House, 186 St. George

Street.

"Conversational Yiddish (FJU) at Hillel

House. 186 St. George Street.

8:30 pm
Dance, Dance, Dance. Free, free. Folk

Dancing at International Student Centre, 33

St. George, every Wednesday. Expert in-

structions. No experience necessary. All

Welcome.
9 pm

"Jewish Perspectives on Christianity" at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street"

THURSDAY
9 am

Ontario/Quebec University Flgure-

Skating Competition al Ihe Toronto Cricket

Club, 141 Wilson Ave. Events entered are

dance, free skating pairs and solos; ex-

hibition solo by former Canadian men's
champion. Till 4 pm.

12:15 pm
Christian Science lecture "How Secure

are you?" by Paul Wavro, at Eaton's

auditorium, Yonge and College Streets.

Free admission,

6:30 pm
Supper at Hillel House 166 St. George

Street.

8 pm
"Maimonldes" (FJU) at Hillel House, 186

St. George St.

"Mltzvah in Concepl and Contemporary
Practice, at Hillel House. 186 St. George St.

"Arab-Jewish Dialogue" (FJU) Hart

House. North Sitting Room.
"Emotional Awareness and the Biblical

Narralive" (FJU) at the Hillel House, 186 St.

George Street.

"The Mldrash and the Bible" (FJU) at

Hillel House,-186 St. George Street.

"Chavurat Zemer" (FJU) at Hillel House,

166 SI. George Slreet.

Israeli (oik Dancing at Hillel House, 186

St. George Street.

The Varsity Blues travel to St. Catherines

tonight lo meet the Brock Badgers in

OUAA hockey action. Join Archie Hunter

and John Karr for complete coverage of

Ibis game live trom the Garden City Arena

starling at 8:05 on Radio Varsity. 820 AM In

residences and at 96.3 FM on Rogers

Cable.
FRIDAY
10 am

Hillel's buses will be leaving (or the

winter retreat at the Lawrence Bus Termi-

nal (Bathurst & Lawrence).

Demonstration in support of men
victimized by Workmen's Compensation.

90 Harbour at loot ol Bay. Committee lor

Just Compensation. For more information

call 431-2633.

Challa baking at Hillel House 186 St.

George Street.

4 pm
The Graduate Students' Union at 16

Bancroft Ave. invites everyone to a Wine

and Cheese Party from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00

p.m. every Friday. Note: We have imported

wines, as well as your favourite domestlcl

5:30 pm
Lichet Bennchen this week is at Hillel

House. 186 St. George Street.

SATURDAY
6 pm

The Queen's Golden Gaels play host to

the Varsity Blues in OUAA college hockey.

For complete coverage ol this important

game, join Radio Varsity and Archie Hunler

and John Karr. live Irom the Jock Harty

Arena in Kingston. Radio Varsity 820 AM in

residences and al 96.3 FM on Rogers

Cable.

"Young Worker" dance, Graduate

Student Union, 16 Bancroft. Admission $1.

Bar and Buffet.

Hillels Coftee House Is open. All

welcome. Al Hillel House 186 St. George

Street.

SUNDAY
5 pm

Third World Confrontation, The director

of the Amazonian Hospital Foundation is

attacked by local high school students on

governmental and non-governmental

foreign aid. CITY-TV. Channel 79-

7 pm
Waffle Public Lecture Series on The

Political Economy of Canada. Mel Watkins
— "The Trade Union Movement in

Canada". Room N201 O.I.S.E.

7:30 pm
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew. At

Hillel House 186 St. George Street.

MONDAY
4 pm

C.D.E. Council Meeting, Rooms B, C, D,

Upper Brennan, SMC.
History ol Science Lecture: "Schemata

for Social Science" by Professor J.O.

Wisdom, York University, Dept. ot

Philosophy at Room 2135 Sidney Smith.

6:30 pm
Hillel's Kosher Supper. Please reserve

by 5 pm at Hillel House 186 St. George
Street.

7:30 pm
Free Jewish University "The Jewish

Woman" at the BBYO Building 15 Hove
Street, (Bathurst & Sheppard).

8 pm
Hillel's Drama Workshop. At Hillel House

186 St. George StreeL

Richard Needham speaks on Man-
Woman Relation. Sponsored by the Ukrai-

nian Students Club. Med. Sci. Auditorium.

Advanced Conversational Hebrew. At

Hillel House 186 St. George Slreet.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
SUMMER PROGRAMMES

IN

EUROPE
In addition to the regular Summer Session, the Division of University

Extension is offering degree courses in Europe, July 4 - August 1

4

as follows:

Nice, France/English, French

Siena, Italy/Fine Art, Italian

Trier, Germany/German, History

Cost? Approximately $750 - $800 (includes round trip, tuition for

one course, room and board).

Further information:

Summer Programmes in Europe
University of Toronto

Division of University Extension

11 9 St. George Street

Toronto, Ontario

M5S 1A9

ART GALLERY

HART HOUSE CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION

until Feb. 25

Gallery Hours:

Monday 1 1 a m 9 p.m.

Tugs. Sal.. 11 l.m. - 5 p.m.

Sunday. Z p.m. 5 p.m.

LIBRARY EVENING

MORDEGAl RICHLER

Wednesday, February 14

Library. 6 p.m.

THE GALLERY
Campus Dining Lounge - Overlooking lite Great Hall

Memberships available free in the Gallery and at the

Undergraduate Office.

Art Gallery of Ontario
Gallery Shop Sale

25°/c
FEB. 12 - 23 ONLY - COME AND SAVE
Mon; Tues; Fri; Sat: 10.30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Wed; Thurs: 10.30 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Sun: 1.30 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Dundas West at Beverley

OFF
ALL

Art Books
Children's Books
Paperbacks
Posters,

Catalogues,

Cards,

Reproductions

363-3485

Integra Foundation
2637 Yonge Street

Toronto M4P 2J6

Operating Camp Towhee, a psycho-educational camp
for children with learning disabilities. Interviewing for

counsellors and remedial specialists.

Recruiting at Toronto U. on Feb. 21

Details and application forms available from your placement

office or from the Integra Foundation.

Victoria College Music Club presents

little me
a musical by Neil Simon.

J) <
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SAC meeting kills its witholding campaign
The Student's Administrative Council

ended eight months of work Wednesday when
it reversed an executive recommendation by
voting to stop the fees strike after one month.
The motion came tip automatically at the

meeting held in the Sid Smith foyer, as the

motion to go ahead with the fees strike

included a review after one month.

The motion urged students to pay their

second term instalment fees less the $15 late

penalty which it ordered the executive to ask

the administration to drop. Vice-president Jill

Conway last night reversed an earlier firm

refusal to a similar request by saying she will

be "interested in what the executive will say in

a meeting scheduled for today."

The decision to reject the strike came in a

22-9 vote with six abstentions after several

members had called the strike strategy

"bankrupt".

Education commissioner George Strathy

charged that the fees issue had become SAC's
"sacred cow". "Its lime we looked at the fees

strike", he said. •

Governing Council member Paul Cadario

said that the fees strike had been occupying

the council too long, and now that the

Commission on "Post-Secondary Education

report had been released it was "necessary

that we concentrate our efforts on it."

Eric Miglin, who had supported the motion
that SAC continue its support and re-iterate

its demands, said that there was a "general

feeling" on council that the strike had

"reached a stalemate" and that "we should be

moving on to other things".

Miglin's motion, after the strike had been

called off, that SAC ask the administration to

waive the late fee, followed a comment by UC
rep Bob Anderson, the only speaker in favour

of continuing the strike, that students

withholding their fees should not be left

"holding the bag".

In another test of its mood on the education

cutbacks issue, the council overwhelmingly

rejected a motion calling on students to work

for the opposition parties in the March 15 St.

George by-election. The motion,
recommended by the executive Tuesday, was

inipnHed to urse students to demonstrate their

opposition to "the course of government

policy on post-secondary education."

SAC also called for a day of study on the

Commission on Post-Secondary Education

report released last week, deciding to ask the

administration for at least three hours off

classes one day after reading week.

The education commission was asked to

draw up and distribute a precis version of and

response to the report. The COPSEO report

costs $2.50; the precis will cost 15 cents.

SAC also endorsed yesterday's Coalition

Against the Cutbacks moratorium which

repudiated SAC's decision and voted to con-

tinue the fees strike. SAC gave the coalition

up to $100 to publicize the moratorium.

Equal access to Robarts stacks recommended
A working group within the

committee proposing library policy

has recommended that the Robarts

Library stacks be opened equally to

"all members of the university

community".

The Library Subcommittee of the

Academic Affairs Committee did

not come to a decision on the

recommendation, but student
members are hopeful it will pass at

the subcommittee's next meeting,

February 21.

One working group member,
David Esplin, is one of three
associate librarians. A year ago, he

was strongly opposed to open
access.

Asked by a Senate meeting last

year to determine what "academic
need" for stack access is so that

differentiated degrees of access can

be granted, the three-member
working group of Esplin, humanities

Int Affairs meets secretly
By RANDY ROBERTSON

The Internal Affairs Committee
went into closed session on the

advice of chairman Paul Cadario

Wednesday to discuss the code of

behaviour proposed for the

university.

The meeting did not come to any

conclusions about the code; dis-

cussion will be continued at the next

meeting February 22, also expected

to be closed.

Cadario said that premature

disclosure of the proposed code

"might destroy the value of the

document."

There was no debate about the

move, although some members not

present at the time later said they

would have opposed it.

Cadario suggested the meeting be

in closed session in a private note to

committee members two days
before the melting.

Vice-provost Robin Ross, who
had written a paper on university

discipline, was allowed to remain.

Graduate student member Clair

Henschel. who was unable to attend

thejneeting, said she was surprised

when notified by Cadario of his

intention lo hold the meeting in

closed session.

"We are supposed to be gelling

input from the university com-
munity. But if they aren't given any

information, how can they make any

suggestions?"

Henshchel claimed that Cadario

had scheduled the meeting knowing

that she had a class at the same time

and so would be unable to attend.

She said that he had done this before

and that he had said that he would

not do it again. "He doesn't like me
objecting."

Student member Ian Morrison

said lhal when he arrived (late) he

was surprised to see the meeting was

in closed session. He said he would

have objected if he had been present

for the vote.

Part-time student representative

Norma Grindal said, "There is

nothing for anyone to worry about.

We didn't get that far."

She said she "couldn't remember

one vote being taken."

Morrison said that the committee

had got half way through the paper.

He said lhal "nothing substantial"

had been encountered and thai the

paper contained "the things you'd

expect."

He said the committee had

debated generalities.

Let profs do hiring: math head
By LANNY COOKE

"Students rate highest those

teachers from whom they learn the

least," malh chairman George Duff

told about 75 math students in the

McLennan Building yesterday at

noon.

He was responding to criticism in

a petition signed by over 1,000 math
students which requested that

students be represented on all

departmental hiring and tenure

bodies.

The petition also requested that

Professor David Spring, denied

tenure last year, and part time

Professor Stephen Salaff, dismissed

this year, be retained on the faculty.

One hundred and twenty-five of

Salaffs students signed a petition

stating,

"We consider Salaff to be an

excellent mathematics professor,

both in the form and content of his

lectures, and in his teaching

methods."

In response to criticism from

students Duff expressed added con-

cern about including students on

hiring and tenure bodies, saying that

there is confidential information

required for evaluation and, "I do

nni know if the letters of recommen-

Math chairman George Duff

dation would remain confidential."

He added thai teaching is only

one part of a professor's profession.

The pursuit of mature scholarship

and public service are also expected

from professors, he said.

He quoted a motion from the

Faculty Council of Arts and
Science:"While welcoming student

participation on all matters of uni-

versity governance, (the council)

affirms its determination that its

academic staff members' continue to

be judged in matters of appointment

solely by members of the academic

staff of this university or, where

-i proper, by professional colleagues

^outside this university."

S Sociology professor Tony Smith

< explained that the sociology depart-

ment has student and faculty parity

Varsity desisting awhile

Varsity hacks yesterday got caught with their hopes showing.

The staffers had prematurely announced that the paper would cease

publication until Wednesday, February 21 effective today, assuming

Thursday's Hart House debate resolving that The Varsity cease publication

would win an easy victory. . .

Instead, the quarrelsome Debates Room jury refused lo parole the

paper's inmates, tying the contentious vote.

Indignant Varsity bureaucrats last night insisted they would not have

their undeserved vacation canned. "The readers be damned, said one,

"Enough is enough, we want to go skiing too."

Apparently, there's little fear that The Varsity will reappear before the

2ist.

I

| when making decisions about the

'hiring and firing of professors.

Smith said that a great many
professors are not primarily in-

terested in teaching undergraduate

courses. He believes that the reason

for this is that their faculties control

their own conditions of
employment.

Math professor Peter Rosenthal

agreed with Smith. He said that

teaching first year students is a

"chore", and added that professors

are not motivated to make the

courses interesting. Professors are

more worried about getting papers

published in order to get promoted,

he said. "We need departmental

encouragement by having teaching

count in promotion." he
recommended.

professor W.M. Dick, and student

Kathy Feldman reported that it was

too impractical a task.

The policy recommended by the

Library Subcommittee must be ap-

proved in turn by Academic Affairs

and the Governing Council before it

is implemented.

The decision may lead to at least a

partial victory for students who oc-

cupied the Simcoe Hall Senate

Chamber last spring in support of

Free and open stack access for uni-

versity and community members

alike.

The administration eventually

agreed to support virtually open

stacks, but a later meeting of the

Senate balked and insisted on main-

taining some degree of differentiated

access, to be determined according

to academic need.

The working group found that:

• Any cut-off point in academic

rank "made an arbitrary distinction

among users that bears little relation

to need", in part because of the

widely varied courses under the New
Program;'

• Any "attempt to judge each

individual case according to need,

unless it were merely a facade (for

determining by academic rank), was

judged to be administratively im-

possible"; and
• "Most important", the

number that would be permitted to

enter under the first two strictures

"was so large as to undermine the

original premise behind restricting

access, namely the belief that the

security of the collection depends on

keeping the number in the stacks

down."
The group did recommend that if

the slacks become overcrowded on

any given day, the chief librarian or

deputy can refuse admission until

stack space is available, but several

committee members feel this is un-

likely to occur.

In deciding to advocate equal

access, the working group observed

that the library system seems to

discourage people from desiring

stack access.

The group noted the difficulty of

physically obtaining access through

narrow corridors and entrances as

well as the small number of

elevators. Il also concluded that the

undergraduate collection at the Sig-

mund Samuel Library will be

relatively attractive because of the

availability of books.

An extremely tight proposed

security system alleviated fears that

book stealing might become a major

problem.

The subcommittee also decided to

amalgamate the extension library

collection, providing that extension

students received preferential access

lo the collection once inside the

library. There was no opposition to

the move from the extension

department.

The subcommittee also put off

further discussion of amalgamation

of the New College and University

College libraries into the un-

dergraduate collection until a UC
committee studying the college

library reports.

SACPress crumbling
By BRIANE NAS1MOK

- The SAC executive yesterday

came out of an in camera meeting to

announce that two of three SAC
Press employees will be laid off in

two weeks, a move that probably

spells the end for the coping and

printing function of the service.

Several closed discussions

preceded the decision, including one

meeting Sunday, at which ac-

cusations of incompetence were

thrown at the service by the ex-

ecutive, who claim the business is

losing an average of $ 1 500 a month.

The move must come up for

approval at a full council meeting,

probably in two weeks.

During the first two weeks of

December, the operation reportedly

lost $2300 and may have been

heading for a loss a large as $20,000

over SAC's financial year.

SAC Press manager John Webb
said that he could nol verify the

figures because he does not receive

monthly statements about his books

from SAC. Webb admitted, "It was

a bad setup to begin with. Other

printing houses around campus are

less expensive, and more efficient."

Consistently a money-loser since

its inception, SAC budgeted a

$9,000 loss for SAC Press. Previous

years have seen several attempts to

curtail or drop the operation,

located in the basement of the SAC

building.

SACPress began in 1966,

predominently to handle SAC prin-

ting. It was run by a part-time

manager, while utilizing student

labour at a low wage. In its first

three years the operation made
money.

In 1969 the shop unionized, hiring

a ful time manager and a larger

staff. The total salary costs was the

same as at present.

In 1971 the press decided to cut

out some services and pared down

the staff to a full-time manager, a

ful-time and a part-time employee.

The amount of SAC business to the

press lessened considerably, re-

quiring the press had to go to out-

side sources for business.

Staff departure

delay political

Refusing to miss out on all the

pre-election editor politicking, Var-

sity staffers have delayed their

departure for places unknown long

enough to hold a short, but poten-

tially revealing staff meeting today

at 1 pm.
Otherwise, campus political

pundits are insisting they'll refuse to

think about the paper until the week

after next.
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Big task ahead

for Jews, Arabs
The letter from the' Arab Students

Association in your issue of

February 7 makes a number of valid

points and expresses a fond hope

shared by many: a non-sectarian

broadly democratic state where

Christians, Jews, and Moslems can

live together in equality. Their letter

obfuscates and hides reality. It does

not represent ehe expressed wishes

of the Arab world outside of Israel

and the West Bank. It certainly does

not represent the expressed wishes

tenlions of the military, political or

religious leaders of the Arab coun-

tries. Therefore, it does not form a

basis for action, or even for serious

consideration as a short-term

program. As a long-term program,

it is beautiful, and many would even

regard it as a step toward a still

better world: the withering away of

any state in Palestine, Jewish or

Arab. Einstein, a Jew, among
others, argued for such a holy non-

state.

I had the opportunity of

discussing these issues with mem-
bers of the student council of the

University of Haifa last summer. Of
the nine student council members
present, three arc Arabs. Students at

Haifa, helped by a radical student

paper, have elected a radical student

council. The editor of the paper was

also present for the discussion. It

ranged over many issues, from the

immediate ones such as relative

scarcity of advanced educational

opportunities and work for Arabs in

Israel, especially educated Arabs, to

the political issues. We even dis-

cussed, don't laugh, the "Canadian
model" of a bilingual and bicultural

state and its possible application in

Israel. We agreed that a sectarian

state, exclusively Jewish, and .the

first-class and second-class
citizenship inherent in such a situa-

tion, are anachronisms. The dreams
and hopes of all of us were beautiful.

But, when one of the students was
challenged on his reference to "the

sacred cow of security", the at-

mosphere changed. This student had
fought at Suez. He wanted no more
war, no more blood: he has seen

enough to last a lifetime. But the

.harsh, unpalatable fact is that the

Jewish" Israelis stand in mortal
danger from religious fanatics in the

Arab world spurred on by greedy

feudal barons and power-hungry
politicians and military men. Securi-

ty is not a sacred cow, nor can it be

swept under the rug in Israel. There,

truly, eternal vigilance is the price of

peace.

When looking for answers to the

many Palestinian problems, Arab
students should turn their attention

to the leaders of the Arab countries.

an analysis of how one other uni-

versity has changed athletics in

spite of difficulties.

The future of intercollegiate

athletics at the University of Ottawa

affects the league — OUAA — in

which Toronto participates. The

sports department is not attempting

lo be totally parochial.

Sportalk is a compilation of

information that comes to the new-

spaper from coaches, or through

telephone calls we make. Our staff is

voluntary and we are unable to

cover every university event to the

same degree.

We have a sports editorial policy

at the office available for anyone to

The vision the students hold out is

certainly shared by most of the

people 1 met in Israel and Palestine

last summer: Jews, Moslem Arabs

and Christian Arabs. But, there is a

powerful barrier to its realization: a

wall of hostility and hatred erected

for the self-aggrandisement of the

few Arab leaders and not for the

benefit of the Palestinians, There is

much to be done on both sides: Arab

students of goodwill have an enor-

mous task among their own leaders

if they wish truly to contribute to

peace in the Middle East.

Professor Morris Wayman
Applied Science and Engineering

Reader dislikes

our sports pages
I am utterly incensed by the trend

which The Varsity sports section is

taking. I find the sports coverage

extremely insufficient and in lieu of

adequate reporting. I discover

myself being presented with very

lengthy articles which have little to

do with the athletic activities of the

University of Toronto.

An illustration of this observation

occurred in The Varsity of February

2. In that issue, the entire sports

section consisted of -

1) The intercollegiate hockey

standings - eight days outdated.

2) A very lengthy and

somewhat boring article which dis-

cussed in explicit detail the ad-

ministrative lattice structure of

Queen's University's Athletic As-

sociation.

3) Another lengthy article

which was concerned with the future

of intercollegiate football at U of O.

4) Sportalk — that feeble and

minute collection of facts which

constituted the only reporting ol

sports Tor the whole U ofT campus.

I hope that in future The Varsity

sports editor will concern his articles

more on reporting intermural and
intercollegiate sports activities in-

volving U of T students and will

dispense with this current trend

which includes elaborate book
reports as well as what I have men-
tioned above.

Gentlemen, your paper is

deteriorating rapidly so either - 'get

on the ball or on the bus'.

Addison Collier

Ed.'s Note: The intercollegiate

hockey standings were not eight

days outdated. The Eastern Section
was complete up to January 28 (not

January 25 as reported) and the

estern Section was complete to

January 31. These were compiled
from the OUAA weekly newsletter

and the Toronto daily papers up to

the night before publication.

The series on athletics at Queen's
University was designed to provide

Polarization

disgusts writer
In reading a recent Varsity in

which an article was written ac-

cusing one or other of the ad-hoc

committees opposed to the policy of

the provincial government's policy

of raising the costs of education, I

became disgusted by the identifica-

tion of anti-government movements

being associated with either the left

or the right. That one organization

should call itself (or be accused of

being) Trotskyist is to me irrelevant

and immaterial. I am opposed to the

current policies of the government

of Ontario, but as long as any

bodies and organizations are affi-

liated with any political group, not

only shall I have nothing to

do with them, but I would also ask

every sane and reasonable student

either in agreement with or opposed

to current government attitudes lo

dissassociate with the radical

politicizers of the campus. Forcing

one's way into a building or denying

others the right to act according to

what they believe they ought to do

(i.e. paying their fees at the fees

office) is wrong, therefore I applaud

the university administration when

they put police in a building to

protect it against the rampant
ragings of politically oriented ego-

tripping psychopaths.

Chris Rogers

Petition, fund

to help defence
Yesterday the seven people who

were arrested at 215 Huron Street

on February I were remanded for

trial on March 1, 14, and 16. These
seven people, workers and students

on campus, need your financial and
moral support.

The U of T Workers against the

Layoffs and the Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee are cir-

culating a petition on campus. Here
is the substance:

It was the Internal Affairs

Committtee of the Governing Coun-
cil of U of T that called the Metro
police on campus February 1, and
ordered the campus police to beat up
picketers. The Governing Council is

empowered by the University of

Toronto Act to raise tuition fees and
in fact the Governing Council im-

posed the student surcharge. John
Evans decided th policy to contract

out work and layoff campus workers
— see The Varsity, February 23,
1972.

John Evans is president of U of T
and we hold him responsible.

1. Drop the charges against the

seven people arrested February 1.

2. Reinstate suspended

ground-men Browne and Keilty.

3. Stop all layoffs and

contracting out.

4. Slop the student surcharge.

In order to pay legal fees to fight

the charges, we are asking for

donations from everyone on cam-

pus. Cheques should be payable to

the Legal Defence Fund for U of T
Workers and Sudents, Box 5, Sta-

tion E. Toronto 4. We also need

support for our petition, as

described above, signatures, and

petitioners. For further information,

phone 964-1174.

U ofT Workers against the Layoffs

Slop the Student Surcharge

Committee

Abortion ruling

sets precedent
Two weeks ago, ihe U.S.

Supreme Court released its decision

to liberalize the American abortion

laws. The new ruling permits abor-

tion until the seventh month of

pregnancy with no stale in-

terference, requiring only the

recommendation of one doctor.

Beyond ihe seventh month, a reason,

such as danger to a woman's mental

or physical health, must be es-
'

tablished before a woman can get an

abortion.

This ruling is a significant victory

for women in the United States. It

completely undercuts the argument

that the fetus is a human being who

can be defended by law. More im-

portant, it means in principle that up

lo ihe seventh month of pregnancy,

it is any woman's right to decide

whether or not she will bear a child.

This victory can be attributed to

the pressure of those forces

organized against ihe anti-woman

abortion laws, spearheaded by

W^ONAAC (Women's National

Abortion Action Coalition), as well

as the pressure of growing feminist

conscious in the United States.

The American ruling is a direct

challenge to Ihe Canadian govern-

ment, which has been avoiding

debate on the abortion issue for a

number of years. And, it is a direct

challenge to Trudeau who has stated

lhal abortion is murder. The U.S.

decision has set a precedent which

women in Canada must use to

pressure the Canadian government

not only to debate the abortion issue

in Parliament, but to repeal its anti-

woman abortion laws. It poses the

necessity for immediate action by
women in Canada.

The Canadian Women's Abortion

Law Repeal Coalition has begun to

make plans to step up the fight

against the Canadian abortion laws

— the major one being a national

conference lo be held in Toronto in

March. As well, women at Universi-

ty of Toronto are making plans to

draw women at the university into

the fight against the Canadian abor-

tion laws, including a debate on the

campus between Pro Life and the

Canadian Women's Coalition.

All women at University of

Toronto are invited to attend this

debate and the conference in March.
Anyone wishing more information,

or wanting to get involved should

contact me at 368-9407.

Heather Rideout

Medswomen
here doing

desired work
I wish to comment on the article

in The Varsity of 29 January, "Male

chauvinism. .
."

First, how can we be surprised if

outdated ideas are to be found in

1952 textbooks? The 21 years in-

tervening have brought great

changes to medicine as well as to the

public view of the role of women.
One can hope the author does not

depend on 1952 theories for medical

treatment.

While offering no apology for the

advertisements of pharmaceutical

companies, I object to the im-

plication that the physician is

neglecting duty and perpetuating

social injustice by prescription of

psychotropic drugs. Few doctors

have the time to become social

activists but they can offer some
help to those who suffer anxiety and

depression. This is their job. To
deny thai the hormone changes of

menopause causes great stress in

some women is impossible. This is

once it cannot be denied that men
and women are different and must

be considered so. This is why the

apparent suggestion that aggressive

men be given estrogen is ridiculous.

Are women lo be made lo suffer

menopausal stress without help

because someone interprets this as

condescension?

In a section on women doctors,

the article laments lhat few women
do neurosurgery. That's not sur-

prising; few men do. Tell us instead

how many women want to. The
article notes that women doctors are

heavily concentrated in pediatrics,

obstetrics, radiology, and general

practice. 1 1 says, "It is open to

question whether these jobs are con-

sidered 'more suitable for women'
because they are lower in prestige or

vice versa". Two quarrels: What do
women graduates choose lo do? A
survey of 52 women doctors in

Toronto last fall indicates that they

are doing ihe work they prefer. Even

more, 1 quarrel with the label low-

prestige applied to pediatrics,

radiology, obstetrics, and general

practice. Who declares these to be

low prestige? Medical Centre? The
Bold Ones? Television thrives on

glamour, not prestige, and while the

public may feel neurosurgery to be

glamourous and prestigious the

medical profession certainly

recognizes all the varieties of prac-

tice to be essential and important.

Let me pose one more question.

How many applicants to medical

schools are women and what is the

relative proportion of them
accepted? Unless Ihis information is

'("

known, there can be nothing but ^
speculation about discrimination

against women.
If there is to be criticism of the

status of women and medicine, let it

be valid criticism and not innuendo,

misapprehensions, and 20-year-old

quotes.

David McKnighl
Meds U

Wasn y

t there,

didn 9

t say it

I wish to publicly repudiate a
statement in The Varsity of
February 2 which implies that I was
present al a Hart House debate
featuring Margaret Scrivener.

Your reporter quotes me as

saying that women do not take part
in politics because it is so boring.

Actually, William Molson, a
long-time contributor to your Write-
on column and one of your own
staffers made ihe above quip. Since
I was nol present, I would have had
some difficulty in so doing.

Tom Walkom
UCIV
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Labour rep" on Governing Council

U of T man runs for Steelworkers' office
By ZOYA STEVENSON

A U of T governor is running for whal is

perhaps the most powerful office in one of the
most powerful unions in Canada.
Lynn Williams, a United Steelworker of

America staff representative running for the
steel directorship of a district comprising all

of Canada west of Quebec and including
126,000 members is the only union represen-
tative on the Governing Council.

His campaign for Tuesday's election and
other union matters have taken up so much
time that recently he has been criticized for
failing to live up to his responsibilities on the
council.

An appointee of Premier William Davis,
Williams has been absent from more than half
of the Governing Council's meetings since last

£ June, and has attended fewer than three of
seven meetings of the Planning and Resources
Committee, of which he is a member.

Williams admits that "events in the union
have made my role in the Governing Council
virtually non-existent." "My union respon-

sibilities have increased considerably because
of the district director's illness and elections

within the union," he says.

Present District 6 director Larry Sefton
was too ill to run for re-election, but is firmly

backing his second in command, Williams.

Williams is opposed by Harry Greenwood, a

Stelco machinist and the recording secretary

of Hamilton Steel local 1005.

A graduate of Hamilton's McMaster
University in philosophy and english,

Williams says he agreed to be on the

Governing Council because "we in the labour

movement grumbled over the years because

educational boards and university boards in

particular, were in the hands of corporate

business and unresponsive to the needs of the

working community."

But Don Barclay, business agent for

campus Local 204 of the Service Employee's

International Union, says he's disappointed

0 with Williams' lack of activity on Council. He
believes that "in concrete terms, the labour

representative on the Governing Council

should be meeting periodically with university

worker's committees to find out exactly what

the workers' problems are so that he can

better represent them."

Barclay contends that Williams has failed

to communicate with the SEIU, even though

Barclay sent him three letters asking for his

opinion or support on a number of issues

affecting campus workers.

Williams conceives of his role on the

Governing Council differently than Barclay

does. He believes that labour representation

of Council is important because "working

people have not had access to the universities

as they should have. A university education

ought to be available at the expense of the

state for anybody who's able," he stated. "It

should not only be available on the basis of

ability to pay fees."

Despite Williams' beliefs, when Joyce

Denyer, a part-time student representative on

3^ council, approached him for support for

student opposition to Ontario government

education cuts she says she found him "non-

committal" and "feeling his own way."

Apologizing for his inactivity on council,

Williams says that "most members of the

Governing Council have a greater familiarity

with the university than 1 do," despite the fact

that he is already university educated. As U of

T's labour-management relations director

John Parker says, "Williams is experienced in

administrative work in the labour

movement."

Williams, whose father was a minister, was

profoundly affected by the depression in his

formative years and began looking for

solutions to social problems. He did com-

munity organizing for the YMCA in

Hamilton during his years at university until

he graduated and joined the navy in 1944.

Williams regards his work at the Mountain-

Dale Community Centre there as his first

introduction to trade unionism because there

are large numbers of organized workers in the

community.
After World War II, Williams became

aware of "the contrast between the social

work approach to social problems and the

trade union approach," which he feels is "a

^ much more constructive alternative because it

deals with the question of power, and gives

people power to change their living and

working conditions to their own advantage."

In 1946-47, Williams did graduate work in

economics and industrial relations at the U of
T on Department of Veteran's Affairs credits,

but "didn't want to do the university thing and
then enter the labour movement as a
researcher." Instead he entered the labour
movement as an organizer,

After a short period working in the John
Inglis Steel plant in Toronto, he was hired by
the Canadian Congress of Labour to help
organize white collar workers at the T. Eaton
Co. in Toronto during the largest organizing
campaign of white collar workers until the
new drive this year. This eventually failed and
he joined the Steelworkers district staff 18

years ago.

The election for district director is in some
ways more significant than the election for

national director of the Canadian USW of A
section. While the union's two district direc-

tors deal specifically with economic issues and
are responsible for collective bargaining,

organizing, and the servicing of the
membership, the national director is respon-

sible for special services like public relations

and questions of "national importance" in the

union. The two districts are not responsible to

the national office, but to the international

executive board which has three Canadians on
it compared to 23 Americans.

Williams' opponent Greenwood was
nominated by only 21 locals compared to

Williams' 277. But Greenwood insists that

nominations are not representative of the

total amount of support the contenders for the

directorship of District 6 have. He says that in

Toronto Williams was nominated by 107

locals representing only 12,000 workers, while

his own support from only two locals in

Hamilton and Algoma represent 20,000
voting members.

Greenwood sees the three offices of the

Canadian section of the USW of A as a "drop
in the bucket on the international executive

board." He believes that the Steelworkers is

an American-oriented union putting Cana-
dian workers in the position of puppets depen-

dent on the American leadership of the union.

A conflict between Williams and
Greenwood arises over the Steelworkers' sup-

port for the protectionist U.S. Burke-Hartke

Act.

The proposed act, designed to protect

American business by placing a quota on the

number of imports into the United States,

also represents an attempt to set nation-states

against each other by proposing to move
plants from high wage areas to low wage

areas, agree both Greenwood and Williams.

Steelworker's international president I.W.

Abel, while supporting the bill, is lobbying for

special status for Canada, because it could put

many Canadians out of work.

Greenwood views reliance on Abel's

lobbying as an unhealthy dependence for

Canadian workers, and doesn't expect the

American president to fight very hard for

their rights.

Williams, on the other hand, feels that the

lobbying for special Canadian status demon-
strates the value of the international union.

He says "the needs of workers have always

been international" where the workers are

faced with the power of multi-national

corporations.

"To permit workers in one country to be

turned against workers in another is always to

the disadvantage of the worker. The multi-

national corporation is the real enemy." he

declared, because it acts without con-

sideration for national boundaries. He feels

the USW of A is effective in protecting its

membership against economic hardship

because it is international.

Greenwood agrees with Williams on this

issue, but is arguing for a greater Canadian

autonomy within the international. "Con-

stitutionally," he contends, "there have been

no innovations which have benefitted Cana-

dian workers in the history of the

steelworkers."

He feels that the international's

interference into local union matters has

made the union less democratic than it should

be. He says that in June 1970, Hamilton local

1005 decided in accordance with union bylaws

that three workers were ineligible to run in the

local's elections because they hadn't attended

any union meetings. The international re-

qualified the workers after an appeal, and the

local was forced to allow them to run.

Lynn Williams, on the other hand, contends

that the Canadian section of the union makes
its own decisions as far as those decision

affect Canadians. He believes thai the union

does all its business in a democratic way
because the locals decide when, where and

how negotiations occur.

Greenwood, unlike Williams, contends that

appointed staff members have dis-

proportionate power in the union because they

influence and control the information that

gets to the locals. He says that staff people are

appointed on the basis of patronage and many
are staff without the confidence of the

Greenwood would agree that Steelworkers

are amongst the highest-paid Canadian
workers, largely hecause of the backing of the

international, but he charges that "the growth
of the Steelworkers is not primarily the result

of organizing unorganized workers. He argues

that industrial growth, mergers, raiding, and
natural population growth are just as likely

causes of the union's growth as is the union's

greatness.

"The Breakway of the union's Kitimat
local in B.C. to form a Canadian union proves

that workers are interested in more than just

Lynn Williams has been accused of neglecting work as U of T governor.

workers.

The underdog contender for the throne,

Greenwood believes that "it is not a coin-

cidence that not one staff representative sup-

ported me. I represent the rank and file

movement in Canada which rejects opulent

unionism and demands that the working man
have a greater say in policy-making decisions

of the unions."

"The leadership of the union must begin to

discuss the problems of democracy in the

union or eventually face the same fate as the

leadership of the United Mine Workers of

America, which was replaced by men who are

moving the union offices back to the

coalfields, and cutting salaries of union

workers." (After a U.S. court found UMW
elections rigged, the coal miners in a sub-

sequent election threw out president Tony
Boyle's regime.)

Williams believes that it is precisely his role

as a staff person which has kep him in touch

with the rank and file of the union. "I've never

been removed from the rank and file and

consider myself their servant who attempts

only to offer leadership."

Greenwood views Williams in a different

light. "Lynn Williams has never been a part of

the rank and file," he says. "Twenty-five

years ago, when Williams went to university,

those who had the privelege were not working

class. Williams' purpose in going to work for

the few months he did was not to join the

ranks of the working class. It was political

expediency," he charged, because Williams

hasn't worked in a shop since.

Williams points to the increase from 36,000

to 126,000 in District 6's membership in years

as an indication of the Steelworker's strength.

"Look at the record," he challenges, "we're

the country's pace-setters in our collective

agreements."

economic issues," says Greenwood tersely,

"and the union has got to recognize this.

"Regional disparity and ethnic problems

caused dissatisfaction at Kitimat at least four

years ago when they nominated me to run (for

District 6 director). The problems existed

then, but the union ignored them. Still, 1 think

the workers should have stayed and fought

within the union for better, more independent

policies on issues like Vietnam, Burke-

Hartke, and greater democracy in the union.

This way the movement's going, to be split

again."

Williams feels that the workers at Kitimat

have been led into false issues against the

USW of A when their frustration should have

been directed at the multi-national cor-

porations. He thinks that political issues are

important, but that they should be considered

within the context of the New Democratic

Party, as the party best representing the

interests of the Canadian working class.

Greenwood has been active in both the trade

union movement and the NDP around

political and economic issues. He supported

the leftist Waffle in the NDP, (although he

subsequently left it), while Williams was

instrumental in their expulsion this summer.

The Steelworkers are the leading union

within the NDP and are attributed great

influence with the party's Ontario leader,

Stephen Lewis. Williams has been accused of

stacking party conventions and councils with

pro-Lewis Steel staff representatives

whenever Lewis faces a tough fight.

Both unionists agree that there has been a

myth built up around the power of the United

Steelworkers, and that its power rests on the

unity of its members against the more power-

ful multi-national corporations. Greenwood

says succinctly, "The local corner store

probably draws in a lot more income than the

local union."
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Job opportunity laws not enforced: Parent

stewardesses picket St. Lawrence Centre Wednesday.

By Wm. MOLSON
Ontario's legislation for equal job opportunity is the

best in Canada, says Council of Canadian Unions'

executive Madeleine Parent, "But I have a bone to pick

with the enforcers - they aren't enforcing the

legislation."

Federal labour minister John Munro and provincial

secretary for social development Robert Welch, drew

laughter and derision from the audience of 500 at the

Wednesday night meeting on equality for working

women.
Munro, arriving late at the St. Lawrence Centre with

conservative MP Flora MacDonald (Kingston and the

Islands), was hissed by the predominantly female

audience when he helped MacDonald seat herself.

Criticizing the Ontario legislation for containing a

loophole in allowing unequal pay for women when it is

based on any factor other than sex. Parent said that

effective laws could be enacted if the government

followed the example set by United Nations and

American Federation of Labour bills and required

equal pay for equal value.

Striking Wardair stewardesses publicized their

demands for laws limiting the length of their working

day which is now up to 24 hours long. Wardair flights

are currently staffed with unqualified personnel in-

cluding pilots' wives.

Also present was a representative of striking Dare

Foods workers, who claimed that Dare is now trying to

throw out the union. Welch promised to relay to

provincial labour minister Fern Guindon Dare workers'

complaint of sexual discrimination.

Munro said the priorities of the federal government

with regard to equality for women were daycare, family

planning and implementation of Royal Commission on

the Status of Women recommendations.

When he began to explain the government's plans to

make jobs, he was drowned out by laughter.

The abortion issue has social and moral aspects

beyond the freedom of women, said Munro.
'Abortion on demand is not the issue', countered

National Action Committee on the Status of Women
chairwoman Laura Sabia, "we want abortion taken out

of that damn Criminal Code. And we are not saying

that everybody should rush out and get an abortion.

Just gel it out of the code."

if by some freak of nature all men suddenly became

pregnant, remarked a speaker from the audience,

abortion legislation would be changed within three

weeks.

Getty says he was charged for his political activism
By JOHN CAMPBELL police, Getty argued in his summa-

At yesterday's final session, of lion that police testimony could not

[ill Getty's trial on assaulting confirm that he had assaulted Detec-

Toronto Free Clinic

to close next month
By HELEN COOPERSTE1N

The Toronto Free Clinic closes its doors March 1 5 after three years of

service to the Toronto youth community.

Although the eight medical staff workers, a denial assistant, two shop
workers (in the Free Store) and Dr. Dave Collins are saddened by seeing

something they put their "life, body and soul into", come to an end, they are

more lhan sure that the clinic was recognized as one of the best health

operations in Toronto. The Experimental Health Care Service and the

Department of Health had enough confidence in the clinic to supply the

grants required for its operation.

Originally founded in Rochdale College, the Free Clinic broke away to

new grounds and a new identity at Dupont Street near Spadina Road.
The eight medical staff workers were trained to diagnose and treat

bronchitis, respiratory ailments, abdominal disorder and colds, as well as

cuts and bruises. With no red tape of waiting to see a doctor, with forms to

be filled, and fees lo be calculated, it was a refuge to people they described as

"hippies".

But since these people have long since dispersed, the patients now using

the clinic request more lhan the clinic has to offer, according lo one worker,

such as personal doctors attention and X-rays - requests that can only be
handled at a hospital. The clinic began to turn into an abortion counselling

service as well as undertaking immigration physicals and referals.

Dr. Collins said he will continue to do more of the same work he has
done, protibly involving setting up another clinic.

The otner free clinics remaining in Toronto are the Village Health
Centre, and Scarboro Medi-Free Clinic.

tive William Kearns. He also argued

he had been singled out for arrest as

a known political activist, when last

March's occupation of Simcoe Hall

was broken up.

He reminded the court that he had

been charged by Kearns only with

trespass at the time of his booking

and learned that assault charges had

been laid against him only two hours

later.

The verdict of the trial will be

given by Judge M. A. Charles

February 19 at 10 am in courtroom

31 of the Old City Hall.

Getty interrupted Crown
Attorney William Donaldson's con-

cluding statements when the

prosecutor made a reference to

evidence against the defendant, to

say that the incident concerned a

different trial held three years ago.

The atmosphere in the Senate

Chambers as police broke in to eject
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demonstrators was described at

Wednesday's session as one of fear

and panic by witnesses.

"We were afraid of what would

happen. We were afraid all the

police would come in and of what

they would do," Tony Leah said in

response to a question from Getty.

Throughout the trial, Donaldson

exposed inconsistencies in the

defense witnesses' testimony with

highly detailed rapid-fire questions

concerning the entry of police into

the chamber and the ensuing action.

He introduced transcripts of an

earlier trial against Mark Goldblatt

in order to compare witnesses'

statements about the event.

Goldblatt was found guilty in

December of assaulting police.

With the exceptions of Tom
Walkom and Debbie Curtis, the

defense witnesses have stated that no
warning of trespass was given before

the police began breaking down the

Senate door. They were instructed

to do so before entering the

chamber.

There was unanimous agreement

among witnesses, however, that Get-

ty was not on the table which had
been used to barricade the door as

Kearns came through the open pan-

el. This was the location at which the

alleged offence was said to have

taken place.
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APL
COURSE

The University of Toronto Computer Centre announ-
ces an introductory course on the APL language.

The interactive programming language APL is both
powerful and easy to use. Many computer operations
can be accomplished with simplicity. APL is especially

adept at manipulating data and printing out results with
a minimum of fuss.

The course consists of six lectures to be held Mon-
days and Wednesdays, 7:30 - 9:00 p.m. beginning Fe-

bruary 19 at the Food Sciences Building, 135 Bloor
Street West, Room 124.

Guest lecturer will be Mr. E.M. Edwards, Manager of
Systems Languages, Control Data Corporation.
(Persons with no experience at a 2741 Communications
Terminal are urged to attend a terminal familiarization
session to be held Friday, February 16. For details call
928-3787.
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A-bomb may be used in rebellion - MIT prof
ByJONlSEAGER

"Dissidents" or "lawless elements" may
obtain atom bombs to blackmail governments

and other institutions, an American scientist

who helped develop the atom bomb predicted

Tuesday night.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
professor Bernard Feld, lecturing in a series

sponsored by the International Studies

Program, said that if one-tenth of one per

cent or the 300,000 tons of plutonium to be
produced in the world by the year 200 is

"diverted in some clandestine fashion" into

the hands of these "dissidents", they will have

the potential or building atom bombs.

Official estimates, he said, are that

although great precautions will be taken to

safeguard the plutonium, more than this

minimum amount will be lost.

"No thought seems to have been given to

this," he declared.

About 100,000 tons of plutonium will be

produced iri the United States, Feld said, and

10,000 in Canada.

The "gravest danger of all" dangers in

nuclear power stems from governmental

decisions that their country's economic well-

being depends on increased"power production,

he said. Plutonium will be the main source ol

power.

Feld, who worked at the University of

Chicago developing the world's first nuclear

reaction, said "1 believe that the nuclear genie

is still more out of the bottle than in it,"

referring to the likelihood of nuclear warfare.

His main interests now in this field are in

Scientist Bernard Feld spoke Tuesday.

disarmament and in "trying to ensure that

these (nuclear) weapons will never again be

used in war". He sees the solution oftechnical

problems as a "prerequisite of solving the

political problems".

Feld views the Strategic Arms Limitation

Talks (SALT) as "inadequate" and only a

"small step" in disarmament. These talks,

while they may rid the super powers of

defensive weapons, allow for the maintenance

and increase of offensive weapons.

SALT also allows for research and

development of new nuclear weapons, and

doesn't account for the problem of the in-

crease in tactical weapons, Feld said. He sees

the prospects for the second phase of SALT as

"dismal."

Feld also pointed out that the missile freeze

is not really a freeze at all, since it permits "at

least a ten-fold increase" in the number of

weapons now available as independent target

bombs.

He commented that both the United States

and Soviet administrations have made a

"commitment to pursue all new developments

in nuclear weaponry which aren't prohibited

by SALT."
One of the basic problems of disarmament

which he sees is that the super powers won't

agree to "verification procedures". The
Soviets offered to agree to three annual

mandatory weaponry inspections, while the

Americans insisted on seven.

For reasons that Feld finds "quite

inexplicable, this impasse wasn't resolved".

Feld suggested that possibly there was "a tacit

mutual agreement" of both sides not to come
to grips with these problems.

While the Moscow Treaty of 1963 banned
most forms of nuclear testing, there was no
limitation set on underground testing. Feld

says that while both treaties, SALT and
Moscow, contain "pious pledges" to pursue

further disarmament procedures, these

promises remain "unfulfilled" and "are

abused" by intensive underground testing.

He sees the danger as being that "each new
step in development. . . (of nuclear weaponry)
serves as an excuse for countermeasures by
the other side".

He says that countries like Canada, Japan
and India "without nuclear weapons. . . are

really much better off", both economically, in

that money is saved, and politically. However,
he says, there are growing pressures on these

nations to join the "nuclear rat race" and to

"aspire to the dubious advantages" of

becoming secondary nuclear powers, such as

Britain and the People's Republic of China.

Feld sees three basic steps that must be
taken if appropriate disarmament policies are

to be made. First, he says, the doctrines of

"strategic analysis" that have been developed

in the United States and adopted in other

countries must be re-examined.

He says such doctrines are "monstrous"
that hold the world "hostage" to the "whims
of a handful of politicians". The superpowers

have come to believe that the only viable

deterrent is the capability to destroy half of

the other country's resources and population.

Feld sees this as responsible for the "erosion

of the whole idea of deterrents".

The second step is to stop the "slow

resurgence of the concept of the use of tactical

weapons in so-called limited uses". He says

that when the concept of limited nuclear

warfare first "reared its ugly head", it was
recognized that it would be impossible to stop

it from escalating into a full scale nuclear

exchange. "Detente is the order of the day in

Europe" he declared.

SAC election rules change poses problem for losers
By FRAN JOHNSON

SAC presidential hopefuls who

want to maximize their chances of

being elected to the council may

have to run in their college or faculty

constituency at the same time as

running campus-wide.

Under a new procedure both

elections are timed for March 7 and

8. In previous years, the presidential

elections were held before the con-

stituency elections, so that defeated

presidential candidates has a second

chance at getting on council.

SAC vice-president John

Helliwell, also election committee

chairman, stated the charge was

made to hopefully "make SAC rep

elections more meaningful".
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He realizes the new problem it has

created an said he is "trying to get

around it". His present solution, to

allow candidates to run for both

offices, will be proposed following

today's SAC meeting, although he

realizes ot is "getting late".

If Helliwell's suggestion is

adopted, a candidate could win two

positions. Helliwell then proposes

that the candidate be allowed to

accept only one office and the

runner up for the other position win

it. He admitted that in such a case.

the electorate would not really have

the person they wanted representing

the.

Since nothing has been formalized

yet, Helliwell stated he was quite

"open to suggestions" to help solve

the problem.

High school students attack

Canadian foreign aid schemes
By MELAN1E JONES

Canadian governmental and non-governmental

foreign aid policies were challenged last Thursday by

over I00 Scarborough high school students who

gathered in the auditorium of Woburn Collegiate.

Under attack was Mary Poaps, Canadian executive

director of the Amazonian Hospital Foundation which

operates a hospital in the jungles of Peru. Poaps has

also worked for five years as associate director of

Oxfam, Canada, has travelled extensively and spends

several months of each year in the Amazon jungle.

During the hour long session taped by CITY-TV

Pdaps was confronted with strong criticisms concerning

the kind oY aid which Canada and the U.S. are sending

to most Third World countries.

Student Sue Abbey, one of the panelists, described

aid as the "big ripoff. She pointed out that not only

does Canada spend less than most developed countries

on foreign aid (less than half of one per cent of its gross

national product), but also that most of this sum is in

the form of private investment or is "tied" (two-thirds

of the money must be spent on Canadian goods and

materials, which could cost the recipient up to 30 per

cent more than the same goods would cost elsewhere).

Asked how to develop agriculture in a country ridden

with big landowners. Poaps suggested that the

governments should begin buying up the land and

dividing it among the peasants.

When Abbey asked if Canadians would be willing to

accept a less affluent life style in order that South

Americans can have a decent standard of living, Poaps

smiled and said, "Well you can't take it with you so you

might as well share it."

Brushing aside a series of demands for a cancellation

of Canadian foreign aid in its present form, and the

support or a Marxist revolution as a solution to the

South American problem, Poaps, though conceding the

possibility of revolution, suggested that at the moment

what the South Americans' need is "guidance as

children need guidance and adolescents need

guidance ... to bring them up to a living level".

Discover
the

freedom of
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Student reform slate for GC ready to go
A group of students have formed

a reform slate for this months

Governing Council elections,

pledging to focus their campaigns

around the issues of open library

stacks, educational cutbacks, and

tenure.

The slate was born at a meeting of

about 1 5 students Wednesday which

decided to build a campaign

organization and ticket which could

present a unified reform front

around certain core issues.

Former SAC vice-president Phil

Dack, Political Economy Course

Union vice-chairman Howie Stein,

and history graduate student Bill

Schabas chaired the meeting.

Schabas suggested that an original

"open stacks slate" concept be

broadened to become the "reform

slate" by involving more issues in

the campaign. The students agreed

support for the ticket would increase

in direct proportion to the number

of issues on which it campaigned.

But the group failed to establish a

set list of people to run on the slate

and decided, instead, to encourage

as many people as possible to file

nomination papers. After

nominations close they will decide

who should remain in the race and

get reform slate support.

Possible undergraduate "reform"

candidates include Victoria College

student council president Gord

Barnes, third year Vic student David

Laughton, arts and science faculty

council member Howie Levitt, and

Stein.

Dack and Schabas may run for

the two graduate student seats.

Some students at the meeting

suggested canvassing professors to

run on the slate in the faculty con-

stituencies and also going through

residences to seek more student

nominees.

The slate, with headquarters and

publicity, would provide a better

opportunity to involve more
students in the election than last

year, Stein said.

They agreed that the $50

campaign allocation given each can-

didate by the administration should

be thrown into a central fund for a

combined campaign. Schabas

suggested producing a four-page

flyer.

The group will meet again

Monday after nominations close to

choose its final candidates.

Other campus politicians

rumoured to be considering running

for Governing Couneil include

former SAC services commissioner

Bill Steadman and university com-

missioner John Creelman.

Steadman was elected to the

Sarnia Board of Education in

December and quit his commission

position job to spend more time

representing his Sarnia constituents.

He feels he can be mobile between

Toronto and Sarnia and serve on the

Governing Council as well.

Creelman says he will run for a

part-time student seat without the

blessing of the Association of Part-

time Undergraduate students.

APUS vice-president Arlene Dick

and former chairman Norma Grin-

dal, who now sits on the council, are

both likely candidates.

Nominations close Monday and

the elections will be carried out by

mailed ballot later this month.

A & S union hires Depoe
Well-known radical David Depoe

was appointed full-time fieldworker

by the Arts and Science Student

Union last night.

Depoe, who attained fame as a

Yorkville Company of Young
Canadians social animator in the

mid-60's, and is now a member of

Huron demonstrators

trials set for March
Seven people charged with

various offences after last Friday's

demonstration at 215 Huron Street

appeared in court yesterday and

were, remanded.

Trials of the five men and two

women will begin in March at court-

Judge postpones

McLaughlin fate

The judgment on Tom
McLaughlin's charge of obstructing

police in connection with last year's

Simcoe Hall occupations was post-

poned Wednesday by Judge Cloney.

The judge said that because of the

pressure of "many cases", he had

not reviewed the case or the

testimony of the witnesses and had

not reached a decision.

The verdict will be given today in

courtroom 24 in the Old City Hall at

10 am.

room 34 in the Old City Hall.

The charges arise from a

demonstration by the U of T
Workers Against the Layoffs and

the Stop the Student Surcharge

Committee protesting the lack ol

guarantees against layoffs and con-

tracting out by the university.

Denise Havers, charged with

disturbing the peace, and Rhonda
Flemming, charged with assaulting

police, will be tried beginning March

1 at 2 pm.

The trials of Larry Haiven, and

Greg Keilty, both charged with

assaulting police, and Myron
Krymko, charged with obstructing

police, will begin on March 16 at 10

am.

Claude Browne, facing two

charges of assaulting police, and

Peter Havers, charged with assault

causing bodily harm, common
assault, and mischief of private

property will be tried beginning

March 16 at 10 am.

lAFURAL FOODS RESTAURANT a STORE

)FEN 12 TILL 9, SEVEN DAYS A WEEL

the Canadian Party of Labour, will

be paid $95 a week until the end of

April. He will co-ordinate student

educational and political activity in

the faculty along with three part-

time workers.

However, the money for Depoe's

salary, and the other programs of

the ASSU, has not been approved

by SAC yet. ASSU executive

member Rick Gregory told last

night's meeting that SAC will not

release the money to run the union

until $200 is paid for an outside

audit of its books.

Gregory said he thinks SAC feels

that the Union is too new to be

completely reliable. The ASSU was

formed last fall. Depoe is the first

worker hired.

Last night's ASSU council

meeting aiso passed the budget,

which includes $9000 for course

unions and evaluations.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT iopm tu wh*£veb FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

FEB. 9-10— $1 .50— THE STRING BAND
FEB. 16-17-51.50 -PATCH(fromgUrt«|

Fix, then demolish
Two houses acquired for the relocation of police station 52

will be rehabilitated for the tenants at a cost of $5000, Metro

Council decided Tuesday.

The council adopted a recommendation from its executive to

repair houses at 37 and 39 Darcy Street so that they can be

occupied until at least August of this year. Building of the new

station is not scheduled to start until next year.

However, the report from the Metro Property Commissioner

recommending the repairs contends that restoration of the

buildings for long-term use has "no economic justification."

Residents of the Dundas-Beverley area have protested against

the relocation of the police station in their area on the grounds that

the area is already too congested. The methods and alleged secrecy

used by the Metro Property Commission in acquiring the houses

on behalf of the police have also been questioned.

The eight houses necessary for the site have already been

acquired, and two have been boarded up. Tenants of the two Darcy

Street houses have had their deadlines for leaving extended twice

already, and are now seeking to remain in the houses until

October.

A report from the Metro Property Commissioner detailing

the costs necessary to repair the houses for use until October is due

before Metro Executive Committee next Tuesday.-

Ward 6 Aldermen William Archer and Dan Heap are

working on setting up a general public meeting with area residents

and Police Commission representatives to discuss the whole

subject of the relocation.

COUNCIL OF THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

NOTICE OF ELECTION

Student Nominations Open
Three student representatives will be elected for each of the four divisions of the Grad-
uate School. Nomination forms may be obtained at any graduate department office,

the Graduate Students Union office, and the School of Graduate Studies.

Student nominations will be open until February 21, 1973 at 4:00 p.m. Completed no-

mination forms must be returned to the Office of The School of Graduate Studies prior

to this time to be valid.

Elected members will serve for one year until June 30, 1974.

Election will be by mailed ballot.

CONSTITUENCIES-THREE REPRESENTATIVES EACH

DIVISION I The Humanities
Classical Studies

Comparative Literature

Drama
East Asian Studies

English i

French Language 8 Literature

Germanic Languages & Literature

History

History of Art

History & Philosophy of Science & Technology
Islamic Studies
Italian & Hispanic Languages & Literature

Linauistic Studies

Medieval Studies
Music
Near Eastern Studies
Philosophy

Sanskrit & Indian Studies
Slavic Languages S Literatures

DIVISION III The Physical Sciences

Aerospace Science and Engineering
Applied Statistics

Architecture

Astronomy
Bio-Medical Electronics

Chemical Engineering

Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Computer Science
Electrical Engineering

Environmental Sciences S Engineering
Geology
Industrial Engineering
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgy & Materials Science
Physics

DIVISION II The Social Sciences
Anthropology
Criminology

Culture & Technology
Educational Theory

Geography
Industrial Relations

International Studies

Law
Library Science
Management Studies

Political Economy
Quantitative Analysis of Social &
Economic Policy

Russian & Eastern European Studies

Social & Health Services

Social Work
Sociology
Urban & Community Studies
Urban & Regional Planning

DIVISION IV The Life Sciences

Anatomy
Biochemistry

Botany
Clinical Biochemistry

Dentistry

Food Sciences
Forestry

Hygiene
Immunology
Medical Biophysics
Medical Science
Nursing
Pathology

Pharmacology
Pharmacy
Physiology

Psychiatry

Psychology
Surgery
Zoology



Free elections of the

masters by the slaves

does not eliminate the

masters or the slaves

— Hebert Marcuse
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Why would the Italian Minister of Education

personalty pay a visit to the Board ot Education of

relatively insignificant, small town in northern Italy?

Simple.

Since the beginning of the school year, the high

school students of the town of Gallarate have been

agitating with strikes and general assemblies held jointly

with workers against all mechanisms of selection, and

demanding free transportation, free cafeteria service,

and freedom to carry out political activity.

On December 6, 1972, while Ihe Gallarate students

were out supporting a joint metalworkers' and teachers'

strike, the police arrived, called by a fascist teacher. The

students ran back into the school and locked themselves

in but the police broke in and charged. Stones started

flying and shots were fired by the police. The cops finally

withdrew with their "prize catch": a student who had

accidentally tripped and whom they had severely beaten

up. v "-.> '
"

The reaction of the students was immediate: after

holding a general assembly with local workers, they

staged a mass demonstration at police headquarters,

demanding the release of their fellow student. Police

reinforcements arrived Immediately, armed to the teeth,

and the whole area took on the appearence of being in a

state of siege. Although ordered to disperse the

demonstrators did not move until a teacher had bee^,

sent into the police station to check on the condition of

their comrade.

It was a typical example.

Never before have students in all parts of Italy

reached such a high level of politlcization as in the

Italian si

ally with

fight net)

Laws enacted under Benito Mussolini's fascist rule have been re-actlvated by the
present Italian government to repress growing worker-student militancy

current year. The militancy has spread from the

university student movement of the late 60's to the junior

and senior high school levels and turned many a

neighborhood school into an arena of confrontation

involving strikes, occupations, and clashes with the

polide and squads of fascist thugs. The state and the

educational authorities have launched a counter-attack

aimed at isolating the student movement and breaking its

ever-stronger alliance with the working class and its

struggles.

What is behind this unprecedented mass
mobilization among the students ?

Following the wave of confrontation which ended
with the "hot autumn" of 1969, the university student

movement entered a period of general ebb. It needed to

"find itself" politically, to move beyond the politics >'

ideological protest and its fragile solidarity with the

workers' struggles, to a more precise understanding of

the role of the student and his position in a class society.

What it began to discover has been referred to by "II

Manifesto" as the "organic ambiguity of the student" in a

stage of capitalism where education has become
accessible to unprecedented numbers but at the same
time is fast losing Its power to deliver its beneficiaries

from the material hardships caused by unemployment
and underemployment. Although the student is

privileged with respect to those who still cannot get

access to educational institutions, he is in a position of

objective ambiguity because the increasing mass nature

of education under capitalism has lead to widespread
de-valuation of degrees and waste of human resources.

This combination of present privilege and future

hardship is the crux of the student's position. This is

underscored by the tact that even as a student he is really

among the unemployed.
In order to overcome the ambiguity of their position,

students had to begin developing forms of political

struggle capable of rallying the broader mass of students
around precise anti-capitalist positions. The growing
discontent and sense of futility among large strata of

students provided the material base for such a

development. The political consciousness now evident
all over Italy has its roots, unmistakably, in the dally

reality of the student's life.

In the most immediate sense, this daily reality is

made up of overcrowded classrooms (often ac-
comodating two or three shifts a day), totally Inadequate
facilities (eg. libraries, labs, etc.,) ever-rising transporta-
tion costs, old-fashioned authoritarian methods of
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instruction, etc. all of which are du to persistent failure to
f-iplement even the most meagre reforms.

The only reform of any consequence, passed over
ten years ago, was that of extending the mandatory years
of education from five to eight. Its effect was to draw in

segments of the population which had been previously
shut out, mostly from the working class and the rural

peasantry. This reform, however, was a move prompted
by the exigencies of capitalist planning and aimed at

creating a base of technically trained labor in view of the
economic boom which Italy was to experience through-

out the sixties.

In the years that followed however, it contributed to

the deepening of the educational crisis because the

increase in the student population was not paralleled by

a proportionate increase in available jobs. It soon
became evident that large strata of the youth population

had been channelled into longer educational programs
in order to keep them from pressing immediately on a

job market incapable of absorbing them. This "parking

lot" function of the schools has underscored the total

subordination of educational policies to the needs and
contradictions of capitalist development.

It is at this level, where the ideology of education as

th vehicle for social mobility is shattered, that the great

mass of students live out the contradiction of their

The student's road to political consciousness often

begins, as we have seen, with a vague feeling of being

cheated, a feeling collectively expressed for the first time

In the university upheavelsof 1967-1968. In the years that

followed, it has matured politically and spread to the

junior and senior high school levels, taking root, in

particular, among students in the technical high schools.

These high schools grant diplomas in areas such as

accounting, engineering, primary school teaching, etc.

Their programs are similar to those of Ontario's

community colleges or Quebec's CEGEPS; their

graduates would be competing for the same sort of jobs.

In the past ten years the technical high schools have

had the largest increase in enrollment with a

correspondingly high level of unemployment and un-

deremployment. The areas for which they train are

critically oversupptied as a result of imbalances in

capitalist development — a phenomenon to which

Canadians are no strangers.

5 As is frequently the case, the working class pays the

Highest price for such imbalances. The majority of the

students in technical high schools are from the working

class and rural peasantry. Their families, who have to

shoulder the financial burden of their education, are in no

position to bear the costs of prolonged lack of

productivity fue to unemployment. For these students,

therefore, the shrinking job market and the broader

political question of the capitalist use of education are of

immediate and pressing concern, and this explains, to a

great extent, why the technical high schools have

become fertile ground for militant struggle.

As the student movement has acquired a more

precise anti-capitalist character, it Jlas been propelled

towards an ever-clearer political alliance with the work-

ers' movement. This alliance is one of the most crucial

aspects of the present situation and is based on the

collective recognition that the students have undergone a

process of proletarianization which puts them, ob-

jectively, on the side of the workers. No longer is it a

matter of simple solidarity. Students and workers alike

recognize that they are only raw material for capitalist

planning and therefore victims of its contradictions.

For the student movement, its alliance with the

workers entails a sharp rejection of the idea that the

present educational crisis can be solved via traditional

forms of political activity such as parliamentary politics,

pressure for government reforms, etc. Its aim is precisely

0i situate the educational crisis within a much larger

political framework in order to avoid relapsing into

reformist struggles based on narrowly conceived

"student" interests, . ,

A strategy along the lines of a new student

unionism is rejected on the grounds that It would oe

capable only of consolidating certain privileges and
fighting for new ones. The point, someone has said, is not
to fight just for lower fees and smaller classrooms but for

the abolution of capitalist control over the schools. To
this end, unity with the workers' struggles and the
building of a common mass base has become the order
of the day.

The level of unity reached thus far became evident
last fall when a new period of open conflict began with a)

the opening of the new academic year under the

direction of a new Minister of Education determined to

restore discipline In the schools, and b) a new round of

labour negotiations for the renewal of national contracts
in key sectors of industry. The capitalist class has been
preparing for the present season of struggles for the past
three years following the major gains made by the
workers during the "hot autumn" of "69.

In order to prevent the capitalist counter-attack from
undermining its present position of strength, the student-
worker alliance has developed new organizational forms
of struggle, the most common of which is the
"neighborhood committee".

These committees serve to launch actions, at the

local level, such as occupations of nearby factories, co-
ordination of worker and student strikes with joint

assemblies and demonstrations, massive neighborhood
rent strikes — many of which have led to self-reductions

of rent to 10 per cent of income, campaigns for free

public transportion, etc.

A recent example of such actions took place in the

small northern city of Imola, where students from a local

high school opened the doors of their school to striking

workers from a nearby factory, and held a joint student-
worker assembly. The principal immediately laid charges
against three of the militants for disrupting the normal
"didactic activity" of the school. The assembly
responded by proclaiming itself collectively responsible
and called a general strike of all the city's high schools.

The following day the schools were empty.
If the students' alliance with the workers entails their

very survival as a mass political movement, the workers,
for their part, have increasingly recognized the necessary
link between their in-plant struggles and the larger social

struggles being waged in their communities. For this

reason, they have fought militantly in the neighborhood
committees and often provide the leadership.

One of the more recent slogans, "abolish full-time

study, abolish full-time work", aims at breaking with the

capitalist division of labour imposed on students and
workers, and provides the basis for certain concrete

demands.

The metalworkers, who are the most militant sector

of the Italian working class, have recently demanded
fifty hours per year of paid time-off for political and

cultural education, to be controlled directly by the

workers themselves. The plan which most of them favor

is to hold joint sessions with students, teachers, the

unemployed, and others who have an organized

presence in their communities, in order to deepen their

understanding of present-day conditions in Italy and

develop common strategy.

The strength of the student-worker alliance has

thrust the schools into the heat of struggle now underway

between the owners and the working class as

negotiations continue for renewal of key national con-

tracts. This has made the authorities more determined

;han ever to regin control over the schools.

Their efforts to contain the student movement have

already gone through two separate stages following the

first wave of agitation among the high school students in

"70-71.

The first consisted of granting certain concessions

along "democratic" lines, the most important of which

was the right to hold general student assemblies without

interference. This was, in reality, a formalization of what

the students had de facto gained through mass
mobilization, and it produced the opposite of its intended

effect. Instead of co-opting student militance by re-

directing it into legitimized channels, it heightened the

agitation.

The students refused to accept the notion of the

school as an institution unto itself, detached from the

interests of the rest of society, and demanded that their

assemblies be opened to "outsiders": workers, labour

unions, neighborhood committees, etc. The political

space created by the students' militance and the mass
base on which it rested were by now too solid to be

destroyed by reformist bureaucratic "solutions". This led

to the first wave of repressive measures which were to

continue for the remainder of the 1971-1972 academic

year.

In December of 1971, the Italian neo-fascist party

(MSI) sent a letter to all high school principals throughout

Italy in which the schools were described as being in a

"state of emergency", it called for the strictest

enforcement of "law and order" and proclaimed this to

be the only way to bring the schools back to normal

conditions. At roughly the same time, the Minister of

Education issued a memorandum calling for the creation

of parent's councils within the schools, in an effort to

bring parental authority to bear on the situation.

Soon after, punitive measures began raining down
in all of Italy's schools: student suspensions, school lock-

outs, criminal charges against militants, transfer of

teachers sympathetic to the students, police harass-

ment, etc. These repressive measures served to identify

the fascist teachers and principals, who enforced them

with the greatest zeal, and confirmed the suspicion of

many that the measures were neo-fascist in origin. This

had a powerful radicalizing effect on the students and

introduced into the schools one of the most pressing
issues in Italy today: the struggle against a resurgent
fascism.

This struggle began in earnest on December 12, 1969,

when fascist bombs exploded in a bank at Piazza

Fontana, in downtown Milan, killing 16 people and
wounding many others. Several members of an anarchist

group were rounded up for questioning while the' media
proceeded to pronounce them guilty. One of them,
Giuseppe Pinelli, a railroad worker, was killed falling

from a fourth-storey window at police headquarters

(suicide, they said). Another, Pietro Valpreda, was
charged and placed in custody.

As events unfolded over the past three years, one of

the most despicable police frame-ups in Italian history

slowly came to light. It revealed a fascist plot to create a
climate of social tension and fear, with the collaboration

of police, judges, and people in high places, aimed
directly at undermining the recent gains made by the

workers' movement.
The complexity of the case defies arly facile

prediction as to its final outcome, but the anti-fascist

forces scored a major victory with the recent release of

Pietro Valpreda, held for three years without trial.

Following the May elections, last year, a center-right

coalition was asked to form the government and the

result has been the creation of the 'strong state' capable
of meeting the anticipated wave of workers' struggle with

a firm hand.

The chief tools wielded by the 'strong state' are the

renewed attempts to limit the right to strike, and wide
extensions of the power of the police and the courts. A
number of criminal laws legislated under Mussolini have

recently been re-activated and there is a proposed law

currently before the parliament which would enpower the

police to arrest a suspect and hold him up to 96 hours
without formally charging him.

Employers have also been given increased powers
to lay-off workers, and their strategy thus far has been to

hit the most militant sections of the workers' ranks in the

hope of weakening the entire movement. Mass lay-offs

have already occurred at Pirelli — the nation's largest

rubber producer — as well as in several auto industries.

The Government's policy of repression is seen by

many militants as another indication of the growing

fascism of the Italian bourgeois state, and for this reason

it has become a focal point for student-worker struggles.

On December 12, 1972, demonstrations called

jointly by groups of the extra-parliamentary left, com-
memorating Piazza Fontana, brought hundreds of

thousands of workers and students together throughout

Italy to protest government policies and to demand the

release of Pietro Valpreda whose detention has become
a symbol of the government's complicity in the fascists'

design for terror. He was released shortly after.

Repressive measures aimed at the workers are

paralleled by similar ones designed for the students. The
'strong State' is attempting to restore a regime of

discipline which would no longer tolerate politics in the

school and aims at destroying the unity between the

students and the workers which is saud to threaten the

'social peace' of the country.

According to the new program of 'reforms' outlined

by the new Minister of Education, the mechanisms of

selection within the schools would be strenghtened,

forcing students to comply more rigidly to the

methodological and ideological orientation of their

programs.

(Teachers who have refused to go along with these

guidelines have been subjected to disciplinary

measures). The mass political organization achieved so

far would be severely undermined by a provision

banning the general assemblies and replacing them with

"mini-parliaments" made up of student delegates

representing the various political (party) affilations

(including the neo-fascists!).

The plan also calls for th intensification of extra-

curricular activities which would create new ways to

administer bourgeois culture and further de-politicize

student organizations, especially where these are

already weak.
In addition to expressing itself through common

objectives with the workers' movement (against

educational fees, the rising cost of living, unemployment,

fascism, etc.), the mobilization among the students

against the "program to restore authority" also attempts

to locate objectives which attack head-on the class

character of educational institutions.

"Lotta Continua", one of the national organizations

of the extra-parliamentary left, to which many student

militants belong, calls program matically for struggle

against all mechanisms of selection (grades, assign-

ments, exams, etc.) and demands equal evalua-

tion for all students, or guaranteed promotion. It also

calls for the complete rejection of the class character of

school curricula, and demands "assemblies and collec-

tives as instruments for the autonomous political and

cultural formation of students in alliance with the

workers' struggles".

After past reformist failures to integrate the school,

materially and ideologically, into national economic plan-

ning and policy-making, the latest attempt, which is still

underway, is having to reckon with a mounting

radicalization of the student masses who seem deter-

mined to maintain the school as a base for political

mobilization. The present intensity of the struggle has led

many to conclude that the fate of the schools is by now
irrevocably bound up with the future of the workers'

movement.
Judy Florlto

and Bruno Ramirez
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Linda Sorenson and Roy Frady in The Colonnade Theatre's Miss Julie.

Toman reins in

Strindberg's

stormy 'Julie'

Last week Classical Stage Productions opened a revival of Miss

Julie, one of the tinest of August Strindberg's stormy psychological

dramas. Appropriately billed "A Tragedy of Obsession", this play is

perhaps the best introduction to the work of this turn-of-the-century

master of tragedy, and a most welcome offerring for those who are

already devotees of this genre.

Most welcome, Indeed, for, although Miss Julie has long been a

staple of classical theatres and a favourite of university drama

departments, it is rare that one finds a company that does Justice to

this truly fine script. Perhaps this is due to the Intense emotional

content of the play, and the technical demands It makes upon actors.

For although the play provides a feast of opportunities for the talented

and weli-trained actor, it is filled with a variety of pitfalls.A cast of Miss

Julie must feel somewhat in the position of a tightrope walker, for the

Impact of the play depends upon its ability to rise to a great emotional

pitch; at the some time, the fragility of the drama depends upon

superb use of restraint at precise moments. This is one of those

delicate dramas that loses all credibility if there is overindulgence on

the part of the actors.

Director Adolf Toman has achieved a fine balance in this

production, bringing the audience, with the characters, almost, but not

quite, to the breaking point many times before the final tragic closing.

The pace is lively, and the cast Is quite adept at twisting and turning Its

way along the path to the inevitable, displaying infinite variety in

technique as each actor sustains his full and highly complex role. Each

of the play's three characters are highly, almost bewilderingly

complex, and the cast meets the demands of the roles with laudably

clear portrayals.

Linda Sorenson sustains the difficult title role beautifully; never

losing the thread of the often conflicting elements of her character.

She happily avoids the temptation to which many actresses in the role

unfortunately succumb of allowing her character to disintegrate into

nervous fluttering, and always maintains the essential dual personality

of Miss Julie. Occasionally she does tend to pose. This however,

decreases as the show progresses, and her final scene is truly a

chilling tour-de-force.

Roy Frady, playing the role of Jean opposite Miss Sorenson, is to be

commended for his equally strong performance. Mr. Frady's many-

faceted characterization of the obsessively social-climbing valet is

gripping. His interpretation displays the sensitivity and insight

necessary in playing Strindberg. He loses no opportunity to show us

yet another of the many sides of this complex character.

Pauline Carey, in the smaller but no less important role of

Christine, brings some needed (if judiciously limited) comic relief to

the stage. Christine is often played as a sullen, rather sinister moralist,

but Miss Carey has chosen a far more interesting interpretation in

portraying her as a mildly hysterical and often amusing hypocrite who
operates behind a facade of almost vain virtue.

Despite the fact that the first act may seem rather contrived by

today's theatrical standards I feel that Director Toman and his cast

have put together a show well worth seeing. In short, this production of

Miss Julie succeeds where many others have failed.

Diane Marie Brown

WAS
"Dirty Little Billy"

is a different

kindofmovie.

COUMOM PICTURES Prim

"DIRTY
LITTLE
BILLY"
MTCHAEL J. POLLARD

ADULT INTUTMNM1NT

NOW PLAYING

EGLWIOHLOF YOHCt

CONT. DAILY
FROM 2 P.M.

LA CHASSE-GALERIE
presente

CHANSONNIER
AUDITORIUM MINKLER du COLLEGE SENECA

1750, avenue Finch Est

SAMEDI 10 fevrier a 20h30
Billets: $3 - $4

En vente: LA CHASSE - GALLERIE 486-9985
COLLEGE SENECA 491-8877

"But God is

another story.

"

Hart House service,

Sundays, 11 a.m.

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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Definitive job

of O'Casey's

Juno & Paycock
Sean Kenny's production of Juno and the Paycock is the

definitive version of the O'Casey tragedy. The Irish Arts Theatre's
production has a striking authenticity that could be noticed in the
reactions of the opening night audience, largely familiar with the
ethnic background dealt with in the work.

Perhaps the fact that the actors are personally familiar with Irish
culture makes the production ring true. Certainly the faithfully
produced lilt of the dialect is an important factor in the success of
O'Casey's lyrical text. Whether it was Mrs. Tancred's outcry at her
son's murder (a brief jewel of a performance by Maureen Fitzgerald)
Maisie Madigan's small talk, or Juno's touching final monologue, all
the speeches are handled with a musical sensitivity.

The simple set design is completely acceptable as a Dublin
tenement in 1922. This design, along with costumes provided by the
Abbey Theatre of Dublin, provides the framework which complements
the memorable characterizations.

One couldn't imagine a more strong-willed Juno than Siobhan
McKenna. a more Irresponsible, blustering Jack Boyle than Niall
Toibin, a more haunted young veteran than Nial Buggy nor a more
slippery Joxer Daly than Brendan Cauldwell. And what's more
important, the actors know how to be foils for one another Dominic
Hogan. as Mr. Bentham brings out the ethnic richness of the Boyle
household with his straight-laced "good breeding."

Juno and the Paycock is a fine example of "fourth-wall" theatre
that doesn't need to be updated. It so happens that Ireland's political
situation is as turbulent as it was in 1922. Apart from that fact
however, its content still retains a universal appeal. Sean Kenny'
director-designer of this production expresses it well: "The bloodshed
and civil strife of 1922 is the background against which Sean O'Casey
sets his play, but it is his razor sharp characters, who live in and'
around the tenement room of the Boyles, with their violence vanities
humour and courage that lifts the play into the universe of universal
drama. .

."

Eleanor Coleman

Buggy, Siobhan McKenna and Niall Toibin in Juno and the Paycock at the Irish Arts Theatre.

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE

presents

A Programme of Cello Sonatas
Janet Howarth & Carolyn Sadiel .

playing Beethoven and Tchaikovsky

Tuesday, February 20
Music Room, 1 p.m.

Colonial
203 Yonge St.

COMING SOON:

JIMMY MCGRIFF

STAN GETZ

THIS WEEKEND:

BOBBY BLUE

BLAND

STARTING MONDAY:

MONGO
SANTAMARIA

YOUNG COMMUNIST

LEAGUE DANCE
Saturday,

February 17,

8:00 P.M.

Graduate Students Union
16 Bancroft

Admission $1.00
Bar and Buffet

MAKESACOLD
EASIERTO LIVE WITH

CONTACC

10

12
^ HOUR RELIEF

^^fl l_ aL 30 superbly

Gkiinaahlv' is

m^/^/mI/ A accommodating
L m(S\ lKvv 7

'
5cr° sKiers per hour '

m-JTi including

•DfipO f C\t VTlGAY tfie only gondola lift

I I t\^\?J VJI II Iwll in Eastern Canada

bottom • 2050 vertical drop (It's a real kick)

• Beginner's slopes (Look at me!)
• 5 day ski week: use of lifts S25., lifts & lessons' S35.
• Season from November to May

mOnt Ste-anne P.O.Box 40, Beaupre,
Province of Quebec^ (418)692-0835

Toronto ski reports phone
number (416) 483-4510,

Each capsule gives 1-2 hours of relief from the symptoms of a cold.
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ESSAY SERVICES .

A new and complete TEflMPAPER

service. Originality, quality, and

security dictate our policy.

Phone: 961-6150
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 3 pm-10 pm

Sal. -Sun. a am-5 pm
Professional Typing Done

300 AVENUE ROAD

See, hear Nitty Gritty

u.c.

STUDENTS:

Do you know a graduating

student who might qualify for a

U.C. Honour Award? If so then

please contact David Kendall

(921-7056) by Feb. 20.

Wintersnows
don't slowyou down

You love long walks in the

woods, and even the

mounting snows of winter

don't stop you. You just

take along a pair of snow-

shoes and set off on a hike.

Menstrual worries don't

stop you, either. You just

make sure to include

Tampax tampons, the

internal sanitary protection.

They're easy to carry

—

small enough to fit the

pocket of your parka. Yet
they do a big job of

protecting you, expanding in

three directions to fit your
inner contours. Such
absorbent protection can

really free you to enjoy the

winter sports scene: skiing,

snowshoeing, skating.

So if the urge to be active

drives you on—if a heavy
snowfall means adventure

—

then count on Tampax
tampons to help you go.
The internal protecllon more women trust

When you're watching a very good live

performance there is a point when everyone

realizes just how good the music is and the

pursed lips break into smiles and people
begin to nod their heads perceptibly, as if

they were all agreeing on some important

matter. That point was reached before The
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band finished their first

song, at their opening set at the El

Mocombo Tavern on Monday night.

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band is a five man
group that goes through more musical

evolutions in hour than most bands can
even contemplate. The strength of this

group, which has managed to maintain its

current membership since 1969, lies in the

versatility and personability of each
member. They change instruments on each
song, with little effort and time, so that the

band takes on a slightly different sound with

each change.
The musical versatility of each member

means that the band can change its sound
in seconds and that no one personality is

the focus of attention. One of the most
gratifying aspects of their performance was
the virtuosity which each member displayed

on every instrument he picked up. John
McEuen, bucksklnned, tall and bearded,

won much of the audience's attention as he
alternately showed his prowess on the fid-

dle, banjo, mandolin, guitar, steel guitar

and accordion. Jimmie Fadden played a
great blues/country harp and some mean
electric guitar licks. His voice was a nasal

blend of Dylan with the wispiness of Eric

Anderson. The other members, included

Jeff Hanna on guitar, drums and wash-
board, Jimmie Ibbatson on bass, guitar,

drums and piano, and Les Thompson on
bass, drums and mandolin.

"Anyone that we hear that we like, we'll

attempt. We can do jug music, country,
pure acoustic mountain music, Cajun, folk-

rock, just anything", said Jeff Hanna.
The Dirt Band plays other peoples' songs

with the emphasis on interpretation. They
played songs from their last three albums
that included their hit version of Jerry Jeff

Walker's "Mr. Bojangles", a few tunes by
Hank Williams ("Jambalaya" and "Honky
Tonkin'"), Doug Kershaw, Kenny Loggins,
Buddy Holly and Jackson Browne (a former
Dirt Band member).

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band will be at the El

Mocombo tonight and tomorrow and
judging from the packed house on Monday
(yes, Monday!) and the rousing encore for

the second set, you'll have to get there early

if you want to see one of the most
entertaining bands to come here in a long
while.

Will The Circle Be Unbroken (United
Artists) is the title of Dirt Band's new album.
It's a massive three album set that needs a
bit of explanation. Producer Bill McEuen
(John's brother) had the idea of arranging a
recording session in Naashville that would
include the greatest names in country
music, (not slick citified country and
western).

McEuen managed to get a hold of Earl

Scruggs, Doc Watson, Mother Maybelle
Carter, Merle Travis, Roy Accuff, Jimmy
Martin, and Vassar Clements among others
for the session that took place in August of
1971 with the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band.
The album is basically a collection of

some of the best traditional country music
and the guest performers are really the
stars while the Dirt Band stays pretty much
in the musical background.

The sessions was recorded on two tracks
and mixed live with most of the songs going
down in one take. McEuen has even left on
some of the studio discussion before each
song. The result is some beautiful acoustic
country music, cleanly executed and crisply
produced with many of the familiar songs
played by their composers.
Doc Watson and Earl Scruggs stand out

most, with some unparalleled guitar and
banjo picking. But every lick was so good
that you have to mention almost everyone,
especially the Nashville studio regulars,
fiddler Vassar Clements and bass player
Junior Juskey (who died not long after this
session), Dobro player Norman Blake (who
works with Dylan and John Hartford), Boy
Acuff's dobroist, Beecher "Bashful Brother
Oswald" Kirby (of the Smoky Mountain

Boys) as well as Earl Scruggs' guitar-
playing son Randy.

it took a lot of coaxing to get some of the
musicians to play with the Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band 'cause most were a bit doubtful of the
long-hairs' purpose and ability and it was
reported that Bluegrass great Bill Monroe
refused to take part in the session.

There are only about four songs where
Dirt Banders are on an equal footing with
the greats; on those the leading light seems
to be harpist Jimmie Fadden.
The album is very uncommercial and the

$13.98 list price may put it out of reach for a
lot of potential isteners. But it does deserve
your attention. McEuen and the Dirt Band
are to be commended for a job well done,
bringing good country music to a new
generation. Allan Mandell

True Nature: maturity of Quebec film

MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.,

BARRIE. ONTARIO

La Vrai Nature de Bernadette,
a tragl-comic film directed by
Gliles Carle, Is an occasion for

Ontarlans to taste the life of the
Quebecois. As In the majority of

contemporary films from that

province, La Vrai Natufe de
Bernadette makes a valuable
commentary on Quebec
culture. Gliles Carle successful-
ly demonstrates the tensions
that exist between rural and
urban Quebec.

Bernadette Brown, wife of a
Montreal lawyer, tires of the
urban life of violence, noise,

pollution, carbon monoxide and
plastic. With her young son Yan-

nick she leaves, her convertible
full of apples, bananas and
oranges, and settles in an old
abandoned house In the coun-
try. The name B. Bonheur is on
her mailbox. As soon as she
meets her neighbours In the
country she talks about
vegetarianism, free love,
masturbation and living the
natural life. The farmers aren't
quickly convinced of the merits
of vegetarianism. But they are
very enthusiastic in their accep-
tance of her other notions.
She is quickly accepted by

the community and her house
becomes a commune for three

old men, an Invalid named Roc,
the mute son of the village
prostitute, and finally two ban-
dits, St. Luc and St. Marc.

Developing in contrast to
Bernadette's Ideal life is a
drama between the farmers and
Jhe big agricultural companies.

The role of Bernadette Is well

played by Mlcheline Lanctot. At
times she's exhilarating and one
is captured by her enthusiasm.
In the same way, the three old
men and Thomas, Bernadette's
neighbour, become real people
for us. On the other hand, St.
Luc and St. Marc are a little too
evil and resemble the

stereotyped villains of American
westerns. There's nothing about
them that's funny. Perhaps they
are there as a contrast to Ber-
nadette's naivety and
generosity.

Along with Mon Oncle
Antoine, La Vrai Nature de Ber-.
nadette represents the maturity
of the Quebec film. Even those
who are anti-Quebec profit from
it; at least they will be exposed
to Quebec humour. And for
those who cherish Quebec, the
film makes two hours when you
feel at home even though you're
still In Toronto

Suzanne Charron
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'America' rock

triumphs over

potted plants

The visual effects of clusters of giant potted plants on theMassey Hall stage last Friday night might have detracted from the
presentation of a less unaffected, more pretentious group than
America. The three young singer-guitarists with two hit singles andwo even more impressive Warner Brothers albums to their credit
n a relatively short period of exposure, displayed ample proof that
their brand of soft-rock deserved the spontaneous applause
accorded each of their songs in concert.

Each of the three up-front members of America - Dan PeekDewey Bunnell and Gerry Beckley - were equally adept athandling lead vocals on an assortment of their familiar

Need You""
8
*

88 "RiverSide"'
"Never Found The Time" and "I

Ame
h
ric

f'

s concert was carefully balanced with two distinct
sets each of which was devoted to the polarities that their musical
spectrum lends itself to. For forty minutes, the group worked withacoustic guitars and the softer sounds of what they termed theirmushy love-ballad material", but after an intermission the acoustic
guitars gave way to Telecasters and Stratocasters which rippedaway on about twenty minutes of songs which only loosely served
as wrappings for extensive guitar solo exchanges between Dan and
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Particularly-humorous on his Introduction to a dirge he composed !

to the MacDonald s hamburg outlets. Aiding Souther on piano and ;

bass, as well as on some fill on tenor harmonies was David :

Jackson, and the duo worked particularly well on "Fast One" and a :
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Dick Loney
;

Clem Hambourg died this past week, which while
It will mean nothing to most readers, will mean a lot to
a few. Hambourg was one o! Toronto's first and last
Bohemians. He had long hair In the fifties. For a dozen
years he ran The House of Hambourg, the city's first

coffeehouse, and one that gave a start to every
Toronto jazz musician you can name. The club closed
back In 1960. Since then, Hambourg supported
himself (meagrely) playing piano. He was seventy-
three. Respects and thanks.

'Little Me' is glorious corn
The Victoria College Music

Club's production of Neil
Simon's 'Little Me' Is based on a
solid foundation of good old
theatrical corn. Directed by
David Rotenberg with
choreography by D'Arcy
McHayle, It moves with high
energy to a thoroughly enter-
taining end.

Patricia Cross, as Belle, turns
In a notable performance, com-
plemented by Allan Stratton's

virtuoso rendering of all seven
of her equally endearing

paramours. Whatever flaws are
evident in individual supporting
performances are easily
balanced by such highlights as
Brian Nasimok and Stan Leske
as the indefatigable Bushbau-
mus Brothers.

Working with a simple set, the

production gels comfortably
and carries the audience easily

through Simon's unbelievably
contorted yet inevitable plot.

Light — it definitely is, but a hell

of a lot of fun. It runs through
Saturday. Mlmsey Reasoner

4 xSada Thompson ? great
The title of "Twigs", currently

playing at the Royal Alexandra
Theatre, Is taken from Alex-
ander Pope's Moral Essays:
"Just as the twig is bent, the
tree's inclined." There are four
scenes In the play, each con-
cerned with one of three sisters
and their mother — three twigs
and the tree.

Sada Thompson plays in all

four roles. Each sister is seen in

her kitchen, at different times on
the same day. The first is a
lonely widow, the second a sur-
vivor of two nervous

breakdowns and prisoner of a

terrifying marriage, and the

third Is the only one who has :>

made a good match. The :
mother is dying, but hides this :•:

fact from her daughters. Sada
Thompson is excellent in each
role.

The play is witty, but it is also

touching. Although written by a

man, it is very sensitive to the :|:

female condition. The men are *:•

not pictured as villains, but the

sympathy definitely lies with the

sisters. :¥

CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair

OPENING MONDAY:

BLACKSTONE

CLOSING THIS WEEKEND

MAINLINE

TORONTO'S LOWEST PRICED NIGHT CLUB

SAC ON
FINANCING:

The public SAC meeting of Feb. 7

made two major decisions

A DAY OF STUDY
FEBRUARY 22

The Report of the Commission on Post Secondary Education in Ontario (the

"Wright Report") was released last week. It proposes major changes in the

operation and financing of Ontario post secondary education.

SAC is preparing thousands of copies of an abbreviated version of the

Report (which will be available next week) and is planning a cross-campus
study session in two weeks.

GET A COPY OF THE MINI REPORT AT SAC NEXT WEEK AND READ IT!

IT'S GOING TO AFFECT YOU! THEN COME TO THE STUDY SESSIONS.

SAC ENDS THE
FEES STRIKE

SAC decided to call an end to its support of the fees strike, since this

action has accomplished its main goal - demonstrating student anger at the

Government. When you pay your fees, pay them without the $15 penalty

(if the university won't accept your money without the $15, then contact

SAC - we're working on having the penalty waived)

SOME STUDENTS, NOTABLY THE STOP THE STUDENT SURCHARGE COM-
MITTEE (SSSC), WISH TO CONTINUE TO WITHOLD FEES. IF YOU
DON'T FEEL THIS PROTEST SHOULD END, CONTACT SAC (928-4911)
OR THE SSSC (964-1174)
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Goldwin Smith miscast as
oily-moustached villain

"The classic case for union with the

U.S." flashes at the front of the soft-cover

edition. The U of T press is making sure no

one will miss the point in their reprinting of

Goldwin Smith's famous classic, Canada
and the Canadian Question.

They are providing a real service to

Canadian demonology, a once-in-a-

lifetime opportunity for purveyors of pap,

moralism and mock heroism to take on
Goldwin The Dragon. Critics and students

can join in the chorus with full cues
provided by Carl Berger's introduction.

Berger acknowledges the book to be
"one of the most effective and challenging

critiques of Canada ever penned" but says
it was written by a man whose "major blind

spot was his incapacity to penetrate into

the sentiments and emotions which un-

derlay the sense of Canadian nationality"

because he had a deliberate conviction

that emotions and sentiment were negligi-

ble factors in human affairs in the long

run."

In fact, Smith was quite penetrating in

his analysis of the rhetoric and emotion of

those who criticized him, "Canadian
Jingoes or 'Paper Tigers' as they are
called":

"But there is a blatant loyalty which it is

very easy to praise too highly. If a man
makes a violent and offensive demonstra-
tion of it against those of whom he

accuses of American sympathies, you are

apt presently to find him in the employ-
ment of some American company,
peddling for an American house, or

accepting a call to the other side of the

line. We have already, in our historical

retrospect, had occasion to observe that

when by untoward circumstances interest

is divorced from sentiment, the loyalism

which before had been most fiery in its

manifestations can suddenly grow cold. It

England ever has occasion to call on her

children in Canada for a real sacrifice, she
may chance to repeat the experience of

King Lear".

We will leave to our readers the selction

of appropriate candidates for thes barbs
with a reminder to emotional pd.riots,

(Energy Minister Greene and others), that

he who has not sinned may throw the first

stone.

This is one of the most important books
in Canadian history and warrants every

cliche to that effect. But Smith's popularity

in Canadian demonology and his central

place in most interpretations of the 1890's

is assured by more than sheer ability. In a
country where history is written as a
melodrama of survival against American
absorption, British colonialism and
French-Canadian parochialism, Goldwin
Smith can play the role of anti-hero

parallel to that of the oily-moustached

saloon keeper of American westerns. We
have also our honest, all-Canadian,

sasparilla-drinking George Grant who
penned him down in a famous review and
left us a grandson to write a Lament For A
Nation.

Secondly, the traditional interpretation

of both Smith and his opponents as poles
apart in humanity, sentiment and loyalty is

crucial to the normal panegyrics to

Laurier, that Galahad of compromise
between nationalists, imperialists and
continentalists. "Such was the burden",
sighs Carl Berger in yet another in-

troduction (Imperialism and Nationalism,

1884-1914: A Conflict In Canadian
Thought) "of the two extremes which tore

apart the man who searched for the fragile

consensus."
Goldwin Smith wrote and polarized

opinion at a time when history was deman-
ding basic choices of Canadians.

Discussions of a "new nationality" had
been prominent at the time of Confedera-
tion, and the young professional patriots

of Canada First had plied their sentiments
in the 1870's.

But Canadian policy in the 1870's and
1880's was dominated by John A. Mac-
donald's orientation to concrete nation-

building {like the CPR) rather than to

nationalist philosophizing.

Then, in the late 80's, the trade crisis.

the crisis of federal-provincial, French-

English and Protestant-Catholic relations

sparked a great debate which had all the

appearances of an adolescent identity

crisis coming to grips with career choices.

Dissatisfaction with Canada's status was
prevalent. Almost 50 per cent of the pop-
ular vote in the 1891 election had gone to

the Liberals despite the omnipresent
charges that their policy of unrestricted

reciprocity was veiled commercial union.

John A. Macdonald campaigned in that

election as a citizen who was born and
who would die British and he died shortly

thereafter and was buried in an American-
made coffin.

Dissatisfaction with Canada's colonial

relation to Britain was particularly

prevalent in all the lineups of Canadian
politics. "Canada cannot continue long a
mere dependency", argued George Grant,

leading imperialist, in 1889. "No living

organism can continue long In a condition

of arrested development". In that context,

Goldwin Smith's call for annexation was
no more unusual than Canadian
nationalist-independentists or French-
Canadian quasi-separatists like Mercier.

The debate was wide open.

On the surface, Smith's argument has
the dry logic of a mechanical determinist

and warrants all the whimpers moaned by
those who assert he didn't comprehend
emotional aspects of Canadian nationality.

On the one side are the "primary forces"
of "geography, commerce, identity of

race, language and institutions, which with

the mingling of population and constant
intercourse of every kind, acting in ever-
increasing intensity, have brought about a
general fusion, leaving no barriers stand-
ing but the political and fiscal lines".

These primary forces will ultimately

prevail over the secondary forces of

politics and emotions as Canada moves
toward her continental, North-American
destiny. This was the Canadian Question.

If he was not in the mainstream of

Canadian life he was moved by many of its

currents and shared many sentiments with

his best and most important critics. It was
not for nothing that his most effective

critic, George Grant, penned his attack in ^

sorrow rather than anger. For Smith ar-

ticulated the concerns common to both
imperialists and nationalists.

All were committed to an Anglo-Saxon
vision of the world which excluded both
French-Canadiana and the non-white
world. Canadian integration into either the
American or British Empire was designed
to improve Anglo-American relations. In

this drive for Anglo-Saxon unity, Smith
was as devout as his imperialist critics.

On the paternalistic side, all were
committed to enhancing the purifying role

of the intellectual in Canadian politics.

"We need prophets as well as princes"
argued Grant and such a prophet Smith
might have been. Canadian readers,
Grant wrote, "are grateful to such a man
for having cast in his lot with Canada, for
having done his best to purify journalism
and political life and to awaken the
people. .

. out of party slavery and in-

tellectual torpor."

In fact, what was central to Smith's
critique of Canada was the style of parish-
pump politics that were necessary to its

maintenance. This hatred of the cor-
ruption and narrowness of Canadian
politics he also shared with his critics.

To the imperialist Stephen Leacock, the
politics of Canada, divorced from larger
worlds and patriotisms was "maple leaf

politics, by which money may be made
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Night - 4867706

HUNTLEY
SERVICES

IN CONCERT

santana
Bobbyjomack

fiCIMBAS

F.M. PRODUCTION

TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 20

8 P.M.

MAPLE LEAF

GARDENS
TICKETS

$4, $5. $6 P| US Tax

Available at all Sam*s Stores
except Sherway, Eaton's
Attractions & Maple Leaf
Gardens.

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

"Schemata for Social Science" by J.O.
Wisdom, Department of Philosophy, York
University, at 4:00 p.m., Room 2135, Sidney
Smith on Monday, 19 February, Sponsored
by the School of Graduate Studies.
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and places and profits fall in a golden
shower. .

."

It is the great hero of Canadian history,
Egerton Ryerson, who wrote: Our
character as a people is gone, and our
institutions are hardly worth preserving, if

our elections are to be controlled by
money thus obtained (graft-WR) and If the
policy of thus controlling elections by
money so obtained is endorsed by the
country. I grieve for the ruin of the
character of able, public men and look to
the future with painful apprehension. The
predominance of the principles of honour,
honesty and morality in our government,
legislation and business transactions of
public men is now the only advantage we
have over our American neighbours, and
if these go, all is gone."
Was Goldwln Smith really very odd,

then when he wrote to a friend: "I am not
sure that If you could spend a few years in

a Colony you would think the perpetuation
of Colonialism worth a great struggle
against nature"?

His critic Grant was quite self-righteous
in his attack on Smith's supposed appeal
to the base and materialist side of people.
"Surely the lessons that history teaches
are that wealth Is not the one thing
indispensable to people; that commercial
prosperity may be bought at too great a
orlce; that If wealth be gained at the cost of
the slightest loss of moral power: It proves
not a blessing but a curse. .

."

But Smith was not discussing the
selfishness of individuals but the material
forces that shaped history. And he had a
ready reply for Grant: "That would be a
weak nationality indeed which should de-
pend on a Customs line."

Thus, it was not the critical spirit which
animated Smith nor even the quality of
sentiment which distinguished him from
his critics. He differed in geo-political
solutions only. It is testimony to the
bankruptcy of the Canadian political
system that the critical animating spirit of
the discussion on Canadian nationality
was never taken up.

Laurier, with a style of politics which
Creighton compares to a magician pulling
rabbits out of his hat, focussed attention
on the geographic solutions and, quicker
than the eye could see, distorted some of
the real issues at hand. Canadian
historians have followed in Laurier'
footsteps and continue to avoid con-
fronting some of the major issues which
Smith articulated.

Smith was wrong in his fundamental
premise. He believed that to understand
the possibility or impossibility of Canada
one must start with a look at the physical
map and confront the incongruities of
geography. Today increasing attention is

being paid to political economy rather
than geographic maps. For it was not the
prophets but the profits of Canadian
nationality which underlay much of Cana-
dian development. At one time, Canada's
was a competing economy in North
America, competing for the trade of
Europe. Today it is an economy largely
interlocked with the needs of American
corporations.

The categories of Grant or Smith are no
longer relevant except for the wringing of

genteel hands over cocktails. But the
issues they posed are well worth
pondering today as we continue to search
for a solution of the Canadian Question.

Goldwln Smith, Canada and the Cana-
dian Question, U of T Press, 1972

Wayne Roberts
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MT. STC.
ANNE

QUEBEC
•I
•J
• INCLUDES:

• — All lift* and low j.

• — Two meali per day.

^ — All accommodation
All I rantportorion.

«. — Live • nletfainment nightly

• — Night out in Quebec City *
J IMITfD SPACE *
• FURTHER INFORMATION Z
• SKI SPREE TRAVEL Z

• 225-0151 now:

Arts and Science Students

February 15th
Is the last date for you to

-drop an extra course or half-course without academic penalty
—transfer from full-time to part-time status

—withdraw from the faculty without academic penalty
—change your degree request (Third and Fourth Year students)

Discuss any of these with your College Registrar or the
Assistant Director, Division of University Extension
before February 15th.

W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary

Arts and Science
Council Elections

Nominations will open Monday, February 19th, 1973
for membership on the Council of the Faculty of Arts

and Science and its committees for 1973-74. A list of

vacancies will be available at that time.

W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary
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ecutloner, a funny, morbid souffle starring

Stacey Keach. The movie is both empty
and infectious. It doesn't deserve a place
in film history, but it's nice that it isn't

altogether forgotten.

From February 12 to March 11 David

Batterby has an exhibit at Erindale. He is a

painter and former Art Director of

Maclean's. Until February 18 at the Royal

Ontario Museum is the annual display of

photographs by members of the Toronto

Focal Forum, a group of advanced
amateurs dedicated to photographic art

and pictorialism — in the Lower Rotunda.

At the Faculty of Architecture, replacing

the Le Corbusier exhibit are works from

the office of Diamond and Myers,

architects, Toronto, until February 12.

Also at the faculty building on College Is

an exhibit of Alumni Art: drawings, pain-

tings and sculpture, beginning February

15 until March 5. The Karel Appel ex-

hibition continues at the Art Gallery of

Ontario until February 25.

At the Edward Johnson Building on
February 10 the Metropolitan Opera
National Coucll Auditions has its Great
Lakes District Finals: $1 at the box office,

at 8 pm. On February 19 Katharina Wolpe,
pianist, plays works by Haydn, Beethoven
and Palinodes (the premiere) by lain

Hamilton. No tickets, no charge. On
Tuesday, February 20, and on Wednesday
the 21 and Friday the 23 student recitals

take place: respectively, Robert Bick, flute

at 1:15 pm, Anita Brown, piano at 8:15 pm;
Betty Harbord, clarinet at 1:15; Elizabeth

Kellogg, soprano at 1:15 and Dean Agnew,
baritone, at 5:15 — no tickets, no charge.
Oh yes, another student recital on
February 22: Louise Grinstead, piano at

8:15. On February 22 the University of

Toronto Concert Choir present a concert,
conducted by Lloyd Bradshaw — no
tickets, no charge, at 8:30 pm. On
February 22 the Collegium Muslcum
directed by Professor Greta Kraus per-
forms — no tickets no charge.
On February 9 at the St.Lawrence

Centre, Town Hall, the Ortord Quartet
plays works by Prokofiev, Carter and
Beethbven. All sold out, except if you're
eager and willing, line up for returned
tickets.

On February 10 at the Eaton
Auditorium, the CBC presents the Festival
Orchestra conducted by Victor Feldbrlll
and free tickets may be obtained from the
CBC by calling 925-3311 extension 4835,
before five tonight

On CBC-TV on February 11, Montreal
harpsichordist Martha Brickman will per-
form works by Rameau, Couperin,
Tomkins, J.S.Bach and Domenico Scarlat-
ti at 5 pm.
As part of the 1973 Jewish Music

Festivaf there will be a choral concert of
music by Ben Steinberg under the direc-
tion of Gordon Kushner at Beth Tzedec
Synagogue on February 25 at 8 pm.
On February 18 at Scarborough College

at 3:30 pm the North York Chorus
directed by Dwlght Bennel performs
works by Palestrlrra and Bach as well as
other Renaissance composers.

movies
I shot my bolt on Robert Aitman last

week. This week his best, McCabe and
Mrs. Milter, is at St. Mike's Friday and
Saturday. Some didn't like it much, others
(including me) thljpt'lt one of the greats.

With Warren Beatty, Julie Christie and

Leonard Cohen's music. $1

With alt the art and repertory houses

now operating it's hard to come up with a

first. Bob Huber and the revue have done

it though, with a festivaf of Italian films

produced for RAl. the Italian television

network. Fellini's The Clowns was an RAl

production, if that's an indication. The

festival runs February 13 to 18 at $1.50 per

showing. Call 531-9959 for details.

On February 14, and again on February

This weekend you can still see The
Drama Centre's production of The In-

truder by Maeterlink. It is the first in a

series of productions originating In a

course given at the Centre for the Study of

Drama by Professor F. Marker: Theatrical

Interpretations. Most of the exercises

worked on by students In this compulsory
class (all of whom are required to act in at

least two plays during the year) have been
lengthened into three night productions.

For the week of February 21 to 24,

Gerda Grlce will direct The love of Don
Perllmplln and Bellssa In the Garden by

Garcia Lorca ("a tragic farce about a

marriage between youth and age"), and
Debby Nathan will direct Salome by Oscar
Wilde.

On Saturday, February 17, the Association of Vietnamese Patriots In Canada Is
celebrating the Vietnamese Lunar New Year.

The program Includes workshops on current topics In Vietnam, songs and dances
of the Vietnamese resistance, a photographic exhibition, and films from the North and
from the liberated zones In the South, as well as a buffet dinner.

In addition, there are speakers: Ann Buttrlck (a member of the Committee to Free
Political Prlsloners In South Vietnam), U of T professor Chandler Davis, and York
professor Gabriel Kolko.

The program begins at 10 am, at OISE, 2S2 Bloor St. W. Call 767-5796 for further
Information.

21, the museum is presenting a
programme of NFB films. The shorts are
good, very good, but when you see a few
in a row, the film board's notorious cen-
sorship becomes apparent. The board
encourages social comment, but denies
social criticism. After a while it's like

watching actors perform on a stage with a
very low ceiling. Call the ROM for details.

On February 15 the Art Gallery of
Ontario is showing underground films of
the early sixties. There are only 100 seats,
and two showings on a first-come basis.
5:30 and 8 pm.

Starting February 16 the first two ape
movies, Planet of the Apes and Son of
Planet of the Apes (or something like that)
open at the Avenue Cinema, which seems
to be having a festival of the best and
worst movies of the last few years -

witness Nicholas and Alexander this week
$2.

On February 20, Bertolucci's first work
of renown Before the Revolution plays the
Revue. I hope hfs obvious artistry is

enough to carry him through the moun-
tains of hype surrpunding his new film.

And on February 22, The good ole 99<t
Roxy is showing The Travelling Ex-

More shows will follow. Admission is

free, the time is 8:30, and the place is the
Studio Theatre, 12 Glen Morris.

Also this weekend, Little Me at Hart
House.

Continuing for the next few weeks will

be Eyes, the Global Village's latest
musical, Battering Ram, another new
Canadian work at the Tarragon Theatre,
Gebe, yet another work drawing from
Canadian history to be seen at Toronto
Free Theatre, and finally a classic of
modern theatre. Miss Julie, playing at the
Colonnade Theatre (see today's review).

Godspell is offering a special
performance on February 13, for the deaf
community and their friends. Tickets for

this evening performance at the
Playhouse Theatre will be $3.50, and are
available at the Canadian Hearing Society,
60 Bedford Road. Phone 964-9595.

The Firehall Theatre, located at 70
Berkeley Street, will feature The Woman
between February 15 and'March 3. This is

a comedy hit of 1936 written by Clare
Booth. It runs Tuesday to Saturday at
8:30, with a $2.00 charge for students
between Tuesday and Thursday.

Ryerson Theatre has gone to trouble

and expense to convert its theatre into a
suitable environment for the rock review,

Riot. It plays February 15 to 17, and 22 to

24. Students are $1.00, while their non-
student friends pay $1.50.

O'Keefe Centre presents the Royal
Winnipeg Ballet's production of The Ec-
stasy of Rita Joe, February 13th to 17th

Trinity College presents Shakespeare's
The Winter's Tale between February 15
and March 3 at Hart House.

February 18 Is the closing date for

Theatre Passe Muraille's engaging crea-
tion, 1837.

The Irish Arts Theatre residing in West
Park School (Bloor and Dundas) present
several one-act plays beginning February
20, when Juno and the Paycock will have
finished its run. (See today's review.)

U.C. Playhouse will feature a noon-hour
production today. Laugh. Tonight and
tomorrow night, you can see Graham
Jackson's new play, Most Children His
Age — for fifty cents.

For a lot more, you can see what sounds
like a fine production at the Royal Alex-
andra, Twigs — with veteran actress Sada
Thompson taking the four main roles.

pop
Gene MacLellan'is a Canadian singer-

songwriter, appearing this week at the

Riverboat. He is, I suppose, what the

music industry calls Middle of the Road.
Some of his recent songs have a nice jazzy

feel, emphasized in performance by bass
and electric piano, but it's not strong

enough to nudge him out of Easy
Listening. While his lyrics aren't poetry,

there are some good lines. I would think

the reason his songs get through for many
people is that they deal with easily

recognizable experiences and emotions. (I

don't share his strong concern with
religon, although many do — witness the

success of his "Put Your Hand in the

Hand" etc.)

I liked his voice, it's flexible and rather

husky. He lacks "stage presence" which
might bother some people. But, it's a

pleasant enough evening If you like your
music uncomplicated and you can spare
the $3.50. p. b.

String Band, a sharp local quartet made
up of banjo/guitar, guitar, bass and fiddle,

and a lot of good feeling is appearing at

Etherea Restaurant in Rochdale tonight

and tomorrow. Admission is $1 .50 and the
first set begins sometime after 10 pm.
You can see Anne Murray too, in

concert, at Massey Hall on Sunday,
February 18 at 8:30 pm. Maritime fiddler

John Allan Cameron is on part of the fare,

also.

Santana is appearing on Tuesday,
February 20 at Maple Leaf Gardens. Bob-
by Womack is on the bill as well, with
tickets going at $4.40 to $6.60.

John Prine is doing a solo concert at

Massey Hall on Thursday, February 15
and with tickets at $3 to $5 it would be a
good chance to see what all the fuss is

about.
I first heard about John Prlnewhen Kris

Kristofferson did a concert in Toronto
about a year ago. Kristofferson was
enthusiastic about a new writer he had
heard and he played some of his songs.
We were told that even Bob Dylan had
picked up a few of his songs and was
planning to record them on his next
album. That was quite a buildup for the 26
year old singer/songwriter from Chicago.
His first album was released a few months
later (John Prine-WEA) and it was ap-
parent that Prine had a remarkable way
with words, and an album full of great
songs. Prine first came to Toronto for the
Mariposa Folk Festival though and
showed that he was in actuality a more
Dylanesque type performer — his voice
much gruffer than the one on the album
and his wit and manner quite pleasing. His
performance can't really help but bring
back echoes of an early Bob Dylan.

Editor

Assoc. Editor
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Blues almost get caught on Rams' horns

The Varsity 19

By BOB PRITCHARD
Basketball Blues evened their

season record at 5-5 with an 82-65
victory over the Ryerson Rums
V^ednesday night in the Ryerson
Gym.

Toronto, leading 46-34 at the half,

was never really threatened by the

Rams, who only came as close as
seven points throughout the rest of

the game.

Varsity's first encounter with
Rams this year was marred by over

50 fouls. Although this number
wasn't equalled in Wednesday's
game, both teams played dis-
organized and unnecessarily rough
ball.

The referees did not help the
situation by ignoring many blatant
infractions.

Ryerson used a full court zone
press on the Blues throughout most
of the game, and it did pressure
Toronto into giving up the ball on
turnovers, bad passes, and jumps.
But, Varsity team members
managed to put in enough of their

shots once the press was broken to
enable them to stay ahead of the
Rams.
Although Blues' shooting average

of 36 per cent in the second half was
not impressive, it was better than
Rams' 24 per cent.

Varsity gave up several points on
easy lay-ups and tip-ins by shooting
the ball too hard off the backboard.
At one time, Toronto had a chance
for a lay-up, only to miss it and
three consecutive rebounds.
On offence. Blues actually

appeared to be overconfident. They
took their time to work the ball for a
good shot, but at times waited too
long.

On defence, in the man-to-man
situation. Blues were frequently
beaten by their Ryerson opponents.
The Rams, while not a very

organized team, proved to be quick
on their feet. Ryerson's Mike
DeFrietas, a small guard, put in a
solid performance for his team with
18 points.

Frank Cress put in a solid

defensive game for Blues. Although
Cress isn't hitting the high figures on
the score sheet, he has demonstrated
good defencive skills in Toronto's
recent matches. On Wednesday, he
'stuffed' several Ryerson players.
Unfortunately, Blues had some of
their own shots checked at the other
end of the floor.

Peter Oolup lead the Blues in
scoring with his best performance to
date, sinking 18 points.

Tip Offs: Blues meet York
Yeomen Friday, February 16 at

York for what could be the deciding
game for a the fourth playoff spot.
Blues' last league game is against
Ottawa February 17 at 2 pm in the
Benson Building. Varsity defeated
York 8 1 -74 only two weeks ago, but
lost to Ottawa 97-85 the following
weekend.

Scoring: Toronto at Ryerson
Ryerson

Jim Greene 21
Mike DeFrietas |8

Ron Johnson jq

Tom Title

Rich Hagerman
Toronto

Peter Oolup
Glenn Scott

Randy Filinski

Brian Skyvinglon
Dave Watt
Fank Cress
Dave Ferguson

Tony Rudmik
Bill Francis

Rich Kurczyk
Doug Baker

Interfaculty Basketball
Division IA Games Win
UCI 13 10
St. M. A II 9'

PHE A 12 l

Med A il 7
Law 1 10 5
New 10 3

B.

Vicl 12 7
Erin 10 7
Sr Eng 11 4
sgs r 11 1

Division 11

A

Scar 10 8

PHEC 10 7
Trin A 10 6
St. M B 10 5

UCII 10 4
Dent A 10 4
Mgt Stud 10

""3

Jr Eng 10 3

B.

For A 9 8
Innis I 9 7
Vic II 9 6
Med B 9 5

Pharm A 9 4
PHE D 9 3
Law II 9 2
SGS 11 9 0

Loss

3

2

5

4

5

7

5

3

7

10

2

3

4

5

6

6

7

7

(As of Wednesday, February 7.)

Tie

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

Points

20

18

14

14

10

6

14

14

unclassified
PEACEFUL PERSON to share 3 bedroom
house with couple. To May 1st. Central
East. 465-230-1 alter 6 p.m.

WARM, LIVELY BABYSITTER (or active 2
year old. 4 mornings per week; 8:45 —
12:15; S12 per week. Phone 535-7889

STOLEN 1 blue blazer f<om SAC meeting
Brennan Hall. St. Mike's on Wednesday
night January 24. Reward. Call Sob, Rm
461 924-2420.

DON'T MISS THE QUEBEC WINTER
CARNIVAL, March 2-4, transportation and
accommodation, $31.00. AOSC, 44 St
George St., 962-8404.

LOST: Humanlc Dynalit Sklboots and
Press, outside Hart House, last Friday p m
D. Wilson, 921-2827. No questions!
Reward.

ROOM AND BOARD available lor
undergraduate at Victoria College
Women's Residence. Hall a double room
Enquiries 928-3005

LIVE ON CAMPUSt Finish the term close
to classes and libraries In Residence at
New College, Places available now. Call
lor details. Men: 928-2464; Women- 928
8875.

BATTEHINQ RAM by David Freeman au-
thor of Creeps directed by Bill Giassco at
Tarragon Theatre. Tues. to Sun at 630
Call 531-1827 for Reservations 1 block
north ot Dupont. 2 blocks east of Bathurst.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING of theses etc
964-8577 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 964-9162 6
p.m. to 9 o.rn.

GUITAR LESSONS, classical and folk by
experienced, classically-trained teacher.
Phone Michael 485-9643.

S.E.A.L. RESUME SERVICE for student
|ob seekers. Accurate layout and printing.

S5.00 for 50 copies. Lowest price in town.

Phone 966-3900.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from §10.00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.
(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent
selection of fun furs, trade Ins accepted
We buy used lurs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Fri till 6 pm.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONDON (rom S79 one way or $155 return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact.

AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5.416-

962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 dayr

Departures every SUNDAY In Feb. (Stuny

Weeks) (rom Toronto, includes Jet tff.n-

sport, accommodation (doubles), parties,

discos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St.,

Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 or your St Jdent

_Council.

TRAVELLING ' EUROPE INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student

rallpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable charter flights, camping tours

etc, all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.

George St.. Toronto 5, 416 - 962-8404. (The

Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE,
theses, essays, - French, Latin - exper-

ienced typists - electric typewriters, 86
Sloor St. W. Ste 670. 922-7624.

Several Blues had their eyes closed for Wednesday's slow and tedious game at Ryerson.

sportalk
am to 3:45 pm.

The OWIAA figure skating from 9
championships will be held at the OWIAA intermediate volleyball part
Toronto Cricket. Skating and III takes place at U of T today and
Curling Club Friday, February 1 5 tor

today and
senior volleyball and

Interfac track
The Trinity College team won the interfaculty indoor track

meet Tuesday at Hart House with 28.5 points.
PHE was second with 17, while Law followed with 8 5 Other

teams participating and point totals were: New (5) SMC Hi
Meds (2). Knox (1) and Dents (I).

Results of the six event meet are as follows-

A
**Il«P:l.TrinC, 1:13.5; 2. PHE, 1:40.0; 3. Trin A, 1:16.4'

4. Tnn D and Law (tie), 1:16.5.

4x3laps: 1
.
PHE, 4:13.9; 2. Trin A, 4:17.8; 3. Trin B 4 36 0-

4. Law, 4:53.1.
" '

U:06
4
5*4

6

pTE,n
L
2

a

;5 .

,0:36 ' 5;
' *'

3 ™" "

Medley (3 laps, 1 lap, 1 lap, 6 laps): I. Trin A, 3:53 0-2 PHE
3:53.0; 3. Law A, 4:06.9; 4. Trin B, 4:10.5.

1 mile run (Varsity): 1. Sax, (PHE), 4:32.3; 2. Reed, (Trin)
4:32.4; 3. Minden, (Meds), 4:32.8; 4. Morley, (Knox), 4:36 0

'

1 mile run (non-Varsity): I. Flock, (New) 4:40.5; 2 Borek
(SMC) 4:52.3; 3. Burgess, (Trin), 4:54.6; 4. Miller, (Dents) 4 57 0

'

MIXED DOUBLES
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Tuesday February 13, 1973

9:00 a.m.
3 matches guaranteed!
12 couples accepted

MEN'S SQUASH TOURNAMENT
Wednesday February 14, 1973

9:00 a.m.
2 matches guaranteed!
32 entries accepted

TO BE HELD AT
SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE
RECREATION CENTRE

s 1.00 Entry Fee per player
REGISTER AT INTRAMURAL OFFICE, HART HOUSE OR
PHYSICAL EDUCATION OFFICE. SCARBOROUGH
COLLEGE

senior basketball play teams from
Laurentian tomorrow in the Benson
Building. Both games are at 12:30
pm .... Toronto women's hockey
team travels to Queen's tomorrow
for its final league game the
weekend of February 16 and 17, the
OWIAA volleyball final takes place
at Waterloo, the ice hockey final is

at Queen's and speed swimming and
diving is at McMaster ... in men's
sports, hockey Blues play Loyola
this evening at the arena in exhbition
play, and then travel for a league
game at Brock on February 15 and
Queen's February 17 . . . badminton
west section competes at Guelph
today and tomorrow and then
McMaster hosts the OUAA finals

on February 17 Guelph's swim
team travels to the Benson pool for a
meet tomorrow at 2

pm . . . . Eastern Section fencing
finals take place in Hart House
tomorrow and Sunday .... curling

finals are at Queen's today and
tomorrow .... wrestling team
travels to Waterloo tomorrow and
then heads back agains the following
Saturday for the OUAA
finals OUAA squash finals will

be held at York from February 16-
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sports
Editor Bob Gaulhier
Phone 923-4053

Queen's acts

to build complex
Today we complete our analysis of

physical education at Queen's University

with a look at the athletic facilities, the

degree of access allowed to the com-
munity and alumni, and the School of

Physical Education and the 'progressive'

courses taught by it.

Queen's University's new Physical

Education Centre, completed in the fall of

1970, cost $6 million to build and was paid

for chiefly by the provincial government —
90-95 per cent government funds, ac-

cording to Men's Intercollegiate Athletic

Director A. L. Lenard.

The $6 million structure serves

approximately 9,000 students, faculty, and
staff as a recreation area, as a practice

and playing site for intercollegiate and
intramural athletics, and as a teaching

facility for degree programs in Physical

and Health Education.

The centre was planned to provide

flexible, multi-use areas which would meet
the needs of as many of the above users

as possible, and to provide a building

which would be a participation centre for

the university. Lenard said that "our user's

committee had a basic philosophy that our
building was to be as multi-purpose and
flexible with as much funds as we had."

Building plan

The second floor of the complex
contains three gymnasia, administrative

offices, classrooms, and laboratories, as
well as seating for the pool and arena.

The main gymnasium (Bartlett Gym) is

one of three gyms designed for a variety of

sports activities including volleyball,

basketball, badminton, and gymnastics.

The Bartlett Gym provides bleacher

seating accomodation for approximately

2,000 persons.

In addition, the second floor includes

two other, smaller gymnasia (Ross and
Bews Gyms). Bews Gym provides seating

accomodation for approximately 600 per-

sons, and can be divided into two areas by
an electric folding door.

The second level also features a

gymnastics mezzanine approximately 110

feet by 40 feet to be used for teaching and
practising gymnastics. Both the gym-
nasium and mezzanine, floors in the

Bartlett Gym have tartan surfaces (similar

to the gym surface in Scarborough
College's new athletic centre).

The ground floor of the complex
includes the pool and arena area, as well

as women's and men's dressing rooms
and squash and handball observation

areas.

The Harry Arena was designed to be
used as an ice hockey and skating arena,

lacrosse floor, examination and registra-

tion hall, and as a site for university

functions and convocations. A tartan-

covered indoor practice, 220-yard running
track is situated at the top of the arena
seating area.

The arena provides permanent seating

accomodation for approximately 1 700
persons, while another 400-500 people
can be seated on the running track for

hockey games. (A further 1500 seats can
be placed on the arena floor for concerts

and convocation.) The arena is a self-

contained unit and includes its own
dressing room and service facilities.

Below the arena floor Is parking

accomodation for approximately 76 cars,

while six (open-air) tennis courts are

located on the roof above the arena.

The swimming pool features a movable
bulkhead, enabling the facility to be used

for competitive swimming at 25 yard or 25

metre distances simultaneously with

diving activities. Movement of the
bulkhead towards the shallow end of the

pool provides a 25-25 yard deep-water

area for water polo and synchronized

swimming.

The pool is equippped with underwater

lights and speakers and a room below the

pool deck contains an underwater viewing

window with direct communication by

speakers both to deck level and un-

derwater. The pool gallery accomodates
almost 500 spectators.

Men's Intercollegiate Athletic Director

Lenard said that because of the area

provided tor the building an Olympic-size

pool was out of the question. The building

would have had to be built out onto the

street.

However, Lenard added that an
Olympic-size pool was not a necessity for

the Kingston area. "What are we going to

use it for during the other 15 years when
we don't want to hold an Olympic capacity

event?", he said.

The third floor of the centre contains the

running track, an area for gymnastics, the

dance studios, and the upper gyms. The
dance studio includes ballet bars and
mirrors and built-in sound equipment,

with provision for dividing the total area

tinto two practice areas.

The lower, or basement floor, contains a

projectile range, squash or handball

courts, and combatives and weight ex-

ercise rooms.
As well as having acoustical treatment,

extra ventilation and a bullet stop for a
pistol shooting range, the projectile range
is equipped with nylon curtain drops for
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indoor archery and golf.

The combatives room contains a 40 foot

x 40 foot resolite mat and padded walls for

wrestling, judo and other combative ac-

tivities. Also located in the lower level are
four singles and two doubles squash
courts and four paddleball-handball
courts with the accompanying observation

and spectator gallery.

In addition, the centre also includes

service areas — men's and women's
locker rooms, a central equipment storage
and distribution room, training and first

aid rooms, athletic team areas and offices

for administrative personnel, and media
observation areas overlooking the Barlett

Gym, the Ross Gym, the pool and the
area.

Support Staff

The planning of access points to the
building enables the costs of operation to

remain minimal. The complex operates on
two daily shifts (8 am ~ 4 pm, and 4 pm —
midnight), with 10 people per shift — the
gymnasium supervisor, janitorial staff

(three people per shift), equipment control

(four), and control check (recently in-

stituted because of pilferage — two per
shift).

A new stadium has also been recently

constructed at a cost of $250,000. The
former stadium, situated on the main
campus, was removed due to the land
value. The land was needed for another
building. The new stadium is situated on
Queen's 'West Campus'.
The George Richardson Stadium seats

"10,300 people with room for extension on
the student side to 12,300" according to

Athletic Director Lenard. "General admis-
sion is 4,200, while there is room for 6,200
students", he added.

athletics?
Community Involvement and the
School of Physical Education

Lenard admitted that the faciities were
not designed to be used by a great many
extra-university people. However, he said,

"We've extended facilities as much as we
could — to student, staff, families and the

district alumni. There are community
evening programs", he added, "some
open free skating, special times for use of

the facilities, and special events."

The School of Physical Education, as
such, teaches three "progressive"
courses, including the Psychology of

Sport and Physical Activity, The
'Sociology of Sport and Physical Activity',

and the 'Psychology of Coaching'.

The 'Psychology of Sport and Physical
Activity' is a lecture, seminar, and reading
course surveying the psychological im-
plications of participation in physical ac-
tivity and sport. Participation is discussed
in terms of motivation, attitudes, values,

self-esteem, personality, and life style.

'Sociology of Sport and Physical
Activity' explores the role of sport and
physical activity in light of current
sociological theories. Sport and activity

are discussed in terms of their place as a
part of culture, interaction with various
social institutions, the socialization
process, social stratification, and social

mobility and the 'counter culture'.

The third course — the 'Psychology of

Coaching' — investigates the problems of

coaching and discusses the typology of

coaches; the role of the coach; the player
— his personality, his motives, problems;
inter-action of coach and player and with
the team; influence of third parties on
performance. (And, course content is

presented in terms of both male and
female coaching.)

In the short span of five years, Queen's
University managed to effect major
changes in its total athletics, program.
Students, administration, and people
professionally involved with physical
education at Queen's effected change
through co-operation and reasonable
compromise. As a result, the "education of
the body" is now seen in a more
progressive light. Bob Gauthlar



McLaughlin appeals

after six days of fail
Tom McLaughlin, who was

handcuffed and thrown in jail for six
days after being found guilty
February 9 of obstructing police, is

out on his own recognizance
awaiting sentence.

.

A charge of trespassing, laid as
well during last year's Simcoe Hall
occupation breakup, was withdrawn.
Two other demonstrators. Randy

Reynolds and Mark Goldblatt,
charged with the more serious crime
of assaulting police, were set free in
December after being found guilty

on the charges. They received "ab-
solute discharges", a procedure
which allows a defendent who is

found guilty to emerge without a
criminal record or penalty.

McLaughlin, unlike those charged
with the more serious offence, con-
ducted his own defense. He tried to
argue his case on political grounds
and was challenged many times by

the judge and the Crown Attorney
for violating courtroom procedure
and rules of evidence.
The unsually harsh treatment

(most first offenders are not im-
prisoned even after sentence)
followed a lecture by Judge M J
Cloney accusing McLaughlin of
"depriving others of their rights"
and "wanting to make trouble".

"It's easy for seomeone who wants
to make trouble to abuse our
system."

In his judgment, Cloney described
various defence witnesses'
evidence as "a hodge-podge of non-
sense" and '"purely make-up
evidence". He believed that there
was "fabrication", though it didn't
amount to perjury.

The defence witnesses, who were
participants in last Year's occupa-
tion over library access, were "a
uniquely unimpressive group", ac-

cording to Cloney, who considered
police evidence to be reliable. Bob
Spencer, then president of SAC, and
one of the defence witnesses in the
trial was described by Cloney as "a
big operator, laving down the law to
the university".

Cloney found that the occupiers
were all guilty of trespass and
declared the testimony of last year's
acting

. president Jack Sword a
waste of time. Although Sword
stated he did not intend to have the
occupiers arrested as trespassers
calling the police in took the matter
out of his hands, Cloney said.
The judgment against McLaughlin

was handed down on February 9, the
Friday before Reading Week, in a
courtroom nearly empty of spec-
tators. It was originally scheduled
for the preceding Wednesday, and
may supporters turned out then,
only to hear the judge remand

Demonstrators protested McLaughlin's jailing hours after verdict
McLaughlin for two days.
After being found- -

—

o guilty.

McLaughlin was jailed without the
possibility of bail, waiting on
preparation of a pre-sentence report.
"That should take about three

weeks", said Cloney, although such
reports usually take less time to
prepare. He claimed he wanted to
find out what makes McLaughlin
"tick".

Later in the day, 50 supporters
demonstrated in front of the Toronto
Jail, chanting "Jail Sword, Jail Ross

THE

Free McLaughlin now", referring to
last year's acting president and vice-
president Robin Ross. They ignored
a police warning that "shouting is

unconstitutional".

After six days of legal
manoeuvring, McLaughlin's lawyer
Paul Copeland, was able to obtain
McLaughlin's release fay filing an
appeal. No date for appeal thearings
has been set.

McLaughlin will appear in Old"
City Hall courtroom 27 at 10 am
Tuesday to be- sentenced.

OFS colls off fees strike
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Varsity steeds gird
With only a day to go until this

year's running of The Varsity editor
steeplechase, the bookies are
refusing to lay odds on who'll end up
the loser-editor-elect.

Meanwhile, the track owners will
fae parading the two qualifying

Race wagers will be accepted from
9 am until 8 pm tomorrow in The
Varsity Advertising Office. Those
eligible to participate (vote) are staff
members who have worked on eight
issues of the paper or six issues of
l'Hebdo. A list of the lucky gamblers

stallions before the assembled Varsi-
ty throngs trus afternoon at 1 pm.
The two marvels not only walk, but
talk and will be answering any and
all questions the staff may ask of
them.

Before and after the showing, the
horses' racing forms (submissions)
will be prominently displayed on the
main office bulletin board. Veteran
race fans know that there's little

point in betting if you don't check
the forms first.

is posted — you guessed it — on the
main editorial office bulletin board.

Should Thursday night's running
prove inconclusive and a rematch be
necessary, the dire tidings will be
announced in Friday's Varsity and
wagers will be accepted between 9
am and 1:15 pm, with the horse that
placed last eliminated.

Watch Friday's Varsity for more
exciting details about this year's
running.

GUELPH (CUP) _ Within three
days of U of T SAC's decision to pull
out of the fees strike, the Ontario
Federation of Students cancelled its

province-wide boycott.

Meeting at the University of
Guelph February 10 and 11, an OFS
general meeting decided to focus
instead on promoting a province-
wide moratorium on classes March
13 to discuss post-secondary
education.

OFS organized a province-wide
boycott of second term fee payments
to protest the provincial
government's imposition of a $100
tuition fee increase and a $200 in-
crease in the student aid loan ceiling.
The fee strike began January 1.

The OFS executive report revealed
the fee strike failed totally at some
institutions and at others, such as
Carleton University in Ottawa,
students must soon pay their fees or
be expelled.

OFS employs only two people full-
time, and did not have the human
resources to co-ordinate the strike, a
spokesperson said. Other executive
members could not devote sufficient
time to the strike because of classes
and work with their own student
councils, the report said.

The OFS report found the Ontario
government "powerful and inert"
and said new tactics and policies are
needed to promote student interests.
But, the report did not outline these
new policies.

Instead of a fee strike, OFS will
publish a newspaper on the
educational cutbacks and a leaflet
outlining the reasons for cancelling
the strike.

OFS is requesting that its member

student councils organize a oneday
moratorium of classes on March 13.
Seminars and discussions will then
be held on the cutbacks, the recently
released Wright commission report
on post-secondary education in On-
tario (COPSEO) and why the fee
strike was not successful.

OFS also plans to use the
moratorium to try to gauge student
interests and plan for future OFS
action.

The February 10 session of the
OFS meeting was aborted by a bomb
threat. University of Guelph campus
police cleared the building where the

meeting was being held, and the
OFS chairperson asked delegates to
reconvene in another building. No
one showed up.

The general meeting revealed a
deep split betwen militant and con-
servative elements in the student
organization. The There was strong
disagreement about the moratorium
and delegates were divided about
the COPSEO report. Although most
delegates had not read the com-
mission's final report, they agreed
that a stand should not be taken on
the report itself but rather on legisla-
tion which may develop from it.

U of T waives late

fee payment penalty
Since SAC "the official student

organization", called off the fees
strike, the administration has waived
the $15 late payment penalty to all

students paying their fees by
February 28, vice-president Jill

Conway said last night.

And, to the "not very large
number" of students who have
already paid the penalty, the money
will be returned, she said.

The action is in response to a SAC
request to waive the penalty since it

called off the strike February 7. A
request made to cancel classes
March 13 for a province-wide
moratorium to discuss post-
secondary education, particularily
the recently released Commission on
Post-Secondary Education Report,
will be similarily favourably

received, Conway indicated.

The administration is "delighted
that there is such a clear interest in
discussing the report," she said. "We
have every intention to cooperate."

The Stop the Student Surcharge
Committee and the Coalition Against
the Cutbacks announced after SAC
called off the strike that they intend
to continue promoting it to fight the
government's education Financing
policies.

SSSC was reported yesterday to be
planning to ask SAC to reverse its

stance on the strike at tonight's 7 pm
general council meeting at
Trinity. Two previous SAC meetings
have been disrupted by SSSC in
attempts to force SAC to support it.

nter-faculty department recommended for Food Sci
By MARK BOHNEN

A dramatic reorganization of the Faculty of
Food Sciences featuring the creation of a new
inter-faculty department could be approved by
the Academic Affairs Committee early next
month.

The changes would follow the
recommendations of a majority report
released last Monday by the Food Sciences
Implementation Committee.
The strongly divided committee also

released two minority reports each containing
recommendations at variance with the other
two reports.

The majority report recommends that the
present faculty be split up into two newly
created departments - the Department of
Nutrition and Food Chemistry, and the
Department of Bionomics.
Nutrition and Food Chemistry would

include such subjects as dietetics, nutritional

science and food chemistry. Bionomics would
.
include "home economies" subjects such as
housing and community developmenl textile
and clothing, family and child study.
A new dean would be selected for the

proposed Faculty of Pood Science and
Bionomics.

Most of the important changes
recommended concern the Department of
Nutrition and Food Science.

The report recommends that this
department should be responsible for. both
undergraduate and graduate degree programs.

It adds that the department should be part
of the Faculty of Health Sciences if such a
faculty is established in the near future.
The department would, for the present

however, be identified with more than one
faculty.

In discussing this recommendation, the
report suggests that staff positions in the

department should include persons identified

with the School of Hygiene as well as the
Faculty of Medicine, "thus establishing the
university department in at least three
faculties concurrently." The report continues:
"under this arrangement the budget support
provided by each participating faculty would
be negotiated by the chairman with the dean
of the faculty concerned."

A minority report signed by committee
member Martha Leitch, who is also assistant

Food Science dean, takes issue with the
administrative recommendations of the
committee.

Leitch upholds the creation of a new type of

department "for inter-disciplinary and inter-

faculty graduate pursuits".

However, she states that an administrative
structure created for several undergraduate
programs "would be unwieldly, awkward,
impractical and could place an undue burden

on the senior administration of the university.

Food Sciences professor J.J. Moran said
that many staff members support the views
held in Leitch's report.

Moran is currently heading a four member
committee in the faculty which is preparing a
rebuttal to the majority report. This report
will be submitted to the Academic Affairs
Committee.

The report upholds the continuation and
strengthening of the present bionomics
program by cooperative means. After a "trial
period" of five years, the program would be
re-examined.

However, another dissenting report, signed
by committee member Jacob Seigel of the
Faculty of Management Studies, has
recommended that "what is required is not
additional support, a 'new trial period', a dean
with the mandate to develop home economics,
but radical surgery".
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Tickets are now on sale for (he "Crowbar"

concert at the Hall Porter's desk in Hart House

ATL card is required. The concert which is

happening on Friday Feb, 23 will start a( 8:30

pm. Tickets cost a nickle.

People taking courses in Political Economy

needed to help with distribution of queshcnaiies

for course evaluations. Drop in anytime this

week or neit to the PECU office. Rm. 2034

Sidney Smith or phone 928-6396 anytime.

10 am
Math Day — Mathematics Tutoring for first

year and other students, Room 2097 (East

Lounge, 2nd floor) Till 4 pm
noon

Secularism's Impact on Contemporary

Theology, a discussion group sponsored by the

Student Christian Movement, with Roger

Hutchtnson. Woodger Room, Old Vic.

Abortion — A Woman's Right to Choose?

Oeoate: U of T Women for Abortion Law Repeal

vs. Pro-Lile. All Welcome. Hart House Debates

Room.

Math Day — "Mathematics in China after

Liberation" with Prof. Chandler Davis of the

Math Dept.. Sid Smith, Room 2118.

12:30 pm
Seminar on Courts and Trials: R.E Allen,

Philosophy on "Morality of the Criminal

Process" Faculty of Law, Falconer Hall.

1 pm
Math Day - "Science and Social Change"

with Prof. Jim Prentice of the Physics Dept., Sid

Smith, room 21 17.

Hart House Library Committee presents

Manon Engel reading from her work in the Music

Room, Hart House.

Orison, a play by Arrabal. An onson is a

prayer An ocarina makes a perfectly pure

sound. At University College Playhouse. 79-A St.

George Street. Always Free.

2 pm
Math Day - Mathematical Expositions, short

and easy to understand talks on math. "Number
patterns in weaving" by Michael Mather and
"Complex Numbers" by Stephen Salalf Room
504. Sid Smith.

Seminar on Macrosociology and
Methodological Perspectives occuring in Room
229, Borden Building Professor Ivan Vallier shall

discuss "Types of Innovative Works and their

Implications for Theory". Ail are cordially invited.

Auditions for a new drama. "Wilton

Remembers" U.C. Playhouse. Women and men,
with an emphasis on the latter Ask for Jay
Teitel. Till 4 pm

3:30 pm
Hon. Jack McNie, Minister of Colleges and

Universities, will be speaking on the role and
future plans of the ministry. Come and ask
about the C.O.P S.E.O report. Rm. N401 O.I.S.E.

4:30 pm

the U of T team to play at the OUAA, March 3.

Everyone welcome.

All students interested in canvassing

residences lor the Reform Slate meet in the

A&S Union Office, second floor lobby, Sid Smith.

There will be a meeting of the University of

Toronto Debating Union tonight at Hart House.

North Dining Room, new members welcome. An

impromptu debate and discussion of the McGill

tournament this weekend are featured.

7:30 pm
"Investigation of a Citizen Above Suspicion"

— part of a Political Film Festival sponsored by

the Student Christian Movement and United

Nations Association — St. Paul's Church, 121

Avenue Rd. Admission: 98t
Free Jewish University "Job and the Problem

of Evil" at Hitlel House 186 St. George Street.

Professor Jvan Vallier of the Department of

Sociology. University of California, Santa Cruz,

will speak on "Catholicism and Politics in the

Americas and Western Europe in Ihe 70's" in

the Council Chambers, Room 202, Galbraith

Bkfg., 35 St. George St. Sponsored by the Latin

Amencan Studies Committee, I.S.P.

8 pm
See "The Little Prince", a 1-hour play by

Erindale Student Theatre. Original adaptation of

a French novel, by second year arts student

Bnan Casey, who also produces. Room 292.
Preliminary Building. Enndale campus, free.

Free Jewish University "Chassidic Stones of

Rav Nachman" at Hillel House 186 St. George
Street.

Free Jewish University "Conversational

Yiddish" at Hillel House 186 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University "Jewish Life Cycle" at

Hillel House 186 St George Street.

Free Jewish University "Literature ol the

Holocaust" at Hillel House 186 St. George
Street.

8:30 pm
"The Winter's Tale" by William Shakespeare.

Al Hart House Theatre. February 21-24, 8:30
p.m. tickets $2. students $1.50. Presented by

TC D.S.. directed by Alan Toff.

9 pm
Free Jewish University "Jewish Perspectives

on Christianity" at Hillel House 186 St George
Street.

THURSDAY
1 pm

Orison, a play by Arrabal. An orison is a

prayer. An ocarm3 makes a perfectly pure
sound. At University College Playhouse, 79-A St.

George Street Always Free.

2 pm
Auditions for an original Drama, "Wilton

Remembers" U.C Playhouse Women and men
needed, with an emphasis on the latter. Ask for

Jay Teilel. Till 4 pm.

3 pm
lan Gentles from York University speaks at

Trinity College. Topic: The Concept of the
Arie Eliav will be speaking at Hillel House 186 Unwanted Child Or. Gentles will be lecturing in

St. George Street on "Social Conditions in the Rhodes Room (Trinity College, 2 Hoski'n
s Ave. I Come for discussion and questions. Spon-

u.„
,

„
6:30 pm sored by University of Toronto Pro Life.

Hillels Kosher Supper. Please reserve by 5 See "The Little Prince", a 1-hour play by
pm today. At Hillel House 186 St. George Enndale Student Theatre. Original adaptation of

a French novel, by second year arts student

6 pm
The Arab Students Association invites

students and faculty to its weekly informal

meeting at the Morning Room, 33 SI. George.

6:30 pm
Hillels Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5 pm

today. At Hillel house 186 St. George Street.

7 pm
All students interested in assisting the

Reform Slate for the Governing Council meet in

the Arts and Science Union Office. We will be

canvassing Residences.

7:30 pm
Debate: The Meaning of the Vietnam Peace

Agreement. Nelson Clarke, Communist Party,

versus Joe Fleier. Old Mole-Red Circle. Innis

College, first floor. Everyone is welcome.

Two films by Anlonioni; "Zabriski Point"

(7:301 and "Blow Up" (9:30) in the OISE
Auditorium 252 Bloor St. West; $1.50 at 7:30 or

Jl.OO at 9:30.

Open meeting of U ol T Coalition Against the

Cutbacks. SAC is organizing for a Day of Study

on the "Wright Report" on March 13. Classes

will be cancelled all across the Province. It is

necessary to soliderize our demands and
proposals for action on that day directed against

the governments educational policies. Sid Smith

East Lounge.

The Chrislian Science College Organization

meets in the Woodger Room at "Old Vic".

Inspired readings are followed by testimonies of

healing. All welcome!

The Toronto Kraft Boycott Committee is

planning and organizing a boycott in Toronto.

People wanting to help plan and work on the

campaign can attend Thursdays meeting at St.

Pauls Church, 121 Avenue Road.

8 pm
CUSO Information Meeting: Interested tn

volunteer work in the Caribbean or Latin

Amenca? Find out about it at the International

Student Centre 33 St. George St.

Free Jewish University "Mitzvah in Concept"
at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University "Chavurat Zemer" at

Hillel House 186 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University - Israeli Folk Dancing
at Hillel House 186 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University "The Midrash and the
Bible" at Hillel House, 186 St. George St.

Free Jewish University "Arab-Jewish
Dialogue" — please note new location — Hart
House, North Sitting Room.

Free Jewish University "Emotional
Awareness and the 8i blicaf Narrative" at Hillel

House. 186 St. George Street.

Free Jewish University "Maimonides" at Hillel

House. 186 St. George Street.

"The Mexican Student Movement of 1968-
1969". a talk by Professor Jean-Louis de Lan-
noy. of the Department of Sociology, in the
Pendarves Lounge of the International Student
Centre Sponsored by the Latin Amencan
Studies Committee. I.S.P.

7 pm
General SAC Meeting, at Trinity College, 2nd

floor Wesl End ol Sealy Hall.

Free Jewish University "Great Modem Jewish
Thinkers" at Hillel House 186 St. George Street.

Hart House Table Tennis Club: Fencing Room.
Coach Violetta Nesukaitis will choose players for

Bnan Casey, who also produces. Room 292,
Preliminary Building, Enndale campus, free.

4 pm
Myths and Reality in Education, with Alan

Rummer, one of the founders of Everdale Free
School. Music Room, Wymilwood, Victoria

College

The Winter's Tale opens tonight at
Hart House and will play until Satur-
day, February 24. It did not play last

week, nor does it play next week as
was stated in the Varsity of February

HOI I
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ART GALLERY

HART HOUSE
CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION

Until February 25

Gallsry Hours. Monday, tl i.m. - 9 p.m..

Tuesday Silunfiy, Tl a.m. -S p.m..

Sunday. 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

DEBATE TONIGHT

RESOLUTION "THAT THE BEST CURE FOR

POLLUTION IS NO MORE GROWTH ".

Honorary visitor; Thl Hon. James fluid

Minister Ol tbt Environment

DibllM Room. 8.00 p.m.

INFORMAL DEBATE
TOMORROW. THURSDAY

FEBRUARY 22.

2.00 P.M. IN THE DEBATE ROOM.

HESOLVED: "THAT THIS HOUSE FAVOURS THE
ABOLITION OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT."

POETRY READING

TODAY AT 1.10 P.M.

IN THE MUSIC ROOM
MARION ENGEL

WEDNESDAY EVENING CONCERT |
COENRAAD BLOEMENDAL CELLIST AND KATHRYN ROOT, PIANIST 1
PLAYING BEETHOVEN, BACH AND PROKOFIEV I

Tonight At 6:30 P.M. In The Great Hall
j

TABLE TENNIS

Tonight: Final Selection By Coach

Violetta Nesukiills For The U of T Team.

FENCING ROOM. 7-11 P.M..

CAMERA CLUB
Tonight, 7:30 p.m.

Andrew Blrrall Speaks On Tna History ol

Photography tn Canada

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

ENTERTAINMENT AFTER 8:30 P.M.

T.C.D.S. presents at the Hart House Theatre

"The Winter s Tale"
by

William Shakespeare
directed by Alan Toff

at 8:30 P.M.
Feb. 21-24, Tickets 2.00, 1.50 for students.

Pardon this blunder.

"What, in our house?'

CUT THIS OUT

THURSDAY EVENING CINEMA
7:30

FEB 22

MAR 1

MAR 8

MAR 15

MAR 22

MAR 29

APR 5

APR 12

G.S.A.

Antonioni

9:30

Penn

ZABRISKI POINT
M. Frechette

LITTLE BIG MAN
D. Hoffman

NIGHTOFTHE LIVING DEAD
quintessential horror

M.A.S.H. - Altman
D. Southerland, S. Kellerman

BLOW UP ('671

D. Hemmings ^,

LEFT HANDED GUN ('58) ^
P. Newman

FEARLESS VAMPIRE KILLE
by Polanski; S. Tate

BREWSTER McCLOUD
8. Cort.S. Kellerman

Pasolini - GOSPEL ACCORDING TO
SAINT MATTHEW (lt'64)

Elia Kazan - ON THE WATERFRONT ('54)

M. Brando

MAD DOGS & ENGLISHMEN
J. Cocker, L. Russel

- Feiljni - TOBY DAMMIT and othc
Spirits of the Dead

Janis Joplin, Arlo Guthrie, Joan Baez, Joe Cocker
Sly and Farnily Stone, Jimi Hendrix etc

S1 .50 at 7:30 (both films or single)

SI .00 at 0:30,£cries tickets available

TEOREMA (It '681

T. Stamp

VIVA ZAPATA ('521

M. Brando

PERFORMANCE
Mick Jagcjer

SATYRICON

APR 19 WOODSTOCK

OISE,Auditorium
252 Bloor St. W.

unclassified
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, Pod DON'T MISS THE QUEBEC WINTERCredit Quiet adult building, near shopping CARNIVAL, March 2-4. transportation and

M?j£tTain
*

Avallab,e
-

1sl
-

"arch, accommodation, $31.00. AOSC 44 St923-9372 between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. George St.. 963-8404.

ACCURATE TYPIST with good editorial ^"f?!
M0 R

*,M by Davld Freema" <w-
skills. Will midwife your thesis. Also copy I °' Cf"P' dlr8Cted by 8I " GlaS5C0 a '

typing of essays, 40' per page IBM selectrlc .I*!
3 ,9 «° Sun. at 6-30

- 12 pt- prestige elite & greek symbols ?™L , ,
'Reservations. 1 block

Phone 532-7291 for estimate
*
ymDO 's

* north of Oupont. 2 blocks east of Bathurst.
30 Bridgman Ave.

TYPIST, experienced, available to do
typing tor anyone needing an essay, thesis
report, etc. typed. Downtown location. Call
after 6, 532-1771.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING ol essays,
theses, resumes, etc. Please call 964-9162
alter 11 a.m.

TIDDLY WINKS: anyone Inierested In
playing, phone Roger or Goff at 966-3857.
An invitalional pairs tournament will be
held at the U of T In early April.

U.C. COUNSELLING SERVICE, Tree
consultation about any personal problem
928-2531.

A BABYSITTER for two young girls - some
day sitting - and some evenings Spadlna &
Bloor - 964-7840 I'm a freelance musician
and teacher at York,

BICYCLE WANTED: Women's 3.5 or 10
speed. Willing to pay S50, Telephone 920-
0749 until it p.m.

ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old es-
says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES, 961-6150, Mon.-Fri. 3 pm

-

10 pm.; Sat.-Sun. 9 am.-5 pm. Professional
typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.

GUITAR LESSONS, classical and folk by
experienced, classlcally-lralned teacher.
Phone Michael 485-9643.

S.E.A.L. RESUME SERVICE for student
lob seekers. Accurate layout and printing.
S5 00 for 50 copies. Lowest price in town.
Phone 966-3900-

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coals from $10.00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.
(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent
selection of fun furs, trade Ins accepted
We buy used furs 383-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Fri (III 6 pm.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to
LONDON from $79 one way or $155 return
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC, 44 SI. George St., Toronto 5,416-
962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING EUROPE INTERNA
(TIONAL STUDENT |,D. card, sludent
rallpass. car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable charier (lights, camping tours
Btc, all available now from; AOSC. 44 St.
George St.. Toronto 5. 416 - 962-8404. (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-
-Jent Council)

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICfc, -

theses, essays, - French. Latin - exper-
ienced lypists - electric typewriters. 86
Bloor St. W. Ste, 670. 922-7624
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Getty is acquitted of assaulting police
Despite a iast-minute prosecution

attempt to reopen the case "to in-

troduce new evidence". Bill Getty

was acquitted because of
"reasonable doubt" as the final

library trial ended Monday.
Getty, who was arrested during

last year's Simcoe Hall occupation
over free library access, was not
identified with sufficient accuracy to

allow Judge Charles to convict him
of assaulting police, although the

judge warned he would have sent

Getty to prison if he had convicted

him.

He also stated that he considered

all occupiers of the Senate Chamber
at the time of the arrests guilty of

creating disturbance, but no one was
charged with this offence.

In delivering the not guilty verdict,

Charles commented that although
Detective William Kearns "was
honestly trying to give his im-
pression of what took place" when
he identified Getty as his attacker,

the arresting officer "was in a better
position" to see what happened.
This officer, Gus Salamedes, was

unable to identify Getty in a cour-
troom during one of the previous
trials, and, since other evidence did
not "in any way indicate that the
accused did anything to aid and
abet" those who allegedly attacked
Kearns, Charles therefore acquitted
Getty.

Commenting on the occupation
itself, Charles said that U of T
students "had no right to occupy the
building", but "there was no doubt
that they were prepared to stay as

long as necessary to achieve their

demands".

Therefore, he said, "Detective
Kearns and other policemen who
were there were acting in the ex-

ecution of their duty", in breaking

into the Senate Chamber and for-

cibly arresting the occupants.

The court was scheduled to

convene at 10 am Monday, but the
Crown immediately moved to have
the case reopened, claiming to have
evidence that would further es-
tablish Getty's indentity as the
assailant of a police officer during
the arrests.

Crown Attorney William
Donaldson claimed to have un-
covered two weeks ago the fact that

the arresting officer pointed out
Getty's picture from "17 or 18 other

pictures" at the police station "the
day of the arrest", saving "That's
the man who assaulted Officer
Kearns".

The 30 spectators groaned as the
judge told Getty to return the next
day for a ruling on the motion, but
he agreed to reconvene the trial the
same afternoon after Getty objected
to "this cheap ploy to delay the trial

longer".

Getty pointed out that in his 12
court appearances over the nearly 12
months since his arrest, as well as in

the three other library trials, "ob-
viously the question of indentity was
important", and he questioned why
such important evidence would not
have been uncovered already.

David Depoe, a member of the
Canadian Party of Labour, to which

Getty also belongs, pointed out
yesterday that a police photographer
had testified in an earlier trial that

the pictures in question had not been
developed until the day following the
arrest.

When court reconvened in the
afternoon, the judge disallowed the

prosecution's motion, saying he
feared it would "set a dangerous
precedent" for reopening cases in

the future.

Commenting on the acquittal,

Depoe said "It shows that you can
win if you fight these guys hard
enough". Depoe was acquitted last

year of wilful damage over $50, in

connection with a demonstration
outside U of T's personnel office at

215 Huron St.

Vic to build high-rise project

Charles Street houses may become victims of Vic development.

By PAT REDICAN
A new development on the

Victoria College campus may be
built without any student input, ac-

cording to Vic Students' Ad-
ministrative Council education com-
missioner Rick Gregory.

Gregory's remarks followed last

Thursday's Board of Regents deci-

sion to look at plans for a "residen-

tial high-rise" in the area bordered

by Sultan, Charles and St. Thomas
Streets at the eastern end of the

campus.

Although VUSAC asked that no
decision be made before October 30

of this year, the board has indicated
it will make its decision in six

months, during the summer.

This would mean that most
students would have no chance to

express an opinion on this develop-
ment, said Gregory.

"When that decision is made the

college can't change it." The
development is to be a joint venture
of the Manufacturers Life Insurance

Company and the college.

3 After a study made of the proposal

J is accepted, only Manufacturers Life

| will be able to pull out of the
T agreement.

| "President Goldwin French said

| that VUSAC could represent the

| views of the students to the board;
" we replied that we did not feel

qualified to make aesthetic
judgements for 2,500 people,"
Gregory added.

It has not been decided exactly

what size or shape the building will

be, or what its uses will be, said

Gregory. VUSAC has said that it is

opposed to "any development" in

the area.

Committee approves

of Scar credit system
By BENNETT McCARDLE

Students at Scarborough College,

starting this summer, will be able to

"proceed toward a degree at their

own rate of choosing", according to

a motion approved by last week's
meeting of the Academic Affairs

Committee of the Governing Coun-
cil.

The new credit system, as

described in the report the
Curriculum and Standards Sub-
committee, ends the distinction

between full and part-time students
at Scarborough.

By allowing a maximum of six

credit courses in the winter session

and a maximum of ,two in the
summer, the system eliminates the
need for special petitioning in order
to take an abnormal number of

credit courses. Full-time students
will be able to take credit courses in

the summer, and could complete a

three year degree in two years.

The proposal still must be
approved by the Governing Council
before it can be implemented. It has

City's repeal power challenged

already received the blessings of

Scarborough's curriculum com-
mittee and college council, before
coming to Academic Affairs.

Provost Don Forster called the
plan "a significant innovation."

Scarborough principal Ralph
Campbell described it as "logical"
and "working toward the con-
venience of the students". It would
cause administrative difficulties, he
said, but expansion in part-time

studies had been duly accounted for

in the arrangements. He noted that

the system had been proposed to the

Macpherson Committee (which
proposed the New Program in 1968)

but had not been taken up then.

The credit system will also be
recommended for the St. George
campus by the New Program
Review Committee. Erindale prin-

cipal J. Tuzo Wilson said there was
strong feeling among students and
faculty in favour of a credit system
at his college, but that it would wait
to observe the results of Scar-
borough's move.

By DOUG HAMILTON
Discussion on repeal of three

bylaws governing the controversial

Windlass, St. James Town West and
Quebec-Gothic developments
dominated City council last week.
Despite a warning from city

solicitor William Callow that the city

could be prosecuted by the
developer, council last Friday voted
11-1 to repeal the Quebec-Gothic
development. Ten alderman ab-
stained from voting and only mayor
David Crombie raised his hand in

opposition.

The bylaw, approved in 1971,

permitted the erection of four apart-
ment towers and 28 townhouses on
Quebec and Gothic Avenues near
High Park.

The developers, a consortium of

Greenwin and Cadillac, issued a writ
against council to halt debate on the
repeal motion sponsored by Ward 1

alderman Elizabeth Earys.
Callow cautioned council that

because the matter was now before
the courts any alderman speaking on
the motion may be charged with
contempt of court.

The writ states that the city has no
power to repeal a bylaw which was
passed by another council, and asked
for an injunction to prevent dis-

cussion of the issue.

Council asked Callow for his

opinion on whether the meeting
could be continued but the solicitor

declined to give his opinion, stating

only that each councillor had to

decide on his or her own whether to

speak on the motion.
The writ will be heard by the

Supreme Court of Ontario in about
two weeks time.

Ward 7 alderman John Seweu
dismissed the developers' action as a

"bluff". His Ward 7 colleague and
city executive member Karl Jaffary

contended that the matter might not

be decided by the courts for several

years and council would be faced

with the question of repealing the

bylaw all over again. He urged coun-

cil to repeal the bylaw immediately.

When a vote on the motion to

repeal was called, 10 alderman left

the chamber. Voting for repeal were
aldermen Jaffary, Sewell, Dorothy
Thomas, Earys, Michael Darcy,

Goldrick, Anne Johnston, Colin

Vaughan, Ving Hope, Dan Heap and
Archie Chisholm.

Council also voted last Friday to

hold a special meeting to hear

deputations on the St. James Town
West apartment project.

The Meridian Building Group
received permission in 1971 to erect

three 30 story high-rise towers at

Sherbourne and Wellesley Streets.

Residents in the Sherbourne,

Bleecker, Wellesley area have fought

the development for over two years.

The special meeting to be held

March 2 will consider repeal of the

bylaw. However a decision on the St.

James Town bylaw may be stalled

until the Supreme Court reaches a

verdict on the Quebec-Gothic affair.

Caution prevailed at the Buildings

and Development Committee last

week when a motion by Ward 5

alderman Ying Hope to repeal the

Windlass project was defeated 6-5.

The motion was lost when council

moderates Reid Scott and Art

Egglton, fearing that the city would

face prosecution, voted against

repeal over the objections of area

residents.

The Windlass project involves the

construction of two high-rise apart-

ment towers and a recreation centre

near St. Patrick and McCaul Streets

in the historic Grange distrinct.

Speaking on behalf of area
residents, lawyer David Greenspan
told the committee that the "Grange
area might die" if the bylaw per-

mitting the development was not

quashed by the committee.

He attacked the Windlass Holdings,

development on the grounds that it

contained no provision for low in-

come family housing, rooming
houses and workshops for the
Chinese community.

If Windlass is allowed to build in

the Grange, he asserted, more
developments would be attracted to

the district, thus destroying the

"remaining homes for some 8000

people."

Greenspan called for a

"development freeze" in the Grange
and the completion of a part two
planning study for area.

Greenspan argued that the Grange
district was zoned for institutional

use by the city, when requested to do
so by the University of Toronto.

He asserted that U of T intended
to expand to the south and asked
City Hall to zone the area according-

ly. Although the university since

abandoned such plans, the zoning

designation is still in force. Green-
span urged the committee to con-
sider changing it in order to preserve

the Grange for family housing.

Architect Jack Diamond
supported Greenspan's criticism of

the Windlass proposal. He said the
area is plagued by "instability

induced by the expectation of high-

rise."

He suggested if the Windlass

project was approved, the Grange
could become a "monolithic wall of

high-rise."

"At least this (bylaw) has to be

withdrawn and at best repealed," he
concluded.

St. Patrick Street resident Abrer
Steinberg summed up the feeling of

Grange residents: "We object to the

Windlass bylaw and we would like to

see it repealed."

Steinberg charged that area

residents were never consulted on
bylaw changes, and said the
developer used unscrupulous tactics

in assembling land.

"The manner of (land) assembly
was immoral, " he declared. People
"were duped" into selling their

property "at very low prices."

He added that a city buildings

inspector urged him to sell his land

to the developer and the city works
department issued him with 300

work orders (to repair his property)

in order to harass him.

Steinberg complained that

property in the Grange "has
devalued due to Windlass."

His voice cracking with emotion
he concluded, "Do you want to be

the council that approved this

bylaw? Or do you want to be the

council which listened to its

citizens?"

The committee, however was in

no mood to heed Steinberg or the

other residents who protested the

project. Ying Hope's motion to

repeal the bylaw lost by one vote.

The matter will now be dealt with by
City Council.

Committee member professor

Milton Israel at first described the
closeness of Scarborough's academic
life to that of the main campus as

"more an illusion than a reality" and
expressed fears that the proposal

would move the college even further

away from the St. George academic
programme.

Scarborough dean J. D. King
replied that Scarborough students

and faculty felt that it was no illusion

that they were part of the U of T.

Israel relented, saying that the

relationship was "complicated and
difficult to understand" rather than

illusory. Professor William Dunphy
noted that Scarborough has
curricular autonomy as of this year.

Forster said that there would be
no loss of income to either the U of T
or Scarborough as a result of the new
system.

Vice-provost Peter Meinke
emphasized that the provincial

government would be sympathetic

to any financial problems arising

from the new proposals if it felt that

change had been made "in the right

spirit" (i.e., not merely to bring in

more grants). Some universities

regularly define students taking four

credits as "full-time" in order to

increase government income, he

said.

Forster suggested that the report

eigher be given "academic approval

in principle" or referred to the

executive committee to consider

"resource implications" if the com-
mittee foresaw financial trouble.

Debate followed on the maximum
numbers of courses allowed for

credit. The college had consider

setting no maximum at all, said

King, but the faculty felt that a

rriaximum "normal load" should not

merely be counselled but imposed
out of academic responsibility to the

student.
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"I worked in countries where every time

something happened, (he news went off the air

and they'd play music. All we got was music on

the air and police in the streets. Then, we'd

know there was a crisis."

-Quebec Communications Minister

Jean-Paul L'Allier
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Doesn't serve the public interest

Media give police news veto
Last week's revelation that private

radio and television broadcasters and

the country's police chiefs have worked

out an agreement to give police veto

power over what news will go out over

the nation's air waves during periods of

crisis is just one more sign of this

country's unhealthy trend towards

police rule.

The so-called "working document",

secret until now, surfaced during a

Quebec National Assembly committee
session last week. The CBC and the

Canadian Daily Newspapers Associa-

tion declined an invitation to take part

in drawing up the agreement.
Drafted following the 1970 Quebec

crisis, the paper describes the news
media as partners with police in the

fight against crime. "The police must
have the right to make the decision on

release of news for publication," it

continues.

Once implemented, the censorship

blueprint would establish a national

committee of broadcasters and police

chiefs to determine guidelines for the

handling of police and crime news.

And, it goes on to suggest punitive

measures against media employees
who ignore the agreement.

The document advocates "day-to-

day planning" between policeand news
media on how to "co-operate during

emergencies".
Canadian Association of Broadcas-

ters executive director T.J. Allard

admitted last week that the agree-

ment could cover such things as

plane hijackings or trouble at a

university.

Although frightening in its casual

surrender of the already limited
freedom of the press, the document and
its contents should come as no surprise

to the critical reader. And, it' isn't

terribly far off current practice at

some professional newspapers.
Government and police officials have

long encouraged the media to exercise
utmost restraint in covering reports of

discontent. Let's not exaggerate its

importance, is usually the way they
phrase it.

During the Quebec crisis, for

example, the prime minister publicly

suggested that the CBC should muzzle
some of its reporters because they
weren't portraying things the way he
saw them or would prefer to see them.
/ft isn't a giant step from recognizing
the supportative role of the
professional media in our society to

understanding their willingness to give
in to police pressure for greater control

of news. Professional media operate to

make a profit. And, to ensure they keep
on making that profit, they're vitally

interested in keeping everything
peaceful and tranquil.

They may favour replacing one
government with another, but they're
smart enough to figure out that ad-
vocating major social change would be
against their self-interest.

Certainly, it'd be wrong to suggest
that the professional media have been
operating at cross-purposes with the
nation's law enforcers. Should they
clash, it's most likely over the sup-
posedly premature release of some
petty information or a not-yet-
completely-dormant pursuit of the un-
known (It sells papers, you know).

Indeed, the media have long been in

the forefront of this country's con-
servative movement. Recently, their
paranoia about the supposed crime
menace facing this city has only been

exceeded by that of the police. And,

they had a major role in building the

weekend "Cops are Tops" rally, a rally

which wrongly sought to idolize Toron-

to's police force and give it uncritical

support.

The police-media document isn't far

off the mark when it talks about why
it's important to have police and the

media co-operate in deciding about

what the public will be informed. It

recognizes, although not in so many
words, that crime is not the product of

demented madmen wandering the

streets, but a reflection of our society's

shortcomings and its failure to satisfy

not only the legitimate aspirations of

the populace but even the bare
necessities of life for so many. The
paper acknowledges the media and

police's mutual loyalty to "the preven-

tion of crime and the preservation of

domestic peace upon which all proper

functioning of the community
depends".

That sounds amazingly like Judge
M.J. Cloney's diatribe against students

who occupied Simcoe Hall last year

following the academic Senate's

refusal to grant unrestricted access to

the stacks of the John Robarts Library.

He lashed out against students who had
taken their dissent beyond the accep-

table bounds of passively making their

views known, completely ignoring the

Senate Library Council's refusal to

listen seriously to the students' case.

When Cloney sent defendant Tom
McLaughlin off to Don Jail to await
sentencing, he was taking what tittle

vengeance he could against someone
who had so brashly violated "the
preservation of domestic peace" which
to Cloney, the police, the university,

and the media was more important
than the principle involved.

GEE; ITS JUST LIKE TAK1N&

A SHOWER WITH RUBBER BOOTS!
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Don't just talk,

do something
The U of T Coalition against the

Cutbacks was dismayed to learn that

the Ontario Federation of Students

(OFS), which includes our own SAC,
decided to end the fees strike. The
tactic, they claimed, proved to be of

minimal effect. However, they failed

to criticize their own half-hearted

organization of the strike which was
instrumental in its failure. As a

compromise gesture, the OFS has

called on every educational institute

to close down on March 13 in order
to hold a moratorium for the pur-

pose of discussing the COPSEO
report. (This report, by the Commis-
sion on Post-Secondary Education,
used to be the old Wright report).

The report advocates fee increases

and proposes other measures which
will make free and universal access
to postsecondary education an im-
possibility. SAC wants to limit the
activities on March 13 to a discussion

of this report when 11,000 students

have already indicated in a referen-

dum last fall that they are opposed
to fee hikes. Thousands of students
have backed this up by witholding

their fees, a fact SAC has chosen to

ignore by calling off the strike. To
make a day of study worthwhile, the
major focus should not be merely on
discussing the report, but on
criticizing government policies

which besides the fee increases,

include such sinister measures as

grant cutbacks, staff and faculty lay-

offs, and course cuts.

The U of T Coalition Against the

Cutbacks will support the day of

study if criticism of government
policy is made a part of it. Also, we
feel that proposals for action against

the cutbacks should be presented.

Students already know they are get-

ting screwed — the important thing

is what are we going to do about it.

This is an important question and we
will not allow SAC to sweep it under
the rug by keeping students'
grievances purely at the level of

discussion.

Come to the coalition meeting this

Thursday, 7:30 in ASSU Sid Smith.

Coalition against the Cutbacks

Wants "good

prof 9

to stay

It is advisable that, at all times,

while students are learning, no

matter what the subject, they should
be experiencing clarity in diction,

colour in verbal association and in

this connection my former English
teacher always impressed upon us,

that blind memory work does not
induce retention of facts which will

enable students to make use of said
facts at a future date when they are
desirous of proving that they have
mastered the subject.

Only when enthusiastic students
have enthusiastic teachers can the
desired and beneficial results be
obtained. It requires constant and
willing co-operation all round.
Strange as it may seem to some
people, there are enthusiastic
students whose main desire is to
work with equally enthusiastic
teachers. Therefore, I feel I would
like to bring to your notice the

unanimous student opinion that this

most praiseworthy situation exists in

Professor Salaff's math class of

which we are, definitely most
satisfied students. Now, in con-
nection with math 110 class, we are

faced with a situation which gives us
to understand that this atmosphere
of rapport to which I have made
reference is to be terminated and
this has brought consternation to the
whole class, because professor

Stephen Salaff definitely meets ail

those requirements.

It is said that second thoughts are
sometimes better, and, accordingly

the entire class would be eternally

grateful if it could be possible to

nullify the decision already reached
and thereby enable professor
Stephen Salaff to continue to carry
on with his "goood work" as in the
past.

If I were in Greece, I would not be
able to approach the authorities as I

am now taking the liberty of doing
on behalf of the entire class, but,

fortunately, democracy works in

Canada!

Therefore, I trust you will pardon
me for thus approaching you and
will not consider me to be
presumptuous.

Cons tantin Mrtztthras

Left has right to

criticize treaty: YS
A number of important points are raised by

the University of Toronto Communist Club in

their January 31 letter to The Varsity (Left

shouldn't attack treaty). They tell us that the

Vietnam settlement is a great victory for the
Vietnam liberation movement, and that since

the Vietnamese support it the Canadian left

has no right to criticize it.

With the involvement of Canadian forces in

Vietnam now/ we have to take a look at this

settlement and decide whether or not we
should defend the intervention of our govern-

ment. The Communist Party says yes. The
Young Socialists say no.

The arguments put forward by the CP are

not new. There have been many similar

instances in the past, raising the question of

how best to defend liberation struggles around
the world.

When the British moved into Vietnam in

1945, they were welcomed by the Vietnamese
liberation fighters as "liberators". Then, the

British proceeded to return the country to the

French colonialists. Should we have supported
British entry because the Vietnamese sup-

ported it?

When the popular Congolese government of

Patrice Lumumba was threatened by
secessionist, Belgian stooge Moise Tshombe in

I960, Lumumba invited the United Nations in.

The UN force isolated his government,
allowed Lumumba to be kidnapped and
murdered, then allowed Tshombe to take

power. Should we have supported this?

In 1969, the majority of the Northern Irish

Catholic population welcomed British troops

into their country, thinking that the British

would defend them against the Protestants.

The British proceeded to turn on the

Catholics. Should we have supported that?

No. The most effective defence is based not

on the particular negotiating stances of the

parties involved, but on basic principles. The
anti-war movement in Canada has based its

actions on popularizing and defending the

right of self-determination for the Viet-

namese. It put forward the principled

demands of unconditional, immediate
withdrawal of all U.S. troops and material

from Vietnam, an end to Canada's complicity

and no Canadian intervention. These demands
put the responsibility for the war where it

belonged — on the U.S. and Canadian im-

perialists. They rallied people around ba:
;

c,

easily-understood concepts that were con-

sistent with Vietnamese rights.

Should we change that now? Young
Socialists think not.

Does the treaty guarantee Vietnamese self-

determination? The CP say, "The Paris

agreements. . . represent the end of an era in

which corrupt, reactionary, puppet
governments in Saigon can rest upon the

military force of a foreign imperialist power".

Later in their letter, they tell us that the

signing of the agreement "removes U.S.

military support from the Thieu regime." Who
do they think they're kidding?

The U.S. is not out of Vietnam. It has built

up the Thieu regime into a powerful armed

force — now the third largest air force in the

•world. Thousands of U.S. "civilian

technicians" are entering as the troops

withdraw. And, the U.S. has its allies, in-

cluding Canada, on the international super-

visory force to back up their policies.

"But, if Thieu attempts to affect a return to

1954 by sabotaging free elections and starting

to battle, who will bail him out when, as in the
past, his troops desert or refuse to fight?" the
CP asks. Who indeed? The U.S. has stated that
it will not abandon its friends {or puppets),
They will not hesitate to use the troops and
bombers stationed in Thailand and off the

coast.

The agreements do not, as the CP asserts,

mean a victory for the liberation forces. They
maintain an unstable situation with the
balance of forces in the favor of the Thieu
regime. The agreements do not recognize

YS questions role of Canadian troops in

Vietnam.

Vietnam as one country or bring about the

necessary reunification of the country. Rather,

the agreement recognizes "that the South

Vietnamese people's right to self-

determination is sacred, inalienable and shall

be respected. . .
." The question of reunifica-

tion is postponed to future negotiation among
the Vietnamese parties. In this sense, the

present agreement is not even as good as the

1954 Geneva Accords, which created a tem-

porary division of the country, to be reunited

within two years. And the Saigon regime,

backed by the U.S. and Canada, is just as likely

to sabotage the reunification as they did in

1956.

Nor do the agreements resolve the political

situation in the South. Two governments are

recognized, with an almost impossible

national council to work out disputes that a

civil war has been fought over for decades.

Elections are promised, as they were in 1954,

under international supervision. But, there

have been many experiences with elections in

South Vietnam, the latest being last year when
Thieu ran against Thieu. If the U.S. puppet

cannot win the elections by rigging them (with

the international force in place to justify him),

then the elections will not be held.

The civil war will rage on. As it stands,

certain territories, including the major cities

and most of the population, is controlled by

Thieu. Other sections are controlled by the

liberation forces. Huge sections are controlled

by Thieu in the daytime and by the PRG-NLF
at night. Can anyone seriously expect that the

struggle for control of these territories will

occur in the spirit of "reconduction and
concord."

No. There is no peace in Vietnam, and the

agreements do not take us one step closer to it.

Why, then, did the Vietnamese accept a
settlement that is clearly less than total vic-

tory. In the past they have rejected such
proposals, declaring that they could not accept

a settlement that did not resolve the political

problems in the South and that removed all

forms of imperialist intervention. To find the

answer, we must look beyond the immediate
military situation to the world political

situation.

The settlement was imposed on the

Vietnamese. It was imposed on the one hand
by the U.S. which devastated all of Indochina
with its carpet bombing. The Vietnamese

fought U.S. imperialism heroically, and were
able to score major victories in the field. But,

their victory was not total. What tipped the

scale and allowed Nixon to get away with his

settlement was the betrayal of the Soviet

Union and China.

Did the Soviet Union, as the CP asserts,

provide adequate military aid to the Viet-

namese? A look at the pictures of bombed-out
hnnoi and Haiphong answers the question.

Soviet aid to North Vietnam is about one-tenth

of what it gives to capitalist Egypt. China,

which seems unable to provide weaponry to

the Vietnamese, has come up with $300

million worth for the reactionary Pakistani

government. N.ascow has sent Egypt S-band

SAM-2 (surface to air) missiles, as well as the

advanced SAM-3 and SAM-6. Only the most
primitive SAM-2 C-band missiles have been
sent to the Vietnamese.

Moreover, in inviting Nixon to negotiate

arms limitations and trade accords in Moscow,
at the same time as the U.S. was mining the

North Vietnamese harbors and bombing the

dikes, the Soviet bureaucrats gave U.S. im-

perialism a green light for further aggression.

They were serving notice that they cared more
for diplomatic deals than they did for the

Vietnamese revolution.

This is fully in accord with Stalinist foreign

policy, which puts the .quest for "peaceful

coexistence" above the advance of world

revolution. As Vietnam and a host of previous

examples show, such a policy does not

promote peace, but simply gives the agressor

the go-ahead for more aggression. Imperialism

can be stopped only by firmly standing up to

it.

The Soviet Union and China never did this.

They did not provide adequate military aid.

They did not declare, as the Soviet Union did

for Cuba and Eastern Europe, that North
Vietnam was inviolable territory, that an
attack on North Vietnam would constitute an
attack on the Soviet Union. They did not form
a united front of workers states in defence of

the Vietnamese (which Cuba repeatedly called

for). They did not call for and build a

worldwide antiwar movement.
It comes as no surprise that the Communist

Party, which is famous for its craven support

of Soviet policy, from Czechoslovakia to Latin

America, should be found in the camp of those

who are supporting Nixon's treaty. It logically

follows that they should be supporting Cana-
dian intervention in Vietnam, violating the
most basic principle of socialism — opposition

to foreign deployment of the forces of our own
country. Now the CP is consciously disarming
world opinion and promoting illusions in the
ranks of the anti-war movement. Their advice

to keep a "watchful eye" on the Canadian
forces would be laughable if it was not such
blatant treachery.

The Vietnamese are having a settlement

imposed on them. They may well be forced to

accept it because of the tremendous pressures

placed upon them, both by U.S. imperialism

and their erstwhile allies in Moscow and
Peking. But, the left in Canada and the anti-

war movement is under no such pressure. We
have the continued responsibility to defend

the basic rights of the Vietnamese.

In desperately seeking to defend their

indefensible position, the CP calls anyone who
disagrees with them "anti-Communist" and
"unconscious allies of reaction". Yet, it is the

CP, not those on the left like the Young
Socialists who oppose the treaty, who now are

supporting Canadian intervention.

In this light, it might be instructive to

remind the U of T Communist Club of the

attitude Lenin took to the German Social

Democratic Party who voted for the treaty

which Lenin's Soviet regime had been forced

to sign with Germany in 1918:

"You swine. We are objectively compelled

to negotiate in order not to be annihilated, but

as for you — you are politically free to vote for

or against, and your vote implies whether or

not you place confidence in your own
bourgeoisie."

In accord with our basic principled position

on the Indochina war, the Young Socialists

will continue to participate in the Canadian
anti-war mover tent, which today must be
clear and unequivocal in its opposition to any
and all Canadian intervention. All those who
seriously oppose the war should be with us.

Kathleen Dalion

Young Socialists

Dare Foods Ltd. —producerofDare Cookies

has refused to negotiate with its striking employees

for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance

have characterized the company's approach to

the predominantly female work force.

Help Dare workers protect their union

and win a fair contract

DON'T BUY
DARE COOKIES!

(and tell your friends not to, either)
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SAC HAS ENDED THE

FEES STRIKE.
The fees strike accomplished what it was meant to presented to the Davis Government early in February,

accomplish. Twenty thousand students across Ontario gave suggests some of the directions the Government could go. It's

another very strong indication that we are not prepared to sit time for us to devote our attention to these new directions,

still while the Government moves to decrease accessibility to For these reasons, SAC has called an end to the fees strike,

the University system. We have demonstrated our concern, in co-operation with the rest of the Universities of Ontario and

Now we must move into another phase — examining what the Ontario Federation of Students, and a day of study of the

the Government should be doing, and trying to initiate the COPSEO report has been called for March 13.

changes we want to see. The final report of the Commission The University has responded by clarifying the situation

on Post Secondary Education ("Wright Report"), which was with regard to the $15 late payment penalty:

YOU CAN AVOID THE LATE PENALTY

BETWEEN NOW AND FEB. 20

The penalties have been waived for fee payments received on or after March 2.

on or before February 28. If you've already paid the late fee Victoria College, St. Michael's College, and Trinity College

penalty, refund cheques can be collected at 215 Huron Street have agreed to follow the same policy.

THE NEXT STEP:

J
f

MARCH 13

Prologue

ONTARIO'S
GIFT TO
STUDENTS?

"The Learning Society" is the title of the final report of the
Commission on Post Secondary Education in Ontario (COPSEO). It

proposes very significant changes in the nature and funding of post-
secondary education in Ontario.

What does it mean to students? to the institutions? to the Ontario
public?

FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF.
Every university in Ontario is planning for a day-long study session

on the Commission's report, on TUESDAY, MARCH 13. Call SAC or your
college or faculty student council if you can help us organize or
publicize the sessions at U of T.

A PRECIS VERSION OF "THE LEARNING SOCIETY" (36 pages
instead of 250) IS AVAILABLE AT THE SAC OFFICE and from other
student council offices in the University. Read it — It's talkinq about
YOU.
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CouncMi,lember attacks health fee increase
„ .

""""""wW "The monev Will havp tn hp marie 111

By RANDY ROBERTSON
Governing Council student member Brian Morgan has

denounced the necessity of the recent increase, from $10 to
$12, in the student health fee.

"The usual edict has again been applied," he said. "When
in trouble, increase the fees, increase the pressure on
students". This, he said, is "taking the easy way out."

Morgan claimed that the increase is "a covert way of
raising the whole fee, for students, of coming to university."

The increase, approved by the Governing Council on the
recommendation of the Internal Affairs Committee, will be
collected as part of registration fees next September.

Morgan derided the action of the Internal Affairs
committee in proposing raising the fee before a detailed and
searching review of the service, a review that might conclude
that the service is not that important to students and therefore
that the increase is not justified.

Internal Affairs Committee chairman Paul Cadario
pointed out that the committee, after its current review of
discipline, will be reviewing the whole philosophy of services
on campus. "We will be considering who the services are for,
how much they are costing, whether subsidies are involved!
and so on," he said.__

The director of the service, Dr. George Wodehouse,
claims that the increase is necessary because the service faces'
a "loss of $58,000 — more likely to be $65,000 or $70,000" in its

income.

The Governing Councils' budget committee last year
overestimated the service's income for this year ' 'by $25,000 or
$35,000". At most, Wodehouse said, the service will receive
$225,000 and not the $250,000 suggested by the committee.

The budget committee, on which Cadario sits, has as well,
reduced the university subsidy to the service from $73 000 to
$40,000, a reduction of $33,000. This reduction "is the crunch,"
Wodehouse said, emphasizing at the same time that the
service is not being treated any differently in the university's
general austerity plan than any other department or service.

The Advisory Bureau is facing a budget cut of 22 per cent!
in contrast to the Health Service's 45 per cent grant cut.

The service has three sources of revenue: student health
fees, the university subsidy, and monies recovered from OHIP.

It has been explicitly told by the budget committee that its
grant cannot be exceeded.

The amount the service has been recovering from OHIP
has been increasing. It has gone, Wodehouse said, from almost
nothing five years ago to, in 1973, a projected $200,000.

Yet the service cannot collect for all its expenses from
OHIP. Many students on reaching 21 forget to apply to OHIP
for coverage or deliberately decide not to apply. Students from
the United States and other foreign countries are not covered
by OHIP.

"The money will have to be made up some way if we are
to maintain our services at their present level. The only way
seems to be a raise in fees," Wodehouse said. He noted that
the fee had been $10 since 1963.

Wodehouse said that health costs to students at other
universities range from one dollar — "with service at that
level" - to $20. "So the U of T is around the median."

"If the students decide, in their wisdom, that the service is

not worth the extra two dollars, then we can reduce our
services. The whole service can be abolished. There were,
however, 11,000 people who used the service last year — half
of the registered students on the downtown campus. The
service is not unused."

Cadario said that Internal Affairs "had approved the
increase, noting that the Governing Council had already
approved a reduction in the university grant."

In fact, Cadario
J
s committee recommended the fee rise

before the budget committee had cut the grant, the ostensible
reasons for the fee hike. The executive committee of the
Governing Council was forced to instruct Internal Affairs to
wait until the budget cut had been approved.

Morgan claimed that most of the student body is paying
double for its health services since it pays OHIP charges and
the student fee.

He claimed as well that students who do have OHIP are
paying through the fee for those who have come from outside
the province to attend the university and who do not have
OHIP.

Wodehouse said that 80 per cent of the student body has
OHIP coverage. Of this, one quarter will not or cannot
produce the information the service needs to collect from the
government.

He noted that there is supposed to be liason across the
country in health coverage. Technically a student from British
Columbia should have treatment provided here covered by his
provincial health plan.

But there is a variation in services. The benefits provided
by Ontario are not provided for by other provincial systems
(especially by Quebec) and the service cannot collect for these
benefits.

Cadario said that the Internal Affairs Committee is

recommending that the administration collect OHIP numbers
at registration.

"This would prompt some students to obtain their
numbers and aid collection", he said. "These numbers would
also have value for the students themselves as a source of
identification in the event of an accident."

There are a number of people covered by OHIP who do
provide the necessary information but for whom the service
does not collect. This is primarily because the confidentiality
of the service rendered might be revealed.

OHIP used to send out random audit letters asking if

services being collected for had indeed been rendered. In this
way a parent might find out about a daughter's abortion or an
offspring's psychiatric treatment.

The practice of audit letters has ended. But Wodehouse
has been unable, he said, to receive written confirmation that
it will not return. He noted that audit letters have been
discontinued in the past and have returned.

"The number of these cases, anyway, is small,"
Wodehouse said.

Morgan charged that the health service's infirmary is a
luxury. "It is not used; therefore it is not needed. Its phasing
out would represent a significant saving."

Wodehouse admitted that the service cannot recover
money from OHIP for the infirmary. "The building is

inadequate; it does not meet the standards OHIP has set. We
are stuck with this situation until we obtain a proper
building," which he said is "not in the forseeable future."

He defended the infirmary's value, however, to "students
living away from home, to emotional upsets, to students
discharged early from the hospital, to people with athletic
injuries released from the hospital the day of an operation -

all
these are housed here."

Wodehouse pointed out that the infirmary, which is
staffed 24 hours a day, provides medical advice and assistance
after the hours of the health service and on weekends.

Cadario said that the matter of the infirmary had been
discussed at the meeting of the Internal Affairs Committee
dealing with the fees increase. "It was noted that occupancy is
low at certain times of year but also that occupancy is high —
the place is full — at other times."

"The infirmary is an area we should look at more closely
— but the committee was not ready to consider the matter at
the time."

Morgan attacked the psychiatric service health service
provides as the main cause of the deficit.

Wodehouse defended it — "a damned good service". Its
team includes a psychiatrist, two assistants, a pyschologist and
a social worker. It provides same day service as well as
continuing therapy.

"Students with limited academic careers cannot afford to
fiddle around" if they do have mental problems, he said,

stressing the service's importance.
The fees increase will raise approximately $45,000 for the

service, Wodehouse said. Yet there is still another $25,000 to
pick up. "This will have to be done through internal
organization and economy."

If the fee had not been increased, a reduction in staff would
have been necessary.

"Yet this would have been moving in a vicious circle",
Wodehouse said.

HART HOUSE
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CANDIDATES
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Today Until
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AVAILABLE AT
THE UNDERGRADUATE
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Ottawa is delaying guaranteed income: Ross
By FERNANDO TRAFICANTE
David Ross, a program director of

the Canadian Council on Social

Development, accused the govern-

ment of using delaying tactics in

implementing the guarenteed annual

Psychotherapist blames value

erosion for our dehumanization
By GRETCHEN ROEDDE

The erosion of traditional values

has resulted in our society's

dehumanized attitudes to sex, drug-

taking, alcoholism, and violence ac-

cording to Dr. Viktor Frankl.

Frankl, an Austrian psychiatrist

who survived three years at the Nazi

concentration camp, Auschwitz, was

speaking to a capacity crowd of 3,000

at Massey Hall last week in a

Catholic Youth Corps-sponsored

lecture.

President of the Austrian Society

for Psychotherapy and author of

Man's Search for Meaning, Frankl

discussed the sense of

meaninglessness and frustration, the

"universal existential vacuum,"

which he said expresses itself in a

"capitalist and communist country

alike", and particularly affects

academic youth.

"Education reinforces this sense

of vacuum with a reductivist concept

of man, expressed by such books as

Desmond Morris' The Naked Ape,

and a behaviourist philosophy of life.

He later explained that he

considered the reductivist analysis a

"nothing-but" view — man is

"nothing but a naked ape." Values

and meanings are considered

"nothing but reaction formations

and defence mechanisms.
Enthusiasm and conscience are

undermined.''

Opposed to this approach, Frankl

stressed that man's basic human
motivation is a "will to meaning",

and survival is dependent on a sense

of meaning derived from our

courage and patience, rather than

from a drug-induced subjective ex-

perience which "often only steers an

individual away from the unique

tasks which each person has to per-

form in one's life.

"Meaning cannot be attributed,

but must be discovered by oneself

through personal dedication to one's

goals," he explained. "Our con-

science is ultimately our guide to the

unique meanings lying dormant and

Capitol Recording Artist

CHRISTOPHER KEARNEY
with PEMMICAN
in concert

THE MEETING PLACE
SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE

"Christopher Kearney will be a star in England within a

year " ' David Wigg
Dally Express

London, England
"Christopher Kearney. . . puts over a dynamic line in

country rock and straight rock n'roll."

Michael Cable
Dally Mall

London, England
New single "One Helluva Rock n'Roll Band" from his

second Capitol album "Pemmlcan Slash"

8:30-11:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, FEB. 23
Adm. s2.00/person
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Frame styles
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today's youthful
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PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

hidden in the chain of situations

which is our life.

"It is our conscience which makes

our suffering meaningful, and it is

this great quality to turn our tragedy

into triumph which is an essential

feature of our humanness."

Asked his opinion of encounter

groups for emotional therapy,

Frankl replied he felt they are

"basically a vulgarization of the

spirit of encounter. It is group

strength of spirit and love being

commercialized".

income. Ross presented a paper to

the Ontario Anti-Poverty Conference

held at the Lord Simcoe Hotel

over the weekend.

He said that the government's

"income experiments are another

form of royal commission" to delay

any action.

Ross continued: "the problem is

squishing the income distribution

and not pulling some figure out of a

hat" to represent an adequate

guaranteed income. He also said that

money is not enough to alleviate

poverty and what is required are

services such as improved health

care and legal aid.

The Anti-Poverty Conference was

held to organize the various groups

in the province who work with poor

people in areas such as legal aid,

welfare rights groups, Indian groups

and labour organizations.

York University, social welfare

professor Wilson Head called for "a

re-distribution of income". He

stated "The guaranteed annual in-

come is only one short step but by no

means the only answer",to poverty.

A Toronto group, the Toronto

Caucus of Labour Committees, was
prevented from presenting a paper

to the conference by the steering

committee. The steering committee

stated the paper was "a political

document and not a valid part of the

conference".

The Toronto Caucus was later

removed from the conference by the

vote of a majority of the members.

Conference chairman Mike Carson

said that they were "trying to inject

party politics into the con-
ference." Karl Stevens, a

spokesman for the International

Caucus of Labour Committees,

claimed steering committee chair-

man Normand Brody "is following

the orders of the Communist Party

in the United States to expel our

members from the conference."

By BRAYCO
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PRG has won "tactical victory", says Kolko
By GREG McMASTER

The recent Vietnam cease-fire

agreement represents "a tactical vic-

tory of self-determination but not a
final victory" for the Vietnamese,
according to York University
professor Gabriel Kolko.
He was speaking in one of a series

of seminars presented last Saturday
by the Association of Vietnamese
Patriots in Canada as a celebration
of the ceasefire, which they
described as "a victory in that it

means complete withdrawal of all

U.S. forces and allies from
Vietnam".

Despite last year's "regrettable"
overtures by the U.S.S.R. and China
to the U.S., and the "reticence by
both countries" to fully support
Vietnam, "the NLF (National
Liberation Front) is the most power-
ful national political organization

1

in

South Vietnam today, said Kolko,
and "the balance of forces has
moved very significantly against the
U.S. and their puppet regime."
"People who say the war is over

are unrealistically deluding
themselves, said Kolko, pointing out
that "the PRG (Provisional
Revolutionary Government) has the
overwhelming support of the pop-
ulation" against the Thieu regime, of
whom "the essential characteristic is

gangsterism". He added that "the
Thieu army is largely finished as a
fighting force", even though the
regime cannot be dismissed lightly,

due to large arms shipments from
the United States, and American
pressure on the South Vietnamese
and China "to exercise restraint" in
their support.

Evidence that resumption of
direct U.S. reinvolvement is unlikely

• VIC ELECTIONS
*

VUSAC EXECUTIVE - THURSDAY, MARCH 15
deadline for nominations:
Friday, March 9, 4:00 p.m.
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*****
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Friday, March 2, 4:00 p.m.
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CONTACT THE VUSAC OFFICE IN WYMILWOOD

includes recent opposition to the war
by the Wall Street Journal, and the
world outrage at the latest bombing
raids, which came "for the first time
from people who share in managing
the world economy, said Kolko.
Debate raged throughout the

conference on the nature of the
ceasefire, and on the role of Cana-
dian forces in Vietnam.
Speakers from the Patriots

Association were optimistic about
the outcome of "free and democratic
elections under international super-
vision", but this was challenged by
speakers who recalled that such
elections were promised in the 1954
agreement as well.

One participant, while conceding
the increasingly favourable balance
of forces, described the situation as
one of "dual government which
perhaps you'll agree can't go on. The
liberation forces have not achieved
the overthrow of the Thieu regime
and the establishment of a socialist,

united Vietnam".
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Patriots member Nguyen Phu
referred to a recent statement from
North Vietnamese premier Pham
Van Dong, who said the liberation
forces "must renew the struggle, to
complete the revolutionary work of
the Vietnamese people".
Nguyen An said that the struggle's

"next stage is to overthrow the
puppet regime". He pointed out that
"repression is essential for the
puppet regime's survival, and this

will only arouse the people's anger"

it

The NLF would attack the
"puppet regime" if repression con-
tinues, and "meanwhile, the move-
ment in the free areas will increase
tenfold", he said.

Another speaker said "the
question now is whether the
revolutionary forces will honour the
agreement religiously and
demobilize", when the aim of the
Thieu regime is "to wipe them
out." This speaker was repeatedly
shouted down by the Vietnamese
and by members of the Communist
Party of Canada.

Phu accused president Thieu of
"ordering many actions aimed at
sabotaging implementation of the
agreement", and of "harrassing the
NLF and North Vietnamese as
aliens". Kolko suggested the best
way to prevent ceasefire violations
was to "cut off all aid to Thieu."

Some speakers stressed that
Canadians should support the use of

"our" troops to implement the
agreement, but others disagreed.
One suggested that "insufficient sup-
port forced the Vietnamese to make
concessions they otherwise wouldn't
have made, and we must oppose
imperialist intervention in any
form."

Kolko acknowledged that "Canada
is an ally of the U.S., that's why it

was chosen to supervise the
ceasefire. Everything Canada has
done in the past has been coor-
dinated with the U.S.," including the
recent recognition of North Viet-
nam, which Kolko described as
"part of the U.S. two Viemams
policy".

Anne Buttrick of the Committee to
Free South Vietnamese Political

Prisoners spoke on the need to build
a movement in the prisoners'
defence. She said that "mass arrests
and killing of civilian prisoners have
been carried out since April by
Thieu, to ensure his success in the
upcoming elections, which Canada
will help supervise through the
International Control Commission".

One speaker called for a "visible

consistent movement to defend Viet-
namese prisoners, to defend the
Vietnamese revolution against the
counter-revolutionary forces of
Thieu and the U.S. imperialists who
back them."

A questioner asked whether
prisoners can be safeguarded "under
circumstances less than the achieve-
ment of a single government by the
PRG", and was told that the PRG
and Thieu have agreed in the
ceasefire to "try to do their utmost"
to reach agreements on political

prisoners.

A speaker questioned the role of
Canadian troops in enforcing a
ceasefire "in which Thieu can im-
prison thousands of NLF cadre," but
was answered by a Vietnamese:
"Canadian troops are invited".

PROFESSOR IVAN VALLIER
of the Department of Sociology

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ

will speak on

"CATHOLICISM AND POLITICS
IN THE AMERICAS AND WESTERN EUROPE IN THE 70 s'

on
Wednesday, February 21, 1973

at 7:30 p.m. in the
Council Chambers, Room 202

Galbraith Building, 35 St. George Street
Sponsored by

THE LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
International Studies Programme

School of Graduate Studies
University of Toronto

PROFESSOR VALLIER is the author of "CATHOLICISM, SOCIAL CONTROL
AND MODERNIZATION IN LATIN AMERICA" and other studies He is an
expert in comparative sociology of religion and methodology in the social
sciences.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Public Lectures 1972-73

Feb. 22 Growth and stability: the Athenian view

Professor Alan Samuel
March 1 Towards a definition of the humanities: a

physicist's approach

Principal A. C. Hollis Hallett

March 8 The French author and public relations 1635-1778

Professor Robert Finch

March 15 Curricula vitae: myth and pattern fn

autobiography.

Professor Phyllis Grosskurth

March 22 The Greek Generis in the tradition

Professor J.W. Wevers
March 29 Seventeenth-century prophecy, sacred and

profane

Dean R. A. Greene

Thursdays at 4.10 p.m.
West Hall, University College

Coffee at 3.30 p.m.
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Waterloo Warriors basketball team practices in the main gym. The partition in the background tolds to
add another medium-sized gym.

Waterloo vague on
sports philosophy

"Broad participation, of course, is the goal and
gauge of a successful program — availability of adequate
facilities the key", according to.the University of Waterloo
dpcument "The Philosophy of the Department of
Athletics" (February 1972).

Although the priorities of the athletic program at
Waterloo are not clearly defined {as are those already
mentioned earlier this month concerning Queen's Univer-

sity - that is, the participant first and the spectator
second), the Waterloo program attempts to appeal to
everyone (or, as the document states, all "interest
groups").

"We are attempting to run a broad athletic program
relating to the needs of the university community",

Waterloo Director of Athletics Carl Totzke told The
Varsity. "We have a role to fill in the development of sport
in general. We should relate to this development, and
should make facilities subject to community use."

Totzke added "We don't overdo three or four major
sports. We have a strong intramural program at several
levels. We want a strong competitive, strong recreational,
strong instructional program. Intramurals has enjoyed
increased budgets in the past three to four years."

As a result, what the athletics department states in

words is actually impossibile to analyze in a more realistic

context. The document fails to define priorities, and
suffers as a result.

Starting from the assumption that one believes

athletics is primarily an individual, educational experience

integrated with a participation experience, the 10-page

Waterloo document contains "some of the good, and

some of the bad", carefully straddling the fence.

One the one hand, discussing the intramural

program, the paper states, "Concern should be registered

of the possibility of spreading the available energies and

resources too thinly".

On the other hand, the document's opening section

asserts, "The apparent needs of the students can be met
only by a multi-faceted athletic program which recognizes

the requirements of all of its participants. It must fill the

needs of those seeking basic skill instruction and those

who pursue excellence in sport. It must satisfy the player

seeking leisure involvement through physical activity, as

well as the athlete interested in competitive sports at

various levels." That is, the program seeks to serve all of

the students all of the time.

Role of spectator

The spectator also fits strongly into Waterloo's

philosophy of athletics.

In fact, one of the aims of the Department of

Athletics is "to present a program which is an enjoyable

experience for all participants and which is a unifying and

integrating focus contributing to the school spirit of the

general student body."

Elsewhere in the paper, it is stated that, "The value

of the contests and displays as an interesting spectacle

for the student body, the alumni, and the community at

large must be emphasized". But the very next sentence

continues "Noting the suggested dangers of 'Spec-

tatorism' as opposed to active participation, the skill and
proficiency of the representative teams can be a model of

excellence for the university as well as the high school

and grad school students of the community."

When asked to comment about whether spectator

sports are forms of escape from participation or

attacking various social problems, Totzke said that he
believed spectator sports had some value. "I think it's

valid", he said.

"We always used to de-emphasize spectators. Now,
we want to make the games attractive, but not in a show
business way."

However, Totzke feels that spectator participation"

is all right "if we can enhance our product and get crowd
response and make a few more bucks."

So, what is it to be, the spectator or participant first,

and in what order? Or is the Waterloo administration

attempting to spread its program — to use its own words
— "too thinly"?

Intercollegiate philosophy

Consistent to the remainder of the document, the

section dealing with the intercollegiate program is also

highly general. Apparently, the intercollegiate program
"appeals to the athlete aspiring to excellence, although

some of its values and contributions are realized by a

much broader group than just the participants" (i.e. the

spectators too).

A balance is required in a student's life, according to

the paper, but there is no definitive statement on this

'balance'. It merely remarks, "While it is recognized that

the program is a most important adjunct to the academic
diet of the student, training intensity and scheduling
commitments must be kept in proper perspective so as
not te jeopardize the student's normal academic
progress" (whatever that may be).

-With the proper coaching and leadership, Waterloo's

administration feels that qualities accruing to the in-

dividual from the
.
program can be "development of

sportsmanship, courage, resourcefulness, emotional con-
trol, respect for authorityf?), stability, *and sacrifice." All

these 'qualities' are presumed to represent 'good' or

positive values for an individual in our society.

Intramural philosophy

The stated purpose and objectives of the intramural

program, divided into four classifications — competitive,

instructional, recreational, club — are considerably more
valuable to the participant.

"We think the best amareur sport in Canada should
be in the universities and we promote clubs for

participation after university," Totzke said.

The program is designed to, among other objectives,

"enable an individual to learn a particular activity and to

participate in activities that may carry over into later life",

"encourage an individual to enhance his level of personal
health and fitness" and "enable an individual to

understand and appreciate the values inherent in sport".

As with the intercollegiate program, the goals of the
intramural program are extremely general: "Intramurals
should span the spectrum of proficiency and provide an
area for students at all levels of ability and interests to
compete with their peers."

The intramural program also provides an added
bonus in that "the onus of enthusiams for the
development of new programs... should be on the
students."

(In intercollegiate athletics, the university is already
committed to the OUAA and a given number of sports.0
Given these restrictions, the intercollegiate program does
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not allow for student participation in the developmental
process of the program.)

— In fact, the instructional/recreational program is

"haps the most worthwhile for the athletic department
to follow. The document says, "this aspect of the program
should emphasize individual sports with carry-over value"
and ".

.
.
should offer exposure to a broad calendar of

activities."

Winning, recruiting, financing

Where the document finally becomes more concrete
and touches important areas, howeverJs with respect to
the philosophies of "winning", "recruiting", "developing
professional athletes", and "financing".

Waterloo's athletics department believes that "as
long as rules are being observed... it should be the
intention of the participants to direct their efforts toward
winning." However, "it is most important that something
of value should accrue from 'the game' not just 'the

result'... Learning to accept defeat with grace is a
valuable lesson."

The University of Waterloo is opposed to recruiting.

"Acceptable contact with prospective students (athletes)

would be in the nature of familiarization and exposure to
what the U of W has to offer both in academic and
g^letic programs . .

." Athletic schoolarships "will not be
pen." Waterloo feels that "a continued hones approach
s bound to bring favourable results if we are offering
quality."

However, Totzke admitted that "recruiting is being
'orced on us from the national Directorate of Fitness and
Amateur Sport. Personally, \'m very much opposed to it,"

le added.

Furthermore, while Waterloo realizes that "our
Drograms are not geared toward developing professional
athletes", it does accept the fact that "world class and
Olympic level athletes can, and have, emerged from our
irograms, and others may use this route to arrive at a
irofessional athletic career."

Totzke thinks the universities should help Olympic-
;lass athletes. "The government is looking all around to
lelp its Olympic development plans. The universities have
,aid we will help. The document (on philosophy) is

lexible. We could change our ideas of recruiting or
raining for the government. It's job training, in effect,

md why couldn't we do it in hockey for instance?
lowever, he added that this was a "pretty remote
'ossibility."

With regard to financing, Waterloo proposes that
the intramural and intercollegiate-athletic programs are
undamental and integral components of the educational
Lucture of the university" and "should be financially

upported in a manner similar to any other function or
rogram which is a basic component of the university

ducational structure."

In summary, the document emphasizes that "the
Apartment must recognize the leadership role it can
lay in the development of athletics in the community
'ith the provision of premium facilities for regional and
strict play-offs, the offering of coaching clinics and
'orkshops, field days, invitational competitions and the
ke, provided that internal needs are not ignored by so
oing.

Also, "staff and workers should be inventive,

Prospective and leaders (not only followers) in the
ssemination of knowledge and experimental data
Native to their sphere of interest."

The document fails to provide priorities, attempting
stead to cover all areas equally. While the paper
presents the goals of the athletic department, the
Jtcome might be different in reality. (We have not been
)le to study the program over time and evaluate it.)

However, even though an athletic program might
>oend upon the "integrity" of the administrative and
'aching staff, there is at least a recent document at the
diversity of Waterloo which provides for some direction
id something to appeal to if the goals of the program
sre changed.

ganizational Structure

The overall departmental structure of athletics and
iysical education at the University of Waterloo is

parated to a greater degree than the organizational
ttern existing at Queen's University.

Whereas at Queen's the academic and athletic

sas of physical education have attempted to join

iether under a common philosophy and common goals,

Waterloo the pattern is somewhat separate, even
thin athletics (between intramural and intercollegiate

)grams).

Waterloo's Faculty of the School of Kinetics and
isure Studies is recognized as a legitimate body by the
iversity administration, equal to other faculties with

ipect to hiring, firing, staff salaries (with some minor
iations), etc. (Again, this structure is similar to that

md at Queen's.)

Three distinct departments exist in the faculty —
reation and leisure, kinesiology, and athletics. Both the

)artments of recreation and leisure^and kinesiology

/e academic status, while the athletics department is

>n-academic".

Director of Athletics Totzke said that the staff in the
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department of athletics does "teach, and service
teaching salaries are all funded -through the (inter-

collegiate) athletic fee." Totzke added, "We have argued
that the university should .pick up all salaries and they
rejected it, but I don't know why."

Department of athletics staff were considered
faculty until one year ago, but they now have staff rank.
This means "we don't get tenure, are possibly not eligible
for sabatticals, and are on an 11-month appointment

- versus an eight-month appointment for faculty", he said.
Within the department of athletics itself, the

Athletics Advisory Board is "responsible for determining
the policies governing the conduct of the Athletic
Program of the University of Waterloo, with power of
delegation in all matters" (Constitution of the Athletic
Advisory Board, January, 1971).

Prior to the organization of the Athletic Advisory
Board, power in the department of athletics had rested
mainly with the dean of the school and the director of
men's athletics. Totzke said, "The constitution was
accepted by the university, but it doesn't say who the
advisory board is responsible to." He added, "Things have
been going well and until you get a problem you don't
really change it (the structure)".

Totzke said that the purpose of the board is, in

theory, to "work out from the teams their needs, whcih
come from the intercollegiate council. We collate all

budgets and then go to the advisory board and from there
to the dean and on to the President's Advisory Council on
Athletics (for budget approval).

Unlike Queen's, the Waterloo structure has more
- visible control at the top administrative level, rather than
within the department of athletics itself.

Like the Queen's University Council on Athletics,
Waterloo's Athletic Advisory Board is representative of
the university community. However, there the similarity

ends.

Waterloo's AAB consists of seven ex-officio
members, and several appointed members. Only a max-
imum of seven of these appointed members can, at the
present time, be selected from among the student body.

The structure, although not student-controlled,
reflects in part the financial situation of athletics at
Waterloo. While students pay a $20 per year fee for
intercollegiate athletics, the university administration has
taken over the funding for all intramural athletics at a
rate of eight dollars per student (for 1972-73), and
$18,500 for rentals (i,e. ice, stadium, et cetera).

However, Totzke noted, "There will be changes
made to provide a student majority. ... We have accepted
that philosophy." Totzke added that there will be more
members appointed by the intercollegiate and intramural
councils, but said, "We want a large senior group to
remain to retain a continuity of the program — a group
that knows what's happened in the past so that we don't
have to react to passing fancies."

Totzke said that the experience at the University of
British Columbia (where athletics was completely con-
trolled by the student body) revealed that teams were
dropping out of leagues and various sports. He
commented, "It's difficult to build a respectable team
only to drop it and then try to pick it up again." (Totzke

apparently feels that Waterloo should not drop com-

petitive, intercollegiate athletics.)

He said, "We rejected student control (athletes plus
non-athletes), although we are not opposed to student
majorities on any committee. They (students) wanted 75-
80 per cent students, and 20 per cent "other" because
they claimed that students pay that part of the money.
Our objection to it was because there was no other
reason given other than the fact that the students paid
the money."

"Students weren't critical of the program and didn't
have long lists of grievances. The people criticizing (the
move for student control) were student politicians in-

terested in the idea of control. They're almost
revolutionaries for revolution's sake."

According to the Athletic Advisory Board
constitution, the board "shall have overall responsibility
for formulating, developing, and operating the athletic
program and related policies and budgets."

The board also "received(s) from the Department of
Athletics the annual operating budget estimating and
showing sources or means of revenue and items of
expenditures." The board is then responsible for detailing
budgetary estimates and recommending a total budget
showing income and expenditures to the Committee on
Ancillary Enterprises.

Furthermore, the AAB "may recommend to the
President. .

. rules and regulations for the good order and
conduct of athletic events, both on and off campus".

At present, the structure of the AAB consists of an
Executive Committee, and four Standing Councils -
men's and women's intramural athletic councils, and
men's and women's intercollegiate athletic councils.

The Executive Committee (consisting of three
members) calls regular meetings of the board and
structures the agenda of these meetings, acts on behalf
of the board where immediate decisions are necessary,
and, is responsible for organizing membership
appointees.

According to the AAB constitution, the men's and
women's intercollegiate councils "serve as advisory
bodies to the Assistant Directors of Athletics and to the
Athletic Advisory Board on the policies and programs
concerning intercollegiate athletics. The Councils....
report regularly to the Board and present recommen-
dations for its consideration and approval."

The membership of each of the Intercollegiate

Councils consists of the Assistant Director of Athletics
and at least one student representative from each of the
intercollegiate activities", with a student for president.

Also, according to the AAB constitution the
Intramural Athletic Councils (men's and women's) "direct

the operation of the Intramural Program, act as an
Advisory Board to the Intramural Director, promote the
Intramural Program, and obtain approval of the AAB for

any significant policy changes.

Similar to the Intercollegiate Councils' membership,
each intramural council consists of the intramural direc-

tor (men's and women's), and one student representative
from each of the intramural units. The president of each
of these councils is also a student.

Friday: Athletic budget, community involvement, physical

education building.

Bob Gauthier

The gymnastics area of the new Waterloo building is located behind one of the bleacher sections on the
second floor.
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Ontario's health system inefficient: MPP

Jan Dukszta assails Ontario's inadequate health system.

By GRETCHEN ROEDDE
Inefficiency, mismanagement and

overspending caused by the present

organization of provincial health

care was criticized by NDP health

critic Dr. Jan Dukszta last Thursday.

Dukszta, MPP for Parkdale, told

about 50 people at a Holy Trinity

Church Noon on the Square meeting

that he recommended a preven-

tative, interdisciplinary and com-

munity oriented approach to

medicine.

Originator of the power-sharing

concept of administration involving

staff and patients at Queen Street

Mental Health Centre, Dukszta said

there is a need to combine
professional expertise with patient

and community participation.

"There is an old saying that war is

too serious to be left to generals, and

I think health is too serious to be left

entirely to doctors. We currently

train diabetics in self-diagonosis and

treatment. This social orientation

can be extended."

Dukszta agreed with a Hastings

Report on Community Health Cen-

tres recommendation that district

health councils would create in-

teraction between the community

and the central health
administration.

"However elected boards for

No word on student award cut
A spokesman for the Ministry of

Education said recently that he

doesn't know why the decision was

made last June to cancel the finan-

cial award for Ontario Scholarships

last June. He did admit that the

government has been "under
pressure" from various groups since

then to reinstitute them.

The ministry announced February

2 that it would give $100 with each

Ontario Scholarship granted to

Grade 13 graduates achieving 80 per

cent or more. In 1968 they were cut

to $150 from $400.

Asked if the Commission on Post-

Secondary Education Report's

recommendations would affect the

reinstitution of the award, the

spokesman, who asked not to be
identified, stated that he didn't know

as he hadn't read it. The report

recommended abolishing all

scholarships and grants in favour of

one integrated financial aid system.

However he pointed out that the

small and non-recurring nature of

the award indicated the ministry did

not consider it to be substantial

financial support, but rather only as

recognition of achievement.

community health centres should be

involved in decision-making, or we
will have only token citizen

participation."

A member of the audience asked if

a magistrate can legally direct

someone to a psychiatric hospital on

the basis of evidence given at a

preliminary hearing.

"Unfortunately this is th case,"

explained Dukszta, "if it is on the

recommendation of a doctor. You
are also compelled by law to declare

on your passport if you have ever

been hospitalized for psychiatric

treatment.

"The practice of this law results in

class-basis discrimination", he

charged, because, he said, people

who are well off can hire expensive

lawyers and doctors to avoid being

hospitalized.

"There should definitely be a

Statute of Limitations, so that a

psychiatric record is only carried for

a short time."

A young man who said he agreed

with much of Dukszta's analysis of

health care questioned the slow

acceptance of acupuncture and

chiropractice by the medical profes-

sion, and related this to control by

the drug companies.

"New types of diagnosis and -

therapeutic treatment should be in-

cluded in a reorganization of health

care", concurred Dukszta.

"In Florida, osteopaths, who use a

more naturally oriented approach to

treatment, have been recently ad-

mitted on parity with doctors in the

medical association. Not recognizing

those with a slightly different ap-

proach only results in an under-use

of available resources.

"Currently doctors and the

hospitals dominate the system
totally", he continued. "We must

remove some of the power from the

"Unfortunately (Health Minister

Dr. Richard) Potter's contradictory

statements about community health

centres, encouraging decentraliza-

tion and supporting hospitals, are

confusing the issue. Potter seems to

be a sheep in wolf's clothing — lots

of talk but little action.

"Decentralization might break the

medical-industrial complex which is

pushing priorities right now. Drug
companies have power because of

their collusion with the hospitals -

and the drug industry is threatened

by profit - diminishing therapies like

acupuncture and vitamin therapy."

Dukszta considered the political

aspects of health care organization to

be very important.

He explained, "Our socialization

process teaches us that power is tied

up with professionalism. We are

moving towards power possessed by

the people themselves, which is en-

couraged by community
organization.

"If health is linked with hope, and

disease with despair, we can see that

one's sense of power and certainty to

change adverse conditions in one's

life is crucial to one's health." *

"We can maintain respect for the

doctor's skill, but we must recognize

awareness and healing qualities in

others, perhaps by utilizing

volunteers", Dukszta streesed. "We
must also see the political im-
plications which the present system

of health-care has on the rest of

society."

Students! Teachers!

This week only

Wed. - Fri.

Sid. Smith Foyer

LITERATURE TABLE
BOOKS - on Anarchism, Marxism, Canadian economy,

Womens' Liberation, Workers' Control,

etc. -

OUR GENERATION - the latest issue, and back issues

RESEARCH MATERIALS - hard-to-get pamphlets and kits

on all aspects of revolutionary change

SPECIAL PRICES!
Our Generation, Toronto & Montreal

Black Rose Books

VICTORIA COLLEGE

GRADUATION
BANQUET

THURSDAY, MARCH 1

RECEPTION 6:30 DINNER 7:30

Followed by a speaker and dance at

the Hyatt Regency Hotel

Tickets must be purchassd by Monday.

February 26

Tickets in the VUSAC office

WYM1LW00D

grads 3.00 non grads 5.00

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO - ERINDALE COLLEGE
3359 MISSISSAUGA ROAD

THE ERINDALE STUDENT THEATRE
presents

\ht JJttfc fjwncz

Room 292 PRELIMINARY BUILDING
February 21st, 8:00 p.m.; February 22nd, 3:00 p.m.;

February 23rd, 8:00 p.m.

THIS SUMMER
visit

ISRAEL & EUROPE

scnn.oofor

only 590
departing

MAY 22nd & MAY 31st

2 Weeks Free Time in Europe

9 Weeks in ISRAEL 4 weeks In Kibbutz

>3 weeks Touring In Israel • 2 weeks Free Time in Israel

Open return ticket

FOR INFORMATION

CALL JERRY 783-7651 — 7 p.m.-ll p.m.

Welcome to:

MATH DAY
TODAY

MATHEMATICS IN CHINA AFTER LIBERATION
Prof. Chandler Davis

1 2 noon — Room 2118, Sid Smith

SCIENCE AND SOCIAL CHANGE
Prof. Jim Prentice

1 p.m. — Room 21 17, Sid Smith

MATHEMATICS TUTORING
For First Year and other students

will be available throughout the day
Room 2097 (East Lounge)

Additional events and_room numbers will be posted in the Foyer of Sid Smith

Sponsored by the M.P.S.C.U.
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Cites discriminatory practices

Lawyer denounces Canadian immigration laws
By JOHN CAMPBELL

Civil rights lawyer Charles Roach
blasted Canada's immigration policy
in a speech delivered at the First
Unitarian Congregation church last

week, charging that it is "racist" and
based on "political expediency".

Blatant discriminatory practices
were removed from the Immigration
Act in 1967, he said. These practices
included distinctions between
preferred and non-preferred nations,
but at present "administration of the
act is altogether different from the

Lawyer Charles Roach claims Canada spurns African immigrants.

"Social Conditions in Israel"
a pre-car pool - pre-supper lecture by

ARIE ELIAU
HILLEL HOUSE

WEDS FEB. 21 -4:30
Born in Moscow. Emigrated to Israel 1924. Active in the
Haganah in Intelligence branch and for illegal immigration. First

Secretary, Israel Mission in Moscow 1958-60; Elected to

Knesset, Deputy Minister, 1966-67; Secretary General, Israel
Labour Party.

THIS WEEK AT S.M.C.

THURSDAY. 12:15:

CITY GOVERNMENT FORUM
ALDERMAN REID SCOTT
BRENNAN HALL LOUNGE

FRIDAY:
8 p.m., BRENNAN HALL

GREASE RALL ROOGIE RAND
PUB DANCE

ADMISSION ... s
1 .00

BEER 3/$
1 til 9, regular price after 9.

SATURDAY:
FILMS

A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS
no Film Friday.

Sponsored by St. Michael's Students ' Union.

spirit of the act".

The new arrangement uses a 50
point system, in conjunction with
other criteria such as sponsorship of
the prospective immigrant by a
Canadian citizen, in which the im-
migrant receives scores for useful
faculties such as an ability to speak
English or French. A minimum of 25
points must be achieved for an
application to be accepted.
Roach argued that the uneven

distribution of Canadian visa offices

throughout the world is proof that
the new act has not ehminated the
racist element in Canada's im-
migration policy. Of 135 offices in

1971, 22 were in the British Isles, 66
in northern Europe, a few were
scattered throughout Asia, Latin
America, and the Far East, and none
were in Africa, he said. Canada sells

itself in England and Europe, he
declared, but does not do so in the
non-white countries.

Statistics Canada figures indicate
that in the first nine months of 1972,

Canada received 17,000 persons from
the U.S., 13,000 from the U.K., 25,-

000 from continental Europe, 17,000
from Asia, and only 2,500 from
Africa, and 5,000 from the West

. Indies.

» Roach said he was appalled by the

| use of the old part of the Don Jail as

T a detention centre for persons with

| difficulties relating to their ira-

s migrant status. Noting that most

| frequently these were non-white

I people, he described the crowded
conditions in which they are kept as
"inhuman treatment even for
criminals".

The lawyer linked this statement
to a larger accusation that im-
migration and criminality are often
connected in the public's mind as a
result of media exploitation of spec-
tacular immigration cases which oc-
cur when political radicals seek
asylum or criminals go abroad to

seek refuge from the law.

Roach has provided legal

assistance to the Committee Against
Racist Immigration Policy which has
actively opposed the government's
decision of last fall to prevent
visitors to this country from applying

for landed immigrant status after
their arrival. The policy, applied
retroactively to November 3, 1972,
was announced by then Minister of
Manpower and Immigration Bryce
Mackesey as a temporary measure-
designed to prevent speculators
from taking advantage of new im-
migrants by promising to get their

- friends or relatives into the country
legally for a fee. The matter is

expected to come up for debate in

the House of Commons this year.

The major argument in favour of
present policy implementation —
that it must be limited and selective
in order not to aggravate un-
employment problems, cannot be
substantiated by statistical analysis
according to Roach.

"Immigration is a moral issue, he
stated, "Free movement is what has
to come as man develops."

Company ends suit

against the 4th Estate
HALIFAX (CUP) - The owners of Le Chateau Men's Wear Limited a
Halifax clothing firm, have terminated a 21-month-old libel suit against the
4th Estate newspaper by accepting a settlement of one dollar

ii
'?aI^

IU
l ,

had earUer cUimed serious damages to its business because of
allegedly libellous items published in the 4th Estate in the spring of 1971 The
items were part of news coverage of a public campaign against slum housing

In a statement to the court, Brian Flemming, the 4th Estate's lawyer said
the newspaper denies the items were libellous. The issue of slum housing was

I I I
3
,

153116
'

h
f

said
'

"
but a profound moral™ of community "

Nick Fulxnore editor of the 4th Estate, said, following the court
statements, that Le Chateau carried on the case for so long principally to
harass the newspaper. "When they finally realized they couldn't whT, they
backed out and took the one dollar that had been available to them for almost
two years, he said.

Fillmore said the case had been an annoyance, but now the 4th Estate is
better prepared than ever before to build the kind of strong and sodaUv
responsible newspaper Nova Scotia needs.

J

The alleged libel was committed when the 4th Estate published an
advertisement and photograph from another publication, in which according-
to an apology printed in the 4th Estate, "it was suggested thf company was
the owner of a certain slum property" in Halifax
The apology said that the property was actually owned by a shareholder of

be Chateau and by a company not connected with the libel suit The 4th
Estate apologized for Unking Le Chateau directly to ohe slum property

In court, Flemming said everything published about the slum property
except Lis ownership, was true. The material published "was in the public
interest and something which the public was entitled to know because of the
need for the elimination of all such housing in this province " he said
Le Chateau's counsel said, in agreeing to the settlement, his client "feels

that a legal wrong has been done to it and that it has suffered a substantial
financial loss as a result."

George Simms, Le Chateau's solicitor, also said, "the defendant {the 4th
Estate) performs an important function in this province The plaintiff
beheves that the defendant publishes a newspaper which is entirely
predictable, devoid of humor or laughter and on occasion, mean-minded and
vindictive. Yet, even if this is true, it still has a valuable contribution to make
and an important function to fulfill.

/
Sunglasses

that get

darker

as the sun

gets brighten ^
PHOTOSUN

OPTICAL
MAIN STORE
280 BLOOR ST WEST 962-2020

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

HART HOUSE DEBATE
Tonight, Wednesday,
February 21, 1973
"RESOLVED THAT

THE BEST CURE FOR POLLUTION
IS NO MORE GROWTH"
HONORARY VISITOR:

THE HONORABLE JAMES AULD,
MINISTER OF THE ENVIRONMENT
HART HOUSE DEBATES ROOM

8:00 p.m.
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Women's lib is making slow progress: artist

By MYRNA KOSTASH
"Many people still don't have the

first grasp of the issues" of women's
liberation, according to feminist

sculptress Maryon Kantaroff.

Speaking at a lecture in the

Interdisciplinary Studies women's
course, she continued "I would like

to feel that I have nothing new to

say, but when I look around me I

wonder if we've even started".

Kantaroff says she meets women
at meetings who are still worried

about "putting down men and

marriage". If that's what women see

as the issue in feminism, she

wonders just how much they have

grasped the reality of their lives.

Kantaroff recalled one version of

human history: the transition from

"egalitarian" hunting bands to

settled agricultural communities in

which women developed "all the

so-called domestic arts" and the

accoutrements of civilized life to the

point where - "no one knows quite

how" - power became concentrated

in the hands of men.

She speculated that this might

have occurred because of a primal

conflict between women, who were

the producers of food, and men, who

were hunters and possessed
weapons.

A very important element of

primitive culture was "fear and

respect" in the masculine mind at

seeing women "pop a child" and the

obvious connection between child-

birth and the fertility cycles of the

earth.

This had an unfortunate result,

according to Kantaroff, in the rigid

categories of male and female sym-

bolism and their "hopeless thrust on

the individual". For example, the

"egg, the curve, roundness" became
forever associated with women and

SAC fails to reach accord

on election guidelines
Non-existant SAC presidential

election guidelines which threw SAC
into mass of confusion last year

trying to avoid acclamation of a

Young Socialist slate have reared

their ambiguous heads again.

The Students' Administrative

Council last week failed to reach

agreement on what to do if one of

the compulsory three-member ticket

drops out.

Last year, Eric Miglin ticket

member Joyce Witton withdrew

from the ticket, forcing it to drop out

along with her. The SAC constitution

requires candidates to run on a

ticket composed of a president and
two vice-presidents, and
nominations had closed by the time

Witton decided to opt out of the

team.

The constitution does not provide

for withdrawals, leaving council to

establish guidelines covering such a

situation as part of its election rules.

Last year's council hadn't prepared

for this eventuality, creating a con-

stitutional crisis which sent some
council members scurrying to find

some way of re-opening nominations

to prevent the US ticket from taking

office by acclamation. (Another slate

had pulled out earlier.)

Elections committee chairman

and SAC vice-president John
Helliwell had proposed a rule which

would have prevented a ticket

member from dropping out unless

his or her teammates agreed to

withdraw too. Otherwise, the

Helliwell rule would keep the un-

willing member on the ticket at least

until after the election.

Rules, Helliwell told the

executive, about subsequent replace-

ment of the resigning ticket member
would have to be worked out.

Other executive members
disputed the fairness of forcing

someone to stay on the ticket against

their will and suggested a more
lenient replacement provision be

considered.

In the end, the executive referred

the Helliwell proposal to council

without endorsing or rejecting it.

No other major changes are

proposed in the council's election

rules. The rules themselves come up
for council approval at tonight's

meeting. However, nominations for

the presidency and vice-presidenciw.

opened Monday. They close a week
later.

Gas chairman assailed

'anything that looked like an

erected penis" with men.

The confusion among symbol and

personality characteristics and roles

was one of the "terrible mistakes" in

human culture. To this day, people

still equate feminity with the female

and masculinity with the male, not

seeing that the suppression of op-

posite^ in the individual has created

generations of human zombies, she

said.

Kantaroff admitted that she grew

up as a "male, culturally speaking".

Like all women in a phallocentric

society, she said she absorbed

masculine values of work and ac-

complishment, learning to demean
women and accept male contempt of

them as either "matrons or

prostitutes."

Part of this process was the

systematic expunging of women
from accounts of history, literature,

politics and revolution, she claimed,

so that women don't know their own
past.

As an example, she cited

witchcraft in medieval Europe.

"Perhaps the witches were women
who had stepped outside the bonds

of female roles and who were
developing a political understanding

of their oppression."

Modern suffragism and the

struggle for women's rights really

got started when women became
involved in the campaign to abolish

slavery. "When the women working
for abolition discovered that they~

themselves didn't have the legal

right to speak in public, they started

to think about their own situation."

It was a straight line from that

realization to Yoko Ono's "woman
as nigger". One way of comparing
slavery and women's oppression,

Kantaroff said, was to remember
that at first the blacks in America
resisted the campaign for abolition.

"Today that seems unbelievable. I

hope someday we will see the at-

titude of women today is just as

ludicrous. What, get married? Take
a man's name? You mean all those

generations of women raised to be

domestics 9 " But of course women
will be terrified of their own libera-

tion, Kantaroff predicted, just as the

blacks were, so long as their only

alternative is economic debilitation.

Feminist analysis as such grew out

of the Civil Rights movement in the

States, she said. "Blacks developed

an analysis that cleaned their guts

out of all 'Whitey's' conceptions

about them".

With more and more women
participating in the left, studying

racism, capitalism and imperialism,

and Marxism, and observing the

experience of blacks who "the

minute they saw a white face, curled

up inside into black roles", it was
only inevitable that movement
women would "stop making coffee

and sandwiches for the men and
begin to ask questions.

"Why should we wait for your
Revolution before we gain equality?

Why should we serve you?"
Speaking of her own "political

tune-in", Kantaroff described it like

satori: "a physical experience,

sweating palms and palpitations and
a blinding light." The crucial insight

from that experience was to realize

that everything she had thought was
a "personal problem, my own hang-
up" was in fact a reflection of her

"caste status".

. .We are all in the same boat",

she emphasized, with something like

passion. "I saw myself as 99 per cent

socially or politically fashioned, not

at all as an individual responsible for

my own life.

"When I realized that I was raised

female, I saw that his had nothing to

do with what I wanted to do and be.

Life became so much easier and
happier. Now I know I have the

chance to learn; it's not in the genes.

You have no idea what a relief it is to

be aggressive without collapsing at

the seams with guilt."

By BRIAN CRUCHLEY
Oakah Jones, chairman of the

board of the Consumers' Gas Com-
pany came under attack from all

sides when he appeared at the Noon-
on-the-Square program at Holy
Trinity Church.

Dallard Runge, a former city

planner who ran against alderman
Fred Beavis in December's
municipal election, criticized Jones

and the Harbour Commission for

wanting to tear down the old CNE
stadium and put up a new one that

Entry to Dent
open until March
Applications for admission to

dentistry will be accepted until

March 15, faculty secretary A.G.

Read announced Monday.
The faculty had earlier established

a deadline of January 1, but
numerous complaints forced it to

reopen applications.

PROFESSOR
JEAN-LOUIS
DE LANNOY

ol the Department otSociolbgy,
University of Toronto,

will give a talk on

"THE MEXICAN

STUDENT MOVEMENT
OF 1968-1969"

on Thursday, February 22, 1973

at 8 p.m.

In the Pendirves Lounge,

Internationa! Student Centre

33 St. George St.

Sponsored by
THE LATIN AMERICAN
STUDIES COMMITTEE

ot the International Studies Programme,
University of Toronto

would be more accessible to cars.

Jones is a member of the board of

the Toronto Harbour Commission
and the Toronto Redevelopment Ad-
visory Council.

Runge asked Jones how he
determines what is in the public
interest.

Jones replied, "I read the
newspapers, watch television, listen

to the radio and talk to cab-drivers."

"We (the Toronto Harbour
Commission) operate in a goldfish

bowl — the public are always
welcome to come to our meetings,"
he said.

A woman in the audience of 44

people said she didn't feel the Har-

bour Commission operated openly
enough in making its decision to

remove Union Station and put up six

high rise office buildings instead.

"You didn't send me an invitation

(to the meeting),'' she said. Jones
wasn't sure whether or not an ad
appeared in the paper announcing
the open meeting that discussed the
fate of Union Station.

The gas man from Oklahoma felt

there was more public advantage in

the high rises, although earlier he
said "we should not tear down build-

ings with historical or architectural

attractiveness."

t CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.

For information write to:

Community of the Holy Spirit

54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

tnwa rrk
Feb " 21 " Rev " Vwmni Huntm "Olsclpleship"

r~>v i ^ Feb. 28 - Rev. Ross Crlgtiton on "Spiritual Healing"

a Mar. 7 - Rev. David Ward on "Easter and the Christian"

christian

life Wednesday 8 pm
a series of talks on the basics of the Christian faith designed to act as- a

sprmgboatd for personal refreshment and renewal.

st mary's
40 Westmoreland Avenue

n. of Btaor - e. of Dufferin

Ross C Crighfon, Rector

NICE EXCHANGE
THE COMMITTEE ON STUDY ELSEWHERE
OF THE FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
INVITES ENQUIRIES FROM ALL
DISCIPLINES ABOUT THE NICE
EXCHANGE PROGRAMME FOR THE
1973/4 SESSION. THESE AND ALL OTHER
THIRD YEAR ELSEWHERE APPLICATIONS
SHOULD BE SENT IN IMMEDIATELY.

ENQUIRIES:
Miss Elaine Ishibashi

Tel: 928-3387

Hillel Lecture Series
presents

PROF. LOUIS H. FELDMAN
speaking on

"JUDAISM & THE OCCULT"
ABOUT THE LECTURER
Prof. Feldman received his Ph.D. from Harvard in Classics. He is

presently a professor of classics at Yeshiva University. He has
written numerous articles on Judaism in Greek and Roman times
and has done numerous translations of the works of Josephus and
Philo.

Sunday, February 25 7:30 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE
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U of T income is higher than expectedung enrolments have the univ^itv r«™„^ „ - * ^
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While declining enrolments have
hit universities all over Ontario with
budget deficits, U of T is receiving
approximately $1,700,000 more than
it expected from the province and
about one quarter as much again in
student tuition fees.

Figures released by the office of
Statistics and Records reveal that

the university received a total of
about 61,260 Basic Income Units
(BIU's) from the provincial govern-
ment instead of its expected 60 370
A BIU is about $1,700 paid to the

university on a per student basis
Arts undergraduates are worth one
BIU, each part-time student's course
about one-fifth and PhD students

UTS admits women
Vet another ail-male U of T institution has been opened to

oTTo^Th"?^ faU
;

W°men Admitted * the Umvosi?of Toronto Schools, a male preserve since its establishment as apractice teaching school nearly 63 years ago

T meant 10 commodate both male and femalestudents although m two separate, buildings. However the uiuverSSnever got around to building the women's facility
"™«ty

Opening the private school's doors to women didn't pass withoutone Governing Council member expressing concern thatSgToSto admit students might damage its academic quality

and a^Z^ *e
j
tu

.

dents ***** next year's Grade 7and ail those then being admitted to Grade 8 must be female me

sssLsr decided
' on *—* ***—Si

included on the UTS teaching staff beforfthe next academe yearTeaching staf governor Dr. E.B. Hendrick told the councS hewould regret it if the particular qualities" of UTS fell as a St ofthe female student quotas.

th^S
0^ co

,

undUor
' Part-time student rep Joyce Denver, replied

toU^to UTS male students would soon be outnumbered by femalesAcademic Affairs Committee chairman RMH SheDherd

S&T "f q,
J

0taS tave devised "« ord« to move Seschool toward an equal proportion of male and female students as soon
iJS possioic

Determining sex is not easy
Determining the sex of an

individual may not be as easy as it

appears, according to Michael
Barrett of the Sex Information and
Education Council of Canada.

Barrett, a U of T zoologist,
speaking on "Gender and Sexuality"
yesterday at the Medical Science
Auditorium, outlined seven levels of
sexual identification.

The first three levels, genetic,
godonal, and hormonal, are basic
biological determinants of sexuality
and contribute to the development
of the next two levels, internal
reproductive ducts and external
genitalia.

Barrett said the most important
levels of identification are actually
cultural, gender role and identity,
and sex of assignment and rearing.'

Barrett said that none of the
physical variables of sexuality is

more important than the cultural
one. Culture becomes increasingly
important, he said, when there is a
conflict of the biological
determinants.

He emphasized the need to learn
more about the factors that deter-
mine sexuality, and also about the
influence hormones such as ain
drogen exert on the development of
the brain.

WANTED!
TWO CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES

Preference will be given to a First or Second
Year undergraduate student. Working
knowledge of French and/or Italian would be
an asset.

Apply in writing stating qualifications particularly activity
in campus affairs, to:

ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
SIMCOE HALL

BEFORE: TUES. MARCH 6
5 P.M.

There is only ONE...

OFFICIAL
University of Toronto

CREST PIN

SIGNET RING
they are supplied only through

STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
S.A.C. Building

or

A. EARL EDWARDS
1534 Bayview Ave.
(Office at rear, off Millwood)

Phone
483-4212

Total enrolment at U of T was
shown as 40,570 students, iincluding
27,785 full-time and 12,785 part-time
students.

There were 27,390 undergra-
duates, including 20,614 full-timers
and 6,776 part-time students. Of
these full-time students, 8,163, or
about 40 per cent of the under-
graduates, were women, while
almost two-thirds of the part-time
undergraduates were women.

At a meeting of the Academic
Affairs Committee, where enrol-
ment was discussed, president John
Evans said that the university ex-
pects 3100 new first year students in
arts and science next year.

Assistant registrar and director
of admissions Wim Kent reported to
the committee that the colleges had
over-registered and that they were
going to have to re-evaluate their
admission targets. Committee chair-
man R.M.H. Shepherd emphasi2ed
however, that "No one was admitted
who did not clearly hold the
minimum requirements of
admission."

Arts and science undergraduates
comprised more than half the total
number of students in the university
with 22,330 students. The engineer-
ing faculty was second most popu-
lous, with 2,162 students (43 of them
women), medicine has 1,184 un-
dergraduates, and pharmacy has 587.

Architecture has 319 undergra-
duate students, Forestry 214, Food
Sciences 193, Dentistry 601, Law
449, Music 367 and Nursing 402
and Phys Ed 381.

The School of Graduate Studies
has a total of 7,089 students, of
whom slightly more than 2,000 are
women, according to the statistics.

The School of Hygiene has 115
graduate students, Dentistry has 46
graduate students, and the Faculty
of Education has 1939 stuents. The
Faculty of Management Studies has
288 students, Medicine has 1169
graduate students and Music has 24
grads.

Primal encounter is answer
to repression, claims doctors

By DAVE LINE
North Americans strongly repress

their feelings, said Dr. Bill Swartley
at a recent discussion of primal
encounter in the Medical Sciences
Auditorium.

Swartley, who is president of the
Centre for the Whole Person,
described primal groups as a
synthesis of the "body armour"
techniques of William Reich com-
bined with encounter. They are
designed to "de-condition psycho-
somatic repressions stemming from
traumatic incidents" in an in-
dividual's past which affect in-

teraction with other people.
This is achieved by attempting to

teach adults to make direct
emotional contact with their
childhood. Participants are en-
couraged to seek altered states of
consciousness through nude en-
counter, massage, massive skin con-
tact, and uninhibited dancing or
playfulness. A pool heated to body
temperature and "peak music" are
used as part of the technique.

Swartley said that during a primal
encounter "people are obviously out
of their heads". He recalled a primal
experience in which he said he
returned to Egypt as it was 3000
years ago.

He said it is possible to have a
primal experience anywhere, and

mentioned an incident that occurred
in the ballroom of UCLA. After
Swartley said a few key words to his
dancing partner, she flopped down
on the floor and began to have a
"primal".

This experience, he said, is

"beyond definition."

He noted that primal encounter
can be dangerous, but stressed that
dangers are minimal. In 10 years he
has seen three broken ribs, two neck
or spine injuries, several skinned

knees, and one guy who "completely
flipped out".

Swartley said that for most people
a primal experience can be
beneficial in helping them to gain
greater self-understanding. He said
it is possible to live a "perpetual
primal."

The Claremont Centre for Human
Potential, which sponsored the
meeting, recruited participants for
an $80 weekend of primal
experience.

Involvement
The family resource journal from
Browndale. A bi-monthly Journal that
focuses on the family and child and
all_ related issues and problems of
adjustment deviance, normal growth
and development. It is concerned
mainly with normalizing Ihe life style
of children with problems and their

parents. It is humanistic in approach
and attractively illustrated with ex-
cellent photographs.

IT IS AVAILABLE

IN YOUR BOOKSTORE
OR subscription for ono year

|S Issuesj S5.00
INVOLVEMENT P.O. B0X46A

OAK RIDGES ONT.

Specialists chase intellect

andSt!? 5? mteUectuaI ^wth is why students attend university
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aCCordin* t0 a survey conducted for the NewProgram ^View Committee. Of the 1000 questionnaires distributedI to full
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students answering were in specialist programs andalmost two-thirds felt faculty^cheduled exams should be held in somecourses, determined by the instructor.
Only 21 per cent of the students responding plan to get a job immediatelv

rl.f?rt
dU3tl0n

\
WS 57 Per Cent intend * continu« thei eSSSit

u

Over 40 per cent of the students are planning careers in education
Staff who answered the questionaire were evenly split on whether the New

remodified back to more closely resemble the old honours general system

were%p0red

rem°d,flCation of «« new while another tbS

Slightly more than half the faculty, compared to 29 per cent of the
Students, felt students should be required to take courses m^mor^n one
division in arts and science. The four divisions are the humanities, social
sciences, bfe sciences, and physical sciences
Seventy-one per cent of the staff felt students are insufficiently informed to

plan their programs wisely.

The committee which since last fall has worked on recommendations to

Ztl£ f
res,de

i
t

,
Joh" Evans about the future of arts and science, is

expected to report by the end of this month.

TERMPAPERS

SERVICE (Reg'd)
A Canadian Company

PAPEHS ON FILE

$1.65 PER PAGE

OR
Custom made orders, at reasonable
cost, prepared by our staff of college

graduates

638-3559
Suite 906. 12 Goldfinch CI.

Wiliowdalo (TaranlDl M2R2C4. Onl.

If you're finishing

a degree in

SCIENCE or

ENGINEERING
Investigate a career in LIBRARY
SCIENCE before you make your
final decision this Spring

Phone 928-8985
or stop In to talk over the possibilities

FACULTY OF

LIBRARY SCIENCE

HOST. GEORGE ST.

The Varsity is now accepting orders for bound volumes of its 1972-
73 issues. It is anticipated that the bound volumes will be ready in
early April. Orders should be accompanied by a cheaue ormoney order for $15.00, and addressed to The Varsity, 91 St.(jeorQe St.
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U of T balks at Ontario request

The University of Toronto has

balked at an Ontario Legislature

committee's request for a nationality

and education breakdown of the

make-up of the university's teaching

staff.

Instead, president John Evans will

canvass staff through department

chairman for information normally

supplied to Statistics Canada and

provide bulk figures based on this

data to the committee.

The dispute between the

university legislature's Select Com-

mittee on Economic and Cultural

Nationalism and the university cen-

tres around the committee's demand

for individual data and U of T's

reluctance to provide information

which can be traced back to

individuals.

The president cautioned last

Thursday's Governing Council

meeting against the danger of

providing information which could

be used to embarass or harass in-

dividual faculty members.

Evans said that even if doing so

was desirable, there would be "ex-

traordinary difficulty" in supplying

the requested information.

As Evans completed his remarks,

student governor Paul Cadario rose

to ask whether the president would

appreciate a council motion en-

dorsing his action. Evans replied

affirmatively and the motion was
passed without debate.

Other Ontario universities have

adopted a similar non-co-operation

stance on the issue, angering some
committee members. The committee

had given the universities two weeks

within which to reply to its request.

Anticipating a possible committee

subpoena for the missing in-

formation, Evans said Ontario uni-

versities would ask Premier William

Davis to modify the committee's

demands under those circumstances.

Evans is a personal friend of the

premier.

Teachers declassified
MONTREAL (CUPI) — The Quebec government has declassified a

substantial proportion of the province's CEGEP ( community college)

teachers, resulting in a loss of salary and status for many teachers.

The new classifications determine a teacher's salary by years of

teaching experience and schooling. The intent of the classification

system is to ensure province-wide uniform criteria for gauging

salaries.

Montreal's Vanier College Teachers' Association says about 85 of the

college's 280 teachers have been de-classified. About 10 out of SO

teachers have apparently been declassified at Champlain College in

Lennoxville,

A spokesman for the Federation nationale des enseignants

quebecois, which represents most CEGEP teachers, said the

declassification appeared to be widespread.

The spokesman .said some colleges are refusing to comply with the

new classifications.

Most of the declassified teachers are newly hired. Apparently most

were declassified because they received some of their education

outside Quebec or because they don't hold teaching certificates.

Tfepow a Keggep.

A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
can enjoy anywhere, anytime. All you need for a
"Kegger" is an Oktoberfest Tap'n Keg with
Mini-Keg refills, and you're on your way to good

times. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
draw another 16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, cool
Real Draft Beer.

Oktoberfest
Real
Draft
Beep
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Wrestlers finish fourth at OUAA finals
The University of Toronto

wrestling team tied with York for
fourth place with 14 points at the
OUAA championships February 16
and 17 at the University of Windsor.
Western finished first with a total

of 68 points, Waterloo was second
with 56, and Guelph third with 36.
Eleven teams competed in the two-
day meet.

Western captured the Porter
Trophy for winning the team cham-
pionship, and Tony Dethonasis of
York (177 pounds) was awarded the
Keegan Trophy as the outstanding
wrestler.

Toronto team members parti-

cipated in nine of the 10 events
at the meet, winning one third and
five fourth place finishes.

Peter Mathews placed third in the
142 pound weight class, behind Egan
Beiler (Waterloo) and Clive
Llewellyn (Western).

U of T's Ken White finished fourth
in the 126 pound class, won by
Guelph's Grant McAninch, while
Toronto team member Rob Moore
finished fourth in the 134 pound
weight class, won by Tim Wenzel of
Waterloo.

In the 150 class Roger Vachon
finished fourth to Western's Rick
Fmkenzeller; in the 167 weight

Gymnasts second

The University of Toronto men's
gymnastics team placed second with
179.32 points in the Western Section
Gymnastic Championship February
10th at the University of Western
Ontario.

McMaster University was first

with 239.05 points, while Western
and Waterloo followed Varsity with

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TEHMPAPER
service. Originality, quality, and
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Phone: 961-6150
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 3 pm-10 pm

Sal. -Sun. 9 am-S pm
Professional Typing Dons

300 AVENUE ROAD

106.95 and 45.70 points, respectively.

Toronto's Gary Wicks finished
fifth in the final all-round individual
scoring with 43.0 points. Steve
Mitruk of McMaster was first (52.90

points), Dave Copeland, also of

McMaster was second (48.5), and
Mike Provencher of Waterloo third
with 45.7. McMaster's Don Marinac-
ci was fourth (43.05).

In the individual events, Wicks
placed fourth in the side horse, fifth

in the floor exercise, third in

vaulting, and sixth on parallel bars.
Rick Jeysman was the only other
Toronto competitor to place in the
top six in any single event. He
finished fourth in the vaulting
competition.

The OUAA gymnastics finals take
place next Saturday at York.

SPORTS SCHEDULES - FEB. 26 to MAR. 3
HOCKEY - INTERFACULTY & INTERMEDIATE

PLAYOFFS START MON. FEB. 26
SCHEDULES AVAILABLE AT INTRAMURAL
OFFICE.

BASKETBALL (Balance of League Schedule)
PLAYOFFS START MON. MAR. 5

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Feb. 26 12.00 Vic.lt

1.00 St.M. C
4.00 SGS.il

8.30 Music
9.30 Dev.Hse

Feb. 27

FL 12.30 Law I

'

4.00 Mgt.Stud
FL 6.30 Vic.l

FL 8.00 Sr.Eng
9.30 U.C.II

Feb. 28 12.30 PHE. C
4.00 Trin. B

vs PHE. D
vs Inn is II

vs Law II

vs Eng. IV

vs Arch

Maroosis, Mishevski
Maroosis. Seidewand
Maroosis. Mishevski
Bernholtz. Lansdowne
Bernholtz, Lansdowne

vs SI.M. A Maydo, Fearman
vs Trfn. A Lansdowne, Seidewand

Sterling, Kleberg
Sterling, Kleberg
Sterling, Kleberg
John. Loberto
John, Loberto

FL 6.30 Scar

8.00 Innisl

9.00 Knox

vs Erin

vs SGS.I

vs Dent.A

vs St.M. E

vs VIcS.

Hse
vs Jr. Eng
vs Phar.A

10.00 For.B

Mar. 1 12.30 Eng. Ml

4.00 Phar.B
FL 6.30 U.C.I.

FL 8.00 Med.A
9.30 For.A

Mar. 2 12.30 Innis II

Sialtsis, Dymarskl
Sialtsis, Dymarski

vs Med. Ill Zendel, Holllngsworth

Yf

vs Arch Zendel. Holllngsworth
vs Eng.IV Sherkin, John
vs Wye Sherkin, Rubin
vs PHE.A Trafford, Blinick

ys New Trafford, Blinick

vs Med.B Kliman, Rotstein

vs Eng. Ill Kliman, Rotstein

category Doug Lake gained fourth
place to Western's Bill McDonnell
and in the 177 class Len Broderick
finished fourth to York's Dethonasis.
Lake, Broderick, Moore, and
Mathews are all rookies.

Western finished first by virtue of
five first place, two second place and
one third place finishes. Waterloo
team members won in two weight
categories, as well as posting four
second place and two third place
finishes.Waterloo had three Olympic
competitors on its team.

Guelph ended with one first place
finish, two second place, two third
place and two fourth place finishes
to come third.

Toronto coach Joe Rabel believes
the Varsity team made considerable
improvement over last year's group.
For example, Jon Davis (167
pounds), last year's only second
place finisher, was injured and did
not compete, and last year's two
third place finishers found
themselves in extremely tough
weight classes.

In 1972 U of T won one second
place finish, and two thirds. This
year with one third place winner and
five fourth place winners the team
showed improved depth.

Swimmers win Guelph meet,
advance to finals at Waterloo

By PAUL CARSON
After defeating all their league

opponents during the dual meet
season, the men's swimming team is

regarded as a top-heavy favorite to
win Varsity's 13th consecutive
OUAA title this weekend at
Waterloo.

Blues maintained their supremacy
over Canadian swimming rivals with
a decisive 86-27 victory over Guelph
February 10 in the final dual meet
prior to the championships.
Blues swept 12 of the 13 events in

rather slow times, and veteran Alex
Lau took first place in both the one
and three-metre diving.

The swimmers seemed to regard
the Guelph meet as little more than
an exhibition workout as the Varsity
times were among the slowest of the
year.

Captain Jim Adams tied his own
team record of 48.6 seconds in the
100-yard freestyle, establishing a
new pool record for the Benson
Building in the process. However,
with the exception of Lau's steady
diving, the other Varsity results were
somewhat mediocre.
Blues should return to form in

Waterloo, leaving the other OURAA
schools to battle for second place.
Based on the times recorded during

the dual meet season, Varsity has a
somewhat stronger team than last

year's contingent which made a
shambles of the OUAA cham-
pionships but lost to McGUl at the
national CIAU finals.

Blues could sweep all the freestyle
events as Jim Adams has posted the
fastest times in the country in the 50
100 and 200 yard distances.
Freshman Shawn Laari leads the
field at 500 yards and is second to

Ottawa's Tom Johnson at 1000 yards.
Coach Robin Campbell also has

unexpected depth in the freestyles
from freshmen Dave Wilkin and
John Sebben. In fact, Varsity holds
the top three places at 500 yards with
Laari, Adams and Sebben; at 1000
yards, Blues have second, third and
fifth with Laari, Sebben and another
freshman, Dave Chutter.
Olympic veteran Byron Mac-

Donald is conceded gold medals
in both the 100 and 200-yard
butterfly as his dual meet times of

52.4 in the 100 and 1:56.2 in the 200
are both unofficial Canadian in-

tercollegiate records.

Zvi Eldar and five-year veteran
Bob Peeling give Varsity a good
chance to sweep the top three places
in both races.

Following the unexpected retire-

VARSITY ARENA
O.U.A.A.

HOCKEY PLAYOFFS
Varsity has qualified

Tuesday February 27 al 6:00 P.M. Eastern Section Playoff Between
Toronto and either Queen's or York

Friday March 2nd at 6:30 P.M. & 9:00 P.M. - SEMI-FINALS

Saturday March 3rd al 8:00 P.M. - FINALS

Tickets On Sale Now At
Athletic Office & Varsity Arena

Prices:

General Admission $1.00

Reserved $2.00

ment of Western's Ken Fowler,
Blues can also expect to score
heavily in the breaststroke. Sebben
established a Varsity team re-
cord of 2:20.6 for 200 yards in his
first competitive race six weeks ago,
while veterans Nick Rottman and
Wayne Phillips are stronger over 100
yards.

Blues are weak in the backstroke
as only Russ Farquhar has posted
respectable times and Western's duo
of Olympian Bill Kennedy and
freshman Wes McConnell are several
seconds faster. Varsity should also
be outscored in both the 200 and 400-

yard individual medley.

fn addition to the prestige of
winning the league title, the OUAA
championship also serves as the
major qualifying meet for the CIAU
finals, to be held this year in Calgary
March 1-3.

In previous years, the first and
second place finishers in each OUAA
finals automatically qualified for the
CIAU meet. However, many coaches
complained that this system often
led to abuses, and for this year at

least there is a new qualifying
process consisting of the winner of
each race, the top four divers, plus

all other swimmers who have
bettered a set of national time
standards.

Eleven Blues have already
bettered those time standards, and if

a few others improve by only one or
two seconds each in Waterloo, vir-

tually the entire Varsity team could
qualify for the trip to Calgary.

MT. STC.
ANNE1SKI

QUEBEC

• IHO.UOB:

• — AlIliFfi and towt.

0 — Two meals per day.

^ — All oaommodgiion
All Irantportalion.

live entertainment nightly J• *- Night out in Quebec City 0
t UMITtDSFACt •
• FURTHER INFORMATION !
• SKI SPREE TRAVEL 2

J 225-0151 how:
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
BENSON BUILDING - 320 HURON ST.

RFOKTRATinil FFRRIIARY 91ncuioiifAiiun rcDnuAnf l\

TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

8:00
Q*ITt»

Contemporary Dance Composition - DS

8:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m.

Contemporary Dance Cnmposillnn - DS

8:00a.m.-10:00a.m.

9:00 Tennis Recreational - SG

Bidminlon Recreational - UG

Tennis Recreational - SG

Badminton Recreational - UG

Contemporary Dance Composition (cont'd]

Tennis Recreational SG

Badminlon Recreational - UG

Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG

Tennis - Recreational - SG

Badminton - Recreational • UG

Contemporary Dance Composition (cont'd)

Contemporary Dance Intermediate - DS

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Tennis - Recreatlnnal - SG

10:00
CeUffl*

Tennis Recreational - SG

Badminton Recreational - UG

Badmlntnn - Recreational - UG

Fencing - Beginners - FG

Golf - GC

Ballet 1
- DS

Synchronized Swim - Pool

Ballet 1
- DS

Fencing Intermediate - FG

Tennis - Beginners - SG

Badminton Recreational - UG

Golf - GG

Fencing - Intermediate • FG

Contemporary Dance - Beginners - DS

Golf - GC

Synchrnnized Swim - Ponl

Fencing - Intermediate - FG

Goll • GC

Tennis - Beginners - SG

Badminlon - Recreational - UG

Ballet II - DS

1 1:00
Qellle

Basic Contemporary Danes Composition

11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. -OS

Slim S Trim - LG

Tennis Intermediate SG

Badminton - Intermedtala - UG

Goif - ec

Jazz 1
- DS

Slim & Trim -LG

Fsncinrj - Intermediate - SG

Tennis - Beginners - SG

Badminton - Beginners - UG

Archery - AR

Golf -GC

Non-Swim - Pool

Ballet - Beginners - DS

Apparatus Gymnastics - LG

Tennis - Beginners - SG

Badminton - intermediate - UG

Golf - GC

Golt - GC

Archery - AR

Badminton - Beginners - UG

Slim & Trim - LG

Ballet! -OS

Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG

Basic ConlBmponjry Dsncs Composition - DS

11:00 a.m. • 1:00p.m.

Badminton - Intermediate - UG

Tennis - Beginners - SG

Golf-GC

19•on

noon

Basic Contemporary Dance Composition

[Mirt'dJ

Fencing - Advanced/lnlBrmBdIale - FG

Badminton - Beginners - UG

Ballet- Beginners -DS

Apparatus Gpnastlcs - LG

Fencing - Beginners - FG

Badminton - Beginners - UG

Archery - AR

Contemporary Dance - intermediate - OS

Slim & Trim - LG

Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG

Tennis - Intermediate - SG

Badminton - Beginners - UG

Fsncing - Beginners - FG

Jazzl-DS

Tennis - Intermediate - SG

Badminton - Beginners - UG

Archery - AR

Fencing - Beginners - FG

Golt - GC

Slim & Trim -LG

Tennis - Intermediate - SG

Badminlon - Beginners - UG

Basic Contemporary Dance Composition

(cont'd)

1:00
p«in«

Fencing - Inlermedlale - FG

Tennis - Advanced - SG

Badminton - Inlermedlale - UG

Archery - Ar

Golt-GC

Contemporary Dance - Beginners - DS

Contemporary Dance 1 - DS

Slim & Trim -LG

Tennis - Intermediate - SG

Badminton - Intermediate UG

Golf - GC

Contemporary Dance 1
- DS

Modern GymnasUcs - LG

Fencing - Beginners - FG

Tennis - Beginners - SG

Badminton - Intennedlale - UG

Archery - AR

Golt-GC

Badminton - Intennedlale - UG

Tennis - Intermediate - SG

Apparatus Gymnastics - LG

Conlamporary Dance - Intermediate - DS

Golf-GC

Scottish Country Dance -DS

Badminton - Intermediate - UG

Tennis - Advanced - SG

Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG

2:00
p*m*

Diving - Fool

Non-Swim - Pool

Fencing - Beginners - FG

Tennis • Beginners - SG

Archery - AR

Junior - Swim - Pool

Contemporary Dance - Beginners - DS

Badminton- Intermediate -UG

Goll - GC

Ballet 1
- DS

Tennis - Beginners - S6

Archery - AB

Golt-GC

Diving - Pool

Special Aquatics - Pool

Junior - Swim - Pool

Tennis - Advanced - SG

Badminton - Intermediate - UG

Golf - GC

Jazz II - DS

Badminton • Intermediate - UG

Tennis - Intermediate • SG

Diving - Pool

3:00
p«nie

Tennis - Beginners - SG

Archery - AR

Golf GC

Non-Swim - Pool

Contemporary Dance - Intermediate - DS

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Goll GC

Contemporary Dance 1
- DS

Modem GymnasUcs - LG

Tennis - Intermedials - SG

Archery • AR

EaH -EC

Golf-GC

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Tennis - Beginners - SG

Non-Swim - Pool

Fencing - Beginners - FG

Tennis - Intermediate - SG

Ballet 1 - DS

4:00
p*nt«

Junior Swim - Pool

Jazz II - DS

Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate

Tennis Recreational - SG

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Golt-GC

Contemporary Dance I -OS

Tennis - Recreational - SG

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Golf - GG

Junior Swim -Pool

Jazz - Beginners - DS

Tennis • Recreational - SG

Badminton - Recreational UG

Golf - GC

Stroke Correction - Swim - Pool

Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG

Jazz - Beginners - DS

Olympic Gym Club - LG 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Tennis - Recreational - SG

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Golf • GC

Tennis - Recreational - SG

5:00
p«nt*

Contemporary Dance Clan

Golf - Recreational - GC - 5:30 - 7:00

Fencing - Recreational - 5:00 - 7:00

Ballet 11 - DS

Slim & Trim -LG

Folk Dance Performance - DS to 7:00
'

Golf - Recreational - GC - 5:30 - 7:00

Olympic Gym Club (cont'd]

Billet III -DS

Table Tennis - Recreational - FG

6:00
p«ntu

Contemporary Dance Performance to 8:00

Slim & Trim - LG

Golf - Recreational - GC (cont'd)

Fencing - Recreations! (cont'd)

Jazz Performance - DS - to 8:00 Folk Dance - Performance (cool'd]

Golf - Recreational - GC - (cont'd)

Self Defense Recreational (cont'd)

Table Tennis - Recreational - FG

Contemporary Dance Composition - DS

6:00-8:00

7:00
p*m«

Contemporary Darted Performance (cont'd)

Modern Gymnastics - LG

Tennis - Recreational - SG

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Jazz Performance - (cont'd) Tennis - Recreational - SG

Badminlon - "Gal & Guest'' - UG

Table Tennis - Recreational • FG

(cont'd to 9:00 p.m.)

Contemporary Dance Composition - OS

[Mini uj

8:00
P«RI*

Badminton - Recreational - UG
Tennis - Recreational - SG

Badminlon - "Gal & Guest" - UG

SB - Sports fiym P001 Swimming Pool

UG -Upper Gym FG- Fencing Gym

LG • Lower Gym GC -fiolfCagu

DS • Dante Studio Afl . Archery Hugo
Sfl - Study Room
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Blues win three more, meet York tonight
By PETER DUX

Hockey Blues added to their so far

perfect league record this season

with two reading week wins over

Brock and Queen's universities, 15-5,.

and 9-3, respectively.

Toronto remains alone in first

place with 15 wins, no losses, and no
ties. Laurentian is in second place
with an 11-4-1 record, although
Toronto could pad its lead since it

has a game in hand.

Last Saturday at Kingston Blues
took eight of 11 penalties but outshot

the Queen's Golden Gaels 40-31.

Gord Davies and Kent Ruhnke
scored two goals each, while singles

went to Nick Holmes, Bob Munro,
Bill Buba, Don Pagnutti, and Bill

Fifield.

Blues also defeated Loyola
Warriors 10-5 in a return match
exhibition game February 9 at Varsi-

ty Arena.

Ivan McFarlane led Blues with
two first period goals. Both goals
appeared "flukey" with the first I
going in off Loyola defenceman Jim %
Houston, and the other off the leg of I
Loyola's Bob Lagarde. i

If not for those two gift goals I
Loyola would have had a well M
deserved lead after the first period.
Blues played their worst hockey of
the season in the opening 20
minutes. Overall, they were shaky
all-round and looked totally
disorganized.

Blues tightened up their game in

the final 40 minutes of play, and the

team was rewarded with goals by
Leroy, Holmes, Munro, Buba
Pagnutti, Herridge, Fifield, and
Davies.

Loyola was held scoreless in the
second period but counted three

Bob Munro scores yet another goal for the Blues in a 10-5 exhibition victory over Loyola Warriors.

times in the third due to a some-
what porous Toronto defence.
A third period fight saw Blue's

Neil Korzack win an easy victoryover
Loyola's Jim Houston. Both were
awarded double majors by referee

Bilbo, who apparently didn't want to
give them game majors in an ex-
hibition game.

Loyola's goal scorers were Don
Morris and David Brandt with two
apiece, while Bob Lagarde added the

fifth. Toronto outshot Loyola 35-29.

Blues play their final two regular
season games this week — against
York tonight at Varsity Arena, and
then Sunday in Sudbury against the
Laurentian Voyageurs.

Canadian capitalists

want subordination
By MARK BOHNEN

"Foreign investment is a

result of the structure of Cana-
dian capitalism, and not an
alternative to it", said Tom
Naylor, speaking at the Ontario

Institute for Studies in educa-
tion last week.

Naylor, a York University

economics professor, was
speaking to several hundred
people at one of a series of

public lectures sponsored by the

Waffle.

Naylor asserted that "foreign

investment is not a problem.

Capital is the problem and
foreign investment is totally

derivative."

Canadian capitalists don't

want to be treatened in the

commercial sphere, he said.

They want the "freedom to be
subordinate".

Naylor attempted to show
that the pattern of foreign

domtnation has logically
developed from the mercantile

structure of Canadian
capitalism.

He stated that nine-tenths of

Canadian fortunes were
founded not on industrial but on
commercial capital.

These are the businessmen

whose line of descent runs from
merchant capital - banking,

finance, railways, utilities and
land speculation.

According to Naylor, they do

not produce anything but in-

termediate flows of goods
between producers and con-

sumers, or of capital between
savers and investors.

The present dependent state

of Canadian industry was part

of a historical pattern of-govern-

ment domination by mercantile

capital, according to Naylor.

The pattern was strongly

established by confederation

when a group of merchant
capitalists from Montreal
"created the Canadian state in

their own image".

"They were creating in the
beginning a state so deprived of

any basis for industry", said

Naylor, "that the path was set

for the American takeover".

According to Naylor, the

Baring Brothers, a merchant
house in London, may have
been the moving force behind
confederation. This view is sup-

ported by the fact that George
Brown, a father of Confedera-
tion, explicitly supported con-

federation to increase the value

of Canadian bonds in London.
The act was justified when the
value of the bonds went up,

Naylor said.

"Confederation", said

Naylor, was "purely a financial

transaction" engineered by a
few railwaymen and bankers to

pay off Canadian debts.

There was no broad franchise

involved, Naylor added. In

Prince Edward Island, for ex-

ample, a few bankers brought

confederation about over the

expressed disapproval of 80 per

cent of the population.

The pattern of economic
dependence on Britain was
accentuated by the fact that

Ottawa was now ruled by
merchant capitalists who were
in turn dependent upon British

capitalists.

John A. Macdonald's "Na-
tional Policy" was, according

to Naylor, "an explicit in-

vitation for the Americans to

move in". The tariff was
needed, not to protect existing

industry, said Naylor, but to

attract American industrial

capitalists through branch
plants.

The branch plant industry

benefitted the railwaymen and
the transportation industry, he
stated.

Because provinces lacked the

financial means to industrialize,

they developed a "bonusing

system" to attract local

American industries.

Women swimmers second
The women's speed swimming

and diving teams placed second
overall with 271 points at the OWIAA
championships February 16 and 17

at McMaster University.

The University of Waterloo team,
led by Maida Murray was first with
382 points, while Guelph finished

third with 222 points. Teams from 10

universities participated in the 14

event meet. Toronto women cap-
tured three first place, five second,
and one third place finishes in the

meet.

Olympic veteran Merrily Straiten
earned all three Toronto first place
finishes. Stratten placed first in the

200-yard freestyle in 2:02.5 (last year
she set an OWIAA record for the
event in 1:59.8) 100-yard frestyle

(56.5, —equalling her last year's

record), and 400-yard frestyle
(4:24.1).

Second place finishes were
recorded by Nancy Thompson (200-

yard breaststroke, 100-yard breast-

stroke, and 200-yard individual
medley), and by the 400-yard frestyle

and 400-yard medley relay teams.
Toronto's lone third place finish

came from Pam Lemay in the one-
metre diving event.

Both Thompson and Stratten
made the necessary standards to
compete in the CIAU finals to be
held in Calgary the first weekend in

March. The meet will mark the first

co-ed swim championship in Cana-
dian intercollegiate competition.

sportalk
The men's fencing team failed to

retain its OUAA title at Hart House
last weekend as Windsor edged the
Blues 45-43 under a new scoring
system that combined results in both
individual and team competition.
Windsor's Bruno Ciccotelli went un-
defeated to win the individual foil as
Varsity's Johannes Kaczynski placed
third. Blues' veteran Eli Sukunda
defeated Windsor's Brian Grimley
for individual sabre honours in an
exciting tie-breaking barage. Ben
Joyce provided Trent with its first-

ever OUAA title with an upset vic-

tory in the epee. Blues fenced well in

the team competition, winning two
of three weapons, but Windsor won
the team epee and added a second
and third in the others to guarantee
the narrow victory. Kaczinsky, Wing
Nip and Oscar Wong won the team
foil and Sukunda led Andrew Benyei
and Lorenzo Liscio to the team sabre
title. Martin Humphries, John Roth
and Bernie Tsui gave Varsity a third
place finish in the team epee behind
Windsor and Queen's the
University of Western Ontario won

the OUAA badminton cham-
pionships last Saturday, with good
performances by Dave Forbes and
Ross Durdan. Forbes sweept un-
defeated to the individuals singles

crown and teamed with Ross Dur-
dan to win the individual doubles.

Toronto and McMaster tied for se-

cond place in the sectionals but both

teams decided not to play off and
Toronto finished alone in second
place Toronto finished fourth

in the OUAA curling sectional finals

February 2 and 3. Western, Brock
and McMaster finished in the top

three positions in the sectional.

Western and Brock then went on to

meet the other sectional winners —
Queen's and Laurentian — in

Kingston February 9 and 10 for the

OUAA finals. Western won the

OUAA meet, while Laurentian
finished second. . . women's senior

basketball team defeated Laurentian
44-31 February 10, with Chris Craw-
ford scoring 15 points, and Daina
Zukauskas 9. Toronto and Ottawa
will represent the Eastern Section of

the OWIAA in the finals Friday and

Saturday in Ottawa .... women's
senior volleyball team defeated the
Laurentian women's team in three
straight games February 10, and
went on to place second in the finals

last weekend. Toronto defeated
McMaster (3-0). Waterloo (3-0), and
Western (3-1) on Friday; Saturday
Toronto defeated York (3-0), and
Ottawa (3-0). to finish first. Western
finished second overall and the two
teams played off with the cham-
pionship going to Western, 2-1, in the
best of three series. Western will

play in the national finals at Acadia
University March 2 and
3 . . . .women's hockey team
finished in fifth place, two points
behind York in the Eastern Section
of the OWIAA. However, the Toron-
to team did play in the consolation

series last weekend at Queen's. The
OWIAA hockey championship was
won by Queen's University with a 5-1

win over the University of Western
Ontario. Defending champion
Guelph University beat York Univer-
sity 4-0 to win the consolation
title
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Blues' playoff hopes ended at York
.'WHBBMfbJ- ~* W^HMHF X J*"*" Mouse, and four out of the six in the Benson

By BOB PRiTCHARD V .^^fcfc *M
" —«* Building. They lost seven of their nine away

Basketball Blues missed their opportunity t
: | ^fr"*^^ * games

to qualify for this year's playoffs when they i ^ ^ Looking ahead to the next season. Blues will
lost 74-58 to York Yeomen at York last Friday ^tff ^ j^Z

only Qne player to ^admtion . Dave
n'ght-

_
' *V V Ferguson. Fortunately, Varsity has potential

Blues then came back the next day to win y f
J for a strong centre to replace him in Frank

their last game of the season, defeating ttie
, ^Av^rC*^, ^ Cress. Forwards Skyvington and Scott will

University of Ottawa Gee-Gees 89-78 in the ^ ^„V**9-^'^ ^llS return next year, along with contain and
Benson Gym. ftVf*^3^ 1

top scorer for the Blues this year, Dave Watt.
The Blues ended up ui a fourth place tie * ^

ds Ru and
with York in the F^stern Section. Toronto

Oolup who is probably the most improved

but on the merits of York s 6 r*mt victory on .,„ Lfar-T Varsity should have a strong backcourt.
Fnday they advanced to the quarter finals .1 jggj wt >

a Uttie "consistency", Toronto might
3g^ .^Tu^"" «.« Trt™t„>c ^ ~ sneak into that playoff position in 1974.

W,th he half time score 36-28 in Toronto * . ^Ml
S r«rin C . Toronto at York

favour the teams started the second half v . T|HF Toronto
playing evenly. Taking advantage of defensive

Brian Skwineton 15
lapses by the Blues, Yeomen proceeded to ^ a«t* * SSrSn 1?
outscoreTorontoi^in^nextfewrninutes ^ fa iSSS^z^^^ 9
to change the score to 4848. w . , W ci f *^ c i i i

Having tied the score, York went into a half . #5> L^- $Ti / T| RandyFihnski

court and then a full court press for the >*,o$$l\ ^U Dave Ferguson 6

remainder of the contest. This rattled the ,^:ffil _ . fi^tf STJ!

5

Blues sufficiently to let York put together a 16 •
4"*

/^fc Mf7MULf- • -- * bUlt-r.mas i

point lead - more than enough to put them /», 'C, ^ Sa M aV mnKCress
£

into the Final playoff spot. " MTl ^ i '^M^T'*. ~ ,« ,

R«*KuKzyk 2

Twice in the first half Blues had a 10 point fltftfir ^ Iff M -\» ? aCft
" ' ^ ,,° c ,

lead onlv to have the Yeomen whittle down 11V, IjL 1 ^Jtt- Ufi *V fk MC VmceSantoro 22

the difference to two points. Jt&T ^V. * A : M» U< ^ *
Pike.

Saturday's game against the Gee-Gees »^vt«#r^*«L <• * * Bob Weppler 12

started out to be a one sided contest in favour § Ev Spence 9

of. surprisingly enough, the Blues (Ottawa
=f -J-

*^™
J

easily defeated Varsity 97-85 in their first f .
Je" Simbrow 6

game this year). Toronto jumped to a 17-6 lead | ^ . - Ottawa at Toronto

after only five minutes of play. Ottawa then £ Ottawa

put a foil court press on Varsity, and five VinceLukenda 22

minutes later the Gee-Gees were 29-24 Rich Kurczyk picks the ball off in Saturday's final game, against Ottawa. ' Merv Saney..... 18

trailing Vic Chandler 12

Good outside shooting by Varsity's Peter In their enthusiasm, however, Ottawa began and 29 to Toronto. Geoff Gruson 9

Oolup, along with good ball handling by the to foul, although many of the calls by the The 72-73 season saw the Blues win half of Mike Heale : 5

Blues in general, put Toronto ahead 49-34 by referees were close, and in some cases, their league games for the first time in Five Todd Plaskacz 4

the end of the half. questionable. It was only the fouling on the years, and three out of their seven exhibition John Plaskacz 3

Going into the second 20 minutes, Varsity Gee-Gees part that kept the Blues ahead until games. Barry Mosley 3

made the most of some careless passing by the the final By the end of the game, four The main fault in Blues' play over the Mike Davis : 2

Ottawa team, and using some fast breaks members of the Ottawa team had fouled out, season was best summed up by Coach Toronto

quickly put in 12 points to Gee-Gees two, and there were several choice words spoken to McManus: "If they're one thing, they're in Dave Watt 22

making it a 61-36 ball game. the referees afterwards, with Ottawa coach consistent". Peter Oolup 18

Ottawa then reverted from the zone defence George Potvin leading the verbal assault. Varsity managed to come up with big games Brian Skyvington......: 12

they had been using, to a man to man defence. Despite Gee-Gees valiant comeback, the against the better teams, but faltered against Rich Kurczyk 9

This put more pressure on the Blues, who Ottawa team was outplayed by the Blues, poorer clubs. They split games with York, Randy Filinski 8

began to turn the ball over, as Ottawa chipped Toronto shot 50 per cent from the floor, and 66 Queen's, Carleton and Ottawa, lost twice to DaveFerguson 6

away at the Varsity lead. The Gee-Gees then per cent from the foul line, in comparison with Laurentian (who ended up in first place in the Glenn Scott 5

moved into a full court press, and with four Ottawa's averages of 40 per cent and 60 per east), and defeated Ryerson twice. Tony Rudmik 4

minutes left in the game, the Blues one time cent, respectively. The 61 fouls called in the Toronto also faired considerably better at Frank Cress -3

25 point lead had been reduced to a bare four, game were evenly distributed, 32 to Ottawa home, winning all three of the matches in Hart Doug Baker 2

Nordic skiers win Carleton Invitational
The University of Toronto men's

alpine ski team remains in second

place with 36 points after the fifth-

meet of the seven-meet season last

Friday at Georgian Peaks.

Meanwhile, the nordic team won
the OUAA championship and the

Paul Allen Trophy at the OUAA and
Carleton Invitational Ski Meet
February 9 and 10 at Mont
Ste.Marie.

In the University of Western

Ontario Invitational alpine meet at

Georgian Peaks February 16, Toron-

to's Doug Carter won both runs in

37.34 and 40.08 for a total of 77.42 to

score 10 points and earn the in-

dividual lead in the series with a

total of 32 points.

Rob Langevin, representing

Carleton University, finished second

with times of 38.20 and 40.60 for a

78.80 total.

Jamie Neilson of Queen's
University placed third on the
strength of his second run of 40.59.

Combined with his first time of 38.70

this gave him a 79.29 total.

Neilson 's eight points for the day
enabled him to remain in second

place at 31. Neilson's brother, Ian,

also from Queen's, remains third in

the series with 26 points.

The team from Carleton

University won its third successive

meet, placing three competitors in

the top seven. Carleton now has 38 of

a possible 40 points so far in the

season.

Toronto gained nine of a possible

10 points on Friday and remains in

second place. Western and Queen's

are tied for third place with 29 points

each.

The OUAA has adopted a new
points system this season to judge

,

both team and individual per-
,

formances over the entire season.

The system awards ten points to the

winner, nine points to second place,

eight to third and so on down to 10th

place. The points will be aggregated

over the entire season.

February 9 and 10 the Toronto

alpine team placed second in the

OUAA slalom team results and third

in the OUAA giant slalom, third in

the Carleton giant slalom results,

and third in the Carleton slalom
results at the Carleton Invitational.

Carleton uses a graduated point

system stressing individual times

whereas the OUAA system stresses

teamwork and consistency. The
OUAA system is more competitive

as a result with a broader point

spread.

In practical terms this means that

a team can place first in the OUAA
system with, for example, team
members finishing in three con-

secutive positons somewhere near

the top. With Carleton's system, a

person placing ninth out of ten

would not necessarily detract from

his team's position if the two other

members finished near the top. U
of T's Doug Carter finished eighth in

the giant slalom individual results

with a time of 84.6. Bill Honeywell
from Dalhousie was first in 82.5.

Other Toronto competitors

included Grant Wilson, 11th, (85.8),

Britt Roberts, 21st, (89.7), and Alan
Abbott, 45th (106.2).

The OUAA giant slalom team
results had Carleton in first place

with 297.9.points, while Queen's was
second with 293.9, and Toronto third

with 286.4.

Toronto also Bristled third in the

invitational gaint slalom team
results with 285.7 points.

Toronto team member Rod
Beham finished fifth in the slalom

event individual points total in a

time of 75.7. (Behan tied with Rod
Munro of RMC and Mike Ryan from
Carleton.) Carleton's Rob Langevin
was first in 72.3.

Other Toronto team competitors

included Alan Abbott, 11th (78.2),

Britt Roberts, 15th (79.1), Doug
Carter, 29th (84.6), Grant Wilson,

53rd (150.7).

Toronto finished second overall to

Carleton in the OUAA slalom team

results with 96.0 points. Carleton

was first with 98.7 points. In the

invitational slalom' team results

Toronto was third to Carleton and

Dalhousie.

Dalhousie team member Bill

Honeywell won the alpine individual

with 198.9 points. Toronto team

members Britt Roberts and Doug
Carter were 13th and 14th, with 183.4

and 183.0 points, respectively. Grant
Wilson finished 31st with 144.2

points.

Overall in the 13 team meet
Toronto finished third in the in-

vitational to Carleton and Dalhousie.

The same weekend Toronto nordic

skirs won the OUAA championship

at the Carleton Invitational.

Doug Garfield finished third in the

cross country individual results with

94.5 points in a time of 37 minutes 43

seconds. Dun ell Frank from Lauren-

tian was first in 35:38 with 100

points.

Other Toronto team members in

the field of 24 included Ken Sidney

in 38:50 (for 91.8) and Dave McCly-
ment in 42:09 (for 84.5).

Toronto won the OUAA cross

country results while Laurentian

placed second, and.. Queen's third.

However, the invitational team
results had U of T in second place to

Laurentian.

In the individual jumping Rob
Behan placed fourth with a two

jump total of 174.5. Carleton's Rob
Langevin was first with a combined-

total of 181.0.

Other Toronto competitors

included Grant Wilson, sixth (170.5).

and Doug Carter, 13th (144.5).

Jumping team results had Toronto

finishing second to Carleton, with

Queen's third.

Toronto finished first in the nordic

team results (jumping and cross

country), with Carleton and Queen's

second and third, respectively.

At the combined OUAA meet Rod
Behan was awarded the bronze
medal in the alpine slalom, while

Doug Garfield won the bronze in

cross country.

The next alpine meet is the

McMaster Invitational at
Collingwood, March 2, while the

nordic team will compete March 3 in

the 30 kilometre championship for

eastern Canada.



Cops attack

U do O
pickets

MONTREAL (CUPI) - Montreal police moved to break up student picket

Pol2? Hrn?wh
dU^ y?^ but m0st classes Gained cCdPobce drove their motorcycles through student lines injuring at least

three students as the UQAM administration decided to try toTrcib v endthe strike which has kept the university closed since January 26
Only when the not squad appeared on the scene in the morning did thestudent (hsperse, but they returned for mass picket lines in theS«Som,

IS^JIS? or picketing today "* the P0lice^
Yesterday's action foUowed an opinion poU by a private polling firm which*e adnunistration commissioned the night before The telephoneTon was

deigned to discover whether students favoured calling pohce toen"^
strike or whether they wanted their terms annulled. Some?2% students told

n i *$S7*
l°36t f '

279 refused to answer and an°ther 208 hung up
y
Q.^T^^^^^ 301 wanted «* term »nXQuebec education minister Francois Cloutier said Wednesday the timehad come to res ore order on the UQAM campus. Students haveSdemanding the right to pay tuition fees during the three yetrs arte?

graduation, if they find employment in the field they studied

JSfJS ? 113(1 f°rCed *** ad^tration to withdraw its January
26 deadline for tiie payment of fees. (The university would have expelled
students fading to pay by that time.)

«ipeuea

The Quebec government lifted all province-wide deadlines February 6and said each university could decide for itself how to collect fees. This week
« C
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e™ des recteurs et Principal* des universitees de Quebec
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^ for strict fe€ P3^- But students

SuTtion
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^^ Pay Up t0 ^ after

Students were expecting police action yesterday and they got it UQAM
Suction

60 ami0UnCed WedneSd3y nieht h* fateMi^ * the

,<nJ£i2? be 'ow 8 am at JoUette^P"3 <>n the busydowntown St. Cathenne Street. Another 200 students massed outside aS «5T bluJdmS- Montreal police stood nearby but didn't move inuntd students outside the science building parking lot tried to stop aprofessor from entering with bis car. About five police tried to move the
students but they were pushed back. Almost instantaneously the policemoved away and one motorcycle policeman drove his vehicle throueh thecrowd of students, injuring at least three people. One woman was taken to
hospital with a cracked bone in her leg. Two more motorcycle policemen
managed to disperse the students.

Meanwhile by 9 am at the St Catherine Street campus, police had cut 1
traffic in a two-block area and about 30 police forced 200 students to leave the 1sidewalk in front of the campus entrance and walk on the sidewalk on the t
opposite side of the street.

Soon about 10 motorcycle police drove past the students, made a quick U-
turn and drove through the students on the sidewalk. The students scattered
shouting 'Dorais fasciste", "Dorais assassin".
Students then re-grouped, lined the sidewaik and faced about 30 police

across the street. One policeman then ordered them to disperse and repeated
the command. At 9:20 the riot squad arrived, armed with helmets and clubs
The students decided to leave.

The students then walked to the science building, but dispersed by 10 am
They re-grouped at noon across the street from the St Catherine campus
Few policemen remained, but 100 student picketers were on hand by 4 pm
Throughout the day few professors reported for work and few classes

convened. The professors' union has been supporting the student strike
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Old Varsities can be put to good use: paper birds, courtesy of Radio Varsity soar in the office of Varsity editor.

Staff might not be cut

at Advisory Bureau

Students rally to defence

of soon jobless professor

The university's Advisory Bureau,
faced with the prospect of axing one
senior staff member next year
because of a $22,000 budget cut, may
be spared that fate.

The bureau and internal affairs

vice-president Jill Conway are
working on proposals which will

allow it to carry on without the loss

of any senior staff and without
violating the budget committee's
decision to reduce the amount of

direct university support to the

bureau.

Conway said she hoped it would be
possible to maintain "as fully as

possible the current level of
support"

. The solution to the bureau's

financial problems may be
supplementing the bureau's
operating budget by a ''mixture ol

outside funding and funding from
academic sources", according to

bureau director Don McCulloch.
In the past, he explained, bureau

staff have been cross-appointed to

teaching positions in various

departments, often without being
paid for this work.

Normally, departments with cross-

appointed faculty credit each other
with the teaching time provided by
each other. However, in the unusual
case of the bureau's teaching ad-

ministrators, this system would be
impractical and consequently the

gratis" teaching resulted.

A proposal currently being

explored would have departments

receiving teaching service from
bureau employees pay the bureau

for their services, thereby augmen-
ting its budget.

Although final details have yet to

be worked out, McCulloch agreed he

is "a lot more optimistic" than he

was before about the bureau's future

and its ability to avoid Firing one of

its three senior employees.

Letters supporting the bureau had

flooded its office after word of the

proposed budget cut and its effects

leaked out, McCulloch reported.

However, "It's not yet done," he

cautioned.

By BRIANE NASIMOK
Math students are rallying over the firing of another

professor, after Erindale professor Michael Mather
announced recently that he will not be rehired next
year.

Students in his class Wednesday presented
mathematics department chairman George Duff with a
petition supporting Mather and his teaching ability.

Forty-five of 50 students present at Wednesday's class
signed the petition, which asked Duff to respond, either
by letter or in person at the math rally planned for
Tuesday, at 11 am in the Sid Smith foyer.

Math students at the St George campus have
organized two petitions protesting math policy after two
professors whom they considered excellent teachers,
David Spring and Stephen Salaff, were effectively
dismissed.

Mather has been trying to find out the reasons for his
dismissal since last spring, when he was told his services
were no longer required. He said last night he has
received the explanation from Duff that Mather had not
published enough.
Duff also showed him a letter from a student

complaining about his teaching, but Mather said that
Duff told him the tenure committee did not pay much
attention to the letter.

Mather said that "the department is preventing me
from improving as a teacher by not telling me what's
wrong with my teaching. They would rather ruin a
°a
ff
e
«

01311 help me oecome a better teacher."
Duff was out of town yesterday and could not be

reached for comment.
In connection with the alleged lack of publishingma
.

tena
';.
Mather said he, in his five years at U of T,

had pubUshed a paper in the math journal Topology,

and helped J.F. Adams with his book Lectures on Lie
Groups. He will publish two other papers, one in the
Canadian Journal of Mathematics.
Mather said that he cannot ask for a letter of

reccomendation, "because they will not tell me the
reasons why I was fired."

Erindale student Lynett Spencer speculates that one
reason Mather may not have been rehired was due to his
support of a student strike. She went to Duff early in

December to complain about the dismissal, but said
Duff wouk; not discuss Mather's case.

Spencer said that Duff told her previous professors
who have been let go never had problems getting jobs
elsewhere, especially in industry. She said that uni-
versity policy for hiring young professors ran in a cycle
system; it releases professor after only a few years.
Mather and the protesting math students received

support Wednesday night from SAC when a general
meeting voted to "condemn the firing of teachers of
proven ability such as David Spring, Stephen Salaff and
Michael Mather."

Council, in a letter to Duff, (copies of which went to
president John Evans and vice-president Don Forster)
also reaffirmed its position "that teaching ability be a
prime factor in matters of promotion, granting of
tenure, and firing, and that students be represented on
alt teaching bodies decision-making bodies".
Over 1000 math students in one petition demanded

more student voice in departmental affairs, especially
hiring, firing and tenure. They also demanded tht more
emphasis be put on teaching evaulating professors and
less on examinations in evaluating students.
Another petition,- signed by about 150 present and

former students of Salaff and Spring, called for their
retention.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Nominations are now open for Victoria

College SAC representative. Election date is

March 7 and 8. The deadline tor nominations is

Friday. March 2. Contact the VUSAC office for

further information.

Tickets are on sale in the VUSAC office for

the Victoria College grad banquet to be -held

Thursday. Mary 1st.

noon

Basics ot Christianity: a Bible study and

'discussion with Eilert Frenchs. S.C.M. Office.

Hart House.

I pm
Eucharist, sponsored by the Student Christian

Movement. Hart House Chapel.

Free film entitled "Bacterial Meningitis." In

room 105 of the Pharmacy Building.

1:10 pm

Onson, a play by Arrabal. An orison is a

prayer. An ocarina makes a perfectly pure

sound. At University College Playhouse, 79-A St.

George Street Free.

3 pm
Colloquium: History of Science.

"Structuralism and the History of Science" by

Yvon Gautier. Dept. of Philosophy, University of

Toronto. Room 524, New College.

4 pm
The Graduate Students' Union at 16 Bancroft

Ave. invites everyone to a Wine and Cheese

Party. Note: We have imported wines, as well as

your favourite domestic! Till 7 pm.

5 pm
Get your tickets for two great Peter Sellers

films (The Pink Panther, and The Party) at the

Pharmacy Building. Admission is 50t in ad-

vance. (75t at th,e door on Tuesday Feb. 27.)

5-.30 pm
Come see Lithuanian folk dancers perform

for Lithuanian Day at U of T. International

' Students Centre. 33 St. George Street.

5:45 pm

Lichet Benchen this week at Hillel House is at

5:45 pm at 186 St. George Street.

7 pm
Try a delicious Lithuanian meal. Only $1

complete. International Students Centre, 33 St.

George.

7:30 pm
Take in some interesting music at the

International Students Centre. An ensemble of

old Lithuanian musical instruments players will

entertain you — all part of Lithuanian Day at U

of T.

SDS Teach-in on Racism. Plenary — Finlay

Campbell (professor of black literature at U. of

Wisconsin). Leroy Butcher (editor of Black

Voice), Martie Riele (International Secretary of

SDS). At the Medical Sciences Auditorium.

8 pm
See The Little Prince, a one-hour play by the

Enndale Student Theatre. At Room 292,

Preliminary Building. Enndale campus. Free.

Slide show of Lithuanian art at the

International Students Centre.

Crowbar — live and in concert at Convocation

Hall Tickets on sale at the Hall Porter's Desk,

Hart House for 5 cents. A.T.L. card required.

8:30 pm
A second performance given by Lithuanian

folk dancers at I.S.C., followed by a lively

evening of polka and dancing. Liquor on sale.

Free admission.

"The Winter's Tale" by William Shakespeare.

At Hart House Theatre, February 21-24. Tickets

$2.00. students $1.50.

SATURDAY
9:30 am

SDS Teach-in on Racism. Workshops: Buffalo

SDS, the fight against a racist professor

at the State University of NY at Buffalo.

At Medical Sciences Building, Room 3290.

Ken Stone, recently returned from Israel will

discuss "Racism in (he Middle East". At Medical

Sciences Building, Room 3268.

"Racism and Canadian Immigration Policy".

At Medical Sciences Building, Room 3264.

Critique of Banfield's The Unheavenly City, a

text which has been used in U of T architecture,

urban geography and political economy courses.

Medical Sciences Building. Room 3259.

Charles Roach, Toronto civil rights lawyer, will

speak on "Racism and the Law". At the Hart

House South Sitting Room.

Finlay Campbell: "The Fifth Victims: The

effect of Racism on the White Popular Classes".

At the Hart House North Sitting Room.

Philippe Filsaime. spokesman for the Haitian

Patriotic Action Committee, will speak on

"Repression and Racism in Haiti". At the

Medical Sciences Building. Room 2394.

10 am
"Spiritualily and Technology": theme of FREE

annual University College Alumnae Symposium

lo be held in Hart House Theatre. Morning

speakers: Professor William Irwin Thompson of

York University, and Professor Charles .Tart of

the University of California. Lunch speaker —
Dr. Melvin Kranzberg ol Georgia Tech.

1 pm
SDS Teach-in on Racism. Workshops: Finlay

Campbell, "The Fifth victims: The Effect of

Racism on the White Popular Classes". Hart

House North Sitting Room.

Charles Roach, will speak on "Racism and the

Law". At the Hart House South Sitting Room.

Critique of Banfield's The Unheavenly City. Al

the Medical Sciences Building. Room 3259.

Ken Stone on "Racism in the Middle East".

Medical Sciences Building, Room 3268.

Leroy Butcher, will speak on "Canada, Racism

and Imperialism in the Caribbean". Medical

Sciences Building, Room 3264.

"Racism in the Public Schools". Medical

Sciences Building, Room 3290.

The Zimbabwe Students Association, will

discuss "Racism and Imperialism in Zimbabwe".

Medical Sciences Building, Room 2290.

Peter Rosenthal, U ol T. will speak on "Racist

Treatment of Immigranf Workers at the

Workman's Compensation Board". Medical

Sciences Building, Room 2394.

3:30 pm
SDS Teach-in on Racism. Plenary: Charles

Roach, Philippe Filsaime will speak. At the

Medical Sciences Auditorium.

5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship: There will be an

informal dinner tonight at the Newman Centre.

Then al 8 pm we will be going to hear Sweet

Spirit plus Terry Sheppard at the O.C.E.

auditorium.

7:30 pm
"Millhouse": part of a Political Film Festival

sponsored by the Student Christian Movement

and the United Nations Association at St. Paul's

Church, 121 Avenue Road. Admission: 98 cents.

SMA Film Club presents Fred Zinnemann's "A

Man For All Seasons" with Paul Scofield, Orson

Welles, Susannah York in Carr Hall. Admission

$1.00.

745 pm
Vic Flick presents two films of suspense:

"Shadow of a Doubt" and "Ministry of Fear". At

the Victoria University New Academic Building,

Room 3. 73 Queen's Park Crescent. Admission

$1.00.

8 pm
Lecture on Buddhist Meditation by students

ot Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche at the Yoga

Centre. 935 Bloor Street Wesl. (Near Ossington

Subway.) For information call 923-9097.

Hillel's Film Series is presenting "Sallah" at

Hillel House. 186 St. George Street. Coffee

House will be open following the film.

A Riverdale Collegiate Reunion is slated for

tonight at Saint Joseph's Hall on Leslie Street.

Free lood. Liquor may be purchased. Admission

$2.00.

SUNDAY
all day

Meditation and instruction by students of

Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche at the Yoga Centre.

At 935 Bloor Street West. (Near Ossington

Subway). For information call 923-9097.

2 pm
SDS Teach-in on Racism. Third World Studies

Committee, "The Liberation Struggle in Por-

tugal's Colonies in Africa". A film on Angola,

slides on Mozambique, and discussion led by

John Saul. At OISE (252 Bloor Street W.) Room

N401. -

The Varsity Blues try to make it 17 wins in a

row as they go for an undefeated season. The

Laurentian Voyageurs will do all they can to

make sure it doesn't happen. Join Archie Hunter

and John Karr tor Radio Varsity's live coverage

of the Blues final league game live from the

Sudbury Arena. Call the Sports line for the latest

score at 964-1484. Radio Varsity 820 AM in

residences and at 96.3 FM on Rogers Cable.

5 pm
Alpha Omicron Pi annual spaghetti dinner.

Everyone is Welcome! At 24 Madison Avenue.

Admission is $1.00. (Proceeds to the Canadian

Arthritis Foundation).

6 pm
A Japanese Dinner and a Kendo

about a RAMPANT SOCIAL PROBLEM
a 90 minute ENTERTAINMENT and

INFORMATION special

COMEDY, MUSIC. DRAMA with DICK CAVETT
& JAMES COCO & ARLO GUTHRIE

a group discussion on Canadian aspects
x>t the problem

• on WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 28, 8 PM

demonstration by Blackbelt Swordsmen will be

held at the International Student Centre, 33 St.

George Street. Tickets: $1.00. Everyone

Welcome! Till 8 pm.

7 pm
Waffle Public Lecture Series on The Political

Economy of Canada. Krista Maeots - "Women

in the Canadian economy". Room N201 OISE.

Til! 9:30 pm.

Thog presents music, theatre magic and love-

Admission' one dollar. Bathurst Street United

Church. All proceeds to Quebec-Gothic anti-

development.

7:15 pm
SMC Rim flub presents Louis Malle's "The

Thief of Paris" with Jean-Paul Belmondo,

Geneviere Bujold. In Carr Hall. Admission by

series ticket. Again at 9:30 pm.

7-30 pm
Mitel's Lecture Series is presenting Professor

Louis Feldman who will be speaking on "Judaism

and the Occult" at Hillel House, 186 St. George

Street.

Intermediate conversational Hebrew at Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

8:30 pm
Concert of contemporary jazz with Gary

Morgan and friends sextet at the Actors'

Theatre 390 Dupont (at Brunswick).

®
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HamflE
HOU
ART GALLERY

HART HOUSE

CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION

Until Fibniar,25

Gallery Hours: Monday. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m..

TiMSdiy • Saturday. 1 1 a.m. - 5 p.m..

Sunday. 2 p.m. - S p.m.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
TUES..FEB. 27 1:00 P.M.

LOUISE COURVILLE
Flautist

MUSIC ROOM NAM HOUSE

QUARTET SERIES

CZECH STRING
QUARTET Plays

SCHUBERT & DVORAK

Sunday, Feb. 25 • 3:00 p.m. Great Hill

CROWBAR
ROCK GROUP

Concert lonifht in Convocation Hall 8:00

p.m. Ticket) on sale for Sc at Hall Porter's

Desk. Hart House ATL Cards required.

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT FROM 8^30 P.M.

THE U of T LITHUANIAN STUDENTS CLUB

CORDIALLY INVITES ALL TO ATTEND THEIR

LITHUANIAN DAY

TODAY
ALL DAY AT THE

INT'L STUDENTS CENTRE

SEE "HERE AND NOW"
FOR DETAILS

t CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and

His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian

communities in more than forty countries around the world.

For information write to:

Community of the Holy Spirit

54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

;****** » * w A * « **1 ***#

VICTORIA COLLEGE

GRAD BANQUET
Thursday, March 1, 1973

REGENCY BALLROOM, HYATT REGENCY

reception 6:30

dinner (with wine) 7:30

Speaker: WALTER PITMAN
DANCE WITH YOUNG

Tickets: $3.00 for grads

$5.00 for non-graduating guests

Tickets available at the VUSAC Office

on the main floor of Wymilwood

LAST DAY TO BUY TICKETS:
MONDAY, FEB. 26

»¥¥¥ ¥¥¥ -¥-*-¥-*-'
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Report advocates Interdisc dept
Interdisciplinary Studies will

become a full department in the

faculty of arts and science if a draft

report by the New Program Review
Committee is implemented.
The report recommends that

Interdisciplinary Studies have its

own staff as well as a chairman and
operating funds. There would also be
a new departmental council
established.

This comes only two months after
a major threat to the existance of the
innovative department abated.

The recommendation was
included in the PAC on the New
Program's draft report, which
recommends far-reaching changes in

the Faculty of Arts and Science.

A committee meeting yesterday
discussed the draft, written by chair-

man Daniel Berlyne, making minor

revisions to the recommendations
earlier agreed to by several of its

sub-committees. The final report

will be forwarded to president John
Evans after next Thursday's
meeting.

Among the most controversial

recommendations are the setting up
of a credit system to replace the

present year system in arts and
science which would end of the

Behaviour code approved
By RANDY ROBERTSON

The Internal Affairs Committee
passed yesterday "without dissent"

its draft code of behaviour which

will now go to the Governing Council

for its consideration and approval.

The decision on the code

completes nearly five months of

work on discipline by Internal Af-

fairs, which had hoped to agree on a

policy recommendation by Christ-

mas. If accepted, it will end over

three years of work on discipline

which began with the Campbell

Report in 1969.

The behaviour code, U of T vice-

president Jill Conway told the com-
mittee is intended to make as clear

as possible the kinds of conduct that

constitute violations of principles of

behaviour necessary for the "proper

functioning" of the university.

"These principles," the report

says, "derive their legitimacy from

the academic functions of the

university".

The code enunciates several rights

and obligations it finds binding on

both students and faculty.

Among these is freedom of

enquiry which "entitles members of

the university to hold public

meetings, to post notices, subject to

guidelines developed by the Gover-

ning Council, and to engage in

peaceful demonstrations subject to

the development of reasonable and

impartially applied rules, to be es-

tablished by the Governing Coun-

cil." These rules must reflect "the

purpose of the university" and be
"designed to ensure the safety of the

campus."

Conway said that numerous
complaints had been made about

inadequate rooms being assigned

campus groups for public meetings

and the protection costs for police

the university is forcing these groups
to bear.

For example, Students for a

Democratic Society spokesman Bill

Schabas complained yesterday that

the university is charging SDS over

$300 for rooms and $100 for imposed
police protection for this weekend's
conference on racism.

Conway said policy on these

matters would have to be provided

for the university by the Internal

Affairs committee.

The code's freedom of enquiry

also involves the obligation not to

interfere with the freedom of

members of the university to pursue

normal academic and administrative

activities, including freedom of

movement.

Conway offered as examples of

freedom of movement "the freedom
to walk to the Faculty of Arts and
Science office without having to

walk over 50 sitting bodies," and
"the freedom to enter 215 Huron
Street".

(Students protesting the Faculty of

Arts and Science's refusal to approve

staff-student parity on the General

Committee in 1971 occupied parts of

Sidney Smith Hall, where the faculty

offices are located. Three weeks ago,

Stop the Student Surcharge picketers

attempted to prevent entry to the

215 Huron Street administrative

building.)

Freedom of enquiry involves as

well "the obligation to respect the

right of members of the university to

privacy in offices, laboratories, and
residence rooms, and to keep per-

sonal papers, confidential records,

and effects, subject only to the law
of the land and written agreements

voluntarily entered into."

It allows the university or

SSSC trailer used to organize pickets and fees strike since September was

found moved from outside 215 Huron (fees offce) to delivery area behind

Robarts library. It was last seen by SSSC members outside 215 Huron at 6 pm
Wed night, according to spokeswoman Denise Havers. SSSC has arranged for

it to be taken back. U of T police had no knowledge of how it happened.

members of it the right to recourse

for discipline if any member of the

university destroys, damages or in-

terferes with the operation of the

learning resources.

The code specifies the rights of the

university itself. Among them is its

"right and obligation to protect

members of the university com-
munity and their visitors from
physical harm, threats of harm, or

abuse, the university's property
from damage and unauthorized use,

and its academic and administrative

processes from interruption."

The code leaves up to the tribunal

to determine specific sanctions to be
imposed for breaches of university

regulations, although it does suggest

a list of penalties.

The code emphasizes the

responsibility of members of the

university to ensure the various

rights and freedoms it propounds,

but leaves the definition of this

responsibility up to the tribunal as

well.

Chairman Paul Cadario, acting on
advice solicited from law dean Mar-
tin Friedland, recommended to the

committee that the tribunal involve

not just one chairman as originally

proposed, but five.

"If you had a panel of five

chairmen, each of whom I think we
have to assume will be neutral,

objective and acceptable to all major
bodies within the university,"

Friedland said in a letter presented

to the committee, "you could use

one of them to screen the proposed

cases, one-to act as (tribunal) chair-

man, and the other three to review

the case if an appeal is brought."

The committee recommended that

the number of chairmen on the

tribunal be increased to at least six

and that one of these serve full-time.

The quality of persons who might
be attracted to the positions was a

cause of concern to the committee
members. Student member Ian

Morrison said that good people "will

be very difficult to get and to keep

and it will be difficult to maintain

the quality over the years."

Governor Keith Hendrick asked if

these people — "Solomon-like, who
will understand the student
situation" — can be found.

Marnie Paikin warned that "if the

chairmen are incapable of deciding

justly, fairly, then the whole thing

will fall apart."

The committee, acting in

agreement with the U of T Act,

resolved that the suspension or dis-

missal of a teacher or the suspension

or expulsion of a student must be
confirmed by the Governing Council

acting on the advice of the
President.

Hendrick wondered if this would
not entail a new hearing of the case

by the Governing Council before it

could act, casting doubt on the

tribunal's authority as the ultimate

court that it is supposed to be.

The committee made frivolous or

vexatious appeals a violation of the

code of behaviour. It is leaving the

determination of the nature of the

penalty up to the tribunal.

Vice-provost Robin Ross pointed
out to the committee that the code
of behaviour applies only to the
University of Toronto and not to the

federated colleges, which have in-

dependent jurisdiction.

distinction between full and part

time students.

Student committee member Bob
Anderson, who is also a member of

the faculty's General Committee,
predicted that the credit system
would have difficulty passing if the
report is referred to the Faculty
Council, since such a system has
been rejected for the last two years.

Other important recommenda-
tions include the setting up of four

types of undergraduate degree pro-

grams as "desirable norms", includ-

ing a single major, double major,
liberal arts and thematic foci.

Each would have a board of

studies to administer it made up of

representatives of vaious
departments, colleges and
curriculum committees. This would
be a movement toward a Faculty

Reform Caucus recommendation
that programs be coherent as well as

flexible.

The credit system would allow

students to progress toward a degree
at their own speed. .Normal course
load would be 10 credits per year or

the equivalent of five full courses.

However, students could take as

many as 14 credits per year by taking

10 during the winter term and four in

the summer. A normal four-year

degree could be telescoped into

three years.

"College X" would be established

especially for part time students, or

in the new scheme, those students

who are taking a small number of

courses.

Degree certification would be a
B.A. (30 credit) and a B.A. (40 credit)

and corresponding BSC degrees.

For curriculum development, the
report recommends that faculty and
college program directors be ap-

pointed to develop and coordinate

new programs and courses.

In the controversial area of the

relationship of health care
professional faculties to arts and
science, the committee recommends
setting up two "pre-health"
programs with restricted enrolment.
One of the important teaching

recommendations is that as many
introductory courses as possible
have lecture-seminar sections with
under 50 students per class.

Along with this would be a

biweekly 80-110 minute tutorial with
substantial student participation,

replacing the present weekly
tutorials in first year.

Chinese math is "red

and expert": profs
By MICHAEL O'KEEFE

The gap between scientific research and social needs was attacked in a
series of discussions held Wednesday in Sid Smith as part of the Math Day
activities.

An audience of about 40 people heard math professors Chandler Davis
and Stephen Salaff speak on mathematics in China after the revolution.
Physics professor Jim Prentice former math prof David Spring followed with
a general critique of the role of science in society.

Salaff began with a discussion of the problems facing mathematics in
China in 1949, the year the revolution succeeded, These included a rather
heavy emmigration of top professors, a shortage of Chinese texts, and a
tradition of rote learning.

China also suffered from what Salaff descibed as a "semi-colonial

Chinese math had long been dominated by western institutions and
journals, especially in the selection of research topics. This left Chinese
mathematicians extremely vulnerable to "imperialist hostility," which
manifested itself in the U.S. blockade of the Chinese coast during the Korean
war.

The goal of Chinese mathematicians, said Salaff, was to become both
"Red and expert." They sought to develop and expertise that was relevant to
the stage of development of the Chinese political economy. This goal was
pursued in three main phases; the Great Leap Forward (1958), the Socialist

Education Campagin (1962-65), and the Cultural Revolution (1966-70).

Chandler Davis, who visited China in the fall of 1971, added his

impressions of the present state of Chinese mathematics.

The universities, which had been closed during the Cultural Revolution,
reopened in late 1970. By this time, all of the math professors had spent at

least two years in either a factory or an agricultural commune, working on
problems relevant to the productive needs of the Chinese society.

Davis commented that the effects of this campaign were quite

noticeable, especially in the subject matter of the texts. While some theory
remains in the texts, the emphasis lies heavily on the application of math to

specific, relevant problems.

Entrance requirements to universities reflect the changing priorities of

the Chinese educational system. A university applicant must have completed
upper middle school, have two years of factory or commune experience, and
be nominated by his fellow workers. Davis noted that only 30 per cent of

Chinese students are admitted to upper middle school, but added that they
participate in "excellent" on-the-job study programs, which can also lead to

university training.

Davis cited a lack of national mathematics associations, poor
communication between universities, and the absence of a coherent program
to train new professors as weaknesses within the Chinese system. He was
quick to remind the audience, however, that the universities had only been in

operation for a year when he was there. He emphasized that "the program of

self-criticism is a continuous one."

Ball results hanging
Today's one o'clock staff

meeting will be devoted to

celebrating the morning's victory

over SAC, unless we lost.

Because the outcome of the

annual SAC versus Varsity conflict

is not known at press time, staffers

are requested to attend today's

meeting to find out the outcome of

this morning's ball hockey game.
Champagne will be provided if

Good triumphs.

No matter the outcome, this

week's gathering, at the Daily

Planet office, 91 St. George Street,

will feature a talk on staff

democracy, by outgoing editor

Alex Podnick, although no one else

will be allowed to say anything.

Even at this late date, new blood
is invited to join the bloodstream
of this vital organ.
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"Canada is a dull country when considering

revolution
"

-former U of T president Claude Bissell

'The sense of being Canadian should pervade

the university."

-Maclean's editor Peter Newman

The Varsity, a member ol Canadian.
University Press, was 'founded in I860

and is published by rhe Students' Ad-
ministrate Council of itio University

ol Toronto and Is printed by Daisons
Press Lid. Opinions expressed In this

newspaper are not necessarily those of

the Students' Administrative Council

or the administration of rhe university

Format complaints about ihe editorial

or business operation of the paper may
be addressed to the Chairman. Cam-
pus Relations Committee, Varsity

Board of Directors, 91 St George St.

Nationality isn't a false issue
The Legislature's Select Committee

on Cultural and Economic Nationalism

and Ontario's universities are on a

collision course over the committee's

request for a nationality and education
breakdown of the composition of uni-

versity teaching and administrative

staff.

The committee gave Ontario

universities two weeks in which to

provide it with individual data listing

department, academic rank, 1972

citizenship, country of first degree,

country of last degree, and province or

country of previous employment.
The universities, including U of T,

quickly tossed this suggestion aside.
Instead, they replied, they would sup-

ply the committee with bulk figures,

grouping together the individual data.

This, they reasoned, would protect

individual staff from identification and
potential harassment or em-
harassment because of their
background. Without outrightly
suggesting it, they hinted that the com-
mittee was opening the way for a
witchhunt against non-Canadian staff.

That possibility is very real,

especially considering Canadian
liberals' recent fascination with
nationalism. Groups like the Canadian
Liberation Movement's 85% Quota
Campaign Committee have all but

created a picture of a new McCarthy
era in which non-Canadian profs will be
indiscriminately turfed out because
they don't have the required
citizenship.

And such a simplistic approach
smacks of nothing more than narrow
bigotry and racism. When dis-
crimination — and discrimination in

reverse is what we're talking about —
is proposed for no other reason than
mere "nationalism", it can be nothing
more than racism. The legitimate
aspirations of any people for self-

determination cannot be denied, but
these aspirations must rest on principle
and not nationality.

Merely being Canadian, however, is

no guarantee of teaching ability or
intellectual capability, which be two
important attributes of university
staff.

Nonetheless, citizenship and nationa-
lity carry with them important cul-
tural implications for what is being
taught in our universities, implications
which the academics running Canadian
universities have ignored when making
staffing decisions. Despite their
denials, culture permeates everything
that one does and the experience and
socialization of a person's background
play a crucial role in shaping their
world vision.

Non-Canadian teaching staff and
administrators (administrators who
not only decide who will be hired, but
what they will teach) dominate most
Canadian universities. ( U of T is a rare
exception, and even here the number of
non-Canadians is a significant
minority.) Their lack of familiarity
with Canada and issues which concern
it breed, if not outright contempt, then
disinterest. The dearth of indiginous
course content in Canadian universities
bears witness to this fact. And, even the
little there is today hasn't been there
long, but is a recent response to in-

creasing criticism of the lack of such
content.

Even the long absences which many
"Canadians" experience while pur-
suing higher degrees throw up poten-
tial obstacles to relating their work to
Canadian experience.
One Canadian political scientist, for

example, confessed during a seminar

'It's no good, Mr. Smithers, I can recognize you by your watch, Besides, we already have 27 Mbucko withdoctors on staff."

on student unrest that his knowledge of

the Canadian scene stopped years
before when he left for the States to do
his graduate work. Accordingly, ail he
could offer his students by way of ex-
ample was the American experience,
Such occurences are not isolated.
Administrators, deans and depart-

ment heads, including U of T's,

still only begrudgingly admit the place
of Canadian content in their faculties
and the relevance of Canadian content
and Canadian perspectives within their
divisions.

They have resisted, and continue to

resist, teaching staff quotas not so
much because of their fear of persecu-
tion of non-Canadian staff, but because
they don't want to provide information
which might invite external in-
terference to ensure that they put a
stop to existing discrimination against

Canadians and graduates of Canadians
institutions of higher learning.

Just as ultra-nationalists overem-
phasize the nationality question, Ca-
nadian academics have too long in-
sisted that what's American or British
is best. Both positions are equally'
indefensible. For years, cliquish de-
partmental hiring practices have,
friends consulting friends at the fo-
reign institutions where they got
their graduate degrees to fill staff
vacancies. Only recently, for example,
have Canadian universities advertised
openly for staff.

So, it's easy to understand the
legislature committee's desire for the
facts and figures. If protecting in-
dividuals from undue harassment is

indeed the real concern of the reluctant
Ontario universities/ then it would

seem quite appropriate that they be
required to provide the requested data
— not the camouflaged data — con-
fidentially to the committee and its

researchers. The committee could then
undertake a serious study to ascertain
whether hiring and course selection

practices still discriminate against
qualified Canadians and what the
direct co-relation between non-
Canadian administrators and neglect
of Canadian staff and content is.

If their findings reveal that such
discrimination and negligence still per-
sists, the government should not
hesitate from taking appropriate
remedial action — either direct or in-

direct. The universities, despite their

attitude, should not be completely
beyond the influence of the people of
the province.
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in occupations that are traditionally
male, the sex-typing of these oc-
cupations will be eradicated and it

will be clear that women are wanted.
Using a relatively few number of
women (795 out of 5,054 — 1970
enrolment, according to Collishaw
and Grainger, CMAJ, 1971) as role
models, how can we expect to make
all women feel welcome, confident,
and ambitious?

You miss one small but deep
point, David McKnight. One-half of
the people in Canada are women.
One-eighth of the applicants to

JWlSHt naAr medical school are women. Yet, thete>l PaJ Jor doors are open to women...

(
* 1 8uess it isn't so easy to forget all

Wee Speech years of s^o\e conditioningr that our society taught us so well.

SDS "Teach-In on Racism" this
Friday and Saturday. I have been Arah claim* art>
informed by the administration that

VIdimS are
it requires two campus cops to be on 11 i r
duty at our expense, due to the CalleCl fantasies
controversial nature of the meeting.
This is nothing more than a

"protection racket". It's "freedom
of speech", if you can afford it.

SDS will be charged $100 this
weekend for "freedom of speech".
That's the cost of rented cops at
$6.20 an hour.

Even if we wanted "protection",
the U of T cops are the last people to
go to. Deputy Chief Irwin testified in
the trial of Bill Getty that their only
responsibility the day the sit-in was
busted was to pick up newspapers
and magazines. They left the rough
stuff for the Metros. I don't think U
of T cops can offer $100 worth of

protection. Why, they even have
trouble with theSSSC-CLM!

This "protection" is an example of
the price of "freedom" here in

Canada. A worker can run for parlia-

ment — if he has the money to quit
his job and run a campaign for two
months. Anyone can express an opi-

nion — provided they own a new-
spaper or tv station. A man is in-

nocent until proven guilty — if he
hires a lawyer afd gives up several

days salary for missed work in order
to fight in court.

Lewis Freuer, John Crispo, and
Ian Hector of the medical faculty

(who says Italians are "culturally

predisposed" to lying), are paid by
the U of T to teach racist and anti-

working class ideology. The U of T
cops and Jack Sword help send Tom
McLaughlin to the Don Jail, without
paying for "protection". But, SDS
wants to have a teach-in on the

cruelty and injustice of racism and
the administration decides to charge
us $100 for "free" speech.

William Schabas

This is in reference to the Arab
Students' Association's letter con-
cerning the double standard of the
advertisement placed on behalf of
Soviet Jewry. Admittedly some
Palestinian Arabs in Israel circa 1945
and 1956 were forced out, but the
question is by whom?

Correct me if I am wrong,
gentlemen, but weren't those same
people urged most strenuously by
the surrounding Arab governments
to leave their homes and businesses
in Israel (then "Palestine") so as not
to be in the way when the mighty
forces of Arab aggression rolled their

war machines through the tiny state
and pushed all Jews, oh forgive me,
Zionists (the exact same thing) into
the sea? Weren't those same
"Palestinians" excited in 1967 when
Nasser once more advocated that the
Jews be pushed into the sea, when
pictures of mothers and their
children being drowned under the
Arab heel were very common in the
daily papers ? So much for your
myth of "systematically

Real story on

women in Meds
To answer David McKnight's

(Varsity, February 9) query about
"How many applicants to medical
schools are women and what is the
relative proportion of them
accepted?": In 1967-68, when 12.7

ler cent of the applicants to Cana-
lian medical schools were women,
4.4 per cent of the admissions were
romen (Fish and Neish, CMAJ,
1968). So now we're not
•peculating. . .

.

Fifty-seven per cent of women
applicants were accepted. 43 per

cent of men applicants were
accepted. There is discrimination.

The history of "educational op-

portunities" leaves little doubt that

it requires more "affirmative ac-

tion" to break traditional white male

admittance patterns (if there is ever

to be social justice).

Still, three Canadian universities

demanded a 10 per cent higher

academic qualification from the

women into the medical program

(Report of the Royal Commission on

the Status of Women, 1970). "Af-

firmative action plans" to increase

representation of women are based

upon the idea that once women are

As for another fantasy, the
oppression of the remaining
"Palestinians", the most recent ex-
ample of the Western Bank will do.
Prior to June, 1967, the
"Palestinians" were kept by their

governments, under the most
despicable conditions and no outcry

was heard from the present Arab
organizations, at least none against

this oppression. They were too busy
with the first myth to bother. After

the Six Day War, sanitary conditions

were enforced, electricity was
brought to these areas. Other
benefits were accrued, including in-

creased prosperity.

Gentlemen: kindly inform me as

to one specific example of persecu-

tion against the non-Jewish pop-

ulation in Israel as such. If any of

you had ever visited Israel during the

present era, you would realize just

how ridiculous these fanciful ac-

cusations are.

As for "repatriation", pray tell

when, within 2 years of 1948 or 1956

was this requested? As for ad-

ministration of the "occupied
territories", the Israeli authorities

have gone so far as to refuse the

right of their own citizens to be
buried there, while allowing the

return of the Arabs to their

cemetries of pre-1967. Please cite me
one desecration of Arab cemetries

and non-Jewish holy places. You
can't%
Admittedly, certain strategic

locations will never be bargained

with, such as Jerusalem, the Golan
Heights, Sharm el Sheikh, for they

represent the most basic religious

and security needs for the effective

life of the country.

In summary, the Arab Students'

Association is citing many wrongs
which have not been committed as

their giving the issue a better

perspective. They are only clouding

the issue

Abdul Caleb

MBA
Chairman

MBA Program

School of 8us iness

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
Kingston, Ontario

(613) 547-2923 .

Please send me further infotmation
on Queen's MBA Program.

Before... During...ftaer^

How many undergrad
disciplines feed

into the program?

How can I finance

my studies?

What exactly does
the course entail?

How much individual

attention will I get?

What are the career

paths and potentials?

How does Queen's help;

STUDENT - RAILPASS
Available From

ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT COUNCILS
44 St. George St. Toronto 5, Ont Tel. 962-8404

Also available: Student Flights to Europe and within Europe, car rentals
International I.D. cards, tours, student hostels, jobs abroad etc.

All at student prices

CALL FOR IRBRTT'S BLUE
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Marxist derides capitalism as "inflexible
if

Yale Marxist economist Stephen Hymer.

By JIM MARTIN
"Capitalism is an inflexible system

preventing labour from getting a larger share

of national income" through multi-national

expansion of corporations, said Yale

economist Stephen Hymer to 40 people at a

West Metro Waffle meeting Tuesday night.

To find labour willing to work at the pace

and. price demanded by capitalism, the cor-

porations have moved to the third world,

Hymer said. There still exists in the third

world a large "reserve work force" to pressure

the workers earning wages to be subordinate

and to maintain a high "cheap labour" level of

production.

But there is another motive antagonistic to

labour behind the rise of multi-national cor-

porations according to Hymer an expert on

multi-national corporations. He used the ex-

ample of IBM, 55 per cent of whose assets are

now located outside of the U.S. Each IBM
plant makes only a limited number of com-

ponents and these same parts are often made
elsewhere in the world.

Thus labour strikes no longer can cripple

IBM's production; manufacture of the

affected items is merely transferred, and

plants in "troublesome" areas can be closed.

Italian workers who took over several

factories recently found in at least one case

that the technical information needed to run

their factory was not even located within the

country, Hymer stated.

This situation has prompted unions

increasingly to strike and bargain on a national

level, rather than limiting themselves to action

against a particular employer.

But, Hymer pointed out, the "active army"

of wage earners soon discovers, when
negotiating on a large scale, the basic in-

flexibility in the capitalist system. Wages of a

few can be increased at the expense of others,

but attempts to increase wages nationally

involve the wage earning segment getting a

larger share of what they produce, which their

employers will resist.

Hymer drew from Marx for a breakdown of

the types of workers used by capitalist owners

of the means of production. "Marx saw three

groups in the capitalist labour force: the

'active army' of steady wage earners, the

'latent army' of non-wage eaners, such as

farmers, and the important 'reserve army',

unemployed or not steady wage earners".

The threat from the reserve army to the

security of the active segment is used by the

owners to keep the workers disciplined and at

a high level of production, Hymer contended.

This has been the case recently, as labour

conciousness has risen with the growth of

capitalism.

However, Hymer said the 25 years since the

war and depression have faded memories of

mass unemployment and wartime production,

resulting in a "loss of discipline" of the

"worker's army" with respect to their bosses.

Capitalist reaction to this and the obvious

advantages of worker takeover has caused fear

in the U.S. of fascism due to the fact that

business interests see this logic, Hymer said.

He described a Business Week article on

"Union Trouble" warning that a great number

of workers were "discontented and

frustrated" with the system. Strikes were

criticized for hurting both the worker in his

role as consumer and business profits.

Thus the defenders of capitalism are urging

price and wage controls to save the collapsing

monetary situation, Hymer asserted, while

spreading out their interests to un-

derdeveloped nations, where workers have not

the organized power to challenge their control

over the means of production.

Maintenance strike looms at York
DOWNSVTEW (CUP) - Thirty York

University maintenance workers

have returned to their jobs, after five

colleagues were reinstated. The five

had been suspended February 15 for

refusing to agree immediately to a

request to work overtime.

The maintenance workers voted to

return February 17 after a tentative

agreement was reached between

Jack Bird, national representative of

the Canadian Union of Public

Employees (CUPE) and Don
Mitchell, York's head of personnel.

In the agreement, the university

recognized that overtime was a

voluntary procedure. The workers

thought they had won their point on

a "matter of principle", and didn't

want to endanger last-minute con-

tract negotiations that were con-

ducted yesterday.

The workers believed the

requested overtime work was part of

management's plans in preparation

for a possible strike beginning Mon-

day. On February 11, 238 York

maintenance workers, members of

CUPE local 1356, voted to strike

unless a settlement is reached before

then. At present, the union and the

university are deadlocked over 33

bargaining points.

The overtime work in dispute

February 15 was "preventative

maintenance", usually accorded

secondary priority as regular work

lags. The workers have said they will

only work overtime in emergencies

while contract negotiations

continue.

The union is asking for a one

dollar across the board wage hike

and 100 percent paid benefits, giving

them a comparable contract to

North York school board workers.

Male cleaners now receive $3.50 an

hour, female housemaids $3.00 and

tradespeople between $4.50 and

$5.90.

The university is offering a six

percent increase to cover both wage

and benefit increases.

The union is also seeking plant-

wide seniority to protect job securi-

ty. The administration wants
classification seniority to give them

leeway to lay off junior people in any

category they declare overstaffed.

The union wants to prohibit the

use of non-union labor in any cam-

pus building. The old contract only

covered existing buildings, leaving

the administration free to determine

how to handle maintenance in new
buildings. The issue of voluntary

overtime was not a bargaining point

and it is now too late to add it to the

new contract negotiations.

After learning of the suspensions,

the thirty men at the university's

physical plant unanimously decided

to stop work until the five were
reinstated.

One of the suspended workers

suggested the suspensions were a

deliberate intimidation attempt.

Last month, nine workers were laid

off after contract talks entered their

crucial phase.

T.C.D.S. presents at the Hart House Theatre

"The Winter's Tale"
by

William Shakespeare
directed by Alan Toff

at 8:30 P.M.

Feb. 21-24. Tickets 2.00. 1 .50 for students.

QUARTEI
SUNDAY, FEB. 25 AT 3 P.M.

GREAT HALL. HART HOUSE

WHO DECIDES

IN OUR SOCIETY?

Education,

Health,

Transportation,

Economics

Dr. John R. Evans
PRESIDENT OF

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

BLOOR STREET

UNITED CHURCH
BLOOR SMI WEST AT HURON

February 25, 1973

MM

One capsulp in the morning, another at night,
for round the clock relief from the symptoms of a cold
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SACPress will fold
After years of talk about shutting down its unprofitable, basement

printing bureau, the Students' Administrative Council has finally
decided to close up shop effective February 28.

The decision to close down the money-losing press was made by a
council meeting Wednesday. Ratifying an executive motion the council
decided to request one employee be kept on part-time, to help with
layout and design needs for course evaluations.

Winding up the operation will cost the council $3,740.73 in severence
pay for SAC Press' three employees. But, the execuive felt the
expenditure was justified by SACPress' $14,000 loss over the last seven
months. The council had budgeted for a $9,000 SACPress deficit during
the current fiscal year.

Council started SACPress in 1966 to handle its printing and
duplicating needs. From its commencement the bureau has been losing
money.

Last year council phased out much of SACPress' composition work
and pared its staff, concentrating instead on bulk photocopying and
poster design and printing. However, even elimination of the bureau's
most inefficient services failed to stem its substantial losses.

Just before Reading Week, word leaked out that the executive was
once again toying with the perennial proposal to shut down SACPress.
Within days, the executive announced it was laying off two of the

bureau's three employees, leaving the SACPress manager to run the

shop himself. The executive passed the necessary motions terminating

SACPress' operations the following week.

WANTED!
TWO CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES

Preference will be given to a First or Second
Year undergraduate student. Working
knowledge of French and/or Italian would be
an asset.

Apply in writing stating qualifications particularly activity
in campus affairs, to:

ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
SIMCOE HALL

BEFORE: TUES. MARCH 6

5 P.M.

"WAR, PEACE AND LAW IN

TODAY'S DIVIDED WORLD"
a public lecture by

J. ALAN BEESLEY
Legal Adviser and Director-

General of the Bureau of Legal

Affairs, Department of External Affairs

Monday, February 26, 1973

at 8:00 p.m.
in Room 2172/ Medical Sciences Building.

Mr. Beesley is a leading Canadian expert on international law who entered the

diplomatic service in 1956 and, among other appointments, served for three

years on the Canadian Permanent Mission to the Office of the United Nations

in Geneva.

Lecture is free and open to the public.

Discussion period will follow the address.

SPONSORED BY THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAMME.

Police watch as Marxists beaten

~ Metro Cops stood by in Sunday's demonstration while Western Guard members beat up Marxist-Leninists.

Toronto police stood by as

Western Guard members beat and
kicked a member of the Communist
Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist),

and then arrested seven of his com-
rades and none of the attackers, at

Sunday's 5,000-strong law and order

rally Sunday.

Organized and publicized by the

Canadian Council of Christians and
Jews, the Toronto Star and CHUM
radio in support of Toronto's police,

demonstrators were being told

"what a great bunch of young people

you are" by CHUM's Dick Smythe,

when the Maoist group's counter-

demonstration was begin attacked

by the Guard and by demonstrators

carrying "Toronto's Cops are Tops"

signs.

A witness said that "about 20

people punched and kicked in the

face" the Maoist, who was handing

out leaflets claiming that capitalism

created crime and police murders.

The Maoists had circled the

demonstration twice, chanting "cops

are not the issue". After gathering a

crowd of about 300, they were begin-

// you're finishing

a degree in

SCIENCE or

ENGINEERING
Investigate a career in LIBRARY

SCIENCE before you make your

final decision this Spring

Phone 928-8985
or stop in to talk over the possibilities

FACULTY OF

LIBRARY SCIENCE

140 ST. GEORGE ST.

ST. MICHAEL'S PRESENTS

GREASE BALL BOOGIE BAND
TONIGHT! FRI. FEB. 23!

IN

BRENNAN HALL

PUB and DANCE
Admission

Only $1.00

"Early Bird" Special

3 Beers/$1 til 9:00

GET IN SHAPE FOR ST. PATRICK'S DAY
SPONSORED BY ST. MICHAEL'S STUDENTS' UNION

ning to make speeches when their

signs were ripped down and the

fighting occurred.

Witnesses said that police

ignored the fight, waiting to make
arrests until it had settled down. One
cop was later overheard telling a

Western Guard member: "I hear

you're on our side". The Maoists

later said that most of their leaflets

were confiscated by police before

the rally began.

The rally, which The Star

predicted would attract 50,000,

featured spirited cheering for Metro
police, described by speakers as "the

best cops on the continent". Mayor
David Crombie spoke, stressing the

need to support the police since the

recent shooting of two policement.

Western Guard members, saying

"We're Canadian nationalists", ac-

cused China of sending crime-

producing drugs to Canada, but the

Maoists responded that capitalism

leads to crime, and that drugs are

distributed by profit-making
businessmen.

Unemployment hits students
Minister Dionigi Copo.

And almost 9 percent were still

unemployed two years after
receiving their degrees. More than

60 percent of graduates are working
in menial jobs.

As a graphic illustration of the

problem, some 220,000 candidates

applied for 21 openings as grade

school teachers ,last year. And 350,-

000 graduates applied for 1,913

openings as the lowestpaid
employees in Italy's social security

agency.

ROME (CUPI) - Massive

unemployment has struck Italian

students as they graduate from uni-

versities in the thousands.

The labour ministry recently said

about 220,000 students out of the

250,000 who will probably graduate

in the next three years will not find

employment related to their

degrees. They may not find work at

all.

"Half the country's unemployed
are university graduates seeking

their first jobs," said Labour

WHICHEVER TURNS YOU ON...
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ON '

'HI-FI STEREO EQUIPMENT
SANSUI. PIONEER. KENWOOD,
SONY, OUAL. TELEFUNKEN ETC.

COLOUR TV
ZENITH. RCA. ADMIRAL ETC.

• CAR-RADIOS AND TAPE PLAYER
ALL MAKES. INCLUDING BLAUPUNKT
AM-FM AND STEREO MODELS:

GIVE US
MAKE

AND MODEL...
WE DO SELL
FOR LESSI

LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL...

THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE

KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
112 HARBORD ST.(1 BLOCK WEST OF SPADINA) CLOSE TO U OF T

C/kiinaahl/
peakO

30 superbly
groomed trails..

10 lifts

accommodating
7,500 skiers per hour,

including

fPri/'vyN f /"lY H^^lr the only gondola lift

rllV^W/ VJI II ICni in Eastern Canada

bottom • 2050' vertical drop (It's a real kick)

• Beginner's slopes ( Look at me!)

• 5 day ski week: use of lifts $25., lifts & lessons' S35.

• Season from November to May

mont ste-anne P.O. Box 40, Beaupre,
Province of Quebec
(418) 692-0835
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Board orders Black activist deported to U.S.
By ELAINE FARRAGHER

A man who fled the United States because

of threats on his life has been ordered

deported because he was once alleged to have

committed a crime of "moral turpitude".

James Wilson, who served time at Attica

State Prison for manslaughter, made his first

appeal Wednesday to the Immigration Appeal

Board. A decision by the board is still pending

and is expected to be made by early next

week.

According to Lyn Blair, who is working to

build support for his case, Wilson became

politicized at Attica and upon his release,

joined "Action for a Better Community"

(ABC) in Rochester. He subsequently became

a strong force in the black comunity.

According to Blair, Wilson was soon

arrested on an assault charge in spite of the

fact that he in no way fitted the description of

the man who was being sought. Wilson is black

and the description called for a white man, she

said.

Groups in Rochester banned together in his

defence and to challenge the judicial system,

but as the trial date approached, numerous

threats were made on his life.

As a result of the threats, Wilson fled to

France and then entered Canada legally on a

visitor's visa, near the end of last September.

In November, Wilson was picked up in

Toronto on charges which according to Blair

"were so obviously false that they were

dismissed at a preliminary hearing."

But because of this incident, his criminal

record in the U.S. was discovered and actions

were started to have him deported back to the

United States. Officials in the U.S. have made

no attempt to have him extradited. Wilson has

been held in the Don Jail since November.

At the appeal, defense lawyer Edward

Greenspan stressed the vagueness of the term

"moral turpitude". The term, he said, was

redundant. Meaning "morally immoral", it

had never been defined in the law books and

was in fact undefinable, he contended.

Greenspan also claimed that the deportation

special enquiry officer had violated the

priviledge of a defendent not to incriminate

himself by compelling Wilson to admit that he

had been convicted of manslaughter.

Greenspan submited that compulsory

testimony in the case of deportation is the

same as forcing a defendant to take the stand

against himself. Since the evidence was im-

properly obtained he argued, it must be

excluded, and there is therefore no evidence

to support deportation.

Greenspan continued that even if moral

turpitude was accepted as a viable term,

manslaughter does not necessarily involve it,

since it is possible to commit manslaughter by

accident.

Greenspan concluded that Wilson had not

entered the country illegally (which would be

reason enough for deporting him) since he was
never asked if he had a criminal record and

thus did not purposely withhold the

information.

A decision on the appeal will probably be
handed down early next week. If the appeal is

turned down, Wilson will have the federal

appeal courts and the Supreme court to make
further appeals to before he is actually

deported.

However, in one case last fall, Edwin Hogan
was forcibly deported before his last avenue of

appeal had been closed to him.

Workers happy with settlement
Both sides say they are pleased

with the outcome of U of T's animal

laboratory technicians settlement,

but the university came closer to

obtaining its last offer than the

workers.

The 44 workers, organized last fall

by the Service Employees' Inter-

national Union, won substantial in-

creases in their first contract, which

will run until July, 1974.

After October 1 this year, when

the last of three pay boosts occurs,

the workers will be earning between

52.97 and $4.25 per hour. Presently

they are paid between $2.51 and

$2.84 per hour.

SETU Local 204 business agent

Don Barclay said Monday he thought

the settle was "very good". Except

for the lowest category of lab techni-

cian he said the settlement is "ex-

actly what we're looking for",

although the union had demanded

wages between $3.11 $4.11 per hour.

Some of the workers obtained up

to 50 per cent hikes because of a

combination of reclassification and

the pay hike. Ironically, Barclay

said, some of the workers received

notification last week from the un-

iversity of the 3.5 per cent raise they

would have been given had they not

joined the union.

The workers voted 100 per cent in

favour of the settlement las

Wednesday, Barclay said.

U of T labour relations manager

John Parker said yesterday that he is

"quite pleased" with the agreement,

achieved during conciliation

February 8,

The outlay required to meet the

terms of the contract is close to the

*heoretical limits defined by grants

and other income that the animal lab

division of the university generates.

Colonial?
203 Yonge St.

COMING SOON:

STAN GETZ

THIS WEEKEND:

JONES
STARTING MONDAY:

JIMMY
McGRIFF

New York Pizza House
925-1736WINNER:

1970 1ST ANNUAL TORONTO
PIZZA AWARD MORNING
AFTER SHOW CBC
STAR WEEK'S JUNE 71

PIZZA CONTEST

Dining Room OPEN 11 AH-
1 AM MON-SAT
SUN 3 PM-1 AM
TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM 5 PM-1 AM

Discover
the

freedom of

CONTACT
LENSES

ELECTION DAY

WEDS, MAR. 14

NOMINATIONS
FEB. 25 TO

MAR. 7

BRADDOCK
OPTICAL

1 70 St. George St. 925-8720
2917 Bloot St. W. 233-2611
Centenary Plaza 282-2030
Bavvtew Village Centre 222-5791

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

INFORMATION AND
NOMINATION FORMS
AVAILABLE ATTHE
UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE
HART HOUSE

ELECTIONS

CANDIDATES

NEEDED FOR

HOUSE, ART,

DEBATES,

LIBRARY,

MUSIC,

SQUASH

AND

FARM
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CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair

NOW APPEARING:

STOMPIN' SUEDE

GREASERS

OPENING MONDAY:

LITTLE CAESAR

AND THE CONSULS

TORONTO'S LOWEST PRICED NIGHT CLUB

OIL
GAUGE

Cut Oil

of cfl Id tzdV •

THE HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE

HAS A GREAT VALUE !!!

5«CROWBAR

CONCERT

ADJUSTABLE IRON PLANE

SPECIAL

WOOD BOTTOM JACK- PLAKE
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1
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20c
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ROBE RAIL
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THE HANDY

HOUSE HAMMER

AND

LA TROUPE GROTESQUE

LONG handle CHOPPING AXE
SERVICEABLE AXE AT A LOW PRICE 69c

69c

HAND POLISHED AXE HEADS
Thin h.t Mosd 1. solid

unel and I. h» n .|
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HIGH-GRADE HUNTER'S AXE
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HANDY AXE

AXE HANDLES OF SELECT QUALITY HICKORY
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A SHINGLING HATCHET THAT WILL GIVE

SATISFACTION
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CD

CONVOCATION HALL
FEB. 23

DOORS OPEN 8:00
SHOW STARTS 8:30

30c

CARPENTER'S BENCH AXE g ADJUSTABLE IPON bENCH PiANE

2!§ r"

25c

From Elton John

to Groucho Marx
The music world could hardly believe that Elton John

composed the fragile melody to "Your Song" in " minutes and

that, in fact, all his songs are written in less than half a n hour.

But with the release of the newest album, Dont Shoot Me I m
Only The Piano Player, Elton's phenomenally short com-

positional time is not only believable but all too obvious tn this,

his weakest selection of songs to date.

Apparently, after the Madman Across the Water LP,

Elton John was disenchanted with working with strings as well

as the large number of people who added other back up

instruments. Part of that feeling evolved from the

complexities of the recording situation and part from a desire

to get back to straight rock'n roll. So Elton acquired the

services of guitarist Davey Johnstone to add to those of Dee

Murray on bass and Nigel Olssen on drums. Now he had a band

with which he could both tour and record. The "new" Elton

John made his album debut on Honky Chateau, which marked

the first time the novelty aspect of Elton's live performances

infused his recorded efforts.

But now the doors have swung wide open. The newest

album is rushed (coming only six months after the last one), III

conceived and artless. All the arrangements are un-

interesting, and lack depth and excitement and undoubtedly

reflect a general substitution of commercialism for artistic

quality. "Daniel" is probably the best song on the album but It

suffers from a sickly effete arrangement that features an

inappropriate organ (piano would have been a vast

improvement) and an excess of maracas and cymbals plus

plain poor production.

On a general level, the melodies are undramatic with

Elton rarely using the vocal range he's exhibited in the past on

better songs like "Burn Down The Mission" and "Tiny

Dancer." Then too, many of the tunes are reminicent of other

songs. For instance, "I'm Going To Be A Teenage Idol" echoes

"Honky Cat" while "Midnight Creeper" sounds remarkably

similar to James Taylor's "Night Owl". The very nature of

"Crocodile Rock" gives it license to borrow from Freddie

Cannon's "Palisades Park" and lift the falsetto line from Pat

Boone's "Speedy Gonzales".

Lyricist Bernie Taupin should take some of the blame for

his increasingly banal lyrics. He seems to be more rapped up

with "the state of teenage blues", as illustrated by titles such

as "Teacher I Need You" and "Teenage Idol", than more
relevant material like the portrait of the Western redneck

painted in "Texan Love Song".

It's unfortunate that lacklustre efforts like "Crocodile

Rock" are snapped up by a musically ignorant public, because

it will certainly encourage artists like Elton John to lower

their standards. Don't Shoot me, I'm Only The Piano Player is

in the main a highly commercial album with few laudable

merits.

The English trio of Barry, Robin and Maurice Gibb, the

Bee Gees, began their recording career in 1967 and have put

out some nine albums since then, as well as having composed
over 2,000 songs. Life In A Tin Can (Polydor) follows much the

same pattern as former albums and the compositions are

identical in style to their earlier tunes.

The album sides are labelled "A" and "B", rather than 1

and 2 and it could very well be an accurate classification of the

compositions by quality. Songs on "B" employ too much
vibrato in the vocals and less control in the melodies and lyrics

than on "A". The Gibb brothers do make good use of the

contrast between soft acoustic guitar passages and those that

employ a full blown orchestra (arranged by Johnny Pate). The
production, credited to the Gibbs, is commendable. It's

definitely a quality recording that will appeal to a middle of

the road (easy listening) audience.

Groucho Marx has always been one of my favourite

comedians, so I approached the twin album set, An Evening
With Groucho (A&M) with high expectations. The affair left

me somewhat unsatisfied.

The album is a recording of a Grouch Marx "concert".
Groucho sits on stage and reminisces about his family; and
many famous friends, like W.C. Fields and T.S. Eliot. But, too
often, the aged Groucho has trouble getting his words out, and
then too much of the album is devoted to songs from the Marx
Brothers movies and stage productions. Groucho, although
quite short of breath, wades through the tunes quite admirably
considering his age.

In the last few years Traffic has maintained a core
membership that includes the original trio of Stevle Winwood,
Jim Cappaldi and Chris Wood, plus percussionist Rebop
Kwaku Baah. On Shoot Out at The Fantasy Factory the new
"guest" members are Dave Hood on bass and Roger Hawkins
on drums, replacing Rick Green and Jim Gordon. The overall
difference in sound caused by the change is inperceptable. As
always Stevie Winwood's production is understatedly superb.

The songs on this new album tend to be long so there are
only 5 in total. Shoot Out At The Fantasy Factory features
phased vocals over strong rhythmic lines that are carried by
drums, congas and bass. It's too bad that the lyrics are
mumbled. The 14 minute "Roll Right Stones" comes close in

stature to "Low Spark Of High Heeled Boys", as a tight
melodic evolution that leaves room for what are almost
sensual instrumental riffs. It's only fault Is In length. The song
should build to a climax and end abruptly, but instead It

continues for at least two unnecessary minutes, culminating in
an undramatic fade out.

Elton John, Don't Shoot Me I'm Only The Piano Player,
(MCA), list price $6.49.

The Bee Gees, Life In A Tin Can (RSO/Polydor), 16.29.
Groucho Marx, An Evening With Groucho (A&M), $5.98.
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Sh00t 0uf At Tne Fantasy Factory,
(island/Capitol), list price $6.29. Allan Mandell



Rampant mediocrity:

a U of T hallmark
When the chairman of the mathematics

department, Professor Duff, recently told protesting

students "Mathematics is learned and not taught/'
his statement was not a characterization of the

essential and Irrevocable nature of things, but a tacit

admission of the real state of affairs.

For the last two decades, the University of

Toronto has been involved in the pursuit of

Acadamerica. With Its view of reallty.clouded by the

mistaken notion that it must become the Harvard of

Canada, an aggressive attempt has been made to

turn this university into an Institution specializing In

the closely allied activities of graduate education
and research. In the process the quality of

undergraduate education has suffered im-
measurably from a continuous redistribution of

resources away from this activity. As the university

approaches what may turn out to be a very long

academic winter, it is important to realize that the

emperor has no clothes.

The U of T's conception of itself would be easier

to accept were the place not entirely naked. f"f

Toronto had really become a first rate knowledge-
producing institution, the sacrifice of un-

dergraduates might have been more palatable. As
matters stand now, however, this university has

compromised the education It offers for little more
than an Inflated conception of its own ego.

Beyond this, and even more serious since it casts

into doubt the University's ability to adjust to its new
reality, the pursuit of Acadamerica has delivered a

large part of the control of this institution Into the

hands of a group of academics whose unity springs

from their mediocrity, and whose every action Is

oriented to protecting their own self-interest. To
understand the membership of this group and how it

achieved power, it is necessary to understand the

process by which the university cast its image in the

research mould.

Thirty years ago the U of T was a very different

place. A small elite university (in fact a series of

religiously affiliated colleges) it catered primarily to

the children of the very wealthy. With the advent of

mass education (expansion in enrolments, extensive

government support, and the ideology of education

for all) the university changed its image. U of T, like

other universities of comparable social-class stature

In other societies (Harvard, Princeton and Yale in

the U.S., and Oxford and Cambridge in the U.K.),

traded In Its social class Image for an academic one.

Using a reputation based on its social-class prestige

it was able to attract academically superior

students. Where the old image had emphasized
education for the children of the ruling class, the new
image catered to upper-middle and middle-middle
parents who wanted to ensure their children places

in the newly emerging technocracy.

Yet if this was the face the university turned to

students' parents, it was little more than good public

relations. An image of "academic excellence" is

paradoxically not measured by the opinions of those

who consume the educational product, but by the

opinions of those who produce it, other academics.
The real ambitions of the University lay not in

pleasing students' parents, but in the pursuit of a
North American reputation. U of T became a slavish

copy of Harvard, the university of then-President

Claude Blsselt's dreams. These dreams were even

more illusory than the myth of open accessibility for

students.

The realities of the educational situation in

Canada imposed different constraints. Two of these
were a particular problem. First, there was in-

sufficient money, and this money became in-

creasingly tied to teaching activity. Second, the

academic marketplace in Canada was unfavourable.

The chief problem here lay in the weakness of supply
of high quality academic manpower.

In comparison with Harvard (or Princeton or

Yale or even certain state schools such as Berkeley)
Toronto was poor. It could not as did Harvard use
endowed funds to build a research establishment, in

Canada moreover, the sources of research money
have been fewer, the amounts of money available

much smaller, and the research grants insufficiently

large to cover the actual costs of research. Whereas
in the U.S. research increasingly offered the way for

a university to grow rich, in Canada it required

continuous subsidy from other income. In Canadian
universities the only other income was money paid to

the university for the education of students. In

Ontario "formula financing" was the ultimate
recognition of this contraint.

Bissell's ambition for a university primarily
devoted to the research-aggrandisement of the facul-

ty was thus thwarted by financial constraints. While
tax money given to the university for the education of

students could be covertly used to subsidize
research, the level of budget flexibility was low. In

its submissions to the Committee on University
Affairs and in the lengthy pleas of Charles Hanly
(Who Pays? University Financing in Ontario) Toron-
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Academic tenure:

a safe haven for

drudges and fools
to was to enter its pleas for more money to build

"academic excellence." But as the strategy of mass

education lost its political appeal to the Progressive

Conservative Government, these pleas fell on in-

creasingly deaf ears.

Reckoning the account in 1973, measuring the

rating of the U of T in Acadamerica, the conclusion is

inescapable. This university is one of many large

"state schools" on the North American continent. Its

academic, knowledge-producing reputation is at best

middle level. As in so many other areas, the slavish

copying of the U.S. resulted in a second-rate

Canadian replica.

The failure of the Bissell strategy did not signal

the end of the attempt. The expensive white

elephants from this era are to be found all over the

campus. The Robarts Library; intended exclusively

as a graduate-research library in Humanities and

Social Science, was built against provincial govern-

ment advice. The overstuffed Medical School ab-

sorbs 115 per cent of the income that it generates for

the University. Some of its faculty draw professorial

salary for teaching two weeks per year. There are

numerous specialized research institutes (Quan-

titative Analysis, Criminology, Environmental

Science and Engineering). Most have minimal in-

volvement in undergraduate education, some are

now foundering for lack of funds. All of these, and

more invisible things such as the Library's rare-book

collection, are symbols of the Bissell era. All were

obtained by tightening the screw on undergraduate

education.

Next to money, the second major constraint on

the U of T's grandiose plans lay in the area of

academic manpower. The supply of academic man-
power in Canada was weak. After Word War II the

academic community became "internationalized."

("Internationalization," the creation of a "world

academic community" was the misnomer which

described the academic equivalent of U.S. im-

perialism.) Academic salaries in the U.S. became so

high, and research opportunities so great, that there

was a steady flow of both notable academics and able

students from other countries to the U.S. As the U.S.

came increasingly to dominate world science, its

attractiveness as an academic setting increased.

Academics in the U.S. taught less, researched more,

and earned more money. Other societies could retain

their talented researchers only because they offered

the particularistic advantages of distinct language

and culture, or loyalties to family and friends.

In this competition Canada was at a severe

disadvantage. Its own universities were expanding

fast at exactly the time at which the "brain drain"

reached its height. Canadian universities were
forced to recruit from the academic manpower that

was available. Its own graduate schools were weak
and producing an insufficient number of PhD's to fill

the fast expanding number of university positions.

The U.S. was importing a steady flow of talented

professors and graduate students, retaining the best,

and permitting a return flow of second rate goods. 1 n
short there was little competition for academic iobs

in Canada and few applicants for universities to

choose between.

The conclusion suggested by this reasoning is

fairly obvious. Many of the academics who came to

the U of T before the late sixties presumably came
here because this university was more attractive

than universities in the U.S. to which these people
could have moved. At no time during this period

would Toronto have ranked among the top North
American Universities, and in general the most able
knowledge-producers would not have been attracted
here. (As might be expected, the exceptions to these
generalizations are in the low-expense, slower-
expanding, traditional disciplines where market con-
ditions have been more favourable. Philosophy is one
such example.)

Nor did the problems cease at the level of initial

recruitment. Judgements about competence are
always relative. There is little point to firing the
incompetent who can only be replaced by another
incompetent. At this university through the sixties,

tenure was given as a matter of routine by deacanal

committees which made favourable decisions on. the

flimsiest evidence. In an obvious response to

changed market conditions (around 1970 there was

suddenly an abundance of academic manpower)

tenure refusals are now beginning to occur.

The nature of tenure granting procedures at this

university are themselves a comment on the

abseence of past standards in this area. They are, in

a word, sloppy. The notion that academics should be

subjected to "peer judgement" is supposedly well

shared among university professors. The ideology

suggests that only the "competent" shall sit in

judgement. Yet the University's present regulations

contain only the vaguest of such safeguards.

The chairman of a department is enjoined to

consult with a senior committee whose composition

is not specified. The deacanal committee to which a

chairman recommends and which in turn makes the

final, binding recommendation includes two voting

members who are (or who are designated to

represent) the Dean of the appropriate faculty, and

the Dean of the Graduate School. Since these people

would not normally be competent in a faculty

member's discipline, the expertise they bring to the

deliberations is entirely obscure. In short, they are

not "peers," and according to academic ideology

should not judge at all.

With tenure given as a matter of course, it was of

no consequence that judgement was not by peers,

and that recommendations from departments were

based on ad hoc and entirely informal discourse

between members of the ruling administrative

cliques in departments. Tenure decisions could be

made over lunch at the Faculty Club. Had any

serious stakes been involved in these proceedings,

there would have been loud complaints, and a house-

cleaning long ago.

All of the comments so far have been addressed

to the question of knowledge-producing standards: to

an assessment of the U of T in the terms in which it

wants to view itself. It is easy to slide unawares into

a definition of university worthiness which weighs as

important only the verbiage that, passing for

wisdom, piles higher and deeper in every university

library. I make no mention of teaching because most
departments in this university have not viewed this

activity with any seriousness for two decades.

It is of course true that when backed into a

corner by undergraduates, academics will mouth a

few well worn phrases about the essential

relationship between' research and teaching. "No
man can be a good teacher unless he is actively

involved in research." These phrases have the emp-
ty resonance of statements delivered from authority

alone and are easily discredited.

First, the people who make them are also prone
to make lengthy arguments which suggest that

teaching effectiveness cannot be evaluated. (Student

ratings are, after all, not peer ratings and are ipso

facto threatening.) If teaching effectiveness cannot
be evaluated (a statement with which I strongly

disagree) it would be impossible to know that good
researchers are good teachers. The inconsistency

between these two arguments is seldom recognized.

Second, the relationship between research and
teaching ability is a matter of evidence and cannot
be reduced to a truism. Is it in fact the case that the

best researchers make the best teachers? There is no
systematic evidence on this score, and most
academics can remember at least one Instance of a
teacher who wrote well but was inaudible from more
than six feet or who was so nervous i before an
audience that he gave totally disorganized and in-

comprehensible lectures. The existence of dis-

confirming Instances such as this ought to suggest a
more cautious approach to the "necessary"
relationship usually asserted.

Finally quite plausible arguments can be made
on exactly the opposite score.

First, there is an enormous amount of variation

in the "level" of university courses. Introductory
courses do not seem to require teachers with gsoteric

research involvements, but rather people who can
make what are simple, and to them routine ideas
come alive. That most researchers regard first year

Friday, February

courses as a necessary drudge Is well known. Such fe

attitudes aren't likely to be conducive to vibrant*! td

performances. w
Second, it is also fairly clear that the more time a 1

spent on research, the less time can be given to st

lecture preparation. There are, after all, only so p(

many hours, even in an academic day. -
":

Apart from arguing that assessments of C (

research are automatically evaluations of teaching, st

faculty have made little attempt to institute teaching b<

assessment. Professors do not attend one another's th

lectures. Indeed there is a taboo against so doing.

The assessment of teaching Is thus plagued by a to

convenient lack of "peer" information. st

Teaching evaluations which are completed by fa

students are a recent creation at this university, and st

clearly cannot have formed the basis of any rt

assessment for most of the present faculty. They are, R

furthermore, usually discounted on one of several pi

grounds.
"'

In general, they are neither well constructed nor pi

given sufficient administrative attention. As a con-

sequence, much of the variation in response is in

accounted for not by characteristics of the person tt

teaching the course, but by uncontrolled features of te

the setting in which they are administered. If 60 per* &
cent of the students fail to show up on the day the ts

evaluation is administered, what do the data mean? S1

I'm not suggesting that such problems can't be hi

handled better; they can. There is, however, a neat v\

circularity in the approach of most departments to rt

Mediocre professors often

course evaluations. Since faculty don't really want to t

evaluate teaching, little effort Is devoted to the

attempt. The poor quality of the resulting data is f

then used as a demonstration of the uselessness of <

the attempt. Teaching performance Is judged Im- <

possible to evaluate. r

Another favourite device having much the same s

twist is to allow students to administer the c

evaluations. This fact can then be used as prima t

facie grounds for discounting the whole thing. Final- «

ly, If all else fails there Is Duff's strategy of turning a c

blind eye. "Students rate highest those professors t

from whom they learn least." The Mathematics <

Department apparently acts on this presumption by <

firing its highest-rated teachers. *

The emotional, negative response that the whole <

question of teaching evaluation creates in many t

faculty goes far beyond what can be attributed to (

rational doubt about the effectiveness of procedures. f

The root of this problem is fear; fear that students- j
will come up from slavery. 5 c

Plenty of faculty are poor teachers. Were It not
for ways of protecting themselves against this i

realization, most poor teachers could not continue. '

It's hard to go on in the face of continuous negative «
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feedback from exactly the people who are supposed
\(pbe benefiting. Professors protect themselves in

much the same way as do prison guards and asylum
attendants. They ascribe to those they oversee the

status of non-person. What begins as circumscribed
positional authority becomes a world view. The word
"student" on the lips of many faculty members Is a
condescending sneer. Negative conceptions of

students are a resource on which faculty, draw to

bolster their own self-concepts. Student opinion can
thus be discounted simply by virtue of its origin.

The second thing that teaching assessments do is

to expose faculty In a very public way to a common
standard by which they can be compared with other

faculty. Insult is thus added to injury; not only do
student opinions form the basis of evaluation, butthe
results also allow students to compare professors.

Research activity by comparison is a relatively

private matter, the property of an elite community of

"colleagues" who can In general be relied upon to be
polite.

What's more, In contrast with research

incompetence. It's much harder to persuade students

that a man's demonstrated incompetence as a

teacher is offset by his performance as associate

d^nrman. This is how the poor researcher reaches a

tacit accommodation with his "colleagues." For the

students who sit through three incomprehensible

hours every week there's no percentage In this.

Where the poor researcher can offer his colleagues

relief from administration, the poor teacher offers

mediocrity.

If it's assumed that the major functions of the

university are teaching and research {a statement
which, subject to some restrictions on relative

priorities, I buy), then the conclusion seems in-

escapable that in the last twenty years this

university has had no systematic evaluation
procedures for making sure that its employees did

these two things.

I am always hesitant to draw analogies with
business enterprises since in general I don't laud the
workings of corporate capitalism, but any business

firm which proceeded along the same lines would
cease operating In an exceedingly short time. I find it

absolutely incredible that the University of Toronto,
or for that matter, any other university, has had no
mechanisms that ensure that the faculty it employs
actually perform the task they were hired to do. The
fact that it has not sheds a great deal of light on the

behaviour of those who control the Faculty Associa-
tion, strangle the Faculty of Arts and Science,
caucus over lunch at the Faculty Club, administer
numerous departments, and who forever beat the
hollow drum of academic standards, as if seeking to

drown out criticism of themselves by diverting the

attack to others.

Most of the things recounted so far are things of

the past. Yet, the future is gloomy, and It is gloomy
exactly because of this group of faculty. The days of

the University's inflated self-image are passing. It is

only possible to live for so long with either a large

ften leave classes without any real teaching. They may find themselves without students, too.

the students nothing but poor teaching.

Teaching evaluations also put senior and junior

faculty in positions In which they can be directly

compared. Academla has its own "grandfather
clauses," presumptions that at some point a person's

research productivity will "peak." Provided there is

some evidence of past performance, senior faculty

can command the sort of respect that's given tribal

elders. Often, they return to teaching basic courses
and make room for the better researchers to teach

graduate courses. But from a student point of view
there is, again, no percentage in this. If Professor X
can't teach MAT 100 now, there's no great

consolation to be derived from the fact that he made
an important contribution to mathematics in 1952. As
a consequence, and particularly for senior faculty,

there's nothing to be gained from teaching

evaluations and everything to be lost. Who needs to

find out at age fifty-five that he (it's almost

exclusively this gender) is lousy at what he's been

*^ing for thirty years?
All of the above leads me to a particularly

unpleasant conclusion. It Is a conclusion which is

reinforced by day to day witness of the activities of

academics at this university; it is, in a word —

discrepancy between self-concept and reality, or

with the pretence that the University is in the process

of achieving a greatness which never arrives. Shor-

tages of money are likely to get worse and faculty

hiring is now frozen. The survival of the University

should dictate the abandonment of pretense.

At the same time, the timing of this change of

fortune is an unhappy one. Beginning around the end

of the sixties, the manpower constraints on Canadian

universities began to change. The U.S. became less

attractive as an academic setting. Not only was

spending on higher education In the U.S. cut back,

but the image of the "great society" became

tarnished beyond refurbishing. In short

Acadamerlca became a place which was no longer as

attractive as it was. In Canada, in contrast, an

increasing nationalist consciousness has created

stronger desires on the part of graduate students to

remain here. The number of Ph.D.'s produced by

Canadian universities has increased to the point

where output has exceeded the number of positions

available for academics En most disciplines. For the

first time in over two decades, there Is the possibility

of real selection between applicants for university

jobs, and of finding replacements for those who could

be fired for Incompetence.

That this will not occur is fairly obvious. There is

now a virtual freeze on hiring at the University of

Toronto. The age distribution of the present faculty is

such that there will be a relatively small number of

vacancies from retirements in the next decade.

Money freed up by retirements, and firings of junior

faculty will be used to inflate the salaries of those

already entrenched. (The Faculty Association's

argument to the Budget Committee this year, was
quite explicit. Sacrifice an instructor to ensure
salary increases for more senior faculty.) Tenured
faculty already here will close the doors to a

population of present graduate students who are

more able and potentially more productive than
those presently occupying positions in the
University.

For the few positions that do become available,

and for the tenure decisions that will be made, a

peculiar situation will hold. Academics who entered

the University under labour-market conditions

markedly different from those now operating,

and who once hired never faced serious evaluation,

will sit in judgement on people whose calibre is

higher and on whom the pressures to perform will be

much greater. What will distinguish those subject to

assessment will be first their superiority but second
the ease with which they are replaced.

That those enforcing the newly discovered

standards will resist vehemently the application of

the same criteria to themselves as they apply to

others is obvious. I for one await with amusement the

parade of fools who will rise to defend tenure when
the University Administration suggests its modifica-

tion next year. Professors whose most controversial

behaviour in three decades has been an unpublished

letter to the Globe and Mail, will discover a pressing

need to be defended against sudden dismissal for

statements which are politically unpopular. We will

hear righteously indignant statements about the

need to safeguard "academic freedom" from people

who live in a perpetual state of erudite navel-gazing

into which political concerns never penetrate.

Predictably too, the small number of academics who
do make controversial statements will line up in

opposition to tenure-

There is thus little hope for spontaneous change

in the area of conventional academic assessment.

Presently entrenched faculty will no doubt cling to

the mistaken notion that this is a first rate example

of a knowledge-producing institution, that they are

competent representatives of excellence, and that

they do have the right to evaluate the excellence of

others. Since the possession of power compensates

for the lack of substance In these beliefs, those being

assessed will be too timid to take issue with these

claims.

The alliance of mediocrity and power is in fact a

particular problem. The standard departmental

solution to mediocrity is to move the incompetent

into an administrative position. This has a number of

advantages. The continuing absence of research can

then be explained by a professor's "heavy ad-

ministrative duties." Meanwhile, those who do

research can get on with their business free from the

boring routines of paper shuffling and meeting atten-

dances. Yet this "solution" gives the most power to

the worst people.' I am persistently and forceably

reminded of E.P. Thompson's characterization:

The behaviour patterns of one of the true

members of the species are unmistakable. He Is

inflated with self-esteem and perpetually self-

congratulatory as to the high vocation of the

university teacher; but he knows almost nothing

about any other vocation/ and he will lie down and let

himself be walked over if anyone enters from the

outer world who has money or power or even a tough

line in realist talk. He is a consummate politician in

university committees and can scull over every inch

of his own duckpond; but. . . he knows next to

nothing of the world outside his own farmyard.

Academici Superciliosi are never able to see beyond

their next meeting, and are continually overcome

with amazement and indignation when uninvited

intruders — public opinion, the Press, local political

movements — interpolate themselves upon the agen-

da.) Superciliosus is the most divisible and rulable

creature in this country, being so intent upon crafty

calculations of short-term advantages — this favour

for his department, that chance of promotion — or

upon rolling the log of a colleague who, next week at

the next committee, has promised to roll a log for

him, that he has never even tried to imagine the

wood out of which all this timber rolls. He can scurry

furiously and self-importantly around in his com-
mittees, like a white mouse running in a wheel, while

his master is carrying him, cage and all, to be sold at

the local pet shop. (Warwick University Ltd.)

With Academicus Superciliosus firmly in the

saddle the University is in sorry shape. Pressure for

change can only come from one of two sources —
from above from the Governing Council and Senior

Administration or from below from students.

Tony Smith

Tony Smith is an Assistant Professor of Sociology at

U of T
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Pierre Vallieres
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working class boy
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It has been a long and
tortuous road for Pierre
Vallieres from the raucous
beverage room of the Hotel

Nelson in Montreal's Place
Jacques Cartler to the chan-

cers of the Canadian Inter-

national Paper Company in the

quiet Laurentian village of

Mont Laurier.

Vallieres, for seven years the

leading theoretician of the

Front de liberation du Quebec
(FLQ), once discussed
strategy with revolutionary

partisans in the dingy
malodrous tap room in the

Nelson. Today, in Montreal's

left-wing milieu, he is men-
tioned rarely, and save for an
occasional brief reference in

Le Devoir or the labour-
sponsored leftist tabloid
Quebec-Presse, his name
seldom appears i n

newspapers.
Vallieres has been written

off as 'a damn sellout'. Since

the publication of his latest

book, I'Urgence de Chosir, by
Editions Parti Pris, Vallieres

has been reviled by much of

the Quebec left, and even his

former comrade Charles
Gagnon denounced his en-
dorsement of electoral-politics

and the Parti quebecois as
"petit bourgeois opportunism."

The left's disenchantment
with Vallieres, once ranked by
the U.S. marxist magazine
Monthly review with Che
Guevara and Regis Debray as
the world's most significant

contemporary revolutionary
tacticians, stems from his

stunning renunciation of
terrorism and the FLQ in a

series of articles published in

the Montreal nationalist in-

tellectual daily Le Devoir in

December 1971. These article

later formed the substance of

I'Urgence de Chosir.

After his emergence from
self-imposed clandestinity and
his dramatic surrender to
police at their massive
Parthenais Street head-
quarters in Montreal's grimy
east end, Vallieres joined a
welfare project financed by the
federal government's Local
Initiatives Program in the
logging town of Mont Laurier.

However, Vallieres says he
still firmly believes that the
overthrow of the capitalist
state in Quebec is possible. It

will be overturned not by a
violent coup he says, but by
electing the Parti quebecois.

While organizing the
unemployed of Mont Laurier,
Vallieres told Nick auf der
Maur of the Last Post: "What
I'm doing In Mont Laurier Is

what I dreamed about. You
can't liberate Quebec by con-
centrating on the island of
Montreal."

Vallieres' about-face on the
strategic importance of
terrorism provoked Intense
debate inside left-wing circles
in Quebec over the mnerits of

his newly adopted stance.
Nevertheless, Vallieres'
ideological reversal should not
be astonishing if one considers
the erratic nature and tur-
bulent history of the Quebec
left over the last two decades.
L'Urgence de Chosir is the

enunciation of Vallieres newly

discovered faith in elec-

toralism. It is a terse book, the

product of a "self-criticism" of

several months undertaken
when he went underground in

1970 to avoid capture by the

Surete du Quebec.
L'Urgence de Chosir has

often been compared to Negres
Blancs d'Amerique, Vallieres'

fist book. There are some
grounds for comparison, but

the works were written under
different social and political

conditions.

It is impossible to analyze

the contradictions in I'Urgence

de Chosir, let alone com-
prehend Vallieres' motives for

writing such a book without

taking into consideration the

events which shaped his life.

Vallieres' early years have
been well documented by the

press and in his own
"precocious autobiography"
Negres Blancs d'Amerique,
first released in 1968 by the

left-wing French language
publishing house of Editions

Parti Pris.

Born into an impoverished
working class family in Mon-
treal amid the "darkness" of

the despotic Duplessis regime,
Vallieres roamed the streets of

the east end with a gang of

tough, sadistic youths who got

their thrills setting fires in

backyards and terrorizing lit-

tle girls.

Vallieres detested his

domineering, God-fearing
mother who frowned on his

gang activities. His father, who
easily fits the definition of the

alienated and exploited 'white

nigger' was a pathetic man; a

politicized proletarian who
lacked the stamina and for-

titude to translate his socialist

ideals into practice.

The father frequently
discussed politics with his son
and so helped mould Pierre's
attitude toward capitalist
society.

Poverty and the slow
deterioration of his father's
helath left an indelible im-
pression on the young
Vallieres.

In Negres Blancs d'Ame-
rique Vallieres astutely and
accurately summarizes the
role of the working class fami-
ly within the capitalist sys-
tem.

The working class family,
writes Vallieres, is a product of

centuries of exploitation of

man by man.
"The terrible thing about the

working class family is the
function imposed on it by the
present system of renewing
and perpetuating the supply of
slaves, of niggers, of cheap
labour to be exploited,
alienated and oppressed. And
the inhuman thing about a
working class childhood is the
child's powerlessness to resist
the conditioning of not only
system, but all the frustrations
of life around him, frustrations
that are generated by the
capitalist organization of socie-
ty and that contaminate him
even before he becomes aware
of their existence."
A working class child will

revolt, stated Vallieres,
because he is ashamed of his
class origins. He feels
humiliated and isolated and

"often seeks, through in-

dividual success, to be ad-

mitted to the middle class even
at the risk at betraying his

own."
Throughout his adolescence,

Vallieres resisted what Marx
termed "Ideas of the ruling

class". He found school boring

and depressing and spent
much of his time bombarding
the teacher with spitballs. *
When Pierre was seven, the

Vallieres family moved from
the crowded and dirty flat at

Rue Hochelaga to the south

shore suburb of Longuelul-
Annexe (now known as Vllle

Jacques-Cartier).

In the mid-1950s when
corruption was rampant in the

Quebec government,
Longueuil-Annexe was a

desolate shanty town dotted

with tarpaper shacks; a town
where the stench of raw
sewage fouled the air because
funds for waste disposal were
pocketed by the local Union
Nationale bosses.

The seven years Vallieres

spent at Longueuil-Annexe
proved to be a watershed in his

life. Much to his mother's con-

sternation, he totally rejected

the church-dominated
educational system.

Vallieres shunned the texts

of the Catholic Church and in- ^)
stead, culled ideas from left-

wing journals.

By the age of 18, Vallieres

had written and destroyed
three novels. Not content to

live like "a stranger" in Ville

Jacques-Cartier, he left the

town and joined a Franciscan
order. He quit the order in

disgust and departed for
France.

In 1962, when Vallieres

arrived, France was a deeply
troubled nation. It was split

over involvement in the
Algerian war. The left indulged
in fratricidal conflicts; the
right was gaining strength, and
De Gaulle ruled the country by
personal fiat.

France has always been
regarded as the motherland of

Quebec. In the early 1960s,

Quebecois writers and artists ^
flocked to their "spiritual
homeland" to study at the
great universities or to publish
their work at the prestigious
Paris publishing houses.

Pierre Vallieres, however,
was concerned with neither of

these preoccupations. He jour-

neyed to France to obtain a
more complete knowledge of
the working class — a politi-

cized proletariat In a highly
stratified state.

While in France, Vallieres
discovered Marxism, but his
sojourns into the French coun-
tryside produced few encoun-
ters with revolutionaries. The
leaders of the French left

earned Vallieres contempt; he
accused them of wallowing In

their own bureaucratic mire.

He found no trace of revo-
lutionary activity in France
and returned to Quebec, weary
and disillusioned.

During his absence, the n
political temper of Quebec had

™
altered dramatically. The
Quiet Revolution, marked by
the election of the Lesage
Liberals in 1960 had spawned
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new nationalist forces. In 1963,

^ the symbol of British lm-<

_
periaiism in Quebec City,

Wolfe's monument, was
toppled from its foundation by
zealous militants, In the same
year, Montreal felt the first

blasts from the bombs of the

Fl_Q.

On his return to Quebec (at a

time when revolution seemed
imminent), Vallieres wrote: "I

had not changed much, but the

situation In Quebec, that was
really beginning to change . . .

Now revolt was coming out of

the catacombs."
Vallieres continued to write,

and his insight and polemical
style Impressed Pierre
Trudeau and Gerard Pelletier,

the editors of the intellectual

journal Cite Libre. They asked
him to edit the magazine along

with Jean Pellerin (now with

La Presse) in late 1963.

p Vallieres accepted the

position because he wanted to

transform Cite Libre from a

magazine representing "the
liberal bourgeoisie" into "a
weapon for the Quebec wor-
kers".

His efforts to do so outraged
Trudeau and Pelletier, and
Vallieres' stewardship of Cite

lasted a brief six months
before the editorial board
(pressured by Trudeau and
Pelletier) demanded his resig-

nation.

However, Pelletier, as editor

of La Presse recognized Val-

lieres' skill as a writer and
forgetting the rancour created

at Cite Libre, asked Vallieres

to work for his newspaper.
Although a brilliant and

inspired writer, Vallieres ex-

pended little energy as a La
Presse reporter. He con-
centrated his efforts on
organizing protest marches

Q against the Viet Nam war and
on trade union activities with le

Syndicat des journalistes de
Montreal (SJM). The SJM was
affiliated with la Confederation

des syndicats nationaux
(CSN), which, atthattlme was
beginning to cast off it's

Catholic legacy.

After participating jn the

bitter seven-month La Presse
strike, Vallieres joined the

FLQ. His articles in left-wing

journals such as Revolution

Quebecoise and Revue Parti

Pris, urged the unification of

all revolutionary groups in

Quebec.
Vallieres' membership on

the 'central committee' of the

FLQ introduced him to Charles
Gagnon, a sociologist at

I'Universite de Montreal. Both

men share simitar traits: they

J are polemical, skillful writers;

master propagandists and
competent revolutionary
theorists. The combination of

these talents enhanced the im-

age of the FLQ In the eyes of

Quebec's academic
community.
Throughout 1966, the FLQ

enjoyed only sporadic success.

Recruits did not join the

organization In large number;
and the government had not

been seriously weakened by

the bomb attacks which rattled

Montreal.
Vallieres and Gagnon

decided to utilize other means
to draw attention to their case
for Quebec independence.
They demonstrated in front of

the United Nations in New
York to obtain coverage on the

U.S. news media.
The demonstration backfired

and both wer*e arrested and
charged with illegal' entry into

the United States. (Gagnon and
- Vallieres were wanted by

Quebec police In connection

with a bomb blast which killed

a woman employee of a factory

on strike against the CSN.) The
police implied that Vallieres

and Gagnon participated in a
meeting where the act was
planned. They were both
deported from the United
States although they asked for

political asylum.
The Vallieres-Gagnon trial

was a monumental judicial
farce.

The Crown had a weak case
and thus resorted to using
Vallieres' writings to .prove
that he was capable of com-
mitting murder. The judge, ac-

cording to a decision by the
Quebec Court of Appeal,
bullied and deliberately mis-
lead the jury.

Vallieres was finally

released in May 1970, pending
a new trial after three and a
half years of incarceration.

Gagnon was acquitted after

spending a similar period
behind bars.

Vallieres' freedom was
shortlived. He was arrested
again in October 1970 during
the FLQ kidnapping crisis and
charged with a variety of

crimes. He skipped ball and
went underground until
January 1972. L'Urgence de

is based on federalism, the

preservation of the status quo
in terms of economics and
politics, say Vallieres.
"Catching up" is the creed
preached by Trudeau and
Bourassa its tenets are that

Quebec is economically
backward, and therefore must
import capital from foreign

sources to develop industrially.

The ideology of surpassing
( "etapiseme", in French),
claims Vallieres, will put an
end to capitalism in Quebec.
By securing independence,

Vallieres claims, the Quebec
collectivity will be free to pur-

sue socialist policies which will

liberate it from the shackles of

Canadian and U.S.
colonialism. Thus, when a
socialist system has been
created Quebec will have 'sur-

passed' the historical stage of

capitalism as forseen by Marx.
Vallieres' concept of

socialism is never fully
developed anywhere In
I'Urgence de Choisir. He
foresees the state playing an
expanded role in a socialist

Quebec, hints at some form of

Pierre Vallreres has renounced his revolutionary past

Chosir appeared in Montreal
bookstores several months
after his surrender to the

Surete.

L'Urgence de Chosir is a

political statement in-

corporating the following
principles:

• There are two main
conflicting ideologies in

Quebec at the present;
• Quebec is a colony both of

English Canada and the United

States;
• All left-wing organizations

have failed to win in-

dependence and socialism;

• The only organization that

can liberate Quebec is the Par-

ti quebecois. Any attempt to

form a workers' party will fail

and will merely split the

progressive forces within the

province.

According to Vallieres, the

"two main ideologies that have

appeared in Quebec since 1960

are the "ideology of catching

up" and the "ideology of

surpassing."

The ideology of catching up

workers control, and spurns
democratic centralism.

The state seemingly would
function much as it did under
Jean Lesage, although
Vallieres would probably deny
it. -

Under Lesage, the state was
used as an instrument to

promote 'la survivance' — the

preservation of French-
Canadian culture and well-

being. The provincial
authorities provided services

which capitalists had
neglected, such as hydro-
hydro-electricity.

Lesage also established a

host of crown corporations to

deal with Investments and
resource development.
Vallieres is merely continuing
in the tradition Quebec es-

tablished in 1960.

"In order to pull Quebec out

of its underdevelopment and
stagnation, the Quebec state

must obviously . . . ap-
propriate internal markets to

itself and enlarge them by
radically shaking up forms of

appropriation and by sub-

stituting collective ownership
for private ownership in key
sectors. This is the only way to

free the economy of foreign

domination, and to develop the
purchasing power of the
masses, along with their social

and cultural well-being . .
."

The most contradictory

aspects of Vallieres new book
are embodied in his analysis of

Quebec's colonial status. He
chastizes marxists throughtout
the text for being too abstract
and for believing in antedilu-

vian theories.

However, Vallieres' econo-
mic analysis is based on the

work of two American mar-
xists, Paul Baran and Paul
Sweezy.

Vallieres writes: "This is our
situation; the United States is

at the top, Quebec is at the

bottom of the ladder and
English Canada, positioned

between the two, dominates
and exploits Quebec while
itself being dominated by the

United States . .
."

The marxist model of

capitalist development is

useless, maintains Vallieres,

because it is based on "an
analysis of a competitive
capitalist system". The ex-

isting economic system, says
Vallieres, is no longer com-
petitive in the sense that
national companies vie with

each other on a global
framework. Non-com pet Ive

multi-national "monopolies"
and the "imperialist mode of

production" have superceded

18th and 19th century economic
systems.

By declaring independence,

Vallieres contends that Quebec
will free itself from the im-

perialist mode of production.

Because, according to

Vallieres, Quebec is not
capable of exploiting any other

state, he says, it will not

become part of the in-

ternatipnal monopolist system.

However, what is the

possibility that national
capitalism will be created in

Quebec? None, maintains
Vallieres.

"In the world imperialist

system the construction of a

national capitalism by a socie-

ty like Quebec ... is an
economic and political
impossibilty."

Quebec "can not establish a

national capitalism . . .

because such a capitalism
could not compete In the world

capitalist system dominated

by the imperialist mode of

production . .
."

If the Parti quebecois was a

mass-based party dedicated to

the replacement of capitalism

with socialism, then Vallieres'

theory may have some
validity.

However, the PQ is not a

socialist party; it has never

claimed to be one, and it lis no

strategy or plan to create a

socialist Quebec.
Therefore, we may conclude

that the PQ will change very
little if it assumes power.
Capitalism will continue to fun-

ction smoothly.
David Rockefeller of the

Chase Manhattan Bank sub-

scribes to this theory. He
asserted that U.S. capitalists

would have no difficulty in

living with an independent
Quebec. "I do not think that

outside investors should be the

ones to decide what form of

government you (Quebecois)
should have," he said.

Vallieres' praise for the PQ
is little more than apologetics.

He plays down the important
point of the Quebec left that the

Parti quebecois hierarchy is

comprised of separatist
refugees from the Liberal Par-

ty, technocrats and petit-

bourgeois professionals.

"The PQ isn't the product of

divine inspiration, or even of

bourgeois inspiration. . . Even
though some of its 'official'

founders are former members
of the Liberal Party, it's not

therefore a bourgeois party.

For its founders were also you
and me — all the Quebeco.is
who, through their militancy
and their faith in the future of

Quebec have construciad the

political bases for the creation
and development of this
party."

This statement is

antithetical to an earlier
positon outlined Negres Blancs
d'Amerique.. In 1966, Vallieres

wrote: "I am not against the

independence of Quebec but

against the illusionary in-

dependence of Quebec which,
dressed up in various guises

(from Associated State to a
Republic), is now being
proposed to us by the parasitic

petty bourgeoisie of French
Canada ... I am for revolu-

tion, because only a
revolution . . . can make us
independent."
Vallieres even suggests,

contrary to his earlier
writings, that the PQ is the

only genuine working class
party in Quebec. The creation

of a labour party by trade un-

ions, he fears, would "divide
the Quebec masses between
parties which are almost
identical."

This is a distortion of the

political realties of Quebec.
The Parti quebecois is not a

workers' party. It incorporates
distinct rightist, centrist, and
left-wing tendencies and is a

broadly based party held
together by a common goal:

independence for Quebec.

Rene Lesvesque and the PQ
hierarchy have eyed Quebec's
militant labour unions
cautiously. Lesvesque refused

to endorse the La Presse
demonstration in December,
1971 which produced the Com-
mon Front and the PQ never
fully endorsed the objectives of

the common front in

bargaining with the Bourassa
government.

Vallieres argues unconvin-

cingly that support of the

FLQ must cease because Ot-

tawa will not hesitate to in-

voke the War Measures Act
again. He insists that all

radical political activity must
be channelled into electing the

Parti quebecois.

Vallieres Ignores the fact

that Trudeau or any other

prime minister may resort to

armed force to prevent the

assumption of power of even a

moderate social democratic in-

dependentiste party like the

PQ. Logically, the only way to

resist this would be to form a

popular army - something
which Vallieres scorns.
Radicals have never really

been welcome in the ranks of

the PQ and they will never be

allowed to exercise any power.

The only alternative for the

Quebec working class lies in

the formation of a labour party

by trade unions, citizens

groups and the cooperative

movement.
In I'urgence de Choisir

Vallieres has abandoned most
of the principles he has held for

years, ignored many of the

laws of bourgeois politics, and
has traded the FLQ for the PQ,
one bankruptcy for another.

Doug Hamilton

I'Urgence de Chosir,

par Pierre Vallieres,

Parti Pris, Montreal,
SI .50

English Translation by
Penelope Williams:
Choose! by Pierre Vallieres.

New Press $5.95. .
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A paraplegic battles against "normal" society
In Creeps, David Free-

man examined the back-

grounds and relationships

of a group of paraplegics,

stunning audiences with

this seldom-treated side of

human experience. His

most recent work, Batter-

ing Ram, now playing at the

Tarragon Theatre concerns

the paraplegic in the "nor-

mal" world. It is a well-

made play, capable of both

entertaining and troubling

its audience.

The dramatic conflict

contained in Battering Ram
revolves around Virgil - the

provocative characteriza-

tion of a young man con-

demned to a wheel-chair.

His presence in the home of

television addict Irene and

her daughter Nora, a "no

bullshit, please" college

student' aggravates the

rivalry which already ex-

ists between the two
women. Virgil is an expert

manipulator, and succeeds

through game-playing,
suicide threats, and
pathetic bids for sympathy
in playing mother off

against daughter. His ob-

ject? Like any young man,

he yearns for a sexual ex-

perience. However,
because of, his situation,

Virgil must go to a con-

siderable effort, above all

mental, to fullfill his desire.

It is the disturbing ambigui-

ty of the character - both

understandable and
despicable in his designs,

both victim and oppressor

in relation to the women,
which sustains the interest.

Frank Moore displays the

varied resources of Virgil's

character with terrific

ease. The strained good
humour of his early con-

versations, and well-
planned needling later on

show a particularly fine

vocal expression. His

aggressive, bitter Virgil of

the final scene is a spine-

chilling revelation of that

force which Freeman in-

dicates in his title, Batter-

ing Ram.
Patricia Hamilton has

mastered the character of

Irene, exploiting the comic

potential of the role to its

fullest extent. The
reasoning used by a woman
of such limited un-
derstanding and sensitivity

is expressed in each word
and gesture. Her few silent

moments in front of the

Trudy Young, Patricia Hamilton, and Frank Moore in an explosive moment follow-up to David Freeman's much praised play Creeps.

television set are among the

richest of the play. Yet a

certain naive capacity for

tenderness and a spon-
taneous, though con-
ventional sort of pride give

Miss Hamilton's role more
interest than a convenient

stereotype.

The daughter, Nora, is

probably the character who
most approaches the un-

believable. Freeman has
supplied Nora with a poorly

repressed sadistic tenden-

cy, which complements
Virgil's never-ending bids

for sympathy in quite a

daring fashion. It is Nora's
calling to verbalize all the

reactions that most "nor-

mal" people repress in the

presence of a handicapped
person. Instead of avoiding

all mention of his infirmity,

Nora taunts him with it,

defending herself against

what she suspects is cold

manipulation. All the more
chilling, then, when she, too
'- caught in Virgil's web.

Freeman's dialogue
shows an insight into the

background and motiva-

tions of his characters as

well as a fine sense of the

overall effect of their inter-

reactions. He accomplishes
moments of tension and of

humour without a contrived

effect.

Bill Glassco's direction

displays the same economy
and dynamic rhythm that

was evident in Forever
Yours, Marie-Lou. He has
kept the mood light, punc-

tuating scenes with Mo-
zart, the effect being to

allow a certain amused dis-

tance on the audience's
part. The second act is

noticeably heavier, working
toward the final crescendo.
A play worth considering

part of the new Canadian
repertorie, Battering Ram
is a stimulating piece of

psychological drama.
Eleanor Coleman

HILLEL FILM SERIES
presents

SALLAH
starring

Chaim Topol GilaAlmagor

Gaula Noni

Saturday, February 24th, 8:30 p.m.
Hillel House

Members 75* Non-Members s
1 .00

Refreshments, food

& dancing following

That's what the Paulists

are all about.

For more information write:

Father Donald C. Campbell,

Room 103CA.

Raulist Fathers.
647 Markham Street

Toronto 174, Ontario

THE JOY OF LIVING
IS IN THE JOY OF
Giving

Praying

Working

Sharing the joys

the laughter

the probiems
the success
and failures

knowing that where
there is human need
in the cities,

the suburbs,
in parishes,

on campus

the Paulist is there
helping

counseling
rejoicing

in the presence
of the good
and in

the signs of hope
around us
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"Gothic musical" splits self in half
The Global Village is

currently Working with a

curious theatrical genre
described as a gothic musical,

it is a macabre combination of

styles but the most dis-
comforting thing about Eyes is

the consistent bulld-up of an
idea that does not work.

The play deals with the self-

willed decline into madness of

Lisa' who cannot escape the

tragic visions of the past - the

suden death of her mother and
the accidental burning to death
of her lover' Larry. Lisa
returns from a trip to Europe
and rejoins the remnants of her

family in their Isolated Gothic -

Victorian mansion. Here the

characters of the story act out

their separate obsessions, dis-

playing the varying degrees of

madness or sanity which struc-

ture their lives. The consistent

medium of expression is song.

Each character gives a view of

the eyes that surround, the im-

ages that distort, through some
variation on the general
melancholy melodies that per-

vade the play.

To disjoint this fairly

straightforward approach to

misery, distortions are Im-
posed on the sense of time. The
atmosphere is Gothic, the set-

ting Victorian and the ver-

nacular contemporary.
References abound to planes,

cars and other anachronistic
paraphernalia which might
,add ambiguity. Instead of

doing so, they becomes part of

a game between play and
audience as the stage action

tries to cover up its lack of

substance with yet another thin

veil of meaning.

The attempt to sustain this

kind of atmosphere with song
somehow hovers on the absurd
but the production was not

totally without interest. The set

was effectively threatening
with its abundant plants and
incongruities — such as can-

delabra coupled with an elec-

tric chandelier. The opening
and closing sequences were
also dramatically picturesque

with their white shrouded fur-

niture. The general atmo-

sphere was well-controlled in

its oppressive build-up to the

final transfiguration of Lisa.

Unfortunately the play split it-

self in half with a poorly deve-
loped use of song delivered
by semi-automatons. Nor was
it able to convince us that the

musical score was an integral
part of the thematic develop-
ment of the play. With one half
of this play working against fhe

other the final result was total

obliteration of the concepts
behind it.

Sandra Souchotte

Carol Bolt's topical play "Gabe"

does disservice to Metis problem
Gabe, a new play by Carol

Bolt, which is being presented
by the Toronto Free Theatre,
amply illustrates what
happens to a good idea If im-

properly handled.
Carol Bolt, who has also

writen Buffalo Jump fails to

handle her subject matter
adequately. The play deals

with Metis-white relations in

Canada and the psychological

result upon the Metis peoples.

Her understanding of the
problems of the Indians,
although well founded in fact,

tends to get lost with the

characterizations of Gabe and
Louis, two Metis paroled from
Prince Albert Penitentiary in

Manitoba.
The two man play a game

whereby they portray Louis

Riel and Gabriel Dumont' roles

which Gabe hopes will repre-

sent their position in society

upon their release. They plan

to lead a crusade which will

restore the Metis to dignity

with Louis becoming the new
Riel. When paroled, Louis

refuses to act upon his words
and returns to his habits of

near-alcoholism, whereas
Gabe bears the sorrows of his

people in an unrequited desire

for justice. Gabe's politiclza-

tion, which has resulted from
his friend's talk, cannot act

and is forced back into

stereotyped patterns.

Gabe, the lonely-angry man,
is poorly portrayed by Peter
Jobin who, in striving to create

a greater cliche from an
already cliche character,
spends his entire time on stage

being bland. Saul Rubinek as

Louis manages to overcome
the weakness of the dialogue in

short spurts which show his

acting pontential.

The one pleasure of the

production is the characteriza-

tion of Henry by Don
MacQuarrie. Don conveys
perfectly the part of the play's

only white man, a "half-wit".

He is the patronizing white who
attaches himself to the Metis in

a masochistic relationship. He
is so obnoxiously, whiningly
white that the audience begins
to hate the sight of him -

perhaps he remind them too

vividly of their own reactions

to the Indian throughout
history. But he is still unable to

overcome the handicap of

being stereotyped by the
script.

. A considerable amount of the

blame for the play's failure

must be given to the director.

Robert Handforth was unable

to utilize the resources he had
available both in the actors and
the physical constuction of the

play.

Fernando Traficante

THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTAR 10

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE

Environmental Engineering

Applications are now being accepted for entry next Septem-

ber into the 1973-74 Environmental Engineering Program

leading to the degree of Master of Engineering (M.Eng).

The program is multidisciplinary in emphasis and is designed

to extend the education of graduate engineers and scientists

to subjects necessary for an understanding of environmental

problems. Graduates having the normal admission require-

ments of the University are able to complete the program

and obtain the degree in one academic year.

Subjects covered include air and water pollution control,

solid wastes management, eco systems and resource manage-

ment, environmental law, biology, administration of control

programs, and meteorology.

Further information, details of financial support available,

and application forms can be obtained from:

The Director,

Environmental Engineering Program

University of Western Ontario

Faculty of Engineering Science

London, Ontario. N6A 3K7

Telephone (519) 679-2437

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Prepare for a career in

Advertising or Journalism

in just one academic year.

Students who have completed at least one year of a 8A
course may obtain Direct Entry into the second year of the

Journalism or the Advertising program of Sheridan College

(Oakville campus).

Term begins in September.

For further information and application forms write to:

The Registrar

Sheridan College of Applied Arts and

Technology

Trafalgar Road North

Oakville, Ontario

Phone: Oakville 845-9430/Toronto 362-5861

Burlington 632-7081/Clarkson 823-21 10

Get a new look

at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

®STANDREW'S
PRESBYTERIAN

JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.

11. A.M.

OR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART

'A CHURCH HOME
FOR STUDENTS

AWAY FROM HOME'
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UUatsub

theatre
Tonight at 8 pm. Erindale Student

Theatre will present Its final per-

formance of The Little Prince, an

original student adaptation of the novel

by Saint-Exupery. The performance is

free, and is. located in the Preliminary

Building, Room 292, at Erindale

Campus.
The Studio Theatre, 4- Glen Morris,

offers two final performances this

weekend of The Love of Don Perimplin

and Belisa in the Garden {"an erotic

lacepaper valentine in four scenes") by

Garcia Lorca, and Salome by Oscar-

Wilde. Performances are free, and
begin at 8:30 pm.
Tomorrow evening the Theatre du

P'tit Bonheur offers a form of enter-

tainment that knows no language

This performance has already been

staged successfully at the Stratford

Festival, the Shaw Festival, the

National Arts Centre and has been

filmed for CBC television.

Colonnade Theatre's Classical Stage

Productions finish their run of

Strindberg's Miss Julie. Saturday.

Thter next offering is two one-act plays

by Chekhov, The Bear and The An-

niversary, opening, we think, Tuesday,

February 27.

The Winter's Tale opened at Hart

House on Wednesday night. Trinity

College Dramatic Society has put

together a substantial effort under the

direction of Alan Toff. From the point

of view of design, some attempt has

been made to accentuate the non-

western flavour of the work. White,

pillar-like formations are moved
around from scene to scene to back up
the bright oriental-style garments

Hitchcock's most penetrating movie, Shadow of a Doubt, at Vic Saturday.

barrier. Paul Gaulin displays the art of

pantomime. He has, incidentally, es-
tablished the first school of mime in

Canada. Students $2.00, other $3.00.

Irish Arts Theatre began Its run of
three plays by J.M. Synge on Tuesday,
and will continue until March
11. Directed by Siobhan McKenna, the
company wilt perform Tinker's Wed-
ding, Shadow of the Glen, and Riders to
the Sea.
The Theatre Company of The

St. Lawrence Centre for the Arts will
try its hand at Greek tragedy with
Euripides' Electra. The opening per-
formance takes place February 27.

Factory Theatre Lab has put
together a new production of one of last
year's successes, Brussels Sprouts by
Larry Kardish. Having returned from
a three-day run at the National Arts
Centre, Ottawa, it opens for a four
week run at the Central Library
Theatre on February 27.

On March 1, 2, and 3, the
St. Lawrence Centre Town Hall will
feature Tony Van Bridge in a one-man
show. He will impersonate the writer,
essayist and poet, G.K. Chesterton.

worn by the actors. The musical dis-

cords and oriental themes we hear
between scenes complement this vi-

sual effect. AM this seems fitting for

this tale which Is essentially pagan in

its philosophy. Nevertheless, the
suggestion of fertility and rebirth
prevelant in the second half of the play
is not expressed visually. Too much
white, for one thing, reduced the
pastoral scene to a pale shadow of what
it might be.

The actors give credible
performances though no one stands out
as particularly inspiring. There is an
'unquestionable purity about Shawna
'Maclvor's Hermia, and Tim, Brook, in

his black silk robe, gives us a slimy
Leontes, Geoffrey Garr-Harris' Ca-
millo shows substance and integrity.

A livelier pace throughout the
production, which most likely has more
assurance than it did at the preview
Tuesday night, will do justice to the
interesting elements in this rendition of

Shakespeare's fantasy.

It plays tonight and tomorrow night
at 8:30 pm Students $1.50, non-students
$2.00.

The St. Lawrence Centre is showing

three films of German operas in the

vernacular in March, and because of

the huge response more tickets will be

available. The operas are "Die
Zauberflote" of Mozart, Berg's

"Wozzeck" and Wagner's "Die
Meistersinger von Nurnberg", to be

shown on March 15, 22, and 25. Tickets

are $2.50 per film. All performances

are by the Hamburg State Opera.

"The Stars of the Kiwanis Music

Festival" is the title of the Scarborough

Sunday Concert, this February 25 at

3:30. It's Part I, and Part II is on March
4.

Tonight until the 25th the Toronto

Opera Repertoire performs La
Traviata at Central Technical School

at 8 pm, $1.50 for students.

On CBC-FM at 9 pm on February 27,

Glenn Gould presents a self-produced

program of a concert featuring himself

as pianist. He plays his own transcrip-

tion of "Siegried's Idyll", as well as the

two French Suites by Bach and
Scriabin's "Desir and Caresse
Dansee", op. 57. As usual, this Gould
special should prove to be a radio

highlight.

The second concert in the 8:30 pm
Trinity Square Concerts features Janis

Orenstein, soprano in a recital of

French Art Songs. Single tickets are

$2.50. Series tickets (five concerts)

are $10.

On March 1, Thomas Legrady visits

the Unitarian Church, 175 St.Clair West
by way of La Chasse-Galerie (15 Glebe

Road W.). He is pianist-faculty
member from Loyola College in Mon-
treal West, and his program comprises
works by Debussy, Ibert, Bartok and
Kodaly. Tickets on sale at the gallery,

are $3.

This Sunday, February 25, the

faculty of music presents its all-out

concert of the year with a performance
of Darius Milhaud's "The Creation of

the World". Henry Brant's "Angels
and Devils" is to be performed by
Robert Aitken. There are a slew of

student recitals, but I'm going to let

you saunter into the Edward Johnson
Building to get the info from the lobby

advertising pavilion.

All music enthusiasts will regret to

hear of the deaths of famous American
flautist Elaine Shaffer and even more
famous violinist Josef Szigeti. Colum-
bia, ironically, has just released a
Szigeti Treasury, heavily praised by
Harry Goldsmith in January's issue of

"High Fidelity". Also, by the way, in

that issue is a tremendous article on
some music (and recordings of it) of

Dufay, Ockegem and of an apparently
brilliant anonymous English
Renaissance composer.

Crowbar and La Troup Grotesque
are being presented in concert tonight
at 8:30 at Convocation Hall by the Hart
House Music Committee. Tickets are a
nominal 5<t and are available at the
porter's desk In Hart House.
Atkinson, Dankoand Ford, Columbia

recording artists, are appearing at the
Riverboat tonight through Sunday.
Another of Canada's fine recording and
composing talents, Valdy opens on
Tuesday. Admission is $3.50, and $3
during the week.
The Bee Gees have sold out their

Sunday evening performance at
O'Keefe Centre, but a second, earlier
show has been scheduled. Of central
interest in the English trio's per-
formance will be the role of 30
members- of the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra who will appear with them.

Elephant's Memory the 5 man band
that John Lennon adopted a year and a
half ago as his Plastic Ono Band, is

appearing at the El Mocombo, tonight
and tomorrow. The band has much
improved over their disastrous debut
on Lennon's "Sometime in New York
City" album. They have a chunky
guitar-saxaphone dominated sound
that propels them through original
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material and good old fashioned rock.

A dance floor and $2 cover charge are

also featured.

Fiddler's Green Is the site for an
evening of folk music from the British

Isles tonight, with Enoch Kent, Owen
McBride and Ian Robb. The music
shifts back to the North American
scene on Tuesday evening ((8 pm)
when Michael Cooney makes one of his

frequent Toronto appearances. The
club is located behind the Y on Eglinton

east of Younge, and admission is $1.

Music comes to Meat & Potatoes

Restaurant on Saturday and Sunday
night, from 9 to 12 pm. Don Df Novo,
Lighthouse electric viola player and
pianist Haraldur Edgarsson are
featured. No cover.

Christopher Kearney and his band
Pemmican are giving a concert and
The Meeting Place In Scarborough
College at 8:30 pm tonight. Admission
is $2.

At the Art Gallery of Ontario, Sunday
is the last day to see Appel's work, and

today is the gast day of the Gallery

Shop Book Sale. On March 1 four more
Underground Classics will be shown;

Stan Brakhage's Mothlight, Ed
Emshwlller's Scrambles his Totems
and Kenneth Anger's Scorpio Rising.

From March 3 to 18 a representation of

the Florentine, Venetian, Flemish,
Dutch and French traditions will be

featured in the display of from the

permanent collection, alone with a

selection of 19th and 20th century works
from the Barbizon school.

At the Royal Ontario Museum until

Sunday is the display of work executed
by members of the Canadian Academy
of Medical Illustrators.. "The work
covers various media from drawing to

sculpture to motion pictures, and a

range of subjects from anatomical and
surgical work to abstract psychiatric

problems."
Until March 5 the Faculty of

Architecture offers an Alumni exhibit

of drawings, paintings and sculpture.

John Greer is at the Isaacs Gallery.

The Baldwin Gallery near McCaul
features an exhibit of black women's
photography March 2 to 26.

movies
Esquire turns its cynical presses this

month (March) on the latest American
Dreams as reflected and created by the
movie studios. The magazine asked a
dozen moguls what movies they are
producing next and why. It's all in

Esquire-ese which I'm defensive about
liking, but it's fun to know what they
think we think.

Among this week's movies:
Friday through Sunday at the Revue

it's Before the Revolution by Bernardo
Bertolucci, better known for his skin
flicks. Haven't seen it, but hear that it's

good. 8:30 pm, $1:50.

Friday and Saturday night at 11 the
Revue is showing Jack Nicholson's
Drive, He said, also for $1.50. Its about
college basketball, radicalism and af-

fairs. It doesn't hang together too well,
but really shines in its parts. Actually I

thought it was terrific but, be
forewarned, most everybody else pan-
ned it.

Saturday, Vic Flicks is running a
suspence double-bill of Fritz Lang's
Ministry of Fear and Hitchcock's
Shadow of a Doubt. 7:45 pm, Vic's New
Academic Bldg., $1.

Monday and Tuesday at the Revue,
Truffaut's Bride Wore Black and
Mississippi Mermaid. 7 pm, $1:50 for
the double-bill.
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Freeze creating no hardships, says McNie
By DIANA WEST

"So far there is no evidence that

there have been any great hardships

because of the government freeze,"

on capital spending, Minister of

Colleges and Universities Jack

McNie declared Wednesday,

McNie who was appointed to the

ministry last September was lec-

turing at the Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education in a series of

seminars on higher education.

Asked how long the freeze,

announced in late November, would

continue, McNie rhetorically

replied, "How long is a piece of

string?"

He went on to say that the freeze

would probably last at least a year,

"but it's amazing how universities

have found other space and by

changing schedules are able to ac-

comodate more." Some have even

discussed sharing buildings between

colleges, he said.

U of T is still awaiting for an

answer from the provincial govern-

ment to its request for renovation

money to meet fire and safety stan-

dards in several buildings.

McNie also commented that the

declining enrolment figures would

probably solve some of the over-

crowding problems and improve the

"quality of environment."

"The government does not want to

put itself in the position of an
auditor." The ministry, he con-

tinued, wants universities to pursue

their "individuality" and
"uniqueness."

Asked about the Wright

(Commission on Post-Secondary

Education) Report and the effect it

would have on government policies

McNie stated, "The Wright Report is

not the government's report. The
government can accept or reject it

but when it comes down to the

university administration it's

another thing again," insisting that

NOTICE OF

SAC
Elections

March 7 &8

PRESIDENTIAL-
Campus-wide elections for SAC President, two Vice-Presidents

will take place on March 7 and 8. Nominations opened and

campaigning started Monday, February 19.

Voting is for a Presidential ticket consisting of a President and

two Vice-Presidents. One and only one member of each ticket

shall come from each of the three constituencies:

1) Professional Faculties

2) Arts & Science, St. George Campus

3) Scarborough and Erindale

SAC REP:
Most local college and faculty councils have agreed to conduct

their SAC Rep elections on the same day as the SAC

Presidential elections. Details on SAC Rep elections will be

available by February 19.

NOMINATIONS CLOSE 12:00 NOON, FEB. 26

FURTHER INFORMATION
AND ELECTION RULES

FROM SAC

928-4911

the ministry wanted to allow the

universities and colleges freedom to

maintain their own administration

policies.

The minister was then asked what
his opinion was concerning the mix-

ing of full and part-time students.

McNie felt that varying ages within a

single course or college allowed for a

wider scope of experience among the

students.

"Students go on through

sequential education until they're 25

without knowing what it's all about.

Then they go on to teach for 45

years."

On the question of the increase on
student loan portions of government

grants, McNie said that the govern-

ment "felt students should be

carrying a larger part of the burden.

It was hoped that it wouldn't pre-

judice worthy students in need. It

would simply mean they would be
taking on a larger portion. Really,

it's a question of spreading the

cost."

Colleges and Universities minister Jack McNie at a fall demo.

Hillel Lecture Series
presents

PROF. LOUIS H. FELDMAN
speaking on

"JUDAISM & THE OCCULT"
ABOUT THE LECTURER
Prof. Feldman received his Ph.D. from Harvard in Classics. He is

presently a professor of classics at Yeshiva University. He has

written numerous articles on Judaism in Greek and Roman times

and has done numerous translations of the works of Josephus and

Philo.

Sunday, February 25 7:30 P.M.

HILLEL HOUSE

Your course union

YOU!
People taking courses in Political Economy

needed to help circulate questionaires

February 19-28 for course critiques.

Call 928-6396 or come to

PECU office, Sidney Smith 2034
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Committee likes paper for future planning
By JOHN CAMPBELL

A discussion paper designed to

help the university cope with the

problems of "future shock" ran into

only minor criticisms at

Wednesday's meeting of the Plan-

ning and Resources Committee of

the Governing Council.

The document, intitled the "Role

and Function of the University",

was authored by committee chair-

man James Lewis, and will form the

basis of planning at U of T for the

next several years. Lewis refused to

allow The Varsity to obtain a copy of

the document, claiming as his reason

it was not yet an official statement.

The thrust of the committee's

criticism was designed to

"humanize" the paper's wording in

order to make it consistent with the

idea that the university should be a

•'community" in which learning and

personal development can take

place. Only under these cir-

cumstances most members agreed,

could knowledge be effectively

communicated.

Committee member John Morton

cited Oxford as a model university

community where faculty and

students often go together to the

local pubs after their classes.

"We may be able to disseminate

knowledge", he said, "but people

have to accept it, and this they will

best do if they have a sense of

community."

The graduate member was joined

in his criticism by St. Michael's

College principal John Kelly who

declared, "There is a feeling on this

Pregancy discrupts life: woman
By HEATHER-JANE SANGUINS
Ellen May of the Canadian

Women's Abortion Coalition said

Wednesday that pregnancy con-

stituted a "major event in, and

disruption of a woman's life", affec-

ting her "physically, physiologically,

socially, emotionally and
psychologically".

She stated at a Hart House debate

that the problem of unwanted and

unplanned pregnancy "doesn't end

with delivery".

May cited the recent U.S. Supreme

Court decision to institute federal

remedial legislation, rendering in-

valid state laws that deny abortions

to women. Now with the consent of

one physician, clinical abortions are

legal six months into a pregnancy.

May declared that the decision, a

result of the strong pro-abortion

movement in the States, was a "big

step forward", and hailed the end of

' 'illegal methods, mutilation and

death" that has historically been the

fate of women who have sought

abortions.

Jessica Pegis of the University of

Toronto Pro-Life organization stated

that "the core issue is lost under

superfluities" and is a "touchy sub-

ject as it deals with rights".

She doubts that abortion is

completely an "issue of private

decision". Pegis cited the Inter-

national Congress on Abortion (1967)

decision that "life begins at con-

ception", that is supported by U.S.

scientist Ashley Montague.

Later, a woman from the audience

of 50 suggested that the strength of

support for the pro-abortion move-

ment is partly due to belief that the

"foetus isn't a human being, as we
judge life not only on a cellular, but

SMC Film Club

WINNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS

!

COLUMBIA PICTURES p***

FRED ZINNEMANN'Srlmof

AMAN
FORALL
SEASONS

TECHNICOLOR^

Saturday,
February 24

7:30 & 10:00 p.m.
CARR HALL, $1.00

quantitative sense". Secondly

she pointed out the "necessity of

abortion for women" "Unwanted

children is a fact in this society".

Martha Crean, also of Pro-Life,

said that many discussions of abor-

tion were characterized by

"emotionalism" and "misrepresen-

tation". She favours "protection of

life in all stages".

EUie Kirzner, also of the Women's

Abortion Coalition, citing the history

of birth control, said that "abortion

is facing precisely the same charges

today" that birth control did in the

17th century. She attributed this to

the fact that abortion challenges the

concept of "all women as child-

bearers and childrearers".

campus that the faculty treats the

students with something less than

humanity".

The paper had said that the

university must provide a learning

"environment" for students. It did

not mention "community".

Lewis took the offensive to explain

his position on the question of

whether specific priorities for the

entire university, with respect to

teaching and research, should be set

by a central planning body.

Emphasizing that he foresaw a "top-

down, bottom-up" planning process

at U of T, which he described as a

two-way information flow, he said a

central planning committee could

not "dictate priorities" to the

various divisions within the

university.

U of T president John Evans

agreed, adding, "Preservation of-

knowledge is more important in the

humanities than in the physical

sciences. There must be a broad

framework for both their activities,

but the priorities within each will be

different."

Committee members generally

shared Lewis' enthusiasm for a

greater "integration" of knowledge

in research at the graduate level.

Alluding to Pollution Probe as an

example of an ad hoc body drawing

on the talents of people from

different fields to attack particular

problems, he suggested that the

university should formalize the

process of developing such an in-

terdisciplinary approach to problem-

solving in the field of research.

Because of the diversity of its

existing facilities, he said, U of T is

in a unique position to "carve out

this field as one of our own."

VIC FLICK PRESENTS
A SUSPENSE DOUBLE BILL

"MINISTRY OF FEAR"
DIRECTED BY FRITZ LANG

"SHADOW OF A DOUBT"
DIRECTED BY ALFRED HITCHCOCK

SAT. FEB. 24 7:45 P.M.
ADMISSION $1.00

VIC ACADEMIC BLDG. RM. 3
73 QUEEN'S PARKCRES.

Rip off
Europe.

STUDENT-RAILPASS
Theway to see Europe without tee ling like a tourist.

Student-Railpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.

Eurallpass, Sox 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario

Please send me your tree Student-Railpass folder order
form. Q
Or your free Eurailpass lolder with railroad map.

VAR-2

So you plan to spend the

Summer in Europe this year. Great."

Two things are mandatory. A ticket

to Europe. And a Student-Railpass.

The first gets you over there, the

second gives you unlimited Second
Class rail travel fortwo months for a

modest $1 35 in Austria, Belgium,

Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
and Switzerland! All you need to

qualify is to be a full-time student up
to 25 years of age, registered at a

North American school, college or

university.

And the trains of Europe are

a sensational way to travel. Over
1 00,000 miles of track links cities,

towns and ports all over Europe, The
trains are fast (some over 1 00 mph),

frequent, modern," clean, convenient

and very comfortable. They have to

be. So you'll meet us on our trains. It

really is the way to get to know
Europeans in Europe.

But there's one catch. You
must buy your Student-Railpass in

North America before you go.

They're not on sale in Europe
because they are meant strictly for

visitors to Europe—hence the

incredibly low price. Of course if

you're loaded you can buy a regular

Eurailpass meant for visitors of all

ages. It gives you First Class travel if

that's what you want.

Either way if you'regoing
to-zip off to Europe, see a Travel
Agent before you go, and in the

meantime, rip off the coupon. It

can't hurt and it'll get you a better

time in Europe than you ever thought
pOSSible. Pric^u^din'y.S.Wri.

ANNIE'S
PLACE
471 Bloor St. W.

Dance Floor & Lounge

Open Wed. - Sat.

8:00 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

Fully Licensed

NO COVER - NO MINIMUM

Meals 99' -
$
1.99

Now Appearing:

PUMSOL
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Report urges Food Sci divisions be dropped
A minority report of the Food

Sciences Implementation Com-
mittee suggests that divisions of the

Food Science faculty be dropped if

they are not financially "feasible".

Management studies faculty

member Jacob Siegal differs with

the majority report released last

week, which would retain the pre-

sent faculty, although dividing it into

two departments.

Siegal recommends that the textile

and community developments

programs, which have low enrol-

ment, "should be phased out
entirely".

This view probably enjoys wide
sympathy of committee members
since, at one point during meetings,

a motion recommending . the dis-

continuation of home economics lost

by only one vote.

In his analysis Siege! supplies data

intended to demonstrate "the great

discrepencies in the quality and
productivity of the Home Economics

program.

Siegel notes that the terms of

reference within which the com-
mittee was to operate "suggest that

the work of this committee be
directed at both feasibility and im-

plementation". According to Siegel,'

this implified "financial feasibility".

His financial analysis, based on
salaries, equipment and existing

non-academic staff, indicate savings

of close to $200,000 over a five year

period if the Home Economics
program is discontinued.

Food Science dean Ira Armstrong
said she would not comment on the

report until it was discussed by the

Governing Council's Academic Af-

fairs and Planning and Resources

Committees.

Other Food Science faculty

members, headed by J.J. Moran are

preparing a rebuttal to the report to

be presented to Acamedic Affairs.

Sexes not friends: Needham

MBA/LLB
Innovation. Serendipity . . . and a unique opportunity
emerges.

The Faculty of Administrative Studies and Osgoode Hall Law
School at York University announce a joint programme leading

to the MBA and LLB degrees. This is a four year graduate

programme with a number of specializations available. It

begins in September 1973 with a limited enrollment

To discuss the programme and answer questions there will

be a bag lunch information meeting at 1 :00 p.m. on Tuesday,

February 27, in Penndarves Room, International Student

Centres, 33 St. George St. A
All invited — for further information, call 'JRHt
Professor D.N. Thompson at 667-2533. ^§3?

Globe and Mail columnist Richard J.

Needham told an audience of about
80 Monday night that the "sexes

should get together a bit more."
The discussion at the Medical

Sciences Auditorium dealing with
man-woman relations was sponsored

by the Ukrainian Students Club.

Needham 's talk largely consisted

of short, witty dissertations bound
together in a progression of ideas

which he wanted to convey to his

audience.

Needham opened his discussion by
stating he was 60 years old, had
spent 43 years in the newspaper
business, made $600,000 and spent

$610,000. He said that women were
"the only thing in this whole damn
world worth spending money on."

The columnist expressed his

dissatisfaction about the apparent
lack of friendship between men and

What a lu

should chug.

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale

Do you know what you're missing?

women. Needham believes that

"friendship between men and
women is very desirable" and

Needham laughed at self-imposed

segregation of men and women. He
cited an example of this in the

downtown area where men and
women seem to dine in their in-

dividual groupings rather than
together.

According to Needham, the reason

for anxiety in our society,"is the lack

of human relationships.". He said

this was "the real problem, perhaps

the only problem." Needham told

his audience, "what's bugging you is

the lack of a relationship with
another individual."

On the topic of marriage, the

columnist belevied a person would
be "better dead than wed". People

should not think about marriage

until the age of 30, he thought, and,

better yet, not make a decision until

65. In this way Needham proposed

that humankind would "solve the

world population problem".

Needham said, "a Canadian man
is a man that dies at the age of 25,

and is buried at the age of 65."

Needham believed that nobody
should be compelled to "promise to

love anybody for the rest of their

life". "Half of married women fear

that their husbands will leave them;
the othr half wish that they did."

The columnist emphasized

peoples' need to experience life

through relationships with others.

He blamed men for shying away
from friendship, saying, "men want
to make love and disappear; women
want to make love and stick

around." He also thought that "men
should improve their minds" and
"perhaps thir morals."

Needham thought decisions must
be met head on: "Never look back",

"All calamities are necessary", "The
only wrong decision is the fatal

one".

Summer
Language Bursary

Programme

This summer, the University of Toronto will offer a French Language

Summer School at Sainl-Pierre et Miquelon and an English Language

Summer School at Toronto.

Government sponsored bursaries will be offered in connection with

these programmes.

Enquiries: University of Toronto

Division of University Extension

Continuing Education Programme

1 19 St. George Street

Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A9

(416) 928-2400

unclassified
FOUND - Woman's brown leather glove on
Monday Feb. 19 between Sid Smith and Ramsey
Wright. Call Bob at 928-2420.

EXAMS, ESSAYS - Help in all stages of

preparation, research, organization and writing.

Academic projects only. Call 537-9504.

I AM LOOKING FOR A GIRL I met last

year at Western's Winter Carnival: her name is

Margie. 2nd Yr. S.M.C. Please Call Fred (from

McMasterl 922-1768

A BABYSITTER lor two young girls - some
day sitting - and some evenings Spadina &
Blooi - 964-7840 I'm a Ireelance musician

and teacher at York.

BATTERING RAM by David Freeman au-

thor or Creeps directed by Bill Giassco at

Tarragon Theatre Tues. to Sun. at 8 30
Call 531-1827 for Reservations. 1 block

north ot Oupont. 2 blocks east of Bathurst.

30 Bridqman Ave.

LOST: Rickenbacher Bass deep purple with
GU,T*H LESSONS, classical and folk by

customized bndge, black case. Near Ryerson,
*xpe,ie

"f^- ,

dJS?*trafned l9aCher-

Fri. Feb. 16th. Owner desperate - generous
Phone M(chae

'
485 "9643 -

reward! Bob - 962-1061.

PART-TIME Business opportunity • the

pnnting division of Farbetter Business Products
is looking for above-ground representative to

sell pnnting contracts. Easy work with good
commission (or interesting person contact: 0
Lowson. 297-3425

TYPIST WANTED to type manuscript 60' a

page. Contact Todd Rm. 12. 200 Beverley St.

after 6 p.m. Wed, Thurs., Friday

MATEMATICIANS wanted to set

educational mathematics standards.
Competitive selection. Send background in-

formation and telephone number to:

Mathematics Competition, Bon 412, Postal

Station T, Toronto M6B 4A3. Ontario.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, Port

Credit, Quiet adull building, near shopping
and Go-Train. Available. 1st. March.
923-9372 between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m

U.C. COUNSELLING SERVICE, Iree

consultation about any personal problem
928-2531

BICYCLE WANTED: Women's 3.5 or 10

speed. Willing to pay $50. Telephone 920-

0749 until 11 p.m.

S-E.A.L. RESUME SERVICE for student

lob seekers. Accurate layout and printing.

S5 00 tor 50 copies. Lowest price in town.

Phone 966-3900.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats horn S10 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.
(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellen!
selection of fun rurs, tr'ade ins accepted
We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Fri till 6 pm.

;

EUROPE SUMMER '73 TORONTO to

LONDON from S79 one way or S155 return

• Take a dependable charter. Contact

AOSC, 44 St, George St.. Toronto 5.416-

962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING EUROPE INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student

rallpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
Jependabie charter flights, camping tours

ate, all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.

George St.. Toronto 5.416- 962-8404. (The

Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

1enl Council)

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICe, -

thoses, essays. - French. Latin - exper-
ienced typisls - electric typewriters. 86
moor St W Ste 670. 922-7624
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AAcGill head appoints "right-winger" as dean
MONTREAL (CUPI) - Despite the

preferences of a staf f-

student selection committee, the

McGill University administration

has chosen a right-wing professor as

the next dean of students.

Principal Robert Bell chose Saeed

Mirza for a five-year term as dean,

ignoring the strongly-worded

preferential list which ranked Mirza

a poor third among suitable

candidates.

Mirza has been acting dean since

September. During that time

students asked him to act against the

engineering students' newspaper

The Plumbers' Pot, when it

produced a racist and sexist issue

last fall. Mirza mildly reproached the

responsible parties, but blames the

whole affair on "some members of

the students council and The McGill

Daily (who) were irresponsible in

their behaviour and showed bad

faith in the events following the

publication". The Daily had ob-

jected strongly to The Pot edition.

Mirza also suspended McGill

students Bob Wallace and Ze'ev

Ionis for their attempted disruption

of a speech by right-wing political

theorist Zbigniew Brzezinski las Oc-

tober. He approved letters sent to

professors demanding the two
students not be allowed into class.

Students in some of the classes

concerned opposed the actions, and

sent letters to the administration

condemning the suspensions.
(Wallace and Ionis are members of

the Communist Party of Canada
( Marxist-Leninist))

.

"The strongly worded preference

of the committee was ignored," said

one of the selection committee's

student members. "Principal Bell

obviously made his decision

19 students run for 8 GC seats

beforehand: the committee was just

wasting its time."

The 16-member committee

included eight students.

Bell has denied his choice of Mirza

disregarded the wishes of the com-

mittee. "The committee gave me
three names from which to choose,"

he said, "and I chose one of them".

But according to a student

committee member, the three

names were ranked in order of

preference, and Mirza was "a rather

trailing third choice". Further,

"there was no reason given for ig-

noring the committee's first choice

and picking Mirza instead."

"Technically," said another

student member, "Bell was within

his rights in choosing Mirza, but it

was very unethical to ignore the

preferred choice of the committee.

It was quite obvious that the com-

mittee had a low opinion of Mirza,

on the other hand, there was a lot of

enthusiasm for one of the other

candidates."

"The wish of the students has not

been taken seriously," commented a

faculty member of the committee,

"and I'm not at all happy with the

choice. What is the point of having a

selection committee if its advice is

going to be ignored like this?"

A total of 19 students have

announced their candidacy for the

eight available seats on the Gover-

ning Council, the top ruling body of

the university. Elections will be held

by mail between March 2 and 20.

Eight full time arts and science

students are running for the two

seats available to them. Leading the

list is Vic student council president

Gord Barnes, last year an un-

sucessful candidate for the job.

UC student Tom Beckerman is a

member of Faculty Council, of arts

and science. Ian Gray is enroled at

St. Michaels in first year.

Robin Henry, one of the two

female candidates is in first year at

UC.

Vic student and active Faculty

Council member David Laughton is

still another pursuing a Governing

Council seat.

Gretchen Roedde is active in

community education, and
municipal politics, as well as being a

member of Innis College Council.

Faculty Council representative

Howard Levitt and Political

Economy Course Union vice-

chairman Howie Stein are the

"reform slate" arts and science un-

dergraduate nominees. The slate

which consists of seven members is

calling for equal and open access to

the new library, no fees hike, or loan

cutback, and an increased student

voice in University affairs.

The four nominees for the two

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPER
service. Originality, quality, and
security dictate our policy.

Phone: 961-6150
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 3 pm-10 pm

Sat.- Sun. 9 am-5 pm
Professional Typing Done

300 AVENUE ROAD

COMMUNITY_
AFFAIRS

IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE

CDN. WOMEN'S COALITION

TO REPEAL ABORTION LAWS

ABORTION
WOMAN'S RIGHT
Society's Responsibility

PANELISTS:

HENRY MORGANTALER, M,D.

PATRICE MERRIN

MARY BOYCE

ELLEN MAY

MODERATOR:
JUNECALLWOOD

Mon. MAR. 5 8 p.m.

fm MmlKiwi-E»if>(m8 Welcome

ST. LAWRENCE. 366-1656

undergraduate professional faculties

seats are incumbent Aron Goldberg

of Medicine, Mike Naemsch, and

Richard Schabas, both "reform"

candidates and SAC services com-

issioner Charles Vickery.

Three students are ninning for the

two part-time seats. Eric Depoe,

"reform slate", Arlene Dick editor

of Voice, the part-time students

newsletter, and incumbent Norma
Grindal past president of the

Association of Part-time

Undergraduate Students are all

running.

There is one seat for graduate

students with the three nominees

Philip Enros, Tony Leah (reform),

and Barry Mitchell.

The remaining seat for graduate

students is for a representative from

Educational Theory, Life Sciences or

Physical Sciences. Former SAC vice-

president Philip Dack, also a

member of the "reform slate", won
the seat by acclamation.

FRENCH SUMMER DAY CAMP
JULY 2 -AUGUST 10

requires

SPECIALISTS COUNSELLORS
Program in French language includes swimming, arts and crafts, nature

lore, camp cratt. sports (field and gymnasium}.

TORONTO MONTESSORI SCHOOL
8569 Bayview Ave., Thornhlll

889-6882

(
1

ExportA
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

TWO PRESENTATIONS ON JAPAN BY

PROFESSOR ROBERT COLE
of the Department of Sociology

University of Michigan

author of JAPANESE BLUE COLLAR and other works

Monday, February 26, a lecture:

"Employment Systems In Japan

And The West"
at 4 p.m.

Tuesday, February 27, a seminar:

"The Myth Of Japanese Harmony"
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon

Both events take place in Room 202, Galbraith Bldg., 35 St.

George Street. All interested staff and students are cordially

invited to attend.

Sponsored by THE EAST ASIAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
of the International Studies Programme

Brewedfrompure springwater?

27 FRONT ST. E.

And that's the truth!
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With only two seconds left in the game Toronto scored, but the goal wasn't allowed.

Blues defeat York, 7-4
By PETER DUX

After Wednesday's 74 victory over

York, hockey Blues appear to be on

their way to a perfect season in

league play. Their record is 16-0-0

with one remaining game.

Blues will be meeting those same
York Yeomen in the first round of

the playoffs — a sudden-death en-

counter next Tuesday night at Varsi-

ty Arena. If Wednesday's game was

any indication of the Yeomen's

challenge, Toronto has little to fear.

York put up a gallant fight and

showed perseverence, but injuries

have taken their toll this season.

Playing without their top men —
Barry Jenkins is out with a broken

leg and Paul Cerre with tom knee

ligaments — York was forced to

dress two other ailing players. Rick

Ball skated with a pin holding

together his separated shoulder,

while Mike Travis looked weak from

his recent attack of appendicitis.

York scored first on a powerplay,

but thanks to two Yeomen penalties

(leaving them two men short), Blues

tied the score. With the second

Yeoman just stepping out of the box;

Varsity went ahead to gain the

needed momentum to win.

The game's turning point came
when Toronto was given two
penalties and managed to kill both

off without any damage.

Kent Ruhnke scored the insurance

marker early in the second period,

shooting from the faceoff circle to

the goalie's far side, without lifting

the puck off the ice — a move he has

patented this year. _
After Mike Keenan's goal, York

coach Dave Chambers lifted his se-

cond string goalie in favour of Greg

Harrison, who turned in a better

showing. {Goalie Smith had let in

five goals before Chambers replaced

him.)

With a 6-2 lead and about two
seconds left in the period. Varsity

scored a goal which will never go in

the record book — thanks to the

Lady Godiva Marching Band and
referee Zip Thompson.
The LGMB has a habit of sounding

off about five seconds before the

period end, often confusing the

visiting team which can't distinguish

their racket from the real horn.

Wednesday night the band's move
backfired. As they were blasting

away Blues scored; the red light

went on and then off again — next

the blue light came on along with the

real horn. Zip looked at the clock

and seeing one second left, ruled "no
goal".

York outscored Toronto 2-1 in the

last 20 minutes, with play see-sawing

back and forth.

To York's credit, the team kept
skating and didn't give up the game.
Blues lone third period goal came on
a shorthanded breakaway by Bob
Munro.

Bines Notes York has only

four returnees this year two of which
are on the injury list . . . the only

veterans are Gerri Greenham and
John Hirst . . . Varsity's Bill Buba
didn't score Wednesday — this

marks the first time this season that

the speedy left winger has failed to

score in a league game .... Blues

try to finish the league undefeated at

Laurentian in Sudbury this Sunday
night . . . goalie Gary Innes was
spotted on the Blue's bench last

night buried in paper work —, he
was scouting the Yeomen for next

week's playoff game.

Torooto 7 York 4

First Period

1) York, Dunsmuir (Avery, Travis) 4:51

2) Toronto, Ruhnke (Korzack, Pagnutti) 7:15

3) Toronto, Pagnutti (Korzack) 8:35

4) Toronto. Munro (Davies) 12:12

5) York, Sanderson (Hirst) 17:00.

Penalties: Leroy T, 3:48, Dunsmuir Y, 5:57. Greenham Y, 6:34, Keenan T, 18:12,

Anderson T, 18:42.

Second Period

6) Toronto. Ruhnke (Keenan, Korzack) 1:42

7) Toronto, Keenan 4:12

81 Toronto, Fifield (Sems) 11 :20.

Penalties: Keenan T, 8:51, Wright Y. 9:36, Sems T, Ball Y, 12:12, Buba T, 15:18

Third Period

9) York, Avery (Wright) 0:35

10) Toronto, Munro (Davies, Leroy)14:06

11) York, Christie (Ball, Sanderson) 16:07.

Penalties: Keenan T, 12:43.

York

Toronto

Soots on goal

11 6

14 16

Law clinches b-boll playoff spot
Pronounced almost dead before Christmas, Law rose

up Wednesday night to trample UC 75-59 in interfaculty

basketball action, and clinched a playoff spot in the

process.

Since the Christmas break. Law has been the hottest

team in the league (except for St. Mike's). Law's return

to prominence is the direct result of Al Sternberg's

return to good health. No other team depends more on

one particular player than Law.

Sternberg scored 21 points in Wednesday's game.

However, he's more valuable than the points he

contributed to the team. Without him, Law doesn't

stand a chance of defending its crown as interfac

basketball champions.

Other noteworthy scores on the lawyers' squad in the

UC game included Scott Hunter with 16 points and

James Halfnight, the Princeton prodigy, with 12.

Scoring for UC were Mike Betcherman (15 points),

Bill Bimbaum (15) and Joel Levitan (10).

New, assigned the role of spoiler for this year, upset

Erindale 73.67 in a game Tuesday night.

Mark Sherkin (20 points) and Mike Mendelsohn (14).

led New's assault on Erindale, while Jimmy Walker (16)

and Al Nakrosius (12) were high for Erindale.

New broke out early to a 10 point lead and managed to

Keep enough room between themselves and Erindale to

win the contest.

* * •
*

St.Mike's A, trailing by six at halftime, defeated

Meds 76-67 in the second game of Tuesday night's

doubleheader.

St. Mike's win, coupled with UC's loss to Law,

ensured that- SMC will finish first in Division IA. As

usual, St. Mike's A played just well enough to win - an

act they have been performing all year.

Carrying the play for St. Mike's were Larry Trafford

(22 -points, as usual), Tom Campana (20), and Jack

Baynes, the Ventura freewheeler, 11 points.

The leading scorers for Meds were Lindsey Horenblas

(19 points), Bill Caskey, the masked man, (15), and Ron
Sternberg (12).

• • •

Next week marks the end of regular interfaculty

basketball play, and some key games still remain.

SGS and PHE B meet Monday at 5 pm to determine

the final playoff spot in Division IB, while Tuesday at

6:30 pm Erindale and Vic clash to determine first place

in Division IB (Senior engineering, also from Division

IB, is also in the playoffs.)

In Division IA, St. Mike's, UC, and Law are already

playoff contenders. If Meds loses to NEW (8 pm
Thursday) and PHE A wins its two remaining games

against UC and NEW, PHE A will make the playoffs. If

not, Meds is in.

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

COUNCIL AND COMMITTEES

ANNOUNCEMENT OF ELECTION

One half of the elected membership of the Council and its Committees retires

each year, to be replaced by elected members who wilt-be elected for two years.
The following summary relates particularly to the responsibilities of the elected
student and faculty members of Council and the function and role of the
Committees on which they will serve.

The major committee in the structure is the General Committee which has 49
elected students. 91 elected faculty and 59 ex-officio members such as College
Heads, Department Chairmen and representatives of other Faculties. The
Genera! Committee is responsible for the formulation of policy for the Faculty of
Arts and Science. It is concerned, for example, with curriculum development,
admissions policy, study abroad programmes, and evaluation policy, and
determines the regulations governing the length of the academic session and
day. It also serves as a forum for discussion of any matters of general concern to

the Faculty, from which resolutions may be sent to other bodies, prominent a-

mong which, in the future, will be the new Governing Council of the University.

Some student members of the General Committee are elected directly to it (2

from each College except Scarborough and 3 part-time students, giving a total of

17). The remainder assume their seats automatically upon election to one of the-

five Curriculum Committees; or the Committee on Counselling, or Study Else-

where. Membership on all Committees is normally for a two-year renewable term.

There are five curriculum committees: Humanities, Social Sciences, Physical
Sciences, Life Sciences and Interdisciplinary Studies, the last of which is also
responsible for various special courses in the Faculty. Each committee is chaired
by an Associate Dean and has 3 full-time students, 1 part-time student, and 6
faculty members. These committees review all course proposals submitted by
Departments for inclusion in the Calendar, and may take initiative in proposing
development of new areas of study and any other matters pertaining to the
course offerings.

The Counselling Committee has 1 student member from each College (except
Scarborough), 1 part-time student, and 4 faculty members. The Chairman will be
appointed from among the members. This committee is responsible for co-

ordination of counselling for undergraduates in Arts and Science and for

secondary school students interested in eventually entering the Faculty. While
many individuals and offices on the campus are involved in counselling of one
kind, or another, students all too often do not receive the information and advice
which they need at critical points during their years at the University.

The Committee on Study Elsewhere supervises the arrangements through which
students in the Faculty may spend a year abroad to facilitate their studies in

certain disciplines. It will have four full-time student an four faculty members.
The Chairman will be appointed from among the members.

In addition there is an Academic Standards Committee, a Committee on
Standing, and an Admissions Committee. Appointed faculty and ex-officio

persons will sit on these committees.

A list of positions that are open will be published in the University media and is

available at the Faculty Office. Sidney Smith Hall, College and Departmental
offices and the APUS office. In addition, a complete description of th structure of

the Council and the accompanying rules of procedure may be obtained on request
from the Faculty Office, Sidney Smith Hall.

NOMINATIONS OPENED FEBRUARY 19

Full-time and part-time students registered in the Faculty of Arts and Science are

eligible for nomination to the following committees: General Committee,
Committee on Study Elsewhere, Counselling Committee, Curriculum Committee
for Humanities, Curriculum Committee. for Interdisciplinary Studies, Curriculum

Committee for Life Sciences, Curriculum Committee for Physical Sciences,

Curriculum Committee for Social Sciences. For nomination to a Curriculum

Committee, other than Interdisciplinary Studies, a full-time student must be
intending to take at least three courses within the group in the next academic
year.

Nominations opened on February 19. Nominaton forms may then be obtained at

the Faculty Office, College Registrar's offices, or Departmental offices, the office

of the Division of University Extension and the APUS office. Completed
nomination forms must be returned to the Faculty Office, Sidney Smith Hall prior

to 4.00 p.m. March 5, 1973 to be valid. Voting will be by ballot box. Enquiries

regarding this election may be directed to 928-3389 or 928-3392.

ALTHOUSE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
The University of Western Ontario

London, Ontario

University graduates are invited to apply for admission to

the 1973-74 academic program leading to the

Diploma in Education

and Ontario teacher certification for elementary or secon-

dary schools. Applicants must have an undergraduate degree

or be eligible for graduation by September, 1 973.

The College facilities provide special instructional areas in

keeping with all new developments in secondary and

elementary education.

Althouse Students' Council in co-operation with the

Althouse Faculty have successfully assisted in placing over

85% of Althouse graduates through the operation of a

Placement Service.

Communications regarding admission to Althouse College

of Education should be addressed to:

The' Acting Registrar,

Althouse College of Education

1 1 37 Western Road
London, Ontario. N6G 1G9
Telephone (519) 679-2367
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sports
Waterloo

athletic

splits

budget
Wednesday, we looked at the philosophy and

organizational structure of the athletics depart-

ment at the University of Waterloo. Today, we

conclude with an analysis of the athletic budget

(especially as it pertains to men's in-

tercollegiate athletics), and the degree of

community involvement at the physical educa-

tion building.

We will also mention the new building and

how it was financed, as well as the recent

referendum held on intercollegiate athletics.

Although, as we mentioned Wednesday,

Waterloo Director of Athletics Carl Totzke said

that "students weren't critical of the (athletic)

program and didn't have long lists of

grievances", the Athletic Advisory Board, with

the approval of the President's Advisory Coun-

cil on Athletics arranged for "student

preference" to be polled on the university's

intercollegiate athletic program.

And, the University of Waterloo information

services bulletin announcing the "referendum-

opinionaire" results stated. "The argument over

intercollegiate sports has involved those

students . . . who object that only the athletical-

ly elite benefit from them . .
.".

Totzke told The Varsity that "the president

created a fees study committee which looked

at other university services. The university

decided to assume the costs of the intramural

program as well as a referendum on in-

tercollegiate athletics."

The then proposed referendum was changed

to an opinionaire by the President's Advisory

Council,

Athletic Advisory Board president Marvin

Brown explained that in view of the small

student response in voting at Waterloo, the

president's council felt that a similar small

turnout would not be indicative of the whole

student population. He added that if a select

group of students desired to vote against the

program, the returns would indicate a dis-

continuance, yet the number of votes would not

be an accurate indicator".

The administration mailed out 12.740

ballots and received only 3.862 valid ballots in

return. Yet, from this response, the administra-

tion decided that it could conclude policy for the

entire student body.

Slightly over 50 per cent of the ballots

returned indicated that the program should

continue with a fee of $20 per academic year,

while slightly ' over one-fifth of the ballots

returned indicated the program should be kept

with a $17.50 fee. Only 317 ballots called for

the discontinuance of the program.

Financial divisions

In effect, Waterloo has a budget totalling

$376,648 for approximately 11,500 students

(but this figure also includes salaries and a

modest amount, for ice and other rentals).

By comparison, Queen's University's budget

totalled just under $178,000 for the 1972-73

academic year, without pay for salaries or

rentals. However, one important exception to

Queen's that is applicable to Waterloo is the

trimester system at the University of Waterloo,

forcing the athletic facilities to operate practi-

cally the year round.

fees costs for 1973-74 are estimated at

$65,250, although this figure, unlike the

$50,000 mentioned above, includes women's

intercollegiate activities as well as men's. (For

1972-73, the combines cost was approximately

$60,000.)

The chart reveals that Waterloo is funnelling

its money largely into the "big three' in-

tercollegiate sports - basketball, hockey, and

fo'otball - with little regard for the so-called

"minor" intercollegiate sports, which have the

potential for involving more participants.

Physical education building

Waterloo's new building, paid for by the

provincial government, according to Totzke,

contains 156,000 square feet.

The building itself contains 64,603

assignable square feet for athletic activity and

total capital cost to construct this portion of the

building, including furnishings and equipment.

University of Waterloo

Men's Intercollegiate Athletics Budget 1972-73

(Unrevised, March 1972)

% of each sport's budget

% of total part

equipment travel rental officials of budget

hockey 22 23 33 22 26

basketball 12 62 26 20

football 30 45 25 19

(does not include training camp)

golf 75 25 - 5

swim 13 87 5

wrestling 18 76 6 4

track 34 66 4
soccer 14 70 16 3

curling 14 58 28

rugby 38 54 8 2

skiing 6 81 13 2

waterpolo 21 79 2
volleyball 41 59 2

badminton 21 79 1

squash 15 85 1

tennis 10 44 46 1

cros country 100 .7

fencing 36 64 .6

gymnastics

The Waterloo referendum, held late last

November, serves as one example of the split

evidenced within the overall athletic structure

at the university.

For example, the athletics department pays

nine full-time staff members, who are respon-

sible for organizing, and administering and

coaching duties within the framework of the

intercollegiate athletics program.

These people are all paid partially from the

intercollegiate budget (through student levy)

and partly by the administration (for intramural

duties).

Conversely, there are 'several members of

the school (on the academic side) who are paid

by both the athletics department and the

university.

In more concrete terms, Waterloo's

proposed budgetary estimates for May, 1973
to April, 1974 include $129,980 for the in-

tramural program, and $249,668 for the in-

tercollegiate activities. Of the intramural |
program, the administration pay $8 per student §
plus the cost of rentals (ice, etcetera) - in this f
case, for next year, $18,500. The remainder of

°[

the cost must be made up from the %
intercollegiate budget, or else shared jointly by *

the athletics department and the university
£

administration proper.

Nevertheless, even with a comparably large

budget, only a small portion of the funds filters

down to the intercollegiate program. For ex-

ample, the 1972-73 estimates indicate that

under $50,000 found its way into the men's

intercollegiate program for equipment, travel,

rentals, and officials and fees. As the chart on

this page shows what did result in paying for

Waterloo's 19 recognized OUAA sports was
distributed unequally.

Not much has changed for the forthcoming

year. Equipment, travel, rental, and officials and

was $3,253,000. The total cost of the struc-

ture, including offices and labs, and rooms for

academic usage was $4,207,000.

Besides offices and labs, the basement floor

contains 10 regulations squash courts (which

can also be used for handball or paddleball),

women's, visitor's, and men's locker rooms, and

training, communications, and equipment

centres.

The first floor contains a correctives and

exercise gym, combatives gym, dance studio,

and administrative wing, swimming poool, while

Editor Bob Gauthler

Phone 923-4053

the main gymnasium floor is situated on the

basement level.

The main gymnasium is, in effect, a triple

gym, divided by a folding door into a double and

single gym. The open space covers an area 210

feet by 140 feet and contains three basketball,

14 badminton, and seven volleyball courts. In

addition, a main basketball, volleyball or bad-

minton court can be set up in the double gym

with seating accomodation for 4,000 people.

The swimming pool is L-shape in design with

one and three metre diving boards. While one

part of the L allows swimmers to compete over

a 25-yard distance in six lanes, the other allows

competition over a distance of 25 metres in

four lanes.

The top floor (second) of the complex

contains a general activity area and a gym-

nastics activity area. The general activity area

consists of an open space 100 feet by 35 feet

used for activities such as ]udo, fencing,

archery, and golf.

The gymnastics activity area is similar in size

i to that of the general activity area, with front

folding bleachers serving as a partial wall.

The university is responsible for all buildings

and grounds maintenance and, according to

Totzke, "they also accept the responsibilty of

all rented facilities, for such activities as

hockey, curling, etc". The university also put up

six tennis courts in conjunction with the town (a

$7,000 share) and has the use of them three

days per week.

For football and other outdoor field activities

Waterloo uses Seagram Stadium and the

Columbia Playing Fields. There are 14,768

assignable square feet for athletic activity in

the stadium, and its total value, including

gymnasium, stadium seating, the field and

floodlighting, but excluding furnishings and

equipment is $484,556.

As for the playing fields, the cost of the two

football fields, the two hockey fields and the

baseball diamond total $100,000. (Total capital

costs, etc. amounted to $4,791,556.)
' The university pays maintenance costs

totalling $191,193 for the physical activities

building, $41,728 for Seagram Stadium, and

$14,027 for the Columbia Playing Fields.

Community involvement

Community involvement between the

athletic department and the surrounding

geographical community is not great.

Totzke said, "I'm not happy with the

situation; we do too little, too little." However,

he added that all costs come out of student

funds, and some costs are also presently borne

by intramurals.

As for community use of the swimming pool,

Totzke said, "frankly, there's no time available",

although the gym is sometimes available

between the hours of 8-11 pm, Saturday and

Sunday evenings.

Howver, the facilties have been made
available, for example, between May 1, 1970
and April 30, 1971 to almost 60 extra-

university gropus. These included facilities for

local high school and grade school meets, rock

festivals, and for the Montreal Expos baseball

clinic.

Bob Gauthier

Waterloo's L-shaped pool allows for 25 yard or 25 metre swimming.
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Students at

U de Q
may defy

injunction
MONTREAL (CUPI) — Students at the beseiged l'Universite du Quebec a
Montreal (UQAM) will stage a mass meeting tonight to decide what strategy

to adopt in the continuing fight with the university's administration, and the

Quebec government.

One possibility mentioned is that the students may decide to defy an
injunction banning picketing of the university to continue their strike. At the

least, it is expected that they will continue to boycott classes.

UQAM students have been on strike since mid-January over government

fees regulations. The Quebec government wants the students to pay their

second term fees immediately but the students want up to three years after

they graduate to repay them. The administration has sided with the province

in the dispute.

Police attacks and a court injuction have forced an end to the general

strike, but students are continuing to boycott classes.

It is likely that many students will return today to participate in study

sessions.

Support for the original demands still remains high, however, as

witnessed by the fact that only a handful of students entered the open
buildings on Friday..Having broken the strike, the UQAM aarriinistration still

cannot rest easy. It faces the continuing hostility of students and the

possibility of an employees' strike within the next few weeks.
Thursday morning, police broke up student picket lines outside the

Louis-Joliette and Emile-Gezard buildings of UQAM by running motorcycles

through the lines and threatening to arrest those who refused to disperse

immediately.

In one incident outside a UQAM parking lot several students were
injured when a police motorcycle drove full speed directly into a crowd of

strikers attempting to prevent a car from entering. One woman was run over

and taken to the hospital, seriously injured.

UQAM rector Leo Dorais announced to a press conference later in the

day that normal activities would resume Friday at the university.

No classes were given Friday, however, and very few students entered

the building. The UQAM professors' union met Friday and condemned their

administration for its tactics toward the strikers. The professors voted to

hold study sessions instead of classes as long as the injunction is in force.

Negotiations between the Comite d 'organization provisioire des etudiants

(COPE), .vhich directed the strike, and the administration have been

suspended.

The picketers were much more numerous than usual on Thursday

morning, as police intervention was expected. Dorais announced the

"resumption of normal activities" on Wednesday evening, and education

minister Francois Cloutier had stated that it was time to restore law and

order at UQAM, where "a handful of activists are blackmailing the rest of

the university community." The UQAM administration conducted a survey

of students Wednesday, asking them to choose between police intervention

and having the session annulled. Of 2,643 students polled, only 559 requested

intervention while the rest favoured annullation or gave other responses.

About 200 students were massed in front of the Pavillion Louis Jolliete

by 8:30 Thursday morning, while 250 others picketed the EmileGezard

Building nearby and blocked entrances to the university parking lot. Police

action was touched off when strikers prevented a professor's car from

entering the parking lot. Police tried to push back the crowd, but they were

unable to move the students, who started chanting "Solidarite". The police

quickly moved aside and a motorcycle cop stationed across the street

accelerated his machine directly into the line.

The motorcycle came to a halt a few yards inside the lot, stopped by the

weight of the bodies it hit and ran over, and by the angry students who

attempted to overpower the cop and demobilize the machine. Within

seconds, half a dozen other motorcycles were on the scene, chasing picketers

on the sidewalks and in the parking lot. At least three students were arrested.

By 9 am, the police had stopped traffic on St. Catherine Street and

moved in with all their forces to clear away the line outside Louis-Jolliet.

They first forced students to move out of the entrance way of the

building and onto the sidewalk, on the pretext that they had to "keep

moving." A line of about six motorcycles then turnied onto St. Catherine

from Bleury, passed the picket line, turned onto the sidewalk, and drove into

the picketers, forcing them to scatter and regroup across the street. The

motocycles remained as a barrier in front of the building.

By 9:15, the students, who had started shouting "Dorais Assassin" and

"A bas les flics" were confronted by over a dozen motorcycle cops, about

twenty carloads of regular Montreal police. Within a few minutes, the riot

squad approached, swinging their yard-long clubs and dispersed the students.

McNie tells all

to students
Minister of Colleges and Universities Jack McNie (seated at the far right) tells part-time students
that some people would rather spend $60 to watch a football game rather than invest it in

education. The students were not amused by McNie's devastating wit. See story, page 3.

Pelletier criticizes church
By JOHN CAMPBELL

Federal communications minister

Gerard Pelletier spoke out against

church involvement in politics

yesterday at the final session of a
three-day conference on "The Sur-

vival of Canada and the Christian

Church", held at St. Michael's

College.

Pelletier, describing his remarks

as "personal statement" said, "If

clerics want to enter the political

arena, I welcome them. But I want
them to get their hands dirty.''

He was referring to his stated

opinion that clergy hide behind
Christian' rhetoric when they make
political statements. There they

"feel protected from criticism" and
"never have to take a chance," he
said.

The minister advocated that the

church should defend the enduring

"values of civilization" rather than

concern itself with the day-to-day

matters of politics.

He was not clear on how this

I P

Gerard Pelletier at St. Mike's.

division could be made however,
"There is ambiguity in the lan-

guage", he averred. "How can

one define politics as a part of

civilization?"

An essay written for the

conference by St Michael's religious

studies professor Gregory Baum
formed the basis of much of the

weekend's discussion.

Describing the Quebecois as a
"conquered people", who had
become "Canadians of second rank"
because they remained faithful to

their cultural heritage, he wrote.

"It is the task of the Christian

churches in Canada to reveal (such)

injustices present in Canada society

— to stir people out of their apathy
to make them critical and foster

discussion."

Pelletier, in the final speech of the

conference, took issue with Baurn's
political Church proposals and with

the theologian's tacit acceptance of

Quebec's desire for independence.
- Avowing that the federalist system

"favours minorities — including the

French", the minister firmly
declared, "I am a federalist I do not

share the pessimism of those who
promote French-Canadian nationa-

lism."

Four teams may seek SAC jobs
Three tickets have either declared their candidacy or

filed nomination papers for the SAC presidential elec-

tions, as nominations draw to a close today at noon.

A fourth is a distinct possibility.

Elections committee chairman John Helliwell

announced yesterday that he had received nomination

papers Saturday from UC student Bob Anderson for

president, along with vice-presidential candidates Mike
Scott (Erin) and Stephen Moses (Meds D.

Under the constitution this year, as last,

presidential candidates can only run with two vice-

presidential hopefuls. One of the three must be from
either Scarborough or Erindale College, another from a

professional faculty and the third from arts.

Former SAC services commissioner Bill Steadraan
told The Varsity last night that his successor Chuck
Vickery (APSC DI) would file nomination papers, with

the required 100 signatures, today. He will be running

with finance commissioner Paul Bannon (Erin HI) and
Mike Weedon (Vic H).

The third ticket will be a United Socialist Slate,

composed of Young Socialists and Old Molers. Heather

Rideout (Erin), a Young Socialist, will run for

president, while graduate engineer Greg McMaster of

the Old Mole will contest the vice-presidency with

Young Socialist Alice Klein. Each of the vice-

presidential candidates is required to nave paid the $12

SAC membership fee to be nominated as neither is a

SAC member by dint of being a full-time undergraduate.

A fourth ticket looms as a possibility, as Stop the

Student Surcharge chairman Peter Havers said last

night the committee is still considering running.

The March 7 and 8 election entails a $115 per week
salary for the president, who is expected to be full-time,

vice-presidents receive a $95 per week salary for a
limited time period.

Vickery's team leads in SAC experience, with

Vickery and Bannon each being on council one year and
heading a commission since January.

Anderson is the only one of his team to be on SAC.
However, he was education commissioner last summer
during Marty Stollar's absence and has served on

numerous arts and science committees, notably the

New Program Review Committee.
Klein ran. unsuccessfully for vice-president two

years ago on the YS ticket
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
10 am

Blood donor clihicJn the Galbraith Building.

Sponsored by the Canadian Red Cross Society.

Everyone welcome. Till 4 pm.

noon

Claire Culhane, author of why is Canada in

Vietnam will speak at the Internationa! Students

Centre. 33 St. George Street.

2pm
Auditions for an original drama: Wilton

Remembers. At the U.C. Playhouse. Women and

men needed^ Ask for Jay Teitel. Till 4 pm.

4 pm
"Employment Systems in Japan and the

West": a lecture by Prof. Robert Cole. Depart-

ment ot Sociology, Unii/eisity of Michigan. At

Room 202, Galbraith Bldg., 35 St. George

Street.

All graduate students in French are requested

to attend the meeting of the Graduate French

Association in Room 138, University College.

The annual regular meeting of the Council ot

the Faculty ol Arts and Science will be held to-

day at Cody Hall, School of Nursing. Til 6 pm.

4:10 pm
Ahmad Husein al-Sawi, American University

m Cairo, will speak on "The Rise of the Press in

Egypt, a study of the French Expedition Period".

At Room 524, New College.

6:30 pm
_Hillel Kosher supper at Hillel House, 186 St.

George Street. Please reserve by 5 pm today

7:30 pm

Free Jewish University: "The Jewish Woman"

at The BBYO Building at 15 Hove Street.

iBathurst and Sheppard).

8 pm
Interested in working overseas for two years?

Come to the Canadian University Service

Overseas general information meeting in Pen-

darves Lounge, International Students Centre.

Film: CUSO in Ghana.

"War, Peace and Law in Today's Divided-

World", public lecture by J. Alan Beesley, Legal

Adviser and Director-General of the Bureau ot

Legal Affairs, Department of External Affairs. At

Room 2172, Medical Sciences Building.

Advanced Conversational Hebrew at Hillel

House. 186 St. George Street.

Hiliel's Drama Workshop will be meeting at

Hillel .House, 186 St. George Street.

9:30 pm
Beginners Conversational Hebrew. At Hillel

House, 185 St. George Street.

TUESDAY
10 am

Blood Donor Clinic: in New College. Come to

the residence common room. Everyone

welcome.

"The Myth of Japanese Harmony", a seminar

given by professor Robert Cole, Department of

Sociology, University of Michigan. Al Room 202,

Galbraith Bldg., 35 St. George Street, Till noon.

11 am
J. Alan Beesley, Legal Adviser and Director-

General of the Bureau of Legal Affairs, Depart-

ment ol Eiternal Alfairs, will conduct a Seminar

on "Contemporary Diplomacy and the Law of

Nations", At Upper Library, Massey College,

noon

There will be a Baha'i fireside in Room 2047

Sidney Smith. Everyone welcome.

Come and meet Margaret Campbell, Liberal

candidate for the St. George by-election. At the

Hart House Debates Room.

2 pm
An open meeting of the Mathematics

Department Curriculum Committee will deal

with "A specialist programme in mathematics

and its application". Room 1069. Sidney Smith

Hall.

4:30 pm
Victoria College public lecture: "The Lost

Plays of York". Professor Alexandra F. Johnston,

Department of English, Victoria- College will

speak. At the Lecture Hall, Room 3, Victoria

College, New Academic Building.

Hillel Lecture Series is presenting Dr. Winer

author of The Founding Fathers of Israel who

will be speaking on "The Shtetl, the Kibbutz and

the Suburb in Yiddish Literature" at Hillel House.

186 St. George Street.

5:30 pm
Varsity Chnstian Fellowship: this week Harry

Robinson will be speaking in both sessions on

the topic: "The Christian in the world but not of

the world". Everyone is welcome to attend these

meetings held in Wymilwood's Music Room.

6 pm
Le Cercle Francais de I'University College:

Pub Night. Tuck Shop, Hart House. Free Beer.

6:30 pm
Supper at Hillel. Please reserve by 5 pm at

Hillel House, 186 St, George Street.

Joint meeting of Sociology graduates and

undergraduates to discuss Staffing Committee

procedures. At the Borden Building, Room 229.

7 pm
Beginners guitar workshop at Hillel House,

186 St. George Street.

Professor R. James will speak on "Sexual

Myths - They Do Die Hard; Self-Fulfilling

Prophecies in Sexual Fantasy Land". The place

is the Alumni Lounge, Medical Sciences Building,

and everyone is welcome.

7:30 pm
!NX 260, Women Oppression and Liberation

will have a panel presentation on Radical

Lesbianism. At the College of Education

auditorium, Spadina and Bloor Streets.

"In The Wind of The Worlds Anger", an

onginal play presented for the first time by the

drama class of Scarborough College. Come and

see what happens in a Chinese take-over.

Admission is free.

8 pm
OUAA Hockey Playoffs Varsity vs. York at

Varsity Arena.

Two great Peter Sellers films: 'The Pink

Panther* and 'The Party'. Also: two funtastic

'Pink Panther' cartoons! All for only 50( in

advance (at the Pharmacy Building) or 75« at

the door. At the Med. Set. Auditorium.

Don Luce will speak on Political Prisoners in

South Vietnam. At" Bloor Street United Church

(Bloor and Huron).

The Computer Science Department presents

a series of experimental films — hand anima-

tion, computer animation, and dance films — in

MP 203. Free admission.

Triumph of The Will: a film classic.

Promotional and propaganda movie, com-

missioned by Hitler on the Nuremburg Rallies.

At Room 326, College of Education, Spadina at

Bloor.

8:15 pm
Advanced Guitar Workshop. At Hillel House,

186 St. George Street

SAC will promote

day of sfudy
At a poorly attended meeting,

Wednesday, SAC voted $1,500 to

promote the proposed Day of Study,

on post-secondary education and

finally granted the Arts and Sciencs

Student Union a two dollars per

capita student rebate.

Vice-president John Heliwell

outlined his plans for the Ontario-

wide study day March 13, and cir-

culated a precis of "The Learning

Society", the Commission on Post-

Secondary Education report which

was prepared by SAC executive

members. The report is available at

SAC offices at no cost.

The Arts and Sciences Student

Union got its rebate after waiting

through months of disrupted

meetings. Although finance com-

missioner Paul Bannon was not con-

tent to free the money until he had

been reassured an audit would be

done, the few members of council

who remained until the end of the

meeting voted strongly in favour of

the motion.

Grants totalling almost $1,200

were given to Film Production '73, a

group of university students making

a film, college newspapers the Vic

Strand and the Innis Herald, and

Innis
1

Writ literary magazine.

A proposed $2,000 grant for

Frontier College was declared

unconstitutional.

Under the new constitution this

year, SAC can only make grants to

campus organizations. After a brief

debate, council decided that Fron-

tier College was not a campus
organization.

OHIO WEEK-END
MARCH 2-4

PLACE OBERLIN COLLEGE, OBERLIN OHIO
PROGRAM: - THE THEME OF THIS WEEKEND IS "KEY TENSIONS IN JUDAISM

TODAY" WITHIN THAT, THE CONVENTION WILL BE ADDRESSED BY
THE FOLLOWING SCHOLARS:
1. Marvin Fox - Prof, of Philosophy & Jewish Thought, Ohio State
University TOPIC: "The Range of the Halakha"
2. Seymour Siegel - Prof, of Jewish Theology, Jewish Theological
Seminary. TOPIC: "Chassidism and Religious Enthusiasm"
3. Richard Israel - Boston Area Director, Bnai Brith Hillel

Foundations. TOPIC: "Israel and an American Jewish Ideology"
PARTICIPANT SCHOOLS: Kent State, Case Western Reserve Univ Oberlin
Univ. of Toronto.

COST: Total cost for the weekend is $17.00 which includes round trip chartered
bus transportation, meals and lodging. No registrations accepted WITHOUT fee
paid in full... REGISTRATION DEADLINE IS TUES., FEB. 27th, 5p.m.

BUS: We would plan the departure of the bus to meet the needs of the members of the group If
agreeable to all, we might leave on Thursday night. The program in Oberlin will be concluded
.afterbreakfast Sunday morning. If desired, a brief tour of Cleveland can be arranged.

REGISTRATION FORM - OHIO WEEKEND MARCH 2-4
MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO "HILLEL FOUNDATION" & bring in

immediately to 186 St. George Street, Toronto.

Name
= Phone

Address
School

City

ART GALLERY

KITSCH EXHIBITION

WED. FEB. 38 TO SON. MAR. A

GALLERY HOURS:

Monday, 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Tuesday to Salmday, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sunday. 2 p.m. -5 p.m.

WEDNESDAY EVENING

CONCERT

PATRICK Li, pianist

Wednesday. February 38

Greah Hall, 8:30 P.M.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
TUES., FEB. 27 1:00 P.M.

LOUISE C0URVILLE
Flautist

MUSIC ROOM HART HOUSE

NOON HOUR
CONCERT

HEAT EXCHANGE
Wednesday, February 28

Eail Common Room, 12:00 Noon

CHESS LECTURE
PROF. ZU0NK0. VRANESIC,

International Chess Master

Speak! n| on

"TRENDS in MODERN CHESS"

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27

MUSIC ROOM,7:30 P.M.

FILM SERIES:

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS

TODAY Kinetic Art in Paris

and

Art Conservator

Debates Room, 1 p.m. and 7 p.m.

POETRY READING
GERALD LAMPERT

WEDS./ FEB. 28

MUSIC ROOM, 1 P.M.

CLASSICAL
CONCERT

CAROLYN GADIEL playing

Schumann & Bach

THURSDAY, MARCH 1

MUSIC ROOM, 1 P,M.

- CAMERA CLUB

KARL REESERspeakinfon

"How To Prepare a Travelogue

and Other Slide Essays"

Wednesday, February 28

Club Rooms, 1:10 p.m.

and
SLIDE ESSAY COMPETITION

Wednesday, February 28

Club Rooms, 7:30 p.m.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB

OPEN MEETING

RAY CARNOVALE. P. Enf. speaking

"Broadcast Antennas and Transmitters

MONDAY, MARCH 5

BICKERSTETH ROOM, 8:00 P.M.

REFRESHMENTS WIIL BE SERVED

NICKELODEON
279 Yonge at Dundas Square uliiivo the Ki i.n s

t CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.

For information write to:

Community of the Holy Spirit

54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

If you're worried about the Tories at Queen's Park,

come and meet someone else who is too...

MARGARET CAMPBELL

(Liberal candidate - St. George's By-election)

HART HOUSE DEBATES ROOM

TUESDAY NOON
REFRESHMENTS

U of T STUDENT LIBERAL CLUB
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McNie questions worth of a degree
Minister of Colleges and there is lots of money." the past 16 years, said his govern- grants" she said.
Minister of Colleges and

Universities Jack McNie disagreed

yesterday with his student audience

on the cause of the recent drop in

university enrolment.

Speaking to a handful of part-time

students at Hart House, McNie said

that, while financial barriers were a

problem, the real problem was lack

of motivation.

"People are beginning to question

whether or not a university educa-

tion is worth it," he said.

"Some would rather spend $60 to

watch the Ticats win the Grey Cup
than invest that money in a uni-

versity education," he added.
His -audience seemed to think

financial barriers were a more
significant factor.

Joyce Denyer, part-time student

member of the Governing Council,

$ said many part-time students were
desperately in need of financial aid.

Part-time students are not eligible

for government support under the

Ontario Student Awards Program,

the major source of subsidies for

full-time students.

Denyer cited statistics showing

that the average subsidy available

for part-time students at Ontario

universities was 32 cents per capita,

compared to $60 per capita for full-

time students.

McNie sidestepped a further

question about financing problems

with: "Problems exist even when

there is lots of money."
Part-time student John MacMillan

said that the government's recent

tuition fee hikes- have affected part-

time students. Pees went up $20 per

course for extension students at the

same time as full-time students' fees

rose $100.

"There is a significant drop inthe

number of part-time students taking

three courses this year, and this is no
coincidence," he charged.

"When it came to paying their

fees, many found they could only

afford to take two courses this year,

which means they are delayed in

getting their degrees," he added.

McNie, who has been a part-time

student at McMaster University for

the past 16 years, said his govern-

ment was aware of the problems and
he "hoped" some financial aid

would be forthcoming.

He refused to disclose, however,

whether it had in any specific plans

in mind.

"Wait for the budget," he advised.

Part-time student and governor

Norma Grindal also attacked McNie
for his approach towards part-time

education.

"You seem to have the same
attitude that was around years ago,

that part-time education is for peo-

ple with lots of money and leisure

time. What about the lower middle
class person who wants to come but
is just above qualifying for loans and

grants she said

McNie, in his introductory re-

marks, had pinpointed increased

leisure time, a desire for more than
material gain, and the new am-
bitions of women as being respon-

sible for the rise in part-time

envolment.

Several students also complained
about the lack of professional degree
courses open to part-time students.

One woman said that Toronto was J
the only city in Canada with a popu- By
lation over 500,000 where a degree

in engineering cannot be obtained f
'

through a part-time program. =|gM
McNie answered: "If you think s'y^'i

you have problems here, you should Bi-.
:7

see the smaller cities. Universities minister Jack McNie

Pres tacitly supports math students
By GRETCHEN ROEDDE

U of T president John Evans
yesterday obliquely supported
students struggling against the math
department.

Evans spoke of the "need to

develop good mechanisms for co-

operative decision-making" when
asked about the dismissal of math
professor Stephen Salaff and the

refusal of tenure to former math
prof David Spring. He was speaking

CEGEPS fight back
MONTREAL (CUPI) - Montreal's English-language CEGEPS (community
colleges) may be prepared to defy the provincial government's move to re-

classify their teachers.

The administrations at Vanier and Dawson Colleges have said they will

pay teachers according to their own, and not the government's criteria. The
director- general (principal) of John Abbott College said his administration

"will be doing everything in its power to minimize if not block, any adverse

effects of the current review of teacher classification."

In an effort to cut costs, the Quebec Department of Education is

lowering the salary level of many CEGEP teachers. Before the beginning of

this academic year, each teacher signed a contract based on provisional

classification by authorities at the individual colleges. But when the official

government classifications began arriving, many teachers found they were to

receive a lower salary than expected.

The teachers and faculty associations are organizing a massive attack on

the government's classification scheme. John Abbott faculty leader Gary-

Evans said the teachers "mean to try to stop the province from

implementing this barbaric system in an effort to trim its budget. Not even in

industry is labor forced to pay the cost of new contracts, yet we are here

facing that very situation. This is one issue where we need to maximize

support of our faculty along with the college and students. Our strength is in

unity of purpose,"

Evans and many other CEGEP teachers believe the government

instituted the classifications to wipe out any salary gains arising from a

recently-negotiated 10 per cent salary increase for CEGEP teachers over the

next two years.

The Quebec government's December 15 decree ending negotiations with
the common front of Quebec civil servants gave the government the right to

impose salary scales without having to negotiate with workers'
representatives.

Evans, chairman of the John Abbott Faculty Association, said "our

administration estimates that nearly 50 per cent of the teaching staff will be

affected," Because the government is handing out the re-classification

notices in small groups instead of simultaneously, nobody is sure how many
teachers will be affected.

Dawson's acting director general, Robert Gordon, said the college will

pay its teachers according to its own classification "until the money runs out.

We are hoping, of course, there will be some kind of reaction (from the

government) before that situation arises."

Gordon said the college faces bankruptcy unless there are some

"drastic" changes in the government's classifications.

The Vanier College Board of Governors also rejected the government

classifications and decided to pay teachers according to its own criteria for

now.

The Board of Governors at John Abbott has not yet met to discuss the

issue but director-general Bruce Macausland has suggested to college faculty

members the board may be prepared to take the same action as Dawson and

Vanier. He said the college is "generally supportive of the teachers the way

the situation is currengly evolving."

The CEGEP administrations think they may not be able to attract new

teachers or hold the ones they have if the government's salary schedules

remain in effect. The Dawson Board of Governors said it "may not be able to

retain the services of many of our teachers or to recruit suitable new

personnel and will therefore be unable to sustain or raise the present quality

of education."

The Quebec government may require all Quebec students to attend

CEGEPS before entering universities. The schools doubt they can attract

enough teachers if pay is cut.

to the congregation at Bloor Street

United Church.

Students are protesting the

department's actions, saying that it

paid too little.attention to teaching

qualities in assessing professors.

Students of both Spring and Salaff,

who are holding a rally tomorrow in

the Sid Smith foyer at 11 am, have
said that both are good teachers.

Earlier, in his speech, Evans
praised student representation on
bodies that make decisions that

affect them. There are no students

on the math hiring, firing and tenure

committees.

"There is a growing recognition

that the student has an increasingly

important role in decision-making on
curriculum and related matters", he

said. "You may argue that a student

is inexperienced, that she hasn't suf-

ficient skills, but the contributions of

students at McMaster, where stu-

dents are involved in a major

way, have been extremely positive.

"The new governing Council at U
of T also has representation by all

groups affected by its decisions.

However, we must move towards
increased sharing of responsibi-

lities".

Evans admitted that "people have

different values and standpoints, and

the (math) department, which
recognizes accomplishment of the

basis of research, is at odds with

students who are interested in a

professor's ability to communicate
or motivate students."

"The hierarchical decision-making

which has characterized our
society's institutions can no longer

deal with the growing number of

complex issues were are currently

facing," said the president.

He blamed this lack of accoun-

tability and grass-roots participa-

tion for the increasing tension

in universities, corporations, and
communities.

"At the academic level," Evans
stated "students are more highly

motivated when they are responsible

for their own learning. Many
students experience negative reac-

tions to obligatory education. Com-
mitment increases with self-

determination."

Nonnie Balcer, a U of T economics
student in the congregation, asked

Evans his opinion of the proposed

change to a freer curriculum in

Toronto high schools.

Evans approved the change,

hoping that students at high school

level were mature enough to choose

their own curriculum.

In an informal discussion with

students, Evans used the People's

Republic of China as an example of

the extreme success of a country

which in a generation has produced a

strong sense of commitment,
eradicated starvation, provided its

citizens with all the goods and ser-

vices of the Western world "and
some we haven't got like acupunc-

ture," without 'help' from well-

meaning Western countries.

"The fundamental question of

priorities is also a problem in health-

care where the benefits of costly

services like heart transplants must
be balanced with the extensive needs

for simple dental services", Evans
said.

Priorities are also important, he

said, "in education, where we have

the choice of enhancing op-

portunities for gifted students, in-

creasing the accessibility of educa-

tion and perhaps lowering the quali-

ty, or extending services to the han-

dicapped who already have difficulty

keeping pace with society."

A woman asked Evans how he felt

about the demands of women that

they be represented in positions of

authority in society.

"As women take positions of

authority, they are commanding
respect by their excellence of their

performance, and this is more effec-

tive in changing public attitudes than

confrontation politics."

U of T alters GC statement
A statement from a student Governing Council

candidate has been prevented from being printed in The
Varsity and the U of T Bulletin, despite the fact that the

student twice reworded it at the university's insistence.

Richard Schabas (Meds I) said last night that because

the university considered a statement he made in his

submission to the Governing Council secretariat

possibly libellous, he changed it twice to meet their

demands.

However, the statement was not printed along with

others for council candidates in Friday's Bulletin, and
similarily, not in the Governing Council ad in today's

Varsity. (The other candidate who has no statement

printed, Robin Henry, said last night she did not submit

a statement because she wanted to withdraw from the

race but was two hours past the deadline in attempting

to do so.)

Council secretary David Claringbold and elections

advisory chairman Paul Cadario, a student governor,

both refused comment on the matter last night. Council

administrative assistant Richard Smith, who has been
given responsibility for the conduct of the elections, was
not available last night and refused comment Thursday.

The contentious part of Schabas' statement is

apparently an accusation that a medical professor is a

racist.

Schabas, on a reform slate running for seven council

positions, charged last night that the university was
trying to protect the professor.

Schabas says that after Smith twice forced him to

agree to reword that part of the statement, he thought it

would be printed. Smith and he agreed on acceptable

wording by phone Thursday, which Schabas was to

consent to in writing Friday. However, Schabas says

Smith was not at his Simcoe Hall office when he went to

see him, nor was the statement available as promised
for him to sign.

The contentious part of Schabas' statement after the

second reworking, reads, "Election to the Governing

Council would provide an effective platform for these

and other issues, like admissions practices, dis-

criminating "against women and professors who are

racist (name deleted at university's insistence)," ac-

cording to Schabas. The other issues referred to were
the fees hikes and open stacks in the Robarts Library.

The second change replaced "racist professors" with

"professors who are racist". The first change
Wednesday replaced the professor's name with "(name
deleted at university's insistence").

Smith first called Monday to warn Schabas he might

be sued for libel if the name was left in. Schabas told

him he was willing to take the chance and thought he
could prove the accusation in court in any case. Smith
later said, according to Schabas, the statement was
unacceptable to the university; as publisher of the

Bulletin it- might be sued for printing libellous

statements.

The administration also threatened to not print the

statement of another reform candidate, graduate stu-

dent Tony Leah.

Leah reports that Smith required a signed statement

from Tom McLaughlin, saying that the following would
not be damaging to his reputation:

"Last year, faced with the legitimate demand for

undergraduate and community access to the Robarts

Library stacks, the administration called in the police.

As a result of that action, Tom McLaughlin was sent to

the Don Jail on February 9, 1973."

McLaughlin readily complied with this requirement,

noting in his letter, "Since I am not John Sword, the

man who made the decision (to call police in), I don't

see how Mr. Leah's statement could be damaging to my
reputation.

"And even if I were Mr. Sword, my reputation

couldn't be damaged any further."
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Re-instate dismissed math profs

Duffshould stop ignoring students
Math students have given

department chairman George
Duff until 11 am Tuesday to

respond to their demands that

staffing decisions be made on
the basis of teaching ability

and that three popular
teachers — Stephen Salaff,

David Spring, and Michael
Mather —

, effectively dis-

missed by Duff, be re-Instated.

More than a thousand math
students signed a petition

earlier this year requesting
student representation on
departmental hiring and
tenure bodies and supporting
retention of the two profs then
known to be dismissed.
Nearly all the students in the

dismissed professors' classes
have signed separate petitions

asking they that they be
retained on staff.

The Students' Administra-
tive Council Wednesday con-
demned the firings and re-

affirmed its position "that
teaching ability be a prime
fator in matters of promo-
tion, granting of tenure, and
firing, and that students be
represented on all teaching
bodies decision-making
bodies".
Nonetheless, Duff has con-

tinued merrily on his way,
indifferent to student protests.
"Students rate highest those
teachers from whom they
learn the least," he told a math
students' meeting at the begin-
ning of the month.
Teaching is only a part of a

professor's job, he told them.
Mature scholarship and public
service are also expected.
And, he dragged out an arts

and science Faculty Council
motion rejecting student par-
ticipation on staffing decisions,
to back up his position.

AIT that doesn't bail Duff out
of his quandry: Students are
getting increasingly — and
justly - angry with an ad-
ministrator who has a knack
for knocking off professors who
seem to have established a
meaningful learning relation-
ship with their students.

Not surprisingly, the three
unlucky profs have sided with
students in various struggles

'

within the department and the
university, likely offending
Duff's guild mentality, a men-
tality that would expect faculty
to stick together against stu-
dent interests no matter how
legitimate.

Duff runs the department
"like a monarchy", last year's
Math-Physics Course Union
vice-president told The Varsi-
ty. The 'chairman, he con-
tinued, consistently opposed
student Input at any level in
the department.

It's more than a little
upsetting that years after this
university supposedly accept-
ed the role of students in
helping make decisions that
govern it, a conservative chair-
man is still able to Ignore their
protests and freeze them out of
decision-making which vitally
affects the education they

receive.

Equally disturbing is the

knowledge that this ad-
ministrator was only recently

re-appinted to another five

year term despite student op-

position to him. Interestingly,

the committee that made the

decision to extend his term in-

cluded no students.

Conservative faculty and
administrators have long,

sought to deny students a

significant voice in staffing

decisions, claiming the
students lack the expertise to

judge the relative merits of

their teachers. Yet, who better

can determine professors'
relative merits than the

students faculties' primary
function is to teach?

Really, all the conservatives
are saying is that they don't

want anybody jeopardizing
their protection racket, that

students might be a little too

disrespectful of their
professors' bent for research
or w r i t,i ng rather* than
teaching.
These academicians would

deny students any say in uni-

versity decision-making. But,

more liberal administrators
have beat them to the punch,
offering students I imited
power in less critical areas
while leaving staffing as a
faculty prerogative. So, the im-

portant power — power which
most directly affects the
students' potential learning ex-

perience — still rests with the

academic guild. They decide
who gets hired, who gets fired,

and where the money goes.

Until now, that is. Autocra-

tic, indifferent chiarmen like

Duff cannot be allowed to

continue to ignore the stu-

dents' will. Faced with uni-

versal student support for

the dismissed professors and
demands for a student input

into staffing decisions, Duff

has no choice but to open up his

department's decision-making

process, to democratize what
until now has been a closed

department.
When he's hunting around

for excuses to lock students out
of important decision-
making, Duff will find it hard
to ignore the sociology depart-
ment's precedent-setting stu-

dent-faculty staffing
, commit-

tee. It, rather than the guild
models found in other depart-
ments, should guide his future
actions.

Tomorrow at 11 in Sid Smith
foyer math students will be
waiting for Duff's reply. We'd
suggest it should be more
reasonable and judicious than
his behaviour until now. If not,

the issue will not — indeed
ought not — be lightly dropped.

TESTS SHOW THAT OUK CLEANSER

GETS OUT THOSE GREASY STAINS
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Women see sisters through male grid

Lesbianism offends male supremacy
By RITA MAE BROWN

reprinted from the Manitoban

What is a lesbian7 A lesbian is the rage of all

women condensed to the point of explosion

She is the woman who, often beginning at an
extremely early age, acts in accordance with
her inner compulsion to be a more complete

and more free human being than her society —
perhaps then, but certainly later — cares to

allow her.

These needs and actions, over a period of

years, bring her into painful conflict with peo-

ple, situations, the accepted ways of thinking,

feeling and behaving, until she is in a state of

continual war with everything around her, and

usually with herself. She may not be fully

conscious of the political implications of what
for her began as personal necessity, but on

some level she has not been able to accept the

limitations and oppression laid on her by the

most basic rote of her society — the female

role.

The turmoil she experiences tends to induce

guilt proportional to the degree to which she
feels she is not meeting social expectations,

and/or eventually drives her to question and
analyze what the rest of her society more or

less accepts. She is forced to evolve her own
life pattern, often living much of her fife alone,

learning usually much earlier than her

"straight" (heterosexual sisters about the es-

sential aloneness of life (which the myth of

marriage obscures) and about the reality of

illusions.

To the extent that she cannot expel the

heavy socialization that goes with being

female, she can never truly find peace with

herself. For she is caught somewhere between

accepting society's view of her — in which case

she cannot accept herself — and coming to

understand what this sexist society has done to

her and why it is functional and necessary for it

to do so.

Those of us who work that through find

ourselves on the other side of a tortuous

journey through a night that may have been

decades long. The perspective gained from that

journey — the liberation of self, the inner

peace, the real love of self and of all women is

something to be shared with all women —
because we are all women, it should first be

understood that lesbianism, like male homosex-

uality, is a category of behaviour possible only

in a sexist society characterized by rigid sex

roles and dominated by male supremacy. Those

sex roles dehumanize women by defining us as

a supportive/serving caste in relation to the

master caste of men, and emotionally cripple

men by demanding that they be alienated from

their own bodies and emotions in order to

perform their economic/political/military

tions effectively.

Homosexuality is a by-product orVharticular

way of setting up roles (or approval! patterns of

behaviour) on the basis of sex; a/ such it is an

inauthentic (not consonant with "reality")

category, in a society in whk i men do not

oppress women and sexual expression is

allowed to follow feelings, th categories of

homosexuality and heteros' xuality wouhj

disappear.

But, lesbianism is also different from m
homosexuality and serves a di erent funi

in the society, "Dyke" is a diffei nt kind c/put-

down from "faggot," although oth im/y you

are not playing your socially assenedyRex role

and are not, therefore, a "real looran" or a

"real man". The grudging admiraticyTelt for the

tomboy, and the queasiness felt around a sissy

boy point to the same thing; tm contempt in

which women — or those wh/ play a female

role — are held.

And, the investment inyffeeping women in

that contemptuous role is i^ry great. Lesbian is

the word, the label, the/condition that holds

women in line. When a imman hears this word

tossed her way, she kniws she is stepping out

of line. She knows thai she has crossed the

terrible boundary of hel sex role. She recoils,

she protests, she reshapes her actions to gain

approval.

Les>ail U'u IuUlI InTuhted r-y>r 'n thlW

instance of a long history. Older women will

recall that not so long ago, any woman who was
successful, independent, not orienting her
whole life about a man, would hear this word.
For in this sexist society, for a woman to be
independent means she can't be a woman —
she must be a dyke.

That in itself should tell us where women are

at It says as clearly as can be said: woman and
person are contradictory terms. For a lesbian is

not considered a "real woman". And yet. in

popular thinking, there is really only one es-

sential difference between a lesbian and other

women: that of sexual orientation — which is to

say, when you strip off all the packaging, you
must finally realize that the essence of being a

"woman" is to get layed by men.
"Lesbian" is one of the sexual categories by

which men have divided up humanity. While all

women are dehumanized as sex objects, as the

objects of men they are given certain com-
pensations: identification with his power, his

ego, his status, his protection {from other

males), feeling like a "real woman", finding

social acceptance by adhering to her role, et

cetera.

Should a woman confront herself by

confronting another woman, there are fewer

rationalizations, fewer buffers by which to

avoid the stark horror of her dehumanized
condition. Herein, we find the overriding fear of

many women towards exploring intimate

relationships with other women: the fear of

being used as a sexual object by a woman,
which not only will bring her no male-connecte

compensations, but also will reveal the

which is woman's real situation

This dehumanization is expressed
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effectively against women Insofar as women
want only more privileges within the system,

they do not want to antagonize male power
They instead seek acceptability for women's
liberation, and the most crucial aspect of the

acceptability is to deny lesbianism — to deny
any fundamental challenge to the basis of the

female role

It should also be said that some younger,

more radical women have honestly begun to

discuss lesbianism, but so far it has been
primarily as a sexual "alternative" to men. This,

however, is still giving primacy to men, both

because the idea of relating more completely to

women occurs as a negative reaction to men.

and because the lesbian relationship is being

characterized simply by sex, which is divisive

and sexist.

On one level, which is both personal and

political, women may withdraw emotional and
sexua! energies from men, and work out various

alternatives for those energies in their own
lives. On a different political/psychological

level, it must he understood that what is crucial

is that women begin disengaging from male-

jesponse patterns, in the privacy of our

own psjtos, we must cut those cords to the

core. For irrespective of where our love and

il energifcTlow, if we are male-identified

iriouMaeads, wVcannot realize our autonomy
afhumaV beings:

But, wjjvis it thVt women have related to

througrVmen?: w virtue of having been

)rou£ht ,-^|!\n a nVile society, we have

rnalized tie malelculture's definition of

irseliisw. Thafldefinitbn views us as beings

bo exisj^notl for olirselves, but for the

seVicingrmaini§nanee|and comfort of men.

Tha\definitioarcxnsigns|JS to sexual and family

functiw57*Sno Ixcludesius from defining and

shaping\he terns of our lives.

In exchVigefor our psichic servicing and for

perfdrming\ Sf^ty's noVprofit-making fun-

ctions, thelnai confers o\ us just ohe thing:

the slave slatils which ma.wbs us legitimate in

^the eyes oflthasociety in. wfcch we live, called

(femininity
'J

or|"being a rea] woman" in our

lultural ling
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cdYfirras our v*aiVlVQ/« — as he defines it, in

reltydnVlVhrn —yout cannot confirm ouj

personnEfd,\ur o/rn selves as absolutes,

)ng as V/e are dependent on the male cultfrl

fckthis qefinihym, for this approval, we ca/noi

beVee.
ThVcojjKequence of internalizing this/ole""

an enoVious reservoir of self-hate. Thi/is not

to say tnk self-hate is recognized or aJkepted

as such; irmeed most women would

jay be experienced as discomfort^ with he?

as feeltog empty, as numbness, as

restlessness, aparalyzing anxiety / the centre.

Alternatively. it\tay be expressed in shrill

defensivajess of\e glory and/festiny of her

role, But infejes exist often b/neath the edge

of her consci*u^ness!>oJsoj

seeping her alViated frfe^ he rself, her

^eeds, and renewing her aNfangerHo other

iWomen hate botn^hems

ien. They try to esi^5<^rtdHi*»f?lng with

the\oppressor, livirc throM^|jni, gaining

stat\ and identity £wi Jjj^Cgo, his power, his

acconVilishment. flpd 1
>ry not identifying with

other "empty vessels*' like themselves.

Women resist relating on ail levels to other

women who will reflect their own oppression,

their own secondary status, their own self-hate.

For to confront another woman is finally to

con front- one's self — the self we have gone to

such lengths to avoid. And, in that mirror we
know we cannot really respect and love that

which we have been made to be,

As the source of self-hate and the lack of

real self are rooted in our male-given identity,

we must create a new sense of self. As long as

we ding to the idea of "being a woman", we will

sense some conflict with that incipient self,

that sense of I, that sense of a whole person it

is very difficult to realize and accept that being

"feminine" and being a whole person are

irreconcilable.

Only women can give each other a new
sense of self. That identity we have to develop

with reference to ourselves, and not in relation

to men. This consciousness is the revolutionary

force from which all else will follow, for ours is

an organic revolution. For this, we must be

available and supportive to one another, give

our commitment and our love, give the

emotional support necessary to sustain this

movement. Our energies must flow toward our

sisters, not backwards toward our oppressors.

As long as women's liberation tries to free

women without facing the basic heterosexual

structure that binds us in one-to-one

relationship with our own oppressors, tremen-

dous energies will continue to flow into trying to

straighten up each particular relationship with a

man, how to get better sex, how to turn his

head around — into trying to make the "new

man" out of him, in the delusion that this will

allow us to be the "new woman". This obviously

splits our energies and commitments, leaving

unable to be committed to the construction

of%e new patterns, which will liberate us.

It\ the primacy of women relating to

womenVof women creating a new con-

sciousness of and with each other which is at

the hearnpf women's liberation, and the basis

for the cultural revolution. Together we must

find, reinforce and validate our authentic

selves.

As we dolhjs, we confirm in each other that

struggling incipient sense of pride arid strength,

the divisive bwriers begin to melt, we feel this

growing Solidarity with pur sisters. We see

ourselves as pime. find our centres inside of

jurselves. We wTIW^iwsaitieathe sense of

lienation, of beYg cut off, oT^j&tag behind

jof\fd window, otweing unable to g^ out what

m is inside*

We"Seel a real-tessVeel at last we are

coineidinawith oursewh^jth fha/ real self,

with tha^xarisciousneaf vOTegip>i9 revolution

to 6irtT -he\n'pysirj|^^Mj/xc,e'c viL: den

Nations, an! to aa^^p\j£num autonomy
Th human explession.

A panel oNadiaaHViETans will discuss,

this issue as part of the Interdisciplinary

course "Women: Oppression and
Libefation" at 7:30 pm in the Faculty of

Education auditorium, Wednesday.
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ELECTION OF NEW MEMBERS OF

THE UNIVERSITY GOVERNING COUNCIL
26 are contesting 11 stall and student seats

On or about March 2nd, ballots will be mailed to eligible voters for the election of eleven new

members of the University Governing Council.

Six candidates are contesting three teaching staff seats. Eight of the other twelve seats will be

held by the following continuing members elected in last year's election: Professors W.B. Ounphy,

H.C. Eastman. J.E. Dove, C. M. T. Hanley, H.W. Smith, E. A. Sellers, W, B. Coutts and M. F. Grapko,

One other seat has been filled by acclamation in the current election by Dr. A. Murray Hunt.

Two candidates are contesting one administrative staff seat, The other seat will be held by the

continuing member, Mr. J. H. Parker, who was elected in last year's election.

Eighteen candidates are contesting seven student seats. One other seat has been filled by

acclamation by Mr. Philip Dack. All student seats on Council carry one year terms of office.

Sitting members whose current terms of office expire on June 30th, 1973 are indicated below:

Teaching Staff

Constituency IB - J.M.R. MARGESON
Constituency IC - R.M.H. SHEPHERD

Constituency Ml 'J.C. LAIDLAW

Constituency IV - A.M. FALLIS

Administrative Staff

Constituency I
- G. RUSSELL

Graduate Students

Constituency I
- C. HENSCHEL

Constituency II -J.D. MORTON

Full-time Undergraduates

Constituency I
- B. MORGAN
- 1. MORRISON

Constituency 11 - P.M. CADARIO
-A. GOLDBERG

Part-time Undergraduates

Constituency I
- J.E. DENYER
- N. GRINDAL

In accordance with The University of Toronto Act, 1971, the remainder of the Governing

Council will be composed of the President and the Chancellor (ex officio), two presidential

appointees, sixteen appointees of the Lieutenant Governor in Council, and eight members who are

not students or members of the teaching or administrative staff elected by and from among the

alumni.

The election will be conducted by mailed ballot, ballots being mailed to eligible voters on or

about March 2nd. Ballots may be returned to the Office of the Governing Council by Canada Post,

Campus Mail, or personal delivery. Also, for the convenience of voters who would prefer to deposit

their ballots "on-campus" rather than through the mail, ballot boxes will be placed in the following

locations:

1. Simcoe Hall • Information Desk

2. Sidney Smith Hall - Main Foyer

3. Erindale College • Registrar's Office

4. Scarborough College - Registrar's Office

Balloting will be open at these locations from March 5th. to March 20th. from 10.00 a.m, to

4.00 p.m.

Any eligible voter who should receive an incorrect ballot or no ballot due to an error in records

may contact the Office of the Governing Council in order to obtain the correct ballot.

Oetails of the contested constituencies are outlined below, along with biographical or other

comment supplied, on a voluntary basis, by the candidates.

The election is conducted by the Governing Council under the authority of The University of

Toronto Act, 1971. Any requines may be directed to the Office of the Governing Council at 928-

2160. The election will close at 4.00 p.m. on March 20th, 1973.

FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATES
FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT" means all students registered at the

University in a programme of full-time study who are not registered in the School of

Graduate Studies.

CONSTITUENCY I -2 seats

all students registered in Arts and Science.

GORDON BARNES - 1971-72 on VUSAC, Vic SAC representative. 1972-73

VUSAC President, General Committee representative. Obvious concerns this year

will be the discussion of the Wright report, the library, the academic program, review

of the Governing Council and student financing; in these areas and others students

need representatives with experience and committment to express and achieve their

goald. A personal priority will be the practice of holding regular informal discussions

with student organizations and individuals.

TOM BECKERMAN - served on Faculty Council, Committee for Social Sciences.

IAN S. GRAY - One important task facing the Board in following years will be to

allocate funds for University capital and operating expenditures. Considering the

present provincial government's inconsistent policy on University financing, a fact

witnessed by the formula financing history, raised loan ceilings and a recent capital

expenditures freeze, this task, in conjunction with autonomous university existence

yet responsible attitudes with tax money will be of primary importance. I have the

tacts - an excellent start.

ROBIN HENRY -

DAVID LAUGHTON - Physical Sciences, General and Steering Committees,

Faculty Council, 1972-73 - Physics Curriculum Committee 1971 - January 1973 -

Ottawa School Board Education Subcommittee, 1969-70. Hiring procedures, the

review of Governing Council, the Wright report and education financing will be major

issues next year. I hope that open stacks will be obtained this year, but will fight for

them next year if necessary. Hiring procedures must be changed so thai we not lose

teachers of the quality of Stephen Salaff.

HOWARD LEVITT - The Council must use its power to make education an involving

and creative experience which it is not for many students today. I support

emphasizing QUALITY TEACHING parity at all levels, library system open to all

students, preventing further loan cutbacks and fee-hikes, strengthening acceptability

of alternative evaluation methods, University supported daycare, rent control in

University area, elimination of sexism in hiring. Experience • A & S Faculty Council,

Library Subcommittee, A & S Student Union, Admissions Committee (sole student).

GRETCHEN ROEDDE - From my experience on the Building Committee of the Innis
College Governing Council, and involvement in a tutoring program, I am concerned
about University policy re co-operation with the community. I would stress shared

resources as outlined by the Wright Report on Post- Secondary Education, encourage

campus-community services such as tutoring, clinics, Pollution Probe, and Day Care.

Re internal policy, I feel optional athletic activities of A & S students should be

credited, partially as a 6th course.

HOWARD STEIN - Although students are limited by vote, a strong united voice is

necessary to express our grievances and needs. As a member of the Reform Slate

running for the governing council, I therefore will fight for.open and universal access

to the stacks, will fight the cutbacks, fee hikes and the resulting erosion of

educational quality, and work for a solution to the question of tenure,

Constituency II - 2 seats

all students registered in the Faculty of Dentistry, Faculty of Food Sciences,

Faculty of Medicine, Faculty of Nursing, Faculty of Pharmacy. School of Hygiene,

School of Physical and Health Education, Faculty of Education, Faculty of Applied

Science and Engineering. Faculty of Architecture. Urban and Regional Planning and

Landscape Architecture, Faculty of Forestry, Faculty of Law, Faculty of Music, Faculty

of Management Studies, Faculty of Social Work. (With the proviso that both

members elected in Constituency I) may not be registered in the same faculty of

school. In the event that a member elected while registered in one faculty or school

later registers m the faculty of school in which the other elected member is

registered, the transferring member shall resign his seat).

A. GOLDBERG - III Meds; Member: Governing Council, Academic Affairs,

Curriculum & Standards, External Affairs Committees 72-73. It is rather difficult to

discuss the Governing Council within the restrictions of a 75 word limit. Rather than

attempt to do so. I will be happy to air my views on the Governing Council, university

government in general and student participation therein at length to anyone
interested. Call me at 789-2036.

MICHAEL NAEMSCH • Reform Slate: I will fight for equal and undifferentiated
access of undergraduates and the community to the Robarts library. Other issues I

will raise in the Governing Council include tuition fee increases, the absence of job
openings for graduates, and the layoffs of workers on the campus.

RICHARD SCHABAS -

CHARLES LORNE VICKERY • Chuck Vickery is a third year student in Chemical

Engineering. In the past year he has gained invaluable experience in the field of

student government and university affairs as first the Communication Commissioner
of the Engineering Society and then as Services Commissioner at SAC. He feels that

the Governing Council like many other bodies on campus is not responsive to

students. Therefore, he pledges that if elected he will act as a student governor.

"GRADUATE STUDENT" means all students registered in the
School of Graduate Studies.

Constituency I - 1 seat

all students in Division I (Humanities) of the School of Graduate Studies;

Division II (Social Sciences) of the School of Graduate Studies, with the

exception of the Graduate Department of Educational Theory.

PHILIP CHARLES ENROS - I am seeking election for the simple reason that I

would like to be on the Governing Council. I have no grand schemes except, perhaps,
the ideal of working to protect the best interests of my constituents. If elected, I

would support and work for any legislation which would help to develop sanity in this

University; that is, an awareness of the needs of alt the members of this University

and of the surrounding community.

GRADUATE STUDENTS
ANTHONY (TONY) DEREK LEAH - Reform Slate. We must change the

University administration's contempt for students, faculty, campus workers and
outside community. Open Stacks, stopping educational cutbacks, no layoffs will be a
start. Last year, faced with the legitimate demand for undergraduate and community
access to the "Robarts" Library stacks, the administration called in the police. As a
result of that action Tom McLaughlin was sent to the Don Jail on February 9, 1973.
. This is what we are out to change.

BARRY MITCHELL - Graduate student in the department of History. A faded, but
not jaded, radical. A great deal of money has been invested by the community in the
production of MA's and Ph.D.'s. The University and graduate students have a
responsibility to produce recommendations which will ensure that they are not
wasted. I have reluctantly come to the conclusion that if Canadian universities are to
be staffed mainly by Canadian citizens, a quota system may be necessary.

PART-TIME UNDERGRADUATES
"PART-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT' means all students registered at the

University in a programme of part-time study who are not registered in the School of
Graduate Studies.

CONSTITUENCY I -2 seats

'all part-time undergraduate students.

ERIC DEPOE - Reform Slate. This university is intent on creating an academic elite.
This tendency is embodied in the new Robarts library. Forty-two million tax dollars
have been invested in a library to which only faculty and graduate students will have
stack access. If elected I will work for open access. The university must assume a
greater role as a community resource. I will work for a greatly expanded extension
faculty offenng high quality courses.

ARLENE DICK • has been active in Association for Part time Undergraduate

Students since its inception five years ago; Member of four APUS Executive
Committees: Presently Vice-President, APUS: Voice Editor (four years); part-time
student representative on Governing Council Sub-Committee on University
Extension; Active history of committee participation at departmental level - Political
Economy Undergraduate Curriculum Committee; And at general university level -

University-Wide Committee (New U of T Act); Faculty of Arts & Sciences, (Old
" Structure).

NORMA GRINDAL - My policy has always been to keep in contact with as many
students as possible, and to represent their viewpoint to the best of my ability The
experience and information gained from five years with APUS, one year on
Governing Council and numerous committees, gives me the qualifications necessary
to represent part t.me students. Our objective is equality of opportunity for all
students. My aim is to continue working towards that goal
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No vote taken for report on open access
By BOB BETTSON

A controversial report by three

members of the Library Sub-
committee of the Governing Council

recommending open access to the

Robarts Library stacks for the entire

university community did not come
to a vote at the Subcommittee's
Wednesday meeting.

A last ditch attempt was made by
chief librarian Robert Blackburn

and supported by several other com-
mittee members to have access

granted individually by library staff

on the basis of need for various

periods of time.

In a letter handed to the

committee before the meeting,
Blackburn repeated his stand of last

year that there should be differen-

tiated access to the stacks based on
academic need.

At the last meeting of the

subcommittee, a report by the com-
mittee members Kathy Feldman
(law), assistant librarian David
Esplin and professor W.M. Dick,

recommended that the stacks be
open to all members of the uni-

versity community on an equal basis

because of the impossibility of deter-

mining a criteria for need that

wasn't arbitrary.

The report was tabled at the- last

meeting and a decision was sup-

posed to be made Wednesday night.

However in the intervening period,

opponents of unlimited access, in-

eluding Blackburn, decided to make
one last attempt to retain the re-

quirement of academic need for

access.

The committee had a confused

hour long debate on a motion by

student Brjan Morgan to assign the

1589 carrel spaces in the stacks on
some criteria of academic need.

The Feldman-Dick-Esplin report

had claimed that this was not a

problem. Dick explained that "there
are full-time scholars" who will need
the carrels on a day-in day-out basis.

A rambling debate ended up with
graduate dean Edward Safarian

admitting he had "taken the com-
mittee on a red herring to establish

the principle of a large number of

assigned carrels."

The debate on the stack access
report was inconclusive, the meeting
adjourned before voting on the mo-
tion to accept the report moved by
student members Kathy Feldman
and Clarice Henschel.

Arts and Science dean Bob Greene
said he had second thoughts on
unlimited access and suggested a

compromise of students and faculty

applying for passes, which would be
automatically granted.

He admitted that this sounded
"absurd", but insisted "a psy-
chological barrier" is needed to pre-

vent "people from wondering in off

the street to use the library".

Student member Brian Morgan
said people would only use the

library when there was a research

need. "How would a psychological

barrier help".

Political economy professor

Sanford Lakoff supported the
Blackburn letter and added that a

purely psychological barrier wasn't

enough to counter-act the con-
venience of the Robarts Library.

However Morgan stressed that

undergraduates should learn how to

do research. "If they are not en-

couraged to learn the skill of

research the quality of education at

this university will go down", he
maintained.

Support for the student position

came from newly appointed faculty

member engineering professor D.S.

Scott who stated that students

"should be taught to utilize library

facilities".

He maintained there should be no
differentiation in access between a

first year student and a professor.

Scott said that heavy use of the

Robarts library should be en-

couraged. He compared the
problems of misuse of books to

misuse of public streets.

The case for acceptance of the

report was reviewed by Feldman
who concluded that there was no
other fair solution to the problem of

conservation of the collection.

Safarian was cautious about

supporting unlimited access. "We
could look silly if the facility was

abused."

Blackburn said that a

psychological deterrent was not
enough and that it only "tested a

student's initiative".

Henschel charged that all the

discussion was irrelevant and that

there was no reason to worry about
crowding because with the same
materials Sigmund Samuel was
never crowded. "Why are all these
measures necessary?"

"The committee members are
worrying about a problem that

doesn't exist," added Morgan. The
committee should encourage
students to use the library instead of

trying to "harass" them, he said.

Greene appeared to move closer to
the open stack position when he
stated that people thinking over-
crowding would be a problem are
"living in a fantasy world". He
added that nine out of 10 professors

wouldn't spend much time in the
stacks.

Morgan stated at the end of the
three-hour debate that people must
realize there are "fundamental
differences of opinion" and a con-
sensus could not be reached. He
urged that the report be voted on at

the next meeting, set for Monday
March 5.

Court backs Acme workers claim
Fired workers of the Canadian Acme Screw and Gear

company were backed by Ontario Division Court
Wednesday when it upheld the Ontario Labour
Relations Board decision that Canadian Acme and
Canac Shock Absorbers Limited could be considered

one and the same.

Canac began operations at the Acme plant a few
months after Acme shut down. The levy brothers,

owners of the now defunct firm, claimed that assets of
the firm had been sold.

This decision opens the way for United Automobile
Workers Local 984 UAW to investigate the financial

dealings that led to the firing of 510 workers. The court

allowed the union to call the Levy brothers to the stand

to give evidence when the Ontario Labour Relations

Board hearings will resume March 15.

Justice Maurice Lacourciere, in his judgment, stated

his support for the rights of unions and asked Canac
lawyers if they were attempting to put "bunkers on the

board."

Lawyers for Canac argued that there was no need to

investigate the purported sale since the company had
already given the union bargaining rights for the present

workers who had been hired after Canadian Acme had
shut down Union representatives refused to accept this

offer, claiming that the company was trying to buy them
off at the expense of the workers.

In the continuing court battles involving Canadian
Acme, Anthony Kolody, who claims to be the owner of

Escel Nut and Bolt Company, another company that has

appeared in the former Acme plant site, was able to

obtain a temporary injunction preventing picketing of

the plant by the union until Monday.

The union had picketed Excel to publicize its belief

that the company had merely changed names to avoid
giving the workers adequate wages, fringe benefits and
seniority benefits.

"This Excel thing smells as phoney as Canac," stated

UAW vice-president Dennis McDermott who con-

siders that the Levy's are behind both companies. The
UAW has launched a similar suit claiming that Excel
and Acme are "one and the same" and has issued a
press statement supporting the workers at the Acme
plant.

"When the legal roadblocks have been cleared out of

the way at Canac, we will proceed with all speed to try

to restore the jobs and benefits which belong to our
Local 984 members at the Weston Road premises; that

includes both Canac and Excel and will include any
other head that appears on this Levy Bros.' hydra."

TEACHING STAFF
"TEACHING STAFF" means the employees of the University, University College, the

constituent colleges and the federated universities who hold the academic rank of

professor, associate professor, assistant professor, full-time lecturer or part-time

lecturer unless such part-time lecturer is registered as a student. ("Lecturer" includes

associated and clinical teachers in the Faculty of Medicine, and associates in the Faculty

of Dentistry). In all cases a teaching staff member's constituency will be determined on

the basis of his major teaching appointment to a faculty, college or school. Only in the

case of a teaching staff member without a teaching appointment to a faculty, college or

school, will his constituency be determined by another appointment.

CONSTITUENCY IB - 1 seat

all teaching staff members who hold their major appointments at

Scarborough or Erindale Colleges.

WILLIAM JAMES- HOWARD - taught at St. Michael's College from 1965 to 1969
when he accepted a position at Scarborough. He has been convenor of the Editorial

Problems Conference, Chairman of the Staff-Student Committee for the C.D.E. and

convenor of a seminar on African scholarship at the Commonwealth Conference.

Mona. Jamaica. He has published on Eighteenth Century English Literature and

contemporary literatures in English. Currently he is Assistant to Chairman at

Scarborough.

Studies, Italian and Hispanic Studies, Slavic Languages and Literatures,

Sanskrit and Indian Studies (excluding those who are members of

Constituency IB).

VICTOR ERNEST GRAHAM ' Professor, French, University College, an unrepentant
academic conerned primarily with teaching and research but willing to participate in

university councils to present that viewpoint. Graduate of Alberta (Rhodes Scholar)
Oxford (MA, DJJtt), Columbia (Ph.D.), Fellow. Royal Society of Canada,
Guggenheim Fellow. Many scholarly publications, editor of several high school and
university textbooks. Administrative positions since arrival in Toronto (1958):
Departmental Secretary; Chairman. Graduate Department of French; Assooate
Dean. School of Graduate Studies.

ALEXANDER M. LEGGATT - Undergraduate at the University of Toronto in English
Language and Literature 1958-62. Member of the Department of English at
Scarborough College 1965-68; at University College since 1968. Member of the
General Committee and joint chairman of the Staff-Student Committee, Combined
Departments of English 1969-70; member of the Council of the Combined
Departments of English 1970-71. Undergraduate Secretary of the Department of
English. University College, since 1969. Associate Editor of Modem Drama,

GARY ROSS THALER - was born and raised in Kitchener, Ontario, and has degrees

from McMaster and the U. of T. He joined the Botany Dept. at Erindale in 1967, and
has served on the U of T Senate, "The Varsity" Board of Directors, and a wide variety

of College committees. He is currently on the College Council's Executive

Committee; Chairman of the Erindale Joint Biology Curriculum Committee; and

Erindale representative on the Council of the U. of t. Faculty Association.

CONSTITUENCY IC- 1 seat

all teaching staff members in the Faculty of Arts and Science who hold

their major appointments in the University College or New College

Departments of Classics, English, French, German, Near Eastern Studies; or

in the University Departments of East Asian Studies, Fine Art, Islamic

CONSTITUENCY III - 1 seat to be filled in this election,

all teaching staff members in the Faculty of Medicine

EARL V. DUNN - Current Reviews and revisions of Ontario health care delivery will

have considerable impact on the Faculty of Medicine in both clinical and basic
science areas. The Governing Council must receive the Faculty's views of increased
student enrollment and the health care implications of budget restrictions. Good
education of new physicians depends on maintaining excellent standards on clinical

care, as well as teaching in an atmosphere of research and inquiry in basic and
applied medical science.

JOHN COLEMAN LAIDLAW - graduated in Medicine in 1944 from the University of

Toronto. MA (Biochemistry), University of Toronto, 1947. Ph.D. (Biochemistry).

University of London, 1950. Markle Scholar in Medical Science 1953-58. Presently

Professor. Department of Medicine; Director, Institute of Medical Science; Head,
Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Department of Medicine, Toronto General
Hospital; Director, Clinical Investigation Unit, Toronto General Hospital. Member,
President's Council 1965-69. Member, Ontario Council of Health 1971.

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
"ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF" menas the employees of the University, University

College, the constituent colleges and the federated universities who are not members of

the teaching staff thereof.

CONSTITUENCY I - 1 vacant seat

all administrative staff members.

EDWARD E.C. BEAVEN - Aged 50; bom in England, where learned trade as a

printer; employed for last sixteen years at the University Press. Served in R.A.F. from

1941 to 1946. President of the University of Toronto Employees' Credit Union and

director for the past eight years. Keenly interested in labour-management relations

and union affairs. Believes that hourly-paid employees, tradesmen, and lower
echelon of the administrative staff should have a voice in the affairs of the university.

GWEN RUSSELL - Joined U. of T. staff, Jan. 1958. First President University of
Toronto Staff Assoc. Member of University Wide Committee, staff representative on
U.W.C. sub-committee. Member of Governing Council. Servicin on Business Affairs
and External Affairs Committees. True integration into the University community
depends on responsible, unbiased Governing Council representation. Effective two-
way communication is the key to employees sensitivity and concern. As a member of
Governing Council I have attempted to achieve both of these ideals.
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When murderWhen one questions the state's

right to execute a human being, he

really asks, "Does one person have
the right to kill another?"

Once again, Canadians are

debating that question as Parliament
considers a government proposal to

extend the ban on the death penalty

tor all killings except those of police

and prison guards.

As when the ban was first

introduced five years ago, reten-

tionists are arguing vehemently in

favour of its repeal.

U of T criminology student Dahn
Batchelor, who spent several years in

Canadian prisons in a supervisory

capacity as a group counsellor and 15

months as an inmate, discusses the

death penalty and its alternatives in

the following article.

By DAHN BATCHELOR
edited by Obiter Dicta and The Varsity

from the International Review

When one questions the state's right to execute a

human being, he really asks, 'Does one man have the

right to kill another?'

Obviously, there are times when man finds

himself in such situations that the act of homicide is

inadvertent. In times of armed conflict, soldiers

learn the basic premise of war: 'Kill or be killed.'

Some, therefore, argue that a soldier, if not in

defence of his country, certainly in defence of his

own life, is justified in killing a fellow human being.

It is accepted by many in our society that a man
may kill another who through some act of violence, is

placing his family in danger. Similarly, if a man is in

danger of being killed, he may use whatever steps he

feels are necessary to save his own life. If killing his

assailant is the only way, then homicide is

considered justified. Naturally the law places the

onus of proving just cause on the man who used

homicide as a means of saving his own life.

The law of most countries states that a person in

fear of his life during an attack may resort to

homicide. It does not, however, say that a person

may resort to such extreme measures just to protect

himself from a bloody nose. In other words, there are

many physical dangers that may face a person short

of being killed by an assailant.

If a man were in danger of physical mutilation,

and found himself in possession of a knife, he would

be legally justified in stabbing his assailant even

though he would be aware that such a stabbing could

bring about the death of his assailant. However, the

man who stabbed his assailant must show that he

really was in such danger. The threat of mutilation

would not justify homicide. Only the fact that the

assailant was actually making the attempt would be

acceptable in proving justifiable homicide.

These examples are used to point out occasions

where a case could be made for killing fellow human
beings. Unfortunately, man since primitive times
has also killed for reasons other than justifiable ones.

Greed, vengeance, love, envy, lust, and power are

just a few of the many reasons why men have killed

each other. None of these reasons are legally or

socially justifiable in Western society. It is these

types of homicide that concern the state when
considering the death penalty. These crimes are
clearly culpable homicides.

Moreover, almost universally in the eyes of the

law, crimes committed that result even in-

advertently in the death of a fellow human being are
considered culpable homicide. A person who rapes a

woman and accidentally kills her is guilty of culpable
homicide; a person who robs an old store-keeper who
subsequently dies of a heart attack is similarly
guilty.

There are three more types of homicide which,
although equally against the law in most states, are
to some extent socially justifiable.

The first type is voluntary euthanasia. Who could
not sympathize with a person who killed a loved one
because of the physical pain that loved one was
enduring? The reference here is to terminal il-

lnesses, where all hope is lost and the only release
from pain is death.

Another type of homicide which is to some
degree justifiable concerns a man who is threatened
with death by another. There are cases where people
have threatened others with death and have actually
made attempts at it. A person who has survived such
attempts may come to the conclusion that the state

cannot satisfactorily protect him or his family. On
reaching that conclusion, he may, in order to protect
himself and his family, hunt down the prospective
killer and kill him instead. What jury would not feel

compassion for a man who says he would rather be in

prison than be dead?
Finally there is the third type of "justifiable"

homicide, highly questionalbe, involving vengeance.
If a man were brutally tortured by another for

purposes of extracting information, he might want to

kill his tormentor. A man who has been physically
maimed (castrated, dismembered, blinded) would
probably be emotionally justified in the eyes of a jury
in killing his assailant. Although the jury would find
him guilty of murder, they would in all probability
recommend mercy. They might even find him in-

nocent on the grounds of 'extenuating
circumstances'.

People cringe at the idea of one man alone being
the executioner of another. They say, 'Let the law do
justice' and 'Don't take the law into your own hands'.
But, the man who realizes that the law is not able to
do justice may do it himself. There is a famous
illustration of this reasoning, from the U.S.
On September 3, 1969 in Beverly Hills, California, a

truck driver named Lou Watts was driving a truck
with a revoked licence. He accidentally struck and
killed a 10-year-old boy, Ethan Friedman. The truck
driver was charged only with driving with a revoked
licence. The father of the dead child, who did not feel
that justice had been done, hunted down the truck
driver and eight months later, slew him. Eugene
Friedman was convicted of voluntary manslaughter
and was sentenced to three years probation. He

appealed and on October 12, 1970, a judge set aside

the conviction. As a crowning climax to what must be

one of the most unusual cases in the annals o)

jurisprudence, on November 2, 1971, a SupeQP
Court jury awarded the father $125,000 in damages
for the death of his son.

Finally, there are other types of homicides in

which the verdict is certain to be one of acquittal,

such as cases where the accused is deemed not guilty

by reason of insanity, temporary or otherwise.

In a recent Gallop poll, four per cent of those

polled stated that they didn't feel that the taxpayers

should have to support convicted murderers in

prison for the rest of their lives.

In 1970, there were 7,641,731 taxpayers in

Canada. The average taxpayer paid S790 in federal

taxes that year.
The cost of caring for all prisoners in the federal

penitentiaries was 551,900,000.

In 1970, there were 7,108 inmates in

penitentiaries.

The annual cost of keeping a man in prison in

1970 was over $7,300.

The average taxpayer had $6.79 of his taxes used

for the support of federal inamates.
The cost paid out by each taxpayer in 1970

towards the support of each inmate was one-tenth o\

one cent.

The cost of keeping one murderer 50 years I"

prison would be about $365,000 plus inflationarv

costs.

If a murderer is sentenced to natural lif£j n

prison and serves 50 years, each taxpayer will (Ky

only five cents towards the entire support of th*
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of England. During his reign, 72,000 thieves went to

the gallows, yet there are no contemporary records
showing that there was any reduction in crime. When
pickpockets, be they adults or children, were public-
ly hanged as a deterrent, there could be no doubt in

the public mind that the penalty for pickpockets was
death. And, when they thronged about the gallows to

see the hangings, the pickpockets in the crowd did a
thriving business. Later, however, in 18th century
Britain, highwaymen were hanged and then left to

decompose on the gibbet. It is the contention of some
that this had the effect of deterring highwaymen and
of changing U.K. attitudes towards crimes of

violence.

More recently, in Chicago, a study was made
which showed that the police and citizens of that city

killed 1,993 criminals from the year 1923 to 1954, and
that in that period of time only 81 were executed. The
social conditions of the time may, however, have
driven pickpockets to steal, since the alternatives
probably were death by hanging or slower death by
starvation. Further, it may be that the real
modifying factor in the 18th century was the
improvement of economic conditions rather than the
deterring decomposition of the body in public.

Similarly, the social pressures on the 20th
century ghettos may also have "necessitated" many
of the crimes of violence. If the risk of death during a

criminal act doesn't deter, executions afterwards
won't either.

It has been suggested for years that when a

murderer is executed, other persons go out and
commit like crimes. When the mass killer Tropmann
was publicly guillotined in Paris in 1879, several
similar cases of wholesale salughter occurred short-

ly thereafter.

During the last century, an Ohio man was
executed for the brutal slaying of his wife. On the day
of his execution, another man living near the prison
killed his own wife in the same manner. These are
two cases of a phenomenon sometimes related to

executions. They show that capital punishment not
only does not deter, but also can bring about the
death of someone who was in no way involved with
the first murder.

One of the greatest arguments against capital

punishment is the danger of executing an innocent
person. No miscarriage of justice is more terrible to

contemplate. The execution of the innocent generally
results from three types of testimony. The first is

circumstantial. It is impossible to dispense with
circumstantial evidence. If such evidence was not
permitted to be heard in a court of law, criminals
could laugh at the laws, because a legally sane
person rarely commits murder in front of witnesses.

Nevertheless, it is very dangerous to convict on
circumstantial evidence. A number of years ago, a

man was accused of murdering his mother. There
were strands of hair of a certain type in her hand.
Each hair follicle was partly white and partly black.

This, the result of a rare disease, was common only

to the victim and the accused. However, it was
discovered that another man in the neighbourhood
also suffered from that rare disease. Further in-

vestigation proved the second man was guilty of the

murder. The basic flaw with all evidence of the type
called 'circumstantial' is that one cannot, however
long or carefully one considers it, be sure of its

veracity.

There is also the problem of convicting innocent
persons on the testimony of eye witnesses. There are

three types of witnesses: those who relate what they

actually saw, those who relate what they think they

saw, and those who relate something other than what
they saw. There are many cases where innocent

persons have been executed on the evidence of the

latter two types of witnesses.

This brings up the danger of trying capital cases

before a jury. It is a well-known fact that the average
juryman has no real idea of how to interpret

evidence, real or fancied. Nearly every juror finds

his position one of confusion and indecision. As the

trial proceeds, he hears the evidence of eye
witnesses, expert witnesses and psychiatrists, all in

worlds of their own. In this confused state he finally

decides, after listening to the oration of the

prosecuting counsel, the guilt of the accused, a

decision which, by the time the defence has reached
his artful conclusion, is reversed. Finally, the

judge's solemn and impartial summing up leaves

him hopelessly bewildered.
There have unfortunately been capital cases

before juries which have convicted the accused
purely on sentimental grounds. A classic case of this

type took place in Alabama in the 1930's. A young
Negro, Roosevelt Wilson, was charged with the rape
of a white girl. It was a foregone conclusion that he

would be convicted, for the jury was not only white

but were neighbours of the victim. When the Negro
testified that the woman had encouraged him it only

enraged the jury more. Members of the jury
admitted that they believed the accused, but

reminded a reporter that it was they who had to live

in the community after the trial. The judge also

admitted that he knew the Negro was innocent when
he sentenced him to death. Even the governor of the

state felt the same but he said that governors don't

Ie inmate.

ie The death penalty is generally invoked for

)f homicides which are premeditated and wilfully com-
MM^itted by sane persons for such reasons as jealousy

s and ambition.
As for whether the penalty is just, the state

n normally abides by public opinion. In Canada, the

I, consensus of the public seems to favour restoration

h of the death penalty. A Gallop poll recently showed
that 63 per cent ot Canadians interviewed were in

ie favour of reinstating the death penalty. It may be

•s assumed that those in favour of the death penalty

in feel that convicted murderers are not fit to live in our

society and, rather than imprisonment with its care

in and menace, better, they say, to kill them and be

al done with it.

Further, some people may take the law into their

al own hands if they think that the state will not. If a

man knows his wife's murderer will serve only seven

in years in prison for the crime, he may be inclined, and

understandably so, to execute the murderer himself

in and serve the seven years in place of his wife's killer.

Depending on their involvement, the public looks

fd on the execution of a killer differently. Those close to

the victim, or sympathetic to the victim, probably

/0 look at the death penalty as a means of exacting

oi vengeance. The social workers, police officers,

judges and others playing the official role, may look

in upon the execution of a killer as a deterrent.

•V The retentionists argue that the death penalty is

a deterrent. When imposed, it prevents any repeti-

jri ^ion of the offence by the executed murderer. On this

iY ^Joint, there can be no argument. It is the one and

ie only real deterrent.

But, the question that continually arises in

the public mind is, 'Does the death penalty deter

others from committing murder?'
'A' is hanged so that 'B' will be deterred from

murdering 'C. Unfortunately, what most reten-

tionists forget is that 'A' was once 'B' and probably

didn't consider the consequences when he murdered

'C.
It is an accepted fact that there are murderers

whom it is quite impossible to deter, who cannot be

prevented from committing murder by either the

threat of death or imprisonment. It is murderers of

this type who are guilty of deliberate, premeditated

killings of the most brutal sort; and killers of this

type are most often put to death.

Murderers of this type are generally legally sane

and such persons, if released from prison, are apt to

commit more murders. The professional gunman
and the political assassin are two in this

classification. Another type of person who is usually

unrepentant is the "anti-social" individual who has a

history of aggravated assaults. It is of considerable

interest to criminologists that in many such cases,

the murderer has himself often been the victim of

beatings.
For these types of murderers, the public

execution of another seems to have no force as a

deterrent. One more type apparently unmoved by

the death penalty is the person who commits a

murder of passion. In such cases, it would not be

certain that the death penalty would act as a

satisfactory deterrent.

Proof of the failure of the death penalty as a

deterrent came during the reign of King Henry VIII
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Gory deaths abruptly

end lives of condemned
get re-elected freeing Negroes who have sexual

relations with white women. The man was elec-

trocuted at Alabama's Kilby Prison.

On another occasion several years ago, two

citizens, one of New York and one of Massachusetts,

were charged in their respective states with the

same murder. It was established at both trials one

held in each state, that only one person committed

the murder. The New York Jury found beyond

reasonable doubt that their man was guilty and the

jury in Massachusetts came to the same conclusion.

Both men were convicted on the same evidence.

There have also been recorded instances of

innocent persons being executed for the murder of

'victims' who appeared alive and well after the

executions.

There have been cases where persons have been
convicted and executed purely on the evidence of
their alleged confession. I remember working on the
Chambers case as an investigator for Ontario Legal
Aid. This man was hanged for the murder of a little

girl whose body was never found. He claimed that he
was tortured by the police into confessing to a crime
of which he was innocent. Evidence was uncovered
which showed that his lawyer was legally insane at
the time of Chambers' trial.

The civilized world has resorted to six methods
of executing condemned prisoners: hanging.

shooting, decapitation, garotting, electrocution and

gassing.
Shooting has been a popular method of execution

since firearms were first introduced. Today, the

firing squad is used mainly for military offences and

treason.

It is generally considered to be a painless death

although there are instances where poor marksmen

have inadvertently caused intense suffering by

failing to cause instant death.

Hanging remains the most common method in

use today.

It was the traditional method in the United

Kingdom and throughout the Commonwealth.

Although found in the United States, it. is steadily

losing ground. Only six states stilt have it on their
books. Death by hanging has been traditionally used
in Canada, (with the exception of the past five
years), but the Attorney-General or the Governor-
General may substitute for It execution by firing
squad in cases of treason or subversion. Hanging is

used in 26 other countries throughout the world.
In the earliest forms of hanging the criminal was

suspended from the limb of a tree. The condemned
man climbed a ladder and was pushed or jumped
off. Death resulted from strangulation. The victim
would ask his friends to come to his execution to pull
his legs, thereby hastening death. It wasn't until the
nineteenth century that the 'long drop' came into
use.

This modern methods consists of the dislocation

of the spinal column which causes rupture; of the

spinal cord. This is normally the actual cause of

death. But, sometimes death is caused by the

internal rupturing of the jugular vein. If the rupture

of the spinal cord doesn't bring about instantaneous

death, the rupture of the jugular vein will.

Strangulation is the third effect.

Decapitation is probably the messiest form of

execution.
The old method of decapitation employed a large

sword or axe. This, however, created problems. The

major one was that the head was not always severed

on the first blow.

It is believed that the town of Halifax, England

was the first place to use a mechanical means of

beheading felons. There are records of if being used

in the sixteenth century. In a remote way, it

resembled the guillotines used in France.

Dr. Guillotine, who was not the inventor of the

guillotine, advocated its use because he claimed that

hanging was more cruel and beheading by the axe

more messy. By the twentieth century, very few

countries used the guillotine; after the World War 1 1,

West Germany was the only country outside Fance

that used it. Now, only France has the guillotine.

There is some evidence that severing the head

does not bring about instant death. Some time ago in

France, permission was granted to several surgeons

to conduct studies and experiments on the bodies and

heads of victims of the guillotine. It is a known fact

that the brain does continue to function even when

the heart stops beating for at least eight to nine

minutes, on a diminishing basis. If the studies

conducted at the site of the guillotine are conclusive,

it means that the severance of the spinal cord does

not necessarily bring about instantaneous death as

was generally believed.

In the past, very few countries used garotting

to execute prisoners; those that did were of

Spanish origin. Today, Spain is the only country that

uses the garotte. Garotting is another method of

strangling the victim. In its simplest and most
primitive form, the garotte consisted of a strong cord

running through one of two holes in a post, passing in

front of the victim's neck and through a second hole,

death being effected by slow strangulation as the

cords were drawn backwards.
An improvement on this primitive method was

the use of a metal collar attached to the back of a

chair in which the condemned man was bound. The
collar which fitted loosely around the neck was
tightened by a lever. A later modification of this

form of garotting was the introduction of a metal

spike attached to the back of the collar. When the

lever is pulled down, the spike enters between two of

the vertebrae and severs the spinal cord. Recently

an improvement was added which provides for a

double collar which brings about instantaneous

death, or so it is claimed.

The first man legally executed by electricity/ a

man named Kemmler, was executed in the U.S. on
August 6, 1890. It was an incompetent job and the

man didn't die immediately. No fewer than 21 states

in the U.S. use the electric chair. No other country

now uses it.

The most recent method of inflicting the death

penalty places the condemned prisoner in a sealed

chamber and fills it with cyanide gas. Eight states

have used this method in the past.

There is some controversy as to whether this

method is truly as painless as claimed.

There have always been alternatives to the death
penalty/ although only recently have they been ex-
tensively used.

In many countries that have abolished the death
penalty, natural life has become the alternative. By
life imprisonment, I am referring to natural life. It

has been said that capital punishment In a humane
and painless manner Is by far less cruel than
spending one's natural life in prison. Perhaps this

opinion was best expressed by Dennis Neil
Lawrence, a convicted murderer In Australia, who
had his sentence of death for the killing of an opal
dealer in a robbery attempt commuted to life

imprisonment. He said, "I regard the sentence of life

imprisonment a less merciful and less com-
passionate sentence than the sentence of death."
Under state law in South Australia, a life sentence is

generally 20 years, but, with remission, can be
reduced to 12 years or less.

The questions that disturb many judges in

determining natural life as a supreme sentence are:
Is this sentence to be given to protect society, punish
the murderer, or act as a deterrent?

If our society is going to lock certain individuals
up for the rest of their lives, there should be varying
degrees of imprisonment. If there is no hope of
changing a murderer's attitudes and he will be a
continual menace to society, a maximum security
institution is the answer. The offender who does show
that he can be trusted within the prison setting,
should be moved to a medium security institution.

No matter how heinous the crime, no matter how
strong the desire to execute and remove permanent-
ly the offender, our society must find alternatives.
One alternative can mean the placing of the offender
in a prisone for the rest of his natural life.
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Girls become prostitutes, charges activist
By ELEANOR COLEMAN

Young girls brought to Canada
from Haiti by the Haitian consul
supposedly for legitimate employ-
ment have been forced through
threats of violence to their families

to become prostitutes, a Haitian
activist charged Friday.

Philippe Filsaime of the Haitian
Patriotic Action Committee gave
examples of racism both in Canada
and Haiti at a plenary session of the

Students for a Democratic Society

weekend teach-in on racism.

He stated that Haitian immigrants
work for 12 to 14 hours daily for

salaries below the minimum wage,
because bosses neglect to tell them
of their rights.

Filsaime also mentioned cases of

discrimination in housing, and the
plight of those who have entered

illegally, and hide from authorities,

15 people often sharing a small
apartment.

His main aim, he said, is to

mobilize Haitians in Canada to con-
tribute to the liberation of Haiti. He
emphasized, however, "While we
are here, we will fight for every right
we are entitled to."

The Haitian government appa-
rently encourages emigration to

Canada, urging that "once you get
there everything will be all right,"
Filsaime claimed. Last week,
though, five Haitians were deported
because their government had issued
them all the same passport number,
he said.

Haitians come to Canada because
they believe they have the right to
speak freely, hold meetings and hope
to live and work more comfortably,
according to Filsaime.

After 1960 there was a heavy
immigration of Haitian profession-
als, and by 1968 there was an
influx of haitians from all parts of

society. The immigration laws
became increasingly stringent,
however, and by 1969 Haitians were

receiving a reception, which, in his

words, was "not a compliment to a
country that calls itself
democratic. .

."

Many political refugees were
deported to Haiti, and Falsaime was
certain that they were killed upon
their return.

He also gave a historical back-
ground of sufferings by Haitians
in their own countries, describing
them as a result of "white racist

ideologies".

He described how foreign "war
lords" from France, Germany and
Italy descended on Haiti after the
turn of the century, only to be
succeeded by American troops who
drove the peasants off their own
land. When a peasant revolt ensued.
Americans killed 300,000 Haitians to
quash it.

Filsaime described the political

repression in the regime since 1957
which has spurred immigration to

Canada.

"When you live 15 years in a the right to shoot you
"

country like Haiti, you look on every The activist added that his sisterman m uniform as an authority. . . had been terrified at the sight of aHe has the right to whip you. He has Brinks security guard
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Cites humourous examples to prove case

Racism used to control masses, says prof

By ELEANOR COLEMAN
Racism is not prejudice, but a tool

of ideology for controlling the

masses, University of Wisconsin

associate black literature professor

Finlay Campbell said Friday.

Speaking to a plenary session of

the Students for a Democratic Socie-

ty teach-in, Campbell claimed

racism defines a group as being a

separate race, and then creates its

own system of justification of

superiority be it religious, genetic, or

environmental.

Citing humourous examples,

Campbell explained "what racism

isn't".

He said that it had nothing to do

with psychological fear of a different

race or the obsessive-compulsive

desire to persecute. "Racism isn't

about liking or disliking, but about

controlling..."

Thus, he classed television cha-

racter Archie Bunker not as a

racist, but simply as a bigot.

He likewise rejected the theory

that racism is a result of ignorance

and superstition. He described the

prejudiced white masses of America

as much as a victim to racist plots as

the minorities they persecute.

Campbell's examples of racist

actions were specific. He mentioned

the American Constitutional

Convention of 1787 where a black

person was defined as three-fifths of

a man, and an investigation carried

out by John C. Calhoun which

claimed to prove that one in eight

blacks were mentally defective.

Both were deliberate moves to

justify a system of economic ex-

ploitation whereby blacks remained

segregated as a ready labour force,

he charged. Similar theories existed

in Europe during the rise of modern

imperialism.

He also explained how the colour

question was used to destroy the

populist movement among
American farmers in the 1890 's.

Campbell reminded the audience

of under 50 that the chief role of the

black person in American society has

been that-of the worker, and not "to

sing spirituals." Kept in ghettos,

"storage areas for reserve labour,"

they are only considered a problem

when they rebel against this

situation.

After the riots of the 60's, the

Kerner Report concluded that "the

cause of black problem is white

racism.
'

' This conclusion by a

federal judge offered no hope,

Campbell stated, since, as a Black

Panther expressed it to him, "When

everyone is guilty, no one is guilty."

He thus defined racism as an

ideology which "automatically feeds

into imperialism. . . the final

U of T grad student runs for

CP in St. George by-election

U of T graduate student Brian

Mossop has been nominated to run

in the March 15 St. George by-

election under the Communist Party

label.

Mossop, also a teaching assistant

involved in organizing the U of T
Graduate Assistants Association,

feels the main issue in the election is

the Ontario government's cutbacks

in social services, and notably in

health and education.

A press release issued by the

Communist Party criticizes a $24

million cutback in the Metro School

Board by the province and tuition

fee rises in post-secondary edu-

cational institutions.

The release also attacks" cuts in

active hospital treatment beds,

"precisely when a surge forward in

health services is necessary", and

denial of right to strike by hospital

workers.

Increased taxation of corporations

is the party's main solution to these

problems.

Mossop faces strong competition

from all three major parties in the

struggle for the seat held by
Allan Lawrence. Lawrence

resigned when he successfully ran

for Parliament last fall.

Roy McMurtry, a close friend of

Davis and influential Conservative

Party man, was nominated by the

PC's a week ago yesterday, the same
day former Toronto controller and

mayoralty candidate Margaret
Campbell was nominated by the

Liberals. Campbell resigned her

TAVERN
HOME OF BLUES&SOUL

family court judgship to fight what

she has described as the distant,

from the common person — Tory

government.

Ontario NDP leader Stephen

Lewis' administrative assistant Ellen

Adams, a leading figure in the

confederation of Residents and

Ratepayers Associations, is carrying

the NDP banner.

The riding, bounded by Avenue

Road, Queen's Park and
University Avenues on the west,

the lakefront on the south, Parlia-

ment Street on the east and Bloor

Street on the north (with a sizeable

chunk tacked on to the north west

side) contains large numbers of

students.

There are nearly 2,000 students

living in Victoria and St. Michael's

Colleges and the Married Stu-

dents Residences; who could swing

a close race. About 30,000 people

voted in October 1971; Lawrence

won easily with 16,916 votes to

the Liberal's 7,424 and 5,801 for the

NDP candidate.

However, with three strong

candidates and no chance of the

government falling, the race is ex-

pected to be much closer than in the

last election.

Qualified persons hot on the voters

lists can be enumerated between

March 3 and 8 by phoning 363-3458 or

visiting the returning office at 77

Richmond Street East.

PAINT IT PINK!
TWO GREAT PETER SELLERS FILMS:

"The Pink Panther"
and

"The Parly"
Also 2 (yes two) 'pink panther' cartoons!!

Tuesday Feb. 27 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Med. Sci. Auditorium

only 50' in advance at the Pharmacy Building

(19 Russell St.)

or 75 {
at the door (Med.Sci. Auditorium door, that is)

APPEARING THIS WEEK

JIMMY REED

NEXT WEEK:

Big Mama Thornton

Mane* nmySit130pm
133YONGE - 3664634

If you're worried about the Tories at Queen's Park,

come and meet someone else who is too...

MARGARET CAMPBELL

(Liberal candidate - St. George's By-election)

HART HOUSE DEBATES ROOM

TUESDAY NOON
REFRESHMENTS

U of T STUDENT LIBERAL CLUB

smokescreen of that system that has

ruined the earth."

Saturday's plenary session dealt

with the same issues as Friday's,

with Toronto civil rights lawyer

Charles Roach protesting what he

called racist Canadian immigration

policies.

He stressed that racism as a single

problem could be a phoney issue and

that the real issue is "the dis-

tribution of the world's resources to

the world's peoples."

He said that one way of detecting

racism was to look in a country's

jails. About 65 per cent of the priso-

ners found in Regina and Prince Al-

bert jails are Metis and Indian, he

said.

He mentioned that increased

power given to police after the Oc-

tober 1970 crisis and in Toronto

recently were effective weapons of

the racist ideology. He concluded

with an attack on the economic

system, saying "I am a believer in

the perfectability of mankind."

International SDS Secretary Marti

Reife gave examples of racist

policies supported by American uni-

versities as well as the government.

She called racist professors the "IQ

Klux Klan." The race issue, she said,

was being used to divide workers so

that such measures could be put into

effect with minimal opposition.

Following the speeches, several

resolutions were proposed, most of

which had originated in the morning

workshops. One demanded that U of

T fire medicine professor Ian Hector

for teaching allegedly racist theories

about Italians which would affect

their eligibility for workmen's
compensation.

SDS claims to have in its posession

a letter from Hector in regard to

Workmen's Compensation stating

that Italians are "culturally pre-

disposed to feigning injury." The

resolution also called for the psy-

chiatrist to be fired from Wellesley

Hospital and from medical practice

altogether.

Another resolution proposed send-

ing a telegram to Israeli prime

minister Golda Meir protesting

Israeli aggression and in particular

the alleged political frame-up of Dan

Vared, who has been accused of

being a spy by Israel.

Another telegram was to be sent to

express sympathy with students of

the Universite de Quebec a Montreal

who have been boycotting classes

recently in protest against an ad-

ministrative decision to demand fees

in a single instalment at the begin-

ning of the year.

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

LOUISE COURVILLE, flautist

PLAYING

BACH, BARTOK, SCHUBERT
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27 ATI P.AA.

MUSIC ROOM. HART HOUSE

S.M.G. ELECTIONS
S.M.C. Students' Union Presidential Elections: March 14 & 15

Nominations open Feb. 28 and close Mar. 5.

Positions:

President and Vice-President of the Students' Union, to be

elected as a ticket.

***S.M.C. SAC Reps-5 to be elected.

Campaigning begins Mar. 5 and ends Mar. 13.

For information concerning the elections, contact S.M.C.

Students" Union Office - Phone: 923-8893
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U ofT prof, women discuss male sex roles
"What business do I have talking

about male roles and male sexuality?
After all, women have been critical

of men talking about female sex-
uality — and that's a fair criticism",

said U of T assistant philosophy
professor Lorenne Clark, in-
troducing her lecture on Male Roles
and Male Sexuality.

The lecture was presented as part
of the Women's Studies lecture
series sponsored by the Inter-
disciplinary Studies course on
"Women Oppression and
Liberation," at the Faculty of
Education auditorium.

Clark explained that the topic

arose out of trying to analyse and
assess the problems of women's
liberation and people's liberation in
the context of people trying to live a
liberated life style, Problems in-

volved in this are not only psycho-
logical but political as well, she said.

"This is an attempt to stimulate
discussion among men about
themselves. Men and women have
been discussing female roles and
female sexuality and we (women)
are prepared to be very critical
about what our roles have done to us
crippled us. However men are not
enagaging in enough of this kind of
discussion."

MBA/LLB
Innovation. Serendipity
emerges.

and a unique opportunity

The Faculty of Administrative Studies and Osgoode Hall Law
School at York University announce a joint programme leading
to the MBA and LLB degrees. This is a four year graduate
programme with a number of specializations available. It

begins in September 1973 with a limited enrollment

To discuss the programme and answer questions there will
be a bag lunch information meeting at 1 :00 p.m. on Tuesday,
February 27, in Penndarves Room, International Student
Centres, 33 St. George St. £
All invited - for further information, call

Professor D.N. Thompson at 667-2533.

ANNIE'S PLACE
471 Bloor St. W.

Dance Floor & Lounge Open Wed. - Sal. 8:00 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

Fully Licensed

NO COVER - NO MINIMUM

Meals 99
c

-
s
1.99

Now Appearing:

PLIMSOL
THE COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

PRESENTS

FREE FILMS
Experimental Art & Science Films

(HAND ANIMATION, COMPUTER ANIMATION,
DANCE FILMS)

by Norman McLaren, ^ohn Whitney
James Whitney, The Senses Bureau

and others

MP 203, Tuesday, Feb. 27, 8:00 P.M.

WITH THE HART HOUSE

MUSIC COMMITTEE

Louise Courviiie flautist

TUES. FEB.-27, 1 P.M., MUSIC ROOM

Heat Exchange rock

WEDS. FEB. 28, 12 NOON, EAST COMMON ROOM

Patrick LI pianist

WEDS. FEB. 28, 8:30, GREAT HALL

Carolyn Gadiel pianist & violinist

THURS., MAR. 1, 1:00 P.M., MUSIC ROOM

Sharon Tuttle and baroque group

SUN., MAR. 4, 8:00 P.M., GREAT HALL

Clark said she hoped that "men
will be stimulated enough to be
critical of their roles and the kinds of
reactions they have to women, es-
pecially women who are in any sense
conscious of themselves as liberated
women."
Clark discussed the situation in

which there is an imbalance of
sexual desire.

"What does that reflect? What are
the problems of the liberated women
trying to come to grips with herself
as a woman, perhaps her immediate
response is 'well, it's that old male
chauvinist stuff about men initiating

the sexual act or response'."

"In explaining the female roie,

questions arise such as in what way
is the male role complementary?
'Why was the female role of passivity
able to develop?'

"

Given men's behaviour that is

observed by all, there exists a mental
set of attitudes that men must have.
Clark presented from a female point

of view an imaginary reconstruction
of a certain attitude that leads to a
certain kind of behaviour on the part
of males, in other words, what is

going on "when you are dealing with
a guy who you suspect to be a classic

male chauvinist pig."

In the early stages of most
relationships, physical sexual con-
tact is emphasized Clark explained,
but after a while sex on the part of
the man becomes a kind of hangover
rather than an expression of love.

"Because of social conditioning
women regard physical sex as an
expression of love and they need it

both for the love and the sex, so so
they wait and hope."

"It also seems that most men do
perceive a woman's sexual passion

as an expression of love for them",
and at the same time "most men
fear being regarded as sex objects by
their women". This Clark concludes,
"makes it extremely difficult for a
woman to be frank with a man

whom she finds to be something less

than spectacular from the point of
view of her own sexual satisfaction.

"

Both male and female self-

destructive roles have to be
challenged in order to achieve a level

of "people liberation," she said. In
answering questions about changing
the position of men and women
Clark assumed a change of both
internal and external situation was
necessary.

It is important to recognize that
"societal roles enforce the roles that
lead to this problem," Clark
maintained.

"Society forces men into jobs and
careers that necessarily cut them off
from their sexuality and productive
personal relations with women and
children. Similarly for women their

passive and dependent role has cut
them off from having anything other
than children and men as the source
of their gratification and identity."

Key speakers absent from debate
By JOHN CAMPBELL

A conference held to discover
what contribution the church can
make toward a reconciliation of the

French-English division in Canada,
got off to a faltering start on Friday
when key speakers Parti quebecois
chief economist Jacques Parizeau
and Le Devoir editor Claude Ryan
failed to appear. Both were atten-
ding a PQ convention in Laval,

planned several months in advance.
The absence of the Quebec

spokesmen apparently caught the

conference organizers and the others
speakers unprepared. Reverend Ben
Smillie of St. Andrews College,
Saskatoon, prefaced his remarks by
saying he had written his speech in

"about 10 minutes."

Called upon to present "a solidly

western viewpont of the French fact

in Canada", Smillie criticized

everything from railway prices

between Regina and Vancouver to

the War Measures Act. He would
only be satified with an independent

Laval professor Raymond Lemieux

THE FIRST
HARRY TOPPER MEMORIAL

LECTURE
PRESENTS

DR. GERSH0N WINER
RENOWNED AUTHORITY ON YIDDISH LITERATURE, ORDAINED AT
JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY - AUTHOR OF THE
FOUNDING FATHERS OF ISRAEL (BLOCH, 1971)

ON

"THE SHTETL THE KIBBUTZ, & THE SUBURB

IN YIDDISH LITERATURE"

Tues. Feb. 27, 4:30 p.m.

HILLEL HOUSE, 186 ST. GEORGE

Quebec he stated, "if (Quebec) over-
comes it's anti-socialist tendencies."

"Short-notice" replacement Mau-
rice Vailieres of the Nationalist

Mouvement nationales des
Quebecois, the renamed St. Jean
Baptiste Society, said that he had
been told the title of the conference
but that was all he could find out
about it before his arrival.

At one point, Vailieres explained
in detail how a train porter in Mon-
treal provoked his nationalist
feelings by speaking to him in

English instead of French.

Ontario social development mi-
nister Robert Welch, first to ad-
dress the gathering, stressed the
need for a better appreciation of the
religious forces that draw people
together.

"The Holy Spirit," he said, "is the
unifying force in secular and
religious affairs."

Laval University sociology pro-

fessor Raymond Lemieux com-
pleted Friday's speech-making with
a complicated account of three

different "languages" the church
could use in its approach to political

problems. The first of these, he said,

would be that of an uninvolved
observer of the social scene, the
second, of an organization with
specified interests in various social

institutions such as education and
finally that of a source of theological

teachings which is concerned only

with universal values.

"The church cannot be silent," he
declared, "It must testify to

something — the values of justice,

fraternity, and reconciliation."

WANTED!
TWO CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES

Preference will be given to a First or Second
Year undergraduate student. Working
knowledge of French and/or Italian would be
an asset.

Apply in writing stating qualifications particularly activity
in campus affairs, to:

ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
SIMCOE HALL

BEFORE: TUES. MARCH 6

5 P.M.

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TEHMPAPER
service. Originality, quality, and

Sfcuritv dictate our policy.

Phone: 961-6150
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 3 pm-10 pm

S at. - Son. 9 am -5 pm
Professional Typing Done

300 AVENUE ROAD

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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clean up

BOOK SALE

50% off our complete book stock

of art, poetry, sociology, philosophy, history, women's

liberation, labor, socialism, etc.

commencing: MONDAY, Feb. 26

hours: 11:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

vauguard Bookstore
334 Queen Street W.

(near Spadina, 363-9618)

ATTN: STUDENTS FROM RURAL

ONTARIO AND QUEBEC

We aie looking for people in urban schools

who were previously living in rural Ontario

and Quebec that would be interested in

being interviewed for a Video documen-

tary. The purpose of this documentary is

to relate to the students still in school in

rural areas what is happening in-llte cities

i.e. housing, communes, clinics, work, etc.

If at all interested please contact:

JERRY MCNEILL
967-5025

MESSIANIC
STUDY OF

THE HEBREW
SCRIPTURES
—led by rachmiel frydland

(and others) b.a.,m.a.

Mondays 5-6 p.m.
Rm. 590 Sid Smith

students and non-students of all

races and cultures invited

nu?t

VARSITY ARENA
O.U.A.A.

HOCKEY PLAYOFFS

Varsity has qualified
Tuesday February 27 at 8:00 P.M. Eastern Section Playoff Between

Toronto and York

Friday March 2nd at 6:30 P.M. & 9:00 P.M. - SEMI-FINALS

Saturday March 3rd at 8:00 P.M. - FINALS

Tickets On Sale Now A t

Athletic Office & Varsity Arena

Prices:

General Admission $1.00

Reserved $2.00

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION BENSON BUILDING - 320 HURON ST.

The following activities are still open for Registration in Room 230 - Benson Building Between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.

TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

8:00 Contemporary Danes Composition - DS

8:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m.

Contemporary Dance Composition - DS

8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

9:00
Claim*

Tennis Recreational - SG

Badminton nocreaiionai ub

Tennis Recreational - SG

Badminton Recreational - UG

Contemporary Dance Composition | cont'd)

Tennis Recreational - SG

Badminton Recreational - UG

Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG

Tennis • Recreational - SG

flirlminrnn Rorrc-ilinml I1R

Contemporary Danes Composition (cont'd)

Contemporary Dance Intermediate - DS

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Tennis - Recreational - SG

10:00
Tennis Recreational - SG

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Fencing - Beginners - FG

Golf-GC

Ballet 1
- DS

Synchronized Swim - Pool

Ballet 1 - DS

Fencing intermediate - FG

Tennis - Beginners - SG

Badminton Recreational - UG

GOlf - GC

Fencing - Intermediate - F6

Contemporary Dance - Beginners - DS

Golf-GC

Synchronized Swim - Pooi

FAnrlnn - InlArniDillDlA - Fft
1 UrLilULJ - llrLQI [JICjUIGLU ru

Goll-GC

Tennis - Beginners - SG

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Ballet U- OS

1 IsOO Basic Contemporary Dance Composition

11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. -OS

Tennis - Intermediate - SG

Badminton - Intermediate - UG

Jazzt-DS

Fsnclng - Intermediate SG

Tennis- Beginners -SG

Badminton - Beginners - UG

Archery - AR

Golf-GC

Non-Swim - Pool

Ballet - Beginners - DS

Tennis - Beginners - SG

Badminton - Intsrmsdiafe - UG

Golf-GC

Archery - AR

Badminton - Beginners - UG

Ballet I -DS

Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - f

G

Basic Contemporary Dance Composition - DS

11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Badminton - Intermediate - UG

Golf-GC

12:00
noon

Basic Contemporary Danes Composition

(cont'd]

Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG

Badminton - Beginners - UG

Ballet - Beginners - DS

Fencing - Beginners - FG

Badminton - Beginners - UG

Contemporary Danes - Intermediate - DS

Fencing - Advanced/ Intermediate - FG

Tennis - Intermediale - SG

Badminton - Beginners - UG

Jazz 1
- DS

Tennis - Intermediate - SG

Badminton - Beginners - UG

Archery -AR

Fencing - Beginners - FG

Golf-GC

Tennis - Intermediate - SG

Badminton - Beginners • UG

Basic Contemporary Dance Composition

(cont'd)

1:00
p»m»

Fencing Intermediate. - FG

Tennis - Advanced - SG

Badminton • Intermediate - UG

Archery - Ar

Contemporary Dance - Beginners - OS

Contemporary Dance I DS

Badminton - Intermediate - UG

Golf-GC

Contemporary Dance 1 - DS

Modem Gymnastics - LG

Fencing - Beginners - FG

Badmlnlon - Intermediate - UG

Archery - AR

Golf-GC

Badminton - Intermediate • UG

Apparatus Gymnastics - L6

Contemporary Dance - Intermediate - DS

Golf-GC

Scottish Country Dance - DS

Badminton - Intermediate - UG

Tsnnis - Advanced - SG

Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG

2:00
p*nt«

Diving - Pool

Non-Swim • Pool

Fencing • Beginners - FG

Golf - GC

Junior - Swim - Pool

Contemporary Dance - Beginners - OS

Badminton - Intermedials - UG

Golf-GC

Ballet 1
- OS

Tennis - Beginners - SG

Archery - AR

Gnll-GC

Diving - Pooi

Special Aquatics - Pool

Junior - Swim - Pool

Tennis - Advanced - SG

Badminton - Intermediate - UG

Golf - GC

Jazz II - DS

Badminton - Intermediate - UG

Tennis - Intermediale - SG

Diving - Pool

3:00 Tennis - Beginners - SG

Archery - AR

Golf-GC

Non-Swim - Pool

Contemporary Dance - Intermediate - DS

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Golf-GC

Contemporary Dance 1 - DS

Modem Gymnastics - LG

Archery - AH

Golf - GC

Goll - GC

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Tsnnis - Beginners - SG

Non-Swim - Pool

Fencing - Beginners - FG

Tennis - Intermediate - SG

Ballet 1 - DS

4:00
p*m«

Junior Swim - Pool

Jazz II
- OS

Fencing - Advanced/ Intermeddle

Tennis - Recreational - SG

Badminton - Recreational UG

Golf-GC

Contemporary Dance 1 - DS

Tennis - Recreational • SG

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Golf-GC

Junior Swim -Pool

Jazz - Beginners - DS

Tennis - Recreational - SG

Badminton - Recreational - UG

Golf-GC

Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG

Jazz - Beginners - DS

Olympic Gym Club - LG 4:00 - 6 00 p.m.

Tennis - Recreational - SG

Badmlnlon - Recreational - UG

Golf - GC

Tennis - Recreational - SG

5:00
p»m»

Contemporary Dance Club

Golf - Recreational - GC - 5:30 7:00

Fencing - Recreational - 5:00 - 7:00

Ballet II - DS

Slim & Trim - LG

Folk Dance Performance - DS to 7:00

Golf - Recreational - GC - 5:30 - 7:00

Olympic Gym Club (cont'd)

Ballet hi -OS

Table Tennis - Recreational - FG

6:00
p.m.

Slim 6 Trim - LG

Golf - Recreational - GC (cont'd)

Fencing Recreational (cont'd)

Jazz Performance - DS - to B:00 Folk Danes - Performance (cont'd)

Golf - Recreational - GC - (cont'd)

Table Tennis - Recreational - FG

Contemporary Dance Composition - DS

6:00 - 8:00

7:00
p»m«

Modern Gymnastics - LG

Tennis - Recreational - SG

Badminton • Recreational - UG

Jazz Performance - (cont'd) Tennis - Recreational - SG

Badminton - "Gal & Guest" - UG

Table Tennis - Recreational - FG

(cont'd to 9:00 p.m.)

Contemporary Dance Composition - DS

(cont'd)

8:00
p*nt*

Bedminlnn - Recreational • UG

Tennis - Recreational - SG

Badminton - "Gal & Guest" - UG
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Konzack offers karate demonstration at Benson

4?

ft

A campus karate and self-defence
demonstration at the Benson
Building this Saturday proved once
again that you never know what your
body can do until you put your mind
to it.

Black-belt instructor Burt Kon-
zack of the Toronto Academy of
Karate pharased it another way in

opening the demonstration. He
pointed out that the aim of karate is

to unite body and mind in har-
monious action, and then set out to
show exactly how.
The class, a women's self-defence

program sponsored by the Benson
Building's Department of Women's
Athletics and led by Konzak, held an
open session in which students prac-
ticed self-defence techniques,
sparring and kata.

Kata is a series of manoeuvres

combining grace and power,
analogous, if there is an analogy, to a

gymnast's routine. Individual
students of different ranks per-

formed beginner's and advanced
katas to show the various levels of

skill.

Then Konzack staged a number of

displays which, though outwardly
spectacular, inwardly said much
about karate. One was the execution
of a slow deep-breathing kata, called

Sancton, during which a student
broke heavy planks over Konzak's
bare arms and body.(Konzak had
circulated the boards immediately
prior to the demonstration; they
were knotted and had a grain similar

to marble cake.)

The second demonstration saw
Konzak supporting himself between
two chairs with cinderblocks on his

No decision on interdisc courses
By BOB BETTSON

The Academic Standards Com-
mittee of the Faculty of Arts and
Science split Friday on a move for

reconsideration of their earlier
refusal to approve four in-

terdisciplinary courses.

No decision was reached because
of adjournment but not before an
argument arose over the overlap of

courses and how to deal with it.

A sub-committee of the General
Committee is now looking at the
problem of overlap, particularly

with other faculties.

The Social Science Curriculum
Committee had recommended
refusing approval for four courses,

three criminology and one physical

education, earlier passed by the

Interdisciplinary Studies Curriculum
Committee, on the grounds that they

duplicated offerings in the sociology

department.

Interdisciplinary Studies sent two
of the courses back for reconsidera-

tion and no decision was reached.

Innis principal Peter Russell

lashed out at the earlier decision,

charging "I don't think this com-
mittee knows enough about these

courses and we have inadequate

information to discuss the pro's and
cons".

A' motion for reconsideration of

approval for the courses was passed

which will be discussed at the next

meeting.

The committee, whic* has always

A rare new collection of memo-

rabilia adorns, the walls and an

engaging mixture of patrons raise

their glasses. Lunch from noon

'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a

delightfully different daily special.

Surrounded by The Sutton Place,

on Wellesley at Bay.

The Bull and The Bear

previously met in closed session, has
been the focus of student criticism

for several years. It has no student
members and its meeting are secret.

Dean Bob Greene said at the
beginning of the meeting that he was
not aware of any previous observers
students or press attending the
meeting; but since this was a

meeting of a committee of the
Faculty of Arts Science Council, and
these are generally open, then he
could see no reason why a Varsity

reporter should not stay.

There were no objections from the

approximately 30 member body. The
committee has met in closed session

a number of times each year to

approve curriculum changes, mark-
ing and examination policy and
anything relating to the "academic
standards" of the faculty.

Its membership is composed of

chairman of the 26 arts and science

departments or their alternates, as

well as a number of top ad-

ministrators. Greene is chairman.

The committee also split on the

meaning of an earlier decision not to

list Erindale courses in the St.

George campus calendar.

Erindale dean Peter Robinson
charged the committee "doesn't un-

derstand the problems of Erindale.

It is not in a positon to understand

all the issues involved."

Robinson demanded that the

college's courses be listed and that

the committee interpret an earlier

decision not to list Erindale life

sciences courses as only applying to

those subjects.

The committee was deadlocked on
the subject and a move by an

English department representative

to exempt the English department
from the decision was defected 11-7.

He argued that the earlier decision

should not apply to the other
divisions in arts and science;
physical sciences, social sciences,

interdisciplinary studies and
humanities.

A subsequent motion to reconsider

the general question later and decide

before the 1974-75 calendar passed
11-5.

Political Economy undergraduate
secretary Peter Silcox, a member of

the editorial board of the calendar,

defended the earlier decision and
said that the editorial board had
decided to interpret the decision to

mean no Erindale course could be
listed in the downtown calendar.

The committee also approved a
request for pass-fail grading for a

course in city politics headed by
geography professor Jim Lemon.
Professors J.M. Daniels and D.J.

Conacher (Classics) objected to a
statement by the interdisciplinary

representative that students were
being marked on their effort because
success in community organizing

was hard to quantify.

Daniels claimed "it is a dangerous

precedent for a student to be marked
on his effort rather than his

success."

Dean James Cruise said that most
students preferred conventional

grading, according to a survey com-
pleted by the New Program Review
Committee, which was reflected in

few students choosing pass-fail

grading when given the opportunity

to get a mark.

Graduate Students' Union

ELECTIONS
for the offices of

President
Vice-President
For the 1973-74 Academic Year

(1 MAY 1973-30 APRIL 1974)

WILL BE HELD ON FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1973

Nominations are now open, and must be received by 5 p.m.,

Friday, March 9, 1973. Nomination forms and further

information are available at the Graduate Students' Union
Office, 16 Bancroft Ave. Phone 928-2391

stomach which an assistant smashed
with a sledgehammer.

The Toronto Academy of Karate
grew out of the women's self-

defence class, a program that Kon-
zak offered when he was approached
by a group of women students two
years ago. Today he's assisted in the
instruction by some of the women
who originally requested the course.

The senior student, Francoise
Lemieux, a brown belt, is also a

doctoral student in sociology.

Another woman student is beginning

a class in women's self-defence in
April at the Scarborough YMCA
under Konzak's supervision.

When non-university people asked
to enter the class, Konzak set up a

separate program at Clinton Street
Public School, also offering Washin-
Ryu Katrate-Do, the style of karate
presided -over by Konzak's master,
Sensei Hidehiko Ochiai. Only some
of Konzak's students come for the
physical conditioning; others come
for the mental discipline that Kon-
zak stresses.

sportalk
The University of Western Ontario

won the OUAA squash cham-
pionship for the third consecutive
year at York University yesterday.

The Western team won all of its six

matches for a total score of 27.

Toronto was second with 23 points
and York third with 20. Queen's had
17, Waterloo 13. McMaster five and
Trent none. Western defeated
Toronto 4-1, York 3-2. and Waterloo,
Trent, McMaster. and Queen's 5-0

each. Toronto defeated York 4-1,

Queen's 3-2 and Trent, McMaster
and Waterloo 5-0 each. Peter
Gudewill of Western won the in-

dividual championship . . . Jerry
Sovran scored two free throws in the

last seconds of the championship
game Saturday night to earn Univer-

sity of Windsor Lancers a 76-75

victory over Waterloo University and
the OUAA basketball title. Windsor
now moves on to the CIAU finals

scheduled for Waterloo March 2.

Sovran was fouled with Waterloo
holding a 75-74 lead and quickly

scored on the two foul shots to end
the scoring. Waterloo trailed at one
stage in the first half by seven points

and led 41-36 at halftime.

Le Cerde Francais de University College

PUB NIGHT
AAARDI LE27 FEVRIER

A 6 HEURES
TUCK SHOP, HART HOUSE

BIERE GRATUITE (avec carte)

unclassified
PART-TIME Business opportunity the printing

division ot Farbetter Business Pfoducts is

looking for above-ground representative to sell

printing contracts. Easy work with good com-
mission. For interesting person. Contact" D
Lawson, 297-3425

HAVE YOU SEEN Battering Ram by David
Freeman yet? Come! - to Tarragon Theatre 30
Bndgman Ave. Tues. to Sun. at 8:30 Sun.
matinee pay-what-you can at Sil-iUZ/
tor Reservations.

CANOE TRIPS: KIPAWA WILDERNESS ADVEN-
TURES from 2 to 8 weeks in length go to

Temagami. northwestern Quebec, and the:

James Bay watershed. Phone 488-5424 for a

free brochure.

FOR SALE: Lenin, collected works, vols 1-44 $50
or closest olfer. Call: 964-0781 1-5 p.m.

GIRL HAS FURN. 3-room apt. to share with

same - near Spadina Subway. 925-4926

MUSKRAT COAT, light colour, size 18. Excellent

condition. Call 444-2714.

EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe. Greece
and Turkey departs June 5lh for 3 months $600.
plus $215 return flight to England. Phone

Peter 922-5006.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR March 17-22 $69. 5 full

days of skiing at Mt. St. Anne. All transportation

and accommodation included. Write: Canadian

Ski Tours, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington or

Phone: Goid Allan. 247-2339.

JACKET dark muskrat, A| condition, size 12
straight back, lovely with slack suits. Wso black

Persian Lamb Coat with Black Mink Collar. Size

12 HU 1-9222 After 6.

YOUNG COUPLE, child on the way (father

teaches U of T, mother works OISE) desires

house-sitting for professor-on-leave, Starting

May, for year. v2 hr or less on TTC to Campus.
964-9283, after 6.

WOMEN (only) connected in any way with

psychiatry, to be informally & anonymously
interviewed lor a term paper. Call Rita 921-
7680

PUPPIES! HEALTHY PUPPIES! Mostly Labrador
Retnever - nominal fee. Sons and daughters of
mild-mannered, obedient, affectionate, hand-

some bitch. Good upbringing with loving care
Call: 923-7928.

THESIS assistance and tutoring in English, Lit..

Philosophy. U S. History U of California

graduate, easy terms 222-6791

PLEASE GIVE US A HAND. Earlscourt

Community Project desperately needs volunteer
math and science tutors. Call Alec: 532-3303,
and help a high school student make it.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, Port
Credit. Quiet adult building, near shopping
and Go-Train. Available. 1st. March.
923-9372 between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.

U.C. COUNSELLING SERVICE, free
consultation about any personal problem

ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old es-

says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES, 961-6150, Mon.-Frl. 3 pm.-
10 pm.; Sat.-Sun. 9 am.-5 pm. Professional
typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.

S.E.A.L. RESUME SERVICE tor student
|Ob seekers. Accurate layout and priming
SS 00 for SO copies. Lowest price in lown.
Phone 966-3900.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from $1 0 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.
(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent
selection ot fun furs, trade ins accepter1

We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sal 9-6
Thur-Fri till 6 pm.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONOON from $79 one way orSISS return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact

AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5.4-16-

962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING EUROPfc INTERNA-
TIONAL STUDENT l,D. card, student
.ailpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
•Jependable charter flights, camping tours
ate. all available now from: AOSC, 44 St
George St.. Toronto 5. 416 - 962-8404. (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-
dent Council)

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICc, -

theses, essays. - French. Latin - exper-
ienced typists - electric typewriters. 86
Bloor St. W Ste. 670, 922-7624.
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Phone 923-4053

Swim Blues win
lopsided victory

By ANNE LLOYD
University of Toronto Blues swept

to their 13th OUAA (OQUAA) swim-

ming title Friday and Saturday at

Waterloo, scoring 507 points to

Waterloo's 327 and Western's 303.

Blues were apparently not

weakened by the retirement of such

past oustanding performers as Ross

Ballantyne, Alex Fedko, Mike

Guiness, and Jim Shaw.

Returning to the University of

Waterloo, site of their 1971 CIAU

triumph, Blues seemed a little weak

in the individual medley events (with

a second in the 200 by rookie Dave

Wilkin and a third in the 400 by

newcomer Shawn Laari the best

showings), and weaker still in the

backstroke, where they had to settle

for a fourth from Russ Farquhar in

the 200 and a fifth from veteran John

Twohig in the 100.

Toronto more than compensated

for this 'frailty' by completely

dominating the freestyle events. On-

ly Ottawa's John Duncan managed

to break the Blues' stranglehold, and

he needed a record-breaking per-

formance to upset Jim Adams in the

200 free.

Adams, in one of the meet's

outstanding performances, set new
OUAA records winning both the 50

and 100-yard freestyle events.

Adams' time of 21.7 in the heats of

the 50 free was good enough to set a

new Canadian native record for the

event. Adams, along with Bob
Peeling, Wilkin and Twohig, was

also a member of the winning 400-

yard freestyle relay team.

In the 1650 freestyle. Toronto's

Shawn Laari, John Sebben and Dave

Chutter made it a 1-2-3 sweep, with

another Blue's swimmer, Dave
Schappert, sixth.

Sebben, an outstanding and

versatile rookie, also placed second

in the 500 free and the 200 breast,

while coach Robin Campbell gave

"Rookie of the Meet' honours to

Dave Chutter.

Chutter finished fifth in the 200

free, third in the 1650 free and then

swam a fine race to take the 500 free.

Along with John Peters, Sebben,

Laari and Chutter took second in the

800 free relay.

Toronto also dominated the

butterfly, with oustanding per-

formances from Byron MacDonald
in both the 100 and 200 yard events.

In the 200, MacDonald shaved
almost seven seconds off Peeling's

old record of 2:02.5 to win in the new
OUAA record time of 1:55.9.

Peeling was fourth in the event

and Zvi Eldar sixth. MacDonald also

set a new OUAA record in the 100

Chairmanshipwon
A ' student has won 1 the

chairmanship of an official uni-

versity committee.

However, the committee involved,

the Faculty of Arts and Science
Library Committee, is mainly ad-

visory and the student election was
by acclamation. Eight faculty

members and seven students sit on
the committee, giving the students

more say than on most other uni-

versity bodies.

Chairman Bob Bettson (Trin H)
says the committee is unlikely to

meet during the rest of the 1972-73

academic year; its main duties will

occur, he says, next year when it will

likely act as a library users' com-
mittee, advising on library policy.

fry, with Twohig fourth and Eldar

fifth. Peeling and Macponald then

joined team-mates Nick Rottman

and Russ Farquhar to win the 400

medley relay.

Blues also fared well in the

breasLstroke events, with Wayne

Phillips second. Rottman fourth and

Eldar sixth in the 100, and Sebben

second and Rottman third in the 200.

Divers Tim Beane and Alex Lau

added to Toronto's total as Lau dove

consistently to take fourth in the 3

metre, seventh in the 1 metre and

finished fourth overall. Beane, a

rookie, dove well to make both finals

in his first major competition.

The competition results at this

year's meet were noticeably closer,

even in the Consolation Finals, than

last year. Coach Campbell felt this

was largely due to the introduction

of time standards as the criteria for

determing who goes to the CIAU
meet. Whereas previously only the

first two swimmers in each event

went to the CIAU finals, now all

event winners plus any swimmer
meeting a predetermined time stan-

dard qualify. Under this system, the

OUAA stands an excellent chance of

winning the conference title at the

CIAU meet, as the conference

should field a team of 48 swimmers.

Although the final team has not

yet been determined, Campbell felt

that at least 12 and possibly 14 Blues

will make the trip to Calgary. The

nationals should boil down to a three

team race, with the universities of

British Columbia, Alberta and
Toronto fighting it out for the team

title.

However, given Saturday's per-

formances, Blues must be rated

as favourites to regain the title they

lost last year to McGill University.

The following are the results of the

18 event meet:

1 meter springboard diving: 1.

Lester Newby, Waterloo, 382.40

(points); 2. Doug Darling, Western,

378.30; 3. Tom Kinsman, York,

321.65.

200 yard butterfly: 1. Byron

MacDonald, Toronto, 1:55.9 (new

OUAA record); 2. John Duncan,

Ottawa, 2:00.6; 3. John Pearson,

Queen's, 2:01.5.

50 yard freestyle: 1. Jim Adams,
Toronto, 22.1; 2. George Steplock,

McMaster, 22.4; 3. Dave Wilkin,

Toronto, 22.6.

200 yard backstroke: 1. Wes
McConnelL Western, 2:05.5; 2. Eric

Robinson, Waterloo, 2:07.9; 3. Dave
Wilson, Waterloo, 2:09.2.

200 yard individual medley: 1.

Bill Kennedy, Western, 2:05.5; 2.

Dave Wilkin, Toronto, 2:06.8; 3. Rob
Herman, Queen's, 2:10.2.

200 yard freestyle: 1. John
Duncan Ottawa, 1:48.4; 2. Jim
Adams, Toronto, 1:48.6; 3. Ian

Taylor, Waterloo, 1:52.2.

200 yard breaststroke: 1. Rob
Jones, McMaster, 2:21.9; 2. John
Sebben, Toronto, 2:23.0; 3. Nick
Rottman, Toronto, 2:26.3.

400 yard freestyle relay: 1.

Toronto, 3:19.8; 2. Guelph, 3:26.1; 3.

Waterloo, 3:27.4.

1650 yard freestyle: 1. Shawn
Laari, Toronto, 18:09.0; 2. John
Sebben, Toronto, 18:17.6; 3. Dave
Chutter, Toronto, 18:19.4.

100 yard butterfly: 1. Byron
MacDonald, Toronto, 52.2; 2. John
Pearson, Queen's, 54.7; 3. Brad
Walker, McMaster, 56.1

100 yard freestyle: 1. Jim
Adams, Toronto, 48.7; 2. George

B
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Blues' Gary Wicks performed on the parallel bars Saturday at York.

Gymnasts finish fourth

York University's gymnastics

team won the Carron Trophy for

the second consecutive year this

weekend, with McMaster Univer-

sity finishing second and Queen's

third. Toronto was 20 points back

of Queen's at 179 for fourth place.

McMaster University competi-

tor Steve Mitruk captured the

Werry Cup for the fourth conse-

cutive year, scoring 53.6 indivi-

dually, three points ahead of

York's Tom Kinsman.
Individually for Toronto, Gary

By GARY WICKS

Wicks finished with 41.8 all-round

points to lead Blues in the in-

dividual standings. Both Bryan

Alcock and Rick Jeysman gave

excellent free-exercise routines

and vaults, and Brian Euler's

performance earned him 38.9 all-

round points, and John Kelly and

Arnold Bishop demonstrated

more control and flexibility than

in any previous meet this year.

Although Varsity was never in

contention for first place team
standings. Blues gave com-

mendable performances for a

squad allowed only four hours

practice time in a gym which is 50

years out of date. Each of the

three gymnastics teams Blues

were competing against practice

at least 15 hours a week in

modern gymnasia.

MtMaster's Mitruk will be
enrolled at Toronto next year and

may take over coaching duties

from Julio Roncon who has left

for Switzerland after seven years

as Toronto's gymnastics coach.

Blues undefeated in regular play
University of Toronto hockey Blues swept to their

first undefeated season since 1954-55, trouncing Lauren-

tian Voyageurs 9-4 in Sudbury yesterday afternoon.

Blues' final regular season league record is now 17-0-0.

Appropriately, Blues finished their best season in 18

years at Laurentian, the same university team that had

robbed Varsity of the chance to go undefeated last year.

In the final game of regular season play last year

Toronto lost to Laurentian 5-3 in Sudbury. The loss also

cost Blues first place in the Eastern Section of the

OUAA, a position they ceded to York with a single point

more than Toronto.

Scoring for Toronto were Nick Holmes with two
goals, while singles came from Bill Fifield, Rick Leroy,

Bruce Herridge, Bill Buba, Ivan McFarlane, Warren
Anderson, and Mike Keenan. For Laurentian was
John Vanderburg, David Morris, Bill Best, and Ed
Taylor with one goal apiece.

Blues' were expecting a tough scrappy hometown
Laurentian squad, but, aside from a few relatively

minor altercations the "Vees" didn't seem like the same
team that threw their collective weight around in

Toronto December 4, when Varsity came from behind a

one goal first period deficit to win 5-2.

As in the previous game this season between the two
teams Toronto won the game in the second period on a

three goal spree, after taking a 1-0 lead on Holmes first

goal of the afternoon midway through tile first period.

Toronto seemed to lose ground to Laurentian in the
final 20 minutes, even though the team outscored the

Sudbury squad 4-3 in that period.

Voyageurs held Blues to the lone goal during the first

period through tight positional hockey, with the wingers
closely watching their checks. Blues had numerous
opportunities in the first period but failed to find the
mark for the most part.

Laurentian defencemen were noticeably more
offensive minded in the game than were Blues' blueline

defenders, apparently attempting to hem Toronto into

its own end and carry the play.

Toronto now goes on to play York tomorrow night at

Varsity Arena while Queen's travels to Laurentian for

the sectional semi-finals.

The OUAA semi-finals and finals will be held at

Varsity Arena next Friday and Saturday.

Blues Notes: Blues' record under coach Tom Watt
stands at 111-10-9 over the past eight regular league
seasons ... this is the first year under Watt that Blues
have had a perfect season, although Blues have only lost

one game in five of the past seven seasons . . . Blues
should have little trouble defeating York tomorrow
night. In other games this season Varsity has defeated
York by 8-5 and 7-4 scores . .

.

Steplock, McMaster, 48.9; 3. John
Duncan, Ottawa, 49.6.

100 yard breaststroke: 1. Rob
Jones, McMaster, 1:04.5; 2. Wayne
Phillips, Toronto, 1:05.3, 3. Darrell
Kenner, Queen's, 1:05.7.

100 yard backstroke: 1. Bill

Kennedy, Western, 56.3; 2. George
Steplocjic, McMaster, 58.2;" 3. Wes
McConnell, Western, 58.4.

500 yard freestyle : 1 . Dave
Chutter, Toronto, 5:10.3; 2. John

Sebben, Toronto, 5:10.7; 3. George
Roy, Waterloo, 5:12.5.

400 yard individual medley: 1.

Ian Taylor, Waterloo, 4:34.6; 2. Wes
McConnell, Western, 4:38.0~ 3.

Shawn Laari, Toronto, 4:40.6.

3 metre diving: 1. Doug Darling,

Western, 402.95 (points); 2. Lester
Newby, Waterloo, 399.40 ; 3. Larry
Cebulski, Western, 334.35.

400 medley relay: 1. Toronto

(Farquhar, MacDonald, Peeling,
Rottman), 3:46.9; 2. McMaster,
(Pugliese. Jones, Walker, Steplock),

3:53.1; 3. Western, (Chesworth,
Wielgosz, Hebert, Burton), 3:55.7.

800 yard freestyle relay: 1.

Toronto (Laari, Sebben, Chutter,

Ruderman), 7:58.0; 2. Guelph (Car-

michael, Huntley, Fairweather,
O'Shea), 7:33.2; 3. Waterloo, (Roy,
McEwan, Murray, Mahoney), 8:03.2.



Occupation continues
Noon Math rally

demand staffing voice
By GREG McMASTER

Students occupying the mathematics department offices last
night reaffirmed their earlier decision to remain until a "satisfactory
response" to their demands was received from math chairman
George Duff. They want the rehiring of three fired professors and
some student control over staffing policy. After rejecting an"
offer from arts and science dean Bob Greene to set up a vaguely-
defined committee to engage in "substantive discussion" of the
issues involved, they said they would welcome a response from Duff
at today's noon-hour rally, which has been called to consider further
courses of action. The meeting will be held in the department offices
on the fourth floor of Sidney Smith Hall.

After Duff had refused to comment on their central demands at
an 1 1 am Sid Smith rally over 300 students streamed up the Sid Smith
stairs, seizing the departmental office and half of the corridor. A
unidentified man tried to guard the office door in vain, but had to
change his cries of "You can't go in here" to "At least let me get out" §
as students clambered past him. 1

The meeting, which had begun in the first-floor lobby, was 5
immediately reconvened by chairperson Dave Depoe. It formalized !
the demands that student wanted satisfied before they woud leave • f
"That Duff offer a contract to Stephen Salaff for 1973-74 and write a *
letter to president Evans recommending that professors David Spring ^
and Michael Mather be given tenure; and • That students be given
immediate and substantial representation and effective decision-
making power on all departmental bodies, including those dealing
with hiring, firing and tenure of faculty".

A press release was prepared, stating these demands and
announcing that the students "are staying here until we get a
satisfactory response".

Committees were struck to obtain food and gather support from
other students, and a "continuity committee" was formed to
coordinate activities.

By late last night, about 50 students were preparing to stay
overnight, and 200 more had vowed to return in the morning. The U
of T police had set up operations in a classroom down the hall from
the students, and kept a watchful eye on the proceedings.

Aunanimous statement of support for the demands, as well as
gifts "of $25 each, were received from the Sociology Student Union -
and the Graduate Sociology Association, which both met last night
None of SAC president Eric Miglin or vice-presidents Ross Flowers

or John Helliwell however, even showed up at the occupation.
Discussions with Greene to set up negotiations collapsed last

night when students turned down his demand that they leave the I -

building before discussions with Duff continue. Students told Greene
that in previous meetings with Duff, "we've been ignored as if we're
the last thought in anyone's mind".

When asked if Duff has the authority to write the letter being
demanded, Greene answered "I don't think your question makes
sense". He had earlier made references to the normal "appeal
mechanisms", which he felt the professors concerned had not made
full use of.

He was reminded that they had little information on which to

base an appeal, since they had been given no reason for their

dismissal. Greene admitted that even he didn't know who was on the
math department's tenure committee, other than its chairman, Duff.

Students told Greene "all that was offered was a meeting. That is

no guarantee that anything will be done. We're going to stay until he |
writes those letters". I

One student answered Greene's refusal to set up a meeting s
between Duff and the students with the question "Would you be I
willing to set up such a meeting if we occupied the whole building, if »

picket lines were set up to close down the university, like at the J
University of Quebec?" Greene didn't respond. 4.

The occupiers then agreed to stay, pending Duff's response/and

the decisions of today's mass rally.

Students gathered in the corridor outside Math chairman George Duff's office vote on demands submitted
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Professor Chandler Davis (right) tells Math chairman George Duff (left) that he shouldn't make
decisions by himself. Story, page 3.

U of Q students vote to continue boycott
MONTREAL (CUPI) - Despite a

court injunction against their strike,

students at l'Universite du Quebec a
Montreal plan to continue their

boycott of classes.

About 3,000 of the university's

13,000 students voted overwhelming-
ly Monday night at Paul Sauve Arena
to continue the strike which has
paralysed the university since
January 26.

The students are striking to

protest the university ad-
ministration's attempts to impose a
deadline for payment of academic
fees. The students want to be able to

pay their fees in instalments during
the three years after they leave the
university, and only if they find work
in their field of study. The uni-

versity's demand for prompt pay-

ment discriminates against students

from low-income families, the

At Monday night's meeting,

students also demanded the lifting of

the injunction which bars picketing

of university buildings before they

would resume negotiations with the

administration. Students are . also

demanding that the administration

take no reprisals against studants

who have participated in the strike.

The strike is to continue until a

negotiated agreement is reached.

The students plan to campaign for

support among CEGEPS (Communi-

ty Colleges) and other universities in

Montreal. Besides organizing a study

day for later in the week, they will

hold a demonstration this Friday in

front of the Palais de Justice
(courthouse) when ten UQAM
students are to appear on charges of

violating the injunction and of
causing disturbances while
picketing.

The striking students received
messages of support from the Cen-
tral des enseignants du Quebec, (the
teachers union) local teachers' un-
ions, and several CEGEPS as well as
from social science students at the
Universite de Montreal who are also
boycotting classes to protest the fees
policy. Students at the Rosemount
CEGEP announced they will hold
study sessions until the UQAM in-
junction is lifted.

Monday's meeting sharply

contrasted with a poorly attended
meeting held February 25 by student

opposing the strike. Only about 600
people attended the meeting
organised by "The Silent Majority
Committee". Administration-backed

groups have attempted and failed,

throughout the strike, to break stu-

dent solidarity.

The injunction was designed to

open the university but, because the
professors' union* voted to hold study
sessions until the injunction is lifted,

few classes have been held. The
administration has told the teachers

their study sessions are illegal.

The adrninistratiOD sent letters to

the university's maintenance
workers in an attempt to justify its

actions against the students. Both

the teachers' and maintenance
workers' unions have asked their

members to respect the students'

picket lines during the month-long

strike.

The picketing was broken up
February 22 when Montreal riot

police drove their motorcycles

through groups of striking students.

The administration denied

responsibility for the police actions

but it was in the process of obtaining

the court injunction declaring the

strike illegal and preventing

picketers from approaching within

500 feet of any UQAM building.

Student leaders were served the

injunction while they were
negotiating with UQAM rector Leo
Dorais.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Nominations for Victoria College SAC

representative are now open. For more in-

formation contact the VUSAC office in

Wymi Iwood.

10 am
Blood Donor Clinic in Trinity College, at the

Buttery. Everyone is welcome. Till 4 pm.

noon

Meeting of the U of T Women for Abortion

Law Repeal. All new women are welcome. At the

Film Room. Innis College.

Free Films by 8elson and Whitney, at Odeon

Innis, 63 St- George Street.

All students interested in the SSSC platform

for the upcoming SAC elections come to the

SSSC trailer, at 215 Huron Street.

"The South Vietnam Political Prisoners":

public lecture by Don Luce, eyewitness to the

infamous Tiger Cages of Con Som. Sidney Smith

Hall. Room 2117. Til! 2 pm.

12:15 pm
Mass sit-in to protest dosing of SACpress

and lockout of Workers. At the basement ol the

SAC office.

1 pm
General Information Session re: the Graduate

Program in Business (M.BAI at York University

for students who are graduating in Arts or

Engineering at the Bachelors level. At Room 416

of the Galbraith Building.

General Information Session re: Harvard

University School of Business — deferred enrol-

ment policy — students could be accepted Now

into the 1975 M.BA programme. At Room

1021, Sidney Smith Hall.

5:15 pm
Organizational" meeting of SACpress Bust

Victims Defence Committee. Speakers from the

Free the Heinz 57 Bail Fund Committee will be

present. L3rry Haiven's Sense of Humour

Memorial Hall, The Grauniad.

6-.30 pm
Hillel Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5 pm

today at 186 St. George Streel.

7 pm
First meeting for Korean Studies: basic

instruction in the language, discussion of culture

and history. At Room 566, Sidney Smith Hall.

(FJUI "Great Modem Jewish Thinkers" at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

7=30 pm
"Job and the Problem of Evil" at Hillel House,

186 St. George Street.

8 pm
Gay-Alliance Toward Equality (GATE): gay

liberation civil rights organization meeting at 4

Kensington Avenue. Phone: 364-6731.

Meeting of U of T Homophile Association.

"Slings and Arrows" by L'lmage. 85 St. Nicholas

SI
,
A-Space, Admission $1. Come and make

tnends.

"Conversational Yiddish" at Hillel House, 186

St. George Street.

"The Jewish Life Cycle" at Hillel House. 186

St. George Street.

"Literature of the Holocaust". At Hillel

House.

8:30 pm
The Poculi Ludique Societas presents three

medieval mystery plays, The Baptism of Christ.

The Temptation of Christ and The Woman Taken

in Adultery. At Seeley Hall, Trinity College.

Admission Free. For reservations call 928-5096

(mornings).

Meeting of U of T P.C. Association, at

Brennan Hall, St. Mike's.

The University College Player's Guild cordially

invites one and all to the opening of The Library,

a new play by Lee Paikin. At the U.C. Playhouse,

79A St. George Street, Admission Free. Phone

928-6307 for reservations.

9 pm
"Jewish Perspectives on Christianity" at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

THURSDAY
10 am

Blood donor clinic in University College at the

Sir Daniel Wilson Residence junior common

room. Everyone welcome. Till 4 pm.

noon

Dr Morton Shulman, watchdog of the Ontario

Legislature, will be the central figure at Thurs-

day noon on the Square at Holy Trinity Church

in downtown Toronto.

Auditions are being held for "The Audition", a

theatrical comedy at the U.C, playhouse. Till 4

pm.
2 pm

Come to the trials of Rhonda Fleming and

Demse Havers, ansmg from the February 1

arrests. At the Old City Hall, Courtroom 33.

4:10 pm
UC Lectures: "Towards a definition of the

humanities; A Physicist's Approach. Principal

A.C.H. Hallett will speak. West Hall, U.C. Coffee

at 3.30 pm.

6:30 pm
Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5

pm at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street

7:30 pm
Two films by Arthur Penn. Little Big Man (at

7.301 and Lett Handed Gun (at 9:30). At the

OISE auditorium; 252 Bloor St. West. Admission

is $1.50 at 7:30 pm or $1.00 at 9:30 pm.

The Christian Science College Organization

meets in the Woodger Room at "Old Vic"

(basement). Inspired readings are followed by

testimonies of healing. All welcome.

8 pm
Capital Punishment: A discussion session.

Dennis O'Connor, a Toronto lawyer speaks out

for abolition. Students urged to come and

express opinions. At Hart House. Debates

Room, Food and conversation.

"Maimonides" at Hillel House, 186 St.

George Street.

FJU: "Mitzvah in Concept and Contemporary

Practice," at Hillel House. 186 St. George

Street.

FJU: "Arab • Jewish Dialogue," at Hart House,

North Sitting Room.

FJU: "Emotional Awareness and the Biblical

Narrative", at Hillel House, 186 St. George

Streel,

FJU: "The Midrash and the Bible", at Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

FJU: "Chavurat Zemer," at Hillel House, 186

St. George Street.

SMC Film Club presents Visconti's 'Sandra

iVaghe Stelle Dell Orsa) with Claudia Cardinale.

At SMC Carr Hall. Admission is $1.

8:30 pm
The Poculi Ludique Societas presents three

medieval plays, The Baptism of Christ. The

Temptation of Christ and The Woman Taken in

Adultery. Seeley Hall, Trinity College. Admission

is free. For reservations call 928-5096

I mornings).

Short talk and discussion led by Mr. Guy

Foissy in French on the subject of "Theatre for

Our Times", followed by a dramatic reading of

one of Mr. Foissy's short plays. The guest

speaker is a playwright and director who works

with student groups as well as amateur and

professional troupes in Paris and throughout

France. Sponsored by the Alliance Francaise. At

the Hart House, Music Room,

The University College Player's Guild

presents The Library, a brooding investigation

into Ihe world ot books, at the U.S. Playhouse,

79a St. George Street. Admission is free. Phone

928-6307 for reservations.

9 pm
Israeli Folk Dancing Workshop. At Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

World is more orderly
By DONMOWAT

"It is increasingly an orderly world in which we live," stated J. Alan

Beesley Monday night.

Beesley, a legal adviser to the Canadian Department of External Affairs,

gave the fourth address in the Leonard Beaton Memorial Lecture Series at

the Medical Sciences Building.

The lecturer suggested that "states abide by international law because it

is in their mutual self-interest to do so." He maintained that international

law "plays an effective role in the conduct of states." This has been

manifested by "a rapidly developing network of treaties that bind states."

"States do not take their treaty obligations lightly," and yet "no state is

obliged to bind itself by treaties." Beesley offered this as evidence that with

respect to international law, "everyone gradually discovers that it involves

them too." Sooner or later, nations "must opt for civilized rules of conduct,"

In today's world, "you can opt out for a time, but not forever," he said.

In keeping with his thesis, Beesley argued that "violence is decreasing

rather than increasing, when taken as a whole" on an international level.

In those cases of the use of force which have occurred, however, he

contended that "povery tends to be a continuing and almost constant factor."

LAW AS A CAREER?
- a discussion of what lawyers do

and the process of legal education

in Ontario.

HEAR

Dean Harry Arthurs

of Osgoode Hall Law School

12:00 NOON
THURSDAY, MARCH 1ST

DEBATES ROOM, HART HOUSE

ART GALLERY

KITSCH EXHIBITION

OPENS TODAY
GALLERY HOURS:

Monday, 11 a.m. -9 p.m.

Tuesday to Saturday, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m

Sunday, 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

WEDNESDAY EVENING

CONCERT

PATRICK LI, pianist

TONIGHT
Great Hall, 8:30 P.M.

SUNDAY EVENING
CONCERT

SHARON TUTTLE
AND BAROQUE GROUP

SUNDAY, MARCH 4, 8:00 P.M. GREAT

HALL TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE HALL

PORTER'S DESK.

NOON HOUR
CONCERT

HEAT EXCHANGE

ROCK GROUP
TODAY AT NOON

EAST COMMON ROOM

TABLE TENNIS
CLUB

CLUB TOURNAMENT
TONIGHT

FENCING ROOM
7-11 P.ftrV _.

POETRY READING
GERALD LAMPERT
TODAY, 1:10 P.M.

MUSIC ROOM,
ALL WELCOME

INFORMAL DEBATE
"RESOLVED THAT DEMOCRACY IS

AN OUTMODED FORM OF GOVERNMENT"

OEBATES ROOM
TOM0RR0WJHURSDAY, MARCH 1

2:00 P.M.

CLASSICAL
CONCERT

CAROLYN GADIEL playing

Schumann & Bach

Tomorrow, Thurs., March 1

MUSIC ROOM, 1 P.M.

CAMERA CLUB
KARL REESER speaking on

"How To Prepare a Tra»elozue

and Other Slide Euan"

TODAY
Camera Club Rooms

1:10 p.m.
and

SLIDE ESSAY COMPETITION

Camera Club Rooms,
7:30 p.m.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB

OPEN MEETING

RAY CARNOVALE, P. Eng. speaking

"Broadcast Antennas and Transmitters

MONDAY, MARCH 5

B1CKERSTETH ROOM. 8:00 P.M.

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

THE BLACK HART PUB
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays

Live entertainment Starts At 8:30 P.M.

HILLEL GRADUATES INVITE YOU TO A

POETRY READING
BY

ELIE MANDEL
Renowned Canadian poet, Prof, of Humanities and English at

York University, winner of Governor General's Award for poetry,

1967

Sunday, March 4 - 8:30 p.m.

Hillel House -186 St. George St.

Bring your poems

Refreshments

following reading

Members 50'

Non-members 75*
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Admin may endorse

student say on dept

hiring committees
By ULLI DIEMER

Students seem to have won
guarded administration approval for
their contention that they have the
right to sit on departmental staffing

committees.

A staffing committee report
Monday interprets a letter sent
Friday from vice-president and
provost Don Forster to Sociology

chairman Irving Zeitlin saying that
"there does not appear to be
grounds for objecting to the present
structure of the staffing committee,

"

Although this section of the report
has not been approved by the com-
mittee as a whole yet, sources on the
committee say there is little chance
of objections being voiced against it.

Sociology has recently come under
fire from some quarters for its deci-

sion to add students to its staffing

committee, responsible for the con-
tentious area of hiring, firing,

promotion, and tenure. It has had
staff-student parity on all other com-
mittees for two years.

Forster's three-page letter, sent

with the knowledge of U of T presi-

dent John Evans, is cautiously
worded, and stops short of saying

outright that the sociology move is

permissible under university
regulations.

The question was referred to

Forster after U of T Faculty Associa-

tion president S. M. Uzumeri wrote
to Zeitlin and arts and science dean
Bob Greene protesting last month's
establishment of the parity staff-

student staffing committee stating

that in his view the university's Haist

regulations prohibited such a step.

The Haist rules state that

"appointments and promotions and
other confidential matters should be
discussed with a senior committee."
In Uzumeri's opionion, this excludes

junior faculty as well as students.

However, the rules also state that

the chairman should seek the advice

of his department on various
matters. Perhaps significantly, the

verb "should" is used. It is less

definite than "shall" or "must",

used in other parts of the document.
Forster acknowledges that there

are various interpretations of the

Haist rules, and gives no reason why
the liberal interpretation (allowing

students on staffing committees)
would be invalid. He makes the

point that, technically speaking, all

staffing committees have no official

decision-making status, but are

merely advisory to the department
chairman, who makes the final

recommendations to a committee of

deans. Since the committees
themselves are not official bodies, a

student presence on them is also not

official, and breaks no rules,

An early reminder
This week's staff meeting —

Friday at 1 pm — will be very
important. Plan to be there!

The committee report describes
Forster's letter as stating "insofar as
it continues to be the responsibility

of the chairman to recommend ap-

pointments, promotions and tenures
to the dean", the structure is

legitimate.

However, Forster stops short of |
giving outright approval. He also i&g^
goes on to say that developments in

=™
the sociology department should not | ^fe"
be considered a precedent, and asks I x
Zeitlin for a year-end report on the £ ^?F5f
governance of the department. ?S
The participants in the manoev-

ring involved have been reluctant to
clarify their stands.

Forster told The Varsity that he
had "no comment at all" on the
matter.

Zeitlin said that he considered the
issue a "departmental matter", not a

"political issue". He wanted The
Varsity to print nothing on the
matter, and suggested that other

departments "do their own thing"
without reference to precedents set

in sociology.

Zeitlin expressed irritation that
The Varsity intended to print in-

formation contained in the Uzumeri
and Forster letters, calling them
"private correspondence."
However, he has made copies of

both letters available to other
members of the department.

Zeitlin, who has supported the
student presence on the staffing

committee, did point out that
Uzumeri's views were in no way
binding on him, since "Uzumeri is

not my superior in this heirarchy."

Evans acknowledged having seen
the Forster letter, but expressed

uncertainty as to its exact content,

and was unwilling to make a definite

statement on the issue.

Uzumeri refused to discuss his

letter, but said that "in general" he
was not opposed to students having

"input" into staffing decisions.

However, he characterized

"input" as consisting primarily of

"opinion" and "information".
Students should "absolutely not" be
allowed access to the "confidential"

information that is a basis for tenure
decisions and some staffing
decisions, according to Uzumeri.

Although his letter to Zeitlin was
written on UTFA letterhead paper,

Uzumeri acknowledged that it

represented only his personal views.

However, he thought that his views

were "representative" of the

membership of the UFTA.
Opposition has come from within

the department as well.

According to professor Tony
Smith, a member of the sociology

staffing committee, a vocal minority

of faculty "neanderthals" have been

manoevring to overturn the trend to

increased democratization in the

department. Forster's cautious go-

ahead should be a severe bow to

those faculty conservatives opposed

to student involvement in hiring.

Students gather in the Sid Smith Foyer. Math Chairman George Duff refused to answer their
questions on the dismissal of three profs.

Lecture sparks occupation
Yesterday's Sid Smith occupation was touched off

when math chairman Duff lectured 300 angry students
for 40 minutes on "channels of communication" and
approaching issues with "reasonable balance of mind".
However, he could only answer "no comment" when
challenged to answer the questions around which the
rally in the Sid Smith Foyer focused upon.

Just before Duff spoke, the crowd gave a lengthy
ovation to math professors Michael Mather, and David
Spring, whose positions were effectively terminated by
the denial of tenure, and Stephen Salaff, a part-time
instructor whose contract was not renewed.

The meeting was the culmination of several weeks'
organization by math students in support of their

professors, which included the collection of over 1000
names on a petition demanding more emphasis on
teaching and the establishment of a student say in hiring

and firing.

Sociology professor Tony Smith read out a letter

which Salaff received from Duff that morning
describing classroom discussions of teaching quality and
jobs as a "diversion" from the "proper course of
study", which would be treated "as a matter for serious

concern" if not discontinued.

Students hooted and jeered at the' letter as Duff
approached the microphone.

Duff began by outlining channels available for

students to air grievances, including discussion with
tutorial leaders, course unions and himself.

Students groaned as he proceeded to discourse on
the merits of the U of T math department as compared
with those "at most universities in the United States",

and on the "substantial" input of students at this

university.

At one point he defended his earlier statement that

"mathematics are learned, not taught", saying that he
had been quoting from an old issue of the Journal of

Science. The volume and page number were lost amid
laughter and booing.

After half an hour of Duff, the crowd became
somewhat restless, shouting comments such as "We
didn't ask for a review of your textbook", and "Why
should we listen to you when you won't listen to us?

You won't even anwer our questions".

A student finally demanded that Duff give a direct

answer to the question "Will you rehire the three

professors, and will you give students a say in hiring and
firing policies?"

Duff hesitated, and then responded that he would
make "no comment" on those issues.

After considerable uproar, the meeting proceeded,
with Duff parrying more questions.

Math professor Chandler Davis supported the

inclusion of students in decision-making, adding sar-
castically that it is unrealistic for Duff to have to make
such decisions "by himself".

By this time, restless students were shouting for
action, and applauded loudly a speaker's suggestion that
"this meeting has been ndermined by the presence of
professor Duff".

A motion from last year's SAC vice-president Phil
Dack to "adjourn and reconvene upstairs in the math
department" was supported by several speakers, who
said that Duff had made it clear there would be no
response to students' demands unless pressure was
brought to bear.

The motion carried overwhelmingly.
Earlier Mather described how he was told last

April, "I'd been denied tenure by the tenure committee
of the math department. I don't know if this committee
actually met, whom it met, who is on the committee,
and what the reasons were for the decision".

He said- he has been unable to get a letter of
recommendation from the department, and he
therefore "cannot get a job except with great
difficulty."

He accused the department of "diverting first year
teaching funds to fourth year teaching and research"
and added that "those teachers who are conscientious
and enthusiastic are being sacked."

He noted that "support from my students is just

fantastic".

Carver Scobie, a first year math student, took up
Duff's earlier remark that "students are here to rub
shoulders with scholars". He said "we've been rubbing
shoulders with three professors from whom we've been
learning very much, but some of the scholars with
whom we've been rubbing shoulders are dead.

"Some of the scholars think it's beneath their

dignity to rub shoulders with us, but we are not
prepared to leave our destiny in the hands of scholars of

the past. We are responsible for producing change in our
generation and for producing the conditions for change
in the future."

He questioned Duff on his assessment of teaching,

saying "How do we rate those professors from whom we
leam nothing?"

"Here are our shoulders, let's do some rubbing,"
challenged Scobie.

Sociology professor Tony Smith told the meeting
that Duff "has not been prepared to talk about anything
that students are prepared to talk about". The students,

he said, must have a say in staffing "so that the

department won't be able to fire their best teachers in

the face of student opinion."

SAC race crowded of the post

Dare Foods Ltd -producerof Dare Cookies

has refused to negotiate with its striking employees

for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance

have characterized the company's approach to

the predominantly female work force.

Help Dare workers protect their union

and win a fair contract

DON'T BUY
DARE COOKIES!

(and tell your friends not to, either)

By BOB BETTSON
The high drama of last year's on-

again off-again Trotskyist acclama-
tion in the Students' Administrative

Council presidential elections was
missing Monday as five slates

entered the race.

Five slates representing widely
differing views are headed by SAC
services commissioner Chuck
Vickery, Arts and Science Student
Union chairman Bob Ander-
son, Heather Ridout leading a Unit-

ed Socialist Slate, Stop the Student
Surcharge Committee chairman
Peter Havers and UC student Peter
Baumann.
Ridout with Greg McMaster

(APSC) and Alice Klein (EXT) is

running because of what she termed
the inadequate leadership given by

the present SAC. "We believe that

SAC should build and organize stu-

dent struggles in the university."

Ridout supported the occupation

of the fourth floor math offices and
stated that the leading issue next

year would be the fight against

government cutbacks in education.

Vickery refused to comment on
the Math occupation in Sid Smith.

Baumann opposed it, even though he
called Stephen Salaff, who was
denied tenure, a "tremendous

Vickery, who is running with

finance commissioner Paul Bannon
and Mike Weedon (VIC n), said the

slate intends to shift emphasis to

services, but supports open stacks at

the Robarts Library. He added that

they would support pulling out of the

Ontario Federation of Students.

Anderson was unavailable for

comment last night but his campaign
manager, SAC communications com-
missioner Debra Lewis, said that his

campaign will stress students' rights

and improved teaching at the
university.

Anderson, a UC SAC rep, is

running with Stephen Moses (Meds
I) and Erindale student council vice-

president and Arts and Science Stu-

dent Union executive member Mike
Scott.

A surprise candidancy was
Baumann 's a second year UC stu-

dent not previously involved in stu-

dent politics. Baumann is running

with Ian. Dignam (Erin I) and Doug
Wilson (Meds I).
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Math department chairman
George Duff tried evading the

question once too often. And he

got the department offices oc-

cupied in return. It served him
right!

Duff has been playing a hide-

and-seek game with students

protesting the department's
firing of three popular
professors — Stephen Salaff,

David Spring, and Michael
Mather — and its refusal to sit

students on department staf-

fing committees, for the last

few months.
He's remained indifferent to

petitions — one bearing more
than 1,000 names — supporting

the profs' re-instatement, and
now to two protest rallies.

Last week, students gave
Duff a week in which to reply to

their demands. He turned up
yesterday, but there was no
reply. Instead, the chairman
rambled on for nearly an hour

sidestepping the issue every

way he could think up.

It was only when students

told him they'd had enough of

his evasive tactics that he was
forced to consider the real

questions. And, even then, Duff

tried to get out of answering
their demands. He refused to

comment on whether he would
rehire the profs, and claimed
that university regulations for-

bad student participation on
staffing committees.

Duff has had more than long

enough to think about the stu-

dent demands that he re-

instate the professors. By com-
ing to a rally scheduled to hear
his decision on the demand
without being willing to honest-

ly answer the question, Duff
treated the students in the
typically patronizing manner
conservative faculty reserve
for those below them.

Perhaps, he thought he could
once more postpone any stu-

dent action; or perhaps, he
banked on the fact that he
could drag out his boring dis-

course until the students'
numbers had thinned suf-
ficiently to make any action
unlikely.

As for his claim that
university policy ruled out stu-

dent participation in staffing

decisions, the chairman got
caught looking rather silly

when he was confronted with
the sociology department
precedent. That, and the in-

formation that the university's

senior administrators have
ruled students need not be ex-
cluded from staffing com-
mittees, clinched the deal.

Duff's excuse was just that,

and nothing more. Had he ever
seriously considered the
students' demands, he would
have looked into the actual uni-
versity policy and found out he
could agree to their request.
Having exhausted all

reasonable channels of com-
munication, students had to
take direct action to demon-
strate the seriousness of their
cause. That action,
democratically endorsed by a
meeting attended by more than
200 students, was occupation of

the math department offices

and the corridors outside
them. The occupying
students have said they will not
leave their vigil until Duff
gives them a satisfactory
response to the following
demands:

* offer a contract to Stephen
Salaff for 1973-74;

• formally ask president
John Evans to grant prpfessors
David Spring and Michael
Mather tenure, ensuring that
they will be able to continue on

staff; and
• give students an

"immediate and substantial
representative and effective
decision-making power on all

departmental bodies, including
those dealing with the hiring,
firing, and tenure of faculty".
Duff has no choice but to

give In to these demands. It's
time he started listeninfljpjfie
students in whose education
he's supposed to be interested,
and forgetting about his op-

position to giving students a
meaningful voice in depart-
ment decision-making.

If Duff won't act, arts and
science dean Bob Greene and
president Evans should in-

tervene. It's time everybody
stopped tossing this hot potato
around and did something to
remedy the situation.

Students from all depart-
ments should recognize the
common cause for which the
math students are fighting,

and join them in their struggle.
The only way they can show
that support is by turning up at
the occupation site, If not
before, then certainly for
today's noon rally.

This is not an isolated
struggle. It Is a common fight
for a meaningful student role
in university decision-making,
and to demonstrate that ad-
ministrators will not be
allowed to continue to Ignore
students.
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Israelis only

want homeland
Once again, one sadly finds an

urgent plea for humanity and
freedom for a large group of Jewish
people (petition for Soviet Jewry)
being transformed into a pedestal
for the Arab Students' Federation to

denounce the State of Israel. After
quickly dismissing the petition as a
"hypothetical contention", the
writers, true-to-form, denounce it all

as a Zionist plot.

I do not wish to get into the entire

Arab-Israeli question other than to

make one point clear. The Arab
people have a homeland. As a matter
of fact, they have a number of them
— Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Iran, Jor-

dan, et cetera. The Jewish people,

who through their long history in the
area, must have some rights there,

only ask for a single, relatively tiny

piece of land of their own. The fact

that this area called Israel is the area
in which they developed, they grew,
and would have always remained if

not driven out by a continual spec-

trum of oppressive kingdoms from
the outside, demands that the
Jewish state be here.

The Palestinian Arabs do have
rights to this area too, to this I agree.

But, to the question of who deserves

the actual control of the govern-

ment, we must weigh both sides.
The so-called Palestinian Arabs now
living in the existing Arab countries
share a common language, culture,
ethnic background, and indeed are
the very same people as their "host
countries". Of what purpose is it to
demand their "repatriation" in a
country which they share nothing
with the inhabitants and in point of
fact do not recognize (and in many
cases are in an army at war with!).
Can one even suggest that their need
is greater than that of millions of
Jews who without Israel would have
not one single country in which they
can guide their own destination,
express their own beliefs, and de-
fend themselves from another
Holocaust.

Of course, this does not hold water
with the Arab Students Federation,
who will concede nothing for their

own ends. One cannot but stop to
wonder if they continue in the path
of the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem (the
most influential Arab leader of the
time) who lived in Germany during
World War H and planned with
Hitler himself to wipe out any
Jewish homeland,
Peace will only find itself into the

Mid-East when both people accept
the inherent right of the other to a

homeland. The Arabs have theirs.

Martin Rosen

Architecture

that, but I know it can't be art

because I couldn't possibly have
heard it in a Chinese restaurant.

Chinese food makes me sick.

I told all this to my one friend in

the refectory, Ferd Gorman, and
Ferd said a very beautiful definition

of Art, "Art is Truth, and Truth is

Art, and you know, that's all there
is." Ferd thought it up right there,

and think he ought to get the prize,

since Marie-Lynn isn't getting it.

Myra Farenbeck

ucra

Humour abused
igtyorantly
With reference to the coverage of

the Hart House debate on women in

politics ("Best statesmen are
women... January 31), I note that
reporter David Line has misquoted

me to the extent of rendering an
originally humourous remark
ignorant.

Fortunately, Mr. Line has saved
me considerable embarassment by
attributing the statement to Tom
Walkom.

Presumably this is an example of
The Varsity's "strict criteria of ac-

curacy" referred to by the Editor
recently.

William Molson

Hart houses adulterated art
Under the inspiration of Chris Ralph, secretary of

the Hart House Art Committee, an exhibition of so-called
kitsch art has been setup in the House Gallery until this
Saturday. The exhibition seems designed to feel out the
range of kitsch. ... and of the motivation which inspires

Battle over art

rages on..*

I read Marie-Lynn Hammond's
definition of art, "Art is when you
hear things in Chinese restaurants
and such like and put 'em in reviews 1
and such like, like they were your =
very own", and thought that you J
were very wrong and cruel to take I
away her prize just because she "§

began her definition with "when". I %
once heard a definition, "Time is

£

when... ." I don't know where I got Hart House goes kitsch until end of week.

What is kitsch? We normally think of it as debased
art or junk offered as art. A paint-by-number of the Mona
Lisa is kitsch; so is the illuminated mirror-grlted Last
Supper, the assembly line reproductions of classical
sculpture and the Confederation Life's Gallery of Cana-
dian History --all in the exhibition. Those pseudo-elegant
knives, forks, glasses and dinner sets which the oil

companies generously dish out are also kitsch.

Perhaps the most salient feature of kitsch is its

tawdrmess despite (or because of) top-quality art
supplying the content for kitsch-objects'. If this is obvious,
what is less so (but what is worse) is that kitsch supplies
the biggest deterrent to taking the,trouble to resort to
the real thing. If people surround themselves with
classical associations, that often seems to satisfy
whatever inclination they may have to put themsleves in

touch with great art. Soon you begin to feel that
Leonardo is not so arcane and mysterious after all.

Maybe even you could do it, and so easily convince
yourself of this as you fiddle with your Kenner paint-by-
number. The theme of the exhibit may then be properly
re-stated as "adulteration" — what was more will always
be less, but we will continue to think it is more.

David Rifat's interesting decorative collage is the
one serious art object, and it is meant mainly as a
linguistic-pictorial probe: Is kitsch camp, erstaz art,

triviality? The value of the exhibit is that it vividly does'
what this article says it does - but with much more
humour and imaginative resonance. Because kitsch, after
all, is a sensual phenomenon. You will believe it when you
see it because it is so real and you know that reality: it is

over your grandmother's mantle, or blaring from your
classical - sounds-til-dawn radio station. It is as big as life

and costs less.

Ian Scott

ELECTION
ARTS AND SCIENCE COUNCIL COMMITTEES

FACULTY AND STUDENTS STUDENTS
— GENERAL COMMITTEE —
— CURRICULUM COMMITTEES
Nominations are now open for student seats and faculty seats on the
Committees of the Council of the Faculty of Arts and Science. Membership on
these Committees also entitles students to membership on the Faculty Council.

These elected seats are filled by students and faculty who serve for two year
renewable rotating terms i.e, each year one-half of the membership retires.

Accordingly, the remainder of the seats on the Committees will be filled next year

by current members who have indicated that they wish to serve for a second
year.

The following outlines by committee and constituency which seats are to be filled

by this election:

General committee

— COMMITTEE ON STUDY ELSEWHERE
— COUNSELLING COMMITTEE
ENndale

Departmental: Seats available -

1

Curriculum committees
Students:

Humanities

Interdisciplinary Studies

Life Sciences

Physical Sciences

Social Sciences

Seats available - 4 (including one part-time student)

Seats available • 3 (including one part-time student)

Seats available -2

Seats available - 3 (including one part-time student)

Seats available - 1 (part-time student)

Students: Seats available 2 in each of Trinity, Innis, Extension

1 in each of University, Victoria,

Faculty: St. Michael's, Errndale

Departmental:

Humanities Seats available 1 in each of FAR, FRE, GER, HIS, ISL,

ITA (Italian Studies), PHL, PHI,

REL, SLA, SPA (Hispanic Studies)

Life Sciences Seats available 1 in each of PSY, ZOO

Physical Sciences Seats available 1 in each of MAT, AST, PHY

Social Sciences Seats available 1 in each of GGR, ANT, SOC

Divisional:

Humanities Seats available 4

Life Sciences Seats available 3

Physical Sciences Seats available 4

Social Sciences Seats available 2

Faculty:

Humanities Seats available - 2

Interdisciplinary Studies Seats available - 3

Life Sciences Seats available - 3

Physical Sciences Seats available - 3

Social Sciences Seats available • 3

Committee on counselling
Students: Seats available - 1 in each of TC, SMC

Committee On Study Elsewhere

Students: Seats available - 3

NOMINATIONS
Nomination forms can also be obtained through Departmental and Registrars'

offices or from the Faculty Office. Completed nomination forms must be returned

to the Faculty Office, Room 1006, Sidney Smith Hall, prior to 4.00 p.m. on March

5th, 1973 to be valid. Voting will be by ballot box. Enquiries regarding this

election may be directed to 928-3389 or 928-3392.
A complete description of the Committees and the Rules of Procedure are
available upon request at the Faculty Office, Sidney Smith Hall.
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York service workers back down from strike
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) - Workers at

York University Sunday night

backed down in their demands and

narrowly accepted a new two-year

contract just 18 hours before they

were due to go on strike.

The workers, 238 cleaners,

housemaids, tradesmen and
groundsmen, voted 112-91 to accept

a contract that gives them a few

improvements, but basically accepts

management's wage-benefits offer.

The negotiating committee

recommended that the membership

accept the proposal.

"We squeezed as much as we
could get out of them," said Jack

Bird, national representative for the

Canadian Union of Public
Employees (CUPE), who
represented York's local 1356.

The new wage package is ?4.04 for

male cleaners, and $3.48 for women;
and (5.91 to $6.60 an hour, for trades

people. All wage increases are to be

spread over a two-year period. The

union had originally asked for a one

dollar across-the-board increase.

With its offer, management is

giving male cleaners 54 cents an hour

increase and only 48 cents an hour

more to women cleaners. The in-

creases are based on job categories

— an issue of contention that wasn't

negotiated by union officials and

management.

Management also agreed to pay

three-quarters of all fringe benefits,

up from two-thirds. The union had

demanded 100 per cent payment by

the university.

Fringe benefits were improved,

but issues of job security through

plant-wide seniority, the hiring of

non-union labor for new campus

buildings and the status of overtime
— whether compulsory or voluntary

— were not resolved.

The question of male-female

parity was raised at the Sunday

meeting of the membership. One
angry woman complained she had

been doing a cleaner's job at Glen-

don for three years and was still

classified as a housemaid. Bird said

the negotiation committee had not

known about her situation.

There have been problems this

year with moves to hire non-union

labor, suspensions over refusals to

work overtime, and layoffs because

of budget cuts.

Many of the workers at the

meeting were dissatisfied. Acting

local president Ron Beaton de-

nounced the contract; "Money

wasn't the issue. We were after the

security clause for the protection of

the workers. I'm not happy with this

deal at all." He said he expected

further problems with the job securi-

ty issue.

York personnel head Don Mitchell

told the student paper Excalibur:

"You have to report it as you see it

Leftists debate Viet ceasefire
By GREG MeMASTER

A debate on the real nature of the

Vietnam ceasefire developed into a

discussion of historical theoretical

differences last week at Innis

College between Trotskyists and the

traditional communist parties, after

Nelson Clarke referred to Vietnam's

national bourgeoisie as one of that

country's "progressive forces".

Clarke, speaking for the

Communist Party of Canada, was
answered by Joe Flexer's contention

that "nowhere in the capitalist world

today has the bourgeoisie any
progressive role to play". Flexer was
speaking for the Old Mole and Red
Circle organizations.

Clarke said that South Vietnam
has "a capitalist economy with
strong feudal carryovers", and the

National Liberation Front (NLF)
must "spearhead" efforts against

"the U.S. imperialists and their

agent Thieu". He predicted that

"blatantly anti-democratic" actions

by Thieu would lead to his isolation

and defeat.

Clarke said the success of the

Vietnamese liberation forces
depended on them rallying "the very

widest unity of all patriotic forces"

behind a "national people's
democratic revolution" against

feudal landlord enemies.

Flexer countered "there can be no
secure gains for the masses until the

power of the colonial bourgeoisie

has been broken."

Both sides agreed that the removal
of U.S. troops represents, as Clarke

said, "a clear gain", and Clarke

doubted that Nixon would chance

"the great political risk to himself"

which re-intervention.would mean.

He suggested that such a move
would bring "danger of im-
peachment" to Nixon.

Flexer acknowledged that the

treaty gave "formal recognition to

the strategic defeat of U.S. im-

perialism in its role as the world cop
for imperialism", but warned that

"the accords are paper. What is

important is the balance of power."
He noted that there are still 170,000

U.S. personnel in Vietnam today -"to

maintain the power of Thieu".

He described Vietnam as "a class

war, and of the existing two
governments, one must prevail."

Clarke, however, felt that "the

treaty presents favourable con-

ditions for the development of the

Vietnamese revolution", and
socialists should "support the full

implementation of these agreements

to the letter".

Flexer doubted Clarke's conten-

tion that a treaty in which both

sides included "the right to pri-

vate enterprise" as a guaranteed
right represented "a significant vic-

tory". He added that problems of

land reform and democracy "can
nowhere be solved by capitalism but

only by socialism."
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but the union backed down com-

pletely. I don't want to see their nose

rubbed in it."

Mitchell said the combined wage-

benefits settlement would cost the

university little more than its

original six per cent offer. The total

cost of union benefits is now under

two million dollars, he said, and the

increase over two years will raise

that cost by less than one per cent.

Bird disagreed. He claimed

management had come up "sub-

stantially" from its original offer and

that the overall wage-benefits raise

was nearer eight per cent.

"There are some improvements

and I don't think we could have

gotten any more by going out on

strike. Any wage gains would have

been lost in missed salaries." he

said.

York faces a $845,000 operating

deficit this year, and is expected to

operate at a more than one million

dollars deficit by 1974-75.

York workers face layoffs
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — Fifteen staff members at York University's Scott

Library may be laid off because of budget cuts.

A hesitant confirmation of the layoffs came from William Newman,
Scott's associate director for planning and development. According to

Newman, the 15 "could be" laid off unless other contingency plans or funds

appeared soon.

Scott Library's budget for next year was $3,670,000 — nearly seven per cent

less than the amount originally budgeted for 1972-73. Because of large

enrolment drops at York, the university entered a grave financial crisis,

which led to the resignation of president David Slater in January.

The library's fixed costs apparently give it little option but to let staff go
when under severe budget constraints. The average cost per book acquired
rose from $8.77 in 1967-69 to $13.25 in 1971.

Despite his statement that "we're not going to roll over and play dead"
in the face of the $235,000 cut, Newman had no plans to make it up or save

the jobs.

The new budget cutbacks come in the wake of recent decreases in library

staff and services, as well as rising costs. The pressure has been intense on
many remaining staff members because of the increased work load,

especially in the circulation department.
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Language: a dying art

By Nick Savage and David Cubberley -

reprinted from the chevron

One of the distinguishing attributes that

separates man from the other animals, perhaps the

most important of these In view of its role as the

basis of civilization, is his use of language. In many
respects, the quality of a civilization may be

measured by the expressive range, and, to an extent,

the complexity of its language; quality of thought is

almost directly dependent on quality of language.

Correspondingly, the ability of an individual to

reason, and to express his thoughts and feelings to

others, consists largely of his ability to exploit the

potential of his language. It is consequently vital

both for ourselves and for our civilization that we
should do our utmost to ensure that our ability to

think and communicate is not hampered by

avoidable shortcomings in this area.

Within this context it is particularly disgusting,

for what it means to us individually and as a species,

that language, the foundation of our humanity,

should be so widely abused as It is today; that It

should be deteriorating as rapidly as it is, and that

this deterioration should go, If not unnoticed, then at

least Ignored by the large majority of us, and

especially by those who are best equipped to remedy

the situation - the mass media and the schools.

This problem, while of pressing and fundamental

Importance, is extremely difficult to deal with

because language does not readily admit analysis of

Itself since it Is the only available medium through

which this analysis can take place; exploring the

limitations and potentialities of words with words

themselves is an Inherently approximate task.

However, the Immediacy of the problem

suggests that analysis is necessary, approximate or

no, and it is on this basis that the following

examination of some of the more abhorrent forms of

our language's decline is presented.

Advertising

& media
The theoretical function of advertising in the

capitalist system is fundamentally simple: to permit
rival manufacturers the opportunity to inform a
discriminating populace of whatever positive
characteristics and special qualities their product
may possess — to allow competition based on
rational choice, and thus a Darwinian survival of the
fittest, supposedly resulting in a responsiveness and
adaptability to the public need. In this way, it is

aruged, goods of highest quality and lowest price will

survive in the harsh environment of the
marketplace; Inferior and higher-priced goods will

be rejected.

To serve this function, it is clear that
advertising, as much as any other communications
medium, must strive for clarity, accuracy, and
(derivatively) honesty in language; it is equally
clear that, since advertising is itself an industry, and
since to achieve maximum profit for itself it must
also produce maximum profit for its corporate
dients, It must turn from informing to persuading
and propagandizing in order to compete within Its

own sphere.
That we find, then, that most current advertising

is obscure, vague and consequently dishonest should
not surprise us; neither, however, should we ignore
this aspect of capitalism's perversion, and perhaps
fne best place to begin an examination of the
problem is with language: at once the root of

advertising's power and the hapless victim of its

ravaging influence.

It has long been recognized that language suffers

from certain internal limitations — any word is

merely a symbol for the shared characteristics of a
set of objects, ideas or feelings; rather than a
distillation of the essence of any unique object, idea
or feeling. Language is, therefore, and must be, an
imperfect communicative device, albeit the best
available to us for many purposes.

It is also true, though, that language can be used
in such a way as to exploit almost maximally its

communicative potential, and equally that it can be
used in such a way as almost to destroy this potential
altogether, with an Infinite range of intermediate
gradation.

Many factors are involved in achieving the
maximum level of precision that language is capable
of affording us: important among these are such
technical necessities as grammar, vocabulary and
punctuation (and punctuation's spoken correlate,

intonation) all of which to a greater or lesser degree
affect its efficiency. Furthermore, the ability to

adapt language to the needs of a specific situation re-

quires a certain amount of creativity and effort on
the part of the user — to effect an adequate transfe-
rence of meaning demands a strenuous process of

selection and discrimination.
It Is not difficult to show that in every one of the

above ways the advertising trade violates the prin-
ciple of effective communication. In common
speech, the reason for such misuses is usually
laziness, ignorance, or force of bad habit. In

advertising, we find that, while these other faults are
by no means absent, there is also the tendency to

exploit language's capacity to distort in order to

delude its victims.

One instance of the form which this deception
takes is advertising's tendency to employ in-

appropriate and unwarranted superlatives (the best
beer, the whitest wash, even, excruciatingly, the
whiter than whitest wash) in order to invest a
product with a drama and notability which mere
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Language abused

on all fronts; suffering

a slow, certain death
unvarnished description could never elicit.

There is also the dependence on the catch-
phrase, slogan, or punch-line (I can't believe I ate
the whole thing"; "We try harder") which is usually
devoid of meaning, and almost always of relevance,
but which, because of its all-important 'catchy'
quality, remains in the mind, and which becomes
linked with the advertiser's name sufficiently to
affect sales. Often, the phrase may even enter the
language, at least temporarily, generally to
language's detriment.

The catchiness of a slogan frequently lies in its
very linguistic wrongness {"it's the refreshingest")
which lends it, however distastefully, all the more
impact.

Advertising is quick to seize upon misuses culled
from the common speech, to endow its
pronouncements with a colloquial, just-folks flavour,
friendly and persuasive; spread through the mass
media these misusages become reinforced and
probably permanent.

One word which has been effectively destroyed— partly through this process — is 'fantastic'; as in
"fantastic bargains", "fantastic values" and the
like; bereft of meaning, the word is reduced to an
ignoble, ancillary function as an unspeciffc modifier
with some feeble connotation of unusual worth; its
value to the advertising copywriter lies chiefly in its
colloquial quality.

Contrast the above usages with the dictionary
definition of the word: extravagantly fanciful,
capricious, eccentric; grotesque or quaint in design
(Concise Oxford Dictionary, 5th edition); it becomes
obvious that this once valuable word, with a precise
and useful meaning, has been ruined except as a
bloodless epithet empty of any real significance.

This is a continuing and expanding process:
advertising sullies almost every word it uses, rob-
bing it of specificity, diminishing its potency and
furthering the misusages which make com-
munication more and more nebulous and less and
less effective.

In George Orwell's 1984, one of the factors which
helped guarantee the stability of the totalitarian
regime he depicted was the invented language
Newspeak, with its carefully controlled vocabulary
designed to limit thought patterns by proscribing
certain words and formations: if the words

necessary to form a treasonous thought do not exist,
then treason can not exist either.

In a more haphazard form, advertising's friends
in the informational media, such as the newspapers,
the family magazines, and the television news, are
subtly achieving a like result.

Operating from their unique and unchallenged
position as the public dispensers of 'fact', their power
does not consist in merely being able to decide which
fragments of reality shall be accorded the status of
'news' (although this in itself is sufficiently
terrifying). From within a framework of fun-
damentally similar attitudes and beliefs, they couch
their condescendingly proffered tidbits of in-
formation in a narrow, standardized linguistic for-
mat which depends upon a few key terms and
simplistic categorizations to depict all phenomena,
past and present, as resulting from the interaction of
a relatively small number of social forces, whose
individual natures remain, by and large,
undiscussed.

This trend, combined with the frightening
penetration of our culture which the mass-media
have so quickly and easily achieved, has led to a
situation in which these deceptive generalizations
are so ingrained into our consciousnesses that they
now present a formidable obstacle to rational
analysis of our society: our thoughts become in-
creasingly a succession of media-spawned cliches,
trite and unsatisfactory, and so not only the manner,
but also the content of our thinking is modified
thereby.

The horrific aspects of this insidious loss of
independence are obvious, and bespeak all too clear-
ly the impending realization of the Orwellian
nightmare.

Apart from the necessity to hurdle the barriers
of cliche which the media have thrust upon us,
communication has also been progressively un-
dermined as more and more words whose usefulness
would otherwise be inestimable have been degraded
by label-happy newsmen in their ceaseless effort to
condense history into bite-size, digestible morsels of
verbal insipidity.

Witness the fate of 'anarchy'; this word, which
was once the name of an idealistic political
philosophy has now acquired negative connotations
of disorder, disruption and mayhem — anarchy now

means 'crime in the streets'.

Naturally, there has never been a period in

history when language was not abused, nor w'hn
communication was much better, probably, than if is

today.
But, it is only in the twentieth century, with the

enormous power of the mass-media, that the
possibility for a near-total decline or a mass uplifting

in the quality of language (and hence in the quality of

our society) has been made possible.

Unfortunately, with the media at the helm, we
are heading precipitously in the wrong direction.

Education
Much of our language's current degeneration

derives from attitudes ingrained in the public mind
by our school system. The prevalence of these
attitudes is a direct result of our pedagogical
method, the form and techniques of teaching held to

be adequate to our social needs. The mainstay of this

technique is its authority strcture, in which the

teacher acts as a medium through which universally
accepted knowledge is relayed to the student.
Utilizing the terrain which falls between the power of

scientific fact and the power of physical punishme^1
,

the teacher nurtures the mentality of the 'perpetudl
apprentice' among his students.

Success at school depends primarily upon the
individual's willingness and'ability to study — that

is, to memorize. Society glibly refers to this process
as the development of the well-rounded individual,

the one who has been equipped to think for himself;
yet the operative reality is simply the propagation of

rote, the ability to replicate taught arguments
without challenging either their validity or the
authority of the individual ( s) delivering them.

Since students are neither contributors to, nor
users of, academic knowledge, their relationship to

what is learned, and the language used to convey It,

exhibits a passivity reflective of this lack of

participation. Words are taken to have absolute
meanings which, through memorization, we can
make 'our own'; the majority of words in the
average vocabulary come to have 'slots' wherein
their meaning is guaranteed through regularized
usage. Over time, this condition precludes a con-
sciousness of words as preserving distinct traditions
and origins, or of words containing varieties of subtly
different meaning, dependent on context or in-

tonation for their full value. The flat structural
definition suggested by the dictionary, or, more
often, by the teacher, tends to be treated as "fi

infallible datum as opposed to a mere outline guiue
with as much potential for bad use as for good.

This passivity towards meaning requires a

simultaneous inner pasivity. At no time is there
incorporated into our schools the consciousness that
language is something remade through use; that
each of us exercises a coercive and creative power
over the forms our descriptions take; that all usage
serves to diminish or augment the varieties of

meaning and historical significance condense in any
word.

That this order of learning can maintain its

hegemony several things are necessary. One of these
is that the potentially regenerative areas within the
curriculum — history and English literature — be !

addressed by teachers and viewed by students as
areas of inferior status, as frivolous in a practical
sense. It is essential that culture and art be seen as
ornaments, necessary attributes without which a
society could justly be considered barren, yet ones
which adorn social development rather than guiding

,

and challenging it. History is the study of humanity's !

past; we do not allow or encourage it to make claims
against our society's present and future. The class'"
wherein these subjects are taught lend us a fetr
moments in which we raise the monumental
questions of life, questions which remain esoteric In

[

that the life to which school confines the young
prevents them from drawing any essential parallels.

The remoteness of literature and its language is

broadened within the schools through the means by
which proficiency in 'socially necessary' language Is

imparted. Foremost is the fetish of form in the
teaching of language, a procedure in which defined
structures are built up to aid memorization, in the
hope that a sensibility towards linguistic taste and a
feeling for semantic accuracy will arise unassisted.

This technique, with its necessary recourse to an
all-powerful web of procedural rules — all of which,
taught in exile from illustrative usages, force the
acceptance of painful and essentially boring a prioris
— dulls the audience to the legitimate need for an
operative structure In any language. It also en-
courages an attitude, which may only blossom later,
that holds as a virtue the flaunting of language rules
for its own sake - the exact negative correlate of a
grammar taught for Its own sake.

Similarly, composition, the act of mastering the
language for the purposes of writing, tends in-
creasingly to be an activity taught by imparting a
structural format - the key to successful com-
munication is the manipulation of a simple, time-
tested formula (Introduction, rising action, climd
denouement) over literally any range of experience.
Forgotten entirely in this recourse to structure is any
attempt to encourage the art of making whatever
format the author adopts work strictly in the service
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of the peculiar qualities of his experience and intent.
With this general experience in hand the

" majority of us go forth into the word, semi-literate
clerks of one type or another, equipped with as much
specialized technological jargon as may be
necessary to the performance of our chosen trade.
With this decade-long mutilation of their literary and
linguistic possibilities over, most people remain easy
targets and willing accomplices of the agencies of
decline active within our society.

An increasing number of people, of course,
continue in the 'educational process', which subjects
them to new and equally ruinous influences If

Individuals opt for the natural sciences or
mathematics what occurs is an intensification of the
high school experience, in which the level of use of
specialized scientific terminology escalates while
association with disciplines treating social and
political life directly is drastically reduced.

If the 'arts' are elected, there rapidly occurs an
overspecialization of study-area as the student is

initiated into an In-bred house language. It should be
admitted that specialized languages have and must
continue to have their place within the parent
language; one would expect to see their rise,
refinement, and Integration into the general

^anguage structure as their use and accuracy are
proved.

However, In the university these languages
serve purposes other than the development of an
accurate, flexible description of the reality of social
life. Atomizing what is in fact an interconnected
whole, the 'social sciences' see themselves as dis-
crete entities with absolute Intellectual dominion
over their area of concentration. What we experience
Is the attempt to treat as universal and sacrosanct
pronouncements which are In fact perspecttval and
whose overall meaning can only be understood by
examining Its connections with all other
perspectives.

The failure to build languages adequate to that
which is studied is amplified grotesquely by com-
peting power groups within each knowledge empire;
aggravating the tendency of each academic clique to
contrive a new language is the general incorporation
of pseudo-scientific language and technique into the
study of social life, an ignominious effort to achieve
the same degree of absoluteness as the natural
scientist. This illegitimate and publicly unexamined
theft of tools and language lends, given the stature of
modern science, accords a weight and credibility to

the discipline and user beyond that which their
results merit.

£~ Within the institution, words are us£d for
stature, both academic and social, and for marks;
there comes to exist a veritable 'top 40" of
overworked words and phrases. Kitsch formulations,
which may have made sense within the system of

thinking through which they originated, come to be
used more for the sense of drama and wisdom that
we allow them to invoke (witness "anomie",
"schizoid" or "Kafkaesque"), than for their
applicability to any specific reality described.

More serious is the wholesale destruction of

valuable terms like "alienation": words which have
precise meaning and use value within the context of

their own history but which have been pulled from
that context, broadened and diluted such that they
cover infinite ranges of circumstance, eventually
serving the god of ease rather than the god of

accuracy.
While each echelon of the school system, once

completed, produces a categorically different
product, all three tiers imbue in this product a
common property. Each serves to promote the rise

and acceptance of "functional" language —
vocabulary which fs retained on the basis of its

lability to achieve for the user certain socially

iiecessary forms which elicit uniform response from
persons and institutions no matter who employs
them.

That a vast educational network stretching

across an entire civilization shoufd be so almost
conspfratorially involved in encouraging us to cut

our linguistic throats is both remarkable and un-

fortunate — that this encouragement becomes
stronger with time is tragic and alarming.

Counterculture
One of the most pervasive areas of language's

current decline is the rotting away from within

represented by the uncritical use of slang, par-

ticularly noticeable In the increasingly popular

"counterculture" patois. Slang is part of that in-

sidious mechanism by which semantic precision Is

sacrificed for the convenience of an Idiom which
lumps a whole range of objects or concepts under one

generalized, hence inaccurate, label.

The outcome of this phenomenon is to dull the

effect of the words we use, to render them vague and

essentially meaningless, reducing our ability ac-"

curately to convey ideas with the minimum of

distortion which effective communication requires.

f. Examples of this debilitating trend are rife: "far

out", for example, can signify an entire range of

widely differing attributes from unusual, exotic and

eccentric through wonderful, exciting, exhilarating

and remarkable, and even, more blandly,

praiseworthy, interesting and many more dis-
tinguishable characteristics whose only common"
factor is that they denote an attitude of approval or
wonderment on the part of the speaker.

It would be possible, though tiresome, to break
down in this manner almost all the words which have
found their way into the hip lexicon, words and
phrases like "too much", "heavy", "dude" and,
particularly repellent, "peace" — ail formulations
which do more to disguise than to express the
realities which they are intended to describe.

Politics, being more intentionally deceitful,
because it is more comprehensive than the counter-
culture, brings into existence an ever-expanding net
of slang designed to entrap and beguile the user.
Political slogans work to manipulate our minds;
repetitious use of catchy phrases, as in advertising,
triggers stereotyped imagery concerning the es-

sential goodness of the person, party or program of

the user and, usually, the essential badness of an
opposition. In every case slogans contrive against an
individual choice based on reasoned argument and
operate sub-rationally to Ttupe or lull us into
acceptance or neutrality.

While one must admit to the absolute necessity of

generalized claims concerning the nature and direc-
tion of society by those wishing to preserve or
transform it, the need for systematic analysis and
the resultant categorical generalizations in no way
justify an increasing reliance on the slogan as some
type of "necessary evil". Rampant sloganeering is

equivalent to the admission (hat above all else the
pursuit of power is important and, moreover, that it

is irrelevant whether power is achieved by con-
vincing the populace or by cajoling and harrying it

into compliance.
While we have unfortunately allowed ourselves

to expect and endure the salesmanship of the
established parties ("the land is strong"), it is

alarming to note its increasing incidence in the
groups constituting the remnant of the "new left".

The uniqueness of the new left, its ability to imagine
a society beyond that of the present, coupled with its

refusal to engage in the severely circumscribed
language and tactics of its forebears in the effort to

Negan(n)epant; also negani-: (of obscure
etym) some kind of East Indian piece goods
imported in the 18th century.

1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6388-2. The following
Goods, viz. . . Negannepants, Tapseils,..
Perpetts, Welch Plains.

1757 Tr. Guyon's Hist. East Indies 11.145.

360 Neganepants.
1783 Glasgow Impolicy Slave Trade 104. In

the second class may be reckoned..
Chelloes, Nicamees, Neganipants.

create that society, is disappearing rapidly under the
aegis of a growing doublethink, a new jargon-riddled
language incorporating the worst mistakes of its

predecessors.

Beyond accepting as common fare the presence
of catch phrases and slogans ("off the pig", "end
Canadian complicity", "running dog"), which tac-
tically contribute either some nebulous spiritual
reinforcement to the user or provide blinders to
channel his vision towards the important result, this
usage increasingly debases the analytical value of
leftist philosophy, systematically reducing it to a
small number of universal claims, all of which are
expressed by a few, ungrounded key words. Reality
becomes simply "capitalism-imperialism", the an-
tidote is the "proletariat" whose short term task is

the eradication of the possibility of "fascism"; an
endless rhetorical manipulation of these terms in the
service of the revolution depletes the positive and
once-potent analytic contained within left language
while producing, rather than creative insight on the
part of the user, subservience or allegiance to a
cause already completely defined.

It would, of course, be fallacious to suppose that
the effects of slang and jargon are entirely negative:
without doubt, used sparingly and carefully they can
do much to add colour and interest to our language,
and often slang expressions eventually achieve
orthodoxy and respectability as a valuable addition
to the public vocabulary. This should not obscure the
fact, however, that the commonest use of slang is as
an interior substitution for the more precise words
which in many instances can be more colourful and
more interesting, simply because of their higher
degree of precision.

In conclusion...
What we must recognize then, is that language,

or, more exactly, the kind of language which permits
a satisfactory degree of meaningful communication,
may no longer be regarded as the exclusive province
of pederasts and intellectuals; that we can no longer
separate the problem of a deteriorating language
from the problem of a deteriorating civilization.

Perhaps, the fundamental reason why this decay
has been allowed to occur is precisely because this
artificial division is unconsciously made in the minds
of most people: language is seen as an already
developed tool which is serving mankind to its fullest

potential; an essential tool, of course, but far less a
shaper of society than, say economics, sexuality, or
even religion.

Not until we realize as a species that our use of,

and attitudes towards, language vitally affect the
way in which we think and feel will we be able to

progress toward a higher level of civilization.
Honest!
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HART HOUSE ELECTIONS
Hart House elections are coming

up on March 14. Candidates are

needed for Seven committees which

organize activities open to the entire

student body. Since these activities

are paid for by the students, any

student may stand for election to

these committees and all are entitled

to vote in the elections. The major

events of the House are undertaken

by the five standing committees -

House, Art, Debates, Library and

Music. In addition, the Squash and

Farm Committees are elected by the

entire student body.

The House Committee deals with

the functioning of the building - food

services, common rooms etc. - and

also sponsors programmes and
dances such as the Christmas Tree

and the New Year's Eve Ball.

The Art Committee organizes the

exhibitions in the Gallery, and main-

tains and adds to the permanent art

collection. This involves visits to ar-

tist's studios, and private and com-
mercial galleries. The Art Committee
is expanding into the area of art films,

the most recent being the Museum
without Walls series.

Squash at Hart House

The Library Committee is

responsible not only for the purchase

of books and magazines, but also

organizes Library Evenings of - in-

formal conversation with literary

figures such as Mordecai Richler. In

addition, it sponsors readings by

poets such as Dorothy Livesay and

novelists like Marian Engel.

The Music Committee presents

concerts of every kind, classical, jazz

and rock, and is responsible for the

two record rooms in the House. This

year the musical programme has

ranged from the popular Sunday

afternoon Quartet series to the highly

successful Crowbar concert in Con-

vocation Hall.

Square dance sponsored by the Farm Committee

The members of the Czech String Quartet who presented a
popular series of Sunday afternoon concerts.

An example of Kinetic Art from the film series Museum Without
Walls

The Debates Committee sponsors
a series of formal and informal
debates. The latter are designed to
allow students to develop the art of
debating in a relaxed atmosphere.
The formal evening debates cover a
wide variety of topics, and the list of
honorary visitors has included, prime
ministers, cabinet ministers, authors
and a variety of controversial figures
fro^m the political, academic and
social scene.

James Auld, Minister of Environment, at a recent

Hart House debate on pollution.

Winter wiener roast at Hart House Farm

There are two other committees
which provide services for the entire

student body, and for which everyone
may vote. These are the Farm and
Squash "Committees. The Farm Com-
mittee is responsible for the Hart
House Farm in' the Caledon Hills. It

looks after the physical administra-
tion of the farm, and plans a number
of activities there such as the Winter
Farm Festival. The Squash Com-
mittee oversees squash activities in

the House, organizing novice in-

struction and lectures, arranging tour-

naments, and establishing and main-
taining the challenge ladder.

Since Hart House is a major centre
of student activities and is run by
student fees, every student has a
stake in its elections, whether he likes

or dislikes what the House does.
Election day is March 14.
Nominations are open from now until

March 7. Nomination forms and elec-

tion information are available at the
Undergraduate Office, Hart House.
It's your House; you should take part
in its elections.
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Crossed picket lines at Honeywel

I

Students are problem during strikes- author
By FERNANDO TRAFICANTE
Former Toronto Telegram labour

reporter Marc Swelling charged
Monday that students are indifferent

to the problem of strikers during
labour disputes. "Students are a
tremendous problem during
strikes," he contended at a
Bellwoods NDP meeting at St.

Raymond's School.

Zwelling is the author of the book
Strike Breaking.

"In the Honeywell (Instruments)
strike" "most of the scabs were
students". He explained "they
(students) don't look at Honeywell as
a place where they will have to
work" and will accept any conditions

that exist.

Zwelling is trying to familiarize

unions and the public with tech-
niques used by professional strike-
bearing companies, chief subject
for attack in his Ontario Federa-
tion of Labour-sponsored book.
At the Dare Foods strike in

Kitchener, "Canadian Driver Pool
provoked violence and the company
went to the courts asking for an
injunction" to stop picketing.

SAC PRESIDENTIAL

All-Candidates

MEETING
THURSDAY

SID SMITH FOYER
The candidates Are:

President

I Peter Baumann

Vice-President

I
Douglas Wilson

Vice-President

I Ian Dignam

President

Heather Ridout

Vice-President

Greg Mc Master

Vice-President

Alice Klein

President President

| Chuck Vickery j Peter Havers | Bob Anderson

••• X*

Vice-President | Vice-President Vice-President

{ Paul Bannon | George Huczek § Stephen Moses

Vice-President f
Vice-President

f
Vice-President

1 Michael Weedon | Roman Olszewski § Mike Scoff

ORDER SELECTED BY LOT.

NEEDED: Volunteer Poll Clerks. Please contact Joe Redican, Chief Returning

Officer at the SAC Offices, 928-4911

"The only thing you have to prove
is the likelihood of violence" to
obtain an injunction he said. Cana-
dian Driver Pool was a company
which advertized itself as
professional strikebreakers. The
Kitchener city council has asked the
provincial government to outlaw
strikebreaking companies.
Companies whose only line of

business is breaking strikes are
something unique to Ontario, said
Zwelling, now working for the
United Steelworkers of America,
which has faced professional
strikebreakers in several strikes.

Zwelling accused the provincial
government of creating legislation

which corporations use to avoid
settlement with unions. Licencing of
companies as security agencies is a
simple process, he said, so new

strikebreaking companies "crop up
all the time".

Legilsation prevents anyone
employed as a guard from joining in
any union except one composed
solely of guards. These unions tend
to be weak and lack bargaining
power with their employers, he
claimed.

Another problem for a striking
union, he claimed is that it cannot
advertise boycotts of strikebound
companies without fear of prosecu-
tion. Boycotts in progress now in-
clude Dare baked goods, non-union
lettuce (boycotted by the United
Farm workers) and Kraft products
(by the National Farmers Union.)
Zwelling outlined a technique

whereby companies involved in
strikes dissolve the corporation and
start up again as a new company.

Students are no help'to strikers: author Marc Zwelling.

Victoria University
Students' Administrative Council

\J 150 Charles Street West, Toronto 181

VIC STUDENTS, WHAT DO
YOU THINK ABOUT:

, „is CoUege Student Society Thur^^^^^ in a Q„,

on

Studies

fees demo

• VIC ELECTIONS •

VUSAC EXECUTIVE - THURSDAY, MARCH 15

deadline for nominations:

Friday, March 9, 4:00 p.m.
positions open

-president -communications commissioner
-vice-president -education commissioner
-finance commissioner -scarlet & gold commissioner
-university government -productions chairman
commissioner -student services commissioner

*****
VIC SAC REP-5 to be elected

March 7 & 8

deadline for nominations
Friday, March 2, 4:00 p.m.

FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING BOTH ELECTIONS
CONTACT THE VUSAC OFFICE IN WYMILWOOD
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Task force recommends close links between FEUT, OISE

Use U of T, OISE resources better: report

By ED PODGORSKI
More effective use should be made

of available educational resources at

the University of Toronto and at the

Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education (OISE), a presidential

task force urges.

The Task Force on Education was

formed to recommened to president

John Evans the most effective ways

of inter-relating the resources of

OISE and the University of Toronto

in the field of education.

The task force suggested that

formal cross-appointments between

the Faculty of Education (FEUT)

and OISE "should be encouraged."

The divisions of the university

presently offering undergraduate

courses related to education have

been encouraged in the report "to

draw on the advice and resources of

FEUT and OISE in the design and

staffing for current and future

offerings."

A university-wide Committee on

Education was proposed by the task

force to "foster genuine interchange

Report pleases

fop administrators
FEUT and OISE representatives

were pleased yesterday that the

Presidential Task Force on Educa-

tion agreed to urge a great degree of

cooperation.

OISE cordinator of Graduate

Studies George Flower, who has a

member of the task force, welcomed

the report as a move establishing

stronger links with FEUT.
FEUT assistant dean H.O.

Barrett, also a task force member,

predicted that the "suggested

cooperation will be implemented."

Barrett admitted the document

was "not a very radical report", but

added that time constraints

prevented examination of the

organization and structure of the two

institutions. The report task force

had less than two months to com-

plete its report by February 1.

Graduate OISE student Neil

Keller resigned shortly after the task

force began meeting, complaining

that it refused to examine basic

principles and reasons for coopera-

tion and went ahead instead

assuming a great deal.

Neither FEUT dean O.F. Dadson

or OISE director R.W.B. Jackson

were available for comment.

CfanaaNI/
peakO

30 superbly
groomed trails.

10 lifts

accommodating
7,500 skiers per hour,

including

rfVirv^s r /ihhh^ir lhe on| y gondola lift

i\ \\*%5J \M\\ Iwll in Eastern Canada

bottom 2050' vertical drop (It's a real kick)

Beginner's slopes (Look at me!)

• 5 day ski week: use ot lifts $25.. lifts & lessons S35.

• Season from November to May

mont ste-anne P.O. Box 40, Beaupre,
Province of Quebec
(418) 692-0835

This Week at S.M.C.

City Government Forum

Aldermen Kilbourn, Johnston, Eayrs

Thursday, March 1 - 12:15
Brennan Hall Lounge

Theatre

Le Cercle Francais presente Le Bourgeois
Gentilhomme, piece de Moliere

les .8, 9, 10 mars - 20 heures 30

Lounge Music
Today and Friday at noon; showcase

of St. Michael's talent.

nim
Garden Of The Finzi-Continis

Friday and Saturday:

of information and views" among

educational specialists and

professors in other disciplines, as

well as to facilitate cross-

appointments. The main work would

be done by a large number of sub-

committees in the disciplines.

Another link would be established

if the task force's recommendation

of a FEUT-OISE informal liason

committee is adopted. The report

also urges that "selected members"

of each institution be "invited" to

serve on the other's committees,

although without voting rights.

The report also recommended that

OISE and FEUT in turn "should be

encouraged to draw on the advice

and resources of those disciplines in

the rest of the university in the

design and staffing for current and

future course offerings related to

those disciplines."

The task force decided "to eschew

a broad philosophical and historical

overview" and, instead, con-

centrated on arrangements which

could be implemented within the

next two or three years.

The report carefully noted that it

only offered suggestions for Evans'

consideration and that it did not

"presume to speak officially or for-

mally for any of the three parties

concerned."

At present OISE has in effect no

undergraduate facilities and FEUT
is not engaged in no graduate work.

Graduate studies in education,

prior to 1965, were carried on with

relatively modest staff and facilities

at FEUT, then called the Ontario

College of Education.

In 1964, then education minister

Bill Davis decided to expand the De-

partment of Educational Research.

OISE was then established as an

institute chartered as an in-

dependent college. OISE and FEUT
have since developed in two almost

entirely independent directions.

Conservatives sweep elections

SUDBURY (CUP) — Conservative

students promising more efficient

management of student affairs have

been elected presidents of the

Laurentian, York and Acadia uni-

versities student councils.

Students at Laurentian University

elected two commerce students to

lead their student council during the

next academic year.

In an election which surprised all

Laurentian political observers,

Malcolm Jacobs became student

president and running-mate Roger

Campeau became vice-president.

The two campaigned on a ticket

pledging students an "efficient

management team" to run their

affairs. They presented an un-

abashed image as straight, clean-cut

commerce lads dedicated to the

introduction of sound business prin-

ciples to the student council

bureaucracy, and very little else. The

election produced an unusually large

student turnout.

Current French-speaking vice-

president Rejean Grenier, who was

expected to win easily, placed a poor

third. Grenier is somewhat of a left-

liberal, closely identified with this

year's lack-lustre council leadership.

But that leadership managed to con-

vince more than 50 percent of

Laurentian students to withhold

their fees in the abortive Ontario

Federation of Students tuition strike

which ended earlier this month.

Jacobs and Campeau strongly

oppose independence for Lambda,

the Laurentian student newspaper.

The current council leadership was

working on a proposal for severing

ties between the council and the

paper, assessing a separate

publications fee, and incorporating

the paper under provincial laws. The

proposal failed to pass the last coun-

THE ENDOF CAPITALISM
IN CHILE

BY

PROF. MAURICE ZEITLIN
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY; UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

PROFESSOR ZEITLIN is the author of Revolutionary Politics and the Cuban

Working Class. Latin America: Reform or Revolution.

FRIDAY, MARCH 2, AT 11 A.M.

IN

ROOM 2118 SIDNEY SMITH BUILDING

SPONSORED BY The Latin American Sudies Committee of the International

Studies Programme.

U.C. STUDENTS:
Nominations are now open

for the following:

1) five U.C. SAC rep seats

2) the Cody Award for the

outstanding graduating student

Nominations close at 12:00 noon on Monday,
March 5. Nomination forms may be picked up at the

UC Lit Office. The election will be held on

Wednesday and Thursday, March 7 and 8, in

conjunction with the SAC presidential elections.

cil meeting because it required two-

thirds approval. Although it passed

10-0 with one abstention, about half

the council was absent. With the

conservative victory, Lambda's in-

dependence is uncertain.

York University students also

elected a conservative student coun-

cil president by a narrow margin

over a candidate backed by the so-

called United Left Slate.

Michale Mouritsen, the chairman

of the faculty of arts council beat

Young Socialist Dale Rich 434-414,

but eight members of the United

Left Slate won council seats. The

SJate included three Trotskyites, U
supporters of the Waffle and in-

dependent leftists. Theobald won a

council seat but the legality is being

questioned because the former presi-

dent took only one course this year.

Mouritsen apparently favors in-

dependence for the campus student

paper, Excalibur.

Earlier, students at Acadian

University in Wolfville, Nova Scotia,

cast a massive protest vote against a

student council rule prohibiting a

first-year student from running for

council president.

Although his name was not on the

ballot, some 37 percent of the

students voting cast write-in ballots

for James Johnson, a former Univer-

sity of New Brunswick student, now
in his first year at Acadia. Current

vice-president of student affairs,

Keith MacKinnon, won 54 percent of

the votes and claimed he had gained

enough of a mandate to take office.

More than 40 percent of the students

cast ballots.

Many students demanded a new
election with Johnson's name
appearing on the ballot, along with

MacKinnon's. MacKinnon refused.

The Arab Student Association

PRESENTS

Dr. Mahdi Hairi
Prof, of Islamic philosophy

atThehran University

In an informal lecture on

MYSTICISM IN ISLAM
Thursday March 1 at 6:00 p.m.

Inl.S.C. 33 St. George St.

ALL ARE WELCOME

NOTICE
A $50 investment in our 10 hour -

5 day basic sales course can put

money in your pocket.

Phone: U-Can-Sell

Basic Sales Academy

223-9303

223-9306

for further Information
"WHERE SALESMEN ARE MADE

...HOT BORN"
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Won't release political prisoners

Saigon is violating agreement, says writer
By GARY NEIL

American agriculturalist and writer Don
Luce yesterday indicted the government of
South Vietnam for jeopardizing the recently
signed peace Agreement designed to end the
war.

By refusing to release a list of civilian
prisoners held in South Vietnam or to begin
giving them freedom, the Saigon regime is not
keeping to the ceasefire agreements, he told a
press conference. It is therefore posing a
threat to the development of peace, said Luce
who is in Toronto to publicize the plight of the
more than 200,000 political prisoners held in
South Vietnamese jails.

Luce first went to South Vietnam in 1958 to
work as a volunteer agriculturalist in small
villages. His political involvement in Vietnam
began as he watched the bombing of villages
by the American and South Vietnamese Air
Forces, and as he saw the displacement of
farmers from their land by the Saigon
government.

He estimates that about half of the South
Vietnamese farm population has been moved
to the city slums in an attempt by Saigon to
maintain control. This move has caused many
problems such as family breakdown and
prostitution, he stated, and has increased the
people's resentment of, and opposition to, the
government.

Luce said that these people and other
"neutralists" took part in large mass uprisings
in a number of major South Vietnamese cities
in 1968. The uprisings were quelled by govern-
ment bombing of its own territory, including a
district of Saigon, because the people in the
cities had begun to support the National
Liberation Front.

Luce said that the neutralists, who are not
communists but who are opposed to the
Saigon regime, are the group subjected to the
most severe repression. He said further that
"to repress the neutralists is the only way that
the Saigon government can stay in power."
Luce made world headlines in 1970 when he

revealed the existence of the infamous "tiger

cages", small cells in the ground used to jail
large numbers of civilians. "Their only
crime," Luce contends, "has been to have
spoken for peace, or in opposition to the Thieu
regime, or even whose relatives have done
so."

He says that the situation has not changed
since his revelation in 1970; in fact, the United
States has awarded a contract to build more
tiger cages since that time.

Thousands of men, women, and children
continue to be jailed without trial, he claimed,
under a special law which allows the police to
jail anyone for up to two years, a provision
which is renewable.

Everyone in South Vietnam must carry
identification with them at all times or face
the possibility of jailing, he said.

In addition, as part of a technical assistance

deal with the U.S., the South Vietnamese
government has begun the compilation of 11.5
million political dossiers, he claimed. These
dossiers are intended to document a person's
voting habits, any demonstrations he may
have attended, or any instances of questioning
by the police.

Luce, who recently returned from Hanoi,
contended that the North Vietnamese have
few political prisoners in comparison to the
South. "It's hard to hide any large numbers of
political prisoners and if Hanoi had any, the
Central Intelligence Agency would hold a
news conference to publicize it tomorrow," he
said.

The North Vietnamese have recently begun
to agitate for the release of civilians im-
prisoned in South Vietnam. Luce believes that
this is one of the reasons why Hanoi is moving

more slowly on the release of American
Prisoners of War. "If all the POWS are
released, then the chances for the emancipa-
tion of civilians detained in South Vietnam are
greatly reduced."

The question of political prisoners is

important because "the jailed teachers,
lawyers, students and church leaders are the
ones who could bring about a reconciliation of
a divided country," Luce feels.

He called on the Canadians in the
International Control Commission to expose
the plight of the civilian population in the jails.

He believes that Canada can help solve many
of the problems standing in the way of peace
by playing an independent role in the ICC.
He is speaking today on the subject of

political South Vietnamese prisoners from 12
to 2 pm in room 2117 Sid Smith.

The South Vietnamese government uses tiger cages to house political prisoners. Over 200,000 prisoners are being detained by Saigon

Blackburn assails advocates of stack accessU of T Chief librarian Robin
Blackburn has taken another swipe
at proponents of open access to the

stacks of the Robarts Library,

suggesting that they are labouring

under a "popular misconception".

In his report for the 1971-72 year
released recently, Blackburn, long

an opponent of open stacks/ con-

tends that "much of the discussion

(last spring) of the whole issue was
plagued by a popular misconception

that 'stack access' is the same thing

as library access."

Students occupied Simcoe Hall

three times in early March in sup-

port of open access to the stacks for

all members of the university com-
munity and the general public. The

library, which will contain the main
stack collection of the "Sigmund
Samuel Library is expected to be
opened this summer.
Blackburn argues that "there has

never been any suggestion that use
of the library and its collections

should not be available to all comers
including the general public, " but

neglects to mention the conditions

he advocated last year for such use.

Undergraduate students who
wanted to borrow books would have
to order them at the circulation

desk, which would have prevented

browsing as well as being time-

consuming.

The general. public would have to

obey the same rules, Blackburn

suggested — and pay an annual fee

of about $50 as well.

The issue of stack access was
eventually turned over to the Library

Subcommittee of the Governing
Council's Academic Affairs Com-
mittee, where it has yet to be
decided on. The subcommittee was
told to recommend a system of

differentiated access based on
"academic need".

However, a working group within

the subcommittee, including
associate librarian David Esplin,

recently reported that it could not
practically and unarbitrarily define

differentiated academic need for

stack access, and recommended that

it be equally available to all students

and faculty.

Blackburn attacked the recom-
mendation at last week's sub-

committee meeting, referring the

subcommittee to its terms of
reference.

He suggested giving all faculty and
graduate students stack access on

request, while undergraduates
would have to have written
recommendations under particular

conditions from teachers to obtain
access - and then only during a

specified time period.

The subcommittee's decision is

expected to be made soon.

U of T, Ottawa University escape
province-wide enrolment decline
U of T and the University of

Ottawa are the only two Ontario

universities to emerge unscathed by

a province-wide drop in the number
of 1973-74 university applicants, ac-

cording to raw data released by the

Ontario Universities Applications

Centre. Not surprisingly, the pro-

vince's smallest institutions were

hit hardest.

The enrolment numbers game is

of crucial concern to the universities.

Government funding of post-

secondary education is determined

by the number of students attending

the institutions.

Seven hundred more students than

last year have indicated U of T as

their first choice, with approx-

imately the same numbers as last

year picking Toronto as their second

and third preferences.

The small University of Ottawa

was the only other university to buck

the trend, by receiving an impressive

increase of 100 applications.

York University, plagued by a

serious enrolment drop this year

which left the university in poor

financial shape and precipitated the

resignation of its president, ended

up with 1100 less total applicants

than last year. Six hundred of this

loss came on the very important first

choice option.

Brock and Trent applications fell

significantly, as did Carleton's.

McMaster University got 600 less

applicants, University of Watertooo

700 less.

Although Queen's has approxi-

mately the same number of appli-

cants as last year, it has 300 less

picking it as their first choice.

Western, Guelph, Lakehead,

Laurentian all dropped slightly in

the total number of applicants. .

U of T Director of Admissions
Wim Kent stressed the data's
limitations, describing them as
"very raw, early figures" which have
not yet been analyzed. "The only
conclusion we can draw... is that we
have more first choice applicants
than last year," he said.

One discrepancy between the
application centre's system and U of
T's, Kent pointed out, is the former's
practice of counting each application
for a different program at the same
university as a separate application.
U of T regards them as one
application.

Nonetheless, Kent said the figures
represent a trend. Most of the
applicants, he opined, were serious
since they had to pay a four dollar
application fee and an $11 Service to
Admission to Colleges and Univer-
sities test fee.

Author attacks role

of Viet peace force
By SCOTT WILLOWS

The Canadian military "supervisory" contingent in Vietnam is

really "an army of occupation to launch a third Indo-Chinese War",
according to Claire Culhane, a former medical administrative assistant
for the Canadian government in Vietnam.

Culhane, author of Why is Canada in Viet Nam. made this
allegation before a class of political science students Monday.

Culhane first became concerned with Canada's role in Vietnam
when five years ago she took part in what she assumed was a serious
government hospital program.

However, on arriving at the Vietnamese hospital she found that
while essential equipment, such as X-ray machinery was allegedly
"late in being delivered", in reality, hospital officials were involved in
black market trade. Finally the patients and staff were evacuated to
make room for a South Vietnamese army camp, Culhane stated.

When she demanded an investigation of these events by the
Canadian government, she received a polite reply "thanking her for
her interest in the problem."

Culhane sees present Canadian complicity in Vietnam as "a lever
for trade relations with the United States." The Canadian government
by its adherence to the defence party Agreement has said in effect, she
claims, that "it is not interested in cutting down on profits
accumulated by its war related industries."

"We.are, "Culhane added, "victims of a psychological warfare".
Canadians are conditioned to accept the fact of "American

bomber practice on the prairies and torpedo practice in the Arctic.
"

Culhane warned that Canada's present "supervisory" role in Vietnam
is in danger of duplicating what happened after the 1954 French-
vietnamese peace settlement.

"It was Canada," she reminded her audience, "along with India
and Poland, who over-ruled the Geneva agreement which
recommended free elections for the Vietnamese people."
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UPI, Swedish confirm reports

Group charges Greek police killed students
Several students were reported

killed by police in the Greek city of

Salonica February 23 during demon-

strations against government in-

terference in education.

According to the U of T chapter of

Students for a Free Greece, Swedish

television news reported two stu-

dents were killed and United Press

International {UPD reported four

student deaths. The Toronto, York

and Ryerson chapters of Students for

a Free Greece issued a proclamation

declaring solidarity with the Greek

students and denouncing the milita-

ry junta presently controlling the

country.

"We condemn the barbaric actions

of the junta police. We condemn

American imposition of the regime

in the context of NATO. We call

upon the government of Canada to

break off diplomatic relations with

the oppressive neo-facist military

regime."

A series of student strikes and

demonstrations began in late

January in support of demands for

student participation in writing the

new charter for higher education.

The military responded with a con-

scription decree which is being used

against student leaders participating

in or inciting strike and protest

activities. Students are usually

granted draft deferments.

According to Students for a Free

Greece, there have been at least five

occasions when police acted

"wildly" and "mercilessly" to break

up rallies and occupations. Trials of

students arrested during the unrest

are reported to have been conducted

"under conditions of terrorism.

Even the lawyers are being harassed

by the Security Police."

The University of Athens was

occupied by 5,000 students as the

struggle continued after the trials.

The sit-in ended with declaration of

a 10-day truce while faculty

negotiates student demandes — in-

cluding repeal of conscription —

21 General Committee seats

go to student incumbents
Twenty-one of 49 student seats on

the General Committee of Arts and

Science have been filled by in-

cumbents returning for a second

year, according to information

released by the faculty.

A number of prominent student

politicians returned to the com-

mittee, the major representative

body of the faculty responsible for

policy formation.

Governing Council candidates

Gord Barnes (also president of Vic's

student council), Howie Levitt (New

College) and Tom Beckerman are

among' them.

Also corning back for another year

are University College Lit president

Vicky Grabb and vice-president Lin-

dsay Kerrigan, St. Mike's SAC
representative Alice Anjo, and

former SAC cultural affairs com-

missioner Seymour Kanowitch.

Students remaining on the General

committee only include Dana
Gishman (New), Henry Reiser

(Erin) and Roberta Dods
(Extension).

P.A. Burford and William Krock

(SMC), by being on the Inter-

disciplinary Studies Curriculum

Committee, are also on the General

Committee.

Joseph Halpern (UC) is on the

Physical Sciences Committee, (and

hence the General Committee) Keith

Howlett (New) and Bob Bettson

(Trin) are on the Social Sciences

Committee, and L. Cohen is on the

Committee on Study Elsewhere.

Seymour Applebaum (Innis), Jeff

Eisen (New), Brian Gage (Vic) and

Ann McKenzie (Ext) and 0. Seeler

(Erin) are all on the Committee on

Counselling.

Information on elections to the

remaining seats is available at the

faculty office. Nominations close

March 5.

Race fear tool of oppression: prof

By SCOTT WILLOWS
The racial anxiety which haunts

the "popular white classes" is easily

converted into a tool of class oppres-

sion by the power elite, claimed

University of Wisconsin associate

professor of black literature Finlay

Campbell Saturday.

Speaking at a workshop in the

Students for a Democratic Society

teach-in on racism, Campbell noted

that any proposed piece of civil

rights legislation must be ushered in

with a preliminary "fascist scare

technique", as policy justification in

order to overcome widespread
liberal legislative reluctance.

Campbell challenged the heroic

myth of America's golden age of

Jacksonian democracy. The
aristocratic flavour of the original

Lockean claims to freedom which
influenced the Declaration of

independence has become a collec-

tion of computer-age nightmares, in

which the economic process of

capitalism has asserted the existence

of only two classes of individuals:
1

'Those who owns and those who are

owned."

Minority groups, stated Campbell,

are encouraged by governments to

assume their ageless role as psy-

chological whipping-boy.

It is in the government's best

interest to keep the classes divided,

he said. The fear of the white man
and the threat of the black man are

used to keep their attention away
from those in power and places the

masses in a state of general

immobility.

t CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.

For information write to:

Community of the Holy Spirit

54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPER
service. Originality, quality, and
St :uritv dictate our policy.

Phone:961-6150
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 3 pm-10 pm

Sal.-Sun. 9 am-5 pm
Professional Typing Done

300 AVENUE ROAD
2nd floor

TERMPAPERS

SERVICE (Reg'dj
A Canadian Company

PAPERS ON FILE

$1.85 PER PAGE

OR
Custom made orders, at reasonable

cost, prepared by our start of college

graduates

638-3559
Satte 906. 1 Z Goldfinch Ct.

Willowdili (Toronto) M2RZC4. Out.

*3i?'t You spend a lot of time reading.

WHY AREN'T YOU A
BETTER READER ?

» o

You could be!

READ FASTER (2to4TIMESI

IMPROVE YOUR COMPREHENSION
DEVELOP SKILLS WITH TECHNICAL

MATERIAL, REPORTS, ETC.

IMPROVE YOUR RECALL ABILITY

The Toronto School of Dynamic Reading can do
this - and more 1 We also offer life long mem
bership and many other features. Each of our

teaches has taught reading for ovei^-5 years and

holds an Ontario Teaching Certificate. For a

£c^„ descriptive brochure, phone 921 6410, or drop

KfS 3 in to: Suite 650, 86 Bloor Street W

with the military.

The government has refused to

yield and has warned newspapers

against giving prominent coverage to

the struggle.

The Panhellenic Liberation

Movement (PAK) and the Com-

mittee for the Restoration of Den-

mocracy in Greece, Rigas Fereos,

will hold a mass protest rally in

Nathan Philllips Square Sunday

afternoon at 4 pm. Andreas Papan-

dreou, a cabinet minister in the

elected Greek government
overthrown in 1967 and leader of

PAK, will be the main speaker.

Lack of quorum
scuttles council
For the second year in succession, the annual meeting of the

Faculty Council of Arts and Sciences failed to meet Monday, due to

a lack of quorum.

Student representatives on the council effectively ended the

meeting when Vic student Dave Laughton called for the quorum

count. Only 110 of the over 1,300 members attended, 40 less than

the required quorum.

About 15 of the 50 students on the body attended, and waited

until they were sure a quorum could not be reached, before

entering the meeting. They do not recognize the council because of

its unrepresentiveness, and also because it was the body that

prevented staff-student parity on the General Committee two years

ago.

Laughton explained that he hoped the Governing Council

would "kill" the body in the near future, because it has been unable

to meet for the last two years. Laughton was also against the rule

that the council could be called into special session to discuss mo-

tions that the General Committee passes "that conservative faculty

may not like'*.

The council meets yearly to accept reports of the work done in

the general committee of faculty council, and to set policy for some

aspects of the faculty of Arts and Sciences.

towards
a

christian

life

a series of talks-on rhe basics of ihe Christian faith designed to act as a

springboard for personal refreshment and renewal.

Feb. 28 - Rev. Ross Crighton on "Spiritual Healing"

Mar. 7 - Rev. David Ward on "Easter and Ihe Christian"

Wednesday • 8 pm

st marfs
40 Westmoreland Avenue

n. of Bfoor - e. of Dufferin

Ross C Crighlon, Rector

unclassified
PAKISTANIS young, professionals or students,

both sexes, interested in forming an exclusive,

social, non-political, non-religious club Call:

Faryal 920-5239 or Faran 922-4736 after 6.

ROOMS FOR RENT in CO-OP House. Bloor-

Balhursl area. Mid-March on. '50 - '70/Mo. Call

Bob at 536-8137 or 533-9964

STRIPPER v/ANTED To perform at a party.

Good pay, no experience necessary. Call Ted.

923-3269 after 5 p.m.

PRIVATE TUTORING Tutoring in physics,

mathematics, available at reasonable rates. S.B.

Joshi IM. Sc.) 351 Howland Ave. - 925-0203.

FOR SALE - one tub 6' x 2' x 2' Price *25 For

information phone Peter Milic at SAC 928-491

1

PROFESSIONAL TYPING On IBM selectnc

typewnter. Theses, Reports, Term papers, etc.

Reasonable rates Pick-up and delivery. Call:

-Mrs. Tarter: 635-7352 (days) 491-6191
(evenings)

HAVE YOU SEEN Battering Ram by David

Fieeman yet? Come! - to Tarragon Theatre 30

Bndgman Ave. Tues. to Sun. at 8:30 Sun.

matinee pay-what-you can at 2:30. 531-1827
lor Reservations.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR March 17-22 $69. 5 full

days of skiing at Mt. St. Anne. All transportation

and accommodation included. Write: Canadian
Ski Tours. 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington 'or

Phone: Gord Allan, 247-2339.

GIRL HAS FURN. 3-room apt, to shaie

same - near Spadina Subway. 925-4926
Jith

EXPEDITION to Alghanistan via Europe. Greece
and Turkey departs June 5th for 3 months $600.
plus $215 return flight to England, Phone
Peter 922-5006.

PLEASE GIVE US A HAND. Earlscourt

Community Project desperately needs volunteer

math and science tutors. Call A!ec: 532-3303,
and help a high school student make it.

U.C. COUNSELLING SERVICE, tree

consultation about any personal problem
928-2531.

ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old es-

says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES. 961-6150. Mon.-Fri. 3 pm.-

10 pm.: Sal.-Sun. 9 am.-5 pm. Professional

typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2ndHoot.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats trom $10 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.
(Between Que*en & Dundas) Excellent
selection of tun furs, trade ln9 accepted
We buy used lurs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Fd till & pm.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO 10

LONDON from S79 one way or S155 return

Take a dependable charier. Contact

AOSC, 44 St. George St.. Toronto 5,416-

962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOO'*
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING EUROPfc INTERNA
TfONAL STUDENT ID. card, student
,-ailpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable charter flights, camping lours
=lc, all available now from: AOSC, 44 Si.

George St., Toronto 5, 416 - 962-8404, (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICc. -

Ihuses, essays. - French, Latin - exper-
ienced lypisis - electric typewriters. 86
DloorSt. W Sle 670. 922-7624.
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Blues overpower York 8-2; semi-finals next
By PETER DUX

University of Toronto Blues
notched yet another win and ad-
vanced to the finals of the OUAA's
Eastern Section by defeating York
Yeomen 8-2 last night at Varsity
Arena.

York might have had a chance if

not for a quick five goals in the first

period — two each by Bill Buba and
Ivan McFarlane, and a single by
Blues captain Gord Davies. The
opening 20 minutes resembled a
Blues — Ryerson game, with Varsity
taking control right from the
opening faceoff, and going on to

outshoot York 214 in that period.
Just after the first minute mark of

the period captain Davies deflected a
screened slapshot by Rick Leroy
from the point past a cleanly beaten
Yeomen goaltender Greg Harrison.

Buba's two goals — one on a
power play — came off good

Interfacuity Basketball
Division I

A

games win loss tie points
St MA 14 12 2 24
UCI 14 10 4 20

18
Med A 14 9 5
Law I 14 9 5 18
PRE A H 7 7 14
New 14 6 8 12
(Defaulted out of league)

Division IB
Erin 13 7 6 14
Vic I 13 7 6 14

:

Sr Eng 13 5 8 10
PHE B 14 2 12 4
SGS 13 1 12 2
Division II

A

Scar 13 U 2 no

Trin A 13 9 4 18
PHE C 13 8 5 16

ST MB 13 7 6 14
UC II 13 6 7 12

8Dent A 13 4 9 '

(Defaulted February 14)

•Ir Eng 13 4 9 8
Mgt 13 3 10 6
(Defaulted out of league February 2)

Division n B
For A 13 12 1 24
Innis I 13 10 2 1 21
Med B 13 g 4 0 18

(Defaulted January 4)

Vic n 14 8 4 2 18

Pharm A 13 6 7 12
PHE D 14 4 10 8

Lawn 14 3 10 1 7

(Defaulted November 24)

SGS 14 0 14 0 0
(Defaulted February 22)

(Standings up to February 26. 1973.)

Interfaculty Hockey
(Final)

games won lost tie points

16 10 3 3 23

16 9 4 3 21
16 8 3 5 21

16 9 5 2 20

16 9 5 2 20

16 3 11 2 8

Division I

A

St MA
Vic I

Erin

Law I

PHE A
SrEng

Division I

B

Dent A 16 9 6 1 19
New I 16 8 5 3 19
Med A 16 7 6 3 17
Scar I 16 6 9 1 13
Trin A 16 2 11 3 7
ScarUCI 16 1 13 2 4

Division O A
Division O A
V'CB u a 2 1 23
PHE B 14 10 4-20
FacEd 14 9 5 _

j8
EorA 14 8 6 - 16
St MB 14 7 6 1 15
Innis I 14 5 7 2 12
SrEng 14 2 H I 5
DevHse 14 1 12 1 2

Division BIB
GradStud 12 9 1 2 20
LawH 12 8 4—16
Knox 12 5 5 2 12
Scarll 12 4 5 3 11
Pharm A 12 4 5 3 11
Music 12 4 6 2 10
ucn 12 1 9 2 4

SAC hacks Varsity players, 3-2
In a highly disputed game Friday

morning (1 am), the SAC ball hockey
team, which included players with
questionable credentials, slashed

and kicked their way to victory over
a highly spirited team composed of

Varsity staffers.

The final score of 3-2 is being

investigated by an international

gaming body.

Controversy arose when the SAC
failed to provide enough bodies to

fill a regulation team. Eric 'offside'

Miglin had bought along his brother

Sven 'the elbow' to augment the SAC
forces.

Instead of playing short-handed

the SAC was granted two players by
The Varsity — Bob 'opportunist'

Bettson and Briane 'big mouth'
Nasimok, the former playing

defence, and the latter highly offen-

sive (with two, count 'em, two
assists).

After Sven Miglin took the SAC to

an early lead Ulli 'slapshot' Diemer

tied the score. SAC made the score 3-

1 before Linda 'token' McQuaig
passed to Lome 'scoop' Slotnick to

narrow the score.

Unbiased officials are looking into

the alleged drug charges against the

Miglin boys. The Varsity has
demanded a rematch, but the SAC is

reluctant to oblige.

Full-Time

Field Organizer

WANTED
By

GRADUATE ASSISTANTS

ASSOCIATION
Must have knowledge concerning the

conditions of graduate assistants

CALL:

Larry Hoffman.
926-7057

Graduate students' union

ELECTIONS
for the offices of

President
Vice-President
For the 1973-74 Academic Year

(1 MAY 1973-30 APRIL 1974)

WILL BE HELD ON FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1973
Nominations are now open, and must be received by 5 p.m.,

Friday, March 9, 1973. Nomination forms and further

information are available at the Graduate Students' Union
Office, 16 Bancroft Ave. Phone 928-2391

PHOTOSUN

MAIN STORE
280 BLQOR ST WEST 962^2020

12 OPTICAL SIORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

positional plays from the lip of the
crease, with assists from Bill Fifield

on one, and McFarlane and Bruce
Herridge on the other.

On the first of McFarlane's goals,

York defencemen Murray Spence
initally took the puck away from a
Blues player and dropped the pass
back only to have it picked up by
McFarlane who snapped a quick
wrist shot from Harrison's left side.

On another fine individual play,

McFarlane won the faceoff just out-

side the blueline and sipped the puck
quickly past an obviously surprised
Harrison.

In the second period, York
attempted to slow Blues down the
only way a team can - by checking
furiously. The plan appeared to

work, since York then was able to

score the lone goal of the period.

And indication of the forechecking
by York, and Blues defensive
maneuvers was the relative decrease
in the shots on goal ratio — this time
Blues only outshot the Yeomen 14-8.

The only goal came midway,
through the period by right winger
Steve Mitchell. Toronto's defence
looked bad on the play — as did the
rest of the team all through the
period. However, left winger
Mitchell trapped a pass from Ron
Maeck in the Varsity end and flicked

the puck in from the slot. Only
York's two powerplays helped to
relieve the relative monotony of the
period. Yeomen goalie Greg
Harrison had his only moments of

glory in the game during this period
thwarting Blues' numerous chances
from close-in.

The. final 20 minutes saw much of

the same checking game, with Blues
playing York's checking game and
eventually outscoring Yeomen M.
Neil Korzack added two goals to
Blues' lead, both times off assists by
fellow linemen Don Pagnutti and
Kent Ruhnke.
One goal was briefly disputed

since it went off Korzack's leg and in

behind Harrison. Blues even played
well short-handed, with Fifield ad-
ding a goal. York's Andrew Sander-
son scored Yeomen's only other goal
of the game.

Blues Notes: Ex-Blue's captain
John Wright, now with Vancouver
Canucks of the NHL, was at the
game along with Maple Leaf scout
Johnny Bower, who was particularly

impressed with Anderson and
Munro .

. . Bob Nadin, an OHA
referee, plus two OHA linesmen
officiated last night, perhaps a good
move after some of the officiating

over the past season . . . Blues meet
the winner of the Waterloo -Guelph
game at 6:30 pm Friday, one-half of
a double-header. The second game
sees the winner of the Laurentian-

Queen's game play the winner of the

Western-Windsor contest. If Blues
win (?) they will be in the OUAA fi-

nal game Saturday at 8 pm and in

contention for the Queen's Cup —
awarded to the top team in the
OUAA.

All three games will be played at

Varsity Arena and carried live over
Radio Varsity . . . Blues were
wearing sweaters designated for

Toronto Maple Leaf's playoff games,
which were lent to them since Leafs'

chances of a playoff sport are
doubtful . .

.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Towards a definition of the humanities:

a physicist's approach

PRINCIPAL A.C. HOLDS HALLETT
Thursday, March 1, at 4.10 p.m.
WEST HALL, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Coffee at 3.30 p.m.
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Women pressured

to open facilities
Only a short jog across campus from the

men's antiquated athletics "palace" lies the

secluded women's "exercise" building known as

"the Benson".

Envied by the male jocks on the St. George

Campus, "the Benson" was first opened in

October, 1959, as the new home of women's

physical education.

in less than 14" years the building has slowly

undergone a change of life, first dropping the

women's compulsory athletic program, and

then allowing the men into the building for the

first time in tis history, even if only for special

events.

Although women's Director of Athletics and

Physical Education Anne Hewett told The Varsi-

ty that "the women's program pretty well uses

the building at the moment", most men

athletes canvassed in Hart House, as well as

their coaches, would probably express some

reservations about their inability to gain access

to the Benson because of supposed capacity

use.

The University of Toronto is the only

university in the province where facilities are

not shared and there is no coed program.

Hewett claims, however, that "the men ean

use it (the building) if they pay for it" - that is,

for janitorial staff and staff to keep the building

open. (At the present time, operating within the

annual women's athletic budget, the building is

closed from 9 pm on the evenings and all day

Saturday and Sunday, except for special events

and occasions.)

Hewett said, "we are open after 9 pm, but

not on a regular basis." She added that

maintenance was one problem in keeping the

building open past normal hours, but equipment

breakage had made the administrators at the

Benson skeptical of opening their doors to the

men who could be expected to fully use the (by

comparison with Hart House) palatial facilities.

At present men do use the building for mixed

badminton games, some intercollegiate basket-

ball games, and for some practice time for part

of the men's intercollegiate swim team.

For these and other reasons Hewett said she

would prefer to see the building have "another

year of semi-controlled use". As it is, she has

had complaints from four men staff members

in the Benson on the condition of the men's

locker room after male athletes from Hart

House have been permitted to use the building, s
Facilities have apparently been abused and ~

equipment (kept in unlocked bins in the main 2
gyms, since the building has no equipment ~
room as such for storage) has been either s
stolen or broken, on occasion, when men have 5
been allowed into the building, according to M
Hewett.

However, the women athletes seem to have

had trouble with their equipment control almost

since the time of the first organized athletic

club on campus. A.E. Marie Partes, Secretary-

Treasurer of the Women's Athletic Association

from 1922-1959, wrote in her book The
Development of Women's Athletics at the

University of Toronto' (published in 1961):

"In 1897 the (Tennis) Club obtained the use

of courts at Bloor Street and Avenue Road,

which were "rather far from the college". A sad

note is injected in 1899 when some miscreant

broke into the room housing equipment and

i stole balls and racquets, and, worst of all, 'our

mirror, which will be sorely missed'
"

Building problems

The building contains a pool 75 feet by 42
feet with both one and three metre diving

boards, five gymnasia, a dance studio, staff

offices, common rooms and locker rooms, the
'

Margaret Eaton Library and Reading Room. As
well, smaller areas include lecture, seminar and

study rooms, and indoor archery range, golf

cages, and equipment areas.

Apparently the construction of the women's
athletic building went through a long period of

difficulty similar to that now being experienced

by the proposals for the men's building. Parkes

wrote in her book: "... the pressure had been

building up for over 40 years for a Women's

Athletic Building. Faculty and students, alum-

nae and parents all worked to this end, and

hope ebbed and flowed as. the years went on.

Plans were drawn and a location was first

selected in 1925 and 30 years and a half-dozen

locations later nothing had really happened.

Then one day a hole was dug in the ground at

Huron and Harbord Streets. A blue fence went

up. Steel girders and brick walls appeared

above the fence."

Given the existing situation of physical

separation between the men's and women's

buildings and programs. Parkes ironically

recalls that "officials of the Men's Athletic

Association have proved true friends of the

women athletes throughout the years. The use

of the Hart House gymnasium and pool was

given to the women every year for the

intramural basketball finals and swimming

meet and for any intercollegiate events to be

held in Toronto. The stadium was made

available for softball and archery, and generous

assistance was 'given in organizing hockey

schedules and in many other ways."

it I

\ - !

to a great extent over the years. Parkes wrote

that, for example, "on January 19, 1910, a

special meeting had to be called to discuss

hockey problems and a motion was passed" to

eliminate body-checking, which means that no

shoving of a person into the boards by using

bodily strength would be permitted. A similar

meeting has been called almost every year

since, and fifty years later this problem is still

with us." (No where does Parkes mention why

she considers "body-checking" a 'problem'.)

Hewett believes that men have different

priorities with different emphases. She said

that "Basically they're trying to provide com-

petitive opportunity more than a recreational

level (of athletics). There's more opportunity

for competition than for education in the men's

programme, " she added.

In response to a question on the criticism of

the level of response by the Benson administra-

tion to the desires of certain women for the

establishment of a track club, Hewett told The

Varsity that "in 1966 or 1967 we had hired

Gwen Powell and Jill Fisher for track practices.

Maybe one or two people showed up but we

had no significant response. Their duties have

since been transferred and people have other

responsibilities."

However, at the first meeting of the

Women's Athletic Association Directorate in

December a women's track and field club was

established, Hewett said that she got together

with men's track coach Andy Higgins, and the

club will participate next season in in-

tercollegiate track meets.

Benson Structure

The women presently pay an athletic fee of

Editor Bob Gauthier

Phone 923-4053

directorate meetings "are open for observers if

there's space for them in the room", according

to Hewett. (Although the men agreed in prin-

ciple last month to make their meetings open,

they appear to be stalling to prevent openness

from going through this year.)

Staff instructors in the department carry a

full teaching load of approximately 19 hours

each per week on the average, according to

Hewett, as well as four hours of coaching.

There are 14 regular staff connected with the

building, as well as four part-time staff.

The staff teaches a total of approximately

36 hours per week in the School of Physical and

Health Education. Hewett said it would be a

good set-up if the university did recognize the

school, "then there would be mutual assistance

— no one can assist us with our program yet

we assist others."

The Women's athletic directorate is

considerably more democratic in structure than

its counterpart on the men's side. Whereas

there are only seven out of 20 student

representatives on the men's directorate, 15 of

22 members on the women's directorate are

students. Since the women students do pay all

the operating costs the potential for control of

these costs is open to them.

The directorate has "complete jurisdiction

over the affairs of all Women's University

Athletic Associations. The Constitutions and

By-Laws of the Women's Athletic Associations

of the Colleges, Faculties, and Schools shall be

submitted to the Directorate for ratification and

no amendment thereto shall be effective until

approval by the Directorate ... The Directorate,

through the Secretary-Treasurer, shall control

the funds of the Women's Athletic

Association."

iter

Varsity basketball Blues play some home games in the Benson Sports Gym.

Elsewhere, Parkes notes that "Thanks are

also due to . . . Mr. T.A. Reed, Financial

Secretary of the Men's Association, must be

mentioned particularly, not only for his

assistance in drawing up the Constitution, but

for his continuing helpfulness throughout the

years in all matters affecting women's

athletics." The men would now probably ap-

preciate some reciprocation on the women's

part.

Hewett expressed the opinion that the main

difference between the men's and women's

athletic programs at U of T was in respect to

priorities and emphasis. She defined the

women's priorities as being "instruction, in-

volvement of the women on campus in the

physical activities program, and, secondarily,

intercollegiate activities and the School of

Physical and Health Education."

Hewett said that "women won't participate

the way men do. Although this might be

changed, I think there'll always be a hesitation

of spontaneous play since it's not a natural

female activity. It's one of those things society

doesn't accept," she added.

Apparently, the "society" of the Benson

Building hasn't changed its values and attitudes

$10 per year, 10 per cent of which goes to the

university of Toronto Athletic Association

(Men) for a share of stadium and arena

maintenance. In effect, the women's operating

budget consists of the number of un-

dergraduate women — approximately 8,200
times the fee, less 10 per cent, according to

Hewett. "We receive nothing from the uni-

versity administration", she said.

Other income comes from locker rental for

approximatejy_2j600 lockers in the building (all

of which are fentedlRis year for the first time),

a small amount on facility rental, and in-

vestment interest of between 10 and 12 per

cent on the women's assets amounting to some
$225,000.

Of the total budget, approximately $26,000
goes to team travel, Hewett said, while other

items include facility rental, and equipment for

the instructional program.

Hewett said "the budget is available for

anyone to see." She also suggested that "a

men's directorate representative should sit on

the women's athletic directorate and a woman
on the men's", to facilitate better com-
munication between the two organizations.

Furthermore, unlike the men's, the women's

When questioned what would happen if

students decided, by virtue of their majority in

the Directorate, to greatly change the policy

and priorities of the WAA, Hewett said "the

tone of the department would change, and

there would be resignations. There's no way the

women will give their time in a way they don't

want to", she said.

Hewett said that there are basically no

internal problems within the women's depart-

ment, "except maybe some more than others

think to win is more important" than to play or

to gain instruction.

The WAA directorate presently falls under

the campus services portfolio (Internal Affairs)

headed by Jill Conway, for major changes in

policy, according to Hewett. The budget is

presently submitted to the Vice-President

(Business Affairs) Alex Rankin, Hewett said,

"but Jill Conway is involved in it," In the past

the administration chain of reference for the

WAA has been through Jack Sword, Vice-

President and Provost Don Forster, Vice-

President (student services) Robin Ross, and,

finally, Jill Conway.

Bob Gauthier



Police meet
on math sit-in

Metro police yesterday held a conference
with U of T police, while occupying students
dug in on the fourth floor of Sid Smith,
awaiting a visit from associate math chairman
Ray Vanstone this morning.

The student occupiers are hopeful that

Vanstone's visit will lead to a break in the
situation, which remains stalemated after the
math department's second long staff meeting
of the day. The motions instruct Math chair-

man George Duff to establish one committee
to look into first year teaching, and another to

report "with due speed" on the "structure and
governance" of the department. The students
felt that neither of two motions passed by the
meeting did more than begin to address their

demands.
The students are demanding the rein-

stateinent of professor Stephen Salaff, the
offering of tenure to David Spring and Michael
Mather, and the establishment of a student
voice in staffing. Two hundred of them seized
the math department on Tuesday after chair-
man Duff refused to answer directly the
demands before 300 students at a rally. About
50 have been staying overnight in the building,

vowing to stay on until the demands are met.
The occupiers received support yesterday,

the third day of the occupation, for their

struggle from the Graduate Students Union
executive. As well, a petition supporting the
reinstatement demand and a student voice in

staffing was gathering faculty signatures last

night.

After metro police in New College were
overheard telephoning the campus police

headquarters, math student Kevin McQuillan
followed the metro cops there to the Borden
Building, where a short meeting took place.

The secretaries of both president John
Evans and internal affairs vice-president Jill

Conway said their bosses were out at meetings
when phoned by McQuillan. Conway's

secretary said "she's dealing with that matter
right now" when questioned about the police
presence on campus, McQuillan reported.
After Wednesday's noon-hour rally, a

meeting between math students, Evans,
Conway, Duff, vice-president Don Forster and
arts and science dean Bob Greene led to
another discussion, held that night between
five math professors and five math students
Although the meeting itself was a

concession, as the administration had insisted
previously that the occupation end before
discussion began, no new developments arose
from it.

The student negotiators reported that Duff
and the professors indicated they were willing
to have further discussion on student par-
ticipation in decision-making, but no con-
cessions were made on the students' demand
for "an immediate and effective" student
voice". The professors refused to discuss the
jobs of Salaff, Spring and Mather.

After yesterday's two staff meetings, several

interested professors dropped in on the oc-

cupation to discuss the department's motions.
Professor Peter Rosenthal told the students,

"You've done the math department a con-
siderable favour. For the first time people are

questioning the structures that led to the
firings".

He noted, however, that most staff want
"nothing to do with the occupation" officially,

and quoted professor I. Halperin as saying
"the department does not want to negotiate
with the fourth floor".

Some students would be involved on the
committee "to consider the problem of
teaching" in first year service courses. Service
courses, those with large enrolments from
outside the department, are the focus of "the
chief acknowledged complaint'' of the occupa-
tion, according to Salaff.

The occupiers felt that setting up this

Students continue to occupy math chairman George Duffs office. Above photo shows students at
a strategy session discussing their demands. Metro cops and campus police met yesterday to

discuss the situation.

committee did not deal with either of their
demands, but there ensued a lengthy dis-

cussion with professor Edward Barbeau on
the non-renewal of Salaffs contract He felt

that professors who were disturbed by the
dismissal remained silent because of a feeling
of "collegiality" within the staff.

When asked what some of the reasons for
Salaff's firing were, Barbeau said "Many of

my colleagues feel that if you work together in

a department, you should work together".
He noted that Vanstone, professor Doug

Clarke and himself were making this mor-
ning's visit "as individuals." Students expect
the visit to lead to discussion of the merits of
Salaffs case, which the administration has so
far said should be referred to "normal appeal
channels".

Code would expel students for demos, sit-ins
By TOM WALKOM

A tough new discipline code that

would automatically ban student oc-

cupations and sit-ins, and make par-

ticipants liable to expulsion from
university will be presented to the

Governing Council by the end of

April.

Under the new code, passed last

week by the Governing Council's

Internal Affairs Committee, sit-ins

like the present occupation to

protest math department hiring

policies would be explicitly
prohibited by the university.

And each of the 100 students that

occupied math chairman George
Duff's office Tuesday would be eligi-

ble for penalty ranging anywhere
from a fine to expulsion, under the

provisions of the code co-authored

by Internal Affairs chairman Paul

Cadario, a student, and vice-

president Jill Conway.
The Cadario-Conway report makes

no differentiation between dis-

ruptions that are violent, and those

such as a non-violent occupation,

that merely obstruct.

In failing to make this distinction,

the report runs directly contrary to

the university's original recommen-
dations on discipline, prepared in

September, 1969 under the chair-

manship of political economy
professor Ralph Campbell.
Campbell is now principal of Scar-

borough College.

The Campbell Report specifically

differentiated between three types

of student action: peaceful demon-
stration, violent disruption, and non-

violent disruption. The Campbell

Report only wanted to ban outright

violent disruption.

It specifically repudiated any

notion of using automatic
procedures to deal with "disruptive

demonstrations that do not clearly

endanger the safety of persons or do

not destroy the valuable property of

the university."

Instead, the report called for

negotiations between the university

and all people involved in a dis-

ruptive, non-violent demonstration.

The Cadario-Conway report would
permit only demonstrations, like

marches, that do not at all interfere

with "teaching, research, ad-

ministration. . . or any other
authorized activity on university

premises, including public service

activities of the university."

Students participating in the

math occupation and six previous

demonstrations could have been

expelled if the behaviour code
were in effect. See page 3 for —
details.

The Cadario-Conway code would
allow individuals to be brought
before a university discipline

tribunal. This tribunal, after deter-

mining if the individual had par-

ticipated in an obstructive demon-
stration, would be able to impose a

penalty of anything up to suspension.

Expulsion of a student could be
effected by the Governing Council

on the recommendation of the
president.

The university administration

rushed to complete the Campbell
Report during a discipline crisis in

the fall of 1969.

After a series of student dis-

ruptions early in the term, then
university president Claude BisseD
backed a series of law and order
guidelines to deal with disruptive

demonstrations. These guidelines

would have obligated a university

president to suspend any student

engaged in a disruptive demonstra-
tion, after giving one warning.

Like the Cadario-Conway pro-
posals, these guidelines did not
differentiate between violent and
non-violent disruptions.

Students reacted angrily to

Bissefl's stand. A series of mass
meetings crystalized student opposi-

tion to the guidelines and SAC voted
overwhelmingly that BisseD dis-

associate himself from them. Even
SAC president Gus AboIs, generally

regarded as a moderate student
leader, demanded Bissell withdraw
from his tough position.

In response to this, the

administration pushed the Campbell
Report to abrupt conclusion. Faced
with a week-long ultimatum by SAC,
Bissell backed down in favour of the

more liberal Campbell recommen-
dations.

However, because of stiff faculty

opposition, the Campbell
recommendations went through one
and a half years of stalemate in

committee, before frustrated
students finally pulled out.

Discipline recommendations were
dumped in the lap of the new Gover-

ning Council.

And, even though the new code
essentially returns discipline
procedures tough the guidelines of

three years ago that students so

angrily reacted against, co-author

Cadario thinks his proposal will

breeze through the Governing
Council.

U duQ threatens to cancel some courses
MONTREAL (CUPI) - The
administration of l'Universite du
Quebec a Montreal in its latest

move against the several thou-

sand students currently on strike

has decided to prolong the winter

term for five weeks until May 25,

and to annul any courses or ac-

tivities that are not resumed by

today.

The UQAM students, however,

are still going through with their

demonstration planned for this

morning. Along with fellow

strikers from the Universite de

Montreal, and students from the

Rosemount and Maisonneuve

CEGEPS, they will march to the

Palais de Justice in support of 10

students who will appear in court

today.

The students were named in

the injunction the administration

obtained last week to break the

five-week old strike.

The administration warned

that no credit will be given for

any course unless it resumes

today and continues un-

interrupted until the end of the

school term.

The UQAM teachers, who have

been holding study sessions this

past week in protest against the

injunction, met last night to

decide how they will counter this

latest move by the administra-

tion. The administration has

already declared their study

sessions illegal, and at press time
no decision had been reached,

but informed sources believe the

teachers will vote to return to

classes.

However, a spokeswoman for

COPE, the student strike co-

ordinating committee, said last

night that students would con-

tinue to boycott classes
regardless of the teachers'

actions.

The student strikers have

formed "Groupes d 'interven-

tion" to ensure that courses are

not given. Clashes with the uni-

versity's security guards have

occurred. The groupes have also

been visiting the CEGEPS during

the past week to explain the

present dilemma to the prospec-

tive university students.

The main issue in the strike is

the move by the Quebec govern-

ment to change the fee payment
deadlines for Quebecois uni-

versities. Up until now Que-
becois students nave not had to

pay their fees at the beginning of

the school term like English-

speaking students and could
effectively delay payment for

several years.

A spokesman for COPE says

that if the new rules are im-
plemented, approximately 3,000

UQAM students will be forced
out of school. The students
affected come from working class

families.

Because of the student protest,

the government has "officially"

withdrawn from the controversy

and handed over implementation
of the rules to the university

administration.

The students refuse to discuss

repayment of fees until they

receive a collective agreement
from the authorities that they
wiQ not have to begin payment of

fees until at least three years

after graduation and only if they

find employment in their
specialized field of study.

The UQAM students next
course of action after today's

demonstration will be decided at

a COPE-sponsored general
assembly to be held on Sunday.

At U de M the administration

obtained a court injunction

yesterday to put an end to the

two-week old strike there by the

social science students.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Last day for nominations for Victoria College

SAC representative. Five officers to be elected.

Contact the VUSAC office in Wymilwood

9 am
Blood donor clinic - in the Dentistry Building.

Everyone welcome. Till 3*30 pm.

10 am
Blood donor clinic at Loretto College, (lower

lounge). Everyone welcome. Till 4 pm.

11 am
"The End of Capitalism in Chile": a lecture by

Prof. Maunce Zeitlin, of the Department of

Sociology. University ot Wisconsin. At Room

2118 Sidney Smith.

4 pm
Professor Stephen Kaplan, of the

Department of Psychology and the Department

of Computer and Communication Sciences,

University of Michigan, will be giving a talk on

"Maung Sense of the Environment". In Room

2117. Sidney Smith Hall.

The Department of Women's Athletics,

Benson Building, sponsors a women's karate

and selfdefence class. Phone 928-3437 or 928-

3441 frjr times. Non-university people may

attend the open classes at Clinton Public

School Phone 922-8880 for information.

5=55 pm
Lichet Genchen this week is at Hillel House,

186 St. George Street. All are welcome.

6:25 pm
The Varsity Blues take on the University of

Waterloo Warriors in OUAA playoff hockey.

Radio Varsity will be there to provide live

coverage of this game as well as the 9 pm game

between Laurentian and Western. Radio Varsity

820 AM in residences and at 96.3 on Rogers

Cable FM.

7-30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Vittorio De Sica's

"The Garden of the Finzi-Continrs" with

Dominique Sanda in Carr Hall. Admission is

$100. Again at 3:30 pm,

7:45 pm
There will be an Old Bavana outing by the

Vlctona College Music Ctub. Meet in Wymilwood

and join in the frolic, merriment and good time.

8 pm
University of Victoria students interested in

performing Shakespeare will present a scale of

scenes from five of the comedies in Room 3 of

the New Academic 8uilding, Victoria College.

Admission is free.

8:30 pm
The Poculi Ludique Societas presents three

medieval mystery plays, The 8apbsm of Christ,

The Temptation of Chnst and The Woman Taken

in Adultery. At Seeley Hall, Trinity College.

Admission is free. For reservations call 928-

5096 (momingsl.

The Library continues to malfunction at the

UC. Playhouse. 79a St. George Street.

9 pm
Valdy, Canadian folk-rock singer, was in our

studios earlier this week and played a few songs

for us and rapped a while. You can hear the

program on U of T Radio — 820 AM in

residence and 96.3 on Rogers Cable FM.

SATURDAY
ail day

Toronto Graduate Christian Fellowship

Lectures and informal discussion on the topic:

"Beyond Sexuality", at St. Paul's Cody Hall,

Registration is at 9:30 am. Dr. R.K. Harrison and

Prof. Longenecker will appear at 9:30 am and 3

pm respectively Dr. Calvin Cervelt will give an

audio-visual presentation at 8 pm on "A Chris-

tian Case for Free Love".

OUAA Tournaments at the Tatt Mackenzie

Gym, Tait Mackenzie Building, York University.

Finals start about 6 pm. Come support our

teams. ' -
"•'

7:30 pm
SMC Film Clob presents Vittorio De Sica's

"The Garden of the Finzi-Continis" with

Dominique Sanda, In Carr Hall. Admission is

$1.00. Again at 10 pm.

7-45 pm
Mae West nite "Coin' to Town" and "Klondike

Annie". Presented by Vic Flick. At the New

Academic Building, Room 3, 73 Queen's Park

Crescent. Admission is $1.

8 pm
Join Radio Varsity for live coverage of the

OUAA league final direct from Varsity Arena.

The league champion goes on to the CIAU

semifinals next weekend in Edmonton. Radio

Varsity 820 AM in residences and at 96.3

Rogers FM.

8:30 pm
The doors of the Library creak shut. At the

U C, Playhouse. 79a St. George Street. Admis-

sion is free.

The Poculi Ludique Societas presents three

medieval mystery pfays: The Baptism of Christ,

The Temptation of Christ and The Woman Taken

in Adultery. At Seeley Hall, Trinity College.

Admission is free. For reservations call 928-

5096 (mornings).

Hillel Coffeehouse is open to all. At 186 St.

George Street.

SUNDAY
11 am

The Hart House chapel service will meet to

worship and to discuss "An encouraging com-

munity", based on Hebrews 10. The university

community is invited.

4 pm
Four students were murdered in brutal

confrontation with the Greek police. Join the

mass rally at Nathan Philips Square to express

your solidarity with the Greek students. Main

speaker Andreas Papandreou.

7 pm
Thog (presents, Music, theatre, the mistic

space of creation. Admission is one dollar. At

the Bathurst Street United Church.

Waftle Public Lecture Series on The Political

Economy of Canada. Jim Laxer will speak on

"Quebec in the Canadian Federal State". At

Room N201 OISE.

7:30 pm
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew. At

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

SMC Film Club presents "Touch of Evil" with

Orson Welles and Charlton Heston in Carr Hall.

Admission by series ticket or 50 cents.

8 pm
The Hellenic Society sponsors a Cultural

Evening of lectures in Greek and English on

Greek poets and a short play in Greek,

8:30 pm
Actors' Theatre at 390 Dupont at Brunswick

presents The New Arts Chamber Players with

Virginia Markson; tlute, Larry Chemey; oboe,

James McKay; bassoon, and Casey Sokol; har-

psichord. Tickets for adults are $2.00; students

$1.50, theatre club members 1.50. Program will

include selections from the works of Vivaldi,

B3Ch Villa-Lobos and Handel.

Campbell hits Tories

By BILL HITTUL
"An apparent lack of policy"

characterizes the present provincial

government, claimed Margaret

Campbell at a students' Liberal Par-

Liberal runner Margaret Campbell

ty meeting yesterday in the Hart

House Debates Room.
Campbell, Liberal candidate for

the St. George riding in the March 15

by-election, said that she resigned as

a Family Court judge in order to run

against the present "monolithic"

Tory government.

The candidate explained that the

government's attitude toward com-

munity planning doesn't adequately

consider the feelings of members of

that community.

The community issue has been

very important to her. Campbell

claimed to have been leader of the

opposition to the Spadina
Expressway.

She fought the expressway as City

of Toronto controller from 1966 to

69, and during her unsuccessful cam-

paign for the mayoralty in late 1969.

Her opposition dates back to 1961-

62, when she requested the

Metropolitan Transportation Com-
mittee to delay development until

expert testimony could be given on

the consequences of constructing the

expressway. She claimed that "at no

time can we justify the destruction

of a city for the building of a road."

The provincial government's

education policy was also attacked

by Campbell for being inconsistent.

While the government maintains

that equal opportunities should be

available, the recently released Com-
mission on Post-Secondary Educa-

tion report proposes a hike in tuition

fees.

She did not mention what she

proposes as an alternative to present

education policies.

Campbell described her career

beginning as an alderman and con-

troller in Toronto from 1958 to 1969.

After her unsuccessful bid for mayor
in 1969, she became a Family Court

judge June 1, 1971.

Conservative Roy McMurty, Ellen

Adams (NDP), and Communist Par-

ty member Brian Mossop are run-

ning against Campbell.

ARE YOU IN SEARCH OF A JOR?

73 GRADS - If you're still seeking employment, register now with

the PERMANENT JOB REFERRAL SERVICE at the

Career Counselling & Placement Centre — Room 412.

STUDENTS - If you have not already done so, now is the time to
register for SUMMER JOBS. Ask for a SUMMER JOB
REGISTRATION CARD at the front desk.

Talk to a CAREER COUNSELLOR about launching your own job hunt campaign,
preparing a resume, taking interviews or the current job market as it pertains
to you. Drop in or make an appointment by calling 928-8590.

YOU'RE INVITED TO VISIT US AT OUR NEW
LOCATION!!!

CAREER COUNSELLING & PLACEMENT CENTRE
344 BLOOR STREET WEST
4TH FLOOR
TORONTO M5S1A1

ART GALLERY

KITSCH EXHIBITION
i

UNTIL MARCH 4
GALLERY HOURS:

Monday, 11 a.m. • 9 p.m.

Tuejdiy to Salurday, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sunday
, 2 p.m. 5 p.m.

|

1

SUNDAY EVENING
LUNtbK

1

SHARON TUTTLE
AND BAROQUE GROUP

SUNDAY, MARCH 4, 8:00 P.M. GREAT

HALL TICKETS AVAILABLE AT-THE HALL

PORTER'S DESK.

FILM SERIES:

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS

MONDAY, MARCH 5

Le Corbusier

Debates Room
1-2 p.m. & 7-8 p.m.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB

OPEN MEETING
RAY CARN OVALE, f. En|. speaking on

' "Broadcast Anlenn» and Transmitters

MONDAY, MARCH 5

BICKERSTETH ROOM, 1:00 P.M.

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

THE BLACK HART PUB
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays

Live entertainment Starts At 8:30 P M

ExportA
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
SUMMER PROGRAMMES

IN

EUROPE
In addition to the regular Summer Session, the Division of University

Extension is offering degree courses in Europe, July 4 - August 14

as follows:

Nice, France/English, French

Siena, Italy/Fine Art, Italian

Trier, Germany/German, History

Cost? Approximately S750 - $800 (includes round trip, tuition for

one course, room and board).

Further information:

^S&gi Summer Programmes in Europe

University of Toronto

p~gj I Division of University Extension

ImGJ 119 St. George Street

Toronto, Ontario

m M5S 1A9

McMASTER UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF ADULT EDUCATION

summer
of73 study

abroadDegree Credit subjects for

• DAYTIME STUDENTS

• EXTENSION STUDENTS

• "LISTENERS';

FRANCE (pat it - Fine Arts. French, Philosophy

GERMAN (Munich! - German, Philosophy

INDIA (Benares! - Anthropology, History, Psychology. Religion

ITALY /Florence and Home) - Clonics, Finn Am, Italian, Philosophy

SWEDEN AND FINLAND - Social Work. Sociology

U.K. (Edinburgh! - English, Music, Personnel and Industrial Relations

YUGOSLAVIA (Zagteb and Split! - Political Science. Sociology

SCHOOL OF
AOULT EDUCATION.
McMASTEB UNIVERSITY.
GILMOUH HALL. ROOM 136.
HAMILTON. ONTARIO
Tflluohone 622 4971 Ex 321
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Budget forces library to cut book purchases
By LINDA McQUAIG

Faced with a $100,000 budget cut,

the U of T library system will be

forced to reduce its book purchases
by 10 per cent next year, chief

librarian Robert Blackburn revealed

Math students vow
not to give in

By GREG McMASTER
Math Student Bill Andrews summed up the spirit of Wednesday's

rally to build the math occupation when he closed off his
speech saving "The question isn't whether or not we're going to
win, the question is how soon we're going to win."

The need to strengthen the occupiers' forces was stressed by
several speakers, including dismissed professor Stephen Salaff, who
said "It takes support from all students to advance democratic
decision-making on this campus. Please make the math struggle your
struggle as well."

Discussion centred on administration suggestions for meetings,
Math student Dave Weber described these as "a type of trip on the

part of the department to get us out of here. We have to prove to
math chairman George Duff that we're not going to leave on hopes of
some kind of meeting,"

The initial administration offers for discussion were contingent on
the occupation ending, but since a student meeting with president
John Evans after the rally, this has not been insisted upon.
Exchanges with dean Bob Greene and math professors have focused
upon the various appeal mechanisms available to the fired

professors, but not on the demand that they be given their jobs.
There have been offers to have "substantive discussions" on student
control of staffing, but with no guarantees that the students demands
for an "immediate and effective" voice will be met.
Andrews pointed out that, until the occupation, "We've had

nothing. When the sit-in came, they're running around like chickens
with their heads cut off."

There have been three mathematics staff meetings of several hours
each in the past two days.

Andrews added, "They've tried to get us to leave with no
guarantee that Duff wouldn't talk about his textbooks, let alone
make concessions."

Stephen Salaff, the professor whose contract has not been review-
ed, spoke about "a secret meeting, for which some professors were
called, and others were not".

He said that the meeting was held early that morning, and was
attended by a group of "sectarian, authority-bound anfl narrow-
minded" professors "to discuss the magnificent student occupation
of yesterday."

The professors who were not invited included "three senior

professors and several who are up for tenure" according to Salaff. He
said the meeting passed a resolution which dealt with "nothing at

all" except "discussion with committees."

The minutes of the meeting show that the math Curriculum
Committee is instructed to consider "all aspects fo the first year

courses", and that members of the department are committed
themselves to investigating "student dissatisfaction with first-year

courses and to consider seriously the policies in the department with
respect to hiring and tenure at a department meeting in the near
future."

Salaff felt that progress could continue only if students maintain

"their concern, support and pressure. It is not business as usual".

Salaff referred to Carver Scobie, a first year math student, whom
he said, "was physically pushed and shoved" out of a faculty tea by
"one of these sectarian professors", who said, according to Salaff,

"We're mathematicians; we don't want your kind of person in here."

Past expulsions with code?
If proposed new discipline

guidelines were In force now, all the

students who have participated in

the occupation protesting three

math professors' dimissals would
all be eligible for expulsion.

Past student actions that could
have involved expulsion for par-

ticipants if the proposed code har1

been in force inclu'1 '1,

• last spring's occupation of

Simcoe Hall by about 1000 students

to protest the university's library

policy and use of Metro police to

break up an earlier demonstration.

• the student occupation of Simcoe

Hall in the spring of 1970 to protest

the university's daycare policy. This

ended with the university agreeing

to fund a daycare centre.

• the student occupation of

Sidney Smith Hall in the spring of

1971 to protest insufficient student

representation in the Faculty of Arts

and Science.

• an overnight sit-in staged in

the main U of T library last

February to publicize student com-

plaints about restricted library

access.

• the picketing of a Victoria

College parking lot last January

by Vic students who wanted the

lot turned into a playing fu?ld.

The students successfully prevented

all but two cars from entering the

lot.

• the occupation (which has gone

on for over nine months) of an un-

used clubhouse on Devonshire Place

by parents and children of the Cam-

pus Co-operative Daycare Centre.

last night.

The library, which buys over

100,000 books every year to update
and expand its collection, will have
to cut its buying in "number and
quality", Blackburn said.

Book acquisition seems to be
bearing the brunt of the budget slice,

since Blackburn anticipates no cuts

in library staff or hours.

. There will be reductions, however,
in the number of staff working in

service positions such as reference

and cataloguing.

No lay-offs will be necessary,

however, Blackburn predicts. The
number of staff will be reduced by
not filling positions left vacant when
the members of the present staff

retire or resign.

The budget cut comes at a

particularly crucial time for the

library system, with the opening of

the new Robarts Library only
months away.

Clarice Henschel, a member of the
library committee of the Governing
Council, said she was amazed that

the library's budget would be cut at

a time when its expenses will rise

significantly with the opening of the
new library.

"I wouldn't have been surprised,

in fact, if its budget had been in-

creased by $3,000,000 with all the
new expenses that are involved," she
said.

Asked if he thought the library

system could survive the cuts,

Blackburn answered, "It will be
difficult."

Although the provincial

government paid for the Robarts
building, it has not set aside special

funds to pay for its considerable

operating costs, according to Joyce
Denyer, a member of the budget
committee.

The extra maintenance cost alone
for the university to keep up the new
library will be about $200,000 a year.

Some new library staff will be
hired for the new building, but most
will be transferred from other
branches of the U of T library system
around campus, some of which will

close when the Robarts complex
opens.

As well as cutting back book
purchases, the library plans to
eurninate special service features,

such as the privilege professors

currently enjoy of having books
delivered to their departments upon
request. See story on budget delays,

page 17.

Students in the Sid Smith foyer hear Socialist candidate Alice Klein voice support for math occupation

Slates clash over sit-in
By BOB BETTSON

Four of the five slates contesting

the SAC presidential elections

clashed yesterday over the degree of

support each has shown for this

week's student occupation of the

mathematics department offices.

The fifth slate, headed by Peter

Baumann (UC H), did not appear.

Engineering presidential candi-

date Chuck Vickery said that he
would support it as long as it was
"non-violent and non-obstructive".

He was challenged from the

meager Sid Smith foyer audience by
Arts and Science Student Union
fieldworker Dave Depoe, who called

the occupation obstructive because

Duff was not allowed access to his

office.

Vickery had claimed that as long

as professors had access to their

offices it fulfilled his criteria for

support. He did not respond to

Depoe's barb.

The only contenders to come out

in full support of the occupation

were the United Socialist slate and
tile Stop the Student Surcharge Com-
mittee slate.

Greg McMaster of the Old Mole
charged that the lack of involvement

of the other slates in the occupation

was indicative of the general lack of

leadership given by SAC in the past.

He challenged the other slates to

respond to his charges. His presiden-

tial running mate, Young Socialist

Heather Ridout, said she was per-

sonally involved in the math struggle

and maintained that SAC should

"provide resources and help stu-

dents to organize their struggles

to achieve a real learning
experience."

Presidential candidate Bob
Anderson questioned the further

effectiveness of the occupation as a

tactic. He claimed that while he
supported the demands of the oc-

cupiers, continuing the occupation

would reduce active support in the

department.

"The movement must regain its

mass nature. The occupation should

be ended in the near future," he
added.

Havers said merely that he
supported the occupation, stating he

had to leave to attend the trials of

two women arrested three weeks
ago when police tried to open an
SSSC picket line outside the 215

Huron fees office.

He said, however, that "I will send

my engineering vice-presidential

candidate George Huzcek up to join

the occupation."

Laughter arose from the audience.

Earlier Vickery had revealed an
extensive platform amid con-
siderable heckling. He said that a

reduced SAC fee would be possible

with cuts in the campus centre levy,

communications, administration and
by pulling out of the Ontario Federa-

tion of Students.

Stressing fiscal responsibility,

Vickery promised "maximum ser-

vices, full scale preparation for next

year, an extensive orientation and
food and communications surveys."

SAC completed a campus food sur-

vey earlier this year; an intended

communications survey has not been
carried out.

"SAC should mobilize to get a

serious student response to the Com-
mission on Post-Secondary Educa-
tion report and oppose the con-

tingency repayment plan it

proposes," he stated.

Vickery also advocated a SAC fees

rebate for Scarborough and Erindale

as well as integration of athletic

facilities.

He urged a "speedy solution to the

daycare problem," but did not

elaborate. The Devonshire occupa-

tion by Campus Co-op Day Centre is_

over nine months old.

Anderson asserted that the "fiscal

responsibility" offered by the
Vickery slate "is not enough."

"The students' council must have
goals," he maintained. Anderson, a

member of the New Program
Review Committee, said one of his

priorities would be the improvement
of teaching throughout the
university.

McMaster, speaking for the United

Socialist Slate, stressed the im-
portance of SAC leading opposition

to the cutbacks in education.

U of Q backs math occupation
U of T students occupying the

math department received the

following message on Wednesday
from the strike committee
representing the 12,000 students

who have been on strike at the U
of Q a Montreal since January 26:

"Dear comrades, greetings

from Quebec students fighting

against the anti-student offensive

of the Quebec government and

local university administration.

We offer 100 per cent solidarity in

your struggle against the repres-

sion of radical math profs. Inter-'

national solidarity.

"Signed, Comite d'Organisa-

tion Provisoire des Etudiants."

In return, the U of T students

sent a similar message,
proclaiming support for their

"fight against the anti-student

offensive."

r •

Staff meeting
All Varsity hacks are urged

to attend today's very im-

portant staff meeting. Finan-
cial wizard and editor Alex
Podnick will unveil The Var-
sity's Finance Committee
budget proposals for next
year.

The staff choice for editorial

tyrant will also be revealed,

and a policy will be for-

mulated on which SAC slate

has a "correct line". Discus-
sion on next year's paper will

be encouraged.

The excitement begins at 1

pm at 91 St, George Street

Admission is free.
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"No one should be a judge in a case in which he

has already made a decision. University

regulations should (orbid anyone who sits on a

faculty or university review from hearing a

particular case in which he was involved as a

chairman, member of a departmental tenure

committee or in any other way."

Canadian Association of University

Teachers sitecu five secretary

Donald D. Savage

The Varslly. a member of Canadian

University Press, was 'founded In 1B80

and Is published by ihe Students' Ad-

ministrative Council of ihe University

of Toronio and Is primed by Oaisons

Press Lid. Opinions expressed In ihls

newspaper are not necessarily ihose of

iho Students' Administrative Council

or ihe administration ol ihe universliy.

Formal complaints about the editorial

or business operation of the paper may
be addressed to ihe Chairman, Cam-
pus Halations Commtneo, Varsity

Board of Directors. 91 St. George Si.

Behaviour code

would unjustly

silence dissent
The university's proposed

behaviour code represents an

intemperate attempt to effec-

tively silence student dissent

dissent which has boiled over

into several occupations in re-

cent years.

The code, drafted by I nternal

Affairs Committee student

chairman Paul Cadario and

internal affairs vice-president

Jill Conway, would ban student

occupations and sit-ins,

hanging the threat of possible

expulsion over the heads of

students who ignore its

guidelines. It makes no

attempt to distinguish between

violent and non-violent dis-

ruptions, only allowing demon-
strations which in no way in-

terfere with the functioning of

the university.

The Cadario-Conway propo-

sal, already endorsed by the

Governing Council's Internal

Affairs Committee, would out-

law any activity which would

interfere with "teaching, re-

search, administration. . . or

any other authorized activity

on university premises, includ-

ing public service activities of

this university".

Individuals accused of

violating the code would be

tried by a university discipline

tribunal which would deter-

mine whether they par-
ticipated In a disruption and
impose penalties as severe as

suspension on those found
guilty.

the code would push the

university back to the days
predating the writing of the

Campbell Report, a presiden-

tial advisory committee report

which rejects the hard line

taken by Cadario and Conway.
That document, supposedly the

basis for the new guidelines,

differentiates — unlike the

current proposal — between
violent and non-violent dis-

ruptions, reserving its prohibi-

tion for the former.

The Cadario-Conway law
and order report ignores the

legitimate role disruptions
play in exposing widespread
student dissent. All too often,

university administrators,
blind to the injustice of a par-

ticular situation, only discover

the merit of the dissenters'

cause following a disruption.

"A. . . disruptive demonstra-
tion may prove to be justified",

the Campbell Report con-
cludes, going on advocate that

any "negotiations concerning a

demonstration should be ad-

dressed as much as possible to

the sfcbstantive issues of the

demonstration and not just to

the disruptiveness".

Too often in the past,

students have had to turn to

disruptive tactics to force the

university to deal with major
areas of dissent. And, the
Cadario-Conway scheme, had
it been in effect at those times,

would have pre-empted such
activity — except on risk of

expulsion; would have worked

to perpetuate the injustices

reluctant administrators even-

tually conceded had existed.

It's not as if U of T students

have been known to go on wild

rampages just because they

can't get their way. Quite the

contrary, disruptions have on-

ly followed long months of

trying to get the student point

across to an administration

which, unfortunately, all too

often rejects automatically

student initiatives and
criticism.

It was only after months of

vainly trying to get through to

math department chairman
George Duff that students

resorted to occupying the

department offices to express

their discontent. That uni-

versity officials have suddenly

found some merit in the stu-

dent dissent within the last cou-

ple of days betrays an ad-

ministration predisposed to

respond to confrontation
rather than other expressions

of dissatisfaction.

Nonetheless, the Cadario-

Conway guidelines would
prohibit the math department

occupation, threatening the oc-

cupiers with severe penalties

for championing their
convictions.

Similarly, the 1971 arts and
science occupation of Sid

Smith followed on the heels of

months of- discussion and
reasoned argument aimed at

securing a meaningful say for

students in the running of the

university and, consequently,

about the type of education

they woud receive. Months of

discussion which, readers
should recall, were reduced to

nought when conservative
faculty mustered their forces

to overturn an arts and science

general committee decision es-

tablishing a parity committee
to recommend restructuring of

the faculty council.

And, again last year, months
of reasoned debate failed to

influence the Library Council

and the university's academic
Senate in formulating access
policy for the John Robarts
Library. It was only after

students occupied Simcoe Hall

twice that the university was
witling to seriously consider

altering its proposals.
(Interestingly, a year later, a

Governing Council sub-
committee admitted that one
of the major points of con-

tention between students and
the administration — restric-

ting access to the Robarts
stacks according to something
called "academic need" — was
impractical.

None of these legitimate
disruptions caused serious
harm to the university, while
on the contrary they won at
least partial victory for
reasonable student demands.
Yet, the new law and order

edict would have banned these

expressions of student feeling,

feeling which each time the

administration claimed did not

exist — until students came out

in the hundreds to prove them
wrong.
There can be no reasonable

grounds for outlawing dis-

ruptions which do not pose an
actual threat of injury or ex-

cessive damage.
As for the penalties proposal,

there similarly can be no basis

for punishing students for ex-

pressing their dissent in a

direct manner when there has
been no physical injury or

Didn't just slip past "our" reps
There's beei lots of talk about the merit of

student representation on the university's

decision-making bodies. We certainly agree
that effective, articulate student representa-

tion is worthwhile.

However, we cannot help but question the
effectiveness and representivlty of those
students serving on the internal Affairs Com-
mittee—Pawl Cadario, Clarice Henschel, Ian
Morrison; and Norma Grindal. One of them —
Grlndal — contesting her position anew in the
current Governing Council elections.

These supposed student representatives sat
on the committee which endorsed the proposal

to outlaw all student disruptions. Grlndal has a

lot of explaining to do before she merits a

second term. (Unfortunately, the other three

may more easily get off without having to

account to their constituents.)

Committee chairman Cadario, never
mistaken for a vigorous student advocate, cer-

tainly was well aware of the Implications of his

proposal. As for the other student members —
the committee report was adopted un-

animously — the most charitable thing that can
be said for them is that they didn't fully

understand the effect of the guidelines. And,
that excuse ins't good enough.
We deserve an explanation

!

widespread damage. The
behaviour code should not be
used as a club to intimidate

students from making their

views known in whatever
manner proves appropriate.

The Internal Affairs Com-
mittee would have been better

advised to have spent Its

time working out a reasonable
behaviour code rather than
haggling over details of a
tribunal model which proves
relatively useless in the face of

the code's edict against
disruptions.

The Academic Affairs Com-
mittee, to its credit, refused

to rush the proposals through

in time for Cadario to get

them on this month's Govern-
ing Council agenda. The Ca-
dario-Conway prohibitions ag-

ainst disruptions should die

in committee. They do not de-

serve to reach the full council;

they have no merit.

And, if Cadario and Conway
manage to push the proposals

through the Governing Coun-
cil, the university should not be
so unwise as to assume that

mere rules and threats will

intimidate students into

sacrificing legitimate rnodesof
expression for just causes.
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SSSC asks GC
to hold hearing

Letter to the chairman of the

Governing Council:

We read the statement of the

Executive Committee of the Gover-
ning Council in the minutes of

February 6, 1973 (report number 10

of the Executive Com-
mittee):" . . . since the University

had found it necessary to call in the
Metropolitan Toronto Police, char-

ges should not be dropped un-

less the facts proved to be different

than those presented."

We assure you that the facts of the

events in question are not as in your

statement.

We assume that the Executive

Committee was serious in stating

that charges would be dropped if the

facts presented proved to be
erroneous.

We, therefore, demand that you

call an open hearing according to the

proper rules of procedure so that the

facts may be made clear through the

presentation of evidence by all

concerned.

Peter Havers, chairman

SSSC.

Wants Soc to

favour Canadians
There is an argument being waged

on by the American and pro-
American members of the sociology
department concerning the hiring of

three new members for the sociology

department. These members of the
faculty argue that, "science is a
collective endeavour and does not
recognize national boundaries";
therefore, they would suggest, "the
department should hire the best

faculty available — regardless of

their nationality". These influential

interest groups have condemned
every argument which favors the

hiring of only Canadian faculty as

utterly "bourgeois nationalism" at

best and a betrayal of scientific

progress at worst.

For the following reasons we feel

that the position of these "ob-
jective" social scientists is biased

against the Canadian applicants and
harmful to the development of the

department toward a Canadian
sociology. Therefore, we urge the

students in sociology to form a solid

block and attempt to implement a

policy which favours the hiring of

Canadian faculty.

1. Unlike physics and chemistry,

sociology is a culture-bound
science; it is a human science. Its

subject of study are people of a

particular country. The reason

why we do not have a Canadian

sociology is because we followed

a policy to Americanize our
culture. We were after big com-
mercial names; we had a "false

consciousness" of our own identi-

ty. The more we bought these

"big brand-names" the more
inferior we felt. We always
avoided our real need which was
the necessity of having serious

Canadian scholars who had
definite interest in the Canadian
society and not big foreign names.
Sociologists, in our department,
should be part of this culture, part

of our people, and to share ex-

periences and feelings with and to

have commitment to them. If we
want to develop a Canadian
sociology, therefore, we need
Canadian sociologists. Mao Tse-

tung once said "one cannot im-
port revolution". We believe that

"one can not import sociology". A
decade of importation in Canada
is the living proof of our blatant

error in the past. We have to stop

this mistake.

2. A bourgeois counter argument
can be launched against our posi-

tion that, "sure we want faculty

with Canadian interest and sure
we would give preference to

Canadians if, and only if, they

have a similar qualifications," i.e.

scholarly publication in American
Journals, et cetera. It is our view
that, although this seems to be a

well-intended and non-prejudice

argument, the latent function of

this argument is to prevent
Canadians from being hired in

this department. The reason
being that, of course, no Canadian

applicant can ever match his U.S.

counterpart with the amount of

publication or teaching experience.

Therefore, in any matching game
the Canadian would probably
lose. If the chances of a Canadian
to become just a sociologist in our
graduate schools are very slim,

our expectation of his becoming a

"productive sociologist" should

be non-existent. Consequently, it

is more than absurd to argue that

a Canadian sociologist is not as

productive or as experienced as

his American professors in the

first place. We have to stop

repressing the Canadian scholar

in his own country.

3. The forces of reaction might
come up with yet another cliche'

;

they would say, "what we need to

hire is a radical macro-social

theorist who would be able to see

the Canadian society through a

'Marxist' light in a critical way,"
and, of course, Canadian
sociologists who have been forced

by their American teachers to see

society in a "consensus light" and
learnt to be conservative both in

manner and thought would be
automatically disqualified. We
believe that a Canadian, so far as

he has got the basic qualifications,

must be hired. Our experience in

this department has proved to us

that "conservatism", liberalism,

and radicalism of faculty
members are purely political

catchwords, emotionally tuned
and lack a real practical sig-

nificance. Every person has the

potentiality to modify his posi-

tion, and every person is able to

put a false front.

4. The anti-Canadian faction migi
come up again with yet anoth*

"democratic subterfuge", and
say, "we do not make our final

judgement on the basis of can-

didate's scholarly publications but
teaching ability and commitment
to students as determined by his

presentation in our colloquiums".

We view a colloquium as a meat
market and completely in-

adequate for judging a Canadian
applicant. Canadians are neither

familiar with auctioneering skills,

nor do they have the dexterity of

an American salesman. In the

world of sociology, Canadians
have been treated like niggers,

like women and they have been
forced into passivity and sociolo-

gical subordination. Therefore, so-

ciologically speaking, he does not
have the necessary expertise in

social encounter; he is reserved,

does not throw smiles, does not

initiate lively conversation. Conse-

quently he fails compared to his

American counterpart who would
handle the colloquium like a John-
ny Carson show. For the American
it is a Hollywood style showman-
ship, for the Canadian, it is the

boring job of proving that he is not

as bad as you think he should be.

These are only my recollections as

to what is happening in the depart-

ment of sociology. We have to act

now and stop the Americanization of

our department. We have to help

Canadians to get into this depart-

ment. Let us think of him or her

whose rejection by the sociology

department is always a fait

accompli.

F. G. Maghami.

Life Underwriters

counter feature

The article on life insurance by Rick Grant
in your January 24 issue is an abortion of the

truth. It certainly does not apply to Canada.
In fairness to the students who read your

paper, let's tell it like it is. In the life insurance

business, there are great opportunities for

university graduates in the career of selling

life insurance and many are proving it. If Rick
Grant or anyone else wants to talk to any of

these graduates about their present life in-

surance careers, we can give them a long list.

Here are the facts. In Canada in 1965, five

per cent of the new life insurance agents were
university graduates. This proportion has in-

creased steadily each year to 22 per cent in

1971. These statistics come Irom the Life

Insurance Agency Management Association

(LIAMA), a highly respected research
organization which serves the life insurance
industry in Canada and the United States.

If. in addition to the above figures, you
include new agents who have some university

experience, the total figures are 18 per cent for

1965 increasing to 37 per cent for 1971. Clearly

the interest of university students in a life

insurance sales career has increased
dramatically in recent years.

Rick Grant suggests the odds against

survival as a life insurance agent are 100 to

one. His credibility gap is monumental. What
are the real odds?

The LIAMA statistics for Canada show that

11 per cent of new agents survive with the

same company for five years. In addition, 25

per cent of the terminators stay in the life

insurance business but move to other com-
panies. Thus about one-third of all new agents

succeed through the first five years. After five

years LIAMA figures show a continuing

success ratio of over 90 per cent.

Next question. How does this compare with

sales personnel in other industries? Quite

favourably. Remember, however, that a sales

career is a discipline that focuses the spotligh

on failure or success rather quickly and
decisively.

Assume you have a group of individuals who
have the normal aptitudes required for selling

life insurance. The great divider that separates

the successes from the failures is the

willingness to do an honest and intelligent

day's work.

The above LIAMA figures show that two-

thirds of all new entrants to life insurance

selling don't really have the necessary desire

or self'discipline to do the job.

We are convinced that the agent success

ratio for university graduates is much higher.

Unfortunately, LIAMA does not yet have

success data for university graduates. We
therefore give you the experience of several

life insurance companies in Canada.

Since your article was adapted from

Poundmaker published at the University of

Alberta, here is a case history of a group of'

graduates from that University.

The Edmonton branch of the New York Life

built a highly successful marketing organiza-

tion from U of A grads during a twelve year

period from 1956 to 1967. During that period

17 grads were recruited as life agents. At the

time of recruitment their average age was 22.

Today 12 (70 per cent) of these grads are still

in the life insurance business. The oldest is age

37 and the youngest is age 27. Here's the 1973

box score for these 17 grads:

• Eight are still with New York Life — one

head office sales executive, two branch

managers, and five highly successful agents.

Their earnings categories are as follows:

two— $50,000 plus

four— $25,000 -$50,000

two — $15,000 -$25,000

• Four are now with other life insurance

companies — one branch manager, and three

successful agents.

• Three returned to University for further

study. One is now a lawyer and another is a

doctor.

• Two left the life insurance business for

another vocation.

The London Life has been actively

recruiting at Canadian universities since 1954

for positions in their Group Benefits Sales

leading to the designation Chartered Life

Underwriter (CLU). Those who succeed are

thereby placed on the same plane as lawyers,

accountants, and others who counsel the

public on their financial affairs.

The life insurance agent's job is to obtain

clients who trust him and look to him for

continuing service. When this is done well it is

a rewarding experience both for the agent and
the client. In 1972 LUAC arranged with

LIAMA to conduct a scientific survey of

agency opinion among LUAC's 15,000
members across Canada. Here are their

responses to some of the statements
submitted:

Statement

I get a definite feeling of accomplishment from the work I am doing.

My morale is high.

I have security in my present job.

I like the commission form of compensation.

I don't have to use pressure to get a person to buy life insurance.

Agree or

Strongly Agree

95 per cent

86 per cent

80 per cent

83 per cent

86 per cent

Division and since 1963 for their General Sales

Division. By the end of 1972 here is their

outstanding result:

Still With Success

Sales Dept. Grads Hired Company Ratio

Group 105 60 57 per cent

General 107 64 60 per cent

Rick Grant doubts the sincerity of recruiting

approaches for sales management positions.

He should take a look at Manufacturers Life.

This company has 35 branch sales managers in

Canada and 14 of them were hired directly off

campus. In addition there are five assistant

managers and 26 management trainees in the

stream all of whom joined the company after

graduation in recent years. ManuLife, as it is

called, has 11 university grads on the head
office sales executive team.

The Canada Life has a specially designed

campus recruiting program which has been
operating more than ten years. Graduates are

brought directly into the head office and then

undergo training and experience both in sales

and in "sales management. Eventually, each

individual selects his preference for either

group business or individual business and for

management or sales. Here is the box score

from 1960 to 1973.

Seventy-three university graduates recruited

Forty-eight — still with Canada Life (66 per

-cent)

Three — head office sales executives

Twelve— branch managers

Thirty-three — agents (group or individual)

University graduates who enter the life

insurance business as agents are usually quick

to join the Life Underwriters Association of

Canada (LUAC) which is the professional

society for life insurance agents. In particular

they take advantage of the Association's five-

year program of training and education

If any university graduate is interested in

exploring a life insurance sales career, his first

step is to contact a life insurance company and
request the opportunity to complete the Ap-
titude Index Battery (AIB) which has been
researched and validated by LIAMA over

many years.

This particular AIB must be sent to LIAMA
headquarters where it is graded and the result

is sent directly to the head office of the

insurance company. The company will refuse

to enter into an agency contract with anyone

whose AIB score is below the cut off point.

If the red light is not flashed by the IB

result, then you can investigate further. In

addition to learning all you can about a life

agent's job, pay special attention to the nature

and extent of the training and supervision

which the company can provide. Is it really

designed for university graduates?

Also talk to several graduates who are now
working as life agents. Consider your own
qualities of self discipline and sincere interest

in the welfare of others. Do you wanto to be an

entrepreneur or a cog in some corporate

machine? Whatever you do, don't be misled by
Rick Grant's uninformed opinion.

In conclusion, a brief personal testimony. I

am a graduate with two degrees from Univer-

sity of Toronto and am a graduate of Osgoode

Hall law school. My career has been entirely in

the life insurance business — 10 years as an

agent and 16 years an Association executive.

The agency experience was of tremendous
value— the period of greatest growth. I highly

recommend it.

Reginald L. Kayler, LL.B.. CLU,
executive vice-president and general counsel,

Life Underwriters Ass'n. of Canada
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I couldn't say shit with a mouthful, you know.

Oh yeah?
See page 10..
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Pity

Mr.

Daum

Pity Mr. Daum,

A professor of literature

Who has decided

That literature is irrelevant,

An intellectual

Who has discovered that intellect is

Reactionary,

A critic who has found

That criticism is sterile.

He has tossed away his horn-rims

And stares at the world

Blankly

Through cameras

And headlines:

Indignation bloats him,

Ypung men bully him,

Words frighten him

-In flight from his books, he

Dreams

Of Australian aborigines,

Cave drawings in France,

The noble Indians of the plains

And other eKotic

Supermen

Who never went to school.

At night before he sleeps

The rare volumes of his library

Crush his head

Between their bindings:

He will spend his days talking

About the futility

Of speech.

—Stanley Cooperman

MARXISM™
CANADIAN
REVOLUTION
SOailCl (OtiCitiONCL CCNfEHENCI

TORONTO MARCH 2,5,4
FRIDAY MARCH 2 334 QUEEN STREET W.
6:00 P.M.: Registfation 8:00 P.M.:

Nixon's Strategy and the

Vietnam "Settlement"
Speaker DON TAPSCOTT

SATURDAY MARCH 3 HART HOUSE
9.-O0 A.M.: Registration '10:30 A.M.:

The Roots of Women's
Oppression
Speaker JACQUIE HENDERSON
SATURDAY MARCH 3 HART HOUSE
2:30 P.M.:

Marxist Theory and Practice
Speaker GEORGE NOVACK
SATURDAY MARCH 3 334 QUEEN SI. W -

PARTY! 8:00 P.M.:

Celebrating the 55th Anniversary o( the

founding of the Third International; Music-
Dancing — Refreshments — Entertainment
- Discussion - Bar. Admission: $1.50.

Students & Unemployed: $1 .00

SUNDAY MARCH 4 HART HOUSE
12:30 P.M-

Nation: * Liberation and Class

Struggle in Quebec
Speaker ARTViUR YQUMG
SUNDAY MARCH 4 HART HOUSE 2:30 P M
A Program for Canada's

Revolution
Speaker JOHN RIDDELL

SPONSORED BY:

LEAGUE FOR SOCIALIST ACTION
YOUNG SOCIALISTS

VIC FLICK PRESENTS

MAE WEST
NIGHT

"KLONDIKE

ANNIE"
•

"GOIN' TO

TOWN"

SAT. March 3,

7:45 p.m.

Admission $1.00

NEW ACADEMIC BLD6.

Rm. 3

73 QUEEN'S PARK CRESCENT

An invitationto join...
The Paulist Fathers...A contemporary religious community
serving the people of Canada and the United States com-

municating the Christian message: in the city, in informa-

tion centers, in (he parish, on radio and TV Dispelling

uncertainty and imparting peace, celebrating the hope of

the people of God and speaking on issues that concern the

Church.

As an individual, you can develop and share your talents

with others. As a member of the Community, you will ex-

perience the encouragement and support of fellow Paulists.

We're interested, if

For more Information write;

Father Donald C. Campbell,

Room 104CA

Paulist fathers,
Markham Street

Toronto 174, Ontario
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The long, troubled history of North Africa told

Anthropologist, historian examine Sahara
Jamil Abun-Nasr's history of the

Maghrib, or "land of sunset" details

the see-sawing of a multiplicity of

tribal powers in Morocco, Algeria,

Tunisian and Libya, from the founding
of Carthage to the successful rising

of the nationalist movements. The
style is dry and pedestrian: Sahara

without the camel. Some basic

familiarity with the competing
theocratic sects of Islam is

recommended, and should help with

passages like: This military setback

made it easy for the Fatimids to

conquer the Rustamids a few years
later. The Umayyad rulers in Spain

entered into relations with the
Rustamids, whom they viewed as

their natural allies against the
Aghlabids, the agents of the
"Abbasids.

Among other bits of recalcitrant

history hauled into daylight, the

persevering reader discovers that

Carthaginian traders reached the

British tin markets during the fifth

century B.C., and that the Vandals
were not the baddies official Church

historians claimed. Abun-Nasr points

out that the Vandals adhered to the

Arian heresy, confronting a tightly-

organized Catholic Church with which

they struggled until the end of their

reign. Their behaviour as conquerors

appears to have been no more
atrocious than that of their con-

temporaries. As for the reputed

single-mindedness with which Vandal

leaders devoted themselves to raping

Roman matrons, it seems they were
so disinterested and unchivalrous as
to prohibit Vandal intermarriage with

the Romans. Abun-Nasr suggests

that those Christian clerics who, un-

like Augustine, deserted their posts

under Vandal seige, invented the

atrocity stories to explain their own
lack of courage. However, the even-

tual defeat of the Vandals by the

Byzantine, Belisarius, gave the

Byzantine forces the opportunity to

do everything to the Vandals which

the clerics had claimed the Vandals

did to the Roman Catholics.

Islamic law occupied an important

place in the growth of nationalist

policies. In Tunisia, naturalized

French citizens who sought burial in

Muslim cemeteries on grounds of

being born in the faith, were refused!

Bourguiba and the radical L'Action

faction in the Destour party sup-

ported the mufti of Bizerta in his

ruling that acceptance of Trench

citizenship rather than the alternative

jurisdiction of Muslim law caused the
person to be classified as a renegade
from his faith.

Colonial manuevering of the
several European powers allowed a

number of modern "Christian"
renegades to try" their wings in some
early demonstration projects. Among
them were Marshall Badoglio in Libya

and Marshal Petain in Morocco,
where the later Vichy figurehead
joined the Spanish dictator, Primo de
Rivera, in putting down the rebellion

ment of July 1943 let the world know
that freedom for any colonial people
had to rest on their demonstration of

ability to govern themselves. After all,

one of the big arguments was over

alienation of indigenous land titles,

and no North American wants to

recognize in front of Indian witnesses

that all private land titles rest ul-

timately on fraud or superior force.

The Sahara, whose influence is felt

at varying depths along the North
African coastline, served as a kind of

sandy Mediterranean to the people

readable, and the material is easily

accessible to the non-specialist. In

addition to the detailed study of a

single village and its socio-economic

functioning, the book contains an
excellent extended glossary of Hausa
terms and customs, with particular

attention to agriculture.

The farmers of Batagarawa are

divided into four economic groups for

the purposes of this survey, with size

and productivity of land-holding,

tendency to buy and sell farmland,

and other factors studied for each

Polly Hill's comments on the

growing practice of purdah {seclusion

of marriageable girls and married

women) present a couple of in-

teresting reasons for the increase:

. . .perhaps it would not have become
so prevalent in rural Hausaland were
it not for the high water-table (which

permits of the building of many wells)

and the ubiquity of the donkey, so

that without inconvenience to

themselves men could excuse women
from their traditional function as

beasts of burden.

of 'Abdul-Karim. Later, both the

French and Spanish Popular Front

governments made the blunder of

holding to the imperial policy of op-

posing unconditional freedom for

their North African holdings — a

mortal error for Spain, considering

the contribution to Fascist victory

made by the Moorish troops under

Quiepo de Llano

American contributions to North

African nationalist hopes were not

outstanding. An official U.S. state-

living around its edges. Among those

with whom the North Africans have

been linked by caravan routes, are

the Hausa traders of Northern

Nigeria. The exceptional vitality and

economic inventiveness of the rural

Hausa are appreciatively sketched by

Polly Hill in her study of Batagarawa,

a village near Katsma.

The approach taken is an

appropriate and productive com-
bination of economics and
anthropology, the style is simple and

group. One of the increasingly crucial

points not mentioned by the author is

the fact that in those countries for

which statistics are available, the

smaller farmer is normally the better

agronomist. He produces more from

each acre or hectare. However, the

better return for the invested dollar is

shown by the larger farmer. Un-

fortunately, the discovery that dollars

are considerably less palatable than

beans is usually made only at a

critical point in the inflationary spiral.

A History of the Maghrib,

by Jamil M. Abun-Nasr,

Cambridge,

University Press, 1971,

$14.50

Rural Hausa; a village and a setting,

by Polly Hill,

Cambridge,

University Press, 1972,

$23.50

Clif Bennett

A littleTrouble in the morning...

Trouble
^rouble

After Shave and Cologne with a

distinctive, disturbing fragrance that can give

a whole campus Trouble up to 8, 10, or even 12 hours!

and you've got Trouble all day.

INDIAN

SPRING FESTIVAL
Presented by

The Students and Friends of India Association (U of T)

with

SHAMBU DAS
(classical sitar)

Also

Vocal Hindi Music,

Regional Folk Dances,

and Popular Music

MARCH 3rd, 6:30 p.m.
at

CODY HALL, 50 ST. GEORGE STREET

MEMBERS FREE NON-MEMBERS $1.00

ALL WELCOME

TORONTO Y~V
DANCE

X '

.at the
THEATRE

University of Toronto
HART HOUSE THEATRE
Opening Feb. 28. March 1,

2. 3.7, 8. 9.10. 8:30p.m.

Reservations 928- 8668
tickets $3.°° students S2.°°

for information call TOT

367-0243

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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The view from Ann Murray's h

Except that it doesn't have a number on it, Ann Murray's house

looks like the rest of the upper income homes north-west of Eglinton

and Bathurst Inside it is a carpety, parenty, mantle-piece sort of a

home.

Ann Murray's rise has been precipitous. In 1967 she was taking

Friday afternoons off teaching gym to do CBC chorus work in Halifax.

In '68 she went full-time, as a regular on a Toronto music hop program.

She toured the Maritimes, made a cheap record. Then Capitol.Records

of Canada offered her and Brain Aheme, her producer $18,000 to do

an album. It sold 200,000. And then came Snowbird..

Now she owns Balmur Investments which employs five people to

take care of the business. She has the house. And she's the most

famous woman in the country. (Including non-Canadians, she probably

ranks third to Jackie and the Queen.)

We met her just after the release of Danny's Song and just before

her European tour. She looked more tired than Ann Murray, and

thought she was coming down with the flu.

We asked her about it all.

Why did you pick Danny's Song foryour new single?

I went in to do a single because they wanted a single to put out.

Of course they want an album but I don't want to give them an album

because I've given them single after single and nothing's happened, so

I said, "well I'll give you a single and if indeed it happens, then we'll put

it on an album". So I went in to do this sirigle session and I did four

tunes. After two years you kind of never know what to do, vou know,

after two years without a hit. I had a thing called Killing Me Softly and a

Robby McNiell song and a real country tune just for the heck of it and

Danny's Song, that I got off the first Loggins and Messina album.

This would have been eight months ago. I figured, well, Danny's

Song had a little steel guitar in it so it could break country. But it had

great possibility to cross over onto the pop charts, because it's pop as

well. Besides Kenny Loggens wrote it and he's on the pop charts with

his albums. He has the number six song in the top 100 and the number

twenty album, so all this was contributing too. And I loved the tune. So

we decided on that one instead of Killing Me Softly and I was just

reading Billboard yesterday and it's the pick of the week by Roberta

Flack. But, then she has a much better chance of getting it on the

charts because her previous hits have been that soft kind of melodic

tune. God I'd love to be able to put out a tune like that because that's

the kind of stuff I love to do.

After two years without a hit do you wonder about your own

music?

No. I'm really satisfied with what's happening. I really like my

music. And people say, well, it's wishy-washy. Like Rolling Stone says,

"She's got a wishy-washy voice, it's bland, the songs are wishy-washy"

and all this. Okay. Fine. So he doesn't like it. That's cool with me. I don't

care. I don't like everyone either and I'll say that. But I don't think

there's a performer in the world who doesn't have something good

about them. And critics will go and shit all over someone and have

nothing good to say.

What's the worst part of your success? Is ft the public criticism?

No, because I don't let it bother me. But the success does make it

difficult, because. . . there are things that I won't do. I'm probably a

little over-sensitive about it. I don't like going to movies, because, I

think people are going to stare at me. Now, in the U.S. I don't have to

worry about that. You know, it's big, you can get lost there. There are

very few places in the U.S., where I just can't walk around. But here I

can't. There's no doubt about it. They do recognize you, I know it, And I

see them. And they stop me.

And what happens. They say hi. .

.

They say hi and I think that's very complimentary. But I would

rather it didn't' happen. I would rather just go with a bag over my head

and just eat my popcorn in the movies.

1 remember seeing the album you did with Glen Campbell on the

front rack at A&A. All around it there was every freak you could

imagine. But there was Ann Murray. .

.

Squaresville.

How does the image fit? Do you feel comfortable with it? Do you

laugh at it?

Well, to me, being hip has nothing to do with the way you look, the

way you sound or anything, man. And people put labels on you. Just

because I wear my hair a certain way and I've got rosy cheeks. .
.

I

couldn't look unhealthy no matter what I did to myself. I could be as

sick as anything and my cheeks are still red. I look healthy. It's as

simple as that, and that's the kind of image I have. I couldn't say shit

with a mouthful, you know. And it's not really true and at the same time

it is true.

But you don't, say, refer to drugs.

Sure I refer to it. I've smoked up,

;

particularly enjoy it, so why bother.

Do you feel pressure to maintain t

I am a little worried about scarir

think it might be a little tough to dhai

those hippy-dippy clubs in the U,S las

and sweatshirt. I wanted to show trem

doing some heavier stuff. It would lie r

would maybe put off the oth *hyu|
bought the previous albums. And 1 ion'

appreciate what I do and I don't want

time, I would love to be in that baj

that's a heavy rock tune, you know

And nothing. Nothing happened. I tt|ink

is a little too complicated musically,

I don't know what really makes a hi

heard, You're So Vain, it was going lb b

some of the other songs and, Holy yjo

are on the air. I don't believe it. Tti

that garbage and calling it pop mi sic

What were the hippy-dippy clul s y

Well these clubs are subsidis ;d

them practically to have acts in Here

states like that and everybody plays

Carol King, Carly Simon because thejse

play all the reviewers come down,

It's very important to get refiev

Record World. And I had reviews

World. It's very important for that

whole thing since I started has be*i t

started out everybody pegged me ; s a

they listened to my albums, inje[ :h-

wasn't a country artist. I gues„ 'm s*

albums in depth.

*l guess most people haven't listened to my albums in depth.

1
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louse

and more than once. I just don't

i
the middle-of-the-road image?

ring people away. And anyway, I

ange over now. That's why I did

ast year, dressed up in my jeans

m that with the new album I was
; nice to do more of it, but then I

kindred thousand people who

n't want to do that. Because they

nt to put them off. At the same
For instance, Robby's Song, now
Just as heavy as You're So Vain,

ik part of the reason is that song

\nd that may have put people off.

tune. I mean, I knew the minute I

be a giant. But, then you get into

loses, the pieces of garbage that

people are going out and buying

ic.

you mentioned?

i by record companies that pay

re. There are clubs all over the

n them. I'm talking James Taylor,

e are all prestige clubs and if you

ews in Billboard, Cash Box and

Billboard, Cash Box and Record

i happen within the industry. My
to impress the industry. When I

a country artist. When in fact if

iJhey would have known that I

.ffjeople haven't listened to my

1
V:

s

"I would rather just go with a bag over my head and just eat my popcorn in the movies.

How do you impress the industry?

Well, for example, people say if you put out an album with a lot of

recognizeabte titles on it people will buy it. I say horseshit. You only go
this way once if you are going to make any impact on the industry. It's

really neat to put out a record and have ten unrecognizable titles, and

then turn around and hear other people doing those tunes, because

you know you have contributed something.

"I was sitting on my little swing out back. . . and it was, oh,

about seven or eight at night and the moon was starting to

come up. . . and the pool, ... and I was looking at the back

of my house and saying "God, why me". Here I am, 26
years old, and I've got an $80,000 house."

"Going down 22 floors, putting in a wash, putting in a

quarter, going back up 22 floors, waiting a half hour for the

wash, whipping back down, putting it into a dryer, whipping

back up. Oh man, I hated that. Signing autographs all the

way down and all the way back up."

All that play has made you pretty wealthy. Do you feel any

political or social pressure because you are rich? Do you feel guilty?

No, but sometimes. . . I can remember when I came off that tour,

I was on the road two and half months, and I was total zombie

material. I mean I really was zombie, For a week I just stared. And I'll

never forget: about, the second day I came back, I was sitting on my

little swing out back with a beer in my hand. And it was, oh, about

seven or eight at night and the moon was starting to come up and the

pool. . . And I was looking at the back of my house and saying, "God,

why me?" Here I am, 26 years old and I've got an $80,000 house. I've

got this gorgeous backyard. I was shaking my head. Why me? Really.

And I called home and said to my mother, you know, I was just thinking

—
I had to explain the whole thing to her — and she said, "Oh, Ann,

don't brag." Maritimers are like that, you know. She said, don't brag —
like the thing will disappear. I said, I'm not bragging. I'm thanking God

that I have it. But it's weird. Every now and then that hits you. And it's

why? Why me?

j don't know, but I sure appreciate it. I love the house. I really do. I

figured I had the house for three months and I've already gotten my

money's worth out of it. I love it so much. What a difference from an

apartment. It's not my ultimate dream — which is to live in the country

on the water.

But for now it's convenient to be here. If you've gotta be here,

you should be here under the best possible circumstances and living in

an apartment house was just the worst. Going down 22 floors, putting

in a wash, putting in a quarter, going back up 22 floors, waiting a half

hour for the wash, whipping back down, putting it into a dryer, whipping

back up. Oh man, I hated that! Signing autographs all the way down
and all the way back up.

Do you play free at all?

Do I play free?

Do you find yourself doing that ever?

I haven't. How long has it been? I would. Sure. Depending on the

circumstances, you know. Like what I want to do is a tour up north.

Because I want to get back to the days when I really enjoyed it, you

know.

Do you not now?

No, not really. No, it's just that the more you perform, the more
people you get to know and the more they expect and the more

pressure. You know, I could talk to you about doing all those clubs and

having all those reviewers come. And wherever you opened, you knew

damn well there was going to be a reviewer there. And you know

there's just that extra pressure. I want to get back to the days when

people enjoyed what I did. They were being entertained, and just

enjoyed it. And that's the way people would be up north.

What stops you from doing it?

I'm going to. There's no money involved, but I'm going to do it,

because I've got to have that feeling again. .

.

Are you politically involved at all?

Well, I think if I weren't singing anymore, I might be involved. But,

uh, while singing, I think it's a little bit unfair sometimes, I think it's

unfair for performers to use their influence over people. To con them

into buying things. On the other hand a lot of people will say if you have

that pressure, exert it if you really believe in something. I'm not sure I

think that's right.

I certainly don't believe in doing commercials. I did an

advertisement for the Retarded Children's Association because I'm the

honorary president of the organization, so I will do anything to help

them. But that's charitable. But as far as getting out and trying to

convince people to buy coffee, I say — no. I feel pretty much the same

about using the stage for politics or any particular belief. I think that

when people come out for the evening they want to be entertained.

They get enough of that, you know. They get their share of politics on

television, newspaper, radio.

Remember James Taylor refused to play for McGovem at first

but then changed his mind.

Well, the exposure was great, too.

For Taylor?

Yea. For everybody.

BobBossin and

Allan Mandell
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If youcant
smoke itdrink itspend it orlove it

...forget it

ForMauryDann Super-Star every day isTJOTUffir
|

\STARTS FRIDAY!^ UPTOWN
2-3113 J

TONIGHT
and every Friday

and Saturday night

The Nunnery
OPENS IN THE BASEMENT OF

Sir Daniel Wilson's

73 ST. GEORGE

Hours: 8:00-12:30

both nights

Entertainment: live bands every night

Appearing this week

S0UTHC0TE

Regular admission: 50C

SPONSORED BY SAC

A rainy day in Brussels sprouts an afternoon of troilism,

Despite nude players,

FTL's Brussels Sprouts

remains a tepid comedy
The new Factory Theatre Lab production of

Brussels Sprouts opened at the Central Library

Theatre Tuesday night. Overall, it's a comic

portrayal of two youthful male lovers en-

countering a female in a dingy hotel room in

Brussels on a rainy night. Director Martin Kinch

exploits the comic dimension of the situation but

seems to ignore the dramatic intensity in the

plot. The success of the former leaves the

audience laughing, but the neglect of the latter

left this viewer unsatisfied.

Although the first act is^jfayed entirely in

the nude and the general affect is sensually

pleasing, there seems to be no sense of real

sexuality. This might be a function of the

ambivalent sexuality of the characters con-

cerned; however what is a tense situation,

capable of arousing strong conflicting emotions

on the parts of the characters, is rendered very

tamely. The three attractive, sexually active

adults become like three very young children

exploring, fooling and testing each other in a

play pen. None of them seem to have the sexual

drive or energy necessary to undertake the two

days of 'abandon' claimed.

The key to a successful rendering of the

potential of the play would have been an equally

strong and imaginative characterization on the

part of all three actors. Earnie, played by David

Rothberg, comes off the best; inept and unsure

of himself, afraid of any real feeling but

dogmatically determined to experience ,it all.

Allan Harmon's Moby is cynical, a bit cruel and

complementarily pragmatic to Earnie's roman-

ticism. Thus the stage is set for the appearance

of the catalyst, Charlotte, portrayed by Patti

Oatman, whose function is that of spinning the

web of fantasy which allows all three to leave
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the here and now and take the imaginary trip to
Persia where senses are stimulated beyond
belief through sexual abandon. The most crucial

agent, she is also the weakest.

Oatman's general approach is very matter
of fact and direct, her delivery is polished and
careful and her appearance wholesome. Such
characteristics would have added an interesting
dimension to her characterization if her
Charlotte was believable. It is never clear
throughout the first act what her investment is

in the potential situation, although in the second
act many things become clearer. Her rendering
of the "trip to Persia" fantasy lacks spontaneity
and credulity. It does not succeed in opening the
doorway for her or the two homosexuals to that

world of earthly delights. This failure disrupts the
energy buildup and flow so necessary to the
play, the stimulation of sexual and psychic
energy to a high point, its release in sexual
activity, and finally the return to the mundane.

On the whole, the other elements of the
production work well together setting a mood of
whimsy and mild desperation. The set portrays
the dinginess and gray comforts of transient
rooms well; the haunting piano of Allan Wade
suggests a contrasting domesticity. This produc-
tion of Larry Kardish's play is successful in that
it allows the audience to appreciate the funny
and ludicrous aspects of what is a very real,

perhaps sober human encounter.

Mimsey Reasoner

The Library" at UC Playhouse
The Library, the first of three plays which are the

Young Playwright's Festival at UC Playhouse, opened
on Wednesday evening. Written and directed by Lee
Paikin, it deals with a situation well known in this
university.

Set in a post-revolutionary society, the play is a
re-enactment of the events leading to the death of the
head of circulation of the library. For thirty years
under her hand the library has remained exactly as it

was on that day when she attained the position. Any
changes which have taken place simply do not exist
Library workers shift files, obey memos and clatter
and clang around in their ridiculous jobs which don't
do anything as they cannot alter the library of the
past.

An ordinarily overdone subject (revolution) and a
too topical a situation {the locking away of books in an
impregnable fortress) has become a stylized presen-
tation of considerable imagination. The moments
when the play gets entangled in its own pace and

resorts to personal reflection seem to have an air of
being dropped into the play by the author's desire to
say too much within the one play. But Lee Paikin
seems to realize his own weaknesses and these
sequences are painlessly short.

The strength of the play lies in its group scenes
when the actors combine to create sounds and
images of incredible energy. Paikin's ability to work
with large groups of actors and the tremendous
control which the actors exhibit make this play a fine
experience. But even here Paikin does show a
tendency to overdo things. He presents stark visual
images which, at times, seem to serve solely as stark
visual images. These few faults - also perhaps
overplayed - do not keep the play from being one
that is worth seeing. If this is a picture of what the two
remaining plays (Circus by Mark Manson and Wilton
Remembers by Jay Teitel) portend, then the
playwright's Festival will be a success.

Fernando Traficante

Saxophones, piccolos cope with

jazzy rhythms of modern music
Darius Milhaud said of his miniature

masterpiece, The Creation of the World: "I made up
my orchestra, as those of Harlem, with seventeen
soloists, and I freely used the jazz style, blending it

with a classical influence," Milhaud was mermerized
by the jazz he heard in London and in Harlem — a
jazz, as the program notes for last Sunday's music
faculty recital of this work say, which was carried over

from New Orleans to Harlem in the early part of the

century. What the program notes do not say — in fact

they suggest the opposite — is that Milhaud never

gained much approval or sympathy from his jazz

confreres. He was looked upon the way a Japanese

classical dancer might have been who attempted the

fox trot."

For all this, The Creation of the World, originally

a ballet written in 1923, is an energetic, tragically

lyrical, orchestral foliage, It masses around the sultry

sway of the alto saxophone. If you don't know this

work, but you know Ravel's Bolero, think of the

Saxophone's sleazy arrogance in that work. Paul

Brodie, of the faculty of music, has complete control

of this bias in the sound of his instrument. His vibrato

seemed flawless, and his playing was enough to win

over many skeptics to the side of the saxophone,

which, like the bassoon has been held in shamefully

low esteem until very recently.

The opening massed legato passage

demonstrated right off that the other "soloists" were
well on top of the difficult ensemble writing, which

increases with the intricacy of the polyrhythms. Some
of the outer instruments were sometimes a bit rough

and unsure in attack, such as the brass, and I suppose

the lound passages needn't have been quite so fff.

But considering Milhaud's theme, "the creation of the

world," I don't think the volume was indiscriminately

loud.

The work is just plain exhilarating, like its

American predecessor, Ives' (Overture to Robert

Browning) which offers even more fortissimo

passages, louder, longer and more dissheveled

rhythmically. It was played with this in mind, and I

don't see how the instrumentalists could have done
more to get it across to their audience. Conductor
Ezra Schabas revved up his crew to a perfect pitch.

Henry Brant's Angels and Devils is an odd piece

for eight flutes and three piccolos. The musicians

seemed to be students, except for Robert Aitken and
John Hawkins who conducted. The four movements
explore in succession, harmony, counterpoint, style

and' sonorities. The best movement is the first and
with the emphasis on playing together in rhythmically

simple phrases, there was mostly even and tonally

balanced playing. The work tends to go onnnn. . . a bit,

and the rhythms do not get an awful lot more
complicated, and with so many learning in-

strumentalists, both the work and the audience's

patience suffered somewhat. Robert Aitken was very

good though — completely adept at all the clever

tricks which the modern composer knows how to build

into his works for the flute. The very chic, tongue-in-

cheek parody of the national anthem as encore, with

its extended academic cadenza, was well received by

the patriotic audience.

Lothar Klein's Six Exchanges for Soprano

Saxophone is a dry, unoriginal blumph of a piece. Paul

Brodie had trouble negotiating the aridly ferocious

fast sections, and was coolbut exact with the slow.

The Four Madrigals, arranged by Paul Harvey, by

Wilbye, Morley, Farnaby and Pilkington, were played

handsomely by the Brodie Saxophone Qurtet. Perhaps

the Flutes in Brant's piece were too much of a good

thing and perhaps four saxophones are too. It was an

interesting experience, though, heaving these

renaissance harmonies and tonal lines in the voices of

an instrument just coming into its own in this century.

Ian Scott

HART HOUSE SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

SHARON TUTTLE
AND

THE BAROQUE GROUP
SUNDAY, MARCH 4 AT 8:00 P.M.

GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE

HALL PORTER'S DESK

RICHARD BURTON is

a slippery son of a Beelzebub in

HAMMERSMITH
IS OUT ihe devilisfik

(OGNEIIUS (SUN FILMS
,
IHC pituftit

Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton,

Peter Ustinov, Beau Bridges in

HAMMERSMITH ISOUT
iw-^tlONAMES LfOH ASKIK AtflHOHY H OilAND GfOJIW RAfT JOHN SCHIKK (wrdiiKTBuitwv

EGLINION E. OF YONGE • 486-5600OS

unclassified
PAKISTANIS young, professionals or students,

both sexes, interested in forming an exclusive,

social, non-political, non-religious club. Call:

Faryal 920-5239 or Faran 922-4736 after 6.

PRIVATE TUTORING Tutoring in physics,

mathematics, available at reasonable rates. S.B.

Joshi (M. Sc.) 351 Howland Ave. - 925-0203.

HAVE YOU SEEN Battering Ram by David

Freeman yet? Come! - to Tarragon Theatre 30
Bndgman Ave. Tues. to Sun. at 8:30 Sun.
matinee pay-what-you can at 2:30. 531-1827
(or Reservations.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR March 17-22 $69. 5 full

days of skiing at Mt. St. Anne. All transportation

and accommodation included. Write: Canadian
Ski Tours. 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington or

Phone: Gofd Allan. 247-2339.

EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe. Greece
and Turkey departs June 5th for 3 months $600.
plus $215 return flight to Englatid. Phone
Peter 922-5006.

PLEASE GIVE US A HAND. Earlscourt

Community Project desperately needs volunteer

math and science tutors. Call Alec 532-3303,
and help a high school student make it.

ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old es-

says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES, 961-6150, Mon.-Frl. 3 pm.-
10 pm.; Sat. -Sun. 9 am.-S pm. Professional

typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from $10 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.
(Between Queen S Oundas) Excellent
selection of fun furs, trade ins acceded
We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Frl till 6 pm.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO 10

LONDON from $79 one way or $155 return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact

AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5,416-

962=8404 - or your Student Council. BOO'k
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING EUROPE INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student
/ailpass. car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable charter flights, camping tours
blc. all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.

George St., Toronto 5, 416 - 962-8404. (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

WOMEN (only) connected in any way with

psychiatry, to be informally 8. anonymously

interviewed for a term paper. Call Rita 921-

7680.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE, -

theses, essays, - French. Latin - exper-
ienced typists - electric typewriters, 86
Bloor St. W. Ste. 670. 922-7624.

LABORATORY INSTRUMENT Representative

wanted. To call full time on University, Govern-

ment & Hospital Labs and fill customer's lab

needs using recognized, quality1 lines of equip-

ment & Instruments- Knowledge of lab

procedures & instruments in the medical,

chemical or biological areas is essential. Some
technical competency with electronic equipment

would be useful. Our company is, at present a

small marketing organization handing exclusive

lines from targe U.S. & European manufacturers

However, we have some unique capabilities and

strength upon which we are basing our future

growth and development in Canada. This op-

portunity would appeal to a young graduate or

seasoned Lab Technician who wants a chance to

participate in a growing business at an early

stage of its 'development. Location Toronto and

Western Ontario. Please reply with complete

resume to 85 Ridgehilf Dr.. Brampton, Ont. All

replies will be treated strictly confidential.

GRADUATE STUDENTS in Social Sciences and
Humanities Barry Mitchell asks for your vote

to elect him to the Governing Council as your

representative.

RELEASE THE BUDGET! SSSC demands that

student Governing Councillors should release

the U. of T. Budget. Vote Havers-Huczek-

Olszewski 967-1065.

WANTED: VOTES! SSSC will 1. Stop the Wnght
Report, 2. win the fee strike, 3. open SAC to

students. Vote Havers, Huczek, Olszewski. 967-

1065

FED UP with higher tuition fees? Stop the

Wnght Report! Vote SSSC - Havers, Huczek,

Olszewski, 967-1065

RENTING to responsible family. Spacious house

in Penticton. British Columbia Available now
until July then Irom September on. Large

grounds. Ten minutes drive from Town. Call Mrs.

Lambert: 921-9407 in Vancouver.

ACCURATE TYPIST with good editorial skills.

Will midwife your thesis. Also copy typing of

essays, 40* per cape IBM selectric - 12 pt.

prestige elite & greek symbols. Phone 532-

7291 for estimate. *

MATHEMATICIANS wanted to set educational

mathematics standards. Competitive selection.

Send background information and telephone

number to: Mathematics Competition, Box 412,

Postal Station T, Toronto M68 4A3. Ontario.

U.C. COUNSELLING SERVICE, free

consultation about any personal problem
928-2531.
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Bruce Eves is at the Gallery 76 starting

today. We are told the Women's Work ex-

hibition there was exceedingly popular and that

something in the way of a solemn artists'

solidarity front is finally burgeoning at the

college.

Beginning today until March 23 is an

exhibition at Erindale College of 32 Swedish

posters. These are on loan from the Art Gallery

of Ontario.

The final day of the Towards a Definition of

Kitsch exhibit at Hart House is Sunday. Hours

are 11 am to 5 pm, Saturday, and 2 pm to 5

pm, Sunday. The gallery is open until 5 pm this

afternoon. On March 5, Tony Paine and Eleanor

Paine present their prints, drawings and batiks

respectively. This is until March 20. The Kitsch

exhibit is only lasting six days because it was an

unplanned, spontaneous idea, for which only a

limited time in the gallery could be found since

its exhibit schedule was already pretty full.

Beginning March 5 at the New Academic

Building of Victoria College is an exhibition of

Student-artists Chris Ralph, Angelo Rao, Diane

Wait, Helle Viirlaid, Bob Kane, Mark Rlipiuk and

Mary McLoughlin. That is until March 23.

Beginning March 8 at the Faculty of

Architecture building is an exhibition entitled

"Signs and Symbols": an exhibition circulated

by the Extension Department of the Art Gallery

of Ontario. This until March 19.

Forgot to mention this last week: "An

exhibition of models and drawings, based on

the note-books of 15th century artist and

inventor, Leonardo da Vinci will be on view in

the main foyer of the Medical Sciences Building

Monday, February 12 to Thursday, March 8.

It's important to know that Valdy isn't just

another Canadian folksinger. He has a friendly,

almost lovable personality that's in complete
harmony with his messianic appearance;

flowing hair, bushy beard and expressive brow.

On stage his manner is so comfortable that you

fell like you're back in your own living room. His

songs are melodically simple but interesting

and W«t lyrics are always poetic, filled with

images ye; are thought provoking comments
aboutj'elationships, rustic living and the en-

vironment. So it's good news that Valdy is back

in town at The Roverboat (922-6216) tonight

through Sunday. Most people who've heard him

are instant fans, so its was no surprise that his

opening set on Tuesday night was completely

sold out. He covered most of the material on

his Country Man {A and M) album and "Rock 'n'

Roll Song", "A Good Song", "Country Man" and

"Rainmaker" were obvious audience favourites.

Valdy's voice is still gruff with gentle

overtones. He purposely varies the in-

troductions and sometimes the arrangements

of his songs so they never go stale.

Also appearing with Valdy is La Troupe

Grotesque featuring the offbeat humour of

Michael Boncoeur and Paul Willis. It's a good
double bill but admission is $3.50. Another A
&M recording artist Lorence Hud opens on
Tuesday.

.

Fiddler's Green Coffeehouse is holding' a

benifit for Sing Out magazine. Among the many
guests will be Leon Redbone, Sweet Evening
Breeze, the Sloth Jug Band and The Friends of

Fiddler's Green. There will be a Saturday

evening program as well this week, with the

Bluegrass Express from New York. Contem-
porary singer-songwriter Doug Steiger is

featured on Tuesday March 6. Fiddler's is

located behind the Y on Eglinton east of Yonge
and Hmission i

c *i

An evening ur music with good local talent

(including String Band) is slated for Sunday at

Bathurst Street United Church, on Bathurst

south of Bloor.

theatre
The PLS. a theatre group originating in the

Centre for Medieval Studies, presents three

medieval mystery plays at Seeley Hall in Trinity

College this weekend. Admission to Baptism

and Temptation of Christ, and the Woman
Taken in Adultery is free. It is a chance to see a

form of theatre that very commercial theatres

would dare to produce because of the limited

appeal of religious drama. They ignore the fact

that these dramas were designed to create

interest in Christian tradition and doctrine

among a population far less sophisticated than

ours today. Thus the plays are very often

colourful and moving.

Lee Paiken's Library plays tonight and

tomorrow night at University College

Playhouse. Next Tuesday evening at 9 pm, and

Wednesday to Friday at 1 pm, The Empire-

Builders by Boris Vian will be performed there.

March 8, 9 and 10 at 8:30 Classical Stage

productions presents two one act comedies by

Chekhov at the Colonnade Theatre. As well as

the Tuesday to Saturday performances at 8:30.

matinee performances will be held each

Wednesday Thursday and Friday at 2:30 pm.

Classical Theatre Productions has issued a

challenge to Stratford to trade budgets: "We
promise to produce as fine a show and finance

an orphanage with the surplus. Awaiting reply."

Theatre Passe Muraille has premiered The

Master, a play by "newly repatriated Canadian

playwright" Will Seymour. It will run until March

18, Wednesdays through Sundays.

Hart House Theatre is housing the Toronto

Dance Theatre until March 10. In its press

release, the directors emphasize that the doors

of the studio (26 Lombard street) are always

open and the public is welcome to watch or

attend classes and rehearsals. Performances

are at 8:30 pm. Tickets are $2 tor students and

$3 for others.

Theatre du P'tit Bonheur turns back to the

classics with Les Precieuses Ridicules by

Moliere, playing Wednesdays through Satur-

days at 8:30 from March 7 until March 24.

Also March 7, the Drama Centre will present

another of its "20 Shows" series at the Studio

Theatre, 4 Glen Morris. The Enchanted Night by

Mrozek, is, in the words "a tragic metaphysical

farce." It plays Wednesday through Saturday at

8:30 pm. along with The American Dream,

Edward Albee's modern classic.

March 9 at Ryerson Theatre, Charles

Weidman and his Theatre Dance Company will

nold a single performance. Weidman is con-

sidered one of the "greats" of modern dance.

Tickets are all $2.50 and can be obtained at the

Benson Building as well as at Ryerson and

Eatons.

The three one-act plays presented by the

Irish Arts Theatre and continuing over the next

week have been a disappointment. The

brilliance of Synge's work is profound and

difficult to capture. As in the work of O'Casey,

much of its depth resides in the detailed

richness of the characterizations. Only the

second work; Shadow of the Glen, approached

the expression of these qualities. Dianne

Barrington's voice and physical presence con-

formed to Synge's poetial vision of the

loneliness of the "lady of the house", im-

prisoned with her dying husband in a cottage on

the moor. The humour of the play could have

been treated even more deftly, though, to

balance the pathetic element. Tinker's Wedding

was too superficial a production to be the

charming piece Synge intended. Frances

Hyland's drunk old woman seemed forced and

unconvincing. Her Maura in the third play,

Riders to the Sea, also seemed peculiarly

empty and unpoetic, a serious flaw in this most

deceptively simple of tragedies. It must be said

that in this production the visual element was

sensitively interpreted by Sean Kenny's design

and the blocking of the chorus. The basic set for

all three works was versatile and substantial-

looking. It is a little surprising though, to

conclude that Siobhan McKenna, an actress so

keenly sensitive to rhythmic nuances in her own

characterizations, has allowed many flaws in

rhythm to slip by in directing others.

movies
Today through Sunday, The Revue is showing

Playtime, Jacques Tati's third or fourth M.

Hulot film. Tati's humour is silent and whim-

sical. His Hulot is often compared to Chaplin's

tramp, though I think he is more like a

physically expressed Peter Sellers. $1.50.

Friday ind Saturday evening, St. Mike's is

showing The Garden of the Finzi-Continis, not

Two English^Giris as previously announced.

Finzi-Continis is much prettier than its theme —
anti-semitism and internment in fascist Italy —
suggests. Dominique Sanda is no small part of

that. Why is that woman so attractive? $1.

Monday through Friday there is a festival of

Woman Directors and their Films at York

University, with sessions everyday at 2 and 7.

Among the films: Paris 1900, Wanda, Orange,

When You See This Remember Me. Monday

evening Joyce Weiland will show and discuss

her Reason Over Passion; Wednesday evening

it's Tanya Ballantyne MacKay and Things I

Cannot Change ; Thursday evening, Mireille

Dansereau and La Vie Revee' Friday evening

(March 9) Pamela Douglas. The festival is free

and being held in the Curtis Lecture Halls. For

information call 667-3244.

Monday and Tuesday at the Revue it's a

double-bill- of Wot Millions, Eric Till's film of a

computer heist carried off byPeter Ustinov and

Maggie Smith, and John Ford's Young Cassidy

with Rod Taylor as a bulky young Sean O'Casey

(?) and Maggie Smith as the colleen who loved

him true. $1.50, After that, although I. am not

sure of the exact days, Boorman's Leo, the

Last.

Wednesday, the museum's NFB short film

series continues, and it will continue to con-

tinue, Wednesdays, without further notice here.

Call the ROM for the weekly roster.

Also Wednesday, The Student Christian

Movement's Political Film Festival screens

Costa-Gravas' The Confession, at St. Paul's

church, the one with the green neon cross on

Avenue Road, one block south of Davenport.

7:30, $1. <

On March 3 in the Great Hall of Hart House,

the Festival Singers gives its fourth concert.

Tickets are $2 or $3.50 at 9 pm.

There is an unbelievable glut of concerts on

March 4, At the Habonim Synagogue on

Holloman Road there will be a musically il-

lustrated lecture by Ben Steinberg using , an

accordion, organ, piano and flute entitled

"Jewish Music Through the Ages", at 3 pm. At

Scarborough the same day at 3:30 pm at the

Meeting Place is the Second Part of "Stars of

the Kiwanis Music Festival". Admission of

course is free. In the evening at 8:30 pm is a

Chancel Concert at the Metropolitan United

Church on Queen near Yonge (actually, 51

Bond Street). At 8 pm at Hart House as part of

the Sunday Evening Concert Series is a recital

with Sharon Turtle, harpsichordist with Greta

Kraus and a baroque group. At 8:30 pm at the

Actors' Theatre the New Arts Chamber Players

gives a concert of Vivaldi, Bach, Villa-Lobos and

Handel. Students pay $1.50, and for reser-

vations call 923-1515. It's at 390 Dupont

Street.

On march 6 and 7 Karel Ancerl conducts the

Toronto Symphony in works by Bach and

Honegger (his third symphony). The solo pianist

in an as yet to be announced work is the

virtually incomparable Russian master, Emil

Gilels.

Next Thursday, March 8, is a concert given

by the famous group, I Solisti di Zagreb. The

players are indeed virtuosos with a super-

elegant sound.

$
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Kilbourn claims U of T is bad developer
By SHEILA WHUMCUP

"The university is among the
biggest and worst developers in the
city", ward 10 alderman William
Kilbourn charged at yesterday's city

government forum sponsored by St.

Mike's Student Union in Brennan
Hall.

made two years ago by St. Mike
students in fighting the widening of
St. Joseph Street. He urged that
students organize on local issues and
then broaden their involvement into
city politics.

Ward 1 alderman Elizabeth Eayrs
also commended the growing
tendency among students not to
isolate themselves on campus.
Party politics as they exist at

national and provincial levels are

irrelevant to City Hall, asserted ward
11 alderman Anne Johnston. John-
ston was opposed to the heirarchial

structure of political parties.
Although an NOP member, she
preferred to run independently, she
said, commenting that she hoped the
grass roots style of politics growing
in City Hall will filter up into the
other levels of government.

Eayrs pointed out that the more
informal organization of city politics

made it easier for women to enter.

City Hall tends to work in "teams"
of likeminded people rather than
along party alignments, she
she continued.

None of them would define the
"reform council". as a discreet and
static body, but they felt that many

new members will make efforts to
listen to a broader base of citizens.

Kilbourn said he was not a
believer in "delegate democracy" in
which an elected alderman always
obeys the voice of the majority
among his constituents. Instead, he
saw his role as a broker, or 'maker of
arrangements' for people to get in-

formation on issues and express
themselves. Even if many people
in his ward wanted to complete the
Spadina Expressway, he would not
vote for it, he said. In that case he
would arrange for them to meet
planners and engineers who could
help them make "informed judg-
ments".

The "octopus of community
groups" developing in Ward 11 is a

source of valuable information jnd
opinions, commented Johston.
Kilbourn agreed that community

groups should take responsibility for
governing themselves. However, he
maintained they should be initiated
and organized by indigenous in-
dividuals who can whole-heartedly
fight City Hall..Aldermen are too
busy and tied to City Hall, if only by
salary, he noted.

Eayrs suggested revamping ward
boundaries so that they aren't so big
and unwieldy, and aldermen are
closer to their constituents.

She supported Karl Jaffary's
proposal to split each of the wards
into two with one alderman serving
each half. The present arrangement
of two aldermen supposedly working
together for one ward was like a
"forced marriage," she declared.

Students want more say on GC
By BRIANE NASIMOK

Outgoing student representatives on the Governing
Council agree that student involvement on the body was
good, but disagree on what next year major issues
should be.

Part-time student representative Joyce Denyer and
graduate student member Clarice Henschel think more
student representation on the body is vital, when the
U of T Act is reviewed after next year.

(Last year, when the provincial government passed
the U of T Act, which set up the Governing Council,
students pushed hard for parity with staff. However
after a strong conservative blacklash, students were
given eight seats out of the 50, compared to 12 faculty
seats.)

Denyer said that student have to "take a more global
view of the university." She suggested student represen-
tatives not only think in terms of the good of the
student, but in terms of the good of the whole
university.

Denyer said that this year the voting pattern "showed
that students do not vote in a monolithic way", but said
this was a "good, healthy thing."

Student representative Haul Cadario has been

criticized by fellow student members for not voting as a
student representative. Cadario, who is Internal Affairs
Commitee chairman, is often called upon by the
administration to represent students.
Henschel stressed the importance of students working

together as the only way to have an "effective voice" on
council. She reiterated that students do not nave
"enough power" with only eight votes.
She outlined the problems that occur when a student

is either taking a full load of courses or is a part-time
student and works. "Dr. Evans has insisted that there is
no automatic release from your duties (academic)." She
said that there are two comittees that have no elected
student-voice from two constituencies, and that there
was no graduate student on the Business Affairs
committee.

Henschel advised that the newly elected student
governors make sure that either "student volunteers or
students suggested by elected student bodies" are
chosen as appointees to university committees. In the
past year the administration has chosen appointees
without consulting SAC or GSU, most recently choosing
graduate dean Ed Safarian's nominee to the task force
on academic appointments over the GSU choice.

Anne Johnston (far left), Bill Kilbourn and-.Liz Earys at St Mike':

McLaughlin kept on ice
The unavailability of a pre-

sentence report has delayed until

March 23 the sentencing of Tom
McLaughlin, a defendant in the Sim-
coe Hall demonstrations trials.

McLaughlin was convicted
February 9 of obstructing police
during the breakup of the occupation
in support of open library stacks.

Presiding judge M.J.Cloney read
from a statement written by proba-
tion officer Frances Grant stating

that she was unable to locate
McLaughlin to obtain the brief
biographical information that goes

into the report at the address he had
given on his bail release documents.

In remanding McLaughlin to
appear in courtroom 24 Old City
Hall, at 10 am on the 23rd, Cloney
said to the defendant, referring to
his change of address, "I hope you're
going to stay there (at the new
address) a few days."

McLaughlin was put in jail for six

days following his conviction
February 9. He was released on his

own recognizance after entering an
appeal against the verdict.

ELECTION
ARTS AND SCIENCE COUNCIL COMMITTEES

STUDENTS

— COMMITTEE ON STUDY ELSEWHERE
— COUNSELLING COMMITTEE

FACULTY AND STUDENTS
— GENERAL COMMITTEE —
— CURRICULUM COMMITTEES

Nominations are now open for student seats and faculty seats on the Committees of the
Council of the Faculty of Arts and Science. Membership on these Committees also entitled
students to membership on the Faculty Council. These elected seats are filled by students
and faculty who serve for two year renewable rotating terms i.e. each year one-half of the
membership retires. Accordingly, the remainder of the seats on the Committees will be
filled next year by current members who have indicated that they wish to serve for a
second year.

The following outlines by committee and constituency which seats are to be filled by this
election:

General committee

Erlndaie
Departmental: Seats available -

1

Curriculum committees

Students: Seats available 2 in each of Trinity, Innis, Extension

Faculty:

• 1 in each of University, Victoria,

St. Michael's, Erindale

Departmental:

Humanities Seats available 1 in each of FAR, FRE, GER, HIS, ISL,

ITA (Italian Studies), PHL, PHI,

REL, SLA, SPA (Hispanic Studies)

Life Sciences Seats available 1 in each of PSY, ZOO

Physical Sciences Seats available 1 in each of MAT, AST, PHY

Social Sciences Seats available 1 in each of GGR, ANT, SOC

Divisional:

Humanities Seats available 4

Life Sciences Seats available 3

Physical Sciences Seats available 4

Social Sciences Seats-available 2

Students

Humanities

Interdisciplinary Studies

Life Sciences

Physical Sciences

Social Sciences

Seats available - 4 (including one part-time student)

Seats available - 3 (including one part-time student)

Seats available - 2

Seats available - 3 (including one part-time student)

Seats available - 1 (part-time student)

Faculty:

Humanities

Interdisciplinary Studies

Life Sciences

Physical Sciences

Social Sciences

Seats available - 2

Seats available - 3

Seats available - 3

Seats available - 3

Seats available - 3

Committee on counselling
Students: Seats available • 1 in each of TC, SMC

Committee On Study Elsewhere

Students: Seats available - 3

NOMINATIONS
Nomination forms can also be obtained through Departmental and Registrars'

offices or from the Faculty Office. Completed nomination forms must be returned

to the Faculty Office, Room 1006, Sidney Smith Hall, prior to 4.00 p.m. on March
5th, 1973 to be valid. Voting will be by ballot box. Enquiries regarding this

election may be directed to 928-3389 or 928-3392.
A complete description of the Committees and the Rules of Procedure are
available upon request at the Faculty Office, Sidney Smith Hall.
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Waffler cites three centuries of sex bias
By CETA RAMKHALAWANSINGH
"The predominant social attitude

towards women in Canada has

remained unchanged over the last

three centuries. Despite increased

participation in the work force,

longer life span, safer birth control,

better divorce laws and job protec-

tion, women still face dis-

crimination.'' charged Krista Maeots

of the Waffle Women's group Sunday

night.

Maeots presented an historical

analysis of women's economic par-

ticipation in Canada as part of the

lecture series presented by the

Waffle.

Today the labour force and job

opportunities are divided into

separate male and female work

forces, she said. Women earn less

than men, and are used as a cheap

source of labour.

Platitudes about womanhood do

not match the reality of life con-

ditions of most working women, she

declared. The corporate world has

shown itself to be "intolerably in-

sensitive" to the needs of working

women.
"When women were recruited to

Canada in the latter half of the

1600's, their job was to produce

children for the new country" said

Maeots. "Children and women
provided necessary manpower in the

cotton mills, glass and tobacco

factories."

"The length of the work day, from

6 am to 6 pm often through the night

and without holidays" were some of

the poor working conditions cited by

Maeots. "Wages averaged 25 cents a

day, and deductions were made, not

for social benefits, but for bad

WATERBEDS
7 STYLES ON

DISPLAY TO SUIT

ANY DECOR OR BUDGET

Freeform Interiors

2110 YONGE 489-7600

RADIO
VARSITY
Applications are

now open for

Radio Varsity

Managing
Director

for the year 1973-74
APPLICATIONS MUST

BE RECEIVED BY

Friday, March 9th
Send applications to

Debra Lewis,
Communications Commissions!, SAC

Scarborough College

SCIENCE

OPEN HOUSE
• -

ASTRONOMY • BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY * PHYSICS

PSYCHULUtiY

Saturday March 3-1-9 P.M.

Sunday March 4 - 1-5 P.M.

behaviour, such as talking on the

job".

"It is because of this kind of

working conditions that companies

such as Dominion Textile made

millions," claimed Maeots. She said

that documentation presented to the

Royal Commissions in 1881 and 1887

demonstrated that masters had the

right of correction according to

natural law and divine law.

"Children were continually

whipped, put into coal boxes or in

tobacco sweat rooms as routine

punishment."

"The emerging male labour force

in the crafts industries and eventual

prolonged labour movement
struggles led to protection of

labourers," said Maeots. "This

protection", she said, "was not ex-

tended to women and orientals".

Women were in a different and

separate work areas from men and

agitation did not lead to a rise in

women's status. "In fact there was

an increase in the ghettoes of female

labour in those areas which provided

unskilled ans semi-skilled jobs."

Maeots detailed racist attitudes,

that existed toward -the oriental

work force; "Chinese women were

not accepted into the country, while

Chinese men were brought in to

work. Eventually the British Colum-

bia Department of Labour imported

cheap female labour from the east to

replace Chinese men."

She also referred to the Japanese

internment camps in the BC interior

during World War II as an example

of a racist act committed by the

Federal government.

In the west where women
participated equally in the rural

economy, labour policies were more

radical than elsewhere. Maeots

severely criticized the labour move-

ment, particularly the "trade union

aristocracy who wrap themselves up

in negotiations and take the

economic system for granted."

Maeots drew attention to the full

participation of women in the work

force during the wars and the ex-

tensive government day care

programs which went into operation

to enable women to work. However

after the war, unions demanded

security for returned men, and

government day care support was

withdrawn to induce women back

into the home.

She criticized day care services

which may be established by

employers because they will put

women under greater control.

"Between the wars and after the

wars government policy entered the

archives and up to 1955 there existed

a policy which stated that women
were deemed to have resigned upon

marriage."

"It has been suggested that anyone

on the welfare rolls should be

removed from the voter's list" said

Maeots. "But there are over one

million women in Canada who are

on welfare, and these women are

housewives without husbands, thus

their social status is related to having

a husband",-she added.

Krista Maeots declared that it is a

social myth that women house

workers are respected. She said

women work out of necessity, "not

for the chatter of typewriters or the

social pleasure of cleaning an office

building alone at night".

Maeots called for the support of

working class men and the union

movement in the struggles of

women. "Working class men are the

class allies of working women. Both

male and female workers are the

scapegoat of the capitalist cor-

porations' arbitrary and exploitative

decisions".

She cautioned about new
protective trade measures
threatened by the U.S. and the,

weakening of the employment struc-

ture and the effects that would have

in Canada, particularly in those ser-

vice areas where female labour

predominates.

Maeots called for increased female

participation in the economy at all

levels, protection for part time work,

and urged young women to enter

"male" areas of study and work.
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Vic regents compromise on parity report
ia Board of Regents has facultv. Sh,rW0 ^ ... . .
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The Victoria Board of Regents has
reached a compromise on the im-
plementation of its mini-CUG
report.

A special committee will be
established to put into effect those
recommendations of the document
which do not require a change in the
university of Victoria College Act,
according to Vic student council
(VUSAC) president Gord Bames.
The committee, established last
week, will consist of two faculty
members, representatives each from

faculty, students and the board and
is to report within eight weeks.
The decision at a board meeting

two weeks ago came after repeated
pressure from VUSAC to implement
the mini-CUG proposal, which
recommended staff student parity
on the regents, in toto.

The board had argued that this
would require the passing of a new
University of Victoria College Act,
and that this would be undesirable!
since the government may not be
amenable to the structuring of the

Graduate Students' union

ELECTIONS
for the offices of

President
Vice-President
For the 1973-74 Academic Year
(1 MAY 1973-30 APRIL 1974)

WILL BE HELD ON FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1973
Nominations are now open, and must be received by 5 n m
Friday, March 9, 1973. Nomination forms and further
information are available at the Graduate Students' Union
Office, 16 Bancroft Ave. Phone 928-2391

top governing body as outlined in
mini-CUG.

Some fear that any move in the
Legislature might result in the ap-
pointment of government represen-
tatives to the board. The board
presently includes 22 church-
appointed regents on a board of 43.
In addition, there are other ties to
the church among regents, and the
board is self-perpetuating as it

chooses replacements for retiring
members.

VUSAC in turn has argued that the
recently released Committee on
Post-Secondary Education Report
(COPSEO) report calls for "signifi-
cant representation" of students and
faculties on such bodies.

Barnes says he is "not at all

happy" with the regents' response to
the report, but is accepting it.

VUSAC appointed him and vice-

president Debra Lewis to the
committee.

Due to a lack of consensus on
some legal points, the board post-
poned its decision on the im-
plementation of tenure at Vic until
its next meeting.

The dispute centres on the
provincial Statuatory Powers
Procedures Act, which regulates,
among other things, the power of
tribunals, and could make tenure
officially illegal. However there is

disagreement on whether a uni-
versity, since it is based on a royal
charter, is subject to this sort of

institutional law.

An amendment, which was tabled
due to difficulty in phrasing, could
nullify the effect of the tenure mo-
tion if it were passed, according to
VUSAC education commissioner
Rick Gregory.

The amendent would allow firing
of tenured faculty for economic
reasons, in addition to the present
grounds of gross incompetence or
moral laxity.

"This is the only conceivable
reason under which they might act
anyway", said Gregory. "Given the
careful selection process and the
nature of the subjects taught here, I
don't think they would fire anyone
for any other reason."

Explanations to division heads
delay budget, claims Evans

By JOHN CAMPBELL
U of T president John Evans

blamed the two-month delay in the
publication of 1973-74 university

budget on "the very complex set of
salary recommendations", that had
to be explained to each of the uni-
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versity's division heads. Each head
receives preliminary statements they
received after final approval of the
budget was given by the Governing
Council last December.
The budget was made public last

night.

"A good deal of the time," Evans
said, "has beioi spent developing the
right kind of letter to be sent to the
division heads to tell them how to

pass their recommendations into

practice."

The budget is prepared by a
special committee of the Governing
Council which establishes a set of

spending targets for each division of

the university. These guidelines are
then used by the division heads to

compile the final estimates of ex-

penditures for the year which are
submitted for approval to the Gover-
ning Council in the spring.

Student member of the budget
committee, Paul Cadario said he felt

there has been "undue delay" in the
publication of the document. He
agreed with Evans that the "matter
of wording" was a crucial factor

causing the time lapse, but non-
etheless, the report, he declared
"should have been out long ago."
Executive committee member

Brain Morgan concurred with
Cadario's objection to the delay,

saying "It doesn't take two months
to write those letters." He
speculated, without elaborating, that
"political considerations" may have
held up release of the report,

One "political consideration" that
has already leaked out is a cut of 22
per cent in the Advisory Bureau
budget, necessitating firing one of
the three bureau staff. Internal af-

fairs vice-president Jill Conway and
the bureau is working out possible
ways of averting the layoffs.

As well, faculty salaries have been
restricted to a 3.5 per cent raise.

In spite of the difficulties involved
in presenting the budget to divisione
heads, Evans stated that he was
pleased with the final form of it's

recommendations.

Describing the document as

people-oriented, he said, "The
budget has emphasized people and
the support of people rather than
non-people resources on campus.
Certain elements of this are
desirable, very desirable."

The budget was developed in

camera between July and
December, 1972, when it was ap-
proved by the Governing Council.
The Business Affairs and Planning
and Resources Committees held in

camera meetings on it.
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High food costs due to monopolies, says NFU
OTTAWA (CUP) - Monopoly

control of the food industry is one of

the major contributors to high food

prices, representatives of the

National Farmers Union told the

Parliamentary Committee on food

costs last Tuesday.

"A few firms are transacting the

bulk of the business in the country,"

NFU president Roy Atkinson said.

"They have the leverage to decide

how products are delivered to the

consumer, and how they are

received from the farmer. This is a

power bloc that you're dealing

with."

Atkinson pointed to a 1963 U.S.

Federal Trade Commission ruling

which prohibited the Kraft Corpora-

tion from acquiring any more com-

panies until 1972. In 1967 the FTC
moved to forbid Kraft acquisitions

after 1972. "At the same time,

Canada has allowed Kraft to take

Over much of its own dairy in-

dustry," Atkinson said.

"You mean there's no competition

in the food industry?" Liberal MP
Ross Witcher asked dubiously.

Witcher (a wealthy farmer from

Ontario's Bruce Peninsula) claimed

that overcapacity in the food

retailing outlets indicates too much
competition exists in the industry.

Atkinson denied the point, saying

the gross overcapacity of food

retailers demands immediate
government control to ensure ef-

ficient use of resources. He said food

store chains build more stores than

necessary (in some areas of western

Canada economists have estimated

overcapacity at about 80 percent),

therefore making inefficient use of

their labour.

"With overexpansion and under-

utilisation of your resources, you

can expect low productivity."

Atkinson said labour unions can't

be blamed for increased food prices,

because management has chosen to

use labour inefficiently in its search

for profits. For example. Dominion
Stores Limited, (owned by the giant

Argus Corporation), is buirding two

new supermarkets in Thunder Bay,

Ontario, a centre with more than

Group calls for coffee boycott

A boycott of Angolan coffee has

been called in support of the

Angolan people's struggle for in-

dependence from Portugal.

The Ottawa-based Southern Africa

Information Group (SA1G) is urging

consumers not to buy instant coffees

distributed by General Foods,

Nestles and Standard Brands. The
group says the three companies use

Angolan coffee in their instant

brands.

According to a SAIG information

pamphlet, taxes in Angolan coffee

profits are spent by the Portuguese

government on war activities against

Angolan and other African in-

dependence movements in th Por-

tuguese colonies. The boycott is also

a protest against the use of forced

labor to harvest coffee.

The instant brands on the boycott

list are: Yuban, Maxim, Maxwell

House, Sanka. Brim, Nescafe, Tas-

ter's Choice and Chase and Sanborn.

Alternative brands are: Red Rose,

Top value. Pride of Arabia, High
Park,- Two Cup, Super Value

Brands, Kadana, Food City, Dixon's,

Mulken's, Sterlling, Stuart, Pells

and Dailv Grange.

Canada imports one-eight of its

green coffee supply from Angola;

only Brazil supplies more. -SAIG
estimates the Portuguese govern-

ment uses at least $20.8 million

annually in taxes from coffee profits

for the war effort. Trade with

Canada supplies over one million

dollars of these taxes.

enough food retailers already.

NFU executive secretary Stuart

Thiessen told the committee that

Loblaws Groceterias, owned by the

giant Weston empire, plans to close

400 stores.

Atkinson said . that as food

conglomerates spread their

operations into more aspects of the

industry, consumer prices increase

because the corporations have more
"profit centres", one at each stage of

the production process. Vertical in-

tegration explains much of the mark-

up between the price paid to farmers

and the price charged to consumers.

The NFU spokesmen made clear

that higher farm prices aren't

necessarily incongruous with lower

consumer prices and decent labour

wages.

Former NFU organizer Alf

Gleave, now a New Democratic Par-

ty MP, told his committee
colleagues that while food
processors are guaranteed stable

prices for farm products, the con-
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sumer is at the mercy of the cor-

porations' price regulating.

The NFU appearance was
followed by testimony from the

Canadian Cattlemen's Association

which claimed that "far from being

an undesirable system, it is free

enterprise system which has been

responsible for a 50 percent increase

in the production and quality of

beef.

People who are outraged at the

high price of beef in Canadian stores

will be interested in the cattlemen's

declaration that "the Canadian con-

sumer buys more beef per unit of

income than people in any other

country with the possible exception

of the United States."
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Three significant games were
played in the final week of regular

season interfaculty basketball play.

Vic clinched first place in Division

IB with a 44-41 decision over Erin-

dale, while PHE B nipped SGS 69-68

to guarantee itself a spot in the

playoffs. Meanwhile, Law appeared
ominously strong, crushing St.

Mike's A 70-59.

With Vic trailing 41-40 and less

than a minute to play, Andre Ezers

stole an errant Erindale pass and
converted it into a lay-up to send Vic

ahead for good. Seconds later, Erin-

dale missed an opportunity to score

and Vic went into a deep freeze.

Ezers scored another two points

during the stall to end up with 16 for

the game.

Other scorers for Vic included Joe
Kastelic, the Don Mills dart thrower

(10 points), and Paul Mims (10).

Meanwhile, Al Nikrosius, the leading

candidate for rookie-of-the-year

honours, potted 17 points for. Erin-

dale, and Jimmy Walker hooped 10.

Last Monday at 5 pm, a ferocious

contest developed between SGS and
PHE B for the right to the last

playoff spot in Division IB. Both
teams opened up with zone
defences, but SGS had to soon switch

to a man to man to stay in the game.
After SGS' changeover to the man to

man, the game was in doubt until

PHE B's Rick Ward scored two key

Vic leads Div IB; Law spring in IA
baskets in the final minute of play
Rich hooped 13 points while team-

mates Gary Boguski and Cor Doret,
the non-stop train, were scoring 11
points apiece. Content to bomb PHE
B's zone from downtown, SGS had
three scorers in double figures. Steve
Silberling (22 points), Ron Johnson
(16), and Jim Maroosis, the bearded

Brooklynite (11) were instrumental
in keeping SGS within striking dis-

tance all game.
The Law-St. Mike's game Tuesday

could have been a preview of this

year's final. Law, having won six in a
row prior to this game, seemed
devastating as it easily handled St.

Mike's.

SMC's Larry Trafford acquired
three quick fouls, and this could be
viewed as the turning point in the
game. With Trafford on the bench in
foul trouble, Law completely con-
trolled the tempo of the game.
Al Sternberg and Jamie Halfnight

were the leading point getters for
Law with 27 and 10, respectively.

Meanwhile. Tom Campana and Traf-
ford scored 10 points each for St.

Mike's.

If one were looking for a trend in

the interfac struggles, it would
appear that Law is hitting its stride
at the right time, and, at this time, is

the best team in interfaculty play.

sportalk

SKIING!
CHEAP!
At Blue Mountain,

Fri., Mar. 9, 7:15 a.m.

Tickets: $7.00

(includes tow and transportation)

Pay in advance at SAC Office

— U of T Ski Bums Anon.
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Hockey Blues' captain Gord
Davies has been voted the Dafoe
Trophy by his team-mates as the
team's most valuable player during
the 1972-73 season. Davies is in his
graduating year in Engineering and
has played three seasons with Varsi-
ty after leaving the Toronto
Marlboros in the OHA Junior A
league basketball Blues Most
Valuable Player for the season is

center and co-captain Dave Watt.
Watt led the Blues in scoring, and his

181 points was fifth in the OUAA
Eastern Section the Blues
swimming team will attempt to
regain their CIAU title this weekend
in Calgary at the first ever joint

men's and women's national in-

tercollegiate championships
meanwhile, back in Toronto the U of
T track team will attempt to repeat
its outdoor victory of last fall at the
OUAA indoor championships
tomorrow at the CNE
Coliseum OUAA judo cham-
pionships are at, York
tomorrow U of T's alpine

skiers will be at Collingwood today
for their second to last meet of the
season Michael Penman was
awarded the Sidney Earle Smith
Trophy this week as the most out-
standing Intramural athlete in his

graduating year at U of T. In his

years at the university Mike has been

involved in numerous events and
activities in athletics including:

President of the Faculty of Law Ath-
letic Association, Chairman of the

Ontario Law School Association

Athletic Championships, hockey
chairman for the Faculty of Law
Athletic Association, one of the

three student members on the Pre-
sident's Committee on the New Ath-
letic Building, Hockey Review Board
member, Intramural Sports Com-
mittee member, UTAA vice-presi-

dent, UTAA Athletic Directorate

vice-chairman and member of the
executive committee

Blues head for season win 19,

meet Waterloo tonight at Arena
University of Toronto hockey

Blues will play second place Western
Section finishers Waterloo Warriors
tonight at 6:30 pm at Varsity Arena.
Varsity advanced to the semi-finals

by defeating York University
Yeomen 8-2 Tuesday night.

In three other games against
traditional rivals Waterloo this

season Blues won by a narrow 4-3

margin in double overtime in the
Hockey Canada tournament early in

November. 5-3 in exhibition play in

Waterloo, and finally 7-3 in regular
season play in Toronto.

Although Blues won all three
games, Waterloo appears to be back
in good form, defeating Guelph 7-0

in quarter-final play Tuesday night.
In the other quarter-final game in

the Western Section of the OUAA,
Western dominated Windsor 7-1.

The other Eastern Section

quarter-final game saw Laurentian
narrowly defeat Queen's 5-4 in over-
time play in Sudbury.

Blues will be looking for their 19th
win this evening at Varsity Stadium.
Western plays Laurentian at 9 pm
for the other OUAA final playoff
spot.

The winners of tonight's two
games meet tomorrow at 8 pm for

the Queen's Cup, with the victor

travelling to Edmonton for the two-
out-of-three semi-final prior to the
national championship game in

Toronto March 17th.
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Our misteok
We erroneously reported

Wednesday that SAC is reluctant to

oblige in a return match hockey
game with The Varsity. Another

game is being organized by Services

and Communications Assistant
Peter Milic.

ATHLETIC DIRECTORATE ELECTIONS FOR 1973-74

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14TH. 1973

Closing Date For Nominations — Monday March !2th, 1973 — 5:00 P.M.
To be eligible for nomination a student must be in the second or higher year, but not in his final year at the

University. There will be one ballot only under which 121 members of the electoral body (composition available in the
Athletic Office) will vote for one candidate for each of three groups as follows:

Group "A" Basketball, Football, Hockey
Groub "B" Sports other than those specified in Group "A"
Group "C" College and Faculty Athletic Associations
The votes will be tallied under group headings and the elected representatives to the Athletic Directorate declared

as follows:

The two nominees polling the highest number of votes in Group "A"
The two nominees polling the highest number of votes in Group "B"
The nominee polling the highest number of votes in Group "C"
(The second representative in this group Is appointed by the Intramural Sports Committee —

see next paragraph)
In addition to the five students elected as set out above, there is one student appointment from The Students'

Administrative Council and one student appointed by the Intramural Sports Committee to make a total of seven
student representatives upon the Athletic Directorate.

The basic aims of the Athletic Association are set out formally in Article 1 of its constitution reading as follows'

"The Association shall be called the University of Toronto Athletic Association, and its object shall be the
encouragement of athletic sport, the promotion of physical education, the provision of recreation for its

members and the maintenance of the highest standard of amateur sport".

The Athletic Directorate, as the controlling body for athletics at the University, meets twice a month during the
academic year and deals with a wide range of athletic matters upon which decisions are required. A good deal of this
business is considered in committee, all committees having student representation. . ,

Students elected to the Athletic Directorate are expected to attend the formal meetings unless there is good
reason for absence; also they are expected to take their share of the committee work. A student member may quite
properly bring any matter before the Directorate which his constituents wish to have discussed.

Each nominee for election to the Directorate may submit a written policy statement which he is entitled to send to
all members of his electoral body. This is the recommendation of the student committee which revised the method of
election of student representatives.

D.C. TINKER, Secretary
University of Toronto Athletic Association.
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Admin does not

support athletics
Today we begin a series on men's

athletics at the University of Toronto, and,

more specifically, the trouble the program

is in and why. We start by looking at the

power structure of the University of Toron-

to Athletic Association and its relation to

the administration of the university.

The administration of the University of

Toronto pays nothing toward the athletic

program at the university. By neglecting

athletics the administration ignores what

many people consider to be a legitimate

area of the educational program.

And failing to subsidize the 'athletics'

side of the university community, the ad-

ministration is slowly starving the program

to death.

By virtue of the existing structure and

the lack of recourse for effective change,

the administration is controlling an area of

university life which virtually pays for

itself.

In fact, the University of Toronto

Athletic Association budget for 1972-73

shows that students pay for over 50 per

cent of the total operating costs of men's

athletics. Of a total budget of $341,421,

students paid $201,901.

Although this budget is set on the

recommendation of the UTAA and ad-

ministered by that body, it is ultimately

controlled by Simcoe Hall and the uni-

versity auditor and Assistant Vice-

President Frank Stone, and the Vice-

President and Provost Don Forster.

Composition of the Athletic Directorate

Briefly, what is involved in the governing

structure of the men's UTAA is the

Athletic Directorate itself, composed of 20
members, only seven of which are student

representatives from the athletic com-

munity. Moving up the ladder we find the,

executive committee of the Directorate

and, finally, at the top of the organizational

pyramid, the Governing Council (The UTAA

falls under the campus services portfolio

headed by Jnternal Affairs vice-president

Jill Conway.)

By the terms of the UTAA constitution,

"subject to the authority of the Governing

Council all matters concerning the Athletic

Association shall be under the control of a

Directorate."

Student representation on the

Directorate consists of five elected

members, one member from the Students'

Administrative Council, and one member

appointed by and from the Intramural

Sports Committee.

Other members include seven

representatives from teaching or senior

administrative staff of the university (ap-

pointed by the President), the President of

the university, two representatives elected

annually by the Advisory Board, the Direc-

tor of the University Health Service, the

Director of Athletics, and the Assistant

Director.

Officers of the Directorate include an

Honorary President (the President of the

university ex-officio), a president, elected

annually by the non-student Directorate

members, a vice-president, elected annual-

ly by the student Directorate members, the

Director of Athletics, appointed by the

Directorate, but subject to the approval of

the Governing Council. The secretary is the

assistant director (administration) of the

UTAA, and is appointed by the Directorate

subject to the approval of the Governing

Council.

Functions of the Directorate

Director of the University Health

Service George Wodehouse is president of

the Directorate this year. It is not clear

why or how the UTAA constitution enables

the director of a university health service

to become the president of a

body overseeing the operation of an

athletics program.

Wodehouse presides at all Directorate

meetings and "signs with the appropriate

officers all contracts negotiated by the

Association within its powers". He is also

the enforcer of the Association's rules and

has general supervision over the affairs of

the Association.

In effect, the president has a fair

amount of power, mainly in the area 'of

financial matters.

On the other hand, Director of Athletics

Dalt White has little power within the

terms of reference of the constitution, and

mainly fulfills an administrative role.

Under the provisions of the constitution

he is responsible for "the general supervi-

sion and co-ordination of the Athletics

Program conducted by the Association,"

and the arrangement and completion of all

intercollegiate schedules. White must also

supervise and control all full-time, part-

time, or honorary coaches, instructors, and

trainers. However, he is not empowered to

decide positions, but can only "make

recommendations to the Directorate for

the engagement or termination of service

of all coaching and instructional staff," and

"recommends payment" of salaries or

honoraria he considers-"adequate.

The position-of vice-president, — this

year held by law student Michael Penman
— is totally powerless. Penman is only

abre to preside over meetings in

Wodehouse's absence. Only a non-student

member is empowered to sign contracts in

Wodehouse's absence.

Assistant director (administration)

David Tinker is responsible for "the co-

ordination and general supervision of all

administrative functions of the UTAA
other than those coming under the jurisdic-

tion of the Director of Athletics." Tinker

also co-ordinates and supervises all ad-

ministrative functions of the UTAA other

athletics?

The upper gym in Hart House is indirectly controlled from Simcoe Hall.

than those under White's jurisdiction.

He is also responsible for "the general

direction, supervision, and control" of both

Varsity Stadium and Arena with respect to

"rentals to outside organizations, the ad-

mission of the general public, and the

proper maintenance of the grounds and

buildings".

Tinker also "supervises and directs" the

UTAA accounts, including "the collection,

banking and disbursing within the budget

approved by the (Governing Council) of all

monies accruing to the (UTAA) from fees,

gate receipts and other sources." Along

with Wodehouse he "signs all contracts

negotiated by the Association within its

powers."

in addition, Tinker must
,
prepare

financial statements and the UTAA
budget, "and such other information as

may be required" by Executive Vice-

President and Provost Don Forster. The

accounts, must, in turn, be submitted to

the university auditor, who later presents

his report to the Directorate.

Executive Committee

The UTAA Directorate also has a select

decision-making, 'Executive Committee',

composed of the Directorate president

(Wodehouse) as chairman, the Directorate

vice-president (Penman), three non-

student members, the athletic director

(White) and the assistant director (ad-

ministration) (Tinker).

The executive committee studies "such

matters as may from time to time be

necessary", and makes recommendations

to the Directorate. The seven members
have the "power to act in such matters

that require a decision before the date of

the next meeting of the Directorate. They

also consider and recommend to the Direc-

torate the annual financial budget of the

association.

The Athletic Directorate must consider

the budget, based on that presented to

and passed by the Executive Committee at

its annual budget meeting (no later than

April 30). When adopted, the assistant

director (administration) must forward the

budget for approval - to the Governing

Council through the assistant vice-

president of the university.

Comparison with other universities

As we have tried to show through other

articles in the past few weeks, there are

structures at other universities —
specifically Queen's and Waterloo —
where students have been or are in the

process of being given voting power
representative of their financial con-

tribution to the athletic program.

At Queen's, a student majority (of those

students involved in athletics) is

guaranteed, and at Waterloo steps are

being taken to provide a majority. Even the

women's directorate at the Benson
Building contains a majority of women
student athletes (15 out of 22 members).

At the University of Toronto there is a

preponderance of administrators and
faculty members on a directorate set up to

control and regulate men's athletics. The
students — those who have the greatest

interest in the program — have no effec-

tive means of changing a structure con-

trolling the program which they pay for.

The administration of the university

appears to have accepted the status quo
of the athletics structure, and although the

need for change has been recognized by
Simcoe Hall, athletics is apparently very
low on the administration's list of
priorities.

Monday: Budgetary difficulties, busi-

ness enterprises with extra-university

connections.

Bob Gauthier



Negotiations

break down
at math sit-in

THE

By BOB BETTSON
Occupying students met Friday with

associate math chairman Ray Vanstone in

what proved to be a futile attempt to gain

some break in negotiations which appear to be

The math students decided last night to

continue their occupation indefinitely. The
occupation of the fourth floor outer office of

department chairman George Duff is entering

its seventh day with no end in sight.

The students, according to steering com-
mittee member Carver Scobie, are going

to remain "until our demands are met, in-

cluding a restructuring of the math depart-

ment to include students in decision-making

and the rehiring of the three professors whose
contracts were not renewed," Stephen Salaff,

David Spring and Michael Mather.

Scobie stated that the occupation has raised

a lot of interest and concern for remodeling

the department to serve the needs of the

students.

In a discussion after the Vanstone meeting,

which was also attended by math professors

Peter Rosenthal and Ed Barbeau, the oc-

cupants decided to continue until their

demands are granted.

They set up a steering committee comprised
of Arts and Science Student Union fieldworker

Dave Depoe, students Bill Edwards, Andy
Carder, Susan Goldberg and Scobie.

Students were told at the Friday noon
meeting with Vanstone that they would not be
recognized in negotiations. The associate

chairman also said that while he had
rconunended Salaff for reappointment and
thought he was a good teacher, be could not

discuss the case because of the possibility of

prejudicing formal appeal procedures.

He was supported in this by Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee chairman Ed
Barbeau, who while sympathetic to Salaff,

said he recognized the official channels of

appeal.

Rosenthal, however, said that the

occupation had brought about the serious

discussion that was "inconceivable" in the

department before. He said Salaff had done
"me a fantastic favour and he's done you (the

students) a fantastic favour."

The students rejected the department's

offerings, charging that "legitimate channels,
''

were useless and haven't achieved anything in

the four month campaign. They questioned
the legitimacy of any present committees on
hiring, firing and tenure because of the total

absence of student input
Though Salaff publicly stated that he was

willing to have all confidential information

made public, Vanstone avoided talking about
details of specific cases.

The occupation continued through the

weekend with varying numbers of students,

SAC presidential candidates Bob Anderson,

Chuck Vlckery and Heather Ridout appeared
but only Ridout of the United Socialist slate

stayed a significant length of time.

Also among the occupiers were supporters

of the Reform Slate for Governing Council.

On Sunday morning, students listened to

speakers from the Universite du Quebec a
Montreal, Trent and Brock Universities detail

struggles at their campuses.
Charles Lee from Brock warned students

not "to get suckered into committees". He
explained how the Brock occupation had been
ended when a parity committee of 12 people
was set up to look at questions raised by the

occupation. The Brock occupation also dealt

with arbitrary firings.

Therese Faubert, from the strike-bound U
du Quebec explained how students sbut down
the Montreal campus for over a month.
According to Faubert, the mass meetings

have replaced the traditional student govern-

ment and for the first time since 1969 a
province-wide student movement is forming.

All this in spite of what she said were strong

efforts by the university administration to

suppress the strike through the use of riot

police, suspensions, injunctions and other

threats.

"The struggle can only go forward," she
concluded. Faubert then voiced her solidarity

with the occupation and returned to Montreal
for a crucial rally.

The occupation has received support from
all over the U of T campus. It has already been
supported by the Victoria University Students

Administrative Council, the Graduate
Students Union, the Arts and Science Student

Union, the Erindale students council, the

Innis student society, and the Political

Economy, Math-Physics and Sociology course

Occupiers plan to have math tutoring 24

hours a day and speak to math classes in an
effort to get students to raise their demands at

undergraduate curriculum committee meet-
ings Tuesday at 11 am and again at 3 pro

A Sid Smith rally is being arranged for

Wednesday to have the leaders of the Univer-

site du Quebec student strike speak on their

struggle.

There appears to be no threat of police

action, according to Internal Affairs Com-
mittee chairman Paul Cadario. He also feels

the occupation would not be prohibited by the

discipline code being proposed to the Gover-

ning Council.

Students are also raising the issue of the

weighting of first year exams. Salaff claims he

was fired at least partially because of a dispute

about the heavy weight given to first year

exams.

Salaff advocates a grading system with more
weight on term or exam work which ever the

student does better.
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Students, faculty discuss strategy at Friday meeting outside occupied office.

Cops were

not at sit-in

A Varsity story Friday incorrectly implied

that Metro police met with campus police

Thursday to discuss the student occupation of

the math department offices. In fact, the

police were on campus in regard to a New
College bomb scare.

The confusion about the reason Metro
police Were on campus arose after math
student Kevin McQuillan overheard the of-

ficers telephoning campus police from New
College and followed them to U of T police

headquarters in the Borden Building. When
McQuillan called internal affairs vice-

president Jill Conway about the police

presence on campus, her secretary told him
Conway was "dealing with that matter right

now", apparently meaning to refer to the

unpublicized bomb scare and not the math

department sit-in.

The Varsity regrets the inaccurate

impression created by its publication of the

story, compounded by a headline which went
further than the story to state the police had
been meeting about the math occupation.

Varsity reporters did, however, try un-
successfully Thursday afternoon and evening

to reach Conway.

In another math sit-in inaccuracy. The
Varsity's Wednesday report said more than

300 students initially occupied the math
department offices. Although more than 300

students attended the rally preceding the rally

and most of them were still around to vote in

favour of the occupation, only about 100 of

them actually began the sit-in.

Students at U du Q vote to end strike
MONTREAL (CUPI) — While

bouncers armed with baseball

bats patrol corridors, students at

the Universite du Quebec a Mon-
treal are returning to classes

today in the wake of a concerted

offensive by the administration to

break their five week strike

Students faced with threaten-

ed cancellation of their school

year, voted a t a general assem-

bly yesterday to return to

classes and continue their battle

against the administration and its

new fee policies along different

lines - The new fee policies would

force the expulsion of many
students who are unable to pay.

Despite an injunction against

the strike obtained two weeks ago

by the administration, few
courses were held last week.

Students and teachers boycotted

classes in protest against the

injunction.

But, threatened with fines and

salary cutoffs, the teachers voted

last Thursday to return to classes.

The administration, at the

same time, announced that the

school year was extended until

May 25, and that any courses not

resumed immediately would be

cancelled.

This tactic, it was pointed out

in yesterday's meeting, would

divide students course by course,

activity by activity.

To ensure that the university

remains 'open' and classes are

held, the administration went so

far as to hire professional

bouncers (reportedly at 150

dollars a day) to patrol the balls

and to deal with 'disruptions'.

Students claimed that some
bouncers carried baseball bats.

Despite these intimidations

and threats, few classes were

given on Friday and over 1500

students, from UQAM, Universi-

te de Montreal, and several

CEGEPS, demonstrated that

morning in a march to the Palais

de Justice. In rows of seven or

eight, the protesters at one point

covered all of St. Lawrence
Boulevard from Sherbrooke to

Ontario Streets.

The students rallied near the

Palais de Justice to hear short

speeches by lawyer Robert
Lemieux and sociologist Charles

Gagnon condemning the collu-

sion between the university and
the state's judicial and police aim.

Meanwhile, inside the court

buddings, judge E. Martel agreed

to prolong the administration's

injunction to prevent picketing

until tonight. He also refused to

hear the pleas of the teachers'

and workers' union against the

injunction until they were
presented in writing.

The unions maintain that the

mjuction, directed against not
only eleven students and COPE,

the students' strike coordinating

committee, but also 'all non-

designated persons' who support

the strike, is a flagrant violation

of their right to strike.

Court hearings will resume

today, as the administration

seeks to make the injuction

permanent
It was in this context of

intimidation and threatened
cancellation of their school year

that the UQAM students voted

yesterday to return to classes.

The resolution finally accepted

by the assembly took into account

that the 'university and the

government refuse to recognize

COPE and the general assembly

because they fear the recognition

of a militant student movement
which- can disturb their 'social

peace' and that 'the state cannot

allow the students to organize on
an autonomous base and ally

themselves with the workers' and

teachers' movements'.

In returning to classes, the

students are aware, as the resolu-

tion points out, 'that we haven't

yet achieved our main demand
for the non-exclusion of students

for financial reasons'. But the

resolution made it very clear that

the struggle against the fee

policies will continue, especially

next September.

The five-week strike was far

from a total failure. Its very

length was a testimony to the

strength of the students'

resistance against university and
government pressure.

The students were able to force

the administration to repeatedly

delay its fee deadlines.

They were able to compel the

government to postpone for at

least one year its province-wide

policy which had precipitated the

strike.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Creative Writing Fellowships: Vic students

who want to write a dramatic play or musical ate

invited to apply for a grant to finance the work.

See Richard Partridge, VUSAC office, from 9 am
to 4:30 pm. Deadline for applications is March

30th.

Come and join the Math occupation on the

fourth floor, Sidney Smith. There will be math

tutoring, conversation, music, organizing etc. If

reform in the math department is to happen we
need people to help with class visits, petitioning,

lea fie ting etc

10 am
Blood donor clinic in Victoria College.

"Everyone is welcome. Till 4 pm.

noon

All candidates meeting for Victoria College

SAC reps in Wymilwood Terrace Room.

Meeting of the U of T Women for Abortion

Law Repeal. All are welcome. At the Film Room,'

Innis College.

2 pm
Stop the Student Surcharge Committee

members. Denise Havers and Rhonda Fleming,

will be fighting against charges brought against

them by the U of T in courtroom 33 Old City

Hall.

4 pm
Combined Departments of English Council

Meeting in BCD Upper Brennan, St. Michael's

College.

Prol. Christina Roberts speaks to graduate

students on "Literature and Language in the

Academy", Sponsored by the Graduale French

Association. At the Women's Union, 79 St.

George Street.

630 phi

Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5

pm at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

Hillel's UJA Telethon at UJWF 150 Beverley

Street, To volunteer please call Hillel House.

Room 202. Galbraith Building, Round-table

on Latin America in the 70's: political conflict,

the role of the military, and economic
dependence and underdevelopment, featuring

Professors Fernando H. Cardoso, Brasilian Cen-

tre of Analysis and Planning, Sao Paulo; Julio

Cotler. Institute of Peruvian Studies, Lima; and

Osvaldo Sunkel, Latin American Institute of

Economic and Social Planning, Santiago, Chile.

At Room 202, Galbraith Building.

Free Jewish University: "The Jewish Woman",
At the Library in the BBVO Building, 15 Hove

Street, (near Bathurst and Sheppard).

8 pm
Open Meeting tonight of the Hart House

Amateur Radio Club. Ray Camovale. P. Eng. will

speak on 'Broadcast Antennas and Transmit-

ters' in the Bickersteth Room. Refreshments will

be served.

Advanced conversational Hebrew. At Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

930 pm
Beginners conversational Hebrew. At Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

TUESDAY
11 am

"The National Integration of Underdeveloped
France": seminar by Professor Eugen Weber,

University of California, Los Angeles. At Room
3050 Sidney Smith.

noon

The SAC presidential slate and the

engineering candidates from the Stop the Stu-

dent Surcharge Committee Slate will be
speaking at the all-candidates meeting in Room
135. Old Physics Building.

There will be a Baha'i fireside today in Sidney

Smith. 2047. All are welcome.

Latin America in the 70's: All interested

students are invited to an informal discussion

with two prominent specialists in Latin American
affairs — Fernando H. Cardoso of Brazil and
Julio Cotler of Peru. Coffee will be provided. At
the International Student Centre, Till 2 pm.

1 pm
Vic VCF meets in Woodger Room (Basement

of Old Vic). Guest speaker will be Dr. D'Sena. All

are welcome.

3 pm
There will be a special meeting of the

Graduate French Association to hear the report

of the committee studying the comprehensive

exams, and to decide on recommendations for

change. At Room 305C, UC,

4 pm
"The Role of the Writer in the Chinese

Communist Party", a lecture by Professor Merle

Goldman of the Department of History. Boston

University, At Room 202, Galbraith BIdg,. 35 St,

George Street.

4:30 pm
Victoria College public lecture: "Heinrich

Schliemann and Greek Archeology". Professor

James W. Boake Department of Classics, Vic-

toria College, will speak in the Lecture Hall,

Room 3, New Academic Building, victoria

College.

Alfred Kazin, Professor of English, at State

University of New York at Stony Brook will speak

on "American Writers and American Power: The

Response and the Dilemma". At Room 2158.

Medical Sciences Building.

530 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship: the general

meeting this week will include a time of sharing

and fellowship. Supper is at 6:30 pm. The

meeting is held every week in Wymilwood's

Music Room. Everyone is welcome.

630 pm
Hillel Kosher supper: please reserve by 5 pm

at Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.

Hillel's UJA Telethon at UJWF at 150 Beverly

Street. Please call in if you want to volunteer to

the Hillel House.

7 pm
Beginners Guitar Workshop. At Hillel House.

186 St, George Street.

730 pm
I NX 260. Women Oppression and Liberation

Interdisciplinary Studies, panel discussion of

single parent and welfare families. At the

College of Education auditorium, Spadina and

Bloor.

8:15 pm
Advanced guitar workshop. At Hillel House,

186 St. George Street.

9 pm
La Troupe 368 presente "Les Batisseurs

d'Emptre" de Boris Vlan au U.C. Playhouse, 79A

St. George Street. Entree gratuite.

Classes may be cut

for study of report
Classes will probably be cancelled

Tuesday, March 13, for a "Day of

Study" on the report of the Commis-

sion on Post-Secondary Education in

Ontario (COPSEO).

Vice-president Don Forster said

yesterday that, acting on a SAC
request, he had sent a letter to each

faculty, requesting that classes' be

cancelled between 11 am and 2 pm.

"The issue now is determining

what members of the Wright Com-
mission will speak," said SAC vice-

president John Helliwell, who is

organizing the Day of Study. SAC is

waiting for a reply from former

commission chairman Doug Wright

on whether or not he will speak.

SAC and the U of T Faculty

Association are co-sponsoring the

Day of Study. The Alumni Associa-

tion, the Graduate Students Union,

and the Association of Part-time

Undergraduate Students have all en-

dorsed the plans.

SAC will receive a $2,500 grant

from the Ministry of College and

Universities to publish and dis-

tribute SAC's 30 page version of the

COPSEO report, Helliwell said. He
hopes that 30,000 copies of the precis

will be distributed across the

province.

SSSC trials start today
Trials of two women arrested in

picket-line violence at U of T a
month ago will take place today.

Denise Havers, charged with

disturbing the peace, and Rhonda
Fleming, facing an assaulting police

charge, will appear in courtroom 33

of the Old City Hall. Crown Attorney

Applegath said he was not ready to

proceed last Friday. The trials were
then remanded until today.

Both women are members of the

Stop the Student Surcharge Com-
mittee, which demonostrated out-

side the university's fees office at 215

Huron Street February 1. When U of

T police attempted to keep access to

the building, which also houses the

personnel and other administrative

offices, open, shoving and righting

broke out.

Seven persons were arrested, most
SSSC members who were attempting

to persuade students not to pay their

second term fees instalments. They
were also supporting a group of

service workers who demanded
prohibition of layoffs.

Judge McMahon said Friday the

trial will definitely start today,

rather than being remanded again,

and ordered subpoenaed witnesses

to appear.

SHOUT has cheap dental aid
The Student Health Organization at U of T (SHOUT) has inexpensive

dental services available near the campus to students.

Each visit to the 64 Augusta Avenue office costs only three dollars, in

contrast to high professional dentist fees.

The service's hours are between 10 am and noon, 2 and 4 pm and 7 to 10
pm Mondays and Wednesdays. Appointments are necessary, and can be
made by calling 364-4107.

AN INVITATION

THE BOARD OF REGENTS AND THE SENATE
OF VICTORIA UNIVERSITY, TORONTO

invite you and your friends to be present at

The Installation of

GOLDWIN SYLVESl^R FRENCH, CD., IvI.A., Ph.D.

as President and Vice-Chancellor of Victoria University

on Thursday, the 8th day of March, nineteen-hundred and seventy-three

at eight thirty o'clock

in Convocation Hall, University of Toronto

Afterwards at a reception in Victoria College

=nee parking at
BS CHARLES ST. WEST

PAY PARKING. HURON ST.. WEST BIDE
113 ST. GEORGE ST.

ART GALLERY
THE TONY AND ELEANOR

PAINE EXHIBITION
GALLERY HOURS:

Monday. 11 a. m - 9 p.m.

Tunday to Saturday, 11 a.m. 5 p.m.

Sunday, 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

NOON HOUR
BLUES CONCERT

DOWNCHILD
Wednesday, March 7 12:00-2 p.m.

East Common Room, Hart Home

FILM SERIES:

MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS

TODAY
Le Corbusier

Oebates Room
1-2 p.m. & 7-8 p.m.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB

OPEN MEETING

MY Cfl RH OVALE, P. En(. ipeakinf

' "Sroadcait Antennii and Tianimltten

TONIGHT
BICKERSIETH ROOM, 1:00 P.M.

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

WEDNESDAY
CLASSICAL CONCERT

PAUL BRODIE
SM0PH0NE QUARTET

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7 8:30 P.M.

GREAT HALL

POETRY READING

JOE ROSENBLATT
WEDNESDAY MARCH 7 AT 1:10 P.M.

MUSIC ROOM. HART HOUSE

CHESS CLUB
LECTURE BY INTERNATIONAL MASTER,

LAWRENCE DAY

DEBATES ROOM
TUESDAY, MARCH 6 AT 7:30 P.M.

LIBRARY
EVENING
G.P. ELLIOTT

THURSDAY, MARCH S

HART HOUSE LIBERA RY, 8:00 I

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS,THURSDAYS

THIS WEEK: SWEET BLINDNESS
STARTS AT 8:30 P.M.

NICKELODEON
279 v

, -ri-j at Dundus Squa

aWPfVMN
BROS.

A glistening centre diamond
ranked by two shoulder stones in

a modern line-cut setting. $300.00
Registered Jeweller! American Gem
Society

we sell diamonds

CAnawiuuv BROS LIMITED. 261 Yonge St. (south of Dundas) 364-7664. Dia-
mond merchants lor 5 generations. Come in for yesterday's elegance and low
diamond prices. Diamond engagement rings lmm $75.00
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Task force member asked to resign
The Graduate Students Union has

called for the resignation of a

member of a presidential task force,

calling the method of his selection

"highly improper" and "a rebuke to

the GSU".
The union's recommended per-

sons for the task force on acade-

mic appointments were passed over

by president John Evans without

explanation, says GSU president

Wendy Le Blanc.

Le Blanc says she has nothing

against Byron Wall, the only

graduate student on the task force

individually, but has asked for his

resignation in a letter to Evans

because of what she describes as his

making "a farce out of student par-

ticipation in university affairs."

Evans admitted last night that

Wall's recommendation came from

the dean of graduate studies' office.

Assistant graduate dean F.A.

Sherk Thursday refused to comment

on the propriety of the move, calling

it "the president's business".

The president last night explained

there were a number of factors

involved in his choice, among them

the academic background of those

considered. It would be "un-
fortunate", he said, if too many
came from one division. He said he

wanted those task force members

with "the best qualifications."

He declined to comment on the

GSU letter until he had spoken to Le
Blanc.

In passing over two GSU
suggestions for the task force, Evans
violated a tacit understanding that

members of most similar com-
mittees be chosen from suggestions

by the constituency involved, par-

ticularly in the case of student
bodies. Le Blanc described the move
as "out of accord with what seemed
to be (Evans') philosophy of student
participation".

On several other occasions this

year, Evans and the administration
have chosen student governor Paul
Cadario to represent students or be
the sole student on important
bodies, usually without consulting

either the caucus of student Gover-
ning Council members or SAC.
Several times, SAC and individual

student governors have expressed

opposition to this practice.

The GSU threatens not to

participate in what it fears is a
"facade of legitimacy" in
recommending names in future.

"Each time we nave made a sub-

mission our names have been
refused," the ltter charges.

"To ignore the GSU places the

integrity of the committee and
yourself (Evans) in doubt."

In fact, Evans jjassed over the GSU
suggestions twice, not just once. His
first choice from among SGS dean

Ed Safarian's nominees, Jake Rice,

turned Evans down because of time
committments.

Although Evans rejected the GSU
suggestions, the only undergraduate

on the task force, SAC com-
munications commissioner Debra
Lewis, was among those SAC
suggested.

However, SAC president Eric

Miglin is still "not completely hap-

py" with the composition of the task

force, which has been asked to study

"the types, nature and review of

appointments appropriate to a

period approaching a "steady state'

of total enrolment." Tenure, "limits

to the size of the academic staff

establishment", and dismissal are

among a list of specific suggestions

for topics to be considered.

Miglin said the president's

decision to appoint only two
students was "unfortunate".

He said he wanted "another one or

two students" on the body.

The task force, to be chaired by
vice-president Don Forster, includes

she professors, two administrators

and one provincial government ap-

pointee to the Governing Council, in

addition to the two students.

SAC objected to initial reports last

month that the task force would
contain only one student, saying

there should be at least 20 students.

Some student governors objected

to the structure of the body as a

presidential task force, rather than a
committee responsible to the un-

iversity's representative and
authoritative body, the Governing
Council. They also complained about
the faculty-dominated nature of the

body, when it was to deal with such a

vital concern to students as teaching.

The task force was instructed by
Evans to make an initial report by
the end of June, in time to be
implemented in the 1974-75 budget,
which will be planned in the sub-
sequent six months.

Authors deny code will ban demos
The authors of a report on

discipline which may be approved by

the Governing Council next month
have denied it will prohibit all

peaceful demonstrations and sit-ins.

Internal Affairs Committee
chairman Paul Cadario, who co-

authored the report along with vice-

president Jill Conway, says he hopes
that any interpretation of it

prohibiting demonstrations is not

the intention of the Internal Affairs

Committee, which has approved it.

"It's definitely not my opinion",

he said, stating that, for example,

the current occupation of the
mathematics department offices

would not be prohibited. He thought

math chairman George Duff would
be permitted to enter his office.

Conway agreed last night that

peaceful demonstrations would not

be banned if the proposed code is

implemented. She also stressed the

liberal intentions of the committee.
Asked if the math occupation

would be permitted, she replied,

without directly answering the ques-
tion, "Classes are going on as usual."

As long as the academic functions

of the university were not impaired
enough to hurt its educational func-
tion, she felt a peaceful demonstra-
tion would be allowed.

In fact, the code specifically states

that "freedom of enquiry," which is

protected under the proposal, "en-
titles members of the university . .

.

to engage in peaceful demon-
strations."

However, it also prohibits "inten-
tional or reckless obstruction or

disruption or undue disturbance,
by any means, of teaching, research,

administration, disciplinary
proceedings, or any other authorized
activity on university premises".
The above is merely one of eight

examples of prohibited conduct.
Some students have interpreted

the clause to mean what they believe
H literally says, that any intentional
disruption of an activity such as

administration, for example the ad-
ministrative offices of the math
department, would be banned.
Cadario admits, although Conway

does not, that the wording of the
clause is "unfortunate" in thaUt is

open to interpretation. Internal Af-
fairs should "perhaps" consider
adding an interpretation to the
clause, or reword it at tomorrow's
meeting, he thought.

Should demonstrators be found
guilty of improperly dirsrupting the

"normal, vital functions" of the
university, according to the
proposals, they would face sanctions

ranging from fines to expulsions.

A tribunal, with a majority

composed of the accused's peers,

would act as judge.

Should the university admini-

stration decide that a demonstra-

tion was sufficiently disruptive

as to require the use of police to

break it up, Cadario feels under the

proposed code that a representative

body "such as the Internal Affairs

Committee or the Governing Coun-

cil" should be consulted. As well, a

warning should be given to the

demonstrators.

Cadario stressed that demon-
strators would not be found guilty

of any crime by the university

until a tribunal had so decided, even

if police were used.

However, those arrested in last

spring's breakup of the Simcoe Hall

demonstration found in court recent-

ly that as soon as the police were
called in, the demonstrators were
liable to charges of trespass, even

though the university later decided

not to press charges.

In addition, any university

member, not just the administra-

tion, can initiate a charge.

Cadario differentiated between

different types of protest and
whether or not they would be

allowed.

Demonstrations that "interfere in

a significant way with a small

number of people" would be

prohibited, he said.

Disruptions that interefere, again

in a significant way, with a large

number of people would also be

prohibited, he thought.

Along with the math occupation,

Cadario thought the two occupations

of Simcoe Hall, one last spring, the

other in 1970 in support of day care,

would not be prohibited, he said,

because they were not interfering

with vital administrative functions.

Each took place in the Senate

Chamber, which Cadario stressed

was not designated for alternative

use at the time.

However, in each case, Simcoe

Hall workers were sent home from

work by the administration. And,

last year, then-acting president

Jack Sword felt constrained to call in

Metro police to break up an occupa-

tion of less than 50 people, on Sun-

day morning.

Cadario pointed out that it is

unlikely that 100C|people, the max-
imum involved in last spring's oc-

cupation, would be charged with an

academic crime by the university.

"It's a matter of degreee," he

added, noting the wide support for

the protest.

Vickery can't occupy

two positions
SAC services commissioner Chuck Vickery is running for two

important campus posts although he would not be able to serve in both
positions simultaneously.

Vickery is running for SAC presidency, as well as for the Governing
Council. The SAC presidency is a full-time job, so the incumbent is

never a student in the year in which he serves. However, Governing
Council members must belong to the constituency which they are
elected to represent. A non-student, such as the SAC president, would
not be eligible.

Vickery has indicated that if he were elected SAC president, as well
as to Governing Council, he would resign his Governing Council
position by September 1, when he would officially cease being a
student.

Accordingly students voting to elect him to Governing Council must
do so with the expectation that he may well have to resign early in his

term, leaving them without representation until he was replaced.
Even then, his replacement would require considerable time to

leam the ropes of the Governing Council. Outgoing student governors
have stressed that newcomers should be as knowledgeable as possible
about the council.

Similarily, those supporting him for the SAC presidency do so in the
knowledge that he may be devoting part of his energies to the
Governing Council.

Student governor Paul Cadario, also an engineer, has called Vickery
"extremely irresponsible" for running for both positions at once, when
he knows he would not be able to serve in them both. (Cadario is

backing Bob Anderson for the SAC presidency.)

Mike Naemsch, running for Governing Council on the Reform Slate,

has come up against a similar technicality. He is a student in the

Faculty of Education, in which students remain for only one year. This

means that he would no longer be a student by the time his term
commenced, were he to be elected.

He points out, however, that this rule effectively leaves Faculty of

Education students disenfranchised, since 1973-74 students will not

know until August if they are admitted — too late to run for Governing
Council. For this reason, says Naemsch, he is running anyway.

Greeks call for end to junta
By GRETCHEN ROEDDE

Several hundred Greek and
Canadian supporters pledged
solidarity with the resistance move-
ment opposing the military junta in

Greece at a demonstration Sunday in

Nathan Phillips square, sponsored

by the Pan Hellenic Liberation

Movement (PAK) and the Com-
mittee for the Restoration of

Democracy in Greece.

PAK leader and York professor

Andreas Papandreou urged support

for the resistance movement which

has been opposing the terrorism,

inprisonment, and persecution

utilized by the military regime,

which was responsible for the death

of five students last week.

"At this moment in the history of

the fight of the Greek people for

liberation from dictatorship, and the

recent deaths of students involved in

the struggle, the progressive leaders

of , e west must take a stand" said

Papandreou. "Insist that your

government break off diplomatic

relations with the junta; protest the

American occupation of Greece.

Collaborate with Greek students and
workers involved in the struggle

here", he urged. "The fight has just

begun" declared the former Greek
cabinet minister. "The final victory

will be ours."

Support has already been pledged

by the Ryerson Student Union, the

Students for a Free Greece at U of T
the Confederation of York Student

Federations, McGill professors and
the Ontario NDP.
Also on the platform with

Papandreou were aldermen Karl

Jaffary, Bill Kilbourn, Dan Heap and
Elizabeth Eayres, U of T professors

Danny Goldstick and Frank Cun-
ningham, and York University

history professor Gabriel Kolko.

Greeks rally at Nathan Phillips Square to hear Andreas Papandreou.

Lost Monday edition
Monday ends today for The Varsity. . . at least until next fall.

Today marks the last Monday The Varsity publishes this year. Next

week, the paper will limp along with two issues — Wednesday and Friday.

The following two weeks wind up the year with one issue each, both

appearing on Wednesday.

So, jot down those publication dates or. you may miss getting your

letter. Here and Now notice, or ad in the issue you want. Here and Now and

ad deadlines remain the same: Here and Now by 1 pm the day before

publication, ads by noon three working days before the date of publication.

The remaining Here and Now columns will list all events occurring

between the date of that day's paper and noon the day of the next paper.

And, what does this all mean? Just that exams and essay deadlines are

uncomfortably close at hand.
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"As for the rest of the COPSEO report, 1

haven't had much time to read it, since I've been

busy running tor various offices."
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Vickery, explaining to a public
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report except the financing section.
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It's not late sixties

SAC can't leap ahead of its constituents

Student government has fallen

from its proverbial high point

during the late sixties. No more do
student councillors passionately

throw themselves jnto student

struggles and social problems.
Whereas student politicians of the

last decade were striding ahead of

their constituents, urging them to

cast aside the old academic con-

fines of the indifferent university

most of today's aspirants keep
amazingly in step with their elec-

torate. And, that electorate is

becoming increasingly con-
servative, increasingly conscious

of the university as an all but

crumbling job mill.

Gone are the days when student

councillors dared to discuss the

affairs of the world in the council's

lofty chambers, indeed, the latest

draft of the Students' Ad-
ministrative Council constitution

prohibits the council from spending
money on non-university activities.

As universities remain commit-
ted to the pursuit of academese,
more and more of the bright,

young high school students who
used to carve out a career for

themselves in the university jungle

are not coming here. Increasingly

dwindling job prospects have done
little to convince skeptical students
that it's worth overcoming the
hurdles government is placing in

the university student's path to get
a degree. More and more, those
who bother coming to university
are the mere job seekers who care
little about the world around them,
who know they're just at university
to get a degree.
Student awareness is not

completely vanquished. It's lustre-
directed, re-directed to the per-

sonalized interests that dominated
the fifties and early sixties. Even
student rallying cries have shifted.

In the late sixties, recruiting for a

company supplying the U.S. with
napalm for Vietnam and absent
day care facilities provided the
focus. In the seventies, it's

libraries and departmental
teaching. The activists' perspec-
tive is still progressive, still just,

but Its lacks a world view. To have
meaning, a cause must touch the
individuals' life directly, not mere-
ly as one member of humanity.
A year ago, U of T under-

graduates turfed incumbent pre-
sident Bob Spencer, one of the
leaders of the popular library
struggle, out of office in favour of a
relatively conservative ticket
headed by then Engineering Socie-
ty president Ecic Miglin. Spencer's
active involvement In the three
library occupations wasn't the only
reason for his ouster, but it did play
a major role. Admittedly, the
Miglin ticket attracted a heavy
professional student vote, the
heaviest in the student council's
history.

-

But, the professional students
alone didn't elect Miglin. Arts and
science students gave Miglin
strong support too. He promised
them an end to confrontation and
improved student services. SAC

would, the Miglin ticket told its

electorate, communicate, not

confront.

This year's council has come
under scathing attack from the left

for its failure to actively champion
student interest as actively as they

would like. The Miglin council, for

example, pulled off a near record
setting turnout for the Ontario
Federation of Students' fa 1

1

referendum on the funding of post-

secondary education. However,
when the OFS decided to demon-
strate student sentiment by holding

a province-wide demonstration
outside the provincial legislature

during the opening of the new ses-

sion, SAC refused to participate. It

might create a bad public image,
they reasoned.

And, later, when OFS started

talking about putting the referen-

dum results into action and calling

a second term fees withholding

action, the local council was
notably reluctant to participate.

When they did decide to give the

go-ahead to a U of T withholding
campaign, the council restricted

itself to a mailing and lacklustre

publicity campaign which were
relatively successful, but laid little

groundwork for any follow -up. A
month later, the executive divided
ovei prolonging the strike; the

council called it off.

Ail throughout the campaign, the
council was criticized for not

offering the necessary leadership.
That criticism was justified. But,

considering the Miglin ticket's

mandate, that unenthusiastic,

reserved response was what they
were committed to give.

Where the Miglin team excelled
was administration. Miglin and
vice-president John Helliwell, es-

pecially gave the council a strong
sense of management, and a
capacity for getting things ac-
complished that its predecessor
lacked. The Spencer council
jumped in — sincerely but un-
realistically — wherever an issue
developed; the Miglin council
cautiously stood on the sidelines,

hoping the issue would blow over.
Somewhere between these two is

undoubtedly the realm of the prac-
tical, the ground on which a respon-
sible council can establish its fief-

dom. In surveying the possible for
future student councils, one must
keep the matter in its proper
perspective. Romantic left-liberals

must stop dreaming of the days of

yore in which a student council
could change the campus overnight
and stuff progressive politics down
its constituents' throats.

A student government must deal
with the realities of its campus, not
with what it would like to be.
Vanguard movements will only
turn off their constituents, an-
tagonizing them to even more
moderate proposals,

A student council need not be as
conservative as its electorate, but
it must frame its policies within the
context of the realizable. At U of T,
that seems to be to confine Itself to

offering leadership in matters that

affect the lives of its constituents so
directly that they can easily ap-

preciate how it relates to them.
In considering what It can do,

any ticket contesting the SAC
presidency and vice-presidencies

must size up the council with which
it will have to work. Excessively
radical or conservative platforms
are not likely to successfully
weather a council lacking a ma-
jority with similar views. Yet, none
of the five slates running for office

this year have apparently en-
couraged like-minded people to run
for council in any large numbers.
Math student Bob Anderson

heads this year's version of the left-

liberal ticket, running along with
vice-presidential hopefuls Stephen
Moses and Mike Scott. The slate

seems to have gotten sufficiently

centre of road to garner support of

leading right, centre, and left-

liberal student politicians, it offers

students the solidest record of past
student government experience.
But, one wonders what type of

record a ticket able to receive such
varied support would be able to set.

Hard-working Anderson is more
of a committee person (liking to

shunt issues into committees) than
a natural leader. And, many of his

attitudes — writing the fees

withholding campaign off as in-

effective, being willing to settle for

an educational role rather than
that of catylist, and his reluctant
endorsement of occupation tactis
— sound an awfully lot like those
the Miglin team possess.

Doug Wilson and Ian Dignam
join second year UC student Paul
Baumann in what many write off

as a lark campaign. None of the
trio have any student government
experience. They don't really have
a platform, instead mouthing
platitudes about "getting people
involved in what they want to do in

films, in dances, in whatever they
want". Not surprisingly for a group
with their limited goals, they don't
think they'd have any problem run-
ning council because of their lack
of experience.

For the first time, the chauvinist
Canadian Liberation Movement
has fielded a team, sending Stop
the Student Surcharge Committee
(SSSC) chairman Peter Havers
and Roman Olszewski and George
Huczek into the foray. That Isn't
too surprising; the CLM has
stepped up its campus profile this
year. The Havers-Oiszewski-
Huczek ticket's platform pretty
welt consists of the programs of the
85% Quota Campaign and the
SSSC. The weak logic charac-
terizing these campaigns has been
dragged into the SAC race.

Havers and group nave no
student government experience,
and the SSSC's superficial rhetoric
and disruptive tactics do absolute-
ly nothing to encourage anyone to
want to put their student council in
CLM hands.

The traditional Young Socialist
slate, whicn has continually picked

up strength In recent years, has
been superceded by a United
Socialist Slate, uniting the YS and
the Trotskyist Old Mole. Heather
Rldout Is USS presidential can-
didate, Greg McMaster and Alice

Klein her v-p running mates.
The USS platform comes as no

surprise. It sums up the Issues for

which the two constituent groups
have been struggling on the U of T
campus for the past few years.
When the USS condemns this
year's council for inaction and lack

of leadership, they are not sudden-
ly voicing criticism In hope of elec-

tion, but repeating an attack they
have waged all year. The YS and
Old Mole have aligned themselves
with student groups fighting for

improved day care, unrestricted
access to the Robarts Library
stacks, and an end to the cutbacks
in education. As a USS-ted council,
SAC would not ignore progressive
student struggles, they say.
The USS slate, however, has not

tossed aside the principles of
revolutionary socialism, principles
which could very well leave a USS
executive frustrated by a council
unwil ling to accommodate its

policies and a student body op-
posed to its leadership.

While our student government
should have a rote in articulating a
student position, care must be used
to ensure that this not become a
major pre-occupatlon of the SAC —
unless it wishes to completely ig-

nore its constituents' con-
sciousness. Besides, short of "ex-
pressions of solidarity", the coun-
cil cannot at present do anything
about international issues, ac-
cording to its constitution. The USS
rates international issues as an
important .priority, one that the
council should be able to act on.
SAC services commissioner

Chuck Vickery is the self-styled
"conservative" ticket's presiden-
tial candidate. SAC finance com-
missioner Paul Bannon and Mike
Weedon round up the slate. The
ticket only appears to offer ex-
perience; both Vickery and Ban-
non, for example, have only held
their council executive posts since
the new year. And, Vickery Is

covering all bases by also running
for a student governor position.
(Should he win both, he plans to
quit the Governing Council come
fall.}

Vickery suddenly appeared from
almost nowhere to contest almost
every position In sight this year. He
won and he lost some, as they say.
Vickery Is free with his platform

proposals, although he's had to do
some backstepping when he found
out he was completely mis-
Informed about the Commission on
Post-Secondary Education in On-
tario recommendation about the
contingecy repayment plan. We'd
suggest the alt-too-busy Mr.
Vickery and his colleagues are
probably similarly uninformed
about a number of other Issues on
which they deign to speak. The
Vickery ticket does not represent a
credible alternative.
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SAC election inspires letter writers
eld of education and Thn «i«ti-^.--^v,j ... . .

Varsity forgot

most of meeting
Bob Bettson's coverage of

Thursday's SAC presidential can-
didates' forum left much to be desire
— i.e., most of what actually
happened. Granted that it is im-
possible to report everything that

takes place at such a forum, it

nonetheless strikes me as irrespon-

sible reporting when over one-third

of the article is devoted to outlining

the platform of one of the can-

didates (to the relative exclusion of

the other three), and when the can-

didate's responses to questions

relating to that platform go
unmentioned.

Allow me to point out a number of

facts which might be of interest to

students considering voting in this

election:

1) Although Vickery in his

platform had said that "SAC should
mobilize to get a serious response to

the COPSEO report and provide

alternatives to it", he later admitted

under questioning that he had not

even read the entire report, since he
had been "too busy campaigning for

various positions". As to his con-

tention that SAC "oppose the con-

tingency repayment plan COPSEO
proposes", he was later forced, to

admit, again under questioning, that

he had totally misunderstood the

plan and was in fact not really

opposed to it.

2) When asked what SAC should be

doing in the field of education and
education reform, Vickery could on-
ly suggest that more money should
be rebated to the faculties and
colleges; Havers' answer was that
SAC should "fight the cutbacks";
only Ridout and Anderson seemed
concerned with a SAC-run education
program.

3) Although Havers said that he
supported the occupation, it should
be pointed out that because of his

platform — Havers could not sup-
port the demands themselves since

one of the fired professors is an
American citizen.

4) When questioned on various

features of his platform and on how
he would deal with certain
problems, Vickery's usual response
was "I can't give you an answer off

the top of my head".

5) The statements of Greg Mc-
Master and Heather Ridout, and
Bob Anderson were generally
quoted out of context, to their
mutual detriment. In particular,

Anderson had said that he had been
involved in the math department
affair for nearly two years, that he
strongly endorsed the demands, and
that he felt that the occupation had
already accomplished a great deal in

terms of bringing about open dis-

cussions of the problems in the

department — discussion which had
been previously cut off by the
department. Anderson did not ques-
tion the tactic; rather he questioned
its further effectiveness in light of
the stalemate which appeared to be
materializing. Other channels for

pursuing the demands had to be
developed, said Anderson, if the
movement were to regain its mass
nature and if it were to be success-

ful.

6) The article did not outline the
platforms of the other three can-
didates; and for Ridout and Ander-
son in particular this was grossly
unfair, since virtually everything was
taken out of its natural context.

The elction is obviously important.
Considering how little coverage of
this election there has been to this
point, one could only hope that The
Varsity could attempt to give equal
and fair coverage to all of the can-
didates involved.

Marty StollarUCIV

Platform fails to

reflect past
We, members of the Arts and

Science Students' Union execuive,
were mildly amused, at the all-

candidates meeting of last Thursday,
when Chuck Vickery outlined his

campaign platform. The fifth plank
stated that they would "enforce the
consitutional non-involvement of
SAC in the internal affairs of Arts
and Science". Considering that one
of Vickery's running mates is Paul
Bannon, SAC's present finance com-
missioner, we can assume that they
plan to continue the present SAC's
policy of ham-stringing the ASSU.

Originally, the SAC constitution

was amended because it had been
felt that SAC, as a body with an
university-wide constituency, was
•spending too much time in the af-

fairs of the Faculty of Arts and
Science. Thus, a separate body was
to be set up, designated as the Arts
and Science Students' Union, to

represent and serve the needs of arts
and science students, in much the
same way as the Engineering Society
represents the engineers. Un-
fortunately, theory did not conform
to realty, for in the struggle to create
the ASSU and make it a viable body,
we have met with nothing but grief

in our dealings with the SAC ex-

ecutive, and specifically, Paul
Bannon.

As finance commissioner, Paul
Bannon constantly refused to live up
to the terms of the SAC constitution.

When the ASSU sought the money
ear-marked for it by the SAC con-

Governor pokes
holes in code
Your news story and editorial on

Friday, March 2 on the new dis-

ciplinary structures and code of

behaviour, may have left some peo-
ple with the impression that these
proposals are flying forward to the
Governing Council unimpeded. This
is not true. They are presently before
the Academic Affairs Committee,
where those of us who oppose
aspects of them are making every
effort to change them.

It is indeed unfortunate that a
report containing such anti-student
measures should come forth from a

! committee with several students on
it, the Internal Affairs Committee.
One can only assume that the
progressive students on this com-
mittee just became battle-weary
after so many months of dealing
with discipline and of paring away
even worse parts of the report than
eventually emerged. They may have
gotten the impression from the great
support given by the student chair-
man of the committee to the ad-
ministration proposals for a law-and-
order code that all they could do was
to minimize the damage, and that
they would have to accept bad parts
of the report in order to get what
was good. There ire good parts of
the report, such as the proposal that
offences peculiar to one estate be
tried by a jury on which there are a
majority of members of that estate.
For example, students caught
cheating on an exam would be tried
by a jury of three students and two
teaching staff. However, the
Presence of these acceptable
proposals in no way justifies the
lamentable treatment of dis-
turbances on campus.

*

Those of us who have not been
involved so far now have the op-
portunity to see the report freshly,
°ot in comparison to how bad it

stitution, Bannon would not turn it

over. At first demanding the right to
sign all ASSU checks, he then would
only turn over part of the mo-
ney as a grant, on the stipulation
that SAC recieve a letter from an
accounting firm stating that the
ASSU would be audited. Thus, at
every turn, Bannon and the SAC
executive sought to enfringe upon
the juridiction and sovereignity of
the ASSU, seeking to ensure that in

matters of budget the ASSU would
be firmly under the thumb of sac. As
it was, the ASSU did not receive its

money until well into the second
term. This was hardly "non-
involvement 1

'.

As a result of the activities of the
SAC executive and Paul Bannon, the
constituent members of the ASSU,
especially the course unions, were
able to do little and act even less,

since they were dependent on the
ASSU for their own budgets. Thus,,
under the guise of "non-
involvement", SAC has exercised
power without responsibility — in-

dicating even more strongly the need
for anindependent ASSU. Bannon,
by his activities, has shown that he .

has little faith in the tenets he
purports to support. Vickery, by
implication, can be counted on to
continue the present SAC's
hypocritical stance of on the one
hand supporting "non-involvement"
in the affairs of arts and science
students, and on the other hand
castrating their representative body,
the ASSU.

Gus Richardson, for the executive,

the Arts and Science Students'
Union

All sides back

Anderson ticket
We, the undersigned, wish to

announce our support for the Bob
Anderson-Stephen Moses-Mike Scott
ticket in the upcoming SAC

might have been, and outside of the

context of the Internal Affairs Com-
mittee, where the chairman so ably

and powerfully supports administra-

tion interests. The following is the
critique that I am submitting to the

Academic Affairs Committee, in-

cluding the proposals for specific

changes that I will be
recommending:

In its attitude toward disturbances

on campus, the new discipline code
proposed by the Internal Affairs

Committee is an attempt to use law
as an instrument of order rather

than of justice. It assumes a view of

the university as a well-oiled

machine, whose highest value is that

it run smoothly, regardless of what
this machine is actually doing.

It completely ignores two factors.

First, students have no way of

legitimately influencing many of the

central decisions affecting academic
life, such as criteria for staffing

decisions. Second, "interruptions"

of the university frequently aim at

constructive changes in academic
life and have extremely wide student
support. They are not wanton dis-

ruptions for the sake of disrupting,

carried out by a small group of

revolutionaries.

In addition, this "code of

behaviour" offers no guidelines for

the behavior of the university in

dealing with disturbances while
these disturbances are on. This is an
extremely serious omission.
Together, the disciplinary structures

and the code of behaviour propose

procedures and punishments for use

after a disturbance, but nothing is

said about procedures during one.

One can only conclude that the

authors of the report expect the law
of the jungle to apply during a

disturbance, and only after the

smoke has blown away would they

call in the calm figure of rational

procedure.

In the code, all "interruptions" of

activities of the university are

presidential elections. Bob's ex-
perience and ability speak for
themselves. His concern for the
quality of teaching and a student-
centred curriculum are evidenced in
the final report of the New Program
Committee, of which he wrote a
substantial part. As a member of the
Arts and Science Faculty Council, as
acting education commissioner of
SAC last summer, and as one of the
organizers and prime forces behind
the Arts and Science Student Union,
he has always evidenced concern for
these same basic issues. As an active
member of the Education, Finance,
and University Commissions (as well
as the main contributor to the final

SAC discipline report) and as an
active, if somewhat frustrated con-
tributor at executive meetings, he
has been integrally involved in vir-

tually every area of SAC concern in
the past year.

As for Bob's abilities, little need
be said. All who have worked with
him have been impressed by his

intelligence, political foresight and
shrewdness, leadership, and the
breadth and depth of his un-
derstanding of the nature of the
university and the problems facing
its students.

In short, Bob possesses the kind of
experience, intelligence, ability and
foresight which are essential for the
kind of leadership SAC needs in the
coming year — the kind of ex-
perience, intelligence, ability, and
foresight which the other candidates
lack.

Phil Dack, SAC vice-president

1971-72

Rick Gregory, executive,

Aits and Science Student Union
Gord Barnes, president,

VUSAC
Vicki Grabb, president,

UCLit
George Strathy,

SAC education commissioner
Paul Cadario, Governing Council

Scott Jolliffe, president,

Engineering Society

lumped together and forbidden. This
failure to discriminate between
violent, destructive disturbances and
non-violent, non-destructive dis-

turbances will in fact encourage the
possibility of violent and destructive

disturbances. If members of the
university who "interrupt" in any
way are subject automatically to the
same procedures and to severe
penalties, then there is a much
greater probability for "interrup-
tions" to become violent and
destructive.

First, the total ban on dis-

turbances will mean that people

will have to reach a much more
militant state in their grievances

before any interruption will occur.

This alone will encourage any dis-

turbance that does occur to be
violent. It will remove the stage
where people believe interruption of

some aspect of the university is the
only way for them to have any effect,

but they still believe strongly in the
safety of persons and the preserva-
tion of property.

Second, once a disturbance is in

progress, the lack of discrimination

by the university between different

kinds of disturbances and the total

lack of any procedures to deal with
them Cthus leaving the university to

use any means at its disposal) will

encourage those in the disturbance
also to obliterate that discrimination
and to use any means at their dis-

posal for their purposes.

It would be highly irresponsible of
the Academic Affairs Committee to

pass this code, and those of us on the
committee must work to make the
code rational and just, which it is not
in the form it comes to us from the
Internal Affairs Committee. Since
we are restricted to dealing with
parts of the code which deal with
academic life, we must formulate
improvements that deal with dis-

turbances of teaching, research, and
administration that supports
teaching and research. We can only

hope that these changes will be
considered by the Governing Council
as models for dealing with dis-

turbances affecting other aspects of

the university.

Specifically, the principles that

should be endorsed by the Academic
Affairs Committee are as follows. In

regard to disturbances that interfere

with the academic functions of the
university:

1. There must be guidelines for a
procedure to deal with disturbances

while they are in progress.

2. The distinction between violent,

destructive disturbances and non-
violent, non-destructive disturbances

must be reflected in the guidelines of

numer 1.

3. The guidelines should include

the principle that all attempts must
be made to resolve non-violent, non-
destructive disturbances in a non-
violent, non-destructive way through
negotiations between the parties

concerned on the matters of sub-

stances involved in the dispute.

4. There should be no automatic
prosecution of members of the uni-

versity participating in a non-violent,

non-destructive disturbance.

5. The details of these guidelines

should follow the recommendations
of the Campbell Report {pages 72 to

74).

These principles would form a
new section of the code. A suitable

place would be to include it among
the other responsibilities of the uni-

versity, as part 3(e). Following from
the fourth principle above would
also be the deletion of section 6(d) of

the present draft code, which states

that anyone taking any part in any
disturbance is automatically liable

to prosecution. The following two
sections, 6(e) and 6(f), completely
cover disturbances that endanger the
safety of persons or which destroy

property of the university. This kind
of disturbance would be forbidden

by the above principles (page 72 of

the Campbell Report), and the code

should make this prohibition
explicit.

In addition, the committee should
affirm that the academic health and
vigour of the university cannot be
equated with the fact that it is

efficient, smooth, and uninterrupted
in its operation. This principle

should be included among the
statements that attempt to describe
the conditions of freedom of inquiry
in Section Two. Also the statement
that one of the "most important"
obligations of the university is to

protect "its academic and ad-
ministrative functions from in-

terruption" (in 3(d)) should
therefore be deleted. The Academic
Affairs Committee must explicitly

reject the view of the university as
most healthy when most closely

approximately a smoothly func-

tioning machine.

Unless they are to enforced by a
police state, any set of rules and
procedures governing behaviour
depends for its success on
overhelming acceptance by the peo-
ple to whom the rules and
procedures are to apply. Only then
will these people regard the rules

and procedures as acting in their

interests and will they support action

taken against those who transgress

the rules. A code of behaviour of a
university must have this kind of

support from members of the uni-

versity community. The code must
acknowledge the present conditions

of the university and it must embody
the current norms of behaviour of

that university.

The code of behaviour proposed
by the Internal Affairs Committee
will not obtain this support from the
members of this university, es-

pecially the students. The code does
not acknowledge the present con-
ditions here. First, it ignores the fact

that students do not have the op-
portunity to participate in all

decisions affecting their academic
Continued on page 12
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Services, communication, fees...

Anderson: the caretaker

"who got ah awful lot done

Stephen Moses (left), Bob Anderson (centre) and Mike Scott emphasize a

coherent program. They have strong credentials.

By DAVID WISE
The SAC presidential slate of Bob

Anderson, Stephen Moses and Mike

Scott emphasizes a need for an ex-

ecutive with an overall, coherent

program and direction.

According to Anderson (UC IV)

the presidential candidate, the lack

of direction of the present SAC
executive has been exemplified by

its ineffective support of the fees

strike.

Anderson believes that the fees

strike was an ineffective tactic to

begin with. Once SAC had made the

decision to support it, he charged, it

had no plan to mobilize student

support, nor did it make any effort to

consult the student body after the

initial referendum last October,

which indicated a strong desire to

strike.

Stephen Moses (Meds D stressed

that by concentrating attention only

on the ¥100 fee increase, the strike

obscured the larger issue of

equitable accessibility of university

to students from all income
brackets.

According to Moses, the way taxes

are now assessed, people in lower

income brackets are effectively sub-

sidizing the education of the middle

and upper income brackets which

most benefit from Ontario
universities.

"Grants and loans and fees must

be considered as interrelated," he

stated.

According to- Moses, the cost of

higher education should be based on

ability to pay. This, he claimed was

the spirit of the Commission on

Post-Secondary Education report.

"The principle of the report, that

finances should not pose a barrier to

higher education was good. It is

important to ensure that the report

is implemented as a whole and not

piece-meal. By raising the fees alone

without a corresponding increase in

grants and loans, the government is

goirtg against the spirit of the

report."

In this area, the slate believes that

SAC should mainly serve an

educational function, keeping the

broader issues in the minds of the

student public. Additionally, it

believes that SAC should encourage

research into student finances.

The entire ticket, and especially

math major Anderson, feel very

strongly about the current math

strike and occupation and the larger

issues involved.

"We strongly support the demands

of the math students," Anderson

said, "and feel that the occupation,

in the sense that it has forced the

department to respond, has done a

great deal of good."

In order to counter arbitrary

hiring and firing policies by the

various departments, Anderson

believes that student evaluation of

faculty, assessed by a more objective

system than is presently employed,

should be an essential criterion in

contract renewal and granting

tenure.

Concerning the occupation tactic

now employed by the math students,

- See 'ANDERSON', page 14 -

Bauman ticket says it is the

"viable alternative" for SAC

Doug Wilson (left) and Peter Baumann (right) shun mass publicity. They are

concentrating on visiting residences.

By PAT REDICAN
According to a Varsity ad, the

Peter Baumann SAC presidential

ticket is the "only viable alternative

for SAC presidency"; according to

Baumann, this means that only his

ticket can offer a "fresh approach"

to SAC.
"Fresh approach" in turn refers to

two things: their previous lack of

experience in campus politics and

their method of campaigning for the

office.

To date Baumann (UC II) and

running mates Ian Dignam (Erin I)

and Doug Wilson (Meds I) have

distributed neither posters (which

they say are coming) or pamphlets

(which are not). They skipped the

major SAC forum Thursday and

have run only one ad in The Varsity.

"We don't think a mass publicity

campaign would do us any good"

says Baumann. "Rather we are

taking a personal approach. We've

canvassed almost all the
residences." (Baumann and Wilson

both live at Knox College.)

This method of campaigning is

consistent with their desire to "get

more people involved. We think that

SAC is a clique and that there are no

channels for eliciting student in-

volvement; we think this could be
changed," says Baumann.

They see this involvement coming
through a stepped-up services

program. "SAC should be getting

ONLY TWO MORE DAYS
TO BE
NOMINATED
FOR
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HOUSE
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people involved in what they want to
do, in films, in dances, in whatever'
they want," says Wilson.

They stress that there should be
something to do every weekend; the
fact that most students aren't in-

volved in the university is a function

of this lack of services, according to

Baumann.
On the other hand, they admit that

the SAC is doing a "pretty good job
now."

Like last year's successful ticket of
Eric Miglin, John Helliwell and Ross
Flowers, Baumann-Wilson-Dignam
stress services, communications and
responsibility.

They are aiming their campaign at

the residence students, in particular,

"non-involved" students in general
and they see their failure to turn up
at the SAC forum as a logical ex-

tension of their view that only "stu-

dent activists and hacks go to
meetings" We are not appealing to

those voters" said Baumann.
They do not feel on the other

hand, that their lack of experience
will hinder them in tackling the large

SAC bureaucracy.

"We will be more likely to revise
traditions and procedures; we can be
more flexible on these things.

Their fresh approach, they admit,
does not extend to the possible
issues of this campaign; on these
questions they appear to be unsure
or uniformed.

On the issue of the math
occupation, Baumann doubted the
legitimacy of the occupation tactic.

"There must be a better way to

accomplish change", he said, while
expressing support for dismissed
professors Stephen Salaff and David
Spring.

"SAC sees it mainly as a failure of

communication; SAC should also be
responsible for improving com-
munications," he added.
Both Baumann and Wilson

expressed ' 'unfamiliarity with
COPESO," the Commission on Post-

Secondary Education.

In spite of a campaign so
"lowprofile", it seems non-existent,

both Baumann and Wilson feel they
have a chance with students who are
"uninvolved."

SSSC wants to organize
"to win the fees strike"

Canada is rapidly becoming a colony of the U.S., claims Roman Olszewski (left)

and Peter Havers (right) of the SSSC.

By ELAINE FARRAGHER union oriented organization stresses
SAC should be a mass oriented and Peter Havers* campaign for SAC

president. Havers (UC IV), who is

running on the "Stop the Student
Surcharge Committee" (SSSC) slate

with George Huczek (APSC II) and
Roman Olszewski (Erin II) as run-
ning mates believes that the student
masses can be organized around a
drive to "win the fees strike" and to

"stop the Wright report" (of the
Commission on Post-Secondary
Education).

The slate feels that student
response to the fees strike has been
good "despite SAC and OFS" calling

it off. The SSSC was formed last

summer by the Canadian Liberation

Movement to organize against the
education spending cutbacks. Since
then they have set up a trailer as
their organizing centre outside the
fees office at 215 Huron.

In a struggle with police, February
2, Havers, along with other SSSC -

Canadian Liberation Movement
members, were arrested outside the
offices when they attempted to block

the entrance while demanding
guarantees of no university
employee layoffs. Havers was
charged with assault twice.

Havers pointed out that the major
fee increases are in the professional

and advanced studies and cited the

de-industrialization of Canada as the
reason for this bias. "Canada is

being moved very quickly towards
being a full colony of the U.S." said

Havers. "Canada does not need
professionals"

The slate claims that the im-
plementation of the Commission
on Post-Secondary Education report

would increase American control of

Canadian universities. Abolishing

Grade 13 and raising tuition fees

would make Canadian universities

more accessible to "a flood of U.S.

undergraduates" since American
students can more easily afford the

higher fees, he stated. At the same,
time, the slate claims that the in-

creased fees would cut enrolment in

the universities which would mean
the firing of teaching staff. "Cana-
dian faculty, often in the untenured
lower-paid positions, are the first to

go while U.S. professors on fat

— See 'POLICY', page 10 —

Socialists stress women's lib,

Indochina, math occupation

The United Socialist slate claims the university serves the bourgeoisie From
left to right, Heather Ridout, Gre McMaster and Alice Klein.

COMPARATIVE ASPECTS OF NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
THE ERINDALE CAMPUS SYMPOSIUM
ON COMMUNICATION AND AFFECT

MARCH 15 - 16 - 17, 1973
PROGRAMME

Thursday, March 15, 1973

Chairman: Professor Patricia Pliner

10:00 a.m. "Communication Elements Constraining
Animal Learning'

[Speaker: James H. Reynierse, Ph.D.,

Hope College

12:00 noon Luncheon

1:00 p.m. "Messages and Meanings in Animal
Communication"

Speaker: Peter Marler Ph.D..

The Rockefeller University

3:00 p.m. "Application of the Concept of Levels of
Organization tothe Study of Animal Communication"

Speaker: William N. Tavolea. Ph.D.

The City College of the City University

of New York • and - The American
Museum of Natural History

Friday, March 16. 1973

Chairman Professor Thomas M. Alloway>

1:00 p.m. "Offacto-Sexual Phenomena in Rodents

Speaker: William J. Carr, Ph. D.,

Beaver College.

3:00 p.m. "Population Aspects of Information
Transfer in Honey Bees"

Speaker: Adrian M. Wennar Ph n
University of California,

Santa Barbara

Saturday, March 17, 1973

Chairman: Professor Lester Krames

1 1:00 a.m. "Assessment of Parent-Infant Behaviour"

Speaker: Howard Moss. Ph.D..

National Institute

of Mental Health

1:00 p.m. Luncheon

3:00 p.m. "The Communication of Affect Through
Mother-Young Interaction Among

Rodents"
Speaker: Victor H. Denenber

g ,
Ph.D.,

The University of Connecticut

By PAUL MeGRATH
This university stands as an

institution to serve the bourgeoisie.

We need a university that serves the
oppressed sectors of this society,

says Alice Klein "of the United
Socialist Slate alliance.

Young Socialist Klein, along with
YS presidential candidate Heather
Ridout, and Old Moler Greg
McMaster, stresses "fighting the cut-

backs and struggling for free and
universal access to higher
education."

They see these two issues forming
the basis of the universities.' surren-

der to the government's conscious

''discrimination
1

' against economic
minority groups. Their fight is "to
make education in this province a

right for all, instead of a privilege for

only those who can afford to pay."
Ridout (Erin II) and Klein, an

Extension student who ran on the
YS ticket for vice-president two
years ago, were involved this year,

with McMaster in the Coalition

Against the Cutbacks, a SAC-
endorsed body.

They criticize the Commission on
Post-Secondary Education report,

saving it reflects "the need of the

Canadian ruling class and its

governments to change the entire

post-secondary education system to

further correspond to their
interests."

The USS policy statement calls for

a rescinding of the fees hike and a
lowering of the loan ceiling on stu-

dent aid programs, besides asking
the government to tax corporations

to pay for education. They are also

demanding that the university rehire

"all fired faculty and staff and end
the layoffs."

All three have been involved in the

occupation of the mathematics
department that continues into this

week. The socialist slate supports

the occupation.

They see the cutbacks as a further

attempt by the governments to

determine by economic barriers who
should enter universities and shape
the future of institutions.

"They (the government) would
like to make the university serve the

needs of capitalism and not of the

students," says McMaster, a

graduate engineering student,
member of the Graduate Students

Union council and Varsity reporter.

Their platform reprimands this

- See 'SEXISM', page 10 -

Vickery "follows" Miglin,

presents 'conservative' slate

10:00 a.m. "Social and Pharmacological Influences on
Nonverbal Communication in Monkeys and Man."

Speaker: Robert E. Miller
,
Ph.D..

University of Pittsburgh,

12:00 noon Luncheon

ERINDALE COLLEGE
33S9 MISSISSAUGA RD - MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO

Chuck kery (left), Paul Bannon (centre) arid Mike Weedon decided to run at
the last minute. Vickery says he is "pissed off" with SAC.

By BOB BETTSON
SAC presidential candidate Chuck

Vickery feels that his slate will pre-

sent a "conservative" alternative in

Wednesday's and Thursday's SAC
presidential elections. Following in

the footsteps of fellow engineer Eric
Miglin, Vickery is running on a
platform of "experience and a new
approach."

He admitted in an interview

Saturday that his use of the same
poster and leaflet design as the

Miglin slate last year meant that his

slate is "running with the same
policies as Miglin did".

However, most of the present

executive is backing Anderson, in-

cluding education commissioner
George Strathy and communications
commissioner Debra Lewis (who is

Anderson's campaign manager).
Vickery (APSC IH) is now SAC

services commissioner and is in his

first year on SAC. He is also running
for the Governing Council, but says

he will resign in the fall when he is

no longer a full-time student if he
wins both positions.

One source, who has done
considerable work in the
Engineering Society, says that

although Vickery is on numerous
committees, he has spent little time
and energy on his responsibilities —
"He's built up a portfolio" of

credentials. Vickery is Engineering

Society communications commis-
sioner.

In an unprecedente move,
Engineering Society president Scott

Joliffe has publicly endorsed
Vickery 's opponent. Bob Anderson.

Student governor Paul Cadario
(APSC IV) has joined him in en-

dorsing Anderson.

The decision of Vickery, finance

commissioner Paul Bannon (Erin

ID) and Mike Weedon (Vic II) to run

at the last minute was explained by

- See 'SUPPORT', page 14 -
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Student dissent and freedo

expression: a troubled U o
By PAUL McGRATH

The occupation of the math department offices last week not

only starts another chapter in the long fight for a meaningful student

voice in university decision-making, but is also another citation in the

long history of educational and political activism on the campus. The

topics of interest since the 1880's and the on-and-off-again intensity

with which students reacted to these issues provide some erratic,

though interesting patterns. Many of the issues of former years may

sound famifiar to present students.

Tlie student strike of 1895 provided one of the first major outlets

of student dissatisfaction with the running of the university. The

students were at that time unimpressed with the calibre of their

professors, a judgment which prevails at almost any time in the history

of the university.

Students' complaints arose from one specific incident: a

seemingly incompetent professor, who happened to be the son-in-law

of the chancellor of the university, was appointed to a chair in the

history department over two better qualified contenders.

A Varsity editorial during the troubles said: 'There are men in

some departments who don't earn one-tenth of the money they draw.

Some of them are too indolent to earn it, and some are too ignorant of

their work," words that were not taken lightly by a very conservative

1895 administration.

Political science students led by William Lyon MacKenzie King,

became vocal activists when they were informed by the administration

that two speakers in a lecture series on social issues would not be

allowed to speak.The Varsity created a side issue by publishing

editorial commenting on the denial of free speech. The editorial

maintained that the men were not allowed to speak because of their

"unorthodox religious views". The Varsity's editor, W.F. Montgomery

was suspended and the new editor was given a week to retract the

statement or face susoension. A week later he was no longer a

student. A staff member named William Dale also entered on the side

of the students, casting aspersions on the teaching ability of the

recently deceased president, Sir Daniel Wilson. He too was quickly

suspended.

The political science students called for a government inquiry into

affairs on campus, and boycotted classes for two days to support their

demands. Mackenzie King, although an early leader of the action, was

one of the first to be branded "traitor" when he continued going to

classes.

The government arrived and their report was inconclusive. The

Varsity editor was reinstated, and the paper continued its editorial

policy with a little more caution:

"While The Varsity's freedom shall never be allowed to

deteriorate to license, its freedom of speech shall be jealously and

faithfully guarded."

This incident illustrates one of the longest campus political

struggles for the right of a free press. The paper continued the

movement for independence from outside authority through many
clashes with the Students' Administrative Council and the Board of

Governors and attempts by either body to enforce control over The

Varsity's editorial policy.

An interesting example came in 1929, but the issue was not

politics. At that time the Board of Governors met to discuss The
Varsity, and finished by recommending the SAC joint executive fire the

editor-in-chief. They were upset at The Varsity's editorial stance, with

specific reference to an editorial that appeared in the current issue

entitled 'To Pet Or Not Pet". The Varsity had supported petting

wholeheartedly.

The joint executive refused to comply. A week later, the Board

announced they had no intentions on the paper, after the joint

executive assured them that "every effort will be made to see that

there in future should be no cause for complaint."

The Varsity agreed not to is
editorials, saying "This is indeed a

preserve our paper from the systeci<

Although The Varsity's freedo
issue throughout its history, the Jc
been used as a rallying point for s

battles were not fought by the :

committees between bureaucrats in

staffers usually losing until more ret

times was the only consistent vqL
Governors tried many tricks to ^
policy. * i

In 1930, the Board of Gain
allotment of funds to the paper fro*

;

with the joint executive that handled

then Director of Extension and ftp
was being set up to look into the ru

The Varsity, of course, felt I \

possibility of editorial say in the pate

what attempts are made, or whatEc

cloud the issue, the question is one|M

"These officials are irked by p£n

paper about the muzzling of oil
bureaucrats. Here surfaces in priSn

faculty that is usually voiced by stbd

staff ears.

Further clouding the issue afttt

Philadelphia underwear manufactaiei

two campus newspapers in the Ui,

possibility of starting a weekly caofeu

hopefully to put The Varsity out ofiu:

paper had too tight a control overfca
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e the word "petting" in future

small concession to make to

itic throttling that surrounds it."

of speech has been a constant

asion is rare indeed that it has

udent action. The "free press"

;tudents, they were fought in

d the paper's staffers, with the

ent times. The Varsity at many
> of dissent, and the Board of

heir "disagreeable" editorial

wrs attempted to cut off the

>AC, by a manoeuvre worked out

the paper's affairs. WJ. Dunlop,

^ty, had said that a committee

ining of the paper,

/as because the Board had no
: "The issue is clear. No matter
ntingencies have arisen, to be-

reedom of expression."

ted references in the undergrad

irst-class minds by third-class

The Varsity a contempt for the

?nts only in lounges away fron

ie time was the rumour that a

, who had successfully backed

was in Toronto to look into the

5 humour and sports magazine,

iiness. He failed, as he saw the

mpus and local advertising.

Part I of a two part series

The Toronto Star, ever leery of the possibility of open student
opinion, had this to say: "The probability is that if The Varsity goes
under owing to official action, there may arise in its place a student's
publication entirely beyond the control of the authorities." A prospect
obviously as terrifying as allowing beer-soaked engineers into Loretto
College at three in the morning.

With the rise of virulent anti-Communism in the thirties, any sort
of dissent became a suspicious and sometimes dangerous thing to
engage in. The failure of the world capitalist system during the
depression saw the appearance of revitalized socialist movement
around Toronto. Socialist and labour leaders were unpopular, and the
Toronto Police Commission, fully established as public watchdog kept
a wary eye on any sort of troublemaker. In 1931, they instituted a free
speech ban in the city - specifically aimed at "Communist meetings".

The commission also accused certain "ministers of all

denominations, lawyers and university officials" of helping the
communists spread the word.

Later that month, 68 professors at the university wrote a brief
opposing the ban. It read in part: "The attitude which the Toronto
Police Commission has assumed towards the public discussion on
social and political problems makes it clear that the right of free
speech and free assembly is in danger in this city."

The Globe, in an editorial the next day, called it "a brief for the
communists" and advised the profs to stick to their work.

The .Mail and Empire added: "The representatives of decent
elements in the population should not ally themselves with any
movement to aggrandize the very limited communist minority in our
midst, and to facilitate their propaganda."

The Globe wanted to know if this represented opinion at the
university as a whole. The Varsity complied, conducting a poll that
showed the staff supported the professors 3 to 1, and the students 5
to 1.

One medical staff member, obviously against the brief, General
J.T. Fotheringham, had unkind words for The Varsity. "As far as I'm
concerned, The Varsity should have been buried under a dung-hiil long
ago."

The next day, The Varsity replied with a humourous piece
consisting of an interview with a drunken faculty member,
coincidentally named General Frothingmouth.

The Progressive Arts Club, a U of T drama group, came up
against the police commission a couple of years later when they
attempted to produce a play called "Eight Angry Wen". The play had a
lot to say about the Canadian prison system, and the police

commission had decided that the public shouldn't hear it. A hatchet

man from the provincial Treasury Department politely informed the
manager of the theatre that was to host the performance that his
theatre would be closed if the play opened.

There was no specific charge made against the play."We just
don't want it, that's all," the man said. Further pressing of the issue
revealed that the action was initiated by everybody's friend, the
Toronto Police Commission, in another attempt to protect the public
from things the police didn't want to hear.

E. Cecil-Smith, secretary of the club said, "We're not going to
take this lying down." Horizontal or not, their play didn't open.

The police in the 1930's were truly worried about both students
and labour leaders, but broke into a cold sweat when there was any
possibility of the two forces getting together. In the winter of the
1934-35 school year, police broke up a campus meeting that was
being addressed by A.E. Smith, secretary of the Canadian Labour
Defense League and an unpopular man in staunch Toronto. After the
meeting, he was charged with sedition for some interesting comments
about government collusion in the attempted murder of Tim Buck, a
labour leader who was at that time a prisoner in Kingston Penetentiary
for his efforts on behalf of workers.

This sheds light on an interesting "domino" theory of radicalism
that the university subscribed to. To prevent the students from making
any trouble, all that had to be done is remove the possibility of differing
opinions and the students wouldn't think for themselves. This policy
continued throughout the 1930's with continually disrupted meetings.
The last of that specific brand of censorship occurred in 1940 when
university police were posted outside the doors of a meeting that was
to hear Charles Millard, president of the Ontario CCF. Millard was to
present a speech entitled "Hepburn Must Go", referring to the then
premier of Ontario. One wonders from which level of civic or university

government the no meeting order came.
It was about this time that a great deal of student energy and

attention were directed away from problems at home and on the
campus. The arrival of the Second World War brought a long period of
silence, lasting almost a decade.
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Sexism is

big problem
• from page 7

year's SAC for failing to initiate

response from students on the fees

issue and working against the fees

strike.

The slate is also heavily involved

in what some consider outside

issues; the Indochinese revolution

and women's liberation. They are

the only slate that has stated any

policy on the latter, they consider it

a very important part of the

platform.

"The problem of sexism is the

hardest thing to solve in this uni-

versity," says Ridout. USS

literature states that "in education

we (women) are denied the right of

equal opportunity and streamed into

'safe' secretarial, commercial and

nursing occupations," and calls for

repeal of existing abortion laws. The

socialist slate wants the es-

tablishment or birth-control and

abortion clinics, a Women's Com-

mission on SAC and expanded

women's courses.

Klein sees the cutbacks in

expenditure as a specific barrier to

this last goal: "Once the cutbacks

start, the first things that usually go

No policy

on COPSEO
• from page 7.

salaries stay", notes their campaign

leaflet. "They wil send the rich kids

to the colony to leam how to be

colonial administrators", said

Havers.

The slate supports the two

Canadian math professors that were

dismissed, David Spring and Michael

Mather. Havers said that not one

Canadian professor should be fired

until an 85 per cent quota of Cana-

dian professors is reached, the goal

of the CLM-sponsored 85% Quota

Campaign. Havers said that along

with the other math occupation

demands, he would also support the

re-hiring of American professor

Stephen Salaff. "If the math

students want him back, then we
feel that they should have the right

to have him back."

Havers noted that in spite of the

cutbacks, the professors are getting a

3.5 per cent wage increase. He stated

that if money is only what they are

interested in, then it doesn't matter

if they quit. Olszewski noted, "The

money must be good enough already

or they'd be gone".

Havers claimed that there is no

solid policy on the COPSEO report

from other candidates and that the

SSSC slate is the only one which has

not accepted increased fees for

students.

Havers denounced presidential

candidate Charles Vickery for being

"gutless" for not telling students

what he thinks, but only saying that

he will do what the students want.

He described it as a "typical

bourgeois political trick".

Olszewski said that the United

Socialist Slate has "come out with

things like women's liberation which

we don't think is a real issue for the

university". Havers described it as a

long term issue.

"A quota is probably the only way

that women are going to be given a

chance to get their rights in the

university".

Havers criticized the facts that

students elected to the Governing

Council are in no way accountable to

the student body, and that as ex-

offlcio SAC members they are "in a

way obligated to report to SAC the

information they receive from the

administration". Havers pointed to

the recent discipline proposals sub-

mitted to the Governing Council by

student member Paul Cadario and

vice-president Jill Conway as ex-

amples of how student governors do

not work in the student interest. The

slate proposes that SAC be

represented on the Governing Coun-

cil since it is the organization that

represents undergraduate students.

Havers, who with the. SSSC

prevented two SAC meetings from

continuing in January in an attempt

to force SAC to take action against

the cutbacks, criticized the present

council for working only to further

their own political careers.

Havers said there should be more

open discussion in SAC. For ex-

ample, students who are not SAC
reps should oe given the oppor-

tunity to speaK, which Havers feels

the present council has obstructed.

SAC members should go to council

meetings and course union meetings

to find out what the student are

doing, so that action can be taken on

their behalf, said Havers.

are the peripheral things."

Earlier this year it appeared that

the Interdisciplinary Studies

program was going to be one of the

hardest hit by cutbacks. That depart-

ment has one of the two women's

course on the campus.

Their Vietnam program defends

"the Indochinese revolution" calling

for self-determination for the coun-

try and unconditional withdrawal of

foreign troops. They are especially

critical of Canada's role in the con-

flict and demand that Canada

withdraw not only from Vietnam,

but also from NATO and NORAD,
and that the university stop all war

research on campus.

"The Canadian government, after

years of providing the warmakers of

unclassified
LET US HELP YOU Pur your baby into a cradle

rather than an incinerator. Birthright, 89 St.

George 469-UU.

STUDENT, Good with 4 to 6 year olds, to assist

teacher at Jewish Children's Workshop. Sundays

11-1. Call Prof. Komberg. 928-3381 or 925-

8531

BEN'S MEN'S HAIRSTYUNG (Specialising in

long hair) in the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry,

250 College St Tel. 924-6811 ext. 560. Hair cut

$Z25

THE CURRENT ISSUE of AMEX-CANADA
MAGAZINE, the publication of U.S. war resisters

in Canada, is now available at the U. of T. Book

Room, 64 pages, 60*.

PAKISTANIS young, professionals or students,

both sexes, interested in forming an exclusive,

social, non-political, non-religious dub. Call:

Faryal 920-5239 or Faran 922-4736 after 6.

PRIVATE TUTORING Tutoring in pnysics,

mathematics, available at reasonable rates. S.B.

Joshi (M. Sc.) 351 Howland Ave. - 925-0203.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR March 17-22 $69. 5 full

days of skiing at ML St. Anne. All transportation

and accommodation included. Write: Canadian
Ski Tours, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington or

Phone: Gord Allan. 247-2339.

EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe. Greece

and Turkey departs June 5th for 3 months $600.

plus 5215 return flight to tngishd. Phone

Peter 922-5006.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from S 10 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.
(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent
selection of fun lure, trade Ins accepief
We buy used turs 363-6077. Mon-Sal 9-6
Thur-Frl till B'pm.

GRADUATE STUDENTS in Social Sciences and

Humanities Barry Mitchell asks for your vote

to elect him to the Governing Council as your

representative.

Washington with arms, training

space, university research and

diplomatic cover, is now proclaiming

neutrality in its peace-keeping mis-

sion in Vietnam. This is a sham!"

proclaims one poster.

They feel these issues are

important to each student on the

campus.

"The university is not isolated,"

says Klein, "and we have a respon-

sibility to point out the problems

outside it."

The USS platform insists that it is

necessary to have a leadership

"which looks beyond the campus

towards fundamental social change

in all sectors of society." They see

similarities in the struggles of the

student movement and the Viet-

namese people:

"The same political and economic

interests of imperialism which have

slaughtered the people of Indochina,

which have made war materials and

conducted research right here on our

campuses, are now attacking

students with education cuts and

tuition hikes."

They maintain that the students

fight should also be oriented

"towards the establishment of a

socialist society," and believe SAC
should be vocal in leading the

direction.

They criticize this year's SAC for

being important "not for what it has

done, but for what it hasn't done."

cSSAY SERVICES Do you have old es-

says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES. 961-6150, Mon.-Frl. 3 pm.-
10 pm

; Sat.-Sun. 9 am.-5 pm. Professional

typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO" 10

LONDON from $79 one way or $155 return,

- Take a dependable charter. Contact

AOSp, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5.416-

962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARliY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING — EUROPE INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student
railpass. car rentals, cheapest and" most
dependable charter flights, camping tours
3tc. all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.

George St.. Toronto 5, 416 - 962-6404. (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

ASSOCIATED TYPlMG SERVICe. •

theses, essays, - French, Latin - exper-
ienced typists - electric typewriters, 86
Bloor SI. W ste. 670. 922-7624.

LABORATORY INSTRUMENT Representative

wanted. To call full time on University. Govern-

ment & Hospital Labs and fill customer's lab

needs using recognized, quality lines of equip-

ment & Instruments. Knowledge of lab

procedures & instruments in the medical,

chemical or biological areas is essential. Some
technical competency with electronic equipment
would be useful. Our company is, at present a

small marketing organization handing exclusive

lines from large U.S. & European manufacturers.
However, we have some unique capabilities and
strength upon which we are basing our future

growth and development in Canada. This op-

portunity would appeal to a young graduate or

seasoned Lab Technician who wants a chance to

participate in a growing business at an early

stage of Its development. Location Toronto and
Western Ontario. Please reply with complete
resume to 85 Ridgehill Dr., Brampton, Ont. All

replies will be treated strictly confidential.

THE BLACK HART PUB
presents

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
in the Arbor Room, Hart House

Draft Beer, Dancing. Good Music

U.C. STUDENTS:
Nominations are now open lor the following positions:

u.c. Literary and Athletic Society;

President

Vice-President 6-2nd year reps.

Treasurer 6-3rd year reps.

Literary Director 3-4th year reps.

Athletic Director

Nominations forms are available In the Lit. Office In the J.C.R.

Nominations dose: Friday, March 9

Elections: Monday, March 12
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Student interest in fees strike is dvinq
A remains of the Cameron says, once SAC and the after .7™.=™ is „„«,«. . .

# %fInterest in what remains of the

fees strike appears to be dying, as

other events in which students and
student groups have an interest steal

the spotlight.

Governing Council and SAC
elections, the release of the Commis-
sion on Post-Secondary Education
report, (COPSEO) the St. George by-
election and, probably, the onset of

exams and essay-due dates have led

to less emphasis on the fees strike.

And, as Coalition Against the
Cutbacks spokesperson Barbara

Cameron says, once SAC and the
Ontario Federation of Students
pulled out in the first two weeks of
February, "I think that means it's

over."

Over 1900 people had still not paid
their second term instalments by
February 28, the last day before a
$15 late penalty was applied, ac-
cording to vice-president Don
Forster's executive assistant Jack
Brook.

The administration agreed to
waive the penalty, usually applied

after January 15, until the end of last
month in apparent cooperation with
SAC's attempt to protest the provin-
cial goverment's hikes in tuition fees
and rise in the loan ceiling of Ontario
Student Awards.
Over 5,000 were still holding out

before the strike was officially called
off.

While the Coalition Against the
Cutbacks has broken up, the Stop the
Student Surcharge Committee is

continuing to fight, according to
SSSC chairman Peter Havers.

THE AMERICAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Alfred Kazin

Distinguished Professor of English

State University of New York at Stoney Brook

American Writers and

American Power:

The Response and

the Dilemma

Tomorrow, March 6, 1973

at 4:30 pm

MEDICAL SCIENCES

AUDITORIUM

Room 2158 Medical Sciences Building

Havers, who is also running for
SAC president, says the committee is
the only group organizing those who
haven't paid yet. Participants in the
SSSC trust fund have not yet even
called a meeting to take a vote on
whether to pay their fees to the
university, he stated.

Havers cited claims of strong
withholding actions still going on at
other universities as proof of con-
tinued desire to fight.

Carleton University is de-
registering 800 students who have
yet to pay, although about the same
number were in the same position
last year.

He also claimed that over half of
the students at Lakehead University

are witholding their fees and that
there is a strong action at York
University. The York student coun-
cil, however, called off its fees strike
protest against the Ontario govern-
ment last Tuesday night.

The coalition broke up, Cameron
stated, after the ground had been cut
out from under it by the SAC and
OFS pullout, leaving only a loose
collection of left groups still in it.

The U of T Communist Club, of
which she is a member, has now
decided to stress the COPSEO
report. Although some sections of
the report are. acceptable, she said
the financing sections in particular
should lead students to reject the
whole thing.

Carleton drops 500
OTTAWA (CUP) - Over 500
students at Carleton University who
didn't pay their academic fees last
week were de-registered Friday.
Carleton registrar, J.I. Jackson,

sent a letter to that effect during the
last week of February to 863
students who owe the university a
total of $128,700 in tuition fees.

Since then, about 300 students
made arrangements to pay their
fees.

Over 100 students who had paid
their fees into a trust fund operated
by the Stop the Student Surcharge
Committee voted to turn their
money over to the administration to
avoid being de-registered.

Unlike other universities, Carleton
does not assess charges for late fee
payment or withhold students'
marks until they pay. Carleton
students who have not paid are
simply de-registered — it's as if they
never registered in the first place. A
student suffers no academic or finan-

cial loss for failing to pay. Students
can re-register the following year.

A de-registered student can appeal
to a board consisting of one student,
one faculty member, and the uni-
versity registrar.

Student council president Bruce

Cameron says this policy has ab-
solutely nothing to do" with the
recently-cancelled Ontario Federa-
tion of Students fee strike against
provincial education- policy. The
policy was instituted last year but
this is its first year of full operation.
Students last year persuaded the
university to extend the February
deadline because the policy was
introduced in the spring, and
students said they didn't have
enough warning.

Cameron thinks the policy is "a
good deal for students". If students
are doing poorly in the spring, they
can simply not pay the final fee.

instalment without academic con-
sequences, Cameron says. "As well,
you don't have to pay the $15 - 25 late
payment fee charged by other
universities."

About the same number of
students were faced with de-
registration at this time last year.
Cameron says students who are de-
registered are people who are
failing, have dropped out, or those
who cannot pay. But "I don't an-
ticipate anyone wanting to get back
in (after being de-registered) who
can't, " says Cameron.

MASS
MEETING
OF SOCIOLOGY
STUDENTS

AND FACULTY
Women's meeting of

all women in the

Sociology Department

Tuesday,

March 6
12 to 2 p.m.

Tip Top Building 455 Spadina

Room 204

Agenda: 1. To discuss women's issues in the

Sociology Department

2. To formulate demands concerning

hiring, firing and tenure of women.
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Survey reveals engineers dislike courses
Engineering students are strongly

dissatisfied with their courses and

teachers, but less with grading

systems, an Engineering Society

questionnaire reveals.

Most students want different

teaching methods and flexibility in

choice and availability of courses,

according to about 150 respondents.

But engineering students, tradi-

tionally noted as among the more

conservative on campus, have less

desire for innovative grading me-

thods.

Between 67 and 83 per cent of the

students surveyed would like to have

different teaching methods used

such as seminar discussions, more

practical work, short optional

courses, experimental courses and

smaller units of courses,
Programmed instruction is favoured

by 53 per cent.

More student-prepared panel dis-

cussions is the only questionnaire

suggestion not endorsed by more

than half of the students answering.

One comment reported by survey

coordinator Jack Lubek claims "Ad-

ditional methods might not be

necessary if lectures were

understandable."

More optional courses and fewer

core courses are advocated by nearly

60 per cent, while similar

proportions of students say they are

prevented from taking courses they

want to and want additional courses

to be offered.

While a strong majority four-fifths

of engineering students complain

that too much emphasis is placed on

passing rather than learning course

material well, less than two-thirds

prefer more variety in grading and

fewer still back any of the suggested

alternatives. However, only 14 per

• continued from page 5

life. Second, it ignores the fact that

disturbances have occurred, and will

occur when all other channels are

blocked. It ignores the fact that

disturbances often have represented,

and will represent, legitimate

grievances that have been ignored

when presented through all other

means.

Neither does the code embody the

current norms of behaviour of this

university. It is a current norm of

behaviour that any disturbances that

do occur should be non-violent and
non-destructive. The U of T has had

several non-violent and non-
destructive disturbances, but, unlike

many other large universities, it has

no history of student-initiated

violence and destruction. It is also a

current norm of behaviour that the

university should make all efforts to

negotiate a peaceful resolution on
the substantive matters of non-

violent, non-destructive dis-

turbances. This norm is supported

by two facts. First, the administra-

tion has in fact negotiated, at least

initially, with every non-violent, non-

destructive disturbance in recent

years (1970: day care occupation of

Simcoe Hall; 1971; arts and science

occupation of Sid Smith; 1972:

library access sit-in in the library,

and later in Simcoe Hall, Victoria

picketing of parking lot, and Campus
co-op occupation of Devonshire
Place clubhouse). Second, there has

.been overwelming condemnation of

violent retaliation by the administra-

tion to non-violent, non-destructive

disturbances, both in abstract and in

particular when it occurred last

spring when the Metro police were
brought in to break up the occupa-
tion of the Senate Chamber over the
issue of library accesss.

The proposed code of behaviour
does not acknowledge these con-
ditions, and it does not embody
these norms. It is, therefore, not

legitimate, and it will not be
accepted, even if it is passed by the
Governing Council, with students

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

having eight out of 50 seats, and even

if some of those students vote for it.

It will not have the goodwill and

support of the university com-

munity. In this crucial aspect — the

matter of campus disturbances — , it

is not a good or a just code, and it

will not be able to function without

imposition by force.

Brian Morgan

Dare Foods Ltd —producerofDare Cookies

has refused to negotiate with its striking employees

for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance

have characterized the company's approach to

the predominantly female work force.

Help Dare workers protect their union

and win a fair contract

DON'T BUY
DARE COOKIES!

(and tell your friends not to, either)

THE UNIVERSITY OF HAIFA IN ISRAEL IS

OFFERING SPECIAL ONE YEAR PROGRAM IN

ENGLISH IN FIELDS OF JEWISH, ISRAELI AND
MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES

STARTING OCTOBER 1973 UNTIL JUNE 1974

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
AND APPLICATIONS WRITETO:

THE AMERICAN FRIENDS OF HAIFA UNIVERSITY
500 FIFTH AVENUE - SUITE 802

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10036

cent knew of a course in which a

mark based entirely on a final exam
was appropriate.

An honours-pass-fail system re-

ceived the most support, with just

over half the students saying they

know courses for which the system

would be more suitable than the

present marks system.

Forty-one per cent know of

courses in which the entire mark

could be based on termwork, and

about the same percentage back a

"no-fail" system for some courses.

Slightly less than one-third support

oral examinations or a written report

for the grading system in some
courses.

Impersonal and bad teaching were

cited by a large number of students

in the survey. Large classes, ex-

cessive red tape, poor textbooks and

inadequate library and physical

plant facilities were other com-

plaints noted by Lubek.

Twenty-eight per cent of the

students stated they study
engineering to "help solve some of

the environmental, political, social

problems of our society." Others

said they were more interested in

careers.

Toike prefered to Varsity

Graduate Students' union

ELECTIONS
for the offices of

President
Vice-President
For the 1973-74 Academic Year

(1 MAY 1973-30 APRIL 1974)

WILL BE HELD ON FRIDAY, MARCH lb, 1973
Nominations are now open, and must be received by 5 p.m.,
Friday, March 9, 1973. Nomination forms and further
information are available at the Graduate Students' Union
Office, 16 Bancroft Ave. Phone 928-2391

Only two per cent more engineers

never read The Varsity than never

read the Toike Oike, according to an

Engineering Society survey.

Over 150 engineering students

responded to the survey, results of

which will be published in the

society's annual report.

However, of those who do read at

least one of the papers, 91 per cent

always read the Toike, the Ensoc

paper, and eight per cent
"sometimes". Only 28 per cent

always read The Varsity and another

67 per cent sometimes.

Five per cent never read The

Varsity, while three per cent never

read the Toike Oike. The latter

comes out about every three weeks,

while the former is normally

published thrice weekly.

Another publication surveyed, the

U of T Bulletin, was always read by

only four per cent, sometimes by 39

per cent and never by 70 per cent.

"What is the University Bulletin?"

some asked.

Typical comments chosen by
survey coordinator Jack Lubek in-

clude a suggestion to "Put the Toike

on bulletin boards and above
urinals." The paper is often noted,

and sometimes criticized, for its racy

and predominantly sexual humour.

Suggestions for The Varsity

included, "The left bias of The Var-

sity should be balanced with *
editorials of differing political *

positions" and advocacy of more
university news and an engineering

column in the paper.

The Toike needs "More Dirt!",

according to some students.

Ninety-one per cent of the

students surveyed thought the Toike

should be continued with little

change; only 36 per cent thought the

same of The Varsity. Sixty-four per

cent believe The Varsity should not

be continued, or only with major
improvements; only nine per cent

thought the same of the Toike.

The Students Administrative

Council fared little better than The
Varsity; 46 per cent thought it

should continue with little change

while the rest wanted it not con-

tinued or only with major
improvements.

The Engineering Society was
much more appreciated than SAC;
only 13 per cent thought it needed
major change or discontinuation.

Traditional engineering social and
|

athletic activities were well-

publicized and generally more ap-

preciated than more intellectual pur-

suits such as the French Club, the

students revealed.

.With The Hart House Music Committee

DOWNCHILD - B

Wednesday March 7 12:00—2 p.m.

East Common Room

PAUL BRODIE
Classical Saxophone

Quartet

Wednesday, March 7 8:30 p.m.

Great Hall

You spend a lot of time reading.

^b°#^ WHY AREN'T YOU A

of

• o

n ?tr

BETTER READER ?

You could be!

READ FASTER (2 to 4 TIMES)

IMPROVE YOUR COMPREHENSION
DEVELOP SKILLS WITH TECHNICAL

MATERIAL, REPORTS, ETC.

IMPROVE YOUR RECALL ABILITY

The Toronto School of Dynamic Reading can do

this - and more! We also offer life-long mem-
bership and many other features. Each of our

teachers has taught reading for over 5 years and

holds an Ontario Teaching Certificate. For a

descriptive brochure, phone 921-6410, or drop

in to: Suite 650, 86 Bloor Street W.
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MONTREAL - The labour
backed, Montreal leftist tabloid
Quebec-Presse filed a libel suit
against Quebec Creditiste leader
Yvon Dupuis Friday.

The action Filed in the Quebec
Superior Court by l'Association
cooperative des publications pop-
ulates, the publishers of Quebec-
Presse, claims damages for $52,300
from Dupuis.

The suit arose from a statement
made by Dupuis on the Radio-
Canada television show "Politique
atout" February 11.

A transcript of the program
reveals that the Creditiste leader
accused Queljec-Pressse of lavishing
praise on the Front de liberation du
Quebec, a terrorist organization
which was responsible for the kidnap
and murder of Quebec labour
minister Pierre Laporte in October
1970.

Dupuis was invited to appear on
the popular program to answer
charges levelled by the directeur de
rinformation (editor-in-chief) of
Quebec-Presse, Gerald Godin, that
delegates could vote more than once
at the Creditiste convention without
being a member of the party. He
argued anyone could have voted at
the convention.

Godin asserted he picked up a
discarded delegate's card on the
floor near the stall where Dupuis
was signing up members. He said

that he used this card to vote in the
selection of the Creditiste leader,

and a photo appeared in both
Quebec-Presse and the Montreal dai-

ly La Presse as proof.

Godin, a socialist, has never
been connected with the Creditiste
party.

Quebec-Presse incurred the wrath
of Dupuis by accusing him of using

Quebec-Presse sues Creditiste for libel- The labour- unscrupulous tactics durins the
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unscrupulous tactics during the
Creditiste leadership convention
held last February in Quebec City.
During the convention, Dupuis

assailed Quebec Presse and other
Montreal newspapers for employing
journalists in the pay of the
separatist Parti quebecois.
The host of Politique atout, Andre

Payette, asked Dupuis on the air if

Goain's charges of electoral lm

propriety were accurate.
Dupuis replied, "Be serious Mr

Payette. Quebec-Presse, look. .

."

When Payette pressed Dupuis, the
Creditiste chief retorted, "It
(Quebec-Presse) is more than Pe-
quiste (supporter of the PQ), it is

revolutionary, it is the FLQ
therefore look

L be serious...."

"Yes. these are grave accusations,
senous accusations," said Dupuis to

Payette. "Quebec-Presse praises the
FLQ. I am going to say one thing
When a guy from Quebec-Presse
says: I took two (delegates'), cards
and voted twice, that proves that he
is not honest. A guy.that goes to vote
twice is not honest."

Dupuis denied that "there was any
dishonesty" at the Creditiste con-
vention, despite the evidence un-
covered by several newspapers. "I

am an honest guy" he said on Radio-
Canada.

Dupuis has a reputation for being
a hard-line rightist and frequently
accuses "communists" of trying to
destroy Quebec. Before he ran for
the leadership of the Creditistes
Dupuis hosted a popular radio hot-
line show in Montreal and edited the
right-wing newspaper Defi
(Challenge).

By JOHN CAMPBELL
Deputy Minister of Social

Development Douglas Wright has
tacitly endorsed the Commission on
Post-Secondary Education Report
(COPSEO).

^
Speaking last Wednesday in the

last of a series of seminars on higher
education at the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education, Wright ex-
plained and commented on the
report of the commission, without
criticizing any portion of it. Wright
was chairman of the commission
until after its draft report was
released about a year ago.
Higher tuition fees will reduce the

tax burden on the poor, he insisted,
commenting on the report's
recommendation that students pay
one-third to one-half of the costs of
their education. The present system
of financing a higher proportion of
education through taxation is
regressive, he stated.

Waning public support for
expanding educational budgets in
the late 60's necessitated the
through-going review of the struc-
ture and purposes of post-secondary
education that the commission con-

ducted, he said.

The fact that the review was
conducted by a commission rather
than through regular government
channels was described by Wright as
a "pioneer'

' innovation in the
process of policy development in the
field of education.

According to Wright, the com-
mission was surprised to find that
people were not as dissatisfied with
costs as they were with the lack of
"integration" in educational facili-

ties that would make them more ac-
cessible to adult learners.

"People were fed up with the
rigidities of the system and the use
of papers (degrees) by employers",
he said.

He stressed that the numerous
briefs which made this complaint
"very profoundly influenced com-
mission members personally", and
as a result the effort to broaden the
concept and availability of an educa-
tion became the basis of the com-
mission's 126 recommendations.
The main thrust of the report,

explained Wright, aims at a revision
of the educational system in order to
deal with "the needs of persons

rather than institutions" and the
acceptance of a concept of learning
as a "life-long" process. Conse-
quently, it plays down the special
importance traditionally attached to
education obtained at a specified
learning institution with a strictly
defined time period culminating in a

"A degree", Wright intoned, "is
only a piece of a paper."
The commission wants part-time

long-term study to be regarded as
the norm and calls for social recogni-
tion to be given to learning that takes
place outside school.

"All learning is legitimate", said
Wnght, adding, "The value of quali-
ty is not as sharply differentiated as
we have traditionally thought."

n
The report urges the creation of

"open academies" and suggests that
professional associations develop
their own testing machinery to
screen job applicants rather than
merely accepting proof of academic
qualifications.

Wright stated that public reaction
to the completed report has been
almost as mild as response to the
draft report had been extreme —

THE

welcomes applications for membership for 1973-4 from
undergraduate students in any faculty. Address all
app ications to David Kendall, 364 Markham St. by March 15
(include a curriculum vitae). For inquiries call 921-7056
Those applicants granted membership will be notified in late

although in his opinion the "sub-
stance" of the two documents is the
same.

He hinted that reason for the
difference may be the tacit recogni-
tion by educators — many of whom
had objected strongly to the
recommendations of the preliminary
report - that the shift toward a life-
long style of education was probably
a process "not caused by the com-
mission; they merely identified
something already happening".
The deputy minister expressed

optimism about the future of higher
education in Ontario. He said that
the changes in education delineated
by the commission could help the
system cope with declining enrol-
ment and budget cut-backs. The
growth pattern of the 60's has
stabilized, he told his audience, such
that "the resources for post-
secondary education (can) be kept
up from a declining percentage of
the GNP" (gross national product).

"This is a new market," he
declared, referring to the new social
demands on education, "and
different processes have to be
created to deal with it".

Montreal poor spurn social work

WHAT ARE
YOU GOING
TO BE
FOR

By WM. MOLSON
Montreal poor people are rejecting

social workers' attentions and taking
community matters into their own
hands.

Marxist sociologist Mariette Riel
of Universite du Quebec said last
week the fusion of influences of
French and English social workers
had heightened the "tactical

awareness" of the people although it

hadn't raised their economic status.
This left them increasingly apathetic
to transient social workers.

Outlining the history of com-
munity organization in Montreal
at a sociology seminar in the Borden
building, Riel said the current situa-
tion was the result of the two
differing approaches.

TWO PRESENTATION ON CHINA BY

PROFESSOR MERLE GOLDMAN
of the Department of History BOSTON UNIVERSITY

author of Literary Dissent in Communist China

Tuesday, March 6, a lecfure:

"THE ROLE OF THE WRITER IN THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY"
at 4 p.m.

Wednesday, March 7, a seminar:
"FROM NON-HERO TO HERO IN CONTEMPORARY CHINESE LITERATURE'

10 to 12 noon.

Uralion of both events: Rm. 202. Galbraith Bldg. 35 St. George Street

All interested staff and students
are cordially invited to attend.

SPONSORED Br

THE EAST ASIAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
International Studies Programme

As the French Catholic institutions
— education, social services and
nursing - surrendered control to the
provincial government in the early
1960's, the consequent demand for
professionalism gave middle-class
women social work mobility.

There was also importation of a
Marxist analysis, largely from
Europe, Riel claimed.

At the same time, the traditional

English "missionary" attitude —
influenced by U.S. studies of poor
minority groups — turned to
rationality rather than emotional as
the motive power. This shift was
completed by identification of power
relationships as the crucial issue
with stress placed on conflict, she
stated.

GRADUATE STUDENT CANDIDATES
FOR

STUDENT

INVOLVEMENT
Should it mean
a student clique?

Philip Enros
graduate student

for

GOVERNING
COUNCIL

If you can volunteer 2 hours on one of the above nights to help phone. Phone
923-9861 and specify what night!

6:30 P.M.

GOVERNING
COUNCIL
WILL SPEAK AT

All Candidates Meeting
AT THE

GSU, 16 BANCROFT,
6MARCH, 1230

le cercle frangais de U.C

et la Troupe 368 presente
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Anderson
assails SAC
• from page 6

Anderson stressed that it should be

used only in cases of departmental

intransigence, "such methods ten-

ding to harden bargaining

positions".

Anderson has a background of

serving on several important deci-

sion making and advisory councils.

Most notably, he is completing a

stint on the hard-working Presiden-

tial Advisory Committee to Review

the New Program.

Former education commissioner

Marty Stollar, whom Anderson

replaced last summer, has nothing

but praise for the job Anderson did.

"He was intended as a caretaker,

but he ended up getting an awful lot

done," Stollar said, noting that his

replacement held a full-time job

while he worked on the commission.

As well, he helped rewrite SAC's

brief on discipline after university

commissioner John Creelman's draft

proved unacceptable, says Stollar.

Scott (Erindale H) is vice-

president of the Students' Ad-

ministrative Government of

Erindale.

A first year medical student and

the ticket's representative from the

professional faculties, Moses has

campus political experience, but it is

limited to committees within the

medical faculty. He said he was

involved in the student opposition

movement which effectively killed

year end "survival" examinations

for medical students.

Anderson explained that while the

support for the ticket among the

professional faculties was adequate,

in terms of the election, it still was

one of the primary concerns of the

ticket.

Traditionally, campus-wide tickets

have gained their bases of support

from particular factions. The sup-

port received by the Anderson

ticket, on the other hand, has

spanned the spectrum of campus

politics. Anderson has received the

support of last year's finance com-

missioner and the present student

governor Paul Cadario, generally

considered on the campus "right",

along with the support of last year's

SAC vice-president, Phil Dack.

Anderson said that most people

who have come to know him through

SAC, consider him to be "left-

centre".

"My support from the traditional

right," said Anderson, "is at-

tributable to a leadership vacuun."

According to Scott, this year there

has been a complete lack of co-

ordination between SAC and local

student councils. Their ticket, he

claimed, would make a special effort

to extend the services of SAC to the

suburban campuses, "which have

been particularly ignored in the

past."

Rather than rebating part of SAC
fees back to the suburban campuses,

as the Vickery ticket has suggested,

the Anderson ticket believes the

effort should be made to extend

activities, wherever possible, to the

suburban campuses.

According to Scott, the suburban

campuses want to become part of

the whole". The implementation of

this desire would be one of the

primary facuses of the Anderson

tjeket.

No support

from Engsoc
* from page 7

Vickery: "Earlier, I had thought of

running. But, I got pissed off with

SAC. So, I ran for Governing Coun-

cil. Then, Bill Steadman and quite a

few other people showed quite a bit

of support so I again considered run-

ning." Steadman, bis predecessor as

services commissioner, is the slate's

campaign manager.

Vickery, despite his conservative

views on campus politics and the

conservatism of his running mates

and campaign manager, claims to

support the New Democratic Party.

He said that he saw no contradiction

in this.

Vickery, who considers himself

the only "credible" alternative to

the slate headed by Bob Anderson, is

running on a program of fiscal

responsibility.

He defended his plans to reduce

the SAC fee by two dollars, saving

"the communications budget could

be cut back also the campus

centre levy (of one dollar) could be

cut."

Weedon added that they would

save $5,000 by pulling out of the

Ontario Federation of Students. He
called the present money spent on

OFS "wasted".

A populist plank, this fee

reduction was rejected as almost an

impossibility by student governor

and former SAC finance com-

missioner Paul Cadario, who added

that "to run SAC at the scale re-

quired for effectiveness requires that

the money be levied".

Cadario also questioned the

Vickery slate promise of a rebate to

Scarborough and Erindale. "If you

give it to Scarborough and Erindale,

you'll have to give it to everyone,"

he added.

Vickery said that he would leave it

up to the local councils at Scar-

borough and Erindale to decide on

the seven dollar rebate. He added

that if there wasn't a rebate, services

will have to be improved. "They can

decide whether they want the ser-

vices or the rebate."

At an all candidates meeting

Thursday, Vickery proclaimed his

opposition to the contingency repay-

ment or CORSAP plan proposed by

the Commission on Post-Secondary

Education.

Since then, he revealed in the

interview he has found out he was

"misinformed". He admitted that it

was a "sticky point" because he was

"labouring under a mis-
apprehension". "I didn't get in-

volved in the study of the COPSEO
report. . . that makes me more in-

terested in making a deep study of

the report".

Stressing services, the Vickery

slate wants, like the Miglin slate last

year, to improve communications.

Yet Vickery stressed that his slate

would have a much stricter grants

policy and cut the communications

budget.

On discipline, Vickery said that he

opposed the Cadario regulations

proposed to the Governing Council.

"The report almost predates

Campbell with the strictness of

treatment it would give to

demonstrations."

Vickery's running mate Weedon

said that though he had not had any

experience in student politics at U of

T, he had had organizational ex-

perience, mainly with the Young

Progressive Conservatives.

Campaign manager Steadman is

also a PC,
Bannon, finance commissioner for

the last two months says he would

act as administrator next year.

He admitted that SAC had held

back funds allocated to the Arts and

Science Student Union but said that

the union hadn't been officially

recognized and that they had to be

financially accountable to SAC.

Anderson, Bannon's opponent, is

chairman of ASSU.
In spite of this action, the Vickery

slate still claims to endorse the

principle of non-intervention in

the internal affairs of the ASSU

SKIING!
CHEAP!
At Blue Mountain,

Fit, Mar. 9, 7:15 a.m.

Tickets: $7.00

(includes tow and transportation)

Pay in advance at SAC Office

- U of T Ski Bums Anon.—

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complex fERMPAPEA

service. Originality, quality, and

security dictate our policy.

Phone:961-6150
Hours: l.lon.-Fri. 3 pm-10 pm

S at.-Sun. 9 am-5 pm
Professional Typing-Done

300 AVENUE ROAD

TAVERN
HOME OFBLUES&SOUL

APPEARING NOW:

BIG MAMA THORNTON

EVERY DAY, FROM 5-8:30

WACKY TABACKY

GRADUATE STUDENTS
in the Humanities and Social Sciences

This week you will receive a ballot in the mail for the

election of your representative to the Governing Council.

Vote for the candidate who promises effective represen-

tation at the Council, close cooperation with the G.S.U.

and constant communication with the graduate students.

Vote for

BARRY MITCHELL

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
BENSON BUILDING

FIELD HOCKEY
7th March -4th April

Wednesday 5 : 00 - 7 : 00 p.m.

ALL WELCOME

SKILLS CAN BE LEARNED!

S.M.C.

CITY GOVERNMENT

FORUM 4

EDWARD GOODMAN
AND'

JAMES LORIMER

debate development

in Toronto

Wednesday March 7

12:15

Brennan Hall Lounge

SPONSORED BY

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
STUDENTS' UNION

JAZZ, MODERN, DANCE
COMPOSITION & BALLET

Exciting and creative 2 day Dance O.W.I.A.A.

Workshop at University of Toronto, featuring

guest artist CHARLES WEIDMAN from New York

who will teach a class in mime and the original

Humphry Weidman Dance Technique: DAVID

EARLE of Toronto Dance Theatre will teach a

class in the pioneer technique of Martha Graham.

Meet and observe all "Ontario University dance

performance groups. Workshop, Friday 1:00 p.m.

• 5 p.m. and Saturday 9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Registration $3.00 at Benson Bldg. 320 Huron

St. Room 102. Information 928-3441.

See you there!

CHARLES
WEIDMAN
AND HIS

THEATRE
DANCE
COMPANY

AN HISTORIC FESTIVAL PERFORMANCE
BY NEW YORK'S CHARLES WEIDMftN THEATRE DANCE COMPANY

ONE NIGHT ONLY
dancing his famous 'Thurber Fables' lynchtown' and

'A Lincoln Portrait'

Original founder of Modern Dance along with Martha Graham
in the 1920's.

"...there has been nobody in the dance before' him to pattern after and certainly even
remotely like him in the dance today." jonn Martin, 1 ne Modern Dance.

RYERS0N THEATRE, 43 GERRARD STREET EAST

FRIDAY, MARCH 9th 8:30 p.m.
ALL TICKETS $2.50

> Eaton's 364-6487

• Ryerson Theatre Box Office — S9S-5088

• Benson Bldg. (320 Huron) Box Office, Room 102

open daily 8:30 a.m. • 9 p.m. — 928-3441
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Blues earn eighth |
Queen's Cup

The Varsity 15

Varsity Blues won their eighth

consecutive OUAA championship,

defeating Western Mustangs 8-1

Saturday night at Varsity Arena

before an estimated 3,700 spectators.

The victory represents a milestone

in coach Tom Watt's career. In his

eight years with the Blues Watt's

teams have won 200 games
(including exhibition), lost 34, and

tied 16. Blues also defeated Waterloo
Warriors 13-2 Friday evening.

Team captain Gord Davies

accepted the Queen's Cup on behalf

of the Blues and asked that it be

handed over to Watt, who seemed
genuinely surprised by the move and

was too embarrassed to say anything

to the crowd. He came onto the ice

and hugged Davies, a gesture which
drew a wild round of applause from

the fans who had also stood up and
cheered during the last minute of the

game.

Blues now have to play a two out

of three series against the winners of

the Alberta-Lakehead game, with

the winner returning to Toronto for

the CIAU finals March 17 against

either Loyola, Moncton, or St.

Mary's.

Blues seemed to settle down in the

second frame of Saturday's game,
scoring three goals in under three

and one half minutes. Nick Holmes
checked a Western player in the

corner to free the puck for Bob
Munro's go-ahead goal — a screen

shot between goalie Peter Lambert's
legs, and Bruce Herridge lifted a
backhand shot off a rebound over a

prone Lambert and his defencemen
for the insurance goal.

With Blues ahead 3-1 Western
seemed to collapse, with their first

period hopes for an upset dwindling.

Mike Keenan's drive from 10 feet
back of the blueline eluded a sur-

prised Lambert who didn't see the
puck until it was too late.

And as Toronto gained confidence
play shifted to the Western end, and
Varsity continously stopped Mus-
tangs at the Toronto blueline and
dumped the puck back, preser-
ving their lead through defensive
Play-

Toronto played its familiar third
period game and chalked up four
more goals with Western unable to
keep up due in part to Blues ap-
parent superior conditioning.
However, in all fairness to
Mustangs, they had played a tough
game the evening before against a
bruising Laurentian squad (with the
game ending at midnight).

For Toronto's fifth goal, Don'
Pagnutti was left all alone in front of
the net and easily flipped the puck
m, while Bill Buba was allowed to
cut across Mustangs' crease un-
hindered to backhand in his shot for
Varsity's sixth.

Neil Korzack scored after stealing
the puck from 'Stang' defenceman
pbil Howard who was trying to
freeze the puck in the slot. Sur-
prisingly, Bruce Herridge's shot
rebounded in off this same
defenceman for Blues' final goal.

In Friday's 13-2 rout of supposed
nvals Waterloo Warriors before an
estimated 3,200 spectators, Varsity
quashed any rumours that Waterloo
would be a thorn in its side. In two
exhibition games earlier in the

season Toronto barely squeezed past
Warriors before decisively defeating
them 7-3 in late season play.

Blues succeeded in keeping the
pressure on during the entire game,
dividing their 13 goals between the
three periods. Nick Holmes notched
his second hat-trick of the season
season, while many other Blues had
multi-point games.
Rearguard Warren Anderson,

always one of the steadiest players in

his own end, showed fine two-way
play in tallying five points, including
one goal. Neil Korzack and Kent I
Ruhnke scored two goals each, and

™

Korzack, Pagnutti, and Bill Fifield J
each had four points on the evening.

Blues went ahead in the opening g
20 minutes with four unanswered f
goals including two on power-plays

e

— both due to good digging by
Korzack and Ruhnke in the crease
area.

Play was mild in the opening
period, but hitting picked up in the
final five minutes as Waterloo finally

decided to show its former
aggressive style of play, with the
pace becoming even more furious in

the second 20 minutes. Spectators
were given a demonstration of solid

hitting and fast skating by both
clubs.

Near the beginning of the period
Waterloo captain Roger Kropf and
Neil Korzack were making menacing
gestures at each other. Waterloo
player Ted Porter then skated over
and knocked Korzack on the head —
a move which cost him a game
misconduct for bringing the third

man into a fight. Korzack and Kropf
were given two minutes each for the
"fight".

Holmes scored two of his goals in

the second period — the first on a
good shot to the glove side of
Waterloo goalie Jake Dupuis after

stealing the pufck from Kropf. His
second came off a similar shot —
this time on a pass from behind the

net from Munro, after captain

Davies' hard work in the corner.

However, on Waterloo's power-
play goal by Jim Nickleson, Holmes
was the goat, sitting out a holding

penalty for grabbing a Waterloo
player in a bearhug right in front of

referee Blair Graham.
The final period of play saw Blues

score five times after an early

Waterloo goal by Jim Morris off

sloppy corner play by Varsity players

in the Toronto end. Holmes got his

hat-trick goal on a fast slap shot

using the Warrior defence as a
screen.

Play in this period seemed tame
compared to that witnessed in the

second, except for a fight with only

10 seconds left in the game. A usual-

ly easy-going Harry Sems started it

off with a highstick as he checked
Russ Elliott into the boards. As they

skated to the other side Elliot

reciprocated by taking Sems out of

the play. Both then dropped their

gloves and went at it, with Elliot

appearing to win the decision.

Blues Notes: Nick Holmes was
elated with his hat-trick Friday and

explained why: "I was always sent

onto the ice to do what I could

best—hit—it's nice to be a scorer for

a change." Holmes spent the last

year playing senior OHA with Barrie

Bill Buba scores midway through the third period to put Toronto ahead 6-2 in the championship game Saturday.

and also put some time in with
Columbus of the International
League. "Tom lets us play pretty
much our own style", he said
four Blues were selected to the first

Eastern Section all-star team, and
one to the second team. Goalie
Bruce Durno, defenceman Warren
Anderson, centre Bob Munro, and
left winger Bill Buba were selected
to the first all star team while right
winger Kent Ruhnke was selected to

the second team. ... In Friday's
other semi-final game Western
defeated Laurentian 54.

Toronto 13 Waterloo 2

First Period

1) Toronto. Korzack (Pagnutti, Fifield)
2:37

2> Toronto. Anderson (Buba, Korzack)
3:30

3t Toronto, Ruhnke (Pagnutti, Ander-
son), 6:03

4) Toronto, Pagnutti (Korzack, Milnes)
11:20

Penalties — Stubel W, 1:53, Crosby W.
5:39, Anderson T, 7:21, Keenan T, Kxop!

Toronto 8 Western 1

First Period

1) Western, Slywchuk (Robinson. Fraser)
0:33

2) Toronto, Anderson (Keenan, Herridge)
8:43

Penalties — Farwell W, 1:49, Keenan T,
4:39, Leroy T. Slywchuk W, each double
minors, 6:02. Robinson W, 7:57. Herridge
T, Pirie W, 9:55, Pirie W, 14:03, Farwell
W, minor, Munro T, double minor, 16:25

Second Period
3) Toronto, Munro (Holmes), 6:25
4) Toronto, Herridge (Buba, McFarlane)
8:50

5) Toronto, Keenan (Milnes, Dumo), 9:31
Penalties — Korzack T, 11:03, Anderson
T, 11:49, Lefebvre W, 19:05

Third Period

6) Toronto, Pagnutti (Ruhnke. Korzack)
7:15

7) Toronto, Buba (McFarlane, Herridee)
11:38

8) Toronto, Korzack (Pagnutti, Milnes),
13:07

9) Toronto, Herridge (Keenan), 15:26

Shots on goal by

15 13

7

sportalk

Second Period
5) Toronto, Ruhnke (Korzack, Anderson)
0:30

6) Toronto, Buba (Fifield, Milnes), 1:39
7) Toronto, Holmes, 3:15

8) Waterloo, Nickleson (Morris, Palecz-

ny), 14:45

9) Toronto, Holmes (Davies, Munro)
15:19

Penalties — Porter W. 1:21, Korzack T,

minor, Kropf W, minor, Porter W, game
misconduct, 3:21, Korzack T, 9:50, Sems
T, Crosby W, 11:25, Holmes T, 14:33,

Stubel W, 16:55, Leroy T. 19:14

Third Period

10) Waterloo, Morris (Nickleson
Stinson), 2:45

11) Toronto, Holmes (Munro, Anderson),

8:30

12) Toronto, Korzack (Ruhnke, Pa-
gnutti). 10:07

13) Toronto, Herridge (Anderson, Mc-
Farlane) 12:07

14) Toronto, Sems (Fifield, Leroy), 14:39
15) Toronto, Fifield (Munro, Milnes)
19:19

Penalties — Stubel W, 6:28, Crosby W,
13:25, Sems T, minor, Elliott W, double
minor, 19:50

Waterloo

Toronto

Shots on goal by

9 7

19 15

8 -24

16 -50

The University of Toronto judo
team took the OUAA championship
title by defeating York in the finals

47-0 Saturday at York University.

Excellent coaching by Soki Uemura,
current Canadian Lightweight

Champion, was more than evident

on Saturday. Team members were
Greg Doulet, Ford Kawano, Bill En-
nis, Chris Preobrazenski, and Morris

Ostrowiecki. Kawano took first place

and Ostrowiecki came in second in

the over 170 pound weight class. The
U of T judo team has not lost any
collegiate team tournament in the

past five years, and team members
are hopeful that the sport will be
reinstated by the CIAU as a national

university sport for the coming
year ... the University of Toronto
alpine ski team placed third in the

McMaster Invitation at Blue Moun-
tain Friday. Carleton finished first

and Queen's second. Individually,

Carleton team members Mike Ryan
and Rob Langevin placed first and
second respectively, with Toronto's

Doug Carter placing third. The meet
was only one of seven scheduled for

the 1973 season, and Toronto
remains in second place overall, with

Carleton first and Queen's third.

Racing for Toronto were Carter

(team captain), John Triste, Alan

Abbott, Britt Roberts, Steve Pumoli,
and Grant Wilson. The first four
times of these six team members
went toward the final total. The
University of Toronto women's team
finished third in the meet.
Altogether 11 teams competed. The
last race of the circuit is the Guelph
Invitational scheduled for next
weekend at Georgian Peaks ... in

the second and final interfaculty D
swimming meet last Thursday
evening, Vic finished first with 60

points,Engineering was second with
52, Trinity third with 48 and Law
fourth with 32 . . . St.Mary's Univer-
sity Huskies of Halifax defeated
Lakehead University Nor'westers of

Thunder Bay 79-67 in Waterloo
Saturday to capture, the CIAU
basketball title. Both teams carry a

large number of American players,

and seven of the 10 starters were
from the United States. Nor'westers

edged Loyola College Warriors of

Montreal 68-63 in two overtime
periods Friday night, while the
Huskies rallied from a four point

deficit with 1:18 left in regulation

time to tie the game and eventually

beat University of Windsor Lancers
91-84 in one overtime period. Wind-
sor beat Loyola in the consolation

final Saturday.

t CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.

For information write to:

Community of the Holy Spirit

54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

all the
latest in

fashion
and
custom-
made

BRADD0CK
OPTICAL

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

MAIN STORE
280 BLOOR ST. WEST 962-2020
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Swim Blues help OUAA to national title

By PAULCARSON
The University of Toronto men's swimming

team re-established its dominance over other

Canadian universities with a convincing vic-

tory in the unofficial team championships at

the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union

finals in Calgary this weekend.

In leading the OUAA to th

conference title. Varsity regained the London

Free Press Trophy awarded to the school

scoring the most points in the as yet

unrecognized team competition.

Taking their sixth team title in the last seven

years, the Varsity swimmers finished about

120 points ahead of the University of Alberta

while the third place race between Western

and the University of British Columbia had

not been settled at press time last night

Varsity captain Jim Adams was named

Swimmer of the Meet after setting two CIAU

records in the beats of the 50 and 100-yard

freestytes; appropriately, Adams won the

championship final in both events and also

anchored Blues' victories in the 400-yard

freestyle and medley relays.

Official results were not available last night,

but Varsity timers clocked Adams in 21.8

seconds in the 50 free and 48.3 seconds in the

100. Adams had shared the former mark of

21.9 in the 50 with another Toronto sprinter,

Theo Van Ryn, who graduated in 1971.

Adams might have swam his last races for

Varsity as he is contemplating doing graduate

work in Europe next year. He narrowly missed

an unprecedented fifth gold medal in the 200-

yard freestyle as Ottawa's Jobs Duncan

repeated his narrow victory of last week's

OUAA finals.

Only two other CIAU records fell in the

three-day meet that featured the first joint

national collegiate championships formen and

women in Canadian swimming history.

Olympian Byron MacDonald easily took

both butterfly events in record time, for-

malizing the new standards he established

during Blues' dual meet season.

MacDonald also provided some unexpected

excitement by placing fourth in the 100-yard

freestyle while swimming butterfly. Although

he bad produced a record-setting butterfly less

than 15 minutes prior to the freestyle final,

MacDonald used flip turns and superior con-

ditioning to give Varsity some valuable points

and an important psychological boost at that

stage of the meet
"We really needed to open up a lead on

Alberta at that point, and even though he was

very tired Byron volunteered to swim the

butterfly in the 100 free for the sake of the

team," said former Varsity captain Terry

Byron.

Varsity's Merrily Stratten doniinated the

women's freestyle, winning both the 400 and

200-yard races and adding a close second in the

100 free

Marilyn McCormick, Nancy Thompson and

Joan Dolson were the other Toronto

swimmers in the women's section.

Varsity coach Robin Campbell had planned

to grab an early points lead Thursday night in

the distance freestyles, and freshman Shawn

Laari came through with a solid victory in the

1,650 yard marathon and helped out in Blues'

winning effort in the 800 yard freestyle relay.

Laari later proved to be the best of a

somewhat slow field, winning the 500-yard

freestyle as Varsity took six of seven possible

gold medals in that section.

Overall, the times were below expectation

as the best of Canada's college swimmers just

couldn't adjust to Calgary's 4,800-foot altitude.

"In UJS. college svriinming, there is an

allowance of almost 20 seconds for a swimmer

who does a 1,650 freestyle at any altitude over

3,300 feet, so Laari's time of 17:34 is actually

very respectable," Byron said.

Most of the 15-member Varsity men's team

turned in solid efforts, particularly veteran

John Twohig and freshman Dave Schappert

Twohig atoned for a very disappointing

display in last year's CIAU finals with three

outstanding freestyle races that produced a

close third in the 100 plus two solid relay splits

under 50 seconds.

Schappert placed well in three consolation

finals and might have done even better but for

a loose string on his bathing suit in the 1650

freestyle. He was challenging for fifth after

about 200 yards when the string came untied

and Schappert had to pull his suit up at every

turn.

Finally he stopped completely in the middle

of his lane and somehow retied the string; a

frantic sprint over the final 150 yards resulted

in a well-deserved eighth place.

Veteran Bob Peeling concluded his college

career with a sixth in the 100 fly and Zvi Eldar

made the finals in the 200 fly. Freshman Dave

Wilkin was a strong third in the 100 yard

freestyle and swam well in the fresstyle relays.

Diver Alex Lau qualified for his first CIAU

meet and placed ninth off the three-metre

board and tenth in the one-metre diving.

Breaststrokers Wayne Phillips and John

Sebben each grabbed one bronze medal, and

Nick Rottman placed second in two con-

solation finals.

Other Varsity entries were freestyiers Dave

Chutter and John Peters, plus backstroker

Russ Farquhar.

Stratten and MacDonald will probably

continue heavy training in preparation for the

World Student Games, while Adams may

decide to enter the WSG trials in his native

Brazil.

It doesn't take much to get back in shape to play for the Bruins.

Track finishes second
The University of Toronto track team placed

a close second to the University of Western

Ontario Saturday at the OUAA finals at the

CNE grounds. The Western team earned 119.5

points to Toronto's 118.8.

Other participants in the meet and then-

standings included Queen's University with

84.3 points, York (42.8), McMaster (30) and the

University of Windsor (25.5). Eleven uni-

versities competed in the 23 event meet.

Toronto's best events of the day included

the pole vault and the women's high jump. U
of T members Bruce Simpson, Dave Barrett,

and Dave Rudichuk finished in the top three

positions in the pole vault with heights of

16'6", 13*6", and 13'6". Louise Hanna finished

first in the high jump with 1.78 metres.

In the men's 50 metre hurdles event Greg

Ross placed third in 7.1 (a personal best time)

and Avo Albo finished fifth in 7.5. (Albo has

been on the basketball court for the past few

months with the Varsity team.) Albo placed

second in his heat in 7.2, while Ross was third

in bis in 7.4.

Bob DeGroot placed second in the 50 metre

final event in 5.7 seconds after finshing first in

his heat in 5.8. Henry Tobias followed in

fourth place with 6 flat, and finished second in

his heat with 5.8.

In the 600 metre event Gerry Feeney

finished second in 1:21.5 to Windsor's Walter

in 1:20.6. Mark Minden placed fifth overall in

the 1000 metre event in 2:32.7.

In the 5000 metre Toronto's Morley was

third in 14:55.

In the jump events, Erik Little tied for first

place (and eventually placed second) to Ray

Anthony of Waterloo, both with 1.88 metre

jumps. Another Blues basketball team
member, Dave Watt, finished second in the

triple jump in 14.41, with Toronto's Keith

McKenzie fourth in 13.54.

The Toronto team runners placed a close

second to Western in the distance medley,

with first-second place times of 10:23.4 and

10:25.8. The Toronto team also placed second

in the 4 x 400 relay, one tenth of a second back

of Queen's in 3:26.1.

Three Toronto team members also placed

within the top five in the 1500 metre event.

John Sbarpe was second to Western's Grant

McLaren in 3:52.5, while Paul Glynn and Joe

Sax finished three-four with times of 3:55.1

and 3:57.5.

Basketball playoffs begin
year. In addition, Bill Caskey, the masked
Meds forward, has stated publicly that he will

let the captain of the opposing team which

eliminates Meds from the playoffs (if indeed

they do get eliminated) remove this mask at

centre court following the loss. Meds by 10 is

the betting line.

UC goes against Sr. Engineering Tuesday

night at 7 pm in a game which promises the

greatest likelihood of an upset The engineers

have a wealth of talent: if they can put it

together, watch out. However, seasoned

observers of Interfac playoffs say Big Red

experience will carry UC through this contest

The following is a listing of the top three I

in each event:

4 x 440 relay {men): 1. Queen's, 3:26.0, 2. Toronto,

3:26.1, 3. Western, 3:29.0.

SO metre hurdles (women): 1. Karen EQadki,

York, 7.6. /
1500 metres (men): 1. G. McLaren, Western,

3:49.2; 2. J. Sharpe, Toronto, 3:525; 3. B. Stride,

Brock, 3:53.8.

600 metre (men): 1. R. Walter, Windsor, 1:20.6; 2.

Gerry Feeney, Toronto, 1:21.5; 3. D. Cartan,

McMaster, 1:21.6.

50 metre hurdles (men): 1. D. Jarvis, Queen's, 6.7;

2. D. Price, Queen's, 7.0; 3. G. Ross, Toronto. 7.1.

1000 metre (men): 1. G. McLaren, Western,

2:26.6; 2. L. Reynolds, York, 2:30.0; 3. D. Lowe,

Guelph, 2:31.5.

300 metre (women) : 1. G. Olinek, York, 41.0; 2. B.

Burton, McMaster, 41.9; 3. J. Mclntyre, Western,

42.2.

30 metres (men): 1. H. Fraser, Queen's, 5.6; 2. B.

De Groot, Toronto. 5.7; 3. D. Milgram, York, 5.8.

50 metres (women): 1. J. Mclntyre, Western, 6.5;

2. B. Burton, McMaster, 6.6; 3. C. Browne, York,

6.7.

800 metres (women): 1. J. McKinty, Laurentian,

2:20.3; 2. Lesley Evans, Toronto, 2:21.7; 3. L.

Andrews, Queen's, 2:29.6.

300 metres (men): I. T. Rotondo, Western, 34.8

2. T. Powell, York, 35.1; 3. H. Fraser, Queen's, 35.2.

5000 metre (men): 1. J. Draton, McMaster,

14:24.6; 2. K. Hamilton, York, 14:49.4; 3. B. Morley,

Toronto, 14:55.0.

4 x 220 relay (men) : 1. Western, 1 : 34.2 . 2. Queen's,

1:34.6; 3. York, 1:35.7.

4 x 220 relay (women): 1. Western, 1:53.2.

High jump (men): 1. R. Anthony, Waterloo, 1.88

metres; 2. Erik Little, Toronto, 1.88; 3. Alan

Scheieger, Waterloo, 1.88.

Long jump (men): 1. R. Petrauskas, Windsor, 6.76

metres; 2. W. Clark, Western, 6.74; 3. B. Anderson,

Western, 6.67.

Long jump (women): 1. Debbie Van Kiekebelt.

York, 6 metres; 2. Louise Gauthier, Laurentian, 5.2

metres; 3. Cindy Browne, York, 4.89.

Pole vault: 1. Bruce Simpson; Toronto, 16*6"; 2.

Dave Barrett, Toronto, 13'6"; 3. Dave Rudichuk

Toronto, 13'6".

Shot put (men): 1. H. Barkauskas, Western,

48'25"; 2. J. Ongarato, Queen's, 44"55"; 3. G.

Glogowski. Toronto, 44'2".

Shot put (women): 1. Jane Haiat, York, 49'8.25".

High jump (women): 1. Louise Hanna, Toronto,

1.78 metres; 2. Karen Hladki, York, 1.62 metres.

Distance medley (men): 1. Western, L 10:23.4; 2.

Toronto, 10:25.8; 3. York, 10:33.0.

Triple jump (men): 1. W. Clark, Western, 14.66; 2.

D. Watt, Toronto, 14.41; 3. Don Price, Queen's,

13 59.

The annual basketball playdown for the

Sifton Cup commences tomorrow as all eight

teams swing into action in sudden death

quarter-final games.
St. Mike's A and PHE B meet at high noon.

In their only other encounter earlier this

season, St. Mike's outscored PHE B in the

final minute of play by a count of 8-2 to win 77-

71. PHE B won't be that close this time. St.

Mike's will probably have the game out of

reach long before the last minute of play. Call

it St. Mike's by 15.

At 5 pm Tuesday, Vic tangles with Meds.
Meds trampled Vic in their only meeting this
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Open stacks
get closer

THE

Over a year of struggle came
one step closer to partial victory

Monday night when open stacks

in the Robarts Library was ad-

vocated by a committee asked to

study the question.

However, an amendment
moved by arts and science dean
Bob Greene would set up
bureaucratic hassles that may
discourage undergraduates,
graduate students and faculty

members alike from using the
university's main book collec-

tion.

By a vote of 10 to 2, with one
abstention, the Library Subcom-
mittee voted to recommend
equal access to the stacks for all

)
university members.
After the subcommittee com-

pletes its report on the library,

first the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee then the Governing Coun-
cil's executive and finally the
council itself must approve the

recommenda tion.

If it is approved, the demands
of three occupations of Simcoe
Hall last spring for open access

for both university and com-
munity members will be partially

met
There was little debate on the

main motion Monday, as most of
the issues had been thrashed
over at two previous meetings.
The recommendation, which

came from an internal subcom-
mittee working group that
predicted differentiated access
would be almost impossible to

put into practice, urged that "all

members of the university be
granted equal admission to the
stacks and that "a thorough

| review be made after one year". -

The amendment recommended
that stack passes to be granted
automatically to any member of
the university upon application,

be required. Applicants would
have to state the "subject area in

which they will be, working and
the nature of their research; and
the period of time for which the
application is made".
The minimum length of time

for which a stack pass would be
granted is one month; the
maximum would be one term.
The amendment, passed by the

same margin as the main
motion, concludes that all "these
procedures" will be reviewed at
the conclusion of the first year of

operation of the Robarts Library,
which is expected to open within
five months of the end of the
elevator workers' strike.

Greene said that his amend-

ment was a "form of differential
access which makes necessary
formal application for ad-
mission" and that "the com-
munity using the stacks will be
self-selected and self-divided on
the basis of research needs".
While it was not stated,

Greene may have been referring
to the terras of reference of the
committee, which was instructed
to differentiate stack, access on
the basis of "academic need".

Political economy professor
Sanford Lakoff criticized
Greene's amendment, asking
what would happen if 30,000
people turned up?" He also
questioned the necessity of
stating subject area on an ap-
plication if there were to be no
access restrictions.

Greene replied that this
procedure would enable "the
library to get a far better percep-
tion of the stacks in this ex-
ploratory first year" and said
that it was an "expression of
(his) concern for conservation".
Student representative Brian

Morgan declared that he had
originally found the amendment
"distasteful" but that he would
now support it

Lakoff also suggested at the
meeting that the use of the
library could be limited by put-
ting restrictions on the access of
first year students to the
research library.

Lakoff said that the people
who need the library most were
faculty members, post-graduate
students and undergraduates
doing major research essays. He
also said that people should be
encouraged to be "self-limiting".

. Alumna Jean Collins-
Williams suggested that this

restriction be a "positive" rather
than a "negative" restriction, by
encouraging first year students
to use the other libraries on cam-
pus instead of the Robarts
Library.

Collins-Williams also
suggested that first year students
have their applications endorsed
by a member of the department

Professors W.M. Dick, who sat
on the working group, and Hans
Kunov objected to this
suggestion, stating it was neither
necessary or practical.

Collins-Williams' motion that

"members of the university
registered in their first year
would require endorsement in a

manner to be decided before ad-
mission to the Robarts Library
stacks" was defeated 4 to 9.
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Students rally at Sid Smith
ondav feahirpH Arte a-nA Ch.j * ci i_" 'i- < - .... _Monday featured Arts and Science Student

Union fieldworker David Depoe singing "The
George Duff Talking Blues" in support of the
math occupation.

Today, it may be the Lady Godiva
Memorial Band's turn, as occupying math
students have invited the engineering band to
a noon rally.

Students from i'Universite du Quebec a
Montreal will attend the rally in the Sid
Smith foyer to relate their struggles to the
math students'' fight Progress reports from
the occupiers will also be given.

For more stories on the occupation, see
oaee 3.

Kunov unsuccessfully
suggested that any member of
the university be required to pass
a computerized library test
before granted admission to the
library.

Morgan said that people
should rather be "encouraged to

take a course in library instruc-

tion", but not required to.

Most committee members were
in favour of some kind of orien-

tation course. Associate librarian
H. Sholler said that the library

was about to expand on a "major
orientation program".

Tcchnical problems al The
Varsity's printers made it

necessary lo eliminate four
pages from the paper early
this morning. Pari II of (he
freedom of expression feature
will appear Friday.

U of T lawyers throw out behavior code
By RANDY ROBERTSON

U of T solicitors have tossed the
proposed code of behaviour into the
wastebasket - at least as far as it has any
force in law.

The discipline code proposed for the
university is valuable only as a statement
of principle and has no legal validity,
student governor Paul Cadario, co-author
with vice-president Jill Conway of the
code, admitted yesterday.
After the Internal Affairs Committee

came out of closed session, Cadario an-
nounced that the university's solicitors
have advised him that "the code's general
statements will not suffice as a discipline
code."

The solicitors, Cassels Brock, have ad-
vised that a code of definite prohibitions
be formulated, he said.

Part-time student governor Norma
Grindal said last night, that as a result of
the lawyers' advice and concern about the
wording of a clause of prohibitions, the
earliest she thinks the university's
discipline policy can be implemented is
June. Cadario hopes it will be passed in
May.

After both Internal Affairs and the

Academic Affairs Committee have ap-

proved the present code, the Governing
Council must pass it Then possibly in

April it must be drafted in legal terms
which will then have to be approved by

the council.

The code as it is, Cadario said, is "too

positive" and too vague. The principles it

enunciates are acceptable only as prin-

ciples and cannot be acted on.

"It is necessary for us to be exhaustive

in formulating these prohibitions,"

Cadario said. "It is not sufficient for us to

merely provide examples," Cadario said.

Section Six of the proposed code in-

cludes a series of "examples of conduct to

be prohibited wherever the university is

uniquely involved or affected." The
solicitors recommend that these examples
be presented not as examples but as

prohibitions.

A controversial section of it which
because it is drafted in negative terms,

Cadario said is the only one that could be

legally implemented, prohibits "wherever
the university is uniquely involved:

"Intentional or reckless obstruction or

disruption or undue disturbance, by any
means, of teaching, research, ad-
ministration, disciplinary proceedings, or
any other authorized activity on univer-

sity premises, including public service ac-

tivities of the university."

Cadario said that the committee had
not intended by means of this subsection
to ban all peaceful demonstration and
picketing "and the section should be read
in light of this intention."

Cadario defined a peaceful demon-
stration as "one which does not obstruct
disrupt or disturb". He realized, he said,

that it is now necessary for the committee
to define what constitutes "obstruction",

"disruption," and "disturbance".
The committee referred the matter to

an internal task force, which, after con-
sulting lawyers, will report in time for the

committee's March 22 meeting, Cadario
said last night
Conservative faculty member Stanley

Schiff claimed that this subsection in no
way prohibits any demonstration that
does not interfere with "the guts of the

university," which he said are teaching,

research, administration.

Schiff concluded "from the flak in The
Varsity" that those who are opposing this

subsection of the code "want to be able to

continue to disrupt to attain their own
substantial ends even when the Governing
Council does not approve these ends."
He asked the committee "whether we

can have these allow these alternative

means — what I can only call 'running in

the street?"

Graduate student governor Clarice
Henschel asked if the current math oc-

cupation would be considered an "inten-
tional or reckless obstruction or disrup-
tion or undue disturbance". Cadario
refused to discuss the occupation in

relation to the code.

"We are not a tribunal" he said, "We
are a committee trying to develop a
discipline code for the university."

Professor Michael Grapko wondered
whether the code was of any value if the
math occupation could not be discussed.

"The code should allow me to make a
judgment that I can feel comfortable
having made. If it does not allow me to
make such a judgement, then it is worth-
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Voting starts tor Vic SAC rep elections.

Boxes are at Wymilwood, Old Vic, An-

nesely and Burwasti.

The Math occupation has now entered

its second week. We are confident that

we will win of we continue to get your

support. There Is lots to be done! General

meetings are held everyday at fpur. A
petition campaign is now underway.

Leatletting and postering has to be done.

Come up to the 4th Iloor of Sid Smith to

see what you can do. Why not stay over-

night?

Geography students! Tickets on sale all

day today for the annual T.U.G.S. Spring

Party to be held this Friday evening.

Tickers $1.25 per person. At the T.U.G.S.

office, Sid Smith 594 (Ground Hoor).

10 am
"From Non-Hero to Hero in Contem-

porary Chinese Literature": a seminar

given by Professor Merle Goldman of the

Department of History, Boston University.

At Room 202, Gaibraith Bldg., 35 St.

George Street.

11 am
Blood donor clinic in the Medical

Building. Everyone is welcome,
noon

Secularism's Impact on Contemporary

Theology; a discussion group wilh Roger

Hutchinson. At the
- Wooder Room, Old

Vic
Victoria College Orama Club invites

anyone with dramatic ideas, suggestions

or talent to attend open meeting to plot

1973-74 dramatic season. At the Copper,

Room, 2nd floor Wymilwood, 150 Charles

Street.

Mass rally sponsored by the occupied

Math Department. Featuring speakers on

the fight in the Math Department, a

student from the recently strike-bound

Universite' du Quebec. Music, and much
more. In the Sid Smith Lobby. At 8 pm,
folksinging festival - fourth Iloor of Sid

Smith. Bring your musical instruments.

12:15 pm
Free Chaplin chuckles brought to you

by Odeon Innis. Early Chaplin shorts. At

the Innis Film Room. 63 St. George Street

1 pm
La Troupe 368 presente "Les Batisseurs

D D'Empire" de Boris Vian au U.C.

Playhouse 79A St George St. Entre

gratuite.

1:10 pm
Joe Rosenblatt, Canadian poet, reads

from his own work in the Music Room,
Hart House. Sponsored by the- Library

Committee.
2 pm

::Women Directors And Their Films", at

2 pm. Also Lolte Reinigers' "The
Grasshopper and the Ant" and Dorothy

Arzners' "Dance Girl Dance". At 7 pm, an

Evening With Tanya Ballantyne MacKay,
"Things I Cannot Change". The film-

maker will be present and discussion will

follow. Sponsored by Programme in Film

and Visual Arts, C.Y.S.F. and College
Councils. York University, Curtis Lecture

Hall "L". Admission is Iree.

6:30 pm
Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve

by 5 pm at Hillel House, 1B6 St George
Street.

7:30 pm
The U of T Sailing Club hold its annual

general meeting in the Hart House

Debates Room. Proposed for the meeting

are the elections of the new executive, the

announcement of the spring schedule

and some exciting sailing movies.

'The Confession" - part of a political

film festival sponsored by the Student

Christian Movement and the United

Nations Association. At St. Paul's Church,

121 Avenue Rd., Admision: 98 cents.

8 pm
Meeting of the U of T Homophlle

Association. Upcoming dance to be

discussed-volunteers discussed - volun-

teers needed. GSU, upstairs- lounge, all

welcome.
THURSDAY

all day
Geography students: Tickets on sale

all day today tor the annual T.U.G.S.

Spring Party to be held this Friday

evening. Tickets are $1.25 per person. At

Ihe T.U.G.S. office, Sid Smith 594,

(Ground floor).

9 am
Voting starts for Vic SAC rep elections.

Boxes are at Wymilwood, Old Vic, An-

nesely and Burwash.
10:30 am

The Survival Game, a play by the Aisp-

seed workshop. At the U.C. Playhouse,

79-a St George Street. Admission Is free.

11 am
Blood donor clinic in the Medical

Building. Everyone is welcome. Till 4 pm.

1 pm
La Troupe 368 presente "Les Batisseurs

d'Empire" de Boris Vian au U.C.

Playhouse 79A St George St Entree

Gratuite.

4 pm
Film on the struggle for independence

in Mozambique. "A Luta Continua"

shown by Robert Van Lierop, an Afro-

American lawyer, journalist, who took the

films himselt while with the Frelimo for-

ces. Discussion follows. At Room 2158,

Medical Science Bldg. Till 6 pm.
4:10 pm

"The French author and public

relations 1635-1778" with -Professor

Robert Finch. At the West Hall. University

College.

6:30 pm
Hillel, Kosher supper. Please reserve by

5 pm today at Hillel House, 186 St. George
Street.

7 pm
"Women Directors And Their Films":

Mireille Dansereaus' Canadian Film

Award Winner, "La Vie Revee" will be

shown. Kay Armitage will be present to

answer questions about Dansereaus' lilm

and to discuss with the audience 'Women
In film*. At York University's Curtis Lec-

ture Halls "L". Admission is free.

7:30 pm
85% Canadian Ouola Educational
Speakers: Barry Lord National Chairman
of the 85% Canadian Quota Campaign
Greg Keilty, U of T Workers Against the

Layoffs Gail Lord, Stop the Wright report.

At Graduate Students Union, 16 Bancroft

St.

Two horror classics at OISE; Night of

the Living Dead (at 7:30) and Fearless

Vampire Killers (at 9:30) by Roman Polan-

skl with Sharon Tate. Admission is $1.50

at 7:30 or $1.00 at 9:30. At the OISE

Auditorium, 252 Bloor Street West.

The Christian Science College
Organization meets in the Woodger Room
at "Old Vic" (basement). Inspired

readings are followed by testimonies of

healing. AH welcome. TIM 8:30 pm.

8 pm
Does working overseas for two years in-

terest you? Then attend the CUSO
General Information Meeting at The Inter-

national Students Centre In the Pendar-

ves Lounge, 33 St. George Street.

Canadian author George P. Elliott will

discuss his book "The Kissing Man" in

the Hart House Library.

Israeli folk dancing, at Hillel House, 186

St. George Sheet

8:30 pm
"The Struggle Continues in Portugal;s

African colonies": a film and address to

be given by Robert van Lierop. At St.

Paul's Avenue Road United Church. 121

Avenue Road. Four blocks north of Bloor,

near Dupont
The Board of Regents and the Senate

of Victoria U niversity, Toronto, Invite you

and your friends to be present at The In-

stallation of Goldwin Sylvester French,

CD., M.A., Ph.D., as President and Vlce-

Chancellor of Victoria University, in Con-
vocation Hall. Afterwards, at a reception

will be held in Victoria College. Free

parking at 85 Charles St. West Pay

parking, Huron Street, West side, 113 St.

George St
Le Cercle Francais de St Michale's

College presente Le Bourgeois Gen-
tilhomme, piece de Moliere, a U.C.

Playhouse, 79A St George St. Pour les

reservations: tel: 485-0059 entre 19 et 21

heiires.

DIAMOND RING SET

V% CARAT (total weight)

$295

We offer a wide selection of mod-
ern and traditional styles In yellow
or white gold. Diamond ring, match-
ing wedding band and registered
appraisal certificate included.

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
WITH ATL CARD

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Jewellers • Gemmologists

1430 Y0N6E ST.

PATIO DE ORO PLAZA
921-7702

just South or St. Clair

THE BLACK HART PUB
presents

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
in the Arbor Room, Hart House
Draft Beer, Dancing, Good Music

ART GALLERY
THE TONY AND ELEANOR

PAINE EXHIBITION
GALLERY HOURS:

Monday, 11 a.m. 9 p.m.

Tuesday to Saturday. 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sunday. 2 p.m. 5 p.m.

CLASSICAL
CONCERT

TONIGHT 8.30 P.M.

PAUL BR0DIE,
SOPRANO SAXOPHONE

ANT0NIN KUBALEK,
PIANO

GREAT HALL

TODAY 12:00-2 p.m.

Etit Common Room, Hart Home

POETRY READING

JOE ROSENBLATT

TODAY AT1:10 P.M.

MUSIC ROOM, HART HOUSE

LIBRARY
EVENING
G.P. ELLIOTT

TOMORROW,
HART HOUSE LIBRARY 8:00 P.M.

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS

THIS WEEK: SWEET BLINDNESS
STARTS AT 8:30 P.M.

Mr JACK FISHER Presents

Seaway Hotel
766-4392

1926 Lakeshore W.

at Windermere

NEW- DIFFERENT

BACKSTAGE Lounge
a year-round festival of pop, rock, folk

NOW APPEARING

WALKER'S ROAD
NEXT WEEK
BANANAS

"5 O'CLOCK TIME" -CASUAL REFRESHING BREATHER
ENTERTAINMENT & DANCING NIGHTLY FROM

This Week at S.M.C
Today 1215 Brennan Hall Lounge

City Government Forum No. 4

E.A. Goodman debates James Lorimer

over development in Toronto

Theatre:

Cercle Francais presente

Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme
March 8,9,10,11 - U.C. Playhouse

Emily Dickinson: A Letter in Six Movements

A play with music by Tim Gauntley

March 9,10,11-8:30
Upper Brennan JHall

Both productions Free!

Wednesday and Thursday -

March 14.15

Student Union Elections

VOTE!
ALL EVENTS SPONSORED BY

St. Michael's Students' Union
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Chilean working class

supports Allende, says prof

The Varsity 3

By VAL ROSS
"The overwhelming majority,

nine out of ten working men in

Chile identify themselves as

socialist", said University of

Wisconsin sociologist Maurice
Zeitlin last week.

Addressing 200 students in

Sidney Smith in a lecture en-

titled "The End of Capitalism in

Chile", Zeitlin termed Chile "the

only country in the western
hemisphere (except Cuba) with a

revolutionary socialist mass
movement"
Calling Marxist Chilean

president Salvadore Allende
"The modest alternative to an

Profs ease up

in CEGEP fight
MONTREAL (CUPI) The Board
of Governors of John Abbott
College (CEGEP) voted at a
special meeting to adopt a mid-
dle of the road position on the

cuts in status and salary imposed
on its faculty by the provincial

government
Last December 15 the Quebec

Department of Education ar-

bitrarily announced implemen-
tation of revised criteria for

determining scholar ity (the
amount of formal education and
teaching experience by which
teachers are classified and thus
paid). Dossiers on all teachers
employed by the province were
then forwarded to Quebec City
for re-evaluation within 90 days.

In early February, Vanier
College received the first of the
new classifications of about 80
teachers. Some 90 per cent were
declassified. At its next meeting,
the Vanier Board of Governors
voted to continue paying the
teachers at pre-declassification

rates.

The Board of Governors at
Dawson College CEGEP adop-
ted almost an identical motion
shortly after the Vanier decision.

On February 26 Vanier's bank
announced it would not honor
cheques issued contrary to gover-
nment regu lations. Dawson'

s

bank followed suit shortly after-

wards.

On February 27 the John Ab-
bott Faculty Association Adop-
ted a resolution calling on the
board to follow the example of

Vanier and Dawson and to pay
teachers at pre-declassification
scales. The teachers had the full

backing of the students'
association and the college's sup-
port workers.
When the Board met February

28 Chairman Robert Layton
[

stressed the action taken by
Vanier's and Dawson's banks
and questioned the effectiveness
of the proposed motion.

!

The Faculty Association's
[

motion (which was presented by ;

the students' representative) was
j

left to die, without being secon-
''

ded. Faculty representatives
were legally ineligible to vote on
this question. The Board, which
is composed mainly of successful

•business figures and middle class
Parents, then voted on a
resolution drawn- up by College
Director-General, Bruce
McAusland, which would place
funds for the faculty in trust

, ESSAY SERVICES
A new and compiek rERMPAPER
service. Originality, quality, and
security dictate our policy.

Phone: 961-6150
Hour* Mon.-Frl. 3 pm-10 pm

Sal.-Sun. B flm-S pm
Professional Typing Don*

300 AVENUE ROAD— 2nd floor

increasingly militant peasant
class", Zeitlin implied his hopes
for the outcome of yesterday's
general election in Chile.

However, he reminded his
audience that for the U.S.A.
"the stakes in Chile's future are
high indeed . . . close to $1
billion for American investors
alone." The Allende government
came to power publicly vowing to

nationalize foreign monopolies.
But in addition to foreign

pressures, Chile has been beset
by internal problems. Inflation is

running rampant while food has
been rationed since January. The
Allende government has faced
threats from the radical left for

being too cautious.

In contrast to the optimism
elsewhere Allende did not expect
a victory for his socialist Party
yesterday, Zeitlin said. Opinion
polls suggest the party will get 40
per cent of the popular vote.
As long as the Socialist control
one third of the Chilean 1
Congress, they can block 1
legislation; should they fail to =
get that third elected, a more f
centrist Congress could impeach =
President Allende. s
For Chile, one of the world's £

most stable political systems,
this election could abort what
has been called the peaceful
revolution.

Maurice Zeitlin says most of Chile's workers are socialists

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
BENSON BUILDING

INDOOR
FIELD HOCKEY
7th March -4th April

Wednesday 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.

ALL WELCOME

SKILLS CAN BE LEARNED!

JAZZ, MODERN, DANCE
COMPOSITION & BALLET

Exciting and creative 2 day Dance O.W.IAA.
Workshop at University of Toronto, featuring
guest artist CHARLES WEIDMAN from New York
who will teach a class in mime and the original
Humphry Weidman Dance Technique. DAVID
EARLE of Toronto Dance Theatre will teach a
class in the pioneer technique of Martha Graham.
Meet and observe all Ontario University dance
performance groups. Workshop, Friday 1:00 p.m.
• 5 p.m. and Saturday 9:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m.
Registration $3.00 at Benson Bldg. 320 Huron

St. Room 102. Information 928-3441.
See you there!

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
THE FRENCH AUTHOR AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

1635 - 1778

PROFESSOR ROBERT FINCH

THURSDAY, MARCH 8, AT 4.10 P.M.
WEST HALL, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

COFFEE AT 3.30 P.M.

CHARLES
WEIDMAN
AND HIS

THEATRE
DANCE
COMPANY

FILM ON THE STRUGGLE FOR INDEPENDENCE

IN MOZAMBIQUE

"A Luta Continua"
shown by ROBERT VAN LIEROP
an Afro-American lawyer and journalist, who took the films himself while with
the Frelimo forces. (English soundtrack)

DISCUSSION FOLLOWS.

THURSDAY, MARCH 8, 4 to 6 P.M.
ROOM 2158, MEDICAL SCIENCE BLDG.
Sponsored by.the AFRICAN STUDIES COMMITTEE in cooperation with the
DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY.

Admission Free

(Mr. Van Lierop will be visiting Toronto under the sponsorship of (he Toronto Commit-
tee for the Liberation of Portuguese African Colonies.)

unclassified

AN HISTORIC FESTIVAL PERFORMANCE
BY NEW YORK'S CHARLES WEIDMAN THEATRE DANCE COMPANY

ONE NIGHT ONLY
dancing his famous 'Thurber Fables' tynchtown' and

'A Lincoln Portrait'

Original founder of Modern Dance along with Martha Graham
in the 1920's.

"-.there has been nobody in the dance before him to pattern after and certainly even
remotely liKe him in the dance today." Jonn Mart in, The Modern Dance.

RYERS0N THEATRE, 43 GERRARD STREET EAST

FRIDAY, MARCH 9th 8:30 p.m.
ALL TICKETS $2.50

• Eaton's 364-6487
• Ryerson Theatre Box Office — 595-5088

• Benson Bldg. (320 Huron) Box Office, Room 102

open daily 8:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. — 928-3441

LET US HELP YOU Pur your baby into a cradle

rather than an incinerator. Birthright, 89 St.

George 469-1111.

BEN'S MEN'S HAIRSTYLING (Specialising in

long hair) in the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry,

250 College St. Tel. 924-681 1 ext. 560. Hair cut

$2.25

PRIVATE TUTORING Tutoring in physics,

mathematics, available at reasonable rates. S.B.

Joshi (M. St) 351 Howland Ave. - 925-0203.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR March 17-22 $69. 5 full

days of skiing at Mt. St. Anne. All transportation
and accommodation included. Write: Canadian
Ski Tours. 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington or

Phone: Gord Allan. 247-2339.

EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe, Greece
and Turkey departs June 5th for 3 months $600.
plus $215 return flight to England. Phone
Peter 922-5006.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from S10 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.
(Between Quaen & Dundas) Excellent
selection of fun furs, trade Ins accepted
We buy used "furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Frl till 5 pm.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE, -

theses, essays, - French, Latin - exper-
ienced typists - electric typewriters, 86
Bloor St. W. Ste, 670, 922-7624.

AVENUE ROAD AND BLOOR • several nice

rooms in quiet house. Share kitchen and wash-
room. $12.00 to $35.00 weekly. Phone 924-
6738 between noon and 8 p.m.

WHAT IS AN ANTHROPOLOGIST? Send your
answers to: J. Glasswater, c/o Dept. of Anthro-

pology. U of T.

tfSSAV SERVICES Do you have old es-
says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES, 961-6150. Mon.-Frl. 3 pm.-
10 pm.; Sat.-Sun. 9 am.-S pm. Professional
typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONDON from S79one way or $155 return.

- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC, 44 St. George St.. Toronto 5,416-
962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARliY AND SAVE

TRAVELLING EUROPE INTERNA
mONAL STUDENT I.D, card, student
/allpass. car rentals, cheapest antf most
dependable charter flights, camping tours
btc, all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.

George St.. Toronto 5. 416 - 962-8404. (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-
dent Council)

EUROPE
Car Rentals and Sales

Student - Railpass

Charter Flights

Student fares on ships to Europe

Conquest Travel

782-5033 or 368-9970

STUDENTRAIL PASS
Prices go up by over 10% on

March 15. Order now at

old rates-$135 for 2 months.

CONQUEST TRAVEL
782-5033 368-9970
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91 St. George St., 2nd floor
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Advertising Manager Bob Brockhouw

"The most successful politician is he
who says what everybody Is thinking

most often and in the loudest voice"

-Theodore Roosevelt

Phone 923-8171

Tha Varalty, a member ol Canadian
University Press, was "lounded In 1B80
end Is published by the Sludenis" Ad-
minlsl'allve Council of the University

of Toromo and Is primed by Dalsons
Press Lid. Opinions expressed In this

newspaper ate not necessarily those of

iho Students' Administrative Council
or (fie administration of the university.

Formal complaints about the editorial

or business operation of ihe paper may
be addressed to the Chairman, Cam-
pus Relations Committee. Varsity
Board of Directors. 91 St. George Si.

Vickery solution
The sit-in at Sid Smith, the past few

days, has been a major concern of ours

during the SAC presidential campaign.

We have stood solidly for a reasonable

approach to all campus disputes. Any
attempts to create a confrontation are

to be shunned. There is, however, an
obvious difference of opinion between

the students and the math department

We would like to see a quick solution

to the problem. With this in mind, we
propose an approach similar to the

following:

(1) that, all committees (including

tenure) be structured so as to include

student positions,

(2) that the restructured committees
review the positions of professors

Mather, Spring, and Salaff with regard

to the granting of tenure to the former
and the renewal of the contract of the

latter for the coming year,

(3) that the restructured committee
review the whole concept of tenure

with a view to replacing it with
another form of hiring • for example,

five-year renewable contracts.

We would like to reiterate that our

main concern is for a reasonable

Solution to the problem.
Vickery. Bannon. and Weedon

Rehiring the start
The United Socialist Slate (Old

Mole and Young Socialists} urges all

students to attend today's rally in sup-

port of the students who are trying to

wrest control of their education away
from George Duff and the autocrats of

the ' math department.

Maintaining the employment of

professors Mather, Spring, and Salaff

is only the beginning of the math
students' struggle for democratic con-

trol of their department, which is part

of a university fully integrated into fhe
administrative machinery by which an

economically- based ruling class

manages every aspect of our society.

We feel the struggle is therefore in

the interests of every student, not just

the math students. The greatest

mobilization is the only way to

decisively defeat the medieval, clique-

ridden despotism of the university.

United Socialist Slate

Profs proposals
We. the undersigned, faculty mem-

bers at the University of Toronto are

in favour of the following measures to

resolve the issue in the mathematics

department:

1, That students and faculty have a

substantial voice in the matters oi

hiring, firing, and tenure of professors,

and police-making decisions,

2. That professors Spring, Salaff,

and Mather he re- hired pending

disposition of their cases by such a

procedure.

B. Baldtis (Sociology)

M. Watkin* (Political Economy)
P. Fitting (French, St. Mike's)

Vincent di Norcia (Humanities.
Scar)

F. Cunningham (Philosophy)
D. Gotdstiek (Philosophy)
Graeme Nicholson (Philosophy)

J, MeLeod (Political Economy)
Lorenne Clark (Philosophy)
Christine Casein (Philosophy)
M. Cross (History)

Misinformed; prof
Some members of the university

community have been surprised that

advocates of greater student par-

ticipation in university government
and heavier weighting of teaching per-

formance in staffing decisions are not

supporting the current "occupation".
The following may clarify this and
other misunderstandings.
Several months ago, before the

present movement started, Mr. Salaff

asked me to help him organize "a
student reform movement that might
force the mathematics department to

give me a job". No other specific

demands or individuals were men-
tioned. My response was such that Mr.

Salaff did not communicate with me
further.

The movement began with a burst of

enthusiasm by students in Mr, Salaff s

class. If those involved had drawn
other students and faculty into a

discussion of the genuine grievances

and issues facing the mathematics
department, there cou Id have

developed a movement, that would

have earned the support and par-

ticipation of all forward- looking

students and faculty. Unfortunately, it

soon became evident that the students

were acting on the basis of misinfor-

mation.

Mr. Salaff was presented as a man
who had been fired, whereas in fact he

held only a temporary, part-time ap-

pointment, carrying no presumption of

continuation and made without the in-

vestigation and competition with other

candidates that takes place for regular

appointments. The demand that

professor Spring be rehired was made
without his knowledge, although he

graciously made on objection when he
learned of it He, also, was represented

as having been "fired," although he

resigned a year ago and has a

prestigious appointment in Paris. Both
professors Spring and Mather were
presented as being fired for their ac-

tivity in attempting to improve
teaching or otherwise reform, the

mathematics department, whereas no
one in our department is aware of any
such activity on their part.

The mathematics department was
falsely represented as not being in-

terested in teaching and not con-

sidering teaching in matters of hiring,

promotion, and tenure. Because of

limited space, I mention only that in

recent years the department has hired

two full professors primarily because
of their reputations as teachers, that
many members of the department have
a commitment to teaching that takes

priority over research, and that tenure
has recently been denied to professors

who were deficient in teaching.

It was claimed that the mathematics
department did not support its chair-

man. Before the rally on February 28
th. Mr. Salaff was told by a member of

our department that we had passed a

resolution supported by our chairman

by a vote of 27 to 2 with about a half-

dozen abstentions. (Several other staff

members had to leave before the vote

and asked to be, but were not, counted

as yes votes.) A few minutes later Mr.

Salaff told the rally that the chairman
of the mathematics department "can-

not even muster a majority of his staff.

Only 27 people voted for his

resolution." The fact is that many
members of the mathematics depart-

ment would welcome student
collaboration, but they are united in

support of professor Duff and in the

determination that no one is going to

obtain a job by force.

Instead of politicizing (he
movement, the leaders have per-

sonalized it into a slanderous vendetta

against our chairman designed to force

him to use his imagined powers to

grant demands that are either contrary

to his conscience (and* those of the

overwhelming majority of the staff) or

outside his jurisdiction. Their conduct

has been such that even the most
liberal members of the department
have (after considerable sou l-

searching) declined to support the sit-

in. Speakers sent to mathematics
classes and allowed to appeal for sup-

port of the occupation have evoked a

negative response. Student comments
suggest that this is not due to a lack of

student interest in improving teaching

or increased democracy, but simply to

suspicion that self-interest rather than

issues have dominated the affair.

As a result of t hese events, the
occupying forces have dwindled to

three people wanting jobs, a professor

of sociology, a handful of Mr. Salaff s

students, and a few others. U nf ess

someone blunders and creates a poin-

tless confrontation, the problem of the

occupiers is how to terminate a putsch

that failed, I hope that when the dust
clears we shall be able to sincerely

thank those students who, in spite of

errors caused by lack of information,

have behaved reasonably and helped

members of the mathematics depart-

ment to rea lize that better
organization and communication is

needed in order to guarantee an
adequate and healthy participation by
both students and faculty in the con-

duct of its affairs.

Kenneth O. May
Professor of Mathematics

Everybody wants to back somebody in GC race
Faculty endorse

Reform Slate
We, the undersigned members

of the faculty, endorse the
Reform Slate in the Governing
Council elections, and urge all

students to vote for the can-
didate in their constituency.

The Reform Slate stands for:

1. Free and open access to

the Robarts Library for members
of the university, and opposition
to the amalgamation of branch
and college libraries.

2. No Jee increases or loan
cutbacks.

3. Increased student
representation on university
committees.

The candidates for the Reform
Slate are Howard Levitt,
Howard Stein, Richard Schabas,
Michael Naemsch, Tony Leah,
Phil Dack, and Eric DePoe.

Norman Bell,
steering committee.

Faculty Reform Caucus
(Sociology)

Michael Cross,
Victoria College

Dean of Men (History)

Father A Gibson, Chairman of
Religious Studies, (SMC)
Robert Logan (Physics)

E. Mendelsohn (Mathematics)
Peter Rosenthal

(Mathematics)
Stephen Salaff (Mathematics)

Tony Smith (Sociology)
David Spring (Mathematics)

J.T. Stevenson, co-
ordinator, steering commit-
tee; Faculty Reform Caucus,

(Philosophy)
L.W. Sumner, undergraduate

secretary, (Philosophy)
F.D. Tall, (Mathematics)

F.W. Winter, steering commit-
tee, Faculty Reform Caucus;
chairmnn. Fine Art Depart-

ment
Mike Mather (Math, Erin)

Student governor

sees the future
The Governing Council elec-

tions presently underway may
have long-term implications for

the quality of education at this

university. Education is people,

but it is also structures. A large

student vote will demonstrate to

the government that we take our
participation in the university

seriously. When the Governing
Council is reviewed next year,

such a vote will give grounds for

increasing student represen-
tation on Governing Council.
This would have a far-reaching

effect on the amount of say that
you will have in your education.
Many other important issues

will come before Governing
Council next year. The New
Program review, hiring
regulations, and the university's

response to the COPSEO report
are among them. I personally
support David Laughton—and
Gord Barnes to succeed me as

arts and science representatives
to the council, but my major plea
is for a large turnout. Please in-

form yourselves and vote.

Ian Morrison,
student rep.

Governing Council

MPSCU wants
you to vote

It is very important that
during the Governing Council

elections that as many students
vote as possible. Only by demon-
strating our concern in expan-
ding these channels of student
participation can we hope to

have a long term effect in im-
proving the education available
at this university.

There are many important
issues which will be coming up

next year (tenure and hiring

procedures, New Program
Review, the COPSEO report are

just a few). We have thrown our
support behind two particular

candidates for the Arts and
Science seat -- David Laughton
and Gord Barnes - but the main
point is to get out and vote.

MPSCU Executive

Reader laments

feature
Rita Mae Brown in her article

of February 26 stated that

"Lesbianism offends male
supremacy." If indeed this is

true, surely the logical corollary

would be that homosexuality of-

fends female subservience, an
assumption which is somewhat
contestable.

To suggest, as does Ms. Brown
that lesbianism is the foremost
expression of liberation may be

considered "oppressive" by those

women who experience
heterosexual desires!

Certainly, any homosexual
relationship is a liberation in

that it rejects formal sexual roles

propagated by society. However,
lesbianism (or homosexuality)
should only be considered a
liberation if it is the expression
of natural inclinations on the
part of both partners. The
proposal that lesbianism (ie.

denouncement of the male sex)

be necessary for ultimate
liberation is not only ridiculous,

it's downright lamentable.

Cynthia Farquharson
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Student no to
open budget
meetings

By JOHN CAMPBELL
In spite of their broad support

for openess on decision-making
bodies on campus, student mem-
bers of the budget committee go
along with senior administrators
and faculty members in the
decision to have committee
meetings, held in closed session.
The meetings, which developed

proposals for the budget released
Friday, ran from July to Decem-
ber last year.

The policy of openess was the
focus of vigorous debate at the
inception of the governing Coun-
cil last year, and many students
and student organizations, in-
cluding SAC and the Graduate
Students' Union, expressed
themselves publicly in favour of
an open policy-making process.
Part-time student budget com-

mittee member, Joyce Denyer
said she was in agreement with
secrecy in principle when policy
bodies were "discussing areas
that are very sensitive," but ad-
ded, "personally I think it would
be preferable to have open
discussion on most matters."
Referring to the discussions on

open policy-making which took
place around the same time the
formal of the budget committee
was decided upon, she implied
that some university ad-
ministrators did not share the
latter view.

"You have to play by their
(the administrators') rules", she
declared, "if you want to get
students on those committees."
Internal Affairs Committee

chairman and student budget
committee member Paul Cadario
also stressed the important role
students played during last sum-
mer's debate.

He argued that the "openess
principle" enunciated in the U of
-T Act was used by students to
secure an open format for stan-
ding committee meetings of the
Governing Council. "The prin-
ciple that meetings of the Gover-
ning Council should be open was
quite persuasive in getting
meetings of committees of the
Governing Council open. We
used it," he said.

SAC -president Eric Miglin
declared that the SAC's op-
position to closed policy-making
meetings applied as well to those
of the budget committee.
Describing the committee as a
"very powerful body", he said its

meetings should be open "before
the final decisions are made."

In contrast, student member of
the executive committee Brian
Morgan was concerned about
possible speculation that could
result from public budget com-
mittee meetings. "What people
should worry about is what
comes out," he said, "not the dif-
ferent alternatives that are con-
sidered during the meetings."
A consensus exists among

Governing Council members of
the budget committee that direct
interference by the divisions of
the university in ihe working
stages of the budget would
seriously hamper the commit-
tee s decision-making ability.
U of T president John Evans

stated "all sorts of questions are
raised in budget committee
meetings, but no decisions are
<*ken until it's all put together.
"As decisions are reviewed or

questions asked, people may take
°ut of the meetings implications
that such and such will be put
into practice. That would not be
done until the final meetings of
the committee."
A second reason for secrecy, he

added, was that "the budget
committee has no authority."

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

MUSIC WEDNESDAY NIGHT
TONIGHT:

PAUL BR00IE, saxophone

ANTONIN KUBALEK, piano
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Baffles with developers are over

Will CORRA control City Hall?
By DAVID KENNEDY
and LORNE SLOTNICK

After three years of battling an old City

Council controlled by the property in-

dustry instead of bourgeois community

groups,, things are looking better for the

Confederation of Resident and Ratepayer

Associations (CORRA). Star columnist

Michael Best now contends that "Toronto

Council dances to citizens' tune."

In fact, CORRA has developed a

reputation for so much influence that one

delegate at last month's meeting com-

plained that the organization was in

danger of becoming an "endorsement

house." The meeting became bogged

down discussing whether to support three

non CORRA groups who wanted
CORRA's help in getting money or moral

support from the City of Toronto.

Observation of a CORRA meeting

With the victory in the December election of reformers, like Anne" Johnston, CORRA may became redundant
unless it changes its tactics.

clearly reveals that the 15 or so delegates

in attendance know what's going on in

the city, know how to influence their

aldermen, and exercise a certain degree of

power over the new majority at City

Council.

Active individuals and member groups

in CORRA helped elect several aldermen

on the new council. Two aldermanic

novices, Colin Vaughan of Ward 5 and

Elizabeth Eayrs of Ward 1, were members

of the original CORRA executive.

Other aldermen have been involved

with community groups belong to

CORRA. Aldermen William Kilbourn,

Anne Johnston, Dorothy Thomas, Karl

Jaffary, John Sewell, and Dan Heap all

have past ties with CORRA.
CORRA regulars hesitate to admit that

the organization possesses influence and

power. "CORRA has influence," says

Vaughan, "but no more than any of its

member groups. Not every organization is

represented in CORRA. Th^re are many
others."

In fact, it is noticeable that some of the

more active, working-class citizens'

groups such as the South of St James

Town Tenants Association, Grange Park

Residents Association, and the Greater

Riverdale Organization have not joined

CORRA.
CORRA is a confederation of 36

associations of between 40 and 700 mem-
bers. These range from ForWard 9 in the

east end to Humberside in the west end,

with Don Vale in the inner city. But

CORRA is "very heavily rooted in the

east end of Ward 5", admits U of T
geography professor Jim Lemon,
CORRA's newly elected chairman. Such

active groups as the Anrlsx Ratepayers,

Rathnaliy, and Avenue-Bay-Cottingham

represent this part of the city.

Many CORRA executive members have

also come from Ward 5. Throughout its

three and a half years of existence,

CORRA seems to have been controlled by

a small, knowledgeable, and articulate

group of bourgeois professionals, in-

cluding several U of T professors.

The federation was spawned by

ratepayers' groups around Ramsden Park

were fighting the intrusion of a high-rise

apartment building into their low-rise

area. At the same time, the Humberside
Residents were fighting the upzoning of

Parkside Drive. In both areas, residents

wanted the support of other community
gropus from across the city. Letters of

support were written for each other, but

these arrangements were quickly seen to

be excessively ad hoc.

In August 1969, representatives of

groups from South Elinton, Parkdale,

Swansea, Rathnaliy, Asquith-Collier, and

STUDENT ACTIVISM IS NECESSARY

Will it achieve results most effectively on the Go-
verning Council by shouting slogans, or by support-

ing students' rights by hard work and positions

based on the facts?

Philip Enros graduate student
for Governing Council

GRADUATE STUDENTS
in the Humanities and Social Sciences

This week you will receive a ballot in the mail for the
election of your representative to the Governing Council.
Vote for the candidate who promises effective represen-
tation at the Council/ close cooperation with the G.S.U.
and constant communication with the graduate students.

Vote for

BARRY MITCHELL

TERMPAPERS

SERVICE (Reg d

)

ACanMian Company

PAPERS ON FILE

$1.85 PER PAGE

OR
Custom made orders, at reasonable

cost, prepared by our staff of college

graduates

638-3559
Suite 906. 12 Goldfinch Ct

Wlllowdata (Toronto) M2R2C4. Out.

t CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian

communities in more than forty countries around the world.

For information write to:

Community of the Holy Spirit

54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, OntarioL PHOTOSUN
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OPTICAL
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Wychwood Park assembled at the Hum-
berside home of Jim Heal, who later

became CORRA's first chairman. At the
meeting, says Elizabeth Eayrs, two op-

tions were discussed.

First, it was thought that the new group
couid become the focal point for a par-
ticipatory movement of community groups
-- "Citizen's United".

However, the meeting soon realized

that it was actually only composed of
representatives of ratepayers' groups and
that a confederation of ratepayers' groups

was the simplest option. This latter op-

tion was chosen and endorsed by
CORRA's founding meeting in September
of that year.

Two questions have dominated
CORRA's history:

Should CORRA, on the one hand,
become a co-ordinating body ot make the

views of the members of its groups known
at City Hall, and assist organizing and
communication at the grass roots level?

Or, on the other hand, should CORRA
formulate its own views on municipal
issues and perhaps become an indepen-
dent political machine?
In practice, CORRA's nature has been

the outcome of the conflict of these two
views.

The drafting of CORRA's constitution

graphically illustrates this conflict Derek
Hayes, from the Rathnaily area, and later

a CORRA chairman, proposed that the

confederation have a council made up of

delegates from member groups and an
executive to guide the operation of the
group. He and the representatives of the

more traditional ratepayer groups did not

believe an" organization could get along
without an executive structure.

But in the eyes of U ofT microbiologist

and Don Vale representative Jeremy Car-
ver, the purpose of an executive was
"mainly to organize meetings." In fact.

Carver "wanted to do away with an
executive altogether and have secretarial

duties rotate from group to group with the

monthly council meetings."

In the end, CORRA accepted an
executive structure, but made the
executive responsible to the monthly
meetings of the delegates. The executive is

composed of the chairman, three vice-

chairmen, the secretary, and the
treasurer.

Three executive members are connected
to universities; chairman Lemon, vice-

chairman Jack Granatstein, a York
history professor, and secretary Eilert

Frerichs, Hart House Chaplain. Vice-

chairman Ellen Adams, Ontario NDP
leader Stephen Lewis; administrative

assistant, is running in the March St,

George by-election.

The constitution outlines some liberal

goals of the organization which can only
be described as "motherhood", such as
improving the city's quality of life. The
constitution is not specific on any issue.

"CORRA's chief set of activities have
focussed around issues that are not local

but city-wide in impact," says Lemon.
The organization has developed policy

stances for its members on such issues as
the waterfront, Metro Centre, and tran-

sportation.

"Usually, the people who went to

CORRA were like-minded," says Eayrs,
who formerly represented Swansea
Ratepayers. Only the representative from
Parkdale objected to CORRA's stance in

opposition to the expressway. However,
Eayrs noted, "it was difficult to get my
association to go along" with the
majority.

Perhaps the groups not affected by the

Spadina were bulldozed into supporting
the CORRA viewpoint "This really was
not that democratic a decision for some
groups", admited Eayrs.

The prevalence of the Spadina Ex-
pressway controversy in the news media,
made it easier for CORRA's stance to be
forrned by of a consensus of many member
groups. However, the position on the
mammoth waterfront Metro Centre
project is an entirely different ussue.

Metro Centre, is to be located outside
an established neighbourhood and is to be
built over a long period of time. CORRA's
position in favour of family housing and
for a mixture of housing types in Metro
Centre was only an abstract idea to many
delegates.

Members' attitudes to CORRA's'fight
for amendments to the project were sum-
med up by Carver: "People were baffled
with all the information and were glad
someone was dealing with it"

In these broad issue areas, CORRA
faces the problem of our so-called

technocratic society. CORRA must sim-
plify and present complex issues in a
fashion digestible by all its member
groups.

"CORRA realized this problem", says
Carver, "but I do not think most of the
delegates were concerned". If this is so,

Eayrs' statement that "CORRA is elitist

by its nature", may be valid.

With the 1972 municipal election ap-
proaching, CORRA had to establish its

position and the nature of its in-

volvement. Hayes proposed that CORRA
help form a coalition political party with
the support of other community gropus
and the Toronto and District Labour
Council. The coalition would possibly
sponsor local candidates.

But Vaughan, then representing Wych-
wood Park, argued that "people do not
want to be constrained by a party plat-

form. People do not like to be told what to

do."

Agreeing with him were many
ratepayer groups who were afraid that

direct participation in the election would
divide their memberships. As well, direct

partisan action would break a long-

standing ratepayer viewpoint — if you do
not support any candidates, you can work
with the winner.

While this debate was taking place

within CORRA, private meetings were
being held in Jeremy Carver's basement.
Reform aldermen and CORRA regulars

attended.

The result of these meetings was a new
organization called Community
Organizing for 1972 (CO ' 721. CO '72

aimed to support community organizing

at the local level in preparation for the

election.

Carver proposed a compromise for

CORRA on the election issue. CORRA
should endorse CO' 72, he argued, but not

necessarily CO '72 methods. This position
left individual members and member
groups ofCORRA free to decide their own
role in the election.

Looking back at the election, Eayrs
thinks CORRA's supprt of CO '72 was the
best choice. CO '72, says Carver, "gave
the political parties an excuse for not en-
tering the municipal arena this time." In
a number of closed meetings, the small
CO '72 groups also helped narrow down
the number of reform citizen candidates
to no more than two per ward, the num-
ber of aldermanic seats.

By the time of the election, CO '72 had
served its purpose, the election was very
much a locally-based affair. Eayrs said
she realized,, "that there was not enough
energy to do it effectively at both the cen-
tral and local levels this time."
The election...of a reform City Council

has, in a way, deprived CORRA of its old
function. Instead of reacting to tbe
negative aspects of such projects as
Spadina and Metro Centre, CORRA and
the community movement must take a
more creative role. If this does not hap-
pen, then CORRA will no longer have any
raison d'etre in city politics.

Some CORRA supporters are a little

dismayed at the sucess of both CORRA
and the community groups. "City Hall's
atmosphere is very clubby," warns Car-
ver. "We need citizen pressure to keep the
new bunch of aldermen on track", he
argues.

Perhaps the establishment of ward
councils to which the aldermen would
report would overcome the problem. Car-
ver believes. "If you give ward councils
power, then you will get involvement"
Carver is backed up by CORRA's of-

ficial position: "These councils should
have certain limited powers over such en-
vironmental matters as street widenings,
garbage collection, and park programs,
for example." Recently, CORRA people
have been suggesting even more power for

these councils, such as a role in deter-

mining housing standards and control of

planning and development; Through
these strong councils, an effective com-
munity base could be maintained to con-
trol the aldermen. There is, however a
risk that these councils may be controlled

by bourgeois citizens - the same people
who run CORRA.
Hayes is dismayed as well, but for dif-

ferent reasons. In his opinion, the com-
munity movement is closely connected to

a reaction to the impersonality and
homogeneity of mega lopo lis. But
professionals returning to the inner city to

find and create diverse communities, are
eating up low-cost housing. For example,
Rathnaily, which was once a multi-class

and multi-ethnic area, has been turned
into a homogenous, "an 1867 Don Mills"
of affluence. Hayes says a renovated town
house, next door to him is selling for

$84,000. The neighbourhood has been
protected, but for whom?
This concern leads directly into the

necessity for creation of a housing policy

which encourages diverse inner city com-
munities. In the evolving process, this

concern need not be separate from the

demand for community participation. If

ward councils and more community

organizing are a success, then new people
will be recruited as members. And, these
new people may end up to be those with a
personal stake in more housing for low-
income people. As Carver says, "If you get
more people involved, you will get better
policy in the end."

The important point is that CORRA
must move into these new fields of
organizing the unorganized and policy-
making, says Lemon. If not there will be
no base of support for the new council -
the new aldermen rather than the people
will make the decisions. As John Sewell
says in his book Up Against City Hall,
"politicians like myself who want to make
change must have a base, a strong group
of people they are responsible to ... if the
base is strong enough, then I will have to
pay attention to it"

In order to adjust to the new council,
CORRA itself must change The complex
city-wide issues that CORRA has dealt
with in the past have easily drifted into
the hands of a small elite. CORRA must
become more participatory. It must be
responsible to the people it represents,
just as the aldermen must be responsible
to the groups in CORRA.
There are several ways of making

CORRA more democratic, but it still will

be a tough to convince CORRA people to
make it happen.

Ward councils may help, and in effect
CORRA people are developing initiatives

in this direction. CORRA must also help
draw in people and groups who have more
than just a moral responsibility to provide
housing for low-income people and
adequate services for working class areas.
In order for the needs of the poor and the
immigrants to be properly articulated,

they must themselves be part of the
politics of the city. In this way, CORRA
could accomplish another aim, that of
broadening its policy to include more
"social" as opposed to planning issues.

.
Delegates to CORRA must be more

closely bound to their associations and
must put forward the actual views of the
people in their groups, rather than taking
positions at CORRA without consulting
the membership, as is a common practice
now.

"CORRA should not be representing its

own point of view - iis view is solely what
the membership thinks", says Vaughan.
Even the preparation of briefs can be

made more democratic if the member
groups are involved in a longer process.
CORRA is now preparing a brief to the
provincial government's task force on
housing. While the initiation of the
process began at the CORRA council, the
end product will be the result of a "bot-
tom-up" process of the member groups.
The Annex and South Eglinton
Ratepayers, for. example, will consider a
draft of the brief at open meetings of their
executives. To what degree this is hap-
pening at all CORRA groups is a crucial

question.

Former mayor Bill Dennison compared
citizen's groups -to rabbits in a swamp-
lots of tracks, but few rabbits. The future
of CORRA and the new council depends
upon community groups refuting this

description of themselves.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE PLAYHOUSE

Student Administrator

1973-74

Applications will be accepted for this part-time job until March

30. Applicants must be undergraduates; preference is given

to those who have previously worked in the Playhouse. Salary

$2,000.00.

Send letters to: Rob Cleverley,

UC Playhouse,

79A St. George St.,

Toronto 181.

Applications are also being accepted for use of the Playhouse

this summer and next year.

The Governing Council next year will be a very demanding experience. It

is crucial that student representatives do not compromise their viewpoints

in order to maintain a useless credibility which gains the students a few minor

and token concessions. On the other hand, grandstanding rhetoric is equally

ineffectual. What is required, in order to make the students' less than parity

voice felt is a lot of hard work, a better than adequate command of the issues

and powerful, persuasive argument. This is extremely important in next year

when the question of library access, teaching quality and academic tenure,

and the New Programme review all come before the Governing Council.

Close contact must also be maintained with the students through the

SAC, local councils, clubs etc., if the student governors are not to become
alienated (as they were often this year) from the mainstream of student con-

cern and interest.

s
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GOVERNING
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- Victoria College SAC rep.
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Arts & Science Student Union

-involved in the Simcoe Hall occupation during the library crisis

1972 - 73 - President of Victoria University Students' Administrative Council

- member of the Faculty of Arts & Science General Committee
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At Blue Mountain,
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Tickets: $7.00

(includes tow and transportation)

Pay in advance it SAC Office

— U of T Ski Bums Anon.—
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OUAA swimmers win CIAU title
The Ontario University

Athletic Association won the

CIAU conference title with

560 points on the weekend in

Calgary. The University of

Toronto men's team accoun-

ted for 4*20 of the 560 points.

The Canada West Univer-

sity Athletic Association
placed second with 484
points, while the Atlantic In-

tercollegiate Athletic
Association was third with

162. Well back of the front

runners was the Quebec
University Athletic Asso-
ciation with 60 points and the

Great Plains Athletic Asso-

ciation with 22.

The OUAA women's team
also placed first with 446

points, with the Canada West
UAA a close second with 415.

The Atlantic IAA was third

with 243, and the Canada
West QUAA fourth with 163

points. In last spot was the

Great Plains conference
women's team with 95 points.

The OUAA presented the

strongest showing nume-
rically as statistically, send-

ing nine .university teams
to the finals. The Atlantic

IAA sent five university

teams, while the QUAA and
the Canada West AA sent

four each. The last place

finisher Great Plains AA only

entered two teams from two
universities.

U of T team member Jim
Adams was named the out-

standing male swimmer at

the meet, while Sue Smith of

the University of Alberta was
chosen the outstanding
female swimmer. University

of British Columbia team
member Alan Crawford was
named the outstanding male
diver at the meet and Univer-
sity of Manitoba participant
Janet Nutter was honoured
as the outstanding female
diver.

Toronto swimmers Byron
MacDonald and Jim Adams
set two CIAU records -- the
only two set at the four day
meet MacDonald broke the
old CIAU 200-yard butterfly

record of 1:58.3 in a time of
1:55.9, and Adams knocked
one-tenth of a second off the
old CIAU record in the men'

s

50 yard freestyle in 21.8.

Toronto team members i

scored 12 first place finishes
in the 34 event meet
The following is a result of the

first three place winners in each
event:

800 freestyle relay (men): L,
Toronto, 7:24.0; 2. Western
7:35.7; 3. Alberta, 7:36.0.

400 metre freestyle
(women): 1. Merrily Stratten,
Toronto, 4:17.5; 2. Kim Cassidy,
Calgary, 4:28.7; 3. Maida
Murray, Waterloo, 4:32.1.

1650 yards (men) 1. Shawn
Laari, Toronto, 17:34; 2. Nelson

Stewart, Alberta, 17:42.4; 3.

John Sebben, Toronto, 18:21.5.

100 yard butterfly
(women): 1. Sue Smith, Alberta,

1:02.3; 2. Jill Quirk, MacDonald
College, 1:03.5; 3. Debbie Prince,

New Brunswick, 1:03.8.

200 yard I>ullerf1y(men): 1.

Byron MacDonald, Toronto,
1:55.9; 2. John Duncan, Ottawa,

2:00.6; 3. T. O'Brien, Alberta,

2:04.1.

SO yard freestyle (women):
1. Janice Mattson, Acadia, 26.2;

2. Claudia Cronon, Acadia, 26.2;

3. Sue Alderson, Waterloo, 26.6.

50 yard freestyle (men): 1.

Jim Adams, Toronto, 22.1; 2. G.

Steplock, McMaster, 22,8; 3.

John Twohig, Toronto, 22.8.

200 yard backstroke
(women): 1. Anne Walton,
Guelph, 2:21.8; 2. Pat Gilmore,

UBC, 2:22.2; 3. Alison Bays,

Guelph, 2:27.5.

200 yard backstroke (men):
1. Bill Kennedy, Western, 2:01.6;

2. J. Hawes, McGill, 2:02.7; 3. J.

March, Dalhousie, 2:05.4.

200 yard individual medley
(women): 1. Sue Smith, Alberta,

2:16.8; 2. Karen James, UBC,
2:20.4; 3. Debbie Prince, New
Brunswick, 2:26.6.

200 yard individual medley
(men): 1. George Smith, UBC,
2:01.4; 2. Mike Morrow, Alberta,

2:04.4; 3. Bill Kennedy, Western,

2:05.7.

200 yard freestyle (women):
1. Merrily Stratten, Toronto,
2:00.6; 2. Jill Quirk, MacDonald
College, 2:04.0; 3. Janice Matt-
son, Acadia, 2:06.8.

200 yard freestyle (men): 1.

John Duncan, Ottawa, 1:48.0; 2.

Jim Adams, Toronto, 1:48.6; 3.

Ken Campbell, UBC, 1:51.7.

200 yard brcastslroke
(women): 1. Marion Stuart
MacDonald College, 2:35.1; 2.

Sylvia Dockerill, UBC, 2:39.6; 3.

Pat Kitchen, Western, 2:43.9.

200 yard breastslroke
(men): 1. Doug Jamison,
Alberta, 2:19.1; 2. Mike Morrow,
Alberta, 2:20.1; 3. John Sebben,
Toronto, 2:21.4.

One metre diving (women):
1. Janet Nutter, Manitoba,
320.00; 2. Kathy Lane, York,
316.95; 3. Kathy Hall, UBC,
290.80.

One metre diving (men): 1.

Doug Darling, Western, 411.90;

2. Alan Crawford, UBC, 383.05;

3. Lester Newby, Waterloo,
381.65.

400. yard freestyle relay
(women): 1. UBC, 3:54.9; 2.

Waterloo, 3:59.0; 3. OWIAA con-
ference, 4:04.1.

400 yard freestyle relay
(men): 1. Toronto, 3:18.0; 2.

UBC, 2 3:20.6; 3. Western
3:22.5.

50 butterfly (women): 1. Sue
Smith, Alberta, 27.9; 2. Anne
Walton, Guelph, 29.5; 3. Judy
Abbots, Waterloo, 29.8.

100 butterfly (men): 1.

Byron MacDonald, Toronto,
51.6; 2. Ken Campbell, UBC„
53.7; 3. John Duncan, Ottawa,
53.8.

100 yard freestyle (women):

U of T alpine ski team captain Doug Carter shown in one of his slalom runs last Saturday. Carter leads
the Ontario University Ski Series in total points.

Interfaculty Waterpolo

Division I

PHE
Law
Knox
Vic
Eng I

Med A

Division II

Trin
Med B
New

Final Standings
games win loss tie points

5 4

0 0
2 0
3 0

1. Jill Quirk, MacDonald
College, 5.3; 2. Merrily Stratten,
56.4, Toronto, 3. Karen James,
UBC, 57.2.

100 freestyle (men): 1. Jim
Adams, Toronto, 49.0; 2. George
Steplock, McMaster, 49.3; 3.

Dave Wilkin, Toronto, 49.6.

100 breaslstrokc (women):
1. Marion Stuart MacDonald
College, 1:12.0; 2. Sylvia
Dockerill, UBC, 1:12.4; 3.

Rhonda Ross, UBC, 1:15.0.

100 breastslroke (men): 1.

Doug Jamison, Alberta, 1:02.9;

2. George Smith, UBC, 1:04.3; 3.

Wayne Philips, UBC, 1:05.0.

100 backstroke (women): 1.

Ann Walton, Guelph, 1:06.1; 2.

Pat Gilmore, UBC, 1:06.1; 3.

Alison Bays, Guelph, 1:07.9.

100 backstroke (men): 1.

John Hawes, McGill, 55.5; 2.

George Steplock, McMasteri
57.2; 3. Wes McConnell,
Western, 57.5.

500 freestyle (men): 1.

Shawn Laari, 5:01.7;. 2. Stewart
Nelson, Alberta, 5:04.9; 3. Peter
Guilford,- Dalhousie, 5:05.0.

400 individual medley
(women): 1. Karen James, UBC,
4:59.6; 2. Jeanne Warren, UBC,
5:09.6; 3. Maida Murray,
Waterloo, 5:09.6.

400 individual medley
(men): 1. George Smith, UBC,
4:24.7; 2. Mike Morrow, Alberta,
4:29.7; 3. Doug Jamison,
Alberta, 4:33.6.

Three metre springboard
(women): 1. Janet Nutter,
Manitoba, 384.10; 2. Kathy
Lane, York, 317.45; . 3. Kathy
Hall, UBC, 301.10.

Three metre springboard
(men): 1. Alan Crawford, UBC,
426.70; 2. Phil Rispin, Calgary,
407.10; 3. Doug Darling,
•Western, 402.10.

400 medley relay (women):
1. UBC, 4:25.3; 2. QUAA-ASUQ,
420.4; 3. Waterloo, 4:33.0.

400 medley relay: 1.

Toronto, 3:42.9; 2. UBC, 3:45.0;

3. McMaster, 3:48.5.

SMC A', Vic ahead
in hockey playoffs
By PAUL CARSON

Semi-final play is well under-
way in both divisions of inter-

faculty hockey competition.
In Division I action, SMC 'A'

hammered Erindale 12-6 in the
first of their two-game total

goals series; the concluding game
will be played next Monday at
7:30 pm.
Goals by Mike Johnson and

Phil Adams gave Vic I a close 2-

1 lead over New I in the other
semi-final matchup. The even-
tual winner of this series will
play StMike's (assuming Erin-

dale can't fashion an incredible
comeback) in the Jennings Cup
final.

In Division II, Vic II holds a

four-goal advantage over Law
II following a 7-3 victory in their
first game. This series will be
decided tonight starting at 9:30.
PHE B and a surprisingly

tough team from Graduate
Studies are paired in the other
semi-final. That series opened
last night and the deciding game
is scheduled for 7:00 pm Friday.
All games are played at Varsity
Arena.
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sports
Fee hike pays for

increase in costs

The Varsity 9

The University of Toronto Athletic
Association (UTAA) may have to
propose a raise in student athletic
fees in the near future if the univer-
sity continues to offer the
association no financial subsidies.
This move would follow closely

upon the heels of a fee raise from
$15 to $20 in the 1972-73 academic
year. That raise was precipitated by
declining income and rising expen-
ditures, the probable rationale for a
further hike.

The UTAA "Report on Finances
1970-71 and Estimates 1971-72"
noted that from 1914 to 1971 the
men's athletic association had
always paid the full cost of its

program, and that a deficit had not
existed before the 1970-71 financial
year.

In fact the UTAA had even paid
construction costs for the stadium
and arena (including interest paid to
the Board of Governors for the finan-
cing of capital construction) totalling
$1 ,366,904.34 up to 1971 , with no sub-
sidies from either the university or
the government. (By comparison, the
athletic facilities at Queen's and
Waterloo were paid for by the gover-
nment and maintenance costs are
subsidized by the university.)
Other than the athletic fee, sup-

plementary sources of income have
included revenues from the rental of
Varsity Stadium for a variety of pur-
poses, including intercollegiate foot-
ball games and from Varsity Arena,
when it is not being used for various

stadium maintenance.
Former UTAA financial secretary

Philip Loosemore, for example,
reported at a November 10, 1970
Athletic Directorate meeting that the
high costs of maintaining the arena
were "uncontrollable, in that the
athletic association was obligated to
pay invoices rendered by the
physical plant of the university, and
to pay the union rate for its labour
force as set out by the union con-
tract with the university." And, fur-
thermore, "the stadium expenses
were subject to practically the same
conditions. . .

."

The university is not subsidizing
the "physical maintenance" costs of
the athletics program, but merely im-
posing the ground rules under which
the program will operate. In this
department, it is not even a case of
students paying for part of the
program, as is true of a university
"academic" education. At the
University of Toronto, students pay
the whole shot for athletics, but have
no control on how that money is

spent.

Of the other operational expenses,
athletic clubs bear the main brunt of
the cost side of the accountant's
ledger. These figures include the
cost of operating the 21 different
sports U of T competes in as a mem-
ber of the Ontario Universities
Athletic Association, and mostly
pays for travel, coaches, uniforms,
meals, et cetera.

The Report on Finances notes that

For example, in the 1971-72 finan
cial year alone, UTAA increased its
revenue through business deals with
Prosoccer Limited (September,
1971), for the use of Varsity Stadium,'
Paquin Productions Company
Limited (musical series for the sum-
mer of 1971), the North American
Drum and Bugle Championships.
More recent deals have been with
North American Soccer League and
Encore Productions Limited (for the
summer of 1973).
And, because as true businessmen

the profit motive has come first, the
UTAA has turned down reasonable
applications for the summer use of
Hart House by such organizations as
a summer football camp for boys and
local "ethnic" (as the UTAA minutes
report) soccer teams, in favour of
large league teams.
However, technically, all contracts

are subject to the final approval by
the Governing Council. Once again
it's a question of delegated respon-
sibility by the university to the UTAA,
with no real power over renting. The
October, 1970, "Guidelines for the
use of Varsity Stadium and Varsity
Arena by non-University Groups"
begins: "Technically all contracts for
the rental of the Stadium and of the
Arena to non-university
organizations are the responsibility
of the Board of Governors (now
replaced by the Governing Council),
but certain powers are given to the
Athletic Association in its con- >

stitution to negotiate and sign con- I
tracts without direct reference to the I
board. Again, the UTAA becomes the *r

administration's hired hand.. f

Reasons for the Decline in Income ^

Editor Bob Gauthler
Phone 923-4053

Proposed integration of the UTAA
with the Department of Athletics
and Recreation

The UTAA financial situation
began to look a bit brighter in the fall
of 1971. The Athletic Directorate
minutes of October 26 discussed the
proposed integration of the UTAA
with the Department of Athletics and
Recreation, with the university for
the first time proposing to subsidize
the athletic program.

Integration was deemed advisable
because of the UTAA budget dif-
ficulties, the changed nature of the
program carried out by the depart-
ment since the abolition of the phys
ed requirements, and the advantages
derived from combination under one
budget of the athletic program of the
university (for example, the
elimination of payment from two
sources to instructors who also
carried out coaching duties).

university-related activities (for
example, intercollegiate, intramural,
and women's athletic association
games).

In 1969-70, the gap between in-
come and expenditure was minus
$42,000 and the estimated shortage
for 1970-71 was approximately
$62,000, with expected revenue even
lower than in 1969-70.

UTAA has little financial control

The UTAA has little control over
the fixed costs which consume most
of its budget. Operating costs, for

example, include expenditures for
salaries, pensions, health and unem-
ployment insurance, and arena and

these costs, "together with the costs
allocated to the Intramural Program
represents the focus of all athletic

activity on the campus and con-
stitutes our main reason for existing
as a department of the university."

Ironically, the administrators of
this program have to spend a con-
siderable amount of time seeking to
"make both ends meet" rather than
devoting themselves to the athletic

program. In fact, Athletic Director
Dalt White and Assistant Director
(Administration) David Tinker have
to become "quasi-businessmen"
representing the university and the
UTAA in its business dealings with
the "outside world".

Income had declined in recent
years for several reasons, the UTAA
concluded. The 1970-71 deficit was
largely a result of a decrease in the
estimated figures for football and
hockey receipts, and stadium rentals.
The athletic fee also failed to

provide an ongoing source of in-

creased revenue, since the UTAA
report entitled "Changing Trends in

Income" found that the increase in

enrolment over the previous 25 years
was levelling off.

Football revenues had shown a
steady decline since 1968, for a
variety of reasons including lack of
support from grads and the public at
large, only a slight increase in

student support in the previous 10
years despite the great increase in

enrolment at the university. And,
finally, the addition of new teams to
the league and the loss of games
with traditional rivals had an adverse
effect upon gate receipts. Further-
more, there had been a decline in

student support of intercollegiate
hockey with the formation of the new
OUAA league.
An attempt was made to show in

the article entitled "Marketing
athletics: how U of T pays for its

sports program" (January 10, 1973),
that the UTAA then began to embark
on a piece-meal plan to raise funds.
The plan began with a study

discussing the reasons for the
decline in football revenue and
solutions to the problem. Most
people connected with football who
were interviewed in the survey chose
the easiest short-run solution -
promotional campaigns to sell
tickets, half-time shows, and even
the idea of an athletic newspaper for

publicity.

Until recently provost Don Forster was heavily
involved in athletics.

At the request of vice-president
and provost Don Forster, the univer-
sity financial analyst, G.L Court,
made recommendations toward
resolution of the problem. These in-

cluded, again, "integration of the
budgets of the association and the
department in exchange for which
the university would assume main-
tenance costs of the stadium and the
arena (exclusive of program costs),
plus maintenance grants to cover
services rendered by the athletic

association for the School of
Physical and Health Education.
However, even though the motion

on "the principle of integration of
the budgets" passed and changes
were to be made to the constitution,
the situation remains up in the air.

The UTAA constitution has not un-
dergone any major revisions since
1968 and the Athletic Directorate
minutes for January 13, 1972 record
a motion passed stating "that at a
time when the governmental struc-
ture (of the university) is changing
rapidly and many aspects of the
university administration are unset-
tled, the proposed amalgamation" is

deferred.
Lately, administration offices have

been passing the "athletic buck".
Calls from The Varsity to internal af-

fairs vice-president Jill Conway (un-
der whose campus services portoflio
athletics is now supposed to exist)
only brought the reply that she was
new to the job and a reference to
vice-provost Robin Ross, who in turn
passed the buck to vice-president
and provost Forster who passed it

back to Conway.
So goes the administrative game.

Bob Gauthier
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Writer expands

upon earlier letter

I would like to comment on

what you published under my
name in last Friday's Varsity.

This was a position paper meant
for internal circulation and
generating discussion in our
department and was not signed

.as a letter to the editor. I am in-

clined to think that this position

paper might render itself to

useless political propaganda and

empty rhetoric in the hands of

those who would like to interpret

it in a very narrow way.

Moreover, some students who
have read my argument in favour

of hiring more Canadians in the

Department of Sociology have

made suggestions that are

somewhat against my position.

Without considering their coun-

ter-argument, the issue of

Canadianism in our department
would remain obscure and would
not stimulate serious discussion.

I personally regard the

nationalism issue to be a touchy

and emotional subject

A sociological analysis of the

matter, therefore, must try to

avoid all of the emotional and
polemical overtones. We have to

present, therefore, the other side

of the case with equal vigor if we
want to generate an unbiased

debate. This would permit the

reader to decide on his own
which position to take -- knowing
"fully" the implications in-

volved. It is with this aim in

mind that I would request that

the following qualifications of

my asserted position be made in

order to present the case in its

total perspective rather than a
partial interpretation which can
be condemned as useless
polemics in favour of hiring more
Canadians.

Many students feel that my
argument in favour of hiring

more Canadians in the sociology

department is one-sided. They
have presented valid reasons for

their" case which can be sum-
marized as follows:

1. If the department wants to

be internationally known then
reputable scholars like Feuer
and Zeitlin are invaluable assets

toward that end. Through their

constant creativity they would
provide a positive image of the

department externally and
would form a readily available

role-model for our students. '

These scholars are not guided by
the so-called "American values";
and, indeed, at times, they have
fought against such values. Their
international reputation has
made them secure and self-

confident, and their devotion is

to the enhancement of
knowledge rather than any
predetermined national boun-
daries. Moreover, these
American scholars have enriched
the sociology department and
their daily presence gives a
facade of creativity to an other-
wise dull and unproductive
department This is not true,

however, of Canadian scholars
already in the department The
most powerful Canadian mem-
ber of the department at present,
except for some "editorial
works" in^his youth and a few
commonplace articles later, has
really never been able to present

himself as a creative intellectual

or at any rate an ordinary

nationally known productive

author.

Therefore, some students

would argue that if we want to

hire Canadians, at the senior

level, simply because they have

edited a book or two or have put

forth a few research articles in

some obscure journals, which

had neither a theoretical nor a

methodological significance for

the discipline, we definitely are

degenerating this department in

the name of pseud o- nationalism.

At the senior level, therefore, any
creative scholar of international

reputation, who may enhance the

quality of the sociology depart-

ment, should be hired regardless

of his nationality. Editing books

and publishing petty research

reports is no substitute for the

intellectual creativity and
sociological sophistication.

2. In response to our position

that, "Canadian scholars would
be much more helpful to

Canadian students who desire to

get through the PhD program
than their American counter-

parts; and, therefore, we should

be hiring more Canadians,"

some students have validly

argued that "this hypothesis

have proven to find no support in

our department". Through the

concentration of power in the

hands of one Canadian, for

reasons not clear at the moment,
the Department of Sociology of

this university has become the

graveyard of many PhD can-

didates. The most distinguished

Canadian in the department has

proven to be the hardest to ap-

proach, and the bastion of anti-

student policies. This Canadian
professor has been unwilling to

initiate policies which would
help to humanize the PhD
program. On the contrary, some
powerful American members of

the faculty have been instrumen-

tal in liberalizing the department
and are sympathetic toward
students.

3. When we insisted that

"Canadians are better teachers

for Canadian students and better

administrators than foreigners",

some students pointed out that

the most powerful Canadian in

the department has been
recognized as the most inefficient

administrator. And the most
distinguished one has on many
occasions discouraged students

from registering in his courses --

because he is simply too busy

with politicking to have any time

for students- Further, he has

shown a great tact in dissuading

students from any creative work.

4. In defence of our position,

we insisted that "Canadian
sociologists, because they them-

selves, when young, were op-

pressed by their American
teachers, are less power hungry

than their American colleagues.

They would, therefore, concen-

trate more in scholarly efforts

rather than in accumulation of

power for dominating others".

Some students, however,
questioned the validity of our

assertion. They pointed to the

fact that neither Feuer nor
Zeitlin have ever shown a

craving for power. Indeed,
Zeitlin has shown a remarkable
constraint — somewhat to the ex-

treme — in the usage of his

power. Our Canadian professor,

on the other hand, in his long or-

deal with the so-called "old-

guards" accumulated a tremen-

dous amount of power in the

department It is, therefore, a

Canadian and not an American,

at least in our case, who has

shown a compulsive thirst for

power. It is he who is employing

this power against his other

Canadian colleagues who are

labelled as "old-boys" and
otherwise are excellent teachers.

It is a Canadian who has shown
an extreme propensity to exist in

order to exterminate the intellec-

tual life of other Canadian
scholars in the department. It is

he whose identity has thrived on

the negative images of others

and hate symbols that he has

created and not the American
scholars.

Students are angry and I sym-

VIC . ELECTIONS

VIC SAC REPRESENTATIVES
5 TO BE ELECTED

VOTING MARCH 7 & 8

VUSAC EXECUTIVE ELECTION
DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS

Friday, March 9, 4 p.m.

Positions Open:

president - communications commissioner

vice-president • education commissioner

finance commissioner - scarlet & gold commissioner
university government commissioner - productions chairman

• student services commissioner

Applications for the following positions should be submitted
immediately

- orientation chairman '73

- handbook editor 73
Pub manager '73

-ACTA editor '73

-STRAND editor '73

Detaijs for the above available in the VUSAC Office

Wymilwood

pathize with them. I would like

to point out that simply because

one Canadian professor, who
happens to be able to manipulate

others, has shown the symptom
of what we call "oppression syn-

drom", we should not discredit

others. On the other hand, we
should try to analyze the social

conditions that have contributed

to this situation. We should

definitely write a sociology of the

Department of Sociology.
Although it is true that some
Canadians feel insecure and
others, who have occupied

prestigeous positions, would

want Canadians in our graduate

schools to remain there in order

to continue their unchallenged, &
priviledged position; but, there

are many younger ones who do
not share this sort of complex.

I hope very much that I have

provided a broader version of

what is actually happening in

our department I hope we would
start some soul searching and
would try to make up our mind
as to what should be done in

view of the dialectical positions

which I have explored in my
argument

F.G. Maghami
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of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

FAIRVIEW MALL
CEDERBRAE SHOPPING
PLAZA (SCARBOROUGH)
ADAMS APPLE BOUTIQUE:
126 BLOORST. WEST
774 YONGE STREET
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Schabas attacks low female Meds enrolmentBy JOHN CAMPBELL aBainst male rhaiivinicm in tha IT nt u_ j_-tBy JOHN CAMPBELL
Only one candidate of the seven

member reform slate running in the

Governing Council elections spoke at

the slate's rally in Sid Smith foyer on
Monday.
Others appeared at the meeting,

but only Richard Schabas, running in

full-time undergraduate con-
stituency II, spoke.

Schabas (Med I) reiterated to a
small and apparently indifferent

crowd, his campaign platform

against male chauvinism in the U of
T Medical Faculty. Schabas
criticized the fact that women only
constitute 20 per cent of the enrol-
ment the faculty, which he argues is

"exactly the same figure as in the
days when the administrators now
admit there was a quota on women."
Stephen Salaff , one of three math

professors fired by the university,
took time off the fourth floor Sid
Smith occupation to join the
meeting.

He declared that math department
chairman George Duff has failed to
demonstrate that he (Duff) has "the
monolithic support" of the depart-
ment behind him in the present
dispute with the professors.

On the contrary, Salaff said, the
math department "is in a state of

flux unlike it has ever been in the
past 100 years". He noted that $50
has been collected from faculty
members to support the occupation.

Salaff called upon U of T president
John Evans to create a fund of
$100,000 to hire extra teachers and

make other improvements in first

year math courses.

Speaking on the possible
repercussions of the demonstration
for other departments of the un-
iversity, he added, "Math reform
means sociology reform, geography
reform, and medical school reform."

VICTORIA COLLEGE

DRAMA CLUB

NEEDS

THE VIC DRAMA
CLUB INVITES ANYONE
WITH DRAMATIC IDEAS,

SUGGESTIONS AND/OR
TALENT, TO ATTEND

OPEN MEETING WED.
MARCH 7, 1973
AT 12 NOON

PLACE

COPPER
ROOM

2ND FLOOR
WYMILWOOD

150 CHARLES
STREET W.

Activist says let women
make decisions on abortion
By HEATHER JANE SANGUINS

Decisions to

perform; abortions should be left to

women, s-aid Ellen May of the Cana-
dian Women's Coalition to Repeal
Abortion Laws, Monday night.

"The responsibility for an abortion
should be put in the hands of the
women concerned," she declared.

She contended that it is time for
"women to unite" around the issue
of liberalized abortion laws.

The public meeting that filled the
Town Hall of the St. Lawrence Cen-
tre to three-quarters capacity began
with a panel discussion moderated
by Toronto journalist June
Callwood.

NOMINATIONS CLOSE FRIDAY FOR
GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

ELECTIONS
for the offices of

President
Vice-President
For the 1973-74 Academic Year
(1 MAY 1973-30 APRIL 1974)

WILL BE HELD ON FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1973
Nominations are now open, and must be received by 5 p m
Friday, March 9, 1973. Nomination forms and further
information are available at the Graduate Students' Union
Office, 16 Bancroft Ave. Phone 928-2391

The women's coalition national co-
ordinator Joan Campana said that,
abortion was not as much an "ab-
stract or theoretical question" as a
"burning political question". She
quoted a male Winnipeg radio an-
nouncer who stated that "the time
seems to have come to repeal abor-
tion laws". She noted the emergence
of the strong pro-abortion movement
in the past year and a recent public
opinion poll showing 61 per cent of
Canadians of all ages as being in

favour of repealing all abortion laws.

Montreal doctor Henry
Morgantaler pointed out that "any
woman undergoing an abortion out-
side of a hospital is liable for up to
two years imprisonment" under sec-
tion 251 of the Criminal Code. May
quoted prime minister P.Trudeau,
who said that 'every woman who has
an abortion must account for her
actions like criminal does'

.

The panelists were disrupted by
two shouting seemingly irrational

members of the Right-To-Life (anti-

abortion) organization, who " began
to distribute full colour, glossy
leaflets showing 28 week-old
foetuses to young teenagers in the
audience.

SAC ELECTIONS
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Student attacks math advisory body
By JOHN CAMPBELL

Math department occupier Jeff

Eisen charged yesterday that

proposals for a new advisory

committee on service courses in

the math department will create

"just another bullshit committee

to do little things."

At the afternoon session of the_

math curriculum meeting, called

to explain the format of the new
body, Eisen pressed committee
chairman Ed Barbeau and un-

dergraduate math secretary Nick

Derzko to clarify what actual

power it would have to influence

department policy.

His skepticism reflected the

feeling of the audience that the

meeting and the proposed com-

mittee were obstructions to the

prompt resolution of math
department problems.

Barbeau admitted that

"technically" the - department
chairman would retain a veto

over resolutions passed by the

committee, but in his view,

faculty support for it would
make veto use unlikely. "For-

mally, I am not competent to

guarantee anything," he said,

"but T hope the service commit-

tee will pack a bit more clout

than an advisory body."

Derzko, who has agreed to

chair the new committee, took a

dim view of the possible effects it

might have on future department

decision-making.

"There is a real danger," he

declared, "that the committee

will degenerate into a power
group to tell the department

what to do."

Earlier in the day, he had
argued that the department was
not entirely at fault for the

present breakdown in com-
munication between staff and
students. The students, he said,

had not made sufficient use of

existing channels of com-
munication to air their grievan-

ces.

The occupiers of the math
department offices on the fourth

floor of Sidney Smith Hall have-

demanded increased student

participation in policy-formation

bodies within the department as

a pre-condition of their depar-

ture. They have occupied the of-

fices since February 27.

Outside the meeting, Eisen

said the new committee was con-

ceived by the demonstrators as a

step in the direction toward a

greater- student voice in policy-

making.

He was dissatisfied however,

with the lack of definition given

by the meeting to the powers of

the new body and charged that

Derzko would control the com-

mittee's initial discussions to

prevent resolution of those

questions in favour of having a

strong body.

About 100 people crowded into

the morning session to hear Bar-

beau announce that the new
committee would be composed of

first year students and their lec-

turers and tutors, in equal num-
bers, and two of the depart-

ment's associate chairman.

Describing it as a permanent

and independent body, he said

he hoped it would not merely

handle complaints but deal effec-

tively with a wide variety of the

academic and administrative

problems that have plagued the

department over the years.

The crowd, impatient to voice

its complaints, voted to go

beyond the strict purpose of the

meeting -- to discuss the struc-

ture of the new committee ~ and
begin a full review of the depart-

ment's present policies and prac-

tices.

Requests by several students

that detailed resolutions for

reforms be passed on the spot,

were rejected by Barbeau. He
agreed instead to place the

points of the discussion on the

agenda of the committee's first

meeting, expected to take place

Friday morning at 8 am.

Students used the opportunity

to complain bitterly about
cheating, discrepancies between
tutors' marking, the irrelevance

of the course textbooks, and the

staff-student ratios in the depart-

ment
Barbeau was pessimistic about

the prospects of the new commit-
tee for resolving students' com-
plaints that service courses have
too many students per teacher.

Reminding the audience that the

committee will not have a role in

the department's budget for-

mation, he said, "We cannot ex-

pect a large flotilla of staff mem-
bers to be hired to help out and
additional tutors aTe not
available."

Students stop equipment removal
By BOB BETTSON

The calm of the occupation of the fourth floor

math offices broke Monday afternoon as professor

Ken May and two other math department officials

tried to remove equipment from the outer office of

math chairman George Duff.

The math officials and May suddenly entered
the offices and began to remove the typewriters,

according to student witnesses. One student

struggled briefly with May before the math
professor agreed to put a typewriter down.'

Students hurriedly called a meeting of the oc-

cupiers and decided to set up a tight security

system with two guards on duty at all times.

They decided not to give up any equipment to

the department. One student slated that they
needed the equipment, and that since Duffs office

was occupied, all equipment should remain at its

present location.

Earlier in the week department personnel had
been allowed to enter the office and remove
various office supplies.'

Charges dropped ogainsf two SSSC members
After two hours of continuous cross-

examination of its first witness, the crown
Monday withdrew charges of causing a

disturbance lodged against Rhonda
Fleming and Denis Havers.

The charges against the two Stop the

Student Surcharge Committee members,
stemmed from a February 1 outbreak of

violence at a picket line outside the U of T
personnel office demanding an end to

layoff of U of T outside workers.

Crown attorney Applegath, said yester-

day that the charges were dropped
because of a "lack of sufficient evidence".

Asked why the charges were dropped in

the middle of testimony, he said, "there

was no point in going on with the

proceedings."

Asked if the testimony of prosecution

witness U ofT policewoman Joanne Pugh
had influenced 'his decision, Applegath
stated, "I can't recall whether the

testimony being revealed at the time had
any affect on my decision."

Fleming, who defended herself, was

questioned several times by the judge

about the relevance of her line of

questioning during the course of her two
hour cross-examination.

During the first 40 minutes of cross-

examination, Fleming's questions per-

tained soleiy to Pugh's career as

policewoman. She asked about Pugh's

previous emplyment with the Metro
police, her education as an officer of the

law, her salaries over the years, her daily

routine and her opportunities for

promotion in her present job.

Asked to defend the logic of this line of

questioning, Fleming explained that she
could not do so in front of the witness.

The judge then proceeded to clear the
courtroom.

When the court reconvened, the judge
explained that he would temporarily
allow the questioning to continue, but
would reserve the right to disregard all

testimony that did not directly relate to

the charges at hand.

According to Pugh, who had charged

the defendants, she and several other U of

T police were stationed on the third floor

of the 215 Huron Street building on the

morning of February 1. The SSSC had
been picketing the building for several

weeks by that date.

At noon, according to Pugh, campus
police were informed that a "disturbance
had erupted in front of the building.
When she arrived in the foyer, Pugh said
she saw, "scuffling both inside and out-

side the building."

At this point, she saw Fleming try to get

into the building from the outside, to aid
one of the picketers. After informing her
that she was not allowed to enter the

building, Pugh claimed that Fleming
swore at her and pushed her aside to take
part in the scuffle. Pugh claimed she saw
Fleming assault U of T constable Marie
Weaver. "I saw the defendant take a
swing at Constable Weaver. I did not see
whether it landed or not"
A vigorously cross-examined Pugh

revealed that while she originally had in-

formed Fleming that she was charged
with assault relating to the pushing in-

cident by the door, she later decided to

ignore that and rather charge her. with
assault for her "scuffle" with Weaver.

A leaflet released by the SSCC after the

trial was denounced by Applegath. He
said that it represented a case of irrespon-

sible journalism and that to- his

knowledge, several things stated in it

were "definitely untrue."

According to the leaflet the Crown-
Assistant Attorney had interrupted the

proceedings (the cross-examination of

Pugh) to consult with lawyer for U of T
President Evans. The leaflet continues,
"this proves the charges were trumped up.

The fact that the Crown consulted with
Evans' lawyer, and only after that con-
sultation did they withdraw the charges
proves these charges were laid in fact by
the University of Toronto."

Forty lonely souls hear pres candidates
Four of the five SAC presiden-

tial slates turned up at yester-

day"s SAC forum — only to find

they faced a nearly empty lecture

hall of 40.

The rally at the Old Physics

building was typical of a
lacklustre campaign ending in

today's and tomorrow's election

of next year's occupants of the
ivy-covered hut south of Hart
House.
The voting will take place

today and tomorrow between 9
am and 5 pm at approximately
40 polling booths, according to

chief returning officer Joe
Red ican. One may be located in-

the fourth floor of Sid Smith, so
that math department occupiers
won't have to leave their posts.
* Redican hopes that results of

the counting, which will take
place in the St George Drill

Hall, will be released by 7 pm
tomorrow.
At the sparsely attended

forum, SAC presidential can-
didate Bob Anderson stated that
student faculty parity on
decision-making bodies will not
be reached by next year. He
'suggested that five years was a
more reasonable estimate.

Anderson stressed teaching
quality as a criterion for tenure

or promotion, and added that

more attention needs to be given

to course evaluation results.

Questioned on how student
positions on staffing committees
could be implemented, he com-
mented that the student body
has a "natural ally" in the
university administration in this

particular area, since the Univer-
sity of Toronto cannot afford to

get a reputation for ignoring
student opinion on teaching
quality.

Chuckh Vickery; whose slate

stresses "fiscal responsibility,"

advocated reduction in SAC fees,

by discontinuing the $1 campus
centre levy. He said SAC could
also save money by withdrawing
from OFS. In an earlier inter-

view, Vickery indicated that
membership in OFS was a waste
of SAC's time.

He also called for a decrease
in communications expenses, in-

cluding a cut in funds allocated
to The Varsity. He contended
The Varsity refuses ads, and
thus loses money. Several Var-
sity staffers in attendance ex-
plained that The Varsity refuses

Playing to the gallery: Chuck Vickery at yesterday's SAC forum.

only those ads from blacklisted
firms - i.e. those who do not pay
their bills.

When he commented that The
Varsity should print one more
page of ads, -Varsity. . staffers

again explained that four pages
must be printed if one is to be
added. Vickery was also
criticized for his lack of atten-

dance at recent Varsity Board of

Directors meetings.

Vickery called, further, for
"maximum services at minimum
cost" a "rational critique and
reasonable alternatives" to the

Wright Report support of open
stacks, and a "speedy solution to

the day care problem." He did
not elaborate further.

Vickery agreed with opponent
Peter Havers, SSSC candidate,
that students elected to the
governing Council be made
responsible to students, but
neither gave specific ways of ac-

complishing this. Havers cited

student governor Paul Cadario's
"discipline scheme" as an exam-
ple of a student not responsible
for student interests.

Havers' platform focused on

the fees strike. He contended
that an end to wasteful spending
by the university administration
and the Ontario government
would counter the need for in-

creased tuition fees.

Havers was jeered by the

engineers present when he com-
mented on employment oppor-
tunities, adding that only five

per cent of last year's
engineering graduates found jobs
in their fields.

Greg McMaster, running on a
socialist platform, also criticized

the high tuition fees engineers
pay, as well as decreased job op-

portunities which confront them
when they graduate.

Only the socialist slate
stressed women's liberation as a
major priority at the meeting.
McMaster said the SAC should
expose discrimination against
women whenever it occurs.

Several women in the meagre
crowd commented on the need
for a settlement to the day care
problem, to ensure women the
accessibility to a university
education. They also contended
that the engineering paper, the
Toike Oike, discriminates
against women.



New SAC president Bob Anderson beams moderately as students gave him a half hearted win.

Anderson wins hands down,

mandate strength doubted
By BRIANE NASIMOK

With fewer than 3,500 of a possible 21,000 un-
dergraduates voting, UC student Bob Anderson coasted
to an easy victory in the SAC presidential election
yesterday.

Anderson with 1,715 votes finished with a lead of
more than 1,000 over his nearest competitor, engineer
Chuck Vickery.

,

Spoiled ballots and abstentions accounted more
than 400 votes.

.Anderson and his vice presidential candidates,
Stephen Moses and Mike Scott, were declared winners
at 6:30 pm, one and one half hours after the polls closed.
They carried most of the colleges and faculties except
engineering, Vickery's home faculty.

Abstentions carried Physical and Occupational
Therapy, Scarborough and Architecture. Architecture
students abstained 51 times out of 60.

The lowest turn-out in at least six years saw the
United Socialist Slate win 306 votes; the Stop the Stu-
dent Surcharge Committee ticket got 197; and the Peter

Baumann ticket had only 120 voters supporting them
Last year over 7,500 voters turned out to elect SAC

president Eric Miglin, with a 1300 vote plurality. Ander-
son attributed this year's poor turnout and high absten-
tion vote to "the inability of this year's SAC to relate to
students."

Anderson said the most serious problem he faces is
to "have the students see the SAC as a viable source in
the university."

Anderson was very happy with the campus-wide
support he received, especially in Engineering.
Although his slate had been concerned at first about a
split in the campus he said, no split materialized.

Vickery said that "perhaps the results were in-
dicative of the feeling on campus." Although he thought
Anderson received a "ridiculously small mandate" he
did concede that it was "clear".

The ballot box from Emmanuel College could not
be found, chief returning officer Joe Redican reported,
because the responsible returning officer could not be
found. It could not substantially change the result, since
fewer than 50 votes are expected to be in it.

Apathy prevails at SAC contest
By ALEX PODNICK

It was nearly all over before it had
really begun. Standing among the

tables in the Drill Hall last night, the

SAC presidential aspirants faded
almost inconspicuously into the

background.

There was no excitement, no
tears. There had never been any real

contest. Fourth year math student

Bob Anderson had the election

sewed up before it ever began, start-

ing off with support of all shades of

campus politieos — right, centre,

and left of centre.

The campaign never really got off

the ground. The enthusiastic
politicking which characterized past

campaigns was missing, the victim

of an apathy which precipitated the

lowest voter turnout in recent years.

And, last night was the culmina-

tion of all that non-drama, faring

worse than a Grade B movie.
SAC president-elect Bob Anderson

stood off to the side, shyly smiling as

the Anderson — Stephen Moses —
Mike Scott ticket swiftly chalked up
a more than 1,000 vote lead over its

nearest competitor.

Almost everybody had a different

explanation for the poor turnout.
Anderson and United Socialist Slate
vice-presidential candidate Greg

McMaster blamed it on this year's

council.

"The lack of impact SAC has had
this year" was the way the president-

elect put it. He admitted the biggest

task confronting his council would
be to re-establish students' con-

fidence in SAC's ability to influence

the university and educational
decisions.

McMaster, the Old Mole member
of the USS ticket, said the small

percentage of students voting

"represents a generalized disillu-

sionment with the possibilities of

achieving anything through student

government", a disillusionment

resulting from the poor performance

of recent councils.

Retiring SAC president Eric

Miglin saw the low turnout as "for

the most part a function of the

seemingly low-key campaigns that

all of the candidates ran, and the

lack of a central issue." Last year,

when the numbers voting hit a near

record high, the library occupation

provided the central issue, he said.

SAC chief returning officer Joe

Redican complained about lack of

co-operation from local councils in

organizing the election. "General

apathy" and the math sit-in's

domination of The Varsity's news

pages accounted for the low turnout,
he thought.

The loyal few present for the of-
ficial count harboured no illusions
about the Anderson mandate.

A chastened Chuck Vickery, the
engineering student who headed the
second-place team, concluded the
low turnout "leaves Bob in a really
poor position to effectively represent
students". "I can't help but think it

weakens their credibility," he com-
mented.

Miglin concurred. "I think it un-
doubtedly weakens their mandate; it

indicates the (students') lack of in-
terest or lack of knowledge about
their students' council." However,
"I'm confident that the three of
them will do a good job," he was
quick to add.

SAC chief returning officer Joe
Redican wandered listlessly around
his domain, raising the megaphone
in his.hand to call for volunteers to
count one last box of ballots and to
cart the boxes back to the SAC of-
fice.

Asked about a missing Emmanuel
ballot box, he replied, "It must be
around some place. By tomorrow
(Friday afternoon), we'll know
where it is."

Int Affairs

resists admin
pressure

r~iJSf
Governing

J
CounciI

'

s ^t^al Affairs Committee yesterday
es.sted

I

apparent administration pressure to recommend an end tothe math department occupation. However, in doing so the gover-
nors maintained that "members of the university must have the right
of access to their offices."

*
The administration requested the special meeting after the math

department occupiers refused to let internal affairs vice-president
Jill Conway, arts and science dean Bob Greene, and math associate
chairman Ray Vanstone remove files from the occupied offices of
department chairman George Duff Wednesday. The three ad-
rmnistrators had not made it clear that they only wanted to take the
lies pertaining to the grievance waged by the two professors denied
tenure whose case the students are fighting.
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7** S n0t that

'

s a Ue! " ""8 ou* when Greene
old a Wednesday noon rally that the three had made it clear that
ttey wanted to get into Duff's office to obtain files on the
background of the professor - Stephen Salaff - whose contract has
not been renewed, in order to review his case

By yesterday afternoon, Greene had backed down from this
claim, instead telling the Internal Affairs Committee that there had
been a 'genuine misunderstanding'' Wednesday morning. Minutes
before the meeting began, the three administrators had returned to
Duff s office, bringing back half the files they needed. The other half
remained locked m the chairman's desk because Duff forgot his desk
drawer key at home.

Conway continually tried to encourage the committee to recom-
mend some course of action should the occupation ever become dis-
ruptive or violent. She said the administration wanted to know when
an occupation would cease being a legitimate grievance procedure

The committee, however, continually reverted to discussion of
the substantive issues involved in the week-and-a-half old occupa-
tion. - r

After more than an hour of discussion, the committee passed a
motion recognizing that the sit-in is non-violent in its present state
and does not require any (iisciplinary action. If the situation changes
or continues until Internal Affair's next meeting, the committee
further declared it will review the matter.

The governors then went on to note in their minutes their convic-
tion that members of the university must have the right of access to
their offices. Anyone interfering with that right would be subject to
disciplinary action, they concluded.

The Governing Council's Executive Committee, holding a
regularly scheduled meeting yesterday afternoon, also discussed the
sit-in. It also avoided backing the administration initiative.

The executive instead affirmed its support for the established
staffing rules and procedures, and encouraged the administration to
"continue" attempting to resolve the substantive issues raised by the
protest.

A special issue of the university's house organ, the U of T
Bulletin, was to appear this morning, explaining the university's view
of developments until now and outlining the Executive Committee
decisions.

Internal Affair's position about office access evolved after two
committee members, professor Michael Grapko and government ap-
pointee Mamie Paikin, expressed reservations about ignoring the
possibility that Duff might be refused access to his office should he
try to use it. Until now, the chairman has steered clear of his oc-
cupied office.

Earlier in the meeting, Greene had detailed the background of
the student complaints and the administration response to date.
Committee members were critical of the department's refusal to sit
students on the committee it established to review its governing
structures. The committee was struck after the occupation began.

Equally unpopular was the department's unwillingness to
negotiate with the occupiers until they ended their sit-in.

Graduate student governor Clarice Henschel asked why the
department was refusing to negotiate with the students obviously
most concerned about the matter, the occupying students.

"Many members of the department are indignant" about the oc-
cupation and the pressure the protestors were placing on Duff,
Greene explained.

Chairman Cadario reminded the committee that the substantive
issues were not within their terms of reference. "The point of this
meeting is to give the administration guidance about the oc-
cupation," he told them.

Graduate student governor Clarice Henschel told her fellow
governors that she didn't "think this is the time for the Internal Af-
fairs Committee or the Governing Council to be dragged" into an
attempt at resolving any alleged disruption. In fact, she said, "I don't
see it as a disruption."
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
11 am

Blood donor clinic, in the Medical Sciences

building. Everyone welcome. Till 4 pm.

noon

Basics of Christianity: a Bible study and dis-

cussion with Dlert Frerichs, sponsored by the

Student Christian Movement. At the SCM Of-

fice, Hart House.

1245 pm
All women students and faculty are invited to

attend an informal meeting of the Ad Hoc Com-

mittee on the Status of Women at U of T to dis-

cuss salary discrimination against women

professors. At the Women's Union Building.

1 pm
Pour la demiere fois. La Troupe 368 presente

"Les Batisseurs D'Empire" de Boris Vlan au U.C.

a Playhouse. 79a Rue St. George. Entree

graturte.

1:10 pm
Eucharist, sponsored by the Student Christian

Movement. At the Hart House Chapel.

2 pm
"Women Directors And Their Films" at 2 pm:

Karen Johnsons' "Orange" and Barbara Lodens'

powerful "Wanda". At 7 pm: An Evening With

Pamel Douglas — produce r-director of films and

a free lance writer, directing her energies

towards organizing the black community using

T.V. and film as the tool for change. She will

speak and show her work. At York University,

Curtis Lecture Hall "L". Free Admission.

There will be a free screening of the film

'Viva Zapata" today at UC 104.

4 pm
The Graduate Students' Union at 16 Bancroft

Avenue invites everyone to a Wine and Cheese

Party every Friday. Note: We have imported

wines and beer, as well as your favorite

domestic Till 7 pm.

5 pm
Deadline for nominations for Victoria Univer-

sity Students' Administrative Council Executive

election. Details available in the VUSAC office in

Wymirwood.

Advanced recorder group meets at the Inter-

national Student's Centre, 33 St. George Street.

New members are welcome.

7 pm
The University of Toronto Spanish Club is

having a "Fiesta" at the International Student

Centre, 33 St. George Street. Admission Free.

Everyone Welcome.

730 pm
Innis College proudly presents a gala party

(
to

celebrate the coming of the giant casabamellon,

an ethnic holiday. Music, jam sessions, beer,

wine, liquor and all those things Innis is famous

tor wifl happen: ATL required. Minima! entrance

fee of only 25 cents covers the cost of the

event. At 63 St. George Street.

SMC Film Club presents Michael Cacoyannis'

"The Trojan Women" with Katherine Hepburn,

Vanessa Redgrave, Genevieve Bujold. in Car

r

Hall. Admission is $1.00.

8 pm
Geography students: T.U.G.S. Annual Spring

Party is Tonight. At Hart House Music Room.

Bar, music, etc. Tickets are $1.25 per person at

the door. Till 1 am.

Valdy, Canadian folk-rock artist, was in our

studios last week for a half hour song and rap

session. He plays his old favourites and a new

song never recorded before "The Baked Potato

Polka". On U of T Radio - 820 AM on campus

and 96.3 on Rogers Cable FM.

A "Cabaret" night is to be held this Friday,

March 9th, from 8 pm til midnight at 805 Dover-

court Road north of filcor West. Bar, Entertain-

ment. Dancing and free admission. Sponsored

by the Toronto Polish Students' Association.

&30 pm
Duane Ail man Radio Show. Duane died last

year but his music lives on. In this interview

recorded in 1970, he talks about people who've

influenced his music. On U ot T Radio.

10 pm
The Varsity Blues take on the University of

Alberta Golden Bears in CIAU semifinal play off

hockey action. Radio Varsity's broadcast team
of Archie Hunter and John Karr will be in Edmon-
ton to provide live coverage of this first game of

a best of three series. Call the Sports Line at

964-1484 for the latest score. Radio Varsity:

820 AM in residences and 96.3 on Rogers Cable

FM,

SATURDAY
7:30 pm

SMC Film Club presents Michael Cacoyannis'

"The Trojan Women" with Katherine Hepburn,

Vanessa Redgrave and Genevieve Bujold. In

Carr Hall. Admission is $1.00. Again at 10 pm.
The Armenian Students Association is having

an "Armenian Night" at the International

Students Centre, 33 St. George Street. There

will be a band, lots of food and slides. Ad-

mission: $1.50. (Food and drinks separate)

Everyone welcome.

Exciting Workshop-Theme at the Benson
Building: Theatre, Dance and the Community.
Participate and observe dance and theatre arts

students in a master dance and mime class con-

ducted by Mr. Charles Weidman, followed by

their acbve involvement in theatre games and a

"dance happening". Registration fee is $1.00.

10 pm
The Blues meet the Golden Bears in the se-

cond of a three game series, listen to Radio

Varsity for live coverage of this CIAU semifinal

playoff game direct from Edmonton. Join Archie

Hunter and John Karr for the colour and excite-

ment of playoff hockey. Call 964-1484 for the

latest score. Radio Varsity 820AM in residences

and at 96.3 on Rogers Cable FM,

SUNDAY
11 am

"What is faith anyway?" will be discussed at

the Hart House service in connection with

Hebrews 11.

6 pm
The International Student Centre, 33 St.

George Street, is having an International Dinner

- "Indian Style". Price: $1.00. Everyone

Welcome.

7 pm
Waffle Public Lecture Series on The Political

Economy ot Canada. John Hutcheson - "The

Canadian Government and Hie Economy". At

Room N201, OISE

Ihog presents music energy, smiles and

magic At Bathurst Striet United Church.

Murtchies by Jubilation. One dollar admission.

7:15 pm
SMC Film Club presents Eric Rohmer's "My

Night at Maud's" with Jean-Louis Trintignant. In

Carr Hall. Admission is by series ticket or 50

cents. Again at 930 pm.

9-30 pm
The third and deciding game between the

Blues and the U of A Golden Bears will be

played il necessary. Join Archie Hunter and John

Karr for live coverage of this very important

playoff game direct from Edmonton. Call the

Sports Line at 964-14S4 for the latest score.

Radio Varsity 820 AM in residences and at 96.3

on Rogers Cable FM.

MONDAY
noon

, The U of T Women for Abortion Law Repeal is

meeting to plan for Joan Campana's talk and for

the Cross-Canada Conference for Abortion Law

Repeal of the Canadian Women's Coalition. All

interested women should come to the Film

Room at Innis College.

2 pm
Trial ot SSSC member, Rhonda Fleming con-

tinues. At Old City Hall. Courtroom 33.

Synthesizer Workshop: Al Booth will give a

demonstration of electronic music, and help you

fool around on the thing yourself. Free lollipops

for the toddies. At UC Playhouse. 79a St.

George Streef.

Professor Joel Levine, Dartmouth College will

speak on "The Sphere of Influence: A

Methodological Inquiry Into United States Bank-

ing and Industrial Networks". At the Borden

Building, Room 229.

4:10 pm
"The Objects of Religion": a lecture by

Professor Ninian Smart of Lancaster University,

England. In the Debates Room of Hart House.

Public Lecture: History of Science. "The Birth

of Scientific Navigation" by Professor Eric

Forbes, Edinburgh University. At Room 2135

Sidney Smith. Sponsored by The Varsity Fund.

430 pm
The Alexander Lectures: "The Meaning of

Rhyme" by Prof. Hugh Kenner. University of

California. Santa Barbara. At the West Hall,

University College.

5 pm
General meeting of the Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee. At the South Sitting

Room, Hart House.

CHARLES
WEIDMAN
AND HIS

THEATRE
DANCE
COMPANY

7:30 pm
Free Movie: "The Gospel According to St.

Matthew" by Passolini; presented by the Stu-

dent Christian Movement, Campus Ministries

Foundation and VUSAC. At Room 3, NAB, Vic-

toria College.

8 pm
Does working overseas for two years appeal

to you? Then attend the CUSO General Informa-

tion Meeting in the Pendarves Lounge at the

International Students Centre, 33 St. George

Street.

Ukrainian Students Club Executive Election

Meeting. At Medical Sciences Building, Room

3153. Nominations for offices should be phoned

in to Roman Senkus; telephone: 766-0330.

TUESDAY
10 am

Professor Joel Levine. Dartmouth College will

lecture on the "Workshop In The Analysis of

Canadian Corporate and Banking Linkages". At

the Borden Building, Room 229.

noon

James Bay Power Project a study group and

discussion sponsored by the Student Christian

Movement, SCM Office, Hart House.

1 pm
Synthesizer Workshop: AJ Booth does it again

on the ARP Synthesizer. See how electronic

music is produced, and then try it yourself. At

the UC Playhouse, 79A St. George Street.

1 pm
A Community Involvement Day, including

films, tours, and discussion, will take place in the

Southwestern service of Queen Street Mental

Health Centre, at 999 Queen Street West. Till 9

pm
430 pm

Victoria College public lecture; "Paul Tittich

and Martin Buber: Christianity and Judaism in

Contemporary Encounter". Professor Alan T.

Davies (Department of Religious Studies. Vic-

toria College) will speak. Lecture Hall, room 3,

New Academic Building. Victoria College.

7 pm
Meeting of all women in the Sociology

Department. At the snack bar, G.S.U.

730 pm
A free film entitled "La Vie Revee" by Mirielle

Dansereau will be shown at the Faculty of

Education, at Bloor and Huron Streets.

WEDNESDAY
•30 pm

Seminar on Courts and Trials: Charles Hanly,

Philosophy on "Psycopathology of the Trial

Process". Faculty of Law, Falconer Hall.

1 pm
Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering

Centennial Lecture: "Materials Engineering —
The Next Hundred Years", by Professor R.

Woodhams. The University Community is cor-

dially invited.

2 pm
Electronic Music: The last introductory

workshop on the synthesizer, See it. hear it, play

it. At the UC Playhouse. 79A St. George Streets.

Till 4 pm.

\
AN HISTORIC FESTIVAL PERFORMANCE

BY NEW YORK'S CHARLES WEIDMAN THEATRE DANCE COMPANY

ONE NIGHT ONLY
dancing his famous 'Thurber Fables' tynchtown' and

'A Lincoln Portrait'

Original founder of Modern Dance along with Martha Graham
in the 1920's.

"-there has been nobody in the dance before him to pattern after and certainly even
remotely like him in the dance today." John Wartln, xheModern Dance.

RYERSON THEATRE, 43 GERRARD STREET EAST

FRIDAY, MARCH 9fh 8:30 p.m.
ALL TICKETS $2.50

• Eaton's 364-6487
• R yerson Theatre Box Office_— 595-5088

• Benson Bidg. (320 Huron) Box Office, Room 102

open daily 8:30 a.m. -9 p.m. — 928-3441

ART GALLERY
TONY AND ELEANOR PAINE

EXHIBITION

CYCLOP PRINTS 1 8ATIKS

GALLERY HOURS:

V.ondit, lli.m.-Sp.m.

Tundiy to Sihrrdit, Jl i.m. S p.r

Surulir, Z p.m. - 5 p.m.

FILM SERIES:
MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS

THE GREEK TEMPLE

MONDAY, MARCH 12

DEBATES ROOM, 1 -2 P.M.

AND 7 - 8 P.M.

THE BLACK HART PUB
PRESENTS
HORN

next Tuesday/ Wednesday, and Thursday

QUARTET
Sunday, March 11

Great Hall, 3 p.m.

SQUASH
PLAYOFFS

Thursday, March 15 at 5 p.m.

AUDIENCE WELCOME

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAYS/ WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS

ENTERTAINMENT STARTS AT 8:30 P.M.

THE

NUNNERY
presents

"Sweet
Blindness
this Friday and Saturday

73 St. George St.

come early

Beer and Wine
before 9 o'clock 55$

Liquor
before 9 o'clock 55

After 9 o'clock slightly more

i J

Return to the days of

Grease with

on March 16, 17
Saturday, March 17th

50's night*\
CONTEST,
PRIZES, Cj^
ETC. <^
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Greene praises open math meetings
Arts and science dean Bob Greene

praised Tuesday's opfcn math
curriculum committee meeting, at a

Wednesday Sid Smith rally suppor-

ting the math department occupa-

tion.

He declared to a crowd of about

300 people that the meetings had

given math students an opportunity

to air their grievances and that it was

a positive indication the math
department has moved "to respond

to the legitimate concerns of first

year students in the service

courses."

The curriculum meeting heard

faculty proposals for the creation of

a new permanent service course

committee, comprised of students,

lecturers, tutors, and two admini-

strators. The service course com-

mittee is expected to advise on a

wide range of academic and ad-

ministrative problems in first year

math courses:

A committee with no student

members that will examine the

governing structure of the depart-

ment has also been established.

Greene said he had "run into a

great deal of flak" from the math
department for calling the students'

complaints legitimate but, he added,

"I don't think any department in this

university is above reproach." <

The crowd listened attentively as

the dean replied to criticism from

several speakers that the math
department has failed to deal with

the "real, substantive issues" raised

by the 10-day old occupation which

was sparked by the refusal of the

university to retain three math

The occupers have demanded:
"That Duff offer a contract to

Stephen Salaff for 1973-4 and write a

letter to president Evans recommen-
ding that professors David Spring

and Micheal Mather be given
tenure; and that students be given

immediate and substantial represen-

tation and effective decision-making

power on all departmental bodies,

including those dealing with hiring,

firing, and tenure of faculty".

Greene placed the blame for the

eruption of the crisis on the three

professors themselves, claiming they

had not taken advantage until last

Friday of the proper legal channels

to seek appeals against their dis-

missals.

As early as last December, the

dean said, he had invited one of the

professors involved, Salaff, to his of-

fice to discuss why hjs (Salaff's) an-

nual contract had not been renewed.
He added that the offer was extend-

ed more than once.

"Out of a sense of equity and
fairness to the others (who did

follow the correct proceedure), my
position and that of Dr. Evans is that

appeals against (such) decisions

must be pursued through legal

channels," he stated.

Salaff said last night he found
Greene "most unsympathetic" in a

December meeting, during which
the dean refused to deal with the

issues, instead sending Salaff and
students back to Duff and the

departmental curriculum com-
mittee.

As well, Salaff states, Greene ac-

cused him of "aggrandizing" himself

Arts and Science dean Bob Greene tells student rally that he likes open mass curriculum meetings.

for personal gain in coming with

students to complain. The math
professor considered discussion

"broken off" with that remark.

Greene also says he suggested.

Salaff to to the U of T Faculty

Association's Grievance Committee.

Salaff replies that the committee
"does not behave as union" in the in-

terests of professors and that there

were 'no precedents for action "in a

case like mine". He added that

Spring had been discouraged from
appealing to the committee.

"Pressure brought about in any
way through occupations and rallies

is unfair to other individuals who do

not have this kind of support,"

Greene insisted.

Earlier in the rally, speakers

severely criticized the math
department's present policies and its

attempts to resolve its differences

with math students.

Sociology professor Tony Smith

described the department as

autocratic and staffed by a faculty

pre-occupied with research and

-"prestige-maintenance", rather than
teaching.

He declared that new service com-
mittee was a powerless "sandbox
committee" that will ultimately
become a paradox of the oc-
cupation's apparent gains.

Instead of being an organ of effec-

tive student input into department
policy-making, he said it would be a

place "where the faculty will gain

the courage and opportunity to voice

their opinion".

Indifference evident

in constituency elections
Student indifference to campus political elections,

evident in an extremely low turnout in the SAC
presidential elections, was also made clear by con-

stituency elections of SAC representatives-

Fewer than 150 of University College's over 2,000

students, voted and not many more turned out at the

New College polls. St.Mike's and Scarborough Colleges

acclaimed all SAC reps, as well as their top officers in

their college councils for next year.

Former SAC cultural affairs commissioner Seymour
Kanowitch topped the UC polls with a meagre 86 votes

in his third successful election to SAC. Sandra Margulis,

Paul Till, incumbent Larry Weidbrod and Allan Salzman
also made it into SAC for next year, defeating two other

candidates.

The big winner at New College was Ken Burgess with
146 votes, closely followed by Susan Goldberg. Glen

Morris and Geoff Eisen rounded out New's slate,

defeating four others, including three Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee members.

Incumbent Alice Anjo, SAC presidential chief retur-

ning officer Joe Redican, Governing Council candidate

Ian Gray, Michael Waud and Judy Wahl were acclaimed

to SAC by St.Mike's students. Tom Hamer and Leo
Longo took over the student union's presidential suite

with no opposition.

SAC vice-president Ross Flowers took over David
Onley's office as Scarborough student council president,

along with vice-presidents Scott Cavalier and Chris

Waddell with no one to fight. Flowers, Cavalier, John
O'Donohue, Vivian Rossman and Sreela Sengupta rode

to power as SAC representatives without their electoral

strengths being tested.

How the few voted

POTS
BAUMANN RIOOUT VICKERY HAVERS ANDERSON ABSTAIN

1 2 10 2 34 51
Vic 4 13 32 -14 141 25
Innis 3 14 9 4 32 18
Law 3 15 17 7 55 9
Erindale 44 130 27 147 27
Trinity 13

-
8 42 3 100 11

U.C. 3 15 6 13 160 17
Food Sci 1 . -0 9 1 17 4
Meds 12 22 32 11 172 15
New 8 25 26 11 142 21
Engineering 14 15 177 25 143 33
St. Mikes 3 13 16 17 52 23
Nursing 3 3 33 3 36 24
Sid Smith 15 65 65 18 256 18
Math Occupation 0 4 0 1 0
Sig Sam 9 20 14 10 39 7
SAC 0 1 3 3 6 0
Scar 1 10 18 18 29 34
New Physics 15 12 20 9 123 17
Wright 0 - 4 5 1 23 3
Architecture 3 0 0 6 51
Emmanuel could not be located at press time
Total minus
Emmanuel 120 306 664 197 1715 426

(includes .

spoled ballots).

AAcGill students vote

funds for day care
MONTREAL (CUPI) - McGill

University's Alliance for Child Care

(ACC) finally won its victory

Wednesday when students at _a

general meeting voted to allocate $1

of their student society fees to a

parent-run co-op day care centre.

The victory came with no credit to

the McGill administration which ob-

tained an injunction February 12 for-

bidding the ACC from establishing a

day care centre anywhere on the

McGill campus. The injunction

effectively ended a ten-day ACC oc-

cupation of a university lounge, after

the administration had evicted a

temporary ACC centre from another

building where it had been since

November.

When the injunction was issued,

the ACC left the occupied area and
established an interim centre in

Hillel House. Hillel, a campus-
oriented Jewish youth group, is not

controlled by the McGill adrninistra-

tion, and therefore is not affected by
the injunction. The group fully back-

ed the ACC action.

Observers expect the new ACC
centre, financed by the student levy,

to be located in a house near the

campus, to overcome the injunction.

In early March ACC members cir-

culated a petition calling for a

special student society meeting to

deal with the issue. It proposed that

McGill students pay $1 of the J24 stu-

dent society fee for ACC-run day

care, with the proviso that students

could opt-out by requesting their $1

fee not be channelled toward day

care.

The McGill student society con-

stitution provides for general

meetings if at least 300 students

request them. If 300 students attend

decisions reached are binding on
elected representatives.

Students at the Wednesday general

meeting approved the day care mo-
tion ovemhelmingly.

The McGill administration has

consistently refused to deal con-

structively with the ACC demands
for a cooperative, parent controlled

day care centre. It wants to set up
one of its own, but even its own ef-

fort has been slow in getting off the

ground, because of an alleged lack of

space.

The day the injunction was issued

to end the occupation February 12,

McGill vice-president Stanley Frost

claimed that negotiations, which had

broken off that morning, would
resume three days later. His stat-

ment was a ploy to remove the ACC
members from his office where they

had escalated their action. Two
hours later key ACC organizers

were served with the injunction.

Meanwhile, an occupation of a

University of Toronto building by a
parent-controlled day care centre ap-

proaches its first anniversary with no
end in sight. The university wants to

establish its own centre on the site

premises, but the parents refuse to

end the occupation which began in

April 1972, unless the administration

guarantees an alternative building.

The university is reluctant to call in

the police.

Varg (abb.) meets
The abbreviation for sado-ma-

sochist is SM. The abbreviation

for staff meeting is SM. Anyone who
sees some sort of connection there

has a sick mind.

The preceding serves — albeit

rather poorly — to announce a staff

meeting to be held today at 1 pm in

The Varsity office at 91 St.George

St. Ouch!
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"Don't look so fucking arrogantP'

—someone congratulating SAC
president-elect Bob Anderson

The Varsity, a member of Canadian

University Press, was founded in 1B80

and is published by ihe Students' Ad-

ministrative Council of the University

of Toronto and is primed by Dolsons

Press Ltd. Opinions expressed In this

newspaper are not necessarily those of

the Students' Administrative Council

or the administration ol Ihe university.
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or business operation of the paper may
be addressed to the Chairman, Cam-

pus Relations Committee, Varsity

Board of Directors, 91 St. George St.

Administration manoeuvre flops

Internal Affairs agrees sit-in okay
Internal affairs vice-president Jill Conway went to the

Governing Council's Internal Affairs Committee special

meeting yesterday to convince the governors to give the

administrator a relative carte blanche to deal with the

math department occupation.

It wasn't a new tact. University president John Evans

sent Conway to the committee twice before to snare ap-

proval for possible university disciplinary action. That

way when the potentially embarassing decisions get put

into effect the president is spared from any blame which

my fallow the action. Evans, after all, is only too aware of

the negative effect breaking up unauthorized activities

had upon the career of then acting president Jack Sword.

The first time Evans sent Conway to get the Internal Af-

fairs to recommend keeping access to 215 Huron Street

open and call Metro police for assistance if necessary. The

second time, the committee went in camera to advise

Evans about how to deal with workers soliciting funds in a

university lunchroom for a defence fund for people

arrested following the 215 Huron violence.

But, this time, his manoeuvre failed terribly, leaving

Conway looking rather foolish and completely helpless.

Despite her several attempts to get the committee to

recommend what the university should do if the math

department situation got out of hand, the governors would

not be moved to respond to a non-existant threat.

Instead, they concluded the sit-in was not interfering

with the university's functions and, albeit indirectly, that

the occupation represented a legitimate expression of

grievance.
That decision was the only reasonable one the governors

could make. Good for them! It's about time Governing

Council committees started refusing to be rubber stamps

for administration policies.

'J* \ 4

Salaff suggests

novel appeal

I have been strongly pressed by

*both dean (Bob) Greene and vice-

president (Jill) Conway to institute

"appeal proceedings" to seek

redress of my grievances in the

Mathematics Department. However,

neither of them has referred to any

precedent for an appeal in a case

such as mine, except the
benevolence of the dean. This lack of

established appeal channels con-

trasts with the relatively well-

defined procedures available in

tenure review cases.

Accordingly, I have taken the

liberty of suggesting a novel form of

appeal hearing, outlined in the

following letter. A public hearing,

during which all aspects of my dis-

missal from the mathematics depart-

ment would be aired before a jury on
which students bold a parity voice, is

the best and perhaps the only way
for me to gain a fair hearing:

This letter (to vice-president

Conway) follows our conversation of

March 7, in which you expressed

your interest in facilitating grievance

procedures which will help to

protect my career as a mathemati-

cian at the University of Toronto. I

appreciate your concern in the

matter, and I wish to request that

the following procedure be followed

in my case. I hope that you will con-

sider my suggestion in an open-

minded way.

I propose that a public hearing be
held Monday noon, March 12,' with a

mutually agreeable chairperson, dur-
ing which all relevant information on
my case be brought to light. I am
prepared to sign a statement in-

dicating my willingness that all con-

fidential information concerning my
case be made public.

I wish to be accompanied by my
advisor at this hearing, and I feel

that the presence of Professors Duff
and Vanstone is required. Since I

hold the view that a substantial stu-

dent voice in university decision-

making is needed, I ask accordingly

that the panel or jury which hears

the proceedings consist of an equal

number of students and faculty.

I shall be pleased to discuss any
further aspects of the matter with
you.

Stephen Salaff

Unbelievable excuses

for arbitration rejection
Toronto's media have been waging one of

their typical anti-labor campaigns against
the province's six month old elevator
strike. All of a sudden, the media Is flooding
us with dire tales of the dangers facing the
public as a result of the strike, preparing
the groundwork for possible government
intervention.

Instead of spreading fear tales, the
media shoud consider the elevator in-

dustries' refus-.il to submit to voluntary ar-

bitration. The unions have already agreed
to that proposal, but the companies have
rejected it.

"It's a gamble," said Toronto area
elevator union local president James
Hughes, referring to voluntary arbitration.

"We could lose our shirts. But, we'll try it."

The companies try to rationalize their

refusal to co-operate, claiming hiring,

assessment, and training of employees
"are Issues we cannot compromise with the

union, we cannot accept the risk of having
them compromised by an arbitrator.''

Compromisea by an arbltraior. Indeed!
What exactly do the companies want us to

believe about the Irresponsibility of ar-

bitrators — that they'll sell out public safe-
ty to cater to the whims of the workers?
Hardly!

Such an unbelievable excuse for non-co-
operation only throws the companies into

further disrepute.
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New York Pizza House
925-1736

1970 1ST ANNUAL TORONTO
PIZZA AWARD MORNING
AFTER SHOW CBC
STAR WEEK'S JUNE 71

PIZZA CONTEST

Dining Room OPEN 11 AM-
1 AM MON-SAT
SUN 3 PM-1 AM
TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM S PM-1 AM

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

"The Birth of Scientific Navigation" by Dr. Eric

Forbes, University of Edinburgh. 4:10 p.m.,

Room 2135, Sidney Smith, Monday 12 March.

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.

SMC Film Club
'KATHARINE
HEPBURN

as Hecuba,

reaches moments
of simple

magnificence."
-Judith Criit.

Naw York Mi|iiin*

'VANESSA
REDGRAVE
as Andromache
seems to acl with

her whole soul. She

creates excitement.'
-Paulina Km
Tha Naw Yorkar

"GENEVIEVE
BUJOLD

as Cassandra,

may be the

world's most
exciting actress."

-JcHrty LVOfll.

WPIX-TV Ntwi

"IRENE
PAPAS
as Helen, performs

to the boiling point

with sensuality and
bitchiness."
-William Wolf.
Cue Mifazina

cwwm fnuAs»jc «,,«. a |OSEf SHAFTEL production

THE TROJAN WOMEN"
A

MICHAEL
CACOVANNIS

FILM

PATRICK MAGEE BRIAN BLESSEDM?a^o««.««.c«»«.

FRIDAY, MARCH 9 & SATURDAY, MARCH 10
7:30 & 10:00 P.M. CARR HALL $1.00

NATURAL FOODS RESTAURANT a STORE

OPEN 12 TILL 9, SEVEN DAYS A WEE"

Toronto's elite and Miglin

hear Trudeau promote unity

mBy DOUG HAMILTON
Two thousand of Toronto's

wealthiest Liberals, a Kitchener
beer carnival king and SAC president

Eric Miglin heard Prime Minister

Pierre Trudeau Wednesday night

laud the virtues of a united Canada
and castigate the Conservatives for

promoting bankrupt policies.

Speaking at the annual Metro
Liberal fund-raising dinner, Trudeau
told enthusiastic partisans his

government would risk defeat in the

House of Commons rather than sub-

mit to Opposition demands which he
termed "reckless giveaways". The
Royal York Hotel meal cost party

faithful $75 a plate.

In an impassioned speech,
delivered with the verve reminiscent

of his 1968 style Trudeau asserted

that a Conservative government
would spend money "hand over
fist".

However, he boasted Opposition

Leader Robert Stanfietd would not

succeed in his attempts to topple the
Liberal minority government.

"Very seldom have the irrational,

purely electoral approaches succeed-

ed in this county, and then when
they did, it was only temporarily,"

said the Prime Minister.

The Conservatives also came un-

der fire for scuttling a Vietnam
supervision plan conceived by Exter-

nal Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp,

who attended the dinner.

Sharp proposed an on-ine-spot

examination of the Vietnam truce by
an all-party delegation. The plan dis-

integrated Wednesday night when
Conservative foreign affairs critic

Claude Wagner dismissed it as a
futile exercise.

The Prime Minister claimed the

Conservatives had "no policy on
Vietnam" and other important
issues such as capital punishment.

Although he scathingly denounced
the opportunism of the Conser-

vatives, Trudeau said nothing about
the New Democratic Party whose 31

members have supported the Liberal

minority.

.1 think it was good of Mr.
Trudeau not to attack the New
Democrats," a Liberal party
spokesman told the Varsity. "It

showed that he is being positive."

The Conservatives have "no policies", says Prime Minister Trudeau.

Trudeau criticized the Conser-

vatives for advocating wage and

price controls and a fiscal deficit

greater than the $2 billion budgeted

by the Liberals. He claimed the Op-

position had offered no viable solu-

tion to halt runaway prices.

The Prime Minister avoided dis-

cussing the high rate of unemploy-

ment which the Canadian Labour
Congress had attributed to Liberal

policies the day before he flew to

Toronto.

Switching his attack from the Op-
position, the Prime Minister
asserted only the Liberal party could

ensure national unity -without resor-

ting to regional bribes to maintain

confederation.

The Liberal policy of bilingualism,

he said, is just as important today as

^|
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT io pm till whenevw FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

March 9-10 - amazing grace - 1.50

it was in the Lester Pearson ad-

ministration which drew up much of

the Liberals' present policy. Trudeau
spoke only briefly in French, in con-

trast to last year. He emphasized
Freeh-Canadians must enjoy equal

rights with their English-speaking

counterparts, and must be allowed

to participate fully in "their

government" in Ottawa.

Trudeau said the Liberals were
humbled at the polls last October

because they "failed to consolidate"

the policies which they proposed in

the 1968 election. He conceded his

government made blunders in its

four years in power.

"We have stumbled as Liberals,"

the Prime Minister confessed. "God
knows we have made some mis-

takes."

Canada, said Trudeau, has escaped

much of the conflict which has

erupted in the world over the gast

few years. He cited the internecine

conflicts which have wracked
Northern Ireland, the execution of

diplomats in the Sudan and the dow-
ning of a Libyan airliner by the

Israeli air force.

Trudeau abandoned bis lecturer's

style several times during his speech

to throw out some witty comments
to the audience.

He joked about the opposition to

the planned airport for Pickering

and described himself as a "lovable

corporate welfare bum."

The largely bourgeois crowd
responded with polite applause to

Trudeau 's humour, but was more
subdued than last year.

According to a Liberal Party
spokesman, the dinner produced
revenue in excess of $100,000. While

most of the guests seemed to enjoy

the menu consisting of Gazpacho
Valencia, Fiddleheads Saute, Steak

Esterhazy, a man from Ottawa
stumbled into the press room com-
plaining that the $75 dollar dinner

"was only worth 16 bucks."

The dinner helped reinforce the

party's links with corporations and a

Liberal spokesman admitted letters

were sent out to firms urging them
to send representatives. The chair-

man of the event was Gordon
Sharwood, president of Guaranty

Trust Company of Canada.

No left-wing demonstrators were
present this year as they have been

at past Trudeau Dinners.
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MARCH 13

TUESDAY

LISTEN , LEARN
RESPOND!
MARCH 13, NEXT TUESDAY, U. OF T. WILL HOLD A SERIES

OF STUDY SESSIONS ON THE COPSEO ("WRIGHT*) REPORT.

11:00 AM
John Evans

(President, U.of T.)

Jack McMe
(Minister of Colleges $ Universities)

James Careless
(Commission member)

convocation hall

1:00 PM
SMALLER SESSIONS ON FINANCING, GOVERNANCE,

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION.

Sponsored by SAC and the Faculty Association

Endorsed by the Alumni Association, GSU, APUS.

GET COPIES OF THE REPORT (ABRIDGED) FROM SAC OR YOUR OWN STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICE.

HART HOUSE ELECTIONS

WED. MARCH 1

4

POLLS: Hart House Map Room
9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Elsewhere on Campus

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

ALL STUDENTS ELIGIBLE TO VOTE
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Women's courses:

tough problems,
far-reaching aims

One of the most recent, and most in-

teresting, appearances on university campuses,

are *women's courses'. They are also difficult to

analyze, perhaps impossible to evaluate

definitively at this point

The kind of course offered varies from

department to department, from university to

high school, and from the educational in-

stitutions to the community.

However, it is fruitful to look at some of the

general issues which have arisen in trying to

plan and operate general introductory courses

on women within the university setting. Some

of these issues may arise as well in one form or

another in discussing consciousness and educa-

tion, in settings other than the university.

The impact of the women's liberation move-

ment on out society is being manifested in,

many different ways. There has been a

mushrooming of courses on women across the

country, and at the same time there is a grow-

ing interest in women's writing, art, films, non-

sexist children's literature, and increased active

political participation at most government

levels.

Women: Oppression and Liberation, one of

the women's courses offered by the University

of Toronto in the Interdisciplinary Studies

Department, is an introductory course in which

an attempt is made to identify the position of

the individual woman, and women as a group,

within the social and economic framework.

Three years ago when the course was in its

early stages of planning, there were no

women's courses offered at the University of

Toronto and there was very little available

Canadian material. At that time, there were

about half a dozen female faculty members at

U of T who appeared to be interested in such

courses but it is difficult to say then, and even

now, how many of them could afford to put

their careers on the line for a women's course.

This is perhaps more crucial in 1973 than

1969 because economic scarcity has forced

academics to entrench themselves wherever

they are, and vary little money is being spent on

educational innovation.

When the Interdisciplinary Studies course on

women was approved in the spring of 1971, rt

passed with very little difficulty. By setting up a

program such as Interdisciplinary Studies, the

Faculty of Arts and Science, besides allowing

for some experimentation and innovation,

siphoned off many of the dissatisfied elements
— teachers and students.

In presenting an introductory course on

women, one has to take into consideration

where women's "heads are at", and work from

there. It becomes necessary to decide if the

study of women should proceed in an "objec-

tive" manner or whether it should relate in the

first instance to the person engaging in the

study.

The final goal or women's studies is realized

at the point where study of women, the female
point of view, perspective and contributions are

fully integrated into any existing program.

The intermediate step assumes a combina-

tion of general introductory and highly

specialized study areas. The primary step thus

calls for initially developing broad analytic tools

so that in the future those tools can be applied

to specialized work.

Recognizing the personality traits present in

the typical female role — passivity,

dependence, insecurity eic, it is crucial that

women teachers not set themselves up in the

style of males (academics) and proceed to lec-

ture women on why they should change.

This is related not just to the male-female

dichotomy, but to the traditional authority

pattern of teacher transferring his knowledge
to the student. It is fair to describe the teacher

as "his" in this case: less than 10 per cent of

academics at the University of Toronto are

female, and academic survival requires that

female academics conform to those standards
established by the men before them.

It is easy and simplistic to accuse the

teachers of a general introductory course on
women of being anti-intellectual. But initially

the study of women by women must necessari-

ly take the psychological state of women into

consideration, if it is to relate to them in a way
that is meaningful to them.

It is dangerous if you are at all interested in

social change, to use the established
methodology of the social sciences when
engaging in the study of women. For example,

is it possible for a quantification-oriented me-

thod to take a psychological set of characteris-

tics into consideration?

The point is illustrated to some extent by the

inaccuracies and misinterpretation of female

sexuality by male "experts". Similar errors in

developing analyses of the history of the family

occur in studies by male historians. By and

large, the formalized bodies of academic

knowledge do not include women in a real

sense, mostly because this knowledge has been

developed by men.

Thus there exists a situation in which it is

crucial for female academics and intellectuals

to validate the claims of those feminists engag-

ing in the preliminary work of teaching women

about themselves.

It is at this point that strategy becomes im-

portant Should one try to subvert the system

from within, ie be ladies, or should one try to

develop alternatives, ie be radicals. Those two

choices have traditionally been pitted against

each other. However, it is not clear that they

are mutually exclusive. But in making a choice,

many questions are raised:

Whose standards am I using? If I want to

engage in developing feminist analysis in a cer-

tain area, to what extent will I be compromised

by the established guild (master-student)? If I

am a female student will there be an academic

in the department — male or female — to

assist me, let alone one who thinks that women
have contributed any serious intellectual work

that needs to be studied?

If you are in a department in which there are

one hundred male professors and two female

professors will the prevailing attitude mitigate

against students even beginning to question

the allowed "correct" interpretations?

But these are problems which exist not only

in the study of women, but in any critical ap-

proach to teaming. For example, are there any

courses on fascism in the Political Economy

department? Why does the Faculty of Manage-

ment Studies train people to run businesses in-

stead of helping them to investigate alternative

methods of economic organization?

It is clear that existing structures cannot be

ignored, but depending on the specific case,

most structures are next to impossible to work

with and at best are accomodating to a certain

point.

Advanced specialised courses on women
need a basis from which to operate, but

whether those courses are given from a

straight university department or a Women's
Studies department is not crucial. However,

practically speaking, it may be necessary to ac-

tively set up a separate program with affiliates

to catalyse production in this field.

Given a general criticism of authoritarian

methods of teaching, it is necessary to assume
that students are responsible and should be en-

couraged to participate in an active manner.

The initial study of women involves a variety

of approaches. Sociological, psychological,

economic, political and historical questions

must be considered, and this can be done
within a framework of themes such as those

used in 71-72 in the Interdisciplinary Studies

course.

The themes covered were images, sexuality,

family, work and work force ^participation,

revolution, and other countries, and were
covered by employing film, novels, poetry, plays,

polemics, lectures, seminars.

In trying to operate an undergraduate univer-

sity course on women, the variety of experience

of people taking the course enters the picture.

For example an average day time section is

composed of nineteen to twenty-year-old se-

cond year university students. An average ex-

tension section is more likely to be composed
of housewives, teachers, secretaries, parents
— people who have had to confront societal im-

ages and expectations of themselves.

Younger women on the other hand have had
limited contact with employers, with being

mothers and wives. By the time they get to uni-

versity their career expectations are higher

than most other women and the reality of

business practices have not been exposed to

them. But even then, they are making choices

about careers which they may be able to com-
bine with marriage, children, and homemaking.

This is an argument which supports a

general re-education of the public to consider

alternatives to present living arrangements, for

society to generally assume and pay for many

of the functions that women perform for

nothing, so that young girls do not have to

choose between being a person and helping

another person be a person.

Given an ambivalent image of themselves, it

is necessary for women to be in serious and

conscious contact with other women. It is vital

for men to meet with men and women with

women to discuss roleplaying. At some point

during the process of this type of discussion

both men and women have to reconvene.

However, it is difficult for this to occur at this

point in time because men's discussion groups

are not meeting. In the women's courses in

Vancouver and Toronto unmixed sections have

been necessary.

Many men have responded in a manner

which indicates that women's -liberation is a

thing that they want to study; that has

aroused their curiosity; that it is incorrect

for women to meet without them; and that it is

not necessary or valid for men to talk about

themselves.

The full time university program provides a

very comfortable setting to study anything, its

primary limitation being who gets there. The

people who can take advantage of these

programs are limited by their financial

situations, and arrangements should be made
to provide some forum for general community

participation. Of course this is a sop to the

public and will continue to be so long as the uni-

versity operates as a class institution.

The public lecture series run by the Van-

couver and Toronto women's courses drew ap-

proximately four to five hundred to the weekly

sessions.

The huge attendance at these sessions in-

dicates at least two things. First, that people

are interested and want to talk about the posi-

tion of women in our society, and secondly, that

the general community will participate in an

educational program which costs them nothing

other than what they already pay for through

taxation.

In discussing the philosophy and framework

which exist and operate in such a manner that

men and women are forced to relate in terms of

structures rooted ultimately in economics,

rather than as people, the following are some
of the specific areas that must be considered:

• The relationship between production and

reproduction,

• The necessity for the nuclear family struc-

ture and the dependence of the state on the ex-

istence for this type of organization of people.

• The implications of laws governing divorce,

desertion, custody, marriage, incest, rape,

prostitution.

• The fact that society does not provide

directly for the maintenance and rearing of

children other than by natural parents.

• In whose interests are the decisions about

effiency, poverty, unemployment and profit

made and who makes them?
• Is it necessary for people to work eight

hour workdays, given our technological

capacity? The study of women, then, is not a

study in and unto itself. It is a study which

questions the basic values of our society.

Ceta Ramkhalawansingh
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Dead-end dangers:

a long way to go
for women's lib

Adapted from The Chevron

The effects of the off-shoots and outgrowths

of the Women's Liberation Movement of the

late sixties can be felt at almost every cultural

and economic level of North American society.

Yet, many women — those who have watched
from the sidelines as well as those who shared

in and struggled with the birth pangs of the new
feminism — regard the current state of the

movement with mixed feelings.

Perhaps the greatest of these sometimes
contradictory mixed blessings is to be found in

the successful popularization of the movement
over the last few years. Some of the positive

aspects of this popularization evolved in part

^ from the progressive tendencies of youth, stu-9 dent, black and assorted other radical

Today in North America, the women's move-
ment is more diffuse and diverse — and less

cohesive — than it has ever been. The volumes
of printed material, radio and TV time devoted

to women recently have made many of the

demands and positions of the women's move-
ment (superficially at least) household
catchwords from one end of the continent to

the other. Women from all races, religions, age-

groups, educational backgrounds and social

classes have become involved in one form or

another.

From the Radicalesbians to the Voice of.

Women, from consciousness-raising groups to

the women's caucuses of left movements, from
the Women Teachers' Federation to women's
collectives organizing around specific issues or

The conference's chief organizer, Susan
Geason, 0FS secretary, commented at the final

plenary that, "It was not my idea to get a horde
of the converted together to reinforce each
other positively. It was time we tried to work in

some people who didn't know." Certainly not a

bad idea, yet for Geason, the conference
became "fouled up in technicalities and
politics. . . Next time, let's have an educational

experience that doesn't turn into politics."

It is perhaps understandable that in drawing
up the agenda for the meeting, she should wish

to avoid the factional ideological arguments
between established left parties or 'vanguard'

groups. It is too often an argument in which
only the initiated and articulate can participate

and one which perpetuates the splits in the

the speakers. Discussion seemed unable to de-
velop beyond the narrow parameters set by the

few women at the front of the room, or in the

odd case, by the most vocal of the 'audience'.

Although the word 'class' and even 'socialist'

were far from unmentioned, the thrust of the
sessions was primarily directed toward getting
women a greater slice of the professional and
academic pie. The majority of the resolutions

which were approved were directives to govern-
ment agencies regarding university accessibili-

ty, hiring, scholarships, student loans and day
care facilities.

There was no examination of the role and
development of the women's liberation 'move-
ment — its past, its present, or its future. There
was little discussion of the roots of the oppres-
sion of women — or the means of eliminating

those root causes and building a truly

egalitarian alternative.

Instead, there was a necessarily superficial

and limited look at the symptoms of a sick

society primarily as they affect middle class

women — coupled with an attempt to find the
appropriate band-aid that would mask the
symptoms, and keep the increasingly conscious
pain of women within the range of the
tolerable.

movements of the last decade. Working within
and alongside them, many women developed
for the first time, the theoretical and concep-
tual tools — and, to some extent, the con-
fidence — with which to understand their own
position in society.

And, of course^ the real revolutionary poten-
tial in the rising consciousness of women of

|

their cultural and economic oppression — and
its role in the social and economic organization
of capitalism — provided the greatest positive

i impetus to the movement as a whole.
On the other hand, were the less progressive

rales played in the popularization of the move-
ment by the male-dominated bourgeois media,
which selectively and patemalistically played up
the least offensive (to them) aspects of

'women's lib' and laughed at the others. The
male liberalism which evolved particularly
within young radical movements (and had its

parallel in the white liberalism which uncritically

elevated black militancy to the position of

revolutionary vanguard) deprived activist

women of the only possible external source of

constructive criticism.

But perhaps the most inhibitive input into

the fledgling radical movement was that of

professional and academic middle class women
who adapted the principles of the movement to
•their own respectability; and saw in it the
chance to gain equal privileges with the men in

their own already privileged economic class.

programs — women, and women's groups, are

demanding (and sometimes, taking) more and

more freedom from their traditional roles in the

home and work force.

The more consciously political decry the type

of consciousness which seeks, through legisla-

tion and 'proper channels' to merely cut women
in on the power of control in a society that

remains based on capitalist exploitation and op-

pression of one class of people by another.

Yet even that type of action has its

progressive effects, (primarily as educational

value for women isolated from movement ac-

tion per se), however limited those effects may
be in the long run.

But as long as the ideology of the Women's
Movement remains ill-defined, there will be no

more coherent and effective formulation of

strategy and tactics for the years of struggle

ahead, The rift among the theory-generators of

the women's movement over the primacy of the

feminist struggle versus the primacy of the

struggle for socialism must also be resolved.

But for the present, the diffusion and diversi-

ty of the women's movement remains one of its

primary characteristics, Last month, the On-

tario Federation of Students and the Victoria

College students' society at U of T sponsored

an Ontario Conference on Women. It was an in-

teresting study in the types of thought of the

women who link themselves, however
peripherally, to the women's struggle.

movement without even providing a vehicle Tor

raising the consciousness of the interested

women on the sidelines. But the women's
movement is nothing if it is not political, and
the recognition of this basic fact is essential to

the formulation of effective action.

Over 200 women from as far away as Ot-

tawa registered for the sessions on women in

the arts, athletics, politics, and health educa-

tion; and on day care, women's studies, and

academic discrimination.

A quick survey of the crowd around the

registration tables indicated a predominance of

well-dressed professional looking women in

their twenties and thirties. The many carefully

coiffed heads and equally carefully made-up

faces are common at liberal-issues women's
conferences in cosmopolitan areas across the

continent. Similarly unsurprising was the

number of grey heads, the young students and

the not-quite-freak women. The old 'heavies'

were conspicuous only by their absence, and

the teachers and secretaries and professionals

and professors were much in evidence. If there

were representatives of lower-income women
from working class homes, they were
remarkably quiet.

The effectiveness of the seminar-format

teaching/learning experience was limited by

overcrowded classrooms, speakers' lists which

generally prohibited dialogue and kept the topic

of conversation changing as frequently as did

Such measures may be necessary to provide

the breathing space for further growth and

development of women's consciousness. But at

the same time, it must not be forgotten as it

seemed to be at the conference on Ontario

Women, that a band-aid measure may screen

an offensive sore from view but cannot correct

the systemic disorder that caused it.

There was a time when I could leave a

women's conference with a feeling of intellec-

tual and emotional excitement — a feeling of

sisterhood. Not this conference. Perhaps it was
because the one-time activist leadership has

become a less visible minority. Or perhaps it

was because so many of the conference-goers

visually epitomized the current societal

stereotype of women so that the element of

trust was lacking.

It is clear that the access of respectability to

the women's movement has allowed it to reach

women not attracted by its exuberant, frenetic

beginnings. But it is also clear that if the

women's movement is to effectively fight for

the elimination of all that is repressive, limiting

and inhuman in the present role of women; the

movement must not be held back by women
who would retain the privileges of middle class

position. Only in the elimination of class

stratification in society itself lies the possibility

for full development of the potential of all peo-

ple.

Liz Willick
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APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTOR

The Varsity Board of Directors invites application for the

position on the Board to be appointed by the fourteen in-

cumbent Directors, for a two year term beginning July 1,

1973
The Board represents the various estates in the uni-

versity community and is responsible for the editorial in-

tegrity and the financial and business management of The

^Written applications should be addressed to Jack Gray,

Chairman, Varsity Board of Directors, 91 St. George St.,

Toronto 5. Applicants will be interviewed and a selection

made at the Board's annual meeting on March 21.

Deadline for applications is 5 pm, Friday, March 16,

1973.

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complek fEflMPAPEfl

service. Originality, quality, and

security dictate our policy.

Phone: 961-6150
Houra: Mon.-Frl. 3 pm-10 pm-

Sal . -Sun. 9 am-5 pm
Professional Typing Done

300 AVENUE ROAD
2nd floor

WATERBEDS
7 STYLES ON

DISPLAY TO SUIT

ANY DECOR OR BUDGET

Freetorm Interiors

Ripping-off Europe?

Student Railpass available from AOSC.
Association of Student Councils

44 St. George Street, Toronto 5, Ontario (416) 962-8404

Also available: student flights to Europe and within

Europe, car rentals, international ID cards, tours,

student hostels and jobs abroad. All at student prices

Rip off
Europe

STUDENT-RAILPASS
Th e way toseeEuropewithoutfeelinglikeatounst.

Stgdent-Railpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark,

France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway,

Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Swilzerland.

Eurailpass, Box 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario

Please send me your tree Student-Railpass tolder order
' form.

Or your tree Eurailpass tolder witti railroad map.

So you plan to spend the

Summer in Europe this year. Great

Two things are mandatory. A ticket

to Europe. And a Student-Railpass.

The first gets you overthere, the

second gives you unlimited Second

Class rail travel for two months for a

modest $1 35 in Austria, Belgium,

Denmark, France, Germany,

Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,

Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,

and Switzerland! All you need to

qualify is to be a full-time student up

to 25 years of age, registered at a

North American school, college or

university.

And the trains of Europe are

a sensational way to travel . Over

1 00,000 miles of track links cities,

towns and ports all over Europe. The
trains are fast (some over 100 mph),

frequent, modern, clean, convenient

and very comfortable. They have to

be. So you'll meet us on our trains. It

really is the way to get to know
Europeans in Europe.

But there's one catch. You
must buy your Student-Railpass in

North America before you go.

They're not on sale in Europe

because they are meant strictly for

visitors to Europe—hence the

incredibly low price. Of course if

you're loaded you can buy a regular

Eurailpass meant for visitors of all

ages. It gives you First Class travel if

that's what you want.

Either way if you' re going

to zip off to Europe, see a Travel

Agent before you go, and in the

meantime, rip off the coupon. It

can't hurt and it'll get you a better

time in Europe than you ever thought

pOSSible. PncHfluoledmU.S.dolla,!.

Stunning lights, visuals

enhance the appeal of

Toronto Dance troupe

There is little enough modern

dance available to local audiences

and happily what the Toronto

Dance Theatre has.to offer is

satisfying. The three artistic direc-

tors, Peter Randazzo, Patricia

Beatty and David Earle, display a

solid training in the finest tradition

of their craft, and they have

managed to train or attract a sur-

prisingly large number of talented

dancers. Finally, their original,

works are all uniformly pleasing to

the eye and imaginative.

The first on Wednesday's

program was Excerpts from the

Baroque Suite, choreographed by

David Earle and perhaps the

strongest piece of the whole eyen-

ing. Corelli's music, the

symmetrical measured
movements of the dancers and

the formal patterning of the dance

group all served to create a mood

of clarity and measure, The theme

of the duet, danced beautifully by

Amelia Itcush and Barry Smith,

was elaborated and transformed

by the group of dancers in the 'La-

ment' sequence.

The Last Act danced and

choreographed by Peter Randaz-

zo", was a radically different type

of offering. Using comparatively

elaborate props, Randazzo

created a total character, a mov-

ing situation that seemed the fit-

ting last act of any number of

great dramas the viewer could

conjure up. As a dancer, Randazzo

had no difficulty in creating

through that short piece the

tragedy and madness of defeat,

for a proud and fearsome king. It

was a really fine example of dance

theatre. .

.

Rhapsody in the Late After-

noon provided an opportunity for

the development of more subtle

psychological themes and

situations. Choreographed and

danced in part by Patricia Beatty,

this work centers around the

rather humorous enactment of

relations between two aspects of

one woman and the same man.

The lighting and props served to

maintain the mood of earnest levi-

ty.

Starscape enabled the

audience to escape into a space-

tike fantasy of shimmering blue

light and Syrinx music. The

choreography by Peter Randazzo

was halting and tense as the

space man, danced by David Earle,

moved tenuously constrained by

four silver life-support cables in

the unearthly atmosphere,

Finally, last on the program and

newest in the repertoire was

Figure in the Pit, based on an idea

from an Edgar Allan Poe short

story. The visual effect was stun-

ning. Lighting created the feeling

that the dancers were moving

within -either physical or psy-

chological depths. The group of

female dancers, draped in

shimmering silver costumes, mov-

ed with the inevitability and pur-

pose of tormenting visions while

the subject of their torment lay at

their feet.

Each piece thus appeared un-

ique and complete. Although in-

dividual criticisms can be_made

about this or that aspect of the

particular works, there is a larger

overall failing that must be

pointed out. Perhaps the fact that

five short pieces were presented

is the root of the matter. The com-

pany and choreographers were

never given an opportunity to

develop the intricacies and wealth

of material inherent in any one of

the concepts utilized. No theme

was thoroughly exploited and

allowed to seek its natural end.

The audience was not given the

opportunity to become involved in

any one setting before it was

replaced by a new one.

Perhaps because of a desire to

avoid melodrama, there was a lack

of passion in the total program; an

inability on the part of the dancers

to create for the audience ex-'

periences that were more
meaningful and .memorable than

an evening's entertainment.

Mimsey Reasoner

Students' paintings

for sale at Vic exhibit
The Victoria New Academic Building has some interesting

things by students in the Fine Arts Department, The first work

you see is an oil painting by Mary McLoughlin. It depicts a girl

reaching up to a chair, but with a firmly coloured, tricky overlay of

her lying or sitting, as if it were an overlay of a previous slide in a

film strip. The perspective and body parts are in disarray pur-

posely. I am reminded of the Cubists trying for two or more

perspectives when in reality each perception is fram a single van-

tage point, except here the perspectives are temporal. The head

of the girl is strangely yet lovingly Botticellian. A very fine piece,

and perhaps worth the high asking price. McLoughlin has

some other interesting pieces here too, but none on such a large

scale, nor worked to such perfection I would say.

Helle Viirlaid has an interesting lithograph entitled "The

Idiot" made up of criss-cross matchstick strokes becoming

denser towards the centre of the bearded figure with Svengali

eyes.

Mark Filipiuch's self-portrait is a self-flattering, straight-

forward piece, except that only three-quarters of his head is

shown off to the right, with an off-white tracing of his glasses

dominating the white left foreground: a cute trick.

Angelo Rao's collagraphs and etchings are well-crafted and

one reminds me of microscope slides of tissue or perhaps par-

ticularly well-detailed oak bark. The raised burnt-brown contours

are especially eye-appealing.

Diane Wait has some decorative flowing woodcuts, Bob

Hare some suggestive and complexly shaded portraits and Chris

Ralph has just one painting: "Colour Progession", with three

jagged fields of colour vertical across the canvas. Altogether, a

fine show.

tan Scott
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Euripides'

Electra

splendid

Monique Mercure as Electra,. and Richard Monette as Orestes in Euripides' Electra.

For its fourth production of the season, the Toron-

to Arts Foundation Theatre Company at the St.

Lawrence Centre brings us Euripides' timeless classic

Electra. They play is a challenge for audience and ar-

tists alike, for it demands a thorough comprehension

of Greek drama. To complicate matters further, this

play might well be considered representative of

theatre in transition, for Euripides was not the

traditionalist that his two famous predecessors,

Aeschylus and Sophocles, were.

It was Euripides who began the long journey

away from theatre as a primarily religious ritual

remain apparent in the script of Electra. Unlike the

earlier Greek tragedians, Euripides uses ritual as a

frame upon which to hang his drama, It is the vehicle

for the human drama that unfolds, and Euripides'

characters are intensely human figures whose
motivations come less from divine will than from their

own earthly emotions. The formality of the drama-
ritual with its economy of language and its extreme
issues of matricide and exorcism through blood

sacrifice remain, but the characters move through a

world that in today's language might best be de-

scribed as Freudian. Even today, the psychological

realism without the accompanying ritual would be to-

tally lacking in the all important final release through

catharsis, that legacy from the Greek theatre that

still satisfies one of modern theatre-goers' strongest

needs.

The drama deals with Electra's all-consuming

jealousy of her mother's sexuality, which can find

release only through Electra's matricida! scheme to

avenge her father's murder. A challenging role for any
actress, and one which is admirably handled by Moni-

que Mercure, a veteran of Montreal's finest French-

language theatres, and an actress whose name will

undoubtedly soon become familiar to English

audiences here.

Mercure's Electra is both high priestess of

revenge and a deeply tormented human being. She
moves gracefully from brief domestic quarrels with

her peasant husband to highly charged scenes of fran-

tic supplication to the gods. She is at Twice virgin

princess ans sexually frustrated woman, bereaved

daughter and mastermind of multiple murder. It is

Mercure's strong performance which pulls the produc-

tion together; her fluid movement and fine vocal range

make her powerful interpretation a chillingly cathartic

tour de force.

Richard Monette effectively portrays Orestes,

the brother whom Electra uses so cruelly in her

passionate plot for revenge. Hardly deaf to the mur-

murings of his conscience, Orestes can find no con-

solation through retribution. Monette's low-key perfor-

mance is appropriately touching; he elicits sympathy
from the audience for the one truly tragic figure of the

drama.

In the role of the doomed queen, Jennifer Phipps

is less successful. Her cardboard-character portrayal

of Clytemnestra provides us with a bloodless villain

who is all too easy for us to hate. It remains possible

for us to condone Electra's bloody revenge for her

father's murder; Clytemnestra's protest against the

sacrifice of her daughter Iphigenia by her own hus-

band remains unconvincing from the lips of one so

totally devoid of maternal feeling. It is a regrettable

choice of interpretation, for how much more neurotic

Electra would appear, and how much more tragic her

brother, if only theirvictim were a little more human in

nature.

Director Kurt Reis has effectively used his chorus

of Argive women to hold together this fast-moving

and often frenetic drama. Using traditional chanting

and dancing, the chorus provides an aesthetically

pleasing backdrop against which the action of the

drama unfolds. The chorus, as tradition demands, is

not merely a crowd of extras, but a symbolic voice

that functions as a mirror for Electra's mental

conflicts.

Murray Lauffer's highly effective and functional

set is reminiscent of the ancient amphitheatres which

housed the first productions of these early plays. In

front of Electra's primitive cave-like dwelling flickers

the eternal flame at the sacrificial altar; a reminder of

the ritualistic beginning of this, and indeed all, drama.

Diane Marie Brown
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U of T's changing attitudes*

dissent becomes more asserth
By PAUL McGRATH

The 1940's although an unquiet time in all other parts of the world, were

fairly peaceful on the U of T campus. It's probably true that most students at

the university were just thankful they weren't fighting, and remained silent

about other things. The focus of student and newspaper attention was on the

war in Europe and its effects. Some of the biggest problems of the university in

the late forties were in accomodating several thousand veteran soldiers retur-

ning to school. They were an aggressive group who caused many grey hairs for

the administration with their demands for proper treatment.

There appeared little need or opportunity for dissent, and some of the

conflicts that arose were of another nature. In 1952, president Sidney Smith

was forced to seize all copies of a Varsity gag issue that had reprinted one of

his recent addresses on remedial English, substituting "sex for English at

every mention. Pirate issues of the paper were selling for one dollar a copy by

6Ven

The increasing ugliness of the Cold War had its effects on the students

and in the early fifties the campus was beginning to recognize the threat to

free discussion posed by the backlash against Communism.

The Varsity devoted three issues in 1953 to a discussion of civil liberties.

It elicited little student response. The students, however, mysteriously arose

the next week - after the paper decided to drop the sports page. One athletic

editorials in 1953 and 1954. SAC moved in February, 1954 to elect their own

choice as the next-year's editor of The Varsity over the staff s candidate, for-

cing the staffers out on strike for one issue, SAC president John Stalker said,

"Members of the staff of a paper will, I believe, work for any editor whose

policies are sound and whose primary objective is to produce a paper worthy of

the institution which it represents." The Varsity still had a long way to go, as

SAC won that one easily and the next editor of Varsity shuffled along quite ac-

commodatingly.

Nathan Phillips came to Hart House in 1955 and was embarrassed by a

picture of a nude couple. He called it "objectionable", and it was removed from

the wall for a short time. The Varsity the next day thanked the mayor "for prov-

ing beyond a reasonable shadow of doubt that four-star, triple-plate, gold-

spangled, 19th century pompous bigotry is still firmly entrenched in Ontario".

There was no rebuke from SAC for that specific remark; most on campus were

upset over the intrusion of a civic official into university morals.

The Canadian University Press 1956 conference presented The Var-

sity with the unenviable position of 17th on their list of comparatively free

student newspapers, noting that more student editors had been fired from it

than from any other publication. Things were bleaker for the ones lower on the

list. Many Canadian university papers were still submitting to teaching staff

censorship on every article.

Recent history of U of T student activism dates back to 1968 protest against presence of recruiters for napalm-manufacturing Dow Chemical

on campus.

student shouted agitatedly at a SAC meeting, "A couple of days ago The Varsi-

ty- discussed civil liberties and now they're telling us what to do." The sports

page returned shortly thereafter.

Not too much later, the Civil Liberties Club {in sheep's clothing) had a mo-

tion put before them to ban a certain number of Communists from their group.

Club president Murray Chusid (a name you might know), stated: "We should

make it clear that our purpose is to construct and not to subvert." The motion

was defeated.

The February 20 Hart House debate probably best described the state of

student opinion at the time. The resolution passed read "We fear militant

Stalinism, but in destroying it we may destroy our right to criticism."

Things became more active in the following school year, when some Vic

students burned in effigy Senator Joseph McCarthy {America's most beloved

bigot at the time). They were reprimanded severly in three U.S. papers, one of

them asking for a look into Canada. In fact, the next concerned editorial came
from The Varsity over the visit to Canada of Senators IVlcCarran and Jenner,

wth aides in the McCarthy battle and the former responsible for the McCarran

Act (an immigration law with great potential for political manipulation).

A model of it was already considered by the Canadian Parliament, the in-

famous Bill 93 of Varsity editorials that year. They were indignant, especially

about the visit. "Perhaps our own Immigration Department could do something

more about detaining carriers of the big smear from getting their claws into

Canada," said one editorial.

The most surprising incident that year came with the detention of two U
of T students at a Florida border under the provisos of the McCarran Act. On
their way back from Christmas break, they were told by the guards that they

were "Communist sympathizers" and that their names were in a "Communist
black book". To the rescue came then-MP Roland Michener and they were

freed with an apology from the Americans, with no explanations of the odd
behaviour of their border guards.

The Varsity, as evidenced in their continual conflict with governing bodies

above them, has always had trouble meeting the standards imposed upon it by

the authorities it represented, The history of the paper has been a slow but

constant struggle not only for free speech, but for autonomy from the SAC, to

whom it was usually answerable. SAC could not help but try to interfere in the

policies of the paper it was funding, and The Varsity could not help but see this

as a detrimental form of patronage.

Although the official break did not come until more recent times, the

campaign to slowly remove the paper from SAC- influence was obvious in

Russia's military intervention in Hungary in 1956 received a large amount

of attention from U of T students. There were demonstrations of support for

the students of Budapest and the students asked the university to receive,

tuition-free, refugees from Hungary. On January 7, 1957, 128 students arrived

here ready to take up studies, and they were warmly received by a sympathetic

population.

SAC and The Varsity clashed briefly in February 1958 when a report of

the Publications Commission of SAC suggested, as a better guide to future

policy, a contract signed between SAC and the editor, with the goals and ideas

of the paper firmly outlined.

"By answering these questions the applicant will be subject to a certain

type of censorship before he begins," said one SAC representative.

Little more was heard until a headline later that month declared that

editor Mike Cassidy had been fired, with Cassidy demanding that The Varsity

be autonomous and complaining that the paper was being "muzzled." The

matter was resolved the next day when the campus learned that it had been

taken in by another Varsity gag issue, an annual event that usually caught peo-

ple by surprise. This one had a slight twist to it. After The Varsity staff had sent

a normal issue to the printers, a group of SAC people had gone to the printers

and rewrote the front page and the editorial.

Although a quiet year at the U of T campus, 1958-59 was an unquiet year

for other campuses.

A new movement was rising in Quebec and many student newspapers
were running into trouble over editorial policy, especially the French-language

newspapers in bilingual colleges. La Rotunde, the Francophone paper at the

University of Ottawa, clashed with their student council and continued to do sc

at least twice a year into the sixties. Many editors later, the paper was still con-

firmed in separatist editorial- policy, despite frequent intervention by the stu-

dent council. Editors at Acadia University and the University of British Colum-
bia also were fired that year.

Remarking on the relative peace at the university that year, a late Varsity

editorial read: "It no longer seems the worst of times for Canadian universities.

Those great, dark forces of authority which haunt the minds of children and
journalists, seem to be more aware of the problems facing students than we
could hope possible."

They must have been asleep that year.

The year 1959-1960 bought the topic of racism on the campus to the

foreffont of attention. It was first mentioned early in the year when a black girl

complained that she had been asked not to seek membership in one of the

campus sororities, presumably so they wouldn

after studying the institutions, decided toibre

campus fraternities and sororities. U of T fetuct
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University of Toronto. His right is only a private right, he speaks for no one
else." Faulkner resigned to run against Charlton in a by-election. The election,

although it had a poor turnout, proved that more students felt Faulkner did
speak for them. Faulkner was returned with an 800-vote majority.

Faulkner that year lent a strong voice to the student fight to see the im-

plementation of the newly-released MacPherson Report, a report on
curriculum in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences that had called for substantial
changes in educational priorities. The university was offering what SAC called

"tokenism" and the dissatisfaction built into the next year as the faculty con-
tinued to drag their feet on implementing reports they had asked for.

After 87 years of official dependency, the Varsity officially cut its strings

with outside influence when SAC accepted a motion that would place a Varsity

Board of Directors in control of the paper. This certainly would never have been
granted by many previous SAC executives, but increased activism on the part

of both SAC and the paper had probably brought the two bodies closer

together out of their mutual, distant suspicion of each other than had been
tradition.

SAC had backed The Varsity earlier that year when the paper was verbal-

ly reprimanded by Caput over the reprinting of an article that had started a
fight between the McGill Daily editors and their administration. The article's

author was Paul Krassner — resident tasteless wonder at the Realist — who
said it was the suppressed chapters of William Manchester's book, The Death
of a President, in which Lyndon Johnson commits some fairly bizzarre acts

upon the body of the dead president.

"The Caput wishes to express in strongest possible terms its disgust and
revulsion at the article," Caput announced. They referred the matter to SAC
who backed up The Varsity, saying that the article was necessary to under-

stand the situation at McGill.

The next year's SAC, under Steve Langdon, continued the tradition of its

predecessor, making public statements on the Vietnam War. A Vietnam rally

10 days later finished with 34 arrested after scrimmages between the lefties

and U of T's own Edmund Burke Society were broken up by the beloved police

horses. Allam Lamport, long a vanguard of City Council intellegensia, called

the.m "troublemakers, bums, and anarchists".

The move for parity and curriculum restructuring gained a lot of headway
that year. Course unions and staff-student committees were more numerous,
acting on a small scale to implement the MacPherson Report. Student

members were elected to the Committee on University Government, set up by

Bissell to look into restructuring the government of the university and assist in

the making of the new University of Toronto Acy.

Provincial government leaders threatened to take university discipline

into their own hands early in 1969. Bill Davis, looking to Quebec where
students at Sir George Williams University had destroyed a computer, an-

nounced in March that he would call in city police to deal with any disturbance

in Ontario universities.

This attitude was repeated early in the 1969-1970 school year in a report

from the Committee of Presidents of the Universities of Ontario, of which

Bissell was an active member. The report recommended that demonstrations

be dealt with by "counter-violence" and gave the city police the right to enter

the campus "on their own initiative" at any sign of danger "to life or property."

The report was extremely vague in its differentiations between "legitimate dis-

sent" and "illegitimate disturbances".

At this time, U of T's New Left Caucus was busy and tense meetings

were taking place between freshmen administration and leftists as the NLC
disrupted orientation proceedings in different parts of the campus in the first

concerted attempt to politicize the freshmen. The administration and faculty

were shcoked at these disruptions of what was a normally quiet, sacred tradi-

tion of orientation proceedings, and Bissell announced shortly thereafter that

"the disruption of any lecture, class, seminar or meeting sponsored by the uni-

versity or any division of the university is a serious offense!"

The NLC continued, later in the year, to disrupt political science classes

and met some opposition from students who at one point forcefully ejected

them from a classroom.

Greg Kealey and Bob Barkwell, two student members of the Interim

Disciplinary Committee instituted as a replacement for Caput until the release

of the Campbell Report, resigned when Bissell refused to retract the COPUO
report he had signed. Students converged for a meeting the next day and SAC
demanded that Bissell disassociate himself from CUPUO release the

Campbell Report on discipline as soon as he received it. Bissell appeared at a

Convocation Hall student meeting smiling and saying the Campbell report

"was the document on which the university should make its decisions on cam-

pus discipline". The Campbell Report, recommending a staff-student com-

mittee as an integral part of Caput, was released shortly.

The Commission on University Government reported back to the presi-

dent in October, recommending restructuring of the university government to

include student parity, and throwing official backing to a heated issue that
most levels of university government could not accept.

The fight for parity — presently lost on most of the campus — became
the most popular rallying issue of the year. Arts and Sciences students con-
tinually disrupted faculty council meetings, and faculty members promised the
first of a long series of committee meetings that dragged down quite quickly.

The students watched the administration drag their feet, decided to hold a

parity festival at Sid Smith and called for a strike referendum that failed by a

slim margin even though some students boycotted classes and occupied the
faculty offices. The conservative side of the faculty, marshalled behind Jim

Conacher and Bill Nelson, valiantly controlled the situation with vague
promises of the ultimate committee. At one point in March, the faculty had to

go underground for a meeting, but students managed to force their way past a
locked door guarded by campus cops.

The War Measures Act, instituted after the kidnappings by the Front de
Liberation du Quebec brought a moderate amount of response on the campus.
Some students and staff were sufficiently disturbed by arrests and military

government in Quebec to speak out and attend rallies although more preferred

to think that what was happening 300 miles away was not their concern. The
Varsity was censored three times at the* printers when it attempted to print

FLQ manifestos that had already appeared in newspapers across Canada. In

March, one of the few demonstrations resulting from Trudeau's Quebec
policies ended in hand-to-hand combat with Toronto police. Thirteen were
arrested and five police were sent to hospital after demonstrators started to

throw sandwiches and vegetables at the mink-coats entering the Royal York

Hotel to attend a Trudeau fund-raising dinner.

The women's movement, mobilizing on campus after a few quiet years

out of the public limelight, presented a brief to Bissell that year asking for a

revision of the inequitable abortion laws in Canada. Yet, it was not until a year

later that the university went as far as admitting women as members of Hart

House.

SAC started the 1971-1972 school year with a demand that acting presi-

dent John Sword resign, as a result of Sword's calling in of police that summer
to clear out Wacheea, the tent city that had occupied university territory.

Arts and Sciences organizers moved quickly in September to work up a

slate of students that would run for the student on the faculty council on the

condition that they would resign if not granted parity. The plan didn't manage
to gain enough strength and students were put on another committee that

broke up quite quickly. Faculty strategy, conscious or unconscious, was becom-

ing quite efficient..

The Varsity had a short look at older days again in January of 1972 when
a motion came before SAC to abolish The Varsity Board of Directors and once

more bring the paper under SAC's wing. Feeling the situation to be a little too

touchy, SAC rejected the motion.

The day-care movement was running into increasing difficulty with the

administration that year. Having been moved out of their house on Willcocks

Avenue, they found the university would not pay the $2,000 necessary for im-

provements on their new quarters. Demonstrations with the Day Care

Marching Band, entirely composed of under-fours, took place in front of Sim-

coe Hall. The refusal of the administration to provide adequate day care

facilities for over twos led the parents and children to establish the new
Devonshire Campus Community Day Care Center (for over twos) in the

building they are still occupying.

Two months after John Evans was chosen as new president of the univer-

sity, students started to mobilize on the issue of access to the new Robarts

Library. A Library Council meeting in February was well-attended by students,

who listened to the council's "no" on undergraduate and public admission, An
all-night stacks party brought a further "no" from the council. The students,

after a final "nyet" from the Senate, occupied the Senate Chambers. For the

second time in nine months, John Sword called the police on campus, and the

appeals are still being heard in court.

Who knows what the outcome of the math sit-in will be? The threat of

police intervention doesn't seem likely and the negotiations drag day by day.

The outcome will influence much of the activism in the future and can only lead

to a more unified fight for the goal of student-staff decision-making on an

equal basis.

A look at the history of student dissent on the campus provides a glimpse

of many interrelated and unrelated issues. Reaction over the years has run in a

peculiar ebb-flow pattern of interest and non-interest. Issues like the Vietnam

war, parity and course revision have been some of the very few that have

managed to last over a summer. Yet neither the parity nor the library problems

have been solved with any degree of satisfaction, shoved away in a committee

somewhere along with day care policy.

The administration somehow manages to keep the lid on the pot, smugly

knowing they have the last say, and at this time nobody except the math

demonstrators seems to want to prove them wrong.
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Stokowski's great (but not that great) career
>

Leopold Stokowski is famous and

he has his golden discs to prove it.

He will always be able to sign his

name and have it instantly recognized

(and not least because of his glitzy

Hollywood days when he acted — dis-

mally — and conducted scores for

Walt Disney.) But perhaps no critic

who knows his alphabet from a to z,

that is from Richard Strauss to Pierre

Boulez, would choose Stokowski as

one of this century's best conductors.

His cumulative achievement, granted,

is great, and yet not even at his best

are we ever reminded of Bruno

Walter, Furtwangler or Toscanini, for

these are the greats with whom a

conductor of so much renown must

be compared.

The career of Stokowski has

successfully seen him rule the

podiums of these orchestras: The Cin-

cinnati Symphony, the Philadelphia

Orchestra, the NBC Symphony, the

Hollywood Bowl, the New York

Philharmonic, the Houston Symphony

and the American Symphony which

he founded in 1961. Lately he has

conducted the London Symphony

with which he has done a number of

his hundreds of LP recordings, He has

consistently been a champion of new
music and recently revealed he uses

most of his free time to study new
scores.

So Stokowski isn't exactly merely

nearly -successful but again, you

sometimes suspect that because he

has been so brash (and for such a long

time) and so massively, almost

gratuitously, productive, the musical

world was forced finally to turn

around and face him. saying rather

less endearingly than he could want,

"yes, Leopold, yes". I know Stokowski

was praised from his debut in 1909

(so this characterization may seem
inaccurate) but never so widely it

seems, until after he had turned

himself into his own advertising

manager. One does not ignore the

vast number of accolades our conduc-

tor thus garnered, but the
acknowledgement of them seems
legitimately to be a grudging one —
tike that of the mountainous approval

of young people for Sesame Street or

Captain Terrific. I acknowledge, after

all, that he is now famous, well-liked

and endlessly energetic, but with

something less than enthusiasm.

. I know too that to venture this

close to a critical war really requires

that a large battery of his recordings

be marshalled for the offense, but I

will have to rely on my memory of his

past style and several recent

auditions of a new release. It is a live

performance at Royal Festival Hall in

London, and is notable because its

program is a duplicate of Stokowski's

first concert with the London

Symphony Orchestra sixty years ago.

The works were and are: Brahms'

First Symphony, Wagner's Prelude to

Die Meistersinger. Debussy's Prelude

to the Afternoon of a Faun,

Glazunov's *A-minor violin concerto

and as an encore, Tchaikovsky's

Marche Slave.

The first work, Brahms' First, is

about the best thing Stokowski could

So how should it really be done?

Listen to Herbert Von Karajan and

the Berlin Philharmonic or Otto

Klemperer and the Philharmonia

Orchestra. Von Karajan's exordium in

the first movement is broad, sweep-

ing, full of majesty. The blend of

downward woodwinds and upward

strings is immensely ominous and

foreboding. On the other hand, the

detail in Stokowski's reading is too

sharp — you want detail, but not

here, not yet. The same is also true of

his climax: the strings play, as usual,

with extravagant vibrato, topped by,

of all things, longing lyrical flutes. The

Stokowski meets Richard Strauss

have conducted to demonstrate his

tepid Mediterranean approach to

Teutonic Romantic grandeur. Tempos
are unexpectedly leisurely, string

tone is highly vibrato a la Hollywood

Bowl. Inevitably the brass becomes
intrusive. Climaxes have their peaks

sliced off, cantabile sections sub-

merge and fail to re-surface. Phrasing

is rigid and Haydnesque. All this in

the first movement the most impor-

tant movement of the work — one of

the most important in the symphonic
literature.

climax is supposed to be black,

catastrophic; Stokowski plays it with

almost grazioso affection.

Following the climax are those

marvellously lush legato couplets,

A/B, F/A-flat, and four bars later D/E,

B-flat/D-flat. Only the first note of

each is dotted and admittedly, Von
Karajan almost draws out the second

note too. Bt the methodical baroque

grandeur of his orchestra's playing

transforms the couplets into a Gothic

arch of sound which Stokowski has no

ear for, and never had, it seems. He

plays the couplets in a clipped and

martial fashion by comparison.

Von Karajan may ask for legato

when he shouldn't but the result is so

ravishing and monumental that it is

difficult to believe he is doing

anything less than the greatest possi-

ble service to the composer. For ex-

ample, the first G Major sforzando in

the exordium is such a colossal and

extreme burst of sound that this one

note, like so many others, seems in-

vested with the periodic elegance of

the whole melodic sequence which

precedes it. Stokowski's sforzando,

on the other hand, is foreshortened,

conventional, indifferent.

Let there be no mistaking,

Stokowski conducts Brahams ade-

quately. But not as well as he and

some people think. Lesser lights such

as Bernstein and Lorin Maazel actual-

ly conduct this type of music with

more power and passion, not to men-

tion Von Karajan and Klemperer. Peo-

ple are finally coming around to ad-

mitting that Toscanini treated

Brahms with all the Italian fervour

and sprezzatura from which Rossini's

music so benefited — and that what

is good for an II Barbiere duet will not

do for a German passacaglia. I am
wondering how long it will take us to

make a similar judgement about

Stokowski's conducting.

But all is not lost, because the rest

of the symphony and of the concert

fares better. The andante is refined

and undistinguished. The third move-

ment is set at a clipped pace, with

some rare firm emphases. The con-

trapuntal section leading into the

fourth movement's climax is powerful

and lucid, although the whole move-

ment seems to receive a somewhat
unorganic and indifferent treatment.

The best-played piece on the two-

record set is Tchaikovsky's Marche

Slave. The jaunty rip of the first string

notes is absent from most other

recordings of this piece and it is ob-

viously Stokowski's music. The cen-

tral flute-topped sections are played

with the most thrilling and debonair

Slavic flair imaginable.

The Prelude to Die Meistersinger

receives an elegant reading, for

Stokowski is always in command; but

as so often with this conductor ( and
a decade ago less often with this

orchestra) the string tone is a bit too

high-pitched and screechy. The
boisterous finale is lucid, big and well

balanced.

The Glazunov A-minor piano con-

certo begins in a tragically lyrical vein

and is genuinely beautiful. Stokowski

conducts a straight-forward, graceful

reading with fine pianism by Silvia

Marcovici.

Debussy's Prelude to the Afternoon

of a Faun is played with an elegant

string tone — the London players can

do it when they want — with perhaps

not enough dynamic shading. What
always surprises listeners about

Toscanini is the huge conception and

diamond cutter's precision applied to

Dsbussy's music under his baton.

Perhaps this is another reason why
Stokowski can't make the big league

on the strenth of his conducting

alone: great conductors like Toscanini

and Von Karajan raise the inter-

pretations of the music within their

respective national traditions to a

kind of apotheosis, and then startle

us by stepping outside those

traditions and doing something wholly

unprecedented but equally succcess- )
ful in these foreign regions. Von

Karajan recently did this with Verdi's

Requiem, Into which he reads an

immense profundity.

Stokowski, it seems, has no tradi-

tion to raise to a peak or outside of

which to step and bring light. He
goes, as most average — yet good —
conductors must, from one adopted

composer to another, treating each

with difference, sometimes
eagerness, but rarely with an insight

which will profoundly illuminate his

relationship with them.

Even the achievement at

Philadelphia, shaping the orchestra

into one of the most respected in the

world, is an unrepeated one, whereas
Von Karajan and Klemperer swept

Europe raising mediocre orchestras

to virtuoso status.

Perhaps our very inclination to pit

Stokowski against the very best is an

indication of his superiority. I would

say it is, but not of his supremacy. As
this London recording demonstrates

for perhaps the 150th recorded time, W
his achievement is a cumulative one;

individual performances do not rate

superlatives. The self-advertising

(and it is implicit even in the packa-

ging of this set) always seems to say

more than we can believe about the

workmanship of this musical retailer's

individual products.

Leopold Stokowski and the
London Symphony: Sixtieth
Anniversary Concert. London
Phase Four, SPCA 210901.

$11.96.

Ian Scott
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Steelyard, Payday show cocky appeal of B-movies
King vidor was at the Science Centre this fall

for the opening of a festival of his films, His ac-

tive career spanned the full history of
Hollywood, from the slients to the late sixties.

After the screening of his silent movie The
- Crowd (not a good movie, just old) he took a

bow and said, "It's strange to see these pic-

tures turning up again at revivals and festivals,

because when we made them, we made them
for a three week run. When we finished, and it

never took us terribly long to make a picture,

we went on to the next one, wnich would also

have a three week run. We never expected
them to be seen after that."

Vidor was candid like that for a half-hour or

so, but it was that first remark that stayed with

me. Times have changed, at least peripherally.

The movie palaces where The Crowd was
shown for three weeks have been torn down or

converted to five or six small auditoriums,

and any movie that aims to attract an audience
for reasons that go beyond its subject matter,

aims for a long run in one of these small

houses. If directors are not claiming art as their

concern, they are at least after a hit. It makes
for spectacular successes and embarrassing,
pretentious failures. But it leaves very little

cream to sweeten the hundreds of lesser,

Crowd-type movies still being churned out. B
monies have become the province for giving up
rather than catching hold.

Steelyard Blues and Payday, at the Uptown
1 and 2, are what B-movies should be like. They
each have enough holes to sink a heavier vehi-

cle, but the film crews in each case bail it out

by the obvious care they put into the low-

budget projects. They may not be poetry, but

there is concern in the tone. The rough edges
and bad seams are covered by the overall in-

telligence.

Of the two films, Steelyard Blues was less of

a risk financially — the presence of Jane Fonda
and Donald Sutherland guaranteed distribution

and attention — but more of a gamble
aesthetically. It's a comedy, and comedies con-

tain their own version of the talent show
applause metre: you draw laughs or you flop, no
way around it. For the first while I figured it was
touch and go, but then we started to laugh and,

if we had more time than we needed to catch

our breath, we still laughed more often than at

any film since The Candidate. (The Candidate
was another good B movie, only one with an A
movie's budget. Steelyard Blues is a B movie
with a B movie budget)

Hanging out at a wrecker's yard is a gang of

petty criminals who prefer to see themselves
as outlaws. {That distinction is a good example
of the film's particular intelligence.) One of

their number. Veldini, a demolition driver and
second-story man (Donald Sutherland) is

hounded by the law, represented by his older

brother, a district attorney with his eye on the

attorney-generalship. Veldini, his hooker Ipve

Iris (Jane Fonda), an insane ex-human fly

(Peter Boyle) and other cronies conspire to

steal parts from a navy air hangar to render

1

1

n
Donald Sutherland as left-wing outlaw in Steelyard Blues.

operative a vintage World War II cargo plane
back at the junkyard. The plane will take them
away - someplace, they hope, with no jails.

Although you don't realize it for a while, and
that's a fault, the film is m essence a big heist
picture, only with a working-class, Bowery Boys
bias replacing the usual aristocratic, Frank
Sinatra one. Outlawry too has its right and left;

wings. (Steelyard Blues is clearly a subversive
movie, and while it suffers the fault of the
genre and occasionally goes didactic — "You
know, Veldini, there ain't no place without
jails" — it •generally manages to stay discreetly

indirect. Anyway,
I like subversive movies.)

Failure is never far out of frame with
Steelyard Blues and while it would be easy to
dwell on the flaws. I don't want to. Steelyard
has the amiable quality of friends' music; you
don't want to be too harsh. Anyway, the worst
of it is that the movie has enough reality,

enough vision, that one wants to demand it

more consistently: if Iris is going to go' for

Veldini with approach-avoidance, then let there
be more time and dialogue spent on it. Still,

that the lovers do other than moon, squall and
be noble for one another is a blessing rarely

enough received in movie-houses. Sketchy
as she is, Irish makes a touch more
sense than Tillie, in Pete 'n' Tillie, although I

much preferred Burnett's performance. Jane
Fonda's diction is too distinct and constant to
play two whores in a row.

Sutherland's performance on the other hand
is a gem from start to finish. Prior to this I

never knew whether or not he could act: he
always did great in easy roles. (So did Eliott

Gould, to make clearer my hesitancy to judge.)

This time, however, Sutherland not only works
in a dicey vehicle, but he draws out every bit of
difficulty in -his character. His Veldini is fun-
loving but also angry, even hateful, He's un-
cowed. but he's aging, being defeated and he
knows it. Sutherland gets it all across and, sur-

prising, given his previous work, by expression.
Veldini is a character of great joy and great
anger, not one or the other. His motivation is

complex, but not confused or confusing.
Sutherland's is, I think, the best performance
I've seen in some time, although I doubt that it

will be widely credited because, like Irish, the
character is sketchy.

David Ward's script and the general continui-

ty are spotty, although with some fine spots:

"Come with us", argues Veldini wooing Iris, "if

you stay here you go to jail for six months".
"They might let me off," she says. "If you say
'might', they still got you" Veldini shoots back.)

When it's good, Steelyard is like the Mike
Bloomfield — Paul Butterfield score: the slop-

piness is part of the fun. When it's not so good
it is like the photography (credited to Laszlo

Kovacs and Steven Lamer). Aural reminders of

cheapness seem appropriate, visual ones too
much.

Payday too has a mushiness in its colour

photography that, while appropriate, I can't turn

around into being pleasing. This is a story about
a mean country-and-western -singer and his

sleazy life on the road, shot in sleazy colour. Ac-
tually, sleazy is too strong a word and it is

Payday's strength that is not so unremittingly

kitchen-sink as Martin Knelman's review made

me think it would be. (Knelman generally seems
to see things nastier than they are. Cheer up,
Martin.) It is the after-hours jam session of
buck-dancing music, a totally uncynical act, that
makes the cynical business plausible; it is the
manager's real smile that gives his phony one
credence; it is the new groupie's sheer sexual
joy at getting pumped by the star in the back
seat of his Cadillac (while the chauffer watches
smiling at the rear-view mirror) — it is all the
suggestions that people do the slimy things for
some kind of unslimy pleasure, that lets Payday
work.

There is, of course, no shortage of sleaze, in-

cluding a totally gratuitious manslaughter. In

fact the whole plot is gratuitous. As with Klute,
the story (concocted in the hope of reaching a
broader public?) is far outshone by the
documentary on its periphery.

Daryl Duke, a director who served out his ap-

prenticeship at CBC and CTV in Toronto, and
writer Don Carpenter are well able to keep
several meanings in the air at once. The film is

at its best in a conversation between an in-

fluential disc-jockey in a back-water town and
the star. Each is cynically expert, and each
recognizes that the other is too. They fence
while, somewhere, Harold Pinter looks on and
nods. The next best footage is of the chauffeur
and the groupie discussing omelettes. And so
on. (As often as not scenes are allowed to run

on too long, but that is a minor sin.)

Rip Torn, as the singer, doens't act much,
coasting most of the time on thinly suppressed
anger, but he does have a beautifully
anonymous face. His character's battle for

recognition is lost physiologically. A nice touch.

Payday and Steelyard Blues both brought to
mind Mailer's explanation of the real battle of
live theatre, the one between the actor and the
audience, with the actor's ego on the line. Quite
separate from the quality of the script, it is this

nigthly skirmish that makes the excitement. (In

fact, the better the script, or at least the better

known, the less the actor has to watch himself,

the less he has to put out — and, usually, the
less immediate,, the less exciting the perfor-

mance). There is a cockiness in standing up and
demanding the attention of strangers for

Heaven knows what.

The same cockiness is inherent in movies,
though it is dispersed among the full com-
pany, none of whom are there to take bows or

vegetables at the curtain. It is that cockiness
that shines through Steelyard and Payday and
carries them farther than they ought to

go (Pete 'n' Tillie struck me as not as- good as
it should have been, Steelyard and Payday as
better than, they should have been.) Perhaps
the promise of these movies would be more
easily felt were they plays. At any rate they
could play at workshop prices and not be
thrown into automatic competition with films

like The Emigrants or Chloe in the Afternoon.

The movie industry is not the fairest.

Bob Bossin
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"Looking Our Way": August 1911. The Laurier government fell when it advocated reciprocity with the United States.

National question unanswered
"The Twentieth century belongs to Canada", is a

cliche that has been passed down to us as defining the

prevailing spirit of optimism in Canada at the turn of the

century. In historical retrospect, however, at least a turn

in that phrase might seem warranted. For it is in the

beginnings of the twentieth century that one can loosely

say that Canada began to belong to the United States.

The processes involved in this were viewed by con-

temporaries essentially In the categories of moral

w'ltness rather than sociology or political economy. Op-

ponents waxed hysterical about high divorce rates and

race riots in Babylon to the south. Proponents basked in

the evangelism of inevitability. Thus, the original title of

Moffet's book, in keeping with the spirit of progressive ex-

pansionism that makred it, was The Emancipation of

Canada.

Moffett, an American journalist of considerable
" sophistication, attempted to deal with the processes

working toward continental integration. Canadian

patterns of demography, political practice, governmental

machinery, anti-aristocratic social norms, com-
munications, trade relations, institutions and popular

culture were breaking the "silken tie" with the British Em-

pire and assimilating Canada into a common North

American mould. At one time it was true to say that

Canadians "preferred to remain under the English King

three thousand miles away rather than to join their

English neighbours with whom they had been colliding in

reciprocal scalping expeditions for a hundred years." By

1907, "the conclusion to which all the converging lines of

evidence unmistakably point is that the Americans and

the English-speaking Canadians have been welded into

one people— The English-speaking Canadians protest

that they will never become Americans — they are

already Americans without knowing it."

Moffett's editor in this reprinted edition, Allan

Smith, likewise protests that Canadians were not becom-
ing Americans and challenges Moffett's astigmatism
which prevented him from seeing "that whatever might
be happening to its economy, its railways, or its divorce

rate, there remained in Canada the sense of an historical

experience more than marginally different- from the

American, which fed and sustained a reservoir of national

feeling the measure of whose depth he had not taken."

But what Smith is really protesting is the categories and

methodology Moffett used. As a Canadian historian,

Smith is trained in an idealist methodology which

focusses on sentiment.

In fact, a more reasonable critique of Moffett would

not direct itself to his failure to deal with unmeasurable

sentiments and commitments. Moffett's real shortcoming

is his failure to look beneath the patterns of communica-
tion and social demography to see what was going on in

the mines and resources industries that were already

coming under the domination of American capital.

Interestingly enough, capital investment ranks along with

divorce rates and sports in his chapter on "miscellaneous

factors."

In fact his analysis is based on socio-cultural

"sidelights" and vignettes (as he states iii his preface)

and not on the feature of political economy that underlay

the process that was going on.

Likewise, in explaining Canada's relative economic
and political integrity at this time, one is best to look not

to sentiments but to the National Policy strategy which

continued to dominate the formulation of government
economic policy. This in turn rested on the allegiance of

dominant sections of the business community to an East-

West internal economy and a balanced European-

American directed export economy. Canadian
businessmen may not have been looking for American
scalps. But they were not about to willingly relinquish

their wampum.
After World War I, an event which tied Canada to

America's purse strings economicallirtsee the excel-
lent article by Duff and Granatstein in the latest
Queens' Quarterly) and ideologically, intellectuals
were discussing more and more freely the concept of

Canada as an American nation. There were a few linger-

ing loyalists who ran the gamut of one-night rhetorical

stands and there were even artists who portrayed rocks,

trees and streams, but when J.S. Woodsworth, Labour's
representative in Parliament, fretted to the House in

1927 about the American takeover of the economy, he
struck no chord in the left, let alone in the business com-

munity. While economists like Innis worried about

Canada's transition from colony to nation to colony, the

dominant teleology was more concerned with identifying

a common muse which held the continent together. The

Muse was not the one they expected, however, not pop-

ulation or political traditions — but the multinational cor-

poration.

When Rip Van Winkle woke up in the late 1960's he

was not an encrusted languid man of doting but dis-

tinguished beard but a cheeky, toothy and unkempt mili-

tant. He swept aside the centennial reader — Peter

Russell's Nationalism in Canada, an anthology that dis-

played all the ambivalence, equivocation and ambiguity of

the tugboat set that is the Canadian intelligentsia. He
stridently issued his call to close the 49th Parallel. This

year's version of Russell to Lumsden to You is Gary

Teeple's Capitalism and the National Question in Canada,

an anthology based on the belief that it is "only through

the use of Marxist theory and practice that a way can be

found for Canada to escape from imperialist exploitation

and to shape an egalitarian socialist future for the whole

country."

The book makes no pretension to represent broad

left or nationalist thinking, although a glance from Lip-

ton's paranoid, irrational and parochial attack on inter-

national unions to the cool steady appraisal of class in the

twentieth century by Johnson reveals at least a breadth
of intelligence. The books tour de force, though a tenden-

tious and flippant one, is Naylor's "Rise and Fall of the

Third Commercial Empire of the St. Lawrence", the axis

of its case for a marxian national liberation movement. Its

significance relative to Canadian nationalist intellectual

traditions is its imposition of marxian categories on a

Chreightonesque morality play.

Naylor's essay is an attempt to point to the

peculiarities of the Canadian capitalist class that led to

integration with American capitalism. In doing so, he
relies heavily on the staples framework of Canadian
history, first elaborated by Harold Innis, This approach is

itself somewhat suspect from a marxist viewpoint since it

tends to confuse identification of high growth areas with

political economy and the structure of power. In this, it is
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somewhat of a historiographical parallel to the Turner
frontier thesis in the United States, which turned
historical attention away from the more dynamic east. At
its most misleading, the Innis approach has directed
attention of students to "the era of the wheat staple" at

the turn of the century. This has resulted in the neglect of
major processes such as urbanization and the growth of
corporate power, which in historical hindsight emerge as
the most profound processes of these times, In this
respect, one could say that Innis is Canadian political

economy's version of the Group of Seven, taking our
sights away from city streets to the dynamics of the
rocky, rugged north. Certainly it is not an interpretation
which generates the most fruitful understanding of the
development of social class.

Naylor proceeds from this framework to interpret

the process of growth in the Canadian economy in terms
of the domination of merchant over industrial capital. He
highlights the dominance of this class, basing its wealth
on trade rather than production, oblivious to' national
loyalties in defining buyers or sellers, as the dynamic
agent of continental colonialism. To summarize from the
more simplified version of Gary Teeple: "The central fact

of the Canadian ruling class before and after Confedera-
tion, was and is, its foundation in mercantile capital. This
form of capital is accumulated in the process of circula-

tion of goods; that is, money is made by buying and sell-

ing articles (raw materials or manufactured goods) — not
by producing the article, this latter process being the
basis of industrial capital. It is this central characteristic
of the Canadian ruling class which explains why, even to
the present time, Canada has not become the industrial
nation with a large population that it might have been.
The point is, as Marx argued, that "wherever merchant's
capital still predominates we find backward conditions."
This distortion from the classic structure of a capitalist
ruling class is cause and result of Canada's colonial Dosi-
tion.

Since the distinction between merchant and in-

dustrial capital is so crucial to their analysis and con-
clusions, it is worthwhile placing it in the context of
classic marxist writings on the topic. For Marx, the dis-

tinction was central to the difference between money (a
device of circulation) and capital (a social relationship)
and underlay his analytical assessment of the unique
mode of creating wealth in industrial capitalism — the ex-
traction of profit, via the robbery of surplus value from
labour, Merchant capital only uses "a capitalist's method
of exploitation without its mode of production." (That is

to say, a merchant buys bread from a peasant to sell to a
townsman. An industrialist buys flour to produce bread
and makes his essential profit from the profit of produc-
tion and exploitation of the work force rather than cir-

culation.)

Marx makes this differentiation not only in isolating
the specific features of capitalism. He also uses it in his
macro-analysis of history and his micro-analysis of socie-
ty. In his analysis of the transition from feudalism to
capitalism, he declared the merchant capitalist an
obstacle to industrial development. Far from revolution-
ising the mode of production, they fed on the
backwardness that isolated individual buyers and sellers.
They had no interest in rationalizing the overall economic
or productive processes of society. Thus it came to pass
that industrial capital had to subordinate commerce to its

ends. "That system was a strange god who had mounted
the altar cheek by jowl with the old gods of Europe, and
who, one fine day, with a shove and a kick, swept them all

into the dustbin. This new god proclaimed the making of
surplus value to be the sole end and aim of mankind."
Finally, Marx made use of the distinction in his analysis of
the functional components of the capitalist class and
even commented on their somewhat distinct interests.
Here again, he had a special word for merchant capital;
'the lumpenproletariat of the bourgeoisie."

Maurice Dobb, in his classic Studies in the Develop-
ment of Capitalism also assigns a central role to the
analytical distinction between merchant and industrial
capital. Eager to stress that capitalism is qualitatively
different from feudalism, he argued against the concept
that capitalism arose in the disequilibrium fostered by the
corrosive agent money in feudal society. "But other in-

struments of accumulation than a mere snowball-
tendency had to intervene before this capital became as
dominant and ubiquitous as it was to be in later cen-
turies" he wrote. Industrial capitalism was largely the
creation of new classes, not the extension of old ones.

Certainly the distinction has relevance for Canadian
history. It helps us understand the nature of an early
economy based on the sale of furs to Europe. Here we
have a classic.merchant bourgeoisie robbing its products
from Indians, opposed to the development of a rounded
economy and indifferent to modernization, in particular
modern trasportation systems.

The distinction is also useful in comprehending the
growth of the Canadian bourgeoisie. Marx posited two
basic models. One, "the really revolutionary way" was for
producers to supplant merchants, on their way to becom-
'rtg capitalists. The transition can also take place in a
more -conservative fashion, "serving historically as a

mode of transition" whereby merchants "take possession
directly of productibn." The latter may be more
suggestive for Canada where a process took place from
the 1830's on of the penetration of merchant capital into
production. This was the way of the Molsons, the Red-
paths and many others. (While the instance of "the really
revolutionary road" are less spectacular, save in the case
of the agricultural implement industry, this process did
take place, though not to the same degree as many other
countries.) In other words commercial capital was not so
much preempted as transformed. In this way a close rela-
tion (rather than antithesis) of commercial and industrial
capital can be explained, .along with its decidedly conser-
vative social and political ramifications. What in America
came to.birth in Radical Republicanism came to birth in

Canada in Confederation and the National Policy, the
still-birth of an uninspiring class. (In a review such as this,
it is not possible to get into a war of counterquotes and
citations. Recent U of T PhD's in the history of Montreal
and Toronto for this period are good starters).

"A British subject I was bom and a British subject I will die,"
said John A. Macdonald, architect of the National Policy. Shortly
thereafter, he did die and was buried in an American-made cof-
fin.

To proceed from these aspects to Naylor's
mechanical application of a sophisticated Marxist distinc-

tion is however incorrect. Incidentally, it also runs counter
to Innis' call for a model of Canadian economic growth
not directly transplanted from Europe. For Naylor, the dis-

tinction between merchant and industrial capital is ar-

bitrary rather than crucial. Railways are defined as an
outgrowth of commercial capital, despite the fact that
transportation is frequently dealt with as part of produc-
tion costs by Marxists, and despite the fact that
numerous ancillary industries are created, despite the
fact that transportation improvements revolutionized
Canadian social and economic life. All this is a bit unlike

the role assigned to commercial capital by Marx. Perhaps
Naylor is confusing commerce with commercial capital,

Furthermore, Naylor is factually incorrect in asser-
ting that industrial capitalism was not elaborated in the
visions of Confederation or the National Policy. One has
only to read George Brown at Charlottetown or John A. in

the National Policy debate. Finally, the facts are that it

was industrialists who .carried the fight in the Hamilton,
Toronto, and Montreal Boards of Trade for a protective
tariff, despite the fact that certain industries opposed
tariffs on the grounds that it would raise their input costs
(ie coal). But this was an intra-industrial estrangement,
not one between commerce and industrial capital. The
tariff was certainly not the creation of commerce capital,

not in its design or its instrumentality.

Naylor's error magnifies as we enter the twentieth
century. Here he treats finance capital as a species of
commercial capital. Suffice it to say, that this would set
Lenin twirling around in his glass cage and that it flies in

the face of all previous marxist writing. Lenin's classic
Imperialism saw finance capital as an outgrowth of in-

dustrial, not a hold over from merchant capital.

The error of Naylor is simple, He confuses func-
tional differentiations within the capitalist class with
sociological differences between different species of rul-

ing classes. Thus anyone connected to the function of cir-

culation is derivative from commerce capital. Carrying
that logic to its logical conclusion, all capital is commer-
cial since the transaction is not completed until the sale
takes place. Marx after all only talked of commerce being
subordinated, not eliminated.

But then, Naylor is not borrowing his categories
from Marx but from Adam Smith and Madison, who hold
to a functional definition of class and capital. Or, if we
wish to impute more home-grown origins, it has more in
common with populist agrarian hatred for the merchant
than a marxian critique of a system.

The argument here is of course more than a
technical one. Naylor is interested in proving that the
relation between American and Canadian capitalism has
distorted the social structure of capitalism in Canada,
viewing Canadian manufacturers as a repressed class
opens the door to a national liberation movement in an
advanced capitalist country. Its tendency is only hinted at
in a recent meeting of the St. Andrews-St. Patrick NDP
riding association, a Waffle dominated riding, when Waf-
fle advocates opposed a motion for 30 hours work for 40
hours pay on the grounds that it would harm Canadian
manufacturers.

At any rate, if one wishes to pick one's history to fit

one's politics, a stronger case for socialism can be made
through an argument of the interpenetration, mainly one
way, of any and all forms of American and Canadian
capital, in all its diverse functions. Tariff proponents were
aware of this when they recognized that the tariff would
draw in American branch plants, But they had no alter-
native, save to stagger under the blows of American
manufacturers creating for huge markets and "dumping"
their leftovers in Canada at wholesale prices. Canadian
capitalist options were never wider than coexisting with
American capital in Canada or in North America.

Interestingly enough, when we come to a real case
- for an analysis of capitalism and the national question -
Quebec - it is sadly neglected. Two essays in the
anthology deal with the relation of ethnicity and class in

Quebec. Prior, and more important questions, are not
dealt with. There is no discussion of Quebec as an op-
pressed nation. There are a whole variety of questions
here that are not even asked. Is Quebec oppressed as a
nation? If so, by what mechanisms? Is its social structure
distorted? Will cultural, questions merge with class
questions, as for instance in the language question? How
do you account for the heightened combativity of the
Quebecois working class? The failure of the anthology to
address itself to these questions is a political-intellectual

scandal of the highest order.

As a compendium on strategy, the anthology is also
less than adequate. The analysis of the labour movement
borrows from the stalest 'American' institutional ap-
proach to labour history, an approach which even
American historians are rejecting. All comprehension of
the norms, modes, oppression and socio- historical
processes affecting working people are subordinated to
the question of American 'international' unions. Unions
are urged to take up the cudgels of the national-
democratic revolution and overthrow their American
bureaucratic leaders. Are Canadian workers then to
renounce faith in American workers? Are they to
renounce the traditions of internationalism, firmly rooted
in the realities of corporate power in North America? Or
has a possible tactic been confused with a strategy?

The last two essays of the book break from Cana-
dian tradition and end with a bang not a whimper. The
NDP, it is said, is like its predecessors in the CCF and
presumably Social Credit, is a wart on the socialist vision.

Now, the NDP has its problems as any activist can testify.
- The argument can easily be made that it is historically op-
posed to the struggle for socialism. But it is another argu-
ment again to deny its role as a reflection of the
traditions, illusions, and, yes, home-grown labour and par-

.

ty bureaucrats, of the labour movement. The argument
that socialists should not support the NDP because it is

merely a state capitalist party is a formalistic argument,
one based on reductionist rather than dialectical logic.

Dialectics allows us, in a very unliberal way "to see two
sides to every story." It is every bit as important for

socialists to see that independent labour politics, under
whatever banners, provides a school for working people
to learn the ground rules of socialist politics and to test
their leaderships in politics. For soAalists to eliminate
themselves from this process in the absence of any other
significant radical current in the labour movement can
only lead to self-righteous loneliness.

As an anthology, then, this book falls short of its

possibilities. If instead it is viewed as an opening shot in

the battle for sensitivity to peculiar Canadian problems, it

could still earn a place as having some worth. If we must
end charitably, that is the only way it can be salvaged.
Samuel E. Moffet, The Americanization of Canada, U of

T Press, $3.50
Gary Teeple, Capitalism and the National Question in

Canada, U of T Press, $3.95 -Wayne Roberts
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theatre
Stage Two, the upstairs of the Firehail

Theatre has two plays by Edward Albee playing

from March ninth to 11th, and 16th to 18th.

Box and Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-

Tung are described by the New York Post as

"an intricate experiment in the McLuhan idiom

by a bold dramatic adventurer." Regular

admission is $2.00 while Firehail Subscribers!

pay $1.00.

Speaking of Albee, you can still see The

American Dream at the Studio Theatre, 4 Glen

Morris this weekend. It is playing along with

Enchanted Night by Slawomir Mrozek. Admis-

sion, as for all Drama Centre productions, is

free.

Global Village Theatre presents a new

theatre piece called The Big Apple, beginning

March 13 at 8:30 pm.

The Jest Society has a reputation for ver-

satile, knife-edge satiric comedy sketches. It

has teamed up with veteran Toronto performer

Dave Broadfoot at the Poor Alex. Perfor-

mances begin at nine o'clock. The price is three

dollars.

The Theatre in the Dell has been well attend-

ed lately, since the Canadian revue, The Apple

Tree has been its main attraction. Tomi

Kneebone and Dinah Christie have apparently

put together a sparkling musical adaptation of

the writings of Mark Twain. If you are planning:

to splurge,-know this: tickets are three dollars.

Monday through Thursday and $3.50 on the!

weekend, plus a ten per cent cover charge..

Drinks, sandwiches etc. are above and beyondl

that.

Getting back to student theatre and its

economic advantages, the Cercle Francais of

University College is presenting Moliere's

Bourgeois Gentilhomme at the UC Playhouse

this weekend at 8:30 pm. It is a celebration of

the three hundredth anniversary of Moliere's

death. (Why celebrate someone's death?) The

following week the UC Playhouse will house a

Polish-speaking theatre group which will per-

form (yes, in Polish) a play called The Card

Index. Performances of this group, Arabeska,

take place next Thursday at eight, Friday at

seven and nine, and Saturday at three o'clock.

The Colonnade Theatre is still showing the

two one-act comedies by Chekhov. The first one

The Bear, is a real treat for those who enjoy

hearing middle-class nineteenth century at-

titudes towards women. Pauline Carey plays

the traditional hysterical female tp the hilt.

You can still see Brussels Sprouts at the

Central Library Theatre, three plays by Synge at

-the Irish Arts Theatre located in West Park

School, The Master, a new play showing at the

Theatre Passe Muraille, Electra at the St..

Lawrence Centre {see today's review), and
Godspell, still playing at the Playhouse.

If you're interested in modern dance, don't

forget Charles Weidman's Theatre Dance Com-
pany, appearing at Ryerson Theatre, Friday

evening. The master is also hosting a dance
workshop at the Benson Building, Saturday

from 9:30 to 12:30 and from 7:30 to 9:30.

More on dance — the Toronto Dance Theatre

completes its run at Hart House this weekend.
Its worth a Ipok, even if only to see David

Earle's Ray Charles Suite, the company's new
plunge into rhythm and blues.

heard a Canadian choir receive high praise for

their lusty interpretarion of these songs in an

international competition.

On March 10 and 11, the Vienna Boys Choir

will perform religious and secular songs and

takes place tomorrow evening at 8:30 pm.

Works are by Weinzweig, Tchaikovsky, Ravel

and Brahms. Soloist for the Rococo Variations

of Petre llyich will be Janet Horvath. Free

reserved tickets may still be available at the

box office (928-3744). On March 12, 13, 14

and today there are student recitals at the con-

cert hall. Call the box office for info and for con-

firmation. On March 15 in the concert hall a

Thursday Afternoon Faculty of Music Student

Ensembles thing takes place: no tickets, no

charge, at 2:10 prfi At 8:30 that evening the

Czech Nonet performs works by immensely in-

fluential Witoid Lutuslawski, Dvorak and

Schubert. Adele Armin will assist on the violin.

Student tickets are $2, other $4.

On March 1 1 the Etobicoke Chamber Singers

conducted by Clive Dunstan performs works by

Palestrina, Elizabethan Part Songs by Vaughan-

Williams, three songs by Emily Dickinson and

W.K. Rogers and Songs From the New-

foundland Outports by Harry Somers. I recently

Strauss' "Tales From Old Vienna" at Massey

Hall at 8:30 pm and 3 pm respectively. On

March 12 at 8:30 pm at Massey Hall Vladimir

Aykenazy plays works by Beethoven., Chopin

and Moussoursky.

On March 13-14 Karel Ancerl conducts the

TS in Liszt's Totentanz and A Major piano con-

certo with Alfred Brendel, pianist, as well as

Ravel's Bolero and Bartok's masterpiece, Music

for Strings, Percussion and Celeste.

On March 15 the Canadian Jewish Congress

Music Committee sponsors the premiere per-

formance of choral music by Ben Steinberg,

performed by combined choirs under the direc-

tion of Gordon Kishner at Beth Tzedec, 1700

Bathurst.

Tonight at 8:30 pm the Canadian Jewish

Congress Music Committee sponsors a "Gala

Concert" in celebration of Jewish Music Month

at Adath Israel Synagogue at 37 Southbourne

Avenue with the participation of the "Voices

Four", Yaacov Dan, Emil Cohen and Nirkoda

Israeli Dance Toupe, Admission for studens is

$2.

Remember for those who have tickets and

for particularly ambitious opera-lovers, on

March 15 is the screening of the Hamburg

Opera's "Die Zauberflote" at the St. Lawrence

Centre.

At the Isaacs Gullery until March 20 is an ex-

hibit of new works by Gordon Rayner. Erin-

dale College hosts Evely Payton who is

showing her drawings and paintings. She is a

Toronto artist, This is until April 7. Anne
Perkins invites you to her first solo exhibit

lasting four days, March 12-16, at Winters

College Art Gallery, room 123 at York Universi-

ty. Hours are Monday 2-10 pm, Tuesday-Thurs-

day, 10 am-5 pm and 7-10 pm, Friday 10 am-5
pm.

You can pick up tickets for the Garret
Echbo lecture, "Nature, Man and His En-

vironment" by phoning the U of T Alumni House
(928-2367). The lecture takes place on March
12 at the Saint Lawrence Centre at 8:30 pm
and tickets are $3. Echbo is an expert in urban

and suburban planning and the audience will be
encouraged to talk with him after his lecture.

At the Art Gallery of Ontario on March 15 at

5:30 and 8 pm, more underground film
classics wMI be whown: "Oh Dem
Watermelons", 1965 Robert Nelson; "Vinyl",

1965, Andy Warhol; "Color Me Shameless",

1967, George Kuchar; "Panels for the Walls of

the World", 1965, Stan Vanderbeek.
Screenings are free, seating limited to 100.

books
Eve's New Rib

by Robert T.Francoeur
Longman;S7.50

The changing life styles and the new morality

born, to be paradoxical, of the pill are the sub-

jects of Doctor Francoeur's book. He starts off

very well.

The new discoveries in the biological

sciences where the sex of a child can be

predetermined or where by cloning duplicates

(as many as are wanted) of a person may be
grown from a single cell; or even so com-
monplace a concept as artificial insemination

are all treated, at the beginning, with candor

and a matter-of-fact style that is all the more
refreshing for its lack of pretentious soul-

searching.

This is too good to last. Dr. Francoeur

becomes bogged down in the morality of the

results of these new facts. Speaking from the

point of view of Roman Catholic dogma, he

postulates, rather worriedly, where it is all go-

ing to end. By freely quoting from a few avant

garde theologians and psychologists, he offers

up problems but presents no solutions. He does
present a spectrum of life styles that may be

very shocking to those easily shocked — group

marriages, sequential adultery, unisex unions,

but that is all. A pity he did not stick closer to

the lab.

D.A. Fraser

Tonight on CBC-FM at 8:30 pm Musicscope
presents the National Arts Centre concert with

Joan • Sutherland and her husband Richard
Bonynge. She sings songs by little know com-
posers Tosti, Chaminade and Hahn, as well as
little know songs by Liszt, Rossini and
Mascagni.

The final Concert by the University of Toron-
to Symphony Orchestra under Victor Feldbrill

Charles Weidman of the Theatre Dance Company.
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Reform Slate pledges united student voice

Mm
and its

With this issue, The Varsity begins

a series on student candidates for the

Governing Council with the seven
candidates on the Reform Slate.

There are eight student seats

available: four undergraduate full-

time (in two constituencies), two
graduate (in two constituencies) and
two part-time. Ballots, which have
been mailed out, must be returned
by mail or in person to ballot boxes
around campus, by March 20.

See page 20 for a story on three

other student candidates.

By LORNE SLOTNICK
The eight student members of the

Governing Councii must "put forth a
united and strong student voice on

essential issues facing students
today", says Reform Slate candidate
Howard Stein.

This view has led to the formation
of the Reform Slate, which is con-
testing all but one of the eight stu-

dent places on the Governing Coun-
cil.

Stein, running in the arts and
science full-time undergraduate con-
stituency, says the Governing Coun-
cil needs "livening up." This can be
done, he says, by putting forth the
student position on the issues the
slate is emphasizing — equal and
open access to the new library,

fighting fees hikes and loan cut-

backs, and increasing student
representation on committees.
Most present student governors

have supported these positions on
council.

Members of the slate stress their

ability to work together for the
benefit of all students, in contrast to

the lack of cohesion they see among
the prefient student governors.

Several of the slate members have
experience in university politics, but
others will probably have to learn a
great deal about the operation of the
university before they can function
effectively on the council.

Stein, a second year economics
major, is also vice-president of the

Political Economy Course Union,
and a member of the Open Stacks
Committee. He is a member of
Students for a Democratic Society,
as are slate members Mike Naemsch
and Richard Schabas, both running
as full-time undergraduates in the
professional faculties, and Tony
Leah, trying for one of the two
graduate student seats.

The other members of the Reform
Slate, graduate student Phil Dack
(already acclaimed), part-time un-
dergraduate Eric DePoe, and arts
and science undergraduate Howard
Levitt, have no political affiliation.

Levitt, a second year psychology
student, listed a number of com-
mittees he serves on, including the
arts and science Faculty Council,

committee of admissions. He
emphasizes the worsening quality of

education, particularly the lack of

"teacher-student interaction."

Levitt would also like to see more
experimentation with alternative

teaching and marking methods. He
has been active in the current math
occupation, as have other reform
candidates. In fact, the three dis-

missed math professors have all en-
dorsed the Reform Slate, although
Stephen Salaff has also endorsed
Victoria College student Dave
Laughton, because Laughton also

supports.the occupation.

Leah, a graduate sociology studentl
running for the arts graduate seat,

was active in last year's open stacks
fight as a member of the students'
negotiating committee during the
Simcoe Hall occupations. He is con-
cerned that the provincial education
cutbacks are causing "great
deprivation" among graduate
students, who, he says, are "terribly
underpaid."

He vehemently opposes foreign
professor quotas, which he calls

"racist". Quotas "destroy the fight

for jobs" for graduate students, and
ignore reasonable criteria for hiring
faculty, such as teaching ability,

Leah maintained.

One Reform Slate candidate, Phil
Dack, has been acclaimed in the
education and sciences graduates
constituency. Dack was last year's
SAC vice-president, but lost out a

year ago in a bid to keep the job for a
second term. As full-time
fieldworker, last summer, he helped
set up the newly-formed Arts and
Science Student Union. He is

presently a graduate student at

OISE.

Schabas, a first year meds student,
condemns sexism and racism in

medical schools. He contends that
racist doctrines are being promoted

Fill your mug with Golden.

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale

Do you know what you're missing?

by some professors, and calls the
treatment of women at U of T
Medical Faculty "indefensible."

Although Naemsch, a Faculty of
Education student, has been at U of
T since 1963, he has little campus
political experience.

Unless he becomes a full-time

professional undergraduate next
year, he will not be eligible to take a
seat on the council, since he expects
to graduate from the one-year Facul-
ty of Education course this year. Stu-
dent governors are required to be
students in their constituency during
their term of office.

However, he says Simcoe Hall
would have "mentioned something"
if he were not qualified to run, so he
feels there would be no problem if

he won.

Naemsch hesitated when asked
what the most important issue is.

"That's a good question", was his

first reply, but he finally came up
with student parity on hiring and fir-

ing committees as his main concern.
The reform candidate for one of

the part-time undergraduate seats is

Eric DePoe, a first year history stu-

dent. He also has little university

political experience, but is the
brother of well-known activist,

presently ASSU fieldworker, David
DePoe.

The other part-time un-
dergraduate seat is not being con-
tested by the Reform Slate.

Surprise!

There won't

be a Varsity

Monday

Next issue

appears

Wednesday
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Surrounded by The Sutton Place,

on Wellesley at Bay.

The Bull and The Bear
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Undergrad candidates for GC state views
an individual to put forth certain

ideas on council". Gray {SMC I), was

surprised when it was suggested that

his platform was similar to the

Reform Slate's, but he still felt

strongly that he "does not want to be

associated with them".

Along with the Reform Slate, he

feels that university libraries should

be universally accessible, i.e. open to

the pubUc, as well as all students. He
also agrees that there should be

stronger undergraduate representa-

tion on the Governing Council

And like the Reform Slate, he is

concerned about the fees increases.

He feels that the commission on

Post-Secondary Education report

should be "looked into thoroughly"

because he thinks that the com-

mission's suggestion to the govern-

ment that it supply unlimited loans

to students will justify the univer-

sities' raising tuition fees.

theraee

and its

By ALEXANDRA MERCER
In the following article, The Varsi-

ty presents an outline of the opinions

of the undergraduate arts and
sicence student candidates for the

Governing Council.

IAN GRAY
An undergraduate arts and science

full-time candidate for the Gover-

ning Council, Ian Gray is "running as In addition, he thinks the Gover- representation".

No OK for Vic development yet

ning Council should investigate The
Varsity (because he says most
students don't like it), as well as all

campus media. The Governing
Council, however, has no jurisdic-

tion over The Varsity.

Gray has has no experience in

campus politics, but worked for

David Rotenberg's unsuccessful

nayoralty campaing last fall. He
plans, to go into law.

GRETCHEN ROEDDE

Gretchen Roedde, a pre-med stu-

dent and undergraduate Governing

Council candidate, says she differs

from the Reform Slate because she

is "more interested in cooperation

with the reform part of council".

Seeing president John Evans as "an

evasive administrator", sh£
nevertheless posits that "he realizes

the need for greater student

She agrees with many Reform
Slate policies: specifically, their

stands on library accessibility and

amalgamation ("equal and open
access to the new library" and "no

amalgamation of branch and college

libraries".)

She sees an alternate role for

college libraries if amalgamation oc-

curs: supplying reading materials for

college level courses.

She accepts tuition fee increases,

provided students and faculty attain

more control over what happens to

the increases. She feels if this occurs,

the increases will be plowed back

into grants, thus returning money to

students who need it.

The daughter of Helen Roedde,

community organizer and former

provincial NDP candidate, Roedde

sees the Governing Council as a

valuable body because it is the uni-

versity's closest link with the

government. She feels that the uni-

versity's financial difficulties with

the province stem from the fact that

the Government "hasn't been con-

sulting anybody except their ad-

visors" on university problems.

Roedde has had experience on the

Building Committee of the Innis

College Governing council. She
stresses using university resources in

the community as outlined in the

Wright Report, and favours campus-
community services such as tutoring,

clinics, Pollution probe and day
care.

TOM BECKERMAN
Tom Beckerman, another arts and

science undergraduate council can-

didate, who served on the arts Facul-

ty Council's Social Sciences Com-
mittee was unavailable for com-
ment.

Victoria University's decision on a

proposed commercial development

won't be made until next fall at the

earliest, president Goldwin French

said yesterday.

"Everyone who has an interest...

(will be able to) participate in the

decision," he said in a telephone in-

terview. The important point, he

said, is that nothing will be decided

in the summer, when most of the

student body is off campus.
The Financing and Property Com-

mittee of Vic's Board of Regents has

set up a subcommittee to "examine

possible plans" for the proposed

Manufacturers' Life Insurance
development, he said. The project

would be built on university land on
Charles Street at St. Thomas.

The subcommittee, which may be
composed of a faculty member, a

student, a board member and the

president, is empowered to consider

both financial and structural aspects

of any proposals.

Vic is looking into commercial
proposals in an attempt to generate

revenue for the debt-ridden universi-

ty, which has already leased the

Colonnade property on a long-term

lease at What is now considered low
rent.

(Victoria University has the same

legal status as the University of

Toronto, including property rights;

as distinct from Victoria College,

which is similar to University

College under U of T.)

French could not specify how
much annual revenue the university

wants from the project, saying that

in any case, income would be reduc-

ed if some of the residential-

commercial development's facilities

were available to Vic.

Vic Students Administrative Coun-

cil president Gord Barnes says

VUSAC wants a set of principles

agreed to by the subcommittee.

Low cost student housing in the

present houses on the site should be
replaced, VUSAC argues, and other

residents in the houses should be
financially compensated. Any
college facilities consumed by the

project should also be replaced,

VUSAC thinks.

French was sympathetic to the

council's requests, although he could

not commit the subcommittee to in-

sist on them.

Revenue would be adversely
affected relative to the amount of

-facilities used by Vic, he stated, ad-

ding that the project, should be "as
useful as possible" to both students

and tenants.

Theatre at S.M.C

Le Bourgeois

Gentilhomme
Hi Sal.. Sun.

1:30 U.C. Playhouse

A Letter in

Six Movements
A play with music by Tim Gauntley.

Brennan Hall Auditorium S.M.C.

Both productions free!

For information phone 923-8893
SPONSORED BY

St. Michael's Students' union.

French was particularly
amenable to one of VUSAC's
suggestions: "Noboby wants Charles

Street widened."

Two years ago, St. Michael's

College fought a major battle to pre-

vent St.Joseph Street from being

significantly widended.

ELITISM
Student representatives should work against any form of

elitism in this university - this includes student organiza-

tions. They should show that students are responsible mem-
bers of this university; concerned with its welfare, not only

their own.

Philip Enros graduate student
for Governing Council.

Inyourown way.
Inyour own time.

Onyourown terms.
You 'll take to the

taste ofPlayers Filter.

Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.
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Teaching assistants seek collective bargaining
By JOHN CAMPBELL

Newly-hired teaching assistant and
union organizer Andrew Stanley,

said Wednesday that "hundreds" of
teaching assistants have signed up to
join the organization.

The Graduate Assistants' Associa-
tion is striving to obtain union cer-

tification to represent the univer-
sity's approximately 2000 teaching
assistants in collective bargaining
with the administration. Wages and
working conditions are the chief
issues the association wants to im-
prove.

The association must satisfy the
Ontario Labour Relations Board
that it falls within the definition of a
proper bargaining unit. At least 65

per cent of TA's on campus must
become members for the associa-
tion to receive automatic certifica-

tion, over half to obtain an OLRB
supervised vote.

Stanley, who started on the full-

time job Monday, said his main task
so far has been to "rationalize" the
organizational efforts that have been
carried out by a steering committee
of the Graduate Students' Union
since last fall. At that time, the GSU
distributed a report published last

spring showing that the average
wage of the assistants was less than
$1,000, that women were un-
derrepresented among the teaching
ranks and that assistants had no
representation on course decision-

making bodies.

Stanley said that the appeal for
members includes undergraduate
students.

A graduate assistant, he said, is

defined by the association as "any
student who gets paid through a uni-
versity department for chores such
as marking, conducting in-class

demonstrations, or helping in lab
research". This means for example,
that about 120 undergraduate
markers in the math department are
eligible for membership.

Stanley, who is not a graduate stu-
dent, but attended university at
York and Waterloo, said his his job
with the GSU is slated to last for six

weeks. At the end of that time, he
said, he hopes the association will be
in a strong enough position to carry
on its activities over the summer.
GSU administrative assistant

Larry Hoffman, an early organizer
for the new union, said he expects
the association will be ready to begin
bargaining next fall.

Beverley station under attack

GRADUATE CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA
PRESENTS

EDWARD ALBEE'S

THE AMERICAN DREAM
AND

SLAWOMIR MROZEK'S

ENCHANTED NIGHT
STUDIO THEATRE -4 GLEN MORRIS
MARCH 7 - 10, 1973, 8:30 p.m.

ADMISSION FREE

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 928-8705

CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE
WARNING: The Department of Nalional Heallh ana Welfare advises that danger to health

increases with amount smoked.

By CHRIS NEWELL
The proposed new site for Metro

Police station 52 came under attack
Monday night as Metro Police. Com-
mission chairman Judge C.O.Bick
met with area residents to defend
the commission's present choice of
a location at Beverley and Dundas
Streets.

Bick found himself agreeing with
the residents that this location,
where many old houses are located
has an excellent alternative, which
has been given very little thought.

In a presentation at the beginning
of the meeting, Bick stated that
renovation of the present station op-
posite U of T on College Street near
University Avenue would not be suf-
ficient to meet projected police
needs in the next 20 years.

He outlined these needs, but did
not say specifically why the commis-

sion chose the Beverley site, except
to mention that it was
"geographically acceptable", and
later, that it was "one of the most
economical" of the available sites.

The proposed station is two
storeys high, occupies 30,0OQ square
feet, and will eventually be occupied
by an estimated 400 police.

Opposition to the Beverley site
was made obvious by a show of
hands in which the residents voted
44 to 2 in favoir of an alternate loca-
tion.

The residents feel that in choosing
this site, the police would be
destroying buildings of considerable
architectural and historial
signifigance, said city planner Alan
Dean, who is heading a study of the
southeast Spadina area.

More importantly, police would be
levelling low rental housing valuable

Colonial
203 Yonge St.

NEXT WEEK:
WORLD'S GREATEST

JAZZ BAND
WITH

YANK LAWSON
BOB HAGGART

THIS WEEKEND:

STAN

GETZ

Brewedfidmpurespringwater:

to the working people of the area, he
declared. There is also concern
about the effect of the increased
traffic flow that the station is

expected to generate.

In response to questioning, Bick
said that no study had been made
with regard to the traffic at the
station's present location or to the
effects of the projected traffic flow
on the community, at the proposed
location.

Dean went on to mention the 12
alternative sites available to the
police in lieu of their present choice.

These were the north-east corner
of Beverley and Queen Streets, now
a gas station-parking lot, an area
behind the Hospital for Sick
Children, also not built up; and the
Toronto Parking Authority property
on Dundas West at Simcoe St.

The latter proved most popular
with the meeting, and Bick admitted
that it was geographically a better
location than the Beverley site,

which was chosen, Bick said "with
ample consideration of all the sites
made known to us." Bick contended
that he had only recently been made
aware of the Parking Authority
property, and said that he would not
object sharing the land with a six-

storey garage which the authority is

apparently planning.

It remains uncertain whether the
police commission is likely to
suddenly become sensitive to the
desires of the community by chang-
ing the location of their new station
to the Parking Authority's land after
veiling their plans in secrecy for so
long (the Beverley site was chosen in

October 1971).

In any event the move would have
complications — the parking
authority is unaware of this develop-
ment and shared occupancy of the
land may not be easily arranged.
Metro Toronto has already

expropriated the land for the
Beverley Street site, and has set
aside money for construction there,
beginning this year.

4CO HP SWrafcS&METTY

HART HOUSE SERVICE,
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j
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U of T execs support budgeting in secret
Top U of T administrators support

the university's secrecy in drawing

up and approving its $115,000,000

budget.

In spite of widespread student sup-

port, and at times, considerable

faculty and administrative favour,

openness in all decision-making was

not required by the province when it

redrafted the University of Toronto

Act in 1971 and established the

Governing Council.

Accordingly, drawing up the

budget in a technically ad-

ministrative body and approving it in

Governing Council — always in clos-

ed session — by exploiting the wor-

ding of the act, the university effec-

tively sidestepped what many inter-

preted as a "spirit of openness" in

the provincial government's attitude

towards the act.

In a telephone interview last week,

institutional relations and planning

vice-president Jack Sword stated

that the budget is "worked over for

such a long period of time and in

such detail that having day-to-day

reports (of the proceedings) would

simply cause confusion".

Vice-president Don Forster, who
chaired the budget committee, was

more blunt.

"I don't see how the process could

be carried out in any other way," he

said, without further explanation.

Student governor and budget com-

mittee member Paul Cadario

speculated on the possible political

consequences of open budget

meetings.

He said he felt that under such cir-

cumstances, "some division heads

would appeal more to the sympathy

of the gallery and the public for sup-

port than to the budget committee

itself".

. The relevant section of the Act

(1971) permitting closed meetings

reads:

"The meetings, except meetings of

committee of the whole of the

Governing Council shall be open to

the public. . . but where intimate

financial or personal matters of any

person may be disclosed at the

meeting, the part of the meeting

concerning such person shall be held

in camera", unless the person con-

sents otherwise.

According to Planning and

Resources committee chairman, and

budget committee member James

Lewis, this passage "applies only to

committee meetings of the Gover-

ning Council as a group" . He
explained that the budget committee

was "appointed by the president as

an administrative committee under

Soc prof exposes sexual myths
By SCOTT WILLOWS

Sexual myths "provide sanctions

and motives which preserve the

status quo", said sociology professor

Robert James, speaking to an open

lecture last week.

James stressed the role of

socialization in sex-typing, warning

that there is a difference between

the physical criteria for calling in-

dividuals male and female and the

behavioral mannerisms which socie-

ty has come to associate with

"masculinity" and "feminity."

Throughout his discussion James

contended that sex-typing is part of a

general tendency of society to

promote "self-fulfilling prophecies".

Every child is trained by models,

sanctions and punishments until

"systems of behavior become a part

of personality", he said.

He demonstrated this by challeng-

ing the "motherhood myth" and the

"male aggresiveness myth".

James defined the motherhood
myth as the belief that "a woman's
true fulfillment only comes from the

birth of a child". "Why", asked

James, "must people go to books to

care for children?" He further af-

firmed that "some females would

make lousy mothers."

James noted that a respected con-

temporary, William Kephart, claims

that only 10 per cent of women ac-

tually "enjoy" sexual activity- This is

an important part of the "male

agressor myth", he declared.

James cited Kephart's association

of male agression with a pre-

ejaculatory "conjestion frustration".

This "fiuidal buildup" and the resul-

tant "discomfort from within" ac-

cording to Kephart, is indicative of a

definite "need differential" between

the sexes.

James questioned the validity of

biological explanations such as

these. "Sexual expectations are es-

tablished by other influences, he

said. "Young males are told, "yes,

go and get it before it's too late",

while "young females are told no,

wait and keep your legs crossed."

James concluded that as long as

ideas of "identity and fulfillment"

must coincide with particular

vocations of society sexual behavior

will continue to be chosen by others.

Women to form soc caucus
A tentative step towards forming a

women's caucus in the sociology

department was taken Tuesday

when more than 25 women sociology

students and faculty members met
to discuss their problems.

No decisions were taken, except to

meet again Tuesday night, but par-

ticipants said they felt that women
had problems they could usefully

work on together.

The meeting was the first in the

university's history in which women

came together on a departmental

level to discuss the position of

women, according to organizers.

Among the problems discussed

was the discrepancy between par-

ticipation by women as students and
as faculty members. Only seven out

of 50 faculty members in the depart-

ment are women, said one person,

whereas the majority of students,

both undergraduate and graduate,

are female.

GOVERNING COUNCIL

ELECTION
Ballots were mailed on March 2nd, 1973, to the eligible voters for this year's Go-
verning Council election of new staff and student members. Eligible voters who
may not have received a ballot due to an error in records may contact the Office
of the Governing Council at 928-2160 in order to obtain the correct ballot.

Completed ballots should be returned by Canada Post or University Delivery to
the Office of the Governing Council prior to 4:00 p.m. on March 20th, 1973, to be
valid. Also, for the convenience of voters who may wish to deposit their ballots
on-campus, ballots may be handed in at:

1. Simcoe Hall

2. Sidney Smith Hall

3. Erindale College

4. Scarborough College

Information Desk

Main Foyer

Registrar's Office

Registrar's Office

The above locations will be open from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. each weekday until
March 20th.

Enquiries regarding the election may be directed to the Office of the Governing
Council at 928-2160.

the authority of the Governing Coun-

cil," and as such, "it is even further

removed from the Governing Coun-

cil than Governing Council com-

mittees."

Cadario concurred with Lewis' in-

terpretation. This portion of the act,

he argued, is relevant only to the

regular meetings of the whole of the

Governing Council held usually once

a month.

The committee, which met only to

develop the budget, drew its per-

sonnel largely from the standing

committees of the Governing Coun-

cil.

Its membership included: chair-

man Forster, Sword, business affairs

vice-president Alex Rankin, part-

time student governor Joyce

Denyer, Cadario, Lewis, executive

member Harold Eastman, alumnus
Patti Fleury, faculty Harold Smith,

and vice-provosts Robin Ross, and
John Hamilton. The committee also

received technical advice from three

budget officers.

This is the first time students have

participated on the budget com-
mittee. Their selection by Evans was
made in consultation with other

members of the administration.

"It was pretty well understood

that the budget committee meetings

would be closed", said Cadario when
asked if much discussion was held on
the decision to proceed in camera.

He added, "I don't think the open-

ness factor is a big issue for the

budget committee".

VARSITY ARENA
C.I.A.U.

CANADIAN INTERCOLLEGIATE

NATIONAL HOCKEY

CHAMPIONSHIP

Saturday, March 17th at 2:00 p.m.

Tickets on Sale Now At Athletic Office

& Varsity Arena
PRICES:

General Admission $1.00

Reserved $2.00

unclassified
TRAVELLING ! EUROPfc INTERNA
TONAL STUDENT 1.0. card, student
raiJpass. car rentals, cheapest and most
Jependable charter flights, camping tours

Stc. all available now trom:.AOSC, 44 St.

George St.. Toronto 5, 4 16 - 962-8404. (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

BEN'S MEN'S HAIRSTYLING (Specialising in

long hair} in the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry,

250 College St. Tel. 924-681 1 ext. 560. Hair cut

$2.25

EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe. Greece
and Turkey departs June 5th (or 3 months $600.
plus $215 return flight to England. Phone
Peter 922-5006.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from $1 0 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.
(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent
selection of fun furs, irade ins accepter1

We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Fri till 6 pm; -

tSSAY SERVICES Do you have old es-

says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES. 961-6150. Mon.-Frl. 3 pm.-
10 pm.; Sat.-Sun. 9 am.-5 pm. Professional

typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONDON from S79 one way or $155 return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact

AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5.416-

962-6404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE. -

fheses, essays. - French, Latin - exper-
ienced typists - electric typewrilers, 86
Bloor St. W. Ste. 670. 922-7624.

EUROPE
Car Rentals and Sales

Student • Railpass

Charter Flights

Student fares on ships to Europe

Conquest Travel

782-5033 or 368-9970

STUDENTRA1L PASS
Prices go up by over 10% on

March 15. Order now at

old rates-$135 for 2 months.

CONQUEST TRAVEL
782-5033 368-9970

QUEBEC SKI TOUR March 17 22 $69. 5 full

days of skiing at Mt. St. Anne. All transportation

and accommodation included. Write: Canadian
Ski Tours, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington or

Phone: Gord Allan. 247-2339,

LET US HELP YOU Pur your baby into a cradle

rather than an incinerator. Birthright, 89 St.

George 469-1111.

A FAST ACCURATE typing service by several

experienced home typists with electric type-

writers. Dufferin & Eglinton area. Reasonable

rates 787-9805

BLO0R-BATHURST information centre, 896
Bathurst St. Information and referral services

Monday - Friday, 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Housing re-

gistry Free Legal Clinic. Saturdays, 10 a.m. -

9 p.m. Phone: 531-4613

TUTORING in chemistry, biology and bioche-

mistry available at reasonable rates. I. Jabbal

(M. Sc.), 2001 Bloor St., Apt. 404. Office, 928-
6002 after 6:00 p.m.. 767-2566

MATHEMATICIANS WANTED to set educa-

tional Mathematic standards. Competitve selec-

tion. Send background information and tele-

phone number to: Mathematics Competition.

Box 412. Poslal Station T, Toronto, Ontario.

M6B 4A3

MIXED APARTMENT looking for fourth room-
mate. House at Bloor & Dufferin. $60/month.
All utilities incl. Call Ed or Judy 532-4335 or

Ed at 928-3404

r'OR SALE: Muskrat coat. Beautiful condition,

creamy colour, size 10. Also Black midi coal, fox

collar, never worn. Need money for Europe.

Phone Mindy 783-4861, or 766-1239

SUBLET large, nicely furnished room with pri-

vate entrance to girl, April - August; bath., kit-

chen shared with same. Grosvenor St. $1 10 per
mo. Call 921-7761 5 - 6 p.m.

GUITAR lessons, classical and folk, taught by
qualified Royal Conservatory Student, in the

Beaches area. Phone Sue 691-4515.

BE A YOUNG EUROPEAN this summer. Spe-
cial brochure on different trips through Europe
and Russia. Exclusively for young travellers.

Contact Goway, Suite 104, 53 Yonge Street.

863-0799.
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"Fast Eddie" Goodman lashes into reformers
By PAT REDICAN

"The reformers are trying to suck

and whistle at the same time and it

just can't be done", charged E.A.

"Fast Eddie" Goodman, prominent

developer lawyer.

'You can't slow down develop-

ment and meet the housing needs of

a city like Toronto."

"The city has been in bed with the

developers so long, they can't im-
agine any other partner," retaliated

Jim Lorimer, journalist-professor-

author-reformer.

The two clashed in the fourth^ of
St. Michael's Students* Union city

LISTEN TO GJJl.ll. SEMI-FINAL HOCKEY

VARSITY BLUES
VS.

U. of A. GOLDEN BEARS

Live On Radio varsity

Friday March 9th, 9:55 p.m. E.S.T.

Saturday March 10th, 9:55 p.m. E.S.T.

Sunday March 11th, 9:25 p.m. E.S.T.
(If a third game is required)

YOU CAN HERE RADIO VARSITY
CLOSED CIRCUIT in cafeterias and common rooms

820 AM in selected residences

96.3 FM on Rogers Cable. Just connect your T.V.
cable to the antenna terminal on your FM receiver.

THEATRE, DANCE AND
COMMUNITY' WORKSHOP

OPEN TO ALL
Observe

National Ballet School

Participate "dance happening"

Fun
York University improvisations

"Theatre Games"
Toronto Dance Theatre

Charles Weidman
CASUAL CLOTHES

Mime

Studio Lab Theatre
No Shoes-leave at door Historic Films
At Benson Building, large sports gymnasium, 320
Huron Street, Tickets $1.00. Saturday - March 10.

7:30 - 10:30 p.m. See You There.

X
mm*-

government forums before an
audience of about fifty students.

Lorimer, a professor at both U of

T and York and the author of three
anti-developer books on city politics,

called Goodman, also a high-ranking

Conservative Party official and
financier, a "bagman, fixer, and
campaign fundraiser" to start off the
debate.

Lorimer drew a connection*
between the "land development in-

.dustry, the senior political parties,

and City Hall" which, he claims, are

responsible for the high cost of hous-
ing and the kinds of development be-
ing perpetrated in the city.

Goodman, chief lawyer for
Cadillac Development Corporation,
in turn charged that the reform
movement was "an unholy alliance

of those who would preserve the
status quo at any cost and those who
offer an unattainable panacea — a
simplistic answer to difficult and
complex problems."

He denied what he called
Lorimer's view of "a conspiracy of

people who meet in dark rooms and
smoke opium and decide how to sub-

vert the city next".

"This is not a homogenous
group," said Goodman, "There are
literally several dozen developers

with large holdings and they have no
relation to "each other; they are in

competition and this is a very com-
petitive business."

Lorimer pointed to various
developments around Toronto which
involve several developers in one
project, for instance the 3,500 unit

Bramalea development which in-

volves five companies, including
Cadillac. Cadillac is also involved
with Greenwin in the controversial

Quebec-Gothic development, plann-
ed to destroy nearly 100 old, substan-
tial houses.

"In the board rooms over dis-

cussions of projects like this is where
the developers meet", declared
Lorimer. "There exists in this in-

dustry a network of links and con-
nections."

Goodman replied that this
"several-company" approach to one
development simply offered a diver-

sity of approach: "It's more prac-
tical; it doesn't diminish com-
petition."

Lorimer pointed to the fact that

land is more expensive in Toronto
than in any other Canadian city and
the fact that there was a great deal of

capital for land development coming
into the city from all over the world.

"This can only mean that there is

no place where a developer can
make more money than in Toronto
and the reason for this is that the

developers keep the prices up."
Lorimer offered the alternative of

building "housing projects from non-
profit community organizations."

This would include such groups as

labour unions, community
organizations and the like, according
to Lorimer.

Goodman agreed with Lorimer
that land prices were too nigh, but
said the solution to this problem was
to speed up development.

This, he said would mean that

housing, and consequently land
would not be in such great demand,
and prices would naturally go down.
He pointed to OHC figures which
stated only one per cent of all

apartments in the City of Toronto
were vacant at the end of last year.

Goodman came under heavy fire

from both the audience and Lorimer
for the margin of profit which
developers extract.

"We are here to provide adequate
housing at reasonable rates", the
lawyer replied, "we are also here to

make money." Asked what he
though was a reasonable profit rate,

he answered, "It depends on the risk

involved.

Lead dust from factory affects

health in Bathurdt-Niagara area
By GRETCHEN ROEDDE

A spokeswoman from the Niagara
and Bathurst Streets disctrict yester-
day charged that a local factory's

pollution has produced high lead-
content levels in neighbourhood
children.

Gisella Regina, speaking at a UC
geography Seminar at U of T, asked
for support from students in fighting

Toronto Refiners and Smelters,
whose battery-crushing operations

have caused lead dust to con-
taminate the area, she said.

"It's a very serious situation con-
cerning the children," said Regina,
whose four children she claimed
have been affected.

"The Environmental Law Associa-

tion, which is associated with Pollu-
tion Probe, helped us get a court in-

junction against this factory last

August," prohibiting battery-crush-
ing, she stated.

"However we (the residents)

doubt the injuction has been obeyed,
because trucks have been seen enter-

ing the refinery yards full of
batteries."

One effect of the injunction,

however, has been the construction

of a brick fence at one end of the

yard. As well a canvas sheet has been
hung over another fence, making it

difficult to see what is going on in-

side the factory.

"We also have a lot of evidence

against the factory, and have been
gaining support from politicians, like
(Ward 6 alderman) Dan Heap, and
doctors at Sick Kids (Sick Children's
Hospital). We've been fighting this

thing for six years now, and think we
have a -syod chance of winning," said

Regina.

She declared, "Community
organizing is helping to strengthen
the community."

Community residents want at least

the battery-crushing part of the

operation relocated, and some legal

guaranteees that residents in the

neighbourhood will not have, to

move to allow for expansion of the

refinery.

Vic wins Div I,

loses II hockey

By PAUL CARSON

Victoria College hockey teams
both succeeded and failed as the in-

terfac playoffs moved closer to the

championship stage following three
key games this week.

Vic I advanced to the finals of

Division I with a close 3-2 total goals
victory over New I.

However, Vic U fell victim in the
biggest upset of the playoff round to
date as Law II used four goals by
Bob Armstrong en route to a 9-2 win
in their second game. That overcame
a 4-goal Vic lead and sent Law H into
the Division n final with a 12-9 series
win.

The other Division n semi-final
saw the first game solve nothing as

PHE B and Graduate Studies battled
to a 7-7 tie. Each team produced
three two-goal scorers, with Mark
Ackley, Brain Walters and someone
named Buzz connecting for PHE B
and Jim Molnar, P.McLaren and
Taylor replying for Grad Studies.
The second game, and overtime if

necessary, will be played tonight at 7
pm at the Arena.

In Division I, the opponents for
Vic I won't be known until Monday
night when SMC and Erindale meet
at 7:30; SMC carries a six goal lead
after their 12-6 win in the initial

game earlier this week.

The Varsity,

91 St George St.

Toronto, Ontario.

L
,
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Students vote Wednesday for UTAA reps

Students from faculty and college

associations and the various UTAA

athletic clubs have until 5 pm March

12 to file nomination papers for the

five student positions on the 1973-74

Athletic Directorate.

Appointed representatives will

vote for the student nominees next

Wednesday, March 15.

At 4 pm yesterday less than the

minimum of five candidates had

been nominated, and only one posi-

tion was contested by two people.

One seat in "Group B" is left un-

.contested.
'

Last March three of the five seats

were won by acclamation. Hartley

Stern and John Wright were acclaim-

ed in Group A, and Michael Pennam

in Group C. Terry Byron and Dave

Watt were elected in Group B.

So far this year Bruce Durno

(hockey) and Jim Nicoletti (football)

are the only two members running In

Group A, while Peter Hillier (soccer)

is contesting one of the two seats in

Group B. Andy Fraser (UC) and Bob

Bauer (Law) are ninning for the lone

college and faculty association stu-

dent seat

Elections are held on an electoral

college system, with intercollegiate

athletic clubs electing four of the

five representatives. Only one

representative is elected to repre-

sent college and faculty athletic

associations, where most students

are involved.

The electoral college is composed

of three groups — "A", "B", and

"G", with a total of 128 voting

representatives. Twenty-four Group

A representatives elect two

nominees from the "big three" in-

tercollegiate sports — hockey, foot-

ball, and basketball. Each of the

three athletic clubs appoints eight

voting representatives.

Group B, with 54 voting represen-

tatives, consists of intercollegiate

sports other than those specified in

Group A. This group also elects two

students to the Directorate; its

representatives are appointed by the

Executive Committees of each of the

athletic clubs in the group.

The rugger, soccer, swimming,

and track and harrier clubs each ap-

point six voting representatives;

rowing, volleyball, water polo and

wrestling clubs each appoint three,

and badminton, curling, fencing,

golf, gymnastics, judo, skiing,

squash, and tennis two.

Group C has 50 voting represen-

tatives, appointed by each of the

college and faculty associations.

Applied Science, Medicine, UC, Vic,

and St.Mike's each appoint four;

Dentistry, Law, New, Trinity, and

Scarborough appoint three;

Architecture, Forestry, Innis, Phar-

macy and PHE appoint two, and

Emmanual, Erindale, Knox, Music,

and Wycliffe two each.

All students eligible for nomina-

tion to the Athletic Directorate

must, under the terms of the UTAA
constitution, be in their second or

higher year at the date of nomina-

tion; they must not be in their final

year at U of T.

Each nomination must be made

on a special form obtained from the

athletic office; it must be signed by

two active members and certified by

the registrar or secretary of the

nominee's college or faculty as to his

academic standing.

Assistant Director (Ad-

ministration) David Tinker is

responsible for putting the list of

candidates on the Association notice

board at the close of nominations.

At the time of filing a nomination

paper each nominee must submit a

written policy statement, which he

may send to all members of his elec-

toral college.

The policy statement would in-

Mail or deliver

To: 91 St. George St.

Drop this coupon/ signed and with student

number into any campus mail box, and it will be

delivered free to The Varsity office.

Campus mail boxes can be found in almost all

university buildings.

As a student involved in athletics at the Univer-

sity of Toronto, where over 50 per 'cent of the

athletic budget comes from the students, and

where only five students can be elected to a 20

member Directorate, I strongly support a majority

student voice in the UTAA Directorate.

Yes No
The construction of a new men's athletic

building should be placed at the top of the universi-

ty administration's priority list. The administra-
tion should appeal to the provincial government for

construction funds, and should also pay for the

maintenance costs themselves.

Yes No
Co-educational physical education and

athletics should be encouraged; and the men's
athletics program, the women's program, and the

School of Physical and Health Education should be

integrated.

Yes No
I urge the UTAA to set up a committee with a

majority of student (athletes) to define the
priorities of the men's athletics program at the U of

T.

Yes No

President of the UTAA George Wodehouse, Athletic Director Dalt White, and David Tinker. Wodehouse

asked for more power for White and Tinker at Tuesday's Internal Affairs meeting.

elude what the nominee would

attempt to do as a member of the

Directorate and might include some

of the following policies:

• the relative importance of minor

and major sports;

• what action could be taken to

obtain new facilities;

• the question of integration of the

men's and women's athletics

departments, and of both of these

associations with the School of

Physical and Health Education;

• attempting to integrate co-

educational programs.

• making athletic participation a

priority over "spectatorism";

* compelling the UTAA to define

the priorities (as yet undefined) of its

athletic program.

By late Thursday afternoon the

following representatives had sub-

mitted their names to the UTAA in-

tercollegiate office for voting pur-

poses:

- basketball (8): Avo Albo, Doug

Baker, Rick Kurzyk, Bill Francis,

Peter Oolup, Glenn Scott, Brian

Skyvington, Dave Watt.

- football: (8)Cor Doret.

- gymnastics (2) : Gary Wicks, Rick

Jeysman.

The remaining 117 eligible voting

representatives have yet to submit

their names to the intercollegiate of-

fice.

Queen's University students

(athletes) now have majority control

of the athletic department they

finance, as will those at the Universi-

ty of Waterloo soon. Even the Ben-

son Building women members have

the potential to control their

program.
Bob Gauthier

i Signature

ATL number

SMC, Meds, L/C, Low reach

interfac basketball semi-finals
The interfaculty basketball playoffs opened Tuesday

with St.Mike's, Meds, UC, and Law winning. (This

year's Sifton Cup has been dubbed the Kleberg Klassic

since Ross Kleberg is coaching, playing, and refereeing

in the playoffs.)

At noon Tuesday, St. Mike's A, employing two lines-,

which alternated every five minutes, trampled PHE B
93-50. St. Mike's looked ominous in this outing as they

played a stingy full-court man-to-man defense for the

eiifire game. If St. Mike's can continue to play this way,

watch out.

The real story of this game, however, was the return

to action of St. Mike's fine centre, John Heininger, who
scored 16 points. Heininger hadn't played since before

Christmas but judging by his performance Tuesday, it

seemed like he'd never been away. Other scorers for

St. Mike's included Tom Campana (20 points) and Larry

Trafford (13).

Meanwhile, Cor Doret hooped 12 points for PHE B.

Another PHE B player, Rick Phillips, perhaps enun-

ciated PHE B feelings best when he said, "They kept

coming in waves!"

The second tilt of the day featured Meds defeating Vic

6544. The rookie-laden Vic squad (only two members
were returnees from last year) made too many mental

errors in the game to upset the taller Medsmen.
Although Bill Caskey remained masked, he was shutout

in the scoring column.

Instead, the principal damage was done by the

shooting and playmaking of Bobby Lewis who got off his

death-bed to play in the game. Bobby ended up with 14

points while team-mate Lindsay Horenblas potted 17,

most of them after the game was no longer in doubt.

Replying for Vic were Paul Mims (12 points), and Gord
Wicher (10).

Following the game, Vic coach Bob Garton was

properly philosophical about the game, musing, "It

hurts too much to laugh and I'm too old to cry,"

In the third game of the evening, UC was tied 33-33'

at halftime, but blew Sr. Engineering out in the second

half to win 82-65.

The engineers opened up with a 1-2-2 zone press and

would have been ahead at halftime by a large margin if

Gordie Betcherman hadn't been shooting so well.

However, Mike Becherman made four quick baskets at

the start of the second half and UC started rolling.

Sr. Engineering was plagued again by some strange

substituting, a state they had been immersed in all year.

The brothers Betcherman — Mike and Gordie — tallied

23 and 16 points, respectively, while Bill Birnbaum add-

ed another 17 for UC.

Engineering relied on Ron Gratz (15 points) and

George Mohasci (12) for their scoring.

The final game of the day saw Law outlast Erindale

62-49. Erindale strategists threatened to start pressing

Law from the locker room. Instead, the team played 3

box-and-one on Al Sternberg. Still, Sternberg scored If

points while his side-kick Rich Pirie scored W

Meanwhile, for Erindale, Bill Stewart hooped 12 points

with teammate Al Nikrosius adding another 10.

Law jumped to an early 10 point lead in the game

and managed to stay ahead by a similar^ margin a 11

game. Although a dull and unspectacular team, Law

played well enough to win. However, to defeat St.

Mike's in the semifinals, the Lawyers will have to lo olt

more than just ordinary (as they did against Erindale) or

they, too, will be whistling in the dark.
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All-faculty body
to study math dept

Math chairman George Duff Monday
implemented a department decision to

appoint an all-faculty committee to study

the department's governing structure,

even though the committee's formation

was itself sparked by an 11-day occupa-

tion of department offices by students

protesting their exclusion from its

decision-making processes.

A department meeting a week ago
specifically decided to keep students off

the committee, afraid the precedent of

seating them on the committee would
force the committee to recommend giv-

ing students a large voice in department

decision-making.

The four member committee according

to dismissed math professor Stephen
Salaff— whose re-instatement was one of

the student occupation's demands — is

completely made up of "Duff men". Its

members will be Paul Rooney, Baron
Brainerd, Jim McCool, and Stuart Smith.

Asked why there is no student
membership, Duff yesterday replied, "It

was just set up in this way. I did what I

understood I was told to do by the

department."

"Students' opinions will be solicited"

he added. "There will be some open

The committee on governing structures

was one of two established last week by
the department in response to the oc-

cupation. The other was a committee to

examine the so-called "service courses",

mass-enrolment first year courses which
have caused major complaints among
students because of the high student-

teacher radio, grading structure and poor
textbooks.

The 40 students who had occupied the

fourth floor math offices and corridors

decided Friday afternoon to end their oc-

cupation in order to broaden the struggle

for increased student say in departmental

decision-making and the rehiring of the

three professors.

At a Saturday night meeting in their

new headquarters, the Arts and Science

-Student Union lounge on the second floor

of Sid Smith, the former occupiers decid-

ed to mobilize student support for a-mass

meeting confrontation next Tuesday with

Duff, arts and science dean Bob Greene
and university president John Evans.

Students contended the 11 day occupa-

tion was becoming too time-consuming to

continue and that little had been won in

the form of concessions from the depart-

ment.

The demands have been shifted to

stress a greater student voice on "all

departmental bodies including those deal-

ing with hiring firing and tenure of

faculty."

Other demands include the end of

heavy emphasis on exams in first year

courses and the rehiring of the two
professors, David Spring and Michael
Mather, who were denied tenure, as well

as the retention of Salaff until bis case is

reviewed by an open hearing before a

parity committee of students and staff.

Internal affairs vice-president Jill

Conway Monday apparently turned down
Salaffs request for an open hearing say-

ing "it does not comform in any way to

the established approaches to this ques-

tion in the university."

Conway advised Salaff to write letters

to Greene, and the U ofT faculty Associa-

tion stating his grievance and requesting

a review. The other course she advised

was appeal to the president.

Salaff says he does not interpret

Conway's letter as neccessarily barring

his suggestion of an open staff-student

parity tribunal hearing his case. He notes

that Conway does not specifically rule out
his suggestion, adding that appeal

procedure is informal enough that it

could be done.

Accordingly, he has written Greene
requesting an open hearing.

Some informal gains were made from
the occupation. Some improvement in

grading of first year courses was promis-

ed and a committee set up to examine
problems in these large enrolment
courses has already met (see page 3).

Sentiment at the Saturday meeting was
that math students should rally support

with pamphlets, leaflets and a newspaper
explaining their cause.

Students also voted to try to widen the

struggle to include students in other

departments in the general battle for

more student representation on hiring fir-

ing and tenure committees.

They decided to retain the demand that

the three popular professors be rehired

but maintained that this demand is

"inseparable" from a greater decision

making role.

Student council president-elect Bob
Anderson, also a math student called the

occupation "successful", but added that

the department response has been "un-

Anderson maintained that the occupa-

tion illustrates "a critcial problem for the

university, that quality teaching must be

stressed as a primary function rather than

concentrating on reseach."

Math chairman George Duff, seen here strolling down the corridors of Sid Smith, has im-

plemented a faculty decision to appoint an 1 1-man committee to study the governing struc-

ture of the department.

I
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The knowledge machine
Is post-secondary education going down the drain? Do you get the impression that lectures are get-

ting a bit sluggish? At this time of year, many profs can't get up a full head of steam. Above photo:

U of T's Faculty of Plumbing.

Minister tells crowd

report on education

is "on the right track
if

By GREG McMASTER
The final report of the commission on post-

secondary education in Ontario (COPSEO) is

apparently in line with the Tory government's

objectives for the province.

Colleges and universities minister Jack

McNie told about 500 people in Convocation

Hall yesterday the report was "on the right

track" and sets out the government's goals

"very well-" His opinion of the Commission's

proficiency was supported by commission

member J.M. Careless, also a U of T
professor, but questioned by U of T president

John Evans and several students during the

SAC-sponsored Day of Discussion — part of a

province-wide examination of the report.

When challenged by Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee chairman Peter Havers

about fee increases, McNie said the "the

government's position is universities should be

accessible to those who are qualified and in-

terested in going, and we're working very hard

on this".

The minister expressed support for the com-
mission's proposed contingency repayment

loan scheme, which Havers said would put

some students "in debt for 20 to 30 years".

Careless said, "We must harmonize" the

factors of accessibility and quality " He felt

the commission has done its job, since "when
you're attacked from both sides (administra-

tion and student) it follows that you're

somewhere in the middle".

He predicted "absolutely free education for

those who are, so to speak, at the bottom of

the income levels."

Vice-president-elect Steve Moses — the only

SAC speaker — sought and received assurance

from Careless that the commission saw its

report as a "package" and did not want

proposals for fee raises to be separated from
suggested changes in grant and loan schemes.

Evans criticised the report for ignoring

existing programs and problems, inadequacy

of detail, preoccupation with process rather

than outcome, lack of adequate costing and
lack of evaluation methods for proposed ap-

proaches to education.

He said two problems the commission could

have studied more are the role of the Ontario

Institute for Studies in Education (OISE) and
difficulties faced by smaller universities —
specially in northern Ontario.

He suggested that administrative bodies be-

ing proposed to ensure universities' in-

dependence from "unwelcome political

developments" don't have the financial con-

trol to provide them with the necessary power.

Evans chided the commission for not

examining critically proposals for mechanisms

of "continuing education", quoting a Latin

motto which, he said, translates roughly: "It's

more fun to make a mess than to clean it up".

Careless defended the report's "ideas,

values and purposes". He said it introduced

"planning in terms of what we call social

demand", which puts a "premium on in-

dividual choice".

The university "should fill various forms of

social need", such as studying "the tremen-

dous social strains we come up against hi ur-

banized industrialized society", doing work on
problems of "ecological balance" and the

"creation of new knowledge", he said.

McNie hedged his answers to specific

criticisms saying he didn't want to be charged

with undermining other government com-
mittees. He added he attended the meeting

"to get some kind of reading from the student

body on the report."
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

The Victoria College Productions Com-

mittee is offering cash grants to Vic students

who will wnte an original musical or dramatic

work to be performed at the college by Vic

students. For further information and

applications see Richard Partridge, at the

VUSAC office. Deadline is March 30th.

noon

Hear Joan Campana, Cross-Country Coor-

dinator of the Canadian Women's Coalition,

speak on "Why Canadian Abortion Laws Must

Be Repealed." Find out about the Cross-Canada

Conference on this significant topic being held

at U of T March 16-18. At Sid Smith.

The Relevancy of Contemporary Theological

Education: a discussion sponsored by the Stu-

dent Christian Movement- At the Woodger

Room, Old Vic.

Free film screenings: Alan Resnais: Night and

Fog. Jean-Luc Godard: All Boys Are Called

Patrick. R. Flaherty: Nanook of the North. At the

Rim Room. Innis.

)230 pm
Charles Hanley, Philosophy. "Psycho pathology

of the Trial Process". Courts and Trials Seminar

Series. At Falconer Hall.

3 pm
La Nuit de la Poesie: Jean-Claude

Labrecque's colour film of the Montreal poetry

test of March 1970, will be shown in Room 104,

U.C. Four thousand poetry fans came to hear

Gaston Miron, Gatien Lapointe, Paul

Cumberland, Michele Lalonde (author of Speak

White) and others.

7 pm
SAC General meeting: All new SAC members

'

are welcome. In Faculty Council Chambers,

Galbrdith Building.

6-30 pm
Hillel Kosher-supper please reserve by 5 pm

at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

7-30 pm
"The Gadfly": the last in a series of political

films sponsored by the,Student Christian Move-

ment and the United Nations Association. At St.

Paul's Church, 121 Avenue Rd. Admission: 98

cents.

8 pm
Weekly meeting of GAT.E., (Gay Action

towards Equality) at 4 Kensington Ave., (one

block west of Spadina, north of Oundas) GAT.E.

is working for Gay equality through changes in

legislation and social attitudes. For information,

call 364-6731.

8:30 pm
The Hart House Music Committee presents

Michael Keams, harpsichordist, playin g music

by Handel, Bach, Rameau and Couperin in the

Great Hall.

THURSDAY
all day

Voling continues today for the Victoria

University Students' Administrative Council

Executive. Ballot bo>es will be in Old Vic,

Wymilwood, Burwash and Annesley.

Contributions, in French and English, are be-

ing accepted for a new poetry magazine — The

Blank Page. Please send all contributions to Box

239. Qmsly Hall, St. Michael's College.

9:30 pm
Instronics will be having a display of elec-

tronic test equipment and data terminals in-

cluding Keithley, Texas Instruments, Adr. Krohn-

hite, and the Ganett Mictocomputer. Room 448,

Galbraith Building. Till 4 pm.

3 pm
Professor Pradip Sinha, of the Rabindra

Bharati University, Calcutta, will lecture on "The

Bhysical Structure of Calcutta as an Expression

of Social Forces in the 18th and 19th Cen-

turies". At Room 2108 Sidney Smith.

4 pm
"The Role of U.S. Private Investment in the

Undefdevelopment of Latin America", lecture by

Frederick Goff, of the North American Congiess

on Latin America. At Room 1069 Sidney Smith

Bldg. Sponsored by the Latin American Studies

Committee, ISP.

4:10 pm
"Curricula vitae: myth and pattern in

autobiography". Professor Phyllis Grosskurth

will speak in the West Hall, University College.

6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher supper: please reserve by 5 pm.

at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

7 pm
All women taking or teaching sociology

courses should come to a meeting to discuss the

position of women in the sociology department.

Meeting will focus on staffing, curriculum and

anything else on your mind. In the Upper Lounge

of the Graduate Student Union.

7:30 pm

OISE films presents two films by Aitman;

M • A • S *"H at 7:30 and Brewster McCloud at

9:30. Admission is $1.50 at 7:30 or $1.00 at

9:30. At 252 Bloor Street West.

The Christian Science College Organization

meets in the Woodger Room at "Old Vic"

(basment). Inspired readings are followed by

testimonies of healing. All welcome.

8 pm
The Biology Club presents Nairobi to Mom-

basa, or Hyaenas, Jackals, and Vultures on the

Wing, with Stephen Campbell. At Ramsay

Wright, Room 432. All are welcome.

Canadian author Martin Myers will discuss his

book "The Assignment" in the HHart House

Library.

Israeli folk dancing workshop at Hillel House,

186 St. George Street.

Hillel Lecture Series is presenting Or. Eugene

Borowitz on "Divisive and Cohesive Forces in

the Jewish Community Today" at Hillel House

186 St. George Street. AH are welcome.

Students oppose U.S. prof

WATERLOO (CUP) — Students in

the University of Waterloo's school

of urban and regional planning are

opposed to the recent appointment

of an American as director.

But, their disapproval of Sydney

Saltzman appears to be too late. The

only thing that may stop Saltzman's

official appointment is his refusal to

take the job. He was expected to

decide by March 7, but the date pass-

ed without any word.

The students believe the im-

plementation of Saltzman's concep-

tual framework and educational

philosophy would be detrimental to

the development of planning educa-

tion at the university.

More than half of the planning

students signed a petition in late

February opposing Saltzman's selec-

tion. But the petition appears to

more of a reaction to the selection

than part of a complete campaign to

ensure he was not selected.

The selection process allowed

some involvement by students and

gave students chances to meet the

candidates they did not know. Only

two candidates of the final five on

the possibility list were from the

University of Waterloo.

Boycott wants volunteers

The Toronto Kraft Boycott Committee is asking for supporters to

help leaflet two Toronto supermarkets.

The boycott is designed to force Kraft to bargain collectively with

Ontario's milk producers and to publicize the National Farmers Union

campaign against multi-national corporation domination of

agriculture.

Leaflets asking consumers not to buy any Kraft products will be

distributed at the Dominion store just west of Bloor Street and

Spadina Road, and at Loblaws near Spadina and Dupont Street

Thursdays and Fridays between 5 and 6 pm, and 7 to 9 pm, and Satur-

days from H am to 5 pm.
Supporters wanting to help are asked to appear at those times, or

to pick up leaflets at St. Paul's Avenue Road Church at 121 Avenue

Road before 5 pm weekdays (ask for Kathrine Jennings).

A general meeting of boycott supporters has been called for next

Thursday, March 22, at 7:30 pm at the church.

Information can be obtained by writing the Toronto Kraft Boycott

Committee at Box 1053, Statio Q Toronto M4T 2P2, or phoning Jen-

nings at 922-5432.

THE BLACK HART PUB
presents

Tonight and Tomorrow, 8:30 p.m.

in the Arbor Room, Hart House

Draft Beer, Dancing, Good Music

ART GALLERY
T0NV AND ELEANOR PAINE

EXHIBITION

CYCtOP PRINTS & BATIKS

GALLERY HOURS:

Monday, 11a.m. -S p.m.

Tuesday lo Saturday, 11 a.m. -5 p.

r

Sunday, 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

ROCK CONCERT
BRUTUS

EAST COMMON ROOM - TODAY
12=00 - 2:00 P.M.

LIBRARY EVENING

MARTIN MYERS
HART HOUSE LIBRARY,

THURSDAY, MARCH 15, 8:00 P.M.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
MICHAEL KEARNS
HARPSICHORDIST

TONIGHT, 8:30 P.M.,

GREAT HALL

TABLE TENNIS
CLUB

CLUB TOURNAMENT
TONIGHT

FENCING ROOM
7 — 11 P.M.

SQUASH
PLAYOFFS

Thursday, March 15 at 5 p.m.

AUDIENCE WELCOME

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS/ THURSDAYS

THIS WEEK: HORN
STARTS AT 8:30 P.M.

TheUnder^rckduate Newspecper
Established 1880

APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTOR

The Varsity Board of Directors invites application for the

position on the Board to be appointed by the fourteen in-

cumbent Directors, for a two year term beginning July 1,

1973.

The Board represents the various estates in the uni-

versity community and is responsible for the editorial in

tegrity and the financial and business management of The

Varsity.

Written applications should be addressed to Jack Gray,

Chairman, Varsity Board of Directors, 91 St. George St.,

Toronto 5. Applicants will be interviewed and a selection

made at the Board's annual meeting on March 21.

Deadline for applications is 5 pm, Friday, March 16,

1973.

ELECTRONICS DISPLAY
Thursday March 15, INSTRONICS TECHNO-PRODUCTS will be having a

display of Electronic Test Equipment and Data Terminals in Room 448 of The
Gaibraith Building.

On display will be the New Keithley Instruments Model 171 AC/DC Digital

Multimeter with One Microvolt Sensitivity and the Garrett MDL. 1000 Digital,

Logic Trainer and The Micro II Computer. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS will feature

the Model 725 Portable Data Terminal and their new low profile Strip Chart

Recorder. Other equipment from KROHN-MITE. ADR. WILTRON, SANDER and

a LEKTROMEDIA CRT will also be displayed.

This display is open to all faculties. It should be of particular interest lo

Electrical, Physics, Chemistry, Metalurgy, Biology, Psychology, Medicine,

Computer Science etc.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE PLAYHOUSE

Student Administrator

1973-74

Applications will be accepted for this part-time job until March
30. Applicants must be undergraduates; preference is given

to those who have previously worked in the Playhouse. Salary

$2,000.00.

Send letters to: Rob Cleverley,

UC Playhouse,

79A St George St.,

Toronto 181.

Applications are also being accepted for use of the Playhouse
this summer and next year.
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PAC member criticizes Evans
By ELAINE KAHN

A faculty member of the New
Program Review Committee has, in

a minority report, criticized presi-

dent John Evans for putting

"unreasonable" constraints on the

committee.

The Presidential Advisory Com-

mittee to review the New Program

was asked "to do far too much too

fast", political science professor

Paul Fox stated in a minority state-

ment to Evans supported by un-

dergraduate student Linda Hall and

graduate Rita Mifflin.

Fox wrote the president that "The

technique of assigning to the com-

mittee an enormous work load to be

accomplished in an unreasonably

brief time may give a superficial im-

pression of decisive executive action,

but I doubt that the method is con-

ducive to* reaching sound con-

clusions."

The 12 member committee was

given approximately five months to

undertake a major review of the far-

. reaching program instituted three

years ago. Its report, whose major

recommendation was the institution

of a credit system, was released late

last week.

Mifflin said she did "a lot of soul-

searching" before endorsing Fox's

objection, because she felt dissent

within the report might make it

seem less valid, to others.

Soon after the committee began

meeting, Mifflin drafted a letter of

resignation because she felt she

would not have enough time to con-

sider in sufficient depth all the

documents presented to the com-
mittee. However, she remained on

the committee after other members
assured her that this lack of time

with an overabundance of work was
"par for the course" on committees

and that she would be able to do as

good a job as anyone alse.

Though she feels the report is good
for the amount of work that was able

to be done, she felt there was an

"inability to really establish

priorities" in committee.

Evans had indicated that the

terms of reference he originally gave

the committee could been narrowed
down to a more workable amount if

necessary, but the committee
attempted to fill its full mandate.
When interviewed Monday by The

Varsity he did speak of the danger of

nan-owing the area down too far.

But had the committee ignored
many of the terms of reference, he

claimed there would have been dis-

sent from those thinking an insuf-

ficient area had been studied.

Evans felt the committee "struck

a healthy balance".

Evans said that the report has

been sent to the Dean of Arts and
Science so he may establish
procedures for "reviewing" it. It has
also been sent to all the other deans
and division heads so they can com-
ment on the areas in it. Mifflin felt

that since most of the over 200 briefs

were given to the committee early,,

priorities could have been set while
waiting until January for returns

from 2,250 questionnaires.

She felt that, while she did become
very familiar with the area under
study by her subcommittee, she
remained ill-informed concerning
the areas that were considered by
other subcommittees.

Evans felt the report dealt with
the most important issues. He sees

the report as a "transition" between
the Macpherson Report, which is the

basis of the New Program, and
further discussion in depth of
specific problems that the SAC iden-

tified and began to deal with, but

could not consider fully.

Fox also disagreed with the
report's recommendation that he
says "implies" that a Bachelor of

Commerce degree should require 15

or 20 courses Ike BA's and BSc's
rather than the present 23.

He felt the report was very critical

of the program in commerce and
finance and considered the sugges-

tion that the program be moved to

the Faculty of Management Studies

to be "ill-founded, foolish and
bizarre". He was supported in this

objection by graduate history stu-

dent, Bruce Bowden, also a com-
mittee member.
Bowden feels that the B.Comm.

program "has been a credit" to the

Faculty of Arts and Science, and
hopes a reconciliation will be reach-

ed. He said the committee received

little evidence "either way" stating

that the course load-should or should

not be reduced from 23.

Professor Frank Watt disagreed

with the establishment of a credit

system, in another minority state-

ment appended to the report.

He stated that he supports the

traditional view that "the quality of

this university depends on the vitali-

ty of its intellectual and social com-
munity of full-time students". This

vitality would be weakened by the

UTAA opening
The U of T Athletic Association moved towards opening its meetings

yesterday, but allowed itself an out whenever it wants to go in camera.
According to conditions imposed, on its openness guidelines the direc-

torate can at any time close its meetings through a simple majority vote. One
condition specified that the meeting should be closed when anyone's per-
sonal affairs or character is to be discussed.
And, meetings can be postponed or attendance by non-directorate

members can be restricted, if the presiding officer decides the meeting room
is inadequate to accommodate aU observers.

In addition, the directorate emphasized that the guidelines it passed only
stood only until the association's constitution, now undergoing review, is

amended with the openness principle enshrined. Non-members will be
allowed to address meetings if permitted by the presiding officer, unless a
majority of the members disagree.
Student rep Bob Heatley, supported by student Terry Bryon, expressed

concern that if the place chosen for the meetings is deemed to be inadequate
by the presiding officer then it would be difficult to make "an instantaneous
switch" to another room. However, Heatley added, "Maybe I'm not reading
it right"

Graduate member J. W. Macdonald replied that he believed the intent of
me proposal "is to adjourn and then maybe meet five minutes later. What
we're discussing is the guidelines of the principles," he added.
Macdonald said he understood the proposal would mean a restriction on

the number in the room if necessary, but not necessarily closed meetings.
Law professor F. Iacobucci agreed that that was the intent of the proposal.

Iacobucci added that the word "person' ' in the section on closed discussion
relating to the affairs or character of an individual actually referred to cor-

P01
?^

01^. and the directorate's business dealings with them.
UTAA president George Wodehouse commented that he understood this

procedure (of non-disclosure of contractual or personal individual dealings)
was in line with the Governing Council's poUcies to the best of his
knowledge, and asked for a general understanding to move in camera if such
an occasion arose.

Iacobucci agreed with Professor Juri Daniel's declaration that "any
matters we might discuss might be interpreted to fall within the 'in camera'
category".

new system, he felt.

"On-going studies" throughout
life, Watt felt, cannot replace "the
ideal of concentrated full-time com-
mitment to university studies in the

traditional phase of life for such
studies, early adulthood."

Watt also feared that "spread-out

higher education" would fragment
the university and "continue the

trend towards streectcar, shopping
basket, cafeteria style university

studies" that many of the recomen-
dations in the report are trying to

combat.

For example, the report calls for

establishment of a thematic BA
degree, in which a student would be
expected to integrate at least the
theme of his or her subjects, in order
to provide some kind of cohesion
given the wide choice of courses
available, even if the student did not
wish to specialize in a given subject.

Goldwin French (far right) was installed as the new president of Victoria University, Thursday night
Attending the event were U of T president John Evans (second from the left) and Chancellor

Pauline McGibbon (seated next to the right of Evans).

Occupiers rebuffed by dept
By JOHN CAMPBELL

A contingent of math occupiers

received a rebuff from the math
department's new service course

committee during its first meeting
Friday, when the committee voted

against the occupier's demands to

unseat its chairman, math un-

dergraduate secretary Nick Derzko.

The new committee was establish-

ed by the math department to deal

with academic and administrative

problems in first year math courses

in response to students who ended
an 11-day occupation of math depart-

ment offices in Sid Smith last Friday

evening. The committee comprised
of an equal number of students,

tutors, and lectures.

The occupiers spoke against a mo-
tion to make Derzko permanent
chairman, charging that the un-

dersecretary had made it clear he
would retain "tight control" over the

committee — an attitude they felt

would adversely affect the direction

the new committee would take.

The motion carried after professor

Jim McCool observed that, as un-

dergraduate secretary, Derzko had

the greatest contact with un-

dergraduate students.

Derzko accepted comments from
the student observers, but warned
that persistent heckling would result

in closed meetings.

He outlined the problems the com-
mittee would address itself to: "In

general, to improve the first-year

service courses; make best use of
available manpower; careful choice

of texts; freedom the professors are

allowed in designing and conducting

their courses (sic); the marking
scheme for next and future years;

and the procedure for selection of

first-year profs and tutors."

When pressed by professor
Stephan Slaff, one of three
professors whose dismissal sparked

the occupation, to describe the

powers of the service committee,.

Derzko replied that it had "the

power to advise". However, he
emphasized that recommendations
of the committee would be "very

seriously considered not only by
chairman (George ) Duff, but by the

faculty as well."

Commenting on the outcome of

the meeting, which adjourned after

deciding to create further sub-

committees centred around each in-

dividual math course, math occupier

Bill Andrews declared it a partial

victory for students.

Such items as reform of marking
schemes, he said, referring to the

first order of business to be dealt

with by the sub-committee for math
130, "are a small concession on their

(the department's) part but a big vic-

tory from our point of view". He
added, however, that in his opinon,

"Nothing took place this morning to

indicate to me that the committee

will take a strong stand on any of the

substantive issues involved: class

size, teaching, hiring and tenure

criterion, budget allocation and
course organization."

The fact that it took an occupation

to get the math department to con-

sider mark reform was cited by An-
drews as a "significant indication of

the way things are run in the

department."

Derzko described the committees'

decisions to retain him as permanent

chairman and 1 to proceed im-

mediately on his objectives as

"fair", and said be hoped it would

"approach the issues in a business-

like fashion" in the future.

He did not agree with Andrews
that an occupation was "the only

way" to bring about change in the

department. He argued that internal

pressures such as increasing envoi-

ment fostered by the introduction of

the New Program in 1969, would
have moved the department to

reform without sit-ins by next year.

Three SAC slates cough up $
Three of the five slates running in the SAC presiden-

tial elections Thursday lost $25 deposits after failing to

garner one-third of the winning ticket's vote.

The Anderson and Vickery slates were the only ones
to receive the deposit backjas well as reimbursement for

campaign expenses.

Final results released by chief returning officer Joe
Redican yesterday show that the team of Bob Anderson,
Stephen Moses and Mike Scott handily defeated Chuck
Vickery 1,716 to 665 votes.

Abstentions and spoiled ballots totalled 442, while the
United Socialist Slate tallied 315 votes. The Stop the Stu-

dent Surcharge slate lagged behind with 197 votes, while
Peter Baumann's ticket was supported by only 199
voters.

Abstention and USS totals were boosted the most
when Emmanuel College votes, missing Thursday night,

were included. Fourteen Emmanuel students abstained
and five voted USS, while the SSSC picked up two votes,

Anderson and Vickery one each and Baumann none.

USS vice-presidential candidate Greg McMaster

criticized the deposits, declaring, "Ours was not a

frivolous candidacy.

"We oppose the imposition of financial criteria for

participation in so-called democratic procedures."

SAC vice-president John Helliwell, also chairman of

council's elections committee, explained that the

deposit requirement was "a deterrent to frivolous can-

didacies." the same "as in all elections with deposits"

SAC election rules also require candidates to be
nominated by 100 eligible voters, a stipulation also in-

tended to ensure candidates are serious.

Deposits, required in both federal and provincial elec-

tions, have been criticized by many politicians and
voters as an unfair stipulation for less well-heeled can-

didates. Municipal hopefuls need only a specified

number of nominators to appear on the ballot.

Helliwell agreed that a financial deterrent is "not
such a good idea", adding be may press for its abolition

in favour of demanding more signatures on the nomina-
tion forms. He thought this would a "political, rather

than a financial deterrent" to a political decision.
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Can't continue to downplay athletics
For many years, the male "jocks" on

the St. George Campus have cried In

their beer about the lack of facilities

and the inadequacies of the existing

athletics program. Now, they have a

chance to do something about it.

On today's back page (as we did

Friday), we're publishing a 'referen-

dum coupon' which can be completed

and mailed free from any campus mail

box. The tabulated results will be

delivered to the university administra-

tion at Simcoe Hall, athletic ad-

ministrations in Hart House and the

Benson Building, and announced in The
Varsity.

The controversy surrounding
athletics on the main U of T campus
has revolved around five related ideas:

the lack of adequate facilities for the

men's program, the undemocratic
organizational structure of the men's
program, the non-co-operation between

the men's and women's ad-
ministrations with respect to programs
and facilities, the understaffed and
badly financed School of Pjysical and
Health Eucation, and the inadequacy of

response by the university administra-

tion to athletics on this campus.
Everyone coming into contact with

the Hart House facilities realizes how
woefully inadequate they are, yet

coaches, athletic administrators, and,

above all, students, have failed to

channel dissent in the proper direction
— toward the university administra-

tion at Simcoe Hall.

The university has demonstrated in

recent years — through its reaction to

the library, day-care, and more recent-

ly math sit-ins — that its unwieldy
bureaucracy only reacts to confronta-
tion, and ignores or short-circuits

every appeal "through the proper
channels".

Athletic administrators such as
athletic director Dalt White have been
pounding their heads against the brick
wall of an imaginary building which
has now been "seriously" talked about
for 10 years. And White and other Hart
House administrators appear to be con-
tent to follow students (ironically, since
they fail to' follow students in other
matters) rather than lead them. White
has said that until there are complaints
from students the program will stay
much the same. Hopefully, a referen-
dum will bring results.

New athletic facilities have been con-
structed at almost every university in

this province over the past 10 years.
The University of Toronto has had
several architectural plans for a new
men's athletic building drawn up, but
has been forced to scrap them, ap-
parently because of a lack of funds.
Most other universities however have
had their athletic facilities paid for
almost totally by the provincial govern-
ment. Queen's and Waterloo univer-
sities have had new facilities con-
structed with government funds, as
have Laurentian, Waterloo Lutheran,
Carelton, and Ottawa. Even Scar-
borough College, with enrolment under
3,000 has a gymnasium superior to that
found on the St. George Campus. It

should be somewhat of an embarrass-
ment at Simcoe Hall.

The provincial government's mis-
management and poor planning again
helped to can the building — a victim of
last fall's budget freezes on university
capital construction. Now, no one
seems to know if or when a building will
be constructed to ease the pressure on
the existing antique facilities.

Isn't it about time the so-called ad-
ministrators at Hart House — White,
UTAA assistant director (ad-
ministration) David Tinker, and UTAA
president George Wodehouse (how can
the Director of a Health Service
become head of the athletics

program?) — and, most important of

all, the students using Hart House
facilities, found out what the university

intends to do, and why the building has
once again been deferred. The referen-

dum might give some indication of opi-

nion on this campus.
Vice-president and provost Don

Forster has been little more than a
thorn in the side of progressive change
in university athletics. The overabun-
dance of presidentially appointed
faculty members on the UTAA Direc-
torate have joined with Forster in

deferring proposals.

And internal affairs vice-president

Jill Conway, generally responsible for

athletics under her student services
portfolio, seems incredibly naive as to

what goes on at Hart House. Her
questions at Internal Affairs last week
indicated her ignorance of the subject.
Besides the blockage within the ad-

ministrative bowels of the university
between Simcoe Hall and the men's
athletics side, there's also the internal
squemishness. The anachronistic
Athletic Directorate, as we have
attempted to show in our recent
features, is undemocratic. The
students pay for well over half the
athletic program, yet the UTAA con-
stitution only allows for seven student
seats on a 20-man directorate.
(Meanwhile, the women's athletics
directorate contains 15 athlete students
out of a total of 22 members.)
Students on the Directorate aren't

forceful enough and allow themselves
to be pushed around in "supposedly"
managing a program they pay for. The
older members on the directorate —
until last year separated from the stu-
dent members by the term "senjor" —
act in a very paternalistic fashion,
allowing students to arrange for such
important priority items as the annual
athletic dinner. Last year's student
members even said — as recorded on
the athletic directorate minutes — that
they didn't feel that student represen-
tation on the directorate should be in-

creased.

There is even talk that next year's
directorate president will be a (token)
student member. White and Tinker told
The Varsity that they support the prin-
ciple of a student majority on the direc-

torate, however, neither have put
much effort into changing the constitu-

tion so far.

Even the athletic directorate
meetings — held twice a month during
the academic year — were, until

yesterday held in "star chambre"-like
procedures with closed meetings.
The student elections for directorate

members are being held today under
an undemocratic "electoral college"
system. The system offers dispropor-
tionate representation (two seats) to

the major intercollegiate sports —
basketball, football) and hockey —
while allowing the 18 minor sports (two
seats), and the colleges and faculties

(one seat).

The directorate has also avoided es-

tablishing priorities for its athletics

program — for example whether nor
not competition Is to emphasized over
recreational and instructional athletic

pursuit.

The men's intramural program is

dynamic and flexible by comparison,
even if competition is overemphasized
by the students in the program, but it

lacks the facilities and funds. Why, for

example, are there so few basketballs
for recreational use when the inter-

collegiate teams get so much "free"
equipment from the student body?

In recent years, the UTAA has had
some progressive, open-minded
coaches enter the fold. However, the
existing structure in which they work is

oppressive and frustrating, to say the
least. If the situation doesn't change,
coaches may choose to go elsewhere.
A third impasse exists between the

men's and women's programs and
facilities. Women's Athletic Director
Anne Hewitt claims she is receptive to
the Idea of men using the relatively
luxurious facilities at the Benson
Building under controlled conditions.

However, her administration continues
to obstruct the use of the building — not
in principle, but in fact. And, this

further complicates any co-operation
between the men's and women's
programs.

In our opinion, Hewitt and company
have their priorities correctly defined
— that is, participation, instruction,
and competition, in that order — but
they are totally antagonistic to the men

enferring "their" building. The leotard

sports at the Benson only maintain the

status quo of women in our society —
non-competitive, male-dominated,
and, generally, oppressed. They are
"ladies" first, and "women" second.

The Toike Otke was correct in

writing an editorial last week ad-
vocating, as the authors put it, "Let the
Boys in Benson . .

." The last sentence
of the editorial said, "We firmly
believe that it will take about 40
minutes after this paper hits the streets

before the boys hit Benson". Unfor-
tunately, it wasn't true. The Varsity
thinks the men should walk Into the
Benson and start using the facilities.

Hewitt told us last month that she
wouldn't call in police if the men
attempted to use the building.

And connected to both the men's and
women's programs yet separate from
them is the School of Physical and
Health Education. The school is poorly
financed by the administration and the
women instructors from the Benson
Building teach there at the expense of

the WAA. The hidden administration
budgets between the UTAA, the WAA,
and the school are too complicated for

anyone but an accountant to figure out,

Snd probably serve to confuse the
situation and maintain the status quo.
the university continues to neglect the
school.

The Varsity supports athletics at this

university. But we do disagree with

the quality and priorities of the
programs. The Varsity supports par-
ticipation over "spectator ism", a

majority of student athletes on the
athletic directorate with minority
representation from other university
community members. We also support
the idea of co-educatlonal physical
education and athletic participation —
a practice followed everywhere else In

the province at the post-secondary
educational level, university finan-

cial support for salaries, the main-
tenance of facilities, and the im-
mediate construction of an adequate
new men's building. These are realistic

demands. They are minimal proposals
to change an outdated athletic
program. This is 1973.
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Sees point of GSU objection

I read in The Varsity that the

Graduate Students Union has called

for my resignation from president

Evan's Task Force on Academic Ap-

pointments. I note that the request

for my resignation was contained in

a letter to president Evans. No one

has approached me directly. I would,

therefore, like a few days to consider

what my response should be. In the

meantime, let me attempt to clarify

the issue.

I agree with the GSU that

members of such committees who
are intended to be representative of

a constituency should be selected

only in consultation with that con-

stituency or its elected represen-

tatives. For graduate students, the

obvious body to be consulted is the

GSU. The other elected represen-

tatives are the student members of

university bodies such as the Council

of the School of Graduate Studies, or

the Governing Council. I was chosen

from among the members of the SGS
Council, presumably because I am
the Humanities Division represen-

tative and therefore could serve to

balance the interest groups on the

committee. There are two legitimate

charges to be levelled here. One is

that while I am an elected represen-

tative of the graduate students, I was
chosen for the task force from
among other elected representatives

by the administration — not by a

caucus of those representatives. This

puts my appointment in the same
category as that of Governing Coun-
cil member Paul Cadario to various
committees, which, according to The
Varsity, has been opposed by SAC
and other student governors. The se-

cond charge is that the GSU and not
the SGS Council is the representative

body. Considering that the GSU
Council holds regular montly
meetings for representatives of all

departments to discuss graduate stu-

dent concerns, while the SGS Coun-
cil student members never meet by
themselves, but only attend SGS
Council meetings as individuals

(back-benchers par excellence), it

seems that the GSU is clearly the
more representative body.
There is a third charge which

could be raised, but I think it has lit-

tle merit. That is, since I was
acclaimed to my seat on the SGS
Council on the strength of my two
nominees, I don't represent
anybody. But, this raises the ques-
tion of why I was unopposed if there
are more "representative" students
available. (Indeed the other two
seats for my division are now
vacant.) I also invites corresponding
scrutiny of the mandate of members
of the GSU Council.
When I was selected for the task

force, president Evans explained to
me that I was not the choice of the
°SU, but after considering the
recommendations of both the GSU
and dean Safarian, he had chosen
me. Since the task force was a
presidential committee, this choice
was within his purview. What he
asserted is his right (and obligation)
to appoint as he sees fit, after taking
whatever advice he saw fit. GSU
President Wendy Le Blanc has com-
plained that (1) Evans should have
accepted the names the GSU
recommended, and (2) if-he wasn't
going to, he should not maintain the
facade of legitimacy" by asking for

recommendations. The legitimacy of
these charges seems to hang on the

interpretation one gives to the
president's assertion of his right.

Soon after I was appointed, I ad-

dressed a meeting of the GSU Coun-
cil to explain the nature of the task

force, and my participation in it as

the graduate student member. One
of the questions I was asked at that

meeting was to what extent I had
sought the views of graduate
students on the matters before the

task force, so as to be a more
representative member. I replied

that, other than attending that GSU
meeting, I had done nothing, and
planned to do nothing. My concep-
tion of my role was to act as an in-

dividual from my own perspective,

not to attempt to represent a lobby.

My attitude is the same toward my
position as SGS Council member.
Not to act according to my own
judgement seems mindless. That
this is an elitist point of view, I am
well aware. I offer it as grist for

seomeone's mill. My opponents may
also be horrified to learn that I have
no firm views on tenure and review
procedures for faculty.

In summary, then, I was pleased

to have n chosen for the Task Force
on Academic Appointments and in-

tended to work on it to the best of

my ability, mindful of its impor-
tance. I was also satisfied that the

president had acted correctly in ap-

pointing me. However, the objection

of the GSU has merit, and if presi-

dent Evans makes no further state-

ment about my appointment, I shall

have to decide for myself whether it

is right for me to remain on the task

force. I would appreciate feed-back

from the student body as to my best

course of action.

Byron E. Wall,

Institute for the History

and Philosophy of Science

and Technology

Large class

may mellow May
In his letter to The Varsity of

March 7, in which he referred to my
conversation with him about my
position in the mathematics depart-

ment, Professor Kenneth 0. May
identified himself as an "advocate of

greater student participation in uni-

versity government and heavier

weighting of teaching performance

in staffing decisions". I am grateful

that as a result of the occupation of

chairman (George) Duff's office,

professor May has gone on record in

favour of these principles, which are

at the heart of the mathematics

reform movement.
Knowing that professor May has

held forward-looking social views,

and aware also of his past reputation

as a concerned teacher and author, I

naturally approached him about my
case. I reported to him the problems

I was having with the departmental

administration, which came down on

me for siding with students ad-

vocating a more flexible marking

scheme in MAT 139 last March and

April. I told him that I was also un-

der pressure for opposing the 50 per

cent final examination in MAT 130.

(My position on the final exam in

this course was, after countless

hours of rallies and 11 days of the oc-

cupation, endorsed by the
department's Service Courses Com-
mittee on March 12, 1973) Finally, I

informed professor May that my ef-

forts at establishing an open
classroom environmente had met
with a good response from students,
even though these efforts violated
the chairman's common front" of

faculty versus students..

Although he acknowledged that

my grievances were genuine,
professor May showed a surprising

disinterest in first-year mathematics
students. He casually remarked that

he had stopped teaching freshmen
after a bad encounter four years ago
with a "bunch of architects" in MAT
100. He also claimed that it was
useless for a "junior, part-time"

teacher like me to challenge the

authorities, and that clashes of prin-

ciple over teaching should be avoid-

ed. In short, he said my case was
hopeless, and bluntly advised me to

quit and go somehwere else.

But even if professor May would
offer no support, it remains puzzling

why he should cast aspersions on me
for building my case and joining it

with the struggled against the

autocracy in the mathematics
department and its defenders in the

upper administration. If all

professors crawl away and quit when
they are fired, then the university is

going to be in much worse shape
than it is now.

Part-time faculty in this university

are in a difficult position. They con-

stitute a cheap, exploited, and
expendable labour force (my own
salary for teaching 100 students in

MAT 110 this year is $3,650) who can
be used to perform the teaching

duties of regular faculty who prefer

to avoid what is to them the unplea-

sant task of teaching service courses.

Part time faculty are safeguarded by
no university procedures relative to

hiring and firing, and are not
protected by the University of

Toronto Faculty Association to

which they do not belong.

Under these circumstances, I have
taken my case to the mass of

students on this campus, over 1,000

of whom signed a petition suppor-

ting David Spring and I. This has af-

fronted some academics like

professor May, who espouse
progressive social principles, in-

cluding militant strike action to

preserve the jobs of workers struggl-

ing in capitalist enterprises, yet who
are prepared to maintain an alliance

of convenience with the establish-

ment in their own affairs.

Professor May's letter in fact im-

plies some nice distinctions between
my own motivations for defending

my employment as an un-
dergraduate teacher, and the
movitation by which he pursues his

career. If my action is personal

aggrandizement, what are founda-

tion grants obtained by professors

May, Duff, et al for their favourite

mathematical projects? I do not

begrudge them these grants, but
they are irrelevant to un-
dergraduates. My salary, on the

other hand, goes exclusively for

teaching first year students and in a

real sense I sincerely believe that my
interests in protecting my job coin-

cide with the interest of students

seeking better mathematics educa-

tion.

Endorsers did

him disfavour
Challenged before CHM~120

students as to whether
"everybody" meant the general
public or just members of this un-
iversity, with respect to open
access to the Robarts Library, H.
Levitt cited the taxpayer's $43
million contribution to its con-

struction as justification for then-

inclusion. Mr. Levitt has been
done a disfavour by those
members of the faculty who in

the March 6 issue endorsed the
Reform Slate which represents

'free and open access to the
Robarts Library for members of

the university', ignoring the
public.

Such indifference to the needs
of the taxpayer does not go un-
noticed. The unkindest cut of all

may not be the last reduction in

university funding, but the next.

Thomas C.Cotton

(Trin)

GC duo also

get fac support
We, the undersigned faculty in

the Faculty of Arts and Sience,

support David Laughton and
Gord Barnes as candidates for

the Arts and Science un-
dergraduate seats on the Gover-
ning Council. They have
demonstrated their ability to

represent effectively student in-

terest. As for their stand on the

issues at hand — the library

system, procedures for the hiring

of academic staff, the New
Program, and student financing
— they have spoken ably in the

past. We hope they will be given a

chance to do so in the future.

R.L. Armstrong (Physics)

R E. Pugh (Physics)

R.E. Azuma (Physics)

J. Prentice (Faculty Reform
Caucus)

R.M.Farquhar (Physics)

R.E. Kreps (Physics)

R. Harden (French, Vic)

R.F. Garrison (Astronomy)

(illegible signature)

Ed's Note: Assistant mathematics
professors Stephen Salaff signed

a tetter with a similar text, which

did not, however, include endorse-

ment of Gord Barnes.

PECUfor
own, others

After months of preparation,

petitions with 10,000 names, oc-

cupations, and finally arrests, the
Senate last year ignored the pleas
and refused stack access to un-
dergraduates. Since then, the
University of Toronto Act has en-
dowed us with a new group of
ruler who still continue to pass
the ball back and from from
council to committee to subcom-
mittee.Yet, our eight student

representatives sit meekly by and
watch unsure of the correct ac-

tion. In some cases this process is

actually encouraged as in the case

of the outspoken chairman of the
Internal Affairs Committee, Paul
Cadario.

There is no doubt we in need of

a strongly unified caucus of

students. This alternative has
been presented by the Reform
Slate who are running in the
government council elections.

The slate which is comprised ol

students from different parts of

the university is pushing unifica-

tion on a variety of key student

These include a strong stance

on open and universal access to

the Robarts Library, fighting fee

increases and cutbacks to avoid

educational quality erosion, and
pushing for parity on department
hiring and tenure and tenure

committees (the matter will be
brought up next fall on council.'

The candidates involved with
the slate include our own PECU
vice-chairman Howard Stein who
will be strongly opposing the

planned amalgamation of the

political Economy branch, Tony
Leah, vice-chairman Howard
Stein, who will be strongly op-

posing the planned amalamation
of the political economy branch

library, Tony Leah, Eric Depoe,

Richard Shabas, Phil Dack
Howard Leviss and Mike
Nanmsch. The choice is yours,

but if a strong student voice is to

be heard above the din that

choice must be the reform slate.

Executive Political Economy
course Union

Their survey disagrees

The statement "Engineering students are strongly dissatisfied with their
courses and teachers. .

." appeared in the March 5 issue of Varsity. The
Engineering Society survey results on which the statement is based do not
seem to support it.

To restore the balance disturbed by irresponsible reporting, may I quote
some results from the latest course evaluation conducted by the Department
of Civil Engineering:

Events will show whether the oc-

cupation was, a professor May terms

it "a putsch that failed" or the begin-

ning of a beneficial renewal of our

commitment to democracy in the

university and to the vital interests

of students and faculty alike. As
limited as they may be, the reforms

in the Service Courses Committee
are already giving part of this ques-

tion. Meanwhile, I trust that

professor May will heed his own ad-

vice and work to improve the

channels of communication between
mathematics students and faculty.

As a first step, might I sugges his

join me at the workbench by
volunteering to teach a big MAT 130

section next year.

If he returns to the classroom, I

am confident that his views will

mello considerably.

Stephen Salaff

Assist. Prof. (Math.)

Question la How interesting have you found this course in terms of

presentation?

Number of Percentage of

Responses Responses
1. excellent 175 15

2. 454 38

3. average 385 32

4. 124 10

5. very poor '57 5

Question lb. How interesting have you found this course in terms of

subject matter?

1. excellent 186 16

2. 515 43

average 370 31

4. 90 7

very poor 34 3

Question 2 How relevant do you judge this course to be to your pro-

fessional development:

1. excellent 279 24

2. 453 47

3. average 332 28

4. Ill 9

5. very poor

30

These results speak for themselves.

Ezra Hauer, Asso. Prof.

Ezra Hauer, Asso pro.

Dept. of Civil Gneineering.
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Davis' policies under fire

St. George is test for Tories
Tomorrow/ the provincial riding of St. George will go to

the polls in the first test of premier Bill Davis'

government's popularity since the general election 17

months ago.

The by-election is required because Conservative MPP
Allan Lawrence was elected to a federal seat in Parlia-

ment last October. Polls are open from 8 am to 7 pm.
The riding, which runs south of Bloor Street to the

lakefront, from Avenue Road-Queen's Park-University
Avenue to Parliament Street, includes Victoria and St.

Michael's Colleges and the Married Students Residences
on Charles Street. There is also a section running north

and west of Bloor from Avenue Road to Yonge Street.

Adams vows to work with citizens groups
By ZOYA STEVENSON "I am not bothered if educational monies them. She suggests that Victoria students in- She declared the Davis governmei
mnrraHc Parhr candidate Rllpn aw» w«iH-«w>nt " shp savs "hut I am not im- voive themselves with CORRA to effect the extra costs because it "shm
By ZOYA STEVENSON

New Democratic Party candidate Ellen

Adams "warned" St. George constituents dur-

ing a Monday interview, that if elected, "I will

demand that groups work with me so that

there is constant communication and feedback

between them and Queen's Park."

She believes that the victory for the

"reformers" in the municipal elections

December 4, established the fact that "people

power exists as a force which has not yet

permeated the upper levels of government."

As a founding member of the Confederation

of Resident's and Ratepayers Association

(CORRA), a vice-president of the Avenue-Bay

Cottingham Ratepayers Association, and a

special assistant to NDP members at the

provincial Legislature, Adams is running on

her record as a civic activist.

She says that in her 16 years at Queen's

Park, she has already acted as an unofficial

legislative representative, and if'elected, will

continue to represent the people of the St.

George riding.

Adams charges that Conservative candidate

Roy McMurtry's campaign around "communi-
ty involvement" and the "preservation of

neighbourhoods" is nothing more than "emp-

ty phrases" because "as a member of the

Davis government, he would be part of the

developer's government."

The municipal governments must have the

power to refuse to issue demolition or building

permits in order to prevent developers like

Meridian (in St. James Town) blockbusting in

accordance with their own interests, without

thinking about housing shortages, or the com-
munity in which they build, she says.

Adams also feels that the university com-
munity has a lack of awareness about its in-

fluence in the city as a whole. She contends

that "any major development in the university

area affects larger numbers of people than

only those who attend university."

'I am not bothered if educational monies

are well-spent," she says, "but I am not im-

pressed with the $43 million Robarts Library.

It is a periscope-like fortress which in-

timidates people and is completely unsuitable

to the area."

Neither is the candidate impressed with the

fact that the Bloor Street Colonnade was built

on Victoria University property, and is exempt

from taxation as a result.

Challenging the Tories: NDPer Ellen Adams.

"It's fine that buildings used for educational

purposes don't pay taxes," she says, "but to

hand over a tax exemption to a commercial
enterprise is inexcusable. If Manufacturers
Life builds on Victoria property, and is also

given a tax exemption, then Victoria is

exhibiting the tendencies of a developer," she

continued.

"It's obvious that students didn't make
these decisions," she says, "but I would like to

see students taking more responsability for

them. She suggests that Victoria students in-

volve themselves with CORRA to effect

changes in the university's role towards the

community.

Adams says that one of her major concerns

in the election is the lack of educational ser-

vices available, in relation to the Davis

government's cutbacks in education and

health expenditures.

She says the cutbacks are largely the result

of a "lack of planning," and in education, a

sub-conscious desire on the part of the

government to do away with post-graduate un-

employment by decreasing accessibility to

post-secondary education."

The real effect of the present attack, Adams
says, "is to make post-secondary education

again the privilege of the rich." And yet she

finds it "puzzling" that the cutbacks are

happening under the Davis government,

because as education minister, Bill Davis was
"really interested in opening up education

facilities in the province."
' 'The cutbacks are total madness, she

charged, because as we can down in certain

areas, costs rise in others.The laying off of the

48 caretakers at Ryerson only means that we
pay out more in unemployment insurance and
perhaps later in welfare, if the men don't find

jobs, so why not let them keep their jobs and
their dignity?" she asks.

Adams contends that cutbacks in health

expenditures will unnecessarily put people out

of work. She thinks that a shift in emphasis
from active treatment beds in hospitals which
cost from $854100 per day, to home-maker
and home care which cost up to $65 per day

less would not only keep people employed, but

would lower expenditures

.

In a recent press release, Adams states that

the $50 million extra pumped into OHD? last

December would not have been necessary if a

constraint program had been adopted to dis-

courage doctors from over-billing.

She declared the Davis government incurred

the extra costs because it "shows greater

concern for the welfare of the Medical profes-

sion than the people which may require its ser-

vices."

"Amendments to hospital and medical care

legislation between 1969 and 1972 effectively

trasferred the control of the public health

dollar from the government to the medical

profession," she claims.

Adams would have doctors paid a salary in-

stead of fees because "many think of

themselves as god-like creatures who don't
have to answer to anybody, though there are

those of the younger generation who are more
community-minded

. '

'

The lack of day care services is an important

issue in the election, Adams feels, because "it

is still looked upon as a welfare service rather

than a service needed by growing numbers of

working women, who have become members
of the work force in their own right."

She believes that day care should come un-

der the jurisdiction of the municipal
governments to allow for a "flexibility in

methods which would permit people to
become involved. "Costs could be reduced
through the encouragement of co-operative

day," she says.

Adams supports the right of workers in the
public sector to strike because "unfortunately

people employed in the service industries are

under-paid. Either we accept the fact that

the work they do is vital, and not enjoyable,

and pay accordingly, or we must face the fact

that they will strike for a living wage,"
As a staunch NDPer, Adams supports party

leader Lewis' move against the Waffle last

summer because "you can't have a party
within a party. "But I also realise that there is

no poin in having a mutual admiration society

for a policial party and feel that left and right
wings within the party can be positive in-

fluences."

McMurtry says he's not a yes-man for Davis
By LORNE SLOTNICK

"I wouldn't be a candidate if I was satisfied
with the government's performance", says
Roy McMurtry, Progressive Conservative can-
didate in tomorrow's St. George by-election.

However, despite this seemingly rebellious

statement, McMurtry, a 40 year old trial

lawyer, admits he "can't think of a major
issue" on which he disagrees with the policies
of the David government.
He advertises himself as "a strong new

voice", trying to convince voters that by elec-
ting him they won't just be getting another
body to add to the Conservatives' already large
majority.

Rather, he sees his role, if elected, as

someone who will "push" the government,
make it "more agressive in certain areas",
more "progressive".

For example, he feels that the government
should emphasize greater communication
with the people. He dislikes the label "mave-

1

rick", but says he "may be abrasive", espe-
1

cially when he "steps on bureaucratic toes."
McMurtry, who is closely identified with

premier William Davis, is clearly the front-
runner in a riding that has voted Conservative
for over 40 years. St. George is one of the most
diverse ridings in Toronto, including many
groups such as students, winos, nurses,
homophiles, tenants, and active ratepayers.
However, even though retired MPP Allan

Lawrence was elected in 1971 with more votes
than all his rivals combined, a Conservative
victory this time is no certainty.

Unlike in 1971, both the Liberals and New
Democrats have fielded well-known and
respected candidates, Margaret Campbell and

Ellen Adams. McMurtry feels that Adams is

running the best campaign of his opponents,
but that Campbell is the best known name of

the candidates. With the government's fate

not at stake, the results of the by-election are
unpredictable.

Asked how he expects to fare with the large

student voting group, McMurtry admitted
there are reasons for students not to like the
government.

"If students are only concerned with fees in-

creases, then I won't do well," he stated.

But he says he is optimistic that students'
concerns go "much farther" than provincial
education policy, and predicts that if his
workers can bet across his other policies to
students, he will "do all right".

McMurtry denies there have been any
education cutbacks, mamtaining they are only
''ceilings". He said the province is spending
more on education very year, so that it is un-
fair to talk about cutbacks. The "ceiling" for

Tory Roy McMurty

construction and renovation budgets is zero

until further notice, while the Conservative
government has also cut back student finan-

cing.

He argues that the education ceilings "don't
have to affect the quality of education." In

fact, he says, they could be advantageous,
because they will encourage trimining the
"tremendous amount of administrative
waste."

McMurty, a former U of T student who
played varsity football with Bill Davis and
John Evans, also complains that "students
have been shortchanged" by lack of emphasis
on teaching by faculty.

"The university should show less concern
for the quantity of education and more for the
quality", he added.

On the other hand, McMurtry feels that uni-

versities should be made more accessible, dis-

puting the claim that fee hikes lessen
accessibility^

"The vast majority of students can handle
the fee raise", he argues, adding that needy
students should be aided.

Despite the existence of provincial issues
such as education, the by-election campaign
has generally been centred around mainly
municipal issues such as neighbourhood
preservation, parks, and public transit.

McMurtry admits there has been "undue
emphasis" on municipal issues, but denies he
is at fault, even though his literature highlights

issues which are popular with ratepayers'
groups in the northern part of St. George.
McMurtry is president of the Oriole Park
Ratepayers and lives just north of the riding.
He blames the other candidates who, he

claims, "don't really understand other
issues." He says he is the only candidate talk-

ing about health care, for example. The main
issue, he believes, is the economy, particularly

the cost of living, even though his literature

makes no mention of this.

McMurtry was chairman of the Conser-
vative policy committee for the 1971 election
and is generally acknowledged to have had a
substantial effect on the Premier's decision to
halt the Spadina Expressway.
He says he doesn't know how much his St.

George campaign is costing, and is not sure
whether he will reveal the sources of his con-
tributions, on which there is a $250 limit. He
had earlier said he would not be revealing
donors but changed his position since last

week, when Adams disclosed the names of her
contributors.

McMurtry seems to be self-conscious of the
rich and powerful "Big Blue Machine'' image
with which he is inevitably associated. He is

quick to point out that he is using black and
white signs and literature because they are
cheaper.

However, estimates of the cost of his
nomination campaign alone go as high as

$20,000; McMurtry estimates it cost him
between $3,000 and $3,500. The NDP's total

budget for the campaign Is $9,000.

McMurtry has been endorsed by, among
others, Mayor David Crombie (who seems to
have endorsed Adams and Campbell also), and
Ontario Plice Association president Syd
Brown. McMurtry, special counsel to the Me-
tro Police Department, was paid $32,000 to
represent the police in the riot inquiry after
the Kosygin visit.
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CP's Mossop wants higher corporate taxes

CP candidate Brian Mossop.

By MICHAEL O'KEEFE
The province of Ontario should raise cor-

porate taxes in order to provide the necessary

funds for expanded social services, according

to Brian Mossop, the Communist Party can-

didate for St.George in tomorrow's by-

election.

In an inteview yesterday, Mossop claimed

that "the main issues in this election are the

Davis government's cutbacks in health and
education." Noting that all the candidates

"are talking about increasing social services,"

he stressed that only the CP platform had any
concrete proposal for funding such an in-

crease.

Mossop accused his opponents of side-

stepping the funding issue by confining their

attacks to bureaucratic inefficiency or ad-

ministrative fat. He explained that, for exam-
ple, salaries of all Metro school board ad-

ministrators account for only one 10th of one
per cent of the Metro school budget.

"Belt-tightening cannot provide the needed
funds," he concluded.

Mossop insisted that taxpayers earning less

than $15,000 per year are already overtaxed

and that the government should shift the

burden of its finances to big business.

He cited 1968 figures which showed that 80

per cent of Ontario total revenue came from
personal taxes, while only nine per cent came
from mining and business fees.

"If these business and mining fees were
raised by one half," said Mossop, "the amount
raised could have paid the total cost of post-

secondary education, including tuition fees

and a $1,000 stipend for each full-time student
in Ontario,"

Mossop cited the Alberta case as an example
of alternative methods of financing hegher
education.

Under that province's Conservative govern-
ment according to Mossop, the burden is being
shifted from property taxes to an increased

mineral extraction tax. He argued that "the
corporations can afford to pay" and that they
shoud be made to do so.

(Bill Davis' legislative secretary with special

responsibility for resources, Darcy McKeough,
recently criticized Alberta for not making
enough use of its royalty powers).

Turning to the Commission on Post-

Secondary Education in Ontario (COPSECO),
Mossop described its recent report as

"fraudulent and contradictory"

"They talk about removing barriers to

higher education," he said, "but at the same
time they raise fees and propose an extremely
regressive loan plan." He went on to say "the
vague and Utopian proposals in the COPSEO
report serve only to mask the real cutbacks

that it includes."

Mossop called for free tuition, emphasizing
that it involves no giveaways.

"Since all wealth is created by labour,

students pay for their education with past or

future labour, even if the payment takes the
indirect route of corporate taxes."

Mossop is supporting a wide range of

somewhat less than revolutionary proposals,

including a provincial supplement to the old-

age pension, increased provincial aid to

municipalities and to public transportation,

and expanded OHD? benefits.

He feels that housing should be a provincial

matter and that it should be a public utility.

"Rent should be fixed at no more than 20 per
cent of the income of the principal wage
earner."

Mossop described the CP as seeking social

change, not through radical rhetoric, but by
addressing the important issues. The CP is

thus trying to broaden its base, a task made
rather difficult by what Mossop described as

"gross discrimination by the big media.'.

Mossop is a U of T graduate history student
who has been active in the Graduate Students
Union. He has been acclaimed to its vice-

presidency for next year, and has done exten-

sive organizing work for the GSU, particularily

for its Graduate Assistants Association, a

proposed labour union for teaching assistants.

A member of the Communist Party since

1967, Mossop has been organizer of the U of T
Communist Club for three years.

CPC-ML charges cops attack their workers
By GREG McMASTER

Campaign workers for the Communist Party

of Canada (Marxist-Leninist) candidate in the

St. George by-election are charging that Metro
Police are making "unjust and illegal attacks"

on them.

Mitchell Bornstein, speaking yesterday for

Marxist-Leninist candidate Hardial Bains, said

"we are only doing what every capitalist party

is doing in this election" as he outlined several

weekend incidents of harrassment and arrest.

Party member Normand Lake, said Borns-

tein, was "physically grabbed and thrown into

the police wagon" on Saturday, after he refus-

ed to stop putting up election signs at Yonge
and Carlton Streets.

Bornstein said Law was beaten; "we don't

how how seriously because he is still in jail".

That night police denied arresting Lake, and
at a Monday hearing party representatves

were "thrown out of court" when they to

offer bail, said Borsntein.

He added that Lake was called "French-

speaking scum" by police, "because he's a

native of Quebec; even though he's a citizen of

this country".

Bornstein said that "this kind of intimida-

tion is not an accident. On the orders of higher

authorities, a concerted campaign has been
waged to intimidate CPC (M-L) from doing

what every other party is doing in this elec-

tion".

A total of six canvassers have been arrested

for "offences" such as putting up signs and

distributing literature, he said. "All the

arrested comrades were beaten except the two
women", declared Bornstein.

He described an incident Sunday afternoon

in which two campaigners at Jarvis and

Wellesley were "standing there talking,

holding bags of campaign literature" when a

police car containing four police arrived. The
campaigners refused to show them their

leaflets, which, said Bornstein, "they have

every right to do".

One was then "grabbed by police, pushed

against the car and thrown into the road,"

after which, said Bornstein, police ran after

him and charged him with obstructing traffic.

Further charges of causing a disturbance and

assaulting police were laid at the police sta-

tion, he added.

He said that the fact that the state is "so
frightened of communists running in elec-

tions" is proof that in Canada there is

"democracy for the ruling class and dic-

tatorship over the working people and other

oppressed people of Canada".

He described as "capitalist parties" the

Conservatives, Liberals, NDP and "the so-

called Communist Party", and referred to CP
leader William Kashtan as "a revisionist cur".

CPC (M-L) claim that their candidate

presents "the only real alternative to the

existing social conditions", representing "the
march of society forward from capitalism to

communism through socialism". Their leaflets

claim that "capitalist society has reached the

end of its development" and is "rotting".

"Just like the feudal society of the middle
ages was rotten and could provide no solutions

for the problems of the people, in the same
way capitalist society is rotten and can provide

no solutions", they say.

What CPC (M-L) wants is "a socialist society

which, at once, is opposed to the U.S. im-
perialist and Soviet social imperialist models".

"A lot of us", they say, "wonder why with
all the means of modem production and
science the majority of the people cannot have
a decent living — housing, pollution-free en-

vironment, food and clothing, education and,

most important of all, our initiative in our own
hands. "Under the capitalist system, what
assists the maximum profit of the monopoly
capitalists is decisive, rather the basic

demands of the people.

"The successive capitalist governments are
part of the old society. They support U.S. im-
perialism, the worst criminals and gangsters

the world has ever seen."

The Marxist-Leninists reject the NDP for

creating illusions of "reforming the capitalist

system". They feel "the majority of the work-
ing people can accomplish something in life if

they have political power", and this can be
achieved only by "the overthrow of the

capitalist system".

Campbell says she "faces up" to the issues

Margaret Campbell of the Liberals derides McMurtry.

By PAT REDICAN
"The Davis candidate in this election seems

to think that this election would be better

fought on municipal issues," says Margaret

Campbell, ex-controller, ex-alderman,

defeated mayoralty candidate and Conser-

vative turned Liberal. "But the Davis can-

didate (Roy McMurtry) simply won't face up

to the issues. I have tried to."

The issues, according to Campbell, all seem

to boil down to the same thing: the "un-

conscionable" way in which the Conservative

government has treated the people of Ontario.

Thus the fact that the provincial govern-

ment is progressively taking on more respon-

sibility in municipal affairs becomes "the

mailed fist eroding the authority and the

autonomy of municipal government".

Turning to student issues, Campbell says she

consistently raised the issue of education cut-

backs throughout her campaingn. The Davis

government's rationale for cutting back finan-

cial support "boils down to the disgusting way
in which the government has treated students

on this and other issues," she declares.

There are few important issues in this cam-

paign; all three parties in their main pieces or

literature and their addresses have steered

carefully away from anything except the

relatively safe ground of "community" control

and the record of the Tory government.

Campbell's literature, for instance, talks

about "the quality and kind of representation"

as the main thing "at stake" in the election.

Her literature also stresses her record as

"the spiritual leader of the reform
movement" at City Hall and includes con-

tinual references to her municipal experience.

She was one of the early municipal leaders

in opposition to the Spadina Expressway.

Campbell thinks that contrary to opinion

both in and out of the Liberal Party, the

Liberals are in a position to present a more
effective opposition in the legislature.

"It was Albert Roy (Liberal Ottawa East) of

the Liberal caucus who first researched the

Fidinam affair and brought it up before the

House. And he didn't end up having to make
any apologies or retractions" says Campbell

referring to prime New Democrat muckraker

Morton Shulman.

- What Campbell failed to mention was that

Roy was willing to let the Tories off the hook

by asking for a departmental investigation in-

stead of a royal commission. This meant that

the Attorney General's office ended up in-

vestigating itself; no charges were laid.

Although Campbell claims that she received

no promises from the party when entering the

race ("The reason I joined the Liberals was

because they are a democratic party") there

has been much speculation on her political

and career future. Certainly more than one

Liberal worker sees "Maggie" as the answer

to the problems of a badly failing provincial

party—a new leader; on the other side there

are reports of a supreme court judgeship offer

from the federal Liberals if she is defeated.

But the possibility of defeat is very possibly

the furthest thing from Campbell's mind;

although she claims she has not looked

carefully at her practical chances, she also

says that, if the voters come out, she will win.

"I am strong from end of the ward to the

other."

But it's not a municipal campaign.
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HART HOUSE ELECTIONS
TODAY

WEDS* MARCH 14
EIGHT CANDIDATES TO BE ELECTED

EACH COMMITTEE

ABT COMMITTEE

R.L. BARCLAY
J.AA. DEAN
L.D. DOBRIN
P.M. HOY
M.P. HUAAENIUK
G.A. KOAAOROWSKI
R.K.T. ONASICK
C. L. OROBETZ
K.E. PICKUP
D.V.J. PRESTNIK
J. REITAV
AA.I. ROUTLEDGE
M.D. SEED
J.R. SEGER
H. VIIRLAID
D. WAIT
J.W. WALES
D.AA. WISE

HOUSE COMMITTEE
O. ALI
G.A. HAMMERSLEY
H.A. KALAAES
M.E. LARONDE
R.A. LEE WAH
P.S. LINDSAY
D.B. NOBLE
B.W. SWANICK

POLLS:

DEBATES COMMITTEE

S.M. BADALI
D.AA. BROWN
G. F. DAVIES
F. HAAAPSON
H. L. INNIS
L.H. KLOTZ
S.R. LeDREW
L.J. AAcQUAIG
W. AAOLSON
R. PEARCE
S.AA. POLIAAENI
P.A. REKAI
AA.J. SABIA
A.E. SALZAAAN

MUSIC COMMITTEE
P.S. AU
P. FISCHER
L. HALL
J.A. HOLLINGSWORTH
J. LINDSAY
AA.F. AAAZUREK
I.F. AAORRISON
L. SAZAKI
AA.S. WILSON

HART HOUSE MAP ROOM, 9 A.M. TO 7 P.M.
ELSEWHERE ON CAMPUS - GALBRAITH BUILDING,

SIDNEY SMITH HALL, SIOMUND SAMUEL LIBRARY - 9 A.M. TO 5 P.M,
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Math struggle, open stacks are GC issues

By BRIANE NASIMOK
Third year medical student Aron

Goldberg thinks that representatives

on Governing Council should be

"effective and responsible", which is

why he is running for reelection.

} Goldberg, one of two student

governors seeking re-election, sees

change coming to the university "by

small steps, rather than radical

transformations". He feels that the

• report of the Committee on Post-

Secondary Education in Ontario is

the "most important issue facing the

council this year," the same sen-

timents he ' expressed during last

year's campaign.

The biggest problem Goldberg

faces is his lack of time to attend

meetings. Some of last year's gover-

nors criticised Goldberg because he

had not attended all of the student

caucus meetings, and some of the

council sessions, although he was
considered "co-operative and always
willing to work."

Goldberg acknowledged the
problem of a medical student gover-

nor saying that any medical, dental

or certain engineering students
would have difficulty attending all

the sessions of the council and its

committees.

Goldberg sits on the Academic Af-
fairs Committee of council as well as

its Curriculum Standards Sub-
Committee, and the External Affairs

Committee. Goldberg says he
faithfully attends Academic Affairs,

but the other two less frequently.

"Most students at the University

of Toronto are ignorant about the
Governing Council," Goldberg
claims. "In the professional
faculties, only four out of 7,000

students are running for council", he
continued, saying this demonstrated
students' "lack of interest".

In ht past, the university was run

by the Board of Governors, "a
private club of narrow-minded, very

wealty, very influential
businessmen," Goldberg said. With
the Governing Council, now in its

first year, Goldberg contends that

the "arbitrariness of the ad-

ministration'' is curbed, "a contrast

to the previous clique."

Sixteen of the 50 governors are ap-

pointed by the provincial govern-

ment; only eight are students, while

ESP and
parapsychology:

a day with the
experts

Saturday. March 17

9:30 3.m.-3;30 p.m.
Concert Hall,

£dwatd Johnion Building

Seminar73
Trinity College

AJfen Spieggott

Canon Puxley
Prof. C. W. Webb

Ticket! -

Cell Office of Convocation.
9282651

This week et S.M.C.

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
STARTS ON

FRIDAY, MARCH 16

PUB STARTS 3:00 P.M.

COOP-ENTERTAINMENT
AT NIGHT

KID DASTIEN'S

CAMELIA JAZZ DAND

FILMS:
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

KLUTE
INCARRHALL

12 are faculty members.
In response to the Reform Slate,

Goldberg said the issues stressed by
the slate; open access, no fees hike

and student representation on hiring

committees; are presently favoured

by student governors, and that

"results have been respectable."

He cited the fact that the proposed
executive for the School of Physical

Education was not passed by council

because the director could show no
reason for not having student
representation,

Goldberg would like to see a

Aron Goldberg

"codification of student rights,"

which is especially important, he
says, to students who are applying to

a professional faculty. He would like

students to be made aware of the

exact procedures that are available

for appeals processes, in cases such

as suspicion of cheating and
plagiarizing,

Goldberg would like to see greater

student representation on the Gover-

ning Council and its committees. He
said that one of the problems is to

"get the student who sits on the

committee to show up after the first

few couple of meetings."

The problem of apathy, Goldberg

said, is one of the most important

facing students. "The only safeguard

is an informed electorate," and if

students continue to be apathetic,

they are "only inflicting the problem
on themselves."

CHARLES VICKERY
SAC services commissioner Chuck

Vickery feels that he could "do a

good job, and represent bis con-

stituents (engineering)", if he were

Chuck Vickery

elected to Governing Council.

After his unsuccessful bid for the

SAC presidency Vickery has been
spending time "getting caught up"
in schoolwork and studying the

issues facing the council.

Vickery feels that the Reform
Slate has little chance of winning in

the professional students constituen-

cy, "from indications" he" has receiv-

ed.

"The whole idea of a Reform Slate

turned people off, especially in

engineering", Vickery contended.

"People are voting against the slate

no matter what they stand for, %
although it may be good", he said. J
Vickery felt that adverse publicity D

in The Varsity seriously under-
minded his presidential campaign,
and appeared unprepared to discuss

issues with The Varsity last night. He
jokingly suggested that he stood for

"apple-pie and motherhood", and
that the paper should refrain from
printing any comments on issues.

By JULIA ELCOCK
Third year math and physics

student David Laughton, one of

eight undergrads contesting two
Governing Council seats in the

arts and science constituency,

says he supports "the goals enun-

ciated in the math struggle", but

did not support the tactics used.

Laughton's major interests

next year will be "the Governing

Council structural review report

and what it may recommend".
"Some of the structures need
clarification," he said, citing the

council membership. He said

there should be equal number of

teaching staff and students on
the body.

"Students have just as much to

say in officialdom as any
member of the teaching staff,"

said Laughton.

For these same reasons, he

does not support in camera dis-

cussion of the budget.

Laughton also felt that stu-

dents should have more voice in

"the hiring and firing of profes-

sors" so that "undergraduate

teaching will be taken more se-

riously". He charged that the

"academic life of the university

is too professionalized". "Go-
verning Council along with SAC
has a responsibility to the

Wright (COPSEO) report", said

Laughton. He agrees with some
of the recommendations, es-

pecially those which propose in-

creased student aid, but feels

that certain of the report's

qualifications must be defined,

such as the age of independence

and the actual amount of the

grant and loan scheme. Without

these things, it is hard to tell,

said Laughton, whether the

report might not be a "ploy"to

sneak in fee hikes.

"Open stacks may be obtained

this spring," he said, but if they

aren't he will continue to support

the issue.

Laughton is a member of the

Physics General and Steering

Committees and the Arts and

Science Faculty Council, among
other committees. He was also a

member of the math un-
dergraduate affairs committee

but resigned "because the com-
mittee was essentially
powerless". Laughton was a*

representative to the founding

caucus of the Arts and Science

Student Union and has since

been a delegate to the union. He
also has had experience from
working on the Ottawa school

board education subcommittee

in 1969-70.

GORD BARNES
Governing Council candidate

Gord Barnes, a second year

sociology major, says that his ap-

proach to the council would be to

be consistently prepared on as

many items as possible "instead

of concentrating on issues."

However, one of his major
concerns is the teaching report

that will come out next year

from the Presidencial Task
Force on Academic Ap-
pointments.

Barnes feels that "anything

less than parity between students

and staff is inadequate" on the

Governing Council. He thinks

that there should be an equal
number of students and faculty

members on council (at present

there are 12 faculty members)
He also feels that student

governors shoud "keep in close

contact with the student body".
One of Barnes' priorities would
be "keeping in contact with the

college councils" and excercising

his vote on the students adminis-

trative Council. (All four un-

dergraduate student governors

are automatically SAC represen-

tatives).

Barnes said that discussing the

budget in camera is a "complete

disgrace" and he added that it

was "some indication of how
much it's been cut by". "It is the

kind of information that
everybody should get a chance to

look at" he said.

Gord Barnes

In a platform similar to the

Reform Slate's, Barnes ad-

vocates open stacks in the

Robarts Library and further

recommends that there be "open

and equal access to all campus

libraries". He cited the Victoria

library as one of the most
backward because only Vic

students are allowed to use it.

Barnes is this year's president

of the Victoria University

Students' Administration Coun-

cil and a Vic rep on the Faculty

of Arts and Science General

Committee. He is also a non-

voting member of the Vic Board

of Regents.

Last year, Barnes was both a

VUSAC and SAC rep and a

delegate to the Arts and Science

Student Union. He was also a Vic

delegate at Ontario Federation

of Students' meeting's.

Help Dare workers protect their union

and win a fair contract

DON'T BUY
DARE COOKIES!

(and tell your friends not to, either)
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Canada hops back

into Vietnam:

more complicity

By DON HUMPHRIES
Canadian Unrvtrsity Press

Canadian "observers" are back in Vietnam now
after another great power has withdrawn from the coun-
try. Although the Americans have not left Indochina —
they've only pulled across the border into Thailand —
perhaps in the next few months Vietnam will be freed of
foreign occupiers forthe first time since the initial French
incursions occupied Da Nang in 1859.

No one can seriously believe Richard Nixon's claim
that he obtained major concessions in the truce terms, or,

as he put it, "a peace with honour". Looking at the
proposed October text and the one signed in Paris on
January 27, one can see the Americans obviously gave
the concessions.

The Paris Accord stipulates the withdrawal of all

American "troops, military advisors, and military per-
sonnel, including technical military personnel and military
personnel associated with the pacification program", plus
advisors from all para-military organizations and police
forces within 60 days.

The original draft only mentioned withdrawal of
troops, military advisors, and personnel.

The agreement makes no mention of the demand
made by Nixon and Saigon dictator Nguyen Van Thieu to
have all National Liberation Front (NLF) forces withdrawn
north of the 17th parallel. After the Vietminh defeated
the French in 1954, they agreed to regroup north of the
17th until after the holding of the free elections as
agreed to in the 1954 Geneva Accords. (The Vietminh
was a coalition of communist and non-communist
nationalist forces who fought the Japanese — with

American aid — and then the French to gain in-

dependence for Vietnam from foreign occupiers.) The
election never took place because the dictator the
Americans put in power, Ngo Dinh Diem, refused to hold
them.

The 1973 Paris treaty calls for the release of the
300,000 mostly political prisoners in the Saigon regime's
jails within 90 days. The protocol provisions maintain that
all "civilian detainees must be treated humanely"; "they
shall be protected against all violence to life and person
in particular against murder, and forms of mutilation or
torture and cruel treatment and outrages against per-
sonal dignity ...

Although the Americans and Thieu were demanding
a 5,000 man heavily-armed control commission, the ac-
cords only provide for a force from Hungary, Indonesia,
Poland and Canada with a -maximum strength of only
1,200 troops. The force is supposed to do little more than
observe and report disputes.

Hungary, Indonesia and Poland do not recognize the
Saigon regime; they recognize only the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam (DRV). Canada recognized the
Saigon regime when it was established and the DRV only
last February 7.

The agreement confirms the Geneva provision that
the 17th parallel is only a provisional demarcation line

and "not a political and territorial boundary".
Again, free elections have been guaranteed — if the

present Saigon government can be trusted to co-operate
in conducting such elections, considering its past
refusals.

Canadian involvement in Vietnam is back virtually to

where it started 20 years ago.

On July 21, 1954, the Canadian government receive \

a message from the British and Soviet co-chairmen or

the Geneva Conference announcing an agreement and
brazenly stating that "an international commission shall

be set up . . . composed of Canada, India and Poland".

Canada had not been told about the commission

and did not even have copies of the agreement. Before

accepting, the Louis St. Laurent government first con-

sulted and received support and encouragement from the

United States administration, according to a press

release from the Canadian Department of External Af-

fairs, July 27, 1954.

Although it was never officially stated, Canada was
considered to be the representative of Western interests,

while Poland would represent the communist position. In-

dia was supposedly the neutral chairman, but until recent-

ly sided with the Americans.

Canada's role on the original International Control

Commission (ICC) can best be described as support for

the Americans.

Before the French defeat at Dien Bien Phu in 1954,
the French had established a virtual puppet civilian

government in Vietnam within the French Union. The
French Union, like the British Empire, was a developmet; )

of the imperial policies through which the French govern-

ment could essentially maintain its colonial rule. Bao Dai

was set up by the Frenches emperor of Vietnam.

When the Americans replaced the French, they soon

replaced Bao Dai with their own puppet, Diem. Diem was
in the U.S. while the Viet Minh were fighting to end
French colonial rule. Diem cancelled the elections and

answered civilian dissent with imprisonment and torture.

(The policy of repression was Diem's downfall resulting in

the reportedly CIA-instigated military coup in November,

1963. The coup marked the first of five government
changes within 18 months ending with the triumph of a

group including current president Nguyen Van Thieu.)

Diem announced on July 16, 1955 that the Republic

of Vietnam was not bound by the Geneva Agreements.

In August 1955, Canada provided Diem with a

"false juridicial basis" for renouncing the Geneva
Agreements and the up-coming elections by submitting a

minority statement to the Fourth Report of the ICC. The

Canadian statement claimed that Saigon government
was not "formally engaged" to carry out the terms of the

agreement and therefore had a perfect right to call off

elections.

The report had no foundation in reality. »

France signed the Geneva Agreements of 1954 on'
behalf of the "Associate State of Vietnam", before the

Republic of Vietnam was given its sovereign status.

The agreement contained a clause binding the

signatories and their successors to the terms of the

agreement.

The treaty with France establishing the Associate

State of Vietnam as a sovereign entity stipulated the

Republic of Vietnam would "take over from France all the

rights and obligations resulting from international

treaties."

But, treaties in internationl law are not binding on

nations possessing the might to break them. Former U.S.

president Dwight Eisenhower revealed in his memoirs the

real reason for halting the elections:

"I have never talked or corresponded with a person

knowledgeable in Indochina affairs, who did not agree

that had elections been held as of the time of the signing,

possibly 80 per cent of the population would have voted

for Ho Chi Minh."

So, under the legitimizing cover of the Canadian
report, the American crusade against he communis*
menace began to surface into full view.

Canada's next major contribution was the ICC

Special Report of June, 1962. The report contended that

"aggression from the North" was occurring. The theory

was supposedly based on "conclusions" of the Legal

Committee. These conclusions have never been
presented to, nor have the sanction of the ICC or any of

its committees.

The Canadians ignored well-documented violations

of the agreements by the Americans and the Saigon

regime. Only the insistence of the Polish representative

ensured this documentation was included in the report.

The Americans used the Special Report as justifica-

tion for their increasing intervention in Vietnam. A U.S.

State Department white paper, "Aggression from the

North", quoted the report to give its claim credibility.

The 1965 Canadian minority statement again

quoted the report, or rather the "conclusions of the Legal

Committee", as the basis for the claims of aggression

from the North.

While the American and Canadian governments
held the aggression theory as the undisputable basis for

the massive intervention that followed, the aggression

theory has been revealed as a convenient fabrication.

American officials cannot discredit the Pentagon J

Papers which show the facade that the U.S. used t<"j

justify massive intervention.

According to CIA reports, the Saigon regime had

alienated the entire population by 1959. The anti-Saigon

guerillas were people who lived in the south — not from

infiltrators from the DRV. And, they were using weapons
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captured from Saigon troops against them. Until the

fciericans openly intervened with troops in 1965, the

^tional Liberation Front needed no supplies or men from

the DRV.

But, the Saigon regime depended heavily on

American support and would have fallen if American

troops and aircraft had not been introduced into Vietnam.

The Americans were, and still are, supporting an un-

popular, repressive dictatorship under the guise of

protecting democracy.

Canada has backed the Americans continually

throughout the war's long and dirty history.

The Gulf of Tonkin incident in August, 1964 which

Lyndon Johnson used to get a virtual free hand in Viet-

i nam is a good example. American warships supposedly

were attacked without provocation by three DRV patrol

! boats in the Gulf of Tonkin. The Canadian government

didn't seriously question the American claim.

General Ky who then ruled the south, openly

;

boasted that South Vietnamese commando units were

!

carrying out raids against key industrial and harbour

! facilities in the north during July that year. American

: destroyers collaborated with the commandos on their hit-

fd-run raids and the attacks had increased during

The DRV complained to the ICC on July 27 that

American and Saigon warships intruded into its territorial

waters and carried away 11 fishermen. The DRV lodged a

further complaint on July 31, protesting the bombard-

ment of two small islands by two Saigon patrol boats un-

der protective cover of the U.S. destroyer Maddox. It is

now known that the Maddox, at the time of the infamous

August 2 exchange, was violating the 12-mile territorial

water limit recognized by the DRV.

The bill passed by the American Congress, approving

vast sums for escalation of American involvement in Viet-

nam, was actually prepared several weeks before the

Gulf of Tonkin affair.

What was the Canadian government's response?

Lester Pearson approvingly said, "The action taken (by

the Americans) was a reaction to an attack made on the

United States ships on the high seas."

United Nations secretary-general U Thant made
repeated attempts in 1964 to get the warring sides to

negotiate. A Newsweek magazine interview with Thant in

December 1966 revealed:

"Early in September . . . Thant sent his in-

quiry to Ho Chi Minh: would Ho agree to ... an

| unofficial dialogue? This was Thant's first con-^ tact with Ho since 1954. The message was
oral, and it went through the Russians. Three
weeks later, the Russians came back with Ho's
answer. He welcomed Thant's suggestion, and
he would send a Hanoi envoy to meet a
Washington envoy. Thant reported to
(American U.N. Ambassador Adlai) Stevenson.
And Stevenson was elated.

"Then — the silence of Washington, once
again. Thant felt no great alarm at first; the
presidential campaign was on. But the silence

persisted. Finally, with the end of the year, he
had to go back to Stevenson in January of

1965. The ambassador was deeply distressed.

He had been advised that Washington had
made its own soundings — through Canadian
channels in Hanoi — and had concluded that
Ho Chi Minh had no interest in talking peace.

"To Thant, this judgment seemed un-

reasonable. For if Ho wanted private talks, how
could he be expected to announce this to any

j inquirer? Moreover, the only possible Canadian
source was Canada's representative in Hanoi
on the Intemationl Control Commission. So
Thant made his own check — with the highest
officials of the Canadian government. They
quickly confirmed his belief; their ICC represen- .

tative dealt only with lesser Hanoi officials —
with no direct access to Ho Chi Minh what-
soever."

Not long after, the bombing of North Vietnam
began.

Did the Americans conceal U Thant's contact with
no from the Canadian government, or did the Canadian
government knowingly collaborate in the escalation of the
war. Either way, the government kept silent when it knew
lne Americans were not telling the truth.

But, could anyone expect the government to act in
any other way? On April 2, 1965, while External Affairs

S'
Ster Paul Martin was tellinP tne House of Commons

of th
Can

?
da

'

s "balanced position" comparable to that
°r the United Kingdom or the Scandinavian countries,
Pnme minister Lester Pearson was south of the border at

w|
n
2
ple University, reassuring Americans their motives
e neither "mean" nor "imperialistic", but "honourable".
"The government and great majority of the people

°J
my country have supported wholeheartedly U.S. peace-

jj|^PJ
n^and peace-making operations in Vietnam," he

Th's was a remarkable statement for Pearson to
nake, especially when he must have known: first, the U.S.
had

effect

resisted the efforts of U Thant and the French to
a reconciliation among the Vietnamese themselves

in the autumn of 1963 and thereafter; second, the U.S.
had spurned a reconvening of the Geneva Conference in

July of 1964; third, the United States ignored U Thant's
plan for secret negotiations in the autumn of 1964; and
fourth, the United States had refused to approve a
reconvening of the Geneva Conference in January and
February of 1965.

Lester Pearson and Paul Martin have left the
Liberal government to be replaced by Pierre Trudeau and
Mitchell Sharp. Has there been a change in policy?

According to Sharp, "Canada is not a supporter of
either side in this tragic war."

Unfortunately for Sharp, actions speak louder than
words and Canadian actions have been heavily pro-
American.

Several factors support this conclusion. One is the
large number of arms shipped from Canada to the U.S. to
feed the ultimate machine of destruction. Another is the
diplomatic recognition and monetary aid the Canadian
government has given to the Saigon regime.

Canadian industry has given considerable military
support to the U,S. for the Vietnam war. Until this year,
the government refused to release a list of companies
who received military contracts from the Pentagon.

The situation results from the U.S.-Canada Defence-
Sharing Agreement of 1959. The agreement gives Cana-
dian companies a special position in bidding for war con-
tracts. Canada already had "defence" agreements with
the U.S. though NORAD and NATO at the height of the
Cold War.

Project Anti-War, a Montreal group, released a
study of Canadian economic involvement in American
militarism in October, 1972, The study was appropriately
called "How to Make a Killing" and was compiled by a
group of McGill University students and professors.

"How to Make a Killing" attempts to list all

Canadian-based companies receiving military contracts
from the Pentagon. The Canadian government at first

refused to release any names, so the group went to the
Pentagon for the information. And, they got it.

When contacted by the study group, the Canadian
government refused to divulge any names of companies
holding military contracts with the Americans. After the
study group obtained the information from the Pentagon,
the Canadian government released a list of the com-
panies. But, it still refuses to release names of companies
holding contracts directly with the Pentagon. The
government's official position is that to release such in-

formation would "affect the competitive position of the
companies concerned."

The government's position appears credulous when
the Americans are more than willing to release the list of

the companies.

The group also had much difficulty establishing the
ownership of many of the companies because only in-

complete information is available to the public.

The total value of military contracts each worth
more than $10,000 awarded to Canadian-based firms

since 1959 is $540,539,535. The total value of awards
from 1969 to 1971 going to companies whose ownership
the study could identify was $83,050,727. Of this

amount, $71,628,727 or 87 per cent went to American-
owned companies, while another $1,035,000 went to

European-owned companies.

The official rationale for the defence-sharing agree-

ment is to provide support for Canadian business.

Most unclassified contracts are routed through the

Canadian Commercial Corporation (CCC). The study was
unable to identify recipients of $485,355,202 in sub-

contracts.

The Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce
has a Defense Industry Productivity (CIP) program that,

coincidentally, has also been in operation since 1959. The
purpose of DIP is to provide money to companies in the
defence industry so export sales can be increased.

During the period from 1967 to 1971, 154 com-
panies received $458,643,906 under DIP. At least 45 of

these companies are American-owned and received

$224,492,428 or 47 per cent of the total. The figures

could be much higher, but unfortunately the study was
unable to determine the ownership of 52 of the com-
panies involved.

One these Canadian companies — Litton Systems
of Rexdale, Ontario — is 100 per cent American-owned.
Litton makes the weapons release system computer for

the F-4 Phantom fighter, one of the world's most
sophisticated fighter-bombers.

In 1972, Litton Systems of Rexdafe was awarded
one-quarter of a $3,025,139 research and development
contract from the U.S. Department of Defense. The rest

of the contract went to Litton in Woodland Hills, Califor-

nia, and Litton in Salt Lake City, Nevada. The contract is

for ASN-92 Carrier Airborne Inertial Navigation Systems
(CAINS).

In 1971, the Canadian government gave Litton

Systems, which was the second highest contractor for the

U.S. Department of Defense operating under the Defence
Production-Sharing Program in Canada, a $8,051,000
subsidy for being in the war business here.

Litton's Pentagon contracts were $6,571,000 —
substantially less than the Canadian government subsidy.

The American head of Litton Industries, Roy L. Ash,

is now director of the Office of Management and Budget,
a Nixon appointee who did not require Senate confirma-
tion.

Litton management in the U.S. also strongly sup-
ports the Greek dictatorship and enjoys some of the
largest Pentagon contracts in the world.

To promote research in. Canada, our federal govern-
ment awarded a total of $261.4 million and $229.2
million respectively of the years 1967-68 and 1968-69.
The government spent $68 million and $72 million

respectively for research and development in military
science during those years.

A minimum of $30,786,000 was funnelled into
Canadian educational and non-profit institutions by the
U.S. defense department for military contracts on
research, developmental, test and evaluation work from
1967 to 1971. A further minimum of $4,183,186 was
granted for "basic scientific research".

These minimums are inaccurate and the true figures
are unavailable. American senator J. W. Fulbright read ino
the U.S. Congressional Record on May 1, 1969, that the
Pentagon would spend $9,769,340 on research in

Canada. The official Pentagon figure is $6,816,802.

The difference is even more significant when one
finds the Pentagon figure includes $5,831,000 granted
to the Canadian Commercial Corporation in 1969
Fulbright's figures have only $114,000 going to the CCC.

What of our government's aid to Vietnam?
Canadian government aid has- only gone to the

Saigon regime. It was approximately two million dollars
betwen 1953 and 1966. More students have been
accepted from South Vietnam for post-secondary educa-
tion study than from any other country. There were more
than 386 in 1967.

"A good portion of our aid was strictly for political

purposes that were of no value to the people in the areas
concerned," said David Anderson, new leader of the B.C.
Liberals, and former administrator of the Vietnam aid
program.

Mitchell Sharp, a former vice-president of the giant
Brascan corporation, now occupies Paul Martin's position
as external affairs minister.

In a Canadian Press report of December 18,1972,
Sharp said, "We've had direct word from Hanoi that they
would like Canada to be a member of the supervisory)
commission". 'They positively want us. They rely on ourf

objectivity."

"We're not in touch with Saigon," the minister added.
Sharp quickly retracted those incredible statements

when pressed for an official statement. On January 2,

1973, an external affairs official said, "No formal invita-

tion has been extended by the participants in the Vietnam
negotiations to any of the four proposed members of the
new commission".

Sharp told the House of Commons on January 17,,

1973 Canada had definitely not received any request to
participate on a truce force.

Sharp regularly consults United States Secretary of
State William Rogers about Vietnam policy. The day after

the Paris signing, Sharp flew to Washington for talks with

Rogers.

No one — not even the Toronto Star — can believe
Sharp's threat that Canadian troops will be withdrawn
from the commission if the government is discpleased
with events in Indochina.

The Canadian troops are led by Michel Gauvin, a
member of the old ICC. If there is dissention among
observers, Gauvin has promised Canada will submit its

own report. Hopefully, the reports will be founded more
on fact than the reports of the old (CC were.

The press has publicized the eagerness of the
Canadians to get into action on the truce lines. The
eagerness included not waiting for the Joint Military Com-
mission to provide transportation for the truce teams.
(The commission is composed of all parties in the dis-

pute.)

The first group of observers left Saigon February 5
for the provincial capitals of Hue, Da Nang, and Pleiku

aboard a C-46 aircraft rented from Air America. (Air

America is a front used by the CIA to carry out its

operations throughout Asia. Although it's supposedly a
private company, Air America has loaned U.S. Air Force
planes and used American military flight and service

crews and bases.)

Queried about the use of Air America equipment, a
Canadian external affairs official bluntly stated the

department doesn't care whose equipment it uses to do
the job. The same official served with the ICC in Cam-
bodia, where a coup, reported to have had CIA backing,

toppled the generally neutralist Prince Sihanouk in 1970
because he would not support the Americans in the Viet-

nam war.

Although the ceasefire agreements have been sign-

ed and the Americans are leaving Vietnam, the war has
not ended — it has merely enterred a new phase.
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Panelists agree with COPSEO recommendation
By JIM MARTIN

Panel members at yesterday's

"federated colleges" forum on the

Commission on Post-Secondary

Education report expressed general

agreement with recommendation

115, which urges equitable financial

support to secular and church-

affiliated colleges, but questioned

the meaning of some of the

recommendation's provisions.

St. Michael's College president

John Kelly claimed that although the

government grants for un-

dergraduates at federated colleges

now reachs those colleges through

Simcoe Hall, there exists discrimina-

tion in the funding of capital

(building) expenses and the small

graduate theology programs at St.

Mike's, Trinity and Vic. He thus

welcomed the recommendation,

which in principle would eliminate

any discrimination that does in fact

exist. However, he questioned two of

the stipulations of the recommenda-

tion. One ensures that there are no

Ontario will not give up

power, soys U of T prof
The Commission on Post-

Secondary Education's associate

secretary predicted yesterday that

"there is a real chance that the

government will not give up its

powers" as advised to in the com-

mission's report.

H.L. Dyck, also a U of T history

professor, was addressing about 50

people in the Galbraith Building in

the COPSEO moratorium session on

"Governance and the teaching-

research split."

Dyck agreed with U of T
philosophy professor Chuck Hanly's

fears that a power struggle will

result if the Ontario government

accepts the commission's
recommendation to set up a Council

of University Affairs. The council

would have the power to allocate

funds, now held by the government,

as well as act in an advisory capacity.

Hanly, also a member of the

Governing Council, predicted that

the government may balk at giving

up some funding powers. Even if the

province agreed to this recommen-

dation, he feared it would attempt to

control the council.

Another U of T faculty governor,

political economist Harry Eastman,

said that there were "dangers"

in separating research and teaching

funding, as recommended by the

commission. Eastman pointed out

that a separation "gives rise to a new

bureaucracy" and that the "distribu-

tion of research funds on a political

basis" may result.

He thought the formula basis of

funding may be undermined and

that cuts in grant would be made

easier when funds were separated.

Dyck thought "the formula system

was equitable for funding in-

stitutions." "The reason for separa-

tion is clear," even though the

separation of research and teaching

grants may be complicated, he said.

Dyck believed the central issue

was that institutions tended to drift

into a homogeneous mass.

For example, universities in

northern Ontario tend to do the

same type of research as universities

in southern Ontario, he said.

According to Dyck, universities

should concentrate on areas of

research which best suit them.

Dyck added, "the commission

would change this" by splitting grant

funding in order to better satisfy

social needs.

Dyck said the recommended fun-

ding system would maintain post-

secondary educational institutions'

independence "and at the same time

permit planning and direction" by

the council, which would specify

what proportions of an institution's

grant is to be spent on research and

teaching.

Specific projects and areas of con-

centration would still be determined

by individual institutions, Dyck said.

He thought that separation of fun-

ding would result in both better

research and better teaching. Some
people were gifted in research abili-

ty, while other professors were good

teachers, he thought.

"In the main, this is not recogniz-

ed at all", said Dyck.

Vic student David Laughton

suggested that the University of

The Graduate Centre
for the Study of Drama

presents

Margaretta D'Arcy and John Arden
"The Role of the University Drama in Relation to

the Professional Theatre" *

A SERIES OF SEMINARS FROM A MARXIAN VIEWPOINT

Monday, March 26, 4 p.m. — Tuesday, March 27, 1 1 a.m. and 4 p.m.

STUDIO THEATRE, 4 GLEN MORRIS STREET
Open to the University Community by appointment only without charge

Phone 928-8674

Superior
Optical

Prescription

Eyeglasses

Frame styles

to compliment

today's youthful

fashions

in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

Toronto was "trying to form a

graduate university of Ontario,"

causing undergraduate education to

become secondary.

Dyck replied, "It is essential that

some institutions have more
research than others."

He said that with in the inter-

national educational framework,

prestige should be taken "very

seriously". According to Dyck, "we

have failed in our responsibilities"

to create a strong research centre.

Dyck added that in recent years at

U of T, "undergraduate instruction

has not suffered but has actually im-

proved."

At one point Eastman said the

COPSEO report as described by

Dyck was "not only adequate but en-

couraging."

Eastman said that the Commission

recommended only a rninimal in-

crease in student fees, which

proposes that students pay one-third

to one-half their education costs. In

the case of professional students, tui-

tion could rise to close to $2,000 un-

der this plan.

He thought the increases would

raise approximately three million

dollars.

Dyck was asked if the report was a

"smoke-screen" to cut back provin-

cial funding of post-secondary educa-

tion. Dyck said that teaching was a

provincial responsibility, but

suggested that the province could de-

mand research money from the

federal government if there was a

separation of funding.

Dyck also said that nothing in the

commission's report suggested that

there be cuts in education expen-

diture. He said "irresponsible" es-

timates about the growth of educa-

tion expenditures about five years

ago caused some pople to panic.

Over the next 20 years, provincial

expenditure on education is "not

expected to rise at all," he conclud-

ed.

religious barriers to admission and

staff hiring; the other require that

"Public Funds will not be used for,

religious indoctrination".

Kelly termed the latter of these in-

sulting" because he said "everyone

knows" indoctrination is no longer

practiced by any college. He
questioned the motive of these

provisions, since U of T's federated

colleges already obey them.

"What do they want us to drop?",

he asked, stating that St. Mike's

only had a "different, intellectual

and religious 'atmospehre', not a

'legislated' different, intellectual

and religious 'atmosphere', not a

'legislated' difference".

Trinity vice-provost A. Dalzell and

vice-president Goldwyn French both

agreed that some forms of financial

discrimination did still exist against

the "affiliated" colleges, and that

the elimination of this is an impor-

tant part of the COPSEO report.

Dalzell claimed that Trinity

receives only about 17 per cent of its

total operating costs in provincial

grants. He hoped that the implemen-

tation of COPSEO would end the

"second class citizen" status of

religious-affiliated colleges.

The existence of affiliated in-

stitutions was defended by French

who stated that "we are committed

to pluralism in a liberal society". He
maintained that the availability of an

education at a somewhat indepen-

dent, autonomous college helps

break down the "monolithic,

homogenized" university structure.

Victoria University SAC president

Gord Barnes said that he was en-

couraged by the provision that

"church-affiliated colleges such as

Vic would be required to have direct

and significant representation of

students and faculty on their gover-

ning bodies to qualify for full grants.

VUSAC is pressing for im-

plemnetation of a college report

recommending faculty-student pari-

ty on Vic's Board of Regents.

Changes to the composition of the

regents would require revisions in

the Victoria University Act, which

some Vic members fear could lead

to a lessening of the United Church's

domination of the board.

Trinity student Murray Ewing

feared that any COPSEO recommen-

dations aiming to make the

colleges more publicly accountable

would bring them under the control

of government policy. He contends

that the university affair advisory

committee recommended in the

report would be dominated by its

full-time chairman, a government

appointee.

A student in the audience of about

60 at Brennan Hall attacked the

pluralistic system of colleges at U of

T.

He called the church-affiliated

colleges redundant, saying that look-

ing at them from outside, they seem

to have no basic differences from the

rest of the university.

Dalzell replied that "differences

can't be made the dominant
feature" of the affiliated colleges,

but that the capacity for difference

from the rest of the university was
enhanced by their autonomy. The
vice-provost had previously agreed

that diversity among colleges was

desirable.

...with The Hart House
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Relate student struggles to workers: NDPer
By GREG McMASTER

"Student struggles must be related

to what is happening in the workers'

movement, which in turn must be

related to international capitalism

itself", said Left Caucus spokesman

Steve Penner at a weekend con^

ference of leftist students in Peter-

borough.

He told the students that in-

creasing strength of the Japanese

and European economies have clos-

ed the gap between them and the

U.S. "in some key sectors of the

(world) economy".

The traditional disparity of wages

between the U.S. and the rest of the

world, the growth of competitive

European multi-national cor-

porations, and the expense incurred

by the United States' financing of

counter-revolutionary forces and

V wars in the third world have produc-

ed a deficit of payments for the U.S.,

resulting in "reduced competitive

advantage and reduced foreign

policy manoeuverability", said

Penner.

"Increased rivalries between the

various imperialist economic
powers", he said, would lead both to

"threats to workers' standards of liv-

ing, which are based on imperialist

profits", and to "reduced abilities to

pacify militant workers". This will

result, he predicted, in "more at-

tacks on the working class",, such as

the wage freeze in Britain, wage
restraints in the U.S., and Trudeau's

deliberate unemployment policy of

1969-70.

Although workers' resistance has

been in the past been "defused by in-

tegration of the labour bureaucracy

into the state", Penner suggested

that an "increasingly larger section

of the bourgeoisie demands a harder

line against the workers'
movement", including speed-up

production, "more and more
repressive labour legislation", and
"privately-financed repression such
as fascist goon squads in Europe and
strike-breaking companies here".
Although "massive deficit spen-

ding" has moderated the "gap
between the productive capacity of

society and the purchasing power of

the working class', replacing
depressions by recessions, the long-

term result has been "institu-

tionalized inflation" and unemploy-
ment.

Consequently, he said, the state is

taking more "responsibility for

protecting corporate profits,*"

through incentive grants and more
social welfare. This has entailed

more public service employment,
which, although it has partially

alleviated unemployment, causes
"an enormous public financial

burden", leading to "a growing
fiscal crisis", said Penner.
Since the state "must either play

less of a role in serving capitalism or
else reduce spending in areas it con-

siders less than essential", public

service workers, hospitals, and
students will be the first to suffer

from decreases in spending, he
suggested. Research and develop-

ment and manpower retraining
programs will be supported, but
other educational sectors will be
"abandoned", according to this

scheme.

"The front edge of the attack on
the working class has been in the
public service sector", said Penner,
but moves to ban strikes and "effec-

tive wage freezes have only led to

"rapid growth of militancy and un-

ionization".

He referred to a liaison between
students and workers in
Saskatchewan who "see common
problems", and said that the educa-

tion cutbacks are a "small part of a
"small part of a general social crisis

of capitalism. The development of a
strategy must be done in this con-

text".

The conference, sponsored by the
Trent Student Union, and the Old
Mole, among other groups, included

students from eight Ontario Schools.
There was general agreement

among participants that the Ontario-
Federation of Students had limited
itself this year to purely student
demands on the lowest level

possible.

U of T student Chris Huxley called

for a political campaign "emphasiz-
ing solidarity both between isolated

campuses and within the much
wider context of student struggjes".
He added that a campaign based on "I

purely "conjunctural" student %
demands "is doomed to stagnation". J
"Either we should argue that each i

different sector in Canadian Society I
should pursue its own demands in its J
own way, or else we should try to see

"

the links between these struggles, to
see them as part of a totality".

Left Caucus spokesman Steve Penner says bourgeoisie threatens
workers.

African assails Portuguese wars
By FERNANDO TRAFICANTE
"Portugal doesn't even manufac-

ture toy airplanes," but through
NATO it obtains sufficient material

to withstand major liberation forces

in Mozambique and Angola, says

Richard Van Lierop of the African

Information Service.

Speaking about the liberation

struggle in Mozambique at the
Medical Sciences Auditorium last

Thursday, Van Lierop charged
"NATO has enabled Portugal to

fight three colonial wars."

"Portugal has on a percentage

andphysics

society^course union
mleira&a physical laboratories

60 st.9eorqest toronto

basis a greater number of its army
(in southern Africa) than the United
States had in Indochina", he con-

tinued. The Portuguese are able to

maintain their NATO commitment
with one regiment of troops in west-

em Europe.

Van Lierop explained that South
African and Rhodesian troops are

being used to protect strategic rail

and road lines which go through
Mozambique from these countries.

Mozambique provides the shortest

access to the sea for important areas

of both countries.

Napalm was used in the early

stages of the revolution against the

Mozambique freedom fighters

(Frelimo) Van Lierop claimed, but

"herbicides are a rather recent

development." He continued,
"South African civilian pilots were
hired to fly over liberated areas for

'crop-dusting' but the pilots discon-

tinued flights when one plane was'

shot down.

Both South Africa and Rhodesia,

as well as several major inter-

national corporations, have exten-

sive investment in the Portugese
colonies. For example. Van Lierop
said "Gulf Oil has turned Canada
into the world's largest consumer of

Angolan oil" due to the company's
fear that exports to the United States

would lead to reaction from the

American black population.

The Portuguese must maintain

political control of these areas as the

only means of retaining some
measure of economic coniination,

Van Lierop stated. In many former

colonies European nations were able

to surrender political control while

retaining economic power.

The Portuguese government had
announced a policy of settling over

one million whites in strategic sec-

tors of Mozambique as a line of

defense against African nationalists'

he claimed but they have been un-

able to obtain settlers. Many are

frightened off by the guerrilla move
ment.

ELECTIONS
POSITION OPEN

:

President Social Co-ordinator

Vice-President Student Action

Secretary-Treasurer Co-ordinator

Math Co-ordinator Second Year Rep
Physics Co-ordinator Third Year Rep
Computer Science Co-ordinator Fourth Year Rep

ELIGIBILITY RULES:
1. Executive members must be taking at least one course in ACT, APM,
AST, CSC, MAT, PHY, or STA during their term of office.

2. The Math, Physics, and Computer Science Co-ordinators must be
taking at least one course in their respective subject during their term
of office.

3. All year reps must be in their respective years. (The First Year Rep is

elected in October.)

4. No individual may hold more than one of the following positions:

President, Vice-President, Secretary-Treasurer.

NOMINATIONS:
Leave your name, address, phone number, and the position(s) for which

you are running in the MPSCU office (MP 331B), or in the ASSU office

(East Lounge, Sid Smith), or drop it in the Campus Mail addressed to

MPSCU, c/o Physics Department.

NOMINATIONS CLOSE 4:00 P.M., FBI. MARCH 23

ELECTION WILL BE HELD MARCH 29 AND 30

For more information, ask in MPSCU office (MP 33 IB), or in lounge

(MP 200) or calf Joel Shapiro, evenings, at 638-5128.

PROFESSOR PRADIP SINHA
of the Department of History Rabindra Bharati University, Calcutta

will present

A LECTURE
Thursday, March 15, at 3 p.m.:

"THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF CALCUTTA AS AN
EXPRESSION OF SOCIAL FORCES IN THE 18TH AND 19TH

CENTURIES"
ROOM2I08,SIDNEY SMITH HALL

and

A SEMINAR
FRIDAY, MARCH 16, AT 10 TO 12 NOON:

"THE 'COMPRADOR' ELITE IN THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT OF CALCUTTA"

ROOM 2076, SIDNEY SMITH HALL
SPONSORED BY

THE SOUTH ASIAN STUDI ES COMMITTEE
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAMME

HILLEL LECTURE SERIES
presents

RABBI EUGENE BOROWITZ
Editor of Jewish Journal "Shma"

speaking on

"Divise & Cohesive Forces in the

Jewish Community Today"

Place: Hillel House
Date: Thursday, March 15, 1973

Time: 7:30 p.m.
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Economic Council steals work, says prof
A Trent University economics

professor described Saturday how
his research refuted the claims of

economic theories which have been
used to support the North American
educational system, and then charg-

ed that the Economic Council of

Canada has appropriated his work to

justify cutbacks in education.

Sandy Lockhart, addressing a

Peterborough conference for left

students on "Crisis in Education",

said that he presented his thesis to

the council in 1970 as "a left

critique" of education in capitalist

North America.lt surfaced in a coun-

cil publication two weeks ago, said

Lockhart, as part of an attempt to

present in a favourable light "the

rationalization of our education

system" to further fulfil the needs of

the economy.

He described how "ongoing
changes in the production system"

led to changed needs, and thus to

changes in the educational system in

the late I950's.

"New kinds of workers" were
required, he said, "for the continued

success of the capitalist system,

which is to say, the growth rate of

the capitalist system".

The result, he suggested, was the

development, originally by Chicago

economist Milton Friedman, of the

theory of "human capital," which
viewed education as an investment

which society, and students, should

go into with a view towards a future

return of "technocrats".

Lockhart said this was "a wish-

fulfilling theory", which filled "a

need to mystify the failure of

previous theories". These included

theories of free competition and free

consumer choice, and of Keynesian

economics, which, he said, rests on a

series of false assumptions such as

the independence of domestic
economies from colonies'. Fried-

man, said Lockhart, noted that one

sector of the North American
economy, the field of electronics,

and aerospace technology, had im-

mediate potential for advancement.

Growth was not stymied by what
classical economists call a

"bottleneck of capital goods"
(machines), and so it was concluded

that there must be a bottleneck of

brainpower.

Thus the theory of human capital,

when applied to create massive

expansion in some sectors of educa-

tion, would provide "the necessary

accoutrements to the new innovative

industries", as well as pleasing

sociologists who saw it giving an

"instant answer" to the social

problem of equal opportunity, which
Lockhart described as "the theory

that everyone has an equal chance to

Budget planning made easier
The introduction of "slip-year"

financing of post-secondary
educational institutions will allow U
of T to plan its budget with greater

certainty, says institutional relations

vice-president Jack Sword.

He noted that the plan to pay uni-

versities grants based on enrolment

in the previous year, rather than the

current year, as is now the case,

"allows more stability" in planning

since the university does not have to

estimate its income for the next

year.

The change was announced recent-

ly by colleges and universities

minister Jack McNie in response to

university complaints that not only

could they not predict their budgets

accurately, but that the province had
encouraged them to overbudget by
insisting that enrolment would not

fall off to the extent that it has.

Provincial grants are dispensed on
a per-student basis; universities with
leveling off or declining enroments
have found themselves in perilous

situations as costs continue to in-

The new system alleviates the

squeeze for institutions with declin-

ing enrolment, as grants will be bas-

ed on the previous year's figures, not
current enrolment. In addition,

McNie stated that "certain
adjustments" will be made in the
1973-74 year as "transitional"
payments to institutions who are still

expanding.

And, even institutions whose

enrolment has declined during the

past two years will be covered,

because in such cases the province

will use the 1971-72 year as the basis

for calculating grants. It remains to

be seen whether the government will

increase the per student grant, the

Basic Income Unit (BIU), to suf-

ficiently cover rising costs.

Sword said that as the long range

predictions for U of T are for little

growth, the university's income will

not be greatly affected by the change
in financing methods. Other in-

stitutions, particularily the newer
universities such as Brock and Trent,

may find the system is more helpful

in sustaining them.

However, Sword expressed con-

cern that Scarborough and Erindale

Colleges are expected to continue to

expand, which may mean a time lag

in increased grants to cover costs

that rise earlier. The special grants

were announced only for the 1973-74

transitional year.

But in any case, Sword pointed
out, the whole scheme is likely to be
applied only for a short time, as sub-
stantial changes are envisaged by the

Commission on Post-Secondary
Education.

The government's apparent
generosity comes after substantial

cutbacks in student and university

financing, in addition to complaints

that the financing was not satisfac-

tory in the first place.

A mounting wave of protests both
from students and universities may
have been at the root of the
government's province's change in

financing. The sup-year method of

financing, with the condition that

emerging universities be given
special grants, was a suggestion of

the Council of Ontario Universities.

However, the freeze on capital

construction is still continuing with
no end in sight.

And, Sword said, he thought the
province has not yet even
acknowledged U of T's request for

special grants for badly-needed
renovations to some existing
buildings, among other projects,

men's athletic and Innis College
buildings, among ther projects,
depends in part on whether or not
the university is forced to dip into
general revenue to carry out essen-
tial renovations.
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Lockhart claimed that his

economic research had proven in-

valid several justifications given by
the human capital theorists. "As
economists of the econometric
school often do, they noted a high

correlation and mistook it for a

causality" when they announced
that an increase in educational level

led to an increase in the productivity

of North American workers he said.

Lockhart said employers had
accepted this notion and hired more
educated people, although higher

productivity probably stemmed
from America's then-advantageous

position with respect to world
markets and levels of technology.

Laughter broke out in the

audience of about 75 students when
Lockhart reminded them of the

cliche of earlier years that more
schooling led to better chances of

employment. "Real occupational

needs did not require the kind of

educational levels demanded by
employers", he said. "Higher educa-

tion became more and more a

barrier to employment", resulting in

people with less education being

"bumped down" and educated peo-

ple being considered overqualified.

"As each new level of technology

is introduced, there is a brief in-

crease in demand for skills to

operationalize this, followed by a

large decrease", he added.

He pointed out that the great de-

mand for engineers in the 1960's has

been followed by a period of low
demand for middle managers and
junior engineers. Unemployed engi-

neers in Seattle recently received a

care package from a city in Japan,

he noted.

Lockhart also criticised the
Economic Council of Canada for

"the idiocy of how they make predic-

tions". The assumptions of most
manpower planning models, he
charged, are "totally out of touch
with reality".

Also responsible for the im-
plementation of the human capital

theory, said Lockhart, was "cold-war
hysteria" and "the need for

penetrations or world markets" by
the North American economy. He
referred to a best-selling book
written by Dwight Eisenhower ad-

visor and ex-Harvard University

president in the 1930's which dealt
with "Soviet competition" and
"the relation between education and
the welfare of the U.S."

The book expressed interest in

"friendly free-world markets'^ or,

said Lockhart, "as Marxists would
say, taking off surplus value from the
hinterland and returning it to the

metropolis".

Lockhart suggested that this view
of education as developing human
capital "offered students a mobility

route", but in fact "reinforced

existing class traditions".

His research, he claimed,
demonstrates "why things aren't ^
working", and why "higher educa-
tion further exacerbates stratifica-

tion levels" in society. Although the
Economic Council did not publicise

his thesis at first, they have now
polished it up and printed it, in

order, says Lockhart, "to justify cut-

backs in social expenditures on
education".

The real reasons for these cut-

backs, he suggested, lie in "the fiscal

crisis of the state", which, he added,
"certanly concerns a lot more than
the universities".

The state, he said, is faced with
"the breakdown in the human
capital theory", rendering
"economically unsound" any further

investment in education. There is

also a "social crisis" developing
from unfilled expectations and the

"proletarianization of student" into

the work force.

In the face of this, Lockhart
cautioned the students present not to

formulate demands "that present us I

as arguing for the status quo, for

retention of the present situation".

We should, he said, ask "how we can
link up with other oppressed people.

We have to demand control of the in-

stitution by workers and students,

and must bargain on an industry-

wide basis."

unclassified
i RAVELLING ' EUROPfc INTERNA
fTIONAL STUDENT ID. card, student
^allpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
tfependable charter flights, camping tours
btc, all available now from: AOSC. 44 St.

George St.. Toronto 5. 416 - 962-8404. (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-
dent Council)

BEN'S MEN'S HAIRSTYLING (Specialising In

long naif) in the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry,

250 College St. Tel- 924-681 1 ext. 560. Hair cut

52.25

EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe. Greece
and Turkey departs June 5th for 3 months $600.
plus $215 return flight to England. Phone
Peter 922-5006.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from S10 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.
(Between Queen & Oundas) Excellent
selection of fun furs, trade Ins accepted
We buy used (urs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Frl till & pm .

eSSAY SERVICES Do you have old es-
says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES. 961-6150. Mon.-Frl. 3 pm.-
10 pm.; Sal.-Sun. 9 am.-5 pm. Professional
typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO 10

LONDON from S79 one way or S155 return.
- Take a dependable charter. Contact.
AOSC. 44 SI. George St., Toronto 5.416-
962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVIC£, -

theses, essays. - French, Latin - exper-
ienced typists - electric typewriters. 88
Bloor St. W. Ste. 670. 922-7624.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING of Theses Essays etc
Please call; 964-9162. after U a.m.

EUROPE
Car Rentals and Sales

Student - Railpass

Charter Rights

Student fares on ships to Europe

Conquest Travel

782-5033 or 366-9970

QUEBEC SKI TOUR March 17-22 $69. 5 full

days of skiing at ML St. Anne. All transportation
and accommodation included. Write: Canadian
Ski Tours. 25 Taylorwood Dr.. Islington or
Phone; Gord Allan. 247-2339.

LET US HELP YOU Pur your baby into a cradle

rattier than an incinerator. Birthright, 89 St.

George 469-1111.

GUITAR LESSONS, Classical and Folk by ex-

perienced, classically-trained teacher. Private
and informal. Phone Michael 485-9643,

A FAST ACCURATE typing service by several
experienced home typists wilh electric type-
writers. Duffenn & Eglinton area. Reasonable
rates 787-9805

TUTORING in chemistry, biology and bioche-

mistry available at reasonable rates, I. Jabbal
IM. Sc.). 2001 Bloor St., Apt, 404. Office, 928-

6002 after 6:00 p.m., .767-2566

GUITAR lessons, classical and folk, taught by
qualified Royal Conservatory Student, in the

Beaches area. Phone Sue 691-4515.

BE A YOUNG EUROPEAN this summer. Spe-
cial brochure on different trips through Europe
and Russia. Exclusively for young travellers.

Contact Goway, Suite 104, 53 Yonge Street.
863-0799.

ACCURATE, prompt typing service. Low rates
for volume. Minor corrections free. 489-3326
after 5 p.m.

A THREE or four bedroom furnished apartment
or house wanted for summer and possibly next

year. Call Wendy 921-7680

1 BEDROOM FLAT or apartment; $120 or less
for couple; central location; preferably with park-
ing; call' 962-9559 - Denis

LARGE ONE BEDROOM apartment available
April 1 m Student Apartments at Yonge and
Charles. Includes balcony and storage room.
Rent $167 utilities paid. Call 961-4312 $)
DUPLEX TO LET - Avenue Rd. - Bloor & Distfic,

tAnnex) two story upper duplex, three
bedrooms, completely furnished, ISSOO"). (un-

furnished if desired), available June 1st. mature
adults only. References exchanged. 922-5275
after 4" p.m.

. PHOTOSUN
12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
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Posting nude pic

is no protest

If The Varsity cares to attack the

sexism of medicine teaching or that

of engineers and their news paper, it

may well take a look at geographers

these present days, The picture in-

cluded here is one among many
posted in the graduate lunch room
for geographers in Sidney Smith and

no doubt is meant to make female

students feel most at ease.

The posting of this collection of

pictures in the Taylor Room was
meant as a retaliation for one of

(department chairman J.) Spelt's ac-

tion — him denying the right to a

technician of the department who
owns the pictures to have them up in

his private office in the Borden
Building. However, it may be said

that such a Mickey Mouse type of

student protest shows a lack of

seriousness, a lack of consideration,

and a definite lack of taste.

If the graduate students were con-

sidering it a matter of principle to

defend the right of an individual,

they could take effective courses of

action: complain in group to the pre-

sent chairman for mistreatment of

staff, go higher up the hierarchy, or

open the matter to the public. A
policy of annoyance without any
political action is a non-policy and
only serves to discredit the student

body and reinforces professor Spelt

in his decision and general course of

action. Furthermore, such behaviour
ignores completely the feelings of

the female minority and does not say
much about the value of defending
the feelings and right of one male in-

dividual.

Claude-Francoise Marchand
(Geog. PhD D)

Marie-France Dondel

(Geog. MA.)
Linda Bunn
(Geog. MA)

Holli Jacobson

(Geog. MA)

This is exactly

what prof said
I recently have been misquoted in

The Varsity and would like to set the
record straight. I did say that I

thought that Saiaff and the occupiers

Part ot objectionable picture. It showed full view of nude
woman's body.

FREDERICK GOFF
of the North American Congress on Latin America

will speak on

THE ROLE OF U.S. PRIVATE INVESTMENT
IN THE UNDERDEVELOPMENT

OF LATIN AMERICA"
THURSDAY, MARCH 15

4 p.m.
Room 1069, Sidney Smith Bldg.

PUBLIC WELCOME

Sponsored by THE LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
COMMITTEE, International Studies Programme
Mr.Goff has published extensively on Latin American affairs.

Mi JACK FISHER Ptesenn

Seaway Hotel
766-4392

1926 LakeshoreW.

at Windermere

NEW— DIFFERENT

HACKtSTAGE Lounge
a year-round festival of pop, rock, folk

NOW APPEARING

BANANAS
NEXT WEEK

PILOT
'5 O'CLOCK TIME" - CASUAL REFRESHING BREATHER
ENTERTAINMENT & DANCING N IGHTLY FROM

had done me and the mathematics
department a favour by stimulating

serious discussion of decision-
making procedures in our depart-
ment.

I did not say or imply that the
decisions regarding the three dis-

missals are likely to be reviewed. On
the contrary, I am not at all confi-

dent that any new procedures will

lead to a dispassionate review of
these cases (although I am strongly
in favour of such a review myself).

Also, I have not in any public
utterances quoted any of my
colleagues (and I wonder what made
your reporter think I had).

I appreciate the opportunity to
correct any false impressions that

misquotations may have given.

Prof Peter Rosenthal

(Math)

Not their fault

they surround it

The letter of Professor Morris
Wayman (The Varsity, February 19)

has avoided the issue raised by the
Arab Student Association and has
drawn an image of the Arab world in

a subjective and impressionistic
manner.

It would have been more signifi-

cant had Professor Wayman criticiz-

ed our view, that there is no
humanitarian justification for put-

ting pressure on USSR to open the

door for the Jews in order to im-
migrate to Israel. Such an immigra-
tion would not only increase the

possibility of war and probably make
it inevitable, but also would increase

the Israeli pressure on the
Palestinians living there to leave the

country. If the Jewish immigration
from the USSR would lead to such
effects it is our opinion that it cannot
be justified on the basis of
humanitarian principles.

Also, the letter of Mr. Wayman
was subjective and impressionistic

because it did not reach beyond his

immediate sight. For instance he
says that the "harsh", unpalatable

fact is that the Jewish Israelis stand
in mortal danger from religious fana-

tics in the Arab World spurred on
by greedy feudal barons and
power-hungry politicians and
military men. That "the Jewish
Israelis stand in mortal danger" is

not very difficult to see, but that the

Jewish Israelis stand in mortal
danger from religous fanatics in the

Arab world" is not as easy to see. It

seems an oversimplification of the

issue.

It is a geographical and political

fact that Israel is surrounded by
Arab states. But is this a mistake on
the part of the Arabs, that they sur-

round Israel? Should the Arab states

withdraw into an invisible world so
that the Jewish Israelis can escape
the mortal danger: In fact, the
Jewish Israelis are not in danger
because they are surrounded by
Arab states but because they have
usurped one of the Arab nations,

they have taken the Palestinian land
by force, kiiled a great number of
the Palestinians, drove another
number, and dominated the rest.

Therefore, the responsibility of the
danger of the Jewish Israelis cannot
be thrown on "religious fanatics in
the Arab world". This is deception.
The responsibility falls on the
shoulders of those who created a
Jewish nation on the bodies and
despite the wills of the Palestinians
themselves.

It might be true that there might
be some religious leaders who are
fanatics and some greedy barons —
and our intention is not to make
them immune from criticism, but
this does not mean that they are the
source of danger fot the Jewish
Israelis and it is quite unrealistic to

make them the sole responsibles for
that while ignoring the role of the
Israelis themselves in creating the
danger for themselves as well as

creating the opportunity for some
religious leaders to be fanatics. In
addition, couching the danger in

religious terms has the disadvantage
of isolating oneself from the real

nature of the issue between the
Palestinians and the Israelis.

The Arab Student Asso cation

Thinks Israelis

after more land

I take issue with a letter appearing
in The Varsity, February 28, entitled

"Israelis only want homeland". Let
me remind the'writer of the follow-

ing points:

1. The Zionists in the past 21 years
have occupied by force of arms 33,-

000 square miles of Arab territory

and in the process dispersed over a
million Palestinian people and
directly subjugated thousands
others. As ex-United Nations
Commissioner-General of UNRWA
John Davis wrote in the Evasive
Peace: "The extent to which the

refugees were savagely driven out by
the Israelis as a deliberate master-

plan has been insufficently
recognized." Zionist leader Moshe
Dayan himself admitted that
"without iron helmets and cannon,

we would never have been able to

plant a tree or build a house" (Le
Monde, July 4, 1969).

2. Palestinians call today for the

establishment of a democratic,
secular, and socialist state in

Palestine in which Christians, Jews,

STUDENT REPRESENTATION

It should mean working closely with other student
groups, especially the course unions, and not a stu-

dent clique.

Philip Enros graduate student

for Governing Council

Moslems, and humanists would live

in co-operation and equality, as op-
posed to the Zionist concept of a
racist and clerical state based on the
expulsion of the indigenous popula-
tion.

3. The battle in the Middle East is

not between Arab and Jew, but a
contest for supremacy in that area of
the world between the liberation

movement on the one hand, and im-
perialism on the other. The struggle
for the emancipation of the Third
World has reached a new phase, and
this is what gives the Palestine
Liberation Movement a cosmic
dimension. This is clearly perceived
by the left in this country, some of

whose leaders (for example, from
the Quebec labour movement)
visited the area and pledged support
for the Palestinian revolutionary
cause.

4. Racism (including anti-
semitism) is not a problem of human
nature, but of capitalist society. This
why Jews should break from
Zionism, forge links with the Palesti-

nian movement and with the
progressive forces in the rest of the
Arab world who are in the anti-

imperialist camp, and struggle with
them to build the new society of
tomorrow along the road of the
emancipation of all humanity.

Hedi Mizouni

Slow reaction

to downing

In response to a number of
criticisms in regard to the question
of a "double standard" when con-
sidering the Middle East, I would
like to point out that rarely has it

been so obvious as in the last while.
The shooting down of an unarmed
planeload of civilians is completely
inexcusable; yet reaction to this dis-

aster has been slow in coming
because the plane was an Arab one.
One can well imagine the furore over
the shooting down of a BOAC or Pan
Am jet under the same cir-

cumstances, yet because it was a Li-

byan airliner, the whole event is dis-

missed as an "incident", an unfor-

tunate event which was never meant
to happen, etcetera. Yet, very
revealing is the difference in stories

emanating from Cairo and Tel Aviv,

and the Israelis have been caught out

a number of times with gross incon-

sistencies and subtle distortions

within the story which they tell. If

the Israelis really regret what
happened, why are they not offering

to compensate the families of the in-

nocent victims, to the same very
large extent as the money paid out to

the victims of the Arab guerillas in

Munich at the time of the Olympics.

Chris Rogers (Vic UJ)

CALLING ALL HILLEL GRADS
MALE and FEMALE

The 1973 Hillel World Championship

5 Pin Bowling Tournament

will be held on SUNDAY, MARCH 18,

AT

the YORK bowling center
on WILSON at WILSON HEIGHTS

to determine the male and female champions of Toronto and
all points west of Tel Aviv.

The tournament will start promptly at

9:00 p.m. (not 9:30 or 10:00 or 10:30)

survi;
*r ,tValwM\ <x lot
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ADVERTISEMENTADVERTISEMENT

Remember this Progressive

Conservative ad from the

1971 election campaign?

Ever wonder why the

P.C. candidate in

St. George isn't telling

students that "We're
all in this together"

in 1973?
Let's see what a vote for the PC candidate means:

• It means that you endorse the $100 fee increase.

• That you endorse the raising of loan ceilings.

• That you're in favour of cancelling summer allowances
for Health Science interns.

• If you're a nursing student, it means that you support
a fee increase of more than $1,000.

• If you're a graduate student, it means that you're in

favour of an increase in your own fees.

• It means that you support the Wright Report's provision
for total state control of the Universities.

Margaret Campbell believes that full public

discussion and debate of issues affecting

peoples' lives MUST take place.

Margaret Campbell stands the best chance
of winning.

The choice is yours. Support Davis' Educational
Policy - or elect someone who will try to change it!

The Liberal Alternative
Do something for St. George on March 15. Support Margaret Campbell.

Margaret Campbell is doing things for people . . . not to them.

Sponsored by the University of Toronto
Committee for the election of Margaret Campbell.

We're all in this
together.

Davis is doing things.,.for people.
On Oct 21, do lomethng tor Ontario. Support B9 Dna.
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Fiscal squeeze, Ryerson lays off 48 workers
TORONTO (CUP) - Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute has laid off

48 maintenance workers in its latest

attempt to alleviate its unstable

financial situation.

The employees, members of local

233 of the Canadian Union of Public

Employees, received letters March
6, telling them of the news. No war-
ning had been given before the an-

nouncement. Most of the "indefinite

layoffs", as the administration coins

them, become effective at the end of

March. The jobless include 39
caretakers, two carpenters, three

matrons, two painters and two pool

operators. As stipulated in the
CUPE contracts, the layoff will be
conducted on a seniority basis. The
letter to the workers, signed by the

director of the physical plant depart-

ment, read:

"As has been publicized, Ryerson,
with most other universities, is

experiencing some financial
problems. In an effort to improve
our situation all departments have
been directed to reduce expen-
ditures in the forth-coming fiscal

year."

Administrators and the union have
been in contract negotiations for

several weeks without coming to an
agreement. There is little doubt that

a settlement is even further away
after March 6's tough measures.
At an informal umion meeting

held after the layoffs were an-

nounced, Union spokesman Bud
Moynes told the 60 workers present,

that action had been inevitable
because of Ryerson's 1.3 million
deficit.

"Somewhere along the line," said

Moynes,'*they (the Institute) just ran
out of money."
He said that the almost 59 per cent

cutbacks in staff meant a cutback in

cleaning by five times as much. Of-
fices which are regularly cleaned
once a day will now be taken care of

once every five days, he told them,
Moynes added that the Institute was
not expecting to get the same
maintenance it receives now.

Besides the Union maintenance
people, Ryerson also hires several

private companies to assist in the of-

fice cleaning. Several of the workers
suggested that the private contrac-

Haveyou
claimed

yourcredit?
Even if you don't pay income taxes you may benefit from

the Ontario Government's new Property Tax Credit Plan. And
you can apply only by filing a 1972 Income Tax Return.

If you are a student and 21 or over, you may be eligible

for a tax credit, whether or not you live at home. Students
under 21 may be eligible for the period they live away from
home, even though they are claimed as dependents for tax
purposes.

If you lived in a residence owned by a college, a university,

or a school of nursing you may claim $25 occupancy cost for

the year. In addition, rent paid during the year for a principal

residence off-campus may also be calculated towards your Tax
Credit.

If you haven't received your income tax kit you can pick
one up at the post office. The mauve claim form is included
in this kit and explains the Ontario Property Tax Credit Plan.

Send in both the tax return and the claim form. The sooner
you file, the sooner you'll receive your benefit.

I
Hon. John White

Treasurer

St
Ontario

Hon. William G.Davis

Premier

Hon. Allan Grossman

Minister of Revenue

tors be released and that the CUPE
members replace them.
Moynes said this would be discuss-

ed at the bargaining table, but since
the private cleaners cost less, he
doubted that the Institute would
agree to these terms. He also said

that there was no provision in their

contract to allow the firing of con-
tracted workers and the replacing of
them with union members, as in this

case. However, under their
agreements, contract cleaners can-
not be hired to replace union
members.

"It's a cutback, " said Moynes,
"and it isn't a matter of you people
going out and somebody else coming
in"

Many of the members believe the
layoff is a tactic for weakening the
Union's bargaining position or even
breaking the local completely.
Moynes, however, disagreed with
this suggestion.

A spokesman at the Wednesday
meeting told Moynes that the
members voted on March 4 to have
their bargaining team break off

negotiations if any layoffs were an-
nounced. Moynes who had been un-
aware of this development, said he
did not advise such action now, but
would if the Union called for it.

The resume is a marketing tool: you are the

product; and you lie offering to eichange

knowledge and ability for thousands of dollars each

year. Your resume should read and look as though

you are worth the price, so making the best

possible presentation is just good business. Our

resumes are designed lo inform and impress and

our goal is to construe! a resume that will invite an

interview.

We know what to say and how to

say it - with style.

telephone or write lor our Brochure

resume
desiqn
89 northdale Blvd.,

toronto M4B 1X1
telephone 757-2929

Clip this now tor reference

TIRED OF HITCH-HIKING?

HERE'S THE SOLUTION
IB-day camping tours to the

Maritimes- *224.00.

Departures: June 9,30
July 21 Aug. 11

Sent. 1
For information, write:

ROYAL CAMPING TOURS
370 DUNDAS ST. WEST
Toronto 2B, Ontario

SUR-
VIVAL
A three-

act week-

long Play-

Ground with

TIBETANS,
MECHANICS,
ADELLE
DAVIS,
THE
CHURLETTES,
SHELTER
CAPSULES I,

LAWYERS,
DOCTORS,
POETS, AND
MEDICINE MEN

MARCH 19
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Canadian, Quebec workers unite: Waffler
By ELEANOR COLEMAN

Ontario Waffle group spokesman

James Laxer declared last week that

only an anti-imperialist alliance

Jim Laxer calls for a united front of Canadian, Quebecois workers.

between English-Canadian and

Quebecois workers could prevent all

Canada from becoming a mere

resource hinterland for international

corporations.

In his lecture on Quebec in the

Canadian political economy at the

Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education, the York political

science professor traced the evolu-

tion of French-Canadian nationalism

to its present state of consciousness,

noting the transition irom the term

French-Canadian to Quebecois as an

important indication of national

identity.

He divided this evolution into two

main phases since confederation;

one, a basically defensive
nationalism concerned with survival,

and the other, beginning after World

War II, which erupted into an

aggressive expression of national

feeling.

Laxer described confederation as a

project of the Canadian merchant

finance class intended to unite the

west with Canada in order to enlarge

eastern markets.

Georges Etienne Cartier provided

PEI may certify formers' union
CHARLOTTETOWN (CUP) - The
Prince Edward Island government

has introduced legislation which

would establish a framework for cer-

tification of the National Farmers

Union as bargaining agent for the

provinces fanners.

Potato producers will be the first

to hold a plebiscite to certify the

NFU as their bargaining agent under

the new enabling legislation.

It is the first time in Canada that

comprehensive legislation to enable

farmers to certify a fanner's union

as their bargaining agency has been

introduced by any government.

It marks a significant and
historical point in the NFU's drive

for full certified, collective-

bargaining rights for all Canadian

farmers.

"With the introduction of the

Prince Edward Island legislation, we
establish the principle of certified

collective bargaining for farmers,

and it's a principle the other
governments of other jurisdictions in

Canada can ignore only at their own
peril," commented NFU president,

Roy Atkinson.

"We're very pleased the
(Premier Alex) Campbell govern-

ment introduced this legislation. It's

being handled through a free vote of

the Legislature. The premier has in-

dicated his support and we expect no
trouble in seeing it adopted," he
said.

"The first referendum will be of

potato producers, but the legislation

provides the same opportunity to

farmers producing other com-
modities," he said.

Atkinson said it would be foolish

to raise people's hopes by claiming

the plan will solve all the problems
of Island potato producers.

"It's a first step, an important one,

but still a first step, and whenever
you do something new, pioneer
something, you always run into dif-

ficulties you didn't foresee."

Under the plan, the provincial

government will establish a potato

marketing commission composed of

three persons who will be selected

by agreement between the minister

of agriculture and the National

Fanners Union. One of the three

will by agreement be designated

chief commissioner.

The commissioners may be remov-

ed from office at any time by the

NFU. In such a case, a new commis-

sion or commissioner would be re-

appointed through negotiations

between the government and the un-

ion.

The commission would have the

power "within the province to con-

trol and regulate in any and all

respects, to the extent of the powers

which may be vested in the commis-

sion, the marketing of potatoes, in-

cluding the prohibition of marketing

in whole or in part."

The commission will be required

to enter into negotiations with the

certified collective bargaining agen-

cy - the National Farmers Union.

This bargaining will result in an

agreement stating the terms and
conditions under which potatoes

within the province will be market-

ed.

A copy of the collective agreement
will be filed with the Minister of

Agriculture.

The NFU's negotiating committee
is set out by the legislation as four

persons, three potato producers ap-

pointed by Island locals and a chair-

man appointed by the NFU.
Only potato producers who are

members of the National Farmers
Union will be eligible to vote on
matters related to the terms and
conditions of a collective bargaining

agreement.

A service charge will be deducted

from the sale of all potatoes to pay

for the operation of the Potato

Marketing Commission, and
expenses incuned by the National

Farmers Union in respect of potato

marketing.

After one year a petition signed by

one-third of the registered producers

can force a plebiscite on the plan. If

a majority of people voting reject it,

the plan will be discontinued.

Each local of the NFU on Prince
Edward Island will select five

members who are potato producers

who will comprise a committee
known as the National Farmers
Union Potato Committee to act as a

link between the Union and Potato
producers in the local.

The legislation is expected to pass

through the house about ten days
after being introduced.

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete fERMPAPEB
service. Originality, quality, and
security d late our policy.

Phone: 961-6150
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 3 pm-10 pm

S at .

- s un. S am-5 pm
Professional Typing Done

300 AVENUE ROAD
2nd floor

"j" CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.

For information write to:

Community of the Holy Spirit

54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

The Varsity is now accepting orders for bound volumes of its 1972-
73 issues. It is anticipated that the bound volumes will be ready in
early April. Orders should be accompanied by a cheque or
money order for $15.00, and addressed to The Varsitv 91 St
George St.

the link between the English Cana-

dian bourgeoisie and French
Canada, he said, and it was his in-

fluence which secured for French

Canadians the language,
educational, and legal rights now
considered insufficient. The issues

which proved a thom in the side of

Confederation proved to be just as

"guaranteed" rights, however.

Mentioning the Riel rebellion and

the problem of Manitoba's status,

Laxer asserted that many French

Canadians participated in the move-

ment which crushed Louts Riel

and the Metis.and that it was only at

the time of his trial and subsequent

execution that the rebel was seen as

a symbol of popular nationalism.

Also, the influx of immigrants

from Ontario was largely responsible

for the withdrawal of French
language rights throughout that

province, engineered by Dalton

McCarthy, Laxer remarked that

French Canadians were, thus, "vic-

tims of McCarthyism 70 years before

the rest of the continent."

Surveying the growth of

nationalism in the 20th century, he

noted a movement toward Quebec
provincial rights, as opposed to

French Canadian rights in the coun-

try as a whole.

The first major battle, the con-

scription of French Canadians dur-

ing the Boer War, saw the province's

population obliged to fight for the

British Empire even though 62 out of

65 of Quebec's members of Parlia-

ment were against conscription. Ac-

cording to Laxer, 99 per cent of

French Canadians conscripts appeal-

ed for exemption.

Laxer compared this figure to that

of English Canada where, surprising-

ly, 90 per cent of those conscripted

also appealed for exemption.

Canada might well be "the world's

greatest draftdodging nation,' he
quipped.

He traced Catholic nationalism of

the post-World War One era, led by
Abbe Lionel Groulx, through to the

rise of the Union Nationale party

and Maurice Duplessis. Laxer
explained that in Groulx's idealized

version of French Canadian history,

French Canada had a providential

mission.

A priest had even declared that

between 1608 and 1759, only one il-

legitimate birth had occurred in

French Canada, as an example of its

virtue. However, Leandre
Bergeron's recent historical study

claims French Canadians to be the

descendents of criminals and
prostitutes exiled to the New World.

More illusions were foisted upon
the public by the Duplessis regime,

which, while proclaiming
nationalism and rejecting federal

aid, placed advertisements in New
York newspapers inviting American
investment, Laxer noted.

The 1947 Asbestos Strike opened
what Laxer considers the second

main phase in Quebec nationalism,

It revealed a newly organized union

movement endorsed, this time, by a

prominent clergyman, Archbishop

Charbonneau, who was forcibly

retired soon after by the church es-

tablishment.

The end of the Duplessis regime

and the emergence of what was to be

called "the Quiet Revolution" was
welcomed by English Canadians,

who thought, according to Laxer,

that a "decent, clean, Liberal,

reform government" was the solu-

tion to this thorn in the side of

cnfederation.

Instead, the increasing needs of

the new, emerging middle class

caused a crisis in federal-provincial

economic relations, he stated, which

continues to this day. Laxer cited the

creation of the Parti Quebecois, the

student power movement, the Oc-

tober 1970 crisis, the La Presse strike

the following year, and the current

controversy over the James Bay
project as examples of this con-

tinuing conflict of interests.

He concluded the lecture by draw-
ing attention to the larger issue of

working class struggle.

Ottawa, he said, is the back door
of Washington and New York, and
"Rockefeller doesn't care if Quebec
is independent or not", so long as it

is still open to American investment.

When asked whether the Waffle

group would support an NDP federal

government which dispatched troops

to prevent the secession of Quebec,
Laxer sidestepped the issue, saying

that there was certainly a danger
that the NDP would make such a

move.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Curricula vitae: myth and pattern in autobiography

Professor Phyllis Grosskurth

Thursday/ March 15, at 4.10 p.m.
West Hall, University College .

Coffee at 3.30 p.m.

VARSITY ARENA
C.I.A.U.

CANADIAN INTERCOLLEGIATE
NATIONAL HOCKEY

CHAMPIONSHIP
Varsity Blues vs. St. Mary's Huskies

Saturday, March 17th at 2:00 p.m.

Tickets on Sale Now At Athletic Office

& Varsity Arena
PRICES:

General Admission $1.00
Reserved $2.00
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Law ploys SMC in clutch game tonight

Mecfs, UC tied at one game in semi-finals
Interfac basketball playoffs moved

into semi-final play last week. Based

on a two-out-of three games format

(for the first time), the results to

date of semi-final action show a tie

between Meds and UC at one game
apiece, while Law possesses a one-

game lead over St. Mike's.

Meds won the initial outing

against UC last Thursday night by a

score of 65-62. Meds came out flying

(courtesy of their black bags some
claimed) in the game with a

devastating zone press which rolled

hack into a 3-2 zone if UC broke it.

Using this press, Meds was up by

10 at one point in the first half. This

lead was especially noticeable when

one realizes that Meds' two starting

guards, Ron Sternberg and Bobby
Lewis, scored 14 and 13 points,

respectively, for the game.
However, UC closed quickly to be

down only by two at halftime. In the
second half, Meds played 'straight

up' basketball to hold on for the win.
Lindsay Horenblas, Meds premier
tiddly wink player, scored 19 points
in the game to lead all Meds scorers.

For UC, the brothers Betcherman -
Mike and Gordie — hooped 22 and 14
points, respectively.

Friday night was a different story,

however. UC rolled over Meds 5748.
Just as in the first game, Meds
jumped out to an early lead (22-15).

shoe &wfr<jue

SPATS

WHITE AND BLACK LEATHER

ONLY S30.00

Open Thursday and Friday Nltes

C.O.D. orders accepted—Credit and Chargex cards honored

115 YONGE STREET
262 YONGE STREET
1475 YONGE STREET
101 BLOORST. WEST
SHOPPERS WORLD, BRAMPTON
OSHAWA SHOPPING CENTRE

FAIRVIEW MALL
CEDERBRAE SHOPPING
PLAZA (SCARBOROUGH)
ADAMS APPLE BOUTIQUE:
126 BLOORST. WEST
774 YONGE STREET

'"Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada of the

Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd,"

However, they fell victim to a UC
lead of 19-2, to be down 34-24 at half-

time. The game was essentially over
at this point.

Meds' strong rebounding — which
had played so prominent a role in

their earlier win — was missing Fri-

day. The UC forwards — Joel
Levitan, Gordie Betcherman, and
Bill Birnbaum — badly out-
rebounded the Caskey-Horenblas-
Hibloom front wall, An observer
could not help but notice how Birn-
baum's presence in this game (he
didn't play in the first one)
hampered Meds, as he scored 13

points in addition to his strong
rebounding performance.

TERMPAPERS
SERVICE (Reg'd)
ACarpJian Company

PAPERS ON FILE

$1.85 PER PAGE

OR
Custom made orders, at reasonable
cost, prepared by our staff of college

graduates

638-3559
Suite 906. 12 Goldnnch CI.

Wlllowdale (Toronto) M2R2C4. Orti.

Complete Educational

Research Service

Including

Termpaper Research,

Thesis Research, etc.

"For Research &
Reference Only"

Termpapers

Unlimited
of Toronto

752A Yonge Street

Toronto 5, Ontario

(416) 964-7328

Hours: 10:00-5:00 (Mon.-Fri.)

10:30-400 (Sat.)

CAMPUS
PROPRIETORS WANTED:

INQUIRE

A rare new collection of memo-
rabilia adorns the walls and an
engaging mixture of patrons raise

their glasses. Lunch from noon
'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a

delightfully different daily special.

Surrounded by The Sutton Place,

on Wellesley at Bay.

The Bull and The Bear

After the game, Birnbaum
remarked that "grabbing rebounds
is like picking apples in a strong
wind, you have to time your jump
and concentrate closely on the
fruit."

Other scorers for UC included the
other two forwards, Gordie Betcher-
man and Joel Levitan, with 15 and 12
points respectively. For Meds, Lind-
say Horenblas scored 15.

The final game of this series takes
place tonight at 9 pm. For Caskey to
remain masked, Meds will have to
get off the floor. Otherwise, look for
UC in the finals.

Despite the fact that they were
missing their star forward Jamie
Halfnight, Law stole a victory from
St. Mike's 62-61 — something Law
has been doing to opponents all year.
Law came out smoking in the first

half on the strength of some
excellent outside shooting, a rare
commodity for the lawyers.

Nonetheless, playing before an
overflow crowd, Law went ahead by
a score of 39-29 at halftime (Law was
up by 18 at one point).

In the second half, St. Mike's man-
to-man full-court press began to
wear down Law, and the SMC team
began to close quickly. Still, the rally
fell just short of victory.

Al Sternberg, the virtual one man
gang for Law notched 26 points
while team-mate John Hunter was
popping in 12. Replying for St.

Mike's were Larry Trafford (15
points), Mark Daemianczuk (14, and
George Poland (12).

"A third game, if necessary, (and
it probably will be) between the two
teams will be held tonight at 7 pm
preceding the UC-Meds game.

The second, and perhaps final,

game of the series was played last

night; too late to meet the press
deadline.

Bias discussed
By CYNTHIA

The university's recent attack on
discrimination against female
teachers fails to adequately alleviate

the problem, philosophy professor
Lorrenne Clark charged Friday at a
meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee
on the Status of Women at U of T.

Last month the university
allocated $150,000 to raise women's
salaries to par with those of men, in

in response to complaints that major
salary discrimination exists at the
university.

This sum applies to full-time
professors only, however, and
therefore does not offer any compen-
sation to the large numbers of
women who work part-time, Clark
added.

Moreover, discrimination against
women is prevalent at all levels of
the university, both academic and
non-academic, psychology professor
Wendy Potter told the meeting.
"The problem is too big to deal

with all at once, so we simply con-
cerned ourselves full-time professors

first," Potter said.

The committee will attempt to

correct discrimination against part-

FARQUHAKSON
time women professors next.

Clark pointed out that part-time
professors (both male and female)
are deprived of privileges enjoyed by
full-time teaching staff, such as
tenure, and paid insurance, OHIP
and pension benefits, even though
they may, in effect, be working full-

time.

She was referring to the fact that
teachers are often employed part-
time by more than one department,
and therefore put in as many hours
as full-time professors.

This affects women more
significantly than men, since the
majority of part-time staff is female.

Furthermore, part-time professors
are particularly vulnerable to drops
in enrolment, which means they are
often not sure of being rehired until.-

late September. Clark said.

"I don't even know if I'll be
teaching the second half of my
course," said one woman who has
taught English on a part-time basis

at UC for the past seix years.

She said that she feared being
replaced by a fellow teacher at any
time.

The Varsity,

91 St. George St.,

Toronto, Ontario,
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Blues meet Huskies in CIAU final
By PAUL CARSON

The Varsity Blues and St Mary's

Huskies, two teams undefeated in

league and playoff competition this

season, have qualified for the Cana-

dian Intercollegiate Athletic Union

hockey championship.

The title game will be played

Saturday afternoon at 2 pm at Varsi-

ty Arena.

Blues qualified for the CIAU final,

the first incidentally to be staged in

Toronto, by ousting Alberta Golden

Bears in two exciting games played

before near capacity crowds of about

4,000 in Edmonton's Varsity Arena

last weekend. (Huskies had a

somewhat easier time disposing ol

Loyola College Warriors in Halifax 9-

2 and 9-6.)

Bob Munro was named the out-

standing player in the Varsity-

Alberta series by the press continget,

following his two-goal performance

in Blues 5-2 opening game win and

bis steady penalty-killing in the se-

cond game, which ended 5-3.

Coach Tom Watt has at least two

crucial decisions to make before

Saturday's face-off which marks the

fourth straight year Blues and

Huskies have met for the national ti-

tle.

Rightwinger Harry Sems suffered

a torn cartilege in the second game

and is definitely lost for the final.

Watt could use either winger Doug

Tate, and OUAA all- star last season

at Waterloo Lutheran, or decide to

dress an additional defenceman,

either Rick Cornacchia or Albie

Shamess.

Tate is a proven veteran of inter-

collegiate play who has never had

the thrill of being on a championship

team. However, Blues have been go-

ing with only four defencemen and

should one be injured early in Stur-

day's game, the team could be in

serious trouble.

Watt's other probelm involves

goaltending, since both Bruce Dumo
and Gary Inness turned in outstan-

ding games in Edmonton as Blues

were surprisingly outshot and often

careless in their own end. If Durno

plays, it will be his final game in

lock*

!.-wtL-_-,.:i._
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Athletic building proposal, 1967-1968

This diagram shows the architectural plans for the

men's athletic building as they appeared in 1968.

Like other proposals before it, the building was drop-

ped due to lack of finances.

Mail or deliver

To: 91 St. George St.

Drop this coupon, signed and with student
number into any campus mail box, and it will be
delivered free to the Varsity office.

Campus mail boxes can be found in almost all

university buildings.

As a student involved in athletics at the Univer-
sity of Toronto, where over 50 per cent of the
athletic budget comes from the students, and
where only five students can be elected to a 20
member Directorate, I strongly support a majority
student voice in the UTAA Directorate.

Yes No
The construction of a new men's athletic

building should be placed at the top of the universi-
ty administration's priority list. The administra-
tion should appeal to the provincial government for
construction funds, and should also pay for the
maintenance costs itself.

Yes No
Co-educational physical education and

athletics should be encouraged; and the men's
athletics program, the women's program, and the
School of Physical and Health Education should be
integrated.

Yes No
I urge the UTAA to set up a committee with a

majority of student (athletes) to define the
priorities of the men's athletics program at the U of

Yes O No
Signature

ATL number

Referendum

votes count
The referendum results will be

sent to Simcoe Hall, the men's

athletic association (UTAA), and
the Women's Athletic Association.

They will also be published In The
Varsity.

If further background informa-

tion is desired in order to answer
the referendum the following ar-

ticles are available at The Varsity

editorial offices:

Educate bodies as well as minds,
November 15, 1972.

Jock and Jill in Toronto,
November 22, 1972.

Women play a marginal role in

sports, October 18, 1972.

Marketing athletics: how U of T
pays for its sports program,
January 10, 1973.

Hoch" unmasks spectator sports

as escapist, January 26, 1973.

Queen's University — athletics,

January 31, February 2, February

7, February 9.

University of Waterloo —
athletics, February 21, February
23.

Women pressured to open
facilities, February 28.

Admin does not support
athletics, March 2, 1973.

Fee hike pays for increase in

costs, March 7.

college hockey, while Inness has one

more year of eligibility.

Blues used superior skating and

some quick scoring thrusts to

eliminate the young but well-

coached Golden Bears, as the best of

three series ended after two games.

Varsity's record in league and

playoff games now stands at 22-0.

However, one of their three exhibi-

tion losses was 3-1 to St. Mary's cn

Halifax last December. The teams'

other game resulted in a 5-5 tie.

Both teams opened Friday's first

game on a cautious note as neither

Watt nor Alberta's Clare Drake

seemed to want a wide-open game.

Varsity defenceman Mike Keenan

opened the scoring midway through

the period on a soft rolling shot that

skipped by Bears' netminder Barry

Richardson. It was an unfortunate

break for Richarson who played a

solid game especially when his team

wilted in the third period.

Alberta left-winger Marcel St.Ar-

naud evened the score in the final

minute of the opening period and the

score remained 1-1 until Ivan

McFarlane put Blues in the lead to

stay, converting Bill Buba's rebound

late in the second period.

Varsity raced to a 4-1 lead with

two goals within 70 seconds early in

the third period.

Neil Korzack and Warren Ander-

son set up Kent Ruhnke for a well-

placed wrist shot from close in, and
then on the next shift Munro easily

beat Richardson after taking a

perfect pass from captain Gord
Davies.

Munro later made it 5-1 with only

five minutes remaining but Alberta

came back on Steve McKnlght's

screen shot at 17:44. Davies took a

charging penalty moments later, but

Gary Inness continued his steady

play and Blues were full credit for a
5-2 victory.

Drake changed his tactics for the

second game and Bears were
rewarded with an early goal by Jerry

Homby. Blues seemed somewhat
uncoordinated for a few shifts, but

struck for two quick goals within 24

seconds midway through the period

and were never in serious trouble

thereafter.

Ruhnke assumed the unfamiliar

role of playmaker instead of goal

scorer as be set up line-mates Don
Pagnutti at 12:52 and Keil Korzack

at 13:16.

Bears made it interesting in the

final period with an early goal by

Gerry LeGrandeur and another

point shot from McKnight in the

final two minutes. Munro and Davies

skillfully killed off some late

penalties, and a 5-3 victory put Blues

into the championship game.

In contrast, St. Mary's had little

trouble with Loyola as the Huskies

bombed at will in the 9-2 rout and
outshot Warriors 38-16 in the

freescoring final.

St. Mary's always boasts several

experienced semi-pros from the

Eastern League and has a solid two-

way veteran in rightwinger Mike

Quinn.

Saturday's nationally televised

game should be a good display of

first class college hockey as both

teams feature several experienced

veterans and Huskies are one of the

few teams that can skate with the

Blues over three full periods.

"St. Mary's had a great advantage

from their fanatical home crowd for

the two games in December," Watt

said in an interview yesterday. "I

hope we can get some solid fan sup-

port on Saturday- after all Toronto

has waited a long time to host a

CIAU final."

Blues Notes. . . Watt and Drake
coached together last year on
the Student National team that in-

cluded Munro, Davies, Buba,
Richardson and Alberta center Dave
Couves . . . Durno was in goal for

the CIAU final last year when Blues

shutout St. Mary's 5-0; the previous

two title games were far closer as

Varsity needed late goals from Paul
Laurent to win 3-2 in 1970 and Brian

StJohn to take the 1971 game 5-

4 . . . sellout crowds at both Edmon-
ton and Halifax indicated the CIAU
will probably continue the present

playoff format instead of the four-

team tournaments used in prior

years . . . Radio Varsity will also be

handling play-by-play broadcasting

in addition to the full CBC radio and
television network coverage.

SMC, Vic in finals
By PAUL CARSON

Pulling the goaltender in favor of

an extra forward has become a

requent hockey coaching tactic, but

it's not often that a game ends with
both goaltenders on the bench at the

same time.

The' unexpected happened Mon-
day night as St. Mike's and Erindale

tied 3-3 in the second game of Divi-

sion I semi-finals. The tie enabled

SMC to advance to the Jennings Cup
final on the strength of an earlier 12-

6 victory.

Erindale was expected to play

strictly offensive hockey but the

team seemed totally psyched out by
the St. Mike's decision to play defen-

sive hockey in spite of the Irish's six-

goal lead. In fact, Erindale didn't get

a shot on goal for the first 11

minutes, while John McCarthy's two
goals gave St. Mike's a 14-6 lead in

the total-goals series.

Erindale did get one goal back
from captain Mike Mathe but SMC
forward Paul Kahnert clinched the

series with a clever goal while his

own team was playing two men
short.

Erindale pulled its goaltender in

the final minute for one last ganging

attack despite the 15-9 score and St.

Mike's coach Don Pagnutti im-

mediately followed suit. The con-

cluding seconds produced several

exciting plays and several near mis-

ses at the two empty nets, but no
further goals were scored.

The finals between St. Mike's and
defending champions Victoria begin

tonight at 7:30.

Finalists in Division II have also

been settled as PHE B meets Law H
Thursday evening also at 7:30. The
jocks squeaked past Graduate
Studies 2-1 on goals by footballer

Mark Ackley and Brian Walters; Al

Molto replied for SGS.

The intermediate league is still in

second reound action but six

quarter-finalists were decided in

games last week.

Results:

Meds B 4

Meds E 6

Vic IV 3

Emmanuel 6
Trin B 8

Grungies 3

SMC F0
Eng Sci Grads 0

Vic VI

1

Business 0

Wycliffe 1

For B 2

Upcoming intermediate games are

Vic V-Scarboro tonight at 9:30 and

Meds-PHE C Thursday at 9:30.



Shepherdwants
no students
on tribunals

By HANDY ROBERTSON
Academic Affaire Committee chairman R.M.H. Shepherd is attemp-

ting to prevent students from being allowed to sit on tribunals judging
students on academic offenses.

5

A paper presented to the committee Tuesday by Shepherd claim*
that students charged with academic offences "should be" judeed
mainly, if not entirely, by those most competent for this task ie
members of the teaching staff, in whose hands decisions in matters of
evaluation nave always rested and surely must continue to rest

"
The paper defines academic offences as "offences of fraud or mis-

representation committed by students, in connection with their
academic work, for the purpose of obtaining unjustified standing in a
course or improper credit towards a degree, or any other object e e
admission to another faculty". ' s '

The move came as Academic Affairs considered the Internal Affairs
Committee s proposal for a discipline system, which is expected to be
decided on by the Governing Council by summer
Although Internal Affairs ran into criticism for not differentiating

between types of protest to be banned, it did implement recommen
dations from the three-year-old Campbell Report that students be a
majority of any body judging students.
Sheperd claims that the presence of students on the tribunal cannot
be justified on any academic principle or logical analogy"
He claimed that a tribunal would have no credibility in the eyes of

academics, if, for example "it were composed of three first-year un-
dergraduates and two instructors drawn from various professional
faculties and non-humanities departments of Arts and Science and
charged with the duty of judging a case of alleged plagiarism in an es-
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say on Restoration Comedy."
He envisaged that a tribunal for such a case might easily "comprise

one lecturer and two first-year students drawn from dentistry, forestry
and nursing, plus one lecturer in commerce and a first-year student
drawn with rninimal experience in literary questions."
The proposal makes a distinction between academic and non-

academic affairs, in direct opposition to the Internal Affairs Com-
mittee's intention. Internal Affairs recommends a single university
tribunal which would deal with all offenses "in which the university is
uniquely involved or affected as an academic institution."
Academic Affairs student member Brian Morgan charges that

Shepherd is "trying to pretend that there is no difference between
asigning a grade and judging whether there has been a breach of
regulations which deserves the imposition of a penalty."
"Right and wrong are becoming confused," he said, "with the quali-

ty of the work a student does".
Academic Affairs Committee graduate member John Morton claims

that the proposals are clearly an attempt by university academics in-
cluding Shehherd, John Dove and William Dunphy to maintain or ex-
tend their power. He said that the issue was plainly a jurisdictional

"There are no-criticisms, no proposals from the Academic Affairs
Committee faculty members thaj cannot be answered procedurally
within the structures proposed by the Internal Affairs Committee "

Morton said.

"The peer structure is flexible" Morton said, "it allows students to
be judged by a tribunal with a majority of students, and academics by
a tribunal with a majority of academics."
The problem is "just that there are too many academics on

Academic Affairs."

"The Internal Affairs Committee is more representative of the uni-
versity community," Morton said. Twelve of the 25-member body are
academics while only two of the 12 Internal Affairs Committee
members are faculty.

Morton said that a number of lay people on the Internal Affairs
Committee are angry since their committee was clearly given the task
of formulating discipline codes and structures by the Governing Coun-
cil.

'

Morton said that the lawyers present at the meeting — Professors
Stanley Schiff and J.B. Dunlop and representatives from Cassels,
Brock, the university's solicitors — opposed Shepherd's proposals.
The law system works by jury by peers, has for hundreds of years,"

he noted. "Experts are called in as witnesses, but judgment is always
by peers."

Morton said that he tried unsuccessfully a number of times to move
approval of the Internal Affairs proposals so that the jurisdictional
issue could be decided by the Governing Council.
Morgan noted that "each committee is trying to define the issue of

jurisdiction for the other", and that it was futile for them to try to do

Academic Affairs Tuesday decided that academic discipline is its

proper concern.

i

K also agreed to have a working group precisely define academic dis-

cipline and academic offences which would be subject to academic dis-

cipline. The working group will report to the committee at its March
27 meeting.

Therolesof research and teaching are the urgent issue, new SAC president Anderson said.

"

Publish or perish

in math
By DAVID WISE

SAC president-elect Bob Anderson
yesterday told the Governing Coun-
cil that "research (is) interfering
with teaching" in the mathematics
department.

Anderson, also a fourth year math
student, was one of two students to
address the council on the occupa-
tion of math department offices

which ended a week ago.

"Research is important in the uni-
versity in itself, and insofar as it

positively contributes to the teaching

abilities of faculty," he stated. •

The most important issue at stake
in the occupation, he said, was the
relationship of teaching and research
in the university.

Two professors who were refused
tenure, David Spring, and Michael
Mather, have said that the only in-

dications they received of the
reasons for their denial were their

supposed failure to publish enough
research. The occupation demanded
that they be given tenure, that
another dismissed professor be
rehired, and that better quality
teaching be instituted in first year
courses.

Anderson stated that the way
tenure procedures are now establish-

ed in certain departments the
teaching ability of a faculty member

- is judged solely upon what his or her
colleagues know of it.

Anderson expressed concern for
the individual rights of faculty up for
tenure. According to him, in certain
departments the teachers being con-
sidered for tenure "do not know who
are on the tenure committees, are
not allowed to make submissions to
these committees, get lawyers to
represent their interests to these
committees, or even get the reasons
for refusal of tenure, once that deci-
sion has been made."
Anderson said the occupation was

the direct result of an unwillingness
to negotiate or consult with the stu-
dent body on a matter that directly
affected it. The incidence of ar-

bitrary departmental decisions has
decreased, he added, with the recent
establishment of curriculum com-
mittees in most departments, with
considerable student representation.

The math department, however,
stated Anderson, implemented a uni-
form grading scheme for first year
courses without ever consulting the
math curriculum committee, upon
which he sits.

Arts and science dean Bob Greene
briefly expressed his disappontment
at what he labelled "the irresponsi-

ble statements based on hearsay
evidence," that Anderson had made.
He specifically alluded to Anderson's
statement concerning tenure
procedures.

He said, however, that he had not
been aware that Anderson and Mur-
ton would be speaking to the council
and stated'that he was not in a posi-

tion to "sufficiently deal with the
charges" Anderson and Murton
made.

Greene last night stated that he
found only the section of Anderson's
statement dealing with the
procedure of tenure committees to

be irresponsible, and that he had no
objections to the rest of what Ander-
son had to say. He said that he
objected to "the general tone of the
statements concerning the conduct
of tenure committees", which he
said were "made without real
evidence."

In an interview last night, Ander-
son noted that no departments, aside
from sociology, have students on
their staffing committees, and that
not all have student course
evaluations so that tenure com-
mittees have some idea of students'

judgment of professors.

Asked whether there were specific

departments whose tenure policies

warranted Anderson's charges,
Greene said, "All departments take
their tenure decisions very
seriously."

Greene was earlier overheard,
however, admitting to Anderson that

there were several departments in
the faculty which were "notorious"
for arbitrary tenure policies. He was
heard to have said that on occasion,
over the objections of departmental
chairmen, he had forced
departments to release the reasons
for refusal to rehire or grant tenure,
to the concerned faculty member.
Greene then labelled this right to

information, "a basic human right."

Fourth year math student Phil
Murton told council that the occupa-
tion alone forced the department to
negotiate with the students.

He expressed concern that the new
discipline code, now being con-
sidered in committees by the coun-
cil, would not distinguish between
violent and non-violent
demonstrations, "and would make
peaceful and non-disruptive
demonstrations such as our own, il-

legal."

With no debate from council
members, an executive motion af-
firming that "established rules and
procedures on appeals" should be
adhered to was passed.

The motion also encouraged the
administration to "continue their
constructive attempts toward resolu-
tion of the substantive issues in-
volved in the dispute."

Pigeons come to

roost at Varsity
Varsity staff should home in on 91

St George at one this afternoon as
the paper holds a very Important
staff meeting.

Election of next year's production
staff and details of this year's
banquet top the afternoon's agenda.
Remember, there is only one more

staff meeting this year. So, don't
miss out on this chance to rack op
another one.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
10 am

Professor Pradip Sinha, of the Rabindra

Bfiarati University, Calcutta, will give a seminar

on "The 'Comprador' Elite in the Social and

Cultural Development of Calcutta". At Room

2076, Sidney Smith.

1 pm
Free film: entitled 'Face of an addict' will be

shown in Room 105 -of the Pharmacy Building

(19 Russell St.),

1:10 pm
Euchanst, sponsored by the Student Christian

Movement. At (he Hart House Chapel.

2:10 pm
History of Science Lecture: "How Not to

Make Science Policy" by Professor Sir Frederick

Dainton, F.R.S. At Room 2158 Medical Sciences

Auditorium.

4 pm
The Graduate Students' Union at 16 Bancroft

Ave. invites everyone to a Wine and Cheese Par-

ty. Note: We have imported wines and beers as

well as your favourite domestic. Till 7 pm.

6:15 pm
Lichet Benchen at Hillel House, 186 St.

George Street.

7 pm
Kartoteka (personal file) by Tadeusz

Rozewicz, founder of the Theatre of Non-

Sequitur, presented by ARABESKA Student

Theatre in Polish at U.C. Playhouse. 79 St.

George Street. Free Admission.

7-30 pm
U of T Progressive Conservative Association

Meeting: guest speaker is Peter Reilly MP for

Ottawa West. At the H3rt House Debates Room.

Free Coffee,

SMC Film Club presents Alan Pakula's

"Klute" with Jane Fonda and Donald Sutherland.

In Carr Hall. Admission is $1.00.

8 pm
The Nunnery opens at 73 St. George Street.

Dance to '56 FORD. Come early and enjoy our

reduced prices.

The sounds of a drunken orgy thrown by

Canadian rock group Lighthouse. They give their

impressions and feelings of the music and con-

cept of Lighthouse. U of T Radio 820 AM on

campus and 96.3 on Rogers cable FM.

Public rally in the OISE auditorium to

welcome the 300 delegates to the Cross-

Canada Conference of the Canadian Women's
Coalition to Repeal the Abortion Laws. Everyone

welcome to hear prominent speakers from all

aspects of the movement. At 252 filoor St. W.

9 pm
One of several "free businesses"

proliferating on the west coast, the Jellyroll

Press kept the San Francisco area illuminated

with leaflets, posters and pamphlets done in rich

colours and with great skill. You can hear how
the press works without money on U of T Radio.

Oneg Shabbat at the Shaarei Tefillah

Synagogue on Bathurst will include Rabbi

Berglas as guest speaker. Sponsored by Yavrteh.

MO pm
Frank Zappa philosophizes and makes music

as only he can, Whipping it out, he relates such

tasty tidbits as "The Cosmic Fart" — aboutnow
farts^have the same atomic consistency as

exploding novas. Zappa — the man and his

music on U of T Radio.

SATURDAY
730 pm

A realized disciple of Guru Maharaj Ji will

speak about the "Knowledge of Truth" within

each of us. At OISE.

8 pm
Dance-sponsored by the U of T Homophile

Association. At the Hart House-Music Room. Ad-

mission is $1.50.

SUNDAY
1000 am

The'Cross-Canada Conference of the Cana-
dian Women's Coalition to Repeal the Abortion

Laws continues in Sid Smith until 3 pm. All

women are welcome.

noon

Survival: The piano stylings of Hank Bull Pizza

Pizza Lounge. At Bloor & Spadina.

2 pm
Yavneh invites you to assist in the delivery of

'Shalach Manot' (Purim Packages) at the New
Mount Sinai Hospital. Meet at Hillel House at 2

pm.

7 pm
Waffle Public Lecture Series on The Political

Economy of Canada. Mel Watkins on "Canadian

resources and underdevelopment". At Room

N201 OISE.

7 pm
Thog presents an evening of music and peo-

ple. Real food by Jubilation. At Bathurst Street

United Church, a block south of Bloor. Donation

$1.00. Proceeds to TAN.C.

7:15 pm
SMC Film Club presents Don Siegel's "Inva-

sion of the Body Snatchers" with Kevin

McCarthy and Dana Wynter. In Carr Hall. Admis-

sion — senes ticket or 50 cents. Again at 9:30

pm.

7:30 pm
A disciple of Guru Mahataj Ji will speak about

the "Knowledge of Truth" within each of us. At

the McLaughlin Planetarium.

Intermediate conversational Hebrew at Hillel

House. 186 St. George Street.

8 pm
Poetry Reading by Robert Peters, author of

"The Sow's Head", and editor of "The Letters of

John Addington Symons". At the Hart House-

south sitting room. Sponsored by the U of T

Homophile Association.

9 pm
Hillel's Grad Club is presenting its bowling

night at York Bollorama located at (Wilson and

Wilson Heights Streets) All welcome.

MONDAY
11 am

Survival: Shelter Capsule 1 at Back Patio

Rochdale is a really fantastic week long slide trip

with models, demos, plastic straws toys, tools

and instruction on domes and structures.

1 pm
Survival: Push and Probe Series on Noise

Pollution, at Pollution Probe, 43 Queen's Park

Crescent.
' 1 pm

Prof. Mikio Sumiya will speak on Student

Rebellion in Japan. At South Sitting Room, Hart

House.

2 pm
Survival: Push and Probe Series recycling

Slide Show. At Pollution Probe, 43 Queens Park

Crescent.

3 pm
Survival: Push and Probe Series Energy and

Resources slide show on the North and discus-

sion oj pipeline issue. At Pollution Probe, 43
Queens Park Crescent.

"CHINA, 1972"; a talk by Professor Peter

Mitchell, Coordinator of East Asian Studies

Programme, York University. (Slides, recorded

music, multiple projectors & screens) At Room
315, Dept of East Asian Studies, 280 Huron St..

(above Textbook Store).

4 pm 1

Survival: Rise and Fall of the Great Lakes, one

man's 300 year trip through Lake Ontario Film.

At Room 3154 Med. Sci.

Survival: Push and Probe Series Urban Team
will have an open discussion. At Pollution Probe,

43 Queens Park Crescent.

6-30 pm
Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5

pm. today. At Hillel House, 186 St George

Street.

7:30 pm
Survival: Napoleon, a Mexican folksinger

followed by Living Arrangements. Wilf Pelletier

will give an address and telephone number.

Featuring Phil & Pat, Jeff & Jane, Oscar & Jan,

Paul & Anne, Jack & Ethel French Fulford Har-

bour BC & 1 methane farmer. At New College,

Wilson Hall.

Table Tennis Club General Meeting. At the

East Common Room, Hart House.
Refreshments. New committee to be elected.

Everyone welcome.

A realized disciple of Guru Maharaj Ji will

speak about the "Knowledge of Truth" within

each of us. At the Medical Sciences Bldg.

Auditorium.

8 pm
Major General (ret.) Indar Jit Rikhye, Presi-

dent of the International Peace Academy in New
York and former Military Adviser to the

Secretary;Genera! of the United Nations, will

speak on "The Struggle To Maintain Peace:

International and National initiatives, and

Private Efforts". General Rikhye has a very

broad background in peacekeeping, having serv-

ed with UN Force in Gaza/Sinai, Congo, West

Irian, Yemen and Cyprus. At Room 2172,

Medical Sciences Building.

10 pm
Survival: A Killaloe Mountain band. At Innis

College 63 St, George Street.

11 am
Survival: Shelter Capsule 1 at back patio

Rochdale. A really fantastic week long slide trip

with models, demos plastic straws toysrtools

and instruction on domes and structures. Ask for

Jerry or Bob,

11:00 am
Major General (ret,) Indar Jit Rikhye,

President of the International Peace Academy

in New York and former Military Adviser to the

Secretary-General of the United Nations, will

give a seminar on "Peacekeeping: Past

Experience and Future Prospects". At Upper

Library, Massey College, 4 Devonshire Place,

noon

Meeting of the Baha'i Club. All invited. We will

discuss the reasons for fasting. At Sid Smith,

Room 2047.

2 pm
Survival: The Politics of Food with Karma Co-

Op. Whole Earth, Oasis. Dominion Store and

people. At South Sitting Room, Hart House.

Survival: Push and Probe Series Recycling

Slide Show: plant in Franklin Ohio; discussion of

Metro garbage crisis. At Pollution Probe, 43

Queens Park Crescent.

3 pm
Survival: Push and Probe Series Energy and

Resources slide show on the north and the

pipeline issue. At Pollution Probe, 43 Queens

Park Crescent.

4 pm
Survival Cooking Class with Rosemary. Stan

& the toadstools. At the South Sitting Room,

-Hart House-

Public lecture by Mikio Sumiya of Tokyo

University, on "Confrontation of Christianity and

Traditionalism in Modem Japan." At Seeley Hall,

Trinity.

4 pm
Survival: Bethune Documentary by the NF8.

At Room 3154 Med. Sd,

Survival: Push and Probe Series Urban Team
open discussion. Pollution Probe, 43 Queens

Park Crescent.

7 pm
Beginners Guitar workshop. At Hillel House,

186 St. George Street.

7:30 pm
Survival: Michael Kearns, philosophy lecturer,

sings country & western ballads; followed by The

City & the Neighbourhood, an ironic juxtaposi-

tion chaired by Jim Harding. At New College,

Wilson Hall.

8:15 pm
Advanced Guitar Workshop, At Hillel House

186 St. George Street.

10 pm
Survival: James Hartley Blues Band A Dance

at Innis College, 63 St. George Street.

WHAT ARE
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between St. George
and Queen's Park)
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ART GALLERY
TONY AND ELEANOR PAINE

EXHIBITION

CYCLOP PRINTS & BATIKS

UNTIL MARCH 20

GALLERY HOURS: Mgndiy, 11 a.m. - 9

Tuesday to Saturday, 11 a.m. - 5 p.r

Sunday, 2 p.m.- S p.m.

INFORMAL DEBATE
THURSDAY, MARCH 22

2 P.M. DEBATES ROOM
"RESOLVED THAT GREEN
IS BETTER THAN BLUE".

TABLE TENNIS CLUB

OPEN MEETING
MONDAY, MARCH 19
EAST COMMON ROOM,

7:30 - 11 p.m.

REFRESHMENTS-ALL WELCOME

CLASSICAL CONCERT
PIANO TRIOS

by Beethoven, Schumann, Martlnu

TUES., MARCH 20
MUSIC ROOM, 1 P.M.

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS

STARTS AT
8:30 P.M.

ESP and
parapsychology:

a daywith the
experts

Satuiday, March 17.

9t30 a.m.-3: 30 p.m.
Concart Hall,

Edward Johnson Building

Seminar73
Trinity College
Speakers:

Dr. J. B. Rhine
InttiEUe lor Pjr«Eythd0Of.

Allan Spiaggett

Canon Puxley
Prol C. W Webb

Tieketi •

Call Oltioa of Convocation.
928-2651

j" CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian

communities in more than forty countries around the world.

For information write to:

Community of the Holy Spirit

54 Clarendon Avenue. Toronto, Ontario

SMC Film Club

/utherlancl
in an

alanj pakula

production

Mule

technicolor©

Irom worner br

•o kinney leisun
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Friday. March 16 & Saturday, March 17
-,. 7:30;& ;lpK),0 P,A/|, Carr Hall. .UP
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Eng faculty scuttles course
By BRIANE NASCV10K

The Faculty of Engineering has

apparently arbitrarily, and without

consultation, decided to prevent its

students from taking an independent

studies course for credit.

"Engineering students will not be

allowed to take INI 213, for credit,

next year", physics professor B.P.

Stoicheff said Wednesday evening at

a meeting of the Curriculum Stan-

dards Sub-Committee of the Gover-

ning Council. His announcement was

the first indication arts and science

dean Bob Greene received of the

move, and he was noticeably sur-

prised.

INI 213, next year's equivalent to

INI 203, is an independent studies

course offered by Innis College,

which allows students to set up their

own programs. They can choose to

be graded by the pass/fail system or

by numerical grade.

The Innis independent studies

course has had a history of con-

troversy within the university. Three

years ago its grades were rejected by

the faculty council of arts and
science, and ail students received

only a pass.

Stoicheff said that "if we would
have known that 313 and 413 were to

be offered, we would have done the

same thing. If that is the 'kind of

course offered under independent
studies, I am very, very worried."

Stoicheff said that next year's

engineering calendar would have a

note to students, telling them they
couldn't take the course.

When reached yesterday,
engineering associate dean G.B.
Craig said that he knew "the
problem was under study," but had
not been advised of the decision, and
had not seen the calander. He could
not give "a definite answwer" to

who made the decision, and if the

policy was definite.

There are at present 11 engineer-

ing students enrolled in the course.

Greene said that he had "not been
informed previously" of the deci-

sion.

Innis College registrar David King
"regretted that the Faculty of

Engineering had not consulted with
Innis College before making the

decision". He said that on a number

of occasions he had offered to talk
to the Faculty of Engineering about
the course, but he was never
invited to do so.

was receiving credit for studying
scuba diving. Most of the faculty
seemed displeased with the idea that

academic credit should be given to

such a study program.

Chemistry professor John Dove
said, "One can clearly see what
should not be credited by this uni-

versity." in reference to INI 203. He
suggested the committee discuss

"where to draw the line, and who
should draw it" concerning the

development of interdisciplinary
courses.

Law professor R.E. Scane felt that
the sub-committee should pass all

the interdisciplinary courses, "with
reluctance", and send a report in-

cluding the question raised about the
courses, to the Academic ^Affairs

Committee.

Victoria College principal Jack
Robson said that a distinction must
be made between the INX offered by
the Interdisciplinary Studies depart-
ment and INI (Innis) courses, and
the courses offered by the other
colleges. He said that he had "con-

sistently voted against" courses such
as INI 203.

Greene expressed his "faith in In-
nis College and its courses". He said,

"I feel that Innis College presents
something very valuable and very
valuable academically, in the univer-
sity."

"^Because most of the debate con-
cerned the "scuba diver", a majority
of the courses were not discussed by
the committee.

The problem now goes to the
Academic Affairs Committee which
will decide the fate of Inter-
disciplinary Studies.

GC approves
Scor credit system
The Governing Council yesterday

gave final approval to the credit

system at Scarborough College, after

it followed the committee trail for

over three months.

The motion recommended that

"students of Scarborough College be
permitted to proceed towards a

degree at a rate of their own choos-

ing except that a maximum of six full

courses can be taken in the winter
session for credit and a maximum of

two full courses in the summer ses-

sion be approved."

Last week the Executive Com-
mittee of the Governing Council

recommended that Scarborough's
credit system should not be im-
plemented until the report of the
Planning and Resources Committee
was received.

According to student Governor

Brian Morgan, no one could provide
the members of the executive com-
mittee with sufficient information

pertaining to Scarborough's new
system.

However, at the Governing Coun-
cil meeting, Scarborough's principal

Ralph Campbell reassured council

with more facts about enrolment
and financial aspects of the system.
After becoming more fully in-

formed, the governors endorsed the

proposal, which had been submitted
by the Academic Affairs Committee.

St. Michael's College president

John Kelly feared that introduction

of the credit system was the "first

step in the implementation of the

trisemester system," which he

labelled a "sure money loser."

Campbell rejected this assertion.

Greene delays tenure appeals
Arts and science dean Bob Greene has held up

two math professors' tenure appeals nearly two
weeks.

David Spring, who along with Michael Mather
was denied tenure last spring, says that the two
have not yet been allowed to get information
promised to them on which to base appeals. They
formally requested this information March 5, but
have not yet received a reply from Greene.
Granting tenure to them, and the rehiring of dis-

missed math professor Stephen Salaff was a key de-
mand in the math department occupation ended a
week ago.

If the dean allows them to appeal, they can be
granted tenure only if president John Evans
decides to do so. He can only act if a committee
decides the original denial was improperly arrived
at.

Salaff has also not received a reply yet from
Greene, from whom he requested and open hearing
on his case in front of a parity committee. However
it is reported that Greene has called this suggestion

"ridiculous".

A general meeting of math students yesterday
agreed Salaff would have been rehired had students

been on the body that decided not to renew his con-
tract, since he is held to be a good teacher.

The meeting also called for a rally in the Sid

Smith foyer Tuesday at noon, to which Greene and
math chairman George Duff have been invited.

The students decided to ask Duff at the rally why
no students sit on the department's governance and
structures committee set up in response to the oc-

cupation's demand that students be allowed to sit.

on all decision-making bodies in the department.
The committee is meeting today in camera.
The math department appears to be relaxing its

demands on first year students, as the Service

Courses Committee set up after the recent math oc-

cupation voted to increase the potential weight
given to term marks.

The committee passed a motion Wednesday mor-
ning recommending that final marks in Math 134,

135 and 139 be computed by weighing the higher of

term and exams marks at nearly two thirds. The
same resolution was passed at the committee's
Monday meeting (it meets every Monday, Wednes-
day and Friday at 8 am in Sid Smith 1085) for math
130.

The committee, which was established by math
chairman George Duff as a concession to the oc-

cupiers, voted "almost enthusiastically" for

proposals to alter the percentage composition of

final marks in first year math courses, according to

Salaff.

Salaff noted that the committee's decisions,

which are technically only advice to math chairman
George Duff, will probably be implemented, since
Duff voted for the measures.

At a general meeting yesterday, math students,

declared: "We have won substantial gains in first

year exam reforms and increased concern for
teaching by the department which would not have
happened without the occupation of chairman
Duff's office."

Salaff added that the decision "represents com-
plete endorsement of the principles myself and the
occupation stood for". He also considered the com-
mittee "went further" by passing an amendment to

count the best five out of six tests in determining
the term mark.

Although committee attendance has dropped in

half since the first meeting, Salaff felt the at-

mosphere was "fairly open for discussion" on
teaching quality at future meetings.

Campbell sweeps St George
By PAT REDICAN

"We're on our way back,"
Margaret Campbell's workers told
each other last night after recovering
from the surprise of a double Liberal
victory in yesterday's provincial by-
•elections.

Campbell took St. George with 9,-

408 votes, well ahead of second place
finisher Progressive Conservative
candidate Roy McMurtry. McMur-
try, who was favoured to win, had 7,-

434 votes and Ellen Adams of the
NDP finished a distant third with
over 4,338. Western Guard and com-
munist candidates trailed badly, ac-
cording to these almost complete
results.

Communist party of Canada
(Marxist-Leninist) candidate Hardial
Bains led Communist Party of
Canada flag-bearer Brian Mossop
100 to 86. Right-wing John Ross
Taylor of the Western Guard got 83
votes.

Less than 40 per cent of the voters
bothered to cast their ballots in spite

of temperatures reaching into the
high 60's and extensive media
publicity on the campaign.

St. Michael's, Victoria College,
and the Married Students
residences were the only university

Pflb in the riding. The Charles
Jtreet residences went to the NDP
by about 3-2 over the Liberals, with
we Tories^, distant third. AUSt.

landslide victory and at Vic "she

narrowly edged Adams.
The Liberals also won easily in

Huron, the only other by-election,

with the Tories finishing second and

the NDP third.

"It was people protesting against

the Davis government," said

Campbell, returning to a theme she

has stressed throughout the cam-

paign.

"This was no Big Blue Machine;

this was an organization of in-

dividuals, working hard and working

with enthusiasm," she said as she

stood in her campaign headquarters

flanked by provincial Liberal leader

Robert Nixon, individually thanking

the workers who came forward to

shake her hand.

At 8 pm, an hour after the polls

closed, Adams told about 100

workers that the massive media

campaign the Liberal party had

sponsored had contributed largely to

her loss. "We have met the Big Blue

Machine again and as well we have

had our first contact with the Big

Red Liberal Machine;" said Adams.

Adams blamed the loss on both

McMurtry's failure to run on the

issues ("He ran as a close friend of

Bill Davis") and the fact that "every

time I raised an issue, the Liberals

stole it."

NDP leader Stephen' Lewis

appeared later to congratulate
Mike's, Campbell recorded' a Adorns, calling Ker "a candidate who

did credit to the party". He said that

the election reflected "a strong anti-

government undercurrent" and add-

ed that "there are a great many
ridings in this province where it will

not be so though for us."

McMurtry had less to say. After

conceding defeat at 8.15, he spoke to

about 300 dejected supporters: "I'm
sorry I couldn't do a little better. I

knew it would be a difficult fight,"

he said.

However, most of McMurtry's
workers were amazed at their can-

didate's poor showing.

"I thought it would be a shoo-in,"

one commented.

Allan Lawrence, the former St.

George Conservative MPP whose
resignation caused the by-election,

dropped in to offer his condolences.

"We've won before, and we've lost

before", jtnused Lawrence, now a

federal MP.
Back at Liberal headquarters,

spirits were running high as various

Liberal luminaries as well as Adams
and McMurtry dropped by to offer

their congratulations.
g

"This is just what the party J
needed," said Toronto Executive =
committee alderman Art Eggleton. J
"This will start us on the way back."

*

"It was not nearly so close as I

thought it would be," added U of T
political science professor Stephen
Clarkson. "I thought we would wuij

but by a couple of hundred votes."

Daws' favourite son bites the dust Tory Roy McMurtry spites after being

humbled by Liberal Margaret Campbell in last night's St. George by-election.
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Please don't believe

The use of force

Is how we change the social course;

The use of force

You surely know

Is how we Keep the status quo.

—John Roohe

The Vorslty. a member of Canadian
University Press, was founded In IB60

and is published by the Students' Ad-
ministrative Council ot the University

ol Toronto and is primed by Dalsons
Press Ltd. Opinions expressed In this

newspaper are not necessarily ihose ol

the Students* Admlnisirailve Council
or the administration ot ihe university.

Formal complaints about the editorial

or business operation of the paper may
be addressed to the Chairman. Cam-
pus Relations Commlnee. Varsity

Board of Directors, 91 Si, George Si.

Nothing wrong when they benefit

Faculty fight student majority
Faculty conservatives have lined

up their forces to try to sabotage an
internal Affairs Committee
proposal giving students a majori-
ty on discipline tribunals judging
students.

Shepherd told the Academic Af-
fairs Committee, in a. paper
presented Tuesday, that students
charged with academic offences
should be "judged mainly, if not en-
tirely, by those most competent for
this task, i.e. members of the
teaching staff". He did not,
however, take issue with teaching
staff having a majority on
tribunals judging faculty charged
with academic offences.

Thisjs not the first time Gover-
ning Council teaching staff
representatives have thrown
reason to the wind to champion
self-interest. During the summer,
the faculty representatives fought
an unusuccessful battle to give
them an absolute majority on the
Academic Affairs Committee.
Then, as now, they refused to con-
cede that non-professional acade-
mics could possibly do justice to

consideration of academic mat-
ters; the guild mentality persists.

Trial by one's peers is a long-
established principle of justice.
Yet, Shepherd and his colleagues
refuse to grant students the right to
judge fellow students, unless facul-
ty have a dominant voice on the dis-
cipline tribunals.

There can be no justification for
this position. To date, students ser-
ving on university governing struc-
tures, for example, have given no
example of neglecting reason for
self-interest, sacrificing relevant
academic pursuit for chicanery.

Faculty, on the other hand, have
disgraced themselves of late by
their constant obstructionist,
myopic tactics designed to protect
their already too secure positions.
During the Governing Council's
day care debate, for example,
teaching staff governors opposed
university expenditures in this
area, insisting academic spending
(read: their salaries) was a more
important priority.

Furthermore, experience proves
tha|, if anything, students are
harder on their peers than are
professors. Courses in which stu-
dent tutorial leaders grade other
students are those in which marks
are lowest. Similarly, conservative
faculty might very well find that
those students serving on the dis-
cipline tribunals were less un-
derstanding of academic breaches
by their peers than they were.

Moreover, the pompous attitude
conservative faculty have adopted
— that they alone know best —
poses a real threat to the develop-
ment of any kind on meaningful
university community. The teach-
ing staff can offer no credible
rationale for the position their re-
presentatives have adopted.

There are serious shortcomings
to the Internal Affairs' proposed
behaviour code; we have dealt with
them earlier. However, as for the
mechanics for resolving internal
discipline problems, we would
agree that the committee has
evolved a reasonable and fair

structure: judgment by one's
peers.

Academic Affairs has been given
until the end of the month to
examine the Internal Affairs'
proposals. They should not waste
their time dealing with the petty
objections of faculty conservatives
— even when such conservatives
happen to include their committee
chairman. They should instead
concern themselves with the dis-
cipline pjan's academic aspects,
especially its prohibition against
student occupations and sit-ins and
the accompanying threat of expul-
sion for engaging in such
manifestations of dissent.

If the university's eventual dis-
cipline structure is to have any
meaning, it must be acceptable to
the university community. And
despite the conservative faculty's
unwillingness to concede this point
it must enjoy student support. No
longer will — or indeed should —
teaching staff conservatives be
able to deny students their
legitimate voice in the running of
this university.
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May didn't find

other job first

professor K.O.May's letter to The
Varsity of March 7 makes several

misleading comments on my role in

the mathematics reform movement.

While it is true that I resigned last

spring and that I accepted a one year

position in France, the juxtaposition

of these statements requires some
elaboration. Last April, I was in-

formed that I was denied tenure. I

then consulted with Professor Duff

and the UTFA representative about

the possibilities for appeal in my
case. While Prof. Duff suggested I

had no grounds for a successful

appeal, he would give me neither

written reasons for denial of tenure'

nor the composition of the tenure

committee. I needed this informa-

tion on which to base an appeal.

Unsatisfied and disheartened, I

decided to leave and look for job op-

portunities elsewhere and in

February, 1973, 1 was offered a one
year position in France. This offer

had nothing to do with my resigna-

tion last year, as implied by
Professor May.

Since September, there has been a
new student movement pressing for

reforms both in undergraduate
teaching and in the regulations and
practices governing hiring and
tenure decisions in the mathematics

* department. I had direct knowledge
r of the extreme difficulties en-

countered by students and staff in
the first year engineering
mathematics program, which I
taught for three years. Through my

|
experiences in this engineering

I program and in the undergraduate

\

arts and science program, I have

,

long felt the need for changes
throughout undergraduate life along
the lines of the movement's
demands. Therefore, my name

I
stands in support of these demands.

I

I am happy to report that, over the
past two weeks, many of my former

! colleagues have expressed similar
support for reform in the
mathematics department.
In this connection, I find it

perplexing that Professor May, who
has said on several occasions that he

|

supports student participation on
Key departmental committees and is

^concerned about pedagogy in first
fyear courses, finds himself obUged

to dissociate himself publicly fromwe math reform movement, rather™n find common ground with their
legitimate grievances.
With regard to my interest in good

details with Professor May; for now,
I also refer him tn-

Greene cooled
down situation
Once again by smooth ad-

rninistrative action, a student crisis

has been temporarily cooled out.
Dean Greene's performance a week
ago Wednesday in the foyer of Sid
Smith Hall showed the qualities that
make good adrninistrators so hard to
find. The act was effective, ft is

doubtful whether any other action
could have cooled out a potentially
threatening situation as well as the
polished delivery and coherent
arguments of dean Greene. Any
other action would only have
sharpened the issues. Send in the
police and you've got charges and
evidence of police brutality on your
hands. Give into demands and
you've shown that occupation tactics
work and encourage- more of the'
same. But, co-opt half the group into
putting more Paul Cadario's on
more committees and make the
other half look foolish with your wit
and sophistication and you've not
the answer. A real victory. Wen done.
But while you are busy con-

gratulating yourselves take a minute
off to listen to the sound of those un-
dergrad feet out there.

Just doesn't sound as loud as if

used to, does it? If that doesn't mean
anything to you attach a price tag to
those pairs of shoes. That's money
out there. And, there just isn't as
much as there used to be. Think
about what that means to .

Are you a grad student supporting
yourself as a TA? What happens if

you don't get enough shoes to justify
your three teaching hours? Do you
think you are going to get a job
teaching? No? Couldn't have
anything to do with a lack of
students could it?

Junior faculty? Are you one of
those "dozens" or "hundreds" dean
Greene spoke of, to be fired very
soon? Or, are you part of the new
plan to increase the number of part-
time personnel because it is easier to
fire them when the shoes don't
show?

Senior faculty? What are you going
to do without any junior faculty or
ta's to teach those dull, dreary, first

year courses? And one more little

problem just for you, that's right,

you, with tenure! Do you know what
the word "redundancy" means?
Well, it's one of the reasons you can
still be fired, even with tenure. How
many fewer students need show up
before you become "redundant"?
Think about it, especially while
those junior faculty are lining up
candidates for retirement to save
their own necks.

So, every time you win a victory,

every time you resecure your own
position, everytime you make un-
dergraduate education less
meaningful, think of those feet and
all that money going down the drain

!

Bob Shenton

Grad n

Cadario's blanket statement that the
"Advisory Bureau is not providing;
the kind of counselling required"
betrays an insensible negligence and
marked bias to evidence which sure-
ly points to the contrary. More peo-
ple than has been the case previously
are requesting advice and getting it

from the bureau. It would be only
proper that they be the judges of
whether they are getting the
counselling they require or not.
Although he is quite certain of this,
Mr. Cadario in the same breath, says
that he (along with the other
members responsible for the
decision) was not aware that a
monetary loss of $22,000 would
result in the firing of a staff person,
thereby greatly hindering the func-
tioning of the bureau. Either a
callous disregard to the implications
of such a decision was displayed, or

,
the cutback is a deliberate attempt
to phase out the bureau by gradual
withdrawal of financial support from
the university.

I question the untimely nature of
this move, and if it is not already be-
ing done, would request that the
decision be re-examined and
deliberated upon in a more equitable
and knowledgeable fashion.

Lorraine Diment

No discrimination;

men witches too
Maryon Kantaroff's suggestion on

mediaeval witchcraft quoted by Myr-
na Kostash in the February 21 Varsi-
ty, "Perhaps the witches were
women who had stepped outside the
bonds of female roles . . .", shows
lack of acquaintance with the
historical documents of European
witchcraft. The sources show that
men as well as women participated
in the activities and practices of
witchcraft; the late professor
Margaret Alice Murray wrote (The
God of the Witches pages 65-6):

"The word coven was used both in

England and Scotland to designate a
band of people of both
sexes . . . who were conspicuous in
the ritual." Easy verification is

formcoming from the appendix of
names garnered from court
proceedings of the time in the same
author's The Witch Cult in Western
Europe. As far as the actual prac-.

tices are concerned, there was a
good deal which men and women
could do indifferently, but there was
some in which male and female roles
were definitely differentiated,
notably in observances concerned
with fertility and fecundation.

Edmund S. Meltzer
teaching fellow,

Dept. of Near Eastern Studies

Toike ivon't

fit above urinals

! also refer him to:

i
d) Professors Duff and Ross,wth whom I was associated for the

Pas few years as co-teacher in the

Program
1
" 6ngineering mathematics

I lni.
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many nours ^working the
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pronto should I be granted tenure
hearing.

David Spring

Cuts denounced
as unresearched

It was with great displeasure that I

read of the Governing Council's deci-

sion to cut back the budget of the

Advisory Bureau by $22,000. Ap-
parently, the decision was as ar-

bitrary as it was unresearched.

It seems peculiar that such a move
should be made prior to an up-

coming report on student services

which has been commissioned by the

university. If the Governing Council

had facts on hand concerning stu-

dent services, why the need for a

duplicate report? Perhaps some
money could be saved by eliminating

an unnecessary report, rather than

slashing funds indiscriminately from
organizations which are providing a

useful and necessary service to both

students and people in the surroun-

ding community.
Personally, I am not at all con-

vinced that the work being done at

the Advisory Bureau is not
neccessary and is not successful.

Governing Council member Paul

I'd like to point out an error in the
story "Toike preferred to Varsity" in

your March 5th issue. Typical com-
ments chosen by survey co-ordinator
Jack Lubek did not include a sugges-
tion to "put the Toike on bulletin

boards, and above urinals". Rather,
such a comment was made about the
Engineering Society's quasi-weekly
newsletter, the Tiny Toike, in an ef-

fort to ensure that the latter would
at least be seen, if not read, by most
Skulemen. I'm sure that our readers
realized that reading the Toike Oike
at a stall is a difficult proposition and
that such an activity is best carried
out in the arsenals.

Ron Jamieson,

editor-in-chief,

Toike Oike

How to reform

Games, help us
Supporting the Montreal Olym-

pics, to borrow from Claud
Cockburn, is like advocating the
abolition of capital punishment and
being patted enthusiastically on the
back by the bloody hand of a man
who has just murdered a child.

That's the problem with the Olym
pics: Jean Drapeau is promoting
them. The Montreal mayor has
callously abandoned his people to
squalour and disease. After merrily
overspending his Expo budget, he
presented the taxpayers of Canada
with an additional bill of $123
million. Now, he wants to do the
same for the Olympics. Despite his
assurances to the contrary, he
delayed the building start of the
Olympic Stadium until he got
something from Ottawa. Moreover,
Drapeau and his apologists pervert
the Olympics by making them a
celebration of elitism and cold war-
rivalries.

No wonder there's a crescendo of
protest.

Cut, to oppose the Olympics
categorically is to make two crucial
errors. The first is to abandon the
Olympic movement to its enemies.
The second is to accept the restric-
tions capitalism places upon sport
and recreation.

Men like Drapeau have always
tried to use the Olympics for
political ends. In fact, the much ad-
mired Baron de Coubertin, the
founder of the modern games,
started out as a super-patriot who
saw international sport as a means of
preparing young Frenchmen for the
next war with Germany.

In spite of this, thousands of peo-
ple can really experience the Olym-
pic ideals of international
brotherhood (sisterhood too) and un-
derstanding. Such was my own
experience as an athlete. When I

won in 1962 (at the Commonwealth
Games in Perth), I wept as they
played the national anthem — ac-
tually it was The Maple Leaf
Forever — but what really brought
on those tears was that there on the
other side of the world thousands of
fellow athletes and spectators could
stand up and cheer for something
that in Canada had been virtually a
private pre-occupation. When I lost
— disastrously — in 1964 (at the
Tokyo Olympics), - olace ca oe not
from those strange telegrams,
"Canada is proud of you anyway",
however grateful I was to receive
them, but from the encouragements
to keep running from distance
runners from other countries.

For the communities which host
them, there's a "contact high" from
international games. Vancouver
experienced it during the British

Empire and Commonwealth Games
of 1954 and so did Winnipeg during
the 1967 Pan-American Games. In its

highest forms, sport creates such
beauty that it can transcend
ideological and chauvinistic rivalries

and bring peoples from many
different countries together. Talk to

any Canadian who paid his own way
to Munich to confirm this. Perfor-
mances by athletes of many different

countries were so spectacular that it

was impossible for any but the
blindest of chauvinists to identify

with a single ideology or country.
People identified with a universal
movement for excellence in sport.

Critics point out that Olympic
athletes have become pawns. "The
patriotic pressure for the prestige

that winners bring has made victims
of the physically endowed citizens of

many nations," writes historian

Richard Mandell in his book, The
Nazi Olympics. Most athletes would
agree. But, cancelling the Games is

no alternative. What we need is con-
trol of the International Olympic
Committee by athletes and coaches.

If such were the case in Munich, you
can be sure that Vince Mathews and
Wayne Collett, expelled by the Inter-

national Olympic Committee for

their indifferent posture during the

Star Spangled Banner would still be
competing.

Critics like the Rev. Donald Stirl-

ing of the Stop the Olympic Rip-off

Committee also point out that the
Olympics encourage elitism and it

has, especially abetted by the
cheerleading of television and the

press. But again, such need not be
the case.

The thrust of Stirling's argument
is that if something doesn't work,
then abolish it. By the same logic,

we should abolish Christianity
because many North American
churches have become slum
landlords.

Sport is not necessarily elitist

In recent years, top athletes in
many countries have supported
struggles to increase playing oppor-
tunities for ordinary people. In
Canada, the competitive amateur
and the fitness buff have frequently
allied themselves to get facilities

from custodially-minded school
boards.

At York University, athletes in
several sports have changed their
practice times so that during the
most popular time (from five to
seven pm) the facilities could be
used for the recreation program.
Competitive athletes know they ul-
timately have to go to the communi-
ty for the special support they need,
so the democratization of sport is in
their interests too.

Olympic knockers also err when
they argue for financial cutbacks on
sport because other basic needs,
such as health care and housing, are
still to be met. This is the trap in
which sportswriter Dick Beddoes
now finds himself. In accepting the
necessity for such trade-offs, he
accepts the desirability of the
capitalist definition of the state. As a
former municipal councillor, he
should know better.

Under capitalism, every levy and
expenditure of government are
closely scrutinized, while the giant
monopolies are free to invest, spend,
or tax (by rising prices) at will. Ian
Adams provided an example of this
difference in The Real Poverty
Report: "In 1967 the government
refused to bring in medicare, but for
the same initial amount of money
allowed the private corporations to
bring in color television." Which
need was greater?

In addition, the main expenditures
of the capitalist state, such as
defence production and the
giveaway grants to industry, go for
the direct support of business. Only
what little remains goes for housing,
health, and so on.

In a rational society, a society
where the first goal was the satisfac-

tion of basic human needs, not profit

maximization, everyone would
already have decent housing and am-
ple play facilities. Such a society
would welcome the Olympics. As it

is under capitalism, our basic needs
are forced to compete against each
other. Why should athletes have to
feel guilty because the capitalist

state ignores many basic needs? We
should refuse to accept the idea that
sport and housing are mutually
exclusive,

So, the prospect of the 1976 Olym-
pics in Montreal places Canadian
athletes In a terrible dilemna. If we
join the campaign to Stop the Olym-
pic Rip-off, we deny the legitimacy
of the very movement to which we
have given so much of our lives, and
we abandon the idea that the human
expeirnece can be greatly enriched
through international sport. On the
other hand, if we support the Games
and remain silent, we become
scapegoats for one of the most
irresponsible politicians in Canadian
history. Either way, we lose.

It seems to me that concerned
Canadian athletes face two alter-

natives. The first is to support the
idea of a reformed Games at Mon-
treal, while at the same time joining
the struggle of workers and citizen

groups across Canada to win better

living conditions. (Drapeau doesn't

own the Games. He's a bad mayor,
so we help get rid of him, but we
don't cancel the Games.)
The second possible course is to

oppose the 1976 version of the
Games, while working for a more
humane Olympics for future
generations. Clearly, a boycott of

Montreal wouldn't work: it would
penalize athletes, many of whom
have already been victimized
enough, and it would be little un-

derstood. Opponents could charge
that the boycotting athletes were
simply afraid to compete. The only

See 'Already' — page 21
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"EXPOSURE DRAFT"
General Objectives ol the University ul Toronto

The Planning and Resources Committee of the Governing Council has been

working to formulate a set of objectives for the University. We cordially invite

the participation and assistance of members of the University community in this

work.

In our work on the draft below, we have been motivated by the conviction that

an explicit statement of objectives is an important prerequisite to effective plan-

ning and utilization of resources. We suggest, morevoer, that the process of form-

ulating and agreeing upon these objectives is itself likely to be beneficial in that

it will develop an increased sense of purpose in the University, and thus" will con-

tribute to achieving those objectives. At the same time we are very much aware

of the magnitude of our task and of the difficulty of finding a satisfactory general

statement of objectives for such a diverse community. For this reason we are in-

viting the participation of members of the University at a relatively early stage

of our work. We are very conscious that the draft which follows is still imperfect

and indeed we as a Committee are not fully agreed upon all of the features of this

draft. It is in this spirit, and with this understanding, that we invite your comments
and suggestions. Amendment will then take place in response to comments and

suggestions received and the final draft will be submitted to the Governing Coun-

cil. The Committee acknowledges imperfections of style in the draft, but has

chosen to place speed of communication ahead of elegance of expression. Writ-

ten comments should'be sent by April 13th, 1973, to the Secretary, Planning and

Resources Committee, Office of the Governing Council, Room 106, Simcoe Hall,

University of Toronto.

THE NATURE OF A UNIVERSITY
A university is a community of individuals who have come together for the pur-

suit and dissemination of knowledge. This pursuit of knowledge is directed to-

wards the intellectual and cultural development of the individual, the better under-

standing of man and his relation to the universe, the improvement of society, and

the responsible development of the human use of the environment. Essential

features of a university include a diversity of fields of study, and a framework

for the free yet responsible pursuit of the university's objectives.

The university, as an institution of society, has major responsibilities towards

society. These responsibilities include the open dissemination of knowledge, and

the offering of guidance to society towards the responsible application of that

knowledge. Society, for its part, supports the university by providing it with re-

sources and by assuring to its members the freedom to assess critically the

contemporary expressions and applications of knowledge within society.

THE FUNCTIONS OF A UNIVERSITY
In its pursuit of knowledge, a university community engages in many inter-

related functions including.

1. Learning and Teaching
This function, which is very much more than a mere transfer of information be-

tween persons, has as its main object the intellectual, cultural and professional

development of individuals. Successful performance of this function involves the

communication of man's intellectual heritage with an enthusiasm which will ge-

nerate an infectious eagerness for ideas and a love of truth. This function also

involves the open communication of knowledge within the university community,
and between the university and society.

2. The Expansion of Knowledge
A university is expected to contribute to the expansion of human knowledge.

New knowledge is generated through research as well as by the critical analysis

and creative synthesis of existing information.

3. The Integration of Knowledge
By bringing together within its community a wide range of intellectual activities

a university performs the increasingly important and difficult task of integrating

the various specialized branches of study into the stock of human knowledge.

4. The Application of Knowledge
Universities have an increasing responsibility to contribute to understanding

the problems of society and to provide leadership in the application of knowledge,
in a sensitive, responsible and flexible way, to the solution of those problems.

This function is closely related to the teaching and research functions but im-

plies, in addition, involvement with society; a university undertakes, towards so-

ciety, the dual roles of critic and resource.

5. The Preservation of Knowledge
A university has a responsiblity to preserve and refine what is known from the

past. This preservation occurs not only in a university's library resources but

also through a university's support for subjects with little obvious contemporary
relevance.

6. Individual and Collective Development
Closely related to all of the above is the responsibility of the university to pro-

vide an environment in which personal and collective development can thrive

through the processes of learning and living in an atmosphere in which objecti-

vity, rational argument, critical judgment, independence of thought and co-

operation are all encouraged.

7. Responsiveness to Society
A university, as a part of society, has no exclusive claim to the functions above.

Accordingly it has a responsibility to integrate its activities into the total social

system and to respond to the longer term needs of society.

No single university is likely to be able to fulfil all of these functions equally

well, nor may society demand it. However, all universities must meet a reason-

able standard in the dissemination of knowledge by the education of students
and communication with society. Moreover, for all of the above functions it is

essential that a university should provide an atmosphere in which objectivity,

rational argument, critical judgement, independence of thought, and co-operation

are encouraged.

THE SPECIAL POSITION OF THE U of T
The University of Toronto is the largest university in Ontario. Currently its

full-time undergraduate enrolment is roughly one quarter of that of the entire

Province. Furthermore, the University of Toronto depends on the policies of the
Government of Ontario for much of its income. The University thus has a special
responsibility towards the people of Ontario; it fulfils this responsibility by the
way in which it takes its place in the Ontario university system. The University,
is of course, subject to the constraints imposed by the people on Ontario through
the Provincial Government.

In the first place, the University, because of its many years of academic ex-
perience and because of the size and scope of its faculties, should strive to a-

chieve a high standard of academic excellence in everything it undertakes and in

particular in all of the functions outlined above.

Secondly, the size of the University, as well as the concentration of resources
and facilities that its size implies, impose special obligations for the preserva-
tion, development, integration and application of knowledge within the Province.

Thirdly, the University must accept and live creatively within the limitations
on its own growth and activities as a part of the Ontario post-secondary educa-
tional system. It must limit and control jts financial demands on the Province and
co-operate fully with other institutions in planning its activities whenever such
activities impinge on those institutions.

Next, the University of Toronto Is in the centre of Metropolitan Toronto which
contains 30% of Ontario's population and which has a major concentration of cul-
tural, service, recreational and residential facilities which are available to the Uni-
versity community. These facts require that the University be a community
which is responsive to the life, opportunities and problems of the city.

The University's facilities are needed by one of Canada's major centres of
population. This is reflected in the fact that two-thirds of the University's full-

time undergraduate students and substantially all of a rapidly growing part-time
and continuing student enrolment are drawn from Metropolitan Toronto.

Thus the University must respond readily to the changing requirements of the
Metropolitan Toronto area. At the same time the University has a unique oppor-
tunity to apply its store of knowledge to the study of the special problems of an
urban society.

However the University of Toronto is the largest university in Canada in terms
of available research facilities and in terms of its concentration of qualified staff
in a multitude of disciplines. This provides the University with an opportunity and
responsibility for the extension, application and integration of knowledge as it

pertains to Canada. At the same time, the University recognizes that no nation
or society exists in isolation and that knowledge is the supranational concern of all

mankind. Therefore the University must have international concerns and strive for
international stature.

A final comment has to do with an effect of the special problems of the Univer-
sity of Toronto. These problems stem from the interactions of its size, its fiscal
responsibilities to the people of Ontario, its special relationships with the Metro-
politan Toronto community, its obligations to the entire post-secondary educa-
tional system in Ontario and its special opportunities to extend, integrate and
apply its resources to matters of urban, national, and international concern The
nature of these problems leads to the conclusion that the University must strive
to be a sufficiently diverse community to be able to accommodate a positive
approach to-each, At the same time it must be flexible enough to respond to the
changing requirements of the societies of which it is a part

The foregoing leads to the following six specific -objectives for the University^f^
~ "

Toronto. These objectives are expressed in broad terms here but they will form
the basis of later, more specific policy statements.
1. Functions:

The University of Toronto will fulfil, in co-operation with other universities and col-
leges in Ontario, the following specific functions.-
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2. Fields of Knowledge:
The University of Toronto will maintain a breadth of endeavour and will fulfil aaain
in co-operation with other universities and colleges in Ontario, some or all of the
functions in 1. above in each broad field of knowledge including the following-
fa) Social sciences (c) Physical sciences (e) Professions
(b) Humanities (d) Life sciences (f) Graduate studies in these fields

3. Interdisciplinary Approaches:
(a) The University of Toronto will undertake special responsibilities for the integra-
tion of knowledge by making a deliberate attempt to avoid the narrowness and
loss of perspective which can be associated with specialization, and to develop
an environment conducive to the creative synthesis of disparate fields
(b) Also as a special responsibility, the University of Toronto will take initiatives

bases

3" ^ advantageously applied from appropriate ad hoc interdisciplinary

4. Excellence:

The University of Toronto will establish and maintain, in all of its activities the
highest standards of scholarly and instructional excellence
5. Organization:

The University of Toronto will continue to develop an internal structure that will
realize a diverse, flexible and decentralized academic, physical and social en-
vironment, in order that, within the constraints imposed by these objectives the
members of the University may enjoy to the greatest possible degree the excite-
ment of ideas, the love of truth, and the satisfaction of personal and community
development.

6. Responsibility:

The University of Toronto will, through critical examination of its own activities
and through co-operative action with other universities and colleges in

Ontario, ensure that the University's obligations to the people of Metro-
politan Toronto, Ontario and Canada are responsibly fulfilled, and that
its financial requirements do not grow at a rate exceeding the normal
economic capacity of Ontario. An integral part of this responsibility is to
ensure that funds granted to the University are wisely and effectively ex-
pended in the pursuit of the University's purposes and to ensure that the
University's demands upon the Province are kept within reasonablein selecting certain local and national problems o which"its"resources o exoer Z Krf Ti. upon ™ ,

™mce
.
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"Best of..." albums often belie their name
It's inevitable that any recording

artist who's been around for a good

length of time will have at least one

album of "Greatest Hits" or "The

Best of . .
.*•

Such song collections have both

positive and negative aspects

associated with them. Most record

buyers are aware of at least some of

the advantages of "Best Of" albums

but the disadvantages are rarely con-

sidered or discussed. The advantages

seem almost overwhelming, but the

disadvantages explain why such

albums aren't always all they should

be.

The Best Of album is usually

superior to an ordinary LP simply

because every cut has "merit"

which, it would seem, is defined in

terms of popularity. But such

albums afford buyers the opportuni-

ty to enjoy an artist's music without

going to the expense and without

expending the time that would be in-

volved in acquiring and wading

through that artist's entire dis-

cography. That could be important

when, as is so often the case, a per-

former has one or two albums with

only a few good tracks on them.

Also, one can usually make substan-

tial savings in album purchasing, as

many Best Of sets are double LP's

which are offered at a reduced list

price.

In order for the negative aspects to

be more clearly understood one

should explore the "reasons" un-

derlying the release of Best Of's. At

the root of all intentions are, of

course, the pecuniary motivations of

rarely altruistic record companies.

The basic differences in such inten-

tions are that they are manifested in

varying degrees of exploitation. The
specific possibilities are usually one

of the following: 1) The artist has

legitimate altruistic reasons (it rare-

ly happens); 2) is under contract to

produce a fixed number of albums

and can't meet the quota — so be or

the company opts for the Best Of as

a quick solution; 3) leaves one re-

cord company to sing with another.

The record company can usually do
what it wants with the old material

which happens often); 4) just has no
control.

So the basic situation is the greedy

record company versus the legally

impotent artist. And with no input

by the performers, it's no wonder
that the end product suffers.

These records are usually put

together from tapes, not masters,

and dubs of those tapes are sent to

branch plants for local mastering.

This haphazard process results in

"noisy" discs that are considerably

poorer in sound quality than the

originals (there is a very definite

"hiss" that results from the tape

transfers).

Collections are often put together

by some unnamed corporate

designate and the criteria for inclu-

sion are questionable, especially

since many poor anthologies are tur-

ning up. In the tight of this, some re-

cent additions to the group of Best

Of's can be discussed.

Duane AUman; An Anthology,

(Capricorn/WEA)

Guitarist Duane AUman died in a

motorcycle crash on October 29,

1971. "An Anthology" follows

Allman's musical beginnings with

the group Hourglass through songs

by Wilson Pickett and Aretha

Franklin (on which Duane was a ses-

sion guitarist) to his work with the

Allman Brothers Band. Complete in-

formation is provided concerning

each of the 19 songs and a illustrated

booklet written by harp player Tony

Glover offers some insight into

Duane's virtuosity and playing

history.

The album, in trying to cover

Duane's career is uneven in musical

quality — from the plodding begin-

nings imitating B.B. King, into later

sessions that showed his innovation

in adding to someone else's sound.

But the high point of the album is

really in Duane's work on "Layla"

with Eric Clapton. The last side is

devoted to the hackneyed rock style

of the Allman Brothers.

Allman comes across as a fine

guitarist with a rare adeptness to in-

ject solid joyful riffs into other's

music. It's unfortunate that his voice

and songwriting ability never had a

chance to mature.

More Hot- Rocks, The Rolling

Stones, (London) $9.98

Shortly after the Stones left Lon-

don records and formed their own
label, London released "Hot
Rocks", a double LP of "hits". With

this success behind them London has

found a new moneymaker in "More
Hot Rocks". This is an obvious

exploitation disc as it becomes
FIFTH Best Of LP for the Stones to

be made up from their 11 original

albums. Many of the -songs on this

double record package which range

from the earliest days of "Not Fade
Away" up to "Let It Bleed" were
already available on the earlier Best

Of's.

Side four of the album is made up
of "songs never before released in

the US and Canada". That's false

advertising. I have a copy of an

EP (extended play record) on Lon-

don that contains three of the songs

— "Money", "Poison Ivy" and "Bye

Bye Johnnie". In any case, these

supposed previously unreleased

goodies are early recordings that

only a give a small indication of the

Stone's talents are and poorly per-

formed and recorded. In fact,

although there's no indication on the

album, most songs were recorded in

mono and electronically reprocessed

for stereo.

This is one case where I'd recom-
' mend going back to one of the first

collections like "Big Hits". As for

the intentions of the record com-

pany, note the following quotations

from the London Record News
Letter: "Dealers of the World . .

.

Remember . . .The new Stones fan

wants to collect all of their records

and it is financial foolishness not to

cater to the instictive desire of ohese

buyers to buy!!!" (Their emphasis

and punctuation).

Bob Dylan's Greatest Hits Voll.ll,

(Columbia)

This double LP is a fine Dylan

collection that includes material

from his earliest albums to his last

one and does a good job of juxtapos-

ing various musical periods. The ear-

ly folk flavored "All I Really Want

To Do", is effectively sandwiched

between the countryish "I'll Be
Your Baby Tonight" and a folk rock

styled "My Back Pages".

But the album does include some
material previously unreleased. This

includes very good recordings of

"Watching The River Flow" and

"When I Paint My Masterpiece",

plus popularized songs like "You

Ain't Goin' Nowhere".

The only complaint is the "hissy"

sound quality.

Anthology, Steve Miller Band,
(Capitol)

This is a strong, quality album
mainly because of good material, but

it was the only LP that was put

together by the artist. "Anthology"

was made up of Steve Miller's

favorites, taken from the seven LP's

cut to date. The personnel on each

recording, the date and place of

recording, is listed. Strangely, all but

two songs of the 16 were recorded in

1969.

The cuts vary in mood from the

solid rock base of "Livin In The
USA", to the gentle ballad form of

"Seasons". Backup musicians in-

clude the talents fo Boz Scaggs, Paul

McCartney, Lee Michaels, and Nicky

Hopkins.

No sore spots.

Eric Clapton At His Best, (Polvdor),-

$7.98

Clapton, (Polydor), $5.98

Polydor Records is playing an in-

tersting game with record buyers

and Eric Clapton. Maybe you can

guess exactly how many new Eric

Clapton albums they can put out

which are made up of permutations

of songs on the LP's, "Layla",

"Eric Clapton" and "Blind Faith".

So far the number is three.

First came, "The History of E.C."

and it together with the single

"Layla" was an unexpected success.

Then followed a group of four dou-

ble LP's centred around Cream and

its personnel. "E.C. at His Best" is

part of that packaging concept. It's a

fine collection and content-wise far

superior to its historical predecessor.

Tracks like "Presence of the Lord"

from "Blind Faith:, "Let It Rain"
and "After Midnight" from "Eric

Clapton" and Derek and The
Dominos "Layla" are clear evidence

of Clapton's most inovative guitar

work, as well as representing some
of his best vocals and compositions

(except for After Midnight). The low

list price for a double album set is

another plus mark in its favour.

But the blatant exploitative nature

of "Clapton" is unforgiveable. Four
of the eight songs come from the

"Eric Clapton" LP and the others

from "Layla". It doesn't stand up
well on its own.

Both album sets are "hissy" and

both give credit for research??) and

collation to Shelly Snow. Unfor-

tunately, Snow's address isn't given.

Allan Mandell

THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE

GRADUATE DEGREES
in

BIOCHEMICAL AND FOOD ENGINEERING
WATER POLLUTION ENGINEERING

Applications are now invited for admission into the above
programs leading to the course-work oriented M.Eng. degree
or the research-oriented M.E.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees. In the
M.Eng. programs, which can be completed in one academic
year, stress is placed on specialized techniques of analysis and
design associated with current engineering practice. A variety
of research projects are also available on topics of current
interest. In all programs, part-time study is possible.

For further information write to:

Assistant Dean, Graduate Affairs
Faculty of Engineering Science
The University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario, Canada
N6A 3K7

,

MBA
Business Administration — Arts Administration

Public Administration — MBA/LLB Combined . .

.

The key to success . . . one or more graduate degree?

The Class of 72 left the Faculty of Administrative Studies at York
with an average salary of $11 ,343 for those with less than two years

of work experience.

That was one of the highest hiring averages in Canada for MBA
graduates.

By graduation day, 87% were employed, and by mid-summer we had
jobs open with no one to fill them . . . two bits of tangible evfdence
of the regard for our graduates that is held by the community.

Do you suppose those employers have discovered something?

YORK
UNIVERSITY

Campus visit:

PROF. W. CROWSTON, PROF. A. SAIPE
Wed., March 21 - 12:00 noon
Galbraith Bldg. - Room 120
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Bfcf for redeeming social value flops

Honeymoon as plastic as society it bemoans
"And countless plastic things":

That was the sub-heading given on
the program of the musical called Of
Moon and June and Honeymoon, now
playing upstairs at Old Angelo's. If

you've arrived at the point where a
Saturday evening's entertainment
consists of a table iri a nightclub, then
you too might find that this musical is

one of the plastic things it bemoans
so ridiculously.

Director Ronald Ror has taken
songs of Doug Randle and devised a

musical that, at least formally,

reminds owe .of the famous Jacques
Brel Is Alh* and Well and Living in

Paris. That is, Ae see two men and
two women singing in various com-
binations with some suggestion of

dramatic conflict and character por-

trayals, though no pervading plot. The
performers have the vocal gifts to do
justice to the revue format, but, un-

fortunately, a workable format does
not a successful musical make.
Jacques Brel and his American
arranger, Mort Schuman, have the ad-

vantage of a poetic imagination, wit,

and true musical inventiveness. Of
Moon and June and Honeymoon,
does not.

One basic theme of the production

is a sense of disgust and disillusion-

ment with the wonders of a technical,

corporate society. Numbers like

Coloured Plastics, Batteries Not
Included, and The New Industrial

State are an attempt at satire, but
the dissatisfaction they communicate
is at best vague and diluted. The
lyrics are predictable and repetitive.

The social criticism, as heard in Vive
le Company, has been much more im-

aginatively treated in How To
Succeed in Business Without Really
Trying or What Makes Sammy Run.
Here we learn what we already know,
and the cliches can't even be drown-

ed in Angelo's special Dubonnet and
Vodka cocktail.

Perhaps the fact that we see four
impeccably groomed, fashionably
clad performers reduces our ability to
believe that they do indeed feel op-
pressed by capitalism. Songs like Lots
of Luck Little Children and What
Went Wrong With the World just don't

ring true. When we remember that
the clientele that so warmly applauds
Randle's songs is the supposed inha-

bitant of the stagnating society they
describe.

Interspersed are songs of the sen-
timental variety, many of which have

Western mighty clever but too slick
On over at the TWP (Toronto

Workshop Productions) the Yanks is

gettin' it in the neck again for your
casual genocide. Don't get me wrong
now. This here ain't about the Viet-

nam War. I'm talkin' about what our

good friends south of the border done
to their injuns long about the second

half of the last century. A city fella by

the name Art Kopit has wrote a

damned clever thing about this story.

First thing you know, Buffalo Bill

hisself rides out on stage — the big

spotlight hittin' him all the while. Only
thing is his pony's made of plastic and
some guy keeps comin' on the PA and
teiting him to get off the stage. This

ain't the big hero we heard about
since we was kids. It turns out this

whole shebang's a combination of

Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show and
this is Your Life Buffalo Bill Cody.

Just what you'd expect of~a Wild
West Show the stage has i three

parts. On the right is Old Glory on a

pole. This part is fro your Yanks:

Maja Ardal, Grant Roll, Gordon May and David Mclhvraith in Indians.

Senators, Wild Bill Hickock, Annie
Oakley and the President of the USA
hisself. On the left is a bunch of poles
tied together and stuck in the ground
with a cattle skull on top. This side's

for the Indians especially Sitting Bull,

Spotted Tail and Chief Joseph. The
middle part is usually for Buffalo Bill

who kinda holds the show together.

But, like I already said, this ain't

your average Wild West Show. You
get to see Bill killing buffalo, talking

to the Injuns, performing for the
President, scouting for the cavalry all

these incidents strung together like

for a movie or a T.V. documentulary.
The part that come off funniest was
when Buffalo Bill, Willd Bill Hickock
and Jeff Braunstein was performing
this here aweful skit for the President
and the First Lady. Wild Bill kept on
balkin' on account of he dindn't think

it fit for him to be playin' hisself as a
character. He stuck it out though and
ended up raping a white woman he
saved from an injun who warn't really

a injun but a high-powered Kraut ac-

tor brought over special by the Presi-

dent to give the greatest perfor-

mance ever of your noble savage with

a German accent
Now don't get me wrong. This'

shebang weren't all laughs even
though it was a Wild West Show. The
more you watched the seriouser you
got 'cause the Injuns was gettin' a

raw deal and Buffalo Bill was chewin'

his guts out on account he knew he
helped kill 'em off and he didn't wanta
die in the middle of his Show with

makeup on his face.

I gotta admit this part of the show
got a bit preachy at times. Now I

know the Yanks like to take progress
with 'em wherever they go, so it

figures the Injuns, who was unfor-

tunate enough to live where the
Yanks was movin', got a bit rolled un-

der. But since I never killed no Injuns I

felt a mite squirmy for Buffalo Bill

when he delivered hisself of a
Sunday-style sermon. Maybe this was
'cause he didn't really fool me into

believing he was Buffalo Bill. And
them Injuns didn't fool me nuther. I

ain't never seen Injuns with such
clean lookin' duds, such cream-white
faces or fuch high-pitched, fast-

movin' citified voices.

Apparently this shebang wren't put
together by Bill Cody but by a slicker

by the name Barry Wasman. Maybe
that's how come it drug its feet. For a

Wil West Show, it didn't have enough
hootin' and hollerin' by a long shot

Well, I got my reservations about In-

dians (that's what Art Kopit calls this

show) but I must admit that by the
end. I was a mite choked up seein' as
how our good neighbours south of the

border acted kinda mean a century

ago and seein' as how they ain't

learned much in the meantime about
killin' what stands in the way of

progress. If you want to shed a tear

for the bygone Indian race, mosey on
down to Alexander Street and stop i n

at Bill Cody's Wild West Show.

PHILIP WULTS

very hummable melodies. Humming
might be the solution, for the lyrics

are at times excruciating. Great God
Almighty, I Miss You Girl, Its Best
This Way, To Love You Again. By way
of a left-handed compliment, it must
be said that the songs are sensitively

handled by the performers, even
when their content shows a flatness
that is unforgiveable, As in the case
of the social criticism, it has all been
said before, with infinitely more soul,

The second from last number is

the most daring confrontation of 'The
System," Who'd Be a Kid Again? It

contains a soul-searching process
whereby Robert Jeffrey, the principal

singer, rejects the middle-class
values presented in tuneful rhymes
by the other three. Verbally the
number is awkward and a bit em-
barassing in its accusation and
bitterness. However, there is a good
amount of passion in Robert Jeffrey's

portrayal, enough to make the
audience uncomfortable for the first

time. Why, then, does this effect have
to be nullified by the final company
number, My Friend, a work of pure
corn syrup?

The answer is fearfully simple. We
are in a cabaret. The admission fee is

four dollars per person plus drinks.

And beer is not fifty cents. We have
come in order to be entertained, or

more precisely to be served. Or it

could be we have come to serve the
needs of the society mentioned so
many times in Doug Randle's songs.

In any case, we are supposedly

expecting light entertainment, and
anything too thought-provoking or too
threatening is not going to ensure a

healthy cabaret business. In fact, the
perfect kind of entertainment for the
crowd appearing at Old Angelo's is

Randle's light and genuinely charming

The Man Who Wrote a Hit Song. It

makes no intellectual pretensions. It

is gay and uncompromising.

Of Moon and June and Honeymoon
is a variety show that pretends to

make a point about modem life.

There is not enough continuity in the

production nor enough imagination in

the content to make this point effec-

tively. Slick staging, and the com-
bined substantial talents of Robert
Jeffrey, Christine Chandler, Brian

McKay and Barbara Barsky cannot
create a respectable whole out of an
essentially two-faced production.

Eleanor Coleman

SIANDREW'S
PRESBYTERIAN

JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.

11. A.M.

DR. K. DOUGLAS STEWART

'A CHURCH HOME
FOR STUDENTS

AWAY FROM HOME'

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

Piano Trios
BY BEETHOVEN, SCHUMANN, MARTINU

Tuesday, March 20, At 1 p.m.
Music Room. Hart House

KARTOTEKA (PERSONAL FILE)

"ARABESKA" STUDENT THEATRE T. ROZEWICZ

free admission

March 16: 7 & 9 pm.;

March 17: mat. 3 pm.

U.C. Playhouse, 79 St. George St. in polish

The author, influential poet and Poland's most popular and
translated playwright has been called the founder of the

Theatre of Non-Sequitur. The play, depicts the self-torture of 1

an anonymous Hero haunted by images of his past and future,

his insignificance and impotence.

Colonial
203 Yonge St.

NEXTWEEK:

RORY

GALLAGHER

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

TODAY
"How Not to Make Science Policy" by Professor Sir Freder-
ick Dainton, F.R.S. Dr. Lee's Professor of Chemistry, Oxford
University, and Chairman of the Council for Scientific Poli-

cy of the U.K., Room 2158, Medical Sciences Auditorium,
2:10 p.m. Jointly sponsored by the Department of Political

Economy and under the auspices of the School of Graduate
Studies.

THIS WEEKEND:

WORLD'S GREATEST

JAZZ BAND
WITH

YANK LAWSOH

BOB HAGGART

GAG NOTES
a division of

ACADEMIC OVERLOAD
announces these services:

-ANNOTATED EXAMS of 1971,

72,70: QUESTIONS & AN-
SWERS for all science and en-

gineering courses years 1 & 2
prepared by our staff of gradu-

ates;

answers 25t per page

questions 15$ per page

-EXAM COPIES of 70,71,72:

all years, all subjects

•COPY MACHINE 5$ per page

OPEN 7 days a week - 8:30 a.m.

to 10 p.m.

179 COLLEGE ST. (stairs at

side) PHONE 922-1600
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NATURAL FOODS RESTAURANT & STORE

3F£N 12 TILL 9, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT iop.m till whenever FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

March 16 - 17 - $1.50 - JOE HALL AND
THE EYEBALL WINE CO.

March 23 - 24 - $1.50 -BRUCE MILLER

THE

NUNNERY
Presents

'56
FORD

73 ST. GEORGE
8:00 p.m.

TONIGHT AND
TOMORROW NIGHT

Beer and Wine-

Liquor and Mix

35°

55e

BEFORE 9 O'CLOCK
AFTER 9 SLIGHTLY MORE

Saturday is our

50'S NIGHT
Prizes, Contests etc.

SPECIAL PRIZE FOR
MOST APPROPRIATELY

DRESSED COUPLE

Contraception means:

control over bodies.

Third World repression

It was Thomas Malthus who_first saw- the

possibility of human overpopulation in the early

nineteenth century, but it was not until recently

that the full implications of uncontrolled popula-

tion growth were fully comprehended and the

population panic started.

The immediate reaction of scientists and

governments has been to facilitate research in-

to, and distribution of, contraceptives. Their

reasoning is that over-population can be avoid-

ed, or at least minimized, by restricting the size

of future generations. Almost all literature on

the problem of overpopulation is more or less a

variation on this theme, although some writers

can see no hopeforsurvivalat all. Bonnie Mass's

pamphlet "The Political Economy of Population

Control in Latin America" examines the actions,

policies and people involved in population control

programmes, and challenges the validity of the

traditional, narrow, interpretation of population

problems.

The U.S., for reasons that will become clear

later, feels the threat of the population explosion

most deeply. Government attitudes have un-

dergone a complete reversal from being anti-

birth control before the World War II to forcing

birth control programmes onto the populations

of many Third World countries today.

Philander P. Claxton Jr., a special assistant

to the U.S. Secretary of State on "population

matters" voices the position taken by the

different U.S. birth control agencies: "The real

tragedy is for the individual family. The very

quality of life is threatened by the quantity

of life. Human dignity is degraded. For the

vast majority of families in the LDCs (less

developed countries) the possibilities of im-

provement of the welfare of parents and
children are submerged by sheer numbers,

Health of mothers is impaired by multiple births.

Lives are imperilled and lost by abortions,

Children suffer malnutrition and death. Educa-

tion is low or impossible for many or most". A
World Bank Statement of 1968 gives perhaps a

more plausible reason why such huge agencies

promote birth control programmes: "All such ac-

tivity arises out of the concern of the bank for

the way in which the rapid growth of population

has become a major obstacle to social and
economic development in many of our member
states. Family planning programs are less costly

than conventional development projects and the

pattern of expenditures involved is normally very

different. At the same time, we are conscious of

the fact that successful programs of this kind
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will yield very high economic returns" (emphasis
added).

The agencies involved — the International

Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF), the
World Bank, the Agency for International

Development (AID) and many others, controlled

and directed by the male capitalist elite of the
U.S. now spend millions of dollars in the Third

World convincing governments of the crisis, dis-

pensing and fitting lUDs and carrying out large-

scale sterilizations. Latin America received

aroud $18 million in 1972 from AID for popula-

tion control programmes.

It has proved easy for the U.S. to "con-

vince" Latin American governments of their pop-

ulation crises: Bolivia, for example, with a pop-

ulation density of only 4 inhabitants per
kilometer, accepted birth control programmes
when threatened with the withdrawal of aid.

The women of Latin America have likewise

been "convinced" of the need for birth control.

Bonnie Mass documents evidence of the persua-

sion techniques. Offers of free medical services

for themselves and their children, medicine and
milk, and, in some instances, lipsticks and
plastic pearls, have been sufficiently convincing.

In Brazil between 1965 and 1971 over a million

women were sterilized. In the Dominican
Republic the Ford Foundation has been known to

buy out young people with offers of $5 to $.7 a

month for life in return for sterilization. AID in-

stituted a similar programme in Costa Rica.

But what actually constitutes a population

crisis or problem? A large population in itself is

not a problem, the problem arises when the sur-

vival of a significant proportion of the population

is at stake. Insufficient food supply and exhaus-
tion of natural resources must be the deter-

mining factors in the definition of the problem.

The assumption that there is a world shortage of

food jars with the fact that Canadian farmers
were recently forced into not growing wheat
despite massive starvation in parts of the Third

World; the fact that only one tenth of the world's

total land area is under cultivation; the fact that

vast areas of fertile land in the Third World are
used, not for growing food, but for growing non-

food crops such as coffee, to please the palates

of the "haves" in the First World, (The paltry

sums of money earned from such crops is insuf-

ficient to import food for the general population,

let alone allowing a change over to food produc-

tion. In any case, the U.S. would not allow a

government that proposed to do that to take

power — witness the Bay of Pigs, the invasion

of the Dominican Republic in 1965, of

Guatemala in 1954, etc.)

Are we wrong then to think of overpopula-
tion and lack of food as problems in themselves?
Are they not, in fact, only symptoms of the real
problem? And is not the real problem the system :*£
which divides humanity into the haves and the M
have nots and ensures that the former survives
at the expense of the latter?

The U.S. with 6 per cent of the world's total

population already consumes 55 per cent of the
world's natural resources. A more equitable dis- :•:•::

tribution of food and other resources would in- in-

evitably lead to a drop in the standard of living M
enjoyed by the bourgeoisie of North America.
The presence of a large starving population in

those countries from which the U.S. gets its $$.
wealth is dangerous for the U.S. and for the
elites of the countries concerned. A quote by a
conservative Colombian student in "The Political W
Economy of Population Control in Latin
America" illustrates this fear: "Since it is the W.
lower classes which are growing the fastest, and W.
the ones that have the least to contribute to the
country and who are also the most anxious for
political change, I would say that population M
growth - that is the growth of the working class ?S
— is dangerous." If the starving demanded and M
obtained an equitable distribution of resources, W
the whole capitalist system, and the U.S. on the
top of the pile, would collapse.

Now we can understand the reason why
the U.S. promotes birth control as heavily as it

does, and why such programmes in the Third M
World are aimed specifically at the poor. The
U.S. is, in fact, trying to eradicate the condition
of not having by controlling the numbers, and
therefore the strength, of those who do not !§£
have. The threat of communism and equal shar- v&
ing of resources has driven the U.S. into using
economic sanctions and bribes to force steriliza- W
tion and lUDs onto the masses of the Third
World.

'The Political Economy of Population Con-
trol in Latin America" makes clear that for

women in western society, contraceptive and :£!
sterilization techniques have given us greater iW:
control over our own bodies, and have been an
important factor in our own liberation. But while
we fight for control over our own bodies, we •$*:;

must also fight against the male elites of the jSij

USA using the same technology to control the
bodies and voices of our sisters in the Third

World.

Bonnie Mass, "The Political Economy of Popula-

tion Control in Latin America".

DINAH FORBES W

The Graduate Centre
for the Study of Drama

presents
' Margaretta D'Arcy and John Arden

"The Role of the University Drama in Relation to
the Professional Theatre"

A SERIES OF SEMINARS FROM A MARXIAN VIEWPOINT
Monday, March 26, 4 p.m. - Tuesday, March 27, 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.

STUDIO THEATRE, 4 GLEN MORRIS STREET
Open to the University Community by appointment only without charge

Phone 928-8674

£0s^ frying

A LANSBURY/DUNCAN/BERUH PRODUCTION
FROM COLUMBIA

|

»,.^T ,K^£^j

. STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 13

EGUNTONE Of YONGE 486-5600

The hit
stage

play b
now on
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COPSEO brilliani

Time is running out for the wonderland of liberal education.

Lewis Carroll has met his match. A govern-
ment report that tavours universal accessibility

and human centered learning in the context of

educational cutbacks and more scholar for the
dollar? "When I use a word/' Humpty Dumpty
said, in rather a scornful tone, "it means just

what I choose it to mean — neither more nor
less."

"The question is," said Alice, whether you
can make words mean so many different
things."

"The question is" said Humpty Dumpty
"which is to be master — thats all"

A report that recommends cutbacks in con-
tinuous education in favour of continuing
education? "The open door in the learning socie-
ty would not then be a revolving door but would
lead onward through a lifetime of continuing or
recurring education, as far as any individual's
capacities and interests could carry him", the
report says. "The rule is, jam tomorrow and jam
yesterday — but never jam today". "It must be
sometimes to -jam today" Alice objected. "No it

can't be" said the Queen. "It's jam every other
day. Today isn't other day, you know."

A report that sees education as a necessity
not a frill, yet refuses to treat it as a public utility
in terms of costs? "Contrarywise", continued
Tweedledee, "if it was so, it might be; and if it

were so, it would be; but as it isn't, it ain't.
That's logic".

A report that predicts that "total govern-
ment control of po&t-secondary institutions is

perhaps the end to which present trends are
leading us" and then proposes a board to act as a
buffer? "Curiouser and curiouser."

"It's a poor sort of memory that only works
backwards" the Queen remarked.
Noevertheless, it might be useful to view this
report, The Learning Society: Report of the
Commission on Post Secondary Education in On-
tario, in historical context. Commissions have
been looking at education since the beginning of

the century trying to work out an appropriate

relationship between the dismal sciences of

economics and bureaucracy and education. The
degree of continuity with the COPSEO report is

high.

In the days when men were more honest, the

Royal Commission into the University of Toronto

in 1906 sought to resolve the conflict before them.
"The universities of the new world had, in the

main, been formed after the pattern of those in

the Old Country. But now came the age of

science and of demand for an education which
should not only cultivate the mind but fit for the

practical occupations, and help to the prizes of

life." As they saw it; "In this new world, with

great natural resources to develop, and with an
ever increasing variety of material industries to

attract the energies of young men, the objects of

university education have been both multiplied

and modified. The modern university, still

cherishing the love of learning and intent upon
the pursuit of knowledge, must adapt its courses of

study to every phase of human progress. It must
set the standard of public education. It must
minister in ways hitherto deemed to lie beyong
its domain, to the practical as well as to the in-

tellectual and moral needs of the country."
To this end the Commission proposed a rash

of administrative and bureaucratic reorganiza-

tion to facilititate modernization. It also filed

some financial proposals, in the best spirit of the

new age. "Not less is it the interest of the State to

devote a generous share of the public funds to the

development of an institution so intimately

associated with the material interests of the

country. Canada must train her own sons to be
her captains of industry. The agricultural,

mineral and forest wealth and the waterpower of

Government and the university: an intimate partnership.

this Province call for a practical capacity and a
specialized knowledge which only a modernuni-
versity can supply and it is the happy function of
the Legislature not only to sustain the moral in-

fluences that come from higher education but to

contribute to the national prosperity by adequate
votes of money for the training of youth."

The lower echelons of the educational
hierarchy were also in for a revamping. Using
Froebel and the new concepts of educating "the
whole boy" as condiments, mass public educa-
tion was^seryed as a new meal of Education For
Industrial Purposes. As John Seath, author of the
report of the same name introduced his 1911
study to the Ontario government: "For a varying
number of years the problem of Education for In-
dustrial Purposes has engaged the attention of
almost every country in Europe and almost
every state of the Union as well as of almost
every province of our own Dominion. The pre-
sent importance of the problem is the result of

2.

3.

three main causes:

1.
' The rivalry among,
mercial supremacj
The imperfect

p,!

skilled workmen; J

The modern ext'ejl

education to includ]

cultural training
maintained wholi-

public expense.
"Of the foregoing can

the keen rivalry amongst (

trol or at least a due share!

world — a rivalry whic^L-
tensified by increasing fa3
tion and transportation. I

general desire for wealth J
cause." Even the federal,

volved in this regearing
system. As their Roya
dustrial Training and Tec!

it: "The schools in mostca

The university of the past was in

educational development for a sm<

ty is geared to providing mass edue

educational philosophy.
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fly abuses logic
t the nations forcom-

[vision for training

nd

;ion of the scope of

vocational as well as
administered and
or largely at the

;s the most potent is

e nations for the con-

st the markets of the

Jjhtinually being in-

ities for communica-
nt this rivalry the

of course, a leading

government got in-

of the educational

Commission on In-

ijcal Education saw
es have done little to

1/ and stressed individual
lite. The modern universi-
>n and requires a different

direct the attention of the youth towards the oc-
cupation of be followed or to stimulate him to
seek qualification for it. They have been directed
towards the vocational direction of teachers, of-
ficials, professional people and the leisure class.
They must now adapt themselves to the needs
and circumstances of existing society, most of
whose members are productive or conserving
manual workers or workers with machinery."

A major problem which both these reports
highlighted was the inability of apprenticeship
systems under the direction of trade unions to
supply and 'adequate' pool of skilled labour. A
large part of the function of the new industrial
education was to undermine this guild monopoly,
this "decadence of the apprentice system" and
provide an alternate source of skilled labour.

The essentials of the educational system of
Ontario today derive from these important
reports. The current rash of commissions do not
exhibit any drastically different concerns.
Following a long period of government neglect
(Between 1917 and 1950, university matters were
debated in the legislature only four times, and on
none of these occasions was a vote taken, the
COPSEO report notes), education became a blue
chip investment and social panacea. The pin-
nacle of rhetoric was reached with the Hall Den-
nis report of 1968 with the clarion calls for uni-
versal accessibility and child-centered learning.
Now the problems faced by the commissioners is

that the occupational and manpower training
needs of the economy have changed and they
have been left with a hot bag of old rhetoric.

they are trying to overcome this handicap
by wooing the public with the proverbial
"something old, something new, something
borrowed and something blue." The blue of

A government committee met diligently to produce COPSEO.

course is the Tory Blue Machine which is finan-

cing all this hype. The old is the unfortunate
rhetorical hangovers. Except for Commissioner
Careless' reservations about the "misuse" of

limited resources through a misplaced
egalitarianism, they all seem to stand behind
the Ameri-Canadiah dream. The borrowings
come from the anarchist Ivan lllich and his con-

cept of deschooling society which has been
brilliantly abused. The new is of course the cut-

backs which the main purpose of this report is to

sneak in.

The call to battle in the holy name of cost

benefit analysis that marked the first Wright
Report is missing from this rendition but the

scorched earth policy of their financial
proposals, is still there. Recommendations 109 to

126, for those who have the patience to read that

far, contain all the proposals necessary to pass
the costs of education on to students while in-

flating hopes of bursaries to come if the parental

income is low enough. Honorable traditions are
of course maintained to the last, too, as
recommendation 108 calls for the complete
removal of all vestiges of "in loco parentis". In
this, the report reaches the apex of its liberalism— the individual is released from all non-market
restraints so that he may do battle with the
market only on the basis of his class position.

A little word juggling also handles the other
contentious aspect of the first report, the
problem of university 'integrity'. We return now
to the theme of the reports at the turn
of the century - the attack on the guild. Stu-
dent housing and library services are to be open-
ed to the public in a delightful gesture of
egalitarian liberalism. Post-secondary educa-
tion is to be more carefully plugged into
rationalized programs of manpower training.
The university, like its ancestors in the skilled
guilds, is being proletarianized. The battle
against privilege can be joined by many an odd
corporate fellow.

The university's students are facing total
subordination to the needs of industry on the
financial and structural level. In dealing with
this, the policy of OFS and SAC are as outdated
as the old elite university which was replaced at
the turn of the century. We are not negotiating
with gentlemen. We are dealing with a business
proposition.

Ultimately the regearing of education to
serve social rather than industrial needs, to
serve the working people as a whole rather than
capitalism, will require a major restructuring of
this society's institutions. That much seems
clear when the proposals of this report are posed
in historical perspective. The missing link in the
capacity of the government to carry out the cut-
backs remains the willingness of students to
struggle against them. "The best university
that can be recommended to a man of ideas"
Emerson recommended many years ago "is the
gauntlet of the mobs." Its time to test some of

our ideas and aspirations in struggle.

Wayne Roberts

Rapid change has left the university system in chaos.
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Presentation surpasses poems

Press Porcepic crafts handsome books
For those of you who are wealthy aesthetes, who

like little books of poetry accompanied sometimes by

charming scribbles, Press Porcepic may be of interest.

There is no doubting the visual quality of these four books

from Erin, Ontario. The fineness of the paper and printing,

the borders and illustrations are uniformly delightful. This

is where poetry likes to be, between good stiff covers in a

small, unintimidating collection.

But the quality of the poetry itself is disappointing
"

because it is so uneven, ranging from the utterly

mediocre to clear brilliant song in some of Joe

Rosenblatt's stuff. But mostly this poetry is crouching

somewhere on its knees, in some literary half-embrace,

unable to stand on its own two feet. It seems embarassed

by its own precociousness because the setting is so good

on these beautiful pages.

Without money, one can make nothing perfect. But

money cannot make everything perfect. We come to

know that more and more in this grant land of Canada. A

sad lesson.

There are patches of things striking home, well-

stated lines, but not enough to keep the collection

together, not enough to justify the prohibitive cost of

these books. Tales and Bumblebee Dithyramb were by far

the most pleasing to me. Angel 1 found revolting and Tim

Inkster's, The Topolobampo Poems left me too bored to

review.

Eldon Garnet has written a pretty little book of

poetry about rape and death and body hatred. Another in

the series of long-winded examples of that startling new

art form of battered love poems by jaded young men

spoilt by sex.

Its interesting to follow the passage of his

successive woman images from madonna-shaped angel

to single-minded whore to some semi-holy female form

so pure as to not stir any violent fantasies. On the whole

Garnet's women seem to be the scum of certain John the

Baptist fantasies. It is hard to imagine if Garnet held the

church to be sacred that he would ever admit women to

it. But this is not to say that the poet, the "I" in all the

poems, the man that is set against all these women is

pure. He is powerful and that is what distinguishes him

above all else.

The book's last poem is about castration, the fitting

end to a compulsive rapist and all the miserable poems

preceeding it. But why write poetry about this self-

defeating poisonous experience? To shock lovers out of

their revery, to bring them down to the more real

existence of compulsive sex hatred? To woo a woman, to

convince her that she, above all others, is the only one

that can now grant sexual salvation to a miserable sen-

sitive poet by a single act of love?

I conjure up some picture of this poet as a small boy

who after having the toilet seat cover fall down for the

first time on his poor "thing", rushes to his mother and

after laying it on her bed says, "Yes, mother, you were

right. Take it away. It's caused me too much trouble to be

worth having."

Garnet's woman hatred seems to be based on the

flimsiest of evidence, as shown in "Cigar Smoke in her

Eyes." The reason here seems to be her body, her tits

because they have been claimed by lesser men.

tits are for virginal

boys planning their escape from mother's bed

tits the cheap breakfast

Perhaps he dislikes these innocent apporitions of

womanhood because they can serve a nurturing function,

because they have an organic viability that he disavows

entirely. Perhaps he hates them because they cannot be

victimized like a cunt.

Cunt you can measure me
with your screams.

This miserable lover-poet goes on and on, ramming

women in bed. It's like looking at Freud's repetition com-

pulsion through a sheet of celophane. Bad dreams. There

is no continuum. Sexual experience seems blunted past a

certain point, the point of credible experience. Garnet

describes sex as power grabbing, fame-grabbing,

anything but mutual and loving.

I swear it on my masculinity

someday
fuck the sky

... I will come
to the rhythm of air

not hips

I will reign

the world

I will be worshipped

like the fountain of youth. *•

Garnet does not reveal any particular facility with

words. He describes that which is easy to describe. There

is nothing in this book that is either delicate or moving or

for that matter does it convince me of the power of the

penis. There is no basis for penis envy here. As a woman
described it in a movie, in a line that was later edited out

or reasons known only to the CBC, "it reminds me of a

piece of old rope."

Good stuff! Joe Rosenblatt has written a delightful

sunny book about bumblebees and other warm, cosy

things one finds on picnics, at home and abroad. Wonder-

ful read aloud to children and cooks over mid-day dinner

preparations — the suggested light reading companion to

The Voyage of the H.M.S. Beagle. Indeed, if Darwin had

been given the social go-ahead, he might have un-

earthed this treasure himself — the sight to see fan-

tastically human portraits of creatures as Rosenblatt has

taped so deeply. Gerald Durrell taped it amusingly.

The Funeral of

the Great Bull Frog

Peter Noter went damp with tears
with the last croak of the bull frog.

He was quite dead when they found him
on a lily pad.

The procession included:

four lizards

a chameleon who wept brilliant colours
and a horned toad who led the ceremony.

They buried him
at the bottom of a pond.

After the funeral

the friends of the deceased
held a feast of pygmy blue butterflies

which induced a forgetfulness.

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPER ser-

vice. Originality, quality, and security

dictate our policy.

Phone: 961-6150
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 3 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Sat. -Sun 9 a.m. - S p.m.
Professional Typing Done

300 AVENUE ROAD
2nd floor

Get a new look
at life with

Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

theatre in wnwra-53| -1177 736 balhurit lennox-bafhurst; 1 below bloor

^Unseen since 1938
!\

THE MARX BROS.

Room Service
ALSO, BUSTER KCATON in COPS/2 shows, 7:30 B 9=30

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, MAR. 16 and 17. SUNDAY, 2p.m.,only

Anouk Aimee. Dirk Bogarde,
Roberl Forster, Anna Karina

Sunday, 7:30
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But Rosenblatt's insects are given a very personal

exual thrust; the minds of men andwomen on the make;

eing made; all the postures of humanity. Without

efences or embarrassment, he looks at nature minus the

rutch of original sin. A topical trespass into the perspec-

jve of man as polluter would have been easy, forgivable,

>ut he's avoided it. Rosenblatt writes as one who par-

akes in the DNA embrace. The poems are examples from

,
gleaming sunlit life by a man who seems existentially

;3
ptivated by the dance of his own sperm — carried away

!y the organic lushness of life.

His poetry conjures up kaleidoscopic visions of im-

>ossible colours — a man on a trip through a premature

reincarnation as a bumblebee. "I'll try another flower",

thinks the honey bee/ 'tast so goddamn delicious, this

flower/ ummm. .. such 0, dour & colour".

There are some good poems about humans in this

book. Poems about some unfettered children of God,

poems about death that curiously admit no shadows.

"Passing by the Jewish Funeral home
, . .1 suddenly encounter the orbs of Mr. Z

r. .Years ago Mr. Z had fitted my uncle into a

walnut;".

"The Shell Game" reminds me of nothing so much

As the photographs of Diane Arbus; the head-on"

quality of looking out on a world more beautiful than

oneself with the assurance of knowing onself too well to

have to look in.

"For twelve hundred bucks

which shell is the poet under,

MR. DEATH?"

This is sharp stuff in a world where people firmly

grasp the trigger of death paranoia.

For .unfettered children read, "Grass Head",

perhaps the most accurate description of being stoned in

Canadian literature. All those space-time warps, those

(whoops! almost had a bad dream) weirdies come racing

back, ALIVE.

This is a good book. The word plays are excellent —
geometric bundles of word repetitions. The shapes of all

lis BZes bring to mind the sound of bees better than a

:assette would. Not to forget his drawings, superb-nice

skinny tangled things, r shall probably dabble in this book

Defore bed for months to come.

Tales is a collection of dreams, glances out the

window — the stuff and temperature of the child world,

vlgneault's captured the still and absolute quality of

events caught in the memory, in the spider's web.

In stark prose, he's lifted symbolic objects out of a

rich domestic world-without waiting, pushed them out of

home and into a story. Glasses of water in cheap

restaurants, black pianos, picture frames — these things

have so much power, not only as sentinels who let the

past be known in dribs and drabs by allowing out only

those memories which reinforce the prevailing beliefs,

but they also change the texture of the present. We live

voluntarily blinded by past experience.

These are small stories about big people and rooms,

conveying the very smell of smallness and stuffy parental

interior design. "Thinking she was alone, Julie climbed the

high stool and firmly perched on it as to be able to reach

the book on the table. With a lot of patience she managed
to open it wide. From every illustrated page innumerable

little people emerged, quite plump and alive, the tallest

barely two inches high and scattered in all directions."

The brown book cover helps. At least that was the

prevailing colour of my childhood. I remember lots of dark

skinned furniture, only slightly lighter rooms, violin rosin

Rosedale dust (the closest urban kin to the rural variety).

,

I never remember much light coming indoors, the greedy

n'louse plants taking it all as they cluttered together on the

window sills. Vigneault has taped these memories.

But childhood is also fearful and bizarre and

mysterious. "Without making the slightest movement
towards the streetcar, inside which I could imagine some
filthy horrifying torture was taking place, I began walking

slowly towards the way out of town, which I guessed to be

between two huge masses of green, the last available

exit from this peaceful hell of calm and sweetness."

The impact of these stories is weakened by slight

shifts of perspective from the deeply childish and per-

sonal to the narrative for a total effect of an

autobiographical myth. I find this confusing when added

to the rather abtuse enigmatic "messages" that seem
tacked on at the end. The structure of the stories is too

regular and predictable in this respect. For this reason the

stories together do not work well towards the advantage

of each individual one. They cancel each other out leaving

a strong general impression but little to the stories

themselves.

There are moments of delightful imaginative flights

such as in the "Street Lamp", "A little girl who had her

own garden had planted in it some electric bulbs in the

hope (a very dim hope) that they would grow into

luminous flowers or perhaps, although she wasn't quite

sure which shape it would take, simply some light."

But the regularity of the stories gives me the im-

pression that they have been ground out, dregged up

from the memory and imagination. Slow and easy. Tales

slow and easy.

Angel,

by Etdon Garnet,

Press Porcepic,

Erin. Ontario,

1972.

Tales, sur la pointe des pieds

by Gilles Vigneault

Press Porcepic

Erin Ontario

$7.95

Bumblebee Dithyramb,

by Joe Rosenblatt,

Press Porcepic,

Erin, Ontario,

1972
$6.95 Penelope Jahn Watters

Poems and drawings by Joe Rosenblatt, from Bumblebee

Dithyramb.
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Diary of amateur abortionist

Fine Toronto novel limns alienation - lightly
Dave Collins, the medical part of Toronto Free Clinic, has written a

the team that ran the recently closed remarkably good short novel.

Darwin updated^
In these uncertain times when

religious bookstores appear and

disappear with bewildering rapidi-

ty, what can a family man do to

keep his shit together? Questions

of this magnitude flit about the

brainbox, induced by the glib

grimness of Margaret Atwopd's

book. True, underwear is

necessary in Ontario and people

have been known to sweat to

death in Louisiana. 1 am reminded

of a story told by The Hawg of

Downchild Blues Band during a re-

cent performance. Describing a

friend, he said "Hank is the kind of

guy when you ask him a question

he faints thinking about the

answer."

Can you imagine a new
development in West Bramalea

called Rolling Survival?

So to survive the immediate

deathlike effects of the use of the

word 'survival' you have to split

your head in two and stop thinking^our

about saving paperclips, or your

thoughts.

At certain points survival is

'imagination'; at others if is habit.

There is a new species of red

wonts m Lake Ontario .that eats

garbage. An imaginative natural

response on the part of creation.

The key to understanding the

variability of survival is the con-

cept of homeostasis, harmony
within a body, Maybe there isn't a

picture that will contain all this,

but we can study images
animals, hand gestures, chants

that sound like water. We must
study them actively - in the sense

of being receptive to the influence

of whatever it is we wish to know
about.

Survival is the marriage of habit

and imagination. Come and hear

Donna & Teena & the Churlettes

sing Wedding in the Chapel at

SURVIVAL next week.

Doug Watters .

The Mending Man is the diary-in-

retrospect of a pseudo-naturopath

turned amateur abortionist. His con-

tinuing trouble appears to be that he

very terribly wants to be someone or

something, but has been unable to

find anyone willing to agree that he's

made it. Even his attempt at an abor-

tion fails, since, as he explains, "... I

had trouble getting all the geography

right. You're looking at a picture and

trying to see something that is solid,

that has depth as well as lenght and
breadth." His preparation consists of

reading seventeen books in one day,

during his first and only visit to a

medical library.

We never learn the name of the

Mending Man, and he limps through

his diary without a face, although

someone comments that he looks

something like John L. Lewis.

We do learn a great deal about

him, and since the whole thing is

first-person, the style, which is

excruciatingly consistent and obses-

sively precise, does a lot of the

telling.

Our man is hooked on Numerology,

Health and Vibrations — and the

capitals are his. He has worked as a

foundry apprentice, carnie hand and

slaughterhouse helper. He explains

that he doesn't enjoy chaining up

cows so the knife-man can do his job,

but that it helps pay the bilMor his

Health Enterprise. In the Health

Enterprise, which is the front part of

his one-man apartment, he "rents"

glass jars of nutrition supplements to

avoid any charge of dispensing

medicines. He also builds some
machinery to test Vibrations and get

them in Harmony. His description of

the equipment is vague, but it seems
to be a cross between a stethoscope

and a milking machine.

Our man grew up on a mixture of

Shakespeare, James Fenimore
Cooper, and Flash Gordon. About Don
Winslow of the Navy, Renfrew of the

Mounted, and the Lone Ranger, he

muses, "...
I always thought, there

should be more talking between
them. I always wanted them to sit

down by the fire some place out there

where they did all their adventures

and have a good talk about different

things, but they didn't." He tries

desperately to get close to someone,
anyone — to touch — and it is this

overwhelming need that finally con-

tributes to his willingness to perform
the abortion.

What it's all about is the aloneness
of being human in these "scientific"

times. Our man is not so much a freak

as a quite reasonable, if irrational,

product, of these oh-so-rational, but

quite unreasonable, years. Just when
you think he's at his most freakish,

you nod and say, "Hell, I did for

thought) something just like that!"

He's very sensitive to the pain and
enjoyment of others, this Mending
Man. Working on one of the carnie
rides, and watching the smaller kids,

he says, ". . . . they would climb in the
little airplanes and go round and
round, with their eyes- as big as
saucers, never saying a word. Just liv-

ing those couple of minutes up there
all of eight feet off the ground. It was
like there was some kind of poetry
around that the kids were listening to,

and you couldn't hear it, but you could
watch their faces and see them
enjoying it."

There may be a few who will dia
miss The Mending Man as one more*
unnecessary salient into the no-
man's-land of alienation, But it's a
more human book than most, and one
in which the author has consistently

remained within the mind and style of
the presonality he is helping us to
experience. And we'd better
experience him, try to understand
him, because he believes man is

broken and lives by mending — and
he means to be part of the glue. He's
determined to help, somehow, to try

it again when they let him out of jail.

THE MENDING MAN;
DAVID M. COLLINS.
COACH HOUSE PRESS

CLIF BENNETT

ii

THE BEST AND MOST ORIGINAL
AMERICAN COMEDY OF 1972."

-Vincent Car by of The New York Times

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST!"
Jay Cocks, Time Magazine; Paul D. Zimmerman, Newsweek-

Vincent Canby, New York Times; Wanda Hale, New York Daily News-
Rex Reed, New York Daily News; Penelope Gilliatt New Yorker

"BEST SUPPORTING
ACTRESS OF THE YEAR

-JEANNIE BERLIN."
-New York Film Critics/ National Society of Film Critics

"BEST SUPPORTING
ACTOR OF THE YEAR

EDDIE ALBERT."
—National Society of Film Critics

THE
ELAINE MAY DIRECTED IT

HEART
NEIL SIMON WROTE IT.

BRUCE JAY FRIEDMAN CONCEIVED IT

KID

Palomar Pictures International Presents Neil Simon's The Heartbreak
I

Shepherd as "Kelly" Jeannie Berlin • Audra L.ndley and Eddie
Ne,l S.mon Produced by Edgar J. Seherick O.rected by Eialne May . Released by Twentieth Century-Fox • Priats by "dVluxS
Starting Friday, March 16 adult entertainmewt

HOLLYWOOD CINEMA
Yonge Street at St. Clair

Toronto Premiere of

Les Solistes Des Choeurs De L'Ortf

Conducted by MARCEL COURAUD
MARCH 19,8.30 p.m.

CONCERT HALL, EDWARD JOHNSON BUILDING

Programme includes controversial work NUITS by Greek composer Iannis

Xenakis dedicated to '...obscure political prisoners...' Other works on the pro-
gramme are:

CRIS (1969) - Maurice Ohana (France)

DODECAMERON (1971) - Ivo Malec (Yugoslavia)
YO LO VI (1970) - Luis de Pablo (Spain)

Tickets: Adults $2.00 Students $1.00

Available from 481-3371 (Monday to Friday, 9 • 5 p.m.). Also available from
Box Office on the night of the performance.

STUDENTS WITH

OFFICE EXPERIENCE

Register NOW!!
FOR

SUMMER OR TEMPORARY
EMPLOYMENT

® Dot Personnel

Services

WEST
236-1133
3313ABIoor St. W.

CENTRAL
923-9801
30 Bloor St. W.

EAST
429-3706

797 Don Mills Rd.
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Anthony & Eleanor Paine exhibit Cyclopes, batiks
Anthony Paine and Eleanor Paine, husband

and wife, have a combined exhibition at Hart

House until March 30. Anthony Paine was born

in England and has taught on the east coast.

His drawings and prints indicate that he is

obsessed in a mild way with the Cyclops, which

figures in most of the pieces. His drawings have

titles like "Holy Cyclopttcs Descending" and
"Western Cycloptic Family". As he says, they

are like cartoons and rely on careful shading for

their contours.

The, statements the drawings make seem to

be primarily social, rather than artistic or

technical. He could not tell me what he really

had in mind in blending Western garb with the

figures of the Cyclops, which he limns sparely
rather than grotesquely as you might expect.

The prints are in series and tell a story: a

cycloptic romance continuing through marriage
and child-bearing.

I like his two drawings, "Rain Clouds" 1 and
2 the best, and this is what he is doing now. The
shading is elegant, the content primarily

technical. This is also true of "Near Cambri"
which seems an exercise in perspective. There
is nothing to push you over in this exhibit,

though expert handling of media mark the
pieces although the effect is more of a veneer
of good draftsmanship than a depth of artistic

eloquence.

His wife Eleanor was born in Singapore and
she bases her work on the Javanese batik.

Batik technique is simply as follows: a cloth is

painted with a mixture of molten wax and dye.

The wax is then removed by chemical treat-

ment (in this case, dry-cleaning) and the dye
remains. Eleanor claims that her result differs

from traditional batik in that the latter is usually

decorative and does not require much skill:

abstract designs come about by rather casual
application of the wax-dye mixture. Eleanor's

pictures are carefully stylized reminiscences of

medieval illuminated manuscripts. The most
original one is titled "International General
Bullsup" which is a directly frontal view of a

huge, square-shouldered, bald il duce — it

reminds me of some of Ben Shahn's anti-facist

pictures.

Each batik has its own carefully graduated
colour scheme and I believe this is the -most
beautiful aspect of her work, although she must
be given credit for the mammoth technical

achievement involved in her version of batik.

She has some gouaches of vegetables and

other plant life as well using a magnifying glass

to achieve a surrealist effect.

Generally, the two artists do not comple-
ment each other, and none of the work here
seems major to me except in a very technical

sense — in the sense that is, of fine
workmanship. This is enough to make the
exhibit facinating and educational, but the feel-
ing of "I never expected this" doesn't open your
eyes wide with amazement — something I

regrettably feel like saying about many Hart
House exhibits this year.

Ian Scott

Inyourown way.
Inyourown time.

Onyourown terms
You'll take to the

taste ofPlayers Hit

Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.

TIRED OF HITCH-HIKING?

HERE'S THE SOLUTION
18-day camping tours to the

Mines - "224.00.

Departures: June 9,30
July 21 Aug. 11

Sept. 1
For information, write:

ROYAL CAMPING TOURS
370 DUNDAS ST. WEST
Toronto 2B, Ontario

Professor Peter Mitchell
Coordinator of the East Asian Studies Programme, York University

will present a talk on

"CHINA, 1972"
(slides, recorded music, multiple projectors and screens— slides

were taken by Prof. Mitchell on his trip to China last June)

Monday, March 19. at 3 - 5 p.m.

Room 315, Dept. of East Asian Studies
280 HURON ST. (above Textbook Store)

Sponsored by

THE EAST ASIAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
International Studies Programme

A new him by

Kurt Vonnegut

"Mr. Vonnegut s nig fit-

terrors— conlormily

the military mind tech-

nological despot 1 5m,

begin stranded m
Schenectady NY—ore

the bod dreams of

most reasonable men
and women., overy

funny hour and a half

— LIFE MAGAZINE

Featuring Boband Ray

Sill Hickey and Kevin

McCarthy. Oirected by

Fred Burzyk. Written

by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.

In color from

New Line Cinema

VONNEGUTS

BETWEEN TIME
AMD TIMBUKTU

A SPACE FANTASY
Rochdale College 341 BloorSt.W. $1.50

March 7-18. 7& 9 pm.tno show Mon.S Tues) Fri, & Sat., 7, 9, 11 p.m
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Film dwarfs triumphs of play

Sleuth a sampler-box of Olivier's dazzling gifts

There are people who like nothing better

than a good practical joke; others who find

them, if not downright stupid, a waste of in-

genuity and time. Sleuth is similar, a sort of

elaborate practical joke on its audience, and, no

matter how lavish and dramatically sharp you

make it, you can't -disguise that fact. It will

delight some, bore others — its appeal is so

largely a matter of tastes.

Sleuth's a joke that was custom-built for the

theatre. Anthony Schaeffer's thriller, still run-

ning in London and New York, was a cunningly

wrought piece of theatrics, a wind-up toy that

exploited all the resources of the stage to

spring its trap. By no means was it great drama

but, granted the peculiar goals it set itself,

Sleuth was a brilliant success.

Properties as hot as this are picked up by the

big studios soon after opening night, but Sleuth

has made it from Broadway to Hollywood in

what must be record time. Joseph Mankiewicz

directed the movie version, with Laurence

Olivier and Michael Caine as its stars. Not sur-

prisingly, the translation to film of such a

studied, brittle theatre-piece has not been a

complete success, but it has resulted, despite

the problems, in an even splashier entertain-

ment.

Now that sounds like a film buff's un-

fathomable paradox, but movies and theatre

engage our imaginations in different ways.

When we go to the theatre, it's to be, im-

pressed. Any bamboozling the actors or

playwright try to put over on us is done with our

complicity. We overlook, even relish, the artifice

of the- stage.

Movies are something else. Whenver a stunt

is brought off on film, though it may startle or

amuse, vague suspicions lurk in the back of our

minds. We remember all the film-cutters,

the make-up artists, the special-effects men
and set designers who can work extravagant

wonders. It's just not the same as having it

r

done right in front of our eyes by actors who

have no outside help, no second chance. Sq

what was daring and triumphant on stage may
look laborious or trivial on film. It's just too easy

for them to work up this sort of shell-game to

hoodwink the audience.

the particular stategems in Sleuth that have

grown a little rusty on film I could describe only

at the risk of jeopardizing the plot, hence the

generalities. But there is one major change in

the film version that tells against it; there is no

intermission.

That may seem a quibble. But the intermis-

sion is one of the most eloquent passages of

Schaeffer's script. The first act, which is sup-

posed, after all, to set us up for the climax,

culminated with an event so unexpected that it

seemed the play had nowhere else to go. A
good "part of the fun was speculating about

what could possibly happen now, scrutinizing

the program for possible clues, and evesdrop-

ping on the theories of other bewildered

theatregoers. The movie, though it preserves

the shock intact, just doesn't afford such a

delicious stop, smack at the most maddening

point in the action.

Since I had seen Sleuth already, I wasn't

preoccupied with negotiating all the hairpin

turns of the plot. Sleuth with foreknowledge is

like a jack-in-the-box the second time it springs

at you. Either you find it silly, or you go critical,

and start examining the workmanship.

During stretches that were inevitably dull se-

cond time around I was prepared to amuse
myself with the ingeniously detailed set, with

Schaeffer's rather precious wit. (There are

some interminable doldrums when Inspector

Doppler is plodding around clue-hunting; this is

Alex Cawthone's first movie role, and I suspect

it will be his last). But I wasn't ready for Olivier,

and all at once I was gladthere were no sur-

prises to distract me from watching him.

He plays Andrew Wyke, best-selling creator

of St. John Lord Merridew, a portly fictional

snoop. Wyke invites to his fusty manor house
Milo Tindall, {"whose hairy chest in summer is

matted with suntan oil"), a London haidresser

who has been servicing Wyke's wife. Things

take off from there.

Wyke's is a broad role, a deliberate cliche,

and Olivier can do what he couldn't do with

Hamlet or Archie Rice or even Richard III: he
can pull out all the stops. Those of us who
haven't seen much Olivier before, or know only

his rather eccentric Shakespeare {about which

we are liable to have our own opinions) can glut

ourselves on this a sample box of his talents.

For the space of five or six priceless words, in f
dialect, he becomes a completely different

character; he throws out Schaeffer's epigrams
with a pitcher's curve; he slides his eye a

quarter-inch, and it's a stroke of comic genius.

Only toward the end, when he gives Wyke a bit

more tragic grandeur than this rarefied play can

support, can he be faulted.

For the rest, a few words, Caine is fine, but

who, frankly, cares with Olivier there. The set

has just the right cluttery detail, with Wyke's
leering penny-arcade gadgetry in every corner.

But there is just too calculated a use of trap-

pings dear to upper-middle-class America, like

booze bottles with recognizably affluent labels.

As a mystery tour-de-force, Sleuth ranks

with Agatha Christie's The Murder of Roger
Ackroyd, so if you have any sympathy for that

sort of thing at all, you'll appreciate this

specimen. If you've seen the play already and
have decided, understandably, to pass up the

movie, be advised: Olivier makes an insubstan-

tial confection like Sleuth more satisfying than

you could have imagined.

Bill MacVicar

EB SURVIVAL 0
THIS AD IS ALREADY
OUT OF DATE. GO
BACK TO PAGE TWO
FOR THE HERES

AND NOWS

THE SCHEDULE SO FAR

Featuring: Wilf Pelletier, Tuli Kupferberg

Jim Harding, Duncan & June Blewett,

Ted Tolchinski, Ted Poole,

Jan Duktza, Joe Rosenblatt

Ernest Tootoosis, Joyce Wieland,

Shelly Wagner, Sara Bowser,

Revolting Theatre, Killaloe

Mountain Band, Adelle Davis,

Baba Ram Dass, Tarzan, Bob
Bossin, Jewel Ornament &
George

NURSES ORDERLIES

WANTED FOR WED.
NIGHT SESSION

MONDAY:
4 pm Rise & Fall of the Great Lakes

Film, Rm 3154, Med. Sci.

8 pm Living Arrangements
New College, Wilson Hall

10 pm Killaloe Mountain Band

TUESDAY:

2 pm The Politics of Food,

SSR, Hart House
3 pm Mr. Pasen, Thuna Herbalists

North Sitting Room, Hart House
4 pm Bethune Documentary

Film, Rm. 3154, Med. Sci.

4 pm Cooking Class, SSR, Hart House
8 pm The City & the Neighbourhood

New College, Wilson Hall

Music, James Hartley Band
WEDNESDAY:
10 am Chandra's Breakfast

Bossin Room, Innis College

noon Revolting Theatre: Sid Smith, 2135
2 pm Architecture without Architects, ISC

2 pm Assorted Survivors, Adv. Bureau

4 pm FRAP St. Jacques Clinic

Film, Rm 3154, Med. Sci.

8 pm Survival and the Body-Doctors+Nurses
+ People Music Room, Hart House

10 pm String Band
Music Room, Hart House

THURSDAY:
2 pm Quebec-Gothic City Survival

ISC, Pendarves Lounge
2 pm Practicum: Community Clinies—

South Sitting Rm, Hart House
4 pm Assorted Survivors: "How to Survive

with Whiskey & Work" Sarah Bowser
Adv. Bureau

8 pm FREE or/

Gothic Rock-It, Convocation Hall

10 pm Open House at the Bureau

FRIDAY:

2 pm The Environment
South Sitting Rm, Hart House

2 pm Assorted Survivors: Adv. Bureau
4 pm Songwriter's Workshop

South Sitting Rm, Hart House
6 pm Supper with Jo-Anne & Friends

Innis College

Grand Finale

Music and Conversation

ALL WEEK:
Shelter Capsule, Rm 1226, Rochdale
Domes and Drop-In

Marketplace

FOR INFORMATION CALL 928-2738 ADVISORY BUREAU OPEN ALL WEEK
19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free

:
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Neglected work of an old-fashioned craftsman

Humanness of Canada informs Reany's poetry
James Reaney's (collected) Poems don't fit

the pattern carved by some of the more recent

critics of Canadian literature, who talk a lot

about victimization, and about how cold it is out

there, and how cold we are in here. True,

Reaney has been linked to Frye's theories of

mythopoeisis; but it may not have been men-
tioned often enough that he is also one of a

rare sort of Canadian literary heretic —
I group

with him Robertson Davies and Stephen
Leacock, and there may be more — that looks

at the country genially, and from that cast of

mind sees that it is, above all, a human place.

Reaney is less a poet who has to say
something than one who has something to say.

GOOD MANNERS! Reaney is a masterly and
traditional technician; further, he has a lot of

respect for his readers, and doesn't mislead

them. The formal elegance of his verses, since

he began to write publishable poems in the mid-

AOs, has usually been like a warm hand in which

we sit. Here are a few lines from "A Suit of

Nettles". Branwell, the melancholic goose, op-

poses his friend Mopsus, who counsels det-

tachment:

...I want offspring summerson autumnman
wintersage

And tricklerrain thawwind panetap upleaf

windrage
Plow and seed and hoe, green, suckeplg,

yellowripe,
sicklestraw and all such glamourie.

Al Purdy, in the Globe and Mail, worried

about Reaney's nostalgia. It's there, but" it isn't

as important to notice in any of Reaney's works
about childhood, birds, animals, small towns
and their eccentrics, cliches, birth-copulation -

and-death, whatever, as is his amazing richness

of expression. Purdy's poems and his readings

of them (this is ad hominem criticism, but it

makes the point) look and sound so casual that

it's hard to tell if he worked on them at all; I

always suspect that Reaney's poems are finish-

ed, that they bear the mark of his goodwill upon
them. There has obviously been a collaboration

.between the tradition and an individual talent.

Very few of his poems have been, or appear to

have been, swatted out of the air like flies, and
just pinned on the page.

And for a citation I keep returning to "A Suit
of Nettles", by far the most articulate set of the
poems in this collection. Here's the eloquent
Mopsus, telling how his father subdued the owl
Melancholy:

.
. .It made all life seem edgeless, blurred
And sat upon his head
Fouling his shoulders and his hair,

Raising its young in that strange lair

And vomiting up the dead.
He never stirred to shoo it off

But waited late and long enough
Until it sank from sight.

Soft answered did its wrath dissolve

And sink into the gay revolve

Of his thoughts so light.

One thing Reaney's humour and ease with
the demands of language present the reader
with is a sometimes deceptive lessening of ten-
sion when he talks about death. This book in-

cludes the sequence, "The Dance of Death at
London, Ontario", statements by various
representative inhabitants of the town, and
replies to them by Death. All the poems are
amiable, understated quatrains, macabre in

their offhanded stillness. No anguish, just a
measured insistence on what comes to us ail.

This is ever Reaney's way.
The Bride & the Bridegroom
SHE: Mother & Father have spared no

expense.
Is that someone's foot on my train?

HE: I bet I remember this moment
Again & again & again.

DEATH:

There go the bride and the bridegroom!
They'll stay at our hostelry.

To its luscious bridal chamber
We've devised an ancient key."

Reaney's vision is essentially comic; the
form taken in these poems by his denunciations
of what he dislikes is mildly satiric, at its most
severe. He doesn't get savagely polemical or
ironic. In his early poems there is Death also, a

big, hollow puzzle. But later, in the "Dance of

Death" series, and in "Eight Christmas Cards"
we are fed the Word made Flesh. The baby
defies Death's Dance; he admits to being "one
of your things", but bears Death no dread, for

I know a Holy One who some day will

Shut up thy book with the hands of Life."

Perhaps Reaney means Christ, perhaps the
Poet, who, according to Blake (and here Blake's
identities are likely valid, because of Reaney's
identification with Northrop Frye's ideas) is

Christ anyway; the Honest Man who speaks his

mind. In a sense the Holy One is all of us, or
could be, if we would stop the habit of wanting
our own death by wanting that of others.

The complexity of Reaney's poems peaks
with "A Suit of Nettles" (1958), a group of
eclogues following a year in the lives of some
all-too-human geese on an Ontario farm.
(Reaney has apparently collected no ordinary
poems since 1965; he's a prolific dramatist,
and this large book ends with a few Patchen-
like poemdrawings, and some lyrics from
Reaney's plays, 1953-71.) The English model
for "A Suit of Nettles" is Spenser's "A
Shepherd's Calendar", and there are numerous
others in earlier European literature. Here we
see the geese (who talk, provoking us to forget
who they are, and lest, become too proud, or
because we haye become so, who we are —
how often did your elementary school teacher,
or a sentimental lover, call you a "silly goose"?)
argue over the bringing up of goslings, the lack

of love, the widom or foolishness of birth con-
trol, progressive education. They sing exquisite
songs to spring and to each other, visit the
archetypal Ontario fall hooraw, Mome Fair (a

microcosm — the topical and cultural allusions

in these eclogues are sometimes trained, and
Reaney provides footnotes); also, we witness
their deaths, as they go to serve the farm fami-

ly, becoming roast geese and goose feathers,

goosegrease and toothpicks, plucked geese for

market sale.

The structure of the poem is circular and it

slides in and out of the pastoral mode, implying

again and again that Reaney sees the universe

as having a real meaning, that there is human

or goosey order round about. Despite the
despair before death of Branwell Goose, who

can't see a path that leads between one's
Head & one's body,

there is always an old goose like Kezia, who es-
capes the chopping block. Sad only perhaps,
she nevertheless goes on laying "all the possi-
ble eggs inside her".

A few words about the physical package in

which these poems come. The colophon is

gigantic by contemporary trade standards —
four paragraphs. Handset titles, with major
headers set in wood type, the kind old circus
posters used to be made of. Tim Inkster of
Press Porcepic got Reaney's Alphabet press
when that magazine bit the dust, and he pulled

the proofs for the titles, and with Mike
McDonald designed and printed the entire book.
So much for background information. The
offwhite paper feels opulent and heavy, but the
whole inking job is grey, and many pages are so
full of print as to be really uncomely. I don't
know how it happened, but an entire one-page
poem has been set upsidedown. The title, page
number, and line numbers, and likely the il-

lustration opposite (the mistake is on page
189) are right side up. The mistake comes in

the middle of a signature, and there isn't any
excuse for such a hilarious pasteup error.

I am a little ashamed to confess that James
Reaney is a Canadian poet of whose work, until

I had undertaken to read this large book of his

(281 pages), I had known only by a couple of
lines from a couple of lyrics in A.J.M. Smith's
Oxford anthology of Canadian poems. I

shouldn't have waited so long, although I have
loved the lines I have carried with me. The
editor of this volume, Germaine Warkentin, of

Victoria College, provides an informative & un-

pretentious essay to introduce Reaney's writing

to the persevering reader. If this review drives a
few more people to look at his poems (and
plays), then it will have done its job.

Poems,

by James Reaney (ed. Germaine Warkentin),
New Press, $12.95.

Ted Whfttaker
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THEATRE
OF
BLOOD"

DRAMA CENTRE PRESENTS

GALLOWS HUMOUR -
a tragic comedy by JACK RICHARDSON

directed by MARC DIAMOND
STUDIO THEATRE March 21-24 FREE
4 Glen Morris and 28-31 &30 p.m.

VINCENT PRICE 9 DIANA RIGG
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The Albert White Gallery has another Afrian

Art exhibit: "The Ivory Coast and Sierra Leone",

until March 29. At the Shaw-Rimmington

Gallery until March 30 is a photograph exhibit

by Neil Newton: "Durham County: People and

Countryside. Gallery Seventy Six has an exhibit

"Stuffed Painting and Drawings" by Karen Viva

K. Haynes. Until March 25. Beginning March 22

Irving Grossman, an architect, exhibits some of

his work at the Faculty of Architecture building

at 230 College Street.

Beginning March 24 the Art Gallery of On-

tario hosts an exhibit of original drawings and

proof sheets surveying the history of the

American comic strip. The exhibit includes

Rudolph Dirk's The Katzenjammer Kids, 1903,

Frank 0. King's Gasoline Alley, 1921, R.F. Out-

cast's Buster Brown, 1923, Pat Sullivan's Felix

the Cat, 1935, Charle&Schulz's Peanuts, 1951,

and Waft Kelly's Pogo, 1954.

theatre
Callow's Humour by Jack Richardson is The

Drama Centre's most recent production. It will

open next Wednesday, play until the 24th, and

then the following week from the 28th to 31st.

To be seen, free of charge, at the Studio

Theatre.

Circus, a creation of Mark Manson, also

plays from March 21 to 24, at UC Playhouse,

79a St. George St.

Toronto Workshop Productions began its run

of Indians last night. It plays Tuesdays through

Sundays at 8:30 pm. See today's review,

partner.

Elizabeth Swerdlow's musical, The Big Apple,

also opened last night at the Goval Village. It

runs Tuesday through Saturday evening. It is

the story of a dancer's struggle to live her art

without outside restrictions, told through

dance, song and spoken word.

The Factory Theatre, which called itself, "the

home of the Canadian playwright" is closing

down due to lack of funds. Its recent local in-

itiatives program application was turned down

due to its recent dispute with Actor's Equity

over Works, the Factory Short Play Festival, Ac-

cording to the artistic director, Ken Gass, the

lack of funds would have seriously affected the

artistic quality of their planned production of

Bagdad Saloon by resident playwright George

Walker. Apparently the Factory staff has been

working without salary since December 20.

By making the Canadian identity of the

playwright a prime factor in producing its plays,

Factory provided a sympathetic atmosphere for

young unknowns. Most of the over one hun-

dred productions will fade back into obscurity,

but some, such as Creeps and Battering Ram
by David Freeman, and Esker Mike and His Wife

Agiluk by Herschel Hardin will receive more

attention both in Toronto and in the rest of the

country.

Innis College, 63 St. George Street, is spon-

soring something called The Revolting Theatre

Wednesday at noon and Friday evening. Come
and find out

For classical farce at its most impetuous, try

Les Precieuses Ridicules, playing weekends at

the Theatre du P'tit Bonheur.

You can still see Electra at the St. Lawrence

Centre, Battering Ram at the Tarragon Theatre,

The Master at Theatre Passe Mureille, and

Tommy Steele's London Palladium Show with

dozens of dancing girls.

At the Faculty of Music on March 16, 19, 20,

21, and 22 there are student recitals. Phone

928-3744 for info pnd confirmation on the day

of the concert. March 22, for the Thursday

Afternoon Series, Ame Nordheim gives a lec-

ture: Colorazione, a play on time, colour and

space. This is at 2:10 pm in the Concert Hall.

On March 16 and 17 the Early Music Group and

Poculi Ludique Societas of U of T will repeat

their successful re-enactment of the Corona-

tion of Henry V at 8 pm. No tickets, no admis-

sion charge.

At the St. Lawrence Centre tomorrow night

(March 16 at 8:30 pm) Ann Chornodolska gives

a recital as the fifth recitalist in the series

Young Canadian Performers. This soprano will

sing works by Cesti, Mozart, Schubert, Spohr,

Dvorak, Fuare; John Rapson clarinet and John

Newmark piano accompany.

On March 25 from 3 to 4 pm in the Sculpture

Court of the Art Gallery of Ontario is a concert

of works by Beethoven, Schumann and Martinu

performed by Jennifer Jahn, cello, Anne Rap-

son, violin and Beverley Cavanaugh, piano. No

admission charge.

On March 25 on CBC'TV at 3 pm
Stravinsky's A Soldier's Tale is being televised.

Stravinsky's witty piece my be acted or

narrated and the production is from England.

The Survival Conference Spring Festival (see

Survival section in Watsup) is putting on some
fine music all next week, all free. Monday at 10

pm it's Luke Gibson and the Killaloe Mountain

Band at Innis College, 63 Harbord St. Tuesday,

same time, same place it will be The James
Hartley Band. Wednesday at 10 pm, with the

location shifting to the Hart House Music

Room, it's String Band. And Friday at 4 pm,

back at Innis, there will be a song-writers

workshop with Tuli Kupferberg (of the Fugs),

Luke Gibson and others to be announced. The

one festival event for which there will be a
charge is Thursday's benefit for the Quebec-
Gothic Residents' Association. The price is $2
in advance, $250 at the door, for a concert by

Bill King, Beverly Glenn-Copeland, Horn, Bruce
Miller and John Lyle. 8 pm, Convocation Hall.

Survival will be presenting other music at

various times. For that information calf the Sur-

vival office 928-2738 or 928-2697,

Murray McLaughlan is at the Riverboat, on

Yorkville (922-6216), tonight through Sunday

displaying that puckish grin so reminiscent of

Michael J. Pollard, that graces the cover of this

months McLean's. Murray's doing many of the

tunes from his first two True North albums and

his guitar playing is stronger than ever. That

flat picking style of his seems to be giving him ,

access to more notes these days and a lot of ^

neat tricky riffs are in evidence. Dennis Pen-

drith (formerly of Simon Caine ) is helping out

on bass and Murray's even using the piano for a

few songs. The keyboards are a good idea since

they force Murray to alter his vocal phrasings a

bit. Also there are a sprinkling of new songs

with one fo the best, being "You Need a New
Lover Now" which gives Murray's voice a

challange which he meets quite well.

When you use the word "big" with the

Oownchild Blues Band it refers to the added

brass section not the weight of the band. That

"big" version is at the EI,Mocombo tonight and

tomorrow. Check the cost of beer and the cover

charge by calling 961-2558. Fats Domino
opens on Monday.

Kenny Loggins and Jim Messina represent

some of the finest elements of the composing-

production-performing sphere of rock music.

They'll be at Massey Hall on Sunday.

If you've survived the university well enough
to have any time these days, next week's rather

underpublicized Survival Conference and Spring

Festival is worth dallying at. The "survival" of

the title means everything: individual survival

(what are you going to do when you don't find a

job?), neighbourhood (where are you going to

live?), cultural (how are you going to live),

ecological (on what?) and psychic (why and with

whom?).

The week begins with Canadian Indian

philosopher Wilfred Pelletier leading off a ses-

sion on living arrangements, at 8 pm Monday in

the Wilson Hall lounge, New College. From then

on the conference is an incredible hodge-podge:
artist Joyce Weiland talking about the plugging

up of James Bay, once-Fug Tuli Kupferberg
leading sing-songs, Quebec-Gothic people dis-

cussing their urban resistance campaign (and

putting on a big music benefit), Joe Rosenblatt

talking and reading his poetry, Dr. Duncan
Blewett suggesting consciousness exercises.

There will be sessions on food (politics, nutri-

tion, herbalism, cooking), architecture without

architects, dome-building, song-writing. (For a

partial music list see Watsup music section.)

And a number of survivors will talk about how
they have done it, among them Cree medicine-

man Ernest Toutousis and Sara Bowser (How to

Survive with Whiskey and Work). It's all open-

microphone, very informal, and free, with the

exception of Thursday's Quebec-Gothic benefit

concert.

As there is no Varsity on Monday, you might
clip our the Survival schedule elsewhere in

today's Varsity. The meetings are also included

in Here and Now, in a slightly more up-to-date

version. All next week the Advisory Bureau at

Harbord and Spadina (above the bank) will be
an open-house conference head-quarters. Ever-

expanding schedules will be available there or

at the SAC office. For information call 928-

2738, 928-2697.

Editor Ulli Diemer

Assoc. Editor Bill Macvicar

Hugues Sakri, Michelle Lakarre Les Precieuses Ridicules.
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IYORK
UNIVERSITY

FACULTY
OF
FINE

ARTS

SUMMER '73

DANCE
Studios: Modern

Ballet

Pas de deux

Improvisation and
Composition

Spanish

Jazz

East Indian

Dance Forms

20th Century DanceHistory:

FILM
Studios:

History:

MUSIC
Studios:

Film and
Film-Making

TV Tape and Film

The 20th Century Art

Workshop in

Musicianship

Indian Drumming

jazz

Music of the

Americas

History

THEATRE
Studios; About Acting

Production

Introduction to

Design

Principles of

Stage Directing

VISUAL ARTS
Studjos: Matrix

Photography

Printmaking

For further information write:

Summer Studies 73
Faculty of Fine Arts
YES Centre
York University
4700 Keele Street

Oownsview, Ontario
M3j 1P3
(416) 667-3636

GET

YOUR

POST-CARD

READ

BY AN

ADVISORY

BUREAU

MACHINE

a mini
course"
means

a betterjob

The Shaw Accel
crated Business
Course Is designed
tor people going
pieces in a hurry.

An exclusive pro-
gram for sluo'enis -

who meet minimum .

'

'

requirements. A "no j
-

nonsense" 6 month
comprehensive busi-
ness training lor High '

School Honour Gradu-
ates. College and
University transfers, or
graduates who plan lo
enter the job markei
as quickly as possible
and at a level com-
parable to Iheir

abilities.

ABC graduates will

tell you "it's iho com-
bination ot academic
training and practical
business skills that

make real success
possible.

Remember. : your
future . . . you decide
how lar, how fast you
want to go.

"simple as ABC
DROP IN MAIL—

I want to find myself at

Shaw Colleges. Please

send me information

SHAW
COLLEGES
ADMISSIONS OFFICE
2436 Yonge Street

Toronlo.Oniario 481-W77
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Already thinking

how to do well
• from page 5

course of action appropriate to this

strategy is a counter-Olympics, a
parallel Games staged under con-
ditions determined by athletes and
coaches themselves. There's some
precedent for this. In 1936, several
hundred athletes opposed to Hitler's

policies tried to stage a parallel

Games in Barcelona. Unfortunately,

the Spanish Civil War broke out
three days before it was to begin.

At the moment, I support the first

strategy for the following reasons. In

the first place, the Montreal Olym-
pics could provide a tremendous
boost to Canadian sport. They would
break down the isolation that has
stifled Canadian sport since World
War II. They would expose
Canadians to the ideal of excellence
in sport that the pervasive monopoly
of the National Hockey League and
the repressive teaching of physical

education in the schools has never
let them see. They would offer an
alternative to the popular view that

sport is just another commodity for

buying and selling. And, they would
likely encourage millions to discover

the joys of physical culture.

Properly speaking, the Olympiad:
is a four-year period, not simply two
weeks of competition. Thanks to

Jean Drapeau's procrastinations,

we've lost much valuable time, but
we don't need to wait for him to

begin. As soon as the snow clears,

other countries will be sending their

top coaches to scout the conditions

of Montreal. We should borrow a
trick from the Mexicans and detain
these coaches for Canadian clinics.

Now that Canadians are already
thinking about how their athletes

can do well in 1976 — usually they

don't address their thoughts to the

Olympics until Lloyd Robertson
gives the summary of the semi-finals

— it's a good time to fight for the

facilities and other supports like

good medical services that will give

us a fair chance at a medal. It goes

without saying that such facilities

should also be resigned for men and
women who have no Olympic am-
bitions but need a good place in

winter to play.

During the next 42 months, we
should also use every opportunity to

dramatize the association of sport

with the other arts forms — music,

painting, the dance, and so on.

Before 1952 Olympic competitions

were actually held in the arts, at the

same time as the athletic events.

Last year, the Germans revived the

tradition, although with festivals not
competitions, and we should too.

Almost every Canadian artist at

some time or other has tried to draw
or paint an athlete and some, like

Greg Cumoe and John Boyle, have
done extensive work on sporting

themes. Let's unleash all their

creative energy on the celebration of

sport and play. They could certainly

help us break down those puritan

hang-ups still too many Canadians
have that sport is for heart patients,

juvenile delinquents, sadists, and
ne'er-do-wells.

Secondly, Canadians have an
obligation to sustain the Olympic
movement. We've been competing
in it since the 2nd Games in Paris in

1900 and between the wars, when
many more men and women made
sport an active part of their lives, we
actually won several medals. Other
small nations (Finland, Holland,

Australia, Mexico) have hosted
them, so it's certainly our turn.

Thirdly, the presence of the
Games in Montreal gives us some
clout with the Organizing Committee
and the IOC. They want the Games
to go on even more than most
athletes do. As a price for our par-
ticipation and support, we should de-
mand a number of reforms, the most
obvious of which would be the
decentralization of events across
Canada. According to the budget
presented by the Organizing Com-
mittee (COJO) last week, capital

expenditures will eat up $250 million
of a $310 million budget. But as
several people have pointed out,
other parts of Canada already have
world class facilities for many
events. Sure the IOC would object,

but at this point what could it do?
Health Minister Marc Lalonde, the
cabinet minister responsible for
sport, has said privately that Ottawa
wants the Games shared with other
Canadian cities. So the climate is

favourable.

Many other reforms come to
mind: athletic representation on all

IOC disciplinary bodies, the elimina-
tion of national anthem victory

ceremonies (at the World Student
Games they play Gaudeamus Igitur

at every victory ceremonies) and
parity among officials. At the 1968
Olympics in Mexico, the last Games
for which figures are available, there
were 4,362 officials in sports like

swimming and gymnastics in which
men and women competed in equal
number; 4,237 of these officials were
men and only 125 were women. Any
group of athletes could quickly add
to this list.

Finally, concerned athletes should
support the idea of the Olympics
because it will keep them in touch
with other sportsmen and
sportswomen, many of whom still

believe that sport exists in isolation

from other forces in society. If we
are to be successful in our efforts to

change the character of Canadian
sport, we must keep talking to the

athletes. Rejecting the 1976 Olym-

pics will make that considerably

more difficult.

Recently, a number of athletes
and sportspeople met to organize
support for the Montreal Olympics.
Now that the IOC has given Drapeau
and Rousseau its continued blessing,

athletes must continue to meet to
map out the strategy and program
for the next 42 months.
The difficulties in organizing

sportspeople for this purpose should
not be minimized. The demands of
athletic perfection — the long hours,
the physical strain, the concentra-
tion — have always made it difficult

for world class competitive athletes

simultaneously to pursue another
complex activity. Politics is certainly
a complex activity. In addition, not
all Canadian sportspersons are con-
cerned about the militarism of re-

cent Games. In the current issue of
the Canadian Track and Field
Association News, executive director
Harry Kerrison writes:

"We must be honest and practical
and face the fact that, from both the
team standpoint and that of the in-

dividual: "the aim of the game is to

win!"

International sport is, to a great
measure, a form of substitution for
or miniature form of war, but far

less tragic and with far fewer
casualties.

It is to counteract views such as
Kerrison's that athletes must begin
to caucus and organize. Subsequent
action will have to be determined ac-

cordingly, but it is encouraging to

note that athletes in many other
countries share these concerns —
remember the Olympic Movement
for Peace last summer — and they
can be expected to help.

It's not, as I say a happy prospect.

No longer can sports people plunge
into their training and expect that all

will be well with the world. But the

opportunities for a saner, more
democratic, more humane sporting

culture are just as real as the villains

and the problems. It's those oppor-
tunities athletes should fight to
develop. Bruce Kidd

Finals may be returned
Arts and science students will be

able to get their final exams back if

the faculty's General Committee
accepts a recommendation Monday
— but only for a fee.

And, the faculty's Committee on
Standing urges that proposes that

students be able to petition to have
exams remarked if they are dis-

satisfied with their marks.
Students now have no control over

the disposition of the exams, which
in many cases constitute a substan-
tial portion of final marks, except
they can pay five dollars to have in-

ternal addition of marks checked.

The five dollar fee is retained in

the Committee on Standing's sugges-

tion to cover costs of photocopying
the exams to sent to the student

requesting it. The original paper
would remain with the faculty.

The all-faculty committee's
recommendation was sparked by the

referral of a student motion at the

General Committee calling for

automatic remarking of exams for

the same five dollar fee. New

College student rep Howie Levitt,

who along with UC rep Seymour
Kanowitch moved the original mo-
tion, is now supporting the
forthcoming resolution, according to

arts and science minutes.

However, Committee on Standing

student assessor Bob Anderson, also

newly elected SAC president, says

the resolution avoids the real issue.

Anderson complained that the

suggested procedure is only concern-

ed with students dissatisfied with

their marks, and has "nothing to do
with a learning process."

The New Program Review Com-
mittee (on which he sat) has
recommended that exams be
automatically returned so that
students can realize where markers
feel they went wrong, he noted.

The resolution is "very unsatisfac-

tory", Anderson stated, "but an im-

provement over the present
situation."

He predicted that the mild reform
would pass the General Committe.

Dare Foods Ltd —producerofDare Cookies

has refused to negotiate with its striking employees

for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance

have characterized the company's approach to

the predominantly female work force.

Help Dare workers protect their union

and win a fair contract

DON'T BUY
DARE COOKIES!

(and tell your friends not to, either)
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Aid proposed for crucial early school years
By ALEXANDRA MERCER
"The problem of accessibility to

post-secondary school education

begins at the lowest level", professor

David Stager said Tuesday at a panel

discussion on tuition fees and finan-

cial aid plans. Stager felt that "the

concept of accessibility" must in-

clude not only post-secondary school

student aid but also help disadvan-

taged students where they need it

most—at the initial stages of the

school system.

Stager, co-author of a report on

the educational opportunity bank for

financing post-secondary school

education and a U of T economist at

the Institute of Quantitative Analy-

sis, was speaking to 50 people in the

Medical Sciences Auditorium during

the day of study on the Commission!

on Post-Secondary Education

report.

Stager thought the contingent

repayment financing scheme,

recommended by COPSEO whereby

students repay their educational

debts on the basis of their later ear-

ning income was, an "attractive

mechanism".

"Payment according to means is

more equitable than assessing an in-

dividual's eligibility on the basis of

his family's income when his family

may have nothing to do with his

educational funding" Stager

asserted. He emphasized that the

area of student aid becomes impor-

tant to students "only when they

have made it to.the university level",

lower income students having been

weeded out long before.

U, of T law student Dick Nowlan

suggested that poorer students

should be made cognizant of finan-

Students protest honour to prof
LONDON (CUP) — University of

Western Ontario President D. C.

Williams condemned last night a stu-

dent protest against the granting of

an honorary degree to Canadian-

born economist Harry Johnson.

Referring to a planned student

counter-convocation as "utter lack

of co-operation of their part,"

Williams said in an interview

Wednesday that a(iministration of-

ficials who decided to move the

special convocation and study ses-

sion to March, when the students

would be on campus, "are regretting

their decision."

"We decided to move the date

(from June) to March for the benefit

of the students," Williams said.

Without hesitation and in obvious

anger, Williams called the event an

attempt to embarrass the univer-

sity's own convocation events to be

held for four days next week.

Students plan to give awards of

their own to author and commen-

tator Pierre Berton and federal NDP
leader David Lewis at ceremonies

Thursday night in Alumni Hall.

The move was triggered by the ad-

ministration's decision to give an

honorary degree to Harry Johnson, a

Canadian-born economist who
believes North America should

become one economic unit ruled by

market forces.

Williams felt the student move,

referred to as Confidence Canada by

the organizers, was the latest of

several student moves taken this

year to sabotage university affairs

and traditional events.

"Mr. Berton and Mr. Lewis are

both welcome guests on this cam-

pus," Williams said, "but I .wonder

if they know that they are being

used by the students."

Williams said he had not tried to

contact either Lewis or Berton to

discuss the issue.

No attempt has been made to stop

the counter-convocation nor will any

Special
Offer

Mar. 20-21
Only

front Campus

Bookstore
Order Now In Time
For Graduation

$10 DEPOSIT

attempt be made before the event

takes place Thursday, Williams said.

At its last meeting, the students'

council had rejected several other

requests for funds, Williams pointed

out. But the USC, in approving this

event, found the money problem

non-existent.

. "I find it funny that they can find

the money now," he said.

Williams was adamant on his

stand of non-co-operation with

students as a result of this latest

protest move by students. He in-

ferred in the discussion Wednesday

that attempts at joint efforts with

students in the future would seldom

cial aid schemes when they are in

Grade 9 when they can decide to

take university pre-requisite courses.

Nowlan, a researcher on student

financing for the Ontario Federation

of Students, described high school

guidance programs responsible for

informing students of educational

alternatives as "inept at best and a

farcial waste of the taxpayers'

money".
"Now that numerous colleges of

applied arts and technology have

been constructed, lower class

students are streamed off into

them", Nowlan stated. There is still

"no organized effort to ..discover

lower clasrstudents with university

potential".

Describing himself as "a fluke" as

a "lower class" university student,

Nowlan said he felt that the propos-

ed government plan to cut off loans

to students after their first five post-

secondary school years would leave

poorer students who wished to go on

to professional and graduate schools

in the lurch.

U of T student awards officer

Patrick Phillips said he would like to_

see "an examination of the values

which the post-secondary school

system in Ontario is promoting".

There seems to be "an assumption

that public and private benefits ac-

crue to a person's education and the

individual should pay for the private

benefits" he said. "But does the stu-

dent benefit from his education?" -

Phillips sees student protest in re-

cent years as "a protest at the

diminuition of quality in higher

education."

"Quality of teaching has declined;

educational benefits have declined

but the draft (COPSEO) report sees

tuition fees doubling or tripling,"

Phillips exclaimed.

Part-time student governor Joyce

Denyer asked the panelists why they

were being so critical and reminded

them that "education now takes 40

per cent of the provincial budget".

Hence, she contended, "the
governments can't go on stretching

the tax dollar indefinitely".

Describing "benefit-cost analysis

as deceptive". Stager stated that we
shouldn't think there's a magical

upper level where education finan-
1

-

cing has to stop". Asked by a

member of the audience where the

money was being spent, Stager said

it is "difficult to discover where the

educational dollar is going".

According to Stager, faculty

salaries have remained stable and

administrative expenditures are dif-

ficult to establish. Nowlan
volunteered suggestions for financial

savings; buildings could be much
less elaborate and administrative

expenses cut back, but "on no ac-

count should the student have to suf-

fer for tight budgeting".
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Workers leave as hearing bars witnesses

The Varsity 23

Two workers suspended by U of T union refused to allow them to take
over a month ago recently found witnesses into a university-level
their case sent directly to arbitration hearing.

1

after both the university and their Grounds workers Greg Keilty and

unclassified
TRAVELLING EUROPtd INTERNA
ITIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student

rallpass, car rentals, cheapest and most— dable charter flights, camping tours

.,. „„ available now from: AOSC, 44 St.

George St., Toronto 5, 416 962-8404. (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

BEN'S MEN'S HAtRSTYLINQ (Specialising in

long hair) in the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry,

250 College St. Tel. 924-68 1 1 ext. 560. Hair cut

$2.25

1 EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe. Greece

and Turkey departs June 5th for 3 months $600.

plus $215 return flight to England, Phone

Peter 922-5006.

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coatB from $10.00
Paul Magder Furs ,- 202 Spadlna Ave.
(Between Queen a Dundas) Excellenl
selection of fun furs, trade Ins accepted
We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Frl till 8 pm.

t-SSAY SERVICES Do you have" old es-

says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES. 961-6150, Mon.-Frl. 3 pm.-
10 pm.; Sat.-Sun. 9am.-5 pm. Professional

typing done. 300 Avenue Road. 2nd floor.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONDON from $79 -one way or $155 return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC, 44 St. George St.. Toronlo S416-
962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

BE A YOUNG EUROPEAN this summer. Spe-
cial brochure on different trips through Europe
and Russia. Exclusively for young travellers

Contact Goway, Suite 104, 53 Yonge Street
863-0799.

EUROPE
Car Rentals and Sales

Student - Railpass

Charter Flights

Student fares on ships to Europe

Conquest Travel

782-5033 or 368-9970

LET US HELP YOU Pur your baby into a cradle
rather than an incinerator. Birthright, 89 St.

George 469-1U1.

GUITAR LESSONS, Classical and Folk by ex-
penenced, classically-trained teacher. Private
and informal. Phone Michael 485-9643.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICc -

theses, essays. - French, Latin - exper-
ienced typists - electric typewriters, 66
Bloor St. W. Ste. 670. 922-7624.

MIXED APARTMENT - looking for fourth
roommate. House at Bloor & Dufferin. $60/
month. All utilities incl. Call Ed or Judv
532-4335 or Ed at 928-3404.

ACCURATE, prompt typing service. Low rates
for volume. Minor corrections free, 489-3326
after 5 p.m.

GAG NOTES a division of ACADEMIC
OVERLOAD announces these services:

-Annoted'Exams of 1971, 72, 70: Questions &
Answers for all science and engineering courses
years 1 & 2 prepared by our staff of graduates:
answers 25' per page, questions 15' per page
Exam Copies of 70, 71, 72: all years, all sublets
Copy Machine 5- per page. Open 7 days a week -

8:30 a.m. to 10 pm 179 College St. (stairs at
side) Phone: 922-1600.

SUMMER SUBLET WANTED - Boston
Grad student requires 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment or duplex, also inter-
ested in Swap, R. McQueen, 10 Kondaiian
St., Watertown, Mass. 02172 USA
Phone: 617-926-9643

FOR SALE: 1971 FIAT 124 Sport Coupe
18.000 mi. . .Al condition) $2300 or best of-

fer. 630-0594 evenings.

OZ, who appeared in University of Toronto
Film Board workshop film shot in Hart
House quadrangle, fall 1971, please con-
tact David Peebles 221-3815. We are pre-
panng the credits.

MATHEMATICIANS WANTED to set educational
Mathematic standards. Competitive selection.
Send background information and telephone
number to: Mathematics Competition, Box 412,
Postal Station T. Toronto, Ontano, M6B 4A3.

'

VARSITY ARENA
C.I.A.U.

CANADIAN INTERCOLLEGIATE
NATIONAL HOCKEY

CHAMPIONSHIP
Varsity Blues vs. St. Mary's Huskies

Saturday, March 17th at 2:00 p.m.

tickets on Sale Now At Athletic Office

& Varsity Arena
PRICES;

General Admission $1.00
Reserved $2.00

Claude Brown were not permitted
independent witnesses at a February
21 hearing, U of T and Service
Employees International Union
Local 204 says, because their
attendence would likely have
violated the collective agreement
between the two parties, possibly
rendering the entire appeal
procedure invalid.

Keilty and Brown said they
wanted witnesses in case of possible
legal repercussions from the
grievance appeal. Both fear the
suspensions, which came after they
refused an order February 1 to work
at a property away from the down-
town campus, are the first step in

their firing.

Each was arrested and charged
with assaulting police later that day
after participating in a demonstra-
tion against feared layoffs outside

the university's 215 Huron Street
personnel office. The charged the
university's order to work away from
the downtown campus was an
attempt to prevent them from
demonstrating.

U of T labour relations manager
John Parker says that although the
university's contract with Local 204
does not specifically prohibit outside
witnesses at the initial hearing of the
grievance, the validity of the
procedure might be challenged at a
later appeal if witnesses attended.
The collective agreement calls for,

in addition to the university's atten-
dance "their (the grievors')
presence, union representatives and
that's it," Parker maintained.
He added, "It's my responsibility

to conduct the meeting
(properly) ... and I won't authorize
other witnesses."

Local 204 business agent Don
Barclay agreed with Parker, admit-
ting "I refused to let them in."

He also called the Brown's and
Keilty's, insistence on withnesses "a
violation of the collective
agreement"
Since the grievors would not enter

the hearing without witnesses, and
union and management would not
hear the case with them, the appeal
went directly to arbitration. Both the
union and management have named
representative to the arbitration
board; the third (picked by both
bodies) and a date for hearings have
yet to be settled on.

Although Barclay did not support
the aims of the workers, and op-
posed their witnesses' attendance at
inital hearings, the union is still

backing their grievance.

Meanwhile, both are without pay.

Synthetic food to be

main future diet: prof
By VALERIE TATE

Within the next 100 years, syn-
thesized foods will form the largest
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part of man's diet, while natural
foods will become gourmet
delicacies for only the privileged
few.

This was one of many predictions

made at Convocation Hall Wednes-
day by U of T chemical engineering
and applied chemistry professor Ray
Woodhams in a lecture on materials

engineering.

According to Woodhams, at the
present rate of population growth,
all arable land will be utilised in the
next 30 years. This condition will

necessitate the use of artificially

produced proteins, such as are now
being used to feed animals . in

England and Japan.

Experiments in biological and
genetic engineering have resulted in

the production of a protein-making
machine and the synthesis of human
growth hormones. Eventually, this

ability to modulate human growth
will lead to the treatment of genetic
disorders such as hemophilia and
diabetes, Woodhams predicted.

In the field of materials produc-
tions, there will be more and more
cumpulsory leisure time as the use
of mechanization and robot-run fac-
tories make full employment im-
possible.

The earth's natural energy
deposits will be largely exhausted in
the next 100 years, Woodhams
stated, and only by the efficient use
of nuclear power will the present
state of North American affluence
be maintained.

In an effort to convince his
audience of the delicate balance in

materials and energy needs and
potentials, Woodhams explained
that should method technology by
destroyed, there wouldn't be enough
natural resources left to raise the
level of society above an agrarian
state.

Woodhams, co-inventor of a syn-
thetic rubber, was giving the second
lecture in a series commemorating U
of T's engineering faculty's centen-
nial.
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College hockey moves toward pros
By BRENT SWANICK

The middle class emphasis on uni-

versity education in recent years has

affected the aspirations of young

hockey players. The traditional

Junior A route to the professional

ranks is by-passed by many in favour

of university education first, hockey

later. Some players have an honest

interest in the university environ-

ment, while others simply want to

improve their bargaining position at

contract time.

The theory goes something like

this: a degree equals an alternative

job opportunity and*consequently a

pro team must pay more to sign a

player with a degree than one

without. Also, what one could call

"the safety valve effect" plays on the

minds of aspiring pros, the "If I

don't make it to the NHL I better

have a degree to fall back on" idea.

Canadian players go to the United

States on "hockey scholarships"

with the express intent of hockey

first, books later if I have time. John

Danby of Mississauga, Boston
University, and the New England

Whalers is one self-admitted exam-

ple. Technically, Canadian univer-

sities offer no hockey scholarships

but some schools make
"concessions" to their athletes, not

only in hockey, but also in other

sports (notably football).

There is tremendous emphasis

placed on winning at these schools,

but in the quest for hockey
excellence they have compromised
their academic standards for the

benefit of a few athletes.

St. Mary's University is one exam-
ple. Huskies' coach Bob Boucher has

drawn better players from the

Eastern League in the past, and
these recruits usually play at St.

Mary's for a few years then return to

the Eastern League not appreciably

closer to receiving a degree.

However, the real issue is: what is

(he purpose of university athletics?

At St. Mary's the university must

provide winning teams to have an

identity (witness the success of the

ail-American Huskies basketball

squad, this year's CIAU champions).

This is not the case at the Universi-

ty of Toronto. Athletics at U of T are

just part of the total university en-

vironment. Participation by many,
rather than victories by the few is

stressed, as evidenced by the in-

tramural program run by Dave
Copp, Kaye Boyd, and Susie White.

The emphasis on winning has also

led to changes in the eligibility rules.

For example, a player who in the

past failed was ineligible to play the

next year. Now a player is only in-

eligible if he fails, is not accepted by

his original university the next year,

and transfers to a new school.

Former Blues' goaltender Dave
Tataryn, now at Laurentian, is,

technically, ineligible. He failed his

first year at Toronto, was not

accepted back, and transferred to

Laurentian where he now plays for

the Voyageurs. Why? Mainly
because there is some reluctance on

the part of other schools to lodge an
official protest about the situation.

The advent of the WHA, NHL
expansion and a shift in middle class

attitudes toward university educa-

tion are current forces of change
operating on college hockey. First,

the two pro leagues need bodies bad-

ly, and therefore many prospects for-

sake university for the opportunity

to play pro for inflated salaries. And,
others have left university
prematurely in order to make a

quick dollar. Gavin Kirk, for exam-
ple, spent last year at Loyola, then
this year joined Ottawa of the WHA.

In the search for players, scouts

follow college games more closely

than in the past. Red Sullivan of the

Boston Bruins, for example, attend-

ed the December 1 Laurentian-Blues
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To: 91 St. George St.

Drop this coupon, signed and with student
number into any campus mail box, and it will be
delivered free to The Varsity office.
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university buildings.

As a student involved in athletics at the Univer-
sity of Toronto, where over 50 per cent of the
athletic budget comes from the students, and
where only five students can be elected to a 20
member Directorate, I strongly support a majority
student voice in the UTAA Directorate.

Yes No
The construction of a new men's athletic

building'should be placed at the top of the universi-
ty administration's priority list. The administra-
tion should appeal to the provincial government for
construction funds, and should also pay for the
maintenance costs itself.

Yes No
Co-educational physical education and

athletics should be encouraged; and the men's
athletics program, the women's program, and the
School of Physical and Health Education should be
integrated.

Yes Q No
I urge the UTAA to set up a committee with a

majority of student (athletes) to define the
priorities of the men's athletics program at the U of

Yes No

game to scout Bill Buba. And, if

Boston places Buba on their negotia-

tion list, no other NHL team can

deal with him. However, he is free to

talk to WHA clubs.

Boston also owns the pro rights to

Gord Davies and Bruce Durno, and

Philadelphia Flyers offered Francois

Ouimet of Sir George Williams a pro

contract after a league game last

November. In fact, the McGill

hockey coach was instrumental in

arranging the offer. Quite a conflict

of interest — the coach works for an

organization that seeks to secure

professional contracts for opposition

players. The McGill coach was even-

tually forced to resign.

Do college coaches like scouts

chasing their players? Blues coach

Tom Watt doesn't, since he feels

such attention may affect a par-

ticular player's approach to the

game.

The pro influence on college

hockey has been aided by Hockey
Canada, or, as it might better be

known Hockey NHL. This body sup-

ports college tournaments across the

nation (usually at Christmas time),

and gives scholarships to deserving

players based on financial need,

academic excellence, and hockey

ability. But, the real basis of the

awards is the "hockey ability". Is

this the beginning of hockey
scholarships and possibly a system to

feed the pros like the American
college football machine? The NHL
would certainly welcome it.

Since a BA no longer equals a job,

a degree is not the bargaining wedge
it once was with the pros, so why go
after one? Also, many young people

seriously question the value (and not

value in purely monetary terms) of a

university education. Witness the
i

drop in enrolment at York and
Laurentian this year.

What are the ramifications of

these changes for college hockey in

Signature

ATL number

Referendum

votes count
The referendum results will be

sent to Simcoe Hall, the men's
athletic association (UTAA), and
the Women's Athletic Association.

They will also be published in The
Varsity.

If further background informa-

tion is desired in order to answer
the referendum the following ar-

ticles are available at The Varsity

editorial offices:

Educate bodies as well as minds,

November 15, 1972.

Jock and Jill in Toronto,
November 22, 1972.

Women play a marginal role in

sports, October 18, 1972.

Marketing athletics: how U of T
pays for its sports program,
January 10, 1973.

Hoch unmasks spectator sports

as escapist, January 26, 1973.

Queen's University — athletics,

January 31, February 2, February

7, February 9.

University of Waterloo —
athletics, February 21, February
23.

Women pressured to open
facilities, February 28.

Admin does not support
athletics, March 2, 1973.

Fee hike pays for increase in

costs, March 7.

general? First, the calibre of hockey

must drop, at least in the short run,

with more players by-passing univer-

sity for the pros. Second, and more
important, how far will the pro in-

fluence extend?

St. Mary's coach Bob Boucher'

would like to see a national super-

league of the best teams, with an an-

nual draft by the NHL of the best

graduating "players. This is just a

duplication of the American football

machine.

Blues coach Tom Watt wants no

part of the pros — college hockey

exists for the enjoyment of players

and spectators, not for the produc-

tion of pro prospects. How far the

pro influence goes depends on how
many Bob Bouchers there are in

college hockey. The university is one
of the last places where sport is

played for its own sake and not for

profit. For this reason alone college

hockey is better off without the

NHL.

Brent Swanick is a former Blues

hockey player.

Law in 'ball finals
Law and Meds advanced to the

finals of the interfac basketball

playoffs with victories over St.Mike's

and UC, respectively. The Kleberg

Klassic continues tonight at 7 pm in

the first game of a best two-out-of-

three final series.

Down one game to none, St.Mike's

destroyed Law in the second
meeting of the series, 84-46.

However, the game wasn't that

close. St.Mike's' 3-1-1 full court and

three-quarters court press — es-

pecially the three-quarters court

press — completely unnerved the

usually cool Lawyers. John Baynes

and Larry Trafford scored 32 of St.

Mike's first 40 points. For the game,
Baynes, the Ventura freewheeler

ended up with 23 points, while Traf-

ford scored 21.

The third and final game of the

series was a different story,

however, as Law defeated St. Mike's

59-54.

In this game, St. Mike's' press was
not nearly as effective as it had been
in the previous game. The game was
close until midway through the first

half when Al Sternberg scored 11

straight points to St. Mike's' 0. Law
carried this lead into the half by a

score of 35-24.

The second half was a curious hajf,

indeed. AI Sternberg, who possessed

four fouls at the half, started the se-

cond half and played 18.5 minutes

before finally fouling out. The
oddness of the situation was that St.

Mike's never challenged him to draw
his final foul. A second curious

feature was Trafford's reluctance to

shoot in the final 10 minutes of the

game (he took one shot) after scoring

12 points in the first half.

Al Sternberg hooped 16 points for

the, game, while Rick Pirie and
Gerry Saltzman each scored 11.

Meanwhile, Larry Trafford and John
Baynes were carrying the scoring

load for St. Mike's with 17 and 16

points, respectively.

Meds defeated UC 5043 in the

third and final game of their seriesl

following Law's win in the preceding

game.

Two things were readily apparent

in this game from the outset— Meds
wanted every rebound and UC was

determined not to break a sweat.

Meds' frontline of Bill Caskey-Joel

Hibloom-Rick Seppala scored 34 of

Meds' 50 points. At the start of the

game Hibloom, a player not known
for his scoring, popped in eight of

Meds' first 12 points.

One has to go with Law as the

favourite for the Sifton Cup. This is

the last year for most of their players

while this Meds team is the start of a

dynasty. Look for the last year's

champs (that is. Law) to postpone

Meds win streak by a year.

sportalk

The U of T rifle team hosted the
Rochester Institute of Technology
last Saturday in a three position

matchrrifle competition. RJT won
1090 to 994. The next match will be
held tomorrow at Hart House begin-

ning at 9 am against Sheridan
College ... in interfac ulty water
polo playoffs, Trinity defeated Meds
B Wednesday night, while Vic
defaulted out after using an ineligi-

ble player, leaving Knox in conten-
tion. Unavailable at press time were
the scores from the Trinity-Knox and
PHELaw semi-final games . . . in in-

terfaculty hockey, SMC beat Vic 3-1

in the first game of the Jennings Cup

finals. The second -and perhaps

deciding game is tonight at

7:30 . . . student representatives to

the Athletic Directorate were voted

on Wednesday. Bruce Durno
(hockey) and Jim Nicoletti (football)

were acclaimed in Group A, while

Rodger Wright (rugby), and Dave

Watt (basketball, track) were elect-

ed in Group B. Bob Bauer (Law)
was elected in Group C . . . . The
CIAU hockey finals take place

tomorrow at 2 pm at Varsity Arena

between Blues and St. Mary's

Huskies. The game will be carried

live over Radio Varsity, 820AM . . •
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University workers
strike in Quebec

MONTREAL (CUPI) — A common front of

five unions has gone on strike, closing down
three Quebec universities.

The workers are pressing for changes in the

job classification system presently in force, in-

creased sick pay and salaries. The three

affected universities are the Universite de
Montreal (U de M), Universite du Quebec a

Montreal (UQAM) and Universite Laval at

Quebec City.

Universite de Montreal administrators say

their institution will be kept open for classes

despite the current strike. If this pledge is to

be observed, the university will have to hire

strikebreakers and seek an injuction to pre-

vent picketing. Given the past actions of the

students and faculty members, such a develop-

ment may force a showdown with the police

and the provincial government.

The workers at U de M have been without a

contract since last April.

The five unions represent secretarial,

library and maintenance workers and are af-

filiates of la Confederation des syndicats

nationaux (CSN) and la Federation des
travailleurs du Quebec (FTQ).

The main point of contention in the dispute
is a move by the universities to create a
hierarchy among the workers that would not
be based on equal pay for equal work. For
example, a dean's secretary would be better
paid than a secretary working for an assistant
dean, even if the work is the same.
The unions are proposing a scientific evalua-

tion of jobs, with a job description and precise
criteria of remuneration to avoid in-
dividualism and paternalism. The government
and universities oppose the plan because it

would lift the employees out of the control of
their immediate superiors.

Negotiations have been going on for weeks
with littleprogress. On March 14, more than
200 U de M employees marched on the
building housing the Quebec Department of
Labor. Workers carrying placards entered the
building and proceeded to the sixth floor

where negotiations were taking place. The
workers silently filed into the room with the
placards, but left quickly when a stink bomb
was tossed in. They continued their protest
outside for an hour before quietly dispersing.

U de M employees went on strike in October

i ?r»m m I'
6
°?tano le8lslature °Pened f°r a new session, and a Martian invaded theU of T campus. Nothing strange for the day before spring at Canada's largest multiversiry

Meanwhile, The Varsity prepared to publish this,' its second last issue for 1972-73.

1971 demanding equal pay with workers in

other universities, maternity leave and better
job security. Maintenance workers were paid
up to $2,500 less than Laval workers. U de M
refused to grant paid maternity leave despite
UQAM workers ability to take eight weeks off

at two-thirds pay. The union also wanted
guaranteed job security after six months in-

stead of the 18 months, then in force.

Quebec unions may unite again
By DOUG HAMILTON

The Common Front of Quebec trade unions
which helped stage the largest general strike

in the history of North America last May will

probably be reconstituted within a year said

the secretaire-general of the Confederation
des syndicats nationaux (CSN) Paul Thibeault
yesterday.

"I see another Common Front" in "12 to 18
months", said Thibeault approvingly. "It will

be much stronger" and "more committed",
he added.

The secretaire-general said the front will be
reformed because "the workers want it".

The Common Front was formed by the
CSN, la Federation des travailleurs du Quebec
(FTQ) and la Corporation des enseignants du
Quebec (CEQ). The front withered when the
Quebec government legislated an end to the
strike.

During December, differences between the

FTQ and the CSN exploded into a bitter dis-

pute over recruiting in the construction in-

dustry.

The Quebec government sanctioned a
raiding period which permitted the CSN, the

FTQ, and the Confederation des syndicats

democratiques to pirate each other's

memberships for recruits. At one point, the

conflict between CSN and the FTQ was so in-

tense that FTQ ^president Louis Laberge
threatened to sue the CSN for slander and
Libel.

The suit was later dropped and when
Laberge, CSN president Marcel Pepin, and the

CEQ chief Yvon Charbonneau went to jail to

serve a one-year term arising from charges

laid during the strike, rumours buzzed
throughout the Quebec labour movement that

the front would again be established.

Thibeault asserted that there are "no real

problems" between the CSN and the FTQ and

the confrontation which occurred over con-
struction raiding was not as serious as was
originally thought.

He said a renewed Common Front "would
be twice as strong" as its predecessor.

Asked if English-speaking workers support
the idea of the Common Front as
enthusiastically as their French-speaking com-
rades, Thibeault replied that Anglo-Quebecois
"have more awareness now after the Common
Front."

He said nine of the officers who were im-
prisoned after the May strike were English-

speaking.

"There is more awareness now than ever"
among English-speaking workers, continued
Thibeault.

The secretaire-general said there is a
possibility that Ontario workers might be ask-

ed to participate in future Common Front ac-

tivity.

The strike, which lasted for a month
brought support for the maintenance workers
from the students, other unions and labor
federations. U de M and UQAM faculties are
organized under the CSN.

On October 28, 1971, 1,000 students
demonstrated in front of the Ministry of Labor
to support the workers. The students declared
they would not return to classes if a back-to-
work order was used against the unionists. A
group of students had also briefly occupied the
administration's offices^ [jfie administration
closed down the student centre forcing all stu-
dent organizations to find provisional
headquarters.

The strike was settled on October 29 with lit-

tle real wage gains for the workers. However
they obtained maternity leave and other fringe
benefits. Workers can now enjoy job security
after one year instead of the previous 18
months.

While the strike was on, the university hired
squads of baseball bat wielding goons besides
its regular security forces, to intimidate the
strikers. A member of the board of governors
who is a labor representative leaked the infor-
mation to the strikers.

One group of strikers manning picket lines

one night were attacked by goons using iron
bars and bats. A major clash was finally

broken up by police who arrested only striking

workers. The workers were charged with mis-
chief against private property and their trial

will be held soon.

New discipline rules are malleable: Campbell
By JOHN CAMPBELL

The author of the Campbell
Report on discipline says that
Proposed regulations against
demonstrations are "fairly
sweeping", but not contrary to the

guidelines set down in his own com-
mittee's report published three years
ago.

However, Ralph Campbell, now
Scarborough College principal,

^ggested the regulations could be
Merpreted as banning even the re-
L
'

e,, t math occupation, which the
filiations' authors say would have
"teen permitted.
The university's proposed code of

*haviour, passed by the Internal Af-^ Committee three weeks ago,
Utes that the "freedom of enquiry"
'rinciple it seeks to protect "entitles

"embers of the university. . . to
:nSage in peaceful demonstrations".
But among eight items it prohibits

'y Way of example, is "intentional or
^kless obstruction or disruption or
"tfue disturbance, by any means, of
^ching, research, administration,

"sciplinary proceedings, or any

other authorized activity on universi-

ty premises."

The co-authors of the code, Inter-

nal Affairs chairman Paul Cadario

and vice-president Jill Conway, deny

that the regulations are intended to

ban all demonstrations and sit-ins.

In separate interviews, they in-

sisted that as long as the educational

function of the university was not

disrupted, peaceful demonstrations

would be allowed.

Campbell asserted, however, that

Cadario's interpretation of the sub-

section dealing with demonstrations

was "questionable". "Really," he

said, "it's phrased so that it could be

interpreted the opposite way".

Although Cadario has said that the

math occupation would be permitted

under the code, Campbell thought it

might not be allowed, noting that it

"was intentional".

Discussing the experience of his

own committee, Campbell said the

main problem lay in defining what is

a demonstration. "To me," he

stated, "a demonstration is a very

short-run thing, lasting a few hours".

He added that this was the operating'

assumption of the committee.

The Campbell Report attempted
to make distinctions between non-
violent non-disruptive demonstra-
tions, such as leafletting or peace-

ful picketing, and the disruptive

type which could be either violent

or merely obstructive. Examples
of behaviour belonging in the

latter two-part category included

blocking access to rooms and
buildings, creating excessive noise or
inconvenience to working staff,

classes or meetings, and carrying out
"threats of violence and destruction
of facilities."

The committee found it easy to

define the extreme cases, Campbell
said, but it could not reach a consen-
sus on whether charges could be laid

in cases of "obstructive" protest.

Such cases may be shown "later by
objective criteria to be justified",

Campbell said, and as result the
committee took the position that
negotiations should centre around
the issues involved and not the dis-

ruptiveness itself. The steps taken

during the math occupation were an
example of this approach, according

to Campbell.

The college principal speculated

that the Internal Affairs Committee
may have been similarly stumped
over definitional issues.

"In fairness, I suppose we had
done it a different way." he stated.

"They (Internal Affairs) haven't

been as specific in labelling the

different categories and we weren't

specific when we got down to the

one that was really tough."

"I wouldn't want to be critical of

them on that regard," he added.

Campbell praised the report for

preserving the basic structure of the

disciplinary machinery the earlier

committee had developed.

The new report proposes the es-

tablishment of a university tribunal

to deal with disciplinary matters

affecting the entire university, and
faculty and divisional tribunals to

handle local disputes. The accused in

each case will face a panel on which

a majority of his or her peers will sit.

Campbell expressed particular

gratification that "the principle that

staff and students be on this panel is

once again elaborated".

"That's a big step forward. It real-

ly is." he declared. "That was one of

the major issues three years ago."

Implementation of the new code
has been delayed as result of the

document's rejection by the univer-

sity's solicitors for use as a legal

document on grounds that the code's

general statements will not suffice as

a discipline code.

A revised version, stating definite

prohibitions- is expected to come
forward for approval soon.

A progress report from the com-
mittee's working group on" discipline

will be made tomorrow at Internal

Affairs' 4 pm meeting in Simcoe
Hall's Council Chamber. Cadario in-

dicated Monday that the contentious

clause's content is unlikely to be
changed.

The Academic Affairs Committee
Tuesday will consider chairman
R.M.H. Sherpherd's proposal to

make students a minority on all dis-

ciplinary tribunals.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

The victoria College Productions Committee

is offering cash grants to Vic students who will

write an original musical or dramatic work to be

performed at Vic by Vic students. For further in-

formation and applications see Richard Par-

tridge, VUSAC office, 9 - 4:30 pm. Deadline is

March 30th.

. Hillel's photo exhibit is open to the public. At

186 St. George Street.

Boohs and pamphlets on sale all day every

day.. New Hogtown Press, the SAC office. 12

Hart House Circle.

10 am
Survival: Chandra's Breakfast, a mess of pot-

tage catered by Oasis Foods. At the Bossin

Room. Innis College.
'

11 am
Survival: Shelter Capsule I at Back Patio

Rochdale — a really fantastic week long slide

trip with models, demos, plastic straws toys,

tools and instruction on domes and structures.

Ask for Jerry or Bob at Room 1226.

noon

Survival: Revolting Theatre with Tuii

Kupferberg speaks for itself Sid Smith, 2135.

The Relavancy of Contemporary Theological

Education: a discussion sponsored by the Stu-

dent Chnstian Movement. At the Woodger

Room. Old Vic.

1 pm
Survival: Push and Probe Series on noise

pollution at Pollution Probe, 43 Queen's Park

Crescent

Survival: Son of Tuli Kupferberg and the

Revolting Theatre.

2 pm
Survival: Assorted Survivors Series. David

McFadden will talk, accompanied by his family.

At the Advisory Bureau, 631 Spadina Ave.

Survival: Architecture without Architects —
new title Life Support Systems "Discussion on

the establishment of a life supporting system

that doesn't require a continual input of non-

renewable materials. This system to be built on

a scale where a person's work has an iden-

tifiable effect on the community's well-being

and where the effect of the community on

planetary systems are apparent to its

members." At ISC. 33 St. George Street, Pen-

darves Lounge.

Survival: Push and Probe Series Recycling

Slide Show on a plant in Franklin Ohio and a dis-

cussion of Metro garbage crisis. At Pollution

Probe. 43 Queens Park Crescent,

3 pm
Ti-Peupe: fernand 6elanger's film about

young people's search for truth and love in con-

temporary society, will be shown in Room 104,

U.C. The first part represents young people liv-

ing in a pre-industrial state of nature: the se-

f cond, their move lo the city where they try to

recreate a society of their choice.

Survival: Push and Probe Series Energy and

Resources slide show on the north and discus-

sion of the pipeline issue. At Pollution Probe, 43
Queens Park Crescent.

4 pm
Survival: FRAP Saint Jacques Clinic in Mon-

treal. A film on community — union clinic. At

Room 3154 Med Sci.

Psychology Colloquium: Professor Richard L.

Solomon, University of Pennsylvania, will pre-

sent "An Opponent-Process Theory of

Motivation." At Sidney Smith Hall, Room 2117-

Survivat Push and Probe Series Urban Team
open discussion. At Pollution Probe, 43 Queens
Park Crescent

6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5 pm.

today. At Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

7 pm
Open meeting for those interested in par-

. [icipating in lively, amusing and stimulating

theatrical review; Close But No Cigar. At Innis

College, 63 St George.

"Language and literature in the Academy": an
informal discussion with Peter Grillo of the
French Dept. of St. Michael's College. At

Women's Union 79 St. George Street for all grad

students.

730 pm
Survival: Jim Cook, jazz piano; followed by

Survival and the Body; a session on medical
structures featuring Dr. Ted Tolchinski, Ministry

of Health Manitoba; Jan Dukzta, MPP Parkdale:

Dr. Robert Barkwell; Dr. Jerry Green; Dr. Ty
Turner; Dr. Carolyn DeMarco, nurses, qrderfies,

patients and people. A1 the Music Room. Hart
House.

8 pm
Debate: Robert Andras Minister of Manpower

and Immigration, and Charles Roach, civil rights

lawyer on Is Canadian Immigration Policy

Racist?. At Arlington Public School. 501
Arlington Ave. at Vaughan Rd.

Weekly meeting of GATE (Gay Alliance

Towards Equality) at 4 Kensington Ave., (One
block west of Spadina, north of Dundas). GATE
is working for Gay Liberation through changes in

legislation and social attitudes. For more infor-

mation, phone 364-6731.

8:30 pm
Circus time is here at the UC Playhouse, 79a

St. George Street All the thrills and chills, in-

cluding popcorn, greasepaint, and sweat A play

by Mark Manson. Admission is free.

Gallows Humour a tragic comedy by Jack
Richardson and directed by Marc Diamond will

be presented free at the Studio Theatre, 4 Glen
Morris. Everyone is welcome.

10 pm
Survival: String Band, with Bob Bossin. At the

Music Room, Hart House.

THURSDAY
all day

Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are

interested in becoming an announcer or

producer and will be in Toronto dunng the

summer, come up to the third floor studios al 91

St George Street any time today and apply. Per-

sons who work for us dunng the summer will be

given preference for spots during the next

school term.

11 am
Survival: Shelter Capsule I at Back Patio

Rochdale. A really fantastic week long slide trip

with models, demos, plastic straws toys, tools

and instruction on domes and structures. Ask for

Jerry or Bob, at Room 1226.

noon

All women taking or teaching Sociology

courses should come to a meeting to discuss

women's issues in the Sociology department. In

the Morning Room of the International Students'

Centre, 33 St George Street Till 2 pm.

1 pm
Survival: Push and Probe Senes on' Noise

Pollution. At Pollution Probe, 43 Queen's Park

Crescent

2 pm
Survival: Quebec-Gothic City Survival. Hear

hippies tell how they tried to fix the OMB
hearings. At the ISC 33 St. George Street, Pen-

darves Lounge.

Survival: Practicum Community Clinics small

group sessions with Tolchinski. At the South Sit-

ting Room, Hart House.

Survival: Push and Probe Series Recycling

Slide Show on a plant in Franklin Ohio and a dis-

cussion of the Metro garbage crisis. At Pollution

Probe. 43 Queens Park Crescent

3 pm
Survival: Push and Probe Senes Energy and

Resources slide show on north and discussion of

pipeline issue. At Pollution Probe, 43 Queens

Park Crescent.

4 pm
Survival: Assorted Survivors Series 2 with

Sara Bowser. How to Survive with Whisky and

Work. At the Advisory Bureau.

Survival: Push and Probe Series Urban Team
open discussion. At Pollution Probe, 43 Queens

Park Crescent

4:10 pm
"The Greek Genesis in the tradition".

Professor J.W. Wevers will speak in the West
Hall, University College. Coffee at 330 pm.

Seminar by Professor Elias Shoufani. Univer-

sity of Georgetown, on "The Riddah Wars". At

the Upper Library, Massey College.

4:15 pm
"Poverty and Theories of Urbanization": the

second of two Public Lectures by Professor

Milton Santos, Latin American in Residence,

University of Toronto, 1972-73. At Room 1069,

Sidney Smith Hall.

4:30 pm
Lecture at Hillel House by Asher Grunis on

"The Legal Status of the Israeli Occupied

Territories in the Light of International Law" At

186 St George Street.

6JO pm
Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5

pm. today. At Hillel House, 186 St. George
Street

7:30 pm
Films at OISE: Two films by Pasolim:

Teorema (7:30 pm) and Gospel According to St.

Matthew (9:30 pm). Admission is $1.50 at 7:30
or $1.00 at 9:30. At 252 Bloor West

The Christian Science College Organization

meets in the Woodger Room at "Old Vic"

(basement). Inspired readings are followed by

testimonies of healing. All welcome.

"Why Revolution?" Seminar on the ABC's of

Marxism. In the Rim Room at Innis College.

Sponsored by Young Socialists.

8 pm
CUSO General Information Meeting. This is

fhe last meeting of the term. Rim and question

period. Pendarves Lounge, International Student

Centre, 33 St George Street.

The University of Toronto Debating Union

plays host to debating teams from Trinity, UC,
Vic, St Mike's and Innis College. Prizes for the

winners and refreshments for all. Everyone, es-

pecially new people are welcome.
Israeli Folk Dancing workshop. At Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street

S.M.C. Film Club presents Antonioni's 'Red
Oesert'. with Monica Vitti and Richard Harris. At
S.M.C. Carr Hall. One dollar, admission.

Survival: Gothic Rock-it, a benefit concert at

Convocation Hall.

Lecture by Professor Elias Shoufani, Universi-'

ty of Georgetown, on "The Palestinian Factor in

Middle East Politics". At the Faculty of Educa-
tion Auditorium, 371 Bloor West.

8:30 pm
Circus time is here again at the UC

Playhouse. 79a St George St. All the thrills ane
chills, including popcorn, greasepaint, and
sweat. A play by Mark Manson. Admission is

free.

Gallows Humour, a tragic comedy by Jack
Richardson and directed by Marc Diamond will

be presented free at the Studio Theatre. 4 Glen
Morris. Everyone is welcome. -

10 pm
Survival: Open house at the Advisory Bureau.

FRIDAY

11 am
Survival: Shelter Capsule I at Back Patio

Rochdale. A really fantastic week long slide trip

with models, demos, plastic straws toys, tools

and instruction on domes and structures. Ask for

Jerry or Bob.

noon
Basics of Christianity; a Bible study and dis-

cussion sponsored by the Student Christian

Movement. At the S.CM- office, Hart House.

1 pm
Survival: Push and Probe Series on noise

pollution at Pollution Probe, 43 Queen's Park
Crescent.

2 pm
Survival: Assorted Survivors Series 3 with Joe

Rosenblatt. At the Advisory Bureau.

Survival: The environment and James Bay. At

the South -Sitting Room, Hart House.

1:10 pm
Eucharist, sponsored by the Student Christian

Movement. At the Hart House Chapel.

2 pm
Survival; Push and Probe Series Recycling

Slide Show on a plant in Franklin Ohio and a dis-

cussion of Metro garbage crisis, At Pollution

Probe. 43 Queens Park Crescent.

3 pm
Survival: Push and Probe Series Energy and

Resources slide show on the north and discus-

sion of pipeline issue. At Pollution Probe, 43

Queens Park Crescent.

4 pm
Survival: Songwriter's workshop with Bob

Bossin. Luke Gibson and Tuli Kupferberg. At the

Bossin Room, Innis College.

Survival: Push and Probe Senes Urban Team

open discussion. At Pollution Probe, 43 Queens

Park Crescent.

The Graduate Students' Union at 16 Bancroft

Ave. invites everyone to a wine and cheese par-

ty. Note: We have imported wines and beers 3S

well as your favourite domestic.

6 pm
Survival: Supper with Joanne and Friends.

Soybean soup, bread, cheese and whatever you

can bring. A country social. At Innis College 63

St. George Street. Followed by: Grand Rnale,

Revolting Theatre, Music and Conversation; and

the Isabella Point Clam Bake.

6:20 pm
Uchet Benchen at Hillel House, at 186 St.

George Street.

7:30 pm
SMC Rim Club presents Herbert Ross' "Play

It Again. Sam" starring Woody Allen, Susan

Anspach. In Carr Hall. Admission is $1.00. Again

at 10 pm".

6:30 pm
Circus rocks on at the UC Playhouse, 79a St

George St. All the thrills and chills, including

popocorn, greasepaint, and sweat. A play by

Mark Manson. Admission is free.

8:30 pm
Gallows Humour: a tragic comedy by Jack

Richardson and directed by Marc Diamond will

be presented free at the Studio Theatre, 4 Gfen

Morris. Everyone is welcome.

1030 pm
Circus rocks once more at the Playhouse.

SATURDAY
1 pm

The Graduate Students' Union at 16 Bancroft

Ave. invites you to join in the Middle Eastern

Folk Oandng every Saturday. Bring your friends.

7-30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Herbert Ross' "Play

It Again. Sam" with Woody Allen, Susan
Anspach in Carr Hall. Admission is $1.00. Again

at 10 pm.

3:30 pm
Gallows Humour, a tragic comedy by Jack

Richardson and directed by Marc Diamond will

be presented free at the Studio Theatre. 4 Glen

Morns. Everyone welcome.

Circus: last time around at the UC Playhouse,

79a St George Street. All the thrills and chills,

including popcorn greapaint, and sweat. A play

by Mark Manson. Admission is free.

"

9 pm
Hillel film series is presenting "The Fixer"

starring Alan Bates at 186 St. George Street.

Refreshment follows.'

10 pm
The "Highlife WAfnka" band is sponsoring a

dance al the International Student Centre. 33
St. George. Everyone Welcome!

SUNDAY
1:30 pm

Lenten meal will be held in the Newman Cen-
tre. 89 St. George Street- There will be films for

children. You are asked to contribute the cost of

the meal to the fund for development and
peace.

7 pm
Thog presents an evening of music and peo-

ple. Real lood by Jubilation. At Bathurst Street

United Church, one block south of Bloor. Dona-
tion is $1.00. Proceeds to TAN.C.

7 pm
Waffle Public Lecture Series on The Political

Economy of Canada Jim Laxer will speak "Cana-

dian Manufacturing and U.S. Trade Policy" In

Room N20I OISE. Till 9:30 pm.

7:30 pm
Intermediate conversational Hebrew At Hillel

House. 186 St. George Street

8 pm
Dr. James Endicott witl report on his recent

two-month sojourn in China and interview with

Premier Chou En-lai of the People's Republic of

China. At Medical Science Building, Main
Auditorium.

MONDAY
6:30 pm

Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5
pm. today, at Hillel House. 186 St. George
Street

7 pm
SAC Joint Meeting for both old and new reps.

Reports, tentative budget and election of

executive. At G-202 Galbraith Building

7:30 pm- —
Free Jewish University; "The Jewish Woman"

at the BBYO Building on 15 Hove Street.

TUESDAY
noon

The James Bay Power Project — a discussion

and study group, sponsored by the Student
Christian Movement. S.CM. Office. Hart House.

6:30 pm
Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5

pm. today at Hillel House. 186 St. George
Street.

7 pm
Beginners Guitar work shop at Hillel House

186 St. George Street

ART GALLERY
GERSHON ISKOWITZ

FROM MAR. 24
Gallery Hours

MONDAY, 11 A.M. - 9 P.M.

fUESDAY TO SATURDAY.ll A.M. - 5 P.M

SUNDAY, 2 P.M. - 5 P.M.

INFORMAL DEBATE

RESOLVED THAT GREEN IS

BETTER THAN BLUE
THURS., MARCH 22
DEBATES ROOM, 2 P.M.

TABLE TENNIS
CLUB

NO EVENING PLAY

TONIGHT

NOON HOUR
CONCERT

STEEL RIVER
WEDS., MARCH 21

EAST COMMON ROOM, 12 - 2 P.M.

MUSIC WEDNESDAY NIGHT

JILL PERT,
MEZZO SOPRANO

WEDS., MARCH 21

GREAT HALL, 8:30 P.M.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
ANGELA McWILLIAMS,

FLAUTIST

THURS., MARCH 22
MUSIC ROOM, 1 P.M.

QUARTET
Sunday, March 25
Great Hall, 3 p.m.

CLASSICAL CONCERT

ALAN TOROK
GUITARIST

TUES., MARCH 27
MUSIC ROOM, 4 P.M.

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAYS,WEDNESDAYS& THURSDAYS

This Week: ABERNATHY SHAGMASTER
STARTS AT 8:30 P.M.

ExportA
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

YOUR HEAD IS WHERE IT'S AT

The Next class is filling up rapidly, so

make your reservations now.
For further information, please call or write:

MIND DYNAMICS
9 Richmond St. E.
Suite 403

Toronto 1, Ont.

368-8188 or 485-8206 /MIND DYN/1/WCS
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Math profs appeal directly to Evans
Appeals for tenure from two math

professors have gone to U of T presi-

dent John Evans, while professor

Stephen Salaff's appeal of the non-

renewal of his contract is awaiting

comment from math chairman

George Duff.

Professor David Spring last night

said he and Michael Mather yester-

day formally appealed to Evans for a

review of a decision last spring to

deny them tenure. The appeal came

a few hours before the two received

information requested March 5,

which they felt they needed to base

appeals on.

The information they received, the

names of those on the secret tenure

committee and scholars the com-

mittee had consulted, while "very

useful", Spring said last night, is in-

complete. Accordingly a request for

more information made to Evans,

while partially already met, still

stands.

The names had been left out of a

Thursday reply to Spring's and

Mather's original request, according

to arts and science dean Bob Greene,

because permission had to be ob-

tained from the people involved.

Greene said last night he had ask-

ed Duff to comment on injustices

Salaff alleged he had suffered in

applying to Greene for a review of

his non-renewal of contract.

Greene said he had not yet decid-

ed whether to grant Salaff's request

for an open faculty-student parity

hearing on-his appeal. In a Friday
letter to Salaff, Greene called the

procedure "unusual and un-
precedented", but he did not rule it

out last night.

Salaff's formal statement to

Greene explaining the reasons for

his appeal charges that "as a result

of the hostile, antagonistic attitude

toward me (in the math department)
as of November, no other question

concerning my employment...was
capable of objective consideration

by officials in the department."

The hostility was due to "three
clashes of principle", which he said

"were the cause of sharp bias and
hostility directed toward me by
departmental officials." He notes as

evidence that Duff did not reply to

his November 27 application for a

full-time position until March 2,

three days after math students oc-

cupied Duff's offices, demanding,
among other things, Salaff's rehir-

ing.

Salaff also declares that "It is

generally known that in the period of

(the three clashes) all significant

decisions in the department were,
taken by the chairman with only

minimal consultation with the facul-

ty as a whole."

All three incidents were brought
to the attention of Duff, Salaff states

in his letter to Greene.

The first clash Salaff refers

to was his backing first-year stu-

dents last spring in a dispute over
marking. The second led to him be-

ing transferred out of teaching MAT
130 last fall "within a matter of

hours"' after he informed course,
leader D.A. Clarke, Duff and
associate chairman Ray Vanstone
that he would continue to express his

opposition to the. course's 50-50

exam-term work marking scheme.
The third clash occurred in late

September when Salaff refused to

teach the same basic calculus course
for students with Grade 13 Math A
(MAT 130) to students without the

senior high school course (MAT 110),

although both of the department's
courses were similarly described in

the calendar.

The department has since
recognized the legitimacy of his

refusal, he claims, by setting up
MAT 110 with another term's work
included as part of it.

In reply to a request from Spring

to state why he was refused tenure,

Duff said the tenure committee
decided "the level achieved in the

doctoral thesis had not been suf-

ficiently maintained or extended,

and that performance in this

category did not show sufficiently

substantial achievement."

Reports have circulated that the
committee was not aware of all the
research Spring had done, but the
reply to his request asking what the
committee had considered of his

work was not specific.

Spring's teaching ability, which
students have maintained is alone
enough reason to grant him tenure,

was "regarded as mainly satisfac-

tory" by the tenure committee, ac-

cording to Duff's letter.

Greene said he would make a
recommendation on Spring's and
Mather's cases to Evans "within
the next three or four days".
He commented that he thought
their request for the names of
the tenure committee members
and consultants was reasonable, and
said he was "sorry about the delay".

Spring and the main campus fence mean it's time to study, but
neither this student nor the weather is taking it seriously.

SSSC members win acquittals on 3 charges
Members of the Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee have won
acquittals on three of the 12 charges

resulting from disturbances
February 1 outside the university's

215 Huron Street personnel office.

In the only trials completed so far,

charges of causing a disturbance

against Rhonda Fleming and Denise

Havers were dismissed on a

technicality and Greg Keilty was
acquitted of a charge that he
assaulted a university policeman

during the SSSC-sponsored
demonstration.

Fleming, Havers, Keilty and four

others were arrested following a

picket-line attempt to block entry to

the Huron Street building, which
also houses the university's fees of-

fice. In addition to supporting a

group of workers fearing layoffs, the

SSSC was attempting to persuade
students not to pay their second
term fees instalments.

Fleming and Havers successfully

argued that the charge of creating a
disturbance was not valid since the

only Crown witnesses were
members of the U of T police force.

The court agreed with their conten-

tion that, by legal definition, it is im-

possible for a police officer to be
"disturbed".

Keilty's assault charge was heard
in a lengthy trial that began at the

unsual hour of 8:30 am daily and

dragged on for almost five days.

The Crown suddenly rested its

case Friday without calling all the

available witnesses, and Keilty

appeared confused and unprepared

to begin any defence.

After a hastily called recess, Keilty

began an opening submission in

which he claimed that senior ad-

ministration officers "are engaged in

a deliberate and well-planned con-

spiracy in this and the other cases

resulting from the events at 215

Huron."

Suddenly presiding judge M. A.

Charles ruled that the Crown had

failed to prove its case and declared

Keilty acquitted before he called any

witnesses.

At the time of the demonstration,

Keilty was an employee of the uni-

versity's physical plant and was

working as a groundsman. He was

subsequently fired for refusing to

work at Sunnybrook Hospital
grounds on the day of the
demonstration.

Fleming was also charged with

assaulting a university policeman

and that case is now well into its se-

cond week of somewhat confused

testimony and rambling cross-

examination. Like the others, she is

conducting her own defence.

Fleming is in the second week of

her trial on a charge of common
assault.

U of T policewoman Marie Weaver

testified at yesterday's session that

when she arrived on the scene of the

demonstration, she found "picketers

attacking our officers without any

reservation whatsoever ... we had

to defend ourselves."

Weaver later testified that "she

(Rhonda Fleming) called me a bitch

and struck my left shoulder". Flem-

ing, who is conducting her own
defence on charges of common
assault, didn't dispute this at the

time.

Weaver admitted that after the

demonstration she did go to a

medical center, but no treatment to

her shoulder was needed.

The trial was constantly in-

terrupted by Crown Attorney Kelp

making comments about Fleming's

ability to defend helself, and her

ability to execute a proper cross-

examination.

Kelp's main concern seemed to be

that Fleming was wasting "time and
money" by acting as her own
counsel. At one point early in the

trial he declared that "if she doesn't

know how to handle a cross-

examination, I suggest she sit

down."

After a two-hour session, Fleming

asked for adjournment. The trial will

continue tomorrow at 2 pm.

SSSC chairman Peter Havers-

appears in court to-morrow on

another assault charge stemming
from the same demonstration.

Havers, who has received one re
raand already, has indicated he in-

tends to defend himself when the

trial actually begins.

Havers has subpoened several

high-ranking university ad-
ministrators including internal vice-

Students, profs reject Innis course veto
Students and faculty at both Innis

College and Engineering have
objected to an engineering faculty's
decision not to allow its students to
take the Innis independent studies
course for credit next year.
The Faculty of Engineering decid-

ed that INI 203 did not meet its

criteria for credit, according to
associate engineering dean P.E.
Burke.

"The course is not broadening in
an academic sense," Burke said
Monday. The Engineering Council's
Undergraduate Studies Committee
accordingly could not "rationalize"
allowing credit for the course as it

was described in the calendar.
"It (the calendar) does not suggest

something as simple as scuba
*™g.'

'
Burke declared.

INI 203 came under fire at last
weeks meeting of the Governing
council's Curriculum Standards SurT
committee because one student is

paying scuba diving for credit in
the course.

"The whole situation is stupid,"

says Innis education commissioner

and arts and science Inter-

disciplinary Studies Curriculum

Committee member Briane

Nasimok. "The engineering ad-

ministration is equating the whole

course to the specific program of one

student. A lot of people in INI 203 do

more work on it than on any other

course."

Engineering Society education

commissioner Pat O'Neil backed up

Nasimok's claim.

"Five kids in my class are taking

the course, and some of them have

told me they are working harder on

it than on others." He said that there

are U engineers taking the course.

Second year engineering student

Peter Hoades, who is the scuba

diver, said that at no time did the

Undergraduate Subcommittee con-

sult him on what he was doing. He

said that he cleared it with a "suf-

ficient number of people", and had

no idea that the "people at engineer-

ing were upset".

Hoades spends two hours a week
in practical study, and one hour in

lectures, which are given by a

qualified instructor, through Hart

House. Last week he took a regula-

tion exam, and is sure he got over

the necessary 76 per cent to pass the

test.

Hoades said that he "seemed to be

doing quite a lot compared to some
others in the course". He suggested

that the reason the engineering ad-

ministration objected to the course

was because he was "both enjoying

and learning at the same time."

Innis principal Peter Russell said

that he was "concerned not only

about the decision, but also by the

procedure whereby the decision was

made".

He was concerned that the deci-

sion was made "without getting full

information on the purpose of the

course and the way it functioned".

"All the pertinent facts were not

looked at," he felt.

Each engineering student is allow-

ed to take a non-technical elective, a

course which is outside the normal

courses offered to engineers, Burke

explained. The engineering faculty

had allowed credit for all the Innis

courses in the past, but decided,

because of the scuba diver, that INI

203 could not be taken for credit next

year.

The Undergraduate Studies Com-
mittee, the body that made the deci-

sion, is composed of a majority of

faculty, and some students. The
decision was ratified by the

Engineering Faculty Council

Executive Committee.

Nasimok concluded, "it seems the

engineering administration feels the

only legitimate education one gets at

university is obtained in the

classroom. They have erred if they

don't realize the educational value of

running your own individual

course."

president Jill Conway, president

John Evans (currently on a skiing

vacation in Colorado), internal af-

fairs committee chairman Paul
Cadario (APSC IV) and the univer-

sity's manager of labour relations,

John Parker.

All four were involved in the deci-

sion, subsequently confirmed by the

Governing Council, to call Metro
police during the February 1

demonstration.

Should any of them not appear in

court when called, the SSSC intends

to demand bench warrants for their

arrest, Havers told The Varsity Mon-
day.

Parker was subpoened last week
by a committee supporter following

a frantic car chase through down-
town Toronto streets. Parker even-

tually went the wrong way along a

one-way street, according to Flem-
ing, and eventually stopped a

policeman, claiming that the suppor-

ter was harassing him.

However, the unidentified police

officer said that the subpoena was
valid and Parker was officially serv-

ed, Fleming said. Parker later told

The Varsity that even if he is forced

to testify, he will argue that he is not

a material witness since he could not

see any violence on the picket line at

the time of the arrests.

The successful service of the sub-

poena culminated what amounted to

a three-week struggle to find Parker

by friends of the defendant and the

County of York's 'Sheriff's office.

Sheriffs tried seven times, and
others more, to find the seemingly

elusive Parker.

Old hacks
Hear ye, hear ye, Varsity

staffers, come to the last staff

meeting of the year and clear

your record of attendance.

Plan to be there at 91 St.

George St. as the banquet

plans are unveiled, at 1 pm.

See Maestro Podnick conduct

(sans baton) the last (thank

goodness) meeting of the year

and display his usual savoir

faire. So, remember now, this

is the absolute last one, Friday

at one and old Podnick has

laid on a great program.
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Should reverse no credit decision
The engineering faculty's

decision to prevent its students

from taking Innls College's in-

dependent studies program for

credit represents yet another

chapter in conservative faculty

and administrators' battle

against innovative courses.

These conservatives were
never very happy as the uni-

versity was swamped with

less orthodox, more creative

courses. Their myopic vision of

academia could not encompass
the less structured, inter-

disciplinary approach to lear-

ning. It seemed to be a viola-

tion of all they held sacred.

Yet, there was little they

could do initially as students,

progressive faculty, and some
administrators pushed for the

innovative courses. But now,

as conservatism reclaims its

hold on the university and
students more and more return

to their role as passive con-

sumers of "education", these

conservatives find their views

less isolated, their dissent

becoming the predominant
expression in the university's

decision-making bodies.

The university's changing
mores permitted the furtive,

unsuccessful attempt to scrap

the interdisciplinary studies

program to get off the ground

and almost succeed late last

year. And, it accomodated the

engineering faculty's decision

to refuse credit for the Innis

course.

The course under attack, I N

I

213, allows students to set up
their own program and choose

either pass-fail or numerical

grading. Engineering students

have been able to take the

course as a non-technical elec-

tive.

Engineering's decision not to

allow its students to take the

course next year apparently

stemmed from one supposedly

objectionable independent
studies program. One of the

engineering students enrolled

this year is learning scuba div-

ing as his project. A debate

over the academic legitimacy

of this project occupied most of

last week's meeting of Gover-

ning Council's Curriculum
Standards Subcommittee.
Rather than overreacting to

one questionable project, the

engineering faculty should

have taken the time and effort

to investigate the work being

done by the other engineering

students enrolled in the course.

According to a news story

published in today's Varsity,

many of them find they're do-

ing more work for the indepen-

dent studies course than for

their non-elective courses.

That knowledge, rather than

the scuba diving example,
should have guided the
engineering faculty in making
their credit decision. Instead,

the administrators responsible

apparently seized upon the op-

portunity to scuttle an in-

novative course (for their

students), a course which
probably does more to broaden
their students' horizons than do

most of the other non-electives

available to them.
The manner in which the

engineering faculty went about

Help, don't

hinder planned

parenthood
Ontario health minister Richard Potter last week

objected to the Ontario Health Insurance Plan covering

therapeutic abortions, reasoning, "We don't hand out

free birth control devices so why should we hand out free

abortions?"
This type of non-logic coming from the roan responsi-

ble for the province's health policy is appalling. If birth

control devices are not provided by the health plan, then

it's about time the government included them under the

program's coverage. A responsible government should

be doing whatever is necessary to remove obstacles from
the path of people who favour planned parenthood,
rather than Imposing some kind of moral-financial sanc-

tion on them. Such a practice should be an integral part

of an evolving concept of adequate health care.

Similarly, where birth control has failed or not been
employed, there should be no attempt to backtrack and
remove the coverage now provided for therapeutic abor-
tions. Here too, this attempt to discourage a type of birth

control which some people find morally offensive has no
legitimacy within the public sphere.

Ironically, at the same time Toronto's media were
playing up the health minister's statements, the Cross-

Canada Coalition to Repeal the Abortion Laws was
holding a conference at U of T. We would suggest that in-

stead of looking for ways to discourage birth control the
Canadian government move to give women control over
their own bodies, to make "every child a wanted child"

by repealing the existing abortion laws and leaving the

abortion decision up to the person concerned: the poten-

tial mother.

making the no-credit decision

also throws their motives into

question. They did not canvass

the 11 engineering students

now enrolled in the course to

find out their views about its

worth, nor did they let the

scuba diver know they were
displeased with his project.

And, the people making the

decision did not bother to talk

to the Innis College faculty and
administrators responsible for

the program to determine what
their views about the situation

are.

The engineering faculty

should reconsider its decision

and, if it feels that it's absolute-

ly necessary, set down some
reasonable guidelines about
the broad limits within which
its students' projects should
fall to merit credit. There Is no
justification for simply deny-
ing the faculty's students the

option of taking the course.

Witch-hunt won't

solve the nation 's

unemployment crisis
Last week's revelation that

Unemployment Insurance-
Commission benefit control of-

ficers have been conducting a
virtual "witch-hunt" for people
to chop off the unemployment
benefits roll, should come as no
surprise.

Overzealous benefit control

officers have been harassing
people and scaring claimants
into signing statements admit-
ting they hadn't sought jobs

when in fact they had, evidence
presented to appeal boards
shows.
The government's Inten-

tional exploitation of the
backlash against the number
of people collecting unemploy-
ment Insurance benefits could

not but help to foster this type
-of^situation. It's become the

popular rallying cry of the

demagogues: catch all the
ne'er-do-well's who are taking,

the government for a ride.

The only hitch is that It's an
inept government and an econ-
omy with unemployment built

into it, and not the unemployed
who are to blame for the
country's unemployment cris-

is.

The Unemployment In-

surance Commission's (UIC)
boards of appeals — establish-

ed to hear appeals by persons
disqualified by the com-
mission's benefit control of-

ficers — have been putting peo-

ple back on the benefits list

almost as quickly as they con-

sider the appeals.
About 600 of more than 1,000

appeals have been successful,

according to the UIC public af-

fairs director Yvon Charlebois.

One Toronto appeal board
heard 14 appeals last week and
unanimously decided to put 10

of the appellants back on the

benefits list.

Instead of continuing its

search for scapegoats for a

backlash it nurtured to excuse
itself, the government should

concentrate Its energies on

combatting the real causes of

unemployment, and that solu-

tion won't be minor tinkering

with the system.

I
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Who owns "Canadian" sports?
By PAUL HOCH

Hockey Night In Canada, symbol of
national unity in a diverse and often divid-

ed country, was for many years the proper-

ty of the imperial .Oil Company. The latter

is the British sounding name of the Cana-
dian subsidiary of the Rockefeller family's

Standard Oil of New Jersey. So, for years,

Canadians got their hockey nationalism

courtesy of America's second largest cor-

poration.

Moreover, MacLaren's, the advertising

firm which now owns Hockey Night in

Canada and chooses its announcers, is the

public relations firm for both the Liberal

Party of Canada (and of Quebec) and for

Imperial Oil — that is for both Trudeau and
the Canadian subsidiary of his boss,

Rockefeller. Confidential memos from
MacLaren's to its advertisers have
repeatedly stressed how, as a "national in-

stitutions", Hockey Night in Canada is par-

ticularly well suited to selling their com-
mercial products.

Tinsel Canadian nationalism sells

everything from Senator Molson's beer (or

Sam Bronfman's whiskey) to Rockefeller's

Esso gasoline. And, MacLaren's which
does such a big business in this phoney
hockey nationalism is also the ad agent for

mammoth American companies like

General Motors and General Electric. With
complete impartiality, the firm uses
hockey to sell both Canadian nationalism

and American imperialism.

Hockey is, of course, Canada's national

game. Sometimes, it's even called our

national religion. Virtually all the
professional hockey players are native

born Canadians. Yet, as Bruce Kidd points

out in The Death of Hockey, 45 of the 53
professional hockey franchises are located
in American, not Canadian cities.

Indeed, with the gradual redirection of

amateur hockey into a farm league for the

American-dominated National Hockey
League (and now the World Hockey
Association as well), senior amateur
hockey is now a dead duck and the junior

leagues are, more or less, a pre-profes-
sional training ground for NHL (or, WHA)
gladiators to provide bread-'n'-circuses
for the masses in the American cities.

Similarly in pro football. Approximately
seven out of the nine general managers in

the Canadian Football League are
Americans, not Canadians. Perhaps this is

not surprising, since their main job is to

recruit top American, not Canadian,
players.

Although the CFL claims to encourage
Canadian national pride (possibly because
it sells at the box office) by placing a stiff

upper limit on the number of "imports"
each Canadian team can have on its

roster, a statistical survey by University of
Victoria sociologist Derek Ball published
last year found that ail of the main CFL
positions — quarterback, linebacker, et

cetera — are dominated by Americans,
not Canadians. The Canadians, according
to professor Ball, tend to be "stacked" at

least two-deep at all the more insignificant

positions — linemen, defensive back, et

cetera — so that one Canadian tends to
be another's replacement, and thus only
one of the two can be in the game at any
one time. Ball also made a careful

statistical analysis of the stacking of black

players in America's National ' Football

League (NFL).

Amazingly enough, he found that the

stacking of Canadians at insignificant

positions in Canada's own Canadian Foot-

ball League exceeded even the stacking of

blacks in the NFL. Put another way, black

Americans are apparently subject to less

discrimination in the NFL than Canadians
are in their own country's pro football

league.

In the past year, the CFL has started

broadcasting its games into scores of

American cities. It even hired two ex-

American pro players (who previously
didn't even know the rules of Canadian pro
football) to give "expert" commentary on
the games. Obviously their "expertise"
consisted of their known popularity with
the American tv market. And, so too with
many of the "Canadian" Football League's
top players. The CFL's comprador owners
have admitted that, in order to sell CFL
football over American television, it's

necessary to field starting teams
dominated by the names of well-known
American players.

In short, Canadian football, like Cana-
dian hockey before it, is rapidly being sold

Needless to say, the owners of teams in

the smaller Canadian cities (who would be
left holding the bag under this
arrangement) were less than enthusiastic
and threatened to blow the whistle.

Even more important, the player's
associations in both leagues have
threatened strike action if such a merger
goes through, because it would deprive
them of what little right they now have to
up their salaries by threatening to go to
the other league. (This right is, in fact, fair-

ly mythical because like international

cartels the two leagues have a
"gentlemen's agreement" to respect each

pastime.

Indeed, it has been largely in these
same 10 years that the present militarized

version of hockey (in which skating has
given way to body-checking, and even
fighting, as the dominant element) at-

tained its present high level of popularity
with American audiences. The war in

South-east Asia has tremendously
magnified the attraction of the American
spectator public to more war-like games at
home, and has made the games
themselves more war-like. For example, if

fist-fighting (or even sticKfighting) sells big
to the now well-militarized American spor-

out to American tv interests. The parallel

with the sell-out of Canada's other natural

resources is obvious enough. Indeed,

there's been increasing evidence that the

owners of CFL teams in the larger Cana-

dian cities are not content with making this

country's pro football league a virtual sub-

sidiary of American TV. They want to fold

the CFL into America's NFL completely,

and dispense with a Canadian league

altogether. Under this deal, Montreal,

Toronto, and perhaps Vancouver would be

"granted" NFL franchises and their teams

would move into the American competi-

tion.

other's option clauses, and refrain from

"raiding" without giving compensation.)

So, for now at least, this latest sell-out of

Canadian resources has been placed in

mothballs.

Perhaps the most serious effect of the

increasingly absolute subordination of

Canadian sport to the American tv market

has been the increasing militarization of

this country's games that comes as

another fall-out of the Vietnam War. It's

well known that only in the last decade —
a decade in which America fought its war
in Indo-China — has pro football sur-

passed baseball as America's national

ting public, professional hockey league

owners are only too happy to provide it.

The victims, of course, are the Canadian
players in these leagues, who are expected

to bash each other harder and harder so

that predominantly American owners can

make bigger and bigger profits. It's all in'

the game. But, whose game?
A former post-doctoral candidate at the

University of Toronto, Paul Hoch lectures

on the political sociology of sports at

Ohio's Oberlin College. He is the author of

a recently released Doubleday book, Rip

Off the Big Game: The Exploitation of

Sports by the Power Elite.
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Says we lied;

facts back us up
I have observed with interest your

policy of misrepresenting my
opinions on several occasions during

the session, and have from time to

time thought of writing corrections;

but have not done so, feeling that it

would serve no useful purpose.

However, your headline
"Shepherd wants no students on

tribunals" (front page of Varsity for

16 March) compels me to break

silence, for it is quite simply a lie.

The document under discussion,

which was a first draft not intended

for publication in any case, makes it

clear that in my view a tribunal

created to deal with academic
offences (narrowly defined as mainly

cheating and plagiarism) should con-

tain a majority of teaching staff and

a minority of students. There was no
proposal to exclude students from

this type of tribunal, nor was
anything said about tribunals for all

other kinds of offences which do not

concern the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee.

There are many other distortions

and suppressions in the article,

which I will not trouble to explain.

Since neither Randy Robertson nor

any other Varsity reporter was in

fact present at the meeting, you
must have relied on singularly biased

or inaccurate sources.

I hope you will be able to publish

this without delay and give it some
prominence.

R.M.H. Shepherd, chairman
Academic Affairs Committee

Ed's Note: As professor Shepherd
notes, The Varsity did not have a

reporter present at the Academic Af-

fairs Committee meeting in ques-

tion. However, the details of the dis-

puted article have been distilled

from the professor's own "Draft
Proposals for Academic Discipline"

(presented to committee members
in advance of the meeting) and
phone interviews conducted after

the meeting.

Shepherd's paper stated academic
offences "should be determined and
judged mainly, if not entirely, by
those most competent for this task,

i.e. members of the teaching staff".

It did concede
, that a student

presence on academic tribunals
could be argued for on "psycho-
logical and human grounds —
excluding purely political notions

about 'credibility' " and concluded
that the committee's goal should be
"to ensure that. ..a majority of
members be drawn from the teach-
ing staff.

Consequently, The Varsity story is
supported by the facts.

Students there

self-disciplined
In connection with the controversy

over student participation in com-
mittees dealing with student dis-

cipline, the following bit of history

may be helpful, even though it com-
es from a country whose customs
Canada would be ill advised to adopt
wholesale.

When I was an undergraduate at

the University of, California at

Berkeley in the thirties, all student
discipline cases (for both academic
and other violations) Where handled
by an all student "judicial com-
mittee". Members were appointed
in some way jointly by the presidents

of the student association and the

university. Typically, they were
junior or senior students with

reputations for high scholarship.

(Among the members of the com-

mittee in 1935-1936 was a future

president of the Ford Motor Com-
pany and Secretary of Defense, now
rumored to be involved in inter-

national banking. The committee es-

tablished its own procedures. Its

penalties were quite severe, es-

pecially in cases involving dishones-

ty. Cheating on exams or plagiarism

usually resulted in suspension or

expulsion. Although the committee

was merely advisory to the president

of the university, he rarely modified

sentences and then only in the direc-

tion of clemency. I believe that the

powers of the committee were
gradually eroded in the following

years as part of a deterioration in

student self-government accom-
panied by student apathy and ad-

ministrative repression, so that

when student activism revieved in

the sixties,, the tradition of student

responsibility was almost forgotten.

But, it is a fact that for many years at

a great university students proved

themselves quite capable of dis-

ciplining their peers.

Prof. Kenneth 0. May
(Mathematics)

Moral treatise

motivates writer
In reading the March 7 Varsity, I

found the title to the second front-

page article, ironically appropriate

as relating to my grounds for writing

this letter. U of T lawyers certainly

have "thrown out their behaviour

code", but unfortunately this is not

only in terms of how they relate to

the university js a whole, but also, as

they relate to each other. Additional-

ly ironic is that it is not only the

defenders of justice but also those

other future professionals nurtured

in this "seat of higher learning" with

the fertilizer of the "competitive

spirit" which brings about this open

letter.

In a time of such "important
political issues", I doubt as I write

this that a treatise on moral
behaviour will at all appear, in a

paper aimed at informing the all-too-

knowing informed. Cadario said

reportedly that "we are a committee
trying to develop a discipline code
for the university". Cadario's
statements are said to be valuable

only as statements of principle and

to have no legal validity. Are we then

in such a time where the principle is

seen to be or lesser value than legal

statements which can only be exer-

cised when the culprits have been
found and convicted? Is not princi-

ple that thing which makes for a uni-

versity and more particularly, for a

professional way of life?

This letter is not written rashly,

but incredulously. An incident of

theft in a professional faculty of per-i

sonal school-notes belonging to a

member of that faculty has been the

instigation of this tirade. What
strikes hardest to the naive idealist

in this situation is not the act of the

theft (which is itself amoral, un-

scrupulous, and unforgiveable), it is

not the theft I insist, but the
response to it. Cliches about the

state of the world, the state of the

competition over jobs, the com-
monness of the event fly back and
forth like ticker-tape business cards.

All are seemingly shocked, but as to

the responses which I have received,

they have all finally come to a series

of self-confessions or at best, a kind
of consolation for my depression.

The PLS has recently drawn to our
attention a maxim which seems ap-

propriate at this time, as in all time,

"Let he who is without sin among
you cast the first stone". So be it that

neither do I cast that stone. Yet, the

conception of destroying another's

academic endeavours by theft, either

of his personal work or of material
that must be accessible to others, is

entirely beyond the powers of the

imaginations of most of us, I still

believe.

Professionalism must contain a

code of ethics so ingrained that

respect of these ethics stands above
any personal fears or considerations.

Without this set of ethics there can

conversely be no professionalism.

Without principle there is no need

for life and certainly in an age which

professes such idealism as our pre-

sent one, the act must correspond to

the principle or it destroys both.

Justice is enacted at present only

after the misdemeanor has occurred.

Certainly it is the problem of

prohibition within the conscience of

the individual which is of more es-

sence than exterior prohibitions

after the fact.

Recently, the female members of

the medical faculty were advised to

keep their professional problems

among themselves and not to allow

these to be discussed or interfered

with by laymen. This is both the

elitist principle at work and the

professional superiority syndrome.

Yet if a professional training is only

of value insofar as it leads to fiscal

gain, where consideration of one's

colleagues and one's own ethical

stance is of no importance, then

elitism is of no value whatsoever.

The sheep herd together for protec-

tion only to find that all of the in-

teriors are those of wolves com-

peting through trickery and scan-

dalous means.

"This time of year" becomes the

reconciliation and sympathizing

justification for too many immoral

acts. This university is founded on

assumptions of "fair play" and a

respect for ideals and achievement.

Without this, no university can exist

as such. And such it must be. Essay

services and theft of ideas should

have no place" in an institution

attempting humanitarian dealings

with individuals and individuals who
are dealt with through adult means
and adult assumptions.
Professionalism is a way of life and
one as necessary as every form of

respect to maintain a standard of life

superior to Dkkensian grovelling.

Since it is in education alone where
we can place our trust, it is also of

supreme importance that this educa-

tion be one of ethical principles

above all personal considerations.

The self-righteous author of this

work, if so he is deemed, would be
more than grateful for something
other than worldly and cynical

response.

B.Jorgensen

Palestinians

reject letter

When we wrote our statement on
the double-standard implied in the

Zionist Campaign for Soviet Jewry,
we could not for lack of space use
scholarly references and quote at

length to prove every sentence. We
wrote the statement with concerned
emotion. Thus, we had no inclina-

tion to anticipate which of our
sentences would be picked at by
Zionists for arbitrary attack. It

seems, however, that the Zionists

stubbornly refuse to accept respon-

sibility for the Palestinian refugee

problem or to admit that discrimina-

tion exists in Israel. Such negation

emanates from the Zionist
leadership, and it is held with self-

assuring conviction but no evidence.

The insidious reply in Varsity on
February 23, 1973 was in line with
the common Israeli version (it is

written by "Abdul Caleb," a clearly

fictitious name; it defeats its pur-

pose, since in Arabic the name
means "the slave of a dog"). This
version maintains that the
Palestinians were ordered to leave

by Arab leaders in 1948 — an im-
possible assumption which we will

correct, if nothing more, for the per-

sonal integrity of "Abdul Caleb".
Such a response by Zionists is indeed
a psychotic inversion of history,

springing from an automatic attempt
at self-justification and absolution

from guilt. (We saw the same sort of

tendencies recently in the Israeli ac-

counts about the shooting down of

the Libyan plane.)

Our description of the dis-

criminatory policies against the

Palestinians in occupied Palestine,

and the systematic dispossession of

the large majority, are both based on

our own experiences', in addition to

reports by Western — including

Jewish — historians. It is, however,

doubtful that any Zionist would
readily believe our personal
narrations. For this reason, we will

not relate our experiences or those

of our relatives, we will not rely on
Arab or even Western sources — for

fear these shall be promptly deemed
"pro-Arab" or "anti-semitic". We
will rather report the words of con-

scientious Jews, as well as accounts

by Israeli leaders who inadvertently

support our conclusion that most
Palestinians were indeed
systematically dispossessed by
Zionist force and deceit.

One important fact is that the

Arab armies did not enter Palestine

until the declaration of Israel on May
15, 1948. The Palestinian population

was practically unarmed, and was at

the mercy of the British first, then

the Israelis. For several years

before, Western Jewish terrorist

groups made innumerable attacks on
civilians. The most renowned was
the Deir Yassin Massacre of April 9,

1948 (i.e. before May 15, 1948)

executed by the Irgun gang. "When
it was over, the Jewish authorities

endeavoured to prevent an impartial

inspection. A policeman reported

one Arab killed. . . On the 10th,

however, the Red Cross discovered

the corpses of 254 men, women and

children" (Christopher Sykes,

Crossroads to Israel, London, 1965).

The massacre was part of Operation

Nachson, which directly resulted in

the expulsion of 20,000 villagers and
many more later by allusion to the

massacre. As the leader of the

terrorists, and now illustrious

member of the Knesset, Menachim
Begin said in The Revolt: "The
massacre was not only justified, but

there would not have been a state of

Israel without the victory at Deir

Yassin" (he actually dared to call it a

"victory" when there was not a

single armed man in the village.)

The recent book Jerusalem substan-

tiated the mercilessness and
premeditation of massacre, as op-

posed to the spontaneous reponses

of the Arab population.

The Hagannah (regular Jewish
defense force) undertook similar but

less spectacular actions under orders

from the Agency in 1947 and 1948

before any Arab government in-

terfered. On other forms of psy-

chological warfare waged against the

Palestinians, the present Israeli

Deputy Premier Yigal Allon said:

"There were left before us only five

days before the threatening date, the

15th of May. We saw a need to clean

upper Galilee. . . We therefore look-

ed for means which did not force us

into using force, in order to cause
tens of thousands who remained in

Galilee to flee. . . I gathered all the

Jewish Mukhtars who had contacts

with Arabs in different villages, and
asked them to whisper in the ears of

some Arabs that a great Jewish rein-

forcement had arrived in Galilee,

and that it was going to burn all the
villages in the Huleh. They should
suggest to these Arabs, as their

friends, to escape while there is still

time. The flight numbered myriads.

The tactic reached its goal com-
pletely" (Ha Sepher Ha Palmach,
Hebrew only, vol. U, 286).

Even after May 15, as Erskine
Childers reported in "The Other
Exodus" after extensive research

(The Spectator, May 12, 1961) f there

is not a single indication of orders by
Arab leaders for the Plaestinians to

leave. What he found from recorded

monitoring is that the Israeli Hagan-
nah loudspeaker vans and radio

braodcast in Arabic threats in Haifa

and Jerusalem: "The road to

Jericho is open! Fly from Jerusalem
before you are killed! (Also Meyer
Levin in Jerusalem Delivered).

Bertha Vester, a Chrstian mis-
sionary, reported that another theme
was, "Unless you leave your homes,
the fate of Deir Yassin will be your
fate."

Similar methods were used in 1967

on a more limited extent. The New
York Times reported on June U and
12: "It was clear yesterday that

thousands of these Arabs were again

fleeing from Israeli troops who
appeared to be encouraging them to

go. . . Senior United Nations officials n
who have sifted many reports from
the refugees believe that a pattern of

expulsion is emerging. . . In the fron-

tier villages, they say, soldiers have

ordered people out of their homes to

police stations, where they have

been picked up by buses, bound for a

place called Wadi Badan. From
there they have been obliged to walk

to the river. . . In other places, they

added, loudspeakers warned the in-

habitants: 'You have two hours to

leave. After that we cannot
guarantee your safety.'

"

As for the improvement in

sanitary and living conditions, we
have to remind Zionists that

agriculture, medicine and electricity

existed in Palestine before 1948, and

that the whole world (including the

Arab World) has improved its living

conditions since then. It would have

been stupid of Israel not to adjust its

production to the enormous increase

in immigrant population. '

I
But, granting the claimed Israeli

improvement in physical conditions

for Palestinians, are we to concede
this way to the imperialistic princi-

ple in treatment of a "native pop-

ulation"? Are we to substitute bare
physical well-being under slavery for

the freedom of self-determination?

Finally, remember that the
resources with which the Israelis are

so "generous" now were stolen from
the original Palestinian population.

Confiscation of land, arbitrary

detention, oppressive restrictions on
cultural expression, limitation in

educational and employment oppor-

tunities, discrimination in every

respect are all impied in the very

premise of Israel as a state where
the Jews are an enforced majority.

That means minorities have to be
"controlled" if not dispensed with

altogether. It may be interesting for

those who wish to challenge this to

consult the report of the unofficial

Israeli League of Human Rights,

whose president is Dr. Israel Shanak. 1

A definitive book on the subject is

The Arabs in Israel (Hebrew and
English) by Sabri Jiryis. There are

also the analysis by well-known

American Jewish writers such as

Alfred Lilienthal (The Other Side of

the Coin; What Price Israel?) Rabbi •

Elmer Berger, and Moshe Menuhim
,

(The Decadence of Judaism in Our
Time).

Finally, for the circumstances sur-

rounding the Palestine refugee

problem, there are few statements

more apt than that of Nathan
Chofshi, an early Jewish immigrant
to Palestine, who courageously
replied to an American Zionist rab-

bi's denial of Israeli responsibility:

"If Rabbi Kaplan really wanted to

know what happened, we old Jewish
settlers in Palestine who witnessed

the fight could tell him how and in

what manner we, Jews, forced the

Arabs to leave cities and villages. .

.

Some of them driven out by force of

arms; others were made to leave by
deceit, lying and false promises. It is

enough to cite the cities of Jaffa,

Ramie, Beersheba, Acre from
among numberless others. We came
and turned the Palestinian Arabs
into tragic refugees. And still we
dare to slander and malign them, to

besmirch their name. Instead of be-

ing deeply ashamed of what we did

and trying to undo some of the evil

committed. . . we justify our terrible

acts and even attempt to glorify

them. (Jewish Newsletter, New
York, Feb. 9, 1959.

So, despite our approbation, we
feel some pity for Zionists like "the
Abdul Caleb". They lack the mental
integrity to examine themselves and
their recent history. Thus, they can
only engage in generalizations,

derrogation, and distortion. They are

unaware of their supremely self-

deceptive process, and even venture

to commit the ultimate mental
perversion: that is, to accuse others

of engaging in fantasies. These
Zionists cover up their guilt by blind

aggressiveness and by an inversion

of fact and historical sequence.

Palestinians in the Arab Students

Association
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THE BLACK HART PUB
presents

ABERNATHYSHAGNASTER

Tonight and Tomorrow, 8:30 p.m.

in the Arbor Room, Hart House

Draft Beer, Dancing, Good Music

Great guitarist with pleasing

voice, Eric Clapton synthesizes

a unique medley of string forms

One of the best guitarists in the

US, Mike Bloomfield, once called

Eric Clapton the perfect guitarist.

He said, "His attack is

flawless ... He has ideas, attack,

touch, ability to transmit emotion

and ability to transmit his

ideas...Eric does all of these about

as well as you can do them."

The first new recording of Clap-

ton's in almost two years. Derek and

the Dominos In Concert (RSO/Poly-

dor) was released in the last

month. And don't be mistaken,

this LP is clearly an Eric Clapton

showcase, not giving the other

members of the group any of the

spotlight. But that's not a matter of

concern. Bobby Whitlock on
keyboards and vocals, Carl Radle on

bass and Jim Gordon on drums are

all superb in their understated roles,

but are effectually incidental to

Clapton's performance.

The double album consists of live

cuts recorded at the Fillmore East

almost two years ago. A., ihe ma-

terial has been recorded by Clapton

before on "Layla", "Eric Clapton" or

"Blind Faith". But the "live" situa-

tion allowed a lot of improvisation

Inyourown way.

Inyour own time.

Onyourown terms.

You 'll take to the

taste ofPlayers Filter.

Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.

was also added before each verse

that changes the phrasing in a most
pleasant way.

More generally, Clapton's voice is

revealed as being quite pleasing

live, as well as having interesting

subtle qualities. It's too bad that the

vocal pickup was less than perfect.

There are no complaints about the

instrumental production though.

Clapton is a great guitarist, not

only because of his technical ability

— any number of people can boast

that — but because his style is a

synthesis of guitar forms rather

than an imitation. He isn't really

perfect, — the blues lines in "Have
You Ever Loved A Woman" could

have been more emotionally inter-

preted — but he represents some-
thing very close to it.

Rory Gallagher is another one of

those guitarists whose name comes
up these days when the "greats"

are discussed. Hailing from Cork,

Ireland, his first recording exposure

was with the three man rock group

Taste. He and the group concen
haled on translating the blues into

their own rock-blues style. But

Taste never gained popularity out-

til
« *
r

that stretched most cuts out to over

10 minutes.

Despite the length of the songs,

Clapton's timing is perfect and the

repetition is minimal. All the in-

strumental lines are surprising in

their deliberateness — a quality un-

common in long rock-guitar solos.

One of the more impressive cuts

is a new version of "Presence of the

Lord" which Clapton first recorded

with Blind Faith. That original recor-

ding was made using Stevie

Winwood on vocals. Clapton's

guitar was subdued while
Wtnwood's keyboards took the in-

strumental lead. The instrumental

break in the middle is then
dominated by Clapton. The live cut

features Clapton on vocal and he

does a very sensitive, soulful job

that's even better than Winwood's.

But now Clapton's guitar is the pivot

instrument while Whitlock's piano is

subdued. A delicate little guitar riff

side the British Isles and Rory left

the group after about four LP's.

Blueprint (Polydor) is Rory's third

solo album. It's an uneventful

production that has many
weaknesses.

Gallagher's voice, while passable,

is unexciting and forced. His

songwriting, which is the base of

the album is mediocre in almost

every respect, melody, structure,

arrangements and especially lyrics.

That brings us to ask the ques-

tion why is Gallagher a "great"

guitarist? The answer is that he

isn't. He's good. He's a fair techni-

cian but his lines are often

repetitive and lack dynamism. The

acoustic slide guitar on Big Bill

Broonzy's "Banker's Blues" is simp-

ly sloppy and lacks good attack. It

isn't even fair to compare him with

say, Ry Cooder. Enough said.

Allan Mandri
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Offbeat tragicomedy about

hangman, victim is intriguing:

Richardson looks at death
Once again the little Studio

Theatre will prove its surprising ver-

satility, as the latest production,

Gallows Humour begins its run

there tonight. Director Marc Dia-

mond is working with two distinct

sets facing one another on either

side of the audience. It won't be a

case of gratuitous virtuoso set

design, however, for the two halves

of the' setting for Gallows Humour
correspond like the two acts of the

tragic comedy. They are mirror im-

ages, both distorted by the author's

absurd view of the living.

The common denominator is

Death. Jack Richardson's
characters are intimately
dominated by the process of dying.

Their lives are devoted to carrying

out this process in an orderly, con-

sistent fashion. In the first half, a

convicted murderer awaits his

execution with a measure of

tranquillity until the warden
presents him with Lucie, whose call-

ing is to sweeten the final hours the

prisoner spends in his cell.Their con-

frontation treats the problems and
paradoxes of vibrant self-
destruction versus deathly predic-

tability in daily life. It is both a

desperate game and a pathetic

'arce.

Act two's death chamber is the
kitchen of the hangman. A brash
move on the part of the warden sets
off a confrontation between the
hangman and his wife. The confict is

of the same dimensions as that

between the prostitute and the con-
vict about to be hanged, Philip and
Martha belong to the dynasty of
happily married couples" we find in

Strindberg, Albee, and Anouilh, to

mention only a few. The hangman
and wife have a relationship that

nevertheless can boast its own

peculiar imagery, its own symbols of
rejection and resignation.

Gallows Humour enjoyed suc-

cess as an off-Broadway produc-
tion. There are enough intriguing

ideas in the play to allow a free

creative hand to experiment in

translating the text to live theatre.

There are relative possibilities for

the use of farce, visual and psy-

chological realism, and rhetoric.

Marc Diamond's cast and crew
have dealt with these possibilities

pragmatically rather than academ-
ically, be it a case of a well-

equipped (and masterfully wall-

papered) kitchen, or one of finding

the most effective delivery for a

key speech.

The result of their efforts will be
presented between Wednesday and
Saturday nights, both this weekend
and next.

Eleanor Coleman

Tiger proved toothless,

lost in America's past
Save the Tiger might also be called "Save the

World", or "God Save America", and, on the micro level,

"Save Harry Stoner".

Harry Stoner is the businessman-cum-war-veteran
protagonist of the novel and of the movie of the same

name — the hub of the wheel through which the spokes
of the work penetrate. Stoner personifies middle-aged

Middle America.

But he's bright enough; he realizes what's going
on, but is too weak to help himself. Swept up and under
by the currents of his past and America's present, he's
not strong enough to either preserve his acquired moral
values or adapt to different ones. He feels, "I just

haven't got the fucking strength to get involved", and
rationalizes away his actions, substituting past involve-

ment for present anomie.

The past is Stoner's America — baseball as it

used to be. "They spat tobacco juice on the ball", Harry
reminisces, "they scratched their ass. . . . they were
something— Goddammit, they were something."

Harry might be your father, or any survivor of war
or economic depression, with no way to communicate
his experiences to a new generation which hasn't had
them to understand.

Although the novel is a better produced work than

the movie, its pulpy style leaves it wanting, appearing to

be a hastily completed and largely unfinished work.

However, what the novel does reveal is the all impor-

tant dimension of Stoner which the movie fails to get

hold of and carry through. The film offers no "past

motif", no insight into Harry's past and its effect on his

future as the cause of his actions. Jack Lemmon as
Harry Stoner is as good as might be expected in the

situation, but not good enough. Harry as a war veteran

is sublimated to Harry as a businessman.

For Harry the war was home, but now his business

has become the alienating substitute for the war's

camaraderie. He says, "there (are) 'no guys' anymore.

Guys that had that special thing for each other in that

long ago war— the thing that had nothing to do with

causes. That special thing you never talked about but

was there. You could see it on a professional football :

team. ... The thing was you always covered the other :

guy and he always covered you. That's how it was. But,

what the hell. ...today it is every man for himself." :

And Harry's problems is the movie's problem: how ;

to get Stoner across to the audience. Where the book

develops it, the movie fails. :

The girl he picks up hitch-hiking on the Strip in Los •

Angeles tells him that "a war is so male. It's so full of
j:

balls." Later he's surprised to hear that she does not
:|

know the United States ever fought a war with Italy. :

He's only able to answer, "Yes, we did." ;

The irony and dilemma of Harry's situation is that ;i

the war he fought was supposed to preserve his vision
J;

of America, while it only imprisoned him, and forced
\

"his" country in a different direction, Again he realizes |:

his plight but is powerless to do anything about it: "They

nailed you. They sucked you in. Get the things, , . get the :

things. And maybe they were-right. If you made it why :|

not live it up. It was over so fucking fast. . .
." $

For Harry there are "no more rules. Only :•:

referees." :•

Bob Gauthier 8
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The Graduate Centre
for the Study of Drama

presents

Margaretta D'Arcy and John Arden
"The Role of the University Drama in Relation to

the Professional Theatre"
A SERIES OF SEMINARS FROM A MARXIAN VIEWPOINT

Monday, March 26, 4 p.m. - Tuesday, March 27, 11 a.m. and 4 p m
STUDIO THEATRE, 4 GLEN MORRIS STREET

Open to the University Community by appomtment only without charge

Phone 928-8674

A LANSBURY/DUNCAN/BERUH PRODUCTION
FROM COLUMBIA ^"Sfc^^Qp

l

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 13

EGLINTON f Of YONGE 466-5600

The hit
stage

play is

now on
the

screen!

FIND YOURSELF AT

HAIRWORKS
Hairworms is a new kind of hair place. For gals.

And their guys. Where young Glemby-trained
stylists cut your hair the way you want it to be cut.

And shaped. And styled. So that it swings
and bounces and always looks good. The way
it should. For hair that's the way you want it to be
. . . naturally! . . . visit Hairworks at Eaton's!

Shampoo, Haircut, Blower-Dry . . . short hair 8.00,
long hair 9.00, complete.

PHONE 861-3111
Beauty Salon—Eaton's College Street (2nd floor),

local 2376. Queen Street (3rd floor), local 2372.
Yorkdale, phone 789-6333. Sherway, phone
622-3311, local 357. Don Mills, phone 447-3331,
local 288. Bramalea, phone 457-4111, local 282.
Oshawa, phone 725-7373, local 202.

EATON'S
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Movies: pandering to sadist in us?
In the hierarchy of my private concerns, film violence has

only recently become a "problem". Although traumatized at an

early age by the witch in The Wizard of Oz, thus beginning a

lifelong aversion to anything resembling a horror film, I have

always been a Western freak, whether of the classic

Stagecoach or one of the innumerable Randolph Scott or Audie

Murphy oaters; and with no qualms about the villain's violent

end, either, since the hero's fury was always both provoked and

appropriate. His guns were either hung up or headed farther

west at the fadeout, and he would never have thought of taking

the opportunity to dispose of his enemy's wife, kids, and

relatives (a staple of both Greek and Chinese tragedy).

Although the morality was a simple one of white horses and
black hats, it did serve as sufficient justification for the events

of the plot.

Thus I don't think that I have any basic objections to the

depiction of violence, provided that it has some organic

relationship to context. Clearly, there are numerous examples of

works of art where violence is integral to the realization of the

author's intentions, and could not be omitted without
irreparable weakening of force: the execution of the three

soldiers in Paths of Glory, the murder of the old lady in Crime
and Punishment, and Goya's drawings of the Napoleonic Wars
in Spain suggest themselves at random. To forbid an artist the

use of violence would make as much sense as outlawing one of

the colors of the spectrum — we would see less, and be the

poorer for it.

In viewing several recent films, however, I have been par-

ticularly struck by the gratuitous and excessive character of the
violence portrayed. Although it happened to be The Godfather
which aroused the desire to write something about film

violence, A Clockwork Orange, Straw Dogs, or Dirty Harry could

-just as easily have touched off this particular string of mental
firecrackers, and of emotions all the more personally significant

precisely because they do not seem to be shared by my friends.

With regard to The Godfather, especially, I found myself at odds
with those whose opinions I usually share, or at least com-
prehend; thus, they felt necessity to tackle the "Violence in

Films" problem, despite the slightly boggling amount of atten-

tion it has already received in the Middle — and Highbrow
— media.

I think there are at least two major consequences for the

social surroundings in which we live. The first is difficult to

characterize precisely, but essentially involves a kind of num-
bing effect in terms of our sensitivity to the suffering of others.

Whether one chooses to use the phrase "Freedom of the Press"

or "Repressive Tolerance", it seems clear that the mass media

expose us to substantial doses of human misery, to which we as

isolated individuals can react in only limited ways — of which

turning off appears to be the most popular. Whether one

chooses to describe this as desensitization, alienation or infor-

mation overload, the basic situation is one of learning to ignore

unpleasantries over which one appears to have no control.

The second consequence may seem much less significant,

but it is personally important in terms of the manner in which I

want to discuss film violence. It concerns the method of argu-

ment characteristic of the muckracking style, which is essential-

ly, the a posteriori marshalling of causes to explain a given con-

temporary effect. The advantage, otthis method is that one can

"explain" just about anything through a judicious selection of

causes: thus although The Greening of America and Future

Shock describe antithetical social situations, and project . an-

tithetical futures, each is to a degree convincing within the con-

text of that set of information which the author has decided to

stress. The point is not that Reich or Toffler are phonies, or are

necessarily wrong. It is, rather, that their conclusions are deter-

mined by the particular intellectual filters through which they

view the world, and have a corresponding degree of validity.

Thus it would be quite simple to "explain" film violence by

choosing X number of causes. The only problem would be that

you wouldn't know anything more about it than when you
started to read this. And neither would I. Q.E.D.: we'll have to try

another strategy.

When in doubt, describe the situation.

If we start by examining the nature of film, we are im-

mediately confronted by the fact that film is an industry, a
business which operates on the same principles as General

Motors or Standard Oil. The name of the game is profit, and
maximum profit requires the maximum possible audience. That
the cinema ''was rapidly exploited" by some very adroit

businessmen, and not preserved for the exclusive pleasure of a

privileged class (as the ballet has been, for example), is perhaps
to be deplored, but should not delude us as to the possibility of

art "artist's cinema" free of commercial considerations. The
production companies exist, the theaters and distribution ap-

paratus exist, and these are social facts requiring the produc-

tion and consumption of film.

Production and consumption. The "success" of a film

equals the number of people who are willing to spend money to

— see it; and in a competitive situation in which movies are but

one of several potential choices available to the seeker after

entertainment, they must present an alternative to that which is

available for "free" — i.e. television. Since television program-

ming is fairly rigidly controlled as to violent or sexual content,

primarily because of its greater accessibility to children, it is not

surprising that the film industry has chosen to emphasize that

which is forbidden to TV: explicit sex and exaggerated violence.

Marshall Dillon makes it with Miss Kitty; Doc performs open

heart surgery on Festus' umpteenth wound.

Unlike the continuing furor over overt sexual content,

which has already brought about a four category rating system,

those few individuals who have concerned themselves with the

increase in film violence have not provoked any sort of mass

protest against this phenomenon. In view of the Social Darwinist

ideology of contemporary conservatism, and the identification

of a "liberal" position with a distaste for any kind of censorship,

we should probably not expect either analysis or concern from

the usual sources of controversial social issues; but remember-

ing the deficiencies of the "social criticism-muckraking" dis-

cussed above, this would not seem to constitute an objection to

a continuing consideration of film violence.

Perhaps the most overtly violent type of film is the

Western, where the drama of Good vs. Evil reduces to a naked

contest of force in the absence of strong social controls (the im-

potent Sheriff). In the "classic" Western {roughly, pre-1965),

the last twitch of the villains signals a moment of choice for the

hero: settling down with the banker's daughter, or riding off into

the sunset to seek further adventure. If we take these as

metaphors for the acceptance of triumph of an advancing

civilization, either decision symbolizes the victory of the com-

munity over the individual. Gemeinschaft marches on, either ab-

sorbing or pushing westward the man whose capacity for

violence is no longer relevant.

Contrast this with such more recent examples of the genre

as Little Big Man and A Fistful of Dollars. In the former, the

tables have been completely turned: it is the cavalry and the

settlers who destroy the more humane Indian culture, with

General Custer presented as the bloody-minded leader of a

Mongolian horde, rather than as the brave but injudicious

gallant of They Died With Their Boots On (1941) or Bugles in

the Afternoon (1952). A Fistful of Dollars celebrates the

destruction of a community through Clint Eastwood's clever

manipulation of competing sub-groups, and its sequels, par-

ticularly The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly, continue the theme

of the protagonist's abstraction from events in the surrounding
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society. In the latter film, only the jerks enlist in either the Union
or Confederate armies/while the smart guys hang loose and
pursue personal profit at the expense of both sides.

Although Little Big Man and Sergio Leone's "spaghetti
Westerns" present different pictures of the advancing society
- in the one case, pathologically aggressive, in the other, beset
by idiotic factionalism — both convey rather similar attitudes
toward the moral turpitude of American civilization. They indict

a society rather than an individual or a discernable group, as the
background of social corruption justifies the foreground of per-
sonal violence: in a world of rats, he who grabs the most cheese
is King.

"Indict a society" is perhaps too strong a phrase. . . or is it?

If we deal with the concept of "justification", it would appear
that the traditional Western legitimated violence as an ap-
propriate response to a specific and temporary historical situa-

tion, whereas more recent examples of the genre present
violence as a structurally organic feature of contemporary social

life. In terms of our increasing awareness of the ways society
does do violence to people (women, ethnic minorities, noncon-
formist youth), we could be tempted to conclude that this
represents an intellectual "coming of age" of the cinema, a
fuller comprehension of the "Violence is power" equation un-
derstood by such diverse men as Napoleon, Max Weber, and
Mao Tse-Tung. In view of the contemporary film's absence of

any mitigating sensibility or thought regarding the consequence
of social violence however, I doubt that we can accept it as
some sort of "reality therapy" for the past deficiencies of
movies — particularly when there exists a strong correlation

between the inclusion of graphic violence and the economic
success of the resulting film.

If the first thing we can derive from such films as Straw
Dogs, A Clockwork Orange, Dirty Harry, and The French Connec-
tion is a communication about the inherently violent nature of
our world, the second is surely a message about the appropriate
behaviour in this situation. The aggressive brutality of the police

in Dirty Harry and The French Connection is perhaps the most
obvious example: don't take the chance of misjudging Joe
Citizen, man, if he looks cross-eyed, zap him! The contrast with

the old style Western Sheriff, who had to be ridiculed and shat
on before retaliating, is evident; it's almost as if the old

"Preemptive Strike" theory of the think-tank nuclear madmen
has seeped down into the collective unconscious. Nice guys
finish last; shoot first, talk later, the only good is a
dead

: old cliches achieving a frightening reality.

The consequences for the social fabric, that precious area
of intersubjective agreement which makes social life possible,

can hardly be exaggerated. They are most evident in the sort of
Fortress Persona mentality operative in New York City, where
doors are triple — and quadruple — bolted and strangers are
enemies until proven otherwise, but may also be observed in the

52 per cent increase in personal assaults in Canada over the
last five years. We appear to be moving towards a realization of
Hobbe's conception of society as a "war of all against all.":

habits based upon a general trust of most people in most
situations are replaced by a generalized suspicion of everyone
characterized by evasion, dishonesty, and the mobilization of

hostile feelings.

To attribute these disturbing phenomena solely to an in-

crease in cinematic violence would of course be ridiculous. Up to
this point I have been attempting to provide a background, a
context, within which we can sensibly discuss and try to under-

stand an artificially isolated case ef what is commonly perceived
as the alienation, depersonalization, commercialization,
whatever, of contemporary life.

To use these giant-sized and mind-boggling words,
however, is to end discussion, to invoke the incomprehensible,
to admit defeat. The fault is not in the words themselves, or in

the very real situations which they describe, but in their

promiscuous use as the coins of a conventional wisdom in our
time. If we wish to make some intelligent application of them, I

think that we have to provide some content which we can un-
derstand together: hard, shared, collective experience, of which
watching films, and experiencing violence, is perhaps as good an
example as can be found.

So what happens when we see a particularly graphic depic-
tion of violence on the theater screen? For a significant portion
of the audience, we would probably have to define "see" as
"see as unreal": as the advertisement for the film Last House
on the Left reiterate, "Keep repeating, it's only a movie...only a
movie...only a movie." While this may be a "healthy" response,
in the sense that it at least temporarily preserves the sanity of
the viewer, we should perhaps examine a bit more closely the
type of conditioning going on here. ("Keep repeating.Jt's only
a gas chamber...only a gas chamber...only a gas chamber.")

It has become quite commonplace to decry the desen-
sitizing effects of the barrage of violence in the news media, of

watching the day's installment of the Vietnam war and attemp-
ting to relate to "93 Dead in Bolivian Air Crash." Although this is

usually described in highly moral terms, as a kind of not-nice

callousness towards the suffering of others, a more important

consequence would seem to me to be the acceptance of

violence as normative, as a basic and typical occurrence in the
social world. Sure is hard to get excited about Bolivian air

crashes (picket-line violence in Kitchener, a scream down the
block); familiarity breeds. . . familiarity: ho-hum, la-di-da, and the

automatic inclusion in the taken-for-granted world of everyday
phenomena.

From accepting violence as normative, it is but a small

step to adopt a totally fatalistic attitude towards it. In the case

of Bolivian air crash victims, this is both realistic (What could we
do about it?) and necessary (How can we internalize the pain of

the victims' loved ones?); but what about other situations in

which we have some actual or potential influence? Far from

representing either greater realism or the dissemination of

social consciousness, it would seem likely that the experience of

an unremitting flow of media violence operates to destroy our

capacity to either comprehend or deal with it.

Although the above remakrs refer specifically to the news

media, we should not underestimate the role of film violence in

encouraging a similar apathy. Most of us go to the movies as a

kind of special event, to which we devote some thought, discus-
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sion with friends, and expenditure of money; we expect some
return for this investment, and are proportionally more attentive
to (and thus more open to the influence of) whatever film we
have chosen. The question of the relative weight of the cinema
and the news media in promoting affective anesthesia can be
left to the social scientists; what is important here is the sub-
stantial contribution which film violence makes to this
phenomenon.

In contrast to those who see film violence as an unreal and
fantastic thing, and deny any validity or impact to what they see
on the screen, those who enjoy graphic violence grant it a validi-
ty which overshadows the events of their own lives: the former
conceive of violence as an unreal adjunct to life, while the latter
conceive of life as an unreal adjunct to violence. Assuming that
there are reasons for accepting the reality of both daily life and
violence (which I hope that the reader will grant), either reaction
can be fairly classified as a withdrawal from, or denial of the
basic conditions of being human.

Before moving on to a consideration of what can be done
for this "deranged community," I should add that I do not want

to imply some sort of exalted status for those who react

negatively to violence in films. Obviously this could be an equally

reality-negating response, although it at least contains the

potential for a constructive reaction to what seems to me to be
a rather unhealthy situation. We are familiar with the cultural

stereotypes of the bluenose, shrinking violet, or little old lady in

tennis shoes, however, and will not expect help from that

quarter.

How then should we attempt to deal with a phenomenon
such as violence in film? My first suggestion will likely seem
simple-minded, but it is made in the conviction that it is both an

often overlooked and potentially powerful method of getting

some feedback into contemporary communication processes.

Simply put, it is that we have to become more conscious of

ourselves as consumers of culture, and act accordingly.

In terms of personal relationships, for example, I suspect

that most of us act so as to minimize contact with people whom
we find either offensive or simply boring; and if they were the

only people inhabiting our social world, we would probably do

our damndest to find another one. We are aware of the

pressures towards conformity characteristic of social groups
and conscious of the fact that if we hang out with folks we don't
like, it is probable that (1) we will lead rather depressed lives
and (2) are more likely to be affected by their collective in-
fluence than they are by our individual one. Therefore we quite
sensibly seek a satisfying level of social reality.

With regard to "culture" or "entertainment," however we
seem to be much less aware of the effects of taking in what is
simply because it is readily available, If we accept the idea that
society shapes us, we need not accept the proposition that it
shapes us all in the same way; quite obviously, it doesn't which
seems to leave some room for the exercise of individual choice
and self-determination. We hold others to account for their ac-
tions, we attempt to control some of the content of some of the
areas of our lives, and I can see no reason why we should not
attempt the same thing concerning other kinds of inputs Like
Kultcnan.

Perhaps some exaggeration will make this clearer
Imagine, if you will, someone who confines his entertainment to
whatever happens to be on the Top 40 or the best-seller list or
for that matter, whatever happens to appear in the paper'
What will he be doing to himself? "Experiencing reality," or plac-
ing himself at the mercy of social processes which grind out
mass culture on purely economic riteria? And even if you enjoy
the products of the latter, it is difficult to applaud a life lived
with such a high degree of unconsciousness.

With the above in mind, I think we can have some im-
mediate influence on what is presented to us as entertainment
or culture by using our available assets of mind and awareness
in a more sophisticated way, based on thinking about how "You
are what you eat." For example, I have recently turned down in-
vitations to see Deliverance and The Getaway on the grounds
that, having read their reviews, I would find their violence upset-
ting, and found that none was mystified by it or thought that it

cast aspersions on my intelligence, personality, or sex.
If we can succeed in taking control over our personal range

of entertainment choices, we thus may begin a process which
will rescue audiences from a status equivalent to that of the Vic-
torian wife: prone and unresponsive? If this presumes too great
an influence by isolated, turned-on individuals, perhaps we
should next consider a social correlative for increasing
awareness.

I think a clue is provided by a previous reference to enter-
tainment as that which "is presented to us" - is in some sense
beyond our control. My -suggestion, which may again seem
simplistic, is that we devote more thought and energy to con-
structing (rather than merely choosing appropriately) a culture
which is rewarding in terms of creation as well as appreciation.

,
The major obstacle here, aside from again becoming con-

scious of the value of creating one's own culture, is probably the
cult of technical excellence which has had a strongly inhibitory
effect on broad participation in cultural activities. It is perhaps
most obvious in the sports culture, which consists of the
progressive elimination of practically everyone from competitive
sports, but can also be observed in such areas as "musical
education," where the talented child passes through a series of
filters leading to the social role of "musician". Although these
filters are often justified as timeless and eternal aesthetic
criteria, anyone familiar with either the changes in these stan-
dards over time, or with the large number of talented (and
usually innovative) musicians who receive no formal musical
education, will be aware of their culture-bound and highly
relative nature.

I am not arguing against excellence, but against a system
which operates so as to define it as that which is the exclusive
province of the few rather than a potentiality for the many. The
net effect of this attitude, when multiplied over most areas of
cultural endeavor, is to create the ideal consumer: passive, un-
thinking, and certain of his own lack of ability, alive only when
applauding the efforts of someone else.

The antidote? Again, I think, we must begin to be con-
scious of how things happen and how they affect us. If we arrive
at the conclusion that available cultural options are un-
satisfying, we have to move towards creating new ones; if our
music, literature, cinema, or whatever is inadequate, better an
attempt of our own, no matter how apparently inept, than either

useless bitching or fatalistic acceptance. This will almost cer-

tainly require the ability to work outside established institutions,

not least because our products will rarely meet accepted stan-

dards, but also because these institutions are incapable of

relating to culture based on individual needs for satisfaction

rather than an elitist conception of "excellence,"

If we can overcome our conditioned attitudes about
cultural forms and realize, for example, that there is no need for

us to make "movies" with professional actors and expensive
production processes, but that there probably is a need for us to

use the medium of photography in recording and understanding
our lives, we may be able to begin. If we can realize that

"literature" is not merely the printed page, but also those

thoughts and feelings which we scribble down and want to share
with others, we may be able to begin. And if we can realize that

"music" exists independently of records and concert halls,

exists wherever there are voices, hands, and feet with

something to express, we may fucking well succeed.

Before any of this can happen, however, a tremendous
amount of demystification and consciouness-raising needs to be
done, of which this piece of writing has been a personal

jumping-off point. It started out as an attempt to understand
what freaked me out about violent movies, grew and accreted

and escalated into whatever it has been for you, got kicked

around, initiated, and encouraged by lots of good people, and it

came out here. Somewhere along the way it ceased to be work
and became an experience— sort of like making love when
you're tired. Well, I'm tired, I'm spent, but if any of us got off

together. . . it was worth it.

Paul Stuewe

The preceeding article was adapted from The Chevron. A
reply to Stuewe's position was published the next week,
and it is printed on the following two pages.
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adapted from The Chevron

The discussion (problem? question?) of excessive violence

in film is dangerously close now to becoming a cliche.

"Excessive", I fear, is a word which demands parameters

and cannot be left to a presumed concensus of opinion.

"Excessive film violence" means no more than does "por-

nography" unless it is accompanied by an attempt at fixing it in

an understandable context.

(Admittedly, at first glance we seem to be caught up, as

far as definition goes, on an almost classically liberal escalator

of permissiveness and personal freedom, but this is a discussion

of personal views and consumer choice, not of law-making and

"protection of society from itself" — and, ultimately, we will be

concerned here with the quality of violence rather than quan-

tity.)

For example The Godfather, A Clockwork Orange, Straw

Dogs and Dirty Harry upset me, but if physical violence was

what put you off these films, I think you missed the real impact

of their message.

"Violence", as we all know in these days of enlightened

mass awareness of psychology, can take on many forms, and

the physical violence presented in the above-mentioned films

were, to me, certainly secondary to the "mental violence" aimed

at the audiences. At some I wanted to vomit, but mostly simply

to walk out and demand my money back. These movies, plus The

Getaway, The New Centurions, The French Connection and

others of recent vintage have put me off or angered me, not for

their portrayal of physical violence, but for their mindless and

uncritical reinforcement of society's roles, their intellectual and

literary banality and often — as with Clockwork Orange —
simply for their lack of sufficient technical competence to in-

terest me for the hour-plus. Perhaps some of these require in-

dividual comment about content to demonstrate the roots of my
objections, before stating the objections themselves.

The Godfather, for instance, turned into — after only 15

minutes — simply a series of exhibitions on how to kill people.

Soon, I was not interested in the characters, the plot, the ac-

ting. . . only guessing who would be done away with next and

what glorious new way the mafiosi would uncover to carry out

the murder. Even if you were able to brush aside this distraction

and pay attention to the characters, what was presented? Two
rival gangs of killers and exploiters, killing each other off for the.

right to get the biggest cut off the dope, gambling, prostitution,

show business and various other ventures they were involved in.

Except that that was not the way they were presented at

all. What you saw was a script dwelling almost lovingly on a

"good" gang of killers, and a "bad" gang came on screen oc-

casionally to supplement the sense of competition. The camera

took us inside the one family and we suffered with them the

trials of big-time crime through the murders, death and

"persecutions". We got to know them; many viewers were

even brought to like them. Since the other gang was just a

bunch of faces behind guns, what was there to like about them?
So we were "told" (cinematically) to like the only people

presented in any depth, however shallow. I was appalled when
many people I saw the show with and talked with later actually

felt sorry when Sonny got machine-gunned by "the others" at
the end. They had been manipulated into identifying and em-
pathizing with this gunman because the presentation had been
so one-sided, and we all know a movie-goer will pick someone to

identify with or lose interest, and The Godfather was too clever-

ly and slickly produced to lose most people's interest

And the presentation of women in The Godfather: Either

mindless receptacles for a penis and raiser of children or

passive* accepting ornaments with shoulders on which to cry

between he-man gun battles.

Straw Dogs at least started off with an acceptable enough
premise: pacifistic professor-type and wife try to get away from
it all in the smotheringly-closed-in society of a small English

village. Fine. Except that the wife turns out to be a flirtatious

nymphomaniac who has had an affair before with the village's

most menacing young workman. And then the whole village

(men only,- since that's all we see) turns into a gang of

murderous idiots and the wife gets willingly raped and the hus-

band finally unpacifistically kills a handful of the idiots in order
to protect his house (a man must choose a place to make a

stand). The view of men is that they are aggressive and
possessive by nature — even the ones who try to hide it or

repress it, tike the professor — and the view of women is that
they are constant prey to their overpowering sexual needs and
give themselves (sexually and loyally) in the end to the man who
will fight hardest for them.

Director Sam Peckinpah — who classifies females as
either "women" or "pussies" — has denied the universality of
Straw Dog's characters in several interviews, but the Peckinpah
stamp on a movie has become easily recognizable and almost

We emulate films;

deploring violence

isn't all there is

to solving problem

undeniably representative of the stereotypes of Straw Dogs.

Take his most recent "adventure", The Getaway. Other than the

fact that it is badly made and poorly paced — in a word, boring

— the film presents Steve McQueen-

as a man who loses his

sense of manhood when he learns his wife has had sex with

another man in order to get him out of prison; not only that, but

the "other man" has — as she put it — "gotten to her" in some

cryptic, dark, sexual way. In the same picture, the (previously

content?) wife of a veterinarian immediately becomes the will-

ing sexual plaything of a sadistic gunman when he abducts the

couple and eventually drives the vet — who has, natch, lost all

sense of worth upon losing the sexual loyalty of his wife — to

suicide. It would be hard for even Peckinpath to deny the

message of the simple-minded wife lingeringly fondling the

villain's upraised phallic gunbarrel in unmistakeable mastur-

batory fashion. Again the statement is there: men are for

dominating and fighting, women are for fighting over and fuck-

ing.

In Dirty Harry, the "criminal" was presented as a slavering

sadist, a craven coward of a sex maniac and he dressed funny.

The heroic policeman, on the other long hand of the law, was

beset by liberal legal restrictions and effete permissive

politicians. The only women were peripheral, but again: a

prostitute, a murdered nude girl and a passive policeman's wife

whose weight on the cop finally drove him to denounce his man-

ly job and, by inference, his manhood. He was "going back into

law", which from the cop's point of view is going from the side

of the law to the side of crime.

French Connection, basically the same story. The only

female in this movie was a promiscuous girl with whom the cop

spends one night before discarding her and going back "to the

job", which has no place for women.
tf this has not formed into some kind of identifiable and

almost conspiratorial pattern by now, try tuning in some of the

TV cop shows some night; they are, if anything, even more

explicit in their portrayal of men and women, crime and society.

In the only episode of Streets of San Francisco I have seen the

other night, the story centered on a young woman who had gone

to police college and wanted, of course, to work alongside the

men in the apprehending-dangerous-criminals work. Now, all

thoughts of the desirability of female cops over male cops

aside, the issue to be resolved in this episode was clear: either

she would make it and prove herself, or she would learn once

and for all the superiority of men. Of course, in our present

North American liberal atmosphere, I was sure the outcome

would not be as clear-cut as the situation seemed. Sadly, I was
right. After a vicious sadist had raped and killed the girl's

roomate — also a woman cop — she wanted naturally to be a

part of the hunt for the killer. The wise, old head"cop said no —
you know how emotional women can get about these things —
and she kept disobeying orders and messing things up trying to

get him anyway (women aren't as disciplined as men, and are

ruled by emotion, not mentality). In the end scene, the murderer

returns to her room while the men cops are out looking for him

and confronts her. She is a cop trained in karate and other kills,

but falls apart and screams when she sees him (have you ever

seen a male cop in film or on TV scream when confronted with

his quarry?). He knocks her around, her karate evidently for-

gotten in the emotion of the moment, and the killer is finally

shot from outside a window by a male cop who had returned to

the scene to rescue the woman.
Without letting this become a one-issue essay on male and

female role-playing, I simply want to make it clear through these

examples that it is this foVm of media violence, carried over in

popular, classical and rock music, art and books, which disturbs

and worries me much more than the realistic and even

"excessive" portrayal of physical violence.

That being said, I will try to return to the topic of physical

violence which I left off at the front of the piece. I believe, first

of all, that there is an important difference between "fantasy"

or "illusory" violence and "fictive" or "non-fictive" violence. I will

try to define these terms as I see and use them.

"Fictive" and "non-fictive" violence is that which occurs or

has occured in either a general or a particularized context, such

as gunfights, sword duels, wars of ancient or modern type,

murder, rape, etc. These appear in our newspapers and on our

TV sets and around us everyday and, while generally over-

dramatized by the media, are not creations of it. An example of

"non-fictive" violence would be a pseudo-documentary of a real

event, like In Cold Blood or Gunfight at the O.K. Corral. "Fictive"

violence would be films like Straw Dogs or Clockwork Orange.

These types are films which emulate, or even project beyond its

present scope, the violence of the society; emulating it, they are

also liable to be emulated in turn by those who see it, and are

turned on by it (Bremer being macho-sexually turned on by

Clockwork Orange before gunning Nixon and finally settling for
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Wallace; his own real-life experience with "the old ultra-
violence").

"Fantasy" or "illusory" violence, on the other hand, por-
trays ("projects, in the best sense of the world) types of
violence which come from the folk-tales, fantasies or violence-
repressive stories and themes of society, such as werewolves,
vampires, witches, invasions from Mars and horrible mutant
creatures. These stories rarely emulate any form of real
violence around us and, hence, do not leave themselves so open
to emulation. It is an enjoyed and shared illusion through which
one can absorb and repress: "It made me feel."

But to break this statement down into a simplistic two-
sided categorization of "those who are turned on by violence"
and "those who are upset by it" is both unfair and shallow.
Speaking personally, I am "turned on" in a semi-sexual way by
some forms of "fantasy" violence, but extremely upset by either
real violence or most portrayals of real violence, especially war
films. So which category shall I condemn myself to? Obviously
the question is much deeper.

To make my point here clearer perhaps than
I need, a

heritage of overwhelmingly approving and patriotic war films
provided an almost-perfect atmosphere for which men growing
up in the United States between 1940 and 1965 were prepared
to go to Vietnam and carry out there all the atrocities and "nor-
mal" carnages of war. There were, of course, wars before there
were war films, but my point here is that patriotic films took the
place; during that period of American history, of folk tales and
heroic stories which had before been passed on to young men
by spoken or written word; these films were an extension of that
reinforcement agency of society and gave those men something
to emulate, even often be proud of. The same can be said of
Westerns, They serve, with only the handfull of recent excep-
tions to reinforce the "rugged he-man individual-frontier" men-
tality and the male macho image which America still tries

desperately to hold dear. While few men, it is true, are tempted
to strap on their guns and shoot it out, it is the portrayal of fron-

tier justice, which is nearly the anithesis of modern liberal inter-

pretations of social and legal justice, which emerges as the
lasting and cumulative effect of these sagas. Matt Dillon is the
perfect attorney-general for the U.S.: cold, dedicated unmoving-
ly (and unmoved) to the Law, he places the unbending execution
of the Law above any human or humane considerations; it is the
Law which must be preserved, not the human beings caught up
in it.

Seen in this light, Straw Dogs is almost the perfect
Western updated. The hero, deserted by "civilization" during his
hour of crisis, ostensibly does not wish to use his guns (he has
"hung them up", dislikes bloodshed, etc.) but in the end is

"forced" to - because of an arbitrary tolerance line he has
drawn (protection of his house, the citizens, Law, etc.) — and
when he does kill, it is completely "justified"; the killings are
seen, in retrospect, as "inevitable" and now, under Peckinpah,

even as enjoyable — a necessary release.

"Fantasy" violence - and here I should add that I include

the highly sensual sense of fear which many so-called terror

movies employ instead of actual blood-and-guts violence con-
versely gives the viewer-reader-listener no role to emulate, no
heritage to uphold, no background of which to have great pride;

the person or persons you identify with in order to experience
the "fright" have no carry-over outside the walls of the theatre.

It is ephemeral, non-particularized, too difficult to bring down to
the level of our own lives and, on top of that, too much fun. If a

quote-horror-unquote movie is done badly or is too much of a

cliche, I laugh through it; indeed many are done with just this

purpose in mind... they are intended to be parodies of the
genre. If a war movie or western is done badly I do not laugh,

and neither do those who take them to heart.

And so my conclusion, I think, is this — talk of "excessive"

violence in films is a red herring; is, in fact, totally undefinable

and misleading, like "redeeming social value" in the argument
over literature. It draws you away from the real issues, the "gut"

questions, the aspects which we, must live with, day by day.

The graphic portrayal of physical violence was paramount
to films like Catch-22, Deliverance or The Wild Bunch. It was
central to the film's — and book's — theme and without it the

power of the movie would have been lost. But that is a moot
point: it is my personal evaluation, it is telling you where my
"squeamishness line" is drawn. It is important only after a first

consideration is applied: what type of violence was portrayed

and how was it presented (approval or disapproval). The gore in

Catch-22 sickened Yossarian, and it sickened me and it should

have shocked and sickened everyone who saw it; that was its

purpose. It was not meant to make a hero or martyr of the man
who was killed, but to show him as a victim, in the full and ab-

surd sense of the Catch-22 mentality. Was it "excess" to show
the kid's guts hanging out? The question is unanswerable. But

ask this question: What was the intent of the film, how did it por-

tray people? Or, perhaps better, what sort of people did it give

us to portray? Those are questions that can, and should, be

answered before questions of technical skill in presenting death

and dismemberment are argued. Catch-22 presents a view

which runs counter to the prevailing patriotic and military

heritage in North America and the Western World; The Green

Berets is just another attempt to present that heritage. The

question of which, or even whether both, presents, "excessive"

violence in its physical form does not interest me. Enough.

Now, having come to that, there is still the question of

alternatives. The first, of course, is critics. This is admittedly a

weak alternative, but one worth mentioning. After comparing a

few reviews to the movies, you can draw some definite con-

clusions as to which critics you carrtrust as far as fairly ar-

ticulating the thrust of the film, and which cannot or do not. I

have seen enough previews and read enough reviews by people

I trust and respect to avoid The Green Berets and even com-

ment on it without having seen it. I knew I did not want to pay

the people who made it, nor subject myself to the forms of

violence and role-portrayal it presented. While that particular

decision was fairly straight-forward, I must confess that other

movies present less precise distinctions. I still don't know, for in-

stance, whether I should have avoided Patton as I did, since

some reviewers indicated it approvingly portrayed the general
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and others saw it as having an almost anti-war tenor. But, I

stayed away from it.

There are other, and probably better, forms of action. Walk
out, demand your money back. There are few movies I have felt

that strongly about, but the alternative exists; even if you don't

get a refund, the manager is aware of your objection and you
have removed yourself from an unpleasant situation. Write
letters to editors, talk to your friends. When you disapprove of a
popular movie, ask you friends why they enjoyed it. Perhaps
they honestly haven't thought it out; at any rate, it is better to

talk it out than just nod and say, "Well, I didn't like it."

And "making our own" (music, art, films, etc.) can be an

alternative. But they are weak and fairly unrealistic alternatives
at this point. In the first place, until you are working at it full

time, few of us can manage financially or time-wise, to produce
any form of art but the most basic, the most amateur and so,

the least appealing and powerful. This is not "mystifying" the
process of making films, music, etc.; it is recognizing the
realities of the hard work, time and experience demanded in do-
ing them in ways that contain potential to affect people's lives

in ways other than making them laugh at incompetence.
In the end, I suppose, it comes right down to you; your

judgement, your choice of critics and friends to trust, your own
method. George Kaufman
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walks behind the elephant, and the elephant goes
where the guy who owns the circus decides....
Business and government are the Scylla and
Charybdis filmmakers have to sail by. To the
few who make it through, the censor is a minor
squall very near port."

Phoniness always bothers me more than the

vice it covers, so plain old garden-variety, we-

won't-let-you-see -that censorship doesn't trouble

me much. I'll be alright if thfey bar Last Tango in

Paris. I can imagine scenes that would burn holes

in the film.

Often enough I get a kick out of censorship.

Mona Lisa does nothing for me, but put a black

rectangle across her eyes and she becomes art; I

really dig not being allowed to see things that are

OK in New Brunswick; 1 loved it when the Varsity

appeared during the FLQ affair with "CENSORED"

replacing lines of type; I love the beeps and little

soundless passages in talk shows, the triple

asteriks in Esquire. Was it shit? cock? fuck? cunt?

pee? poo? tit? Are you allowed to say tit? Once I

was given $100 to play a left-wing extremist.on a

Norm Perry show and I wanted to test the

aesthetic possibilities of beeps. For example, I

would answer a perfectly civil question -with a

chain of curses, all the time looking composed as

a cucumber. If Perry tried to ask why I'd done it,

I'd swear while he did, making him beep back at

me. I thought about using beeps for punctuation

(I'm fine, thanks, Norm, beep). Unfortunately I

found out that the show was live and uncensored,

so I didn't get to do it.

Overt censorship makes everybody an artist.

When Abbie Hoffman appeared on the Merv

Griffin show as a black band on the screen and a

disembodied voice, we were told it was because

he wore a shirt made fromjhe flag, but can you

ever really be sure? In my heart I run with that

fringe per cent who don't believe for a second that

anybody has been anywhere near the moon.

Phony censorship, however galls me, and for

every ounce of the old high school debating topic,

there is a ton of sneaky programmed selections

advertising themselves as free choice. Most of it

isn't at all connected with censorship boards, but

a little of it is, in a grey, semi-overt way.

There are two co-ordinates for a censor: the

boinggg test is one. (If a work makes him go

boinggg, it's bad and oughtn't to be shown). The

other co-ordinate is pressure, and the censor

reacts to pressure on his office the same way he

reacts to pressure under his robes. The Ontario

Film Censorship Board, for instance, takes com-

munity standards — i.e. standards from the com-

munity — very seriously. So, if you want to see

Last Tango, write the board. I'm told it really will

make a difference (particularly because they will

be tottering on that one anyway. Deep Throat,

however wilt be an uphill fight.)

It is not only the public who apply pressure,

though. Titticut Follies was a cinema-verite

documentary filmed in an american mental

hospital, as critical as film can be. ("How often do

you masturbate", asks a psychiatrist. "About

three times a day", a patient replies. "Too much!"

says the doctor.) The film was turned down for

showing here at the same time as Morton

Shulman was muck-raking the Ontario Mental

Hospital system. The provincial government did

not want the added publicity and asked its board

to block the movie. It was banned for nudity and

profanity, if I recall correctly.

The censor board also sways to movie industry,

pressure, which while it serves some films, leaves

others even more vulnerable. Movie distributors

are not artists, they are businessmen, and they try

to put a buck where it will bring back two. The

Godfather was a sure-fire hit; Sweet Sweetback's

Badass Song on the other hand was keyed to a

black audience that didn't exist in Ontario, so if it

was banned it would not be a big revenue loss. It

was banned. A Clockwork Orange, fronted by

Kubrick's name, fame and distributor support,
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cept that, what is financed is also an indicator of

what is not financed. Perhaps the greatest black-

list in the history of art is against ugly people.

The pressure of sticking with what will be sure

to make money comes as close as the local

theatre. Those terrible, awful shorts that are the
staple in Toronto first-run houses (particularly the
Hollywood) are not just bad by chance. They are

either part of the distributor's package (i.e. the

short comes with the movie) or they are chosen
because they are free (a promotional film for

French wines, or the like.) And there is a strong in-

centive to book the worst short available. It is

usually estimated that a theatre makes 25* for

every admission dollar out of the overpriced pop-
corn and soft-drinks, and the worse the short, the
more popcorn sold. If the theatre is running The
Godfather and returning 90 per cent of the profit

to the distributor, you can bet the manager wants
to butter a lot of popcorn.

Even where the theatre people are in it for love

of movies, as they are at the Roxy or the Revue,
there are still plenty of barriers between what
they would like to show and what you get to see.

With most art films, there are only one or two
prints in the country, and they must be shipped to

the independent operator from wherever they

were last shown, perhaps right across the country.

If the film hasn't shown before in the country, a

fee must be paid to each provincial censorship

board for clearance. (Approximately $70 for an
everage length film in Ontario.) In many cases the

distributor figures, rightly, that it isn't worth it for

the money involved. So the Revue lost Marco
Ferrari's Wedding March. In some cases a North

American distributor wants far more money than

a small Canadian art house can take in, which is

why Jodorowski's El Topo, distributed by Alan

Klein, has never been seen here. And, since the

repertory theatres are dependent on later

showings of films receiving their first-run down-
town, they suffer whenever a first-run art house

discontinues its booking policy — and first-run art

houses are dropping like flies.

Theatres showing Canadian features have the

added burden of having to compete with the

massive pre-selling that American films have

before they cross the border. Just how massive

this pre-sell is, can be seen by the fate of Syrinx, a

high-quality local art-rock group. (While this is

switching industries, the recording business and

the movies business can be regarded as pretty

much interchangeable: Arlo Guthrie was told by

Warner Brothers Records to shorten down his ver-

sion of The City of New Orleans in order to assure

it enough AM air-play for a chance at top fifty

sales. Guthrie was a big enough star to refuse.

Most aren't. The standard recording contract, like

the old movie studio contract, gives the company
the right to release a record in pretty well any

shape it bloody well pleases.) Syrinx's Canadian

records were backed by a financing house who
market researched the U.S. and concluded that,

while the record could sell 70,000 copies there,

that would not be enough to pay for the advertis-

ing necessary to break into the market. The band

stayed here, and later split up.

The alternative to business money for film-

makers and artists is government money. But

government censorship is just as bad, only more

openly political. The National Film Board and the

CBC are notorious for the restrictions they place

on projects. The This Hour Has Seven Days case

was only exceptional for the arrogance the

network showed in the face of the public's support

of the program. The Canadian Film Development

Corporation has been more discreet, but it

becomes clearer and clearer that certain films

don't get financed. There was a spate of movies

promised out of the FLQ kidnappings and repres-

sion, but none raised the money. Now even La

Guerre, Yes Sir has had its financing dropped by

the CFDC, for reasons that a number of film peo-

ple suspect are pretty political. Business and

government are the Scylla and Charybdis film-

makers have to sail by. To the few that make it

through, the censor is a minor squall very near

port.

Beyond official censorship and economic cen-

sorship there is the more opaque territory of self-

censorship and censorship of style. It is the most

pervasive and hardest to describe. I used to have

a regular column in Maclean's Magazine called

Token Radical. It continued until the editor who

hired me, and the editor in whose section I

appeared, were both fired. I wasn't fired though,

and sent in my next column, which was about that

demonstration at the American consulate a few

years back where the police made a lot of arrests

and broke it up with their horses. The column was
the angriest I had written. It was also the first one
that was ever rejected — on the grounds that it

just wasn't very well written. Who knows, it might
not have been. In writing as in movies it is hardest
to create a committed work. It is equally hard to
read one, often embarrassing or threatening to
turn embarrassing at any moment. It is not the
style.

Earlier at Maclean's, I wrote about a friend who
climbed up the CBC tower one lunchbreak and got
arrested for attempted suicide, a bit beaten up
and booked into the mental hospital at 999 Queen
Street for observation. My approach was a

straight, fact by fact, biased narrative, except for

one point where I broke into italics to write:

"Sweet God — excuse me this one editorial com-
ment — the cops ask a man if he was attempting
suicide and he says no, and they book him for

attempted syicide; and he says don't push me so
they push him harder; they knee him and punch

by the end I found myself more and more learning

the style. I hadn't been bullied. If anything, I'd

been protected. It just happens to you. "When
people of talent get involved in the movie,

business", says Pauline Kael, "They rarely play

their talent straight, they bend it to what they
think of as the "demands" of the medium — that
is, to what movies have already done."

The last piece of mine that Mclean's published

was a follow-up to an earlier one I had written giv-

ing Hell to the National Hockey League for ripping

off hockey. I received over a hundred letters (a

Maclean's landslide] and did the follow-up piece

by confronting Clarence Campbell, Hockey
Canada, John Monroe and some others with my
bulging portfolio. Of course I discovered that none
of them gave a sweet damn about my hundred
representative, angry hockey fans, who had about
as much sway with the NHL as they had with

General Motors. So that was what I wrote.

After I handed in my copy I got a call from Phil,

the interim editor after Gzowski's dismissal. Phil

"It'll be all right if they bar Last Tango in Paris.

I can imagine scenes that would burn holes in the

film."

him and he asks for a doctor and the doctor

arrives with the man who kneed and punched him;

and a psychiatrist asks him if he heard voices,

and he says no, and so he gets committed to a

mental hospital; and then THEY say that HE is ac-

ting strangely!"

When I handed the piece in, Peter Gzowski,

who was then the editor, particularly liked that

paragraph, saying that was the kind of thing he

would dearly love to write, but couldn't. Not that

he didn't have the skill, not that he had been for-

bidden, but one in his position just didn't.

(As an aside, McClelland and Stewart recently

called me to say they wanted to reprint the CBC
tower piece in a new sociology textbook for

high school students. The only change they want-

ed was the deletion of that paragraph, which they

hoped I would understand. It was a sunny day and

I was feeling spry so I told them all or nothing.)

I was only at Maclean's eight months or so, but

was worried that my piece was so cynical it would

make the section of letters to follow pretty

superfluous. He wondered if I couldn't offer a little

more hope — not change my beliefs, but maybe

just lighten my prediction some. He asked me to

think about it. I did and I figured, when you came

right down to it, a sentence or two, sorrounded by

thousands of others, laid out between bright-

coloured, high-priced, motivationally-researched

ads — a sentence or two couldn't make much

difference. I thought, "What the Hell". I was low

on money at the time, unsure about a job, and

changed the ending to read, "Actually, I would be

pretty pessimistic if it weren't for the letters, but

if that many people stay that mad, and start get-

ting together with more mad people, we sure

could unseat some politicians and maybe even

some hockey czars" — which made us all as hap-

py as we could be, under the circumstances.

Bob Bos sin
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Canadian capitalism

gone on the blink

"In key sectors of the Canadian

economy non-residents are in a position to

take decisions contrary to the well-being of

Canadians. And that has in fact come about

in industries as important as automobiles,

titanium, radios, chemical products, optical

products and many others. Foreigners will

decide if our oil wells are to be worked or

closed ... and wilfcollect the profits."

-Pierre Trudeau, 1958

m.
! IV

Much has happened since 1958 to further reduce

Canada to an economic and political satellite of the American

leviathan and yet the telling evidence of dependent status has

almost become lost in a shuffle of useless reports masking

almost total inaction on the part of successive Liberal and

Conservative governments.

Trudeau's essay is one of "14 probes into the workings of

a branch plant economy" contained in a Last Post special called

Corporate Canada.

Edited by Marc Starowicz and Rae Murphy of the Last Post

staff Corporate Canada attempts to serve "as a layman's

guide to the basics of Canada's economic and political crisis".

Most of the articles appearing in Corporate Canada have

previously appeared in the Last Post, a muckraking alternative

Canadian news magazine.

In the essays on various Canadian corporations and their

activities the authors go beyong the distortions and super-

ficialities one reads daily in the average commercial newspaper

and analyze what is behind the events.

Contemporary writing on economics in Canada is by and

large an economics of acceptance, acceptance of the myths of

orthodox liberal economics. Mel Watkins, a left-wing U of T

economics professor, says in the introduction that the conven-

tional economist relies on two myths: that the market is the

basic source of power and that the state is a "neutral entity able

to intervene when the populace wills to correct any imbalance."

Watkins argues that Marx offered the best insight into the

modern capitalist state when he said "the executive of the

modern state is but a committee for managing the common af-

fairs of the bourgeoisie." He goes on to observe that "in

hinterland areas therefore it is the owners, top managers and

financiers of the foreign based multi-national corporations that

are the contemporary ruling class. Where the power lies Is most-

ly outside Canada."

However, the essays in Corporate Canada are not merely

about the well-documented activities of American multi-national

corporations. Eaton's, one of the most well-known Canadian

corporations, comes under fire in what is one of the best es-

says in the collection.

One might well prescribe this piece as required reading for

those who might think an independent capitalist Canada is an

objective to be worked for.

Eaton's is exposed by Starowicz as a corporation that has

continually fought attempts of its employees to unionize. It was
investigated during the 1930's by a Royal Commission because

of its high prices and sweat shop wages.

Eatons now has 50,000 employees across Canada and the

Eaton family owns 48 department stores, 5 warehouses, 352
catalogue sales offices and many undeveloped parcels of land.

With an estimated fortune of 400 million dollars the Eaton em-
pire is one of the largest concentrations of political and

economic power in Canada.

« Starowicz details how this empire has been built by super-

exploitative wages, poor working conditions, arbitrary manage-
ment, and powerful pressure on the press and on governments.

In the thirties it was revealed by women employees that

they were harassed and harangued into making the minimum of

$12.50 a week on piecework. This required the completion of

twelve dresses a day, which was almost physically impossible.

In those days a group of 40 women in a department were

fired when they tried to bargain with management as part of a

union. In 1951 a vote was held on certification of the Retail,

Wholesale and Department Store Union and after a three year

union organizing campaign the workers voted 4880 to 4020 not

to join the union. This reflected a massive organizing and

publicity effort by the company against unionization which

spread lies about the union and which also involved four well

timed raises, a better pension scheme and benefits.

Yet in 1970 the average wage for saleswomen in a Toron-

to store,was $1.70 an hour as compared to $2.00 an hour for

salesmen, far behind the unionized industrial sector. The union

still gets many calls from Eatons' workers but they are told

about the loss in 1951,

Starowicz also reveals how the daily press in Toronto and

Montreal are influenced by the moguls of the Eaton empire. One
reporter in Montreal was fired after an Eatons' boss complained

about a humorous piece he had done about the Santa Claus

parade. In Toronto the Telegram twice killed a Marc Zwelling

story about the layoff of 200 Eaton's employees in 1970. Zwell-

ing now works for the Last Post.

The Eaton's empire was built on many questionable prac-

tices, including the use of loss leaders to drive smaller retailers
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out of business, special discounts from manufacturers to un-

dersell competitors, the forcing of workers to work at intolerable

speeds at low wages.

In another article titled "Why the CPR doesn't Like You",

Bob Chodos demonstrates how another huge Canadian corpora-

tion has dedicated itself to phasing out rail service in spite of

passenger demand. Begun with government financing as part of

Macdonald's National Policy in the 1880's, the CPR is a cor-

porate agglomeration unconcerned by people's needs and solely

concerned with profit.

In fact when the National Railways Act came into effect in

the late sixties, which required railways to justify any cuts in ser-

vice, the CPR applied to drop all its passenger service except its

lucrative Toronto to Montreal run. Apparently now more in-

terested in developing its hotel chain, airline, transport system

and freight service and other enterprises, Canadian Pacific

greeted the refusal to cut off many runs by curtailing services

and discouraging passengers.

It made its times inconvenient, it raised meal prices, cut

dining and sleeping car service and did everything it could to dis-

courage passengers. An apathetic Liberal government in Ot-

tawa did not fight too hard and CPR was allowed to make some
reductions in service. This co-operation with federal

governments has remained despite the fact Sir John A. is long

gone.

Chodos goes on to explore the trends in Canadian rail ser-

vice, suggesting that even CN appears preoccupied with a

desire to make a profit from passenger service. He cites a study

made by an Ontario transportation economist which argued that

not only is rail service cheaper than air but a considerable deficit

is justified in view of the fact that more expensive airline

transportation is subsidized through airport and other subsidies

which add up to more than $100 million.

In the last essay in this expose of the Canadian dream
Ralph Surrette explores the decline of the family farm and how
this development has actually been encouraged by government
policies. The facts of the desperate situation of rural Canada
are quite familiar but what Surette explains is that the trend to

corporate farming, which is destroying a way of life, has been
encouraged by a heartless federal government in concert with

agri-business.

Branch plant economy

hurts most Canadians

No wonder a small farmer can't stay in business when the
free market allows wholesalers to reap huge profits while
farmers and small retailers get almost nothing. The farmer only

gets ten per cent of the final selling price of his produce while
vast corporations such as Kraftco milk every last penny out of

consumers. The eastern urban elites of Canada, Surette
charges, have aided in these developments, encouraging rural

depopulation and ignoring the chaos in the free marketing
system,

Overproduction has been encouraged by corporations

eager to get cheap products for processing and maximize
already exorbitant profits. Surette concludes that in essence
the problem is the same as that in other sectors of the Cana-
dian economy; that not enough is spent on research and
development and nothing is being done to fight American con-

trol through land ownership and the exploitative practices of its

large food processing corporations.

In the second series of six brief essays Corporate
Canada explores the continentalist pressure on the Canadian
economy and the disastrous results in energy resource in-

dustries, in high technology industries such as computers and
3 electronics and finally the war industry and the National Hockey

League. In all these case studies the authors detail how
American control has resulted in detrimental effects for

Canada. Much of the information on the extent of American
ownership in the Canadian economy is common knowledge but

what is often forgotten is just how that ownership leads to con-

trol and how decisions are based on profitability on an inter-

national scale. The stories in the computer industry and the

electronics industry are a case in point.

As in all high technology Canadian industries there is a
high degree of American ownership and this has resulted in the
decline of both computer and television and radio tube
manufacturing. While Canadian and world sales are booming
Canadian branch plants such as General Electric and
Westinghouse are closing plants. While the computer industry is

the fastest growing industry in the world Canadian firms are go-
ing out of business and branch plants are phasing out
operations.

The degree of American control has resulted in an in-
creased tendency to import what technology still is required and
not even produce enough for the Canadian market. Research
and development in Canada by Canadians is almost non-exis-
tent. The proportion of imports is increasing in proportion to
domestic production. Clearly Canada has completely lost control
of her economy in these vital areas.

Despite the Science Council of Canada's warnings about
these trends in high technology industries and the dire con-
sequences of foreign control, the Trudeau government has done
absolutely nothing to develop publicly owned industry of this
type in Canada. This despite the fact that particularly in the
computer industry, this is vital to our future economic develop-
ment and independence from subservience to the American em-
pire.

One of the most obviously distatesful areas of foreign con-
trol is in the arms industry. Canada is one of the world's leading
arms producers and its largest customer is the United States.
Starowicz shows how this industry is dominated by American
firms and is in fact subservient to the American State Depart-
ment. Though the Canadian government has kindly set up a
marketing agency for the branch plant war industry, deals must
still be approved by the American state department because
most of the arms producing companies are American owned.

Canada is a leading producer in aircraft, radar, guidance
systems and guide^missiles. One government official is quoted
as saying; "Let's face the facts - as long as we have defence
forces we have a defence industry, and as long as we have that
industry, they have to have foreign markets."

Therefore, Canada acts as a chief supplier of the U.S. war
machine in its various efforts from Korea to Vietnam co-
operating through a defence sharing agreement as well as two
military alliances, NATO and NORAD. "An independent Foreign
Policy for Canadians" was the title of a Trudeau review of our
foreign policy published several years ago. Can anyone take this

seriously while Canada acts as a powder monkey for the largest

imperialist military power in the world?

In resources the same story unfolds as Trudeau and Joe
Greene tried to conceal the obvious when they denied the
existence of a continental energy pact. Gord Cleveland looks at
Joe Greene's nationalist speech at Denver and exposes it as a
ploy to distract Canadians from the sell-out of their natural
resources. He- shows how high-level American planning com-
mittees consider a continental energy policy as essential to

America's continued growth as the most powerful state in the
international capitalist economic system.

The continental energy pact never needed to be signed. It

is proceeding as scheduled with the James Bay development
(financed by American capital to exploit Quebec's hydro power
for American consumers), and the Mackenzie Pipeline while

natural resource industries continue to have the higherst degree
of American domination in any sector of the Canadian economy.
Canada's most irreplaceable resources are being sold out and
the Trudeau government just sits back and watches, occasion-

ally 'rousing itself to help the Americans complete their take-

over.

The final insult is the decline of Canada's "national sport",

hockey, with the expansion of the National Hockey League to

the United States in 1967, ironically the centennial year. This

has resulted in a lower quality of hockey and marks the com-

plete commercialization of the sport. Only three franchises out

of 16 in 1973 are in Canada (and only two are Canadian own-

ed). Hockey Night in Canada has fallen from its former top po-

sition in Canadian television ratings as the game becomes so

diluted that aficionados no longer bother watching what was
once the weekly showpiece of the Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation.

The final section deals with the government response or

lack of it. It is fitingly titled "The Politics of the Last Resort".

The Trudeau government is lambasted in three successive es-

says for its bakrupt policies such as the DREE (Department of
Regional Economic Expansion) grants that have only contributed
to the coffers of large corporations and failed to solve regional
disparities, and its lack of effective response to Nixon's protec-
tionist economic policies of August 1971. All Trudeau could do
was go to Washington and beg for exemption.

Corporate Canada is in many ways a depressing book
but necessarily so. The utter bankruptcy of the response of the
present government and the Canadian capitalist classes has
been reflected in encouragement they give to the imperialism

Major league hockey

a bush league sport

of American multinational corporations. Behind the figures lie

the real effects of American control, the degeneration of Can-
ada into an advanced banana republic, manipulated from Wash-
ington and New York. We are what economist Kari Levitt calls
"the world's most developed underdeveloped country".

However Corporate Canada fails to go beyond pointing out
the deficiencies of the capitalist system. Its only failure —
but a crucial one - is the limitation of muckraking journalism:
solutions are only vaguely stated and alluded to, not clearly
stated and integrated into an overall critique of the system.

For example, the Globe and Mail, Canada's "national
newspaper" publishes muckraking stories, but refuses to realize

that these are just examples of the inherent contraditions of the
capitalist system. And while the Last Post journalists are cer-
tainly more analytic, "Corporate Canada" is still limited in its

overall analysis. It suffers, as many collections of essays do.
from a lack of a coherenTanalysis.

What should have been included to lengthen and increase
the effectiveness of the book is an overall analysis of why Cana-
dian capitalism has ened up in this sorry state and what are the
forces that maintain it that way.

At times, the book also makes it possible to conclude that

some of the Last Post writers have plunked for socialist

solutions to the problems they outline only because Canadian
capitalism has failed to produce Canadian independence. They
sometimes" seem to reject an independent capitalist Canada
only because Canadian capitalists don't want it, rather than
because they consider it undesirable per se. This can come
close to anti-Americanism, rather than opposition to American
imperialism. On the whole, however, the book does steer clear

of this pitfall.

Certainly, though, the point Corporate Canada could have
made more explicit is thaUhe bourgeois solutions of the ilk of

the reformist Committee for an Independent Canada are irrele-

vant in terms of solving Canada's problems. What Canada is

facing is a crisis of capitalism. The only solution is the establish-

ment of socialism, and this, in the Canadian context, implies a

strategy that links the struggle for socialism with the struggle

for independence, while never losing sight fot the fact that

socialism is the overall goal.

Thus, such reformist goals as 51 per cent Canadian
ownership, more laws restricting corporate dealings and other
CIC type demands are mere tinkering and won't solve Canada's
economic crisis. It is necessary that socialists continue to

expose the contradictions of Canada's state as a dependent
capitalist satellite, subject to the dictates of the metropolitan

power of the American empire.

The book does, however, make the useful contribution of

detailing, in no uncertain terms, some of the major problems

of the Canadian economic system.

Corporate Canada, the Canada of bought-off capitalists

and corrupt Liberal politicians is fast reaching its crisis.

As its collapse becomes more complete socialist alternatives'

will become essential if Canada is to survive as anything other

than a junior partner in the American empire.

Corporate Canada,

A Last Post Special,

James Lewis & Samuel, $1.95

Bob Bettson

'YOU'RE A GOOD MAN CHARLIE BROWN 1

HART HOUSE THEATRE - U of T

MARCH 21-24 8:30 p.m. - TICKETS S2.50, $2.25

HART HOUSE BOX OFFICE - 92B-B668

INFO. - J. BYRNES — J2S-2987

University of Toronto

ORGAN RECITALS
March 26 Anita Rundans

April 2 Charles Peaker

Harry McCarthy, Baritone

April 9 Olive Strand

Monday afternoons al 5.05 p.m.
Convocation Hall

GAG NOTES
a division of

ACADEMIC OVERLOAD
announces these services;

-ANNOTATED EXAMS of 1971,

72,70: QUESTIONS & AN-
SWERS for all science and en-

gineering courses years 1 & 2
prepared by our staff of gradu-

ates;

answers 25$ per page

questions 15* per page

-EXAM COPIES of 70,71,72:

all years, all subjects

-COPY MACHINE 5c per page

OPEN 7 days a week - 8:30 a.m.

to 10 p.m.

179 COLLEGE ST. (stairs at

side) PHONE 922-1600
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oops!
Last week, in a review of James Reany's

Poems, we stated that an entire one-page

poem had been printed upside down, which was
perfectly true. However, we ascribed this to a

"hilarious pasteup error". Tim Inkster of

-Porcepic Press has since instructed us that the

peom was so printed deliberately. Our
apologies.

And, three books reviewed, also by Press

Porcepic, sell in a set of four for ten dollars.

The books already mentioned are Tales sur la

pointe des pieds, Angel, Bumblebee Dithyramb

and the fourth is The Topolobampo Poems.

No doubt you don't have any time to wander

off to movies these days, but if you do, there's

a few things around. Tonight you can see

Citizen Kane at the Roxy (seven and 10:45)

m the increasingly unlikely event that you

haven't seen that staggeringly good movie. At

9:05 Touch of Evil is playing, an example of

later, lesser Welles — a stylish, empty thriller.

Friday and Saturday evening at St. Mike's

Woody Allen's Play it Again, Sam is the bill.

Allen is somebody you either like a lot or not at

all, so caveat emptor.

Revue Repertory Theatre has an odd pairing

of films Saturday and Sunday. Harold and
Maude is an offbeat, May-December romance
starring Seymour Cassel and Ruth Gordon.

Trlstana is one of Luis Bunuel'sunique works

of cinema art.

Next Tuesday at the Roxy, you can see a pair

of films appropriate to the dull, oppressive

exam-time feeling. Appropriate, that is, to

relieving the feeling. A Day at the Races
and At the Circus by the Marx brothers. Their

comedies are as viewable as ever, and will do
wonders for your doldrums.

pop
The Survival Conference continues this

week, providing some good free music. That
great U of T favourite, String Band is playing

tonight at 10 pm in the Hart House music room.
Humphry and the Dumptrucks enter-

tain at Innis College, 63 St. George, on Friday

at 10 pm. A songwriter's workshop with former
Fug Tuli Kupferberg, Luke Gibson, Bob
Bossin and others (possibly Valdy) is schedul-
ed for four pm Friday afternoon in Innis College

As well as learning how to survive at the con-
ference you can help the Quebec-Gothic
Tenants' Association pay off their $4000 legal

debt incurred in their fight against high-rise

developers by buying a ticket to the Gothic
Rock-It Concert at eight pm at Convocation
Hall tomorrow. The $2 admission brings five

hours of entertainment including the talents of
Toronto singer Beverly Glenn-Copeland
and the illusions of magician Doug Henning.
Also featured are keyboard, man Bill King and
drummer Bill Usher and the folk guitar duo of
John Lyle and Derek Stephenson/ plus
the eight member band Horn/ who record for
GRT.

Appearing at the Riverboat this week is

Toronto's Joe Mendelson who's just released
an album called "Mr Middle Of the Road"
(Nobody/GRT). Mendelson accompanies
himself adequately on guitar, drums, piano and
bass on the LP's 16 selections (many of them
1-2 minutes). Mainline fans will be pleased to
know that group's original member has retained
his silly sexist, chauvinistic lyrics and egoistic
smugness. Mendelson has always been a fair

atsu
t I

guitar player but this collection is at best less of

a waste of vinyl than Mainline's albums. One of

the best slide guitarists, Ry Cooder, comes
to the Riverboat starting Thursday, April 5.

Besides working on three of his own LP's (on

Reprise), Cooder has distinguished himself on

sessions with an incredible number of per-

formers including the Rolling Stones, Gord

Lightfoot and Arlo Guthrie.

Gordon Lightfoot has sold out every night

of his concerts scheduled for Massey Hall

tonight through Sunday.

Fiddler's Green presents English, Scottish

and Irish folk songs with Owen McBride,
Enoch Kent and Lan Robb on Friday at

nine pm. Flatpickers Nigel and Jesse appear

on Tuesday, March 27 with a repetoire of

North American folk tunes.

Former blues-rock lead guitarist of "Taste",

Rory Gallagher is at the Colonial Tavern on

drawings and watercolors on March 26 (until

April 13).

That mad hodge-podge, the Survival con-

ference, continues. Tonight you can attend a

session on alternative health care. After that,

listen to some country music by Stringband.

Survival in jails might have a particular

usefulness for you; if so, go to the Advisory

bureau noon on Friday.

Architecture without architects is a substan-

tial topic, appearances notwithstanding. At the

Pendarves Lounge, International Students'

Centre, ISC, two pm. At eight pm that night, in

the music room at Hart House, Survival and the

body will be under discussion.

Yonge Street until Saturday. The evening could
be expensive ($3.50 up), so check prices first

at 363-6168.

The legendary Fats Domino is at the El

Mocambo until Saturday and the cover charge
($1 to $2) is lowest tonight.

The Mariposa Folk Festival presents its

third concert at Glebe Road United Church, at
7:30 pm on Saturday. The program features
Fred McKenna, Adam Mitchell, Owen
McBride and Sweet Evening Breeze.
Tickets are $2.50 and further information is

available by calling 922-4871.

At the Art Gallery of Ontario an exhibition
entitled Information and Perception be-
gins March 24. It was created and mounted by
eight fourth-year art students and its theme is

"what the individual "thinks" he perceives".
Both this and The Art off the Comic Strip
will be on until April 18.

At the Evans Gallery Fred Tymoshenko,
born in Windsor, shows his landscapes inspired

by a recent trip to the West Coast. This gallery

is at 124 Scollard Street, and the hours are
10:30 - 5:30 daily (closed Sunday). Until April

La Chasse Galerie hosts Rita Scalabrini
and her paintings beginning tomorrow, March
22. Erindale College host realist painter Mary
Pratt beginning March 26. You might have seen
this artist and her husband on a recent program
of Telescope. Beginning March 30 until April 20
at Erindale is an exhibit, Art of the Cana-
dian Eskimo, mainly prints.

At Victoria's New Academic Building
Shelley Graves Shaw begins showing her

An issue closer close to home is Quebec-
Gothic city survival, Thursday at two pm in the
Pendarves lounge.

Friday evening Tuli Kupferberg, Fug manque,
will be honored guest at the Revolting theatre.

Humphry and the Dumptrucks follow that act.

Innis college is the location, 63 St.George.
Keep on coming.

theatre
It's The Big Apple, yes indeed. And there

are good things in this musical now featured at
the Global Village. Elizabeth Swerdlow's dan-
cing and choreography in the production
provide its most positive element. Her fellow
performers rally to the demands of the
choreography fairly well.

One has to mention these things first

because other elements of the production
simply cripple its potential as a durable musical.
Its plot is too vague and loose and (the term is

becoming a cliche itself) cliche-ridden. There is

no character development of the supposed cen-
tral figure of the dancer, Monta Suma. As
Elizabeth Swerdlow has no singing talent that
was evident on opening night, there is a
pathetic-contrast between her majesty as a
dancer and her inadequacy when expressing
herself vocally. Even when speaking, she is not
easily heard. Between the flatness and
repetitiousness of her lyrics and her obvious
vocal limitations, the intended tragedy of the
dancer was is not effectively communicated.

There are vague suggestions of plot that are
like thumbnail sketches lying in no particular
order: the progress of the three male tempters,
the temptation of Monta's two fellow dancers,
the tongue-in-cheek look at the consumer soci-

ety. If the musical had a more precise idea of
what is wanted to say, it might come closer to

coherency.

As it is, it comes closer to a variety show,
which, characteristically, has some rather

fascinating acts and some more dull and forget-

table ones. Monta's Dance, Putting On
The Beast and The Big Apple are certainly

enjoyable to watch. If Elizabeth Swerdlow
wants to accomplish more than a fragmented
evening's entertainment, she had better stand
back and look at the whole Apple. Perhaps
she bit off more than she could chew.

More dramatizations of Canadian history are
flowering this spring. Tonight the Theatre
Passe Muraille will premiere its play concerning

the life of Pauline Johnson. Carol Bolt, who
created Pauline along with director Paul
Thompson, wrote Gabe, Toronto Free
Theatre's modern salute to Riel and his friend.

If Thompson's influence is still strong, we can
count on intriguing use of the actors' gifts in

presenting Upper Canada to the spectator.

The Backdoor Theatre Workshop is

located at 474 Ontario Street. Wednesday two
original one act plays open there, Yo Yo, by

Michael John Nimchuk, and And At Night
We Dream by David Mutch. Performances
are Wednesdays through Sundays at 8:30 p.m.
until April 15th. Performances are pay-what-
you-can. Call for reservations 961-1505, or

964-1513.

More from little theatres: The Scar-
borough Players present Slawomir
Mrozek's Tango from tonight until Saturday
night, at the Theatre in the Pines, 4130
Lawrence Avenue East. The student price is one
dollar. Others pay two dollars. At the
Palmerston Library Theatre, 560 Palmerston
Avenue, the Q Theatre Company is perfor-

ming George Furquar's The Beaux
Stratagem. It runs from March 22 to 31 at

8:30 p.m. Students pay $1.50, others $2.50.

Hart House on March 25 hosts a concert of

jazz and experimental music, at 8 pm. At the

Faculty of Music on March 26, 27, 28 and 29
there are student recitals — phone the box of-

fice for info and to confirm. On March 29 com-
positions by student composers will be per-

formed at the International Student Sym-
posium in the concert hall at 2:10 pm — no
tickets, no charge. That evening at 8:30 the

University of Toronto Concert Band under
Robert Rosevear presents a concert — no
tickets, no charge.

On March 27-8 at Massey Hall the Toronto
Symphony under Victor Feldbrlll plays

music by Bizet, Prokofiev, Debussy-Freedman.
The guest pianist will be Horacio Gutierrez.

On March 29 the second to last concert in

the Internatioanl String Quartet Series takes

place at the Town Hall St. Lawrence Centre, at

8:30. Works to be performed are Bocherini's
quartet in D major, Beethoven's quarted in A
minor and Ravel's string quartet in F major,

by the Quartetto Italiano.

The famous Guarnerl quartet comes from
a round of concerts in New York to perform at

the Eaton Auditorium, March 31 at 8 pm.
Tickets are from $6 to $3.

On March 31 Victor Treyakov, a 27-year-

old Siberian-born violinist performs at Massey
Hall as part of the International Artists series.

His program is made up of works by Tartini,

Beethoven, Prokoviev and Paganini.
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Refuses funds to important groups

SAC conveys support to McGill Daily staff
After rejecting an earlier stronger

motion, the Students Administrative

Council last Wednesday voted to sup-

port the staff of the McGill Daily in

their struggle against the McGill Stu-

dent Society.

Newly elected SAC president Bob
Anderson, a UC rep, told council

that the McGill society might reject

the student newspaper staff's un-

animous choice for editor. Such a

move would have been a violation of

the Canadian University Press Code
of Ethics, to which the Daily sub-

scribes as a CUP member.

Thursday the McGill student coun-

cil agreed to allow the paper's choice

to take office.

The successful motion stated, "We
feel strongly that the opinions of the

staff are a prime consideration in the

selection of a newspaper's editor". It

noted that The Varsity's editor is

elected by the staff and ratified by

an independent board of directors,

and urged the student society to

"consider these principles" in mak-
ing its decision.

The motion passed only 14 to 12,

after vice-president John HeUiwell

said he objected to it because council

knew nothing of the milieu in which
the decision was to be made.

An earlier version of the motion,

defeated 10 to 15, included the

statement: "No government should

attempt to control the media of its

community; neither should a stu-

dent council attempt to impose an
editor on the paper's staff."

Helliwell also objected to this mo-
tion, stating he was not prepared to

say all papers should be independent

of their student councils. The later
motion did not include any declara-
tion that media should be indepen-
dent of government.

Education commissioner George
Strathy argued that no telegram
should be sent, since he thought it

was "premature".
Council rejected an executive mo-

tion "supporting a petition against
holding the 1976 Olympic Games in
Montreal, with several represen-
tatives maintaining it was outside
SAC's jurisdiction.

The executive was questioned
again on its grant of $160 to students
who were occupying the math,
department. UC rep Bill Steadman,
himself an executive member until

January, called the emergency under
which the executive felt empowered
to make the grants "questionable."
However, since the money had

already been spent, little or nothing
could, be done.

This week's Advisory Bureau-
sponsored Survival Conference was
granted $2,000 with the proviso that

any unspent money would be return-

ed.

Anderson reminded council that
last year's SAC had pledged a grant
and that the Madness Conference,
last year also organized by the Ad-
visory Bureau, returned $1,200 of its

grant.

An alternative school for working
class students, Laneway, was refus-

ed a $750 grant after council found
giving the money would be un-

constitutional.

Laneway representatives pleaded
for money on the grounds that SAC
had a responsibility to the alter-

native school, having substantially
aided its establishment and con-
tinued operation.

The Toronto Board of Education
will finance only one teacher and
supplies, since there are only 14
students. The school felt that two
teachers were essential to the educa-
tion it wanted to provide.

Last weekend's abortion con-
ference was granted $55, the Lithua-

nian Club was given $3,000 for a lec-
ture series and the Young Socialists

$100 to cover the expenses of a
Marxist study class.

Because grants require a
minimum of 18 affirmative votes,
the U of T Homophile Association
was refused $330, even though the
vote on it was 16 to 2 in favour.

One perennial political football,

the North Carolina Exchange, was

granted $300 without opposition.
Past councils have had extended
debates over giving money to a small
group of students who, some charg-
ed, were essentially going on vaca-
tion at the expense of 20,000 SAC
fees-paying members.

The Canadian Congress of
Engineering Students was also refus-
ed its request for money because it

had received outside financing.

Welfare decisions made behind

closed doors, Borovoy charges
By VAL ROSS

One of the greatest dangers to civil liberties in the
field of social welfare is that "decisions concerning
welfare recipients are not made in the light of day,"
Alan Borovoy said last Thursday at Holy Trinity Church.

Borovoy, chief counsel of the Canadian Civil Liber-
ties Association, and a professor of law at Dalhousie and
the University of Toronto, was addressing about 50 peo-
ple on topics ranging from the Bail Reform Act to the
future of civil liberties in Canada.

Speaking about the Unemployment Insurance
debacle in particular and welfare programs in general,
Borovoy commented that "most of the laws are not
made in legislative debate, but in the secrecy of private
cabinet meetings."

In the case of family welfare, he said that "the
appeal tribunal, the board of review, does not publish its

judgments. The government knows what the precedents
for appeal decisions are, but the public does not. This
makes it almost impossible to prepare a case."

The board of review claims that if it published its

decisions on appeals, it would destroy the confidentiali-

ty its clients want. Borovoy pointed out that this could
be easily protected, if the Board published its decisions
using false names.

Commenting on proposed changes to the Bail
Reform Act, Borovoy cited the act as "one of the most
enlightened pieces of criminal legislation in Canada."
To the objection that many criminals are released from
jail only to commit further crimes, Borovoy argued that
the law, if properly administered, "provides ample op-
portunity to hold these people".

Under the old bail laws, he said the same
"repeating" criminals would have been released if they
had been able to raise sufficient money: "The Bail
Reform Act no longer looks at a person's money, but
asks if their release is a risk society can take".-

Asked about future concerns of the Canadian Civil

Liberties Association, he suggested it would concern
grass roots political movements. "Citizen groups use
pressure tactics to pursue their goals. Our problem will

be to examine how far they can lawfully go in the pur-

suit of their interests."

83 SURVIVAL $
THE SCHEDULE SO FAR
WEDNESDAY:
10 am Chandra's Breakfast

Bossin Room, Innis College

noon Revolting TheAtre: Sid Smith, 2135
1

Featuring: Wilf Peiletier, Tuli Kupferberg,

Jim Harding, Duncan & June Blewett,

Ted Tolchinski, Ted Poole,

Jan Duktza, Joe Rosenblatt

Ernest Tootoosis, Joyce Wieland,

Shelly Wagner, Sara Bowser,

Revolting Theatre, Killaloe

Mountain Band, Adelle Davis,

Baba Ram Dass, Tarzan,

Jewel Ornament & George

pm Tuli Kupferberg and
the Revolting TheAtre: Sid Smith 2135

2 pm Assorted Survivors, Advisory Bureau

2 pm Architecture without

Architects, ISC

4 pm FRAP St. Jacques Clinic

Film, Rm 3154, Med. Sci.

8 pm Survival and the Body-Doctors -f-Nurses

+ People Music Room, Hart House

10 pm String Band
Music Room, Hart House

THURSDAY:
2 pm Quebec-Gothic City Survival

Internationa] Student Centre,

Pendarves Lounge
pm Practicum: Community Clinics

South Sitting Rm, Hart House
pm Assorted Survivors: "How to Survive

with Whiskey & Work" Sarah Bowser
, Advisory Bureau

8 pm Gothic Rock-It, Convocation Hall,

Bill King, Beverly Glenn-Copeland,

Horn, Bruce Miller, John Lyle, $2.00
advance, $2.50 at door

10 pm Open House at the Bureau

FRIDAY:

2 pm The Environment: Joyce Wieland and
Pollution Probe
South Sitting Rm, Hart House

2 pm Assorted Survivors: Advisory Bureau
4 pm Songwriter's Workshop:

Luke Gibson, Tuli Kupferberg, others

Innis College, 63 St. George

4 pm Omara Oramaat, "Astro-Logic":

A synthesis of Astrology and the

I Ching

6 pm Supper with Jo-Anne & Friends

Innis College

8 pm Grand Finale

Tuli Kupferberg and the

Revolting TheAtre

9:30 pm Humphrey and the Dumptrucks

ALL WEEK:
Shelter Capsule:

Domes and Drop-In

Rm 1226, Rochdale

Marketplace

FOR INFORMATION CALL 926-2730
CONFERENCE
HEADQUARTERS OPEN ALL WEEK

ADVISORY BUREAU HARBORD & SPADINA (ABOVE BANK)
free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23
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City plan would dot core with skyscrapers
buildings. The windlash effect

around City Hall sometimes
By CHRIS NEWELL

Aldennan Ying Hope Thursday

criticized developers for their

mercenary attitude toward develop-

ment before a local chapter of the

Association of Professional

Engineers of Ontario.

Speaking at a Medical Sciences

Auditorium seminar on "Is the

Developer a Bad Guy?", Hope, a

consulting engineer himself, stressed

that profit from development must

be social and aesthetic as weUVas

monetary.

He cited University Avenue and

Bay Street as areas where "there has

been a complete lack of respect for

the acceptable environment", noting

the "canyon effect" and the wind-

tunnel conditions created by the high

TA's union a top

concern:GSU exec
By BILL HUTUL

The recently acclaimed president

and vice-president of the Graduate

Students Union both agree that get-

ting the U of T Graduate Assistants'

Association (GAA) under way is

their top priority.

President Cliff Watson (manage-

ment studies) and vice-president

Brian Mossop (linguistics) said that

they need 1200 signed members in

order to receive official certification

of the association from the Labour

Relations Board. The Association

would function as the teaching

assistant's legal bargaining agent

with the university.

Mossop, a GAA organizer and

defeated Thursday as Communist
Party candidate in the St. George by-

election, estimates there are 300 to

400 teaching assistants signed up so

far.

The equalization of grad
assistants' salaries will be a matter

of concern to Watson and Mossop, as

will the right to determine course

form and content. Mossop said that

he wants formal guidelines of

responsibilities for professors and

grad assistants, rather than the pre-

sent "unacceptable" informal

guidelines.

Mossop said he feared the univer-

sity may not absorb a $292.50

summer fee increase in 1974, as it

did for this summer, and that the

province may not repeal it. He also

noted the government's cutback of

funding in the Ontario Fellowship

program from five to three million

dollars in the past four years.

Watson opposes the Commission

on Post-Secondary Education
report, commenting there is

"nothing in it for grad students to

wish to recommend it." He went on

to say that a cut in the number of

grad students was implicit in the

report.

Watson took particular exception

to the report's recommendation that

research funding become the respon-

sibility of the university.

Mossop and Watson both intend to

act on the recommendations of a

GSU income survey to be published

in a few weeks.

One recommendation, Watson
said, is for more funding of graduate

students in humanities.

Watson also considers important a

recommendation that all graduate

teaching assistants be paid at least

$3,000. McMaster University
guarantees graduate teachers $3,600.

Why is everything

like cooking?
- the motto of Survival

At a suitable point, 1000 for-

tune cookies with the legend

"Why is...

Quebec~GothicRe$idents'Assocration

TIME & PLACE

8 PM.

March 22
CONVOCATION HALL
UniverJitqof Toronto
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buildings. The windlash effect

around City Hall sometimes
amounts to 50 pounds per square

foot, he stated.

Hope showed the small engineer-

ing audience a map thickly studded

with skyscrapers which depicted an

area east of Yonge Street and south

of Bloor Street built to maximum
density under the current city plan.

The origins of the plan are now
obselete, Hope declared since it was

made when trie mood of the city was

more favourable to development.

The Ward 5 "reform" alderman

pressed for more stringent govern-

ment controls on development,

coupled with a greater degree of

community involvement at the plan-

ning level.

Hope's fellow panelists, developer

Herbert Strieker and chief city

planner Dennis Barker, later both

refuted the plausibility of his map,

saying that "the market would not

support it" and that it was
"unrealistic". Hope was unable to

reply as City Council business forced

him to leave the meeting early.

Barker chose a middle ground

between Strieker and Hope, saying

that "dialogue is healthy" and "we
must have a planning process which

tries to perceive the needs of the

people, then goes from there."

Alderman Ying Hope shows meeting disputed city plan. Where is it?

He asked, "Just how much control

(over developmental planning) does

the community want?"

Strieker related the problems that

Toronto developers had experienced

with city councils over the last

decade, and explained how the pre-

sent city plan came into being.

"In the future I think we have to

plan for whatever we think is going

to happen in the future," he com-

mented.

Developers would be willing to co-

operate with government guidelines,

he predicted, but added that if the

government was to become directly

involved in development, through
land banking," for example, the

developers would "pull out". Then,
"it would be just like Communist
Russia — people would be told what
to do."

Seminar moderator Oscar
Sigsworth, a former Old Guard
alderman who is employed by a

builders' supply company, closed the

discussion by noting that "though
there are divergent points of view,

most people are trying to do what
they think is best."

Drink for thought.

In association tuith Universitu, oFToronto Survival and Spring Festival

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale

Do you know what you're missing?
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Disgruntled economic historians form union
Union of Economic History existence nwr 7n ntr ™* „r *u„ _The Union of Economic History

Students (UEHS) was formed Mon-
day as a result of growing disillusion-

ment with the graduate economic
history program of the political

economy department.

The students' major complaint is

that the program overemphasizes
modern economic theory at the

expense of an historical approach.

A spokesman claimed that in the

first two years of the program's

existence, over 70 per cent of the
students were dropped because of
failure in the theory course, although
their work in other courses was
deemed satisfactory. This led Ann
Cooper, a PhD candidate, to charge
that "it has been the course in
economic theory that has certified
an economic historian as fit for ad-
vancement into the PhD"
Monday's meeting, attended by 12

of the program's 16 students, was

Copy of exams passed
Arts and science students will be

allowed to obtain a copy of their

final exams as a result of a motion
passed at the General Committee on
Monday.

A motion by Governing Council

candidate Dave Laughton and SAC
president-elect Bob Anderson that a

student "may request a reproduction

of his (sic) final exam for a fee of five

dollars" was accepted. If not
satisfied, the student may petition

for the paper to be re-read.

In the past, students could only

ask for a clerical check of marks on
the paper, and could not get a copy.

Students now may also request a

clerical check in courses with no
final exam, for a five dollar fee.

A motion to endorse the
maintenance of high academic stan-

dards, as a priority in the faculty,"

and "excellent teaching standards in

all courses including the so-called
service courses" passed committee.

Earlier, conservative faculty had
amended the motion, deleting a
phrase which deplored the release of
any staff member "of proven
excellence in teaching ability from
any department in the faculty".

The deletion was an obvious
demonstration of non-support for
three dismissed math professors.

The motion was originally moved
during the math occupation.

A by-election will be held in Oc-
tober to fill any vacant seats on the
General Committee.

In previous years, there were
hard-fought elections for the student
seats, but this year seven seats were
not filled at the close of
nominations. No seats were to be
contested in elections; there were 15

acclamations.
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called so that the students could pre-
sent a strong and united front in

negotiations with the faculty on
proposed changes in the program.
The major point of contention

between students and faculty con-
cerns the content of the program's
required core course, ECO 2006. The
course was advertized as "an impor-
tant feature of the program. .

.

which focuses on the application of
theoretical concepts to historical
problems". \

According to a UEHS spokesman,
the majority of those who enrolled in

the economic history program did so
in the hope that such a course would
provide an attractive alternative to
the "irrelevant drudgery of conven-
tional economics".

But, as one student put it, "the
core course proved to be nothing
more than a crash course in ad-
vanced neo-classical theory". The
economic history faculty yielded to
the economics department in the
teaching of the course and the result

was "an almost totally ahistorical
approach."

The students who failed did so out
of "disillusionment and disinterest,"
he said.

Due to student protests last year,
program supervisor Andrew Watson
agreed to allow for a range of op-
tions in fulfilling the "theory
requirement".

ECO 2006 was not offered this year
because the faculty felt "inequipped
to teach the course as advertised,''
but the students were satisfied
because the options included a
course which offered an alternative
to conventional economic theory.
Over the summer, however, and

just before he left for a year's sab-
batical, Watson reversed his decision
without consulting students and
made the theory requirement for
economic history the same as that
for economics, eliminating the op-
tions.

The failure to provide the adver-
tised core course has left the

economic history program, in the
words of one student, "a parasitical
adjunct of the economics program,
desperately in search of an identity."
The union is at present negotiating

the content of a new course.
The students would like to see the

course include some discussion of
the marxist approach to economic
history, since most of them have
found "bourgeois" theory to be
rather limited. But, they have been
told that this is an unreasonable de-
mand. Acting supervisor John Mun-
ro told them, "We don't live in a
marxist society."

WEDNESDAY EVENING CONCERT

JILL PERT
MEZZO-SOPRANO,

SINGING SAINT-SAENS, MASSENET,
MAHLER, OBRADORS, NIN
WEDS., MARCH 21 AT8:30P.M.

GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE

DIAMOND RING SET
H CARAT (total weight)

$295

We offer a wide selection of mod-
ern and traditional styles in yellow
or white gold. Diamond ring, match-
ing wedding band and registered
appraisal certificate included

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
WITH ATI: CARD

NT

|

jffcteL etcetera

The Varsity breathes its fast (for

this year) with the issue of March
28. The advertising deadline for

the last Varsity is noon, Friday,

March 23. Deadline for the Here
and Now column is 1:00 p.m.,

Tuesday, March 27.

HUGH PffOCTOR & CO.
Jewellers • Gemmelogtsts
1430 VONGE ST.

PATIO DE ORO PLAZA
921-7702

Just Sooth of St. Clair

PHOTOSUN

more earning power and scope.

Your diploma and the R.I. A. (Registered
Industrial Accountant) designation go well

together. Grads with R.I. A. accreditation
get to the center of management action,

Because they have specialized knowledge
of a college education plus the R.I.A.'s

broad insights into accounting and

management processes. It's a combina-
tion that will open the doors to a solid

and challenging career, and add earning
power to your diploma. Your college
credits will likely win some exemptions
from R.I.A. program courses. Mail this

coupon today for more information.

REGISTERED INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTANT
the professional

|
Registrar

| The Society of Industrial Accountants of Ontario

| Box 176, 164 Main Street E., Hamilton, Ont. (626-4100)

I Mr.

I Ms

Address

.

THE SOCIETY Of INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTANTS

I

J
City 1

| Institution Diploma

I Attending Program

.
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DRAMA CENTRE PRESENTS

» GALLOWS HUMOUR «
a tragic comedy by JACK RICHARDSON

directed by MARC DIAMOND

STUDIO THEATRE March 21-24 FREE
4 Glen Morris and 28-31 8:30 p.m.

Foreigners fear new laws

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

THE GREEK GENESIS IN THE TRADITION

PROFESSOR J. W. WEVERS

Thursday, March 22, at 4.10 p.m.

WEST HALL, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
COFFEE AT 3.30 P.M.

unclassified
ABORTION is a lough decision. We offer confi-

dential counselling and help on birth control and

abortion, so you can make the best choice for

your future. 362*3338

SURVIVAL Assorted Survivors Series II. Xaviera

Hollander 131 Bloor St. W. March 21. 12-1:30
p.m.

NOW IS THE TIME to decide where you are

going to LIVE this coming Summer and/or Fall.

Consider 45 Madison Ave. Call: 921-1358.

A THREE or four bedroom furnished apartment

or house wanted for summer and possibly next

year. Call Wendy 921-7680

AM GETTING TOGETHER creative. CO-OP or

shared house. Yonge/Bloor, May 1 occupancy,

*60. month. Call Olaf 924-0419.

NEED prompt efficient typist? Papers, essays,

etc. pick-up and delivery in central area. Call

447-6248 (after 5:00 p.m.) for estimate.

AOSC SPECIAL Continental Right Toronto-

Brussels May 4 Milan-Toronto June 6 '190.00

Fly Sabena and enjoy world renowned service

and complimentary in flight bar Contact:

AOSC - 44 St. George SL, Tor. 5, 962-8404.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST will type thesis for stu-

dents at reasonable rates. Will supply papers.

Phone Kathy at 249-6876,

CROSS COUNTRY SKI equipment unused, 200
cm. made in Finland, boots, poles Khalid - 928-

7029: 924-0564 eve.

FOR SALE: "Great Places" Vacation to San
Juan, Puerto Rico at reduced fare. 8 days lea-

ving April 30th or March 6th. Seller unable to go.

Best offer. Ph. 961-3259.

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT in St. James Town.
Available April 1 - '200. 19th floor. Many facili-

ties. Call Araks, 928-6233

STEREO COMPONENTS for sale. Amplifier 30
watts IHF '50., AM-FM Stereo Tuner 1.6 IHF
sensitivity '125, Both all-transistor and in per-

fect condition. Call: 366-2029.

UNFURNISHED ROOM in CO-OP House shared
kitchen and bathroom. Rent *60 per month. Utili-

ties extra. Near Avenue Rd. & Bloor. Available

March 1st. Call: 923-8391

PROFESSOR ON SABBATICAL has 1969-70 VW
Camper for sale. M600. Available London June
15. Write: A.M. WATTS, Stella Alpina. Torre
Muelle, Benal Madena, Malaga, Spaign.

WANTED TO SUBLET 2 Bedroom apartment
May 1st to August 31st. 787-6401

COZY STUDIO APARTMENT with large balcony,
fireplace. Located close to university, subways.
Available May 1. Call: 924-9478 (evenings).

RED CROSS INSTRUCTORS required for part-

time work. This Spring. Competitive experience
preferred but not necessary. Call: Toronto Aqua-
tic Instructor 223-5656.

PROF. LOOKING FOR QUIET two bedrm. apt. (or

one bdrrn. with study), (preferably in house or ol-

der apt building. Annex or Yonge/St. Clair, for

May 1 evgs. 769-4491

BEN'S MEN'S HA1RSTYLING (Specialising in

long hair) in the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry,

250 College St. Tel. 924-6811 ext. 560. Hair cut
$£25

EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe. Greece
and Turkey departs June 5'h for 3 months $600
plus $215 return flight to England. Phone
Peter 922-5006.

TRAVELLING IN cUHOPfc 1N1ERNA
CTtONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student

railpass. car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable charter flights, camping tours

blc, all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.

George St.. Toronto 5. 416 - 962-8404. (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

hent Council)

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from $10 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.
{Between Queen & Oundas) Excellenl
.selection ol fun furs, trade Ins acceptec1

We" buy used "furs 363-6077! Mori-Sat "9-6

Thur-Frr till 6"p:i.

tSSAY SERVICES Do you have old es-

says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES. 961-6150, Mon.-Fri. 3 pm.-
10 pm.; Sal.-Sun. 9 am.-5 pm. Professional

typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONDON from $79 -one way or $155 return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC. 44 St. George St.. Toronto 5,416-

962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
£ARllY and save

BE A YOUNG EUROPEAN this summer. Spe-
cial brochure on different trips through Europe
and Russia. Exclusively for young travellers.

Contact Goway, Suite 104, 53 Yonge Street

863-0799,

LET US HELP YOU Pur your baby into a cradle

rather than an incinerator. Birthright. 89 St.

George 469-1111.

GUITAR LESSONS, Classical and Folk by ex-

perienced, classically-trained teacher. Private

and informal. Phone Michael 485-9643.

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICe, -

theses, essays, - French, Latin - exper-
ienced typists - electrio typewriters. 86
Bloor St. W. Ste. 670. 922-7624.

MIXED APARTMENT - looking for fourth
roommate. House at Bloor & Dufferin. $60/
month. All utilities incl. Call Ed or Judy
532-4335 or Ed at 928-3404,

ACCURATE, prompt typing service. Low rates

for volume. Minor corrections free. 489-3326
after 5 pm

GAG NOTES a division of ACADEMIC
OVERLOAD announces these services:

-Annoted Exams of 1971, 72, 70: Questions &
Answers for all science and engineering courses
years 1 & 2 prepared by our staff of graduates;
answers 25* per page, questions 15" per page
Exam Copies of 70. 71 , 72: all years, all subjects
Copy Machine 5' per page. Open 7 days a week -

8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. 179 College St. (across

from Wallberg Bldg,. stairs at side) Phone: 922-

1600.

FOR SALE: 1971 FIAT 124 Sport Coupe,
18,000 mi.

, .Al condition) $2300 or best of-
fer. 630-0594 evenings,

OZ, who appeared in University of Toronto
Film Board workshop film shot in Hart
House quadrangle, fall 1971, please con-
tact David Peebles 221-3815, We are pre-
paring the credits.

MATHEMATICIANS WANTED to set educational
Malhemattc standards. Competitive selection
Send background information and telephone
number to: Mathematics Competition, Box 412
Postal Station T, Toronto. Ontario, M6B 4A3.

'

A recent survey at McMaster
University showed that 98 per cent

of foreign students there felt they

would be adversely affected by new
immigration regulations that make it

almost impossible for students on
student visas to get summer employ-

ment.

The new regulations, which came
into effect January 1, treat student-

visa holders the same as tourists on
visitors visas, although many
students have been here for three or

four years. Thus, in order to get a

summer job, a foreign student must:
• obtain a written offer of

employment detailing the nature,

location, and duration of a particular

job,

• take this job offer to a Canada
Manpower office which wiUdeter-

mine whether or not the job

could be filled by a Canadian or a

landed immigrant. If so, no work
permit will be issued.

Then, if no Canadian or landed im-

migrant can fill the job, the student

must then get a letter stating so from

the Manpower office and apply at

the Immigration office for an em-

ployment visa.

This procedure must be repeated

for each job applied for.

The McMaster survey covered 204

student-visa holders, about one-

quarter of the total at McMaster.

All but five felt they would be hurt

by the regulations. Fully 63 per cent

expected to drop out of school and

go home if they could not obtain suf-

ficient aid, while 25 per cent intend-

ed to leave Canada to study
elsewhere. Sixty-five of the students

indicated that they did not even have

enough money for their return fare

home.

At the University of Toronto, near-

ly 2,000 students on student visas will

be affected.

President John Evans has sent a

letter to Immigration and Manpower
Minister Robert Andras asking that

current student-visa holders be
exempted "from the restrictions of

the new policy".

He stated, "I am concerned that

this legislation will have serious im-

plications for those studying in

Canada on student visas. It seems
certain that a majority of the foreign

students on this campus — and these

number nearly 2,000 — will be forc-

ed to curtail their studies if they can-

not work this summer, and the effect

of the new regulations will clearly be
a significunt reduction in employ-

ment opportunities for non-
residents."

Critics of the policy, including

professor N.L. Wilson of McMaster
University, have commented on the

unfairness of applying the new
regulations to students who were
here before they were announced.

Wilson said, "Foreign students

here now have been invited to

Canada for study . . . They came to

Canada on the understanding and

with the expectation that they would

be permitted to take summer
employment. This expectation was

created by previous government

policy and such a policy implies a

clear commitment."

The November 3 regulations,

which came into effect with no war-

ning, prohibit students and others

from applying for landed immigrant

status from within Canada and

thereby gaining the right to work.

A great many students have said

that they sought landed status

months, or even years, ago and were

advised by the Immigration Depart-

ment to wait until they graduated.

Now they cannot apply to be land-

ed and they cannot get summer jobs,

both of which they knew to be com-
mon practices when they made their

decisions to come to Canada.

Students at several campuses, in-

cluding Ryerson and McMaster,
have been organizing against the

new regulations. A meeting of seve-

ral hundred Ryerson students with

Manpower and Immigration offi-

cials was told that "someone must
suffer". Rob Rolfe, a Ryerson libra-

ry assistant and member of the

Committee Against Racist Immi-
gration Policy, said, "This new poli-

cy is racist and the government is

using foreign students as scapegoats

because it is incapable of handling

the unemployment problem in the

country,"

Tonight, foreign students from U
of T, Ryerson, and several other

campuses are planning to present

their demands to Immigration
Minister Robert Andras. Andras will

debate civil rights Lawyer Charles 1
Roach on the subject of racism In

Canadian immigration policy at

Arlington Public School {501

Arlington Ave., just north of Vaughn
Rd.) at 8 pm tonight.

The Ryerson students will present

Andras with a petition urging "that

student-visa holders be given the

same rights to find and accept

summer employment as citizens and

landed immigrants'*.

OFS is concerned
TORONTO (CUP) - The Ontario

Federation of Students (OFS) has es-

tablished commissions to study the

problems of foreign students and the

report of the Ontario Commission on
Post-Secondary Education
(COPSEO).

The commissions were set up at

the OFS general meeting held at

Glendon College last weekend.

The foreign students study was
motivated by news the Ministry of

Colleges and Universities is concern-

ed with the percentage of foreign

students in Ontario post-secondary

institutions. OFS general co-
ordinator Craig Heron said in an in-

terview that the federation is not

sure the percentage is any cause for

concern at all, but student leaders

want to study the issue in some
depth.

OFS delegates also passed a mo-
tion asking the federal government
to exempt foreign students from
tough new rules against non-landed

status immigrants working in

Canada.

The commission studying the

COPSEO report is scheduled to

report back at the next OFS general

meeting in May. The meeting may
include a week-long educational

seminar.

The Glendon meeting followed the

rather disappointing OFS
moratorium March 13, called to dis- 1
cuss the COPSEO report and govern-

ment educational policies. Student

"apathy" was not to blame as much
as bad organizational work by
member student councils.

Where organizational work was
good, student turnout was respec-

table. About 800 students at the

University of Toronto came to hear

colleges and universities minister

Jack McNie support the COPSEO
recommendations. Queen's Univer-

sity students held a small meeting,

as did students at Lakehead Univer-

sity. But the rest of the campuses
reported no moratorium activities.

West Indians must tackle their

communication gap, seminar says
By FRAN JOHNSON

A seminar on education during last

week's Black History Week con-
cluded that West Indian peoples

must overcome a communication
gap on two levels to cope with the

Canadian educational system.

One difference, discussion par-

ticipants noted, was that Canadian
parents are more lax about hours for

their children than West Indian

parents.

Several black parents stressed that

they feared this freedom would
promote sexual permissiveness, as

well as cause inefficiency in school.

However, one audience member
pointed out that sex is just as much a
problem at 11 pm as 2 am. A social

worker and 18 year old black student

both concluded that sexual
behaviour depended upon the child's

upbringing. "Kids are pliable," they
said, and have relatively little trou-

ble adjusting to their environment—
it is the parents who don't adjust,

A rival for OFS?

EUROPt
Car Rentals and Sales

Student - Railpass

Charter Flights

Student fares on ships to Europe

Conquest Travel

782-5033 or 368-9970

A province-wide student organiza-
tion, intended to vie with the Ontario
Federation of Students for
leadership of any student movement
in Ontario next year, was initiated at
a conference of "left students" held
recently in Peterborough.

Seventy-five students discussed

the nature of the cutbacks in educa-
tion and their economic basis in "the
general crisis in social expen-
ditures", and concluded that a stu-

dent movement based exclusively on

students' own "conjunctural in-

terests" could not get very far.

They established a liaison com-
mittee to organize a future con-

ference to arrive at a common
analysis of the students' situation,

with an emphasis on the need to

relate to the trade union movement
in Ontario "in common struggle

against the state".

Students from nine Ontario un-

iversities and community colleges

attended the conference.

since they have relatively few social

dealings outside the family.

Many of the West Indians present

felt that their children entering the

educational system are misguided

into the lower "vocational" educa-

tion streams. Upon this accusation, a

guidance counsellor from George
Harvey Secondary School promptly

arose to justify the practice of

guidance designed to help the new
students. Several parents countered

that their children had been ar-

bitrarily placed in courses and
programs below their capabilities.

The discussion became quite

heated between the counsellor and

the group, ending finally when
chairwoman Ariadne Johnson and
another social worker bailed out the

counsellor.

They expanded upon a suggestion

from the group that "these
problems, which exist for not only us

West Indians but everyone, can only

be solved if guidance counsellors are

informed, and if necessary, pushed

by us to realize their errors. . . We
must speak with these people, it is

up to us, they won't know unless we
tell them."
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Groups want

leaders freed

By DOUG HAMILTON
The Canadian Labour Congress

and the World Confederation of

Labour • La Confederation mondiale

du travail have joined the growing

number of voices in both Canada and

Europe demanding the release of

three Quebec trade union leaders im-

prisoned last May.

The CLC represents 1.8 million

workers in both national and inter-

national unions. The WCL based in

Brussels, is a confederation of world

trade unions with a membership of

over 14 million workers.

CLC spokesman Charles Bauer

told The Varsity in a telephone inter-

view from Ottawa that the congress

is demanding "immediate and com-

plete amnesty" for the three leaders:

Marcel Pepin of la Confederation des

"cruel and unwarranted" when "com-

pared with treatment meted out to

others in similar circumstances."

The letter maintains that the

sentences place the three leaders "in

the same class as common
criminals." The jailings are designed

to "crush the spirit of the labour

movement," it alleges.

CLC president Donald MacDonald
bitterly denounced the imprisonment

of the Quebec leaders last May. "The

sentences aren't based on the
charges at all," he contended.

The CLC has not indicated what
further action might be taken if the

Quebec government ignores requests

for amnesty.

The WCL, however, has announced
that an international workers' boycott

against Canadian ships and aircraft

Sr THE WAY, WHAT ARE X5U SUXS
BEWfrWD. PER HOUR?

syndicats nationaux, (CSN or CNTU),

Louis Laberge of la Federation des

travailleurs (FTQ), and Yvon Char-

bonneau of la Corporation des

enseignants du Quebec (CEQ).

The three union chiefs were given

one-year jail terms for contempt of

court last May. They were found guil-

ty of counselling public service

workers to disobey a court injunction

ending a strike involving 210,000 civil

servants.

Outraged at the harsh sentences

imposed on their leaders, hundreds of

thousands of Quebec unions took to

the streets in the largest general

strike in the history of North America.

The three chiefs were later releas-

ed pending appeal, but in November,

1972, the Quebec Court of Appeal

upheld the verdict of the lower court,

^orty-nine other union executives
were imprisoned along with Pepin,

Laberge, and Charbonneau.

Bauer said the CLC- "has made
several approaches" to Quebec
Premier Robert Bourassa's govern-

ment in attempts to get the three

men freed. So far, the congress" ef-

forts have yielded no results.

On March 6, said Bauer, the CLC's
executive councl, its paramount
fegislative body, wrote Bourassa
urging" him to grant amnesty for the

three leaders.

According to Bauer, the letter

described the sentences given to
pepin, Laberge and Charbonneau as

may be instituted if Bourassa rejects

the confederation's appeal to release

the Quebec leaders.

If the WLC institutes a boycott,

workers throughout the world would

refuse to load and unload Canadian

ships and planes, affecting Canadian

trade.

The possibility of a boycott was

mentioned in a telegram to Bourassa

which also asked the premier to per-

mit the confederation's president,

Maurice Bouladoux of France, to visit

the three chiefs ar Orsainville prison.

Prison authorities have been reluc-

tant to allow such visits — federal

NDP leader David Lewis was recently

refused such permission to confer

with Louis Laberge.

The WCL has given Bourassa until

the end of this week to positively res-

pond to the telegram. In addition to

the communique to Quebec City, a

document was presented to the

Canadian ambassador in Brussels,

outlining the confederation's

protests.

Opposition to the jailings is

spreading in English Canada. In

Toronto, the Canadian Committee to

Defend Quebec Trade Unionists has

been established to inform English

Canada about the Quebec labour

movement and to pressure the

Quebec government to liberate the

three leaders.

Committee spokesman Dr.

Gustavo Tolentino told The Varsity

that the committee is appealing to

"supporters of trade unions in Cana-
da" and "other interested people".

Tolentino asserted that there is "a

need to bring to English Canada the

situation that is taking place in

Quebec". The plight of the three

chiefs has "tremendous bearing on
English Canada", he continued.

Asked if the committee was af-

filiated with any of the three Quebec
union centrals, Tolentino replied that

the body is "non-partisan."

"We don't want to align ourselves

with any party. ... We don't want to

align ourselves with any union," he

said.

However, the committee has been

backed by the FTQ and "we are trying

to get endorsement from the CSN",
added Tolentino.

In Ontario, the NDP and the Cana-

dian Union of General Employees

(CUGE), affiliated with the CSN, have

both given the committee their bless-

ing.

CUGE is also circulating a petition

drawn up by the CSN in Montreal

demanding "the liberation of the

three union presidents". The petition

is currently being circulated on the U
of T campus.

According to CSN secretaire-

general Paul Thibeault, the petition

already has been signed by
thousands of people in the Montreal

area.

"We are trying everything legally

to influence the government," he said

in an interview with The Varsity.

The Common Front leaders "have

done nothing," he asserted. They "did

not forcibly stop anyone it is un-

believable that they should be in

prison."

Although the committee's work is

in the nascent stage within English

Canada, Tolentino reports "a united

front" of various unions and political

groups has been formed in Montreal.

"Their efforts are going to pay off,"

he declared.

The committee is arranging for

several Quebec trade unionists to

tour Canada to explain their cause.

Fernand Daoust, secretaire-general

of the FTQ has already agreed to visit

Toronto, said Tolentino.

Daoust believes the incarceration

of the "trois chefs" has occurred at a

critical juncture for the Quebec trade

union movement.

"Their jailings come at the same
time as the Quebec government has

moved ahead with the vicious anti-

labour, anti-strike Bill 89 - a bill

which if passed into law will grant the

state powers to ban strikes deemed
to involve 'essential services'," he

said.

Bill 89, introduced by the Quebec
government last December, prohibits

employees from striking in so-called

essential services. The mass-
circulation tabloid Quebec-Presse has

described the bill as "the most anti-

worker law in the history of Quebec".

Daoust believes that laws similar

to Bill 89 will be adopted by other

provincial governments "if we are un-

able to defeat it here".

Other labour leaders, like Daoust,

believe Bill 89 will be instituted while

the unions are without their leaders.

Le Front commun (permanent) des

employees de La Presse, comprised

of six CSN and six FTQ unions at the

Montreal daily La Presse, has also

called for the release of the three

leaders.

The La Presse employees have

called for the formation of a new
common front and has urged un-

ionists "to forget their quarrels ir)

order to fight against Bill 89."

"f"
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.

For information write to:

Community of the Holy Spirit

54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

A new film by

Kurt Vonnegul

'Mr. Vonnegul s night-

terrors— conformity

Ihe military mind lech-

noloqicol despotism,

begin stronded in

'Featuring Bob and ft

Bill Bckey.and Kevin

McCorthy. Directed b
Ffed Burzyk Written

by Kurt Vonnegul Jr
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BETWEEN TIME
AND TIMBUKTU

A SPACE FANTASY
Rochdale College 341 Bloor St. W. $1.50
THURS., FRI., SAT., 7, 9, 11 P.M.

Howmuch
shouldyoupay
fora bicycle?
Because Bloor Cycle offers you the largest bicycle

selection, we can also offer you the widest price

range.

Take ten-speeds, for instance. They range any-
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Conference seeks repeal of abortion laws
By HEATHER-JANE SANGUINS
Dr. Barbara Roberts of the U.S.

Women's National Abortion Action

Coalition attacked Richard Nixon's

opposition to abortion at a massive

rally kicking off a weekend con-

ference.sponsored by the Canadian

Women's Coalition to Repeal the

Abortion Laws.

Nixon, Roberts said, bases his op-

Abortionist applauded
By CYNTHIA FARQUHARSON
Out of 5,000 illegal abortions per-

formed by Dr. Henry Morgentaler,

none were fatal, none necessitated

hysterectomies, and only 27 were
followed by further hospitalization.

At a meeting .of the Canadian

Women's Coalition to Repeal the

Abortion Laws last Friday night,

Morgentaler charged that "the Cana-

dian Abortion Laws are a violation of

the Canadian Bill of Rights, in that

an unwanted pregnancy is an inva-

sion of another person's body, and

denies that person her fundamental

right to privacy."

He received a standing ovation

after his first public announcement,

made against the advice of his

lawyer, that he had been performing

abortions in his Montreal clinic "for

the past few years."

Morgentaler, past president of the

Canadian Humanist Association, is

being prosecuted on three charges:

two for illegal abortions, and a third

for conspiracy to perform an abor-

tion.

His admission caused two other

doctors to proclaim that they had

supported this "conspiracy" by sen-

ding their patients on to Morgen-

taler. Three women from the

audience then announced that they
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had procured 'illegal' abortions, and

that if Morgentaler were held as guil-

ty, then they were equally so.

The doctor pleaded, "It is my
moral obligation and duty as a

medical doctor to help my patients.

Denying women safe abortions and

exposing them to death and injury is

criminal.''

Morgentaler, who invented the

vacuum suction method, denounced

hospitals' use of methods requiring

general anaesthesia instead of suc-

tion, which needs only local

anaesthesia. General anaesthesia in-

creases the rate of blood loss, he

stated.

"Moreover, the dangers involved

in abortion increase as much as four

times after the first three months of

pregnancy," he said. "Often a

patient is forced to wait past this

time period before being granted

rights to abortion under the present

system.

"If a woman cannot plead danger

to personal health, as reason for

abortion it is unlikely that she may
be credited with psychological in-

stability (an alternative criterion) in

the initial stages of pregnancy."

position to abortion on upholding

"the sanctity of human life". But she

insisted that anti-abortion laws are

"a brutal example of the oppression

of women."
The whole sexual revolution, she

added, was "the seizure of control

over their own bodies by women".
Eleanor Wright Pelrine, author of

Abortion in Canada, asserted that

"safe, legal abortion has to be

available as a backstop" to acciden-

tal and unwanted pregnancies "with

no qualifications".

In reference to prime minister

Pierre Trudeau's anti-abortion

stance, Pelrine decried the latest

alliance of "King Pierre the L. join-

ed by Otto Laing, Crown Prince" of

Injustice, in trampling on the rights

of Canadian Women". Laing is the

Minister of Justice in the Trudeau

cabinet.

Under half of Canadian hospitals

would perform legal abortions as

late as last spring, Pelrine noted.

She predicted a "massive dis-

obedience campaign" against abor-

tion such as one in France.

St. Catharines broadcaster Laura

Sabia, also former chairperson of the

Royal Commission on the Status of

Women, pointed out that in view of

the present precarious position of

the federal government, abortion

should become "a beautiful political

issue" in the next six months.

Because of the recent U.S.
Supreme Court decision to revoke all

anti-abortion laws, Canadian
Women's Coalition national coor-
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The Middle East Studies Committee of the Inter-
national Studies Programme, and the Arab
Students Association.

ANNOUNCE
A LECTURE BY

PROF. ELIAS SHOUFANI
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGETOWN

on

"THE PALESTINIAN FACTOR
IN MIDDLE EAST POLITICS"

THURSDAY, MARCH 22, 8:00P.M.
FACULTY OF EDUCATION AUDITORIUM,

371 BLOORST.WEST
PROFESSOR ELIAS SHOUFANI did his undergraduate work at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem and his Ph.D. at Princeton, His field ol
specialization is medieval Islamic history and he has recently published a
book entitled AL-RIDDAH and is the author of several articles on both

Islamic history and current issues.

and SEMINAR
ON "THE RIDDAH WARS"

ON THURSDAY, MARCH 22, 1973 AT4:10P.M.
IN THE UPPER LIBRARY OF MASSEY COLLEGE

4 DEVONSHIRE PLACE

dinator Joan Campana proclaimed

arrival at a "new stage" in the cam-
paign to repeal abortion laws.

Women's. Coalition executive

secretary Lorna Grant stated to the

audience of over 250 that the law

makers, not the women who
procured the abortions, were "the

real criminals," and demanded that

"all laws on abortion be stricken

from the Criminal Code".

During the rally Grant read

several telegrams that had been
received in support of the con-

ference, from New Zealand, FYance,

MP Grace McKinnis, and a U.S.

organization in support of Dr. Willie

Pierce, who is in a position similar to

that of Morgantaler (see separate

story). Women's groups represen-

tatives from all across Canada, in-

cluding 35 from Winnipeg, attended
the conference.

While the rally was in progress

outside the Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education building,

representatives of the Right-to-Life

and ProLife anti-abortion groups
picketed.

The coalition is urging women to

testify before a public tribunal it is

setting up that they have had abor-

tions to confront the federal govern-

ment with evidence that a large

runner of Canadian women have had
abortions.
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Bankers, not businessmen, steer economies
By JIM MARTIN

"Anyone studying foreign control

of Latin America must consider the
important role of international bank-
ing behind it", Frederick Goff told a
meeting of about 30 people in Sid
Smith Thursday.

Goff, an American raised in

Colombia, is a co-founder of the
North America Congress on Latin
America, a group examining U.S.

power in Latin America. He believes

that bankers, the "high priests of

capitalism", play an international

role greater than businessmen in

multi-national corporations, general-

ly the focus of more study and
criticism.

Goff pointed out the importance
of American multi-national banks to

the direction of economic develop-

ment. He said those controlling

capital and financing in a capitalist

economy are in the "driver's seat".

Unlike corporations, which deal
with only a few product markets,
financing is in constant demand
from all areas.

In Latin America, large banks
have a considerable advantage in be-
ing able to make economic predic-
tions, according to Goff.

The advantage stems from the
"rights of capital" that a bank holds
over industries and businesses for

the alleged purpose of determining
credit risks, the bank can demand
monthly outlines of the development
plans of its customers. Goff asserted
that even the governments of Latin
American countries do not often
have access to this key information.

Goff also said that American
banks exert an influence on inter-

national development by shaping
U.S. foreign policy. He cited the
number of bankers in top govern-
ment posts which relate to foreign
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policy as an example.

Goff then outlined the concentra-
tion of financial power by a few
leading American banks. He said

that two thirds of the stocks
available in the U.S. are held by the
bust departments of 50 U.S. banks.
In 1945, half of the national wealth
was held by banks, which grew at the
fastest rate of increase in the U.S.
Goff found it ironic that 100 billion

dollars in workers' pension funds is

controlled by bank officers.

Lately "bank-holding companies",
combining a bank and investing in-

stitutions such as insurance and real

estate firms, have been created to
expand even further the field of in-

fluence of multi-national banks.

Bankers have found a lucrative

market in the underdeveloped third

world, according to figures quoted
by Goff. While in 1968 the domestic
earnings of the three leading
American banks fell two per cent,

their overseas earnings "rocketed"
upward by 30 per cent. The First
National City Bank "earns" half of
its income abroad.

Most Latin America countries
have not imposed restrictive reserve
requirements, taxes, and interest
rate ceilings which would reduce
banking profits. Brazil's prime in-

terest rate fluctuates around 26 per
cent, and it is even higher for less
powerful borrowers than for large
corporations.

Goff said that large banks do not
release figures on their degree of
control of local deposits, but he es-
timated that 55 per cent of the
deposits in a nation such as Chile are
controlled by large banks. Seventy-
eight per cent of the capital used for
the creation of industries is

generated from local sources, and
from this Goff concluded that
"development by foreign capital" is

largely a myth in South America.
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Foreign financers have other types
of power in addition to the control of
capital and industry, Goff pointed
out. He said that the Chilean govern-
ment, for example, will have to
bargain with foreign bankers in Chile
to repay the national debt of two
billion dollars.

Goff outlined how American bank
investors have guarded against
nationalization of their Latin
American interests. However, he
added that multi-national cor-
porations with large assets cannot af-

ford to ignore nationalism. He claim-
ed that foreign investors have
recently assumed an "important in-

termediate function" in South
America- rather than directly own-
ing factories and real estate, smaller
amounts are loaned to this sector
while more capital goes to en-
deavours such as shipping, advertis-
ing, and the building of Large ware-
house centres in Panama.

"Nationalization by a popular
government" is the best long-term
action towards reducing dominance
by foreign banks according to Goff.
Short of this, he advocated the im-
position of reserve requirements,
and restrictions on foreign bank
ownership of industries, businesses
and local banks. He used Trinidad
and Tobago as an example of a coun-
try that has legislated against control
of its economy by American bankers.
That government has decreed that
all insurance companies must be
locally owned.

Goff maintained, however, that
many Latin American nations are
still "wide open" to exploitation by
multi-national banks, citing Brazil,

Panama, and until recently the
Bahamas as examples.
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Meanwhile, "democrats" plan coups
%

Chileans give marxism a vote of confidence

SANTIAGO DE CHILE (CUPI-PL)

— The results of the hardfought

Chilean parliamentary elections dis-

play the sharp class polarization that

characterizes the present political

moment in the South American

country.

The left forces belonging to or sup-

porting the ruling Unidad Popular

(UP) coalition were more successful

than they had predicted. However,

the united right, which now claims

victory on the basis of having achiev-

ed a majority in a non-existant

plebiscite, lost ground and will have

fewer senators and deputies in

parliament.

UP took over the government in

1970 with just 36.2 percent of the

vote. This time, they obtained over

43 percent, while their senate caucus

rose from 16 to 19 and in the lower

house from 56 to 63. These figures

are considered historical by the

government because no other ad-

ininistration has ever increased its

electoral percentage in a mid-term

election.

The right obtained about 55 per-

cent of the vote, a considerable drop

from 1970 when its forces were split.

Then, the presidential candidates of

the Christian Democratic and

National Parties totalled a vote of

62.7 percent.

The obstructionist right-wing

caucus fell from 93 to 87 in the

Chamber of Deputies and from 16 to

14 in the Senate while their primary

campaign dream of obtaining a two-

thirds majority in order to impeach

president Salvador AUende met with

resounding failure.

An air of pessimism surrounds the

right now. inside the "Confedera-

cion de la Democracia" (CODE), the

strategists are shuffling figures and

feelings, with the differences within,

and between the Christian
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Democrats and the National Party

sharper than ever.

One of the first CODE conclusions

is that the electorate did away with

their allies of the left Radical Party

(PIR), which arose from a right-wing

split in the Radical Party, began life

inside Unidad Popular and sub-

sequently ducked under the reac-

tionary tent, and small ultra-right

grouping known as Democracia

Radical. PIR used to have nine

deputies and now has one, while the

DR has four and now has two.

The Christian Democratic daily

"La Prensa" reflects these

elements: "True enough, the hopes

of the extreme optimists didn't come

true. Their main idea was to come

up overnight with a majority strong

enough to overthrow the Govern-

ment whenever they saw fit."

Now everything indicates the right

will head straight for a coup d'etat,

predicts the pro-Government daily

"Puro Chile". With a greater subtle-

ty it can be predicted the CDP will

be unable to disguise its growing

rightwardness for the simple reason

that former president Eduardo Frei,

who in the recent elections con-

firmed his role as top opposition

leader, will not give up his post.

As for NP leader Sergio Onofre

Jarpa; he is the only defeated op-

position leader, but can be expected

to hinge support for Frei on accep-

tance by the latter of his own coup-

making strategy.

The lingering phantom of the Oc-

tober 1972 lockout movement,
which, according to Interior Minister

General Carlos Prats, brought the

country close to civil war, is taking

on flesh in the post-election picture.

The newly elected senator Frei

will conduct a hard offensive against

the Government in the legislature

with two alternatives going : in-

stitutional, with an eye to the 1976

presidential elections and coup-

making, if circumstances and/or the

CDP's allies prove to be ripe.

On the left, the victory heralds

both realignments and a continua-

tion of the pre-election discussions

on the way to conduct an advance of

the revolutionary process.

In general all the left forces now

proclaim that the results of the mid-

terms provide more, favorable con-

ditions for advance and for a

strengthening of left unity.

An analysis of the results shows

the left vote was eminently work-

ing class with substantial increases
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jn peasant support and in the

traditionally rightist women's vote.

But this solid backing also led the

Socialist Party, which doubled its

members in the lower house from 14

to 28 and elected all their upper

house hopefuls, to say the Chilean

people have won another battle but

not the war.

The reiterated failures of the

enemy stated", the SP political com-

mission, make them commit actions

of any kind in their attempts to

recover their privileges.

The Communist Party, whose

main candidate Colodia Teitelboim

obtained the second highest national

total reflects the same state of alert

and claims the UP program now
enjoys the popular backing of more
than 43 percent of the Chileans.

It added the popular movement
does not fear dialogue, from which

the people gain while their enemies

are the ones that lose.

In the midst of these formulations,

the country's economic situation and

the government's solutions will now
come to the fore. Here too there will

be a reflection either of a unified left

attitude or of the tactical differences

expressed before election day.
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Blues 3-2 win marks fifth straiqht
Bv PETER DUXBy PETER DUX

Varsity hockey Blues won the
CIAU championship Saturday after-

noon by defeating St. Mary's Huskies
3-2 before a sellout Varsity Arena
crowd of 4,719. This was Blues fifth

straight CIAU victory and seventh in

the past eight years.

The game was hard fought and
Huskies certainly had no reason to

be ashamed as they suffered their

fourth consecutive loss to the Blues
in a championship game. A number
of St. Mary's players were in fine

form — most notable was veteran
goaltender Chuck Goddard who
turned back 35 Toronto shots in an
often brilliant performance.

Several Blues had an exceptional
game, including goalie Gary Inness,
Don Pagnutti, Mike Keenan and
Gord Davies. Davies was awarded
the game's MVP trophy - a fitting

tribute to Blues' retiring captain
who also scored the winning goal,

Coach Tom Watt was pleased that
Davies' strong work was finally

recognized.

"He's the hockey player's hockey
player," Watt said later, "not great s
at any one thing but an all-around j
player."

Blues opened the scoring after five I
minutes of the first period when

jj
Nick Holmes banged in Keenan's %
rebound with a good second effort
around the crease.

Blues second goal came late in the
oepning period on a well-executed
two-on-one breakway as Kent
Ruhnke took a Pagnutti pass and
flipped the puck just inside the post
on Goddard's stick side.

Huskies played right with Toronto
all through the period and only
Inness' fine work blanked them.
Referee Jim Lever kept the game
from getting out of hand by strictly

enforcing the rules as both teams
dealt out a series of stiff checks.

Mike Keenan {5} covers up in the crease while goalie Gary Inness is temporarily out of play.

St. Mary's showed the Blues they
could play a good forechecking game
in the first half of the second period
and put a good deal of pressure on
Toronto.

At the three-minute mark Huskies
were stymied on a two-on-one break
when Inness made the initial stop
and rightwinger Mike Quinn hit the
post on the rebound. However, their

perseverence paid off at 11:03 when
Varsity lost the puck in its own end

Irish, Jocks win
By PAUL CARSON

The Irish and the jocks will share
the Jennings Cup as a result of the

interfac hockey playoffs that
featured a record 46 teams in post-

season action.

St. Mikes A took Division I honors
last Friday by ousting defending

champions Victoria in two straight

games, 3-1.and 5-1.

John Rodgers, Joe Brady, Paul
Noble, Mike Spudoni and Pat
Kahnert provided the goals in the

deciding game while SMC's apparent
weakness in goal disappeared as Bob
Werbicki and Pete Schnarr allowed
Vic only one goal in each game.

Varsity Blues center Don Pagnutti

coached St. Mike's to its first Jen-
nings Cup victory since 1970.

"I didn't really have to do very

much, since once our players saw
those nifty jackets the football team
got for winning the Mulock, that was
all the motivation they needed,"

Pagnutti said after the game.

PHE B finally captured the

elongated Division II final Monday
night by edging Law U 3-2 in the

third game of a close series that saw
the two earlier games end in ties.

Mark Ackley collected two goals

for PHE and Dave McGuey added
one while Kemm Yates and Jack
Armstrong scored for Law.

Playoffs in the intermediate
league are still underway as Meds E
gained the semi-finals by defeating

Vic IV 5-1 and in the only other

result available at press time yester-

day PHE C beat Meds B 3-1.

and it sUd to Dwight Lewis who was
all alone in the slot.

He drew Inness' attention and
then passed to an uncovered Doug
Abbass who whisked it past Inness
from the left side.

Blues stormed back after the goal
and soon broke out of the Huskies'
forechecking shell.

The winning goal came when
Munro blocked a shot at The Varsity
blueline and passed ahead to Holmes
who carried the puck into the St.

Mary's corner, then passed from
behind the net to Davies who scored
from the slot.

The third period saw Blues keep
the puck in the Huskies end by
ferocious checking. They peppered
Goddard with 17 shots and didn't
ease up for a moment. It was a sur-
prise to see Blues take complete con-
trol against the Huskies because the
latter are reputed to be the only
team that can skate with the Blues
for a full 60 minutes.

Coach Bob Boucher yanked God-
dard in the final 30 seconds and it

paid off in a goal by defenceman
Gerald Gibbons, but alas it was only

two seconds before the end of the

game and Blues emerged the
1

victors.

Blues Notes. . . several vacancies
will exist on The Varsity roster next

year as definitely not returning are

goaltenders Inness and Bruce Dur-

no, Keenan, centers Munro and
Pagnutti, plus wingers Davies and
Doug Tate. . . Blues whooped it up
after the game with champagne and
dunked Watt and manager Rodger
Wright into the showers. . . stats

man Graham Francis' new toupee
was thrown into the bubbly by the
exuberant players... Neil Korzack
will play the rest of the year with
Peterborough Petes in the OHA
junior league. . . among the fans

were Loyola coach Paul Arsenault,
players from Sir George Williams, a

lively contingent of St. Mary's fans,

and NHL scounts such as Claude
Ruel and Ranger coach Emile Fran-
cis. .

. Munro and defenceman
Warren Anderson were selected to

the All-Canadian team by the Cana-
dian Hockey Coaches Association
while Boucher was named Coach of

the Year.

Toronto 3 St Mary's 2

First Period
1) Toronto, Holmes, (Keenan, Munro)
5:23

21 Toronto, Ruhnke, (Pagnutti, Korzack)
19:45

Penalties — Korzack T 1:46. Warner S
8:27, Fifield T 9:30, Warner S 13:45.
Anderson T 17:19, Ruhnke T 20:00

Second Period
3) St. Marys, Abbass, (Lewis) 5:53
4) Toronto. Davies, (Holmes, Munro)
11:03

Penalties — Anderson T 7:00, McFall S
12:35, Tate T 17:45, Gibbons S 18:47

Third Period
5) St. Mary's, Gibbons (Bayes) 19:58

Penalties - Quinn S 5:00, Turner S 11:50
Leroy T 13:09.

Shots on goal by
Toronto in n 17 _38
St. Mary's 7 6 7 -20

f

The Varsity,

Law leads in basketball
Law, the betting favourite in this

year's interfaculty basketball
playoffs, took a giant step toward
claiming their second championship
in as many years defeating Meds 60-

55. The second game of the series

will be played tonight at 7 pm with
the third game, if necessary, Thurs-
day at 7.

Meds came out flying in the first

seven minutes of the game and com-
pletely dominated play. However, as

all pundits know, you have to beat
another team on the scoreboard or

all your statistical edges are unim-
portant. The score after seven
minutes of play was 8-5 in favour of

Law.

Law is essentially an opportunistic

team. They had only four "good"
shots in the first seven minutes.

However, they made them all.

Meanwhile, Meds were not con-

verting their possible baskets. In ad-

dition, Meds were getting a large

amount of foul shots in the same

time interval, yet they managed to

hit only two out of 10 from the foul

line.

Law lead 27-21 at halftime and

slowly began to pill away from Meds

in the second half until, with ap-

proximately nine minutes to go in

the game, Coach Kleberg and Meds

succumbed to the inevitable and told

his troops to start pressing Law all

over the floor. The Meds rally closed

the gap to three at one point.

However, whenever Law needed a

basket, they got it.

The unsung heroes of this game

(and for many other games this

season) for Law were John Hunter

and Gerry Saltzman with their

rebounding. While team-mates Rich

Pirie, Jamie Halfnight, and Al

Sternberg carry the scoring load for

Law, the aforementioned two are

assigned to task of getting the ball

off the board.

Scoring in double figures for Law
in this game were John Hunter (13

points), Rich Pirie (12) and Jamie
Halfnight (12). Noticeably absent
from this list is Al Sternberg, who
scored only eight points. However,
he was closely guarded by his

brother Ron Sternberg (who plays

for Meds) who quipped following the
game that "Guarding Al at Hart
House was almost like guarding him
in our own basement at home. The
only difference is that he can't deke
behind the pingpong table to get
away from me at Hart House."
Double figure scorers for Meds in-

cluded Bobby Lewis (16 points), the
fast closing Joel Hibloom (10), and
Lindsay Horenblas (10.

91 St George St.,

Toronto, Ontario,

1 1
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Scott proposes

radical sports ethic

By JACK SCOn
The dominant North American

sport ethic is best captured in Vince

Lombardi's famous remark that "win-

ning isn't everything, it's the only

thing." If this ethic only ruled the

relatively small realm of professional

athletics, it might be of no serious

concern. But as we all know, it is the

Lombardies, Tom Landrys, and Punch

Imlachs who are the high priests of

the North American athletic world.

The Lombardian ethic is the rule of

the day from the professional ranks

down to the colleges, high schools,

junior high scoools, and even the "lit-

tle leagues".

Though we often hear many pious

and hypocritical utterances to the

contrary, Lombardi's comment that

"you have to have that fire in you to

play this game, and there is nothing

that stokes the fire like hate" reflects

how followers of the Lombardian

ethic view their opponents. In

American sport, the opponent is the

enemy — an obstacle in the way of

victory.

The Lombardian or North
American ethic, as I see it, is a

product-oriented system that has

turned out an excellent spectator

product as a result of the sacrifices

and hard work of many dedicated

men. One of the ways this excellence

has been developed has been by

believing winning isn't everything, it's

the only thing, Not too suprisingly, the

opponent at best is viewed as an

obstacle, at worst an enemy, that

must be overcome in order to achieve

victory. Almost needless to say, this

entire struggle takes place in a rigidly

authoritarian structure.

Counter-culture ethic - "antithesis"

Though it was around a long time

before the birth of the counter-

culture, a saying that sums up this

ethic is one I'm sure you're all familiar

with — "it's not whether you win or

lose, but how you play the game that

counts."

Being the antithesis, the counter-

culture ethic takes every value of the

Lombardian ethic and proposes the

exact opposite value as its position.

Cooperation replaces competition,

and emphasis on the process

replaces an emphasis on the product,

sport as a co-educational activity

replaces sport as a'stag party, a con-

cern for enjoyment replaces a con-

cern for excellence, and an opportuni-

ty for spontaneity and self-expression

replaces authoritarianism.

Being basically apolitical and lack-

ing any radical analysis, the counter-

culture sees no distinction between

essences and forms. Out of frustra-

tion and anger with the cultural

manifestation of sport in North

American society, the counter-culture

strikes out at sport itself. The

counter-culture has performed an in-

valuable service by highlighting the

abuses of the American system, but

its alternative has been rejected by

the overwhelming majority of

American people. It has been rejected

quite correctly, I think, for it does not

offer a sound, rational, humane and

viable alternative.

Sport cannot exist separate from

the reality of society. Sport, like a

other institutional activities wil

reflect and in turn help to reinforce

dominant values. If the dominan

Mail or deliver

To: 91 St. George St.

Drop this coupon, signed and with student
number into any campus mail box, and it will be
delivered free to The Varsity office.

Campus mail boxes can be found in almost all

university buildings.
,

As a student involved in athletics at the Univer-
sity of Toronto, where over 50 per cent of the
athletic budget comes from the students, and
where only five students can be elected to a 20:

member Directorate, I strongly support a majority
student voice in the UTAA Directorate.

Yes No
The construction of a new men's athletic

building should be placed at the top of the universi-
ty administration's priority list. The administra-
tion should appeal to the provincial government for
construction funds, and should also pay for the
maintenance costs itself.

Yes NO
Co-educational physical education and

athletics should be encouraged; and the men's
athletics program, the women's program, and the
School of Physical and Health Education should be
integrated.

Yes No
I urge the UTAA to set up a committee with a

majority of student (athletes) to define the
priorities of the m^n's athletics program at the U of
T.

Yes No
l Signature
I

ATL number

values of a society are alienating and

destructive, then any major in-

stitutional activity inlhat society will

reflect these values regardless of

how pure and intrinsically valuable

the essence of that activity may be.

Not understanding this relationship,

the counter-culture looked at the in-

stitutional manifestation of sport in

American society, saw its dehumaniz-

ing nature, and concluded that

something was wrong with sport

itself. The mistake was to not dis-

tinguish between the essence of

sport and its institutional manifesta-

tion.

will have equal access to the com :

petitive sport experience. There are

no sound psychological or

physiological reasons why the com-

petitive sport experience should be

denied to women.
Though not against co-educational

sport activity on a recreational basis,

the radical ethic does not see allow-

ing women to compete against men
as a means for providing women with

equal opportunity. Because of size

and strength limitations, only an

extraordinary woman athlete will be

able to compete against an average

male athlete in most sports.

\

tion of your brother — your opponent.

The radical athlete has an intense

desire to achieve excellence and vic-

tory, but he just as intensely wants to

seek out and experience the agonistic

struggle. The champion radical

athlete, rather than attempting to

maximize his chances for maintaining

the victor's throne, will share his

knowledge and skill with lesser

athletes in the hope that they will rise

to his level. Since victory isn't the only

thing for the radical athlete, he takes

little pride or satisfaction in a victory

easily won over a less-skilled or

weaker opponent. His victory comes

Jack Scott proposes a radical ethic of sport that would turn sport into pleasure but

maintain the essential competitive spirit of the activity.

Radical ethic — "synthesis"

The radical ethic of sport says

there is nothing fundamentally wrong
with the essence of competitive

sport. It says that the agonistic

struggle in sport of team with team,

man with man, man with himself, or

man with nature, is a healthy, intrin-

sically valuable human activity. It

does not view sport as either solely a

competitive of solely a cooperative

venture.

As many fine physical educators

have tried to point out in the past,

there is a vital interplay between

competition and cooperation in

healthy sport activity. Competitive

sport is in trouble when this balance

is lost either in the direction it is to-

day on the side of competition or in

the direction the counter-culture

would have it go on the side of

cooperation.

Rather than replace the Lombar-

dian emphasis on the product with

the counter-cultule's emphasis on the

process, the radical etbicjefuses to

view human experience in such a

fragmented manner. The radical ethic

recognizes the excellence of the out-

come as important, but equally impor-

tant is how the excellence is

achieved.

In fact, since it has a deep underly-

ing faith in man, the radical ethic

believes the sport experience will be
ven richer than it is under the Lom-
bardian ethic when a humanistic

process — a process that will allow

and encourage man to develop his full

potential — replaces the present

dehumanizing system.

The radical ethic assumes women

Consequently, rather than sound

the drum for co-educational activities

as a panacea, the radical ethic says

that women who want to have the

competitive sport experience should

be provided with the same economic

and institutional support that men
receive.

The radical ethic views the athlete

as arr artist who is struggling to

express himself, but like the followers

of the Lombardian ethic, radical

proponents understand the need for

dedication and hard work. No matter

how esthetic a setting may be, a

counter-culture long distance runner

will not have a peak experience dur-

ing a long distance run if his

physiological conditioning is such that

he has a gut ache and cramps after

the first mile.

The radical ethic sees nothing

wrong with team sports as long as

the team spirit stems from a genuine

development of community rather

than from authoritarian intimidation.

Sharing and cooperating with others

in a healthy team setting makes one

more human rahter than less. Under
the radical ethic, team spirt would

flow from a genuine concern for one's

team-mates rather than from a

superficial and imposed conformity of

blue blazers and crew-cuts.

But perhaps the most fundamental

aspect of the radical ethic of sport is

reflected in how one sees his oppo-

nent. The opponent is not simply an

obstacle in the way of victory; he is

not simply an instrument to be used

for one's own glory. In a very real

sense, the opponent is a brother who
is presenting you with a challenge.

You cannot experience the agonistic

struggle of sport without the coopera-

when he struggles courageously in

the face of a real challenge.

Since the degree of alienation

would be minimized under a system

of radical athletics, the sporting con-

test would be guided by a general

ethic of sportsmanship, and specific

rules and regulations would be kept

to a minimum. Rather than

denigrate the many accomplishments

of those who have been guided by the

Lombardian ethic or the counter-

culture, the radical ethic attempts to

build a system based on the

achievements of these two systems

while avoiding their abuses and

excesses, The radical ethic un-

derstands its indebtedness to men
like Knute Rockne and Vince Lombar-

ds for what these men accomplished,

but it does not see them as represen-

ting the apotheosis of the sport

experience. The iadical ethic in sport

has a commitment to excellence in-

tegrated with a desire to achieve that

excellence by a process that will

humanize rather than dehumanize

man,

Anyone who would attempt to im-

plement the radical ethic on any

significant scale in the North

American athletic world today will dis-

co v e r just how radical and
revolutionary these ideas are! The

fact, though, that a rational, humane

ethic must be classified as radical or

revolutionary should tell something

about the nature of contemporary

North American society.

Jack Scott is chairman of Physical

Education and Director of Athletics at

Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio. This

article was adapted from a speech he

made in March 1972.
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Greasy spoons in an

imperial campuschain
By ART MOSES

Canadian University Press

Low-quality food has long been

one of students' major complaints

about the campus environment.

At Memorial University in St.

John's, Newfoundland, more than

200 students were stricken with

salmonella poisoning last December

after eating cream puffs in a

residence dining hall. At McGill, a dis-

missed cafeteria worker recently

wrote to the student newspaper

describing how the chef dropped a

shed some light on the corporate en-

tities responsible for the food situa-

tion on many Canadian campuses.

Versafoods into everything

Perhaps the best known catering

company is Versafoods Services

Limited. Versafoods is the company

linked to the food poisoning incident

at Memorial; it has a monopoly food

service contract there. Other cam-

puses with Versafoods contracts in-

clude York University and Laurentian

University.

Versafoods is controlled by ARA

of $716,128,000 and profits of

$21,979,000.

ARA's prime corporate activity

appears to be buying up smaller firms

engaged in similar or related ac-

tivities. In 1966, it purchased eight

food catering and vending machine

outlets in every corner of the United

States. In 1967, the year it bought

control of Versafoods, ARA purchas-

ed seven food service firms, one real

estate company, and one manage-

ment consultant firm. In 1968, ARA
bought more than 30 food service

and vending machine outlets, along

with Nacional Hotelera, a Mexico City

hotel and restaurant chain, to super-

vise the kitchens at the October

Olympic Games.

Besides its massive stock of ven-

ding machines and related equip-

ment, ARA owns a fleet of trucks, and

through its subsidiaries owns and

leases distribution centres
throughout the U.S. and Puerto Rico.

Versafoods Services was incor-

porated in Canada on June 15, 1961

under the name Vendomatic Services

Limited. Chief mover behind the firm

was Allan D. Baker, who was already

in the vending machine and food ser-

vice business as president of Baker

Vending Services, Nation-Wide Food

Services, and Vendomatic Limited.

Baker merged these companies

with Industrial Food Services, a divi-

sion of Canadian Food Products

Limited, (a distributor of processed

food to institutional kitchens) to form

Vendomatic. The "Versafoods" label

was adopted in 1964. Last July 12,

the name was officially changed to

VS Services Limited.

In February 1969, Versafoods

acquired a 50 per cent interest in Ver-

sair In-Flight Services Limited of

Kingston, Jamaica. Perhaps more

significantly, it bought a 70 per cent

interest in a West German firm which

processes frozen prepared meals.

Thus, Versafoods, to that point prin-

cipally a distributor, branched into the

processing level of the food service

business, following the tried-and-true

principle of vertical integration.

Versafoods also wholly owns Jiffy

Foods Limited, and holds a 50 per

cent interest in Versa-Service Limited

of London, England.

In 1971, Versafoods reported a

profit of $1,156,000 on sales of more

than $72 million. The profit figure

represented a 500 per cent increase

over the previous year,

meatloaf onto a dirty floor two
minutes before serving it to students.

He also told how differently labelled

meals were actually the same food

served in a varied fashion.

Although some post-secondary in-

stitutions hire their own food service

workers, most contract out their food

services to a private catering firm.

The company is usually part of a

multi-national corporate empire
specializing in preparing and serving

food in institutional environments.

Only one Canadian owned firm of any
significance operates in Canadian
post-secondary institutions.

Examining the "big-three" catering

firms administrators are hiring should

Services Limited, an American cor-

porate giant with executive offices in

Los Angeles and corporate
headquarters in Philadelphia.

ARA owns 85 per cent of Ver-

safood shares. Since its formation in

1959, ARA has bought up scores of

catering and vending machine firms,

and is involved with institutional food

services, automatic food distribution,

jukeboxes, cigarette dispensing
machines, merchandising techniques

for retailers, periodicals distribution,

and other business activities. Next
time you put your quarter into a ven-

ding machine or amusement game,
chances are it's going into ARA
coffers. The firm recorded 1971 sales

with several jukebox firms. In 1969, it

purchased Allegheny Cigarette Ser-

vice and began buying up periodicals

distribution firms in several states. In

a furious round of activity in 1970,
ARA bought a social research firm,

more than 10 more periodicals dis-

tributors throughout the U.S., about

20 more vending machine and cater-

ing firms, and firms operating
children's amusement rides.

ARA and its subsidiaries operate

throughout the U.S., "and in co-

operation with or through foreign-

based companies in the United
Kingdom, Canada, Mexico, the Car-

ribean and Western Europe".

In May, 1968 ARA joined forces

pronounced in Saga Food Service of

Canada Limited, a firm which is car-

ving itself an ever-increasing share of

the Canadian college and university

market. (The University of New
Brunswick recently signed a new con-

tract with Saga, after being forced to

agree to a reduction in the number of

meals per week to avoid a price hike.)

Saga is well established on such cam-

puses as Carleton University,

Bishop's University and Brock Univer-

sity.

Reliable sources indicate that

Saga is deliberately underpricing its

bids for food service contracts to es-

tablish its foothold in the Canadian

university market. The company's

fastest campus growth has been in

the Atlantic provinces where it has

been undercutting its competitors in

open tendering. The competitors

expect Saga's prices to rise once it

has established some degree of

market control.

Saga is 100 per cent owned by

Saga Administrative Corporation of

Menlo Park, California. Separate

balance sheets are not provided for

its Canadian operation. Its business

here appears to be a miniscule affair

after one examines Saga's list of sub-

sidiaries.

Moody's Industrial Manual lists

them this way: Saga Dining Halls In-

corporated, Saga Food Services of

Alabama, Arizona, California, Canada,

Colorado, Connecticut, Florida,

Georgia, Hawaii... plus 37 more

states and Puerto Rico.

The Saga Administrative Corpora-

tion was incorporated in New York in

1957 as a successor to a partnership

formed in 1948. In July 1969, it

acquired Straw Hat Restaurant Incor-

porated of San Leandre, California,

and Pizza Specialty Corporation of

Terrance, California. The same year,

it established a joint venture with

Only one feeds us
By BRIANE NASIMOK

The only major institutional caterer serving the U of T campus is

Beaver Foods. It runs the New and Trinity food services. The prices at

both spots are lower than the average dining spot.

University College offers two different food services, with catering

from Canada Caterers, and a college-run service in the residences.

The UC Literary and Athletic Society operates a small snack bar

which usually breaks even. This year, however, it was showing a "$200

profit as of Christmas", said former UC SAC rep Marty Stollar.

SAC services commissioner-elect Seymour Kanowitch commented

on the quality of food at UC, "It's edible."

St. Mike's and Victoria's food services are run by the administra-

tion. Vic's, although inexpensive, has received some criticism about its

quality. SAC communications commissioner and VUSAC vice-president

Debra Lewis commented "It's cheap", but mentioned the "adverse

criticism" about the food.

First year music technology student, John LeBerg, who was in

Wymilwood, the Vic cafeteria, said he just drinks coffee there. 'The food

looks awful, institutional, and dreadful," he commented. However,

LeBerg suggested the service was good.

The only completely student-run food service is at Innis College.

The Innis College Student Society picks up the annual $500 tab the

college snack bar loses.

"The Innis food is quite reasonable," according to part-time stu-

dent Will Krichner. "I eat here quite regularly."

Snack bar manager Steve Easterbrook, a third year Innis student,

said that it was hard to compete "with the rising prices". Easterbrook,

who occasionally works in the snack bar, said, "We have a woman who
we hire for eight hours a day, and students who work from four to eight

in the evening. It gets really hectic around lunch, and really slow around

dinner. But, we have to keep the snack bar open in the evenings for part-

time students."

Two months ago, SAC, under services commissioner Chuck

Vickery, distributed questionnaires at the various campus food outlets.

Although many replies have been submitted, the forms are just sitting

on Vickery's desk, without being processed.

An alternate service to the college eating areas are the catering

trucks. With names such as Humpty Dumpty, Tastee Freeze, and Meals

on Wheels, the trucks do a phenomenal business along St. George

Street.

One "chef" who refused to give his name when interviewed

wouldn't discuss the mark-up on his goods.

Baker, now chairman of the board

of Versafoods, is also chairman of

Versair In-Flight Services, president

of La Luz Mines Limited, and a direc-

tor of Security Capital Corporation

Limited, Apetito-Fertigmenu-Karl

Dusterberg (the German processor)

and Versa-Service of England.

Versafoods employed about 6,500
people at the end of 1971.

Saga climbing cafeteria ladder

American control of Canadian
campus eating facilities is even more

General Food Corporation to suppl

ready-to-eat foods and related noi

food items to colleges and other ii

stitutions in the Cleveland area.

Besides the 21 acres at Saga

Menlo Park California headquarter

the corporation owns buildings (

three university campuses — at Go

zago University in Spokan
Washington; at Alma College in Alrr

Michigan; and at the University

California in Davis, California.

In 1969, the last year figures w(

See 'Canadian' — page 12
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Stack decisions come later
By ERIC MILLS

Controversial decisions on stack

access in the new Robarts Library,

and on amalgamation of smaller

libraries to create a duplicate collec-

tion, will be made after most
students have left the campus.
The Governing' Council's Library

Subcommittee, * set up last

September to deal with these and
other library matters, has yet to

report to the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee, where a vigorous debate is

likely to ensue. The earliest its

report can go to the Governing Coun-
cil, subcommittee chairman Milton

Israel says, is for the council's May
meeting.

And, the history professor is not

optimistic that Academic Affairs

will be able to deal with the report

quickly. Important decisions on dis-

cipline, the Department of Exten-

sion and the Faculty of Food
Sciences will have to be made first.

As well, he said, "It isn't con-

ceivable (that the committee can)

discuss all the recommendations in a

couple of weeks." He noted the com-
plexity of the subcommittee's

jurisdiction, and observed that in-

itial decisions on the research library

"will affect the university for years."

In any case, the Library Subcom-
mittee may not be able to conclude

its deliberations at Its next meeting,

April 4.

Discussion of the proposed
amalgamation of New and Univer-

sity Colleges' libraries into a du-

plicate collection at the Sigmund

Samuel Library did not get un-

derway at last Wednesday's meeting.

The sub-committee may have to wait

until later in April to consider the

UC Laidlaw Library, as the college

has not yet resolved its own opinion

on the future of its library.

New College principal Donald Ivey

has already appeared before the sub-

committee to argue against the dis-

appearance of his college's library,

setting the stage for contentious

debate when the question comes up.

Merging the political economy and
history departmental libraries into

the duplicate collection has already

been recommended.

The subcommittee is also awaiting
a report from its own working group
on conservation of library resources,

and last week barely began a discus-

sion of the relationship of satellite

libraries to ohe main system.
The meeting, in fact, did little

other than to reaffirm an earlier

decision to amalgamate the exten-
sion library into the duplicate collec-

tion, and to agree with a year-old

Senate decision on lending
regulations.

The subcommittee agreed with the
Senate that all readers in the
Robarts and Sigmund Samuel
Libraries should be allowed equal
loan periods, instead of the present
widely differentiating terms favour-
ing faculty members and graduate
students.

Chief librarian Robert Blackburn,

who as recently as the subcom-
mittee's previous meeting opposed
equal access to the Robarts Library
stacks, said he would accept longer
loans for faculty and graduate
students, but regretfully conceded,
"at the moment, this seems out of

style".

The subcommittee has already
decided to recommend equal stack
access to Robarts, substantially

meeting a demand of last spring's

Simcoe Hall occupation.

In correcting minutes describing

this decision, political economy
professor Sanford Lakoff decried

"the failure of this committee to

restructure stack access on the basis

on of need", as instructed by the

Senate. "There will come a time

when this ill-advised decision will be
reviewed," he warned.
The subcommittee found that re-

quiring passes would naturally
restrict stack access to those in

need; any artificial differentiation

would be impractical and un-
necessary.

Under the Senate regulations,
library users will be able to borrow
monographs for up to two weeks,
with no renrewals; serials will be
available for use only in the library.

Special arrangements may be made
for Scarborough and Erindale
Colleges, and for doctors at off-

campus U of T teaching hospitals.

Lakoff served warning that he
wants the committee to look into the
feasability of forcing faculty,

departmental and college libraries to

amalgamate with the central library,

even if they are independently fund-
ed by the body they are attached to,

rather than the library system,

r
He described as "sleight of hand"

any argument that such libraries

were beyond the jurisdiction of the
sub-committee; just as funding for

the political economy and history

libraries will revert to the central
library, he argued, so could
resources now used to maintain
libraries by bodies outside the
library but funded by the university

return to the system.

"I would not suggest we have a

'Quebec problem' at Scarborough
(which is growing increasingly in-

dependent of the St. George cam-
pus), but we do have a separatist

problem," he said.

Robarts open late
The Robarts Library won't be open until at least August, according to vice-

provost Peter Meincke.

The $42 million complex was originally expected to be in operation last fall.

However construction slowdowns, particularily the recent elevator
maintenance workers' strike, postponed the opening date.
Meincke last week described as "optimistic'' vice-president Don Forster's

estimate several months ago that the library could open less than five months
after the elevator workers were back on the job.

The vice-provost said U of T is low on the priority lists of elevator com-
panies, which started operating last week after the provincial government in-

troduced a bill ordering strikers back to work.

AAiglin and Helliwell play
musical chairs for money

Retiring SAC president Eric Miglin has quit his

$U5-a-week job one month early — to take a higher pay-
ing job.

Miglin is not retiring as SAC president immediately,
however; he will continue to work some evenings, while
vice-president John Helliwell moves up to take the full-

time job.

Coincidentally, Helliwell's own salary ran out a
week ago last Friday, and he originally hoped to take
over from Miglin a week ago Monday.

Miglin, however, found that his $160 « week con-
struction job, which goes up to $250 at the end of April,

couldn't begin until two days ago. Helliwell, who has
recently bought a car, had to rest content for a week.

Miglin admitted Sunday night that his switch into a

"non-thinking, apolitical job" was for "mainly finan-

cial" reasons, to prepare for his stay at Harvard Univer-
sity next year.

The outgoing president already has a $5,000
scholarship lined up at the prestigious university's

business school, and has worked at the SAC pub, but
says the $2,400 tuition at Harvard and the extremely
high cost-of-living in Boston means he needs to save
money in order to survive the year.

"There's not that much left to do", in any case, he

Miglin basks at OFS press conference.

said, adding that he had discussed the move with many
people, including president-elect Bob Anderson,
although the executive was never officially informed.

Helliwell said at Monday night's council meeting
that he intends to work on constitutional amendments,
changes in SAC meeting procedure, "general tidying up
and housekeeping", and simply to be available to help

incoming executives and constituency reps.

The threatened collpase of the Association of Stu-

dent Councils (see elsewhere in this paper) is absorbing

the active vice-president's energies this week. In

fact, Helliwell came down from Ottawa where he is lob-

bying the federal government for a few hours to attend

the annual joint meeting. Coincidentally, Helliwell is

reported to be angling for a job with AOSC this summer.
Miglin, who also considerably lessened his activities

towards the end of his vice-presidential term two years

ago, made a pessimistic speech Monday night about this

year's council.

"SAC kept its profile too low," he said "We tried to

make SAC less political and talk down less to students,

but it didn't work.

"Sometimes we had to be prodded into action more
than we should have".

The running mate of Helliwell and Ross Flowers in

a ticket elected on a program of communications and
services, Miglin admitted, "we didn't communicate
with (the students)."

Although U of T SAC got the best turnout of any
campus in the October fees strike referendum, and
three-quarters approval for the strike, Miglin said the

militancy of SAC's position then was not adequately

reconciled with council's refusal to participate in a

demonstration in November.

It wasn't wrong to oppose the demonstration, he

said, but SAC failed to communicate effectively to

students why it went against it.
-

But "in the area of services, we made real and
valuable inroads," he added. This year's council set up
SAC pub and an information service, but the pub lost

money and the service was so little used that it was dis-

banded.

Day care refused

operating licence

Campus day care centre has once again
come under attack.

By PAT REDICAN
The Campus Cooperative day care centre on Sussex Street has

been refused a licence by the Day Nurseries Board, mainly because
it refuses to hire certified personnel.

Although the parents haven't decided how, they definitely will
appeal the refusal, which could mean the end of a four year old ex-
periment in parent and worker control of day care.

According to Jude Angioa, a co-ordinator at the centre, the
parents who control the centre believe that they should have the
right to hire people whom they feel are qualified.

"We want to be able to choose pople who have experience, who
we feel are good, rather than on the basis of a piece of paper."

The Day Nurseries Act requires that at least one person at the
centre be a certified graduate of the Day Nurseries or Child Care
courses offered at technical colleges, community colleges, or un-
iversities. At present, none of the hired co-co-ordinators at Sussex
St. are qualified under these regulations, according to Angioa. They
are all experienced with children, however.

Several other grounds for refusal were also given, mostly in-

volving fire and safety regulations. According to Angioa these were
largely false accusations. "On the day the people from the board
came to inspect there was no-one upstairs with the sleeping

children; according to the regulations there must be at least one
person there at all times; usually there is," Angioa said.

Most of the breaches were of this nature, she added. "All of

these have been or can be easily corrected; this was not the main
ground for refusing us the licence."

There were also some grounds for refusal which Angioa termed
"purely bureaucractic." For instance, according to the act,

crawlers and walkers must be kept in separate rooms. "Here we
keep them together," said Angioa. "I don't know why they should
be separated."

The centre appealed an orginal deicision against them before

the Day Nurseries Appeal Board, but lost. The co-op has three
possible courses of action : they can reapply for a licence

;
they can

comply with all the rules and then re-apply; or they can appeal to a
district court of appeals on the grounds of a mistrial in the Day
Nurseries hearing.

However, no definite tack has been decided upon.

Angoia was hopeful about getting the licence in the long run.

"It will be a long, draw-out hassle; but we'll probably get it even-

tually," she said.

However, "licence or no licence, we'll go on as long as we can;

after all, we've operating for three years without a licence."
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Gnvernment is silent on freeze

Province holds up U of T building funds
By PAUL McGRATH

University of Toronto administra-

tors are ready to spend money on

building and renovations needed for

University College, the Wallberg

Building and Innis College, but the

provincial government has been slow

to respond to an application made by

the university in December for funds

to initiate the work.

The freeze on capital building

allocations imposed by the govern-

ment in November has slowed down

the university's building program

and necessitated the application for

special grants, which has been

answered with almost total silence

by the Ontario government.

U of T planning and resources

vice-president Jack Sword says the

administration is waiting for the new

provincial budget, to be tabled on

April 12, for any hopeful signs of a

softening of government policy to

university building.

At present the university is using

operating capital for continuation of

projects that would be aided by ap-

proval of the grant, capital that

would go to the building of men's

athletic facilities and the Innis

academic building.

Capital appropriations from

operating funds totalling $105,000

have been made for renovations to

the Wallberg Building. The ad-

ministration has also allocated $22,-

500 for architect's and other fees for

the new Innis building and other ex-

penses, and requested an extra $650,-

000 to be added on to an already ap-

proved $5,271,580 for the con-

tinuance of the construction work

required on the Scarborough cam-

pus.

The university's Business Affairs

Committee decided February 28

that, until approval of funding for

this project has been received,

business affairs vice-president Alex

Rankin may allocate up to $269,495

from operating revenue, "should

MCU (Ministry of College and

Universities) approval not be

received."

The university is gambling with

money slated to go to the Men's

Athletic Building and Innis College,

and response from the government

has been virtually non-existent.

"All we know is that they've said

we can go ahead with all existing

projects," said Kiel Gregory, ad-

ministrative assistant to Vice-

president Don Forster.

This was echoed by government

soutces.

"We know that all projects to

which they (the university) com-

mitted themselves in the last fiscal

year will receive enough to be com-

pleted," said Stan Orlowski, in

charge of the Capital Support

Branch of the Ministry of Colleges

and Universities. "If the contract

was signed, and the university or

college committed, we (the branch)

are hoping to get 100 per cent of the

money."
Projects already started that this

applies to are the Robarts Library,

the student services building (Phase

Ha) of the Scarborough College pro-

ject and laboratory completion on

the Erindale campus.

Meeting produces

no results

on Salaff appeal
By JOHN CAMPBELL

A meeting last Thursday between math professor David Salaff,

math chairman George Duff and arts and science dean Bob Greene

failed to produce any concrete results in Salaff 's appeal for his con-

tract renewal.

The meeting was held after Salaff submitted a formal state-

ment to Greene charging that, "as a result of the hostile, an-

tagonistic attitude toward me (in the math department) as of

November, no question concerning my employment. . . was

capable of objective consideration by officials in the department."

Salaff said his effort to move the group toward a discussion of

the open staff-student parity jury he wants to review his case was

blocked by Greene.

"I want students to see and hear the exploration of my case,"

Salaff said, "to see how principles, in my opinion, have been

pushed aside." He said he was referring to the principle of student

participation in the conduct of classes.

In his letter to Greene Salaff outlined three occasions when he

supported students in disputes with the math department over

marking schemes and course content.

Greene described the meeting as being one of a "exploratory

nature", adding, "Quite frankly, 1 haven't been as concerned about

the make-up of the review committee as I have been about the

nature of the grievances (of Salaff) and the circumstances around

them."

Greene said he has received recommendations from faculty

members about the possible structure of an open committee, all of

which have involved "a hearing the constitution of which and

membership of which would be agreeable to both Salaff and Duff".

Math professors Michael Mather and David Spring, both

appealing decisions denying them tenure last spring, found a

meeting yesterday with U of T president John Evans similarly dis-

appointing.

Mather said, "we still do not know what mechanism will be

used to make the decision (on their appeals)".

He said the pair pressed Evans for more information to make
their appeals.

For example, Mather said, he wants to know "how an outside

referee made his opinion and report on my teaching. How long did

he spend reading and considering my research before making his

report?"

Part of Mather's appeal rests on his complaint that American
research institute worker Peter Hilton did not consult enough peo-

ple within the math department before submitting an unfavorable

report on Mather's teaching ability to the tenure committee.

Mather said that Evans informed both him and Spring that a

decision on what future steps would be taken on their appeals

would not be ready for "three or four weeks".

Evans was not available for comment after yesterday's

meeting.

Gregory complained that the

government's capital budget freeze

announcement was open to inter-

pretation, but that the government

had given little help in clearing up its

vagueries.

In fact, Sword commented recent-

ly that the government had not even

acknowledged the university's re-

quest for special grants.

However, colleges and universities

minister Jack McNie has been

reported as saying the freeze would

be lifted for "very worthwhile and

badly needed projects." McNie was

unavailable for comment yesterday

and Monday.

The St. George Campus Land Use

Plan, the university's document out-

lining future growth, states that

because of the reductions in capital

support, the university has

"reassessed its plans for the con-

solidation of lands in the north-west

quadrant of the campus.

The plan, revised after the govern-

ment announcement, says that the

graduate student complex planned

for the east side of St. George Street

south of Bloor Street "will be long-

delayed." This complex will house

the School of Graduate Studies of-

fices, the Graduate Students Union

offices and a residence for single

graduate students.

The report also states that the

Men's Athletic Building, needed to

relieve cramped conditions in Hart

House, will be constructed "hopeful-

ly commencing in 1974."

These two developments are only

part of the university's five-year

program for capital appropriations.

Demolition of a large number of

houses will be required for the

development of two future sites,

although other sites now vacant will

not be used for several years.

One site, on Washington Avenue

between Spadina and Huron, will be

used for expansion of the Faculty of

Education, although there is no

mention of the possible starting date

for the project.

Development of the other site,

which will necessitate demolition of

houses on Sussex Avenue, Glen

Morris and Huron Streets, will make

way for an athletic field, even

though vacant sites possibly suitable

for the same function, exist on cam-

pus. These sites, including the lot on

St. George opposite the Robarts

Library are being used as parking

lots, and the report notes that there

development "is not imminent."

The university is waiting for the

April 12 budget, which may bring

word on the renovation grants. The
throne speech delivered in the

provincial legislature last Wednes-

day promises "to make funds

available for the restoration and

maintenance" of "selected" historic-

buildings and sites. This may apply

to University College, which has

been declared an historical building

by the federal government.
_

Orlowski also told The Varsity that

his branch is working on a report on

emergencies in building on Ontario

campuses. The branch's first priority

will be to deal with clear cases, of in-

ability, such as George Brown
College, to accomodate students,

said Orlowski. The next priorities

will be inadequate accomodation,

and then accomodation "that would

be nice to have."

The U of T administration wants to spend money for renovating University College, but the

Ontario government has frozen building funds.

Math governing kept secret;

Duff thinks he'll take advice
By ELAINE KAHN

Math chairman George Duff said

Monday that he "guessed" that he

would implement a service course

committee recommendation made
two weeks ago to put more emphasis

on term work in some first year

courses.

The parity service course com-

mittee was set up in response to the

math occupation, at_which time

students were demanding improve-

ment in math course quality and

greater student representation on all

departmental decision-making
bodies, including those dealing with

hiring, firing and tenure.

Although the committee was
limited to making recommendations

for correcting academic and ad-

ministrative problems in the first

year courses, students received

assurances from committee chair-

man Nick Derzko that these

recommendations would normally

be accepted.

The Governance and Structure

committee, set up to investigate the

structure of the math department,

has met once in camera. The com-

mittee has agreed to withhold dis-

closure of its activities, which are

still in the procedural stage, until the

math department has been Informed

about them, said professor Stewart

Smith, a committee member, Mon-
day.

Committee chairman Paul Rooney

told The Varsity, "Quite a good deal

happened (at the meeting) but I'm

not going to tell you about it."

The all-faculty committee, also es-

tablished because of the occupation,

has sent questionnaires to math

faculty members asking if students

should be seated on the committee.

Smith said that "answers (to the

questionnaire) are coming in, but are

not complete".

He added "the committee wants

full student input on this committee

before students leave" for the

summer.

At its weekly Wednesday meeting

the service course committee con-

sidered a motion to attach tutors to

certain lecture sections.

The motion addresses itself to one

in a long list of complaints students

have about tutors which include: the

failure of tutors to attend their

students' classes, discrepancies

between tutors' marking, and the in-

ability of some tutors to speak

English.

An amendment to the motion to

disallow transfer from one tutorial

section to another was defeated.

Derzko said this motion will be the

first order of business at the com-

mittee's meeting to-day.
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Day Care occupation year old

Campus Co-op may get respite

and new Innis home
By PAT REDICAN

Campus Co-operative Community Day Care
Centre Number 3 will be celebrating a birth-

day on April 7 — its own; the first anniversary

of the occupation of the empty building on
Devonshire Place by the day care people.

The party is a tacit salute to the intran-

sigence of the university. The day care people

had negotiated with the administration for a

building on campus for over a year when they

) finally occupied an unused building on
Devonshire Place; they have been negotiating

with the Governing Council ever since — and
they are still, officially, without a home.
Not that the situation has been completely

static; on the surface, at least, it has been a

very live issue—definitely a sore point with
the administration. Ultimatums have been
issued from both sides, but agreement has
never been reached and so the co-op con-

tinues to maintain a 24-hour occupation, the

longest-running occupation in North America.
The occupation may be over soon, as a home

in the Innis College block of houses on Sussex
Street may become available. But first, the
centre must overcome administration inaction

and hostility, which the group has met con-
tinually in its four year existence.

The o-op was formed in 1969 when a group
of university students and workers and com-
munity residents attempted to find cheap
space for much-needed infant day care. After
months of negotiations with the university, the
group occupied an unused house at 12 Sussex
Street and proceed to repair and paint it.

However, they could not afford to bring it

up to standards, and after another nine month
» fruitless negotiating period with the universi-

ty, the first occupation in U of T's history at

Simcoe Hall forced the administration to
cough up $2,000.

Another futile year of negotiations led up to
the Devonshire occupation to set up an over-
two centre.

The day care problem became the focus for
several important issues, the most important
of which was probably the thorny question of
social responsibility.

The side the co-op took on this was that the
university had significant responsibility to its

own and surrounding community members;
the administration argued that the university

only owed subsidized day care to university
members. The presidential advisory Com-
mittee on Social Responsibility quit on then-
acting president Jack Sword a year ago when
he refused it what members considered ade-
quate funding.

A further problem on which there seemed
no possible agreement was who should control
a university day care centre. Campus Co-op,
using their own working model, said that
parents and volunteer workers should have
decision-making powers. The university was
not able to accept this. Although at one point
they conceded a parity decision-making board,
they would not allow the parents to have day
to day control of administration. As Internal

Affairs Committee, student chairman Paul
Cadario admitted, "Parent involvement is not
parent control."

Another irreconcilable difference seemed to

be the extent of subsidization. The university

offered a plan which the co-op said would be
much too expensive; the university replied

that it could not be done more cheaply.

But in the end it seemed to hinge on the fact

that the student and community parent group
had "illegally" occupied the empty building

Campus Co-op Day Care provides happy home for this child.

Campus Co-op Day Care has occupied this building since last April.

on Devonshire Place. Several members of the
Governing Council, including St. Michael's
College President John Kelly, could not get
over this fact. "Negotiating under the duress
of having buildings occupied at least reminds
me of blackmail" said Kelly at one point dur-
ing the debate.

Another difficulty was the administration's

desire to combine the university-assisted St.

Andrew Day Nursery and the Campus Co-op
centre in one centre smaller than both. While
St. Andrew's was willing to accept the merger
because has to vacate its present premises co-

op again balked. The proposed union they
charged, was a shotgun wedding of two totally

incompatible philosophies of day care (6t.An-

drew's is fairly conventional); the university

had no business trying to put them both under
one roof.

In the end, the debate the Governing Coun-
cil agreed with all its own principles, com-
promised not at all and said it was setting up
its own centre, without the campus co-

operative people. The campus co-operative

was out in the cold, illegal, but still there.

In early November the co-op began
negotiating with the administration for a new
home; the Governing Council had decided it

wanted Devonshire for its own operation. The
co-op had three basic demands; they wanted
reasonable alternative space, they wanted it at

a nominal rent, and they wanted it soon (by

this time the occupation was almost eight

months old).

The university was slow in answering, and

the parents issued an ultimatum; the universi-

ty responded with a resounding silence. Cam-
pus Co-op centre Number 2 began to settle in.

But the university's Devonshire centre is

still far from completely established; several
renovations that would bring it up to Ontario
Day Nurseries Act standards have yet to be
made. The occupation has prevented the un-
iversity from proceeding with its proposed
$57,000 facelift to make the building suitable

for its centre.

The solution may be that the over two cen-
tre finds a home on Sussex Street in one of the

Innis College houses, which include the under
two centre. But this solution may be some
time in coming because it hinges on Innis Col-
lege's plans, which depend on U of T's build-

ing priorities, which in turn turn on whether
the Ontario government at least partially lifts

its capital budget freeze.

Specifically, the plan involves leasing a

building by U of T to Innis College, and from
Innis in turn to the Co-op. But another in-

termediary is involved — Inn-Res Co-op, at

present an autonomous corporation closely

connected with the Innis. Under the new plan

Inn-Res would take over responsibility for the

houses left standing on the north side of

Sussex after the Innis College plan is ap-

proved.

However, the most recent Inn-Res Co-op

proposal mentions only "the present day care

facilities" on the block the under two centre.

It remains to be seen whether Innis is willing,

or able, to help the over two centre.

Earlier letters

get challenged

In stating their case, the
spokesman for the Arab Student
Association has incurred a factual

i
error that touches upon the very es-
S

K
nC

*
e
„
of me Arab-Jewish conflict in

the Middle East.
The letter says that "they (the

Jews) have usurped one of the Arab
nations, they have taken the Palesti-

nian land by force ... In all of

Palestine's long history, there has

never existed an Arab nation called

Palestine, The land called Palestine

by the Romans was a geographical

expression for the home of many
peoples, including the Jewish peo-

ple. Throughout all ages, a sizeable

segment of the population of

Palestine was made up of Jews.

The Jews do not deny the fact that

the Arabs have rights in Palestine.

Rather, the present day Arab-Jewish

conflict stems from the Arabs' denial

of any Jewish right to settlement in

Palestine. Why weren't those Arab

advocates of a multi-national state

around when the Arabs rioted in

1921 in protest against Jewish im-

migration? When German Jews

were expelled from Hitler's Ger-

many and some fled to Palestine, the

Arabs ran amok during the years

1936-1939 in an orgy of bloodletting.

That this attitude against co-

existence still prevails is borne out

again in the Arab Student Associa-

tion letter which says "Jewish im-

migration from the USSR . . . cannot

be justified on the basis of

humanitarian principles".

The statement quoted from
professor Wayman's letter that

"Jewish Israelis stand in mortal

danger" with which the Arab Stu-

dent Association seems to concur is

likewise erroneous. The Israelis may
be in danger, but the events of the

last past years have proven that this

danger is far from being "mortal".

The wheels of history are turning

towards the era of the ingathering of

the Jews in a country which is

already multi-national. The first step

to peace in the Middle East will be

achieved when the Arabs realize that

the Jews also have their rights in

Palestine and that Jewish settlement

there is not some fly-by-night affair

but rather the outcome of an
historical force which is here for

good and which no amount of bloody

terrorism will deter.

I also wish to reply to Hedi
Mizounl's letter.

1. The first part of the "occupied

Arab territory" was conceded to the

Jews by the United Nations as the

only alternative in face of virulent

Arab reaction to Jewish immigra-

tion. The second part of those 33,000

square miles became part of Israel

when all of the neighbouring Arab
countries decided to drown all the

Jews in their own blood, but
somehow failed. The third portion of

those 33,000 square miles became
part of Israel when Abdul Nasser

thought he could do the same job to

the sound of the chanting Cairo

mobs calling "Butcher the Jews".

Let us hope for the sake of further

Arab territorial Integrity that no

Arab statesman will commit a third

error in judgment.

2. In Palestine today, about 40 per

cent of the population is non-Jewish.

The aim of a multi-national state has

been achieved.

3. The conflict in the Middle East

is primarily one between Arab and

Jew. When each side realizes that

the other side has some rights, then

there will not be any need to

"liberate" the country from the

other but to share it.

4. Jews have participated in all

major revolutionary movements.

Many Jews would like to join the

progressive forces in the Arab world,

but where is one to find them? Shall

we seek them out among the Persian

Gulf oil barons, or consider as our
leader in this movement a religious

fanatic like Libya's Khadaffi, or Hus-
sein the absolute monarch, or Sadat

the bumbling bureaucrat?

I would like to answer Chris

Roger's letter as weD. Like you, I

would like to see the Israeli govern-

ment pay out a larger amount of

money to the victims of the Libyan

passenger plane that was shot down
by an Israeli air force pilot. The dow-
ning of that plane was from all

points of view inexcusable. Please

bear in mind though two facts. (I)

Jewish money is compensating

Arabs. No Arab money compensated
those Israelis that were cut down by

Black September. (2) The Black

September boys were greeted as

national heroes in Libya and in most

Arab countries after Munich. No
Jew is proud of the Israeli pilot who
shot down the Libyan plane.

Hayward Leitman
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In which we look back

Has anything
really changed?

Big changes were in the wind for U of T this

year, we were told last summer, what with a
new president and a new governing structure.
But, has anything really changed?

Not really.

President John Evans constantly sings the
praises of the university's Governing Council,
exaggerating its role in university decision-
making out of all proportion. Indeed, Evans has
usurped into himself and his chief associate,
vice-president and provost Donald Forster,
more control over trie university's operations
than his recent predecessors had.

The council and its committees mainly
serve to rubberstamp the administrators'
decisions, "recommendations" fed into them
by the president and his senior administrators.
The Governing Council set-up is a liberal's

dream. It makes the university's decisions all

the more acceptable because they appear to

enjoy popular support.
When situations have gott'en touchy, the

president has avoided the mistakes of his

predecessor, calling the appropriate council
committee to suggest courses of action to the
administration. These consultative missions
have generally taken on the appearance of a
fishing expedition in which senior ad-
ministrators gingerly push the committees
towards recommending the administration
policy. The only time it didn't work was
when internal affairs vice-president Jill Con-
way made a rather lacklustre attempt to con-
vince committee members that the paltry
small, non-disruptive math department occu-
pation might cause a problem.

When the president isn't certain the Gover-
ning Council will give him what he wants, he
goes ahead without consulting them , later ad-

vising the governors of his action "for informa-

tion only". That's how he appointed both the

New Program review committee and the

presidential task force on academic appoint-

ments.
Student representation on the university's

decision-making bodies — fought for by their

radical predecessors — has been exploited to

rob the official student governments of what lit-

tle influence they already had over university

decisions. When the university supposedly
wants to assess student opinion, the administra-

tion ignores the official student governments,
maintaining that the Governing Council's stu-

dent caucus represents the students. Even then,

the president has been known to handpick stu-

dent representatives even without consultation

with their caucus.
Has anything really changed?
Not really.
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Jottings of a retiring editor

Conservatism regains its grip on campus
The Canadian university

community is drifting back
towards its old conser-
vatism, increasingly distan-
cing itself from the social
concerns which — willingly
or not — came to pre-occupy
much of its time during the
late sixties. The university's
new-old face mirrors the
dominant values of its stu-

dent body, values shared by
administrators and faculty.

On the way back, students
have cast aside their short-
lived, socially conscious stu-

dent governments and stu-

dent newspapers, returning
to the status quo ante.

University administrators
have not missed sensing the
changing student mores.
"We seem to have turned
the corner from negativism
and alienation to a more
constructive form of
criticism (as far as the
overwhelming majority are
concerned)," University of

Toronto president John
Evans told the Canadian
Club last month. "In the stu-

dent body as a whole there is

an entirely different mood to

that of two or three years
ago — a far greater sense of

responsibility," he reason-
ed.

Greater responsibility,
that is, if responsibility — as
university administrators
would have it be — means
students sticking to their

books and programming
themselves for the jobs that
are the reason they came to

university, rather than
rocking the boat by worry-
ing about social and political

problems outside their im-
mediate sphere.
This has been a predic-

table response to the
worsening economic situa-

tion. University students
used to be able to count on
getting a job after gradua-
tion. Now, odds are they
won't. With that prospect in

mind, it's no wonder
students are becoming in-

creasingly job-oriented and
reluctant to do anything
political that might en-
danger their status within
the university or in the fob
market after graduation.
And, not surprisingly, the

university that for a short
while at the end of the last

decade seemed to bend to

student radicals' demands
that it start caring about
social Issues has concluded
that the potential threat po-
sed by dissatisfied, socially

conscious "radicals" no
longer exists, and it's begun
retrenching on the few ad-
vances sacrificed to this il-

lusory threat. Student ser-

vices, in large part a
creature of the Canadian
reaction to trouble on the
University of California's
Berkeley campus, may, for

example, find themselves
eliminated in these more
responsible times, expen-
dable In an era when the un-
iversity's budget gets
tighter and tighter.

It's not as if every student
used to be a flaming
revolutionary. Quite, the
contrary. However, the un-
iversity of the sixties could
not help but feel the
pressure of campus ac-
tivists. Their numbers may
not have been legion, but
they occupied most of the in-

fluential student positions
within the university—
notably on student
governments and
newspapers — and were
able to mobilize the support
of the less committed
students; there seemed to

be the potential for develop-
ment, for positive political

education and action.

Perhaps, it was never
there; perhaps, the
prospect of achieving so-
cial change by working
within the university com-
munity was never very real.

But, there were students
who believed It was a
possibility and struggled
towards achieving that end.
And, they had some success.
The committed minority
dragged the university
begrudgingly along the path
towards recognizing its role
in society, to accepting the
fact that the university does
not exist in a vacuum.
By 1964, the Students' Ad-

ministrative Council had
accepted its right to take ac-
tion on joclal and moral
Issues of a national and in-

ternational nature. The six-

ties saw a spate of protest
marches demonstrating U
of T students' discontent
with everything from the
Province of Ontario Student
Award Program to South
Africa's apartheid policies.

Eventually, community
organizing projects and sup-
port for American draft-

dodgers dodgers joined the
list of issues enjoying coun-
cil's moral and financial

support.

Not everyone was happy
with council policy,
however. Unhappy campus
conservatives tried to Im-
peach SAC president Tom
Faulkner in 1967. The torles

pitted council critic William
Charleton against Faulkner
in a presidential by-election.

Charleton rejected the coun-
cil's political policies;
Faulkner supported them.
Faulkner was re-elected,

although with less than a

1,000-vote plurality.

The conservatives began
to regain the upper hand in

the fall of '69 when U of T
students voted overwhelm-
ingly to withdraw from the

Canadian Union of Students.

(CUS). CUS had been
smeared by media
searching out sen-
sationalism, willing to take

reasonable positions and
distort them into prediction

threats of violence. But,

CUS — whose loss of a

number of member univer-

sities led to its sudden but

predictable demise — didn't

get the axe just because

of media-misrepresented

goals. The marxist student

union could not continue

because it had gotten too far

ahead of Its member coun-

cil's constituents. !t-

appeared to be constantly

hammering unwanted
dogma at them. CUS was
not relating to its

membership. Even many
leftists who would have
formed the core of CUS In

previous years could not

support its continuance;

they knew it was no longer

relevant.

That year, too, U of T un-

dergrads had broken with

their practice of recent
years of electing leftists to
head their student council,
putting conservative Gus
Abols into the presidency.
He was followed by a string
of liberals and left-liberals

who generally found social
issues to be less and less

pressing than their
predecessors had.

Students had given up on
looking to their student
governments for leadership
or relevant activity, but the
left-liberals couldn't accept
this fact. SAC, in the eyes of

its constituents, had become
nearly as Irrelevant as CUS,
and although nobody was
about to seriously suggest
scrapping SAC, the really
committed, socially con-
scious students who had
once made the vehicle run
were no longer interested in

its limited potential.

"Students no longer look
on the university as an in-

evitable or obligatory con-
tinuation of secondary
school," president Evans
told the Canadian Club.
"This new eclectisism
among students is coinci-
dent with an enhanced
emphasis outside the un-
iversity on meeting socie-
ty's needs in an immediate,
practical way," he argued.

Not all politically con-
scious students have written
off university. But, those
who do come to university
have widened their
horizons, have begun to
realize that the university is

too isolated a community in

which to concentrate their
efforts. They are aware that
their future ought to lie not
in localized, personalized
struggles within the univer-

The mood on campus.

Ironically, it was the most
progressive council of the
last few years — the 1971-72

council — that presided over
SAC's political sterilization.

Not only did last year's
council-organized Constitu-

tional Conference effective-

ly remove council from
participation in areas where
local student governments
exist, but It also ruled
out financial support for

non-university causes.

The Constitutional
Conference decision,
however, did not suddenly
break with fhe past. It mere-
ly recognized what had been
happening on campus the
last few years: the rever-

sion to relative apathy,
parochialism, and fhe job

mill mentality.

But, not by all. Increasing
graduate unemployment
and disillusionment with un-

iversity have combined to

alter the university's
demography, at least in so

far as It concerns fhe In-

quisitive, socially sensitive

if not yet aware students

who used to come to univer-

sity, who used to see univer-

sity as an appropriate en-

vironment in which to learn

and to better their society.

Their realization that atten-

ding university would not in

fact accomplish these ends,

and the disincentive of ex-
pending valuable energy on
an education which more
and more seems destined to

lead nowhere satisfying job-

wise have left conservatives
in an even greater majority
than they would otherwise
have been.

sity, but in the community in

which they live or plan to

live. Radical students gave
up on the university as a
vehicle for social change at

about the same time citizen

groups and community
organizations were just get-

ting off the ground, and
many of them have now
redirected their energies
towards community
organizing.

This development has
removed these activists
from the realm of university
politics, and their absence
has left its indelible imprint
on student governments and
newspapers. Student
organizations have had to

learn to get by with less

competence and less fer-

vour for popular causes, all

the while evading the ques-
tion of whether their con-

tinued existance is justified.

U of T student govern-
ments have been plagued
by an uncurable malady:
they have either had to con-

tend with incompetent left-

liberal student politicians

or had to suffer with effi-

cient conservatives. Medio-
crity has reigned supreme.

The student press has not,

indeed could not, escap from
suffering a similar fate. It

could and did stay that

plight longer on both the

national and local level than

did student governments;
primarily because they at

least had something con-

crete — newspapers and a
national news service —
with which to express their

political principles and tie

themselves together.

But, for these people, like
their student council
colleagues, their jour-
nalistic endeavours had not
meaning without political
purpose. When the Canadian
Union of Students folded, old
time "radicals" were fond
of referring to Canadian
University Press (CUP) as
"the last national student
movement in Canada". And,
it was that - for a while.
However, somewhere

along the way a few years
back, reality started
catching up with the student
press. Student newspapers
started on a downward slide
from which they were
destined not to recover, at
least never for long. For an
organization dedicated to
being "an agent for social
change".. CUP fared badly
as member papers' staffs
became increasingly liberal

and uncritical, their main
reason for CUP member-
ship not being the national
news and feature service,
but the lucrative national-
advertising co-operative.

December, 1971 found
CUP enthusiastically admit-
ting alternate papers as full

members in an attempt to

pump fresh, politically con-
scious blood into a flounder-
ing organization. A year
later, plans were made to

advance the review date for

the alternate papers' admis-
sion decision, and more and
more members questioning
whether CUP was a viable
organization for people com-
mitted to alternate jour-

nalism.

Like their student govern-
ment opposites, most
member papers' staff
members could not con-
template ending an
organization even if it no
longer had any real prupose
or common interest. So,

CUP continues to limp
along.

Just as CUS' demise
reflected students' attitudes

not only about If but also
about their student councils,

CUP's problems are only a
reflection of a similar
problem confronting student
newspapers. So, It Is not sur-

prising that people coming
to work on The Varsity In re-

cent years have been in-

creasingly less political,

less interested in social

problems. It seems not un-
likely that The Varsity's
fate will not be much
different from that of SAC,
that the paper will stop see-

ing itself as an agent of

social change, an exposerof
contradictions within our
society and accept the old

student paper role, merely
reflecting what is happening
on campus, with participa-

tion in the paper's produc-
tion more and more becom-
ingjust another ex-
tracurricular acitivy rather
than any political commit-
ment.

If, indeed, socially con-

scious students are going
beyong the confines of the

university and working in

the outside community,
these developments need
not be overly lamented. It is

not within the university
that meaningful social
change will be achieved.

Ales Podnick
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Evans defends GSU nominee
By HAM LACEY

University president John Evans

indicated Sunday that the Graduate

Students Union should not feel

slighted by his appointment of the

graduate school dean's student

nominee to the Task Force on

Academic Appointments.

"Names were solicited from

various sources and qualifications

were considered," said Evans. By-

ron Wall, his appointee, is not ex-

pected to represent "only graduate

students", but rather he should work

"as an individual", explained Evans.

His comments were in response to

a GSU letter to him claiming the ap-

pointment of Wall was "highly im-

proper" and a "rebuke to the GSU".

Evans chose Wall, the second choice

of graduate school dean Ed Safarian,

ignoring a list of suggested can-

didates the GSU presented at the

president's request.

In passing over the GSU
recommendations, Evans apparently

violated a tacit understanding that a

nominee to a committee intended to

be representative should be selected

in consultation with the nominee's

constituency or its elected represen-

tatives.

GSU president Wendy Le Blanc

described the move as "out of ac-

cord with what seemed to be

<Evans') philosophy of student par-

ticipation", in her letter to the presi-

dent. She referred to the request for

recommendations as a "facade of

legitimacy", because the GSU's

nominees were passed over.

Evans responded to the charges by

pointing out the "task force has no

power" and that members were

chosen "on qualifications."

Le Blanc reports that Evans phon-

ed her and "explained the procedure

used in selecting (Wall), and I in-

dicated that the GSU disapproved of

that procedure."

"There's nothing we can do about

it but see what happens in the

future", she added.

Wall, in a letter to The Varsity

(March 14) said he was satisfied that

the president had acted correctly

"but grants that the objection of the

GSU has merit."

. "I shall decide myself if it is right

for me to remain on the task force,"

wrote Wall. Wall was unavailable for

comment because he is holidaying in

Jamaica for a week.

The Task Force on Academic Ap-

pointsments has been asked to study

the "types, nature and review of ap-

pointments appropriate to a period

approaching a 'steady state' of total

enrolment".

Committee bogs down
By BOB BETTSON

Many of the main recommen-

dations of the New Program Review

Committee were not even discussed

as the arts and science General Com-
mittee bogged down Monday on

questioning members of the

presidential advisory committee.

The report, requested last spring

by the General Committee,
recommends significant changes in

the Faculty of Arts and Science

program, including the establish-

ment of a credit system and im-

provement of teaching of first year

courses.

The committee heard New
Program chairman Donald Berlyne

explain how the committee had been

set up and how its deliberations had

proceeded before being confronted

by history professor Jim Conacher,

long an opponent of the liberal New
Program, who questioned the

amount of time the general com-

mittee members had had to think

about the report. Two committee

members complained to president

John Evans that he did not give the

committee enough time to do the

work asked of it.

Conacher also criticized the lack of

some of the supporting documents

on which the committee had based

its report.

The debate was marked by

charges and counter charges. History

professor Michael Mamis called the

report "a secret report", saying

"there has been no time for dis-

cussion."

Finally, with time running out,

SAC president-elect Bob Anderson

introduced the first recommenda-

tions of the report.

Anderson said the recommen-
dations, setting up four types of

program for certification, single

major, combined major, theme, and

liberal arts, were a "response to

developments in the New Program."
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MAGIC CARPET TOUR OF INDIA the Himalayan adventure.

£750.00 all inclusive IT3A1 - 1601

PROGRAMMED EXCLUSIVELY FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS OF CANADA.

Personally escorted by an experienced staff member of 'COMMONWEALTH TOURS' as well as a qualified

University, College or High School teacher trom Canada.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TOUR PROGRAMME'

1. Roundtrip Excursion 21/120 days air fare Irom Toronto lo Delhi by fabulous AIR INDIA 747 JETS.

2. Assistance and iransfers at airports.

3. 19 days overnight hotel accomodation in twin bedrooms in first class hotels, guesl houses and houseboals.

4. Fly now PAY LATER PLAN available with a minimum 10% downpayment.

5. Air conditioned coach tours to:-

AGRA to visit the TAJ MAHAL - the monument of love buiit by Emperor Shah Jahan

JAIPUR the pink city of India bounded by 18 century walls, exquisite palaces and picturesque people
— and Elephant ride

DELHI the capital ol 490 million .people, a fusion of India's yesterdays and tomorrows

CHANDIGARH tne mosi modern city of the world

KASHMERE VALLEY the Venice of Ihe Orient - Moating hotel house - boals - visits to Mughul Gardens
'the meadow of flowers' - Nishal Bag 'the garden of pleasure' — Chasma-I-Shahi 'roval spring' —
Shali mar Bag

'abode of love" - water sports on the labulous lakes of Srinagar - visits to Gulmarg 'the queen of hills'

known as the tun resort - Pahalgam 'the village in the clouds' and the base of trekking, camping and
fishing excursions.

6. The entire tour in India will be supervised by Dr. P.K. Shastri
ex. Director, Government of India Tourist Office, Toronto,

ex. Director, Ontario Science Centre, Don Mills, Onlario.

DATES OF DEPARTURES: — July 01, 08. 15, 22 , 29 and Aug. 05.

For further information, reservations, and colourlul brochure — feel free to callr

COMMONWEALTH ECONOMY TOURS
95 KING STREET EAST, SUITE 203. TORONTO 1. ONTARIO • BUS PHONE: (416 ) 367-0175

ART GALLERY
GERSHON tSKOWITZ

. EXHIBITION
Gallery Hours

MONDAY, 11 A.M. • 9 P.M.

TUESDAYTOSATURDAY.il A.M. • 5 P.M

SUNDAY, 2 P.M. - 5 P.M.

WEDNESDAY EVENING
CONCERT

JANE COOP
Pianist

C.B.C, Talent Festival Winner

Tonight 8:30 P.M.

Great Hall

LIBRARY EVENING
GUEST

PIERRE BERTON
Hart House Library

Tonight, 8:30 p.m.

MID-DAY CONCERT

CORIN AYRES
SOPRANO

LESLEY HALL, PIANIST

TOMORROW, 1:00 P.M.

MUSIC ROOM

QUARTET
CONCERT
SUNDAY APRIL 1,

3:00 P.M. -

GREAT HALL

HART HOUSE
CHORUS CONCERT

SUNDAY APRIL 1,

9:00 P.M.

GREAT HALL

BLACK HART PUB
TOMORROW/ THURSDAY MARCH 29

Folklorico Mariachi & Ensemble

Steel Band & Dancers
BEGINS AT 8:30 P.M.

FIND YOURSELF AT

HAIRWORKS
Hairworks is a new kind of hair place. For gals.

And their guys. Where young Glemby-trained

stylists cut your hair the way you want it to be cut.

And shaped. And styled. So that it swings

and bounces and always looks good. The way
it should. For hair that's the way you want it -to be
. . . naturally! . . . visit Hairworks at Eaton's!

Shampoo, Haircut, Blower-Dry . . . short hair 8.00,

long hair 9.00, complete.

PHONE 861-3111
Beauty Salon—Eaton's College Street (2nd floor),

local 2376. Queen Street (3rd floor), local 2372.

Yorkdale, phone 789-6333. Sherway, phone
622-3311, local 357. Don Mills, phone 447-3331,

local 288. Bramalea, phone 457-4111, local 282.

Oshawa, phone 725-7373, local 202.

EATON'S
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Occidental Life
of California

A Member of
Tranxamerica Corporation

Lloyd P. Dettering
Special Representative

Call anytime for tree advice.
Term Insurance on the best terms
Disability Insurance
Equity Funds NO OBLIGATION

BUS. 487-1581

Res. 423-1322

ARTS AND SCIENCE FULL-TIME STUDENTS

ST. GEORGE CAMPUS

PRE-REGISTRATION FOR 1973-74
Arts and Science full-time students on the St. George Campus
must pre-register before April 13th for the courses they intend to

take in 1973-74.

Pre-Registration forms and instructions have been mailed. If not

received by April 4th consult College Registrar. 1973-74 calen-

dars are in College Offices. Registration for 1973-74 will be
September 4th to September 10th.

W.D. Foulds
Assistant Dean and Secretary

THE SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
of the International Studies Programme

announces a Seminar by

MISS JOAN LANCASTER
The Librarian and Keeper, INDIA OFFICE LIBRARY

"THE HISTORY, RESOURCES,

ORGANIZATION AND FUTURE

ACQUISITION PLANS

OF THE INDIA OFFICE LIBRARY"

Friday, April 6 2-4 p.m.

Upper Library, Massey College

Mi JACK FISHER Presents

Seaway Hotel
766-4392

1926 Lakeshore W.

at Windermere

NEW— DIFFERENT

BACKSTAGE Lounqe
a year-rouna festival of pop, rock, folk

NOW APPEARING

GREASEBALL BOOGIE BAND

NEXT WEEK
SIDE EFFECT

'5 O'CLOCK TIME" -CASUAL REFRESHING BREATHER
ENTERTAINMENT & DANCING NIGHTLY FROM ?

Gamp Counsellors
Improve your:

Group teaching methodology

Program organization

Program safety

Equipment utilization

Co-educational Course will relate to basic skills in

Waterfront, Orienteering, First Aid, Archery, Tennis,

Canoeing, Campcraft, Low Organization game,

Special day activities.

May 22-26, 1973

Registration Fee — $10.00 (Limited Registration)

For further information contact:

The Women's Athletics Department,

320 Huron Street,

928-3437

Library book buying may stop
Stable or declining grants to the U

of T library system may force cut-

backs to the extent that book buying
may cease, chief librarian Robert
Blackburn declared last week.
Speaking to a meeting of the

Governing Council's Library Sub-
committee, Blackburn said that if

the system's budget is left at ap-

proximately its present size, "in six

or eight years, we may not be able to

afford anything except subscrip-

tions".

Faced with a $100,000 personnel
budget cut for 1973-74 and a static

book-buying budget while book
prices rise 10 per cent annually.

Blackburn said the library is already

Business borrows for free
Library Subcommittee members were amazed to discover last Wednesday

that the university's library lends to corporations free of charge.
The revelation came up inadvertently during the subcommittee's discus-

sion of lending regulations.

Approximately $120,000 more is spent on loaning books to outside libraries
than other libraries spend on loans to U of T, chief librarian Robert
Blackburn said ofter the meeting U of T lends approximately 30,000 items an-
nually, at a cost of about five dollars each, and borrows 4,000 under an agree-
ment with between libraries.

U of T delivers books free if the borrowing institution is inside Toronto,
Blackburn said. Otherwise the books are mailed.
UC English professor Peter Heyworth, who last year chaired a committee

on stack access, charged the situation was "scandalous".
There is "no need to subsidize corporations like Shell Oil or Proctor and

Ganble", he declared.

Corporations may be using the university when they ought to be financing
their own libraries, he noted.

Subcommittee chairman Milton Israel, noting with a smile that the firms
Heyworth mentioned are multi-national, said, "We may want to chanee
that.".

However, political economy professor Sanford Lakoff disagreed.

Corporations pay a "fair share" of taxes, he said.

Later, on another item of business, Lakoff said he believed the U of T
library system "is bound to reflect society's social structures."

Blackburn admitted after the meeting that inter-library loaning is "a real

cost problem".

New York State libraries have a compensation system for libraries that

spend more than is spent on them in borrowing, he said. A similar system has
been suggested for Canada, and is being studied by the Association of

Research Libraries.

encountering "more than ususal"

complaints from departmental and
branch libraries about their inability

to keep up to date in books.

Duplicate buying, which stocks

libraries other than the central

library, has been one of the first vic-

tims of buying power shrinkage in

recent years. Many resigning
workers will not be replaced to save
more money, the chief librarian said

earlier this year.

Similar warnings can be found in

Blackburn's 1971-72 annual report,

which noted that if the book budget
is held constant and the same
number of titles are bought, "we are
obviously concentrating on the
cheaper material and becoming a

library of cheap books."

And, staff layoffs are not in-

conceivable if the 1971-72 year is

used as a model.

Blackburn's report states that the

library unwillingly laid off five

employees at the end of the year "to

live within its budget" and had also

been foFced to reduce the size of its

work force the two previous years.

"It is extremely regrettable that

. . . staff so laboriously brought
together and trained" must be let go,

the report says.

Inadequate library funding is a

particularily acute problem because

of the impending opening of the

Robarts Library. Large numbers of

staff will be needed to service the

new library and books bought to

widen the scope of the duplicate

collection to be housed in the Sig-

mund Samuel Library.

Demonstrators camped outside the U.S. consulate last weekend.

let those in Greece, the people more
involved than anyone else, know that

someone outside cares."

The demonstration in front of the

consulate ended with the singing of

"When the skies are clear again", a

song that has become the anthemn
used by those who have continued to

hold out against the junta, a song
which is being sung on the campuses
of universities and technical schools

in Greece this year.

Fosters protest U.S.-Greece link
By PETER MATTLAINEN

About a dozen supporters of

Greeks struggling to overthrow the

country's military regime held a

symbolic hunger strike outside the

U.S. consulate in Toronto last

weekend.

They hoped to bring to public

attention to the deaths of at least

two and possibly four students and
the arrests of scores of

demonstrators across the country

who had have been battling police in

street fights.

Bedding down in sleeping bags on

the sidewalk in front of the con-

sulate, the demonstrators set up
signs explaining the reason for the

strike, demanding "Freedom for the

Greek Students" and "Americans

out". (The American government

supplies the Greek regime with

arms.)

The strikers called on Canadians

to get Canada out of NATO because

they claim it links Canada, through a

common defence program, to the

military regime.

The action had been planned to

coincide with the 151st anniversary

of Greek independence and followed

period of growing dissent through

out Greece.

Law students had seized the

Athens Law School, but were driven

out by police, who left injured

students bleeding in the streets.

Violent demonstrations also forced

the closing of the Polytechnic school

in Salonica, during which acts of

brutality were witnessed.

Journalists who have reported stu-

dent actions in a way favourable to

the students have been threatened

with expulsion from the country, say

the demonstrators. Greece has im-

posed a strict blackout on news go-

ing to foreign countries and its own
press is being censored by the

military.

The increased violence in Greece

has provoked an outcry from many
Greek communities throughout the

world and, in Toronto resulted in a

rally of over 1,000 expatriates and

supporters March 4.

The demonstrators promised
further actions to "make Canadians

aware of the Greek struggle, and to

SSSC still fights on fees
Havers was referring to the trials

on charges lodged against SSSC
members during disturbances out-

side the comptroller's office

February 1.

Across Ontario, students still owe
their universities a total of over one
million dollars in fees.

Approximately 2,000 students are

holding out at York, which was the

last student council to end its strike.

York didn't impose academic sanc-

tions against late payers, but has

adopted for future use withholding

of grades and marks transcripts as

threats.

Carleton University recently

deregistered 441 students for not

paying their fees on time. However,

procedures exist for recalcitrants

paying up to reregister.

Western is considering using the

same procedure, according to

finance officer Allan Adlington. Ap-

proximately $40,000 is owed the Lon-

don university in tuition fees, com-
pared to only $12,000 a year ago.

According to Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee Chairman
Peter Havers, "the fees strike is still

on — the trust fund is still in ex-

istence."

The Ontario Federation of

Students and SAC called off their

fees strike over a month ago, but ap-

proximately 1,100 students had still

not paid their second term in-

stalments by last Friday, vice-

president Don Forster's ad-
ministrative assistant Jack Brooke

said Monday. Fewer than 600 had

not paid a year ago.

Havers said that the amount of

money in the trust fund, which con-

sists of fees being withheld from the

university by SSSC supporters, and

the number of participants, is still

confidential.

The SSSC is planning no new tac-

tics to respond to student indiffer-

ence and the fast approaching end of

term he said. "Our tactics are pri-

vate to us in the SSSC." "Publicly,"

he continued, "we are battling the

trials."
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Call for universitv-wide parity

Reformers want more humanized U of T
By ALEXANDRA MERCER
The newly elected student

representatives to the Governing

Council should work toward creating

"an environment conducive to the

development of thinking, creative

people where people (students) have

control over their own lives", accor-

ding to Howard Levitt, who polled

760 votes in Constituency I, com-

prising all full time undergraduate

students registered in arts and

science.

Gord Barnes, who came second,

polling the largest number of votes,

819, felt that student-staff parity on

all university bodies, including the

Governing Council, would "give

students the necessary control over

their own lives".

Levitt, who ran on the Reform

Slate stressing parity, open access,

reversal ot education financing cut-

backs and re-examination of tenure,

felt that the point of his presence on

council will be "to raise issues", and

"effectively expose the anti-student,

anti-community bias implied by ad-

niinistration policy". The library

issue, for example, was "sprung on

people once it was decided".

Although all the candidates who

ran on the Reform Slate in the

various constituences agreed that a

united issue platform had been

"amazingly effective" — "it got a lot

of people thinking in ways they

wouldn't have thought otherwise",

according to Levitt — non Reform

Slate candidates almost without ex-

ception expressed dismay at the

apathy which they felt the voting in-

dicated.

Incumbent Aron Goldberg, (HI

Meds,) who took Constituency II

(professional faculties — mostly un-

dergraduate) along with defeated

SAC presidential candidate Charles

Vickery, described the "degree of

apathy" in his constituency as

"terrible". Approximately 1,200

votes were cast out of a possible 7,-

000.

Goldberg, saw the big problem

with student participation as "fin-

ding students to participate".

"Unless they are willing to get in-

volved, students deserve whatever

they get". Vickery who polled the

second largest number of votes, 707,

agreed with Goldberg that the voting

turn-out was "indicative of the

apathy on campus", rather than of

positive change",

Vickery, who is retiring SAC ser-

vices commissioner, would like to

see "more benefits to students"

from university services, such as the

Placement Service and Hart House.

"What we need is qualified people

on council who know the fine art of

compromise", "know how to get the

information and how to use it" said

Vickery.

All the new student governors felt

"the need for more student

representation on the Governing

Council". Phil Dack (acclaimed in

the other graduate constituency)

and Howard Levitt, the two Reform

Slaters on council, felt that to effect

increased student participation on

the Governing Council, the "larger

community of students should" be

mobilized", according to Dack.

Levitt felt that the Reform Slate's

polling approximately a third of the

votes across the board indicated that

"student movementism is not

dead", and that "people were

receptive to that type of perspec-

tive."

"This year we have what's poten-

tially a radically progressive SAC
and we hope to combine our efforts

with them," said Levitt.

Goldberg is more optimistic about

council's receptivity to student

demands. In comparison with the

old Board of Governors which made
decisions secretly, the new council,

is "more liberal" because "its

decisions are made in the open", he

thought. The council's rejection of

the fees increases and its favourable

position on open access to stacks are

"indicative of its liberalism in con-

trast to the old Board of Directors

(sic)", according to Goldberg, who
sees a liberal council as the major

vehicle for student-oriented reform,

as "most students aren't interested

in becoming involved to change

things".

All the student councillors inter-

viewed agreed that "they would

probably work together on council"

and there are plans to organize a for-

mal student caucus which will meet

to discuss the. issues and plan

strategies", according to Phil

Dack. The Reform Slate is officially

non-existent now that the election is

over.

Along with Dack, Barry Mitchell

will represent graduate students on

council. Mitchell a history student,

polled 314 votes out of 593 valid

ballots cast. Dack, who was acclaim-

ed, studies at OlSE and is last year's

SAC vice-president.

Norma Grindel will be going on to

a second year on Governing Council,

having polled 906 votes in the part-

time undergraduate students con-

stituency. Arlene Dick, veteran of

numerous university committees

and editor of the Voice, the part-

time student newspaper, will be

joining her from that constituency.

She polled 994 votes.

Erindale professor Gary Thaler,

who lost last year, won this time

with 82 votes out of 161 ballots cast.

Victor Graham and John Laidlaw

also won positions on the Governing

Council for the teaching staff.

Keith Hendrick and James Joyce

have been re-elected to three year

terms as alumni representatives.

Alumnus Harry Riva was elected to

replace Walter McNeil, whose
resignation has been accepted.

SAC grants $2000 to women's committee
By ZOYA STEVENSON

As last year's SAC departed office on a con-

tradictory wave of self-criticism and self-

exaltation, the new council was sworn in to the

strains of O Canada hummed inharmoniously

by the lamenting crew, during the traditional

joint-SAC ceremonial budget meeting Monday
night.

The budget report revealed that SAC's pro-

jected income from student fees next year will

total $315,000 with each undergraduate paying

a $14 fee, including a one dollar levy for the

campus centre and two dollars for education.

SAC and its administrative services will con-

sume $81,055 more than one-quarter of the

proposed budget, while The Varsity will get

$44,000 and Radio Varsity, $19,775.

The newly-sworn-in council also decided to

fund a SACrinitiated committee on the Status

of Campus Women with $2,000 for research

into discrimination against women at U of T.

The committee, which has yet to be formed,

will include the SAC president and vice-

presidents, as well as SAC members and in-

terested people on campus. Women in par-

ticular, are invited to a formative meeting of

the committee on Thursday at noon in the In-

nis College film room.

As in other years, a task force will deal with

the feasibility of the implementation of cam-
pus centre proposals.

A motion to double the present $300

honorarium to SAC executive members for

summer work was defeated, because it was
argued that students, such as those involved in

Governing Council and other time-consuming

campus activities, were not paid for their

work.

Because SAC Press had a deficit of about
$20,000 last year, the council agreed to

negotiate with a printing cooperative which
believes it can rectify the deficit on the basis

of a profit-sharing agreement with SAC.
Members of the co-op, Amaurot Press,

argued that if they are given the chance to buy
the SAC Press machinery, and allowed to

solicit contracts outside of SAC, that they will

have the necessary initiative to make the press

profitable. They say they can do this on the

condition that they be legally identified as the

manager of SAC Press on behalf of SAC,
because they will be able to buy paper cheaper
than at present and reduce overhead costs to

the point where they can charge about half of

what the established presses charge.

They propose that SAC receive one-third of

their profits because they say they are in-

terested in expanding the availability of quali-

ty, inexpensive printing to needy groups in the
city.

Before the budget, was adopted, president-

elect Bob Anderson outbned issues that would
be of importance to council in the coming
year. The issues included "the question of

teaching and the emphasis placed on it this

year," "the development of services," and

The recently elected and the outgoing members of SAC meet to discuss proposed $315,000 budget.

"the role of women in the university."

Anderson said he hoped the new council

would "work for the equality of women and an

end to the discrimination which exists." As
well he warned members that they had
"better get involved in the commissions"
because, "there is no way that an executive

working alone will communicate to students

what SAC can and will do for them." Agree-

ing with him, newly-elected communications
commissioner Geoff Parker (from Vic) stated

that "we should not fall down in letting

students know what SAC is, and what services

it performs."

He also said that ' 'if it is not possible to have
a special SAC column in The Varsity for better

Redican ran on a platform of committment
to the "abortion issue," and Erindale and
Scarborough. As well, he said that SAC
"should get the maximum return from the

money we give in grants to organizations and
commissions."

Three other commissioners were acclaimed
to office, including Seymour Kanowitch (UC
IV) who staged a comeback as services com-
misioner after being cultural affairs com-
missioner two years ago.

Also acclaimed was SMC rep Alice Anjo to

the position of university commisioner. She
said she was interested in the coming revisions

to the U of T Act, and in working with the

Governing Council committee investigating
SAC communications, I propose that SAC put—the-wages of women in the university

out its own paper for this purpose."

His defeated opponent, Innis rep Mike
Edwards opposed a SAC column in The Varsi-

ty because it would be "a heavy-handed ap-

proach to an independent organization handl-

ed by volunteer labour."

The only other person opposed in a bid for a

SAC commission SMC rep Joe Redican,

elected to the position of finance com-
missioner. He felt that SAC should finance

outside organizations rather than just universi-

ty groups, as they do now.

Rick Gregory filled the position of education

commissioner on the basis that he will resign

in September to concentrate his efforts in the

Arts and Science Student Union.

Out-going commissioners were not op-

timistic about the possibilities of office this

year, but had_ recommendations for the new
SAC. Education commissioner George Strathy

urged council to consider the publication of a

revised edition of the student rights handbook
for high school students.

Chuck Vickery defeated in a presidential

bid, said he would like to see the development
of SAC services into the area of student phar-

macies and tutorial services to aid students in

their studies.

John Creelman out-going University Com-
missioner said that the university commission
could be better used to inform students of the

Governing Council's activities and to make
more effective contacts with the provincial

government in the students' interests.

Our AAistaque
A story from Canadian

University Press printed in the

March 21 edition of The Varsity

erroneously stated that three

universites in Quebec were clos-

ed down by striking
maintenance workers.

Workers at l'Universite de
Montreal. l'Universite du
Quebec a Montreal and Univer-

sity Laval reached an agree-

ment March 22 with the respec-

tive administrations, thus aver-

ting a strike.
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Non-union workers are target of CSN drive
By DOUG HAMILTON

The militant, Montreal-based Con-
federation des syndicate nationaux

(CSN) will attempt to organize more
than 60,000 non-union Ontario
hospital workers over the next few
years, said CSN secretaire general

Jean Thibeault in a telephone inter-

view with The Varsity.

There will be "no limit" to the

number of workers that the CSN will

try to recruit, said Thibeault, adding
that workers already enrolled in

existing unions will be considered as

potential members. "They are all

workers", he continued; "they are

all part of the labour movement."
The CSN has already signed up the

2,100 members of the Canadian

Union of General Employees.
(CUGE), the bargaining agent in

several Toronto hospitals. Three
weeks ago CUGE members voted to

join the CSN overwhelmingly.
However CUGE had links with the
CSN several months before the af-

filiation papers were signed.

The CSN provided the Toronto
workers with moral support and an
undisclosed amount of money during
a strike last summer against Toronto
Western General Hospital. Other
city unions, mostly ^affiliated with
the Canadian Labour Congress gave
little support to CUGE, branding it

as a "mickey-mouse union,"

CUGE president Pat Murphy, who
helped found the Council of Cana-

furnished rooms for SUMMER
singles S17, doubles S12/person
home-cooked suppers s7/week

MAKE YOUR NEST WITH US:

Campus Co-op 964-1961

395 Huron St., Toronto

DIVISIONAL MEETINGS
Spring 1973

All members of the graduate faculty of each Division, and all graduate students

enrolled in the departments, centres and institutes constituting the Division, may
take part in these meetings, which will be held on the following dates:

The Council Chamber, Galbraith Building
Wednesday, April 11, 1973 at 10:15 a.m.

The Board Room, Simcoe Hall
Wednesday, April 11, 1973 at 2:00 p.m.

The agenda for each meeting will include:

Division I (Humanities)

Division II (Social Sciences}

Division III (Physical Sciences)

Division IV (Life Sciences)

1) Report of the Dean

2) Reports of the Associate Deans
31 Reports of the Nominating Committees

4) Other business

4i play presented by
Poculi Ludique Societas

he Towneley Crucifixia^fc

dian Unions <CCU), castigated CLC
affiliated unions as "a bunch of dues
collection agencies". Asked why he
did not affiliate CUGE with the
CCU, Murphy said he had a disagree-

ment with the CCU over its political

direction.

There was "a long debate on
accepting the group from Toronto"
during a CSN conference, said
Thibeault. However the Federation
nationale des services (FNS), which
governs hospital workers, decided to

admit CUGE because it is "an
agressive union," he declared.

All unions affiliated with the CSN
must belong to one of 11
autonomous federations within the
labour central, he said. The FNS is

comprised of over 60,000 workers.
Although the CSN is based mainly

in Quebec, the confederation has
also signed up unions in Brockville,

Ontario and in Newfoundland.
CUGE joined the CSN because it

is "the only pure labour organization

in Canada," said the union's presi-

dent, Pat Murphy. He described the

CSN as being "purely controlled by
Canadians."

Asked if the CSN contained mili-

tant pro-separatist elements,
Murphy retorted that separatism
"was defeated 98 per cent" in a vote

taken within the confederation.

By admitting CUGE to its ranks
the CSN "has proven that it is not

separatist," said Murphy.
Thibeault said that the CSN is in-

terested in signing up unions in all

parts of Canada, not just Quebec.
He derided the Parti quebecois,

which enjoys considerable working
class support in the Montreal area,

claiming the separatists "cannot be
trusted."

The secretaire general asserted

that he and many other members of

the CSN had "no faith in

politicians."

The PQ would give the CSN "the
roughest time at the bargaining

table" of all the parties in Quebec
politics because it would make the

workers pay for independence,
claimed Thibeault.

Murphy emphasized that the CSN
membership has not adopted a par-

ticular political analysis or strategy.

He rejected the claim that the CSN
is actively engaged in Quebec
politics, saying that it "is not a

political machine."

Thibeault, however, said the CSN
may support some "labour can-

didates" in the upcoming Quebec
election which is expected to be held

Hospital workers who struck last summer are now part of the CSN.

next year. (The statutes and bylaws
of the CSN contain a clause forbid-

ding the confederation from af-

fibating with a political party.)

Both Thibeault and Murphy agree
that there is "some similarity" in the
working conditions of hospital
workers in Ontario and Quebec.
However Thibeault said that On-

tario was "10 years behind Quebec"
in the area of collective bargaining.

Both provinces, however, have laws

prohibiting hospital workers from
striking, abrogating what has been
unions' traditional basic right.

In Ontario, Bill 41 prevents
hospital workers from walking out.

In Quebec Bill 89, which has been in-

troduced in the National Assembly,
designates activites in the public ser-

vice, and in the private sector at the

government's arbitrary decree, as es-

sential services which cannot be
struck.

Murphy declared that Bill 41

"tears at the very roots of our

freedom. . . . because unions can't

strike to get better treatment." He
claimed the management at Toronto

Western "refused to negotiate"

because "they knew compulsory ar-

bitration could force the workers

back to work."

Although it directed mainly at

public service workers, Bill 89 can
also apply to workers in the private

sector. Thibeault said if a service sta-

tion employees walked off their jobs
halting fuel sales, Bill 89 could be
used against them to force them to

return to work.

The CUGE president asserted that

his workers are engaged in a class

struggle in order to secure rights to

"live in human dignity." He added
that it is "a bunch of crap" that "the
class struggle is communistic".
Asked if he would support a

general strike in Ontario like the one
which paralyzed Quebec last May
after three labour chiefs were jailed,

Murphy replied affirmatively. "I
would support that," he answered.

Thibeault said that the three

Quebec union groups which com-
prise the Common Front of public

service employees may ask Ontario

workers to join them in future Com-
mon Front activity.

Asked if the CSN would dispatch

organizers to Ontario, Thibeault said

CUGE would "get as much as they

need." Murphy asserted that CUGE
would also receive funds from
Montreal, but declined to specify an
amount.

STUDENTS WITH

OFFICE EXPERIENCE

Register NOW!!
FOR

SUMMER OR TEMPORARY
EMPLOYMENT

Dot Personnel

Services

WEST
236-1133
3313AB!oor St. W.

CENTRAL
923-9801
30 Bloor St. W.

EAST
429-3706

797 Don Mills Rd.
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Canadian Beaver

chomps on campus

food catering bus
• from page 2

available, Saga Administrative Cor-

poration reported sales of more than

$107,422,000 and claimed profits of

$2,258,000. The profit figure

represented an increase of about 10

per cent over the previous year.

Chairman of Saga's board of direc-

tors is William Price Laughlin. He was

president and chairman of the board

of Saga and its predecessor company

from 1949 to 1968, but relinquished

the presidency in 1968, remaining as

chairman. He was chairman of the

board of the Michigan Equity Corpora-

tion of Kalamazoo, Michigan from

1960 to 1967 and chairman of Scope
Corporation of Menlo Park, California

from 1964 to 1967. He is cur-

rently chairman of the board of

regents and trustees at Gonzaga

University (where Saga owns proper-

ty) and a trustee of St. Mary's College

and Kalamazoo College. "Who's Who
in America" lists his political affilia-

tion as Republican.

Beaver — the local version

Beaver Food Service Associates

Limited of London, Ont. is the food

catering business' answer to the

Committee for an Independent

Canada. It's the only Canadian-owned

company of any significance

operating food services on the

nation's campuses. But, it's a private

company which does not release full

official information to the public.

In a telephone interview, a Beaver

official said the company holds food

service contracts at Dalhousie

University; Mount St. Bernard College

at St. Francis Xavier University; the

University of New Brunswick, St. John

campus; Loyola College; Queen's

University; Trent University; Glendon

College; University of Windsor;

University of Winnipeg; Brandon

University; and the University of

Saskatchewan (Saskatoon and

Regina campuses).

It offers food services to in-

stitutions in educational, health care

and industrial markets. But, Beaver

has explicitly stayed out of the ven-

ding machine business which has

drawn so much energy from Ver-

safoods, Beaver's traditional rival.

Beaver was actually formed by

several dissatisfied executives work-

ing for one of the firms which later

merged to form Versafoods. Current

Beaver directors A.R. Mcintosh and

J.O. O'Rourke were both working for

Industrial Food Services, a division of

Canadian Food Products Sales

Limited, in the late 1950's. (As men-

tioned earlier, Canadian Food

Products was a holding company

which, through subsidiaries, operated

bakery plants, bake shops, coffee

shops and restaurants. Its major

operations currently are Hunt's and

Woman's Bakeries.)

Mcintosh and O'Rourke left In-

dustrial Food Services and bought out

a restaurant in London. After the for-

mation of Versafoods in June, 1961,

several old customers of Industrial

Food Services came to the partners

and asked them to contract their food

services. According to Beaver general

manager W.R. Carmichael, the two at

first refused. But on August 16,

1963, Beaver Food Service
Associates Limited was incorporated

under Ontario law.

Another former Canadian Food

Products executive, Roy Mitchell, had

left the firm about the same time as

Mcintosh and O'Rourke, and rejoined

DESCANT
a campus magazine currently in its third year of publication, invi-

tes applications for staff positions, especially for business

manager, for next year.

Publishable material - writing, photos and graphics — is also

being accepted for future issues.

All inquires should be sent to

DESCANT
c/o Bruce Bailey, Room 122, New College,

928-2438

a-L4PM4N
BROS.

A glistening centre diamond
DanRed by two shoulder stones in

a modem line-cut setting. $300.00
Registered Jewellers American Gem
Society

we sell diamonds

C^apnuut UKOS LIMITED. 2dl Yomie Si. (south »(' Dundiis) ?(vl-7(.(v4. Dia-
mond nKTdi.inls far 5 »cm;rations. Come m far vosinrdnv's clenunee ;ind low
diamond prices. Diamond enslavement rin^ from ^75.1X1

his colleagues in late 1964. He

became president of Beaver in late

1970.

The fourth member of the four-

man Beaver board of directors is

Ernest John Spence, who was presi-

dent of Canadian Food Products

Limited from 1951 to 1959. Spence

joined the Beaver board in 1969 and

serves the company in an advisory

capacity, Carmichael said.

Spence is a professor of business

at York University, besides being

chairman of Arvak Corporation, and

director of Bovis Corporation Limited,

Reed Paper Group Canada Limited,

and First Toronto Corporation

Limited. During the Second World

War, he was chief of the prices divi-

sion in the federal government's

wage and price control administra-

tion.

Carmichael said Beaver has "17 or

18 people in senior management
positions" who were once Versafoods

employees.

He estimated Beaver's total

revenue for the last fiscal year at

between $25 and $30 million, with

profits of about $350,000. 8ut, he

said the company did not keep

precise figures because as a private

firm it is not required to provide finan-

cial information to the government.

Carmichael agreed that Ver-

safoods, Saga and Beaver are the

"big three" food catering companies

operating on Canadian college and

university campuses. He indicated

resentment toward the American in-

terests which were attempting to

dominate the Canadian market. He
said that Saga, which until recently,

had no Canadian board of directors,

was attempting to establish a

separately incorporated Canadian

subsidiary to run its Canadian

operations. The proposal would es-

tablish Saga's parent firm in roughly

the same relationship to the Cana-

dian subsidiary as ARA relates to Ver-

safoods.

ITT frozen out

Another catering firm recently lost

its last Canadian campus contract

when Saga outbid it for the food ser-

vice at Brock University. Canteen of

Canada, a wholly-owned subsidiary of

Canteen Corporation of America, was
involved in a labour dispute with its

Brock employees about three years

ago. Students supported an attempt

to block the firm from using

strikebreakers against its employees,

and the union won many of its

demands.

The Canteen Corporation, in turn,

is owned by ITT (International

Telephone and Telegraph), the multi-

national giant accused of conniving

with the U.S. Central Intelligence

Agency in a plot to overthrow the

Marxist government in Chile and of

giving illegal campaign funds to

Richard Nixon. An anti-trust suit has

led to an order for ITT to divest itself

of several holdings, including Canteen

Corporation. But, the conglomerate

intends to appeal the order in the

courts and the case will probably be

tied up for years.

Students aren't powerless to im-

prove food service on their campuses
and undermine control of the catering

giants. At Simon Fraser University,

students have established an alter-

nate lunch counter serving food

prepared on the spot. The alternate

counter offers lower prices than

those at the privately-catered cam-

pus cafeteria.

During recent contract talks, alter-

nate counter workers offered to stop

work if the cafeteria workers went on

strike. The show of strength worked,

and the caterer agreed to many of

the union's demands including a

stipulation that the cafeteria stock

union-made products whenever possi-

ble and support the Kraft and lettuce

boycotts.

If people on campuses are to have

direct control over the food they eat,

they will have to consider these direc-

tions. Despite the claims of so-called

"representative food service com-

mittees", few campus kitchens will

respond to consumer demand unless

the users themselves prepare the

broth. That can't happen if the means
of nutrition are controlled by far-away

corporations.
(editorial)

Dare Foods Ltd -producerof Dare Cookies

has refused to negotiate with its striking employees

for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance

have characterized the company's approach to

the predominantly female work force,

DON'T BUY
DARE COOKIES!

(and tell your friends not to, either)

a lecture series

Royal Ontario Museum
Avenue Road at Bloor

Society Sir John Wolfenden will

anri discuss "Youth and Culture"dMU
Thursday, March 29 at 8:30 p.m.

Culture ROM Theatre. Free.

Take Note
A Special Program

of Activity will be

offered in the Benson
Building

APRIL 2

ENQUIRY

MAY 11

928-3437
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Advisory Bureau "being used more than ever": dir*r*nr

Governor Cadario still gunning for it
Internal Affairs Committee chair-

man Paul Cadario, an acknowledged
critic of the Advisory Bureau and
one of the governors who sat on the

Budget Committee panel that slash-

ed $22,000 off next year the Bureau's

operating budget for next year, ad-

vocates canning the service by June,

1974 because "it is failing to meet
the needs of the students".

Cadario has been known to mirror

administration views about student
services in the past. And, vice-
president and provost Don Foster is

known to share Cadario's skepticism
about the worth of the Bureau.
However, internal affairs vice-

president Jill Conway seemed to be
resisting the Cadario-Forster in-
itiative when word of the 22 per cent
budget cut first broke last January.
Asked whether the cut should be in-

•CUT THIS OUT—««
THURSDAY fVFNINS CINEMA
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$1.50
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terpreted as the first step in shutting
down the bureau, Conway replied,
"That may be the opinion by some
people about how the cut should be
interpreted, but that's not mine."

In a Varsity interview yesterday,
Cadario cited a survey of arts and
science students in which 83 per cent
of the 250 respondents said they had
never used the bureau, and 70 per
cent of those who had found the
services "of little value". However,
were the survey results represen-
tative, close to 4,000 students might
use the bureau annually.

Advisory Bureau director Don
McCulloch, moreover, reports "the
bureau is being used now more than
ever before."

Bureau will retain its present for-
mat for the coming year, despite in-
itial fears it would have to drop one
of its three senior staff members.

The three are now to be paid for
their interdisciplinary teaching by
the departments involved, according
to Cadario.

McCulloch, a psychiatrist, added
that he hopes to get some of his
salary covered by OHIP.

Cadario suggested that both
academic and psychiatric counsell-
ing services presently offered by the
Advisory Bureau be decentralized
and presently incorporated into such
functions as those of the Placement
Centre, the psychiatric department
of the Health Services, or possibly
the Student Awards Centre.

An alternative might be to centre
such services within the separate
colleges and faculties to provide a
more encompassing and immediate
understanding of the student's
problems, he suggested.

McCulloch said the bureau's ser-

vices extend far beyond psychiatric
and academic counselling.

"Not only does it reach some 750
students through psychiatric
counselling alone, but it has also
been responsible in the past for the
installation of Student Legal Aid,
certain Innis College Inter-
disciplinary courses, orientation
programming, and conferences such
as last week's survival conference.

The battle over the Advisory
Bureau is essentially one between
the left and the right, according to
McCulloch. "The bureau has been
charged with catering to left-wing
freaks in that it is considered as be-
ing biased towards certain kinds of
changes," he said.

"Such criticism is representative
of a prevalent conservative backlash
in all functions of the university,"
the director added.

AFRICAN QUEEN
INVESTIGATION OF
A CITIZEN

GRAPES OF WRATH

SILENT RUNNING

THE TRIAL

TBA

WAR OF THE WORLDS
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SCARLET EMPRESS

LASTOFTHE RED
HOT LOVERS

LAST PICTURE SHOW

LADY SINGS THE BLUES

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE

LITTLE FOXES
CONFESSION

EAST OF EDEN

JOURNEY TO THE FAR
SIDE OF THE SUN

LADY FROM SHANGHA
FARENHEIT4S1

NO BLADE OF GRASS

PATTON
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Mole athletes pleo for new home

at 7:30 (both films or single) OISE Auditorium

at 9:30, Series tickets available 252 Bloor St. W.

| YORK UNIVERSITY
THE CENTRE FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

OPPORTUNITY TO LIVE AND LEARN
ENGLISH OR FRENCH

Federal Bursary Language Program
A special grant has made available opportunities for full-

time students to take a 6-week "intensive" irwesidence

course at our Glendon Campus (Bayview & Lawrence) this

summer. DATES: July 3 - August 10, 1973

ENQUIRIES SHOULD BE SENT BY JUNE 1 to:

The Centre for Continuing Education

York University

4700 Keele Street

Downsview, Ontario

OR TELEPHONE 667-2507 FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION AND APPLICATION.

Pleas supporting a new men's ath-
letic building dominated the
speeches during the annual men's
athletics awards dinner held March
20 at Hart House.

Athletic Directorate vice-president
Michael Penman put some sting in

the traditional honorific toast to the
university by complaining that

"there has been no serious discus-

sion of the role of athletics within
this university."

"The proposed men's athletic buil-

ding has been a case study in futility

and frustration," he added.

Penman was a member of the
users' committee for the six million
dollar men's athletic building at Hu-
ron and Harbord. However, planning
was halted last November when the
provincial government froze all fur-

ther payments for university capital

construction.

"Athletics has been neglected and
we urgently plea for the attention
and concern of the university," Pen-
man talk the dinner, attended by
about 300 including university vice-

presidents Jack Sword and Jill

Conway.

Penman, who received the Sidney
Earle Smith Trophy for his contribu-
tion to intramural athletics, said

"Participation in the athletic pro-
gram helps to alleviate the imper-
sonal nature of this university."

During the lengthy awards presen-
tations, athletic director Dalt White
reiterated many of Penman's compl-
aints about the lack of suitable facili-

ties.

Noting that Varsity athletes had
managed to win seven OUAA titles,

White said that neverthless inade-

quate facilities had severely

hampered the development of seve-

ral sports, particularly badminton,
gymnastics and volleyball.

Prior to the dinner, basketball
coach John McManus complained
that promising athletes often don't
come to U of T after seeing the out-
dated facilities in Hart House.

"A couple of good high school
players were in today for a look
around", McManus related, "and
when I showed them the Hart House
gym they couldn't believe that a uni-
versity team would be playing in
anything that small."

UTAA president George Wode-
house urged the athletes to write to

Universities and Colleges Minister
Jack McNie and the university's

Planning and Resources Committee
protesting the effect of the capital

budget freeze on construction of the
men's athletic building.
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year. Your resume should read and look as (hough

you are worth the once, so making the best

possible presentation is just good business. Our
resumes are designed to inform and impiess and
our goat is to construct a resume that will invite an
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say it - with style.
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r CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.

For information write to:

Community of the Holy Spirit

54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
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and introducing
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MASSEY HALL
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on sale at ; Sams downtown, Eatons attractions ticket offices, Amherst Pharmacy,
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THE STUDENTS'

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

invites applications for the following full time paid po-

sitions, commencing May 1, 1973.

1. Executive Assistant — research and co-ordination

of projects undertaken by the executive and council as a

whole.

2. Education Assistant — assistant to the SAC educa-

tion commission; familiarity with course unions and evalua-

tions and current educational issues would be helpful.

3. Services/Communications Assistant — assis-

tant to the SAC Services and Communications Commis-
sions; familiarity with survey techniques, advertising and

service organization -would be helpful.

Positions are subject to ratification by council. Salary is negotia-

ble. Applications should be submitted in writing to Bob Anderson,

SAC, 12 Hart House Circle by 4;00 p.m., Monday, April 2nd. For

further information, call: 928-4911.
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Flights banned, AOSC may lose $100,000
By JOHN CAMPBELL

About $100,000 may be lost by the

Association of Student Councils if re-

cent regulations banning charter af-

finity flights in Canada are not lifted

to allow a massive charter flight pro-

gram to proceed on schedule this

summer.
AOSC allied itself last fall with the

British University North American

Club to obtain cheap fares for 12,000

passengers expected to come to To-

ronto and Vancouver this summer.

Of these, 1,000 are known as "af-

finity" passengers and thus banned

from Canada, since their charter

agent, the British Student Travel

Service, is affiliated with a larger or-

ganization.

AOSC, a non-profit student council

organization whose main activity is

operating an air travel service, had

enjoyed special exemption from a

law forbiding commercial businesses

from selling one-way tickets to their

customers.

But the new regulations passed

January 8 abolish this exemption

and add a tariff onto charters ente-

ring Canada which has the effect of

pegging charter prices at the level

charged by Canadian commercial

charters.

The regulations forbid affinity

flights from taking place after June

30 and will therefore prevent the

AOSC from fulfilling its part of a

contract entered into with its British

counterpart with Western Orient Air

Marketing (UK Ltd.).

As a result, AOSC may lose its

$100,000 deposit on in-Canada flights

for the group, and according to di-

rector Rod Hurd, may have to fold.

Another $170,000 in hotel and flight

deposits from the British group is

also in jeopardy.

A lobbying campaign in Ottawa to

gain exemption for AOSC from the

new rules is still in its early stages.

Last week, SAC vice-president John

Helliwell opened a permanent office

in the capital from which members

will press their plea to cabinet minis-

ters and members of parliament.

The basis of their campaign will be

briefs submitted to federal minister

transport Jean Marchand, which sta-

tes:

"It was assumed by both the AOSC
and the carrier at that early time

(the faU of 1972) ... that the affinity

category for flights would be permit-

ted to co-exist with the new ABC
(advance booking) category at least

until September 1973."

It adds that "The date changes

caused by such a restructuring (as

called by the regulations by June 30)

could not be incorporated to carry

many of those passengers already

booked and would not serve future

passengers adequately whether they

buy one-way or round-trip reserva-

tions."

Hurd, a former SAC president,

said he thought the government's in-

tentions in passing the new regula-

tions were to protect Canadian air-

lines from unfair competition, and to

"clean up the Atlantic air charter

mess".

He applauded these intentions, but

added that AOSC wants the govern-

ment "to admit they have forgotten

us" in the shuffle — meaning it over-

looked AOSC as a special type of

charter when it designed its rules to

apply to all charters.

It is "grating", Hurd said, for the

government to lump AOSC in with

the commercial agencies, some of

which have gone bankrupt — taking

customers' deposits with them or

leaving tourists stranded in foreign

countries without return flight ar-

rangements.

"We have cleaned up problems

even their own travel agencies

won't," he declared referring to oc-

Call for Soc parity
A meeting of the sociology wo-

men's caucus last week urged the de-

partment to move forward parity

between men and women among its

faculty members.

Of the 59 professors in sociology,

only nine are women, none of whom
have tenure or even senior positions

in the department.

The 15 people at the meeting, one

of a series of discussions among wo-

men, drafted a letter to the depart-

ment's new parity staffing commit-

tee recommending that the two fa-

culty positions available next year in

the department go to women.
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^^Entertainment by ^ jflL
BRIAN LARTER
— singer and pianist

SUNDAY

April 1

AT

9:00 P.M.

% 186 St. George St.

Admission: Members $1.50,

non-members $2.00

FUTURE EVENTS:
SUNDAY, APRIL 15, AT 8 P.M. - Informative lecture by

Rabbi M. Serels, leader of Petah Tikvah Sephardic
Congregation of Toronto, Topic — JEWS OF DESPAIR, the

plight of Syrian and Iraqui Jews. 186 St. George St.

SUNDAY, MAY 6 - Grad Dance with live band at Zionist

Centre.

for more information, call: 923-9861

casional emergency aid AOSC has gi- the government "will bend on these categories" and that the AOSC re-

ven to non-member tourists in such rules". quest is for an "equal opportunity"

cases. He indicated that "almost all Wes- to provide inexpensive travel arran-

Hurd said he was optimistic that tern countries have student affinity genients for. students.

Avoid mean snakes,
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and soundsystems

p might regret.

We do.
See your Pioneer dealer for

|3H"^f\|t— f— I -J tuners, amps, speakers, headphones,

turntables and tape decks.

Authorized agent: S. H. Parker Company, 66 Lesmill Road, Don Mills, Ont„no (4161 415-8530'
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Striking workers to get meeting with Dare
By GREG McMASTER

Five hundred people protesting at

Queen's Park last Wednesday
against anti-union legislation and
strike-breaking, successfully urged
the government to arrange a meeting
between the management of Dare
Cookies limited and the strike com-
mittee of the workers' union.

The demonstration was called by
Local 73 of the United Brewery
Workers to mobilize support in their

nine-month strike against Dare. A
crowd of leftists and union workers,

including a busload of female
workers from the Dare plant in

Kitchener, heard union official

Norm Wilson announce that he had
just been informed of the arrange-

ment of the meeting for April 2.

The early-morning protest began
with an hour's picketing in front of

the main Queen's Park Legislature

entrance, and continued with several

speeches of support.

Ted Bounsell. NDP MPP from
Windsor, denounced "all the
elements of society conspiring
against the workers on this strike".

"The Kitchener police, the
judiciary with its use of injunctions

against picketing, and the govern-

ment, with its allowing
strikebreaking", were among those
working agsinst the union, he said.

He also pointed out that the Dare
strike was "the first with equal pay
for women" as a major issue, in On-
tario. The strike has centred around
the equal pay for women demand
because the plant's labour force is 80

per cent female.

Several arrests have been made in

picket line fights against professional

strikebreakers and police, and two of

the workers were scheduled to begin

jail terms that afternoon. One of

them spoke to the crowd, urging

other unions to extend support for

the campaign to boycott Dare
products by organizing more boycott
committees.

"We're not getting the support we
need so far," he said. "With the in-

junction against picketing all we can
do is organize the boycott". He sing-
led out Dominion Stores for
"backsliding" on earlier agreements
to boycott Dare.

The company is legally able to in-

stitute decertification proceedings
against the union in June. Ontario
labour laws, besides allowing
management to limit picketing
through court-issued injunctions,
and permitting the hiring of scab
labour during strikes, also condone
strikebreakers currently working in

the plant to participate in a decer-
tification vote.

Ontario Federation of Labour
president David Archer pledged
"full support" from the OFL for the
strikers and the boycott campaign.
"Our retail unions must make sure
that Dare products don't get on the
shelves", he said.

Steve Penner, who was introduced
as a member of the NDP provincial

executive, but stressed that he was
speaking for himself, described the
strike as "one of the most important
facing the working class of this coun-
try". He said that "the most serious
economic crisis facing the capitalist

'

world since World War II" has led to

"deliberate unemployment and the
spreading imposition of wage con-
trols" in efforts to "undermine the
militancy of labour organizations".

A large contingent of postal
workers who sparked the recent
wildcat strikes in Toronto cheered
Penner when he listed their actions

along with the Dare strike, "the
coming general strike in Britain, the

campaign to free the Quebec labour
leaders, and student resistance

against education cutbacks" as being
"all part of the same struggle".

The demonstration included con-
tingents from more than a dozen un-
ion locals from around the province,
and several socialist organizations.

Ontario Liberal leader Robert

Nixon spoke briefly, but was loudly

booed and heckled. Referring to his

party's opposition to "the continua-

tion of ex parte injunctions", he
suggested that "at least we can agree
on this".

When he said that he didn't like

strikebreakers, someone shouted
"what about the Liberals?" Ignoring
this, he closed by saying "As soon as
Steve Lewis and I get in the
legislature, I hope we'll be able to do
something about this". Lewis was
absent holidaying in Kentucky.

Behaviour code will be reworded
By RANDY ROBERTSON

Proposed regulations against
demonstrations in the university are
being worded to make it clear that
they are not intended to ban all

demonstrations and sit-ins, says In-

ternal Affairs committee chairman
Paul Cadario.

Reporting on the progress of the
committee's task force on the
behaviour code, Cadario said Mon-
day that the regulations reworded
for presentation to the Internal Af:
fairs committee by the task force are
now "suficiently strictly worded to
make it clear that they wouldn't ban
peaceful demostrations."

Cadario noted that the code is be-
ing reviewed in light of the com-
ments of the university's solicitors,

who found the code had no legal

validity. "We are looking at things

more legally now," he said.

"Since all charges laid in law have
to be proved," he said, the
regulations are now worded so that
"it would be difficult to prove that a

demostration is a violent one if it is

not."

However, Cadario said that the
regulations do not explicitly incor-

porate the Campbell Report's dis-

tinctions between non-violent non-
disruptive demonstrations, such as

leafleting or peaceful picketing and
disruptive demonstrations, either

violent or obstructive.

He said that the distinctions were
already present in the code and had
in fact been present in the original
draft.

Cadario said that the section on
academic offenses had not been con-
sidered in detail by the task force.

Internal affairs vice-president Jill

Conway said Sunday the section was

"being left blank at the present."

The task force has been set up to
deal with only the Internal Affairs

Committee's concerns, she noted.
Cadario said that academic

offenses that fall within the purview
of the Academic Affairs Committee
will be determined by Academic Af-
fairs.

Eng exams set for passover
By DAVID WISE

Engineering dean James Ham says exams will be held in his faculty this
year on Passover holy days because "this is a particularly bad year for
Passover."

Ham was referring to the fact tha according to the Jewish Orthodox calen-
dar, there are four restrictive days during Passover this year, falling within
the exam period.

The faculty of Arts and Science, however, will not be holding any exams on
the designated days: April 17, 18, 23, and 24.

Ham said that "consistent with past policy", special arrangements will be
made for students who "register a sense of religious conflict with the
department." "I have talked with rabbis on several occasions," he added.
Asked to comment on the fact that while there will be no engmeering

exams on the Christian Good Friday, there will be exams on Passover holy
days, the executive director of Hillel House (a campus Jewish cultural cen-
tre) said he had suggested a change to the engineering faculty.

"I was told", Ben Meyer said, "that this would mean the loss of four of the
10 available exam days." He said that the then requested the faculty to try to
cancel exams at least on the first two days of Passover, and had thought that
this option was still under consideration.

Asked what this would mean to Jewish engineering students, Meyer said,
"Orthodox students won't take the exam and will be forced to take substitute
exams, which will likely be more difficult."

Non-orthodox, but practicing Jewish students, he suggested, "might be
forced to compromise their religious values."

GOVERNING COUNCIL OF THE UNIVERSITY
Results 01 Elections lor New Members

TOTAL VALID BALLOTS CAST - 7345
Administrative staff (1 vacant seat) — "Administrative staff" means the

employees of the University. University College, the constituent colleges and the
federated universities who are not members of the teaching staff thereof.

Valid ballots cast - 1357 Spoiled ballots - 3
Votes received:

BEAVEN, Edward E.C 442
RUSSELL, Gwen 915 - elected

Teaching staff — "Teaching staff" means the employees of the University,

University College, the constituent colleges and the federated universities who hold

the academic rank of professor, associate professor, assistant professor, full-time

lecturer or part-time lecturer unless such part-time lecturer is registered as a stu-

dent. ("Lecturer" includes associates and clinical teachers in the Faculty of Medicine,

and associates in the Faculty of Dentistry.)

Constituency IB (1 seat) — all teaching staff members who hold

their major appointments at Scarborough or Erindale Colleges.

Valid ballots cast - 161 Spoiled b2i!ots - 1

Votes received:

HOWARD. W. J 79
THALER. G. R 82 - elected

Constituency IC (1 seat) — all teaching staff members in the Faculty of Arts and

Science who hold their major appointments in the University College or New College

Departments of Classics, English, French, German, Near Eastern Studies; or in the

University Departments of East Asian Studies, Fine Art, Islamic Studies, Italian and

Hispanic Studies, Slavic Languages and Literatures, Sanskrit and Indian Studies

(excluding those who are members of Constituency IB).

Valid ballots cast - 151 Spoiled ballots - 0

Votes received;

GRAHAM, Victor Ernest 119 - elected

LEGGATT, Alexander M 32

Constituency III (1 vacant seat) — all teaching staff members

in the Faculty of Medicine.

Valid ballots cast - 520 Spoiled ballots - 1

Votes received:

DUNN, Earl V 101

LAIDLAW, John Coleman 419 - elected

Constituency IV (1 seat) — all teaching staff members in the Faculty of Dentistry,

Faculty of Food Sciences, School of Hygiene, Faculty of Nursing, Faculty of Phar-

macy, School of Physical and Health Education.

HUNT, A. Murray - elected by acclamation.

Gradtiat6 Student ~~ "Graduate student"- means all students registered in the

School of Graduate Studies.

Constituency I (1 seat) — all students in Division I (Humanities) of the School of

Graduate Studies; Division II (Social Sciences) of School of Graduate Studies, with

the exception of the Graduate Department of Educational Theory.

Valid ballots cast - 593 Spoiled ballots — 5

Votes received:

ENROS, Philip Charles 137

LEAH, Anthony Derek 142

MITCHELL, Barry 314 - elected

Constituency II (1 seat) - all students in the Graduate Department of Educational
Theory; Division III (Physical Sciences) of the School of Graduate Studies* Division IV
(Life Sciences) of the School of Graduate Studies.

DACK, Philip — elected by acclamation.

Full-time undergraduate students — "Full-time undergraduate
students" means all students registered at the University in a programme of full-time
study who are not registered in the School of Graduate Studies.

Constituency I (2 seats) - all students registered in Arts and Science.

Valid ballots cast - 2027 Spoiled ballots - 1

1

BARNES, Gordon 849
BECKERMAN, Tom 91
GRAY, Ian St

HENRY. Robin

LAUGHTON, David 733
LEVITT, Howard 760
ROEDDE, Gretchen 477
STEIN, Howard 439

Constituency II (2 seats) - all students registered in the Faculty of Dentistry,

Faculty of Food Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, Faculty of Nursing, Faculty of Phar-

macy, School of Hygiene, School of Physical and Health Education, Faculty of Educa-
tion, Faculty of Applied Science and Egineering, Faculty of Architecture, Urban and
Regional Planning and Landscape Architecture, Faculty of Forestry, Faculty of Law,
Faculty of Music, Faculty of Management Studies, Faculty of Social Work (with the

proviso that both members elected in Constituency II not be registered in the same
faculty or school) and that in the event that a member elected while registered in one
faculty or school later registers in- the faculty or school in which the other elected

member is registered, the transferring member shall resign his seat).

Valid ballots cast - 1214

Votes received:

Spoiled ballots

GOLDBERG, A 828 - elected

NAEMSCH, Mike 315
SCHABAS, Richard 304
VICKERY, Charles Lome 707 - elected

Part-time undergraduate students (2 seats) — "Part-time

undergraduate students" means all students registered at the University in a

programme of part-time study who are not registered in the School of Graduate
Studies.

Valid ballots cast - 1322

Votes received:

Spoiled ballots

DEPOE, Eric 434
DICK, Arlene 994 - elected

GRINDAL, Norma 906 - elected
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Engsoc fees will go up $3 for next fall

Engineering Society fees will go

up three dollars next fall, the society

has decided.

Gting costs of the extensive Facul-

ty of Applied Science and
Engineering's centenary celebra-

tion, coming Engsoc president

Dave Field says that outside funding,

which has supported the society this

spring, will not be available next fall.

Field (Geo HI), who defeated

David Matthews (Chem III) to

succeed Scott Jolliffe, says that in

any case, the society's program is the

most active of any college or faculty

student council on campus. Fees will

go from seven to 10 dollars, in addi-

tion to SAC fees.

The Engsoc executive next year

will include a representative appoint-

ed by new dean Bernie Etkin. The

faculty member, who will have

voting rights, will facilitate better

communication with the faculty, ac-

cording to Field.

The society's executive suggested

appointing a voting faculty member,

said Field.

Other executives include vice-

presidents Les Rapchak (Mech HI),

who defeated Torben Frost (Civil

II), and Stephan Swigger (Elect II),

who was acclaimed.

Erindale students voted in a mixed

bag of surprises ^jn their elections

held last Wednesday and Thursday.

Pre-election favourite Arnold

Brody, currently a visible SAC rep

from Erindale, was defeated by

Peter Smith in his bid for the

Students' Administrative Govern-

ment of Erindale (SAGE) presiden-

cy. Smith, also a SAC rep, edged out

Brody 218 to 204, with Brian Kasey

trailing at 75 votes.

Endicott lauds China communes
By JIM MARTIN

The ability of communes to act in-

dependently, and their co-operative

spirit, has enabled China to solve

many of its problems, James En-

dicott told the Canadian China Socie-

ty Sunday.

"China under Mao has done the

unbelievable—the commune system

has solved the food problem" said

Endicott, who lived in China for 30

years.

Endicott, former chairman of the

Canadian Peace Congress, noted

that many projects, all labour-

intensive, were underway during bis

recent two-month visit to China.

Labour intensity allowed work to

progress at a local level without

holdups due to lack of equipment.

Large numbers of workers carried

earth in baskets rather than depen-

ding on the availability of bulldozers,

he said. As evidence of the effec-

tiveness of this approach, Endicott

cited the new reservoirs, canals and

even riverbeds which he saw
throughout China.

Endicott recalled being driven

through an area that had been
rainless for 300 days, a drought

which in the past would have meant
disaster and starvation for several

million people. But due to massive

irrigation, the people reaped "an 80

per cent of normal harvest, and no
damage to the fruit crops in the

region.

The speaker emphasized to the

audience of about 250 in the Medical

Sciences Auditorium that orders for

these projects did not come from a

central bureaucracy, but that often

the ideas came from the governing

revolutionary committees of in-

dividual communes. This de-
emphasis of central control over the

communes was, according to En-
dicott, the main effect of the

Cultural Revolution.

He described the three year

revolution as having "broken up the

crystallization of the bureaucracy"

that administered China, and com-
pared its impact to that which Mar-
tin Luther had on the • rising

capitalist world. The Cultural

Revolution has advanced Mao Tse-

Tung's aims of "centralism and
democracy, discipline and freedom,

and personal ease of mind and
liveliness", according to Endicott.

He described one typical reaction

to the Cultural Revolution: "It has
given us a freedom to criticize".

Officials were hard to question

before 1966 but since then people
could discuss the functioning of

organizations with the chairman of

the committee running them. Any
consensus of opinion reached at such
meetings was usually acted upon,
said Endicott.

Endicott denied that the structure

of the Chinese Communist Party was
destroyed by the revolution,
although he admitted that there had
been several bhody struggles. He
found that the peopi s relationships

with the party had not changed

drastically; about>95 per cent of the

people he questioned that were par-

ty members before the Cultural

Revolution were still members.

About half the workers he talked to

were Communist Party members

which Endicott said was the same as

he had found on previous visits.

From these direct observations

and private talks with figures such as

China's United Nations delegate and

premier Chou En-Lai, Endicott con-

cluded that the Cultural Revolution

was a significant change for one-

quarter of the world's population.

However it involved not an

overthrow of the existing govern-

ment, as some observers in the west

have maintained, but a restructuring

of it.

The problem of family planning"

has been solved under the guidance

of Mao's interpretation of Marxist-

Leninist thought, Endicott claimed.

Although China's perennial food

shortage has been overcome, large

storehouses of grains are now
stockpiled on every commune the

nation's 150 million women of child-

bearing age make mass birth control

prudent, he said.

Para-medics distributing free con-

traceptives and encouraging males

to undergo vasectomies were observ-

ed by Endicott.

Endicott told the meeting that

Chinese peasants have successfully

learned to "live and interpret"

Mao's thought so that the Maoist

system will not collapse at his death.

A minister in the audience (En-

dicott was a United Church mis-

sionary in pre-Communist China)

asked whether China, with all its

progress would develop a more
sophisticated form of government

with the opposition to the govern-

ment and openness to the press com-

mon in liberal democracies.

"I don't think we have much to

offer — our system has executed re-

bels such as Oliver Cromwell, Wil-

liam Lyon Mackenzie and Louis

Riel", Endicott countered.

When the minister asked about

freedom of religion in China, En-
dicott said that even children of

Christian parents who have been
raised in Mao's spirit of "personal

liveliness" and Marxist-Leninist

thought have found no need in their

lives for a religion.

Erindale's elections to SAC were

at least as surprising, as a Young
Socialist topped the polls, followed

by an arch-conservative and a Stop

the Student Surcharge member.
YSer Heather Ridout, recently

defeated in the SAC presidential

race, come first, by one vote, ahead

of present SAC finance com-
missioner Paul Bannon, who as part

of the conservative Chuck Vickery

ticket was also beaten by Bob Ander-

son in the SAC contest. SSSC
member Roman Olszewski, another

defeated SAC vice-presidential can-

didate, won a council seat, as well as

Donna Cameron and Rick Zurawski.

Tanya Abolins approximately

doubled the vote for Steve Mickelson

in the SAGE vice-presidency race.

Close to 500 students, or one quarter

of the electorate, voted.

Second year student Shelly

Sinukoff will be taking over from

Mike Walker as Innis College Stu-

dent Society president nex year.

Sinukoff doubled the vote for

president Innis Trotskyite Mike
Edwards, 78 to 36. However,
Edwards, who lost last spring in a

try for a Governing Council seat on a

Young Socialist ticket, was consoled

by retaining his seat on SAC. "

He and Tony Campbell defeated

Steve Garety to occupy Innis' two
SAC chairs. Innis Herald editor

Henry See (sho along with present

education commissioner Briane
Nasimok Thursday won the U of T
Debating Union crown) and Lee
Pearce were defeated by Ginny
Moore for the college student coun-

cil vice-presidency.

Only 105 students, or about 14 per

cent of those eligible, voted, but

even this reflected more interest in

council elections than at Vic, where
all but one position on Vic's student

council was acclaimed.

Brian Guzley won the presidential

suite from student governor-elect

Gord Barnes, and Doug Jackson
defeated Randy Brown 121-40 for the

vice-presidency.

This year's education com-
missioner Rick Gregory was elected

to SAC, where he becomes an
executive member. Incumbent Geoff
Parker, along with David Galbraith,

Brian Clarence and Andrew
SueChue-Lam will be the college's

SAC reps. Three Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee members
were defeated in the election.

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE

PRESENTS
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Threatened citizens vow red tape

The Cadillac-Greenwin development would rape the community of old sturdy homes like .his.

The fate of 100 houses facing
destruction on Quebec and Gothic
Avenues wilt not be known for at
least two years said community
organizer Walter Weary last week.

The homes, in the High Park area
are owned by the Cadillac and
Greenwin development corporations
and are scheduled for demolition to
make way for high-rise units and
townhouses. City Council, however,
has voted to repeal the bylaw per-
mitting zoning changes for high-rise
in the district, but the repeal has
been challenged by the developer
through an injunction.

Speaking to a group of students at
an informal seminar at the Inter-
national Student Centre as part of
the Survival Conference, Weary
asserted that the bylaw changes to
permit the development are mired in
a bureaucratic swamp.

Citizens opposing the Cadillac-
Greenwin proposal are going "to
create so much bureaucracy" that
the Ontario Municipal Board and
City Council will not be able to han-
dle it said Weary.

The project is now being debated
at three levels of appeal, added the

Having a bike is a bit like having a dog.

Be faithful to it, and it will be faithful to you.

A two-stroke plays hard, so you'd

better feed it right.

That's what Castrol's Motorcycle

Injector Oil is all about.

Keeping the heart of your bike (its

engine) strong and healthy.

So yourtwo-stroke doesn't have a

third stroke.

The whole range of Castroi products,

from GTX for 4-cylinder models
to Shockol and Chain Lube, has been
developed for the same reason.

To keep your bike in the best of health.

Andyou out of trouble.

IlsfBecauseyou don'twantRector J .

yourtwo stroke

tohave athird stroke.

organizer, and in the future it will be
"fought at six levels.".

Weary and other residents of the
area described the painful growth of
their citizens group and how it

became conscious of the threat to
their community.

The Quebec-Gothic development
was discovered by "one of the
straight ladies in the area", remark-
ed Weary. The matter of the
Greenwin-Cadillac plan came to a
head when then Ward 1 alderman
Ben Grys was found to have a con-
flict of interest.

Grys' wife owned two houses on
Gothic Avenue which she sold to the
developers for a considerable profit.

The houses were sold when Grys was
chairman of the Buildings and
Development Committee of City

Council, which approved the
development. The Supreme Court of

Ontario later ruled that Grys had
violated the Municipal Act by not
declaring the conflict.

Weary remarked that the conflict
of interest controversy "got the
whole community pissed off."

Originally a group of about 10 peo-
ple were involved in fighting City
Hall, but last year the group
mushroomed into a more broadly
based community planning group.
Weary said he hoped it would expand
further.

One of the main grievances of the
residents is that they were not con-
sulted about zoning changes in their
district which would permit high-
rise development.

People should be allowed to par-

ticipate in the planning of their own
community, said Weary, "It
shouldn't be done . . . downtown (at

City Hall) or anywhere else."

The Quebec-Gothic citizens stress-

ed that there is a paucity of good
quality, low-cost housing in the city.

Destruction of the 100 houses in the
area will merely exacerbate the
housing crisis, the residents claimed.

Both Weary and Andy Smith,
another member of the citizens

group, lauded the community spirit

which exists in the area.

"Everybody knows what's going
on," declared Smith. Quebec-Gothic
"is a really pleasant place to live."

Smith said a food co-operative and
a street newspaper had been es-

tablished and relations between
youth and "the straights" were
amicable.

He added that the developers

began renting the houses on the two
avenues to "freaks" whom they

thought would let the properties

deteriorate from misuse. Smith said

the plan "didn't work" because
many young people decided that the

community was unique and worthy
of preservation.

Although there is little conflict

within the Quebec-Gothic communi-
ty, Weary maintained that Metro
Police were conducting "illegal

searches" and harassing some
youthful residents.

He added that meetings were then
called to discuss strategy. "It won't
be long before we start suing them
(the police)," Weary concluded.
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N.B. profs

form union
BATHURST, N.B. (CUP) -
Professors at Sacred Heart Universi-

ty (Bathurst College ) have become
Canada's first unionized academic
teaching staff outside Quebec.

Local 1541 of the Canadian Union
of Public Employees was certified as

their bargaining agent March 16. The
local covers 45 teachers at the

college which is academically af-

filiated with the Universite de

Moncton.
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GSU study laments disparity in grad income
By SANDY BOGART

Graduate student underdogs in the

race for financial support include

arts students, women, and part-time

students, according to an incomes

study commissioned by the

Graduate Students' Union.

Lesley Towers, author of the

report, found that "there is a signifi-

cant discrepancy between the arts

divisions and the science divisions in

support levels." Fewer arts students

receive assistantships, she con-

tinued, but tend to get more money
for them.

GSU vice-president Stephan
Kogitz said Monday that the findings

were significant because, up until

this report, data on graduate

students' incomes, both amount and

sources, "has simply not been

available."

The recently formed Graduate

Assistants' Association needed the

information, he added, to know what

action to take regarding graduate

assistants' wages. The GAA, which

the GSU hopes will be certified as a

bargaining agent for teaching

assistants, is pressing for a policy of

equal pay for equal work in both arts

and science divisions, and in the

various departments.

The report, to be published in mid-

April, also found that while the me-
dian total income for graduate

students is $4,000-5,000, there are

still "24 per cent of full-time

students (who) receive no support

whatsoever from university or

government sources. Thirty per cent

live on less than $3,000, while six per

cent live on less than $1,000".

As a result, the report
recommends that "the University of

Toronto move toward a guaranteed

minimum support level for all

graduate students." Since the On-

tario Student Award Plan (OSAP)
considers approximately $3,000 a

minimum for a single graduate stu-

dent living in Toronto, the report

recommends "a $3,000 minimum
plus tuition support level."

Further recommendations suggest

the School of Graduate Studies

"should investigate additional

sources of support" for arts

students, and that "university-wide

standards on rates of pay, hours of

working, and working conditions

should be established for all GAs."

Survival means feeling
By MARK BOHNEN

"I fell ambiguous talking about survival," said Simon
Dejung last week, introducing a seminar on the city and
the neighbourhood. "Survival is a felt thing involving

how you share your feelings with others."

A Vancouver community worker on a LIP grant,

Dejung helped establish a community craft factory,

medical clinic, and food co-op. His craft factory has

supplied work for unemployed potters.

"Sociologists note the lack of community in our socie-

ty, as social forces and technology are increasing aliena-

tion and fragmentation," he said, addressing a few
dozen people at New College's Wilson Hall.

"Necessities are created for people. They live their

lives arranged. . . . The monster creates spaces for peo-

ple in an iron-tight way. Society creates needs, he said,

by remarking "the self" in society's own image.

Dejung noted that education thus produces a peculiar

situation. "We expect more things than the system can

deliver . . . Should we continue accepting things, and try

to achieve happiness through an individual job ef-

fort ... or collectively try getting outside things?"

Most people have difficulty adjusting to a communal
life style alternative, according to Dejung. Many are

conditioned to be individualistic; their situation

demands a creative effort to seek "new spaces, at-

titudes, and ways of relating."

University of Waterloo sociologist Jim Harding stress-

ed the need to discuss personal experience. "Unless we
question from our own predicaments, we don't get the
knowledge to survive."

Discussing his own experience on a farm commune,
he noted that "country communes fragment, as

attempts at survival, into couples and transient in-

dividuals."

Many of his friends who expected group sex became
disillusioned because there wasn't any, he said. Laziness

and self-absorption of members hastened the break-up

of his commune.

"I now believe that probably the family unit is the

basic one." He added that an ideal community should

not exceed 5,000.

Dejung, however, replied that city life could be less

impersonal than generally thought. He recalled and un-

developed beach in Vancouver, where people bathed

nude — the atmosphere was very warm, he said.

Paul Essean sought a community model that would
accommodate shifting relationships. He recalled a com-
mune where partners related after they broke up.

"There was a base of continuity with the kids," he said.

Dejung sought a flexible community accommodating
temporary inhabitants. "The individual uses the

facilities for a period, but continuity lies with the people
who use it."

He envisioned a community kitchen, a people's gar-

age, operated and owned on a block level in a city.

. One person complained that no concrete issues were
raised in the discussion.

"I can't spend the whole year working on my own
space. Meanwhile spaces in the city are being
destroyed ... Or is it (the discussion) merely an excuse
for alternate culture people to come and gaze at each
other's neighbourhoods?"
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Kogitz explained that research

grants were in part responsible for

the greater amount of money
available to science students. He
claimed that for arts students "there

is really nothing equal to the

National Research Council and
Medical Research Council grants".

He cited this as the reason for

more Ontario Graduate Fellowships

being necessary in the arts divisions.

The OGF budget itself has been cut

from five to three million dollars in

the last four years.

Towers also found that, "in

general, women receive fewer
assistantships and grants" and that

there are fewer women GAs in all

divisions. She recommends in the

report that "a program to ensure

equal opportunities for grants,

assistantships, etc. for women
should be established by the School

of Graduate Studies."

The report further indicates that

"Canadians receive fewer
assistantships than do landed im-

migrant or visa students." Only 43

per cent of Canadian graduate

students receive GAs, compared to

57 per cent of students with landed

immigrant status, and 44 per cent of

those holding student visas.

"Canadians do tend to receive more
money," the report adds.

No recommendation is made In

regard to this particular finding.

MA students suffer from the tinan-

cing disparities as well; according to

the report, there is "a dearth of sup-

port" for MA students, compared
with those working toward a PhD,
particularly in the arts divisions.

Part-time students, as well, are

not given much support. Of the 436

part-time students (not including

educational theory students, most of

whom fit this category) only 41

receive support from the university,

the report states.

Towers said these students con-

tend that "they were forced into

their position (i.e as part-time)

because of insufficient university

support" and that "once they were
part-time, they were excluded from
the grants which were given to most
students."

She therefore recommended a
review of the awards policy for part-

time graduate students.

"Awards based on academic merit

are not open to part-time students,"

she stressed.

The report's information was
gathered from questionnaires dis-

tributed to over 6,500 graduate
students. Slightly more than half of

the full-time students at SGS
responded.

SMC FILM CLUB

'An epic film... an heroic film.

Paul Scofield's portrayal is so rich, so varied,
that I think it's unlikely you will see another
'Lear' to equal it. This 'King Lear* is triumphant.'
—Gene Shalit, WNBC-TV
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Most Canadian studies frivolous — Symons
By JOHN CAMPBELL

The chairman of a university com-
mission on Canadian studies said

last Wednesday that "the country is

littered with Mickey Mouse courses

called Canadian studies".

The Massey College session, part

of a year-long investigation spon-

sored by the Association of Univer-

sities and Colleges of Canada, was
held to solicit information and
opinions from U of T academics on
"teaching and research in studies

relating to Canada at Canadian uni-

versities."

A "fantastic disservice" to
legitimate academic study of

Canada's problems and
achievements has been caused by

frivolous courses, said chairman
Thomas Symons, adding that
"repeatedly, Canadian studies
courses have been misused this
way."

There was some speculation that
lack of seriousness in the treatment
of Canadian studies may be the func-
tion of a prejudice against indigently

produced literature.

Communications theory guru
Marshall McLuhan told the AUCC
commission that the existence of
such prejudice is not peculiar to
Canada. Until the 20th century, said
McLuhan, a St. Mike's English
professor, Americans and Britons
held the study of their own country's
authors "beneath contempt".

ON ROCKER SOLE
RED ANTIQUE LEATHER
TAN ANTIQUE LEATER

ONLY 22.00

QREjfTShoes fc^hb
frwXT'VlLUGER •--LOCATIONS

Open Thursday and Friday Niles

C.O.D. ofde<s accepted

Credit and Chargex cards honored

115 YONGE STREET
262 YONGE STREET
1475 YONGE STREET
101 BLOOR ST. WEST
SHOPPERS WORLD, BRAMPTON
OSHAWA SHOPPING CENTRE

"Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada

of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

CEDERBRAE SHOPPING
PLAZA (SCARBOROUGH)
ADAMS APPLE BOUTIQUE:
126 BLOOR ST. WEST
774 YONGE STREET

Now, young people are "ashamed
to speak their own language," he
said.

The session also expressed con-
cern for the role of the French
language as part of Canadian studies.

Symons, who last year was a one-
man commissioner on French-
language education, noted that
"despite all the national interest in

bilingualism and an array of
programs to encourage it, there has
been a steady downward trend in the
number of Anglophones involved in

French studies and who make use of
French in their regular reading".

Citing Ontario enrolment figures
which show that the number of
students opting for French in Grades
9 and 10 have dropped 24 per cent in

the last two years, he said, "A major
barrier of the undergraduate to take
Canadian studies is the requirement
many colleges have to have a reading
knowledge in French".

He said he didn't think the declin-
ing enrolment was the result of
"backlash", but rather that the
students felt they could not measure
up to the higher standards of
French-speaking ability implied by
the new emphasis on bilingualism.

The audience of less than a score

chuckled at English professor Robin
Harris' remark that the commission
should be at least as concerned
about students' ability to speak and
write in their first language,

(English), as it is in their ability to
handle French.

Harris, until last year Innis College
principal, linked some students' in-

ability to use English effectively to
the fact that "English is not a
required subject at this university".

The old honours program, he
argued, in which students were
required to specialize after first year,
provided "expert" instruction in
different, but related, disciplines.

Extending his argument for
gathering separate disciplines in a
unified approach, he urged the com-
mission to recommend the creation
of "programs" in Canadian studies,
rather than specific courses.

Symons, Trent University presi-
dent until last summer, expressed
shock that Canadians are un-
prepared to deal adequately with
projects having national impact,
such as the Mackenzie Valley
pipeline and the James Bay power
project, and dealt extensively with
the subject himself.

Characterizing the problem as one
of "applied Canadian studies",
Symons, last year's Council of On-
tario Universities chairman, criticiz-

ed Canadian universities for failing

to mobilize interest and resources
around these issues.

"It is painfully obvious," the un-
successful Conservative federal elec-

tion candidate said, referring to the
James Bay project, "that even

preliminary studies haven't been
done".

He quoted former U of T
geographer Kenneth Hare, now a
science advisor to the federal
government, as saying that "no basic
ecological studies" have been done
on the project. Such studies, Hare es-
timates, wquld take five years at
which time the dam system is

expected to be half completed.

Symons said that "absolutely un-
inhibited inquiry" is needed in such
cases, and he doubted that industry
and government studies would fall

into that category.

Forestry professor D.V. Love
agreed with the chairman that lack
of Canadian studies in the
educational system has hampered
the country's ability to cope with
national problems.

He said that although he felt the
university "is just beginning to feel
its responsibility in this area", it is

not, in his opinion, making sufficient

preparations for the day when our
non-renewable resources are
depleted.

Symons noted there has been a
"sudden outburst" of interest in
Canada in the U.S., Britain and
Western Europe. The room rang
with laughter when he said the com-
mission has discovered a "massive
program" of Canadian studies in

Algeria, and another in Havana.

Inyourown way.
Inyour own time.

Onyourown terms.

You 'll take to the
taste ofPlayers Fih

Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.
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WATERBEDS
7 STYLES ON

DISPLAY TO SUIT

ANY DECOR OR BUDGET
Freeform Interiors

2110 YONGE 489-7600

TERMPAPERS

SERVICE (Reg'd)

A Can' lian Company

PAPERS ON FILE

$1.85 PER PAGE

OR

Custom made orders, at reasonable

cost, prepared by our staff of college

graduates

638-3559
Suite 906. 12 Goldfinch CI.

Wlltowdile (Toronto) M2R2C4. Out.

SECULAR

JEWISH

ASSOCIATION

Jewish Secularism:

- a vital force in Jewish communal

life.

- Jewish identity through community,

history, ethics, humanism and educa-

tion.

Come to our conference:

"The Secular Approach

to Jewish Life".

York Hall,

Glendon Campus

Sunday May 6, 1973

Sponsored by the:

Secular Jewish Association

For information: 488-0688

223-6246 evenings

226-4928

a mini
cour/e
means

a betleijob

The Shaw Accel
o rated Business
Courseisdeslgned
(oi people going
places In a hurry. 1

An exclusive pro- I
g<am lot sludenis %
who meet mlfiimuT,

requirements. A ' no
nonsense'' B month
comprehensive busi- ' .

ness training lot High
School Honour Giadu-

'

8les. College and
University transfers, or

graduates who plan to

enter the job market
as quickly as possible
and at a levoi corn-
parable to their
abilities.

ABC graduates will

tell you "it's the com-
bination ot academic
training and practical
business skills that

make real success
possible.

Remember. It's your
future

. . . you decide
how far. how lest you
went to go

"simple as A B C"

DROP IN MA1L-
I want to find myself at

Shaw Colleges. Please
send me information

J^t SHAW
^ I COLLEGES
\J

J

ADMISSIONS OFFICE
2436 Yonge Street
Toronto. Ontario 481-6477

M4P 2H4

Have you heard about the new place for good music

in Toronto? Laid back, Inexpensive. Fully licensed.

EEpRFSOT
(Formerly the legendary

Atkinson, Danko and Ford)

opening March 26

at

TP
471 Bloor St. W. - 929-5448
Listen to Bearfoot's new Columbia LP.

FREE ADMISSION WITH THIS AD

Universite de Montreal

Service d'education permanente, Ecole Franchise D'Efe

CP. 6128. Montreal 101, Quebec, Canada

Learn French
Where French is at home
Ecole Francaise d'ete 1973
July 2nd to August 10, 1973

luniversite de montreal
In the largest French-speaking university on the

continent, you learn French where French is at home.

methods
The latest audio-visual methods are used with beginners;

advanced students work m seminars.

advanced level
Special attention is given to English speaking French
teachers; to students of French literature and to

people wishing to know more about Quebec.

living accommodations
Rooms are available for men and women in students*

residences or with French speaking families.

activities

French Canadian lile discovered through folksinging

evenings, theatre visits/excursions into the typical

Quebec countryside and sightseeing walks through

historic old Montreal. Facilities for sports activities.

scholarships available
L'Universite de Montreal olfers 8 scholarships of

S275 each. Four of these scholarships will be awarded
to English speaking students and lour to students

of French origin residing outside the Province of

Quebec

What an earth is R0SC?
Among other things, it's a little house in

Toronto that is the rock bottom place to

buy travel.

AOSC stands for Association of Student
Councils, a non-profit organization owned
and operated by the student bodies of 60
Canadian campuses.

As a student who may be thinking about
going somewhere sometime, you are eligi-

ble for all kinds of special privileges and
services you probably don't even know
about.

You see, AOSC's principal function is to

make available to students the best, most
economical travel arrangements possible.

The idea is to provide a service, not make a

buck.

And it shows.

You're offered the lowest dependable

VANCOUVER:
AOSC,
Room 100B,

University of

British Columbia,

Vancouver 8, 8.C.

I604) 224-0111

airfares available, on 40 charters flying be-

tween April 30 and October 5. For example
— jet Toronto to London from $86 one
way, or $155 return; Vancouver to London
from $225 return or $125 one way.

Through AOSC's affiliation with the inter-

national network of student organizations,

you have access to another 5,000 special

flights originating all over the world.

All in all, this results in some fairly incred-

ible deals.

Say, for"example, you wanted to fly Toron-
to—Hong Kong return. A normally-routed

ticket would take you westward and allow
one stopover ... for about $1,200. AOSC
can fly you the long way, through Europe,
with stopovers, for $600.

Such fare savings of up to 75% make your
flying a dirt-cheap proposition.

TORONTO:
AOSC,
44 St. George Street,

Toronto 5, Ontario

(416) 962-8404

AOSC also offers a wide variety of land ar-

rangements, all specially designed for stu-

dents, all ridiculous bargains.

For example, you can spend 22 days in

Turkey for $235 ... sail the Greek Islands

for a week on $54 ... or go on a 72-day
camping safari from London to Katmandu,
10,000 mites, for about $400.

If you're thinking of travelling, there is

more you should know about. A whole lot

more: lists of student restaurants and
hotels, Eurail pass deals, special car-leasing

arrangements, overseas job opportunities,

the International Student Card . . .

AOSC. It's your travel bureau. Use it.

Why not pick up more specific information

from your student council office.

Or, contact us direct.

HALIFAX:
AOSC,
Dalhousie Student Union,

Dalhousie University,

Halifax, Nova Scotia

(902) 424-2054
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...

Canada's throwing a

birthday party for the

Mounties, but ifs not

telling all; we do....

see pages 26 and 38
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U.S. academics dominate

Canadian ivory towers

American professors have come under heavy attack from are sometimes posed, however: Canadian professors can

some circles recently. The issues are not as simple as they be villains just as easily as Americans can.

An awareness of American domination

of Canada has grown in recent years. It is

a commonplace that economically,

politically, culturally, Canada is under the

suffocating hegemony of the United

States.

There is much less agreement as to

what, if anything, can be done to reverse

this state of affairs, or indeed, whether

anything should be done.

But, certainly, among those who think

that this problem is in fact a problem,

there is a consensus that something must

be done soon, before the takeover is com-

plete.

Especially disturbing to a great many

people is the foreign domination of Cana-

dian universities — the cultural and

ideological centres of society, the focal

point for creativity, experimentation and

discussion.

The university may have been over-

rated as simply a culturally significant

force. Equally importantly, it has a power-

ful economic impact, an impact that

affects the entire society, while the

cultural and ideological contributions it

makes filter down much more gradually.

Since Canada's economy is controlled

by American interests, our universities

have become geared to the production of

trained technicians and professionals for a

branch plant economy, in which capitalist

and imperialist priorities dominate.

There is less need for scientists and

engineers on a per capita basis in this

country than in the U.S., because employ-

ment opportunities are fewer in the branch

plant than in the metropolis. It is probably

significant that the greatest fee increases

resulting from the recent university cut-

backs in Ontario hit the professional

faculties. Canada, with a less developed in-

dustrial structure, and more emphasis on

raw materials, simply does not need

technicians to the same extent as the

developed United States.

Thus, in the academic year 1970-71,

Canadian students made up just 47 per

cent of ME degree students in engineering

and 37 per cent of the PhD enrolment.

Too often, the question is simply posed

as one detrimental to the Canadian peo-

ple. But this is misleading. Some Canadian

people — specifically the Canadian

bourgeoisie — benefit materially and

significantly from American domination of

the Canadian economy. Even a junior

partnership in a going imperial concern is

nothing to be sneered at. So the Canadian

state and the Canadian capitalist class

has, for the most part, complied with this

domination, accepted its terms, and

reaped somewhat limited, but still major,

benefits.

Domination of Canadian universities is

just one — very important — facet of this

mutually agreeable deal.

The Canadian bourgeoisie has not co-

operated with the American one because it

is totally weak, decrepit, or defunct.

(Though weakness has played a role.) It

has displayed considerable adeptness at

imperialist exploitation itself. But it, with

its main interests in banking and transpor-

tation, has seen its interests as bound up

with those of the United States.

Canadian capitalists both invest in Latin

America and the U.S. and welcome
American branch plants to Canada. They

both exploit other countries and aid other

countries in exploiting Canada.

Since Canadian capitalism has
benefitted from its close interaction with

American capitalism, Canadian liberals

have not hesitated in embracing the

American model of capitalist development,

American concepts of freedom and "social

justice", American pragmatism and em-
piricism, etc.

The Canadian liberal academic es-

tablishment has been practically void of

any original contributions to political,

scientific, or intellectual thought generally

and has failed to undertake any critical

analysis of Canadian capitalism or arrive

at any understanding of Canada's colonial

relationship to the United States. The
noteriety accorded to the few exceptions

only proves the rule.

This is hardly surprising, of course. The

ideas of American liberal capitalism have

been accepted in one form or another in

most of the capitalist world. They are

accepted in Canadian universities not

simply because Americans teach there, or

because the U.S. dominates Canada, but

because they are capitalist ideas, and

Canada is a capitalist country.

Opposition to this domination has come
from two (somewhat overlapping) sources:

sentimental liberal nationalists, and lef-

tists of various persuasions.

Liberals such as those in the Committee
for an Independent Canada seem to have

concluded that their American partners in

exploitation are taking more than their

share of the pie and that they are quite

capable of exploiting the Canadian people

on their own, thank you.

Thus, there is the ideology that there is

something uniquely special and good
about "Canadian culture" and the "Cana-

dian way of thinking" that has been buried

by the big bad U.S. and that only has to be

uncovered in order for Canadians to again

enjoy their own pure, special way of living.

While there is certainly some Canadian

culture worth preserving, the important

fact is that Canada has always been

dominated by some form of imperialism,

either British or American. There is little

point in looking to the past for values to

preserve: the Canadian past has been as

ugly, in many ways (though different —
and it is important for Canadians to un-

derstand their own history if they are to

move beyond it) as the American. Nor is

there a Canadian ideology that has been

superseded by American ideology. The

general outlines are only too similar. Only

the details differ.

If Canada is to have a different culture,

and different values, ideals and outlook

than the U.S., then these have largely to

be created. An independent capitalist

Canada like that advocated by the C.I.C., is

an impossibility, for there is no basis of

differentiation strong enough to overcome

the homogenizing influences.

In the universities, their approach can-

not lead to the development of a different

culture and ideology, only to the hiring of

Canadians to teach the same set of ideas.

At best, the examples, the details, might

be Canadian. But the ideas, the general

system, would remain those of American

GAG NOTES
a division of

ACADEMIC OVERLOAD
announces these services:

-ANNOTATED EXAMS of 1971,

72,70: QUESTIONS & AN-

SWERS for all science and en-

gineering courses years 1 & 2
prepared by our staff of gradu-

ates;

answers 259 per page

questions 15e per page

-EXAM COPIES of 70,71,72:

all years, alt subjects

-COPY MACHINE 5<t per page
OPEN 7 days a week - 8:30 a.m.

to 10 p.m.

179 COLLEGE ST. (stairs at

side) PHONE 922-1600

Arts and Science

Full-Time Students
are reminded that the last dates of application to

take a summer course are:

Summer Evening Session — Apfft l

Summer Day Session — May 15

Those intending to continue as full-time students

should apply as Special students at the Faculty

Office, Sidney Smith Hall.

Seminar on

'SOME FURTHER THOUGHTS OH THE

DOOMSDAY SYNDROME'
by

JOHN MADDOX
Editor of the British Scientific Journal NATURE

Wednesday, April 4 3 p.m.

Upper Library, Massey College

Sponsored by

THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE

International Studies Programme

MR. MADDOX is the author of the recently published

book THE DOOMSDAY SYNDROME.
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liberal capitalis. The struggle hardly seems
worth the bother except for the Canadian
graduate students currently having dif-

ficulty competing for jobs at Canadian uni-
versities with their American counter-
parts, whose ideas they predominantly
share.

The noisiest 'left-wing' response
meanwhile, has come from the Canadian
Liberation Movement. Although calling
themselves socialists, they advocate simp-
ly an 85 per cent Canadian quota cam-
paign, reducing the whole question to
nationalities and percentages.

This, too, was the level of debate in the
University of Toronto Waffle group in

1971. A team of students was actually
sent out to do a quick survey of some 100
students to find out what they thought
would be the correct figure for. a quota,

The CLM, meanwhile, stuck to its 85 per
cent figure. This leaves only 15 per cent
for foreign professors. Presumably an 85
per cent quota makes the liberation of
Canadian universities possible, while an
80 per cent quota would not allow it to
happen.

This approach totally ignores other con-
siderations. It should be obvious, for exam-
ple, that a Canadian citizenship does not
guarantee that its holder knows anything
about Canada, has a 'Canadian perspec-
tive', let alone that he is opposed to
American domination of Canada or Cana-
dian universities. American radicals com-
ing to teach in Canada are often obviously
more desirable to have.

Indeed, Canadians have always been
importantly instrumental in furthering
American domination of the universities. It

is they who introduced the latest
ideological mystifications developed at

U.S. universities, and brought in Americans
to teach them. More recently, Canadian
students have been going to the U.S. in

large numbers to get degrees. The come
back to teach after receiving their degrees,
joining the large numbers of American
professors who have come up to enjoy the
tax breaks and peddle the same ideas.

Canadian students then learn the ap-

proaches of the empire from Canadian
professors in Canadian universities. No
quota campaign can touch this kind of

'continentalization'.

Nevertheless, the desire to end U.S.

domination of Canadian universities

touches an important problem. Clearly the

state of affairs in the universities is not a

desirable one and needs to be changed.

What is needed is — especially in the

social sciences — academics who are

critical of the status quo, and who can

contribute to an understanding of social

realities, rather than the mystification of

those realities.

For social change to take place in

Canada, it is necessary that study be done

on Canadian problems, that intellectuals

American cultu

* R > (I r

ral domination is a factor not only in the universities, but in everyday life.

and. students begin to develop detailed
knowledge about Canada, and the ideas
and approaches necessary to eliminate the
status quo.

It means, again especially in the
social sciences, that the process of con-
tinentalization (the de-emphasis of Cana-
dian content and material) must be com-
bated, that there be a conscious effort to
reverse the trend.

This must necessarily mean a deliberate
bias, a policy of consciously discriminating
in favour of Canadian content, courses
and programs in order that resources be
devoted to Canadian studies. A setting of
priorities in budget, in hiring, in creating
courses, in research grants,.would be call-
ed for.

At the same time, this should not mean
ignoring 'non-Canadian' content. For social
change to occur in Canada, Canadians
must understand world conditions, and
must also have the technical expertise to
man the professions, free of foreign in-

terference and 'professional' biases.

Naturally, the economic, political and
academic elite that control Canada's uni-

versities have no intention of agreeing to
anything of the sort.

But in an era when liberal co-option has
chosen to give students greater roles in

decision-making in many universities,
students, and their allies on the faculties,

can help to force the academic establish-
ment to move in such a direction. Rather
than accepting the aimless co-optation
that is so often their fate on departmental
committees, they can push for certain
specific objectives.

They can work, on curriculum com-
mittees, for courses that provide a critical,

radical analysis of society, especially

Canadian society, and that deal with
Canada, the country they must know and
understand if they are to change it.

In staffing decisions, they can establish

a set of priorities. The first priority should
go to radical professors who have done
work on Canadian society. The next priority

should go to other radicals. Next in hiring

preference could be Canadians who are not

radical. (Any information about Canada,
even if covered in reactionary ideology, is

better than none at all for those who want
to transform it. And there is no need to

pay unemployment benefits to Canadian
PhD's while American graduates pick up
the education tax dollars.)

Of course, students do not have the

power to implement this as a consistent

policy. But by making it their own priority

they can intervene at least occasionally to

alter the balance of forces in the univer-

sities — not in terms of nationality, except
incidentally— but toward universities that

can help in the process of bringing about a

revolutionary transformation of Canadian
society.

Anne Louise Hicks

THE LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES COMMITTEE

of the International Studies Programme

in cooperation with

THE EMBASSY OF CUBA

presents

a lecture in English by

PROFESSOR ROBERTO FERNANDEZ RETAMAR
University of Havana

on

"REVOLUTION AND LITERATURE IN CUBA"

Thursday, March 29

4:15 p.m.

Room 2135, Sidney Smith

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE

PRESENTS

MUSIC WEDNESDAY NIGHT

JANE COOP,
PIANIST

C.B.C. TALENT FESTIVAL WINNER

TONIGHT, 8:30 P.M.
GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE

THE CHCHfiS Of

BLOOR STREET UNITED CHURCH

EASTMINSTER UNITED CHURCH

In B minor
by J.S. B»ch

Sunday, April 1, 1973, at 7:30 p.

Admission Free

Bfoor St. United Church

300 Bfoor St. W. (at Huron St.)
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HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

A SERIES OF CLASSICAL CONCERTS

THURS., MARCH 29

Corin Ayres, Soprano

Lesley Hall, Accompanist

Playing Mozart, Schubert, Faure & Nin

Music Room, 1 p.m.

TUES., APRIL 3

Belva Spiel, Soprano

Louise Grinstead, Accompanist

Singing Shumann, Schubert, Faure & De Falla

Music Room, 1 p. rrf.

THURS., APRIL 5

Alexander Buchnea, Bass-Baritone

Wendy Buchnea, Accompanist

Singing Aria By Mozart and Schubert Lieder

Music Room, 1 p.m.

TUES., APRIL 10

June Rilett, Soprano

Weldon Kilburn, Accompanist

Singing Lieder of Mozart, Schubert &
Brahms

Music Room, 4 p.m.

THURS., APRIL 12

Angela Florou, Pianist

Playing Music by Bach, Haydn & Brahms
Music Room, 1 p.m.

Bookworm's

goulash:

a taster's

choice of the

good, bad

and indifferent
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Space and time necessarily dictate that

every year, some books will go unrenewed. For

some, this is a well-deserved fate. For others, it

is an unfortunate but unavoidable exigency.

Herewith, a brief resume of at least some of

this year's books that should not go unmen-
tioned.

Irving Abella's Nationalism, Communism,
and Canadian Labour, U of T Press, $4.50, just

released, is an indispensable study of the

politics of Canadian unionism, from 1935 to

1956. Abella traces the two themes which he
says dominated the interaction of the Canadian
Congress of Labour and the CIO in Canada:

"the internal threat from the Communists and
the external threat from the Americans".

Much of the book deals with these struggles

being fought out among the leadership of the

unions, Abella justifies this by saying that the

themes he deals with were "irrelevant" to rank

and file unionists. "Only at times when his own
well-being is at stake— during strikes and
collective bargaining negotiations—does he
take more than a passing interest in the ac-

tivities of his union."

It is unclear whether Abella thinks this is

necessarily true, or whether he thinks it was the

case because of the structure (or other con-

ditions) of the unions he describes. Indeed, on
the evidence available, it is questionable

whether his point is true at all. Some of the

facts that he gives of rank-and-file political ac-

tivity certainly seem to point to other con-

clusions.

The study makes it clear that the CIO did not

come to Canada to unionize the backward

Canadians. Rather. Canadian workers
themselves were responsible for most organiz-

ing activity, and had to drag a reluctant CIO
across the border.

Abella shows that Canadian Communists
did much of organizing work for the Cana-

dian union movement, thus debunking the

myth that Communists specialized in taking

over unions created by someone else.

The purge of the Communists was largely

due to the fanatically anti-communist pro-CCF
forces in the CCL, he shows.

The blame for the domination of Canadian

unionism by the U.S.-dominated "inter-

nationals", however, can be laid at the
doorsteps of both the Communists and the

CCFers. The Communists adhered to a rigid

"internationalism" that amounted to suicide on

their part, given the hawkish anti-red nature of

the American labour bureaucrats to whom they

were subjecting Canadian unions. The CCFers,
meanwhile, found valuable allies in these hacks
in their rivalry with the CP, and cultivated ties

with them, no matter how unequal.

An important book.

A must, even at the price ($7.50) is FORUM:
Canadian Life and Letters 1920-1970: Selec-

tions from The Canadian Forum, edited by J.t.

Granatstein and Peter Stevens (U. of T. Press).

For fifty years the Forum has been just that:

a forum for Canadian literary and political

expression. Founded in 1920 by some students
and faculty at the University of Toronto it

struggled through its early years with a low cir-

culation and frequently a deficit. In 1935, it

was taken over by the League for Social

Reconstruction, the "brains trust" of the CCF. A
circulation of 1,000 to 2,000 in the 1930's was
doubled by the war years. During this period, it

was the sounding board for a good deal of the

social criticism of the academics who shaped
much of the ideology of Canadian social

democracy. When the LSR was disbanded in

the early 1940's an editorial board took control.

Perhaps the most consistently enjoyable

part of the Forum has always been its poetry. It

has encouraged unknown young writers, and
has published many of Canada's major poets.

Earle Birney, A.M. Klein, Irving Layton, James
Reaney, Milton Acorn, Dorothy Livesay, and
Alden Nowlan, and many others, can be found
in its back issues.

The selection is also fascinating as a mirror

of at least one current of development in Cana-
dian political thought. Frank Scott moves from
social critic to liberal constitutionalist in its

pages.

Frank Underbill, seen by some in the 1930's
as "the dean of a sinister communist con-

spiracy among the nation's professors",

published much of his work in the Forum. His

opinion of Mackenzie King (always a major
object of attention in the Forum) moved, over
the years, from considering him,a manipulator

in a phony two-party system which provided a

"screen behind which the controlling interests

pull the strings to manipulate the Punch and
Judy who engage in mock combat," a man who
"towered up like a mountain in the House of

Commons because of the flatness of the

landscape opposite him,", to seeing him as "the

representative Canadian, the typical Canadian,

the essential Canadian, the ideal Canadian, the
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Canadian as he exists in the mind of God."
Economic nationalism, too, is a consistently

popular topic in the Forum,
One of the more fascinating contributions on

this issue comes from the pen of Mel Watkins
in 1964. Reviewing a book by Harry Johnson,
the continentalist economist now commuting
between Chicago and the London School of
Economics, but formerly a Canadian— presently
considered the arch-enemy of Canadian
economic natitnalists-Watkins blasts
"misguided economic nationalism." He says
"Professor Johnson takes Canadian national-
ism too seriously. It is, after all, only economic
Though deplorable, it is a relatively harmless
variety compared to much of what we see in

the world today... more empirical work is

necessary on the nature and causes of Cana-
dian economic nationalism in the hope that we
can exercise this devil from our midst".

A local group, The Labour Education Project,

92 Bedford Road, Toronto 5, is distributing a
pamphlet entitled For Canadian Workers-
Lessons From Italy. The booklet deals with
organizing experiences of Italian workers, es-
pecially at the mammoth FIAT works, in trying

to bring about workers' control.

Their militancy reflects a determination to
bypass both the bureaucratized Communist
Party and the tame, bought-off union
heirarchies. Mass struggle for radical goals has
been a feature of Italian politics since 1969.
A preface ties the new tactics and

organizational forms from Italy to the Canadian
scene where the docile international unions,

the senile vanguard parties, and the liberals-in-

a-hurry in the NDP have proven inadequate
against attacks on workers' living standards
and the widespread use of strike-breaking com-

"When a Communist can win a free

election, I say there's something wrong
with free elections!"

panies. When new strategies and forms of

organization are obviously necessary, con-

tributions such as this pamphlet are valuable.

The emergence of non-sectarian groups such
as the Labour Education Project and Windsor's

Community Resource Centre are hopeful signs

as well.

Another contribution comes from an in-

teresting current of political activity: radical

Christianity (a most welcome antidote to the

mind-fucking mystifications of that current

plague, the Jesus Freaks.)

A 56-page booklet, Chile versus the Cor-

porations, A call for Canadian Support,

comes from two progressive Toronto

groups that still maintain religious ties, The
Latin American Working Group (Box 6300, Sta-

tion A, Torontol) and the Development Educa-
tion Centre (200 Bedford Road, Toronto). It

sketches corporate (including Canadian) in-

volvement in Chile, the attempts of the Allende

government to reverse this domination and the

massive repression against Chile instituted by

the capitalist countries.

Useful both as a brief guide to the Chilean

situation, and for the philosophy it adheres to:

"The position of Christ was in no way ambi-

guous: his was an option for the poor and

against anyone or any system that stood in the

way of man's liberation. The present inter-

national economic system is a situation of sin,

and as such it must be rejected.

I.F. Stone's third collection of articles,

Polemics and Prophecies, 1967-1970, has

come out in paperback. (Vintage, $3.25). Like
the first two volumes, The Haunted Fifties and
especially In a Time of Torment, it is a superb
collection of masterful journalism. With an un-
canny sense of news Stone ferrets out facts

.

many of them in little-known reports of the U s'
government itself, that damn the holders of
power. While his analysis is not always perfect
whose is?), his pieces on the two-party system

(
When Two Equals One"). The Vietnam War

( The Monster with Little Brain and No Heart")
Richard Nixon ("The Evil of Banality")'
militarism, social measures ("Billions for
Missies and Pennies for Povery"), disarmament
(
A Century of Futility"), the Mideast, and other

topics, are invaluable. I can't think of a better
regular interpreter of the current scene than
Stone. When it comes to powerful radical jour-
nalism, Stone has a lot to teach to, say, The
Varsity.

Also of current interest is Ernest Mandel's
Decline of the Dollar: A Marxist View of the
Monetary Crisis. (Monad Book, Pathfinder
Press, N.Y. $1.95). Useful for a 'deeper un-
derstanding of what you read about in the
business pages of The Globe and Mail.

Another major marxist writer, Paul Sweezy,
has published a collection of essays, (Modern
Capitalism and Other Essays, Modern Reader,
Monthly Review Press, $2.15). Sweezy, writing
in the pages of Monthly Review, a magazine out
of New York which he edits, has long been con-
tributing insightful (and sometimes controver-
sial) interpretations of the state of modern
capitalism.

From the excellent Pelican Latin American
Library, there are three more volumes: Ser-
vants of God or Masters of Men?; The Story of a
Capuchin Mission in Amazonia ($2.50); by Vic-

tor Daniel Bonilla; Brazil: The People and the
Power, ($1.65) by Miguel Arraes; and Cambao
- The Yoke: The Hidden Face of Brazil, ($1.50)
by Francisco Juliao.

Bonilla traces the history of a Columbian In-

dian tribe facing a Catholic missionary com-
munity, but sees much larger implications in the
subject matter: "the everlasting story of the
West against the Indian." "That civilization (ie,

the West), having exploited the Indian for cen^
turies, and having taken a large part of his

culture away from him without replacing it with
anything at all of value, is still pursuing its work
of pillage and destruction. And it always does it

in the name of what it holds as its most sacred
principles: democracy, progress, 'acculturiza-

tion' of 'primitives', Christian charity, and the

expansion of the reign of God in Indo-America."

The Arraes book is a study of the economy
and recent political developments of Brazil, A
lengthy chapter on the Brazilian economy is in-

teresting as an example of the impact of im-

perialism on a Third World' nation.

Francisco Juliao is an exiled member of the

Peasant League in northeaster Brazil, writing a

personalized account of the league's struggles

against the intolerable oppression that
Brazilian peasants suffer.

Attacks from the right on Pierre Trudeau's

Quebec policy are hard to come by nowadays,

or so I had thought. But The Honourable Joseph

T. Thorson has effectively squelched that

theory.

In Wanted: A Single Canada (McClelland &
Stewart, $6.95), Thorson, President of the

Single Canada League, natters in rather poor

English, about th evils of bi-culturalism and

bilingualism. "How can there be national unity

in Canada," he bristles "as long as the Quebec
leaders insist that the integrity of the French-

Canadian nation must be maintained and that

French Canadians must remain French?

How indeed?

He advocates a Canada based on a

partnership between individuals — a perfect

way for ensuring the hegemony of the domi-

nant culture and the disappearance of cultural

minorities. His blindness to the nature of

nations is further evident in the fact that he

argues— solely from constitutional and legal

grounds — that Quebec has no 'right' to self-

determination or separation. This, of course, is

hardly the point. The constitutions of a colo-

nizer rarely contain provisions for the right of

the colonized to secede.

It's a slim little paperback full of arty pic-

tures of trees ("Nature is so beautiful... How
she is working is so beautiful."— the entire text
of one page) and children ("A child plays with
balls that are round like the earth and touches
whole things"). On the facing page of each pic-
ture there are short quotes from Fuller, intend-
ed, no doubt, to appear as pregnant profun-
dities, but coming across more often as trivial

banalities,

Some of the pictures are nice but the phony
self-seriousness of the format detracts from
them. Not worth the price.

of facts, but it is questionable whether the book
really provides a "perspective". Certainly it

can t and doesn't provide all the information
about the pill that simply doesn't exist because
insufficient research has been done on it. To
provide that information, women taking the pill

today are acting as unwitting guinea pigs.

Jim Christy's The New Refugees: American
Voices in Canada (Peter Martin Associates,
$7.95) is a collection of short essays bv
Americans exiled in Canada. Predictably it is
quite uneven in quality. The best pieces are

the First

and Third Worlds

are one and
the same system

Looking at children from another perspective
is the truth & other stories, by Terrence Heath,
(Anansi, $2.50). It consists of short passages
of very tight descriptive prose, each outlining a

different incident, many of them childhood

(especially boyhood experiences) from prairie

life.

Many of them are violent or ugly, painful tc

read about in a way that descriptions of adult

violence never quite match. The starkness of

the writing style, with its predominance of

-verbs and nouns and its absence of softening

adjectives or subordinate clauses, adds to the

gut reaction it evokes. It captures the matter-

of-fact unfeelingness of boys, the cruelty that

comes more from curiosity for the results

rather than from a conscious desire to do harm.

Also captured are the ugliness of adult-

inflicted experiences, as well as some
situations than are quite funny, or simply the

taking in of new facts from the external world.

I can't decide whether I like this book or not,

but it did hold my attention,

those describing experienced in America itself:

the Army, the family scene back home. The
contribution by Mark Trent is especially good.
The wrost are generally those giving

impressions of Canada — these combine
gee-whiz travellogue with naive political

assessments. That sort of stuff may have
anthropological interest, but not much
else to recommend it. Also disappointing are
most of the interviews. These seem to be un-

edited, an approach popular among lazy jour-

nalists, but really indefensible.

Still, it's an interesting book to read through.

It's not rich in literary gems, but there is the

odd prize to stumble across. And that makes
the book a worthwile experience—though
maybe not worth $7.95 to get.

Attempting to capitalize on Buckminster

Fuller's fame is Buckminister Fuller to Children

of Earth (Doubleday & Company Inc., $4.35).

A book on a timely topic is James Paupst's

The Pill: A True Perspective (Clarke Irwin,

$1.75). It's a concise guide to the problems

associated with the pill: mood changes, weight

gain, infertility, headaches, etc. It contains a lot

Catering to the peace-and-love, back-to-the-

farm generation is Communes in America: The
Place Just Right, by Elinor Lander Horwitz (Lip-

pincott, $5.25).

It's a simplistic, superficial history of Utopian

experiment in the U.S. It looks a lot like a

children's book: big print, facts without analysis,

platitudinous conclusions. It might appeal to

some of today's hippie love freaks, however: it's

got a bright, posterized cover, peace symbol

and all. And it's washable.

Ulli Diemer
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A wartime glance
With a great deal of fanfare, the Canadian public is

being made aware that 1973 marks the centennial of the

Royal Canadian Wonted Police.

Glowing reports of the Mounties, who always get their

man and whose image is that of the world's proudest, best,

and best-known police force, are appearing everywhere in

the media.

But there is another side to the Mounties. The low mo-

rale in the force has already been sensationally exposed by

former RCMP corporal Jack Ramsey in an article for Ma-

clean's magazine.

And, next month, two Saskatchewan writers, Caroline

and Lome Brown, are publishing another part of the story:

An Unauthorized History of the RCMP, published by

James, Lewis, & Samuel. The book, an excerpt from which

appears below, deals with the anti-labour activity, the in-

filtration into political groups and onto campuses, and

other less well-known activities of the force whose motto

is, rather fittingly, when translated into English, 'Maintain

the Right'.

By CAROLINE and LORNE BROWN
In 1904 the name North West Mounted Police was

changed to Royal North West Mounted Police in recogni-

tion of service to the Empire.

In the next few years the Force underwent a period of

expansion. The West was settled very rapidly in the period

from 1900 to 1914. In 1905 Saskatchwan and Alberta

achieved provincial status. When these new provinces re-

tained the RNWMP to act in the capacity of provincial police

rather than establishing new forces of their own, it looked

as though the future of the Force was assured in the West.

The Eastern provinces had provincial police forces and

the Dominion Police. The Dominion Police had some jurisdic-

tion throughout Canada though it was concentrated in the

East. They specialized in enforcing federal acts and also

operated as political police to keep an eye on "subver-

sives" and other enemies of the prevailing system.

For the first couple of years of World War I, both the

Dominion Police and the RNWMP were kept extra busy. So-

cial unrest, which had been growing as'the country indus-

trialized before 1914, increased with the strains brought

on by the war. From the beginning there had been only

lukewarm support for the war in Quebec and among
certain sections of the labour and agrarian movements in

English Canada. This significant minority increased in

numbers and was further alienated by the way the war was
conducted at home and abroad.

On the home front profiteering, gross corruption, ou-

trageous price increases and deteriorating working and

living conditions became a national scandal.

On the fighting front incompetent leadership and

heavy casualties, sometimes caused, as in the case of the

Ross rifle, by shoddy equipment supplied by friends of the

government, caused much bitterness.

The government did very little to curb profiteering and

corruption, but a great deal to suppress critics of the war

effort by using the War Measures Act to deny them their ci-

vil rights. Critics of the war and the way it was conducted

included most Quebecois and large numbers of reformers,

socialists and pacifists in the trade union and farm move-

ments across the country. The government attempted to

silence such critics by means of strict censorship, intern-

ment, police harassment and propaganda branding critics

of the war effort as unpatriotic and pro-German.

The real crunch came with the imposition of military

conscription under the Military Service Act in 1917. Con-
scription was anathema in Quebec and was opposed by a

large and militant minority elsewhere. The federal govern-

ment relied upon troops to maintain control in Quebec
when the enforcement of conscription was met with de-

monstrations, riots and street fights.

The government took dictatorial measures to combat
draft evasion and criticism of conscription throughout

Canada. Section 16 of the Military Service Act empowered
the government, with the approval of the central appeal

judge, to suppress any publication containing matters

thought to hinder the operation of the act. This, along with

regulations under the War Measures Act, made life ex-

tremely risky for anyone in militant opposition to conscript-

ion. That the authorities were prepared to use their increas-

ed power is indicated by the thousands of arrests. During
1917 and the first three months of 1918, 3,895 people
were arrested on charges connected with anti-

conscriptionist activity. Some received fairly lenghy prison

sentences. A few were less fortunate and were seriously

injured or killed while evading the draft or participating in

, anti-conscription demonstrations. One case of what passed
for '.'justice" involved Albert (Ginger) Goodwin, a past pre-

sident of the British Columbia Federation of Labour and an
organizer for the Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers in 1918.
Goodwin had been called before a conscription board in

1917 and placed in class D, that is, unfit for military service

because of his health. Later, while Goodwin was leading a
strike of smeltermen in Trail^he was by a strange coinci-

dence ordered to report for immediate active service. Like

hundreds of other opponents of the war, Goodwin went
into hiding in the wilderness. On July 26, 1918, Goodwin
was shot dead in the bush by officers of the Dominion Po-
lice who were searching for draft dodgers. This outrage

provoked a one-day general strike throughout much of Bri-

tish Columbia. During the strike soldiers organized by city

businessmen ransacked the Vancouver Labour Temple and

badly beat at least two labour leaders.

It fell to the RNWMP during the early part of the war to

assist the Dominion Police and other forces in maintaining

internal order and harassing opponents of the war effort.

The RNWMP were still mainly in the Western provinces,

though occasionally they loaned personnel to the Dominion

Police for use in other parts of Canada. In the Western pro-

vinces they carried out investigations in districts where

there were large numbers of "enemy aliens" and patrolled

the international boundary with the United States. The Uni-

ted States was a neutral country until 1917 and the autho-

rities feared, apparently quite unnecessarily, that German-

Americans might make raids into Canada for the purpose

of sabotage.

The term "enemy alien" was used to refer to residents

of Canada who had emigrated from countries controlled by

Germany and Austria -Hungary. This included a large part of

central and south-eastern Europe and, after the Bolshevik

Revolution of 1917, the term was broadened to include as

well all immigrants from countries and territories that had

belonged to Czarist Russia and were to become part of the

Soviet Union. The so-called "enemy aliens" numbered in

excess of 200,000 in the Prairie provinces alone. They suf-

fered considerable harassment during the war by the autho-

rities and the superpatriots among the public. Hundreds

were interned on the grounds that they endangered or

might endanger the war effort. Besides watching "enemy

aliens", the RNWMP kept any eye on socialists, pacifists

and trade union activists who were actively opposed to the

war and assisted the authorities in enforcing regulations

under the War Measures Act. It was during this period that

Commissioner A. B. Perry constructed a network of plain-

clothes detectives and undercover men who were to com-

prise part of the Security and Intelligence branch (S and I),

which was to become notorious in later years as Canada's

secret police.

By 1917 the number of RNWMP on active duty in

Canada had begun to dwindle significantly. Saskatchewan

and Alberta established provincial police forces of their

own and, with the United States' entry into the war, the ob-

vious fact that the "enemy aliens" were causing no trouble,

and the demand for reinforcements on the battlefield, the

Force decided to allow many of its members to join the re-

gular army. A special squadron of RNWMP was also for-

med in 1918 and sent to Siberia to fight forthe reactionary

forces in the Russian civil war.

During 1916 and 1917 there had been considerable talk

of disbanding the RNWMP after the war and leaving poli-

cing entirely to the provinces and the Dominion Police.

Many people failed to see the need for a semi-military

mounted police force under federal auspices now that fron-

tier conditions no longer existed and the whole country ex-

cept for the sparsely settled North West Territories and Yu-

kon had achieved provincial status. What saved the

RNWMP from abolition as a force was intense industrial

and social unrest at the end of World War I. Events during

this period caused great anxiety in business and govern-

mental circles, and the Mounted Police assured their own
future by making themselves invaluable to the economic
and political elite of the day.

The industrial unrest which had been increasing since

1914 reached unprecedented proportions by 1917. Rapid

urbanization brought on by the quick growth of war indus-

tries caused a deterioration in working and living condi-

tions. Inflationary price increases were an added burden on
the poor. By 1917 there were more trade unionists than
ever before and more people went on strike than in any
previous year in Canadian history. The military conscription

of manpower and more stringent enforcement of the War
Measures Act added to the frustration of the trade union
radicals. There were prolonged and militant strikes in

1918, including one which nearly developed into a general
strike in Winnipeg. Unrest was especially widespread in

Western Canada, where many trade unionists were not
only critical of the economic system but also alienated
from the more conservative Eastern leadership of the Tra-

des and Labour Congress (TLC).

The federal government reacted to an unstable situation

by imposing ever harsher measures, to the point where
they increased the probability of a major explosion at the

end of the war. The government stepped up secret police

activities and appointed C.H. Cahan, a prominent corpora-
tion lawyer, to survey conditions throughout the country
and recommend a course of action. The police found no evi-

dence of a revolutionary conspiracy afoot, and Cahan repor-

ted that the unrest was due primarily_not to radical agita-

tors but to general disillusionment with the war, disgust at

the performance of the federal government and deteriora-
ting economic conditions: "I am convinced that the unrest

now prevalent in Canada is due to the weakening of the
moral purpose of the people to prosecute the war to a suc-

cessful end; to the fact that people are becoming daily

more conscious of the bloody sacrifices and irritating bur-

dens entailed by carrying on the war and to the growing be-

lief that the Union government is failing to deal effectively

with the financial, industrial and economic problems
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men in red
growing out of the war which are, perhaps, incapable of any
early satisfactory solution", (emphasis added)

The problems growing out of the war became more im-
mediate after the armistice. The closing down of armament
and munitions factories and the disbanding of a large army
caused widespread unemployment and a generally depres-
sed economy. Added to this was the fact that workers who
had made sacrifices during the war now demanded the
gains which had been postponed in the name of the war ef-
fort. Soldiers returning from the front also demanded jobs
and the chance for a decent life after fighting "the war to
make the world safe for democracy". Most of these people
were to be sadly disappointed, and their disappointment
was not long in turning to frustration and anger.

Unrest increased as the government failed to tackle the
problems which Cahan had described as "incapable of an
early satisfactory solution". To really tackle such problems
would mean demanding concessions from the vested inte-

rests which had fattened on the war effort, and the govern-
ment was not about to attempt such a solution. Since Ca-
han recognized this clearly, he recommended instead re-

pressive measures designed to maintain order over a diffi-

cult period of post-war readjustment. The government es-
tablished a Department of Public Safety with Cahan as di-

rector. Numerous Orders-in-Council were passed under the
War Measures Act to provide for the following: (1) broa-
dening the category described as "enemy alien" and requi-

ring the registration of all such people, (2) severely restric-

ting the right to strike, (3) prohibiting publications in 14
languages, (4) prohibiting the use of several foreign lan-

guages at public meetings, (5) declaring 14 different or-

ganizations to be illegal, including such moderate groups
as the Social Democratic Party, and (6) allowing the autho-
rities to declare any association unlawful. To implement
these sweeping measures required greatly increased police

activity, and during the last months of 1918 and early

1919 the federal government began to build up the
strength of the RNWMP and assign to them many duties

previously undertaken by the Dominion Police.

By the time a major showdown between capital and la-

bour came in the form of the Winnipeg General Strike in

May, 1919, the government and business community in

Canada had become extremely frightened by growing la-

bour radicalism. Western labour radicals had been busy
laying plans for the organization of the One Big Union
(OBU) a large industrial union which they hoped would
eventually embrace all workers and struggle for the over-

throw of the capitalist system as well as fight for immediate
economic gains. The British Columbia Federation of Labour
and many trade union councils and locals throughout the

West endorsed the OBU idea and called for a major econo-

mic concessions, removal of restrictions on civil liberties

and the release of political prisoners.

The Western Labour militants held a conference in-Cal-

gary in March, 1919, known as the Western Labour Confe-

rence and laid plans to hold a referendum in union locals

throughout the West on the question of severing relations

with international craft unions and forming the One Big

Union. They agreed that if the results were encouraging,

they would hold a conference later in the year for the

foudning of the OBU. They also expressed sympathy with

the Bolshevik Revolution and threatened a general strike

by June 1 if Canadian forces were not withdrawn from Rus-

sia.

All of these activities in Canada coupled with the recent

revolution in Russia and revolutionary developments in

other parts of Europe helped to create an uneasiness

among Canada's ruling elite which bordered on hysteria

and grossly exaggerated the possibility of an attempted re-

volution in this country.

Before the referendum on the OBU could be completed

or any effective organization established the Winnipeg

General Strike, under more moderate leadership than the

OBU and with very limited aims, broke out on May 15. The

events leading to the general strike began on May 1, when
the workers in the building and metal trades struck on the

issues of higher wages and the right to collective bar-

gaining. The employers not only refused the wage demands
but also refused to recognize the Metal Trades Council as

the common bargaining agent of the unions. The unions

took their case to the Winnipeg Trades and Labour Council,

which conducted a referendum among its affiliates on the

question of a general strike on the issues of collective bar-

gaining and the need for general wage increases. The result

was overwhelmingly in favour, and on May 15, 30,000 wor-

kers left their jobs, 12,000 of whom were not members of

trade unions but who joined the strike spontaneously. The

population of Winnipeg in 1919 was about 180,000; 30,-

000 strikers and their families therefore probably repre-

sented at least half of the population. The strikers included

municipal, public utility and post office employees and even

the city police.

The general strike paralyzed the entire city and the stri-

kers found it necessary to direct their operations by means
of a strike committee and a disciplined organization if they

were to prevent general disorder and avoid unnecessary

hardships to the population as a whole. The city police re-

turned to work at the request of the Strike Committee in

order to prevent looting and outbursts of vandalism and

violence. Milk and bread deliveries were resumed and es-
sential services like the city water works resumed limited
operations by permission of the Strike Committee The
strike was conducted in an exceptionally peaceful manner
and this helped to gain wide public support in Winnipeg and
other cities where there were several sympathetic strikes
and talk of general walkouts. Indeed several of the strike
leaders were pacifists who abhorred violence, and the rank-
and-file were repeatedly warned to remain peaceful and
beware of provocateurs who might attempt to provoke vio-
lent incidents as a means of discrediting the entire strike
For a time it appeared probable that the employers would
have to yield to the workers' demands.

However, the forces of capital and the State soon united
in a powerful combination to smash the general strike at all

costs. All three levels of government, the business and pro-
fessional communities and the press began a campaign de-
signed to create an atmosphere of hysteria throughout the
country by depicting the strike as the beginning of a bloody
revolution engineered by the Bolsheviks and supporters of
the OBU. A Citizens' Committee of 1,000 organized by pro-
fessional and businessmen in Winnipeg to break the strike
worked closely with government agencies, including the
RNWMP. The Mounted Police did not act simply as the mili-

tary arm of government but played an active role in the
propaganda campaign as well. Commissioner Perry made
public speeches denouncing the strike and specialized in

fostering anti-labour sentiments among the farming popu-
lation. On May 21 Perry appeared before the executive of
the Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association (SGGA) to
describe the strike as a OBU conspiracy aimed at confisca-
ting all private property and establishing a communist form
of government. This type of official lying was soon paying
dividends for the employers and the government. Some
farm leaders joined the anti-labour crusade and J.B. Mus-
selmann, secretary of the SGGA, made the headlines on
several occasions with dire predictions about a "red peril"

threatening Canada.

As the propaganda campaign got underway throughout
Canada, the attitude of government officials and some em-
ployers hardened towards the strikers. Early in the strike

federal Minister of Labour Gideon Robertson gave the pos-
tal workers an ultimatum of returning to work or losing

their jobs. When fewer than one-quarter returned, the go-
vernment dismissed the rest and proceeded to recruit

scabs. The Winnipeg City Council fired the regular police
force, which had been doing an excellent job of maintaining
order without resorting to violent tactics, after they refu-

sed to sign a "yellow dog" contract stipulating that they
must not be associated with the trade union movement.
The regular police were replaced by "specials" recruited

with the help of the Citizens' Committee; some of these

. specials rode on horses donated by the T. Eaton Company.
The council also fired all civic employees who refused to re-

turn to work and replaced them with scabs. The provincial

government adopted the same policy towards employees
of the publicly-owned telephone system.

The federal authorities seemed prepared to take a more
militant anti-labour position even than many Winnipeg em-
ployers. Robertson was opposed in principle to any signifi-

cant concessions to the strikers: "This is not an opportune
time to make a declaration in favour of the principle of col-

lective bargaining as it would be grasped as an excuse by

the strikers to claim that they have forced the government
and thereby proved the success of sympathetic strike."

When it appeared that the metal employers were about to

recognize collective bargaining and the strike might be set-

tled on reasonable terms, acting Justice Minister Arthur

Meighen cautioned against any settlement which might be
interpreted as a victory for the strikers. It was obvious that

the federal government was determined to defeat the

strike as a lesson to labour across the country that general

strikes and similar kinds of militant tactics could not suc-

ceed.

The RNWMP fit into the picture as a well-trained military

force upon whom the authorities could absolutely rely. The
RNWMP could also spy on the activities of the strikers and
arrest strike leaders. That many regular soldiers would not

do.such jobs is obvious from the fact that a clear majority

of returned soldiers in Winnipeg were supporters of the

strike and, in fact, more militant than the civilian strikers.

When the 27th Battalion arrived back in Winnipeg from
overseas during the strike, only two members of the entire

battalion volunteered for service in Winnipeg. The authori-

ties thereupon promptly disbanded the battalion, and
General Katchen, the Commanding Officer in Winnipeg, re-

cruited volunteers instead for four militia units, knowing of

course, that only men opposed to the strike would volun-

teer. The authorities also sent additional machine guns to

Winnipeg surreptitiously, and made arrangements to de-

mobilize a squadron of RNWMP returning from overseas in

Winnipeg and place them at the disposal of Commissioner

Perry. If soldiers in the regular army could not always be

relied on to break civilian strikes, members of the Mounted
Police with a long tradition of anti-labour activity, could.

See 'Power" — page 47
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Paul Butterfield is one of the few white blues

performers to have gained a high degree of

acceptance from his black counterparts. Butter-

field paid his dues on the streets of Chicago's

south side where he learned how to play the

harmonica and blues from such masters as

Little Walter, Howlin Wolf and Otis Rush.

Butter put together the first Paul Butterfield

Blues Band (in 1965) with Elvin Bishop, Mark

Naftalin, Jerome Arnold, Sam Lay and finally

Mike Bloomfield, which was featured on the

first of his Elektra albums playing raw, saw-

tooth edged Chicago-style urban blues. In the

seven albums that followed, the band un-

derwent numerous personnel changes as well

as explorations of various musical styles that

included Eastern influences, jazz and rock.

Eventually, the addition of a horn section played

an integral role in the musical direction of the

band.

Better Days is Butter's latest aggregation

and is made up of Geoff Muldaur on vocals,

slide guitar and piano, Ronnie Barron on

keyboards, Bill Rich on bass, Amos Garrett on

guitar and drummer Christopher Parker. The

band's style is a mellow kind of funk that

stresses the more polished elements of the

blues.

Butter's voice has mellowed as much as his

music so that his soothing vocals on "New
Walkin' Blues" are in no way comparable to his

raspy-throated treatment of the same song on

the East-West album. Geoff Muldaur, a former

member of Jim Kweskin's Jug Band, who was
on the east coast, playing New York-style blues

when Butter was just getting into his thing in

Chicago, is probably one of the album's biggest

influences.

Butterfield compositions are notably absent

from the LP. Instead, there are songs by com-

posers covering a wide spectrum of the blues.

The styles range from the silky Ella Fitzgerald-

a-la-big-band crooning of Muldaur in Percy

Mayfield's "Please Send Me Someone to Love"

to the gutsy gospel chanting in Nina Simone's

"Nobody's Fault But Mine".

Better Days — a worthwhile addition to your

collection.

Another form of blues, distinct from the slick

New York variety or the raunchy, electric ur-

banized blues of the Chicago ghetto is

represented by the folk blues of Sonny Terry &
Brownie McGhee.

Sonny and Brownie, both in their sixties,

have been playing together for about 30 years.

This latest album, the first on A & M, is

different than all the rest, because it uses a

backup band that stresses percussion and
often uses electric instruments. But the ad-

ditions only seem to add to the magic of Terry

and McGhee.

Brownie takes on most of the vocals and
plays guitar, while Sonny plays harp. The music
is infectious and well produced. Several of the

backup artists were surprising, including such

performers as Arlo Guthrie on guitar, John
Hammond on slide guitar, John Mayall on guitar

and harp, and Sugarcane Harris on viblin.

Some of the songs stray from the usual folk

blues style. Tunes like Curtis Mayfield's "Peo-

ple Get Ready" and Sam Cooke's "Bring It On
Home To Me" are unconventional for the duo
but beautifully done.

One of the best songs is Randy Newman's
"Sail Away" — a song about sweet talking the

blacks in Africa into coming to America.

"White Boy Lost In The Blues" features Son-
ny, Brownie and John Mayall each taking verses
while Mayall and Terry trade harp lines.

If I made .up a list of the year's ten best

records, Sonny and Brownie would be on it.

J J Jto

Sonny & Brownie,

Butterfield, tops
William Russo, Three Pieces for Blues Band

and Orchestra {Sielgel-Schwall Band), Leonard

Bernstein, Symphonic Dances from West Side

Story, San Francisco Symphony Orchestra —
Seiji Ozawa.

Seiji Ozawa was in Chicago in 1966 as

music director of the Chicago Symphony's

summer season at Ravinia Park, when he

became interested in a blues band he heard at

"Big John's", fronted by Corky Siegal and Jim

Schwall, the Siegal-Schwall Band. Ozawa

became intrigued with the idea of including the

Siegal-Schwall Band in one of his concerts.

Fortunately, composer William Russo, who
was himself experimenting with rock at Colum-

bia College was interested in Ozawa's idea. In

1967, on Ozawa's advice, the Ravinia festival

commissioned Russo to write an

orchestra/blues band piece. Russo, after dis-

cussions with Siegal, finished the "Three Pieces

for Blues Band and Symphony Orchestra" in

1968.

Generally, the pieces represent an area of

rock-orchestra involvement which has never

really been attempted on record before. Past

efforts were virtually symphonies that included

rock instruments or more often rock songs that

used the orchestra in the background, so that

one of the elements could be left out without

destroying the composition. But Russo's pieces

are quite different, often employing the Blues

band and orchestra playing alone in juxtaposed

passages.

Russo treats the blues band as soloists ane

allows them to improvise while only specifying

certain rhythms. The orchestral parts though

are scored, save for a few solo passages.

The resulting performance including Siegal

on harp and electric piano, Schwall on guitar

and the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

conducted by Ozawa is interesting and a valiant

step in the right direction. Most rock fans will

find it most difficult to get into the first move-
ment in which long dissonant orchestral

passages are infused into the blues band lines.

The second movement is a more straight-

forward, slower, almost funky piece in which

the orchestra gets to show its stuff.

The improvised oboe solo at the beginning

and violin solo near the end are real highlights.

In hoping to reach a more rock oriented

audience; Ozawa's choice of Leonard
Bernstein's "Symphonic Dances from West
Side Story" to fill side two is somewhat
defeating. These "Dances", created by expan-

ding the movie score of "West Side Story" in

1961 certainly represent some of the better

contemporary symphonic works but are

probably less compatible with Russo's pieces

than some classical compositions.

decresc.

i

Procul Harum, Grand Hotel, (Chrysalis/WEA)

Procul Harum left the A & M label following

their successful live recording with the Edmon-
ton Symphony last year and have just com-
pleted their first album on Chrysalis and
probably their finest yet.

Each cut ties in loosely with the central

metaphor of the "grand hotel" — a symbol of

the upper classes, certainly a properly preten-

tious theme for Gary Brooker's symphonic
melodies, Keith Reid's words capture the ex-

travagance and grandure of the upper class

lifestyle all the while exposing the accom-
panying decandence, conceit and greed.

Emperor baby dumpling

loaded, bloated, curse

Mighty baby dumpling

stuffing till he bursts.

Brooker's accomplishments, are impressive.

Besides composing the melodies, doing the

vocals and playing piano, he has even scored
the orchestra and choir parts. Mick Grabham
becomes the third guitarist in as many albums
for the group but he fits in splendidly.

It's a shame that a record produced as
carefully as this was so poorly pressed. WEA
deserves the rubber record award of the year

for their unwanted contributions in the field of

-warps and pops on this disc, Maybe you'll be

lucky and find a good copy.

4U.
The Byrds, Byrds, (Asylum/WEA)
When the Byrds first caught the attention of

the listening public in 1965 it was because of

their fresh approach to rock music and their in-

troduction of folk songs into the rock sphere

that was soon coined "folk-rock".

Their unique musical style was dependent on
three and four part harmonies that were un-

usual for their period and the dominating

twelve-string electric guitar work which came to

be identified as the "Byrds' sound".

The harmony was integral but Roger
McGuinn's vocals were always up front. Most of

the songs recorded by the original Byrds,

McGuinn, Chris Hillman, David Crosby, Gene
Clark and Michael Clarke, had "folk" origins

with much of it borrowed from Dylan. It was
probably McGuinn's insistence on doing Dylan's

material that lead to the eventual departure of

each member. The only original Byrd to stick it

out was McGuinn.

break between the verses that doesn't add to

the song.

Young's "Cowgirl In The Sand" was given an
increase in tempo and a chord change from a

minor to a major that turns it into a country dit-

ty that I can't enjoy. So much for interpretation.

McGuinn, Crosby, Hillman, Clark and Clarke

are on different wavelengths and without the

kind of composing collaboration that produced

"Eight Miles High" it's not really surprising they

could only come up with an unexciting album
that can only be labelled "not bad".

*f > rii

The Six Wives of Henry VIII, Rick Wakeman,
(A&M)

From the moment I first heard this album, I

knew it would be a difficult one to describe.

Rick Wakeman is the talented multi-

keyboard artist who is currently responsible for

changing the sound of Yes in the direction of

the unique subtleties characteristic of "Fragile"

and "Close To The Edge". This is Wakeman's
first solo LP and it represents the highest

endeavor.

The album is meant to reflect Wakeman's
"interpretations of the wives of Henry VIII".

Each of the six cuts represents one of the

wives; Wakeman's "personal conception of

The new members, primarily Gram Parsons,

were instrumental in destroying the Byrds' un-

iqueness by shifting the emphasis from Dylan

and folk music to country. Parsons soon

departed to form the Flying Burrito Brothers

with Hillman who has lately been involved with

Steve Stills in Manassas.

Gene Clarke had left to concentrate on his

own writing with Dillard and Clarke and as a

solo performer. Of course David Crosby has

been a solo performer and producer (for Joni

Witchell), as well as one quarter of Crosby,

Stills, Nash and Young.

It was Asylum Records' David Geffen who
persuaded the original Byrd members to get

back together for Byrds. The idea was more in-

vigorating than the final result.

The harmonies are still there but in the

seven or so intervening years they've been im-

proved on by Crosby Stills and Nash among
others. And the twleve string guitars are less

dominating and there is more of an acoustic in-

clination (which isn't necessarily a bad thing).

Hillman, Clark, Crosby and McGuinn tiave

each contributedWo songs. Crosby comes out

on the top as the most mature composer with

"Laughing" and "Long Live the King", The other

compositions come from Neil Young (tw6 and
Joni Mitchell.

"(See The Sky) About To Rain" lends itself

well to the Byrds' harmony while Crosby knows
exactly what he wants with the vocal on Joni's

"For Free". The interpretation is low key with

the only real change (beyond the addition of

percussion) being the pfecious little guitar

their characters in relation to keyboard in-

struments".

Wakeman's keyboard versatility and im-

agination makes the concept work. Playing as

many as three keyboards at once, covering two

mellotrons, a grand piano, electric organ and

harpsichord and two synthesizers, Wakeman
has defined a new brand of music that is both

cerebral and sensual but uncategorizable. All

six pieces borrow from classical and contem-

porary stylings as well as employing
Wakeman's own techniques used to dramatize

Yes' music.

The LP includes brief histories of each of the

wives so that you can follow the musical inter-

pretations. Each piece conveys the excitement

of Wakeman's keyboard virtuosity and musical

inventiveness from the high spirits and

promiscuous deceit represented in "Catherine

Howard" to the meekness and submissiveness

of "Jane Seymour".

Those interested in Yes' music should pay

close attention to this album.

Allan Mandril

> Fine
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New Beethoven

albums an earful

unclassified

The musical world has been

I waiting a long time for Maestro

I Solti's recording of Beethoven's

I Ninth Symphony with his

I orchestra, the Chicago Symphony.

I Stereo Review, in conjunction with

I London's promotion department

I offered a free seven-inch preview

I record, which I duly sent away for,

[
quickly received, and found less

| than impressive. Listening to the

whole recording has reinforced

$ some of my first impressions: the

surface noise begins to rival rice

crispies and the bass response

tends to bloatedly persevere on

very low powerful notes.

Yet this recording is in many
ways startling, unique and
enjoyable. For example, the

detached quavering strings which

open the first movement are un-

usually crystal-clear, which I am
sure is exactly what Solti wanted,

There is no fussing around with

murky textures, or muted porten-

tous harmonies.

I was first made aware of

Solti's approach to Beethoven

when 1 bought and listened to his

recording of the Fifth symphony
with the Vienna Philharmonic, I did

not really know Beethoven's Fifth

then and so you might say I grew

up on Solti's version. The strings

have a lucidity and muscularity

which Herbert Von Karajan would

be pleased to accept from his own
orchestra.

Then I listened to Solti's

Seventh, Von Karajan's verson of

which I was nurtured on: I never

knew there was that much for the

horn in the whole symphony.
Suddenly I was discovering

previously unnoticed passages for

woodwinds or brass and because
they were so sudden I did not

know if it was what Beethoven
and I wanted. Because, there is

something to be said for actually

trying to blend instruments and
douse the intrusiveness of the

brass. Solti may agree, but he still

seems to have an unbreachable

empathy with the little forgotten

sound of the flute masked by the

thirty odd prima donna strings or

the strident horns who can do
nothing to stifle the roughness in

their voices. They deserve a

chance, I can hear Solti in-

sinuating to his grumbling vir-

tuosos.

So those detached strings are

right out in front, and so it goes
through the course of the
symphony, especially the first

movement. The big drums in the

climax of this movement are

about as prominent and as
energetic as I've ever heard. The
string section is kept taut and
powerful, though, so you cannot
say the drum is loud because the

ensemble work is weak or under-

nourished.

The second movement, scher-
zo, is rather conventionally played
and so was the slow movement.
Some say this is the heart of the

symphony and in its intimacy and
directness it is: that famous slow

modulation on the strings (which

the notes point out) from C flat to
B flat gives you time to both listen

to the music and reflect on the
way it so substantially moves you.

Solti guides his orchestra through
this passage and the movement
as a whole deftly and very slowly,

allowing even more time for

savouring and ruminating.

The last movement does not

surprise like the first, but then its

orchestration is not as radical. The
soloists, stuart Burrows, Hilar

Lorengar, Yvonne Minto and Mart-

ti Tavela sound fine, especially
Martti Tavela, the bass who sings
the baritone part. I really prefer
stronger soloists though, because
I think the passages for them are
unsurpassed im their formal
strength and emotional
strenuousness. The four on this

recording could perhaps have put
more heart into the singing than
they did, especially Pilar Lorengar
who successfully raises herself to
the demands of a similar
expressiveness in Mozart's Cosi
Fan Tutte in the well-known recor-

ding.

This recording will supplant no
previous recording of the Ninth
which has proved itself a land-

mark: Von Karajan's recording,

Bruno Walter's several recordings,

Otto Klemperer's with the Philhar-

monia or Furtwangler's several.

But as long as it surprises as
much as it does and because of

the powerful directness that it will

not lose with time, Solti's Ninth
will be able to afford the company
of its Penthouse rivals. (London
CSP-8; 2 records).

Among other recent releases

which are of interest is a London
(CS6750) recording of Romantic
Cello Concertos played by Jascha
Silberstein, the chief cellist of the

Metropolitan Opera Orchestra,

and I'Orchestre de la Suisse

Romande under Richard Bonynge.
You can always tell a serious

romantic concerto by its key: if it's

minor it means to be serious, es-

pecially in the first movement.
And the ones in this recording are

all in minor keys. Auber's first con-

certo and Popper's E minor are

the two biggies and are
characterized in their first

movements by heavily minor, dis-

tressed passages and big-R

Romantic musical gestures. But

the music is absorbing and mov-

ing, as is the playing. I think

Silberstein has a rich engaging

tone and he is of soloist calibre.

Bonynge's conducting is as usual

poised and well-rounded.

Pierre Cochereau recorded the

four big Bach toccatas (BVW's

565, 540, 564 and 538) for

Philips on the Tresors Classique

lable (6504-087). He uses the

massive Notre Dame de Paris

organs and his style is suitably

massive. I have these pieces on

Archive with Helmut Walcha,

whose approach is consistently

careful, masterly and lucid.

Cochereau often employs rubato

and a stylized rhythmic emphasis,

especially in the F major toccata.

The sound of the recording is

bad on my pressing. I wish it were

better, because Cochereau has

something to offer in spite of the

curious largesse of keyboard vir-

tuosos which won't allow them to

stop treating us to recordings of

these same four pieces.

Colin Davis and Arthur

Grumiaux have recorded two

Mozart violin concertos (K. 207

and 218) for Philips (6580-009).

The performances are discreet —
perhaps a bit too discreet,

although fine and elegant none-

theless. The London Symphony is

usually a touch more refined.

Colin Davis conducts this

orchestra for Philips (6580050) in

Beethoven's Sixth Symphony, the

Pastoral. Frankly, I am very disap-

pointed. The orchestra plays un-

forgiveably weak-heartedly with

no power, not even much serenity.

I think the issuing of the recording

is a mistake.

Neville Marriner, on the other

hand, iri a recording with the Acad-

my of St. Martin-ln-the-Field of

Beethoven's first and second
symphonies, pleases us. We are
impressed. The exordium of the
first movement of the second
symphony js wonderfully weighty
and lucid, followed by a rather fast

allegro. The larghetto is lyrical and :

exact, especially the filigree which
appears at the beginning and
towards the end of the develop-
ment section.

The chordal crescendo advan- :

cing towards the middle is not as :

climactic as Karajan's, whose
recording is definitive, but it :

blends with the gentle decorum of :

the rest of the movement. The
\

scherzo is perhaps too Mozartian
since the sforzando and forte out-

bursts are meant to sound fierce
j

and they do not. So here I believe :

Karajan and Klemperer are clearly :

superior. Trills are sometimes
\

slurred. The first symphony is as :

equally impressive, but I don't :

have the space to talk about it.
f

Colin Davis recorded Berlioz' :

previously unrecorded opera Les f

Troyens and it was a smashing
|

success. Las year he conducted :

another unrecorded Berlioz opera, :

Benevenuto Cellini, and recorded \

it for Philips (6707019). I would
\

say it too should be a smashing
f:

success. :•

Very briefly, the story is about
\

the rivalry between two scluptors,
f:

Fieramosca (Robert Massard, i;

baritone) and Cellini (Nicolai Ged- f:

da, tenor) for the patronage of the
f:

pope.Teresa (Christine Eda-pierre,

soprano) who is the daughter of'
if

Fieramosca's "business manager"
f:

who is also the papal treasurer, if

falls in love with Cellini, and the
ff

opera relates all the machinations fi

and intrigues which eventuate
:f:

Cellini's success, both with the fi:

pope and with Teresa. £
The music is incredibly varied if:

and when one considers that it £
was written in 1834. altered in fij

1851 and virtually unplayed since if:

then, it is quite surprising that it is
f:f

practically unknown, except for :f:

excerpts. It certainly has had -
if:

enough time to become popular,
f:f

but time was also its bane. To ac- :f:

comodate conventional notions if;

about opera in 1851, the opera
f:f:

was fudged around with by Liszt, ifi;

The opera took on an incom-
ifi;

prehensible, but more "suitable" -if:

form: Davis' version reverts
:f:j

almost completely back to the
ffff

original Paris version of 1834. fiff

Generally, the performances
:f:f

are very good. Nicholai Gedda and
ifff

Christiane Eda-Pierre give very
fif:

adequate if not great perfor- ifif

mances. Just before the famous
ffff

duet between the troupers and fifi

the people Teresa sings, and then
:f:f;

there is an ensemble for Teresa,

Ascanio, Cellini and Balduci. All
fffff

this is beautifully done, as is the :fifi

famous duet following. There are

some superb quiet passages like :ffff

scene I Act II between Teresa and ifff:

Ascanio, Cellini's apprentice,
f:f:f:

(Jane Berbie, mezzo-soprano) and
fffff;

ravishing arias, such as that at the fffffj

opening of scene three of Act II,
-:f:f;

which is really a duet between :f:f:f

Cellini and Teresa. And Duvis con- ffffff

ducts perfectly. To my ears, any- fifffi

way,* since some may say his
:f:f:f

orchestra sounds a bit too classi- ffftff:

cally poised and too slow. The- vfffj

sound is excellent.
:f:f:f;

So in spite of what would seem :f:f:f:

to be a lack-luster crowd of ifffff:

singers just by looking at names,

the production comes off as a
:f:f:f:

sparkling and precise rendition of
ifffff:

exciting music, perhaps even im-
fffffff

portant music.
,an Scott

IfiS:

ARMY TRIUMPH PARTS Avoid (he big np-off
Engines, transmissions fenders, whatever Write
GA Watson, P.O. Box LI. Keswick Ont or
phone 889-2572 after 7:00.

A THREE BEDROOM house or apartment,
preferrably furnished, wanted for summer and
possibly next year. Call Wendy 921-7680

GIGANTIC, furnished apt in Rosedale; sublet
May 1 - Sept. 1; ideal tor 3 or 4 people-
$300/mo.; phone 921-6489 after 5:00.

SUBLET, large bachelor apartment. 105 Isabella

St
.
from May-Sept, $135 9 month. Call: 961-

3060 after 6:30 p.m. weekdays, anytime
weekends,

WANTED: a young man to supervise two boys
during summer in Europe. Room, board, plus
modest salary. Call: -924-9957.

I BEDROOM APT. in immaculate high-rise for
sublet May, June, July, Aug: Yonge-Wellesley
area: rent negotiable; phone 961-3733 ,

TWO BEDROOM apartment for sublet, 7 Walmer 8EN '

S MEN'S HAIRSTYLING (Specialising in

Rd., $239/month. Parking available. Contact lon8 nair > the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry,

superingendent Apt, 602 or phone 922-7048. 250 College St. Tel. 924-6811 ext. 560. Haircut

KING SIZE WATERBED plus frame, plastic liner

and foam pad included 550.00 phone 635-8137
after 5:00

YOUNG MARRIED COUPLE SEEKS large one
bedroom apartment with garden. Rent to

170.00 May 1st. 961-1366

AOSC SPECIAL Continental Flight Toronto-
Brussels May 4 Milan-Toronto June 6 H90.00
Fly Sabena and enjoy world renowned service
and complimentary in flight bar: Contact
AOSC - 44 St, George St., Tor. 5. 962-8404.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST will type thests for stu-

dents at reasonable rates. Will supply papers
Phone Kathy at 249-6876.

STEREO COMPONENTS for sale. Amplifier 30
waits IHF -50., AM FM Stereo Tuner 1 6 IHF
sensitivity '125. Both all-transistor aid in per-
fect condition. Call: 366-2029

WANTEO TO SUBLET 2 Bedroom apartment
May 1st to August 3lst. 787 6401

PROF. LOOKING FOR QUIET two bedrm. apt. (or
one bdrm. with study), (preferably in house or ol-

der apt building. Annex or Yonge/St Clair for

May 1 evgs. 769-4491

EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe, Greece
and Turkey departs June 5th (or 3 months $600
plus 5215 return flight to England Phone
Peter 922-5006.

D-YNACO AMPLIFIER lor sale model: SCA80Q -

5 months old-perfect cond. Still under Ring
Audio Warrenty 230.00 or best offer. 961-1 366

LIKE CAMPING? Try the Manttmes with us. 10
days camping tours for young people Write
Royal Camping Tours. 370 Oundas St W Toron-

to, Ont. M5T 1G5

THE "WE DON'T LIKE THE VARSITY"
COMMITTEE asks: Tired of being told what to

do' Then buy lots of delicious KRAFT foods and
stock up on yummy DARE cookies Paul Temple.
1st year A. 8. S„ Steve O'Brien. 1st year A & S„
Greg Pimento, 1st year Eng., Mike August 1st

year Eng.. Joe Sant, 1st year A & S„ Steve Selk,

1st year Eng., Hugh Robinson. 1st year Eng.,

Oavid Rukavma, 1st year A 4 S„ Paul Gilkmson.

1st year A & S.. Tom Stefanik, 1st year A & S

WOULD LIKE TO CONTACT (ellow sociology stu-

dent doing Ugandan Asian Study. Phone Jean
962-2995 before 10 a m. any day if possible

Otherwise leave message olease

BABYSITTER NEEDED, month of Aug. Male
preferable. 2 children 5 & 9 Capable of building

tree houses, exploring, swimming, cooking & just

having fun 1 location a farm 35 mi N W. of Toron-

to. Please call Jane at 964-3771 after 5 p.m or

weekends.

TAKE A BREAK! GIFTS and TURTLE SONGS, two
evenings of new one act plays playing in

reperatory until April 22 at Tarragon Theatre 30
Bndgman Ave. Bathurst & Oupont 531-1827
Tues to Sal. at 8:30, Sun. 2:30.

PART TIME JOB UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY - to

choose your own hours passing out leaflets in

local areas for publicity campaign To receive in-

formation kit telephone: 312-241-0820 or write

ASG Company 4554 North Drake. Chicago,
Illinois.

TRAVELLING IN EUROPE INTERNA
(TIONAL STUOENT 1.0. card, student
:-ailpass. car rentals, cheapest and mosl
dependable charter flights, camping tours
!2tc, all available now from: AOSC, 44 St
Seorge St., Toronto 5, 416 - 962-8404. (The
Student Travel co-op owned by your stu-

dent Council)

WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from $10 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.
(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent
selection of fun furs, trade ins accepted
We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-5
Thur-Fri lilt 5 pm

eSSAY SERVICES Do you have old es-
says'' Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES. 961-6150, Mon.-Fri. 3 pm.-
10 pm.; Sat.-Sun. 9 am. -5 pm. Professional
typing done, 300 Avenue Road, 2nd door.

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to

LONDON from S79 one way or S155 return

- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5.416-
962-8404 - or your Student Council, BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE

BE A YOUNG EUROPEAN this summer. Spe-
cial brochure on different trips through Europe
and Russia Exclusively (or young travellers.

Contact Goway, Suite 104. 53 Yonge Street

863-0799.

LET US HELP YOU Pur your baby into a cradle

rather than an incinerator Birthright, 89 St.

George 469-1111,

COTTAGE FOR RENT, Lake Ontario, Port

Hope 5300 per season, 921-7360.

SAIL THE CARIBBEAN aboard 43' trimarm

yacht. Special rate: $500 apiece/month — all in-

clusive Write: P.O. Box 1235. Guelph. Ontario.

Phone: (519) 821-3412.

FACULTY MEMBER going on leave wishes to

sublet his furnished, modern 2-bdrm, apt. from

mid-July for 1 year, approx. $250/mo. near St.

Clair & Spadina, beside ravine. Phone M.

Moscovitch, 828-5370 (Weekdays) or 483-

0595 (eves & weekends I

EDITOR, experienced, interested in editing

Academic Papers. Senior, graduate and
professional levels preferred Editorial

assistance is being offered, ghostwriting is not.

Call 532-9345

TYPING of thesis. Average price 80' per 8W x

1 1", Double spaced page. Other varieties will be

estimated Call; 485-3766

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING done at home
Specialize in university theses Forty cents per

page 822-7995

A FAST ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE by several

experienced home typists with electric

typewriters Duffering & Eglinton Area.

Reasonable rates 787-9805.

ABORTION is a tough decision. We offer confi-

dential counselling and help on birth control and

abortion, so you can make the best choice for

your future. 362-3338

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICe, -

theses, essays. - French, Lalm - exper-
ienced typists • eleclric typewriters, 86
Bloor St. W Ste 670.922-7624.

ACCURATE, prompt typing service. Low rates

for volume. Minor corrections free. 489-3326
after 5 p.m,

GAG NOTES a division of ACADEMIC
OVERLOAD announces these sei/ices:

•Annoted Exams of 1971, 72, 70: Questions &
Answers for all science and engineering courses

years 1 & 2 prepared by our staff of graduates;

answers 25' per page, questions 15" per page

Exam Copies of 70, 71, 72: all years, all subjects

Copy Machine 5' per page Open 7 days a week -

8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. 179 College St. (across

from Wallberg 8ldg„ stairs at side) Phone: 922-

1600

OZ, who appeared in University of Toronto

Film Board workshop film shot in Hart

House quadrangle, fall 1971, please con-

tact David Peebles 221-3815. We are pre-

panng the credits.

MATHEMATICIANS WANTEO to set educational

Mathematic standards. Competitive selection.

Send background information -and telephone

number to: Mathematics Competition, Box 412.

Postal Station T, Toronto, Ontano. M6B 4A3.

EUROPE
Car Rentals and Sales

Student - Railpass

Charter Flights

Student fares on ships to Europe

Conquest Travel

782-5033 or 368-9970
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THE PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT

HANDBOOK
CONTAINING INFORMATION ON

1973-1974 PHILOSOPHY COURSES
Is now available at the following

locations:

- University Department of

Philosophy (215 Hurron St.)

- Victoria College

Philosophy Department
- Trinity College

Philosophy Department
- All college registrars and the

- Foyer, Sidney Smith Hall {At

the Philosophy Information Table)

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPER ser-

vice. Originality, quality, and security

dictate our policy.

Phone: 961-6150
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 3 p.m. • 10 p.m.

Sat.-Sun. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Professional Typing Done

300 AVENUE ROAD

Mr. MOHAMMED S. YUNIS

Department of Mathemalrcs

McMaster University

Hamilton

will present a talk on

"WHAT IS ISLAM?"
Thursday, March 29, 1973,

at

7 p.m.

Room No. 2002, New College, University of

Toronto, 40 Wilcochs, Toronto 181,

Sponsored by

The Muslim Students Association

University of Toronto

Ripping-off Europe?
Student Railpass available from AOSC.
Association of Student Councils

44 St. George Street, Toronto 5, Ontario {416) 962-8404

Also available: student flights to Europe and within

Europe, car rentals, international ID cards, tours,

student hostels and jobs abroad. All at Student prices

Rip off
Europe

STUDENT-RAILPASS
The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist.

Student-Railpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden. Switzerland.

Eurailpass, Box 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario

Please send me your free Student-Railpass (older order
torm.

Or your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map.

Street.

City__

So you plan to spend the

Summer in Europe this year, Great.

Two things are mandatory. A ticket

to Europe. And a Student-Railpass.

The first gets you over there, the

second gives you unlimited Second
Class rail travel for two months for a
modest $1 50 in Austria, Belgium,

Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
and Switzerland! All you need to

qualify is to be a full-time student up
to 25 years of age, registered at a

North American school, college or

university.

And the trains of Europe are

a sensational way to travel. Over
1 00,000 miles of track links cities,

towns and ports all over Europe. The
trains are fast (some over 1 00 mph),
frequent, modern, clean, convenient

and very comfortable. They have to

be. So you'll meet us on our trains. It

really is the way to get to know
Europeans in Europe,

But there's one catch. You
must buy your Student-Railpass in

North America before you go.

They're not on sale in Europe
because they are meant strictly for

visitors to Europe—hence the

incredibly low price. Of course if

you're loaded you can buy a regular

Eurailpass meant for visitors of all

ages. It gives you First Class travel if

that's what you want.

Either way if you're going
to zip off to Europe, see a Travel

Agent before you go, and in the

meantime, ripoff the coupon. It

can't hurt and it'll get you a better

time in Europe than you ever thought
possible. we.,"*™ i.

Blind shutterbug

hides in bathroom
In a world so foul, so amoral,

that barns are stripped for coffee

tables, and streetcars are an en-

dangered species, and it costs

$43 to have a cat spayed, there

is only one refuge — the
bathroom. This periodic retreat

into self exdulgence is the very

foundation of Western civilization.

Even the best marriages need
bathrooms. Some couples in their

misguided search of intimate

security are often tempted into

the can together, to continue a

torrid rap without interruption.

What a dreadful mistake! Mothers
of young children are the most op-

pressed group in this respect —
as they are inevitably followed

into retreat by their offspring. This

probably accounts for the high in-

cidence of insanity in this group.

Bathing together is alright —
positively transcendental. But go-

ing to the can. in the interests of

sanity, equality and brotherhood is

best done alone,

Which brings me to the subject

of Joe Rosenblatt's latest book,

Blind Photographer which include

some squiggly drawings of people

and animals in the bath and pipes.

There aren't any clear distinctions

drawn between animate and in-

animate matter here but

everybody and thing seems to be

having a good time. The captions

would lead one to believe that

there are some major themes run-

ning through these apparently

casual doodles, themes like "the

rape of innocence", "the
boyfriend", and "in quest of the

orgasm".

The poetry is more im-

pressionistic than I have been
familiar with in his work before. I

think it not as good in this respect

as the earlier collections. I found

myself wishing the poems were
longer, with a more developed

focal point. But perhaps this was
the intended effect by the poet.

If you have the opportunity in >

this uncertain spring, to strip down
to nothingness with your loved

one and bask in sunny loveliness

by the pool and you and your lover

discover for the first time that you
have absolutely nothing to say to

one another, you're mutely
terrified because your highly

developed skill at academic bluf-

fing cannot be transferred to

lovetalk, then perhaps you would
like to read this book and see what
happens.

Buy this book.

Penelope Jahn Watters

Blind Photographer by Joe
Rosenblatt. Press Porcepic, $2.50

fi

Broadfoot bifes
The Jest Society and Dave

Broadfoot is largely a hit and miss

proposition; an honest spon-
taneous laugh from the audience

constituting a hit and embarassed
silence or nervous tittering, a

miss. Happily for all concerned the

hits out-numbered the misses
Thursday night when the review

opened at The Poor Alex.

The relationship between
honest, spontaneous laughter

from the audience and the
material used was tenuous. Being

devoted to Canadian topics, the

five person company worked all

the favorites — the FLQ, the

blandness of the Canadian identi-

ty, Canada's halting bi-lingualism

and so on. I am not faulting the
selection of topics but rather their

underdevelopment of themes so
rich in possibilities and so dear to

our hearts. I understand that the

skits were improvised or
developed from improvisation, but

particularly in the first part of the

program, many of the skits not

only lacked the spontaneity of im-

provisation but also the ordered

realization of well conceived and

developed inspiration.

Dave Broadfoot, of course,

steals the show, mainly through

his ability to create ludicrous

reflections of real life person-

alities without robbing them of

their charm. His characterization

of MP Muckfuster under attack by

a student panel and the audience

is unforgettable. Everything prior

to this seemed simply to warm the

audience up for Muckfuster: for

what happens in this sequence is

a totally different kind of theatre

— a real theatre of participation.

Audience, Muckfuster and the

other members of the cast are all

slugging it out with the heavy-

handed pun, scatological humour
and general irreverence all for

their own entertainment. The

show is definitely worth seeing,

not just for the salutory effects of JJt

honest, spontaneous laughter but

more for the giddying experience

of the extended belly laughs

Broadfoot is capable of

generating.

Mimsy Reasoner
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Pauline sketchy but well dnnp
^^^^^"stobuMtbeeanh

J UUIig downtown Nnrth AmD^o«
Pauline Johnson lived her poetry.

As portrayed by the Theatre Passe
Muraille's newest production Pauline
she is a woman of passion,
dominated by the desire to bring her
poems to life before the world, The
best compliment Pauline can be given
is the fact that more than one spec-
tator, myself included, expressed the
desire to read up on Pauline Johnson
and her poems.

Anne Anglen brings to light not
only the passion and daring of the
well-travelled Mohawk poetess, but a
naivete that prevented her from see-
ing the smallness in other people. A
good deal of the performance con-
sists in recitations in which she
evokes the splendour of the Canadian
wilderness and the nobility of the
Mohawk brave. Miss Anglin accom-
panies her dramatic elocutionary
style with gestures that present clear
images in the minds of her spec-
tators. One wonders if Pauline John-
son was indeed this spellbinding
creature.

Janet Amos and Peter Kunder por-
tray the people with whom Pauline
came into contact on her journey to
fame. They change roles countless
times, and often within seconds. Miss
Amos has proven before how well she
can sketch out a character type with
specific comportment, tone of voice,
and most strikingly, facial expression.
We see a host of Canadian ladies who
introduced Pauline at recitals, men
who welcomed her on her western
tour, and other isolated character
parts. Peter Kunder has perhaps less
of a variety of roles to contend with.

He plays a number of different men
who were linked with the poetess —
a honky-tonk pianist, a conventional
suitor, a money-hungry manager, and
some other brief sketches. There is

obviously a good amount of thought
and discipline behind every
characterization. Without these in-

gredients, the format of the produc-
tion would be impossible to accept.

The three platforms and single
chair make for a singularly austere
set. It is left up to the actors to create
the essential atmosphere of the
various milieus represented by the
way they position themselves on the
set, and of course by the characters
they portray. Thus we witness scenes
in train compartments, recital halls,

private homes, and in the wilderness.
We shoot the rapids, arrive in London
or ride a horse madly through the
night with Pauline. Sounds and
gestures from Janet Amos and Peter
Kunder become considerably abstract
at times in order to create the
dynamics of the situation being
resented.

It is hard to believe that only three
people are responsible for creating
such a wealth of moods. Naturally
there are those behind the scenes,
notably Paul Thompson, the director

responsible for the unique acting
style this company presents.

Could we have wished for more?
We see Pauline Johnson largely the
way her public saw her. In this play,

she is the only character that shows
some development. The others pass
too quickly to be more than expert
sketches. Thus it is possible to weary
of the constant change, and hunger
after the treatment of one
relationship, or one conflict, in detail.

After learning more about the
Mohawk Princess, as this production
has inspired me to do, I will no doubt
have more comments to make.

Eleanor Coleman

Areas of colour moke grand effect
Hart House is staging its biggest

art show of the season now until April

15: paintings of Gershon Iskowitz.

This man emigrated from Europe

after the war during which he was im-

prisoned by the Nazis, and has had

successful one-man shows all over

the Western art world since. There is

a concurrent exhibit of his work at the

Gallery Moose which I was unable to

see before writing this article, but 1

urge all to see both exhibits if possi-

ble.

Iskowitz works with areas of colour

— prodding contours, oblongs,

elipses or no-shape shapes — onto

the canvas by accumulating splotches

of either one on multi-toned colour

within a certain area thus creating

these contours. I don't know if there

is anything highly original in these re-

cent and very large canvases, but the

most ingenious artist today (to my
mind) is the one that always has
figure-ground notions floating around
in his mind as he does what he does
with his pigments. And Iskowitz

creates, if anything, figure-ground

studies.

My favourite canvas is "Painting

in Lilac" which collects splotches of

the psychological primary colours,

blue and yellow, along with orange,

lilac and around the edges, lilac. Up

Gerson Iskowitz at Hart House Gallery

close the canvas is clinical, objec-

tifying, disposing the colour patches
relatively evenly, indifferently. From
about twenty feet away or even ten,

the canvas becomes alive with the

starburst of colour animated most by

the dominate lilac. Very cleverly, the

light creamy lunatic fringe seems to

resolve into the lilac, which creates

perhaps the impression, more than

anything else, that this pastoral,

passive shade is the dominate and
defining one.

The large Tryptich is of three arch-

ed canvases, the centre one higher

than the symmetrical outer two. The
colour scheme is blue-green-blue go-

ing across the piece, with fields of

white above and below on all three

tableaux. It is a simple piece, but very

curious and perhaps even question-

begging with its forthright use of

primary colour (although not pure, of

course).

A set of canvases which seem to

go together are marked by their free

use of indiscriminately coloured

splotches, creating the contours I

spoke of before. Again, these are sim-

ple paintings, but they have the hazy

richness of a Seurat as well as an un-

canny fluency. Step back from these

as you did with the "painting in Lilac"

and the monstrous forms are alive

with a figre-ground activity.

There are also three water colours

in the exhibition. They are perhaps

the most subtle works here, the

edges of the canvas fraying more
than in the oil splotches and featuring

much more adulterated hues. The
figure-ground relationship is less

stark and the splotches do not gather

themselves into distinct forms as in

the oils.

I don't think it is difficult to guess

why Iskowitz was chosen to represent

Canada in last year's Vienna Biennial,

in which the canvases here exhibited.

There is a grandness, an extroversion

which is neither blatant nor New
Yorkish. Iskowitz has been heavily in-

fluenced by the Impressionists and by

his expressionist teachers (in the

grandness of his design), but to good
effect, and his canvases are not

derivative. It's not an overwhelming

show, but one of rare high merit.

Ian Scott

downtown
on the campus
in the parish
in the office

building bridges

working with

the young and old
spreading the

Christian spirit,

praying

celebrating

counseling

North American
priests on the
move throughout
Canada and
the United States.

For more information write:
Father Donald C. Campbell,
Room 101CA.

Paulist lathers.
647 Markham Street

Toronto 174, Ontario

A $45
British Bargain
THE BRITRAIL
YOUTH PASS

Unlimited travel on all British Rail Services in England, Scotland
and Wales. That means . . .

1,000 Inter-City Expresses, every day
14,000 Local Trains, every day

70 Inter City Sleepers, every night

Youth Passes are available for unlimited travel in Economy
Class for periods of 15 Days or One Month ($45 is the cost
of a 15-day Economy Pass).

Think you won't travel enough in Britain to make the purchase
of a Pass worthwhile? Not so - on average one day of travelling

per week is all that is required to make the Pass a good buy.

Important: Youth Passes are not sold in Britain — you must
purchase them before you leave Canada. See your Student
Travel Office.

You can't afford to leave for Britain without your Youth Pass,

and another bargain you can't afford to miss — the Open To
View Pass. For only $5.50 it gets you into over 400 castles,

stately homes and other tourist attractions throughout Britain.

Even into (and out of) the Tower of London. Valid for one
month.

See you local Student Travel Office for colourful brochures

with complete details on the Youth Pass, BritRail Pass (for

those over 22 years of age) and Open To View Pass, or complete

the tear-off coupon underneath.

BRITRAIL TRAVEL
INTERNATIONAL

55 Eglinton Avenue East, Toronto, Ontario M4P 1G6

Please send brochures to:

City.

Province.

YS- V
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ExportA
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

The University of Toronto Alumni Association

Invites

Arts and Science

Graduating Students

to apply for a

John H. Moss Scholarship

2 Awards of $3,000.00 Each

Applications available for

your Registrar and are required
by April 12, 1973

How much
shoulduoupoy
fora bicycle?
Because Bloor Cycle offers you the largest bicycle

selection, we can also offer you the widest price

range.

Take ten-speeds, for instance. They range any-

where from $75.00 for an Orbed to over $800.00
for an Alex Singer model. Five-speeds start at

$95.00 and go to $135.00. Our folding bikes go
between $70.00 and $120.00. And so on.

What you should spend depends on what type

of cycling you'll be doing . . . cross-country or cross-

- town? How often you ride . . . once-a-day or once-
a-weelc? And how sophisticated a cyclist you
are ... expert or novice^

TOURING
CASUAL
FOLD-UP
RACING
TEN SPEED

Bloor Cycle experts fit the bicycle to you, ac-

cordiog to your height and weight. As if it were
made, for you alone. As if it were the only bicycle
right for you. Because as far as we're concerned it is.

At Bloor Cycle we want to sell you the bicycle
you should have, at the price you should pay.
And isn't tha t what you want ?

bloorcycle
Canada's Largest Bicycle ^^Specialists

1169 BLOOR W. WEST OF DUFFERIN • 536-9718- 536-1523
3218 EGLINTON E. EAST OF MARKHAM RD. 267-3132

the'atre (—ter),n. Building for dramatic spectacles,

playhouse; room, hall, for lectures etc. with seats in

tiers foperating— for surgical demonstrations);

dramatic literature or art; scene, field of operation, as

the— of war; good — (pred.), effective on the stage;

—goer, — going, frequenter, frequenting of theatres

(Greek theatron f. theaomai — behold) — The Con-

cise Oxford Dictionary, 1964.

What definition of theatre are we using, when we
speak of the Toronto theatre scene? Let's look at the

first meaning given above. Certain buildings are called

theatres because they were constructed for the

presentation of dramatic spectacles. Independent of

what goes on within their four walls, they remain

theatres. When they no longer house performances,

they are "old theatres". The 0'Keefe Centre and the

Royal Alexandra Theatre fit this traditional definition.

So does the St. Lawrence Centre, with the qualifica-

tion that its more versatile interior looks ahead to a

multi-functional gathering space for community ac-

tivities, theatrical or otherwise.

There are buildings which become theatres through

renovation of their interior. Consider the handful of

downtown theatres that inhabit warehouses:
Tarragon, Factory Lab, Passe Muraille... And even
more novel adaptations: The Firehall Theatre, "The

Church" (Studio Theatre on Glen Morris), and various

religious institutions that offer themselves regularly

as public theatres. This latter phenomenon seems like

a throwback to the origins of theatre, which were in

religious ritual. The Central Library Theatre and the

Colonnade Theatre are two other examples of

theatres contained within a larger concern.

Still, there are other places that serve as theatres
— gymnasiums, halls, parks, the street ... For an
hour or two they become a playing space of as the

dictionary puts it, "a field of operation." Then their

everyday function resumes. More and more ex-

periments are being tried with this concept. Again, it is

a return, this time to the atmosphere of the mobile
Commedia dell'Arte and the wandering troubadour..

"Going to the theatre" is an expression that is

becoming ever more symbolic. What has to be kept

in mind is that theatre is a human activity. When we
go to see theatre, we are placing ourselves within the

space that contains the activity in order to, in some
fashion, bear witness to it. This is one basic
difference between theatre and film, incidentally.

A performer, or performers, a performing space,

and a public: these are three requisites for the art

which emanates from the expressive resources of

man's mind and body. What will be expressed? How
will the choice of material be related to the environ-

ment outside the playing space? Certainly there are
theories on this subject, but they are about as reliable

as the Titanic. We stand to learn more by looking at

the theatrical activities around us.

We mentioned the large commercial esta-
blishments that house different forms of theatre
throughout the year. The Royal Alexandra is the most
prosperous example.. It offers the Toronto theatre-

goer lavish productions of international renown, often
featuring performers whose reputations for ex-

cellence are commonly assumed. This past year it

presented musicals (for example, Christopher
Plummer in the pre-Broadway run of Cyrano), current
hits (How the Other Half Loves, direct from its London
triumph), modern classics (Rex Harrison in

Pirandello's Henry IV) and special attractions (British

pantomime theatre).

A fortune is spent to engage the artists concerned.
Admission to performances is proportionately high.

This system perpetuates a theatre of the elite. When
a certain sector of the public feels it is in the position

to "buy the best" in theatre, attending theatre
becomes an expression of class consciousness. It

tends to follow that the business interests which sup-
port this theatre will not engage productions which
directly question the place of the elite.

Does the theatre of the elite work in Toronto? Ed
Mirvish has next year's season all set up. But then his

revenue comes from his restaurant and discount store

as well as from the Royal Alexandra.

The O'Keefe Centre has not survived the competi-

tion well. Its image is becoming less and less elitist.

Student prices and "rush seats" are one indication of

the shift. It still features performers of international

fame, and with its larger stage, it can house a greater

variety of productions. Except for opening nights,

theatre-goers dress more casually than they used to,

when going to the O'Keefe.

Its next door neighbour may have had some in-

fluence. The St. Lawrence Centre for the Arts is a sub-

sidized theatre foundation. Unlike the other two large

theatres, it houses a repertory company. Its repertoire

is more "serious", in the sense that it presents

dramatic works that have been critically acclaimed
although they may not have universal appeal. This

year we had tastes of Kafka, Shakespeare, O'Neill,

Euripides and (soon to be seen) Michel Tremblay. The
last author is the only living one, a French Canadian
playwright whose reputation for excellence couldn't

be ignored. It still seems strange that the one Cana-
dian work in the repertoire had to be a play which will

lose much of its richness in the rendering to English of

the Quebec dialect. In fact, three fifths of the reper-

toire consists of translated works.

The St. Lawrence Centre offers far more innovation

in the way of set design than the other two large

theatres normally do. It has not yet (to this spec-

tator's knowledge) dealt with the role of the spec-

tator. This problem is more effectively dealt with by
smaller theatres.

Toronto has a number of small theatres which,

although humble in appearance, give every indication

of continuing as a vital force on the cultural scene.

Their repertoire is less conventional than the three

theatres just mentioned. There are degrees of in-

novativeness, obviously, and the energetic repertory

companies take different routes in expanding the con-

cept of theatre in Toronto.

Theatre Passe Muraille has one of the most in-

teresting approaches. Many of its productions are

developed through improvisations on a basic theme,
linked together in a near-crystallized tform. The charm
of their recent production, 1837, was largely due
to the actors' spontaneity, a direct result of the im-
provisational approach. The group also seems com-
mitted to maximum exploitation of the actor's per-

sonal resources and minimal use of costumes and
properties. In 1837, actors underwent role changes
without costume changes, women took men's roles

and vice versa, and actors represented animals,

plants and even cities. The set was designed to repre-

sent the general atmosphere that pervaded the play.

Canadian content is rapidly becoming the measur-
ing stick of a progressive policy in theatre production.

Passe Muraille favours Canadian themes. The
Tarragon Theatre is committed to the Canadian
playwright. At the moment, it seems to be the Jackpot
of Canadian successes with David French, David
Freeman and Michel Tremblay in its repertoire. The
combination of sensitive direction and good material

has earned it the reputation of a theatre for thinking

people. A new group of theatre-goers from a variety of

backgrounds are being attracted to its productions.

Next season there will be another play by Freeman
and one by Tremblay, in addition to the new works
presented by the theatre which describes itself as "by
concept experimental". Its predecessor, the ill-fated

Factory Lab Theatre largely created the sympathetic
atmosphere for Canadian works.

Other small theatres present a variety of works,

some of which are Canadian. The Firehall has produc-

ed Anne Hebert, Edward Albee and a adaptation of a

medieval romance. Toronto Workshop Productions,

the best known repertory group in Toronto, has a live-

ly, versatile company, and is probably most
successfull with contemporary action-filled spectacles
like Hey Rube! and Indians.

Prices vary in the small theatres. Some groups

offer a certain number of !'pay-what-you-can" perfor-
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mances to encourage attendance from lower income-
bracket groups,

The university campus offers even more room for
innovation than the small theatres (many of which
have not been mentioned). There does not exist the
pressure to cater to the public created by financial

considerations. The susual difficulties are being provi-

ded with the proper materials to mount the pro-
duction, and fending people with enough experience
to handle the material presented.

A mini-community in itself, the university has its

own hierarchy of theatres. At the U of T, one finds the
Hart House Theatre, which in addition to importing
productions from outside the campus, houses the
large scale campus productions. Experiments with the
classics often find themselves there, in addition to
musicals and revues. The Studio Theatre is run by the
Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama, and though
by no means a repertory theatre, it tends to have a
core group of graduate students and professors in-

fluencing its direction. Works both classical and
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tion Two is the name of a group of a dozen or so ac-
tors, who, for the past two years have lived together
and put together works designed to confront the spec-
tator with his environment and his role in it. The group
takes its inspiration from the city and its paradoxes.
On one occasion, apparently, they returned the admis-
sion charge to their audience because their perfor-
mance did not, in their view, have the proper effect.
A new group has formed with a precise format for

reaching the non-theatre-goer. The Open Circle
Theatre wants to create "a professional community
theatre" as a result of research in the community. Its
first show (April 5) will be a documentary of welfare
and unemployment. The material is taken from inter-
views which the actors themselves conducted. The
method comes from England, where director Ray
Wheian studied its successful use in a small industrial
town.

Open Circle wants to live up to its name. Although
not narrowly political, it is interested in eradicating
elitism in the theatre arts by creating works relevant

modern rarely seen elsewhere in the city get produced

there by enterprising Drama Centre students. The

UC Playhouse produces even more original produc-

tions by students, as well as housing the odd

professional group, Its excellent resources allow more

variety in the productions than is normally possible at

The Church. In February it housed the controversial

experiment in theatre called "Survival" (the word does

seem to be in vogue lately!), which might be defined

as an actor's marathon.

College and Faculty theatre guilds are a

phenomenon which does not lend itself to generaliza-

tion. There seems to be a swing toward original works,

The Centre for Medieval Studies continues its artful

productions of miracle and morality plays, revelations

for the modern theatregoer.

From the small theatre and the university-based

theatre, we often obtain the idea of theatre as a com-

munity activity, motivating both artist and public.

Some groups adopt this social committment as a

philosophy determining their artistic character. Crea-

to the experience of the average citizen. Unlike the

Tarragon, it does not see its role as stretching the

theatre-goers' consciousness but as reflecting his in-

terests. It has a small grant from Theatre Ontario. The

rest of its revenue will come from contributions and

the pay-what-you-can performances. St. Paul's

Church will be its regular spot, although there will be

some performances in public parks.

The group invites interested parties to help them

with set building, research and whatever needs to be

done. Call 967-6584. Theatre is not just the domain of

the performing artist, and the theatre-goer -need not

see himself as impotent in relation to the artist, accor-

ding to this approach.

Will community-oriented theatre supplant the

theatre of the fourth wall? Do people really want to

come face to face with themselves in the theatre, or

do they still want to participate indirectly or even es-

cape from themselves? Perhaps the fortunes of Open

Circle will indicate which way tf\e tide is turning in

Toronta
Eleanor Coleman

Centre for the
Study of Drama
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Canadian film industry needs protection to survive

On a little-remembered day in 1949, the

grand poobah of the Liberal Party, CD. "What's

a million?" Howe, had the president of Famous

Players in his office.

"Mr. President" said CD., in a manner which

befits a mere cabinet minister, "Mr. President,

wouldn't it be a great idea if Famous Players

channelled some of the immense profit which it

annually drains from the Canadian economy

into the development of a Canadian film in-

dustry?"

"No," replied the president. He suggested

that Canada wasn't yet ready for its own film

industry and that Canada's international

reputation would be better served if Canadian

names and references were dropped at random

into American movies — all at no charge of

course.

CD. discreetly dropped the idea.

A more recent attempt to achieve a

workable Canadian film industry has been the

establishment of the Canadian Rim Develop-

ment Corporation. This body puts money into

Canadian films with the hope of getting some
of that money back after the films have been

distributed, Up to now the Corporation has

been faced with two major difficulties; deciding

precisely what constitutes a Canadian film and

getting some of its money back.

Initially about 30 per cent of CFDC's budget

went to American studios filming in Canada.

The rationale was that these gave jobs to Cana-

dian technicians and also provided valuable ex-

perience which they could later utilize in Cana-

dian films. Canadians were not yet ready to

produce films on their own. It was best to learn

from the American masters.

Today the Corporation is now leaning away
from this cultural inferiority complex.

However, the problem of funds is more
serious.

Canadian films are being produced but few

of them are getting the distribution necessary

to return their initial investment. In 1971 Cana-

dian films which had been subsidized by the

Canadian taxpayer but which had not received

distribution included The Abyss, The Edible

Woman, Get On To Get Off, and Saturday's

Passage. Only films of obvious commercial and

artistic merit such as Goin' Down The Road and
Mon Oncle Antoine have been guaranteed com-

mercial distribution in their own country.

This difficulty is created by the fact that

about 80 percent of Canadian cinemas are

foreign-owned. The two largest chains are the

American-owned Famous Players and the

British-owned Odeon.

Another factor is the tie-on system by which

a production company sells its films to a dis-

tributor in what amounts to a package. If the

distributor wishes to get films which are proven

commercial successes he must also take films

of less merit. This system gives the foreign

producer considerable leverage over the dis-

tributor in Canada.

A prime example of this type of influence is

seen in the treatment of Clarke Mackey's

award-winning The Only Thing You Know. After

several failures Mackey approached Premier

Operating, a distributor linked to Famous
Players. Over a nine month period Premier in-

dicated that it would give Mackey playing time

at the Cinecjty theatre. Finally in August the

film received a midnight screening. Because of

its success at that screening it was scheduled

to play in the fall. Then it was postponed to

make way for Mon Oncle Antoine. Next it was

to be shown following Mon Oncle. Again it was
postponed, this time to make way for an

American film which wished to cash in on

Cinecity's popularity following Mon Oncle.

Mackey wound up $13,000 in debt. One can un-

derstand the frustration of Canadian producers.

In an effort to resolve this problem and

others facing the Canadian film industry, the

Ontario Government Exploration Team on Film

Industry under John Bassett has suggested

that a quota be imposed upon theatres in On-

tario to encourage the exhibition of Canadian-

made films.

This quota would force Ontario cinemas to

show Canadian feature films for eight weeks in

every two year period. This quota would enable

Canadian films to gain a toehold which could

easily be expanded if future Canadian produc-

tion justified it.

Despite the storm of protests from dis-

tributors these proposals are quite moderate

when compared with the measures taken by

many foreign nations.

The most direct parallel is the United

Kingdom which also has the problem of sharing

a common language with the United States.

Debate about the weak state of the British film

industry first occurred in the British Parliament

in 1925. This prompted the Federation of

British Industries to put forward a proposal in-

volving both a quota and subsidies. The

Cinematographic Exhibitors Association

reacted strongly. It feared a loss of profits from

a public which had grown accustomed to

American movies. When private industry failed

to reach a consensus on suitable action Parlia-

ment acted with the Cinematograph Films Act

of 1927. This act required cinemas to initially

reserve a minimum of 5 per cent screen time

for British films increasing to 20 per cent in

1938. A new act was introduced in 1938 but

the quota system was thrown into confusion

during the war when severe restrictions were
placed on British film production. In 1948 ano-

ther act was passed which provided for quotas

to be set on an annual basis after consultation

between the government and industry. In 1948
the quota was set at 45 per cent; in 1949 it

was 40 per cent. The following year the quota

was reduced to 30 per cent and it remains

there.

Although the quota system is no longer

necessary since British films now occupy

about 40 percent of their nation's screen time
it is generally recognized that it played an im-

portant role in establishing the British film in-

dustry in the 1920's and 30's and in protecting

it from an influx of American films following the

war.

Other European countries, though not faced

with the problem of a common language, have

also utilized quotas at various times to build

their film industries and most of them continue

to do so.

Prior to the Second World War the French

film industry was protected by a quota which

limited American imports to 120 films peryear.

In May, 1946, this was replaced by the Blum-

Byrnes Agreement which established a screen

quota reserving four weeks in each quarter for

the exhibition of French films. In fact this was

far below the French productive capacity. By

the end of the year more than half of French

studios had suspended operation and un-

employment ran over two-thirds in some sec-

tors of the industry. As a result negotiations

were re-opened in 1948 and in September of

that year a five year agreement was signed.

This limited foreign imports to 186 annually of

which 121 could be American. In addition the

screen quota was raised from four to five

weeks per quarter.

The Ontario proposals are much more
modest than anything presently in effect in any

major European nation. This is so since the

Canadian population could not support the

same number of feature films as the much
larger English or French populations.
Nevertheless the provincial government should

note that all major European nations wishing to

develop their own film industries have used a

quota system at some point. Indeed several

have used an import quota which is an even
more potent weapon than a quota on screen

time. At present over 100 nations around the

world have some sort of restrictions against

American movies. Many of these restrictions

have their origins as early as the 1920's.

No major European country has been able to

develop a feature film industry in the face of

unrestricted competition from the well-

established American industry, The problems

are even greater in Canada with our common
language and a distribution system which is 80
percent foreign owned. Experience has shown
that foreign controlled distributors will not give

Canadian films a fair break at the expense of

their own nation's films. Unless the provincial

government acts there is little chance of

Canada acquiring a truly competitive feature

film industry in the face of such odds. As for

whether Canada needs a feature film industry

even Premier Davis must realize that anything

dreamed of by CD. Howe and advocated by

John Bassett can't be all bad,
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All the laughs can't hold

The Heartbreak Kid together

The Heartbreak Kid is a scatterbrained com-
edy that continually loses sight of its goals
When it finally sights them and comes within
sprinting distance, it panics and pulls up lame

Lenny (Charles Grodin) marries Lila (Jeannie
Berlin), a girl much like himself. Both are
Jewish, middle-class, unmistakeably New
Yorkers. As they drive down to Miami for their
honeymoon, Larry becomes increasingly disin-
fatuated with his bride. When they make love
she requires him to chant "It's wonderful it's

wonderful" like a litany; in her afterglow 'she
amuses herself by tracing little circles in his
chesthair, which he detests. "All right then I'll

make little squares instead," she compromises
when he finally gets the nerve to tell her

By the time they reach Miami, he's ripe
for rebellion. By a convenient fluke
Lila burns herself to a cinder the first

day out in her deck chair, and is confined to
quarters. Larry, left to his own devices, meets
up with a practiced little tease, a blonde shicksa
from Minnesota named Kelly Cochoran (Cybill

Shepheard). Her glacial seductiveness gets
him hot (his wife's gypsy passion embarrasses
him). When Kelly's father decides to move out
of the hotel because of a "bad element"
(Jews), Larry is all resolution. He decides to
divorce Lila and marry Kelly, unphased by the
fact that Mr. Cochoran, a rock-ribbed WASP,
loathes him. ("I've found that the decent thing
isn't always the right thing to do" Larry says to
Mr. Cochoran, explaining away the problem of

his five-day bride).

Basically, on its own terms, what the story
boils down to is this: a smart New York Jew, on
the verge of settling down into stifling tribal

life, decides what he really wants is to make it

in WASP-dom, in the unattainable Camelot of

America's Republican heartland. That could be
an acidulous satire on social climbing, and I

reckon that was the thrust of the original tale

by Bruce Jay Friedman. Friedman is an impish

devil whose forte is exaggeration into grotes-

querie (his touch survives in Mr. Cochoran,
played by Eddie Albert, the WASP-as-dragon,
bellowing that nobody was going to take his "lit-

tle baby girl" away from him).

Unfortunately, other cooks have been at this

broth, Neil Simon, the maven of the Broadway
bellylaugh, added his own gimmicks — frantic

deceit, split-second schemes that go awry,

push-button jokes about Miami Beach and ger-

iatric Jews. And last comes Elaine May, who
directed the movie from Simon's play. What
caught May's eye, it seems, was the rather sub-

tle manoeuvres involved in Larry's unravelling

his affection for Lila and snaring Kelly. Her in-
terest is psychological - what makes a nice
guy like Larry, no cad, act so abominably?

The result of all this, though (with big reser-
vations} it is funny enough,-is a muddled, pur-
poseless mess. The three authors hover like

satellites around the movie, exerting their pulls
at different times, frequently cancelling each
other out.

Lest anybody think I'm being particularly ob-
tuse, I'm not demanding that movies should set
themselves a clear "theme" then walk it like a
tightrope. But if a movie gets ambitious, and
tackles several aspects at once, somebody
should at least take the time to see that
everything is integrated into a coherent whole.
The Heartbreak Kid, is, to put it bluntly
bewildering,

Our first thought, for instance, when the
marriage is breaking up, is that Larry is sick of
Lila because she's a klutz, smearing herself
with Noxema and nattering about their old age
together. She's like the newlywed cook in the
Alka-Selzer commercial, and we're happy for
Larry finally realizing how ghastly their life

would be. But she's not a klutz; she has some
bad habits and she's had a few bad days but
she knows enough to get herself up in hoop
earrings, gold chokers and bright scarves,
accenting the oriental in her fine Jewish
features. She's reasonably sensitive, too,
though a little too exuberant in bed.

So then we think, well, when Larry meets
fresh, golden Kelly, he finally sees what he
never saw before: that Lilas are a dime a dozen,
while Kelly is unique. But at the beginning of
the film, Larry hadn't even met, Lila and once
he does, he's in one almighty hurry to get her to
the altar. And there are plenty of Kelly
Cochorans, too, in the singles bars in New York
City where he picked up Lila.

No one has thought any of this out. That
might otherwise not be so great a flaw except
for Elaine May. She makes us wonder about
these characters, makes us want to rationalize

Larry's behavior. Her sensitive direction

spotlights, inadvertently, all the flaws.

But The Heartbreak Kid is a big success;
everybody in the packed theatre laughs as
punctiliously as if each and every one of them
were wired to Harry Cohn's infallible ass. And
so did I. A comedy can be shoddy, hackneyed,
dishonest, it seems, as long as it supplies an
evenly distributed quota of laughs. It's enough
to bring pity to the heart of George Bernard
Shaw, who thought that comedy, unlike

tragedy, was serious business. Bill MacVicar

Slither goes slimy
Slither is an occasionally diverting comedy-

suspense job, mercifully lacking one of those
sadistic studs suddenly indispensible to
thrillers. One striking feature is its rather ex-

otic locale — middle America. Airstream
trailers, bingo parlors, coin laundromats deck
out this story of an ex-con called Dick Kanipsia

(James Caan) who leagues up with Barry
Fenaka, an emcee for American Legion ban-

quets (Peter Boyle) to recover a cache of

embezzled money. A kook named Kitty

Kopetsky with a yen for Kanipsia (superb little

part by Sally Kellerman) zooms in and out of

the action.

There are careful touches. Wherever Dick

goes, a van is sure to follow. And what a
brilliant job of casting was done for the van!

Verminous, slime-green, blunt-snouted and
repellent. Lazlo Kovacs' devotion to the

telephoto lens for once pays dividends;

Fenaka's bright trailer bounces into view — and
seconds later, that lizard-like creature slithers

over the top of a hill in stealthy pursuit. This dis-

quieting vehicle somehow spawns a twin, and
the revolting pair trail Fenaka (who soon dis-

appears) and then Kanipsia alone across the
countryside. Sally Kellerman puts a goofball
curve on the whole dizzy venture, the big
appeal of which is that it doesn't take itself at
all seriously.

But at full-fledged prices, you could demand
a little more seriousness. Slither is a dishonest
suspense story that bluffs along on the
strength of ominous touches, knowing full well
there's no solution in the offing, no real

problem, even, to be solved. You can get away
with that particular gambit — barely — if you
develop the side issues to such an extent that

they eclipse the original gimmick in interest

(see the Maltese Falcon.) This little picture

doesn't even try to do that, so at the end
whatever enjoyment the actors or dialogue
may have given you crumbles away, leaving you
thinking not of poor Dick Kanipsia's missing

$312,000, but of your own squandred $2.75.

Bill MacVicar

-

'HABEENA BADENA, KARIM"

ISRAEL & MID. EAST
CAFE

Saturday Nile. March 31

FEATURING:

1) FALLAFEL, HOUMOUS (try it, you won't like it), BLACK
BEER (it's beautiful)

2) A DEBATE ON THE MERITS OF NATIONAL
LEVITATION (OR, "why settle in Israel when

you're not under hypnosis")

3) MEDITERRANEAN MUSIC (the Greek "thump,"

the Arabic "Sextant" and the Turkish "taffie")
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Maugham, Flanner, Vidal: fine prose
Robin Maugham, though nowhere so famous as

his uncle Somerset, is an author of some distinction in

Britain. His novel (and later play) The Servant has been

filmed, and North Americans will probably know him best

through that odd work.

Escape from the Shadows (Musson, $13.00) is a

noteworthy autobiography. There is the requisite stuff for

general interest. Maugham was brought up in a wealthy

household ruled by his father, a peer of the realm and un-

regenerate Tory. Young Robin did war service in Africa

(which he came to love), hobnobbed with Winston

Churchill, tells scintillating stories about his world-famous

uncle.

But what sets this "lesser" Maugham's autobiography

apart is his candid and unmawkish discussion of his

own homosexuality. It's a commonplace that English

boys' schools are hotbeds of homoerotic behavior;

Maugham gives a new angle: the common practice of

masters exploiting their young charges sexually.

Late in life, Maugham tells the story of returning to

London, after a long recuperation after an earthquake,

and arriving unannounced at his flat. There he found his

lover for thirteen years, thirteen years his junior, with a

young boy from the merchant marine. Such betrayals, of

course, are not the stuff of tragedy, nor anything ex-

clusively homosexual. But when Maugham withdrew to

calm himself with a drink, his lover Jim followed him to

say that he had met the boy four days ago and had fallen

in love with him as unexpectedly as Maugham had once

fallen for Jim; within minutes, the new lovers had left

together, and Maugham never again saw the man he had

lived with and loved for so long.

That experience seems to have changed Maugham's

life so that at one point, after a long night of drinking and

the sham clarity it brings, he attempted suicide. When
Maugham writes of it, he makes it clear that it he does

not write it off as the attempt of a drunk, nor is it

something that shocks him. Maugham has revealed

himself as few autobiographers do, and his book is worthy

and moving because of it.

Memories of

Paris in 20's

For that whole generation of talented young people

whom Gertrude Stein called "lost" the greatest European

summer of them all was Paris between the wars, Janet

Flanner, a girl from Indiana eager to become a writer,

joined the expatriate colony off the Rue St. Germain and

began sending, to the New Yorker, her famous Letters

from Paris, over the signature Genet.

Dispatches from 1925 until the outbreak of war are

collected in Paris was Yesterday (Macmillan, $10.50).

That note of wistful elegy sounded in the title echoes

through the volume itself. So many pieces are the mark-

ing of notable deaths — Clemenceau, Claude Monet,

Marie Curie, Diaghilev—and even their anniversaries—

Brillat-Savarin, Emile Zola. But she writes charmingly of

that exciting time in the arts, of the exotic world when
figures as different as Marlene Dietrich, Charles Lindburg

and the American "negress" Josephine Baker captured

Paris.

Government scandals and spectacular murders give

Genet space for long discussions of Gallic ways and at-

titudes. And as the years progress, that ominous thunder

flashes menacingly on the horizon — talk of war. The

volume ends when lightning struck, on September 3,

1939.

Flanner writes a wonderfully tart, moving prose; I can

think of no way of paying this grand woman tribute than

by quoting from her description (in the introduction) of

learning Hemingway, who had been a friend, was dead:

"So, years later, I did not believe that Ernest's death in

Idaho from that grotesque gunshot was an accident, as

officially reported at first and only a year later officially

denied in favour of the more profound truth. I had
automatically recognized that fatal gunshot as his mortal

act of gaining liberty. But I grieved deeply when the pitful

facts of -his final bondage were made public... At
Ernest's death, I grieved most because he died in a state

of ruin."

Homage to

Daniel Shays
Daniel Shays was a Massachussetts farmer who, soon

after the American revolutionary war, led a rebellion

against the new federal government. Rule from New York

was scarcely more tolerable than rule from London,

thought Shays and his rebels, a point unappreciated by
the landed gentry who drew up the new constitution, a

document tailored to preserve and protect their wealth.
His rebellion was crushed, and Washington has since

supplanted New York as the hub of an empire rich beyond
the dreams of the Hudson Bay or East Indian companies.

Gore Vidal's collection of essays from the last twenty
years is fittingly called Homage to Daniel Shays (Random
House, $10.25. Vidal's progressive disillusionment with

government (a course travelled by many , in the last

decade) can be traced in this volume. The early, ex-

uberant pieces on Jack Kennedy, whom many thought a
fearless reformer (!) give way to notorious recon-

siderations like The Holy Family, in which he
demonstrates how the Kennedy clan used their princely

wealth to force a passage to power. (Jacqueline had
become the "ci-devant tragic Empress of the West"; the

Homager-
tofad
Shays

COLLECTED
^ESSAYS

AMERICAS FINEST ESSAYIST-NEW STATESMAN

feeble dissent from bureaucrats against Vietnam were
but "stirrings within the camp of the Great Khan at

Washington). With Nixon's accession to the Khanate,

Vidal has abandoned hope altogether, looking rather wist-

fully to the destruction, through slow poisoning and over-

population, of Spaceship Earth.

But there is more here than exquisitely honed
pessimism. Vidal's range is wide, from a look at Nasser's

Egypt through a critique of the French New Novel

to a blitzkrieg attack on Dr. Reuben's famous collection of

old wives' tales about sex. What Vidal says, as he readily

acknowledges, is rarely original — he speaks for com-
monsense, tolerance and civility — but rarely are

opinions expressed with such striking aptness.

Bill MacVicar
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Quebec: the people are in motion
Somehow the issue of Quebec independence

has faded into the background for English
Canadians since the war measures crisis of
1970. Since then, the demands of increasing
numbers of Quebecois for fundamental change
have been forgotten by many Anglo-Canadians

The federal election of 1972 was fought not
on national unity or federalism but the dismal
economic record of the Trudeau government.

However, for French Canadians the situation

has not changed since they gave Rene
Levesque's Parti Quebecois 24 per cent of

their votes in the spring 1970 provincial elec-

tions.

A collection of essays are reprinted detailing

events in Quebec since 1968 in a book called

"Quebec: A Chronicle". Last Post, an English
language alternate Montreal newsmagazine
where the essays first appeared, has con-
sistently given excellent coverage of the
Quebec situation to its small readership.

Most of the articles reprinted were written

by the Last Post staffers who edited the collec-

tion, Nick Auf De Maur and Robert Chodos. Auf
Der Maur is Last Post's Quebec editor and one
of the most knowledgeable journalists in French
Canada. He has contacts with many influential

Quebecois from inside the Liberal government
to the FLQ.

Fittingly, the postscript to the collection is

written by the leaders of the Common Front,

which led the militant civil service strikes of
1972. Pepin, Laberge and Charbonneau,
leaders of the three biggest Quebec unions, are
now in jail for their defiant actions.

"Quebec: A Chronicle" is a valuable contribu-

tion to English literature on Quebec because
the six essays expose in a way which other
English Canadian journalists and authors have
not the realities of the struggle in Quebec.

It is a struggle which has become increasing-

ly militant and which has radicalized all the par-

ticipants. The first essay, titled "the Failure of

the Quiet Revolution", by Auf Der Maur,
reviews events since the early sixties when
Jean Lesage and his Liberal government em-
barked on their idealistic reforms, with a flair

since lacking in electoral politics in Quebec.
However as he demonstrates, the

enthusiasm of the Quiet Revolution has given

way to the repressive bureaucratic politics of

Bourassa. The opposition to the dominant
classes of Quebec has been growing in strength
under ever increasing repression. As evidenced

by the workers' rebellions of 1972, dissent has
pervaded every part of the society.

In 1949 Pierre Trudeau was fighting the
brutal government suppression of the Asbestos
strike. In 1970 he proclaimed an act that was
used to throw hundreds of innocent progressive

Quebecois in jail. No fact more eloquently

reflects the immense changes in the Quebec
political milieu in the last 20 years.

Auf Der Maur discusses the various reflec-

tions of the desire for change: the growth of the

separatist movement, the radicalization of

trade unions, the growing militancy of students.

All these developed during the sixties,

stimulated by confrontations such as those
over the use of the English language in the

schools. One need only recall the St. Leonard
school crisis and the huge McGill Francais

demonstrations to realize the determination
and militancy of dissenting Quebecois.

In one of the most fascinating essays in the
collection Auf Der Maur traces the growth of
two workers' movements that exemplify the dif-

ficult struggles facing any progressive
elements in Quebec.

Les Gars de La Palme - the Lapalme postal
drivers - were screwed by the federal govern-
ment. They had a long battle to unionize but as
an affiliate to the CNTU they had finally won
large concessions and had gained among the
best wages of any postal workers in the coun-
try. However the government canceled the con-
tract of the G. La Palme company to transport
mail in the Montreal area and decided to ignore
the union. They offered some of the workers
their jobs back but without seniority and with a
wage cut.

The Lapalme boys went on strike, That was
in 1970. Now after more than two years of
fruitless negotiations with the government and
a kind "Mangez ia merdre" (eat shit) from the
Prime Minister, the few remaining drivers are
still on strike supported, almost as a symbol of
resistance, by the CNTU central council.

Their struggle compared to one in the private
sector in which militant taxi drivers tried to
organize a union in the late sixties. This finally

resulted in the violent firebombing
demonstrations of La Movemente Liberation du
Taxi in 1969.

Under the leadership Germain Archambeault
the taxi drivers had fought for several years to
gain collective bargaining with the exploitative
taxi companies who paid them starvation

wages and few benefits. They often worked 80
hour weeks for a pittance in unsafe vehicles.

However the taxi companies collectively
refused to give up their lucrative position. The
increasing militance of drivers finally burst out
during the Montreal police strike when taxi
drivers attacked the Murray Hill Limousine of-
fices because of their monopoly on business at
the Montreal airport.

One of the MLT drivers, Marc Charbonneau,
later joined the FLQ and participated in the
Cross Kidnapping, which triggered the October
crisis of 1970. This debacle was discussed in

the essay aptly titled "Trudeau's Santo
Domingo", a reference to U,S. military interven-
tion under Lyndon Johnson in the Dominican
republic.

Though the events of 1970 are familiar to
most of us, the Last Post staff portray the kid-
nap crisis in a different light. They expose the
many lies and scare tactics used by Trudeau
and his cabinet to justify their military
crackdown on progressive elements in Quebec.
The most obvious include the efforts to link

Claude Ryan to an attempt to set up a
provisional government and the" claims by
Turner and Marchand that the FLQ posed a real

threat to the government of Quebec.
In retrospect the War Measures Crisis shows

the lengths to which the federal government
was willing to go to suppress legitimate dissent
in the province of Quebec, Their calculated
overreaction to the terrorist acts of a minority
cannot be justified.

A motorcade demonstration of militant Montreal teachers ties up streets.

The final three essays all deal with perhaps
the most encouraging new development in
Quebec: the development of a radical trade un-
ion opposition to the status quo. Fuelled by in-
creasing unemployment, low wages and poor
working conditions the workers of Quebec in all

sectors of the economy have become in-

creasingly militant in the last two years.
The roots of radicalization lie in this

economic crisis, the crisis of a dependent
Quebec economy exploited not only by English
Canadian capitalists but American capitalists,
governed by an administration perfectly con-
tent to sell out to anyone to "develop" Quebec

Starting from the La Presse demonstration
in 197 1, Auf Der Maur traces the rapid develop-
ment of militancy and determination in

Quebec's three largest trade unions: the
Quebec Federation of Labour, the Confedera-
tion of National Trade Unions and the Quebec
Teachers Corporation.

This culminated last spring with the publica-
tion of three manifestos opposed to the
capitalist system and calling for a socialist

economic system. These were followed by a
strike in the public sector which resulted in the
jailing of not only the three top union leaders
but other rank and file workers for defying a
government injunction intended to break the
strike.

This resulted in the May walkouts and
demonstrations on a scale never seen in

Quebec history, as workers occupied radio
stations, closed down factories and generally
disrupted economic activity in the province.

Since then things have cooled down
somewhat but increasing militance is spreading
through the Quebec populace. Last month
students completed a five week strike at the
University of Quebec over increased barriers to

education for poor students.

However the fight is not over and the calm in

Quebec right now is only on the surface.

"Quebec: A Chronicle" has few faults. Its

analysis of the events of the last few years is

perceptive and one that English Canadians
should be aware of. Quebec is a province unlike

any other and will become indepedent if English

Canadians don't take a hard look at the op-

pressive nature of the federal system.

However, as the book points out, an indepen-
dent capitalist Quebec is no more desirable

than an independent capitalist Canada. Given
French Canadian capitalists like Paul
Desmarais, head of the super-exploitative

Power corporation, the Parti Quebecois refor-

mist stance can offer little attraction for

progressive Quebecois.

The PQ's lack of support of the struggle of

the trade union movement indicates the
bankruptcy of their so-called alternative. For-

mer Liberal cabinet minister Rene Levesque,

who has promised to co-operate with American
capitalists, is hardly the answer to the prob-

lems of Quebec.

The forces that will be critical to the develop-

ment of an independent socialist Quebec have

already begun to coalesce. "Quebec: A
Chronicle" is valuable as an analysis of their

development over the last four years and the

directions they will follow in the inevitable

struggles to come.

Bob Bettson
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Not all harmful drugs are illegal

here are few books more fasci-

nating than those odd compendiums that do
nothing but list facts: the deepest ocean
trench, the most lavish dinner party, the

most disastrous volcano, the most out-

rangeous stunt, the most grotesque de-

formity. The Guiness Book of World Records is the bible

of this sort of useless data, but there are others in almost
every field.

Licit and Illicit Drugs: The Consumers Union Report
on Narcotics, Stimulants, Depressants, Inhalants,

Hallucinogens and Marijuana — including Caffein,

Nicotine and Alcohol is the jaw-breaking title of a recent
study. It is far from a trivial book, though it is an endlessly

absorbing storehouse of trivia, having an irresistable

appeal to a browser. It collects and discusses almost
every know fact about mankind's pursuit of stimulation,

intoxication and narcosis through chemicals. Such a

determined pursuit it is that we can find few cultures (the

Eskimos until recently the sole holdouts) that did not
have some sort of socially condoned mood-altering drug.

(I've always thought that alcohol, contemporaneous with
civilization, is in fact the evidence of civilization. When
men reach that stage in their social development when it

occurs to them to store some grain for the winter, or for a

bad season, fermentation begins in the storehouses.)

Just as a tease, let me drop a few facts your way.
• Michael Feodorovich, the first Romanoff Czar,

condemned tobacco smokers to slitting of the nostrils, to
the bastinado, to the knout. His rather more zealous
colleague in Constantinople, Sultan Murad IV went
further: Tobacco smoking was a capita! crime. (By one of

history's exquisite ironies, a popular brand of cigarette in

the 1920's was called Murads).

• Homer and Herodotus had tale tales to tell of

strange plants whose vapours invested men with religious

or -prophetic powers. Herodotus wrote of the Scythians,
who threw hemp on red-hot stones in a chamber and
became transported, shouting aloud. The plant hemp
of course, is the source of marijuana.

• In 1902, a respected authority wrote that "coffee
drinkers, finding the drug unpleasant, turn to other nar-
cotics, of which opium and alcohol are the most com-
mon."

• All the harrowing facts related to heroin addiction,

from crime through overdosing to disease, are the

results, not of the drug, but of its prohibition.

Clearly, however, the importance of this volume
goes far beyond its substantial fascination. It is one of

the most important books in years, as far as its social

usefulness goes.

A subject as momentous and distressing as the non-
medicinal use of drugs (if largely because of the strife

such use causes) needs sensible treatment. Thus far, lit-

tle but arrant nonsense about mind-altering chemicals
has been disseminated. We are more ignorant about the
effects of even the most common drugs than we are
about sex (which, by all accounts, means we are woefully

ignorant).

Not that precise, reputable work has not been going
on. It has, but who hears about it? A study about the
deleterious effects of cigarette smoking is met by a
criminally self-serving "rebuttal" by the tobacco cartels. A
commission report that denigrates the hazards of

marijuana is treated with contemptuous silence by
moralizing, sanctimonious administrations. About what
other subject can an American chief executive, whom
etiquette, at least, demands we call a rational human be-
ing, say what Richard Nixon said of marijuana: that even if

it is proved to be harmless, he will not legalize it? (Giving

the devil his due department: Nixon knows what he's do-
ing, say what Richard Nixon said of marijuana: that even
if it is proved to be harmless, he will-not legalize it? (Giv-
ing the devil his due department: Nhxon knows what he's
doing. When the Watergate case gets a little too hot, he
can dampen it by howling for stiffer penalties for the drug

The Consumers Union, which financed this report
(and whose editors wrote it) is a staunchly middle-class,
no-nonsense organization that publishes Consumer
Reports. That exciting journal tests such things as electric

toasters, water pics, spray starches, daiquiri mixes, septic
tanks, dandruff shampoos and frozen pizzas. Solemnly
they communicate their findings to consuming America. A
faintly ridiculous organization — or so I'd always thought.

But follies and single-mindedness have a startling

habit of turning into virtues. The dogged respectability of
the Consumers Union is a valuable asset when you're
dealing with a delicate, myth-ridden subject like drug
abuse. The Union is untempted by profit, not pressurable,

not easily hoodwinked, thorough, conscientious,
methodical, with no goal but protecting any citizens who
desire its protection and no pleasure but the underrated
one of letting chips fall where they may — and allowing

onesself a quiet chuckle.

For this study on drugs, Consumers Union did not,

repeat not, run its own tests. (Not only would it be scan-

dalously out of its competence to do so, but they would
have soon found their headquarters raided. The United

States Bureau of Narcotics is so solicitous of its citizens'

welfare that it severely restricts the use of marijuana and
LSD even for research, with volunteers, by qualified doc-

tors).

What the Union has done is to sift through virtually

all previous literature on the subject — propaganda, hear-

say, rigorous research, conjecture, even government
reports. (The preliminary report of the Le Dain Commis-
sion in this country, by the way, is cited as an exemplary
study, one that future investigators would be well advised

to take as a model), When responsible research is com-
pared, it seems, the findings about various drugs are sur-

prisingly similar; the myth thaf different studies show
radically different results {hence the ponderous calls for

"caution", for a "moratorium") is truly a myth, a con-

venient story to scare the children with, a myth ruthlessly

exploited by interested parties.

The only problem with this heavy book is how to

review it. Any attempt to discredit its findings would be a

gigantic, an expensive enterprise, undertaken by a

counter-army of biochemists, physicians, psychologists

and sociologists. No doubt there will be disputable or

erroneous statements in a study this broad; I readily con-

fess I am not competent enough to ferret them out. The
book has an unassailable authority to it, though, and if a

major error or misrepresentation of fact is found in it, I

would be astonished.

Everyone, quite simply, should read this book, for it

deals with a problem that affects everyone. Or almost
everyone. I know of only one person who uses neither

marijuana nor alcohol not tobacco, not even tea or coffee

or Coca-Cola. (Paradoxically, he is the most eager to read

this book). So, since the distribution of the volume,
costing a well-earned fifteen dollars, to every household
in North America is hardly feasible, the best service that

can be rendered is to summarize its findings. —*
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Tobacco, along with caffein and alcohol, is one of the most
widely used drugs in the West. And while to talk about tea and
cocoa in alarmist terms seems farcical, tobacco is taken
seriously. At least, the talk about tobacco is taken seriously ac-
tion is something else. It's hard to find anyone who disputes' the
linkage between smoking and cancer - anyone, that is but the
paid mouthpieces of the tobacco industry. Heavy smokers with
hacking coughs refuse to give up their cigarets. Sigmund Freud
who thought cigars were phallic symbols, wouldn't give them up
despite a painful mouth cancer, despite the fact that he was
made to look ridiculous by his own loony theory (some cigars
are phallic symbols, he explained, but other cigars are just
cigars).

The reason is simple. Smoking is not a habit, it is an addic-
tion to the drug nicotine. This is not. speculation. Double-blind
tests have demonstrated that when nic^ine was directly ad-
ministered, without their knowledge, to cigaret smokers, the
rate of cigaret consumption decreased. A diminshing level of
nicotine in the bloodstream causes the desire for a cigarette
Not all cigaret smokers are thus addicted; some smoke out of
awkwardness - something to do with the hands, or for oral

gratification, for a desire to be glamorous. All smokers start for
reasons like these, of course, but in almost all cases simple ad-
diction takes hold.

The scare about cancer has had some unfortunate results.

People think the beast to be shunned is nicotine. Low nicotine

cigarets, filtered cigarets and so forth have flooded the market,
products to reassure the smoker that he is protecting himself.

Nicotine, to be sure, is a harmful drug, affecting, among
other things, the heart. But the most pernicious effects of

tobacco are not connected with nicotine, but with the inhalation

of smoke. Therefore, low-nicotine cigarets only force the addict

to smoke more cigarets to get confoYtable level of nicotine in his

bloodstream. The report therefore urges some rather startling

measures.

Cigaret smokers should be converted to cigars and pipes,

which are rarely inhaled (this suggestion is familiar). Chewing
tobacco and snuff should be again popularized; nicotine can be
absorbed without the smoke carcinogens. Such sources of pure
nicotine as tablets or inhalers should be put on the market and,

most feasible, short cigarets with very high nicotine content

should be developed and promoted.

GAFFEIN
The spread of. coffee from Ethiopia through the Moslem

world and finally into Europe was, as has been noted, met with

opposition every bit as brutal and intolerant as meets with*

marijuana today. Its novelty did account for some strange

abuses — fashionable ladies used to have coffee (or cocoa)

brought to them in church.

Today, coffee and tea are domesticated drugs, and to link

them with opiates or marijuana seems ludicrous. Yet people

who will not admit that cafeein is a potentially harmful drug will

not supply it to their children. Caffein (one of a family of drugs

called xanthines) increases the metabolic rate; in coffee it

irritates the gastrointestinal tract, as any heavy drinker of

strong black brew can tell you. But it is a mind-affecting drug

too, acting in the peculiar way addicting drugs do. To infrequent

or non-users of caffein, a few cups of tea or coffee may result in

nervousness, headaches, muscular tenseness and spasms. To

regular users of coffee (i.e. people addicted to caffein) the

deprivation of caffein will cause these symptoms (or some of

them) and a coffee "fix" will alleviate them. The regular use of

caffein abruptly terminated, then, will result in withdrawal symp-

toms.

Yes, you say, but through all this may be true, it is true in

such a negligibly small way as not to be a problem. But heavy

users of caffein have been known to go into fits of hysteria, dis-'

playing extremely violent and "profane" behavior. And rats, fed

massive doses of caffein, become aggressive, launching un-

provoked attacks on other rats and sometimes biting

themselves with such ferocity that death from haemorrhage

resulted.

No humans (the response goes) would willingly drink

enough coffee to produce such extreme symptoms. To this
objection, the report answers:

"Let us promptly and wholeheartedly agree. There is a
lesson to be learned, nevertheless, from the rat reports If the
drug producing this effect in rats were marijuana or LSD or
amphetamine, the report would no doubt have headlines
throughout the country. One of the distorting effects of
categorizing drugs as "good", "bad", or "nondrugs" is to protect
the nondrugs such as caffein from warranted criticisms while
subjecting the illicit drugs to widely publicized attacks -
regardless of the relevance of the data to the human condition."

ALEGJHOL &
BflRBITUflTES

Alcohol, as everyone should know by now, is by any reckon-
ing the most gargantuan and baneful drug-problem we have
But it is also the most intransigent, as that disastrous experi-
ment, noble in purpose (Prohibition) showed.

The reason is simple, Europe for centuries had no coffee or
tea, no tobacco, almost no marijuana or opium, no sedatives or
stimulants. Alcohol became the all-purpose drug, serving in-
numerable purposes, social, medical, sacramental. It was used
as a sedative, stimulant, narcotic and tranquilizer; it was a
means of celebration and, with water so often perilous, the only
safe beverage. That European heritage persists, despite the
competition of tobacco and caffein (often just adjuncts to
alcohol) and despite the recent and valiant attempt to replace
booze with marijuana as a social drug.

The report deplores the insidious effects of alcohol to
bodies social and physiological, but admits there is nothing to be
done. Prohibiton seems a cure worse than the disease. The only
measure they recommend, rather dispiritedly, is a complete ban
on the advertising and promotion of alcohol. Barbiturates,
however, pharmacologically almost an exact equivalent of
alcohol, do interest the commission. A craving (addiction) to
alcohol can be satisfied with barbiturates, and vice-versa. It is

known that an overdose of alcohol is fatal. (Not long ago in

Toronto such a foolish death occured. Two.young men, on what
seemed to have been their first attempted drink, chug:a-lugged
a fifth of rum each. One died within minutes). The confusion
about alcohol and barbiturates has resulted in many deaths, in-

cluding the much publicized one of Dorothy Kilgallen. In effect,
taking both drugs together is the equivalent of taking a massive
dose of one or the other. Yet barbiturates are freely prescribed,

without, it seems, sufficient warning of the dangers involved.

Though they admit alcohol is here to stay, the union
recommends that traffic in the barbiturates be closely watched.
These drugs do have legitimate medical uses, but are used in-

discriminately as "thrill pills". The likelihood of such controls is

reduced by the admission of a basic hypocrisy in our drug policy:

"Alcohol is treated as a nondrug; it is on sale in multidose

bottles at some 40,000 liquor stores and in countless other out-

lets as well. . . The barbiturates, in contrast, are legally salable

only on prescription in pharmacies; other sales are severely

punishable criminal offenses. It is a curious fact, indeed, that

Americans today are bombarded with advertising urging them

to buy a liquid that, if secured without a prescription in tablet or

capsule form, could lead to imprisonment for both buyer and

seller."

GOGfllN &
AMPHETAMINES

If any drug comes close to fulfilling the grotesque war- „
nings issued about drug addiction, it is speed. The |
amphetamines are a group of stimulants acting in ways similar

|
to cocaine (often thought to be a narcotic) and benzedrine. ~

Amphetamines have been abused for a long time — used by ^
athletes and businessmen — but only recently has the f
devastating practice of injecting them become common. s

Compared to the speed freak, the heroin addict appears M

saintly. (Heroin addiction, according to his book, often has the
startling effect of investing futile, meaningless lives with pur-
pose. Getting heroin is a challenge; each day the user must per-
form a series of exciting and dangerous tasks before he can get
his drug) The speed freak, partially due to his younger and more
sheltered social background - most speed freaks are young
middle class whites - is ill at ease in the drug scene. Continued
use of this drug brings about a paranoid psychosis. The two lads
on Madison Avenue who shot, without provocation, a policeman
may be freaks but their crime was not a fluke. Such irrational
desperate behavior is not uncommon.

Addiction to amphetamines threatens to become an even
greater problem. Sweden, which tends to take sensible attitudes
to drugs, has experienced an exacerbation of their
amphetamine crisis. Solutions here are not so easy as with
heroin. The drug itself, for one thing, is harmful, and prohibition
would drive users to cocaine - another disastrous drug The
real dangers of speed must be publicized, discouraging curious
young people. Once hooked, the only way out seems to be to
convert to the less physiologically harmful drug heroin or
methadone. Such a drastic measure might point up just how
terrible a life is that of the mainliner of amphetamines Of
course, it's little help until either heroin or methadone is
supplied legally. Until that time, the speed scene looks bleak in-
deed.

LSD
LSD disproves the old saw about there being nothing new

under the sun; it was not discovered until 1938 and its psy-
choactive properties were not realized until five years later. Not
until the good Dr. Leary informed us of its wonders did lysergic
acid diethylamide become a common drug.

Things like LSD had been around for a while, though; most
notably peyote, used extensively in Indian religious ceremonies.
This dried button from a certain cactus plant, when chewed and
swallowed, causes spectacular effects. The peyote trip "com-
prises the kaleidoscopic play of visual hallucinations in in-

describably rich colors, yet auditory and tactile hallucinations

and a variety of synesthesias are among the effects". A typical

synesthesia, the report comments, is "the 'seeing' of music in

colours or the 'hearing' of a painting as music." An experience
of deep insight is a common reaction. Other plants produce
similar effects — nutmeg, morning glory seeds, various
mushrooms.

LSD's psychoactive effects were stumbled on by accident.

A Swiss chemist, working with ergot derivatives, fell ill one
day, experienced delerium and exciting fantasies. He had acci-

dental ingested some LSD-25. He repreated the experiment
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and got more than he bargained for on his second trip. This is a

common property of this class of drugs — what you get is clo-

sely tied to what vou think vou're going to eet.

Hard, specific information on LSD seems more elusive

than any other drug. The postcards from good and bad trips

give us a rough picture of those psychic landscapes liable to be

encountered, true. But suspicion stifl lurks that LSD might have

effects hitherto unexpected. Consumers Union scotches a lot of

the more imaginative yarns about suicides, genetic defects,

spontaneous reprises, and the like. But..,

Much of the information about LSD comes from its use as

a drug in treating metal disorders; since LSD is a drug with

idiosyncratic effects, such data are not very helpful to sane,

stable users. But LSD is not addictive, no fatalities seem to have

resulted and, happily, it seems to have been largely

"domesticated" — used by people who know what they're do-

ing. But there is still the possibility of its abuse, as it was

abused in the heyday of the sixties. All in all, the subject of LSD

is one that disquiets the authors of the report; it is the one drug

about which it is not a distortion to say we don't know enough to

be dogmatic.

THE OPIATES
& HEROIN

In the last century, and most of this, you could walk into

drugstores and take off the shelves such innocent-sounding

proprietry medicines as Godfey's Cordial or Mrs. Winslow's

Soothing Syrup. Many women did, and became quite reliant on

them. Some were so convinced of their beneficial effects that

they gave them to their babies, when the poor things were cry-

ing. The crying usually stopped — such medicines must have

been a godsend in those prolific days. The reason they worked,

of course, was that in addition to a base of molasses or

sassafras or whatever, such medicines contained a hearty dose

of opium. Nineteenth century America was a "drug takers'

paradise".

This wicked state of affairs cannot be ascribed solely to ig-

norance. Physicians knew full well the seductive charm of

elixirs, but addiction to opium was, if not respectable, at least

tolerable. Alcoholics were often weened from the bottle by sub-

stituting opiates. Women who were too fond of their Cherry

Pectoral were whispered about, of course (and it was a

women's addiction, then) but they were not shunned. There

was. in short, no drug "subculture" which developed its own an-

tisocial mores.

Much could have been learned from a shrewd look at that

century, but when the Federal Narcotics Bureau in the US burst

on the scene in the early part of this century, it preferred to go
its all-or-nothing way: prohibition, prosecution, harassment. The
genteel drug-culture went underground, only to re-emerge as

one of the ugliest monsters created by human stupidity —
heroin addiction.

The common source of such different mood altering sub-

stances as Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, codeine, opium,

morphine and heroin is the opium poppy, papaver somniferum.
ft grows extensively in the middle east and Southeast Asia, and
through devious and exotic channels as lore-ridden as the spice

routes of antiquity makes its insidious way to North America.

The commission devotes the greatest number of pages to

the opiates, all of which is fascinating. But heroin is the main
problem here, and I'll limit myself to talking about that.

Heroin is, virtually, a very powerful form of morphine, the
most potent of the opiates. An administration of heroin (it can
be inhaled, smoked, taken by mouth, absorbed through the

mucuous membranes of mouth or anus, injected under the skin

or mainlined — shot into the bloodstream) effects most non-

or infrequent- users with euphoria, often following an orgasm-
like "rush". Unpleasant and harmful side effects may result, too.

The catch is that heroin is one of the most addicting substances
known to man, and the heroin addict develops a tolerance —
that Js, it takes ever greater amounts of the drug to achieve
euphoria, then euphoria comes no more. But heroin must still be
taken or dysphoria — withdrawal symptoms — occur.
Withdrawal is, by all accounts, an excruciating experience. (It

has been suggested that heroin addicts use heroin in order to
achieve withdrawal symptoms — which can then be exquisitely

alleviated by an injection of the drug. This is moot, to say the
least).

If that rare thing, successful withdrawal, occurs, intense

cravings for the drug afflict the ex-addict. Such cravings recur in

waves, often months or even years apart. They are quite
irresistable, it seems, and account for the desperately low
figures of heroin addicts successfully kicking the habit. Such
rare "cures" are given such extreme publicity by well-meaning
public officials, charges Consumers Union, that they have
started the destructive belief that kicking heroin is easy for
some one with "will power'-' — which makes, in our perverse
world, it even more appealing for kids out for a kick.

That is the heroin horror story, and it's reasonably well

known. What is not so well known is the silver lining. A person

addicted to heroin can live a long, productive healthy — and

happy as any other — life, provided that he gets his daily fix of

the drug, which costs only a few cents to produce. {The Study ci-

tes examples of such people — famous ones). But when heroin

is illegal, its value to criminals skyrockets. The average addict in

New York City (which is to drug addicts what Paris is to gour-

ments) must spend at least $20 for his daily supply of heroin.

Such an expensive habit is supported, with only a few excep-

tions, -by crime. Few addicts, since they are forced to seek out

and use heroin several times a day, have the time to work. The

epidemic of theft in New York City is due not to heroin, but to

heroin prohibition. The British system, of registering all addicts

and supplying them with the drug at cost, is a dream. Why don't

we adopt it?

The moral element, of course, is at bottom. Evil must be

stamped out, no matter what the cost in misery. There is no

earthly reason to prevent heroin addicts, who are, like it or not,

addicted for good, from getting their drug. Even that mysterious

and much-publicized danger "heroin overdose" seems to be a

chimera. Addicts can tolerate immense amounts of their drug,

but deaths results, often within minutes, after certain injections.

This seems to be a reaction to the standard adulterants used to

cut heroin for the street market — to nudge the profit even

higher. (One "fix" of heroin, which costs about a quarter of a

cent to manufacture sells for five dollars in New York)

There is one other solution — methadone. This is a syn-

thetic opiate which replaces heroin, makes heroin intolerable to

the addict. It is an addicting drug, and must be taken daily. But it

seems, all things considered, the only solution to the heroin

epidemic. The report urges its use, after a long and careful dis-

cussion of this extraordinary drug problem.

More even than with marijuana or LSD, the heroin problem

seems to have been created and exacerbated by meddlesome,

moralizing legislation. The same mentality now sends out scares

and misleading statistics about the only two solutions to the

problem — legal heroin at cost or methadone maintenance. A
solution — not a panacea but a solution — seems magically

simple, unbelieveably easy. It is ignored. Instead, we get stern

rhetoric about death penalties for pushers. There's enough

profit in the business now to persude people the risk is worth it.

The harder the laws get, the more profit there will be.

MflRIdUflNfl
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Despite its importance in putting a rational perspective on

the broad problem of drug abuse, licit and illicit, I doubt this

report would have got much mention at all in the press were it

not for one of its many recommendations; it called flatly and un-

equivocally for the legalization and state regulation of

marijuana.

This proposal came at the end of one of the most absor-
bing sections in this most absorbing book. Marijuana, it seems,
has been along much longer than most people realize. The first

mention of it is in a Chinese document from 2737 BC, and there
are mentions of what is very probably cannabis in Homer and
Herodotus, in the Atharva Veda, in the Bible, and in Rabelais.

One reason for marijuana's longevity is that its practical use
long outweighed its recreational one. The hemp plant was bred
for its long fibres, used in rope and linen. One of the least

endearing qualities of the plant to marijuana growers today is

its extreme height; it towers over other crops with a lamentable

lack of discretion. For centuries, entrepreneurs interested main-

ly in rope and linen bred the crop for the longest possible fibres;

illegal entrepreneurs today are trying to undo all that genetic

tampering, with some success.

In the" West, cannabis is readily available in two forms;

marijuana and the concentrated resin hashish (bearing roughly

the same relation to each other as do wine and brandy), In India

for instance, where cannabis use in some areas is as prevalent

and unremarkable as our use of tea or coffee, connoisseurs' dis-

tinctions are made among varieties and strengths of marijuana;

some are smoked, some are gound into beverages, some are

saten. A detailed etiquette dictates when and how the various

types shall be used. But then there are an estimated 200 to

250 million regular users of marijuana in the world, and it is only

likely that its use should become as ritualized as that of its com-
petitor drugs, caffein, tobacco and alcohol (marijuana runs a

clear fourth among mankind's preferred drugs; the situation

holds true. for North America).

Cannabis, in extract form, was known pharmacologically

since the last century, but was not nearly so popular as the

ubiquitous opiates. The demand for marijuana skyrocketed

when alcohol was prohibited; dingy, unofficially tolerated

"speakeasies" sprang up where, for a quarter, you could get

high on smoke. This development did not escape the notice of

Harry Anslinger, then a prohibition officer. When alcohol

became legal again, the energies and resources of his federal

agency turned against drugs, the favorite target of which was
the "lethal weed".

Following Anslinger's new crusade, state legislatures drew
up Draconian laws about marijuana with exemplary haste (death

sentences were not uncommon for a second selling offense or

selling to a minor). Sensational crimes linked to marijuana

smoking were ruthlessly exploited by the press, which often ig-

nored the fact that the grass smoked was often a rather

peaceful lull in a binge of alcohol consumption. Marijuana

became the scapegoat in no one knows how many drunken

crimes. (A similar situation led to the banning of absinthe in

Europe after a brutal mass-murder by a raging alcoholic, only a

small fraction of whose daily consumption of booze was taken in

the form of absinthe.)

The intolerance of marijuana continued until the mid-60's,

when, as one young grass-smoker put it, it was "illegal to smoke
marijuana unless you have your hair cut once a month." There

is more truth than hyperbole to the statement. Adults, or the

children of well-known or prosperous parents, were rarely charg-

ed with possession or use of the drug; on the rare occasions

they were, lenient sentences were given. If you were young and
looked rebellious, however, (or black, for that matter) watch out.

Discretionary powers in sentencing were used with appalling

lack of discretion by officials who persecuted, not marijuana

use, but the counter culture that marijuana came to symbolize.

(This has been as much as admitted by some candid opponents

of marijuana).

PHARMACY 923-840*

But, despite all the harassment and bad press, marijuana

is becoming domesticated. Passing round joints is as common
at smart New York dinner parties as passing round martinis;

shrewd hostesses, as a matter of fact, divide their guest lists

into pot- and booze-users, and hold separate parties with ap-

propriate offerings. Marijuana, in fact, is making the first serious

challenge to alcohol.

This report, however, doubts that alcohol will be

supplanted. Marijuana use and alcohol use, often thought to be

inimical, seem to go together — abstainers from alcohol are un-

likely to use grass, grass is more and more likely to be smoked
over wine.

In its careful and through discussion of marijuana use in

North America, the union praises the Interim Report of the Le

Dain Commission in Canada for its sensible attitude towards the

drug. American reports, it says, had tended to present

ponderous sociological or psychological "reasons" for the in-

convenient fact of marijuana use; the Le Dain report for the

first time included the prime reason — that marijuana use is

enjoyable.

Though the Consumers Union does not absolve marijuana

of all danger — no drug, it repeats, is harmless — it none the

less recommends complete decriminalization, legalization and

government control of a drug that is easily acquired, unstop-

pable, and, compared to tobacco or alcohol, benign.

Licit and Illicit Drugs: the Consumers Union Report on

Narcotics, Stimulants, Depressants, Inhalants, Hallu-

cinogens and Marijuana — including Caffein, Nicotine

and Alcohol.

Edited by Edward Brecher and the editors of Consumer
Reports.

McClelland and Stewart (Little, Brown) $15.

Bill MacVicar
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As our ultimate watsup for the year, we're
not going to direct you to this special screening
and that revival for every Tuesday and Thurs-
day all summer long. What we thought might be
nice is to round up what's good and what's not

so good, what's playing now and what's liable to

be playing soon.

The best movie in town may well be The
Emigrants, the first half of an epic by the
Swedish cinematographer-director Jan Troell.

Superbly photographed, impeccably acted, this

story of a pursuit of the early American dream
is a slow one in spots, and subtitled ("It bodes
ill for the crops"). Nonetheless, it is far more
worthy than many a more gripping film. At the

International, Yonge and Manor Road.

Sounder is another utterly likeable film, this

one about a family of poor black sharecroppers
in Louisiana during the depression, and the

problems they face when the father is im-

prisoned for stealing some food. The charge of

sentimentality has been made against it, un-

successfully I think. It is a simple, moving, film

that does not shun emotion. Cicely Tyson does
a shatteringly good job as the beleaguered

mother. Sounder is now at several

neighborhood theatres, but if it won a major

award last night, it will surely be back down-

town.

Cabaret is in its second year now, at the

Cinema, Toronto-Dominion Centre. Some found

't the most exhilaratingly daring musical ever,

others found it clever and tuneful but a little

hackneyed. The in-between parts about

Nazism, anti-semitism and general decadence
in pre-war Berlin are nothing special, but when

Bob Fosse sets up his songs and dances in the

seedy little cabaret, it's nothing short of

brilliant. Liza Minelli reaches full star-

incandescence when she sings, and Joel Grey

as the magnetically repellent emcee just about

steals the show. If you haven't seen Cabaret,

do.

This is being written on Monday, and Tues-

day night the Oscars will be known. Smart

money is on The Godfather for best film and

god knows what all else. My reason for saying

this is that it will certainly be brought back. A
lot of people haven't been to see it, on the

grounds that its only a "gangster" picture, or

that they object to its violence. Too bad — it is

truly an extraordinary entertainment, not far

from art. Brando's much touted performance as

the patriarch Don Corleone ts a bravura piece of
character acting, but the real kudos should go
to Al Pacino as the quiet, scholarly son who
ends up as the new godfather. Three hours long
and not really for the squeamish, but a deep
portrait of an the Italian-American subculture
and a gripping pseudo-documentary on the

workings of the Mafia.

Sleuth is immense fun, thanks largely to

Olivier's stunning talents. Anthony Schaeffer's

mystery play looks a little tedious and brittle on

screen, but director Mankiewicz has turned out

an extravagant, amusing production. No one
admitted after the show begins, at the Uni-

versity Theatre.

We can't promise you Last Tango in Paris,

but it's been approved for showing in Quebec,

so chances look good (or bad)... This hothouse
treatment of sexual tensions has gotten

extraordinary praise from Pauline Kael, un-

meechmg condemnation by John Simon. Clear-

ly, a controversial film. Bertolucci would be a

superb pornographer. His use of exotic settings

and lush lighting effects are mere gimmicks; he
hasn't yet shown himself to be an artist. It'll be
interesting to see who's right on this one.

Bunuel's The Discreet Charm of the
Bourgeoisie {the best film title since Godard's
Two or Three Things I Know about Her) may be
in town soon. If you don't know Bunuel's totally

idiosyncratic work, you may be startled; there is

no other filmmaker who grinds his axes so

fearlessly and wickedly as this grand old

man.

Avoid like the Plague department: The
Getaway (not only Peckinpah's worst film, but a

bad film in itself. Ali McGraw surpasses

herself); Travels with my Aunt (a hysteroid ac-

ting job by Maggie Smith is no help to this ger-

iatric production of Auntie Mame as rewritten

by Graham Greene); Deliverance, (still going

strong, god knows why); Man of La Mancha
(getting a good movie out of that clunky proper-

ty was an impossible dream); Slither (enough

said); Shamus (if only out of terminal boredom
with Burt Reynolds); and Lost Horizon (which,

by all reckonings, makes The Sound of Music

look like Last Tango).

Neither here nor there department: The
Poseidon Adventure, Lady Sings the Blues,

Payday, Fiddler on the Roof, Pete V Tillie, The
Heartbreak Kid.

Anytime, anywhere you notice Sunday
Bloody Sunday playing get yourself off to see it.

It will survive all the gaudy hype of A Clockwork

Orange, Straw Dogs, The Godfather, probably

even Tango. It's one of the finest, least obtru-

sive pictures ever made.

Your best bet, as always in summer, for

learning what's going on in town in the galleries

is the Globe and Mail on Saturdays.

Remember that the Fontainebleau exhibit,

subtitled Art in France 1528-1610, at the
National Gallery continues until April 15. Lec-

tures are in progress and the exhibit involves

over 200 pieces. At the Art Gallery of Ontario
an exhibit entitled "Germanic Objects" begins
March 30, and beginning May 19, "The Art of

Jean Hugo". On July 7 the curator digs up from
the gallery's collection treasures of "Canadian
Heritage", and beginning August 1, "Progress

in Conservation": "This exhibition illustrates

how scientific examination and analysis can be
applied to the care and treatment of works of

art."

Erindale still has several exhibits left, one in

fact which continues all through the summer:
beginning April 16, a retrospective exhibition by

the internationally known Canadian sculptor,

Dora dePedry Hunt. The exhibition is from Ger-

many and France. From June 1 to September
18 there will be a showing of prints by Erindale

students working in association with the Artist-

m-Residence.

Alan Collier is at the Roberts Gallery until

April 7, He has gone on a number of sketching

trips to various parts of Canada and spent

some weeks on a Canadian Coast Guard
icebreaker — so he's had plenty of scenic in-

spiration.

The Isaacs Gallery is featuring Graham
Coughtry's new paintings and his water figure

series until April 10.

Joan Pattee, a Montreal Artist who studied

under Arthur Lismer, is at the Saint-Louis-de-

France, 1415 Don Mills Road on April 4 (8-10

pm), April 5-6 (1-10 pm) and the admission is

free. Jim Fraser is at Gallery 76 until April 1.

And the climax of this column, Royden
Raninowitch, is at Carmen Lamanna until

April 12.

I

tioned here. The cover charge at that establish-

ment has a habit of varying from week to week
and depends on the drawing power of the per-

former. As I've advised before, always call first

to check if you can afford the cover and usually

extravagant beer prices.

Bars are the least recommendable places in

which to enjoy music because the
managements' emphasis is on alcohol con-
sumption, not musical quality. For that reason
(and the high costs involved), I've only listed

saloon enternamment on rare occasions. The El

Mocombo, Spadina below College (951-2558)
has been listed more often because the cover
charges are usually lower than most places and
the waiters less pushy (but there is a required

coat check charge). It's possible to order only

once and not be hassled. That's not true of too
many other places. Joe Walsh, former lead

guitarist of the James Gang is currently there

and upcoming acts include Sam and Dave and
Merry Clayton (on April 30). Clayton has work-

ed as a backup vocalist for Joe Cocker and the

Stones as well as a solo recording artist. Most
recently she sang the part of "The Acid Queen"
on the new "Tommy" album.

There is a lot of cheaper, and even free

music around the city but you have to be a little

less choosy about the day and time.

Good folk music is always available at

Fiddler's Green, behind the Y on Eglinton east
of Yonge, on Tuesday and Friday nights. Admis-
sion is only $1. Call 489-3001 for more infor-

mation.

Free music, usually performed by top Cana-
dian bands, is available if you want to be part of

the audience for the taping of CITY-TV's Music
City show on Sundays at 2 pm. Past performers

have included Valdy, Chillawack and Crowbar.

The number for information is 867-7979.

Apologies to anyone who went to the El

Mocombo last week to see Fats Domino and
expected the cover charge of $l-$2 as men-

Bathurst Street United Church, Bathurst

below Bloor, is the site for THOG and TANC
music, theater and food evenings almost every

Sunday night. Admission varies from $1.50 to

nothing. Many performers who are appearing

elsewhere in town often drop in to play.

Etherea restaurant in Rochdale has been
presenting musical evenings, with a $1 cover

on weekdays and $1.50 to $2.50 admission on
the weekend. You can get information on times

and artists by calling (929-3416).

There is a profusion of concerts and

appearances over the next few months but

these are the ones of note.

B.B. King, Massey Hall, Monday April 2,

($3.50-$6.00)

Randy Newman, Sandy Denny (formerly on
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Fair port Convention) and Eric Weissberg and

Deliverance, Massey Hall, Friday, April 6,

($3.50-$6.00).

Lou Reed and Genesis, Massey Hall, Monday

April 9.

Paul Butterfield and Better Days and Jeff

Beck, Maple Leaf Gardens, Friday April 13.

Incredible String Band, Massey Hall, Monday

April 23, ($3.50-$5.50).

Isaac Hayes, O'Keefe Centre, May 21-26.

Frank Zappa and the Mothers plus the

Mahavishnu Orchestra are scheduled for the

Gardens on May 4. Both acts belong in Massey

Hall. If you were planning to go, protest Cimba

Productions singular interest in money and

lack of concern for the listener by staying at

home.

Wishbone Ash is in concert at Massey Hall,

tomorrow ($3.50-$5.50). They were here only

months ago and gave one of the most boring

concerts of the year (tickets were only $3 then)

after being upstaged by Howard Kaylan and

Mark Volman. The only reason you might be in-

terested in this particular concert would be to

see Gentle Giant (who are difficult to describe,

but similar to King Crimson) and Vinegar Joe

(featuring Elkie Brooks on vocals).

The Riverboat (922-6216) has Ry Cooder in

on Thursday, April 5, and the blues duo of Son-

ny Terry and Brownie McGhee from May 15 to

May 27.

The Mariposa Folk Festival will be taking

place on July 6, 7 and 8 on a new site on the

south side of Centre Island (last year's site

might be closed because of rising water levels

in Lake Ontario). Ticket prices have increased

slightly to $12 for a 3 day pass or $4.50 per

day in advance. Last year's festival was so huge

a success that tickets will be restricted to only

8000 per day. There will be almost no publicity

for the event, so contact the Mariposa office,

329 St. George (922-4871) for information and

mail-order tickets.

If you're still interested, here are some quick

observations about this year's new records.

Best Records — Tommy, The London

Symphony Orchestra; Catch Bull At Four,

Cat Stevens.

Most Disappointing — Don't Shoot He, Elton

John' Journey Through The Past, Neil Young.

This week and next, between Tuesday and

Saturday, The Menagerie Players present I am
a Camera at the Central Library Theatre. They
have been mentioning that the current musical,

Cabaret, was adapted from the Van Druten
play. While this is true, it might be misleading,

since the play tells the story of Sally Bowles
minus the cabaret scenes. Tickets are $3.00
and $2.50 for students.

Firehall Theatre, 70 Berkely Street will begin

its run of Maxim Corky's The Zykovs tomorrow
night. Sritten in 1914, the play concerns the

Russian middle-class. Though it is basically con-

cerned with a family situation, there are moral

and political overtones evident in the text of

the writer now revered throughout the Soviet

Union.

Tarragon Theatre is presenting its most am-
bitious undertaking' yet, a festival of one-act

plays. The Du Maurier Foundation has sub-

sidized the effort, whieh has required a good
deal of time and .coordination. There are two
separate programs in the festival, entitled Gifts

and Turtle Songs. Seven plays will be seen in

all, during a repertory program which will con-

tinue until April 22, Tarragon's director, Bill

Glassco, hopes to discover not only new
dramatic material, but new directors. Gifts

opens March 26, Turtle Songs, March 30.

There is considerable excitement over the
English adaptation of Les Belles-Soeurs,

scheduled to open April 5 at the St. Lawrence
Centre. The comedy, which translates The
Sisters-in-Law was a tremendous success
throughout Quebec and established Michel
Tremblay as the foremost Quebecois
playwright.lt is the Centre's final production of

the season, and the only Canadian work on the
program.

More on French-Canadiana. On April 17, La
Sagouine an Acadian theatrical show by An-
tonine Maillet will be presented by La Chasse-
Galerie, an organization devoted to promoting
French culture in Toronto. It will take place at

the St. Lawrence Centre. , Viola Leger will

appear on the same evening with a monologue
called The Show of the Year.

University Women's Studies has an in-

teresting presentation on French-English
relations to be offered at one pm today,
tomorrow and Friday at UC Playhouse. It is the
dramatization of an unusual book called Dear
Enemies or in French Chers Ennemis. (It was
published in both languages simultaneously.)

This dialogue between writers Solange Chaput

Rolland and Gwethalyn Graham is an attempt

to clarify the issues that divide English and

French Canadians in every-day life. Its tone is

often forceful on both sides, but the genuine

affection that exists between the women
makes this a healthy rather than a bitter

frankness. It might be kept in mind that the

book came out in 1964, in the blossom of the

Quiet Revolution and before the heat of" 1970.

Bilingualism was still a shining ideal, a panacea

of English-French problems, and separatism

was the mania of a few. The two actresses per-

forming the adaptation evidently feel that

enough of the points made in the book still ap-

ply in 1973.

UC Playhouse has more to offer in original

productions. Nancy Reason's play about the

theatre, Audition, will play March 28 to 31 at

8:30 pm The final production, Wilton

Remembers, described as a "nightmare of

expose and macabre justice," plays April 4 to 7

also evenings.

St. Michael's College has produced the

musical, The Boyfriend, to be performed March

winner of the New York Drama Desk Critics

Award for bet foreign play of the year. Tickets

are available from the Poor Alex box office and

The United Nattions Association. The play is

banned in South Africa, incidentally.

The Factory Lab Theatre, which is in its

death throes, is opening its next production,

Bagdad Saloon tonight. Don't be surprised to

encounter a fund-raising campaign at the

theatre. Ken Gass knows that only public sup-

port in the eleventh hour will raise Factory up

from the dead. And it just may happen. We can

only hope. Tuesday night admission is pay-

what-you-can. Wednesday to Sunday, students

pay $2.50.

On April 2 the London comedy hit, Move
Over Mrs. Markham will move into the O'Keefe

Centre. The big name connected with the

production — Honor Blackman.

From May 14 to 19, O'Keefe will feature Les

Grands Ballets Canadiens, Montreal's resident

ballet. Isaac Hayes will appear in concert from

May 21 to 26, and from May 29 to June a new

30, 31, April first, seventh and eighth at 1515
Bathurst (at St. Clair).

The Poculi Ludique Societas, theatre group
originating from the Centre for Medieval
Studies, will present The Townely Cructfiction

at the Royal Ontario Museum on March 30 and
31. The presentation at the Museum will

precede their planned tour of the U.S.A. Admis-
sion is free. The performance takes place in the
Armour Court of the Museum at (note) six pm.

Classical Stage Productions have completed
their season of classics at the Colonnade
theatre and are preparing their first off-season
production, The Last of the Red Hot Lovers, by
Neil Simon. It will open on Wednesday, April 5,

for an indefinite run, normally Tuesday to Sun-
day at 8:30 pm

Hart House Theatre will receive Toronto's
French Theatre group, Les Tretaux de Paris, on
April 6 and 7. The troupe claims to be the first

in Toronto, but then the Theatre du P'tit

Bonheur claims to be the only one. The two
one-act plays presented will be Les Marquises
de la Fourchette by Eugene Labiche and La
Baby-sitter by Rene de Obaldia.

The Poor Alex Theatre is housing a play call-

ed Boesman and Lena between April 3 and 28.
It concerns two people who live under
apartheid, and has been produced with the sup-
port of the United Nations Association. It is

musical from ohe Charlottetown Festival,

Ballade will grace the stage.

Springtime has brought three musical
productions to Toronto. This week the Busby
Berkely spectacular, No, No, Nanette will be at

the Royal Alexandra, and from %>ril 2 to 21, the

new fifties musical comedy, Grease, will play

there. On April 23, Carol Channing will open at

the O'Keefe Centre with her "new" production,

Lorelei taken from the popular film Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes. That was a long time ago,

though, wasn't it? Trust Godspell to continue at

the Playhouse through April 22.

The Stratford Fstival Company's summer
season will start on June 4, with Jean Gascon's
production of The Taming of the Shrew. Pat
Galloway, who played Goneril in last season's

success, King Lear, will have the role of the

tempermental Katherine and Alan Scarfe will

play her match, Petruchio.

The Stratford Festival it will open June 6
with Othello. David William wiiraifect Nahum
Buchman, Douglas Rain and Martha Henry in

the tragedy. The other Shakespearean work be-

ing produced is Pericles, opening July 24. It is

the company's first production of this later

work, undertaken by Jean Gascon, and featur-

ing Nicholas Pennell and Edward Atienza.

Stratford's other theatre, The Avon, has
gone Russian on us, presenting two nineteenth

century comedies. A Month in the Country by
Ivan Turgenev is psychological drama in the

Chekhov tradition. Nikolai Gogol's The Marriage
Brokers is a farce in the style of The Inspector

General (recently mishandled by the Toronto

Workshop Productions). While the adherence to

classics can be understood when considering

choice of repertoire for the Festival Theatre,

one wonders why modern works, even relatively

established modern works weren't chosen. Why
not Pinter, Beckett or lonesco? Whey not

American and Canadian contemporary works?
Stratford does not exist in a vacuum where the

complexities of modern living are of no interest.

The answer might be given us that there

does exist a small theatre for contemporary
works — The Third Stage. This year it will house
a stage adaptation by Michael Ondaatje of his

book The Collected Works of Billy The Kid. It

won the Governor General's award in 1971. Bil-

ly The Kid opens July 10. On August 14, a play

for marionettes and people, Innok And The Sun,

will open there, and on August 15 a newly com-
missioned opera called Exiles will have its

premiere.

Toronto's theatres will be playing out their

final offerings of the season in the near future.

You can still see Indians at Toronto Workshop
Productions, Pauline at the Theatre Passe
Muraille, and The Jest Society at the Poor Alex

(See today's reviews for the latter two). But
once June rolls around it will be up to the larger

theatres to provide live entertainment for the

diminished theatre-going public. O'Keefe Cen-
tre and St. Lawrence Centre will probably offer

light productions for the summer months.
With the idea of community theatre becom-

ing more predominant, its best to check the

newspapers, small Toronto publications and
lampposts carefully for notices of more in-

timate theatrical hap_penings. Best of luck.

I won't be too extensive in this last watsup
because I do not want to be. First and foremost

remember that the Metropolitan Festival Choir

and Orchestra with "treble choristers" from the

choir of St. George's College and Grace Church
on-the-Hill is presenting Bach's St. Matthew
Passion on April 14 at 8 pm {so you needn't

miss the first after-dinner hour of Saturday-

night exercises at Starvin' Marvins). Tickets are

$2 and $4.

Remember Stratford and both the New York
Philharmonic and Chicago Syphony. The Beaux
Arts Trio, Philippe Entremont, Alexandre
Legoya and the Orford String Quartet among
others will also be there at various times during

the summer.

The Festival Singers still have April 4 and
May 5 concerts left. The Etobicoke East York

Symphony has a concert with Lois Marshall on
April 20 and April 22: write 550 Mortimer

Avenue, Toronto 6 for info and tickets. Also

remember the last two concerts in the Inter-

national String Quartet series at the St.

Lawrence Centre: April 6 and April 16: the

Borodin Quartet and the most noteworthy

quartet in the world, the Amadeus quartet.

Tomorrow night the University of Toronto

Band plans to give its last concert of the

season, at 8:30 pm. The colourful program in-

cludes Bach's Passacaglia and Fugue in C
minor, Vittorio Giannini's Symphony no. 3, Karl

Kroeger's Divertimento for Band and the Fan-

fare and Allegro by Williams. No charge and no
tickets.

The Toronto Chamber Society directed by

Annegret Wright presents its spring concert in

Trinity College Chapel March 31, 8:30 pm.
Soloists and choir and orchestra will present an
mtegrated and perfectly balanced program of

works by Antonio Caldara, Heinrich Schutz,

Monteverdi, Buxtehude and Johann S. Bach.

Students may if they are lucky get in for $2.50.

This is because they're gallery seats and
limited.

The Opera Department presents its final

concert: L'Ormindo by Francesco Cavalli,

"excavated" and restored by Raymond Lep-

pard, in an English translation by Geoffrey

Dunn. Students can get in for $1.50 (box office

opened Monday) on April 12, 13, 14, 15 at 8

pm.

theatre

movies

pop

art

music

books

eleanor coleman

bob bossin

allan mandell

ian scott

ian scott

bill macvicar
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Workers want Ryerson books open m

Minister of Colleges and Univer-

sities Jack McNie hinted yesterday

to three hundred Ryerson students,

workers and supporters that their

demand to- inspect Ryerson's books

may have some justification, but

refused to make a specific statement

to their Queen's Park demonstra-

tion.

Sixty-five Ryerson faculty

members have signed an open letter

demanding that president Don
Mordell ORen the institute's books to

show that laying off 48 Ryerson

maintenance workers is justified.

Included in the letter is a pledge to

donate part of their own salaries to

the fired workers.

The lay-offs, which became per-

manent last Friday have reduced the

ranks of CUPE local 233, which

represents Ryerson workers, from

106 to 58.

A call for an investigation of Ryer-

son's administrative operations and

spending has also come from the

Liberal MPP for St. George riding,

Margaret Campbell.

Campbell has demanded a full

public inquiry but McNie has refus-

ed the request. The newly elected

MPP has also sent a letter to

Mordell deploring the layoffs.

Labour Minister Fern Guindon

promised Monday to launch an im-

mediate investigation into Opposi-

tion charges that the firings "are a

scheme to defeat the true purpose of

the Employment Standards Act."

The maintenance workers,
meanwhile, have been
demonstrating in front of the in-

stitute's administrative building,

Jorgenson Hall.

Since the workers will not legally

be in a position to strike for 2

months, all they can do at present is

to try to bring public pressure to

bear.

At a meeting of students, workers

and teachers held two weeks ago,

Ryerson's Student Union president

Marc Belanger said that the

maintenance people were fired

because the administration thought

they were not important to the cam-

pus and would be easy to release.

"By next year, the students will be

cleaning the classrooms. It's a dis-

grace. They're firing 50 per cent of

the maintenance staff, most of them

with families," Belanger said.

The workers marched on Queen's

Park yesterday, along with family

members and supporters. McNie

had agreed to see them "if I can

break another appointment." He did

so, but was repeatedly heckled by

evading questions.

Minister of Colleges and U niwiities Jack

McNie (top photo) tells laid off Ryerson workers
that inspecting the institute's books might be
justified.
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300,000 held in Saigon jails

Thieu is murdering captives, says teacher
By GARRY NEIL

A recently released South Viet-

namese prisoner charged Monday
that premier Nguyen Van Thieu's

regime has begun to "liquidate"

many of the estimated 300,000

civilian political prisoners held in its

jails.

Speaking to 50 people Monday in

Sidney Smith Hall- French school

teacher Jean-Pierre Debris pointed

to recent reports from South Viet-

nam that hundreds of people in

prison clothes have been found

floating in water near a prison. He
called on world public opinion to

react to help prevent a wholesale

massacre.

When Debris was released, along

with fellow schoolteacher Andre
Menras last December 29, he said,

"Our first reaction was not to want
to leave, because we were certain

that the Thieu administration's

motive for freeing us at this time is

to get rid of a couple of potentially

embarrassing witnesses to the li-

quidation of the political prisoners

which has now begun to occur."

Debris went to South Vietnam in

1968 to teach in the French colleges

in Saigon and Danang. He soon dis-

covered the corruption of the Saigon

regime when senators and other high

government officers began to offer

him money and gifts in exchange for

copies of the exams which would
enable their sons to obtain admission

to French universities.

He said he became more indignant

when he saw corpses on the roadside

being mutilated by American and
Korean soldiers, when he saw
thousands of peasants displaced

from their land and when he saw
young women forced to become

prostitutes in order to survive. Both
French teachers appeared before

±e National Assembly building in

Saigon, on July 25, 1970 unfurled an
NLF flag, and began to distribute

leaflets calling for peace. They were
beaten and arrested by Saigon Secret

Police, he said, and were immediate-
ly jailed in Chi Hoa prison where
they remained until their release last

mmrn

South Vietnamese prisoners are held in tiger cages built by the U.S.

December.

During the two years in which they

were imprisoned they saw prisoners

whose only "crime" was to be a

'neutralist' or to have been in the

"wrong place at the wrong time" —
to fill police "quotas" of Com-
munists arrested. These prisoners

were subjected to tortures and "ap-

palling" conditions, he charged.

Debris spoke of people who had

their eyes gouged out and their ears

and fingers cut off, and of guards

who drove nails into the bodies of

the prisoners and needles under

ringer nails.

"Women students were almost all

raped . . . and had live eels and Coca

Cola bottles thrust into their

vaginas," he said. Debris related

tales of the Tiger cages of the Con
Son prison colony located off the

south coast, where almost all of the

prisoners were paralyzed and a large

number had tuberculosis, were
blinded or suffered from other dis-

eases.

In the prison the daily diet

decreases every year, he said, and is

now only 600 grams of cooked rice

and a little salt. And for the "stub-

born" prisoners — the majority —
who refuse to salute the Saigon flag

every morning, there are continual

beatings. Each prison has an
American advisor who is aware of

the conditions in the prison, he com-
mented.

Debris stated that not only are the

.tiger cages still in use, but more are

being built. He showed a photocopy

of a $41,521 contract an American

company, RMK, was awarded the

Navy on January 7, 1971 to build new
tiger cages.

Debris himself was subjected to

severe beatings in the "movie
room", of Chi Hoa prison he claim-

ed. The room becomes a movie

theatre when the International Red
Cross or American politicians visit,

but is the torture and interrogation

room the rest of the time.

Debris remarked that great

changes overcame Chi Hoa prison in

the past nine months. From about

March 1972, the prisoners began to

see "lawyers, intellectuals,

professors, students, even Catholic

students, Buddhist monks; in fact,

an entire category of prisoners that

until then, we had not been ac-

customed to see." At first we were

extremely surprised. Then we un-

derstood: these people belonged to

the neutral 'third force' that Thieu is

so afraid of.

In addition, on November 15,

Colonel Nguyen Van Ve became

director of Chi Hoa prison, which is

a clearing ground for all political

"prisoners. Ve was director of Con

Son prison at the time the tiger cages

were discovered.

Ve immediately began to change

the classification of political

prisoners to that of common
criminals and began to disperse

them throughout the prison said

Debris. Ve also systematically

destroyed all of the files of these

prisoners, about the time Debris and

Menras were released.

Debris said that the Saigon

Government continues to violate the

Paris ceasefire agreement by refus-

ing to release the civilian detainees.

Debris called on Canada to remain

within the control commission and

the Canadian Red Cross to return to

Vietnam and begin to investigate the

situation within Thieu's prisons.
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Cites "crisis flf rnpiialjsm "

Consciousness rising in UK, says leftist
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By GREG McMASTER
"There is more class con-

sciousness now in the British work-
ing class than at any other time in its

history", according to British
Trotskyist Robin Blackburn, speak-
ing at a Monday press conference in
Sidney Smith Hall.

Blackburn, whose talk on Thurs-
day night at U of T will begin a Cana-
dian tour for the British socialist

magazine, New Left Review, said

that Canadian socialists should see
"an understanding of what's happen-
ing in workers' struggles in Europe
as very important for understanding
the generalized, world-wide crisis of

capitalism.'.'

The escalation of these conflicts he
said, gives them an importance
equal to that of national liberation

struggles" in colonial countries, and
represents a "harbinger of struggles

coming in North America, including

the still-dominant imperialist power.

the United States'

Blackburn will speak on "workers'
Control" in five Canadian cities in
the next two weeks, beginning at U
of T s Cody Hall on Thursday night
He went on to say that "the class

struggle in Britain has recently been
fought out more vigorously than in
most of the other advanced capitalist
countries", although it

,v
still remains

an economist and defensive struggle
against a very strong assault by the
bourgeoisie".

He described the "day of national
action" against the Heath
government's wage freeze, which the
British Trade Union Council has call-
ed for May 1, as "a real step forward
for the British working class". He
considered workers' "morale and
state of organization" to be on a
much higher level than in 1927. when
a general strike closed down most of
British industry.

Although union leaders "haven't

actually called it a general strike it's
quite clear that it can't be anything
else", he claimed, adding that his
own political organization, the Inter-
national Marxist Group, "will be
pressing for the day of action to be
extended to involve factory oc-
cupations and teach-ins, to draw in
workers and other sections of the
population to discuss the govern-
ment offensive".

Blackburn dismissed the British
Labour Party as a "marginal" force
in workers' struggles of the past
year, due to its refusal to undertake
extraparliamentary action. Labour
"only inhabits the bourgeois state
machine", he said.

Blackburn criticized the British
Communist Party for not developing !

"a proletarian response to the ,

capitalist offensive" in economic
campaigns which they controlled
but described the Party as "an im-

:

portant organizing force" in several
c

strikes and factory occupations.
Robin Blackburn

Discharge given
After spending six days in jail

awaiting sentence former U of
T student Tom McLaughlin has
been given a conditional dis-

charge on his conviction of
obstructing police during the
breakup of the Simcoe Hall oc-
cupation a year ago.

The conditional discharge
means that if his record is clean
a year from now, McLaughlin
will have no criminal record.
During that time he must:

• visit a probation officer

once a month;
• not associate with people

his probation officer considers
"undesirable";

• remain within the court's

jurisdiction (Ontario) except
with special permission from
his probation officer; and

• make efforts to get a job-

While Mclaughlin was jailed

six days awaiting sentence im-

mediately after his conviction,
February 9, and has these
stringent conditions to fulfill in
order to wipe clean the slate,

two others found guilty of more
serious offences, assaulting
police, were given absolute dis-

charges, without conditions.

McLaughlin, who had to
appeal his conviction in order to
be sprung from jail, says he is

still consulting with his lawyer,
Paul Copeland, over whether he
will proceed with the appeal.
He can also appeal his sentence.
When McLaughlin, last year's

Political Economy Course
Union chairman, was sentenced
Friday, Copeland was not in the

courtroom. Although McLaugh-
lin told the court that Cope-
land could attend in less than
two hours, Judge Cloney insist-

ed on sentencing him at

10:30 am. j

By BRIANE NASIMOK
Arts and science dean Bob Greene

has established two search com-
mittees for departmental chairmen
but said he was unable to appoint
any students to the bodies.

The committees, to recommend
appointments for new chairmen of
anthropology and the newly con-
stituted department of Italian
Studies, both have Greene as chair-
man, and associate dean Joan Foley
as a member.

Each body consists of a represen-
tative from graduate studies and five

professors. There are no represen-
tatives from full- or part-time
students, graduate students or alum-
ni.

Greene said yesterday that the
rules did not allow for student

representatives. He referred to the

No students
for committees

Haist Report, regulations written in

1967, which outlined the composition
of departmental search committees.
In 1971 the rules were revised to

allow up to three students on search
committees for deans and principals,

and allow an advisory committee for

departmental chairmen.

"I don't have the power to change
the rules," Greene said. Earlier this
month, on a recommendation from
the physics department, Greene re-

quested that students be allowed to
sit on the physics department search
committee. He suggested that it

would be a "worthwhile experiment
to have at least one student in the
role of assessor", but the Provost
decided the suggestion
"premature", because in six weeks
the Presidential task force on
academic appointments is expected

to announce some recommenda-
tions.

Greene said that he had "spoken
to anthropology students and would
keep them up to date" on the
progress of the search committee.
He suggested they write letter to
give him their opinions.

Arts and science student General
Committee member Dave Laughton
said yesterday that having students
oh the committee does not violate

the Haist Report. He said it states
that the committee must consist of
the dean and a representative of the
graduate school dean, plus at least

"two other representative from the
field of study."

In response, Greene said that it is

clearly understood that it means
those representatives be from the

faculty.

Referendum pending for Arch SAC withdrawal
By JOHN CAMPBELL

Architecture students have decided to withdraw their
representative from the Students' Administrative Council pen-
ding a referendum on whether or not to remain in the central
student body.

Elliott Rovan resigned his position as the school's sole
SAC representative effective just before two weeks ago's coun-
cil meeting. According to a statement released by Architecture
Students' Union president Dave Thorn, the faculty will not be
sending a representative to SAC until a referendum decides
"Architectures future role in the SAC".

Neither Rovan nor Thorn, a former SAC communication
commissioner, could be reached by The Varsity for comment.

But Architecture's move may reflect a growing campus
dissatisfaction with the SAC.

SAC vice-president Ross Flowers, also next year's Scar-

borough College Student Society president, says the problem is

particularly acute at his college, as demonstrated by the high
number of abstentions cast in the recent SAC presidential

race. Only 90 Scarborough students voted, and 34 of these
abstained or spoiled their ballots.

Flowers said that he "sees the need for a central political

body" for students but stressed that physical distance from the
St. George campus and the comparatively smaller enrolment
at Scarborough makes it impractical for SAC to provide more
entertainment and other services to the suburban campus.

Citing SAC sponsorship of a concert as an example, he es-

timated the largest auditorium at Scarborough would hold
only about 600 people — not enough to make it financially

worthwhile.

The "fairest scheme" for overcoming these problems,

Flowers declared, is a change in the formula by which SAC dis-

tributes its funds to local student councils.

At present, each council negotiates for a kickback portion

of the $14 fee paid by every student to support SAC activities.

Scarborough's portion this year was four dollars;

The Flowers formula would retain the four dollar basic

rate, but add a "compensatory" rebate for the strictly down-
town services provided by SAC. The rebate would be based on
the porportional difference in student enrolment between the
campuses, which in Scarborough's case according to Flowers,
stands at about 10 to 1. Through this arrangement, SAC would

rebate Scarborough $100 for a downtown project costing
$1,000.

Flowers said he hoped SAC would be receptive to his
financing idea, but said that a referendun on pulling out of
SAC "might" be called at Scarborough next year.

Students' Administrative Government of Erindale vice-
president Mike Scott says that although Erindale reps were
"somewhat frustrated" by their failure to get a larger rebate
out of the SAC budget meeting last fall, the student council
there had no intention of quitting SAC.

He accused the student government of failing to develop
"a coherent program" of services and as a result, he said,
"Everyone suffered and we suffered along with them."

The main problems, Scott, next year's SAC vice-president,
argued, would be solved when SAC and the local student
bodies start "working together".

Student councillor in the faculty of education Lionel
Racine voiced a similar complaint.

SAC, he maintained, "makes no great effort to involve

us". Specifically, he noted that the members of the council

were "not well consulted by the SACover the fees referen-

dum".
Former Dentistry Student Society president Dave Ran-

dall, claims that opposition to SAC's "radical politics" and dis-

satisfaction with its services led dentistry students to vote in

favour of getting out of SAC in a referendum held last year.

It was a futile effort however, because there is no con-

stitutional provision for constituent groups in the SAC to opt
out, except through the Governing Council.

This year, Randall said, Dents has supported "the middle-
of-the-road, common sense views" of SAC president Eric
Miglin, but were still unable to get more money from the stu-

dent body for dentistry student services.

The ex-president said he expected the issue would die out

after this year because "the amount of hassle and time in-

volved to get out of SAC, we just don't have".

He stressed that dentistry students' heavy schedules and
"professional involvement" were constraints which left them
both "physically and politically detached from the main cam-
pus". As a result, he said, students unable to give more time to

pressuring SAC for better services tended to use it as a
"scapegoat" for complaints when these services were not
forthcoming.
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English CEGEP teachers form political body

MONTREAL — In a rare display of

solidarity with their French-

speaking colleagues, teachers at the

English-language CEGEP Vanier

College have voted to set up a politi-

cal action committee to combat the

education policies of the Quebec

government.

CEGEPs are community colleges

populated to a great extent by mili-

tant, working class students.

According to Vanier College Tea-

chers' Association (VCTA) president

Joe Rabinowitich, the decision to es-

tablish the politicial action commit-

tee is a first for an English-speaking

teachers group in the province. Tra-

ditionally, Quebec's French-

speaking teachers! organizations

have been more militant than their

Erlglish counterparts.

Last June the 70,000-member

French-language teachers' union, La

Corporation des enseignants du Que-

bec voted in favour of establishing

political action committees in

schools.

"I think teachers are becoming

aware that to change the system they

can't remain political," said Rabino-

witch. The resolution was passed by

"a strong majority," he added.

The VCTA political committee in-

Trials resulting from disruption

ore postponed until next month
Trials resulting from the February 1 Stop the Student

Surcharge Committee disruption at 215 Huron Street

have been postponed until next month.

The only exception is the charge of common assault

laid against second year arts student Rhonda Fleming

which is now well into its second week. After lengthy

cross-examination and several procedural hassles last

week, the Crown finally rested its case Friday afternoon

after the presiding judge ruled it had presented a suffi-

cient prima facie case against Fleming.

SSSC chairman Peter Havers (UC IV) took over Fle-

ming's defence yesterday.

Havers also faces an assault charge arising from vio-

lent disturbances at the picket line outside the universi-

ty's personnel and fees office. He will appear in court

April 6 at which time a trial date will be set.

SSSC supporter Greg Keilty, fired by the university

from his groundsman's job for participating in the pic-

keting instead of obeying an order to work elsewhere

that day, comes to trial April 2 on a charge of assaulting

university employee Robert Gibson with a soggy sand-

wich during a heated debate in a staff cafeteria.

Keilty, a U of T graduate who was a union shop ste-

ward at the time of the February 1 incident, has already

won acquittal on an assault charge.

After listening to testimony yesterday from several

university police officers at Fleming's trial, the judge

ruled that "it would be dangerous to rely on the evi-

dence of these Crown witnesses."

Fleming and fellow SSSC member Denise Havers also

earlier won acquittals when the Crown dismissed char-

ges of causing a disturbance for lack of evidence.

Former U of T graduate student Larry Haiven begins

trial April 16 on a charge of assaulting police and New
College student Myron Klymko faces a charge of obs-

tructing police on May 4.

Claude Brown, like Keilty a former groundsman dis-

missed for his part in the picket line disturbances, will,

on May 17, face two charges of assaulting police.
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tends to fight the Quebec Depart-

ment of Education's ruling to declas-

sify CEGEP teachers. The commit-
tee will draw public attention to the

plight of CEGEP teachers who have

been declassified and may form a

common front with teachers and ins-

tructors in other CEGEPs.
The CEGEPs' dispute with the go-

vernment arose last December when
the Department of Education imple-

mented revised criteria for deter-

mining scholarity (the amount of for-

mal education and teaching expe-

rience by which teachers are paid).

The revised criteria placed many
teachers in lower pay brackets, thus

saving the government millions of

dollars in salaries.

VCTA has asked the CEGEP tea-

chers' union, the Federation na-

tionale des enseignants du Quebec

(FNEQ) affiliated -with La Confede-

ration des syndicats nationaux
<CSN), to act on its behalf in litiga-

tion against government declassifica-

tion measures.

Attempts by several administra-

tions to pay their staff at the pre-

declassification rates have been foi-

led by the government.

The government ordered banks

used by Dawson, Vanier and LaSalle

CEGEPs to stop payments issued by

the colleges. FNEQ president Fran-

cine LaLonde said last Friday at

McGill University that the Quebec
government is using banks as instru-

ments to influence CEGEP policy by

.

freezing the colleges' funds.

"The principal impression one has

is that the government is trying to

impede the colleges' functions," said

LaLonde.

Women's Athletic Association

presents an exciting evening of

DANCE \... program ...

Dance Films 10Mixed Media

"Eskimo Sketches' (

Performance Groups

Contemporary Dance

Modern Jazz

International Folk Dance

Highland

Benson Building 320 Huron, Friday March 30, 7-9:30 p.m.

see you there!

Co-Ed. . . Everyone Welcome . . . Free

READ

TOME
subjects wanted for

experiments in reading

Pay: $1.50 per hour

come to room 544 Sid Smith
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366-8701
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GREAT HALL

C0RIN AYRES — soprano
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Thursday, March 29 - 1:00 p.m.
MUSIC ROOM

QUARTET
Sunday, April 1 - 3:00 p.m.

GREAT HALL

HART HOUSE CHORUS
Sunday, April 1 - 9:00 p.m.

GREAT HALL

OELVA SPIEL — soprano

Tuesday, April 3-1:00 p.m.
MUSIC ROOM
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The government prepared to bear

down on the strikers not only by ma-
king military preparations but also by

providing themselves with more
sweeping legal powers in case they
were needed. On June 5 Parliament
passed a bill amending the Immigra-
tion Act in order to make it possible

to deport British subjects not born in

Canada. This amendment was aimed
at the Winnipeg strike leaders, most
of whom were British immigrants al-

beit long-time residents of Canada.
The amendment was passed through

the House of Commons in 20 minutes
and within the hour had been appro-

ved by the Senate and given royal as-

sent. Later Parliament also passed
what became known as Section 98 of

Trinity College Dramatic Society

presents

EVENING THEATRE

IN SEELEY HALL

Trinity College, March 30, 10 p.m.

Shaw -
Poison, Passion, 8 Petrification

Brownridge —
The Highwayman

Giraudoui —
The Apollo ol Bellac

Admission free

Refreshments available

the Criminal Code. Section 98 made
it a crime, punishable by up to 20
years in prison, to belong to any asso-
ciation whose purpose was to bring
about governmental, industrial or
economic change by force or which
advocated or defended the use of
force for such purposes. The property
belonging to such an association
might be seized without warrant and
forfeited to the Crown. If it could be
shown that a person had attended
meetings for such an association,
spoken publicly in its support or distri-

buted its literature, "it shall be presu-
med, in the absence of proof to the
contrary, that he is a member of such
unlawful association." Persons prin-
ting, distributing, selling or importing
material advocating or defending the
use of force might also be imprisoned
for up to 20 years. Section 98 rem-
ained on the statute books for 16
years and was an effective instru-

ment for intimidating and sometimes
imprisoning radicals. It made people
cautious about being associated with
any protest group because of the pos-
sibility that the organization in ques-
tion might be declared an "unlawful
association". Lest the above-
mentioned Acts might not be suffi-

cient, the government also amended
Section 134 of the Criminal Code to
change the maximum penalty for se-
dition from 2 to 20 years in prison.

The Mounted Police arrested eight

of the most important strike leaders
and four less prominent strikers on
the night of June 16-17. They were
acting under instructions from A.J.

Andrews, agent of the federal Depart-
ment of Justice and prominent leader

of the Citizens Committee. A few
days later J.S. Woodsworth, an impor-

tant supporter of the strikers and
temporary editor of Western Labour
News, was arrested and the paper
banned. Still later Fred Dixon, who
continued for a few days in hiding to

put out the paper gave himself up to

the police. The original intention of

the government had been to deport

seven of the eight main strike leaders

(only one had been born in Canada).

This plan was abandoned for fear of

the public reaction it would cause and
because of strong protests from

University College

Seventeenth-century prophecy,

sacred and profane

Dean R. A, Greene

Thursday, March 29, at 4.10 p.m.

West Hall, University College

Coffee at 3.30 p.m.

trade unionists across Canada. In-
stead strike leaders were released on
on bail in a few days, to be tried later
for seditious conspiracy.

The arrest of the strike leaders
was the beginning of a concerted at-

tempt by the RNWMP to crush not
only the Winnipeg General Strike but
the Militant wing of the trade union
movement throughout the country by
means of arrests, harassment, depor-
tations and brute force. The first fatal

casualties of this drive occurred in

Winnipeg on June 21. The strike sup-
porters among the returned soldiers

organized a silent parade to protest
the actions of the authorities. Banned
by the mayor, the parade took place
anyway, until it was brutally broken
up by the RNWMP and the "specials"
who had been hired to replace the re-

gular city police. About 50 Mounted
Police rode swinging baseball bats
through the crowd twice. When two of

their riders were unhorsed, they drew
their revolvers and fired volleys into

the crowd. Mike Sokolowiski, who ap-
pears to have been only a spectator,

was killed instantly of a bullet through
his heart, and Steve Schezerbanower
was fatally wounded. Dozens more in

the crowd were wounded.
Mounties and specials wielding

clubs then cleared the streets. Mas-
ters describes a fight which took
place in Hell's Alley: A portion of the
crowd, estimated at about two hun-

dred, had taken refuge in the alley

which ran between Market and James
Streets. Here they were caught by

specials who entered from both ends.

The specials attacked with batons,

and at one stage with revolvers, while

the crowd retaliated with bricks and
missiles. The struggle lasted only ten

minutes, from 3:40 to 3:50, but pro-

duced twenty-seven casualties before

the crowd was overwhelmed.
After clearing the streets, the mili-

tary assumed control. Immediately

they banned public meetings and de-

monstrations.

The arrest of the strike leaders and
the banning of any effective action

successfully broke the back of the

strike, which was called off on June
25. The strikers were promised some
economic gains, a partial recognition

of collective bargaining rights and a

Royal Commission to look into the

causes of the strike.

Following the strike, the govern-

ment continued a virtual reign of ter-

>or against the OBU throughout

Canada. Raids on the offices of the

OBU and other militant labour and
political groups were frequent.

In Winnipeg, Rev. William Ivens

was arrested in the middle of the

night while his children stood by

crying. Alderman John Queen was ar-

rested at the home of A.A. Heaps, la-

ter a Labour M.P.; police broke down
the door, ransacked the place and
took the two men away in handcuffs.

No labour militant or political radical

could be sure that he or she was not
next on the list. Grace Maclnnis
daughter of J.S. Woodsworth and now
a New Democratic M.P., has descri-
bed how she was instructed by her
mother, who was teaching at Gib-
son's Landing, British Columbia, to
bury left wing books in the woods lest
they be seized by police as evidence
against her father.

All eight strike leaders were tried
for seditious conspiracy in January,
1920. Crown prosecutors included
A.J. Andrews and at least one other
prominent member of the Citizens'

Committee. The jurymen all came
from rural Manitoba, where conside-
rable anti-labour hysteria had been
whipped up, and there was some evi-

dence of undue Crown influence in

choosing the jury, Some of the testi-

mony was provided by police spies in-

cluding Mounted Police Corporal F.W.
Zaneth, who had been infiltrating la-

bour organizations for some time be-
fore the strike. Seven of the eight

strike leaders were convicted of sedi-

tious conspiracy and sentenced to
terms ranging from six months to two
years. After Fred Dixon was tried for

seditious libel and acquitted, the
Crown declined to press an identical

charge against J.S. Woodsworth. In

'addition, a number of immigrants in-

volved in the strike were deported,
and many of the victims of what could
only be described as ttie police riot of

June 21 were fined and others impri-

soned for rioting and unlawful assem-
bly.

Although authorities had won the
day in the courts, the voters soon had
the chance to express their opinion of

the strike leaders. They elected Wil-

liam Ivens, John Queen and George
Armstrong to the Manitoba Legisla-

tion in 1920. At the time of the elec-

tion, Ivens and Armstrong were still in

prison! In the federal election of

1921, the voters also elected J.S.

Woodsworth M.P. for Winnipeg North.

The Manitoba government appoin-

ted the Robson Commission to exa- a

mine the causes and conduct of the

Winnipeg General Strike. The Robson
Report indicated that the strike was
neither an OBU conspiracy nor any

other kind of conspiracy designed to

overthrow constituted authority. The
purposes of the strike were exactly

• what the strike leaders and the rank-

and-file had claimed they were: to

achieve economic concessions and to

gain recognition of collective bar-

gaining rights. Robson found the cau-

ses of the strike to be the high cost of

living, profiteering, inadequate wages
and poor social conditions in general.

Robson's findings were conveniently

ignored by the government, most em-
ployers and especially the RNWMP.
To save face the federal authorities

and the police had to perpetuate the

belief that the strike had been a sedi-

tious conspiracy aimed at overthro-

wing the economic and political sys-

tem. Many of them of course, sin-

cerely believed their own propaganda.

Perhaps no group gained more in

the short run by the defeat of the

Winnipeg General Strike than the

RNWMP. The force people thought

might be disbanded a year or two ear-

lier had suddenly earned the undying

gratitude of most of the daily press.

Nora Kelly, who wrote The Men of the

Mounted in 1949 and submitted it in

advance to RCMP Commissioner S.T.

Wood, "who kindly had the manu-

script read and so made sure that the

information contained therein was
correctly presented from the point of

view of the Mounted Police," claims

that the role of the Force during and

after the Winnipeg strike was instru-

mental in persuading the federal go-

vernment to create the Royal Cana-

dian Mounted Police in November

1919, Although as Kelly's assess-

ment appears to be accurate in this

case, unrest prior to the strike had

probably already persuaded the go-

vernment to continue the RNWMP at

least in Western Canada, The autho-

rized strength of the Force was set at

1,200 in December 1918 and then

suddenly increased to 2,500 in July
1919. By September 30, 1919 the
government had already built the
Force up to a strength of 1,600 and in

November the act was passed to ab-
sorb the Dominion Police into the
RNWMP and change the name to
Royal Canadian Mounted Police. The
new order officially took affect as of
February 1, 1920.

The new name indicated that the
Force would now exercise authority
throughout Canada and not just in the
Western provinces. The military struc-
ture was maintained intact, with spe-
cial emphasis on the RCMP as an ef-
ficient organization for breaking stri-

kes and dispersing urban crowds.

That the RCMP was created as
both a military and political police
force and that its top officers leaned
towards the far right in political per-
suasion is obvious from an examina-
tion of Commissioner Perry's Annual
Report for the year ending Septem-
ber 30, 1919. The RNWMP had been
given a much more explicitly political-

military character during the year
leading up to the creation of the
RCMP on a Canada-wide basis. The
report emphasized that aside from
enforcing public buildings and other
duties which are normally assigned to
a police force and are not explicitly

political in nature, the Mounted Police

were to serve in the enforcement of

"all Orders-in-Council passed under
the 'War Measures Act', for protec-
tion of public safety" and "generally
to aid and assist the civil powers in

the preservation of law and order
wherever the Government of Canada
may direct." It also noted that the go-

vernment had taken pains to remove
RNWMP squadrons from Europe and
Siberia as soon as possible so as to

increase the total strength in Canada.
Commissioner Perry thought that

there were enough reserves on hand
to meet any emergencies as well as
"to supervise the mining and indus-

trial areas, to watch the settlements

of enemy nationality and foreigners

whose sentiments might be disloyal

and attitudes antagonistic". He poin-

ted out that the Force had taken over
the secret service from the Dominion
Police during the year and had been
busy registering and controlling

enemy aliens. Perry lamented the

presence of unrest in Western
Canada and observed that "some of

the strikes have had a sinister pur-

pose although probably not realized

by many who took part." The report

pointed out that several people had
been convicted for possessing prohi-

bited literature, "but there is a flood

of pernicious arrd mischievous litera-

ture not on the prohibited list. Under

the cloak of freedom of thought and
speech, this literature is being spread

for the avowed purpose of over-

throwing democratic government and
destroying the foundation of civiliza-

tion."

The RCMP carried on and impro-

ved upon the strike-breaking tradition

of their predecessors from the time

they were officially founded in 1920,

Over the next two decades they

played such an important role in la-

bour disputes that some labour ex-

perts have claimed they had a

profound effect on the attitudes of

working people towards the state in

Canada. In his 1968 study of labour

unrest for the federal Task Force on

Labour Relations, Professor Stuart

Jamieson asserts that the role of the

RCMP helped to generate a distrust

for the federal government among
trade unionists: The RCMP has thus

become a highly pervasive force in

Canadian society. Its presence has

been felt with enough force to tip the

scales of battle in hundreds of strikes

and labour demonstrations. The parti-

cular image of the RCMP, and the

federal government itself, which this

situation has generated in the eyes of

many in the ranks of organized la-

bour, in all probability has had a pro-

found effect on the climate of labour

relations in this country.
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sports
Athletic facilities doubtful again

Contrary to expectation, the back

page of the Engineering Society

newspaper, the Toike Oike, has not

provided the main source of amuse-

ment on the U of T main campus over

the last decade. Rather, the running

non-dialogue between the provincial

government, Simcoe Hall, and the

departments of athletics at the U of T

has been enough to cause one to die

laughing.

Today, we finish off the publishing

year with a trip back down that same

garden path the athletic ad-

ministrators have been led over the

past 10 years, pausing now and then

to view the various athletic reports

which, one by one, lie dormant like

fallen leaves.

The new proposed and more than

once planned-for men's athletic

building is apparently dying from the

most natural of causes — the apathy

of those students presently using the

outdated Hart House facilities, and

the apparent irrelevance of the

building in the eyes of the people who

could do the most toward making it a

reality — President John Evans, and

his Simcoe Hall mandarins Vice-

President and Provost Don Forster,

Internal Affairs vice-president Jill

Conway, Vice-President Alex Rankin,

Vice-Provost Robin Ross, and, most

of all, the Ontario government.

The athletic facilities are essential

to any future physical and health

education program envisaged by the

university. Without them, the present

School of Physical and Health Educa-

tion might as well fold up, and the

dedicated few who have survived its

difficult years would be wise to pack

their bags for the universities such as

Alberta, Waterloo, or McMaster(

The athletic building carrot has

been dangled several times in front of

the athletic administrators' faces

over the past 11 years, only to have it

yanked from before a hungry jock

audience when the time was ripe.

Late last November the proposal

for a new building was once again

suspended along with the provincial

government's decision to freeze

capital expenditures for universities.

In- the minutes of Ihe UTAA
Athletic Directorate meeting for

November 28, 1972, UTAA President

George Wodehouse is reported to

have said, "There is nothing we can

do ourselves to aid the University in

determining whether the project (the

new building) will be allowed to go

ahead."

However, as Athletic Directorate

Vice-President Peter Adamson wrote

in The Varsity on March 5, 1969,

"There can be no question that there

has not been overbuilding of athletic

facilities at this university. Perhaps

Construction of a $40 million

men's athletic complex underneath

the back campus is the subject of

detailed study by the university,

architecture student Peter Ortved

confirmed last night

The new men's athletic building

was given top priority for new con-

struction by the property committee

of the Board of Governors last year.

Architecture professor Doug Engel

charged that the Physical Plant

Department is Preparing a list of

older university buildings to demolish,

so that a need for space and for con-

struction capital may be proven to the

Ontario government.

—The Varsity

November 26, 1971

some constructive student agitation

might help."

Wodehouse also stated last

November that "as yet no one knows

the implications of the Ontario

government's decision to freeze

funds for financing capital construc-

tion and major renovation projects."

He mentioned that "funds could still

be received for the project and that

we should not get depressed yet".

Intramural program needs a new

building

For those who doubt that new

facilities are in fact needed there is

information to support the UTAA's

contention. And, this information

does not apply exclusively to the

already well-financed and well-

equipped intercollegiate sports at the

U of T — football and hockey. It per-

include an interfaculty swim league,

indoor tennis and badminton, floor

hockey and ball hockey, inner tube

water polo. Squash and volleyball are

severely restricted. At the moment

there is only one interfaculty swim

meet per academic year. As for in-

door badminton and tennis, these ac-

tivities are impossible within the pre-

sent building; male students must go

as guests of females to use facilities

at the Benson Building. Also, the Hart

House track is so crowded that only

one indoor track meet per academic

year is planned.

As for the existing programs,

facilities are severely tested. Copp

said that the intramural office hasn't

had to turn down any lacrosse teams

so far, but, on the other hand, the

basketball season can't begin until

the lacrosse playoffs are over due to

judo also need improved facilities if

they are to remain competitive in the

OUAA league. This year the main gym

was closed for recreational use on

two consecutive weekends in order to

host the men's fencing cham-

pionships.

The 1972 user's committee report

The most recent in a long line of

user's reports on the proposed new

building was the 1972 "Report of the

Users' Committee for the Proposed

Men's Athletic Building" which

emerged -by the initiative of acting U

of T president Jack Sword. Sword ask-

ed that a committee be set up to ad-

vise him "on the space facility

requirements for athletes for the

period which lies immediately ahead."

Sword's initial letter, dated

February 24, 1972, was amended by

2ND FLOOR PLAN

MENS ATHLETIC FACILITIES

The diagram shows the architectural plans for the new athletic building as contained

in a 1969 feasibility study.

tains, on the other hand, mainly to the

so-called minor intercollegiate sports

and to a greater extent, the men's in-

tramural program.

As early as 1936 complaints arose

about the inadequate Hart House

facilities. And, from that time

forward, further reports have con-

firmed the criticisms. The most re-

cent round of attempts at reviving the

idea of a new athletics building began

in 1956, but it wasn't until the 1962

Presidential Committee on the

Athletic Programs that momentum
really began to gather. The report

concluded that the intramural

program "has grown to the limit of its

accomodation and will not be able to

meet the demand for expansion now

or in the future unless more space in-

doors and outdoors is provided". The

report noted that in 1944-45 the par-

ticipation rate of males in athletics

had been over 52 per cent, and then

to 38 per cent in 1960-61. Today the

proportion stands at about 33 per

cent.

According to men's intramural

director Dave Copp the intramural

program has been forced to cut back

on its desired program, as well as

limit the number of teams in competi-

tion and, to some degree, even the

periods of play.

The dropped or desired programs

scheduling problems. The three pre-

sent courts are reserved for the

whole day by 8 am each day, and with

the influx of women onto the courts

this year the facilities are even more

hard-pressed.

Interfaculty basketball competition

has remained with the same number

of teams this year as last in the inter-

faculty league. However, this year

there has been a great demand for

teams to play more interfaculty

games — 12 or 14 per team, accor-

ding to Copp. The intramural league

plays six or seven games pet team,

and this year the number of in-

tramural teams had to be cut down,

and floor time for the second interfac

division was cut from one hour and a

half to one hour in order to increase

the use of the Association (UTAA and

WAA), and the exercise of general

supervision through the Committee

on Undergraduate Activities of the

Board of Governors."

The 1972 committee's terms of

reference were to re-examine the

User's Committee for the proposed

Men's Athletic Building that was sub-

mitted in 1967; to assume maximum

integration with the Benson Building;

to establish what purpose Hart House

was to serve, since for financial and

other reasons they were likely to re-

main available for 10 years or longer;

to stay within a six million dollar

financial ceiling; and to consider the

needs of the School of Physical and

Health Education.

In completing their report, the

committee, chaired by Dr. George

Wodehouse, assumed that "while the

limitation of time has not made it

possible to involve complete public

discussion amongst the many many

persons interested in the Athletic

program of the University, we feel

that our views are representative of

the great majority of those persons,

ane will carry their complete con-

fidence." Of the 15 committee

members, only three were students

participating in the university's

athletics program.

The committee's conclusions were

surprising only in that the proposed

new building was smaller by com-

parison with the original 1963 plans.

And, as might be expected, the

School of Physical and Health Educa-

tion was hit the hardest.

The committee recommended that

the office requirements ef the School

of Physical ane Health Education be

contained almost completely on the

third floor of the Benson Building;

that the present Margaret Eaton

Library would, with minor
modifications, serve as a common

room for all three organizations (the

School, the UTAA, and the WAA), and

that a common board room would

service the needs of the two

associations and the school.

Unlike the 1963 report, which felt

that space should be allocated within

a new building for lectures, etc., the

new committee's report concluded

that there was adequate lecture and

seminar facilities to serve the needs

of the School within the buildings on

Huron Street in the immediate vicini-

ty of the proposed combined com-

plex.

In drawing these conclusions the

committee members contradicted the

recommendations of the 1966

Winegard Report which felt that "As

a long-term necessity, new facilities

are required for the School which

should be under its exclusive jurisdic-

tion," and "as a short-term expedient,

some office, library, and research

space must be provided immediately

so that the School may have a tem-

a second letter of February 28, to

make specific reference to the needs

of the School of Physical and Health

Education. As Sword put it, "In ap-

pointing the User Committee for the

Men's Athletic Building, I omitted to

include a representative of the School

of Physical and Health Education. I

am writing now to add the name of

Professor Juri Daniel from the School

of Physical and Health Education to

membership on the committee".

School of Physical and Health Educa-

tion always omitted

Sword's oversight was comical by H^^^MHM^aB
its consistency, for the School has

always been omitted in and neglected A n |nrp 4/-) nlov*^
of the U of Tad " lw r ,VJ

#by the past plans

ministration.

the number of participants. Volleyball-— For example, the 1966 Report of

is another sport that suffers badly,

according to Copp. The upper gym is

inadequate for play, with players con-

sistently hitting the ball on the beams

or overhead ropes.

Other than the present difficulties

of overcrowding, the potential for

team play and individual participation

and instruction would be vastly im-

proved with the construction of a new

building. Possibilities include indoor

softball, soccer, and borden ball. The

intercollegiate minor sports such as

gymnastics, wrestling, karate, and

the President's Advisory Committee

on the School of Physical and Health

Education (hereafter known as the

Winegard Report) noted that, with

respect to athletics and physical

education, "the university takes no in-

itiative in promoting or developing

these (athletic) programs, its support

being expressed mainly by the provi-

sion of land within the campus area,

the advancing of money for capital

expansion to be repaid with interest,

the collection of an athletic fee for

University building is frozen

—page one headline,

The Varsity

November 24, 1972

My government will provide in-

creased assistance and encourage-

ment to our amateur athletes through

special community-wide athletic and

recreational programs . .

.

—Speech from the Throne

of the Third Session of

the Twenty-Ninth Parliament

of the Province of Ontario,

March 20, 1973.
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Only 308 students have replied to

the "referendum on athletics" cou-
pon carried for the past few weeks in

The Varsity.

However, those who did reply vo-

ted overwhelmingly in favour of ma-
jor reforms in the athletic programs.
The referendum results appear to

reflect the opinions expressed in

many of the university-
commissioned reports on athletics

held during the past 15 years. Up to

now the university administration

and the provincial government have
both failed to act on advice given
them.

The referendum is being run to

serve as one indicator of students'
opinion on several important ques-
tions related to athletics. Students
have never before been questioned
on athletics at U of T.

Of the 308 responses received so

far, 245 students felt that there
should be a majority student (at-

hlete) voice on the men's Athletic

Directorate. Forty-two replied nega-
tively while 17 of the returned forms
were blank. One respondent asked
for a 50 per cent student voice, and
two asked for parity.

Two hundred and seventy-one stu-

dents felt that the construction of a
new men's athletic building should
be placed at the top of the university

porary home."

The report stated: "The facilities in

Hart House are grossly inadequate
and the present staff has served un-

der conditions above and beyond the
call of duty. New staff members are

not likely to come here without some
guarantee of a home for the School.

The School must have its own
facilities rather than be wholly depen-
dent upon the Benson Building and
Hart House. The School requires of-

fices for academic and non-academic
staff, lecture and seminar rooms,
research and library space, small

gymnasia and other facilities, all un-

der the exclusive jurisdiction of the

school."

The Winegard Report ended on a
rather pessimistic note; "If it is not

possible for the University to obtain

the necessary funds, or at least some
guarantee that the funds will be
made available, steps should be
taken to remove the course in

Physical and Health Education from
the offerings to the University. Toron-

to should not give or be expected to

give programs inferior in quality to

those given in comparable in-

stitutions elsewhere."

The report concluded that "it is ap-

parent that the present situation in

regard to Director, staff, budget,

curriculum, and facilities has become
less satisfactory compared to other

divisions of this university and to

Physical and Health Education
programmes of other universities. A
situation which was reasonable some
years ago is no longer acceptable."

So, in effect, the 1972 committee
report failed to take into account the

recommendations of the 1966
Winegard Report, Coincidental^, no
one on the Winegard committee was
a member of the 1972 committee.

Consistent with the past record of

athletics at the U of T as being less

academic and more "athletic", the

School of Physical and Health Educa-

tion appeared to occupy a low place

on the athletic totem pole,

The new building shrinks

Next to the School of Physical and

Health Education plans, the hardest

hit cutbacks as reflected in the 1972
users report were the facilities to be

made available for athletics, With
only nine years between the first

user's committee report in 1963 and

1972, the planned cost of the

building had decreased from $10
million to $6 million, while construc-

tion and furnishing costs had risen

appreciably, and, consequently the

administration's priority list, and
that the administration should ap-
peal to the provincial government
for construction funds and pay for
the maintenance costs itself. Thirty-
one respondents felt that the athletic
building was not a major priority.

Two hundred and fifty-one stu-
dents responded affirmatively to the
statement that co-educational physi-
cal education and athletics should be
encouraged, and the men's athletics
program, the women's program, and
the School of Physical and Health
Education should be integrated. Ne-
gative responses totalled 49, with se-
ven blank ballots.

Well over 50 per cent of the stu-
dent responses (263) also indicated
that the UTAA should set up a com-
mittee with a majority of student (at-

hletes) to define the priorities of the
men's athletics program at the U of
T. Thirty-one students were against
such a committee, while 14 respon-
ses were returned blank.

Athletic Director Dalt White said

Monday that he felt the referen-
dum had come too late in the year.
"People have their minds on other
things at this time of the year," he
said. Nevertheless, White did say
that the response, although small so
far, could probably be projected wi-
thin a slight margin of error on a lar-

square footage available had declined
by almost 50 per cent from an es-

timated high of 212,076 in 1967 to

110,072 in 1972.

As the 1972 committee stated,

"We recognize that unless the
building is approved and begun
almost immediately, increasing costs
in future years may make this report,

as they have the previous reports,

another frustrating exercise in

relative futility." (The accompanying
chart shows just how much the
facilities decreased from 1967 to

1972, Yet another joke in the athletic

tragi-comedy.)

The 1972 report even envisaged

ger scale to be similar to the results
received.

Newly-elected student athletic Di-
rectorate member Rodger Wright
answered that the UTAA Directorate
should not contain a majority stu-
dent voice, even though students pay
for over 50 per cent of the program
Wright also felt that co-educational
physical education and athletics
should not be encouraged, and that
the men's athletics program, the wo-
men's program, and the School of
Physical and Health Education
should not be integrated.

Wright is one of five student mem-
bers on a 20 member Directorate,
and one of three student representa-
tives connected with hockey who
now sit on the Directorate. The
other two are Bruce Durno and Bob
Bauer.

The results from the final tabula-
ted referendum results will be sent
to the university administration at
Simcoe Hall, the men's and women's
physical education departments, and
the School of Physical and Health
Education.

The referendum is still open and
coupons sent or delivered to The
Varsity offices at 91 St. George St.

will help aid the voice for a new sys-
tem of athletics on this campus.

the costly retention of Hart House
facilities for "mixed voluntary
athletics outside the organized
programs of either the School of
Physical and Health Education or the
two Athletic Associations", with the
continuation of the intramural games,
since the proposed floor space of the
new building was 70,000 square feet
lower than the original proposal. "It

may be necessary to continue in-

definitely some minor parts of the
organized programs within the pre-

sent Hart House athletic facilities"

the report stated.

Yet, with this problem, the com-
mittee ironically concluded that "cer-
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tain areas of the facility will be
capable of being opened to the public
both for University and Community
events", and with "increased family
and individual use of the facilities of
both buildings (the Benson and the
new building} particularly over week-
ends."

Minister of Colleges arid Univer-
sities Jack McNie has said that he will

decide by April 15 whether or not to
fund special projects. But the ques-
tion remains whether the Ontario
government will consider the new
building to be "special". If not, it just

might be back to square one.

Bob Gauthier

But when will the building be star-

ted? The situation is bleak until pres-
sure can be brought to bear on the
provincial government to supply
funds for this specific purpose. This
pressure, of course, must come from
the university, from Dr. Bissell and
the administration.

—There can be no question that
there has not been overbuilding of
athletic facilities at this university.

Perhaps some constructive student
agitation might help.

Athletic Directorate Vice-President

Peter Adamson in

The Varsity, March 5, 1969.

Proposals for the New Men's Athletic Building

Athletics 1963 1967 1972
intercollegiate 15,120 sq.ft. 17,280 sq.ft.

gymnasium

intramural gym 15,120 sq.ft. 17,280 sq.ft. . 28,160 sq.ft.
teaching gym 11,250 sq.ft. 17,280 sq. ft.

squash courts 17,440 sq. ft. 17,584 sq.ft. 19,000 sq. ft.

handball courts 2,596 sq.ft. 2,730 sq.ft.

exercise and weight 3,000 sq. ft. 3,000 sq. ft. 3,000 sq. ft.

room

wrestling, karate, 3,000 sq. ft. 3,000 sq. ft, 3,000 sq. ft.

and judo

locker rooms 41,892 sq.ft. 41,892 sq. ft. 16,000 sq.ft.

swimming pool 19,350 sq.ft. 19,350 sq.ft.

number one

swimming pool 8,625 sq.ft. 8,625 sq. ft. _ 20,640 sq. ft.

number two

gymnastic area 3,150 sq. ft. 5,040 sq.ft. 720 sq.ft.

School of Physical and Health Education

Administrator 800 sq. ft. 800 sq. ft.

Library 2,500 sq.ft. 2,500 sq. ft.

Research Area 2,800 sq. ft. 2,800 sq. ft. 2,200 sq.ft.

Multi-Purpose 4,000 sq.ft. 4,000 sq. ft. 800 sq. ft.

Ancillary Space-Service Areas

62,965 sq.ft.

Ancillery Space-Program Areas

6,969 sq.ft.

Office Space - Administration and Directors

9,610 sq.ft.

Total: 188,293 sq. ft.

65,963 sq. ft.

9,694 sq. ft.

10,610 sq. ft.

212, 076 sq. ft.

27,100 sq.ft.

3,947 sq. ft.

110,072 sq. ft.
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Law wins Div I h-ball

The Varsity,

91 St. George St.

Toronto, Ontario.

RV meets Varg Thursday
The Radio Varsity Flying Hacks

have challenged Podnick's Puck-

sters to a ball hockey match this

Thursday. Attendance is compulsory

for all loyal Varsity staffers.

Odds are on the inksters since

goaltender Paul Carson has been tra-

ded in late season play with Bob
"the opportunist" Bettson going to

The Flying Hacks. Unfortunately,

Bettson has indicated he may not

play. Call The Varsity for further

details.
-

By PAUL MEWS
Law made it two in a row in inter-

faculty basketball championship

play defeating Meds in the final

game of the three-game series 4541

last Thursday.

This third game was necessitated

by Meds' victory in the second game

by a count of 53-47. The second game

was the most exciting match of one

of the dullest finals in years, is both

teams played extremely mechani-

cally, almost to the point of bore-

dom.

Leading 29-20 at halftime, Meds al-

lowed their lead to evaporate to the

point where Law was ahead 43-35

with four minutes to play in the

game. However, with Lindsay Ho-

renblas bombing from downtown

and Bobby Lewis driving at will on

his check, Meds caught fire and out-

scored Law 18-4 in the final four

minutes.

For the game, Bobby Lewis scored

17 points with team-mate Lindsay

Horenblas adding 14. The leading

scorers for Law were Al Sternberg

(15 points), Jamie Halfnight (10),

and John Hunter (10).

Despite the narrow difference of

the final score of the final game, it

wasn't really close. Meds lost the

game on the boards since no Meds
forward, save Rick Seppala, was un-

willing to mix it up inside with Law's

John Hunter and Gerry Saltsman.

Law would continually have four re-

bounders on their offensive board so

that they were getting three and four

shots at a time. Law was not shoo-

ting well; yet, the probability of suc-

cess in scoring points increased mar-

kedly with their increase in the num-
ber of shots.

Down 29-19 at halftime, Meds once

closed to within three points only to

fall back due to ineffectual play.

Appropriately enough, Gerry

Saltsman (17 points) and John Hun-

ter (16) were the leading scorers for

Law in the game. Bobby Lewis,

Meds' most effective player in play-

off action this year, hooped 11 for

the losers.

Following the game, Meds' for-

ward Bill Caskey was unmasked by

Al Sternberg, Law's captain. Al-

though some considered this unvei-

ling of Caskey akin to Samson's loss

of hair, Caskey got back quickly at

his detractors in noting that Salts-

man and Sternberg will be gone next

year. As he put it, "We'll Have Law
to kick around all next year!"

Vic V wins hockey
By PAUL CARSON

The brawn proved mightier than the Bible as Victoria V won the inter-

mediate hockey title Friday defeating a gallant band of true believers from

Emmanuel 8-4 in the wrap-up of the interfac season.

The Vic V players, mainly present and former members of the intercolle-

giate football team, spent most of the game climbing in and out of the

penalty box. But even when shorthanded, as they usually were, Vic V had

simply too much size and scoring punch for Emmanuel who pvoed again that

Truth does not of itself win hockey games.

John Bright led the winners with three goals, followed by footballers

Jody Ortved (with two) plus Glen Markle and Peter McNabb who each added

one,

McNabb also had three assists and Paul niidge scored the final goal.

God was not with Emmanuel as the brothers MacDonaid each scored

once, with the other goals coming from Ken Hancock and A. Dumont.

Over 80 teams participated in the interfac hockey program this year with

a record 46 qualifying for the playoffs.

Lea, Boyd receive Loudon
Phyllis Lea and Kay Boyd, secreta-

ries in the men's athletic program

for over 35 years, were presented the

T.R. Loudon Award at the annual

awards dinner held March 20.

The Loudon Award, named after

the former head of civil engineering

and Varsity rowing coach, is recogni-

zed as the premier award in U of T
male athletics.

Lea and Boyd were the unanimous
selection of the student members of

the men's athletic directorate "for

their outstanding services in the ad-

vancement of athletics."

Despite their many years of ser-

vice, the two women were never for-

mally invited to an awards dinner

until last year when the students on

the Directorate forced the abandon-

ment of the former "men only" tra-

dition.

Other women invited to last

week's dinner included internal aff-

airs vice-president Jill Conway, wo-
men's athletics director Anne He-

wett plus two representatives from
the women's athletic directorate.

ATTENTION
RETURNING STUDENTS:

If you applied for OSAP this year you will

automatically be mailed a pre-printed 1973/74

application form within the next month. It will be

sent to the permanent address indicated on your

1972/73 OSAP application. If you have not received

the form by May 15, please contact this office

immediately. To have the loan portion of your award

available at registration you are urged to submit the

form, preferably in person, to this office

before July 1.

OFFICE OF STUDENT AWARDS
ROOm 106 SIMCOE HALL

to)
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TODAY
all day

First annual New Hogtown Press yearlong
pamphlel and book sale continues in the SAC of-

fice, 12 Hart House Circle.

The Victoria College Productions Committee

is offering cash grants to Vic students who will

write a. original.musical or dramatic work to be
performed at Vic by Vic students. For further in-

formation and applications see Richard Par-

tridge, VUSAC office, 9 am - 4:30 pm. Deadline

is March 30th.

noon

The Relevancy of Contemporary Theological

Education, a discussion sponsored by the Stu-

dent Christian Movement. At the Woodger
Room, Old Vic.

3 pm
Last day for nominations for the Victoria

College Athletic Union Executive. Contact the
Vusac Office, Wyniilwood.

Le Grand Film Ordinaire: Roger Frappier's

film about the province-wide tour of the Theatre
Populaire du Quebec, will be shown in Room
104, U.C. Their production of Jeanne d'Arc, is a
mixture of circus, religious ceremony and family

party Until 4:30 pm.

6:30 pm
Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5

pm today. At Hillel House, 186 St George
Stieet.

8 pm
Pierre Berton will discuss his writing career in

the Hart House Library. Sponsored by the
Library Committee

8:30 pm
Close But No Cigar, preview cancelled, and

opening night, tomorrow, is sold out. Due to pop-
ularity, the show will be repeated in the fall

Gatfows Humour: a tragic comedy by Jack
Richardsen and directed by Mark Diamond will

be presented - free - at the Studio Theatre. 4
Glen Morris. Eve/yone is welcome

THURSDAY
all day

Tremendous savings still available at the first

annual year-long New Hogtown Press book and
pamphlet sale. Browsers tolerated. At the SAC
office, 12 Hart House Circle.

Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are
interested in becoming an announcer, or
producer and will be in Toronto during the
summer, come up to the third floor studios at 91
St. George Street anytime today and apply. Per-
sons who work for us during the summer will be
given preference for spots during the next
school term.

The University of Toronto Student Liberal
Club are holding their annual meeting in the
South Sitting Room of Hart House. All welcome.

4 pm
Psychology Colloquium Committee:

Professor R.8. Zajonc of the University of
Michigan will speak on "Social Facilitation:

Issues and Research". Everyone welcome At
Room 2117, Sid Smith.

4:10 pm
"Seventeenth-century prophecy, sacred and

profane". Dean R.A. Greene will speak in the
West Hall, University College. Coffee at 3:30
pm.

4:15 pm
Latin American Studies Committee, ISP, in

cooperation with The Embassy of Cuba,
presents a public lecture by Professor Roberto
Fernandez Retamar, University of Havana, on
"Revolution and Literature in Cuba" At Room
1069, Sidney Smith Bldg.

6:30 pm
Arab Students Association last meeting for

the academic year. Arab students and friends
are urged to attend. At the Morning Room, ISC
33 St. George Street.

Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5
pm at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.

7 pm
Dr Smith, of Smith's Falls, Ontario, will speak

on "Can Doctors Give Marital Counselling or Are
They Too Frigid?", as part of the Sexuality and
You series. Everybody welcome.

7:30 pm
Rims at OISE: Viva Zapata (7:30) and On The

Waterfront (9:30). Admission is $1,50 at 7:30
or $1.00 at 9:30. At 252 Bloor St. West.

Marxist seminar: Why Revolution? Where is

Canada headed? — a view of capitalism today;

monetary crisis; unemployment; education cut-

backs; women's oppression. At (he Innis Film

Room, 63 St. George Street.

A presentation by Professor Horace Davis on
the topic 'The Right of Self-determination In

Marxist Theory', an open discussion is to follow.

At the International Students Centre. 33 St.

George Street, Pendarves Lounge.

"Palestine: Since 1892" A 30-minute
American documentary film on the history of

Palestine and Zionism. Discussion over coffee

after the showing. At the Cumberland Room,
ISC, 33 St. George Street.

The Christian Science College Organization

meets in the Woodger Room at "Old Vic"

(basement). Inspired readings are followed by

testimonies of healing All welcome
8 pm

Public meeting: Robin Blackburn of the New
Left Review will speak on Workers' Control at

Cody Hall, 50 St. George Street. Sponsored by

Old Mole and Graduate Sociology Association,

All welcome.

Israeli folk dance workshop. At Hillel House,

186 St. George Street.

SJQ pm
"Gallows Humour: a tragic comedy by Jack

Richardson and directed by Marc Diamond, will

be presented — free — at the Studio Theatre, 4
Glen Morris. Everyone welcome.

FRIDAY
all day

Free pamphlets available at New Hogtown
press. Other books and pamphlets for sale at a

discount during our first annual year-long book

sale. At the SAC office. 12 Hart House Circle.

1:10 pm
Eucharist, sponsored by the Student Christian

Movement. Hart House Chapel.

2 pm
Robin Blackburn of New Left Review will talk

°n "Marxism vs Empiricism" in Room 229

Borden Building. Sponsored by Sociology

The Varsity 51

HERE AND NOW
Department and School of Graduate Studies All
welcome. Till 4 pm.

4 pm
The Graduate Students' Union at 16 Bancroft

Ave. invites everyone to a Wine and Cheese Par
ty every Friday. Note: We have imported wines
and beers as well as your favourite domestic Till

7 pm,

6:30 pm
Lichet Bennchen takes this week at Hillel

House. 186 St. George Street at 6 30 pm All
welcome to partake as this is the last one this
semester.

7 pm
8enson Bldg.. 320 Huron Street evening of

dance program ... dance films, mixed media
Eskimo Sketches" performances - modern jazz

contemporary dance, international folk dance
and highland. Co-Ed: everyone welcome Free
University of Toronto Women's Athletic Associa-

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Peter Brook

Lear" with Paul Scofield
King

rene Worth in Carr

Hall, Admission $1. Again at 10 pm.
8:30 pm

"Gallows Humour", a tragic comedy by Jajk
Richardson and directed by Marc Diamond will
be presented - free - at the Studio Theatre, 4
Wen Moms. Everyone welcome.

Hillel's Coffee House is open to all. Come and
enioy company and meet new friends 186 St
George Street.

9 pm
Israeli and Mid Eastern Cafe Night. At Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street. All welcome
SUNDAY
7 pm

Waffle Public Lecture Series on The Political
Economy ot Canada. Robin Mathews: "Canadian
Culture and Society" At Room N201, OISE

Thog presents an evening of music and peo-
ple. Real food by Jubilation. Bathurst St. United
Church, block south of Bloor. Donation $1
Proceeds to TANC.

7:30 pm
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew Hillel

House, 186 St. George Street.

1 pm
Or. Gordon N. Patterson, Founder-Diredor of

Hie University's Aerospace Institute, speaks on
Aerospace - The Next Hundred Years" fourth

lecture in the Centennial Senes of the Faculty o<

2? u «
3nd peering, at Convoca-

tion Hall. All are welcome. Till 2 pm.
4 pm

Wright Memorial Lecture, Professor LCB
Gower, "Reflections on Law Reforming", Moot
Court, Faculty of Law.

6:30 pm
Hillel's Kosher Supper. Please reserve bv 5pm today. At Hillel House, 186 St. George

7 pm
Banquet sponsored by Victoria College

Athletic Union at the Swiss Chalet, 362 Yonge

5 ,c^
Se

1?
h° Want t0 come ,eave name at

VUSAC office.

There will be a meeting of the Victoria Univer-
sity Orientation Committee in the Terrace
Room, Wymiiwood Everyone is invited to thi<
important meeting to begin planning for Orienta-
tion 73.

Hall. Admission $1. Again at 10 pm.

8 pm
Brecht's Classic Film: "The Shameless Old

Lady". Special showing Vanguard Forum, 334
Queen St. West (near Spadina). Sponsored by
Young Socialists, 364-4056.

8:30 pm
"Gallows Humour", a tragic comedy by Jack

Richardson and directed by Marc Diamond, will

be presented - free - at the Studio Theatre, 4
Glen Morris. Everyone welcome.

9 pm
Gay Women, Gay Men - come to CHAT's

weekly Friday night dance. It's licensed and fun
For directions to 14 Hagerman Street call 964-
0653. which is our 24 hour distress and informa-
tion line.

10 pm
An Evening of Theatre will be presented in

Seeley, Trinity College featuring Shaw's Poison,
Passion and Petnfication, Brownndge's The
Highwayman and Giraudoux's The Appollo of
Bellac Admission is free and refreshments are
availabje.

SATURDAY
7:30 pm

SMC Film Club presents Peter Brook's "King
Lear" with Paul Scofield. Irene Worth in Carr

9O0 pm
Hillel's Grad Club is having a Pub Night at

Hillel House, 186 St. George Street. All are
welcome.

MONDAY
noon

Seeley Hall, Trinity College. Chris Probert will

read Original Prose and attempt to sing two
songs. (Trinity College Dramatic Society.)

5 pm
Stop the Student Surcharge Committee

meeting. Morning Room, International Student
Centre, 33 St George.

Organ recital with Dr. Charles Peaker, and
Harry McCarthy, baritone. Convocation Hall.

6:30 pm
Hillel's Kosher Supper. At Hillel House; please

reserve by 5 pm today at 186 St, George Street.

7:30 pm
Free Jewish University "The Jewish Woman"

at the BBYO Building on 15 Hove Street
iBathurst & Sheppard).

TUESDAY APRIL 3

all day
Songs of Tuli Kupferberg - special clearance

sale. Regular first annual Year-long New
Hogtown Press sale continues, SAC office, 12
Hart House Circle.

8 pm
Gay Women, Gay Men - join CHAT (Com-

munity Homophile Association of Toronto) at

the weekly Tuesday night meetings at 14 Hager-
man St., which runs between Bay and Elizabeth

Streets. Tonight's meeting is "Let the Buyer
Beware", a talk by Jean Hibbert.

THURSDAY APRIL 5

all day
Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are

interested in becoming an announcer, or
producer and will be in Toronto during the
summer, come up to the third floor studios at 91
St. George any time today and apply. Persons
who work for us during (he summer will be given
preference for spots during the next school

term.

FRIDAY APRIL 6
7:30 pm

SMC Film Club presents Monty Python's And
Now For Something Completely Different in Carr

Hall. Admission $1. Again at 10 pm.

SATURDAY APRIL 7

7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Monty Python's 'And

Now For Something Completely Different' in

Carr Hall. Admission $1 Again at 10 pm.

SUNDAY APRIL 8
7 pm

Waffle Public Lecture Series on The Political
Economy of Canada. John Smart: "Populist and
Sooahst Movements in Canada". Room N201.

MONDAY APRIL 9th
5 pm

^Organ recital by Olive Strand. Convocation

WEDNESDAY APRIL 11
1230 pm

Seminar on Courts and Trials: James Giffen
Sociology on "Social Roles in the Courtroom
Drama

. Faculty of taw, Falconer Hall,

THURSDAY APRIL 12
all day

Radio Varsity needs summer staff If you are
interested in becoming an announcer or
roducer and will be in Toronto dunng the
summer, come up to the third floor studios at 91
St. George any time today and apply. Persons
who work lor us dunng the summer will be given
preference for spols during the next school
term.

FRIDAY APRIL 13

8 pm
SMC Film Club presents "Nicholas and Alex-

andra in Carr Hall. Admission $1.

SATURDAY APRIL 14
8 pm

SMC Rim Club presents "Nicholas and Alex-
andra in Carr Hall. Admission $1

SUNDAY APRIL 15
8 pm

SMC Rim Club presents "Nicholas and Alex-
andra m Carr Hall, Admission $1.

MONDAY APRIL 16
4 pm

Combined Depts. of English General Meeting
Upper Brennan Hall, St. Michael's College.

THURSDAY APRIL 19
all day

Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are
interested in becoming an announcer or
producer and will be in Toronto dunng the
summer, come up (o the third floor studios at 91
St. George any time today and apply. Persons
who work for us during the summer will be given
preference for spots during the next school
term.

THURSDAY APRIL 26
all day

Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are
interested in becoming an announcer, or
producer and will be in Toronto during the
summer, come up to the third floor studios at 91
St. George any time today and apply. Persons
who work for us dunng the summer will be given
preference for spots during the next school
term.

THURSDAY MAY 3

all day
Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are

interested in becoming an announcer or
producer and will be in Toronto dunng the
summer, come up to the third floor studios at 91
St George any time today and apply Persons
who work for us during the summer will be given
preference for spots dunng (he next school
term.

THURSDAY MAY 1Q
all day

Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are
interested in becoming an announcer, or
producer and will be in Toronto dunng the
summer, come up to the third floor studios at 91
St. George any time today and apply. Persons
who work for us during the summer will be given
preference for spots dunng the next school
term.

THURSDAY MAY 17

alt day
Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are

interested in becoming an announcer, or
producer and will be in Toronto dunng the
summer, come up (o the third floor studios at 91
St. George any time today and apply. Persons
who work for us dunng the summer will be given
preference for spots during the next school
term.

THURSDAY MAY 17
all day

Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you ate
interested in becoming an announcer, or
producer and will be in Toronto dunng the
summer, come up to the third floor studios at 91
St. George any time today and apply. Persons
who work for us during the summer will be given
preference for spots dunng the next school
term.

SUNDAY JULY 1

all day
Dominion Day. Also a Sunday. Rrst annual

year-long New Hogtown Press book and
pamphlet sale will NOT continue today at the
SAC office, 12 Hart House Circle.

Conference will focus on Spanish labour
A conference on Spanish trade un-

ions this weekend will focus on
workers' struggles against the Fran-
co government's repression from
1939 to the present.

The conference, sponsored by the

Canadian Committee for a
Democratic Spain and to be held at

the Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education (OISE), will feature
several prominent Canadian and
Spanish trade unionists and sup-
porters.

Labour unions as independent

bodies were banned by Franco in

1939 after his Republican Party, aid-

ed by Fascist Italy and Germany,
came to power. The right to strike

and freedom to associate, both
keystones of unionism, were also

banned.

Instead, vertical syndicates com-
posed of both labour and manage-
ment representatives, but
dominated by governmental ap-

pointees, were set up to absorb the

remaining functions of trade unions.

In spite of legislative and forcible

repression, however, legitimate un-

ion organizing activities continue.

According to the committee, real un-

ions are gaining in support even as

jailings and intimidation escalate.

and worker-priest who must
withhold their identity. Canadian un-

ionists participating will include On-
tario Federation of Labour president
David Archer, and officers of the

Canadian Union of Public
Employees (CUPE), United Auto
Workers (UAW), United Electrical

Workers (UE) and the United
Steelworkers of America.

Registration fees to students for

the three-day conference, which
The conference will feature three begins Friday night with an open

Spaniards, including a labour lawyer public meeting, is two dollars.

Resistance to Franco's regime is

particularly strong in the northern

Basques region, where strong

national feeling is also an important

factor.
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Business Affair*

PtychoJttiil piuleMii McKirt J,
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ii. l- ,mj Justice. Sydncs Smith,

Abu*** meel.n,
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Guess What....
Here's another one lo baffle I! of Ta long-suffering

male population. This lime It's not Bermuda shorts or

even knee sock*. S>mt of them nre blnck—Ihe school •.
i rl

look; some are drab brown or green—the bohemian, or may-
be just sick, nick look. Some lire retl.'ltm, for reasons bel-

ter not rJUtUBftff; Some nre cnble-ntllched—all the way—
and IhAW nronT recommended for lon(i lectures. I.Ike ihe

auck. it'l debatable whether .they do much, for the female
inrm. Iiut me KlNn nay rneyre cnmlortiihle and work
wonders at pede*lrtnn ero*j.walU when other ploy* fall.

tm tne untntomea, they're culled leotard*, tlallennuh

Dave been ualng then for year*.
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Larr tlnll Amtumn SI 00. Again

per penon at Si .50 per v-'fiuple

COME BACK
ON TIME

The university will re-

open atlrlOsharp. Monday,
.limitary K, l

1)^?. This does

not mean Friday the 12th at

five, or any other date, and

those nol nrcsent the first

quitters .

adaptat fr

Varsity Boys I

corrrf.l in every particular.

Ton) nhsinnci* have ^ fireal id-

.i ;• oner ... . ..1
i
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date

l iii l urofiw <:hmr.c k hhiilaia Fellowship
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JC-nri?" hv Mr. Rj> Ho - frnm The
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Get her a Corsage for the

School At'Home

hom the

and take advantage of the

special discount to

University Students
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spring (lowers from

25 cenli a doien up.

Llmlled

13 Blooi Street VCeit
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'
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Toronto, Toronto, Toronto

'Vorsilee!

Well shout and fight jor

the Blue and White

And for Cinnamon Toast

Ripperty, Rapperty

Ripperty, Rapptrty-Rte 1

With sveha lunch, I've

gotta hunch,

We're off to Victouel

510 for ideas to advertise the new
campus rage

—

Tea ind Cinnamon

Toast. Send YOURS to-day—
(o the Tea Market Expajuion

Bureau, 159 Bay St.. Toronto—
IF WE USE IT, YOU GET
$10.

.Ml!.

Public Attention
is drawn to the intertslint; fuel that persons making appli-

cation now to tlii_ Canada E.ifc Assurance Company for

a Full Profit Policy of life assurance will share in the

profits of two full years at the next division of surplus, at

31st December, 1809. This means that new1 asMircrs will

slmrc in iIil- profits, not only of the oldest, largest and most

successful Canadian life assurance company, Imt of the

leading profit -paying life assurance company doing business

in Cnnitd.i, local or foreign.

GEO. A. ft E. W. COX, Agents. TORONTO
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Of course He
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This Gift for Xmas

THE OFFICIAL

VARSITY
BLAZER
,,.oo

hlaccr may be secured at the

otrk* of Die S.A.C.. Han House,

or Uoom $2, TJ.C.

Sold only by—

THE ,

HAROLD A. WILSON
COMPANY LIMITED

299 Yonge Street, Toronto

S*T( RUA\. JAMAHS *

rmlletfuic nuskelrnll: Wulci
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Here and Now returns on January

null Deadline for notices to be

Included in thai i«uc is Tuesday.

January y
. W al ' Pm -

Nuttiilgi.i hii [he Vursil>

lute last nighl us nutdcrn

deslM mm ihroun out ihe

paper's see.nid floor «in-

doWS, onlt to he replaced hj

inernorjei of bygone era*

when The Vqrtitj I

djily.

tixCUSC for ihn ciercisc in

tnadnevs umj puhlicaiion of

ihe Inst lsi72 Vurtfiy. Ac-

CtlfdiBjj lo a decree from
.ihove. ihe paper iiops

puhlilhin*8 during Ihe

mbllee hohdut season,

tciurning once ugain nflcr

the no >eir

I . ii nol. good readers,

we >>ill not sleep (well, not

quite) during Ihis sahbaiical

Varsity reporters uill con-

tinue lo plv Ihe troubled and

uniruuhlcd waves of the

I rin cr-.it s uf Toronui and
heyond. conttanlly on Ihe

lurch for news, storing it up
(iir our premier edition of

1971: January 10th

Meanwhile, all h(e in ihe

university will come to a

near standstill awaiting The
Varsiiy's return.

\nd. io all a good night
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Socialist Denounces Common Front Leaders
Labour bureaucrats

were not radical

says Quebec Marxist

By PfcTER MATfLAlNEN
Quebec labnur leaden of the

Common Front avoided facing the

real liluilion ' May's general

strike in Quebec, according to a self-

proclaimed Montreal revolutionary

socialist.

"The bureaucracy did not pose

the question of Male power for the

workcu to bring about Ihc reforms

or the society that it demanded, nor

did'ii have a strategic plan Tor its

followers." Kim Cameron
contended.

Cameron, a member of the

Revolutionary Marxist Croup
(GMR) in Quebec, was speaking at

a forum on the Quebec workers'

movement last Thursday.

The crisis that developed in

Quebec. Cameron suid. followed the

growth of awareness amongst the

working class in understanding the

fuilure of the "Quiet Revolution" to

cffccl real changes in the social

structure This he continued, forced

Ihc disintegration of the coalition of

the bourgeois and new petty

bourgeois (or technocrat) elements

with the labour bureaucracy who

formed the force behind the Quiet

Revolution.

The economic "miniboom" thai

grew through the 60's eventually

slowed down with increased un-

employment and labour unrest The
labour bureaucracy had to react,

'

Cameron continued

"They knew the economic

struggle was coming. To avoid this,

they outmanoeuvercd their base, the

working class, and moved sharply to

the left with a 'Marsv' type of

anulyiit."

The »ludeni revolts occurring

after Dill 66 was brought before the

Quebec legislature, affected young

workers in Quebec hut the unions

couldn't control their militants. At

[hii point the leadership, Cameron
said, kept much of the reaction

under their control.

"The only way for the strike to

succeed would have been to raise the

political struggle and not leave it

with economist demands."

With ihc failure of the general

strike, the government was able to

again control the momentum and

repress the front and its member
unions" activities. This, he predicted,

would lead to a period of minor

labour action centering around

purely economic strikes with no

political leadership.

"Business unionism will be the

dominant force, until the workers

gain enough confidence to forget the

repression."

Describing the NDP in Quebec.

Cameron stated. "The NDP is just a

sect like the CPC (M-L) (Com-

munist Parly of Canada — Murxisi-

Lcninist). It has no implantation

amongst the working class. The

enormous flab of the Parti

Quebecois fulfills the gap of presen-

ting bourgeois ideology in a form

acceptable to the working class,"

He sees no link in Quebec history

with social democracy and ihis. he

helievcs, is why Ihc NDP could not

elect any Quebec members of

Parliament,

The student movement, in

Cameron's opinion, has begun to gel

larger and also begun to make

ideological breakthroughs to

CARAT
DIAMOND RIN<

Set

S.M.C.

STUDENTS' UNION

HELP
WANTED

COURSE
CRITIQUE EDITOR

for the

Christmas holidays

Salary negotiable.

Apply S.M.C. Sludtnli' Union.

B) ST MARY ST..

923-6B93. 923 6227

20% Student Discount

with ATL card

HUGH PROCTOR & Co

1430 I0NCE ST.

PflllO DE ORG PLAZA • 921 7702

Export A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

Mr Master University

I .null 1

, or Business

Co-op

Full-lime

Parl-lintc

McMaslor University now has a third option (or students interested

in proceeding to a Master of Business Administration degree: a co-

operative work-study option, whereby students alternate four-

month periods of study and relevant work experience. A limited

number of applications will be accepted for the semester beginning
in September, 1973,

CO-OP WORK
STUDY

An M B A. degree from McMaster
could help you to achieve your

careerobjectives in the areas of

management, administration, 'and education because the Mc-
Master M B A. program offers a wide range of optional courses
tlhat can be selected lo your needs)as well as providing a core of
basic knowledge and skills.Although admission is restricted to
those who have proven that they have the potential and
commitment required to complete a demanding program,
graduates in any discipline may be accepted.

Academic standing is not the only BJ| III f jt m m
entry criterion but, as a general ULL" I IfVlC
rule, you can have a reasonable ex-

pectation of completing the McMaster M.B A. program if you have
maintained at least a second-class standing in the last two years of

your undergraduate program and if you can achieve a satisfactory

lest score in Ihc Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business

PART-TIME
Applicants for the McMaster
M B A who have taken relevant

course work may be granted
itivanced standing in our program. If you are interested in exploring
this challenging opportunity further, fill in and mail this form-

Assistant to the Dean
School of Business

McMnster University

Hamilton 16 Ontario

Name
Address
City

University attending.
Province

Please send me details

about your M B A program

• 'Full -lime
i iPart-lime

' iCo-operaiive Work Study

workers.

"The student movement, like the 1

workers', has a large politicized

layer without a strategic plan of

action The War Measures Act had

the effect of chopping this move-

ment into study groups with in-

dividuals dropping out to either

reading bonks or leaving for the

farms" '

"Student corporalist struggles

became the extent of campus
politics," he said, "which would

then swing to glorious 'ouvnerisnV

in full bloom."

"Worker* learn their lessons by

action." Cameron stressed that

students, unlike workers,
ideologically radicalize around their

own demands alone. It is they, he

feels, who most clearly are in con-

flict with the bourgeois ideology that

is daily preached to them under the

guise of the liberal society that

exists, while ihey are witness lo the

dropping of napalm in Vietnam.

This crisis in bourgeois ideology,

he maintained, would eventually

draw students and workers into un-

ified action. He criticized socialists

who fail lo draw this conclusion

during the periods of working class

upsurges,

"Each sector of struggle has an

influence on another. You can't look

at them in isolation but in a totality.

These sectors must be co-ordinated

to build the revolution." Cameron
concluded.

Social ill Kim Cameron said Quebec
labour leaders have avoided raising

the question or overthrowing the

slate.
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THE CAMPUS LEGAL ASSISTANCE CENTRE

(CLAC)

will be closed from December 23, 1972, and

will re-open on January 2, 1 973.

Although no new cases will be accepted during that

period, on-going cases will be handled.

Southern Comfort: it's the only way to travel.
Join the fun on the S.S. Southern
Comfort. The party takes off any
night and the only baggage you

need is some Southern Comfort,

ice, and mix.

See you on the levee.
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Zeitlin thinks twice
By l-AUl Mrt.RA TH

Sociology chuirmun living /culm
has decided (u reconsider his uni-

lateral decision m.idc Ipll week in

decl:irc void ihc rcicnt derurlincnl.il

assembly election of student

repretcnl alive*.

\ meeting hoi hcen called for

[onigh I with members of ihc old

executive, ihc newly-clcclcd ex-

cculive and ihccleeiinnscommillce

The decision 10 reconsider his

action followed meetings of both

undergraduate and graduate
students on Ihe campus Monday,
where motions were drafted denoun-

cmg the decision as "Ogamst the

I"pirll -if the constitution.'** The
motions «cre presented to Zctllin at

a meeting yesterday by the executive

that he'fiad declared illegitimate

The disagreement surrounds the

participation on the elections com-

mittee id two students. Bub Storey-

and Lornc Richmond, who were

also successful candidates in the

election. Storey and Richmond were

hnlh student members of last year's

eighl-pcrson executive committee

for ihe department, hul were run-

ning orvlv lor scats on ihc assembly

this year

Last week Zeitlin charged that

"fundamental violations of eon-

st 1 1 <i i ion j I .1 nd dent oc;rfllic

pnwedtircs" had oecurcd. Rich-

mond and St (ire> bulb, stole lltey

were co-opted onto ihc committee
ivith the full assent of the other

members in order lo do the
"shilwork".

The motion passed by a pint

meeting of hath undergraduate and

graduate students Monday nighl

condemned the move, saving it was

mudc wilhoul consulting students.

Ihe elections committee or Ihe ex-

ceuioc committee
"We sc< this at a deliberate

attempt to effectively block any
si ode it l involvement in the

department." the motion said. "'We

further deny the validity of the

charges made against the elections

A separate motion d raited by the

< iradualc Sociology Association

Will the Ifudilional Hart House ttcc be setapped if Santa Claus prove- (0 he

,i subversive influence on younger generation''

slated that ihe decision thai the

elections were improperly conducted

appears to have been based on in-

adequate evidence," and serious im-

plications have arisen from the

m.inncr in which it was mudc."
As a result, they said, hoth

Response

Slight

For Petition

I., - b.-.Al l;!Ile response when
presented to the math chairman and
ihc dean oT arts and science.

\bout 125 present and former
students of professor Stephen Salad
signed the petition presented lo

chairman George Duff on Monday,

asking lhal Salaff be retained on the

faculty.

Salaff has stated he Tears

dtimissaj because ot his support of

students in a conflict wilh the

deparlmenl over grading systems in

n course last spring.

\ petition presented yesterday to

arts dean Bob Creche, by over 750

students was taken back at his

suggestion thai it should inslead.be

given lo DuTf si hen Ihe students had

finished collecting signatures on il.

Tins petition was originally

addressed lo U of T president John

Evans as well, but was given to

GrCCtle at the suggestion of Ihe

maths-physics course union
executive.

It asks for Salaffs retention (as

well as thai of David Spring, who
was refused Icuur.e lasi spring), stu-

dent participation m luring and

lenure deeisiuns, and less emphasis

on esani.s.

Greene said last nighl that rules

governing ihe composition of the

committees deciding on tenure were

governed by ihe university's Haist

regulations and could not be

changed by arts and science.

Having students on these

commit lees, m any case "will not

make the difference the students

thlnk-il will." he added.

Duff was " non-committal on

receipt of the petition concerning

Salaff. He lold The Varsily yester-

day only that "I have the petition in

im possession" and "it has been

lead", asked if it would be taken

uiio consideration.

Student Kevin McQuillan said

yesterday he isus "disappointed" by

the responses, hul thai ihe students

nould follow Ihe Suggested channels

and see if positive results to ihclr

demands accrued

He had hoped for a committment
oi support from Greene, he said

graduate and undergraduate
sludenls are excluded from par-

ticipating in departmental decision,

and some committees are unable lo

priced wilh important business

Zeitlin feels' the matter is more
ethical ihun political, and that his

decision was liascd on ihe possibility

of error in the proceedings.

"In light of Ihc faci that the

election appeared problematical, my
decision was based on this." he said

yesterday.

"When some people feel there's a

problem, it has to be looked into.

Wc don't have a supreme court, so I

< r s

I Ik r'as any
political pressure behind the deci-

sion lo reconsider his action, he said

"lontorrou will he a search for

truth."

A, spokesman for Ihe Graduate

Sociology Association, slill prefer-

ring io remain nameless, said "we
had belter treat him (Zeitlin) care-

fully", reflecting Ihc studeni opinion

that Zciilin may become slubborn il

it appears he is suceumhing lo polit-

ical raiher lhan ethical pressure m
attempting to arrive at full disclos-

ure of Ihe facts,

"I think on Ihc basis of new
evidence, be yielded lo rati (fta lily in

reconsidering. We al leasl have lo

give him credit for admitting a

mistake." said ihe spokesman.

Respite for Interdisc
Interdisciplinary Studies will

remain as a "program" next

scar, arts and science dean Rob
fircenc staled last nighl

Although he said his

suggcslion I hill the courses be

absorbed into ashling codegei

Wax 'not accepted by viee-

president and provost p0n

r orator. Interdisciplinary
Studies '."ill, ( remain as it is

presently constituted for ut

least next year.

Karlicr yesterday. Greene
had mei a committee of Inter-

disciplinary staff and students

appoinlcsl at a central meeting

of ihc department last Friday

which voted to fight to for its

survival, Chairman (icoffrey

Pay/iini had originally urged

people al the meeting lo iry lo

find homes for ihc individual

courses in colleges. SO that their

innovative and sludenl-iirienlcd

benefits could slill exist.

Dde lo a combination of
feared hudgel cuts, the loss oi

Hill' nctng, and ih

arts and sciens

ike ,inv move Ifaculli

find a replacement for Pay/unil

who is reiving m June, ihe

chairman had called the muss

meeting lo discuss what he

leafed was Inlerdisciplinury's

imminent collapse

fJrttnc said last nighl thai

Puyvanl's fears were "non-

llniojs chairman Jim
Conacher'v. sociology chair-

man Irving ZoilHn'j and
Greene's lax arts dean) ap-

pointments, were announced
last spring, not in ihc fall, he

said.

Pay/uni hud reared that

administrative inaction on fin-

ding a replacement, which
could have seriously hampered
InicrdiMipHnnry's ahihtv lb if)

in make up its tremendous
budgetary problems, spelled Ihe

end for Ihe innovative depart-

oient I be budget ixdclcrmincd

in the Fall

I'ay/ant maintained last

night lhai i{ is "Bbjolufelj

necessary" for a chairman lobe
appointed immediately, so thai

he can co-ordinaie nest year's

program and arrange for

professors' appointments

'Greene .added that the-fcar

that Interdisciplinary was demg
downgraded to a status below
Ihat of j deparlmenl was un-

founded, and "irrelevant",

hecjusc it never was a depart-

ment, but ,1 program

Then retiring dc.m Albert

Allen referred lo Inter-

im

ihe entire controversy "a
melodrama

1 '

Sumc arts ouUtdc funding,

including a gran from the

Campbell Soup Company, it

continuing, the dean added
(reenc had proposed that

Innis t ullcjrc lake responsibili-

ty for motl of Inicr-
disciplmary's course, with a
smaller numher — primarily

more ir.iditionjl liieralure

^nurses - hemg pul under Ihe

wingx. 0 ( New and Mnnersm
( olleues or possibly the
federated colleges.

I umlmg for the courses

would he approiimatcly
equivalent, lo that now given lo

Interdisciplinary Studies

ClfCCne said his proposal was
his response lo j recommenda-
tion from Interdisciplinary last

summer that it he set up like a

fitcull) >ith an independent

budget to seed espenmcnllil

Hul. he said he wa« unable lo

convince administrators, in-

cluding I orslcr. thai that "»a«
ihe proper ibmu to do" He slill

hons> it can be dune in the

I .osier n,is unavailable lor

ca if)men I last nighi

Payianl says the Interdisei-

plinars eumimitec fought for

Greene's suggestion, as long as

extra Tundmg was made * li-

able

GSU Slams SGS Report
By GRFG Me.MASTtH

A confidential School of

Graduate Studies report is ad-

voculing "wage slavery" for un-

derpaid graduate students, says

Graduate Student Union executive

assistant Larry Hoffman.

Hoffman was commenting on a

report issued by the GSU cscculiue

which calls for guaranteed minimum
support for graduate siudcnts, and
which criticizes the sccrct'SOS
report for recommending the
ir.insfcr of U oT T Open Fellow slops

lo poorly-paid students at ihc ex-

pense of sludenls al relatively higher

The GSU report'says ihnt ihis

would be "benefitting only, ihe

Statistics", which would show a

heller dintfjbution of money, bul

that "there xvould be the same ,ih-

solutc number oi siudcnts without

suppori."

There arc at present wide

differences in support levels io

graduate students throughout Ihc

university

Hoffman said "It's a good idea

that they want lo spread ihe money
around. "The present snuution like

the real world, in lhal most people

receive little or nothing and a small

minority get a fortune."

He added, however, thai U of T
Open Fellowships only represent

three per cenl of total gradu.ile

•upporl, and lhal redistribution of

this wouldn't, mean a great deal

The SGS rcporl is described by

Hoffman as a "working paper which

is (UDjcci to change; il is nol in any
way the final policy of SGS."
The report 'apparently suggests

Ihui sludenls facing' cuts m
remuneration should be urged to

appreciate the "non-pecunmry ad-

dlllgC ibemsclvcs m tins lusiirs .uiJ

lake ,i pay cut. The money saved in

iln> muva Would more thai] adp
quaieK ensure suppori levels lor

graduate students

"

Flic *" r S 1
1 report refers to 1 a

proposed "Service Award" which

isould ensure more equitable sup-

pori 1., MudcntS, bul would require

them to expend time and effort to

nSftlve rates "not commensurate
with" the work that is done."

Mi

Ufid Hies prefer that Modems 30 ihc

work for ihem. "It's fine dstudenls

do the work, hat Ihev should h/e paid

Me suid thaiVe SGS paper

toiopcHcd lo lead
numbers of hours pel

-inywhere from zero

with "their supervisor\ diSOppros

al' ,i ilicv svon'i leach, according lo

Hoffnian!

\ -ubniission prepared for ihe

GSU by graduate philosophy,

nudentt says ihat Ihc department's

[lulicy luis ",i discournciiig effeci on

poor siudcnts and on students with

dependents and spe^l.il nveds,"

The submission continues "life

real danger o( this ("(tlicy h% thut i[

CdviM he used as a model for the

entire university. " M'hile it 'maj

siisiain enrolment. Ihe policy would
"liiriher reinforce the upper middlc-

. l.i- tone of [Fie university
"

Students in engineering and
science* get salaries, of only SMKl-

700. utjd dfien resent arts sludenls

who maj earn SJ.OOO. *uid Hoff-

man, bill he added ihci should real-

ize lhal 'iich arts students have lo

Organ frit and manage an entire

tin students arc

d. he fell, and

rs i;tHl Uiroughoul then

progn'tmj, "which is something Ihc

U ,.;f T hasn't even hcen talking

about." *. i' »

_

Hoffman added thai U of 1

presidcnl John Leans "cumc Iron

iNrvMaslcr. he must be ais.irc ol the

progriiin.'' >,

Lawyers Claim Armstrong's Rights are Violated
By DICK GOLDENSOHN

|

contended al the first duy of Ihe

ap)ieiil of his previous extradition

order lhal his righls had been

s lol.iteil since evidence from
witnesses who Cuuld not be cross-

examined was used.

Armstrong is wanted hy the

Uniied Stales on charges in con-

nee'lion with Ihe l'>70 bombing ol

Ihe Army Math Research Centre at

Ihc University of Wisconsin in

Madison, which resulted in the

death of one researcheV.

In the opening arguments

yesterday. L;dward Greenspan, ishn

is one of iwo lawyers representing

ihc 2ft year-old American, main-

tained that Armstrong bad been

denied due process of law-, since Ihc

court hearing the extradition case

lusi June hud admitted affidavits

from persons in Wisconsin, as

evidence but iho<c persons hod nut

tircenspan contended thai the

arp

iven did not

the court here

i be tried on a

murder

d argued lhal

g improperly

e coarl ruled

their inn i.li -

lenls on the

Armstrong had been

v confinement in the

r the third tunc since

n there Throughout

SAC waffles on fees
By.ZOYA STEVENSON

The Students' Administrative

Council -Monday couldn't decide

whether il would participate in ihc

Ontario federation of Students-

oigani/ed second term fees with-

holding campaign Ivecmse their

meeting lucked a quotum,
The meeting fell three short or the

20 Itcccnary bodic< for n quorum
count There are 60 tludenl
councillors

The SAC executive, however, has

oiliefallj ratified the strike, which

they preter to call a "boycott".

Three oihci OPS members either

.ihsi.iiiicd or voted against the strike

because iheir semester school terms

make the wiihholding action im-

practical S'on-paymeni of tuition

means norfi res ration. The
Univcnits or Uuclph and FatuJiawe

College .ihqained. and the Universi-

ty of W.ocrloo voted against Ihc

strike

Treni Universal) rejected ihe

strike on the grounds thai il would

he inefjeclive.

Vvrn without council approsal,

SAC is already xpendinp about J7h0
for poster* and Variitj nds sup-

porting ihc tinkc They aic also

p«Mi>rti«K an eighi page newxp^per
for lanuary eighth which will urge

tiludcnts to withhold their feci and

inform ihem about oiher important

c.impus issues.

I'Kcic is some question about
whether a mailing should go out

during Ihe winter hreak to remind
students individually lo nut yet pay
iheir fees. The muihne should cosl

SAC an estimated SI500 because it

Would base to he sent to all of U of

T's undergraduate population at

there is no way of telling who ha*

and hain't paid their fees.

Former SAC education commis-

sioner Marty Stollar, sirongly hc-

lievcs that the mailing or something

else should be done in favour of the

strike He said, "Lei's siari to re-

think the "hole concept of how

we're going io budget lor the fee*

strike If we're going to do [I. w c

mojbl as well do it well."

llnucrsiiy commissioner John

t redrn*ny on'ihe other hand, think*

"if we do it. we should not do it wilh

i sluing sense of success The only

way a feet Mnkc can come ofT is if

the individual uniscrxniex uphold

their responsibility " He was skep-

tical thai they «ould.

SAC will try lo holj another

oieetmp lusJeVide whal lo do about

Ihc itnkc December I3«I&3Q pm m
• be Fjsi Hall of University. College.

At VJ2 in ihc morning of August

24. 1070 u large bomb exploding in

the building thai housed AMRC
destroying the building and killing a

researcher, Robert ¥. Fussnacht.

Armstrong was named as a

suspect by the FBI and was arrested

in Toronto by ihe RCMP in

February of ihis year Since then he

four persons, including his brother

Dviight. were named in ihe bom-
hmg. only Armstrong has thus far

been caught.

Since Canudiun courts technically

have the right lo determine ihc

charges on which Armstrong will be

iricd if and when he is relumed lo

Wisconsin, his lawyers arc also

asking the Court of Appeals to drop

ihe fir.si-degree murder charge on

Ihe grounds lhal the death of

Fassnuchi wax accidental and nol

premeditated,

Armstrong's lawyers contend Ihat

Ihc order issued in June to return

him la Wisconsin is illegal primarily

hceausc the treaty of IS42 lhal

governs extradition between ilu

U.S. and Canada docs not apply t(

"crimes of a political nature
"

They admit they are fighnng uj

uphill battle since Canadian court

bc(

,din

nhieh cstradilion svas requested ssas

"political
"

The last case on record in which

the political argument was raised lo

prevent extradition from Canada
isas lhal of Saava Fcdorcnko. a

Russian who was accused of

shooting u village policeman in a

'political

In M.n
rirsi cam

bombing
meaning

currcd a;

puign Io

had just been placed under

f ihis year, when ihe case

to court, a number of

lOlivtlti testified thai 1 lie

IS clearly political in thc

.ynd. New Left

nli-war activist and

svho testified last

spring. CO inpored ihe homhini! ol

Vrniy Math loJohn Brown's raid on

Ihe arsenal at Harper's Ferry in the

fall or 1850 He said lhal John

Brown's raid has come to be

regarded us u political act by all

American historians, even ihllsc

who reoi.uricd hostile to whal John

Brown did

\ t dunty Court judge subsc-

Ihe Icstimoin ol the American acli-

Ex-SAC Commissioner Leckie

Tops Poll for Ward 6 Trustee
By ELAINE FAKRAUHER

Monday's election for the two
school trusteeships in Ward b re-

sulted in ihc splil of progressive

and conservative tickets.

Dan Leckie who ran with Sob

Spencer, came in first 450 votes

ahead of incumbent K. Dock Yip.

who ran with Ben Rose Rose, also

an incumbent, cumc in fourth and

Spencer fifth.

With 146 of I4M polls reporting. '

Leckie led with4,i38 votes. Yip was

second with J.ootl. Peter Maloney

oils). Dasht Low \.t2i. Dan Mar-

lyniuk 9l\, Young Socialist Cliff

Mack 7«. and Murray Starr 504

The victories of Leckie and Yip

match iwo vastly different view-

points leckie. the most radical of

ihc leading candidates, won along

ssith Yip, Ihc most conservative.

The difference of aboui 1400

votes between Leckie and Spencer is

oniisual. given lhal ihey ran as a

team on exactly the same platform

of community control and special

considcralion of ethnic diversity

Maloney though, who came in

third, said that it was nol surprising

since I cckie "gol lop billing" and is

"more qualified and knowledgeable

61 osiiet"

Bui Leekie attributed the differ-

ence m sole* largely to ihc fact

thai hecanvaued between Jiand M)

polls hs himself while Spencer was

organizing ih'c campaign Leckie

said that the iirmorunve of personal

canvassing cannoi be overempha-

sized.

Also, Leckie was listed on

campaign liieralure as a teacher,

while Spencer svas listed us an

associate producer. As well, a very

small pari of the difference, Leckie

said, could be attributed to ihe fact

lhal his own numc was ihc first on

the ballot

Although Yip and Ro.sc nlso run

on ihc same ticket, they' differed

from each other on issues Rose

opposes the streaming of inncr-cily

children into opportunity and
vocational courses, while Yip says

the prohlcm does nol exist Rose

alio fuvourcd increased contmumly
involvement in the schools while Yip

says ihnl Ihis is not an issue.

Rose said yesterday lhal evidently

he is "not radical enough for some
of the voters, bul is too radical for

oth-rx" Rose added thai ihc vote

shosvs iitong evidence of studeni

power in (he ward.

Spencer, last year's SAC presi-

dent al IJ of T. and Leckie. Ihe

education commixtioncr in ihc same
sear, had many sludenls working for

it em T he ward includes all of ihc

downtown U of T campus south of

Bluor Sireet. .

Spencer accused Moloney of

"trickery" in sending out cards ihc

dus before the election that looked

"jutl like a ballot" and included him

in a hxi of leading candidates "For

responsible Civic (iovernmoOl".

Spencer alleged that Maloney

deceived ihc voter into thinking that

he was being endorsed by candidates

like llavid Cromhic. Tlan Jleap »nd

Rill Archer (The lulter two won the

uldcrmunic race in Ward 6.J

Murlyniuk. who before ihe vole

vs its confident oT winning, agreed

that there was a great deal of

trickery employed "'hy a certain

candidate"'

Murtyniuk said ihnl it was a bard

election to analyse, lhal it n.isn i

"un election of logic". He said thai

the results were a combination ol

"apathy and determination", and

ihat il simply "didn't make sense".

Ax lo the success of his campaign

in Upsclling Ihc Yip-Rose
stronghold. Leckie gase a greal deal

of credit lo community grs'ups that

supporied his campaign.

Leckie suspecli (hnl he will non

have twice the expected responsibili-

ty for community organizing since

Yip. in*icud of Spencer won with

him Yip does nol believe lhal the

people are in favour of community

control of schools.

The I.eckic-Spenccr ticket lot)

heavily in the North larvix com-
munity, which comprise* 4; per cent

of ihe electorate

I eckic attributes this to Ihc fact

that ihey arc middle clj". profes-

sional* who arc loo "paranoid" to

open ihe door to canvassers As a re-

sult of this and then support of

Cromhic, Ihey were easily influenc-

ed by the Moloney "deceil". he

claimed.
seasoned null for Ward fclruttee seal
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Fac Reform Caucus

An open letter to the president,

the provoM. and the dean ofurts and
science: •

We read with alarm in The
Vtirlsij ul December l Ihc phpht ol

Interdisciplinary studies Kited

with imminent univer<LlY.-widc hud-
L'fl L1II-.

.1 III-

i he Interdisciplinary Studies group

were disbanded. We welcOfftc the

increased role the colleges will plus

in intcrdnciplin.ii> studies, hut reel

rt ii essential thai the Inter-

disciplinary Studies group remain pi

ldel to co-ordinate the activities ol

the various colleges in tins area. We
hope you will use your good office*

lo this end.

I he Srecrinn ( ommittcc.

Faculty Kvfuriii Caucus

Kohed Login) Physics]
i.i.i Slcunson t Philosophy

.

i r. .1 Winter i Fine ui clmlrmini

Normin Hull
iSociotog) i

IVIilton Wilson 1 1 rinii) English!

Chris I'lnwrighi (Zonlogyj

Reader Worried

aboDt Zeitlin Silence

I can appreciate that it must he a

diffreuli task tu eel a paper out three

-times a neck I Ik majority of the

lime the material coven important

the ii:li.

rightly or wrongly, the) are mil

relevant lo a considerable purloin ol

(he student hody

Occasionally, however, even The
Varsity can step out ol hue lii my
opinion, ihis is what happened in

Monday's ijuuc, page four; the ar-

ticle concerning the actions of

Professor Zeitlin. chairman of Ihc

XI p,!

My

[top

with

The overall impression conveyed
in sueh phrase* a* "i» suspend the

right*", "unilateral action"', is that

professor ZiCllin has turned tyrant.

If students "unanimously endors-

ed" professor Zeitlin as their choice

lor department head, then they owe
it to turn to hen i his vicvn on i he is-

HlC befOrt 'hey 'urn their hacks.

In order to have been 10 favoured
as choice (or departmcnl head. Dr.

Zeitlin iniisi indeed have shown
some idmiruble qualities. Do inch
qualities irrtjiicolli vanish when
one receives a position ol control or

authority
'

According to Varsity ideology,
they do.

In this apse, at lean. I vmh (to

disagree sirongly.

Dr. Zeitlin invalidated the

elections and called a (c-clcclic-n

because of "election irregularities".

Taking iu» uKiologs course*. I

am aware of some irregularities

"Inch did occur My potsibleoihcn
could have alio, including Ihe
specific case cited

Let me ."lit ii this poml thai I tccl

Professor /cilhn hinukll u riot

calling into ihc abilities, ol

the reps, hul merely the proceeding*

The final sentence* of the article,

"Zeiilm is aiong Justice must he

in my op nion. a little out-of-hand.

Proressor '
Zeitlin i > a brilliant

an excellent lecturer and

the ill-w 1 which thi article has

caused, i filcntionully or not, was
entirely u nwfirrantcd.

Mv su geslion for he future is

that The Varsity con rder the im-

plications cles which it

prints hel ire they arc pruned

Maureen R. Spccr

UC II

Ed's \'<ite. Header Speer apparently

didit i \cr Friday 's Varsity
(December 1 1 page one article on
/ eit/ln i overturning ul the un-

dergrdd elections to Ifie assembly, hi

•i. Zeitlin* teller announcing the

action ivas extensively quoted as was

fib refusal to ductus Ihc stiuaimn

nnh llu- family. II Speer feels

wrongly done by because further

cuioiiiettl br Zeitlin Is missing, she

should erfHevie Mm and nor the

paper V .
~

,

=

Elei tlOni votnmUiee chairman
Ralph Heals in an open teller to ihe

department cysagrets wllh Spree's

. I/iiiii thttl there were trrcgularitirt

in the conduct of the undergraduate

-llu . Spetr's critlcismt

lined at The \'ar--

ii\. but thev uejinltcly represent

Nobody in Class;

Essays Snare 'em

Where arc all the students gone?

l ectures art fractionally attended

ilJf •

,pi,l

filled with clock-watching, vacant

faces, ihe silence being broken by
the droll voice of the discussion

lewder assigning s number of books
to he read for the next session

Where are the Ntudcms? Why,
they arc solidly packing every

available (pace in the libraries in an
effori lo complete enuy
assignments, all of which seem to he

required during Ihe Tint week in

December.

Surely, the last week in

November could he productively

used .ii- a reading week.

I'auliuc Gallugher

SMC

English-Canadian

Separatism Needed

Mosi Canadians seem lo thnrc

the reeling that Canada is o great

country, rich and prosperous, but

lacking in identity due lo the great

cultural influence of the United

Slniei mi English Canada and Ihe
lack of ( anadian unity.

i have iiudlcd in both Ontario and
(Juehcc. tsvo Canadian provinces

vflb icri little in common For a

''Quebcoois* to feel really 'Cana-
dian, things would have to be very

different. -\ lot has been said hul too
lo lie has been d«nc to promote
Qjlhlgualitrn and bicullurahsm in ihe

Country Even the moil naive Cana-
dian would not dare suggest that j

trench Canadian from Si-
llsasinlhc. Oucbcc (W per ceni

Vrenehi would leel nl home
jrnwhcie in Canada hul fjuchec

W hat u a Canadian'1 Where can
sou draw Ihc line-between < anadi.ui

and Xinehcan' Ouchctkers hjsc
been protecied h> the language
harrier, hul an Pnghsh Canadian
hji to he more than limply a person
bung jbovc the -IVih parallel

I njrhsh (. anadiam hate been unnhle

mm

Good Upsets Evil
Monday evening, the supposed

forces of good, the "reformers",

upset Toronto's pro-developer

candidates to wrest control of City

Council. Thousands of years

before, ul this time of year, a

perhaps similar rebel band ol

Hebrew guerillas successfully

plotted the overthrow of their

Greefj rulers, rulers who had taken

control of Jerusalem and were

insisting the Hebrews worship

their pagan gods.

Cloaked in the dark of the

Dennison night, Toronto's
developers had consolidated their

control of City Council, winning

over aldermen lo the faith that

development spelled progress.

Able proselytizers. the developers

can point to past victories in

gaining converts, former supposed

reformers who now valiantly de-

fend their interests.

Angry community advocates

refused to give up their beliefs that

easily, meeting a stoney wall of

indifference when they protested

that the council sanctuary had
been defiled. Not easily daunted,

the motley crew openly resisted

the developers' advocates,
provoking angry response from

the oppressive authorities.

Unable to gain ground by

debate, they look lo Ihe wards to

mobilize community dissent to

Overthrow the unjust order. And.
lo and behold, a leader arose lo

lead ihe rebel forces: lawyer and

community organizer. John
Sewell. Citizen groups throughout

the area answered the call, in-

sisting they would no longer be

represented by disciples of the

corrupt.

Onward and forward, they

went, organizing a guerilla cam-
paign which would earn the sup-

port of the electors and throw the

pro-developers out of City Hall.

And, then, in a lightening raid on

December fourth, they regained

control of their city, leaving the

"bad guys" in a shattered

minority.

But. mere victory would not be

enough. The counciT-cliambers had

. been despoiled; they would have to

be recleansed. The victors, diligent

in their task, began a search for

holy weed with which to re-

sanciify their chamber. But, ihe

ravaging developer heathens had

finished off almost all of the city's

st;ts"h and only enough was left for

one joint.

And, miracle of miracles, the

dope got all the reformers stoned.

In their dumbfound haze, they

thought- Utopia had come: they

controlled council and all would

be right. Their supporters, loo. got

off on Ihc stone and rejoiced in the

streets.

No one remembered, however,

what had happend thousands of

years before when ihe other vic-

tory had been won: defeat' and

renewed repression followed

within 70 years:

ml
lo esc-jpe the sphere of American
influence and even Britain's in-

flU.en8: for itial matter. The word
"royal" in front of Canadian in-

dilutions is being removed hesilant-

Is I must, therefore, conclude lhai

oi English Canadian is a British

subject rapidly becorning an
American.

Canadians surely realize that if

Quxbe* separates; ihefalc otitic rest

oi Canada would beverj uncertain.

\\ hai -would B.C. do? ihe
Maritime^
The confiel between English and

French is not a ntw one. Since Ihc

conquest >il fi763. ihe Lnglish have
done everything possible lo
uimiliiie the t-rench Canadians:

the Act of Union giving Upper
< a nad a (Onlurio today) equal
representation eveji though ii had a
im alter population: the BNA Act
HSiarinfe trench rights only in

Wacbec (clause lii). The fact is.

quite simply, that t n g 1 1 s h

Canadians ate not willing to
rccocni/c the French fact in

Canada (Quebec mult lake the in-

ftiaiive id revisi assimilation: how
drastic ilic>c measures must be is

debatable bui what other workable

alternative is (here if English

( unadianl continue 10 rcsiil

MHrmuallim and biculturahsni in nil

of Canada. "Survival" is the

inoiivating force behind the

separatist movement in Quebec
1 1 is difficult but possible lor

diflrrcm nations lo eiLSI in the same
state. What usually happens
however, like what is happening in

i .in ida lodas. is ihe strongest na-

tion ends up dominating the weaker

dries ( onlcderjiion i* possible

when there is a variety of nation*,

only ii ihe nghii of the minunty are

upheld thruughoul the entire federal

si ale Could Quebec operate
s-ornmiii.ills .i> .i scpjf.iic Hale?

' iby countries are already
promising interments in j s-ery

unstable Vietnam so surely Quebec

survival is not d

Canadian strugg

United Stales. Ei

do not want lo be

United -States to I

As a resident of the riding of Don
V.illcs I have been oitiio led i

culture Ihes
Canadians have I

this small culture,

culture io save

yourselves, svhal i

Quebec' 1 Is il

Separatism' Will I

ever change their

, Ihe solution

special stal

nghsh Canadi

ittitudc torwa

r will the l-rer

i«. the fact

scriCN of

iving through

: and cheese

Canadian continue lo be alienated in

Canadian society? Answer lh«e

qnestIons honeitly: a%k yourselves

how you would feel rf you were
refused employment hccau.se you
were not hdinguul

trench colonials may have been

defeated in I7MI, but they will

preserve ihcir language and their

culture English Canadian*, are you
independent',' culturally 1

politically?

economically? If your answer is no.

maybe vou should start your own
Canadian separatist parly.' it's j

question of survival.

I inn- \ i^neuull

Sear

Election Expenses

Imperil Democracy

The federal election du>l ha> >ct

to scnic hur sn|| .mother election is

very much in tight If the next

election comes loo early, then the

mosi important Jiuuness of any
democracy will become loo lime

consuming m addition lo the mind,
hofpting inoncsgobhling event thul

n it

in a regular club for a fpravt lingorea

ol Ihe riding, rather than |usl Ihe

apartment building,! live m
Mr Kaplan, the highest spending

MP m 1%N (S68.0QO, which ii about

four limes a MP's; pay — then

S I N,fKX)/year or so) has been out-

done ihis lime hj another record

spending MP. Mr Gillies, who has

reportedly spent SIUO.000 or more

Il is incredible, hul probably I rut Ii

i» like railing Irom Ihe frying-pan

mlo ihe fire In addition In (he

national tv. and other advertising

paid fur hy ihe parlies, they amongst

Ihcimclsies spent a quarter of a

million or si>. | will not he surprised

at all if Ihey outdid Ihcmselses nesl

clevhon This wasteful 'piiralmj1

costs must nop. Such enormous,

undisclosed costs in the name ol

(rc'cdom. equality, and democracy
slink.

If one were to compare Ihe total

capenaea ol the t»o major panics

lor communicating with ihe welfto-

do local voter, with the supposedly

gene rout, humanitarian con-

tribution, s.' million, to the

grealesl human tragedy m recent

nines namels Bangladesh, then il

(calls bnnps home the highly mis-

placed priorities of the dciclopcil

world, and Ihe callously widening

gap between the rich and the poor

nations

On the homefronl, again if one
were to judge candidates by the

ey (peril per vote obtained; then

no doubl Miss Jean Smith ol NDP
will rank firs I in Don Valley, and
probably NDP siill firm a mojoril)

government. This unfair advantage

lhai ihe I iberals and Conservatives

have or-lhe rich have over the poor

musi he eliminated ifdemocrdc) is

to In meaningful at alt the way it

is. "Democracy is for Ihc rich, ofllic

rich, and is governed h> Ihe rich".

Let Ihc "just iociciy" begin wilh a

just election Without a ju.st election

mechanism there will never be a just

democratic .society The high elec-

tion cspenscs lower the equality and

freedom m a so-called democracy. I

will >u|)porl any coalition which will

pass legislation more comprehensive

and thorough thnn the proposed

"Elections Espcnses Vet"

I hate to he subjected to the open

hrihery of wine and cheese c»-

Iravag,in/as once again in u ihon
while b) -Mr (ollies and his likely

l iberal challenger Mr k.ipl.iu. tbv

son -in- In w of a millionaire

Democracy must mean more ihun

choice between two ntlUtonalrts

l)jeif in- taw i. and their Iricndv Can
ihc unemployed Phd not add
winelhing to the dcbaie'

C.k. kilciar

December 1972 Since I shall be

wtilidr.iwmg from ihc university at

the end of this term. I shall no

longer be able to carry .in as

mcinhcr of Council

Ms resign,o ion having been goen,

I now K-el free to speak mj mind

concerning council in ificshon tlme

I have been with this governing

body. I base round the majority of

members, and in particular Ihc cs-

eculivc. to be intercsicd in pelting

the |,ih done in a responsible way.

using negotiation as a technique

rather than confrontation and dis-

ruption Ms support goes out to

ihcin for trying io do this.

However, without mentioning any

names, there arc still u small

number here who continue to waste

council * lime with their immature
nch.mour II would seem that they

arc here simply lo bolster Ihcir own
egos hs drawing attention to

themselves, oi perhaps they just like

lo sec their own lips mute Would
Ihei not be belter off at home
playing with their iquecic toys? I

would suggest thai they might

"move in reconnlder" their own
motises for being sin council. The

Should Slav Home

Ii is wiih rcgrel thjl I inform Ihc

member* o( the Sludenis' Council of

mi resignation lu Ukc effect

• ho tall the loudest and mod otten

hi i heir own adtancement arc

Could be mure clfcvinc and etTicicni

n all the member* would try l» poll

Trie 1'irr*

knoi SAC itp
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L'hebdo
Some

Valedictoiy

Thoughts

from Sly Old

Trickster "R."
There is nothing lo humble a

reviewer like a new I It by

Vladimir Nabokov. Even if you

don't care for him (and many, very

inuny don't) you can't dismiss him
:is a charlatan, a literary siunimun,

or iU a competent enough con-

fectioner of insubstantial laics, No,

there arc IW.O approaches to Ihij

Rufito-American writer, t his unique

hvhrideycgcsis or paean.

The first wav is fraught with peril

Nabokov demands attention, in-

tellectual spryness as -do few nthcr

authors; you don'l so much read

between the lines as you scrutinize

them for unsuspected flaps ol

meaning that lay folded casually

underneath, with some odd
wordplay (he only clue, And if this

isn't difficult enough, the author

delights in setting traps for dilet-

tantish critic--, particularly disciples

of "the Viennese quack " The c*-

egclc of Nabokov has chosen no less

precarious an occupalion than ihe

racing driicr. the double-agent, the

hooker specializing in kinky sex.

The sufcr way — mere praise— is

hurdk mure -aiislaclory You regret

[plundered so reck lessly before

You've cried wolf too often, over-

praising pleasant mediocrities,

devaluing your superlatives in the

process, Those shimmering com-
parisons, the grandiose words have

all hecn sallied. You begin lo envy

i he literary martinets, cutthroat

critics who damn a book for its flaws

ami begrudge it Ms virtues. They, at

least, have ihcir miser's hoarde ol

tuncrlutiycs lo fall back on

hu\ of desperation, you consider

«^pluing together a compendium ol

qUOIUtipns, letting Nabokov speak

for Nabokov. But, really, you eun'l

gel awuy with that; you have to write

-.umcihing about Transparent

XHiilxx, which is a- story, a puz/k,

and a revelation.

The Story: Transparent THfitgn is

a brief work, almost brusque, yet as

rich and allusive as Firbank (It

seems almost an apology far the

elephantine \ita) Hugh Person is

our protagonist, a nondescript 40-

year-old who "had earned his living

in ihe various dull ways lhai fall to

the lot of brilliant young people who
lack any special gifts or ambition

and t'cl accustomed 10 applying only

a small part of their Wits to hum-

drum or charlatan tasks." Hugh is

the pcrreel character in the way (lo

plunder from my author) thai Eulcr

,i olanO, passive man. movmi' ap-

prehensively through life, liltle more
than a palimpsest for several layers

of memories, ihough rather startling

ones for such a cipher.

Hugh, now an editor with a New
York publishing house, returns to a

hotel in Switzerland where he had
sojourned twice before, once with

his father and once with his wife,

both dead. Ii is an appointment in

Sumurru.. That is the skeleton of the

story, and all you n&d lo know
Nuhukov'-. walermark shines

transparently through this work all

Ins patented devices are here There

is the frolicsome wordplay Sample
"... young Pines was the lover of

daughter, whom he

"avaliere, Colifor-

summers," Less

:;
"

, she asked if

Tunning Slums, an

boih mull

had scrvi,

ma, dun
delectable

he eared

nvunt garde hn
"

rtii ise ovulations should remind
ihe astute reader of the thread ol

clownish ,t\ thai runs through Ins

novels, Russian and English The
ponderous solemnity wiih which

adult men and women do utterly

ridiculous Ihirigs, all in the name ol

fiction Hugh and his wife used la

make luve fully dressed, at tea-time.

w,ih .is hide disarrangement ol

Clothes us poMibIC and WjlhOUl mis-

sing a beat of their inane cocktail

prattle Nabokov in a master ol

grotesque details, of tantalising

illusions, of the outrageously off-

colour parenthesis.

One famlliui churactcr deserves

mention, before we move on the next

level of our novella Mr R, is a

world-famous author whose
magnum opus. Tralmiliani, Hugh is

editing Mr R. is an ecccnlic figure

"who wrote T.nghsh considerably

licttcr than he spoke u "' He is also

the author of a novella culled Three

Teme\, he is often accused ol

(bstucing sparkling young girleens.

and you did not like hn best hook

Tbt Fttndli "We hoth like to play

game*." Robert Krosl muted in

Page Six THE VARSITY Monday, December lfi, IMS

m
A Merry
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and

To

All Our Readers

\ Varsity f ireetmg Irom 1946 We'd like to update il with a Happy chunnukah and a splendid Solstice

Happy New Year
j
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comparing himself to T S Eliot,

"bill 1 like lo play euchre, and he

likes lo play Eucharist " Nabokov is

an incorrigible gamester, too, but

his iv a grandmaster's game of chess,

tHis early novel The Defense was a

suslamcd pinning of ficluin on the

chessboard) He is a fabricator ol

chess problems, and admires a eV
pcciuliy (hose sophisticated one*

that detour iis-soNer on u "round-

about loute (strange Inndscapcs.

gongs, tiger*, csutie customs, the

llirit-c rcpc.iitd circuit of a married

Couple around the lacied fire ul an

earthen brmijef)

I an land lun) enough The gicm
Pair fire was a'furihright pu/sle. to

be pieced together oul of a mad-

man'- nnics to a murdered man's

unfinished poem: il is the greatest

csiravacan/a in iwcnticlh-century

fklmn, and a substantial work of art

lo book. But Nnhokov tampers

obsessive!) wiih even his straight-

forward hooks Pnin, the simplest

iiory Nabokov ever wrote, has ihe

narrator doubling nisognito as a

character, and even the magnificent

autobiography Spnk Memory con-

ic, lis moliciouf allusions nod tanta-

lizes ui wiih almost-hut-noi-quitc-

revealed events.

Tramparent Things it subtitled "a

ngw novel, from start to finish, from

miricite riddle to simple enigma"

Forewarned is rorearmcd What son

of riddle has he devised for us Ihit

lime?! Well. Iriovcn'l quite puzzled it

Doubleness has been a recurrent

and silal theme Ibrough Nabokov's

works In lie\pair. ihe hero
stumbles into his dopptcganger one

day anil the boot lake off from

there Ada is set in the idyllic An-
Hierr.i. a world geographically like

ouis but where the last 1W0 centuries

ol gbib.il politic* seem lo ha\e taken

an unlirely different course I nitio

cleaves neatly into the story of an

odd lecher who lusts alter twelve-

> ear-old girls, and the story of a

man who get* Ihe chance fair Tire

juxtaposed Hie par.moid lanlasy

world ol I'r Kfobplc with John

Shade's calm world of art a win-

dowpanc guarded the boundary

There are some hints m Things:

"\ dopplcr shift covered her body"

he writes, and "an eleciric sign,

IJOPPI ER. shifted to violet " Once
is wunion wordplay, twice. I Ihmk,

is significant Strange correspond-

ences show up among the charac-

ters, There u ,i I'eiton pere and a

Person fils. a Mr*. Chamar and an

Armandc Chamar — and then there

is, briefly, one Annum! Rose a

honU'sesual who "hud strangled hn
hoyfncnd'« incestuous niter" There

i> U lack a Jake and B Jagues There

is a gaudy history ol sexual connec-

tion snaking through these charac-

ters biographies, interlinking them

as in Schnitzler's to Ronde

I keep wondering if Things works

like a trigonometric indcntiiy.

which, if you remember, begun -uh

a monstrous- equation, full ol cu>mcs

Iheta and tangents something. else

M an implausihtc xne- ol in-

versions and shills across ihe ctiualt

sign, those recalcitrant hunks ol

numhert and symbols would change

shape to become perfect images the

equals ><gn «ou1d melt away,

become superfluous: sou had
created an identity

Can wc do the same wiih the odd
f characters in Tran\fiarenl
1 Can wc double them up.
>r twice, or once again, unnl

nobody is left'
1 I'm not al-

cr sure Ihis is ihe solution,

a more literal sense nobody is

the end, svhich brings us up
ore level

The Rett ation: Mary McCarthy.
in a wild 1 any of praise lor Pale

Rite, Ballet H a fabcrgc jewel, a

ay.ado-il-yuurselfkil.a

bos She
however. 1

propriutcly

calfed ii one ihing.

Thlngf. for Ibis brier lisle unfolds

irrcsistihle ( iscination of an infernal

machine The metaphor is noi far-

fetched. Th rc are mure deaths here

Ihun in ths The Spanish Trazedv
The majo r characters are all

bumped off and casual parentheses

nlorming us of offstage

fiilulilics i

hook).

Vers sirange. this liltle

Of tours fi Nabokov is not one lo

mope arm
death "Th s is, i believe, it not the

taculardeir ises have heen the sluplc

oflusficiio
. all brought offwith icy

despatch. This novella is no
nd moduli lies ol death

1 as gleefully as in a

tame. Hun

Hut [her '* a new note as well.

gentle and clcgaic. reminiscent of

the most

aulohiograj by II is rilling lone for

explicitly. look ai ihe reality of

dealh, "Th
crude angu

but the inc

s i$i fuclieVc, it: not the

sh of physical suffering,

imparahle pangs of the

nental maneuver needed

Well. Death is me of whni the

Catholic church ca lis "the four lasl

things lobe rerncm bercd"andlhosc
four things are de idedly not usual

subjects for seriou arlisls M leasl

nutlill now. M lea it not in this raw.

undisguised form

silting securely o

But Nabokov,
the mountain-

peak of his repuli

and implacable an

cidn (and il is a

c intellcctuahsm

can do damn well

It's risky. 1 sup
,vhat he wants,

lose, to say thai

Nabokov fiat issus d a kcrygma Or
even thai be lias pretended lo. Peo-

ple will elude me for even enter-

lilts is n very curious piece nf fiction.

tkiion. afler all, and une doesn'i go

pukinc around for truth Hnl then

i his is jverj curiou piede of fiction

Nabokov 'himself

lugubrious disgmsL sending a letter

to his puhlisher w

"Ihe triple lolalit ^
'

ht has dis-

covered a few da s before dealh

"Totul rejection if all religions

ever drcmpt up l> man and total

face of total

death." And we

Hugh Person Ives.

the docile reader.

For some tunc n >w Nabokov has

been playing arour d with thoic big

old questions that

of phjlosophen n

novelists \nd he 1 m been doirtg u

in dead earnest.

njJh? pulmcd "ii a

The Texture ol

us in the middle

of \da as Van Vc

as heavily didactic l

n's novella, was

lump embedded

3dd and SIBJ

autobiography, where he claims lo

shv awav from even "the (outinc

terrors of sleep." J Clearly the man is

engaged on gigantic enterprise.

Enterprises. I confess, that I

usually find about as appealing us

I .
-j I

. ; . ....

me. like

uns. arc

im-rUni a I iven tiel h-cenl a rs s,ierjies

who draws us into huge arguments

before wc know il More likely he's

a brilliani showman, j firsi-rank

artist who can do anything he wanis

iinipl) because what he due*, he

direfl far and away better than

anyone living (or dead for that

mailer lus wordplay and punning

are, for my money, belter than

iosec's. and his structure ol

iimcweuving ihe ctjual s'f Proust's.)

No mailer I will take my cues from

another paragraph, and I will con-

tinue lo read Nabokov, and read

him again, for "Ihe orgasm of an
(winch) i 'in .

- thiough the whole

spine with incomparably more force

than sesual Kttacy oi mctaphysicil

panic."

Transparent IhlnKs.

by Wadlmn \ r - -
- 1

m Myenon.S6.7S.
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Some Remembranc
Intellectual Intoxicated

"By
superma
fed... 1

fee),.. hi

stein... I

rukluff.

lods ... I feel a

im Zaraihustra... I

lii".

i..,

i

lik

who cares.,, the clerics... a plague

(like ill. clerics,,, a plague lake

everybody .
everybody bul those

who love
.
how symbolic when a

man and his unman stand together

admiring the n there are

il.ir- ,111 J si ;t r s bul there is only one

mnun tlierc are women and

women bul for this man there is

urilv nne woman ah. tut. lut,

this is loo sentimental... I grow
morbid mi my beer... another

stein... to the censors... may their

tribe decrease.., but what did that

beggur mean this afternoon... he

took off his cap with a flourish and

said, 'when the moon winks you'll

see the slurs' . what did he mean,

the rogue . perhaps Einstein

knows... they are both mad... I

remarked that most of the fiction

being written today is history,,, he

hastily added that most of Ihe

NisiOf) being written today is fic-

must sec thetion.

rascal again... he, at least, is no

dilettante... no cautious aesthete.,

they with the Padercwski bobs and

ihe poetic stares... whai do they

really know... ihey who fear lo

commit themselves... they who
revile the Babbitts and are

themselves Babbitts in disguise...

'yes!' I heard one say, 'I Ihink our

symphony orchestra needs a har-

pist'.,, what the bell docs he know
about orchestras or harps... why
doesn't he gel a job and make an

honest living.. Allah, give me
strength lo live through the prattle

of such as he... give me more
beer... let me was ccstaiic... 1 am a

libertarian, 1 ... ten thousand
hells

, I am weak... I am sick... I

have mal de mer... help, a basin, a

basin..."

— December 1930

STILL HERE
Mc'S LUNCH

with the urnc good m*»!»
A very convenient place to eat

Wot liele of Yorne St
Hall-way between WeUeiler

and MailUnd.
Beat value in dtv for the price,

35c.

550 YONCE STREET

Blondes and brunettes

prefer

Brylcreemed men
To aiitact a lovely lady

A nun needn't be "call,

Dirk and handsome."

Bur he must be well-groomed,

Especially above the collar.

That's why the loveliest ladies

Ptefcr men
To whom daily Brylaeem is as

Important as the morning shave.

BRVLCREEM . . .

Tames the most unruly locks.

Gives sparkle to dry hair.

Fights falling hair and dandruff.

And promotes healthy growth.

It's easy to have hair

Everyone admires.

Over 18,000,000 rubes and jars of

Brylcreem bought yearly.

So tc must be good!
Costs as little as 2Jc
For extra economy
Get the big 50c rube or jar.

Money-back guarantee.

DRYLCREEM :

IV THE PERFECT HAIR DRESSING TONIC "
J

(fbtnmtb uritAtrut j'tcaMny I

BREAD FACTORY
lf 1 Mitchell M, I inner

Paul Robbing
> TP-

huge, misshapen bread factory

that sprawled over half a city

block. It was the one permanent
ihinp in his life, and about it

clustered his most important
memories.

As a kid he played handball

against its bruad, red walls, and
when he grew older, he hanged a

tennis ball against it with a cheap,

broken-down racket. In the

autumns of his early, carefree life,

he would lean his back against its

warm brick sides (for there were

blazing furnaces beyond) and he

would lislen lo the pleasant mur-

mur oTa thousand crickets whose
music seemed to haunt the at-

mosphere.

Once, he could remember, that

he had hugged thai self-same wall

with terror: For out of the house
ncxi to ihe factory had lunged a

jealousy-crazed husband, bran-

dishing a gigantic ase, a Tew feet

behind his siar boarder. It later

appeared that he had caught him
in a icll-tale posture with his wife.

And lo make his memory of the

factory more symmetrical, there

lived on the other side a tongueless

woman. She had nagged her loving

spouse once loo often: and he,

being a butcher, was handy with a

meat cleaver.

In his dreams, therefore, Paul

often caught a blurred, Freudian

vision of a stylized factory en-

circled by a bloody moat Paul,

however, could see no erotic sym-
bol in the picture.

But the factory itself contained

legendary mysteries, that partook

of ihe fantastic, ihe horrible and

yet Ihe fascinating,

When he was at the fairy-book

age. the factory seemed like some
monstrous fortress, peopled by the

brutes of Circe. On torrid summer
nights, hairy men, pasty with the

pallor of the .tomb, crowded (he

dirty windows. Naked to the waist,

Ihey leered al ihe girls passing

down the alley-like street and
made indecent suggestions —
suggestions which were somet
accepted — bul without guarantee.

Sometimes, in the middle of the

night, when only the occasional

clatter of machinery broke the

unearlhy quiet of the street ... a

strange thing happened.
Moved by a sympathetic

rapport, a sinister and defiant

murmur would spread through the

factory. Rising to a horrible

crescendo of mingled howls and
yelps like some great beast in pain,

j| would break like a tidal wave,

and waking suddenly in terror,

Paul thouchl lhat the walls of the

icho: Soon thai weird cry would
ntegrale into a discordant rout

groans and wails, and Paul,

iwing nol why, was stirred by a

found pity and would sink back

sleep, sad and tear-stained.

When he grew up those cries

ere lo symbolize lo Paul (he grief

Circe s hcasis:

It was she who had turned Ihcsc

human beings into wretched

creatures! This myth ran umuck
on the twilight of his mind in I hose

hours when thoughts fluctuate to

symbols — and symbols become
fabulous in the phantasmagoria of

the dream life. But who was Circe

and why had she caused such

sadistic metamorphoses? Then the

fumes of sleep thickened in his

brain and he would drift off

most paradisiaol singing. The un-

earthly hush oT the alley was
accentuated by the thin sweel notes'

of some forgotten aria There was

an other-worldly quality about

that voice that fused time und

space and obliterated ihein from

consciousness until the only
thing was that high

clear voice overflowing the un-

iverse and filling eternity with

sweetness.

Bul in a few short days the

owner of that voice had vanished

— perhaps discharged by an un-

musical boss — and the jungle cry

began again.

Paul's sister was a hostess in a

ten-cent s-a-dnncc joint. Her
bedroom window lay directly op-

posite the men's locker room.

Paul's mother couldn't afford a
htiml for that window. Paul often

wondered why. when his sisier

cumc home, the men would crowd

to their window. He was glad

because she seemed so popular

with the men and his heart warmed
lo see their pasty unshaven face-

lift up so happily. When Paul i

older and perhaps wiser, he

realized that his sister had in-

dulged in u leasing bit of erotic

exhibitionism in front of her

lighted window; but he forgave her

when he realized that she had
brought a little joy into the lives of

those melancholy creature*.

When he wus sixteen, he

actually met a baker. Personally 1

He was walking north, when
somebody touched him on the

shoulder. "Ain't you the kid who
livev aerosi from the bakery?"

"Yes, sir, how do you do?"

"Going lo xehool, huh? Well,

take my advice and stick lo it, kid.

I was crazy enough lo want u job

as soon as I could get il; and here
I've hecn stuck at a night job in

front of a hot furnace for Ihe last

ten years. Guess I'll die that way
too. Doc says I've got TB. If il

weren't Tor my, old woman and
kids, I'd hop a freight lo the lund

of sunshine and fresh air." Here he
spal disgustedly. "Anyway. I'll die

in action," he smirked. "What a

hell of a lot of aclion I'll gel!"

They walked along in silence for a

while.

"Say, kid." turning confidently

"Nope, not ycl."

"Well, kid, take my advice, gel

a lot of experience wid 'em while

you're young. Love and leave 'cm
plenty now. so when you're the

marryin' age. you can thumh your
nose at 'em when they try lu talk

yuh into marrying 'em — like I

didn't tuh my old lady. Christ, kid,

I used to have ambitions! You'd
never think it to look at me, hut I

wus once going lo lake a cattle

boat to Europe and sec the world.

Even China! Ah. Jesus, whal can a

poor bastard like me do — wi(h no
schoolin' and a pack of kids I

never sec bul hear plenty making a

racket when I m t rving tuh sleep in

the daytime. A guy like me grabs

at the first ting dat offers tuh keep
him in his. So long. kid. I loin off

here."

"Good day. sir,"

Paul felt that in those short

moments of monologue he had
turned In by accident on Ihe group
mind of those factory workers. So
this is what those midnight growls

and groans meant. Would he,

Paul, have to face those alien

problems? As an only boy and a

younger brother, he had been well

sheltered from Ihe vicissitudes ol

life It was unthinkable lhat he

would end life like those bakers.

He determined to stick to school,

Before he went to college, Paul

interviewed a number of promi-

nent politicians who became
oratorical about the advantages ol

j university degree But Paul made
a tragic mistake by -taking a

lold lhat most of those hoys who
graduated from college into

business had been slated to succeed

iheir lathers from the beginning

The rest entered professional life

or ihe bread line. The BA was just

social embroidery. Il proved thai

they were educated.

Paul worked hard but could do
nn heller ihan B grades. While he

worked, he felt socially useful and

was not conscience-stricken at

himself for loafing during summer
months. When his first attempts at

summer job-hunting proved futile,
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HARTHOUSE"BLAZ!NG SQUARE^OF FIRE"

Crack Bomber Squadron
Stages Punitive Raid
On University Grounds

Revised Health System
/

Replaces Decadent 'Games

With Agrarian Activity

Students to Gain New Strength, Assume Healthier Mental Atti-

tude in Turning to Farm Labour During Ye ars When

Universities Ar. Closed; Only Chosen Students W,ll be

Permitted Privilege of Joining Agricultural Camps

Kampus
Kat

1L

CANADA TO SUPPLY FOOD FOR GERMAN ARMY

\ program of physical education for young Canadian men and

Wm(n of University age, which will entirely supplant present deca-

dent systems, was announced late yesterday afternoon by the German-

Canadian University Administration Bureau.
„

!„ future stress will no longer be land upon so-called games ot

, competitive nature, which have always tended to become a pro-

da;

ifiuence upon the thought of

uticipants. Instead, only forms of

;al activity which are of a pro-

u nature will be countenanced by

the authorities.

It ii essential, both for their own

pwll.lh'ins, nnd for the sake of a State

in (.ire need of reconstruction, that

Cina-hrm students, during the period

j|
Universities, which is to last

,V the ni'M three years, turn their

it Ca

ood supply

Army of tlv

tring hap-

;hC kindly

who for any other reason are deemed

unfit to work side-by-side with their

compatriots, will be relegated to the
] u,himsy heretofore display

(The Toronto Divisional Headquar

ers of the German-Canadian Univer

tity Administration Bureau has de-

cried under authority of precedents

existing in Germany. thai until the

University is finally closed there is no

reason why robust good Iiiimotir should

not be encouraged among the students.

Under this authority the Champus

Cat column will continue in its usual

style insofar as that is compatible with

the teachings of the New Order based

upon the Leader's writings in "My
Struggle". This last consideration

makes it necessary to change the

materia! in the column from the pro-

ducts of an winoliiroi and unhealthy

rctai

(uti?. of workers who will be set about
|

character of satire applied to true

ich
the prosecution of tasks of too menial subjects to each a useful lesson

:ir.'|

icii alike

constitu-

,.r organiicd pvnods

tion ,itnl rest, men and w
Ohum iuil to build health

fens with which to serve their reborn

country. Many of those, for whom the

initial -hock of changing from a luxur-

ies existence pampered by the exces-

lirt , mlorts of a decadent civilisation

w a hardy life of worth-while labour

in a ureal Cause is too severe, will

drop t.ut of the National Farm Army

for one reason or another. Thei

will be to the advantage of the Stale,

lor llicre is no longer room for the

weakling or the idler, who puts intel-

IkI before physical hardihood.

Not ;tll who were in attendance upon

Canadian Universities before the libera-

hoo ol Canada from her dastardly

a nature to be carried out by honest

German-Canadians.

No indignity is too great for the

Jewish dogs who were over-running

the country before the glorious advent

of the German Army; no punishment is

too severe to inflict upon those who are

so obstinately short-sighted as to con-

tinue in their enforced allegiance to

Great Britain now that the British yoke

has been broken.

Those who are not so fortunate as to

be considered worthy to join the Nat-

ional Farm Army will be organized

into squads of mine-workers, and fac-

tory-hands, whose work will be even

more closely supervised than that of

the farm-workers and whose tasks will

not be of a nature so condusive to

British overlords will b<

ioin thL* National Farm

permitted to

Army, how

sh sympathy, and those

This outline of the new German-

Canadian Physical Education Program

s necessarily incomplete, for the recent

;%odus of the British ruling class has

left the country in a pitifully disorgan-

ized condition, and there is much spade-

work to be done before any detailed

program can be annmnced. But the

broad outlines of the new Culture are

plainly evident: no longer will it be

left to the vagaries of individual de-

cision to choose the physical activities

of Canada's young men and women;

now all activity will be productive,

carefully regimented, designed to make

of Canada a nation fit to take her place

beside those other tnortunatc dominions

of our beloved Fuehrer.

Trash
1 CAN WRITE TRASH AND
FIRST CLASS TRASH.
AS MUCH TRASH AS YOU LIKE TO ORDER.
TRASH
WITHOUT RHYME OR REASON.
IT COVERS A LOT OF SPACE.
SOMETIMES YOU CAN MAKE A SINGLE WORD
OF TWO LETTERS
DO,
LIKE THE ABOVE, FOR INSTANCE.
OR WHEN YOU FEEL INCLINED TO GIVE VALUE FOR MONEY
YOU CAN WORK OFF SOMETHING LONGITUDINAL ON THESE

LINES.
IF YOU ARE PAID A CENT ALINE
YOU CAN MAKE A LIVING BY MAKING A LINE
CONSIST OF
A
I FTTER ISOLATED AS IN THE CASE OF THE LINE PREVIOUS.
IN OTHER DAYS' A POET HAD TO GO OUT AND HUNT FOR

RHYMES,
BUT TODAY WE LIVE IN BETTER TIMES.
(I HONESTLY HAD NO INTENTION RHYMING THEN.)
TODAY ANYBODY CAN BE A POET.
THERE ARE NO MUTE INGLORIOUS MILTO.NS RUNNING

AROUNDZ.
NOT LIKELY
WHEN YOU CAN BE A POET MERELY BY GETTING UP
LATE
TO WRITE
TRASH
LIKE THIS.
— "W. Y.CIlJft"

(December. 1930)

Therefore the Cat now continues

with j story based on an actual ease

uncovered in the occupation of the

University.—Kurt Bock, Dist. Secy.,

C-C.U.A.B.)

X was a student of doubtful racial

origin who lived under the beneficent

rule of the pro-English element in

Canada before the liberation. Hiving

received the benefits of the system he

loyally supported it when it entered

into its vicious and miseoneeived op-

position to the Master Race. Each

month, without complaint or stint he

bought a War Savings Stamp.* Some-

times, when special promotion cam-

paigns were put on he bought two, or

even three. Disasters to his cause,

such as the triumphant eapture of

France by the German forces, or the

soon-lo-be-considercd threat to Eng-

land were especially effective in spur-

ring him on to greater sacrifice.

At the time when the first intima-

tion of the victorious German-Canadian

Liberation was allowed to leak

over the air-waves he was adding the

fifteenth stamp to hi* folder, which

meant that with the addition of one

more he would attain hi* long dreamt

of ambition of becoming the possessor

of a five dollar War Savings Cer-

tificate.

Immediately he put on his hat and

coat and went to the corner cigar store

where he had just received delivery of

the much-to-be-desired final unit on his

card when his throat was cut by flying

glass from the window which had been

shattered inward from the concussion

lorce of a German bomb.

Readers of more than usual mag-

nanimity will be able to overcome their

icomful pity of the student X to see the

grim humour of the picture of this

patriot's miserable death wheezing out

his life in a growing pool of his own

blood, and will lrejoice. that theirs is

the privilege of belonging to a dynamic

civilization which demands the utmost

of its members offering the alternatives

of a glorious death for the Fatherland

or a productive life and the enjoyment

of the fruits of victory.

—Stuckvia.

Hero of Invasion Describes His Squadron's Part in Attack on

Montreal and Its Stirring Adventures in Eastern Ontario;

Planes Unopposed by Shattered Defending Forces as Air-

ports Taken Over by Efficiently- drilled "Fifth Columnists"

AMUSING INCIDENTS OF INVASION RELATED

(Editor's Note.—The writer of this article is the leader of the crack

Adler Squadron of heavy bombers, which received special permission

from the High Command to take part in several phases of the attack

on Canada. Following is an account of his experiences.)

By Oberletttnant Manfred HUler

We took off from our base early Friday evening under orders to

bomb Montreal and then land at an airfield in Eastern Ontario which

would be ready for us. Having refueled and replenished our ammuni-

tion, we were to proceed at dawn to

Otcr/ciiliiiiiii Manfred HUler, hold-

er of the Iron Cross, First Class, for

exploits on several fronts, and com-

mander of the famous Adler squadron

of heavy bombers, whose nccoinil of the

riences of his squadron in the ac-

tion of Canada appears in this

of The Varsity.

STUDENTS CAUTIONED
AGAINST DEMONSTRATION

AH students are warned that

any who attempt to stage a

demonstration during the fun-

Toronto to support our occupying

troops there.

Montreal was completely undefend-

ed—there wasn't even a decent black-

out system—and we flew all over the

city at low altitude, dropping bombs at

will. It was routine stuff, not very es-

I, I told my squadron to concen-

irote on road entrances to the city, and

we spent a happy half-hour blasting at

highway intersections and bridges, \V

received a real test of skill from the

few motor vehicle) attempting to flee

the city, but the precision of my own

crew in scoring direct bomb hits on

several of these was remarkable.

1 also had my crew drop a few

sticks, on a large hotel End watched

its wall crash in the hgli

nvj;

Varsity Continues

As Resular Daily

Tlrii newipapcr. The Vanity,

continue publication (or the present to

enable students of thii university to

reach a dear understanding c4 what

will b* expected ot diem under the!

new order, designed ii H li for bet-

ter, more efficient Canada, freed from

the iloveniineai ol Engli'h domination,

The former writer! of this paper;

have ben found incompetent for this;

luk and incapable of appreciation oC

ttc ireal work which Is under way.!

Cotuctjuenlly they have been removedj

ind their poihlocu will be Cairn by

member* ol the Re'ch and Canadian!

more amenable to the way' of the

Beieh; such persons will hare the]

.! to act effectively is promulrai-

inc the porpoiei of to magnificent a

icheme. u h to be put Into action

Gear, toocite information will be

presented, informatmn inch at will

coincide with the new editorial poller

.•f the paper.

"Purity Bonfire

Creates Diversion

A special work group composed of

university students and professors

helped to gather the material for the

"Purity Bonfire," which took place be-

fore University College last night.

Fuel for the huge bonfire was sup-

plied by the great volume of dangerous

literature which was discovered in the

University "Library. A 40-foot heap,

composed of thousands of volumes con-

taining; passages which showed clearly

a direct disbelief in the policies

National Socialism was carried from

the library and piled carefully before

the college building, where, after being

thoroughly soaked in kerosene, it was

burned with due ceremony.

Many of* the students joined in with

the German soldiers who chanted the

Horst Wessel Song and "Deutschland

Ueber Allies" as the mass of subver-

sive literature lit up.

Flames from the great bonfire

reached almost the top of the Univer-

sity College tower, blackening its front,

lighting up the entire front campus,

and sending up a column of smoke

which could be seen for miles around.

A number of students attempted to

stage a demonstration during the pro-

ceedings, despite the fact that the fire

afforded many students considerable

respite from the frigid temperatures.

The demonstration was pot down

promptly, with only small loss of

Authorities were somewhat surprised

to discover among the volumes found

in the university library, such excel

lent literature as "My Struggle," by

Adolph Hitler, and other excellent

books on German racial, religious and

political doctrines. These were

good condition, obviously baring been

Ignored by the student body as a whole,

with the exception of a few volumes

Which had been defaced by marginal

notes. Authorities expressed bewilder

men! at the surprising conglomeration

of literature, which touched on

varieties of fundamental principles,

and contained all forms of beliefs. No

discrimination whatever teems to have

been made by former university or

governmental heads at to the type of

reading matter offered to student*.

SNIPERS TO BE TREATED
WITH UTMOST SEVERITY

During the latter part of yester-

day allernoon, and continuing into

the evening, pro-English snipers

stationed on the roofs of buildings

of St. George, WillcocJis and Har-

bord Streets, attempted to hinder

the mopping-up operations of our

gallant troopers. All were dealt

with, but students arc warned that

any further outbreaks of sniping

upon German-Canadian troops will

be met by the most severe punitive

measures.

sparks and the sheet o£ orange-red

flame as the huge structure tumbled

It is scenes like these that add real

aesthetic enjoyment (o the happiness

of doing one's duty for the Fuehrer

and the Fatherland.

Crush Airport Defenders

We reached our airport about mid-

night and found everything prepared

for us. The place was in splendid

shape. Flying fields were completely

undamaged and only a single hangar

with some fuel supplies had been set

afire by the British before they were

crushed by our guerillas.

The airport was in charge of a num-

ber of airmen who had been held in a

nearby internment camp. They had

been released early Friday evening

th the connivance of a loal camp

guard and had made an easy job of

capturing the airport from the few

Englishmen who were using it as a

training base, There wasn't a live

bomb shell or tracer bullet in the

place.

Our supplies of ammunition and fuel

had arrived shortly after, and every-

thing was waiting for us when we

anded. Not even in Norway have I

seen such perfectly prepared and exe-

cuted operations. I spoke to some

British prisoners and they told me that

their first knowledge of the attack had

been the burst of machine-gun fire with

which our men disposed of their sen-

tries.

Target Practice

A few hours later we took off for

Toronto, escorted by some Messer-

tchmitts which had been set aside for

the purpose. On our way we had a bit

of fun. The road outside Kingston was

black with refugees, and I told

Messerschmitts to leave them alone

while our bombers had a bit of target

practice. We have had plenty of prac-

tice at this sort of thing, and my bomb-

er took the honours, making direct hits

with every bomb dropped at varying

altitudes. I promised my crew a round

of drinks when we reached Toronto.

A little farther along an amusing

thing happened. A British pilot turned

np in a little Tiger Moth training plane.

The ship wasn't even eeraipped with

guns and must have been trying to

escape across the border. He attempt-

ed to avoid our Messmcbxnitts, but

hadn't a chance, and the clumsy fool fin-

ally collided head-on with one of them

and they both crashed. That was the

only enemy plane I saw in the air dur-

ing the whole operation.

Admires Toronto Scenery

When we reached Toronto we dis-

covered that the city had already been

bombed and a few fires were smould-

ering. A few blocks in the business

section had been levelled by high-ex-

plosives, but most of the city seemed-

to be habitable. We cruised around it

in the growing light of dawn, admiring

its many beautiful parks, which our

advance parties were already clearing;

as receiving stations, and its stately

avenues of maples, which reminded us

of Unter den Linden,

We landed at the Island Airport,

which had afready been captured by a

daring advance guard of Fifth Column-

ists, and awaited orders from the

Chief of Air Operations for the To-

ronto district Shortly afterwards we

were directed to do a little mopping

up in the University, area. We drop-

ped a few heavy bombs on the Par-

liament buildings and watched them as

they literally crumbled into dust

Hart House Destroyed

Then we turned our attention to

Hart House, which, we were informed,

was a centre of student resistance-

It was a magnificent new gray stone

building with an imposing tower and

with wings Jutting out to form •

square. I decided to do the job artistic-

ally. I had the squadron Spray incendi-

aries along the roof, till it formed a

bluing square of fire. Then I dropped

a high-explosive in the centre, making

Ihe flames shoot out in a monstrous

star shape. Then a perfectly-fjUexd

bomb hit the tower, landing on the very

centre of its top and falling through

to its base before it exploded, sending

the entire structure aloft in a thowcr

of ruined masonry. We then polixbed

off the remainder of the house with

few more stieltt of high-explosives tad

left it a neatly-piled heap of ember*.

At 1 treated my crew to the promis-

ed round of drinks at one of the tav-

erns which had remained open, we all

agreed that Canada was a splendid

country which would make a real con-

tribution to the German Reich and to a

speedy end for the ww. I bops that

I shall be able to remain here to M*
the development ol this mxgtiificent

land under its new order of freedom.

Vanity icar-time humour
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Relax with some Recorded Holiday Cheer
Angels should be

Under the Tree

This Ynle morn

Whji a record comptA) won i J"
is the ChrUtypBi Setion rolls

iround. \nyway*, I uwnl in iulk

ib.iui ,i few ( i very few) records ihni

ire eipccjall) good and lhat you

fflOUld GCnitdei huunp for yourtelf

or for Ibost who Mold you rc-pun-

nmlmi! ihcir Chrblfmai
I'ofuminoui gift-filled af-

ire SOgel rccordr. too,

Ihul 11 forlojtpui

Vet, I have lo *aj that Angel

'nnurflan baby lo EMI) fiai

oh.ihl. done more than :iny oiher

cording eumnanv to make vir-

ihiiuiii coniti

• « thos*

stole for mu
morning a v.

f:nl I In i .in

although ihu

melodrama! kc with ruhaio or let

the muscular tone of hi* strings

become flahliy and pu.h

Deliux Fenby: Two Aquarelles is

COrrltsed with a soft, muled velvet,

ill i% Walton .1 "Touch Her Soft Lips

.in J I'.irt" from his film music to

"Henry V" And vet (here is a bite

and tmunch elegance in the playing
"I Hie Hold jnd Britien's familiar

Simple Symphony. Purcclls'

brilliant .ui'
l unsurpassed (ctcepl

bj Bach?) Chacony in G minor is

uplifted .md massively propelled by
the fulminating energy of (he

.iririfw,

Trie ound of the record
slightly cold, but in cv.

of irk.

ded decides apO available

i — and cheaply. The company
u m the process. I gather, ol

is many ol ill "Great Rccor-

Hceihnicn . sonatas on twelve

Seraphim discs
i Artu Sehnabel) and

last inonlh a set of two records ol

Beethoven's cello sonatas wai rc-

Iwued mi this label. The per-

formances are I he truly Ictfcndarv

onl> Ihc C asslas rt

the near per lectio

formanca bv these

rdings ouidc

of the per-

Lavish Packages

Glut Marketplace

witiiXmas Tinsel

In the pre-Beatlc era, Christmas-

time usually signalled the release of

albums of Christinas carols by pop-
ular artist* and groups. Bui now
record companies simply glut the

market with new releases to attract

the gift-buying public. The strong

compel itton m recent years has

resulted in the spawning of a new
breed of album, lavishly packaged,

containing two or more discs plus

boblcs and/or pnslcrs. The Concert

recording artist) brought his idea of
rereordifig Tommy, using a well-

known symphony orchestra to play
the music, and having contemporary
artists in character singing Ihc
various roles in operatic fashion, to

Peter Tow-mend. Wilh the co-
operation of Townsend and the
other members of The Who. Rcr/ncr
began the project of casime

Queen was perfect performance.
Likewise, Richie Havens was out-
standing as Ibc Hawker, injecting

hi* frcefluwmg style and in-

terpretation. Rod Stewart's in-

terpretation ol Pftlball Wizard acted
on different levels of comciousnctt
On one ha rful

>rk on the alham

ler Tnun\end s the pari of
or and. as well as adding
iilar and Arp Sunthcsi/cr-
id singer. Roger Daltry.

ri tie ol Tommy while
in Enlwhillle is featured

Kevin. Other soloists to-

dy Denny (of Fairport

n and Fatheringay ), Steve

. Ringo Starr. Rod
Richie Havens, Merry

ight have been a high point in Ibc

The character is more clearly two-
laced and bliinglv vie in us ihan in i lit

original version, as tnlwhisilc's

innocence to raspy-throated
savagery supported by the
orchestra's accompanying changes

relative importance in relaying the

mood in each passage must have
been a monumental task.

I ven the packaging 61 Tommy is

extraordinary, The luo album set.

complete with an illustrated book of
lyrics i, found inside a larger Card-
board cover. Each part oT the

package is emblazoned -a sivli/cd

silver "pinball" The book ol lyric
is itself u work of art, containing
surrealistic photographs and im-
preisivc drawings of the soloists in

character us done hy a voTTely of
artists.

Tommy represents thi most
outstanding achievement in rock
music lo date It is unimaginable thl

a production could be completed
imp.au

irlesili

Tin I. isi In,fee sonatas arc actually

the rc-rclcascs since nos. I and 2

lippcur lor ihc first time. Whal I

think Aiigel means is lhat the last

Iwffj appeared for Ihe first time way
back tn 1050 or so and so Ihey arc

now rc-relcascd while the others,

having been in the catalogue for

ycarti arc in a sense re- re-released

riginnl JNV onto an— lhat

early n

new1

ri

record!

i nupni

lb,-

\nyways, the per lur mantes are

Still ravishing and unlainied bv anv
clicks and fu/ziness which usually

accumulate as the Record Masters
are thrown almul over Ihc years in

some storage room. All per-

formances were recorded in 1947-H.

Berlhutun: Cellos Sonatas. Four-
nier/Schnabil. S5.98. Two discs

Mono. Nu. lR-*.f)75.

Neville M.irnner is indeed a very
novel manner, and certainly not

ancient ' This young conductor ol

The Vcademy of St Marlin-ln-lhc-

Fi.elds has just produced n brilliant

recording ol l-.nglish music for

Siring* flic fifjl piece. Hoist's Si.

.
will either nlcake nr

bore.

chroinaticizcd old-suli tun

does keep ihc interell alt

lumping rhvlhms and hy
thcmes tihoui from seel

lion. Conductor Mo
relentlessly on lop of Ihc musk,
never giving into the temptation lo I

l Nomas Bccctiam The hoiei on the

back are A-l too.

English Music For Strings: Neville

Marriner conducting Ihe Academy ol

Nr. Martin-in-the-Fields. One disc,

Sfi.29. No. S-368H...

The last Angel record I Want lo

look at is anoiher Seraphim re-

rcleasc. It \s also anoiher zinger

Fernando (icrmani. perhaps one ol

ihe three or four best Italian key-

board masters or Ihc century, plays

Tour of Hach's biggest organ spec-

toCTes on ihe massive Royal Festival

Hall Mi-Organs-In-One Organ The
opening toccata from the Toccata
and Fugue in D minor is a momen-
luus, propulsive dance, and Germani
eclipses all other performances for

faultless rhythmic drive coupled
with huge, unrestrained sound. Here
is a rival for Virgil Fo* and E.

Power Biggs any day. Energelically

pushing thefe monumental boulders

of chords and arpeggios around as it

they were, irebly Irills, Germani
makes these pieces sound almost

rnghlening. Rhythmic precision and
clarity so informs bis reading of the

famous Fantasia and Fugue in G
minor thut the monsirous noise this

-organ makes because of its size

becomes part of the artistic elegance

of Cjcrmani's whole performance.
Sound is A-l except near the end
(which is a recurrent problem, es-

pecially on cheaper labels, because
of ihc lone arm's deviation from its

15 degree tangent angle as it com-
pletes its arc across the record.)

Bitch at Festival Hall: Fernando
(.ermani. One disc. Slim Mono. S-
60196.

I fell guilty abeAit restricting my-
>eir lo Angel records, because the

other companies are pulling out
esccjlcnt things. Perhaps I could just

(VTO years required This album is a
must, for any serious rock music
fan. It can't be more highly
recommended

Uilng a new packaging concept

Polyddf Records has released a dou-
i.l. illi, elk hits bv the

Jack Bruce I

up <>f most ol

material It's,

live or sludio

older albums,
i ii'

I ( din c.

sink
be

spo

lost depth It may be the result of

poor laijuers or masters. The Best of

Jack Unix i serves as the indicator

thai Cream was in fact only two
thirds a "supergroup" All ihc songs
co-authored by Bruce and Pele

Brown are impotent and unesciling.

The Best of Ginger Baker is ,i very

worthwhile set though. The albums
include four cut* from Baker's stint

with Blind Faith j. well as some
excellent rhythmic showpieces
culled from Cincer Baker's Airforce.

ailuhlc at the

ccorded their

;olh>. Soln .ml,

irse

lions of the complete symphonies.
They are all admirable sets, and
well-recorded. Look for
relefunken's continuing rck

Bach's cantatas and the soon-lo-be-

relcavcd version of the Grosse Fugc
on DGG w ith Herbert Von Karajan.

lanScotr

lur BanghDrih, George Harrison's

.-III Things Mini Pass, the four LP.
live Chicago ai Carnegie Hall scl.

and JexUl Christ Superstar arc all

alliums of this genre.

This year's addition to the

alorcmentioncd club, is a startling

creation (or rather re-creation) of

Ihe first ever rock opera Tammy.
written by Peter Townsend and
originally recorded bv The Who in

1%') The new album is by far the

finest rock album ever produced.
That statement covers a lot of
musical territory but its a necessary

response to ihe scope of the

recording.

tommy (A A M) produced by
Lou Reizner, was carefully rcscored
by Wil Mulone and Jim Sullivan

and features ihc London Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by David
McMiham, the London Chumbre
Choir and various guest soloists.

Kcizncr, an American producer
(who signed Rod Stewart as a solo

I layion and Richard Harris.

The storyline of Tommy has been
explained by crealeor Townsend:
' The central character is Tommy
himself, horn at the end of ihc Firsi

World War, he becomes blind, deaf
and dumb after seeing u murder in

Ihe reflection of a mirror,
pcrpetraicd by his parents. Thefchy,

living in a totally isolated, in-

troverted world ihul only he knows,
.ill ihai he experiences is what he
reels. He becomes a pinball cham-
pion, reaches a stale of enlighten-

ment when he regains his natural

senses, and starts a religion. Even-

tually he finds himself discarded by
his own disciples, again finds himself

in isolation as he was in ihe

beginning,"

The new version of Tammy
makes the storyline more vivid by
separating the characters and giving

them each identifiable personalities.

Merry Clayton's characterization of

in atmosphere Roger Daltry as

Tommy is flawless while
Townsend's narration is less
dazzling But Townsend's syn-

thesizer and guitar parts are im-
peccably executed and integral

U

with ihe orchestra.

The real slar of Tommy is The
London Symphony Orchcalra
Under the direction of David
Mcusham, who has work&l as an'

assistant to Leonard Bernstein ami
conducted the London Symphony
Tor tracks on Neil Young's Harvest
album, the orchestra performs
[lawlessly, adding a new dimension
lo Townsend's music. Of course, the

arrangers. Malone and Simpson,
have done an incredible amount of
work chunging the music nol only lo

fit ihc personalities of the soloisls.

Iiui to hrmg oui the complexities oT
the underlying (hemes wiihln the

t'.. Ik sine,

albums w;

p
until the ultimate — a string section

— wns reached. For some per-

formers like Joan Bacz, the evolu-

tion was ii our il enough, while still

Olhcjs like Joni Mitchell hove
managed to resist. Ihe orchcslral

temptations and modify their styles

more subilcy

Murray McLaughlart, Toronto
bulled minstrel, hegnn bis recording

career last year wilh the release of
Song from the Street fhc songs on

that album were well worn
Mel aughlan compositions played in

Murray's typical style and few frills

were added beyond bass, cuilar and

artistic error perpetrated by
producer Ed Freeman, bul Murray
is certainly responsible for much of

ihe album's weakness. The new
songs all >ecm to lack vitality and
raison d'etre, hcing instead,

melodicsilly and thematieally forced.

The first alhum was sincere and
close lo the man This new one just

lifts siring, and things lo Iry and
cover up for whal is second rate

writing In most cases.

Anoiher artist suffering from
Overproduction these days is Rita
( oobdgc Her fini alhum. m early
1971, was a skilfully controlled

collection oT well chosen songs using
t 'Cpe:se^,:,.n 'f backup ariiit;. The

arranged on a smaller scale using
only Marc Bcnno and Jhe Dixie
l ivers (rroni Muscle Shoals), The
songs.wcre more soulful and moody
and up tempo rock numbers like

ihosc on the first album were
avoided. But ihc record was
somehow relaxed yet honest

the Lady's Nor For Sale (A &
Ml, Riia's neyv recordd. once again
employs the latent* of a wide array
of "super" musicians such as AI
Kooper. Booker T. and Prixcillu

i Knstofferson, bul

Andcrlc's hand was
The songs have the

I touched up photo-

'cathes a little loo

Is her vibrato too

ids a little loo con-

ick country and
aimed at a wide

d kr

IlKU [J.

bens

\ surprising number of popular
roups have been in fallow for

criods in excess of a year and a half

'tween new alhums. Snmeofthem.
icluding Joe Cocker and The
lood) Bines have released [heir

:wesl efforts in ihe past few weeks
loc Cocker has spent a long time

i retirement following the Mad
ogs and Englishmen venture wilh
eon Russell Recently Cocker has

il together a new big hand lead by

s long time associates Chris Slain-

in and Allan Spenner. and they've

lenl some lime louring and getting

lalenal logelhcr for the album Joe
ocker lA & M, SIM3nN| Side one

thi

.eke i

I'CltCf

lainion are more
c and ihc band is in

an in Ihc pasi Bill il

was rumored that there was some
difficulty in selecting quality
material lot the record and il's on
side Iwo ib.it the problems came lo

light. Cocker's interpretation of

other writers' songs is somehow
lacking, and instrument m the band
stem 10 gel lost in ihc production
especially in ihe live trucks, us was
Hie case in Mad Dogs.

The Moody Hlues" Scicnlh

Sojourn
1 dnndoni is just another

Moody Itlucs album. The com-
bination of prcicniious mellotron

m'OKIC (sounding like a canned
orchestra) linking

MAKE CA QUI fill UflllDI your Christmas fashion stow.

rRunlUli nllllfL you'll save money!

SMOCK TOPS
MEN'S LUMBER

JACKETS
$7.50

BAG PANTS
LARGE ASSORTMENT

SLEEVELESS
PULLOVERS
LARGE ASSORTMENT

*3.50 - *4

FANCY SS

TOPS
LARGE ASSORTMENT

PALAZZO PANTS
$12 -*18
PALAZZO SUIT

WITH BACKLESS
tops y\m

BLAZERS
Velvet, Plaid. Cord.

ALL $10
BLAZER SUITS W/BAG PANTS

S s15 K
t
>20

Wool Blend
"w

SUEDE COATS
REG. $90 -$150

$45 - $90

short VESTS
$20

LONG $25
SKIRTS #SHORT $13-15

LONG $18

GOWNS
$10 -$15
DRESSES

LARGE ASSORTMENT

$5-$10-$15
SHRUG SWEATERS

$3-$4

ANGORA SWEATERS
$7.00

SMOCK SWEATERS!
*8.00

BRUSH VELOUR TOPS
'5.00

II)/ 210 SPADINA..UOW.UM.A.,
OPIM MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

i 5C

4e
SoB-Smvic*-

IbX ^ipoinlmtnT only)

XEROX
OFFSET PRINTING
TYPING SERV/CE •

IMPRESS COPY CENTRE
7 CHARLES 8T.W. 99Mt10

MOf.. . M i SAT, t2*

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

BY-ELECTIONS

NOTICE
As a result of nominations received last week
to fill vacancies on various Committees of the
Faculty Council, elections will be held for only
two positions.

Elections for General

Committee membership for

NEW COLLEGE
AND

ERINDALE COLLEGE
will be held from December 4 to 7, 1972 from

9.00 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. each day. Ballot boxes
will be located in the Registrars' Offices of

these Colleges, and ballots may be obtained

there. Only full-time students registered in

these Colleges may vote.
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Laing's Offbeat Views in Trenchant Film
R.O Loing *u» on the Dick

Cavetl Show re«nil> with two Other

piychiulmts Cuvctt a»kcd them

jboui Torn Eaglclon Good old

Cavetl One »uid y«. one laid no.

ond Laing didn't iny anything until

preyed, when he mid thai lie

ihought the error hud been in

Biglcton'i choice of psychiatric

Ik that clear'' I have been a

convert to Laing'* inverted. Alice-

irt-Wundcrland vision of (he world

for*evcral years Moit .if my friends

are as well, but I don't know what to

assume about you.

In .1 nuishdl, Laing dis-cquates

normality and sanily A person who
iv .ibmirmal may be saner Ihon the

rest of us, He may be crazier loo.

IijI he iv nil <le kill" sick, and isc

para noi i

people,

of nol t

locked I

drugged J

economic 1

witchei or ihe inquisition?

Most or Laing's writing

Tamilv and the devious.

on Ihe

Spoken

:rs and

:ct ii' ii

tltlin -flln- Family V

ick) and gives iwelvi

scs in Snniiv. Madn

Players in Rats line up for one of the skits in Robert Swcrdlow's unsuhllc satire.

Einstein, Dietrich, Nazis: Old Berlin
It is not surprising that

ailed Ran would come oul

xpcricnccs of a Con
playwright in New York Ci

I'ri'in Swerillnw'- ;xpcncnce wiih

ork. The play

Swerdlow produces

musical number!

Llsl ,1,,-r

orontd jnd nlriiotl

roadway in New
tpertence in taking

crculcd hi

lical.

thai long

York. Uwt
Justine (later Love Me Love My
Children) to New York that

provided ihe basis for the mulcrial

of Rats.

Rats is sbhlilled "A Playwright's

Revenge" and a revenge it is. This

Ihe

loe torn

power ofGod/illa (Clive

theatre critic. An absurd

ritual and hocus-pocus

Much ol it is lull

digs at Ihe New Yo
munity. mosi ol wri

over the heads r

audience. The aelion

for much of ihe show

minutes) I sat there

intermission which n

If Rats is

Playwright's Revengi

New York producer:

|asl laugh. Rais will v

New York. Suerdlu

head (kill of Justine t

but perhaps when he

some stirring

jsical aspeci of

the cspense of

V. Although

ic of the skils

show Tails flat

sarcastic lit!

I

k theatre i

itch puss right

is sluggis

(1 hour and SO

wailing for an

came
tied

werdl

rdlow fought to

and won.

in both its title

Mi hough
like Swercil

music thai

..I .,i

and subltnnce, Ran contains deep feature. Teamed with his wife

tones ol the bitterness that resulted Elizabeth,, his choreographer.

ill have Ihe

:r make it lo

ilill has In

New York

s purged his

been a very

pcricncc

iducc better

Dan Lyus

Family [Penguin). Wednesday s

Child. Ken Loach's new Him at the

Odeon Y'ork. is the movie version.

Junice (Sandy Ratcliffc) lives at

home With her lower middle-class

chialTISl and she ultimately becomes

an inmate in his liberal "ex-

perimental" ward. However, his

contract is nol renewed by Ihe

hospital ("Wc think a man of his

nitelligcncc and fresh ideas might be

more valuable in circulation ") and

Janice is put on Ihe more traditional

treatment of drugs and elcc-

troshock. She escapes with her

boyfriend, i( apprehended and
returned lo hospital. Her "con-

dition" worsens and she moves more

and more oul of reach,

This is heavy stuff, and il hits

heavily because the film is, al heart,

a documentary. So few films arc.

Even titular documentaries — Ladv

Sings ihf Blues, for example —
usually turn out to be fantasies

pegged lo real names. Loach's,

however, is strictly a no make-up.

natural light, um and ah approach.

This docs nol mean il is dull: Kes his

last film, was a funny, sad master-

piece Bui it wasn't flashy, and flash

is the silver on the silver screen In

Wednesday's Child only Ihe title,

chunged for North American con-

sumption, is flashy. The English

lillc, Family Life is plainer but far

more trenchant.

I recommend the film. It is nol

ihe perfect little work Ihal Kes was,

lis failures are embarrassingly ap-

parent But even when it fans it does

so in a league that few movies reach,

that few even try to reach. The

criticism that follows is friendly and

hased on approval.

I I is hard nol to be preachy when

you are indignant. To call what the

\mcricans are doing to Vietnam

genocide sounds preachy, even

though il is the appropriate, literal

Sandy Raicliffe plays ihe dislurbed Janice, oppressed by her family, in Ken Loach's film

use of the word. Such is the politics

of language.

Despite his record as one of

England's top contemporary play-

wrights. David Mercer, (he author

or Wednesday's Child gels preachy.

Thc parents he has created are onc-

dimensional. They Jrc bad guys. Of
course, in real life, that is exactly

how they would come across, but

this is art. representation, and it is

fair lo ask for more. Mercer is not

entirely to blame: in pari, il is the

drawback of an amateur cast: Bill

Dean, a seasoned professional, wins

some sympathy as Janice's father

even though he browbeats her awful-

ly. But Grace Cave (ihe mother) is

an amateur and cannot project hurl

— mosi of us can't — and so

remains a lyranl. which fudges the

point.

And Loach has cut a few corners

that were best got round some other

way. What he gains in lime, he loses

in authority. Even unmadc-up, San-

dy Ratcliffc, as Janice, is comely.

Whul irshc were fat or old' 1 There

arc as many troublesome old folks

committed to institutions by their

children, as there are disobedient

jivalcnl of political pott

ipl tries its best lo lake il

rlher. she is too prim, even

art continually assaulted for Iheir

own habits by a loved one no longer

so constrained. It is when I tell you

that our friendship is bullshit and I

don't want your help, that you arc

lesled. 1 have seen some very Open

minds close at thai point and call for

".cdution (for the other).

This is nm in say ihal Janice and

her family could not exist as is. But

as a Icsl-easc. they arc a lillle

while civil rights for barbarians is

Ihe real issue.

Tlit lasi criticism is a specialized

one for ihovc already siccped in the

lore of radical therapy Loach's film

demonstrates, it does nol add nor

does it trace ihe more delicate inter-

stices Ol douhlc bind and the mclu-

ulal. but how

kc one outT
Bob Bossin

Playwright's Revenge' against Critics' Fiat

larger

"people

Before the Deluge covers the

Weimar Republic. Hitler's casual,

incredible rise, and what it wos, in

ihe 20's. lo be a Berliner. Berlin was

ihen a place of impermanent

rcnaissoncc. hut. despite ils

^i.iiiopoliianism. il had the inherent

seeds that would generate ihe SA.

Olio l-'ricdrich's book, however, is

noi concerned solely sviih Na/ism s

ascension. Againsl l

political tapestry he plots

and recollections of th

who lived in Berlin, apart from the

Reichsiug: those who survived.

Christopher Ishcrwood, "... who

has created, more than any other

German writer ihe image we hove

of Berlin in the 1920V. hearing that

Berlin was another Sodom, decided

lo go there as soon as possible

Rudolf Serkm played with Einsiein

— "
, u terrible violinist." Waller

Ralhcnau. svho was assassinated

because he was a Jew. was Ihe first

in a domino-line of corpses that

paved the way to Hitler's

Chancellorship.

The Buuhaus. (its influences arc

still felt in design today). Ihe

assassination "f Nabokous' father.

Poln Negri fleeing bullets in lame.

Dietrich's cultivation of Sternberg,

Ercikorps battling Spartakists: alt

hook. Il is a good chronological

account, but ihe focus shifts from

the slate lo Ihe individual, ihe

politikinc to the personal dilemmas,

the diaries of Goebbels to the

astronomical inflation of the mark.

overview, over all' those glimpses, A
fascinating and somewhat daunting

hook hut a diverting achievement

notwithstanding

Olln Eriedrich

Before ibe Deluge

Harper & Rtm.Mi.V5

1 iii Eraser

One Dizzying Madhouse of a Play
Oh yeh! Oh yeh! ft*S ohmrdidav!

One of the advantages of a weekly

review is that one can savour longer

the pleasures of a show, a very nice

advantage where Ken Campbell's

Pith's Madhouse is Concerned. I

worked with Ken on a show in

London, and his humour now is as

manic and as puckish as il was then.

Madhouse is a series of sketches

all around the subject of the

pictures of being mad — much like

the Happy Gang, ihe Goons, or

drunken charades -\ few scenes may
argue Tor the whole: The Amazing

Diminishing Men. who are really

women, would make Bormann

ill. ind perhu

proud: Tossed Off — all about u

reluctant suicide; The Man Who
( ouldn't fell The Difference —
exactly how high is a table (would a

midget agree?) and svhat exactly

makes up ihe concepl of lableness.

Ad c

Campbell

lighl and n

place to go

all sweet f

ilmosl hesitantly, an academic

lpologia for Pilk- The Stratford

•tyle is pilloried perceptively, and we

reach to Ihe idea of Nietzchc in

Total Tango Time, when the Tact

that God is Dead is coupled with

Pilk's impression of a boil.

It would be invidious lo single oul

individual east members for. with

Hob Dermef'* Marly Feldman face,

Andy (ones' mother, Philip Schrieb-

„ian\ nrnucho ami Jennifer Watts'

Tasr ikt ^gr wrjjgf isr^r irjpf' Tg^ w 'w nsr f i@r -^bst y^]

'

SuiDerior
Opticala

Eyeglasses

JHH Frame

^fc^p^*f*^^ to compliment

1 lodav's v au, hlul

A fashions

^^^riv 'n

1 236 BLOOR ST. W.
1 (AT VARSITY STA.)

1 PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

Hillel Lecture Series
PRESENTS

RABBI AARON H. BLUMENTHAL
SPEAKING ON

"A LEFTIST CONSERVATIVE

APPROACH TO JEWISH LAW"
ABOUT THE SPEAKER

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 10

8:00 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE - 186 ST. GEORGE

PREVIEW DAY
HIGH SCHOOL ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED EROM ST. GEORGE,

SCARBOROUGH & ERINDALE CAMPUSES

TAKE A HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENT TO CLASS
THE PROGRAMME WILL RUN FROM JAN. TO MARCH

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN TAKING A HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT
TO YOUR CLASSES FOR ONE DAY. PLEASE FILL OUT THE PRE-

VIEW DAY FORM AVAILABLE AT THE SAC OFFICE OR AT YOUR
LOCAL COUNCIL OFFICE FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL KRVS
AT 928 49C9

The Hart House Music Committee presents

QUARTET
with the Czech String Quartet

A series of six informal concerts illustrat-

ing the development of the string quartet

from Haydn to Bartok

January 7

January 14

January 28
February 25
March I I

March 25

Starts January 7, 3:00 p.m.

Great Hall
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theatre
Magical Animals, (chcming

Courtten and thwarted Lover*
wander through thi enchanted
Palace and Fur»t or Serendip. The
King i( trapped in Ihe body ofa St.ig

while hi* liniiler Prime Minister

attempt* to steal (he Throne and the

fair Angela."

The Tarragon Theatre present* a

fairy talc for children of all ages

Iwtucen December \<i and Januar>

KalZ, who apprenticed at Karl

I louse and Mary Kerr, who may be

remembered Tor her du'/ling
co'iumcs that appeared in The
Insect Pluv shown at Hart House

ill hits. Hey Kubc! Premicring

December 7. it Mill run through Ihe

middle of January The late Nathan

Cohen acclaimed it as "Tolal

Theatre, an exhilarating adventure

among the theatre arlt."

Martin Hunter"! Interpretation of

Medea will he playing in the Church
on Glen Morris St. this Wednesday
through Saturday, Sec the Centre

Tor Ihe Study of Drama ut work.

Twelfth Night comes to the St.

rprnwnccs". Call for detail* 5.11-

Continaing in the realm ol

children's theatre, one of the more
delightful by-products of our Chrisi-

mas season, wc find Magic Moun-
tain, the Sludio Lab Theatre's

offering for the season. Since theatre

for children has been this company's

ill rci

now, the

I March,
nppvr Mciuniuin 10

e Global Village

onto theatres have

nunc audiences

The Dandy L

Mi

another Classical Stage Production,

White Mights, dramatization of the

Doslovevski novel It is described by

Dostoyeviki as being, "a sen-

limcnlal story from the diary of a

dreamer". One hopes for a palatable

uduptalion. Toronto Free Theatre

offers Heddu Gabler — for free

Factory Lab will he alternating its

IWO programs of Canadian works

till I lie end of the month
January, come she will, and with

her an exciting season of Irish plays

directed hy Siobfian McKennfl. Irish

ari» i% a unique company of Cana-

dian and Irish talent. The shows
w hich w ill play between January and

March are Here are Ladies, an

evening where Siobhan McKenna
presents the women of modern Irish

literature. Confusion, a one-man
show by Niull Toibun. Juno and the

Puycock, by Scan O'Coscy, three

pluys by J,M. Synge, and Beckett, a

one-man presentation of Sumuel
Beckett's work bv Jack

Taylor being the other two He
wields a very wry pen in a bluegrass

idiom, country but sophisticated.

His performance (vocals, banjo,

guitar, fiddlcl is invariably un-

derstated, which may be why he

haitl'l a wide following. The lust

time he played the Kivcrboat he

turned up with three of the best

Nuihviilc musicians They don't

know who if anybody he is bringing

ihil lime He's there through Sun-

day. S3.SU.

Rob Boxsin

Tickets for Nell Young's January
15 concert ot Muple Leaf Gardens
went on sale on Friday with utmost
no advance warning. It's possible

that it's still not sold out, but ticket I
won't be uround much longer.

Nostalgia fans can twist to
Chubby Checker at the El Mocambo
until Saiurduy but beware of the
cover* charge.

The second concert in Ihe St
Lawrence Centre'* International

(Juuriet Series is on December K

with the ( tech (Junrtel- The Tamou*
Rudolph Rfliuifl) will perform too.

Works are Joseph Haydn's quartet,

op 76, no. A, I . • Janacek's quartet

no 2 and Antonin Dvorak's piano

quinltl in \ major Although tickets

arc sold out for Ihe tcrtcs, you cun
be sure a number of returned and
uncollected tickets will go on sulc

around ft or M 15 The concert is at

M:30.

On December II at 8:30 pm
Vladimir Ashkena/y and llzhak

Perlman (pianist and violinist) will

(hill, French hornist with the
r.ironl.i Simphnnv jmd faculty in-

structor, at 8:30 pm on December
It. Free with no tickets required.

The program is made up of works by
Mozun. Nielsen, Hindemilh. lain

Hamilton, Eugene Bos/a and Jean
Loud.

Conccrtantc Canada for the

Performing Arts presents, on
December Id. Ihe Bcaierlon Strings
and Nosnn MacMttlin, organ, in

works by Arensky. Dvorak, Foolc.
and Poulcnc. Single tickets are
S2.50. It's at Trinity Square at 8:J0
pm,
At 7 pm tonight, listen on CBC-

FM for Berlioz* Te Dcum and
Debussy's The Martyrdom of St.

Vb.isti.in. Colin Daiis conducts the
London Symphony Orchestra in the

sure like different movies, at it turn*

out.

For CONTEST NO 2, send your
name, addreis, phone number and a

definition of art to CONTEST. Box
27H. The Varsity, VI Si. George St.

(or via campus mail). The winner
will receive a pair or tickets to
whatever movie he wants to see,

pretty well. First correct answer
wins.

Son of Hubcr, at the Revue Bob
Huber started Cinemalumicre back
when there were no second-run art-

houses in Toronto His repertory
policy continued until last summer
when it was pre-empted for that

dreadful Chariots of the Guds,
Huber quit. Now he is taking over
the evening programming at Ihe
Revue, starting off with one night

music
Well, here it is, our X-mas issue

and some of the biggest musical X-
mussy bushes arc already over'

Solomon, as well as a couple of
Christmas Oratorios (Bach's). There

l:m.

nil

We;

ctucutur pjnkimniK

Goldilocks unit Ihe

There will be circus

. a pot-pourri of
rs und dazzling scls

to mesmerize children ond adults

(und those of us who arc both). No
mo prise that the O'Kccfc Centre will

be housing the National Ballet's

Nutcracker This enchanting Christ-

mas fairytale can he seen for as

much as S7 50 evenings in Ihe

"golds" or as little as SI 25 aflcr-

Toronto Workshop Productions
opens at last w ith a revival of one of

Park School, near Bloor and Dun-
das. Subscriptions arc available and
make a worthwhile investment.

It could he wc have left out some
productions worth noting either now
or in the past. To readers whose
icelh have been set on edge thereby,

remember Christmas, be joyful and
forgive.

Deadlines make i) impossible to

actually see John Hartford before
praising him, hut it isn't necessary,

really By me. Hartford is one oflhe
ihrec best song-writers in the
language. Paul Simon and James

buhiy hud reason to bewcep its

musically outcast slate. A decade
ago. we were probably regaled with

The Messiah, period. No one is

pulling down Hundcl — in fact,

hurrah for Hundcl much less the

Mendelssohn Choir — hurrah for

the Mendelssohn Choir. But, please

sir, said Oliver. 1 want more. And
there is more.

Down lo business: The Toronto
Opera Repertoire will present Ver-

di's ' n Ballo In Muschero at Cen-
tral Technical School Auditiroium,

725 llaihurst Street, as this seasons
opening production. December 6 to
') at X pm It is directed by Giuseppe

Mucins. Tickets are SI 50 for

students and can be obtained by
calling 962-8819.

On December 10, The Canadian
Chambet Orchestra will be con-
dueled bv Walter Bihiak in a eon.

Scarborough C hamber Choir,
directed by Garth Allen, will present

a concert of choral music for Christ-

mas Time, Again, at 3:30 und free

admission.

This December 8. hard Ancerl.

hopefully fa and ambitious alter his

long illnesi, (I wonder if that sounds
rairij will conduct his svmphony in

works hy Weber, Glaz.ounov and
Nielsen On December 28-9. Ihe
Tormcr conductor of the Boston

Symphony, Erich l.cinsdorf, will

conduct an all-Wagner com.cn

CAREER TALKS
1 - 1 P.M.

Our program resumes in JANUARY
EDUCATION AND RELATED CAREERS

Tues. Jan. 9 • Secondary School Teaching
Wed. Jan. 10 - Elementary School Teaching
Thur. Jan. 11 - Special Education:

Physically Handicapped
Frl. Jan. 12 - Special Education:

Learning Disabilities A Retarded

McLennan Physics 202
McLennan Physics 103
McLennan Physics 103

McLennan Physics 103

In the following weeks, other careers to be discussed: URBAN, LAW, BUSINESS and
FILM and OTHER MEDIA CAREERS!!

CHECK THE VARSITY & THE PLACEMENT CENTRE FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

Career Counselling & Placement Centre
S81 Spadina Avenue, (Across trom New College)

Allegheny Airlines

helps you beal
the waiting game

And soves'vou up to 2-5%

Allegheny's Young Adult Cord lels vol
fly whenever you want ro (even
holidays) ond still gel advance
reservation*.

II you're between 12

and 22, what are you
waiting lor'' Slop by any
Allegheny licVet counler
and purchase your
Young Adull Card

Allegheny olso occepls
oil other major airlines

Young Adull CorcJi

ALLEGHENY AIR SYSTEM^
Wb have a lot more going for you.

loan. UC Playhoim. 79a Si.

George (92H-6307I
Ml lorll of firm are opening for

the holidays, nut We haven'l i«n
any of them, to we can*) recom-
mend. Among the lilies are John
H i I The l ife and Time> of

Judge Ko> Bean, with Paul New-
man; Sum Peck in pah's The
Getaway (Sieve McQueen): the film

.if Graham Greene's TraieU wiln

My Aunt; Losey'i Auaulnalhn of

Trotsky; RhiKmer s Chloe in (he

Afternoon; Fcllini'i Roma; Ihe new
film by the Fit* Ka*> Pieces team,
c;illcd hint of Manin Gardens; and.

possibly, Robert Allman's Images.
Among the hold-overs, we

recommend Fiddler on ihe Roof and
Sounder, although the latter will be
bumped from the Hollywood North
hy Up the Sandhnx with Barbra
Strawnd (Meanwhile, ihe shallow,
nasty Delitemnee rolls on and on at

the Hollywood South.) You might
alio check OUl I 'inch's Wednesday's
Child j flawed but high-aiming
movie at the York
And on any night one of the

revival houses is bound lo be
showing something worth seeing.

Try Ihe Roxy -161-2401 (TrufTuufs
Stolen Kisses on December II,

Mallc's great Murmur of (he Heart
on December 14. Mon Uncle An-
loine on December 20), the Avenue
Cinema. 964-1017 (the W C Fields

version of Alice in Wonderland,
December 22-28); the Revue 535-
4IO0: the Park. 48H-5437 (Belle
Davis): [he Crest 488-8000
(Hollywood Golden Oldies); (he

hglinton 487-1721 (Chaplin}; Ihe

Kensington 532-7774

l 5. 15 pm there

will he ;i student recital by Sheila
Laughlon. cello — no tickets, no
charge, but confirm on ihe day of

performance The next day .mother
^inJint recital is scheduled for (he
siime lime, by Kirk Laughlon,
French horn- At 8":

1 5 Barbara
Schneider, violin will perform. The
nc*t day at 5 15, the last student

recital. By Angela McWilliams,
flulc Same info applies. On
December 18. in ihe Macmillan
Theatre opera eneripts arc
Scheduled, no tickets, no charge
This is at K pm. The same on
December [9 The Scully is also

presenting a concert with John

ork, and the brilliant and
deceased Charles Mucnh directs his

symphony, the Boston in ihe latter.

On December 14 The Mendelssohn
Choir's recent concert of Handel's
Solomon will be aired at 8:00 on
Encore

movies
Tessa Brobodnik won our first

contest, list your favourite movies.

She wanted to sec Sounder as her
prize, and by now she has, courlesy
f Famous Players Theatres. People

showings or Fcllini and Ken Russell

films (to each his own). Bob. I lost I

E»en Mel Happy Gypsies to
Chariots, and I would sure like |o

see Fireman's Ball, The Projectionist

and Drive, He Said, Welcome back
The first Annual UC Film

Festival rolls on with Kurosawa's
The Setcn Samurai and Ichikawa's
Fires on the Plain, a couple ol

Japunesc greats. Saturday has iwo
rarely shown films by Poland's
foremost director Wajda. Kanal and
Ashes And Diamonds make up the

last two films in a triology about
Poland during and just after the

Second World War. Both are
brilliant, and wilh two for 50 cents

definitely the best double bill in

On December 7, an Alfred Pellan

exhibition will open ai the National
Gallery in Ottawa, 176 paintings
will be on view and cover Pcllan's

42-year career His noted costumes
and masks will also be ivell-

rcprcsen(cd

The Pollock Gallery hosts Denis
Cliff and his paintings until
December 30. Also at the gallery

until January 3 will be an exposition

of Kuri Kranz's work "Retrospec-
tive Bauhaus and Today".
The Aggregation Gallery is

having its Fifth Annual Christinas

Show until December 23. it is a
group show comprised primarily of
new work by gallery artists,
featuring paintings, prints, drawing,
sculpture, multiples.

,
hand-blown,

glass, jewellery and hangings.

Adrian Dingle is al Ihe Roberts
Gallery unlil December 16.

Movies Bob Bossin
Theatre lilcanor Coleman
Ar! and Music Ian Scoli
Pop Allan Mandell
Buuks Dili MacVicar

LITHUANIANS
"CHRISTMAS SPIRIT DANCE"

Frl. Dec. 15,8:00

ISC 33 St. George

Buffet & Drinks Adm.:$l.50

j Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama

"Lib" hits the sports world

RIP OFF
THE BIG
GAME
The Exploitation of Sports
by the Power Elite,

a revealing book by
PAUL HOCH
Paul Hoch's analysis of iho Sports
Establishment is hard-hitling, radical,

controversial and critical. He shows not
only whai'a wrong with it but how its

ills redact the ills of our society. It is

not an attack on sports but a critique ol
the system under which wa live. Jack
Scon, a former pro looiball player and
now head ol the Institute for the Study
ol Sports and Society has written the
introduction, S2.15.

NOW AT BOOKSTORES

•iDoubleday

DIRECTED BY MARTIN HUNTER
STUDIO Theatre 4 GLEN MORRIS ST
December 6-9 at 8:30

ADMISSION FREE

DAFFYDIL
MEOS ANNUAL REVIEW

TUES., DEC. 12 - SAT., DEC. 16
8:30

HART HOUSE THEATRE

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPER service.

Originality, quality, and security dictate our
policy.

Phone: 961-6150

THIS WEEK AT S.M.C
ST. MICHAEL'S STUDENTS' UNION PRESENTS:

FILM CLUB
Fri. and Saturday, 7:30-10:00. "Women In Love"

Carr Hall

DOUBLE BLUE
"CHRISTMAS SPIRIT" DANCE, PUB
FRIDAY DEC. 8. 8:00. ONLY 50'!!

CERGLE FRANCAIS
"SOIREE DE NOEL"
THURSDAY, DEC. 7, 8:00 P.M., Elmslev Hall "A".

FILM-MAKING
Wednesday, December 6, 7:30. Brennan Hall

S.M.C. • Scarborough Film-maker's group.

Consideration of 1 page script - resumes
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Archer, Heap Win in Ward 6

Old Guard Halwart William ArcTicr lopped the polls in Ward 6, 240 voles ahead of Dan Heap.

By BOB BETTSON
Dan Heap scored an upset victory

in Monday's civic election, beating

incumbent Ward & alderman June

Marks by 7S0 votes and finishing

only 240 votes behind William

Archer fur [he lop aldcrmamc post.

Heap's win over Marks, who had

the backing of local businessmen

and landlords, was greeted with a

jubilant cclebraiion ji Bnthursi

Street United Church where his

supporters were gathered.

He attributed his victory to a

"residents' movement against

development. It was a vote Tor peo-

ple over money." he added.

In a thinly disguised swipe at

Heap. Archer, who said he sup-

ported David Rolenberg for mayor,

told a television audience. "It's one

thing to run an election campaign;

it's another to run a government."

"The aliernalive to high-rise is to

spread." he added, "...to use more
uf our farmland."

Heap said he was surprised by his

win but maintained that "nobody

had it in the bag". His organization,

which was largely made up of local

NDP supporters, functioned "less

smoothly than others hut it was a

mass iruii'cmcnl," he said.

Archer, a former Ward S

alderman, was light-lipped after his

narrow victory over Heap. When
asked for his reaction to the

"reform" majority on council he

'It will be inicrcsiing [o ice

y do with the responsibility

; not surprised hy Heap'*

he added. Archer i>|iimiin

nto's new mayor was
c is mayor, period. 1 have

on her defeat yesterday. "I

doing any interviews for

Heap. She has said lhal it was iru-

dirticst fight she had ever been in

Heap replied in an interview that

he didn't refrain from crilicisjn bui

based it on her record. He staled

"now the citizens control City Hall,

not the developers."

With 148 of 149 polls reporting,

Archer polled 7.395 voles lo Heap's

7.155 and Marks' 6.396, Trailing

were incumbent Horace Brown, who
mounted a weak campaign, with

2,928, and Arthur Downcs wilh

2,127.

Horace Brown blamed the

weather for his defeat "If ii was a

heavy turnout it would 'have

iy candidacy," he said,

not surprised by the re-

Idcd.

DP member. Brown

favoured

scrum hie between people, he
maintained.

Brown, convidered an old Guard
member of council, said he would
reiurn to his writing "In finish my

. Arthur Downcg. who finished last,

although hi* showing was a eon-

liderablc improvement on his 800
uiie. ihrec yctlPt ago, blamed his

defeat on lack of exposure. He said

lhal the people had spoken and they
hud elected a balanced council.

"Hie cruiiial question wiU be
.whether Dan Heap can suiisfacturily

inin. iic progroihl in the ward and
bring people t'lgclher," he added.

m i

/

The Government of Ontario has made OSAP assis-
tance more difficult and expensive; it has raised your
fees by at least $100.

The worst part of this is that no warning was given, and
that it hurts low income students much more than others.
Now, the Government is planning for next year. And the
Government refuses to tell us what they're planning.
They've said tuition fees won't go up - but they said that
last year, too, and they still won't commit themselves
publicly. They also won't tell us what will happen to OSAP
loan ceilings.

Over 5.000 U, of T. students said in October that they'd

withhold fees in January if the Government would not

negotiate. SAC is now asking you to do that.

The withholding of fees is not a weapon; it's a way for

you to express your concern about a whole series of

Goverment measures that downgrade education by hit-

ting students.

When you get back In January, we'll give you full Infor-

mation on late payment penalties and on the status of

OSAP Grant Cheques. These matters are still being

negotiated. Don't pay your fees until you get back;

they're not due until January 15 anyway. Show Queen's
Park that there Is concern in the universities.

HOLD BACK IN JANUARY

Dan Heapdcfejitccl June Marks, Horace Brown in up«ct vjet

ERINDALE STUDENT

WANTED
For delivery of Varsily to Erindale Campus three times

weekly. Small honorarium. Will probably be of interest

only lo students living near York University and driving

to Erindale.

Call The Varsity at 923-8741

unclassified
XEROXING - 5c and I'ie Rcaucnons loo

SAC PRESS in lho basement ol lho SAC
Building. 9! 3-6? :>>

ASSOCIATED TYPING Service - TheSOs

Him Hoiioo Tlmalre Tncfltra. Doc

DO SOMEONE A FAVOUR lake

TYPING Juno en IBM Eieeluc' FasT, vfh.

Cisnl 35( ttor page Duplicating service

..I.,:. ....i.i.il.i., 761-5050

CRASH WITH YOUR FRIENDS In B P«
Islom iiparimanl anil »k( Ottawa Co-

op toom avnUabla Ogc. 10 - J*n *0.

Kilenon, sfiower. TV., olereo *nia An-

eto* Gravoli. CO Cft'lolon Univ School Ol

JOutnalinm. OrUftre K1S5B6

WE HAVE ROOM 10' ona moi*. wa '•
tnroa lamalan sharing a five br. route

ftoar OuHn A BlOadviaw CO/montn me
hydro S <f«c.*63-S823

LONDON AT CHRISTMAS SI79O0 'la-

tum Doc iSJan 3'Oae ii-Jan 7 BOAC
66 lb* bagg«ga. fr»» at ink* Contact

AOSC. ** SI Gaoigc St Totonio 5 Oni

962-8404 AOSC MOng»IO studtmla—uw
ill

TWO rooms lot nni, in hou*a win »iu-

danta ISO 00 A 171 00 1»*» ulriiuaa PMyia

511-1809 ..H-. tIK

essay services oo .ou hawa-ow •»-

SKI MT. STE. ANNE Sat Dec 30—SbL
i.i.i r. T.ip u 8 rlays, 6 days skiing,

include meals, lows, hoiai bus. No ex-

irai SI39CC Cull RDBbio. 762-5QW

be' 27 W Jan 2 includes iianspor-

lalion accommodation, moals and ion

HcVot' Full pr.ca S'34 00. no extras Call

636-1038 lodey.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR tSS Oae 27-Jiin 1.

S days skiing Ml S'e Anne Excellent

accommodation wiln hea'ttd tndoor Swim-
ming pool All I rTinioonation included.

Fo' inlotmallon mil* CANAO'AM SKI

TOURS, 25 Taylor*ood Ot, Islington, or

GETTING ENGAGED? i**d or pnono
today loi Iroo booklet ' Tiib ut, you Buy
A Diamond' H Proelor and Co . 1*30

Yongo SI.. 921.7702

EATERS! - WHY SETTLE FOR ONE
MOUNTAIN WHEN YOU CAN HAVE SIM
F

(ve day* wing H Varmonl and Ou*b*e
January 1-6 '

' D- « ' - - braaklasl

i.id dinnor daily all *:c,'mmod anon (only

THE TORONTO GALLERY OF
PHOTOGRAPHY Ul cut 2SO book titkw

•n *IOCk « M» »i pnnt*. poafoUo* and
(turning Hry*C*t I T Cta'Ma SI W

aCapulcorcaoinowcik .

Sunoai »«o 1 1—Sunday. t*b t*

nolM*. Itanilx*

aK Slnlioma room lalt PncvltM.
C.HP.J0-* .

Or BUYING

C ail ui nraf)

UNITfcO
TRUST BARB SZIUBD

487-5333 bu.

233-2141 honi

L
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North Being Defiled: Writer
B\ ki N « V, MAN

A former London Time\ CDffCJ-

.. pundenl who hm spent »everul

i yean in Cjnjdn's north jt locked

lint week (he wily in which Canada's

njluiul resource* time been c»-

.'! nloited The oil rtiourccj ol ihe

north urc very small compared lo

proircied need*. jiltnoM uselcu. laid

. c»-Timcs reporter Hoycc Riclurd*

ton. Thckcy > ihnl produeiion is

'tpi lo hegtn mi-1 hefnre the U.S. oil

i contact* in iht Middle tail run

ft. out.

t "In fact, the main reason Tor

-,. spinning Canada's arclic oil is that

Americi will use it .is .1 COtlOICr-

Richurdion, who -poke at ihe

nd American Anihrupolngisi*

Association conference, is the

;iulhor of u new hook about Quebec
Hydro's James Bay project. Ac-

t

confine; to one ol Ills aids. Canadian
publishers all relused tho hook, and
lie had to turn hi Ihe U S. Sierra

i tu]l i" gel it published.

"All the major man-made lakes."

he mid later, "have been huili in the

Ian twcniy-fne years. 'eiery one of

them ha i had disastrous ecological

results Tii huild another uric, es-

pecially in .in cnvironiticnt we knots

nolhinc about, without al least five

years of sludy. is insane.
'

I he Indiana a'tlti the l-skimosnre

the only one who know thai area,

and they hiive no wi*y lo com-
municate that knowledge to us One
residents' [irnup received a small

grdnf 10 shnj\ 'he situation, but two

weeks before thes "ere supposed lo

prcsenl their conclusions, one of ihe

construction companies received a

52 million grant lo study Ihe pure

environment

"Hulldo/cr*. ife already up Iherc;

con^teic is being poured." he
-.h.irued "Hew e.m they study llic

pore envirdnnkfit*"? Now ihaj report

is scheduled for 1976. the ycat
before the project is due to be

completed
"

Kichurdson, and rcpresem.iliscs

of unlive, peoples groups irom
around Ihe world were at Ihis year's

\ \ \ convention at the Royal York
I hud because ol the agitation of a

new group called Anthropologics
for Radical Political Action
Radical seminars were scheduled in

every lime slot, of the five day
cont cnjiofi

Al nnc seminar. Mike Mitchell ol

Uwesjsnc Nolcs, a Mohawk news-

paper, called for digs in while pi.m-

ee> wnjclcTjci by "red (inihropnlo-

eiiM, exactly like thoie* in Indian

graveyards that whiles have led for

lislcned lo Marxist anihropolo-

Stipends to Stay?
By EDWARD PODGdRSKI

• iA delegation of interning students

sijid ihut they received a "poll live

_ raponie" from Health Minister

Richard T. Poller when Ihcy met

. , ,j i i
.

1
1 1 .

1 1 (o discuss the diminution

'\fif living allow rfflCCJ for students

ifllc/ning in para-medical profes-

i University Commissioner John

. Creelman sard ihut Potter was

reconsidering ihe discontinuation of

livirlg allowances and stipends and

„, .would make a rcconimeiidalion to

cubinct soon According . to

< re look

rei lcr.ilinri lor intern-, in terms ol

the service they provide hospiials.

The Delegatfon presented a thirty

page brief which was a collection of

statements concerning ihe fundion*

mtcrns provide and the duties they

perform ' In addition, the Health

Minister received petitions from

Queen's Park and Toronto number-
ing over two thousand names.

Student interns receive living

allowances and slipends. bul lust

April, a letter fr.im Poller lo ihe

heads of ihe -
1 1

1 j 1
1

-
1 concerned

ordered ttiqm discontinued as ol

'January 1.. 19

\l l lie on: lime, iludcnls ol

and physiuihcrapy.

diddle, and hospil.il adminisira-

Hon wcnsiltllr :quircdlo do hospital

internship
i

students from 'ihe University of

n's and Western arc

nlTeclcd by ih e change in govern-

according to the

dclegalion

\n earlier brief written by

( reelman and Irene Miller, faculty

Of rood science

anil submitted o the Ontario Health

s lhat in Ihe long run

Hie cutbacks

The brief sai

ill hurt Ihe Ontario

1 thai lack of support

v :ll prsducerj] clcrrcnt fad or likely

age of named health

science profess oouls al a lime when
the use of ,pa

advocated as-- means ol reducing

GOSt*.

Pant-medicals arc becoming more
important in medicine because, al

Jcs. cosi. they can do work doctor*

would normally do.

The brief argues that because the

living wage for interns has been

discontinued, il will hecome more
a*pensive for a physioiherapisl or

dieiisun lo ohiain a diploma, and

will act .iv a deterrent for siudcnlslo

intern in Oniafio hospitals. There-

fore, the currcni shortage will not he

alleviated; but. instead, will be in-

tensified.

The decision to. cul off stipends

has been allocked by ihe Ontario

Cobncll of Health, Ontario Efdera-

liiin of Sludenls, and bv numerous
school and department heads and

flaff.

Two mil. ago Crcelman
reported llial deputy minister of

health Stan Martin had not
defended the government action in a

meeting wiih sludenls.

"He acted as if he had little to.do

wiih ihe decision and had no' sym-
pathy with il," said Crcelman

gull.

And al a scsuun on women in

anthropology, an AAA committee
reported that women have much less

chance 10 rise academically lhan

men. despite the achievements ol

Margarcl Mead and other world
renowned Females in the field

In their .i ml', ihey found "a

di'.inhulnin of nccupalion.il posi-

tions decidedly unfavourable lo

women, who arc generally under-
represented in Ihe higher tenured

ranks and over- represented in [he

lower ranis. For example. M per

Cchl of the women and 28 per cent ol

the men arc professors, whereas 41

per cent of Ihe women arid J4 per

were men.

Paul Coe.

Aboriginal pc

hiiterly of w

questioned why all

om the third world

Ausiraliar

:ment, spoki

.llMli

f.HO.000 shares of tJulf Oil Co
stuck. And in an early session Ihe

iu -OL i,i i ion narrowly passed a,

resolution condemning both the
murders at Southern University in

Halon Rouge, and the sncio-culiural

conditions thai led lo \\,

Repeatedly, the conference mes-

sage was lhal Iherc arc radical

anthropologists who warn lo. as one
delegate said, "end Ihe Muds ol

people's hones, and hegin Ihe study
of people's oppression."

and imposing ideas of svomen s

liberation sviihou) any knowledge of

ihe actual cultural relation hdween

the scses in the area He was sup-

purled hy an Ontario Indian .soman

who said she had seen tiie same

problem with "radical chauvinisls".

There was a great deal of self-

conscious introspection. Two Har-
vard graduate siudenis, who insisted

•n remaining anonymous so that

Ihej could speak freely, condemned
ilieir professional colleagues for

maiching "concern for traditions

and societies being wiped out, like

lliose in Brazil, with concern thjl

these people remain available as

ohjctls of study, like pieces of
wildlife".

Another Harvard erad pabhcls

condemned his university for! owning

Court Reverses Decision to Dismiss Libel

CaseAgainst HalifaxCommunityNewspaper

sum lo dumfsa a hbcl SUJl lodged bv

l.e Chaieau Men's Wear Limited, a

Halifutt' clothing firm, againlt the

tlh Ksiaie. a weekly community
newspaper

V*Thc case now returns to the

supreme court's trial division fdr a

new Irial, bul no dale has yel been

[in lemming.

aid il unlikely the ncs

iro.

hi. thesuit ,lg a i nsl

vspapcr was started by the

Ihoie -lore chain IX monlhs ago,

June of IV7I.

rhc case was dismissed without

ng io
i n.it m carl> October by

luslicc b W Bisseil ol Ihe

ireine courl Bissdi dismissed ihe

e Ocloher 2 aflct rulinc lhal In

cr to sustain an action for libel

corporation must be defamed in

The two
in- libeh

ills .ilk

e Chateau were

I
published in ihe spring of 1971 in

' connection wiih a puhln. campaign
i against slum housing in Halifax,

One of the two items cited in Ihe

case is a photograph anil the second
is an illustration reprinted from ihe

, Dulhuusic University students' new-

spaper. The Gazelle.

The 4th [-stale alleged lhat (he

propnciors of l.e Chale.iu .owned

sever.it run d,owr> houses in H.ihfas.

HisseU said Ihe Hem reprinted front

The (ta/clte was ambigupus and

therefore did not constitute a libel

the allegedly libelous illustration.

Defence lawyer Flcruming con-
Halifax lawyer (ieorge Simms.

WKo represents Ihe clolhing th.nn in

lende.l al the firsl hearing Ocloher

2 lhal the phrase "Lc Chaieau —
slum bousing" ssms amhiguous and

because no defamalion had been

ru. nil againsl ihe company in ils

Own Irading field — men's clothing

— ihere ssa\ no prima facie case of

libel

In dismissing Ihe case on the

grounds Ihe company was nol

defamed in (he way of itf business.

Ihe hbcl (till, presented the com-
p.ms 's appeal of the dismissal before

the appeals division on 'November

V
Sinujlt contended lhat Bisscll

erresi in law in his decision hi dis-

miss the case belore Le Chateau
Men's Wear Limilcd had opened ils

The three members of the appeal

court ruled unanimously lhal Hissctt

should have wailed untrl counsel for

I e Chateau presented evidence

before making his decision to dis-

miss ihe lihel suit

The appeal courl ruled that costs

incurred at ihe appeal hearing and al

any new trial of the case would be

decided al ihe conclusion of the new
trial. However, the appeal courl

decision on costs docs not affeci

liisscii's earlier ruling in the Oc-
tober 2 hearing After dismissing Ihe

case, he ruled ihe newspaper and Le

< bateau would each pay their own
court costs incurred up to Ocloljcr 2.

Students Have No

Say in Judging

Profs' Skill

A report on academic tenure

allows fof no student involvement in

competence nf professors

Victoria University Sludenl -

\d niini-ir.n ivc ("oancil education

commissioner Kick (ircgory slated

yesterday that he is certain the

report will be passed because there is

not sufficient inleresl among
Students regarding lenure for any

muss actum to be uken againsl Ihe

Any protest will be made through

committees, lo point out Ihe dis-

crepancies between Ibis report and

the recommendationJ about tenure

in another report (on discipline

i

released last l-'chruary.

The firs l reporl recommended
some student input in judging the

IOIK Kid

competence
1

The tenure reporl

leases Ihe decision in the hands ofa
hearing cdmmlttce of ihree lenured

professors, to be chusen jointly by

the professor being ludged and ihe

president of the university

In (act, only the principal of Vic

with, the reporl savs Some mention
is made of considering sludenl

course evaluations, though this is'

noi guaranteed in the reporl.

There is very little definition in

Ihe report ol ihe things professors

can he penalized for, such as

"neglect of duly". In past, Gregory

staled, there has been a very liberal

Interpretation of most possible

reasons.

Gregory ^ixd that ihe report

parallels U -of T's Hilist Rules on

lenure Tenure would become for-

mal d Ihe report were implemented,

giving professors a legal form of joh

security:

Vic's Board of Regents, io which

the report is addressed, is expected

in consider n at ils ncsi meeting, in

January or February

NOTICE OF DEMISE

With this issue, The Varsity closes its 1972

publishing year.

Mourners should note, however, that a resurrection

is scheduled for 10 January. 1973. The advertising-

deadline for the first issue of the new year will bs

noon. Friday, 5 January.

TERMPAPERS
CariKiat 1dJ9«r library ,

papers irom SI 75 pet p*g« Alto nipd
cuitorn paaeri' lions S3 9S PER
page Plus TRANSLATIONS. TUTORING,
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
PROGRAMS. EDITING AND RESEARCH, tc.

xerox ran STUDENTS

SMC
STUDENTS' UNION

IS WORKING ON
A SMALL

THEATRE PROJECT

Any Interested

and Knowledgeable

Person Welcome

PLEASE CONTACT SMC

923-8893

THE CHOIR OF

BLOOH STREET UNITED CHURCH
PRESENTS

COME REDEEMER
utnums itji un
otto NOrai mill indudt

MAGNIFICAT by Vaughan Williams

CHRISTMAS DAY by Hoist

Solo I •!>

MIMI OILLIES-SOPFUNO
SHARON MACINTVRE-SOPRANO
OORIS PflltC HARD-CONTRALTO
LARRY MARSHALL-TENOR
QLEMN '". nxin n L n " .

(WITH ORCHESTRA)
JOHN DEM BECK-CONCERT MASTER
DR. GEORGE BROUQM-

QUEST ORGANIST
REV. DONALO OILLIES-CONDUCTOR

sun dht. OECtmeinntb,. \m
AT 130 P.M.

MOUmtR "to lilhru&l

GIFT - IN - PARTY
For the benefit of

needy children in the city.

NEWMAN CENTRE,
89 ST. GEORGE ST.

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 1 0. 9 P.M.

Refreshments - Music-Dance.

Admission: A wrapped gift, marked "girl" or "boy'

age. Value cca $2.

Phone: 922-3230

FROM THE FOLKS WHO BROUGHT YOU

NIAGARA FALLS' (1 972)
WE BRING IT TO YOU AGAIN (1973).

Last Year 180 Students.

This Year Maybe 300.

Come To Help Plan The Convention...

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7

7:00 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE

The
Christmas-New Year's

Holiday Schedule

Tht Unfutalf* i
M..-, • tt dostd

torn S pm OtctmMi 11. .,.,>, n-

r«fty liw*ry "on So" Dranfco 21
Tlwy «W iiomii on tiUMvaatf mornlna,

foiio-i^o IP* hoiirtu, IM Slg-

mund taniutl i im j , will b* »p*n

W^MUtf , Omito IT

8 Wi*.-9;00ra

Ttaotoj tNMk 71

I JO i m 9 00 f *

rrMn. OKMtor Z9

6 30 1 p -5 00 p e

Services mil be povrdwt lw Com-
puur Cwflre opeuiionj on * rt-

»)ICt*a ,m: i i

.

Th« UMnruii (Bon u4 Ulranj

"O It t*M*J M KMilT. JUMTf I

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

"The Place of Bertrand Russell In the His-

tory of Mathematics" by Ivor Grattan-
Guiness, Enfield College of Technology.
1:10 p.m. Room 3154, Medical Sciences
Building, Friday, 8 December. Sponsored
by the Varsity Fund.

People People
are coming

February 7, 8 & 9, 1973
Ontario Public Service rnierviewers will be

on your csmpus to discuss career possibilities

in Ontario's Public Service

See your placement office for

• pre-screening cut off dales

• on campus interview procedure

ONTARIO
PROVINCE OF OPPORTUNITY

n }

Conacher vetoed debate on cuts affecting Interdisciplinary Dept.

Oonacher vetoes debate on cots
The.Ccneral Commiticc'uf ihe FaVuliy of Art* jnd Science Mondaj

refujed lo vhunge ils agenda and' have an crnergencj deliulc on the
Ihrejlened cutbacks in ihe lnterdisti|i|in:ir> Studies Dcp.irlnicnl

llisiurv chairman Jim Conacher refuhed ihe unaninii>u» conscni
ncccssupi in disct« i nsbluiion nrtscnied bj sludenl menthers Soymnar
K in.- i, Boh lt.il I,

Ihe resolution ejllal for ilie committee to eundenin the proposed
cut hacks in inlerdiscipUriiirv siudics and <uppori ihe ennlinucd e'xpunsiim of
Die department

i isuailj under committee rules substantive molionswinnqi he discussed
unless |0 days ribttce i\ given, The Kanowilcn-BelUon moiion mil be

the BOmftiitlec grouriji io ,i hull on u

Issu hranch libraries be amuleamated

Debale on ihe amajgan
and Uriivejjiiy College libri

S'.tndards Com mi I lee. whic
The commillce repnried ih.

amendment ihul the New
ral sludenls opposed Iheir

:iinienance of ihe college

on to refer 'be mailer to a newly formed siudcni-faeuliv lifirar)

EC was defeated and discussion will continue nest mcciJrtp

Faculty members nerc uccluimed lo ihe Mibconinniice. The >

:lcd included Rick MaeFarlonC, Howie Lev'm, David 1 reedmar

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE

EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES

QCA 7440 752A YONGE»M"'3«
(al aioor)

KIIMGSWAY
DRUGS
SOLARAY
HOT COMB

Suggested list S16.95

only $9.98
Ihe <".-]. ....,.!.!.

.
in Blorjr W.

and
700VoriRi;S1..alSl. Mny

C/kiinqahl/
peakO

Trice/ al" their

bottom:

30 suoorbly
groumea trails,

io lids

accommodating
7.500 skiers per hour,
including

Ihe only gondola lilt

in Eastern Canada

2050 vertical drop ;ils a real kick}

.Beginner s-slopes (Look al melt

• 9 day ski week- use of lifls S25.. li'15 i lessons 535,

• Season Irom November to M&y

mont ste-anne p° Bok4^i^-Province of Quebec
(418) 692-0835

NEW YEARS EVE BALL

pancing tp wmy Louis

mo bars with professional eittertainmtnt

Bufkt supper - 5 sittings

splash party

fit. a ioapk

tickets awilablutt Hall porttr'sdtsk

or vndtrtmiuato office
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St. Andrews May Get Land
Si. Andre»» Day Nursery, it [|

can eircumveni restrictive cily

bylawi and other problem*, may be

given subsidircd liind hy the Univer-

sity nf •Toronto.

However. Campus Cinoperative

Community Day Care bus been told

Trent Hit by

$300,000 Deficit

PtTtRBOROUCiH (CUP)
— In announcing spending cuts

lo make up u S3O0.000 deficit.

Trent University'* president

bus accused the Ontario

government or considering

higher education of little

importance

F I W Nind. who took over

from T.H.Symons this year.

10 id the recent eupnal budget

frcc/c on universities an-

nounced by colleges and on-

[verities minister Jack McNie
"mukca it all too clear that

deed in the order of priorities or

I he present Ontario
govern inen I

•''

Me added that '
ll would be

foolish to assume" that Trent's

requests for additional

usiisluncc this year would he

grunted,

Nmd's cost-cutting measures

would reduce expenditures hy

at leasl SI 25,000. he honed.

These included euls in library

acquisitions (S50.0O0), adminis-

tration (S50.000). academic

spending (S25.O0O) and a five

monlh freeze on furniture and

equipment purchases,

In addition, he indicated that

Trcni would not hire any new

professors Ihis year, slating

that "normal siaff attrition

i h rough retirements or

resignations
1
' would complete

ilie required cost-saving, along

with other schemes.

lhat if it were given a house at "a

Mihsuli/ed rent, it would fall under

ihc Governing Council's day care

policy prohibiting non-university

community children and requiring

its centre to be run by the U of T
administration.

Administration campus CO-

ordinutor Lois Rcimer says thut

St. Andrew's, which has been con-

nected lo ihe university for several

years, muy he allowed lo erect a

porluhle building for its day care

ccnlrc on the land near the

clubhouse presently occupied hy

Campus Co-op.

All hough it would get no other

UMiSiance, Reimer says St . Andrew's

may he able to use the land til "at

nominal tent" The parking lol lo

Ihe south of the clubhouse is a

possible location, she udded.

St \ndrew'shasahoulSIO.OOOto
^pclld on ill new location. >ays one

of its ciecutivc members, Joan
(iruscc This amount has been saved

since the nursery became aware

more thun three ycurs ugo thut

relocation would be imminent.

(iruscc says that the prospect of

finding Off-campus accommodation

thi

ilremcly unlikely", since the

-y conducted an "absolutely

i|jh" search lasl spring without

dinglv. it h; up

committee lo investigate selling up

portables on the university land.

Although these are presently

prohibited by municipal bylaws

from use as day care centres, (iruscc

is hopeful (hat the university would

help the nursery secure dispensation

from the city if il wonted lo use

portables

The university's day care advisory

hoard would have a strong voice in

ihc locution of their centre, were il

lo proceed, she added
Campus Co-op has been told that

if it were rcnied u house at a

nominal rent. Ihe resulting >uh-

(idiiuiion would cause n lo be ruled

lis the (iovcrning Council's day cure

policy

Earlier in the full, the co-op was

informed that renting a house would

remove it from under ihc yoke of Ihc

university's day care policy because

the deal would be considered a mere
real estate transaction.

Meanwhile, the co-op's occupa-

tion of the clubhouse is in its eighth

monlh. Nearly two weeks ago. u co-

op ultimatum to the administration

Staling that il might setlle in perm-

anently if a house was nut found for

il cspircd without an adminislrution

Offer

The have been no subsequent

ofTcA.

U of T institutional relations and

planning vice-president Jack Sword
said yesterday that he did noi think

Ontario's capital budget freeze

would affect Ihe proposed

rem .\ alums of ihc clubhouse to tran-

sform it inio the university * day
care centre

However, "the full implications of

fhc frcc/e haven't been examined,"

he said.

A U of T request to re/one the

lit* oi |h,e clubhouse lo enable il to

he legally used as a day care centre

is proceeding, said vice-provost
Rohm Kuss since Cily Council ha*
risen foi ihc elections, n could not

he dealt with before January, be
thought.

Albertan takes

Rhodes Prize

Forty per cent of the eligible

student members of the Gover-

ning Council have now won
Rhodes Scholarships, wilh the

laiest addition hemg executive

member Brian Morgan (Trin

IV),

Morgan joins engineer Paul

Cadario in the winners' circle.

Morgan's feat is esceplion-

ally stunning. As late as last

week he was telling all inquirers

thai he wasn't in the runnings

for the prestigious scholarship

endowed hy 19th century Brit-

ish imperialisi Cecil Rhodes,

the founder of white minority

ruled Rhodesia.

Cadario. Ihe council's In-

ternal Affairs Committee
chairman, last week won one of

two Ontario scholarships. Mor-

gan, who grew up in Lclh-

hndgc. led 13 other applicants

to gain Alhcrta's only Rhodes.

Rhodes specified thai his

bequest was not to be made
available to women Conse-

quently only five out of the

eight students on Governing

Council were eligible for a free

ride at Osford and a lifetime

entree into prominent circles.

QFL is Moving Toward Separatism: Unionist
By JULIA ELCOCK

The jnun responsible for political

Day Care Centre

Wants More Kids

The University

Day Care centre

applications for

imalely 50 places :)uldrcn

Th

\1cT-.

be located in

behind the

Building at

Bloor Street and Devonshire

Place, will open "within the

nest Tew months" according to

ils advisory board. This board,

lo be half composed of parents,

will advise the U of T ad-

ministration how- io run the

centre.

At leasi one parent must be a

member of ihe university com-
munity in order for a child to be

eligible The cosl will be hc-

Iwcen SK5 and SIOO per month
per child, wilh some parents

likely eligible for municipal

Children ill be accepted on

the basis of their parents' per-

sonal and financial need.

action in Ihe Quebec Federation of

Labour Sunday stated that at some
point in Ihe fulurc. Ihc QFL will

probahly advocate separatism.

However, at present, said Andre
Ledere, the labour body supports

Boycott Kraft

Needs Help Here

The Toronto Kraft Boycott

Committee is planning in

nrganj/c the boycott in

Toronto

People w'anting to help plan

and svork on Ihe campaign

should phone 536-8 1 31

The boycott of Kraft

products is intended lo pressure

the huge multi-national cor-

poration into agreeing to

bargain collectively with dairy

The boycoll sponsor, the

National Farmers Union ex-

plains that the huge market

power of Kraft, combined with

the government dominated
milk marketing boards allows

farmers little say in ihe prices

they receive, As a rcsull, farm

incomes arc declining and rural

Canada is being depopulated.

Only a strong Quebec government.

He was speaking lo about 50

people at an educational forum

sponsored by the Toronto Waffle al

the International Student Ccnlrc.

"We know a majority of the

led thai separatism

itselfbui only j pan

solving Quebec's

economic problems.

Nationalism in Quebec. Lcclerc

said, has become "linked more and

more wilh socialism": "the working

class lahour movement is In-

stinctively gOlflg lb rejeel ihc present

society." .

Although a majority of the

members of ihc QFL do suppurl ihe

PQ, he stressed thai ihis does not

mean that the QFL has the same
interests and nature as the PQ.

|

"Their view of socialism is not Ihe

same as ours" he continued.

\ recent hill requiring children lo

hi- educated in French, is justified

because Frcneh-< unudians are in

rjunger oi being assimilated said

Lcclerc Fhil is due to the dropping

birthrate and the fuel that im-

migrants to Quebec, and even some
French Canadians ihcmselvcs.
prefer their children lo ipeak
Fnglish because of belter job
opportunities.

Coach Charged with Tampering
MONTREAL (CUPI) — Charges

of conflict of interest with im-

plications of unfair tampering with

other teams has been levelled

ihe couch of ihcagainst Dave D
McGlll Umvcr
Thi in,

Quebec t faiversity Athletic Associa-

tion (QUAAI coaches.

Dies is not only the hockey coach

al McGlll, but is also college

representative with Pro Sports Inc.,

u group of lawyers who represent

ispecls Tor their business.

rhis involves sending tellers t

leges' players urging them, ifiht:

turn professional, to make use ol

Pro Spoils' services. These letters

arc signed hy Dies.

Rival coaches have suggested

Dies could use his position lo

weaken opposing learns by enticing

their star players into turning

professional

The controversy came lo a head

recently with the case oT Francois

< luitncl, a defenceman ai Sir George
Williams University, who is

represented by Pro Sports.

Ouimet recently jumped from the

Sir ( icorgc hockey learn to the

WHA Philadelphia learn. Because

of his position. Dies was charged

with inlerfercncc.

Sunglasses

that get

darker

as the sun

gets brighten

PHOTQSUN

WATERBEDS
7 STYLES ON

DISPLAY TO SUIT

ANY DECOR OR BUDGET

Freeform Interiors

2110 YONGE 4B3-7e00

Remodelling and
Alterations

A Specially -

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners and Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCQUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards
MEMBER OF INDEPENDENT

CLEANER5 ASSOC

Pete,- Wyclo/f

CONTACT LENS
CONSULTANT

FOR BETTER VISION

2875 BLOOR ST. W.

233-7273
j

SPORTS SCHEDULES-JAN. 3rd to JAN. 13
(PLEASE CLIP FROM THE VARSITY OR PICK UP A COPY AT

INTRAMURAL OFFICE)

HOCKEY
Wet). Jan 3 7.30 Lawl vs Dent, A TworzyansKi. Desrocbes

8 30 For A sis Fac Ed Tworzyanstil. Desroches

9.30 Law II vs Music Golllsh, Kolanko
10.30 Law IV us Dent. D Golllsh. Kolanko

Mon Jan 8 12.30 Vic. 1 vs U C.I Haram, Ortved

130 SI M. A vs New 1 Hamm. Ortved

7 30 Erin vs Trln. A Barnbouse, Hemphill

8.30 Lawl vs Scar. 1 Bernhouse, Hemphill

9.30 Knox vs Arch Gal.Swanick
10.30Mgt.Slud vs Eng Sc.1V Gal. Swanick

Tues Jan 9 1.30 Innks II vs Vic. IV Bteleckl, Johnston

4.30 Law II vs Grad Siud Bleleckl, Johnston

7.30 PHE A vs Denl.A Bullock, Tworzyanskl

8.30 Music vsU C II Bullock. Twonyanskl
9.30 Pharm.A vs Scar. II Francis, Goverde
10.30 Denl.B vs Law ill Francis, Goverde

Wed. Jan. 10 8.00am New II vs Noombles Anderson, MacFarlane

1S.30 Eng. Set vsSt.M. F Kolanko, Gal

1 30 Emman vs Vic. 9's Kolanko. Gal
4,30 Vic. VI'S vs Law iv Anderson, MacFarlane
7.30 Fac. Ed vs Jr. Eng Parrack. Desroches
8.30 Oev.Hse vsSt M 8 Parrack, Desroches

9 30 Trin. C vs Cham. IV Gllmour, Kamln
i0.3QChem7T4 vsWyc Gllmour, Kamln

Thur. Jan. It 12 30 MElec vs Si M O Anderson. Llpsett

J 30 Trin.A vs New 1 Herridge, Ruhnke
7 30 U.C.I vs Seer 1 Toole. Parrack
8.30 Erin vsSr. Eng Toole. Parrack

%.30 For * vs Innls i He'rldge, Ruhnke
10 30 Dent C vs Vic. Vs Herridge. Rubnke

Fri Jan 12 12 30 Vic. II vs PHE B Branclere. Llpseti

1.30 PHE, A vs Law 1 Branclere. Llpsett

5.00 SI.M. A vs Vic.

1

Hamm, Ortved

BASKETBALL
Wod Jan 3 ' 7 00 Lawl vs Wed. A
Thurs Jan. A 7.00 Law II vs Med 8

BOO SGS II VS For A
Mon Jan. 8 9.00 For A vs Innls 1

Tues. Jan. 9 12 30 U.C.II vs Jr. Eng.
a 00 SGS II vsPHE O

• 6.30 SGS.I vavic.l

BOO PHE C vs Scat

9.00 Vlc.tl vs Pharm.A

Wed Jan ID • 5 00 PHE A vs St M. A
6 30 NOW vs U.C.I

* 8 00 PHE a vs Sr Eng
9.30 Scar vs Mgt. Stud

Thur Jtin ii 12 30 U C II vsPHE C
* 6 30 Lawl vavtc 1

8 00 For. A '.s Vic II

9 00 Priarm a. vsSOS. II

Fri. Jan 12 1200 UC 1 vs PHE. B
4 00 Law II vs Innta I

• 6 30 New vsSGS 1

" 8 00 PHE A vs Erin

Sat Jan 13 10 30 Tiln. A vsJr Eng
•1200 SIM B vsDem A

•Fun lengin Games

VOLLEYBALL
Team* In Dlv . II oho have won 6 or more point* In league play
havo qualified tor doubla elimination plnvotl* which will tlarl

Jan. 1 S. Time ta available for practice*.

Tua» Jon 9 «0O Kno» v* PHE KiMn
9 00 Erin v* Dent Kafctiu

Tnur Jan It BOO PHE v» Dent Leshchyihen
9 00 Eng 1 vs Knox Leencbythen

SQUASH
Tues Jan 9 6 20 SOS 1 vtVlc. t

900 Trln e vsLawC

Wed Jan 10 0 20 Eng vt UC.
9 00 Vic It v*La«*e
9 40 Knoa vi Innls

THE GREATEST
UTTLE CIGARETTE

FACTORY
IN THE WORLD.

Making good, fresh cigarettes is a snap with

the Player's Home Cigarette Making Workshop.
The kit includes everything you need to produce
great cigarettes.

The price is small when you consider what the

kit contains . 200 Player's King Size filter tubes.

6 ozs of Player's fine cut tobacco in the re-useable

Stay-Fresh container, a handy plastic pack to

carry made-up cigarettes, a handsome woodgrain
convenience tray, instructions and warranty.

Lastly, and most importantly, the kit contains

Filter Master, the new little machine thai s having

a big impact on home-made cigarettes. Filter

Master is hardly bigger than a cigarette itself. And
so easy to work Once you get the hang of it, you

can make a great cigarette in less than hall a

minute!
You'll find your packs will cost about half Ihe

price of ready-made cigarettes. Need we say more?

ON SALE NOW.

WATCH FOR DISPLAYS

AND DEMONSTRATIONS IN YOUR AREA!

Dies CIunited, in reply, itul Uimel

ucicd uguintl bis advice ind that he

is now buck with Sir George because

of the Met. til coach's eirorts on
heluilf of Pro Sport.

However, the damage bus been

done.

The- (. "i.i-.il h.is passed i

lies' position .i con-

When questioned,

s director Harry
I the QUAA hud

ultimatum. He
the QUAA hud
cy expect him tu

ation or they will

r into their own

TRINITY

COLLEGE CHAPEL

A SERVICE OF

LESSONS AND CAROLS
FOR ADVENT

Sunday, December 10

4.30 p.m.

Tiinily'College Choir

under direction ol

JOHN SIDGWICK. F.fl.C.O.

iiiiil
Superb Italian

food at ridiculously

low prices.

Bring your date

enjoy an evening in

Italy then...

Surprise!!

OKOA OFF
>C<*J /O your bill

when you show
your student card.

wmwm
77 AVENUE ROAD
TORONTO
FREE PARKING

pciccsJOQ oi QOtra

RECYCLED CLOTHES
anywhereinTQRpNT©

fELUNloH
:toea5Totof»nto

ACROSSRon C«fft CDlTtejfAR
STLWttfttt WWv.eT'SOjt^UrlV

Quality in the making John Player & Son*
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Should Canada host the Olympic Games in 1976?
The people of ihe Slate of

Colorado voted on November 7 to

cut off Hate spending for the 1976

Winter Olympics, thereby effective-

Iv killing Ihe games for thai year.

Nine van ago Denver organizers

promised the staging of the games

would cost only SI4 million — by

November of this year the cost

estimate had skv-rocketed to $35

million.

The defeat of the Olvmpics was

managed by a popular progressive

group calling itself Citizens for

Colorado's Future and based its

campaign un economic and en-

In

been growing In Montreal since the

announcement lhal the games would

eoine to Canada in 1976. Mattv

people would rather see money spent

on social needs than grandiose

. exhibitions.

In Ihe following article Bruce

Kidd outlines some ol his objections

lo un Olvmpics gamesfor Canada in

1976.

By DENNIS McGANN
Mayor Jean Drapeau. fresh from

his Espo '67 world party, will now

try his hand at a world gci-togcihcr

of another variety — the Olympic

gurries — hut this may prove more

difficult than tlie world's fair

OiVen the political signiheance

and world-wide impact of the Olym-

pic games, it is no wonder that

MuyQr Drape an found il ap-

propriate to jump on the bandwagon
— such is his style. Unfortunately,

the shortcomings of hosting u gulu

event such as this do not directly

affect the good mayor, but rather

Ihe Quebec tmpuycr and Canadian

sport in gener u*£

Drapeau \ fits invited to a

symposium o 1 "Politics and the

Olympics G ames" hosted by

Queen's Univ rsity lasl month, but

did not altcnc , Present ut the dis-

cussion, union

track and Tic d competitor Bruce

Kidd. now a political science in-

siruciof at tllL University of Torun-

lo. Kidd spoke aboul ilic impact ol a

npic* on the taxpayer

and those per •oris heavily involved

in Canadian s

Whnt price Ihe Olympics?

"For me ihe lesson from the

Munich Olympics is that the games

cannot continue as they have gone

up to this point. They arc far too

costly for any one community, far

too unmanageable given the large

number or people that have lo be

accomodated, and they tire far too

vulnerable to the political

manipulators and strategists —
whether these be the people who

have power, or the people who arc

on the "outs' us in the case of the

armed guerrillas.

"When the eyes, of the world arc

on the games, it becomes a verv

valuable stage Tor anyone who wants

to use it. and sport becomes very

vulnerable in the process.

"The Montreal situation is a

specific case which reinforces the

need to come up with a different

solution for these games. In my
opinion, sporting considerations and

Canada and particularly Quebec —
were never taken into consideration

in the decision to apply for the

Olympic Games for Montreal m
1976.

"Certainly the people. who bear

the brunt of the responsibility for

these games and particularly their

Drapeau when he embarked, during

Expo year particularly, on his one*

man-mission to bring the games to

Montrial Essentially Drapeau, as I

sec it. is on another ego-trip and the

delegates of Ihe International Olym-

pic Committee (IOC) who are

primarily interested in a good time

and .i chance to see their little circus

grow bigger and bigger every four

years, fell for his argument.

"Drapeau got the games, I fccL

for two reasons: he was able to wine,

bribe and whore all the IOC
delegates at the 1967 Expo. IT you

will check ihe newspapers at lhal

time, you will see that virtually

every member oT the IOC came and

spent a pleasurable week in Mon-

treal that summer.

"Secondly, the politics of the IOC

were that the majority of the coun-

it'vz lid r.ol want <ia see ihe Un:lcd

lis bi-ccntennial in 1976, and

therefore any city that would run in

opposition to the United Slates

seemed a good bet lo get the games.

Sporting considerations were never

really taken into account in awar-

ding those games to Montreal.

"Sport can only thrive and grow if

it is in general harmony with the

community which supports it, and

doesn't fold up lhal community with

unreason a I be demands in order lo

continue. I believe the Olympic

Games will place a serious strain on

ihe fabric ol Canadian society, if not

leaf it m some irreparable fashion.

"There is a tremendous cost in

staging the Olympic Games. The

Munich GamL's'COSI a total of 780

million dollars (gross expenditure]

Premier Bourassa says Ihe Montreal

games will realistically cost J00

million dollars.

"The 300 million dollar figure is

sizeable: it is about the cost ofallthe

health and hospital services in the

province of Ontario in one year, for

"Il not only costs dollars, but our

best brains. An event like the Olym-

pics requires tremendous organizing

pay for il entirely. We all know ihe

tremendous crisis we are facing al

our present rate of economic

growth. The Monlrdal Olympics

will require thai we completely

abandon an effort to come to terms

with that crisis in order lo support it.

: "In deciding . to put out this

tremendous amount of money and

lo invest in continued growth for the

purpose of supporting it, any society

must make two kinds of decisions

One along the whole gambit of

public needs and public ex-

penditures, the Iradc off between

fiinh unemployment, environmental

and so on. Now, with that trade off

m the province of Quebec, one

wonders how important a major

sporting event of this kind is,

"They already have the highest

level of unemployment in-the coun-

try and the sewage problem around

the St. Lawrence River is Canada's

number one pollution problem. The

social services of that city have

already been considerably cut hack

bv the expenditures (or Espo and the

ii J

architects working on the games -
that's a tremendous output o

creative and intellectual talent lo g<

inlo a two week event.

"In order to sustain the cost o

these games, our city will have It

foster economic growth so that wi

can reap additional tax revenue to

as going to

support ihe structures from, the

recreation budget: well; the recrea-

tion budget lasl year was six million

dollars. In order to support the

facilities he has in mind, it has to be

cut back and possibly put in the red

for some time. During the Expo

pijri.nl many public services were cut

back; for example, very few libraries

were able to buy new books.

Canadian sport will suffer

"A second kind of decision that

has lo be made is what kind of

recreation programs expenditures

one wants to make. 1 said before

that ihe people involved with recrea-

tion were never consulted and I

suspect if ihey were, the Olympic

( iames would be far from the top of

"We have a tremendous shortage

of facilities in this country, in our

n.iliiin.il spun, hockey, (or example,

ming pools; people cannot swim in

the winter although a lol of time is

'spent around water in the summer

months. Indoor tracks are also

necessary Tor athletes and others

who want lo keep Tit during Ihe

winter, as are hiking trails and canoe

routes — things which are fully in

keeping with the climate and ac-

tivities, which arc based more on

"This Is not ihe time to go ahead

with (he Olympics in this country; in

the last ten years this country has

just been coming to grips with how

, to develop a sports program. We're'

still working out the hugs, we don't

have enough trained officials or-

Iraincd couches. Where, for ex-

ample, arc we going lo gel (rack and

field officials and how are we going-

to train them?

"I think we arc in the situation

now where Ihe government is ready

to go ahead with ihe games, but both

the city or Montreal and sporl as a

whole will suffer if some of the

adverse problems we see coming

down the road arc nol averted.

"Montreal is a real hot-bed

politically and Drapeau is an cx-

iremely powerful but increasingly

unpopular dictator — a dictator

who is so unpopular now that he had

to travel around with a bodyguard

all the time and only travels in an

elevator, according lo the latest

press reports, with his dog

"Every population in recent years

has been disenchanted wjth the

money allocations for the Olympic

Games, in Mexico there were riots

prior lo the games. I suspect the

demonstrations occurring in the two

previous games will be very small

compared with whal will occur in

Montreal.

"Sport development will be set

haek because we will not be able lo

gel our own development on track,

we'll be spending all our energies on

the Olympic (iames. We'll be so

exhausted after '76 lhal there will be

little Kinds and less energy for

further development of sport.

"Drapeau is interested in

providing a beautiful city for con-

ventioneers: he is not primarily con-

cerned with the people who live

there.' The Montreal Olympics was

not designed for sporl or with the

best interest of the citizens of Mon-
[real in mind.

"The most popular alternative I

reduce the number of competitors

by eliminating, essentially, all the

team sports where the great ma-
jority of athletes come in.

"Another alternative is to

decentralize the games in one of two

ways, within the countries which

host the games (in Canada lhal

would mean having various com-

petitions in different eihcs). Another

possibility would be lo decentralize

the games around ihe world as is

done with the European games, ihe

second largest activity in the world

hird allcrna Uld b!

JCl I Ik

mes. This could be a permanent

c for Ihe entire games, which m
: intermediary years, -could he

:d for olher ganies. Another alter-

live w ould be to have the games as

!y arc now. but stage them over a

longer periodof time so that only a

limited number Of athletes would

have to be accomodated ai any one
J

"In conclusion, I believe the

games cannot go on us they are

without even greater crises I believe

the Montreal Olympics are mure
vulnerable lo the kind of crises

menliuned and I also believe thai the

staving of the Olvmnics m • anada

arc interested in llic gigantic staging

of a little circus, they are nol in-

terested in sport and thcrclure Ihey

are not willing to do very much to

The cry by Kidd and many others

involved with the analysis or the

Olympics games is for 'pure

athletics'. Separate the games and

disallow any possible political plat-

form. The only alternative to con-

tinuing ihe Bamcs in their present

years, would he to submerge politics

ei'en more in the sport arenu.

The Olympics will die a painful

death if present irands continue.

w |-,\ vay

bv Wilham Gilberl

where the financial csptnditure will

be toward some idealistic pursu.il ol

world harmony, where the athletes

« ill serve the same minimal function

ihey do now?

"I his

where the mythological values are

somewhat attained because they are

much smaller

"The community gets much cloSA

cr lo the athletes when they, arc

staged on n smullcr scale The

people of Winnipeg, for example.

Pun \meric

loo much a

Olympics

logelher."

Throughout the world,

are hard ai work in prcpai

another Olympic gann

.
reuli/e

Olymp
porlumts lo uimpcle With tin

the world All this, while tl

pioms. o

loo ubi i

nyming

athletes

n n lor

most
i (ft i n u s ol Ihe

it the onlv op-

be red

Attempts at healing were applied

in Munich, but Montreal, from all

indications; will he the graveyard

adapted from The Chetron

Women's senior

dcfealed queen's lasl v

ilian limversity Pros informed us

Ioil ii, -li that member* of the

Quebec Univerxiiicx Athletic

Association (QUA A) will meet

Shursday lo decide whether Loyola

College should he barred Horn the

association for having too many
Americans on tit b*ikrlbill team

The meeting wall discuss the Loyola

Huesiion for (he second time m less

ill m tsro weeks Al the association's

November 29 meeting n Laval

University representative tabled a

motion in have Loyola tuned from

further QUAA .pom The motion

wut presented al the urging ol (he

tlnivcrnlc de Quebec ul Shcr-

formed Loyola coach Doug
Dalgneaull thai it would not" play

jny further game* with Loyola,

D.ngncutill tried to delcnd his

position "
I bis recruiting (of

Americans) has been going on for

year-. in schools other Ihan Loyola.

Iiut now tti.il we lire in a position lo

win a championship, they (Sher-

brooke) are complaining M depthtij

on your Mini of view hither you

want lo win and work towaids lhal

goal, ot you don't,' It '» a mutter of

philosophy I think we've done u

good job of representing the

league
"

Ioni..irow\ meeting i» expected

lo finally settle Ihe mailer, although

it appcjrx unlikely I oyola will be

fuiced to pull old of Ihe already

Draggling QUAA and find com-

petition in another league

Editorial Comments
The tallowing- editorial is

reprinted from The Varsity of

February 3. IH9I.

The report of the Athletic

Committee, which was presented

mi
ment — so important inai me
Society though! it advisable lo

postpone the consideration of it

until after it had been published

in The Varsity and thus placed in

ihe hands of every student

For several years back the

mailer of athletics has been com-

paralivcly untouched by (he

Society, and now this report

which deals wilb the subject in a

sensible, busmess>llke way calls

hands of Ihe Society.

The members of Ihe com-

mittee have apparently devoted

.considerable though! lo Ihe

problems of the support ol

athletics around the college and

as a result ihey ore prepared' lo

offer a solution of lhal very

important question. Whether the

proposall in Ihe rcporl lire the

ties! that can be made remain*

(or ihe members of the society to

decide.

The report direct* allenlion to

Ihe annual game* and the usual

financial failure thai attends

mem and suggexii ihnl the fcocte-

is lake ihcm under ns control.

The capacity of the Society lo

shelter everything under it* big

Srold wing \eemt being put

severely Id the MI, hul there is

very little reason to fear thai this

will he ihe proverbial lasl slraw.

' The Society is becoming so

thoroughly a representative of

the whole student body that it

will nol require a great stretch of

managing the annual games. One

thing is certain and thai is the

and! a. the Society will probably

do. in Ihe future as il has done in

the pasl. that is. make up any

deficit in ihe accounts of ihe

games. Ihe assumption of control

by ihe Society appears lo be the

best possible thing to do under

ihe circumstances,

The committee Rives the

of the

r of the

once applied to the support ol

athletics will be news to very

miny Ignorance of this will

render ihe probability ol

similar state of affair* in the

(ulurc none the levs welcome

The Society should* at once

proceed lo interview the

authorities on this subicel and

endeavour lo effcci a reiurn 10

Ihe old order of ihings There

would then be a sum of J700 al

SHOO at our disposal and this

would place ulhltuei on a sound

baxii.

Ii i* to he hopcsl that an effort

will be made lo procure greater

*pace for fitkl spont of all kinds

The Semite ha* appointed * com-

minec to consider this matter

and memorials to thai committee

may probably have greater effect

ihan they would to each and all

of Ihe bodies named in the

Though nol distinctly saying

so. yet the inference is thai the

committee believe lliai the lawn

at Ihe rear should be so arranged

lhal an entrance fee may be

.harped This will doahlles. he

forts to obtain the one dollar fee

should prove success in I their

position would be very much
strengthened.

The Association Football*! tub

might be gainers if a fee could be

charged, a* the Western Associa-

non. anticipating thai the Varsity

team will always be in ihe (inula,

lias legislated our club oul of Ihe

righi to play on our home
ground, the lawn, but were the

charging of a fee shown to be

disadvantageous to the whole

student body the Association

club will doubtless be found

ready lo waive it* tight in the

mailer. ,

ll ix io I', regretted lh*t the

formation of an athletis USOctf

lion cannot he proceeded wuh at

once, but the committee Is right

in advising postponement o(

(lefirttlc action until the .above-

mentioned questions arc finally

tcltlcd I he member* of ihe com-

mil lee are deserving «r praise in

having presented such an in-

teresting nnd practical repori






